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Mi I) 1 F F EIIEXT
THREADS AND
FEEDS are had
through Mounted
Change Gearing,

each change being

q u i c li 1 y made
through controlling

handles in Gear
Boxes.
BEFORE PUR-
CHASING A NEW
LATHE INVESTI-
GATE THE HEN-
DEY SERVICE.

HELP YOU BY FUR-
NISHING LIST OF USERS.

Write for descriptive circular.

The Hendey Machine

Company

Toriington, Conn.

Canadian .\gents : A. R. Williams
Maoliinery Co., Toronto, Ont. ; A. R.
Williams Macbiner.v Co., 260 Prin-
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N.B. ; Williams & Wilson. Montreal.
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Specification Requirements of Munitions Material
By F. C. H.

One of the many beneficial results derived from the manufacture of munitions is the

greatly increased appreciation, by engineering firms generally, of the benefits) to be derived

from judicious heat treatment of metals. In the automobile and steel making industries sucli

procedure had been highly developed, but the applications of scientific thermal manipula-

tions to every-day ivork had been more or less neglected. Future conditions niay largely alter

this state of affairs, so that heat-treating will ultimately assume its true position.

TO many of those engaged in the

manufacture of munitions the

reasons for accurate si-iecitications

with relation to metalluray is not ap-
parent. The common principles of heat
treatment of carbon and alloy steels and
non-ferrous metals are generally under-
stood, yet there are many little points

of interest and importance.
Large guns are made up of concentric

wire-wound tubes of steel having the

fnlliiwini;- ciimposition:

—

and "being subjected to compressive

stress, is also subject to tensile stress,

due to the shrapnel bullets inside. In

order that these bullets may be thrown
forward the shell is designed with a

thick wall at the base and this wall gra-

dually tapers off to a thin point near

the socket in nose. When the fuse ex-

plodes the charge, this thin wall bursts

or spreads open, or the fuse threads are

stripped. If the steel is too hard the

shock of the explosion in the cartridge

Teusilo

EI. limit strength Elongation
( <.Licliti<in llis.-iicr Ills. ]ier in •.; in.

of sleel sq. in. sq. in. Carbon Manganese Chrome Van.ifliuni

Sort ....3.-i.«)0 7S.800 24% .40 .80

Iljrclciicil ill oil n.'-..'>IIO 14%
14.10'^ F. .11 awn

SOO . ..W.ODO 10:i.W<l

Soft ....fil.ntK) X3,70(t 3.1% .30 .30 .90 .20

Ilarilt-iied .

.

. . .r>!),02<) 132,00(1 30%
Soft fj;{ n<i() 103.440

190,000 15%
.50 .110 1.00 .20

HarcU'ncd . . ..iTfl.nw)

Tliese tubes are necessarily put under
compression so that when the cartridge

is exploded, with subsequent stresses,

I he elastic limit will not be exceeded and
a reasonable factor of safety allowed.

The chamber pressure on the 18-pdr.,

3 in., 6 in., 8 in., and 9.2 in. guns is from
26,880 lbs. per sq. in. to 33,600 lbs. per
sq. in., and on rifles it is a little higher,

possibly 4.5,000 lbs. per sq. in.

On this necessary chamber pressure is

based tlie calculations which determine
the re(|uirpinents of the specitications. In

the case of high explosive shells at the

moment of explosion of propelling
charge, the inertia of shell results in a

sudden compressive force being applied

through the l)ase and this force tends to

bulge the walls of shell which will occur
if the shells are soft. For this reason,

after liigh explosive shells are forged
they should be stood on end to cool and
a reasonable distance apart instead of

lieing piled. This piling of hot shells

would cause them to be softened by an-

nealing. As there is no subsequent heat

treating for hiL'h explosive as compared
with shrapnel, defects are not developed
MS when grinding the latter.

Rase plates have a test piece taken
across the gmin as well as rme with the

<;rain. The piece taken across is a cheek
to be sure the material is not pioed or

seamy, as these defects occur principal-

!v at the centre. These plates are sub-

jected to the same strain as the shell

and spocific-itjons arc similar.

Shrapnel Design

The shrapnel shell, while opposing the
bursting charge due to its own inertia

case will cause fracture with damage to

the gun, and if the cartridge case is too

hard, due to excessive zinc, permanent
deformation will cause it to stick in the

gun and prohilnt its use over again after

being refilled.

While specifications for shell steel

have close limits, it should be possible

to use steel of higher tensile streng-th

but having good elongation. In this way
it would be possible to use almost any
analysis, getting the physical properties

by heat treatment.

If the steel is hard and brittle, when
the shell bursts the pieces break into

maily small parts, whereas, if the steel

is touah, the pieces are larger and the

edges are rougher, tending to tear in-

stead of cut. thereby doiiii- more dam-
ago.

Cartridge Case Requirements

If the brass cartridge eases vary much
in the zinc content from 70 copper, 30

zinc, dilliculties will be experienced in

manufacture and the product will not

permit of being loaded three times as

specified.

Formerly, the French military speci-

fications considered uniformity so im-

portant that they went so far as to spe-

cify where the spelter and cooper should

come from. The reason for this is doubt-

less the fact that the analysis must be

correct to give a minimum of scrap dur-

ing manufacture. The great loads to

which this material is put during manu-
facture under .500 and .SflO-ton presses,

for indentinn- and lieading. necessitates

punches made <>f the best of steel, cap-

aide nf withstanding approximate! v 160,-

OOO lbs. per sq. in. Carbon steel of about

1.25 per cent, carbon was used for the

first two sections, as the punches were

built up of water quenched sections,

heating to 1475 deg. F. and drawing at

430 deg. F. The remaining portion of

punches was .90 to .95 per cent, carbon

steel.

In determining the capacity of presses

required, crushers of brass were made
and tested on a Riehle 100-ton testing

machine and from these results the

jiower of presses required was calcu-

lated.

The pressures required for operations

were :

—

fiipiiing and drawing about 15,000 to 40.000 lbs.

Tapering, 1st operation S.OOO lbs.

Tapering. 2iiil operation 20.000 lbs.

Stripiilng after 1st oper 3.000 lbs.

Strlppin after 2nd oper 11,000 lbs.

Stripping after heading 16,000 lbs.

Scleroscope Tests

Sclerescope tests were made from day
to day on the material, and the results

comjiared with analyses, the result be-

ing that only the raw material which

came within the scleroscope hardness

numbers of 20 and 25, was accepted and
readings of either 15 or 30 caused rejec-

tions.

A test made on a cartridge case dur-

ing and after every operation in manu-
facturing gave:

—

Operation Base MVi" At 2" At 5" At 10"

Disc 16
Cup-

B 20—27 51—55
A .... 19—21 21—23

1st Draw:
B .... 20—22 r>!—55 55—60
A .... 19—20 19—23 19-23

L'nd Draw:
I! .... 19-20 52—55 5,->—60

1st Indent

:

B .... 42—47 B4—5S 55—60
A .... IS—20 IS—20 18—20

3rd Draw

:

B . . . . 20—24 51—.t5 CO—65
A .... 18—19 l.s—19 18—19

411i Draw:
H .... l*;—20 4.^—."W ."iS—60 55—62

'Jnd Indent

:

It .... .'!3—10 ."iO—,"7 5.^—60 .""Ki—62
A 19—20 20—22 20—23 20—25

fith Draw:
B ... 20—22 47—52 !)»—5S ,">—65
A .... IS—10 20—22 25—30 27—;i2

Cth Draw

:

B .... ]S^-20 50—55 .Vi—65 CO- 67 65—70
ITeiidlng
operation

:

1 .... 80—56
2 TA—TM 52—.">8 55-65 60—67 ('.I 70
?, .... 50—.58

Seml-
iinneallng 52—68 4,5—55 45-,''.0 S."!—65

Fin. Base:
1 .... 4.5—55 52—58 55—60 5.5—65 55-65
2 .... B2—55
3 .... 4S-CK

B «" I)efore nnnoallng.
A — nfter nnnenllng.

It is interesting to note the elTect of

annealing which is done at 1 200 deg. F.

for 30 minutes, and to note how the
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Iiardness increases as the thickness of
metal decreases.

If tensile test pieces are examined
after beini? annealed at a hi^h tempera-
ture, the surface is roug-h, showins: the
grain is too larg-e and that there are
eleavag-e cracks. Annealins' at 750 deo-.

F. s'ives erilarsed erain. and at 1380 des;.

F. the g-rain size is about at the maxi-
mum allowable if tlie brass is to be of
any commercial use.

The following- table shows the physi-
cal ijroperties for different annealing
temperatures :

—

Maximum
Ainipnling temp. stress tons EloiiKalion
il«gs. Falir. ppr sq. in. in 2 In
•As rollpd L'-T.OO 15. r>

•>t5 2«.50 20
•>62 20.20 ,so.o
932 IS. 20 54
IMS n.ftO 58.
3250 K.r,0 5,S.O
l-"'*^ 10.0(1 cs.o
1*75 15.00 5i)
33GO 15.00 5<>.0
l*-'-''0 H.OO 5.'i.0

1C90 13.00 25.0

If brass is Iield too long at a temper-
ature above 1,300 deg. F., the metal will
be greatly weakened^ The most import-
ant factor is to ajineal at the lowest
possible temperature necessary to get
the desired results.

The fuse material required is most in-
teresting, as the manufacture and load-
ing of this piece is difficult and exact-
ing There are several gi-ades of brass,
each of which is to be used for speci-
ned purposes.

country ))ossesscs no advantage over the

other two, which permit of an output of

approximately 0,000 per day on one au-

tomatic maciiine. The other two metli-

ods are simply matters of cost as to

which is the cheaper. In all three me-

SECTION OF TYI'ICAL FUSE SHOWING I'AKTS REFEKKED TO

thods of manufacture the product is af-

terwards sized with a broach, and the

percussion pellet which is also part of

Yield
Metal and Purpose. lbs. per

D«lta Metal—Time and percussion,
*"''

pellets and sorew plugs « SOOHard Rolled Brass — Stirrup
„, springs 13,440
Class A Metal—Ferrule and set-

ting pin 44 SOO
Cia.ss B Metal—Rings 26 8S0
Clasu C Metal—Rings (alternalivel ]."'440
Class G Metal—Percussion pellets

(alternative bodies) ITfCO

Breaking Elcmgatioii
(liOad, lbs.

per sq.
inch

in 2 inches
and >/2

inch dia.
Copper Lenil

6T.200 20 114.74 ."4.11 1.00

26,880 10 60.00 .38.0 2.0

67,200
«,80O
26,880

20
30
10

70.00
65.00
60.00

.30.00

35.00
.3.8.00 2!6'

44,800 20 65.00 IK.OO

Pellets and Other Details

The stirrup springs are stampings and
hold the time and percussion pellets
from arming on the time needle and fer-
rule respectively. The time ,pellet should
arm at from 125 to 165 Ihs. and the
percussion from 77 to 99 lbs., while the
ferrule arms at from 200 to 300 lbs.

The ferrule must be accurately made
to give the correct weight, the analysis
of the metal must be right, and the an-
nealing accurately done for that analy-
sis. The annealing, of course, varies as
the analysis. If the zinc contents is high
the metal will be harder and the tem-
perature proportionately higher. This
temperature varies from 890 deg. Fahr.
to 1,200 deg. Fahr. and 15 to 20 min-
utes is allowed in tlie furnace, after
which a water quenching bath is used.
Some manufacturers make these fer-

rules from brass tubing, some use bar
stock, and some use sheet metal; cupping
or drawing them out, chucking, cutting
off the blind end, boring, putting on a

mandrel and taming the outside. The
last method is very slow and in this

this arrangement is given the same treat-

ment.
These pellets are made of hard metal

so that they will not defonn on the ex-

plosion of detonator, thus causing the
full force of explosion to be in the de-

sired direction ; recen tly they have been
made of inferior metal, as the percus-
sion pellets are reinforced by the fer-

rule which is in reality a band around it.

Action of Fuse

It may be of interest to know what
happens in the fuse when the .gun is

fired. The time iiellet by reason of its

own weight straightens out the stirrup
spring and the detonator is pierced, the
flash igniting the powder in the flash

hole in stem and carrying it to the pow-
der train in top ring. The ferrule due to

its own inertia straightens out the per-
cussion stirrup spring and arms itself

on the percussion pellet, the whole ar-

rangement being kept from creeping on-

to the percussion needle by a spiral

spring. When the shell strikes, if the

time element has not previously taken

effect, the resistance of the spiral spring

is overcome and the detonator is punc-
tured, the flash extending through the

pellet plug, which has a hole bored
through it, and the base charge ignited,

causing the shell to explode.

On the Ameri-
can fuses there-

are no ferrules or

stirrup springs.

The time pellet

has a groove left

where the pellet

plug is screwed in,

and into t -h i s

groove is placed a

split brass ring,

vchich must slip

over the edge of

groove before the

detonator can be

pierced. The per-

cussion element

has a small pendu-

lum, w h i c h is

thrown out by cen-

trifugal force due

to shell rotating;

as this pendulum
swings out, a

needle, which is

formed on the
other end, is lined

up to strike a de-

tonator when the resistance of two small

spiral springs is overcome.

Arming Resistance of Pellets

The theory on which the arming re-

sistance is iig-ured is on the maximum
allowable chamber pressure and the

weight of ferrules.

Suppose:—
The area of gun equals 8V2 sq. inches;

the chamber pressure equals about 15

tons.

Thrust of explosion in this area is

against an 18-lb. shell.

If we find the amount of resistance of

each grain of weight and multiply by

weight of ferrule, we know what the

set back of ferrule will be. The same ar-

gument holds good for the time pellet.

Some specifications allow for a factor of

safety to insure of the parts working,

others do not.

The fuse bodies are cast in permanent
moulds or chills, which give a closer,

finer grained casting, free from gas holes

and the increase in breaking strength is

from 10 to 15 per cent., with 20 to 25

per cent, increase in elongation.

Sometimes the bodies are cast in

green sand moulds and sized afterwards

in a die. which gives a similar result to

die casting, this alternative, however,

being practiced with less success.

®
CANADIAN IRON AND STEEL

PRODUCTION
THE Dominion Department of -Mines

has received from the producers a record

of the -production of pig iron and of steel

ingots and castings during the first

eleven months of the year 1916, which,

together with the estimates for Deeem-
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ber, show a probable production of pig

iron in Canada during the twelve months
ending December 31, 1916, of 1,171,727

short tons (1,046,185 o-j-oss tons), and a

probable production of steel ingots and
direct steel eastings of 1,454,124 short

tons (1,298,325 gross tens), of which
1,423,485 short tons were steel ingots,

and 30,639 short tons were direct cast-

ings.

The production of pig iron in 1915

was 913,775 short tons and of steel in-

gots and castings 1,020,896 short tons,

showing an increase in the production of

pig iron in 1916 of about 28 per cent.,

and an increase in production of steel

ingots and castings of over 42 per cent.

The 1916 production is greater than that

of any previous year, the second largest

production of pig iron having been

1,128,967 short tons in 1913, and of steel

ingots and castinss 1.168,993 short tons,

also in 1913. The production in 1916

during: the first six months and monthly
during the last six months was as fol-

lows in p'oss tons:

—

6 months Pig Steel Direct
ending Iron Ingots Castings Total

June 501, .">77 .->77.n90 11.715 58n,714

.Tulv S2,l.'-4 101,178 2,2,S4 103,402
Aug 7S,4.'M 108.8.'!9 2.2l)t) 111.188
Sept V)1.7:'.il 116.828 2.524 lin,.'i52

Oet 101.4.W 126,577 2,024 12fl,f.01

Nov., partly est. 95,2.37 119.468 2.745 122.213
Dec. est 95,300 119,!}.30 2.86'> 122,795

Six mons. end.
Dec &44,313 692,970 15,641 708,611
Twelve mons. end.
Deo 1,046,185 1,270,969 27,356 1,298,325

Of the total production of steel ingots

and castings in 1916, about 43,790 short

tons (39,098 gross tons) were made in

electric furnaces. In 1915 only 61 short

tons were reported as having been made
in electric furnaces.

©
PRESSURE OIL FILM LUBRI-

CATION*

By H. T. Newbigin, A.M.I.C.E.

THE primitive form of journal

bearing is merely a hole bored in

the frame of a machine in which

a shaft revolves, and the primitive

thrust 'bearing is only a collar or shoul-

der on a shaft to prevent it moving end-

ways. These fulfil their function satis-

factorily for many purposes, but as the

rubbing speed increases, either due to an

increase in the shaft diameter or an in-

crease in the speed of its rotation, or

both, it becomes necessary to devote

more attention to the design of these

machine parts, apart altogether from

the effect of a reduction in friction on

the elTicicncy of the niaclrine as a whole.

Witlu)ut lubrication a bearing will not

run without excessive wear, and without

artificial cooling no bearing with oil

lubrication will run continuously if the

temperature rises above 150 deg. F., be-

cause at about this temperature most

oils begin to carbonize. The efficiency

of a bearing must, therefore, be such

that the temperature due to the heat gcn-

•Part I. of a paper read recently before the
British Association.

erated by its friction, minus that dissi-

pated b)^ radiation and conduction, does

not exceed this figure. In order to re-

duce the friction between two rubbing

surfaces it is necessary to put something

between them, and bearing-s may be

classified into those in which this is a

hard material such as steel balls or roll-

ers, or a viscous substance like oil or

grease.

Ball and Roller Bearings

The first class does not consist merel%

in introducing balls or rollers between

the relatively moving surfaces in the

primitive forms of journal and thrust

bearings, they are highly specialized ma-

chine parts designed to utilize to the

greatest advantage the rolling action of

balls or rollers in reducing friction, and

their design is evolved from a study of

this action. On the other hand (except

in the cases to which reference will be

made later), the second class consists

merely in applying a lubricant to the

primitive forms, or to some slight modi-

fication thereof. They are not designed

to utilize the action of the lubricant on

any principle, the lubricant is mferely

added to the primitive forms because it

has been found to make them work bet-

ter. Ball and roller bearings have at-

tained to a remarkable degree of perfec-

tion, and they are admirably suit«d for

bearings in which the loads to be carried

are comparatively light, or in which the

motion is intermittent, but they are not

suited to carry he-avy continuous loads,

especially at high speeds.

In ball bearings the steel balls make

point contact with hardened steel raoes,

and the balls tend to flatten at the point

of contact. Under excessive continuous

loads this slight deformation of the balls

causes their outer surface to shell off,

the cliips get under the other balls, and

ultimately destroy the construction of

the bearing. The life of the balls is

limited, frequent renewals are neeessaa-y,

and to effect these renewals it is essen-

tial to dismantle the bearing.

In roller bearings the rollers make (or

are supposed to make) line contact with

the housing and with the shaft. Al-

though they are able to carry heavy

loads, it is very difficult to maintain cor-

rect alignment, and any slewing of the

rollers sots up a lieavy end thrust

agaiti'St the cage in whicli they wwrk.

Furthermore, as the rollers bear directly

on the shaft, the constant rolling action

tends to laminate the surface and so

wear it away. In roller thrust bearings

it is necessary to make the rollers coni-

cal, and as they therefore iiave a heavy

radial thrust this type of bearing is not

much used.

Tlie great advantage of both l)all f.nd

roller bearings is their low starting fric-

tion; for this reason they are especially

suitable for intermittently mo\in<r ma-

chinery, but in continuously running ma-

chinery, where a low starting friction is

of less importance than a low running

one, it is obviously a great advantage to

have the rubbing surfaces separated by

something more easily replaceable than

either balls or rollers, especially if it is

something that ©an be contimiously re-

placed witliout stopping the machine,

and the more so if it is also capalile of

being used in high-speed bearings as a

medium for carrying away the heat gen-

erated by friction from the actual sur-

face of its origin.

It is with the second class of bear-

ing's—those in which the surfaces are

separated by a fluid such as oil in the

case of high-speed and grease in the ease

of slow-speed bearings—that this paper

is more immediately concerned. The use

of a lubricant for the purpose of reduc-

ing friction is very old, but the study of

its action, and more especially the manu-

facture of bearings desdgned to utilize

this action to the best advantage, is

quite modem.

Lubricant Action

The action of a lubricant is twofold:

it first of all alters the nature of the

rubbing surfaces, thereby reducing fric-

tion (and this is the commonly accepted

justification for its use), but under fav-

orable conditions it goes' much further

than this and automatically generates a

high-pressure oil film between the sur-

faces, entirely eliminating metallic eon-

tact and thereby enormooisly reducing

the friction. This is what is now called

"pressure oil film lubrication." It oc-

curs to a limited extent in most journal

bearings, but does not occur in ordinary

collar-thrust beainngs.

The phenomenon of pressure oil film

lubrication was first noticed by the late

Beauchamp Tower dairing Uie course of

a series of tests he made an conjunction

with the Insititute of Mechanical En-

gineers in 1883 and 18&5. He found,

while experimenting with a journal bear-

ing, that under certain conditions the ro-

tation of the shaft was capable of drag-

ging the oil adhering to it in between the

surfaces to such an extent as to force

the surfaces apart with a high-pressure

oil film, and that the highest pressaire in

this oil film was about twice the average

pressure. He also found that the highest

pressure was on the longit\idinaI centre

line of the brass and a little forward of

the sectional cientrc line in the direction

of rota/tion, and that from this point the

preiwsure fell to zero around the edges of

the brass. A bearing under these con-

ditions runs with very much less friction

than under any other, and will carry n

much higlior load.

Following on Tower's experiments,

the late Profes.'^or Osibome Reynolds.

F.R.,*^., in a paper read before the Royal

Society in 18,% on "The Theory of

Tiubrication." showed that the friction
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under the oircumstances was merely that

due to the viscous flow of the oil, and he

showed how, by calculation, based on the

theory of viscous flow, a pressure ourve

Thirdly—That such a wedoe-sha,ped

oil film eainnot occur in a collar-ithrust

bearing'; hence their inefficiency and low

carryina: capacity.

tunately a German, publication) in 1905,

on "The Lubrication of Plane Sur-

faces," he gave the complete matheina-

tical solution of Reynolds's theory as

MICHELL

may be obtained which closely approxi-

mates to that obtained ex,perimentally

by Tower.

In his theory Reynolds m'ade the as-

sumption that the leng'th of the bearing,

i.e., the dimension at right angles to the

direction of motion, was infinite, and as

this is never the case in practice, his

theory was of little practical value and
it did not lead ;to any alteration in the

construction of bearing's. From the

practical point of view the most impor-

tant thing's that he showed were:

—

Firstly—That in order to obtain a

pressure oil li''n bdtween lubricated sur-

faces the surfaces m'usf have a slight in-

oHnation to each other, with the 'open-

ing at which the oil enters greater than
that at which it leaves. Or, in other

words, thaif the oil film must be wedge-
shaped. '

Bdcs tcr4 t'tBctU

DETAIL OF MICHELL JOURNAL BEARING AS TESTED.

It was left to an A'usltralian engineer

and mathematician, A. G. M. Michell, of

Melbourne, not only to complete Rey-
nolds's theoi-y, but also to show how its

applied to plane redtangukr surfaces.

On the assumption that the thickness of

the oil film at the entering edge is twice

as g-reat as at the leaving edge, he

TESTING EQUrP.MENT OF MICHELL JOURNAL BEARING.

Secondly—That in the case of a jour-
nal bearing the wedge form of the oil

film occurs naturally, due to a slight

shifting of the centre of the shaft in re-

lation to the centre of the hrass.

teaching can be applied in practice, to

the vast improvement of both thrust and
journal bearings.

In a paper published in "Zeitschrifi
fiir Mathematik und Physik" (unfor-

showed how lines of equal pre.^sure with-

in the film can be plotted and how the

centre of resultant pressure can be de-

termined for plane rectangular surfaces

of varying proportional cross dimen-
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sions. He also demoiLstrated practically

thalt a rectangular block pivoted at its

point of rcsultanit pressure will automa-
tically assume an angle to an opposing'

lubricated surface, depending on tbe

speed of rubbing-, viscosity of the oil and
pressure. On this principle he founded
his now well-known thrust 'bearing.

The result -of Mr. Michell's work has

been to enable lubrioarted thrust and
journal bearings to be designed with the

principles of oil film lubrication as a

basis, in the same way as ball and roller

bearings are designed with the ball or

roller as a unit, and as distlinguished

from the mere application of oil to the

primitive forms of these bearings. The
essential feature of the Miehell bearings

is the sub-division of the stationary sur-

face into a number of blocks or pads,

each pivoted at its back, and so free to

assume a slight angle with its contacting

surface. Bearings designed on this prin-

ciple differ radically from the primitive

forms of journal and thrust bearings,

but the results obtained in practice have
fully justified the change.

Thrust Bearing Comparisons

Taking the case of the thrust bearing
first, the Miehell thrust bearing differs

from the older tj^ie in having only one
collar, tbe multiplicity of collars in the
older type having been necessitated by
the low carrying capacity of parallel

rubbing surfaces, as distinguished from
tlie high carrying capacity of those in

which the fixed surfaice is sub-divideil

and made free to assume the angle to the

opposing collar necessary for the forma-
tion of oil pressure within the film.

The importance of efTieiency in ma-
chinery is not merely a quesition of econ-
omy of power or fuel, it also controls

the practicability of a design, and the de-

sign of bearings is an e.ifample of this

For example, in the design of a large

multicollar thrust bearing (which is

merely an elaboration of the primitive

form) the problem the designer has to

^olve is governed by the elTicieney of this

form. He has sriven a shaft of a certain

diameter, revolving at a certain .=!pced,

and which has to withstand a certain

thrust. The resistance to turnin? will be
about O.O.S of that thrust, and the great-

est load that tbe bearing surfaces will

carry with safety is about 50 lb. per
i»quare inch.

Low Coefficient of Friction Essential

In or(l(>r to bring the i)rcssure down to

this figure, he may either use a few col-

lars of large diameter or a number of
collars of small diameter. If he docs
the former, he increases flio radius at

which the friction acts, and so the power
absorbed and the lieat generated, and if

, he does the latter it becomes increasing-
ly difficult to maintain an equal distribu-

tion of the load among the collar.?, espe-
cially under the variations of expansion

due to the heat generated when the bear-

ing is at work. Furthermore, whatever

compromise he makes, there comes a

point beyond which the size, load and

speed cannot be increased because, owing
to the high coefficient of friction, the

heat is generated more quickly than it

can be dissipated by radiation and con-

duction, even with the aid of water cool-

ing.

This point was reached in the casi,' of

the thruat bearings in geared turbine-

driven vessels, and partly because the

bearings were found to be less able to

withstand thrust under the uniform

turning movement given by this type of

engine than under the varying turning

movement given by reciprocaiting en-

gines. It therefore became necessary to

find a form of thrust bearing in which

the coefficient of friction is lower than

that in the primitive type.

Miehell Thrust Bearing Details

The Miehell thrust bearing, which

goes to the root of tbe matter and is

desig'ned from the point of view of the

action of the lubricant in automatically

generating a pressure oil film between
the surfaces, has formed a complete

.solution of the dalTiculty. It has a co-

efficient of friction of about 0.0015 as

against 0.03, and carries 200-300 lb. per

stjuare inch with a much greater factor

of safetv than the primitive form has al

50 lb.

The sub-division of the fixedi surfaces

into a number of segmental tipping

blocks or pads is the essential feature of

all thi-ust bearings made on this prin-

ciple, but there are many variations in

the design of the housing and method of

carrying the tippin? blocks, dependin',-

on the particular use to which the bear-

ing is to be put.

Figs. 1 and 2 show sectional side and
end views of one form in which marine
thru.sit blocks are made. The shaft A is

supported in two journal bearings B, on,'

on each side of a single collar C, which
bears against two series of segmental

pivoted block,5 D. arranged in tbe form
of two inverted horse-shoes, the one
for "ahead" and the other for "astern"
thrust. The blocks D—each of which is

pivoied, somewhat behind its centre, on

the ends of the screws G—rest on two
ledges F., concentric with the shaft. They
are prevented from rotating with tlic

shaft by means of tbe stops F, by remov-

ing which they may be taken out with-

out disturbing the adjustment of the

screws G or lifting the shaft. Figs. 3

and 4 show a detail of one of the blocks

D, .nnd of its .^crew G.

The body of the housing forms an oil

well in which tbe collar revolves, and a

sicraper II is provided to scrape off the

oil brought up by the rotating collar for

the purpose of luhricatimr the upper
blocks. This type is self-contained ns

regards lubrication, and in the case of

large sizes, or those running at a high

speed, the body of the bearing is water-

jacketed. The friction is about one-

twenty-fifth of that in the multicollar

type.

Steam Turbine Thrust Bearings

In the case of the thrust bearings in

steam turbines the type adopted is some-

what diifferent. The blocks are sym-

metiucally disposed around the faces of •

the collar, and each series is mounted on

a ring partlj- spherical on one face, the

convex surfaces of which are outward
and rest on correspondingly spherical

seats for the purpose of automatically

distributing the load among the blocks.

The blocks are mounted on the faces of

the rings next the two sides of the collar

against which they pivot, either along

radial lines or on rounded pins.

This type is entirely enclosed, and is

supplied with an oil circulation by
means of an independent pump. The oil

passes through an oil cooler on its

course, thereby removing the healt gen-

erated by friction from the actual sur-

face of its origin. The meian rubbing

speed sometimes exceeds 100 ft. per

second. Slow speed bearings are made
on the same principle, with grease lubri-

cation.

Upwards of SOO Miehell thrust bear-

ings are now running in Great Britain

alone, in sizes varying from 1 ito 15 in.

diameter of shaft, and larger sizes are

in the course of construction. The use

of them is rapidly becoming the stan-

dard practice in steam turbine work. The
same principle is now being applied to

journal bearings.

Journal Bearing Comparisons

In lubricated journal bearings of the

primitive type (as already atatedi) the

phenomenon of pressure oil film lubrica-

tion occurs naturally, due to the slight

shifting of the centre of the shaft in re-

lation to the centre of the brass, but its

occurrence is much less marked in the

case of bearing® of large diameters,

probably owing to the greater oil clear-

ance that is necessary in large sizes and
to the extreme thinness of the oil film.

For example, a journal bearing of 2 or 3

in. in diameter will run satisfactorilv

under a pressure of 300 to 400 lb. pres-

sure per square inch, but it is not found
advisable to load large bearinu's above

TOO lb. even with a forced oil circulation.

The pressure oil film only occurs along

a narrow strip in the primitive type, and
the remaining surface merely forms a

brake on tho rotation of tbe .shaft. So
tliat the designer is ag.nin restricted and
can only reduce the pressure to the limit

found .cafe in practice by increasing the

length of the bearing. By sub-dividing

tbe circumferential surface into a num-
ber of seirments, each of which is pivote<l

at its hack and thereby free to form an
indepen-dent pressure oil film between
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its rubbing- surface and the shaft, the

number of 'the pressure oil tilmj can be
increased, so that the full projected sur-

face of ithe bearings becomes effective

for carrying- load, and the brake surface

is eliminaited. The friction is thus re-

duced, the load-carrjing capacity in-

creased, and the bearing shortened.

Michell Journal Bearing Tests

A serieo of test-s has reeeatly been run
on a Michell journal bearing by Cam-
mell. Laird & Co., Birkenhead. Figs. 5,

6 and 7 show details of the experimental
bearing, and Figs. S and 9 the method
of testing it. As will be seen from Fig.

5, the bearing surface is divided inito 1-

segmenfcs, each of which' is pivoted on a

rib at 'its back, so that it is free to lift

at its leading edige to allow the neces-

sary wedge-shaped oil film to form.

These segments are shown in detail by
Figs.' 10 and 11. The faces' of the seg-

ments or blocks are lined with white

metal, each surface being 2 in. square,

giving 48 sq. in. of rubbing surface, the

equivalent projected area of each half

of the bearings is 16% sq. in.

In addition to the segmeruts being free

to tilt, the seat on which they rest is

partly spherical, thereby making the

bearing also a swivelling one. A circula-

tion of oil was passed through, the bear-

ing, entering it between each pair of

blocks from the chambers A and B, and
escaping at D. The bearing was d-riven

. by means of an electric motor, and the

ammeter and voltmeter readings record-

ed. Each run was continued until the

temperatures of the oil were also re-

corded, together with the weighit of the

oil passing, and the revolutions per

minute. The load was applied by add-ing

weights to the scale pan H, shown in

Fig. 9, the leverage being 11 t« 1.

The annexed table gives the results

observed, t-oge'thea- with the friction cal-

culated from the heat taken up by the

oil. The friction is that for the two
talves of the bearing pressed togelther.

To get the coefficient of friction these

figures require to be divided by twice

the load.

Canadian Machine -Tool Industry on Sound Basis

For many years the engineering industry of this

countin/ was dependent on outside sources for the great
proportion of- its machine tools. The past two years have
witnessed a wonderful development of tool building
capacity, in specialized as ivell as staple lines and a

resumption of ordinary manufacturing activity will find

many firms capable of supplying suitable equipment.

Ti
I
HE impetus given to machine tool

building in Canada by the demand
for munitions equipment in the

first eighteen months of the war has

continued without abatement. Many of

the improvised machines did excellent

work but the constant cry for greater

output along with the increased size of

shells made, has resulted in the con-

tinued improvement of machine tool de-

sign, as well as the frequent appearance

of new types of tools, accessories and

processes.

A prominent example of specialized

munition machine production is the

Holden-Morgan Co., Toronto, who have

developed their line of thread millers

till it includes machines for 12 in. shells

and over, two other sizes taking up to

6 in. dia. and 7 in. to 9.2 dia. respec-

tively. Included in their product are a

thread miller for base adapter plugs

larger than 6 in.; a combined turning,

facing and threading machine for gas

check plugs up to 6 in. ; a socket thread

miller for outside threads on fuse

sockets, nose pieces, etc. : a mechanical

plug wrench for H. E. shells up to 6 in.;

a nose slotting machine for milling

simultaneously the three riveting

notches on British 4.5 in. shells.

Cutting-off Machines

The cutting-ofiE of billets and forgings

has kept tool builders in this line very

active, John H. Hall & Sons, Brantford,

Ont., putting out a complete line up to

their No. 12 machine which has a capa-

city of 13 in. through the chuck and

drum. No. 6 machine which cuts from

4.5 in. to 6 in. is made up with double

or triple tool blocks, permitting one,,

two or three cuts off stock at one chuck-

ing. The oxygen cutting torch has been

successfully applied to the cutting of

billet bars, the Carter Welding Co.,

having developed a machine of the

multiple type equipped with four Davis-

Bournonville cutting torches. In direct

opposition to this is the Schoop Metal

Spraying Process operated by the Met-

als Coating Co., Montreal, by which it

is possible to deposit steel upon steel

with a high degree of integral perfec-

tion.

Interest attaches to the output of the

Canadian Boomer & Boschert Press Co.,

Montreal, their efforts in the hydraulic

machinery line having resulted in their

building forging presses up to 350 tons

capacity; 5% in. x 14 in. vertical trip-

lex power pumps, capacity 100 gals, per

min. at 1,500 lbs. per sq. in.; 18 in. x

15 ft. accumulators, capacity 180 gals,

per stroke, at 1,500 lbs. per sq. in.^

these items being the largest machines

of their particular type at present built

in this country. A special continuous

operation press for gun cotton manufac-

ture has also been developed by them.

Capacity production on standard de-

signs of quick change type engine lathes

has been the feature of the year's oper-

ations by the Canada Machinery Cor-

jioration, Gait, Ont., sizes from 14 in.

to 26 in. inclusive having: been largely

installed in ammunition plants through-

out the country. Their Hesjieler plant

has also done considerable business in

TEST OF EXPERIMF.NTAI- 'jncHEii." joij KNAI. BE.4R ING. M<\Y, 1916
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18 105 2,400 145 620 1.950 14.5 403 7.9 79 99 20 14. S 2.8 0.0099 47.5

18 105 3,600 220 615 1,930 16.0 395 8.6 84 101 17 14.3 2.3 0.0054 39.2

19 60 4,800 290 605 1,900 16.6 382 8.6 83 300 17 15.6 2.5 0.0045 43.7

19 40 6,000 370 615 1.930 16.9 393 9.1 84 102 18 17.6 3.0 0.0043 51.6
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25 105 11.700 700 1.317 4.140 42.0 390 oj 73 112 39 31.2 11.'5 0.0039 91.2

!» 30 14.800 900 1,320 4.140 45.5 400 24^7 76 117 41 33.0 12.7 0.0034 100.4
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special machines for making; munition

boxes. The John Bertram & Sons Co.,

Dundas, Ont., have supplied a consider-

able proportion of the tools for larger

shell production, many of these being

standard designs, \vhi©h, with slight ad-

ditional equipment were well suited for

sustained effort of a strenuous nature.

Tread millers for the smaller size shells

were produced to a large extent and the

manufacture of special munitions fix-

tures for typhoid tools also received

much attention.

The Tool Steel Feature
The manner in which machine tools

have been pressed has only been pos-

sible by the existence of materials

possessing the necessary cutting qual-

ities, and it is a matter of peculiar in-

terest that the two most efficient ma-
terials for this purpose are now being

produced within the Dominion. Arm-
strong, Whitworth Ltd., are the pioneer

manufacturers of high-speed steel, their

works at Longueuil, Que., having pro-

duced this material for some time with

very satisfactory results. A contrast is

also offered in this direction by the

proven success of Stellite, which is made
at Deloro, Ont., and distributed by the

Canadian B. K. Morton Co. Character-

ized as it is by a total absence of iron

in its composition, this material posses-

ses an extreme hardness at all temper-

atures up to red heat which enables it

to cut at phenomenally high speeds

without loss of temper, retaining its

edge for long periods.

Canadian built milling machines are

now on the market, the Ford-Smith Ma-
chine Co., Hamilton, having gotten out

a design of plain miller to meet the de-

mand for this type of machine.

Shell Nosing Equipment

In munitions equipment a feature of

the year has been the use of power and
steam hammers for closing in the nose

of medium size shells, the accuracy ob-

tainable, through the use of the special

equipment developed, enabling a later

machining operation to be dispensed

with. Greater uniformity in the quality

of materials, improved forging and heat

treatment have largely eliminated ma-
chining troubles so that grinding work
is very much reduced, and in the larger

shells is unnecessary. Specialization in

munitions tools has been very marked,
one outstanding instance being where
all operations are performed on ma-
chines with hydraulic feeds, chucks and
handling equipment with remarkable

success. The milling of three slots in

mark VII shells has resulted in special

machines being placed on the market
a simple type with three direct belt-

driven cutters being marketed by H.W.
Petrie, Ltd. For parties desiring to use

existing machines a simple attachment

has been built liy Marsh & Henthorn,
Belleville, Ont., which can be used on a

milling machine, drill press or small

lathe. It mills the slots in rotation and
while not so rapid as the three cutter

machines, its simplicity and adaptabil-

ity render it a useful device.

Special band turning lathes have con-

tinued to be a feature of the output of

Jenckes Machine Co., Sherbrooke, Que.,

being made in sizes up to 14 in., and
tooled for foreign shells as well. Gen-

eral equipment has received consider-

able attention from several firms, Shel-

dons. Gait, Ont., having manufactured
such lines as special tanks, resin boilers,

bullet loading apparatus, electric paint-

ing machines and exhaust and ventilat-

ing fans, these being largely required

for fumes from furnace rooms, lunch
rooms, etc., in shell plants.

Ball-bearing transmission apparatus
has received growing recognition as a
standard item of factory equipment, the

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co., To-
ronto, having supplied the entire trans-

mission material fur the new Dominion
Arsenal at Lindsay. Transfer trucks
are also being more generally adopted,
the Universal truck as built by this firm

having been improved in several res-

pects as a result of extended use in many
lines of industry.

®-

HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE,
TORONTO

By K. H. Kldi.n, B.A:*

PREVIOUS to the autumn of 1904,
commercial clases were conducted
in each of the city High Schools,

then three in number. In September,
1904, the Board of Education trans-
ferred the commercial classes from the

three city High Schools to the Toronto
Teehhical School. The eight commer-
cial classes in this school formed the De-
partment of Commerce and Finance, and
in September, 1911, this department was
uruanized into the High School of Com-
merce, and located temporarily on Bath-
urst Street, and later, Septeml)er. 1913,

on Clinton Street.

'I'rlnc'ipnl. Hieli Srlmol of roninierce. To-
ronto,

1
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A suitable site and recreation grounds

were ,purcliased and a very fine up-to-

date buihlin.tj has been ereeted thereon.

The site is situated a little north of Col-

lege; it extends from Roxton Road to

Shaw Street, and is between three and

four acres in extent. The new building

was opened last September, and is being

equipped with tlie most modern appli'

ances for demonstrating business me-

thods and systems of accounting, and for

presenting tlie various aspects of busi-

ness life.

Accommodation

The fyllowing accommodation is pro-

vided :—Twenty-one class rooms ; one

business practice room ; one business

practice office; two typewriting rooms;

two study-of-material laboratories; two

lecture rooms; one commercial art room;

one commercial museum; two emergency

rooms; one library and reading room;

and an auditorium capable of seating

one thousand persons. The basement,

which is well above groaind, contains as-

sembling rooms, recreation rooms, bicycle

rooms, and toilet rooms—on the west

side for boys and on the east side for

girls. There is also a students' supply

room and a large cafeteria, located cen-

trallly between the boys' and girls' quart-

ers, and thus readily accessible to both.

When completed, the total cost of the

building, equipment and site will be

about half a million dollars.

Evening classes were opened in the

Centrall School in October, 1912, while

branch evening schools were opened as

follows:—The eastern branch in Queen

Alexandra School in 1912, the western

branch in the Annette Street School in

1913, and the northern branch in North

Toronto High School in 1914.

The school and its branches are under

the management of an advisory commer-

cial committee, appointed by the Board

of Education. This committee consists

of four persons selected from the Board

of Education and four from the business

men of the city.

Purpose of School

The purpose of the school is to give a

generail High School education, together

with such a training in business theory

and practice that students, besides being

generally well informed, will be able to

adapt themselves to the needs of any

business with which they may become

identified. Besides inculcating such re-

quisites as punctuality, regularity, faith-

fulness, courtesy, and industry, and be-

sides giving a knowledge of business

routine, the purpose is to give such a

training, sue.h an outtlook on life, as will

develop prompt and accurate judg-

ments—the cultivation of the intellec-

tual equally with the mechanical, which
is essential to leadership in the business

world.

Particularly in the general business

course are students given a knowledge of

the facts of nature and of the economics

of the world around them. With this

broader outlook they are inspired witli

an ambition which will enable them to

advance more rapidly to superior posi-

tions in the business world, and to the

more intelligently cope with the prob-

lems which will meet them in a business

career. Thus, while the cultural side is

not neglected, the aim is to make all the

subjects serve the special vocational pur-

pose for which this class of school ex-

ists, namely, a preparation for business.

Regular Courses

The foMowing are the various courses

offered to students. It is not intended,

however, that these courses shall turn

out thoroughly trained business men and

women, but rather students so trained

that they may readily adapt themselves

to and master the details of any business

with which tliey may become connected:

1—Accountancy Course.—This ex-

tends over three years, and is intended

to fit students to become bookkeepers,

accountants, etc.

2—^Stenography Course.—^This also ex-

tends over three years, and is intended

to meet the needs of studentts looking

forward to positions as stenographers,

amanuenses, secretaries, etc.

3—Secretarial Course.—This is a

broader course and extends over four

years. It prepares students not only for

stenograpliy and general ofTice work, but

more partieulartly for the work of the

private secretary.

4—Salesmanship Course.—This is also

a broader course and extends over four

years. Its purpose is to prcdjare stud-

ents not only for general office work, but

for positions that will eventually lead to

salesmanship both in the warehouse and
on the road.

5—General Business Course.—This

course, like the two preceding, is a

broader one, and extends over four

years. Its purpose is not only to give a

general High School education, but to

assisit those entering business with a

view of succeeding to some of the more
resiponsible positions, eventually becom-
ing travellers, buyers, managers, part-

ners, or proprietors.

The evening classes provide theoretical

and practical instruction for both young
men and young women—for clerks, sales-

men, stenographers, bookkeepers, ar-

tisans, and olthers who desire to improve
themselves in any of the following sub-

jects:—Bookkeeping, business practice,

business law, civics, penmanship, steno-

graphy, typewriting, spelling, business

English, business aritlvmetic, rapid cal-

culation, mensuration, alurebra, study of

material, salesmanship, French, German,
or any other commercial subject for

which there may be a sufficient demand.

The enrolment for the present season
in the Central School is 550 for the dav

classes, and over 1,500 in the evening
classes. The enrolment in the branch
evening classes is over 350, making a,

total of over 2,400.

TORONTO UNION STATION
SLTFICIENT progress has been made
with the building of the new Union
Station to enable a good idea to be

formed of its ultimate extent and form
and also its influence on the immedi-
ately adjacent district. The structure

is being erected by the Toronto Termin-
als Railway Co., composed of three

representatives each, of both the Can-
adian Pacific Railway and the Grand
Trunk Railway.

The various officials responsible for

the design and construction have devot-

ed their entire energies and abilities to

the object of the undertaking, viz., the

provision of a perfect passenger term-
inal irrespective of cost. The area cov-

ered is rectangular in shape, the train

tracks passing through the southern
half, while the passenger accommoda-
tion and office building occupy the north-
ern half. The travelling public is hand-
led entirely in the central portion of
the building, post office requirements
being arranged in the extreme eastern

section, and railway offices provided in

the extreme western section.

Two main public entrances enable
travelers to pass directly into the ticket

lobby 250 ft. long, by "84 ft. wide, by
86 ft. high, which is in direct communi-
cation with the various conveniences of
modern travel :

— Parcels, baggage,
lunch, telephone, telegraph, rest and
smoke rooms. Extending southward
from the lobby and situated below the
train tracks is the train concourse,

100 ft. wide, by 230 ft. long, from which
stairs lead up to the platforms above,
these latter being 20 ft. wide.

Baggage is handled through special

trucking subways which eliminate the
necessity of trucking amongst passen-
gers on the platform. Special provision

has been made for handling light and
heavy traffic, as under the latter condi-

tions exit traffic is entirely separated
from incoming. Very complete arrange-
ments are to be provided in the way of

imigration quarters, these being such
that complete separation is effected

from the ordinary passenger traffic,

special accommodation such as kit-

chen, laundry, and offices being made.
Hospital arrangements also are pro-

vided, these being in the west block.

©
St. Lawrence Closed.—With the arri-

val of the steamers Montcalm, Rouville
and Lord Strathcona at Quebec on Dec.
25 navigation was officially closed on the
St. Lawrence between there and the sea.

This is one day later than last year.
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LINE SHAFT TROUBLE
By J. H. R.

AMONG the many problems that

power users are required to solve,

those arising from transmission

are probably the most numerous. No
one application is identical with an-

other, and local conditions make it im-

perative that eacji installation, or the

solution of trouble arising from un-

known causes, must be dealt with on its

own merits. Previous experience Is

often a guide to the difHeulties of the

moment, but unless a careful study is

also made of the local surroundings, it

is not to be expected that the results

obtained will be entirely satis

Some time ago, a certain sh

confronted with considerable tr

a portion of a line shaft, that t

patience of the foreman for

quite a long period. The ac-

companying line drawing
illustrates roughly the ar-

rangement of the hangers

and shafting. As shown, the

center hanger came about

midway between two joists,

the next on either side being

located on the other side of

the joists. On numerous oc-

casions, the center bearini;

would become heated and

trouble would develop in the

shaft coupling. This experi-

ence was not continuous,

only taking place at irregu-

lar intervals. Several efforts

were made to remedy the

trouble by lining up the

siiafting, which on each occasicvn re-

quired, adjustment. However, the

source was discovered one day when the

foreman was on the floor above. He
noticed a large pile of cased tin in the

center of the floor and the vibration

that developed when another case was

added to the pile. Upon investigation,

it was found that this lot of tin, weigh-

ing over two tons, was placed directly

over the hanger which was giving

trouble. Reinu an old buiUlinL', this

floor was not intended In support anv

.•ind lience originated the trouble. The
removal of the cases to a more suitable

position and the exercise of care in the

subsequent location of all heavy loads

effected an immediate and permanent
cure.

JIG FOR DRILLING SEXTANTS
By R. Hamilton.

THE sketch herewith shows a very use-

ful jig for drilling the holes in the outer

rim of the sextant G. The jig A, which
is secured to the drill table has a pro-

truding arm, the outer end carrying the

central pin D, upon which the centre

.IKi FOR DRILLiING SEXTANTS

hole of the easting is placed. After the

first hole has been drilled, the position

for the adjacent hole is determined by
locating the pin E tlirough the first hole

and into the base of the jig. The spacing

of the holes can be va-ried by the posi-

tion of the )iin liole in the jiij- base.

©
WHY THEY FAILED

By D. A. II.

TOM and Fred had been, respect i\i'ly.

salcsiiinn and designer for the R-I'rin(-

I
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great weight ujjon a small area. The
result in this instance was a depression

in the floor, which, being transmitted to

the hanger, caused a bend in the shaft

ing Press (^o. In their spare moments
they had developed an automatic press

of exceeding merit, had had several

built On contract, and their success be-

ing so marked had given up their posi-

tions and started a shop of their own.
In a year's time they had failed and
sold out at a sacrifice to a rival who
wanted to suppress the competition.

The cause of their failure was the

same as that of many other men who
leave big concerns and start a small one
of their own. Not only were both good
business men but they were alive and
up to date, thoroughly familiar with the

most efficient shop and office practice

and knew the value of a dollar expended
for men or materials. It had been de-

cided at the beginning that quality

should be first in everything, and at

the end, no man could say that any
work had ever been done that wasn't
correct from a meclianical, or clerical

or liusiness standpoint. Overconfideuce
and lack of small shop perspective were
the rocks on which they split.

An Ambitious Start

With $50,000 capital Tom and Fred
put a tenth of it in the plant (and a

like amount on mortgage) which could

have been leased for $70 per month.
Another .$2,000 went for alterations to

make shipping and receiving goods at

the cars an efficient process though the

output was to be but two presses a

month.

In common with most printing press

work, many spur gears were required,

also studs and shafts. Planing side

frames and drilling them was one of

the particular jobs. Good tools were
bought, among them a turret lathe, a
screw machine, a gear cutter, and a

multiple drill, liaving in mind the oper-

ations just mentioned.

It will be seen that the work was
carried on in. the most approved way.
Rut a man trained in the atmosphere
of a scanty purse could hardly have
thought in such an "approved" way.
lie would have bought stock gears, re-

designing if necessary so he could have
used them. Result—saved a few thous-
ands for the Future and got along witli-

"ut turret lathe and gear cutter to say
notliing of patterns and small tools.

Overlooked Economies

Pattern cost was higlier than need
have been. Levers and arms and braces
were designed in such a manner that
wliile they showed real designing and
made a finished looking product, they
took a great deal of time to make the
patterns with no decrease in the amount
of machine work required and no cor-

responding increase in efficiency in the
assembled machine over what Hie same
parts would have shown if made
a HI He heavier and plainer at a greater
.sayintr in patlern cost. Cores were used
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where it would have been cheaper to

have done machine work on the single

pieces required. Patterns and castings

were u.sed when a blacksmith-made
forging would have done.

Complete blueprints were made of

everything down to the little "wrinkle"
this fussy customer wanted, operation

sheets were made out, time cards and
stock cards were made as complete as

the most ardent systematizer could

hiave wished. But, the money spent

for all the unnecessary equipment, the

time spent (or rather lost) in carrying

out the intricacies of an elaborate sys-

tem, and the losses connected with be-

ing up-to-date and mechanically cor-

rect—all caused the failure of Tom and
Fred. "Surely this was a blow for the

advocates of efficient methods, '

' said

one. No, it only shows that we must
discriminate and that what is meat for

one is poison for another. If the money
spejit as mentioned had been conserved

as working capital, the purchase of

certain machinery delayed until it could

have been made out of earnings, and for

system, a hustling foreman or two with

a good memory substituted the shop

would have prospered, no doubt.

Hustle Best System

That "hustle" can be substituted for

a great deal of system and unwisely

spent money, can be proven by a con-

sideration of an actual instance in a

certain city where there were two shops

each employing twenty men and each

doing a line of manufacturing and
"helping out" with job work and spe-

cial machinery. In the first thei'e was
an office force of seven people besides

a foreman who had nothing to do but

direct the men and interpret blue-

prints. Even a repair job was the sub-

ject of cards innumerable, drawings,

etc. by the office force and if it was a

hurry job it could finally reach the

shop in half an hour. That was the

ideal shop "they knew how to do
things," people said—and if a man
went there with work he felt that he

was being looked after; an engineer

leaned back in his chair and duly con-

sidered point after point, draftsmen
plotted them down, clerks made out

cards—modem, scientific, efficient!

In the other shop there was "no sys-

tem." The men put their time down
on slips that the boss collected once a

week; the boss did all the clerical work
himself, though the Ijusiness was fully

as extensive as in the ideal shop. Then
there was Sandy, the Scotch foreman,

just the boss and Sandy and twenty
men. If you took a breakdown job in

there Sandy looked it over and planned

the work as he looked and had one or

more men at work on it in five minutes.

If it was an engineering problem—

a

d-eviee or design or an estimate

—

Sandy pondered over it as he made his

rounds and during a spare half hour
sat down and sketched it out. In the

end Sandy gave you just as good as the

other people but got liitle credit for it—
the uninitiated said, "there's no class

to that shop, no science"; but somehow
the shop paid dividends and the ideal

one did not and in the long run it got
the trade—and grew to a size that could
profitably adopt a system.

®
THE VALUE OF BRAINS

By A. L. Haas.

A WELL-KNOWN publicist, when
speaking recently, remarked that the
war had taught manufacturers a lot of
valuable lessons. As one who had seen
the thincj- from the inside, nothinij- had
impressed him more than this—that the
British employer and workman had not
in the past placed the proper value they
ought upon the service of brains.

In connection with the procedure of
local tribunals, employers have appealed
on behalf of men stated to be absolutely

indispensable in business of considerable
value, whose salaries were meagre and
out of all proportion to their alleged

value. Indeed, the most interestino- ques-
tion which has come to light in regard to

compulsory military service has been
just this one matter of responsibility and
pay. Coupling the two things together,

one is driven to conclude that admitted
capacity and adequate reward therefor

are more or less divorced, and that the

conditions are not confined to any one

country, but are universal.

Conditions Known
The facts are notorious and perfectly

well known. It has hitherto been well-

nigh impossible to find the door of op-
portunity open to simple mental power,
uncoupled with other qualifications of a
material order. Stupidity on the part of
a workman is readily cited, but extraor-

dinary intelligence wilien displayed goes
unrecognized, the evident fear being
tliat he might ask for advancement. Only
those devoid of influence, who engineered
tliemselves into superior positions, know
exactly the struggle needed, the disap-

pointments and delays inseparable from
any material progress in their career.

The competition among trained and cap-

able men for posts at relatively low sal-

aries proves the supply to be adequate.

It is stuff and rubbish to point to lack

of competition at the top of the scale.

To state that the upper rungs of the lad-

der carry few men has no bearing on the

point at issue; it merely points to the

fact that very big jobs are relatively few.

The first question asked an applicant

is wlhat previous experience be has had
in the precise post applied for! Where
the candidate for honors is to commence
to qualify seems never to trouble his in-

terlocutor in this connection. Previous
experience is admittedly valuable, but in

too many instances points to a limited

and routine experience—sometimes an
unsatisfactoi-y man given a good testi-

monial as a salve for virtual dismissal

who, on the ground of former experi-

ence, sjets the post. Previous experience

is of less moment than capacity for ex-

tension, power of development and other

factors few people can assess. Very few
men adequately trained in a more gen-

eral field with proper credentials fail to

develop under resjionsibility. Few are
the firms, having sufficient faith in their
own organization and belief in tlieir own
work as a ground for experience, who
promote their own men. Reasons of dis-
cipline are cited if the question as to
why an outsider was imported for re-

sponsible control is asked. Many a con-
cern tied to a term agreement with a
man in a responsible position bit their
finger ends the major portion of the term
after the new man's incapacity is re-
vealed. Subsequently to cut the impasse
a first-class testimonial is handed out,
and the incompetent is passed along else-
where to repeat the performance. The
feature of finding the right man already
in employment is that a term agreement
would not he needed, and from the em-
ployer's point of view no excessive sal-

ary need he paid. Hence both parties
have greater freedom of action and each
have less to lose.

Concerning the Mainspring
When judging between firm and firm,

it is not easy sometimes to find who is

the actual brain counting most in the
economy of its organization. Sometimes
it is one director, occasionally the chief
draughtsman; or, again, some man rated
no higher than a simple foreman may be
the greatest force animatin.a; the whole.
In spite of investigation sometimes no
one can be held to be the man filling the
important post of the power behind the
throne. If a competitive business sur-
vives, it is obvious there is merit some-
where; it may rest entirely with the
commercial side—^more than one firm
has been literally built upon the work of
a single salesman. The remainder of the
organization are often routine tied, de-
void of initiative, or of any organization.
For considerable success a combination
of circumstances not very usual is need-
ed. The mentality, width of vision and
training are taken for gTanted, but un-
less the possessor also finds opportunit.v
to develop or scope for energ-y in a direc-

tion which suits his temperament and
fits his peculiar abilities he can never re-

alize himself or rise to the height of his

powers.

Every ease whereby ability is penal-
ized is a national loss. More might be-

done to discover talent.

Success Defeats Success
Sometimes when a man is extremely

successful in one direction, the treat-

ment meted out is similar too often to

that of a workman becoming unduly ex-

pert on a single job. He is kept repeat-
ing- his prowess in a circle of small mag-
nitude. A man, successful in a limited
field, deserves a better fate; if acute, he
speedily realizes that the surest way to

constrict opportunity is to he too expert.

Actually, his reward should be fuller op-
portunity, bigger responsibilit.v, and the
chance of greater scope. The man finds

it necessary to go elsewhere almost un-
willingly, to the detriment of his orig-inal

firm, who lose services they can ill-afford

to lose could they only hold him. In too

many instances a word of encouratrement
and iiromise to consider his claim to ad-

vancement when opportunity occurs
would keep him satisfied.
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AVe are told to place proper value on
the service of brains; they are a reason-

ably cheap commodity, in view of facts

now coming to light. Tiie mentality nor-

mally expected in the engineering trades

would stagger some outside professional

men could they be made to realize the re-

Cfuirements expected for the salary paid.

The responsibility which rests upon the

man in control of 1,000 men is less in

amount, but not in intensity, than

that of a military chief or ruler of a

country. His mistakes may perchance

be less appalling, but his perplexities are

certainly not less than those of more
public, and consequently more realized

careers.

®
CUTTING DIAMETRAL PITCH

WORMS
Herbert's Monthly.

IT may well happen that a firm doing
the necessary gear cutting for its

own specialties requires to make a

worm reduction gear for some accurate

job, but wishes to reduce expense and
time by doing the cutting in the shop,

bobbing the wheel, and cutting the

worm tliread' in the lathe. This opera-

tion will necessitate a worm of exactly

similar dimensions to the hob, and will

be a comparatively easy proposition if

the hob be of circular pitch proportions.

As, however, the modern method of

gear selection utilises the advantages
of the diametral pitch system, the ma-
jority of the hobs used will be of this

type; and much confusion will ensue if

a diametral pitch worm is sent to the

turnery Ui be cut.

Various methods may be tried. One
usual in the shop is to take the nearest

circular pitch in inches, and calculate

the usual ratio of Drivers to Driven to

this point of accuracy. For instance,

1.0.5-in. may be used for 3 D.P. (1.047-2-

in.). This method gives fair results

when the error in lead is negligible,

but, in most cases, the difference be-

tween the worm lead cut and the real

lead is considerable, and results in large

frictional losses, and low efiflciency in

the finished product.

A second method sometimes used is

to substitute for circular pitch the con-

stant "pi'' divided by the diametral
pitch, and calculate the requisite change
wheels, assuming the value of "pi"' as

22/7. This value is, however, only ap-

proximate after all, and with large

leads may result in serious errors, again
producing low efficiency, due to fric-

tional losses. A more accurate meth-
od is, therefore, needed.

That here suggested assumes a similar

calculation, but depends for its accur-

acy upon a more careful selection of

the value of "pi". This value has

been known for a few hundred years in

the mathematical world, but seems to

be neglected by engineers. The value

is simple to remember, viz., 355/13=
3.1415929, and is accurate to one in

10,000,000, and can, therefore, be taken
as practically exact.

The standard rule for screw-cutting is:

The leiul of the worm to be c ut IS

however:-—

L =
5

•pi''

D.P.

X71

X

X
5

No.

X.

D.P
X

of

-, t

No

thr

lere

of

eads,

fore

stai tsD rivers

113

71

-X-
Driven 113 D.P.XLead of lead screw

Hence for the small outlay necessary

in providing the master gears of 71

and 113—the cutting of which can be-

done in the shop, we can cut any givea

diametral pitch worm, and pitch and
number of starts, pi'ovided the lathe

yiroportions are sufficient to stand the

strain. Take, for example, a 5 D.P.

worm, 3 threads V^-in. lead screw:

—

Drivers 71 5 3

=- X - X

-

Driven 113 5 1/2

71 120

= -x-
113 20

Drivers Lead to be cut

Driven Lead of lead screw

The resulting gears show that the

strain on the lathe will be heavy, but

with care it can be done, and the sav-

ing will be considerable.

For the ordinary shop, high carbon

steel—say .40 or .50 per cent, carbon.

will be sufficient, if highly polished on
the threads; but if mild steel, case-

hardened and finally ground on the

threads, be used, care must be taken to

have the same ratios on the grinder as

on the lathe, or the advantages of the

accurate cutting will be lost.

We make-Castings

.

either- to
Your-Own-Design

,

or

we-will design- tlieiii

to-fit

Your • Requirements

N92 The Drawing- Office

lirslNl;SS KNIKUIMUSK l.\ CAItTOON— NO. ;.' 0|- .\ MIINIIII.V .'<i:iil R.^i .\ ri'K.V Kl .N< ! 1!V I '( MUTKSY OK l'.\N.M)l.\N STKHl.
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As this value of "pi" is far beyond

the limits of commercial accuracy, al-

most perfect engagement should ensue,

and a maximum pllieiency obtained for

the spiral angle taken.

Appendix
This value of "pi" may be obtained

l)y the use of the continued fractions

method, assuming "pi" = 3.1416.

"pi" = 3+ ;i416

1416) 10000 (7

9912

88) 1416 (16

1408

8) 88 (11

Thei*fore "pi '"

:

7 + 1

16 + 1

'11

Or, evaluating:

—

1 16

"pi" = 3—. .3 or 3.1416.

7 113
The tirst value 3 1-7 is the usual one

16 355
adopted. The second 3 or is

113 113
the one employed above. Tiie third is

the value we commenced with.

—

Herbert's Monthlv.

®
BUILDING TRADES ACTIVITY
THROUGHOUT THE DOMINION

THE building trades through their vary-

ing activity form a generally accepted
barometer of trade conditions through-
out the country. Much of the present
year's activities are directly due to

war-stimulated trade, but it is of in-

terest to note that much of the West-
ern business in the past year, and pro-
jeots for next year are based on gen-

erally prosperous conditions and are not'

dependent on specialized industrial ac-
tivity of a possibly temporary nature.

Gait, Ont.

This has been a record year for build-
ing operations in Gait, the total expendi-
ture on new buildings being' expected to

reach a quarter of a million dollars,

or at least .$100,000 ahead of last year.

I'P to November 30 tlie permits totalled
the satisfactory flaure of $227,795, com-
'\mved with $140,249 for last year.

Kingston, Ont.

A decrease of $22,009 is reported in the
value of building permits issued up to end
of November. 1916. the total value being
$181,451. Much will depend on the war
as to whether the situation assumes a
more favorable outlook for nest year.

Lethbridge, Alta.

Fiity-four building permits of a value
of $97,290, were issued to the end of Nov.,
191fl, the year's building being very light

due largely to scarcity of labor; should

this feature improve, an increase of

building is expected next year in view of

satisfactory harvest conditions.

London, Ont.

Up to Dee. 11 the total number of per-

mits issued for 1916 numbered 1,017, with

a value of $912,385.

Montreal, Que.

A decrease of 175 in the number, and

$435,807 in the value of building permits

for eleven months ending Nov. 30 is re-

ported, the 1916 figures being 1,800 per-

mits of a value of .$5,005,464.

New Westminster, B.C.

New buildings to the value of $53,000

and repairs to the value of $33,000 make

up the total of $86,000 value of building

operations during the year. Despite the

present dulness improved conditions are

looked for in the spring.

Regina, Sask.

Building permits numbering 108, of a

value of .$219,875 represent the ordinary

business to Nov. 30, this being exclusive

of the Imperial Oil Co. plant, which has

cost $1,500,000 to date, with further in-

creases likely during the coming year.

General prospects for 1917 are very good.

St. Catharines, Ont.

An increase of 43 per cent, over 1915

is shown in the value of building permits

issued, having a value of $637,570. Per-

manent factory buildings and workmen's

homes fonn a large proportion of the

year's operations, the demand for dwell-

ings of this class being expected to in-

crease still further next year.

Saskatoon, Sask.

A large increase in building activity is

shown in the value of permits issued dur-

ing the past year, numbering 108 and

valued at .$144,550, about 70 per cent, of

this being new buildings. Many projects

held np during re.^ent years are expected

to materialize next year as a result of im-

proved general conditions throughout the

West.
Sherbrooke, Que.

Building jiermits for the past year

amount to $367,950, the building trades

having been very busy. Much work is

planned for next year and the outlook is

considered good.

Stratford, Ont.

A slight decrease from last year, shown

in the value of this year's building per-

mits, .$186,504, is accounted for by the

presence of several big contracts last

year, the general business being about

equal. The coming year is expected to be

more active than the jiast.

Toronto, Ont.

Building permits numbering 3,690, of

a value of $6,452,823 were issued up to

Nov. 30, an increase of .$497,797 in value

and a decrease of 495 in number. The

total amount of the year is expected to

approach the ten million mark, which

would exceed last year by 50 per cent.

Business for next year is expected to

continue good.

Vancouver, B.C.

Building permits issued for first 11

months of 1916 totalled 384, of a value

of $2J26,524. The estimated total value

for the year is $2,375,000, showing a sub-

stantial increase over 1915. The outlook

for 1917 is very favorable.

Welland, Out.

Although 184 building permits wei'e

issued up to Nov. 30 ,of a value of $191,-

362 and showing an increase of IIY2 per.

cent, over 1915, the value is still 65 per

cent, below that of 1913. A steadily in-

creasing demand for small houses exists,

this and factory additions being promis-

ing features of the coming year.
r

Westmount, Que.

The total number of building permits

issued during the year was 114 valued

at $546,660, 78 of these being for new

buildings principally private residences

and garages valued at .$512,815.

Windsor, Ont.

Building permits numbering 550 were

issued for eleven months ending Nov. 30,

totalling .$1,420,930 in value, an increase

of $826,660 over the same period of last

year. Prospects for 1917 are considered

arood.

CANADIAN POWER PRODUCTION
THE generation of electricity in 'Canada,

and its division as between domestic and

export husiness, is dealt with in the re-

port of the Inland Revenue Department,

issued December 22. It is of especial in-

terest because of the discussion as to ex-

portation of electrical energy.

The Canadian Niagara Co., figuring on

the basis of kilowatt hours, produced

400,521,090 units for export, and 11,-

178,910 for use in Canada. The Electric

Development Co. exported 34,6.52,000.

and produced for use in Canada 395,.346,-

500 units. Other companies divided their

production as follows:

Export Domestic
(Uitario Power Co Iflft.lSS.lGO 810.a'M.440

untario audMinn 13.144.070 ll.TS'.l.SM

Cedar Rapids Co 358,753.000 5«.0S1.0<XI

Slierhronlie Power Co... 230.820 8.605,200

Maine & N.B. Co 3.07-,893 242.437

Western Canada Co.., 11,9.37,700 00,4G.S,020

I?. C. Electric 330,626,680 470.689

®
Bonus to Employees.—The directors

of the Canada Steamship Lines have set

aside a sum of .$50,000 for the purpose of

adding an acceptable bonus to the

Christmas salary of all its permanent

employees throughout the country. This

is the first time such a generous Christ-

mas fund has been provided for the em-

iployees of the company, and, in fact, the

first time that such a fund has been pro-

vided at all. That it should come now is

indicative of the cordial relations which

have grown up among all sections of the

company's services in late years.
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T'/ic constitution of industrial cntcrpriav i.t Inrrjelij depdii-

rncntal—"spokes in a wheel.'' This scries of ccrticles ]tas for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievem.ent of those ivho

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our nwfal-icorking csialiHshnients.

THOMAS BAIRD REID

IX Canadian machine tool oircles, and
particularly in the triple connection
of maker, dealer and user, it may

he said that there lives, moves, and has
il.s being, no more widely known a per-

sonality than Thomas Baird Reid, Hana-
yer of the Macliine Tool Department, A.

\i. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto,

.Montreal, etc. Machine tofil manufacture
in a specialised sense has not yet

achieved in Canada the de^iree of prom-
inence so evident in the United St.ates,

hence the necessity in many instances,

even in normal times, to resort to the

latter to meet both our metal and wood
workins? plant requirements. Needless
to say, Mr. Reid has figured largely in

business transactions arising therefrom,
with the result that he is to all intents

and purposes as well-known across the

border as he is here, and his sterling

qualities are no less highly appreciated.

Tom Reid, as he is best known in

the machinery business, was bom at St.

(Jeoige, Brant County, Province of
Ontario, on October 3, 1882, of parents
who had come from the "hame and
hnunts o' Rabbie Burns," a circum-

stance that doubtless accounts for his

inbred, and "automatic" winsomeness
ill the pursuit of his calling. He was
educated in St. George |iublic school

and in Branti'ord High School, matricu-

lating from the latter at tlie age of

seventeen.

Following an apprenticeship with the

W'aterous Engine Works Co., Brantford,
()nt., he went to the United States in

1!)01, spending some four years there

at work in maciiine tool and locomotive
building shops in several American
cities where these ))rodiicts are turned

out high in grade and large in f|uantity.

Returning to Caiiaihi in IflOo, he joined

the sales stall of the Canadian Fair-

banks-ATorsc (^o., leaving them however,
about a year later to become iriachinery

salesman with the A. R. Williams (^i.

With the passing of lOlfi. a service of
over ten years in the latter employ falls

lo lie recorded for Tom. the last seven

being in the capacity of manager of

the Machine Tool Department.
As might be expected from his

Ayrshire extraction. Mr. Redd is Presby-

terian in Religion and Liberal in Pol-

tics. He is, however, thoroughly Can-
adian in sport, having been in his

younger days at Brantford a member
of the DufTerin Rifles, inside home
player on the lacrosse team, centre

half-back on the Y.M.C.A. Senior Foot-

ball Team, and the hero of many bas-

ket-ball encounters as well. He is an
enthusiastic motorist and howler, the

TIIIIMAS I'.AIKIi uKin.

latter as a nu'iiiber of the ParUdalc

Lawn Bowling Club, Toronto.

Mrs. Reid was Miss. Fjdna Sawlell,

youngest daughter of John R. Sawtell,

Tororilo, the wedding taking place in

11107. Tlie family residence is 70 Beatty
.\vcnuc, Tcironto.

Since the outbreak of the war and
the inauguration of munitions manu-
facture in Canada, Mr. Reid has in-

vesliiralcd and directed the purchase, as

well as conducted the sales of machin-
ery running into several millions of

dollars in value; in addition, he has

personally engineered and equipped

something over fifty complete metal-

working plants in Canada and three of

large production capacity in the United
States. Included in the foregoing are

to be found such plants as those of the

Ford Motor Co., Ford, Ont., Transcona
Shell Co., Winnipeg, Man.; Canadian
Tube and Iron Co., Montreal, Que.,

Metal Drawing Co., St. Catharines, Ont.,

Wilford Engineering Co., Lindsay, Ont.:

Holden-Morgan Co., Toronto, Ont.:

Framingham Maidiine Co., Framingham,
Mass.; WoQusocket Machine & Press

Co., Woonsocket, R. I., etc.

A specially noteworthy factor in Mr.

Reid's work during the past two years

and one that has been of the greatest

material aid to him in the investigation,

purchase and sale of munitions equip-

ment on behalf of his firm and its

clients respectively, was that of the

practical shop training he received dur-

ing his apprenticeship with the Water-
ous Engine AVorks Co., at Brantford,

and later in the States. This will per-

haps be better and more fully appre-

ciated when we state that, from his

ideas and developed designs, quite an
imposing member of special machines
and special tools for munitions and
other services- have been manufactured
for and sold exclusivelv by his firm, the

A. R. Williams Co.

Tom Reid, like a host of other men
prominent in the machine tool and
allied fields attributes much of his suc-

cess to having been a close and con-

stant reader of trade and technical pub-

lications, recognising these as indis-

pensable channels of up-to-date informa-

tion covering macliine design and oper-

ation, readily available and at low cost

with which to supplement both home
and technical school studies. Having
proved their value, he is therefore,

qualified to express a decided and
worth-while opinion. "Mechanics

—

young and old," he says, should sub-

.sciibe to, read and study, trade and
technical journals bearing both directly

and indirectly on their work, as only

by so doing can they be kept fully post-

ed in the latest developments in new
equipment, and the evolution of ]>ro-

duclion uu'tluids and devices relative to

greater quantity and higher quality

output."
From time to time statenu'uts «ppcar

in the press to the effect that when the

history of the war, comes to be written,

or the story printed of what some one
'nan or some ho<ly of men have done
or are doing in some department of its

inany-.sided activities, we will be 'niiight-

ily sur|)rised with the aecomplishment
record. Xo one is prepared to doubl

such predictions, generally s|>eaking.

however, in the case of Tom Reid's
work on liehalf of shell making in Can-
aila, there is no need to wait for the

historian at a post-war dale, neither is

lliere lacking right now the acconiplish-

tnent record, for our machine shops
over the whole wide Dominion express
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it ill shell and shell inirt output, irres-

pective of size and type. Although
iiaving much reason to he justly proud
of his munitions machinery installation

achievement, it may be said without
fear of contradiction that Tom still takes
the same size hat, and in saying' so, we
say much.
Canadian Machinery takes tliis oppor-

tunity of wishing: him a Bright and
Prosperous New Year alike in his home
and in his business.

©
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
HAMILTON, ONT., DURING 1916

FROM the accompanying- data, it will be
noted that Hamilton, Ont., has, during-
the past year, quite maintained its repu-
tation both for attracting new factories
within its borders and making it -worth
while for those already established
Tjranching out to wider scope activities.

Si.x new factories were located dur-
ing 1916 as follows :—Perkins Glue Co.,
Lansdale, Pa.: Stanley Steel Co.. New
Britain, Conn.; Watidns Medical Co..
AVinona, Minn.; Turner, Day & Wool-
worth, Louisville. Ky. ; Ontario Yarn
Co.

: Hamilton Steel Wheel Co. Seventy-
one new factories and additions were
erected during 1916, of a total value of
$994,446. Those of .$5,0nn or over fol-
low :

—

tiirough deterioration of the tliernio-ele-

menls: the element of time demands con-

sideration so that the steel may assume
a uniform condition at the required tem-

lierature; the personal factor appears in

determining whether the two foregoing

conditions have yielded the result de-

sired.

Trouble due to misapiilication in any

DIAGRAM of the

"CRITPOINT"

ONTARIO BOILER RULES
REVISION

A PROPOSAL is under consideration to

revise the Rules and Regulations cover-

ing the construction and inspection of
steam boilers in the Proviuce of
Ontario. A meeting was called by Dr.
Riddell, superintendent of the Trades
and Labour Branch of the Department
of Public Works at the Parliament

-M.VOXETIC INDICATOR FOR CRITICAL TEMPERAXrRES
OF STEEL DURING HEAT TREATMENT.

of these respects is entirely eliminated

by the instrument referred to, which
indicates the critical point, not as a

degree of temperature, but as a non-

magnetic state. The instrument consists

of a contact bos containing- magnet and
coils, mounted on one end of a rod pro-

vided with handles and heat shield. The

lACTORT. PROJECT
Steel Comp.iny of Canada AdditionsZimmerman .Mfg. Co.
.Mercury Mills Co '..'.'.'.'.'..'. New factory
T. Eaton Co .idditions
I anadnn Cartridge Co "
Tallman Brass Co
Dominion Steel Foundries
Dom Power & Transmissioi' Co! New steam
Standard Uuderpround Cable Co. Addition

Chipmati HoItoT, Co New factory
Brown. Boggs Co Rel.nildliig
Hamilton Steel -Wheel 1st unit
Stanley Steel Co Xew factory
Orrasselh Clienii'-al Co \ddition
National Steel Car
-Apnleford Counter Check'sook
Co

Dominion Sheet Metal Co. . . .

.

Hamilton Brtdpe -Works
Can. Steel & -^-ire Co
Fro=<t Wire Fence Co
Tninn Dr.iwn Steel Co. '.

Cnited Gas & Fuel Co
Cmnmer-Dowswell Co
Canadian Cotton Co
Propfor & Gamble Co.
\'ictor Saw -Works ....
Bell Thread Co .'

Can. Shovel and Tml Co
Burlington Steel Co
Can. Hart Wheels Co

COST M.4NrF.4CTURE
JSSg.fiOC Munitions

26.000 Knit goods, underwear
125,0(X) Hosiiery
11.000 Knit underwear
73.000 Munitions
le.i'lH) Brass goods
70.000 Munitions

plant 200.000 Auxiliary steam plant
.".'..OOii Cables, telephone, telegraph

wires
l.i.OOO Hosiery
ll.ono Had a fire

S.OOO Steel ear wheels
14.000 Cold rolled sheet steel

ASiOOO Chemicals
SI.OIX) MunitJens

7,500 Counter check books
fi.OOO Galvanized sheets
7..T00 Structural steel

S.oOO -Wire fence
5.00(1 Wire fence
.5.000 Drawn steel shafting
.1,000 Water gas plant
in.OOO Wnshing machines
fi.OOO Textiles
3,000 Soap
fi,000 Hack saws
.5,000 Cotton thread
6.000 Shovels
.5.000 Steel shapes and angles
7.000 Grindinjr wheels

MAGNETIC INDICATOR FOR CRITI-
CAL TEMPERATURES

THE fact that steel loses its magnetic
properties on attainin? the critical tem-
perature forms the basis on -which has
been designed the "Crit-Point," an in-

strument -which infallibly indicates the
in.stant -(\-hen a body of steel has attain-

ed the decalescent or hardening point.

In heat treating installations of the

usual type, entire reliance is frequently
placed on the permanent accuracy of the

pyrometer, which is subject to variation

other end of the rod carries a magnetic

flux meter; the needle of which indicates

the gradual approach of the steel to the

non-magnetic, or critical point. Imme-
diately contact is made with the steel

in the furnace through the medium of

the magnetic coils, the needle indicates

the dea-ree of masnetism in the metal,

all knowledge of the actual temperature
being irrelevant, so far as the indication

of the critical temperature is concerned.

The makers of this instrument are the

Gibb Instrument Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Buildings. Toronto on Dec. 28, for the

purpose of ascertaining the views of

those interested. It is proposed to pre-

pare a Bill for presentation before the

Provincial House, which will be a re-

vision of the Act already in force. The
delegation consisted of representatives

of steel and east iron boiler manufac-
turers, boiler inspectors, stationary en-

gineers.

Dr. Riddell in calling the meeting to

order asked for a frank discussion of

the proposed rules and said he would be
glad to receive any suggestions that

mig-ht be helpful in the preparation of

a Bill tliat would meet with the approval
of all the interests concerned. The pro-

posed rules which were read by D. M.
Medcalf, chief boiler inspector were
discussed in detail and suggestions tak-

en down in the minutes.

At the conclusion of the meeting it

was decided to send copies of the min-
utes to all boiler manufacturers, inspec-

tion companies, etc.. who will in turn
submit their views to Dr. Riddell, It

was further decided to appoint a com-
mittee composed of two representatives
from each of the following intere,sts:

—

Steel boiler manufacturers, cast iron

boiler manufacturers, boiler inspection

companies, stationary engineers, boiler

users, and manufacturers of fittinas.

The committee will confer with Dr,

Riddell and will be authorized to make
any suagestions which will tend to im-

prove the present Act.

©
AN alloy has been produced which i>

claimed to be an entirely satisfactory

substitute for platinum, either as cruc-

ibles or as ignition tubes, thermo coup-

les, etc. The new metal is called rhot-

aniifm, and is reported to be an alloy of

metals of the platinum group. The price

of the new alloy is the same as that of

platinum, but its specific gravity is

about half that of platinum.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

FUSE-GRADUATING MACHINE
Til K tiisf-_m-:i(lualing' macliine shown

in the illustration has been de-

veloped for the purpose of
graduating fuse rings and- bodies, a

work which calls for extreme accuracy.

The fuse body is held in an air-operatod

draw-in collet chuck, carried in a chuck
shaft or spindle sup]iorted in two bear-

ings. The graduating die is carried on
the inner end of the belt driven shaft

which is located at a suital)le angle, and
is geared to the work spindle through
a. train of bevel gears arranged to give

a relative reverse motion between the

two members.
Ordinary punch-press trip gear is fit-

ted to the belt pulley, -which allows the

parts to make one revolution only for

each pressure an the foot lever. The
graduating dies generally have a blank
space which is arranged to be ne.xt the

work wheii stopped; as the work can
thus be placed in position or I'emoved
without setting back the dies, this

allows the dies to be set to their full

depth. Marking is done ordinarily in

one revolution, although if the material

be unusually hard, two or three revolu-

tions may be required.

The gears used are approximately
four times the diameter of the work,
and all backlash is removed by suitable

adjustments to insure complete accur-

acy.

Pressure of the die on the work is

obtained by suitable weights operating
through a bell crank, additional weights
being added as the die becomes dull. In

certain types of fuses the pressure is

great enough to disengage the work
from the chuck and the necessary sup-

port is obtained through toggle arrange-

ment shown which maintains a support-

ing arbor against the work daring the

marking. The illustration shows the

general appearance of tlie machine
which is built by the American Am-
munition Co., Bordentown, N.J.

®
FORMED CUTTER RELIEVING

MACHINE
THE accompanying illustration shows
a backing-otf machine for relieving

formed cutters which is built by the

Becker Milling Machine Co., Boston,
Mass. It is designed to give straight

or peripheral, side and end relief for

all work within its capacity.

It is of the arm type of construc-

tion, special ways being provided for

maintaining alignment of the tailstock

which is secured in place on the ar >!

by four clamping bolts, the maximum
adjustment of the tailstock being 24 in.

The spindle is machined from crucible

steel and has a maximum diameter of
:{-'''4 in. It runs in solid phosphor-
broiuze bearings having compensation
for wear, and is driven through a spur
near mounted directly on the end. A
Xo. 13 B. & S. taper hole is provided
in tile spindle, accommodating a % in.

draw liolt, clutch drive from the sjiindle

npse insuring positive rotation of the

tool to be relieved.

The cam shaft operates a single throw
cam at the back of the machine, giving

relief from zero to 14 in., tile wear on

cam rolls being taken up by tapered gib

to insure positive throw. The cutter to

be formed or relieved, can be placed in

proper relation to forming tool without

loosening bolts or nuts by operating

a worm meshing' with a wheel positive

with the cam shaft, a micrometer stop

attached to peripheral relief slide en-

abling the tool to be accurately reset

at each change of work. The peripheral

and side relief are operated by the same
cam, while the end relief is operated by

a sparate cam at end of bed. Either
collar bearings or center bearings may
be used in the taifstock according to

the recjuirements of the work.

Tools from % in. to 1 in. in thickness

can be held in the block which is set on

a 30 deg. slide plate and operated by
small handwheel at side to raise on
lower tool to required adjustment. The
tool is fed to the work by a handwheel
provided with accurate differential con-

trol for tine feed, which is thrown out

of gear when making quick adjustments.

Longitudinal adjustment is obtained by

a carriage screw operated by hand-
wheel througli bevel gears, the maxi-
mum adjustment being 12 in.

The machine will relieve cutters up
to 13 in. dia., with flutes from 3 in. to

12 in. inclusive, the flutes being even
numbers from 12 to 40 inclusive. Holes
and worms can also be cut to good
advantage.

When taotor driven, a 3 horse-power
variable speed motor is mounted at

back of machine. The total weight is

approximately 6,500 lbs. and floor

spa<-e, 68 x 48 x 64 ins.

PI'SK KIN<; <!l!AIlIArrN<; M.^'IIINK. Fni!M::ii-ct-n'Ku uki.ii'.nim; maiiiim:.
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TRAVERSING HEAD DRILL PRESS.

AN interesting departure from regular

drill press practice is shown in the ac-

companying photograph of a heavy duty

single spindle traversing head drill press

recently added to their line by the Mo-
line Tool Co.. Mnliiie, TIL Tn place of

TRAVERSING HEAD VERTICAL DRILL
PRESS WITH BELT FEED.

the spindle being mounted in a quill fed

by rack and pinion, it is carried in long

adjustable bronze bushings mounted in

the head, the entire head with feed gear

works being traversed up and down by
a double rack and pinion.

This method of construction enables

the spindle diameter to be kept large

where the spindle drive gear is mounted,
dispensing with the reduced spindle dia-

meter of cnnvontional design, which is

further weakened by splining for driving

keys. The spindle gear is driven by a

wide faced vertical pinion, the vertical

movement of the head causing the spin-

dle gear to travel along the face of the

pinion, which is supported its entire

length, runs in bronze bushings, and is

driven by sleel and bronze spiral gear-

ing from a three-step cone pulley. Be-
tween the pulley shaft and the spiral

pinion are two sets of change gears giv-

ing speeds ranging from 20 revs, per
min. to 200 revs, per min. Gear box
feed ean be supplied in place of belt

feed shown in cut.

The principal dimensions are as fol-

lows: Centre of spindle to face of col-

umn, 111 in.; ma.\. distance, table to spin-

dle, Ii4 in., in floor type machine, 46 in.;

table has three tee-slots, oil catching
rim, and working face, 15 in. x 24 in.;

vertical travel of table, 15 in., of head,

18 in.; spindle dia., lower bearing 2 15-16

in.; pump and piping regularly included.

©
NEW LINE OF RADIAL DRILLS

A NEWLY designed line of radial drill-

ing machines consisting of 'IVo, 3 and
.'^2 ft. machines has been placed on the

market by the Morris Machine Tool Co.,

Cincinnati, 0. The machines embody
all the necessary features of modern
manufacturing tools, and are capable of
driving high speed drills at their maxi-
mum speeds, as well as doing tapping
facing, counterboring, etc., with ease on
tlie part of the operator.

A large diameter column, mounted on
niller bearings, is carried on a heavilv

desigued stump, bolted and doubled to

tlie base, projecting into the stump suf-

Hciently far to insure alignment under
heavy strain. The deep base is we'l

ribbed and provided with large tee slots,

and oil channel round the base drain-

ing into a large reservoir.

The arm bearing on the column is

wide, has adjustment for wear, and is

clamped in position by a single lever.

The arm itself is of pipe section with a

lieavy rib above and below. The arm
elevating screw is operated through

tumbler gears so arranged that their

tendency to disengage compels the oper-

ator to keep his hand on the elevating

lever while in operation. Any attempt

to elevate the arm while clamped, or in

extreme positions

renders it impos-

sible to keep gears

in mesh. The head
is of substantial

construction a n d

slides on hardened

ways on the arm by

rack and p i n i o n.

The spindle is a

hammered forging

of high carbon steel,

having ball thrust

bearing, and grad-

uated sleeve fitted

with direct reading;-

depth gause and au-

tomatic feed trip

Ten spindle speeds

are secured on the

cone drive machine

and twelve on the

speed bos drive.

Steel gears are

used throughout and
all bearinss are of

phosphor bronbe fit-

ted with oil cham-
ber and felt wiper.

C. P. R. TUNNEL THROUGH
SELEIRES

TWO important results will follow the

completion of the C. P. R. Connaught
tunnel in the Selkirks—first, the elimina-

tion of all danger from snowslides; sec-

ond, tlie discontinuance of the upkeep of

five miles of snowsheds. The ventilating

system, which is now being installed, and
which is in a very forward state, is most
thorough in its layout and equipment
The desire is to keep the smoke an<l

gases away from the engineers and fire-

men on the locomotives on their tri)!

through the tunnel. The train will travel

uptill from the eastern to the western

end at the rate of about 20 miles an
hour; but the smoke and foul air will be

pushed down the hill at the rate of about

12 miles an hour—thus driving tin-

smoke away from the engines.

The ventilating fans are driven by tw.i

oil engines, which are in duplicate

against emergencies, and no effort ha-

been spared to make the plant the most

complete possible, the idea being to bavi-

the tunnel as safe from every point of

view as any other part of the line. Ten

or twelve minutes are required to negn-

tiate the five miles of tunriel.

©
Another Bloke.—"Who was this ere

Nero, Bill?"' asked a coster of his

friend as they gazed in the picture

shop. • Wasn't he a chap that was
always cold ?

*

'

"No, that was Zero,'" was the an-

swer. "Another bloke altogether.''

®
British colonies total 13,002,321 stjuare

miles in area, with a population of 389,-

065,035.

NEW MOr)KL AIiIAI. UtilLL HADE IN IV..

FT. SIZES.
A.NT> :f'/2
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OUR 1917 MUNITIONS OPPORTUNITIES

GREAT as have been our opijurtuiiitics during the
past two years to seeui-e contraets for the supply
of munitions to Great Britain and her Allies, and

in spite of the fact that we have given evidence of a gen-
erous response as regards output, still greater opportuni-
ties are awaiting us, and, correspondingly, the onus of a
very much increased produeti(jn comparatively. Munition
orders amounting to several liundred millions of dollars are
lifing and will be placed with Canadian metal-working'
lilants, in which conne<-tion it is learned from a highlv
authoritative source that during the past week or ten days
an order for shells, variouslv estimated as worth from
.^75,000,000 to $200,000,000, has been placed with a prom-
inent Montreal plant.

PVom time to time recently, reference has been made in
our columns to the fact that, while orders for raw mate-
rials may continue to be placed in the United States, those
for finished shells were on the eve of being discontinued.
Notwithstanding, it was hardly believed that the transfer
to Canadian metal-working plants could be carried out in

toto. as is now planned, a suspicion being existent that the
capacity, if not also the efficiency of the latter were un-"
equal to the task. Further, it had been suppo.sed that the
hundreds of munition factories which have sprung up in

Great Britain, France and Italy would take over the work.
News that Canada has developed facilities to handle a shell

business which may amount to fully $400,0(10,(100 during
this year, has been, to say the least, some surprise, more
especially when it is recalled that during 101.5 and JilKi,

sections of numerous Canadian shell orders wci-e i)hic('d in

the States to be filled.

Several important influences have bicn operative to

.•ause Allied munition buyers to switch shell-making to

Catuida. In the first jilace, of course, there is a desire In

utilize the facilities of a country having a direct pari in

tlje war, whose plants and workmen will juyifit from the
business. Another consideration is the economy to be
effected in having the finished goods turned out close to

the base of supplies of raw material. Whether, however,
the Allied war niaterial is made in Canada or in Europe, a
great pari of the steel rounds and metals used will have

to come from the United States. As completed shells can
he shipped across the Atlantic cheaper than steel, copper
and zinc, in the rough, it is naturally in keeping with the
economic plans of the fighting nations to have munitions
made up on this side of the water.

As a result of the foregoing developments, we may ex-

pect Canadian bankers to continue to furnish the necessary

accommodation to our Imperial Munitions Board, in quan-
tity commensurate with the resources at their disposal;

and, on occasion, when supplementary measures become
necessary, to influence by co-operative effort the success-

ful flotation of either domestic loans or their consumma-
tion with United States bankers, thus relieving the Im-
perial Treasury, and adding to the strength of its credit

in world markets.

As we go to press, advices reach us to the effect, that

an additional .$50,000,000 credit from Canadian Banks t<>

the Imperial Government for the purchase of munitions

and supplies in Canada has been arranged, same having

been under negotiation for some two weeks past. This

new credit makes a total of $250,000,000 provided by our

banks and Government for the purposes mentioned, and

all within the space of one vear.
•©

CANADA'S NATIONAL SERVICE WEEK

THESE, the opening days of the New Year, 1W7.

constitute what is known as Canada's National

Serv'ice Week, and, as will be gathered from what

follows, the response of our citizens to its aims and pur-

poses is espefted to be both prompt and hearty. Our men
are interested because it is obligatory upon each' of them,

between the ages of 16 and 65 years, to fill out one of the

cards which the Government is sending to them through

the Post Office authorities. Our women are interested

because their co-operation is being invited, in seeing that

their men-folk attend to this important duty. Our children

are interested beca\isp their school teachers have explainetl

to them the meaning of National Service and the way in

which father and the big brothers at home have to reply

to the various (juestions.

To write in the answers and return the card promptly

is a good NewYear's resolution for every man throughout

the Dominion; it has the advantiige of being easy of ful-

filment. It only means a few minutes' careful thought.

The postman in the cities gets the hard work, for he has

not only to deliver the cai-ds, but he is responsible also for

their proper return. Prompt mailing of the answers will

make the postman's work very much easier.

National Service means that wc are to get into that

frame of mind which will cause us to think of the needs of

the country, to realize that the interests of the Stale have

a greater claim on us than our self-interest. This ai)plies

to everyone, from the highest in the land to the lowest.

The Prince of Wales' motto, "I serve" may well be the

motto of every citizen of the British Empire at this time.

There are many ways of serving the nation besides going to

the front. The man on the farm and the meclianio in a

workshoj) may be serving the nation as usefully as the

man in the trenches. In a word, every man sluuild be doing

the work which represents bis most cllicieni service to his

country.

The war is teaching us. or slmnhl lie leacdiiiig us, preat

lessons. Terrilile as are its elTects, those who liave faith in

Canadian nuinhood, hope atul believe that the nation will

emerge from this experience, bigger, stronger and better.

If the meaning of National Service is thoroughly gr.-vsped

and properly understood, if the Government's call for

informalion is responded to in the right spirit. 1017 will be

the banner vear in Canada's historv.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.
Grey forge. Pittsburgh .. $29 95
Lake Superior, cliarcoal,
Cbicigrj 31 75
St.milard low plios.. Phila-
delphia 53 00

Bessemer, I'ittsliurgh 35 95
Basie. Valley furnaee 30 00

Montreal Toronto
Middlesboro. Xo. 3
Clereland; Xo. »
Clarence, Xo. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 40 00 .3S 00

FINI.SHED IRON AND STEEL.
Per 111. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 3.*0
Steel bars, base, Toronto,. 3.75
Steel bars, 2. in. and larger
base 5.25

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3.35
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4.00
Twisted reinforcing bars,

base 3.53
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill '.

Steel bars, Pittsburgh
Ttink plates, Pittsliur.eb
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh
F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.

Cents

Steel bars, base 3.65
Small shapes 3.S5

F.O.B. Ohiiagb Warehouse
Cents

Steel bars 3. CO
Bars, 2 iu. and up 4.00
Struotur-al shapes 3 .50

Plates 4. .35

FREIGHT R.4TES.

I'^ollowing Points
Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. .John, X.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto IS.9 22 1

Guelph 1.S.9 22.1
London IS. 9 22.1
Windsor IS. 9 22.1'

Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.

Lapweld.

2 in.

2M! In.

3 iu. .

3^2 in.

4 in.

4'A in.

5 in.

(J in.

7 in.

S iu. s

per
S in.

per
9 in. .

.

10 in. X
per ft.

10 in. X
oer ft.

List for

M.

25 lbs.
ft.

X
ft.

lbs

32 lbs,

40 lbs.

$ 20 35 .f 2<; S3
30 42 40 66
39 78 53 17
49 (W 66 70
58 86 79 03
«S oS 92 OS
79 92 107 30
103 70 139 21)

138 00 1S2 IC

145 00 191 30

Km 00 220 30
200 10 203 90

l.'-5 CO 244 SO

239 00 315 00

Ontario, Quebec and
,tritime Provinces.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto

Pittsburgh to

Cupper, light
Cupper, crucible.
Lopper, heavy ...

L upper wire
Xo. 1 machine
composition . .

.

Xo. 1 composition
turnings

Xew Brass clip-

pings
Xo. 1 brass tuin-
ings

Steel, low phus. .

Heavy Melting
steel

Xo. 1 machine
cast iron

Steel turnings ...

Boiler plate
Rails
Axles, wrought

iron
Tires, steel

Rails
Shafting
Malleable scrap .

.

Pipe, wrought .

.

Stove plate
Heavy lead
Tea lead
Scrap zinc
.\luniinum

$21 00
25 00
25 00
25 00

20 50

10 50

17 00

15 23
14 00

13 00

.15 00
7 00
12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 75
1(1 7o
10 25
10 50
12 UO
7 30
6 00
8 00
35 00

*23 50
27 00
27 00
27 00

22 00

19 00

19 00

16 00
15 00

14 00

16 00
7 00

10 50
15 00

24 00
11 00
14 00
20 00
n 00
9 00

12 oO
7 75
3 50
S 50
35 00

Lake copper, car-
Montreal Toronto

load $36 00 $.38 00
Electrolytic cop-

per 36 00 38 50
Castings, copper. 35 00 37 50
Tin 4fi 00 47 no
Spelter 13 .50 13 .50

Lead 10 00 •1 .-)0

Antimony 15 00 IS 00
Alu'minum (!9 00 (>S 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PL.4TES.

Montreal Toronto
Plates, >4 to % $5 00 $5 00
Heads 5 35 5 2."

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 25 5 25

WROUGHT PIPE.

Prices in effect Dec. 6, 1916.

Buttweld.

Per 100 feet Black. Galv.

H In $ 4 00 ? 5 50
Vi in. and % in.. 3 42 5 35
% In 4 42 3 99
% In 5 41 7 53
1 in 7 99 11 14
I'A in 10 SI 15 07
1% in 12 93 IS 01
2 in 17 39 24 24
2V4 in 27 50 3S 32
3 in 35 96 50 11

3V4 in 45 08 62 10
4 in 33 41 73 58

BOLTS, NL'TS AND SCREWS.

Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 33

Stove bolts o3

I'late washers -0
.Machine bolts, 7-16 auu
over ^^

Machine bolts, % and less. 25

Blank bolts 1?
Bolt ends ^^
-Machine screws, ti. and rd.

hd., steel 271/2

Machine screws, o. and til.

hd., steel 10

Machine screws, ti. and rd.

hd., brass net.

Machine screws, o. and fll.

hd., brass net.

Xuts, hex., up to 1 in., $3.75

per lb. off.

Xuts, hex., over 1 in. $2.00

per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs.

list plus 30
Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs SO

Boiler rivets, base %-io.
and larger $5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15

Wood screws, tlat. bright.. .75

Wood screws, O, & R.,

bright ™
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42V4
Wood .screws, O. & R.,

brass 40
Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screws, O. & R.
bronze 2- V2

30
15

13

30

15
net

30

25
10
40
20
20
70

.MILLED PRODICTS.
I'er Cent.

Set screws 40
Sq. & Plex. Head Cap Screws
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws.
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin. & semi-fin, nuts \\p i.)

1 in
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 43
Coupling bolts, plus 13
Planer head bolts, without

fillet

Planer liead bolts, with fillet.

Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 in

Placer head bolt nuts, over
1 in

Planer bolt washers ...plus
Hollow set screws.. list plus
Collar screws list plus
Thumb screws
Thumb nuts
Patch bolts add 65

Colli pressed nuts to iy>

in add .3.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1V4
In add $2.00

BILLETS.

Per gross ton

Bessemer billets, Pitts-

burgh .$53 00

Open-bearth billets, Pitts-

burgh 55 00

O.H. sheet bars, Pittaburgh 33 00

Forging billets, Pittsburgh so 0(3

Wire rods, Pittsburgh 70 00

N.\ILS .\ND SPIKES.

Standard steel wire
nails, base $4 75 $4 70

Cut nails 400 400
Miscellaneous wire nails <to%

Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 lbs $1 10

JlISCELL.\NEOrS.

Solder, guaranteed 30

Solder, strictly 27

Babbitt metals 11 to 60

Soldering coppers, lb 33

Putty, lOO-lb. drums
\\'hite lead, pure, cwt
Red dry lead, lOOlb. kegs.

per cwt 13 S7

Glue, Frenc-b medal, lb 25

Tarreil slaters' paper, roll 95

Gasoline, per gal., bulk... 27%
Benzine, per gal., bulk 26Vj
Pure turpentine, single

bbls., gal
Linsceil oil, raw, single.

bbls i

I^inseed oil, boiled, single

bbls
Plaster of Paris, per bbl..

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt.
I'acking. square beaded...
Packing. Xo 1 Italian

Packing, Xo. 2 Italian

r^ead wool, per lb 12

Pure Manila rope 25%
Transrais^Jion rope. Manila 29V.

Drilling wtbles, Manila... 27>.j

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%
C.4RBON DRILLS AND

REAMERS.
Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes 35

S.S. drills, 1 16 in. and larger 50

Standard drills to 1% in 50

Standard drills, over IV2 in. 20

3-fluted drills to 1% in 20

3-fluted drills, over 1% in.. 10

Bit stock 50

Ratchet drills 20

M.ichine bits for wood 15

S.S. drills for wood 45

Wood boring brace drills... 35

Electricians 25

Sockets 30

3 00
14 23

n
1 12

Sleeves 40
Taper pin and taper reamers 30
"I remier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

.\rbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 55
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15-

Higb-speed drills up to IV2 in.

and over IV. in. are now double
list.

COLD ROLLED SH.\FTING.
At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%
Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at ^lontreal ami

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
5%; B and C, 12%: cast iron,

40: standard bushings, 50%:
headers, 60; flanged unions, 45:
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,.

70; malleable lipped unions. 53.

SHEET.S.

Montreal T
Sheets, Black, Xo, 2S..?5 00

Sheetsi, black, Xo. 10 5 50
Canada plates, dull,

.52 sheets 5 75
Canada plates. all

bright
.ipollo brand, 10% oz,

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28 B,

W.G
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G

Gorbal's Best. No. 28
Colljorne Crown, No.
28

Premier, Xo. 28 UjS..
Premier. 10% oz

PROOF COIL CH.\IN.

V4 in S9 45

3-16 in 9 10
8 So

nto

00
50

6 JO 50

7 -23

43 7 .33

75 1 30

25 6 7o
70 1 20
00 1 50

% in.

7-16 in

V. in.

9-16 in

15
6 93
6 95

% in « SO

% in.

in.

6 70
6 55

1 inch 6 -lO

.\bove quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CH.\IN B.B.

H in ?13 50

-IG in.

1 15 3-11; in

2 50 % in.

s 00 7-16 in

25 V, in.

30 % in.

23 % in.

11 70
8 40
7 40
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 .35

Prices per MO lbs.

FILES ANT> RASPS.

Per Cent-
Great Western. American... 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade. .

.

60

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 60

.McClelland, Globe 60

Black Diamond 30

Delta Files 47%
Xichoiaon 5^
Globe 57%
Vulcan ST%
Disston oO

COAX AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
ACi'T ..C...2 ..0 00%-. &&C
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Ste»m Lump Coal ...

Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER Tl'BES.
Seam- Lap-

Size, less welrled

1 in ?30 00

1^ in 30 00

1% in 30 00 24 00

1% in 29 00 21 00
2 in 33 00 20 00

2% in 33 00

IVi in o'5 75 2(; .-iO

3 in 48 50 30 IHI

3V4 in 54 50 3i; 0!)

3M; in 59 .50 30 00

4 in (iu 50 49 00

Prices per 100 'feet, .Montreiil

and Toronto.

OIL,S AND CO.MPOliNUS.

Castor oil, pe'' lb 23
Royalite, ptr gal., bulls 11
Machine oil, per gal 2t)i^

Black oil, per gal 14%
Cylinder oil. Capital 47M>
Cylinder oil. Acme 3SH
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 0.6
Lard oil, per gal 1.35
Thread cutting oil 35
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic TO
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 39yj
Iraperial quenching oil ._... 39M^
Petroleum fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-10%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.. $1 40
Leather in sides 1 20

TAPES.

Chesteruian .Metallic. 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin .Metallic. l»3. .50 ft.. 2 00
.\dmlral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major .Tun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Rivah Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 To
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, .50

ft 3 50

W.\STE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra IS
Peerless IS
Grand IT
Superior IT
X L C R 16
Atlas 10
X Empire 15
Ideal 15
X press 14

COLORED.
Lion 12%
Standard 11

No. 1 11

Popular 10
Keen 09

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 24
Axle IS
Anvil 14
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.
Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list suliject t« trade dis-
count for quantit.v.

RUBBER BELTING. _
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc ;:3 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in....«;46 00 $46 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x28 in.. 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60. 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 57 00 5T 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 Dase 40 50 40 50

BB.\SS.
Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd .55

Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20
oz. 60

Brass tubing, seamless 55
Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polisihing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Croeus composition... OT to OS
Emery composition OS to 0!t

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. aq. ft.?12 00 $12 50
Sheets, zy^ lbs. sq.

ft 11 T5 12 25
Sheets, 4 to lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PL.4TING CHEMICALS.

Acid, lioracic 5; .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
-\mmoMiuin hydrosulphuret^ .40
.Vmmonium sulphate OT
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate TO
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 3o
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate T5
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyauide. 12T-130%i .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs -. 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otlicrwise

Stated.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in close touch through provincial correspondents

Montreal, Que.. Dec. 30.—The action

of the Allie.s in counteracting' Germany's
peace manoeuvre, coupled with the re-

cent decision of the British Government
to place an ever-increasinij proportion

of munitions contracts in Canada are

the two most significant events influenc-

ing business at the close of the year.

The former of these events imparts a

more definite and decisive atmosphere
to all activities connected with the con-

duet of hostilities, the ultimate result

of such a decision tending to maintain

prices firmly at present high levels but

without the prospect of any further

spectacular advances. The latter event

insures a high degree of productive ac-

tivity in nearly all branches of Cana-
dian industry. Tn the iron and steel

industries considerable inconvenience

has been caused by car shortage and
weather conditions interfcrinsr with

the supply of raw materials, while busi-

ness in certain metals has been directly

affected by the recent censorship of

shipping news.
Pig Iron

Prices continue strong but a tendency
to reform further buying in some
fpiarters has eased the situation slight-

ly and prevented further advan es in

price which were becoming altogether

too frequent for a satisfactory .state oT

affairs.

Steei

Billets and sheet bars are still in

heavy demand and Pittsburgh quota-

tions have been advanced from $3 to .$5

per ton, the nominal price being .$65 per

ton. The extreme demand for wire

rods has resulted in a sharp advance,
the quotation of .fSO per ton, being an
advance of .$10 during the week. Forg-
ing billets show a similar advance the

nominal price being $85 per ton. Black
slieets have moved upwards to .$5.50

Piltsburgh an advance of $10 per ton.

Galvanized sheets at a corresponding

advance are quoted at $7.00 Pittsburgh

Metals

Tiie general situation is rather un-

settled owins' lo tile current political de-

velopments, hotli here and abroad. The
action of Great Britain in more closely

controlling the distribution of material

for manufacturing purposes, tourethcr

with the restriction of shipping informa-

tion has resulted in placing the trade in

a somewhat nervous and uncertain con-

dition.

Copper.—The market is quiet and un-

settled. Quotations are lower on the

British market, following the action of

the authorities in curtailing the use of

this metal. A census of copper is being

made to rletermine the amount of metal,

both stock and on contract, that is avail-

able, with a view of more economicial

use of the supply and to regulate the

future consumption. New York quota-

tions are lower, the price of lake, after

a decline of i^e, being 31%c per lb.

Electrolytic at the same price shows a

decline of IVaC. Dealei-s here report a

quiet market and a weakening tendency,

the quotations this week having de-

clined Ic per lb. Prices this week are

36c for lake and electrolytic, and 35c

for castings.

Tin.—The market has been disturbed
by the action of the British Government
in restricting the publication of inform-

ation regarding sliipping movements.
This will mean that the trade will ex-

perience much uncertainty as to the

amount of tin in transport and will con-

sequently result in an unsteady market.

Both London and New York have de-

clined on price quotations, the latter

quoting 40S/,c. a drop of one cent on
the week. The situation here is com-
paratively firm but developing a weaker
tendency. Tin is nominally 46c per lb.

Spelter.—The market though easier is

showing a firmer tone, having become
more active during the past week. How-
ever the situation in this metal is large-

ly alTected by current conditions and the

early future is an unknown factor. All

markets are lower. New York having

declined ^'2'", the nominal quotation be-

ing now OVjC per lb. The local situa-

tion is quiet and prices have declined
i^c; the quotation this week being 13V^
cents per lb.

Lead.—The market remains firm but

quiet, although not sufficient to aflfect

the current quotations. Should the un-

certainty that prevails continue, the
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situation will probably develoji a weaker

tendency. The firmuess of the present

market is partly due to a temporary

scarcity. New York continues to quote

7V2C on "Trust" metal with the outside

interests %c higher. Dealers here are

still quoting 10c but would not be sur-

jirised to see an early decline.

Antimony.— In common with other

metals, antimony is experieucin;4 a dull

period owing to existing conditions.

Quotations are however holding firm,

prices here being steady at loe per lb.

Aluminum.—The market is unchang-

ed but with an easier tendency. Deal-

ers here are quoting 69e being a de-

cline of Ic per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The holiday season has been rellected

in a decrease in machine tool activity,

and added to this the situation is partly

affected by the indefinite knowledge of

early future conditions. However the

nervous feeling is somewhat offset by
the ever increasing volume of domestic

inquiry that tends to develop into great-

er proportion with the assurance of

ultimate peace possibilities.

Scrap

Following the quiet of the past week
or so, the quotations on old materials

have become easier, more especially on

the metals; the strength of iron and
steel scrap being well maintained al-

though a weakness has developed in

some lines. Coppers have fallen off IV2C
per lb., the quotation ranging from 21c

for light to 25e for heavy and crucible.

Machine compositions and turnings are

li^c lower, prices being 20i,'2C and
I6I/2C respectively. Brass clippings are

now 17c, and scrap zinc 8c ; both hav-

ing declined 14c per lb.

Toronto, Ont., Jan. 2.—The refusal ol

the Allies to ent«r into peace negotia-

tions at the present time will help to

clear the air of business uncertainty re-

cently in evidence.

The year just closed has been one of

remarkable prosperity for Canada, and

this new year, so far as can be seen at

the present time, promises to eclipse its

imniediate predecessor. Many industries

have developed to such an extent that

variety of output as well as volume has

increased to a surprising extent. There

has been a remarkable expansion in ex-

port trade, while Customs revenues have

also made a big increase. For December
the Customs revenue amounted to .$11,-

884,000, as compared with .$9,4.32.000 for

the corresponding month of last year. In

the nine months of the fiscal year the

Customs revenue has reached a total of

.$106,61,3,000, an increase of $34,891,000.

Steel

The market has been quiet during the

holiday season, as is usually the case,

consequently there are no price changes

to note. The New Year opens with the

iron and steel trade in a sound position,

with a year of big business undertaken

and good prospects for another twelve

months, or at the least a good part of it.

of -at least ecpval activity. Much depends,
of course, upon the duration of the war,
but the mills are already assured of prac-
tically twelve months' business, it being
unlikely that any contracts now placed
will be cancelled. If peace be declared
during the year, it is more than likely

that the tonnage will be delivered in

some form other than munitions. The
productive capacity of the mills has been
greatly increased and requires a corres-

ponding increase in volume of business
to keep them operating at capacity. To
what extent this output will be required
after the war is a matter of speculation,
but it is there to be taken advantage of,

if needed. While there will probably be
a subsidence of peace talk for some
months, prices may be subject to more or

less disturbance. The situation in the

steel trade at present is similar to that

of last June, when it was generally
thought that prices had about reached
the top. Whether the upward movement
has stopped or not is a matter of con-

jecture, but there is little doubt that the

peace talk has already affected the mar-
ket to some extent, and that it will help

to cheek any upward tendency in prices.

Some steel products, such as black sheets

and plates, are expected to reach higher
levels regardless of the general trend of
the market, as the situation in each is

rather exceptional.

As regards black sheets, the mills are
exjieriencing a shortage of sheet bars,

while the scarcity of labor is helping to

curtail the sheets output. Most large

sheet mills have no material to offer for

first quarter delivery, while some have
made fairly large sales for second quar-
ter. The leading interest in the U. S.

has advanced prices which will affect the

local situation in due course. The de-

mand for plates continues heavy, and
most mills are sold up for the whole of
1917. The market for wire rods con-

tinues very firm at advancing prices. It

is understood that Canadian interests

have paid .$80 a ton at mill for wire rods

in the U. S.

Pig Iron

The pig iron market is quieter, and no
further price changes have been made.
Prices on domestic brands of pig iron

are still withdrawn, and no intimation

has been made as to when new prices are

likely to be issued. The pig iron market
in the States is quieter, buying being
lighter owing to limited amounts of iron

available and congested freisht condi-

tions. There have been no price changes
in the U. S. on pig irons.

Machine Tools

There is a seasonable quietness in the

machine tool market, the transactions

this week having been comparatively
light. Renewed activity is, however,
looked for this month, principally in

equipment for munition plants. Prices

of machine tools continue to advance, af-

fecting particularly lathes, drilling ma-
cliines and power presses. A firm in the

r. S. has advanced prices I2V2 per cent,

on 12-in. to 30-in. lathes, making quota-

tions now 6.5 per cent, higher than two

years ago. Drilling machines, including;

radial and upright drills, have advanced
10 per cent, recently, making prices

about 50 per cent, higher than two years
ago. On power presses the advances
range from 5 to 10 per cent., making
quotations about 50 per cent, higher than
two years ago.

Supplies

On account of the holidays, business
has been quiet during the week. It is

understood that new and higher prices
on lubricating oils will be announced
very shortly, due, it is stated, to the
higher cost of crude oil, which has re-

cently advanced. Gasoline is unchanged
in the meantime, but very firm. Pennsyl-
vania crude oil advanced lUe a few days
ago, and is now quoted at $2.85 a barrel,

Pittsburg, the highest price ever quoted
for this gi'ade. Other grades were each
advanced 5c. The advances were brought
about by the continued demand of re-

finers, who state that there is an abund-
ance of oil above ground, but producers
are holding it for still higher prices.

.Jenkins globe, angle, and check valves
have advanced approximately 7y2 per
cent., the new discount being 15 per cent,

on standard grade. Gate valves are now-

selling at 20 per cent, oft' list. Iron body
gate and globe valves are quoted at 4(1

]ier cent. off.

Metals

The metal market has been seasonably
(luiet this week on account of the holi-

days aifii stock-taking. The situation

with regard to most metals is unchanged,
and prices are the same as were recorded
last week. The temporary passing of 3
peace talk will tend to make the markets
firmer, but any pronounced upward
movement in any metal is very unlikely.

The possibility of peace proposals being

renewed later on in the year will tend to

check any tendency to inflated prices.

Copper.—The market is steadier, but 1

quiet. Producers, in view of their sold- I

up condition, have not changed their

ipiotations for any part of the first half.

There is practically no spot copper to be

had except resale metal, which has been

quoted under the market. Local prices

are unchanged and nominal at 3'6c per

pound.

Tin.—The market is dull and unsettled,

although there has been no change in

prices. The action of the British Gov-

ernment in prohibitinsr the publication of

steamship arrivals and departures has

affected the tin market, as the move-

ments of tin cargoes cannot be followed

by the trade. Local price, 4.5c per pound.

Spelter.—There has been no change in

the spelter situation at the mines; the

market is steadier and quiet. Local price,

13b per pound.

Lead.—-There is some scarcity of lead,

but quotations are unchanged, with the

market quiet. Local price, OV^c per

pound.
Antimony.—The market is very dull,

with prices nominal and unchanged at

18c per pound.
Aluminum.—The situation is un-

changed, but the market has an easier

tendency. Local price, 68c per pound.
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ELECTRIC MOTORS?
PHONE MOTOR DEPARTMENT ADELAIDE 20

In Toronto and at all our branch warehouses we carry very complete

stocks of Electric Motors, Dynamos and Portable Electric Tools of all

kinds.

Just now we have large stock orders placed for 3-phase, 25-cycle

Motors, and can in this way very often give you better deliveries than

manufacturers themselves. We give special attention to all apparatus

required in the nature of Electric Motor power, and can give you expert

advice on all your Electrical Problems. Write us.

The A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LIMITED
64-66 Front Street West

^r;ffifrtliy^gWfe^ffl^j:B^;ffi7^^'J?^Bsa

TORONTO, CANADA

?iiSflr)SriI)ifliS(ltSrll7Si)iSvitSv)r«<ii>sv'.i)er,ri«iii

Proper Grinding or Sharpening
ol' Tlu'ead Chasers will keep all chasers of a set iu condi-

tiuu for peri'ect A\urk, and at the same time prevent

excessive wear on one or two of the chasers.

The Geometric Chaser or

Die Grinder
is a machine carefully designed and constructed for the

correct grinding of thread chasers and dies. Its use is

economy where thicadiiig tools are employed.

The (ieometric grinds any make of thread chaser, whe-

ther of a stock or special tyi^e. Also fitted with a second

grinding wheel for ordinary tool grinding.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET.

The Geometric Tool Company
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal; The A. R. Williams

Mach'nery Co., Ltd., Toronto, WinnipcR and St. John, N.B.

//' ,///// ifilr, rlis, innil i nlirisls i/nii, Imritoiifnoirnniliiliiriiritlilrtfirstohiiijisurrri!.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Toronto, Ont.—The Gutta Pereha &

Rubber Co. will build an extension tu

tlieir power house.

Toronto, Ont.—The Wm. Davies Co.

will build a smoke house addition to

their plant at 529 Front Street, to cost

.$3,000.

Toronto, Ont.—A buildino- permit has

been granted to the Consolidated Steel

Co. for the construction of a machine

shop at 1154 Dundas Street, to cost

.$2,500.

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL

Montreal, Que.—The Canadian Starch

Co. will build an addition to their fac-

tory at Cardinal, Ont.

TiUsonburg, Ont.—The Huntley Mfg.

Co., Silver Creek, N.Y., builder of cer-

eal-milling and canning machinery, has

purchased a site here and will build a

factory.

Toronto, Ont.—Fire on December 28

destroyed the King Street car barns of

the Toronto Street; Railway Co., causing

damage estimated at over $500,000,

which is covered by insurance. About
70 "cars were destroyed and a portabk

air cimpressor outiit.

MUNICIPAL
Port Arthur, Ont.—A by-law to renew

a power contract with the Hydro-Elec-

tric Commission was carried by 780

to 20.

Clinton, Ont.—The waterworks exten-

sion by-law was carried here on Monday
by a maioritv of 4 to 1. and the Hydro
by-law by 2 to 1.

Oshawa, Ont.—At the elections on

Monday, the b\--law to vote a bonus to

the MeCulloch Foundry was carried by a

majority of 62.

Palmerston, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric

by-law' to acquire and develop more

power was carried six to one, only 11

voting against it.

Amherst, N.S.—The Town Council con-

template the purchase of a motor-driven

centrifugal pump in connection with the

waterworks system.

Gananoque, Ont.—The voting on the

by-law granting the Steel Co. of Canada
the present fixed assessment for ten

years resulted as follows:—^For, 247;

against. 192.

Seaforth, Ont.—Two by-laws were
voted upon here on Monday. The Jack-

son Clothing Co. by-law was defeated,

standing 49 for, 132 against. The firm

asked $250 a year for ten years to oper-

ate a branch factory here.

Brantford, Ont.— The City Council

contemplate installing a mechanical
tilltration plant.

Ottawa, Ont.—At the elections on
Monday, the ratepayers voted $50,000

for a civic garbage collection plant and
$75,0(10 for public swimming baths.

Lindsay, Ont.—The by-law to allow a

fixed assessment on the new plant of

Flavelles, Ltd., cold storage and egg-

house was passed by a very large ma-
jority.

Toronto, Ont.— The Township of

Etobicoke propose to construct a water-
works system at an approximate cost of
$75,000." E. A. James, of Toronto, is the

consulting engineer.

Woodstock, Ont.—The result of the

vote (in the Hydro by-law resulted in an
overwhelming majority for the by-law
of over 900, very little opposition being'

shown. The vote stood—1,025 for, 7

against.

Walkerville, Ont.—The by-law em-
powering the Town Council to consider

the deal with transportation problems in

the municipality was carried by a large

majority, as was also the Hydro-Electric
by-law.

Toronto, Ont.—At the elections on
.January 1, the vote in favor of tuo muni-
cipal ownership of the Hydro d'^^''?'"?-

ment generation plant was overwlielm-

ingly large ; out of a total vote of nearl

v

22,000 only 1,566 people voted against

the proposition.

Toronto, Ont.—The Board of Control

recommends that the Works Depart-

ment be authorized to purchase the fol-

lowing suplies during 1917 in the open
market : Iron and steel, pig lead, pav-

ing pitch, pipe and boiler tubes, rubber
valves, etc.

Owen Sound, Pnt.—The ratepayers
voted on Monday on by-laws to loan the

Keenan Wooden'ware Mfg. Co. .$20,000 to

extend their plant and to authorize the

purchase of a motor truck for the Fire

Department. The Keenan by-law carried,

923 to 152, while the motor truck pro-

position was defeated by 433 to 566.

Bridgeburg, Ont.—All the hv-laws for

the Welland, Port Colborne & Bridge-

burg Radial Railway carried on Jan. 1

by large majorities, probably five to one.

Fort Erie was considered a doubtful

point, but there were only eight votes

against it there. Humberstone Township
carried it by four to one.

Chatham, Ont.—The Hydro extension

by-law and the Patriotic Fund by-law,

the latter providing for raising .$600,000

for the Patriotic Fund by taxation this

year, were both carried with large ma-
jorities. The fire truck by-law was de-

feated at the municipal election on

.January 1.

Brantford, Ont.—At the elections on
Monday, two by-laws, one as to a pro-

position to develop the question of a

municipally owned gas plant toi be

placed before the peojsle, and one ginng
the city authority to enter into the Chip-
pewa power development scheme, were
carried by big majorities.

London, Ont.—On January 1 the in-

dustrial bond guarantee by-law, covering
a scheme for the inducement of indus-
tries to locate here after the war, was
given a majority of 999, but vvill not be-

come operative because a two-thirds ma-
jority, which was necessary, was not se-

cured. The vote stood—2,886 for and
1,887 against.

Hamilton, Ont.—At the elections on
Monday, seven by-laws were submitted
to the people, with the following results;

The plebiscite on the question of Hydro-
Electric power development was car-
ried; that to raise $50,000 for improve-
ments at the Mountain Sanitarium was
carried by a large majority ; that to en-
dorse the expenditure of $6,000,000 on
the Hydro-Radial Railway prospect was
lost by a small majority; to expend $25,-

000 on filling in the Sherman Avenue in-

let, defeated; to expend $61,000 on the

construction of a storm sewer, defeated
by a large majority; to expend .$362,500

on steam pump at the waterworks sta-

tion, negatived.

TRADE GOSSIP
Marine Insurance Raised.—The Dailt/

Xcws, London, England, says that owing
to the increased submarine menace, the
Government War Risk Insurance Office

has raised the insurance rat€ per voyage
for British vessels to forty shillings per
cent.

Prohibition Raised. —• C. Hamilton
Wickes, his Majesty "s Trade Commis-
sioner in Canada and Newfoundland, has
received the following cable from the

British Government's Board of Trade,
London:—"Strontium compounds and
mixtures prohibited I'nited Kingdom.
19th December, various fibres and jute

piece goods, threads, yarns, twist web-
bing no longer prohibited."

Toronto, Ont.—The Royal Securities

Corporation has become associated with

the financing of the Mattagami Pulp &
Paper Co., to develop the resources of

this concern, which owns 125 square
miles of freehold timber limits on the

Miattagami River, Northern Ontario,

estimated to contain over 4,000,000 cords

of spruce pulpwood. For over a year
the company has had under construction

a sulphite pulp plant, capable of produc-

ing 45,000 tons. S. R. Armstrong has

been appointed manager.
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The S. K. F. Ball Bearing Co., Hart-

ford, Conn., are reorganizing their Caii-

adiau branch the S. K. F. Ball Bearing

t'u., and liave opened otBees at 47 King-

Street- West, Toronto.

The Michipicoten Power & Paper Co.,

which has recently ben incorporated

with a capital of $6,500,000 propose to

build a 150 ton news print mill at

Michipicoten Harbor on Lake Superior.

L. M. Wood of Toronto is president cf

the company.

Canada's Revenue Increase. — The

close of the calendar year 1916, found

the revenue of Canada well in advance

of the receipts for 1915. The Customs

revenue for the December just closed

amounted to $11,884,000, as compared

with $9,432,000 for the corresponding

month in 1915, an increase of $2,451,000.

In the nine months of the fiscal year the

Customs revenue has reached a total of

$106,613,000 an increase of $.34,891,000.

Marine Insiurance Higher.—It is re-

ported from New York that marine in-

surance rates on Dec. 30, showed an-

other increase. Underwriters quoted 6

to 8 per cent, for insurance of cargoes

bound to ports of the United Kingdom
and 10 per cent, to Mediterranean ports.

A few days ago these rates stood at 5

to 8 per cent. The advance was attrib-

uted to reports that the Lamport & Holt

lines Voltaire, long overdue, had l)efn

captured.

Absence of Labor Troubles—The year

1916 ended with practical immunity from

labor tr<iubles in Canada. Only one

Board of Conciliation has been sitting of

late, and its report was recently sub-

mitted. It deals with the application of

employees of the Ottawa city water-

works for a 15 per cent, increase. The

Hoard unanimously recommends indi-

\ iilual increases, which amount to ten per

cent, in every case, and in some instances

to more than 15 per cent. Forty-five

employees of long standing are alTeeted.

Russian Language at McGill—McGill

University is oll'ermg during the last half

dl' the present session a course in the Rus-

sian language. This is the first time tliat

instruction in Russian has been given by

any (,'anadian University. It is an inter-

esting dei)arture, as indicating that the

present war alliance is destined to de-

velop into a permanent relationship of

commercial intercourse. The present

i<iurse is designed for beginners and is

meant to meet the needs of business men
as well as of students of language aiul

literature. Full information about the

idass can be had on application, in writ-

ing or by telephone, to the Registrar of

the University.

New Brunswick Lumber.—New Hruns-

wick liiinhcr piuilnction for the cal('n<lar

year 1915 amounted to 635/)IS,(IIH) feet,

liriard measure, compared with 414,808,-

01)0 in 1914. These figures were obtained

ti-om 240 active mills. In tlie production

of spruce, balsam, fir, wliite pine, and

many of the minor classes of luml)er in

New Brunswick, the returns show a con

siderahle increase in 1015 over 1914. In

tlie (luantity of hemlock sawn tliero was

(4
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Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where

each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

HAVE YOU
read pages 66 to 71 ?

Turn to them now
and see for yourself

whether or not they

are of interest.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Adoerlising Section

THE American Museum of Safety conferred

a Gold Medal Award upon the Pur&
Sanitary Drinking Fountain at the First

International Expoiiition of Safety and Sanita-

tion.

The Pure Sanitary Drinking Fountain won be-

cause it desen-ed to win—Puro had merits that

iiKitIc it stand head and shoulders above any

iIIkt drinking apparatus.

Safe Simple
SANITARY Economical

Quickly Attached
The- :iie the qualities that forced the leading

saii-ty and sanitary engineers to pick Puro in

]Mvf<Tcnce to all others.

>;o device can be as efficient that does not con-

tain all these qualifications; and Puro was not

tied for firet place; Puro was first.

Don't be satisfied with half-way gomlness, or

makeshift drinking anangements for your em-
ployees.
If tiie men in your factory must dnnk, give

them a clean drink.
Puro is clenn— it does not nist or corrode.

Puro is economical. It allows just the proper

amount of cool, clean, fresh water to come
through the bubbler, No spurting, no overflow-

ing, no loss. Puro regulates itself. You can

Httach it in five minutes.
Tell u.s how many men in your factor>' and your

water pressure in pounds—
We'll tell you just what it will cost to

"PUR>0-FY" YOUR WATER ST5PPLY.

PURO SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

TRADE MARK

147 University Ave. TORONTO. ONT.

Owen Sound Iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

I

0"t

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

ION WORKS
LIMITED

Succeitors to

ron ^^^^^^^

^ [Vlnchincry ^H
Mndc to ^H
Order ^^ML
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IT MANU/AC,
V>*f5STABlt rlAKtST' ,

^ DRAW CUT SMAPtRS ^
SPKIAl DRAW CUT RR 5HAPtR5^

riNISHCD MACNINL K^YS^
STATIONARTS, PORTABLE KtY WAYCUTTtRSl

SPECIAL LOCOMOTIVE CYIINPLR PlANERSj

orricc'o works: musklcon ncight^ usa

INDUSTRIAL CARS, FLOOR-
TRUCKS, PORTABLE STEEL

TRACK, TURNTABLES.

Haromant Car & Engineerinr Works
Hamilton, Canada

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

They are the result of

siity years* experi' ^^^^^^^^^^^^
enee, unsurpassed '~~"~"^~^^""~""^~

equipment and hiehly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are the
best buy.

Established 1037.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct., U.S.A.

ManTrs of Barnes-mcxde'* Products
Sprin9s.Screw Machine Products.Cold Rolled Sl^elandWir*

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
We are mauufactur-
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly'

short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sampl

order.

lie J

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avtnue, Toronto, Can.

a noticeable decrease, while in 1915 it

composed only 2.4 per cent. The total

value of 1915 production is given as

.+11,002,202.

New Copper District.—During- tbe

past twelve months development work
has been carried out on a new copper
discovery at Newport, County of G-aspe,

I'.Q. Some very rich ore has been taken

i:ut on wide veins assaying- as high as 57

per cent, copper content in massive ore

from 14 veins already uncovered. Over

a large area assays run -in payable ore.

American interests are contemplating

larger development on the recommenda-
tion of expert geologists, who have made
exhaustive examination of the proper-

ties.

Toronto, Ont.—Thorough-going- en-

dorsation of the Hydro-Electric exten-

sion was given on Monday by the muni-

cipalities voting on the question of

municipal development of the Chippewa
Creek-Niagara Falls power. The ques-

tion was submitted in practically every

municipality having a contract with the

Hydro-Electric Commission, and with

one exception—Goderich—the cities and

towns of the Niagara system voted over-

whelmingly for the principle of munici-

pal development of power. In some

places opposition was practically non-

existent, less than half a dozen votes be-

ing polled against the proposal in sev-

eral places.

Trawler Inquiries — The Submarine

Boat Corporation of New York, which

was incorporated in August, 1915, to take

over the business and stock of the Elec-

tric Boat Co., has had agents in Canada
endeavoring to place orders for the con-

struction oif the 200 trawlers for which it

has contracts with the Admiralty. Sev-

eral Montreal firms have been approach-

ed. It is thought unlikely that Canadian

firms will be able to take any consider-

able portion of the business, since they

had already refused the whole of the

original order before it was offered in

the" States. The contract calls for 200

trawlers, each 100 feet long, equipped

with 500 h.p. Diesel engines, and costing

.+150.0(10.

Toronto Exhibition — The financial

ment of the Canadian National Flxhibition

for 1916 was presented to City Treasur-

ar Bradshaw on Saturday last by presi-

dent Noel Marshall, manager Dr. Orr

and treasurer Brentnall. It revealed

that the profits of last year's fair were

approximately .$77,000. and that the at-

tendance reached 910,000. These figures

have only been exceeded once before in

the record year of 1913. The distribu-

tion of the surplus will be as follows:

.$.14,613.19 to the city, $8,044.99 towards

the cost of the new eastern entrance,

.$25,000 for the construction of new lav-

atories as approved by the City Council

and $10,000 reserved for working ex-

penses.

U.S. and the "Deutschland"—The

absolute secrecy with which the merchant

submarine Deutschland, and. later, the

fighting submarine U-53, made their way
into the Chesapeake and Narragansett

Bays, should serve as a note of warning
to the United States, says the Scientifi-c

American. Whether or not the German
Government sent this fighting submarine
across for the express purpose of show-

ing the United States that she was call-

able, if she wished, of running amuck
among her shipping, the instant it ven-

tured beyond the three-mile limit, is a

matter for conjecture. "This much is

certain," says our contemporary, "tliat

after these visits it will be our own fault,

and not Germany's, if we fail to realize

that what she did to merchant shipping
oil' our coasts, she could just as easily do
to the naval and merchant shipping with-

in our own dockyards and harbors."

U.S. Tin-Plate Manufacture—Official

returns show the extent to which Ameri-
can manufacturers of tin-plates have se-

cured a footing in foreign markets since

the outbreak of war. In the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1916, the exports from
the United States amounted to 230,472

tons, as compared with 80.009 tons in the

year 1914-5, and 47,276 tons in 1913-14.

Some indication of the breadth of the

area of distribution of the export trade is

obtainable from the following figures

showing the destinations and volume of

the shipments in the fiscal year ended
.Tune 30, 1916, the corresponding figures

from the year 1913-14 being in paren-

thesis: Great Britain, 29,783'tons (nil);

Canada, 52,394 tons (3,310 tons) ; Argen-
tine, 18,717 tons (1,282 tons) ; Brazil,

11,848 tons (805 tons) ; China, 15,807

tons (4,012 tons) ; British-Indian, 20,334

tons (9 tons) ; Japan, 24,647 tons (191

tons) ; other countries, 33,250 tons

(3,685 tons).

Accidents in Metallurgical Plants —
Fatal accidents reported at metallurgical

plants in- the United States in 1915 were

68, of which 30 were in ore-dressing-

plants and 38 in smelters. In 1914 these

were 23 and 33 respectively. These data

are from the second rejxirt of the Bureau
of Mines on accidents at metallurgical

works, and cover returns from 110 smelt-

ing plants in 1915 as compared with 94 in

1914, and include copper, lead, zinc and
quicksilver smelters, as well as refineries,

but do not include iron-blast furnaces.

They represent also concentrating plants

for copper .lead and zinc ores, stamp
mills, cyanide plants and iren-ore wash-

ers. Non-fatal injuries at ore-dressing-

plants in 1915 were 2,095 and at smelters

5,"718; these were 1,434 and 5,673 res-

pectively in 1914. There were 63 per-

manent partial disabilities at ore-dress-

ing plants and 87 at smelters. Total men
employed were 49,891 in 1915, as com-

pared 'with 41,461 in 1914.

WOODWORKING
North Vancouver, B.C.—Tbe Can-

adian Robert Dollar Co.'wrll build a saw
mill and wharf here.

Wiarton, Ont.—Fire on December 24

comjiletely destroyed the local branch

factory of the Canada Furniture Manu-
facturers, Ltd., the main factories of

which are at Woodstock. The loss is

estimated at $75,000, which is partly cov-

ered bv insurance.
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PERSONAL
W. G. Ross, chairman of the Montreal

Harbor Commissioners, has been ap-

pointed director of naval recruiting in

t'l' Province of Quebec.

Frederick J. Brule has resigned from
the staff of the Anaconda Copper Co.,

to accept the position of chief engineer

of the British American Nickel Corpor-

ation with headquarters in Toronto.

W. D. Ackworth, the financial expert

of the commission inquiring into the

Canadian railway situation, has arrived

ill Ottawa. Mr. Ackworth will assist A.

II. Smith, chairman, and Sir Henry
Drayton, in |)repnrini;' a report.

Capt. John Tret'hewey, for many years

recognized as one of the leading mining
men in Canada, died after a long illness,

in Toronto, on December 25. Captain
Trethewey. who was in his 77th year,

came to Toronto to reside when he re-

tired from business ten years ago. Be-

fore that dat<^ he had lived for 20 years

in Owen Sound.

John I. Reid has been made superin-

tendent of the Longue Pointe plant of

the Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd.,

Montreal. He assumes his duties at

once. He was formerly works manager
of the American Steel Foundries' plant

at Chester, Pa., and recently sales agent

for the company at 30 Church Street,

New York City."

Col. Thomas Cantley, president and
general manager of the Nova Scotia Steel

&Coal Co., has returned from a trip to

England and France. He was away
about seven weeks, a considerable part

of the time being spent in France, his

company having large contracts with the

French Government.

Sub-Lieut. Andrew Dyas MacLean lias

been granted a commis.sion in tlie Royal
Naval Volunteer Service, and is at the

present time taking a course at Green-

wich. He is a son of Ma.ior Hugh C.

MacLean, of the Hugh C. MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Toronto and Winnipeg. The
young officer went to England to join the

motor-boat patrol service.

RAILWAYS
AND BRIDGES

Edmonton, Alta.—.J. D. McArthur,
pre.^ich'nt of the Kdmontcjn, Dunvegan,
and British Columbia and allied railways,

lias stated that fenders had been invited

for the big steel bridi;e across tlie Peace

Uiver, immediately nortli of the town of

I'eacc Hiver. It will cost a million dol-

lars, and is to be ready in ('i;;-hteen

months.

MARINE
Montreal, Que.—Canadian N'ickers,

Ltd., are enlarging their sliipbiiildinu

plant at Mlaisonneuve, by adding a berth

500 X 12.S feet and another 400 x 100 feet.

, This will provide for the construction df

vessels of 12.000 tons.

Steel Shell Forgings or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig,

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Works.
WINDSOR. ONT.

,^^ OVENS
.DIAMONDS

" Pvens ' Enameling and Varnishing.
OVENS Heated by

CAS. ELECTRIC ITY. STEAM or COAL
Write for New Pamphlet Just Issued

Brantford Ovin & Rack Co., Ltd.. Brantfori*. Canada

STEEL CASTINGS

We are in a position to make

immediate delivery of all

kinds of steel castings, 100 lbs.

and heavier.

Send us your next order.

Dominion Steel Foundry Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB. lal?

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
I r^ ALL C OUHTP I £ S

Book "Patent Protection"—free. Muster
of Patent Laws, Formerly Patent Office

Kxainiiior,

99 St. James St., - Montreal, Qur.
Brancties: Ottawa. Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN CABUE ADDRESS

712 DHUMMOND BLDG.. MONTREAt BREVET"

DATENTrW Fetherstonhauch 9t Co.
P4t«nt Solidtora. Head Office,
Royal Bank Bld«., Torontx>.
OtUwA OfTice, 5 Elgin St.
Send for our Plain Practiojd
PointeTB. Copy of National
Progreae, In which ooir patentJ
are adTertiaed. mailed free. 5

CANADIAN MACHINERY

TENDERS
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be call-

ed until Fel). 12, 1917, for works required

for the completion of the new Parlia-

ment Buildings which include the fol-

lowina:. Heating and ventilating, elec-

tric conduit and wiring. Thos. H. John-

son, Minister of Public Works, Winni-

peg-

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived, addressed to the chairman.

Board of Control, City Hall, Toronto,

up to January 16, for the installation

of a 40 million Imperial gallon centri-

fugal sewage pump at the main sewage

jnimping station, Toronto. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender may be ob-

tained at the Works Department, Room
6, City Hall.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to January 15, for the con-

struction of a reinforced concrete light-

house tower and fog alarm buildimr

<-onibined, and a wooden dwelling at

Point Abino, township of Bertie, Wei
land County, in the Province of Ontario,

Plans, specifications, form of contract

and schedule of wages, can be seen, and

forms of tender procured, at the De-

partment of Marine, Ottawa; at vhe

Harl)or Master's office, Toronto, and at

the post offices, Wetland, Port Colborue,

St. Catharines, Bridgeburg, Hamilton

and Brantford.

PATENTS
TRADEMARKS
AND DESIGNS

PROCURED IN ALL COUNTRIES

Special Attention given to Patent Litigation

Pamphlet sent free on application.

RIDOUT & IVIAYBEE 59 Yonge street

TORONTO. CANADA

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks

Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

CONTRACTS
Vancouver, B.C.—The general con-

tract for the construction of an exten-

sion to the C.P.R. Co's. Pier "D," has

been let to S. E. Junkins and Co., Van-

couver.

Toronto, Ont.—The Board of Educa-

tion have awarded the following con-

tracts in connection with additions to the

Orde Street School. Metal roofing, D.

M. Rowe & Co., $1,327; ornamental iron

work, Canadian Ornamental Iron Co.,

.t.'i.4(ll): plumbing, Fred Armstrong Co.,

.+6,095; heating and ventilation, Fred

Armstrong Co., $6,890; heat regulators,

Johnson Temperature Regulating Co.,

$826; electric wiring, Fred Armstrong

Co., $640.

INCORPORATIONS
Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co. has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $50,000, to buy and sell steel,

iron and scrap metals of all kinds, and

to carry on the business of a wrecking

company, with head office at Montreal.

The Canada Glass Works, Ltd., has

been incorporated at Ottawa, witli a capi-

tal of .$250,000, to manufacture bottles,

carboys, flasks, etc. The head office is at

Toronto, and the incorporators are: H.

P. Hill. A. C. Hill and S. F. MacDougall,

all of Ottawa.

The Pembroke Machining Co. has been

incorporated at Toronto, with a capital

of $100,000, to establish and operate a

machine shop and foundry at Pembroke,

Volume XVII.

Ont. The provisional directors are: E.

A. Dunlop, James F. Munro and Charles

A. Eaton, all of Pembroke.

British Cordite Co. has been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of $50,-

000, to manufacture cordite and explos-

ives of all kinds, with head office at

Montreal. The incorporators are: Walter
H. L. Shanks, Francis G. Bush and
George R. Dreunan, all of Montreal,

International Magnesite, Ltd., has
been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $250,000, to manufacture mag-
nesite, graphite, and otlier minerals. The
head office is at Montreal, and tlie incor-

porators are: Leon Daoust, Aime Daoust,

and Ernest D. White, all of Montreal.

The St. Louis Auto Machinery Co. has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $40,000, to manufacture auto-

mobiles, bicycles, and engines, etc., at

Windsor, Ont. The incorporators are:

Joseph B. St. Louis, Joseph F. Knight

and Henry C. Cage, all of Windsor, Ont.

Port Arthur Copper Co. has been in-

corporated at Toronto, with a capital of

$2,500,000, to acquire and develop min-

eral deposits, with head office at To-

ronto. The incorporators are: Arthur E.

Way, William D. McKay and James H.

Young, all of Toronto.

R. W. Stewart & Co, has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

.$40,000, to manufacture paper special-

ties and boxes, etc., at Windsor, Ont. The
provisional directors are: Robert W.
Stewart and Richard Bangham, of Wind-
sor; also Albert M. Draper, of Detroit,

Mich.

The Northern Bolt, Screw & Wire Co.

has been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $500,000, to manufacture nails,

bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, tacks, taps and

dies at Owen Sound, Ont. The incor-

porators are : John McEwen, Clarence L.

Vanwyck and James H. Van Overbeek,

all of Owen Sound.

Capital Machinists & Founders, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $50,000, to carry on the busi-

ness of machinists, engineers, brass and

iron founders, etc. The head oftice is at

Ottawa, and the incorporators are:

Michael J. Skellv, Walter L. Goode, and

E. P. MeGill, all of Ottawa.

Metal Foundries of Canada, Ltd., has

Ijeen incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $50,000, to develop mineral de-

posits and to carry on the business of

smelting, refining, milling and foundry

company. Head office is at Toronto, and

the incorporators are: John M. Duff and

James G. Hamilton, of Toronto.

The Wagner, Chambers, Glassco Co.

has been incorporated at Ottawa, with

a capital of $49,900, to carry on a gen-

eral machine shop business and to manu-

facture munitions of all kinds. The head

office is at Toronto, and the incorpora-

tors are: William E. Wag-ner, James L.

Chambers, of Toronto, and Ernest S.

Glassco, of Oakville. Ont.
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TO SHELL MAKERS
We Specialize on

:

(a) Our Patented Nosing Die (4.5"-5" and 6").

(b) Thread and Seating Gauges (aU sizes).

(c) Milling Hobs for Milling Nose of all sizes of shells.

(d) Thread and Seating Attachment for Lathes. (Patent Applied for).

(8) Band Turning Tools for 4.5
" and 6" shells, Price $25.

(a) If you are changing Nosing Dies every five or ten thousand shells, you are wasting valuable time and money.
Try our patented die, and so make your nosiing operation continuous.

(b) We guarantee that if our Thread and Seating Gauge passes your shells, that the Government Gauges will also
pass them; otherwise we take them back without hesitation. The life of our Gauge is longer than all others.
Price .$50.

(c) Our Milling Hobs are made by experts, and we specialize on this class of work for all sizes of shells. Price $15.

(d) Which would you rather use?

1 Thread Milling Macliine
and

4 Hand Seating Tools
requiring

5 men for each Shift
turning out

150 Shells per Shift at a cost of $18.00

11-16" Lathe
and

_. _j 1 Thread and Seating Attachment (Patent Applied For)OR requiring
1 man for each Shift

turning out
150 Shells per Shift at a cost of S4.00I

The cost of this attachment is only $120.00, and your engine lathe will be
of use after the war work is over.

Toronto Type Foundry Company, Limited
50 Coleman Avenue, Toronto

Montreal Machinery & Supplies, Limited

407 McGill Bldg., MONTREAL, QUE. 211 McGill Street

CONSULT US FOR REQUIREMENTS OF

Machinery, Machine Tools, Factory and Mill Supplies

We make a specialty of designing and equipping complete munition plants.

Our facilities in this connection will make our service of value to jou,

WATCH OUR ADVERTISEMENT FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Increased Production Means Increased Profits

Large Millers ^,

for large work *

— S T E PTOE

1\T T L L E R S

rm- small work.

Will result in increased production; less money
invested in machinery, and increased profit.

Large Planers

for large work

— S T E P'IX)E

.SKA PK R S

for small woi'lc.

THE JOHN STEPTOE COMPANY
CUMMINSVILLE, CINCINNATI. OHIO. U.S.A.

// any advertisement iiitcrc><ls >/oii, tear it out now and place iiitk Icttem to be answered.
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent- insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE
riAV LATHE, 28 x 42 x 10 FT. BED, FOR^ sale, clieaii. Guarantee Motor Co., Ham-
ilton, Canada. (4)

]^-<NGlNE FOK SALE—50 HORSE-POWEK
-'-' Corliss; no reasonable offer refuseil if

taken at once. Box jST, Chatliam, Out. (2)

BROWN-BOGGS JIARKING MACHINE FOR
4.5 shells. Has been used for short time

onlj. and is in good condition. Box 24!<, Can-
adian .Machinery. (24)

POH SALE—1 %,-1'A MODEL A CLEVE-
^ land automatic screw machine. F. T.

Coffin, 17 Tudor St.. Cambririge, .Mass., U.S.A.
(21

TfiOR SALE—75 H.P. CANADIAN GENERAL
Electric motor, 25 cycle, 3 phase, 550 volts,

S50 R.P.M.. Id first-class condition. Box 258,

Canadian Machinery. (26)

-1 VERTICAL, SINGLE ACTION. DOUBLE
-'- cylinder hydraulic pump, 6" stroke, all

ready to connect up; almost new; price $75.

.McGregor & Mclntyre, 1139 Shaw Street, To-
ronto. (tf)

T,iOR SALE—FIFTEEN HEAVY CAST IRON
^ columns, from thirteen to seventeen feet

long. Columns tapered and have good heavy
base and top. Also four roof trusses. Sixty

feet long. Ten feet in centre, eight foot at

ends. Will cut columns to suit purchaser.
Woodside Bros., Port Arthur, Ont. (2)

-I—2-SPINDLB 8HAPHR, WOOD TOP, JOHN
Ballantyne, Preston, make, used two months.

1 Dynamo, 45 lights, Toronto and Hamilton
Electric Co. make. Used five months. Good
as new. Box 195. Jordon, Ont. (R.T.F.I

OR SALE—1 40 H.P. ROBB, ARMSTRONG
high-speed engine : 1 4 x 1 Marsh deep well

steam pump, and 1 Barton generator, SO lamp
capacity, with switch-board. All in good or-

der and cheap for quick sale. Riabards-

Wilcox Canadian Co., Ltd., London. (20)

OR SALE—TWELVE H.P. GAS OR GASO-
line Engine. Goold, Shapley & Muir Ideal.

In first-class condition. Cheap. Stedman
Brothers, Ltd., Brantford, Ont. (21)

TROUBLE-END FEATHERSTONE AXLE
^^ cutting off machine with countershaft
and eriuipraent adapted for cutting off two
4.5 forgings at once. Bargain .$500. .Medicine

Hat Pump & Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd., Medicine
Hat, Alberta. (tf)

BAND SAW—COWAN & CO. MAKE, 30"

Iron Frame. Post Machine 2gM>" x S3".

Iron Tilting Table and Saw Guard, including
Brazing Tools, setter for Filing, etc.. has had
verv little use. Whalev. Rnyce & Co.. Limited,
227 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. (231

QHRAPNEL SOCKET AND ADAPTEl!
'^ machinery, turret lathes, boring machines,
cuttlng-off machines and thread millers tooled
for operation. Globe Electric Machine Co.,

Hamilton. (tfi

-pOR SALE. CHEAP—ONE TWENTY-TWO
inch by ten-foot bed Porter lathe: com-

pound rest, steady rest, set change gears,
large and small face plate,, eigliteen-inch four-
jaw chuck, boring bar. four tool holders and
taper socket fitted. New Prague Flouring
Mill Co., New Prague. Minn.. U.S.A.

O—30 H.P. PRACTICALLY NEW, L.\TBST
type Canadian General Electric Company's

SO n.P., 00 cycle, 5.50 volt. » phase. 000 R.P.M.
Induction ^lotors, with starting compensators
and adjustable sliding base, pullev 14", diameter
S" face. Price $.500 each f.o.h. Sarnia. Ont.
1—20 H.P. Same .ns above, pulley 11" diameter.
10" face. Price ,$.390 f.o.h. Sarnia. Ont.

WANTED
XYA^'l'ED-CU.MPLETB SET OF DKAW-

ings or blue prints of Universal grinder,
with all attachments. Box 251, Canadian
Machinery. (1)

QNE AUTO.MATIC SCREW MACHINE,^ c.ipacity up to 1-in.; can use machine hav-
ing had some service. Canadian .Matthew-
Gravity Carrier Co., 484 Richmond St. west.
Toronto. (2)

vyANTED^POWER-DRIVEN ROLLER S'

'* long, suitable to roll Vt" steel plates:

state make, condition, time used. Give price

and particulars to L'Alr Linuide Society, cor-

ner First Ave. and Ernest St., Maisonneuve,
Montreal,

vyANTED—S.MALL SCREW-CUTTING EN-
'* glue l.ithe 12" or 13" x 5' or 6' bed, auto-
matic feed. iM)\\er cross feed, compound rest:

must be cbi-ap and lathe in good woiking
order; give full particulars in first letter.

.1. W. M., Suite 34, Thelmo Mansions, Burnett
St., Winnipeg, Man. (24)

WANTED — THE FOLLOWING EQUIP-
ment for IS-pr. H.E. shells.:—2 electric

or steam baking ovens, 2 painting macliines,

1 handing press and pump. 2 band turning
machines, 3 sensitive drills for drilling and
tapping grub screw hole, 1 Bowser varnish
pump, 1 marking machine. Send quotation*:*

to Box 253, Canadian Machinery. (241

REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OP MACHINERY REPAIRED,
-^ rebuilt and installed. W. H. Sumbling Ma-
cbiniry Co.. 643 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont,

SITUATIONS WANTED
TiUOL MAKER, ACCURATE, GOOD

draughtsman, desires responsible position.
^ - (1)Box 254, Canadian Machinery.

O PSUPERINTENDENT, DESIROUS
'^ change, 18 pdr. sbrapnel, and 6" H. E.

shells. Box 247, Canadian Machinery. (26)

]\|ECHANICAL ENGINEER
-^ -*- enced in eitrbteen-nonnders and

EXPERI-
six-hich

Shipment from Stock

2—No. 2 "Kempsmith" Full

Universal Milling Machines.

i—"Lees Biadner" Thread Mil-

lers (Used, but in ,?ood con-

dition), arrano-ed for milling-

2" 14 tliread in Nose of 18-

pdr. H.E. Shells. Price,

.*1 .1.50.00.

or
-1
—''Lees Bradner" Thread

]\nilers arranged for milling
2" 14 thread in Nose of 4.5

Mark YII H.E. Shells. Price,

.$1,375.00.

Williams & Wilson
Limited

320 St. James St., Montreal, P.O.

nosed-in shells, with twelve yeais' drawing
office, shop and general experience, will ht*

disengaged shortly. Box 25i'. Canadian
Machinery. {Ub)

FAMILIAR
appliances, de-

T^XPERT FOUND R VMAX
with all modern foundry

sires position as foreman or assistant in
gray oi* malleable iron foundry. Box 250,

Canadian Machinery. ('Jo)

QUPERIXTEXDENT WITH i'l{(>\EX ME
^ ohauicnl and executive ability desires
position as same, or one of equal grade. Wide
experience with well known firms manulac-
turing high explosive shells, rifles, electrical

machinery and instruments, light and heavy
sheet metal and plate products'. Have satis
factorily supervisoil installation and organ-
ized new plants for widely varied lines of
product. Address P.O. Box 122, Dartmouth,
Xdva Scotia. (25

1

W^

SITUATIONS VACANT
rpOULMAKERS AND .MECHANICS. APPLY
-' Pease Pouurlry Co.. Brampton: Junction
4341.

J
(3

1

W-4N'TED—MAN TO TAKE CHARGE OK
' * macbine sliop doing repair and new worli.
-Must be up-to-date and able to sbow results.
.State experience and salary and wben you
can start. Apply Box No. 257, Canadian
Machinery. (:;(i i

THIRST CLASS GRIDLEY AUTOMATIC
^ men wanted to set np Gridley automatic
machines, also operators for same, highest
wages paid, only first class mechanics need
apply. Apply 47 Richmond St. East, Toronto.

(24)

WANTED—NIGHT SUPERINTENDENT TO
^' take charge of factory making 4.5 sockets.

Apply Box 237, Canadian .Machinery.

ALL-ROUND MACHINISTS WANTED FOR
-^ tool-room; highest wages paid. A. R.
OrmsbT Co., Limited, 48 Abell Strett, Tor
onto. (21]

rANTED — FIRST-CLASS MACHINIST
able to take ch.irge of our repair shop.

Apply Hull Iron & Steel Foundries. Ltd..

Hull, Que. (23)

ATECHANICAL DRAUGHTSMAN WANTED
-"-' for tracing and detailing on general mach-
ine work, also opening for man with experi-

ence on plate and structural work. Box 24.t

Canadian Machinery. (23)

qPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUNG
*^ man about twenty-one, well educated and
with some mechanical knowledge, who desires

to learn the machinery business. Apply in

first instance with full particulars as to ex

perience. etc., to Box 243 Canadian Machinery.

TTTANTED—EXPERIENCED MILL WRIGHT
'' and Machinist to take charge of construc-

lion and repair work in growing factory. A
man who has had experience as foreman
preferred. An excellent opportunity for a

flrst-class man. State when you can star;.

nl-<i experience and salary wanted. .\pply

Fox No. 256. Canadian Machinery. (26)

ANTED—EXPERIENCED .MECHANICAL
Draftsman: one who has had some ex-

perience on machine design .and factory lay-

out preferred. Apply stating experience and
salary desired to the Goodyear Tire & Rub-
ber Co.. Bowma nTille. Ont. (26)

TTTANTED — TECHNICAL ENGINEER —
'* steady, energetic, practical, to learn th-^

business and take charge of the operating and
construction ilepartments of a firm manufn'--

turing compressed gases, and apparatus t'

use such gases. Reply giving experience and
salary expeoted to Box No. 2.'i.'i. Canadi.'in

Machinery. 701 E.T. Bank Bldg, Montreal.
(2fi)

w
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into tne modern sho'^

and it delivers the finished work in the

highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide range of spindle

speeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the,

operator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for.

Write for the "Hendey Miller" Book. It

is certain to interest you.

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. E. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont. ; A. B
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg; A. R. WllllaBU
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;

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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Machining the

4.5 in, Mark VII

Howitzer Shell

By A. F. Menzies "

IhEMAN
Behind THE Man
Behind THECuN

Some better idea will perhaps be had of the scope of munitionii manufacture within our
borders when note is made of the fact that the accompanying article refers to the activities of

a plant situated well-nigh to the extreme ^]'estern limit of this far-flung Dominion. Whether
East be East, and West be ]\'est, in some realms of reasoning or its tunn brother class imagi-

nation, it goes without saying that as far as meeting the insistent need of the hour is con-

cerned, the aim and effort are as one, a condition likely to he permanent in its effect.

THE sluip from which the iullowing-

(hitii were taken, relative to the

machining of British 4.5 in.

^r. VII. H. E. shells, had been engaged
for some time on an 18 pdr. H.E. con-
tract, but, in common with other shops
on the Pacific Coast changed over to the

production of the larger size shells im-
mediately the others were completed.
The equipment used is all of standard
typo, e.xcept the cutting-off machine and
bull-dozer, these together with all small

tools and attachments, turrets, etc., hav-
ing been designed and built on the prem-
ises. The shells are finished u]) to the

riveting-in of the

base-plates; band-
ini;', varnishing, etc,

being done at a

central plant which
handles the outpul
111' a number of

sliops in ithe dis-

trict. The capacity

of the shop was
estimated at 200
sliells per day; at

the time of writing,

however, this out-

put had not fpiite

been reached. As
every one engaged
on munition work
knows, it takes a

little time to get

machines and op-

erators into line,

and until every-

Ihing is runnintr

smooithly, the ma.xi-

mum ouli)ut cannot
be cxiiected.

The I'orgings, as received, are well

I'liough known to omit description here.

The first operation consists of the selec-

tion of forgings which are sufficientl.v

*Mt'cliaiiicaI Knginpor. New Wrstminstcr. IS-C.

concentric to be centered true with the

hole. This is determined by the use of

a wall caliper having two marks on the

stem. Forgings which show no portion

of the wall to be less than % in. in thick-

ness are passed along. Those which

sliow occasional variation from •'« in. to

3/4 in. are piled separately and sent

through in batches, care being taken at

the centering drill that the center is

shifted sufficiently to allow the forging

to clean up both outside and inside.

Forgings which show a wall thickness

of less than % ins. cannot be used. In

.justice to the inspectors at the forging

I i.ATiiio IN WHICH siii:i.i. i>.i>i>n;s .\nK rough tdrndd

sliop, it sbduM be stated that tiiis class

ai-e r,-n-cly in cvidciico.

Open End Cutting-Off

The open end of tlie shell is trimmed
ill a cutting-olT machine built for the

purpose. The head consisted of a heavy

iron casting carrying a hollow cast iron

spindle running in babbitted bearings.

The shell is slipped onto the spindle and
secured by means of a set screw. To
care for varying sizes of forgings, four

set screws are located at 120 degs. from
the locking screw; by properly adjust-

ing these screws, the shells can be made
to run absolutely true. As forgings of

each heat number, and often of several

heat numbers, are of practically the

same size, adjustment is not often re-

quired. The head of the cutting-off ma-
chine is carried on a pair of 1 beauus,

which also carry the compound slide

rest. The tool used

is a piece of 3-16 in.

X 2 in. high speed
steel .held in a spe-

cial holder.

The location of
the cut is found by
a hook gauge which
is so placed as to

touch tile bottom of

the rough hole, the

short leg forming a

stop against which
the parting tool is

brought. A depth

gauge is used to

check the opera-

tor's work. The
centreing was done
on a R c k f r d

Lathe & Drill Press
Company's machint.'.

The post over which
the shell is placed

has a hollow cone
hold up by a spring

lo centre the open end, wliile the liase is

lirought true by a hardened cap on the

upper end of the post. The post is car-

ried on a swing taiile having a locating

pin which enters a liole in I he fixed

table.
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Rough Turning.

A 24-in. MaoGrefjoi-Goni-lay lathe is

used for the rough turning' operation.

This macliine does its work in one eut,

usinsr two tools at a feed of 1-20 in. per
revolution. Occasionally, with a shell

that is much out of true or very hard,

the feed has to be reduced. The back

give the operator the correct depth of

hole. A depth gauge is used to check
the operation. On both drill presses the

shells are held in hinucd vises.

Inside Finish

The inside finish, perhaps the most
important operation on all H.E. shells,

is done next. Two machines fitted witli

PIG. 2—FINISH M.\CniNING SHEUi INTERIOR

tool which leads and does the liea\'iest

work, is of high speed steel, and is held

in a cast iron arm bolted to the saddle.

The front tool of I'o in. sq. stellite is

gripped in a special holder in the tool

post. The rough turned diameter of the

shell is 4 9-16 ins., and the gauge used

is of the ordinary snap type ha vine

limits .015 above and below the nominal
size. The driving chuck on the rough-

turn lathe is shown in Fig. 1., as are

also the different tools. The chnck is of

hardened tool steel, and has three cams
formed on it. The cams force out hard-

ened rollers to grip the inside of the

shell.

The unused part of the long bed of

the rough-turn lathe is used on which
to mount a spare head and tail stock.

These, with the addition of a com-
pound rest built from the same patterns

as that on the cutting-off machine, make
a convenient apparatus for facing off

the bases. This operation brings all the

shells to the same over-all length, and.

as the. amount cut off the open end is

gauged from the bottom of the hole, the

base thickness is constant. Two drill

presses are used to roua'h out the hole.

The first, a .SO-in. Baush machine, uses

a bar with a single cutting tool which
is fed down to where the hole begins to

curve inwards. A spider guide, made to

fit over the open end of the shell, forms
a support for the bar. The other drill

press, a .S8-in. Niles machine rough
fonns the bottom with a forming tool

Iield in a bar. A hardened sleeve made
so as to just slip into the hole bored by
the first drill press guides the bar. As
the power feed cannot be used on some
shells, a pointer is fixed to" the bar to

\ery heavy turrets are engaged on this

work. The turrets are 16 ins. in diamet-

er where the bars spring from, and have
a 20-in. diameter bearing on which to

swing. Fig. 2 shows one of the lathes

on this operation. The shell on the tur-

ret shows the bevel on the outside of

the open end. The beveling leaves a

diameter of 414 ins., and is carried back

% ins. There are three boring bars, the

hand feeding is used to get a good
smooth finisli. The boring bars are of
tool steel, fluted for the egi-ess of chips.

A 1/4 in. brass pipe soldered into one
flute carries the cutting compound to

the business end. The second bar, in ad-

dition to its work on the hole faces off

the end of the shell and forms the bevel.

The tools for this work are held in a
collar on the bar. The chucks used on
this and on all subsequent chucking
ojierations are of the collet type,

having a east iron body with forged
steel jaws. The closing nuts which
have the hand-wheels cast with them
were to have been cast steel, but,

by a mistake in the foundry, east iron

was substituted. So far, they give every
evidence of standing up to their work.

The chucks themselves have given evei-y

satisfaction, the hand -wheels making
them very convenient. The lathes used

for the inside finish are both Le Blond
]irodncts—one being 18 ins. and the

other 24 ins. After the inside finish

operation, the shells are examined for

depth of hole, concentricity and smooth-

ness of bore.

Nosing Operation.

riosing-in the noses constitutes the

next operation. The shells are heated

in an oil-fired furnace, constructed of

steel plates and angles, and lined with

Clayburn fire brick. No water jacket is

provided and beyond a slight buckling

of the front plate, no operation or other

troubles have been experienced. The
fuel used is crude oil delivered to the

burners at from 35 to 40 lbs. pressure

per sq. in., and at a temperature of

about 225 degs. F. The oil is heated at

starting by means of a Hauck kerosene

torch directed on a coil of Vi in. pipe

througli which the oil is passed. After

getting under wav, a water heater takes

PIC, .•{—BULLDOZER IN WIUCIT THE NOSING OPERATION IS PERFORMED

first caiTying point tool to true up tlie

hole. The next, a rough bottoming cut-

ter takes out all but a light shaving.

The finishing cutter is run-in on power
feed until almost at the bottom, when

up the work. The latter is constructed

on the same principle as a kitchen boil-

er. A reservoir made of 8-in. pipe con-

taining a coil of V2-i"- pipe niade up of

three lengths welded together, is con-
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nected to the city water supply. A loop,

starting from the bottom of the reservoir

and jiassina: twice across the top of the

furnace, entering: the reservoir again

near the top, forms the heating surface.

Air is supplied to the furnace at from
9 to 10 oz. pressure, by a Buffalo Blow-
er & Forge Co. pressure blower. The oil

The shells are next tapped out to size

by hand, and tlie fuse seat trued up
with a special cutter. A centred plug
is screwed into the fuse hole and the

shell lield betwen centres for turning
the body and profile. A driver with a

slot to take the lug on the plug, is

screwed onto the headstoek spindle. As

FIG. 4—FORMIX(! SIIKLL BOnV EXTEHIOK PROFILE

Ijurning equipment was installed under
tilt' supervision of E. C. Hogh, of the

Machinery Installation Co., of Van-
couver. The channel iron, on which the

shells are seen standing in Fig. 3, runs
along the front of the furnace and
forms a table on which the shells are

rolled to the bulldozer.

The nosing is done on the bulldozer

shown in Fig. 3, the crank shaft of the

latter being 6 ins. dia., with 7 ins. stroke.

The dies used are of cast iron which
seem to stand up to the work very
well. After being closed-in, the shells

are placed nose down in a galvanized
iron pan containing about 8 ins. of mica.

When cool enough to handle, they are

examined to see that there is enough
metal inside to clean up, and also for

length. To judge whether a shell has
.sutit'icient metal inside or not i-oquires

not a little experience.

Finishing Inside of Nose.

The next niacliiniiig opcraticin is that

on the inside of the nose. This is done
on a 16-in. MacOregor-Gourlay lathe

Htted with a chuck and a turret. The
nose is first l)ored out below the fuse
hole recess for the thread and neck. At
the same time, a tool held in a collar

on the reamer bar faces off the nose to

the correct bevel. The inside i>rofiIc is

machined with two forming tools, one
rough ing-out and the other finishing.

The tapping is done with a Murchey col-

lapsible tap, after which the recess is

put in with a tool mounted on an eccen-

tric. To check the collapsible tap, an
old IS pdr. fuse hole yrauge which had
been lapped .003 in. small is used. The
f(>rei;-oing opcratinns Ijcing foun<l tnn

much for one machine, the reaming, tap-

ping and undercutting were removed to

another lathe.

twii plugs are jirovided, the operator al-

ways has a shell ready to go into tlie

machine which is an 18 in. American
lathe. The tool, % in. high speed steel

is held in a block holder which can be
moved in line with the lathe to bring

the profile exactly right. A 2 ins. cliain-

eter roller secured to the cross slide,

from which the screw had been removed,
is held to the forming bar by a spring.

The latter is supported by two cast

the operator, the shells being examined
for size with gauges also for shape of

profile and for concentricity. Fig. 4
shows the profile lathe with a shell

ready to be put in, the centred plug be-

ing clearly indicated, also the gauges

used..

Copper Band Recess.

Cutting the upper band recess is the

next operation. The lathe, a 16 ins. C.

M. C. product to which a special attach-

ment was added, the cross slide beinj:

removed, is shown in Fig. 5. The at-

tachment fits the cross-slide ways and
carries a roughing tool which operates

on tlie under side of the shell, also two
undercutting tools which operate at the

back, and a waving tool at the front.

The roughing tool operates by drawing
the whole attachment toward the front

liv means of the cross s'.ide screw. As
this tool passes the centre and ceases

cutting, a stop is encountered 'which

locates the attachment to suit the un-

doi'cutting tools. One revolution of the

hand wheel A, feeds these tools in, and

a spring returns them. The attacluuent

is then returned to its first position

against a stop located to suit the wav-
ing tool, and bringing the roller B in

operation against the cam C, causing

the wave tool holder to reciprocate. The
hand-wheel D, feeds the tool into its

work, a stop being provided to get the

correct diameter. In this machine, the

shell is held in a cup centre at the head-

stock, being driven bv a pin engaging in

a slot in the driver E, which is screwed

ipto the fuse hole. To prevent the saddle

shifting and altering the location of the

band recess it is secured to the ways by

a clamp at each side.

Fonnin? Base Recess.

A lO-in. Le Blond hithe. shown in Fig.

iron brackets, one of which can be seen

near the headstoek, and can be moved
in them by set screws transversely to

the lathe, making a very convenient ad-

justment. A snap gauRe is provided for

11 i: i;.\\l) GltdOVE

(i is used to form tlie base recess, a
square turret mounted on the cross slide

carrying the tools. A hogging cutter is

first fed into a stop, leaving a light cut
to be taken off the bottom of the recess.
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While the saddle is held against the

stop, the turret is drawn to the front

to increase the diameter of the hole and
also to bring into action a tool to face

off the base and leave the riveting strip

standing. The turret is next swung
round and the tool shown in the illustra-

tion used to give fhe correct <liameter

and the perfect finish desired on the

bottom of the recess. The shells are

then gauged for base thickness, depth,

and diameter of recess, the bottom be-

ing also carefully examined with a

straight edge to see that it is perfectly

flat.

'

Sand Blasting Shell Interior

Cleaning out the shells preparatory to

sand blasting is rather a difficult job,

but was solved finally by washing o;it

with a jet of soda water and dryirg
with rags on a stick. The sand blasting

is done in a room made as nearly dust

proof as possible. As a few grains of

the steel shot, or sand left in the

the cross slide carries the tools. A
roughing tool made so that it can be

used to rough-face as well as rough-

turn the diameter is first employed. The
turret is then swung round and a finisii

facing tool used, a very light cut with

this tool resulting in a perfectly finished

and flat base plate. A tool with a pro-

jection at .'^0 degs. on one side brings

file diameter down to size, and also

forms the bevel at the back of the plate.

The base-plates are riveted in by an
air hammer, fhe shell being revolved in

a converted pipe machine. A holder for

the hammer is arranged so that it can
be swung out of the way to take out
and put in a shell. The holder also car-

ries a stop which when the head is

brought forward by the foot levjr, holds

the base-plate securely in the recess.

The square shank of the base-plate is

cut off in a Racine draw-cut hack saw,

after which the shell base is faced off

in a machine made by adding an old

head-stock to the bed of one of tlu-

FIG. G—FOORMING THE B.\SE RECESS

threads would prevent the screw gauge
from going down, care has to be taken-

that the threads are properly cleaned

out. A shield with a few threads on it

was made up to screw into the fuse hole

and effectually prevented the shot from
getting into the threads. An elongated

electric bulb with a tin shield half-way
round it is used to examine the interioi

of the shell to see that the sand blast-

ing has been proiierly done. A eompiete
shop inspection, supplementary to that

given after each operation, now takes

place, and rectifications made before the

shells are submitted to the Government
examiners. Rectifications were made on
a Boyes & Emmes Lathe, fitted w-ith

various convenient attachments and
tools.

Base Plate Machining
The lathe on which the base-plates

are machined is a 14-in. Sebastian pro-
duet. A chuck to hold the square shank
is secured in the taper of the head-stock
spindle. A square turret mounted on

plant long lathes. A compound rest, lo

carry the fool, was also added. The tool

is made of % in. square high speed
steel, and is arranged to cut on the end
to get under the scale and afterwards
to cut on the side to remove the excess

metal.

The dimension limits for the distance

from the base to the band recess being
very small—about 1-32 in., care has to

be taken not to remove too much. The
weight, of course, has also to be watch-

ed. If a shell cannot be brought down
to weight by removing metal from the

base it is usually possible to get an
ounce or two out of the inside profile.

Care should be taken that the riveting

is not cut away too mnch, this feature

being due for consideration when deter-

mining the depth of the base recess. If

the recess is deep enough there should

be no fear of spoiling the work on this

account.

The shells, before being passed into

llie inspection room, are weighed and

the tightness of the base plates te&ted

by tapping with a light hammer. Any
shells whicli have the diameter of the

base increased by the riveting are filed

slightly to allow of the higli diameter
ring gauge to pass over.. On being ac-

cepted by the Government examiners,

tlic shells are lightly oiled inside a'.d

out, packed into regulation boxes, in lots

of three, and shipped to the finishing

]ilant.

®
DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION

YEAR
THE changed character of Canadian
bteel production is shown strikingly in

fhe Dominion Steel (Corporation output
figures for 1916. In the calendar year

of 1914 the rail output amounted to 17C,-

505 tons. It was 174,802 tons in the fis-

cal year 1912-1:!. In 1915 the output fell

to 57,500 tons, and last year it was 17,-

495 tons. On the oflher hand, fhe output
(if wire rods has risen successively from
;i0,778 in 1914, to 7:i,500 in 1915, and
now to 112,400 tons for 1916, while sales

of wire products, which were less than

11,000 tons in the fiscal year 1912-1:J,

have jumped to 47,500 tons.

These increases are a direct reflection

of fhe export demand created by war
conditions, and have resulted from the

corporation's ability to diversify its out-

put. Last summer, President Workman
noted that the mills were then fuming
out twice as mucli l)arbed wii-e as six

months previously, and the production at

the end of 1915 had been about double

the capacity at the outbreak of fhe war.

The rail production, now little more than
nominal, sug'gests post-war developments
for the life of a rail is only so long, and
annual replacement demands alone, de-

ferred to the fullest possible extent since

the war, should furnish substantial busi-

ness when urgent war requirements

cease.

An official statement of the corpora-

tion's output for the calendar year 19] 6.

shows a new record in tonnage of ingots,

the flg'ures being about 8 per cent, higher

than in 1915. Pig iron production was
more than 12 per cent, in excess of fhe

previous year's showing. Coal output
was lower at about 4,500,000 tons,

against 5,000,000 in 1915, recruiting and
fhe shortage of shipping facilities enter-

ing as adverse factors. The approxi-

mate output of the various products is

given as follows:

—

1916. 1915. 1914.

Pig iron .?48,000 .309,800 334,101

Steel in"'ots . 376,000 349,000 .331,000

Rails ..' .... 17,495 57,500 176,505

Wire rods .. 112,400 73,500 30,77S

Wire products 47,500 34,000 32,411

Blooms, bil-

lets, etc. .. 150,000

March, bars . 9,950

Large expenditures were made durin>i-

the year for improvements and exten-

sions to fhe plant, as well as for renew-

als. The. statement adds: "The tonnatie

of steel on order is sufficient to keep fhe

works actively employed for several

months, and, so far, tliere is no indica-

tion of any slackening in the demand
for all the materials that the company
can produce.
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REMOVING THE MONOTONY OF
REPETIIION WORK

By J. \V. G.

THAT the monotony of repetition

lias a seriously depressius effect

on factory workers is a fact,

which, until recently, did not re-

ceive due recognition nor ameliora-

tive effort on the part of employ-

L-rs. Constant production of the same

article on the same machine, or re-

peated performance of certain physical

efforts in a limited manner, may enable

the operator to become expert and cap-

able of rapidly repeating the motions

because of their increasing- familiarity.

But some day, sooner or later, depend-

ing on the person's temperament, there

comes a realization of the dehumanizinjj-

effect of the work, and another man
quits, sick of the job.

A Familiar Simile

That such a sequence of events is onl.y

human can be shown at once by con-

sidering the elementary development of

a child. In learning to walk, for in-

stance, the danger of falls and excite-

ment of effort maintain an interested-

ness and induce further effort until

ability is fully developed. Then what
liapi)ens? As soon as etiort is thoroughly

familiarized and becomes unconscious,

the child wants to walk, not for the

pleasure of simply walking, but of get-

ling somewhere. If its efforts are eon-

lined to walking round and round in a

circle, how long will it continue before

the novelty wears off?

And yet such a state of affairs is e.x-

actly parallel to the conditions toward
which many factory occupations are

leading those who will be le<l. The
simpler the work and the fewer the ac-

tions necessary to its performance, the

more certain is it that the activity of the

brain is gradually lessened until the out-

put reaches a flat level. This is the stage

when accidents most frequently occur in

operating stamp presses, etc. That sucli

a state of affairs demands a remedy is

obvious to any broad-minded student of

industrial economics; but whether it is

possible to find a real cure is not imme-
diately apparent. Tt has been suggested

by certain authorities that if more care

were taken to explain to operators the

purpose of their task and the part it

plays in production, the tendencv toward

intellectual revolt would be checked, and
the svstems of shop education wihich

have been established b.v several progres-

sive firms are evidence of organized ef-

fort in this diroctinn.

Recent Growth of Monotony

But it would be foolish for employers
to imagine that the burden of unending
monotony can be alleviated to any great
extent bv lectures or deiiionstrntions re-

garding the purpose or use of parts made
by the thousand. Motor ear production
is an outstanding example of the con-

ditions under consideration. In the early

days, when production was small and
evolution rapid, every employee in a fac-

tory had a personal interest in new
models, and the numerous and sometimes
radical changes in design maintained a

spirit of expectancy among the workers
whicli lasted from season to season; but
the commercialization of the industry
has removed the fascination of novelty
and substituted the problem of produc-
tion. While esprit de corps may have a
stimulating effect in factories producing
cars of particular reputation, the num-
ber of factories making component parts

lack this feature in their output, and the

probability of removing monotony there

is just as remote as in the case of mak-
ing tacks or punching links for chain
belts. In none of these cases is the

operators' state of mind likely to be-

come more composed toward the work if

the functions of a steering gear or a

piston pin are explained in relation to a

complete car; tacks are too common-
place and chain belt parts possess about
as much individual interest as a brass

time check.

Complete Removal Impossible
The present flood of shell productiori

lias caBIed many woi'kers who never
handled a machine in their life, and,
after some time, familiarity with the

product induces an indifference which is

individuals are most concerned about.

No amo'unt of moralizing will alter the

fact that the monotony of repetition

work cannot be removed. Education will

either irritate, so that the operator will

eliminate himself, or else induce him to

become reconciled to fate; automatic
machines may partly remove it, but, in

the final analysis, the greatest comfort
will be derived from the pay envelope.

Drudgery will always be with us, and
until some unforeseen change in condi-

tions takes place, the stultifying effect

of repetition work on operatives' intelli-

gence can best be counteracted by gi^'ing

them the means and opportunity of ob-

taining suitable counter-irritants or

salves, free from factory influences or

any taint of commercialized sympathy.

® '
,

NICKING ATTACHMENT FOR
SHELL NOSES
By A. F. White.

THE attachment shown in the accom-
panying sketch is designed for cutting
the nicks in the nose of 4.5-in. Mark VII.
shells. It can be used equally well in

milling machine, drill press, or small
lathe, the sketch showirtg it in a drill

press.

The cutter arbor is driven by the drill

spindle, the lower eud of the arbor being
carried in a steady bearing bolted to

table. The shell is carried in a revolving
sleeve, the end next the cutler having a

ring bolted on for supporting the shell

XICKIN(J ,\TT.\CUMENT TOR SHELL NOSES

only kept in check by rigid inspection of

product. The stimulus of ))ersonal in-

terest in the course of hostilities is pres-

ent with many of the workers, bul lacks

the permanent persuasion ofTered by ade-

quate remuneration. When all is said

and done, the prime object of labor is to

earn an existence and the amount of cold

cash earned represents the degree of ex-

istence enjoyed, which is just what most

nose, and the opposite end (langed and
provided with three slots for spacing the

nicks. The shell is held in the sleeve

by a tubular elamii carried on a stud,

and is fed against the cutter by sliding

the sleeve in the main casting liy means
of a levered cam mounted on the base
and working a.gainst the side of the

flange.

After milling each nick, the sleeve is
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backed out by a spring plunger workin^;

against the inner face of flange, after

which the locking plate is disengaged and
the sleeve revolved by hand to the next
position. The depth of nick is controlled

by a stop-plate, carried by the arbor sup-
port, against which the shell nose makes
contact. The main easting is bored a
close lit for the sleeve and is split at the
nose-end to allow of tightening up for
wear and removing all shake.
The manner of using- this attaehnient

in lathes and millers is sufficiently ob-
vious, the arbor being mounted horizon-
tally and tile main casting carried on the
miller table or mounted on cross-slide of
lathe.

®
OVER-MUCH DRILLING

EFFICIENCY
By R. Hamilton.

ALL through the ages the question of
efficiency, often more or less disguised,
has been the bane of many a man 's ex-
istence. During my apprenticeship in a
large railroad repair shop, at a time
when twist drills especially of the larger
sizes, were considered more of a luxury
than at present, the greater amount of
heavy drilling being accomplished by
means of fiat drills. I recall an experi-
ence of "high speed" drilling that
would appear to put the methods of to-

day somewhat in the shade. The work
consisted of drilling seven or more lYs
mch holes in air-brake fork levers, us-
ing a. block of wood between the two
sections.

With a large pile of these on the
floor, I was making satisfactory pro-
gress, operating the drill at the slowest
speed of about 80 or 90 revolutions per
minute, with a fair feed when the shop
foreman came along, stood for a few
minutes looking at the pile on the floor
and the action of the drill alternately.
Seeing the master mechanic coming
down the shop, he sug-gested that
I "throw her up" on the next
speed. Without comment I did so,
and with a partiallv concealed smile
he walked away, only, however, to bo
replaced by the master mechanic, a
moment or two later. He .after a brief
survey of the situation, asked if the drill
could not be run on a higher speed. I
said it could, but did not think the drill
would stand it. He pooh-poohed the
idea, and further suggested that I again
increase. Almost immediately there-
after, he told me to keep it there and
proceeded on his way; just like some
bosses who jump into a hole and throw
clouds of dirt out in an effort to demon-
strate to the operator how he should
work, with no aoiwrent realization that
what may be possible for a short time is

impracti-cable for an extended period.
So, in this instance, with a sharp drill,

lots of lubricant, and increased speed,
the output for the moment, so to speak,
contributed to the greater efficiency
achievement impression with which the
master mechanic had disappeared from
the scene.

The duration of the "test," however,

was well within the time required to

drill two complete holes, and it was no

suprise to me that the drill needed grind-

ing before starting the third hole, and
that, after finishing tv,« more, the size

of the drill had been destroyed. This

of course necessitated a trip to the

blacksmith shop for redressing and
tempering the drill, which after drilling

six or eight holes required to be re-

peated.

On returning from one of tlie^e

journeys to the "adjusting bureau" the

foreman was waiting at the machine to

inquire of my progress. Upon learning

that the output had decreased over 50

per cent., owing to the extra time spent

at the grindstone and tool dresser, he

started to "call" me for not reducing
the speed, but I suggested that his re-

marks be reserved for the "chief", as I

was only obeying his orders. This, re-

sulted in closer attention being' given

to the details of operation, and after

several demonstrations, the original

speed was decided on with a slight in-

crease in the feed, which goes to show
that speed is only one of the factors in

the problem, and its elimination often

aids in solutions for economic efficiency.

A BELGIAN BALL-TEST MACHINE
By J. W. G.

THAT increasing recognition is being
given to that quality in metals generally
termed hardness is evidenced by the
number of machines which are now
available for testing purposes. Among
the different methods in use, the ball tejt

lias always occupied a prominent place,

the Brinnell system
being a standard
for certain classes

of work. This fact,

together with the

present terrible

tragedy in Belgium,
imparts a peculiar,

'almost a morbid in-

terest to the device

illustrated herewith.

In pre-war days

an international re-

putation as a pro-

ducer of the highest

grade of forgings

was enjoyed by the

Usines G. Derihor.

Societe Anonyme,
Loncin (Lez-
'Ldege), and the ball

testing machine
illustrated herewith
was developed ia

the Derihon shops
and used in their

work regularly. The
writer first saw this

machine about
seven years ago and
feels that the peculiar

machine, coupled with

into a specimen of the material, and
measuring the diameter of the impres-
sion on different specimens of the samt
material. The frame of the macliine was
a hook-shaped forging of narrow chan-

nel section, the lower end terminating in

a large boss containing an elevating

screw for the table, while the upper end
carried a pressure screw and testing ball.

When pressure was applied to the ball,

through the double-ended wrench on top

of pressure screw, the resultant stress

caused the gap in the frame to open, the

frame being- so designed and proportion-

ed that regular increments in load were
accompanied by equal amounts of dis-

tension in the frame without the stresses

being near enough the elastic limit to

aft'ect its permanent resistance. In other

words the frame acted as a very strong

sirring.

The amount of deformation imparted

to the frame was indicated by a simple

lever and pinion arrangement shown
clearly in the illustration. A small chan-

nel section member was fastened to the

base of frame, fitting the curve to a

point near the pressure screw. Here the

member terminated, a knife edge being

formed on the end to support a hinged

member which carried a rack at its

lower end, this rack engaging with a

pinion on the indicator spindle. As the

bending of the frame took place above

the point where the small channel mem-
ber was attached, relative movement be-

tween their upper extremities ensued,

so that the hinged member descended

as its hinged end was raised, allowing

the rack to travel across the pinion and

revolve the indicator.

G^iiroyj^o

BELGIAN BALL TEST MACHINE.

features of the

changed condi-

tions, make it of special interest to your
readers at this time.

The method of operation consisted in

pressing a 10 mm. hardened steel ball

The diameters of impressions were

measured by a glass gauge similar to

a wire gauge. By carefully observing

the contact of the tapered lines with

the edge of impression, an empirical

number was obtained which could be re-
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ferred to any other specimen provided

the same pressure was used in making
the test. The maximum pressure ap-

plied varied with different materials, the

chief point being to get a medium sized

impression where possible without injur-

ing the work unnecessarily. Where
standard grades of material were in con-

.stant use, suitable pressures were speci-

fied so that measurements with the scale

were then comparable.

To the writer's knowledge, these ma-

chines were at one time on the market

in the United States. Many dark days

have passed over its land of origin since

then, the Derihon factory at one time

being reported in operation under Ger-

man control; recent developments, how-

ever, create considerable misapprehen-

sion regarding the men and plant who
were responsible for the development of

the machine.

©
HUMAN FACTOR IN THE WORK-

SHOP
By J. Wright.

PRESENT-DAY competition has become

so keen that the scientific and mechani-

cal world are working at high pressure

devising ways and means to increase the

quality and quantity of manufacturing

output at a miinimum expenditure, both

of money and material. It is only with-

in the past few years, however, that any

great amount of consideration has been

given the general betterment of condi-

tions under which employees operate in

industrial establishments. It is encour-

aging, however, to note that the value of

the human element is being more and

more appreciated at its true value.

There was a time when the average

workman was for the most part recog-

nized as simply a piece of machinery,

capable of working long hours and under

aLmosl any conditions. Many things have

transpired to prove the fallacy of such a

belief, with the result that employers are

giving more attention to the welfare of

their help than ever before. Progress in

this direction has not only proved bene-

ficial to the workmen, but results have

shown that a higher standard of produc-

tion is maintained in tliose factories

where the environment tends to the "np-
!ift" rather than the "depress," the lat-

ter of which is more or less associated

with dismal and unsanitary surround-

ings.

Examples might be cited where ma-
terial gain was falsely considered of

more importance than the health or wel-

fare of the employee. Some years ago
on a certain mnehine, the "boss" had
considerable" dilfifMilty in keeping it in

continual operation owing to the irregu-

lar attendance of the operator, who was
absent quite often as a result of contract-

ing heavy colds, due to the drausrht

created by the opening of a nearl)y door.

A screen was suircrested, hut nothing was
done until the season arrived wlien arti-

ficial liHit was necessary. The open sHS

.let could not protest against the draught,
but, as the light was essential, a screen
was erected to "protect the light," and
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thus provide a better opjwrtunity for the

man to work.
On another occasion the superinten-

dent was showing a visitor about the

works, and happened through the gal-

vanizing department at a time when
some tanks were being supplied with

fresh acid. The visitor lost no time in

seeking the freer atmosphere of the ad-

joining room, remarking to his host that

he would not work in. such a place for

$20 a day. The boss replied that "the
men did not mind it; in fact, they ac-

tually eat the stuff." This was probably
true, and they were doing it for much
less than $20 a day, or even a week,
while in reality the fumes from the acid

were slowly consuming them as the days
rolled by. However, not long after thi.s

visit facilities were provided to aid in

carrying off the poisonous fumes and
permitting healthier working conditions

for the employees.
When more t.hough't is given to the effi-

ciency of the workmen througli the

ag'ency of the human touch, by incor-

porating suitable and sanitary environ-

ment with that of their daily tasks, the

ever present problem of shop efficiency

will become less complex.

®
THREAD INDICATORS

THE little device often found on

lathe saddles and on some screw-

ing machines, variously known as

the thread indicator, pitch indicator or

dial indicator, is an extremely useful ar-

rangement if used intelligently. Owing
to the large number of untrained work-

ers now operating, or being taught to

operate, machine tools, it may not be out

of place if we endeavor in what follows

to explain the principle and use of this

indicator, thus substituting understand-

ing for rule of thumb.
If anyone desires to make the device,

it is a simple matter to attach it to the

machine. Fig. 1 shows tiie indicator as

fitted to a Lodge & Shipley lathe. A hole

is drilled underneatli the wing of the

27

small helical spring is fitted between its

end and the bracket. The worm wheel
should have teeth of the same pitch as
the lead screw, while the number of teeth
should be a multiple of the number of

riG. 1

saddle and a turned pin fitted in it. The
bracket whicli carries tlie worm wheel

and dial is free to swing on this pin; it

is, however, kept by sprinsr pressure with

the worm wheel, in niesii witli the lead

screw. This sprin? pressure is furnished

by means of the finger seen beneath the

two arms of the bracket. This finger is

locked on the pin by a set screw and a

FIG. 2—THE DI.VL SHOWING S NUMBBKED
AND 8 UNNUMBERED GRADUATIONS

divisions on the dial depending on the

pitch of the lead screw. Examples:

—

Pitch of Divisions Teeth ia
Lead Screw. Dial. Worm Wheel.

2 thds. per in. 8 or 16 16 or 32
4 thds. per in. 16 32
6 thds. per in. 16 48

The dial and worm wheel must be con-
nected in such a way that, when the half
nuts are engaged, a graduation on the

dial must be opposite the index mark or

pointer. When using the indicator, tlie

saddle can be run back by hand and the

half nuts re-engaged at the proper point

without fear of cross-threading. Its use
entirely obviates the necessity for a re-

versing countershaft or for the old-

fashioned method of chalking the work
and the lead screw. In principle, the

thread indicator is a device for showing
the operator when the work and the lead

screw are in register one with the other.

Each revolution of the lead screw
when the half nuts are disengaged causes

the worm wheel to rotate one tooth

—

that is, provided the lead screw is single

threaded, which most of them are. Each
division of tJie dial corresponds to a cer-

tain number of teeth in the worm wheel.

Assuming that the dial is graduated as

Fig. 2, then the number of teeth of the

worm wheel, and consequently the num-
ber of revolutions of flic lead screw, that

will cause the dial to rotate one division,

will be as follows :

—

RevB. of
Toeth in I^ead Screw to Make

Wi)rni Wheel. Dial Rotate One Division.
10 1

32 2
48 ."(

When the screw-cutting tool is taking

the first cut over the work, everything is

in register. If that register is disturbed,

ns it is by disengaging the half nuts at

the end of the cut. the half nuts must
only be re-encaged for commencing an-

other cut when everything is in register

acain. This will onlv occur when both
work and lead screw liave made a whoh'
number of revolutions in the same ratio

as the number of threads per inch being

(MTt and the number of threads per inch

of the lead screw. For instance, if cut-

ting, say. 14 threads per inch, and the
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lead screw has 4 threads per inch, then,

from beino; in rejfister to cominf;- in re-

gister ag'ain, the work must make seven

complete turns to two of the lead screw,

tliese beinoj the smallest whole numbers
in the ratio of 14 and 4. If cutting, say.

111/2 threads per inch, then work and

lead screw must make 23 and 8 revolu-

tions respectively before all is in reg-ister

again.

The reason for this is the fact that

work and lead screw are geared in the

same ratio. Imagine an unthreaded

piece of work in the lathe and a pointed

tool in contact with it. If the machine

is started with the half nuts engaged, the

tool marks a patli on the work, this path

being an incipient screw thread. Next

imagine the machine at rest, the tool

touching some point on the marked patli

and the half nuts engaged. Everything

is in register.

If now we disengage the half nuts and

revolve the lathe face-plate by hand, we
find that the work and the lead screw

have to make a certain number of revo-

lutions before they are in register again

—the revolutions made will be in the

ratio of the threads per inch on work

and lead screw. While all this is being

done, it will be noted that the dial is also

rotating, and register is obtained when

a division mark is opposite the pointer.

If we repeat the operation, we shall find

register again occurring with a division

mark opposite the pointer.

Next let us imagine some specific num-
bers of threads to cut and caiTy out this

operation, noting the division marks op-

posite the pointer each time register is

obtained. It is assumed that the dial is

graduated as in Fig. 2, and the following

factors hold good. There may be excep-

tions, but they do not affect the prin-

ciple, and they will be few and far be-

tween.
Rev. of Lead Screw

Tlids. peril). Tee'Jh in to malie Dial Rotate
of Lead Screw. Worm Wheel one Division

2 16 1

4 32 2

6 48 3

First, take an even number of threads

per inch to be cut on the work. Register

is obtained when the work has made the

same number of revolutions as the

threads per inch. At the same time the

lead screw will have made two, four or

six revolutions, according to its pitch.

As all even numbers are divisible by twOj

register is obtained when the lead screw-

has made either one, two or three revo-

lutions, which, according to the table

above, occurs when any division mark
comes opposite the pointer. Therefore,

when cutting an even number of threads

per inch, the half nuts can be engaged

when any division mark is opposite the

pointer.

Next take an odd number of threads

per inch. As such a number is not divis-

ible by two, register is only obtained
when the work and lead screw have made
the same number of revolutions as their

respective threads per inch. That is, the

lead screw must make either two, four or
six revolutions, according to its pitch.

Therefore, when cutting anv odd num-

ber of threads per inch, the half nuts can
be engaged when any numbered division

is opposite the pointer.

Fractional tlireads are tliose including
a fraction along with a whole number in

the number of threads per inch, as, for
instance, llii, 2]'4, and so on. Tliese

numbers must be multiplied by the de-

nominator of the fraction to bring them
to the lowest whole number of revolu-

tions that the work must make before
register is obtained. Half threads must
be multiplied by two; so also with the

threads per inch of the lead screw.
Tlierefore, when cutting tlireads, includ-

ing 1 2 in the number of threads per inch,

the lialf nuts can be engaged when the

dial has made .a quarter revohition.

Quarter threads require multiplying
by four; so also with the threads per
inch of the lead screw. Therefore, when
cutting- threads including 14 in the num-
ber of threads per inch, the lialf nuts can

be engaged when the dial has made a

half revolution.

It is wise when commencing to cut

fractional threads to see that the dial

has a numbered graduation opposite the

pointer, as this makes it easier to reckon
the half and quarter revolutions. When
We have to cut threads involving some
odd fraction in their number per inch,

such as 14.083, then the dial indicator is

of much less vahie. The only way is to

mark the work at the end where cutting

starts, and to only engage the half nuts
w-hen the mark and, say, the number one
graduation come in register at the same
time.— Herbert's Monthly.

CANADA'S 1916 COAL OUTPUT
THE Dominion Department of Mines
has received from the principal coal op-

erators in Canada returns of their pro-

duction for ten months, supplemented in

most cases with estimates for November
and December.

On tile basis of the record available, it

is estimated that the total production of
coal in Canada during the calendar year
191G will approximate 14,365,000 short

tons (equivalent to 12,825,892 gross
tons). The estimate is believed to be
fairly close for Nova Scotia and British

Columbia. In Alberta, however, there

are so many small operators that final

returns may show a wider variation from
the estimates now made. By provinces

the estimate is as follows, the figures for

1915 being included for comparison:

1915.

r.4<i:i.370

127.SI1

240.107

N.S
N.B
Sask. . .

.

Alberta 3..3fiO.,Sl.S 4.400,000 l,0.3!l,18-:!

B. Coliiiiiliia.. S.Ofio.fil.l 2.020,000 554.3S7
Yukon 9,724

1916. Inc.
6.(lfiO,000 *513,370

1.3.-I.O0O 7,(109

2(10,000 19.S93

Total 13,267,023 14,205.000 1.097,97

•Decrease.

The 1916 production exceeds that of

the two previous years, the increase over
1915 being about 8 per cent. Nova
Scotia is apparently the only province
that has not made an increased produc-
tion, the falling off in this province be-

ing a little less than 8 per cent. The in-

crease in Alberta is nearly 32 per cent.,

and in British Columbia nearly 27 per
cent. The production in New Brunswick,
Saskatchewan and British t'olumbia is

the highest on record. No estimates are
available yet as to the Yukon output.

CONCERNING SUPPLIES FROM
UNITED KINGDOM

MERCHANTS, manufacturers, and the;

general public are urgently requested to

refrain from applying for permission to

obtain materials and supplies from the
United Kingdom, unless the same arc
required for war or other urgent national
objects. It is essential that supplies in

the United Kingdom should be con-
served for direct war work and work of
urgent national importance.

So runs a notice issued to Canadian
manufacturers and others by the Trade
and Commerce Department, Ottawa. It

hrings to light the fact that the restric-

tion of export of a large number of ar-

ticles by the British authorities has be-

come a matter of serious import to Can-
adian trade, and the work of seeing that

necessary exceptions are made to the
general restriction in favor of national
importance in the Dominion is keeping
the Trade and Commerce Department
busy. On the restricted list are commo-
dities such as tin plate, tin sheets, wire
rope, boilers, machinery parts, tool steel,

hoisting cable, etc. A number of these

are articles directly, and in other cases

indirectly, required in the manufacture
of munitions, so that every effort is be-

ing made to see that Canada obtains

enoug-h for such requirements.

In connection with all applications to

receive shipments from the United King-
dom of goods on the British export re-

striction list, there is now being required

detailed information as to the nature of

the goods and their purpose. Such in-

formiation includes :—Names and ad-

dresses of exporter, Canadian consignee

and actual user of goods; quantity 'and

descriptioms; purposes for w'hich re-

ciaiired; whether or not g'oods might be

substituted; why the goods required

could not be purchased in Canada or the

United States; de.gree and proof of ur-

gency and consequences should applica-

tion be refused; if goods are for stock

purposes what is normal stock; stock on

hand ; average call on stock per month ;

stock it is desired to hold. When such

information is furnished to the Trade

and Commerce Department, the latter re-

quests the Canadian High Commissioner
in London to support the exporter's ap-

plication for the issue of a priority cer-

tificate by the Minister of Munitions

which is a necessary step before export

licenses may be issued by the War Trade
Department at its discretion.

Representations have been made to the

Trade and Commerce Department with

particular relation to the import from
Great Britain of wire rope. The restric-

tion of its export has been particularl.v

felt by the lumber and mining industries

of British Columbia.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel" This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fa-sh-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

-spokes in the xvheels" of our metal-working estabhshments.

JOHN SHARP

THE war-created prominence ac-

corded shipbuilding and marine

engineerin^r on this North Ameri-

can continent has had the speeitic effect —
and more especially in Canada—of brins-

ing into the limelight a section of tlie in-

dustrial community, who, from lack of

demand for their handicraft, had been, if

not altogether outside the pale of nation

builders, at most but contributory in

much restricted degTee. John Sharp,

chief engineer. Poison Iron Works, To-

ronto, Ont., is of the number. His firm,

in common with others recently or loBg

established, have not only their every

available shipbuilding berth filled with

ocean-going freighters in varying stages

of cimstruction, but carry on their books

a sheaf of contracts for vessels of a like

type, calling for earliest possible de-

livery, and, making necessary as a result,

plant extensions ranging all the way
from 100 to 200 per cent, normal or pre-

war capacity.

John Sharp—what the name lacks in

ornamentation it expresses in keenness,

relative to porsonalitv or otherwise—was

born at Brantford, Ont., May 26, 1886, of

Canadian - by - birth parents- Benjamin

and Rachel (Near) Sharp, who, it may be

stated, also first saw the light under our

Dominion sky. He received liis educa-

tion in the public and high schools of his

native city, following which, during the

years 1902-1900, he served a four years'

apprenticesliip in the draughtiing office

of the Waterous En<;ine Works. In the

latter year he joined the engineering

stafT of the Dyment Foundry Co., of

Barrie, as chief draughtsman, occupy-

ing tliat position until associatinu him-

self with the Canada Foundry Co., To-

ronto (now Canadian Allis-C^halmers

Co.), in IftOS. The variety experience

gained in the plants above enumerated
laid, as it were, the foundation for not

only an enlargement of the scope of .John

Sharp's general meclianical enu'ineering

bent, but developed both his inr|uisitive-

ness and acquisitiveness relative to other
fields of metal-working activity.

In 1910, tlierefore, we find him trans-

fer his services from the Canada Foun-

dry Co. to the engineering department of

th« Poison Iron Works, and here it may
be in order to say that, with his promo-

tion to the post of chief engineer of the

latter concern some four years ago, he

has found opiiortunity for the exercise of

his skill in a siieeiftc class of product to

which his endowment of talents has

been naturally adapted. The manufac-

turing output of the Poison Iron Works
covers a wide range, embracing as it does

genera! mechanical, steam, and marine

JOHN S U A U 1'

engineering, shipbuilding and ship-re-

pairing, and, when it is rememl)cred that

John Sharp's experience previous to 1910

was largely, if not altogether, conHne<l to

engineering ef|uii)ment for a.shore ser-

vice, niucli credit is due him for the

apt

—

sharp, if you like, way he has in

these recent years appropriated to him-

self an lionore<l ]ilace among Canada's

naval arcliitecls and marine engine and

boiler designers. With the practical cer-

tainty of a decide of more or less abnor-

mal activity in shipbuilding and marine

engineering- within our borders, his star

with respect to same is likely to continue

in the ascendant.

Mr. Sharp is unmarried, although

quite as eligible to pass from that state

to the other as to develop into a naval

architect from eight years' experience as

a mechanical engineer; besides, and
judging from his devotion to his chosen

and adopted craft and calling, there is

little doubt but that a like disposition

would mark his matrimonial enterprise,

and, therefore, in course its equal suc-

cess. We might say that in the few brief

moments during which the more personal

data connected with this career sketch

were being accjuired, our single or mar-
ried query brought out the information

—

single [at present], the words Ln brackets

being, however, hastily withdrawn. The
outlook, needless to say, gives promise of

a thinning out of the ranks of bachelor-

dom at an early date.

In politics, Mr. Sharp says he is In-

dependent, whicli, in nine cases out of

ten as regards the engineering fraternity

generally, means that little or no interest

is taken—lack of time, and little or no-

thing in common, being good and suffi-

cient reason for not taking sides. In re-

ligious creed lie is Anglican—engineers

are usually found associated with pra-

gTcss and uplift, and, therefore, belong
to one or other church denomination. In
matters military, he holds a commission
in the 12th Regiment, York Rangers, a

circumstance by no means surprising

when account is taken of the prominent
part that engineering of every kind is

pla>iing in this great European wgr. He
had as a matter of fact enlisted for Over-
seas Service and had quit his work, but
because of the equally important duty of
helping to eliminate the shipping short-

age, his recall was oflfieially ordered. He
is a member of the A.F. and A.M., the

Engineers' Club, Toronto^ and of the So-
ciety of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers, New York. His residence is

at 121 Carlton Street. Toronto.

"The engineering profession,"' says
Mr. Sharp, "embracing as it does so

many branches and departments, -pre-

sents a variety of opportunity to every
young engineer or mechanic who
cherishes the desire to advance. He
should, therefore, conccTitrate both his

studies and his energies along one line

until that is mastered, both in theory and
practice. Present-day educational facili-

ties—technical schools, technical and
trade papers, technical and practical text

books, are available and within easy
reach, furnishing relialile stepping stones
to position after jwsition of advantage,
regflrdless of initial circumstances or
vagaries of enxironment."

-®
Phosphorus is considered by many

brassworkers to be the only deoxidan!

of value in dealing with copper alloys.

It is, however, frequently added to ex-

cess, when it become injurious. A pro-

portion of 0.2;') per cent, is the maximum
permissible while 0.10 to 0.15 per cent.

is anqde for all ordinary purposes.
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MOTOR DRIVEN TAPPING
MACHINE

IN'
constructing the tapping maeliine

illustrated herewith, the designers

had as their oBject a high-grade tap-

ping machine in which the catting speed

can be varied without affecting the time

per operation, that is, having increased

reverse speeds to compensate for slower

cutting speeds, conjointly with this be-

MOTOR DRIVEN BENCH TRAPPING
MACHINE.

ing an efficient type of motor drive

which would transmit a maxiuuim
amount of power so that the machine
might be run on ordinary lighting service

wire without undue overload.

The machine is of the vertical drill

press type, having a high carbon steel

spindle mounted in ball bearings top
and bottom, the inner ball races, in

which the spindle moves endwise, being-

increased in length by pressed-in sleeves,

fitted very accurately to the ground
spindle. An enclosed spring balance is

fitted to the upper end of the spindle,

adjustment being provided to suit the

weight of the spindle and related parts.

Friction drive is employed between
the motor and spindle, a spherical disc

being mounted on the end of the motor
shaft, and engaging with the convex
edge of two friction discs on the spindle.

As a result of the curved line of contact
obtained by this arrangement the tend-

ency to slip is largely reduced. The
motor is pivoted in the frame of the ma-
chine on the same centre as the spheri-

cal friction disc, so that by tilting the

motor, various cutting and return speeds

can be secured, any deci'casc in one dir-

ection resulting in a corresponding in-

i-rease in the other.

The circular work table is 7 in. dia.

and has a vertical movement of 1% in.,

heing guided by two way-rods which can

be adjusted vertically 3 in. A balance

spring below the table makes the move-

ment of the tap very sensitive when do-

ing small work. The table is operated

by foot treadle, a safety spring being fit-

ted to prevent spoilt work through too

sudden pressure on the treadle. The
lower part of the table is hollow and

acts as a lubricating well, the taps dip-

ping in and being cleaned at each stroke

of the table.

This machine is built by th« Ander-

son Die Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,

and is distributed in Canada by the R. E.

T. Pringie Co., Toronto. The net weight

is 115 lbs., and it has a capacity with

standard taps of 1-16 in. to Vi in. in oast

iron, 1-16 in. to 3-16 in. in steel, with a

depth of 11'2 in.

SINGLE PURPOSE HIGH SPEED
DRILLING MACHINE

THE heavy vertical drilling machine

illustrated in the accompanying cuts is

intended for single purpose manufac-

turing work to drive IVz in. high speed

drills to the limit of their efficiency in

steel. Simplicity of design and rigidity

of construction characterize this ma-

chine, which, while built for quantity

production, is capable

of performinu' a wide

range of work with

little change.

The frame is of the

two-piece type, the

lower or column por-

tion having its front

face machined to take

the eelvating table
wdiich is gibbed there-

to. The upper or head-

stock portion is se-

curely bolted to the

column and carries all

the driving g-ear and

feed mechanism. The
spindle is machined
from a high carbon

steel forging, having

a No. 5 Morse taper

hole in the nose, which

is slotted across for

driving heavy boring

and facing tools. The
sleeve which carries

the spindle is support-

ed in bearings for its

entire length, and is

fed by hardened

nickel steel rack and pinion, tiic wnrni
gear on the pinion shaft being fitted with
a safety shear pin to protect the feed
ijiechanism from overload.

Change gears are employed to vary
the spindle speed from 76 revs, per min.
to 614 revs, per min. while by ciianging
the top driving gears, speeds one half
and one third of these are obtained.
Feeds also are varied through change

gears, a reaming feed 3 1-3 times the
drilling feed being provided. Six feeds
are provided on the standard machine,
reaming from .020 to 0.89 in. and drill-

ing .005 to .024 in. per revolution of
spindle. Considerable attention has
been given to the locating of the operat-
ing levei-s, in order to make them suit
the logical movements of the operator.
Tight and loose pulleys are used for con-
trolling purposes, and a spring device
holds tlie belt shipper securely in either
position. When in the off position, a
brake is applied to the spindle to secure
prompt and effective stoppage. The
change from drilling to reaming speeds
is made by push rod at left of spindle.

These machines are well suited for
gang arrangement, a four »|>in(lle unit
being illustrated herewith, either con-
tinuous or independent tables being
furnished as required. Elevating screws
ate provided for the tables whicli are
constructed so that they can readily be
bushed for boring bar.

' From center of
spindle to face of column is 10 in. ; from
end of spindle to plain table 32 in.:

length of feed, 12 in.; vertical adjust-
ment of table. 18 in. The single ma-
chine requires 29 in. x 46 in. floor space

GANG ARR.iNGEMENT. SINGLE PURiPOSE HIGH SPEED
DRILLING MACHINE.
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SINGLE riltroSE IIKill SPEED IiKILL-
ING MACHINE.

and weighs 2,530 lbs. A four spindle

L;an,<r requires 101 in. x 40 in. floor-

space and weighs 10,2.50 lbs.

The makers of this drilling machine
are Baker Bros, Toledo, 0.

PRESS FOR STAMPING WASHERS
FROM SCRAP PLATES

SCRAP sheets and plates bring a small

price when si)ld as scrap, but when
punched into washers realize a much
higher figure. The press sliuwn in the

illustration herewith is specially adapted

for making washers and other stamped

specialities from scrap plates and sheets

or from new material, its most useful

field being in the utilization of waste

material by converting it into standard

or special washers, large fpiantitics of

which are always used around railroad

and industrial plants.

The frames are one solid cast ins of the

open gap type, on which is mounted the

gearing (a single reduction except in case

of motor drive) jdungcr, cam shaft, dies,

etc. The plunger Iwis broad wearing sur-

faces and is equipped with a bronze

taper gib to take up any wear. Fastened

at the bottom is the die and piercer, tlic

former for cutting the outside of the

washer, and the latter for punching si-

multaneously the centre hole. The punch

is on the bottom and is lield in a sub-

stantial punch holilcr lilock on tlie lower

jaw of the frame.

Surroundimr (his punch is the stripper

ring, operated through conne<'ting rods

and lever from a cam on the back of

the main .shaft. Tn an annular space be-

tween the piercer and die are a series of

CANADIAN MACHINERY

knockoiut pins for knocking down the

washer which sticks in the upper part

of the die mechanism and goes up witli

the upward stroke of the plunger. These

pins are operated by a bar passing cross-

wise tbrouglf the ram and, at the top of

the stroke, stopping against a pair of

set screws in lugs cast on the frame.

At the left front side of the machine is

a vertical shaft which is splined at the

top with a steep pitch thread. This

passes through a nut which is fast to

the top of the plunger. The up-and-down

stroke of the ram imparts a rotary mo-

tion to the shaft. On the bottom of the

shaft is the hand or cup which receives

the knocked out washer and throws it

into a pile or suitable receptacle.

The back of the main shaft is eiiuip-

ped with a tight pulley as is also the fly

wheel shaft. Tliis pulley drives the ma-

chine- on light work when operated the

same as a fly-wheel non-geared press. In

this ease the fly-wheel, pinion and shaft

are removed. Operating without gears

makes the machine a rapidly acting press

the speed being limited only by the skill

of the operator handling the material.

Tbe machine may lie used for various

forms of stamping, )>unehing, shearing,

etc. Where used for scrap reclaiming

only, it may be placed at the scrap bins.

Only one man is required to operate it,

be using hoth hands to hold the material

as the ram operates continuously. By

a special die construction, the press

makes a complete washer at each stroke

of the ram, insuring- the concentricity of

hole with the outer circumference. It

leaves the washer perfectly flat and with

clean-cut edges. The punched washer is

thrown out automatically into a box or

to a pile by a mechanical hand operated

from the slide.

The machine is ecpiipped with a pulley

for belt drive or. when specified, motor

bracket and suitable gearing for electric

motor drive and one set of )iunches and

dies for anv size witliin range of the
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capacity. Five sizes of this machine are

built by the Southwark Foundry & Ma-
chine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

^
CANADA'S IRON OUTPUT

REFLECTED in Canada's largest pro-

duction of iron and steel, are the output
of the munitions industry and the larger
domestic requirements of last year, to-

,i;ether with expirts of billets and wire.
J. McLeish, B.A., chief of the Department
of Mines, division of statistics and min-
eral resources, has compiled the following
table. The summary of iron and steel

statistics, 1914-1915, are as below :

—

1914. 1915.
Short Sliort
tons. tons.

Ir.iu ore shiijpeil 2-14,S»i 39S,U2
I'auadiau irou ore charged

to blast furnaces 182,964 283,205
I niported iron ore ibiUged to
blastfurnaces l,.'!-»4,326 1,314,957

Iron ore charged to steel
furnaces 37,6S6 74,ST2

Pig iron made 783,164 913,775
Pig iron and ferro-alloys ex-
ported 19,063 26.545

Pig iron imported 7S,BS0 47,842
Ferro-alloys made 7,524 10,794
Ferro-alloys imported 22,147 13,758
Pig Irou and ferro-alloy con-
sumption 7S2.452 969,264

Pig Iron used in steel fur-
naces 619.030 747,834

Steel ingots and castings
made 828,641 1,020,336

Steel rails made 428,225 232,411
Canadian coke used in iron

blast furnaces 330,269 578,743
Imported coke used in iron

blast furnaces 590,902 86,022
Iron and steel imported.... 878,179 771,007

THE BET
CHILDREN are never quite so ignorant
as we think they are. There is a London
man who said to his little daughter one
evening:
"Now that the stork has brought you

a dear little baby brother, I want you to

sit down and write a nice letter about
it to Brother .Jaok at boarding school.

Tell him we went out and looked under
one of the big cabbage plants, and there
we found a dear, sweet baby brother,
with blue eyes and red hair, that the
kind stork left for us."
"Yes, papa."' said the little girl,

meekly.
She wrote Iter letter, and when her

father went to post it, he thought, since

it was not yet sealed, tliat he'd see what
s]u> had said.

What slie said was this:

"Dear Jack,— 1 win the money. It's

a bov."

\v.\siiKi; si'.wii'i N<i ci:t;

A Moving Appeal.—"Yes," said the
riMi\e young person, "we invited three
soldiers for dinner on Ohristmas Day.
We felt we ,iust had to, for mother said
it was a crime to eat turkey at 42 cents

a pound unless we had some sort of ex-

cuse for it. So we hunted one up quickly,
and wc never had such a delightful

Christmas as we did entertaining three
perfect strangers. What about them?
Well, they stayed until nearly twelve
o'clock, and I think they'd be here yet.

smokiuL' cisarettes, if one of them hadn't
happened to be Scotch, and we suggested
that they would have to be taking night

cars verv soon !

"
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THE PAPER SITUATION.

IN
view of the continued seriousness of the paper sit-

uation in Canada, and of its perhaps no less aeuteness

in the United States, it may not be without interest if

we refer to some observations made by our contemporary

the Pulp and Paper Magazine relative to the scarcity and

high cost of newsprint and other publication stock. In

a recent issue, a two-fold protest is lodged. On the one

hand, protest is made against the danger and injury

which will come to the whole pulp and paper industry if

the chief interest in the manufacture of .paper is to be

centered in the stock market; on the other, exception is

taken to inclusion of paper stocks in the "war baby"

class.

"Canada,'' to quote some of the data given, "own*

40 per cent, of the world's supply of pulpwood, but at

the present time only produces 5 per cent, of the world's

liaper. The United States, on the other hand, owns but

18 per cent, of the world's pulpwood supply, yet pro-

duces 42 per cent, of the world 's paper production. When
Canada comes into her own as a paper-making centre and

produces 40 per cent, of the world's supply instead of 5

per cent, as at present, people who now scoff at the paper

industry will have a chance to revise their opinions.

Again, even if peace were to come tomorrow, the present

prices prevailing for paper will be maintained for a year

or two at least."

In recent months—we "make no bones about it," our

readers have been called upon to pay a higher subscrip-

tion rate for this journal, added to which the paper qual-

ity is less substantial and the space devoted to their in-

terests, compressed by using closer faced and in some

departments, smaller type. The figures quoted above will

we trust serve to explain effectively the conditions which

face Canadian publishers, no matter the nature of their

medinm, and show at same time that the return to normal

is quite far removed. A. G. Mclntyre, Paper Expert of

the Newspaper Publishers Association, estimates that, if

the normal pajperconsumpt—6 to 10 per cent, per year in

the United States is maintained, and taking as a basis the

meantime production of Canadian and American mills, we

on this continent will have to face a shortage during 1918

of some 1,.jOU tons per day. Continuing he states that,

when the price of newsprint dropped to a minimum of 2

cents delivered, a profit of $10 to $15 per ton had always

been maintained by Canadian mills." Under 1917 con-

tract ijrices, profits from $30 per ton upwards are being

made." The advantage of the Canadian producer over

the American producer, he considers to be considerably

in. excess of $5 a ton, and he believes, in view of the

current relation of supply to demand, "that the oppor-

tunity for Canadian pulp and paper mill development,

even under present extreme conditions, is both safe and
highly remunerative.

"

Industrial enterprise, we may say at once, is indissolubly

linked with the stock market. In more immediately pre-

war days, pulp and paper industries were however rather

too lean of appearance to whet the public appetite.

Paper-making was then an enterprise engaged in for the

l)eneHt of those directly concerned ; now, with profits of

thirty dollars per ton and upwards, the benefits will ac-

crue for the most part to those with but slight or entire

lack of knowledge of even the different plant locations

and who care not a "hoot" if they ever know under the

circumstances.

The "high cost of living" to which we are all more
or less subject has a good excuse in the war, at least so

we are made to believe. Our stock and other market
manipulators have however more to do with the H.C.L.

than has the war, in the final analysis. We are anticipat-

ing larger benefits to accrue to us industrially in peace

time, both in the matter of meeting our own requirements

and those of nations of whose existence we have hitherto

had but a hazy geographical knowledge. It is not assum-

ing overmuch when we express the opinion that little in

either direction is likely to be realized, unless more at-

tention be given our industries for their value as such,

and less as financial footballs.

MORE EFFORT, MORE MEN, MORE MONEY.

IF
there is one thing more than another that the recent

peace scare has demonstrated, it is the fact of our

being in this war to the "knock out" stage. Beyond
the confines of the stock market, where expediency,

imagination, or reality, stand ever ready either to woo
or create opportunity, little excitement and probably still

less business dislocation resulted from the now silenced

dual-source peace proposals with their "soft pedal"
heralding. Renewed and still more forceful expression

has been given of the determination of Britain and her

Allies to prosecute the war to its logical conclusion, and
in this respect the verj- untimeliness of the peace sugges-

tions have not been without a salutary effect. As we see

it, the Dove of Peace—were that the fair bird or another

in its borrowed plumes—has tucked its head under its

wing for many months to come, under which circum-

stances, munitions, men. and money, to the limit of our

capacity and resources must needs be our New Year
programme. Our Imperial Munitions Board, our Na-

tional Service Commission, and our Patriotic Fund Execu-

tive, all war-created organizations, are more intensely

than ever war-in-earnest. Coupled with the "Thrift
Campaign" now been planned by our Minister of Fin-

ance. Sir Thomas White, it is abundantly evident that

our efforts and responsibilities are primarily those of war
concern, and, therefore, wasted if otherwise directed and
evaded. Much is expected of us during the coming year

and largely dependent on our measure of response—our-

selves and our substance, will the ushering in of a peace

wortli-while be hastened.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES

M EURIG LLOYD DAVIES, vice-president, Standard Chemical, Iron, and Lumber
Co., of Canada, manufacturers of wood distillation products. Royal Bank
Building, Toronto; representative of the United Alkali Co., of Liverpool,

England; director, Port Hope Sanitary Manufacturing Co., of Toronto; director,
Standard Iron Co., of Montreal; director, North American Chemical Co., Bay City,
Mich.: director, Robert Gage Coal Co., Bay City, Mich., was born at Liverpool, England,
October 3, 1865, son of William Hamlet Davies and Elizabeth Lloyd (Griffitli) liavies,

of that city.

^^
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MEURIG LLOVI) Ii.WlIOS.

He was educated at Liverpool College, folhiwiiig which in 18S2 he was articled to James
Muspratt & Sons, of Liverpool, chemical manufacturers, becoming manager of the works
there in 1889. The above firm was absorbed by the United Alkali Co. about a year
later. In .1892 he was made manager of the Hutchison Works of the United Alkali Co.,

at Widnes, Lancashire. From 1899 until 1913 lie was resident in the United States, and
filled the i)ositi()n of general manager to the Nortli American ('hemical Co., Bay City,

Mich. In 1913 ho came to Toronto as general manager of the Standard Chemical, Iron,

and Lumber Co., being made vice-president in the same year.

Mr. Davies married Sarah Elizabetli Simister, daughter of Timothy Simister, Runcorn,

England, August 2.3, 1S93, the lamilv consistinir of two daughters. His clubs are:

Toronto. Albany, Kosedale Golf and liC.Y.C.; his societies: A.F. & A.M. (32° Scottish

Rite); Society of Chemical Iiulustry (Canadian Section); St. George's Society. In

politics, he is Conservative, anil in religious creed, Anglican. His residence is 31

South Drive, Toronto, Ont.

—Photo ooiirU'S.v nrlltsli uiiil Coloiihil I*roas.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

lii

53 (/()

M Oil

imtip

PIG IRON.

<3rey forge, Pittslmrgh .. $;

Lake Superior, cluu-coal,
Chii-.Tgii :

Stanihird low plios., Pliila-
ilelpbia i

Bessemer, Pittsburgh .... ;

Basic, Valley furnace .... ;

Montreal Tor

MiLldlesboro, No. 3
Clei'eland, No. S
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 40 U(i :

FINISHED IRON AND' STEEL.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Ceuts

Iron bars, base. Toronto... 2..jO

Steel bars., base, Toronto.. S.Tvi

Steel bars, 2 in. and laiger
base J.U.'i

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. .j.;j.j

Steel bars, base, Montreo... 4.u.l

Twisted reinforcing bais,
base Pt.ri'i

Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsiburgh
Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-

liurgh
Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Cents

Steel bars, base o.T.'j

Small shapes 4.00

F.O.B. Cphicago Warehouse
Cents

Steel bars 3.75
Bars, 2 iu. and up 4.-5
Structural shapes 3.85
Plates 4.50

FREIGHT RATES.
l^ittsbnrgU to Kolluwing Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 33.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 -'2 1

Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper, car-
load $36 00 $30 00

Electrolytic cop-
per 36 00 36 00

Castings, copper.. 35 00 36 00
Tin 47 00 47 00
Spelter 13 50 13 50
Lead 10 00 » 5U
Antimony 15 00 18 00
Aluminum 70 00 08 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 14 to 1/2 ... $5 40 $5 40
Heads 5 75 5 75
Tank plates, .3-16 in. 5 50 5 50

WROUGHT PIPE.
Butt weld.

Prices in effect Dec. 30, 1910.

Per 100 feet Black-Galv.
% in $ 4 25 $ 5 75
% in 3 54 5 07

% in 3 54 5 r.7

14 in 4 59 6 16

% in 5 64 7. 70
1 in 8 33 11 48

H4 in 11 27 15 53
1% in 13 48 18 56
2 in 18 13 24 98
2% in 28 67 39 4'.)

3 in 37 49 51 64

3V4 in 46 92 63 94
4 In ^ 55 59 75 76

" " fjapweld.
2 in 21 09 27 .57

2% in 31 59 41 83
3 In 41 31 54 70

3V(. in ."1 52 68 54
4 in 61 04 81 21
I'i in 71 12 94 62
5 in 82 8S 110 30
II in 107 50 143 00
7 in 142 .SO 180 80
s in. 1 1.50 on 190 .30

s in 172 .so 220 10
9 in 2117 IMI 270 80

111 in. L 192 00 231 20
10 in 247 20 323 40

Prices Ontario, Quebec and
-Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.
4iA" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings. 4" and un-

der, 30%.
4','j" and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Healers' Buying p

Copper, light ....
Copper, crucible..
Copper, heavy . .

.

Copper wire
No. 1 machine

composition ....

-No. 1 composition
turnings

New Brass clip-
pings

No. 1 brass turn-
ings

Steel, low phos...
Heavy Melting

steel
No. 1 machine

cast iron
steel turnings ...

Boiler plate
ItaiU
.\xles. wrought

iron
Tires, steel
Itails

Shafting
Malleable scrap ..

Pipe, wrouglit ..

Stove plate
Heavy lead
Tea lead
Scrap zinc
.\luminum

nces.

utreal

$19 00
23 UO
23 00
23 00

20 50

16 50

17 00

15 25
14 00

Toronto
$21 75
25 25
24 50
24 50

19 .50

17 00

17 00

15 00
14 00

13 00 14 00

20 W)
7 GO
12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 73
20 00
10 25
10 50
13 00
7 50
fi 00
8 00

35 00

Hi 00
7 00

10 50
15 00

24 00
11 00
14 00
20 00
11 00
9 00
13 00
7 75
5 50
7 00

35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 35
Plate washers 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 15

Machine bolts, % and lesS'. 25
Blank bolts 15
Bolt ends 15
ilachine screws, H. and rd.

hd., stee) 27',4

.Machine screws, 0. and fli.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
.N'uts, hex., up to 1 in., -$3.75

per lb. off.

Nuts, hex., over 1 in. $2,00
per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs,
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 30
Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger .$5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15
Wood screws, fiat, bright.. .75
Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .421/2

Wood screws. O. & R.,
brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screws, O. & R.
bronze Z2Vi

MILLED PRODUCTS.
I'er ('cut.

Set screws 40
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 15
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus ID

Fin. & semi-fln, nuts up to
1 in 30

I'^in. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 45
Coupling bolts, plus 15

Planer Ijead bolts, without
fillet 15

Planer head bolts, with fillet.. net
Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 !U SO
Planer head bolt nuts, over

1 in 25
Planer bolt washers ...plus 10
Hdllow set screws.. list plus 40
Collar screws list pins 20
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 70
Patch bolts add Go

Cold presised nuts to 1^
in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $2.00

BILLETS.

Per gross ton
Bessemer billets $60 00
Open-hearth billets 60 00
O.II. sheet bars 60 00
Forging billets 80 00
Wire rods 70 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 4 75 4 7U
Cut nails 400 400
.Miscellaneous wire nails.... C5%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,
100 lbs $4 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, guaranteed 2SV2
Solder, strictly 25y.
Babbitt metals 11 to 65
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb. drums 3 OO
White load, pure, cwt 14 25
Red dry lead, lOO-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Olue, French medal, lb.... 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 93
Gasoline, per gal., bulk... 27y2
Benzine, per gal., bulk..,. 26I/2

Pure turpentine, sdngle
bbls., gal 71

Linseed oil, raw. single,
bbls 1 12

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 15

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per I'wt. 8 00
Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing, No. 1 Italian 32
Packing. No. 2 Italian 25
Lead wool, per lb 12

Pure Manila rope 25V4
Transniis9ion rope, Manila 2;iVi

Drilling cables, Manila ... 28V2

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 2.5%

C.4RBON DRILLS AND
RE.\MERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes 35
S,S. drills, 1/16 in. and larger 50
Standard drills to 11/2 in 50
St.TTidard drills, over 1V4 in. 20
3-fluted drills to 11/2 in 20
3-fluted drills, over 1% in.. 10
Bit stock 50
Ratchet drills 20
Machine bits for wood 15
S.S. drills for wood 45
Wood boring brace drills... 35
Electricians 25
Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin and taper reamers 30
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 55
Centre rtmiuers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15
High-speed drills up to 1% in.

and over iy< in. are now double
list.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%
Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTING.'*.

Canadian malleable, A, add
5%; B and C, 12%,; cast iron.
40; standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, 45;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
70; malle.able lipped unions, 55.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto
Sheets, Black, No. 2S..l;5 00 ,$5 75
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 50 5 60
Canada plates, dull,
52 sheets 5 75 5 75

Canada plates, all

bright 6 ?0 6 50
Apollo br.and, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 (B.W.
Q 7 45 7 33

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 50
Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 6 70 7 20
Premier, 10% oz 7 00 7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in $9 45
5-16 in 9 10
% in 8 35
7-16 in 7 15

% in 6 95
9-16 in 6 95
% in 6 80
% in 6 70
% in 6 55
1 inch 6 40
Above quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 50
3-16 in 11 70
hi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40
% in 6 33
7-16 in 6 35
^4 in 6 35
% in 6 35
% in 6 35

Prices per KM) lbs.

FILE.S AND R.ASPS.

l*er Cent.
Great Western, .\merican ... 60
Kearney &• Foot. Arcade. .

.

00
J. Barton Smith, Eagle (!0

McClelland, Globe 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47%
Nicholsion 50
Globe 57Vi
Vulcan 57y>
Disston :.. 60

CO.AL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
¥ough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 50
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50
Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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X

1%

BOILER TUBES.

Seam-
Size, less

in $30 00

in 30 00

In

'Lap-
welded

2%,

3

3%
3%
4

30 00

2!) m
33 00

33 00

in
in

in

in ;;o 7i>

in 53 00

in 54 50

in 59 50

in 75 00

24 00

•Jl (HI

20 00

M 50

31 00

3G 00

39 00

49 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 25
Royalite, per gal., bulk 12

Machine oil. per gal 2."tii.

Black oil, per gal la'/o

Cylinder oil, Capital 45V2
Cylinder oil. Acme 36V2
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 0.6
I^ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic STVa
Imperial quenching oil .... 39V2
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-10%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, Xo. 1. . $1 40
Leather in sides 1 20

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic. 603, 50 ft .. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Itival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape. 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra IS
Peerless IS

Grand 17
Superior 17

X L C R 16
Atlas 16

X Empire 15
Ideal 15

X press 14

COLORED.
Lion 12%
Standard 11
No. 1 11
I'opular 10
Keen 09

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 24
Axle IS
Anvil 14

.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored ; . . .

.

10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS^
Montreal Toronto

Bars, H to 2 in. ..$46 00 $46 00
Plaiu sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tiu-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x60 base. 57 00 57 00

Braziers' in sheets.
6x4 base 46 50 46 50

BRASS.
Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 55

Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polisihing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 13-5
Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, yrrouud 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition 08 to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder .30 to 35

Prices TPer Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. siq. ft.$12 00 .frj 50

Sheets, ZVa lbs- sq.

ft 11 75 12 25
Sheets, 4 to lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHE.MICALS.

Acid, horacic $ .15

Acid, hydrochloric 06
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, ."sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate .15,

Ammonium chloride ll
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
-Vmmonium sulphate ,07
Arsenic, white 12.

Copper, carbonate, auhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per o/..).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55

Sodium Itisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide, 127-130%, .41

Sodium hydrate '. 04
Sodium hvposulphite, per
100 lbs 5.00

Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in iclose touch through provincial correspondents

Montreal, Que., Jan. 8, 1917.—With the

turn of t!ie .ytar, commercial and indus-

trial interests have resumed their pre-

lioliday activity. The business outlook

for the ensuing- twelve months equals, if

not surpasses, that of the like period just

closed. More or less relief has been re-

cently afforded transportation difficulties

by reason of additional rolling stock hav-
ing been made available.

Pig Iron

The production of pig iron is being
affected by the marked scarcity of coke,

together with the trouble experienced in

delivery of the raw materials to the fur-

naces. The cuke situation has recently

been of such a serious nature as to cause

the temporary or partial shut down of

several blast furnaces. No price advances
have taken place during the week, but

the high level reached a couple of weeks
ago is being maintained. It is generally

conceded, however, that the crest of the

advance has been reached.

Steel

The steel situation has failed to resume
its nre-holiday activity, the present mar-
ket bein'2' exceptionally f|iiiet. iiiiiddilion

to the adjustments that are habitual at

this period of the year, the quiet tone
noticeable is no doubt due to the uncer-

tainty still prevailing in some quarters

as to the ultimate outcome of interna-

tional peace negotiations. Production
continues unabated with prices at the

high level. Blue annealed sheets have

been advanced -flO per ton, the Pittsburg

quotation being $4.50 per hundred. Black

sheets are lower, the base being $5 per

hundred. Local prices on slieets show a

tendency to advance. Dealers here have
recently revised their quotations on boiler

plates and tubes; plates are now $5.40;

heads, .$5.75 and tank plates (.3-10 in.

thick) are $5.50. Changes in tube prices

effect the I! ajjid 4 inch seamless sizes, the

demand for these Iieing very heavy. The
former are now .$55, and the hitter $75

per 100 feet.

High Speed Steel

The situation in high speed steel shows

little change. The demand continues

heavy and prices are very firm, ranging

from $2.50 to $.T per pound.

Metals

The market ap|)e!ii-s still affecled liv

peace talk. Copper shows a weaker ten-

dency. Tin is slightly .stroncrer and

temporarily higher. Spdter is linn and

steady. Lead continues very firm, with

sli'jrbt scarcity ajiparent.

Copper.—The market is still influenced

by the uncertainty that still prevails re-

garding -the present political situation.

Activity in resale metal has apparently

weakened the market, but producers

conitnue to i|uutc high prices. The
market has declined both in London and
New York; the latter now quoting 29

cents for lake and 2S'/4 cents for electro-

lytic. The situation here is quiet, but

tlealers are firm in their quotations; lake

and electrolytic being 3C cents, anil cast-

ings 35 cents per pound.

Tin.—Strength was given the market
following a little increased activity dur-

ing the latter part of the week. The gen-

eral situation, however, is without ma-
terial change. Advances are noted in

both London and New York reports; New
York being 1% cents higher than a week
ago. Dealers here are quoting 47 cents

on a steady market, this being an ad-

vance of one cent per pound.

Spelter.—Satisfactory conditions pre-

vail in the spelter market, producers are

liolding firm on prices. The abnormal
production which appeared evident some
months ago has not materialized, as the

additional facilities have been offset by

the closing of a number of mines. The
local situation continues steady with

prices firm at 13' o cents per pound.

Lead.—The market in lead continues

very firm in face of recent and current

<lislurbances. Tliis is iiart'.y due lo an

apparent scarcity of available metal. New
York is still quoting T^:'-> cents for

"trust" metal, with "independents"
asking Ms cent higher. Prices here are

unchanged at 10 cents per pouiul.

Antimony.—The market is holdimr firm,

prices bciiisr well maintained. Tlealers

here are quoting 15 cents per pound on a

quiet market.
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Aluminum.—The market is very steady,

the quotation here liaving- returned to

70 cents per pound.

Machine Tools and Supplies

With the passing;- of the holiday season

the machine tool trade is again resuming

some of its previous activity. The re-

cent placing of large munition contracts

is beginning to rellect itself in the de-

mand for additional equipment. The ab-

normal high cost of raw materials and

labor has resulted in higher prices for all

lines of tools. The expense entailed in

equipping a plant at the present time is

from 50 to 75 per cent, greater than that

of a couple of years ago.

Scrap

Following a quiet week in the scrap

market the general tone is easier, more

especially m old copper. Much of the

inactivity is owing to the difhculty of

securing shipping facilities, although the

demand has also fallen oft'. The local

changes this week are a decline of 2 cents

on old copper, the current quotations

ranging from 19 cents for light, to 23

cents for heavy and old wire. Owing to

the curtailment in pig iron production the

demand on machine cast iron has in-

creased, an advance of 5 cents per hun-

dred, placing this class of scrap on a

$20 per ton basis. Old shafting is much
in demand, the price quoted being 20

cents, an advance of 3i/4 cents. Stove

plate is higher, the local notation of 13

cents being one cent over that of last

week.

Toronto, Ont., Jan. 9.—The freight

situation is perhaps tbe outstanding fea-

ture in industrial circles this week. Con-

ditions have been steadily getting worse

for some months, until now a crisis has

been reached. This is particularly so as

regards coal, due largely to the shortage

of motive power and ears, and also con-

gestion in the freight yards. It is pro-

posed to take off a nuiiiber of passenger

trains between Toronto and the U. S.

border, so as to release engines for haul-

ing freight trains.

Steel

The peace proposals have had less

effect on the steel market than was anti-

cipated, prices still advancing. How long

this upward movement will continue is

difficult to say, but in any case some pro-

ducts will be affected more than others.

Take, for instance, ship plates and steel

rails, for which there will be as big a

demand after the war as there is at the

present time
;

prices on these, particu-

larly the former, will yet reach a con-

siderably higher level, and the relative

advance in plates will be greater than in

bars and shaiies. Plates have advanced

40e per 100 lbs. since the beginning of

the year, i-4-in. and larger being now
quoted at .$5.40; heads, $5.70; and tank
plates, $5.50 per 100 lbs. Local ware-

house price on steel bars is now 3.75c,

and, on small shapes, 4c per lb. Wrought
iron pipe, black and galvanized, has ad-

vanced 2 points, wliile liiglier prices on
black sheets have been announced. This
advance in sheets has been expected, as
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the situation in the )irimary market is

tight, due to shortage of sheet bars and

scarcity of fuel and labor. Deliveries are

getting very backward on account of con-

ditions at the mills, and indications point

to further advances. Galvanized sheets

are unchanged in the meantime, the

weakness in spelter having some effect on

the market. Local steel merchants re-

port a good volume of business during

December, and believe that January will

he even better. Deliveries from mills

continue slow, with no sign of improve-

ment. Local sliipbuilders are asking for

considerable tonnages of steel plates, but

are experiencing much difficulty in get-

ting this material, even at the fancy

prices now ruling. The scarcity of ship

plates is restricting development in the

shipbuilding industry.

While the steel market in the U. S. is

less active than it was before the peace

proposals were made, there is little sign

of weakness. As a matter of fact, prices

are being well maintained, which em-

phasizes the strong technical position of

the market. Foreign demand continues,

despite the existence of iieaco talk and

uncertainty in the international situa-

tion. Chicago warehouse prices are high-

er, bars being quoted at 3.75c ; bars, 2 in.

and up, 4.25c; structural shapes, 3.85c;

and plates, 4.50c per lb. Bessemer and

open^hearth billets are now being quoted

at $60 per ton, Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

There is no change in the pig iron

situation, the general tone of the market

being strong, though quiet. Prices of

domestic pig irons are still withdrawn.

In the U. S., the pig iron market is quiet.

Buyers continue to wait for develop-

ments in international affairs before pro-

ceeding with the covering of require-

ments over the second half of the year.

Prices continue firm, but unchanged.

Coal and Coke

The situation in coal and coke is get-

ting more acute, and there appears to be

little possibility of any pronounced relief

until the spring. Shortage of motive

power and congestion of freight in the

railway yards are the principal causes,

but efforts are being made to relieve the

situation. Coal dealers warn consumers

not to buy more coal than they really re-

quire, otherwise the shortage will become
more serious. Prices are»higher, steam
coal is selling at $8.50, and best slack

at $9 f.o.b. cars. Prices on coke are un-

obtainable.

Scrap
The scrap market is very unsettled,

due to peace talk and freight congestion

on the railways. Prices on all grades of

copper and brass scrap have declined ap-

proximately 2c per pound, but steel scrap

has not been affected. The embargo
which was placed on tlie exiport of steel

turnings lias been extended to include all

grades of steel scrap; this is having a
tendency to weaken the market on same.
The demand for scrap generally is good,

notwithstanding the unsettled situation.

Machine Tools
The market continues quiet, witli no
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developments of particular interest to

note. The prospect of further large or-

ders for munitions being placed in Can-
ada instead of in the U. S. has improved
the outlook, and a large volume of busi-

ness is expected. Another credit of -$50,-

000,000 has been arranged by the Can-
adian banks for tlie British Government
to finance further contracts for muni-

tions.

Supplies

Prices on macliine shop supplies are

still advancing. New and higher prices

on lubricating and machine oils have been
announced. These oils will in the future

be sold on a bulk basis, while an extra

charge of .$2 will be made for the barrels.

The prices given in the selected market
quotations have been revised accordingly.

Castor oil is higher, and is now quoted
at 25c. Lard oil has also advanced and
is now $1.45. Acme cutting oil, Union
thread cutting oil, and fuel oil prices

have also been, revised upwards. New
discounts have been issued on l)rass ma-
chine screws, but iron screws are un-
changed. Packings have been advanced
2c. per pound.

Metals

The metal markets are still being influ-

enced by peace talk and the situation is

consequently somewhat unsettled. Cop-
per has declined, otherwise prices are un-

changed locally. Business which was
quiet over the liolidaj's is improving, and
a renewal of former activity is antici-

pated.

Copper.—Although copper has declined
on account of peace talk, the position of
this metal is still very strong, and a re-

covery is more than likely. The consump-
tion of copper will be very heavy even
after the war, which will have a tendency
to keep prices up. Locally copper has
declined 2c. and quotations are entirely

nominal at 30c per pound.
Tin.—The market is steadier with a

fair volume of business. Quotations are
unchanged and nominal at 48c. per pound.

Spelter.—The situation is unchanged
and the market has a quiet tone. Local
quotations steady at 13i/'2C. per pound.

Lead.—The market is characterized by
a general tone of dullness. The leading
interest maintains its price at 7.50c. New
York, but the outside interests are under-
stood to be selling below that figure.

Local price 9 'Ac. per pound.
Antimony.—The market generally is

featureless, with quotations unchanged
at 18c. per pound.
Aluminum.—Quotations are firm but

nominal at 08c. per pound.
Solders.—There has been a decline in

prices of solders. Guaranteed is now
quoted at 28i/2C., and strictly at 25^/2C.

per pound.

BIG CONTRACT ABANDONED
THE seven million dollar contract for

the improvement of the port of St. .John

(Courtenay Bay side) has been thrown
up by the contractors, the Norton, Grif-

fiths Co., and all work discontinued.

The St. John harbor works were part

of the general scheme of the present

Government for the improvement of
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Canadian ocean ports. A good de;il ol

work has been done, but the contractors,

who were to have completed tlie larger

part of the improvements by ne.\t spring

have not made the necessary progTess

and are now apparently unable to go on.

In addition to the actual harbor work,

the plans included the construction of a

large drydock on a subsidy basis.

It is regarded as unlikely that the

Public Works Department will take over

the uncompleted work. If the comple-

tion is not to be deferred until after the

war, the contract will probablv be trans-

ferred. Something like $3,000,000 has

alreadv been expended on nndertakipg.

©
MANUFACTURING PATRIOTISM

SOME time agK) the Imperial Munitions
Board at Ottawa found themselves fac-

ing a 75 per cent, increase in the already

high prices of acetone supplied from the

United States. Tliey decided upon its

manufacture in Canada. After full in-

vestigation, it was reported to the board
that the distillery at Toronto, of Messrs. •

Gooderliam & Worts, was the most suit-

able of all tJie Canadian distilleries for

the purpose. The Munitions Board there-

upon offered to lease the building and
plant from the company for the duration

of the war; the rental to be based on the

average net profits of Messrs. (looderham
& Worts, for the past three years, plus

interest on their actual investment. The
company within a few days thereafter

refused the offer of the Munitions Board.
In effect, the whisky distillers said:

'

' This company will lease its distillery,

its l)uildings and its complete plant to

tlie Board only upon the understanding
that it shall receive no compensation
whatever from the Imperial Munitions
Board. Furthermore, we are authorized

to say that if the services of our general

manager. Col. H. E. Gooderham, and his

son, Capt. Gooderham, are of any use to

the Board in the operation of the com
paiiy's plant thereafter, they are offered

on like terms."
Xeedless to say, the offer was promptly

and gratefully accepted as a result, and
the Board is now operating the Gooder-
ham & Worts plant, with Col. Gooderham
as general manager, and Captain Gooder-
ham as assistant general manager, pay-
inu- nothing for either plant or managers.
The Imperial Government has asked the

Munitions Board to convey to Messrs.
Gooderham & Worts its thanks for their

miinificent and patriotic action.

©
Trail, B.C.—The Consolidated Mining

& Smelting Co., is preparing plans for

enlarged operations in the refining of
copper with a 50 per cent, increase to its

present facilities. With such incrca.se

effected, the refinery will have capacity
for jirodncing about 11,000,000 jiounds

of refined copper per annum. There is

no other copper refinery in Canada at

the present time. The Consolidated
Mining Co., was a pioneer in the treat-

ment of zinc electrolytically. and. from
the resultant production a new source
of income was developed the past year.

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Inder the arrangement made 1>.V the .Minister of Trade and Commerce with .Sir

Edward Gre.v in Jul.v. li)ll, the Department of Trade and fommeree, Ottawa, i-

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose

oiriters have heen instructed b.v the Foreign OlTice to answer inquiries from and give

informatiou to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Baliia, iBiitisU Consul. Hio de
Janeiro, BritisU Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisli Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, Britisli Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, BritisU Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil. Britisli Consul.

KGi'PT — Alexandria. British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre. Britisli Consul G«ueral.
Marseilles. Britisli Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta. Director General of

Coniniercial Intelligence.

ITALY—^Genoa. British Consail General.
.Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral,

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British

Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

POKTUGAL-Lishuu, British Consul,

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd. British Consul, Vla-

divostocli, British Consul. Odessa.
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona. British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva. British Consul,

URUGUAY—Monte Video, British Vice-

Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-

Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service

The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

e.vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial .\gents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc.. and the names and addresses of trade representatives hy Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues sliould state wliether prices are at factory point, f.o.h. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TR.1iDE COMMISSIONERS.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista. No. 4i;, Buenos Aire's. Cable

address. Canadian.

AUSTRALIA— I). H Ross, Stock Exchauge Building, Melbourne. Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—K. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes. agent also for the

Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CH1N.\ .1. W. Ross, 13 N.'niking Road, Shangliai. Cable address, Canconia.

CUB.i—Acting Trade Commissioner. Lonja del Coniniercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address. Cantracom.

FB.\NCE Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capudnes.

I'aris. Cable address, Stachu'ona.

.TAI'AN ^G. B. .lohuson. P. O. Box 109, Yokohoiua. enable address. Canadian.

HOLLAND—Acting Trade Coramissioner, Zuldblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Wat'ermlll.

RUSSIA C F .Tus.1 C.inadlan (Jovernment Commercial Agent, Alexandrivakaya,

Ploshch 0, Petroiirad. L, I), Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,

Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia,

NEWFOUNDLAND—W, B. Nicholson, Bank of .Montreal Bnilding, Water Street. St,

.Tohn's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W, A. Bcddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable

.iddress, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. .1. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings. Cape Town. Cable address,

Cantracom.

UNITED KIN<!DOM—Harrison Watson. 7.S Baslngliall Street. Ixindon. E.G.. Ehigland.

Cable address, Sleighing, London. N. D. .Tohnston, Sun Building. Clare Street.

Bristol Cabli. aildrcss, Cana.llan. .1. E, Ray, ••.lUral 11,. use Birmingham, Cable

address Canadian, .1. Forsvth Smith. 2T-'.'S Pearl Building. East Paradise. LtH'ds.

Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C, Bickcrlke, Canada Chambers, 30 Spring

Gardens, Man<'he8ter, Cable address. Cantracom. .T, T, LIthgon-, S7 Union Street.

Glasgow, Scotland. Calile address. Contracom.

SI'ECIAI> TRADE COM.M1SSIONER—LUMBER
II. R, M' ,\linan. vl,'«ltlng Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient,

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAI- AGENTS

AUSTRALIA—B. .Mllllri. Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S,W.

BRII'Isn WEST INDIES Edgar Tripi). Port of Spain. Trinidad. Cable address.

lanadiiin. It. II, <'nrry. Na,'<saii, Balianiaa,

.N'oRW.W .\ND DEN.M.VUK- C. E. Sonlnm Grubbeged No, 4, Clirlstlanln. Norway.

Cable address: Sontuins.

C.tNADIAN lIKill COM^IIS.>>IONKIfS OITICK

UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. GrIITith. Secretary. 17 Vlclorln Street. London. S,W,,

England,
' Cable aildrcss. Dominion. I^mdon
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
St. Catharines, Ont. — The Kinleith

Paper Co. will build an extension to their

mill here.

i Toronto, Ont.—It is reported that a

large steel plant may be established here

under the Imperial Munitions Board.

Thorold, Ont.—The Exolon Co., manu-
facturer of abrasive wheels, has awarded
the contract for an addition to its plant.

Estimated cost, $100,000.

Timmlns, Ont.—The Murray Mogridge
Mining Co., proposes to build a compres-

sor plant and stamp mill on property near

here. Engineer, C. E. .Jury, Toronto.

Brandon, Man.—Fire recently destroy-

ed the Brandon Machine & Implement
Works, the damage being estimated at

$20,000, which is partly covered by in-

surance.

Toronto, Ont.—City Architect Pearse

has issued a permit for a 20,000-gallon

water tank to Adams Bros., on King
Street, near Niagara. The tank will cost

$1,240.

Vancouver, B.C.—Fire which started

on Jan. 5 in Wood, Vallance & Leggatt's

paint warehouse, caused a loss of over

half a million dollars, fully covered by
insurance.

Preston, Ont.—Fire here on Jan. 7 de-

stroyed the blacksmith and finishing

shops of the Preston Car and Coach Co.

The origin of the fire is not known. The
loss is estimated at about $100,000.

Gait, Ont.—Damage to the extent of

.$,35,000 was done by fire on Jan. 3 to the

factory of the Crown Hat Co. All mach-
inery in the stitching-room was destroy-

ed. The loss is fairly well covered by in-

surance.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Port Arthur

Copper Co., which was recently incorpor-

ated at Toronto, propose to build a con-

centrating plant in this district. F. M.
Connell, mining engineer, Toronto, is in-

terested in the concern.

ELECTRICAL
Weston, Ont.—At the elections on

Jan. 1, the hydro by-law was carried

by a large majority.

MUNICIPAL
St. Marys, Ont.—The Town Council

contemplate installing a sewage disposal

plant.

Midland, Ont.— The Hydro-electric

by-law carried here by a majority of 55

on .Jan. 1.

Strathroy, Ont.—The ratepayers on

Jan. 1 carried a by-law endorsing the

hydro plebiscite.

London, Ont.—It is proposed to util-

ize 22 acres of city property on Egerton
Street for factory sites.

Cochrane, Ont.—A by-law for a $40,-

000 loan was carried at the recent elec-

tions, also a by-law re rate of taxes.

Oil Springs, Ont.—Ratepayers on Jan.

1, strongly endorsed the by-law enabl-

ing the Council to spend $10,000 on in-

stalling hydro.

Port Dover, Ont.—The ratepayers on

.Jan. 1, granted fixed assessment to the

Ivey Greenhouse Co., figures on the vote

being : For, 156 ; against, 31.

Highgate, Ont.—The ratepayers on

Jan. 1, carried by a majority of 69 the

enabling by-law authorizing the instal-

lation of hydro. The figures were: For,

^

75; against, 6.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation :—George F. Gait, Winnipeg

;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Bil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Markham, Ont.—By a vote of 9fi to 8

the ratepayers on Jan. 1, endorsed the

proposition to expend the sum of $6,-

000 on the extension of the present

waterworks system.

New Toronto, Out.—The by-law has

been carried fixing the assessment at

$4,000 per acre on property, etc., of

Brown's Copper & Brass Rolling Mills.

Ltd. The company is making important

extensions to the plant.

Listowel, Ont.—A by-law to expend

$20,000 on public and high school im-

provements, was carried by the narrow
margin of 41. A second by-law, provid-

ing for an expenditure of $18,000 on

street paving, was defeated by 187 ma-
jority.'

Sarnia, Ont.—The flow of water from

the new basins placed in operation at the

new waterworks at Point Edward has

shown an output of half-million gallons

in 24 hours. This is not as large a flow

as was looked for as these basins are

right on the bank of the river. It is

expected that the city will put down
more basins, as the plan is declared

to be a good one, and all that is needed

is enough basins to give the required

amount of water.

CONTRACTS
Vancouver, B.C.—A large piling con-

tract has been awarded by the C. P. R.

to the Vancouver Creosoting Co., wliieu

only recently began operating its new
big plant in North Vancouver. The eon-

tract amounts to $150,000, and the piles

will be used in the extension to Pier D,
which the C. P. R.-ds now undertaking.

A large number of the piles will be 130

feet in length.

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal &
Southern Counties Railway Co. has
placed an order with the Ottawa Car Co.

for sis new electric interurban passenger
cars, consisting of three motors and
three trailer cars. The new cars will be
fifty-five feet long, with a seating capac-
ity of sixty-two passengers. They will

be equipped with four 50-hor&c powei
motors, improved Peter Smith heating

and ventilation systems, smoking com-
partment.

MARINE
St. John, N.B.—The Eastern Steam-

ship Corporation fleet of steamers, docks
and warehouses, etc., have been pur-

chased by Hayden, Stone & Co., of Bos-
ton, on behalf of a s.yndicate, who will

reorganize the corporation. The price

paid was $3,366,000, which includes a

larg'e interest in the Boston and Yar-
mouth Steamship Co.

1916 Lakes Season.—The lake marine
season of 1916 will be known as the long-

est on record, boats encountering ice at

the start and finish. Thirteen vessels

passed out of existence during the nine

months of navigation, but most of them
were small and only two were lost in col-

lisions. Two boats stranded and were

total losses; three were destro.yed by fire,

and six foundered. Four of the lost ves-

sels went down in the gale which swept

Lake Erie on Oct. 20, and the steamer

"Merida,'" which went down with all

hands, was the biggest monetary loss. She

was insured for^$200,000. The loss on

tlie S. R. Kirby, which went down in Lake

Superior early in the summer, was the

next a'reatest loss. She cost the under-

writers $120,000. Total loss of life was

70, as against 15 the year previous.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Ont.—A new oflice building

and warehouse will be erected at 69 Ade-

laide Street West, by S. Frank Wilson

& Sons, publishers. Plans for the build-

ing are not yet complete, but, according

to present intentions, it will be either of

brick and steel, or concrete and steel

construction, 68 by 200. and probably

nine storeys high.
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!:^RWilIiams Madiineiy
! Company ^^ Limited
64-66 Front St. West,

Toronto CAWDA
St. John, N.B.,Winnipeg,

Vancouver
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Two Opportunities
WE offer for sale at Swissvale, Pa., a com-

plete Forging Plant suitable for 5 or 6
shells, consisting of Hydraulic Presses, Pumps,
Accumulators and all accessories, ready to run
with or without electric motor equipment as

desired.

Also at Wilmerding, Pa.

A complete plant for the manufacture of i8-pdr.

British Shrapnel Bullets. Labor required, four

men. Complete list below.

he inanufa^'ture of bullets forThese PresseH, et<-., ilNed in t

the IH-pdr. UriliMh Shrapnel.

3

—

3-tiiu tjuigliw Load Pots (one new) with cast Iron parts
for three fnrniices.

3—\Vater-j;u ketccl Slug Molds with stands.
1—Slug Mold Car tor narrow gauge track.
'1—Slug Heating Furnaces.
2—J. Robertson \- Son Triplex Hydraulic I'uuipB with

valves ana fittings to connect with Extrusion Presses.
2— .1. Uolierts-on & Son C50-tiin Hydraulic Extrusion

Presses.
-—Aiitonuitic lU'i'l Winding Riiclis. (Six reel capacity.)

(Structural sti'cl.)

2 Heel Racks (24 reel capacity) structural srt€«l.

72—Reels.
12—2-ton capa<-ity Ijullet dump buckets.
:;—No. TIJVj Bliss Power Presses.
6—Bliss Tumblii g B ureis.

Write our office at Swissvale for

full iiifornKition, a ii d make
(irrangenieiits f o r inspection.

The A. R.Williams Machinery Co., Limited
TORONTO ONTARIO

:m;rf(,Vt(tit6rftf.tmaf»(itrt(iVt(Srt(ire«!rt«f. 3lga«\;i?W!y«i!f:{iK'ai?tii»wwig^^^

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be antMred.
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TRADE GOSSIP
St. Catherines, Ont.—The St. Cather-

ines Br.as.s Work.s are building- a foun-

dry.

Guelph, Ont. — The International

Malleable Iron Co., propose building an

extension to their, foundry.

Britain Requisitions Copper.—Supplies

of iaivvrou,^lU t-opper have been re(iuisi-

tioned by the British Government.

Victoria,. B.C.—The Aetna Iron &

Steel Co., is applying- for a site on the

terminal area on which to erect a plant.

Sudbury, Ont.—The Murray Mining

Co., are negotiating for hydro power for

the development of a mining property

three miles from here.

New Munitions Credit.—Another credit

of $50,000,000 by Canadian banks to the

Imperial authorities for munitions is an-

nounced. This makes a total of $250.-

000,000 provided in Canada.

Cobourg, Ont.^The Federal Steel &
Foundry Co., are having plans prepared

for a steel plant and rolling mill to cost

about $250,000. T. H. Cole of the Cor-

bett Foundry & Machine Co., Owen
Sound, Ont., is manager.

Armstrong, Whitworth Co. of Canada,

Ltd., Montreal, who are represented in

Winnipeg by Kelly Powell, Ltd., are con-

adering opening- up a Vancouver branch

with the view of developing- their busi-

ness in maning drills, steel, etc., through-

out the mining districts of British Col-

umbia.

Winnipeg, Man.—Application will be

made at the next session of the Legisla-

tive Assembly of the Province of Mani-

toba for an Act to incorporate the Trans-

cona Electric Railway Co., with power to

build, operate and equip electric rail-

ways, and to do an electric light, power

and gas business.

H. W. Petrie, of Montreal, Ltd., Mont-

real, are openino- a large department for

the sale of wholesale and retail automo-

bile supplies and accessories, in addition

to their regular line of iron and wood

working machinery. A. Carriere, form-

erly with John Millen & Sons, Ltd..

Montreal, is in charg-e of this depart-

ment.

Armstrong, Whitworth of Canada,

Ltd., has ,iust opened new, larger, and

up-to-date offices in Montreal at Nos

298-300 St. James Street. The new pre-

mises consist of three floors and base-

ment. It is the intention to carry a very

complete stock of their product, in order

to ensure quick delivery, particularly of

small orders.

Samuel Osbom, Canada, Ltd., will

shortly establish a plant in Montreal for

the purpose of manufacturing high-speed

tools for machine shops and special uses.

They -will also have a hardening plant in

charge of a Sheffield expert for treat-

ment of steels. This arrangement will

enable the company to make quicker de-

livery- and give better service gienerally

to their customers.

Montreal, Que.—The machinery and
equipment for the new tire plant which

the Armstrong Whitworth Co., are

building is arriving, and they hope to

have the two new six ton Heroult furn-

aces in operation in from 60 to 90 days.

Toronto, Ont.—Forgings, Ltd., 27 At-

lantic Avenue, has taken out a building

|)ermit to instal three fuel oil tanks at

a cost of .$2,000.

Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co.—At a

meeting of the directors of the Canadian
Pneumatic Tool Co., held recently in New
York, George J. Sheppard, who has been

connected with the concern- as manager
for a number of vears, was elected vice-

president. This honor was conferred on
him in appreciation of his efforts in mak-
ing the Canadian subsidiary a success.

He retains his position as Canadian man-
ager, W. 0. Duntley being the president,

and W. B. Seelig, secretary-treasurer. It

is the intention of the directors to erect

an up-to-date factory in Canada, with a

view to coping ^th future trade condi-

tions.

Lack of Ocean Tonnage.—Lack of
ocean tonnage may prevent the shipment

of the fifteen hundred miles of steel rails

which the Canadian Government under-

took to supply for use in France. Can-

ada is providing the rails, and. if the

British Government can get them across

the ocean, the arrangement entered into

two weeks ago will be earned out. Th"
tonnage now available, however, is in-

sufficient, and if no more is forth-comin;^

the rails can hardly be transported with

the expedition that is necessary. Three
hundred miles of steel from the Govern-

ment railways are going across at once.

If the rest cannot be taken over in time

it is assumed that steel mills in Great

Britain will He aised to turn out what is

rec|uired.

To Use Canadian Woods.—Canadian
lumber merchants will be glad to learn

tlie decision of the British War Office

to make larger use of Canadian woods
in the future manufacture of articles

requii'ed for war purposes. This agree-

ment is the outcome of representations

made by Sir George Perley. who put the

lumbermen's case strongly before the

authorities, more especially as regards

red and white pine. Specimen, prices

and samples of pine were submitted to

the War Office, with the result that an

inspector of equipment and supplies has

furnished for the merchants' guidance

lists of 68 articles in which the use of

Canadian woods will be provided for in

the specifications governing their manu-
facture.

TENDERS
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be

called until February 12. 1917. for works
required for the completion of the new
Parliament Buildings, which include the

following: Heating and ventilating, elec-

tric conduit and wiring. Thos. H. .Tohn-

son. Minister of Public Works, Winni-
peg.

St. Lambert, Que.—Tenders will be
received up to .lanuary 22. for the sup-

ply of a horizontal shaft centrifugal

pump, electric motor and s«4tchboard.

Specifications may be obtained from

H. A. (iil)eau. Town Engineer, Town
Hall. St. Lambert, Cliambly Co., P.Q.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived, achli-cssed to the chairman.
Board of Control, City Hall, Toronto,
up to .January IC, for the installation of

a 40 million Imperial gallon centrifugal
sewage pump at the main sewage pump-
ing station, Toronto. Specifications and
forms of tender may be obtained at the
Works Department, Room 0, City Hall.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received
up to .January 15, for the construction of

a reinforced concrete lighthouse tower
and fog alarm Ijuilding combined, and a

wooden dwelling at Point Abino, Town-
»\ny) of Bertie, Wetland County, in the
Province of Ontario. Plans, specifica-

tions, form of contract and schedule of
wages, can be seen, and forms of tender
procured, at the Harbor Master's office,

Toronto, and at the post offices, Welland,
Port Colborne. St. Catharines, Bridge-
burg. Hamilton and Brantford.

INCORPORATIONS
The Kerr & Goodwin Machine Co., of

Brantford, Ont.. have increased their

capital stock to .$100,000.

The Duncan Electric Co. has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of
$150,000 to manufacture and deal in elec-

trical apparatus and supplies of all kinds
at Montreal. Incorporators are J. H.
Meagher, Henry W. Chauvin and James
E. Coulin, all of Montreal.

The North Bay Toy Co. lias been in-

corporated at Toronto, with a capital of
.$100,000, to manufacture toys, wooden,
tin and metal wares of all kinds at North
Bay, Ont. The provisional directors are

:

Leonard W. Henderson, George Gordon
and Howard H. Thompson, all of North
Bay.

The Acme Oil & Gas Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto with a capital of
$1,000,000 to acquire and develop mineral
lands and dejjosits with head office at

Sarnia, Ont. Provisional directors are

William J. Barber, Clarence P. Smith
and Frederick R. Reeves, all of Sarnia,
Ont.

Port Arthur Shipbuilding Co. lias been
incorporated at Toronto, with a capital

of $2,500,000, to take over the business

of the Western Dry Dock and Shipbuild-

ing Co., of Port Arthur, Ont. The pro-

visional directors are: Donald R. Hos-
sack, .Tohn (!. Leckie. and Lome L. Lilli-

co, all of Toronto.

British Forgings, Ltd., has been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of $50,-

000 to cast, smelt, forge and roll iron and
steel, also to operate blast furnaces,

forges and converters. Head office is at

Montreal and the incorporators are F. G.

Bush, G. R. Dennan and A. G. Yeoman,
all of Montreal.

The Jarvis Optical Co. has been incor-

ported at Toronto with a capital of $40,-

000 to acquire the business of Charles A.

.Tar\'is. of Brantford, Ont.. manufacturer

of optical supplies and instruments. Pro-

visional directors are Charles A. Jarvis.

Norman J. Penwarden, and W. S. Brew-
ster, all of Brantford, Ont.
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PERSONAL
William Sherman Smith, harbor master

of Dalhonsie, X.B., for over twenty years,

died on January 4, aged 65.

Bertram Dawson, president of the

Dickson Bridge Works Co., Carabellford.

Ont., died on Dee. 31, aged 36 years.

Capt. H. N. McMaster has been ap-

pointed Marine Superintendent of the

Montreal Transportation Co., at King-

ston, Ont. He has been assistant super-

intendent since 1913.

John Grundy, engineer at the works

of the Canada Carriage Co., Broekville,

Ont., was aecidently killed on Jan. 1,

in the performance of his duties. De-

ceased was 65 years of age.

Bobt. Patterson, for forty-one years an

employee of the G. T. R. and for the last

seventeen years master mechanic in the

repair shops at Stratford, Ont., has been

placed in charge of the General Car &
Machinery Co. plant at ilontniag-ny. Que.

His appointment was made by the Im-

perial Munitions Board, Ottawa, and the

Grand Trunk is releasing him for the

period of the war. Charles Kelso will

act as mast-er mechanic at Stratford in

the interval.

Hug"li McCulloch, one of Gait 's most

prominent residents, died there on .Jan-

uary 8, in his si.xty-first year. He was
president of the Goldie & McCulloch Co.,

vice-president of the (Jalt Mallealile Iron

Co., and of the Gait Art Metal Co., and

a director of the Gore Mutual Fire In-

surance Co. A native of Gait, 'he was
closely identified with the industrial

progTess of the city, but never held muni-

cipal office. He was educated at Wliitby

Grammar School and Ui>per Canada
College.

INCORPORATIONS
The Empire Brush Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

$40,(100, to manufacture brushes and

brooms of all kinds at Toronto. Incor-

porators are: Samuel Scott, Abraham
Shulman, and Wilfred H. Taylor, all of

Toronto.

The MacFarlane Shoe Ltd., has been

incorporated at Ottawa vvith a capital

of .f40ll,000 to manufacture boots and

shoes of all kinds at Montreal. The in-

corporators arc Walter S. .Johnson, V.

W. Kairman and William S. Wilson all

of Montreal.

Daylyte Lamp Co. has been incorpor-

ated at Toronto, with a capital of .^200.-

000, to manufacture lamps and electrical

supplies of all kinds at Guelpli. Tlie pro-

visional directors are: .James I*".. Carter,

John Davidson and John Kennedy, all of

Guelph, Ont.

The Cluff Ammunition Co. has been

incorporate<l at Ottawa, with a caiiital of

.*!,.500,000, to manufacture explosives

and munitions of all kinds. Head office

at Toronto. The incorporators arc:

Artliur W. llolmested, Jjorne F. liambier

and Norman 1{. Kay, all of Toronto.

STEEL CASTINGS

We are in a position to make

immediate delivery of all

kinds of steel castings, 100 lbs.

and heavier.

Send us your next order.

Dominion Steel Foundry Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

LACK

PIAMOND
VENS

OVENS
Enameling and Varnishing.

^^ OVENS Heated by
CAS. ELECTRIC ITY, STEAM or COAL

Write for New Pamphlet Just Issued

BranHord Orni A Rack Ca., Ltd.. Brantfori', CanaHa

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig,

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Workt.
WINDSOR. ONT.

*?g»TABlEPlAiit»r^

"draw cut SMAPtRS

'

''SPtCIAl DRAW CUT R R5I1APCR5''

'FINISMtO MACMINt KEYS''
rsTAT10NART5,P0BTABLtKtYWATCUTnRSl

ISPCCIAI ICMMOTIVt CYUNOtR PLAM6WS1

erricc"' works: muskuon hught;> us a

WEBBER BROS. MACHINE
COMPANY

Gear Blanks, Shell Punches,
Boring Bars, Special Tools.

Machinery of all kinds
built to your specifications.

Better Work. Reasonable Price«.

848 Dupont St., Toroiuo.

Phone Hill. 2746

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M

•"I

are nianufactur
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

Wo can finish steel
stamping in NlckeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Rape Avenue, Toronto, Can.
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The Provost Mfg. Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$50,000 to manufacture stump puller!^,

trucks, wagons etc., at Edmonton, Alta.

The incorporators are Pierre Provost of

Leg-al, Alta., also George H. Stoddart

and John, C. Sherry of Edmonton.

Forgings, Ltd., has been incorporated

at Ottawa, with a capital of $100,000, to

manufacture forgings of all kinds, muni-

tions, and explosives, etc., with head of-

fice at Toronto. The incorporators are:

William H. Irving, Henry H. Davis and

Edward H. Brower, all of Toronto.

The Spencer Heating Co., of Canada,

Ltd., has been incorporated at Ottawa,

with a capital of $500,000, to manufac-

ture boilers, heaters and furnaces of all

kinds, with head office at Toronto. The

incorporators are: Tilman H. O'Neil, Al-

bert T. Hawley, and Hugh Poison, all of

Winnipeg.

South Bay Power Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

$1,000,000, "to operate power plants in

the Sudbury and Temiskaming districts

of Ontario, with head office at Toronto.

Pro\asional directors are: A. Fasken, G.

H. Sedgwick, and Duncan McArthur, all

of Toronto.

Standard Stampings, Ltd., has been

incorporated at Ottawa, with a capital of

$45,000, to carry on the business of

stampers, founders and metal workers,

with head office at Toronto. The incor-

porators are: James F. Edgar, Norman

R. Tyndall, of Toronto, and James E.

Maybee, of Port Credit, Ont.

Atlas Metal & Alloys Co., of Canada

Ltd., has been incorporated at Ottawa

with a capital of $50,000 to carry on the

business of metal workers, machinists

and smelters with head office at, Mon-

treal Incorporators are C. M. • Holt,

Alexander Chase-Casgrain and Errol

M. MacDougal all of Montreal.

The Stave Mfg. Co. has been incor-

porated at Ottawa, with a capital of

$50,000, to maintain and operate saw-

mills and planing mills, also to manufac-

ture staves and woodenware of all kinds,

with head office at Montreal. The incor-

porators are: Harold Wooland. Walter

H. Thomson and Walter F. Lee. all of

Montreal.

The Michipicoten Power & Paper Co.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with

a capital of $6,500,000 to manufacture

pulp, paper and paper substitutes of all

kinds with head office In Toronto. The

incorporators are William A. J. Case,

James B. Taylor and William M. Smith

all of Toronto.

The St. Catharines Machinery Co. has

been incorporated at Toronto, with a

capital of $40,000, to manufacture ma-
chine tools and machinery of all kinds,

at St. Catharines. Ont. The provisional

directors are: George Wilson, E. W.

Marks and Harry Shortt, all of St.

Catharines, Ont.

The Lytle Engineering Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $50,000 to manufacture all kinds of

engineers and mill supplies and to carry

on the business of iron and brass

founders, engineers and millwrights etc.,

with head office at Montreal. The in-

corporators are F. G. Bush, G. R.

Drennan and H . W. Jackson all of

Montreal.

CATALOGUES
The Cling-Surface Co., 1057 Niagara

Street, Buffalo, N.Y., have issued a very-

unique calendar of special interest to

engineers and will gladly send a copy
of anyone who applies to them.

Trucks and Turntables.—The Whiting
Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.,

have issued a catalogue. No. 124, su-

perseding No. 78. This catalogue il-

lustrates and describes a varied line ol

steel trucks, charging ears, turntables,

buckets, core oven ears, etc.

Electric Hoists.—Bulletin M-1, of the
Shepard Electric Crane Co., Montour
Falls, N.Y., gives particulars of floor-

operated electric hoists up to one ton

capacity. The bulletin also contains a

figured diagram accompanied by a table

giving the corresponding dimensions.

Collapsing Taps.—Bulletin No. 34, is-

sued by the Modern Tool Co., Erie, Pa.,

describes and illustrates the "Modern"
adjustable collapsing taps. The principal

features and construction of this type of

tap are dealt with fully. Copies of the

bulletin may be jiad on request.

Scientific Lubrication of Cutting Tools

is the title of a bulletin published by the

Cincinnati Lubricant Pump Co., Cincin-

nati, Ohio. The opening pages of the bul-

letin cover the history of cutting tool lub-

rication, followed by another dealing

with the use and application of lubricant

or "coolant" as it is termed. In the

latter part of the bulletin, the "Fulflo"
lubricant pump is described and illus-

trated and its merits dealt with fully.

Mechanical Stoker.—Bulletin B-2 deals

with the type "E" underfeed stoker

made by the Combustion Engineering
Corporation, New York. The bulletin

contains a full description of this stoker.

particular attention being given to the

principal features embodied in its de-

sign and operation. The illustrations

show sectional views of the stoker and

illustrations under various types of

boilers.

Crossley Oil Engines.—A bulletin deal-

ing with the new Crossley oil engine for

running on crude, residual and refined

oils, has been issued by Crossley Bros.,

Ltd., Openshaw, Manchester, England.

The bulletin contains full details cover-

ing the design of this engine and its at-

tachments, while the advantages claimed

for it are given in detail. Reference is

made to the economical fuel consumption

of the engine, and its adaptability for

burning various qualities of crude and

residual oils. Details of a test on a 95

b.h.p. engine are included. The bulletin

is fully illustrated.

Ammonia Fittings and Supplies.—The
Canadian lee Machine Co., Toronto, are

distributing a new high class catalogue,

dealing with the "York" ammonia fit-

tings and supplies. This catalogue, which

supersedes all pervious issues, illus-

trates and describes standard types of

fittings, etc., for which patterns are al-

ready made. A complete line of fittings

and supplies is dealt whh as used in re-

frigefation plants, the first part being

devoted to fittings and the second cover-

ing various types of condensers, ammo-
nia receivers, coolers, distillers, oil and
steam separators, brine coolers, and fil-

ters, etc. An extensive line of valves

and fittings are' illustrated, accompanied
by tables giving the principal dimen-
sions for each size. The concluding pages

contain views of numerous installations

featuring various types of "York" re-

frigerating machines. The catalogue

contains 132 pages, with exceptionally

good half tones. Copies may be had on
application by interested readers.

Star Grinding Wheels is the title of

catalogue No. 9, issued by the Star Cor-

undum Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich., which

deals with an extensive line of grinding

w heels for all purposes. The three pro-

cesses by which these wheels are made are

briefly described, followed by a table

showing general uses of grinding wheels

and the process of manufacture best

adapted and usually employed. Other

useful tables deal with grinding wheel

speeds, weights of wheels, decimal equi-

valents, selection of grades, etc. The

catalogue contains a number of sugges-

tions for taking care of wheels, ordering

and rules for calculating speeds. There

are also a number of rules for calculating

list prices for various shapes to be used

in conjunction with the price lists. A
large number of grinding wheels of vari-

ous shapes for different makes of grind-

ing machines are illustrated together with

the principal dimensions and prices. A
safety code for the use and care of abr?-

sive wheels is distributed with the cata-

logue. This is a very useful catalogue

and is gotten up in an attractive manner.

BOOK REVIEWS
Ford Methods and the Ford Shops.

By Horace Lucien Arnold and Fay
Leone Faurote. 440 paares. 7 x 10 inches.

Published by the Engineering Magazine
Co.. New York. Price $5. This book
which is one of the latest additions to

the Works Manasement Librarv. is a re-
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print of a series of articles that appear-

ed in tlie Engineering Magazine. It was

written for the most part by H. L.

Arnold, but completed by F. L. Faurote

after Mr. Arnold's death. Both authors

worked with the direct co-operation of

Henry Ford himself, and of the Ford

engineers.

Graphical Solutions of Electric Rail-

way Problems.-—lu an effort tu overcome

the difficulties attendant upon the use

of analytical methods in the solution of

electric railway problems involving- the

characteristics of motive power, A. M
Buck, of tlie Engineering' Station, Uni-

versity of ir.inois, has developed a series

of graphical methods which supply an

accurate and easy means of attack ap-

plicable to any possible combination of

electric motor characteristics and any

range of conditions which may be met in

practice. Diagrams have been developed

to set forth the relationship between

motor current and speed, between cur-

rent and tractive effort, between speed

and tractive effort, between speed and

time, etc. The results of Professor Buck's

studies are set forth in Bulletin No. 90

of the Engineering Experiment Station.

Copies may be obtained on request from
W. F. M." Goss, Director, Urbana, Illi-

nois.

®
Railroads Use Heavier Rails.—The

C. P. R. is iriving out large rail orders,

ineludin? ^iO.OOO tons of 80-pound rails

and .30,000 tons of 100-pound raih for

lf)17 delivery. As the Canadian mills

are working overtime and orders are

greatly ahead, the company is making
inquiries in the outside market. The
heavier rails, which our railways are con-

stantly layin? down, is a reminder of

the radical cliansre which has taken place

with respect to freight transportation in

the course of the past decade. The ques-

tion of mere existence causes the rail-

ways to consider the matter of a doubled

capacity—longer and heavier trains, cars

double the size, locomotives of double

power and haulage capacity, heavier

bridges to sustain added weights, and

lOO-ptinnd rails to sustain the doubled

weight of trafTic. All that was accom-

plished at the outlay of many niillinns

by the C. P. R. and Grand Trunk. It

solved the question, not only of mere

existence, but of dividends. But for this

<leparture the mileage in the han.ls of

the receivers on tliis continent would be

double what it is to-day.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleve-

lan<l, ().. ai-c <lislril)ul iiig :iii adraclive

calendar, ti'.e upper part of wiiich is en-

titled "The Critical Moment." It con-

sists of a photogravure in colors, and de-

picts the critical moment in the making
of a twist drill.

PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB I&7 7

PATENTS-TRADE MA RK-JDESIGNS
I l\J ALt*-COUNTRf:e.S -'

:

Book 'TatcTit Protpction"—free. Mnster
of Patfiit L.iws, Formerly Patent Office

Examiner.
99 St. .Iliines St., Montreal. Qui.

Branelie^: Ottawa. WashinBton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-

NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC,
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DRUMMOND BL-DG.. MONTREAL

Cable address
"BREVET"

pgnMPTLY SECUREDI
In all eouutries. Asli for our Investor's

.'Vtlviser. which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Jlerchants Bank BuiliUng, coiner

St, Catherine St., MONTREAL, Phoue Up, 6474

and Washington, D,C„ U,S..*,

ATENT
Fethentonhaush 9l Co.
Patent SoIiciLora. Head OCfice,

Royal I^ank Bldg. , Toronto.
OtUwa Office, 5 Elgin 3t,
S^nd for our Plain Practir;d
Prrinters. Copy of NationaJ
Progress, In which our patenU
are a<lTerti»ed. mailed free.

INDUSTRIAL CARS, FLOOR-

TRUCKS, PORTABLE STEEL

TRACK, TURNTABLES,

Hammant Car & Engineering Works
Hamilton. Canada

THE IRON WORKS
SucccBSors ta

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Onl.
'

Engineers

Boiler*

makers

Founders

Machinists

Bubble Over-
flow Waste

High.

Stop That Waste
of Water

Did you ever stop to think how many gallons

of water are wasted by the old-fashioned drink-

ing faucet?

Puro saves 35% of that wasted water.

Puro does away with the old-fashioned unsani-

tary tin-cup; it is the Safety Sign of pure water

in every factory where It has been installed.

Employees like it because it is clean—because
it insures a clean fresh drink—because it saves

their time.

The Puro Sanitai^ Drinking Fountain has a

positive control that eliminates spurting.

Eai^ily attachM—positively fool-proof—and noth-

ing to wear out

An e_xcellent investment—for shop and office

alike—and one that pays dividends in real money
on water savings and better workers.

Write to-day—now— tell ua how many men you

have and the number of departments.

We'll make you a complete estimate on an
instnllation—we will also make you a special

pit.positinii for a try out in any one department.

"PURO-FY" Your Water Supply

Puro Sanitary Orinlcing Fountain Company

SAFETY PIIRO ECONOMY
FIRST ^^^^ ALWAYS

147 University Ave.. TORONTO. CAN.

*'Barnes-Made*'

SPRINGS
arc unuBual in

service and wonr

Thcv arc the result ot

sixty years* cxpcri"
enee, u n a u r passctl
C(|uipment wtiA hishlv
manahip.

A trial will convince you that
"Bnrnes-Mndo" SprinKs arc the
boat buy.

TMI U \IIA( I IVVUMS COMPA^^
218 South St.. Briatol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Mrtn'f'rs nl h<M'tio«*-iiu\<lo' l*r«>(liu fs
S|,r.nMsS..-.-HM.vtnM.-l'n«Iu. t-lnl.l K'..ll.-.| St.cJ .^.ul U ,rv
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Eates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE

f^^V LATHE, 28 K 42 X 16 FT. BED, FOK
'-'^

sale, cheap. Guarantee Motor Co., Ham-
ilton, CiinaUa. (1)

-UiNGINE FOE SALE—50 HORSE-POWEK
"^ Corliss; no reasonable offer retusert if

taken at once. Box oS7, Chatham, Ont. (2)

DROWN-BOGKJS MARKING MACHINE FOR
'-* 4.5 Shells. Has been used for short time
only, and is in good coudltion. Box 24S, Can-
adian Machinery. (24)

pOB SALE>—1 M,-1V4 MODEL A X'LEVK-
^ land automatic screw machine. F. T.
Coffin, 17 Tudor St., Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

(21

TjlOR SALE—75 H.P. CANADIAN GBNEBAL
Electric motor, 25 cycle, 3 phase, 550 volts,

950 R.P.M.. In flrst-class condition. Box 258,

Canadian Machinery. (26)

1 VERTICAL, SINGLE ACTION, DOUBLE
-*- cylinder hydraulic pump, 6" stroke, all

ready to connect up; almost new: price $75.

McGregor & Mclntyre, 1139 Shaw Street, To-
ronto, (tf)

tlOR SALE—FIFTEEN HEAVY CAST IRON
" columns, from thirteen to seventeen feet

long. Columus tapered and have good heavy
base and top. Also four roof trusses. Sixty
feet long. Ten feet in centre, eight foot at

ends. Will cut columns to suit purchaser.
Woodside Bros.. Port Arthur, Ont. (2)

-|—2-SPINDLE SIIAPER, WOOD TOP, JOHN
^Ballantyne, Preston, make, used two months.
1 Dynamo, 45 lights, Toronto and Hamilton
Electric Co. make. Used five mouths. Good
as new. Box 195, Jordon, Ont. (R.T.F.)

pc

ly

riOR SALE—1 40 H.P. ROBE, ARMSTRONC
high-speed engine : 1 4 x 1 Marsh deep well

steam pump, and 1 Barton generator, 80 lamp
capacity, with switch-board. All in good or-

der and cheap for quick sale. Riahards-
Wilcox Canadian Co.. Ltd., London. (20)

FOR SALE—TWELVE H.P. GAS OR GASO-
line Engine. Goold, Shapley & Muir Ideal.

In flrst-class condition. Cheap. Stedman
Brothers, Ltd., Brantford, Ont. (21)

OUBLE-END FEATHBRSTONE AXLE
cutting off machine with countershaft'

and equipment adapted for cutting off twc
4.5 forglngs at once. Bargain $500. Medicine
Hat Pump & Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd., Medicine
Hat, Alberta. (tf)

TjlOR SALE — ONE 100 HP. LINCOLN
motor, 220 volts, 3 phase. 25 cycles, 750

r.p.m.. complete with base and starting com-
pressor, but without pulley. New. Electro
Metals, Ltd., Welland. Ontario. (3)-

OHRAPNEL SOCKET AND ADAPTER
^ machinpry, turret lathes, boring machines),
cutting-off machines and thread millers tooled
for nperntion. Globe Electric Machine Co..

Hamilton. (tf)

pOR SALE, CHEAP—ONE TWENTY-TWO
iii'-h l>y ton-foot bed Porter lathe: com-

pound rest, steady rest, set change gears.
I«rge and small face plate, eigbteen-incb fonr-
.1aw chuck, boring liar. f(Uir tool holders and
taper socket fitted. N?w Prague Flouring
Mill Co.. New Prague, Minn., U.S.A.

9—30 H.P. PR.\CTIC.\LLY NEW, I.uVTEST
^ typo Canadian Ocnoral Eb^ctric Comnanv's
RO H.P.. 00 cycle. .WO volt. 3 pbase. 000 R.P.M.
Induction motors, with starting compensators
and adiustablc sliding base, pulley 14", diame-
ter .S" face. Price .$.'500 each f o.b.' Sarnia. Ont.
1—20 H.P.. same as above, pulley 11" dianu^ter.
10" face. Price IfSOO f.n.b. Sarnia. Ont. H.
Mueller Mfg. Co., Sarnia, Ont. {?,)

WANTED
vrrANTED—COMPLETE SET OF DKAW-
'' lugs or blue prints of Universal grinder,
with all attachments. Box 251, Canadian
Machinery. U)

r\NK AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE," capacity up to 1-in.; can use machine hav-
ing had some service. Canadian Matthew-
Gravity Carrier Co., 484 Richmond St. west.
Toronto. (2)

W^7-ANTED—POWER-DRIVEN ROLLER 8'

long, suitable to roll Vi" steel plates:

state make, condition, time used. Give price

and particulars to L'Alr Liquide Society, cor-

ner First Ave. and Ernest St., Maisonneuve,
Montreal.

WANTED—SMALL SCREW-CUTTING EX-
giue lathe 12" or 13" x 5' or 6' bed. auto-

matic feed, iiower cross feed, compound rest;

must be cheap and lathe in good working
order: give full particulars in first letter.

J. W. M., Suite 34, Thelmo Mansions, Burnett
St., Winnipeg. Man. (24)

WANTED — THE FOLLOWING EQUIP-
ment for 18-pr. H.E. shells:—2 electric

or steam baking ovens, 2 painting machines.
1 banding press and pump. 2 band turning
machines, 3 sensitive drills for drilling and
tapping grub screw hole. 1 Bowser varnish
pump, 1 marking machine. Send quotations
to Box 253, Canadian Machinery. (24)

REPAIRING
A LL KINDS OF MACHINERY REPAIRED,
-^ rebuilt and Installed. W. H. Sumbllng
Machinery Co.. 7 St. Mary St., Toronto. Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED
rpOOL .MAKER, ACCURATE, GOOD
-^ draughtsman, desires responsible position.

Box 254, Canadian Machipery. (4j

OUPERINTENDENT, DESIROUS OF
'^ change, IS pdr. shrapnel, and 6" H. E.

shells. Bos 247. Canadian Machinery. (26)

Shipment from Stock

2—No. 2 "Kempsmith" Full

Universal Milling Machines.

4—"Lees Brailner" Thread Mil-

lers (Used, but in good con-

dition), arranged for railliug

2" 14 thread in Nose of 18-

pdr. H.K. Shells. Price,

.f1,150.00.

or
4—"Lees Bradner" Thread

Millers arranged for milling
2" 14 thread in Nose of 4.5

Mark VII H.E. Shells. Price,

1*1 ,.375.00.

Williams & Wilson
Limited

320 St. James St., Montreal, P.O.

TV.rECHANICAL ENGINEER, EXPERI-
enced in eighteeu-pounders and six-inch

nosed-in shells, with twelve years' drawing
office, shop and general experience, will be
disengaged shortly. Box 252, Canadian
Machinery. (25)

E,
XPERT FOUNDRYMAN FAMILIAR

'' with all modern foundry appliances, de-

sires position a.i foreman or assistant in

gray or malleable iron foundry. Box 250,

Canadian Marhlnery. (25)

SUPERINTENDENT WITH TWENTY-
'^ nine years' broad mechanical experience
in dltterent lines of manufacturing desires
pernuinent connection with well known con-
cern in need of a broad gauge man of un-
limited energy and enthusiasm; long proven
executive ability, strong personality, unques-
tioned integrity, strictly temperance, positive
aggressive character with good Judgment;
liighest references. Answer [Box 260, Cana-
lUan Machinery. (2)

SITUATIONS VACANT
rruiul
-L

i-p

4341.

ise Foundry Co.. Brampton; Junction
(3)

^STANTED—MAN TO TAKE CHARGH OF
machine shop doing repair and new work.

Must be up-to-date and able to show results.

State experience and salary and when you
can start. Apply Box No. 257, Canadian
Machinery. (26i

TjlIRST CLASS GRIDLEY AUTOMATIC
^ men wanted to set up Grldley automatic
machines, also operators for same, highest
wages paid, only first class; mechanics need
apply. Apply 47 Richmond St. East, Toronto.

(24)

WANTED—NIGHT SUPERINTENDENT TO
take charge of factory making 4.5 sockets.

Apply Box 237, Canadian Machinery.

TTTANTED — FIRST-CLASS MACHINIST
'^ able to take charge of our repair shop.
Apply Hull Iron & Steel Foundries. Ltd.,

Hull, Que. (23)

i;\7ANTED—SUPERI'NTENDEINT CAPABLE
^' of taking charge of 4.5 sliell factory in

ontial nntario: must have bad past experi-
ence on this particular shell, and must be
capable organizer. Please state experience,
salary rccinircd and all other information
possible. Apply Box 239'. Canadian Machin-
ery. (3)

W^rANTED—EXPERIENCED MILL WRIGHT
and Machinist to take charge of construc-

lion and repair work in growing factory. A
m.-m who has had experience as foreman
preferred. An excellent opportunity for a

flrst-class man. State when you can starl.

nl=o experience and salary wanted. .^pply

Box No. 2.56, Canadian Machinery. (26)

T\T-^NTED—EXP'ERIENCED MECHANICAL
*' Draftsman; one who has had some ex-

perience on machine design and factory lay-

out preferred. Apply stating experience and
salary desired to the Goodyear Tire & Rnb-
hpr Co.. Bowmanville. Ont. (26)

WANTED — TECHNICAL ENGINEER —
** steady, energetic, practical, to learn the
business and take charge of the operating and
construction departments of a firm manufac-
turing compressed gases, and apparatus to

nse such gases. Reply giving experience and
salarv cxpcitert to Box No. 255. Canadian
Maehinery, 701 E.T. Bank Bldg. Montreal.

(26)
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into the modern sho'^

and it delivers the finished work in the
highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide range of spindle

speeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the

operator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for.

Write for the "Hendey Miller" Book.

is certain to interest you.

It

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont.; A. B
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg: A. R. William*
Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., St. John, N.B.

;

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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Preliminaries in Machine-Part Production Methods--!.
By F. Scriber

The efficient production of general machine work of staaU and nicdiinn dimensions-

demands the employment of a system which, while adaptable to various methods and pro-

cesses, possesses also the feature of completeness. Preliminary outlines especially, should so

exhibit the salient features of the work that each succeeding department can amplify its data

in accordance with the ideas of the production manager, consistent tcith current conditions.

THE purpose of this article is to

briefly yet comprehensively de-

scribe the preliminai-y work which
Ijrecedes the laying out of tools -for man-
ufacturing by some of general produc-
tion engineers. The system selected for

description is not elaborate, nor is it an
estimator's production method, but

merely a plain statement of facts, en-

larged upon so as to convey a clear un-

derstanding of what tile production en-

gineer has in mind for handling a specific

piece of work. A production sheet of

this type must be an instruction sheet,

generally comprehensive, but flexible

enough to permit a tool desio;ner or who-
ever executes the job to work out the de-

tails which are sure to arise, and which
no amount of deliberation without ac-

tuallv working out the details, could fore-

stall.'

Specimen Form
- A type of sheet whicli may be used for

this purpose is illustrated by Fig. 1,

headed "List of Tools," and followed by
name and number of the subject and
other reference data relating to the work
in hand. The columns headed "Opera-
tions" and "Tools Required" are the

plaees of chief interest, and are filled in

according to the judgment of the man
arranging the work. The first job illus-

trated is a turret lathe proposition and
the method of sizing it up is shown by
the entries made in Fig. 1. We find that

the name of the subject is a flange pulley

No. 1012; under material, the subj«<;t is

made of east iron, and is to be machined
on a turret lathe, while the sketch of the

LIST OF TOOLS

Name of Subject a/^u
,

No. la/J^ _

Sketch of Subjeot^

Material f^/-
Machine. Ji^^tU^, utt/n^^

HJ>

/- Operation.-^-^

uaA—UtVn

tc/ .7L.A^^b-

Tools Required

9 .-'1/atn-

subject conveys au idea of what this part

lo'oks like and gives a few important di-

mensions.

Operations and Tools

In the operation coluuin we note that

there is one operation only, and the de-

scription in this column is self-explana-

tory; this refers to roug'h and finished

LIST OF TOOLS.

Name of Subject- .</^4i*ru^^.i^w No.^^ _
Date. _^/^ ri/ /9/S By ^_^_
Sketoh of Bubjeet. 1-&'*T
Material. miA^^ -d^/.^i^n^

Operation

"f ji^»»l«5i'

Sjf ^4-a-
,
y«c«- OTi^

4fJ a-TVt^ if-^-r- ^^Ui,n^

Tools Required

L .<^££<,<z/ >Ci,^nd ..dA^^ ^^U'C^

j ^U^j -Ay -^irun^ ^

'

FIG. 1.

FIG. 2.

turning, facing, boring, reaming, etc. In

the column headed "Tools Required," a

brief description or a sketch where this

is thought advisable is shown. To enuiu-

crato these tools we note that speei.nl

chuck jaw.s are required for gripping and
a sketch showing the type is drawn in

the column. All other tools used for ma-
chining this part are standard, and the

brief de.scription, such as standard turn-

ing, facin4r, etc., are- terms which are

readily recognized by men in the habit

of working on thcs-e maeliines, while the

term cross-slide block is, of course,

quite familiar. Where the block must
contain a number of tools this must he

made special and, tiierefore. a sketch of

this is shown in the "Tools Re(|uired"

column, with five tools in it, namely, t!ie

cri)wning tool A, the flange rounding

tools R, and the rim facing tools C.

In tiic "List of Tools," Fig. 2, we note

the name of the subject is sliding gear,

No. 0n4, made from a mild steel forging

in I wo opei-ations on a turret lathe. A
sketcli of the subject shows the general

Const ructi<in of this gear, and as the op-

erations and tools required are fully de-

scriptive, the illustration niak<^ the me-

tluul of handling this part c'ear.

A Piston Example

A typical example showing tools for

use on a tun-et lathe is illustrated by

Fig. 3, and it will be noticed in this con-

nection that the column on the right,

"Tools Required," contains a number of

sketches. Th© part to be machined is a

piston, and the heading is filled out in

the usual manner. The piston is ma-

chined in two operations; at the first op-

eration the open end A is bored, which

serves to centre the x^art for the second

operation. The machining is accom-

plished by gripping the part by the

closed end in a three-jaw chuck and

using standard boring tools in the turret.

At the second operation the piston is lo-

cated on a spindle nose fixture by the

end previously bored. Through the wrist

pin hole B, cross-wise of the piston, a pin

is inserted, passing through a draw back

rod, which goes throus'h the spindle of

the machine and holds the piston se-

curely in place on the spindle nose fix-

ture when tiglitened.

The tools which machine the piston

are, of course, enumerated in the "Oper-
ation" column, and are headed, first,

second, third, turret faces, etc. In the

column headed "Tools Required" it will

be noticed that it is necessary to use

specially piloted turning tools. This is

necessary owing to the fact that the

turning tool pilot cannot be run througli

the spindle, which is the usual method of

piloting on many turret lathes. As spe-

cial cross-slide blocks are used for .groov-

ing the piston, a sketch of these is also

inserted in this column.

-

_LIST_oF_ToSis_

Name of Subject. £u^m N».j^^/^*:_

Dale. ,fe^ ZT—'tl/-

Sketch of Subject.
^

|- >

Material. _^^iS'-i%*?»)8_ ^^

Maobine. ..^Cu/tA^/ c/a/Ai'

Operation. Tools Required

\lfUu. .Ur^my^^ " ^.'-V

o o "a
-*^-^

FIG. 1.
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IMPORTANCE OF UNIFORM DRIV-
ING IN TEXTILE MILLS*

By Prof. G. F. Charnoek.

THE money value of uniform turning

and of close speed regulation in the

driving of textile machinery is not ap-

preciated as it ought to be. Steadiness

and regularity of driving is an impor-

tant factor in determining the maximum
speed at which machinery may be run

with the highest degree of efficiency.

Uniform turning of the spindle is essen-

tial to the production of an even and

level yarn, whilst in weaving, steady

turning of the loom is of great import-

ance in reducing the risk of broken

threads. It will be recognized that for

spinning and weaving machinery there

is a maximum speed which the material

will stand, and which must not be ex-

ceeded. To ensure the maximum output

it is, however, desirable to approach this

critical speed as closely as possible dur-

ing the whole time the machinery is at

work. The amount of yarn or of fabric

produced depends upon the average

speed, and the maximum possible effi-

ciency as regards output would be

reached when the average and maximum
speeds coincide. The adjoining figure

illustrates this point.

Taking a 'base line AB, a line CD is

drawn to represent the maximum speed

which must not be exceeded. Suppose

the variation in speed occurring dur-

ing the running of certain machinery

amounts to 12 per cent., a figure which

is frequently reached in the case of

looms. Af certain periods, the speed

then falls to a minimum represented bj'

the line EF, the fluctuation being shown
by the wavy line of the diagram. The
average speed, indicated by the line GH,
will be

100+ (100 — 12)

^94 per cent.

3

of the maximum, and so far as output is

concerned, the efficiency might be stated

at 94 per cent. Suppose now that it is

found possible to reduce the speed varia-

tion from 12 per cent, to 4 per cent., tli-e

minimum speed is then given by the line

IJ, and the curve between CD and IJ

shows the fluctuation in speed between

the extreme limits. The average speed

is, therefore KL, or

• 100 -f (100— 4)

^98 per cent.

2

of the maximum, and the output has

been increased from 94 per cent, to 98

per cent., or

98— 94

X 100 =4.2 per cent.

94

If the speed variation could be re-

•From Jourual of Department of Textile
Industries iu City of Bradford Technical
College.
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duced to 2 per cent.—an extremely

doubtful contingency — the average

would be 99 per cent, of the maximum
speed and the increase in output as com-

pared with the first case would be

99— 99

X 100= 5.3 per cent.

94

If it were possible to do away with

speed variation altogether, the average

speed would be 100 per cent, of the

maximum, and the increase in output, as

compared with a 12 per cent, variation,

would be

100— 94

X 100= 6.3 per cent.

94

This is, of course, a saving which is

quite impossible of achievement in prac-

tice. Nevertheless, claims to effect an

increase in output due to the cause

named, and of much greater amount, in

some cases as much as 30 per cent., have

frequently been put forward. It is evi-

dent that such a result cannot be ob-

tained, even in the case of a notoriously

had drive, by reduction of speed varia-

tion alone. Where any such saving has

Co ^ ^
oo «>,&

SPEEDS DIAGRAM.

been effected, it is much more likely to

be due to a general speeding iip of ma-

chinery which had previously been al-

lowed 'to run at a Speed much below the

maximum permissible. Many such cases

exist, and the ease with which a con-

siderable improvement in output may be

obtained in this manner is worthy of the

attention of every' millowner. The gain

due to a reduction in speed variation of,

say, 3 per cent., does not in itself appear

to be a very striking matter, but if the

mean speed can be increased 3 per cent,

without increasing the maximum speed,

this is equivalent per week of 55 hours

to a gain of 1 hour and 39 minutes in

actual time. Viewed in this light, the

problem of close speed regulation is one

which no power user can afford to

neglect.

Volume XVII.

FRICTION CLUTCHES—I.*

By W. G. Gass.

IT is a little difficult to know just

where to commence the treatment of

a subject like a friction clutch, which

is not a machine in itself but only a

part of machinery, and of which there

is so great a variety, so many makers,

and such extended use. It is not there-

fore proposed to deal with any one type,

but to review the general types into

which they may be classified, to refer

to their common points and detail, and

as far as possible their weaknesses and

faults; not with the idea of extolling

one type against another, but by bring-

ing their faults to view to help towards

their removal, for it is only by consider-

ation of weak points that we can

strengthen them. It may be taken as

an axiom, that though one type of

clutch may have advantages over an-

other, there is not any perfect clutch,

some types answering better than

others "for different classes of work;

this is a great point to bear in mind

when arranging clutch drives.

Clutch Types

We may commence by defining a

clutch as a mechanical device by which

rotary motion is transmitted from a

first motion shaft to another or second

motion shaft, which may be either in

the same straight line or parallel with

it. Clutches are divided into a num-

ber of distinct types:—Claw couplings,

friction cones, internal segment and

band clutches, external segment and

band clutches, plate clutches, brush

clutches, magnetic clutches, automatic

clutches.

Claw couplings cannot be generally

classified as friction clutches, but they

can be and are combined with a fric-

tion slipping device by which some of

the shock is absorbed when thrown into

gear with the prime mover when rotat-

hig. Without any friction they are

very useful on machines where t!'P

load is not very great, as they have all

the advantages of giving a drive with

no chance of slip. Where used for

transmitting heavy loads, or at high

speeds, they should only be put in gear

when the machine or shafting is stop-

ped. They are also very difficult to re-

lease when transmitting heavy loads.

Friction Cones.—These are the simpl-

est form of friction clutch, and for

some purposes the best, because simple

in construction; if properly made they

drive very well. They have the serijus

defect for general use of requiring to

be held up with a constant pressure,

which absorbs power and causes wear

on the setting-up gear, with the bear-

Read before the Manchester Association of

Engineers.
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ings taking the thrust of the setting-

up gear. A portion of the constant

thrust can be eliminated by making the

angle of the internal portion sufficiently

small, but this makes the cones liable

to stick, and it is not infrequent, when
large cones are so made, to have to

hammer the outside of the cone to make
the two portions come apart. If, on

the other hand, the cone angle is too

large, the pressure required to keep the

two parts in gear is so great that it is

very difficult to transmit the power.

Gen,erally these large cones are used

for driving machinery in bleach-works

and similar places, and are useful

where there is a good deal of wet about.

They are usually made of cast iron, the

inner part sliding on the shaft on float

keys, the outer part running loose on

the shaft. They have been tried as

double cones with internal and external

bearing surfaces, but there is nothing,

to justify such an arrangement. If

covered with some frictional substance

such as leather, or any of the numer-

ous frictional materials made for the

purpose, the driving power is increased.

In motor cars the cone has proved a

most valuable type, as the usual condi-

tions are reversed, and it is as a con-

stant driver that its value comes in.

The arrangement in motor cars is such

that there is no end thrust except when
it is not transmitting power, and is,

therefore, working under the best condi-

tions.

Internal Segment or Band Clutches.

—

These are divided into two distinct

types, those in which the internal seg-

ment is in two or more sections, which
are forced apart— by means of screws

usually, and those in which the internal

segment is cast all in one piece, so

arranged, that the driving portion is

expanded against the spring of the

metal. This type is made in two forms;

in one case the segment is sprung apart

in two points, and the other in one

place only. Similar forms are made
with hinged portions. In the loose seg-

ment type, the segments are carried on

the arms of a turned internal piece,

usually keyed on to the shaft as driver,

but in other cases sliding in grooves

made to receive them in the driven por-

tion.

The Hxterna! Seirnient or Hand
Clutch, is made in quite as many forms
as the internal hand type, but is more
generally used for the sm.illcr powers.

The segments are in two, three or four

pieces forced on to a central drum and

carried in much the same way as the

previous type. A single band similar

to brake drum strap gripjiing on a

central drum and set up by a wedge is

one form; another has two bands and

is set from opposite sides. Another

takes the form of a spring coil which
tightens up by tension and friction, and
is, in fact, an external cone clutch with

a flexible rim. It is not usual to con-

sider a fast and loose pulley drive as a

clutch, but it comes under this head,

the belt being the external friction

band.

A Plate Clutch is distinct from any
of the other forms, as the gripping sur-

face is between two or more flat plates

pressed together, one plate being at-

tached to the driver and the other to

the driven alternately. These are

forced together by levers through a

toggle joint. Another form of this type

has the plates of stamped steel formed
into a kind of double cone, which is

supposed to give it extra gripping

powers.

Brush Clutches.—These utilise the

resistance of a great number of pro-

jecting wires, which when the two por-

tions are pushed together, interlock

and give the necessary power of driving.

Magnetic Clutches have generally

two flat faces, though conical surfaces

have been used, which are pulled to-

gether by the power developed in an

electro magnet formed in one half the

clutch.

Automatic Clutches depend on centri-

fugal action to keep the surface in con-

tact, and are used in connection with

electric motors, being designed usually

to come into operation at certain de-

sired speeds. The foregoing brief sum-

mary of tlie different types makes it

evident that their number is very great,

and that it would take more than the

space available to describe them in any-

thing approaching detail. They, how-

ever, all possess good points and faults

in common, and it is these which it is

proposed to consider as well as their

other features in what I'lilliiws:—
Driving Surfaces

Those are fdi- the most part metal on

metal, usually cast iron on cast iron.

In (•(iues, and in internal segment
chiti'lu's, in the old days they used

to be covered with copper plates

riveted on by copper rivets. Many of

the oldtime millwriglits, particularly in

bleach and similar works, w<nild not

have anything else, but there are not

many made so at the present time. Cop-

]i('r covering did not materially increase

the driving power, but it was generally

believed to do so. If the clutch were

heavilv loaded there was a tendency

for the copper to creep and siiear the

rivets. Examination of the surface of

the copper after long work showed the

surface to be embedded with (ine iiarl-

ides of iron from the outer part of the

cone or clutch, and it became hard and

glazed, the pieces of embeildod iron

being hard and exceedingly sharp.

There are several kinds of friction

material now made which are recom-

mended for clutches. These, no doubt

are of advantage for brakes, but there

are difficulties in the way of using them
for clutches. In most cases rivets have

to be depended on, and these are apt

to give way. The material is liable to

glaze, particularly where the clutch

goes in and out many times. Wooden
blocks as driving surfaces act very well

if the load is not excessive, but if over-

taxed they char on the surface and give

way. Where steel is used it should not

rub on cast iron unless its surface is

chilled very hard, or, if on steel, on a

casehardened surface. Some of the

smaller kinds of clutches use two hard-

ened surfaces, but this must reduce the

driving power.

In plate clutches, cast iron on cast

iron is, in the author's opinion, best,

mild steel on cast iron being a failure.

One clutch uses a double cone arrange-

ment in which the pressure is on the~

inside and the outside, and steel plates

are used throughout. A great deal is

claimed for this, and it is satisfactory

as long as it is attended to and not over-

loaded. In motor cars, leather faced

cone clutches are in the majority, and
the results justify their popularity

;

they have to work so much as a slip-

ping clutch that metal to metal surfaces

have not proved satisfactory unless

lubricated. In these, the co-efficient of

friction is of course higher than metal

to metal. In magnetic clutches, fibre on

iron is usual, and they are said to give

good results.

The trouble of driving surfaces is that

they wear away, and this wearing is

greater or less as the clutch slips or

not. It is obvious that faces of metal

cannot slip on one another under pres-

sure without wearimr away, and the ex-

amination of surfaces which have been

in use shows the way in which the loss

occurs. The surfaces generally being

dry, a small portion of metal gets em-

bedded into whichever of the surfaces

is the softer, and acts as a kind of

plough into the other. It is not neces-

sarily the softer of the two which gives

way, but ot'ten tlie harder. This does

not sound quite reasonable but it is a

fact. If you take a lead plate and

cover it with particles of emery it will

cut away the hardest steel. It is not,

of course, the lead plate that cuts but

the emery. The same thing occurs with

the clutch ; particles of hard material

get embedded in the softer and act as

the cutting material, but only when the

dutcli is slipping, so that the wear may
be slow or fast depending on whether

the driving faces slip much on each

other. This explains why dutdics put

in as slippins clutches are not often

very successful.
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SOME OPERATIONS IN THE MANU-
FACTURE OF SAWS
By 1). A. Hampsoii.

SAWS of all kinds are so eommon
and so good that users of them
take their good qualities as a mat-

ter of course and men in the meelianieaJ

trades seldom, if ever, give thought to

the many processes required to produce
th-em. There are very few of the tools

and appliancs and machines in use in

such profusion to-day, and to which we
owe so much, that could not be dupli-

OAted in any well equipped machine
shop with a fair degree of success, if

the shop had to do it but to turn out
oaly one or two saws would be prac-
tically an impossibility.

A Specialized Line

Saws are made in a few plants only
as their manufacture requires an equip-

ment so extensive and expensive that
only specialists with an enormous out-

put can "make a go" of the business;
specialization and quantity manufac-
ture are directly reflected in the low
prices which saws bring in the open
market.

The manufacture of hack saws,
butchers' saws, etc., is usually a separ-
ate business from the line of heavier
.saws for carpenters, lumbermen, and ice

men and is usually carried on by special-
ists in that finer grade of work. Con-
sidering these larger saws, the steel of
various "gauges" is received from the
rolling mills in sheets and is cut up in

shears, slitters, and punches to the re-

quired sizes and shapes. The various
iirocesses in manufacture might be
named in tieir order—cutting to shape.

7

Press Work
Punch and die work enters largely

into the saw business. All the teeth are
cut in this manner. In the case of hand
saws and the like having a straight-cut-

ting face and a uniform shape and spac-

SECTION AT AMV PART.

FIG. ?. CRESCENT SAW.

in^ of teeth, the punch press is provided
with a feed and all that the boys tend-
ing the machines have to do , is to put
in the blanks—in shop nomenclature
these saws are cut 8-point, 14-point, etc.,

according as they have S or 14 teeth

to the inch. It will be inferred that the

punch and die making department in

any saw plant is a most important one;
the work is hard on the tools for while
saw steel does not average over 3-32 in.

in thickness, it is tool steel of the best

grade and the blank steel is punched in

a black state with more or less scale on.

Punches and dies are made as in all

general practice. Punches are made to

give about ^^h in. of length to use up
in gTinding and with this length have
to be well backed up for stiffness. The
clearances between punches and dies is

made quite large partly because of the

unskilled labor that sets the machines.

Grinding

Saw grinding is one of the special oper-
ations that is of more than passing in-

terest. All the grinding is done wet on
Ohio grindstones of varying face widths
that start in at a diameter of 6 feet and

PIG. 3.

PIG. 1. DIAGR.\M ILLUSTR.VTING PRINCirLE OF SAW GRINDING MACHINE.

punching the teeth, grinding the sides,

filing and setting the teeth, hardening,
glazing or polishing, putting on handles,
and jiaeking.

are worn down to 2V2 feet, a stone
lasting from two to four weeks. The
stones are mounted on a heavy arbor
supported in the side frames of the ma-

chine and driven by two long belts, one

on each side. It is common practice to

drive all the grinders from the line

shaft S running along the wall at the

back of the room. Fig. 1. Grinding re-

quires a great deal of power and not

infre(|uently one engine
drives nothing but the grind-

ing department shafting.

The saws are ground on

top of the grindstone and by
passing through and back
much as the steel itself was
rolled. The necessary down-
ward pressure is obtained

by passing the saw under a cast

iron head block H directly over the

highest point of the grinding wheel;
pressure is regulated by screws on the
head block connected through bevel

gearing to the hand wheel W, which is

PLAN

ELEVATION
ILLU.STRATTNG THE GRINDING
OF CRESCENT SAWS.

large enough to be within the opera-

tor's reach as he stands on his platform.

The wheel is dressed off perfectly

straight and the head block ground to

it—so the saws come out with a uniform
cross section throughout. As the grind-

ing pressure used is heavy, a powerful
feed is required which takes the form
of two pairs of rollers R. R. carried in

bearings, adjustable vertically, in the

side frames and driven from the main
shaft.

Handling Work and Dressing the Stone

The method of dressing the stone and
of returning the saw to the front of the

machine are worthy of notice—so go;>d

and yet so simple as to be almost primi-

tive. When the stone gets dull or out

of shape, the grinder removes his plat-

form, drops a bar B into sockets in the

frame, and uses a piece of % in. or 1 in.

ordinary pipe for a dresser. To do this,
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he has to straddle the pit of water and
put on a leather suit completely cover-

ing him from head to foot which is high-

ly necessary for as he "goes to it'' with
the pipe he becomes enveloped in a
cloud of dust and mist. From that cloud
he emerges in ten minutes with his crude
implement and a wheel straight to a

thousandth thanks to that intangible
thing called skill. Formerly it took two
men to a machine, the grinder and his

adopted more rigid inspections. As the
teeth are punched, they are straight

across and have a rough sheared sur-

face which must be filed smooth and at

an angle. To-day all saws are machine
filed except specials and samples of
certain classes.

Though the machines for filing larger

saws are quite large and elaborate, the

bench machines employ the same gen-
eral principle and are simpler to illus-

1 and 2, being a useful arrangement for

cutting the spanner s'.ot^ in circular nuts
and other similar work. Ample rigidity

and ease of operation are features of the

design. The upper portion of the castina-

A is bored t-o receive the work spindle B,
which is made a c'.ose fit in A, and has a
collar formed at its centre in which a
number of holes are drilled for the use

of a small tommy bar when turning
round. A dividing plate C is kej-ed on a

~jW'-
WORK

flii. 4. SAW SHARPENING MACHINE. FIGS. 3 AND 4. FIXTUUE FOR SLITTINiJ HEXAGONAL NUTS.

helper who "back tended"' (passed the

saw back over tiie rolls) but a studious

fellow conceived the swing which is now
used. This is made from a piece of

sheet iron 36 in. square, and hung from
the ceiling in such a position that the

saw being fed through shoves it beyond
its center and as it leaves the rolls it

drops in the swing and lays over the

rod (\ The return of the swing to nor-

mal brinsrs the saw within easy reach of

the grinder.

Crescent Grinding

A departure from the grinding to un-

iform thickness may be found in what
are called crescent ground saws—saws
liavintr a convex cutting' edge with relief

ground back equally from all parts of

it. Some ice saws are this way, lumber-

men's cross cut saws are now gencralh
ground that way. and so are some others.

This crescent ground relief is in addi-

tion to the set of the teeth and makes a

very easy running saw for green wood,

etc.. etc.

The arcs of the cutting edge of thest

saws are of different radii, a fair aver-

aue beinsr 15 feet. To get this effect two
pairs of taperin? feed rollers are used

On a regular grinding machine; these

are set so that all lines on their surfaces

would converge at a common point—the

center from which the arc is drawn.
Universals drive the rollers and tlie licnd

block is set to bear more heavily on the

"in" side, of course to be theoretically

correct a set of rollers w'ill do for only

one size of saw. but with the aid of a

gauge for grindin<r the saw when fed to

the rollers, .saws of different arcs can be

crescent ground (|uili' Mcciinitcl v. Fiu'. 3.

Saw Filing

The greatest labor saver ever intro-

duced was the successful saw filing ma-
chine which came with the latter years

of the last century. Before that, in

every saw plant could he seen lonir rows
of men and boys, filing saws for dear
life, who made bisr money at piece work
before the manufacturers included n

limited file allowance in the price and

trate. They have many points which
make them similar to the power hack
saw. In bearings on top of the frame
runs the drive shaft having at one end
the disc D, which acts as a cam and a

crank. Fie. 4. The crank pin and pit-

man drive the file holder B back and
forth on the arm A which is raised on
the return stroke of the file by the cam
face of D and the cam roller. The saw
S is held in a pair of grips which slide

in the swivel block C which is set for

the angle of the teeth. The file is held

at an angle that is sufficient to move the

saw one tooth at each forward stroke

—

no better feed could be desired. The
tight pulley is on the main shaft and
is always running, a simple pin clutcli

throwing it into gear. As alternate

teeth are filed to the opposite angle these

machines are run in pairs and the. saws
taken, still in its gTips, from one ma-
chine and placed in the other to be
finislied.

The operations of hardenins, straight-

ening, and setting are all full of inter-

est as is also that of handle making.
Taken right through the operations and
processes are the result of long study

and experiment and produce to such

a degree that they may well be copied

and modified to suit conditions and work
in otlu'r fields of mechanical cndi^ndr.
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reduced diameter and held in place by a

washer and nut, the distance between
collar and dividing p'.ate being accurately

adjusted to the length of hole in castina-

A. Hardened steel bushings are fitted to

the dividing plate, which is held in the

desired positions by pin D, passing
thirough each hole in succession and en-

gasring with a bushed hole in casting A.

The work, shown in dotted outline, is

held on the other end of spindle by a

slotted washer E, and nut F, care being
taken to make the diameter of the nut

across the corners s'aglitly smaller than
the spindle diameter. By so doing, the

work can be slipped over the nut, washer
E dropped into place, and the whole
tightened up against spindle collar, the

work being removed in the reverse

manner.

The fixture shown in Figs, .'i and 4 was
gotten out to increase tlie output of slit

lock nuts such as are used on certain

classes of electrical work, these having
I'ornie'rly been cut one at a time in a ma-
chine vise. A substantial cast iron angle
was machined accurately on tlie bottom
face and one side, and four holes drilled

througli the vertical web, these being ac-.

curat ely sjiaced so that the hexagonal
nuts located themselves as shown. Two
studs were tiien inserted in the positions

shown and fitted with clamp plates for

FIGS. 1 .\M) 2. FIX'IT UK Knit «r'rri.\<i SI'ANNKIt SLOTS IN CI K('t'I-.\U Nl"TS. BTC

MILLING FIXTURES FOR SMALL
JOBS

By W. r..

TWO simple milling fixtures arc sliown

in the accompanying illustrations. Figs.

each pair of nuts, a spring bcimr fitted

on each stud for the purpose of ma.king

the clamp plate follow up the nut when
slackening linck so that the work can b"

easily removed and replaced.
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G-RADUATING A GAUGE IN THE
LATHE

By E. T. Spidy.

SOME years asjo durin? his apprentice-
ship the writer had occasion to grraduat*

a gaug^e in course of making-, and con-
ceived the idea of usin.c a tool lathe for

sgi£
GKADUATIN'G A GAUGE IN THE LATHE.

the purpose, no special appliances being
available for the work. The manner in

whiieh it was accomplished is shown in
the sketch. An old milling cutter was
specially ground to a point and mounted
between the lathe centres, being pi-event-

ed from rotating by a dog (not shown)
on the sliaft. The top tool clamp was
then removed and the gauge clamped in
place. With the guide screw securely
locked in tlie split nut and with a lead
screw haMing four threads per inch, it

was possible to secure very accurate
spacings by turning the wheel W through
a quarter of a turn, causing the carriage
to move along l-16t,h in. with a consider-
able degree of accuracy. The actual
marking of the graduation made it neces-
sary to ran the cross carriage in and out
each time, but where one's tools were
limited, the arrangement described makes
a good and accurate .I'ob.

RELIABILITY OF PRODUCT
AMONG the cardinal virtues which un-
derlie all business and manufacture,
there is absolutely nothing which can
compare in importance with that of re-
liability, because, to say that a certain
article, machine or man is reliable, is to
pass the highest compliment known to
mechanical art. Lots of quite surprising
novelties whose interest and possibility
were instantly recognized have passed
into oblivion, not because they always
failed. "but that no real dependence could
be placed upon them. Part of the con-
servatism and pre.iudice met with, acting
adversely to the introduction of the new.
is due to past unreliability of equally
promising schemes.
Arsument from first principles will

not do; there must be conviction that
uniform results may be expected. Try-
ing out is one way of phrasing the
search for dependable results; guaran-
tees are another means of convincing a
customer. There is merit, but little vafue,
in a sinde piece of steel with extraordin-
ary virtues; if, however, it can be dupli-
cated in laro-e quantities, the desired
ends, uniformity and reliability, are se-
cured.

Tile average engineer is a sceptical

person, hard to convince, slow to intro-

duce the new and abandon the old; he

has experience of existing things, knows
they are reliable, while the new must be
tried out before it can prove successful.

Nothing succeeds like success, but the
cardinal feature of success is dependa-
bility. It is extremely galling, after onq
machine has been installed, to find its

duplicate troublesome, hence the need
for a manufacturer to take real pains to

secure uniformity of product. Ingenuity,
good design, attractive features, may all

be sacrificed by default in material or
workmanship, or the feeling that near
enough is good enough. It isn't. The
first-class maker incurs large expenses in

testing his product to secure reliability,

to insure real duplication, to locate and
remedy trouble and error before de-
spatching the goods. Such methods se-

cure that easily forfeited but coveted
distinction—reputation. A house of re-

pute may have its products flagrantly
copied and still suffer little by such com-
petition. Unless the competitor has the
same conscientious scruples as the or-

iginator (obviously he hasn't), then his

product must be inferior in what counts
in the long run above all else—reliability.

To attain the reputation en.ioyed by
some of the progressive firms of to-day
means constant vigilance and unremit-
ting watchfulness that the material,
workmanship, and other minor but
equally essential things do not suffer. It

is in one sense easier to build a reputa-
tion than to hold it. easier still to live on
the reputation of the past slowly sinking
into decay, than it is to rest unsatisfled,

and while maintaining vital characteris-
tics, to continue the upward climb of
progress. Eternal vigilance is the price
of most things worth having, and in the
business of engineering it is exacted to

the uttermost. When a first-class article

is bought from a house of reputation,
this quality is included, but not in-

voiced.

It seems simple enough to build a

standardized machine in quantities;

good methods and practice economically
sound are fairlj- well known ; staff and
workmen competent for their various
duties can be hired at market rates, but
more is involved even than method, men
and organization ; there is always that

administrative supervision which counts
for so much. Reliability will not take
care of itself—it depends upon too many
factors; hesitation to scrap the imper-
fect is a common failing, and the in-

vasion of slovenliness is diffieult to

check.

In a human sense a reliable man is a

dependable man, always there with his

job on hand at the right moment, indi-

cating initiative, character and back-
bone. Such men are not common. The
raising of such men depends as much
upon what the management does as upon
any system of reward. There must per-

force be the native . material to begin
with, but one indication and measure of

the value of any (firm is in the type of
man they train. Anyhow, it is diffieult

to see how reliable products can be built

without reliable men.

If the material turned out has charac-
ter, it is equally certain that the builder
thereof has character too. In such-wise,
reliability has a d(uible effect, and its re-

action from machine to man and con-
versely is worth consideration. Dis-
honest and slipshod methods of work-
manship have a human no less than a
material aspect. Reliability is itself a

complex quality built up of numerous
but quite ordinary virtues, co-ordinated,
however, into a combination whose value
is not easily assessed. Vigilance is ii-

price, involving unremitting labor and
thought, but its reward is sure.

®
LUMBER ORDERS FOR B. C.

LARGE contracts for lumber, aggregat-
ing 16,500,000 feet, exclusive of an open
order for all the clear spruce available,

has been placed by the Imperial Govern-
ment with British Columbia mills.

Victoria, Vancouver and Chemainus
mills will supply two cargoes of railroad

ties ordered by tlie British Admiralty
through a San Francisco house, this or-

der approximating 7,000,000 feet.

Another order has been placed direct

bv the British Government for 3.500,000
feet of lumber. 3.000.000 feet of which
will be clear fir, the remainder being
heavy timbers, which will be shipped
through to St. John, N.B., and handled
from that point by British transports.
• In addition, a third order has been
placed by the Admiralty for 500.000

box shocks, approximating 6,000,0011

feet, this order l>eing divided between
the Brunette Saw Mills and B. C. Manu-
facturing Co., of New Westminster; J.

Hendry & Co.. Vancouver; Lemon &
Gounason, Victoria, and the Cameron
Mill Company, also of this city.

The total output of clear spruce for

airplane manufacture and shipments are

being sent overseas as fast as the mills

can supply this class of lumber. The
new orders are welcomed by the mills,

not from the profit standpoint, as the

prices are about as low as it is possible

to handle the business, but because the

l^lacing of these cintracts with the Bri-

tish Columbia mills will assure steady

operation for some months to come.

@
NEW BRUNSWICK MINERALS

THE minerals of New Brunswick, de-

veloped and undeveloped, cover a con-

siderable range. They include an anti-

mony deposit at Lake George, which has
recently been taken over by the North-
ern Antimony Smelting Company, with

a capitalization of $2,000,000; bitumin-

ous coal deposits (estimated to contain

fifteen million tons) ; iron, gypsum, oil

shales, manganese, graphite, tungsten,

molybdenite, copper, lead, zinc, galena,

barytes, infusorial earth, black, grey and '

red granites, freestone, sandstones, anil

other minerals, which offer a very attrac-

tive field for investment. A discovery

of a rich bed of galena ore was recently

made at Maple Grove. York County, by
W. H. Griffin, a provincial eame guide.

Two veins of 22 feet and 12 feet res-

pectively have been uncovered. Ontario

parties have secured an option of the

mine.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

D. M. MEDCALF

WITH the new Steam Boilers Act,
which became effective throug-h-

out the Province of Ontario on

July 1, 1913, there arose the necessity to

establish a fully equipped bureau of in-

spection, and, in easting- about for a re-

sponsible head for same, D. M^ Medcalf,

who, during the previous eight years had
been provincial inspector of boilers and
operating machinery installed in our
public institutions, received the appoint-

men.t. Constituting what is officially

known as the Steam Boiler Section,

Trades and Labor Branch, Department
of 'Public Works. Province of Ontario,

and occupying a suite of offices in the

Parliament Buildings, Queen's Park, To-

ronto, we find a staff personnel of one
chief ins.peetor—Mr. Medcalf, six inspec-

tors, one stenographer, and one clerk and
stenograplier; a by no means formidable

aggregation wlien account is taken of the

onerous nature of the duties imposed,

and of tlio myriad industrial and power
ijlants, public institutions and office

buildings, portable and s6mi-portal)h'

outfits, etc., into the activities, of wliicli

steam boilers, steam pipins- and the num-
erous auxiliaries of the latter, enter.

Mr. Medcalf was born in Toronto.

March 19, 187.3, of Canadian parcntairc,

receiving his education in the public

schools of his native xiity. At the age of

sixteen—like most lioys, he found school

life a trifle slow and unnimantic, having
fi'jiired that by donning overalls and ap-

l)lying his then acc|uired education, he

Could not only continue to learn, and to

p('rhaj>s greater ultimate advantage, but

what was of erpial inip(}rtance. I)e'.;in to

earn scmiething for those on whom he
had been so long dependent, besides se-

cui-ing a modicum of pocket money for

liiriiself. We find him, therefore, in ISSO

an anprentice machinist in the Don
Fouudrv & Machine Sliop. Toronto, form-
erly owned and operated by his father,

the late Alfred Medcalf. Dater, he
transferred his services to the Poison
TnjM Works as a machinist iinnrr.vcr,

and completed his five years' apprentice-

ship in that capacity.

It is generally believed, and shall we
say there is all truth and little ficcion in

the statement that, making due allow-

ance for the fact of other and perhaps
farther away fields looking greener,

newly full-fledged mechanics, however
expert, must flee the ajiprenticeship nest

\i. M. \ii:iM-.\bF.

in order to secure a cash rating coui-

mensurate with t.licir ability. Be that as

it may

—

althouiih all of us are unani-

mous in our o])inion. we find young Med-
calf employed as a .ioui'iieymun maciiiu-

ist first with the .lohn inglis Co.,

Strachan Avenue, Toronto, and some
time later with the Xorthey Pumi>
Works, also of Toronto. We next find

him in a like capacity employed for

stated periods in the Vulcan Inui Works
and ('. P. r?. Shops. Winnipeg. Man. The
lust for travel, no less the fpiest for ex-

perience, engendered by tlie .jiuirney to

and sojourn in Winnipeg, may be taken
as ample reason and .iustifieation for our
hearing of his having crossed the border
and taken up his abode for what ulti-

mately proved to be for a period of six

years' duration.

During this time he was successively

employed as a mechanic with the Lake
Erie Engineering Works, Buffalo, N.Y.

;

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa.; Northern Pacific Railway
Shops, Brainard, Minnesota; and Illinois

Central Railyway Shops, Chicago.

Mr. Medcalf, in December, 1909, re-

presented the Province of Ontario at a

conference of Provincial Boiler Inspec-

tors held at Regina, Sask. There, rules

and regulations were drafted and sub-

secjuently adopted by the Provinces of

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario.

Since then, steps hSve been taken to-

wards a further development of uni-

formity in provincial boiler construction

and inspection rules, and it is reason-

able to assume that at no distant date

all of the provinces of this Dominion will

see it to be advantageous to fall into

line. In what has already been accom-

plished, and in the coming consumma-
tion of a Dominion-wide code of boiler

rules and regulations, the personal effort

and untiring energy of Mr. Medcalf will

be found to have been in large measure

responsible.

' Mr. Medcalf married Ella Clemens, of

Preston, Ont., in the year 1900, his

f.amily consisting of two, known in the

writer's native country as a "Do'e's
Ch'chin." His recreations are motoring

and bowling—when opportunity permits,

although from what we know of the

gentleman, his recreations—or more pro-

perly speaking, his hobbies, are largely

in the realm of boilei'dom. In a word,

his new position, onerous as are its

duties, seems to serve admirably, both as

a life business and an all-absorbing re-

creation or hobby. Due to holding a

(iovernment ajipointment, ho has liad to

alijure politics, not an over-hard under-

taking on the part of the engineering

fraternity, as was here remarked on a

former occasion. In matters of religion

lie is Methodist, and, according to his

own statement, which we can vouch for

—

the statement only, of course—he is re-

iular and dutiful in his attendance at

services and in the activities respec-

tively of the Eaton Memorial Church.

Toronto. We mav not omit, however, to

state that Mr. Medcalf has not alto-

gether overlooked his fraternal obliga-

tions, expression being L'iven sime bv
his A.F. & A.M. membership. His resi-

dence is 51 Parkwood Avenue, Toronto.

Technical education, through the

meilium of specially established schools,

or home study supplemented by technical

books, trade and technical jiapers, find*

in Mr. Medcalf a booster at onc<> liiuii

grade and eflfeclive. a circumstance due,

we should say, to the fact that through
its instrumentality and ramifications he
owes perhaiis as much as to anything
else his present appointment, as well as

the ability with which he di'-ccts and
su|>ervises its many-sided activities.
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BOILER INSPECTION REPORT,
DEPT. PUBLIC WORKS
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

TliK enormous inoroase in the cost

of steel since the outbreak of the

war has affected to a cousiderable

extent the manufacture of boilers in

Ontario as elsewhere by reason of the

necessary increase in the selling' price.

This increased cost of new boilers has
created a great demand for secondhand
boilers—not altogether on account of
clieapness for high prices are being
paid—but by reason of their being more
or less immediately available. Many
old and discarded boilers which in nor-
mal times would be sold as scrap or left

rusting in vacant places around our fac-
tories have been cleaned and painted
and put on the market for sale by boiler
dealers, a circumstance calling for extra
vigilance as far as inspection goes.
A slight alteration has been made in

the Steam Boiler Act, section 2, sub-
section D, which formerly read:

—

"A portable boiler rated at 25 horse
power or under, or a boiler used ex-
clusively for horticultural or agricul-
tural purposes." The words "rated at
25 horse power or under" have been
omitted. This change in the Act gives
jurisdiction over portable boilers "used
in public places in conjunction with
contractors equipment etc. Boilers of
this kind formerly were not built from
registered designs and were exempt
from provincial laws. The fact that
those boilers are often used in close
l>roximity to hundreds of people is good
reason why their designs should be of
the most approved type, and also why
they ought to be inspected annually.

It -will be noted from the list of in-
spections that in addition to boilers, a
number of air tanks have been examined
iluring the past year. This inspection
work was made at the request of the
owners of these vessels and the custom-
ary fee of $5.00 per tank was paid by
them. The safe working pressures were
determined from the rules goveniing the
construction of steam boilers, and the
same certificates as issued for used boil-
ers were made out for these vessels.
During the past year ten boilers have

been inspected for Brrtish Columbia.
Arrangements were made during 1915,
whereby the insneetion of all stationary
boilers built in Ontario for British Col-
umbia would be can-ied out by Inspec-
tors of this branch. Some trouble was
experiencprl hp-etrfore bv raanufacturei's
on account of their boilers being re-
examined on arrival at their destination,
and sometimes the safe working pres-
sure was reduced on account of defects
in the workmanship. The boilers ex-
amined during the past year have been
accepted by the British Columbia
authorities without being penalized in
any way. During normal times the
number of boilers built in Ontario for
British Cnlunibia would of course be
much more than last year's total.

For some time past, and more espe-
ciallv since the fatal steam valve ex-
plosion at the Greey Foundry. Toronto,
the work of surveying and registering

high pressure pipe lines has been under-
taken. The accompanying' data sum-
marises tlie inspection work carried out

during the year ended October 31, 1916.

Drawings and Specifications Surveyed
and Registered.

Boilers 97
Boiler fittings 78
Pipe lines 31
Pressure tanks (i

Digestors 4
Superheaters 1

Drawings returned to manufacturers
for correction 17

Registered boilers inspected dur-
ing construction 313

Plates examined 1415
Plates rejected 16
Registered boilers inspected by

Insurance companies in the
United States 35

Registered boilers inspected by
Insurance companies in Great
Britain 4

New boilers inspected during
construction for British Columbia 10

Used boilers inspected in Ontario 612
Air tanks inspected in Ontario 21
Steam drums inspected in Ontario 4
Steam plans inspected in Ontario 1

Pipe lines inspected in Ontario 4
Used boilers inspected and con-
demned 23

Class "A" certificates issued
for new boilers 348

Class "B" certificates issued
for used boilers 527

Heating certificates issued . . 220

BRITAIN'S MUNITIONS OUTPUT
THE remarkable increase in Great Bri-
tain's output of munitions is dealt with
in an official statement just issued.
whicJi says:

"From time to time indications have
been given of the enoi-mous growth in
the production of munitions in this
country during the past 18 months.
The supply of both guns and projectiles
is increasing, as will be seen by the fol-
lowing figures, in which, from its im-
portance in modern methods of warfare,
artillei-y ammunition deserves first
place. Taking as a basis for calcula-
tion, the average weekly production
from the beginning of the war up to
the end of June, 1915, the figures show
the following wonderful rate of pro-
gress :

,„ ,
(a) (b) (c) (fl)

171 4.'?1 .(514
Fielrl Howitzers

(4..% in.) 1 s 27
Meiliuni guns and
bnwitzers 1 7y, ziVi f*

Heavy Howitzers
(al>ove fi in.).. 1 22 *>4 .'^^;^

l\^ Weekly average at the end of June,
Iflin.

(I)) WeeVlT average from .TulT 1. IM.i, to
June \m. 1916.

(f^ Weeli ending July 1, 191fi.

Id) Week ending November 2.5. 1916.

"The improvement niay be illustrated

in a different way. We are now man-
ufacturing in 81/9 days the number of
75 m. m. shells which we were produ-
cing during the first year of the war

—

August, 1914 to August, 1915. The same

quantity of projectiles for field how-
itzers is being supplied in eight days:
that of projectiles for medium guns and
howitzers in 5I2 days, and that of pro-

jectiles for heavy guns and howitzers
in a little more than one day. The num-
ber of shells completed or filled during
the week of November 19-26 this year
exceeded by about 30 per cent, the stock
of munitions, held in reserve at the oul-

l)reak of hostilities.

Manufacture of Guns

"Dealing with guns in the same way.
it is found that, representing the num-
ber of guns manufactured during tli''

first year of war, the following increase

has been secured

:

July 31 to
Nov. 20, Kin;

1st year 2nd year (4 moutlis 1

IS-pdr 100 240 45
4.5 in 100 054 104
Medium (eO-pdr.
and 6 in.) 100 ],S4S 1,200

Heavy (over 6
in.) 100 623 363

"The manufacture of 18-pdr. guns
has had to be slackened during the last

period, the equipment of the British
anny in light field pieces being approx-
imately complete.
"If the average monthly production

of guns of all calibre be considered, a
splendid development can be observed
on comparing the results of the first

year with those of the second period of
1916, as i.s seen from the following
table

:

Production
Monthly during the five

average for weelis ending
first year Dec. 2. 19W

IS-pdr 100 l,''.'!

Medium 100 4,100
Heavy 100 1,250

Large Increases Shown

"The inqirovemejit in the manufac-
ture of machine guns, rifles, grenades
and explosives has been equally satis-

factory. If the total number of ma-
chine guns delivered to the army dur-
ing the first year of the war be repre-
sented by 100. the total could be repre-
sented by 1,250 at the end of the second
.year and by 2,000 on December 2, 1916.

Taking as a base the weekly produc-
tion of machine guns in November, 1915.
and representing it by 100. the corres-

ponding figure for the weeklv produce
tion in November, 1916, would be 410,

"The increase in the manufacture of
explosives has been extremely rapid.

For every ton of explosive employed in

September, 1914. 350 tons were em-
ployed in July, 1915, and from 11.000

to 12.000 tons in July, 1916.

"Between May. 1915. and May, lOlG.

there was a 3S-<fold increase in bombs
and a 150-fold increase in the weight
of the contained explosive."

©
Toronto, Ont.—At a meeting of the

Board of Trade held recently, John (i.

Kent was elected president, C. A. Bo-
gert, of the Dominion Bank, vice-presi-

dent; Charles Marriott, of G. Goidding
& Sons, second vice-president, and W,
H. Alderson, of the Gutta Percha &
Rubber Co., was elected treasurer.
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PASSING OF A LEADING CAN-
ADIAN MANUFACTURER

JX thf (Icaili (if Ilugh Merulloch, presi-

dent of tlie Goklie & MeCuUueh Co., who

passed away at his home, Soni House, on

January 8, Gait has lost one of her lead-

ing and most highly esteemed eitizens.

Mt. McCulloch, who was in his Gist

year, was born in Gait on September 7.

1856. He received his education at the

Whitby Grammar School and Upper

Canada College, on completion of which

he served an apprenticeship in the

Goldie & McCulloch shops, his father,

Hugh McCulloch, sen., being then presi-

dent of the company. Practically his

whole life has been spent in furthering

the interests of the firm in which he was

a member, and the industrial interests of

the community in which he lived.

When the company was incorporated

in 1891 and took over the business of the

firm of Goldie & McCulloch, he was ap-

pointed secretary-treasurer, which posi-

tion he held until elected viee'in-esident

in 1898. assuming the presidency on the

death of his father in September, 1910.

Mr. McCulloch was closely associated

with various other manufacturing con-

cerns in Gait, having been at the time

of his death vice-president of the Gait

Alalleable Iron Co., also of the Oalt Art

Metal Co., a director of the Gore Mutual

Fire Insurance Co., also for many years

a director of the Gait Gas Liglit Co.

In religion Mr. McCulloch was an hon-

ored member of Knox Presbyterian

Church. His principal amusements were

fishing, golf and motoring. Sorn House,

his home, constitutes in itself and loca-

tion one of Gait's beauty spots. There

survive him a sorrowing wife, one

brother, R. 0. McCulloch, of Gait, and a

sister, Mrs. Chas. A. Shearson, of To-

rnntn.

C AN A D I A N M A CHIN E R Y

The firtieral, which took place at Gait

on Wednesday, January 10, was very

la;-g-ely attended, the number of local

mourners being materially supplemented

by friends and business associates from

other places.

AUSTRALIAN RESTRICTION ON
CANADIAN SHIPPING

THE Canadian Gnvernment is now ne-

gotiating with the Australian authorities

with regard to loadline restrictions at

present imposed on Canadian ships trad-

ing to ports of the Commonwealth. The

matter has become of immediate import-

ance in connection with the construction

on the Pacific Coast of wooden ships de-

signed to carry lumber from Canada to

the Antipodes. Partly as a result of

subsidies by the British Columbia Gov-

ernment, there has grown up in the Pa-

cific Province a wooden sliipbuilding in-

dustry of considerable proportions. Num-
bers of vessels of from 1,500 to 3,000

tons are being turned out, being de-

signed as four and five masted schooners

with auxiliary Diesel oil engines.

These vessels will enter into conijieti-

tion with Ainerican-built ships, which

trade to Australia and which have hith-

erto carried much Canadian lumber as

well as pitchpine to Australia and New
Zealand. They are under a great disad-

vantage, however, in that all Brit-

ish vessels trading into Australian ports

are subject to loadline restrictions which

would considerably reduce their carry-

ing capacity as compared with American

vessels to which restrictions would not

apply. The Marine Department has had

the matter taken up with the Australian

Government and it is expected the dis-

crimination which exists under the pres-

ent regulations will be done away with

ELECTRICALLY-OPERATED
GANTRY AT THOR IRON

WORKS, TORONTO
AT the shipbuilding plant -of the Thor

Iron Works, located at the foot of

Bathurst Street, Toronto, an electrically-

operated gantry has recently been con-

structed over the shipway, which greatly

facilitates the shipbuilding operations

lieing carried on there.

The gantry, the general features of

which are shown in the illustration, has a

capacity of 20 tons, a span of 60 feet,

and one outboard arm of 15 ft. in length.

It has a <'lear lift of 56 ft. from hook to

rail; is of double girder type construc-

tion, with operating cage suspended from

trolley. The speeds and scope of service

are as follows :—Hoist, 30 ft. per minute:

travel, 250 ft. per min. ; and traverse,

200 ft, per min. The hoist motor is of

.35-h.p.; travel motor, 35-h.p. ; and tra-

verse motor, 71/2 h.p. , all operating

on 500 volts, direct current. The gantry

is fitted with electric brakes in addition

to mechanically operated brakes, and all

the gears are of cast steel. Electric light

clusters are distributed about the gantry,

so that night work can be carried out

without inconvenience or delay.

In addition to a view of the gantry,

the photograph shows construction pro-

gress on the first of two steel ocean-

going freighters, orders for which were

received a few months ago.

SOME makers of windmills estimate

that a wind of 16 miles an hoar may be

expected for eight hours per day on the

average for every day in the year. This

does not mean that such a wind can be

relied upon every day in the year, of

course, but that the average wind all the

year round would equal 16 miles an

hiiur for eight hours every day.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

PRESSURE-REDUCING VALVE

THE sectional view shows a Foster
patent reducing valve embodying
improvements which have ior

their object quieter and smoother action

and more gradual and uniform passage
of the fluid from the high to the low-

pressure side of the valve. In the Foster
reducing valve the pressure desired to

be delivered to the heating or other sys-

tem is set and automatically governed
by an adjustable spring acting through

a system of toggle levers on a diaph-

ragm in the valve chamber. This dia-

phragm has a spindle passed through

it; one end of the latter is engaged by
the toggle levers, while the other end

PKE.SSURE REDUCING VALVE.

carries a double-beat valve having two
seatings in the valve body through
which steam or any fluid under pressure

is passed. The invention consists es-

sentially in forming one of the double-

beat valves as a sliding piston valve,

whilst the other valve of the pair is of

the usual bevel-edged type.

Referring to the illustration, B desig-

nates the inlet and C the outlet of the

valve, E the diaphragm, F the valve

stem, A D the double-beat valves, G the

adjustable spring, H a nut on the screw-

ed portion of the pring rod for regulat-

ing the delivery pressure, and .T toggle

levers acting in combination witli links

K. The valve A of the double-heat

valves is made in the form of a sliding

piston valve as shown, while the other

valve D of the pair is of the usual bevel-

edged lift type, by which means high-

pressure steam is enabled to pass first

through the lift valve D whilst the pis-

ton valve A remains closed until the de-

livery pressure is reduced to such a

point that the piston valve A is also

opened and the steam or fluid passes

thrnush both the double-beat valves in

a greater volume. It is claimed that
"wire drawing" or cutting action on
the valve face and seats is thereby pre-
vented. Sir W. H. Bailey & Co., Sal-

ford, England, are makers of the fore-
going apparatus.

©
HYDRAULIC SHRINKER FOR

AUTOMOBILE RIMS
A COMBINED hydraulic and mechani-
cal shrinking press for the exact sizing

of rims for automobile wheels has been
built by the Metahvood Mfg. Co., De-

troit, Mich. The accompany-
ing engraving shows the me-
chanism, which is practically

all on the rear side of the

main frame, the front or op-
erating side simply having a

circular opening surrounding
the eight pressure dies which
operate radially toward the

centre of the main frame.
The operation of the machine is hy-

dro-mechanical, the prime movement be-

ing o))tained from a ram, the cylinder

of which is supported on the rear legs

of the machine. The crosshead is of

star shape, each of the eight arms being

connected by a compression link to the

several toggle joints located around the

outer edge of the main frame.

The closure of the dies is regulated
by the handwheel in the foreground of
the picture, which by means of worm
gearing causes a nut to advance or re-

cede on the end of the ram, the nut
making stop contact with the main
frame and regulating the stroke of the
ram accordingly. The weight of the

crosshead and ram is carried on the
lnorizontal tension members, suitable

babbitt-lined bosses being provided for

this purpose.

The ram is of hard semi-steel, finely

polished and packed by a receding nut,

U-type chrome leather jiacking being
fitted to both the main ram and the

ram in the pull-back cylinder. The
machine is designed to operate at pres-

sures between 1,000 and 2,000 lbs. per

sq. in. developing 675 tons total pres-

sure on the dies with the former pres-

sure. Steel castings are used freely,

and carbon steel for the dies.

©
HEAVY TURRET LATHE

FOR some time the Corbet Foundry &

"

Machine Co., Owen Sound, Out., have
been building heavy turret lathes espe-

HYDR,4.ULIC TOGGLE PRESS PO" ""INKING RIMS OF .VUTOMOBILE
WHEELS.
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cially suited for munition work, and
their latest design, based on extensive

experience is shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. Exceptionally heavy
proportions have been adopted through-

out, the driving pulley being 14 in.

dia. X 8 in. face with main gears of 7

to 1 ratio.

The hollow spindle is made to ac-

commodate shell forgings of 6 in. size

and under, the main bearin? beinc suffi-

or surplus stock has been drilled out and
removed, and is operated by a motor
which can be used on an ordinary light-

ing circuit.

The chief feature about the machine
is t'lie employment of cutters having a

multiple thread helix, the section of the

thread being that of a ratchet or butt-

ress screw, which, when rotated at high

speed, shears the material off the work.
With the pitch of the cutting threads in

HE.VVY TUKKET LATHE Full .MfMTIUXS IMtoIU'CTIOX.

ciently large to dispense with outer the proper direction, the work is drawn
steady bearing. Machine cut steel gears down and made to hug the platen or

are used throughout. An automatic
chuck operated by hand wheel at end
of headstoek provides ample gripping

1 lower.

Turret proportions are very liberal

and feed is obtained from a belt-driven

worm shjfft at the back of the bed,

meshing with a worm wheel on the outer

end of the feed pinion shaft. Hand-

table assisting greatly in controlling

the work in hand. This action also

carries the <-hips down so as to have the

line marked out on the blank visible at

all times.

The machine consists of a main frame
carrying the vertical cutter spindle, the

driving shaft being disposed at right

angles to the main spindle which it

feed is provided through a three spoke drives through spiral gearing. The
spider with clutch gear. motor is especially wound to take care

These machines are equipped com- of tlie intermittent loads and is com-
plete with chuck, countershaft, and pletely protected from injury by chips
controlling clutch, the net weiglit of the or dust.

lathe being 5,200 lbs. Tlie woi-k table is adjustable, and is

set at right angles to the

si)indle. the desired
niMdunf of clearance be-

ing obtained through tlu'

use of tapered cutters,

which with a level table

give uniform clearance on
all sides of the die no

matter from what direc-

tion the work is applied

to the cutter. One l)enefi!

of tbis feature is that

when grinding dies in use,

the opening is enlarged

uniformly without distor-

tion due to unequal clear-

ance angles.

All the cutters have

plain shanks 14 •"• ''iii-

and are nuule straight, tapered, and

reverse ta))er, from Vs in. to ,5-lG in.

diameter. They are held in a ilraw-

<liiwn cdllct which is closed by a spring

<.i:.\ii imivE.N" nil: Ffiit.MiNf; m.vciiink with iielicat.
ri'TTRRH MAKINI! (•(INTINTOTS (Tl' (IN WORK.

DIE FORMING MACHINE WITH
HELICAL CUTTERS

TFTE machine illustrated herewith is

designed specially for finishing blank-
ing dies and similar work, after the core

at the lower end of main spindle, and re-

quire no feed screws, slides or vises in

which to hold or control the work in

operation.

The machine is the product of the

Andei-son Die Machine Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., and is distributed by R. E. T.

Pringle Co., Toronto, being regularly

equipped with motor for any desired

voltage, cord and plug, tool rack and
twelve selected cutters. Weight with
motor 55 lbs.

®
NEW VERNIER HEIGHT GAUGE

A NEW vernier height gauge, having
improved attachments for greater .effi-

ciency, has been brought out by the L. S.
Stan-ett Co., of Athol, Mlass. Tool-
makers and machinists who are familiar
with the Starrett vernier caliper will

find the new tool of similar quality.
The bar is 10 in. long, graduated to

read by means of
vei-nier to .001 of
an inch on measure-
ments up to 8 in.

high. The base is

2% in. long by 1 in.

wide, hardened to

give long wear and
recessed in the bot-

tom and ground
square with the bar,

giving perfect ac-
curacy. An exten-
sion is furnished
for the movable
bar, which allows
reverse measure-
ments to be taken
from the bottom or
top side of the jaw.
An attachment to

p e r m i t measure-

m

ments inside the
frame of a jig or to

measure the depth
recesses is alsoof

furnished with the
gauge, and permits
a wider range of
Work.

1 1 1 Hiiir <;.\r<;i'; with
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MINING IN ALBERTA DURING 1916

CO.Mn'LKTK mining statistics for the

Province of Alberta for the year inifi

are not yet complete and will not be
available before the end of February.
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The total output for the ye'i'' will, it is

estimated, be between 4,250,000 and 4,-

500,000 tons. This shows an increase ot"

approximately 1,000,000 tuns over the

output for the year 1915. A much lar-

ger amount of coal is being' shipped from
Alberta into the Province of Manitoba
than fornierly. During- the lirst three

months of last year, the mines, parti-

cularly in the lignite field worked more
steadily than is usual at that time of

year owing- to the extreme cold weather
experienced. During; these months, how-
ever, the output in the Druraheller dis-

trict was seriously handicai)i)cd by a

scarcity of railway cars. The output has

also been interfered with to a certain

extent by a shortage of labor, althous-h

during the last few months this has ma-
terial'v improved.
From January first to December fif-

teenth, 44 new mines were opened and
.")2 abandoned in the province, the num-
ber at present in operation being- 248.

During the same
period, 18 fatal acci- r

'

dents occurred as

compared with 18 for

the whole of the year >

1915, also 76 non-

fatal, as compared
with 66 non-fatal ac-

cidents during the

year 1915.

A mine rescue era-

has been installed in

the Drumheller field

during the year, there

being now tliree mine
rescue cars in opera-

tion as follows:

—

One in the Crow's
Nest Pass, one in the

Canmore and Bank-
head district and one

in the Dnimheller
district ; there are

also five mine rescue

stations placed as fol-

lows: Three in the.

Lethbridge district,

one Ln the Brazeau,
and one in the Jasper

Park district. The superintendent of each

of these stations devotes a considerable

portion of his time to instruction in first

aid work.
On July 1, 1916, competitions in mine

rescue and first aid work were held at

Coleman. Thirty-two certificates of com-

petency in mine rescue work were grant-

ed during the year, making a total of 261

certificates issued since the establish-

ment of mine rescue stations in the pro-

vince. Provision has also been made for

the payment of men doing mine rescue

training at the rate of 50 cents per hour.

Two teams are kept at each mine, each

team being expected to undergo at least

one training each month. A large num-
ber of mines in the province are adopt-

ing the use of electric cap lamps with

very satisfactory results. A number of

electrical coal cutlting machines have
been installed in different mines dur-

ing the year.

Seven of the new mines which were
opened durin? the year are located in

the Grade Prairie district about 400

miles northwest of Edmonton and are

supplying coal to the settlers there.

During- the year two copper mines were
opened west of Banff, on the main line

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Thes&
mines are situated near Eldon. Only a

small amount of development work was
done, however, and they are now aban-
doned. On the property owned by the

Alberta Copper Co., there is a vein be-

tween 5 and 6 ft. in thickness, on which

a tunnel is being driven for a distance

of 154 feet, and on the property owned
by the Calgary Copper Co., there is a

vein 12 ft. in thickness.

©
NOVA SCOTIA STEEL & COAL CO.

A MEETING of the directors of the

Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. was held

at New Glasgow, N.S., on January 9.

PEACK PROPOS.iTiS—FROM "HUMOK IN THE ROYAL NAVY

Those present were: 6. S. Campbell
and J. Walter Allison, of Halifax; W.
H. Chase, Wolfville; Lome C. Webster,
Montreal; R. E. Chambers, New Glas-

gow; W. D. Ross, Toronto, vice-presi-

dent; and Col. Cantley, New Glasgow,
presidejit.

It was shown that the output of the

New Glasgow plant for the calendar

year ended December 31 last, was more
than 60 per cent, greater than that of

1915, -while the orders on hand are suffi-

cient to keep the plant fully occupied

for a large portion of the current year,

even at the increased rate of produc-

tion prevailing in 1916.

It was also siown that their subsid-

iary, the Eastern Car Co., had received

a further order for three thousand cars

for Europe. These cars are to be de-

livered at a Canadian port, and, -with

other orders now on hand, will be suffi-

cient to keep the car plant fully occu-

pied for the whole of 1917.

CANADIAN REVENUE FOE NINE
MONTHS

THE financial statement of Canada for
the nine months of the fiscal year ended
with December shows a total revenue of

.tl66,856,:340, as compared with $122.-

027,821 in the conesponding period, l-i

the month of December alone the rev-

enue amounted to .$21,943,775 an in-

crease of over four millions.

Expenditures on the war in the nine
months aggregated $170,229,748, a

growth of eighty-five millions. In the

same period domestic expenditures on
consolidated account totalled tSl.Gflu,-

505, an increase of seven millions. On
the present liasis of capital and con-

solidated outlay compared with the
revenues there will be a surplus, apart
from the war expenditure, of about six-

ty millions.

The Customs Department is the prin-

cipal contributor to the aggregate rev-

enue, furnishing $97,-

332,210 in the nine

months, which is an

aug-mentation of $28,-

0,0 (TO. Excise
brought in eighteen

millions, public works
almost twenty mil-

lions, and post-office

twenty millions. At
the end of December
the net debt, in-

creased by interest

charges, stood at

J.$722,lll,449. a growth
of about $200,000,000
in the year.

®
COMPANIES ACT
INCORPORATED
The number of

companies incorpor-

ated under the Com-
panies Act, Canada
during the fiscal year
ending March 31,

1916,^ was 534, with
a total capitalization

of $157,342,800, and the number of ex-

isting companies to which Supplement-
ary Letters Patent were issued was 71,

of which 28 increased their capital stock

$68,996,000, and 11 decreased same
$4,811,700. The remaining 32 were
granted Supplementary Letters Pat-
ent for various objects, such as

changing names, extending powers,
etc., making a total of 605 chart-

ers and supplementaries issued during

the year, an increase of 59 as compared
with the previous year. The total capi-

talization of new companies and the in-

creased capital of existing companie.-?

amounted to $221,527,100.

©
The Reason Why.—An English mili-

tant crusader strolled into a bam where
a young man was milking a cow. With
a snort, she asked: "How is it that you
are not at the front, young man?"
"Because, ma'am," answered the

milker, "there ain't no milk at that

end."
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A GLIMPSE OF POST-WAR TRADE EFFORT

THE cancellalion of Allied munitions orders in the

United States, and the aggressive bidding- of Had-
flelds Ltd., Shelrteld, England, for American naval

shell contracts should not pass without the careful con-

sideration of every Canadian manufacturer, and particu-

larly those who have received the benefit of orders which

have been directly or indirectly the result of war condi-

tions. In the first place the cancellation of British shell

orders in the United States is an indication of the manner
in which production has been increased in Great Britain,

and what is true of finished shell output is equally so of

the principal raw material—steel, entering therein. It may
therefore be anticipated that contracts for the latter will

show an accelerating tendency to shrink at an early date,

if the process be not already operative.

In the second place the low bid of British makers on

American shells illustrates emphatically that the cost of

British and European production is on a much lower level

than in the United States. Further, the great disparity

between the delivery dates of Hadfields and their nearest

domestic competitor seem to indisputably indicate greater

efficiency, both as regards operative skill, and production

equipment installed. ' Aside, however, from the special

circumstances responsible for this glimpse into tlie future,

putting two and two together is not much more simple

than reaching the conclusion that happenings such as this

have a bearing upon the industrial developments which
may be expected to follow the war.

The manufacturer on this side of the Atlantic needs
only ordinary foresight to see that tlie time is coming
when there will be no more munition orders placed at prices

made reckless by necessity, nor will there be a demand for

other manufactures and natural products, meantime fac-

tors in the great military campaign at valuations which
have upset normal standards. The end of the war will bring
this change—if it does not come l)efore, and in that same
time there will be released for the manufacture of normal
products all tho vast and eiricicnt machine which has been
devoted to the taskmaster Mars since August, 1914.

On what basis then will wc be able to meet industrial

Europe after the war?

The outlook is that the competition of old world manu-
facturers will be much keener than the past has ever
known. In Canada and the United States' priec-no-object

war buying, with general prosperity and high wages have
put the cost of production on a much higher level than has
ever teen known. On the other hand in the Old World
where the machinery of production has been greatly

developed, immense armies will return to the usual walks
of life, and labor will undoubtedly be plentiful and prob-
ably cheap. Costly production then in this country and
cheap production in Britain and Europe can only lead to

competition from across the seas, which will either result

in a reduction of prices on this side or the purchase of
foreign goods. Tariff adjustments may be made which
will help the situation, but even so Canadian manufactur-
"ers would do well to mark the significance of such inci-

dents as Hadfields' bidding on American shell contracts.

For the benefit of our readers who may not have had the
opportunity of perusing the details of the United States
Navy Department armor piercing shell bids referred to, a

brief comparative statement follows

:

Hadfield's made bid for the delivery of 3,000 16-inch
shells in sixteen months, at $513 each. The next lowest
bid was that of the Crucible Steel Co., which agreed to

make 1,700 of these shells in twenty-six months at $768
each. The highest American bid, that of the Midvale Steel
Co., was $900 each for 1,000 shells, to be delivered in

twenty-four months.

The British company's bid was $356 each for 4,500 of
(he 14-inch projectiles, to be delivered in eleven months.
The next lowest bid, that of the Washington Steel &
Ordnance Co., was .$500 each for 1,000 shells, to be delivered
in twenty-two months. The Midvale Co. offered to make
5,600 of these shells in thirty months at $550 each. The
only other bid on 14-inch shells was that of the Crucible
Steel Co., which offered to make 2.000 of them in forty-

two months at .$543 each.

®
THE MUNITIONS LABOR SITUATION

CONSIDERABLE irritation is manifest as a result of
the official campaign to stimulate recruiting for
munitions production in our metal-working plants.

Indefiniteness as to the class of labor wanted seems to be
the "lost chord" in the various clarion calls issued to
date, and while this in itself might have been foreseen
and therefore avoided, it may be taken for granted, with
the various individual experiences brought so very forcibly
to their notice, that the Imperial Munitions Board,,
through its Department of Labor, will lose no time in
switching its campaign effort to meet effectively its own
insistent need and the offerings as well of those willing to
meet same.

The undertaking to man our munitions plants to the
limit of their capacity with either available male or female
labor verges on the stupendous, besides being beset with
difficulties apt to be overlooked, and perhaps minimized to
the vanishing point even when known. Transportation
troubles in the matter of fuel, steel, forgings, etc., have
militated materially in recent weeks against the employ-
ment of the full quota of labor in many plants, and it may
not be assuming too much to infer that the eases of indi-
vidual inconvenience recorded have had the foregoing more
than the Labor Department of the Imperial Munitions
Board, to blame for the circumstances in which they
Idund themselves. Now that our passenger train service
has been materially restricted, and the locomotives and
train crews have been transferred to supplement freight
haulairc and eliminate tlio congestion bogey, we may expect
to sec the .scope of enqiloyment on munitions work of every
description enlarged and complaints of disappointment by
those willing to serve get beyond the range of possibility,
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

2t) Uo

31 7.".

n:; oil

'!o Vl.j

:)u ou

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsljurgli
Lake Superior, iiiarco
Cliicagu
Staniliird low pluis.. I'liil

delphia
Bessemer, Pittsljursb •

Basil'. \ alley furuaie .

.

Montreal ToroiiU'

Mid dies bore, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clareuce, No. 3
Hamiuon
Victoria 40 Uil :;s 00

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. to Large Bu.vers I'euts

Iron bars, base. Xorouto... ;;.50

Steel bars, base, Torouio.. 3.75
Stwl bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 5 25
Steel liars, 4 in. and larger
base tj •'JO

Iron bars, base, Montreal., o.t^.i

•Sti-el bars, base, Montreal. 4 00
Keiuforeing bars, base ... 3 55
Bessemer raiis, beavy, at

mill
Steel bars, PittabuigU
Tank plates, Pittsliurgb
Beams and angles, Pitts-

burgh
Steel boops. Pittsburgh

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Cents

Steel bars, base 3. 75

Small shapes 4.00

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Cents

Steel bars 3.75
Bars, 2 in. and up 4.25
Structural' shapes 3.85
Plates 4.50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Fulluwing I'oiuts

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

.Montreal ... ' 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.1)

,•> 1

Uuelpb IS.y 22 1

London 18.1) 22.1
Windsor IS.tt JO 1

Winnipeg 64.1) S5.1

METALS.
Montreal I oronto

Lalse copper .f36 00 $30 00
Electro copper... 30 00 30 00
Castings, copper.. 35 00 36 00
Tin 47 00 47 00
Spelter 13 50 13 50
Lead 10 00 '.) 00
Antimony 15 00 IS 00
.Vluminnm 70 00 08 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
.Montreal Toronto

Plates, ^ to % ... $5 40 ip.^ 40
5 75

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 50 5 50

WROUGHT PIPE.
Buttweld.

Prices in effect Dec. 30, 11)10.

Per 100 feet-

y*

%
%
%

1

ly*
1%
2

3
sy.
4

Black Galv.
$ 4 25 $ 5 75

in.

in.

In.

in.

In.

2 in.

2Vi In.

3 In.

3 54
3 54
4 59
5 04
S 33

. .. 11 27

. . . 13 48

. . . 18 13

. . . 28 67

. . . 37 49
46 02

. . . 55 59

Lapweld.
. . . 21 09
, . . 31 59
. . . 41 31

5 67
5 67
6 16
7 76
11 48
15 53
18 56
24 98
39 49
51 64
63 94
75 76

27 57
41 83
54 70

in 51 52
in 61 04
iu 71 12
in ,S2 88
in 107 50
in 142 SO

in. L l.W 00
in 172 SO
in 207 00

in. L 192 00
in 247 20

Pi-ices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime I'rovinces.

08 54
81 21
94 62
110 30
143 00
186 80
196 30
226 10
270 80
231 20
323 40

WKOUdllT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4M;" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 50%.

4M." and larger, 30%.

OLD .MATERIAL.

Dealers'

Copper.
Copper.
Copper.
Copper
No. 1

Buying p
.Mo

light
crucible.,
heavy . .

.

wire
machine

composition ....

No. 1 composition
lurniugs

New Brass clip-

pings
No. 1 brass turn-

ings
Steel, low phos...
Heavy Melting

steel
No. 1 machine

cast iron
Steel turnings ...

Boiler plate
Rails
Axles, wrought

iron
Tires, steel . .

.

Kails
Shafting
Malleable scrap
Pipe, wrought
Stove plate . .

.

Heav.v lead .

.

Tea lead
Si-rap zine ...

Aluminum ...

rices.

utreal

$19 00
23 00
23 00
23 00

Toronto

$21 75
25 25
24 50
24 50

20 50 19 50

16 oO

l."i 00
14 00

17 Ot)

15 00
14 00

13 00 14 00

20 110

7 00
12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 75
20 (10

10 25
10 50
13 00
7 50
6 00
7 50
35 00

10 DO

7 00
10 60
15 00

24 00
11 00
14 00
20 00
11 00
9 00

13 00

5 50
7 00
35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers 20
Machine bolts, 7-10 and
over 15

Machine bolts. ''Is and les.S'. 25
Blank bolts 15
Bolt ends 15
.Machine screws, H. and rd.

lid., steel 271/2

;\Iachine screws, o. and fil.

lul., steel 10
Machine screws, 11. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., $3.75
per 11). oft".

Nuts, hex., over 1 in. .$2.00

per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 27yo

Boiler rivets, base ?i-in._
and larger $5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15
Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & K.,

bright 70

Wood screW'S, flat, brass.. .42V4
Wood screws. O. & R..

brass 40
Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screws. O. & K.
bronze 22Vi

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per Cent.

Set screws 40
!?(1. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Kd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 13
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus l.j

Fin. & semi-fin, nuts up to

1 in 30
, I''in. and semi-fin. nuts,

over 1 in 25
Studs 15
Taper pins 45
Coupling bolts, plus 13

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 15

Planer head bolts, with flllet..net

Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 in .30

Planer liead bolt nuts, over
1 in 23

Planer bolt washers ...plus 10

Hollow set screws.. list plus 40
Collar screws list plus 20
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 70

Patch bolts add 65
Cold prestsed nuts to IM;

in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over IV2
in .idd $2.00

BILLETS.

Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $60 00
Open-hearth billets 60 00

O.H. sheet bars 60 00
Forging billets 80 00
Wire rods 70 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS .\ND SPIKES.

Wire nails 4 75 4 70
Cut nails 400 400
Miscellaneous wire nails 63%
Pressed spikes, % diam..
100 lbs $4 10

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, guaranteed 28^
Solder, strictly 25%
Babbitt metals 11 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb. drums 3 35
White lead, pure, cwt 14 23

Bed dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue, French medal, lb.... 23
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

2SVi
27y.

1 12

1 13
2 .50

8 00
27
32

Gasoline, per gal., bulk
Benzine, per gal., luilk

Pure turpentine, single
bbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls

Plaster of P^iris, per bl)l..

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt.
Packing, square braided....
Packing, No. 1 Italian
Packing, No. 2 Italian 25
Lead wool, per lb 12

Pure Manila rope 25%
Transmismion rope, Manila 29y.
Drilling cables, Manila ... 2SM;

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

f'.VRBON DRILLS AND
RE.VMERS.

Per Cent.

iS.S. drills, wire sizes 20
S.S. drills. 1 10 in. and larger 35
Stanilanl drills to IM; in.... 35
Standard drills, over V/, in. 10
3-fluted drills to ly. in 20
3-fluted drills, over ly™ in.. 10

Bit stoi-k 35
Ratchet drills Net
Machine bits for wnod 15
S.S. drills for wood 45
Wood boring brace drills... 35
Electricians 25
Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin and taper reamers 30
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 53
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15
High-speed drills up to I'/j in.

and over 1^4 in. are now double
list.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 30%
DiseountH off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10% ; B and C, 10% ; cast iron,
35%: standard bushings. 50%;
headers. 00: flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unioii.s, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto
Sheets, Black, No. 28. $5 00 $5 75
Sheets. Black, No. 10. 5 50 5 60
Canad'a plates, dull,
52 sheets 5 75 5 75

Canada plates, all

bright 6 ?0 6 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 (B.W.
G 7 45 7 33

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 .''lO

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier. No. 28 U.S.. 6 70 7 20
Premier. 10% oz 7 00 7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in. $0 45
5-16 in 9 10.

% in. .

7-16 in.

% in.

8 35
7 15
6 95

9-16 i;i 6 93
% in 6 80
% in 6 70
% in 6 5o
1 inch 6 40
Above quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 .30

3-10 in 11 70

Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40

% in 6 33
7-16 in 6 35

6 35
6 35
6 33

1/2 in.

% in.

% in.

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western. American ... GO
Kearney & Font. Arcade. . . 60
J. Barton Smith, Eagle CO
McClelland. Globe 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files i'M
Nicholson 50
Globe 5714
Vulcan 57i|

Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke .......

Connelsvillo Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 50
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50
Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER Tl'BES.

Seam-
Slze. lees

Lap-
welded

in . . . . 30 00

in . . . . 30 00 24 00

in .... 2<l 00 L'l IKl

in . . . . 33 00 20 00

in . . . . 33 00

in . . . . Co To 20 50

in 55 00 31 00

in 54 50 3G 00

in .... 59 50 39 00

.... 75 00 49 00

1

ly*

1V4

1%
•>

2%
I'A

3

31/0

4

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MPOINDS.

Castor oil, per lb 25
Itojalite, per gal., bulk 12

Machine oil. per gal 251/2

I'.lack oil, per gal 12 V2
Cylinder oil, Capital 45V2
Cylinder oil, .4cme 36V2
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 0.6

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union tbresd cutting oil

antiseptic OS
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37y2
Imperial quenching oil 3!>M!

Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No. 1.. $1 50
Leather in sides 130

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, «)3. 50 ft.. 2 00

Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75

Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45

Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50

KiTfll Sieel Tape, 50 ft 2 To
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra IS

Peerless IS

Grand 17

Superior 17

X L C R IB

Atlas 10

X Empire 15

Ideal 15

X press 14

COLORED.

Lion 12y2
Standard 11

No. 1 11

Popular 10

Keen 09

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 24

Axle IS

Anvil 14

.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colnreii 09

This list subject to triide dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Stanrt.Trd 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .48

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Slontreal Toronto

Bars, Yi to 2 in... ¥46 00 $46 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00

Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00

Cupper sheet, plan-
ished. 14x60 base. 57 00 oi 00

Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 base 46 50 46 50

BR.4SS.
Brass rods, base 54 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, -0

oz 60
Brass tubing, seamless 55

Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PL.-VTING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10

Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 1 35
Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06

Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery compusition... . OS to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. siq. tt-.fli 00 «12 .50

Sheets, 3M. lbs. sq.

ft 11 To 12 25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, ^c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHE.MICALS.

Acid, tioracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14^4
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vmmonium chloride 11
Ammonium hyiiriisulphuret .40
Ammonium * sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, auhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate IT
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Xl<-kel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15
I'utassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .55
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .%o

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hvposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in close touch through provincial correspondents

Montreal, Que., Jan, 15, 1917.—The
industrial and cOjnmercial world is still

much in doubt as to the underlying
purposes of recent efiforts towards the

opening of peace negotiations. This
condition of affairs is being reflected in

general trade circles, and advance con-

tracts for materials are showing a de-

crease. Considerable relief in freight

congestion is looked for as a result of

the reduction in passenger schedules by
Canadian railroads.

Pig Iron

Some anxiety has been experienced

a.s a result of recent political events but
capacity production is still the order at

most furnaces, although difficulty is be-

ing experienced in the receipt of raw
materials owing to transportation facil-

ities, etc. Some relief has been shown
in the coke situation, spot furnace hav-
ing fallen to .$9 per ton; prompt foun-
dry shows a decline of .$1 per ton the
current quotation l)eing .$11 per ton.

Canadian piir quotations are practically

withdrawn, the nominal price of Vic-
toria being $40 per ton.

Steel

The steel situation has been little af-

fected by the political happenings re-

ferred to. While it is generally con-

ceded that prices have attained a maxi-

mum high level, advances here and there

still indicate the apparent strength of

the market. Owing to existing condi-

tions and the uncertainty of early fut-

ure developments, consumers are not so

keen to place orders for future require-

ments at the present high prices. The
demand for steel plates is very great;

in fact it is doubtful if ship building

needs will he entirely satisfied for a

con.siderable period after the close of
hostilities. It is not improbable that

higher quotations may prevail for this

class of steel. An advance of $10 per

ton has been placed on tank plates,

Pittsburgh, the quotation being now
on a basis of $'> per hundred pounds.

Sheet mills are booked many months
ahead, but owing to the non-delivery of

sheet bars the output has been largely

curtailed during the past few weeks.

The quotation on blue annealed slieets

shows an advance of $5 per ton, the cur-

rent price being -14.75 per hundred.

The situation in wire and wire products

has continued very firm for some lime

and it is anticipateil tliat a steady tone

will prevail. The demand is very active

and mills are operating at full capacity

No local changes have taken place du-

inc the week and business is generally

lirisk.

Metals

Unsettled conditions are still the

feature of the metal situation and the

general trend is toward weakness. Cop-

per continues to become easier. Tin i'^

uncertain but slightly highc. Spelter

is quiet. Trade is steady but s'lowing

< slight undertone of weaknes5. Anti-

mony and aluminum are firm and nn-

clianged.

Copper.—Considerable activity has been
shown in this metal during the past

week, but the market continues unset-

tled owing to the uncertain conditions

that still prevail. Recent developments,

and their bearing on early future pos-

sibilities, have somewhat disturbed the

confidence of the trade and the situa-

tion at present is one of watchful wait-

ing. Tlie steady decline of the past

few weeks has resulted from the active

selling of resale metal and the feeling

that peace negotiations would materially

affect the strength of the market. Lon-
don quotations indicate a weaker mar-
ket, and Xew York has also declined on

lake and castings, but electrolytic has
advanced ^'^e. beins: now quoted at

29* oc per lb. The situation locally con-

tinues fairly active and prices are
steady and well maintained. Lake and
electrolytic are quoted at .'!6c and cast-

ings at ^iic per lb.

Tin.—This market continues to hold

its firm position but owing to the un-
reliable nature of tlu' information now-
obtainable regarding shipments, the sit-

uation is anythinir but settled. The
strength of the markets here is larsre'''

due to the advancing London market;
New York having advanced to 4.3c, one-
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half cent higher than last week. Con-

ditions here are unchanged and prices

are firm at 47e per lb.

Spelter.— The situation iu spelter

shows little t-hange and still carries an

air of uncertainty that characterizes

conditions generally. However, the buy-

ing of spelter is relatively low to that

of copper and the trade is rather opti-

mistic regarding the early future. New
York is %c lower, the current quota-

tion being QYif per lb. Dealers here

are fairly active and a slight advance

is noted; the quotation this week, being

14c per lb.

Lead.—The .situation in lead is firm,

but an undertone of weakness is de-

veloping as a result of iirevailing con-

ditions. New York continues to quote

Ji/ac with a declining tendency. The
market here is steady with quotations

unchanged at 10c per lb.

Antimony.—Little activity is shown in

antimony and the market remains un-

changed with prices firm at 15c per lb.

Aluminum.—The market is unchang-

ed and quotations are steady at TOc per

lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Trade in machine tools is satisifactory,

but no pronounced activity is evident.

This may be accounted for by the un-

certainty that prevails throughout trade

and political circles respecting early

future conditions. The prospect of ad-

ditional munitions contracts being

placed, when a definite understanding

has been reaciied, may enlarge the re-

quirements of shell makers in respect to

additional equipment. An interesting

feature that may ultimately result in

machine tool activity is the fact of many
U.S. firms establishing branches in Can-

ada. While the principal undertaking'

at present is along munition lines, the

possibilities of domestic expansion are

very encouraging.

Scrap

Activity in scrap seems to have sim-

mered down to the purchase of actual

current requirements and a general de-

pression in prices appears to feature a

rather dull situation. New York quot-

ations would seem to indicate a general

weakness, but dealers here are optimistic

regarding the near future. While the

present tendency is for easier prices,

those effected this week are confined to

scrap brass and zinc. Brass clippings

are y^e lower at IBi/o", turnings at 15c

show a decline of Vic. Scrap zinc at 71/^

is i'^>c lower than last week.

Toronto, Ont., Jan. 16.—Industrial ac-

tivity continues to be largely centered on
the .production of munitions, the de-

velopment taking place in this industry
l)eing quite remarkable. Coincident with

this is a national call for economy in ex-

|)enditure and increased production aris-

ing out of military necessities. The
freight situation has not as yet improved,
but the new regulations are now in effect,

and the co^ngestion in the railway yards
will no doubt be relieved to some extent.

There is still a shortage of coal and coke.

but some relief is expected shortly, al-

though it is doubtful if the situation will

be normal until the spring.

Steel

Renewed activity is devehiping in tlie

iron and steel trade, and the market ap-
pears to have lost little of its previous
strength. Tlie upward movement in

prices continues, and the situation is

tighter tlian ever before, due to the enor-
mous demand of steel for munitions. On
this account it is becoming very difficult

to get merchant bars and other steel pro-

ducts, with the result that prices are ad-

vancing. A large tonnage of steel will

have to 'be imported from the United
States, as the domestic mills cannot meet
the extraordinary demand. Prices of

iron and steel bars are still withdrawn,
and those given in the selected market
quotations are, in the meantime, en-

tirely nominal. When new ;prioes are is-

sued thev will most probably be around
!f4.05 to>4.10 per 100 lbs.

' Quotations
on such products as plates, tubes and
sheets are very firm on account of the

situation in the U. S. Higher .prices on
plates are predicted, due to the con-

tinued demand from shipyards and car

builders. Plate mills are filled for

months ahead, and deliveries consequent-
ly are very slow. Prices on locomotive

and merchant tubes are largely nominal,
as the mills are filled up on both grades

for from six to nine months. Prices on
wrought pipe are very firm, and a fur-

ther advance is likely at no distant date.

The demand for wire rods is as insistent

as ever, and prices are steadily advanc-
ing. It is understood that inquiries for

10,000 to,ns of wire rods have recently

been sent to the States by Canadian in-

terests.

The market for black sheets continues

very firm, due to the situation in the

V. S. The output of sheets is being re-

stricted on account of unsatisfactory de-

liveries of sheet bars. The output of the

mills is largely sold through the first,

and partly through the second quarter.

Prices of galvanized sheets are also firm,

but unchanged.

Pig Iron

The situation in the pig iron market
is anything but satisfactory. There lias

been for some time a considerable fall-

ing off in the production of foundry iron

owing to the insistent demand for basic

pig for steel making. To make matters
worse a serious shortage of coke has de-

veloped, and some foundries have been
obliged to close down temporarily. The
coke situation is acute, and there is little

prospect of immediate relief. Prices of

domestic pig irons are still withdrawn.
The Buffalo market is a little more acti\ o

and prices of foundry irons remain firm

at .$35 at furnace.

Scrap

The market for scrap ingot metals is

now steadier after the recent decline, but

has still a weak tendency. Indications

do not point to a revival in the near fu-

ture, and a further decline in price io

not unlikely. Prices of scr.ip steel, cm

the other hand, are holding firm, but no

clianges have been made during the week.
The embargo on the export of steel scrap
is tending to depress the market, par-
ticularly on steel turnings, as supplies of

this material are again accumulating.

Machine Tools
Business has lieen rather slow diiriu?;

the week compared with the latter pan
of last year. Prospects, however, are
favorable, and a resumption of activity

is looked for any time. The building uf
new munitions plants and extensions tu

others is bound to have a beneficial ef-

fect o.n the machine tool trade and result

in considerable business.

Supplies
Higher prices continue to feature the

market for machine shop supplies, due to

the high cost of raw materials. The more
important lines which liave advanced arc
as follows :—Armstrong tool holders, list

plus 40 per cent. ; Armstrong ratchets,
plus 20 per cent.; Weston ratchets,

net list; quick drill vises, plus 20 per
cent. ; drop forged lathe dogs, plus 15 per
cent.; "C" clamps, plus 15 .per cent.

Drop forged wrenches are 25 per eent.

off list. Chucks are unchanged at list,

plus 30 per cent., and carbon steel cut-

ters list, plus 40 per cent. An advance
has been made on carbon drills, w"hile

high speed drills are double list, plus 35
per cent. A new discount of 271/2 per
cent, has been issued on tinners' rivets,

as against 30 per cent, formerly. Leather
belting is higher, the new discount on ex-

tra heavy being 30 and 5 per cent., but
standard is unchanged at 40 per cent

Leather lacing is now $1.50, and leather

in.sides $1.30. Gasoline and benzine have
advanced Ic per gallon, and are now
quoted at 28V2C and 27i/2<' per gallon re-

spectively.

Metals

The situation in the metal markets is

practically unchanged, and there liave

been no developments of importance dur-
ing the week. The peace proposals are

still affecting the market to some exteiit

and will doubtless tend to steady prices

for a considerable time. Prices gener-
ally are firm and unchanged.

Copper.—The market is steady and
prices firm. Practically all the big' pro-

ducers are sold up for six months, and
are out of the market. Prices being
quoted now are for resale metal. Local

quotations are nominal and unchanged
at lific ]ier pound.

Tin.—Quotations in London advanced
recently, but the New York market 1.^

dull and unsettled, with a small volume
of business. Local quotations unchanged
at 47c a pound.

Spelter.—The possibility of the war
being jirolonged has strengthened the

spelter market, but prices are unchanged.

Local quotation, l.^i-oc (per pound.
Lead.—The market is dull and feature-

less at unchanged (|uotations. Local

jirice, n^^c per pound.
Antimony.—The market continues dull

and prices have an easier tendency. Local

quotaticm, ISc per pound.
Aluminum.^The market is quiet and

easy, with quotations unchanged at 68c

per pound.
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No, 4. Inclinable Open Kack
Press.

Consolidated Presses
re^jresent the highest grade in quality of material,

design and workmanship, and have many exclusive

i'eatui'es which make for economy in operation, not-

ably the three locking points in the hubs of all fly-

wheels, giving 20 i^er cent, more production than any
press having only two locking points in flywheel to

engage clutch.

PRESSES FOR MARKING FUSES, FOR FUSE BODIES.
FOR BLANKING, CUPPING AND DRAWING

CARTRIDGE CASES.

Also a general line of Punch and Inclinable Presses.

Manufactured by

The Consolidated Press Co.
HASTINGS, MICH.

Get our beautifully illustrutod cutalog for all the
fine points of "eon!«oIid;tted" (*onstru<'tion.

Nos, 0, 21/2, 3 and 4 carried in stock at Toronto.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited
TORONTO, ONTARIO

You Can Depend Upon Geometries

They are used on every make of IScrew Machiue

—

with absolute satisfaction, too.

The uia.joi'ity of Screw Machiiic users know this.

Do you ;

(leonietric Die Heads are arranged for cutting

any diameter, pitch and form of thread. Kight or

left-hand. Flush to shouldei-, where necessary. A
micrometer adjustment makes possible quick and
accurate variations for a tight or loose-fitting

screw. The chasers open automatically, so that no
hackiiig-otT occurs to injure the thread. Length
of thread accurately governed—short or long.

When you are I'cady, let us aid you. Our publica-

tion, TllKKADS, will help us get acciuaiuted. It

is free. Mav we lia\i' your address for our mail-

in- list?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL COMPANY
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.

Canadian Agenfs: WILLIAMS & WILSON. LTD.. MONTREAL. THE A. R.

WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LTD.. TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND ST. JOHN. N.B

// ani) advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place nith Ifllcrs to be anxwcred.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Ottawa, Ont.—The Ottawa Car Co. is

buildinf; a plant at a cost of $40,000.

Wingham, Ont.—The Western Foun-
dry <'(!. fiintemplate an addition to their

foundry liere.

Hepworth, Ont.—The Hepworth Light

& Power Co. propose baiildinn- a power
plant near here.

Toronto, Ont.—The Consolidated Steel

Co. will build an addition to their plant

at 11.54 Dundas street.

Montreal, Que.—The Canada Stove &
Founilry Co. contemplate building- an ex-

tension to their plant at St. Laurent,

near here.

Vancouver, B.C.—^The Pacific Great

Eastern Railway Co. will commence work
soon on a machine shop at Squamisli,

B.C., to cost $15,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Chapman Double
Ball Bearing- Co., of Canada, have been

g-ranted a permit to erect a $25,000 two-

storey brick addition to their factory

on Sorauren avenue.

Toronto, Ont.—The TurnbuU Elevator

Co., John street, have purchased a fac-

tory site at the corner of Bloor and Lans-

downe, consisting- of about 4^4 acres.

The price paid for the property is $106-

ono.

Orillia, Ont.—A new company known
as Electro-Foundries, Ltd., has been

formed to take over the smelter and in-

stall an electric furnace. Capitalists

connected with the International Moly-
bdenum Co. are interested in the new
venture.

Montreal, Que.—The Howard Smith
Paper Mills Co. will shortly take over

the recently purchased Crabtree mill.

Plans are being completed for the neces-

sary alterations -ndiich will change it

from a newsprint to a bond paper mill.

The mill will be considerably enlarged,

one of the additions consisting of a
heater room 125 ft. by 60 ft. ,

London, Ont.—^Beatty Bros., of Fer-

gus, will establish a foundry at Chelsea
Green, along the London & Port Stan-
ley Railway tracks. The building- to be

erected will cost $28,000 or $30,000. The
company will manufacture iron pumps,
barrel churns, grain grinders and hand
and power washing machines. Beatty
Bros, have hitherto bought their cast-

ings.

Kingston, Ont.—The Kingston Smelt-
ing Co., will shortly be running to capa-
city. The lead that will be smelted in

this plant is to be obtained from British

Columbia, the United States, and also

from mines in this district. At the pres-

ent time there is an embargo on crude

lead from the United States, but the

management' hopes to have this removed.

Steel Plant for Toronto.—The Tor-

onto Harbor Commissioners have com-
pleted arrangements with the Imperial

Munitions Board, through the chairman,
.1. W. Flavelle and Col. Carnegie, where-
by the Munitions Board will have erec-

ted for them an electric steel and forg-

ing plant with an initial capacity of

300 tons per day. Ten six-ton, three-

phase 25-cycle Heroult type electric

furnaces wiill be installed.

MUNICIPAL
Cayuga, Ont.—The Town Council pro-

pose purchasing gas engines and pumps
for a waterworks system.

Brantford, Ont.—The City Council are

considering the question of developing
hydro |iower on the Grand River.

Oakville, Ont.—Voting on the by-law
to grant certain minor concessions to the
Acme Tire & Rubber Co. will take place
on Monday, January 22. The company
propose establishing a factory here for
making rubber tires, etc.

Toronto.-The York Township Coun-
cil has passed a by-law granting a fixed

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION
The foUo-wing gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation :—George F. Gait, Winnipeg

;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.
E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

assessment for the next twenty years to

the Canada Cycle & Motor Car Co., with
allied businesses under such names as

the Russell Motor Car Co., or the Can-
ada Cycle & Motor Car Co. The com-
pany are building- a factory at Weston.

Toronto, Ont.—A new activated sludge
unit is to be given a trial at the Morley
Avenue sewage disposal plant. Should
it prove successful in preventing odor
from spreading. Works Commissioner
Harris will recommend that the activated

sludge system be adopted for the entire

plant. An appropriation for the trial

unit will be placed in the estimates of the

Works Department.

ply of a horizontal shaft centrifugal

pump, electric motor and switchboard.
Specifications may be obtained from
H. A. Gibeau, town engineer. Town Hall,

St. Lambert, Chambly Co., P.Q.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be
called until February 12, 1917, for works
required for the coimpletion of the new
Parliament Buildings, which include the
following: Heating and ventilating, elec-

tric conduit and wiring. Thos. H. John-
son, Minister of Public Works, Winni-
peg.

London, Ont.—Tenders will be receiv-

ed up to Monday, Jan 29, 1917, for the
supply and delivery of: (a) Special rail-

road track work consisting of five (5)
whole and two half crossings of man-
ganese steel construction; (b) Two
horse-drawn road oil distributers. Spe-
cifications, form of tender, etc., can be
seen at the office of H. A. Brazier, city

engineer.

Winnipeg, Man.—^Tenders addressed to
the undersigned will be received up to

Monday, February 5, 1917, for the sup-
ply of indicating- and recording appar-
atus for two Venturi meters. Specifica-

tions and form of tender may be obtained
and form of contract may be inspected
at the offices of the district. R. D.
Waugh, Chairman of Commissioners,
501 Tribune Building, Winnipeg, Man.

GENERAL
Toronto, Ont.—The D. Harris & Co.

glue factory may be removed to Ash-
bridge's Bay. Officials after visiting re-

duction plants in the United States,

found that such a plant by means of
proper water cooling devices can be
operated without giving- forth obnoxious
odors.

TENDERS
St. Lambert, Que.—Tenders will be

received up to January 22, for the sup-

MARINE
Victoria, B.C.-—The auxiliary schooner

Mar^-aret Haney, which is being built by
the Cameron Genoa Mills Shipbuilders.

Ltd., will be launched about the end of
.January. The 160 h.p. Bollinder en-

gines will be installed after the vessel

has been launched.

Yacht "Florence" Sold.—The steam
yacht Florence, formerly owned by Sir
John Eaton, of Toronto, and since the
war began in the service of the Cana-
dian Govei-nment as a patrol and scout
vessel, has been sold to the French Trad-
ing Co., of Martinique, F.W.I. It is un-
derstood she will be used by her pres-
ent owners for commercial purposes. She
has left for Fort de France, Martinique.

Shipbuilding Bounties.—From a note
in a recent issue of the Board of Trade
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Journal, we g:ather that a new Shipbuild-

ino- Act for Newfoundland provides for

payments to be made to shipbuilding'

concerns situated in the colony. These
payments take the form of makinop up
the net annual profits of 7 per cent, for

a term of 15 years should they be below

this flsrure. The Act also .provides for

free importation of materials for the

equipment of shipyards as well as of

those used in shipbuildino-. Further-
more, the tonnage bounties under the

Act of 1908 are to be doubled.

PERSONAL
W. S. Atwood, chief engineer of th''

Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Montreal,

has been appointed operating: manager.

Lieut.-Col. L. T. Martin, of O'Briei.

& Martin, railway contractors, Montreal,

has been requested to raise a construc-

tion l)attalion for service in France.

A. G. Pounsford, until recently safety

engineer of the Pulp and Paper Manu-
facturers' Safety Association, has been
appointed general manager of the Port
Artliur Pulp & Paper Co., with head
office in Toronto.

Capt. K. T. P. Woods, who spent many
years at sea in tlie Monarch Line, out

of Glasgow, Scotland, and for the past

three years has been an officer on the

cable ship, Restorer, has been appointed
shore captain at Vancouver, B.C., for

the Pacific Steamship Co.

E. P. Mathewson, of Montreal, was
awarded the coveted gold medal of the

Metallurgical Society of America for his

achievements in metallurgs- during the

past year, when the annual meeting of
America's leading mining organization

convened in Montreal recently. The
medal is awarded annually to the mem-
ber performing the most valuable service

in the interest of the development of

American mineral resources.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Ont.—The Campbell Flour

Mills liave been granted a ])ermit tn

erect a bridge between their mill an.'

wnreliDiisc at M'onarch road, to cost sf^Hnll.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian Wesi-
in'zhoMse Co. propose erecting an lidicr

building.

RAILWAYS
AND BRIDGES

St. John, N.B.— It is reporte.l that

tiie l)(iriiiiiioii (idvcrnment has acrpiired

the Tnternational Railway, which runs
from Cainpbcllton, X.B., to St. Leonards
and the Maine border. It hints at the
purchase price being between two and
three million dollars.

It •
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Circular

Metal

Cutting

Saw
Blades for

Any Type

of

Machine

Let us demonstrate what a saving can be made by installing a

HUNTER "DUPLEX" Inserted Tooth Blade
Write for information

HUNTER SAW & MACHINE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

If what you want isn't ad-

vertised in this issue, con-

sult our Buyers' Directory,

page 81.

T MANU£ACi

CRAW CUT SHAPCRS

'

SPKIAl CRAW CUT R R SMAPtRS''

FINISMtO MACMINC KtYS"'
STATIONARYi. PORTABlt KU WAYCJTtlRSl

SPCCIAL leCOMOTIVC CYIINDW PlANCRsI

rorricc""* works: muskcgon hught^ us a

ITHE IRON WdltKS
Successors to

Owen Sound Iron

:-,./Woric^, Wf;
Owen Sound;! aj

I-,
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Engineeis

Boiler- 5|

makers?^

Founders

Machinists

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

Tliey arc llic result o(
sixty years* experi"
cnce, unsurpassed
ni iii ['rnrnt and hiylily
m.iiislii[i.

A trial will convince you that
Barnes-Made" Sprinirs aro the

best buy.

TMEAVALIACf: RAKN! S COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

M«\ii*f rs of KcM-nos-inculo" Prodiicfs
S,„....g.S. r-,-HN...h,.M'l'r,.,K„ls(..M K'.,|l.-J Sfot .^...t U ,r.

METAL
STAMPINGS

M
[

llh

are manufactur
ers of stamped parts
for other nianufao-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses an.]

plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

"I

<i(I

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avbnue, Toronto, Can.
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I BELIEVE
7n Safety First and (iluaya.

In proiidhiij /or the llcaltU of my Fellovf
Workmen.

In Liylit and Air and sauit(ny Workiny Con-
ditions.

In viean, fresh drinkiny vater .for ercri/hody.

In the Safety, Economy and itan-betterment.

PURO
fMADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

The Inss of a man throngh impure drinking
wittr 13 n Clime Iliat "llie front oflfice" must
bear.

An ugly statement, isn't it? But true, abso-
Jutcly.

When a man comes to woik in your factory
he puts his ht.ilih in join- keeping.
Are you « ill 1113 to tL-ke chances on such a

ttnst?

Impure drinking conLlitions are responsible for
nioie tragetlie*? llian any macliine ever built.
Apply the ''Safety Fn-^t" Principles to your

water supply: riniit deny your men a clean,
fresh drink of water.
Conserve their health and they will improve

your profits; make yourself as worthy of the
name of "employer."

Install the Gold Medal winner Puro in your
plnnt, office and shop alike.

The only Sanitary Drinking Fountain that is

safe, sanitan-. simple, automatic in control and
(a^iily .Tltaclirrl.

Let us tell vou just what it will cost you to

"PURO -FY**

WOODWORKING
North Vancouver, B.C.—Fire recently

(lama;j;eil the Xortli Vancouver Sash &
Door Co. 's factory to the extent of $3,-

oflO, which is partly covered by insur-

ance.

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sanitary Prinkirg Fountain Crtnpany

147 University Ave,, Toronto. Cinadi

HAVE YOU
read pages 56 to 61

?

Turn to them now
and see for yourself

whether or not they

are of interest.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Adoerlising Section

TRADE GOSSIP
A. 0. Leslie & Co., Montreal an-

nounce the completion of 50 years in

business. Present officers of the com-
pany are as follows: President, Wil-
liam S. Leslie; vice-president, Thomas
H. Jordan ; director and secretary Ed-
ward H. Copland.

The Canadian SKF Co. has opened an
office at 47 King Street West, Toronto,
where a complete stock of ball bearings
will be carried. The Canadian Fair-
banks Morse Co., will continue as sales

agents for trajismission equipment made
by the parent concern at Hartford,
Conn.

The Albany Pump Co. has equipped a

plant at 10 Pearl street, Toronto, foi-

making the "Albany" rotary puni)) and
munitions gauges. A. W. Bennet, who is

proprietor and manager of the concern,
formerly carried on business at 200
King street west, Toronto, as Canadian
agent for the "Albany" pump.

The Clark Equipment Co., Buchanan,
Mich., has taken over the business of the
Celfor Tool Co. and the Buchanan Elec-
tric Steel Co. The new company has
been organized for tlie above purpose
and the merger is solely for the purpose
of strengthening both concerns. There
will be no change in either the manufac-
turing or selling methods of either com-
pany.

The Imperial Oil Co., held its annual
convention at Sarnia, Ont., from Jan.
9 to Jan. 13 which was attemkd by
about 05 managers and salesmen of the
Ontario Division. The convention was
president over by G. W. Mayer, manag-
ing director of the company. A number
of interesting papers were read and a
banquet lent additional interest to the
proceedings.

Lake Lines to Raise Rates.—The In-

ternational Water Lines Passenger As-
sociation, at its convention held at Que-
bec recently, decided to raise the pas-
senger traffic rates on the Great Lakes,
and certain rivers in the United States,

as well as in Canada, but the Canada
Steamship Lines, Ltd., announce they
will not raise their rates on the St. Law-
rence to the Saguenay River.

The George T. Ladd Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa., announce that the name of what was
originally the "Milne" boiler has been
cha.nged to the "Ladd" water tube boil-

er. The change has been made on ac-

count of improvement in design affect-

ing the settings, feed boxes and other
details to the extent that the majority
of the patents which the company are

utilizing have been taken out by George
T. Ladd, president of the company.

Hyde & Sons Ltd., Montreal hav,
recently added a new department tn

their business to include foundry sup-
plies and equipment. The company at a

late date contemplate taking up the
manufacture of certain lines that are at

present being imported into Canada.
Frank M. Meyers, who has had exten-
sive experience in foundry practice-con-
struction and production will he in

charge of the new department.

The Sterling Engine Works liave taken
over the plant and business of the Doty
Engine Works, Winnipeg, with works
and office at the foot of Water Street.
While it is their intention to manufac-
ture farm tractors as a specialty, they
will also make boilers, steam and gasoline
engines, iron and brass castings, cut
gears, for which their plant is specially
equipped, as well as general repair work.
The president of the new company is

V. C. Maddock, the secretary-treasurer
F. Xilan, and W. J. Leaney is manager.

Cochrane, Ont.—Lucated on the Mat-
tagami River, tliirty-one miles west of
here, is the site of the plant of the new
Mattagami Pulp & Paper Co. This con-
cern's operaitions, involving expenditures
(in construction amounting to .$2,500,000.

liring an important new industry to New
Ontario. Just now the construction of
|mlp mills and hydraulic plant is being
actively carried on with a view to having
them in operation by next June. The
company "s Board of Directors are : Dun-
can Chisholm, Toronto, president; E. P.

Shove, Colorado Springs, Colorado, vice-

president; W. D. Ross, Toronto; N. B.

MacKelvie, New York, and Lieut.-Col.

D. M. Robertson, Toronto, secretary and
treasurer.

Will Assist Refineries.—It is announc
ed in Ottawa that the business of refin-

ing lead, copper and zinc is to be en-

couraged by the Canadian Government.
Finance Minister White intimates that

at the approaching session of the Do-
minion Parliament a Government bill

will be presented providing aid by
bounty or tariff for the refining of theje

metals. This is another step in the pro-

cess of transferring from the Uniteci

States to Canada the entire North Amer-
ican business of munition" making. Can-
ada has great supplies of the metals re-

quired for shells but up to the present

most of the refining of Canadian matte
— lead, copper, zinc and nickel—has

been done in the United States. The
Canadian munition business is growing
to such a volume that the Government
has decided that the whole process oi

producing proper metals for shells shal'

be carried on in Canada.

INCORPORATIONS
Samuel Osbom (Canada) Ltd., have

been incorporated at Ottawa witli a

capital of .$50,000 to manufacture and
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deal in steel and other metals at Mon-
treal. Incrporators are A. E. Myles, F.

J. Laverty and J. W. Blair all of Mon-
treal.

Robert Maw & Co., have been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of
.$50,000 to manufacture iron and wood-
working machinery etc. Head office is

at Montreal and the incorporators are
T. B. Gould, C. Thomas and L. Jf.

Smith ail of Montreal.

Water Purification Ltd., has been in-

corpornted at Ottawa with a capital of

$40,000 to manufacture and deal in

water purification and filtration plants
at Ottawa, Ont. The incorporators are
E. M. Kniffht, .T. T. Mitchell and W. A.
Wvman all of Ottawa.

Ajax Rubber Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a
capital of $1,000,000 to manufacture
rubber goods of all kinds. The head
office is at Toronto and the incorpora-
tors are W. D. Hamilton, R. S. Gilpin
and Y. F. Selby all of Toronto.

Industrial Chemicals Ltd., have been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital
of .$2,750,000 to manufacture chemicals,
chemical compounds, dyes and dyestuffs
etc., at Montreal. The incorporators
are G. W. McDouaall, L. Macfarlane,
and W. B. Scott all of Montreal.

The Stevens-Aylsworth Co., have been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital
of $10,000 to manufacture mechanical
and electrical apparatus and machinery.
The head office is at Toronto and tlie

incorporators are W. Gilchrist, R. D. M.
Moore and .1. Stewart all of Toronto.

Lake Winnipeg Paper Co., has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital of
$5,000,000, to manufacture pulp and
paper. Head office is at Ottawa and
the incorporators are Duncan B. Mc-
Donell, of Winnipeg, also Edward Sey-
bold and Anfrus W. Fi-aser of Ottawa.

The Universal Machinery Co., have
been inccirpnratcd at Ottawa with capi-
tal of .$20(1,000 to carry on the business
of manufacturers of iron and wood-
workin;; machinery, steel makers, iron
and brass founders etc. at Montreal.
The incorporators are H. Johnson, C. R.
Jones and F T.. Malone.

The Collingwood Shipbuilding Co.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a
capital of $2,600,000 to take over the
plant and business of the Collinjfwood
Shipbuilding Co., at Collingwood, Ont.
The incorporators are R. H. Parmenter,
Arthur J. 'I'liomson and Samuel David-
son all of Taronto.

ELECTRICAL
Alton, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric by-

law was carried here on Monday.

Steel Shell Forgicgs or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upou our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig.

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Works.
WINDSOR. ONT.

LACK

diamond:
OVENS

Enameling and Varnishing.
OVENS Heated by

GAS, ELECTRIC ITY. STEAM or COAL
Write for New Pamphlet Just Issued

Bran'iorrt 0»Rn & Rack C«., W«.. Branitorii, CanaHi

STEEL CASTINGS

We are in a position to make

immediate delivery of all

kinds of steel castings, 100 lbs.

and heavier.

Send us your next order.

Dominion Steel Foundry Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
Z^rAB 167?.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
'IN'ALL'C0UNTRI£S

P.onk "P:;tiMit I'rnt. rt inn"—frw. MMster
of I'ateiit Laws. I'urmi-rl.v I'ati'iit office

E.\aniiiu'r.

99 St. James St., - Montrral. Qui

.

Branrhes: Ottawa. Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DHUMMOND Bt_DG-. MONTREAL

Cabi_e Address
"BREVET"

PATEilTC TRADEMARKS
Al bll I O AND DESIGNS

PROCURED IN ALL COUNTRIES

Special Attention given to Patent Litigation

Pamphlet sent free on application.

RIDOUT &, NIAYBEE 59 Yonge street

TORONTO, CANADA

?ATENTrW Fetherstonhauch & Co.
Pitent Solicitora. Hea<1 Office,
Royal Bank Bld«., Toronto.
OtUwa Office, 5 Elgin St.
Send for o>ir Plain Practical
Pointere. Copy of National
Progreas, In which our patent*
are adfertiaed. mailed free. i

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

CATALOGUES
The Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., Pitts-

burs'li, Pa., lias for fret' distribution a

folder descriptive of Vasco-Marvel, a

semi-hin-h-speed steel. This folder con-

tains mueli information of interest, to-

gether with the higli-si)eed steel stand-

ard classification of extras adopted July

22, 1915.

Hammers,^—The United Hammer Co.,

Boston, Mass., have issued a bulletin

describing: and illustratino- the "Fair-
banks'" hammer. The principal features

are dealt with in detail, while each type

is illustrated and accompanied by a table

i^ivinp: the capacity and principal di-

mensions of each size.

Kasenit, Ltd., London, England, have

issued a catalogue dealing with the

"Kasenit" compounds for all purposes

or carbonizing, surface and tool harden-

ing. The claims made for these com-

pounds, the chief of these being tabu-

lated control and accuracy of results,

are dealt with at length.

Boiler Feed Pumps.—The G. H. Tod
Co., Ltd., have issued a bulletin illus-

trating and describing the Tod-Aitwood
patent vertical ram boiler feed pumps.

The principal features of this pump are

dealt with in detail while a table is con-

cluded giving the principal dimensions

and other particulars for each size.

"Libby" Lathes in Automobile Shops,

is the title of a catalogue issued by the

International Machine Tool Co., Indian-

apolis, Ind., featuring the large number
of automobile parts that can be machin-

ed on the "Libby"' turret lathe. The
principal matter contained in this cata-

logue consists of dimensioned diagrams

of these parts machined in this lathe and
the time taken in performing each oper-

ation.

BOOK REVIEW
The North Eastern Railway have is-

sued from the Commercial Agents' Of-
fice at York, England, a Directory of

manufacturers, wholesale importers and
exporters situated on the North Eastern
Railway System. The directory contains

1,300 pag'es an-anged in two sections.

"Towns under Trades,"' and "Trades
under Towns,"" the latter section being

the reverse of the former. This is a use-

ful publication for Canadian firms de-

siring to open up business connections

with concerns in the North Eastern dis-

trict.

Steam Boilers and Combustion, by
.Tolin Batey. 220 pages. 4% in. x 71/4 in.,

with 18 diagrams. Published by Scott,

Greenwood & Son, London, England.
Price $1.25, post free. This volume is

the fifteenth of the Broadway Series of

Engineering Handbooks. In this book
the author has striven to deal with the

subject in a somewhat different manner
than that usually found in works on this

subject. Problems of combustion are

e.xamined and as far as possible cause

is traced back from effect, the causes be-

ing referred to well known facts as a

comparison. Although the application

of certain principles is sometimes ques-

tioned, they are accepted as a whole. All

analysis is based on recognized science

and results compared with authorized

deductions. The book contains an in-

troduction and seventeen chapters, deal-

ing successively with various sub.ieets,

such as combustion and steam produc-

tion, principal constructional features of

various types of steam boiler, steam boil-

er practice, temperature, etc. This brief-,

ly covers chapters one to twelve, inclu-

sive. The principal subjects dealt with

in the concluding chapters include lessons

taught by experiment, Philadelphian

exhibition lists, normal results obtained

by abnormal methods, analysis of actual

performance of a locomotive boiler and

lastly, movement of gases through

tubes. The book, while being in a mea-

sure technical, is clear and concise, and

contains much valuable information on

a phase of boiler operation which is fre-

quently not given the attention that its

importance merits. In addition to the

diagrams, the book contains a number of

tables and some useful rules and ex-

amples.

Heaton's Annual, Heaton"s Agency,

Toronto, price $1 net. The thirteenth edi-

tion of Heaton"s Annual has just come

from the press, and again we have to

note improvements and refinements

which have marked its progress from

year to year. Heaton's Annual endures

"because recognized as a necessity both

in the office and the home. Indeed, to

financial or commercial houses in Can-

ada or abroad and who do business with

Canada, the book is indispensable, the

expression, "Look it up in Heaton's,"

having become a habit in many
households. The first part of the

book contains complete official direc-

tories of the Dominion and Provincial

Governments, to which is added this year

a long list of titled and decorated Can-

adians that will be of interest to many
families who have Ixiys at the front ; also

postal information; a shii>per's guide,

givino- every banking town, with bank-

and railway connections, population,

etc.; commercial regulations and com-
plete customs tariff revised to date. In

the last half of the book we find up-to-

date complete descriptions of every com-

mercial town in Canada with hotels, in-

dustries, population and industrial op-

portunities, and an invaluable and com-

plete summary of the resources of the

Dominion, covering agriculture, asricul-

tural districts, finance, fisheries, forests,

fur farming, minin?, sport, wat-er pow-

ers, etc. The information is full, live.

clearly arranged and concisely stated.

Cross references are given throughout

the text to a most valuable bibliosrranhy

of (rovernment and standard publica-

tions under the lieadinsr, "Where to

Find It."' so that the reader has access

to complete information upon any sub-

ject in which he is interested. The band-
some illustrated advertisements of the

Provincial G-overnments and Boards of

Trade are proof that the work receives

official appreciation
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into trie modern snoii

and it delivers the finished work in the

highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide range of spindle

speeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the

o])erator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for':

Write for the "Hendey Miller'

is certain to interest you.

Book. It

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont. ; A. K
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg; A. R. WilUamt
.Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., St. John, N.B.

;

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development--!.
By Frederick H. Willcox

In its cffdiin to increase mfcty in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington. !).('., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

methods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means wherclnj the risk, of accident may be lessened or, better still, 'wholly avoided.

IN
all efforts to reduce in-ciiients, the

management should take the leading

part. If officials believe that acci-

dents can be prevented, and show a de-

termination to prevent them, the rest of

the force will reflect that attitude. Im-

provement in carefulness follows insis-

tence on safety, as increase of output or

reduction of costs follows insistence on

efficiency, and for the same obvious

reasons. In either case, the manage-
ment must make special efforts to effect

improvement, either by employing- ex-

perts or by having the department heads

make special study of safety conditions,

and must supply necessary funds, for

rarely or never can improvement be ef-

fected without the means to make neces-

sary changes in plant equipment. It is

t'K!. 1— FoitKM.w \v.\i;m.\(; mk.n away
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true Ihal all safeguards do not pay a

cliruct financial return by preventing the

accidents for the reduction of which they

are installed. It is just as true that these

same safeguards do pay when sup-

plemented by other accident-prevention

rncthcids, because they show that the

ci)in]iany is in earnest in its efforts to

reduce accidents, by aece|)ting the re-

spunsihilily for cause entirely within it-,

control.

If the manairement gives tangible evi-

dence of its interest in safety, and conse-

quently has aroused the interest of the
rest of the force, the foremen can do
more to lessen risks and reduce accidents
than any other group of men in tli->

plant. As the foremen, in plant prac-
tice, organize the force for co-operatiou
and efficiency in plant operation, and
train themselves to observe and analyze
the causes of trouble with mechanical
e(iuipment or furnace practice, so is it

necessary for them to organize the force
and train themselves for the best results

in accident reduction. Although in blast-

furnace works, defective p'.ant arrange-

ment or design, insufficient instructions,

and lack of safeguards are sources of ac-

cidents, a considerable proportion of the
accidents are, nevertheless, due to care-

lessness, thoughtlessness, ignorance, and
clumsiness. However, men can not he
expected to he always alert for obscuie
dangers, to adopt new practices that aim
lo put safety on a par with quickness or

convenience, or to be thinking about not

taking chances that rarely result in ac-

cident, unless their foremen exhibit as
much personal interest, co-operation, and
attention to details of work and equip-
ment relating to accident prevention as

llioy do in matters of practice.

The Foremen
To prevent all accidents about furnace-

plants, to eliminate them entirely, is im-
possible because many accidents happen
l)y chance and are accidental in the mosi
literal sense. To bring about a perman-
ent reduction, however, does not re^iuire

L;reat study, analysis, or planning. The
methods used to get out the tonnage, the

incentives to good practice and mainten-
ance of equipment, and the precautions
against incontpetence can be ap[)lied

equally well to avoiding accidents from
i'.;noranee, carelessness, awkwardness, or
unnecessarily hazardous conditions.

Should two or three tuyeres burst, or

a blowpipe and cooler burn every day,
or a certain hearing gel hot every week,
or an armature burn out persistentl.v

every month, or a car becomes deraile;!

on a certain curve frequently, some one
•'gets busy" and finds out the trouble,

whether mechanical or i)ersonal. re-

make a record in tonnage, it is not sutli-

cient to go to the blowing room and "put
the wind up," a get-together spirit is

necessary. If a furnace has to be re-

paired every crew and foreman shonb!
understand and co-operate in the work.
iVny unusual and dangerous task is giv-

en constant personal attention. Such
work is not done l)y making a prelimin-

ary inspection, preparing recommenda-
tions, and warning the men of the haz-

ard: one or more foremen are on the

job to have the work done safely. Past
experience and common sense require

this. However, the percentage of acci-

dents from aspliyxiation, break-outs, ex-

plosions, or slips is very small compared

with the percentage of accidents that

happen in regular daily work. Dozens
of accidents are repetitions of the same
circumstances, the cause, nature, and re-

sult being essentially identical.

Accident prevention should be hand-
led in the same way as operating diffi-

culties. If it is going to cost more to

pay for accidents than to prevent them,
if the prospect is that every fourth,

sixth, or tenth man in the plant will lose

20 to 35 days' work every year by ac-

cident and during that time be replaced

by a less skilled employee who will have

to be trained and will possibly eausr-

vexatious delays and mistakes, and if

better and safer working conditions at-

tract better men, operating methods and
instructions should be applied to the

FIG. 2 SCK.VI- I'll. Kit AT FOOT i>F
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safety problem. The same methods that

have been developed for efficiency may
be used to increase safety.

Responsibility of Safety Inspectors

Safety insiioctors arc invaluable for

looking aftei- recommendalions, investi-

gating accidents, pointing out possible

improvements in equipment and meth-

ods, and organizing safety work, but if

there is an inspector at the plant do not

put the resivinsibility for betterment on
him. His suggestions can no more eli-

minate ac<'ideiits than su^g^estions can
eliminate off-grade iron unless his re-

commendations, as well as the foremen's,
are fullowcd by improvements, delaned
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instructions, co-operation, ami personal

supervision. Moreover, it' the safety in-

spector is not familiar with operatin.^-

methods in detail, there are scores of

hazardous places and practices that he

will become familiar witli only as acci-

dents happen. Accident prevention is

too bio; a job for the safety inspector

unless he has the cordial co-operation cif

the foremen.

Plant-inspection Committee

From the sub-foremen and workmen, a

plant-inspection committee of two tj

four men should be selected and entrust-

ed to inspect the plant every month on

a certain date, one man beinu- replace!

each month or two months, thus keep-

ino> a working nucleus of experienced

men on the committee. Each sub-fore-

man should serve on the committee, as.

it may be assumed that these men have

obtained promotion by displaying quali-

ties that will be as valual)Ie in proraot-

ino' safety as in developing efficient oper-

ation. Select the workmen on the com-

mittee from those who are familiar with

their work and .give some i)romise of

being permanent employees, as only a

certain percentage of a jilant crew can

be considered a permanent asset. These

men should be given opportunity to

serve on the plant committee and be

drawn in turn from the cast house, stock

house, trestle, boiler house, and all parts

of the .plant.

Duties of the Committee.

The work of the inspection committee

may be laid out under three heads:

—

1.—Study of the accidents that have
happened during the preceding montii.

After the committee has examined an

r""

report for the superintendent's informa-
tion.

2.—Inspection of the plant for impro-
per physical conditions. These condi-
tions may include insulTicient lighting,

uncleanliness, refuse and debris under
loot and overhead, slippery places, holes,

lack of railings, overliead obstructions,
poor walks, unguarded machinery, insan-
itation, and so on. E.xperienee has shown
that this field is the one most likely to

receive attention from an inspection
committee. It is unnecessary to give de-

tailed instructions here, as in all prob-
ability 75 per cent, of the recommenda-
tions of the committee will at first con-
cern this phase of the work.

3.—Inspection of the plant for unsafe

|iractiees. Especial emphasis should bi

placed on this feature of the committee's
duties. Men engaged in aecideut preven-
tion estimate the proportion of accidents

due to the neglect of the worker at 4!i

to 70 per cent. Emphasize the meaniiij

of these figures and encourage attentidi

to this side of accident prevention. In-

sist that at least half of the time devo!

-

ed to inspection be spent in observiiu:

operations, such as unloading or hand
ling material, casting or pouring, metho'l

of using and condition of hand tools,

condition of ladders, trestlework, and
repair work. The big accident problem
is unsafe practices, and these are largel\

a result of ignorance, carelessness,

thoughtlessness, lack of instruction, lack

of supervision, and mistaken eagerness

or haste in accomplishing work by tak-

ing uncalled-for risks. Bettering metli-

iids of Work as related to 'accidents is an

unlimited field for the committee.
4.—First-aid instruction. Have the

men on the plant committee devote a?

UNITED SWTES
SAFETY ACH-UNCl;

STANDARDS

FIG. 3—A DANGEROUS PRACTICE, CLIMBING BETWEEN CARS

accident report it should confer with tlu'

foreman in charge, the in.pired man, the

man who caused the accident, any wit-

nesses, and visit the place of the accident

and see how the work is done. The com-
ments and recommendations of the com-
mittee may be attached to the accident

much time as is necessary to the study
of first aid, such as bandaging, stretcher

drill, and resuscitation methods.

Obtaining Co-operation and Recommen-
dations

How much real interest is induced

and how much good is accomplished b.\

the above means are .problems that large-

ly solve themselves. Safety is a matter
of common sense, foresight, and careful-
ness. Accident reduction is not insured
by c(mimittees any more than larger pro-
duction would be; flu'ir puri)ose is to

arciuse the interest of everv man in be-

FIG. 4—SAFEST \VAYS OF RIDING OX
RAILROAD CARS

ing watchful. Men will feel an interest

in a particular subject and pride in their

own work if they are given responsi-

bility and their advice accepted. Their
thoroughness in inspection work and
conscientiousness in reporting will large-

ly depend on the attitude of the super-
intendent and foremen. If they treat,

the matter li,ghtly the men will do like-

wise, but, if they show a desire to lessen

accidents, the men will respond' and will

take the necessary precautions. It is

hardly correct to assume that any reduc-

tion in accidents is of benefit to the

workmen alone, as compensation or lia-

bility insurance are factors to be consid-

ered. Some form of appreciation of the

workmen's efforts has usually been

found essential and productive of re-

sults. The form which this appreciation

should assume is for the management to

decide. The following methods are sug-

gested :

—

].—The use of a "su.ggestion box" in

which any employee may place a signed

suggestion for promoting safety. Re-
ward the best suggestion with a substan-

tian token such as a cash prize, watch,

technical book, tool, or subscription to a

trade journal. The award should be made
monthly if practicable.

2.—Divide the various crews under tho

different foremen into divisions, and to

each division that has no lost-time acci-

dents for one to three months, or has

reduced its percentase of accidents in

that period, give a prize such as cigars,

and award the foreman a cash bonus or

a jirize. In ease the accident percentage

rate is taken as the basis, it may he ad-
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visable to take the accumulative rate,

rather than the fiat rate for each disti»et

period. The names of those who win the

awards should be posted, together with

the records on which the awards were
based.

Foremen's Committee

The chief furemeu, such as the gen-

eral foreman, master meclianic, electri-

cian, and yard or labor foreman, and any
other foremen desired, should meet with
the superintendent or assistant superin-

tendent once a month for the purpose of
discussinw accident prevention.

At this meeting' discuss each accident

that has happened durina; the preceding'

month. Find out the cause, whether neg-

ligence of employer or employee, or trade

risk, and whether the accident was pre-

ventable and could have been avoided by
safeguards, by instructions, by different

procedure, or by more care. I'se the

notes of the plant-inspection committee,
and if feasible have the injured man, an
eye-witness, or the sub-foreman describe

the accident and find out hnw he thinks

it might have been avoided.

Should this conference with the men
be made a basis of discipline, it will dis-

courage frankness. Discipline concerns

carelessness and incompetence, and this

fjuestion should be decided outside of

and previous to this meeting. If the ac-

cident seems to have resulted from ig-

norance it should be the duty of the sub-

foreman to explain why the man was not

instructed and to see that the men arc

told of this danger and of a safe way of

doing the work. If the accident is due

to your own oversight be frank to say

so; this will not destroy discipline. If

the accident is clearly due to the lack of

I'lc r.- r.N's.M'p: w.ws of itini.Ni; on
1!AII,I!I).\I) <'.\KS

a safeguard see that the safeguard is

placed promptly, though the accident

may be the first one of its kind in years,

fio over the recommendaticins of the

plant-inspection committee, note eadi

safely mea.sure suggested, and put it intu

efiEeet immediately or explain why it is

not feasible—for instance, because it in-

terferes with something else, must be
postponed until relining, may not serve

the purpose, or will cost too much. It

can be accepted that many railings, toe

boards, guards, steps, and signs will be

that relate solely to plant operation. It

has been found feasible, assuming that

these committeemen are selected by rea-

son of their rank, experience, or intelli-

gence, to make them gang safety leaders

and to give them some little authority

and responsibility in matters relating to

FUi. C- S.\FE .\ND r.\K.\PE SHOES

suggested, and that there will lie futile

recommendations. Before disapproving

a committee's recommendation because

of the cost, refer it to the management
It will prove worth-while to concur in

many apparently trivial suggestions, to

avoid discouraging the men offering' them
and to encourage the submission of real-

ly valuable ideas. If a different method
of work is recommended, try it if it

seems practicable. If it is thoroughly im-

practicable or useless and <-!innot be

tried, explain why.

Putting Recommendations into Effect

Alter the |)lant-iiispection committee
recommendations have been accei)ted and
approved by the foreman's committee.

I hey should be subnutted to tlie superin-

leiidont for approxal. .\))proved recom-

mendations may Ik* put into effect in two
ways. The inspection commitlee may
locate the accident risk most thoroughly.

I)ut the design and installing of ade(|uate

iMcchanical safeguards is work for a

skilled mechanic who has the advice of

men familiar with the particular risk.

To delegate the responsibility for and
itistallatiiin of a safcguanl to a grouj)

iir a committee is to make it nobody's

business. Place the responsibility for

this on the master mechanic.

Reconrmendations that deal with un-

safe f)ractices are largely made elTective

through education and by example.

Therefore, each active or pa.'ft member of

the inspection c<immittee should be made
to feel that it is as much a part of his

daily task lo work for safety by setting

a good example, giving warnings, super-

vising the work, and contriving how to

acci>mi)lisb the intent of safety reeoni-

mendations. as it is to execute duties

elimination of accident risk in methods
of doing work. If this is practicable

locally, it is a more desirable recognition

of committee service than a "safety"
lapel Initton or watch fob, and more ef-

fective in sustaining interest. The but-

ton or fob is u.seful chiefly as a token of

such rcspimsiliilily.

Responsibility of the Foreman

'I'he linal responsibility for safety

work cannot l)e placed on committees,

gang" leaders, or workmen. Practicable

results in safety cannot be obtained in

that way any more than a plant can be
run on such a basis. To put safety work
on a sound and sensible basis the fore-

man must give tlie subject serious obser-

vation, study, jdanning, and direction,

such as is given to o])erating work. Tho
safety of the workmen always has been

given foremost attention by foremen,

but the reduction in accidents effected

by many companies indicates that this

attention has been concerned more with,

obviously dangerous factors than with

injuries due to hand labor, use of band

tools, falls, falling <d)jects, and similar

causes incident to daily work. To these

causes, however, the greater part of

blast-furnace accidents is due. Follow-

ing are the causes of accidents at bla.sf-

furnace jilants, arranged in the order of

their importance:

—

1.— Hand labor.

2.—Hand tools.

:i.—Flying- and falling material.

4.—Falls of person.

S.—Burns from hot metal.

6.— Wachines and machinery.
7.—Cranes, hoists, and rigging

8.—Hal water and steam.

n.—Burns from cinder.
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10.—Flumes.
11.—Railroads.
12.—Asphyxiation.
l:i.—Slips.
14.—Illness (including- intuxiontion).
15.—Hot flue dust.

16.—Electric machinery.
17.—Explosives.

IS.—Fighting: and iilayinj^.

If burns from hot metal and burns
from cinder were groujjed together they
would rank tiiird. Hand labor and hand
tools cause over 40 per cent, of all acci-
dents; if flying and falling ob.iects and
I'alls of person are included, over 60 per
cent, of a'.l accidents are represented;
and if burns from hot metal and cinder
are added, the total represents approxi-
mately 75 per cent, of all blast-furnace
accidents. This shows where the acci-
dent problem lies. Effective prevention
of accident from these causes require.^
study, observation, experience,
and instruction. No one in the
plant is more capable of doin'^

this than the foreman, no one is

in such close contact with the
men, and no one can combine
.•iuch work with operating su-
pervision so advantageously
and effectively.

Precautions to be Observed by
Foremen

The following suggestions,
wbicili cover the dangers inci-
dent to different kinds of work
about the blast furnace,| are not
intended to serve as rules, but
as useful memoranda to fore-
men and workmen. It is not
necessary to call in the men and
discuss this matter with them
from beginning to end; it is

even of questionable benefit to
call a crew together at their
place of work and repeat a lono-

string of "don't"; precautions
can better be impressed on the
men gradually and at ojijiortune
tim-es. As the precautions given
in these notes gradually come
to be subconsciously in the
minds of both foremen and
workmen at their work, to that
degree will the number of acci-
dents permanently decrease.
Avoid employing a man whose

language no one of your crew
can speak. Do not place a slow,
heavy man where a quick,' active
one is re(|uired, or a slow-thinking
men where a quick-witted one is

ref(uired, nor keep on the same .job a

man who gets hurt freijuently in that oc-

cupation unless the labor supply is in-

ade(|uatc or men cannot be shifted.

AVhen a man is employed or put to work
on a new job instruct him as to his work
and how to avoid accident.s, warn him
of unusual or obscure danger, and then
]iuf him under the charge of the gang
leader or "straw boss." You .should con-
sider yourself personally responsible for

accidents that happen to your men' from
their ignorance of danger or of safe me-
thods. Therefore, watch for dangerous
practices, ignorance, lack of skill, and

carelessness, and take the necessary
steps to correct faults when first noticed.

Most men can be taught and encouraged
to use proper methods of woi'k, but wheii

necessary impress on the men by ad-

monition, warning, suspension, or dis-

charge your attitude against carelessness

or indifference. Drill your men to report

immediately when injured, however
slightly; send an injured man to the doc-

tor or first-aid man, and then investi-

gate the accident at once and discuss it

with the sub-foreman and workmen in

order to bring out clearly the cause and
impress it on their minds.

Wliere it is possible, make dangerous
places safe rather than attempt to guard
them with signs. Where signs are ne-

cessary accept the responsibility for

placing them, see that they are in sood

condition and that they are used. Make
it your business to see that machinery,

'^-%..
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hand tools, taek'.e, scaffolds, or any other

appliances are safe. Do not allow men
to start or operate machinery unless they

are so authorized. Avail yourself of all

safeguards provided for the men under

your direction, such as goggles, legg'ings,

and congress shoes, when on duty about

the cast house or pig' machine. Exhibil

carefulness in necessary personal work
witli machinery, electrical and steam
ecpiipment, and hand tools. Place and

use prescribed safeguards or signs. In

this way you will be better able to insist

that the men under you observe similar

precautions.

Personally supervise any work involv-

ing unusual accident hazard, such as

work in gas mains or cleaners, tearing

out linings, work in the east house a«d
about the stoves, when blowing in or

blowing out, or in event of a bad "mess"
(piles of red-hot coke, slag, or iron sjiill-

ed about the furnace, or in the yard, or
on the tracks near the cast house), and
any work about the bells or stock line.

Don't allow men to go into any place

dangerous from gas, falls, or falling ma-
terial witliout breathing apparatus, safe-

ty belts and life lines, or watchers, as

the nature of the work demands and
circumstances permit. Never send in-

experienced men to dangerous places or

set them at hazardous work. Before
sending or allowin;;- men on tii.p or where
they will be exposed to material from
slips, and escape is difficult, make sure

that the furnace is not hanging. If the

furnace is working stiff ur slipping, the

necessary precautions should be taken in

regard to checking it or taking the wind
off temporarily. Recognize that

work about b'.ast-furnace

plants will still be hazardous,
even after all safety measures
have been taken and the force

is at the "top notch" of train-

ing, skill, and carefulness. Im-
press this fact on the crew and
insist on thorough instruction

and care of every man by his

gang boss.

On occasions, you will have
to give detailed advice and di-

rections to the workmen con-

cerning dangers not here de-

scribed. The more common
\ dangers arise in work about

gas-containing equipment, work
about the furnace in event of a

l)reakout, heavy scaffolding and
.slipping of the furnace, stop-

|iing the furnace, blowing in,

loosing the water supply, and
so on. Many other hazardous

/'
operations will occur to you.

For such work a set of rules or

notes intended for some parti-

cular plant conditions are futile

or may even be dangerous un-

less varied to meet the situa-

tion. Wheii unusual situations

arise, safety depends on the

measures taken by the foreman.

Experience, coolness, and com-

mon sense are more essential

than rules. Certain emergen-

cies can be largely eliminated,

however, b.v careful examina-

tion, forethought, and planning be

fore undertaking dangerous work.

At most plants it is the rule that, before

any dangerous work is done, the sujierin-

tendent and foremen together definitely

determine the various steps to be taken.

This should be the rule at every plant.

P^illowing are some notes addressed to

men in various occupations about the

plant. Many of the men will be experi-

enced in the different positions and know
of all the iirincii.ial danuers and iiractices

mentioned. With such men all that is

necessary is, when you notice them be-

coming careless or forcetful, to show

them wherein they are becoming care-

less. In placing new men it is worse than

useless to give them a large number of
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instnietions as they will uuly be con-

lused. Keep these notes in mind and give

tliem general instructions and any spe-

cial instruction you think they need at

first. Then continue to instruct them
I'rom time to time and have the "straw
Ijuss," gang leader, or sub-foreman do
the same. Personally supervise their

work as much as possible, and take ad-

vantage of every opportunity to forcibly

inijiress on their minds the advantages of

>at'e practice. More and more, manage-
ments are valuing foremen by their care

iif the men as well as by their records

tiir tonnage and cost. Keeji the safety of

your crew in mind always, and when you
think of some new precaution in work or

practice refer it to the superintendent

at once and try to have it |)Ut int<i effect.

General Observations

]f you see anyone in a dangerous place

(Fig. 1), doing anything in a way liable

to injure himself or others, clum.sy in

tiie use of tools, ignorant of danger, or

ignoring the use of safeguards or safety
rules, show him the danger and report

the case if your warning is disregarded.

Kei>ort at once unsafe equipment or tools,

safeguards, or signs not in use or not

I'eplaced, and dangerous places unguard-
ed. Watch other men's work for dan-

gerous or unsafe methods, but be careful

that your own work is done safely.

Keep things cleaned up. This is part

<if your work. Don't leave tools or ma-
terials on floors, platforms, or paths
where they will obstruct work and make
passage ditticult (See Fig. 2). Take timi_

to keep the steps and ]ilatforms you have
to use free from ice. and to knock down
<)\erlianging icicles. Take care of the

odds and ends of lumber, scrap, briek-

l)ats, coke, limestone, and ore y(ni find

about the yard. The majority of falls

are on the ground level and are largely

.••aused by rubbish underfoot. Watch
where you step. Do no walk through
steamy places unless it is necessary; If
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you must go, walk slowly. Don't work
where your material or tools can droji

without being sure that the space below

is guarded by danger signs. On the other

hand, don't walk where you know that

material may fall on you ; remedy the

condition if possible.

I'H;. !» MA.N l''Al.I-S IKliM I.AIiUKI!
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In handling material such as ties, lum-

ber, brick, bronze, eastings, molds, plates,

manhole covers, pipe, barrels, boxes,

scrap, and pig iron, watch that nothing

falls on your toot and be careful tlial

your flngeris are not cauglit. A large per-

centage of the accidents in blast-furnace

plants happen in handling- material. In

using bars, sledges, wrenches, picks, and

other tools, remember that many acci-

<lents occur by men being struck with

them. Glancing, slipping, and- fallini

tools cause still more accidents, in us-

ing common hand tools more skill and

care is re(|uired to avoid accidents thaii

with many kinds of machines.

Keep away from tracks if possible. If

it be necessary to cross a track look both

ways before starting across. If you must

i-ross near a train, keep at least a car

length from the end of the train, as

it may start (piiekly. or there may bl-

ears coming on the next track. Do noi

cross through a broken train unless the

Irainman motions you to come ahead or

unless you are sure (hat there is no en-:

gine at either end. Take time to go

ai'nund a train or to wait until it passes

i-ather llian to cliudi thnnigh (Fig. 3).

Never crawl under a car. Avoid step)iing

I'll frogs, switches, or guard rails, as your

loot may be caughf. Dcm't move ina-

'crial with push cars unless guarded by a

Ihig. and when working where a cur nii'jht

111' shoved on to you, have a flag L'nard-

ing the track aiM'roach. Don't ride on

engines, cars (Figs. 4 and o). or locomo-

live cranes, unless your job reipiires you

1o do so.

Shoes should fit snuirly about the an-

kle and leg, and the soles should be thirl;
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and free from holes that will allow the

sole of the foot to be cut by sharp ob-

jects and protruding nails. (See Fig. 6).

Whenever you see protruding nails stop

and hammer them flat. In handling
rough lumber, sheet tin, or material hav-

ing sharp edges, it is best to wear stout

gloves. For handling rough scrap we^ir

safety hand leathers (Fig. 7), not gloves,

because in throwing the scrap down the

rough edges may catch in your gloves

and cause a bad w-reneh or fall.

Ladders should be provided with spikes

or nonslipping pads and when in use

should rest squarely on a level surface.

Grasp the sides, not the rungs, of the

ladder and face the ladder in going up or

coming down. Don 't attempt to slide

down a ladder or to use one hand to

carry tools, either ascending or de,scend-

jng. (See Figs. 8 to 10.) Defective lad-

ders should be taken to the carpenter

sho)) at once.

Defective tools should be taken to the

shop as soon as the defect is noticed. Do
not use a sledge, hammer, pick, or hat-

chet that is loose on the handle, has a

mushroomed head, or a split or splint-

ered handle. Bars and wedges should

also be watched, and, if any defect be

noticed, be laid aside for repairs. When
sledging stand on the opposite side from

I he man holding the bar. so as to avoin

liitting him. (See Figs. 31 and 32 in fol-

hiwing issues).

Do not meddle with electric switches,

water or steam valves, or gas connec-

tions; it may ca\ise delays and even a

bad accident. Do not touch any electric

line or dangling or broken wires; you

may get a severe electric shock. Wear
gloves when changing or cleaning elec-

tric-light bulbs. Never turn on gas.

steam, electricity, or water, or set ma-
chinery in motion with which you have

no regular business unless yon are spe-

cifically directed to do so.

Be watchful about the furnace. Gas
may b(> escaping in many places an<l mav

I-Mi;. K) llll-: S.M'-IO WAY
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kill you before you know it is present,

the furnace may slip, tlie bosh or hearth

of the furnace may break out, a tuyere
may burst, or a blow pipe burn through,
or there may be an explosion. Keep
out of the cast house except when
your work calls you there. The
furnace crew can sometimes tell when
these things are about to happen by
sig-ns with which they are familiar; at

times they happen without warning'. Stay
at your own work and be safe. Keep
away from the bottom of the dust catcn-
ers, from under the downleo;s of gas
mains, and off of manhole covers of gas
flues. Avoid iron and cinder ladles while
they are being filled, shifted, or poured.
Do not go near a cinder granulating pit

while it is in use and do not stand about
gas burners or air doors of stoves. Never
go on top of a furnace or gas washer
unless under the direction of the fore-

man, or accompanied by some one. The
tops of boiler settings, gas-engine base-
ments, skip pits, and ore bins should be
avoided unless your work take you, there.
Before you begin work in such places, or
in any place wliere there is a possibility
of danger, wait until the foreman has
told you that it is safe to go. Satisfy
yourself that the place has been made as
safe as possible. Never look in the peep
lioles of the tuyere stocks unless it is

part of your duty. Always be on watch
when passing near the furnace. Remem-
ber that frequently it is impossible for
the furnace men to tell when the furnace
IS going to slip.

Do not refuse safeguards, do not ig-
nore rules and orders, or disregard dan-
ger signs. There is a reason^ for each
and every one. Be sure to report every
accident, even the slightest burn, cut,
bruise, puncture, or substance in the eye,
as this may prevent a trivial hurt from
becoming a serious injury. Do not set
bad examples by bravado, thoughtless-
ness, or negligence, for less experienced
men to follow. TTse common sense, fore-
sight, and watchfulness. Those who can-
not read and speak English .should be
urged to acquire a working knowledge
of the lang-uage at the earliest opportun-
ity. By so doing they will be in a better
position to heed warnings and become ac-
(luainted with dangerous practices.

©
COMMERCIAL ACCURACY IN STAN-

DARDIZED PARTS
THE wisdom of accuracy in designing
and manufacturing parts was the object
of some interesting remarks by F. ' W.
Lanehester, in the course of a recent pa-
per on "Worn Oear and Worn Gear
Mounting." In the course of his re-
marks, he said that he had never found
it cheaper to work to a low degree of
accuracy than to work to a high degTeu
of accuracy; a thrust bearing can be
produced which from face to face does
not diifer by more than a thousandth
just as cheaply as it can be produced to

within two or three one-thousandths.
Whatever difference of cost there may
be is more than compensated for by the

advantage of interprhangeability. The ac-

tual jiroduction of a part accurately to

dimensions that, is to say, within fine

limits, may be slightly greater, but in

any complex piece of machinery the sav-

ing in 'Cost of assemblage will pay the

bill many times over. * * * Some years

ago, in designing certain mechanism
every clearance dimension and tolerance

dimension was set personally by the au-

thor's own hands, and these were work-
ed, too, for a considerable time with

satisfactory results. A new works mana-
ger, who did not believe in working to

tine limits, reported that the limits were
unduly fastidious and that money could

be saved by relaxing the limits and so

avoid having to scrap parts. The man-
aging director consented and the scheme
was tried. A slight and questionable re-

duction resulted in the cost of manufac-
turing components, but the increased

cost of assembling and testing, and the

cost of rectifying complaints, etc., be-

came so great that the initial saving was
swallowed up many times over. Within
twelve months the scheme was abandon-
ed and the old fine tolerances were re-

stored, the expense of twice altering tlie

gauges, etc., being a dead loss, apart
from the disastrous results of the experi-

ment.

EMPIRE MINERAL RESOURCES
THE extent to which the British Em-
pire is dependent on foreign countries

for the supply of certain countries for

the supply of certain non-ferrous in-

dustrial metals, and methods for reduc-
ing .such a condition were among the

principal points dealt vrith by Dr. C. G.
Cullis before the Society of Engineers
in London last month. Of the fine lead-

ing metals, copper, lead, zinc, tin and
aluminum, tin was the only one in which
our position was at all satisfactory.

The British mine production of tin in

1912 was 66,000 metric tons out of a
world's total of 125,000, and the smelter

production of 85,000. Estimating the con-

sumption at .32,500 tons, there remained
53,000 tons for export. The closing of

the German market for Bolivian tin ore

had given rise to an opportunity for

securing the ndiole of the Bolivian out-

put for British smelting.

With regard to copper, not only were
the ore resources, as at present exploit-

ed, deficient, but the smelting facilities

also were seriously inadequate for the

Empire's metal requirements. The pro-

duction both of ores and metal could be
substantially increased by suitable

organisation and administration.

Lead and zinc ores, raised in British

territory, had in the past been exploited

on a large scale to foreign countries,

notably Germany and Belgium, for metal

recovery, witli the result that the Em-
pire had been placed in an anomalous
position of dependence which ought

never to have arisen. The shortage of

zinc, in the early days of the war, and
the consequent jeopardising of suppplies

of cartridge-brass were referred to. The
mine production of lead and zinc was
more than sufficient for the Empire's

recpiirement.s, but the smelting facilities

wei'e lamentably deficient, especially in

the case of zinc. It was urged tliat all

the lead and zinc concentrates of Brok-

en Hill should in future be smelted

within the Empire.

In the case of aluminum, while the

actual bauxite resources of the Euj-

pire were so small that dependence had
to be placed upon the French or Amer-
ican deposits—which were being more
and more utilised in their countries of

origin—large potential supjUies, in the

form of laterite, had a very wide dis-

tribution in the tropical colonies, but

wei'e almost untouched and untried. The
systematic examination of tliese and
other potential sources of aluminium,
with a view to their utilisation, was seri-

ously needed.

®

CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES
THE total census of manufacturi^s in

Canada during 1915 shovps that the num-
ber of establishments has increased dur-

ing the last decade from 15,796 to 21.291.

The census was taken during 1914.

The total capital (including value of

land, buildings, machinery, materials

and stocks on hand and operating capi-

tal, owned or borrowed) has advanced
from .$846,585,023 to .$1,984,991,427, or

1.34.47 per cent.

The total wages bill has likewise in-

creased from $1,34,375,925 to .$227,508.-

800, or 69.31 per cent., and the salaries

bill from $30,724,086 to ,$60,143,704, an

increase of 95.75 per cent. The value of

products in 1915 was $1,393,516,953, an
increase of $074,164,350 over 1905, or

93.85 per cent.

The total value of goods manufactur-
ed for war pur])oses actually completed,

and delivered during 1915 amounted to

$130,466,307, a total which it is expected

will he increased by several milliims in

the final return.

FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND
EXHIBITION

THE Annual Couvention of the Ameri-
can Foundrymen's Association will be

held at Boston, Mass., during the week
of Sept. 24. Concurrent with this meet-

ing will be conducted the exhibition of

foundry equipment and supplies, ma-
chine tools and accessories in the

Mechanic's buildins', which affords a

display floor area of approximately 80,-

000 square feet.

This is the second time in the his-

tory of the American Foundryinen 's

Association that it has selected Ne^v

England for its meeting place, the prev-

ious Convention having been held at

Boston in 1902. At that time, the mem-
bership of the American Foundrymen's
Association was only a few hundred,

whereas at present 'the enrolment is

considerably over 1,000. In addition to

the meeting of the American Institute

of Metals will hold its Annual Conven-

tion at the same time and place.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Embracing the Further Discussion of Previously Published Articles, Inquiries for

General Information, Observations and Suggestions—Your Co-operation is Invited

PRELIMINARIES IN MACHINE
PART PRODUCTION

METHODS—II.

By F. Scriber.

THK illustration, Fig'. 4, sliows

a thumb screw, wihicli is Ave

inehe.s long; by %"ilicb largest

(liaiiicter, made from tool steel on

a band-screw machine, the cuts l)e-

LIST OF TOOLS.

Uame of Subjeet. fiLAa/m/' ^x>u^\ No- J'9^i - S
Date Ihy /t. /fl6. By^_^_

Sketch of Bubject,

Material <y^77 -^î u/. ^,

Machine yra^nt^ .Jc4/4i/ /m/cA.

tjperation

_ i'!<sA .a4^m/U^, /m,£^ /

Tools Required

."X
.laitf^

^I^?!^W -.^i*^ ,arl%/

Klff. 4

in;;- made in the usual manner in tlie

order enumerated on the "List of
Tools." Likewise Fig-. 5 shows another
part which is made on a screw machine,
the machine in this case beins' automatic.
The name of tlie subject is sleeve, Xo.
ill2-C, and this is machined usin"- tools

Name of Subjeet

Date 0>tay/i' /f/^

Ll.ST OF Tom.s.

.<^liuJi/. No. 9/d-C.

Sketch of Subject.

Material -^K^iu/ .ttAirzJ

Machine. .Jc^ijJ^nuu^.̂

- '^t
Operation.

^1^0^ UtAfn. ,<>^^ .^-w**'

^4tm <V2Cf Xf^

Cr^*l€dA./uim .^^HO' .>M«^

cy.4<4/n A •

&^./.

Tools Required

} J.

CurJJ ,dA-c^' ^:r(

held in tlie turret holes and cross-slide

in the usual manner.

Regarding Piirchased Tools

The methotl of making up a list of
tools as described does very well where
the tools are to be made in the factory,
where they can be watched, or where a
complete undei-standing of the require-
ments is in evidence, but if the parts to

be machined require special tools and
these special tools are to be made by a
firm which knows nothino- at all about
the conditions g-overning the work, a
more definite description of the tools re-
quired is advisable.

In Fig. 6 is shown a form of tool sheet
which emphasizes such special points
which a tool designer would like to know.
This sheet lis headed "Specifications cov-
ering tools to be desianed. etc.," the
various spaces being tilled in as shown.
This sheet is complete in itself, and,
therefore, need not be gone into fully,

but special attention should be paid to
the marking of the tool, the condition of
the part when ready to be held in this
tool and the points from which it is de-

COMPANY '
'

r«« . f 2-B U^UX-U-na f7rt4^<^AM.^^^^
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sirable to locate the parts, as the design

of the tool is largely dependent on these

latter conditions, in conjunction with the

number of parts to be maclniniHl at one

setting. Tlic production retiiiired in (Uir

day will, of course, determine the num-
ber of tools or ti.vturos it will be neces-

sary to make of the design decided upon.

Any special rctiuircments not evident

from tlie questions on the sheet should

be noted lin the "Remarks" column at

the bottom of the sheet.

®
The shrinkage of manganese steel is

greater than that of ordinary steel.

HOME-MADE CHECK VALVE FOR
BOILER TEST PUMPS
By -J. E. M«Cormaek.

IN the course of experiments with home-
made force pumps for boiler test pur-
poses, the writer found it convenient to

utilize a couple of old globe valves from
the scrap, which were quite capable of

Hd.Mi; .MADK CHKCK

-STEM V(ITH

TMHEADS
REMOVED

VAI.VK FOR FOUCE

withstanding the occasional pressure de-

mands without break or leakage, even

though not quite suited for continuous
operation. Many globe valves, especi-

ally those with renewable faces, are ul-

timately strapped through failure of

threads, either on the valve stem or for

the stuffing nut to screw on to. The fail-

ure of either of these renders the valve

useless for its original purpose, but witli

a small amount of do<'toring it wilt serve

very well as an extemporized «heck
valve.

The first thing to do is to grind the

threads oil the valve stem so that it will

slide freely back and forth in the bon-

net without sticking. Now remove the

stuHing nut, assemble the parts together

and mark the valve stem level with the

top of the bonnet, cutting it slightly

shorter than the mark, according to the

amount of lift desired. A metal disc is

now made a fairly close lit for the in-

side of the stulling nut, a rubber disc be-

ing alsi> made to tit in the same place.

The sketch shows the parts assembled,

liiit not tightoned down into position.

When the stulling nut is screwed home.
the nihher disc makes a tight .joint with

the top of the bonnet and prevents leak-

age frojii the valve stem, the lift of
whic.li may he increased at any time by
cutting more off the end. Should the

threads on the bonnet be badly worn,
the top of the bonnet may be cut down
some so (hat the stufling nut will get a

hold of the unworn tlireads. Should this

fail there is fretpieutly enoutih metal to

allow of a standard pipe thread being
cut, to accommodate a pipe cap in placi;

of the stnOing nut.
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These valves, of course, arc uot suited

for continuous operation, but, vvlien tried

out with a force pump on boiler test

work lit 100 lbs. pressure, operated quite

as satisfactorily as entirely new cbeck

valves.

LADDER CHAIN AND ITS MANU-
FACTURE

By r. Scriber

LADDER chain is quite extensively

used in the make up of various hard-

ware articles and as its name Implies

IM«. 1. TYPE OF LADIM<;R CHAIN HAVINO
STRAIOHT BAK ANa> LOOIPKD WNDS.

it is shaped to appear like a ladder;

contrary to most chains the ladder chain

is flexible in one direction only and can-

not be subjected to appreciable twisting:

movement. This will be readily under-

stood by referring to the illustration

Fig. 1, where it will be noticed that

both ends of the wire are looped;

through both loops the wire wliich forms

the next link is passed, the straight por-

tion on the link representing cross

pieceis on a ladder while the ends of

each succeeding link are made to re-

ceive the next link.

As on all formed wire articles where

the demand is gTeat enough to warrant

it, an automatic machine is used to

make this chain, a type of machine

comes from the reel, feeding it forward
against the stop and clotting it off the

correct length to make a link for the

first movements ; the second movement
is bending the wire to shape, while the

final movement is looping the ends.

As each link is completed the wire to

make the next link is fed through the

loops as shown in the lower view, the
finished link being then released by the

machine and suspended on the wire
while the machine proceeds to make
the second link. To clearly bring out

the points involved in this operation it

is necessary to follow the operations as
they are performed by the machine.
The various units of the machine are
operated by cams and levers from the
drive shaft A which is in turn driven
by a belt. Referring to the illustration

Fig. 4, this shows how the straighten-
ing of the wire is accomplished. This'
straightening process is employed to

remove the short kinks which might be
found in the wire as it comes off the
reel and also to remove the tendency to

curl which is in evidence in the wire
owing to it having been tightly wound
around the reel. In this exaggerated
illustration it will be noticed that the
wire is bent slightly as it passes be-

tween staggered rolls. These short
bends have a tendency to remove the
elasticity from the wire and it enters
the forminn' machine practically

straight, owing to a slight drawing ac-

tion between the feed slide and the

straightening rolls. This illustration

shows but four rolls, and an arrange-
ment of these rolls in two groups of
seven rolls each set at right angles to

each other is shown mounted on the

machine at B. The wire is fed to the
machine by the oscillating movement of

the lever C operated by side cam D,
until it strikes a gauge. The wire is

now cut off and the forming operations
performed by means of tools arranged
as shown at the center of the machine,
tliese o])erations having been described

under Fig. 3.

Machines of this

type make ladder
chain for hours at a

time, with hardly

any attention from
the operator and,
consequently, one
man can run quite
a number of these

for stopping the machine in case the

wire should break, and in addition to

this these machines are sometimes pro-

vided with a bell to call the operator's

Feeq and Cut-off

o
Bend to Shape

n h
Loop Ends

Feed throuqh Loop

KIG M SEur-EXCE OF OPERATIONS PEK-
FOUAIBIi I.S MAKING LADDER CHAIN.

attention to the fact that the machine

has stopped owing to it having run out

iif wire or something having gone

wrong.
©

Belt Dressing.—^The operation of ap-

plying dressing to belts to prevent them

from slipping leads to many serious ac-

cidents. Care should be taken to apply

the dressing at the point where the bait

leaves the pulley and to roll up the

sleeves so that they will not catch upon

l>elt fastenings or other parts of the

belt. It is hardly feasible to stop the

belt while the dressing is being applied,

because it is then very hard to reach al!

l)arts of the belt, and to apply the dress-

ing smoothly and uniformly. The safest

FKi. J. ArTt)MATU' MACHINE FOR FORMING
TYPE OF CHAIN.

LADDER FIG. 4. ARRANGEMENT OF ROLLS FOR STRAIGHTENING
WIRE AS IT IS FED INTO M.4;CHLNE IN FIG. 2.

suitable for this purpose being shown
by Fig. 2, and the operations perform-
ed shown by Fig. 3. These operations

c<wisist of, straightening the wire as it

machines, his chief duty being to

keep the machines supplied with

coils of wire, as each machine is

supplied with an automatic stop motion

and best way, without doubt, is to re-

move the belt altogether, when it need*

dressing, and stretch it out along a bench

or on a clean floor.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fasli-

ion, the training, experience and acJiievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

FRED W. EVANS

IN'
these days «f speeialization, when

the principal argument in favor of

many maeliines is the feature of

"sing'Ie-purposeness," it is pleasing- ^o

turn from the material to the human side

of affairs and observe that many in our

midst are possessed of this qualifleation.

it is hardly correct, however, to apply
this attribute to the subject of these re-

marks, in its strictest sense, as in order

to lie single-purposed, he has been many-
minded. The former fact is emphasizefl,

however, because, with the exception of

some three years spent in gleaning in-

formation of a practical and ultimately

useful nature, Fred W. Evans has speul

his entire career in the service of the

Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., his

iluties with this concern having run the

whole gamut of activity from ubif|uitous

.juni<)r assistant to the position of branch

manager for the company at Toronto.

Kred hails from Montreal, a son of

real Canadian soil, having been born in

that city on December 8, 1885, of Knglisii

parents, and, therefore, fully qualified to

further in every way the interests of

Canada and the British Empire. His
early education was obtained at iiublic

school, followed by a business college

<-ourse, after which he spent a few years

in I lie car department of the Grand
Ti'unk Railway system, where he obtain-

ed an insight into many of the mysteries
111' rolling stock. Had Fred been de-

stined for a financier, lie might have been

tempted to include the watering of slock

alsi) as part of his duties, but he smil-

ingly d<'iiies any knowledue of thai

species of railroad engineering.

Be that as it may, Fairbanks-Morse
roiHjil him in on June 20, li)ll4, and have
clung to him ever since; and the associa-

tion has been pleasant and iirolitable to

both parties, as all of his friends know.
These same friends, from coast to coast,

wi're glad indeed when his ai)7)ointment

as manager of the Toronto branch was
otlicially conlirmed at the close of the

past year. They were all agreed that

Fred was a good scout, a real brick, but

they did not know perhaps that Fred
had absorbed the solid brick quality in

his childhood days—his father, Thomas
Evans, having been a building contractor,

so Fred had every opportunity for dis-

tinguishing between the real and other-

wise bricks. Perhaps the fact that his

father erected chimney stacks and other

architectural structures gave him early

facility for cultivating the lofty gaze and
broad view—termed high ideals bv the

'^
fi;i;ii w. Kv.ws

pliilosiipliers — anyhow. C. F.-.VI. Co.

.jumped him around .the Dominion in

good shai)e, whilst most of the neighbor-

ing Stales have had the honor of sup-

porting him (in freiiuent occasions.

While learning the rudiments of th •

business in a general way our youthful

t'riend was connected with an incident

which, perha|>s, more than anything else.

is responsible for his presence in the ma-
chine tool business to-day. As a matter
of fact, Fred broke his way into the ma-
chine tool department of the company
literally as well as metaphorically. Wliile

admiring the beautiful workmanship of

a Brown & Sharpe milling machine one
evening in the warehouse after hours, his

high ideals came to the surface, and Fred
tried to see how high the table would
elevate. The elevating gear worked like

silk, and being single-purposed, he did

not worry about anything else but get-

ting that table up high, till snap went
tlie arm braces, and Fred's heart went to

his boots; in fact, he swears' he didn't

have a wink of sleep all night after it.

The next day his heart left his boots
altogether when he heard the manager
of the department say that if the culprit

did not own up, be would be fired. By
noon time Fred's heart was in its normal
location, and he told the truth so frankly

and convincingly that he was invited to

be one of the elect and dwell in the re-

gion of machine tools which are never

out of truth—at least the kind Fred
sells, anyway.
The fall of 1910 found Mr. Evans in

Winnipeg, where his good nature was im-

posed on to the extent of acting as con-

sulting equipment enaineer for the Win-
nipeg Technical School, a valuable ser-

vice on his part, which was duly appre-

ciated in contract form, covering most
of the machine tool and wood-workint;-

e(|iiii)ment of the institution.

The outbreak of war resulted in his re-

turn to Montreal, where he assumed en-

tire resi)onsibility for his firm's machine
to(d business throughout the Dominion, a

task which rapidly assumed very large

dimensions as a result of the company's
dealin'is with munition manufacturers,

and which was doubly difficult because of

the experimental stage through which

everything and everybody were then

|iassing.

Munition develo])nients in the Toronto
field resulted in his joining the staff

there in the fall of 1915. In March, 19Ui,

he was appointed acting manager of that

bi-anch, and recently was confirmed ir.

that ))osition as permanent successor to

his late friend and predecessor, Ca|)t.

l''rank Newman.
Although a comparatively newcomer

in the Queen City, Fred dwelt here in

spirit years ago—perhaps that's why he

liked to speak so much of the "Queen"
City. >rrs. Evans was formally Miss

Hdiia M. Hurd, of Toronto, and has

shared Fred's roof, rain, and shine since

.lune S, 1911), their residence at 75 Indian

Crove, Toronto, being enlivened by (he

jiresence of two sons.

Well on the right side of forty, Mr.

Evans takes a keen interest in the rising

generation. A strong admirer and advo-

cate of all Y.M.C.A. activities; ji keen

partici)iant in out-of-door snorts; an ar-

dent motorist ; an out-and-out square

dealer with everyone, M.r. Evans is, in

addition, particularly qualified to appre-

ciate the re(|uirements of the future

workers in cn'jrineering circles. "The
duties of employers toward their youth-

ful employees only begin with the pay-
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iiu'iU of wages. The future uf each one

ot' them will be lara;ely inlluen-eed by the

treatment meted out by his first em-

ployer. Knowledge must be acquired

rapidly and permanently if future prom-

ise is to be fulfilled. Assisting- appren-

tices to obtain ample and up-to-date

e(|uipment of tools is one way in which

tirras may secure faithful and lasting-

service, but present and future develop-

ments render technical study almost

more important. The modern technical

journal is a vade mecum for all progres-

sive spirits, -whether in sales force or

shop, and as an exchange medium for

ideas, possesses a value which must soon-

er or later be more fully recognized by

employers and employees. The sooner

the better."

©
SCREW-CUTTING IN ALUMINUM
THE cutting- of perfectly clean threads

in aluminum, either by machinery or b.^

hand-power, is a problem which has tried

the patience of many an engineer. In a

screw-cutting or a tapping machine, the

metal tears away, notwithstanding the

lubricant hitherto used, and a large pro-

portion of the threads are destroyed ir

the process, or are imperfect. When cut-

ting the threads by hand power—a kind

of hard labor when the lubricant used is

unsatisfactory—the same defects gener-

ally occur, or -when they do not, the

threads are not clean and uniform

througrhout, for the point at which the

man stopped to give another fraction of

a turn to the screw or die-stock is mark-

ed by -dents and raised portions on a

series of the threads <and over the whole

threaded depth. Such diflficulties, how-

ever, generally give way in time to

patient experimenting, and in this case

they appear to have done so, for quite

recently we had the oiiportunity of see-

ing inside taper-threads cut witli clean-

ness an-d accuracy by the aid of a new
lubricant. The job in hand was an order

for aluminum adaptors for shells, and

nat\ira!ly ran into very large numbers.

Under the old conditions it was slow and

not satisfactory, but with the new lubri-

cant the adaptors were turned out at the

rate of sixy to seventy per hour by two
boys. The lubricant also increases the

life of the screw-taps, one pair we saw-

having cut as many as 7,000 aluminuui

adaptors. This lubricant is also of great

value for other processes in the manu-
facture of aluminum articles, especially

turning and machining, a great increase

in output being obtained.

® •

CANADIAN PULP AND PAPER
THK progress that L'anada is making- to-

ward becoming the world's centre for

tlic manufacture of pulp and paper is

indicated in figures recently published by

the Department of Trade and Commerce.
For the year ended July, 1916, the ex-

ports of paper amounted to $21,678,868,

of whieh 88 per cent, went to the United
States and 5.2 per cent, to the United

Kingdom. This total is an increase of 31

per cent, over the figures for the year

previous. The rate at which this busi-

ness has grown in Canada w-ill be appre-

ciated when it is "realized that the first

export shipment of paper from Canada
was made in 1892, amounting- to a total

of .$91 for that year. The total exports

lor 1902 were hut .$24,000, and for 191:!

only .$6,327,000.

Taking- the situation as a whole the

total exports of paper, pulp, and jnilp-

wood for the fiscal year ended July, 1916,

were $40,865,266, of which the United

States received 87 per cent, and the

United Kingdom 5 per cent. The in-

crease over the previous year was 27

per cent. On the other hand, Canada im-

ported, during the year ended July, 1916,

.$0,327,298 worth of paper and manufac-

tures of paper.

The foregoing facts, in conjunction

with the use by Canadian pulp and jiaper

mills of nearly $9,300,000 worth of pulp-

wood, indicate the tremendous drain up-

on our pulpwood resources, according to

a statement issued by the Conservation

Commission. This drain is likely to in-

crease rather than diminish in view of

the raiiid depletion of accessible supplies

of timber, suital)le for pulpwood in the

United States. If this great source of

national w-ealth is to be perpetuated,

much more stringent measures than in

the past must be taken to prevent des-

truction by fire and to ensure the re-

stocking of valuable species of cut-over

and burned-over areas.

®
Silvering Brass for Lacquering.—It

often haiipens, in finishing ornamental

v.-ork, that silver bands or reliefs are

needed, the thickness of the silver, of

coui-se, being a minimum. To make a

good and efficient solution for tl>e pur-

pose, dissolve 1 oz. of good nitrate of

silver in a quart of distilled water, and

in a separate vessel make a semi-satur-

ated solution of hyposulphite of soda.

Add sufficient of the hyposulphite solu-

tion to the nitrate of silver solution to

throw down the silver as a brownish

precipitate, agitating the liquid; then

add, drop by drop, sufficient of the hy-

posulphite to re-dissolve the precipitate,

and after this is secured add a slight

excess of hyposulphite. Store in black

or other non-actinic glass bottles, well

corked. To use, apply to the clean

metal with a sponge or brush, and rinse

off with clean water, and dry thorough-

ly before lacquering.

©
Harmony in organisation is something

that will make success against many ad-

verse conditions, and the lack of it will

generally ensure defeat, regardless of

all other conditions. Tlie thoughtful

work of each man is the real progres-

sive work, and although this is stimu-

lated by a wholesome rivalry, it is

wliolly checked by strife.

Life is simply a matter of concentra-

tion. You are what you set out to be.

The things you read and think to-day

are the things you become to-morrow.

STEEL PLANT EXTENSIONS IN
1916.

UKOM statistics compiled by a U.S.

contemporary covering steel plant im-

provement and extension, during last

year, the following data pertaining to

Canadian establishments is available:

The Algoma Steel Corporation, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., added a 32-in. billet

mill. In the duplex plant, two 75-ton

stationary open-hearth furnaces were

also built. This year a 75-ton station-

ary open-hearth furnace will be con-

structed and also a heavy structural

mill.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Syd-

ney, N.S., has under construction a

new 400-ton blast furnace. Contracts

have been awarded tor 120 Koppers by-

product coke ovens with a capacity of

11.2 tons of coke each in 24 hours.

The Steel Company of Canada, Hamil-

ton, Ont., completed and put in opera-

tion three 75-ton open-hearth furnaces

and doubled its soaking pit capacity.

It also made large additions to. its shell-

forging plant. At its Montreal plant a

large addition -was made to the shell-

finishing plant. A new 75-ton open-

hearth furnace is under construction.

The Canadian Car & Foundry Co.,

Montreal, Canada, made such additions

to construction and equipment as were

necessary for the furtherance of muni-

tion work, but the company does not

consider this as capital expenditure.

Over $1,000,000 has been spent or

authorized on this line of work, al-

though it is not considered as of a per-

manent character.

The Canadian Car & Foundries, Mon-
treal, built at its Wetland, Ont plant

two new 25-ton basic ojien-hearth furn-

aces, making a total of four, and is

now building- two more to be completed

next month. It has also installed a

l,00(),000-gallon oil storage tank and

built a new forge shop for forging 5000-

4y3-in. shells per day. At the com-

pany 's Longue Pointe works, Montreal,

one 25-ton acid open-hearth furnace

was built, making a total of four. An-

other furnace of the same type is under

<-onstruction to he completed this year.

At the Point St. Charles plant, Mon-

treal, one more furnace is contemplated.

The company is installing there a forge

shop for making 6-in. shell forgings at

the rate of 4000 per day, commencing

March 1.

The Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.,

New Glasgow, N.S., is erecting a new

blast furnace Sydney Mines, N.S.

The Manitoba Steel Foundries, Win-

nipeg, Man., has practically completed

its new foundry. It will make electric

steel both in the form of eastings and

ingots for rolling and will have a capa-

city of 8000 to 10,000 tons per year.

The Pacific Steel Products , Ltd.,

Bridgeport, B.C., is constructing a new

open-hearth steel furnace and installing

machines for turning out railroad

spikes, bolts and nuts.
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TWIN MUFFLE FURNACE FOR
HARDENING HIGH SPEED

STEEL.

ONE result of the advent of muni-

tions manufacture lias been a very

complet realization of the value of

high speed steel not only econ-

omically when performing its duties

as a manufacturing accessory material,

but also intrinsically when values are

increased and wastage prevails through

defective treatment and careless usage.

It is an actual fact that the shortage

of this material which was threatene

some time ago was in part due to care-

lessness and lack of facilities for pro-

per hardening and in the course of

events it was but natural that the onus

of the situation would gravitate towards

the makers as the source of the ma-
terial. As the leading makers of high

sjieed steel in this country, Armstrong
Wliitworth, Ltd., Montreal, were in a

unicjue position to appreciate the factors

of the situation, the result being that

they have developed, and are now mar-
keting a hardening furnace for high

speed steel which enables the full bene-

fits of this material to be obtained l)y

the average user.

The furnace is of the twin muffle tyjio

and oil-fired, the appearance and con-

struction being clearly indicated in the

accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 is a

front view, the two chambers being of

solid fire brick construction, built into

an angle iron frame work, the whole

being carried on a braced frame of the

same material. The internal design is

shown in Fig. 2. An opening A is

provided at the back of each chamber,
through which the oil and air mixture

enters, the flame impinging on the cur-

ved surface of baffle brick B whence it

|)roceeds around each side of the cham-
ber and luidenienth the hearth C. finallv

10 lbs. per sq. in., so that gravity feed
can be used in the majority of installa-

tions.

L
,

—
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Via. 1—I.'ROXT VIEW OF TWIN ^^'FFLF,
FIRN.\CE FOK H.iRDEXIXG IIKJII-Srl'ED

STEEL

ascending past the semi-muffle walls D
to the rectangular e.xit in the arched
roof. This arrangement prevents the

products of combustion from coming in

contact with the work and insures a

very even degree of heat throughout
the chamber.
The twin chamber arrangement pro-

vides ideal conditions for the harden-
ing of high speed steel. The left hand
chamber is used for preheating pur-

lioses only, the steel being slowly and
evenly heated t-o about 1400 deg. F.
when it is transferred to the right hand

chamber which heats it quickly
to 2,200 deg. F., or over if neces-

sary, to be followed by such
quenching as is required by the

material.

Individual control is provided
for each chamber, and low pres-

sures are employed, the air being

at 2 lbs. per sq. in. and the oil ;u

r
' «ft

i

CONTROLLED ESTABUSHMENTS
AND SECRECY

THE British Minister of Munitions ap-
peals to the owners of controlled estab-
lishments, to all persons responsible for
the management of such establishments,
and to the public generally, t-o guard
against communicating to neutral coun-
tries information concerning controlled
establishments, the effects of control on
I lie conduct of their business, and the
character and quality of munitions work
in hand. Such information is sometimes
conveyed (probably by inadvertence) in

replies to inquiries as to whether par-
ticular establishments are able to under-
take particular classes of w'Ork, and also
in advertisements in newspapers which
circulate abroad. The public are warned
tiiat no communications of any kind can
be transmitted abroad if they give any
indication that a firm is controlled or is

engaged in munitions work, or if they
contain information with respect to the
manufacture, output, or supply of muni-
tions, or with respect to the place where
such work is carried on.

©
DON'T try to remove dirt or cuttings

from the small bore of a revolving piece

of work, with the fingers. It is a seri-

ous thing to have a finger twisted off.

DON'T force a chuck or face plate on
a threaded spindle when you find there
is dirt in the screw. It may happen that
the thread will seize, and cause con-
siderable trouble to remove.

DON'T allow the sleeve of the shirt

or jacket to come in contact with re-

volving lathe work or shafting. Even
the smoothest of shafts will take hold
of clothing, often resulting in serious

misliap.

FIG. 2.—DBT.VILS OF CONSTKUCTIO.N OF TWIN MUFFLE FURNACE.
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DUPLEX SHELL LATHE

WITH the |)rimarv object of speed-

ini; up produetion, tlie Domin-
ion Machinery Co.. Toronto,

have developed a duplex latlie, in which
two shells can be rough turned at one
time and by one operator. The lathe,

however, is so designed that the shells

can be machined individually or together.

This is one of the principal features of

the lathe, and it is accomplished by
means of two separate steel .jaw c'utches

on the main spindle located on either

side of the centre driving head. Brietiy,

it is a modifieation of an axle lathe

adapted for producing shells.

The lathe is of substantial construc-

tion, and for this reason is particularly

suitable for shell rough turning opera-

tions. It will take shells ranging from
4.5 in. to 6 in., and tests have shown 120

4.5 in. shells can be rough turned in ten

hours by one operator. The lathe is

built for belt or motor drive, and the

clutehe-s obviate the necessity of stop-

ping the machine when chucking. The
main spindle is mounted in heavy bronze
bearings, and is driven in the centre

through triple gears with a ratio of ten

to one. At each end of the main spindle
is fitted a steel jaw clutch. The driving
section of each of which has a srjuare

recess for receiving and revolving the
chuck. The chucks used on this lathe

are of sjiecial expandini;- roller type, and
are independent of the lathe. The chuck
is placed inside the shell, which is placed
between the lathe centres. The chuck
fits in the square recess on the clutch,

Wlien the clutch is thrown-in, the shell

revolves and file feed is started. The
same operation is then performed on the
other side of the lathe.

Both carriages are driven independ-
ently with positive worm drive, they are
also fitted with hand feed. An automa-
tic trip is provided for the carriages
which stops the feed at the end of the

cut. A considerable saving in floor spact-

has been effected in relation to the out-

put, and the lathe has been designed
with all parts in excess of the most ex-

acting requirements. The lathe in work-
ing order weig-hs approximately 8,000

liounds.

®
SENSITIVE MUTIPLE SPINDLE

DRILLING MACHINE
THE accompanying illustration shows a
regular t.vpe of small, sensitive, multi-

ple spindle drill which has been de-
signed for light drilling, countersinking,
etc. The table is cast separate from
the base when required.

Either 9 in. or 12 in. round heads can
be furnished, the former being equipped
with from 2 to 10 spindles of 1 in. dia.,

and the latter with from 2 to 16 spindles

of 34 in. dia. A six-armed pilot wheel,
keyed to rack pinion shaft gives suffi-

cient leverage for easy drilling, the rack
pinion being heat treated and keyed to

pinion shaft. All pinions are of .30 car-

bon steel with double bearings integral

with pinions, and running in oil. Roller
bearings are used in the idler pulleys

and the drive pulley on the vertical

t.vpe eom,posed of three parts only, iwn
forks milled from the solid and a cen-

tre block of similar construction, dis-

pensing entirely with pins, screws or

rivets. These i)arts are hardened.
Crucible steel spindles are employed

SE.NSITIVE .Ml LTII'LE SPINDLE
DRILLING MACHINE.

a new type of adjusting arm
permitting rapid adjustment
and rigid support. Speci:i

cluster plates are supplier

when required by t h

.

makers, the Fox Machim
Co., Jackson, Mich.

DT TLEX SHELL LATHE FOR ROUGH TURN ING OPERATION
and the base of shell, being countersunk, shaft runs in bronze bushed bearings;

is carried on the tailstoek centre. The ball bearings are provided for end
chuck ds so constructed that the deeper thrusts,

the cut the tighter the shell is held on it. The universal joints are of a patented

SCRAP RECLAIMING
PRESS

THE development of tin

Southwark Gross pre>-

marks an important step to-

ward the splution of many
railroad shop problems con-

nected with the reclamation

of scrap material fron
wrecked cars and general

repair work, the rapid and
almost universal adoption ot

all-steel equipment having

rendered largely inadequate

the former press e(piipnient

which was only adapted to

the needs of wooden cars.

Its usefulness, however, is not limited

to railroad needs, as the necessity for

a press of this type has been constantly

growing in many branches of iron and
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stef! industry, the accompanying- cuts

serving to convey some idea of its

adaptability to the needs of general

manufacturing and repair work.

The base of the Southwark Gross

is a heavy steel casting with a flat sur-

face which forms the foundation for

the structural steel frame, consisting of

two steel uprights w'hich support a main
cross frame. The top of this frame-

work is braced by heavy tie rods attach-

ed to the four comers of the base

platen.

The pressure cylinder is suspended

from the cross frame by means of a

four-wheel carriage, while the travel of

the ram is controlled' by means of a spe-

cially balanced type of four-way valve

located in a position convenient to the

operator; the carriage is propelled

backward and forward across the top

frame by an endless chain traveling over

sprockets.

The guide for the piston rod is held

l)etween two angle irons fastened to.the

vertical columns. The piston of the

pressure t-ylinder is 20 inches in diame-

ter and has a stroke of 36 inches. It is

packed with leather cup packing which

can be quickly renewed when necessary.

The end of the piston rod is fitted with

a die which can be chanifcd in a manner
similar to the die of a steam hammer.
Air is supplied to the double-acting

cylinder by flexible hose connections so

arranged and sufficiently long to permit

free movement of the cylinder as it

travels across the table.

Dies of great variety can lie used and
new dies made at any time to meet spe-

cial requirements. While in most in-

stances the work requiring bending or

straightening can be handled cold, in

some few cases with extra heavy parts

it may be necessary and safer to heat

the work before subjecting' it \>< a iircs-

sure of fifteen tons which is the capa-

city of this press. Bending parts of this

description while cold is likely to re-

sult in cracking. However, with the

modern means of welding, such as the

oxyacetylene torch and other processes,

tliese cracks are not serious and mav

The heavily ribbed headstock has an
unusually long bearing on the lathe bed
and has a 6% in. x 10 in. front bearing^

for the spindle, with 4V2 in. x 7 in. at

the rear. It is of the all geared design

with single pulley drive, giving 12
spindle speeds from 8 to 300 revs, per

EXTR.V HE.WV DUTY 20" ENGINE DATHE

be more quickly remedied and defec-

tive parts made sound at less cost than
they could be either straiglitened or re-

claimed by the obsolete processes form-
erly in use.

The builders of this press are the

Southwark Foundrv & Machine Co.,

Phihidelpliia, Pa.

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 26 in.

ENGINE LATHE
I'KOPER distribution of weight and
correct proportioning of mechanism are

features which have received particular

attention in the 26 in. engine lathe illus-

ti'ated herewith. It is intended to meet
satisfactorily all the demands of extra
heavy duty resulting from the use of

tlu> most efficient tool steels.

min. The spindle is lubricated by large

oil cliambers feeding through felt wip-

ers, while a hole large enough to pass

a 3 in. bar is provided. High carbon

steel is used for tlu' spindle which runs

in two piece replaceable bronze bearings

adjustable for wear. Large diameter

cast steel gears are entirely enclosed,

and run in oil, all pinions being of

forged steel.

The tailstock spindle is 4 in. dia. and

is locked by clamps acting- on two sides,

while 4 large clamp screws witli hard-

ened nuts secure the tailstock firmly in.

place. A geared crank is provided for

moving the headstock along the bed.

Both spindles are fitteil with No. 6;

Morse taper centres.

The bed is of refined box ly\H' design-

with liberal supporl form box c(dumn

l!E(-I..\IMINi; |-|ll!.MI\(} IKlI'l'KH
STEEL VMia.

SHEETS FOR STi;.\i(iiiTi;Ni.\(i itio.N r nil A win:
rinvss.

AUS IN U ECLA IMING
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pedestals without auy overlian'g. The
'width across shears is 24% in. braced

by closely spaced box sections, the

width and depth of the bed bein^ suffi-

cient to prevent spring under the heavi-

est cuts.

, The carriage has an over all ' length

of 40 in., with a 12 in. bridge. Taper
gib adjustment is provided butli on cross

slide and compound slide, these and the

carriage being scraped to perfect bear-

ings on their • respective parts. The
compound slide is presented at an angle

of 30 degrees, providing a more solid

bearing capable of easier manipulation.

Felt oil wipers on shears, micrometer
dials, chip guard and thread dials are

evidence of the completeness of detail.

The double plate box type of apron
provides bearings at each ends of the

feed gear shafts, the front removable
plate permitting access to the mechan-
ism without removing the apron from
the carriage. The friction drive on both

longitudinal and cross feeds is con-

trolled by a single lever so that both

feeds cannot be thrown in at the same
time, while none of the feed mechanism
can be put into gear when the lead

screw is in oi)eration.

The 2^4 i'l- leaJ screw has 2 threads

per in. and engages with two bronze

'half nuts. Thirty-three threads' rang-

ing from 1 to 16, and a similar number
of feeds from .013 in. to .333 in. per

revolution of spindle aTe obtained

through the gear box, which is fitted

with steel gears and bronze bushed
bearings, the gears being changeable

while running.

A double friction type countershaft is

'usually furnished, and the headstock is

designed to readily accommodate a

driving motor. The regular equipment
includes one steady rest, one 26 in. face

plate, on« 12 in. face plate, witu centres,

wrenches, cranks and couv.tershaft.

Extra equipment includes fittings for

motor drive, taper attachment, follow

rest, square tool post, hexagon turret,

and self-contained gil) crane. Weight
crated, 12,600 lbs.

The builders of this lathe are the

Oliver Machinerv Co., Grand Rapids.
—^®

SCREW MACHINE EQUIPMENT
CONSIDERABLE changes have been

effected recently in the No. 5 screw

machine built by the Foster Machine Co.,

Elkhart, Ind., calculated to increase

the ability and scope of the machine to

a marked degree. Two styles of this

machine are now offered, one with back-

geared cone head, and the other with

an_ all geared head, the latter being

shown in Fig. 1 complete with new bar

equipment.
In order that the efficiency and pro-

ductive capacity of this machine can be

utilized to the maximum extent, the

makers have desisned a very complete

line of tools, so that not only can the

production, on what is commonly re-

garded as screw machine work in its

narrow sense, be increased to a con-

siderable" extent, but the general range

of ~work which can be handled to ad-

vantage is greatly increased, and in-

GK.\KKI

eludes practically all kinds of chuck-
ing work within the capacity of the
machine.
One of the outstanding tools for bar

work is the rouahing
box tool or single cut-

ter turner, of wliich a

new design has been
gotten out for this ma-
chine. The cutter is

located radially to the

«ork, so that it is

ground on the end
when being sharpened,
economizing tool steel.

Back rests of the roll-

er tj-pe, with hardened
and ground rolls and
roll studs, are mount-
ed on indepen(Jent

slides which are ad-

justable by means of

a graduated screw. The cutter slide

is equipped with a release to prevent

marring the work when withdrawing,

tlie release being operated by a lever

handle in front of the tool, which also

Binds the cutter slide rigidly to the

tool body, a gTaduated dial being pro-

vided for setting the slide operating

.screw. A multiple cutter turner, a

pointing tool and a new design of ad-

justable hollow mill are further items

in the bar stock group. The hollow mill

is shown at right, Fig. 2, and is spi'-;;illy

designed for rapidly removing a large

amount of stock on ^

comparatively s h o r t

work, having the de-

sirable feature of be-

ing easily adjustable

for different diam-

eters. The multiple

cutt-er turner is a tool

for turning more than
one diameter at the

same setting. Back
rests similar to the

single cutter turner

are used, while the cut-

ters are held in sup-

ports so that they may
also be shifted to anil

secured in any desired

position on the body
casting. When desired,

this tool can be equip-

ped with three double

tool holders for taking

up to six cuts sim-
ultaneously, shoulders only V^ in. apart
being formed with it.

In connection with chucking work, an
interesting tool is shown at left, Fia:. 2.

this being particularly well adapted for

recessing and back facing, also for
borincT woi'k in small quantities. The
tool is carried in a quadrant shaped
member hinged on the front of the mam
casting, the pivot on which it swings
being located below the cutter. It is

operated by the handle shown, two
stop screws being provided for adjust-

ment and stop purposes at each limit

of travel.

The variety of equipment is well

rounded out by a large selection of mis-

cellaneous tool holders and adapters,

cut-off .slides, drill, tap and die holders.

FLAG DAY INCIDENT
IT wa.s "Flag Day." Beauteous vendors
l)ressed their wares at every street corn-
er and lurked in every doorway. .Jones

I IIE.^D SlI!i:\V .M.VOHINE WITH TOOL
II'MKNT FOR BAn WOItK.

threaded his way through the city

streets and arrived at the offices of
that old Scotch firm, Duncan, M' Haggis
ami Eraser.

Mr. Duncan, he was told, was out, but
the other two jiartners were in, and he
was jiresently ushered into an inner
sanctum, where he found M'Haggis and
Eraser sitting on either side of the fire

and looking' distinctly disconsolate—not
to say hungry.

"It's really Duncan I want to see,"
explained Jones, "but since it's about
lunch-time I thought we might all go

FIG. LKFT. R?XE.'<.SI.\"i; TiMiI.. unUIT. HOLLOW MILL.

out together, and I'd come back with

you and talk to him afterwards."
"I am sorry," said Eraser dourly.

"l)ut we canna come out to lunch."
"What—aren't you going to have

any?" asked Jones in astonishment.

"Aye, aye—but we must bide a wee-

Duncan has the flae."

®
Affidavit Fonns for Importers.—The

Trade and Commerce Department, Otta-

wa is issuing to all Canadian importers

a form of affidavit to be made out

before shipment of restricted goods
from the United Kingdom can be made.
The affidavit will contain information
such as quantity and description of
goods ordered, use to which thej will be
put. etc.
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AN EVENTFUL WEEK

THE past week has been in many respects an eventful

one, having to its credit and otherwise the issuance

of an exposition of idealism in affairs international

by the President of the United States; the destruction by

fire and explosion of a British munitions factory with

attendant serious loss of life; the unfolding- of a tale of

shipping tragedies through the instrumentality of a Ger-

man sea raider, and official intimation 'that the Imperial

Munitions Board have determined to erect immediately a

mammoth steel plant in our midst for the more intensive

production of munitions. It may be said, relative to each

of the foregoing, that there is much food for thought, and

while the last named appeals to our commercial sense, at

least, in manner to excite satisfaction, it cannot be so

said of the other happenings. If we add to the list the

impressive stride that stocks and particularly war stocks

have acquired in the direction of saner and real-value

levels, then it must be admitted that this New Year, 1917,

is off to a spectacular if ill-assorted start. Concurrent

with the break in stock exchange values, it is quite in

order that manufactured products, whatever their con-

stituent or purpose, should evidence a like material

shrinkage, and wi are of opinion that such an eventuality

is a near-future possibility, it' not immediately imminent.

Practical peace will come before the idealistic, there-

fore grim work must perforce be yet performed, idealism

at this juncture is synonymous with lieing scared.

©- •

HIS MAJESTY'S CANADIAN TORPEDO BOAT
"GRILSE"

IN
our December 21 issue, reference was made cdi-

torially to the specially trying experience from which

His Ma.iesty's Canadian Torpedo Boat "Grilse" and

the majority of her crew had just emerged successfully.

We have been asked by Lieut. J. K. L. Ross, R.N.C.V.R..

former owner and commander of the vessel, and by whom
with a commendal)le patrinlism she was handed over to tlie

Canadian Department of Naval Service, to state that the

illustratiiin which ai)i)eared on page 047 did not represent

the "Grilse," also to correct some inaccuracies in the text

matter. This we take pleasure in doing by publishing his

letter which will l)e found on page 74 of our present issue.

The writer being familiar with the appearance ot the

vessel—having seen iier "war dressed" on several occa-

sions, has no hesitation in stating that the photograph

received from Lieut. Ross, along with his letter, is more

truly representative of the "Grilse" than that published

previously by us. We, however, to avoid a possible clash

with the Censor, did not positively identify the craft, the

underline to the illustration having the qualification

—

'Speed Pleasure Yacht." Further, and to quote direct

ft-om our previous editorial, it was stated that^"to those

\infamiliar with the appearance of the vessel, a very good

idea is to be had from our illustration." Referring to

Lieut. Ross' letter, and the survey report on the vessel,

we may state that the name of the gentleman who fur-

nished the latter has been given us. He is personally

known to the writer and is well qualified to pronounce

authoritatively on such craft as the "Grilse" and on

war vessels generally, as well.

We are further advised by Lieut. Ross that during his

twelve months' command of the "Grilse," "they were out

in all weathers, and on one occasion I took her through a

cyclonic storm near Bermuda, it being necessary then to

keep to sea for nearly a full week. Nobody was hurt

aboard and not a rivet was started. It was uncomfort"

able," he states, "as all destroyers are, but I always felt

confident that the 'Grilse' would weather any storm if

navigated carefully." The vessel is over 200 feet long,

not 175 feet. She was built by Yarrow's Ltd., and not

by Thomeycroft. Regarding her builders, for record pur-

]K)ses, the information is desirable; as indicative of high

quality product, however, no distinction may be drawn

between the two builders named, our views in this respect

being clearly evident from the opening sentence of our

previous editorial which we here quote: "The fact that

H.M.C. torpedo boat 'Grilse' managed to make port after

I'cing battered and bruised to tlie point of foundering with

all aboard is due in the first place to her soundness of con-

struction at the hands of her builders, and secondly to the

herculean etfurts of the crew to keep her afloat by hand

pumping and baling, even when all liope of rescue seems

to have faded."

Readers of our journal will appreciate Lieut. Ross'

desire to put before them the facts bearing on the

"Grilse" construction, transfer, and his own service as

her commander, and will concur with us in the opinion

that, so far as he is concerned, neither effort nor expense

were spared in the performance of his patriotic act. We
still think, Jiowever, that poor judgment was displayed

by those in authority in putting the "Grilse" to sea

—

especially on the North Atlantic in mid-winter, and

while we do not hesitate to stand alone in so expressing

ourselves, we are pleased to state that we have the un-

((ualified supjxjrt of perhaps the most prominent authority

on light craft construction and exponent of their naviga-

tion on this continent.

We should have been pleased to publish the photo-

graph of the "Grilse" in her "war dress," but the Censor

is unrelenting. Lieut. Ross fully appreciates the situation

in this respect, as will also our readers.

©—

-

BALKING "SAFETY FIRST"
yt I'HOl'OS of the smiliing-onl ot a useful life, the

/^ more or loss serious injury received, and narrow
*

escape with life ami limb, by a goodly number of

others, on the occasion of Die dei)arture of a troop train

from the Union Station, Toronto, on the night of January

21, it seems opportune to point out to our railroad man-
agements as well as to our military authorities tlie neces-

sity of their rebutting the all too prevalent tendency of

civic administrators to "butt-in" and largely set aside

an otherwise well ordered and successfully applied

''Safety First" propaganda.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Gvvy fuijje, Pittsburgh . . ifM 'Jj

Lake Superior, charcoal,
Cliiragu 31 73
Staudarri low phos., Phihi-

lU'lphia 3:i 00
Bessemer, Pittsburgh .... :i."i ttt

Basic, Valley furnace ao flu

Montreal Tnrontu

MidUlesboro, No. 3
Clefelaud, No. 3
Clarence, I\'o. 3

Hamilton
Victoria 10 UU .'W UO

riNISHED IRON AND STEEL,.

I'er lb. to Large Bu.vers Cents

Iruu hare. l>ast', Toronto.. ;: 'Mi

Steel bars, base, Toronto.. 4 10
Steel bars, - in. to 4 in.

base o 25
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger

lia.se « ."iO

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3. So
Steel bars, base, Montreal. 4 00
Iteinforciug bars, ba.se ... 4 05
Bessenier rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel .bars, Pitts/burgh
Tank plates, Pittsburgh... ...

Beanis and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

F.O.B.. Toronto Warelionse.

Cents

Steel bars, base 3.75
SiD.ill shapes 4.00

F.tt.B, Chicago Warehouse
Cents

Steel bar« 3.75
Bars, 2 in. and ui) 4.25
Structural shapes 3.S5
Plates 4.50

rBElGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following I'oints

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

.Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1
Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor IS.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METAL,S.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper ,$36 00 .$30 00
Klectro copper... 36 00 36 00
Castings, copper.. 35 00 36 00
Tin 47 00 47 00
Spelter 13 50 13 50
Lead 10 00 M no
-VntirnoBj 16 00 IS 00
-Mnminuni 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PX,.\TES.

-Montreal Toronto
Plates, >4 to H . . . $5 40 $3 40
Heads 5 75 5 75
Tank plates, .3-16 in. 5 50 5 50

WROUGHT PIPE.
Buttireld.

Prices in effect Dec. 30,

I'er 100 feet—
Vfe in $
Vi in.

% in.

1/4 in.

% in.

1 in.

11/4 in.

H4 in.

2 in.

2^ in.

3 in.

3^4 In.

4 in.

21A in.

3 In.

Black
4 25 ?

3 54
3 54
4 53
5 64
8 33

. . . 11 27
13 48

. . . 18 13

. . . 28 67

. . . 37 49
46 92

. . . 55 59

Lapweld.
21 09

. . . 31 59
... 41 31

1916.

Galv.
5 75
5 67
5 67
6 16
7 76
11 48
15 53
18 .56

24 98
39 49
51 64
63 94
75 76

27 57
41 83
54 70

3M. in 51 52 68 54
4 in 61 04 81 21
41/j in 71 12 94 62
5 in 82 88 110 30
6 in 107 50 143 00
7 in 142 SO 186 SO
8 in. 1 150 00 1'.I6 30
S in 172 80 226 10
9 in 207 00 270 SO
10 in. L 192 00 251 20
10 in 247 20 323 40

Prices Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WliOUUHT NIPPLES.

-i" and under, 60%.

4V^" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings. 4" and un-

der, 50%.
4i^" and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

-Montreal

Copper, light .'520 00
Cojiper. crucible... 24 00
Cojiper. heavy 24 00
Coplier wire 24 00
No. 1 machine

composition .... 21 00
No. 1 composition

turnings 17 00
New Brass clip-

pings
No. 1 brass turn-

ings
Steel, low phos...
Heavy Melting

steel 13 00
No. 1 machine

cast iron 20 00
Steel turnings ... 7 00
Boiler plate 12 00
Hails 14 75
-\xles, wrought

iron 19 00
Tires, steel 12 00
Rails 13 75
Shafting 20 GO

16 M
13 00
14 00

Malleable scrap
Pipe, wrought
Stove plate . .

.

Heavy lead . .

.

Tea lead
Scrap zinc . . .

.

-\iuminum . . .

10 25
10 50
13 00
7 30
6 00
7 50

35 00

Toronto

$21 75
25 25
24 50
24 5<)

19 50

17 00

17 00

15 00
14 00

14 00

16 00
7 00
10 50
15 00

24 00
11 OO
14 00
20 00
11 00
9 00

13 00
7 73
3 50
7 00

35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 35
Plate washer.s 10
Machine bolts. 7-16 and
over 15

Machine bolts. % and less. 23
Blank bolts 15
Bolt ends 15
Machine screws, tl. an<i rd.

hd., steel 271/2

Machine screws, o. and fli.

hd., steel 10
.Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20
.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
-N'uts. hex., up to 1 in., $3.75
per lb. off.

Nuts, hex., over 1 in. $2.00
per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs,
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 27^
Boiler rivets, base %-in.
mid larger $5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15
Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75
Wood screws, O. & R.,
bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42'/^

Wood screws. O. & R..
brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screws. O. & R.
bronze ?-y<

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per Cent.

Set screws 40
30
13

30

^q. & Hex. Head Cap Screws
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws.
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin. & semi-fin, nuts up to
1 in

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 43
Coupling bolts, plus 13

Planer bead bolts, without
fillet 15

Planer head l)olts. with fillet.. net
Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 In 30
Planer head bolt nuts, over

1 in 23
Planer bolt washers ...plus 10

Hollow set screws.. list plus 40
Collar screws list plus 20
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 70
Patch bolts add 65
Cold pressed nuts to IV^

in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over IV2
in add $2.00

BILLETS.

Per gross ton
Besscuu'r liilk'ts $65 00
Dpcn-hearth billets 65 00
D.H. sheet bars 65 00
Forging billets 80 00
Wire rods 70 00

B'.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 4 75 4 70
Cut nails 4 50 4 50
Miscellaneous wire nails.... 65%
Pressed spikes, % diam..
100 lbs $4 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 27'..

Solder, guaranteed 29'a
Babbitt metals 11 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-lh. drums
\A'hite lead, pure, cwt
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue, French medal, lb
Tarred slaters' paper, roll

3 33
14 25

-23

93
Gasoline, per gal., bulk.. 29Vi!

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 2si.j

Pure turpentine, single
bbls,, gal 71

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 12

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 15

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 30
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing. No. 1 Italian 32
Packing. No. 2 Italian 25
Lead woo!, per lb 12

I'ure Manila rope 27
Transmission rope, Manila. 35
Drilling cables. Manila .... 30

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 23%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

iS.S. ilrills. wire sizes 20
S.S. drills. 1 16 in. and larger 35

Standard drills to 1V4 in.... 35
Standard drills, over IV2 in. 10
3-fluted drills to 1'/. in 20
3-fluted drills, over 1V4 in.. 10

Bit stock 35
Ratehet drills Net
Machine bits for wood 1;)

S.S. drills for wood 45
Wood boring brace drills... 35
Electricians '2.5

Sockets .'iO

Sleeves 40
Taper pin and taper reamers 30
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above ^ net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers ,53

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15
High-speed drills up to IVi in.

and over l^A in. are now double
list.

COLD ROLLED SH-WTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron.
35%; standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60; Hanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples.
55; malleable lipped uaions, 30.

SHEETS.

Montreal To
Sheets. Black, No. ».<» M
Sheets. Black, No. 10. < M
Canada plates, dull,
52 sheets 5 7S

Canada plates, all

bright 6 ?•
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 '25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 78

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 8 25
Colborne Grown, No.
28 8 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 7 7S
Premier, 10% oz 8 #0

PROOF COIL CH.4IN.

Vi in
5-16 in

% In
7-16 in

V4 In
3-16 in

% in

% in

% in

1 inch
.Above quotations are per

ELECTRIC WELD COII
CHAIN B.B.

rnnl<»

tiU

5 To

C 50

7 30

6 73

7 'JO

7 30

.$9 43
9 10
8 35
7 15

95
6 95
6 SO
6 70
6 53
6 40

cwt.

Vs in $15 .30

3-16 in 11 70

Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40

% in 6 35
7-16 in 6 35

^ in 6 35

% in. 6 35
% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western. -American... 60
Kearney & Foot. -Arrade. .. 60
.1. Barton Smith, Eagle 60
McClelland. Globe 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47V!;

NichoL^on 50
Globe 57 Vi
Vulcan ' 57^
Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal .

.

8 50
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50
Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.

Size.

Seam-
less

Lap-
welded

1 in. ?30 OO

ly* in.

H4 in.

1% in.

2 in.

30 00

30 00

2'.) 00
33 00

24 00

21 00
20 00

-'% in.

-'M; In.

33 00

L'5 To 20 50

5r^ 00

54 50

59 50

75 00

feet, M<
Dronto.

31 00

314 In.

3^4 In.

4 in.

36 00

39 00

49 00

Prices per 100
and T

mtreal

OILS AND COMI'OLNDS.

Castor oil, per lb 25

Itoyalite, per gal., bulk 12

.Machine oil. per gal 25V4
Black oil, per gal 12^!

Cylinder oil. Capital : 45%
Cylinder oil, Acme 36%
Standard cutting compound,

per 11) O.G

I.ard oil, per gal 1 45

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 6S

.\cme cutting oil. antisepv
tic 3TV2

Imperiitl nuenchiiig nil .... 39%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 0.\K
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.. $1 50
IjeathfT in sides 1 30

TAPES.

Cbesterman Metallic, 50 ft...?2 00
Lufkin .Metallic, 603, 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
•Major .Tun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50

i;ival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Kival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 40

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft S M
WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extr.l 20
IVerless 20

(Jrand 19

Superior 19

X L f R 1^

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal 1"

X i)ress Ifi

COLORED.
Lion 14 %
Standard 13

Xo. 1 13

Popular 11 Vj

Keen 10%

WOOL PACKING.

.Vrniw 2."»

Axle 30
Anvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade iHs-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.

Xickcl 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copjier 44 to » .40

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in... .$40 00 $46 00
IMain sheets. 14 oz.,

14s2S in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 OO
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 b-ase. 57 00 57 (K)

Braziers' in sheets.
6x4 ;)a9e 46 .50 46 W)

BR.ASS.
Brass rods, base % In to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 55

Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PL.ATING SUPPLIES.

Polisihing wheels, felt. 2 10
I'olishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery In kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... 08 to 0!)

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
l\ouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. siq. ft..$12 00 $12 50

Sheets, 3% lbs. sq.

ft 11 75 12 25

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra,

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, horaclc i IS
Acid, hydrochloric (B
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
.\mmonia. aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11

Ammonium hydrcsulphuret .40

Ammonium sulphate Oi

Arsenic, white 12

Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17

Cobalt sulphate 70

Iron percblorlde 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate !-

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15

I'otassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .55

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals .K
Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs o.OO
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are in close touch through provincial correspondents

Montreal, Que., Jan. 22, 1917.—In-

iltistrial interests are ai;ain resuming the

aetivity that was recently distnrhed by
international (leveh)i)n]ents. The atti-

tude of Britain however, has added eoii-

tidence to the situation. Frei^rht con-

gestion has been somewhat relieved but

is as yet not all thai nii^ht be desired.

Severe storms are adding to railroad

ti'oubles and delivery of iiialeria! is very

indelinite.

Pig Iron

The sreiiera! market .» unehanned,

the (luotalions having: underirone no ad-

vance during the week; railroad troubles

are effectin'4 transjiortation and some
luitiacfis are operatiii!;- liji'ht.

Steel

The production of steel at tlie pres-

ent time is beins: greatly curtailed

throujrh the dilTieulty, of seeinii' the

n(|uired raw material with which to

carry on operations The scarcity of

c(il<e has resulted in the temporary

bankinc: of several I'urnaces, and traiis-

pcirlation troubles add to the discomfort

of steel producers. The relief that was
olfered last week throuirh the decline in

coke has a'/ain reacted and coke is now
sellinfj at .flO, an advance of ^\ ]wy ton.

More active inquiries arc in the tnar-

kel and Hie ijeneral situation has re

covered from the scare that loomed up
some few weeks ag'o over the jiossibility

of peace nesrotiations. The demand for

Ijillets and steel bars is as insistent as

ever and the supply is not sufficient to

meet the trade requirements. The con-

struction of many factories and build-

ings maintains a good demand for struc-

tural malerial. The unsatisfied demand
for steed plates by ship and car builders

may shoi'tly result in further advances
on these lines. Inquiries for sheets are

not so lieavy i)ut tlie relief is acceptable

to tlie mills under their tilled up con-

dition. Local prices liave nominally ad-

vanced on black sheets and Prem-
ier t;alvanized ; Y^c per poun<l on

the formei' and one cent on the latter.

The situation in wire and w'ire products

has been without feature for some time

and some mills are feelina: about for ad-

ditional business. It is the general im-

pression that present prices will l)e

maintained for some time. The demand
for wire rods however is in e.vcess of

the supply and hijrher i)rices are not

im|)robal)le. Wroufflit iron pipe and
boiler tubes are in good demand; many
makers of tlie latter bein? fiilod nji for

from 12 to IS months ahead. Xominal
prices are ail tliat are listed and fur-

ther advances to these may be expected.

Weather conditions and freight em-
bargoes are seriously effecting proiluction

and shippim; lacilities m every direc-

tion.

Metals
The general market is featured l)y a

gradual return to more settled condi-

tions, following the firm attitude of Bri-

tain in her reply to recent "peace"
manoeuvres. ('opi>er has regained some
of its recent h)ss. Tin is stronger as

a result of increase marine risks. Spel-

ter is (juiet but firm. Lead is scarce and
more active.

Copper.— .V firmer tone has af la.sl

licen attained and the strengtli of tlie

market is reflected in higher prices. This
has resulted from the unfaltering atti-

tude of the British Oovernment. The
return to higher prices however^ is not

the result of an active increase in the

demand, but owing to the fact that jiro-

ducer.s are not over anxious to quote or

otTer metal for sale. This stand has

caused holders of resale metal to secure

offers at higher prices. Following the

|irogress of events of the past several

weeks, it is rumored that negotiations
are contemplated for future re(|uire-

mcnts for the Allied governments, and
in anticipntioii of present conditions

continuing the situation will undoubted-
ly re'jjain much of the strength lost dur-

ing the recent unsettled period. With
the British situation under the control

of the authorities, the market at present

remains quiet, bilt the Xew York situa-

tion has steadied under the firm tone

and nominal price is now 2c higher than
last week; lake being back lo a basis of

Mv and electrolytic .lie per lb. Tn
spite of the unsettled market conditions

that have featured the metal .situaion,

local dealers have retained their high
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quotations and present developments
would seem to indicate their faith in

the market. Lake and electrolytic are

steady at iiGc and castings at 35c per
lb.

Tin.—In the absence of any heavy
buying, the market has apparently de-
veloped a tirmer tone, with advance in

price quotations. The cause of this is

largely due to the activity recently
shown by German raiders on ocean com-
merce and the increased risk contingent
with such developments. Consumers are
showing their anxiety over the present
conditions, and ner\-ousness marks the
trend of tlie market. While the move-
ments of raiders and shipping knowledge
remain uncertain, the market is likely to
continue to hold firm, and probably show
further strength. London and Xew York
are both higher, the latter quoting 4oyoc,
an advance of 2i/ic on the week. Deal-
ers here, while reporting a firmer feeling-,
are maintaining last week's prices of 47e
per lb.

Spelter.—This -metal continues very
quiet, buying being confined to small job
lots. The trade is somewhat at a loss to
define the uninterested attitude of con-
sumers, as it is generally conceded that
many of these are not well covered for
early future requirements. The demand
for spelter has been correspondinsly
lower than for copper, and unless orders
are bein^ placed without the knowledge
of the trade, it is expected that greater
activity will develop within the next few
weeks. Quotations have declined on the
London market, but Xew York shows an
advance of nearly i^e. the current price
being 10c per lb. Conditions here are
uncbana-ed. with prices firm at 13i/,c
per lb.

Lead.—The dullness that was appar-
ent last week has been shaken off, and
the market has added strength to its re-
cent firmness. This is not alone due to
altered political conditions, but also to
a visible scarcity of available metal. Con-
sumers, however, are cautious regardina-
their purchases in view of possible de-
velopments. XTg^ York quotations are
very firm, with independents askinir
7%e, an advance of I'gc over last week.
Dealers here continue to quote 10c on a
steady market.

Antimony.—The market is quiet, with
afirnier undertone, owing, to decrease in
visible supply. X''ew York is quoting 15c,
an advance of %c on the week. Dealers
here are asking 16e, this being Ic higher
than last week.
Aluminum.—The market is steady,

with weakness showing on X^ew York
quotations. Prices here are firm at 70c
per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Steady activity continues throug-hout
the machine tool industry, but the pres-
ent demand is confined to small or single
lots for specific purposes. Additions to

munitions plants has called for new
equipment, but bulky orders are now the
exception rather than the rule. A fea-
ture of the situation is the increased in-

terest that American machine houses are
taking in the Canadian field. This is

due to the probability that ujunitions

contracts are being rapidly completed in

the States, with little prospect of fur-

ther orders. Many firms that have re-

cently made their final shipments are

now offering their entire outfit for sale.

The supply situation is still very active,

and price advances are still the feature
of the market.

Scrap

The market in scrap is a little strong-
er than last week, but is still inactive. A
general advance has affected the X''ew

York situation. The dealers here report
satisfactory transactions, with prices
slightly stronger. Coppers are higher,
20c being asked for light and 24c for
heavy and crucible. Machine composi-
tions and turnings are -^c higher, being
quoted at 21c and 17c respectively.

Toronto, Ont., Jan. 23.—Further evi-

dence of the importance which is at-

tached to the munitions industry and its

development is shown in the decision
to establish a steel plant in the Ash-
bridge's Bay industrial district. This
will be distinctly beneficial to Toronto
not only under present conditions but
also after the war.

The industrial situation is still being
affected by transportation difficulties

principally by reason of the continued
shortage of coal. Although there has
been during the past week a heavy
movement of coal from Buffalo to Tor-
onto, it has only been sufficient to take
care of immediate requirements. The
severe weather has added to the diffi-

culties of the situation and a serious
shortage of fuel, threatens the city. All
classes of freight, particularly less-thau-

car-lot shipments, are being delayed in

transit, causing considerable annoyance
to merchants and othei-s.

Steel

An important and interesting develop-
ment in the steel trade in this district

is the steel plant which the Imperial
Munitions Board are going to build
here. The new plant will add approxi-
mately 100,000 tons per annum to this

country's steel supply. It is under-
stood that the plant will be operated as

a steel foundry and the output will be
taken over by the Munitions Board for

the duration of the war. This plant is

the outcome of the heavy demand for

steel for munitions which is steadily in-

creasing in volume and is leaving a

comparatively small tonnage for other
purposes. As a result of this situation.

prices are verv firm and continue to

have an upward tendency. Prices on
iron and steel bars which had been with-

drawn, are now hisrher. iron bars beina:

q'loted at 3.90c and sieel bars at 4.10c

per lb. Cut nails have advanced oOe

and are now quoted at .$4..50 per 100

lbs. The new discount on plate washers
is 10 per cent, as asrainst 20 per cent.

formerly. There is no improvement in

the plate situation : the demand in the

primary market continues enormous-
ly heavy, and it is predicted that prices

will go higher. Prices of boiler tubes

are piactically nominal and a further

advance is likely in the near future.

There is not much change in the sit-

uation as regards black sheets. Pro-

duction continues to be curtailed on ac-

count of the shortage of sheet bars and
fuel. Prices are still high and further

advances are expected. Prices of gal-

vanized sheets continue firm and are un-

changed meantime.
Conditions in the steel trade in the

L'.S. are quieter but prices continue

firm, and on some products have ad-

vanced. Steel bars are higher, being

quoted at 3.25c Pittsburgh, but plates

and small shapes are unchanged at 4.50c

and 3.25c, respectively. A heavy de-

mand exists for billets and sheet bars,

and prices ai^ higher. Bessemer and
open-hearth billets, and open-hearth

sheet bars, are now being quoted at $65
a ton Pittsburgh. Transportations diffi-

culties have not improved and the sit-

uation is serious.

Pig Iron
The demand for pig iron for making

steel has exceeded the capacity of the

Canadian furnaces and consequently
considerable tonnages of basic iron are

being- imported from the States. Orders
for basic iron have been placed with
Chicago and Cleveland furnaces, while

500 tons of Southern foundry iron have
also been purchased by Canadian inter-

ests for delivery over the last half of

this year. Prices on domestic pig irons

are still withdrawn, while U.S. prices

are unchanged, basic iron at Buffalo

furnace being quoted at $35 per ton.

Scrap

There have been no price changes this

week, but the market is firmer and there

is a strong undercurrent which will no
doubt result in higher quotations. While
the embargo on scrap iron- and steel is

still in force, licenses are being issued

for the exportation of steel boring and
turnings up to the end of the month,
and the question of further extension is

under consideration. Much satisfac-

tion is felt in the trade over the instal-

lation of electric furnaces at the Ash-
bridge's Bay industrial district as it is

understood that large quantities of steel

scrap, particularly turnings and bor-

ings will be utilized.

Machine Tools

There is little change to note in the

situation. Local dealers report busi-

ness as being fairly active, the principal

demand being for single machines for

munitions plants which are being called

upon to increase production.

Supplies

Prices continue to advance on a num-
ber of lines of machine shop supplies

owing to the high price of raw ma-
terials. Pure Manila rope has advanced
lijc and is now quoted at 27c base. As
a result of this, higher prices have been

announced on transmission rope and
drilling cables, these being now quoted

at 35e and 30c base respectively. It

will be observed that the differential

for these lines has been changed from
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4c to 8e. Higher prices on cotton and
wool waste have been issued ranging
from lyoc to 3c per pound according to

grade. A further advance-approxi-
mately 5 per cent, has been made on
globe, angie and check valves. Gaso-
line lias advanced le and is now quoted
at 291/20 a gallon.

Metals

The metal markets generally are

firmer following the reply of the Allies

to the German peace proposals. A gen-
ei'al opinion in the trade is that peace
is actually further off than was thought
at the time the proposals were offered.

Prices however are unchanged although
there are indications that an upward
movement may soon start. It is not
likely the movement will be very pro-

nounced, although the shrinkag'e in

prices will be delayed.

Copper.—As the market is controlled
iiy the British Government following an
order recently ii.sued by the Minister of
Slunitions, prices, hardly represent the
situation. They are however, firmer
and an advance is probable. Local
(juotations are nominal at 30c per pound.

Tin.—Quotations are firm but the
market is rather unsettled owing to the
increased dangers to marine transpor-
tation by submarines and raiders. Local
prices are unchanged at 47c per pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull, and con-
sumers continue to show lack of inter-

est. Spelter is unchanged at 13y2C per
pound.

Lead.—The market is firm with an
upward tendency. The Trust continues
to ask 7.50c New York, but outside in-
terests are quoting higher. Local price
is unchanged at 8V2C per pound.
Antimony.—The market is strong due

to the reiluccd supply of antimony, but
quotations are unchanged and nominal
at 18c per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is easier on

poor demand, but quotations are un-
<'liair.:iMl :it C8c per pound.

Solders.—The situation in solders has
improved and quotations liavo advanced
Ic per pound. Guaranteed is quoted at

291/20 and strictly at 271/36 per pound.

H.M.C. TORPEDO BOAT "GRILSE"
The Kdit.ir,

Canadian Machinery and .Manufacturing
News,

143-153 University Avenue,
Toronto, Canada.

Dear Sir,—In the December 21st num-
ber of your publication, 1 notice an
illustration purporting to be "H.M.C.
Torpedo Boat 'Grilse,'" together with
an editorial called "The 'Grilse' Near
Tragedy." As I purchased the "Grilse,"
and also served as her. commander for
about a year, I think an explanation
from me is in order.

In the first place, the picture yo\i puli-

lished of the "Grilse" is not the

"Grilse." Of course, I can understand
that your article might be .justified il'

the "Grilse" were such n type of ship
as your picture shows, because I would

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'nder the arrangement made by the .^linister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Edward Cre.v in July. 1913, the Department of Trade and Commene, Ottawa, is

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose

offieers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Bahia, British Consul. Rio de
Janeiro, Britisli Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guaytiuil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alex.-.ndria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, Britisli Consul General.
JIarseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consul General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vioe-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Con&ul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
dlvcstock. British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—^Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY'-Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-

Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Departnient of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canailian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial .Agents should be kept supplied with catalOKues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives b.v Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at fa*"tor.v i»oint. f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TR.\DK COMMISSIONEK!S.

H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 4C, Buenos Aires,

Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne.

Cable

Cable address.

ARGENTINE KEPUBLIC-
address. Canadian.

AUSTRALIA^D. H Ross
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.7. W. Ross. 13 N.-inking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUiBA—Acting Trade Commissiuner. Lonja del Comuiercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.
FR.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Conunissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. .Tohnson, P. O. Box 10!), Y'okohoma. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblnak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.
Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. .Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrlvskaya.
Ploshch 9. Petrograd. L. U. Wllgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgol/.a Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOIlNDL.iND—W. B. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

.Iohn'9. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND- W. A. Beddoc, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH .\KRICA—W. .T. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 73 Baslngball Street. London, E.C., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, Londofl. N. D. Johnston, Sun Building. Clare Streoi.

Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray. Central ILiuse. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. .1. Forsyth Smith. 27-28 Pearl Building, East Paradise. Leeds.
Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C. BIckerlke. Canada Chambers, 38 Spring
Gardens, Manclicster. Cable address, Cantracom. J. T. Llthgow, S7 Union Street.

Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address, Contrn<'om.

SI'ECIAI. TRADE COMMISSIONER—M'MBKK
11. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CAN.VDIAN COMMERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Mlllln. Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.
I'anadian. R. 11. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK— C. E. Sonlnni Grubbegcd No. 4, Chrlstlnnia, Nornny.
Cable address, Soutums.

CANADIAN
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. firlirilh, Sccrclary

England. Cable address. Dominion. London.

< OMMISMONKII'S <>l IICE

17 VIcioria Street, London, S.W
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nut consider llu' photourapli yuu puli-

lislieii as a sliip tliat I woukl cart' to .no

In sea on in the Atlantic in the winter
months.

After imrchasino- the "Grilse," and
before she was used by the Department
of the Naval Service and altered for war
purposes into a destroyer, a report was
made by a man who had charge of build-
ino' Britisli destroyers for a great many
years, whose rei>ort 1 would like to <|uote

as follows

:

"As requested, I have recently carried
out a survey of the huM structure of
H.M.C.S. 'Grilse.' and And this vessel

similar in siantling- to the early tliirtv-

knot destroyers of the British Navy, but
the details of the structural design are
more in accord with the latest destroyer
practice, and give the vessel more
strength than in the old tliirty-knotters.

"There are no indications thaf tlie

vessel is in any way strained, or likely

(o be strained, provided she is navi-
gated with the usual care necessary in

all vessels of this class, none of which
will, or are expected to, stand hard driv-
ing in bad w-eather.

"

I herewith enclose a photograph taken
of the "Grilse," from which you will

see that there is not the slightest sim-
ilarity between the "Grilse" and the
photoorapli ymt published, and I may
further state that the "Grilse" ig over
two hundred feet long, not 175 feet, as
has been stated, and constructed of the
finest high tensile steel, and was not
built by T'lornevcroft, also as has been
stated, but by Yarrows, in England.

Yours truly,

(Signed) ,J. K. L. P.-s.

®
A FUEL OIL INSTALLATION.

by A. F. Menzies
THE reference to a fuel oil instal-
lation in a recent issue of one of
your journals, prompts me to give
the following description of a mech-
anical atomisation system installed
in connection with a pair of Scotch
type marine boilers, and which gave
perfect satisfaction. As the job was
afloat afid in salt water it was con-
sidered out of the question to use a
steam atomisation system, even though
it would have been less expensive to in-

stall. The oil was carried in the fore
peak tank and a 4 in. suction pipe led
from its after bulkhead to the stoke-
hold. On account of the viscosity of
the oil, large suction pipes are necessary
in order to reduce the velocity and con-
sequently the friction. The oil was
pumped by two 31/3 in. x 21/2 in. x 4 in.

steam driven duplex Dumps, which, on
account of the deleterious action of the
oil on rubber, etc., were specified to be
fitted with brass rings and valves in the
oil end, and to be packed with asbestos.
Immediately in front of where the suc-
tion pipe entered the pumps, a twin
suction strainer was installed, arranged
to be cleaned out while steaming.

Steam Supply to Pumps
The steam supply to the pumps was

regulated by the oil pressure in the dis-

charge line, the regulating valves being

set to the desired pressure, which is

usually found by trial. In this particu-

lar instance, a pressure of 90 lbs. per

sq. in. was found suitable, when using a

No. 3 Dahl tip. On leaving the pumps,
the oil was piped to a pair of live steam
heaters, consisting of a cast iron shell

in which a coil of pipe was placed. The
oil passed inside the pipe, while steam
was admitted to the shell, the tempera-
ture of the oil being raised to from 225
to 250 degs. F. A high pressure steam
thermometer was installed in the heater

outlet in order tl'at the temperature
could be ascertained. In a by pass be-

tween the pumps and the heater, a

Worthington oil meter was installed. To
remove any fine particles of grit or pipe

scale from the oil, a pair of discharge
strainers were installed between the

heaters and the furnaces, and as the

oil is of much lower viscosity when
heated, a strainer of fine mesh can be

used on the discharge line.

The header from which the burners
were fed was led across the front of the

boilers below the furnaces, branches be-

ing taken to each burner. The end of

the header was connected to the suction

pipe in order that a circulation of oil

could be obtained on starting up, thus

provnding heated oil at the burners.

The burners themselves, one for each

furnace, consisted of a piece of pipe

with a special tip at one end having
spiral passages leading to a circular

hole in the centre.

Fire Regulation

The size of the fire coiihl be regulated

by varying the pressure of the oil. If

the desired results could not be obtained

within the suitable range of pressures,

it was a very simple matter to subsiti-

tute a tip with a larger or smaller hole

as the case required. With the before-

mentioned pressure, a tip with a 1-32 in.

hole gave very good results. The furn-

aces were 37 inches in diameter. The
outer end of the burner had a special

union connection to the oil pipe branch,

and could be removed by the slacken-

ing of one set screw. If a burner did

not work satisfactorily or got choked
up, it was the work of less than half a

minute to remove it and substitute a

spare one. Surrounding the burner tip

was a hollow cast iron cone with the

apex pointing to the furnace front.

The cone was carried on a pipe through
which the burner passed and' was made
conveniently adjustable, in and out. Its

correct adjustment was an important
factor in smokeless combustion.

The fire bars, bearers and all brlci;

work, were removed from the furnuc-e

and new fronts were installed. The
fronts were % in. plate and had hinged
air doors above and below the burners.

Commencing at the front, the furnace

was lined with firebrick for about three

feet, in order to give protection from
the intense heat. A considerable reduc-

tion in the consumption of fuel was ob-

tained by the use of spiral retarders in

the tubes. It will be noted in this in-

stallation that all important items.

pumps, strainers and heaters, were in-

stalled in duplicate, the object to avoid

a shut down. If this precaution were
not considered necessary, a single pump
and lieater could be used. Strainers

should, however, be duplicated. The
- apparatus for this installation was se-

cured to the stokehold bulkhead, and
was so connected up with unions that

any piece could be undone and removed
for convenient overhaul.

Oil Burning Regulations

Some of the more important regula-

tions which have to be observed in con-

nection with an oil burning system

coming under the control of the Cana-
dian Steamboat Inspection are as fol-

lows: Storage tanks must be absolute-

ly tight and constructed of not less than

14 in. plate. The stop valve on the

tank end of the suction pipe must be

located inside the tank, and the spindle

extended through a stuffing-box on the

tank top. The idea of this is to prevent

leakage from the valve spindle draining

into the bilges. Proper ventilation must

be provided for the tank. The exhaust

steam from the oil heater must not be

piped to the condenser; but must be

drained overboard or into the bilges.

In any oil installation, ground joint

union and regrinding valves are an abso-

lute necessity. After installation and

before oil is admitted to the pipes they

should have all dirt, pipe scale, etc.,

blown out with compressed air or steam.

It is a comparatively easy matter to

clean the pipes when first put up, but

it is a ditTerent story after they have

befn filled with sticky oil.

The Economy Feature

As regards the economy of using

liquid instead of solid fuel, this simply

re-^olves itself into a question of their

relative costs. On the Pacific Coast,

where coal contains between 12,000 and

13,000 B.t.u. per lb., and the grade of

oil sold for fuel purposes runs from

19,000 to 20,000 B.t.u. a ton of coal is

usually regarded as equivalent to from
3I2 f" 4 l)arrels of oil. Oil can be

wastefully fired just as easily as coal,

if not, more so, as there is less labour

involved for the fireman if he is econ-

omical with his coal. There is the sav-

ing of labour handling to be figured to

the advantage of liquid fuel. In this

particular installation no exact compar-

ison was possible.

All the special apparatus used on this

installation was manufactured by the

Union Iron Works, of San Francisco,

Cal., under the Dahl patents. The work

of installation was carried out by the

Wallace Ship Yards Ltd. of North Van-

couver, B.C. Lunkenbeinier regrinding

valves, and Dart unions were used

throughout.

A Chain of Evidence is the title of

publication Xo. 15, issued bv the Morse
Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y. This bulletin,

although bearing a sub-title, "Small
Power Drives," is not confined to small

drives, but includes drives up to 100 h.p.
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Smith & Mills High Duty Crank Shapers
The Product of a Shop Devoted

Exclusively to Shapers

Perfect in

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ACCURACY
CONVENIENCE
PRODUCTION

Early Deliveries on
14, 16, 20 and 25-inch Sizes.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
AND PRICES.

The

A. R. Williams Machinery

Co., Limited
64-66 Front Street West

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

The

BUSY END

of a

Geometric Threading

Machine

THE above photo-

graph was taken in

tlie plant of the F. L.

Jacobs Co., \vh(} have

a battery of Geometric Threadinjj;

chines. The part shown is the thre;

end of a brake rod. This year somct

in excess of 4,000,000 parts of this

similar character will be made in

Jacobs' plant.

Ma-
uled

liiii«;

and
the

Does this mean anvtlnnjj; to you .'' Let us

send you our I'hreadinji Maihine Booklet.

The Geometric Tool Company
NEW HAVEN, CONN.. U.S.A.

Canaitiiin Agr'nt* Willinmi* & WiUon. Ltd.. Montrcnl: The A.

R. Willinmii MnchiniTV Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Winnipoir awd
St. John. N B.

// ami advertisement interenfH i/on. ha r it mil nun ami jilar, a ill, I, ll> c- l>, Ik. answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Wingham, Ont.—The Western Foun-

dry Co. contemplates an addition to its

foundry liere.

New Glasgow, N.S.—The Nova Scotia
Steel & Coal Co. are makin.s: considerable
extensions to their plant.

Toronto, Ont.—Work has started on
iin addition to the factory of the Chap-
man Double Ball Bearing' Co. here to

cost .$17,.50O.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Standard Under-
uround Cable Co. has commenced the
erection of an addition to its plant to

cost .fi2,ono.

^
Calgary, Alta.—The Alberta Farmers'

Co-operative Elevator Co., is in the mar-
ket for mechanical equipment for new
elevators which will be constructed.

St. Mary's, Ont.—The Detroit Chassis
Co., of Detroit, Mich., have written the
City Council regardina; establishino' a
factory here for makinn- motor car^,
trucks, etc.

St. John's, Que.—The Dominion Cruc-
ible, Co., a subsidiary of the Dominion
Brido-e Co., Montreal, will have work
commenced at an early date on the erec-
tion of a plant here.

Cobalt, Ont.—The management of the
Porcupine Premier Mine have recently
intalled a new compressor plant and to-
wards the end of this year may install
a srfiall Hardinge mill.

'

Trenton, Ont.—Good progress is beins
made on the new plant for the Imperial
Munitions Board by the contractors, the
Gaylord Engineering & Construction Co.,
and the Pratt Engineering Co.

Am'herst, N.S.—A tire, with a mone-
tary loss of a))out $30,000, occurred at
the International Engineering AVorks on
January "21. The flre broke out at the
wes't end of the boiler shop, a buildin-
200 feet by 150. The loss is covered liy

insurance.

Toronto, Ont.—The site selected by
the Imperial Munitions Board for the
new steel plant at the Harbor Commmis-
sioners Industrial Area, contains sixty
acres. An option has been secured on
thirty acres to the east with a view to
ultimate enlargement. There will bo
five buildings, one of which will be 300
feet long and 125 feet wide, with an
interior clearance of 40 feet in whicii
traveling cranes will be operated. The
buildings will be of steel construction
and the cost will be well over $2,000,000
and may run as high as $3,000,000.
There will be ten six-ton furnaces, 25-
cycle Heroult furnaces, requiring 2,000
h.p. each to operate, or a total of 20,-

000 horse power. It is understood that
the furnaces have been purchased
through the U.S. Steel Corporation. The
contract price is said to be $500,000.

Halifax, N.S.—It is understood that
the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. will

manufacture 7,000 car axles for the Rus-
sian cars now building- at the shops of
the Eastern Car Co., a subsidiary of the

Nova Scotia Steel Co. This action fol-

lows the unsuccessful negotiation for

this material in the United States during
the last two weeks. It is possible that

the 24,000 car wheels needed for the

same construction may abo be made at

the shops of the Nova Scotia Steel Co.

Victoria, B.C.—^Work on additions to

the Ladysmith smelter, formerly owned
by the Tyee Copper Co., has been com-
menced under the direction of W. J.

Watson, manager. It is proposed to ex-

pen(J approximately $100,000, the chief

improvement being the installation of

a converter which will permit of the

output of copper matte whereas, hither-

to, the plant could produce only blister

copper. The new owners have secured
additional land and will increase the

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

present daily capacity of 600 tons to

about double that amount. Provided

machinery now on order is received

without undue delay, the plant will be

ready for operation in about three

months.

MUNICIPAL
St. Mary's, Ont.—The City Council

contemplate installing a sewage disposal

plant.

Brantford, Ont.—The Township Coun-
cil are negotiating for the installation of

Hydro-Electric power in the township.

Chatham, Ont.—.$45,000 for extensions

tn the local Hydro-Electric system and
$16,000 for extension of water mains to

westerly limits of the city, passed by
council, .January 8.

Hamilton, Ont.—^James Bain, engineer

at the Beach Pumping Station, has sug-

gestion that a turbine and a 10,000,000-

gallon pump be installed at a probable

cost of $50,000 to tide over the situation

until times become normal aaain. He

was instructed to prepare plans and se-

cure data in the matter.

Toronto, Ont.—The York Township
Council will call tenders shortly for the

supply of material and construction of

water mains in sections A and B of the

township's plan. Tlie cost is estimated
at $320,000.

ELECTRICAL
Toronto, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric

Commission have leased additional land

at die Garrison Commons and will ex-

tend their distribution plant there.

Windsor, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric
Commission is asking the Council of
Windsor to issue $50,000 worth of de-

bentures for improvements and exten-

sions.

GENERAL
Grimsby, Ont.—The Metal Craft Mfg.

Co., propose building a factory here to

manufacture steel goods.

Winnipeg, Man.—Fire,' reeentPy de-
stroyed the plant of the F. J. Welwood
Mfg. Co., at Elmwood. The loss is esti-

mated at $10,000.

TiUsonburg, Ont.—D. Trevail & Son,
South Middleton, whose cheese box fac-

tory was totally destroyed by fire in the

fall, have rebuilt, and are again about
ready for operations.

Toronto, Ont.—Benjamin Moore, Ltd..

paint manufacturers, have purchased a

site adjoining their plant at West Toron-
to, and will build a factory, 90 x 132 feet.

They have just completed a large addi-

tion, and will shortly start construction

of a varnish plant.

TiUsonburg, Ont.—The Huntley Mfg.
Co., of Silver Creek, N.Y., who recently

(lurchased the plant of the TiUsonburg
Electric Car & 'Coach Co., by March 1

w'ill be equipped to start operations.

They will manufacture fifty different

lines of milling' and canning factory ma-
chinery. In the spring a large addition

will be constructed with railway sidings.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Ont.—Gowans, Kent & Co.,

have prepared plans for a six storey

office building to be erected on Front
street a short distance east of Bay.

Toronto, Ont.—The Toronto Board of

Harbor Commissioners has prepared

plans for a large office building to be

erected on the water front .at the foot

of Bay street. It will be five storeys

high and cost $250,000.
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A.K.
MOTOR

AND

CONTROLLER

The A.K. Motors
are built for high

efficiency and long

durability.

Single Phase, Variable
Speed Type will run on

110 or 220 volt, 25 or 60

Cycle.

These come in sizes from

i H.P. up and are stocked,

complete with a 12-speed

Controller, in Toronto.

Aikenhead Hardware Limited, 17, 19, 21 Temperance St., Toronto, Can.

Don't Keep It-Sell It!

If you have a lathe

a drill

a milling machine
a planer

a chain block

a chuck
a motor
a crane

a stock of belting

an engine

a compr&'isoT

or any other machine shop equipment for

which you really have no further use, why
not turn it into cash?

Someone may be looking for just the ma-
chine you may want to sell. Let us bring you

together.

A "cla.s.sified" ad. in CANADIAN MACHIN-
ERY, co.sting a few cents per issue, has done

wonders for others. Why not try it?

Turn to the "Cla.=sified" section in this issue

and sec what is being offered and what ii^

wanted nt present.

CANADIAN ?;MACHINERY|
\Cla»9ificti AdverttBtng Section

143-153 University Avenue TORONTO, ONT.

A Good, Hard and Fast

Worker
Superior

fS Distinctive
Design

The

DE MOOY
IMPROVED
SENSITIVE

DRILLS
arc built in two sizes;

No. 1 has capacity
from to SI 6"; No.
2 from to i^"; No.
2 is built in two
t y p s, either a s

Hi'iu'h or Floor drill.

The iiiaohincs are

liuilt .'itiiniy; com-
paet ; c n V e nient;

ei'onomieal and do-

pcndnblo for small
ai'ciirato drillin);.

Write for specifica-

tions.

The' De Mooy Machine Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

// any adverti-iement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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RAILWAYS
AND BRIDGES

Montreal, Que.—Contracts have been
k't fur the new C. X. K. statiun at the

eorner of Laaauchetiere and St. Monique
Streets. Norcross Bros, will erect the

buildins, which will be some 100 feet

.s(|uare. It will serve as a temporary
station pendino- the tereetion of the

iarser permanent structure. Ansus
Sinclair was aiven the contract for the

excavation work in connection witli the

larye permanent station. The contract

will involve the removal of some 2S0.O00

cubic vards of earth, stone, etc.

Saving or Wasting?
The manner in which you handle the

drinking water problem in your plant
may seem to lie a small matter to you
—but investigate. The results will be
surprising.

The old-time faucet is costly. Running
hour after hour, day after day. its

ceaseless flow is costing you money, yet

without any better service.

Puro Saves 35%
A Pure Sanitary Drinking Fountain
will cut that water bill 33'!'^. We can

prove that it has done that for others.

It will give every employee a safe,

saner draught of bubbling water free

from the contamination of the common
drlnUlug cup.

In a word, it is the only sanitary

Drinking Fountain that is rea'ly safe,

sanitary, simple, automatic in contrnl,

and easy to attach.

(ft -FY"
(MADE IN CANADA)

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro SinifsTf Drinki'g Fountain Cempan;"

147 U.ilversity kit., Toronto, Cinada

HAVE YOU
read pages 66 to 71

?

Turn to them now
and see for yourself

whether or not they

are of interest.

Canadian Machinery
Clastified Adoerliiing Section

MARINE
Victoria, B.C.—The City Council have

endorsed the petition put out by the

p}i(i:timault Graving' Dock Committee,

calling: on the Dominion Government
to take action for the early cora-

l>Ietion of the graving: dock at Esqui-

inaiilt for which property was ]>urehased

at Lang's Cove in 1914. It is well

known that the dock completed in 1887
has for a long time been insufficient to

take care of modem shipping. This

fact was admitted by the Dominion
Government as far back as 1912, when
steps were taken to enlarge the present

dock or purchase a new site whereon a

dock could be built larsre enough for

all modern requirements.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will lie n-

ceived at this ollice until February 1-.

for the supply of: Brooms and bruslies.

chain, coal, hardware, hose, oils an.l

trreases, packing, paint and paint oils.

^^anila rope, wire ro|)e and steam pipe,

valves and tittings, for the requiremeni-
of the departmental dredging plant in

Ontario and Quebec during the fiscal

year 1917-18. These forms of tendei

can be obtained at the Department ol

Public Works, Ottawa. R. C. Desrocher-.

seeretarj-.

TENDERS
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be

called until February 12, 1917, for works
reipiired for the completion of the new
Parliament Buildings, which include the

following: Heating and ventilating, elec-

tric conduit and wiring. Thos. H. John-

son, Minister of Publi'c Works, Winni-
peg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by R. D. Waugh, chairman of

Commissioners, Greater Winnipeg Water
District, up to February 5, 1917. for the

supply of indicating and recording ap-

paratus for two Venturi meters. Speci-

fications may be obtained at the office of

the district. 501 Tribune Building.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived, addressed to the chairman, Board
of Control, City Hall, Toronto, up to

.January 30, for the installation of a

40-million Imperial g:allon centrifugal

sewage pump at the main sewage pump-
ing station, Toronto. Specifications and
forms of tender may be obtained at the

Works Department, Room fi, City Hall.

London, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to January 29, 1917. for the

supply and delivery of: (a) Special rail-

road track work, cons.isting of five (5)

whole and two half crossings of man-
ganese steel construction; (b) two
horse-drawn road oil distributers. Spe-

cifications, form of tender, etc., can be

seen at the office of H. A. Brazier, citv

engineer.

INCORPORATIONS
The Metal Craft Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

.+40,000, to manufacture all kinds of

sheet metal, furniture, etc., at Grimsby,
Ont. The provisional directors are:

Frank P. Macklem, Hugh D. Walker and
E. B. Darley, all of Toronto.

The New Brunswick Sulphate Fibre
Co. has been incorporated at Ottawa,
with a capital of .$200,000, to carry on a 1

lumbering- business and manufacture 1

wood alcohol and calcium carbide, etc., :

with head otiice at Montreal. The incor-

porators are : Gordon W. MacDougall, L.

Macfarlane, and W. B. Scott, all of

Montreal.

St. Lawrence Smelting & Refining Co.

Iiave been incorporated at Ottawa, with

a capital of .$100^000, to carry on the

business of smelting' and refining miner-

als of all kinds, at Kingston, Ont. The
incorporators are : F. H. Markev, Waldo
W. Skinner and W. G. Pugsley, all of
Montreal.

PERSONAL
Hon. Col. Frederic Nicholls of Tor-

onto, has been appointed to the Cana-

dian Senate. Col. Nicholls is president

and general manager of the Canadian

General Electric Co., and Candian Allis-

Chahners Ltd. He is a director of the

Canadian Northern Railway and also of

a number of industrial concerns.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Hoyt Metal Co., Eastern Avenue.

Toronto, have installed a plant for mak-

ing high-grade wire solder, lead pipe and

"Came" lead.

Zep'hirin Hebert, vice-president of the

Montreal Board of Trade for the past

year, has been elected president by ac-

clamation. Mr. Hebert is the first French-

Canadian president of the Monti>eai

Board of Trade.

The Daylight & Ventilation Co., Stair

Bldg.. Toronto, are completing the in-

stallation of straight push sash oi)er-

ators for controlling 8,000 feet of sash

at the Dominion Government Arsenal at

Lindsay, Ont. They have also booked

an order for similar equipment for the

International Nickel Co. new plant at

Port Colborne. Ont. This installation

will control 12.000 feet of sash.
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Industrial Utilization of Straw.

—

Li.ii-fl Sliauulinessy lias authorized a well-

IciKiwn eliemist in London, Eng-.,.to under-
take a eompreliensive research with re-

gard to possible use of the straw of

wheat, oats, barley and rye, with a view
to its industrial utilization. In Western
Canada, it has been the custom to burn
this straw as refuse.

To Develop British Trade.—('. Hamil-
ton Wickes, the British Government
Trade Commissioner of Canada and
Kewfoundland, is shortly leaving for

England. While there he will visit the

prinfipal industrial centres throughout

the United Kingdom, on the subject of

British trade and its future develop-

ment in Canada.

The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville
Co. held a convention of sale.smen and
managers of various departments at the

King Edward Hotel, Toronto, during tlie

Week of January 1.5 to 20. Over thirty-

eight salesmen from all parts of Canad?
were present at the convention, which
was presided over by W. M. Hiller, gen-

eral manager of tlie Toronto branch.

British Firm Winner.—Advices from
Washington, D.C., state that contracts

for armor piercing navy projectiles of

the 14 and 16-inch type, totalling $3,141,-

000, have been awarded by Secretary
Daniels to the Hadtields, Limited, the

English munition company. Bids from
American firms were more than .$200 a

shell in excess of that submitted by Had-
tields, and deliveries covered over twice
the length of time.

British Export Restrictions.—The De-
jiartnieut of Trade and Commerce, Ot-
tawa has issued a form of affidavit to

be used in connection with exporting of
goods from the Old Country to Canada
as required by the Ministry of Muni-
tions. The affidavit is for information
retjuired to be filed by actual users with
the Department of Trade and Com-
merce in connection with all applications

to receive shipments from the United
Kingdom of goods ujion tlie British Ex-
port Restriction List.

The Spence Co. have opened an office

in the liirks liiiilding, Montreal, and will

handle an extensive line of steel pro-

ducts, such as bars and shapes, reinforc-

ing bars, toid steel, etc. The company
are direct distributing agents of various

mills in the States, and have made favor-

alile arrang<>M!enls for the delivery of

goods. The Spence Co. will also siii)|ily

the Canadian market with inuot metals,

machinery, beltings, chemicals and ores.

The steel department will be under the

9U|)ervisi(]n and management of Lionel

L. I'hillips.

Bauxite in British Guiana.— In the

past year there has been considerable e.\-

eilemenl in Dutch Guiana due to the dis-

covery of l:\rie deposits of bauxite on

the Surinam Kiver, some hours' journev

from ParMinaribo. and also on the De-

marara Piver in British Guinana. Tin

Aluminum Co. of America is already de-

velopiuL' depos'ts and arraniimr for

trans))ortatioh to the United States coast

and gulf ports. One ship has alrradv

been purchased and will he taken to tlii'

PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

I N ALL^CO'U'NTRI eS
Book "P.TtoTit Protection"—free. Master
of ratcnt L.TWs. I'ornierl.v riiteiit Office
I']xaiuiTii'r

!)9 St. .Jainps St., :MnntrP:il. Qui.
ISranrlies: <»tta"a. AA'ashin^ton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, 'ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DRUMMOND BlDG,, MONTREAL
Cable Address

"BREVET"

f.ATENTPW Fetherstonhausb & Co.
Patent Solicitors. Hea-1 Offic«,
Roya] Bank BMg., Toronto.
OtUwa Office. 5 Elgin St.
Semi for our Plain PractiaU
Point^TB. Copy of National
Progreaa, In which our patentj1 are atiyertijwd, mailed free. i

ATENTS
I
PRQMPTLYSECUREDI

In all louuules. Ask for our Investor's
.\(iviser. which will be sent free.

MARION & IVIARION, 364 University St.

>Irr«-haiits Bank IJiiiUling:. rorner

St. CalluTiiii- St.. MONTKKAL, I'hone l|>. 647 1

and WasliinBlon, R.C., U.S..\.

Don't Stop!
Go right on
to page 66.

You'll wan' to stop there

a while.

GAUGES
DIES. TOOLS AND REPAIRS

OXY-ACETYLfNE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.

163 Spadina <vc , Toronto, Ont.

Phone Add. 3734

B. H. AYL'WORTH A. E. HACKWORTH

(t

The

Dupont"
PA TENT

Power
Hammer
The strength, dur-

ability, economy of
power and simplicity
of adjustment of the
Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-

edly superior tool.

Made carefully from
c a r e f ully selected,

high-class materials.

Positively
Guaranteed

Seven sizes.

With rams from 35 to

300 lbs.

Write for full detail.

•

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
PIessisvi lie Que.

Ontario and Western Agents :

Tiie General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.

Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg

IK'?

LACR

pIAMONO:
OVENS

Enameling and Varnisiiing.

OVENS Heated by
CAS. TlECTRIC ITY. STEAM or COAL

Write for New Pamphlet Just Issued

Pran'ford 0*«n & Rick Co, Lt'. ^ri^'fom, ;aia1a

Oxy-Acetylene Welding

Wr I'Hii give the best of service

in all kinds of welding repair

jobs. We have successfully re-

paired the most difficult jobs. Our

work is high-class and our prjces

iiioderato.

SenJ u% vour toork or i£rH* us regartline it

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

THE IRON WORICS
LIMITED

Sacceston to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owan Sound, t

Onl.
'

^ngineeis

libiler'

makors

Foirhders'

Machinists
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Forgings ^::tl^lz
Valves and any other special work.

MACHINE HANDLE FORGINGS
Blue finish, ready for use.

II' rite for prices lo

ST. CLAIR BROS., Gait, Ont., Can.

See
Page 66

Davis-Bournonvi[lle

Oxy-Acetylene Weld-

ing and Cutting Ap-

paratus Leads the

World
Over 2,400 plants in daily

operation. Medal of Honor,
Highest Award at Panama Ex-

position.

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
STATIONARY
GENERATORS
WELDING
TORCHES
CUTTING
TORCHES
REGULATORS
HOSE
CARBIDE
WELDING RODS
FLUX
CARBONITE
RODS
GOGGLES
CARBON
REMOVERS
PORTABLE
TRUCKS
COMPRESSED
ACETYLENE

Price list and full particulars

on request.

Carter Welding Co.
9-11 Sheppard Street

TORONTO, ONT.
Phone Adelaide 2841

Canadian Agents for

The Davis-Bournonville Apparatus

coast at the opening- of navigation this

year. Alterations to fit the vessel for

the trade are under way.

Haileybury School of Mines.—The new
engineering laburattiries of the Hailey-
bury School of Mines, at Haileybury,
Ont., are nearing completion, and the

school is now procuring their machinery
and equipment. The laboratories will

com])rise a complete machine shop,
carjienter shop, blacksmith shop, small
size contractor, cyanide mill, flota-

tion plant, and assay olHce, and
will contain most of the machines
usually met with in these lines.

The school has the co-operation of the

mines of the Co'balt district, and of

manufacturers of mining and other ma-
chinery, and is always pleased to make
arrangements with manufacturei-S' and
have their machinery represented in the
schoiil.

Blast Furnaces in France.—The num-
ber of blast furnaces in France in un-

occupied territory is now forty-eight in

blast, according to Z/'f/sme, Paris, with

eight ready to be blown in as soon as

coke can be obtained. These furnaces

are situated on the eoast at Calais, Out-
reau, Panillac, Trignae, and Le Bouceau

;

in central and southern France at Le
t'reusot, Chasse, Givors, Firminy, Alais.

Montlueon, Decazeville, Furnel, Saut-du-

Taru, Tarascon-sur-Ariege and Ris. The
furnaces use both French and foreign

ore, and their present output is only

from 110,000 to 120.000 tons per montli.

The basin of Nancy furnishes over 50,-

000 tons of ore per month, while the

plants on the eoast get ore mostly from
Bilbao, Spain.

Strikes During December. — The
monthly statement of the Department of
Labor for last month, issued on January
15, indicates that the number of strikes
beginning in December was three as
compared with fourteen in November.
There were altogether thirteen strikes

in existence during December, ten if

which began before the first of the
month. In the three new strikes of the
month, three firms and 627 employees
were involved, while in the ten strikes

commencing before December, 29 firms
and 715 employees were involved, mak-
ing a total of" 32 firms and 1,342 em-
ployees involved in the 16 strikes in ex-

istence during- December. Settlements
were effected in the ease of four of these
disputes, leaving nine unsettled strikes

in existence at the end of December. Coal
miners were affected by one. and cloth-

ing' workers by two of the December
strikes.

CATALOGUES
Stellite.—Two bulletins have been is-

sued by the Deloro Smelting & Refining
Co., Toronto. One of these bulletins con-
tains directions for using "Stellite"
tools, while the other deals with "Stel-
lite" as a money-saver. In the latter

bulletin, which was written by Elwood
Haynes, the subject is treated from an
efficiency viewpoint.

File Sharpener.—Bulletin describes

the "Buckeye" file sharpening machine
made by the McLeod Co., Cincinnati.

Ohio. The principal features of tliis ma-
chine and its method of operation are

described at length, accompanied by
illustrations.

The International Malleable Iron Co.,

Guelpl), Ont., have issued a new cata-

logue. J, showing a large variety of
cast iron and malleable fittings which
they manufacture. A very complete
line of fittings is illustrated accompanied
by lists covering the various sizes. The
concluding pages of this catalogue deal

principally with cast iron sectional and
other types of boiler, heating systems
and waterworks supplies.

Optical Pyrometer. — Barnes-Morris.
London, England, have recently issued a

catalogue dealing with the "Wedge"
optical pyrometer. A full description is

given of the instrument covering its

salient features and method of operation.
The field of application is dealt with in

connection with various processes of
heat treatment, such as annealing and
hardening, and also in connection with

different industries, particularly glass

manufacture.

High Speed Drills, Reamers, Etc.—
Catalog No. 15 deals with an interesting

line of Celfor high-speed twist drills,

reamers, countersinks, chucks, sockets,

flue cutters, etc. The catalogue is fully

illustrated and contains prices and parti-

culars of each size of tool. The concluding
pages of the catalogrue contain a tele-

graphic code, speed and fsed table for

Celfor drills, and a taid^ of decimal

equivalents. Copies of this catalogue
may be obtained from the Clark Equip-
ment Co., Buchanan, Mich.

Storage Battery Trucks for industrial

plants is the title of Bulletin No. 200, re-

cently issued by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co.,

Columbus, Ohio. The bulletin contains
illustrations, specifications and descrip-

tions of various types of storage battery
trucks for industrial plants, warehouses,
factories, foundries, etc. The illustra-

tions show various types of trucks work-
ing under different conditions featuring

their wide range of operation. Copies of

this bulletin can be obtained by writing

to the company's Canadian office in the

Power Building, Montreal.

Heat Treatment.—Bulletin 866—A,
entitled "Ajiparatus for the Location of

Thermal Transfoi-mation Points"
which has recently been published, des-

cribes and illusti'ates apparatus devel-

oped by the Leeds & Northrup Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. The apparatus is

fully described, as is also the method of
determining the critical or transforma-

tion temperature on which certain physi-

cal and chemical changes take place

when the metal is heated and cooled.

An interesting series of charts is shown
exhibiting the transformation points in

samples of carbon steel containing vari-

ous percentages of carbon. The cata-

logue contains considerable interesting

matter on heat treatment of steel and
other metals of particular value to de-

signers of automobile and other classes
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of machinery, where the requirements
are exceptionally stringent.

BOOK REVIEWS
Railway Regulation.—A recent publi-

cation of LaSalle Extension University
which has become of special interest to

the public from recent developments in

the transportation world is Railway
Regulation, by Professor L. Leo. Sharf-
man, of the University of Michigan.
This is the only recent and authorita-
tive summing up of the whole subject
and should be read by all railroad men.

Specific Gravity Studies of Illinois

Coals.—^Experiments conducted at the
Engineering Experiment Station of the
University of Illinois have established a
relationship between the ash content of
bituminous coal and its spe<;ific gravity
which makes possible rapid estimation of
the ash and moisture content. These tests

have also shown that a knowledge of the

specific gravity of coal simplifies the

problems of estimating tonnages under-
ground and in storage, and of determin-
ing the adaptability of coal to treatment
by the washing process. The experiments
were made by M. L. Nebel and the re-

sults are published as Bulletin No. 89
of the Engineering Experiment Station,

copies of which may be secured upon re- ,

quest from W. F. M. Goss, Director, Ur-
bana, 111.

Investigation of Coals in Canada.

—

The Department of Mines, Ottawa, has
issued bulletin No. 338 supplementing
report No. 83 under the title of "Ii
vestigation of the Coals of Canada
with reference to their economic qual
ties. It will be remembered that the oris,

inal investigation was conducted at Mi
Gill Universtiv, Montreal. This bulk
tin No. 338 deals with the "Weathei
ing of Coal" and covers an extendei
study of oxidation of coal as a part of
the original investigation referred to

above. The subject is an important one
in Canada where climatic conditions
necessitate the storage of large amounts
of bituminous coal at central distribu-

tion points. The bulletin contains much
interesting data obtained from a series

of laboratory experiments on the oxida-
tion of coal at low temperatures and
also studies of coal storage both at the

mines, in Montreal, and also in other
cities. The bulletin was complied by
Dr. T. B. Porter and can be ()bfainc(l

from the Government Printincr Bureau,
Ottawa.

®
RUSSIAN ASBESTOS INDUSTRY

ASBESTOS is found in insignificant

quantifies in the Caucasus and in

Sil)eria, Imt about 99 per cent, of tlie

Russian output is mined in the Ural
mountains. Some of the best asbestos
mined in the Urals is produced at mines
60 miles northwest of Ekaterinburg, in

a zone of serpentine rocks, which ex-

tends about G miles and is abo\it 1,400

yards broad. The quality of this asbes-

tos is believed to be as high as tliat of

STEEL CASTINGS

We are in a position to make

immediate delivery of all

kinds of steel castings, 100 lbs.

and heavier.

Send us your next order.

Dominion Steel Foundry Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig.

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Works,
WINDSOR. ONT.
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We are manufactiir
ers of stanipeJ parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
abort time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.
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u
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W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avbnue, Toronto, Can.
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VANIAblUM
StEt

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and reaoy for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many eases where
each punch has turned out
over 2.000 shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

Canada and Piedmont. The veins are

direitly broken off either by hand or by
a hard hammer. The operation of min-
ins: asbestos in the Urals is of a primi-

tive character, but in some cases the

[iroduction is being made more system-

atic.

Ekaterinburg Asbestos Mines and Their

Output

The most important of the Ekaterin-

l)iu\u: asbestos mines are the Vosnesen-

sky Zoe-Anonsky asbestos mines, situat-

ed nineteen miles from the station of

Bazhenof, on the Perm-Tyumen railway.

A third of the asbestos produced in the

Urals is obtained here and all the as-

bestos produced was dispatched abroad,

untreated, through Reval. The Shchongy
asbestos mines in the village of Mosto-
vsky produce less than the above mines,

all the asbestos produced being worked
up in the factory, where sheeting, bands,

twine, insertion, thread, etc., are made.
The Govorikhinsky asbestos mines lie in

a line with the Yoznesensky mines and
yielded 3.183 tons of asbestos in 1911.

Six miles from the Meivo-Shaitansk
factory of the Alapievsky Mining Works
are the Kirtanovsky asbestos mines,

with a sorting factory where 2,000 tons

of asbestos can be sorted per annum.
Close to these mines are the mines of

the Russo-Italian Asbestos Co., the N. V.
:Mikhanov Co.. the "Ura'.ite Co.," etc.

The following figures show the output of

the Ural (Ekaterinburgl asbestos from
1906 to 1913: 1906, 8.001 short tons:

1907. S.743 short tons: 1908, 10.694 short

tons: 1909. 13.129 short tons: 1910, 10,-

936 short tons: 1911, 15,872 short tons:

1912, 16,584 short tons; 1913. 16.661

short tons. Practically the whole of the

output was exported via Rig'a.

Other Mines of the Urals

North of Ekaterinburg asbestos is

found in the Bogo'.sof mining area, in

the Koi'tiakovsky mines (where the vein

is a'^out 2 feet thick), near the Alapie-
vsky works, the Venansky works, on the

river Uktussa, near the Beresovka
works, etc. In the southern Urals asbes-

tos deposits are found at the Khristogor
and Petropavlovsky ore mines, near the

Miask works on the river Krasnacht. in

the Gavrilof copper mines (of e.vcellent

iiuality), in the Atlianskv gold placer,

near the river Imian Yurt (in talcous

schist): there are veins of as^^estos near
the Kisnikaievskv copoer mine at the

foot of the Naralinsky bills: also

amongst the sernentine of the river

Kara, near the Kachinsky factorv, and
along the river Guherle. near the fort

of that name. The best mineral is con-

sidered to be that of the Asbestovoy
hill, on the river S'ssert. and the as-

bestos denosits of the Shelkovoy hill,

on the land of tlie Ni-'hni-Tagil works,

between the Shouralinsky and the

Tep'.oy hills. To the south of the Ural
ran9-e of hil's in the Govern-Tient of

Orenburg, there are some exnloited as-

bestos mines—the Natalievskv in the

Unpc- Urfl district, the Iss"rganskv in

the Orsk district, nnd the Kholmisty in

the Troitzk district.

The toUotting companies have joined

the syndicate of Ural asoeslos producers:

(1) X'ozneseusky asbestos mines, with an

annual output of 3,100 tons; (2) Yakov-
ley Succs., with an annual output of

1,806 tons; (3) Poklevsky-Kozell Succs.,

with an annual output of 5,416 tuns; (4)

Kurievo asbestos mines, with an annual

output of 2,709 tons; (5) Girard de

Soukanton, with an annual output of

3,611 tons; (6) Russo-ltalian Asbestos

Mining Co., with an annual output of

1,806 tons: total, 18,4.54 tuns.

Exports of Asbestos

It is stated that all the companies op-

erating in this district are privately

owned and managed. The present trans-

port facilities from the mines are con-

fined to the single-track line of the Perm
Railroad, connecting with the Northern
Railroad to Petrograd. Asbestos is now
on the embargo list, but application for

special export licenses may be made to

the Department of Customs, Petrograd.
Even sliould such license be granted, the

great congestion on all the railroads and
in all the parts of Russia makes trans-

portation extremelj- dittteult. Under a

recent order of the Russian Government
no goods other than tUose approved by
the Government as being specially im-
ported for military purposes are allowed

to enter Russia by any of the White Sea
ports. This, of course, reduces the

amount of available tonnage, as fewer
ships will arrive than formerly.

According to otiic-ial statistics, the ex-

ports of asbestos from Russia for the

last seven years were as follows:—1909,

9,160 short tons; 1910, 9,689 short tons;

1911, 13,524 short tons; 1912, 15,547

short tons; 1913, 13,669 short tons; 1914,

8,577 short tons; 1915, 975 short tons.

These exports, before the war, went to

Germany, Austria, the United Kingdom,
Belgium, and the Netherlands.

Asbestos in the Caucasus and Siberia

Asbestos is produced in the Caucasus
in an insignificant quantity in the Sharo-

pon district of the Kutais Government
at the Yzhinevi asbestos mines. In the

same Government of Kutais asbestos is

known to exist far from the deposits al-

ready named to the north-west, in the

Lechgoumsky district in the Savanetsky
police circuit. It is also found in the ex-

treme south-eastern corner of the Cauca-

sus, not far from the Persian frontier,

12 miles from the town of Shusha.

In Siberia, asbestos is exploited only

in the Government of Irkutsk in the

Angar district at the Angar asbestos

mines. In the Government of Yenissei

tl'ere are asbestos mines on the left bank

of the River Kamuisht, near the Saksar

and the Ak-kay hills, near Bishtak hill,

at a distance of 25 miles from the village

of Askeisk, and on t'-e River Karagan.

on the boundary of the Mausky and the

Servievsky gold p'ace"s In the Tomsk
Government it is found in the svstem of

the River Katum, in t'-e Semiriechensk

territory, on the norf^o-n s'ope of the

Dzhigla rann^e. in t'^e D?i'-an-Arvchsky

dist'-ict, and in the T>">r,o'-a''kal nrovinee.

•n the sernentine of t'-'- Klinehinsky ore

mine, near the Shilkirskv factory, and
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the Trans-
Coiniiieree

in the neighborhoud of the tin mines of
tile Nerchinsk circuit.

On the Miongol-Dabansky s;olfl placers
(now worked out), which belono- to the
Crown, very rich asbestos and mica
mines have been discovered. The Mongol-
Dabansky gold placers are situated on
the Uiver Mongol-Daban, which falls

into the River Didi, a tributary of the
River Oka. The new mines lie 75 miles
from the station Zima, on
Siberian Railway.—U. S.

Report.

©
THE TRANSPORTATION OUTLOOK
THP] Canadian Bank of Commerce, in its

monthly commercial letter for January,
says:—"For the time being- the outlook
for all classes of transportation com-
panies is, in respect of volume of busi-

ness, very satisfactory. The drawbacks
being encountered are lack of labor and
rolling stock, and, in the ease of water-
liorne traHic, the shortage of tonnage.
The gross earnings of tlie railroads are
higher than those of last year or of any
previous year. Complaints of delays in

sliipi)ing and of actual car shortage con-
tinue to be made, an indication of the ac-

tivity of general business as compared
with former years.
' In the ease of lake shipping there is

little doubt but that there will be for
some years to come abundant employ-
ment for a larger tonnag'e than is at

present in service. British registered
steel tonnage on the Great Lakes is now
21S,019 tons, as compared with 28(5,121

lims at the close of the season of 191o.

Tile tonnage of the new vessels added to

the lake service during the vear amount-
ed to 12,218, and that' of the ves.sels )>ur-

cbased from the United States and
added to Brtish registry to 15,349 t()ns.

The decline is due to the transfer to

ocean service of 50 vessels aggregating
i)r,M9 tons.

"This decline in tonnage is serious in

view of the expanding volume of lake
traffic, and under the circumstances it is

reasonable to assume tliat Canadian
shi])huilders have before them a period
of unusual activity. A large proportion
of the total lake freight consists of iron

ore, and the carriage cliarges per ton at

jiresent are $1.25. as compared with th.>

normal rate of 50 cents, a marked indi-

cation of the s^eneral increase in tlie cost

of transportation."'

®
TRADE OF THE DOMINION

A CANADIAN tra.ie total ol $1,700.
5fi.),269 for the nine months ending with
the opening of the new year is shown
in the monthly statement issued on
Jan. 22, by lion. Dr. Reid, Minister of
Customs. For the corresponding months
of 1915 the total Canadian trade was
•+l,l)12,4S(i,000. The statement shows
continued growth in the e.xport trade of

the Dominion. The total exports for

the nine months ended December .'!1 last

of Canadian products were $801,(129.0110,

as against $511.5.14.000 for the con-es-

ponding jxTiod of the previous year. Of

WM. MUIR & CO., LIMITED
Manchester. England.
Maetiine Tool M;il;ers.

Specialties: Patent Punclier Slottiug
Machines, Milling Machines, Boring
.Macliiues.
Agents: Messrs. Peacock Bros.. 6S

Beaver Hall Hill. .Montreal.
Send for catalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX, ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agents—The A. R. Williams Mcy.Co.,Lld.
Toronto. Winnipeg;, Vancouver. St. John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS
Catalogues offered to Purcliasers.

KINDS
Machine Springi, V«lve Spring*, Auiomotti
Cuthion Spnnes, etc^ of a quaJity that de&a
compctirion. Tell ui your retiuironcaa. Send
(ample or ipeciiicauan for price.

JAMES STEELE, UMITED
OUELPB. OHTARIO

Quality is Highest—Not the Price

D.I » /^ 1 J 1 0-Inch Universal
ICkOW S UUaranteed lnde> Centers
V.Ml .save fr.iiii )fM tu $125 on first rost,

aiij many times that liecause of their

simple construction
and great ease of
operation. They em-

bofly the maxi-
mum of accura-
ly. s i m p llclty

aurl durability.

Get the Original- Beware of Imitators
SofJ hy all Jtalgrt. Write to-day for particular*

rrtd.C.Diclici».35>o. D«iplslscsSl.,Chicilo.lll..U.S.«

Oil Tempered

Steel Springs

—for every pur-

pose and the best

for each use.

Special styles of

all kinds to order.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRING
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machine Bolts.

Rivets and W.sliers

assures quickly fill-

ed orders and
prompt shipment.
Uue quality only—

The Best.

Send a trial order.

LONDON BOLT &
HiNGE WQRKS

London Ontario

i//lilim/l/!i/im/r/in>/>ll»>)lk

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Machinery, Engine Work

Grey ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK, LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA. ONT.

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker& Goodwin
Brantford, (Canada
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Take

Put
who

Let Arithmetic
Convince You

a pencil and paper,

down the number of men
use files in your shop.

Recliou up the
probal>le number
of minutes given

by each one and
by all per day to

file work. Calcu-

late' this for 300

days, a working-

man's year. Cal

culate the cost of

file work for all

your men for a
whole year at

local wages per
hour. Add to this

the cost of files,

merchandise, de-

preciation charge.

Now J'ou '11 have

a surprise, a n d

when we tell you
that

Delta Files
save man-time be-

cause they cut
faster than any
other file made,
and that they
outlive all other

files because they

retain their cut-

ting edges longer

than any other

files will.

You have some-

thing to consider

very seriously,

and we believe

that you'll agree

with us that
Delta Files are at

least worth inves-

tigating.

A shape and size

for every purpose.

Delta Files are

the only files of

from 3 1 24

inches long, made
absolutely of cru-

cible steel.

Send for a sample

file—to prove it.

DELTA

DELTA
FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
H. S. Howland, Sons & C».. Tor»nt»:

Starke. Seybold. Montreal:

Wm. Stairs. Son & Morrow. Halifax:

Merrick-Anderson Co.. Winnipai.

ALL LEADING JOBBERS

WEBBER BROS. MACHINE
COMPANY

Gear Blanks, Shell Punches,
Boring Bars, Special Tools.

Machinery of all kinds
built to your specifications.

Better Work. Reasonable Prices.

848 Dupont St., Toronto.

Phone HUl. 2746

An Ideal Locker for

Clothes and Personal

Tools
This combination Tool and Clothes
Locker will be very useful to the
mechanic because it provides ample
space for clothes and a safe place
for his tools.

Built for life-time service. Supplied
in unit or group construction.

We also manufacture STEEL
SHELVING FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Drop a line for full details.

CANADA WIRE & IRON
GOODS CO.

HAMILTON -• ONTARIO
Eastern Representative: H. E. O. Bull

184 Mance St. Montreal. P. Q.

.

KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER
WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

the exports, domestic manufactured
articles lead with $317,841,000 for the

nine months, with as'riciiltural products

n close second with $317,451,000. The
figures for the same period of 1915

were, manufactures $119,399,000, and
agriculture $202,506,000.

The exports of animrfl products also

show a suhstantial increase for the nine

months, with .$93,586,000 as against $78,-

559,000; products of the mine, $63,725,-

OOO as against $49,034,000; fisheries,

$18,075,000 aaainst $16,103,000, and the

forest $46,138,000 against $42,184,000.

The imports, exclusive of coin and
bullion, for the past nine months were
.$602,866,000, made up of $330,791,000

dutiable goods, and $272,075,000 free

goods. The imports for the same period

of 1915 were $197,950,000 dutiable

goods, and $145,972,000 free goods, a

total of .$343,923,000. Duty collected

was $106,378,000 as against $71,305,000.

For the month of December last the

exports exclusive of coin and bullion

were were $130,037,000, and the imports
$68,014,000. For December, 1915, the

exports were .$92,171,000, and the im-
ports $45,690,000. The increase in ex-

ports over imports for the nine months,
exclusive of coin and bullion was $258,-

763,000.

FUTURE TRADE INFLUENCES IN
SOUTH AMERICA

THE possibilities of Canadian trade ex-

pansion in the future with South Am-
erican countries is great enough to de-

mand present attention where it is pos-

sible to give it, and in view of the im-
portant British interests existing there,

the opportunity for Canadian business

would seem to be already waiting. The
fact remains, however, that in Brazil

especially, German influence has been
particularly active for many years, and
the possibilities of British influence be-

ing discounted under present conditions
was referred to by Miss Edith Browne,
F.R.G.S., in a recent lecture at the

Royal Colonial Institute on "Possibil-
ities for British Trade in South Amer-
ica after the War"; her remarks ap-

plying with considerable force to fut-

ure efforts on the part of our manufac-
turers in this country.

Referring to statistics, they were not

always easy of assimilation, besides hav-

ing a limit to their reliability ; however,

it might be stated, by «-ay of illustra-

tion, that Brazil alone, is as big as the

whole of the United States without

Alaska. AH the chief South American

republics have recently made great

progress and their purchasing power

lias also increased enormously. It was

desirable, Jiowever, to remember that

the railways and harbours, which had

been prime factors in the development

of the country, weredue to British en-

terprise, the result to which had been

warm friendship between the citizens

and the British.
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Hendey Experimental 12" Lathe
For the Laboratory or Experimental Department where the best

of its kind is wanted, and each machine must be motor-driven,

here is the Lathe in this HENDEY 12".
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lar equipment it has Small Tool

Cabinet for operators' fine tools,

also gear closet for extra gears

to cut special threads.
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Hendey Machine Co.
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MAIN lU'ILDING OF THE UNIVERSITY OK T( ll!l IX'I 1 1. Nnimi ilF ANFi FACING THE CAMPUS.

Engineering Laboratories of the University of Toronto
By Robert W. Angus, B.A. Sc*

The gromng recognition of the part played by technical education in natianal develop-

ment imparts more than pa-fsing interest to the instruction plant by means of which the rising

and future generations' of this country's engineers are receiving knowledge. A study of the

equipment described herewith, should convince even the casual critic that the requirements

of engineering education have been recognized and met in a capable manner with a full

breadth of vision, a desirable consurnniation in view of future world, trade developments.

THK first en^ineerino' labiuatory in

Toronto was formally opened on
February 24tli, 1893, in the School

iif Practical Science, whicli is now the

Knt;-ineerinn' BuiMin'.;- of tlie Faculty ot

.Vliplied Science and Kn.^ineerinu- of the

I'niversify of Toronto. This laboratory

consisted of three departments: First

tlie department for testing:- materials of

constnictinn. Second, the de[)artmenl

for investic-atinfj the prineii)les o-ovcrn-

in!>' the application of power, which de-

partment included tlie steam laboratory,

the hydraulic laboratory and tlie electri-

cal laboratory. The third department

was an astronomical and <i('ode1ic labor-

atory.

In the steam power ilcparl iiiciil there

uere two boilers, the lari;er of 50 li.p

ca|)acity, a 50 h.p. Brown en'^iiie with

condensers and pumps, and a machine

I'or measiirini;- journal friction and for

testins;: lubricants.

The hydr.Tiilic division cuntaiiicd a

tliree-lhrow pump driven from the Brown
cniiine, a larse imuulse wheel, and two
lar'.;c tanks for orilii-c and "cir cxiicri-

iricnts.

Initial Equipment

This equipment served m rv well at the

lic<.;innin£r; there were not many stu-

dents and thus a lar'je niunbiT of pieces

of apparatus was not necessary, and the

'Prdfcssor of Mci-linnli-nl KiiKiiicprliic.

ajjparatus actually installed was so well

selected and suited the purpose so well

that much valuable instruction was yiven

on the machines mentioned.

As the work e.xpanded and the num-
ber of students increased, small addi-

tions were made, but u)i to the time the

writer was appointed demonstrator in

this work in 189S, the only additions

were two reaction turliines, neither of

which was set u|) for operation, and a

crude type of centrifuiial |)ump, tojietber

witb tanks for calibrating the orifices

and weirs already mentioned.

Durini;- the jiast decade- ^i'reat advances

have been made in the development of

power, more especially in Canada, where
rt-e have been a|)preciatini;' to some ex-

tent the value of our water powers. The
uas eniiine has also been brousrht to a

bi^b state of ])erfection and suction !i'a.s

has presented such ureat possibilities as

to make it an important source of (lower.

Furtlier, the work of the Kuiiinecrinu

Faculty has been recouni/ed by the jico-

])le of the province in such a way that

the attendance has increased bv leaps

and boun<ls.

For these and (dlier reasons il lias

lieen necessary to increase steadily tlie

ei|uipment of the ))ower dc'inrtment to

illustrate the modern methods and also

to provide suflicient a))i)aratus for the

increased number of students.

As the number of pieces of apnaiati-

increased the available space l)ecame
more and more crowded until during; the

last few years it has been difHcull to

carry on the work successfully. Tlio

steam laboratory had been placed in ,i

comparatively low basement and the

moi.sture anil heat produced by the steam
made the workim; conditions very bad.

After careful examination of the

whole (piestion, the Board of Governors
of the University decided in June, 1908,

upon the erection of a new buildins' to

accommodate the laboratories for steam,

sas and liy<lraulic work and also for all

iieneral mechanical engineering, and the

building described in tliis arti<>le is the

result.

The money a])proprialed I'or the build-

ing' as erected was between .$85,000 and
(fOO.OOt) and for new ei|uipment ap))roxi-

mately .+22,000, although most of the

apparatus which had been installeil in

the old laboratory has been moveil in, so

that the total value of apparatus and
e(|uipmenl in the new building would
consideral)ly exceed the .f22,0fl0 men-
tioned aboxe.

New Laboratory

The building about to be described
contains the laboratory for steam and
gas engines, steam boilers, refrigerntinsr

machinery, belt and oil testing, and other
similar work, and also that for hydrau-
lic work of various kinds. It is built of
white" brick with white stone trimniinn's.
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and consists of two parts divided l)y a

wall runninj; east and west, the part to

the south of this wall haviuof but one

floor, while the part to tlie north has

tliree floors.

When the building

was first under con-

sideration a number of

very ditHcult problems

presented themselves,

partly in the way of

tindincr sufficient room

in already overcrowdfd

STOunds, and partly in

the way of makins: the

b u i 1 d i n <r harmonize

with the other Univer-

sity buildings. In or-

der to carry on the in-

struction required, a

boiler room was neces-

sary, which had to be

placed on the outside

of the buildin? in or-

der to facilitate the

delivery of coal and
the removal of ashes.

Then, too, there was

the problem of stacks,

two of which have

been provided for ex-

perimental purposes

and the necessity of

.S:ood light and large

looms, so that it was

difficult to make the

building look attrac-

tive. The architects con-

sidered the question with great care and
arranged a scheme by which the boiler

room and other unattractive parts will

be eventually hidden when the entire

group of buildings for the Faculty of

Applied Science is completed.

The view on this page shows the build-

ing as it will finally appear. The front

will be to the west and it will face on the

main University road which runs north
from College St., directly opposite Uni-
versity College. To tiie north of the build-

ing it is proposed in future to run a

cross road east from the one above men
tioned, the new road separating the Me-
clianical Laboratories and tlie building
which will in time replace the ))resent

THEKMOPY.NWMIC L.\KI IK AT(1K V- SI ( TKlN IJAS
PRODUCER PI/ANT.

Engineering Building. At present there

is only a very narrow passage between
the two buildings. On the south the

building will be connected to the future

extensions to the Chemistry and Mining
Building, which extensions are to be so

planned that almost the entire south side

together with the boiler room, which is

now exposed, will be hidden.

The building will thus have a fine ap-

pearance and will with the Chemistry
and Mining Building form a fine, large

block quite in keeping with the nature

of the work being done by this Faculty

of the University.

Owing to the other pressing needs it

was felt by the Board of Governors that

it would be impossible to erect the entire

building at the present time and as la-

boratory accommodation had to be pro-

vided the part containing this was erect-

ed and a reasonable number of class

rooms provided in it, while the front

|iart, wliich will contain more rooms of

this nature, has had to be omitted for

the present.

The Thermodynamic Lahoratory

Beginning witli tlie space devoted to

the heat engines and general mechanical
work, we enter the Thermodynamic La-
boratory. This laboratory occupies with

the boiler room, the whole south half of

the building and exclusive of the latter

is 156 feet long by 60 feet wide with

roof light throug'hout, there being no
windows in any of the walls. It is di-

vided into two parts, one being 40 ft.

wide and the other 20 ft. wide, running
the entire length of the room. The wid-

er part has a clear height of 23 feet at

the sides, being considerably hisher in

the centre. The narrower part has a

clear height of 12 feet, and is divided

up into smaller parts, there being eight

small rooms, to be described later, and
a space for delivery and unpacking of

goods. The light is obtained from the

roof and is as near perfect as can be ex-

pected. The ventilation is also very good

being obtained by opening windows in

the roof, a method which works so well

that the building can be kept quite cool

even with all the machines operating at

once.

Internal Combustion Engines.—The
equipment in the two parts of this labor-

ators' may now be described in some de-

tail, beginning with that in the larger

part. The west end of this has been de-

voted to gas, oil, and other internal com-
bustion engines and the equipment con-

sists of a 10 h.p. engine built by Fielding

NEW L.\BORAT(.>RY OF FACn/rV iiF AI'l'I.IFIl .SI'IENTE CON TAININ(; STEAM HAS ANI' HYDKAFLIC Egril'.MENT.
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& Piatt, of Gloucester, England. This
engine has a cylinder 7 in. in diameter
and 14 in. stroke and has been specially

built for experimental work. It is de-

signed for variable compression, so that

it may be adapted for use with different

classes of fuels; and it is further equip-

which the gas is delivered to a pipe con-
veying it directly to the engine. It is

arranged so that fuel consumption tests

may be made with it and the action of
the producer carefully and accurately

studied.

Adjacent to the Fielding & Piatt en-

TIlKK.MliUYNAMIl' I.AIK H! AT' iK V (;|:M:1;\I. \1I:\\ IKil.M WKSr I'.NH.

ped with three types of igniting gear,

viz.: hot tube, high tension electric and

a magneto gear, an arrangement being

made so that the point of ignition may
l)e varied at 'will while the machine is

running. There is also a convenient me-

thod of varying the speed, and the use

of heavy fly-wheels jjrevents great speed

fluctuations at different speeds and hjads.

The engine is also fitted with vaporizing

apparatus so that it may be run with

oil, and has properly designed valves for

the use of suction gas.

Adjacent to this eaigine is a larger one

built by the National Gas Engine Co.,

Ashton-under-Lyne, England. It has a

cylinder diameter of 9 in. and runs at

a normal speed of 200 revolutions per
minute, giving 22 h.p. on city gas. This

machine is a very fine sample of a gas
engine, being exceptionally heavy and
having two massive fly-wheels which give

steady speed. It has variable compres-
sion as in the case of the Fielding &
Piatt engine, and is designed for the use

of either city or suction gas. It has only

the magneto form of igniter, but the

point of ignition may be altered without

stopping .the engine, which is noiseless

in operation.

As already explained, both the above
engines may be operated by city or suc-

tion producer gas. In the former case

the gas ia drawn directly through a me-

ter where it is measured. When the suc-

tion gas is used tlio latter is drawn from

a producer in the small room in the

south-west corner of the building. This

producer, which was built by the Can-

ada Foundry Co., of Toronto, consists of

a generator complete witli vaporizer, two
scrubbers, and :in e\pansiiin liox from

gine and on the north side of it a test

floor has been arranged so that engines

of fairly large size may be conveniently

tested, and it is hoped that various firms

will, from time to time, place some of
their engines at the disposal of the la-

boratory for examination and research

work, as it is believed that tliis will prove
of mutual benefit to the manufacturer
and the University. This test floor is at

present occupied by one of the earliest

types of gas engines built by the Otto

Gas Engine Co., Philadelphia. The en-

gine has given good service in the en-

gineering' building for nearly twenty
years and is retained to give some idea

of the development of the gas engine of

late years and because of its historical

interest. It is one of the slide valve

type of engines with the old form of gas

flame igniter, and is in good condition

for test and comparison with the newer
machines.
The space immediately in front of the

engines just mentioned is used for two
smaller test floors for gasoline and other

similar small engines. Each floor is three

feet square and has adjustable slots .by

which any small engine may be accommo-
dated.

A marine gasoline engine with a cy-

linder 6 in. diameter and 6 in. stroke has

been given by the Canadian Fairbanks

Co., Toronto, at a nominal price and has

been placed on one of the test floors men-
tioned and set up for experiments. This

engine is to be equipped with an optical

indicator made by Dobbie, Mclnnes &
Co., Glasgow, so that its action may be

accurately studied.

On the south side of the large room is

an Ericsson air engine which serves to

illustrate the action of this type of en-

gine and give figures on its economy. It

is arranged to be run by city gas and a

l)rake has been arranged to measure tlie

l)rake horse-power at the same time as

the indicator diagrams are taken. The
elTiciency of the machine as a pumping
engine may also be found by allowing it

to lift a measured quantity of water

aizainst a measured head.

Other Apparatus.—Proceeding farther

east along the large room there is seen a

fan on which experiments on its effici-

ency are to be made.

A little fartlier down is a slide valve

model. This model is very complete, and
has been constructed so as to give re-

sults on almost any design of simple

slide valve or link motion. The lengtli

of connecting rod is adjustable, as well

as the angle of advance and throw of all

eccentrics, the length of eccentric rods,

radius and jioint of support and suspen-

sion of the link, etc.

There is also a journal oil tester built

Ijy Kiehle Bros, of Philadelphia, and ha\-

ing various adjustuients. The journal

used in the machine is a full-sized rail-

\vn\ car jouriuil. and the design is such

TIIKItMoliVNAMh l..M'.nit.\'r()i;> |ri: i.w.vi. .sii:.\.\l li i:i;i\i: wiiii wil.LANS
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that the actual pressures and speeds oe-

eurrino- in practice may, within limits, be

obtained. The friction of the journal is

conveniently read off on a scale beam.
The Steam Eni;ines.—We ipass on now

to the steam ens;ines. Tiie first of these

are two of comparatively small size

which were presented to the Laboratory

ing at this speed 75 h.p. with a steam
pressure of 125 pounds per square inch.

The desijin is rather peculiar, as tbere

is no valve gear evident externally. The
piston rods are hollow and the piston

valves are operated by eccentrics forjjed

solid to the crank pin. In this i>articular

cnjrine tlicre are two high )jressure and

I'HERMODYNAMIC I>.\B01!.VT( lltY—^r^EWE^
COiNDKNSING PL.

by Messrs. E. Leonard & Sons, London,
Unt. These engines are used almost ex-

clusively for exercises in valve setting,

and have cylinders 6 in. and 7 in. in dia-

meter respectively, and 8 in. stroke, but

liave different types of slide valves. The
one to the south has the ordinary D form
of valve and a special design of eccentric

may be independently varied. Tlie othei'

engine has a special type of inside ad-

mission valve, which is partially bal-

anced and so designed that the engine
may be operated without the steam chest

cover and thus show the motion of the
valves; tliis engine has an eccentric of
the same type as the one .iust described.

Both of these engines are fitted with
throttling governors and suit the work
for which they are designed exception-
ally well, the kindness of the donors be-

ing much appreciated.

Next to these is a 15 h.p. de Laval
steam turbine, built by Greenwood &
Ratley, Leeds, England. As is the case
with most of the other machines, this

turl)ine has been specially arranged for

experimental work and has six nozzles
altogether, some of which are for non-
condensing operation and tlie others arc
used when running condensing. The
rotor of this turbine runs at a speed of
about 24,000 revolutions per minute, the

lioAver shaft running at one-tenth of this

speed. This turbine has been found very
useful as an exjierimental machine.
Behind the turbine is a Willans ver-

tical, high-speed compound engine. This
machine was purchased to drive the tur-

bine pump in the old laboratory, but with
the building of the new one an extra
pump had to be installed so that a

larger engine had to be purchased to

supply the necessary power and the WiL,"
ans engine became available for experi-''V

mental work. It is of the hiah-speed
type, having a normal speed of about
460 revolutions per minute, and develop-

.\N1) LKONAItD— U.VT.I, E.NCINKS WITH '

\NT AT LEiT.

two low pressure cylinders, the high
pressure cylinders being above the cor-

responding low pressure ones; all are

single-acting, and in order to prevent
shock on the crank at the end of the

stroke there is an air piston below each
pair of cylinders, the pressure of the aii-

compressed by it being sutficient to make
a continual downward thrust. The crank
l)earings liave no ujiper cap and rei|uire

none for the above reason.

The steam cylinders are resiiectively

10 in. diameter and 14 in. diameter, and
all pistons have a stroke of 6 in.

Engines of this type have met witli

great favor in 'England because of tlie

low steam consumption, a paper by Mr.
Willians read before the Institution of

Civil Engineers in April, 1803, giving

some very valuable infi)rmati,)n along

tlii.s line.

A passage leading to the door sep-

arates these engines from the McEwen
high-speed horizontal engine. The cylin-

d'-r is 8 in. diameter and 7 in stroke,

giving 18 h.p. This engine has a good
1; im of shaft governor, fo tli'i; ;t is well

iidapted to instruction in Ine use and
action of such governors, hs well as pro-

viding good indicator practice. As it is

connected like the other machine.-- lo ihi-

surface condenser, tests on the economy
of the machine may be conveniently

made.
The Leonard-Ball tandem compound

engine is also jirovided with a shaft gov-

ernor of different tyjte from the one men-
tioned above. This engine is horizontal

and has c.ylinders 7 in. and 12 in. dia

meter by 10 in. stroke, and vrill thus de-

\eIop about 20 h.)). at 250 revolutions per

minute.

There are two types of valyes in the

engine, the one in the high-pressure

cylinder being- a Ball valve vrith double

inside admission. The valve is partly

lialanced, gives rapid cut-off, and on ac-

count of the double parts has a com-
paratively small travel. In the low

pressure cylinder a balanced D slide

\alve is used.

This engine provides instruction in

the tandem type of machine as well as

practice with a shaft governor.

Next to the engine just described is

tlie air compressor, a machine built by
the Canadian Kand Drill Co., Sherbrooke,
Quebec, and purchased through Mr.
Haight of the class of '96 at one-half

the actual commercial selling price. This
machine is of the cross-compound, steam-
driven, two-stage type, having the low
[iressure air cylinder arranged tandem
with and behind the low pressure steam
cylinder, and the high pressure steam
cylinder in front of the high pressure air

cylinder. The steam cylinders are re-

spectively 9 in. and 16 in. diameter,

while the air cylinders are 9 in. and 14
in. diameter, all having the same strok(^

of 12 in.; the normal speed is 160 revo-

lutions per minute and the rated capac-
ity .'i40 cu. ft. of free air per minute,

•|'lii:i;.MiiiiYN.VMii' i..\r;oi!,\TuRY— r.\XADi.\x kanh .mi;
BltOAVN STEAM E.NGINE.
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with a steam pressure of 125 pils. per
sc|. in.

The fly-wheel is arranged with inside

flanires so that a brake may be applied
to it, and by disconnectino- the air cylin-

lers the whole mav be run as a eross

All connections on this line are flanged
and each engine draws its supply from
the top of the pipe, thus avoiding water
from drainage and condensation.

All engines are arranged to run either

eondensinsr or non-condensins, two sur-

VIEW OF TIIEI!.\IOr)Y-\.\-MII' I,.\l;n];.\Tl 1 1; V FlillM KAST 1:Mi.

compound ste^m engine. Both steam
cylinders are provided with Meyer cut-

off gear, giving considerable elasticity.

The low pressure air cylinder has Cor-

liss inlet gear and pressure gauges and
thermometers are arranged for e.xperi-

iiients of various kinds.

An air receiver is installed and piping-

runs to the mining building, delivering

air when required to drive a rock drill.

This machine is of great value and
usefulness and forms a very good |iiecc

of experimental apparatus.
When the engineering building wa^^

npcned it contained a 50 h.]). Brown
automatic cut-oflf engine built by the

Poison Iron Works. Toronto, and this

engine has been set up again in the new
laboratory. It is of s|)ecial design for

experimental work and has jackets on
botth heads and on tlic barrel, all jacket

drains being separate in order that the

condensation in eacli part may be inde-

pendently determi/ned. The clearance
volumes in this ))articular machine ar."

also made Sf>ecially small, mimI it runs

quite eccjnomically.

The Steam and Kxhaust i'i|)ing.—An
examination of the photographs will

show the general arrangement of the

steam piping. It consists of a single line

of .^-in. |iif)c running thnjugh the boiler

room jjnd about flO ft. alon'.^- the wall of

the Thermodynamic Laboratory, also of

a .'!' 2-in. ])ipe running from the north-

cily boiler up to the Brown eiiLiine con-

nection. The latter pipe is di'signed so

that it is possible to run a com))lete en-

gine and boiler test on the Brown en'i^ine

and the one 5(1 h.)). boiler. Connections
are also made so that this boiler Mia\

deliver steam to the 5-in. pipe and tlo'

Brown engine may also l>e arranged |i.

draw from the same pipe.

The .5-in. pipe lias two larae cxiiansion
bends, the one near the Brown engine be-

ing distinctly visible in tin- p'oito^rraiihs

face condensers with independent air

pumps being installed for the former
condition of operation. There are two
(i in. exhaust pipes, one of which is con-

nected to the condensers, the other

through the heater to the atmosphere.

Both of these are arranged with flanged

connections and the system is so design-

ed that by the removal of a few bolts

any engine may be changed from the at-

mosplie.ric exiliaust to

the condenser in a

very short time, it be-

ing only necessary to

change one blank
flange and turn an el*

bow through 180 deg.

The operation is thus

acooniiplished without

the use of valves and
the measurement of

the condensed steam
becomes at once accur-

ate. The system also

permits the running of

almost any pair of en-

gines condensing, and
at the same time the

operation of all the

other engines non-
condensing. P r o |i e r

drainage is provided
for all piping, and it

ilias all given perfect

satisfaction up to the

present time.

The cooting water
piping is shown below
the steam piping, but

jiossesses no special

features.

Brakes. Tlic writer believes that

brakes should be of the simplest form
possible so that students get accustomed
to the liandling of the cheapest and most
accessible tyi>es. The brakes used are,

therefore, rope brakes or else simple

forms of the Prony brake, the wheels be-

ing generally provided with inside

flanges so as to avoid annoyance from
the cooling water.

The remainder of the space in this

l>art contains a test floor, which permits

any engine submitted for test to be

easily set up and run either condensing
or non-condensing. There is also a space

for the testing- of injectors, these being

arranged in a convenient and neat iiipe

stand ready for operation.

At the end of the room is a Cochrane
feed water heater purchased from the

Canada Foundry Co., Toronto.

Some space has been left at this end
of the room for expansion, and it is

hoped that in the near future a triple

expansion engine will be installed here.

Small Laboratory Rooms.—The nar-

rower southerly portion of the Ther-
modynamic Laboratory (with the excep-

tion of the two end bays, which are used

for delivery and unpacking) is divided

into eight small rooms for special work
of various kinds. The first two rooms
are connected by a door, and are used as

a small repair and instrument-making
shop, in which special apparatus is made
as re(iuired. This shop contains a new
20-in. Bertram engine lathe of modern
construction bui'.t by .John Bertram &
Sons, Dundas, Ont. There is also a 30-

in. McDougall drill, an emery wlieel and

a wood-turning lathe, together with a

good equipment of tools. The shop is

driven Ijy a Westinghouse motor.

The third room will contain the ap-

paratus for testinig- various machine
elements and the methods of power
transmission. For this purpose a tor-

^ 3ittA$!ft2^.»-«^.^J.
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lior for Hulldlm; .\l;iteilnls on l^ift.

sion dynamometer has been purchascil

from .1. .-Vmsler-LalTon & Sohn, SciialV-

hausen, .Swit/.er'.and, which may be used
for the transmission of any jjower not

re(piiring over 'At) ft. pds. twisting mo-
ment. .\> tlic inacliine mav be Siifelv r-'

•
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at. high speeds its possibilitres' in tiie way
lit" power transmission are fairly .2:reat,

and it thus serves as a very flexible in-

strument. This instrument will be used

U> deliver a measured quantity of power
to a belt or rope or any form of bearing
iir machine element, and the efficiency

The whole of the larger part of this

laboratory is served by a three-ton

travelling crane of about forty feet span.

This crane is operated by hand, and has

proved of inestimable value in the plac-

ing and handling of the different pieces

of apparatus.

IIVDRAIILIC L.iBOnATDIJY- KSCHER. W
BELLIS &

of the transmission or element may be
directly determined by absorbing- the

power by a brake at the driven end.
The fourth room contains a refrigerat-

ing macliine of three tons capacity, built

by the York Manufacturing Co. of York,
Pa. It is of the ammonia compression
type and the horizontal steam engine
and vertical compression machine are

connected to the same crank. The com-
plete accessory equijiment has been pro-
vided and arrangements made for indi-

cating the steam and ammonia cylinders
and for taking the temperature at every
desirable point in the plant.

The next room has been set apart for
instruments, and in it are kept all of
those used in both the Thermodynamic
and Hydraulic Laboratories. All instru-

ments are given out to students on ap-
plication by ticket and are chasged up
against the one receiving them. When
an instrument is returned it is examined
and if in proper condition is put in its

place, but if found to have been damaged
by the student, the cost of repair is

charged against him. By this system
careless handling or loss of instruments
is avoided.

The sixth room is used as a third year
study room, while the seventh is to be
used for the testing of lubricating oils

and the determination of the heating
power of gases and fuels of various
types. A Sargeant gas calorimeter has
been purchased and is to be used in this

room.
The last room is occupied by the suc-

tion gas plant, described earlier in this

article.

Just in front of these rooms and se-

cured to the erane piers a number of

tables have been placed, on which work
on gauge and indicator calibration may
be carried out, the gauge calibration be-

ing done by Crosby gauge testers, while

the indicator springs are calibrated by

means of steam supplied at various pres-

sures.

YSS .\N"D GWYXXE PfMPS DRIVEN BY
-MORCOM i:.\"GINE.

The Hydraulic Laboratory

The Hydraulic Laboratory occupies

the north half of the building, and is

located in the basement and gi'ound

tloors, each of which is 40 ft. wide by
113 ft. long. The light for this labora-

tory had to be obtained from the north

and east, and as only one large window
could be placed in the east end, the north

light had to be depended on almost en-

tirely. Large windows running up the

full height of the two laboratory storeys

were designed, which take up
three-quarters of the entire side

of the building. This gives a

good architectural effect, and
while not giving ^s good light

as is obtained from the roof in

the Thermodynamic Laboratory,

yet it is quite satisfactory.

On account of the large area

of glass exposed to the north,

trouble was anticipated in the

way of heating the building, and
arrangements were made to put

double windows throughout,

which, however, have not been

necessary.

Tlie lower storey or basement
is 18 ft. high, and contains the

well, the pumps and the enaine

for driving them, the measuring
tanks used for calibrating the

orifices and weirs above, sev-

eral large troughs and the main
part of the piping for the entire

laboratory, while the upper
floor, whieli is 15 ft. high, con-

tains the orifice and weir tanks,

the experimental centrifugal

pump with its weir tank and
motor, the various pipes for

friction experiments, the meters,

and also the various t.\i3es of ^^ukbI
turbines and other apparatus.

Beainning with the top floor at the

west end, part of the space had to be

left clear for a hoist hole, the first piece

of apparatus being a centrifugal pump

of special construction for experimental

work. This pump was designed along

theoretical lines, and has carefully

polished vanes on the runner; it is

mounted on a weir tank so that the dis-

charge may be very easily measured, the

various heads under which it is operated

being obtained by tlirottling. The pump
is driven by a variable speed motor, by

means of which the power put into the

pump may be determined and its effi-

ciency readily obtained. The arrange-

ment has been found very satisfactory,

as it gives the student an opportunity to

study the effect of variations in speed,

discharge, pressure and efficiency of the

machine.
Adjacent to this are two orifice tanks

and a weir tank used mainly for in-

struction in the use of orifices and weirs.

Various siz«s and shapes of orifices are

inserted and operated under several

heads as measured by hook gauge. The

water is discharged through 6-in. jiipes

into the calibrating tanks below, of

which there are six, two for each orifice

and weir, each tank having a capacity of

about 50 cu. ft.

These calibrating tanks are of some
interest, and have been carefully design-

ed so as to be entirely oi>erated by the

movement of a single lever. When the

lever is put in one extreme position, one

tank is made to fill, its outlet valve being

closed, while the outlet valve of the othyr

tank is at the same time open. For the

small discharges the tank fills so slowly

that the upper surface is quite smooth

and undisturbed, and, therefore, the ex-

act height of the water in the tank, and
consequently the volume of the water

at the moment of dumping is easily ob-

LIC L.VBORATORY. FRANCIS HORIZONTAL
NE COUPLED IP TO 5 FT. 6 IN. STANDPIPE.

served, but where the disciaarges are

large, the surface of the water in the

calibrating tank is so disturbed tliat ac-

curate observations of this kind are im-
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possible. To obviate this trouble the

mechanism is so designed that by mov-
ino; the lever to an intermediate position

the outlet valve on the other tank is

closed, and the discharge turned into it,

the water surface in the first tank com-

ing to rest at once its height is easily ob-

served, after which the lever is pushed

to the other extreme position, the outlet

valve of the first tank being thus opened
without disturbing the conditions in the

second tank.

The quantity of water in the tank

after filling may be found by direct

weighing or by reading the level in an

attached gauge glass.

The floor has been constructed witli

an opening protected by a rail, so that

the student may observe the whole oper-

ation at one time and thus get a clear

idea of the process of calibration.

In order that experiments on these

tanks and orifices may be carried on

without interfering with thg other work,

a large reservoir, provided with an over-

flow, has been placed above them, and
from this they draw water. So long as

there is enough water passing into the

reservoir to cause some overflow the ex-

periments may be carried on at various

heads and discharges without difficulty.

From this reservoir a li^-iwh pipe is

also run to a hydraulic ram which can

thus be operated under a head of about

10 ft. and with a drive pipe about 40 ft.

long.

X three-inch \'eiituri meter has been

installed on a pipe in which other meters

will also be placed. This meter is rated

l)y sending the discliarge from it through

one of the orifice tanks already describ-

ed, using the coefficients determined by

actual experiment.

.\ little to the east of the centre of

the laboratory an elevated platform

about 2.5 ft. long and 7 ft. wide has been

erected for the impulse turbines. At
present two turbines are in use, one a

Doble wheel made by the .John Mc-
Dongall Caledonian Iron Works, Mon-
treal. This is a very well finished wheel

of 12 in. dia., and as it has glass sides

the action of the water may be very

conveniently studied. Tlie needle regu-

lating nozzle gives a very perfect stream.

The uther machine is an IS-in. wiieol

made by the Pelton Water Wheel Co..

and although not so well constructed, it

represents a very common class of water-

wheels in use to-day.

The water used by these turliiiics is

niea.surcd bv passing it tbrou'^ii a weir

tank and then back to the plimp well.

For the use of these turbines it is pos-

sible to t'ct a discharge of 1 cu. ft. per

sec. asainst b maximum bead of about

500 ft.

At the east end of the I'oom is a large

stand-pipe .'!2 ft. high and rji^ ft. dia..

supported on a stand in the basement so

lliat it reaches up into the roof of the

bnililintr. This stand-pipe is used as a

reservoir for the reaction turbines ami
also for any experiments refjuirinir con-

stant but not very high heads. This
stand-oipe has a 14-in. nozzle on each
side for the attachment of turbines and
also a large nozzip .10 in. dia. on llie fi-iinl

so arranged that orifice plates and tubes

of various sizes may be attached and ex-

periments made at higher heads than is

possible in the open orifice tank. The
water is delivered to the stand-pipe

throug'h two 8-in. pipes near the bottom
and by a convenient arrangement of baffle

plates there is no trouble caused by the

surging or eddying of the water.

In front of this stand-pipe is a large

weir tank 20 ft. long by 6 ft. wide,

.which is arranged with a shai"p crested

weir 4i'2 ft. wide with end contractions.

This plate may, however, be changed so

that weirs of different sizes, with or

without end contractions, may be easily

inserted. The total depth of the tank

is 3 ft. 9 in. and the depth of water be-

low the crest of the weir is 2 ft. 3 in.

The weirs used in this tank may also

be calibrated by means of a pair of

measuring tanks in the basement, eacli

holding approximately 240 cu. ft. and

This (i-in. turbine has been operated
under a total head of over 25 ft. includ-

ing about 5 ft. in the draft tube. The
horse-power is measured by Prony brake

and the discharge is determined from
the 41/2 ft. weir.

A 9-in. McCormick turbine with cylin-

der gate has not been set up but is left

to give the student practice in the meas-

urement of such wheels and to enable

him to study the forms of the vanes.

The latest turbine to be installed is

one purchased recently from the noted

hydraulic firm of Escher, Wyss & Co.,

Zurich, Switzerland. This wheel, of the

horizontal Francis tj^pe, has a well de-

sig-ned spiral casing and a runner nearly

14 in. dia. The gates are of standard

design, operated through a ring by a

hand wheel on the casing. A conical

draft tube over 7 ft. long is used and
the wheel will deliver 10 H.P. Avhcn sup-

plied with 6 cu. ft. of water per sec. at

lilHI.Kli KUIJ.M iNIO IIKI 11. 1'. .WD TWi) :

TUBE BOI

both being connected to the weir tank on

the down stream side of the weir by 12-

in. galvanized iron pipes. Hydraulically

operated valves are to be used in con-

nection with these calibratin.s: tanks aiul

are so designed tliat a single lever is

made to do the whole operation of filling

emptying as in the case of the smaller

tanks already described. This lever, as

in the former case, has three positions

when operating, the extreme positions

indicating that one tank is filling and
the other emptying, wliile the iiilerniedi-

ate position is used when both discharge

valves from the tanks are closed an<I

one of the tanks is filling. It is be-

lieved that verv accurate co-efficients can

l)e determined by this method.

There are three reaction turliiues

availal)le for testing. The smallest one

has a 6-in. runner and was made by Win.

Kenned.v & Sons, Owen Sound, Out.

It lias been set up in a steel )ienstock

and connected to the stand-pipe by a

14-in. steel pipe containing two elbows.

Tliis pipe is to l)e used for experimeiils

on tbe flow throusrh elbows, the condi-

tions l)einij: examincil by a Pilot tulie.

ill II. P. BAHruiK \ WII.COX WATKK
LEKS.

a head of 20 ft. As this wheel is of the

very best construction it forms an ex-

cellent addition to the experimental
equipment.
The maximum quantity of water avail-

able for these reaction wheels is about
() cu. ft. per sec.

Along'the north side of this floor near
the windows arrangements are made fvir

the testing of the friction in fire hose

and iron pipe. A 2H in. iron pipe 50 ft.

long has been .set up, also a 50 ft. length
of fire hose, and the fiictional losses art

determined. The flow in the iron pipe

is also studied by the Pitot tube, and
curves showing the distribution of the

velocity are plotted.

The basement contains, in aildition to

the orifice and weir calibrating tanks al-

ready mentioned, the well and pumping
|dant. .Ml water used in the laboratoiTV"

is drained liack to a large well from
wliicli it is pumped into the system and
iiseil over and over a.irain.

There are two sets of turbine pumps
used for this purpose, one of whi.h wa.'^

built by Messrs. Owynne, Ijondoii, Fng-
l.'iiicl, .TTiil the other bv Kscher. Wvs< &
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Co., Zuiicli. Each set consists of fwo
two-stage pumps fastened to a common
bed plate and dri%en by a sinsle pulley,

couplings being: arranged so that either

pump may be separately operalcil. Fur-
ther, the two pumps on the one base are

piped together in such a way that they

may be made to deliver into the piping

iu three ways, viz., (a) separately, (b)

in series, (c) iu parallel. A connection
is also designed to connect the discharge
from the (Jwynne pump to the suction

from the Escher-Wyss pump, putting t'le

two sets in series for very high pres.^iirc

work.

Each of the Gwynne pumps will de-
liver 1 cu. ft. per sec. against 125 ft.

head, while the other pumj^s have the
same capacity against 150 ft. head, the
discharge at lower heads being, of course,
much greater.

As suitable piping has been arranged
in the laboratory, it may thus be seen
that the whole arrangement of the plant
is very tlexible, permitting (a) the oper-
ation of the four pumps separately, thus
allowing four absolutely independent ex-
periments at one time; (b) the opera-
tion of the two sets separately on separ-
ate experiments; (c) the operation of
the two sets in series for high pressures
and moderate discharges as are required
in fire streams and impulse turbines, giv-
ing 1 cu. ft. per sec. at 500 ft. head;
(d) the operation of the two sets in
parallel giving alwut 6 cu. ft. per sec.
at the heads available in reaction turbine
Work in the laboratory.

The pumps are of modern design, the
Escher-AVyss set having been installed
quite recently. They run at speeds of
1,300 and 1,400 revs, per min. respec-
tively, and are belt-driven from a jack
shaft placed on the floor, vibration of
the building being thus entirely avoided.
The jack shaft is driven by" a Be'.liss

Morcom engine of 1.30 H.P. running at
.5.30 revs, per min. This en^gine is a very
fine piece of workmanship and runs
quietly and without vibration. The ex-
haust from tlie engine is used to heat the
building.

Arrangements are being made for the
insertion of a transmission dynamometer
in the Escher-Wyss pump drive so that
its efTiciency may be determined witli
greater accuracy than can be -obtained
by indicating the ensine.
A large trough 6 ft. wide, 4 ft. deep

:ind 110 ft. long has been provided in the
basement which is used for the rating of
current meters and tubes and other work
of this nature. It is believed that this
will be especially useful in view of the
rapid power development going on in
Canada at the present time.
There is sulTicient space still left f.;r

further exjiansion.

The Boiler Room
This room contains three Babcock and

Wilcox boilers, all l)uilt for 200 ll)s.

pressure.

The 100 H.P. boiler is provided with
a superheater while the two 50 H.P.
boiler have been set up independently and
one is arranged with a .special type of

setting so that valuable comparative re-

sults may be obtained.

A separate feed pump is provided tor

each boiler so that separate tests may be

made on each one.

A steel breeching conducts the pro-

ducts of combustion to the stacks, of

which there are two of brick, each 100

ft. high and 36 in. internal diameter.

An arrangement of dampers allows these

stacks to be operated at different powers
on the same day and tlius reliable experi-

ments may be made on the capacity of

each stack.

The room is light and airy, being 70 ft.

long, 45 ft. wide and 26 ft. clear height.

All the light is obtained from the roof

and is, very satisfactory indeed.

Offices and Study Rooms

AT the north-west corner of the

building, immediately west of the

Hydraulic Laboratory, there is a
further space partly occupied by the

stairways and halls anit partly by other
rooms. These rooms are as follows: In

the basement the stuaents' room with

shower bath, on the first floor the pro-

fessor's and the lecturers' rooms while

the top floor is occupied by a lecture

room and private lavatory.

An entire floor above the Hydrauli<'
Laboratory is divided up into students'
study rooms, a lecture room, a library,

demonstrators' rooms, and students'
lavatory. All of these rooms are com-
fortable and bright and the students'
rooms are provided with convenient
tables and a locked drawer for eacli per-

son. I

Artificial Lighting

The large Thermodynamic Laboratory
is lighted by ten Nernst lamps, which
are attached to the trusses and provide
sufficiently good lig'ht to do any work
required. The Hydraulic Laboratory is

lighted by tuno-sten lamps, there being
ten to each floor.

The remainder of the building, with
the exception of the boiler room, which
also has a Xernst lamp as well as incan-
descent lamps, is lighted entirely by in-

candescent lamps, which seem to give
very good satisfaction so far.

Conclusion

This article would be incomplete with-
out making mention of the work of Dean
Galbraith. It was he who gave the
writer his first real insight into the pro-

fession which he honors and it is on the
foundation laid by him that the writer
has built in striving to design a labora-
tory that shall give the future em;-ineers

the proper basic principles on which their

life work depends. The teaching of
Drinciiiles is vastly more important than
the teaching of a few facts, the desire
to teach these principles in such a way
as to make the practical aiiplication clear

is a thing for which Dean Galbraith has
always stood, and the writer's associa-

tion with him and the vusrineering world
have given him the desire to make the

laboratories described s\ich as shall be
a real help to the student when he gets
into active practice.

Acknowledgment is also made of the

lielp given by the members of the staff

in Thermodynamics and Hydraulics who
assisted by many suggestions and by the

sacrifice of much time in making the

building and equipment such as it is.

It will be noticed that all of the units

in the two laboratories are comparatively
small and are such as can be handled
with comparative ease. The writer be-

lieves this to be a valuable feature of

such a laboratory, as the student can
readily comprehend the whole machine
at one time, and therefore does not lose

the connection between the different ob-

servations as he is apt to do with tlie

larger units where the parts are so mucli

separated. The results obtained are, the

writer believes, quite as valuable, from
the ix)int of view of the instruction to

the student when obtained from reason-
ably small machines as from »ery lar^e

ones.

No machine in the laboratory is used
for electric power or for any otlier than
experimental purposes, so that all pieces
of apparatus are always available for

experiment or research.

®
OBTAINING DRAUGHT WITHOUT

HIGH CHIMNEYS
IX ordinary j)ractice, the use of the
chimney is to cause a draught to make
the fire bum, or in othe^ words to

cause the passage of a sufficient volume
of air at a moderate velocity to supply
oxygen enough to enable the fuel to be
consumed to the greatest advantage,
and incidentally to carry off the burnt
(and nnburnt) products arising through
the combustion of the fuel. So far as it

goes this is all right ; but in very many
cases it leaves much to be desired. To
secure the most efficient heating it is

necessary that the fuel should be re-

duced to its his:hest sraseous state—in

tihe case of carbon this would in ordin-

ary cases be carbonic acid—and to get

to this stage it is necessary that large

volumes of air must be drawn through
the fuel at a comparatively low velocity.

This is best done by means of exhaust

fans of fairlv large size, the dischari:i'

from which is passed throujh stacks of

brushwood not too tightly packed to-

gether and kept damn by some simjilo

method of water distribution and spra>-

ing.

®
Invar is a nickel steel containing

about 36 per cent, nickel, together wit

about 0.5 per cent, each of carbon ai

manganese. Its most remarkable pro-

perty, says the Iron and Steel Trade.-'

Revieiv, hi its extremely small thermal

expansion at ordinary temperatures,

owing to which quality it is now useii

for making steel tapes for precisinn

measurements. Its mechanical proper-

ties are about as follows: Tensile

streng-th, 50.000 to 85,000 lbs. per square

inch; elongation, 40 to 50 per cent.: re-

duction of area, 40 to 65 per cent.; and
Brinell hardness, 160.
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PRELIMINARIES IN MACHINE
PART PRODUCTION
METHODS—III.

By ¥. Scriber.

T.ilE examples so far shown have

been of operations performed

(in one machine onlv. and as

..V best wav to become familiar

L1.ST OF TOOLS.

Name of .Siitject. BAa^Ai/ No ADIjL^
Date J'u^ /r. /f» By..JiJl_

Sltelch of Sutject.

Material faj/-i^^m

Machine 0U4^^Mam^^7U^
iT

^j Operation

J \-^^1ai^^ -nu// AnU-

^MU^, *^\jc//- ^ri^

I- ..-J

Tools Required

10*^i^^

operations of the tools tell the story, fur-

ther reference in regard to this sheet is

unnecessary.

For Miscellaneous Work
The rte.xt two ilhistratiuns, Eii;-s. S and

9, show operation lists which vary
slig-htly from the foregoing' examples. In

these lists a column is provided for the

operation numbers at the left and a col-

umn for the tool number is at the right

of the sheet. These lists of tools de-

scribe "Miscellaneous machining opera-

tions, that in Fig. 8 being an ideal type

on vvhicli the first operation is to disc

prind the surfaces marked A on a disc

grinder. Of course, no special tools are

required for this operation. The second

operation is to mill end B, and the third

operation is to mill end C. A special

fixture is required to perform these oper-

with a system is to use it in its

\arious forms, a part to be manu-
factured on various machines is illus-

trated by Fig. 7; the sub.ie<-t in this case

is a brachet. No. 2197-D. The material

is cast iron, and a sketch of the subject

is shown under that heading; under ma-

chine, the word "Miscellaneous" is used

as this aptly describes the raacliining op-

erations on this part. As tiic various

notes in the two columns describing the

l,l
j,T OF TOOLS.

Name of SBkject^_^!^4_'^^

Dale _ i^^^/u-^^—

No. IS^^-A.

Sketch of Subject_ -j^HZHE^IESiO
Material . _WAfugM_-0m_

Mvhine._

6 Uu*m^

C^^

r-eii

t.l.lT OF TOOLS.

Name of Suljeot^^^-^S^jS^Sife _ '^o £&^^M^
Date _^5__/<iL /£^^ ^.ytm.—
Sketch of Subjeot, "j 7

Mnterial. WlaJ^^ru ,d^/ 6'

Machine. JAA^tiJiam^n*^

.

Operation. TooU Bequired

e*/^

.4J/nLU- '7na€Afn4'nf .^

special tools can be allowed except where
the word (make) appears." The opera-

tions on this list of tools are written in

the usual manner, while the column
lieaded "Tools Required" is use.l

chiefly for descriptive purposes, em-
phasizing where the work, is to be lo-

cated.

LIST OF TOOLS

Name of Subject. U'tnm J.-ULcAtt No //r-J-AC

Jate. ti^^ i'rJ /p6 iyJt^^
Sketch of Subject

Material. j/A^n ^caJi^

Machine ^^fUj^^. ^>ic^. ^^az^i-

Uperation

0.^t4/ /7fi4t*in/ J^

.44/mu^ (/moA c

Tools Required.

— — ?^^»^*-

Jrt/ ,*t^

Gang-Tool Operations

Tiiese lists of tools would be incom-

plete if at least one illustration was not

included showing operations and fixtures

for .irani; working some part. In Pig. 11,

the sliding bhick. No. 21984, wliic-li is an

iron casting machined by gang milling,

is illustrated under tlie lieading "Sketch
of Subject." Tlie operations on thds part

are two in number, namely, mill finislivd

FIG. S.

ations, and in the column headed "Tool
No" it will be noticed the number of

this fixture is 209. Of course, keeping

tliese tool numbers straight means an ex-

tra jol) for the production man, but this

is sometimes necessary when no oth^'r

means of keeping records is available.

The list of tools. Fig. 9, is for an ad-

justable carrier. No. 889-Y, made from

machine steel by miscellaneous opera-

tions. The operation.s on this (lart are

(|uite numerous and varied, and re(|Uirc

in all six special tools, which are num-

bered on the sheet.

Referring to Fig. 10. we note tliat the

machine o]ii'rations on the part there

illustrated are: planing, milling, borinx

and drilling, and we next turn our at-

tention to the bottom of the illustra-

tion and read the note, which says. ".\<

but 112 of these ])arts are to be made, no

LIST OF TOOLS.

N4me of Subject .KJ/u^iw.^urU- No. £iff*

Dat e. 0^ ^_'li>— BX ^-^L.
Sketch of Subject.

Material. l^(<2l_j<!«^-!!^

Machine, .^^rt^ /Tm/us^^

Oferation

-^rf ^ .^4tt^i^^

(Ul '•i¥^ ^>^

Tools Requireil

yy^»r^ <44AiiJ- -^^r-TH

•'TO. U.
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])ortion on four-inch surface, and mill up-

per si(l«. Sketches of tools required for

performing these two operations are

illustrated in the column provided for

thiis purpose. These tools consist of a

srang of cutters used on a horizontal mill-

inc: machine and srana; fixtures for mill-

inic four parts at each settinc:.

As stated at th-e outset of this article,

these "Lists of Tools" are a plain state-

ment of facts, and no attempt has been

made to include or make these lists con-

tain data for future reference, such as

time records, etc., as the one object of

these lists is to insure the economical

routing of work by some one reputed to

know liow, and who will only make such

special too's as will expedite work with

the desired accuracy.

©
MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION

COURSE—XII.

By J. Davies.

THE principal operations in chuck

and face plate work are ooring-

and facing. The boring is done by
some form of drill or boring tool, al-

thougli a drill is not always necessary

except in drilling from the solid. In

drilling from the solid make a good-

sized centre with the centering tool, to

give the drill a chance to start true. A
twist drill is best for drilling holes out

of the solid. Never put a drill in the

finished size of the hole at the first cut

unless it is a very rough job, as the hole

is almost certain to be untrue or too

large, or both. The best and most accur-

ate finish is done with a reamer; when
it is intended to finish with a reamer,

bore as large a hole as possible with a

drill, while leaving sufficient stock to al-

low the hole to be trued up with a bor-

ins tool, and leji^'ins: about 1-64 in. for

finishing with reamer. If the work is a

ANVIL SPINDLE^ sleeve:

I"IG. 48.

casting with a cored hole in it, an old-

fashioned home-made flat drill il? about

the best thing to use preparatory to the

boring tool; the sand in the cored hole

would soon rub the clearance off a good

twist drill, 'besides finally running out

of truth. The flat drill should he fasten-

ed securely in the tool post where it .prac-

tically becomes a boring tool ; it also

makes a very good substitute for a ream-

er and if made parallel for about %
in. makes a .smooth hole.

General Boring Work
The conditions under which a boring

tool works are unfavorable for good re-

sults, as the diameter and length of hole

to be bored impose unfavorable handi-

caps. The best results are oTitained by

using a round steel bar, fitted int^j a sub-

stantial holder which can grip the bar

in any position, having the bar as near-

ly the full size of tiie hole as possible,

and the cutting edge of the tool in the

centre of the hole. If the tool is in-.

FK;. 4!1.

clined to chatter make the nose narrower

and give the tool more side clearance.

It is easier to prevent chattering than

to take the chatter out afterwards.

Some jobs can be handled better ijy

reversing the method of operation, that

is, by fastening the work to the lathe

carriage, and boring out with a tool in

a bar that revolves between the centres

of the lathe. This method is handy for

heavy work, or work with ver'y large

holes to bore. A well-finished hole can

be bored exactly to size, by having- the

cutter turned u^) in the boring bar tu

the required size.

Extremely heavy work such as large

engine cylinders, are usually bored out,

with a boring head carrying one or more
tflols, arranged to slide by power along

the revolving boring bar. Various de-

vices are employed to .feed the boring

head along the fear, the most usual be-

ing by means of a screw and star feed

wheel.

Use of Micrometers

The most correct way to set inside

calipers for boring small holes is from

a pair of outside micrometers; set the

micr(m)eters to the size required, theii

set the inside calipers to just touch the

anvil and spindle of the mierometei's.

The pitch (if the screw threads on thf-

spindle of the micrometer is usually 1-40

in., or 40 threads to the inch, therefore

it would take 40 complete revolutions to

open or close the micrometer 1 in. and
one revolution will open or close the

micrometer 1-40 in., or twenty-five one-

thousandths of an inch. When the mi-

crometer is closed the leveled edge of

the thimble coincides with a zero mark
on the sleeve and the zero mark on the

thimble coincides with the horizontal line

on the sleeve. Each complete revolution

opens the micrometer 1-40 in. and verti-

cal lines are placed on the sleeve 1-40

of an inch apart, each fourth line be-

ing made longer than the others and

numbered 0, 1, 2, .3, 4, etc., so that eac'i

numbered line indicates 1-10 of an inch.

The beveled edge of the thimble is di-

vided into 25 equal divisions numbered

from to 25, so that when the thimble

is moved from one line to another, the

spindle is moved in or out 1-25 of 1-40, or

one-thousandth of an inch.

To read the micrometer, multiply the

number of vertical divisions visible on

the sleeve by 25 and add the number of

divisions on the thimble from to the

line whicli coinsides with the horizontal

line on the sleeve. For example, the mi-

crometer in Fig. 48 shows 9 divisions

visible on the sleeve; multiply this by

25 equals 225, to this add the number
of divisions shown on the thimble, which

is 5. The micrometer, tlierefore, is open

at 2.30 thousandths, or .230 in.

Reading the Vernier

Readings in ten-thousandths of an

inch are obtained by an application of

the Vernier, the invention of Pierre Ver-
nier, this method of measurement being

adaiptable to any standard of measure-

ment. As applied to a microme-

ter it consists of ten divisions on the

sleeve which occupy the same space as

nine divisions on the thimble and as each

space on the thimble represents .001 in.,

each space on the sleeve will represent

9-10 of a thousandth, so that the differ-

ence between the lines will be 1-10 of

one-thousandth of an inch.

To read a ten-thousandth micrometev, -

first note the thousandths in the ordinart

way, then observe the line on the sleev

which coincides with a line or, the thi—

ble, the first line is marked and is the

starting place; if the second line marked
1 coincides with a line on the thimble.

FKJ. 50.

add one ten-thousandtlis ; if the tliird

line, marked 2, add two ten-thousandt,hf

and so on. See Fig. 49.
'

Types of Forming Tools

Many kinds of repetition work can be

most economically done by forming tools,

which are made in great variety, from

the simplest radius tool, to very elabor-

ate ones. The type and method of nuik-

ing depends largely on circumstances.

If there is not a very great quantity
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of any one article, an ordinary lathe tool

filed to a carefully made template will

sutlice. If the article being turned is

made every day, then a more permanent

forming tool can be made. A common
form for an ordinary cross-slide lathe

is the circular forming tool, consisting of

a round piece of tool steel turned and

formed so that when a section is taken

at its cutting edge, it will be the shape

of the work. A piece is cut out of one

side of the cutter so that the edge AB
is below the centre of the cutter Fig. 50.

The amount that the cutting edge is

below the centre of the cutter varies with

the diameter of the cutter, on a cutter

3 in. dia. about 5-16 in. being sufficient.

The holder is made high enough to 'bring

the cutting edge of the cutter opposite

the centre of the work; if the tool is not

set as described it will not have clear-

ance and can only cut as long as it is ab-

solutely sharp. Another kind of form-

ing tool is straialit-faeed, being sliaped

or milled along the front edge to the de-

sired form with a dovetail at back to

fit some kind of block for holding it in

position. They are set in the holder at

a slight angle to give the proper cutting

clearance, are very rigid, and can be

ground agreat numberof times, retaining

their original form as long as they last.

Still another type suitable for broad sur-

faces is the draw cut, the tool is not

square across the cutting edge, but is

made at an angle, so that when the tool

is faced against the work, the full

breadth of the tool is not cutting at the

same time, one part of the tool having

finisnert its work hefore the other part

begins. Tools of this descripticm have

been frequently illustrated in connection

with munitions manufacture and are al-

most exclusively used for turning tlie

Co[iper bands on shells.

®
USEFUL MILLING JIG

By W. G.

I'HK fixture described herewith shows a

quick and cheap method of milling

clearance angles on double-sided boring

and fiacing tools; furthermore (assum-

ing averiige care be used), it has the ad-

vantage of producing a far more accur-

ate job than is the case by ordinary me-

thods. A glance at the accomp.-uiying

n

I'lC. 1.

ilrawinss will !rive a clear idea of its

mineral construction. Fig. 1 sIjows work
111 finished stage. Fig. 2 shows part sec-

tional elevation and plan views of the

fixture.

The bodj' A consists of a rectangular
cast iron block of channel section, bav-

ins- at its extremes feet or projections,

A' and A", for securing it to the ma-

FIG. 2.

chine table. It will be noticed that the

upper face of the said casting is pro-

vided with a circular recess set over at

an angle; for all ordinary purposes this

angle need for exceed 6 deg., as this gov-

erns the clearance on the tools. Part B
is the work holder; this consists of a cir-

engaging the corresponding index slots,

B^ and B^ Part F is the retaining bush
for the spring G'. It has been found
from practice that a plain bush tightly

driven into a hole is quite good enough
for all ordinary purposes, as the onlj'

pressure it has to withstand is that of
the index spring; and, further, being
plain, the hole in the bush is more liable

to be in proper alignment with that in

the body than would have been the ease

had the bush been threaded. Parts H
and J are the cap and "tommy" peg for

index plunger.

The sequence of operations is as fol-

lows :—The work is placed between the

locating pegs C and C' and clamped by
means of the screw D. The side face of

tile milling cutter is set quite central

with the work holder. The first cut is

now taken over one side of work, the nut

E' is released, and the index plunger
withdrawn; a half turn of the work
holder B brings the unmachined part of

the work into position for its final opera-

tion, the result obtained being as shown
bv Fig. 1.

• @
ADJUSTABLE RIVET SNAP

By E. T. S.

THE tool illustrated represents one of

the many contrivances that lighten h
an awkward corner is eil-

Everv boiler has a firehole.

job when
countered.

and the rivets in the flanges are most

i>i;t.vii,s or .m>.tustable rivkt .«iN.\p.

cular mild steel block, liaving a tappcil

hole at its lower end. tlie opposite end

l)eirtg provided with a rectangular slot

B' for the purpose of receiving the work;

it is also provided witli two rectangular

indexing slots, B' and B". Parts C C and

I) are the locating pegs and clamp screw

resi)ectively. Part E is the clamp stud

for holder; this should be made a tight

fit for the tajvpcd hole in the base of the

work hdliler. Part K' is the clauip nut.

Indexing is carried out by means of

the plun'.'cr <i, the front end of which

is provided with flats for the purpose ol

awkward to rivet up on account of the

small space wherein to hit direct. With
this tool, the snap is set to the desired

angle and tightened up, then the rivet-

ing is proceeded with in the regular

nuinner, with the air hammer. The hall

adjustment feature is a great advantage

as it allows each man to set it accord-

ing to his own height, and according to

the position in which the boiler is

placed. It is necessary to temper the

shank end lightly to prevent swelliiiir

up, and of course the snap end is tem-

pered as usual.
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CANADIAN OIL PROSPECTS.
OIL possibilities in Canada are discus-

sed in a statement just issued by the

St. John, N.B.. B(iard of Trade, which

says :

—

"New Brunswick possesses a valuable

asset in its oil shales deposits. One of

the best Enarlish authorities on oil. Sir

Hoverton Redwood, who made an exhaus-

tive survey of this deposit, two years

asro, reported that the New Brunswick
shale was capable of produeinar thirty-

three Imperial gallons of crude oil per

ton of shale, and sixty pounds of sulphate

of ammonia. It is estimated that a plant

with a capacity of 1.500 long- tons per day

can retort 547,500 tons per annum, e<^|ual-

ing' 18,000,000 Imperial sallons of crude

oil and 13,G87 tons of sulphate of am-

monia. The oil may be divided as fol-

lows: Gasoline, 2,137,500 gallons; illnmi-

Tlip geoloo:ical authorities at Washing-
ton, recognizing: this fact, have been de-

voting: considerable attention to the New
Brunswick deposit. Increased develop-

ment in connection with these deposits

is looked for within the next few
months.

®
RESULTS FROM UTILIZATION OF

COAL
AN English writer recently pointed out

that there is something' more to be got

out of coal than smoke, ash and a low

[lereentage of its power and heat. He
estimated that in British mines alone

there are left annuallv 115 million tons

<if dross or slack or unworked eoal in

friable or unprofitable seams. Half of

this is said to be sufficiently rich in

hvdro-earbons to be suitable for con-

to supply the oil through a number of

feeds, as many as four per cylinder on

the smallest sizes and more on larger

diameters. A horizontal cylinder, on the

other hand, even of the largest size that

is practicable to build, can be effectively

lubricated over its whole surface from

a single feed on the upper side. Gravity

helps to distribute the oil.

In any internal-combustion engine

.

some of the lubricating oil is carbon-

ized. In a vertical engine this carbon

tends to work down past the piston,

fouling the rings and dropping into the

crank pit, where it becomes mixed with

the bearing oil. In the horizontal type,

much of this carbon is pushed into the

counterbore, whence it can be removed

through a blow-off valve in the bottom

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE IN r.MtTOON—NO. Z OF -V MONTHLY SERIES .\PPE.\RIN(; BY Col KTESY OV CANADIAN STKEI.
roVNDRIES. LTD.. MONTREAL AND WELLAND.

natine oil, 7.951.500 gallons; lubricating

oil, 2,565,000 gallons,'" fuel oil, 1,710,000

gallons; paraflBne wax. 6.120,000 pounds;
coke, 1,530 tons.

This distillation estimate is based upon
the old method. By some of the newer
methods it is claimed that the New Bruns-
wick shale oil will produce more than
three times the above quantity of gaso-

line per ton. It is believed that there is

already sufficient shale available to oper-

ate for fifty years at least five plants of
the capacity of the one above proposed.
The New Brunswick shale is said to be
of much better quality than the shale of

Colorado, and the quantity is greater.

version in recovery plants, with the fol-

lowing results : Slack and dross avail-

able, 57,500,000 tons; benzol, at 2^2 S'lls.

per ton, 143,000.000 gals.; Diesel oil, at

1 gal. per ton, 57.000.000 gals.; sulphate

of ammonia, at 25 lbs. per ton. 640,000

tons; coke, at 10 cwt. per ton. 2S.700,-

000 tons.

®
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

LUBRICATION
IN the vertical type of internal com-

bustion engine, it is absolutely essen-

tial, in order to secure a distribution of

the lubricant around the cvlinder bore.

of the cylinder. Such jwrtion as works

past the piston can be caught in the

frame and prevented from mixing with

the bearing -lubricating oil. Even the

main bearings in a horizontal engine

are more effectively lubricated. During

the working stroke, when the pressun -

are highest, the main shaft is pan
lifted from the bottom shell. allowmL:

the lubricant to fill the space; again, on

the two idle strokes, the exhaust and

inlet, inertia effects tend to bring the

shaft first against one side of the bear-

ing, then against the other, thus effect-

ing a verv thorough distribution of the

oil.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working estahlwhments.

WILLIAM CASEY
^^ T OCOS come and locos go, but

I Casey keeps right on the job"!
*—' The foregoing is not exactly as

Tennyson has it, but is expresses the

popiiiar sentiment among the numerous

friends of William Casey, manager of

tlie Canadian Loco. Company's works at

Kingston, Ont. The transient cliarac-

ter of the product is in direct contrast

to that of the subject of these remarks;

horn and educated within" earshot of the

|)lant—October VA, 1887 was the event-

ful day—Bill experienced all the tlinlls

and joys incidental to a boyhood admir-

ation "for, and ultimate acrpiaintance

witli locomotives. As the chief indus-

try of the city, the Locom()ti\e works

were the Mecca of all ambitious youtlis

with a bent toward mechanics, so. aft?r

acquiring all the available knowledge at

St. Mary's School and Regiopolis Col-

leo-e—local educational institutions-—

our subject entered the service of his

]>resent employers in the capacity of

office boy.

The lure of the locomotive, however,

did not allow him to remain a distant

admirer very long, and Bill was soon

nuikin^ himself at home in overalls an 1

•retting on terms of intimate acquaint-

ance with fireboxes, blast pipes, cross-

heads, cranks, and headlights. This

sound basis of his present position was

supidcmenfed by a term in the drafting

rooin studvins the whys and wlierefores

and also the "ou-ht to he's". That his

opportunities for absorbing information

liad been turned lo good account was

evidenced bv his appcdntment as ma-

chine shop foreman in 1007 at the com-

paratively youthful au-e of twenty

vcars. his ab'ilitv to direct the efforts of

subordinates being amply demonstrated

(luring the five years tenure of this posi-

tiim.

From this time, it would seem that

flie cumulative effect of all Mr. Casey's

I revious experience was to point lo hiiii

as "the man." when any "hi'.rher up'"

|iosition bccaitu' vacant, tlie result be-

ing that in 1912 he became responsible

for all piece work administration and

estimating work.

Developments and opportunities suc-

ceeded each otlier rapidly. In 1914, he

became assistant to the then vice-presi-

dent and general manager, (A. W.
Wheatley), and in this capacity went

through all the strenuous times of muni-

tions production in the early days of the

\VII,1.I.\,M

war. Not that tiu' early days were the

only strenuous times by any means. Tiie

legitimate resources of many Cana-

dian factories were of very gi'eat value

to Britain and iu'r Allies, and the pro-

duction of locomotives, which had de-

clined verv considerably after the out-

lireak of hostilities, was soon resumed

with irreat vi'jor, rccor.l orders. ra)ud

production, and repeat contracts having

been the rule for many months now.

The production of a staple line of ma-
chinery, to foreign .specifications, dimen-

sions and inspection, in rush time, along

with shells of various sizes both ma-
chined and rough forged, in rusher time

indicated a degree of managerial ability

wliicli convinced those in authority that

talent of no mean order was available

when occasion required. It was a mat-

ter of general expectation therefore,

tliat as tlie result of administrative

idianges done to the resignation of

Mr. AVheatley. Mr. Casey should

become mana'jer of the Canadian Loco-

motive Co., the well earned and popular

promotion taking place in the early

liart of last year.

Ill view of the entrance of the Co.,

into foreign fields, considerable hopes

are entertained regarding future devel-

opments in this direction, the bonds of

sentiment and mutual interest engender-

eil by the present struggle being likely

to prove a factor of some importance

and in this respect Mr. Casey's life long-

association with tlie Co., will go far to

insure a continuance of the good will

and international reputation now en-

joyed by the concern.

To say that the locomotive works

are Kingston is just as much a truism

as tihat Kingston is the Locomotive

works, and while Mr. Casev 's activities

lireclude any great political activity, the

field for civic effort would seem to hold

niucli )iromise for tlie future.

BOILER INSPECTION AT
MONTREAL

ALTHOUGH his annual report is a

year behind, boiler inspector E. (X

Champagne is once more able to inform

the public that for the year 1915, no

boiler explosions occurred in Montreal.

This long immunity from serious boiler

accidents has been a feature of Mr.

Champagne's reports for many years,

and in that connection a letter of eon-

•,'ratulations is quoted from the Trav-

ellers' Indemnity Company of Hart-

foi-d. The following is the record for

-team lioiler inspection for 1915:

N'isits of inspection ^^.112

Internal and external examiu-

inations 1,889

llvdraulic tests Lfi-l

Hydrostatic tests 606

Inqierfect boilers 203

Boilers condemned 4
Xew and second-hand boilers

erected '
'

New boilers (included in this

number) "'

Notices of inspection issued and

received "—
The licenses issue.l to engineers and

' otiliers after due examination to take

charge of steam boilers was 2,255.

Those who failed to pass examinations

numbered 127.

Visits made in i-onnection with new

devices for snuike abatement were 7fi7
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WORLD SHIPBUILDING DURING
1916.

THK outstanding features of the world
shipbuilding statistics for 1916, are the

decrease in production in the United
Kingdom and the great activity in the

United States. British shipyards have
been so busily employed on naval work
that they have done even less merchant
work than in 1915, while shipbuilders in

the United States have been experienc-

ing a great boom in new contracts, many
of them from neutral countries who
were good customers of the United
Kingdom in pre-war years.

The English, Scottish, and Irish pro-

duction consisted of 412 merchant ves-

sels of 582,305 tons and 410,281 i.h.p.,

compared with 517 vessels of 649,336

tons and 540,594 i.h.p. in the previous

year^a decrease of 105 vessels, 67,031

tons, and 130,313 i.h.p. It is however,

necessary to go farther back than one

year in order to find how the work com-
pares with that of normal times. It

is less by 882 vessels, 1,139,849 tons,

and 956,553 i.h.p. than that of 1914—in

which five months of the year was dis-

turbed by the war.

Warship tonnage and all other ton-

nage built to the order of the British or

Allied Governments is excluded from
these figures, and the general result is

that in 1916 there was launched about

one-third of the tonnage of 1914. Going
back to the purely mercantile output of

1913, we find United Kingdom totals of

1424 vessels, 1,977,573 tons, and 1,556,-

560 i.h.p.—not far short of four times

those of 1916.

These comparisons are eloquent of two
things— (1)—The amount of work of a

non-mercantile character that has been

done, and (2), the amount of reserve

power that will be released in British

shipbuilding when the war is over. It

would, the writer continues, certainly be

a great mistake to infer that they indi-

cate any falling off in producing capa-

city. Behind them there is a period of

unprecedented activity, works exten-

sions, and improvements in plant and in

organization that will be invaluable as-

sets to the industry when the war is

over, and experience which has proved

that those who thought that British

shipbuilding had come in 1914 within

sight of its limit in productive power
had very little idea of what it could

really do.

In the foreign production there is an

increase from 989,337 tons to 1.335,791

tons. This increase is accounted for al-

most wholly by the work done in Amer-
ica and .Japan. In the United States

the production was more than double

that of 1915, while from every district

there came reports of many contracts

and extreme activity. The yards on the

Great Lakes did a large amount of work,

whereas in 1915 thev had a very low

tonnage to their credit. In Japan the

total was almost three times that of

1915, the increase being accounted for

principally bv the construction of a

good many larsre cargo steamers. In

Holland, shinbuilders were working
under exceptional difficulties, and one
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firm stated in tlieir report that, owing
to the increasing difficulty of obtaining
materials, stagnation in their industry
was threatened. There were few re-

ports of launches in Germany, and in

other Continental countries there were
no features of outstanding interest.

©
MERGE RAILWAYS INTO ONE

SYSTEM
IN a paper presented to the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers, recently in

Montreal, W. F. Tye'dealt with the "sub-

ject of "Canada's Railway Problems."
After giving many figures showing the

history of railway development in Can-
ada and the manner in which money
had been squandered duplicating roads,

Mr. Tye suggested as a solution that

the Government authorize the organi-

zation of a new corporation to take
over the Grand Trunk, Grand Trunk
Pacific, National Transcontinental and
Canadian Northern railways, and con-
solidate them into one comprehensive
system.

This, he suggested, should be run by
the corporation, without any Govern-
ment interference in the manasement,
altliough he pro])osed that the Govern-
ment sliould own at least 40 per cent,

of the stock and have a proportionate
representation in the directorate. With
this plan he showed a series of maps and
dianrams. indicating the manner in

which he considered such a consolida-

tion would do away with overlapping,

and permit of the doing away with a

lot of the duplication of tracks whicii

was now in existence in both Eastern
and Western Canada.
The Grand Trunk Pacific, he said, had

a splendid main line, built on alto-

gether too expensive a plan for the

traffic. Tlie Canadian Northern had a

poor main line, while it had a arood .sup-

ply of feed lines, which the G.T.P. had
not. In tlie east the Grand Trunk sup-

plied a splendid line of feeders, while

the Canadian Northern and National

Transcontinental would supply an Ex-
cellent main line and in many sections

overlapping parts could be done away
with.

His proposition was that by takinn'

the four lines and doing away with as

much as possible of the losses caused

by extravagant Government finance,

overlapping of roads, and other mis-

takes, and ffetting the lines into a reas-

onable condition of efficiency, the mis-

takes of the past micht eventually be

overtaken. He proposed that the four

lines should be put into a bold'na" com-
pany, and. if necessary, the G.T.P. and
Ganadian Northern linuidated. so as to

get On to a firm basis for a start.

It would probaljly then, he consid-

ered, be necessary to spend a large

amount durinn- the next five years im-

proving the existing lines and bnildins:

feeders, but bv that time be fi-rnred that

the increase in business would be such

that from a steady loss dnring the first

few years the consolidated railronds

would sret to a paying basis, probably

within five or six years. Mr. Tye pat
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it that the C'.P.R. had been a great fin-

ancial success, the G.T.R. a moderate
success, the Canadian Northern a mod-
erate failure, and the G.T.P. a great

financial failure.

The C.P.R. had succeeded by wise

planning, wise aid and good manage-
ment, but Government ownership could

never succeed on so vasi a plan as thai

he suggested for the consolidation of

the four roads, hence his suggestion for

the formation of a company, with stock

guaranteed by the Government, which
would put it on a 5 per cent, basis. In

fhis^way they would avoid the costly

experience of the Intercolonial. With
the amount of land available, and the

possibilities of business he did not see

how there could be a failure of such a

business consolidation of railways.

The whole situation, he said, had aris-

en through unwise duplication of rail-

ways and a vicious system of bonusing

and land granting, which should be

stopped. That would end the debauch .

of railway construction from which
Canada was now suffering.

®
HYDRAULIC RESOURCES AND

INDUSTRY
IN estimating the vaJue of Canada's
hydraulic resources and their importance

with reference to future industrial

development, the extent to which elec-

tro-chemical processes have entered into

some phases, at least, of nearly every

brancih of our industrial life is not gen-

erally appreciated.

A small beginning in electro-plating,

two generations ago, has developed until

the great bulk of the copper output of

the world is electrolytically refined. The
electrolysis of common salt is the basis

of the electrolytic alkali industry, the

products of which are caustic soda,

metallic sodium, chlorates, and hy-

pochlorites. Tlie electric furnace has

created a host of new industries, pro-

ducing chiefly abrasives, graphite, sili-

con, ferro-alloys, refined steel, phos-

phorus and calcium carbide. It has also

been tested experimentally as a competi-

tor of the combustion furnace in the

metallurgy of many metals.

Used as an electrolytic furnace, w-e

have the very important application to

the production of aluminum. The in-

dustrial use of electric discharges

through gases is still in its infancv,

but We have ozone and nitric acid

anions: the products, the former used for

sterilization, and the latter as a basis

for fertilizers and explosives.

Every one of these industries con-

sumes larse quantities of energy.

Whereas the refinin<r of lead requires

only 120 k.w.h. per ton, we have eon

sumptions as high as 4 f>nO k.w.h. per

ton for other metnls. The aluminum

furnace requires 25,000 k.w.h. per ton

of product.

The electro chemical industries have

grown to be of great value to countries

which possess s-ood opportunities in

water power resources, as thev have a

fundamental interest in the development

of cheap power.
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COLUMN SENSITIVE DRILL PRESS

THE illustration shows a floor type

of sensitive drill having a capacity

up to 1/2 in. recently produced by

the DeMooy Machine Co., Cleveland^ 0.

This machine is also made in a bench

type in which the table arm is hinged on

the column close to the cone pullej'. The
high carbon steel spindle has long bear-

ing support, the lower bearing being pro-

vided with additional support by a brace

from the column. Steel, fibre ,steel

thrust bearings are used, and a No. 1

Morse taper is provided in the spindle.

Spindle speeds up to 2,0(10 rev. per

niin. are obtained, the shaft which car-

ries the belt pulleys and the two-speed

cone pulley projecting directly from the

column and carrying the belt shifter di-

rect from its outer end. This arrange-

ment enables the. belt shifter to he pi-

lbs, in the bench type, which, along with

the floor type has the following leadinn"

dimensions : Greatest distance spindle to

table with table arm up, 12 in.; vertical

movement of table, 7 in. ; centre of spin-

dle to frame, 71/2 in.

SPECIAL TYPE SHAPING
MACHINE

AN interesting shaping machine, of

specialized design arranged for the per-

formance of one specific operation has
been built by the Newton Machine Tool
Works, Philadelphia. The machine is of

very massive construction, weighing

30,000 lbs. and
having a stroke of

30 in. The distinc-

tive feature of

this machine is

tlie provision of

power vertical

feed, operated by
a pawl engaging
an incline which
insures an ac-

curate definite

amount of feed at

each stroke.

Heavy box type
construction i s

adopted throug'h-

out, while the

drive is similar to

tliat used on crank
slotting machines,
through connect-

ing rod and Whit-
\K)rth motion from
the motor giving

a quick return
stroke.

The table is of special design for

holding §teel locomotive boxes while

machining the collar fits, the arrange-

iricnt adopted serving to increase the

visibility of the markings to be worked
to. Hand elevation is provided for the

knee, as is also a slight amount of hand
cross adjustment to the angular t.Tble

to which the boxes are lioltcd.

Tliis machine, similarly with another

liavinu- a circular feed, is driven by a \'i

liorse-piiwer motor liaving a speed of

from 400 to 1,200 rev. per min.

gas plant which forms part of the equip-

ment having been installed by the

Western Gas Construction Co., under
the supervision of D. J. Sweeney.

Although the fact that coal would
yield an illuminating gas, was known
long before that date, it was not till

1792 that William Murdoch discovered

a process for manufacturing gas from
coal, and in 1798 he successifully applied

his invention to the lighting of his resi-

dence in Old Cumnock, Ayrshire, Scot-

land. Many improvements and develop-

ments in manufacturing equipment have
since taken place, the Sherbrooke water
gas plant is representative of the latest

and best jjractice, the necessity for effi-

®

i;ui.L'.\iN si;Nsrii\i': inui.i. X'KESss

voted around thf pulleys to suit any de-

sired angle of drive.

The net weight (jf the machine is 1 H'

GAS HOLDER INSTALLATION
I'O.NSlUKIi.MiLK iiitercsl alti^jihcs to

the new gas plant recently inst»(Jled by

the citv of Sherbrooke, Que., ftt a cost

of about .$100,000, the gas holders be-

ing the first to be designed and in-

stalled by Canadian engineers. These

were built by the Jenckes Machine Co.,

Slicrbrooke, un<ler the supervision of

Will, rjiid'rer, chief engineer, the water

EXTK'A mc-WY :i(i IN. sii.vi'i.\(; m.vchi.m-: fow m.wiii.xing
LOCOMOTIVE BOXES.

cient operation being evident when it is

stated that any want of economy in the

first stage cannot be compensated for
in any of the later stages of the pro-

cess.

Coke is the material from which the

gas is obtained by means of generators,

being then enriched by oil for tlie pur-

])ose of increasing its luminosity, the

resulting gas then passing successively

through scrubbers, condensers, and tar

extractors, into a small relief gas hold-

er, after which it is passed through

ammonia washers and purifiers till it

reaches the large gas holder shown in

the illustration.

The generators into which the coke is

first deposited are two in number, lift.

in, high by 5 ft, dia. of cast iron con-

struction and double lineil to a thickness

of lO'o in. with heat insulating ma-
terial, the iniier in. being a special

grade of firebrick. The carburetters,

of which there are also two, are 12 ft.

hisrh bv 4 ft. 6 in. dia. of similar con-
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struction to the g:enerators, and aw till-

ed with chequer bricks so arraii,i;ed as

ti> form a series of bafiles to tiie yas.

At the top of the carburetter, lieated

oil is sprayed iu the form of a mist

which commins'les with the s'as from the

lienerator.

The gas is made by passiui;' steam at

100 or 120 lbs. pressure into the l)e(l of

incandesi-ent coke in the lienerator, tliere-

by decomposini;- it into its constituent

eases, oxygen anil hydrogen, the former

SHERBROOKE CAS DEPT.
S'otjci noLKa JOOOOO cu. FT.

«E JENCKES MACHINE CO. lI

weers ah» contractors
»"b«ooke que. canada

;il I'T. |i|.\. IJAS IIUIJIKI; l>F JtHKKNI (T. F
SHEKr.KiiiiKK. ()UE.

combining with the carbon of the coke to
form carbon dioxide, which, risin'.;-

through the upper layers of the incan-
descent coke is reduced to carbon mon-
oxide; this last gas finally combines
with the free hydrogen forming what
is known as "blue gas''. Blue gas is

non luminous and is therefore enriched
with oil in the car'buretter so as to

possess light giving properties.

The process of manufacture can be
riintinued as long as the fuel in the
generator is sutflciently high in temper-
ature to reduce the carbon dioxide to

the monoxide. Usually a period of six

or seven minutes generation causes the

temperature of the fuel to fall too low
for this action to continue; the steam
and oil are then shut off and an air

blast turned into the generator, which
in three or four minutes restores the
coke to the desired temperature when
the cycle of operations is repeated.
Two water sealed scrubbers each 19

ft. 8 in. high by 3 ft. 6 in. dia. receive
the gas from the carburetters, after
which it passes into condensers 19 ft.

hiah by 3 ft. 6 in. dia. having sixty-one
3 in. tubes, 16 ft. long. Tar removal is

the nest process, being done in extrac-
tor tanks 5 ft. by 5 ft. by 12 ft. long,

passins' thence into a relief i:as holder

ul' 3(1,(1011 en. ft. capacity, having a

diainctci' of 45 ft., and a height of

19 ft. In order to overcome tiie pres-

sure caused by the resistaiu'e of the

aranuinia washers, the gas is drawn
from the relief tank bv two Root ex-

hausters, one geared to a 2 horse-power
cdustanl speed a.c. motor, and the other

direct connected to a vertical steam en-

gine. These machines force the gas

through the .washers in wiiicli it is ar-

ranged to bubble ui)wards through the

washing liiiuid. As the

, gas rises, it is caught
by a perforated screen

which sub-divides the

particles into a tine

foam, the screens be-

ing so constructed that

the solid matter, pre-

cipitated from hard
water, will be washed
off and drops to the

bottom of the washer,
at the same time avoid-

ing excessive b a c k

pressure due to stop-

ping up.

The final stage is

imrifying which is

done in boxes, 11 ft. G

in. dia. by 12 ft. deep,

after leaving which

the gas passes througli

the meter to the large

gas bolder, w h i c h

serves the all import-

ant purpose of equal-

izing the distribution

of gas under pressure

and insures an un-

broken supply so long

as any gas remains iii

it. In form it is cylin-

drical, with the open
lower end submerged

tll-^T'

T. C.VI'.VC ITV .\T

work against guide rails attached to the

columns or standards. It has a capacity

of 202,000 cu. ft. and is of telescopic

c()nstruction in two lifts; the inner lift

is 70 ft. Sin. dia. by 25 ft. 6 in. dee|i.

and the outer lift is 72 ft. 7 in. dia. by

26 ft. 1 in. deep. No counter-weights

are re(|uired in connection with the

ludder as a result of the use of exhaus-

ters and governor.

Tlie crown or roof of the holder is

untrussed as the top curb is of sufficient

strength to resist distortion by the pres-

suVe of the gas; a wooden frame work,

however, was erected inside the tank to

support the untrussed roof when the

holder rests empty on steel landing

beams; The main standards are made
of steel I beams extending 54 ft. above

walk of tank and are tied together mid-

way and top by 24 in. deep lattice gird-

ers, diagonal wind ties of round and

flat bars imjiarting increased rigidity

to the frame. The tank containing the

water into which the holder telescopes is

75 ft. dia. by 26 ft. 3 in. deep, and is

built of steel plates having a walk

round the top reached from the ground

by stairway, while a ladder extends to

the top of the standards, the height

from the ground level' to this point being

SO ft.

The idaut described lias a capacity of

16,000 cu, ft, of gas per hour.

@
ELECTRIC FURNACE EQUIPMENT
THK constant broadening of the com-

mercial field of the electric furnace is

due largely to the perfecting of furnace

design and reduction in cost of power.

Whereas their former use was princi-

pally in fhe refining of high grade alloy

and tool steels, they are now being more

ARC TYPE ELECTRIC FURNACE SHOWING ELECTRODES. CHARGING
POURING nOORS.

ANI>

in a tank allowing it to work up
and down freely. It is guided in its

vertical movement bv rollers which

widely used for the refining of common
grades of steel. Improved devices foi'

charging and tilting, larger electrodes.
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and automatic lejiulatioii all tend to

greater economy.
While many different designs of furn-

ace are in existence, they can be grouped
in two, general classes, the induction
furnace and the arc furnace; the latter,

in sizes from one-half to 20-tons hav-

liigher and more uniform (|ua!ity. The
Thury system has been adopted for a

large percentage of the furnaces in use,

and can also be adapted for maintain-
ing a constant potential when desired.

A three phase furnace equipment is

illustrated herewith and consists of

Tii/riNc Miir'ii; WITH r.i;AKi: i:i:.\i; .vs iskd on i:i.i;cTi:ir

ing been adopted almost exclusively in

American practice.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., has developed
complete electrical equipments for all

classes of furnace, that for the arc type
of furnace, assuming high tension

alternating current is available, includ-

ing line protective equipment, switch-

board, step down transformers, furnace
tilting motors, motors for adjusting jjos-

ition of electrodes, and a regulating sys-

tem for the control of the electrode

motors.

The type of motor enqiloyed for oper-
ating the tilting mechanism is shown in

one of the accompanying illustrations.

Either a.c. or d.c. motors are suitable,

having characteristics similar to those

used for hoisting work. The controller is

of the reversino' type and a ivKjtor brake
is used to prevent over-travel of the

furnace and hold it in any desired posi-

tion, a complete line of motors from 15

to 1.50 horse-jiower l)cirrj :i\ail;ilp!c I'or

this work.

Where automatic conlrol ol' I he elec-

tidde is desired, a motor operated hoist-

wiiX mechanism is provided for eacli elec-

trode. As the motors are mounted on the

furnace which tilts, the bearings are

liuilt with special lubricating features.

Shunt-wound direct current motors are

selecteil ff)r this service, enablin'.; a more
iiniple and positive system of control

to be used than wlien allernal ing cur-

rent is used.

.\utomatic regulation has as its object

the maintaining of a c<mstant current

at the furnace ri'sultiu'i in hiuher furn-

ace efficiency and increased output of

three regulating drum controllers; three

field regulators; three resistances, two
series transformers, and one motor with
shafting etc.

Damping devices permit the regulator

to act only when necessaiy, and sudden
changes and peaks of short duration do
not put the regulator in action. This
in itself is very imjiortant, as there is

not only a great saving in the wear ami
tear of the electrodes hoisting median.

ism, motors for driving same, etc., but

the current is kept more uniform by
avoiding unnecessary regulation.

Each reg'ulator controls one electrode.

T'he regulator is controlled by a solenoid

energized by means of current from
series transformers in the main high

tension circuit. The regulator in turn

controls the armature circuit of the elec-

trode motor to give it motion in either

direction, or stop it, as required. This
electrode motor operates a hoisting

mechanism, which in turn raises or

lowers the electrodes. The regulator can

handle any amount of power for regu-

lating pui"poses without impeding the

free play of the cjontroUins mechanism,
which is only in contact with the power
mechanism for exceedingly short periods

of time and is otherwise perfectly free.

Intermittent' action of a contact making
arm jn'events tlie regulation from being
carried too far in one direction. Thus a

hiiih load power factor and a uniform
current on the fuinace is assured at all

times.

Wireless Emphasis.—She sailed into

the telegraph office and rapped on the

counter. As the clerk came forward to

meet her he remembered that she had
been there about ten minutes before.

He wondered what she wanted this tiiU

"Oh," she said, "let me have that

telegram I wrote just now; I forgot

something im)iortant. I wanted to

underscore "perfectly lovely' in acknow-
ledging the receipt of that bracelet. Will

it cost anything extra?"
"No, ma'am," said the clerk, as he

handed her the message.
The young ladv drew two heavy linc^

beneath the words and said

—

"It's awfully good of you to let me
do that! It will ])lease .Vrthur ever so

much.'

'

vii:\v 1 >i" .\iriiM \rii' m';(!ii..\T(ti( KiiiiPMKNi' yim coNrKDi.i.iNN;
I'litN.vfK i;i,i;«'Ti!(iiii:s.

Ai'TInN ()!•'
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OUR MUNITIONS MANUFACTURING OUTLOOK
NOTWlTHSTxVXDIXG the now well-established faet

that peace in Europe will be consummated through

victory, and that it has been determined to the

fullest extent possible to meet the multitudinous equip-

ment requirements of our armies in training and in the

trenches by the utilization of Empire labor and material

resources, some misgiving: appears to prevail concerning

Canadian munition contract renewals covering the third

and fourth quarters of this year. Few people, however,

are to be found who are in the least degree sanguine as

to a cessation of hostilities during either period. For

misgivings under any circumstances, there are usually

—

we might say always, reasons or causes, substantial or

imaginative. Without, however, seeking to probe these too

deeply, may we point out—aside from a "Peace with

Victory" development during the present year, a few facts

relative to the production of munitions for Empire require-

ments generally.

We are apt at times to forget that our activities are

for the accommodation of the Imperial Government, and

that the placing of munition orders—quantities of shell of

variety, type and size, is not an indiscriminate proceeding

and based wholly on a reckoning that, if there be avail-

able a good supply of each type and size, all will be well.

This war, irrespective of its numerous shortcomings in

prosecution, is being engineered, and, as might therefore

be expected, is exemplary of much sound scientific man-
agement. We are probably right in saying that up to

January 1 of the present year, shells called for in Canada
have been based on three monthly periods, at the end of

which, quantities, types and sizes further retjuired were

liable to differ materially and have actually done so,

although maintaining the type and size ranges prevalent.

When this feature of the situation is fully appreciated,

and especially so its engineering or scientific management
aspect, the reasons for such a line of action are not far to

seek. Stated briefly, any three months' experience in the

field determines the suitability or effectiveness of the

munition detail employed, and, as we see it, can hardly fail

to influence materially the quantity, size and type of shell

when orders come to be placed in the succeeding quarter.

Again, isn't it reasonable to assume that requirements

more or less immediately antedating a big offensive will

find expression in shell contract detail distinctiveness.

Canadian metal-working plant executives are in a

number of cases worrying as to their prospects for re-

newal orders after June 30 of this year, at which date we
understand all existing contracts expire. This is perhaps

not an unnatural state of affairs. In our estimation, how-

ever, we are yet well beyond_five months removed from the

cessation of quantity and variety shell orders, and conse-

quently from peace-time commodity production.

As bearing out our views, it may be noted here that in

the past twelve months much switching took place relative

to the constitution of shell orders placed in Canada, and

our anticipations are that the next new period contracts

will but witness action more or less similar in its scope and

effect to that experienced in the past. The switching from

one type or size of shell to that of another is to-day less

irksome, both from the equipment and ojjerator viewpoints,

for equipment is not only more readily available than say

a year or so ago, but is more efficient for its purpose. The

experience of the operator is also such as to make him

tackle confidently the production of shell other than thos?

on which he has been for the most part engaged. While

it may be said that "Peace with Victory" is appreciably

nearer than "Peace without Victory," its imminence is

not, we make bold to say, such as to affect the intensive

manufacture of munitions in Canada during the third and

fourth quarters of the present year at least.

®
POST-WAR TRADE PREFERENCES

AX impression is abroad that, as a result of the Eco-

nomic Conference held in Paris, France, some few-

months ago, the Allied Nations are committed to a

hide-bound scheme whereby their trade and commerce

after the war will be quite exclusive. In a word, a worth-

while preference will be made effective as regards all forms

of their business intercourse. Just how such an idea

originated is rather diflieult to determine; this much, how-

ever, may be said, that no official statement may be cited

from which to draw any such conclusion, much less that

plans to that end have as yet been initiated or are in

process of development. We have good reason for believ-

ing that beyond stimulating une bonne entente, the Paris

Conference accomplishment is otherwise valueless.

The trouble about preference ideas being appropri-

ated and nursed is the tendency to restriction of effort

and enterprise and the disposition to make use of a

business prop of questionable strength, and lean on

it over-hea\ ily. Such a state of alfaiis mr.y not be w'.'.c.'.y

unknown in Canadian industry. On the ot'ier hand, pros-

pective preferences among the Allied Countries have a

stimulating effect on the business enterprise of Xeutrals,

arousing as it does a desire to establish themselves

—

parent or subsidiary plant, in favored territory. Evidence

of the latter is not meantime wanting in the quest by

many American industrial concerns for factory locations

and sites in our midst, and their desire to glean the fullest

possible information regarding after-the-war trade pros-

pects. Much as we welcome their coming, we may not

influence it on the score of assumed trade preferences

following the war.

In spite of the many prophecies, eloquent speeches,

discussions by representative bodies, and resolutions

relating thereto, it can be stated jxjsitively that no man
nor body of men have meantime the slig'htest idea as to

conditions immediatelj' following the war, relative to

world trade and commerce, or otherwise. The only thing

of importance just now, here or in the Allied Countries, is

the prosecution of the war to an early and victorious finish.

Opportunity in plenty will then be afforde<l not only to

remodel the broken face of civilization, but to plan tact-

fully and effectively for its all-time preservation. When
this work is done, trade preference vaporings may have

become still air.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES

I
I

I

J
AMES ALEXANDER Mc^LVIlUN, t.rea.~urer and managing director, Union
Drawn Steel Co., mannfactnrer.s of high grade cold die rolled steel and
shafting, pnnip rods, piston rods and special shapes, special screw, stock,

rounds, squares and hexagons, was Ijorn in Venango County, Pa., Dec. 18, LSoit,

son of .John and ^largaret (Wolf) McMahon. He was educated at Public

Schools of Pennsylvania, supplemented by a Commercial Course at Oherlin, O.

He conducted a Commercial College at Beaver Falls, Penn., 1887-1892: was

V^

J±^

m

/^ K

.l.\MKS .VMOXANllKlt MiMAHuN

Willi Swan Electric Co., Cleveland. ().. 1892-189:'.: witii riiiou Draun Sioel Co..

of Ik-avor Falls, Penn., ISi):!-! !»().'): came to Haniilliin in I'-M).") and oslaiilisbed

the pi-('>ent tiusinc^s.

Mr. Mc.Xbibon is a incniiicr of l'",\ccutivc Cnnunitlcc. Ilaniiitnu Urancli. Cana-

dian .Manufacturers' Association; nieml)cr i)f Mcndicrship Conunillee, C.M..\..

for all of Canada: and wa.-< chairman of .Memliersliiii Cdnnnitlec, C.M..\., PU 1.

for the Dominion; member Technical Conunittec. Hamilton School Huard:

member Hamilton Hoard of Trade. He married Jennie Ci. Beegle, daughter

of Benjamin F. Beegle, July 25, 1889; has one son and one daughter. His

Club- are: Connnorcial : Royal Hamilton Yacht: Canadian; and liis Societies:

.\.F. it .\.M. In Politics lie is Conservative; and in Creed: Melhodi.st, His

residence is at 81 llainsdalc I'oulcvai-d. Hamilton. .Cut.

- IMiot.i coiirU'sy Brltl.sli anil Coloiiliil I'irss.

t)«ir*(ihaiti«ir«w«vltar!RRiiSviiw!!r ilga^i^ilS^Ig^glgWW^ m!im/mvii)mms^^!SWiS?iims^^!W^
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

riG IKON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh . . ^'M
Lake Superior, clKH'(.'oal,

Cliic'iigu ai

Staudiird low phos., Plii

delpliia
Bessemer, PittsburgU .

Basic, Valley furnate .

Montreal

Mlcldlesboro, No. 3

Cleveland, No. S
Clarence, No. 3 . . .-.

Hamilton
Victoria -W OO

. . :t."i

, . 30

Toroi

on

00

itn

I'INISHED IRON AND SXEEI,.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars,, base, Toronto., o !I0

Steel bars, base, Toronto.. 4 10

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base .") -5
Steel bars, 4 iu. and larger

liase ."iO

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. o.3.j

Steel bars, base, ilontreal. 4 00
Iteinforcing bars, base ... 4 0~»

Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsiburgh -

Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.

Sici'l bars, base
Small shapes

F.O.B. Chicago VVarehon

(.'cuts

4 10
4 25

Cents

3.75
4.25
3.85
4.50

Steel bars
Bars, 2 in. and up
Structural shapes
Plates

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

I'er 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.I..

.Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 33.1 45..")

Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 -'2 1

Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London IS.O 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg (i4.9 85.

1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $36 50 .las 50
Electro copper 36 50 36 50
Castings, copper . . .35 50 .35 50
Tin 48 00 47 50
Spelter 14 .50 13 50
Lead 10 .'^0 10 00
.\utimony 18 00 20 00
.Muminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Tornnto

14 to ^4 ... *5 40 .$-) 40
5 75
5 50

Plates,

Heads 5 75
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 50

WROUGHT PIPE.
Buttweld.

Prices in effect Dec. 30, 1910.

In.

in.

Per 100 feet-
% in.

U in.

% In.

% in.

% in.

1

ly*

1%
2 in.

2'A in.

3 in.

3% In.

4 in.

2 in.

2V4 in.

3 in.

Black
$ 4 25

3 54
3 54
4 59
5 64
8 33

11 27
. . . 13 48
. . . 18 13
. . . 28 67
. . . 37 49
. . . 46 92
. . . 55 59

Lapweld.
21 09

... 31 59
41 31

Galv.
75

5 67
5 67
6 16
7 76
11 48
15 53
18 56
24 98
39 49
51 64
63 94
75 76

27 57
41 83
54 70

,"il 52 'US 04
61 04 81 21
71 12 94 62
82 88 110 30

. 107 50 143 00

. 142 80 186 80
150 00 196 30

. 172 80 226 10

. 207 00 270 80
192 (K) 251 20

in 247 20 323 40

Prices Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

I in.

I'i in.

5 in.

1; in.

7 in.

.s in. L,

S in.

9 in.

10 in. L
10 in.

WliOlKlIIT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 00%.
4'/_." and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%,
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, .-)ll%.

I'.ij" and larger, :!()%.

OLD .MATERIAL.

Ueulers' Buying p

Mu
Coijper, light ....
Copper, crucible .

Copper, heavy . .

.

Copper wire
No. 1 machine

coinpiisition ...

No. 1 composition
turnings

New Brass clip-
pings

No. 1 brass turn-
ings

Steel, low phos...
Heavy Melting

steel
No. 1 machine

cast iron
Steel turnings . .

.

Boiler plate
Rails
-Vxles. wrought

iron
Tires, steel
Rails
Shaftin . . . .g
.Malleable scrap .

.

Pipe, wrotight .

.

Stove plate
Heavy lead
Tea lead
Scrap zinc
.-\luniinum

rices.

ntreal

.i;22 00
26 00
26 00
26 00

21 00

18 00

17 50

15 00
14 00

13 00

21 00
9 00

12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 75
21 00
10 25
10 ,50

14 00
7 50
6 no
8 50

36 00

Toronto
.$21 75
25 25
24 50
24 50

19 50

17 00

15 00
14 00

14 on

16 00
7 00
10 50
15 00

24 00
11 00
14 00
20 00
11 00
9 00

13 00
7 7.5

.5 .50

7 00
35 00

BOLTS,

271;,

10

NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 35
Plate washers 10
Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 15

.Machine bolts, % and lesS'. 25
Blank bolts 15
Bolt ends 15
-Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel

^Machine screws, o. and til.

hd., steel
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20
.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., $3.75
per lb. off.

Nuts, hex., over 1 in. $2.00
per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus

Burrs only list plus
Iron rivets and burrs
Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger „ .$5.25

Structural rivetsi, as above 5.15
Wood serews, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70
Wood screW'S, flat, brass.. .421^

Wood serews, O. & R..

brass 40 .

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 33
Wood serews. O. & R.
bronze 32^/2

30
50
27V,

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per Cent.

Set screws 4vl

Sfj. & Hex. Head Cap Screws .'itl

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 1.5

Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 1.5

Fin. & seml-fln, nuts up to
1 in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins ; 45
Coupling bolts, plus 15

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 13

Planer head bolts, with fillet.. net
Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 iu 30
Planer head bolt nuts, over

1 in 23
Planer bolt washers ...plus 10

Hollow set screws.. list plus 40
Collar screws list plus 20
Thumb serews 20
Thumb nuts 70
Patch bolts add 65

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over 11/2

in add $2.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets .$65 00

Open-bearth billets 65 00

U.H. sheet bars 65 00

Forging billets SO 0<l

Wire rods 70 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh. .

NAILS AND SPIKES.

4 7U
4 50
65%

3 35
14 23

13 87
2.5

93

Wire nails 4 75
Cut nails 4 DO
Miscellaneous wire nails
Pressed spikes, % diam.,

100 lbs $1 10

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 27%
Solder, guaranteed 29%
Babbitt metals 11 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty, lUO-lb. drums
White lead, pure, cwt
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt

Glue, French medal, lb....

Tarred slaters' paper, roll

Gasoline, per gal., bulk.. 29',>;

Benzine, per gal., bulk 2SV0
Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls

Plaster of Paris, per bbl..
Plumbers' oakum, per. cwt.
Packing, square braided....

Packing. No. 1 Italian

Packing. No. 2 Italian 25

Lead wool, per lb 12

Pure Manila rope 27
Transinissien rope, Manila. .35

milling cables, Manila 30

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list. Montreal
and Tornnto 25%.

C.VRBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 20

S.S. drills, wire sizes, No. 53

to SO 10
S.S. drills. 1/16 in. and larger 33

Standard drills to iy2 in.... 35

Standard drills, over 1% in. net
3-fluted drills to Ihi in 20
:'.-lluted drills, over 1% in... net
Bit stock 35
Ratchet drills Net
Machine luts f()r wood net
S.S. drills for wood ...... .23-1-10

Wood boring brace drills. ... 20
Electricians 25
Sockets 30

1 12

1 13

2 50
8 no
27
32

Sleeves 40
Tapper |)in and taper reamers 10
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers .50

I'entre ri'amers 3
Chucking reanwrs lO't

Hand reamers 5

COLD ROLLED SHAFTIN<i.

.\t mill list plus 40%

.\t warehouse...... list plus otjtjf

Discounts otr new list, Wure-
liuiise price at Montreal anti

Toronto.

IKON PIPE FITTING.S.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,,
35%; standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unions. .50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Tortiiitii

Sheets. Bla.-k, No. 28. .$5 .50

Sheets. Black, No. 10. 00
Canada plates, dull,

.52 sheets 5 75
Canada plates. all

bright 6 ?0
.\pnIIo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25
• Jueen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45

Gorhal's Best, No. 28 8 25
Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S^ . 7 75
Premier. 10% oz 8 00

3 (iO

3 75

6 50

7 30

6 75
7 20
7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

% in. .

5-16 in.

$9
!l

8
7-16 in.

\4 in. ..

9-lC in.

% in. . 6
6

Va in 6

1 inch fi

.Above ouotations are per cw

ELECTRIC WELD COII-
CHAIN B.B.

43

13
93
93
80
70

'^ in. .

3-16 in.

Vi in. ,

3-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

Vi in. ..

% in. ..

% in. .,

.*15

. 11

. 8

. (1

. 6

. 6

. 6

. fi

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASP.S.

Per Cent.
Great Western. American . .

.

tH»

Kearney & Foot. Arcade... Co

.1. Barton Smith, Eagle liO

McClelland, Globe 60

Whitman & liarnes 60
Black Diamond .50

Delta Files 47i'2

Nicholson 50
Globe 37''2

Vulcan .57','2

Disston fiO

COAL AND COKE.

.Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal . . S .50

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 9 On

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILEK Tl'BE.S.

Size.

Seam-
less

I-ap-
welfleii

1 in. $30 00

1V4 in. 30 00

11.!. in. 30 00 24 00

l?i in.

in.

2!) 00
33 00

21 (HI

20 00
2^1 in. 33 00

-'!•; in. 35 7o 20 50

3 in. S.l 00 31 00

314 in. 5i 30 30 00

31.. in. 59 50 39 00

4 in. 75 00 49 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montr<>al
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 25
Kovalite, per gal., bulk 12
Machine oil. per gal 23y^
I'.lack oil, per gal 121/]

Cylinder oil, Capital 45iv
Cylinder oil. Acme 36i/i

.Standard cutting ronipouuil,
per lb OP,

I.ard oil, per gal 1 45
L'uion thread cutting oil

antiseptic 6S
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37M.
Imperial fufcnching oil S&%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 0.4K
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
fl'inble 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.. SI 60
I^eatticr in sides 1 30

TAPES.

CUesterman Metallic, 50 ft.. .$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 .lO

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20
Grand 19
Superior 19
X L C R IS
Atlas 18
X Empire IS
Ideal = 17
X press 10

COLORED.
Lion 141.J
Standard 13

Xo. 1 13
Popular lll/j

Keen lOi^

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
A.\lc 20
Anvil 15
.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.
Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Xickol 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .50
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
.Montreal Toronto

Bars. 1/4 to 2 in...?46 00 $46 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14xC0 base. 57 00 .57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 iiase 46 50 46 T*

BB.iSS.
Brass rods, base 14 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20

07, 60
Brass tubing, seamless 55
Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PL.4TING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
I'olishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to .50

Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.$12 00 $12 .50

Sheets, 31/2 lbs. sq.

ft 11 75 12 25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

SQ. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb

extra.

PL.ATING CHEMICALS.

.\cid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofiuorie 14 1...

Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
.\mmonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulpburet .40

Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 10

Xickel ammonium sul-

phate 12
Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate lo

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .05

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals .#5

Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04

Sodium hyposulphite, per
100 lbs 5.00

Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride BO

Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Conditions and Tendencies

This section sets forth the views and observations of

men qualified to judge the outlook and with whom we
are m close touch through provincial correspondents

Montreal, Que., Jan. 29—nifficulties of
tran..~|Mirtation are pnibably the chief
It-ature of interest in the industrial
.•ituatiun at present, the lack of suffici-

'nt lacilities for handlins' the niiinerous
urscrit classes of freight havin<>- had a
rici'loiis effect on certain trade conditions
throua'h the placing of einbargoe.s. Wea-
ther i-onditions have tended to aggravate
matters, particularly the coal shortage,
which has made itself felt iti domestic
;is well as industrial circles.

Pig-iron

Pig'-iron production has liecn affected
more, perhaps, than any other allied

line, through the serious coke situation,

and as a result, the output has fallen off.

'file market has not developed any spe-
cial I'eaturc, but continues to maintain
its aliiMirmal strength.

Steel

• iirtailment of output has followed the
shortage of raw materials, resulting from
the iiiahility to obtain delivery, owing to

<lirticulty of transportation. Car short-
age and freight eml)argoes have tied up
needed materials to the e.\tent that some
plants have been closed down tempor-
arily, while others are operating light,

liusiness is brisk in billets and sheet
liius. and top prices are still the feature.
Prompt deliveries on plates are still de-
nanding premiums, and in soriie instances

impossible to get even with this consid-
eration. Owing to the heavy export of
sleel rails, mills are quite active on these
lines. Activity in sheets is not so |)ro-

nounced and mills are accepting business
more freely. The stronger tendency of
spelter may affect the f|uotation on
sheets, but some little time must elapse
before this becomes evident. Contracts
are being placed for last half tin plate,

irrespective of price, this to be ad.iusted

at a later date. The shafting situation
is sliowing relief, as producers are run-
ning in advance of expectations and de-
livery is becoming more normal. No de-
velopments are noted in the wire situa-
tion, and it is generally anticipated that
])rices will remain steady for some time.
Iron and steel bars sliow a little easier,

but the demand is fairly active. Hoiler
tubes and pii)es are much in demand,
consumers still being under-supplied.
The local situation continues verv steady.
with no ad\'anccs reported.

Metals

The tone <it' tile Licneral market is

mui'h stronger and jirices show an up-
ward tendency. The feeling is strong
that negotiations may soon be opened
for future metal reipiirements for the

.Mlied powers and this is affecting pres-

ent conditions. Copper has regained
much of tin- recent loss. Tin is unsettleil.

but firm. Spelter appears stronger,
while lead is higher on a speculative
basis. Antimony features the market
\Tith a sharp advance. Aluminum is

steady, but easier.

Copper—Copper is in a very strong
position, owing to the sold-up condition

of the market. It is very difficult to

secure much metal for early delivery.

Holders of metal are loth to part with
it and the tendencv seems to be for a

still stronger market. Producers are

practically out of the market, refusing
to ijuote on future delivery. This atti-

tude is due to the possibility that the

.Mlies may soon be covering their last

half requirements. The local market is

active. a n d developing additional

strength, dealers here having advanced
prices V2C i>er lb. Lake and electrolytic

aie now 36V2C, with castings 35' 2<* Ih.

Tin—The market is still featured by
the nervousness tluit prevails, owing to

the uncertainty of the situation, causeil

by the lack of information regarding tin

shipments. The general situation shows
little change and the strength of the

market may be largel.v accounted for by
the dangers that are prevalent in the

transportation of the metal. London
ipiotations are stronger, hut New York
is ''ic lower than a week ago, the present

nominal price being 4.5' sc per lb. The
market here is fairly active and dealers

have added lUie cent to their listed prices,

quoting 4,Sc per 11).

Spelter— The backward attitude of

piddiucrs and sellers has resulted in a

stronger market, but consumers are not

showing increased interest in the situa-

tion, and till' ilemand is not heavv. Pres-
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ent conditions have resulted from the
possible requirements for export pur-
poses durinsi: the coming months. The*
London situation continues steady, while
New York reports of %e on the week,
the price asked being 10%c per lb. On a
fairly good demand local dealers have
advanced their quotations to I4V2C, this
being one cent higher than last week.

Lead—The action of independents in
advancing prices would appear to indi-
cate a stronger market, but this .strength
is due more to speculation than to actual
conditions. While situation is very iirm,
the leading interests are content to hold
to their present prices, realizing that
little is to be gained by forcing the mar-
ket ^at this time. The trust price holds
at 71/20, while outside quotations have
advanced to the nominal figiire of Sy^c
per lb. The market here has been quite
active and dealers are quoting IQiAc, an
advance over last week of I/2C.

Antimony—The apparent scarcity of
antimony and' the small quantity avail-
able has resulted in a sliarp advance in
prices asked. The curtailment of output
from some of the Chinese refineries is
also affecting the situation. The advance
on the New York market is about (ic per
lb., the nominal quotation being 21c per
lb. The market here is strong and deal-
ers are asking 18c, an advance of 2c on
the week.

Aluminum—Market quiet and un-
changeil, prices easy at 70c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Business is not over-active, but sulTi-

cient volume is passing to maintain the
interest of the trade.

" The manufacture
of- munitions has reached the stage
where orders for bulk equipment have
been largely filled, and dealers can only
report sales of single or small lots of
machinery. In some localities brisk
business is being carried on in the manu-
facture of marine engines and accessor-
ies, and additional machine tools have
been placed to take care of this product.
The demand for general supplies con-
tinues fairly heavy and prices in many
instances are still inclined upward.

Scrap

Railroad embargoes and freight con-
gestion are affecting the shipment of
materials, and it is often difficult to
obtain delivery. The continued shortage
of coke has created an increased demand
for turnings and borings, with the result
that- this class of scrap has become quite
active. Low phosphorus scrap is in
heavy demand. A firm outlook is ex-
pected until relief is shown in railroad
transportation. The local situation is

active, and dealers have advanced in-ices.

Old coppers are 2c higher, quotations
ranging from 22e for light to 26.? for
heavy. Composition turnings are one
cent higher at 18c. Brass clippings with
a similar advance are quoted at I7V2C.

Machine cast iron has advanced to 21c,
while an advance of 2c on steel turnings
raises the price to 9c. Shafting is now
21e, stove plate 14c, scrap zinc 8I/2C, and
aluminum 36c; these prices all indicating
an advance of one cent per lb.

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 1.—The outstand-
ing feature is the railroad situation. It

is undoubtedly more serious, as the
shortage of transportation facilities is

luimpcring manufacturing operations to

a greater extent on account of the diffi-

culty in obtaining raw materials and
coal. Cars continue to be held up and
shipments delayed, notwithstanding the
efforts filiat are being made to secure re-

lief. The railways are handicapped by
a shortage of cars and labor, while the
severe weather has made operating con-
ditions more difficult to control. Pas-
senger schedules have been reduced to

provide additional motive power, and a

strong effort is being made to cope with
the situation.

Steel

An acute situation has developed in
tlie iron and steel trade on account of
the transportation difficulties and eon-
sequent scarcity (jf coke. Supplies of
coke are so dilBcult to obtain that fui--

naces cannot be operated at capacity,
and the output of steel is, therefore, re-

stricted. Praeticaily the entire output
of the mills is required for munitions,
and wire and wire products for export,
thus leaving a . very small tonnage to

m?et the domestic demand. In this re-

spect the situation is getting worse
owing to the reduced production, caus-
ing considerable inconvenience to domes-
tic consumers. This, however, is un-
avoidable, as war requirements have first

call on the mills. All .tJie steel com-
panies have heavy commitments for
tliis year, and have also considerable
tonnage on their books for 1918. Tiie

situation is, therefore, very .strong, and
there is no indication at present of any
weakness. Although steel prices are at

a hi<jh point, there is every possibility of
further advances, particularly in some
lines, if they are to reach !eve!s in keep-
ing with the cost of raw materials. Pros-
pects of an early peace having been dis-

sipated, the steel market has assumed
renewed strength, which will no dtuibt

he maintained until final jieace negotia-
tions are renewed. When this desirable

condition materializes, negotiations will

doubtless cover an extended period dur-
ing which time the market will become
to some extent adjusted in a'Ceordance

witi'i tl'e new conditions, and prices will

probablv be more or less stationarv for

a time before any pronounced weakness
develops in the way of low:er values. In
the meantime, export demand continues

good, but the steel companies are ex-

periencing much diffieultv in filling or-

ders owin<r to the scarcity of raw ma-
terials. Deliveries are more backward
than ever, for the reasons stated above,
jiarticularly on plates and wire rods, for

whicli there is a heavy demand.
Fnlooked-for developments in the

steel market in the TTnited States tend

to a belief that capacity production is

unlikely, at least for several months.
Railway embargoes have resulted in a

curtailment of steel production, and the

mills are falling behind on deliveries.

Shortage of cars has resulted in supplies

of coke beinsr cut ofif. seriouslv affectinc;

the mills by lowering production and

restricting the shipment of finished steel.

Prices of raw materials, such as ferro-
manganese, speigeleisen and ferro-sili-

eon, are advancing, while coke and labor
costs are also higher.

Pig Iron

The pig ir<]n situation is getting more
acute owing to the shortage of coke,
which is affecting furnaces both in Can-
ada and the United States. The Steel
Company of Canada have let one fur-

nace down, while the otiier is only oper-
ating at about two-thirds capacity. As
the furnace which is not in operation
was producing foundry iron, there is

]iractically no domestic pig iron of tliis

grade to be obtained. The furnace which
is in operation is producing basic pig
iron for steel-making. Grey iron foun-
dries are also suffering from the short-

age of coke, and some plants have been
obliged to shut down. It is reported that

over twenty furnaces in the Pittsburgh
district have shut down owing to tlie

coke situation. Canadian consumers are

buying considerable tonnages of pig iron

from United States' furnaces. No quo-
tations are obtainable on Canadian pig
iron, and United States grades are un-

changed.

Scrap
The market t(ir scrap is firm and

steady, with ijrices unchanged. The em-
bargo on the export of steel turnings has
been lifted again, but is still in force on
other steel scraps. Stocks of steel turn-

ings have accumulated, and there is a

greater supply than can be used. There
is a continued heavy demand for heavy
steel scrap, and prices are holding very

firm. Ingot metals are firmer, with a fair

demand.
Machine Tools

The machine tool, situation is un-
clianged. Business continues quiet, al-

though there is some demand for single

tools. Consumers generally are awaiting
developments pending a decision regard-

ing further shell contracts.

Metals

The elimination of peace talk has had
a favorable effect on the metal market,
and the situation generally has im-
proved. There is a firmer undertone
throughout, and advances have been re-

gistered in tin, lead, antimony and
solders. Business locally continues very

good, and the trade is in a prosperous

condition.

Copper,—There has been very little

copiier (jffered for sale fetely, and sec-

ond-hand metal is off the market. The
position of copper continues to be a very

strong one, and higher prices appear to

be likely. Quotations are still nominal,

and are unchanged at 36c per pound.
Tin,—The advance in London fivas

been reflected in higher prices here, al

though New York is unchanged. Tin is

nmv ouoted locally at 47l,-.c per pound.
Spelter.—There is an improved senti-

ment in the market, and a better demand
for s]ielter. The outlook, however, is un-

settled, as spelter would be adversely

affected by further peace proposals.

Local price unchanged at 131-2'' P^i'

pound.
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Lead.—The mai-ket is strouo- aud quo-

tations uominal. The "Trust" is liold-

ing- the price at 7.50c New York, but the

""Independents" are quotincr Se to 8V4C

Xew York. Quotations locally have ad-

vanced I'oc, and lead is now lOe per

]iound.

Antimony.—Quotations are higher, but

nominal with a strong market, due to

1 improved demand. Antimony is now

I quoted at 20e per pound.

Aluminum.—The market is dull and

easy, with quotations unchanged at 6Sc

per itiiund.

Solders.—The advance in tin and lead

has been followed by higher prices on

solders. The new quotations are Y^c per

pound higher.

-®
CANADA'S PROSPEROUS YEAR

PROBABLY one of the most interestuii;-

studies of the improvement in the econ-

omic position of the Dominion is to

be found in a contrast of the business

reviews issued by the Canadian Bank of

Commerce for the past three years.

From the depression and uncertainty

that existed after the outbreak of the

war to the development and decision

that characterize trade operations at

the present time would, were it not for

the war, be an evolution covering at

least a decade. Marvellous, therefore,

as lias been the transformation, it is by

no means to be taken as a sign of com-

plete commercial independence,
_

for

-when the war is concluded the adjust-

ment to peace conditions unless carried

on with care and foresight, may to a

greater or less extent interfere with the

continuity of commercial progress and

expansion for which 1916 was a banner

vear.
High Grain Prices

Canada's crops last year, despite the

forebodings early in the season about

a partial failure, were a success from a

financial point of view. On the com-

pletion of harvesting in 191.5 it became

evident that we had been favored with

a "bumper" crop, and the Northwest

drain Dealers' Association in November

estimated the wheat crop at .307,2:^0,000

bushels, our own estimate at that time

being .320.27.5,000 ])ushels.

In previous years the Grain Dealers'

September estimate has seldom been

wide of the mark, but the farmers' de-

liveries to .31st August last revealed the

faet that the 1915 wheat crop had ex-

ceeded even their November estimate by

70,000,000 bushels—that the crop had

not merely been a "bumper'' one, but

represented a yield never before oljtain-

od in the grain-growing areas of any

portion of western North America. The

average yield of wheat for the three

provinces was .30.2 bushels per acre.

Goods Fortune for Farmers

In 1916 the crops again gave excep-

tional promise until the end of July,

when for the second time in twelve years

bla<'k rust swept over the wheat fields

of the Northwestern States and crossed

into Manitoba, gradually spreading in-

to the Southern half of Saskatchewan.

Over the greater portion of Manitoba
the damage was so severe that many
fields yielded nothing, others only 6 to 7

bushels of feed wheat, and the average

yield for the pro%ance was only 11 bu-

shels of a low gi-ade. Fortunately,

Alberta escaped entirely and most of

Northern Saskatchewan was affected

only slightly, while in Southern Sask-

atchewan severe damage was confined

chiefly to the eastern half.

Consequently with the extraordinarily

high prices prevailing, it has been a

year of great food fortune for farmers

in Alberta and in part of Saskatchewan,

and a year of disappointment for farm-

ers in the remainder of Saskatchewan

and in Manitoba. Even as to the latter,

however, it is to be remembered that it

was not a season of general crop fail-

ure. Oats and barley gave a fair yield,

so that mixed farmers in tlie rust af-

fected areas have not suffered any mark-

ed setback.

Live Stock Industry

The live stock industry shows a con-

tinuing development, and reports from

most districts indicate a more pro-

nounced disposition on the part of the

smaller farmers to acquire stock. The

progress made last year and in the past

five-year period is indicated by the fol-

lowing figures of farmers' holdings of

stock issued by the Provincial Govern-

ments:
1910. 1914. 1915.

Horses 1.439,496 1,574.367 1.617.4,37

Cattle 1,822.020 2.460.419 2,687,437

Ho"- .. 676.615 1..5.53.565 1.015.679

Sheep .352.379 754.040 793,601

Cattle and sheep appear to be more in

favor at present than hoss. and this

finds <?onfirmation in the followins- stat-

istics of the receipts at the Winnipeg

stock-yards for the first ten months of

1915 and 1916, respectively:

1915. 1916.

Cattle 110,0,57 120,064

Hogs 422,426 266.218

Sheep 9,9,52 1.5,656

Coal in Alberta

The coal mining industry of Alberta,

notwithstanding the shortage of_ labor,

shows a very large increase in the

quantity of coal mined, due partly to

the increased demand and partly to the

fact that a steadier production was

rendered possible by dealers ordering

supplies in good time instead of waiting

until the apjiroach of winter, the seas-

on of car shortage,' The figures in tons

for the past three years are:

im4 '... 3.821.7,39

1915 3.4.34.891

1910 4..3fl0,0O0 (Ksl)

The immi'jrration of settlers from tlie

T'nited States to the western provinces

shows a revival. The figures for the

ten months ending 31st October are:

No. Casli Effects

101.-, .3.,5.59 $2,022,918 $2,85,950

iniO 4.7SS 2.825.7.50 854.1.52

Pacific Coast

Throughout British Cidumbia a much

improved tone prevails in comparison
with that recorded in our last report ;

business is larger in volume aud improv-

ed in cpiality, while payments have been

made with gTeater promptness than
heretofore. There is a general sf-arcity

of labor, though some improvement has

taken place since the " crops on the

prairies were harvested and the labor-

ers returned. The population of the

province, however, has unquestionabl.v

been redviced, though mainly through

the recruiting of over 30,000 men for

overseas service. The cost of living,

in this province as elsewhere, has in-

creased, but a spirit of economy is more

seneral and the people are becoming

more reconciled to having to study what

to do without rather than wliat to spend.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
FURTHER particulars regarding the

following enquiries may be obtained

from the Department of Trade and Com-

merce, Ottawa.

400—^Chemieals.—A reliable Englisli

firm of commission agents located in

Buenos Ayres would like to hear from

Canadian manufacturers of sulphate of

alumina and other heavy chemicals used

in the manufacture of soap, matches, pa-

per, etc.

401—Iron and steel bars, wood-pulp,

fencing wire.—An English firm of manu-

facturers' representatives would like to-

receive quotations c.i.f. Buenos Ayres,

for iron and steel bars, wood-pulp, fenc-

ing wire, if shipment of same can be

made immediately.

402—Asbestos.—A Japanese firm in

Tokyo wishes to get into touch with sup-

pliers of asbestos in Canada.

403—Sulphuric Acid.—A London firm

who deal in sulphuric acid would be glad

to receive offers from Canadian nianu-

i'acturer.s.

427—Iron and Steel.—A Joliannesburg

commission house, familiar with the iron

and steel trade, seeks the representation

of Canadian manufacturers of bar iron,

angle iron, iron tubing and wire nails.

Immediate correspondence requested.

412—Oxides of Cobalt.—A London

manufacturing company asks to be plac-

ed in direct touch with Canadian produc-

ers of oxides of cobalt, both black and

prepared, and also of cobalt metal.

CUBAN DEMAND FOR GASOLINE
MOTORS

rXlTKI) STATES CONSUL R. M.

BARTLEAIAN, Cienfuegos, Cuba, in a

report to his Government published in

the Commerce Reports, says that a very

fair demand for gasoline motors exists

in the Cienfuegos district, but on account

of the excessive advance in the pi-lce of

gasoline tliere is a tendency to turn to

(he crude-oil engine.

Tlie fcdlowing quotations have been ob-
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'nder the arriingenient made by the ^linister of Trade and (oiiiinerre with Sir

Edward Grey in -Inly, l9Vi, the Department of Tra*le and Commerce. Ottawa, is

able to present the following list of the more important Britisli Consulates wliose

oflrieers have been instriieted b.v the Foreign Oflfiee to answer inquiries from and give

information to ('ana<1ians who nish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Bahia, Bi-tish Consul. Rio de
Jaueiro, Britisli Consul Creneral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Biigota, Britisli Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul G€n-
eral. Uuayquil, Britisli Consul.

BGYI'T — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General,
ilarseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genua. British ConsTil General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

.NETHERLA.NDS-Amsterdam, British
i^unsul.

I'ANA.MA—Colon. British Consul. I'aua-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

rEKU—Limn, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSI.\—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
(Uvi.stock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul (ieii-

er.il. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.\Y—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-
Cnnsul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Conimerce incites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commereial Agents should be kept snpplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

C.\NADIAJ«' TR.\DE CO.M.MISSIONERS.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable
address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock E.xchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.1. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.
FR.\NCE—Philllpe Roy, Commissioner General. 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucinesi

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.
.JAPAN-G. B. Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Yokohoma. Cable address, Canadian.
HOLLAND-Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wllgress, Canadian GoTemment Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NETWFOUNDLAND-W, B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street. St.
John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 73 Basinghall Street, London, E.C., England.
Cable address, Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun Building, Clare Street.
Bristol. Cable address, Can.tdian. J. E. Ray. Central House. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 27-28 Pearl Building, East Paradise. Leeds.
Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerike. Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. T. Lithgow, 87 Union Street.
Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address. Contracom.

SPECI.IL TRADE COMjnSSIONER—LrSIBER
H. R. McMillan. vLsitiiig Europe, Africa. Australasia and the Orient.

C.4X.4DIAN COM.MERCI.\I- ,\GENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Exchange Building, Sydney. N.S.W.
BRITISH WERT INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain. Trinidad. Cable address.

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.
NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Scutum Grubbeged No. 4. Christiania, Norway.

Cable address, Sontums.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith, Secretary. 17 Victoria Street,

England. Cable address. Dominion. London.
London, S.W..

lained: 13,4 lior.se-power, .$78; l^^ liur.se

liuwer, .1=55; 41/4 horse-power, .+'95; 4
horse-power,'.tlSO'; fi horse-power, .'|;18.'),

•1^215 and -fUTS; S liorse-power, $2fi3.

Dealers also offer a complete pl.-uit I'.n-

liglitinu- an<l industrial purpose.- (the

lieating feature being- superfluous for this

(dimate), consisting of engine, motor and
storage battery, with a capacity for in

lights, eostin'.;- at factory -$150, placed i;ii

market here at .l!240. Others, of 2n-light

cai>acity, with a factory cost of .$200. sel!

Iiere at .$:!2(1.

In this district pretentious residences

warranting the installation of electrn-

lights or farms where the lievelcpiuent

of power is desirable are very liniiiad in

number. Every important centre of poii-

ulation, including the sugar planralioiis.

has service for both power and ligid, al-

thougli it is probable that much of the

current is available only duriiiu the

"ligliting" hours, from sunset to sun-

rise. In this city, however, it is stated

that everything is in readiness for dailv

service except the running of the cable.

the delivery of which lias been delayed

several months.

WAR PURCHASING COMMISSION
FOl'K large \olume.s are cjjmpribed in

the report of the War Purchasing Coin-
mission tabled in the House of Com-
mons, Ottawa on January 23, and cover-
ing the work of that body from the
time of its appointment, up to Decem-
ber 31st, 1916. Details of all accepted
tenders in thousands of contracts are
given along with all the Orders in Coun-
cil relating to war purchases.
The commision is composed of Hon.

A. E. Kemp, George F. Gait and II.

Laporte. In a letter transmitting the

report, Mr. Kemp says the duties of the

commission include tfhe supervision of
purchases for tlie Canadian forces as

well as tile naval service and internment
operations of clothin<r, equipment, muni-
tions and supplies of every sort and the

supervision of contracts for transporta-

tion. Purchases are made upon a tender
or competitive basis. Inspection is

caried out at the headquarters in Otta-

wa.

The rates charged for the transport of
bodies of troops of 350 or more of all

ranks for distances over 100 miles are

one cent per mile second-class whether
the railway company provides secoml-

class accommodation or not. and one and
a half cent per mile first-class. The rates

for numbei-s fewer than 350 and for dis-

tances of 100 miles or less are one
and a third cents per mile for second-

class and two cents for first-class. The
rates for freight are on a commodity
basis of fourth-class on military equip-

ment. For the transport of troops they

are fixed by an agreement in connection

with the sailing of each vessel these rates

on an average being .$61 for otficers and
for other ranks varying from .$33.75 to

.|36.25, accordins' to the class of vessel.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Toronto, Ont.—The Toronto Harbor

Commiisson has started laying- a track
for the new industrial siding to the
site of the proposed steel plant.

Toronto, Ont.—It is reported that an
airplane faotory, to cost .$200,000, is to

be erected on nine and a half acres on
the west side of Dufferin Street, north
of Lappin Avenue.

Longneuil, Que. — The Standard
Foundry on St. Elizabeth street, Long-
ueuil, was the scene of a fire on Jan.
23. Most of the damage to the building
and plant was due to water, and was
estimated at about .$1,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Toronto Harbor
Commission is preparing the sixty-acre
site recently purchased for the erection
of the new steel plant for the Imperial
Munition Board. A track has been laid

and the pile drivers are ready to start
operations.

Montreal, Que.—So far as known at

the bead otliee of the Canadian Car &
Foundry Co., in Montreal the company
ha.s no intention of rebuilding on the
site of the factory at Kingsland, N..J..

<lestroyed by explosion and fire on .Jan-

uary 11.

Preston, Ont.—The Town Council will

consider submitting a by-law to tiie rate-

payers authorizing a loan of $7.5.000.

Preston Car & Coach Co., or the endorse-
ment by the corporation of a like

amount of the company's bonds. The
i-omiiany sustained a loss of $80,000 or

•fDO.OOO over the above the insurance on

acount of the recent fire.

Owen Sound, Ont.—Following its in-

rnrporalion, the new Nut, Bolt & Wire
I'ci., is planning extensive alterations to

I lie plant of the Nut & Bolt Co., wbicli

they absorbed. A new boilerbouse will

be erected, a baking oven for anneal-

ing wire will be installed, and a wire

cleaning house will be built. The new
machinery is to be made in Owen
Sound.

Trenton, Ont.—The British Ch(;mic;i!

I 11. have purchased an additional 'M>

acres of land, besides the 142 acres upon
wliich they are erecting their plant here.

It is said also that they have an option

on two additional pieces of land of 44

acres and 80 acres. It is further stated

that four hundred bouses are to be erect

-

((1 the coming summer to accommodate
t he ('m[)loyees.

Minden, Ont.— Six miles north of

Minden Village, on a property owned by
Hugh Coulter, there is said to have
been discovered a mining ])roposition

that may prove of much value. Feld-

spar, magnetic iron an-d othci' minerals

are said to have been found in hwsf
quantities, Also llial a small piece of

the rock was smelted and turned out a

fine sam]ile of steel.

Three Rivers, Que.—The St. Maurice
Paper Co.'s new paper mill, at Three
Rivers with a capacity of 100 tons of

newsprint a day, is now virtually com-
plete, and should start operations in the

next week or ten days. Concurrently
with its construction, a 60-ton sulphite

mill, and a 50-ton sulphate mill have
also being going up. The entire new
construction programme, supplementing
the 10'0-ton mechanical wood pulp now
operating, should be completed by about
March.

ELECTRICAL
.Brantford, Ont.—The wiring- and

equipment of the Western Counties
Electric Co. in Brantford township

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make aU purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Honnidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Iiave been purchased by the towusliin

for .$4,000 and the Hydro-Electric Com-
mission will now be asked to at once

|)roceed with tlie extension of the svs-

tem to Grandview, Parkdale and Echo
Place, supidying also Hydro-electi-ic

light and power to townsliip resiilents.

MUNICIPAL
Brantford. Ont.—The Citv Council

arc in tin' niaikct fur special castings re-

(|uircd (luring 1017.

Fernie, B.C—There is a coal shorta'^c

here, and unless supjilies are received

in a few days, the city power plant will

lie closed.

Calgary, Alta.—The Northw^'stcrn

Enuineering & Supply Co., has been

'jranled a franchise to operate an elec-

tric light and jiowcr plant in Druiii-

heller.

Montreal, Que.—The I'.oard of Control

will open tenders on February for

mcilor sweepers and street sprinklers,

for which the sum of $10,000 has been

set aside in the 1917 bud'_'et. It was
resolved that prices on the new machin-
ery mi'jhf be quoted by manufacturers
as well as )iv agents.

Lindsay, Ont.—Tenders will be called

in about two weeks for five pressure
type mechanical filters for water purifi-

cation. The total capacity of the filters

will be 1,800,000 Imperial gallons per
day. Bids will also be received at the
same time for the erection of a filter

house and an extension to the present
pump house.

Sherbrooke, Que.—At the next meet-
ing of the City Council a by-law, will

be submitted to authorize the borrow-
ing of .$500,000 for the purchase of the
Two Miles Falls Power at Weedon, to

develop the same and construct a trans-
rqission line to Sherbrooke. A report
was made by Messrs. Francis & Co.,

Montreal, recently on the power. It

was estimated that to fully develop the
power and install equipment it would
cost $1,452,900.

GENERAL
Niagara Falls, Ont.—Damage to the

extent of .$200,000 was done by fire on
•Tan. 27 to the American Cyanamid Co.
factory.

Ford, Ont.— .V new concern the Can-
adian Lamp & Stamping Co., contem-
plate buildin;;- a factory here to cost

$27.01111.

Fredericton, N.B.— ,V company is be-
ing organized here to manufacture cem-
ent jiroducts. W. C. E. h'ichard is in-

terested in the enterpT-ise.

Montreal, Que.—Tiie shoe factory of
Eugene (Juay & Co., located in the rear
of 2I!0 St. M.argaret street, was com-
pletely gutted by fire last Fridav. Dam-
age is estimated at abiuit $10,000, cov-

ered by insurance.

Tyndall, Man.—Fire on .Tan. 23 des-
tt-oyed the cut-stone plant owned by the
Wallace Sandstone Quarries, located at

Lvall near here. The loss is estimated
at .$250,000.

Montreal, Que—The fiictorv of .Ten-

iiiiius & Co., Wagon builders, 15 Well-
in'.;ton street, was the scene of a bad
fii'c last Friday night. The .Jennings Co..

was engaged in the n'an\ifacture of
trucks and limbers, whicli were des-

troveil, and the whole buildin'j. was com-
pletely uutted. with a loss of about .$25.-

000, well co\-ered with insurance.

Toronto. Ont.—The factory of the

Channel Chemical (^o., nianufncturers of
the "O'Cedar"' mops and polishes at

.'!fi9 Sorauren Avenue, -was badly dam-
aged by fire last Thiirslav. The total

loss is estimated at $25,000. of which
about .$20,000 is to the- sto"k and the

remaining .$.5,000 to the bivlding. The
latter is owned bv Robert Watson, and
in both cases the loss is fully covered by
insurance.
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CONTRACTS
Winnipeg. Man.—The Greatir Winni-

peg Uistriet Hiiard has deeided to award
the contract for the construction of ten

miles of pipe line, at a cost of $1,300,-

000, to the Winnipeg' Aqueduct Construc-
tion Co. The matter, however, has not

been finally settled, as other contractors
have raised objections over the award.

Fredericton, N.B.—F. L. Boone, of St.

Marys, has been awarded the contract

for the construction of the D'Aiarle

Brido-e, Madawaska County. The D 'Aigle

Bridsre will be a .34-feet reinforced con-

crete span with stone embankment, and
will be situated over Nine Mile Brook,
near St. Leonards. The contract price

is .f4,395.60.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Ont.—Application has been

made for permission to erect a $200,000

aeroplane factory west of Dufferin street

and north of Lappin avenue.

Toronto, Ont.—Application has been
made at the City Arcliitect's Depart-

ment for permission to erect one section

of the big $1.5.000,000 departmental
store. The section will be located at

the corner of Yong'e and College and will

be 250 feet by ^250 feet and fifteen

stories high with basement and sub-

basement. The height of the building

from the cellar to the roof will be 316

feet and 280 feet above the kerb. The
cubical capacity will be 19.7.50.0OO feet

and the construction will be of skele-

ton steel with terra cotta floors. Very
little concrete will be used except for

the foundations. The outside material

will be of l^rick and stone. The cost is

estimated at $3,160,000. H. J. White
Rvrie Building, Toronto is the architect.

TENDERS
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be

called until February 12, for works re-

quired for the completion of the new
Parliament Buildings, which include the

follo'vving:—Heating and ventilating,

electric conduit and wiring. Thos. H.
-Johnson, Minister of Public Works, Win-
nipeg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will he re-

ceived by R. D. Waugh. chairaiau of

Commissioners, Greater Winnipeg W;iter

District, up to February 5, for the sup-

ply of indicating and recording- ."opara-

tus for two Venturi meters. Specifica-

tions may be obtained at the office of the

district, 501 Tribune Building.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for tungsten

lamps, for the Departmental Buildings.

Ottawa, Ont., wnll be received until Fri-

day, February -2. 1917. S.peeification to

be seen on application to the Clerk of

Works, Postal Station "F," Toronto; to

the Overseer. Dominion Buildings, Cen-
tral Post Office. Alontreal. and to the

Chief Architect, Department of Public

Works, Ottawa.

Montreal, Que.—Tenders, addressed to

the Board of Commissioners. City Hall,

wJll be received until February 9, for the
supply and delivery of auto sprinkler-
flushers and auto sweepers. Copies and
specifications and forms of tenders may
be obtained by the interested parties at

the office of the superintendent of pur-
chases and sales, where all necessary in-

formation will be given.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived at this office until February 12,
for the supply of: Brooms and brushes,
chain, coal, hardware, hose, oils and
greases, packing, paint and paint oils,

Manila rope, wire rope and steam pipe,
valves and fittings, for tlie requirements
of the departmental dredging plant in

Ontario and Quebec during the fiscal

year 1917-18. These forms of tender
can be obtained at the Department of
Public Works, Ottawa. R. C. De^rochers,
secretary.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be re-

ceived at the office of the Winnipeg Pub-
lic School Board up to February 8, for
supplying the following material:

—

Blacksmith's coal, drawing, hardware,
iron, steel, lumber, oils, varnishes, elec-

trical, printing, required in connection
with the Technical and Manual Training
Schools of the city. For specifications,
forms of tender, and further informa'i'm
required, apply direct to the C^rMi-.i^-

-inner of Supplies, School Board Offices.

R. H. Smith, secretarv-treasurer.
W. P. S. B.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Feb. 12. 1917, for the sup-
)ily of the followin'T materials for the
Township of York, 24 in., 12.. and small-
er sizes, cast iron wipe; 24 in.. 12 in.,

and smaller sizes of special castings: 6

in.. 12 in., and 24 in. valves: air valves,

hydrants, tops, covers and plugs, vent-
uri meters and recorders; 6 in., 12 in.,

and 24 -in. check valves. Plans and
specifications may bp obtained fro'n

Frank Barher, townshin engineer, 57
Adelaide Street West. Toronto.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Winnipeg, Man.—The Greater Win-

nipeg' Water District plant to operate

an electric road between St. Boniface
and Transcona.

Vancouver, B C.—Work has started

on the pile driving contract as a prelira-

inarv to the construction of the new
C.N'.R. station which will be built of

reinforced concrete. There will be about
400 tors of reinforced steel used and
about 10,000 cTil)ic yards of concrete.

Niagara FaUs, Ont.—The cantilever

bridfe owned by the I\r.C.R. is to be re-

built, and work has already started.

W. T. Tuttle. an engineer from New
York, has arrived to take charge of the

work. It will take eight months to

build the new bridge, it is estimated,

and meantime the present bridge will

be used. It was opened in 1883.

Winnipeg, Man.—Application will be

made at the nresent sess'on of the Pro-

vincial Legislature on behalf of the

Central Canada Railroad & Power Co.

for an extension of the time for com-

mencing and completing t'lie construc-

tion of the railway authorized in 1905.
The powers granted previously authorize
the promoters to construct a railway
from AViunipeg or St. Boniface to the
northern limits of the province. The
re-enactment of the act without amend-
ment, as is planned, would extend the
authority to the shores of Hudson bay.
and would give J. D. McArthur and his

associates the right to compete with
the Dominion Government's Hudson
Bav railwav.

INCORPORATIONS
Capital Machinists & Founders. Ltd., I

of Ottawa have been incorporated with
j

a capital of $.50,000.
^

The Canadian S. K. F. Co., has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $50,000 to manufacture and sell ball

bearings and machinery at Toronto. The
incorporators are Allan H. MacCaffray
of Hartford Conn., also Percy 0. G.
Jones and James D. Becking of Toronto.

The Mack Brick Co., has been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of
.$500,000 to manufacture brick and
terra-cofta etc. The head office is at

Montreal and the incorporators are
Richard T. Heneker, Henry N. Chauvin
an<l Harold K. Walker all of ^^lontreal.

The Century Coal & Coke Co., has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-

ital of $500,000 to carry on a coal busi-

ness and to manufacture coke with head
office at Montreal. The incorporators

are Charles Murphv, Harold Fisher and
Stanley G. IMefcalf'e all of Montreal.

The Huntley Mfg. Co., has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of

$50,000 to carry on business as mill-

wrights and to make mill and cannery
machinery at Tillsonburg, Ont. The pro-

visional directors are Charles G. Ham-
mond and Leroy C. Hammond of Silver

Creek. N.Y.. aiso William H. Bennett

of Tillsonburg, Ont.

PERSONAL
Duncan B. Ellis, a veteran Windsor

lake captain, was knocked off the car

ferry and drowned on Jan. 22.

Lord Cowdray, head of Messrs. Pear-

son, contractors, and of the Mexican
Oil Co., has been elevated to the rank
of Viscount.

Captain John E. Tobin, a veteran of.

the Civil War, and for many years

master of vessels, died at Windsor, Ont.,

on Jan. 22.

R. E. Speakman, city engineer of

Brandon. Man., for the past nine years,

passed away at Rochester, Minn., hos-

pital on January 13, aged 70.

Sir George Foster is back in Ottawa
from London where he attended the

meeting of the Dominions Royal Com-
mission drawing up the final report.

A. P. Hoag, for the past two months
superintendent of the shell department

of the Canadian Allis-Chalmers Co..

Stratford. Ont,. has been appointed

superintendent of the Brantford Motors,

Ltd., Brantford, Ont.
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into the modern sno'p

and it delivers the finished work in the

highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide rauge of spindle

speeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the

()l)erator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for.

Write for the "Hendey Miller" Book.

is certain to interest you.

It

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Out.; A. E
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg; A. R. WllUamt
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;

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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Manufacturing Gauges at a British Technical Institute

By A. G. Cooke, M.A., W. J. Gow, A.R.C.S., and W. G. Tunnicliffe-

A^6i/ hi'cause of uinj recoynizeil iiinrli or xklll, but thnmyh their connection with the larg-

est Technical Institute maintained by the largest Education Authority, the authors of this

article have been honored with an important share in practical constructive work in the stand-
ardization of an enejineering indusfrij. T lie work dealt with includes workshop details and
methods of securing a high degree of mech/inical accuracy under conditions of great urgency

AT the close of the session for even-

inif classes in 1915, the person-

nel of the Mechanical Engineer-

ing Department of the L.C.C. Padding-

ton Technical Institute was reduced to

the Head, who, with the Principal, was

continuing the engineering teaching of

a Junior Technical School of 100 boys

(14—16). Of the five permanent teach-

ers of engineering, four had joined the

Army and the fifth was "on loan" to a

munition factory. From the element-

ary schools of the Council were trans-

ferred two metal-work instructors who

had experience in gauge-making, Mr. W.

G. Tunnicliffe and Mr. H. C. Christie.

Under their immediate direction were

placed five other metal-work instructors

and sixteen woodwork instructors.

Boys of the Junior Technical School

in their second year were also employed;

the ultimate arrangement adopted being

for classes of about seventeen to work

every third week for forty-four hours.

Kxperience confirms thai this is excel-

lent in results, and worthy of consider-

ation as a permanent system of engin-

eering, training.

Machinery that had been in ceaseless

use by day and evening students for ten

to a dozen years could hardly be ex-

pected to he ready for work

of the highest accuracy. But

no oilier was available.

Practically for all but the
'

' roughing-out
'

' machint-;-

complete reconstruction of

those essential

lathe parts nn

which precision de-

pends was tlie fir.^l

operation.

Nature of Miuu-
facture

An explanation is

necessary as to the

nature of the work
undertaken, and its

place in relation

to the whole industry,

cision desired for

ards for

consetiuence, the manufacture is entire-

ly a question of competitive cost and
urgency of delivery.

That standardization is the key to

efficient manufacture and a large output

is universally recognized. It is not so

.well understood tliat simply on account

of the magnitude of the output, apart

from the question of excellency of work-
manship required, the necessity for

standards of a higher order of accuracy

arises. It is easy in a small workshop
to insure by trial that all fitting is satis-

factory; in fact, the initial magnitudes
are generally determined by the same
tools and standards. In a larger work-

shop the work is linked by more accur-

ate gauges; and it generally matters

little if the absolute measurements vary

appreciably from that specified in the

design. But when an industry grows to

a national or international extent, the

standards must aim at specified dimen-

sions of absolute magnitude, defining ex-

actly the limits of permissible variation

on either side of the standard, so as to

include all acceptable, and re.ject all un-

acceptable variations from the correct

value. In the language of the calculus

in order to limit variations to a defined

"small quantity," inspection gauges are

FIG. 1. M'l'.VIi.VTl'S FDU PITCH MEASUREMENT.

The l)ri'-

primary stand-

aboratory testing is limited

by practical possibilities only, and tlie

manufacture is not a "commercial prop-

osition." Inspection gauges, or second-

ary standards, are to be manufacfureil

within a determined though small ranirc

of variation or "tolerance." This tol-

erance should be reganled as a defini-

tion, not an error limit. Within the tol-

erance all values are "correct." In

•Read boforc the Institution of .VIe(lianl<-.'il

Eiiglneflrs, London, ,Taii.. IftlT.

••London Oonnty Council. rinliliiiKlon
Tcitiiilcal InHtitute.

required to be true to the "second order
of small quantities." It is just in so

far as we can rely on flip accuracy of

inspection gauges to define the limits of

variation permissible, that the designer

can allow those limits to be extended
with safety. Hence the apparent pnrad<ix

tliat high accuracy in the inspectir)n

gauges allows more laxity, and so in-

creases facility and speed of manufac-
turc.

Limit-Gauges

There is no need to describe in detail

the principles of limit-gauges for

measurements of length and diameters.

Fioth workshop and inspection gauges

were manufactured, the essential differ-
ence being that the former must be ad-
justed to be within the specified limits,
while any tolerance permissible in the
latter must he outside, so as to pass all

acceptable work. Tolerance in a work-
shop gauge tends only to increase the
margin of safety, enforcing greater care
in manufacture than necessity demands.
Uncertainty and variation in inspection
gauges is not only unjust to one manu-
facturer, but affects ah by necessitating
closer limits.

The necessary order of accuracy for
this type of gauge, three ten-thousandths
is generally specified, can be obtained
with universal grinders. As the demand
was urgent, and grinding machinery not
available, they had to resort to hand-
work. Lapping with high-speed motors
up to three or four thousand revolu-

tions, and other devices for acceleration,

were developed,

Position-Gauges

The greater part of the work entrust-

ed to this Institute consisted of a class

of gauges determining position or some
geometrical feature, involving greater

difficulties in theory and practice than a

single directly measured dimension.

Concentricity, per-

|)endicularity. o r

parallelism, a n d

distance between
centres of turning

Irilling, are examples.
authors are unfor-

tunately unable to give de-

tails, but it will be seen that

to determine some such
geometrical conditions, or
primary measurements, in

the work to be tested, limits

of accuracy are allowed by a
efinite variation in the size

of diameters of cylinders,

pine, or drilling, so as to

allow slackness. The gauge
limits the combined errors

in jig or automatic tool work.
It will lie seen that any variation of

the inspection gauge, as regards the
l>rimarv condition, simply dis|)laces the

limits which it is intended to give.

rcj<'cfing .^afisf'actory and aceei>ting

unsntisfaclorv work through a range
of double its own error. The practice is

to allow a LMuire tolerance of onlv O.ltOOl

in the primary measurement, and a com-
bined (nlrranoe of 0.000.1.

Screw Gauges
The methods by which they attained

the high accuracy required for screw-
gauges are selected for special descrip-
tion. Tlu'v trv to limit anv discussion
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of scientific principles to such as di-

rectly affect their work in the construc-

tion of the gauges. In screw^gauges the

gauging surface is an elaborate skew
surface, all parts of which are required

to be within the limits, in general fixed

at three ten-thousandt'hs measured
radially from the axis [0.O006 in diam-

eter]. This means only about lYz ten-

tliousandths normally to the slope of the

threads. It must not be forgotten that

this is the second order of small quan-

tities necessary to define a larger varia-

tion permissible in the work. As a varia-

tion of which this is 5 per cent, would
allow a sheet of the Times newspaper to

be used as packing (three thousandths),

it cannot be regarded as too fine.

for this not only the amplitude but the

length of the periods must be considered,

and probably also the method of lapping.

Short periods and lapping with high

speeds through several turns of the lap

seemed necessary to success.

Workshop Measurements

It was found absolutely necessary to

design and make for themselves instru-

ments by which measurements of pitch

and the diameters of the screw-gauges
could be made on the premises, and opti-

cal apparatus by which screw-cutting

tools could be shaped and the sections of
the screw-threads examined. Details of

these may perhaps be of interest, not as
examples of high accuracy of physical

measurement, but
of practical me-
thods suitable to

file workshop.

and final pitch diagrams of test-pieces

from the same lathe before and after
correction. Tlie test of Fig. 3 was taken
on opposite sides of a test-piece of four-
teen threads to the inch, the leading
screw-pitch being presumed four threads
to the inch. Analysed, it shows a fairly

uniform progressive error of 0.0022 per
inch, with superimposed periodic errors

corresponding to the revolution of the

leading screw, of amplitude 0.0OO4 inch.

The lathe was in good condition, fairly

typical of ordinary workshop accuracy.
Two methods of correction for pro-

gressive error were considered :

—

(a) By accelerating the motion of

the top slide of the compound rest by
means of a weighted lever attached

to the screw. The screw of the slide

was turned at a uniform rat* as the

saddle traversed along the bedi of

the lathe, by making the end of the

+-0-00030

^+0.00020

t + O'OOOlO

FIG. 2. TESTS TAKEN ON OPPOSITE
PIECE OF 14 THREADS PER INCH;

PITCH, 4 THREADS PER

SIDES OP A TEST
LEADING SCREW
INCH.

PIG 3. FINAL TEST ON A SCREW SHOWING A SATISFAC-
TORY RANGE FOR A LENGTH OF IVt INCHES.

It should be evident that the accuracy

in pitch of the lathe used should be such

that no divergency from the correct

value greater than about 11/2 ten-thous-

andths should exist throughout the range

used. For this would cause a skew sur-

face otherwise cut in correct shape to

the mean value to pass outside the limits

allowed. If any further error in pitch

exists, up to an extreme value of three

ten-thousandths, it is only possible to

keep witliin limits by thinning of

threads, reducing the effective diameter,

and the practical dilKeulties of the re-

duced margin increase rapidly if the

above error is exceeded. The authors

found that the lathes by a number of

manufacturers showed an error in pitch

of about two in a thousand, always short

of specification. This uniform or pro-

gressive- error is fairly easily corrected

by change of gear-wheels, as will be

shown by an example, but indicates the

lamentable need for standardization in

leading screws. Superimposed on this

error were periodic errors, initial and

produced by wear, requiring measure-

ment, analysis and correction. It is

desirable to repeat that they are aiming

not at perfection-, but a precision defined

by tolerance. In a choice between me-
thods of correction, that which will per-

manently rectify a discovered cause of

variation so as to bring it within the de-

fined limits, is infinitely preferable to

any method of compensation which,

thouarh more capable of refinement,

would allow redevelopment of error in

prolonged heavy use, thus delaying out-

put.

The periodic error is amenable to re-

-duction by a final lapping process, but

The apparatus for pitch measurement
is shown in Fig. 1. By its use on test-

pieces they were enabled to analyse step

by step the errors of pitch in lathes..

One example will be given in some de-

tail. The pin, which is moved from
groove to groove, followed by microm-
eter, is turned to a cone of angle slightly

less than 56°, and the point removed to

insure that the pin touches not the

bottom, but the sides of the gToove. Su-

preme care, by good fitting, is necessary

to insure that the points of contact fol-

low a line parallel to the axis of the

screw.

The differences between the microm-

lever down an inclined plane, the slope
of which could be readily determined
from the known pitch en-or.

(b) By selecting a new train of
wheels, a process demanding some con-

siderable calculation by trial and
error for different pitches, but which
has proved quite possible in all cases.

For example, the train of wheels,
drivers thirty-eight and twenty, fol-

lowers ninety-one and fifty, gives a

pitch of twenty-four to the inch cor-

rect to less than 0.O00007.

The periodic errors corresponding to

the revolution of the leading screw may
be due to :

—

FIG. 4. APPARATUS FOR EFFECTIVE DIAMETER MEASUREMENT.

eter readings for each groove, and thoso

calculated for a correct screw of the

presumed pitch, are plotted as ordinates

in Figs. 2 and 3. These are selected

from a large store of records as the first

(1) Reproduction of an error in the

leading screw.

(2) An axial movement of the leading

screw with each rotation, owing to both
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the thrust collar and bearing;' being' out

of truth.

(3) Lack of straightness or stiffness

in the leadina^ screw causing oscillations

at the point of contact of tlie nut.

To correct (2), the collar bearing on

the leading screw was dispensed with,

and the thrust was carried by a single

ball-bearing applied to an enlarged

centre on the leading screw. The collar

was turned off and the screw made to

run free in its bearing. A half-inch ball

was used, and the thrust taken by a bolt

screwed through a bracket, and locked

in position, the end of the bolt being

made intensely hard.

After testing and correcting the

change-wheels for eccentricity, it be-

came evident that a more accurate and
rigid leading screw was necessary. A
new leading screw was cut on the mill-

ing machine on a sleeve of 2 inches

diameter and 8 inches in length, with a

pitch intended to be twelve threads to

the inch. A split nut 2^/4 inches in

length was clamped by a weighted lever

Mounted on the original leading screw

as shaft a progressive error of 0.0008

was found, with a periodic error ampli-

tude nearly 0.0003. On substitutittg

a short stiff shaft the latter was re-

duced to an amount not exceeding

0.O002, which may be considered satis-

factory. The progressive error was ap-

])roximate'.y corrected by the following

uear-wheels:

—

For 24 threads to the inch

45X30 Drivers.

For 14
38X71 Followers,

threads to the inch

36X67 Drivers.

74X38 Followers.

The final test showing a satisfactory

range for a length of 1% inches is

shown in Fig. 3. This length, carefully

marked, was sufficient for the gauges

refjuired.

The apparatus for effective diameter

measurement is shown in Fii;'. 4. The
micrometer carriage, mounted on balls,

is constrained to move in a plane at

right angles to the axis of the screw to

be tested. This apparatus may also he

used for measuring core diameter, by

usinsr triangular prisms in place of the

sma'.l cylinders.

An ordinary to 2 inches micrometer,

fitted with a special adjustable attach-

ment to enable direct measurements to

he made of core diameter, is shown in

Fig. 5.

Optical Projection

Knlargement by optical projection

was first resorted to for adjustment of

the sliape of tools for screw-cutting, and
vorilicalion of the shape of thread.

Finding the possibilities for accuracy of

measurement were greater tlian was
ihourht nnssib'p, and well witliin toler-

ance allowed, the use was extended to a

large variety of g-auges, particularly to

plate gauTCR nf shape, slots and holes,

curvature and cone ano'les, etc.

Tile key to the method is to secure, as

nearly as ]>ossible. a tridy parallel

beam of intense light, freed from heat

rays by passage through a saturated

solution of alum. An optical bench of

great rigidity, and sensitive and univer-

sal adjustments, carries the gauge or

tool and projecting lenses. The screen

is at a distance of about 16 feet.

The necessity of a parallel beam (ex-

cept for tool edges) should be obvious in

<lealing with gauging surfaces, such as

plates and screw-threads, and adjust-

ment for tangential or grazing incidence

must be as fine as possible. This limits

the field for simultaneous survey to thai

of the area of the projecting lens. A
combination of three optical elements

was designed to give variable magnifica-

flft. o. APPARATUS FOR CORE DIAMETER
jrE-VSLfREiMENT.

tion up to 400. About 180 is, however,

ample, and visible in undarkened room.
Where it was desired, as in a few cases,

to cover a larger gauge length than
about half an inch, a triple achromatic

lens of 2 inches diameter and inches

focus.was combined with an astigmatic

lens. The area surveyed on this extend-

ed up to over IVo inches, with fifty mag-
nifications on a 6 feet screen. Quick in-

terchange of gauges and tools from op-

tical bench to vise or lapping motor with

the minimum of readjustment is essen-

tial.

Shaping of Screw-Tlireads

With a magnification of 1G6 a clear

definition of the working edge of the

single-pointed tool for screw-cutting is

possible to much less tlian a ten-tbous-

andtii, this being represented by one-

sixtieth on the screen. The anirle and
rounding off of tlie nose for llie rcfpiired

pitcli are adjusted with a fine oilstone to

this degree of accuracy, after hardening

without tempering, and quickly re-

adjusted after wear. The same tool is

used to cut the groove in a oapping tool

for the crests. It is then passible to in-

sure correct shape, provided that the

relation of core to effective diameter is

checked by measurement.
In the final projection of the screw-

thread in silhouette, a careful examina-

tion for symmetry is advisable, checking

the setting of the tool. A small margin
in all dimensions is left for lapping,

which removes some residual errors, the

margin being increased if a hardened

gauge is required. For rapid lapping

the screw-gauge is held in a self-centre-

ing chuck on the shaft of a 1 horse-

power electric motor. This is automa-
tically controlled by a reversing switch.

so that it rotates with precision, uniform
tonpie, and any desired speed, two re-

volutions forward and backward.

The laps are made of cast iron, cut

with a tap, or on lathe, split, and ad-

justable for wear. Frequent retappina'

retains the shape. For the core a lap is

prepared with a slightly thin thread, and

for effective diameter a full thread with

crest removed.

©
HARDENING STEEL ON FALLING

HEATS
MANY misleading ideas are current with

regard to the correct method of harden-

ing steel. For instance, one group of

tlieorists advocate that the metal should

be heated just througu the critical range,

and then oooled suddenly, whilst the tem-

perature is still rising. This method,
they state, confers the finest possible

structure to the material. Moreover, un-

fortunately, many practical steel hard-

eners think that it is absolutely essential

to quench the metal from the highest

heat attained, and, accordingly, this me-
tliod of procedure is the one largely fol-

lowed in works practice. Herein lies the

cause of a large percentage of hardening
cracks. Let it be firmly impressed in the

mind of the operator that quenching
should always be done on a falling heat,

otlierwise the object is almost certain to

crack in the bath. The falling heat per-

mits the object to contract before it is

put into the bath, and, in consequence,
greatly reduces the risk of cracking and
distortion. Once the material has been
correctly heated to the hardenina" tem-
perature the heat may be allowed to fall

considerably before quenchinsr, without
in the least affecting the hardness of the

quenched object. Experiments over a

range of steels show tliat tlie tempera-
ture may be allowed to fall as much as
100° C. without showing a material re-

duction in the hardness.—Practical En-
gineer.

®
LOCAL SURFACE HARDENING OF

GEAR TEETH
.\y English process, reported to be
largely used for hardening gear teeth,

is known as the Tickers. It is local

surface hard(>nin^ and consists in ap-
plying momenlarily to the surface of the
part to be treated an intensely hot flame
from an oxy-acetylene blow pipe. The
surface, having been raised to a high
temperature, is quenched by the cold
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Ixxlv of tile metal beueatii. The et|uip-

iiient is that usually provided for oxy-

aeetylene welding, i)ut the temperature

of the flame is higher, the increase be-

Iul;- obtained by adjusting the flame as

foi' welding and then increasing slightly

the supply of oxygen. The body of the

work must be kept as cool as possible,

to insure that the quenching is suffici-

ently rapid. For small parts it is cus-

tomary to immerse them in cold water,

liodies of large parts may be left to cool

ott by themselves, but where necessary

a supply of cold water may be allowed

to flow over the work. In both cases the

actual surface to be hardened is not to

be submerged in water unless it is de-

sired to give only a very shallow depth

of hardened crust. In calculating the

cost, for the purpose of comparison with

furnace-treated work, it is pointed out

that while for the latter process machin-

ing is carried out to approximate dimen-

sions only, so that any distortion due

to the heat treatment may be corrected

by grinding and straightening, in the

local surface-hardening process the

work is machined to the finished dimen-

sions, since no distortion is caused.

©
C.M.C. "FIRST AID" INSTALLA-'

TION
THK Canada Machinery Corporation, of

(4alt, Out., have recently installed a

"First Aid" Dressing Room at their

plant, a further indication of the pro-

gressive policy being pursued and de-

veloped by the management.
The room, which is in every respect a

modern hospital, is conveniently located

in the centre of the works and is tinished

entirely in white enamel, having excel-

lent artificial and natural lighting. The
selection of the equipment was done un-

der the advice of Dr. D. Buchanan, th--*

shop Benefit Society physician, and in

part consists of a steel white enamelled

dressing table with glass shelves; a steel

white enamelled dressino- chair with ad-

justable arm and head rests and dress-

ing basin; a large white enamelled

dressina: table with leather cushions and
adjustable head and foot rests; a stret-

cher for use in the case of serious acci-

dents; a large white enamelled cupboard
containintr various bandages, antisep-

tics, dressino's, etc., and a siiecial ease

of instruments for the use of the doctor
in case he is cnl'ed suddenlv to the fac-

tory. Running hot and cold water are

also available at a larae wash basin.

In the treatment of accidents, all of

tlie work does not fall upon the shop
(ihysician, for in each department arti

two qualified first aid men who have
charge of accidents which may occur in

I heir particular part of the works. This

lirst aid dress'ny' room is not a require-

ment of the Workmen's Compensation
Act. the comnanv takina: the step in the

interests of t'^'e employees and to make
working conditions as nearly )ierfect as

possible.

«f
RECESSING TOm.s TOR SPECIAL

WORK
Herbert's Monthly.

When a recess has to be cut at the bot-
tom of a deep hole, the standard forms

of recessing tool holder and cutter are

unsuitable, for th^ cutter would stand

out so far from the holder that it would
chatter badly; similarly if the w(irk

stands a long way from the chuck chat-

tering is also likely to occur, even if the

recess is not far from the mouth of the

hole. In cases such as these it is ne-

cessary to employ a method of recessing

which ties up the recessing tool to the

work; a good example of a tool of this

type is shown in Fia'. 1. The body of

the tool holder is bored to receive a

sleeve with an eccentric hole. In this

eccentric hole there is a cutter spindle

which can be rotated through about 90

degs. by means of the knurled handle;

it will be seen that by doing this, the

cutting tool is advanced from the centre

by a distance limited by stops.

In Fig. 1, the work being recessed is

an IS-pounder high explosive shell, and

the revolving bush on the front of the

sleeve fits in the bore previous to thread-

ing, and thus ties u]i the tool to the

axis of the lathe until the recess has

been cut to the required depth, this be-

ing limited by the distance to which the

turret is advanced. As this type of re-

cessing slide re(piires a feed in oAe di-

rection only, it is very suitable for use

on automatics, on which it has been

laraelv used.—Herbert's Monthly.

®
RECOVERY OF LUBRICATING OILS
LAKCtK (|uautities of oil are used in all

machine installations, for lubricating

purposes, and though the amount actual-

ly recjuired to effect etfieient lubricating

is relatively small in each case, consid-

erable excess is, for one reason or an-

other, generally employed. For the sake

of cleanliness, catch pans or grooves are

provided to receive all oil working
through bearings, so that the excess oil,

mixed with dust and dirt, and usuait\

"worn" to a more or less insignificant

extent, is available for re-use, providing

it be first cleansed. Machines for this

purpose are to be had, but some of these

require much attention in order to main-

tain satisfactory results, and cannot in

any case be applied to thick cylinder

FIG. 1.

work. An adjustable collar is fitted on

the revolving bush which butts up
against the fuse seat of the shell and
determines the distance of the recess

from the front. On boles too small to

use a revolving bush the sleeve may fit

directly in the hole being recessed, and

it is important to note that the sleeve

should, therefore, he hardened.

A good type of recessing tool for

work in which the recess is near the

front of the hole is shown in Fig. 2,

and consists of a shank to w-hieh is fitted

a sliding portion which can travel at 40

deg. to the axis of th« spindle. This

front sliding portion is bored to receive

an ordinary circular recessing cutter,

and at the front of the hole there is a

hardened plate which can butt up
against the work. The slide is kept in

its normal position by a spring, and,

when the turret is advanced towards the

work, the front slide is arrested by the

hardened plate which stops aarainst the

work, and, as the turret still advances,

the recessing- cutter travels across the

FIG. 2.

oils and similar lubricants. The de-

mand for a simple means of cleansing

oils rapidly and economically is jierhaps

best met by centrifugal separators.

With more or less unimportant dis-

tinctions between individual makes,

these machines comprise a conical

wliirlina' receptacle keyed on to a shaft

and rotated at high speed within a sta-

tionary cast-iron drum. Oil to be cleans-

ed is placed in a container within the

whirling frame, and the latter is set in

motion. Centrifugal force drives the oil

up the smooth walls of the container

to the rim, and hurls it thence through

a fine brass gauze screen, which removes

light foreign material carried up with

tiie oil; heavy impurities remain at the

bottom of the rotating vessel. In largo

installations it is preferable to employ
separate machines to remove heavy par-

ticles from oil, and to clarify the lattei-

completely. Purified oil may be con-

veniently compared with new oil by

smearing a drop of each side by side on

a sheet of clean paper. When the lat-

ter is held to the liuht, anv suspended

particles of muddiness in the separated

oil will be easily detected.

C. G. Railways Appropriation.—The
Canadian Government Railways call for

an increased appropriation of .$11,150,-

000 for working expenses. In the post

office mail service there is a reduction of

$200,000, but there is a long list of in-

creases in the outside service of the

Post Office Department. The vote for

rural mail services is cut by -$'200,000.
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Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development—

L

By Frederick H. Willccx

/;* its efforts to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,

Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

methods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means whereby the risk of accident may be lessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

THE CAST-HOUSE CREW

LABO'HKHS and new men sliouli!

be madt' acquainted with the pos-

sibilities of slips, gas, breakouts,

and bursting tuyeres.' If you can show

them how to be less clumsy in handlint;

tools do so, because awkward men may
injure others as well as themselves. If

you see anyone doing somethinu- that is

dangerous or standing- in some place

where he might g-et hurt, tell him of the

danger. If a man's clothes catcii on Are,

do not let him run. Put the tire out with

a hose, or roll him in sand and smother

tile fire by throwing sand on it, or wrap
him in a blanket or coat. If a man is

gassed or receives an electric shock get

him into fresh air, notify the foreman,

and give him artificial respiration at

once; loosen his clothing, take any to-

bacco out of his mouth, and keep him

warm.

Operators' Clothing

Always w-ear clothes made of wool or

hard jean cloth if possible, and espe-

cially avoid greasy clothes, as they will

readily catch fire. Wear stout shoes,

having thick soles, and without cracks or

holes, that are not too low, and fit tightly

about the leg (see Fig. 12). ('ongress

shoes and leggings are advi.-;able. Wear
goggles or a mask to prevent injury when
handling hot metal or cinder, breaking

scrap with sledges, or turning;- hose on

hot material. Never wear ordinary
Liloves or hand-made hand leathers in

handling jagged pieces of scraj). Leathers
(II- <;loves with a safety si)ring in the

liacU are the only safe ones, as the scrap

will frequently catch the s:iove or leather

and may cause a serious sprain or fall.

When breaking runner scrap, slai;.

lumber, test pieces, etc., with sledges or

a "'.Mulligan," use judgment in blockini;

up the j)ieces before breaking them. The
<-loser the material is to the floor, tiie less

probability there is that it will fly in

breaking. When barring: scrap, plates,

iir other objects, be sure that the poinl

of the bar is firmly engaged, or that the

bar will not slip off the block, before you
lift or put your weight on tlie bar. Keep
your worlxinu- place cleaned up. Hai"s,

drills, and long-handled tools should be
kept w-here they will not fall and injure

aiiytme, by preference in a tool rack. If

they are leaned against the wall, place

them so they can not easily be knocked
over or fall dow-n. Don't leave tools

whore men can stumble over them. Re-
move burned drills and bars promptly.
Watch (Hit for hot bars and don't throw
bars without lookin'X to see whether some
one mav be Imrt bv flieir rcbuunding. He

careful when the cast house is full of

steam; feel your way. do not attempt to

go quickly.

When a blast funiai-e is being blown

in or blown out, banked, stopped for a

time, or started up, it is more dangerous

than in regular running. At such times

d(i not rely upon your own knowledge of

furnaces, but follow every direction of

the foreman strictly. Do not do any of

the routine duties about the stoves, dust

FIG. )-'. I'.vsj- iim si; .man w lo.vitiNc;

LEiiGiNiis. (;(i(i(iM:s. i-i-;i.-r ii.vr.

-VXD \v(»iij,i:.\ smitT.

catcher, bleeder, cinder notch, tapping

hole, or tuyeres exce])t l)y direction of

the foreman or blower. Don't go on the

bustle pi|ie unless you notify the stove

tender, keeper, or blower. When you

have to work where ydu can siiiell 'j'as,

take fre(pient spells in Ire^li air and

w-ork with another man. Do not stay

where there is gas unless your foreman

knows conditions and tliat vou are there.

Miscellaneous Precautions

Do not rest or stand under, near, or in

front of blowpipes or tuyeres, as they

may burst or burn through, and throw

metal, cinder, coke, or gas over you.

When you know tliat the furnace is hang-

ing, keep under cover and warn others.

Keep away from the bottom of dust

catchers, stove burners, downlegs, and

manholes of underground flues at such

times. In going to and from work avoid

iioins under cranes carrying loads or

under skip inclines, or through stock

houses, boiler rooms, or places where you

are unfamiliar with the work done there.

Do not try to do work other than your

own about the furnace unless you are

familiar with the work or have been or-

dered to do it. Especially do not try to

help the hot-blast man on shutdowns or

on work with the bleeder, mixer valve,

or any regulating part of gas or blast

nuiins unless everything you do is speci-

lically directed by him. Many accidents

liave been caused by misunderstanding

wliat some one else was doing.

Avoid FooUiardiness

Always use every safeguard provided

—gogd'es, masks, shields, safety hand

leathers, tongs, and gloves. (See .January

25 issue, Figs. 6, 7, and 12.) They are

provided to prevent injury to yourself,

and men at other plants use them. Re-

fusing to use them is not a sign of

braverv or of familiarity with your w-ork,

lull rather of foolhardiness and ignor-

ance of the danger.

Do not drive the tapping bar througli

the skull in the tapping- hole, or go on

the last spell on the drill before you have

placed the splasher and put a shield in

front of the tapping hole, or a cover

plate or sheets over the fjough, in front

of the splasher. (See Figs. V.i and 14),

excei)t under unusual circumstances.

When it is necessary to pull the tapping

bar out don't hold on to the "Welsh-

man." Lay a bar across the runner to

suin>ort tile tajiping bar while driving it

out; the iiudten iron may rush (uil un-

exiiectedlv and l)urn you.

Do not stand in front of tlu- iron notch

when opening- it; work from tlie side as

much as possible, even on the first spell,

and keep your feet out of tlie trough. Be

especially careful wlien working on a

short, green, hard or an unusually long

hole. On ch'aiiginL' turn, the keeiier go-

ing oft dutv should inform tl'c one com-

ing on as to the condition of tl'e tapping

hole. If tlie hole has been working short

or badly, and has not been taking the

clav, tile keeper should inform the other

keener and tell him liow much clay was
used (111 the last stop.
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FIG. 13. UNSAFE METHOD OF DRILLING A TAPPING HOLE.
Men standing over open trough on planks, no sliield used at tapping bote, men wearing loose,

baggy clothing.

Do not cast until the skimmer, trousli,

runners, shutters, and spouts are dry
and warm. Clay, sand, loam, or coke
dust in the runners must be dry to avoid
"boils" of molten iron. Do not leave
pieces of cold scrap in the runners or
place damp sand ag'ainst the shutters or

S'ates. Don 't let pieces of wood get un-
der the skimmer dam or drain gates, and
bank up the drain or " punch-out'', gates
on the outside with dry sand. In filling

the mud gun before a cast, only one man
should do the work if the clay is being
fed at the funnel, because if two men
are used, one to operate the .plunger and
one to feed the clay, one of them may be
caught by the phmaer.

Loading Clay
In loading clay at the funnel do not

push it down with your foot; use a stick.

However, the gun can be loaded as well

and more safely by putting the clay in

at the nose of the gun with a rammer.
When the gun is loaded, put about 3
inches of dry sand or ground ganister

mixed with tar or black oil in the nose,

removing enough clay to give room. Wet
or slo'ppy clay may cause an explosion
when it comes in contact with hot iron.'

Do not wet the nozzle of the mud gun.
Daub it with black oil after casting,

while it is still warm, and again ,iust at

cast time. This will keep it from get-

ting wet, and will prevent a "shot" if

the nose of the gun is placed in the hole

against a stream of molten iron. Oiling

the nose of the s'un is better tlvan warm-
ing it, because if the nose is heated too

FIG. 14. SAFE METHOD OF DKILLIM; A T.U'l'i.\(i UUi.i;.

Steel plate over runner, shield in point of ta pping Imle, men wearing proper elothing, air
jet used to dean tapping hole.

much or loo long the clay will become
dry and stiff, and may cause a short hole.

If heating the nose is preferred, pouring
one or two hand ladles of cinder over it

should be sufficient.

When casting do not use cold or wet
bars to poke out sand, clay, or loam in

the runners or gates or to break a path

for the iron. Lift tlie punch-out or

drain gate (Fig. 15) slowly, to avoid a

rusli of iron, which may cause boiling,

and be sure the punch-out bar is warm.
Before turning the iron into a ladle see

that the ladle is. spotted and is all right.

Do not fill the ladle within more than 8

(ir inches of the top, as the iron may
he spilled in shifting it. Do not throw

large pieces of cold scrap into the ladle-

before or durino- tlie cast, as it may cause

boiling or an explosion of the hot metal.

It is safer to fill the ladle nearest the

furnace first and finish the cast in the

ladles at the lower end, for several rea-

sons. One reason is that the gates may
be lifted quickly and the operator go

away instantly. (See Fig. 16.)

* If the iron is run to the bottom ladle

first, be sure that all shutters are di-y

;

if to the toip ladle first, be especially sure

the sand at the gates is dry. When using

the pricking rod on an obstruction in the

tapping hole, do not throw too much
weight on the rod if standing close to

the trough. Be sure that the hand ladles

and chills for s'amples or pig-machine

wheels are dry. Do not cross iron or

cinder runners during a east except when
necessary, and watch your step very

carefully ; if you have to go in front of

the iron notch, get across quickly. Do
not step on the crust of hot cinder. Do
not flip wet clay into hot iron to annoy
or tease a fellow-workman— it is too

dangerous.

Stopping the Tapping Hole

In stopping the tapping hole, be cau-

tious when placing- the mud gun in the

hole. Unless the cinder and iron in the

trough lays away from the hole, drain

the trough before putting the gun in. Do
not put the gun in the hole against a

stream of iron unless the nose is warm
and dry, as the iron may explode. After
the gun is clamped, turn the steam on by
t'ne valve at the column, or by means of

& long hook open the three-way cock on

the gun. There is danger of gas burst-

ing out or cinder being thrown back
when the first clay is shot in. Care must
be exercised in stopping the hole after

the first shot, as the pressure in the fur-

nace and the suction of the plunser may
throw the clay back in the barrel of the

gun and a burst of gas or slag follow.

It is safer to feed the clay into the

gun with a shovel rather than to stand

close to the hole and trough, unless one

is expert at throwing- the hailed clay into

the funnel from a safe distance. (See

Figs. 17 and 18.) As stated before, use

a stick—not your foot—to poke clay

down into the funnel. While stopping
the hole do not stand so that all your

weight is on the sheets covering the

trough, and watch for the exhaust steam.

Do not put the wind on until the hole

has stopped taking clay freely, and after
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the hole is stopped leave the gun in it

with steam on until the clay has set; this

may prevent a breakout at the tapping
hole between easts. If men are changing-

tuyeres or plates, never throw or turn

water into the funnel of the mud gun or

use wet clay before the hole is entirely

stopped, as gas may blow out on the

tuyere men. Step away from the gun
for a moment when shooting water into

the hole.

In putting w-ater in the skimmer
trough at "rid-up," do not stand near
by with a short nozzle to turn the water
in (Fig. 19). If the water strikes hot

slag, the steam may scald you, and if it

strikes a pocket of hot molten iron ther^

may be an explosion. It is safer and
.iust as effective to use a pipe, 15 feet or
more long, turned down at the end (Fig.

20). If it is necessary to break up crusts

or skulls in the trough before turning
water on, don't use a cold or wet bar.

When handling hot scrap or slag use

tongs or a hook whenever possible, anti

be careful in breaking or barring slag

and scrap to avoid flying pieces, falls, or

dropping material on to your feet. Be-
fore throwing scrap or cinder into a car,

be sure there is no one in it and that the

pieces do not project over the end or

sides of the ear where they may fall or
be pushed off.

1
Under Blast Precautions

Never tighten tlie keys on the tuyere

stocks or caps, or take up slack on the

bridles when the blast is on unless you
are direct.ed to do so by the foreman.
Watch for tiglit bridle springs or split

stock hangers, and don't screw up the

nut on the bridle until the spring is tight.

Do not start to loosen the monkey or

stock bridles, hangers, keys or caps until

the blast if off and the gas is drafted

back. Wear goggles when watching the

peep sights during a east or check, and
do not open the peep-sight plug until

FIG. IC. MODKKX KU.NNEI; G.vii: ul'Kl:
FROM THE RUNNER. ONLr A

you are sure no one is in line with it.

Don't try to blow coke out of the eye-

sights until the blow 'pipes have had time

KILLED AT BLAST FURNACE

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Jan. 24.

—While engaged at his work at

the blast furnace of the Algoma
Steel Corporation yesterday Emil

Provost, an unmarried French-

man, twenty-four years old, whose

home is in Ottawa, met his death

while tightening up a door of one

of the furnaces while the pressure

was on. He had resided in the

Sod only about one month.

to cool. Know where the hose and water

valves are situated in the cast house, as

they are needed quickly at times. When
playing the hose on tuyeres, blowpipes,

or the furnace jacket, stand behind a

in;. 1.1. s.M'io MKTiini) or <>ri;ic.\ii.\i; itnchoit u.vti;.

Noti; thr liiiisk wiriri In iirnti'Ct 111:111 fniin sjiiislii's.

ATED BY A CABLE .\T A SAFE DISTANCE
PART OF THE CABLE IS SHOWN.

column as much as possible, or to one

side, as they may burst or burn through.

In case a tuyere bursts or a blowpipe

burns out, do not work about them un-

less thoroughly familiar with the danger.

AVork to one side as much as possible

when dropping blowpipes, claying up,

and changing tuyeres, as cinder, coke or

gas may blow out. The tuyere opening

should always be firmly plugged with

clay as soon as the blowpipe is dropped.

Never work about an open tuyere or

plate when water or wet clay is being

put in the tapping hole. Watch for hot

bars, blowpipes, and scalding water or

steam. Do not put up the blowpipes af-

ter a shut down until the foreman orders

you to, for unless the blowing engine is

turning over it might cause an explosion.

Don't look into a blowpipe when catting

out clay after a stop.

When "hotting up the monkey," or

plugging the cinder notch, wear goggles

or a mask and long leather gloves; be

sure of your footing, and always use the

shields provided. AVork from the side

of the cinder notch as much as possible

when opening it, and, when breaking

cinder in the runner during a flush, keep

out of line with the cinder notch and be

careful the cinder does not splash on

vour feet. Cinder will splash farther

than iron. Keep as far away as possible

when throwing coal in the cinder run-

ners. It is just as well not to throw coal

into stifT cinder, as it does not greatly

help mattci-s.

Do not tlirow damp or wet rubbish in

the cinder ladles, and always examine

tliem for water or dami>ness and dry

them out with cinder before flushing or

ca-sting, 1)ecause a damp ladle may boil

or explode when being filled. Keep away

from the granulating pit when the skim-

mer trough is being drained or when you

think iron is coming over flie cinder dam.

If it is necessary to plug a cinder ladle

with clay, always place a si<:n, or station

a watcher before going into the ladle. Be
sure there is no one in a car or ladle be-

fore throwing nilibi-;]i into it.

Reporting Abnormal Conditions

Be prompt to report anything abnor-

mal or unusual about tlie furnace—for

instance, the blast pressure becoming
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high or low; hanjiinj;, tis;htness, or slip- always use buriiino- waste; don't let the
jiina: of the burden, cold or dirty cinder; stove till with a'<is and then try to lis'ht

sloppy, dead, or leaking- tuyere; sas light- it. If the stove does not light, shut the
ing' on the bosh or about the mantle; hot S'as otif and start over again, using burn-
spots on the shell; delays in tilling the ing waste.

FIG. 17. UNSAFE WAV TU HTUV T.U'PIXU lUlLE.
HL'iper is using' liis bands and standing too near tapping liole.

furnace or in s)iotting iron or cinder
ladles; wind and gas lealis; or signs of a

i)reak out, such as steam or gas coming
from about the jacket, columns, or pave-
ment, the water getting hot or steamy in

the discharge from the hearth or bosh
jacket or on the jackets, or the pavement
or columns getting unusually hot. Espe-
cially, report promptly any signs of the

cooling water supply becoming slack.

Neglect of these points oftentimes leads

to unnecessary hard work and dangej-

from "messes," breakouts, slips, burned
tuyeres and ^blowpipes, or explosions.

The foremen are lookiui; for tliese signs

also, l)ut one man may not see all of

them.

The Hot-blast Men
Be careful that the ga.-; or blast is not

turned into or gas drafted back through
a stove that is being cleaned. Do not
open or close any doors or valves or re-

move any signs or locks on such stoves
until the foreman has told you to do so.

Before turning gas into a stove, warn
any well-bottom cleaners working about
the doors, as it may flash back when it

ignites; and be sure that the chimney
valve is open. If you think that the
stove is not hot enough to light the gas.
•put a large bunch of burning waste at

the gas door or provide other means to

ignite the gas. Don't stand by the burn-
er after turning gas into the stove; step
away quickly. At times the gas will not
light until it reaches the to.p of the well
or combustion chamber, and it is then
likely to light explosively and puff out
fhrougb the burner and air doors. Be
especially careful when you are turning
on gas from a furnace just blown in or
from one shut down on account of leaky
"bronze" (tuyeres, coolers, bosh plates,
cinder monkey, etc.). In case of doubt

Before you blow off a sto\e, warn men
to keep away from the blow-ofl' valve,

and especially warn them away from the

blow-off door if the stove is being shut

down for a l?aky tuyere, as the gas may
be very explosive. Be sure that the blast

is on the new stove before .shutting t!ce

cold-blast valve of the stove bein'j'

taken (iff. Don't let the hot-blast valve

drop sharply on to its seat, and don't

pectedly from any cause shut the mixer
valve on tlie by-'pass at once, then close

the cold-blast and hot-blast valves as

soon as possible. Never forget to close

the mixer valve before checking or shut

ting down the furnace, beginning a cast,

or stopping the blowing engine. To for-

get to do this may cause an explosion

that will wreck the mains and engines.

When it is necessary to take the stoves

off during a shut-down to "change
bronze," or for a short stop, be sure the

burners are closed tightly. When ready

to start the furnace and bring the gas
down, never turn the gas into the stove

until the blower has given the signal. Be
sure that the explosion doors or bleedei's

on the gas mains or dust catcher are

closed during a shut down; if any air

gets into the mains there is always a

chance of an explosion. Whatever way
the blower tells you to handle the to|)

bleeder, whether to keep it open or shut

during a shutdown, always fidlow his or-

der to the word. Many serious furnace

accidents are caused by operating bleed-

ers and gas valves other than in the way
ordered. The least chanse from ordeis

may cause a terrific explosion. If the

gas is "wild" in draftinsr it back in one
stove at a shutdown, draft back through,

an additional stove at once.

Keep away from the dust legs and
manhole covers on gas mains, from gias

burners and air inlet doors, when the

furnace is sticking and liable to slip. Be
careful when you open an air door to see

bow the gas is burning; if too much gas
is turned on, or if the checkerwork is

dirty, the gas may flash back into your
face. Keep and warn others away from
these places; no one sliould handle burn-
ers, doors, or valves unless directed by
the stove tender. Do not tighten any

FIG. IS. SAFE WAY TO
Helper is using shovel and standing awa.v

let the blast slam the chimney valve into

place; set the valves easily by hand.
Open the cold-blast valve slowly to avoid
racing the blowing engines.

In case of the blast stopping une.x-

.STOI- TAl'I'I.Ni; HOLE.
from the trough and the tapping hole.

tluimb or other nuts on doors or blow-off

valves when the stove is on blast; you
may be killed or injured by the bolt

breaking. Watch the water on the hot-

blast valve and seat, because water leak-
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in;; into the stove may cause the tiirnaee

to slip or set cold; it will then be more
dangerous. Report any g'as leaks about
the imrners or mains; do not let them
leak unnecessarily. When the millwright
is examining the chimney valve for leaks
do nut change the stove from blast to

gas. When the hot-blast valve and seat
are bein? inspeet'ed be sure tlie chimney
vahe is kept open and the aas turned off.

The Stove Cleaners

Before entering- a stove to clean it,

lock the cold-blast valve and gas burner
shut, fasten the chimney valve open, and
either block the hot-blast valve in its

-seat or disconnect the cable from the
stem, or lock the windlass, and attaeli
danger tags; be sure these things are
done. Stop any leaks about the burner
with clay, as even a small leak may allow
considerable gas to drift into the stove.
It is always safest to close the burner
door, but if this can not be done for any
reason, turn the burner cm its seat, away
from the door or seal it otit' with a blank.
When ladders must be used to get into
a stove through the dome manhole do not
try to carry tools up or down the ladder,
•use a hand line. (See January 25 issue.
Figs. 8 to 10.) Keep away from the well
of the combustion chamber, and do not
sit on the bridge wall between the well
and the checkerwork; the wall may give
^vay. Boatswain's chairs for cleaning,
tearing out, or repairing the well linin'i-

should be supported by tackle attached
to the top of the stove shell when .pos-
sible, and the chair, rope and tackle test-
ed to double a man's weight before use.
An.vone working in a boatswain's cliair
should wear a life belt attached to the
chair-sling block. Do not use a torch
inside a stove; use an electric light on a
standard insulated extension cord and
have an electrician make all connections.
When it is nece&ary to clean checker-

work from the bottom or to clean out un-
der the arches, keep under the arches as
much as possible to avoid bruises from
falling brickbats, clinkers, or tools. It is

best never to enter the bottom until
everyone is out of the top. Alwa.vs wear
.iroggles when inside a stove and do not
remove the locks from the valves until
everyone is out and the manholes are
closed. In cleaning flue dust from the
bottom of a stove be careful to avoid
burns: the dust is usually hot and easily
runs into one's shoes. Notify the stove
tender before opening the cleaninL;-.

air-inlet or blow-off door to clean
the well from the outside, and have
him (urn the g'as off enough to
avoid any dan'icr nt llaiue puff
iug back through the door al which
.vou are iroins to work. In case (he fur-
nace is hanging, stop work until it slips,

and keen awav from the cleaning door.
In loading barrows with hot cinder or
dust do not fill them so full that (hev
will run over; handle them carefully,
and warn others to keep out of the wav.
Bars and cutters used in cleaninL;- wells
slioulil be liandled with crossbars when
withdrawin'j- them from the stove. Keep
away from the doors when gas is beiii;-

turned in the stove.
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via. V.I. INS.\FK WAY OF WETTING DOWN TROT'GH AT -RID-t'P.-

Short iiozzU' on tin. hose, mau standing close to trough where he is exposed to an explosion
of hot metal or steam.

The Dust-catcher men
Empty the dust catcher regularly; if

you let it get tilled and the furnace slips,

there may be an accident. Notify the

foreman when the car is full and if the

car is not moved promptly and an em.|)ty

one spotted. Never dump the dust
catcher when the wind is off the furnace
or when the furnace is hanging or liable

to slip unless you are doinj; it under the

orders and directions of the foreman or
superintendent. In dumping dust legs,

dust pockets, or dust catchers be sure
there is no one underneath to get burned,
and warn men against approaching, as

the dust may fly and burn them. Be care-

ful in cleaning uji dust and never step

on it, because it will run like water when
hot, and burn you severely if it gets ir.

.vour shoes. Be cautious in playing a hose
on hot dust, as it sometimes explodes or

flies. Do not clean up under the dust
catcher unless you have notified the fore-

man and he has told you to go ahead;
(he bell may lie forced ojien by a slip or
by hein'j' overweiuhted and the dust mav

burn you. For the same reason never go
into a dust ear after it is spotted under
the dust catcher; pack the doors before
the car is placed. Turn the water on
full before you open the bell, and water
the dust thoroughl.v when dumping the

dust catcher. Don't fill the car with hot

dry dust and then turn the water on; it

will soak down slowly, and' the contents

may explode. Always place a card on
the car so that the unloaders will know
thev are handling flue dust.

In a recent issue of The Electrician

some new facts which illustrate the

great impetus given to the construction
of electric steel furnaces are reported.
Since the outbreak of war over 100 in-

stallations are known to have been put

in, and the total number in the world
now approaches .300, which is about
twice the number existing in lOl.S. The
United States is credited with construct-

ing .50 last .vear and Great Britain with
110 since the war besan.

I'Ki. L'o. S.\FK W.\Y IH'" WK'l'Tl.NO IKIW.N HUT TlinrcHI. KXTKNSli >\ \()/,/,|.|0 ii.X

IlDSi:. MA.\ .'<TA.\|(|.N(; AWAV l-'KciM TI{OI(JII.
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XIII.

By J. Davies.

THE introduction of modern
screw-cutting; lathes with spe-

cial appliances and attachments,

has eliminated much of the calcu-

lation that used to be necessary for

such work. Every ea]iaible lathe

hand, however, onaht to be able to make
any necessary calculations relative to

such work. The system of calculation

as arransred by the writer is designed to

carry the student forward in easy stages,

and no previous knowledare of mathe-
matics is required except an elementary
knowledisre of arithmetic.

Pitch of Thread

The pitch of the thread is the distance
from the centre of one thread to the
centre of the next, except in the case of
a double or triple thread, Fiii'. 51 ; in

</Wc>t-

FIG. 51.

any case the pitch is represented by the
distance the screw moves endways in

one complete revolution.

(1) Put down the pitch of the thread
to be cut in the form of a fraction. An
easy way to express the pitch of any
sriven thread is to draw a horizontal line
thus • placing the number of
threads 'below the line and the number
of indies above the line, the resulting
fraction will always be the pitch of the
thread.

Example: Pitch of 6 threads per inch

Inches= = l-() pitch, and so on for

Threads
all even pitches. In cases where there

is a fractional number, nuiltiply both
inches and threads by the least num-
ber that will brino- them to a whole

number.

Example: Find pitch of 6V4, threads

inches—

1

per in. Proceedins' as before

threads 6I4

Multiplyina: by the least number that

will bring them to a whole number =
1 4

X 4 = in. pitch. A little

614 25

2
more difficult one.—find pitch of 3

—

tlireads in ISj in.

inches 1%

threads .3 2-3
X

21
12 = — in. pitch.

44

If the pitch is given in decimals bring;

it to a fraction by placing; nougjhts or
cyphers under each decimal fig-ure and
1 under the decimal point, thus: pitch

75
of decimal .75 in = or •''4 in. and

100
so on— pitch of decimal .125 in. =
125
= Vs in. and so on. Having- found

1000

pitch of screw to be cut, tind pitch of

leading- screw in the same way.

A Matter of Ratio.

The whole principle of g-earing- up a

lathe for screw cutting-

is one of ratio or propor-

tion. The ratio of the

driving; to the driven nQI\/rD
wheels must 'be the same Ur\|vL_r\

as the pitch of the screw
to be cut is to the pitch

of the lead screw. Sup-
pose the thread to be cut

was the sam^, pitch as

the lead screw, then it is

evident that the work DRIVER
must make the same
number of revolutions in

the same time as the lead

screw.

Example: Pitch of

screw to be cut is 14 in.; DRIVEN
-pitch of leading screw
1/4 in.—find ratio. Rule:
Invert or turn upside
down pitch of leading •

screw in inches, and
multiply, the reason
for turning the frac-

tion upside down is because the

wheel with the least number of teeth

Inobei 1

makes the most revolutions. = —
Thread 4

invert pitch of leading screw and mul-14 4
tiplv = — X — ^ — ratio. After find-

4 14
ing- ratio, a number of different sets of
gears can be found by multiplying the

ratio by any number we choose, but care

must be taken to multiply both numer-
ator and denominator by tlie same figure

so as not to alter its value.

Find wheels to cut 4 threads per in.

leading screw 2 threads: thread to be
inches 1

cut = = — . Leading screw
threads 4

1

= — in. pitch : invert leading screw and
2

1 2 20

raultiplv — X — ^ —

•

4 1 40
Find wheels to cut 3 1-7 threads in

2 1-5 inches with a lead screw ^A in.

pitch 1

Inches 2 1-5 77= X35= . Invert

Threads 3 1-7 110
77

lead screw pitch and multiply^ X
nn

2 154 77
—= , or — wheels required, or

1 110 55

bringing the fraction down to its lowest

154 7- 70

dimension we have ^22=— or—
110 5 .50

from which any number of different sets

of wheels may be obtained.

3^

DRIVEN

LEAD SCREW
=--^m^\v»w

FIG. 52.

Compound Gearing

Sometimes it happens that the number
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of teeth in a gear wheel would be too

large to employ a sins'le train of wheels;

in this case compound gears must be

used. Here is an example that would
require compound gears. To cut 24

threads per inch with a lead screw, two
threads per inch. Proceed to And ratio12 2

as before: — X —= — ratio. Take
24 1 24

the numerator of the ratio, which is two,

and find any two numbers which, multi-

plied togetlier, will equal that number.
Then take the denominator of the ratio,

which is 24, and find any two numbers
2

which, multiplied together, equal 24 —=
24

2X1
. We have now divided the ratio

12X2
into four factors of equal value, which
will enable us to use compound wheels.

We can take any figure in the numerator

or denominator and multiply, add, or

subtract at will, as long as we do not

alter the relative values in adding or

subtracting; the amounts added or sub-

tracted must be the same proportionate

amounts of each, such as 1-3 or 1-4 or

1-5, and so on as the ease may be. Take
the first two figures in our example and

2

multiply each of them bv ten=— X 10

12

20=
. Take the second two figures

120
50

and multiply by 50= 1/2X50=
100

Wlieels required, therefore, are

20X50 Driving wheels.

120X100 Driven wheels.

The two top wheels are driving

wheels and the two bottom wheels

are driven. The sketch, Fig. 52, illus-

trates the position of the wheels on the

lathe.

It is required to find gears to cut Ifi

threads per

1 2

pitch? — X—
16 1

inch—lead screw 1/2 in.

2X1 20X30

16 4X4 40X120
Proving the Wheels

To prove the wheels, multiply all

driven wheels together; then multiply

all the driving wheels together and di-

vide the driven by the drivers. If the

wheels are correct, you will got the same
ratio or proportion as exists between

the pitch of the leading screw and tlu'

pitch of the screw to be cut. Take ttie

above examnle—driven wheels. 40X120
=4800: driving wheels= 20X^0= 600.

4»00-4-600— 8. Ratio of wheels between

driver and driven = 8 to 1.

Threads to be cut 16 8
ratio re-

Threads on lead screw 2 1

quired.

©
MACHINING 4 ^ S^VT.L CARTRIDGE

Bv J. Hamilton
PHF; de!icn*e nature of t'lo brass cases

that contain the propellant for the

smaller size shells offers every means
of displaying originality in the develop-
ment of appliances for their rapid and
economic handling' while machining.
Following the tapering operation on the
4.5 in. cases, it is necessary to remove
some of the metal from the interior of
the mouth, and retain at the same time

speed lathe. By this method the head of
the case is forced against the inner face

of the chuck, with the outer end run-
ning true. With the machine operat-

C, which is screwed to the spindle of the
ing at high speed, the cutting is rapid-

ly performed. A special block E .was

made to operate in the slide D, this

Ijeing firmly secured to the bed. The
arm F that carries the tool G is pi-

voted on the stud H, the opposite end
carrving the roller I; its contact with

DEVICE USED IN MACHINING MOUTH OF 4.5 IN. C.\RTRID.GE CASES.

a uniform thickness of metal at all

points on the circumference. How one
plant performs this operation is des-

cribed and illustrated by the accom-
panying sketch.

The cartridge case A is placed in the

special hand-wheel B, the bore of 'which

is machined to an accurate fit for the

external taper of the case. The boss of

this wheel is threaded to fit the chuck

the cam J governing the shape of the
case bore. The plate K acts as a sup-
port for the extended tail of the tooling
arm F. Contact ^between the roller and
tlie earn is maintained by the action of
tlie spring L. The forward movement
of the tool is derived by means of the
lever 0, the short arm carrying the
roller P, operating between the two
blocks Q, secured to the gib of the slide.

^f"*4n

—

'"~'
#

/
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I
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ELEVATING PI-AT1'X)RM DETAIL.

ELEVATING PLATFORM
By E. T. IS.

ALMOST every manufacturing plant

has a lifting proposition somewhere or
other, in which the lifting platform
style would be the ideal thing. The me-
thod outlined in the following may be
very simply arranged in plants where
compressed air is employed, for the rea-

son that practically the whole outfit is

made from standard pipe fittings. The
elevating plalft)rm, shown in diagram,
slu)ws the simplest form of tliis arrange-
ment with a single piston. We have in

use at our plant several of these eleva-

tors which have a second piston, that

is to say, the telescopic pipes comprise
tliree pipes instead of two as shown. The
l)ase of the outer pipe is simply a pipe

fiange which is bolted to the base plate

covering bottom of pit; a hole in the

centre provides the air inlet. Tlie top

end of this outer pijie is threaded on to

a reducer coupling bored out to suit size

of inside pipe. The bottom end of the

inside pipe is fitted as a piston with a

single leather packing ring, and at the

top end is a standard llange to which is

attached the elevating )ilatform. I£ |the

platform is large, it is necessary to !pro-

vide guides in order to steady asflent

and descent. For these guides we hive
four pipes 3'/2 inches diameter, into

which slide four pipes 3 inches diame-
ter. The larger pipes are fitted with

standard flanges, and bolted lo bottom
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re- I •

plate, while the smaller jiipes are simi-
larly fitted and bolted to underside (if

platform. The whole is built up in a

concrete pit having the platform ground
level, so that trucks can be run on easi-

ly, and is controlled by a standard %
inches four-way valve. It is a low-
priced elevator, oives oood service, and
hard to put out of service.

TWO USEFUL KINKS
By John Thorn.

TAKE an ordinary monkey wrench,

drill two holes in the jaws for 1/4 i"-

steel pins, cut a slot in the upper jaw
to admit an ordinary cutter w'heel, and
another slot % inches wide in the olwer
jaw for a roller; a cutter wheel can be

used instead of the roller if desired.

This converts the

wrench into a pass- cutter

aWe iron pipe cii

ter, Fia:. 1. By
movino- the pins

and cutters, t h e

wrench can he used

as usual.

,
Another useful

.idea is shown in

Fig. 2, this being a

pump for testing

pressure g a u g e s.

The body is a piece

of 11/2 in. heavy
brass pipe, thread-

ed at each end with
standard pipe

threads; a light

cap is put on one
end, while on the

other end is thread-

ed a heavy cast

iron cap drilled in

the centre and tap-

ped for an ordinary

'/s in. bolt. A long

stem, with a T-
handle, is threaded
length as shown.

FIG. 1.

nearly the whule
This stem is a |iiece

of % in. iron or brass rod which, with
two iron washers, nuts and a cup
leather, forms a plunger. A test gauge
and a gauge to be tested are attached to

the elbows at A and B.

Before testing or attachint; the

gauges, place the lower elbow in a dish

of water and leave the pit cock at B
open and the one at A closed. Screw
the plunger down as far as it will go,

and then turn it back to the upper posi-

tion witli the elbow under the surface of

the water; this will till the pumps with
water. Attach the gauges, open the pet

cock and turn u)! on the T-handle, when.

surface of brass tube is usually iiutch

smoother than iron.

When a gauge is either weak or
strong, all that is usually necessary to

init it right is to remove the pointer and
dial, oil the inner mechanism with a
little coal oil, using a tooth brush (be
sure none, of the bristles are left be-

hind), and replacing tbe dial and point-

er so that it will just rest against the

pin. Of course, if any cog or sector
teeth are broken, or the spring tube is

leaking, that is another story; but nine
times out of ten all that is wrong is the

pointer. The writer remembers once
finding fine pressure gauges in a jilant,

all of which had been discarded as use-

less, and in less than an hour had tested

all of them, moved the pointers, and
after testing again, they were absolutely

correct with the test gauge. Gauges
should not be placed where they will be-

come hot, and steam sliould never be
allowed to enter the spring, either of
which conditions will ultimately destroy
its usefulness.

@
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDI-

TURES
THE main estimates for the coming fis-

cal year, tabled in the House of Com-
mons, Ottawa, by the Finance Minister,
provide for a total expenditure of .+203,-

472,756, of which .$182,359,215 is on Con-
solidated Fund account, or for the or-

dinary e.xiienses of administration. The
total amount for capital exiienditure is

.f21.113,546.

There is a very considerable scaling

ilown of expenditures for public works
and for railways and canals on botli

Consolidated Fund and Capital Account.
The biggest increase is the interest on
the )iublic debt, which jumps from $37,-

000,000 to .$.54,000,000.
' The war is also

responsible for an increase in the pen-

sions bill by $5,398,000. The amount re-

quired for the coming year is .|8,7()3,000.

There are scarcely any new public works
authorized. There is a reduction of

$11,026,162 in tlie total expenditure to

be voted for public works under Con-
solidated Fund Account, and of $2,482,-

000 for public works on Capital Account.
The reduction on railways and canals

expenditure on Capital Account is $12.-

216,756.

As compared with the estimates of

last year there is a reduction of $1,500,-

000 in the total for Consolidated Fund
Account, and of $16,000,000 in expen-

diture on Capital Account. The esti-

mates, of course, do not include any-

thing for war appropriation.

FIG. 2.

a pressure of several hundred pounds
can be secured with ease. The reason
for using brass tube is because the inner

Some of the Chief Items
The main items on Capital Account

for raihvavs are $6,500,000 for con-

struction and improvements of (inveni-
ment railways, $200,000 for W.dlan.l
Ship t'anal construction (as compared
with $4,500,000 last year), .$600,000 for
canal inspection, $1,600,000 for the Que-
bec Bridge, and $3,000,000 for the Hud-
.son Bay Railway. The main items 011

capital account for public works arc
$2,000,000 for the restoration of the
Parliament Buildings, $1,000,000 for St.

.lolin harbor improvements, $1,000,0011

for the drydock at Quebec, $1,000,000
for Toronto harbor improvements, $750,-
000 for Port Arthur and Fort William
harbor improvements, and $1,000,(100
for Victoria, B.C., harbor improvements.
The vote for Federal aid for agricul-

tural instruction in the provinces under
the Act of 1912 is increased to $1,100.-

000, or by $100,000. The Immigration
Department vote stands at $1,215,000, n

decrease of $359,000 as compared with
last session.

I. C. R. War Business Increase

The recent big increase in traffic on
the Intercolonial consequent largely up-
on war business is mainly responsible
for increasing the last year's vote for
Government railway working expenses
from $13,850,000 to' .$25,000,000 for the

coming year. Supplementary estimates
are, of course, still to come. If an elec-

tion impends, a long list of further
votes for public buildings and for rivers

,

and harbors may be expected.

©
Silvering Brass for Lacquering.—It

often happens, in finishing ornamental
work, that silver bands or reliefs are

.

needed, the thickness of the silver, of
course, being a minimum. To make a

good and efficient solution for the pur-

pose, dissolve 1 oz. of good nitrate of

silver in a quart of distilled water, and
in a separate vessel make a serai-satur

ated solution of hyposulphite of soda.

Add sufficient of the hyposulphite solu-

tion fo the nitrate of silver solution to

throw down the silver as a brownish
preciiiitate, agitating the liquid; then

add, drop by drop, sufficient of the hy-

posulphite to re-dissolve the precipitate,

and after this is secured add a slight

excess of hyposulphite. Store in black

or other nou-acfinic glass bottles, well

corked. To use, apply to the clean

metal witli a sponge or brush, and rinse

off with clean water, and dry thorough-
ly before lacquering.

®
THE resistance of a material to fatigue

depends entirely on the homogeneity of

its physical equilibrium, and is propor-

tional to the toughness and the elastic

limit. Any outward conditions that tend

to alter the state of the homogeneity
more or less have a weakening effect on

the material, and in extreme cases cause

ultimate failure. When a metal is sub-

jected to repeated alterations of stress a

series of slips take place along the glid-

ing planes of the crystals. The slipping

action, which is characterised as fatigue,

continues backwards and forwards until

actual rupture takes place.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of cei'ticles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

WILLIAM J. McCALLUM
SOME men are born to fanie, while

others have fame thrust upon them,

Neither of these conditions apply

to our "Spoke" this week, however, as

the reputation which he enjoys in his

official capacity of chief fengineer and
superintendent of the Chapman Double
Ball Bearing; Co., Toronto, has been

worked for, and duly earned from the

day when, as a school boy. he decided

that his summer holidays could be better

employed picking' up the rudiments of a

machinist's trade, than by whiling' away
the sunny hours in care-free indolence.

That this industrious .trait, which thus

early showed itself, was not of transient

nature, can be vouched for l)y many
friends of our "Spoke."

William J. MeCalluni, sometimes
Billy, and always Mac, is a Canadian by
birth and parentage, althouah when oc-

casion demands it, he e.xhibits a .iusti-

Hable pride in the fact that one of his

ancest-ors came from the land of
"hoots,'* heather, and highland dew.

This was 'way back in 18li2,, however,
so that, with the e.\ce|)tion of his name
and a characteristic jiersistency in ap-
plying himself to the riuestion of the

mometn, Mac, being- a lifelong teetotaler,

has very little left to indicate that liis

forebears wore the kilt.

Mac first saw the light of day at

Wdiidbridgc, York County, Ont., on Nov.
17, lS7n, and towards the termination of
Ills |)ublic school days, spent some weeks
each summer with the Toronto Klectrie

\V<irks, Toronto. School days came to an
end, however, and the serious work of
life began with the Diamond Machine
Tool Co.. the time soent there beinir also

occupied with studies at the Technical
School, followed later by a Corrcspon-
.dence Course In mechanical enginecrincr.

Subsequent. e.v|)erience with the John
Abell Co. was followed by two years in

charge of the fittin<r and latlie depart-
ment of the Dodge Mfu'. Co.. at the early
age of 24 years. The experience '.;ained

here in transmission ma(Oiinerv and
equipment was of particular v;ilue in

view of ultimate developments.
After a subsequent stay with the

.\nicrican Abell Co., Mr. McCallum, in

U)l)7, secured the jiosition of chief

draftsman with the Chapman Double
Ball Bearing- Co., with whom he has re-

mained ever since. His experience,

therefore, has been secured entirely with

Toronto tirms, a fact which is nuitually

(-redital)le.

Mr. McCallum "s work in connection
with the ball bearing industry in Can-
ada constitutes a record of consistency,

))ersistency and elliciency, of wliich U'w
other lines of effort offer any compar-
alile instances. Taking up this work
at a time when antifriction bearings and
similar power saving devic<'s were un-

der a cloud of disfavor due to unwise
exploitation, the (lioneer period of his

work was truly uphill. Experience in

all new lines of manufacture is always
fraught with more or less trouble, and
in just so quickly and elTiciently as this

exi)erience is obtained and turned to

good account, so the pro-jTCSs of any
new business is determined. Tt is in-

terestin'i- to know, therefore, that the

rapid ami continual growth of ball bear-

ing's as reu-ular items of factory equip-
nu'nt dates from the tinu' of Mr. Mc-

Callum 's connection with the business;

all of the types of Chapman bearings

now on the market having been re-de-

signed by himin accordance with results

obtained in every branch of Canadian
industry. Pulp mills, steel mills, cotton

mills, lumber mills, machine shops, quar-

ries, brick works, clothing- factories and
arsenals are but a few of the numerous
fields into which our subject has ven-

tured in support of his present efforts.

The large field for observation thus

obtained resulted in a due appreciation

of possibilities in other efficiency equip-

ment besides ball-hearings. The Uni-
versal elevating- truck now bein^ mar-
keted by his employers is the direct re-

sult, in considerable measure, of Mac's
inventive ability, which has had full

play since munitions manufacture be-

came a quasi-staple industry of this

country ; a popular type of banding press

and considerable accessory equipment
for shell manufacture are personal pro-

duets.

Close application to work has some-
wliat restricted our friend's opixirtunity

for travel, although he admits a desire

to plant his foot on his native heath and
conjure up scenes of McCallum More
and Roderick Dhu in the midst of their

native hills. The larger industrial cen-

tres of the States, however, have been
frequently favored with his presence of
recent years, while several remote parts
of Quebec Province and Northern
Ontario have been visited in the
course of missionary work—for ball

hearings, of course—which leads one to
remark that Billy adheres to the faith of
his fathers and is a staunch Presbyter-
ian.

His views on the subject of reliarion

are shared by his wife, who became Mrs.
W. .T. McCallum sixteen years ago.
Their family consists of three daughters
and one son, and their residence in To-
ronto is at (i2 Mountview Ave.
Home life claims the most of Mr.Mc-

I allum's affections to the detriment of
|)olitics and allied activities. He is (luite

fT'ee of any political bias: an intense ad-
miration for and loyalty to the Britisli

Empire being- tile most prominent streak
in this direction. The same absence of
sectarian views is evidenced in his atti-

tude toward affiliations and societies:

the "Brotherhood of Man" typifies his

outlook on humanity, althougii in some
(piarters the view is rather gloomy.

His outlook on the question of engin-
eering is not gloomy, however, and the
joy of future competition will be wel-
comed as bringing further fields to eon-
i|uer. Tn this respect Mac is very frank
in expressing his indebtedness to tech-
nical journalfsm of all kinds. "Start-
ing life on the level with the rest of us,

uninfluenced and unaided, no man. who
is willing to work and take advantage
of i)resent day educati<inal facilities

lU'ed be lacking in that education whieh
contributes so much to success. A
thorough technical training imparts a

lastins- demand for technical knowledae
of current developments, and in this
direction lies what T consider one of the
outstanding features of successful trade
.journalism."
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MACHINING FLY-WHEEL ON AUTO-
MATIC TURNING MACHINE

Herbert's Monthly.
IT may be generally stated that all tur-

ret lathe chuekino; work is suitable for

production by automatic turning' mach-

ine methods, provided it is within the

FIG. 1.

capacity of the machine as regards

length and diameter, and that the ar-

ticles required are in sultteicntly large

quantities to warrant them ibeing made
automatically. The fly-wheel shown in

Fig. 1 is, therefore, an ideal piece of

work, and will afford a good instance

of an efficient lay-out of automatic turn-

ing machine tools. The fly-wheel is an
iron casting.

At the first operation, shown in Fig.

2, the casting is gripped under the rim

by special jaws in an 18-in. special

chuck, the large bore being inwards, and
the casting is set back against the .iaws

themselves; in the chuck is a standard

steady bush and liner. In the line draw-

ing, Fig. 2, the various tools liave been

numbered to facilitate reference to the

operations.

1.—This is a standard facing tool, car-

ried in the back tool post, and rough
faces the edge of the rim.

2.—This is a standard slide facing

tool, carrying three cutters for facing

the portions which are inaccessible from
the cross slide. The direction of tra-

verse is shown by the arrow, and the

slide facing tool is operated, by the

pusher, which is clamped in one of the

tool slots of the back tool post. It will

be noted that four tools are, therefore,

cutting simultaneously, making the fac-

ing a very rapid operation. During the

facing operations the turret is held in

position by a retaining' cam.
3.—This is a standard combination

tool, carrying a boring bar for the 2-in.

hole, a second boring and facing tool

drive to the cutter head clamped on the

boring bar is obtained by another turn-
ing tool holder in one of the empty
holes, but this is not shown in the draw-
ing.

4.—This is another combination tool,

which carries a finish boring bar for the

2-in. hole, a sizing cutter for the spigot,

and a finish turning cutter for the out-

side. The finish turning cutter and a
single point boring cutter are arranged
so that they have ceased cutting before
the sizing cutter for the spigot comes
on to the work. This is done so as not

to disturb the sizing cut.

5.—Tliis is a finish facing cutter for
the edge of the rim, carried in the front

tool post, and operated simultaneously
with 4.

At the second operation the fly-wheel

is gripped by the finished outside dia-

FIQ. 2.

for the spigot recess, a rough turning

cutter for the outside of the rim, and a

radius cutter for the edge. A positive

FIG. 3.

meter in soft jaws and located true by a

special steady bush, which fits in the

spigot recess machined at the first oper-

ation. As this recess is shallow, the

steady bush is made from case-hardenecj

mild steel, and, therefore, has to be

bushed with a bronze liner, otherwise
the lioring bar would gall up. (See Fig.

3.)

1.—This is a standard facing tool.

carried in the back tool post, and rough
faces the edge of the rim.

2.—This is a standard slide facing
tool, carrying four cutters for faeiuL;:

the portions which are inaccessible from
the cross slide. The direction of the

traverse is shown by the arrow, and the

slide facing tool is operated by the same
pusher as used in the first operation,

except that it is turned round, with the

offset on the other side. It should be

noted that in the slide facing tools,

rough and finish cutters, are provided
for each part to be faced, and the

roughing cutters are completely off the

surface before the finishers start cut-

ting.

3.—This is a standard combination
tool, carrying a bar, on which is clamp-
ed a standard boring head for the large

bore. This bar is the same one as used
in the first operation. The combination
tool also carries a radius cutter for the

edge of the rim, and a positive drive for

the boring head is obtained bv another
turninsr tool holder in one of the empty
holes, but is not shown in the drawin?

4.—This is another combination tool.

which carries a finish boring head for
the large hole. It is obvious that the
combination tool is not necessary at this
operation, and a standard boring bar
holder could he used in its ))!a('e. How-
ever, the combination tool is already in

lM)sition on the turret after the first

oi)eration, and forms a useful means of
carrying the boring bar.

5.—This is a finish facing cutter for
the edge of the rim; it is carried in the
front tool post, and operated simultane-
ously with 4.

The machining time for the two oper-
ations is .'{5 minutes.

CHAIN SHELLS
A RECENT British .patent refers to a
chain shell, illustration and description
of which follows. It consists in tlie em-
ployment of a chain or chains wound
around the gaine and separated by discs
or cylinders which will keep the chains
in place until the projectile ease is

emptied. A simple form of the inven-
tion is that in which the projectile is

loaded with short lengths of chain which
are laid therein in coils, but which will,

after explosion, become stretched and,
in addition to having a, high forward
speed, will rotate, and thus assist in in-

creasing the ripping' effect. These lengths

of chain may have weights attached to

their ends, and are preferably laid in

short spirally-wound eoils, separated to

prevent the chain becoming entangled,

and increase its velocity. Fig*. 1 and 2

show sections of two forms of 'projectile

constructed in accordance with this in-

vention. In Fig. 1 a series of two discs

D joined together by short tubes adapt-

ed to drop over the gaine and construct-

ed to receive the chains E are used. In

Fig. 2 the space C is divided by two

i''li}. 1,

CHAIN

cylinders F and G of press-pan or other

suitable material and a coil chain H is

laid in spiral fashion around the gaine

B and inside the cylinder F, whilst the

second chain I is similarly laid around
the outside of the cylinder H and inside

the cylinder I.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

COLUMN FILING MACHINE

AFILING niai'liine embiKlyini; novel

yet well-tried principles of design

is illustrated herewith, being' of

tlie column type supported directly from

the jp-ound. It is built with a solid type

table and all of the adjustments neces-

sary are made in parts above the tabic.

A three speed cone pulley belt drive

is provided on the end of the main
shaft which in turn operates the verti-

cal ram by connecting rod, the stroke be-

ing adjustable from 1% in., to 2^2 io-

and the chuck being adjustable to take
standard straight files without any ad-
ditional work of babbitting etc.

An adjustable hardened roller bear-
ing takes the side pressure of file, and
is adjusted by a knurled screw so as to

allow the angle of the file to alter when
the head is swiveled to the desired de-

gree indicated on the scale shown. A
pedal operated clutch on the main shaft

controls the starting and stopping.

All l)earings are of phosphor bronze,

and all working parts are above the file

eliminating troul)le and wear due to par-

ticles of metal getting between them.
The Noble and '^Westbrook MIg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., are the makers of tliis

machine.

UNIVERSAL FLUE WELDER
ArXlVKKSAL Hue welder is shnwn

in the accompanying illustrations,

which has been developed by the

Southwark Foundry & Machine Co..

Philadelphia, to meet conditions that

liave arisen since the general adoi)tion

of the locomotive superheater. While
built sufficiently heavy to perform the

welding of large flues, the machine takes

safe ends of greater lengths than the

limits of previous types of welders.

Kir.i.\(; M.\<i
.>i\VIVIOiLIN(!

Alil.lO

I.VE WITH
11K.\U .\M>
Fil.K sri'l'oi;

UK.VK VIKW ilF I'T-IK WEI/I )K I; .SHD\VI.V<i ENIl 1 1
1' M AM IKRI. KXPANDING

.SII.VFT.

KI,I 10 WKLDKIt WITH OUAUDS AND KUUNACl': APrArilED.

A special device ou the welder enables

the weld to be worked on the inside in-

stead of on the outside, thereby avoid-

ing trouble arising from outside welil-

ing wliich works the metal down to a

solid mandr(d, the consequent reduction

of area being detrimental from the view-

point of free jiassage of gases, as well as

preventing tlie entrance of suiierheatcd

elements.

The machine consists of twi) main

parts, the clamping bead at tlie front,

and the driving mecbanism at the back.

Tlie clamiiing head is made from one

circular-shape casting, four air cylin-

ders mounteil on the inside. The pistons

are lifted with metal snap rings, instead

of the ordinary cup leather type. The
front end of the piston rods are equip-

ped with sectional dies, which clamp the

iMitside of the flue at the line of vveM.
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the cylinders operating simultaneously

with the opening' of the valve.

Runninn' throug-h the centre of this

head longitudinally witii the machine is

the welding' mandrel wliich fits the in-

side of tlie Hue. Four rollers are iis-

scmtoled in the body of this mandrel,
which is hollow. Tapered and free in

t>heir bearings, they

can ibe moved radi-

cally by inserting a

taper mandrel that

reaches through the
i

middle of the spindle

from the back of the

machine. This man-
drel is operated by
an air cylinder also

controlled by the

main foot valve. The
main mandrel is

driven through two
gear reductions to a

IV2 h.p. motor.

A cast iron tank or

water back protects
the welding head
from excessive heal
from the furnace.
The size of the
mandrel, back of the
welding rollers, ap-
proximates the in-

side diameter of the
flue. This supports
the weight of the
safe end while being-

heated and moved to tlie welding posi-
tion, which prevents any loss due to the
dropping off of safe ends, as frequently
occurs.

Standing away from the furnace, the
operator uses a foot valve which con-
trols the entire operation of the welder.
The piping IS so arrang'ed that tlie

clamping heads close in on the outside
diameter of the flue before the taper
mandrel expands the rollers to make
the weld. Driven directly from tho
motor, the mandrel is started by an air

chuck operating automatically with tlie

clamping of the flue.

It is customary to rig up the from of

the machine with some type of rolle:

talile to support the long flue, and with
this complete equipment, one crew easily

can weld in a day of ten hours 120 super-
heater flues.

The machine has a capacity up to SV-j

in. flues, uses air pressure of 80-100 lbs.

per sq. in., and is driven bv a IV2 horse-
power motor. The air pistons are 7
in. dia., speed of mandrel 100 revs, per
min., and floor space occuiued 3 ft. 6 in.

X 9 ft.

©
AKIMOFF DYNAMIC BALANCING

MACHINE
A PERFECT dynamic (running) bal-

ance is something very hard to obtain.

On other hand, it is often to be desired,

particularly in high speed machines. The
importance of running balane.<> in high
speed machinery is well understood.
Rotating machinery cannot run proper-

ly unless it is perfectly balanced. Even
a small amount of unbalancing will give

rise to a host of troubles, such as, noise,

vibration, excessive power consumption
and undue wear of the bearings. These
effects are especially serious in high

speed machinery, as for instance, auto-

mobile crankshafts, motor armatures,

and turbine runners.

As a means for determining the

FKUNT VIEW (IF FH'E WELDER SHOWING CYLIxN'DERS.
DIES AND MOTOR.

amount of unbalance obtaining and cor-

recting it, Mr. N. W. Akimoff, chief en-

gineer of the Dynamic Balancing Ma-
chine Company of Philadelphia, Pa., has

perfected this machine. The machine is

driven by a Westing'house motor and
tlie picture shows it ready for balancing

a motor armature. The balancing of

rotating elements of electrical machin-

ery and of automobile shafts have, so

far, been two of the most successful ap-

plications for which this machine has

been used. Tlie principle upon which
the machine operates may be described

as follows:

An unbalanced condition of a body
rotating at a relatively high speed may
be due to lack of static balance or lack

of dynamic balance. An indication of

static unbalance may be obtained with a

static balancing machine.
Correcting for such unbal-

ance involves drilling one

hole or adding one weight to

bring' the centre of the mass
of the body on the axis of

rotation. In a statically

balanced body, however, two
masses on opposite sides of

the axis of rotation, located

axially at a distance from
each other, form on rotation,

a couple which develops vi-

brations, as is noted in dp-

fective commutators in electrical ma-
chinery, etc. The Alrimoff dynamic bal-

ancing machine furnishes a means for

determining easily and correctly the

magnitude and plane of the couple, by

the establishment of another couple.

which, maintaining the static balance,
counteracts tlie couple which produces
dynamic unbalance. The magnitude and
plane of this couple indicates the cor-

rection to be applied to the body under
test to produce a perfect dynamic bal-

ance.

A rigid horizontal beam, such as a

lathe bed is hinged at one end of the

machine and supported by a spring at the

other. The body to be tested, already in

perfect static balance, is rotatively sup-

ported On the beam. If dynamically
unbalanced, the body will, on rotation,

cause the beam to vibrate in a vertical

plane. The object of the spring is to

amplify the vibration. A so-called

squirrel cage is located on the underside

of the beam and, in operation, is rotated

in unison with the body being tested.

This squirrel cage consists of two circu-

lar discs carrying an even number of

rods arranged slidably in the two discs

and parallel to the axis of rotation of

the cages. When the ends of the rods

are in one plane, the cage is in both

static and dynamic balances, but if two
opposite rods are displaced the dvnamic
balance is destroyed and the coujile pro-

duced will itself cause vibration of the

beam. One pair of rods in the squirrel

cage woiuld suffice if the relative position

of the rods could be altered through the

transmission device, but f-or conveni-

ence, three or four pairs are employed
and even then it is sometimes necessary

to change the angular position of the

cage so that the balancing can be done

by one pair of rods and not two.

In making the test of a body the

cage is adjusted so that the vibration

produced in the beam by the body are

damped out by those set up by the

Squirrel cage. An arrangement whereby

the rods of the cage may be adjusted

axially while the cage is in rotation is

provided and by utilizing this arrange-

ment the rods are shifted until the de-

sired effect is produced.

©

Peggy—"Daddv what did the Dead
Sea die of?"
Daddy—"Oh, I don't know, dear.''

Peggy—"Daddy, where do the Zep-

pelins start from?"

DYNAMIC BALANCING MACHINE.

Daddy—"I don't know, dear."

Peggv—"Daddy, when will the war
end?"'
Daddy—" I don't know."
Peggy—"I say, Daddy, who made you

an editor?"
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IMPAIRED STEEL PRODUCTION

ASIDE li-oMi the war news of the past week, steel,

whether relative to its oommereial importance or

stock market standing, continues to play fast an<l

loose with both reason and calculation. Germany's note

of "frig-ht fulness" has naturally had some effect on a

situation already sufficiently acute; at the same time, we

may not lose sight of the fact of its being but an incident

in a day's happenings. Tlie output of steel, both for

munitions and commercial requirements, tends toward

further restriction, and indications are that .still lower

records are in sight in the immediate future. Coke, a

front rank essential in the production of steel, is both

high in price and scarce, the two being interdependent.

The scarcity is, however, largely due to congested frans-

portation facilities, which appear to be growing steadily,

altliough perhaps imperceptibly worse. What is true of

the steel situation as a whole on the North American con-

tinent is equally so of that more specifically Canadian,

although such concerns as the Steel Company of Canada
and Algoma Steel Corporation are perhaps most directly

affected in the matter of fuel for metallurgical purposes.

It sliould, of course, be borne in mind that no small con-

tributory to the railroad congestion prevailing is the cir-

cumstance of our being meantime in the grip of mid-winter

storms and frosts, each of whicli contributes its quota to

the mag-nifieation of other disabilities incidental to an

altogether abnormal time.

Steel for .shells may be said to still constitute by far

the major portion, if not practically tlie total output of

more than one of our four big steel plants. It is under-

stood, however, that neitlier of them are producing the

scheduled quantity, largely because of the highly alnior-

mal transportation situation which has been alhiwed to

develop and become a menace to our metal-working in-

dustries generally, whether munitions-engaged or otlier-

wise. We are, of course, importing steel from the Ignite. i

States, but, even from that source, transportation troubles

militate aiiainst even moderately ])rompt receipts. Our
finishing plant.s, as a result, are in many cases operating
below tlieir rated capacity.

As an example of the extreme acuteness of the steel

situation, particularly as regards munitions re<|uirements,

if may be slated that considerable credence was placed

in an early-week report oT action taken by the Tniiierial

Munitions Board relative to modification of tlu- urfoncy
(if the sleel requirements—shapes, for tlu> .+!)0.(I(U).(I(H1,

(jne-time known '"mystery block" at comer of Yonge
and College Streets, Toronto. The action taken was

imaginary, just as is the "mystery" regarding the con-

cern about to erect the "block" or departmental store.

This latter, we might state, will be both costly and pre-

tentious when wholly complete as planned, involving as

it does a capital outlay of ,$90,000,000, covering an area

bounded north and south by College and Hayter Sts., and

east and west by Yonge and Terauley Streets, and rising

to a heiu'ht of 15 storeys. One unit only of 9 storeys, con-

stituting about one-sixth of the structure at that height,

and involving an expenditure of $10,000,000, is meantime

to be erected, and for this the steel is on order. -Actual

construction is not being pushed, however, a circum-

stance amply borne out, when it is known that delivery

of steel (Bethelehem) is entirely at mill convenience;

that rolling is not expected to begin until July of this

year, and erection under the most favorable general con-

ditions until July, 1918.

Steel is, nevertheless, scarce,- and as an instance of

how imperative are the requirements for munitions, it

may be stated that two Canadian corporations specializ-

ing in both heavy, medium and light forgings, in addition

to other products, finished and semi-flnished, have had to-

decline tenders for the supply of forgings incidental to

the requirements of our marine engineering and ship-

building plants. The forgings in question have had, as a

result, to be imported from the I'nited States.

The downward trend in market values of Canadian

steel stocks may be reckoned as healthful, whether

"Peace with Victory" for Britain and her Allies be im-

minent, or otherwise. Profits on munitions production

are comparatively lean, whatever the particular line or

lines being manufactured, and we look to see the price

recession reach rock-bottom foundation well in advance

of a cessation of hostilities. Under such circumstances,

and only so, will the peace time readjustment period be

brief, and abnormal dislocation of industrial enterprise

in Canada be avoided.

HELP TO WIN THE WAR

THOSE who cannot go to the Front can help in a.

most practical way by saving their money and

placing it at the disposal of the Government to

assist in financing the war. The new War Savings Cer-

tificates which have been created by the Government to

encourage thrift and economy, and to give everyone an

opportunity to assist in financing our war expenditure,

are now on sale at every bank and monej' order post office

in Canada. The ,$25 certificate sells for ,$21.50, the $50

for .$4:i. and the $100 for $8(3. As an investment, these

certificates offer many attractive features—chief of which

are the absolute security and the excellent interest re-

turn. For every $21.50 lent to the Government now, $25

will be returned at liie end of three years.

There are two other features which are especially in-

teresting to small investors. First, the certificates may
be surrendered at any time, if the buyer should need his

money; and second, each certificate is registered at Ot-

tawa in the buyer's name and. if lost or stolen, is, there-

fore, valueless to anyone else. Xotwiilistnnding their ex-

cellence from an investment standpoint, the certificates

should appeal strongly to our people, because they offer

to those who must needs remain at liome a sp'.endid op-

portunity for a most important patriotic service. The

person who honestly saves to the extent of his ability

and places bis savings at the disposal of the Government
l)y [lurchasing these certificates, may feel that lie is hav-

ing a direct share in feeding, equipiunu-, and munitioning

o\ir Canadian soldiers, who are so nobly doing their part

on our beliair ami that of wurld freedom.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IBON.
Grey forge, Pittsburgh . . .$29 ;i5

Lake Superior, charcoal.
Chicago 31 T.J

Standard low phos.. Phila-
delphia oS on

Bessemer. IMttshurgh .... o5 95
Basic. Valley furnace ao 00

Montreal Torouto
.Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. a
Clarence, No. 3 -.

Hamilton -

Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 00
Steel bars, base, Toronto... 4 'Si

Steel bars, :: in. to 4 in.

base j lis

Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base oO

Iron bars, base, Montreal., o It.T

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10
Kcinforcing bars, ba.se ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsburgh
Tank plates. Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Cents

Steel bars, base 4 i"i

Sum 11 shapes 4 "."

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Cents

Steel bars 3.75
Bars, 2 in. and up 4.25
Structural shapes 3.S5
Plates 4.50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to rollowing Points

Per 100 lbs.
C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 33.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.3
Toronto 18.9 22 1
Uuelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor IS.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 So.l

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 50 .$;^S 00
Klcctro copper 36 50 :3S 00
Castings, copper . . 35 50 .'!S 00
Tin .51) 00 .'is 00
Spelter 15 00 13 .50

Lead 11 00 10 00
.\ntimony 25 01) 20 00
.Muminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PL.iTES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to ^.... $5 40 |o 75
Heads 5 75 S 00
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 50 5 S5

WROUGHT PIPE.
Buttweld.

Prices In effect Dec. 30,

Per 100 feet-
% in $
H in

% in.

Vj in.

% in.

1 in.

IH in.

l"/^ in.

Black
4 25 ?

3 54
3 54
4 59
5 64
8 33

11 27
13 48
18 13
28 67
37 49

214 in
3 in

3V4 in 46 92
4 in 55 59

I..apweld.
2 in 21 09
2% in .31 59
3 in 41 31

1916.

Galv.
; 5 75

5 67
5 67
6 16
7 76

11 48
15 53
18 56
24 98
39 49
51 64
63 94
75 76

27 57
41 83
54 70

Toronto

?21 75
25 2-|

24 50
25 00

20 50

314 in 51 52 6S 54
4 in 61 04 81 21
4«. in 71 12 94 62
5 in 82 SS 110 30

in 107 50 143 00
T in 142 SO 1S6 80
8 in. 1 150 00 196 30
S in 172 SO 226 10
9 in 207 00 270 80
10 in. L 192 0<l 231 20
10 in 247 20 323 40

Prices Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WliOrciHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4'X:" and larger. 55%.
4" and under, running thread.

40%.

Standard couplings. 4" and un
der, 50%.

4M;" and larger. 30%.

OLD .MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal
Copper, light .i;22 00
Copper, crucible . . 26 00
Copper, heavy 26 00
Copper wire 26 OO
No. 1 machine

composition 21.50
No. 1 composition

turnings IS 511

.New Brass clip-
pings 17 50

No. 1 brass turn-
ings 15 0(1

Steel, low phos... 14 00
Heavy Melting

steel 13 00
No. 1 machine

cast iron 21 00
Steel turnings ... 9 00
Boiler plate 12 00
Rails 14 75
.\sles. "wrought

iron 19 00
Tire.s. steel 12 00
Rails 13 75
Shafting 21 00
Malleable scrap . . 10 25
Pipe, wrought . . 10 50
Stove plate 14 00
Heavy lead S 00
Tea lead 6 Oi)

Scrap zinc 8 .50

.\luminum 3G 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers 10
Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 15

Machine bolts. % and less. 25
Blank bolts 15
Bolt ends 15
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27',*.

Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, 11. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20
.Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., $3.75
per lb. off.

Nuts, hex., over 1 in. .$2.00

per lb. off.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus .. 50
Iron rivets and burrs 27V^
Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15
Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75
Wood screws, O. & R.,
bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42*/^

Wood screws. O. & R.,
brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screws. O, & R.

bronr.e 22\2

15 00
14 00

15 00

16 00
9 00

10 50
15 00

24 00
12 on
14 00
20 00
11 00
9 00

13 00
S 50
6 .50

S 50
35 00

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per Cent.

Set screws 4u
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 15
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus ID

Fin. (.V: semi-fin, nuts up to
1 in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 45
Coupling bolts, plus ID
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 15
Planer head bolts, with fillet.. net
Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 in 30
Planer head bolt nuts, over

1 in 25
Planer bolt washers ...plus 10
Hollow set screws.. list plus 40
Collar screws list plus 20
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 70
Patch bolts add 63
Cold pressed nuts to 1V>

in add 3.50
t'old pressed nuts over 1V>

in add $2.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Besseujcr billets .$65 00
Dpon-heartli billets 65 00
(III. sheet bars 65 00
Forging billets .T) 00
Wire rods 70 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 4 75 4 TO
Cut nails 4 50 4 50
Miscellaneous wire nails 63%
Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 lbs $4 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed 35
Babbitt metals 11 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb. drums 3 35
White lead, pure, cwt 14 25
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. French medal, lb....' 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95
Gasoline, per gal. ,^ bulk.. 29^
Benzine, p.er gal., bulk.... 2SVi,
Pure turpentine. single

bbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil, raw, single,
bbls 1 12

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 1.-.

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00
Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing. No. 1 Italian 32
Packing, No. 2 Italian 25
Lead wool, per lb 12

Pure Manila rope 29%
Transmission rope. Manila .37V>
nrilling cables. Manila ... 32'i

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS,

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 20
S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to SO 10

S.S. drills. 1 16 in. and larger .35

SUindard drills to li/, in 35
Standard drills, over 1'^ in. net
3-fluted drills to I14 in 20
3-fluted drills, over 1^4 in... net
Bit stock 35
Ratchet drills Net
Machine bits for wood net
S.S. drills for wood 234-10
Wood boring brace drills.... 20
Electricians 25
Sockets 30

.Sleeves 40
Tapper pin and taper reamers 10
••Premier" a n d "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus .'io

Bridge reamers 50
Centre reamers 5
Chucking reamers net
Hand reamers 5

COLD ROLLED SH.\FTINO.

At mill list plus 40%M warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
liuiise price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON I'IPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%: cast iron,
35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 00: flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; m.illeable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto
Sheets, Black, No. 28. .$5 50 $5 75
Sheets. Black, No. 10. 6 00 5 00
Canadii plates, dull,

52 sheets 5 To 5 75
Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 7 ,50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 2D
Queen's Head, 2§ B.
W.G 7 75 7 75

Pleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 .'C.

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 .50

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 20
I're((]ier. 10% oz 8 00 7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in $9 45
5-16 in 9 10
% in 8 35
7-16 in 7 15

% in 6 95
3-10 in 6 95
% in 6 80
% in 6 70
% in 6 53
1 inch 6 40
.\bove quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CH.4IN B.B.

% in $15 50
3-16 in 11 70
Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40
% in 6 35
7-16 in 6 35

H in 6 33
% in 6 36
% in 6 .35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western. American... 60
Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60
.1. Barton Smith. Eagle CO
McClelland. Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47V<,
Nichol^ron 50
Globe 57Vj
Vulcan 57V]
Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 50
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal S 50
Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.

Size.

Seam-
less

Lap-
neldetl

1 in $30 00

1V4 in 30 00

1',^ in 30 00 24 00

1% in

^ in

» 00
33 00

21 no
20 00

2% in 33 00

2\'i. in 25 76 26 50

5.3 00

M 50

31 00

SVi in 3G 0(J

av, in 59 50 31) 00

4 in 75 00

feet. M<
Di'onto.

40 Ofl

Prires per 100
and T

ntreiil

01L.S AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 25
Koyalite, per gal., bulk 12
Machine oil, per gal 25|.2

Illack oil, per gal 12 Vj
Cylinder oil. Capital 45V.
Cylinder oil. Acme 36>/o

Standard cutting compound,
per 11) 0.6

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 6S
,\cme cutting oil, antisep-

tic .3714

Imperi.'il quenching oil .... 39i'o

Totroleum fuel oil 12

BELTING—NO. 1 0.*K
TANNED.

Kxtra heavy, single and
d.uilple 30-3%

.standard 40%
<'ut leather lacing. No. 1.. $1 50
Leather in sides 1 30

T.\PES.

Che.^termau Metallic, 50 ft. ..$2 OU
Lufkin Metallic, COS, 50 ft.. 2 00

Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75

Admiral Steel Tape. 100 ft.. 4 45

Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50

Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

, Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

W.\STE.
White Cents per n».

XXX Extra ; 20
Peerless 20

Grand 19
Supcriiir 19

X L (• I! IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal 17

X press 10

COLORED.
Lion 141,0

Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11""4

Keen lOVs

WOOL r.\CKI>G.

Arrow 2.".

A.xle 20
Anvil 1."'

.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list sul»je<-t to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin . 49 to ..5t!

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, Vi to 2 in. ..$46 00 $46 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 .34 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 57 00 57 0(1

Braziers' in sheets.
0x4 .lase 46 ,30 46 .30

BR.ASS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd ,3.3

Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz liO

Brass tubing, seamless.... 5.3

Copper tubing, seamless... 5.3

PLATING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 :t3

Emery iu kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, jiowder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. siq. ft.?12 00 .$12 .30

Sheets, S'/o lbs. si].

fL 11 75 12 25

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, ^4c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

-\cid, boracie ? .15

Acid, hydrochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 14M:
Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15

.Vmmonium chloride 11

Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40

.Vmmonium sulphate 07

Arsenic, white 12

Copper, carbonate, aniiy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17

Cobalt sulphate 70

Iron perchloride 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55

Sodium Itisulphite 10

.Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04

Sodium hyposulphite, l)er

100 lbs 5.(K>

Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Ll». Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'X'HE iiidu.stricil .situation has Ijeeii iiiateriallv affected by the

ireaking-off of diiiloinatic relations between the United States^
1

and Germany, and further developments are being awaited with

interest. The effect, so far, ha.s been most noticeable in the ingot

metal markets, where prices have advanced on copper, tin and
antimony. The advance in tin, however, is due more to the pos-

sibility of .shijuneiits being lost on account of the proposed sub-

marine blockade and not because of the likelihood of an increa-se

in demand, as in the case of copper and antimony. Steel prices

continue on the up-grade, iron and .steel bars, plates and shapes all

having reached higher levels. The steel market is very strong, and
the recent developments in the international situation will tend to

'iirther strengthen the situation. Tlie output of the mills is still

being curtailed on account of the difiieulty in obtaining supplies

of coke and raw material in sufficiently large quantitie.s. In this

regard the outlook in the meantime is not very bright, although a

strenuous effort is being made to relieve the congestion of freight

by the railways. Canadian foundry ])ig-iron continues oil' the

market and a considerable tonnage is now being imported from
the United Slates. The machine tool market is quiet, pending
the placing "f third and fnurtli (juarter contracts for munitions.

Montreal, Feb. 5.—Tlie rupture of
ili|iiiirTi:il ic rt'latidiis between the United
State-s and Geriiuiny lias liad a distnrl)-

inK effect upon the entire industrial sit-

uation. Karly future coudilions will he

hir;;ely indicated by develupMients of tlie

ne.\t few days. Frei^iit ci)n'.;estion and
emt)ar!roes are causiiiff considerable in-

convenience and many factories are seri-

ously handicapped throuuli non delivery

of much-needed material.

Pig Iron

Railroad embarfjoes are seriously af-

f'ectinsr the pijr iron situation and poor

delivery of raw materials makes it very

dillicult to maintain maximum produc-

tion. The chief factor fn the situation

is the coke shortasre, furnaces lieinu

forced to ojierate li-rht or suffer tem|)(ir-

ary shut down.

Foundries are also handicapped for

the same reason and i)rospects of early

relief are not very cncournjrinjr. One
local foundry paid as hiirh as $20 per

ton for sufficient coke to make a certain

castini;, being unable to secure d(divery

on several ears hehl up a few n iles fnun

Montreal.

Steel

A new condition is likely in the steel

situation, followina: the developments of

the past few days and those that will

take place during' the cominir week. The
market continues ver^" stronsj and com-
paratively steady under the tension that

prevails throughout all branches of in-

dustry. Nervousness is not pronounceil

but the trade is anxiously awaiting: de-

finite action on the part of the U.S.

government iu respect to the latest crisis

in international relations. That the nexl

week or two will mark an important

period in the year's history is more than

I)ossible, but at the moment it would be

premature to reflect upon early future

conditions. The steel situation at pres-

ent is seriously affected ny the difficulties

experienced in transportation of ma-
terials, railroad embargoes and weather

conditions interfering with the satisfac-

tory shipments of all classes of raw and

finished material. While a declaratiiui

of war on tlie part of the United Stales

would probably mean increased activity

in tlie steel industry with a correspond

ing advance in cost of material, a relax

ation of the contemplated submarine

warfare would have little effect upiui

present conditions, owing to the abnor-

mal activity that is promised for more

than a year hence. With the exception

of rolling billets and blue annealed

sheets, both of whiidi show advances,

the market is unchanged and prices re-

main firm. TiOcal dealers report the sit-

uatiiui as linn as usual, but anticipate

some interesting changes, should de-

velopments force the I'nited States to

take the steps which generally follow

a diplomatic break.
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Metals

The general market is again featured
by activity in some of the metals, witii

the coming week promising still further
developments, the extent of which is at

present very uncertain. The metals are
very strong with copper steady but un-
changed. Tin shows a sharp advance
owing to sea risks. Spelter is quiet fol-

lowing a short active period. Lead is

stronger while antimony is shooting up-
wards. Aluminum is active and very
firm.

Copper.—The market is still unsettled

awaiting the outcome of present rela-

tions between the United States and
Germany. The underlying tone of the

situation is very indefinite, and unset-
tled conditions will likely prevail for

some little time until conditions develop
further. Copper is comparatively strong
but the future is uncertain. Strength
has been added to the London market,
while New York reports little change.
The local situation is steady with prices

firm and unchanged.

Tin.—The sharp advance on London
market has been followed by a further

rise in New York the ciuotation being
now 5114 cents. In view of the present

outlook, and contingent risks on tin

shipments, local dealers are now quoting
56 cents per pound on a fairly active

market; this is an advance on the week
of 8c per lb.

Spelter.—The recent strength shown
in spelter attracted sellers to the extent

of offering a larger volume of metal than
the trade could absorb, with the result

that the market reacted to a lower level.

The New York market which last week
advanced %e shows a decline of "one

cent the week, the current quotation be-

ing 9%c per lb. Dealrrs here however
are quoting 15e, an advance on the

week of 1/2 cent per lb.

Lead.— The leading interests have
placed their nominal quotation on a

basis of 8e. This is lA cent higher than

last week, and the situation has taken

on a serious aspect owing to the fact

that consumer's supplies are low, and
considerable doubt exists as to the

whereabouts of metal in transit. The
existing uncertainty of early future con-

ditions does not tend to relieve the sit-

uation and further strength with in-

creased prices is not improbable. The
trust pfice is now 8c with independents
asking 8V2e. The local market is active

and strona'er, the dealers bavins ad-

vanced their quotations to lie, this be-

ing Vo cent above last week.

Antimony.—The market is still featur-

ed by the active upward movement of
antimony. This strength is largely due
to the delays in shipments of metal, but
LT.S. war possibilities may be a factor

in the remarkable return to high tide

during the past few weeks. Following
the advance of last week. New York
announces a further advance of 4c, the

nominal price now asked being 25c per
lb. Canadian requirements are heav.v

and possible developments on the otiter

side might curtail the early future sup-

ply so that further strength may be ex-

pected. The week 's advance shows an
addition of 7c, the present local price
being 25 cents per pound.

Machine Tools and Supplies
Business in machine tools continues

satisfactory but the volume is not heavy.
Orders for single tools are still fairly

active but builders are looking forward
to additional activity when further shell

contracts are placed. Firms making
shells are fully occupied, and additions

to plant capacity mean the constant
placing of new machines. Several local

firms are taking over buildings and in-

creasing their output. One plant here

is purchasing 35 special machines as an
addition to their present equipment
which will increase their output over 100
per cent.

Scrap

In common with other markets, old

materials are affected by uncertain con-

ditions. At present the situation is

marked by nervousness ; with the most
recent tendency showing an upward
movement in price quotations. New
York prices are generally higher and
local dealers are slightly in advance over

last week on machine compositions, turn-

inffs and heavv lead.

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 8.—Tiie severance

of diphnnatie relations between the

United States and Germany affects Can-

ada closely, but what the future holds

for this country in this regard is diffi-

cult to determine. Develoitments wili

be watched, however, with intense in-

terest, especially as they affect the steel

trade, metal markets, and machine too'

business, more particularly in regard to

the munitions industry. The fact that

the U. S. would be an ally would mini-

mize any adverse efifect produced by the

situation. There has been some improve-

ment made during the week in the

freisrht situation, but the severe weather
lias hampered the railways in their ef-

forts to relieve the congested conditions.

Steel

The latest development in the interna-

tional situation will tend to strengthen

the steel market. Whether the United
States are actually drawn into the con-

flict or not, the preparedness policy ad-

vocated some time ago will likely be put

in efifect. This would entail a further

demand for steel at a time when the

mills have heavy commitments. As Can-
ada is not at the present time entirely

independent of the U. S. mills, the out-

look here is somewhat uncertain, as

there is a 'possibility of supplies of steel

from the States being partially eut off.

Such a contingency, whether remote or

otherwise, should be considered, as the

efifect would be more or less serious in

view of the enormous demand for steol

for our munitions and the meantime in-

adequate output of our mills. In any
event, continued upward movement in

prices seems inevitable, and indications

of this may be seen in a further advance
in iron and steel bars, plates and small

shapes, which are now quoted as fol-

lows:—Iron bars, 4e; steel bars, 4.25c;

shapes, 4.75c; and plates, 5.85c per
pound. Production is still running be-
iiind the tonnage anticipated, as de-
liveries of raw materials are slow on ac-
count of transportation difficulties, 'ac-

centuated by flic severe weather. Two
fair-sized orders for structural steel

liave been placed recently. The Domin-
ion Bridge Co. has been awarded l;i,00O

Ions for the new departmental store

—

"Mystery Block," Toronto, Bethlehem
shapes being specified, and the Imperial
Munitions Board lias placed an order
fur 2,500 tons of shapes with the Ham-
ilton Bridge Works for the new steel

plant at Ashbridge's Bay.
Prices of black sheets are very firm,

and the demand in the primary marketf
continues very heavy, particularly for
blue annealed material. The slieet mills

are badly handicapped by tlie scarcity

o^ raw material and fuel, and producT
tion is being curtailed. There have been
i/c price changes on either black or gal-

vanized sheets, but higher prices are ex-

jiected an.y time. Canada plates, bright,

have advanced to $7.50 per lOO lbs.

The situation in the steel trade in the

States is one of watchful waiting, pend-
ing developments. Demand has .just be-

gun to improve following the set-back

caused by peace talk ; now new buying
has been again suspended temporarily.

Prices, however, show no indicafiim of

weakness and the upward movement in

values is expected to continue. The only

important advance to note is in forging

billets, which are now $85 per ton.

Pig Iron

Tliere is really no change in the pig

iron situation. Canadian foundry iron

is still off the market, and there is no
prospect of supplies being obtainable

until there is sutBcient coke available

for the furnaces to operate. Coke is

still a very scarce commodity, notwith-

standing efforts made by the railway

companies to relieve the situation. A
considerable tonnage of pig iron is be-

ing imported from the States.

Scrap

The market is very firm and prices

generally have an upward tendency.

Copper wire and No. 1 machine composi-
tion are both higher, while other cop-

per scraps will undoubtedly advance.

Lead and zinc have also advanced about

Ic per pound. Although the embargo on
steel turnings has been lifted, prices are

hioiier. this material being now quoted

at $0.

Machine Tools

The recent development in the States

is being watched with interest in loeal

machine fool circles. If the U. S. Gov-
ernment find it necessary to take over

munition plants for their own require-

ments, some difficulty may be experi-

enced in oettin5- machine tools from the

States into Canada. Apart from this,

business is quiet except for a fair de-

mand for single tools. Canadian ma-
chine tool builders continue very bus.v

on munitions equipment, which is not

confined to domestic trade, as some ex-

port business is being done also.
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Supplies

Prices continue very firm on all lines

of machine shop supplies, but compara-
tively few changes have been made dur-
ing the week. Manila rope, however,
has advanced 2i4c, and is now c|uoted at

291^0, while transmission rope and
drilling cables are quoted at SJi-ic and
32i'2C respectively. Gi-indstones have
advanced 45c per 100 lbs.

Metals

The possibility of the United States
taking an active part in the war has
caused considerable excitement in the

metal markets. The proposed German
siibmarina blockade has also affected
the markets, but this is a passing fea-
ture, as it is not very probable that ship-

ments of metals will be seriously inter-

fered with. Prices of some metals have
already advanced, copper, tin. and an-
timony having all been affected. In all

these cases, however, prices are entirely

nominal.

Copper.—The market is excited on ac-

count of the war situation, but prices
although higher, are nominal. There is

practically no copper to be had for near-
by delivery, as dealers who have metal
are holding and awaiting developments.
There is very little copper for delivery
sooner than August to be had; this will

have a tendency to keep the market
firm. Copper has advanced 2c locally,

and is now quoted nominally at 38c.

Tin.—The submarine blockade pro-
posals have made the tin market ner-
vous on account of the possibility of
shipments of this metal being lost and
available supplies diminished. The
scare has sent prices forward sharply,

but at the same time buyina- is restrict-

ed. Tin has advanced 10c locally, ami
is nominally quoted at 58c per pound.

Spelter.—Along with other metals,
the spelter market is unsettled, but quo-
tations are unchanged. Consumers are
not in the market at all, while producers
are adopting an attitude of waiting for
further developments. Local price, ISi/o'"

per pound.

Lead.—The market has not been dis-

turbed by recent developments, and the
situation in lead is more favorable than
in other metals. The "Trust" is now
quoting Sc and "Independents'' 8.2oc
to S.75c New York. Local jirice un-
cliiiii'.;i'd at lOeper pound.

Antimony.—The market has been up-
set by the recent international develop-
ments and prices have advanced. Al-
though antimony would not be affected
by submarine operations, the outlook is

unsettled, .\ntimony has advanced fie

locally, and is now quoted at 26e per
pound.

Aluminum.—The market is firmer,

but qnotations arc iinclianged al 68c per
P'lUIul.

Solders.—Pricca hav.« b«en affected
by the advance in tin and continued
high cost of lead. Current quotations
are 6c higher, sruaranteed being quoted
at 35c and strictly at Xh per pound.

CANADA'S LAST FISCAL YEAR
THE public accounts for the last fiscal

year were tabled in the House of Com-
mons, Ottawa, on February 1, by the
Minister of Finance. Total receipts on
account of consolidated fund were $172,-

147,838, while the total expenditure for
the ordinary expenses of administration
amounted to .$130,350,726. The surplus
was, therefore, .$41,797,112. Ca])ital ac-

count expenditure totalled .$38,566,950

on public works, including $7,078,000 on
the National Transcontinental; $7,635,-

000 on the Intercolonial; $4,887,000 on
the Hudson Bay Railway, and .$1,909,-

000 on the We'lland Ship Canal. The
railway subsidies paid during the year
totalled $1,4(10,000. The war expendi-
ture was $166.197,7.%. The total ex-

penditures under all headings were $209,-

350,000. The increase in net debt of
the Dominion was $165,780,000, or prac-
tically the same as the amount set down
for war expenditure.

Under the heading of war exjiendi-

ture, the Militia and Defence Depart-
ment was responsible for $160,433,000.
the Justice Department for $1,287,000.

the Naval Department for $3,274,000,
and the Dominion Police for $201,000.

One of the interesting items of the
details of receipts is the acknowledg-
ment of conscience money to a total of

$371 by the Customs Department, $102
by the Finance Department, and $99 by
the ^larine Department.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Honnidas Laporte, Montreal; A.
E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Pay allowances and sustenance of the

troops cost $100,788,000, transport $8,-

686,000, clothing $13,194,000, small arras

and ammunition $7,766,000. The war
expenses of the Justice Department in-

clude, of course, the cost of looking af-

ter the interned prisoners.

The consolidated fund expenditure
for the fiscal year ended March last was
a little over $5,000,000 less than the ex-

penditure for 1915. The capita! account
expenditure decreased by nearly three
millions. The details of receipts and
expenditures show the huge transactions
which the Canadian Government lias

put through for the Allied Governments
in connection witli war purchases Cor

Canada. There was received from the
Imperial Guvornment during the twelve
months $148,000,000, while there was ex-

pended on tlie Iinnerial Government ac-

count $186,000,000. From the French
Government there was received $1,070,-

000. and exiienditures on French account
totalled $2,018,800. Russian and Italian

Governments receijits and expenditures
handled by the Canadian Government
totalled about $1,000,000 each, wliile for
the New Zealand Government, Canada
spent nearly four million didlai-s.

CANADA'S NEW BORROWINGS
THE resolution of Sir Thomas White
calling for legislation authorizing the
Government to borrow $100,000,000 tc
meet maturing obligations of the Do-
minion, to carry on public works" and to
meet expenditures for general pui-poses,

was adopted in the House of Commons,
Ottawa, on February 1, and the bill

based upon it was introduced. The
Finance Minister during the discussion
intimated that a considerable portion of
any monej' which might be borrowed
under the provisions of the bill would
be obtained by domestic loans. He said

he would like to float all loans in Can-
ada, but pointed out that the condition

of exchange mi.ght make it desirable to

borrow in the United States.

He told the House that Canada's re-

venue for the present fiscal year would
be sufficient to pay all ordinary and
capital expenditures of the country and
sixty or seventy million dollars of the

principal of its war expenditure. He
estimated that during the coming year

it would be necessary to borrow $250,-

000,000 on this side of the Atlantic to

meet war expenditures and additional

sums to establish credits for Great
Britain in the Dominion. Balancing the

advances made by Canada to the Im-
perial Government to pay for munitions
manufactured here, against the sums
owing by Canada to the Imperial Gov-
ernment for supplies for the Dominion's
troops overseas, he concluded that Great
Britain was now indebted to Canada to

the extent of .$18,000,000.

®
ONTARIO LABOR BRANCH

RETURNS
"WE are now getting the class of

people we were after,'' says Dr. Riddell,

superintendent of the Trades and Labor
Branch Department of Public Works,
Province of Ontario. "We make no
attempt to handle the casual labor where
work is obtained for a day or two. We
are now in a position to handle skilled

labor and we have got that class coming
to the office. The Ottawa office shows
probably the lowest cost per capita for

placements of any place that I know of

except one. There, for tile month of

January, it has been 46c. Wisconsin is

down to 45c, and that's the lowest I

know."
During .Taiiiiaiy there were applica-

tions for work l)y 2,150 men and 1,430

women, while 700 employers sent in ap-

plications for help. There were placed

760 males and 124 females. These are

the total figures for all the different

bureaus in Ontario. The Bureau |ilaced

during the month the following:

Farm hands 3

Building trades S5

Clerical \vork 25
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Lender the arrangement made by the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Kdward Grey in July, 1912, tile Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present tlie foiiowing list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Baliia, Britisli Cousul. Kio de
Jauuiro, Britisli Conaul General.

CHILE '- Valparaiso, Britisli Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Cousul
General.

KCUADOR—Quito, Britisli Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

I'XJYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

KliAXCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta. Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consail General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

KETHEKLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERL'—Lima, British Vice-Con-suI.

POUTUG.\L—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—.Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
dlvostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND-Geneva, British Consul.

L'RUOU.^Y—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce in\ites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should he kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADI.\N TRADE COMMIS.SIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 4G, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadian.
AUSTRALIA— D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, .Melbourne. Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes. agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.1. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUB.\—Acting Trade Commissioner. Lonja del Comniercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantraoom.
FR,\XCE—Phillipe Roy. Commissioner General, 17 and 10 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.
,TAPAN—^G. B. .Tohnson, P. O. Box 109, Y'okohoma. Cable address, Canadian.
HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address,

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NliJWFOUNDLAND-W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
.John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. .7. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 7.3 Basingbnil Street, London, E.C.. England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun Building, Clare .Street,
Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray. Central House. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 27-2S Pearl Building, East Paradise, Leeds.
Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerike, Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. T. Lithgow. S7 Union Street.
Glasgow, Scotland. Coble address, Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COM^nSSIONER—tUSIBER
H. R. McMillan, vi.sitiiig Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient,

CANADIAN COMMEBCIAI. AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin, Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.
BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau, Bahamas.
NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4, Christiania, Norway.

Cable address, Sontums.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

England. Cable address. Dominion, London.

Laborers 72
Munition workers .171

Metal workers, etc 28
Misfellaneous 41)

During' January tiie applications for
work from the different bureaus were:
Toronto, 626 males, 9.'J5 females; Ottawa,
1,377 males and 16 females; Hamilton,
96 males, -489 females. Compared witli

December there were fewer applications
last month and fewer placements in Tor-
onto, The fisi'ures are:

Dec. 1916. .Tan. 1717.

Applications 2,256 1,.561

Placements 214 168

©
PULPWOOD SHORTAGE

A SEiRIOUS shortage of pulpwood in

('anada durino- the coming j'ear was pre-

dicted by J. A. Bnthwell, of the Hromp-
ton Pulp and Paper Co., chairman of the

Mechanical Pulp Section of the Canada
Pulp and Paper Association, at their an-

nual meetinti' in the Ritz Carlton at

M(mtreal on .January 31. Tlie sliortase

will be of such exfent, he continued, that

the jiaper mills purchasins;' the entire

wood supply are t;uini;' to find themselves
shut down for want nf pulpwood by Sep-
tember 1, 1917.

That paper manufacturers had not
raised prices to an unjust level, although
they had made substantial profits last

year, after many -bad years, was the con-
tention of C. Howard Smitih, acting pre^
sident. He called for standardization of
lines, variety, shades and weights. Many
lines were being imported tliat sliould

be made in Canada.

®
RAILWAY MATERIAL PRICES

RAILWAY executives declare that the
steady increase in the price of materials
used in large quantities on the railways
presents a serious problem.
Figures quoted by one of the officers of

the Grand Trunk System show that many
of the staple products used by the line

have more than doubled in price during
the last year. Brass has increased over
two hundred per cent, in price, and the
railway uses more than a million dollars'
worth of this metal each year.

Copper has risen over one hundred per
cent, in value, while steel bars, plates,

angles, etc., hundred of tons of which go
into railway maintenance each year, are
costing three times as much as thev did
before the war and delivery is difficult

to obtain.

Sjirings for engines and cars are other
items which require to be constantly re-

))laced, and these have increased in price

about one hundred and eighty-five per
cent.

A type of locomotive which two years
ago could have been boncht for twenty-
seven thousand dollars cannot be order-

ed for future deliverv at any fisure

nndei' fortv-five thousand dollars.

©
The Storey Piunp & Equipment Co.,

Toronto, have been awarded a contract

for a gasoline engine and pump by the

town of St. Mary's, Ont.
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Immediate Shipment
LEBLOND LATHES IN STOCK-

:i—l(i" x G' double back gear, quick change

2—17" X 6' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

2—17" X 8' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

1—20" X 8' single back gear, quick change

5—25" X 10' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

LEBLOND LATHES FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
4—19" X 8' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

6—19" X 10' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

(i—21" X 8' heavy duty, double back gear, quick change

RAHN LARMON LATHES IN STOCK.

li- 111 x (i double back gear, ijuick change, cabinet leg's

CISCO LATHES FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

i— 14" X 6 quick change with taper attachment

3—14" X 6' quick change with taper, draw-in and reliev-

ing attachments, and oil pan

3—16" X 6' quick change

.3—16" X 8' quick change

SHAPERS IN STOCK

1—24" Gould & Eberhardl:, heavy duty

2—24" Gould & Eberhardt with 28" stroke

2—24" Milwaukee heavy duty

SCREW MACHINES IN STOCK.

6—No. 6 AVarner & Svvasey, geared friction head, power
feed to turret

MILLING MACHINES.
1—^No. 3 Cincinnati, Universal, practically new
2—No. 2 Garvin, Universal, new
1—No. 25 Becker, plain, new

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
64-66 Front Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Give Him a Chance

^

The Geometric Tool Co.

Canadian Agents .

Give the man who has to do the work a
chance to say what tools give best results,

and then give him the best.

Among all the users of Geometric
threading dies, a dissatisfied man has not

been found.

We have a Geometric Self-Opening and
Adjustable Screw-Cutting Die Head for

you, also, and want you to have it.

Gecmietric Die Heads can be arranged
for use on anv make of Screw Machine or

Turret Lathe."

Let us know the requirements of your
thread-cutting operations, and we will scikI

vou full particidars of the most snitaltle

Die Head.

New Haven, Conn.
Williams & Wilson, Limited, Montreal
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg:, St. John, N.B.

// anij advertisement interests you, tear it out noir ini<l place with tetters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
St. John, N.B.—The Nashwaak Pulp

& l';i|iei- Co. will e.xtend their mill.

Fergus, Ont.—Beatty Bros, are buy-

ins;- power house and foundry equip-

ment.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Board of the

General Hospital is considering' building

a power plant.

Montreal, Que.—Fire recently gutted

the machine shop of J. K. McDonald,
ins West frail;- street.

Edmundston, N.B.—Eraser's. Ltd.,

have selected a site here for its pro-

jiosed pulp and pai>er mill.

Toronto, Ont.—The Imperial Muni-
tions Board will build a forgint;- plant

and a machine shop in connection with
the steel plant at Ashbridge's Bay.

Toronto, Ont.—Canadian Aeroplanes,
Ltd., will shortly commence construc-
tion of a factory on Dufferin street.

Jackson, Lewis Co., Toronto, are the

contractors.

Toronto, Ont.—It is announced tliat a
new aviation school will be established

at Camp Borden at an estimated cost of

$3,000,000. The plans include an aero-

drome, hangers and machine shop.

Chatham, Ont.—Negotiations have
been completed between the Chatham
Bridiie Co. and the Pittsburg- Steel Co..

whereby the plant of the former com-
pany will be taken over and operated by
the Pittsburg concern.

Toronto, Ont.—British Forgings, Ltd.,

have taken out a permit to put in foun-
dations for an electric ip'.ant at the foot
of Cherry Street, near Hie Harbor Com-
mission's ground area at a cost of $25,-

000, for the Imperial Munitions Board.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Greater Winni-
pei;- Water District has ordered Thoma.^
Kelly & Sons to add a considerable
(|uantity of machinery, plant and equip-
ment to that already in place upon their

contract, so as to secure completion of
the W(irk within s|iecified time.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Greater Winni-
peo- Water District Board has author-
ized the commissioners to call tenders

for cast iron pipes, valves and specials

for the pipe line between the Red River
and McPhillipps Street reservoir. The
estimated cost is about .$250,000.

Halifax, N.S.—The coal mine at Port
Hood, which has for some time been idle,

is to be re-opened and operation -will

soon be on an extensive scale. The mine
has good equipment for an output of two
thousand tons per day. The Green Wood
Coal Co., now operating at Thorburn,
Pictnu County, has taken over the mine

Vancouver, B.C.—John Coughlan &
Sons have taken out a building: permit
for the erection of what practically com-

prises the tirst unit of the firm's new
shipyards on False Creek. The permit

wliich was issued by City Building In-

spector R. A. McKenzie, provides for

the erecition of the machine shops and

mould loft.

MUNICIPAL
Cayuga, Ont.—Extensions to the wa-

terworks system are contemplated and

will include pumps, cast iron pipe, wato'-

tank, etc.

Brantford, Ont.—Fire Chief Lewis has

recommended the purchase of a motor

tractor for an aerial truck and a new
gasoline motor pump.

Chatham, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on February

20 for the erection of a pickle factory

to cost $100,000, by Libby, McNeil &
Libby, Chicago, 111.

London, Ont.—It is reported that

Hunt Bros., who operate a flour mill,

may leave here and establish a factory

at Fort William, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.—Appropriations for

public works for Toronto include $1,-

000,000 for harbor development, .$120,-

OOO for repairs to public buildings, and

,$500,000 for postal station A.

Oakville, Ont.—Tlie Acme Rubber Co.

by-law was carried by a substantial ma-
jority. It is understood that the pur-

chase of the Ware factory will he com-

pleted very shortly.

Hamilton, Ont.—Fire Chief Ten Eyek
has asked the City Council for an ap-

propriation of $176,750 for the fire de-

partment. This sum includes cost of a

motor aerial truck, combination motor

hose and chemical wagon.

Peterborough, Ont.—The City Council

have conferred with Sir Adam Beck re-

garding the acquiring by the city of

the street railway at Peterborough, th?

gas plant, and the Otonabee electric dis-

tributing plant. These have been oper-

ated by the Hydro-Electric Commission

for the past eight or nine months.

GENERAL
Elmira, Ont.—The Colonial Knittinu

Co. are considering the erection of p

knitting mill.

Toronto, Ont.—The Dominio;i Enve-
lope Co. will build a warehouse to cost

ahout $50,000.

Niagara FaUs, Ont.—The American
Cyanamid Co. will rebuild their plant,

which was recently destroyed by fire, at

a loss of $200,000'.

Gait, Ont.—No. 2 works of the New-
land & Co. carding and spinning depart-

ments were practically wiped out by fire

last Saturday. The loss covered by in-

surance will run into thousands of

dollars.

Tillsonburg, Ont. — The Canadian
Huntly Mfg., Co., which was recently

incorporated has taken over the electric

car works here. C. G. Hammond of

Silver Creek, N.Y., is president of the

company and W. H. Bennett of Tillson-

burg is vice-president.

Toronto, Ont.—Permission has been

asked from the Board of Health by J. B.

Harris & Co. to erect a gelatine and glue

factory on the Harbor Commission in-

dustrial sites, south-east of the Don. Mr.

Harris, who W'as present at the meet-

ing, said his company had taken five

acres of land, and about half of this

would be used.

Danville, Que.—Damag-e to the extent

of about .$40,000 was done by fire here

on Jan. 29. The factory and storerooms

of the Danville Chair '& Specialty Co.

were completely destroyed, and other

sufferers were the Danville Mfg. Co., G.

McCracken Flour & Feed Warehouse.

About $25,000 in insurance was carried.

TENDERS
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be

called until February 12 for works re-

quired for the completion of the new
Parliament Buildings, which include the

following:—Heating and ventilating,

electric conduit and wiring. Thos. H.

.Jlohnson, Mjinist'er ^f Public Works,
Winnipeg.

Montreal, Que.—Tenders, addressed

to the Board of Commissioners, City

Hall, will be received until February 9,

for the supply and delivery of auto

sprinkler-flushers and auto-sweepers.

Copies and specifications and forms of

tenders may be ohtained by the interest-

ed parties at the office of the superin-

tendent of purchases and sales, where

all necessary information will be given.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived at this office until February 12.

for the supply of: Brooms and brushes,

chain, coal, hardware, hose, oils and

greases, packing, paint and paint oils,

Manila rope, wire rope and steam pipe,

valves and fittings, for the requirements

of the departmental dredging plant in

Ontario and Quebec during the fiscal

year 1917-18. These forms of tender

can be ohtained at the Department of

Public Works, Ottawa. R. C. Desrochers,

secretary.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will he re-

ceived at the oflTice of the Winnipeg Pub-

lic School Board up to February 8, for

supplying the following material:

—

Blacksmith's coal, drawing, hardware,

iron, steel, lumber, oils, varnishes, elec-

trical, printinff, required in connection

with the Technical and Manual Training
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The A.K. Motors
are built for high

efficiency and long

durability.

Single Phase, Variable
Speed Type will run on

110 or 220 volt, 25 or 60

Cycle.

These come in sizes from

J H.P. up and are stocked,

complete with a 12-speed

Controller, in Toronto.

A.K.
MOTOR

AND

CONTROLLER

Aikenhead Hardware Limited, 17, 19, 21 Temperance St., Toronto, Can,

THREE A MINUTE!
ON THE

Morris -Thomson

Semi-Automatic Thread Miller

14 Pitch Whit.

1-200 in. diam.

1-4 in. long on

Bronze Primers.

Time-saving features:

Lever-oi)i'r;itc-il collet chuck.

I>evei'-opcratctl advance of cutter into work.

Automatic start and stop of work rotation.

Automatic withdrawal of cutter on complclion of thread.

No screw adjustment to be made for each piece.

Operator has absolutely no thinkins' to do—levers to jiull

—that is all.

For full particulars of this and our larircr machines with

a capacity up to 12 inches diameliT by IS inclics long get

our new catalog.

T. C. M. Manufacturing Company, ~ZT Harrison, N.J., U.S.A.

// an 11
advertisement interests i/oa, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Sc'luiols of the city. For spcciHcatioiis,

forms of tender, and further information

required, apply direct to the Commis-
sioner of Supplies, School Board Offices.

R. H. Smith, secretary-treasurer,

W. P. S. R.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Feb. 12, for the supply of

the following materials for, the Town-
ship of York:—24 in., 12 in., and smaller

size^s, east iron pipe; 24 in., 12 in., and
smaller sizes of special castings; 6 in.,

12 in., and 24 in. valves; air valves,

hydrants, tops, covers and plugs, vent-

uri meters and recorders; 6 in., 12 in.,

and 24 in. check valves. Plans and
specifications may be obtained from
Frank Barber, township engineer, 57
.Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until February 15 for the pur-

chase of old laundry machinery, the ]iro-

perty of the Department of Public
Works, and now stored in the old Baker
Laundry, Wellington Street, Ottawa.
List of machinery may be ol)tained on
application to the clerk of works. Postal
Station "F," Toronto; to the overseer,

Central Post Office, Montreal; and to

the superintendent Dominion Buihlings,
Ottawa. Inspection of the machinery
may ibe made in the premises on apidica-
tion to the superintendent of Dominion
Buildings.

CONTRACTS
The Otis Fensom Elevator Co. have

been awarded the elevator contract for
the chemical factory being erected by
F. W. Horner, Ltd., Montreal, to cost

.$48,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hamilton Bridge
Works, Hamilton, Ont.. liave been
awarded the contract for the steel work
for the steel plant whicli the Imperial
munitions Board will build on Ash-
bridge's Bay. The contract calls for
2.500 ton.s of steel.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Greater Win-
nipeg Water District Board has in-

structed Engineer Chace to prepare al-

ternative estimates on steam and elec-
tric railways from Deacon to St. Boni-
fact, and also the eost of building and
equipping: proposed line in Transcona, in-

cluding ears.

INCORPORATIONS
The International Nickel Co., have

been licensed to carry on business in the
Province of Ontario with a capital not
to exceed .$5,000,000,

W. G. Edge Ltd., has been incorporat-
ed at Ottawa with a capital of .$900,000

to carry on business as iron founders
machinists, etc.. at Ottawa. Ont. The
incorporators are William G. Edge, John
Smith and James A. Cunningham all of

Ottawa.

The Porcupine Pulp & Lumber Co.,

has been incorporated at Toronto witli a

capital of $10,000 to manufacture pulp
and paper. The head office is at Tor-

onto and the incorporators are R. H.

Parmenter. A. J. Thomson and W. P.

Morlock all of Toronto

Union Special Machine Co. of Canada,
Ltd., has been incorporated at Ottawa
with a capital of $25,000 to manufacture
machinery of all kinds. The head office

is at Toronto and tiie incorporators are

James S. Lovell, Charles D. Magee and
William Bain all of Toronto.

The Carter Welding Co., has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of

$40,000 to manufacture cutting and weld-

ing apparatus of all kinds at Toronto.

The provisional directors are Herbert, W.
Carter, Peter MacGregor Sorley and

Frank S. Mearns all of Toronto.

MARINE
Ottawa, Ont.—The Government is ad-

vancing $1,500,000 to the Quebec Harbor
Commission to •enable it to go ahead

with the system of harbor improvements

now in progress there.

Ottawa, Ont.—The supplementary es-

timates 'brought down in the House pro-

vide for the 'sum of $96,000 for the im-

provements at Port Stanley and for .$:!().-

000 for similar work at Port Burwell.

Ottawa, Ont.—Special harbor and
river votes include one million dollars

for Victoria harbor, B.C.; $750,000 for

Port Arthur and Fort William harbors,

and one million each for Toronto, St.

.John and Quebec harbors. The Quebec

vote is for the construction of a dry

dock.

N.S. Schooner Launched.—The four-

masted schooner Letitia Mackay was re-

cently launched at Meteghan. It is the

largest vessel of the year to be built in

Nova Seotia. She is of 630 tons regis-

ter. The vessel was built for Adam B.

Mackay, of Hamilton, the contract for

her building having been taken by Dr.

T. H. MacDonald, of Meteghan.

Victoria, B.C.—The City Council have
passed a resolution that the Dominion
Government be asked to arrange for

trackage accommodation, car-ferry slips

and warehouse accommodation on the

new breakwater and piers at the Outer

Docks, so as to equip the port with facil-

ities to handle all the freight that might

be offering at Victoria.

Vancouver, B.C.—Work will be com-

menced shortly on the construction of a

big addition to the Great Northern Rail-

way Co. 's dock at the foot of Campbell

Avenue, the extension to cost in the

neighborhood of $50,000. E. B. Ford,

chief engineer of the Great Northern at

Vancouver, announces that the work

will be started as soon as permission to

cari-y it out is obtained from Ottawa.

Panama Canal Passage.—The average

time taken by a vessel to pass through

the Panama Canal is 11 hours 40 min-

utes, according to the Panama Canal Re-

cord. The minimum time recorded is 7

hours 17 minutes, and the maximum is

1 day 8 hours and 10 minutes. The fig-

ures, obtained by observing 158 vessels

passing through tlie canal, show that

more than half of the ships were in the

passage between 9 and 12 hours. Those

requiring more than 12 hours niinil>ere<l

4.S.

Vancouver, B.C.—Active work on the

construction of the proposed extension

to the C. P. R. Co.'s Pier "D," at the

foot of Granville Street, will likely com-
mence in about a month, according to a

statement given out by F. W. Peters,

general superintendent at Vancouver.
The pier will be made about 080 feet

longer than it is now. The estimated
cost of construction is in the neighbor-

hood of $750,001). Work has already

commenced on the preparation of the

piles. They are being creosoted in Nortli

V'ancouver,

Victoria, B.C.—C. C. Worsfold. Do-
minion Government district engineer,

New Westminster, after an inspection

of the Ogden Point breakwater has offi-

cially taken the structure over on behalf

of tile Government, and it only remains
now for the contractors to erect the

lighthouse at the outer end of the big

2,500 foot wall. It is understood that

the contract for the 25-foot concrete

tower which will 'house the big beacon
will be signed up in the course of a few
days, after which work will be started

immediately.

Victoria, B.C.—The Board of Trade
and the Esquimalt Graving Dock Com-
mittee have both been working for some
time past to induce the Dominion Gov-
ernment to accede to their proposal to

have a dock built here, and the matter
is at present under consideration at Ot-

tawa. It has toeen strongly urged that it

would be a great advantage and saving

to have the work done by Sir John Jack-

son, Ltd., as it has its plant already on
the ground and that concern's ability

to 'handle the work at a minimum of

cost is recognized by all.

Vancouver Harbor Expropriation. —
The arbiters appointed in connection
with the proceedings taken by the Van-
couver harbor board to expropriate the

Kitsilano Indian Reserve liave handed
down their award, naming $666,200 a^

the amount of compensation which

should be paid by the Harbor Commis-
sioners for the propertv. The Harbor
Board had offered $500",000 for the Re-
serve, the Dominion Government set a

value of $1,250,000 upon it upon the ad-

vice of their valuator, and some of the

realty experts called to testify gave it

as their opinion that in a competitive

market with large corporations seeking

it, the' sum of .$2,000,000 might be se-

cured. The reserve comprises seventy

acres within the city limits.

Excess Profits Handed Over.—In rec-

koning excess profits which the shippins

companies will have to hand over to the

Imperial Government, Fair Play takes

the amount set aside 'by thirty compa-
nies—namely, 23 pounds 4 shillings per

ton gross—and gives a total of sixty-

four millions sterling as the contribu-

tion from twenty million tons of steam
shipping, British owned. "This would
indicate," says the paper, "that the

total profits of shipping companies ex-

ceeded the datum line by about ninety-

one and a half million sterling, equal to
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'ultiply your thread milling pro-
duction and reduce cost by using
Illinois Hobs. They are made

from best quality high-speed steel, heat-treated by a
process that insures long life. The pitch of thread in
IlMnois Hobs is true to the highest degree of exactness.

When confronted by difficult

bobbing problems, you are in-

vited to confer with our engi-

neers, in pei'son or by letter
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OVENS
Enameling and Varnishing.
OVENS Heated by

<:as, Tlectric ity. steam or coal
Write for New Pamphlet Just Issued

Brantford Ovtn k Rack Co., Ltd., Brantford, Canada

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig>

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windior Machine & Tool Works.
WINDSOR. ONT.

An Ideal Locker for

Clothes and Personal

Tools
This combination Tool and Clothes
Locker will be very useful to the
mechanic because it provides ample
Bpace for clothes and a safe place
for his tools.

Built tor life-time service. Supplied
in unit or group construction.

We also m.inufacture STEEL
SHELVING FOR ALL, PURPOSES.
Drop a line for full details.

CANADA WIRE & IRON
GOODS CO.

HAMILTON ONTARIO
Eastern Representative: H. E. O. Bull

184 Mance St. Montreal, P. Q.

a dividend of nearly lil'ty per cent, on

the pre-war value of two hundred mil-

lion pounds. Shipowners, however, re-

tain only about seventeen and a 'half

million of this profit, out of which they

have to set aside sufficient to cover the

extra cost of building- and repairs, which

is now at a hugely inflated level."

Capt. W. T. Turner was in charge of

the transport Ivernia when she was tor-

l>edoed on New Year's Day in the Medi-

terranean by a German submarine and
sunk with a loss of 120 officers and sol-

diers and 33 of her own crew. He, it

was reported, remained on the bridge

until all the troops and his own crew

had got away in the lifeboats and rafts

liefore striking' out to swim as the ves-

sel went down under his feet. The ma-
jority of the crew lost were firemen who
were killed when the torpedo exploded

inside the Ivernia close to the stoke-

biild. Captain Turner had only just

joined the Ivernia, having left the Auso-

nia in London at short notice and tra-

veled overland from Havre to Mar-
seilles, where the transport was taking

on troops and stores. He told the offi-

cers on the Ivernia how lucky he had
been on the eastward voyage of the Au-
sonia from Montreal to London in es-

caping being torpedoed by a Grerman

submarine five miles off Ushant by an

hour and a half. He steamed tbroug:h

the wreckage of an 8,000-ton French

freig'liter, which was only six miles

ahead of bim, he said. Captain Turner

is an expert swimmer, and was over

three bours in the water when the Lusi-

tania was sunk off the southwest coast

of Ireland on the afternoon of May 1,

PERSONAL
W. W. Near, president of the Page-

Ilersey Iron. Tube & Lead Co., has been

appointed a director of the Dominion

Bank.

A. L. Smith, C. P. R. superintendent

at London, Ont., has been appointed

]>resident and general manager of the

Algoma and Eastern Railway, with head-

quarters at Sudbury, Ont.

B. G. Michel, recently engineer for

Carleton Place, Ont., has opened offices

in the Bank of Toronto Building, Kit-

chener, Ont., for consulting practice in

civil and sanitary engineering.

G. J. Bury, vice-president of the

C. P. R., will visit Russia for the pur-

pose of acquiring such geographical and
otber information as migbt be of service

m dealing- with transportation problems.

The C. P. R. is handling large fiuantities

of freight via Vancouver and Vladi-

vostok.

TRADE GOSSIP
J. Hall & Sons, Brantford, Ont.. re-

cently shipped a cutting--off machine to

Russia.

P.W. Ellis Co., Toronto has had its

charter extended to cover the manufac-
ture of munitions.

Ottawa, Ont.—Charles H. Vessot, 67

Balsam Avenue, will construct a ma-
chine shop. Estimated cost, !l!6,000.

Sherbrooke, Que.—A factory for the

manufacture of metals will be construct-

ed by N. B. Pritchard, 40 Quebec Street.

Estimated cost, .$8,000.

Vancouver, B.C.—Plans are being
prepared by the Amalgamated Engineer-
ing and Drydoek Co. for a shipbuilding-

plant on Burrard Inlet. Estimated cost,

,$5,000,000.

Otta-wa, Ont.—-T. G. Brighan, 85 Duke
Street, is in the market for asphalt-

handling machinery, including shafting,

sprocket wheels, pulleys, etc.

St. Johns, Que.—Work will soon be
started on tiie construction of a plant

for the Dominion Crucible Co. The com-
pany will also be in the market for ma-
chinery.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Tallman Brass
Co. will shortly call tenders for an addi-

tion to their plant. Stewart & Wilton,
7 Hughson Street South, are the archi-

tects.

The Murphy Iron Works, Detroit,

Mich., have been awarded a contract by
the British Cordite Co. for the 400 h.p.

smokeless furnace units to be installed

at Nobel, Ont.

St. Caftharines, Ont.—The Kinleith
Paper Co. plans to build a brick and re-

inforced concrete addition. Denison &
Stephenson, 18 King Street West, To-
ronto, architects.

G.T.R. Embargo on Freight.—The
Grand Trunk Railway have placed an
embargo on all cargoes at North Bay,
whether carload or less. Traffic way-
billed February 4 will be excepted.

Ford, Ont.—Plans are being prepared
for a factory for the Canadian Lamp &
Stamping Co., to cost $27,000. Tenders
will be received by the architect, G.
.lacques & Co., Boug Block, Winnipeg.

Toronto, Ont.—The Dominion Bridge
Co., who have the contract for the new
department store in Yonge street have
placed an order for 13,000 tons of struc-

tural steel with the Bethlehem Steel Co.

Montreal, Que.—Canada Stove and
Foundry Co. p'.ans to build a concrete,

brick and mill construction pipe foun-'

dry at St. Laurent. Estimated cost,

$36,000. W. A. Mahoney, 78 Quebec
Avenue, Guelpli, Ont., architect.

Metals Coating Co., 90 St. James
street, Montreal, have secured a new
plant at 175 McCord street, into which
they will move on May 1. They will

manufacture their own apparatus and
generally extend the scope of their busi-

ness.

Ladysmith, B.C.—Construction work
has been commenced on additions to the

Tyee Smelter. Additional land adjoin-

ing the smelter property has been se-

cured and approximately $100,000 will

be spent on new buildings, among wliich

will be a converter for the output of

copper matte as well as blister copper.

Increase in Monthy Revenue.—A fur-

ther increase in the Customs revenue is
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shown in the monthly statement issued
on Jan. 31, by Hon. .J. D. Reid. The
•January revenue was $12,936,314, an in-

crease of $2,839,078. For the ten months
of the fiscal year the revenue amounts to

$119,549,396, an increase of $37,730,956.

Dundas, Ont.—Last Monday Are broke
out in the Chapman Eng-ine Works, and
did damage estimated at $15,000. This
is shared by the Chapman Engine Works
and the Mercury Knitting- Mills Co.,
which had its plant in the same build-
in°:. The Chapman Engine Co. lost con-
siderable of its rdant and building-.

Montreal Customs Receipts.—Customs
receipts broke all January records for
this port last month, with total receipts
of $2,916,383. This was a considerable
advance on the previous January record
of last year, when the customs collec-
tions amounted to $2,265,525. For 1915
the January collections were $1..541,064.
and for 1914 they were $1,669,455.

Lytle, Smith & Co., engineers' sup-
plies, 422 St. James street, Mon-
treal, has recently been reorganized
and will hereafter be known as the
Lytle Engineering Co., Ltd. With
increased capital, the stock carried will

be augmented and facilities provided
for speedy delivery on power house and
engineers' supplies. Additional space
will be acquired by an earlv removal to

404 St. James stre«t.

B.C. Metal Output.—Official figures of
la.st year's (Jiitput of British Columbia's
mines shows a tremendous increase over
all previous years. The returns from
all sources are valued at $42,970,555.
This is 45 per cent, better than the show-
ing of the year 1915, and 32.50 per cent.
greater than for 1912, which was the
banner year previously. Following is a
summary of the output of chief metals
and coal products: Gold, $5,389,229;
silver, $2,099,838; lead $3,186,773; cop-
per, $18,429,934; zinc $3,648,599; coal.

$7,093,.352; coke $1,622,850; building
materials, $1,500,000.

Montreal, Que.—The new paper mill
of tlic St, Maurice Pulp and Paper Co.
at Three Kivers, Que., has begun opera-
tions and the first run on one of the
two fifty-ton units on Saturday last

proved entirely successful. The capa-
city of the mill will be one hundred tons,

and the second unit of fifty tons will be
ready for operation in a few days. A
sulphite mill, which has been built in

connection with the news print mill has
been in operation for several weeks.
The St. Maurice Pulp and Paper Co. is

a subsiiliary of the T^nion Bair and
Paper Co., an .Vnierican concern.

Gets German Business.—As evideiu'e

that trade uhich was lonnerly enjoyed
by Germany is being assimilated by
Canadian firms, especially pertaining to

the manufacture and export of articles

of various arfi(des of machinery, a Van-
couver concern has just completed a
large order for a building firm in Dur-
ban, South .\frica. The Vancouver En-
gineering Works, of which f!eo. Giles is

the manager, is the firm which enjoys
the distinction of securing this order,
which is for a f|uantify of steel liiud<ets
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Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON, MASS.

U.S. A.

THE IRON WORKS
LIMITED
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Works

Owen Sound, j

Ont.

Engineefs

Boiler-
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Machinists

I BELIEVE
In Safety First and alicatjs.

In providing for the Health of my FelloiB
Workmen,

In Light and Air and sanitary Worfiing Con-
ditions.

In clean, fresh drinking xrater for everybody.
In the Safety, Economy and Man-betterment.

PURO
(•MADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

Tiic loss of a man tliroTigh impure drinking
J»^t«i- 13 a Clime iliat "Ihe fiont office" must
bca I

.

An ugly sUtement, isn't it? But true, abso-
lutily.

When a man comes to work in your factorj-
hi- puts his htallh iu jour keeping.
Ale you willing to take chances on such a

trust?
Impure drinking conditions are responsible for

more trane^lies than any machine ever built.
Apply the "Safety Fn-st" Principles to your

water supply: don't deny your men a clean,
fresh drink of water.
Conser\-e their health and they will improve

your profits: make jonrsclf as worthy of the
name of "employer."

Install the Gold Medal winner Pui-o iu your
plant, office and shop alike.

The only Sanitary DrinkiuB Foimtain that is

safe, sanitarj". simple, aninmatic iu c(nilml and
tnsily attached.
Let us tell you just what it will cost you to

"PURO -FY'*
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sinitary Drinliirg Fountain Ctmpany

147 Unlversiiy Ave., Toronto. Cinadi

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
arc unusual in

•ervice and wear

I'licy .ire the result of

silly rcar.t' cxpcri"
cncc, u n s u r ij.m ti cil

equipment and hishly
mansliip.

A trial will convince you that
"BarnrB-Mndo" Sprinff* are th«
bckt buy.

Till \\\II\(I h\U\|S CO'^IPW'^
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Mcxnf'rs <»t h4\i-iH»*.in.uIf' Ptodurts
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB- ia?7.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Book '*Pate"nt Protection"—free. Master
of Patent Laws. Formerly Patent Office
Kx.jiiiiiior.

99 8t. James St., - Montreal. Qut.
Brandies*: Ottawa. AVashinjfton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DHUMMOND BUDG.. MONTREAL
Cable Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTPm Fetheritonhau«h ft Co.
"

Patent Solidtora. Head Office,
Roya) Bank Bld«., Toronto.
Ottawa Office, S Elgin St,
Send for our Plain Practical
Pointers. Copy of National
Proffreaa. in which our patent«
are adTertised, mailed free. s
ATENTS

IPROMPTLYSECUREDI
In all touutries. Ask for our Investor's

,\dviser. which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 Uaiversity St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner
St. Catherine St.. MONTREAL, Phone Up. 6474

and Washineton, D.C., 17.S.A.

Special Machinery

Gauges, Fixtures, Dies

and Precision Tools.

We have the most modern

equipment to handle any

class of work.

Canadian Distributors for the

Albany Patent Rotary Pump

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Ad. 251 1 A. W. Bennet, Manacer

to be shipped to the South African
Cement Co. The contract is worth in the
neighborhood of .$5,000, and it is under-
stood the firm secured the order in open
competition.

Owen Sound, Ont.—Important addi-
tions will be made to the plant of the
Xorthern Xut, Bolt & Screw Co., iuclud-

ina: the erection of a new boiler house,
another wire annealing- oven and a wire-
c'.eaning house. The latter work will

leave more room in the present building
for wire njaehinerv and frames. A new
50-h,p. motor will be installed to operate
a nut-drawiug plant. Four additional
machines, an additional header and an
additional bolt machine will be installed.

A new hot galvanizing plant and an ad-
dition to the electrical galvanizing' plant
will he built. A keg and bo.x mill will

also be erected.

Vancouver, B.C.—The estalblishment
of new industries in Vancouver, and the
locating of another in the near future,
has been announced hy Industrial Com-
missioner Davison. One of the new in-

dustries, the Maritime Motor Co., has the
exclusive rights for the manufacture of
the only type of gasoline driven mining
and loagino- locomotive built in Canada.
This locomotive can be built for any
track. The first lociuiotive made in

Vancouver will be shipped in a few
ilays to a point up coast. Orders for five

more locomotives have also been placed
with the new firm. The Dominion Safe
Works will establish in Vancouver in

the near future, a site having been se-

cured by it on t'^e industrial is'.and.

Record Freight Rates.—The highest
freight rates in history have developed
in the past few weeks, with the result

that it now costs $75 to ship a ton of
copper to Mediterranean ports, as cora-

jwred with a $4 rate in elTect prior to

the outbreak of the European war. Cur-
rent agitation concerning renewed sub-

marine activity has likewise added its

mite to an already heavily burdened sit-

uation, with war risks quoted as hiffh as

10 per cent, to ports along the Mediter-
ranean. To French ports the steamship

companies have raised their freight rates

to $45 a ton, against from .$2.50 to $3 in

normal times. To other ports bordering

on or near the war zone rates have been

advanced commensurately with those

noted above.

WOODWORKING
Preston, Ont.—The Preston Car &

Coach Co.. will rebuild their plant which

was recently damaged by fire.

Vancouver, B.C.—The saw mill at

Skidegate, on Queen Charlotte Island,

has been 'bought by the Weir Machinery
Co. It has not been in operation for

some time, but will be immediately
oj.iened up.

Sydney, N.S.—McCallum's carriage

shop, a large wooden building on the cor-

ner of Townsend Street and the Esp'.an-

ade, was destroved bv fire on .January 21.

The loss is estimated at $14,000. about
half covered bvinsurance.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto, Ont.—An application will be

made to the Parliament of Canada, at

the present session thereof, for an Act
to incorporate a railway company under
the name of "The Kenora and English
Railway Co."

Toronto, Ont.—An announcement was
made recently by Sir Wi'.liam Macken-
zie that the C.N.R. was about to com-
mence the construction of a railway
from Toronto to the Niagara frontier.
The work will involve an aasTegate ex-
penditure of $7,000,000 and will result
in a closer commercial compact between
Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catbarines and
the United States.

BUILDINGS
Montreal, Que.—A new moving pic-

ture theatre is to be erected on St.
Catherine Street West, opposite Phillips
Square. The new theatre will be oper-
ated by the Holman Theatres, Ltd. The
entire building- will be fireproof, being
constructed of concrete and stee!, witli

a steel roof.

REFRIGERATION
Chatham, Ont.—The City Council has

closed a deal with the Libby packing
house of Chicago to open a branch here,
the city giving- land for a $100,000 plant.

CATALOGUES
The Atlas Crucible Steel Co., of Dun-

kirk, N.Y., manufacturers of fine tool

steels, including L-XX high speed steel

have issued a new catalogue of their

various products. This catalosrue deals
comprelhensively with the uses of the

various steels and their heat treatments.

Firebrick Blocks.—A new bulletin

dealing with the "Gates" firebrick

blocks has been issued bv John W.
Gates, Montreal. The application of
these firebrick blocks is shown by means
of a number of illustrations accom-
panied by descriptive matter. The bulle-

tin describes all types of blocks now
being used largely in place of ordinary
firebrick.

Steam Traps.—^Bulletin Xo. 5 des-

cribes an interestins line of steam traps,

made by the Geo. W. Cole Co., Toronto.

The principal features of the "Cole"
direct return trap are dealt with while

the essential particulars and prices are

civen covering the various sizes. The
bulletin is illustrated and includes a

diagram showing a double trap installa-

tion ^vith a table of fuel losses.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Story of the Canadian Pacific

Railway by Keith Morris, 154 pages 7

in. X 4V2 in., 10 illustrations. Published
by William Stevens Ltd., London, Eng-
land. This is a new book telling the

story of the C.P.R. from the time of its

inception to the present day. It is a
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tale (it a great achievement beginning
at a time practically 60 years ago,

when the West was a trackless waste.

The idea of building a transcontinental

was first considered as far back as 1857
when an Imperial Commission was estab-

lished by the British Government to en-

<iuire into the suitability of the then

colony of Canada for settlement and the

advisability of constructing a trans-

continental railway throui.;li British

Territory from the Atlantic to tlie Paci-

fic Ocean. The opening chapter, "Path-
finders," deals with the physical condi-

tion of the country and the men who ex-

plored and surveyed the right of way,
describing vividly the difficulties which
had to be surmounted. The second
chajiter "Pathmakers" deals briefly,

tind in a popular style with the construc-

tion of the road, introducing George
Stephens, Donald Smith, and other well

known personages who were responsible

for buildin? the railway. The next
ehajiter "Crais'ellachie" deals more
particularly with the men of the time,

who were associated in the great enter-

prise. The political and national ad-

vantages of connecting British Columbia
with Eastern Canada, or, as it is called

"The Savin? of British Columbia," are

outlined in chapter four, while in chan-

ter five "The Highway to Asia" the

value of a transcontinental road is

further emphasized. The next chapter,

"Superstructure," reveals the economic

advantages opened ur) by the C.P.T?..

while in the chapter "The Making of a

Nation" the development of the coun-

try is described. The book concludes

with an appendix on Canadian Pacific

finance, and shows the wonderful pro-

gress which the C.P.R. has made, par-

ticularly durins recent years. This is

an exceedinsrlv interesting hook, relat-

ing in a popular style the development

of that great enterprise which culmin-

ated in one of. if not, the most import-

ant transportation company in the

world.

T MANU.rACT '

>»7olITADll riMUT"
DRAW CUT SHAPCRS

SPCCIAl DRAW CUT R R SMAPtRS^

riNISHCD MACHINE KCYS'^
STATIONflRTi P8BTABU KtY WAYCyniRS'l

SPCCIAl leCOHOTIve CniNDCR PlANtRSl

orricc"' works: muskccon hught^ usa

WEBBER BROS. MACHINE
COMPANY

Gear Blanks, Shell Punches,
Boring Bars, Special Tools.

Machinery of all kinds
built to your specifications.

Better Work. Reasonable Prices.

848 Dupont St., Toronto.
Phone HUI. 2746

A PRICEPYROMETER maktsil certain

Get a Record of

Working Temperatures
riicTtaiiUy is a tiiiip ami effort waster
— to be sure at ;i glance means effiei-
eiiey. There is no "doubt," when yon
h.ive .1 Price Pyrometer.
See that there is ;i Price Indi<^-ating: In-
strument within sight of every furnace-
in yuur heat-treating department. Ami
have a Price Recording Pyrometer in
your office t-o get a record of workiiiLT
temperaturf.

Let us 8eiu)

you our Cat-
alag:ue and
full particu-

lars — If o w
.*ou can iniike
it certain.

THE PRICE ELECTRIC CO.
12368 Euclid Avenue, CLEVELAND. OHIO

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
[

We are manufactur
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that vou require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

>l

ll

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Rape Avenue, Toronto, Can.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

FIGHT
AT THE FRONT.

BUY
DOMmiOW OF CANADA

THREE-YEAR

War Savings Certificates

$ 25.00 FOR $21.50
50.00 '' -q-s.oo
100.00 " 86.OO

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES LIMITED TO J1500.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ANY MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE

JAN. 9. 1917
FlMAINJOE DeF>AFITVI eiM-|

0-rTA\^/A
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Bates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE WANTED
lyrACniNE SUOI' FOR S.iLE — MEDIUM

size. .Modern tools. latht'S. Universal mill-
ing machine. Universal grinder. Eiiuippeil for
good work. Box 287, Canadian Machinery.

clOm

•DOILEK FOE SALE—HORIZOXT.iL EE-^ turn tubular boiler, 60" diam., 15 feet
long. 5S 4" tubes. For immediate delivery.
Steel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Montreal. (5)

/-1AP LATHE, 2.S x 42 x 16 FT. BED, FOE
^^ sale, cheap ; also emery wheel staml. power
hack saw. Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton,
Ont. ttfi

JlXJii SALE — 1 NEW SHOEE SGLERO-
scopc. complete with all regular equip-

ment. Pease Foundry Company, Limited,
Brantpton, Ont. Jet. 4341. c6m

-pOK SALE — ONE WEST Tl KE-,SETTEK,
liydraulii- shell handing machine, complete,

for 'A" Eussiau shrapnel shells. Consolidated
Car-Heating Co., 413 No. Pearl St., Albany,
N.Y. (6)

TCTOR SALE — XO. 50 GAEUNER SWING
^ grinder. Has 24" diameter ring wheel and
was purchased for grinding base of IS-pdr.
shells^ but never used. Canadian Blower A:

Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont.

-1—2-SPINDLE SHAPER. WOOD TOP, .TOHN
-^Ballantyne, Preston, make, used two months.
1 Dynamo, 45 lights, Toronto and Hamilton
Electric Co. make. Used five months. Good
as new. Box 195, Jordon, Ont. (R.T.F.l

2^ CYCLE MOTORS IN STOCK TOEONTO.
^'' Sizes in horse-power tens, fifteens, twen-
ties, thirties, forties, fifties, seventy-five and
one hundred fifty, standard voltage, slow
speed. Boyd-McBurney, 220 King St. West.
Main, 2330. cTni

QHRAPNEL SOCKET AND ADAPTER
^ machinery, turret lathes, boring machines,
cutting-off machines and thread millers tooled
for operation. Globe Electric Machine Co.,
HalllltoTi. (tf)

on SALE — 1 NO. 3208 T.VTE-JONES
1 arnace. also 1 nose annealing furnace, 14

holep. for 3" Russian shrapnel. Consolidated
Car-Heating Co., 413 N. Pearl St., Albany,
\.T. (41

F'

•UTOE SALE—5' FULL UNIVERSAL RADIAL
drill, with eight changes of speed. Scott

Bros. make. Practically as good as new. Im-
mediate shipiiient. Canadian Linderman, Ltd.,
Woodqitock, Ont. (5)

o—30 H.P. PRACTICALLY NEW, LVTEST
type Canadian General Electric Company's

30 H.P., 60 cycle. 550 volt, 3 phase, JiOO R.P.M,
induction motors, with starting: compensators
and ad.iustahle sliding base, pulley 14". diame-
ter 8" face. Price .?.500 each f.o.b.' Sarnia, Ont.
1—20 H.P., same as aboye. pulley 11" diameter.
10' face. Price .$300 f.o.b. Sarnia. Ont. H.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. Sarnia, Ont. (3)

rpHE FOLLOWING SHELL MACHINERY
is available for immediate shipment

:

1—5" .Tenckes Cop.per Band Lathe.
1—5" .Tenckes Rough Wavy Groove Lathe.
,—6" .Tenckes Finish Wavy Groove Lathe for

Mark XVI. shell. Can be changed for
Mark III. if desired.

1 Potter & Johnston Automntic Lathe.
". 4.5 Brown-Boggs Marking Machine.
Box 201 Canadian Machinery. (7)

SJHOP IX WINDSOR, OXT., EQUIPPED^ partially or wholly for special machine,
tool and repair work. Send full detajls. F. G.
Hubbard, Box 852. Bridgeport, Conn. c9au

WAXTED — MOTORS 10 TO 50 HORSE-
power, 25 cycle, 550 volts, alternating

current. Quote price and delivery. Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co., 1379 Bloor Street. To-
ronto, cllm

REPAIRING

ALL KINDS OF JIACHINERY REPAIRED,
"• relniilt and installed. W. H. Sumbling
Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary St., Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED
TIOOL MAKER, ACCURATE, GOOD
-*- draughtsman, desires responsible position.
Box 254, Canadian -Machinery. (4)

nUPEEINTE.XDENT, MECHANICAL, WITH
proven ability, experienced in manufacture

of small arm ammunition, IS-pr. shrapnel and
high explosive shells, tool room and general
machine shop practice; 20 years responsible
position In Government arsenals, desires
similar position; now disengaged. Box 262,

Canadian Machinery, Toronto. (3)

QUPBEINTENDENT OR WORKS MAN-
ager desires/ position with first-class con-

cern. Specialist on automatic small die press
work. T^xpei't in handling men. Twenty years'
experience as manager in cartridge factories,
(-'apable of taking complete charge of in-
stallation. Apply Box 263, Canadian Machin-
ery, (7|

QUPERINTENDEXT WITH TWENTY-
*^ nine years" broad mechanical experience
in different lines of manufacturing desires
permanent connection with well known con-

FOR SALE

Shipment from Stock

3
—"L e e s Bradner"

Thread Millers

arranged for mill-

ing 2 14 thread in

Nose of 4.5 Mark
VII H.E. Shells.

For complete particu-

lars—write

Williams & Wilson
Limited

320 St. James St., Montreal, P.Q.

ceru in need of a broad gauge man of un-
limited energy and enthusiasm; long proven
executive ability, strong personality, unques-
tioned integrity, strictly temperance, positive
aggressive character with good judgment-
highest references. Answer Box 260, Caua
dlan Machinery.

(2)

SITUATIONS VACANT
r)KAFTSM.U\ WANTED ON .MACHINE

shop efiiiipment—jigs, tools, etc. State ex-
perieuce and salary expected. Box 265 Can-
adian .Ma;-iiine-y. nj,

QANADIAN REJ-RESENTATIVE FOE^ American firms building special machin-
ery, tools and gauges. Liberal commission
to a business-getter. Box 2B6, Canadian
.Machinery. ^^^^

Q.ENERAL FOREMAN AND CHARGE
hands for machining operations on 18-

pouuder high explosive shells. None but ex-
penenifd men need apply. P.O. Box 1164
Winnipeg, Man.

(5^

WANTED — DRAFTSMAN CAPABLE OF
designing small tools, jigs, etc. Steady

employment. Please state experience and
wage expected. Butterfield & Co., luc , Eock
Island, Que.

(4)

WA.VTED SUPERINTENDENT CAPABLE
of taking charge of 4.5 shell manufactur-

ing plant. .Must be thoroughly familiar with
this type of shell and capable of producing
results. Will pay good salary and bonus to
the right man. State experience and full par-
ticulars in first letter. Apply Medicine HatPump & Brass -Mfg. Co., Ltd., Medicine Hat,
Alberta. cSm

SPECIAL MACHINERY
TfUSE EQUIPMENT — SPECIAL MACHIN-
-*- ery for manufacturing fuses, including
rethreading machines for base plugs, with
tools. "Harris," Box lOOS, Bridgeport, Conn.

c9m

pOR ALL KINDS OF GAUGES, JIGS AND
special machines, also machine tools,

lathes, milling machines, etc. Write H. P.
Filers, .580 St. Nicholas Ave., New Y'ork City.

(5)

Wanted

!

O ECOND-hand Foun-
*~^ dry equipment want-

ed for a foundry hand-

ling light'^castings.

Complete equipment
needed — must be in

good condition.

BOX 264

Canadian Machinery
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The "HENDEY" Lathe

The Service
Capacity and Convenience
of a Heudey Lathe will prove of vital

importance to your tool room.

The "Hendey" is accurate in the

highest degree and suited for the

efficient use of watch tool chucks,

stop chucks, relieving attachments,

etc.

It .has the best spindle construction in its taper journals, with aimular bearings and
automatic oiling rings, which make for accuracy of alignment.

It has automatic stop for carriage working in either direction. Has reverse for car-

riage, controlled from apron.

Wide range of threads and feeds through mounted gearing, with ability to make gear
changes for additional threads and feeds without limit.

A card will get you full particulars. Why not mail it now ?

THE HENDEY MACHINE COMPANY
TORRINGTON, CONN., U.S.A.

eanadlan Agents : A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R. Wiillams Machinery Co., 260 Prii\rfiB St.. Winnipeg; A. R.
WilllaniH Machinery Co., Vanoonver; A. R. Williams Macliinery Co.. St. John. N.B.; Williams & HMlson, Montreal.
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Canadian Government Small Arms Ammunition Factory
Contributed

Wliatcrrr ultimate effect the irar may have dii the preparedness of nations, the fact has

been well. recognlz<'<l In/ this conntri/ tliat amminiition occupies a place of equal importance
with men and guns, and evidence to this effect ivas given some time ago when the Government
established the plant referred to, at a. suitable inland point. Developments in methods and
equipment have been frequent since August, 1914, and, together with the great number of

operators on munition work, insure the future value of the new plant as a national asset.

THE small arms ammunition fac-

tory now in process of erec-

tion, is designed and will be

equipped to manufacture 300,000 Bri-

tish .303 rifle cartridges in ten hours. It

consists of a large number of separate

buildings housing a wide variety of

complicated manufacturing equipment.

Plant Layout

In the general plan of buildings lay-

out, the routing of material has been

carefully studied from a purely manu-
facturing standpoint to insure a

minimum of handling. The type,

plan, and general dimensions of build-

ings have been considered in their re-

lation to the manufacturng equpmet.

Several important details which influ-

enced the designs were: The stresses

set up by the power transmission;

the determination of the amount

and location of glazed window areas in

order to pi-ovide the

most desirable light-

ing and ventilating

conditions witb the

maximum econom>

of lighting, heatin?.

and ventilatin?; and
the peculiar hazards

involved in buildings

where exp'osives are

stored and handled.

The manufacturing
equipment has in-

volved the purchase

and installation of

over 500 pieces of

maohinery, which are

in the main of a high-

ly special nature,

complicated in de-

sign and varied in

type and function.

The arsenal build-

ings arc divided into

four groups on a one-

hundred-acre plot.
Fourteen structures

comprising the main
manufacturing group
are located in the north-west corner of

the plot. These buildings, lying parallel

to each other, are connected at their east

ends by a passageway, wliich gives ac-

cess t-o all. This group includes a two-

storey brick ofTice 40 x 90 ft.; brass

foundry, 70 x SO ft. ; rolling mill, 70 x 200

ft.; case pl.nnt, SO x 300 ft.; bullet |)lant,

(iO X 300 ft.: machine sliop and tool

room, 42 x 300 ft.; case and bullet in-

spection bu^diti'jr, 50 X 165 ft.; carpen-

ter shop. 42 X 150 ft.; iras plant, 42 x 78

ft.; boiler house. 42 x 55 ft.; storehouse,

.50 X 100 ft.; and a transformer station.

With the exception of the ofTice, store-

house, case and bullet inspection build-

ing, all of the foregoing are of steel

frame construction. The office building

has hollow tile walls, with tapestrv

brick facing, wood floor joists and
studding, and is plastered throughout.

flere superintendent Lieut.-Col. S. S.

Weatherbee, with bis assistants, clerks,

draftsmen, etc., have their ofliees. The
chemical and mechanical laboratories,

testing rooms, first aid ward, library

and lecture room, also a two-storey fire-

proof vault, for books, records, and
drawings, find a location in the office

building. The storehouse, and the case

and bullet inspection building are of one

storey, with hollow tile walls, wood
posts and roof framing and steel sash.

The inspection building has a wood floor

on a tar Rok base.

The main manufacturing buildings

are one-storey steel frame, with hollow

tile walls, steel sash, and concrete roofs.

cm: i)i:i'.\itT.\ii:NT activitiks, c.i'.it. .\n«us shuI'S. .mo.niuk.m,

Only two designs have been used in the

steel frames—one a forty-foot truss,

the other a fifty-foot truss on steel col-

umns spaced nineteen feet on centres.

The steel contract was awarded on a

pound price basis, the steel woi'lt being

then detailed so that material which Can-

adian yards had in stock could be used

as far as possilile. The use of trusses

of tiie same dcsiarn in several buildin'js

simplified the detailin'j: and shopwork,

and resulted in remarkably ipiick shiii-

ment considerinir jiresent market condi-

tions. The boiler house and the roll-

ing mill arc flooi-od with paving brick,

with the exception of the space around
the annealing furnaces in the latter,

where cast iron plates set in concrete

are used because of the handling of

trucks of hot metal in these sections. In

the gas plant and in all buildings

where wet conditions of manufacturing
are encountered, the floors are of con-

crete pitched to drains. All other floors

are of hemlock underflooring, with
maple wearing surface on a tar Rok
base.

The steel sash used in the side walls

are continuous between columns, and
extend from the concrete sill at the top

of the five-foot base wall to the eaves

purlin. Monitor sash are also continu-

ous between truss posts, and are about

five feet high. All ventilating units in

these sash are operated by a straight

push operator in runs of approximately
150 feet between operating stations.

.\11 sash are glazed with factory ribbed

glass, with ribbed-

wire glass in the

vents. The roofinj

for all buildings is

five-ply Barret*
Specification.

Loading and Maga-
zine Group

The nine build-

ings of the loading

group are about one
thousand feet east

of the main manu-
facturing buildings.

They are all small,

ranginar in size from
16 X 26 feet, to 29
X 99 feet, and are

connected by a pass-

ageway thro u g h

which all materials

may be handled un-
impeded by weather
conditions. They
have tile walls,

.steel sash, mastic
asphalt or special

fljishproof composi-
tion floors on a concrete base, and roofs
of concrete or light wood framin?. Toilet

j'oonis and coat rooms are provided open-
inir off the passageway, and are of sim-
ilar construction to the other buildinu's,

are separated from the main "round be-
cause of the dangerous operation carried

on.

. The eight buildings constituting the

magazine group are situated about six

hundred feet south of thp loadinir build-

inirs. They are of tile construction,

with litrht wood roofs and non-gritty
astihalt floors. Earth embankments
eight feet in height surround eneb
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magazine buikling:. This type of pro-

tection is also used around the loading

buildings where quantities of explosives

are in use or in storage.

Rifle Range

The fourtli group includes a rifle

range and an ordnance inspection and

stores building, where final inspection

is given the cartridges, and where they

are packed and stored for shipment. Tlie

rifle range, housing both a 600-yard and

a 60-yard range, is a concrete struc-

ture built below ground. The 600-yard

range is a 6 x 7 foot reinforced concrete

tunnel, curved to follow the trajectory

of a bullet and having pockets at the

side for target setting every hundred

yards, and a target house at the east

end. The 60-yard range is 21/2 feet

wide by 7 feet high, of similar construc-

tion to the 600-yard range, and having

two side pockets and a target house.

The firing house is a reinforced concrete

structure about 25 feet square, the floor

)f which is seven feet

below grade; the

walls are thoroughly

waterproofed with
membrane water-
proofing, and are

lined inside with hol-

low tile. There art-

four rooms in the

building—one firim;'

room and a stoic

room. Conduits arc

laid in the concrete

walls of the ranee

for telephones,
_

in-

strument w i r i n n-.

and electrie lia-ht-

irtg. "Ventilation of

the range is pro-

vided for bv slic-

ing louvres at inter-

vals along each wall.

while a suction fan is

installed to disnose

of the gases from

the firing,

tile snuill size of the buildings and the

uniformity of the trusses made as-

sembly comparatively simple. The
trussess were Transported to the site

comjiletely fabricated and assembled,

and they were erected by means of an
ordinary wood derrick, working on tem-
porai'y rai'.s. Poling was resorted to in

only a few instances. The details of the

oiieration were so simple that no unus-

ual or special methods were devised.

For pouring the concrete roof slabs a

large tow^er and chutes were employed,

the tower being in the neighborhood of

223 feet high. Two towers were built,

although it developed that onlv one was
needed. This tower was used, in ad-

dition, to feed a screen beside it, which

separated the sand from the gravel, the

latter having been found to run rather

iiis:h in sand. The one tower had suf-

ficient radius of action to cover almost

the entire plant, with the exception of

some outlying or isolated jobs. The

Ordnance Building CAR DEPART.MKNT ACTIVITIES, C.P.R. AXGUS SHOPS, MONTREAL
The ordnance in-

spection and stores building is of similar

construction to the case and bullet in-

spection building, but is about 100 feet

longer. The storehouse portion is sep-

arated _ from the inspection by a fire

wall. Cartridge boxes are handled in

this storehouse by an overehad tel-

pher which also hoists them to

the shipping platform. A system
of asphalt roads and concrete walk-

ways connects the various buildings and
the several groups. The roof of the

rifle range provides a runway for the

electric trucks operating from the main
manufacturing buildings STOup to the

loading buildings. Two railroad sidinas

and a crossover give a length of .5.000

feet of siding at the plant, with a 100-

ton track scale near the point at which

the track enters the grounds, thus al-

lowing the ready weighing of both in-

coming and outsoing materials.

Fabrication and Erection

,In erecting the steel work for the plant

centering for the roof slabs was made
in units in the shop, according to the
plans of the roof layout, this being pos-
sible on account of the uniformity of
truss and girder spacing. These forms
were well oiled before use, and were em-
ployed, over again from three to four
times.

The excavation was, in the main, car-

ried out by trenching machines. The
foundations were plain walls, without
sjiread footings, so that the side walls

of the trench made forms for the con-

crete. The quality of the clay was such

as to prevent any appreciable sloughing.

The trenching machine was also used to

excavate the range tunnel, the machine

digging the core as well as the side

trenches. It was the intention to use

the earth walls as side forms for the

concrete, and, although this was done in

part, the rains caused washing, which

necessitated separate form work.

Light, Heat and Power

The buildings are heated by direct

radiation, makins- use of the Webster
vacuum system. Wall radiation has been
used througlKuit. A central boiler plant,

consisting of four 150 horse ])ower hori-

zontal return tubular boilers, furnishes

steam at 100 jiounds pressure for heat-

ing and manufacturing purposes, this

pressure being reduced at the several

buildings to five pounds for heating
purjioses. Electric power is supplied by
the Hvdro-Electric Power Commission
at 4.000 volts, 3-phase, 60-cycle, and is

converted in the arsenal substation to

550 volts for power wirinsr and 220-110

volts for lighting. The liahtin? of all

buildings has been carefully studied in

relation to the machinery layout. In the

loading building, extra precautions, in-

cluding vapor-proof fixtures, have been

employed to meet the dangerous condi-

tions existing. Direct current is to be

supplied for charging motor trucks, in-

strument batteries,

and batteries for

electrolytic work in

the laboratory.

Ten toilet units

have been installed,

so located as to be
most accessible.
Automatic flushing

w'ater closets and
stall urinals have
been adopted, and
the lavatories are

the barrack room
type, in enamelled
iron. Fire protec-

tion is provided in

the yards by means
of three-way hose
liydrants and hose-

houses, with full

equipment of hose,

nozzles, wrenches,
axes, and crowbars.
Portable hose-reels,

containing 1,000 feet

of hose, are located

near each group of

buildings. Hose out-
lets are provided in the buildings, with

reels containing 100 feet of 2V2-in. linen

hose. Small hand fire extinguishers are

placed in all buildings.

Production Equipment

The brass foundry will eontain forty

fires in one battery, ten of which are to

be used for eupro-nickel and the remain-
der for brass. Square fires were adopt-
ed, as coke only is used in firing. A 5

ft. X 150 ft. steel stack, lined with fire

brick to the top, provides ample draft.

A direct motor-driven alligator shear is

placed in the foundry to cut up copper
pig and scrap metal. A convenient scale

is provided to weigh out charges.

The gas plant is equipped with three

anthracite producers, having a capa-

city of 115,000 cubic feet of gas per
hour. Hot gas from two of the

producers is used in the lafrsre anneal-

ing furnaces in the rolling mill without

scrubbing, but the gas from the third
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producer is sorubbed, as this gas is used

in the ease-annealing and the temper-

in? furnaces.

The rolling mill is equipped with one

direct motor-driven alligator shear and
one small trimming shear. A weighing
scale is convenient for weighing trucks

of metal for cheeking. There are two
annealing furnaces or mntHes, one single

and one twin, and both are double-end.

They are under-fired, using hot produc-

er gas. The mills are made up of two
stands, one breaking down and one fin-

ishing, direct-driven through herring-

bone gears by a 250 horse-power motor.

The usual immersing, pickling, and
washing tanks are installed. In the rol-

ling mill are also installed the first cup-

ping presses for both cupro-nickel and
brass.

The bullet plant houses all of the

S])eeial bullet making machinery, same
being arranged so that the flow of ma-
terial is always proaressing toward the

inspection end. The lead extrusion

press and equipment are also housed in

this building. An aluminum extrusion

press ordered from Quebec arsenal was
made over into a lead extrusion press

to make six reels of lead wire at one

time.

The case plant contains all of the

special machines with which to make
complete brass cartridge cases. This

machinery is likewise laid out for

straight-line operation with minimum
trucking.

The transmission equipment is of the

latest type, employing a special hanger

with turned plunaers and using ball

bearings. The shafting is turned and

ground. The group drive system is

employed.

The case washing plant equipment con-

sists of fifty tumbling liamds for ease

washing, five special gas-fired annealing

furnaces, and four case dyers, using in-

direct steam heat.

Hot water and soai)

solutions are provid-

ed from the overhead

tanks. Overhead
mono-rail systems

for handling cases to

and from the an/ieal-

ing furnaces and into

the immersion tanks

are installed. All

floors in this depart-

ment are drained.

The tool room and
machine shop are

housed in one build-

ing, the t)id room at

one end and the ma-
chine shop at the

other, with the tem-
f)ering and arindintr

rooms between. Gas-
fired tempering furn-

aces are insta'led. .\

small blacksmith sho|)

and pipe shop is lious-

e<l in a separate building. This shop is

equipped with a motor-driven pipe ma-
cliine to cut up 8-incii pipe, two down-
draft forges, and a power liaramer.

The carpenter shop for the manu-
facture of ammunition boxes, work
boxes, etc., is equipped with the latest

types of direct-di'iven woodworking'
tools. This shop has a capacity of 300
ammunition boxes per day. In connec-

tion is a complete tinsmith's equipment,
with which to line the ammunition
boxes with the usual waterproof lining

of tin.

The loading and assembling plants re-

quire highly specialized equipment, and
this is arranged for group drive. To
avoid explosions due to sparks from
either induced or static currents,

thorough grounding has been provided

•The drying of fulminate of mercury
and potassium chlorate—always a dan-
gerous operation—w-ill be done at the

Lindsay arsenal by means of vacuum
driers which perform tlieir work effi-

ciently and quickly and reduce to a mini-

mum the danger from explosion of these

substances.

The elevating baud-truck system will

be used in handling tlie bulk of the ma-
terials in each unit. Between the manu-
facturing and loading buildings, storage
battery tractors will be employed, each

capable of hauling several trailers, and
of operating ten hours continuously
without recharging. Both the electric

tractors and elevating trucks are, we
understand, recent developments by Can-
adian manufacturers.

Lightning Protection

Much study was devoted to the lisrlit-

ning protection of the magazines, load-

ing, and fulminate buildings. High
steel poles similar to flag poles are

placed at the side of each building, ex-

tending down deep into the earth, to

assure good ground connection. The
lightning poles are about thirty feet

higher than the building. To collect

any leakage of lightning, short, stout

(JKIJi I' lll^' l-IO.MALE K.MPL<)YKi:S. r.\R DKl'AUTMBNT, C.l'.K. ANGUS SHOPS
.\1iiNTI!I;AI-.

lightning rods are placed on the high-

est jioint of each building. All metal

in the building, including machines,

shafting structural steel, etc., is con-

nected in a loop or ring and thorcnighly

grounded, top and bottom.

Materials and machinery of Cana-
dian manufacture have been in every

ease given preference, and only such

products as couU not be obtained iu

Canada were purchased in the United

States.

Lieut.-Col. A. P. Deroche, R.C.E..

Director of works and buildings, is in

cliarge of the building work for the

Militia Department, assisted by Mr.

Clarence Noble, as supervising engineer.

Lieut.-Col. S. S. Weatherbee, of the

Militia Department, as superintendent

of the plant, is in char-j-e of the manu-
facturing equipment. Under the direc-

tion of this staff the ensrineerinsr. archi-

tectural, and construction work was per-

formed by Westinshouse. Church. Kerr

& Co.. Montreal and New York, to whom
we are indebted for the foregoing data.

©
FRICTION CLUTCHES—IT.*

By W. G. Gass.

I^^

our Jan. 18 issue a resume was

given of the different types of fric-

tion clutches manufactured, examples

of which are to be found installed in les-

ser or greater number as pnrt of the

transmission equipment of general id-

dustrial and metal-working plants. Tho

driving surface feature was discussed at

some length in the same issue.

Clearances

Clearance is the main difiiculty in the

general run of clutches, and the small-

ness of it is the cause of a considerable

amount of wear when running out of

gear. In all cases where the setting-

up is done by screws, the clearance be-

tween the driving part and the driven is

a relatively small amount. The cone

gives the largest amount of any, and on

that score alone is the best. In segment

clutches, both inside

and outside band

clutches and plate

clutches, it is a very

serious problem. In

the majority of these

wliere a screw is

used, the usual
amount of rotation

of tho screws is

about ^Sth of a re-

volution, and if

screws of, say, V4 ">

pitch are used, righi

and lett liand, tho

movement given to

the segment is l-16th

of an inch—l-32nd

on each side, and

that represents the

clearance when the

clutch is out of gear;

tlie actual cloiirance

is less tlian this owing to tlie shape ot

the segments.

•ncad before tlie Mancbester A«90clmtii>ii i^f

Kngiiiecrg.
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Setting Up Gear i-

In all cases tlie action of setting up

a clutch is the conversion of a sliding

movement along the shaft carrying the

clutch into a pressure between the

clutch surfaces. This may be properly

ilivided into two portions, the first that

which is in the clutch itself, and the

other by which the power for operation

is applied. In the majority of clutches

the locking' and concentration of power
obtained by the toggle motion is the one

mostly adopted, and when once set up
has no tendency to slip back. It re-

quires in every case an adjustment by

means of a screw which can be set so

as to bring the levers in the correct

liosition to give the requisite pressure

on the surface.

In most of the internal and external

segment and band clutches the adjust-

ment is obtained by moving the main
nuts a portion of a revolution and re-

locking—the nut having a serrated rim

with a locking pin. In plate clutches it

is generally done by using the adjust-

ment screw at the point where the pres-

sure to the plates is applied. In others,

th« forcing of the surfaces in contact

is done by a wedge, having at its larger

width a parallel portion which takes the

end thrust off when the clutch is set up.

The wedge is flat in some and circular

in others.

With both the toggle point and the

wedge, a sliding block is necessary to

transmit the power from the stationary

lever to the rotating shaft carrying the

cluch. In the majority of cases the

power is applied to the clutch to set

it in gear, but, in others, the power
is applied to release it or put it out of

gear, the clutch being kept in gear by

means of sprinsfs. Motor car clutches

are the most common examples of this

kind. For general machine driving,

where a rapid movement is required for

operating the clutch, a lever is usually

employed, and if the leverage be suffi-

cient, is quite satisfactory. It enables

the power to be applied quickly and as

quickly released, and where it is de-

sired to give a slight movement to the

machine, and also where the clutch is

put in gear and released many times.

Wliere a clutch is in gear for long per-

iods, a screw and quadrant is mostly

used. This is as generally fitted to in-

ternal combustion enarine drives. It

gives an easier starting movement be-

cause the pressure can be more gradu-

ally applied, but it is much slower both

at starting and releasing. Where the

lever is used, particularly on a heavy

clutch, it requires a strong pull on the

part of the attendant to put the clutch

in gear. The trouble with all settine-up

uears is the wear on the pins and lost

motion due to clearance in bearings.

Pressure on Working Faces

This is the crucial point in the effi-
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cieney of any clutch and its power to

drive, for unless the necessary pressure

e.xists between the frictional faces the

clutch cannot transmit its power, and it

is here where so much trouble arises

in the use of any form of frictio.- clutch.

The power of any clutch is of course

dependent on the co-efficient of friction

between the surfaces, and whether they

are dry or lubricated, and it is this

factor which so materially affects any
formulae for the power of a clutch.

The co-efficient of friction varies great-

ly with the state of the surfaces, and,

after the surfaces become glazed the

power of the clutch drops in unison.

It is usually considered that if an

actual pressure of 50 lbs. per square

inch can be put on the surfaces it is as

much as is desirable for good working

conditions ; but, if for any reason a less

pressure is put on than that required

to transmit the power, a clutch will, if

it begins to slip, grind itself away
quickly, and in the spring centre type

grind away all the available spring in

the metal. On looking at the action of

the toggle joint it will be seen that the

travel of the portions of the clutch be-

ing set up is very slight at the end of

the movement, when the thrust link of

the toggle is approaching the vertical.

Pins are essential, and, in spite of all

that can be done, will wear, so that if

a clutch is set up correctly a very small

wear on the pins and links of the toggle

will rapidly reduce the effective pres-

sure of the faces, even without taking

into account the wear on the frictional

surfaces.

It is, therefore, very necessary to keep

a watch on a clutch to see that any wear

which may take place is followed up,

if the life of a clutch is to be as long

as it ought to be. Where the pressure

on the surface is due to spring's, and

these usually are in direct thrust, then

they will follow up a considerable

amount of wear themselves. It appears

from this as though sprinsrs were the

best, but they are only good where con-

ditions are suitable, and this is not gen-

erally so for driving machines. The re-

marks about wear apply equally to

wedae setting up surface. The power

transmitted is proportional to tlie speed

of rotation, and a clutch wliich will

transmit 10 horse power at 100 revs,

will of course transmit 50 horse power

at 500 revs.

Lubrication

In clutches, as in everything else, lub-

rication is of the srreatest importanr-e,

and more particularly where the clutch

is running idle for a considerable part

of its time. If the outside portion of

the clutch is the driven part, it rnns on

the shaft and may liave to be stationary

while the shaft rotates in the clutch

bushes; or, if the outside is the driver
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it has to run loosely on a stationary

shaft. This is a fruilful source of

trouble with many clutches, and the lub-

rication of these bushes requires the

closest attention, both in design and on

the part of the attendant. If the driven

portion has to be stationary while the

shaft runs in it, there is a tendency for

the shaft to wear a groove in the bush,

and, when this starts, it rapidly grows

worse as this part always seems to stop

at the same point and be .worn oval

;

while if the driving portion has to run

loose on a stationary shaft, the bush I

wears larger and affects the clearances, '

even sometimes becoming so bad that

the friction surfaces never run clear

and are always rubbing. When in gear

the lubrication is not required, and the

oil is liable to be driven out of the

bearing surfaces and so be missing when

wanted.

In starting up any friction clutch a

certain amount of rubbing takes place,

and when two metal surfaces rub on one

another fine particles of metal are given

off. These, in an enclosed chamber,

cannot get away and so become mixed

with the lubricant, and form an excell-

ent abrasive which does not increase the

life of the parts. Another peculiarity

of lubrication in the case of plate

clutches is that where the resistance to

the idle clutch is not very great, if the

oil becomes thick the plates adhere be-

cause all the air is driven out between

them, and the resistance may not be

able to make the clutch stop. Springs

between the plates have been tried to

get over this, but the results have not

been very satisfactory. Excessive lubri-

cation also reduces the driving power

materially. Solid grease has much to be

said on its behalf for lubrication of

clutch hubs, but it is often difficult to

employ it satisfactorily.

DETECTING FAULTS IN CASTINGS

DETECTING the jires^ence of intenuil

defects in iron and steel eastings ac-

complished by a current supplied from »

small alternator to the primary winding

of an induction coil,this induces in the

secondary winding a current which is

passed through the coils of two horse-

shoe magnets, mounted at a fixed dis-

tance apart and movable to and fro over

the surface of the cnstins. The fields

of both magnets are affected uniformly if

the structure is homogeneous. Defects,

however, will disturb the lines of force

from the nearest maanet. In a vibrat-

ing sounder, connected to a secondary

coil on the magnet, the tone wi!l;dift'3r

in pitch from that given out from the

corresponding sounder connected to the

other maanet. Amplification of sound

is secured by microplnme attachments,

enablino- the observer, bv means of tele-

phone receivers, to detect the localit\

of hidden flaws as the magnets «rc

moved (iver the casting.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Embracing the Further Discussion of Previously Published Articles, Inquiries for

General Information, Observations and Suggestions—Your Co-operation is Invited

BASE FINISHING BAR
By J. A. S.

MANY manufacturers have ex-

perienced great difficulty in

finishing the inside profile of

4.5 in. high explosive shells. The high

cost of tool steel and the excessive wear
(in tlie point of the tool, together with

the strict specifications recsarding the

finish of this portion of the bore, require

the best efforts of shell makers to devise

efficient means for overcoming this

trouble, and eliminating as far as pos-

sible, all trace of tool or chatter marks.

The sketch herewith shows the method
adopted by one firm, first as an experi-

ment, and afterwards as part of the

standard erjuipment for all machines on
the boring operation. The care re-

quired in maintaining the efficiency of

the spade tools is not only an expen-

sive factor of shell production, but in

many instances the loss of time through

excessive grinding tends to curtail the

output. As the wear on the tool is

greatest at the nose, it is this portion

is proving most efficient and previous

troubles are almost entirely eliminated.

Provision for supplying cutting com-

pound is shown in the sketch although

experience has shown that the tool can

be run dry with equal satisfaction.

©

TENSILE STRENGTH OF ROUND
STEEL RODS

By N. G. Near.

THE scale illustrated will be found

handy for determining the strength of

round steel rods in tension. Simply

glance across from column A to column

B, and the strength is given for any dia-

meter from 1-100 of an inch to 6 inches.

For example: "What is the safe

strength of a steel rod one inch in dia-

meter?" Column B shows it to be

12..500 pounds.

The scale is based on 16,000 pounds

per sq. inch, which is the commonly used

safe strength for steel. Inversely, the

£^m^
SHELL BxVSE INTERIOR FINISHING BAR.

tlmt quickly loses its proper shape, and
tlic purpose of the tool here illustrated

is to give increased life to the finishing

reamer and at the same time leave the

base of the bore the exact shape and
free from ol)jectionablo roughness. The
short section of tool has the exact shape
of the base and extends a shor^ dis-

tance alon? the contour. The duty re-

quired of this tool is very light and is

further assisted by the roller that

steadies the bar while the tool is cut-

ting. This roller rides free upon the

l)ar and is sli'jhtly smaller than the

bore of the shell, a short portion at the

front beincr turned to fit the finished

profile. The spring shown, acting on
the steel washer, forces the roller

against the profile and holds the bar m
a central position, while serving as a

support close up to the working point.

The bar is not held riirid but has a
floating fit in the turret. This device

scale may be used to advantage when
determining the size of rod necessary to

withstand a certain stress. For exam-
ple, "What diameter of rod should be

used to hold up .50,000 pounds?" Tli.-

answer is. a 2-inch rod.

OBTAINING DRAFT WITHOUT HIGH
CHIMNEYS
By E. T. S.

ON page 82 of your issue of February 1

is a short article entitled, "Obtaining

Draught Without High Chimneys," that

merits, in my opinion, more than ordin-

ary attention, by reason that the author

either has discovered something radical-

ly now in draught producing apparatus,

or else he omitted to localise the case in

question, in whieh case, tlie term "or-

dinary practice" is out of place.

Now. it is a fact tliat in "ordinary

practice" the purpose of a thimney or

stack is to "make the fire burn," in

other words, to provide sufficient

draught to produce complete combus-
tinn of the fuel under the boiler. Also,

in the second case it carries off all ob-

noxious consumed or unconsumed gases.

So far, I agree with our friend who now
remarks, "so far

so good, but this

leaves in many
cases much to

be desired." 1

would like to

ask what it is

that is left so

desirable? To
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continue, we read

that the most
efficient heating

is secured by re-

ducing fuel to

carbonic acid
gas. Quite true,

but to produce
this state in the

furnace, our
friend states that

it is necessary
'

' that large vel-

um e s of air
must be drawn
through the fire

at comparatively
1 o w velocity,

'

'

This statement

is extremely
broad, even omit-

ting the fact

that the inform-

ation given is

"general." We
know that, for

evei-j' pound of

fuel consumed, a

certain determin-

ate amount of

;air is necessary

for complete
combustion. Per-

fect combustion
is attained when
t he correct
amount of air is

admitted through
the fire and also

over the fire.

The next para-

graph in the art-

icle says that,

"The best meth-
od of providing
the necessary air for combustion is by

moans of an exliaust fan." Before pro-

ceeding further, I would like to ask,

what the difference between the two
draughts is to the furnace, supposing

lioth are dcsisned to produee the same
I)ressure, or. whether our friend consid-

ers th.Tt a chimnev draught is sunerior
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to a fan draus'it by roason of its origin

alone. The question is absurd, because
if either be designed to S'ive a certain
draft in inches, the furnace cannot de-

tect the difference.

The subject is a live one to-day, even
as to the merits of the two systems. The
fan system is favored chiefly on account
of the low installation cost. The chim-
ney is high in first cost, but has a main-
tenance cost of practically nil; on the
other hand, maintenance cost of an in-

duced fan system is endless. In this

country where we are subject to severe
winter temperatures, most of us drive
our boilers pretty hard in the winter.
The fan is speeded up above ordinary,
and, if anything happens it is liable to

be serious. The chimney acts in a way,
more or less automaticallv witli vou.

F

-iDJUSTABLE SUPPORTING POST.

The intensity of the draught depends on
the difference between the inside and
outside^temperatures, and so up to a cer-
tain point the draught increases as it

gets colder.

I do not pretend to understand our
friend's system of stacked brushwood
kept watered, unless it is intended at
the air intake end of a forced draueht
system. Perhaps he will enlighten me?

I have written more than I intended,
but it must be obvious to anyone that
now-a-days a stack is not just "guessed
at" for size or anything else, any more
than an induced draft or forced draft
system would be installed so thought-
lessly. It is the cost, the ultimate cost
that counts, and these involve careful
caleulationa and painstaking considera-
tion.

ADJUSTABLE SUPPORTING POST
By L. U. N.

AN adjustable pipe post is shown in the

accompanying sketch, made from 6-ineL

steam pipe threaded right hand on one
end and left hand on the other. Two
heavy east iron flanges are shown on the

ends at B and C. This post can be placed
under a ceiling or I beam already in

place and by using pipe tongs to un-
screw the pipe a few turns, a tight bear-
ing can he made, the flanges being held
with chain tongs while the pipe is being
unscrewed.

In the post shown, a hole lias been
made in the concrete floor at E large
enough to allow the elbow on the water
pipe to pass through, a hole being drilled

in the post to allow a nipple to pass
through freely, and a drinking tap con-
nected as shown at D.

®
EXAMPLES OF FORM GRINDING
FORM grinding is coming into more
general use for the rapid but accurate
production of irregular shaped or form-
ed surfaces. The operations employed
may be cylindrical, surface, internal or
even occasionally off-hand.

The pins on crankshafts are roughed
from the forging and finish ground on
cylindrical grinding machines. The fil-

lets are formed by the grinding wheel.
The cams on an integral cam shaft

are another example of form grinding.
Here the wheel face is not formed but
parallel to the spindle. The cam is

formed by means of the rotation of a
master cam against a roller which actu-
ates the cam shaft so that the cams are
properly formed.

Cast iron pulleys may now be crowned
by means of a formed grinding wheel.
This method of crowning with a curved
face is much superior to the old method
of turning two flat faces, with a sharp
ridce in the centre. The round <?rown is

easier on belts and makes a far more
powerful drive.

Grinding the nose of shrapnel and
hish explosive shells is a new and in-

terestino- development of form STinding.
The face of the grindina' wheel is form-
ed by means of a radial truing device
to the exact curvature of the nose of
the shell and fed straia'ht into it.

Among other articles that are fre-

quently "form ground" might be listed,

valve stems, cream separator bowl
s.he!ls. rifle barrels, transmission shafts.

electric starter and armature shafts and
other multiple diameter shafts.

The grinding of marble mouldinas on
a planer tvpe surface grinding machine
with a formed wheel makes iiossible

some of the beautiful marble interior

decorations seen in our latest offices and
publif buildings. A series of formed
grindina: wheels may also be used evlin-

dricallv in shaning marble columns, bal-

ustrades or pilasters used in ornamental
architecture.

In the very latest machinery for the

accurate forming and finishing of ffear

teeth, the desianer has a^ain called unon
the ffrinding wheel. Now formed grind-

ing wheels are employed for this pur-

|)ose with tile result that our gears are

running cjuieter and more smoothly.
LaiTge cast iron gear teeth are occasion-

ally roughly formed by means of hand
grinding.

One of the most important and far

reaching applications of form grinding;

is found in the gumming or sharpenin'.;

of circular and band saws. This opera-
tion is so common that we seldom think

of it as form grinding, but, nevertheless,

the wheel is formed so that the teeth of

the saw may be properly shaped.
The salvaging of worn out saws, cu:-

ters and reamers again calls upon some
operation of form grinding to make
these tools practically as useful as the\

were when new.
Grinding the groove in ball races is

a form of grinding operation, whether it

is done cylindrically, internally, or h>

surfa<?e grinding. A formed grindini
wheel is used and these operations call

for very accurate and smooth work.
The grinding of spliued transmission

shafts presents, perhaps, the most diffi-

cult kind of form grinding. It is ne-

cessary to grind both straight and cir-

cular surfaces at one traverse of tlie

wheel, and is essentially a surface grind-
ing operation. Of course a special tru-

ing device is necessary to keep the faces

of the grinding wheel trued to proper
shape.

—

Grits and Grinds.

®
HERAULT FURNACE INSTLLA-

TION
AMONG recent installations of He-
rault furnaces in Canada, the followina'

are to be noted :

—

The Dominion Steel Foundry Co .

Hamilton, Ont., are installing four 6-

ton furnaces for making war material.

After the war, metal from these fur-

naces will be used to make wheels, tire.-

and axles.

Armstrong, Whitworth, of Canada.
Ltd., are installing one more 6-ton fur-

nace, making three of this type and ca-

pacity, at their plant, Longueuil, Que.
War material, as well as tires, wheels

and axles constitute the product.

The Imperial Munitions Board will in-

stall ten 6-ton furnaces in their new
plant at Toronto. The steel will be use<l

for making war material.
©

The shrinkage of manaanese steel

amounts to 5-16 in. per foot as

against .S-16 in. to % i»- i" ordinary

steel foundry practice.

When several furnaces are tapped in-

to one ladle before pouring, the content

of the ladle is apt to become too cool.

According to the Iron and Coal Trailes

Revietv, the metal can be kept hot very

conveniently by using an apparatus in-

vented by M. C. A. Keller, of Paris, con-

sisting of two electrodes whicli can be

raised and lowered from a crane or gan-

try. Current passing from one electrode

to the other through the contents of the

ladle 2-enerates enouah heat to bring the

contents back to the proper pourina'

temperature.
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Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development -III.

By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safety in the metallurgical industries, the Bureau of Mines,

Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also

methods for their -prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion

of means wherebj/ the risk of accident may be leS'iened or, better still, wholly avoided.

THE STOCK-HOUSE CREW
ROD the furnace regularly, and, in,

ease it is hanging or stiff,

report to the foreman prompt-

ly. If anyone is working in the

skip pit, or the skip incline, hoist,

or skip, don't move the skip, ex-

cept under direction and after giving

warning. If an oiler or "handy man" is

working on the sheave wheels, be'.l rods,

hoppers, distributor mechanism, or bell-

rod cylinders, do not lower the bells ex-

cept on signal from those on top. Never
start the skip or hoist cage until you re-

ceive the proper signal, unle.s.s you have

all regular charging operations in sig'ht,

and then signals are not requLred. When
the blast is off, or when the furnace is

slnit down and men are working about

the top or bottom, do not fill the furnace

or lower the bells without warning the

men away from the tuyeres and hoppers

on top, and then only under the direction

of the foreman. If the furnace is being

shut down or if it is working irregularly

and stops taking charges on account of

hanging and slipping, do not put wet ore

on the be'.l; at many plants it is con-

sidered dangerous to dump wet ore when
the furnace is low. Report anything
about the skips, bells, or indicators that

does not seem rieht, such as .skips strik-

ing- the bumper blocks too hard, or fray-

ed cables, irregular, slow, or c|uick move-
ment of the bells, or vvater in steam
lines. By early notice an accident or

possibly a hazardous delay mav he avoid-

ed. Never let anyone go up the skip in-

cline to the top alone.

Scale Car Operators

Soale-car operators shouhl watch for

.stock-house cleaners or others crossing

the track and should always have the

car under control. Watch out for over-

lu'ad obstructions. Let the furnace mill-

wright or electrician do all rciiair work
on the car. Be careful not to leave ore

or stone on the edges of the chutes;

many accidents are caused by stock fall-

ing from the chutes. When liarring or

ininching at the chutes or doors of the

bins be careful to avoid a rush of ore or

stone falling on your foot. Do not open
the door of a nearly empty bin or get

under it just as tlie car doors are drop-

I)ed on the trest'.e ; the material may
easily fall through and bruise you, or if

it is Hue dust or sinter, burn you. Wear
gogLcles when the coke is very dusty or

when breaking ore or limestone. If

steam is used to thaw ore in tlie bins or

|)iles be sure that the hose is strong and
in good condition. See that no one is in

line with the nozzle when you turn the

steam on. If '-'as is used see that it stays

lit and that a pocket of gas does not ac-

cumulate. Do not lia:ht gas by hand with

a match, use burning waste, placed on
the floor or in the chute.

Ore Busgie Accidents

Most accidents with ore buggies hap-
peii from cateliing the fingers between
the buggy handle and a column, wall, or

other obstruction. Watch out for this

and use safety handles. Be careful not

to let the buggy leg come down on your
heel, or to run the wheel over someone's
foot. Never race with a buggy, you may
easily lose control of it and receive a

wrench, strain, or bruise. Watch that

your fingers or feet do not get caught be-

tween a lump of stone or ore from the

chute and the buggy or floor. Don't un-

dercut an ore or stone pile, or let the

stock lodge above you, keep it knocked
down with a bar. Never stand close to

the elevator pit as the cage comes down,
ready to take the buggy off the instant

the cage comes to rest, as many men have

had their feet crushed in this way by
getting them caught between the cage

and the floor sill. Don't try to get on

the cage before it has come to rest, or

after tlie signal for hoisting has been

given.

When it is necessary to clean the skip

pit, notify the skip operator and do not

on or off the car when it is moving.
Wlien you enter the motor house or

hoist-engine room notify the skip opera-
tor, both on entering and leaving. Stay
at your own place of duty, even when
you are "spelled off." Keep away from
the cast house and stoves unless you are

required to go there to help. Report all

bad places to the foreman, such as dark
corners, overhead obstructions, poor
track, lioles, and unsatisfactory bin

doors. Be sure to report every injury,

as even a slight injurj' if neglected may
have serious or fatal results. Even a bit

of coke dust may seriously injure the

eye if not taken out right away. If a

man receives an electric shock free bim
from the source of current, being care-

ful not to get a shock yourself, give him
artificial respiration at once, and send

for the foreman. Similar first aid is

needed if anyone becomes gassed while

working on fop.

Hand Filled Furnaces

On hand-filled furnaces, fop tillers

should remember not to step over trap

or lift doors at tlie fop of elevator shafts

while the elevator is running. The
safety of many men about a furnace

plant depends indirectly on the care and

n. .-;Aii:sr \\.\^ in' r.si.\(! riii.i. 11. Ai 1. iAi;>

go mio ihe pit until he tells you to.

Avoid walking under bin doors and
chutes. Keep off the scale-car track and
watch for the car when crossing the

track. Don't stand on the track when
signaling the car operator. Bo careful

that your bar does not touch a thir<l rail

or trolley wire. It is best not to ri<le on

the scale car. .•ind you should never jum))

interest the stock-house crew lake in

their work. Careful weighing, regular
charging, reporting any difference in ap-
pearance or quality of coke or limestone,
and constant watching of the movement
of Ihe charge in the furnace will prevent
many slips, "messes," and dangerous
work at the tuyi'^res, tappinir hole, and
furnace toji.
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Trestle Gang and Yardmen
Watch tor t\w lorry car, lueomo-

tives, and ca-anes, and do not go
under the ore hridse just before ore
is dumped into the bins. Do not
jump on or otf movin.o- ears; many men
are liurt that way every year. Never sii

on or near the track or bridge rails to
rest; find a safe place. When you hear
the warning whistle lat the furnace get
out of the car at ouce and under shelter
as it means the furnace is hanging and
may slip. When ore is being dynamited
and a warning Ls shouted, get under
cover and stay there until material has
stopped falling. Do not try to jump
across the bins from rail to rail; use the
crossover.?. They were put there to use.
and the minute saved by not using them
is worth less than the good example set
by using them.
Do not use a pole in spotting cars with

a transfercar orlocomotive on an adjoin-
ing track, use a cable with safety hand
locks. If there is no cable and a pole
must be used, stand on the same side of
the pole tbiat the coupler of the car is on
(Fig. 21). Be careful in pinching cars
on the trestle, you may fall and receive
a severe injury. Pinch a ear the way the
foreman has shown you, and report
pinch bars with smooth heels or dull
points to the toolman or foreman. The
safest pinch bar (Fig. 22) is one titted

with a disk and tool-steel lieel. When
turning on a steam jet to thaw ore see
that no one is in line with the jet; use a
clamp to hold the nozzle, and avoid
working with worn hose. Watch that
cinders from trestle locomotives, or hot
coke, do not start fires in the cbke bins
or walks. A safety car wrench for open-
ing drop doors on ears is shown in
Fio-. 23.

FIG. 23. TRESTLE LABORER USING SAFETY CAR WRENCH. \VHEN THE SHAFT
BEGINS TO REVOL\E. THE HINGED .TAW RELEASES. DISC IS TO
PREVENT MAN'S HAND STRIKING CAR, AND SHORT BEND ON

END OF HANDLE PREVENTS USE OF PIPE EXTENSION.

Loaded Car Drop Doors

It is daagerous to open drop doors on
loaded ears unless you know how. Do
not try to do it until you have been
shown and. if possible, have watched for
a day men who knew how. Before getting
into a car to unload it, or crawling under
a car to work on the drop doore, make
sure, by asking the foreman or "straw
boss," that the car will not be moved.
Wait until the doors are dropped before

FIG. 22. TRESTLE LABORER USING SAFETY PINCH BAR FITTED WITH DISC,
SHOULD THE BAR SLIP HIS KNUCKLES WILL BE PROTECTED.

going on top of material in cars to be
unloaded. When unloading hopper ears,

do not stand over doors or on the edge of
the material ; it may slip and carry you
down into the bin, where you may be

suffocated or severely injured. Obtain a

firm footing in the bottom of the car be-

tween the doors, or be sure of a firm hold
on the side of the ear. By all means wear
a belt and safetj- line if these are pro-
vided. Do not undercut material anv
more than is necessary and watch that
the lumps do not catch you. Be very
cautious in opening the doors of cars
loaded with flue dust ; if dry, it will fly

out. Avoid stepping on flue dust in cars,

for even apparently wet dust may be drs"

and hot beneath and cave when you step
on it. Always get out of a car the same
way you get in ; do not crawl through
the doors in the bottom of the car
(Fig. 24).

Miscellaneous Precautions

Before you drop material into empty
or nearly empty bins, notify the stock-
liouse crew so they can keep clear of
falling material, and be sure that the bin

doors are closed, ' In poking ore in bins
and chutes see that you will not get
caught in case a fall of ore catches the

bar. Never go into any bin to shove ma-
terial or to clean the bin unless you have
a belt with a life line attached to a

girder or tie (see Fig. 25). Use a flas or

track torpedo to protect the bin you are
working in, or ask the foreman for a

watcher to hold the line and warn men
not to dump material in the bin or run
ears over it.

Do not work with a pick or sledge if

the handle is cracked or the head loose

Do not use a bar, wedae, or sledge hav-

ing burrs or splinters; give it to- the tool-

man. Watch that your too!s do not
touch electric conductors. When carrv-
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ing' bars, pipes, or

other material
through doors be

careful so as not to

strike persons pass-

in;; by (see Fi.a. 26).

Avoid leavinji' tools,

scrap, boards, lumps
(if ore or stone, or

sheet iron, on the

walks where the>

ni.iy cause some one
to stumble, or fall

into a bin or into the

stuck house. Coke
forks or shovels
should be placed

with the edaes or

prongs pointino; to

the floor. Report to

your foreman any
rotten, loose, or

burned planks in the

walks, or defective

lis'hts. When you are

set at new work be

sure to ask about the

work, the way to do
it. and the dansers
connected with
it. Do not ismore
danger sisrns; they
mean what they say.

Do not wrestle or
play when at fbe

plant, especially when on the trestle,

wiiere you may fall into a bin or the

yard.

Men workinar in ditches and excava-

tions should work far enough apart to

avoid any risk of striking one another
with picks or other tooks. (See Fig. 27.)
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even when leaving the job for a short

time. (See Figs! 28 and 29.) If you
are chipping concrete, wear goggles, as

chips frequently fly in the eye. Don't
undercut piles of ore or stone, or piles

of frozen earth, sand, or other material.

Don't undercut banks when e.xcavating;

Stay out of east

houses, pig machines,

boiler houses, and

other places where

your work does not

require you to go,

and keep away from
iron and cinder
ladles when they are

being shifted. When-
ever possible, keep

from under cranes

in operation. Al-

ways w.arn the crane

man before begin-

ning to clean the

tracks about the

granulating pit, as

he may accidentally

drop some hot slag

over the sides of the

car unless he knows
you are beneath, or

scalding water may
run from the grai>

bucket as it is car-

ried over your head.

Be careful in clean-

ing up about a load-

ed cinder car, as

steam and scalding

water may escape

suddenly from a

drop door. Don't

throw wet or damp
rubbish into cinder ladles, as it may
cause an explosion, and in turning

a hose on a leaking cinder or iron ladle

stand as far away as possible, as you
may be scalded by steam or burned by
an explosion or "shot" if the water hits

molten iron. Avoid walking on asli

FI<i. -.'0. I'KUI'KU i;c,!l ll'.MK.NT FDR .M.\N WllKIClNC IN

ORB lilN. NOTK I^IFi; I.INK .\ rT.\('IIi;i) TO III.S I'.IIDY

AND TO CROSS UF/.V.M OF BI.N.

•MO 2i) sii(i\viN(j 1)A\(;i:r to 1'.\ssi:ks i!v uiikn i'auuy
IN(r I;AKS. PIl'KS AMI SIMIL.M! MATKKIAI,

'iiiKiiioii riiiiii;\VA> s

Before leaving an excavation for the

night or for otlier work cover the hole

with planks. Manhole covers should al-

ways be replaced w^hen a ,i"b is done, or

keep them knocked down; test the edges

witli a bar and knock or pry any kM)se

earth down (Fia. '.W). P'rozeii around is

especially dangerous.

piles; they may be liot undcrnenUi and
bum your feet if you break througli.

Keep your feet out of fine dust when
cleaning it up. In loading or unlo.idina
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ears, see that the ganji: plaaks or run-

ways are in o;ood condition and are pro-

perly placed and secured.

Be careful when handling- heavy ma-
terial or using tools (see Figs. 31 and
32), as most accidents about blast-fur-

nace plants are caused in such work.
When necessary to g'o on a roof or win-
dow Jedg'e to clean windows always use' a

safety belt and a life line. When clean-
ing windows from a ladder do not over-
reach; go down and move the ladder if

necessary. Be sure that the ladder is

resting squarely at the bottom so that
it can not slip. If the ladder is a long
one have some one steady it. Always
have at the tap a cross piece long enough
to span the entire window. The cleaner
you keep t!ie yard the better and more
safely everyone can do his work. Don't
let piles of rubbish accuraulate, or pieces
of lumber, brickbats, scrap, and other
material lay around, or leave tools about;
some one niav stumble over them. Fill
up small Iinles and depressions and re-
port promptlv any steam or hot water
puddles caused by leaky lines.

Pig-machine Men
Always wear goggles or a mask when

working about the troughs while iron is

being poured ; be cautious when the
molds are cold or if fhey have ice, snow,
or water in them, and, especially when
cinder is coming over, keep away as
much as possible. When it is necessary
to work under the strands to knock out
the "stickers," keep from directlv un-

FIG. L'S—WORKMAN LUAVI.NG MANHOLE
UNCOVERED

1'"'
I

'
\\AllM_\ OR DITCHINXi. .sui

BILIXY TO SKKIOUS AC CIDENT IF MIC
TOO CLOSE TOGETHER

der the strand as much as possible, both
the one you are working on and the ad-
joining strands. Men tending the lime
vats and sprays should watch for stic-

kers when it is necessary to go under
the strands to adjust the sprays or to
feed lime, while the machine is running.
Aim to do sue-h work between casts
and shut off the steam when working
about the sprays or vats. Before pour-
ing, examine the top of the ladle to see
that there is no solid crust of cinder
or iron frozen over the hot metal. Such
crusts should he broken with a warm,

dry bar, as otherwise the metal will
splash hadly when it breaks through the
crust. Never operate the motors,
clutches, or hoisits for pouring ladles or
running the strands unless it is your
job, or unless you are told to do so by
the foreman. Keep away from ai-ound

the sprocket wheels. Re-
move the scrap and clean
the rails between pouring
ladles or easts. Don't try

to save a few seconds bv
stepping on or across molds
in mo'tiou or containing hot
metal; use the walks or go
around if necessary. Be
sure that the bars you use
with which to bar scrap out
of the troughs are di-y and
warm, and a\'oid usiag short
poling sticks. Before re-

leasing the ladle after pour-
ing, replace a'.l safety dogs
iir legs in position.

When you are workin<;
about tJie rear of the ma-
chine, wear goggles to pro-
tect the eyes from flyin-;

chips of iron or liniie dusi

.

Use care in loading cars \n

prevent side loading, over-
loading an,d loading directly
upon drop doors, and see

that no jiigs are left on the end frames
wliere they may fall off.

When working on the pig-machine
strands, or changing molds, seel that
motor switches are locked open, tagged
with a danger sign, or that the clutch is

fastened open. Avoid touching electric

lines, motors, or light sockets, for
where there is so much steam and me-
tal floors as are about pig machines, you
may get a severe electric shock or burn.
Keep sledges, cutters, and other tools in

good condition, be careful in using them
j

and watch your hands and feet when

>\\ I Mi LIA
N WORK

handling molds or pigs. Report cuts,
burns, or bruises promptly.

Ladle-House Men
Don 't leave large pieces of scrap on the

ladle spouts, they may cause accidents
in shifting or jiouring, and in removing
them use a long bar and keep away from
in front of the ladle; work from the
side. Before trying to remove a bottom
skull, clear away all overhanging rim or
side skulls and knock out any loose
bricks. The bottom skull will tlien come
out more easily and safely. Before re-
moving a skull or cleaning a ladle, be
sure the ladle is securely blocked or
propped. When trying to lift a rim skull
out of a ladle with the cran«, don't
stand on the rim of the ladle, the hook
may slip and strike you or cause yon
to fall. Watch all ladles for iron fro-
zen on the rim or spouts, skulls, and
"hot spots," or signs of failure on the
lining whereby hot metal might break
through. A thin place in the lining is

usually shown by the ladle shell be-
coming rusty red.

Do not clean hot kish or metal from
ladles onto damp ground; to do so may
cause an explosion. When cleaning a

ladle into the quencliing pit use a long-
iiandled scraiier and keep as far back
as possible. Take time to pull the clean-
ings out slowly and keep them from
running out suddenly if they start to

slide. There is no danger of an explo-
sion if the cleanings are fed into the
water intermittently and in small quan-
tities and not too fast. An accumula-
tion of unquenched ladle cleanings be-
neath the water or a rush of cleanings
may explode. To guard against sparks
or small splashes wear goggles or a

mask. When playing a hose on hot scrap
or ladle cleanings, stand as far away
as possible to avoid steam or small ex-
plosions. If you dry ladles with gas, do
not fry to light the gas with a torch:
kindle a small wood fire or throw burn-
ing waste on the ladle before turning
the gas on. Always e.xamine a relined

IG. 2<)—I'A.'iSER -BY FALL.S IN .MANHOLE
LEFT OPEN BY OPERATOR
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and dried ladle that has been standing
aljout before usin.s; it; if it seems to be
damp inside, build a fire in it or dry it

again. A damp lining will probably
cause boiling, leaks, or explosions of
iiot metal. Always report water in cin-
'ler ladles.

Do not work inside of a ladle without
notifying the crane man or placing a
sig-n to show him you are inside, so that
lie will not carry loaded buckets over
you. Use hooks or tonas in handling

. heavy pieces of scrap. Gloves or hand
leathers, except safety hand leathers,
-liould not be used, as they may catch
and cause you to fall. In hooking on
scrap to be lifted with the crane see
that you do' not catch your hand. When
breaking scrap with a steel drop ball

get behind shelter and place danger
signs to warn others from flying pieces.

In steadying heavy crane buckets use a

hook or a long-handled shovel. Do not
stand close where you may be crushed
Or caught between the bucket find some
other object.

Slag-dump Men
When dumping cinder ladles at

dumps, pits, or conveyors, keep away
from the front, as the cinder will splash
to a great distance. Never pour cinder
on flue dust or refuse coal ; to do so may
cause a great burst of flame or an ex-
plosion. Never try to remove a ''stic-

ker" or apparently solid skull from a

cinder buagy or ladle that has just lieen

brought from the furnace to the dump;
the sticker is probably molten inside,

and if it does not fall out itself when
the ladle is tilted and you try to pry it

out, it may burst and splash hot einder
on you. Before working on such a
ladle report the sticker to the foreman.
He will, if necessary, set the ladle aside
long enouali for the slag to harden,
when it can be pried loose without dan-
ger from burns.

FIG WAV I IF HiiLl,i.\(; i;ai; FOR A ULLlnA:. M\S UULDl.NG BAH
IS .STANDING ON SAME SIDE AS STRIKER.

Engine Room Force

Before changing blowing engines on
a furnace flrst notify the ifurnace blow-
er unless it is an emergency change on
account of a breakdown, in case of a
stop at the furnace keep at least one
engine turning over at sufficient speed
to avoid any chance of its being stalled.

Watch that the flywheel does not turn
backward owing to the back pressure of
the blast; few blowing engines will do
this, however. By keeping an engine
turning over against the buttei-fly valve
in the cold-blast main with the snort
valve open, there is the least chance for
an explosion or fire in the cold-blast
main and air tubs.

In case two or more furnaces are

KIU ao .MAN CUTTING 'J-UU FAR lli:.\KA-|'il RANK ill-'

I'UACTIC'E
KARTII ; A DANlil.lCin .S

blown from one room, attach a number
to each engine showing the furnace it

is blowing to avoid any possibility of
confusion in cheeking the furnaces.
When the furnace whistle is blown for
a check, observe the signal light or num-
ber as well as the whistle before check-
ing the furnace. In case of a shutdown
when the engines are stopped, close the
stop valves between the air tubs and
the eold-blast main. In case there is a
steam connection to the cold-blast main,
examine the connections at the begin-
ning of each turn or shift to see that
both air and steam connections are in

working order and that no steam is

leaking into the main. Always be ready
to turn steam into the blast main if the
signal or word is given. Place numbers
at each steam inlet to correspond to the
furnace number. Always be ready to

check the enaines promptly; at times,
conditions at the furnace demand throw-
ina" the snort valve open very quickly
and getting the wind off as fast as pos-
sible.

Before entering a cylinder to make
repairs, lock the steam throttle and the
vacuum stop valves, place blocking in

the cylinder, and block the flywheel
fast. The drain valves should be opened
prior to taking off the cylinder head.
In undertaking repairs to gas engines,

be sure that the gas valves and water
seals to the engine are closed. It is es-

sential that two men should work to-

gether in repairing gas-omgino parts
that are inside the cylinder, are near
gas or inlet valves, exhaust lines, or are

in enclosed places, such as basements
and tunnels. Be prompt in shutting down
gas engines when the signal is given, as
there is even more danarer involved in

delay with gas engines than with steam
ena-ines.

Oilers and wipers sliould wear closely

fitting clothing that can not be easily

caught in the moving parts. In wiping
and inspecting the engine, watch that

you do not get caught by rocker arms,
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wrist plates, eccentric; rods, aud Cor-
liss or other valve mechanisms. Be care-

I'lil that you do not slip on oily plat-

forms and steps, and be prompt to re-

port equipment out of order or in a
condition dangerous to employees or the

plant, such as valve wheels without lock

nuts, steam leaks, worn or oil-soaked

governor belts, broken steps or railings,

defective indicators or gauges.

Remember that uniform and correct

speed of the blowing engine has much
to do with the regularity of the fur-

naces. Irregular speed causes slips and
other serious troub'.es. Report immedi-
ately to the blower any trouble with the

pumps and tuyere-water supply so that

\e may be prepared to take care of the

\irnaee in case the flow of water be-

•omes slack or fails.

Do not put any engine or machinery
in motion without seeing- whether any-

one is in a position to get caught or

struck. Do not work on electrical equip-

ment or touch wires unless advised by

are in such a position that you may lost'

your 'balance and fall if the wren^jh

slips.

ABRASIVES, ASBESTOS AND
BRICK

ACCORDING to statistics compiled iii

"Mineral Resources of the United
States, Calendar Year 191.5," the pro-

duction of abrasives increased by 3.3

per cent., the imports decreased by 26

per cent. The term abrasives comprises
millstones, grindstones, oilstones, etc.,

emery and corundum, diatomaceous
earth, kieselguhr, tripoli, pumice, and
also diamond dust and bort. In value

the emery and corundum exceed all the

other products by far, and the low im-

ports are primarily ascribed to the un-

settled conditions in Turkey and Greece

and to the war in general. Westchester
county, New York, supplies most of the

emery. Tripoli is the porous, almost

8AFKST .METHOD OF HOLDING .\ BAR.

the electrician. Let the electrician fix

the lights. In working above, be careful

not to drop tools or leave them where
they may fall on someone below. Keep
from under loads carried by cranes.

When the crane is being used, one man
only should have authority to signal the

crane man to hoist. The crane man
should try to hoist straight, but, as the

crane is usually high, heavy loads may
swing, so it is best to keep at a safe dis-

tance when he starts to hoist. Do not
tighten bolts in leakino- flanges on live

steam lines except under the direction

of the master mechanic. Be careful in

placing a ladder before using it, and
if there is any danser of its slipping

have someone hold it. Do not carry
tools or material up or down a ladder;

use a hand-line. (See Figs. 8 to 10). Re-
turn mushroomed or burred chisels and
other defective tools; report or remove
rounded nuts and be careful not to use
too lars-e a wrench or one with spread
jaws. Don 't pull on a wrench when you

pui-ely siliceous rock resulting from the

leaching of highly siliceous limestones
or of highly calcareous cherts. By si-

lica the statistics of the United States
Geological Survey understand quartz,

sand, flints, and some of the abrasives

just mentioned, all these materials be-

ing used in pottery and glass-making,
as flux, and as fillers in acid towers,

paints, soaps, etc. Sand-lime bricks are

coming more into, favor; nearly 180,-

000,000 of these bricks were made in

101.5 and valued at $1,135,104; the State

of Michigan leads in this industry. The
asbestos produced in the United States
in 1915 amounted only to 1,731 short

tons, valued at $76,952; but the increase

over the previous year in bulk was 39

per cent., and the increase in value over
300 per cent., the latter part being due
chiefly to the mining in Arizona of

chrisotile, an asbestos of the cross-fibre

type which can be spun. So far asbes-

tos had been exported from Canada to

the United States free of duty. In

March, 1916, however, Canada put an
embargo on shipments of asbestos to

ports other than British and Allied;

the embargo has since been modified,

but American miners have been looking

around, especially in \'ermont, the as-

bestos of which occurs in the same rocks

as in Canada.
©

SPECIAL TRIBUNAL FOR BUSINESS
MEN

A DELKGATIUN representing Cana-
dian manufacturers, wholesalers and re-

tail merchants waited on Sir Robert
Borden and Sir George Foster at Ot-
tawa on Feb. 7, and asked for the es-

tablishment of a tribunal somewhat
after the plan of the Railway Commis-
sion before which the producing anil

distributing interests of the country
would have a right to go to answer
charges affecting their business. The dele-

gation which consisted of some forty

members, was introduced by Senator.

Lynch Staunton, and was received by
the two Ministers mentioned, and bv
Sir Thomas White. Hon. C. J. Doherty.
Hon. J. D. Reid, and Hon. Martin Bur-
rell.

What the business men want is a

court before which they could answer
charges as to price raising, the forma-
tion of combines, etc., instead of being

brought before the common courts of

the country as at present. The dele-

gates stated that under the present sys-

tem important business details some-
times have to be improperly divulged

and that unwarranted odium attached

to it for the merchant so accused. Such
a tribunal as they proposed would re-

port to the Government the merits of

every case brought before it and that

report could go to the Attorney-Gen-
eral of the province concerned, whu
would thus have before him the result.-

of capable preliminary examination as

a guide in prosecutions. The delegation,

it is understood, also opposed the cost

of living investigation as at present car-

ried on.

Sir George Foster, in repiv, asked the

delegates to submit practical sugges-

tions as to how what they asked could

be carried out. If such susrirestions are

received, it is understood there is every

possibility that such a tribunal as asked

for would be created.

Shortage of Leather.—Canadian in-

dustry and ultimately Canadian consum-
ers, are facing shortages of a number of

commodities needed in production by
this country. The latest to be heard

from in this connection are the leather

men, who waited on the Government ir.

Ottawa, on Feb. 8, to ask that some-
thing be done to meet the scarcity of

hides. A situation almost equally seri-

ous exists with res'ard to wool, while

there is also a .growing scarcity of ma-
chine parts, tool steel, tin sheets, wire

rope, and a number of other such ar-

ticles. These were formerly obtained

from England and their import has been

stopped by the English restriction o!'

exports.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-ivorking establishments.

JAMESi ALFRED STAIRS

THE Province of Nova Scotia, with

its half million inhabitants, af-

fords a typical example of moil-

ern industrial growth. At one period

exclusively a farmino- and fishino' region,

the province possesses now something

like 1,500 manufacturing- establishments.

The industrial ascendency of Nova
Scotia is broad based upon its immense
deposits of coal, its forests, its farms, its

fisheries, its water powers, and its

strategic commercial situation as the

Eastern gateway of Canada. Its position

on the fringe of the Atlantic Ocean high-

way, and, therefore, its proximity by sea

to either European or American mar-
kets, the year round, constitute, of

course, a most valuable asset. Tliat this

was recognized by the early settlers and
continues to be demonstrated by each

succeeding generation, the present-day

achievement record amply proves.

James Alfred Stairs, vice-president

and works superintendent, the P^astern

Steel Co., contracting engineers. New
Glasgow, N.S., a "Spoke in Industry's

Wheel," is a Nova Seotian, and while

we know him to be quite proud of his

being Canadian-born, we rather incline

to the belief that the provincial feature

of his birth is .iust as he would have
wished it. Tliat he has recognized the

need for broadening his outlook and en-

larging his experience, will, however, be

apparent from the disciplinary school-

ing—educational, military and business,

to which he has applied himself, also

from his procuring, by travel, first-hand

information concerning his own and
other lands. He was born at Dartmouth,
N.S., Dccpmhcr 21, 1876, the eldest son
of the late .John F. Stairs and Charlotte

(Fogo) Stairs, both of whom were Can-
adian-born. He was educated at private

and public scliocds in Halifax, N.S. ; at-

tended Trinity Colleire Scliool, Port
Hope, Onf.; and sraduated from tlie

Royal Militarv Collase, Kingston, Ont,,

in 1007, winnintr t^^e non-commissioned
officers' Sword nf Honor fur exemplary
conduct and military discipline.

In the same vear .lie becanic I'finncci cd

with the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. in

the capacity of surveyor and draughts-

man. From 1899 until 1901 he was
draughtsman on construction work with

the American Steel Hoop Co., resigning

in the latter year to become night super-

intendent of the 10-inch and 16-inch

Morgan merchant mills of the Duquesne
Works of the Carnegie Steel Co. In

1902 he became chief draughtsman with

E. L. MeGary, consulting engineer, in

which capacity he had charge of the con-

struction of an open-hearth steel plant

.lA.MES ALFRED STAIUS.

and rolling mills for the Sharon Steel

Hoop Co., and a manufacturing plant for

the Standard Scale Co., at Beaver Falls.

Pa. Following this, he joined the staff

of the Lackawanna Steel Co., Buffalo,

N.Y., as inspector for chief engineer dur-

ing the construction of an open-heart

h

steel plant, a .i2-inch slabbing mill, and

a 48-incb universal plate mill, with tlieir

accessories of boilers, sas producers, etc.

Resigning this appointment in 1904,

Mr. Stairs returned to his native pro-

vnce and re-entered the employ of the
Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. as assistant

superintendent of their rolling mills at

Trenton, near New Glasgow, being later

acting superintendent. In 1909, he asso-
ciated himself with D. P. Brown in the
organization of the Brown Machine Co.,

with a view to carrying on a general en-
gineering and foundi-y business. Four
years later the Eastern Steel Co. was
formed, the Brown Machine Co., and the

f-Jailey-Underwood Co., manufacturers
of agricultural implements, amalgamat-
ing under that title. Like most other
metal-working plants in Canada during
the past two years or more, the Eastern
Steel Co. is for the most part eng.iged
on munitions production, an output of
600 18-pdr. shrapnel and 250 4.5-inch

H.E. shell per day being steadily main-
tained. In the adaptation of the plant

to the successful manufacture of muni-
tions, the experience of our "spoke" ac-

quired in other direetiions, combined
with his endowment of a clear apprecia-
tion of the fitness of things mechanical,
were given unlimited opportunity.
Among the more important construc-

tion contracts on which Mr. Stjiirs has
had direct charge, since 1909, may be
noted the following:—Bank head at Al-

liion Mine, and boiler house, Allan Shaft,
Acadia Coal Co., Stellarton, N.S. ; erec-

tion at Port au Port, Nfld., of loading

lilant for storing limestone for Dominion
Iron & Steel Co.; fabrication and erec-

tion of steelwork for buildings of Acadia
Sugar Refining Co.. Dartmouth, N.S., al!

of the steel being fabricated in tempor-
ary shop on the site.. A number of the

columns on this job were 55 feet high
and weighed SVa tons each, while many
of the girders weighed 8 tons eaeti. The
whole contract was completed between
the months of May and November, a

total of some 1,600 tons of material be-

ing handled.

Mr. Stairs is Conservative in politics

and Presbyterian in religion. He holds

tlie rank of Captain in 78th Battalion
Canadian Militia; is past president,

Nova Scotia Society of Engineers, and
a member of .\ll)ion Lodge. A.F. & A. M.
He is a strenuous advocate of protection

:ind encouragement to both Canadian in-

dustries and to Canadian farmers. In

1906, lie marrieil Margaret E. Hillman.
of Pliiladelpliia, Pa., their home being in

New Glasgow. In addition to travelling

in the United States, he has made op-

imrlunity to visit Great Britain and
France. tJierehy materially adding to

his repertoire of men and things, and
incidentally eillartring his usefulness as

a citizen and manufacturing plant ex-

ecutive. In addition to Jiis association

with the Eastern Steel Co., he is direc-

tor. Wm. Stairs, Son & Morrow. Ltd.,

Halifax, N.S. ; director. Scotia Printers,

Ltd.. New Glasgow, N.S. ; and president,
Bedford Chambers, Ltd., Halifax. N.S.
"During 20 years' experience in dif-

fojvnt departments of steel plant work
and constructional engineering." says
Mr. Stairs. "I have found that the best
wav to accomplish anything is to fir.st

make up your mind t.hat the propoaitioii
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is uot fjoi"."' t" Iji'iit yi'ii; "iPii ueiUier

let extra hours iwr minor obstacles stand

in the way. Persistence and self-confi-

dence will pull a man out of any hole.

Money may be lost throug'h eriors of

judouient, but a reputation for havinsj

finished a .iob counts for as much as cash

profit, as one can always get another job

if health holds.

"The. jrreat proiblems to-day are hand-
ling men- so as to develop a fighting

spirit amono' them that will create

enou;;'h initiative to c'.ean up minor ob-

stacles without appealing every time to

the boss, and the ability of the latter to

observe these men and reward them. Or-

ganization and control of a shop centres

in the superintendent. A thoroughly
efficient system of reports submitted
daily is absolutely essential, as only by
following up the information contained

can the men be kept on the alert.

''Techineal education should be en-

eourayed by all manufacturers, and
teclinical papers be read closely, the ad-

vertisements as well as the editorial, as

90 many new and iirofitable devices are

continually being offered, and should be

taken advantage of.

"Every firm who can stand the ex-

l>ense should have instructors for their

apprentices; in addition, apprentices

should be paid to attend technical

classes, where these are organized and
are reasonably convenient."

COMPRESSED AIR IN RAILROAD
SHOPS

COMPRESSED air, which was used be-

fore electricity as a transmitter of pow-
er, is used in practically every railroad

shop in the country, and, besides being-

used, it is also much abused at many of

these points. Compressed air has the

possible advantage over electricity in

that means of utilizing it can be manu-
factured cheaply and easily. It is large-

ly owing to this fact that it has been
developed for railroad shop and yard
work. It has the same disadvantage,

however, as using a cheap but inefficient

motor: The first cost is low, but the

consumption of power is high. This
might not at fii"st be thought a serious

consideration, but a check of several

shop power plants shows that, not de-

ducting for the exhaust steam, the shop
air compressor consumed over 38 per
cent, of all the steam generated by the

shop power plant. This is due to sev-

eral causes:

1.—The use of compressed air has

been developed for various classes of

shops, so that each individual shop,

round house, and yard that makes up a

gi'oup of railroad shops has its air lines

and air tools.

2.—Unlike an electric transmission

system a compressed air system can
have a laree number of leaks without
causin? immediate trouble other than an
increased load on the air compressor.

Even with careful supervision over the

pipe lines there are always leakv valves

developing, valves carelessly left parti-

ally open, or leaky air hose left with the

pressure on it, while the compressor

runs on 24 hours in llie day, c(uui)ress-

nig air to be wasted.
i.—As shop air lines are constantly

being extended, it is not at all unusual
for the feeders to be outgrown. This is

a freijuent cause of comjilaint, the com-
plalit usually being that the compressor
is too small, whereas, in this case, the

compressor is not to blame. In planning
a cumi)ressed air system, it is most im-
l)ortant to get the mains and the reser--

voirs large enough nut only to take care

of the present, but to provide for future
growth.

4.—As a usual thing, the smallei
shops are dependent on one air compres-
sor alone, which require that this com-
])ressor run 24 hours in the day and 3C5
days in the year. The result is that the

engineer postpones any heavy repairs
on the air compressor as long as he pos-
sibly can with a corresponding increase
in the coal bill for which the air cora-

[iressor is often not suspected. All in

all, the air compressor and the compres-
sed air equipment are very important
and useful parts of a shop's equipment,
but unless great care is taken they are
much less efficient than they should be.

Steam and Electric Drive

Where a steam plant is necessary, re-

gardless of whether a steam-driven com-
[sressor is installed or not, especially
when the greater part of the exhaust
steam is needed for heating during a

portion of the year, and further when a

steam-driven compressor can be instal-

led in the power plant, and operated
without the need of an additional en-

gineer, an electrically-driven compres-
sor cannot show much, if any, economy
over the steam-driven machine. The
advantage of the electrically-driven com-
pressor is that it can be located near the

point where the air is to be used, con-

sequently long pipe lines can be avoided.

With the electric compressor, as well as

with the steam-driven compressor, a

certain amount of power is consumed
whenever the machine is running idle.

A recent check of a motor-driven, two-
stage compressor of about 500 cubic feet

per minute capacity showed that the

electrical energy used, while the equip-
ment was running unloaded, was 17 per

cent, of the amount used when compres-
sing air to 110 pounds pressure. This
loss may be avoided, especially with the

smaller sized compressor, by installing

an automatic starter for the motor, con-

trolled by a pressure regulator. The ad-

visability of such an installation depends
largely on whether there are fairly lorn;-

periods when the compressor may be

shut down if equipped in this manner.
If the compressor is required to start

every few minutes, it would be more ad-

visable to install an unloading device on
the comnressor and permit it to run
constantly at full speed.

With a plant using one or more elec-

trically-driven [Compressors, the ques-

tion of whether the equipment shall be
located at one point or distributed at

two or more points depends on the first

cost of the installation, the cost of trans-

mitting the air and the electricity to the

desired points, the diversity of the load
and the cost of attendance. As these
items vary for each plant considered,
it is im])ossible to lay down a definite

rule. In the case of yards located at

considerable distances from the steam
power plant, it would be cheaper to

transmit the electricity to the desired
point than to transmit compressed air

with the same percentage of loss. On the

other hand, with a fairly compact shofi

plant, the additional cost of a I'ipe line

designed to transmit the air efficiently

from one point would be counterbal-
anced by the advantage of having all

of the comjiressor equipment under one
supervision. The importance of keeping
all unused air lines shut off and of
keeping all lines in first class condition

may be emphasized by taking a con-

crete example.

Air Lines Maintenance
Assume that air compressed to 100

liounds pressure at a certain shop is

costing four cents per thousand cubic

feet of free air. A hole 1-16 inch in

diameter in the pipe line would permit

a leak of 6.45 cubic feet of air per min-
ute, which would cost 37 cents per da>'

of 24 hours, or ifl35 per year. The fol-

lowing figures are the results of a test

for air leakage, which was run at the

shop and terminal plant of a railroad

entering Chicago. At the time the test

was run there were no machines in oper-

ation, therefore, the total leakaee was
due to leaks in the air line. This line

was oriainally installed about 25 years

ago, but has been continually repaired
and added to since then. After the sys-

tem was filled to a gauge pressure of

100 pounds per square inch, the compres-
sor was stopped. When the gauee pres-

sure had reached 40 piunds the time
was noted. The calculations showed a

leakage of 0.446 cubic feet of free air

in 55 minutes, or 171.7 cubic feet per
minute. The steam used per cubic foot

of free air was shown by a previous test

to be .1306 pounds, and the steam used
in pumpins- leaking air amounted to

1..344 pounds iier hour. The totals were:

Cost per hour of leaks $ 0.224
Cose per day (24 hours) . . 5 38
Cost per month 161.40

Cost per year 1936.80

Add 10 per cent, for machine leaks
when shop is in full operation, the

amount is $2,905.20.—Prom a committee
report. Association of Railway Electri-

cal Engineers, Chicago.

A DEPARTMENT of elass technology

at the University of Sheffield has been
organized with the financial support of

the Advisory Committee of the Privy
Council for Industrial Research, of the

Ministry of Munitions, and of the glass

manufacturers of South Yorkshire. An
actual glass factory will be established,

in which operations will be done on a

large, semi-commercial scale. The mo-
del factory will be equipped with pot

furnaces and a small tank furnace and
a series of experimental fnmaccg, in-

cluding a number of electrically-heated

ones and some heated by gas.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machineiy and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern. Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

RAPID PRODUCTION SHELL
LATHE

A RECENT addition to the ranks

of shell making equipment is the

machine shown in the accom-

panying illustration, which, while re-

sembling in general appearance a single

l)urpose machine, is so designed that it

can be adapted to almost all of the num-
erous operations required on a shell.

The bed is of high grade iron, 18 in.

wide constructed to provide the maxi-

mum rigidity under the heaviest strains.

The headstock is composed of two separ-

ate housings firmly bolted to the bed.

The front bearing has a diameter of

9y2-in. and a length of 7-in., while the

rear one is ^6-in. dia. and 7-in. long.

These bearings are oi high-grade bali-

bit and are amply provided with suitabk-

oiling devices. The spindle is of semi-

steel and forms the outer portion of the

air operated chuck; the split collet be-

ing located in the nose of the spindle,

and the operating cylinder at the rear.

With the chuck contained in the spindle

and the exceptionally large bearings,

any excess overhang is eliminated, thus

permitting heavier cuts and greater

stability.

The driving pulley is 21 inches in

diameter, 8-inch face and fitted with

a heavy bronze bushing with efficient

oiling facilities. The clutch is of the

cone type fitted with wooden friction

blocks operated on the inner surface of

the pulley rim. This clutch is con-

trolled by air with the same movement
that operates the chuck, but special pro-

vision is provided to allow for any vari- ing five opposed spindles arranged to

ation in shell diameter, so that the driv- permit of drilling holes with close cen-

ing power is always constant. The car- tres in rails, and still retaining a

riage is ,of semi-steel with a length of .powerful drive.

24 inches and fitted with a special long The range of adjustment on the three

FIVE SPINDLE HORIZONTAL KAIL IlKILLINn MACHINE.

slide rest for the various tool blocks.

The cut shows the machine tooled for

waving and grooving but other tool

l>loeks are provided for the various op-

erations.

The Montreal General Tool Company
are the designers and builders of these

machines. —m—
FIVE SPINDLE HORIZONTAL RAIL

DRILLING MACHINE
THB accompanying illustration shows

a newly developed drilling machine hav-

-^^y

i:\nii i'i;iiiii c'TioN shell lathe.

spindle head is from 4 in. to IOV2 in.

between centres ; the central spindle be-

ing fixed, the two outside spindles be-

ing adjustable from the operating side

by means of a screw. On the two
spindle head, the adjustment of the

spindles range from 4 in. to 19 in. be-

tween centres. Either spindle on the

two spindle head can be brought with-

in 1 in. of the centre line of the central

or fixeil spindle on the three spindle

head, thus providing a possibility of

drilling holes within 1 in. centre dis-

tance.

Maximum distance between ends of

spindles is 2fi in., length of feed motion

to each spindle 12 in. whicli will permit

of removing a full length drill without

disturbing the setting of the rail.

Spindle gears are all of heat treated

alloy steel, the various oilier ))iirts be-

ing made of material liest suiti'<l for

the purpose.

Spindle saddles have full liearing on

the base with strap and ta|)er shoos, to

compensate for wear, and are operated
from a common pair of feed screws with

riglit and left hand threads so tliat the

riulit and left hand o|ierate simultan-

eously.

Spindle heads have four changes of

fccil witli rajiid power traverse in both

directions. Saddles are suiijilied with

adjustable automatic stop to the feed

motion with rapid power return having

a safely limit to prevent jamming at

citlier end of the saddle movement.

Machine has an adjustable elevating

table to take care of the different size

rails and is provided with an air con-

trolled clamp, and is driven by a 1.5 h.p.

mill or liavinir a speed ranee of 400 to

1200 R.P.M. The Newton Machine Tool

Works, Philadelphia, are the builders

of this nuichine.
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LARGE ELECTRIC MOTOR
MODERN developments in electrical

jKiwcr equipment arc aptlv illustrated b}-

the accompanying pliotograph of what
is said to be both the largest aii<l most

LARGE BLECTKIC MOTOR.

jiowerfail electric motor ever built. The
ens'ravin.s shows it in the shops of the

builders, the Westiiishouse Electric &
Mfii-. Co., East Pittsburgh. Pa. Tt is

designed for driving a two-high :i3 in.

reversing blooming mill which reverses

for every pass, i.e. every time metal goes

through the rolls.

The horse piwer developed is 1.5,(100

and reversals can be made from full

speed to full speed in about 2 seconds,

19 or 20 passes being made in 3 minutes
under regular working conditions. The
total weight of the complete motor is

over 250 tons, the rotatiua- part alone

weighing 100 tons. The overall height

is 20 ft., while the shaft diameter ex-

ceeds 24 ins.

FEEDP^a FIXTURE FOR DIE
FORMING MACHINE

A UNIVERSAL pivoted feeding me-
clianism is illustrated herewith which
has been developed -by the makers of the

Anderson die forming machine for fnci^

litating the working of that machine on
which it is shown in position. This fi.x-

ture provides complete control of the

die while being operated (.n l)y the

ciiitcr.

The die rests upon the table or platen,
and is secured to an ang'le bracket by a

pair of adjustable dogs or clamps, the
bracket also resting on the platen, and
being pivotally connected to a lever lo-

cated at the rear. This lever

has a series of holes placed
about an iach apart, which
allow the pivotal point to

be conveniently located with
regard to the necessary
nioveme&t of the die around
the cutter. This lever is

tulerumed on an adjustable
arm attached to one edge of
the platen, so that a com-
bined adjustment of the
lever and arm enable any
portion of tJie die to be fed
or guided so as to finis'i

practically any outiline with-

out the operator touching
the die with his hands.
When ordinary hand-feed-

ing is desired, the fixture can be removed
in a few seconds. It is now furnished as
regular equipment by tlie Anderson Die
Machine Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

PROTECTION-EDGE LAMINATED
BELTING

BELTS on a planing maehiiie are shifted
from pulley to pulley every minute,
sometimes every few seconds. There is

therefore great wear on the edges, due to

the friction of the belt forks, and the

edges may be worn out while the centre
of the lielt is still in good condition. The
result is that extensive repairs are re-

i|uired, involving delay and expense. To
prevent this occurrence, John TuUis &
Sun, St. Ann's Leather Works, Glasgow,
Scotland, have just introduced a pro-
tection-edge laminated belt, in which 1

special wearing piece is

introduced on each edge.

The belt itself, as jier pjlTTij

illusti'ation, is made of '•^

laminae, li ^^- ^y 3-16

in., set on edge and sewn SOLID
right through from edge
to edge of the belt, the stitches lying
on the neutral axis. The outer lamina
on each side is hi)llowe<l on its

(uitcr face, as shown, and the pro-
tection strip is laid in this hol-

low. This strip is originally 1 in. wide
by 13-16 in. thick, and it is laid against
the edge of the belt like the flange against
the web of an T beam. The stitches pass
first through tlie protection strip, then
through all th(> laminae, and finally

tlirough the second protection strip,

liinding them all firmly togetlier. Wlien
the sewing is complete the protection

PROTE I -TION - EDGE LAM INATE I

)

BELTING.

strip is bent into U-form, as shown, and
the two limbs of the U are sewn tightly
together, a layer of cement being inter-

posed between them. The protection
strip thus becomes t^ush with both sur-
faces of the belt, and its outer edge is

finally rounded off.

We understand that the belt answers
immediately to the touch of the belt-

fork and changes pulleys instantly, ef-

fecting- a marked saving of time. In a

recent trial a saving of nine hours per
week was registered. As there is no
cro'SS-joint, siince the joints in the vari-

ous laminae occur at different places,

there is no jolt or jar as the belt jiasses

over the pulley.

-®

MACHINIST'S SCREW DRIVER
A :MACHINIST'S screw driver of ro-

bust comstruction has been put on the

market by the Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.,

Cleveland, 0., a feature of which is a

special square shank which permits the

use of a wrench in turning heavy screws,

BAR MACHINISTS' SCREWDRIVER

enabling sutlicieiit pressure to be

brought to move the most stubborn
screw.

This No. 1 size screw driver, marketed
under the name of Pexto, is of "Solbar"
construction, a solid bar of steel form-
ing both shank and handle, and will

withstand rough usage under all condi-

tions.

Marvels of Creation.—A Scotch
|)reacher had been abroad and when he
<-:ime back he was preaching to his con-

gregation on tlie marvels he had seen.

He wound up with this: "And the

same Creator who made the vast ocean,

made the dewdrop. The same Creat-or

who made the mountains made the peb-

ble. Yes, and that same Creator who
made me made a, daisy!"

-m-

l-TXTrUE EOI! FEEDING WORK ON DIE-FORMING MACHINE.

Europe has about three and one-half

times the telegrapli traffic, nearly twice

the first-class mail traffic, but only two-

thirds the telephone traffic of the United

States.
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FUTURE ASPECTS OF SKILLED LABOR.
KK of the principal handicaps which manufacturers
are likely to encounter in this country, in the gener-
ally expected struggle for after-war trade, will be

the obtaining of a supply of suitably trained labor. Re-
ferences to the lack of graduate apprentices recur at in-
creasingly frequent intervals, generally accompanied by
expressions of disappointment regarding tlie incompetence
,)f such help as offers itself where trained journeymen were
formerly available. Observers, both in Britain and Amer-
ica are noting closely the present tendencies of the situa-
tion, and where possible are exerting personal influence to
the end that the employee's interests in obtaining a proper
training are too closely identified with the employer's to
permit the latter to ignore the facts of the case indefinitely.

A few mechanics are born, some are trained, but a
large proportion are the creatures of circumstances, who
started in a machine shop as boys glad to get rid of school
studies and brain work of any description. Perhaps
the macliine shop was the only local opportunity; had it

been a packing-house or a cheese factory, they would have
started there for just the same reasons. Such youths
seldom remain long enough or work seriously enough to
imbibe any ideas of the trade's requirements; they may
ultimately manage to read a micrometer and yet be unable
to work a problem in decimal fractions, and no one cares,
at the time. In after years the .same youth may make
costly errors in his work through careless reading of dimen-
sions on drawings while his employer anathematizes ma-
chinists generally.

These conditions have been common in the past— most
of our readers are probably able to recall such individuals
and occurrences—and all of them have doulrtless agreed
that when all was said and done, the enii)loyers have them-
selves to blame, becau.se they don't want to spend their
own time or money training help for the ultimate benefit
of other firms, and when the majority of employers \»iew

the situation thus, no remedy seems applicable.
At the present moment, loo much importance is at-

tached to the .seeming ease with which munilion workers
have adapted themselves to work altogether foreign to

many of them. The success attending the employment of
women ()[ierators in several instances has also heljied in

developing a deprecatory altitude toward the trade of the

machinist. Such views are, however, based on temiwrarv
conditions, and are more frequently oflf-hand and super-
ficial rather than the mature verdict of extended observa-
tions.

Nothing but a return to ordinary commercial work
will bring about the previous state of affairs. The repe-
titive feature of shell production will not be present, and
the efforts of this country to build up a foreign trade will
involve for .some time a variety of manufacture, through-
out the country generally, and in many shops in particu-
lar, which will create a real demand for the all-round
machinist, and it is in their efforts to anticipate this de-
mand that manufacturers, who are laying plans for the
future, have opportunity for displaying a degree of pre-
science, indicative of their ability to play a larger part
in the future upbuilding of our industries.

Very few of our firms are in a position to operate
training schools for apprentices, and the feasibility of
eo-operation among employers is suggested thus by a
writer in a contemporary: '"Why not get together within
the industry and organize what will be frankly trade
schoids, owned and operated by the manufacturers through
the medium of .stock companies where boys shall be offered

opportunities that they cannot afford to pass by?" This
remark is quoted without any disparagement of the work
being done in technical schools; attendance at such in-

stitutions does not always mean that the student will join
the ranks of skilled mechanics—frequently he is induced
to leave and enter the employ of some firm which fail.q to

realize that it is to his own and the industry's ultimate loss.

The equipment and instruction given in a jointly owned
school could be of a varied yet thorough nature which while
in line 'with the general requirements of the student's em-
ployers would insure his ability to tackle any work not

absolutely specialized.

Out of the large number of present operators, quite a

few bright individuals are available who might well form
the nucleus of a later addition to the ranks of trained
machinists, an asset of considerable value to the trade,

employers, and nation.

t;
THE PIG-IRON SITUATION

iHE iron and steel market continues to be atTectod by
the international situation and the steel trade in

Canada is being influenced in sympathy with condi-

tions in the United States. Prior to the severance of

diplomatic relations between the United States and Ger-
many, the market was tense and unsettled. However, as
soon as the decision was announced the situation cleared,

and notwithstanding the diplomatic break, the market
exhibited considerable activity, particularly in pig-iron,

with the result that prices advanced. The advance in

prices of pig-iron will, of course, be reflected in finished

materials. The coke situation is serious and deliveries are
very bad, owing to the shortage of cars and motive power.
although every effort is being made to bring about the
much desired relief. A large number of United States
Steel Corporaticm furnaces are out of blast, while those in

Canada and the Buffalo, N.Y., district, which depend on
Coiinelsville coke, are at least badly handicapped, some as
a matter of fact being out of blast. There is consequently
a serious shortage of pig-iron, with little prospect of relief

in the meantime. While foundry iron is being quoted
around $.'J.5 to .$.») N'alley and Buffalo furnaces, there is

practically none to be had. At this ))rice, pig-iron laid

down at Toronto would be .f42.0fl to .f4:i.00 per ton. Indi-

cations point to a more serious shortage of pig-iron than
lias yet existed, and, should this condition arise, $.'50.0(1

pig-iron in Toronto may be looked for.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey lorge, Pittsburgh .

.

$29 95
Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 33 75
Standard low phos., Phila-
delphia 53 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh .... 35 1)5

I!aslc, Valley furnace 33 00

Montreal

Middlesboro, No. 3.

Clereland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria

Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEI..

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

-Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 00
-Steel bars, base, Toronto... 4 25
Steel bars, li in. to 4 in.

base 5 25
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base . ..

.' 6 50
Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3 95
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10

Kcinforciug bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsburgh
Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... ....

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 25
Small shapes 4 75

P.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 3 90
Bar.s, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 00
IMates 4 75

FREIGHT RATES.
-Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal ... .

St. John, N.B.
Halifax
Toronto ... .

Guelph
London
Windsor .. ..

Winnipeg ....

23.1
35.1
35.1
IS.

9

IS.

9

18.9
18.9
64.9

31.5
45.5
45.5
22 1
22.1
22 1

isii

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .1:36 50 $38 00
Electro copper .36 50 38 00
Castings, copper . . 35 50 38 00
Tin 56 00 58 00
.Spelter 15 00 13 50
Lead •. 11 00 11 00
Antimony 37 00 35 00
.Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to Va ... $6 00 .$5 75
Heads 6 .35 6 00
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 6 10 5 85

WROUGHT PIPE.
Buttweld.

Prices in effect Dec. 30, 1916.

Per 100

% in. ..

Va. in.

feet-

in.

Black

4 25 3

3 54
3 54
4 59
5 64
8 33

11 27

% in.

1 in.

IH in.

1% In 13 48
2 in 18 13
2^4 in 28 67
3 In 37 49
3% in. 46 92
4 in. 55 59

Lapweld.

. . . 21 09

. . . 31 59
41 31 •

>Vi in.

Galv.

5 75
5 67
5 67
6 16
7 76
11 48
15 53
18 56
24 98
39 49
51 64
63 94
75 76

27 57
41 83
54 70

3M!
4

4%
5

in.

8 1

8
9
10 1

10

. 51 52
61 04
71 12

in 82 88
in 107 50
In 142 80
I. L 150 00
in 172 80
In 207 00

n. L 192 00
in 247 20

68 54
81 21
94 62
110 30
143 00
186 80
196 30
226 10
270 80
251 20
323 40

Prices Onlario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WHOUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4M>" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 50%.
41/," and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Copper,
Copper,
Copper,
Copper
No. 1

Dealers' Buying p

Mu
light ....

crucible .

heavy ...

wire
machine

composition ....

No. 1 composition
turnings

New Brass clip-
pings

No. 1 brass turn-
ings

Steel, low phos...
Heavy Melting

steel
No. 1 machine

cast Iron
Steel turnings ...

Boiler plate
R.iiU
Axles,

iron
Tires, steel . .

.

Rails
Shafting
Malleable scrap
Pipe, wrought
Stove plate . .

.

Heavy lead . .

.

Tea lead
Scrap zinc ....

.-Muminum ....

wrought

rices.

ntreal

$22 00
26 00
26 00
26 00

, 21 50

, IS 50

, 17 50

15 Oil

14 00

13 00

. 21 00
9 00

12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 75
21 00
10 25
10 50
14 00
S 00
(i 00
8 50

30 00

Toronto

«21 75
25 2i
24 50
25 00

20 50

17 00

17 00

1.^1 00
14 00

15 m
16 00
9 00
10 50
15 00

24 00
12 00
14 00
20 00
n 00
9 00

13 00
8 50
6 50
8 50

35 00

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per Cent.

Set screws 40

Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws' 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 15
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 15

Fin. & senii-fiu, nuts up to

1 in 30
I'^in. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 45
Coupling bolts, plus 15

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 13

Planer head bolts, with fillet.. net

Planer head bolt nuts, up to

1 in 30
Planer head bolt nuts, over

1 in 25
Planer bolt washers ...plus 10

Hollow set screws.. list plus 40

Collar screws list phis 20

Thumb screws 20

Thumb nuts 70

Patch bolts add 65

Cold pressed nuts to Wi
in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over I1/2

i„ add $2.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessenier billets $C5 00

(-Ipen-beartb billets 65 00

O.H. sheet bars 05 00

Forging billets 85 00

Wire rods ™ 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

BOLTS,

10
20
10
10

NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers 10
Machine bolts, 7-16 and

over
Machine bolts. % and less.

I'.lank bolts
Bolt ends
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel

Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. steel
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20
.Macliine screws, o. and fil.

bd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, up to 1 in., net list.

Nuts, hex., over 1 in., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.

list plus
Burrs only list plus

71/0

10

30
50

Iron rivets and burrs 271/2

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $5.25

Structural rivets', as above 5.15

Wood serews, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70

Wood sereWiS, flat, brass.. .421/0

Wood screws. O. & R..

brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screws, O. & R.
'bron7,e S^Vj

Sleeves 40
Tapper pin and taper reamers 10
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus ,30

Bridge reamers 50
'Centre reamers 5
Chucking reamers net
Hand reamers 5

COLD ROLLED SHArTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%,; B and C, 10%; cast iron.

35%: standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40;

malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

50 $6 15
00 6 00

NAILS AND SPIKES.

4 7U
4 50
60%

Wire nails 4 75

Cut hails 4 50

Miscellaneous wire nails

I'ressetl spikes, % diam..

100 lbs $1 10

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly .33

Solder, guaranteed 35

Babbitt metals 11 to 60

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty, 100-lb. drums 3 35

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt 13 S7

Glue, French medal, lb 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 05

Gasoline, per gal., bulk.. 291/;

Benzine, per gal-, bulk 28Vs
Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal
Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls
Plaster of Paris, per bbl..

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt.
Packing, square braided....

Packing, No. 1 Italian

Packing. No. 2 Italian 25

Lead wool, per lb 01-3

Pure Manila rope 29y.

Transmission rope, Manila .37i/j

Drilling cables, Manila ... 32Vu

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S.fdrills, wire sizes up to 52 -20

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to SO 10
Standard drills to IMi in.... 35
Standard drills, over lYa in. net
3-fluted drills to H4 in 20

3-fluted drills, over 1% in... net

Bit stock 35
Ratchet drills Net
Machine bits for wood net

S.S. drills for wood 25-1-10

Wood boring brace drills 20
Electricians 25
Sockets 30

71

1 12

1 13

2 50
8 00

27
32

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $5
Sheets, Black. No. 10. 6
Canadri plates, dull,

52 sheets 5
Canada plates, all

bright 7
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7

Queen's Head, 28 B.

W.G 7
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 8

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 7

Premier, 10% oz S

5 76

7 50

7 25

7 75

7 35
7 50

6 75
7 20
7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

1/4 in *9 45

5-16 in ' 9 10

% in .-• 835
7-16 in , J

lo

% in • 6 95

9-16 In 6 95

% in • «5»
% in '0

% in 6 5o

1 inch 6 40

Above ciuotntions are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

i/s in ; $13 50

3-16 in 11 TO

% in 8 40

5 16 in :.. 7 40

%
7-16 ii

% in.

% in.

% In.

6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.

Great Western, American... 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland, Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50

Delta Files 47M!
Nicholsion 30
Globe 371/2

Vulcan 571/2

Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. ...

Yough Steam Lump Coal ..850
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal S 50

Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.

1

1V4

1%
2

4

ze.

in

Seam-
less

$22 00

Lap-
welded

in 25 00

in 29 00 24 00

in 30 00 22 50

33 00 20 00

in . 35 50 29 .50

46 00 34 ."jO

41 00

In 53 00 44 00

In 65 00 55 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.

-Castor oil, per lb 25
Koyalite, per gal., bulk 12
Machine oil. per gal 25V2
Black oil, per gal 12,V2

Cylinder oil. Capital 45V2
Cylinder oil, .\cme 36Vi
Standard cutting compound,

per 11) 0.6
T/ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antlseptfc 6S
.\cme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37%
Imperial quenching oil 391/2

Petroleum fuel oil 12

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED,

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard ". 40%
Cut leather lacing, No. 1.. $1 55

Leather in sides 135

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00

Lufkin .Metallic, 603, 50 ft.. 2 00

Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75

Admiral Steel Tape. 100 ft.. 4 45

.Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50

Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75

Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

I'eerless -0

Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal 1^

X press 16

COLORED.

Lion UV.
Standard 13

No. 1 13

Popular ll''*4

Keen 101/2

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

Axle 20
Anvil 15
Anchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

I)Mrk colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Stand.ird 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.0<J

Copper 44 to .46

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 In... $16 00 $46 00
Pl.'dn sheets. 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 57 00 57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 base 46 50 46 50

BRASS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 55
Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PL.4TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
I'olishiug wheels, bull-
neck 13.")

Emery in kegs.- Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Triiioli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, pow-der 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.$12 00 $12 50

Sheets, 314 lbs. sq.

ft 11 75 12 25

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 11 50 12 00

Cut sheets, i^e per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic $ -15

Acid, hydrochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 14'^

Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric (^
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15

Ammonium chloride 11

Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40

A-mmonium sulphate 07

Arsenic, w-hite 12

Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17

Cobalt sulphate 70

Iron perchloride 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36

Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-

s4:itute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04

Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs - 5.00

Sodium phosphate 1-*

Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

A I.TIIOUGH there has been no further development in the

.strained relation.^ between the United State.s and (iermany, the

po.s.sibility of war between these conntrie.s and its effect upon
Canadian trade is still the main topic of discussion, particularly

in iiiaiiufacturino; circles. Whether importations into Canada
would be affected to any appreciable e.\"tent is a matter of conjec-

ture, yet it is believed in some quarters that the situation would not

be jrreatly changed. The severe weather has helped materially in

further restricting the movement of cars on tlie railways and the

situation is more acute than ever. In (his district foundries are

closing down owing to .sliortage of coke, and for the same reason

furnaces are operating at reduced capacity. This, in turn, i-s

adversely affecting mill operation.s, resulting in reduced output of

steel. In this respect the situation is particularly serious, as the

production of munitions is liable to be affected unless conditions

improve at an early date. Steel prices continue very firm, adviinces

in tubes, bolts and nuts having been registered during tlie week,
while higher prices on other steel {)rodu<'ts may be looked for in

the near future. On all raw material, the general trend of prices is

upwarrl. and this will lie reflected in price.s of finished goods.

Prices of ingot metals Iiave been well maintained, with advances
in lead and antimony. Tlic situation in the metal markets, how-
ever, will be more or less iin.'jotlled until the relations between the

United States and (Jermany are definitely settled one way or an-

other. Scrap prices arc firm, with an upward tendency for most
metals. Prices of machine tools continue Lo advance .steadily.

Pusiness has, however, been quiet, although outlook is favorable.

Montreal, Que., Feb. 12,— Indus-trial

oonditions ni'c hdvv at a staji'c wlien it is

ne.\t to impossible to ilcfino tin; actual

situation. Actual hostilities between the

United States and Ocnnany ai-e still a

matter of the future, but should it so hap-

pen that eircum.slances are unfortunate

enou^'h to hrin^- about war the ellect on

Canada may call for .strict measures to

cope with the chansied conditions. The
severity of the weather and traflic. con-

jrestion on the railroads is seriously af-

fecting the general situation, manufac-

turers experiencins' o-reat dilKculty in ob-

taining much needed material.

Steel.

Owing to the dependency of Canada on

American products, early developments

may create a serious situation in this

country and steel production here would

re<iuire to be stimulated to meet the exist-

ing requirements. The demand for steel

forg-ing billets has been so insistent that

Pittsburg quotations have advanced $5

per ton, the price being now $85 per ton.

i'roJuction has been somewhat curtailed

owing to lack of ferro-alloys, the domestic

supply being scarce and shipments from
abroad being delayed througli shipping

regulations. Ferro-silicon is now quoted

at !f12(H) and ferro-manganese as high as

.f25() per ton. Recent <lemand for plates

has been light, but this is largely due to

the fact that many mills will not take

business owing to their heavy future

l)ookings. Early future conditions may
lU-mand increased production of tliis class

of steel, witli the result that other

output must sulTer. The demand for wire

(iroducls has not increased to any great

..extent, but the spring requirements, to-

gether with pending developments may
create increased demand and also stiffer

l)riees. Inquiries for black slieets con-

tinue to tax the productive powers of the

mills and a recent adAance of -f.'j per ton

has been placed on Pittsburg quotations,

the current price being -^.5. 2,5 per hundred.

The local situation is much alTectod by

freight congestion, weather conditions

making it very difTicult to receive de-

livery of material. Should a crisis be

n<ached on the other side of the line deal-
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ei'S here anticipate a much more serious

condition than that at present. Prices

here are generally firm, those atl'ected this

week being plates, which show an advance
of about 10 per cent. Plates Vi to y^ inch

are $0; heads, $0.35, and tank plates 3-16

inch, $('.10 per hundred. Other quota-

tions are firm with a higher undertone.

Metals.

General condiions continue very firm

with quotations stronger, the feature of

the week being tlie further advance of

antimony. Tue tension of the United

States political situation, together with
transportation difficulties, tends to main-

tain a strong but unsettled market. Cop-
per is firm and higher. Tin is strong as a

result of inci'eased marine risks. Spelter

is steady but uncertain. Lead is higher

and scarce. Antimony is very strong, but

early delivery may develop a weaker ten-

dency. Aluminum is very firm but un-

changed.
Copper.—The ever-present possibility

of uncertain developments tends to keep
the market in a nervous and unsettled

condition. Circumstances at the present

time are not a reliable guide to buyers of

metal, as international relations are such
I hat the market might move forward or

backward by hourly developments. An-
other factor that tends to add strength

to the situation is the extreme difficulty

in getting delivery. Many consumers of
copper are forced to obtain shipments by
express. Prices continue to advance botli

in London and New York, the latter quot-

ing the nominal price of 33y2C. for prime
lake, 341/20. for electrolytic, and 301/2C.

for castings; these quotations show an
advance of IV2C. on the two former and
one cent on castings. Dealers here are
quoting last week's prices, but anticipate
an early advance.
Tin.^^ontinued activity on the part of

enemy submarines and the consequent
danger to shipment of metal from abroad
is maintaining a very strong market,
which is reflected in the further advance
of prices. B.uyers in many instances are

compelled to take the risk of arrival, and
this makes consumers rather cautious in

contracting for requirements. English
markets are higher and New York has ad-

vanced 3V2C. over last week, tlie nominal
quotation being 55e. per lb. Prices h(?Te

are unchanged and nominal at 56c. per lb.

Spelter.—The lull that followed the

activity of a couple of weeks ago has been
partly dispelled and business is slightly

brisker than last week, but conditions are

such that a movement on the part of

bu.yers would strengthen the market,
while an adverse effect would result

should sellers show an active interest.

The prevailing strength is more related

to the nncertaint.y of early future possi-

bilities than that of actual present condi-

tions. New York is one cent stronger

than last week, the quotation being 10%c.
I'cr lb. The market here is firm at 15c.

Lead.—Railroad difficulties and uncer-

tain delivery have resulted in further
strength in the lead situation. Little re-

lief is expected for some time. Added to

this, the apparent scarcity has had much
to do with recent advances. The current

trust price is 8'/2e-i a'ld independents are

asking Oi/^c, these quotations being an ad-

vance over last week of VaC'- and %c. re-

spectively. The local situation is active

at last week's quotation of lie, but with

a stronger undertone.

Antimony.—Following a brisk inquiry

for spot metal on the part of certain

munition manufacturers the price of an-

timony was subjected to another sharp
advance. Metal for immediate delivery

is extremely hard to get, but the supply in

transit is expected to relieve the tension

of the situation. The time of delivery,

however, is so uncertain t.liat the i)resent

market will likely be maintained until

sellers become active, and it is anticipated

that the near future might see a decline

to a lower level. Reports from New York
show an advance of lOc. over prices quot-

ed last week, the current quotation being

35c. per lb. Dealers here report a heavy
demand, on an advance of l'2c. over last

week, the price this week being 37c. per

lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies.

The volume of business is not large.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

but the inquiry for single tools and small

lots is sufficient to maintain a fair degree
of activity in Canadian tool circles. Am-
erican manufacturers and those plants

recently employed on munitions are not
taking the same interest in this field that

was shown about a month ago. This is

probably due to the unesttled conditions

foIloAving the action of the U.S. govern-

ment in breaking off relations with Ger-
many. Should the situation become more
critical and the republic be involved in

hostilities, the manufacture of shells for

possible needs may stimulate the machine
tool industry to the point where it would
be increasingly difficult to secure de-

livery of machinery to Canadian users.

This would undoubtedly reflect favorably

on manufacturers in this country as the

demand for home machinery would be

greatly increased.

Scrap

The tendency of old metal is upward,
but the market is somewhat disturbed

owing to general conditions. Large con-

sumers are light buyers, not covering
their requirements for extended periods.

New York quotations on copper wire and
brass clippings are higher, also on com-
liosition turnings, but local dealers report

unchanged conditions and prices.

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 15.—The shortage
of coal dominates the industrial situa-

tion and there is no apparent relief in

sight, notwithstanding tlie great efforts

that have been made to improve condi-

tions. A serious tie-up threatens our

factories to say nothing of the incon-

venience to the public at large. The
shortage of coke is also serious and
promises to develop into an actual

famine if drastic steps are not taken at

once to relieve the situation. The short-

age is seriously restricting the opera-

tions of foundries and furnaces, whicli

in the latter case will be reflected in a

decreased production of steel.

Steel

Steel plants, in this section of the coun-

try particularly, are feeling the shortage

of pig iron more than ever and the

increase in cost of this material will be

reflected in finished and semi-finished

steel. The market continues very

strong with a decided upward tendency

in prices. The advance in tubes, in

effect this week, is a direct result of

conditions in the U.S. market, while

higher prices on other materials may be

looked for in the near future. The mar-

ket is still overshadowed by the possi-

bility of war being declared between

United States and Germany. Consumers
are anxious to get delivery on as much
material as possible in case the U.S.

Government should place orders for

steel for war purposes. The demand on

the mills for plates from shipyards is

very heavy, the output being sold for

the balance of the year. Prices of plate?

are very firm and will doubtless advance

in the near future. Lapweld boiler

tubes have advanced 10 per cent. All

makers of iron and steel tubes are pra<'-

tically sold up for all of this year. An
advance in bolts and nuts of approxi-

mately 61/2 per cent, is now in effect.

Prices on black sheets are very firm

with an upward tendency.. The demand
is heavier than the mills can take care

of, as production is being restricted be-

cause of the difficulty in srettinc fuel and

raw materials. Sheet bars continue high

in price with a possibility of further

advances. On account of the situation

in black sheets, prices of galvanized ma-

terials are holding firm.

The steel market in the U.S. is steady

and firm notwithstanding the unsettled

international situation. Whatever may
result from the present strained rela-

tions between the United States and

Germany there is little doubt but that

steel prices will advance. Production is

being curtailed on account of the trans-

portation difficulties and cold weather.

The coke shortage is more acute, ship-

ments of Connellsville coke being oiilv

about half of the amount required.

Chicago warehouse prices have advanced

and quotations are now as follows. Steel

bars 3.90c; steel bars 2-in. and no, 4.40e;

structural shapes 4c, and nlates 4.75c,

P'ttsburg steel bars are unchanged at

3.25c, and shapes at 3.25e, b'lt tank

plates are higher at 4.75c. The un-

filled orders of the U.S. Steel Corpora-

tion on .Tan. 31 were 11,474,504 tons.
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l>eing' a decrease of 73,232 tons eoui-

jiiireil with Dec. 31.

Pig Iron
Production of pig iron continues to

decline owing to the coke shortage which
is getting more acute. The cold weather
at the ovens has curtailed operations

and the production of coke has been
practically cut in half. Railway con-

ditions are no better, seriously restrict-

ing the movement uf coke to the furnaces
and thereby curtailing output. Many
foundries are working at reduced capa-
city and in some cases have shut down
until the situation improves. Some pig

iron is being imported from the United
States, although not nearly as much as

is required. Price continues high, being
about $3.5 Buffalo or Valley furnace,
which would be around $43 laid down in

Toronto. Canadian pig iron continues
off the market and no quotations are be-

ing issued.

Scrap
Prices of old material are generally

firm but there have been no important
changes made during the week. The
curtailment of pig iron production is

causing the mills to ust more scrap; this

will tend to -advance prices. There is a

fair demand for steel turnings and bor-

ings but supplies are coming to hand in

anod volume. All copper and brass
scraps are firm in sympathy with new
metal.

Machine Tools
There is no change in the situation in

the machine tool market, although the
outlook is at the present time rather un-
settled on account of international com-
jdicatinns. Prices of machine tools in

tile Ti.S. continue to advance, affecting

several types of machines. Power ham-
mers have advanced 10 per cent: plan-
ers, borins mills, and radial drills are
from 10 to 20 per cent, higher, while
drills are 5 per cent, higher. Deliveries

are slower particularly on milling ma-
ihine.i, shapers and lathes.

Supplies

Business continues active and prices

are still advancing owina: to the increase

ill cost of practically all raw materials.

Tlie leather market is very firm and
higher prices on belting are looked for.

Tut lace leather and side lace leather

have advanced about 5c per pound, be-

inir now quoted at -$1.60 and $1.40 res-

pective! v. Stillson and Trimo wrenches
liave advanced 10 per cent. Trasoline is

x'ery firm but unchanged meantime, al-

though the falliiiir off in the production
cif crude oil and continued heavy con-

sumption of gasoline may result in

higher prices, foal oil has however ad-

vanced Ic a gallon.

Metals
The ipossibilitv of the breach widen-

ing between the TT.S. and Germany has

been reflected in the metal markets dur-

ing the week. The likelihood of in-

creased demand for war metals has had
a tendency to hold prices firm, but they

are in manv cases entirely nominal.

Lead and antimony have advanced,
olherwise prices are unchamred. Busi-

(Continiicd on |>ai;c 144.)

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrangement made b.v the .>linister of Trade an<l Comnieree with Sir

Edward Gre.v in Jul.v, 1913. the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

abie to present tlie following list of tiie more important British Consulates whose

officers have been instructed b.v the Foreign Office lo uns"er inciuiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

lillAZIL—Baliia, British Consul. IWo de
Janeiro. British Consul (ieneral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
Xjeueral.

CULO.MBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EOYPT — Alexandria, Britis'h Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre. British Consul General.
.Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta. Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—^Genoa. British Consiul General.
Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, Britisli

Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Viee-Cunsul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

I'ORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divcstoek, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gee.

eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.\Y—Monte Video, British Vice-

Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, BritisU Vlce-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives b.v Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues sliould state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, wliich is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAJJ TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Pouseette, Reconquista, No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also f»r the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian. •

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Canconia.

CUB.\—Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, Apartado 1:S)0, Haraua
Cable address, Cantracom.

FR.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capuci»es,
Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Yokohoma. Cable address. Canadian.

HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 2C, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just. C.Tnadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrlvskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wllgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgolza Ulltza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NBWF0UNDL.4ND—W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

.John's. Cattle address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOt"ni .\FRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.

Cantraf'om.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 73 Baslnghall Street, London. E.C., EnRland.
Calile address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston. Sun Building. Clare Street.

Bristol. Cable address, Cana.Man. J. E. Ray. Ccnlral Hiusc. Ulrmingliam. Cal>le

address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 27-2S Pearl Building. East Paradise, I.rf>eds.

Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerlke. Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Calile address. Cantracom. J. T. Llthgow, S7 Union Street.

Glasgow. Scotland. Calile address. Contracom.

SrECI.\I. TRADE CO.MMISSIONER—I-VMBER

II. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADIAN rOM.MERCIAI- AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—'B. Mlllln, Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.

P.RITISn WEST INDIES-Edgar Tripp. Port of Spain. Trinidad. Cal>le address.
Canadian. R. II. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY' AND DENMARK- C. E. Snninni Grnlibeged No. 4. Christlnnla, Norway.
Cable address. Sontums.

CANADIAN lIKill IOMMI.SSIONEU'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOJI—W. L. Grirruh. Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..

England. Cable address. Dominion. Lond<ni.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
St. Catharines, Ont.—The St. Cathar-

ines Brass Works. Ltd.. is biiildins: a

foundry.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Swift Cana-
dian Co., are considerina: the erection of

an abattoir, to cost $3,000,000.

Pembroke, Ont.—The Pembroke Ma-
chiiuTv I'll., will "at an early date erect
a machine shop to cost $12,000.

Vancouver, B.C.—John Coughlan &
Sons, propose building a machine shop
at an approximate cost of $10,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Wm. Davies Co.
will erect a frame and iron bridge be-
tween storehouses at 521 Front street,

at a cost of $2,500.

Hull, Que.—The Hull Iron & Steel
Foundries, Ltd., propose to make addi-
tions to its plant which it is reported
will cost $500,000.

Hamilton, Ont.—Construction work
has been started on the erection of an
addition to the plant of the Canadian
Shovel & Tool Co.

Toronto, Ont.—The Deyo Maeey En-
gine Co., Bingbampt-on, KY., will estab-
lish a plant in Toronto for the manu-
facture of gas engines.

Sarnia, Ont.—Large additions will be
made to the plant of the Mueller Mfg.
Co., and a considerable quantity of new
machinery will*l)e installed.

Windsor, Out.—Fire on Feb. 7 dam-
aged the Kelsey Wheel Co.'s. plant, the
loss being estimated at $5,000 which is

fully covered by insurance.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Standard Under-
ground Cable Co., are completing the
construction of an extension to their
plant which will cost about $.30,000.

Tecumseh, Ont.—The Fan Claire
Waterworks Co., are in the market for
two centrifugal pumps and motors. R.
W. Code. Windsor, Ont., is the engineer.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian-Des-
mond-Stephen Mfg. Co., Frbana. Ohio,
is making preparations for the erection
of a plant here for the manufacture of
steam ejectors, etc.

Sherbrooke, Que.—Fire on Feb. S,

damaged the plant of the Mackinnon.
Holmes Co., stee! mannfacfurers. here,
to the extent of about .$30,000. The loss

is covered by insurance.

Port Arthur, Ont.—It is understood
that the Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co.,

will not build a mill here as was orig-

inally intended. It is probable that the
mill will be located in the Xipison dis-

trict.

Gravenhurst, Ont.—The foundry and
machine shop of the E. Long Manufac-
turing Co. of this town was destroyed
by fire on Feb. 6. The plant was valued

at al)out $20,000. with insurance of
$10,1100.

Amherstburg, Ont.—It is reported

that the. Semet-Solvav Co . mav pro-

ceed with the construction of a chemical
plant here. It is understood that G. S.

Rutherford of Hutchinson, Kan., will

lie in charge of the work.
London, Ont.—The United Metal Pro-

ducts Co., recently formed by local cap-

ital has taken over the factory building

formerly occupied by the Jose Caste

Cigar Co.. on King street and will man-
ufacture munition parts.

Welland, Ont.—The Canadian Steel

Foundries. Ltd., has commenced the

erection of an addition to its plant which
win double the present capacity. The
total impi'ovements now under way. in-

cluding machinery, will cost $500,000.

London, Ont.—.The London & Port
Stanley Railway Commission has decid-

ed to purchase a motor freight car at

a cost of $23,.500, to assist in handling
the increased traffic of the road. The
purchase was recommended by General
Manager J. E. Richards.

GENERAL MARKET CONDITIONS
(Continued from page 143.)

ness locally continues good and the out-

look favorable.

Copper.— Although the position of

copper continues to be a strong one the

situation is unsettled in the U.S. owing
to the accumulation of supplies at the

seaboard and embargoes placed by many
railways on account of congestion of

traffic. Producers are sold up for the

first half of this year and there is very

little spot copper to be had. Prices con-

tinue nominal and unchanged at 38c per

pound.
Tin.—The market is quiet but prices

are unchanged and nominal. The mar-
ket is dominated by the submarine situ-

ation and the fear that cargoes of tin

may be lost is tending to hold prices

firm. Local quotation unchanged at 5Sc

per pound.
Spelter.—The market is quiet and

unchanged with no particular feature to

note; local price 13i^e per pound.
Lead.— Local prices have advanced

following the action of the "Trust"' in

quoting lead at 8.50e New York. The
outside market however is still hiaher

ranging from S^'ic to Q^^c Xew York.

Scarcity of supplies is understood to be

the reason for the hisher prices. Lead
has advanced Ic locally and is quoted at

lie per pound.
Antimony.—Althouah antimony would

not be affected by submarine operations,

prices continue to advance, but are en-

tirelv nominal. Antimonv has advanced

9c and is quoted at 35c per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is dull with

quotations unchanged at 68c per pound.

London, Ont.—The London Smelting
& Refining Co., have purchased the old
power house of the London and Lake
Erie Railway at Chelsea Green, London,
and has converted this into a plant for

the smelting and refining of metal under
the management of Geo. Trudell.

Ottawa, Ont.—Hon Robert Rogers an-

nounced last Thursday that the Norton-
Griffith contract for the St. John harbor
works, had been cancelled and a new
contract was being prepared and tenders

would be called immediately and work
carried on as expeditiously as possible.

Toronto, Ont.—British Forgings, Ltd..

have taken out a permit for the second

section of the foundation work for the

factory they are to erect at the foot

of Cherry street. The cost of the

second part of the work is set at .$35,-

000, or $10,000 above the first.

Toronto, Ont.—The City Architect has

issued a permit for the erection of the

first section and foundations of the new
steel plant, which the Imperial Muni-
tions Board are establishing in the Ash-
bridge's Bay district. The building and

foundations are estimated to cost $200,-

000.

Port Mann, B.C.—Work on the new
car plant of the C.N.R. at Port Mann
is i>rogressing satisfactorily, and should

be in ojieration by the end of March.

The plant will turn out five cars daily

and when finished will do much towards

relieving the car shortage which has

become a serious problem.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Hydro-Elec-

tric Power Commission are buying a

large quantity of contractors' plant in

connection with their Chippewa Creek

development here, including rubber belt-

ing, motors, cement, conveyors, electric

hoists, derricks, locomotive cranes, small

jaw crushers, concrete mixers and ma-
chinery, etc.

Newcastle, N.B.—The New Brunswick

Sulphite Fibre Co., have just secured

incorporation under Dominion charter,

with a capitalization of $200,000. They

have taken over the Millerton property

and nearly all the necessary machinery

for operatino- the pulp mill has been se-

cured. The company expects to begin

the manufacture of pulp in April.'

London, Ont.—Beatty Bros. Ltd. of

Fergus and London manufacturers of

pumps, grain finders, etc.. have decided

to locate their foundrv at London in

the Chelsea Green industrial district.

This will be started immediately and

will cost approximately $30,000. This

development is only the bes'inning of

plans for London where it is expected,

they will before long employ between

three hundred and four hundred hands.

A large site was given free of cost to
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ELECTRIC MOTORS?
i

PHONE MOTOR DEPARTMENT ADELAIDE 20

In Toronto and at all our branch warehouses we carry

very complete stocks of Electric Motors, Dynamos and

Portable Klectric Tools of all kinds.

Just now we have large stock orders placed for 3-phase, •

25-cycle Motors, and can in this way very often give you

better deliveries than manufacturers themselves. We give

special attention to all apparatus required in the nature of

Electric Motor power, and can give you expert advice on all

your Electrical Problems. Write us.

The A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., Ltd.
64-66 Front Street West TORONTO, CANADA

/iifr^frafr^iifr^ffiT^jifr^ffiy^ffi?^^

1/16-Inch up to the

gest Diameter Required

GEOMETRIC
Self-oponing Die Heads are in use on

cvorv make of Screw Machine. Kajiitl

jiroduction and cciuiomy follow their

iiistalialion. W'iih the Geometries

(here are no defective threads, and

(•(ins('(j\iiMilly no wasle.

I.et us send you our lataiosiuc whieli

will descrihe to yon the (<eometric

line of Screw-cnllinG: Tools.

Geometric Tool Company
NEW HAVEN, CONN.. U.S.A.

Aernl. Willlnms* Wil.on. MonlroAl; Tho A.R. Wil
chinory Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Winnipm. St. John. N.B .
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THE IRON WORKS
f^

LIMITED
Success^frs to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont^ '

Engineers

Boiler-

makers J

Founders

Machinists

Davis-Bournonville

Oxy-Acetylene Weld-

ing and Cutting Ap-

paratus Leads the

World
Over 2,400 plants in daily

operation. Medal of Honor,

Highest Award at Panama Ex-

position.

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
STATIONARY
GENERATORS
WELDING
TORCHES
CUTTING
TORCHES
REGULATORS
HOSE
CARBIDE
WELDING RODS

FLUX
CARBONITE
RODS
GOGGLES
CARBON
REMOVERS
PORTABLE
TRUCKS
COMPRESSED
ACETYLENE

Price list and full particulars

on request.

Carter Welding Co.
9-11 Sheppard Street

TORONTO, ONT.
Phone Adelaide 2841

Canadian Agents for

The Davis-Bournonville Apparatus

Beatty Bros, through the Industrial De-
partment.

Banff, B.C.—Dr. K. Harry Brett, ol

Banff, is one of the incorporators of a

new company, capitalized at .$20,000.

that will develop some of the natural

resources of the Alherta mountain coun-
try. The Alberta Electro-Chemicals,

Ltd., has just been given a charter which
empowers it to manufacture, buy, and
sell chemicals, minerals and mine and
forest products, with Banff as its head
office. It is understood that the purpose
of tlie new company is to manufacture
carbide at Kananaskis Falls, near Banff.

Advantaaie will be taken of the hydro-
electric plant at the Falls for power
purposes.

Vancouver, B.C.—It is announced
that a large floating- drydock is to be
built here. The structure will be a 16,-

000-ton double-section dock, capable of

handling a boat of 18,000 tons, wihch is

the measure of maximum requirements
on the Paeifie to-day. The company is

the Vancouver Dry Docks, Ltd. A ship-

repair and shipbuilding plant is a part

of the plan decided upon. Contracts fur

construction and machinery are beini^

let, and the company announces that it

will have the dock in operation within

a year. There will be subsidy aid from
the Governments of both the Dominion
of Canada and the Province of British

Columbia, on the g-round that the dock
will be a commercial and naval asset.

MUNICIPAL
Strathroy, Ont.—The Town Council

contemplate purchasing a motor driven

turbine pump.

Wolseley, Sask.—The Town Council

are considerina- an extension to the light

and power plant, to cost .$9,000.

Strathroy, Ont.—Town Council has

decided to purchase smoke helmets, cel-

lar nozzles and other equipment for the

fire department.

Toronto, Ont.—A bill will be sub-

mitted to the Provincial Lesrislature to

empower the Board of Control to estab-

lish coal docks and storage at a total

cost of $2,000,000.

Preston, Ont.—The Preston Car &
Coach by-law, whereby the town will be

asked to guarantee $75,000 worth of

bonds, was put through and will go to

the people on March 5th.

Preston, Ont.—The Town Council held

a special session recently to consider

the recommendation of the Board of

Trade that a by-law be submitted to the

ratepayers asking them to endorse a

loan or a bond guarantee of $75,000 to

the Preston Car & Coach Co.

Wiarton, Ont.—The Council is con-

sidering a proposition for electric light

and power from the Hydro-Electric

Commission. It is proposed to extend

the hydro lines from Owen Sound and

get current from Eugenia. Later it is

proposed to develop power on the Sau-

geen River.

Edmonton, Alta.—Surplus machinery

to the present estimated value of about

$2500 is in the hands of the streets de-

partment, anil will probably be ottered

for sale. The list of seventeen machines
includes one gasoline road roller, two

street sprinklers, four horse sweepers,

two road graders, one mud scraper, one

steam roller, and one automobile.

Peterborough, Ont.—Tlie City Council

will make certain recommendations to

the Hydro Commission for extensions

and improvements to both the street

railway and the gas plant. It is under-

stood that the Hydro engineers have al-

ready begun an estimation of the cost

of certain extensions to the street

railway which may materialize this year.

Preston, Ont.—The Town Council has

authorized that the following supplies be

purchased; 500 feet hose; 100 feet '"'s

in. hemp rope; 1 peerless hose clani]!:

2 shutoffs for hydrants; 1 shutotT tap

IVa in. to replace a screw tip; 2 small

nozzles IVi in- 2 in. tips. 1 basement

nozzle; 1 smoke helmet; 2 life belts and
detachable ladder straps; 2 dozen wash-

ers for hose couplings; half dozen hose

couplings; 2 dozen brass bands for hose

couiilings; half dozen hose straps for

ladders; first aid kit; springs for storm

doors.

GENERAL
Hamilton, Ont.—The Sbipman, Halton

Knitting Co., are making preparations

for the construction of a new factory.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Richardson

Grain Separator Co., of Minneapolis,

propose erecting a plant here in the

spring.

London, Ont.—The Hobbs Mfg. Co..

contemplate building a large extension

to their local art glass etc., manufactur-

ing plant.

Paris, Ont.—Penmans Ltd., will build

an addition to their factory to cost

about $30,000. Schultry Bros., of

Brantford are the contractors.

Montreal, Que.—The Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co.. will occupy the

factory on Inspector Street to be short-

ly vacated by the Ames-Holden-Mc-

Cready Co.

London, Ont.—The Quaker Oats Co..

whose Canadian factory was recently

burnt out at Peterboro, have purchased

the plant of the Canadian Cereal and

Flour Mills Co. here, and will carry out

extensive developments there for the

manufacture of their product.

Montreal, Que. — The Ames-Holden-

McCready Co., boot and shoe manufac-

turers propose making extensive alter-

ations and additions to their plant on

Mount Royal Ave. East. Plans are

ready and contracts will be let shortly.

Considerable new machinery of the lat-

est type will be installed. N. R. Feltes

is general manager of the company.

Simcoe, Ont.—One of the worst fires

here in many years occurred on Feb. 7,

when the entire plant of the Simcoe

Lithographing Co. was destroyed, in-

volving the loss of something like $200,-

000 in valuable machinerv and stock,

both of which wiH be difficult to renlace.

It is understood that both the building
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and contents were insured. The ottieers

of tlie company are endeavoring to se-

cure new quarters in which to carry m
their business temporarily.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders addressed to

the chairman of tlie Toronto Elleetric

Commissioners will be received until

March 28, for synchronous condensers.
Specifications may be obtained at. the
office of the Purchasing Agent, 15 Wil-
ton A\e.. Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will l)e re-

ceived up to March 15, by R. D. Waugh,
Chairman of Commissioners, Greater
Winnipeg Water District, for the sup-
ply of approximately 12,500 feet of 48-

in. and 1,300 feet of 60-in. cast iron

pipes, together with specials and gate
valves. Specifications on application to

the offices of the District, 501 Tribune
Building, Winnipeg.

Toronto, Ont.^Tenders will be re-

ceived, addressed to the Chairman,
Board of Control, City Hall, up to Feb.

27„ for the construction of a drainage
system (wrouafht iron pipe), for the

Rosedale bridge, Bloor Street Viaduct.
Specifications and forms of tender may
be obtained upon application at the Bloor
Street Viaduct field office, 89 Castle

Frank Road, Toronto.

Windsor, Oat.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Feb. 28, 1917, for the con-

struction of the superstruction of:

—

(a) One 70-foot clear span bridge, (b)

One SO-foot clear span bridge, (e) Two
lOfl-foot clear span bridges. Plans and
.specifications may be seen at the office

of J. J. Newman, Davis Block, Windsor,
Ont., or at the office of H. J. Rocheleau,

Esq., Stoney Point, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the Board of Control up to

March 5, for the sup|ily of ordinary

asd special castings, iron pipe, hydrants,

valves, extension boxuS. Lead pipe

—

Pig lead, rubber hose, rubber boots,

road oil, lubricating oil, flux, fuel oil,

coal oil, gasoline, brass work, including

ordinary and special brass eastings for

water department, hardware, etc. Speci-

fications mav bo obtained at the office

of E. R. Gray, City Enainocr.

PERSONAL
Brigden, Ont.—The hydro-electric by-

law was carried by a large ma.iority.

New Toronto, Ont.—A new Hydro-
Eh'clric sub-sfation is to be built, as the

present one is not adequate to supply

power to the number of new concerns

locatinir here.

William Lyon Mackenzie, l)rid'.;e en-

gineer of the C.N.IJ., died at liis lionie

in Winnipeg on Feb. 8, at the aL'e of 57
years. Mr. Afackenzie formorlv was con-

nected witli the C.P.R. and Grand Trunk
Railwavs.

E. L. Cousins, chief en-^iiu'cr of Ihe
Toronto Harbor Cotmnissinn. ha-; l)ecn

elected president and J. R. W. Ambrose,
chief engineer, Toronto Terminal Rail-

Steel Shell Forgicgs or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig,

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Worl(«.
WINDSOR. ONT.

O YENS I

n bj Gas, Eleclncity. Steam or Coal
^^

_ Writf for Booklet.

n Brantford Oven & Rack Co.. Ltd.
P.rantforU, t.\inada.
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MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

FIGHT
AT the: front.

BUY
DOIVHWIOW OF CANADA

THREE-YEAR

War Savings Certificates

$ 25.00 FOR $21.50
eo.oo " 43.OO
100.00 " 86.OO

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES LIMITED TO $1500.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BAriK
OR ANY MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE

JAN. 0, )S17 Ot-TANA/A
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
£3TAB. t&77.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Book "Patent Protection"—free. Master
of Patent L:iws. Formerly Patent Office
ExainiiHT.
99 St. JaineN St.. - Montreal, Que.

Brandies : Ottawa, AVashington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bldg.. Montreal
Cabi_e address

"BREVET"

T'ATENTrm F«ther.tonh«D(h * Co.
'

Patent Solidtora. Head Office,
Roy«] Bank Bldg.. Toronto.
OtUwa Office, 5 E](ui 3t.
Send for our Plain PracticaJ
Pointera. Copj of National
Proereae, In whioh onr patentf
are adrertieed. mailed free. fi

PATEUTC TRADEMARKS
Al CN I O AND DESIGNS

PROCURED IN ALL COUNTRIES

Special Attention given to Patent Litigation

Pamphlet sent free on application.

RIDOUT & WIAYBEE 59 Yonge street

TORONTO, CANADA

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and tstimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

engineering undertaking in Eastern Can-

ada.

C. Kelso, for seventeen years in tlie

employ of the Grand Trunk Railway
System, and recently occupying the pos-

ition of contract inspector in the mo-
tive power department, has been made
master mechanic at the G.T.R., Strat-

for Shops, succeeding Robert Patter-

son resigned.

TRADE GOSSIP
U,S, steel Tonnage,—The imfllled or-

ders of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion on January 31 last were 11,474,054

tons, a decrease of 73,232 tons coifipared

with December 31.

The Canada Metal Co. held their an-

nual convention at Toronto on Feb. 12

and 13. Salesmen from all over Canada
attended the sessions which were pre-

sided over by W. G. Harris Jun.

Cheddite, Ltd., has had the name of

the concern changed to that of Muni-
tions & Metal Products, Ltd., with

powers extended to manufacture explos-

ives and munitions of all kinds.

Canadian Allis-Chambers Ltd., Tor-

onto, have been awarded a contract for

a Lidgewood cableway excavator system

in connection with the Chippewa Creek
development at Niagara Falls for the

Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission.

Ralph D. Norton, Craig Street, Mon-
treal has secured an exclusive agency

for Canada for the John Illingworth,

Steel Co., of Frankfort, Pa. This con-

cern has been established since 1855 and
they make high grade crucible steel and

also special open hearth steel.

Hadfield Oflfer Stands.—It is reported

from Washington, D.C, that the con-

tracts for moi^e than .$3,000,000 worth of

armor-piercing shells let by the na\'y to

Hadfields, Limited, the English concern,

may be filled despite the British Gov-
ernment order that the eompany should

not proceed with the work "so long as

the exigencies of war continue."

Smokeless Powder Option. — Advices
from Xew York state that the British

Government has exercised an option on

an additional 9.000,000 pounds of smoke-
less powder to be manufactured by the

Aetna Explosives Co. This order, ac-

cording to an officer of the company, is

valued at $5,000,000, and is the second

order for that quantity received from
this source. A further option for an

equal quantity is held by Great Britain

and may be exercised before the end

of July of this year.

Empire Trade Development.—Advices
from London state that plans for the

prom.otion of Empire Trade are develop-

ing rapidly. Already responses have
been received from 28 governments to

the movement for concerted co-opera-

tive action in the direction of having
purchases made in every instance pos-

sible from British concerns. In an ar-

ticle reviewing the situation, the sftlas-

gow Herald says:

—

"For some time the Trade and In-

dustry Committee of the Royal Colonial

Institute has been engaged upon the

work of encouraging the establishment

of new industries in tlie British Empire
with a view to giving a measure of con-

fidence and security to capital to be em-
barked therein, as well as assisting the

expansion of existing industries.

"As a result of a resolution the com-
mittee has been in communication with
the Governments and Chambers of Com-
merce of the Dominions and colonies

with a view to urging the necessity of

making it obligatory on all Government
and municipal bodies to purchase Em-
pire-made goods, and to place all con-

tracts as far as possible with British

firms. Such action in the opinion of the

committee would prove a strong factor

in stimulating the establishment of new
and the growth of existing industries, as

well as consolidating inter-Empire trade.

C. G. Railway Finance.—Hon. Frank
Cochrane stated in the House on Aug.
1, 1914, to Nov. 30, 1916. $9,920,249 had
been expended on the construction of

the Hudson Bay Railway. Mr. Cochrane
said that the total receipts on Canadian
Government railways during the finan-

cial year to Dec. 3l', 1916, had been $18,-

658,956, and expenditures had been $18,-

342,733, He stated that 74 Intercoloni-

al Railway engines had been sold to

the National Transcontinental Railway,

and that 32 I.R.C. enffines were in use

On theN.T.R. between Moncton and Win-
nipeg: that 33 I.R.C. passenger and 174

freiaht cars had been sofd to the Trans-

continental Railway. The Minister also

said that 553,856 tons of coal had been

purchased by the Canadian Government
Railways in the United States last year-

Licenses for Ships Leaving Canada.

—

The situation caused by the German sub-

marine blockade is being given consider-

ation as far as the sailing of vessels of

Canadian register are concerned by a

ship licensing committee appointed by
the Government to control Canadian
steamship transportation. The commit-

tee is composed of Alec. Johnston, De-

puty Minister of Marine; F. C. T.

O'Hara, Deputy Minister of Trade and

Commerce; Commissioner of Customs
McDougald, and G. J. Desbarats, Deputy
Minister of Naval Service. The com-
mitte has issued scores of licenses dur-

ing the time it has been in control. No
ship is allo-M^ed to leave Canada without

such license and no license is given un-

less the committee is assured tlie ves-

sel's trip will perform tlie most useful

possible service to Canada and the Al-

lies in view of the shortage of tonnage.

May Electrify T. & N. 0. Railway.

—

J. L. Englehart, chairman of the T. &
N. 0. Railway Commission, said that

the commission is preparing to electrify

the line, and that during the past two
years the road has been re-surveyed

and plans prepared for this work. Elec-

tricity, he said, is in his opinion the

future power of the province. Greater
co-operation and big expenditure, he
said, were the solution of the transpor-

tation question. Relief from the pres-

ent cons'estion cannot, however, be hop-
ed for durino; the progress of the war.
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as conditions differ from all times in

history. The Moose water powers, he
said, though secluded, are readily ac-

cessible from all parts of Canada, and
the fact that nitrate, which is used in

the manufacture of explosives, is ob-
tainable near this power supply, woulil
suggest that the property is of Imperial
importance, and should be developed
immediately.

Port of Montreal.—The annual re-

port of the Montreal Board of Trade
showed the trade of Montreal to be in

an excellent condition. The figures of
the trade of the port of Montreal show
an unprecedented increase, tlie total ex-
ports amounting to $:^82.741,4f):^, which,
compared with .$1.55,68;'),fl.")3 in 1915,
show an increase of $227,055,510, or 145
per cent. This increased volume of
business is in the main due to orders
placed in Canada! for munitions and
supplies for the Allies. The imports
amounted to $194,924,.348, as against
$115,919,977 the previous vear, an in
crease of $79,004,.371, or 68 per cent.,

which would have been considered ex-
traordinary at any other time although
by comparison with the increase in ex-
ports it is inconspicuous. The customs
receipts in Montreal amounted to $32,-

915.686, an increase of ele\en million
dollars over 1915, and of nearly seven
million dollars over the hiahest figure
hitherto, $26,016,631 in 1013.

CONTRACTS
Port Arthur, Ont.—The Eastern Ter-

minal Elevator Co. have awarded a con-
tract for the construction of an ele-
vator to Barnet & McQueen Co.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Contracts have
been awarded to the Barnett-McQueen
Co., for the new Eastern Terminals'
2,000,000-bushel elevator, which is to be
constructed on the waterfront.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—In connection
with the Chippewa Creek development
contracts for rock drills and air com-
pressor plants have been awarded to the
Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago.

Edmundston, N.B.—The Structural
Steel Co., Montreal, have been awarded
the steel contract in connection with the
erection of a pulp and paper mill by
PVaser, Limited. H. I. Ferguson, 200

Chatham, Ont.—The Imperial Muni-
tions Hoard lias awarded a contract for
the con.struction of a large number of
boxes for shells to the S. Iladley Lum-
ber Co. The boxes will be used for
shipping the 6-in. shells that are being
manufactured by the Hayes Wheel Co.

MARINE
Victoria, B.C.—Yarrows, Ltd., of Es-

quimau, liavc secured the contract for
way Co.. vice-president of the Engineers'
Club, Toronto.

John George Macklin, civil engineer
died near London England on Feb. 5.

The deceased was born in Rnirland and
came to Canada as a young man. ITe
was associated with several prominent

Circular
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Saw
Blades for

Any Type

of

Machine

Let us demonstrate what a saving can be made by installing a

HUNTER "DUPLEX" Inserted Tooth Blade^
Write for inforraation

HUNTER SAW & MACHINE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

One Inch Space

$1.00 Per Issue

on Yearly Order.
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are manufactur-
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved preeseB and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

.nil

W, H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Av6nue, Toronto, Can.

A PRICEPYROMETER mak.tilertain

Get a Record of

Working Temperatures
lii.vrtaiiitj- is a tilii.' and cllort waster
—to be surf at a glance means effici-
ency. Tliere is no "iloubt," wlien you
li.ne a Trice I'yrdiiieter,

See that there is a Trice Indicating In-
slriimeiit within sight nf every furnace
in your heat-treating (iepartnient. And
liave a Trlee IJeeoriling Tyrometer In
your (ilTi.e tu get a reeord of working
temperature.

Lot UN sciul
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yiMi run make
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THE PRICE ELECTRIC CO.
12368 Euclid Avenue, CLEVKLAND. OHIO
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I BELIEVE
In Safety First and aluaya.
In providiiKj for the Health of my Fellot»

Workmen.
In lAijht and Mr and sanita-ril Witrkintt Con-

ditions.

In clean, fresh drinkinti nater for eeryhudy.
In the Safety, Economy and Man-betterment.

overhaiilino- and repairinu- the Norwe-
,i;'iaii steamei- Strinda. The vessel is now
on her way to Vancouver from Vladi-

vostok, under charter to the C.P.R.

(MADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

The Joss of a man through impure drinkiim
water is a crime that "the front office" must
bear.

An ugly statement, isn't it? But true, abso-
lutely.

When a man comes to work in your factory
he puts his health in your keeping.
A It you A\ ill ing to t ;> Ue chances on such a

(rust?
Impure drinking coiKlilion^ are responsibk^ for

more tragetlics than any machine ever built.
Apply the "Safely Firi^t" Principles to your

water supply; don't deny your men a clean,
fresh diink of water.
Conserve their health and they will improve

.

your piofit'i; make yourself as worthy of the
name of "employer."

Install the Gold Meda! winner Puro in your
plniit. ofTice ani shop alike.

The only Sanitary Drinking Fountain that is

safe, sanitaiT, 5;imple. automatic in control and
tasilv altachf-d.

Let us tell you just what it will cost you to

"PURO -FY'*

INCORPORATIONS
I'he Gladstone Brush Mfg. Co. has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of if50,000, to uianufaeturo
brushes of all kinds at Toronto. The
incorporators are : Eldon Moir, Donald
L. McDonald and Oral N. Birchard, all

of Toronto.
T. F. Shurly Co., has been incorpor-

ated at Ottawa with a capital of $200,-

000 to manufacture knives, axes and
edged tools of all kinds at St. Cather-
ines, Ont. The incorporators are: Theo-
dore F. Shurley, Oeorse B. Burson and
llarrv Short, a'.l of St. Catharines, Ont.

The Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co.,

has been incorporated at Toronto with

a capital of $2,000,000 to manufacture
pulp and paper. The head office will

be at Port Arthur and the provisional

directors are George H. Sedgwick, James
Aitchison and Duncan HcArthur all of

Toronto.
Standard Steel & Tempering Co., has

been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-

ital of .$50,000 to construct and operate

steel, iron, and brass plants, foundries

and furnaces etc. The head office is at

Montreal and the incorporators are S.

H. R. Bush, B. Robinson and T. E.

Durocher all of Montreal.

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sinifary Trinkirg Founfain Ccmpany

147 U.iiversityAve., Toronto. Canadi

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual tn

service and wear

They are the result of

sixty ye.^rs' experi"
enee, unsurpassed
equipment and highly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are the
best buy.

Established 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Manfrs of "Barnes -made" Products
Sprin<5s.Sci-eH- Machine Products.CoU Rolled Steel and Wir«

CATALOGUES
The Valve Twins is the title of a

bulletin being- distributed by the Home-
stead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead, Pa.,

illustrating the "Hovalco-Homestead"
b'.ow-off combination valve.

Sub-Aqueous Lubrication, Bulletin is-

sued bv the Crew Levick Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa., dealing with sub-aqueous

or under-water lubrication in hvdro-elec-

tric stations with special reference to

hydro-turbine lubrication at McCall's

Ferry, Pa. The preparations described

on "Turboglio" for under-water lub-

rication and "hydrog-lio" for governor

lubrication.

Screw Machines Bulletin, dealinc with

the "Foster"' No. .5 screw machine made

by the Foster Machine Co., Elkhart,

liid. A description is given of the vari-

ous parts and mechanisms accompanied

l)y illustrations showing their general

arrana-ement and also of the machine.

Specifications are included of the two

types, and complete set of standard

tools for using on the machine are illus-

trated and described.

|)oint of view of the practical shop man
and special attention has been i)aid lo

those subjects which apply in one way
or another to particular uses of electric

power in shoji operations. The book

was undertaken about two years a.go at

the suggestion of the editors of the

A^ncrican Machinist who desired to fill

what they considered a need for a con-

venient electrical reference book

adapted to the machine shop. The sub-

.ject matter in the book is arouped under

ten main headings, each being covered

in a section. Each section has its own
index of topics which are dealt with in

al)ihabetical order. While there is also

a list of contents at the end, and also

a general index. The main headings

cover the following sub.iects:—Abbrevi-

ations, terminology and units; Circuits;

Costs; Communication and distant con-

trol ; Current supply, generators and

transformers; Electrochemical; Solder-

ing and welding application; Heating

and magnetic apparatus; Lamps and

shop lighting; Measuring instruments

and measurements; motors and applica-

tions. Each subject is dealt with in a

complete and comprehensive manner,

and the information contained in this

volume will be valuable to the reader

who will derive much practical benefit

from a perusal of its pages. The book

contains a large number of illustra-

tions which help considerably in obtain-

ing a clear and working understanding

of the text.

©
Port Arthur, Ont.—At the plant of

the Western Dry Dock & Shipbuilding

Co.. work is now started on two more

ocean-going freighters. Four more

ocean-going freiahters are tn be built

wlien these two are completed, and con-

tracts for two more are now being ar-

ranaed, making eiaht boats to be built

in all. These freiahters will be the

same size as the Thorjerd and Blaam-

vra, recentlv launched.

BOOK REVIEWS
Handbook of Machine Shop Elec-

tricity, l)y C. E. Clewell. 461 pages

()% X 4 in. Fully illustrated. Pub- •

lished by the McGraw Hill Book Co.,

Inc., New York City. Price .^3.00 net.

With a more general use of electricity

in the machine shop, and which is in-

creasing every day, a volume such as

this win be of great assistance to the

mechanic. It has been written from the

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

CANADIAN eisTKix'Tans Fon th«

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada

Phone Ad . 25 1 1 A. W. B«nnet. Minager
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HENDEY 18-inch GEARED HEAD LATHE
8 mechanical changes of speed for spindle with driving shaft running at constant speed, 4 direct and 4 through back gears.

36 DIFFEKKNT
THREADS AND
FEEDS are had
through Mounted
Change Gearing,
each change being
quickly made
through controlling

handles i n Gear
Boxes.

BEFORE PUR-
CHASING A NEW
LATHE INVESTI-
GATE THE HEN-
DEY SERVICE.

WE'LL HELP YOU BY FUR-
NISHING LIST OF USERS.
Write for descriptive circular.

The Hendey Machine

Company
Torrington, Conn.

Canadian Agents : A. K. Williams
Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. K.
Williams Machinery Co.. SCO I'rin-

• pss St., Winnipeg; A. R. Williams
Marliinery Co.. Vancouver; A. R.

Williams Machinery Co., .St. .Tohn,

X.I!.: William.s & Wilson, Montreal.
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The Chilled Iron Car Wheel in Steam Railroad Service
By G. W. Lyndon*'

Tlic chilled iron car wheel has been, since its introduction in the yenr liSoO, the standard
accessori/ of transpurtation, carrying as it does the car and its contents to every nook and cor-

ner of this continent traversed and served by steam railroads. In the accompanying paper an
interesting description is given of its development towards meeting the increased rolling stock

weight and capacity thai have been found indispensable to a continued indaxfriid expansion.

THE subject of the Chilled Iron
Car Wheel is one of vast magni-
tude, comprehending as it does

the vehicle by which the commerce of
this continent is moved; at the same
time its importance to the transporta-
tion world is not as fully recognised as

might be, either by the public generally
or our industrial community particular-

ly. Statistics which will indicate the

extent of the car wheel industry are

shown in the U.S. Interstate Commerce
Report for the year ended 1914 as fol-

lows:

—

Total number of freight

cars in commercial
service 2.325,047

Total number of freis'ht

cars in company ser-

vice 124,709

Total

Add—Private car lines

(appro.ximately)

2,450,356

225,000

2,675,356

Xumber of tons of

freight carried, year
ended 1914 ......... 1,109,271,040

Tons of freight carried

one mile, 54% of car

capacity, exclusive of

private car lines . . .2S8,31S.Sil(),210

Tons of car structure

(estimated 18 tons

per car) 363,402,465,012

Total wheel burden
carried one mile. ,. .651,722.355,222

tons.

cars are equipped with the chilled iron

wheel, therefore, we have, in commercial
freight ear service and company service,

and private car lines in the United
States alone, 20,332,687 chilled iron

wheels. To this we must add the chilled

iron wheels serving under passenger

cars, engine tenders and street ear lines,

and we can safely and conservatively

estimate the number of chilled iron

wheels running to-day as about 25,000,-

000, taking into consideration those

used in the Dominion of Canada, and
the hundreds of thousands whicli have
been shipped abroad and to Mexico and

South America. 25.000.000 chilled iron

wheels represent S.OOO.OOO tons of

metal.

Initial cost at .$25.00

per ton .$200,000,000.00

Scrap value at $15.00

per ton 120,000,000.00

25,000,000 wheels placed on a single

track would make a solid line of wheels

13,000 miles in length, over one-half of

the cii-cumference of the earth. If they

were placed on a single track wit'n

treads 2.3 feet apart they would encircle

the .globe. If they could be piled on

top of each other, hub to hub, tiiey

would reach a height of 2,760 miles. To

replace 25,000,000 chilled iron wheels

upon the basis of 2,500,000 annual re-

newals re<|uires ten years. SOO.OOO ton.-

nt' metal are used annually to provide

for 2.500,000 wheel renewals. From the

receipt of the metal to the finished wliecl

leady for shipment, the metal must be

handled about twelve times, so that to

produce 2,500,000 wheels annually SOO.-

OOO tons of metal .nrc required and O.-

Canada, re|)reseuting millions of invest-

ed capital, and having a combined cap-
acit.v of 20,000 car wheels per day, and
having in mind the statistics to which
I have just called attention, we must
remember that the history of the

development of the resources of North
America is a history of the development
of the chilled iron car wheel, because
the railways could not have reached
their present unparalleled development
without the chilled iron car wheel, and
it would require years and years of

preparation to replace them with any
other substitute.

What Chilled Iron Is

Chilled iron means what the name iui-

|ilies and is the result of the chilling or
sudden cooling of molten cast iron when
poured against an iron ring, which is

|iart of the mould. Its discovery is said

to have been accidental. In an English
foundry, in the 18th century, the slop-

ping over of a ladle of cast iron caused
part of its contents to come in contact
witli cold iron lying on the floor of foun-

dry. In breaking up this scrap it was
discovered that the iron was white and
much harder than that secured from the

ordinary foundry process of pouring
the metal into a sand mould. The result

of this discovery was the introduction

of chilled iron for plow points, faces of

forge hammers, punches for punching
holes in wagon tii'es, and rolls for roll-

iuu- materials.

Chilled Iron for Car Wheels

During the first half of the nine-

teenth century, a number of attempts
were made to introduce chilled iron for

car wiieel purposes, and many different

desi.srns were patented and introduced,

with only meagre results. In the primi-

CKOSS SECTION OK C.\ It WflEEI, MOLD SlIOWl.Mi
KIKECTIiiN Of II.OW OK MIOT.U,.

KIO. W.VSHIilRN P.\TTr;i!N 525-r,H. WHEEL FOR CARS OK
10 TONS c.\r.\riTY.

An anal.ysis of the rolling .stock will

sliow that 95 per cent, of all freight

"I'lom n jiappr reail. Kel). 1.'!, at tlio Caiui-

itinn U:ii;«-ii.v Club, Montreal.
••rrosiilcnt, Assoclntliin of ManiifintiircrH of

ctiltlpil Car Wlieels, Clilcago, III.

(iOII.OOd tons of metal must l)c handled.

I speak for twenty-five manufacturers

oiK-rating fifty foundries scattered from

the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans, lo-

cated throughout the United States and

live days tlie form of the wheel was the

'iVdinnry fiat spoke pattern with the

hub split longitudinally in three places.

The separation of the hub was for the

purpose of relieving shrinkage strains
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in cooling and preventing the arms and
spokes from breaking. The hub was
banded together with a wrought iron

band and keyed onto the axle. In the

year 1838, Geo. G. Lobdell invented a

double plate wheel, the front and back

plates extending from the hub to the

rim, which subsequently evolved into the

present pattern.

In the year 1850, a man arose to the

situation and developed an idea, the im-

dangerous to use. Anyone by the use
of the Scleroscope or Brinell methods
can determine the relative hardness of

the chilled iron wheel tread, as compar-
ed with other types.

The M.C.B. standard 725 lbs. wheel is

poured in about twelve seconds. The
balance of the mould consists of green
sand and dry sand cores, all so scientifi-

cally arranged that the finished wheel

possesses a gradual hardness of struc-

eountered which must be relieved before
the wheels are placed in service. Dur-
ing the earlier periods of manufacture,
after the wheel was set, it was covered
with ashes or hot sand and allowed to

remain several days until nearly cold.

Another method was to lay the wheel
on the floor and apply heat to the tread.

So that the temperature of the tread

would be brought back to that of the

plates and hub.

8. M.C.B. ST.\NDARD 625 LBS., .'^I? INCH C.I. WHEEL FOR
CARS OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT, AND NOT

EXCEEDING 95,000 LBS.

FIG. 4. STANDARD 725 LBS., 33-INCH C.I. WHEEL FOR
CARS OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT, AND NOT

EXCEEDING 161,000 LBS.

mensity of which was not dreamed of

by him, but has since evolved into one

of the most far reaching and important

commercial industries in the country.

From 1849 to 1860 there were eighty-

eight patents granted for alleged im-

provements in the form of pattern. It

was N. Washburn's belief that a solid

casting weighing about 500 pounds

could be produced that would serve as a

oar wheel which would require no ma-
chining, except as to axle fit and which

could be placed into service under the

then ten ton car and run on an iron

rail for the life of the car.

Method of Manufacture—Pouring

The method of manufacture in so far

as the formation of tne wheel is con-

cerned, is practically the same to-day as

when first introduced, and consists of

pouring the iron into a mould, part of

which is sand and part iron. The tread

or running surface of the wheel is form-

ed by an iron ring or chiller against

which is poured the molten metal, and
the sudden cooling of molten metal trans-

forms the soft gray colored, metal to a

metal white in color and harder than

tempered steel. This white, hard iron

which extends all around the tread of the

wheel to a depth of one-half to three-

quarters of an inch, yields more mileage

per unit of metal worn than any other

metal. There is no other metal known
that produces so hard a tread that can

be operated with safety, because if

other metals can produce a tread as

hard as the chilled iron wheel this same

hardness will be apparent in the plates

and the hub, and, therefore, brittle and

ture which is ideally adapted to service

conditions, namely hard tread, soft

plates and soft hub. Figure No. 1 shows

a section of the mould in which the

chilled iron wheel is cast, and the same
principle of moulding has been in use

ever since its introduction.

Annealing

We have found that a 725 lbs. M.C.B,

wheel is poured in about twelve seconds.

The molten metal is then subjected to

different cooling conditions due to the

complexity of the mould, which is made
up partly of iron, partly of dry sand,

and partly of green sand. That part of

the mould which consists of iron is the

These crude methods were later dis-

placed with the introduction of cooling

pits lined with fire brick, each pit hold-

ing from ten to fifteen wheels. Just as

soon as the wheel is solidified, it is re-

moved from the mould red hot and
placed in a pit maintained at the proper

temperature, and by this process the

tread and the plates and tlie hub re-

sume an equilibrium of temperature and

the wheels remain in the pits for sev-

eral days until the shrinkage strains arc

FIG 5 COMPOSITE OF 525 LBS. WHEEL FOR CARS OF 10 TONS CAPACITY; 625 LBS.

M C B DESIGN FOR 30 TONS CAPACITY ; M.C.B. DESIGN FOR
50 TONS CAPACITY CARS. *

best conductor of heat, therefore, the

tread or running surface is cooled al-

most instantaneously, whereas the plates

and the hub, having been formed by

dry and green sand, cool slowly. In

consequence, shrinkage strains are en-

finally removed by the gradual and uni-

form cooling process.

The ipouring and annealing are im-

portant parts of the method by which the

wheel is made, but they are only two of

the multitudinous processes required.
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The intricacies of manufacture are only

recognized by those who have actually

enCT'aged in the business, and complex
problems are continually confronting

the manufacturer from the assembling''

of the material to tlie finished wheel.

We have found the method of manu-
facture as to pouring has not been ma-
terially changed, and we have also found
that the pattern introduced in 1850 by
Washburn is the same in outline prac-

tically as that in use to-day. It will,

therefore, be my purpose to show what
has been done, and it will be found that

the only thing that stands out promin-
ently is that a little metal has been add-

ed to 'the wheel as the capacity of the

car has been increased, but the increase

in metal has been "grudgingly made,"
and never proportionate to tlie increase

of duty required. Nevertheless, the

wheel manufacturers, in the face of res-

trictions in weight and flange dimen-
sions, have been successful in maintain-

ing the chilled iron wheel up to a hi^h

standard. The chilled iron wheel is like

Topsy in Uncle Tom's Cabin. It just

grew, and we all realize the fact that

the wheel is the most important part of

the car structure.

Increases in Car Capacity and Wheel
Weights

A 33 ins., 525 lbs., chilled iron wheel

of the Washburn type, as shown in Fig.

2, became standard soon after the year

1850 for 10 ton freight cars, and also

for passenger cars. Cars of this capa-

city remained standard for about thirty

years. As late as 1875 there were only

occasional cars having a capacity as

high as 12 tons. The heaviest capacity

passenger coaches weighed 18 tons.

Sleeping and drawing room cars of

twelve sections weighed 30 tons. The
operation of railroads then was very

different than at (present. Interchange of

traffic as we now know it did not exist.

An official of a great railroad charged

another with running freight trains as

fast as twelve miles an hour. "The wear
and tear is something terrible." said

he. "It is pounding the track to pieces.

Every ton of freight handled at that

speed is carried at a loss. The reduction

of speed to eisrht miles an lionr will les-

sen the cost more than .$1,000 per day."

Such were the ideas of the foremost

men in charge of transportation in the

days of iron rails, hand brakes, link and

pin couplers, fragile cars, etc. Under
such conditions of light wheel loads,

small flange (pressures, slow speeds, low

annual mileacrc, the wheels would last

tlie entire life of the car. Wheel mile-

age obtained under such circumstances

is sometimes erroneously uscil to in<li-

cate the superior service of wheels manu-
factured at that time. The ton milease,

which is the true basis for comparison,

was extremely low as compared with

wheel performance at the present time.

The introduction of the air brake, the

automatic safety coupler, heavy steel

rails, more rieid cars and interchange of

traffic have permitted an era of rapid

transit of heavv capacity frei'j-ht cars

with time schedules almost equal to that

of express trains. Daily runs averaging
thirty miles per hour, including stops,

with an occasional burst of speed as

high as fifty to sixty miles per hour, to

maintain the high average rate is not

uncommon.
The thirty ton car, introduced in 1885,

was the heaviest capacity car on any
railroad during the time of the World's
Columbian Expositionat Chicago, in 1892.

It was strongly argued at that time that

the wheel load of 11,000 lbs., which was
required under cars of 30 ton capacity

was the maximum that could be carried

on a 33 ins. diameter wheel, because the

area contact between the wheel and rail

being so small, any greater load would

DEVELOP^IENT OF FLANGE AND TREAD
OF THE CHILLED IRON WHEEL
UNDEU OROWINO REQUIREMENTS.

CHANGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN
THE M.C.B. CONTOUR OF FLANGE

AND TREAD, PIG. 6.

cause a (permanent injury to both wheel

and rail by reason of the fact that the

elastic limit in the metal would be ex-

ceeded, resulting in dents in the rail

and flat spots in the wheel tread.

Not only was 11,000 lbs. per wheel

considered the maximum wheel load, but

there was a good deal of doubt expressed

by the foremost engineers as to whe-

ther this load was not in excess of good

practice. The introduction of the 30-

ton car was very rapid on all railroads.

regarding the maximum wheel load, cars

of 40 ton capacity were soon tried out

and found to be satisfactory and almost

immediately thereafter the 50 ton cai-

was developed for the coal carrying

trade and found to be so satisfactory

that cars of lighter capacity ceased to

be built for this .service. The 700 lbs.

wheel was used under 50 ton cars and
recommended as standard in 1904, by

the M. C. B. Assn., but afterwards, up-

on the recommendati<m of our associa-

tion, was modified to 725 lbs., and made
standard in the year 1909. This design

is shown in Fig. 4.

It will be noticed that in 1904, the

first wheel made standard for the 50

ton cars weighed 700 lbs. In 1909 we
succeeded in getting the weight increas-

ed 25 lbs. During the time intervening,

a new wheel was introduced of the rolled

steel type, and notwithstandins the al-

leafed superiority of metal, the steel

wheel substituted for the 700 lb. chilled

iron wheel, weighed a minimum of 750

lbs. Fig. 5 is a coniposite drawinsr show-
ing the contours of the early 525 lbs.

wheel, and the present standard 625 lbs.

and 725 lbs. wheels.

The present indications are that the

50 ton car is likely to be superseded in

the very near future by the 70-ton car

for carrying such commodities as coal,

iron ore, etc. Cars of 70 ton capacity

have already proven successful from
every standpoint, and are being made in

comparatively large numbers at the pres-

ent time. The wheel proposed for this

service by the Association of Manufac-
turers of Chilled €ar Wheels is shown

in Fig. 10.

The marvellous increase since the year

1875 in the capacity of cars and the tre-

mendous tonnage hauled has called for

an increase in the weight of the car

structure, from 18.000 lbs. to 65,000 lbs.

or 260 per cent, increase. There has

also been an increase in the weight of

rail from 50 lbs. to 125 lbs., or 150 per

cent, increase. The axle has increased

from 350 lbs. to 1,070 lbs., or 200 per

cent, increase; and the weight of the

wlieel from 525 lbs. to 850 lbs., or 60

per cent, increase. All of these in-

creases are shown in the following table:

Capacity. Ihs 20,

Per coiit. of Increase
Aver.TRo wt. of cars, lbs IS,

Per cent, of Increase
Weight of h'y. curs, lbs IS,

Per cent, of Increase
Wclgllt of nxic, lbs
Per cent, of Increase
W'cislit of b'y. of car, lbs 12,

Per cent, of Increase
Weljrht of wheel. Ilis

Per cent, of ln<'rcjiHc

000 co.nnn 100 000 140.000
200 -100 600

000 aO.tXKI rj 01 Ki 50 0OO

66 i:t;i ITS
000 4«,P00 (14.000 65.000

lf.« •-W. Ml
3.50 ,V.0 R70 l.OfiO

.'i- 14!) 20»

400 SJt.WH) ;t2.fl00 .W.OOO

88 ic-s ilf<

525 «2,'5 725 8r«
V.I ".s 62

A chilled iron wheel wci'.;liing (100 lbs.

was used under cars of this capacity

and was recommended as standard in

1f>04 by the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation. It was later modified and the

wei'j-hf increased to 625 lbs. in the year

IflOO, mion the recommendation of our

association. This standard is shown in

Fisr. 3, which represents the present M.

C. n. standard.

Nofwitlistaiiding the dcuilit ex|)ressed

It will lie noted lliat tlie percenlaae

of increase in the wheel is much less

than for any other part of the ear, and
while the carrying capacity h.Ts increas-

ed from 10 to 70 tons, or 600 iper cent.,

the weiffht of the heaviest M. C. B.

standard wheel has increased only .18

per cent. This is a wonderful record

for the performance of the wheel un-

der adverse circumstances, when it if

considered that not only has the cajia-
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i-it.v been increased but the speeds at
wbich trains are operated bave been in-

creased 500 per pent. The ton miles per
annum of tbe ipresent 70 ton car is ap-
proximately twenty times that of the 10
ton ear, which indicates the greater ser-
\iee sjiven by tlie present wheel than

change in track clearance is required.
There can, therefore, be no objection
from a track standpoint of niakinj;- ,i

liberal increase in the present flange
thickness and we have received the ap-
proval of our iplan from a special com-
mittee, who were appointed for the pur-

Fid. 7. RELATIVE POSITIONS OI'- M.C.B. AND PItOPOSBL) FLANGES WITH ItEFEIi-ENCE TO (JUAIM) ItAIL WHEN ONE FLANGE IS ACiAINST THE KUNNINC RAIL.

was secured from any wheel during- the
pioneer days. It also plainly shows that
the mere comparison of mileage is of no
\;alue whatever unless the load carried
is taken into consideration.

The Flange

While the chilled iron wheel has al

ways met increased requirements by rea-
son of the rapid increases in the capa-
city of the cars, there is one part of
the wheel that has received scant con-
sideration, and that is the flange. The
drawing, Pig. 6, will indicate all the
changes that have been made since the
wheel was tirst introduced, in the year
1850.

During all the remarkable railroad de-

velopment, one dimension in track struc-
ture has remained constant. Tlie space
between the running rail and guard rail

has remained ti.xed as one and three-

(|uarter inches.

Chilled iron wheel manufacturers have
ben trying for years to secure a strong-

ger flange and have demonstrated the

fact that three-sixteenths of an inch can
lie added to the thickness of the present
.Vr. C. B. flange, compensation for the
increase being made in mounting each
wheel three-thirtv-seconds of an inch

pose of investigation through the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association.
Under the 10 ton ear, whose weight

was about eiiual to its cai)acity, the load
carried per wheel was approximately 5,-

000 lbs., which would require about 4,-

000 lbs. flange pressure to change the
direction of the truck in engaging-
curves.

Under the 70 ton car, the load per
n-heel has increased to 25,000 lbs., which
requires almost 20,000 lbs. flange pres-
sure to change the direction of tlie truck,
therefore the flange thrust has increased
400 per cent, on account of the increas-
ed load, which is further augmented by
the high speed of modern freight trains
Under present conditions of operation,
considering the increased load and speed
the thrust on the flange, including im-
pact, is at least ten times greater than
under the old 10 ton car, and by con-
sulting the chart showing the changes
that have been made in the flange, it

must be apparent that the increased
duty has not been provided for.

Figure 7 shows the relative position

of the M. C. B. flanoe and the proposed
flange, recommended by our association

flange. There are approximately one-
half million wheels running to-day with
flanges increased one-eighth inch, in
thickness, and which have a throat to
thmat dimension of 4 ft. 7% ins.

Relation of Wheel to Service Conditions

In the year of 1909, the Association
(if Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels
made a study of the heat stresses devel-
oped in the wheel through brake ap-
plication, and issued a pamphlet which
was widely circulated, entitled the "Re-
lation of Cast Iron Wheels to Service
Conditions." It was our purpose to call

the attention of the railroads to the
fact that under present conditions of
operation in some classes of service
where high braking power is encounter-
ed, that the wheel was being subjected
to uses for whicli it was not designed.
This was particularly noticeable in cars

of heavy tare weight. Under the thii'ty

ton class of cars, one wheel weighing
()25 pounds w-as introduced, in the year
1909, for use under any car whose gross

load was 112,000 lbs., and the variation

in the light weight of the cars in the

thirty ton class is to-dav from 23,000

lbs. to 53.000 lbs., approximately.

Inasmuch as the cars are braked at

60 ])er cent, of their liiht weiuht it was
shown that one car of 46.000 lbs. light

weight was subjected to twice the brake

]iressure of other cars weighing 23,000

lbs. in the same class of thirty ton cars

and in the same train, and in conse-

quence many wheels were subjected to

heat stresses in excess of that for which

they were originally designed. The re-

sult was that many wheels were removed

on account of cracked plates, due to the

excessive heating of the wheel on ac-

count of the strain in the plates, because

the plates of the wheel were not design-

ed or intended for one hundred per cent.

increased duty. A cracked plate wheel

sliould be rare if the plates of the wheel

,^^.

;-TG. 8. WHEEL OF 075 LBS. PROPOSED BY THE A.M.C.C.W.
FOR ALL CARS OF LESS THAN 40 TONS CAPACITY.

FIG. 9. WHEEL OP I'yO LBS. PROPOSED BY THE A.M.C.C.W.
HJR -ALL CARS OF 40 TO 53 TONS CAPACITY.

closer to the rail and still maintain the
Master Car Builders' standard throat to

back the flange dimension of 4 ft. 6 29-64
ins. This insures that the relation of
the back of the flange to guard rail re-

mains the same as at present and no

with reference to guard rail, and it will

be seen that the flange can be increased
three-sixteenths of an inch when mount-
ed as proposed, and there can be no
greater impact blow against the guard
rail than with the present M. C. B.

are designed for the maximum conditimi

of service.

The following table will explain tlu'

recommendation of the manufacturers
with reference to plate thickness, and
while these recommendations were made
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in the year of 1909, and based on 70 per
cent, of the light weight of the car, the

conditions confronting the manufactur-
ers have not vet been ehanijed.

plate developed while pressing on the
axle. The ratio between these stresses

developed in the seventy-ton car, as com-
pared to the ten-ton car, is much greater

THICKNESS OF PL.^TES KEQr RED IN R.VILROAD CAST IRON WHEELS TO
TO WIIUH BRAKES .\KE .APPLIED

Thi kuess of
Maximum plates required Tot; 1 breaking Thickness of Required

Gross Load 111 eat U wheel to V< wer of car plate to be add- Thickness of
(ID S wheels safely carrj" the ed to take care Thread

load of temp stresses.

rounds Inches rounds nches Inches
40.000 .36 12,500 .1(1

50,000 .41 15,000 .19

UO.OOO .45 17,500 .22 1.50
70,000 .48 20,000 .25

80,000 .52 22,500 .28 1.62
00.000 .55 25,000 .31
100.000 .58 27,500 .34 1.75
110.000 .CO 30,000 .37
120.000 .(5 32,500 .41 1.87
130.000 .05 35.000 .44
140,000 .MS .;7.50ll .47 2.00
150,000 .71 40,000 .50
160,000 .7.'! 42,500 .53 2.12
170.00(1 . 1,1 45,000 .55
180.000 . t t 47.500 .50 2 2.~i

100.000 .m 50,000 .(52

200.000 ..SI 52,500 .66 3 3;
210.000 .84 55,000 .69
220.000 .sti 57,500 .72 i 50
230.000 .S7 00,000 .75
24n.nnn >1i (52.500 .7S
•jr.noiio ,'.11 C.'.OdO SI _'.."i0

WEIiJHTS OF V.VRIOl S DIAMETER OF WHEELS WITH GIVEN THICKNESS
OF PL.VTES,

Weight of Wheels
30" 33" 30" 28"

diaiu. diuiu. dlani. diaui.

Thickness
of plates
in inches

26"

diaiu.

24"

diam

.62 640 .550 4S0 440 rmo 350

.68 66o 575 .500 455 405 ^60

.75 690 600 525 470 420 375

.81 715 025 5.-,0 4S5 4:a 390

.,S7 740 650 575 .500 450 405

.93 770 675 COO .520 465 420
1 00 800 700 020 540 4S0 435
1.06 8:jo 725 640 560 495 4,iO
!.•-> SCO 750 <;(;o :m ,510 460
l.is .SflO 77.5 6.S0 600 525 470
1.25 020 SOO 700 620 540
l.."il 950 825 720 tuo
1.37 980 S-'iO 740 660 •

1.43 1010 875 760
1 ..-fl 1040 900

Stress Tests

The University of Illinois, under the

direction of our consulting engineer, F.

Iv. Vial, have been conducting a series

'if tests for tiie jiurpose of ascertaining

tile magnitude of stresses to sviiich the

wlieel is subjeicted in pressing it on to

I he a.xle and under various service condi-

lions. These are enumerated as follows:

First—When a wheel is pressed on an
a.xle, a comjiressive stress is developed
radially and a tensile stress circum-

Icrcntially. These stresses arc of large

)ir(iportiun and extend all I lie way from
I lie hub to tlie tread.

Second—Tlie plate must carry the

Iliad, which produces a combination nl

stresses resulting in a wheel slightly

elliptical.

Third—On descending grades the heat

generated by the brake shoe, which is a-

factor of load, grade and speed, causes

M tensile stress in a radial direction in

opposition to the coiii|ircssive stress

which was developed while pressing the

wheel on the axle.

Fourth—The heavy llangc thrust

causes a bending action in the plate

which intensiHes the tensile stress de-

veloped by the heat in the front plate

;uid the com)iressive stress in the back

than that indicalcd by tlie mere increase

in carrying capacity. The heaviest

stress developed is iprobably that caused

by the sudden rise in the tem])erature of

the tread of the wheel from brake shoe

application on descending grades. If we
assume that trains are now operated at

double the velocity they were forty years

ago and the load on the wheels live times

as great, there will be ten times the heat

generated per unit of time on the tread

of the iiresent wheel, as compared tc

the wheel under the ten-ton car. Also
the llanue thrust being from five to ten

times greater indicates that we have fen

times the fori'c to cimtend with that we
I'oriuerly had.

Chilled Car Wheel Manufacturers' Re-
commendations

The i!il'nriii:il ion dlilained would
indicate tlial in order lo dcsi'jn r.

wlieel that will lit a i;iven cnndiliim of

service, it ie(|uires a thorough under-

standing of the intensity of the stress

in each .part of the wheel and the rela-

tion of the stresses to service conditions

Our association believes that due to the

general conditions confronting us to-

day, and considering the safety factor

of operaliciii. th;it three designs of

wheels of (j7j lbs., 750 lbs., and 850 lbs.

respectively, with flange reinforcement
of 3-16 in. for 30, 50, and 70-ton cars,

would in a great measure solve our pres-

ent troubles and our recommendations
would be

:

675 lb. wheel for cars having
a maximum gross load of. 112,000 lbs.

750 lb. wheel for ears having

a maximum gross load of. 161,000 lbs.

850 lb. wheel for cars having

a maximum gross load of. 210,000 lbs.

drawings of which are shown in Figs.

8, 9 and 10 respectively.

Cost

I know of no railway material sold

that is so necessary for operation, that

comprehends so low an initial invest-

ment to the railway, as the chilled iron

wheel. The eight million tons of chilled

iron wheels running to-day possess a

higher relative market value when worn
out, based upon their first cost, than is

usual with other commodities 'purchased

by the railroads. Worn out chilled iron

wheels are as staple as sugar, and are

worth about sixty per cent, of the or-

iginal selling price; therefore, if you

purchase wheels at .$25 per ton, the

manufacturers will immediately accept

in part payment for the new wheels, old

worn out wheels at approximately $15

per toll-

Hundreds of thousands of chilled iron

wheels have been sold at a differential

of .$10 per ton, which represents the dif-

ference between the ori'jinal selling

price and the scrap value of the old worn

out wheels, and this .$10 per ton diflferen-

tiial represents the cost of reconverting

the old wheel into a new one, plus the

necessary labor, plus the price of the

in: 10 WIIKKI, Ol'' flTlO I.US. l'IlOrOSK!>
liV I'lli; A.M. ('.('.W. I'OU AM, CARS

(11- 1,11 Til 711 TONS I'ArACITY.

new material ami the proiit of the manu-
facturer. Special wheels are purchased

by 'many railroads at a higher diffcren-

tial than $1(1 per ton, and some foun-

dries located in remote parts of the
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country far from the raw materials, siicli

as coke and pis;: iron, must receive a
higher price. The profit on a chilled
iron wheel is so low that a fifteen cent
freicfht rate will often absorb the profit
on the wheel.

Contracts with railways provide foi
an equal e.xehange of tonnage of old
wheels, and it is not necessary to ex-
change the identical worn out wheels to
the manufacturer. Any chilled iron
wheel, no matter where or by whom
made, is accepted in part payment for
the new wheels, and wheels ntede in Can-
ada may find their way into the exchange
market of Texas, and wlieels made in
California ar€ exchanged in Massa-
chusetts or vice wersia, and as there are
fifty foundries conveniently located
throughout the United States and Can-
ada which are accepting all makes of
wheels in exchange, a ready and econ-
omical solution of teh old wheel prob-
lem IS provided. The commonest kind
of castings, such las sash weights, which
require no skill to manufacture, and
which have no duty to perform except as
counterweights, cannot be purchased as
cheaply as chilled iron wheels.
About thirty per cent, of all wheels

sold are removed by foi-eign lines and
the price paid for these removals is fixed
by the iprinted interchange rules of the
Master Car Builders' Association, as
follows

:

Chilled iron. Steel.
New value, each .fg.no .flO.oO
Scrap value, each 4.75 4 50

^ Net cost $4.25 115.00
lost of removing from
and replaeins- in trucks,
per pair .$2.25, each . . 1.12 I.I2

Cost under car, each . . .$5.,37 .$16.12
Cost of two turnings.. 3 25

Total cost of wheel
service, each ,$5 37 $19.37
It will be observed that the total cost

tor wheel service for other types of
wheels is about four times that of th.-
chilled iron wheels, and upon this basis
of comparison any substitute must yield
four times the mileage or time service
in order to equalize the cost. As the
Master Car Builders fix the price of re-
movals on .30 per cent, of your equip-
ment, it must follow that the same re-
lative basis of cost must apply on the
70 per cent, of removals on your own
lines.

Chilled iron wheels sold at a differen-
tial of $10 per ton makes the net cost of
the three Master Car Builders' stan-
dards as follows:

625 pounds M.C.B. wheel for .30-

tton ears $3.12
675 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 40-

ton cars 3 37
725 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 50-

ton cars 3 go

All ehilled iron wheels, unlike other
types, are guaranteed for a minimum
service, and the usual guarantee in the
States is:

625 pounds M.C.B. wheel for ,30-

ton cars 6 yeans

CANADIAN JI A C H I N E R Y

675 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 40-
ton ciars 5

725 pounds M.C.B. wheel for 50-
ton cars 4
Should any of these wheels fail in ser-

vice through the fault of the manufac-
turer a new wheel is supplied without
any cost to the user.

Maximum net cost of 625 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. 6 yrs.. .52c per year
Maximum net cost of 675 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. 5 yrs... 67c „
Maximum net cost of 725 lb.

M.C.B. wheel gtd. 4 yrs... 90c „ ,,

Any wheel that is sold for $20 will
cost the railroad, in interest charges
alone (figured at 5 per cent, per annum),
more than the renewal charges of the
chilled iron wheel, because while the
guaranteed net cost to the railroads is
based upon six, five and four years' ser-
vice respectively, the actual' service is
often twice as much. During the two
.years last past, the price of all commodi-
ties have reached their highest figures.
Nevertheless, the price of the chilled iron
car wheel has practically remained con-
stant. Based upon the annual renewals
of 2,500,000 wheels any other substitute
at a price of $20 per wheel will cost the
railroads $50,000,000 initial investment
the first vear.

NO APPEALS FROM BUSINESS
TAX

NOT a single appeal from the business
tax, imposed last session, has so far been
received by the Finance Department,
Ottawa. This is an entirely unexpected
state of affairs, arrangements having
been made for the appointment of
Boards in the various districts before
which the appeals expected to be made,
could be heard. So far however no need
has been found for them. That this is

so, is attributed by the Finance Depart-
ment, largely to the patriotic spirit
shown by Canadian business men in re-
mitting the assessments.
The business tax collections during

the present fiscal year, it is estimated,
have produced over the ten million dol-
lars expected. The tax collected was on
the basis of 1914-15 profits which were,
as a rule, small owing to the disorgan-
ization of business produced by the first

outbreak of war. Next year's results
will be much greater. The tax will not
be operative after the present year but
collections will continue to be made for
a year after that.

B.C. LUMBER OUTPUT INCREASE
WHILE the preliminary figures have
not yet been compiled, it is stated that
the value of the lumber cut for the Prov-
ince of British Columbia in 1916 will
show a satisfactory increase over that
of the previous year, when the value was
put at $29,150,000. The demand for
lumber during the past year showed an
improvement, and prices generally were
higher than the year before. The best
previous year was 1913. when the value
of the cut was $.33,500,000. It is pre-
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dieted that this year's value will be well
up to this latter figure. A feature of
last year's lumber business has been the
increase in shipments to Ontario, where
the late Government carried on an ag-
gressive campaign to popularize the
British Columbia product. The demand
there has resulted in doubling shipments
from this Province, especially for floor-

ings, paneling, mouldings, etc. The fact
that these shii)inents have been made by
rail indicate the popularity which the
British Columbia products have secured
in the East.

®
RAILWAY FACILITIES IN-

ADEQUATE
THE Canadian Bank of Commerce, in

its commercial letter for February, con-
tends that the railway connections be-

tween Canada and the United States
coal fields and industrial centres are in-

adequate. Upon this topic it says:
"During January, Canadian railway?
found great difficulty in handling satis-

factorily the unusually heavy volume of
traffic which has originated, partly from
the continued industrial activity and
partly from an unusually heavy move-
ment of field products. The outstandins;

factor in maintaining this state of af-

fairs is, of course, t'he urgency of the

demand for our agricultural products
and for munitions of war. Large quan-
tities of partially manufactured ma-
terials are being imported to enable Can-
adian factories to meet the latter de-

mand as well as that for goods for the

home market.

Activity so general, especially in th.-^

industrial centres, has created an abnor-

mal demand for additional power and
fuel. In that part of Ontario served by
the electric current geneivited at Niagarr.

Fal'.s, there is a continuously increasinc

demand for power, and special arrange-

ments have had to be made through Gov-
ernment agencies to provide for the in-

crease. Many industrial establishments
are being inconvenienced through lack

of coke and steam coal. These facts serve

to show the iclnaracter of the prevailing

industrial activity, and, taken in con-

.iunction with the difficulty of obtaining
deliveries in reasonable time, indicate

the inadequacy of existing railway con-

nections with the United States coal

fields and industrial centres. The con-

gestion iat Buffalo and Detroit, where so

much traffiic enters Canada, is a contri-

butory cause of the difficult.T in On-
tario."

®
Tin-Plate Shortage.—Officials of the

Department of Trade and Commerce at

Ottawa state that there is a shortage of

tin-plate in Canada. This is due to low-

er production in England, and to the

sb'^'^inff situation. The department
thinks that steps should be taken to

collect all the tin available, such as tin

boxes and cans, in order that it ma.v be
used over again. It is believed that if

some systematic plan of collection is

adopted the shortage of the tin-plate

will be largely made up.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Embracing the Further Discussion of Previously Published Articles, Inquiries for

General Information, Observations and Suggestions—Your Co-opcralion is Invited

SPECIAL DESIGN HEADSTOCK
SPINDLE
By J. H. K.

RIGIDITY in macliine tools and
auxiliary equipment is undoubted-
ly one of the chief essentials in

the successful manufacture of muni-
tions. Machining- a shell requires spe-

cial facilities for rapid and economical
production. As in most other classes of
work, the setting; generally occupies
much more time than the actual toolinu
operations, and it is this feature of shell

making that has probably received
g-reater attention than some of the
other details. Standard lathe designs
were early found to be unsuited for rapid
handling of shells, the chucking prob-
lem being one of the chief factors thai

led to the radical departures from pre-
cedent with which all of us are now more
or less familiar. Many machines, while
differing greatly from standard in sev-
eral respects, still require special chucks
or attachments for holding the shells. In
a large number of cases lathes had to be
fitted with special steady-heads to sup-
port the outer end of the shell or fixture,

so as to prevent the overhang from af-
fecting the alignment, and also to avoid
vibration under the heavy cuts required.

Manufacturers, however, are ra))idly

realizing the advantages of maximum
rigidity, and machines are now being de-

signed so that the spindle is constructed
sufficiently large to contain the chuck
and operating mechanism, the shell be-

ing practically held within tlie mani
front bearing of the headstock. The ac-

companying cut illustrafes the section of
spindle of a special machine recently de-

signed bv Darling Bros., of Montreal, for

band turning and similar operations on
4.5-inph sliells. The chuck jaws \

are operated by the spider B, the

thrust plate C retaining jaws in posi-

tion. The sliaft D connects the spider

with the piston E of the air cylinder F.

The pullev G lined with the bronze bush

H rides loose on the sjiindle, which is

driven by the action of the clutch T

feathered to the spindle. The clutch.

which is fitted with wooden blocks, is

operated by the dogs K he'.d in the ad-

justable collar L, the pressure bolts M

FIG. :.

FIO. li.

being forced out-

wards by means
of the wedge
collar N oper-

ated by a lever

on the front of

the m a c h i n e.

Connected t o

this lever is the

air operating
mechanism, oo

that the one

movement oiper-

ates the air chuck, and also starts or

stops the machine. The clutch is released

l)y the action of the pin P forced out by

the spring 0, a steel washer preventing

the pins from cutting into the east iron

clutch. The spring R forces back the

piston when the air is released. Adjust-

able thrust collars are provided at the

back end of the rear bearing.—©
NOSING 4.5-IN. MAPK VII. HIGH

EXPLOSIVE SHELLS

By A. F. W.

ALTHUl'GH a great deal has been

written concerning the various ma-
chinin": operations <m the different

types of shells now being manufactured,

very little information has so far been

made available regarding the nosing-in

operation, and the foUowin"' remarks
will doubtless be of interest to many
readers at this time.

Th* 4.5 H.E. shells were the first shells

of this type to be made with a formed
nose, the design known as Mark V., see

Fig. 1, having a brass socket fitted at

first, which, however, was expensive, the

design being afterwards changed so as

to .have the nose completely formed to

size, integral with the shell body, as

shown in Fig. 2. this being latterly th*-

standard design of Mark V. shell.

The most common method of forming
the nose is by pressing the shell forging

into a suitably shaped die, mounted in a

hydraulic press of tlie type shown in

FIG. S

Fig. 3. Bulldozers, equipped with simi-

lar dies, have been used by firms who al-

ready had such machines installed tor

other purposes, and power hammers,

equipped with half dies, as illustrated

in Fig. 4, have been employed for swag-

ing the nose and have produced good

work. 1)1 most cases the shells are heat-

ed in some kind of oil furnace capable

of heating about five shells at once.

All of tiiese foregoing methods yieldefl

e.|uallv -rood results on the Mark V.

shell, as the nose was easily formed, the

limits of length of thread at the nose

being large enough, so that if one shell

waslieated a little higher than usual, or

the die happened to be of slightly differ-

ent shape, or the forging were turned a

little over or \iiider size, it was still pos-

/y y y
:|'IMlI.I-: ASSIOMltl.Y INIH It.WI" TIUMN^: MACIIINK.
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sible to produce a correctly macliined

shell within the specification require-

ments.
Mark VII. Design

The Mark V. shell

rowever, did not

na. 4.

give entire satisfaction in use, hence our

''misfortune" to be called on to make
Mark VII. design (see Fig. 5.) At first

sight the change seemed slight and inno-

cent enough, the apparent difference

from Mark V. being very small; yet it

proved to be much more difficult than

appeared, and many shell makers now
changing over to this design are having

their troubles. With the Mark V. de-

sign, the closing mthe end thickened

up the material just sufficiently to form
the nose satisfactorily, but on compar-
ing the two designs, as in Fig. 5, it will

be seen that more metal has to be put

into the nose for Mark VII. desiun. To
do this satisfactoril.v. the shell must be

upset, and the use of a hydraulic press,

in the writer's experience, is the most
satisfactory method of insuring uniform
work; the bulldozer, unless exceptionally

heavj', would not be suitable owing to

the extra pressure necessary, while the

swaging effect of the hammer does not

upset the metal sufticiently.

Rough Turned Sizes

III Fig. 6 is shown a forging rough
turned to dimensions for the Mark V.

shell, and the same design made i/4 in

longer gives a good Mark VII. nose, with

rather an excess of metal to remove. The
form shown in Fig. 7 will also make a

good Mark VII. nose, but great care

must be taken in heating, as there i'i

very little extra metal, and consequently

less to machine off inside after forging.

A forging roughed to the dimensions
given in Fig. 8 can be safely nosed-in

with a hammer, but tlie standard forg-

ings are not large enmigh to machine up
to this size, and special forgings have to

be obtained; the hammer, however, i'-

being used by those firms who had them
previously installed for the Mark V
shell, but many forgings are spoiled, and
have to be reclaimed by socketing when
the fuse seat does not clean up.

Heating the Nose

When nosing witli a press, the depth

of nose inside the shell depends entirely

on the temperature and the distance

from the end to which the shell is heat-

ed, always provided that there is sulfi-

cient metal in the forging to make the

nose. For instance, take forging. Fig. fi.

and heat it to a good white heat about

rui. i;.

shown in Fig. 10, which has lots of metal

in the right place.

Again, take forging roughed, as in

Fig. 7, and heat it to a good white soak-

ing heat about 2% in. down, and an even

better section will be obtained, Fig. 11,

with less metal to remove from the bore.

Care must be taken when heating this

design, because if the heat be allowed to

FIG. 12.

4V^ in. down and a section will be ob
tained, as shown in Fig. 9, which is of

no use. A forging of this shape, heated

about li in. down, will yield the section

FIG. 13.

travel beyond 3 in. from the end, the sec-

tion shown in Fig. 12 will result.

Use of Pin in Die

To get any of these sections, a pin

must be used in the die to limit the clos-

ing of the hole and cause the die to ex-

ert an upsetting effect on the heated

portion of the walls; the use of this

pin was not necessary with Mark V.

shell. A die-holder and pin, as designed

and used by the writer, are shown in

Fig. 13. The die-holder is of cast iron,

and the die itself of special chilled cast

iron, the pin being of soft steel case-

hardened. The chilled die will usuall>

nose from 10.000 to 15,000 Mark VII.

shells, although a die of this type has

nosed, as many as 27,000 Mark V. shells,

and when removed was in good condi-

tion, which is ]iretty conclusive evidence

of its superiority.

Pin Dimensions

It is necessary to change tlie pin about

every 5,000 shells, and for this reason it

should be made as simple as possible,

and easy to remove without disturbing

file die. The dimensions of the pin are

given in Fig. 14, the hole A being made
to coincide with a hole in the holder,

which is coupled up to the air line which
supplies pressure to force the shell out

of the die after pressing. The inside of

the die and also the pin should be paint-

ed over every impression with a mixture

of graphite and water mixed to a paste,

which prolongs the life of the die and
jiroduces better work.

I'-IG. 14.

It is well to have a number of pin~

made up. as. after pressing from 3,000 to

5,000 shells, the pin becomes a little

rougl) and should be removed and an-

other inserted; the old pin can be quite

well ground up smooth and used repeat-

edly, or else softened, filed up, re-hard-

ened and polished.
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SAFE OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING
EQUIPMENT

WITHIN tlie hist few Vfurs uxvi^eii and
acetjlene f;<is in eouibinatiuu have come
into general use both for wchling' and
for euttin<; metals. The high tempera-
ture of the fiame (t),0'00 degs. Fah., or

more), and the o.xidizing effect that is

obtained when the burner is supplied

with an excess of oxygen, make it pos'

sible to cut heavy steel ob.iects with

great rapidity, and under circumstances

where it would be exteremely difficult to

do the same work by any other means.

The oxy-acetylene torch is also capable
of producing excellent welds, when it is

operated by an expert workman, and re-

pairs can be quickly and cheaply made
by it, where otherwise the necessity for

procuring new parts, or |ierhaps manu-
facturing tliem, would cause expensive

delays.

Nowadays an oxy-acetylene welding

outfit is to be found in nearly every

large modern machine shop and repair

shop. The equipment comprises an ace-

tylene gas generator (or one or more
tanks of compressed acetylene gas), to-

nether with cylinders of compressed oxy-

gen, and suitable torches for welding
and cutting. In addition, there must be

effective regulating devices to furnish a

jiroper mixture of oxygen and gas to the

torch, at a suitable pressure, and special

hose must also be provided to transmit

the irases from the generator or tank to

the tip of the torch where they are

mixed.

Generator Feature

In shops where a large amount of

welding is constantly being done, the

acetylene gas is often manufactured on

the premises, by bringing calcium car-

bide in contact with water in a suitable

venerator. Nearly all generators now
in use are automatic in acticm, the gas-

producing operation being controlled b.y

a "bell" in which the gas is stored, and
which, by alternately rising and falling

as the acetylene is generated or drawn
otf. starts and cuts off the carbide feed.

Formerly, this generating process was
attended by considerable danger, and a

number of serious accidents occurred

Ix'causij attempts were made. often

through inexperience, to generate the

i;as under pressure, ami to store it in

unsafe receptacles—such, for instance,

ns ordinary kitchen hot-water tanks

I'lessure t'cneralfirs are little used at

present, however, in conned ion wit'n

welding outfits, and if (he dangers asso

cialed with them were generally under
stood it is doubtful if I he aulhorities

who have change ol' such nialters would

permit them to be employed or operated

undiT any circumstances. ,\cclvlene gas

should never, under any conditions, be

generated under a pressure exceeding 15

pounds per sfpiare incli. Many L'enera-

liirs are now manufactured which pro-

vide acetvlene "as al a suitable pressure

and which are enuinped with appropri-

ate safenua'-''s. These liave bl'cn anornv-
ed bv the Nntional Board of Fi"- I'n-

derwriters, and a selection should be

made frnm t''ciii when nurchasiu^ a self-

i.'i'ii'Talin','- vvildinu' oiitfil.

In many cases a portable welding or

cutting outfit is necessary, because the

work cannot be carried to a re])air shop.

Portable generators may be had, but it

is often inconvenient to transport them
to the scene of the operations, and there-

fore steel cylinders containing com-

pressed acetylene are used.

Unabsorbed acetylene is highly explo-

sive at a pressure of two atmospheres or

more. We do not refer, here, to the pos-

sibility of exploding a mixture of ace-

tylene and air by means of a flame or

spark, but to the chemical instability of

the gas itself. Acetylene is what chem-

ists call an "endothermic'' compound,

and all compounds of this nature are

more or less unstable, and liable to sud-

den explosive decomposition under cer-

tain circumstances—and accidents of

this kind sometimes occur when it is not

possible to guess what it was that pre-

cipitated the decomposition. Acetylene

gas at ordinary atmospheric pressure

and temperature does not spontaneouslv

and explosively fly apart into its consti-

tuents, but when it is subjected to a con-

siderable pressure, while in a wholly

gaseous condition, it is likely to explode,

as here indicated, without the slightest

warning.
Acetylene Storage

Two French engineers, Claude and

Hesse, made the exceedingly important

discovery, however, that acet(me has tin-

remarkable property of absorbing about

25 times its volume of acetylene for

each atmosphere of" pressure at 60 degs.

Fah., and that acetylene, when dissolved

in this way, ceases to be spontaneously

explosive, so that it may be stored in

connection with acetone at pressures up

to 250 younds with comparative safety.

To store acetylene safely, by this me-

thod, the metal container must first be

completely filled with an approved por-

ous substance of some kind, such as as-

bestos, leaving no voids where gas might

accumulate even in small quantities. The
ponuis filling must bo constituted and

arranged in such a way that it will not

disintegrate nur change its jiosition

when wet, or when the cylinder is sub-

jected to ordinary hand'.inir. Acetone

is then introduced in nni'ntity not ex-

ceeding 40 per cent, of the interior cubic

capacity of the tank, after which the

acetvlene may be forced in until the de-

sired pressure is reached. This pres-

sure, however, must not exceed 250 lbs.

per square incli, at a termperature of 70

de'js. Fah. Persons who are not fully

ac(iuainted with tlie properties of ace-

tylene should never undertake the com-

liressinn of acetylene i;as.

Handling Acetylene Gas Tanks

Certain precautions should be'ohserv-

ed in the handling of charged acetvleiu-

gas tanks. In shops where a number of

tanks are ke)it on hand constantly, il is

advisable to provide sneVial stora've

places for tbem. The cv'inders should

nid be allowed to r'^mi'n near stoves,

furnnres, stenm radiators, nor . other

sources of heat, nor should tbev

be exposed unnecessarily to the di-

rect rays (d' I he sun. because the ap[ili-

cati(m of heat is likely to increase the

pressure in the cylinders, or (in extreme

cases), to soften the. fusible safety-plug:*

with which they are provided, so as to

permit the gas to escape. These fusible

plugs, which melt at a temperature of

about 240 degs. Fah., are provided for

the purpose of preventing explosions in

case of fire, and tanks that are not fit-

ted up with such plugs should not be

used. Care should be taken to protect

the discharge valves and safety devices

against damage caused by heavy objects

striking them, or by the tanks falling-

over.

Leaking cylinders must be condemn-
ed, and they should be set out in the

o])en air as soon as discovered, and dis-

posed of in such a manner as to <ffec-

tively prevent any possibility of ignition

of the gas, or of the mixture of gas and

air that surrounds the leaking cylinders.

No repairs should be attempted, but the

charging station where the cylinders

were filled should be notified concerning

the condition of the cylinders. Open-

flame lights should not be taken into

confined spaces where there is any fx)s-

sibility of leakage of acetylene, because

this gas is explosive when combined
with air in widely varying proportions.

Never use a lighted match, nor flame

from any other source, for the purpose

of detecting leaks in tanks. Leaks may
be located by closing the discharge

valves, applying soapy water to the out-

side of the suspected cylinders, and

watching for the bubblini; that the es-

caping gas produces.

Care of Oxygen Cylinders ^
Similar jirecautions are api)lical)le to

cylinders containing the compressed

oxygen which is used in combination

with acetylene gas to produce the weld-

ing and cutting flame. Oygen is stored

in metal cylinders, usually at a pressure

of about i.SOO iiounds (ler square inch,

and it is easy to see that an explosion

of one or more of these heavily-charged

cylinders might result ilisastrously. Care

should be taken to avoid mixing acety-

lene and oxygen at any time. A combin-

ation of the two gases under any condi-

tions—such as might be effected, foi-

example, by an interchanL'o of hose or

pipins—may be highly explosive.

Oxygen clinders should not be drop-

ped or handled roughly in any other

way, and they should be placed so that

they cannot be overturned either by C(d-

lision with some other object, or by the

reaction due to the violent escape of

their contents through flie safety out-

lets with which they are provided. The
v.llves, regulating;- devices, and other at-

tachments should not bo lubric-ated will)

oil" or sirense, because violent explosions

may be caused by oil or urease coming
in contact with compressed oxycren. In

fact, a larL'o pn)portion of the oxnlosions

and fires that have been caused by com-
pressed oxy.'en. in recent venrs, liave

boon demonstrably due to Ibo use of
iToaso or oil for lubricntin'r \iiiri>oses.

Pure ','rnphito should bo used f unmixed
will) oil or trreasc). if anv lubrication is

needed. The discbarsro vnlves of <ixv,»en

tanks should lie opened slowly, and spe-
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cial care sliuiild be taken to avoid twist-

ing or straining them by the use of ham-
mers or improper wrenches.

In many cities there are reoulations
governinoj the storage of explosives and
other dangerous substances, and in such
eases charged cylinders containing- com-
pressed gas of any kind are often count-
ed as "explosives," certain stipulations

bein made as to the number of cylinders

that may be kept on hand. Attention is

called to this fact in order to emphasize
the importance of using care in storing

and handling these cylinders. Like ace-

tylene-gas cylinders, oxygen cylinders

should never be allowed to remain near
heating appliances, nor in any place

where they might be exposed to sparks
or flames.

Pressure Regulating Devices

Every welding and cutting equipment
should include approved pressure-regu-
lating devices for controlling the flow

of acetylene and oxygen to the torches
and to indicate the pressure in the tanks
and also the working; pressure. The
torches and regulators used should be
the best obtainable, and they should be
constructed so that back-firing to the

acetylene tank will be impossible. All

hose connections and fittings of every
kind should be of high quality, and
should be kept in first-class condition in

every respect.

To insure safety in the use of oxygen
and acetylene gas for welding and cut-

ting, no operators should be employed
except men who have given satisfactory
evidence that they are both competent
and eareful. Many accidents have re-

sulted from the careless and unintelli-

gent handling and operation of an equip-
ment of this kind. Moreover, it should
be remembered that the danger is by no
means confined to accidents with the

welding equipment itself, but that imper-
fect workmanship may result disastrous-

ly at some later time. When safety to

life and property depend upon the

strength of a certain welded joint, for

example, it is highly important to have
this joint made by a man of exceptional

experience and intelligence.

Pure acetylene gas is now known to

be comparatively non-poisonous, when
inhaled in highly diluted form in small

quantities, in consequence of slight

leaks. The poisonous effects that have
been observed in connection with it, and
which were formerly attributable to the

acetylene itself, are now known to be
mainly due to the presence of impurities

such as phosphoretted hydrogen. To
avoid dangers of this kind as far as pos-

sible, the acetylene should be purchased
of dealers who are prepared to furnish

gas as free as possible from phosDhorus
and other obiectionable contaminating
substances.—Travellers Standard.

I,AMINATIO}^S IN Kni^E OF FRACTT'REP
COVER.

for starting purposes, the facts of the

case are of interest.

It is sometimes asserted that air re-

ceivers are not liable to corrode or de-

velop other defects on the inside, and,

apparently, in accordance with this view

many receivers are made without pro-

vision for internal examination. Experi-

ence with these vessels, however, shows

that there is sufficient moisture in the

air to cause serious corrosion, and that

this is often aggTavated by grease de-

posited from the c^'ni'iressor. For this

reason facilities should always be afford-

ed in air cylinders for proper periodical

cleaning and examination on the inside.

Tlie ends of such cylinders also should

be of ample strength and well dished, un-

less otherwise strengthened by stays.

The cylinder in question was worked

at a pressure of about 200 lbs. per square

inch, and was made of iron plates about

%,in. in thickness originally. The ends

were nearly flat and the material, judg-

ing from the quality of the end which

failed, was of very inferior quality. This

plate was badly laminated for nearly its

whole circumference and also corroded,

and owing to the panting action which

inevitably occurred with a circular flat

plate under the working conditions,

grooving was set up at the root of the

flange attaching the end to the cylindri-

cal body and eventually weakened the

end to such an extent that it was blown

out. The explosion was a violent one,

.

the top end of the cylinder being thrown

through the roof and into a field about

100 yards away. The windows of the en-

gine house were damaged and the engine

attendant had a narrow escape.

Air cylinders of this type intended to

work at high pressures should be very

carefully designed. The material should

be of the best mild steel of ample

strength, and for a diameter of 2 ft. the

size of the cylinder in question, the ends

should have been about 1/2 in. thick and

dished to a radius not greater than dia-

meter of the receiver, which in the pres-

ent instance would have been about 4 in.

to 3 in., whereas the actual camber of

tl;e ends was only 'about % in. Where
flat or nearly flat ends are used the

plates should be adequately stayed with

bolts or other means. Should an air re-

ceiver be too small to fit an ordinary

pressed steel manhole and cover, hand
or side openings should be provided.

AIR CYLINDER EXPLOSION
AN alarming explosion of a compressed

air cj'linder worked in connection with a

large gas engine has come to our notice,

says Vulcan, and as so many of these

high-pressure cylinders are now in use E.ND OF AIR CYLINDER SHOWING FRACTrRE.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the ivheels" of our metal-ivorking establishments.

I
HARRY ALTON WILSON ,

OF all the crafts represented in the

activities of the war, that of en-

^ineerini; in its every aspect is

dominant. The establishment of a muni-

tions industry in Canada some two and

.a half years aso, and the extraordinary

extent to which it has since been de-

veloped, serve of themselves to bring

the truth of this statement quite for-

cibly home to us. Our metal-working

plants, whether in their individual cr

corporate constituent, have, so to speak,

found their feet, as a result of war-

made opportunities thrust at them,

which is equivalent to saying that they

have become alive to their capacity for

doing thinss, and, in consequence, have

uncovered an expertness that was pre-

viously considered non-existent, and still

less believed to be simply latent. Ad-

ministrative business sense has been

quickened and its outlook broadened,

and what in this respect is applicable to

the executive is equally so with regard

to the employe-staff or operative, in hi?

capacity of a Spoke in Industry's wheel.

Opportunities for the display of

worth-whilr; inventive genius such as

the munitions industry has provided have

been rare indeed; further, to the man

with grit and balance, and who is at

the same time well grounded in his pro-

fession, the prospects of achicvin'.^ suc-

cess as a result of emlmrking in nianu-

facturinc: enterprise have at no time iii

our hist7)rv been so alluring as durin';

the past thirty months or so. Within tlie

period indicated there has not only been

witnessed a widespread and numericallv

large redistribution of employee nip-

pointments, in our previously establish-

ed metal-workin? shops, but the inter-

estinir phenomenon, as well, of men

hitherto under more or less direction.

transferring themselves to positions of

administration through their iiislidilion

of new munitions manufnctnriii'.' enter-

prises. Our "Spoke" this week. Il:irry

Alton Wilson, suiperintendent, J. C. Wil-

son & Co., Belleville, Ont., is of the lat-

ter.

Alton, by which title he is addressed

by those most intimate with him, was

born at Glenora, Ont., April 17, 1890.

of Canadian parents, and received his

education at Picton Public School, Pic-

ton, Ont.; Highfield School, Hamilton,

Ont., and Faculty of Applied Science.

I'niversity of Toronto, of which he is a

graduate in Mechanical Engineerin'7.

Previous to his university course and

during and following same, he served as

apprentice machinist in the shops of .1.

C. Wilson & Co., Glenora, Ont., in 1912

emerginsr as a full fledged mechanic

IIAUKV ALTU.N \V1I,SU.N.

From February, 1912, until June. 1915,

he set himself to acquire as wide n

grasip of practical enLnneerinu' experi-

ence as nii^'ht be available in the time,

hence we lind him on the editorial staff

of this journal for the first three months

of the period. From May, 1912, until

November, 19l:i, he was assistant sup-

erintendent with J. C. Wilson & Co.,

Glenora, following which he took a posi-

tion with the Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

Detroit, as tool, .iig and fixture design-

er. In July, 1914, he became editor in

Montreal for the J. B. MacLean Pub-
lishing Co. mechanical papers, holding

that position until June 191.5, when hi.

resigned to assume his present appoint-

ment with J. C. Wilson & Co.

Almost immediately thereafter, his

firm started in to the machining of

Mark V., 4.5 in. high explosive shell. In

order, however, to secure not only more
efficient production, but to eliminate

transportation and labor inconveniences

incidental to the shop's location at Glen-

ora, it was deemed advisable to procure a

more favorable site elsewhere and erect

thereon an up-to-date plant. Belleville,

Ont., was chosen. Not only has comple-

tion of same since been accomplished

but first shipment of finished shells

has already been made. Particulars of the

new shops at Belleville are as follows:

Machine shop, 150 ft. x 50 ft., steel

frame and roof trusses, with waifs of

brick; blacksmith shop, 30 ft. x 30 ft.;

woodworking shop of brick, two storeys,

22 ft. x 40 ft.; general storage building

of stone, two storeys. 40 ft. x SO ft.

drive shed, frame construction, 30 ft. x

55 ft.; frame barn for horses; brick

residence for watchman, and office build-

ing. The site, covering 3.6 acres, has

a siding to the Canadian Northern Rajl-

road, and constitutes ownership to a ma-
rine dock with natural rock slip, on

which may be constructed later a ma-
rine railway. We are right in assuming
that not only was the decision to estab-

lisli a new plant, aside from that at

(ilenora for shellmaking, largely due to

the influence of our "spoke," but the

promptitude with which the pro.iect has

l)een brought to the producing stage is

equally to his credit.

Mr. Wilson is Conservative in poli-

tics and Methodist in religious creed.

So far he has hold no ipublie oflfiecs, nei-

ther lias he had honors or distinctions

thrust upon him. One thing tliat all wlio

know him well bear out—he 1 as never

been "too proud to work," and much of

the success with which his shellmaking

efforts are being crowded, is due to his

ability to determine peiformanee first of

all, and, hence, later, direct it. On his

own statement, he has never accovnplish-

cd anything spectacular. In the realm

(if romance he has, however, played a

not uniiuDortant part, ns we shall see

later. His travels l.nve been confined

I.jrirely to visiting ninnufacturinir plants

in I he New Kmrland States, Detroit, and
Cliieagn; at the same time we have

known him to visit the Infter cifv on

another and equally important mission.

Alton is married, flu familv residence

i'fing at SO Commerci;-.! street, Belle-

ville. Onl. His weddinj: lo Miss Flea-

nor Winnifred Lecniinj. onlv liniuhfer

of Dr. John Tyeemin<r, vice-president, the

American Medical Association of Chi-

p!\sn. took place on Senfember 29, 1015.

Needless to sav he fnke? n nnrdnnnlile

pride in a little toddler at his home in

tile person of Mnr'.'j>rct Eleanor Wilson.
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He says nothin'^ speeli.cular has been

aceomiplisbed in his business career; bi;t

we have hinted at soi.ethin.2- romantic,

and now t::Ve opportiin'.t , to disclose it.

Dr. Leerains;- was cruisiu.< in his ijaso-

line yacht on the Bay of Quinte. near

Glenora, a few years aj;o, when misl'or-

I'.'.tiC- overtook hiui in thy si'.ape of a

l.rokca flange on the exhaust manifold

of his ens'ine. He br'-.ngl.t the damaged

pi^'ce to the J. C. Wilson & Co. foun-

dry, where a new flanse was burned on,

t'.ie manifold "dressed u|)"' in keeping

with the finish of tb-i eadno to which

ic >iJon;ied, and refitted in place. Our

'•Spoke" njersonally earned out the

work, and to mark his appreciation v\

ilie service rendered, riie doctor intrc-

duced A'fon to the vanou.i members of

I'.is family aboard the yri-hl, and invited

l.^m to visit his summer licme at King-

ston, Ont. This he dii in due course,

and not infrequently thereafter, the up-

_-hci, bein_n- that while ap;jarently iudis-

solubly wrapt up in Dr. Leemin>>"s five

sens, their ipranks and recreations, he

and Miss Eleanor Winnifre.' Leoniin;-.

ihe only daughter and sister, got to

know each other better, wifh ihe result

already indicated.

"In the shell busine.~.-, I have had op-

portunity," says Mr. Wilson, "to study

human nature from tl:e viewpoint of a

luechanie through th?- medium of the

inexperienced shell operator. Young
men are best, especially those who 'culti-

vate the faculty of observation and

work steadily in the interests of their

fellow workers and their firm, as well

as in their own interest. The quality

of observation' is, however, the best pos-

sible asset. To learn the "why and

wherefore" of performance is wortli

while for a young- fellow to keep al-

ways in mind. When he learns why cer-

tain things are done in connection with

his own particular job, he becomes par-

ticularly well fitted for a still better

appointment. Reading technical jour-

nals—advertisements as well as editorial

matter, familiarizing himself witB

drawinas, blueprints, sketches, etc., are

invaluable in the general preiparation

for a better job. In any shop, even the

most trivial details demand attention,

and their proper appreciation is a prime

essential. Patience is a necessary vir-

tue, as much so as (perseverance. Big

thinss are accomplished only by those

who understand their make-up details

and can emnloy them to advantage by

combination."

'

®
3,231,000 WOMEN WORKING IN

BRITAIN

ALMOST a million women — exactly

988,500—have entered all kinds of posi-

tions held bv men before the war began,

says a London, England, despatch, and

of this number nearly all—exactly 933,-

000—were actually substituted for men
called to the front or diverted to other

war activities.

This is shown in a survey of the

whole movement toward women labor

siiiee th« outbreak of the war, made of-

Hcially by the labor department, with

data down to the last two months. It

shows 3,231,000 women now employed in

all branches of industry and commerce
or about a million more than when the

war began. It is this new million of

women workers one sees at every turn,

on the tramways and motorbuses tak-

ing fares, in the Government offices tak-

ing the place of the men clerks, in the

hotels and restaurants as waiters and
cashiers, in banks and business houses,

and running cinemas, theatres, and the

whole range of business activities.

Some Distribution Features

Just how far this has gone, the Gov-
ernment has now figured out. In bank-

ing and finance, for instance, there were
only 9,500 women employed before the

war: now the number has increased to

46,500. In Government departments,

also, the women workers have increased

from 66,000 to 133,000, displacing men
in all but 3,000 cases. In industrial

trades the increase of women has been

greatest,, reaching 393,000, of wiiich 314,-

000 replaced men. Another very large

increase of women is in the Govern-

ment ammunition works, where there

were 2.000 before the war, and 117,000

now. The Government figures give the

entire 117,000 as directly replacing men.

In commercial occupations, clerks in

stores, offices, etc., the increase of wo-

men is 268,000, of which 264,000 replac-

ed men. In professional occupations,

connected with law, medicine, masazine
and newspaper work, etc., the increase

of women is 15,000, of which all have
replaced men. A curious fact is that

each woman has replaced about two

men in hotels, cinemas, theatres, etc.,

the increase of women being 16.000, and

the displacement of men 30,000.

Transport Service

On 'buses, trams and various kinds

of transport service, women have in-

creased 41,000, the entire number re-

placing that number of men. Men
teachers are also largely replaced; also

men on municipal transport work, the

total increase of women in this line be-

ing .34,000, of which 31,000 replaced

men. In farm work many men have been

drawn off for the war. but few women
have replaced them. The men on farms,

replaced by women is given as 20,000.

while the number of women farm-work-
ers is 80,000, and the increase since the

war only 500. Women nurses have in-

creased .34,000 since the war.

Summing up the substitution of wo-
men for men, the Government state-

ment says there has been an increase of

150.000 since last Julv in the number of

women directly reolaeina- men. This
shows a slight check in the rate of re-

placement. In some trades, like clothing

and textiles, women workers have de-

creased, probahl-v because they were
able to get better wages in the many
fields now opening to tbem. In October
40 rier cent of the textile firms renorted
they were unable to S'et all the women
they required so that while the supply
of women workers has increased, the

demand is also increasing in many
branches.

A Peace Time Problem

This rei)laccnient of men by women
is introducing new elements in econo-

mic and social conditions which will

have to be worked outv when peacei

.comes. The women are doing the men 's

work quite as well as the men, so that

a new element of competition is intro-

duced between the sexes. The women
have advantage of possession of the mil-

lion places, and it remains to be seen

whether they will hold them, or whe-

ther there will be another displacement

of women for men, when the milliim

men come back. Many commercial

houses have promised to take back the

men, but whether this means displacing

the women, or keeping both, it still un-

certain. The labor unions are also ap-

prehensive over the oreat swelling of

women labor, as women workers are

now about half the total strensth of the

unions, which are chiefly men's organi-

zations, strong in politics and with re-

presentatives in Parliament and the

Ministry. The competition between the

sexes is being extended all along tlie

economical. ]iolitical and social lines.

®
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY OPEN-

INGS IN CHILE
THE pre-war condition in the Chile

market, in which the principal lines are

electric-lighting materials and electric

motors, was that, from Valparaiso to the

north, the American-British manufac-

tured article held sway, while, from and

including Valparaiso to the south, Ger-

man goods prevailed. The chief reason

for t.iiis state of affairs is that, in the

principal southern towns, the Germans
own the power and light companies, and

make their specifications so as to exclude

British goods, and just as soon as an

English article is made to fit the speci-

fication the latter is altered. There is

no complete means of combating this ex-

cept the setting up of competitive light

and power companies, thouarh the su-

periority of the English article will still

enable it to bold a share of the

market, says the London Times Trade
Supplement.

In Northern Chile, in the nitrate works

and in the mines, there is a considerable

field for electric-lighting materials of all

sorts and of electric motors. In the

nitrate works alone there are about 140

distinct small independent power and

lightino' installations. As in other lines,

Germans have provided cheap and in-

ferior articles, and have in many cases

ffot a contract where iprice and not qual-

ity was the prime factor. This is as

might have been expected.

The manufacturer is advised to follow

the same system recommended srenerallv

for Chile—that is to say, work the mar-

ket with expert salesmen and demon-
strators; use Spanish and metrical sys-

tem catalogues and estnblisb special

agents, or use the established merchant
house for the purpose of avoidina' ths.

credit danger.
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Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development-IV.
By Frederick H. Wilicox

In Us efforts to increase safety in the rnetaUargical industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also
methods for their prevention. This article describes the knoivn dangers and makes suggestion
of means whereby the risk of accident may be les-^ened or, better still, tvholly avoided.

A
BOILER-HOUSE FORCE
LWAYS ipay attention tu I'lir-

nace signals for eiieeks, slips,

and slioutdowns, and l)e sur-.-

tu follow the plant rules for tak-
ing boilers off when the furnace is

shut down; failure to do so may
cause an ex-plosion. When the furnace
is hangins: and liable to slip, and espe-
cially wlien one or more checks have
been blown to slip the furnace, keep
away from gas burners, tiring- and ash-
pit doors, and explosion doors; the gas
may flare out and burn you when the
furnace slips. Do not sit on or near
dust boxes, burners, or gas mains; a
very small leak will let enough gas es-

cape to "gas" you. Do not stay in any
place where you can smell gas. If your
work requires you to do so, have a hel-

per with you, and be sure that your
foreman knows what you are doing.

Boiler Repair Precautions

Do nut go inside a builer setting to

make repairs or clean it until you have
stopped with clay all gas leaks about the
burners and mains near openings into
the setting. If the burner or burnar
valve leaks and the burner can l)e pulled
hack, put a piece of sheet iron between
the nose of the burner and the setting
If the burner cannot be pulled back, put
a blank flange in the downleg or other
feasible place, unless the valve is abso-
lutely tight. Do not enter the setting,
boiler, or work on the tubes unlil the

foreman has either locked or placed
danger signs at the g-as burners, blow-off
valves, and stop valves at the steam
leader and feed lines. Wait until the

FKJ. :;4. WliKXriI F.VLLS .VMl I X.I T KKS
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clinker and dust has l)een couled ulf, and
have someone to watcli you while inside,
and "spell" you off, before entering the
combustion chamber. Don't stay inside
wlien turning a hose on the walls to
cool them, as the clinker is likely l.>

spall off and expose red-hot brick dust
or brick, which may make the water
boil and spit and scald you. Before
opening manhole covers or tubes the
safety valve should be lifted; be sure
the steam is entirely exhausted from
the boiler.

I'nless it is your work and you .in

familiar with it, do not turn gas itilo

the l)oilers after a shutdown unless the
foreman is present. It may exphxlc and
l)nrn you if it is not lighted pro|)erly.

Similarly, do not turn steam into a

cold line or put the boiler on the main
steam line unless the foreman, wafer
tender, or head fireman i,s present.
Xever open a burner or valve with a

danger sign on if. If if appears tha;
.someone lias forgotten to remove dan-
ger signs when through work, reijort (o

the foreman. Don't remove the signs
yourself unless directed to do so.

Opening Cold Steam Line

Tip open .-1 cnld-^icMin line iiruceed as
rollows:- -FirsI, open llie valve drips;

second, open the by-pass or open the
stop-valve enough to warm the line

slowly; third, do not open the main-line
valve until you are certain the line is

heated. To turn the boiler into the

main steam line:—First, bring the boil-

er pressure to within 5 pounds of the
main-line pressure; second, open the
valve next to the boiler slowly; thiril,

o|ien the valve next to the main steam
line slowly. To clean boilers:—First,

close all stop valves on the steam main
(do not depend upon any automatic stop
or non-return valve); second, close all

valves between the mud drum and the
l)!ow-ofif main; third, if there is but one
valve, put a blank flange between the
valve and the boiler; fourth, close the
stop valves on the feed water next the
main line; fifth, close the stop valves
III feed line next the boiler; sixth, place
(hinger siigTis at the valves and lock
I hem; finally, be sure the steam is en-
iirelv out of the Ixiiler.

Gauge Glass Removal

In removing and replacing .gaiiffe
glasses wear heavy goggles. When turif-
ing water into a g-auge glass pLncc !>

shield in front of tlie glass to protect
yourself from glass or steam should thi>

glass break, and turn the steam in slow-
ly. Leaks in pipe flanges and gasket or
valves should he promptly reported.
Xever use a hammer, chisel, or wrench
on live-sfe.am lines in an attempt to

MS. :C). (WUEI.RS.s WOIIKM.VN STANhrVd
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temporarily stop leaks. "Watch your
steam hose and replace it when it shows
weakness. In blowina: off boilers open
and close the blow-off valve slowly.

In unloading; ashes be sure that they

are wet down, and in turning water on

th-em do not pet close enough to be

burned by steam. When unloading coal,

wet it down if very dry or dusty. Never

use any kind of light other than an elec-

FIG 36 WORKM.\N WEARING GOGGLES
WHEN GRINDING TOOL. NOTE

GUARDED EMERI WHEEL.

trie liarht when working about dusty

coal, and do not smoke. Neglect of this

precaution may cjiuse a violent dust ex-

plosion.

Riggers, Millwrights, and Handymen

Don't go on top of the furnace unless

you notify the furnace foreman, so that

you will not be on top when the furnace

is liable to slip. Also notify your fore-

man so that he can send someone w-ith

you. One man should always stay where

there is no gas, but in a position to

watch the other man while he is inspect

-

in? or oiling. If the latter appears to be

e-etting "gassed," the' alarm should be

given the stock-house or east-house

crew, and every effort made by the

watcher to sret the exposed man out of

the gaseous place, or to keep him from

falling while the crews are coming up.

Do not go over the receivinsr hopper un-

less vou notify the skin or bell operator

not to operate the bells. Avoid raakin'z

even routine examinations of hnpriers

and 'bells unless the furnace foreman

knows that vou are doing it and upon

what particular top or furnace you are

working. Repairs to explosion doors or

bleeders or work inside of hoppers

should never be undertaken when the

wind is on. At shutdown, don't light

the gas on top of the furnace until you
have received the signal from the

hl.iwer.

Gas Container Precautions

Before going into gas mains, scrub-

bers, or any enclosed gas-containing or

o-as-using place to make repairs or in-

spections, be sure that every gas con-

nection is closed and the place cleared

of gas. Familiarize yourself with the

layout of gas valves, water stops, and
gas mains, so that you may know where
all gas connections are. Always wait

until your foreman and the furnace

foreman say it is safe to go in. In clos-

ing and opening sand, goggles, or slide

valves watch for gas. When it is neces-

sary to work in gaseous air, as it often

is, to make some other place safe, to

shut down or start up a furnace, or

other re.as.on, work in "spells," and if

you feel sick or dizzy ao into fresh air

at once. When possible, always wear
lireathing apparatus or a belt and life

line, both in enclosed and unenclosed

gaseous places. Avoid smoking in such

places.

When it is necessary to examine a

chimney valve on a stove, notify the

stove tender not to shut the blast off or

turn the gas on. Before examining hot-

blast valve slots or valves see that the

sas is shut off and the chimney valve is

open. Do not go inside of a hoist drum
to replace or take up the hoisting cable

until you have seen for yourself that the

steam-stop valve is shut and the pinion

blocked in the gear, or, if it is an elec-

tric hoist, that the motor switch is lock-

ed open and the 2'ears blocked. Avoid
trying to adjust the- feeding or running
on of cables on wrenches or hoist drums
while they are in motion. Do not work
on cranes, ho'sts. skin inclines, skip pits,

and scale or lorry cars unless you know
that the motor switches are locked open.

When on crane runways be sure the

wear goggles to protect your eyes from
sj)lashes.

Scaffolding Precantions

Before going on scaffolding, inspect it

and satisfy yourself that it is safe.

Don't lean castings against scaffold up-

rights or pile material against them.

When placing material upon scaffolds

let it down carefully, don't throw it

down or let it drop quickly, especially if

lowering it with a winch or hoist. Place
material evenly and look out for over-

loading. On coming down from scaffolds

or platforms don't slide down ropes; use

the ladders or steps provided. Never
throw tools or other materials down
from scaffolds unless the space below is

protected with danger signs or a watch-

er. Do not leave bolts, rivets, tools, etc.,

on platforms when through work or lay

them during the work where they may
fall through holes or from the edge of

the platform. (See Figs. 33 and 34.)

Remember to use care when on ladders.

Do not attempt to tighten or adjust

doors, nuts, valves, or packing glands

while the blast is on, and avoid rushing

repair jobs by loosening too many nuts

or keybolts on blast mains, hot-blast

valve seats, or heads before the blast is

off. Ascertain the correct number to

loosen and do not exceed that number.

Hoisting Tackle

Where hoisting t.ackle is used, the

danger of practices such as walking near

taut hoist lines, getting foul of guy lines,

standing in front of snatch blocks (Fig.

35), etc., may not be apparent to labor-

ers or members of the furnace crew who
are helping. You can prevent accident

by warning the men of these obscure

dangers. Be sure that all hoist lines,

cables, chains, tackles, and boatswain's

chairs are in good shape before using

FIG. 37. WORKMEN CUTTING OUT RIVETS AND USING SHIELD.
GOGGLES ARE BEING WORN.

NOTE THAT

main-line switch is open, or if the crane

must be used protect yourself with track

torpedoes. When pouring hot babbitt

or lead warm the sockets or molds, and

them. Care should be taken in slinging

a load to see that the slings are properly

arranged and the load balanced and se-

CTirely fastened to prevent slipping. The
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part of the sling from tlie hook to the

load should he lonsf enough so that it

makes an angle of more than 45° with
the ground. Very siiort and flat slings

are under much greater stress than ones
arranged as above. In hooking on the

load, wateh that j'our hand does not get

caught, and don't grab the cable above
the lower sheave block.

Be sure to replace all belt, gear, ma-
chine, and engine guards, shields, and
railings; they prevent accidents. Do not
try to do work on electrical wires or to

connect temporary lights. Defective in-

sulation may cause a severe shock or
burn, especially if you should be stand-
ing on an iron plate. Keep your tools in

good shape and return all tools with
burrs or mushroomed heads, cracked
bandies, or other defects for redressing
and repairs. Avoid using pipe wrenches,
defective wrenches, or a wrench that is

too large for the bolt bead or nut to be
removed. The wrench may either slip

or round off the nut. Be especially care-

ful in working on rounded nuts and re-

place them with new ones at the first

chance. Don't cut rivets, bolt heads, or

nuts off until you have placed a shield

to prevent them from flying, or have a
sign or a watcher tn warn men of the
danger. When chipping or cleaning
castings always wear goggles. (See
Pigs. 36 and 37.)

Regular inspection of hoists and
skips, brasses, bells, sheaves, hoppers,
and valves, may prevent sudden s.hut-

downs and extra hazardous work. Mem-
bers of rigging and millwright gangs,

beinsr in every part of the plant in their

. regular work, should know more about
many obscure and not readily ajiparent

dangers than most of the furnace force.

It should be a part of their duty to re-

port any dangerous, practice or condi-

tion. There are many trivial sources of
accidents, so many that no one man or

committee can see them all, or, in some
cases, even know that they exist until

inj'urv results.

©
NOTES ON HAND GRINDING

THE must common type of wbeel is the

ordinary straight wheel. It resembles

a dise in shape, the sides are parallel

and the hole rarely exceeds 2Vt ins. to

2V2 ins. diameter. Another type of
wheel is that known as the tapered, be-

velled, or safety shape wheel. Tliis type
has the taper or bevel on both sides, or

only one side. The taper is expressed
in inches per foot, starts from the face
and extends to within a sliotr distance

of the hole. Cylinder wheels may be

considered as ordinary, very wide,

straiu-ht wheels with very lartre holes,

so that the thickness of the wall is com-
paratively small in relation to the dia-

meter of the wheel.

Tn accordance with tlie ruliiii,'s a'lopt-

ed July 1, lfll5, by the ;;rindin'.r wheel
manufacturers of the United States and
Canada, a cylinder wheel is 8 ins. or

more outside diameter; 4 ins. or more
in heisht, with a bole not less than 6
ins. diameter, rim thickness not exceed-

ing 4 ins., and witliout inside projec-

tions. Another type of wheel is that

known as the cup wheel, and may be
classed as a cylinder wheel with an in-

side projection. This is referred to as a

back. Another way of looking at it is

to conceive of a cup wheel as a combina-
tion of a cylinder and a straiglit wheel
of the isame diameter.

Straight, tapered and cup wheels are

mounted between flanges, while cylinder
wheels are always used in a chuck.
Straight wheels, tapered \vbeels and cup
wheels should always be surrounded "by

a well-desig-ned, substantial protection

hood, but in the case of cylinder wheels,

the retaining chuck offers sufficient pro-

tection.

Grinding' is done upon the face of
straight and tapered wheels, and upon
the rim of cup and cylinder fheels. As
straight and tapered wheels wear down
unless the number of revolutions per
minute is correspondingly increased,

there will be a decrease in the peripheral

cutting speed. With cylinder and cup
wheels, however, the cutting speed re-

mains constant throughout the life of

the wheel as long as the revolutions per
minute are not changed. Cup and cy-

linder wheeig are best adapted for work
which requires a straight, flat surface.

Unless the cutting particles in a cup or

cylinder wheel are very coarse, it will

be found that the straight or tapered

wheel will cut more ra^iidly, due to the

pressure being concentrated over a

small area of "narrow contact" as it is

sometimes referred to.

Hand-Grinding Machines

Hand-grinding machines can be suc-

cessfully driven by means of belts, di-

rect-connected motors and silent chains,

the first two being by far the most com-
mon. A combination of motor and belt-

drive is proving satisfactory in a num-
ber of instances and is referred to as

the group-drive method. Four, five or

possibly six machines may be driven b.v

means of helts from a piece of shafting

which, in turn, is driven by means of a

belt from a centrally located motor.

Which method of driving is the most
economical depends entirely upon local

conditions. Where it is necessary to

keep machines in almost continuous op-

eration, the group-method of drivini'

from a central motor is found very sat-

isfactoi-y. However, where the work is

liable to fluctuate, so that there are con-

siderable periods during the workinsr

day when a machine is not in operation,

individual direct motor drives or belt

ilrives from individual motors, prove to

be most satisfactory. When a machine
must be located in a building with a very

high ceiling and away from columns or

girders, the direct motor drive is always
specified. The manufacturers of the si-

lent chain claim high operating effici-

ency, due to the impossibility of slip-

page between the wheel and the source

of power. A number of plants, however,
have not found chain drives satisfac-

tory, due to the fact that continual at-

tention is needed to keep the chain in

repair, and wear due to dust and grit

is very rapid. .

Speed of Grinding Wlieel

A speed of 5,000 peripheral feet per
minute is recommended as the standard
operating speed for vitrifled and silicate

straight wheels, tapered wheels, and
shapes other tlian those known as cup
and cylinder wheels which are used on
bench, floor, swing-frame and other ma-
chines for rough grinding. Speeds ex-

ceeding' 5,000 feet may be used upon re-

commendation of the wheel manufac-
turer, but in no ease shall a speed of
6,500 peripheral feet per minute be ex-

ceeded.

A speed of 4,500 peripheral feet per
minute is recommended as the standard
operating speed for vitrified and silicate

wheels of the cup and cylinder shape
used on bench, floor, swing-frame and
other machines for rough-grinding.

S^ieeds exceeding 4,500 peripheral feet

per minute may be used upon recom-
mendation of the wheel manufacturer,
but in no case shall 5,500 feet per min-

ute be exceeded.

For elastic, vulcanite and wheels of

other organic bonds, the recommenda-
tions of individual wheel manufactur-
ers should he followed.

—

Grits and
Grinds.

©
PAINT COATINGS THICKNESS

THE average tliickness of a c<iating of
paint for iron and steel may be one two-

hundredth of an inch, states an author-

ity on the subject. In many parts, how-
ever, the coating may easily reach a

thinness of one six-hundredth of an

inch. If, therefore, a paint contains

particles whose smallest dimension is

one four-hundredth of an inch, it is ob-

vious that the particle will stand out in

a paint coating where the thickness af

the paint coating is only one six-hun-

dredth of an inch. Many particles of

pigment classed as coarse or sandy lead

are considerably larger in size than the

size indicated by one four-hundredth of

an inch diameter, and these will project

still farther through the paint film. Such
coarse particles become, therefore, the

weak point in the film, and corrosion

may start around such particles. The
paint film itself is weak at such points,

as the coarse particles may not be com-

pletely encased in tlie oil of the film.

For these reasons, concludes the auth-

ority, the superiority of a highly-oxi-

dized red lead is really due to its fine-

ness. It is a better pigment. Its su-

periority, however, lies not only in the

more continuous paint film it produces,

hut in its producini;' a better working

paint—a paint that flows out well but

will not run. s.ag, or weep.

®

CENRR.XLLY si>eaking, each metal an<l

alloy has a particular temperature at

which it possesses maximum fluidity.

Iliis temperature usually being only

sliirlitly hiirlier than the fusing point.

Metal should always be poured as soon

as ready, as it deteriorates if held too

lonir in a mnlten condition.
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DIE MUZZLING MACHINE
11n the luaiiul'acturo of threading dies

of any size, one of the most difficult

operations is that which is known
as muzzling. This operation consists of

lieveling of the first two or three threads

of the die in such a way as to secure a

clearance so that as the die is made to

work it will cut readily and without

dragging. This clearance is finite simi-

lar to the clearance which is introduced

<in the end of a machine reamer, though
the clearance is internal in the die which
is contrary to that of the reamer. This

operation is usually performed by hand
with a small file and requires consider-

able skill and training on the part of the

operator. The machine illustrated in

the accompanying photographs, has been

designed to eliminate the hand work in

this particular operation, a super-helical

cutter making it possible to machine the

delicate tlireaded cutting edges without

raising a burr. The cutter is made
cone-shaped, the angle of the side of the

cone depending on the number of

threads wliich it is desirable to relieve

or back-off; as, for example, a cone

representing an angle of thirty degrees

on the side will machine a clearance of

about two and one-half to thi-ee threads

INDKX I'INiliKi; WlUtK T.U'.'.l-: AMI rlTTEItS OV DIK
.MCZZI.I Mi M.\CHIMO.

whereas a cone of an angle of forty-

five degrees on the side will form a

clearance of one and one-half threads

only.

The machine in the main consists of a

hollow vertical spindle mounted in a

frame and running on ball bearings.

The chuck for holding the cutter is a

split collet so that the cutters will run

true under all conditions. On the spindie

is mounted a friction member. This

friction member is driven by means of

spherical faced disc which is mounted

on the armature shaft of the motor, the

motor being pivoted in the frame of the

machine in such a way that by tilting

it, the speed of the cutting tool can be

varied in order that with dies where a

portion of the large diameter of the

cutter is used, the speed can be reduced

or increased to suit. The spindle can

be locked by means ol a bolt at the

side or front of the machine to enable

the operator to fasten the cutter secure-

ly in the chuck or collet-sleeve, a draw-

bar having a knob or hand wheel at the

top of tlie machine operating the clnick

mechanism, similarly to the draw-l)ai-

used in ordinary bench lathes.

The table is of rectangular shape and

provided with a cross-wise slot into

which the tixture

is secured. This fix-

ture is primarilx

two slides so as to

permit adjustujent

in all directions,

makini;' it possible

not only to operate

the large as well as

small diameters,

but also to vary the

amount of clear-

ance on the "culting

edges of the die. On
the upper slide of

this fixture is lo-

cated a pivoted

finger mechanism,
adjustable on this

slide. This index

finaer locates the

cuttino- edo'e of the

die that is being

operated on in tbo

right relation to

the cutter, and is

pressed down by a

spring into the

openinas of the die,

resting with a slight

tension on top, and

So constructed that

the die can be ro-

tated under the

finger from one cut-

ting edge to the

other. The portion

(if this finger whicli engages the die can

be removed, and as many shapes and

forms of fingers as may be necessary

can be made and applied by inserting

in a lioldci-.

1)110 MI'ZZLIN'G M.\CHINE.

The tal)le is raised and lowered by

means of adjustable foot treadle mechan-

ism located at the low-er I'ight hand side

of the pedestal. If necessary, a safety

spring device can be introduced in this

connection between the foot treadle and

the table so that regardless of the pres-

sure applied by the operator on the

foot treadle, the pressure exerted on the

table spindle will be uniform.

Any make of motor not- exceeding 6

in. in diameter can be apnlied to this

machine, 1-16 h.p. 1700 R.P.M. being

ample for the operation. A switch is

conveniently located for starting and

stopping the machine. Cord with at-

tachment plug so that the machine can

be run from the ordinary lamp socket

is also furnished. The Anderson Die

Machine Co., Bridaeport, Conn., are the

makers of this machine.

®
LARGE HEAVY DUTY LATHES

THE heavy and constant demand for

lathes during the last two years which

was largely concentrated on medium
sizes when munitions orders were flrcit
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undertaken, has of late been tending and cone pulley, the conventional spring
toward larger machines in line with plunger operated by hand having been
more recent munitions contracts, and discarded for reasons of safety and
requirements in this respect have been efficiency,

met by a line of heavy duty lathes with Double back geared lathes with selec-

'IKIPLE-GEAIiED HEA\"i lUTY LATHE WITH SI.VIILE ri-LLEV SELECTIVE
SPEED HEADSTOrK.

a nominal swing of from 30 in. to 42 in.

the product of Houston Stanwood &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati.

Four distinct machines constitute this

series, viz., 30 in. and 36 in. double back-
geared, swinaing 34V2 in- and 40i'2 in.

respectively over vees, and 36 in. and
42 in. triple geared, swinging 41 in. and
4HV2 in. respectively, over vees.

The general lines of the headstock are
the same in the several sizes, the front
and rear walls being carried up to the

centre Jine of the leaving no exposed
gears on shafts even in the cone-driven

type. A feature of the design is the

arranging of all tlie principal driving

elements and operating levers below the

centre line in identical manner so that

a cone headstock can be changed to a
selective speed headstock at any time
with discard of the cone only.

All speed gear changes are obtained
through the levers and hand wheel on
front of the headstock the handwlieel
appearing on the trinle geared lathes

only. The horizontal lever operates the

back gears, and the vertical lever oper-

ates a jaw clutch between the face gear

tive speed Ireadstofk have twelve speed
changes, and triple geared lathes of the
same style have fifteen, which with a
two speed countershaft provides 24 and
30 speeds respectively. Both spiijdle

and back shafts are of high carbon steel,

accurately ground, with large hole

through spindle, and all bearings are

bronze bushed. Special attention has
been given to lubrication. All gears
in motor-driven and selective speed
latlies running in oil with a splash sys-

tem. Wrought or cast steel is used for

all gears excepts a few large gears sub-

ject to low pressures, tliese being of

steel mixture, while all proportions are

desianed for loads considerably in ex-

cess of normal.
The design of the bed adopted is

in line with most advanced practice, the

front vee having a large bearing sur-

face on top, with the front and rear
bearing surfaces so disposed as to

constitute a lona: narrow guide for

the carriage. Gibs at the front of

and underneath the front vee, and
also underneath the rear vee are

adjustable and prevent lifting or

ruiPiii.E .\i-taiiimi;n r fii'ti'Ii ni iiicavv iniv i.\riii:

cocking of the carriage. The front vee
is lubricated by means of atmospher-
ically sealed oil pockets inside the car-
riage, shear wipers being also fitted to

both front and rear vees.

P'our stud tool rest is ordinarily fur-
ni.shed, and the eompoand rest has a

special square base avoiding overhang of
the top slide. Tapered gibs are fitted to

both upper and lower slides, and the
compound rest is graduated in such a

manner that the graduations may be
read from above.

The double wall apron is tonsued to

the carriage and carries all steel gears.

while the rack and certain parts are
beat treated; bronze bushings are em-
ployed where steel would run on steel

otherwise. Two positive clutches are

employed for carriage feeds, preventing
loss of capacity throuab slinpage of
frictions, while a safety shearing pin

carried by two discs on the front of the

apron prevents dangerous overload on
the mechanism. Forty-eight changes of

feeds or threads are p.ovided, all gears

from spindle to apron beins: steel, the

feed mechanism being simple and en-

tirely accessible.

Tiie tailstock is secured in position by
four large hold-down bolts with heavy
clamps, which are located toward head-

stock end of tailstock. A retainiua

pawl with rack, and gear traverse are

arranged therewith, while the locking

clamp or spinUe does not destroy align-

ment.
Motor drive l)y eitlier d.c. or a.c. cur-

rent is provided for, the selective speed

tyne of headstock being used when con-

stant speed motors are employed. These

lathes are built in any lensrtb of bed

from 12 ft. up, and included in the regu-

lar equipment are compound rest, steady

rest, larse facp plate (also small face

plate for double back sreared lathes),

double friction countershaft for belt-

driven lathe, centres and wrenches. The

.'fi in. double aeared machine woirrhs 18.-

OO-O lbs. and with triple aear 24.000 lbs.

the full line of this maker's prodiict be-

ing marketed in Canada by the Rudcl-

Belnap ilacliinerv Co.
^-@

First-class tool steel is now being

made at the Lisvensky works in the

Urals, Russia, and preparations are be-

in"- made to increase the output after

the war. This commodity was formerly

imported in large quantities.—®
Took Her Cue from Pa.—A little

airl. being invited to a children's party,

was cautioned by her nu)lher how to

liebave, and that when the cake came

round the first time she sliould say,

"Yes, please," and take " piece; also

tiie second time to do the same, but at

tlie third time of asking she was to re-

fuse any more cake and say, "No, thank

you." The next morning the moth-r

asked her little girl how slie got on at

the )iarty. " Well,motbcr, I did as you

told me; but tliey brought tlu' cake round

a fourtli time, and y(ni didn't lell nu"

wiiat to say. So I looked at the lady

and said, 'fake the damned thing awav

'

-like pa says."
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK CONTINUES FAVORABLE

ALTHOUGH the iuimediate outlook continues some-

what unsettled, the opinion is becoming more gen-

erally held that even should the United States enter

the war 'arena on the side of the Allies, the industrial

situation in Canada will be but slightly affected, if at all.

At least, while the war lasts, and regardless of whether
only preparedness or entry into the war be the ultimate

outcome across the line, capacity business is assured for

Canadian steel producers. For this reason the latter are

likely to continue to enjoy for a good many months to

come the activity and in large measure the prosperity

which they experienced during 1916. Extreme and violent

declines in stocks are thus unlikely, although fluctuations,

with a steady downward tendency, will occur more so than
in normal times on account of war-engendered business

sensitiveness.

Steel Production Earnings

It is extremely doubtful if steel production earnings

and therefore profits for the first quarter of this new year
will be as great as anticipated some few months ago, owing
to the curtailment of output. In this regard the situation

is not particularly bright for immediate improvement,
owing to transportation difficulties, the recent severe wea-
ther having still further restricted the movement of cars

on the railways, and in consequence, offset the advantages
expected to be derived from the transfer of passenger
train motive power and crews to that of freight haulage.

Conservative Distribution of Profits

The more or less conservative policy being pursued by
our various steel companies relative to dividend distribu-

tions is such as to commend itself not only to our citizens

generally, but to the investing public as well. While big
profits were undoubtedly earned during the first eighteen

months or so of the war, it is only reasonable to expect
that due to keener prices now in evidence the various

executives concerned feel it incumbent upon them to get
rid of the many heavy indebtednesses incurred, and that

were as a matter of course incidental to the establishment
and development of an industry so gigantic as that of steel

manufacture in a comparatively new country. The oppor-
tunity to do so is for the first time available, and there is

every indication that it will be fully taken advantage of,^

In the ensuing twelve months, or for the remaining period

of the war, profits arising from steel contracts for muni-

tions are likely to be a shade, at least, under tiiosc realiz-

able from nornuil peace-time business, a circumstance

which serves to indicate that further opportunity to accu-

mulate cash reserves on a big scale will not be available.

By adopting the policy outlined, not only will the old-time

millstones of heavy indebtedness be cut loose, but bank

balances of the most substantial proportions and the

physical condition of plants and equipments l)e enhanced

in value as operating assets, necessities, individual and in

combination to take full advantage of the many peace-

time business offerings which are certain to develop.

Railroad Transportation Causing Anxiety

Both Canada and the United States for many months

now have been experiencing big business in a manufactur-

ing sense, same having, from foundation to superstructure,

steel as the main constituent. Troubles inherent to it have

been successfully surmounted. Not so, however, as regards

that outside its pale, yet accessory—the matter of trans-

portation of material. In a word, our manufacturers have

taken the overload of big business comfortably, while our

railroads, so to speak, have gone to pieces under it. Pre-

ceding and immediately following the outbreak of the war,

our railroads more than any other section of our commer-
cial and industrial enterprise set the pace for retrench-

ment in expenditures, and as each succeeding month un-

folded, the disposition to maintain a like attitude appears

to have been still farther encouraged. Some three years

have elapsed, as a consequence it is only reasonable to

assume that rolling stock in any quantity is far from

available to meet the abnormal traffic now in evidence, and

that additions to it, aside altogether from the upkeep and

overhauling of that existent, are financially burdensome

with material and labor costs at their present figures.

Railroad Buying Long Overdue

That our railroads will have to come into the market

sooner or later with very substantial orders for equipment

of every kind is of course understood, because otherwise

that species of transportation will go from bad to worse,

and meantime it would almost appear that we are now
making contact with the latter. There is a problem here:

Can our railroads pay the price for material on existing

freight rates? We think not, even although they have

been to a very great extent responsible for the present

highly unsatisfactory state of affairs. We are of opinion

that steel for much new rolling stock, also steel rails in

quantity will yet have to be purchased at prices little, if

any, below those now ruling.

' Steel for Shipbuilding

High steel prices are sure to prevail for the duration of

the war, and on some products, particularly plates, for a

considerable time afterwards. The demand for ship sec-

tions and plates is far in excess of present production, the

mills having their output in various forms sold for the

whole of this year. Prices, consequently, are very high,

and the crest of the upward movement is not in sight. The
ships lost during the war will have to be replaced ; the

outlook in the shipbuilding industry is thus exceptionally

bright. The large number of ships now being built in the

United States and Canada is largely responsible for the

tight situation in the plates and shapes market. Canadian

shipbuilders are participating to the fullest extent in the

construction of new tonnage, the yards on .both coasts and

on our inland lakes being full up with orders. Notwith-

standing the high costs of plates this activity is sure to

continue until the shortage of tonnage has been well met.

Getting plates, even at any price, is quite a problem.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES

PERCY FORD-SMITH, president aud general manager, Ford-Smith Machine Co., Ham-

ilton, Ont., is of English birth and parentage, having been born at Wolverhampton,

Aug. 10, 1881, his ancestors on both sides of the family having been English as far

back as records are available. After graduating from high school he attended the Royal

Technical Institute, Jlanchester, and served an apprenticeship of seven years with Smith

and Coventry, Ltd., Manchester, one of the principal machine-tool firms in Great Britain.

Four years of this period were spent in the shops, and three years in the drafting-room,

the experience gained thereby being supplemented by three years in the United States,

during which time Mr. Ford-Smith was employed in several machine-tool plants in various

capacities.

V77

^±h

Vr7

^ K

I'KUL'V FOKU S.MITH.

Mr. Ford-Smith returned to England at the expiry of this period, under a four-year

contract with a prominent machine-tool concern, during which time he modernined their

plant in lino with the best practice then extant. Ho then came to Canada and became
chief draftsman with the London jMachine Tool Co., Hamilton, leaving them to organize

the Ford-Smith Machine Co., Ltd.

The building of grinding machines and special macliincry occupied his attention until

the outbreak of hostilities, since when special applications of his machines to munitions

production have been a feature of the business.

Since the beginning of the war he has devoted nuuli of his time to recruiting, and
holds a lieutenancy in the (Canadian Engineers.

Mr. Ford-Smith is Independent in politics, and in religion is Church of England.
He married Olive Spengler, daughter of Prof. A. Spengler, late of Western Reserve Univer-

.-(ity, Cleveland, C, and has a family of three children.

'^>il?fW'Blff^[!raigr<!gr.iffy.iigfflfagag215^
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey Jorge, Pittshurgli. .

.

$31 9.i

Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 33 75
Standard low pLos., Pliila-

delpliia 53 00
Bessemer, Pittsliurgli .... 35 95
BoBlc, Valley furnace 33 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro, Xo. 3
Clereland, Xo. 3
Clarence, Xo. 3
Hamilton
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL,,

Per lb. to Large Bu.vers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... i 00
Steel bars, base, Toronto... 4 25
Steel bars, 2 in. to i in.

base 5 25
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 6 50

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3 95
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10
Reinforcing b;irs, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars. Pitts<burgli
Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steer hoops. Pittsburgh

P.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 25
Small shapes 4 75

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 3 90
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 00
Plates 4 75

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Poiut.s

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, X.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1

Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London IS. 9 22.1
Windsor IS. 9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Slontreal Toronto

Lake fopper S40 00 .?3S 00
Electro copper ... 40 00 3S 00
Ca.itingB, copper.. 39 00 38 00
Tin 51 00 56 00
Spelter In 00 13 ."0

Lead 12 .50 12 00
-Antimony 30 00 .'.5 00
.*luminnui 70 00 6S 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOItER PLATES.
Montreal Tonnto

Plates, H to ''A .?ii 00 $6 00
He.ids 6 35 6 35
Tank plates. 2-1G in. 6 10 fi 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Prices in effect Feb. 14. 1917.

Per 10« feet— Black Galv.

Buttweld.
^ in $ 4 50 S 6 00
% in 3 66 5 79
% in 3 C6 5 79
% In 4 76 6 23
% In 5 S7 7 SO
1 In 8 67 11 S2
114 in 11 73 15 99
IVi In 14 03 19 11
2 l« IS .87 25 72

2H in 29 84 40 66
3 Ip .39 02 53 17
3% In 4S 76 65 78
4 ia 57 77 77 94

Lapweld.
21 S3 28 31
32 76 43 00

42 84 .56 23

3i<i iu 53 30 70 38
4 in 63 22 S3 39
4^ in 73 66 97 16
5 "

in S5 S4 113 20
in Ill 40 146 90

7 in 147 CO 191 CO
8 in. L 155 00 20130
S in 17S 60 231 SO
9 in 213 90 277 70
10 in. L 198 40 25* 60
10 in 255 40 331 70

Prices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT XIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4Vi;" and larger. 5595

4" and under, running
40%

thread.

Standard couplin BS. 4" and un-
der, 50%.

414" and larger. 30%

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buj-ing prices.

Montreal i'orouto

Copper, light $22 co $24 00
Copper, crucible . 26 00 28 00
Copper, heavy . .

.

26 00 24 50
Copper wire 20 00 25 00
No. 1 machine
composition ... 21 50 22 00

Xo. 1 composition
turnings IS 50 20 00

New Brass clip-
pings 17 5(1 18 00

Xo. 1 brass turn-
15 00
14 00

16 00
Steel, low phos. .

.

IS 60
Heavy Melting

13 00 15 00
Xo. 1 machine

cast iron 21 00 16 00
Steel turnings ... 9 (10 9 00
Boiler plate 12 (HI 10 .50

R.aiH 14 lO 15 00
Axles. wrought

iron 19 (H» 24 on

Tires, steel 12 00 12 00
13
"1

75
00

14 no

Shaftintr 20 00

Mal'eable scrap .

.

10 25 n on

Pipe, wrnii2:ht .

.

111 .50 n (XI

Stove plate . 14 III! 13 00

Heavy lead S IHI S 50

Tea lead « 00 6 50

Scrap zinc 8 50 9 .-0

.\luminum . 30 00 35 00

2 ia.

2% la.

3 ia. .

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws ..'... 30
Stove bol tn 55
Plate washers 10
Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine holts. % and less. 20
Blank holts 10
Bolt ends 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. steel 27(A

.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. steel 10
Mnchitip screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20

.Macliine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. hr!i=s add 25

Nuts, sonare. tip to 1 in., net list.

Xnts. hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Cnniier rivets and burrs.

list pins 30

Burrs onlv list plus .5i>

Iron rivets and '.lurrs 27%
Boiler rivets, base ^-in.
and Inrsrer $.5.25

Structural rivetsi. as above 5-15

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wocd screw-s, O. ,.^ R..

brisrht
""

Wood screw^s, flat, brass.. .42J4

Wood screws, O. & R..

brass W
Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screws, O. & R.

bronze 22Vi

MILLED PRODUCTS.
I'er Cent.

Set screws 40
Sq. .t Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws. 15

Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 15

Fin. & semi-fin, nuts up to

1 in 30
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts,
over 1 in 25

Studs 15
Taper pins 45
Coupling bolts, plus 15

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 15

Planer head bolts, with fillet, .net

Planer head holt nuts, up to

1 in 30

Planer head bolt nuts, over
1 in 25

Planer bolt washers ...plus 10

Hollow set screws.. list plus 40

Collar screws list plus 20
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts '^

P*ch bolts add 65

Cold pressed nuts to IMj

in add 3.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1V4

in add $2.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $65 00

Open-hearth billets 65 00

O.H. sheet bars 65 00

Forging billets 85 00

Wire rods 70 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 4 75 4 70

Cut nails 4 50 450
Miscellaneous wire nails 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 lbs ?^ 10

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly ."3_

Solder, guaranteed 35

Babbitt metals 13 to 60

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Puttv. 100-lh. drums 3 85

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb, kegs,

per cwt 13 Si

Glue, French medal, lb.... 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

l5asoIine, per gal., bulk.. 29>/2

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 28'^

Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bills 1 !''

Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 -1^

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 50

Plnnibers' nnkum. per cwt. S 00

Packini. square braided 27

Packing. Xo. 1 Italian ."2

Packing. Xo. 2 Italian 2o

Lead wool, per lb 14

Pure ilanila rope 29 1,4

Transmission rone. "Manila 371/^

nrilling cables. Manila ... .32Vi

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25</c

CARBON DRILLS AND
RE.VMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 20

S.S. drills, wire sizes, Xo. 53

to SO 10
Standard drills to IV2 in.... 3o

Standard drills, over 1% In. net

3-fluted drills to IVi in 20

3-fluted drills, over Vi in... net

Bit stock 35

Ratchet drills Xet
Machine bits for wood net

S.S. drills for wood 25-1-10

Wood boring brace drills 20
Electricians 25
Sockets S"

Sleeves 40
Tapper pin and taper reamers 10
"Premier" and "Leader"
chucks 10

Arbors for above net
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30

Bridge reamers 50
Centre reamers 5
Chucking reamers net
Hand reamers 5

COLD ROLLED SH.iFTINO.

At mill list plus 40'/(

At warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTING.S.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%,: cast iron,

35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers, 60: flanged unions, 40:

malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55: malleable lipped unions. 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, Xo. 28. $5 50 $6 15

Sheets, Black, Xo. 10. 6 00 6 00

Canadn plates, dull,

52 sheets 5 75 5 7f.

Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 7 .50

Apol'.o brand, 10% <>«•

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.

W.G 7 75 7 To

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 Q.W.
G 7 45 7 3.1

Gorhal's Best, No. 28 S 25 7 .50

Colborne Crown, Xo.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, Xo. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 20

Premier. 10% oz 8 00 7 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

1/. in ^ ^^

5-16 iu 919
% in 83o
-16 in '1?
1,4 in o ™
3-lC in 6|"
% in l?l% in Of?
% in 1%
1 inch 8 40

.-ihove quotations are per cwt.

ELF.<'TBIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

\k in. .

3-16 in.

Vi in.

5-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

1,4 in. .

.

% in. ..

% in. .

.$15 50

. 11 70

. 8 40

. 7 40

. 6 35

, 6 35
. 6 35
. 6 35
. 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.

Great Western. .American... 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60

.1. Barton Smith. Eagle 60

McClelland. Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes 60

Black Diamond 00

Helta Files f'*"-'

Xicholson 2",,

Globe 2iYf
Vulcan "I'A

Tlisston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvav Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. ..^

Yough Steam Lump Coal . . S 50
•

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 9 0"^

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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Size.

1

1V4

1%

••'.•4

4

BOILER TUBES.

Se:i m -

less

$22 00

25 00

29 00

.•',0 00

33 00

35 50

40 00

53 00

05 00

Lap-
velded

24 00

22 50

20 00

29 50

34 50

41 00

44 00

55 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMrOl!M)S.

Castor oil, per lb

Koyalite, per gal., bulk....
Machine oil. per gal
Black oil, per gal
C.vlinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil, .\cme
Standard cutting compound
per lb

I.<ard oil, per gal 1

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic
.\cme cutting oil, antisep-

tic

Imperiiil quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

12
25i,i.

121/4

45V.
36 lA

0.6
45

68

37 Vi
39 V4
12

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

E.Ktra heavy, single and
double .• ,30-5%

Stiindard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No. 1.. .$1 55

Leather Id sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 003. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Kival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

WASTE.
"White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20
Grand 19
Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas 18
X Empire IS

Iileal
1"

X press IC •

COLORED.
Lion 141/,

Standard 13
No. 1 13
Popular 11 H
Keen 1014

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
A.\Ie 20
Anvil 15
.Vnchor 11

W.ASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

Rl'BBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

.ANODES.

Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .40
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in...?4C 00 $4C 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14xC0. 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, pl.tu-

ished. 14x00 base. 57 00 57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 .fase 46 50 4G 50

BR.\SS.

Bra.ss rods, base 14 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 55
Copper tubing, seaniless... 55

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
I'olishiiig wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20'

Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montrcjtl Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.$12 OO $1-1 00

Sheets, 3H lbs. s(|.

ft 11 7S It 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft '.
. . 11 5« 1« 50

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, le per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, horacic ( .15

Acid, hydrocliloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14V.,

.\cid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric Ki
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vmmonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.Vmmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .85

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate TO
Iron perchloride 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oi.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .K
Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .4]

Sodium hydrate 04

Sodium hyposulphite, per
100 lbs 5.00

Sodium phosphate H
Tin chloride CO

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otlicrwisc

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'X'llE congestion of freight at railroad terminal.* continues to

cause great inconvenience to manufacturers and merchants in

the matters of shortage of fuel and delay in receipts of their raw
and finished materials. The railways, owing to shortage of

lahor, cars and motive power, .seem unaljle to cope with the situa-

tion, which is serious, notwithstanding the extraordinary efforts

now being made to relieve the congestion. The severe weather has,

of cour.-e, made conditions moi'e difficult to deal with, and for the

.same rea.son the situation is more acute. Manufacturing opera-
tions are being curtailed, which is imfortunatc, particularly at a

time when trade is unusually active. Although there has been no
important change in the international .situation, developments arc
licing watcb(>(l with considerable interest in business circles. Con-
ditions as they effect the .<teel mills and foundries in this di.^trict

show no improvement and production is being curtailed owing to

the continued shortage of coke and pig-iron. These materials are

becoming moi-e difficult to obtain a.? conditions in the United
States are, if anything, wor.-e. The natural re.^ult will be higher
prices on steel product*. Plates htive already advanced, while
higher jii'ices on lilack slieels, among other product's, may be
looked fill' at an early date. There are no cpiotations obtainable
on domestic foundry i)ig-iron, as this material is still off the
market. I'rices on copper and other ingot metals, with the single

exception of tin, are holding firm. Lead has advanced, due to a

scarcity of .spot supplies. Th(^ international situation is a con-
trolling factor in the mi'lal markets and the i)o.s-ibility of inci'ea.scd

dcmnml is tending t(i hold prices firm. Tlie machine fool tnide
continues (piiet, awtiiting developments. I'rices on luacJiine touts

have an upwttrd trend and deliveries are, if anything, a lillle

better, I'rices of copiicr ami bi-a.ss scrap have advanced, and thr
market is \ci'y lii-m fur olil iii;ilcrials of every kind,

Montreal, Que., Feb. 19, 1917.—Th.' is crcatiii.^ serimis conditions in pi'iiiliK-

iiilsl;ii)<liri'_' tcnliiro of the iii.liislri;i] lion iind trnnsi)orl:iti(in (ircles. Tliu
-itiintifin is (lie I'rciuhl (•.ii'.jrsliiiti, wliich tiiiii-ilc'Ii\i-i-v of i-iil;c nild coal, losotlier

witji the soarcity ot uthor raw material,

has forced curtailment iiipon the general

output, with the partial shut down of

several furnaces and mills. Unsettled

conditions across the line tend toward

still furtliei- difficulties, with little pros-

pect of early relief.

Pig Iron

The ahnnruial demand for pip: iron,

more especially Bessemer and basic, to-

.^etlier with the curtailment of produc-
tion caused by the lack of raw materials.

is creatinjj a serious situation, and un-

less some relief is jjiven to the freiyht

congestion, the stoppage of mills may
greatly affect early future conditions.

r.,atest reports from the Pittsburs' dis-

trict indicate a very stronsr market on
advaneina: prices: Bessemer and basic

beinof .*! a ton hii;lier.than last week.

Steel

'I'hrou.ijliout the entire steel trade the

situation is featured by tlie pronounced
shorta^i'e of fuel; this factor bavinur n

serious elYect upon production, as niar.v

mills have been forced to curtail their

output owino; to lack of raw materia!

The tie-up of export shipping: has caused
lar'je fpiantities of material to accumu-
late on tile seaboard, and OMibarsoes arc

numerous on certain sfoods sroin? Kast.

Tlie shortaare of cars is <i'iite serious. l>ul

the lack of men and motive power is the

chief reason for present conditions;

jirospects for early relief are not bri^-iit.

,111(1 the outlook seems to ini'!<>ate still

more serious develo|)ments. W'lli con-

ditions tendini.' to inc'^eased diflculties,

both as i'e2:ards ])roduction and trtins-

Iiortation, early advances are antiei-

jiali'd. The situation in Bessemer billets
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and sheet bars is more aente, Bessemer
pis: havinn; art\ianeed $1 per ton over that

f|UOted at Pitts^urs; last week. No relief

is evident in ferro-alloys, as the supply

is still searee; quotations are withdrawn
and hia'her prices will likely prevail. The
production of plates is still below the

demands, and mills are nniable to keep
pace with trade re(|nirements, which are

daily inicreasins'; ear inquiries are lio-ht-

er, but shin plates are in exceptional de-
mand. With the sheet mills tilled to

capacity 'and some iiroducers withdraw-
ina: quotations, hiarher prices seem im-
minent. Quotations on manufactured
steel are advancinrr, the discount on pipe
bavins been reduced two points during
tbe week. Increased activities are de-
velopinn- in wire and wire products, and
more pressure is beinsr placed on pro-
ducers for future requireiments.

High Speed Steel

Politiicial deveLoipments in tbe States
may create an increased demand for
bia-b speed steel, and dealers here antici-
pate a stronaer market should war be
declared. Prices at present are firm at
from $2.5fl to .f2.75 per lb.

Metals

The ditriculty of ol)tainina' delivery on
material has had a streng-thenina' effect
aenerally, but with the obvious discount-
ing: of the submarine menace, a more
even tone is apparent. Copper is higher
and active. Tin is lower, following safe
arrivals of shipments. Spelter is quiet,
but unchanged. Lead is strong, due to
scarcity of spot supply. Antimony is

weaker, but developing firmness.
Copper.—Prevailing conditions aro

still retainin:'.;- cojiper in a strong posi-
tion, but the near future may see
ehanaes, inasmuch as export metal is ac-
cumulating at various points owing to
tie up of ocean bottoms. Should sub-
marine activities prevent the export of
copper, the available supply may result
in a weaker market, but little is expect-
ed to be offered for sale owang to its

being under contnact for the~ British
Government. Advances on the New York
market range frnm Ic on lake to 21/2C on
castings. Owino- to the non-deliverv of
metal and tbe freight cona-estion. local
deialers are asking 40c for lake and elec-
tro, and 39c for castinas. this represent-
ina an advance on tbe week of SV^e
per lb.

Tin.—Tbe submarine scare having de-
creased somewhat, the easier tone is re-
flected in the gradual return to condi-
tions of a few weeks ago. and lower quo-
tations are more a:eneral, but no sharp
decline is expected, las the marine risks
are not yet entirely removed. Botii
London and New York markets are
easier, and quotations are lower, tbe New-
York decline beino- 4c, or a current quo-
tation of SOc per lb. The local market
has beeoime more accessible on a decline
of 5c, tbe nominal quotation being 51c
per lb.

Spelter.—Activity in spelter is con-
fined to tbe selling of small lots, buyers
not showine any great interest in larae
orders. Like otber metals, spelter is

affected by existing conditions. Tbe

market here remains unchanged, with

prices firm at 15c per lb.

Lead.—-The apparent scarcity of spot

metal continues to force prices upwards.
The advance has resulted froon the ur-

gent requirements of certain consumers
and their willingness to pay exceptional

l>rices for supplies. The freight situa-

tion is ic'hiefly resiponsible for tbe ad-

vance, and early relief seems unlikely.

New York independents are asking as

high as 1014c per lb. Local dealers are

dubious about prices, but quote the nom-
inal liuurc of I2V2C.

Antimony.—Activity is not jiro-

nounced, demand being light. The sup-

idy is not very great, however, and any
heavy inquiry would result in higher

[irices. Quotations on the New York
market are 5e lower tban last week, the

price quoted being 30c iper lb.

The local situation has become easier,

and dealers have declined to 30c, this be-

ing 7c lower than last week.
Aluminum.—The market is unchanged

and (piotations remain firm at 70c per

lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The market for machine tools has
shown some improvement during the

past few weeks, more especially for addi-

tions to 4.5-inch shell equipment. The
changes Called for by the sipecifications

entail increased work on the interior,

and inquiries for borin;g machines have
inlcreased. Partly used machinery from
the States, which a few weeks ago a]^-

peared to be featuring the Canadian
situation, has not been so freely offered,

owing to possible developments. Higlier

prices would naturally follow a war de-

claration, with increased difficulty in ob-

taining delivery from American machine
tool makers.

Scrap.—Tlie market is in an un-

settled condition, but eamparatively
firm. Coprper, lead and zinc were higher

earlier in the week, but the general mar-
ket continues steady, with no imjiortant

features outside of a stronger under-

tone, which may be reflected in advances
upon early developments.

Toronto, Ont. Feb. 20.—The freight

sitimtion continues to cause consider-

able anxiety to manufacturers in spite

of the extraordinary efforts that have
been and are being made to relieve the

congestion. Not only is the shortage of

fuel causing much inconvenience, but

shipments of raw materials anil part-

ially manufactured goods are being liebl

up and so restricting manufacturing

operations.
Steel

There is no evidence as yet of any
improvement in the steel situation not-

withstanding the strenuous efforts that

are being made to break tbe blockade

at Buffalo. There has been a heavier

movement of coal during the week, but

the shortage of fuel and pig iron still

continues to be the dominant factor in

the iron and steel trades. Mills in Can-

ada depending upon the States for sup-

plies of coke, and to some extent for

pig iron, are confronted with conditions

which are steadily getting worse owing-
to the embargoes on the railways in the

U.S. restricting the movement of cars.

No immediate relief is in sight, although
with milder weather becoming imminent,
the railways will have a better chance
to cope with the situation. The mills-

already well sold up, are getting further

behind on deliveries due to curtailed

production and increase in demand. The
steel market is thus very strong and
higher prices on steel products are in-

evitable. Plates have already made a

further advance of 25 cents, and are-

now quoted as follows; Yi in. and larger

$6; heads .$6.35; tank plates .$5.85.

per 100 lbs. The large increase in ship'

construction has intensified the demand
for plates, but owing to the sold-up con-

dition of the mills, deliveries are very

slow while plates for early deliveries

continue to bring extremely high prices.

Makers of boiler tubes, have practically

their entire output sold up over the re-

mainder of the year anu prices are very

firm with an ujiward tendency. Prices

of iron and steel bars continue very

firm, and a further advance is likely.

The demand for high-speed tool steel

continues heavy, and it is still a difficult

matter to obtain supplies of this ma-
terial from England or the States. There

is very little steel coming from Sheffield

owing to the heavy requirements of the

British Government. Some tool steel

can be obtained from U.S. makers, but

deliveries are slow and quantities much
below requirements. Domestic tool

steels are finding a ready sale at firm

prices. There is thus very little change

in the high speed steel situation and

prices are practically the same, ranging

from $2.50 to $3 per pound according to

quality. Cai'bon steels are advancing in

price.

Production of sheets continues to de-

cline owing to short deliveries of coal

and sheet bars. The situation is serious

as some mills yvill have to close down
^

unless supplies of coal come forward

more freely. The leading interest in the

States announces that it has withdrawn

from the market on all grades of sheets

for shipment up to July 1. its product

being sold up; as a result prices are

very firm and will go higher. Galvan-

ized sheets will doubtless be affected

for the above reason and also on account

of tbe scarcity and high cost of acids.

Producers of iron and steel in the

States are suffering severely from tre re-

duction in freight movements. The

congestion of freight at the seaboard

has resulted in embaraoes on practically

all the railways affecting tbe entire

countrv particularly in tbe East. The

production of both iron «nd steel is

sreatly restricted and the situation is

getting daily more acute. Prices are

tending upw^ards in all directions, and

thn prevailing biah cost of pis; iron

will affect prices of finished materials.

Pig Iron

There is no improvement in the pig

iron situation, and the market is upset.

The coke shortage in the U.S., due to
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lack of cars and motive power has re-

sulted in many furnaces being banked.
There is therefore a shortage of pig

iron which is seriously affecting the

steel mills. Foundries are also severely

handicapped and in some cases have
practically closed down. Canadian foun-

dry pig iron continues off the market
owing to the shortage of coke and no
prices are being quoted.

Scrap

Prices on all old materials are very

firm. Quotations on copper and brass

scrap are about 2 cents higher in sym-
pathy with the increased cost of ingot

metals. All steel scraps are very firm,

but unchanged with the exception of

low phosphorous steel which has ad-

vanced 4 cents, altliouiili the price is

really nominal as this material is prac-

tically off the market meantime. Scrap
leads have advanced, and zinc is also a

shade higher. Stocks of machinery scrap

iron are light owing to a heavy demand,
due to the scarcity of pig iron.

Machine Tools

Tile machine tool market is quiet and
may be said to be awaiting develop-

ments. The international situation is a

factor of considerable importance, while

there is also the placing of further sliell

contracts to be considered. Business

now consists principally of single tools

for munitions plants as replacements, or

to increase production. There is no in-

dication of a decline in prices, the tend-

ency beino' all the other way. United

States builders of special railroad shop

tools have raised their prices 10 per

cent, which is the first advance for some
time.

Supplies

The demand for machine shop supplies

'continues active with a general tendency

towards higher prices. Lead sheets have

advanced IVac per pound, and lead wool

Ic, the latter being quoted at 14c per

pound. Gasoline and coal oil are in

good demand with prices very firm.

Higher prices on gasoline are looked

for in the near future. Linseed oil is

very high in price, being now quoted at

$1.40 for raw, and $1.4.') for boiled oil.

Putty has advanced 20c per 100 pounds.

Metals

The international situation continues

to affect the metal markets and is tend-

ing to make prices firmer in anticipation

of increased .demand. The submarine

sit\iation is also affecting the markets,

but not to any material extent as the

opinion is generally heid that the sub-

marine operations will not interfere with

shipments of metals to an extent sufTi-

cient to cause any serious delay or loss

of cargoes.

Copper.—Quotations on copper con-

tinue nominal, there being very little

spot metal for sale to form a basis for

prices. Producers are falling behind in

shipments while some consumers are

suffering from a shortage of copper and

arc compelled to pav very high prices.

Copper is unchanged locall.v at 38 cents

per pound.

Tin.—The market is easier due to ar-

rivals in Xew York of large amounts of
tin, and prices are a shade lower. There
is also less fear of metal being lost

through submarine operations. Tin has
declined 2 cents locally, but is entirely

nominal at 50 cents per pound.
Spelter.—The market is quiet and un-

changed. l)ut there is a firm undertone.

Production is being seriously interfered

with owing to the cold weather and an-

other strengthening feature is the high

cost of ore. Local price unchanged at

'131,2 cents per pound.

Lead.—A tight situation has develop-

ed in the market due to the scarcity of

lead as a result of the freight conges-

tion. The "Trust" is still quoting

8.50c, but independents have jumped
the price up to 10c and 10.25c, New
York, for spot metal. Lead has advanc-

ed Ic locally, and is now quoted at 12c

per pound.
Antimony.—The market is firmer, but

quotations are unchanged in the mean-

time. Considerable interest has been

arouseil by the refusal of leading sellers

of antimony to issue quotations on fut-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

ure shipments from China. It is under-

stood that most of the producers there

are sold up completely until April, and

unless they could obtain assurance of

freight space they would not offer any

fnrther tonnages. Local price 35c per

pound.
Aluminum.—The market continues

firm and unchanged at 68c per pound.

TRADE INCREASE WITH BRITAIN

A LAK(ii; increase in im|)iirls from

Canada is a feature of British foreign

tratTe returns for 1916, according to a

report received by the Trade and Com-

merce Department .Ottawa, from Com-

missioner Harrison Walson, of London.

"The immediate impression created

by the returns," sa.vs Mr. Watson, "is

one of wonder that it has been possible

for the United Kingdom to carry on a

trade of such magnitude under every

variety of adverse circumstances, and

ils accomplishment forms the highest

(ribnte lo Britain's command of the S'Oas

and her unimpaired financial strengti;

and abilitv. While the to'tal foreiirn

trade for' 1016 attained the colossal

v.ilue of $7.766..')36.n65. an increase of

no less than $1,087,400,000 over the pre-

vious year, it is satisfactory to be able

to record that the growth in British ex-

ports was considerably in excess of the

increase of imports. Whereas the in-

crease in imports was 10.2 per cent., the

advance in exports was 31.6 per cent."
Mr. Watson attributes the reduction

in the adverse balance of trade, which
commenced to be an alarming feature of

British trade returns shortly after the

outbreak of war, to the restriction of
imports, and states: "It is difficult to

see how imports can be further curtailed

if the wants of the population are to be
adequately met."
He gives praise to the British indus-

trial system, which, though largely oc-

cupied with munition making, has been
able to accelerate its production of com-
mercial exports as well. As regards

trade with Canada, he states: "It is

satisfactory to see that in almost everj'

item there has been a large and in some
cases remarkable increase in the quanti-

ties received from Canada, the advance
in valuation being proportionately much
greater owing to the hea\'y rise in prices

which has taken place."

Among the articles of import from the

Dominion are: Wheat, $76,000,000:

flour, $18,000,000; barley, .$9,000,t)O0

;

maize, $6,000,0(10; bacon, ,$37,000,000;

cheese, $37,100,000. The export of bacon
has nearly doubled as compared- with

1915. Canadian lumber exports are

growing also, and now constitute 20 per

cent, of the whole total, as compared
with 15 per cent, of former years.

Aggregate Trade

The aggregate trade of Canada during
the period ended November, 1916,

amounted to $2,060,561,658, of which

$1,269,928,215 represented exports and
$790,573,443 imports. Canada thus en-

.joyed in the period a favorable halanca

of trade of .$479,354,772. Imports into

Canada from the United Kingdom
amounted to .$118,1.54,745 and from the

United States merchandise to the value

of ,$572,730,816. Included in the exports

of the Dominion were goods to the value

of $690,538,735, to the United Kingdom,
and mercliandise to the value of .$291,-

069,070, which went to the United
States. Imports of coin and bullion

amounted to .$46,170,398, w-hile exports

of the same totalled $196,422,615, most
of which went to the United States.

Some indication of the expansion of

trade ma.v be gathered from the fact

tliat in the 12 months ending November.
1915, tihc as'sregate trade of the country

was $1,175,216,7.33. of which $448,158.-

536 represented imports and $727,058,-

197 represented exports.

©
EQUIPMENT NEEDS OF MESOPO-

TAMIA RAILROAD
TIIK Persian Gulf & Mesopotamia De-

velopment Co.. which is now surveying

a line from Bagdad, and which is con-

nected with interests concerned in the

management of important railroads in

India, has, thronsjli ,T. S. Popper, New
York City, issued n long list of equip-

ment requirements for the railway and
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
rnder the arraiiKement made by the Minister of Trade and Commerce wltli Sir

Edward Grey in -Tuly. 1912, tlie I>epartment of Trade and C'ommeree, Ottawa, is

able to present tlie following: list of tlie more important Britisll Consulates wliose

ofTicers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from an<l give

informntioii to Canadians wlio wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Balila, Biitisb Cousul. Rio de
Jaueiro, British Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisli Consul
General.

COLOilBIA — Bagota, British Consul
Geueral.

BCUAUOK—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayixuil, British Consul.

BGYl'T — Alexandria, British Consul
Geueral.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles. British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Coaiuiercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consoil General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NliXHERLANDS—Amsterdam, Urili.sh

Cousul.

I'ANA.MA— Coloji, British Cousul. I'ana-
ma, British N'ice-Cousul.

I*ERU—Lima, British Vice-ConS'Ul.

I'URTUGAL— Lisbon, British Couauf.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Geu-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, \'la-

divustock. British Cousul. Odessa,
British CVnsul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

L'KUGUAY—Moute Video, British Vice-
Cunsul.

VE.VEZL'ELA —' Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service •

The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian
exporters or importers upon ail trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Camniercial Agents sliould be I^ept supplied witii catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and tile names and addresses of trade representatives iiy Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state wliether prices are at factor.v point. f.o.I>. at port of

Ahipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port,

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Buikliiig, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—I. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUB.\—Acting Trade Commissioner. Lonja del Commereio, Apartado 1280, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.

FR.\NCE—Phillipe Ro.T, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,
I*aris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. .Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Y'okohonia. Cable address. Canadian.
HOLL.\ND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgreas, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk. Siberia.

NE7WF0UNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
.John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 73 Basinghall Street, London, E.C., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston. Sun Building. Clare Strcci.
Bristol. Cable address, Can;KMan. J. E. Ray. Central Hniise. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 27-2S Pe.irl Building, E:ist Paradise, Leeds.
Cable address. Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerdike, Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Calile address. Cantracom. .T. T. Lithgow, 87 Union Street.
tJlasgow, Scotland, Cable address, Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COMSHSSIONER—LUMBER
H. R. XIcMillan. visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin, Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas,

NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4, Christiania, Norway.
Cable address. Sontums.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOJI—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..

England. Cable address, Dominion, London.

is asking various ear and locomutive
Iniilders if they can meet the required
deliveries. The equipment will be taken
in installments over a period from Se|)-

tember, 1917, to 1921, and includes tlie

following:

Tliree hundred and thirteen passenger
locomotives. 863 goods locomotives, 78

locomotives for mixed passenger and
goods trains.

Four saloon and state cars, 85 re-

served carriages, 11 dining cars, 7.5 first

class carriages, 145 composite first and
second carriages, 152 composite, first,

second and third class carriages, 4.t

other carriages.

Fifty-seven second class carriages,

126 intermediate class carriages, 221

composite and intermediate and tliird

class carriages. Five hundred third class

without brakes, 653 third class ambu-
lance carriages, 17 third class ambulance
carriages with brakes, SO third class and
postal carriages.

Three hundred and eighteen passesger

brake vans, 19 brake vans with postal

compartment, 4 postal vans, 54 carriaiie

brakes, 150 horse boxes, 44 luggage van>.

164 miscellaneous, 18 stores vans.

Twelve thousand two hundred and
eighty-two covered goods wagons, 2.57S

high-sided wagons. 553 low-sided wag-
ons, 8 cattle trucks, 12 platform wac-
ons, 64 powder vans, 242 timber trucks.

267 bolster trucks, 240 ballast wagons.

399 brake vans (all uses).

Ninety-two oil tanks. 79 water tanks.

35 gas holders, 68 cranes, 16 miscellan-

eous items, special work, etc., 232,000

tons of 65- pound steel rail, 4,000.000

creosoted pine ties.

THE EXPORT ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA

THE Export Association of Canada

Montreal, in its annual report, urges

upon the business community of Canada

the necessary for the immediate study

of the economic problems which Canada

must face after the war. Over 600

Canadian factories are eompletly utilized

with munitions orders, and 400,000 Can-

adian workers are niakini' war eciuiri-

ment. During the year the association

placed with Canadian manulfacturers

871 orders, totalling in value $734,000.

An attempt was made to organize a

campaign in Siberia, but the project was

abandoned owing to the rigid embargo

placed upon traflie at the iport of Vladi-

vostock. . The cost of operation durin'-

the year was, roundly, $34,000. The

trading profits amounted to about $19.-

000, leaving a deficit of $15,000. The

deficit has been partly offset by sub-

scriptions to stock amounting to $7,500.

The present available capital for oper-

ating is $37,621.83. The officers for the

new year are : President, J. H. Sher-

rard; vice-president, R. Montague Davy;
executive committee, J. H. Sherrard, R.

Montague Davy, R. H. McMaster, R. E.

Thome and Paul Joubert.
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The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited
TORONTO

St. John, N.B. Winnipeg Vancouver

Write us about—
LEBLOND .... Heavy Duty Lathes and Milling Machines
HENDEY ....Tool Room Lathes and Millers

CISCO Lathes "with the pull"
WARXER & SWASEY Turret Lathes and Screw Machines
GOULD & EBERHARDT.. .... Shapers and Gear Cutting Machines
SMITH & MILLS .... Shapers exclusively

FOSDICK Heavy Duty Radial Drills

BAKER Heavy Duty Drills and Boring Machines
W. F. & JNO. BARNES... .... Drills and Lathes
LELAND GIFFORD .... High Speed Sensitive Drills

HEXRY & WRIGHT .... Sensitive Drills

LANDIS .... Plain and Universal Cylindrical Grinders

BLANCHARD .... Vertical Surface Grinders

DIAMOND .... Grinders (all types)

WILMARTH & MORMAN. .... New Yankee Grinders

CONSOLIDATED Presses

"If It's Machinery Write Williams"

TAPER THREADS EASILY CUT
Willi a Geoinctric Taper Tliroadinif Die Head one gets the same rapid

production and superior finish that mark all Geometric tlircads. Tlio

chasers follow the taper of the work automatically, and release the work
at the end of the cut. Head is withdrawn without touching the finished

threads.

Geometric Taper Threading Die Heads are

adapted to Screw Machine and Turret Lathe. When
not cutting taper threads, the Head can be removed,
leaving the machine free for other work. Made to

order, .specially suited to requirements of machine
and work. Employed very generally on fuse work.

Give the Geometric finish to your taper threads.

Ft will cost you nothing to get our quotation on your
specifications. May we have them?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.

Canadian Airents : Williams Sc Wilson. Ltd.. Montreal.
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Ltd., Toronto.

Winnipeg and St. John. N.B.
T.ipci ThicidlnB Die Htad.

// any advertisement intereats you, tear il out lunv and place u'ith letters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News •

ENGINEERING
Amherst, N.S.—The Maritime Coal,

Riiihvay & Power Co., contemplate pur-

chasina: pumps, motors and electrical

equipment.

Vancouver, B.C. — The Maritime

Motor Co., has been formed here to man-
ufacture a special type of mining and

lograing locomotive, driven by gasoline

engine.

Toronto, Ont.—The Queen City Foun-
dry Co. plant on Cherry street, was

gutted by fire on Monday morning. All

the equipment was destroyed and also

the patterns. The loss is estimated at

$60,000 which is only partially covered

bv insurance.

Kitchener, Ont. — V. 0. Phillips &
Sons, of this city, have made application

for a permit to erect a new addition, 60

by 100 feet, to the plant of the Twin

City Oil Co., for the purpose of manu-

facturing a visible gasoline pump having

purchased the Canadian rights.

Toronto, Ont.—It is reported that

the Nathan Manufacturing Co. of New
York may establish a factory in Can-

ada for making locomotive accessories.

0. Best manager of this concern's New
York factory is investigating business

conditions in Canada with the above ob-

ject in view.

Lindsay, Ont*.^—Flavelle's Ltd., cold

storage building will be re-built. The

new plant will comprise a creamery and

egg house having a total refrigeration

capacity of about 25,000 cub. feet. The

Canadian Ice Machine Co., Toronto are

supplying the new equipment which will

consist of brine coolers, condensers and

over 20,000 feet of 2 in., ammonia pip-

ing for the cooling rooms.

The British American Nickel Corpor-

ation are having plans prepared for the

first unit of a large nickel refinery to_ be

built at Murray Mine about three miles

from Sudbury," Ont. The initial unit

will cost approximately $1,500,000 and

will consist of two blast furnaces, three

converters and power plant. There will

be bnildinas coniprising the smelter

building, machine and blacksmith shops,

power bouse, etc. The buildings will be

of brick and steel construction requiring

about 2500 tons of steel. The company
propose using about 5000 h.p. hydro-

electric power, and all the machinery

will be driven by electric motors. The

power nlant equipment will consist of

two 30;000 cub. ft. 12 lbs. pressure arr

compressors for the convertors. two

blowers, of 30,000 cub. ft. capacity at

40 ounces pressure, for the blast furn-

aces, motor generators, switchboard,

1000 h.n. water tube boilers, pumps, etc.

The construction plant is being assem-

Med, and building will start in the early

spring. F. T. Brule, Royal Bank Build-

ing, Toronto, is the engineer, for the

company and is preparing the plans.

The Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co.,

propose building a mill probably at

Port Arthur, Ont., but in the meantime

the work is being held up. The plans

call for a total expenditure of .$2,000,000

but the initial unit will cost in the

neighborhood of $500,000. The mill

will have a daily capacity of 50 tons of

sulphite pulp, but at a later date a book

paper mill will be erected. The build-

ings will be of brick and reinforced con-

crete construction with steel roof

trusses. About 1000 h.p. of electrical

energy will be required for driving the

machinery, and three 375 h.p. boilers

will be installed for steam heating, also

for manufacturing purposes. Other

equipment required will include wood

and steel tanks, and storage vats, elec-

trical equipment and log conveying ma-

chinery. T. H. Weldon and S. F. Dun-

can of the Provincial Paper Mills, Tor-

onto, are interested, and A. G. Pouns-

ford is general manager.

ELECTRICAL
Windsor, Ont.—Officials of the Can-

adian Steel Corporation have made ap-

plication to the Ontario Hydro-Electric

Commission for a supply of Niagara

power, according to Chairman Shepherd,

of the Windsor Hydro-Electric Commis-

sion.

Chatham, Ont.—A proposition will

probably be endorsed by the Provincial

Hydro Commission whereby it is pro-

posed that the city purchase the Elec-

tric Department of the Chatham Gas Co.

for $115,000, thus removing competition

with Hydro.

Toronto, Ont.—Scarborough Township

Council, at their meeting on February

12 passed a by-law authorizing the issue

of' debentures' to the value of $18..500 to

finance the installation of a Hydro-Elec-

tric svstem in that part of the township

extending from the limit of the City of

Toronto to the town of *Agincourt.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Con-

trol ((iiitemplate the purchase of a

motor driven street flusher and an aerial

truck.

Midland, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on March 3 to

authorize a $25,000 bonus to the Mid-

land Dry Dock Co.

Montreal, Que.—According to an or-

der issued by the Provincial Board of

Health, the towns of Ste. Anne de Belle-

vue, Pointe Claire and Dorval must in-

stal filters, as the water in Lake St.

Louis is unfit to drink.

Horton Township, Ont.— A by-law

will be voted on by the ratepayers on

March 2, to authorize a power company,

of which M. T. O'Brien is at the head,,

to erect transmission lines in the town-

ship.

Gleichen, Alta.—A by-law will proli-

ably be submitted to the ratepayers to

ascertain their opinion on the purchase

of the loloal electric light plant, now

privately owned. The proprietor offers

the plant for $6,000, and will accept the

town's debentures for the amount.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Board of Con-

trol have decided to replace all rigs in

the waterworks department by motor

trucks not later than June 1. Tenders

are to be at once called for three to

three and a half-ton trucks, also for five-

ton trucks. These will be fitted with

automatic tips and knives for snow

iplowing.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders have been re-

ceived f(U- the supply of cast iron pipe,

water meters, hydrants and valves for

the proposed waterworks system for

York Township. The firms tendering in-

cluded the National Iron Works, Can-

adian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Drummond
McCaul Co., R. D. Wood Co., Simplex

Meter Co., and Builders' Iron Foundry.

MUNICIPAL
Chatham, Ont.—It is proposed to give

.$5,.500 by way of a bonus to the Libby,

McNeill & Libby Co.. of Canada.

Grimsby, Ont.—The ratepayers have

granted a loan of $6,00'0 to the Metal

Craft Co., which will erect a plant there.

Montreal, Que.—The bids received on

Feb, 12 for street cleaning machinery,

amounting to $160,000, have been reject-

ed. New tenders wi'.l be called on Feb.

26. The equipment required consists of

twenty flushers and sweepers for the

street cleaning department.

BUILDINGS
Calgary, Alta.—The Federal esti-

mates (provide for $250,000 for the com-

pletion of the drill hall here.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian West-

inghouse Co. will build an office build-

ing to cost $150,000. Brack & Perrine,

Toronto, are the architects.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Technical Com-
mittee of the Board of Education has

practically decided not to proceed with

the erection of the new technical school

on Wentworth street until after the war

Toronto, Ont.—A building permit was
granted bv the city architect to the

Harrv Webb Co., to erect a two-storey

brick bakery at the southwest corner of

Kendall avenue and Davenport road, at

a cost of $60,000.
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Advantages- --

secured by the use of this machine as com-
pared with a reciprocating filing machine
for finishing blanking dies:

—

1. Work drawn down on table or platen.

2. A wide range of surface contours finished

without change of cutters.

3. .Surfaces finished with uniform degree of

clearance regai'dless of direction from which
work is applied to cutter.

4. Chips carried downward, not deposited on
top of the die to obscure the pattern or layout.

5. Will remove very much more material in

a given time than is possible with a recijiro-

cating file.

Write for caUdog and full information.

Aikenhead Hardware, Limited

17, 19, 21 Temperance Street, Toronto, Canada

Anderson
Die-Forming Machine

means larger and better

production

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

FIGHT
AT the: front.

BUY
DOMINION OF CANADA

THREE-YEAR

War Savings Certificates

$ 25.00 FOR $21.50
50.00 " 43.OO
100.00 " 8©.00

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES LIMITED TO J1500.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ANY MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE

JAN. S. iat7
F"iMArgoE Defjarttm Ergx

Ottawa

ETAL
STAMPINGS

-\
y

'I

ire manufactur-
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that jou require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order. f

'i\

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avenue, Toronto, Can.

If anij advertisement interests yon, tear it out iiow and place with letters to be answered.
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Long Wear and

Rapid Cutting

are Features

of

Delta Files

These features mean a

savin? in time and re-

duced file expenses.

The extra durability of

Delta Files means a

surprising: curtailment

in file expenses when

the aecumulatino- re-

sults of a year's use of

these files in your shop

are considered.

DELTA FILES
cut faster and outlive

any other file made,

because they retain

their cutting edges

longer.

There is a Delta File

for every purpose, and

a Delta File means a

time-saving on every

man that uses one.

Made absolutely of cru-

cible steel and the only

files made in lengths

from 3 to 24 inches

long.

We will send you a

sajnple file to enable

you to prove these fea-

tures to your own satis-

faction. Ask for your

sample.

m

I
I

m

u\

DELTA

DELTA FILE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.. U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS I

H. S. Howland, Sons k. Co.. Toroato :

Stark*. Sarbold. MoatrMkl :

Wb. Stain, Son II Morraw. Halifax)

Marriek-Andersoa Ca., Wlaairat

All Laading Jobbers.

Hamilton, Out.—At a special meeting

of the Board of Education, it was de-

cided to proceed with the erection of a

ten-room addition to the Adelaide Hood-

less School, at a cost of $63,907. The

lowest tenders in each case had been ac-

i-eiited .

Orillia, Out.—A by-law to raise by

debenture 118,000 for the completion ol

a new municipal building was carried

on Feb. 12, by 98 majority. The vote

was small. The original by-law carried

a year ago was for $35,000. It is ex-

pected tlie new building will lie cipened

early in March.

New Westminster, B.C.—In prejiara-

tion fcjr an early start on the construc-

tion of the N. P. freight warehouse on

the waterfront, the contractor, H. W.
Harrison, is having the various prelimi-

naries arranged. Mr. Harrison has let a

sub-contract for 19 steel rolling doors

for the warehouse to T. J. Trapp & Co..

Ltd. Thev will cost in the neighbor-

hood of .f^.OOO.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders for the

completing of the new Parliament

Bui'.dinas were opened on Feb. 12 by

Thos. H. Johnson, Provincial Minister of

Public Works. The lowest tender on

the main contract was submitted by the

George A. Fuller Co., the price being

.$1,171,823. Tenders were also sent in

by the -James Ballantyne Co., for the

heating and ventilating, at $170,700; the

Mundv, Rowl Co., for electric conduit

and wiring at $101,036. The crand to-

tal for the new work is $2.23Q,9Q2, which,

in addition to the amount already ex-

pended of about .*2.364,000, makes t)i..

total cost $4,.594,902.

INCORPORATIONS
Superior Electrics, Ltd., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$100,000 to manufacture electrical ap-

pliances of all kinds at Pembroke, Ont.

The incorporators are John H. Reeves.

L. S. Mackie and James R. Lockhart

all of Pembroke, Ont.

The Aspinwall Canadian Co., has

been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-

ital of $75,000 to manufacture machin-

ery, motors and mechanical appliances

of all kinds at-Guelph, Ont. The incor-

porators are Lawrence Jacques, Allen E.

Turner and Nieol Getfrev all of Guelph,

Ont.

Paint Products Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a

capital of .$500,000 to extract and pre-

pare minerals and deposits for the man-
ufacture of paints, etc. The head office

is at Montreal and the incorporators are

J. B. D. Lea-are, Armand Mathiew and

Robert T. Mullin all of Montreal.

Ford Tractor, Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

has ben incorporated at Ottawa with a

capital of $10,000,000 to manufacture

motor tractors, machinery and equip-

ment in connection with same also to

take over the patent rights within the

Dominion of the Ford Tractor. The

head office is at Toronto and the incor-

porators are H. G. Keen, John F. Bo-

land and E. P. King all of Toronto.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed !(

the chairman of the Toronto Electrii-

Commissioners, will be received until

March 28, for synchronous condensers.

Sipecifications may be obtained at the

ofiice of the purchasing agent, 15 Wi'.ton

Avenue, Toronto.

Windsor, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the engineer R. W. Code, up

till March 1, for supplying all labor,

tools and materials necessary for the

construction and completion of one cast

iron intake and concrete well for the

Eau Claire Waterworks Co., Tecumseh.

Ont.. according to |)lans and specifica-

tions prepareil by R. W. Code, C. E.

Windsor.

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Marcli 15, by R. D. Waugh
Chairman of Commissioners, Greater

Winnipeg Water District, for the sup-

ply of approximately 12,500 feet of 48-

in'. and 1.3O0 feet of 60-in. cast iron

pipes, tos'ether with specials and gate

valves. Specifications on apolieation to

the offices of the District, 501 Tribune

Buildins'. Winnipeg.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived, addressed to the Chairman,
Board of Control, City Hal'., up toFeh.
27, for the construction -of a drainage

system (wrought iron pipe), for the

Rosedale Bridge, Bloor Street Viaduct.

Specifications and forms of tender may
be obtained upon anplication at the Bloor

Street Viaduct field oflice, 89 Castle

Frank Road. Toronto.

Windsor, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Feb. 28, 1917, for the con-

struction of the superstruction of:

—

(a) One 70-foot clear span bridge, (b)

One 80-foot clear span bridge. (c) Two
100-foot clear span bridges. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the office

of J. J. Newman, Davis Block. Windsor,
Ont., or at the office of H. J. Rocheleau,

Stoney Point, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to March 1 by R. W. Code,

Board of Trade Buildin<r, Windsor, Ont..

engineer, in connection with the erection

of " waterworks to cost $20,000. by the

Eau Claire Waterworks Co., Tecumseh.

Ont., for two centrifugal pumps and

motors installed complete of 250 gallons

per minute capacity. Specifications and

all details at office of R. W. Code, en-

gineer.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the Board of Control up to

March 5, for the supply of ordinary

and special casting's, iron pipe, hydrants,

valves, extension boxes. T/^ad .pipe

—

pig lead, rubber hose, rubber hoots.

road oil, lubricating oil, ilux, fuel oil,

coal oil, gasoline, brass work, including

ordinary and special brass castings for

water department, hardware, etc. Speci-

fications may he obtained at the offic* of

E. R. Gray, city engineer.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed

to the Chairman, Board of Control, will

be received un to February 26, for the

supply f.o.b. Winnipeg, freia-bt and duty

.paid, of from one to three gasoline or
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electric driven motor trucks or from twu
to five-ton weight, with two or four-
vvhee! drive, body capacity not less than
six cubic yards, and with or without
crane attachment capable of lifting' 5011

ll>s. Information for bidders may be
obtained at the olBee of the Street Com-
missioner, corner James Avenue and
Kins; Street, Winnipea'.

PERSONAL
John H. Bunting, joint manager ol

Hruoe Peebles & Co., Edinburgh, Scot-
land, has been appointed general mana-
ger of the romnany.

Harry McLaughlin, surveyor of cus-
toms at .\rontreal, has been appointed
shipping master of that port in succes-
sion to R. S. White, resigned.

Charles J. Stark, of New York, has
been appointed editor of the Iron Trade
Review, and will shortly assume his new
duties at Cleveland. Mr. Stark has been
conneoted with the editorial staff of this

journal for over a decade, having been
associate editor both in Pittsbur;;- an<l

in Xew York City.

Capt. Reginald B. Bassett, nuiober ,<i

the Lake Masters' Association, died at

the residence of his iiarents, 24 Tviidall
.V venue, Toronto, on, February 17. He
was born at Collingwood, Ont., 3.3 years
aio. Previous to sailing the Mariska
tor the Bassett Steamship Co., he was
master of the .1. A. McKee, belonging to

the Western Steamship Co.

Captain Robert A. Bartlett, Peary V
navigator of the Roosevelt on the siu'-

cessfu! expedition to the North Pole in

1900, will go again into the Arctic Ocean
in 1918, and is now preparing plans for
a wooden ship, 135 feet lonar, to be built

in one of the yards on the Pacific Coast.
Bart!ett will inspect the yards on the
Pacific this spring' and select a site fo;

the building of his vessel.

TRADE GOSSIP
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait, Ont.,

have been awardcii a contract for tliree

350 h.p. boilers for the Middlesex Mills
Co., Ijondon, Ont.

Iroquois Falls, Ont.—The .Vbitib:

Power & Pai]er C(i. new sulphite mill

will, it is understood, be operating- b.>

May. The new ipaper machines will

double the company's output of new^
print before the end <4' tlic year.

The Taylor Engineering Co., of Van-
couver, B.C., are handliug the Bolinder
<-rude oil engine which is built in Stock-
liolm, Sweden. Twenty-four engines of
this type have already been sold to

shipbuildincr firms in British Coluiidiia.

Heap & Partners, Ltd., Montreal, has
been changed to Samuid Osborne & Co.
The company has secured a factory on
Sei'jrneur^i Street, Montreal, and has
eijuipped it fur producing high-speed tool

steel. S. C. I'urk is supcrintcndrnl.

The General Machinery & Equipuient
Co., Vancouver, B.('., has opened ollices

in the Birks Building, that city. The llrm

will handle a irencral line of ctintractors

'

and mining ei|uipment, also railway sup-

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig:.

Gauge ana Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windsor Machine & Tool Works.
WINDSOR. ONT.

D
IT

n

rW»
TofiMBlt PlANtR?

CRAW CUT SHAPtRS
'SPCCIAlDRAWtUT R R5MAPtRS""

.0 MACHI
STATI0NAHY5. P3HTABLt KtY WAYCUTTtRSl

SPCCIAi. LOCOMOTIVE CYllNDtR PlANtRSk

OVENS
Enamelling a.id Varnishing Ovens k«f«ihy Ga,. KlKtricity, Steam or C«,. '^

» nte for Booklet.

n Brantford Oven & Rack Co., Ud
g Brantford. Canad.i.

nBnMnMnBn«n«n«n«nBn«n.nS!

orricc "' works: liusKCCON hlights u s a

An Ideal Locker for

Clothes and Personal

Tools
This ooniblimtion Tool ami riotlies
Locker will lie very usicfiil to tlie

niecliiinfc Ijccnuse it provides ample
Bp;u*e for (.•lotlics nnd a safe place
for Ills tools.

Kullt for llfe-tline service. Supplied
in unit or group construction.

We n I so mn n u fact u re STEEI.,
HIIKI.VINO FOK A1A, ITRFOSES.
I>rop a line for full detailB,

CANADA WIRE & IRON
GOODS CO.

HAMILTON ONTARIO
Eastern Representative: H. E. O. Bull

184 Manca St. Montreal, P. O.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding
We can give the best of service

,

in all kinds of welding repair
jobs. We have successfully re-
paired the most difficult jobs. Ouj
work is high-class and our price*
moderate.

SenJ us vour work or wrilt us regarding i(.

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

GAUGES
DIES, TOOLS AND REPAIRS
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.
163 Spadlna Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Adel. 3734

B. H. AYLSWORTH A. E. HACKWORTH

a
The

Dupont"
PA TENT

Power

Hammer
The strength, dur
ability, economy of
power and simplicity
of adjustment of the
Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-
edly superior tool.

Made carefully from
c a r e f ully selected,
high-class materials.

PosiliTelr 1
Guaranteed

.Seve'n hiiCM.

With riitns from 3fi f>
.100 Ills.

Write for full details.

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
Pletsisvill«, Que.

Ontario and Western Agents :

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.
Ottawn Toronto Winnipeg
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
ESTAB- IR7?.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK -DESIGNS
ALL COUf^TA/eS

Book "Patent Protection"—free. Master
of Patent Laws, Formerly Patent Offke
Kxariiiiicr.

U9 St. James St.. - Montreal, Qui.
Uran('tio»i; Ottawa. Wasliington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Daummdnd Dldg-. Montreal

C.\DLr: ADDRESS
"DHEVET"

F?ATENTrW Fetherstonhaa«h ft Co.
'

P»tent Solidtora. Held Office,
Eojal Bank Bldg., Toronto.
Ottawa Office, S Elgin St.
S«nft for oiir Plain Practical
Poinlere. Copy of NaUonal

are adTertJMd. mailed free fi

[PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor's

Adviser, which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner

St. Catherine St., MONTRE.\L,, Phone Up. 6414

and Washineton, D.C, U.S..*.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES. DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

CANADIAN eiSTRISUTORa rOR THK

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada

Phone Ad . 25 1 1 A. W. Bcnnet M»n»gtr

CANADIAN MACHINERY

plies. John MaeKenzie is managring di-

rector of the corapany.

The Armstrong Whitworth Co., of

Canada, Ltd., Montreal, have opened a

branch at 27 Kino- ^Yilliam street, Ham-
ilton, Ont., where stock will be carried

to take care of their Ontario trade. The
Hamilton office will be under tlie man-
agement of F. T. Malone.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Government is

sending; overseas shortly six more port-

able sawmills for the preparation of

lumber for use on the western front.

Already a number of sucli mills have

been sent abroad with forestry units,

and have S'iven satisfaction.

Canadian S. K. F. Co., has been orsan-

ized under Dominion Charter for the

manufacture and sale of S. K. F. self-

alisTiin;;' ball bearins's in Canada. All

corresiwndence should be directed to

Toronto in which citv headquarters have

been establi.shed at 47 Kin? street. West.

Drastic Embargo on Imports.—An-

drew Bonar Law. Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, stated in tlie House of Com-
mons that the British Government had

decided upon very drastic restrictions

on imports. The new measures, he

added, would affect the Allies of Great

Britain and the British Dominions.

Montreal, Que.—The Southern Can-

ada Power Co.. in extending- its system

throughout the Province of Quebec, has

taken over the Brome Lake Electric

Company, supplying the towns of Water-

loo. Knowlton. Foster, etc. The com-

pany is now supplying light and power

to 35 cities and towns in the province.

U.S. Navy Shell Orders.—The United

States Xavv Department has awarded

a contract for 15.000 14-inch shells at

$500 each to the Midvale Steel Co., the

Crucible Steel Co.. and the Washington

Steel and Ordnance Co., each company

gettina- practically one-third of the

award? These are the contracts which

Hadfields Ltd.. were not allowed to ac-

cept.

Newsprint Paper Reduced.—An offi-

cuil statement was issued at Ottawa last

Saturday with regard to the fixing of a

maximum price for Canadian newsprint,

as sold to newspapers in the Dominion.

The statement announces that the pulp

and paper manufacturers, with whom

the matter has been left, will determine

their course on Wednesday.

The Export Association of Canada,

Montreal, has directed its oeneral man-

ager, R. J. Younge. to proceed to South

A~frica as soon as possible to open up

trade connections in that market for

the members of the association. Mr.

Younse will leave just as soon as he can

aather together the necessary informa-

tion from' those firms wlio are interest-

ed—probahlv next month.

Russia Will Build Mercantile Fleet.—

A despatch to Renter's Telegram Co..

London from Petrograd says the Rus-

sian Minister of Commerce has intro-

duced in the Duma a bill under the

terms of which the Government will de-

vote 100.000.000 roubles toward the

creation of a Russian mercantile fleet.

Volume XVII.

The money is to be employed in advances

to shipbuilders to encourage the con-

struction of new shipyards and to pro-

vide equipment for them.

Enquiry for Track Material—Albert

Frost & Co., Sheffield, England, are open

to ]iureliase track materials as follows:

1.000 tons of flat bottom rails, 18 lbs.

per yard section, punched for nails, and

in 6'
ft. and 9 ft. lengths ; .W.OOO cross

cub. sq., bolts and nuts, 5-16 and % in.

;

250 tons railway spikes 21/2 in- and 3 in.

bv 5-16 in. and % in.; 250 tons wire

nails, 21/2 in. by 5-16 in., and 3 in. by

5-16 in. Delivered f.o.b. English port.

Lists and full particulars to be mailed

in advance.

Investigating Niagara Development.

—

It is stated that a corps of engineers is

eno-aged upon an examination and in-

spection of all power company plants at

Niagara Falls, Ont., with a view to de-

termine for the Ontario Government if

the water is beins utilized with a iproper

dearee of efBeiency or economy. It is

believed that this may have an import-

ant bearina- upon the production of

power upon the Canadian side, to meet

Hydro and other demands.

The S. Morgan Smith Co., York. Pa.,

have closed a contract with the Sa^e-
nay Light & Power Co.. Chicoutimi.

Que., for two turbines, each of 2.500 h.p..

to be direct connected to generators, and

one turbine of 175 h.p. for an exciter

unit. The turbines will work under a

head of 53 feet. They are to be fitted

with Lombard oil pressure governors.

The present plant consists of one gen-

erator turbine and one exciter turbine

of the same capacity as the new equip-

ment ordered.

Russian Iron and Steel.—The produc-

tion of iiig-iron in Russia during 1915

was 4,062,100 tons, as compared with 4,-

769,300 tons in 1914. The output of

semi-finished steel was 4,539,100 tons, as

compared with 5,508,800 tons; and that

of finished steel 3,590,500, as compared

with 4,334,100 tons. Of the semi-fin-

ished and finished steel, 60 per cent, was

produced in Central Asia, while the

Fral resion made 20 per cent. Of the

pia-iron made in Russia in 1915, rather

more than 70 per cent, was- produced in

Central Russia.

Market for Ships.—A representative

of a large shipbuilding company now in

New York, savs France and Great Bri-

tain are in the market for all ships the

shipbuilding companies can turn out.

This is the first time in history that

Europe has asked this country to sup-

ply ship tonnage. American shipbuild-

ins companies are crowded with work,

and few ships can be built for foreign

countries. The same shipbuilder says

this country will be kept busy turning

out ships at least five years after the

end of the European war.

Marine Association Elect Officers.—

The annual meetinijr of the Dominion

Marine Association was held last Thurs-

day at the Kina Edward Hotel. A. E.

Burke, the retirina president, presented

the annual report of the association.
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A. A. Wright, of the Montreal Trans-

port Co., was elected president for the

ensuing year, and will have J. T.

Mathews, of Toronto, as his first vice-

president, with A. E. Mathews, of the

Mathews Steamship Co., acting as sec-

ond vice-president. Francis King, of

Kingston, was re-elected secretary.

B. C. Lead Production.—The lead pro-

duction of Canada is almost wholly de-

rived from British Columbia, the produc-

tion of which is about 65,000,000 pounds

a year. This metal is at present pro-

duced almost entirely from the mines of

East and West Kootenay. The ores are

smelted at Trail smelter, and the lead is

refined there. On the coast and along

the route of the G. T. P. are important

deposits of lead ores which cannot be

economically treated for want of smelt-

ing accommodation on the coast. The
establishment of a lead smelter and re-

finery on the coast is, therefore, a neces-

sity to the development of ore deposits

tributary thereto.

Industrial Council Meets.—Sittings

were lield at (Ottawa last week by the

advisory council for scientific and in-

dustrial needs, appointed by the Gov-

ernment in November. Dr. A. J. Mac-
f^allum, presided over the sessions and

members of the council in attendance in-

cluded Dr. F. D. Adams, McGill presi-

dent ; W. C. Murray, University of Sask-

atchewan, Saskatoon; President A. S.

MacKenzie. Dalliousie University, Hali-

fax; Dr. R. F. Ruttan, McGill, Mon-
treal, and Prof. J. C, McLennan, Tor-

onto University. Organization work has

been engaging the attention of the mem-
bers of the council but steps are being

taken to institute a number of inquiries

which will be of benefit to the industrial

development of the Dominion.

Electrolytic Refining of Copper.—The
essential feature of electrolytic refining

of copper is cheap hydro-electrical

power, which is abundantly available in

British Columbia, and smelting and re-

fining plants to treat the ores now ex-

ported are reiiuired. The production is

about 25,000,000 pounds per*annum, and

is capable of considerable increase.

There is one refinery operating an elec-

tro-chemical iirocess at Trail with a

capacity of about 15,000.000 pounds

spelter ,per annum. Another small re-

finery is heing installed in the interior,

NTelson. Nearly all the zinc ores are now
Ijroduced in the interior, and the excess

production ov*r present refinery capa-

city, amounting to 10,000,000 pounds,

lias to be exported.

Coal Transports Heavy.—According to

fiirurcs suiiplicd by the Department of

Customs at Ottawa there came into Can-

ada in .January, iniT. .'iO,440 tons of an-

thracite and 48.3.047 tons of bituminous
more than in 1015, and yet there was no
shortacre in 1015. Conditions were some-

what similar in January, lOlfi, when 5,258

more tons of bard coal came in than this

January. In January, 1017. ;!0n,8ri0 tons

of anthracite, 217,.').')0 tons of bituminous
black and SH.-'iSO tons bituinincms himo
coal wore imported. In January. 1915,

the 270,396 tons of hard coal that came

WM. MUIR & CO., LIMITED
Manchester, England.
Machine Tool Makers.

Specialties: PateDt Puncher Slotting
Machines, Milling Machines, Boring
Machines.
Agents: Messrs. Peacock Bros.. 68

Beaver Hall Hill. Montreal.
Send tor catalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX. ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agent»—The A. R.William* !VIcy.Co.,Lld.
Toronto. Winnipeg, Vancouver, St. John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS
Catalogues offered to Purchasers.

SPRI
OF ALL '
KINDS

M^ichine Sprinen. Vtlve SptiDs^ Automobil
CuiKion Spring, etc., oTa qu^ity (hat de6n
Cttmpetition. TdlusrourrctrjircmcBU. Send
sample or ipecIBcatioQ for price.

JAMES STEELE, UMITED

Quality is Highest—Not the Price
rk> t t i-< J. J 10-Inch Universal
Dickow s buaranteed index centers
You s;ivf frniii .<50 to $l-*j on first cost,

;iinl iiKiny times tbat because of their

simple construction
ond great ease of
operation. They em-

bofly the maxi-
mum of accura-
cy, simp licity

and durability.

Get the Original—Beware of ImUators
Sofd hy all dealers. V^rite to-day for particulars

Fred.C. Dickow, 35 So. Desplaiaes St.,Chicfl^o, I1I..II.S.A

Oil Tempered

Steel Springs

— tor every purpose

ant! tlie best for each

use.

Special styles of all

kinili to order.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRING
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machine Bolts.

Rivets and Washers

assures qulcklj fill-

ed orders and
prompt shipment.
One quality only

—

The Beat.
Send a trial «rder.

LONDON BOLT &
HINGE WORKS

\ London Ontario

iil/i)imi/l)j>j»/ll//>/i///ill/J)l

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Machinery, Engine Work

Grey Ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK, LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA. ONT.

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker&Goodwin
Brantford, Canada
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Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat4reated
and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

into Canada was valued hy the Customs
authorities at .1il,273,Ki2, or about $4.71

a ton. In 1916, 295,578 tons were valued

at .$1,373,605, or about -$4.65 a ton. The
300,836 tons that came in last month are

valued at .$1,572,882, or .$5.23 a ton.

London, Ont.—The Canadian Cereal

& Flour Mills Co. has disposed of its

400-barrel mill at Loudon, to the Quaker
Oats Co., of Peterborough, Ont. The
Quaker Oats Co. has also purchased a

.3()0-barrel mill at Neepawa.

Uses of Molybdenum. — The greater

demand for molybdenum since the out-

break of the war on account of its use in

liarclenins' steel was dwelt upon by Mr. G.

C. Mackenzie, B.Sc, of the Department of

Mines, Ottawa, in a lecture given on
Saturday night before the Royal Cana-
dian Institute, Toronto. Australia and
Norway were formerly the two greatest

producers of the mineral, said Mr. Mac-
kenzie, but the demands made upon Can-
ada and her deposits of the metal were
bidding fair to make the Dominion the

largest producer. Mr. Mackenzie went
on to describe the method of separating
the mineral from the ore. Deposits had
been found in British Columbia, Ontario
and Quebec, and one company at Orillia,

Ont., was making special advances in the
manufacture of by-products from the

mineral.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
St. John, N.B.—The St. John Street

Railway Co. will sell out to the New
Brunswi(?k Investment Co., a holding
company organized for the purpose of

making the ipurehase and it in turn will

make a transfer to the New Brunswick
Power Co. The latter controls water
powers at Magaguadavic and Lepreaux
and it is their intention to operate by
hydro electric power instead of gener-

ating electricity by steam as at present.

Prospective purchasers also plan cnnsid

erable extension of the lines and in-

troduction of more modern methods in.

(j]ieration of the company.

CONTRACTS
Merritton, Ont.—The Robertson Cat-

aract Electric Co., have been given the

contract to install the fire alarm systeni

at .$718.78.

Montreal, Que.—Anglins, Ltd., has

been awarded contract for a shipbuild-

ing berth for the Canadian Vickers Co.,

Montreal.

Brantford, Ont.—The City Council

have accepted the tender of the Wat-
rous Engine Works for a boiler for the

pumping station.

Port Arthur, Ont.—A provisional con-

tract has been let by the Port Arthur
Pulp & Paper Co., to the Wickes Boiler

Co., Saginaw, Mich., for three 365 h.p.

boilers.

Toronto, Ont.—The following con-

tracts have been awarded by the York
Township Council for the waterworks
system. For 6-in. pipe National Iron

Works, $10.40 per length; 12-in. pipe,

CanacFian Allis-Chalmers, at $26.75 per

legth; 1,150 lengths 24-in. pipe National

Iron Works, at .$84,35 per length; auto-

matic air valves, Drummond-McCall Co..

at $16.50 each; special 24-in. cast iron

pipe. National Iron Works, at total ot'

$702.05; 6-in. and 12-in. special castings.

National Iron Works, .$220.85; valves,

the Chapman Valve Co., at prices of

.$410 ami $105 according to specifica-

tions. These prices were, according to

the township engineer, F. Barber, all

well within his previous estimates.

MARINE
Vancouver, B.C.—City Engineer Fel-

lowes has prepared a report on harbor
development in which it is suggested

than an area of False Creek he retained

for factory sites.

Victoria, B.C.—The keel for the fourth

auxiliary schooner was laid at the Cam-
eron Genoa Mill Shipbuilders, Ltd., ship-

yard, on Feb. 6, on the ways occupied by
the schooner Margaret Haney, which
was launched recently.

Esquimalt, B.C.—Messrs. Yarrows.
Ltd., have secured the contract for over-

hauling and repairing the American
four-masted barkentine Puako, which
arrived recently from Durban, South
Africa, after a passage of 103 days.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Ice conditions at

this end of Lake Superior favor an early

oipening of navigation. Open watei'

commences at Thunder Cape, 18 mile>

lint. The weather has been cold, but

liii;li winds have kept the ice broken up

Esauimault, B.C. — The municipal
council has decided to memorialize tli'-

Provincial Government on the Esqui-
mault drydock question, recommendiua
that iiressure be brought to bear upon
the Federal authorities to have the un-

dertaking carried out without further

delay.

Midland, Ont.—A movement has been
started to have a dry dock established

here. In the furtherance of the scheme
a deputation has visited Ottawa and

asked for assistance in the work of

dredging in connection with the propos-

ed dry dock and shipyard.

Chatham, Ont.—Engineers Porter and
Griesback, of the Department of Public

Works, Windsor, Ont., have commenced
the work of making soundings in the

River Thames from Chatham to the

lighthouse. The report is being pre-

pared in connection with the proposal to

dredge a fourteen-foot channel from
Chatham to Lake St. Clait.

North Vancouver, B.C.—The Wallace
Shii)yards have l)een awarded the con-

tract for effecting the repairs to the G.

T. P. steamer Prince John necessitated

through the vessel's recent stranding

in Wrangell Narrows. About 15 plates

will have to be replaced and it is re-

ported that slight injury to her engines

and frames was sustained.

Cunard Line Places Orders in U. S.—
Contracts for ships to cost over $13,-

000,000 have have been awarded the

Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporaticm.

of Wilmington. Delaware, by the Cunard
Line and the United. Fruit Co. It is the

first time either concern has ever placed

contracts with an American shipyard
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The vessels for the Cunard Line are to

be freighters of 15,000 tons capacity.
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CATALOGUES
Power Hammers.—Bulletin describing

the product of Beaudry & Co. Inc., Bos-
ton, Mass. The principal constructional

features of the "Champion'' and
"Peerless" hammers are described at

Icncth and the claims in their favor set

forth in detail. Among the illustra-

tions are included views of the mechan-
isms, while tables give the principal

dimensions and the other data for each
of the various sizes of hammer.

Monometer Mfg. Co., Birmingham.
Kngland, have issued two bulletins deal-

ing respectively with the "Monometer''
metal melting furnace and automatic
heat control. The former describes and
illustrates the furnace, and also eon-

tains a number of testimonials from sat-

isfied users in Great Britain and the

T'nited States. In the other bulletin,

the "Monometer" self-acting heat regu-

lator is described, and the work for

which it is adapted, dealt with. A
leaflet is included, giving the standard

prices for the above in various sizes,

and also for low pressure Lras burners.

The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co., Mount
Gilead, Ohio.—Export Catalog No. 70,

"Hydraulic Presses and Pumps". Size

S in. X 10 in., 84 pages, describes and
illustrates their line of hydraulic ma-
chinery adapted to foreign distribution.

The first 7 pasres are devoted to general

data; paares 8 to 35, inclusive, to metal

working presses; 36 to 40, inclusive, to

veneer presses; 41 to 44 to "baling

presses; 47 to 48 abrasive wheel presses;

.>0 to 56, inclusive, leather presses, 57

to 67, inclusive, butchers and packers

presses; 68, 69 and 70 to oil presses; 71

cider, wine & Grape juice presses; 72

and 73 hot plate presses; 76 hydraulic

pumps. A copy will be sent to interest-

Bd concerns.

BOOK REVIEWS
Mechanical World Pocket Diary and

Year Book for 1917, 453 jiaiics, 6 in. x

+ in. Norman Remington & Co., Balt:-

inoro, Md. Price 40 cents post free. The
30th annual issue of tiiis year book,

published by Emmot & Co., Manchester,

contains several new features, while the

book generally has been tborou'zhly re-

vised. The section on steam and the

steam engine has been rewritten. New
tables have been introduced, givin<r di-

mensions of piston rings, srovern-

ors, etc., while notes on lubrication

and nnti-frietion bearinss are now in-

cluded. A new section on the heat treat-

ment of steel has been introduced, in-

cluding notes on annealincr, hardening,

temnerin?'. etc. Other new mafter in-

cludes tables, civinsr dimensions of flang-

ed C'onplincs and calculntion of sprincrs.

Much recent information is also given

re?ardin? desisTi of nrime movers, boil-

ers, power transniisslim, machine shop
practice and materials. ,\ 57-pa2re diar\

and memnrnrida is a useful feature of

thia publication.

Davis-Bournonville

Oxy-Acetylene Weld-

ing and Cutting Ap-
paratus Leads the

World
Over 2,400 plants in daily

operation. Medal of Honor,
Highe-st Award at Panama Ex-

position.

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
STATIONARY
GENERATORS
WELDING
TORCHES
CUTTING
TORCHES
REGULATORS
HOSE
CARBIDE
WELDING RODS
FLUX
CARBONITE
RODS
GOGGLES
CARBON
REMOVERS
PORTABLE
TRUCKS
COMPRESSED
ACETYLENE

Price list and full particulars

on request.

Carter Welding Co.
9-11 Sheppard Street

TORONTO, ONT.
PhonelAdelaide 2841

Canadian Agents for

The Davis-Bournonville Apparatus

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS

"PURO -FY**

are unusual in
service and wear

Ther are the result nf

sixty years' cipcri*
enee, unsurpasiicd
c iiipmcnt and highly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Sprinss are the
best buy.

THE \VAI.LA( r I^AKNLS COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

MaiVfrs of H*\rno*.-tnrttlo" IVudut ts

T[JE American Museum of Safety conferretl

a Gold Medal Award upon the Puro
Sanitary Drinking Fountain at the First

Intemationiil Exposition of Safety and Sanita-

tion.

The I'uio Sanitary Drinking Fountain won be-

ciiuse it desei-vetl to win—I'uro had merits that

made it stand head and shouldtrs above any

other dnnking apparatus.

Safe Simple
SANITARY Economical

Quickly Attached
These are the qualities that forced the leading

safety and sanitary engineers to pick Puro in

preference to all others.

No deyice can be as efficient that does not con-

lain all these qualifications: and I'uro was not

tied for first place; Puro was first.

Don't be satisfied with half-way goodness, or

makeshift drinking arrangements for your em-
ployees.

If the men in your factory must drink, give

them a clean drink.
Puro is clean— it docs not nist or corrode.

Puro is economical. It allows just the proper

amount of cool, clean, fresh water to come
through the bubbler. Mo spurting, no overflow-

ing, no loss. Puro rcgidates itself. You can

attach it in five minutes.

Tell us how many mtn in your factory and your

water pressure in pounds—
We'll tell vou just what it will cost to

"pruo FY" Yoru water supply.

PURO SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

TRADE MARK

147 Univor»ity Ave. TORONTO. ONT.

THE IRON WORKS
Succeitors to

Owen Sound Iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Onl.
'

Engineers

Boiler*

makers

Founders

Machinists

i

Mnchinery

i
Mndr to

OrJ»r ^
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE

TTIOR SALE—'ENiGINE DATHE 30" SWING,
^ S ft. bed. Putnam make, good strong
tciol, cheap Box 2€9, Canadian Machinery.

(eSm)

TjiQK SALE — LOT QF WOODWORKING
^ uiachiueiy — shafting, pulleys, hungers,
belting, etc. Cheap. Box 270, Canadian
Machinery. (cSm)

-piOK SALE—TEN TONS %" HIGH DUTY
-"^ galvanized steel guy wire, made up of 7

strands of S-IC" wire—low price. Winuipeg
Machinery Exchange, Sutherland St., Winni-
peg, Man. (cSm)

GAP LATHE, 28 x '42 x 16 FT. BED, FOR
sale, cheap; also emery wheel Btand, power

hack saw. Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton,
Ont.. Uf)

H'Oit SALE — 1 NEW SHORE SCLERO-
scope, complete with all regular eiiulli-

ment. Pease Foundry Company, Limited,

Brampton, Ont. Jet. 4341. TcSm

QIIRAPNEL SOCKET AND ADAPTER
nini-hincry, turret lathes, boring machlnea,

cutting-otT machines and thread millers tooled

for uperatloa. Globe Electric Machine Co.,

Hau llton. (tf)

FOR SALE—ONE 430 H.P. THOMPSON &
Williams condensing engine. Will sell

cheap. Engine is in first-class repair and
will give every satisfaction. Apply .1. A.

Marven, Limited, Moncton, N.B. tcfm

1—2-SPINDLE SHAPER, WOOD TOP, JOHN
-^Ballantyne, Preston, make, used two months.
1 Dynamo, 45 lights, Toronto and Hamilton
Electric Co. make. Used five months. G.iod

as new. Box 195, Jordon, Ont. (R.T.F.)

25 CYCLE MOTORS IN STOCK TORONTO.
Sizes in horse-power tens, fifteens, twen-

ties, thirties, forties, fifties, seventy-five and
one hundred fifty, standard V(dtagc, slow
speed. Boyd-McBurney, 220 King St. West.
Main, 2230. c7m

ONE LATHE 16" x iW back geared. Built

by P, P. Silk Alachlne & Tool Co., Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. One lathe IS" x 3', back geared.

Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. Four Murchey Collapsible Dies. Capa-
city 1%" to 2>4". Box 272, Canadian Machinery.

ctmf

1
ONLY — 10" WESTINGHOUSE LOCOMO-
tive air compressor, first-class condition,

all complete, ready fur installation. 1 only,

G X Imperial t.vpe Canadian Ingersoll-Rand
Comipany air compressor, in good condition,
complete, ready for in,3tallation. H. Mueller
Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont. cSm

TflOR SA'LE^2 KENNEDY CUTTING-OFF
^ machines. 'for cutting off both ends of 4.5

H.E. forgings; in good condition; price .'}:7"iO

eaVh. 1 IS-pdr. Holden-Morgan thread miller
for threading base end of high explnalvc
shells; price .$300. 1 IS-pdr. H.E. marking
machine; price $50. Apply to Alton Foundry
Co., Ltd.. Alton. Ontario. cl3m

WANTED
CHOP IN WINDSOR, ONT., EQUIPPED
^ partially or wholly for special machine,
tool and repair work. Send full details. F. G.
Hubbard, Box So2, Bridgeport, Conii. cdm

wANTED — MOTORS 10 TO 50 IIOKSB
power, 25 cycle, 550 volts, alternating

current*. Quote price and delivery. Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co., 1379 Bloor Street, To-
ronto, cllm

SPECIAL MACHINERY

-p>USE EQUIPMENT — SPECIAL MACHIN-
^ ery for manufacturing fuses, including
rethreading machines for l)ase pings, with
tools. "Harris," Box lOOS, Bridgeport, Conn.

c9m

T\|A\UF.ACTURERS — WE CAN UNDER-
take work to any specification—munition

production eiinipmont or otherwise. Write
W. H. Sumbfing Machinery Co., 7 .St. Mary
St., Toronto,

Machine Shop
FOR SALE

Toronto, going concern, Universal

milling machine and grinder, 4

machine lathes, 2 Fox lathes,

shaper, drills, etc. Modern tools,

Al condition. Good lease; splen-

did central location.

Box 267 Canadian Machinery

FOR SALE

Shipment from Stock

3
—"L e e s Bradner"

Thread Millers

arranged for mill-

ing 2" 14 thread in

Nose of 4.5 Mark
VII H.E. Shells.

For complete particu-

lars—write

Williams & Wilson
Limited

320 St. James St., Montreal, P.Q.

SITUATIONS WANTED
qCPERINTENDENT OR GENERAL FORE-

man, expert mechanic and mechanic-al
engineer, experienced on 3", 6", S" and 9"
H.E. shells. Box 2(JS, Canadian Machinery.

c9m

OUPBRINTENDENT OR WORKS MAN-^ ager desires position with first-class con-
cern. Specialist on automatic small die press
work. E.xpert in handling men. Twenty years'
experience as manager in cartridge factories.
Capable of. taking complete charge of in-
stallation. Apply Box 263, Canadian Machin-
ery. (7l

, SITUATIONS VACANT

-rjRAFTSMAN WANTED ON ilACHINE
^-^ shop eriuipment—jigs, tools, etc. State ex-
perience and salary expected,
aui.in .Mai-iiine'y..

Box 265 Can-
(9.1

c-
FOR

American firms building special machin-
ery, tools and gauges. Liberal com.mission
to a business-getter. Box 266, Canadian
.Machinery. c9m

D IE JIAKERS—SERVICES OF TWO FIRST-
i.s die makers to work on small dies for

parts of electrical wiring devices. Apply To-
loiito Electrical Supply Work. King street

Subway. clOm

piOREMAN WANTED — FOR TURNING,
^ milling and threading department of a
oianufac lurer of taps, dies, milling cutters
and other lines of small tools. Steady em-
phiyment, with opportunity of advancement.
.\pply, stating wages expected and former
experience. Young married man preferred
who will permanently settle in Canada. Box
275. Canadian Machinery. cllm

What
have you
to sell?
Have you old or used machinery or any

equipment for which you have no fur-

ther use, or are your services for sale?

If your proposition will interest the men

or the firms we reach, the logical place

for it to appear is in these columns.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.
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Hendey Experimental 12" Lathe

For the Laboratory or Experimental Department where the best

of its kind is wanted, and each machiije must be motor-driven,

here is the Lathe in this HENDEY 12".

In addition to its complete regu-

lar equipment it has Small Tool

Cabinet for operators' fine tools,

also gear closet for extra gears

to cut special threads.

Write for Descriptive Matter.

The
Hendey Machine Co.

Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery

Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R. Williams Machinery
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Machining the

4.5 ins. Mark VII

Howitzer Shell

By H. G. Evans

In our January 11, 1917 issue, there appeared an illustrated descriptive article covering

the "Machining of the 4.5 ins., Mark VII, Howitzer Shell," the data for which had its

origination in a plant close to tlve extreme Western limit of our far-flung Dominion. The
reference then made to the width of scope of m,unitions manufacture within our borders

receives the neressanj substantiation in the case of the present article, the constituent detail of
ivhich tiipifies production of the same type shell in a plant whose location is well nigh to our
extreme Eastern boundary, or, in other words, is operative on our Atlantic seaboard-

THE new 4.5 in. Mark \'1[. howitzer

shell being such a radical depart-

ure from the old Mark V., pre-

sents many little points of difference in

the method of manufacture which add to

the dilficulties of successful production,

•lust at this period, when so many tirms

are changing over to this type, it may be

interesting to study some of the methods
employed relative alike to quality and

<iuantity output. The plant from which
the following data was procured has

l)een workins- on this class of shell for

several months, and an output of about
.')00 shells per day is now being main-
tained. Two years ago, when the shell-

making industry was in an incipient

state, and the outlook a))peared to be.

line of short but abnormal activity, this

firm, when purchasing machinery to aug-

ment their existing equipment, did so

with a view to utilizing it more for fu-

ture trade than for conditions as they
appeared at that time. This firm, hew-

more economical production of all classes

of shells. Nevertheless, much credit is

due to those manufacturers who have
successfully solved the problem by the

use of special fixtures alone, adapting

these to available machines with very

satisfactory results. Next to special

equipment, the one factor that tends to

higher efficiency is the machine tool lay-

out, which should be so designed as to

minimize the handling of the shells as

they progress through the shop. While
this shop may not be ideal, a glance at the

plan. Fig. 1, will give some conception

of the continuous movement of the shells

from the rough forging to the finislied

product.

Mark V. Production Less Onerous

After adjusting the sizes of shell on
the roughing operations to take care of

the change in weight and length from
the former standards set up for the

Mark V., tlie chief difficulty is encoun-

often a risky and unsatisfactory method.
Owing to the greater depth of nose metal
required on this type, it is necessary to
have the outside diameter at the mouth
sufficiently large for the purpose; and

/>Cf #/ Cm/cK

FIG. APPLICATIO.N" OK CUTTI>'G-OFF
GAUGE.

FIG. ]. MAClllM.; LAYOUT OF 4.o INS. SHELL SIIOI'.

ever, in common witli many others with tered in securinir sulficicnt stock on the
a similar lack of forethought, are now insi<le of the shell nose to form the
looking with a certain degree of envy slioulder below tlie undercut. Tt is the
upon the numerous special machines that [iractico of some sliell-tnakers to upset
have been placed on the market for the the shell under the press, but this is

due to eccentricity of many of the forc-

ings, much dilTu-ulty is often experienced
in obtaining good results when nosing.
For satisfactory work, the diameter for
about 2% inches back from tlie open end
should be at least 4 13-16 inches, and
slightly larger would prove even more
elToctive; however, owing to the varying
characteristics of the forgings, many
sliells will not clean up to a greater dia-

meter. It has been found that a proper
nosing process is a very essential factor,

and considerable care is exercised in all

preliminary operations to insure accur-

ate work on tlie jiress operation. Every
facility is provided to have the ends cut

(ifT s(|uare Avith the axis of the shell.

The plant is operating 22 hours )>er

day on two sliifts; tlie latter alternating
every week with satisfaction to the firm

and appreciation by the workmen. The
routine of the work is divided into three

departments—roughing, nosing and fin-

isliing, each' deiiartment having its own
niirht and day foreman. The washing,
varnishing, etc., are under the super-
vision of the press foreman. The assis-

tant superintendent has full charge of

tiie mobilization of shells through tlie
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shop, seeing that heat numbers are cor-

rectly transferred, keepina: the machines
supplied with shells, and otherwise ex-

ercising: every vigilance in expediting

their progress through the shop. The
watchword of this plant is "Rigid In-

FW. ROUGH TT liNlXO OX "(iOV
MACHINE.

,1) lie EBKUHAKUT"

spection,'' and its success, in a great

measure, is due to the strict observance
of specifications and careful gauging me-
thods.

Fig. 1 is a layout of the shop and gen-

eral arrangement of machines, from
which it will be noted that shells foUow
a straight course up the right-hand side

from A to B, thence from B to C. From
C they are transported on trolley ears

to D, whence they are started along the

finishing side of shop to the preliminary
inspection room E. From E to F they

pass through all the final finishing oper-
ations, such as plugging-, base facing,

varnishing, banding and band turning.

They are then placed in boxes and haul-
ed to the final Government inspection

room Gr, and from there to painting de-

partment H, where they are prepared
for shipment and loaded in cars at I, be-

ing practically the point from wliieli

they started.

Cutting-off Open End and Centering
Base

Two Davis cutting-off machines are
used for cutting off the open end, the
length measured from the inside being
12 1-16 inches. Fig. 2 illustrates the me-
thod of gauging. Care is exercised in

cutting to exact lenath given, which is

3-16 inch shorter than the finished bore

bottom of shell being cleaned up without
cutting shell back, and thus shortening
the enlarged nose.

After the base is centered, which is

performed on a 20-inch Barnes drill,

fitted with expanding arbor and suitable

jig, the heat num-
bers are trans-

ferred to the base
by means of an or-

dinary cold chisel,

this method "prov-

ing as satisfactory

as the use of a steel

stamp. The shells

are next exajluined

for concentricity,

and should the var-

iation of wall thick-

ness be such as to

prevent outside
cleaning up to

4 9-16 in. diam-

eter, they are

chucked in a rigid

Oonradson lathe,
where the eccentricity is partly adjusted

1 y boring with a single point tool.

The rough turning operation is ac-

complished on several old engine lathes:

one of these, a Gould & Eberhardt,
shown in Fig. 3, was headed off on its

way to the scrap pile, rebuilt and press-

ed into service. The
lieadstoek was de-

signed to suit the

new requirements,

pulleys being placed

on the back gear
shaft, a 5-inch

double leather belt

providing: sufficient

power to drive

through the heavi-

est cuts. Increased

elasticity has been
given to the feeding

mechanism by sub-

stituting a 11/2-inch

l)elt for the gears

previously used.
Tlie use of the feed
belt minimizes the

breakage of tools

unskilled workers
the cut to run to

work.

are similar to those on other shells; that
is, rough bore, rough base, finish bore,

finish base, cut to length, and chamfer.
The finished bore is 3.38 inches, with a
tolerance either way of .003 inch; the
chamfer has a depth of 1% inches, and
a large diameter of 4y8 inches. Cham-
fering the outer edge was tried, but the

present method has given better satis-

faction, as the shape after nosing con-

forms more to desired requirements. The
length from the inner base to the open
en'd is 12^4 inches plus or minus 1/64
inch.

Contrary to general practice, this firm

does not remove any stock from the out-

side base until after boring. This not
only eliminates previous base facing, but
permits inside base being further ma-
chined, should defects appear, without

materially affecting the thickness of

metal. When doing this operation, it

has been found advisable to fit the ma-
chines with a special arbor to avoid any
possibility of sag -when gripping the

shell. This arbor, which is secured to a

sleeve held in the body of the chuck, is

provided with an adjustable stop that

gauges the depth to which the shell i-?

placed in the chuek. It is essential to

have the base square with the axis of the

shell, as it insures its standing perfectly

upright in the nosing press. The thick-

I

<f^-

and gears when
carelessly allow

a shoulder on the

The usual hand feed was dis-

carded and replaced by a large wheel
with pinion meshina' directly with the

mmmii!^mm^M^m ŵ//Mw///.xw^/m

FIG. 4. SPECIAL CHUCKING DEVICE FOR "HALL" CUTTING-OPF MACHINE.

of shell, leaving that amount for the feed rack. These machines have an
spade tools to remove. This is to keep average output of about 10 shells per
the length of the large diameter of hour.
4 13,'16 inches constant ,and permit of The sequence of operations on the bore

FIG. 5. NOSING DIES.

ness of metal at the base after facing

should be 1 7/32 inches, with an over-all

length of 13 15/32 inches.

The Nosing Operation

The link that unites the roughing and
finishing departments, that of closing in

the nose, is probably the most important
factor in the manufacture of this shell,

as the success of subsequent machining
depends largely upon the accuracy of tlie

nosing process, which is more diffieult of
attainment on the Mark VII. than on
the Mark V. Two five-hole oil-fired Me-
chanical Engineering Co. furnaces, fed
by a Trebearn rotary pump, are installed

Oil is delivered at a pressure of 25 lbs.

and sprayed through nozzles into the fire

chamber by means of high pressure air

at 80 to 100 lbs. per square inch. Air
for combustion is supplied at a pressure

of 4 ounces. The shells are heated to

almost white heat as far down as the

bevel on the outside, and to insure an
even distribution of heat the shells are

turned at intervals, this precaution being
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FIG. 6. NOSING OI'ERATION.

necessary, as unevenly heated shells are

often the source of defective nosinsr. The
alignment of the press should be

periodically examined, as highly accur-

ate work is only possible under the best

working' conditions.

The standard nosing is shown to the

left of Fig. 5, but where the shells will

not clean up to 4 13/16 inches diameter,

it is necessary to upset in such a way
that metal will lie forced down to allow

of sufficient thickness below the recess.

The die for this purpose is shown to the

right. When using this die, shells are

heated and nosed part way, and after a

time are reheated about

three inches down to a

good white heat, and then

forced right up to the top

of the die and ,'round the

pin, which upsets shell

slightly and forces metal

down where required be-

low the undercut. Tair

success has been achieved

by this method, but shells

are very liable to bulge be-

low the die unless c'areful!^

handled ; besides, it is a

slow and expensive me-
thod, doubling as it does
the time and cost of nos-

ing. After nosing, shells

are placed in sheet iron

boxes filled with air-slack-

ed lime to anneal. Each
box holds about 75 shells,

and press foreman selects

five shells from each box and has them
finished as quickly as they can be cooled,

to keep check on nosing operations.

inch. This necessitates a similar amount
being removed from the back of the

recess to maintain the proper depth.

FIG

m.

D

^ ilia

FIG. AF.I!nM..\M; \ii:\\
III'KU.S riliNS

7a. NOSE RECESSING TOOL.

Fig. 6 is a view of the press, and atten-

tion is drawn to telescopiijg die-holdei

and guide.

Nose Machining
An aeroplane view of nose machining

is shown in Fig. 7, the sequence of oper-

ations being: rough bore, bore, counter-

bore and face, ream two diameters and
bevel face, under-

cut, and tap. The
recessing tool iS

shown in Fig 7A,
this being a small

bar operating in a

li(ile which is eccen-

tric to the bush

held in the turret.

Ik'fore the> shells

arc removed from
tile lathe, they are

iiippocted for thread

(lianiclcr, perfec-

tion of tlircad and

dipth of undercut.

By using a pair of

inside calipers from
the tliread diam-

eter to the opposite

edge of the noso

profile, tlie inspector can tell wlicther

tliere is suflicient metal to clean up, and,

if not, the nose is cut back another 1/lC

TOOLS AND BAR FOR INSIDE NOSE PROFILE-

Owing to the increased difficulties of

nose operations and the greater degree

of accuracy required, cross feeds were
eliminated on the thread nosing opera-

tion, and the inside nose profile was fin-

ished on a separate machine. As the

portion to be machined is often very un-

even, three tools, shown in Fig. 8, are

used, two roughing at different points

and the third finishing the complete con-

tour. Turret macliines are used, each

having a capacity of about 23 shells per

hour. Hand sizing is necessary. The
container seat hole is reamed by using

reamers made from discarded taps.

Finish Turning

Three Cincinnati pulley latlies are pro-

vided for the finish-turning operation.

These machines are of standard pattern,

fitted with two carriages. Rex AA high-

speed steel is used, feed being 21 turns

to the inch; an average production of 12

per hour is maintained. A special bevel

liorseshoe gauge is used to gauge the

nose of the shell before removing from

FIG. 8ii. co.MruEssi(i.\ rm\K,

the lathe. In addition lo the routine ex-

aminations at each operation, all shells

are given a general inspection after the-
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finish turn, followinaf wliicli they are

weighed and marked for cutting to pro-

per weight. From closely figured calcu-

lations, a chart has been devised show-

ing the exact amount (in 64ths) to be

-^4

v^. ^-^-^

lO o

OPir^,s;.p;iRi

ffi >^ _ii.

FIG. 9. TOOL ARRANOEllENT FOR GROOVE AND WAVE

FIG. 10. BORING BASE ON "GAR'^'IN" TURRET.

removed from the base to bring the shell

to the desired weight of 27 lbs. 3 ozs.

As a guide to the machine operator, the

weigher places a pop mark -on the shell

for cut-off position, and also one .72-inch

nearer the nose to

indicate the lower

edge of the copper

band groove. After
the heat numbers
are transferred and
recorded, the
groove for the band
is cut in. One Reed
and one Bertram
machine are .em-

ployed on this oper-

ation. Both these

lathes are fitted

with a special four-

tool attachment, is

shown in Fig. 9.

The first tool is for

roughing out to

width, the second
roughs out for the

ribs, the fourth is

for waving, and the

third for undercut-
ting. This arrange-

ment is necessary

owing to the fact

that the tool for

waving must be
placed farthest
from the generating

cam. which is se-

cured to the chuck
or face-plate of the

lathe.

Fig. 10 shows oni'

of the base recess-

ing machines (C4ar-

vin) ,in operation,

thd chamber being

c^impleted in one
chine. The depth is gauged from the

edge of the rifling band groove, and it is

important that the surface be perfectly
flat when tested with a scale.

Cutting Nose Slots

After gauging and removing burrs,

three slots are cut in the nose. A spe-

cial fixture has been designed for this

purpose and is shown in Figs. 11 and
12. The entire ar-

rangement is sup-

ported upon a con-

crete base, the piece

A that holds the in-

clined fixture being
secured to the up-

per portion of a

heavy cross slide.

The chuck B is

made in two parts,

the section C swing-
ing on a large pin

with clamp bolts

opposite. When
the shell is placed
in the chuck, " it

rests upon a short

spring that forces

height gauge D

these points being located by the locking

bolt F operated by the handle G. The
chuck is turned to its various positions

by means of the hand wheel H. To pre-

vent the cuttings from falling into the

FIG. 12. SECTIONAL ELEVATION
NOSE SLOTTER.

OF

turret, a thin plate I is secured to the

chuck. The fixture, with the shell, is

moved beneath the cutter J by operating

the cross slide handle L.

The special cutter designed for use

on the nose slotter is shown in Fig. 13,

and, while quite simple, is very efficient.

It consists of an arbor A carrying the

supporting sleeve B, upon which the

tools bottom, these latter being held in

the slotted collar C. The two nuts D
provide means of adjusting cutter to the

centre line of fixture. This slotting ar-

rangement is capable of producing three

shells per minute.

Following the preliminary Govern-

ment inspection, the base plates are put

FIG. 13. MILLING CUTTER FOR NOSE SLOTTING MACHINE.

[IG. 11. NOSE SLOTTING MACHINE.

it against the

Plate E retains the

base of the shell on its seat, but leaves

it free to revolve to its several positions,

in. While a good fit is required, no forc-

ing or hammering is permitted for fear

of the plate nut seating on the base of

shell. The method adopted for testing
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plates after riveting is by mean; of a

bent pin placed on the base and tapping

same with a light hammer, when a loose

plate is easily detected. After the square
is twisted off and the base faced, the

shells are tested for dimensions and
weight. The weight at this point, minus
the copper band, which is reckoned at

111'2 ounces, should be between 26 lbs.

121/2 ozs. and 26 lbs. 6V2 ozs., but to

maintain a safe factor the shop inspec-

FIG. li. V.YR.VISH TIIINrBLE AND BEUSH

tors endeavor to keep the weisht be-

tween 26 lbs. 12 -oz. and 26 lbs. 8 oz. If

shells are under this low limit, a tag is

attached to the gToove to indicate that

shell is to be fitted with a hot band. The
source of error lies in the fact that no
means of checking is available, as mis-

calculation when marking amount to be
removed is not discovered until the shells

are practically completed.

Washing and Varnishing

Washing is performed by a jet of
steam entering the nose when shells are

submerged in a solution of sal soda.
Varnish is applied by means of a bru.sh

throuah the nose of shell, tlie threads

being protected by a brass ferrule, shown
in Fig. 14. After this operation the

shells are again hand tapped to remove
surplus varnish.

vai^'ti.m; .maiium; .\.\M) uku-n*; uacks

Banding and Fainting

Copper band operations are similar to

those on other shells; the press having
been supplied by the Internnticinul En-
gineering Works, Amherst, N.S., and the

turning lathe by Jenckes, Sherbrooke,
Que. A record production on the lathe

is that of 92.5 shells in 11 hours. When
shells pass the final inspection they a- =

painted in the "machine" shown in Fig.
15. This device is not patented, but is

giving good satisfaction.

NOTES ON EXPORT PRATICE
By Commerce

TO sliippers who are only occasion-
ally concerned with the export of
goods, the fact that a ton is not

always a ton is somewhat confusing. A
ship of a definite

net register ton-

nage may be char-
tered, a cargo of a

certain gross weight
in tons shipped on
her, or freight paid
at the rate of .$30

per ton, yet in every
one of the three

cases the ton re-

ferred to is quite a

different thing.
Consider first the
'

' freight '

' ton. In
the earlier days of
merchant shipping
this really had re-

ference to a ton of
22-tO lbs., the ton being derived from the

old English beer measure of a ton, same
being 209 gals., or about 2,200 lbs. Owin-
to the fact that some materials are very
much lighter than others, it was found
necessary to charge freight on the cubic

capacity of the goods with their cases,

and, at the present time, the "ton" re-

ferred to in freight quotations means
nothing more or less than forty cubic ft.

The weight basis still remains for heavy
or bulk cargoes, but, for all ordinary

freight, it is necessary to measure up the

outside dimensions of the boxes or crates,

estimate the space they will occupy in

the hold and to divide the result by

forty.

Register Tonnages

A ship has two register tonnages which

are attached to her name in Lloyd's

Register, these be-

ing "Gross" and

"Nett." Both are

measured in units

vf 100 cubic feet, or

.iust 2V2 times the

freight unit. Gross
tonnage is meas-
ured as the whole
of the space below
decks, plus the ca-

pacity of deck cab-
ins, chart houses,

and other covered
structures. Kelt
tonnage is the dif

fercnce remaining
after deducting the

quarters for the ofTicers and crew, navi-
gatiiin and engine space, and bunkers. In
other words, nett tonnage is the maxi-
mum hold capacity. It varies from .50

to 70 per cent, of the gross tonnage in

an ocean going cargo steamer, and, as

the cost of a sliiji is directly related to

her gro.ss tonnage whilst her earning
capncity is a function of the nett ton-

nage, it is desirable to keep this per-
centage as high as possible.

In the case of passenger liners, the
ratio of nett to gross is very small,

whilst, in one of our typical grain or ore
freighters for Lakes service, the nett

tonnage will be considerably more than
70 per cent, of the gross. Nett tonnage
is the basis of all marine statistics, port

and harbour dues, and is the chief fac-

tor in the chai'tering of a vessel for

cargo. It will be seen that to ship a

10.000 ton cargo a 4,000 ton freighter

will give the required capacity. An ex-

ception to this occurs where the cargo

weighs more than 2240 lbs. per 40 cubic

feet, in which case, perhaps, not more
than 25 per cent, in excess of the resis-

tered tonnage could be carried. With
heavy cargoes, the maximum would de-

pend upon the season, as it would take

a greater displacement to sink a vessel

to her marks in summer than in winter

particularly on the North Atlantic.

Cable Codes

In any office transacting a consider-

able amount of export business, a great

deal of time and money can be saved

by a really intelligent use of the cable

codes. In addition to the use of the

Western Union and other standard

codes for the abbreviation of tele-

graphic messages, it is always desirable

for a firm to have a private cipher for

cabling their confidential agents and

correspondents at foreign points. Such

a code will have the great advantage of

secrecy, that is it cannot be decoded

without the use of the private key. It

will also be economical because it can

be devised on a five letter system thus

enabling any two words to be connected

and transmitted as a standard ten let-

ter word. Lastly, the interpretation

will have particular reference to the

firms own special products, classes of

machinery, etc., which a commercial

code cannot have. Let ns devise sucn

an arbitrary code as the above-men-

tioned, remembering that three rules

must be followed, viz.

(a)—Every word used must be pro-

nounceable (this is a stipulation of the

Cable Company to assist their opera-

tors in securing accuracy).

(l,)_Every word must consist or tive

letters. and."(c), each word must differ

from everv other by at least two et-

ters This last precaution ensures tha

the multilation of a word in transit wi.l

,H,t give a false meanin- to the me^sa-ze^

For' instance, if Hie word H'^^MG'

stands for 1000 and RABID for 2000

an error of transmission changinsr the

M into a B miirht lead to the shippinir

of twice as manv -oods as were ordered.

Another illustration actually taken

from the private code of a firnri of elec-

tric cable makers is in the word

LF\PED si'-nifving "hold order lor

instructions", and LEANED meaning

"hurrv forward goods on order. It

is easy to see wliat trouble mi?ht result

from a mix-up in transmission in this

case. If however, every word is two

letters different it is in the last degi-ee

unlikely that both would be so transpos-
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ed as to give a false meaning, and, in

nearly every case, an error would lead
to an unintelligible message whieli the
receivers would promptly have repeated.

Let us take as the root for our code

the letter K; this can be followed by
any of the five vowels, KA, KE, KI,
KO, KU. Now, eliminating the incon-
venient letter Q, there are twenty con-

sonants which combined *ith the above
will yield 100 different three letter

words; viz. KAB, KAC, KAD, KAF.
etc. .Lastly comes another vowel and
consonant, both of which must change
with every word; viz. KABAC,
KABED. KABIF, KABOG, KABUH.
ne.xt, KABJA. KABKE, KABLI.
KABMO. KABNU and then KACAP.
KACER, etc.

The above illustrates sufficiently the

method to be adopted in making up any
arbitrary code which shall satisfy all

and the words can be made up just as

fast as one can write them down.
In attaching meanings to the words,

it is useful to let the three letter root

denote a class of product and the suffix

stand for the size or type. For instance,

KAB-may be taken to mean "engine
lathe," and the suffix-AC would be 10

ft. bed, or ED 12 ft. bed. KAC-might
signify a riveting gun, AP being V2 ins.

size, ER % ins. etc. Such a code as

this would dwell in the memorv and

through the Western Union, Liebers, orABC 44th. or 5th. edition, it will be
seen that a small proportion of the
words are numbered from 100,000 up.

This system will only apply to the first

99,000 words so those eliminated should
be carefully noted ; in any event the
metliod covers the most useful part of
the code book. By the use of the fol-

lowing table it will be seen every num-
ber from to 99,000 can be represented

by a pronounceable word

:

L il X P R .S T
40 45 .50 55 00 fi5 70

BCDFGHJK
A 00 05 10 15 20 25 30 35
E 01 06 11 16 21 20 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66
I 02 07 12 17 22 27 32 37
O 03 OS la IS 23 2S 33 3.S

T' 04 0!) 14 W 24 29 34 30

42 47 52 57 62 67 72
43 4.S 53 5S (IS (iS 73
44 W 54 59 t-4 m 74

W X Y Z
80 S5 90 95

71 76 81 86 91 96
72 77 82 87 92 97

78 83 88 93 98
T!> 84 89 94 99

might find a certain use in private cor-

respondence, stock lists and card in-

leses, thus saving much time and space.

<^A''°

SHIPPING ROUTES AND MILEAGE TABLE OF DISTANCES, SHOWING SAVINGS
EFFECTED r.Y PANAMA CANAL PASSAGE.

Distance from New York to Sydnej. Australia, via Straits of Magellan 12.54G
P rom Now Y^ork to Sydney via Panama 9.814

Saving- 2,732
Distance from New York to Hong-Kong via Suez 11,460
Distance from New York to Hong-Kong via Panama .' 11.415

Saving 45
Distance from New York to Y'okohama via Suez 13.040
Distance from New Tork to Y'okotiania vi:i Panama 9,835

Saving 3,205
Distance from New York to Honolulu via Straits of Magellan 13,269
From New York to Honolulu via Panama 6,687

Saving 6,oS2
Distance from San Francisco to New York via Straits of Magellan 13,090
From San Francisco to New York via Panama 5.299

Saving 7,791

the rules. It may be asked '

' why not
choose ordinary five-letter dictionary

words?" The objections are that con-
siderable search would have to be made
to ascertain that the words were not

already in use in a standard code, and
further, with a large list of words it

would be a most laborious process to go
through them in order to see that they
fulfilled the "two letter change" rule.

With the devised code above described,

this autOmaticallv takes care of itself

In telegraphing such a code as this two
words are alwaj^s connected regardless

of meanina-. thus. KEDOBKABMO be-

comes KEDOB. KABMO. for decoding.

Standard Code Modiflcation

Economy and secrecy are also obtain-

ed in cabling by modifying one of the

standard codes according to a prear-

ranged plan. This involves using the

numbers which are attached to all the

words in the code book. Looking

In above table, each number is repre-

sented by a vowel and a consonant, in

other words by a pronounceable syl-

lable; for instance 36 is KE (or EK).
53 is NO (or ON). To use the table let

us take an actual message from the

Western Union Code.
34628—Goods were improperly pack-

ed.

44162—Will not hold ourselves liable.

Puttins these two numbers together

in this way. .34-62-84-41-62. and substi-

tutins: tlie iiroper letters from the table,

we obtain .TURIWI'LERI, which in one

word carries the same message as the

two words in the code. The receiver of

such a message will just substitute the

fiaures for the letters, divide the ten

inteser number into two of five integers

each, and look up the meaning in the

Code Book. It will be seen that, to

represent such a number as 83, the sym-

bol 00083 must be used so as to leave no

blank spaces.

®
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER AT

EDMONTON, ALTA.
THE new C.N.R. shops and roundhouse

are now electrical, the installation of a

complete electrical power plant having,

been completed this week. The plant

has a capacity of 125 horse-power with-

ing the next three months. All the ma-
chinery in the repair and ear shops will

now be driven by current from Edmon-
ton city service. A similar installation

has recently been completed in the shops

and roundhouse of the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific at Calder, where 200 horse-power

is now in use. The G.T.P. shops have

also been electrified for lighting.

The addition of the two railway shops

to the li?t of the city's customers indi-

cates a somewhat general move on the

part of local manufacturers to substi-

tute electrical for steajn power. Since

last July the commercial section of the

civic light and power department has in-

stalled electrical power plants totalling

over 900 horse-power, including the fac-

tories and shops of the Western Canada

Flour Mills, Edmonton Brewinar Co..

Gushing Bros.' woodworking mill, P.

Burns Co., J. J. McLaughlin Co.. and

Edmonton Steam Laundry. The largest

of these installations is that of the Cush-

ms Dlant. which has 400 horse-power. A
number of other firms are interested.
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SOLVING A MECHANICAL
PROBLEM

By D. 0. Barrett.

THE mechanism to be discussed in

the following article is that of an
oil engine governor. While the

oil engine, itself, has no direct bearing
on the subject, yet in order to fully un-
derstand some of the principles involved,
an understanding of the operation of
the engine will be of assistance. In this

type of engine, not only gasoline and
kerosene, but the heavier oils, such as
fuel oils and crude oil, may be used.
The fuel is injected directly into the
combustion chamber of the engine, by
means of the fuel pump, against some
heated surface, this vaporizing the oil

and firing the mixture. The timing of the
injection of the oil corresponds to the
timing of the ignition in the ordinary
gasoline engine. These engines are gov-
erned by varying the quantity of oil

which is injected into the cylinder dur-
ing each working stroke. In nearly all

cases, the fuel pump is operated through
the medium of an eccentric located on
the engine crankshaft.
There are several well-known and suc-

ce.ssful methods of governina: the amount
of fuel injected, but the simplest, and
the one most commonly used is that in

which the stroke of the fuel pump is

varied to suit the load; in other words,
with a heavy load, the fuel pump will

have a longer stroke, while at the lighter

loads the stroke of the pump plunder
will be shortened in proportion. To ac-

complish this result, there are also sev-

eral successful methods, but the one
most commonly employed is that in

which the eccentric on the engine shaft

is moved across the shaft so as to in-

crease or decrease its effective throw.
In the discussion followincr, only the me-
chanical problems pertaininc to the gov-
ernor mechanism itself will be discussed
and not its relation to the engine pro-
per.

S'nele Arm Design
In Vis. 1 is sliown an oulside view of

the first irovernor used, also (he eccen-

tric proper; and in Fig. 2 is shown a
cross-section through same, from which
the principle of operation may be plain-
ly understood. As the governor arm
moves out, this angular motion is im-
parted to the governor crank which will
in turn force the eccentric in toward

FIO. 2. SECTIONAL
VIEW OP SINGLE
ARM GOVERNOR.

the shaft, decreasing its throw. Tliis

governor was of fairly simple construe-

tiim, as is evidenced from the few part.?

used. Tile governor plate or main body
was bored out to slip over the cngin.-'

shaft and was held in place by two set

screws, .\round the turned hub of the

plate was a bronze bushing which is

shown quite clearly in Fig. 8. Two op-
posite sides of this bushing were planed
parallel to fit the inside of the eccentric.
In order to maintain the bushing in
position and not interfere with its free-
dom of movement, a groove was turned
at the outer edge to conform to a slight
shoulder at the end of the governor
plate hub. This bushing, being open at
the one side, could be spread apart
slightly and then slipped over the shoul-
der. The eccentric was a solid casting
and was machined on both sides. A
groove was turned around the outer face
leaving a slight shoulder on either side
to maintain the eccentric strap in posi-
tion, this being also of cast iron. The
primary purpose in leaving the centre
of the eccentric entirely open was for
ease in machining, this operation being
performed on the shaper. The onening,
being relatively large, would, quite na-
turally, interfere with the lubrication
of the strap to some extent, as the shar))

edges would wijie off the oil.

Development of Excessive Wear
Tile lioles for the governor crank in

both the plate and eccentric were drill-

ed and reamed directly in the castings.
Over the small end of the crank was
riveted a steel washer, this keeping the
parts together. As the total angular
movement of the governor arm from full

load to no load was over 60 degrees,
there was considerable wear in the crank
holes both in tiie plate and eccentric,
and these were later brass-bushed.
Stock tubing was purchased one-eighth
inch in thickness and, after being press-
ed into the previously reamed hole, was
again reamed to fit the crank.

The system of lubrication is quite
clearly shown in the sectional view.
Around the inside of the governor plate

is turned a groove, clearing the sliaft

sufficiently to allow the insertion of a
small copper tube from the force feed
lubricator; from this groove n hole is

drilled at an angle up to the centre of
the bronze busliing into which is tap-

ped a short piece of onc-eiglilli inch

l-'IG. ). \ll,\\s Ml j:((I.:\TI!IC .\.\I) K.NTKltinu IPF FIliST
G<i\ KItMili WITH SINGLK CKANK ARM.

•IG. :! VIEW Ol" ECCENTRIC ltKnM;i'M>. AM) <:r )\i;i!NOIt
WITH TWO CRANK AU.MS.
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pipe, this extending up into a larg'er

drilled 'hole in the eccentric proper. As
the eccentric and bushins move around
the shaft in unison, tlie eccentric will

have an in-and-out movement over the

pipe. Holes are drilled through the gov-

ernor crank as shown so that the oil

reaches both the eccentric and the plate.

This system of lubrication has worked
very satisfactorily and has not been
chansed on any of the succeeding types

of governors.

Dummy Arm Introduced

These governors proved fairly satis-

factory for the ordinary run of work,

such as irrigation or for factory pur-

poses. It was found, however, that they

were not sufficiently sensitive for exact-

ing service such as electric lishting. One
disadvantage which soon became evi-

dent for this class of work and espe-

cially with alternating current, was that

the engine would be allowed to race or

FIG. 4. GOVERNOR WEIGHTS.

"peg-leg," producing a flickering in the
lights which was decidedly uncomfort-
able to the eyes. An effort was made to
overcome this by adding a frietional de-
vice which prevented the free movement
of the eccentric relative to the plate, but
the relief was only temporary. Finally,
another governor arm was introduced, as
s'hown in Fig. 3; as this arm and its

crank was not directly connected to the
eccentric, it acted merely for balancing
purposes, and was known as the dummy,
arm and dummy crank. The dummy
crank was in reality no crank at all, but
merely a straight piece slotted for the
arm at the one end and provided with a

shoulder at the inner end. In order that
the two arms should work in unison, the
central gear was placed on the extension
of the plate hub and smaller gears plac-
ed over the ends of the cranks and gov-
ernor arms, the same screw extending
through both. These gears, in the be-
ginning, were all of cast iron with cast
teeth. Over the smaller gears were plac-
ed steel washers, these acting as shrouds
to hold in the central gear. Due to sud-

den changes in the load, the teeth in the

central gear broke quite rapidly and
these were then east of brass. The me-
thod of fastening the springs was still

as shown in Fig. 1, where the outer loop

was simply slipped over the end of the

FIG. 5. (a) TYPE OF SPRINGS FIRST
tSED. (b) IMPROVED TYPE.

stud in which was turned a groove.
The weights used on the first gover-

nors are shown in the upper drawing ic

Fig. 4. These weights were quite expen-
sive to make as they were machined all

over, and were also milled-out to slip

over the governor arms, these arms be-
ing of lo-in. by 2-in. cold drawn steel.

A slot was also milled into the weight
at the one side into which the loop of
the spring could be slipped and held by
a cotter pin, through the drilled hole.

To change the speed of the engine,
weights of various diameters were used,
the thickness of the weight remainins'
the same. There was. thus, no adjust-
ment directly on the sprins. After the
balancing arm was used, it was found
that the momentary variation was taken
care of, but there was still ouite a drop
in speed from no load to full load, due,

no doubt, to the extreme distance
throuarh which the weishfs moved. After
considerable experimentinsr it was found
that, by attaching the stationary end of
the o-overnor spring to the end of the op-
posite governor arm, this condition was
to a lars'e extent remedied. To accom-
plish this in the easiest manner, a heavv
link chain was attached to the end of
spring, and extending partly around the

small gears, was held in place by a
small cap screw. The steel wnsher, for-

der bushings are used on these screws,
the plate being spot-faced for the shoul-
ders, and also slotted sufficiently to al-

low for the throw of the eccentric.

After putting out a large number of
these governors to operate under prac-
tically all conditions, considerable trou-
ble was reported from the breakage of
loop ends of the governor springs. Should
the spring happen to break on the dum-
my arm, the sudden strain on the gear
teeth would cause them to break, and
if damage were done to the larger gear,

it was necessary to remove the fly-

wheel to replace it, so that this was
more serious than might at first appear.
In Fig. 5 are shown the two types of
sprinas used. That shown at (a) would
continually break at the beainnins: of
the loop just after leaving the coil. In
the later type, the loop was entirely
separate from the coils, the inner end
of the loop being provided with an eve
around which the coils were closed. Of
course, this decreased slightly the ef-

fective length of the spring, but the trou-

ble from breakaae was entirely elimi-

nated.

Eliminating Noisy Operation

After adopting the new spring, it was
found possible to change the style of
weight used; as shown in the lower
drawing in Fig. 4. These weights were
east in various thicknesses, three being
ordinarily used. They were relieved at

the centre and disk ground on the sides.

The position of the weights on the arm
could be changed so as to increase or

decrease the tension of the springs, so

that quite wide changes of speed were
possible without chana'ing the weights.

Of course, only one of the weiarhts was
provided with the extension into which
the spring was hooked.

After being in operation a short time,

these governors became exceedingly
noisy; this was occasioned from the ex-

treme wear which occurred, due to the

short hearings which were necessarv on

the main crank, both in the plate and
eccentric, as well as on the dummy
crank. The oil fuel was injected into

the engine cylinder under a pressure of

about 2,000 pounds per square inch,

FIG. li. FRONT AND MAIN PLATE.

merly used on the end of the gear was
replaced by a shroud cast directly on
the gear. Not shown clearly in the view
of the first governor was the method of

keeping the eccentric and plate togeth-

er; in Fig. 3 will be noticed the two cap
screws which extend through the plate.

and are tapped into the eccentric. Shoul-

which, on a plunger of three-fourths

inch diameter, gives a total pressure of

nearly 900 pounds against the eccentric

and strap. As this occurred at every re-

volution, the engine being of the two
cycle type, it will be seen that the

governor was subjected to extremely

heavy service. Not only the brass
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bushings gav« trouble, but it was
also impossible to keep the shoulder
bushings in adjustment; this caused a
separation of the plate and eccentric at

every revolution with a characteristic

"knock."
The only possible solution seemed to

be to arrange the cranks with a bearing
at each end so that the pressure would
be absorbed between these two points,

thus avoiding the twisting strain which
proved so detrimental. To do this it was
necessary to add another plate. The
main governor plate was moved to the

back and the removable plate placed at

the front where it would be more ac-

cessible. These are shown in detail in

Fig. 6. The front plate was machined
on the inside surface and bored to the

same diameter as the larae brass gear.

The main hub still carried the same two
diameters, one for the gear and the

other for the bronze eccentric bushini;.

which was bored the same as before,

but with the groove omitted, as it wa?
securely held between the two plates.

It was also possible to omit the shoul-

der at the side of the eccentric, allow-

ing the strap to run freely between the

two plates: this also allowed the beai'-

iiis- surface to be widened a correspond-

ing amount. The front plate w'as fas-

tened to the main plate by the three

screws shown, around which were placed

bushings of the same lens'th as the hub.

and providing a slight clearance for the

eccentric and the bronze bushing. A
sine'.e dowel pin was used at the centre

to insure proper alisTiment of the plates.

The plates were drilled and reamed for

the cranks after being bolted together,

and -with the dowel pin in place.

In Fig. 7 are shown the two cranks,

t'he method of constructing the live

crank being quite clear. The outer end
was placed on the crank and the two

the same lathe ti.xture. The dummy
crank was first made from cold drawn
steel of the proper diameter, but as this
material became extremely difficult to
secure, it was later made from cast iron,
and no breakages occurred.

FIG. S. .\S8E.\II'.LKri GOVKl:.\(IR.

Eccentric Opening Bridged
The open portion of the eccentric

was now bridged and relief for the tool

cut at each end. The castings were also

lightened by coring out on either side.

Slots were cored sufficiently larse to

clear the screws holding the plates to-

gether. The bridge across the eccentric

also served the purpose of holding in

the dummy crank, as the inside edge
never cleared the crank even at its outer

position.

In Fig. 8 is shown the assembled gov-

ernor with the front plate, and arms

FIG

pieces inserted in a jig bored to the
same diameter wlicre the hole through
the two was drilled and reamed for

larger taper pin. In order to insure
the throw of each being the same, both
«rank and end piece were finished in

TYPE GOVER.NOR.

and weiglits removed. The eccentric

strap was oi' cast iron, although many
desiumers would object to the use of this

metal in the above instance. Where the

Ix'arinsr surfaces are pro|)erly lubricated

no better combination can be obtained,

as is evidenced from an examination of
many of the older machine tools. The
two halves were east in the one piece,

and after boring and facing, were split
on the milling machine, liners being used
for adjustment. While the improved
governor still retained the elements of
mechanical simplicity, yet the many
added features quite naturally increased
the shop cost to a considerable extent.
The results obtained in the field, how-
ever, amply repaid for any additional
cast, as the replacements and repairs
have been reduced to a minimum.

®
SIMPLE MULTIPLE CLAMPS

By F. Scriber.

IT is almost invariably an objective
point in designing tools to grip as many
parts as possible with the least effort,

or with the least amount of rigging, but
seldom is it possible to accomplish this

in an effective manner, as the general
run of work is of such a character as
to call for a clamp on each part or its

equivalent.

The purpose of this article is to des-

cribe three simple arrangements for

clamping a number of pieces. Refer-
ring to Fig. 1, the illustration shows a

f4
I

i

1i
,

PIG. 1. VEE TYPE OF BOX CLAMP FOR
GKIPPIXG ROUND BARS.

number of round bars which are to be

cut off. These are held in what is known
as a vee clamp, and the manner of using

this clamp is obvious, as in gripping
the work the strap A which is brought
into contact with the work by the screw

B, forces all the bars down until the

parts are wedged one against the other

and in this manner they are all held

by the one screw.
- A rather convenient clamp for grip-

ping a number of flat strips of stock is

illustrated in Fig. 2. In tiiis illustra-

tion the stock is shown in section and
the number of strips illustrated is eight,

the clamp is made up of a number of

rolls, the illustration showinc: fifteen,

eight in the lower row which bear on the

stock, and seven stasrgered between

these rolls and the upper portion of tlie

clamp. All of these ro!!s are nermittcd

to float up and down in the clamp and
are prevented fi'om fallins: out by two
plates, at fhe bottom of the clamp, upon
which the lower rolls rest when the

c!nmp is not in contact with the work,

this object being attained l>v having pins

in the lower set of rolls B. which pro-

trude about % of an inch bevond the

rolls and thus prevents the rolls from
falling out of the box portion of the

clamp C.

In srripping the work the nuts D on

the two screws wliicli fit into tiie tec

slots of the machine table are tightened;
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this causes the upper set of rolls to be
forced against the plate E and the lower
set of rolls are thus wedg-ed against the
nuts of the box portion of the clamp F,
and the upper set of rolls. This con-

FIG ROLL CLAMP FOR GRIPPING A
NIIMBBE OF FLAT PIECES,

struction makes a floating- cdanip and in
this floating condition one strip cannot
be bound until all of the strips arc
gripped. This clamp is very efficient
and can be made to grip successfully
quite a number of flat strips.

Having described a clamp for grip-
ping round bars and a clamp for grip-
ping flat bars, the concluding illustration
shows a jig for drilling balls. In the
lower part of Fig. 3, a ball is shown
which has been drilled. In drilling those
balls, it is necessary to handle more
balls than what are actually being dril-
led. The jig used for this purpose is

simple in construction and consists of
the base A, which is chambered to re-
ceive the balls, In addition to this there
is a p'.ate B which contains a number of
holes countersunk on the under side,
the other parts of this jig are a washer
C, a binding nut D, and a screw E.
Having arranged the balls in the

chamber of the jig in the manner shown
the ring is placed over the screw and
is tightened by the nut. In doing this
a number of balls are centralized in

each countersunk hole until all the balls
are clamped in place, when we proceed
to drill in the usual manner using the
lioles throuo-h the plate to guide the drill
thrnuo-h tlie centre of the ball.

Wliile primarily these thre^ parts,
namely Round Bar, Flat Bar, and the
Ball, are parts which can be easily ma-
chined one at a time, with the tools

CANADIAN MACHINERY
continued, many firms were some-
what at a loss as to the disposal of

much of their equipment. Where ma-
chinery could be adapted to the produc-
tion of the heavier shells the problem
was easily solved, but to find a satisfac-

tory use for the heavy upright drills re-

quired special ingenuity on the part of

|dant excutivCs. The accompanying cut
shows a Foote-Burt drill fitted up to bore
out the base of the 4.5 inch high explo-

sive shell. A special swing clamp chuck
is secured to the table of the drill press;

the upper end being fitted with a ring

plate to steady and align the cutter while
operating. The cutter is of the multiple

type removing all the metal at one sit-

ting. Three of these drills have been
equipped in this manner and their aver-

age production is about 160 shells per
day.

\

—

I

FIG. 3. JIG FOR DRILLING HOLES
BALLS AND SHOWING BALL AS

DRiILLED.

IN

shown, the various illustrations make
it evident that these parts can also be
machined in quantities even more eco-
nomically.

®
DRILLING BASES OF 4.6 INS. H.E.

SHELLS
^^ By R. Hamilton
WHEN the manufacture of 18 pdr.

high " explosive shell was being dis-

DKILLIXG BASES OF 4.5 INS. HIGH EX-
PLOSIVE SHELL

SOUTH AFRICAN TRADE NOTES
There are now 206 bookstalls on the

South African railways.

Some 900,000 acres of land are under
irrigation in South Africa.

Some 1,593 locomotives are at work on
the Union railways.

Most of the bedsteads in South Africa
come from the United Kingdom.

Facilities for handling coal at the Cape
Town docks are to be materially in-

creased.

The largest explosives works in the

Cape Province pays over $500,000 a year
in wages.

The gold industry of South Africa
distributed in 1915 over $67,500,000 in

wages and salaries.

One Natal firm is now treating 50 tons

daily of green bark in the manufacture
of wattle extract.

The railways now being operated in

what was German Southwest Africa
have a total length of 1,521 miles.

The total value of the gold output of

the Witwatersrand since discovery to

the end of 1915 was $2,270,000,000!

There is a good business done in Cape
Town in the construction of motor-car
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bodies and side-cars for motor-cycles.
The National Bank of South Africa.

Ltd., have now opened branches at Mom-
basa, Nairobi, Tanga, and Dar-es-Salaam.

All ordinary harness is now being
made in South Africa. This is a local

industry which will probably show sur-

prising growth.

The demand for heavy boots in South
Africa, is increasing enormously now that
the natives are generally adopting foot-

wear.

In normal times, Joburg drew a lot of
its sugar from Mozambique, but the bulk
of the crop has now been diverted to

London.
At Blantyre, Nyasaland, the cotton

and tobacco markets are strong, rubber
is stationary, and tea is lower than it was
early last year.

It is expected that the production of
citrus fruit within the I^nion will reach
1.000,000 boxes in 1917. The export
trade is steadily gi'owing.

Cape Town has ample funds in hand to

meet all capital expenditure for some
years. The new drainage and water
schemes will involve contingent liabil-

ities.

The Livingstone (Northwest Rhod-
esia), Farmers' Co-operative Society are
now responsible for the purchase of all

implements, dips, salt, grease, oil, etc.,

required by members.
Much South African cheese is finding

its way to the .Joburg market now, and,

owing to the gradual improvement in the

make it is largely taking the place of the

Dutch imported article.

As indicating the commercial import-
ance which British East Africa is as-

suming, no fewer than 34 travellers' lic-

enses were issued at Nairobi during the

quarter ending September last.

The cost of ir„rj and steel, Baltic tim-

ber, and galvanized iron, imported from

oversea for the u:e of the South African

1-ailways has increased 100 per cent,

during the war. Pitch pine is 150 per

cent, dearer.

A few years ago. South Africa import-

ed annually $1,600,000 worth of butter

and $500,000 worth of cheese. Imports

of cheese are now diminishing, and the

imports and exports of butter nearly bal-

ance.—British and South African Ex-

port Gazette.
®

CYANIDE IN CANADA
AT the meeting of the Society of Che-
mical Industry in Montreal recently, a

report on the cyanide situation, import-

ant to the gold mines of the country,

was read. It was shown that this im-

portant chemical could be made avail-

able in Canada, and the hope was ex-

pressed that some of our Canadian manu-
facturers would avail themselves of the

shortagef in the taiarket to establish

plants in Canada. Mr. Wardleworth.
chairman of the Canadian section, stat-

ed that word had been received by Sir

George Foster from the British Govern-

ment to the effect that enough cyanide

to keep the mines going would be ex-

ported to Canada provided the shipping

facilities permifter*
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and acliievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the ivheels" of our metal-ivorking establishments.

KARL E. BARRETT

Ir
was among- the greeu hills of Ver-

mont State, ill the town of St. Johns-
bury on the 4th day of October, 1886,

that Karl E. Barrett, superintendent
and chief engineer, E. & T. Fairbaniis
Co., Sherbrooke, Que., was born. Being'

born and brought up in the town which is

the home of the Fairbanks scale, it is

not strange that we find him to-day an
expert in scale design and manufacture.

In 1903, after leaving the public schools,

he started his technical training in St.

Johnsbury Academy, from which he
graduated in 1907, ranking high in his

studies as well as in athletics. He had
been captain of both the baseball and
basketball teams, and, through his en-

thusiasm and determination, winners in

both cases had been placed in the field.

He took his first business appointment
by engaging with the E. & T. Fairbanks
Co., during his summer vacation in 1905.

being employed in their valve depart-

ment. Although but 19 years of age, he
applied himself so efficiently in operat-

ing the turret lathes on the manufac-
ture of valves that his efTorts showed
increased production comparatively;
consequently when an operator was off

on his annual holiday, Barrett was given

the particular machine to run during
the interval. When given these opjior-

tunitios, he did not content himself with

turning out the same production as the

regular operator, but put iiis entire ener-

gy and resourcefulness into increasing

the output where possible. In this way
he made a reputation for himself during

the two summers devoted to this work
and showed that he was as big as the

jobs given him. After graduating in

1907 he started to serve a two year's

apprenticeship with the Fairbanks Co.,

on the manufacture of scales. Having
his mind made up however, to become
a mechanical engineer, and not being

financially equipped to enter cnlleee, he

set out to obtain by long hours of hard
study what knowledge he would have se-

cured could he have entered a college

for training.

When he had served his ajlprentice-

ship in the sho'ps, he was given an op-

portunity in the engineering department,
and while there his shop experience ami
the engineering knowledge being acquir-

ed soon won distinction for him: as a

result, after six months time, he was
advanced to that branch of the engineer-

ing department which handled the de-

signs of scales for Foreign Countries, as

also scales for special purposes. While
serving in this department he compiled
original data relating to scale designs,

also data on the Section Moduli of rec-

K.viti. K. i;.vi:i;i;iT.

tangular forms which he submitted
to Muchincrii, of New Y<irk, for publi-

cation. After this data hail appeared
in that .iournai, it was found so useful

to designers tliat it was jriven four

pages in Machinery Handbook, published

by the Industrial Press, 53,000 copies of
which have been sold.

During the fall of 1911, he was trans-
ferred to the E. & T. Fairbanks Co.,

plant at Sherbrooke, Que,, in order to
institute and take charge of an engineer-
ing department there. With a view to

developing a higher grade quality of
mechanic, and to foster a greater in-

timacy with scale manufacture, Barrett
started a night school during the winter
of 1912, at which, every Monday night,
from 75 to 100 employees gathered for
instruction. Here they were taught the
reasons for the different operations in
the shop, how and why these should be
carried out as directed, and concerning
the part each piece played in the welfare
of the scale. A small model for demon-
stration purposes, one-twelfth (1-12),

actual size was built by our "Spoke" ii-

his spare time illustrative of a 20 ft.

two section track scale, from which,
when finished and erected, and a minia-
ture loaded freight car run on, actual

weights were obtainable.

In 1914, Mr. Barrett was given the
title of Chief Engineer; his systematic
handling of the work in that capacity
resulting in the establishment of an effi-

cient engineering department. Among
the new designs of scales developed by
him for special weighing purnoses might
be mentioned the 300 lbs.. Even Balance
Shell Scale for weighing the 6 ins., 8 ins.

and 9.2 ins. high explosive shell. This
apparatus, we are informed, represents
a remarkable achievement in scientific

scale construction, enabling the operator
to weigh three shells per minute by the
rolling process. The scale being provid-
ed with a relieving attachment is pre-

served from hard use due to the impact
of the shell as it rolls on-to and away
from the platform, tbus ensuring max-
imum life to the various component
members, and enabling the sensitiveness

(if tile mechanism as a whole to be re-

tained. The scale when fully loaded is

sensitive to 1 dram. A similar design

of scale is manufactured for weighing
18 pdr. shrapnel, 4.5 ins. and 60 pdr.

high explosive shells. Our "spoke" was
appointed Superintendent, in addition

to Chief Engineer, in 1916.

Mr. Barrett's pleasures in life are

shared by his wife, who became Mrs.
K. E. Barrett, 8 years ago. Outdoor
sports claim a place in his life, as he

enjoys motoring, fishing and hunting.

To Y.M.C.A. work he devotes much of

his spare time. His fraternities are

Passumpsic Lodge. No. 27 A. F. & A. M.

;

Ilaswell Royal Arch Chapter No. 11,

R.A.^r.. Palectine Commandry, No. 5 K.
T.: and Mt. Sinai Temple No. 3 A.A.O.
N.M.S., tlie third oldest shrine temple

in North America.
Mr. Barrett5"attribntes his success to

the systematic readinsr and study of

technical and industrial masrazines, and
technical books. He encourages his men
to do likewise and makes n point of

seeing that they take conies of such pub-
lications as bear both directlv and in-

directly on their work and welfare. He
is strong in his encourasement of men
to fake Correspondence School Courses.
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MECHANIC'S INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XIV
By J. Davies

IN
some cases there are two gears built

into latlie, which are practically fix-

tures, one on lathe spindle and the

other gearing with it inside the frame;

there gears are never or very rarely re-

moved and must be taken into considera-

tion in figuring out the gears. When a

lathe is made with a pair of gears that

are not intended to be removed, they are

invariably made a definite proportion to

each other usually 2 to 1 or perhaps 3 to

1. In cases of this kind the easiest and

simp'lest way to work out change gears is

to multiply the number of threads per

inch in guide-screw, by the ratio of the

two fixed gears, proceeding as mentioned

in previous articles.

Example : Find wheels to cut 6 threads

per inch with a leading screw 5 threads

per inch, with a fixed wheel on the lathe

spindle of 30 teeth, gearing with a wheel

containing 60 teeth. The ratio of the

fixed wheels is 30/60 or 2 to 1. Rule:

multiply threads in lead screw by ratio

of gears 5 X 2=10. Ignore the fixed

gears from now on, and assume that the

leading screw has 10 threads per inch,

proceeding as before. Thread to be cut

1/6, lead screw 1/10 invert and multiply

1 10 10 100

6 1 6 60

If the pitch to be cut is exceptionally

difficult or if you are doubtful as to

whether you can get any combination to

cut the pitch required try this method of

using prime numbers.
Prime Numbers and How to Find Them

This method of finding prime numbers
or excluding the numbers that are not

prime was invented by Eratosthenes 194
B.C. and is called Eratosthenes' sieve.

To find the prime numbers in any series

of numbers write in their proper order
all the odd numbers contained in the

series. Then reckoning from 3 place a

dot over every third number in thei

series ; reckoning from 5 place a dot over
every fifth number; reckoning from 7

place a dot over every seventh number,
and so on—the numbers remaining with-

out dots over them together with number
2 are the prime numbers and cannot be
divided by any other nimiber.

Example : For a series of numbers up
ro 40, write down all the odd numbers in

their order 1.3.5.7,9,11,13,15,17,19,

2i, 23, 25, 27, 29, '31, 33,'35, 37, 39. gtart
to count at No. 3, placing a tick over
every third flgiire and so on as ex-

plained, the number unticked are 1. 3, 5,

7. 11. 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, these together
with No. 2 are the prime numbers. The
following table of prime numbers will be
found verv useful :

—

1. 2. 3. 5. 7, 11, 13, 17, 19. 23. 29, 31,

41, 43, 47. 53, 59, 61. 67, 71, 73, 79, 83,

.S9, 97. 101. 103, 107. 109. 113. 127, 131,

137. 139. 149, 151. 157. 163. 167. 173, 179,

181, 191. 193. 197. 199, 211, 223. 227. 229.

233, 239. 241. 251. 257. 263. 209. 271. 277.

Application of Prime Numbers

Required, wheels to cut .654 in. pitch,

with a lead screw 3 threads to the inch:

(1) Find ratio according to preceding

.654 1

rule, =Pitch to be cut. —=Pitch of

1000 3

lead screw. Invert pitch of lead screw,

.654 3 1962

and multiply, X —= ^=Ratio.

* ' 1000 1 1000

Take the numerator and divide it by the

least prime number given in the table as

many times as you can. Then by the next

prime number and so on until you have
exhausted the possibilities of further di-

vision ; you have then got all the factors

contained in that number: 1962-^2^981;
981-^.3=327; 327^3=109.
2X3X3X109=1962.
Treat the denominator in the same way.

1000h-2==500; 500^2=250;
250^2=125; 125-f-5=25;
25^^=5.
2X2X2X5X5X5=1000. In this ex-

ample one of the factors is 109. It would
therefore be impossible to cut the above
pitch without a* gear containing 109

teeth or a multiple of 109, as by referring

to table of prime numbers we see that

109 is a prime number and cannot there-

fore be further divided.

Having found all the factors, arrange
them into an equal number of groups for

the driving and driven wheels, using as

manv wheels as is most convenient

(2X3X3) X109 18X109= — . An 18

(2X2X2X5)X (5X5) 40X25
wheel would be too small, so multiplying

36X109
bv 2= wheels required.

80X25
Here is another example which is tak-

en from actual practice. It is required

to cut a thread .7854 in. pitch with a

leading screw Vo in. pitch. Proceed ac-

.7854 2 15708
cording to rule X^= ratio.

10000 1 10000
Using prime numbe'rs to collect factors,

take the numerator first

:

15708^2=7854; 7854-^2=3927;
3927-4-3=1309; 1309-^-7=187;
187-^11=17.

2X2X3X7X11X17=15708.
Collect factors of denominator the

same way:
10000-4-2=5000; 5000-4-2=2500;

25000^2=1250; 1250^2=625;
025^^=125; 125^-5=25;
25-^-5=5.

2X2X2X2X5X5X5X5=10,y000.
From these factors a number of differ-

ent sets of gears can be obtained. Ar-
range them in any order and in any
number of groups, taking care not to

alter their relative values:

(2X2)X (3X7X11X17) 4X51X77

(2X2X2)X(2X5X5)X(5X5) 8X50X25
multiply the 4 and the 8 by ten =-

40X51X77
wheels required.

80X50X25
Cutting Millimeter Pitches With Inch

Guide Screws
As given in most text books, 25.4 milli-

meters=l inch, or one millimeter^
1

of an inch, multiplying bv 5 to get

25.4

1 5

a whole number X5= in. Ac-
25.4 127.0

cording to Government standards, the

error in this fraction is less than 1-lOth

of one thousandth of an inch, so that for

all practical purposes this standard can

be considered as absolutely correct.

To find wheels for millimeter pitches,

first find fractional parts of an inch by
multiplying the number of millimeters bv

5 " ^

then proceed exactly as before. Ex-
127
ample: (1) required wheels to cut 10
millimeter pitch with a lead screw 4

5 10 50
threads to inch. X—= in. pitch

127 1 127
of screw to be cut. Invert pitch of lead
screw and multiply

50 4 200 2X100 80X100

127 1 127 1X127 40X127"
It will be seen by reference to table that
127 is a prime number and cannot there-

fore be further divided, so that the only
change necessary to adapt a British lathe

to cut millimeter pitches would be to
have a special wheel of 127 teeth. Ex-
ample: (2) Find wheels to cut 7 milli-

meters with a lead screw i/o-in. pitch.

5 7 35 2 70—-X^= X~= wheels required.

127 1 127 1 127
In exactly the same way inch pitch

threads can be cut on a lathe with a
metric leading screw. Example: It is

required to cut 8 threads to the inch on-

a lathe with leading screw 10 millimeters.
Thread to be cut %-in. pitch. Pitch of

5 50
leading screw X10= . Invert and

127 127
1 127 127 1X127 20X127

multiply, -X = = = -..

8 50 40O 4X100 80X100
It may happen that after working out

a set of gears it is impossible to gear
them up. A simple method of testing-

whether a doubtful set of gears can be
used or not, is with a rule and a small
pair of compasses. Take an ordinary
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rule and let each Ys-meh represent 10
teeth ; draw circles to this scale, of all

the wheels intended to be used, in their
relative positions, and it will be seen at
once whether the wheels can be yeared
up or not.

Do not mesh the wheels too deeply.
Many mechanics have an idea that the
wheels must be meshed tig'htly to pre-
vent backlash ; this is a mistake and is a
very fruitful source of broken teetli.

©
IMPROMPTU SHELL BORING

MACHINE
By C. M.

SPECIAL shell machinery is undoubted-
ly the feature of present day activity,

and hardly a week goes by without the

advent of some addition to the large

variety of tools now used for shell oper-

ations. In connection with these devel-

opments, the cut herewith may be of

FRENCH SUPPLIES OF RECON-
STRUCTION MATERIALS

THE U.S. Cuiiiinenial .Vttache C W. A.
Veditz, Paris, in a report to his Govern-
ment published in the Commerce Re-
ports, states that the French Minister
of the Interior has just published the
results of an investigation made under
his direction concerning the supplies of
building materials likely to be available
for reconstruction work in France upon
the conclusion of peace. Among the ma-
terials thought to be available in suffi-

cient quantities are stone, brick, sand,
cement, tile, building hardware, wall
paper, and certain others of minor im-
portance. It is believed that, for lime,

iron pipe, street-paving materials, and
sandstone, French production may be
increased to a point that will meet the

demands. In the groups of materials in

which a shortage may be felt are plaster,

timber and lumber, slate, structural

iron and steel, heavy hardware, tin, zinc,

IMl'Kil.MI'Tr SIIKI..I. BOKI.NC! MAI'IIINK.

special interest, not as a new il<'i>arture.

but as featuring a Bertram shell boring

machine designed originally for service

on the production of the LS pdr. H. E.

projectile. The machine here shuwn has
been overhauled and adapted for rough
boring 4.5 inch, mark VII. shell. The
macliines have two spindles operating at

the one time, the companion to that

shown being designed so that eacli spindle

can be operated independently; provid-

ing thereby increased facility for more
rapid production. These to(ds are only

used for roughing out the parallel portion

of the bore, the finishing being com-
pleted on other machines. The lubricant

is forced through the bar in sufficient

volume to wash the cuttings clear.

Automatic stops arc provided, and only

one man is required to keep the four

spindles in constant operation. The two
machines produce approximately 2.50

shells per day.

lead, phnnbing supplies, pumps, sanitary
appliances, heating apparatus, paint,

and glass of all sorts.

It is reported by the Government that

the necessary steps will be taken

promptly to encourage the larger pro-

duction of those materials of which
there will undoubtedly be a very con-

siderable need as soon as building oper-

aticms are resumed on a large scale.

These measures consist mainly of: The
provision of facilities for obtaining tlie

necessary equipment for producing
building material; the resumption of

operations in plants that were shut

down; the resumption of the exploita-

tion of mines and quarries; the reopen-

ing and improved equi|)nient of brick-

yards, tile woflcs, and establishments

engaged in the manufacture of lime and
cement and other basic building ma-
ierials; finally the adoption of menaures

to increase the available supply of

labour. It is, furthermore, stated by the
Government that every effort will be
made to have the work of reconstruc-
tion undertaken as far as possible by
local concerns. It is of course generally
understood that the Government will
give financial assistance to all manner
of reconstruction work in the devastated
regions of France.

RUSSIA BUYING IN CANADA
RUSSIA will hereafter he represented
in Canada by a Commissioner authorized
to make purchases of war supplies of
various kinds here on behalf of his
country. The Commissioner, Col. Kova-
leff, has arrived in Ottawa, and is open-
ing up offices. Russia, has been making
large purchases of munitions and other
materials on this side of the Atlantic
through the Russian Supply Committee,
whose president is General Zaluboffsky,
and whose headquarters are ii^ New
York. She has, moreover, obtained a
considerable quantity of goods, muni-
tions and freight cars required in her
military operations.
The Canadian Government has made

representations to the Imperial Russian
Government as to the opportunities for
supplying its requirements to a greater
extent by purchases in Canada and tlie

advantages of trade between the Allies.

Its efforts have been rewarded by the
appointment of Col. Kovaleff, which is

an event of importance to Canadian pro-
ducers. The Canadian Government will

give the Russian Commissioner all pos-
sible assistance in his work.

CANADA'S TRADE INCREASES
RAPIDLY

(.'ANADA'S trade for the month of Jan-
uary, aec-ording to a return issued at

Ottawa on Feb. 20, increased by $38,-

000,000 over January last year. Total
trade for the month was $177,946,907.

Total trade for the ten months of the

tiscal year amounted to $1,878,284,697,

an upshoot of approximately $718,000,-
000 over the corresponding j>eriod of
1915-16.

January imports totalled $72.32:!,074

:

increase, $22,000,000. Ten months' im-
ports, $674,964,548; increase, $280,000.-

000.

January exports, $99,106,259; in-

crease, $16,000,000. Ten months' e.\-

ports, .$1,203,320,149: increase, over
.$437,000,000.

The big item of increase in domestic
exports was agricultural products, which
in the ten months grew from $217,909,-

912 to $340,002,369, and manufactures,
which increased from $160,414,552 to

.$368.6.55.496. Of coin and bullion, which
are computed in the grand total, the im-
ports were .$2,928,278 in Januarv and
$2,.592.701 in the ten months, while the

exports were $1,423,489 in Januarv, and
$196.2«().(i07 in the ten months.

In the same period, mineral exports
increased by seventeen millions to sev-

enty millions, fish liv two millions to o

total of $20.,S60.000, and forest products
by four millions to .$49.,S33.800.
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Safe Practice at Blast Furnaces and Its Development-V.
By Frederick H. Willcox

In its efforts to increase safety in the metallargicul industries, the Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D.C., has been studying the causes of accidents at blast furnace plants also
methods for their prevention. This article describes the known dangers and makes suggestion
of means whereby the risk of accident may be lessened or, better still, wholly avoided.

PIPPE FITTERS AND TUYERE
GANG

DO not go up on the bustle pipo

or stack platforms until you
'have notified tlie blower, keep-

er, or stove tender. When going
above the bustle pipe it is safest

to have a watcher. Before repair-

ing sprays on dust catchers or on

FIG. 38. WORKMAN THROWS DOWN
BOARD WITH NAILS IN IT.

skips, skip-pit sijjhons, steam, air, or oil

lines On top of the furnace, or sprays

On the furnace jacket, notify the furn-

ace foreman as it may be necessary to

stop charging or to check the furnace.

Leaking- steam, where the men have to

work, is always annoying and is fre-

quently a menace on account of the

noise and the mist, and the possibility of

scalds. You can do much to prevent the

danger from this cause by promptly at-

tending to the leaks. Warn other men
of the danger of attempting to stop

steam leaks on pipes under pressure by
tightening flanges.

A blast-furnace plant is different

from other plants in that, if an emerg-
ency requires a quick shutdown, the

operation may be very hazardous, unless

everyone knows what to do and does the

work assigned to him promptly and ac-

curately. Make it your first duty to

learn the layout of the water and the

steam lines leading to the gas mains,

and the water lines leading to the water-

seal valves. It is up to you to see that

these lines are always in working order.

Try them frequently by testing the
steam line to the main for gas, and, if

the line is plugged, clean it. Try the
lines from the water and also from the
steam supply for delivery; keep them
drained to prevent freezing, and be sure
the valves are not stuck. Do not let the

water collect in the water-seal valves.

Successful and safe furnace operation
depends in part upon the cooling-water
system being kept in proper condition.
Careful testing of tuyeres, coolers,

plates, regularity in flushing the mud
and sediment out, and regular inspec-

tion of the strainers, will do away with
much of the disagreeable, diflficult, and,
at times, dangerous work caused by
eliilled or slipping furnaces, "messes,"
and bursting tuyeres due to water leaks.

Bricklayers

Inspect a scaffold before going up on
it, and do not let your helpers or lab-

orers go up unless you are satisfied that

the scaffold is safe; many of them jirob-

ably do not know whether it is safe or

not, and must rely upon your judgement.
In piling brick on a scaffold he careful

not to overload it. Don 't permit yonr
helpers to drop the bricks on the floor-

ing; make them set the bricks down
carefully, and don't let buckets of clay

or loads of bricks down heavily. Avoid
overloading the hoist buckets, so that

tlic material can not fall off; use safety

hooks for hoisting buckets and pails.

Don't throw brickbats down promiscu-

ously when you are on a repair job;

rope off a danger place, and place a

danger sign to warm the men. Be care-

ful not to leave your tools or bricks

where they can be easily dislodged and

fall, whether there are men below or

not.

Before going into inclosed places

where gas has been used or contained

satisfy yourself that the gas valves are

tightly shut. Remember that in such

places there is always an odor of gas un-

less ventilation is very ample and pro-

nounced. It is sometimes necessary to

go into these places, and although you

may feel assured that there is no gas

leak, come out at once if you begin to feel

dizzzy or ill. Gas may come from old

brickwork, flue dust, bulkheads, or wet

snrfaces in amount sufficient to over-

come you, and when ventilation is diffi-

cult the slightest odor of gas is a warn-

ing for you to exercise the greatest

caution. Always wear a belt and life

line and a breathing apparatus where

ventilation is weak or lacking and there

is reason to expect gas. Use electric

lights when working inside gas mains;

torches make the air unfit to breathe.

Use goggles when you are cutting brick.

and if you get a bruise, abrasion, lacera-
tion report it at once.

Carpenters

It is your duty to use sufficient and
strong enough lumber to make every
scaffold, staging, railing, gangway, and
ladder safe. The men may not know
whether they are safe or unsafe; but
whether they are competent or incompet-
ent to judge, you can not evade responsi-
bility for unsafe construction. Tempor-
ary ladders, runways, and other wooden
constructions not intended for perman-
ent use often are used when they have
become unsafe. Make it your duty to

condemn any unsafe equipment of this

kind and to promptly remove tempor-
ary scaffolds or ladders when the need
for them has passed.
" Avoid leaving lumber with projecting
nails about the plant, and hammer flat

or remove all projecting nails that you
notice on scrap lumber or lumber used
in construction. (See Figs. 38 and .30).

In laying planks for temporary floors,

walks, or runways place the ends so

that men in stepping on them will not

tip the planks up.

Most of the accidents that happen to

men doing carpenter work are caused by

FIG. 39. RESULT OP LEAVING BOARD
LYING ABOUT WITH NAILS IN IT.

their hitting themselves with hammers
and hatchets, from saws slipping, and
in handling lumber. In working on

lumber piles watch that you do not fall.

In handling rough, heavy, or splintered

lumber be careful not to drop it on your
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liands or foot or lacerate your hands.
Be watchful and careful in the use of

hand tools, and observe danger sig'ns

and the directions and waniinss of fore-

men acquainted with the dang'ers at the

different parts of the plant. By so do-
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ISE ONE HAND AXD KEEP OTHER
BEHIND BACK.

ing- a large proportion of the injuries

commonly encountered will be avoided.

Electricians

The insulation on electric wires and
on tools and rubber gloves can not be
depended on to prevent shock, as the
insulation may not be in .good condition.
I'l' not work on live circuits unless ab-
-iilutely necessary, and if necessary and
you are in doubt as to the voltage of the
circuit, consult the foreman and ob-
tain his permission.

Try to observe the following precau-
tions: I'Se onlv one hand if possible

(I'^igs. 40 and 43 ); work on only one
wire at a time and insulate it before
starting on the next one; insul-

;ite parts of opposite polarity within
reach of tools; do not toueli electric con-

ductors when .you are standing on iron

plates, structural iron, wet ground, or

pavement—get a dry board or rubber
mat to stand on; use tools with the

handles ader|uately wound with tape,

and wear rublier cloves without cracks
or holes. Take the same precautions
with supposedly dead circuits, as there

)s always a chance of such circuits be-

iny crossed with a live circuit. Low-
\iilta'.re system, teleplione wires, and
sig'nal wires may similarly be crossed

with high-voltacre lines.

When power has been cut off by open-
ing a switch place a dancer sign bear-

ing your name on the switch and lock

it open. Do not remove the sign and
lock unless tiie work is completed,
everybody and everything clear of the

circuit, and no one in a position to be

injured by the machinery starting up.
Do not attach wire or cord for lights
to iron pipes or structural parts. Neg-
lect of this precaution may lead to
charging of equipment or parts so that
a man may receive a shock when least
expected. Make frequent inspection of
flexible cord for hand lights, portable
clusters, or electric drills. The various
crews frequently handle them when
standing on wet places where, should
the insulation be defective, a serious
burn or shock might result.

Remove all dead circuits not likely

to be used. Avoid installing tempor-
ary wires in a slipshod manner. Do not
let inexperienced men handle electrical

equipment, and do not set bad examples
of careless familiarity with electrical

equipment for inexperienced men to fol-

low. Always attend immediately to an
electric Ijurn. Such burns are often

misleading; a third-degree biu i wliich

may not be immediately painful may
later result in gangrene.

Cranemen

Xever carry a load over a workman's
head. If men are working in the path

of a load, run the trolley out to avoid

them, or give them warning. Before
moving a crane be sure that no one is

in a position to be injured. Open the

main switch before leaving the cab, and
do not go or allow another to go on top

of the crane runaway without opening
the main-line switch and attaching to

the switch a notice bearing his name.
If the switch is found open and no
notice on it, notify the foreman instead

of shutting it yourself; there may be a

reason for its being open.

Do not hoist without a signal when
men are hooking on or slinging material.

If possilile be sure that their hands are

not inside the hook or sling. Place the

trolley directly over the load to avoid

swinging it against the workmen. In
hoisting heavy loads test the brake
when the load is a few inches clear of

the floor.

After a repair job is finished go over

the crane carefully and pick up anv
tools, bolts, or parts left behind. Watch
for loose parts; .see that the brakes,

warning bells, and switches work pro-

perly and report ' at once insecure or

dangerous parts or places. Don 't leave

chains, hooks, or buckets hanging at

heights that do not dear a man's head.

Notes on First Aid

In plants where the continual [ires-

once of a doctor or nurse is not feasible

it is advisable to have at least one
emergency first-aid box. These boxes
are furnished by various manufactur-
ers and associations and contain ma-
terials desi'j'ned or recommended by ad-

visory boards of physicians and by the

American National Red Cross. They
are admirably adapted for use at iso-

lated plants and primarily are for the

prevention of infection. A first-aid box
in the charire of the chemist, storekeep-

er, or watchman will encourage the

workmen to form the habit of seeking

immediate first-aid treatment for "slight
injuries. Such treatment, if correc'tly
performed, may prevent infection or
illness, but further treatment should be
by a physician.

When a man is so badly injured that
he needs immediate relief before a
physician can arrive or before he can
be taken to the first-aid room it is essen-
tial that some one with a knowledge of
first-aid should assume charge, prefer-
ably the foreman, first-aid man, mem-
ber of safety committee, or ranking em-
ployee and direct the work of earing
for the injured man until the doctor
arrives.

Transportation of Injured

Do not move an injured person or
move any part of his body until you are
sure of the nature of the injury. If
the injured man is unable to walk use
the greatest care in placing him on the
stretcher. Stretchers are now so uni-
versally available at plants that men-
tion of other means of carrying men
should be unnecessary ; however, famili-

arity with methods of handling injured
men is essential.

Eye Injuries

Any object in the eye that irritates

the lid or eyeball probalily makes a cut
which may be infected just as easily as
a cut on the hand or foot, and more so

if a toothpick, match, knife, or hand-
kerchief is used to remove the object.

Moreover, infection of a wound in the
eye is a very serious matter, because the

FHJ. 41. ELKcrUK'IAN UEl'AlltlMi WIKISS
WITH SWITCH I.N: A DANaEKOlIS

PItACTICE.

eye is tiie most delii'ate external organ
of the body. If any injury to the eye
is neglected or wrongly treated, not only
may the eye become inflamed, involvins;

loss of time, but the sight may be lost.

If yon get something in your eye, do not
try to remove it from the eye at your
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working place; go to tlio first-aid sta-

tion and have your eye examined at

once. If the object can not be removed
by cotton rolled on the end of a match
or toothpick or by a loop of sterile

horsehair, it is probably imbedded in

the eyeball or eyelid, and the injury

FIG. 42. RESULT DF RErAIRING WIRE
WITH SWITCHES I.N. SHORT
CIRCUIT BURN'S ELECTRICIAN.

should be e.xamined by a physician im-
mediately.

Cuts, Lacerations, and Punctures
Whenever the skin has been cut ac-

cidentally, it is safe to assume that

germs have been introduced, because
tools, clothing', or other material, the

dust in the air, or the skin itself may
carry disease germs. Every wound
should be primarily looked iipon as in-

fected and receive immediate attention.

A fresh cut should not be washed, even

by the first-aid man ; leave that for the

physician. Unsterilized water is dan-

gerous, for it may contain infectious

germs. For the same reason waste.

first aid by fellow employees is impera-
tive in such cases, as the man may bleed
to death before the first-aid man can
arrive. A belt, suspender, handkerchief,
rope, or any immediately available ma-
terial that can be tied with a knot and
twisted will do for a tourniquet. The
man should he made to lie down and the

injured part be kept elevated as high as

possible by some one. " If a limb is

crushed or badly mangled, the tourni-

quet should be placed above the knee
or elbow, near the crotch or arm pit,

and twisted iintil just enough pressure
is obtained to stop the blood. Every
'20 or 30 minutes tlie tounii(|uet shouM
be loosened a little; if bleeding re-

commences, it should 1)6 tightened
again. If the circulation is stopped

completely for upwards of three hours
gangrene may develop. Many severely

lileeding wounds may be stopped simp-
ly by pressure in the wound with a

clean bandage.
Puncture wounds, such as are caused

by nails, slivers, and small sharp object;?

are perhaps the most dangerous of all

small wounds. Such cuts are always
larger on the inside than on the outside

on account of the elasticity of the skin,

and the danger of infection is greater

liecause the puncture closes, little

bleeding occurs, and there is less chance
of any dirt and germs that may have
gotten into the wound being flushed out

by the flow of blood. Puncture wounds
of the foot, and the palm of the hand,
the thumb, and the little finger are

especially dangerous.

Bums
A burn is not readily infected when

first inflicted unless it has been broken
open accidentally or by careless or im-

proper handling. A burn should not be

washed by anyone except the physician.

For small burns picric-acid gauze or

sterile gauze with vaseline spread on it,

placed over the burn and fastened with

a roll bandage, is efficacious. The use

of earron oil, which is a mixture of lin-

seed oil and lime water, is not recom-
mended. Soda and sterilized water may
be used, but is not as soothing to burns
as picric acid.

sary to cut away part of the clothing,
such as a sleeve or trouser leg. In case
medical or hospital attention is not
immediately available, the entire burned
area should bo covered with picric-acid

gauze or vaseline-covered gauze. If a

hospital is near, the clothing may be

FIG. 43. SAFE WAY TO REPAIR A WIRK;
SWITCHES OUT.

saturated with a soda and water solu-

tion (one-fourth pound soda in a half
gallon of clean water). After such
treatment, the injured person should be
wrapped closely in a blanket.

All burns should be reported immedi-
ately to the foreman or first-aid man.
Sometimes a second or third degree
burn—that is, one in which the inner
and outer skin, or skin and flesh be-

neath, are destroyed—may not, although
a serious burn, be immediately painful,

but later may lead to gangrene.

Fractures

For the purposes of first-aid, frac-

tures may be classified as "simple,"

FIG. 4*. SCHAEFER METHOP OF ARTIFICIAL RESPIRA-
TION-EXPIRATION.

PIG. 45. SCHAEFER METHOD OF AliTll'ICIAL RESPIRATION
—INSPIRATION.

cobwebs, tobacco, or dust should not be

put on a wound, nor should the open

wound be touched with the fingers.

If a fellow workman gets hurt and

the wound bleeds profusely, or in spurts,

apply a tourniquet or constrictor and
notify the first-aid man. Immediate

When a large burn is caused by cloth-

ing ignited from hot metal or cinder, or

by electric flashes, steam, or boiling

water, it is better not to remove any

but the outer clothing. The injured

man should be handled as little and as

carefully as possible. It may be neces-

when the broken bone does not come
through the skin, and "compound,"
when the broken bone sticks through
the skin. Unless a broken limb is

handled carefully a simple fracture may
be converted into a compound fracture;

therefore, a man with a fracture should
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not be moved until a splint has been
applied. A compound fracture requires

a longer time for recovery than a sim-

ple fracture.

A splint is simply a light stick or

piece of wood for keepina: the injured

part in a fixed position by means of

bandages. A broken arm or leg can be

placed in a straight position, and if no
splint material is available, a coat may
be rolled from each side toward the

center over the sleeves, placed about

the broken limb, and tied there. An in-

jured arm mav then be tied to the body
or a broken leg to the uninjured leg.

In ease of a broken hack, neck, or

severe crushing and internal injury a

patient should not be lifted until a

physician comes. Unnecessary handling

is harmful, causes needless suffering,

and as a physician is generally immedi-
ately available at furnace plants, first-

aid in such cases is, as a rule, of ques-

tionable value. The patient may be kept

flat on his back and covered with a

warm blanket.

Blows on the Head or Abdomen

When a man receives a blow on the

head or abdomen, first-aid is not usual-

ly possible. Avoid rough handling,

loosen the clothing, do not give liquid

stimulant, and call a physician at once.

Don't let the patient go home alone.

After receiving a severe blow on the

head men have continued work, or stop-

ped work for the day. and then sud-

denly became seriously ill or died. Simi-

lar developments are possible after a

heavy blow on the abdomen.

Bruises and Strains

Such injuries as bruises and strains

should always have the attention of a

physician- rather than first-aid only, for

although the injury may at the outset

seem very slight, it may develop into

a deep-seated injury with permanent

total or partial disability.

Asphxiation or Shock

To remove a victim from contact with

an electric circuit, cut the current off if

there is a switch handy. If not, roll

or push the man's body from the cir-

cuit with a dry piece of wood or wrap
your hands in a dry cloth stand on dry

wood, grasp his clothing and lift his

body from the wire, or place a loop of

dry cloth or rope over the man's head

or feet and jerk him from the wire.

In case a man has been asphyxiated

or "gassed," or has received an electric

shock, carry him into tlie open air, send

for a doctor, and then proceed as fol-

lows: Feel with your finger in his

mouth and throat and remove any false

teeth, tobacco, etc. Lay him face down-

ward, with one arm extended out

straight beyond his head. Place his

other arm under his head, and turn his

face to one side, so that mouth and nose

are free for breathing. Have someone

draw his tongue forward. Put a folded

jumper or coat under the lower part of

his chest if ho is thin. Straddle him on

youT knees, facing his head (see Fig.

44), witli your knees a little below his

hips: then with fingwrs outstretched

place your hands at the lower part of

his ribs with your thumbs nearly join-

ing.

Hold your arms straight and rigid,

swing forward slowly so that the weight

of your body is gradually brought to

bear on the subject's body; then swing
back, removing the pressure, but keep

your hands in place; repeat 16 to 20

times every minute. (See Figs. 44 and

45). If you have not a watch, follow

the rate of your own deep breathing.

Keep it up for 3 hours unless natural

breathing is resumed. Keep the man
warm and do not try to give liquid

stimulant until he is conscious and able

to talk and drink. Do not hold am-
monia bottles under his nose or mouth.

It is important that every foreman and

every member of a safety committee in

the plant should understand this meth-

od of resuscitation.

MINERAL RESOUECES OF BRITISH
EMPIRE

A PAPER was read on December 11,

191G, by Dr. C. Gilbert Cullis, Professor

of Economic Mineralogy in the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, on

"The Mineral Resources of the British

Empire with regard to the Production of

the Non-Ferrous Industrial Metals."

The particular metals dealt with were:

Copper, lead, zinc, tin, and aluminum.

The object was to demonstrate the Im-

perial position with regard to each of

these, and to show in respect of which

of them the Empire was, on the one

hand, self-suffieimr, or, on the other, de-

pendent upon foreign countries. In the

latter case, the extent of the dependence

was indicated, and methods suggested

by which it might be diminished. The

situation with regard to four out of the

five metals was shown to be wanting in

independence and scarcity, and the nec-

essity for a full investieation of the Bri-

tish mine and smelter-production was
insisted upon.

With reaard to copper, not only were

the ore-resources, as at present exploit-

ed, deficient, but the smelting facilities

also were seriously inadequate for the

Empire's metal requirements. The pro-

duction both of ores and metal could he

substantially increased by suitable

organisation and administration.

Lead and 7.inc ores, raised in British

territory, had in the past been exported

on a lar<ro scale to foreign countries,

notably Oermnnv and Belgium, for metal

recovery, with the result that the Em-
pire had been placed in an anomalous

position of denendence which ought

never to have arisen. The shortage of

zinc, in the early days of the war, and

the consequent jeopardising of supplies

of cartridce-brass were referred to. The
mine-production of lead and 7inc was
more than sulTliMcnt for the Emnire's

requiremenfs. but the smelting facilities

were lamentably deficient, especinlly in

the case of zinc. It was urged that all

the lead and zinc concentrates of Broken
Hill should in future be smelted within
the Empire.

In the case of aluminum, while the
actual bauxite resources of the Empire
were so small that dependence had to be
placed upon the French or American
deposits—which were being more and
more utilised in their countries of origin

—large potential supplies, in the form
of laterite, had a very wide distribution

is the tropical colonies, but were almost
untouched and untried. The systematic

examination of these and other potential

sources of aluminum, with a view to

their utilisation, should have serious con-

sideration.

The only metal with regard to which
our position was really strong was tin^

The British mine-production of tin in

1912 was 66,000 metric tons out of a

world's total of 125,000. and its smelter-

production 85.000. Estimating the con-

sumption at 32,500 tons, there remained
53,000 tons for export. Now that the

German market for Bolivian tin ore was
closed, an opportunity had arisen of
securing the whole of the Bolivian out-

put for British smelting.

In a series of general conclusions, a

plea was put forward for the elimination

of wasteful methods in ore and metal

recovery, for the fuller utilisation of by-

products from ores, and for the adop-

tion of large scale operations of high

engineering efficiency by which capital

and labour might be advantageously

used. The wide-spread export of raw
or partially smelted materials, produced
within the Empire, to foreign countries

for the recoven- of the finished products

was condemned, and the promotion of

industries makine for indenendence as

regards essential products advocated.

The expediting of geological and min-

eral surveys of all British territory,

and the organisation of advance investi-

gations with the object of improving cur-

rent processes, or of dscovering new-

ones by which ffcolosical materials hith-

erto unexploitable might be made pro-

ductive, were urged.

The development of the mineral re-

sources of the Empire had taken place

in the past without any constructive Im-
perial policy: it had lacked co-ordina-

tion and control and was in need of
scientific and business-like administra-

tion, and the suggestion that a Govern-

ment Department of Minerals and
Metals should be established to foster

and safeguard mineral resources and to

promote the welfare of related isdustries

was strongly supported. If formed and
properly conducted, such a department

should do much to give security and
order to what was now full of danger

and disorder.

©
Generally speaking, each metal and

alloy has a particular temnernture at

which it possesses maximum fluidity,

this temperature usually being only
sliahtlv higher than the fusin<r point.

Metal should alwavs be poured us soon
as ready, as it deteriorates if held too

long in a molten condition.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

GEAE DRIVE PIPE THREADING
MACHINE

THE illustratiiin shows a pipe thread-

ing machine having a capacity ol

from 21/2 in. to 8 in., a feature

of the machine being an all gear drive

from single belt pulley, by means of

which 8 changes of speed are obtained.

The gear box is located at the back of

the headstock and the belt pulley drives

through a friction clutch controlled by

I he long hand lever in front of the

chuck. The controlling levers for the

different speeds are arranged in front

of the headstock with SDeed plates indi-

('atins- the proner position for the vari-

ous sizes of pipe.

The die head is of the sliding type,

with conveniently arranged handles and

cam lever, and is equipped with Peer-

less die mechanism. The die-head can

be quickly removed so as to allow very

sliort ends or lengths of pipe to be cut

off, the cutting-off tool and steady slides

being on the other side of the carriage

from the die-head. Renewable harden-

ed steel facings support the pipe in the

steady slides, that opposite the tool

havinar an extra large face. The cut-

ting-off s'ide is attached to one of tlie

steady slides so that the tool is support-

ed near the cnttins edae; the rearainsr

tool is held in a tool post on the cut-off

slide.

Duplicate chucks are employed on

each end of the spindle, with three in-

dependent jaws, graduated on the face

for pipe sizes, the jaws on the rear

clutch havine- special flange srippers for

use in making up flanae fittings. The

front chuck is bolted direct to driving

gear. All gears in speed box are of

steel running in oil.

When equiiiped with motor drive, a

.5 horse-power constant speed motor is

used, with si'.ent chain drive to

clutch; reversing switch is fit-

ted for cutting left hand

threads. The lathe type bed is

of ample strength and has a

closed bottom forming drip pan,

arranged at an angle to drain

off compound. Ample provi-

sion is made for lubrication of

all wearing parts, chain oiling

bearinss being provided on the

spindle, and splash lubrication

in gear box.

Regular equipment is com-

plete with oil pump and con-

nections, nine sets of dies, die

cabinet and tool tray, counter-

shaft, wrenches and extra cut-
(

tins-off tool. This machine is

built by John H. Hall & Sons.

Brantford, Ont., weighs 7,400

lbs., and occupies a floor space

3 ft. X 9 ft.

ELECTItIC KIVETEK POR SHELL
BASE PL.VTES.

ELECTRIC RIVETER FOR SHELL
BASE PLATES

THE adaptation of electric jiower to

the work of riveting shell base plates

has been successfully accomplished by
the machine shown in the accompany-
ing engraving. The operating mechan-
ism consists of a standard type of elec-

tric hammer which has proven highly

efficient in all classes of work to which
))ower hammers are adapted.

The principle member of the device

is the electric motor, which is specially

designed and constructed for this par-

ticular service, and is carried in a spring

base pedestal, mounted on the top of

the column. The striking mechanism
and tool guiding device is of standard

design, while an adjustable work table

is carried on the turned column, the

lieight of which is ample to allow of

using any fixtures for supporting or re-

volving the two sizes of shells operated

on, viz. 4.5 in. and 18 pdr.

Pedal control is provided for starting

and stopping the hammer, which strikes

1,800 blows per min. with a force of

forty pounds per blow, the net weight

of the machine being 250 lbs.

This riveter as well as the complete

line of regular electric hammers is mar-

keted by R. E. T. Pringle, Ltd., Toronto.

©
SQUARE HOLE DRILLING DEVICE
A UNIQL'E addition to existing machine

shop accessory tools has been made in

the production of the Radbore Head for

drilling square holes. This device makes
the production of square holes a com-

mercial proposition, high quality of work,

low cost of operation, and wide field of

application being outstanding features

of the apparatus. In drilling square

holes, the flanged housing, or main guid-

iuu- member, as it is termed, is c'.amped

S-IN. PIPE-THRE.\I)ING MACHINE WITH (JKAU BOX DKIVE.
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to the column of a millin* machine, and
a drill of the required size is set in the

head, after which the work is done as

in ordinary drilling. See Fias. 1, 2

and .3.

The cutting: of the hole is performed
hy a special drill made in two types,

which produce either full square holes

with sharp corners, or with filleted cor-

ners havins: a radius one-eiahth the size

of hole. Several sizes of drill of either

ink sharp corners a similar drill is used,

see Fig'. 4, the shank F of the drill be-

ing of such a size that the centre of

the rounded corner coincides with one
of the cutting edges. As the shank re-

volves in the guide bushina D. the three
cutting edges are led around in straight

lines, while the edge referred to acts as

a pivot at each corner in succession due
to it being on the centre of the circular

corner of the shank. Four points of

The spindles are carried in counter-

weighted saddles, adjustable vertically

on two upright columns carried on thi^

wings of the bed. These spindles are

driven through worm and worm wheel,

both completely encased for oil bath lub-

tyi>e can be used in the one head, the
depth of hole possible being great enougli
for nearly all commercial requirements.
In addition, the device will drill blind
holes with a perfectly flat bottom;
axinding is done on the end only, giving
long life to the drill, and constant ac-

curacy to the product.

Retctangular or oblong holes are pro-

support are also obtained at all times

with this drill, preventing any slipping

or sliding away from the fixed line of

the work.

A special grinding attachment or vise

<'an be sujiplied for facilitating the ac-

curate grinding of the drills on ordin-

ary grinding or milling machines.

This device is being placed on the

market by Aikenhead Hardware Ltd.,

Toronto.

®

Fig.4-

duced by either leediiia the stuck side

ways iir drilling overlapping holes.

Th(f principle on wiiich the filh'tcd

hole is pr(jduced is sliown in diaaram.
Fig. .5. The curved lines show tlie out-

line of the drill body which revolves in

a square guide busiiing the same si/.e

SPECIAL DUPLEX MILLING
MACHINE

THE machine illustrated in the accom-
panying engravina is interesting in that
the design provides a greater degree oi'

power control than it has hitherto been
customary to provide in tools of this

type. It is a recent production of the

Newton Machine Tool Works, I'hiladel-

idiin.

FIG. 3,

rication, control of the drive to each
spindle being had through a clutch on
the inner end of the worm wheel sleeve

:

the clutch lever is arranged in front of
the saddle in a position convenient *o

the operator. Spindles are bored in the
nose to accommodate a 3 in. dia. straiaht
plug, and are arranged to drive cutters
by means of IVi in. wide face keys:
they are large enough, however, to allow
of being bored No. 6 Morse taper, and
havina a hole through for cutter retain-

ing bolt.

The counterweighted spindle saddles
liave provision for simultaneous or in-

dependent vertical adjustment with re-

versing vertical feed and reversing fast

power traverse. They have narrow guide,
aliannient control bearings on the up-
rights, and provision for bolting rigidly

at any desired height. The unriahts.

also, have indeiiendent and simultaneous
adjustment, with reversing fast power
traverse on the wings and provision for

Hs the hole. The four |)oints of contaci
are present at any staae of the revolu-

tion, point 2 changing its position to the
other curved lines in rotation, in drill-

Dii'i.i'j.x .\iii.i.iN(; MAI iiim: wrrii sim:i'i.u, imi\vi:i! contihii,. r.i!.\ri;i> itrights
.\S\> SQI AltK (itHHKI) T,\ni.,K.
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bolting rigidly in any dt'sirecl position.

All vertical adjusting screws have bear-

ings at each end to insure tiieir opera-

tion under tension.

The work table has square lock bear-

ings on the base with overlapping gibs

and has angular rack and worm pinion

drive, hand adjustment, 9 changes of

feed through sliding gear feed box, and
also has reversing rapid traverse by
power.
The machine is designed to carry cut-

ters up to 16 in. dia. when working on
cast iron, is provided with suitable scales

for accurately adjusting the spindle

•sleeve horizontallv and the saddles ver-

search bureaus, with properly e(|uipped

laboratories, be established in industrial

centres in Canada, in order to assist in

the solution of problems which present

themselves to the manufacturers, receiv-

ed the support of the Council, and plans

were laid for developing in Canada a

body of men trained in science, and its

application to industry.

Collecting Data

There was further considered at the

recent meeting the various lines of work
which the Couucil might undertake, also

some forty projects which had been sub-

mitted to it. It will, within the next

KBAR VlHyW OF DUPLE.K MULLING MACHINE SIIOWIXG AXOULAR DRIVE TO
WORK TABLE.

tically, and both spindles can rotate in-

dependently or in unison.

A 20 horse-power Fort Wayne motor
is employed for driving purposes, oper-

ating at 300 to 900 revs, per min., and
giving spindle speeds of from 5.4 to

5.5.2 revs, per min.

The maximum distance between ends
of spindles is 90 in., minimum 12 in.;

distance, centre of spindle to table, max..
'25 in., min., 2 in.; work table, 14 ft. x
42 in.; max. length, milled. 12 ft. 6 in.;

dia. of spindle in w-orm wheel sleeve, 4
in.: dia. of spindle flange, 9 in..

TO DEVELOP RESOURCES OF THE
DOMINION

EXPERIMENTS having for their objecc

the utilization of the vast (luantities of
lignite to be found in Western Canada,
for the production of fuel for industrial

and domestic purposes, have been re-

commended by the Council for Seientitic

and Industrial Research, which has beeii

in session at Ottawa. Tnvesti'^ation by
"the Forestry Branch of the Department
of the Interior, with a view to devising

methods by which the threatened des-

truction of the forest resources of East-
ern Canada will be prevented and the

forests will be made a permanent source

of wealth to the Dominion, are also ad-

vocated. A proposal that industrial re-

few weeks, issue questionaires, these be-

ing addressed to manufacturer's, to tech-

nical societies, to various Government
departments, and to the universities of

the Dominion. They will ask informa-
tion with reference to the laboratories

and other agencies of research now in

operation in Canada, the men now en-

gaged in, or available for, research in-

dustries, and the bye-products produced

but not at present uti'-ized.

The Council will recommend the foun-

dation of twenty or more scholarships

or fellowships in Canadian universities

and technical schools to be given to men
who have completed their regular

courses of studv and have displayed .i

special aptitude for scientific research.

The men to whom these scholarships or

fellowships are awarded will be enabled

to pursue a course of advanced work at

college. Arranaements will also be made
whereby students wnl] be placed, after

graduation, in the laraer manufacturing
establishments in Canada, to continue

their training under conditions of ac-

tual commercial practice.

Body of Practical Scientists

By these measures the Council hopes

to build up in the Dominion a body of

practical scientists similar to that which
has aided so greatly in industrial deve-

lopment in Germany in recent years. To
furnish immediate direct assistanc'e to

manufacturing industries the Council

proposes the establishment of industrial

research bureaux at such centres as To-

ronto, Montreal and Winnipeg. These
would be supplied with a complete set

of teclmical and trade journals, would
have a competent technical stafi and
properly equipped laboratories. In co-

operation with the Provincial Govern-
ment and other bodies these bureaux
would be able to solve the problems
which arise in their factories.

The Council has decided to examine
carefully a number of the specific pro-

jects which have been submitted to it

and to recommend that certain of them
be taken up at once. For instance, it

decided to recommend that investiga-

tions be continued with a view to uti-

lizing the lignite to be found in Sas-

katchewan. Lignite in its crude state

is an inferior fuel which possesses a re-

latively low heating power and which

moreover will not stand shipment or

storage. It is, therefore, of compara-

tively little value for domestic or manu-
facturing purposes. The Council, how-

ever, believes that from lisnite can be

produced two grades of high-class bri-

quetted fuel, one similar to anthracite

coal and the other resemblin? soft coal

in general character, and that at the

same time certain very valuable by-pro-

ducts may be obtained.

The Council has taken cognizance of

the fact that the forests of Eastern Can-

ada have been seriously depleted and

are rapidly deteriorating in character

It has recommended that investigations

be made by the Forestry Branch of the

Department of the Interior with a view

to ascertaining the best methods for pre-

serving those forests and making them

a permanent source of ^yea!th to the peo-

ple of the Dominion. In European coun-

tries the forests have been improved iu

character by the application of scientific

knowledge and have been converted into

assets of enormous value, yielding larse

revenues to the Government or their

owners, and, at the same time, retainin<»

unimpaired their capital value.

The Council has before it other im-

portant projects, but requires to exam-

ine them further before taking action

with reference to them.

Purely Personal.—The commercial tra-

veler met Sandy, the canny one, emer-

ging from the post office.

"Ah! Sandy!'' cried the traveler, "it

is good to see a prosperous farmer as

yourself—not forgetful of his country-

You have been in the post office to pur-

chase war bonds?"
"Nay," said Sandy easily.

"Oh! Then, perhaps yon have nut «

little money in the savings bank that U

may help the country?"
"Nay."
"Well," said the traveler as a last

resort, "I suppose that you have bouglit

a postal order to send to some poor ac-

quaintance?"
"Nay, I've been in to fill my foun-

tain pen."
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LAST MONTH'S HAPPENINGS—THIS MONTH'S
SACRIFICE AND SERVICE

THE month just closed cannot be said to have been
uninteresting, laekinff as it did in its twenty-eig'ht-

day span neither thrilling episode in the war activi-

ties, nor drastic legislation towards larger service and
greater sacrifice in swaying the war fortunes. Germany's
advised submarine propaganda against merchant vessels

trading to Britisli ports, although to a very gTeat extent
successfully combated, has nevertheless been far from
barren of results, much tonnage, and not a little of it of
commercially superior quality, and all of it ill-spared, has
been ruthlessly sunk, together with valuable cargoes car-

ried. The loss of life, fortunately, has been light, com-
])aratively.

The big event of the month was, of course, the speech
of David Lloyd-George, Britain's Prime Minister, in the

House of Commons on February 23, to the variety detail

requirement of which the nation as such was asked to

sul)mit patriotically. Neither from a superficial glance at

existing conditions, nor from a deep study of the portent

of events leading up to his declarations, can other than
the conclusion be come to that the welfare of the people
of the Motherland and the effectiveness of our arms in

conjunction with those of our Allies are being menaced in

most threatening degree. Vessel tonnage of commercial
lating has been, all through tlie War, disappearing from
the Register, and during the past month has been doing
HO at a much accelerated pace. Much of that now avail-

able—as has been the case since hostilities commenced, is

a jtrime essential of troop, munitions and general supply
Iran.sportation, and at this writing may be reckoned as
more than ever of paramount importance. The decision

then to put into immediate effect import restrictions of
the most drastic nature, while somewhat of a shock be-

<-ause of their couipreliensiveness, has occasioned less sur-

)irise and resentment than might have been expected, not

only among Britishers themselves, but among those— ex-

porters in otiior countries, against whom specific cnacl-

Mienls will exert considerable economic pressure. A list

of restricted imports appears in another section of this

i.ssne.

The presence of our Prime Minister, Sir Robert Borden,
in the distinguished strangers' gallery during the greater
part of Lloyd-George's speech, and the reference in the
latter to the conference between Britain's Colonial Sec-
retary and Canada's Premier preceding the speech, are of
more than passing interest, because of Sir Robert's state-
ment of expressed readiness on behalf of this Dominion
to sacrifice our trade share to minimize the tonnage lack
emergency. That Canada is behind its Premier and is

prepared to go all the way in the path he has mapped out,
there is not the shadow of doubt.

Indication has already been given that Germany's
submarine activity is being to a large extent combated,
and in more than one sense this is true. It is a well-

known fact that notwithstanding grievous losses of vessels
—large and small, of valuable commercial tonnage, the
percentage of ships destroyed to those entering and leav-
ing British ports is relatively small. In this respect the
measures taken to offset Germany's ruthlessness may be
said to be achieving considerable degree success. Even
a low percentage or gradual vessel loss is, however, neither
meantime healthful nor comforting, nor will its ultimate
outcome—be the war of long or short future duration

—

lead to anything approaching British pre-war sea-borne
trade ascendency. Merchant shipbuilding, following the

outbreak of w-ar, was for many months at a standstill on
Britain 's river shores, so to speak, same having given

place to warship construction of type, service, size and
quantity that only those extremely close to headquarters
administration are in a position to fully appreciate and
grasp. It may, however, safely be assumed that the

margin now for every fighting contingency is alike stu-

pendous and effective. Germany's submarine effective-

ness has, therefore, had to be combated in another direc-

tion—that of new freight vessel construction, and in this

feature Britain may be said to be protecting herself with-

out restriction or hindrance.

This, however, does not exhaust the possibilities of

procurin* additional tonnage, and its myriad supplemen-
taries, if we rightly judge the situation. Canada's co-

o])erative effort in munitions making has been so well and
fully appreciated by the responsible authorities in the

Motherland, that still greater—because of a more perma-
nent nature, opportunities are to be made available to

her. In a word, shipbuilding and marine engineering in

both their basic and accessory essentials are, we under-

stand, in process of being developed in our midst by the

Imperial authorities, and on a quite comprehensive scale.

As a result, it may easily be assumed that the dreaded

transition period from war-time to peace-time business

enterprise will be wholly negligible.

It is calculat&d that Canada's export trade will be

affected . l)y the import restrictions announced. On the

basis of last year's exports of the affected commodities,

the restrictions to be applied will cause Canadian trade

diminution to amount to upwards of tliirty million dollars.

In a purely domestic sense the effect ma.v be beneficial

inasmuch as there will be largely conserved for the home
market the commodities whose importation into Britain is

now ]iroliil)ited. The tendency sIkjoM hp towards some-

what lower prices.

Available figui'es for the first eleven months of 191t>

show that exports of a number of the now restricted

articles were valued as follows: Agricultural implements.
$2,:i;)4.'2;i9; boots and shoes, !|i4.5S5.,5(i:i : docks, $1.14,5 ,.'343

;

photograpliic goods and motion i>icture films, $4,91)8.727;

leather and tanned skins and products, .flil,089,(550; can-

ned salmon, $9,;!S0,OO0; wood, timber and products, $8,84,'?.-

040; tyiiewritcrs, $2,9r)2,M(i; books, music, maps, engrav-

ings and other printed matter, $l,l.'iS„58fi.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh... $31 'J3

Lake Superior, cLdrcoal,
Cliiiiigu 35 75
Standard Ion plios., Pbila-

ik'lphl:! 56 on
Bessemer, I'ittsburgli 35 95
Hasii-, Valley furnace 30 00

Montreal Toronto
Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria ,

.W, in 53 36 70 2S
+ in 63 22 83 39

4M! in 73 66 97 16
5 in .?5 S4 113 20
fi in Ill 40 146 90
7 in 147 60 191 60
S in. L 1.55 00 201 30
S in 17.S CO 231 SO
n in 213 90 277 70
10 in. L 19S 40 2.-T 60
10 in 255 40 331 70

Price-s Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. tu Large IIu\ers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto. . . 4 00
Stee! bars, base, Toronto... 4 25
Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 5 25
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 6 50

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3 95
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10
Keinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsiburgb
Tank plates, IMttsl>urgb
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops. Pittsburgh

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 25
Small shapes 4 75

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 3 90
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 00
Plates 4 75

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.
C.L. L.C.L.

.Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John. N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1

Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor IS. 9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake coppej- S40 00 $39 00
Electro copper ... 40 00 39 00
Castings, copper.. 29 00 39 00
Tin 51 00 56 00
Spelter 15 00 14 00
I>ead 12 .50 12 50
-\ntimony 34 00 35 00
.-Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PL.iTES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, H to 1/6 $6 00 $6 00
He.ids 6 35 6 35
Tank plates, J-16 in. 6 10 6 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Prices in effect Feb, 14, 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black Galv.

Buttneld.
^ in $ 4 50 S 6 00
W in 3 66 5 79
% in 3 60 5 79
% in 4 70 6 .?3

% in 5 S7 7 S9
1 in 8 67 11 82
1?4 in 11 73 15 99
1% in 14 03 19 11
2 in IS 87 25 72

2H in 29 S4 40 66
3 ip 39 02 .53 17
3% in 4S 70 65 78
4 in 57 77 77 94

Lapweld.
21 S3 28 31
32 76 43 00

ts c* ui
s;

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4V^" and larger. 55% .

4" and under, running thread.
40%.
Standard couplin KS, 4" and un-

der, .50%.

4M!" and larger, 30%

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal 'I'oronto

Copper. light $23 00 $24 00
Copper, crucible . 27 00 28 00
Copper, heavy .

.

27 00 24 50
Copper wire 27 00 25 00
No. 1 machine

conijiosition . .

.

o.^ 00 22 00
No. 1 composition

turnings IS 50 20 00
New Brass clip-

pings 18 00 18 00
No. 1 brass turn-

ings 15 00 10 00
Steel, low phns. .

.

14 on 18 00
Heavy Melting

13 00 15 013

No. 1 machine
caot iron 21 no 16 00

StppI turnings ..

.

9 (M( 9 00
B"iVr plate 12 00 10 m
R-iiH 14 75 15 00
.Axles. wrought J

iron 19 no 24 on

Tires, steel 12 00 12 00
Rni's 13 7.5 14 00

Shnftins 21
in

no
25

20 no
MnTenble scrnp .

.

11 on
Pino. vTf^nglit .

.

1" .V» n no

PtnT-p nl.lte . 14 on 13 no

Henvv lend 8 on S 50

Ten lend 6 ni) 50

Scrnp zinc 8 50 9 .-0

36 00 35 00

2V4 in.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws -30

Stove holts 55
Plate washers 10
Mncbine bolts, 7-16 and
over 1^

Mnchine bolts. % and less. 20
P.lnnk holts 10
P.nlt ends 10
Mn.'-hine screws, fl. and rd.

hfl.. steel 27H
.Mnchine screws, o. nnd fil.

b.l . steel 10
Mnchine screws, fl. and rd.

hrt.. brass add 20

Mnchine screws, o. and fil.

l-d.. brnso nd<1 25

Nuts, snnnre. un to 1 in., net list.

Nnts. hex.. UP to 1 in., net list.

Conner rivets and burrs.
list ri'ns SO

Pnrrs onlv list pins 5'!

Iron rivets nnd '.inrrs 27V2

Bniler rivets, base ^i-in

nnd Inrsrer $6.3o

Strnctnrnl rivets, n^- above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws. O. & R.,

bright "0

Wood screws, flnt. brass.. .42''^

Wood screws. O. & R..

brass ^0

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screws, O. & R.

bronze '2JA

MILLED PRODtCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Si]. *: Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Ud. & Fil Heail Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. *: Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., uj) to IVi in 30
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1V'> in., up to 2 in 10
Stud's 2n

Taper pins -!<'

Coupling bolts, plus in

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 10

Planer head bolts. with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer bead bolt nnts. same as

hPisbed nuts.
Planer bolt washers net

Hollow .set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 30. I'l

Thumb screws 20

Thumb nuts ''^5

Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to IV2

in :idd .$4.50

Cold pressed nuts over HA
in add .$7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessen'or billets $05 00

Open-hearth billets 65 00

O.H. sheet bars 05 00

Forging billets 90 00

Wire rods SO 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails .

.' 5 00 4 95

Cut nails 4 70 470
Miscellaneous wire nails 65%
Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 ills * 60

MISCELLANEOCS.

Solder, strictly **'?.
Solder, guaranteed 35

Babbitt metals .-..IS to 60

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Puttv, 100-lb. drums 3 So

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, lOOlb. kegs,

per cwt 13 S7

Glue. French medal, lb 2.o

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

Gasoline, per gnl.. bulk.. 29M!

Benzine, per gal., bulk 28V^

Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1 -to

Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 50

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27

Packing, No. 1 Italian 0.32

Packing. No. 2 Italian 2.5

Irf>ad wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 29'A

Trn^^missinn rone. Manila 37>A

Drilling cables. Manila ... .32V4

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Torcnto "25%

CARBON DRILLS ASD
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to .52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to SO 2,5

Standard drills to IVj in... 40

Standard drills, over 1V> in.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10

.rubbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock . . ; iO

Ratchet drills !•>

S.S. drills for wood 40

Wood boring brace drills.... 25

Electricians' bits 30

Sockets 30

Slet'ves 4vt

Tapper pin reamers 20

Drills and countersinks ....

list plus ;'.o

Bridge reamers <"

Centre reamers 10

Chucking reamer.s 10

Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTINti.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at >IontreaI and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%: cast iron.

35%; standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60; flanged unions, 40:

malleable bushings,, 50: nipples.

55: in;illeable lipped unions. 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 2S.$5 50 $6 15

Sheets, Black, No. 10. 6 00 fl 0<>

Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 3 75 o m
Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 i :>'^

Apollo brand, 10% oz-
_ . , „.

galvanized 7 2vi 1
-'<

Queen's Head, 28 B.

T;VG 775 775
Fleu'r-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G ' *^ '

•''

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 ..0

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 610

Premier.' No.' 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 20

Premier, 10% oz 8 00 1 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in
5-16 in -
% in

7-16 in
i^ in

3-16 in

% in 2
% in

% in

1 inch

.\bove quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
Cn.\IN B.B.

$9 45
9 in
8 35

7 15
6 95
fi95
6 80
6 70
6 .55

6 40

% in. .

3-16 in.

H in.

5-10 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

% in. ..

% in. ..

% in- .

.$15

. 11

. 8

50
70
40
40
.%5

35
35
35
35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent

.

Great Western. .American... 60

Kearney & Fo-it. Arcade... 60

.1. Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland. Globe •*

Whitman & Barnes 60

Black Diamond ^
Delta Files .• t'-
Nicholson ^",

,

Globe ['iJV
Vulcan
Disston

COAL AND COKE.

Solvav Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .^

Xough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 :jO

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 oO

Best Slack 00

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto

fiO
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Size.

1 in

BOILER TUBES.

Se.im-
leS3

$22 00

Lap-
welileJ

m in.

IM. in.

1% in.

' in

2.J 00
•'9 00 24 00

.. 30 00 22 50

33 00 23 00

:!V4 in.

H in

35 50 29 50

46 00 34 50

:iV4 In.

:iVi in.

4 in.

•Jl 00

53 OO 44 00

65 00 55 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

On.S AND COMPOUNDS.

25
12
251/.

12V.
45 1^
36 lA

0.6
45

Castor oil, per lb

Koyalite, per gal., bulk
Machine oil. per gal
Black oil, per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil, .4cnie

Standard cutting compound
per lb

Lard oil, per gal 1

Union tliread cutting oil

antiseptic
.Xcme cutting oil. antisep-

tic
Imperial quenching oil ....

Petroleum fuel oil

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

.st.nndard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 50

Leather in sides 1 .35

68

37 y,

39 W.

12

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin .Metallic, 603, 50 ft.. 2 00

AdnuralSteel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45

Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 'M ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Keliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior W
X L C R IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal
1'

X press 16

COLORED.

Lion 14Vi
Standanl 13

Xo. 1 la^

Popular 11)4

Keen 10^/^

WOOL PACKING.

.\rro\\ 25

Axle 20

.\nvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Seleit White 12

Mixed coliired 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for tjuanlity.

RUBBER BELTING. ,

Standard 50%
I'.cst grades 30%

ANODES.
Xickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in...?40 00 $40 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x00 m 45 00 45 00
Copper she*t, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x60 btise. 57 00 57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 oase 46 50 46 .M)

BRASS.

Brass rods, base Vi in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 55

Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 33

Emerv in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... OS to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sij. ft.$12 00 $14 00

Sheets, 3^4 lbs. sii.

ft 11 75 14 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. f t 11 50 13 50

Cut sheets, M.c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, boracic t .13

Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, aulphuric tX>

Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
,\mmoniuni chloride 11

Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
'

Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12

Copper, carbonate, nnliy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12
Nickel carbonate 35
Xickel sulphate 15

P<Uassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
s'titule) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .55

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs o.OO

Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'Tplll'^ ]>t).s.<ibilily of ilie Tinted Stales entering the war and the

eH'ect of such an eventuality on business in Canada i.s .still the

subject of cfin.^iderable speculation in manufacturing; circles. Thi.s

contingency and the fr.i'ight conoe.-tion are tending to un^ettle the

industrial situation. While business generally continues very

good, particularly in the steel trade, production is being restricted

owing to poor shipping facilities; in consequence deliveries of

rnniiufactnred products are falling behind. Manufacturers are

still suffering from a sliortage of fuel and raw materials, while the

.scarcity of suitable labor is also cau.sing much inconvenience.

A.ssisted by improved weather conditions the railways have been

able to move a larger volume of freight recently, thus relieving the

congestion to .some extent. It will, however, be some time before

conditions are normal. The iron and steel market continues very

strong and indications )ioint to higher prices on all steel products.

The principal advances this week include boiler and structural

rivets, wire iiroducts, including wire nails, )iressed steel .spikes, and
cut nails. Exiiort demand for steel products continues heavy, but

production i~ still being restricted, owing to the shortage of coke

and pig-iron. The iimot metal markets are strong, reflecting the

expectation that the I'liited States will declare war on Germany,
in which cNcnt an increa-e in demand for war metab would result.

Coyifier, lead and -iichcr have advanced, due principally to a

scarcity of spot niet.il in the East, resulting from the railway

embargoes. Tiie scrap mrlal market is strong and prices have

been well niaintaincd. Tin' machine tool market is (|uiet and
demiind light.

Montreal, Que,, Feb. 26.
—

'I'lii' imlus.

I rial situation is siin'i'i'iii'4' I'riiiii a lacli of

all elas.scs (if coiiiiiKulilit's, due to lack of

transrxirtation facilities. The wave of

tri'i;;lit con'.;(>sti(in luis passed from the

.Mlatitic seaboard back to tlie Middle
West, thus reducin;;' railroad comiminica-
tion to a minimum. The effects have Ix'cii

till tui) Mpijarent in lack of fuel, whik'

materials tor fnanufacturins have been
so scarce that many plants have had to

close down temporarily. A spell of mild

weather afforded some s'.i;j;lit relief, but

only a change in basic conditions can

ameliorate to ftny considerable degree

tlie present an fortunate conditions.

Pig Iron

The outlook for a stronger market in

pie' iron seems apparent owinaf to tfie

curtailment in production that has re-

sulted from the lack of raw materials.

Prices on American pig- are already ad-

vancing', and prospects of early relief

are not encouraging. Deve'.opments now

in progress may still further affect the

situation.

Steel

The paralyzed condition of trade gen-

erally is probably more emphasized in

the steel industry than in any other,

owing to the dependency that at present

is placed upon this commodity. Instead

of improvement, the trade is anticipat-

ing a still more serious condition, and

transportation facilities are daily becom-

hvs more demoralized, rajiidly approach-

ing a stace where a crisis appears im-

minent. The non-delivery of raw ma
ferials is placing the mills and furnaces

in a very serious |)osition. and siiut-

downs are rei)orte<l daily. This results

in a material decrea.se in production,

which must naturally be transmitted to

the otlier lines of ai'tivity. affecting noi

only the output of manufacturing plants,

but creating a situation thai may havp .t

serious cITect on early future conditions.

Steel dealers here report a situati< n that

is rapidly becoming' serious, and they

look forward to an early revision of

jirices thai will reflect the actual condi-

tion of the market. While no local price

(diani.''es liave been out into effect, the

early future is cx|)ected to show some in-

teresting developments in an upward di-

rection. The production of hillets and

sheet bars has been curtailed owing to
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llio non-delivery of raw material, and
liigher prices are not unlikely. Pitts-

burg' quotations on rolling' billets show
an advance of $2 per ton. The demand
for ferro-alloys has quieted down, but
prices are very tirm. The situation in

l)!ates continues tense, as the mills are

unable to sujjply the abnormal require-

ments of shipbuilders and general manu-
facturers. The sheet situation is un-

changed and very firm, with early future

prices depending on current develop-

ments. Wire and wire products retain

;in even tone, but owing to the high cost

of wire rods, an early advance on wire

products is not unlikely. Activity in

bars is better, the demand having im-
proved. Inquiries for wrought iron pipe

and boiler tubes are good, and further

:idvances may be looked for.

Metals

The general metal .situation is witliout

change, being still affected by the freiglit

situation and the continued political un-

certainty. Metals coming from the West
are greatly delayed, and the spot supply
is scarce. With the exception of tin, all

inetaLs are in a strong position. Copper
is firm, but inactive. The knowledge
that tin is easier would indicate that the

marine risk has been lessened. Spelter

is quiet, but prompt metal is scarce.

Lead is very strong on the outside mar-
ket. Delayed delivery of antimony has

created a stronger market.

Copper.—The quiet state of the mar-
ket gives little opportunity to get a de-

finite line on the situation. Little ac-

tivity is taking i)hvce, and the trade is

apparently awaiting developments on
which their future operations may be

based. The London market is a little

easier, while quotations in New York are

higher; lake is quoied at 36e, with elec-

trolytic at 37c, these prices being Ic and
%c higher than last week. Local condi-

tions remain firm and unchanged, with
quotations steady at 406 for lake and
electrolytic, and 39c for castings.

Tin.—-Conditions e.xist throughout the

market that tend to irregularity in price

quotations, as each transaction is con-

sidered on its own merits. The market
on the whole is lower than last week,
both in London and New York ; the lat-

ter being %c easier than a week ago, the

current price being 49%e per lb. Deal-
ers here report an easier market, but

prices are unchanged at 51c per lb.

Spelter.—There is little activity in

spelter, and buyina- and selling are al-

most at a standstill. A stronger ten

dency is noted, due to the scarcity ol

spot metal, caused by freight congestion.
New York is quoting lOV^c, this being-

an advance on last week of %c 73er lb.

Spelter remains firm locally at 15c per
lb.

Lead.—While prices are higher in the

oi')en market, all quotations are of a nom-
in.al natui-e. The trust continues to

quote SVic, but independents are asking
as high as l'0%c. An undertone of
strength is noted in local circles, but the

nominal quotation is still I2V2C per lb.

Antimony.—This metal is again ad-
vnncing owing to the ajiparent scarcity

arising out of the delay in shipments
now en route from the East. The situa-

tion here is strong on an advance of 4c.

the quotatiim being 34c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

While the present activity is not ab-

normal, the trade is experiencing great

inconvenience owing to difficulty in ob-

taining supplies and inability to ship

their ])roduct with any degree of definite

delivery. Greater interest is being shown
by shell manufacturers regarding ma-
chine equipment, due to the prospect of

further renewals of munition contracts.

While no definite information on this

point is available, it is expected that ad-

ditional orders will be placed in the near
future for increased quantities of shells,

involving still further additions to

]i]ant. Prices continue to hold firm, and
lirospects indicate still higher orices.

The situation in the States is still sub-

.ject to political influences, and manufac-
turers are cautious about closing con-

tracts for future business.

Scrap

The freight situation is reflected in

the stronger position of all scraps, and
prices have an upward tendency, which
may be still further pronounced unless

relief is given to the present railroad

congestion. Dealers report good busi-

ness, but the volume is light. From one
half to one cent has been added to New
York quotations. The local chang'es are

confined to copper and brass scrap and
machine composition. Coppers Imve ad-

vanced Ic on the week, the current price

beinc 23c and 27c per lb. Machine com-
positions are now 22e, and brass clip-

pings ISc, tliese .showing an advance of
^ oc per lb.

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 27.—The indus-
trial situation continues to be affected

by the shortage of fuel and raw ma-
terials. Although the movement of cars

has ))een heavier, assisted materially by
the milder weather, there still remains
a considerable volume of freight to

move before the congestion is relieved

sufficiently to bring about reasonably
normal conditions. Tlie extensive em-
bargo which has been placed on imports
into Great Britain bv the British Gov-
ernment will affect Canadian export to

some extent on a number of lines. As
the bulk of the export trade consists at

present of foodstuffs and war materials,

the effect will not he serious. The ex-

portation of most of the manufactured
goods reaarded by the British Govern-
ment as non-essentials and included in

the prohibited list has steadily declined

during the past tw'o years.

Steel

Although the railways have been able

to relieve the congestion to some ex-

tent aided by more favorable weather,

the situation as it affects' the steel trade

in this section of the country cannot be

said to have improved materially. The
amount of coke and pig iron received

at the furnaces has been quite inad-

equate and it has not been possible to

extend operations. Output at the furn-

aces has therefore not increased, and
steel production as a result has been
curtailed. It is reasonable to suppose
however that during the nest three or

four weeks, provided the weather is not
too severe, there will be a considerable

improvement effected and result in more
favorable conditions at the mills and
foundries. The export demand for steel

continues insistent, the mills having al-

ready booked considerable business for

1918. The steel market is thus very strong

and prices are advancing. Pressed steel

spikes have advanced 50c and are now
quoted at $4.60 per 100 lbs. It is under-

stood that the Dominion Government
lias an enquiry out for 6000 kegs for

delivei-y from June 15 to Sept. 1, this

year. Boiler and structural rivets are

higher being now quoted at $6.35 and

$6.25 iier 100 lbs. respectively. Cut

nails have advanced 20c to $4.70. There

has been a sharp advance recently in

wire products, including wire nails, as

a result of the continued high price and

scarcity of wire rods. A sale, it is

reported, of soft Bessemer or open

hearth wire rods was made recently to

Canadian interests on a basis of $80

f.o.b. mill, Pittsburgh. Smooth steel

wire No. 0-9 gauge is now quoted locally

$5.25 base, and wire nails $4.95 per keg

base. The demand for plates continues

very heavy and prices are very firm

with a decided upward tendency. Hig-

ev prices on boiler tubes are also looked

for in the near future owing to the

heavy demand and sold-up condition of

the-mills.

The sheets mills continue to operate

at reduced capacity owing to the short-

aae of sheet bars and lack of fuel. On

this account many mills are working

part time or are closed down altogether.

Deliveries are consequentlv falling be-

hind and prices are tending upwards.

It is fnlly expected that there will also

be an advance on galvanized sheets

shortly.

The shortage of fuel continues to be

the principal feature in the steel trade

in the United States. Althouah there

has been quite recently an improvement

in the railway situation, there is no real

measure of relief to the mills and the

output of senii-finished and finished

steel this month is bound to show a

heavy falling off as compared with Jan-

uary'. The congestion at the seaboard is

as acute as ever and railway embaraoes

are operative in all directions. Prices

on all steel products continue very firm

and advances have been made on billets

>ind sheet bars. Forging billets are now

quoted at $90, open hearth billets $65.

and wire rods $80 per ton, Pittsburgh.

Tank plates are up to 5e and steel hoops

to 3.75c Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

Tlie pig iron market continues very

strong with very little improvement in

freight conditions. The difficulty being

experienced in getting coke and other

raw materials, combined with a shortage

of labor is checking furnace production.

A large number of furnaces in the
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States are banked owing to the short-

•age of coke, while this material is also

increasing in cost. The situation in

Canada is still acute with no immedi-

ate relief in sight.

Scrap

The market is strong and active with

•g'ood demand particularly for steel

scrap. No price changes have been

made during the week, but advances on

some lines of old material are looked

for in the near future. Low phosphor-

ous steel scrap is in good demand and

prices are high owing to the high cost

of low phosphorous pig iron. There is

a moderate demand for steel borings

and turnings at prices last quoted. Sup-

plies of this material are in good vol-

ume. Prices of old copper and brass

nre firm at unchanged quotations.

Machine Tools

There is practically no change in the

situation. The market is inclined to be

dull as demand is comparatively light

at the present time. Fuse manufac-

turers have been in the market for

single tools to balance up equipment to

increase production. There is also a

fair demand for tool-makers" equip-

ments. The embargo which the British

Government has placed on a large var-

iety of imports may affect the trade in

Canada, unless the tools are urgfcutly re-

quired for munitions plants and cannot

Tie obtained in Crcnt Britain.

Supplies

Business continues active and prices

•on practically all lines of machine shop

sujjplies are very firm. There have not

"been many changes of importance an-

nounced during the week, but indica-

tions point to higher values all round.

Lead wool is up Ic, and is now 15c per

lb. Some new discounts on twist drills

and reamers will be found in the sel-

ected market quotations.

Metals

The possibility of the TTnited States

entering the war is the principal feature

in the metal markets. Such a develop-

ment would doubtless result in an in-

creased demand for metals for war pur-

poses, and consequently prices would ad-

vance. This expectation is giving a

strong tone to the markets and prices

are very firm, although nominal for

most of the metals. Copper, spelter

and lead are higher, prices of other

metals being unchanged. Business

locally continues very good, and there is

an optimistic felinir in the trade.

Copper.—The market continues strong

and ([notations are nominal as there is

not sufficient business to establish

prices, there being very little copper

nftually nffererl for sale. Copper has ad-

ranced Ic locally and is now (|uoted at

.39c per pound.

Tin.—Tlie situation is very strong

and prices have an upward tendency.

Tlie possibility of cargoes of tin being

lost through submarine activities is af-

fecting the sit\uition and will tend to

keep prices firm. Local quotations un-

chansed and nominal at fiOc per pound.

Spelter.—The higher cost of zinc ore

is reflected in an advance in spelter, pro-

ducers having marked up quotations.

Spelter has advanced V-z^, and is quoted

at 14c per pound.

Lead.—The continued scarcity of lead

in the East on account of the freight

situation has resulted in a further ad-

vance in price as fixed by independents

who are quoting 10.25c to 10.75c New
York, although the "Trust," price is

unchanged at 8.50c New York. Lead

has advanced i^c locally, and is now

quoted at I2V2C per pound.

Antimony.—The market is quiet, but

firm. A scarcity of spot antimony has

developed -which is tending to advance

prices. The freight congestion is affect-

ins tlie situation. Local quotation un-

changed at 35c per pound.

Aluminum.—Quotations are firm, spot

metal being at a premium in the East

on account^ of the railway situation.

Local quotation firm and unchanged at

68c per pound.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Honnidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E, Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.
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paratus, pictures, prints, engravings,

photographs and maps, plated and gilt

wares, live quails, quebracho, hemlock,

oak and mangrove extracts, rum, Soya

beans, stereoscopes, straw envelopes for

bottles and straw plaiting, tea. Both wet

and dry hides and dressed and undressed

leather are included. Silky yarns are

exempted. The prohibitions do not ap-

ply to goods imported under license giv-

en by the Board of Trade.

BARRED FROM IMPORT BY GREAT
BRITAIN

THE Official Gazette gives a list of ar-

ticles, the importation of which is pro-

hibited into Great Britain as from Feb.

24, 1917. The list includes agricultural

machinery, boots and shoes of leather,

raw fruits except lemons and oranges,

liides, leather, gloves, glass manufac-

tures, linen and yarns and manufactures

thereof, canned lobsters and salmon,

manufactured silk and skins, furs, food

articles containing sugar, except con-

densed milk; tomatoes, typewriters.

wine of all kinds, wood and timber,

aerated, mineral and table waters; anti-

mony ware, apparel not water-proofed,

works of art, baskets and bamboo, bas-

ketware, books, and other printed mat-

ter, including posters and daily and

weekly and other periodicals exceeding

If) paues; materials for the manufacture

(if leather boots and shoes, brandy,

clocks, and parts thereof, cloisonne ware,

raw cocoa and preparations thereof, cof-

fee, cotton hosiery, cotton lace and ar-

ticles thereof, curios, diatomine and in-

fusorial earth, embroidery and needle-

work, fancy and ornnmental feathers

and down, fire pxtinsiiishers. flowers, ar-

tificial and fresh; luits and bonnets, in-

candescent aas mantles, raw j\ite mats

and mattins. mops, painters' colors and

Iiiirnicnls. perfumery, pliolograpliic ap-

TORONTO HARBOR DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

OVER $3,000,000 may be spent on har-

bor development work this year by the

Toronto Harbor Commission in addition

to $1,000,000 which the Dominion Gov-

ernment has placed in the estimates for

1917. Detailed plans are now in process

of being worked out by the engineering

staff of the Commission, and will shortly

be submitted to the city by the Com-

missioners for approval. There is, how-

ever, ,iust a possibility that very little

work can be undertaken this year, owing

to the scarcity of timber, due to export

and labor shortage. All timber used this

year will have to be brought from Bri-

tish Columbia and present prices are

such that the cost may be considered

prohibitive. It was originally intended

that the new harbor would be completed

some time durinu- the year 1921. This

is no longer considered possible.

This Year's Plans

Plans for this year contemplat« a be-

ginning on the cribbing and piling for

the docks in the central district between

.John and Cherry streets. This work

win have to be undertaken in piecemeal

fashion so that present dockase facili-

ties will not be interrupted. This year

the sinking of piles will, it is expected,

only be proceeded with as far east as

Spadina avenue. There will also be

work along this line, beginning at the

old Queen's wharf.

Further reclamation work will be un-

dertaken in Ashbridge's Bay, the indus-

trial district, providing several hundred

additional acres for new industries. The

Government will be asked to proceed

with the retaining wall opposite the Ex-

hibition Grounds and the Harbor Com-

mission will then undertake the work of

pumpin"- sand over and fillins: in.

About if400.000 is to be s"ent on re-

clamation work at Centre Island and

Ilanlan's Point. A block of about fifty

acres is to be reclaimed at Centre Island

on the immediate west side. Twenty-

five acres is to be reclaimed at TTanlan s

Point north of the wharf and baseball

park. Both of these sections were com-

menced last year and will, if iiossiblc,

be completed during 1917.

Estimates for 1917

The estinuiles of the Harbor Commis-

sion show tlie following contemplated

expenditures for 1917:

Construction and acquiring of pro-

pertv, and its ecpiipment. $2,997,763.21 ;

stores and rotary, .$41.5S0: insurance.

.$23..346; engineering and management.
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under tlie arritn^enient made by the Minister of Trade and Commeree with Sir

Edward Grey in .luly, 1912, the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to preMent tlie following: list of the more important British fonsulates wliose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL— Baliia, Biitisli Cousul. Klo de
Jaiiuiro, IJiitislj Consul Gtneral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisb Consul
General.

COLO.UBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADUU—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guuyijuil, British Consul.

BGYI'T, — Alexandria, BritiS'h Consul
Goueral.

FIfA.NCE—Havre, British Consul General.
.Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
CoiMiuercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consail General.
.Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Me.\uo, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHEIJLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

I'ANA.MA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

I'EUL'—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

I'UltTUGAL—Lisbon, Britisli Consul.

KUSSI.V—.Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. I'etrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divi.stocli, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. .Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stocl;hoIm, British Consul.

SWITZEKLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

UUUGU.iV—-Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Cana<lian

e.vporterH or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., anil the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.l). at port of

shipment, or, wliich is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TKADE COMMISSIONERS.
AUGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable

address. Canailian.

AU.STRALIA— D. H Ross, Stock E.\change Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES— E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.1. W. Ross, 1,3 Nanliing Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUB.-V-Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Coniniercio, Apartado 1290, Hav.ina.

Cal)Ie address, Cantraconi,

FR.VNCE— Pliillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard dcs Capuciiies,
I*aris. Cable address, Stadacona.

.JAPAN—G. B. .Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Yoliohoma. Cable address. Canadian.
HOLI^AND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 20, Rotterdam. Cable address

Waterniill.

RUSSI.\—C. F. .Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. U. Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgolza Ulilza No. 4, Omsk, Sil)eria.

NEWFOUNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
.John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Ancdiland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. .1. Egan, Norwicli Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantraconi.

UNITED KINGDOM-Harrison Watson, 7.1 Basinghnll Street, London, E.C., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun Buililing. Clare Sn.r...
Bristol. Cable address, ran;t:'ian. ,J. E. Ray. Central ITnnsc. Birmingh;im. (^able
address. Canadian. .1. Forsyth Smith, 27-2S Pearl BiiiUling. Eist Parndi-^o. Leeds.
Cable address. Canadian.' F. A. C. P.ickerdike, Canada Ciiambors. 'M Spring
Gardei:s, M.mchester. Cable address. Cantraconi. .T. T. I,ithgow, 87 Union Street,
Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address. Contraconi.

SPECI.AI. TRADE COMMISSIONER—H'MBER
H. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAt, AGENTS
AJISTRALTA—B. Millin, Exchange Building. Sydney. N.S.W.
BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain. Trinidad. Calde address,

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau, Bahamas.
NORWAY AND DENMARIv—C. E. Sontnni Gnilibeged No. 4, Christiania, Norway.

Calde address, oontunis.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OmCK
UNITED JCINGDO:^—W. L. Griffith, Secretary. 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

England. Cable address, Dominion, I^ondon.

$180,290; revenue producinjc service,

.$32,120; upkeep of property anfl equip-

ment, .$11,000. The revenue and pro-

ceeds of the Harbor Commission froiii

1912 to 1916, inclusive, total $6,672,-

466.78, and the expenditure for the same
period was $6,311,775.81, leaving a sur-

plus of $340,690.97. The estimated re-

venue for 1917 is placed at $160,000.

This year's estimates provide for $60,-

000 for freeliolds in Eastern avenue pro-
perties, and $20,000 for the Boulevard-
Cliff Road, and $2,000 for a lon.o-time

lease hold of the Eastern sandbar. The
sum of $1.50,000 is ijrovided for a new
ofBce buildino'. Bath houses, includin'.;

public ijrotection, are to cost ,$5,O0O.

Improve Industrial Area

For roadways there are the follow-

ing e.xpenditures: Boulevard drive. Clift"

Road, $15,250; Boulevard drive, Wilson
to the Humber, $87,984; 150 foot road-
way, Cherry street to the Don, $10,000,

and in the industrial district, $10,000.

Sidewalks and curbs call for the follow-

ing expenditures: Boulevard—Cliff Road
to the Humber, $55,000; 150-foot road-

way. Cherry street to the Don, .$5,000.

and in the industrial district, $25,000.

The Cherry street bascule bridge is to
cost $50,000, and the Don railway bridge

.$43,280. Piers, docks, and quays call fov

$750,369.64, being four sections of the

harbor head walls, two of which are

under contract, .Just where these will

be located has not yet been made public.

In .addition to the above there is an ap-

propriation of $65,000 for the Humber
bastion wall.

Underground service appropriations

provide for storm sewer overflow exten-

sions at Keele street. Garrison Creek,

and Bathurst streets. Booth, Logan and
Carlaw avenues, and for a storm sewer
in the industrial district, the total esti-

mated cost beini;- $281,591.10. Railways,
trainwav emb.'iiikments and tracks will

require '.$60,0nO.

$708,333 for Dredging

Estimates for non-structural improve-

ments include $658,333 for dredsing un-

der the Canadian Stewart Co. contract,

and .$50,000 for the Harlior Commission-
er's plant. An even $100,000 is provid-

ed for general retention work and $7,000

is due to be spent on surfacing in the in-

dustrial district, in the vicinitv of the

Sunnyside pavilion and at the Pnrkdale

Canoe Club. The sum of $15,200 is set

aside for razing structures and remov-
ino- obstructions.

Pavment of debts and pavment to

sinkino. fund will take .*206.000. Initial

construction of pile drivers, scows and

betterments to dredo'-^s. derricks, pile

drivers, and to tus', will, it is estimated,

reonire $30,000. The sum of .*25.000 is

in the estimates for a marine railway and

$2,350 for jiower tools." There is also

$15,000 for the Sunnyside pavilion and

$1,500. for dockyard fences. Plant oper-

ation will require $18,080, and stores,

comprising construction, stationery, mo-

tor service and commissariat, $'20,900.
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IN STOCK
NO. 6 WARNER C^ SWASEY

TURRET SCREW MACHINES
Geared Friction Head, Auto Chuck—Power Feed, 2 in. Bar Capacity. Specially adapted for

FUSE BODIES and FIN-
ISHING NOSE and FUSE
HOLE OF 4.5 in., 6 in., 8 in.

and 9.2 in SHELLS.

SEND FOR FULL
PARTICULARS

WRITE FOR OUR LAT-
EST STOCK LIST
—JUST ISSUED.

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY, LIMITED
64-66 Front Street, West, TORONTO

NO SCREW-CUTTING TOOL CAN
BE SUCCESSFULLY OPERATED

Without Proper Grinding or Sharpening

THE GEOMETRIC CHASER
OR DIE GRINDER

is a inacliino oarefvilly designed and con«tnictcd for the correct

griiidiug of tliread chasers and dies.

its use is eciiiMiiiiy where threading tools are employed.

It not only keeps all the chasers of a .set in condition for perfect

work, but at tlie same time jirevents excessive wear on one or two of

the chasers.

THE OEOMETRTC grinds any make of lliread cha.ser, wiicther

of a slock or special type. Also litted with a .second grinding wliecl

for (irdiiiiiry tool grinding.

SI-:XD von DF.SrnjPTlVE nnOKT.ET.

The GEOMETRIC TOOL COMPANY
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS: Williams & WiUon, Limifed. Montreal:
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited, Toronto, Winnipeg, St. John, N.B.

// any advertisement interests yun, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Montreal, Que.— It is understood that

the (t.T.R. is in the market for twenty-
five locomotives.

Ladysmith, B.C.—It is proposed to

start operations at the smelter here, also

to extend the phmt.

Kitchener, Ont.—Fire did .+'475 worth
of damage to the Gies Foundry, on Wa-
ter street, on Feb. 23.

Sherbrooke, Que.—JIacliinnon, Holmes
& Co. will rehuild their plant which was
recently de.'itroyed by fire.

Port Hope, Ont.—The Brandon Ma-
chine Co., is installing- machinery at the
new plant here. The tool room is al-

ready in operation.

Oil Springs, Ont.—The Canadian Oil

Products Co., will replace its oil-pump-
ing machinery recently destroyed bv Are
with a loss of $5,000.

'

Chignecto, N.S.—The Maritime Coal,

Railway & Power Co., proposes to pur-

chase electric pumps, motors, etc., for

to plant. R. J. Bell is general manager.

Fredericton, N.B.—Fraser Ltd., of this

town are building a bleached sulphite

pulp mill at Edmunston, N.B., which
will have a capacity of about 100 to 125

tons per day.

Tlree Rivers, Que.—The Quebec Steel

Foundries. Ltd.. are building a plant

here. Messrs. Massicotte and Gagnon,
of Ste. Anne de la Perade, are interested

in the company.

Eburne, B.C.—The British Pacific Iron
& Steel Co. has placed an order for

open-hearth furnaces for the steel plant

they will erect on the Fraser River, near
Eburne. A site of 10 acres has been
secured.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Pacific INHlls,

Ltd., Ocean Falls, B.C., is erecting a

pulp and paper mill of 100 tons a day
capacity to be ready for operation by
April. It is owned by the Crown Wil-
liamette Paper Co. of Vancouver.

Guelph, Ont.—In a few weeks the

International Malleable Iron Co., ex-

pects to proceed with the erection of a

large addition to their plant. The new
building will be 216 feet long, one storey

high. Tenders are now being received

for the construction.

Trenton, Ont.—Tlie British Chemical
Co. have extended their plans and have
purchased a large block of land in Pa-
tricia Park. Messrs. Fraser, Brace &
Co., of Montreal, have a contract to

erect between thirty and forty buildin<;s

on this property for a smokeless powder
plant.

Windsor, Ont.—Preparations for the

development of the quarries at Amherst-
burg by the Solvav Process Co. are al-

ready under way. Gordon S. Ruther-
ford, newly appointed general resident

manager of the company, has already

taken charge and has planned his cam-
paign.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Arrangements are

being made by the Grain Growers' Grain
Co., which recently erected a hospital

elevator here with a storage capacity of

200,000 bushels, for the doubling" of

that storage capacity. This will necessi-

tate the construction of nine or ten new
tanks. Work is to be started as soon as

possible.

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Loco-

motive Co. have taken out permits for

the erection of four distinct additions

to their plant. All of these buildings

will be located on Notre Dame east, and
together will cost in the vicinitv of .$6.-

300. There will be one 45 x 290 to cost

.$1,400. a second 84 x 32 to cost .$1,400, a

third 84 x 32 to cost $1,300, and a fourth

100 X 200 to cost $1,800.

CampbeUford, Ont.—Work has begun
on the rebuildini; of the Dickson Bridge

Co. 's plant here, which was burned
some weeks ago. It is stated that the

Xational Mfg. Co., of Ottawa and Brock-

ville, have purchased a eontror.ina- in-

terest, but that the firm will still be

known as the Dickson Bridge Works Co.

Men are now at work reconstructing the

buildings. A. H. McKeel has charge of

the work.

Toronto, Ont.—The Local Board of

Health has granted to W. Harris & Co..

Danforth avenue, a permit to establish

in the Ashbridse's Bay harbor indus-

trial area 175 feet east of the diversion

of the River Don, a plant for the manu-
facture of gelatine, slues and render-

inss. The initial unit of the plant will

cost about .$50,000. but extensions will

be made at a later date.

Montreal ,Que.—The Thomas David-
son Mfs'. Co., have taken out a permit

to erect a plant near the Lachine Canal,

between the Canada Car and Dominion
Mahosanv factories, to cost in the vicin-

ity of $2.5,000. This plant will have
dimensions of 200 x 50 and will be

used for the manufacture of munitions

while the war lasts and then will be

used in the manufacture of the com-
pany's ordinary product.

Hull, Que.—The Hull Iron & Steel

Foundries are making considerable ex-

tensions to their plant, includin? a ma-
chine shon extension. 40 ft. bv 90 ft.:

office buildins to cost $20,000; two 20-

ton, onen-hearth furnaces, anproximale

cost $50,000. New equipment to be in-

stalled will consist of one 30-ton over-

head traveline crane for the main fo'in-

dry; one 10-ton crane, 40 ft. span, with

son ft. runwav, int<i the vard. Three

heavy duty engine lathes will also be re-

quired.

Cornwall, Ont.— The Town' Council
wlio for some time past have been en-

deavoring to obtain power, believe

that 5000 additional horse power will be

supplied by the Cedar Rapids Trans-
mission Co. The company's engineers

are now at work on plans for a trans-

mission house and plant to be erected

near here as soon as it is possible to get

the project under way. It is expected

that a unit of 3,000 horse power will be
installed. The plant will be designed

and built so as to permit additional units

being quickly installed.

MUNICIPAL
Sudbury, Ont.— The Town Council

proposes to spend $7,000 on extensions

to its power plant. W. J. Ross is clerk.

Winnipeg, Man.—The City Council

are considerins enlarging the Point du
Bois power plant to 100,000 h.p., at a

cost of $150,000.

Englehart, Ont.—The Northern On-
tario Light and Power Co. have now
completed their transmission line to

Kirkland Lake, a distance of approxi-

mately sixty-five miles.

MerrickviUe, Ont.—A by-law to srant

a bonus of .$30,000 to theRideau Power
Co., was carried by a large majority by
the ratepayers on Feb. 26, only five votes

being cast against it.

St. Vital, Man.—The Rural Municipal-

ity of St. Vital have for sale approxi-

mately 7,000 feet of 6 in. cast iron pipe,

specials hydrants, valves and boxes. J.

Desourdis is sec-treasurer.

Chatham, Ont.—The City Council has

endorsed the proposition of the Public

Utilities Commission whereby it is pro-

posed that the city purchase the electri-

cal business of the Chatham Gas Co. for

$115,000, thus extending the present hy-

dro system and removing all competition.

Montreal, Que.—The Board of Control

may sanction an increase in cost of the

Lasalle bridge. T. 'Sullivan was
awarded the contract for the work a*^

.$209,000 but claims that .$30,000 more
than that sum would be required to

cover the increased cost of materials.

Chatham, Ont.—The City Council has

endorsed the proposition of the Publie

Utilities Commission whereby it is pro-

posed that the city purc'^ase the elec-

trical business of the Chatham Gas Co.

for $115,000, thus extending the present

hydro system and eliminating all com-

petition. The matter will now be re-

ferred to the Ontario Municipal and

Railway Board without a vote of the

people.
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A Helpful.Technical

Service for GearMakers

1 HIS Company maintains a completely equipped
tlepartmeut for the designing and execution of

SPECIAL hobs and cutters : a broad, constructive

work which our engineers have been developing

since the founding of this business. It has become
an important, permaiieut feature of our service,

now at the disposal of all who are confronted

with perplexing tool problems, especially bobbing.

We would welcome the opportunity to demon-
strate how you could use this service to advan-
tage, and conhally invileyou to confer wiUi our
Kiif,'iiiccririg Department in person or by letter.

o

l\ aiii/ adccrliscmcnt interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Universal Model

"VERDUN"
Ouick-opening

VISES

Plain Model-
Without Ball

Socket.
Universal
Model — With
Ball Socket.
For Bench and
Machine - Tool
work.

Tbcv are:—

Rieid- Quick in Action- Keti.^ble in Service.

WELBORNE & CO. iMachinery)
South Ferry Building. New York. U.S.A.

GENERAL

Davis-Bournonville

Oxy-Acetylene Weld-

ing and Cutting Ap-

paratus Leads the

World
Over 2,400 plants in daily

operation. Medal of Honor,
Hishe.^t Award at Panama Ex-

po.^ition.

PORTABLE
GENERATORS
STATIONARY
GENERATORS
WELDING
TORCHES
CUTTING
TORCHES
REGULATORS
HOSE
CARBIDE
WELDING RODS
FLUX
CARBONITE
RODS
GOGGLES
CARBON
REMOVERS
PORTABLE
TRUCKS
COMPRESSED
ACETYLENE

Price list and full particulars

on request.

Carter Welding Co.
9-11 Sheppard Street

TORONTO, ONT.
Phone Adelaide 2841

Canadian Agents for

The Davis-Bournonville Apparatus

Stratford, Ont.—Tlie McLeod Milliny;

Cu. are in the market for e'.ectrical

etiuipment.

London, Ont.—The Quaker Oats Co.,

of Peterboro, propose to erect a .$100,-

OOO addition to the loca] ))laiit, whieli

they recently acquired.

Winnipeg, Man.—Fire on February 22
in the premises of the Great West
Saddlery Co. here caused damase to

stock and building estimated at *40.000.

Belleville, Ont.—The Maple Leaf Rub-
ber Co., are building a factory here for

manufacturing tires and rubber goods.
The buildings will be completed early

this summer.

Ste. Rose, Que.—Damage exceeding
^1.3.(11)0 was done here on February 17
bv a lire which partially destroyed the

saw mill of Cyr & Freres.

Windsor, Ont.—The Canadian Oil Co.,

proposes to erect a factory for the man-
ufacture of oils, paints, etc. A by-law
will be prepared and a vote taken on the

question of the city selling a site on
Howard Ave. to the company.

Montreal, Que.—A factory of 190 x
100 is now being completed for the

Thompson & Norris Co. of Canada in the

vicinity of Masson street and the Can-
adian Pacific tracks. This company form-
erly sold goods, corrugated paper pro-

duets, in Canada through their factories

in Brooklyn. Boston, and even London,
England.

Westport, Ont.—The Dominion Cutlery

Co. of Montreal, have taken over a plant

to manufacture cutlery. The property
is situated at Westport, Ont.. and con-

sists of two buildings, tnree storey's each,

containing 22.000 square feet of floor

space, a machine shop, platina: plant and
water power equipment. Additional ma-
chinery is now beina: installed, and the

plant is now in operation. The officers

of the company state that a general line

of cutlery such as pocket knives, scissors,

razors wi!l be turned out for which a

larae number of orders are on hand.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed to

the chairman of the Toronto Electric

Commissioners, will he received until

March 28, for synchronous condensers.

Specifieations may be obtained at the

otHce of the purchasing agent, 15 Wiltoc

Avenue, Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up til March 7, for the supply of

road oils, asphalts, tars, and four oil

wagons for the York Hiahway Commis-
sion. Soecifieations may be secured from
E. A. .James, township engineer, 57 Ade-

laide street, Toronto.

Victoria, B.C.—Tenders will he re-

ceived up to March 5, for the following

electrical supplies: — 5,000 carbons,

solid: 5,000 carbons, cored; 3,000 nitro-

gen lamps: tungsten lamps. Snecitica-

tions may be obtained from W. Gait,

city purchasing a.gent.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to March 15, by R. D. Waugii.
Chairman of Commissioners, Greater
Winnipeg Water District, for the sup-

ply of approximately 12,50'0 feet of 48-

in. and 1,300 feet of CO-in. cast iron

pipes, together with specials and irate

valves. Specifications on application t.i

tiie offices of the District, 501 Tribune
Ruildiiii;', Winnipeg.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the Board of Control up to

March 5, for the supply <if ordinary
and special castings, iron pipe, hydrants,
valves, extension boxes, lead pipe, jiiir

lead, rubber hose, rubber boots, road oil.

lubricating oil, flux, fuel oil, coal oil.

gasoline, brass work, ine'.uding ordinary
and special brass eastings for water de-

partment, hardware, etc. SDeuifteations

may be objained at the office of E. R.

Gray, city engineer.

Quebec, Que.—Tenders will he receiv-

ed at the Quebec Harbii Commissiion-
ers' offices up to Mareli 12, for the con-

struction and delivery, in complete
workina' order, in accordance with the

exhibited plans and specifications, of u

gTain storage annex (of about 1.000,000

bushels capacity), to the eimmissioners'
present concrete elevator No. 2. Plans
and snecifications of the proposed work
mav be seen, and forms of tender ob-

tained, at the Harbor Engineer's office,

Quebec.

REFRIGERATION
Chatham, Ont.—By a vote of 846 to

105, the ratepayers on February 20 sus-

tained a by-law to grant a site of eleven
acres, valued at .$5,500, to Libby, Mc-
Neil & Libby Co. of Canada, for the

establishment of a larg'e packing and
pickling plant. The company is a Can-
ailian branch of the Chicaico packipg
house of the same name. They will ex-

pend, to begin with, more t'.ian $100,000

on a plant to care for business in Can-
ada and British possessions.

INCORPORATIONS
The Mount Elgin Milk Products Ltd.,

has ben incorporated at Toronto to

manufacture butter, cheese and milk
jiroducts of all kinds at Mount Elgin.

Ont. The provisional directors are John
A. Morrison. James W. Stoakley and
Emerson Moulton all of Dereham Town-
ship, Ont.

McCaUum-MacLaren Ltd., has been

incorporated at Toronto with a capital

of .$40,000 to manufacture sash, doors,

vehicles and implements etc. with head

office at Toronto. The provisional dir-

ectors are B. George MeCallum, Harvey
L. MeCallum and Charles D. MacLaren
all of Toronto.

Metal Specialties Ltd , has been incor-

porated at Toronto with a capital of

$40,000, to manufacture metal products

of all kinds, aeroplanes etc.. and to carry

on a general engineering business with

head office at Toronto. The incorpor-

ators are Edwin G. Ijong, Harry S.

Spraa-ue and Joseph E. Belfry all of

Toronto.
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The Lubricant PumpYouVe Looked For

A Centrifugal Pump
which is greatly

different from all

other lubricant pumps

Fulflo Lubricant Pump
''The Pump Efficient''

2 GREATEST CAPACITY. 50;; more vol-

ume than any other pump its size. 1

to 20gallons per minute according to speed.

2 CANNOT LOSE ITS PRIME. Water has
to run uphill before the Fulflo can lose

its prime. All other pumps depend on
valves to hold their prime.

•s,

g LONGEST LIFE. There is but one
pumping part— the impellor— and it

touches nothing but the liquid,, therefore

retains its pumping efficiency indefinitely.

^ WON'T CLOG. Anything that can get

in will go right through without injury

to the pump. No passage smaller than
intake which is i inch.

(/'/ /';/• (/ idjii/ III "Sen II lijii- 1,11 hiiriil mil "/ Inllni'l Tunis. II is i'l!l\l'' In 'ill III i r li ii II Iml i .I'rrill i I'fx.

The Cincinnati Lubricant Pump Company

Alfred Herbert, Ltd.

Coventry, England

126 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

De Fries e C.

Milan, Italy

iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Why do you suppose such
people as these are replac-

ing the gear-type lubricant

pumps which came with their

machines with FULFLOS—
the new centrifugal type

lubricant pumps ? ^a

»LVIR STItl. MWS

Tho CloclnnAii Lubrtcaai F-^p Cospany

Me ere pleased lo slate thai «e have In cip>

erallon Bl the preseci tise a nuDber of your Puirio pusps

and are having oicelleni service froa lhB3. He »ere a litlli

EKcpitcal about placing the first artier sooctlse ego but afte

lotiAg the first puop out inarougMy ve «ere very auch ple:ise

itn Its parforoance and gave you tso additional orders on the

elreogth of the results bo obialned. te have kai do trouClo

at all ao far Id the operation of the pusps ocd are franK to

Bay that you certainly have a v>ry efficient pu=p for Dochini

nop practice.

Yours truly,

E CATKINS S COMPANY
*H^ €c . CXx^k^c-^^^

Fulflo

Found
to be the

Best

Troubles

Overcome

Orders

More
Fulflos

The Cnshman Chuck Company "H^
^cubhmam;

nfnA CvKs. O 4 »

Gentlemen;

We are using your •Fulflo* Puap «ith

great success and • consider Ihem loos beilep

than the oesl type of Geared Pump which ao ha/e

used heretofore. All our future orders «ill to

for tho 'Fulflo' Puop and we recoBmend Ihea lo

anyone »ho wishes to use a pump that lill give

then the lesSt aoouot ot trouble.

Yours very truly,

THI CUSllHAH CHUCK COMPANY

Vice-President.

(Tlu QiiylTn ^^i^mtirm^ (jlmdlnus (^

Tho Cincinnati LuCncani Pu;? Co.

126 Opera Place

Cincinnati, Ohio

Gentlemen:

fle ara enclosing Herewith copy of a letter

lo ^no "ft. requesting them to equip ten

of our Dachines on order nth your pumps.

They
Insisted

on Getting

Fulflos

Nothing

but Fulflos

will be

used here.

(W1*». *^> O K

:eriieoen:-

Sefemng 10 our order B-5CCC2 for len Wo.—
kr^chines, «e would like lo knee ir 11 eould be possible

for ifou 10 furnish a "Fulflo' Lubricant Punp instead of

the geared puap ehieh reu are furnishing at the present

tiae, Se have found this puap to be Duch better than

the geared punp end ee are at the present tine replaetn]

o;3ny of our geared pueips eith this style of puap

ae are enclosing a circular giving a descni

tion of this puap and are also sending a copy of this

letter to the Cincinnati Lubricant FuDip Co of 126 Open

Plai
, Ohi<

for anythimj i

Yours very truly.

THE DIYTCK EHClNEEfilKC LABORATORIES CO

Here are the names of several concerns in

America which have in use from 100 to 600
Fulflo Lubricant Pumps.

Buick Motor Company - - - - Flint, Mich.

P. Lyall & Sons Construction Co. Montreal, Can.
Northway Motor Company - - Detroit, Mich.

Wagner Electric Company - - St. Louis, Mo.
Dayton Engineering Laboratories Dayton, Ohio
Remington U.M.C. Company Bridgeport, Conn,
Richmond Radiator Company Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania Railway Company Pittsburgh. Pa.

American Clay Machinery Company Bucyrus, O.

Russel Motor Car Company - Toronto, Can.

and there are hundreds of others.

Scud for <i ropii of 'Scienttlu- Liihricaf'ion ofCiifthig Tooh." It is FIlKK In <ill unrh'nnnil c.vcciitices.

The Cincinnati Lubricant Pump Company
126 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

Alfred Herbert, Ltd.

Coventry, England

De Fries e C.

Milan, Italy

imiiiiiriiiiiiiHririiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiim
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C. H. Hooke Ltd., has been incorporat-
ed at Ottawa with a capital of $50,000
to carry on the business of manufac-
turers and distributors of Delco-Light
products, gasoline engines and electrical

devices etc. Head office is at Toronto
and the incorporators are Francis P.

Dawson, John E. Corcoran and William
B. Horkins all of Toronto.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Out.—Citj' Architect Pearse

lias granted a building permit to A. P.

Morton to erect a brick garage at 248
Victoria Street at a cost of $13^000.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Con-
trol have decided to give tlie Board of
Education the extra .$30,000 needed to

build the proposed addition to the Ade-
laide Hoodless School. Debentures to

that amount will be issued.

Toronto, Ont.—The Board of Educa-
tion have received a permit from the
City Architect to erect a three-storey
brick school on the north side of Orde
Street, near MeCaul, at an estimated
cost of .$75,000. This is an addition to

the Orde Street School.

Toronto, Ont.—The Board of Educa-
ti(;n has made the following appropria-
tions:—The sum of .$90,000 for the erec-

tion of a new school building, to contain
at least 15 class rooms, for the relief of
Winchester and Rose Avenue Schools;
.$12,000 for the completion of the as-

sembly room at the North Toronto High.-'

School; while $15,000 was passed for the
erection of a building to furnish more
room for the supply department of the
Board. An additional item of $50,'00<1

for six additional rooms at Dewson
School was inserted, and a total amount
for sites and enlargements, amounting
to $647,000. was passed.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Calgary, Alta.—The C.P.K. will build

a number of section houses and stations
and also lay 8V2 miles of pipe lines in

this district.

Toronto, Ont.—The C.P.R. has filed

the preliininary plans witli the city for
the construction of the double track
from the new North Toronto station to

Tjeaside. The plans include a new bridge
at Summerhill Ave.

Toronto, Ont.—The Provincial Depart-
ment of Highways will shortly be in a

'

position to place at the disiiosal of muni-
ci|>alities standard bridge plans that will

moan a saving of thousands of dollars
every year. For some time past the en-
gineers of the department liave been at
work preparing miidel plaus ot different

types of bridges used in connection witli

county and township road construction,
and these when ready will l)e supplir.d
wherever needed.

CONTRACTS
Ottawa, Ont.—'I'ho (leneral Sujiply Co.

liavc been awarded a conlracl by the
Works Department for two motor flush-
ers, to cost .$7,815 eacli.

CANADIAN MACHINERY

PERSONAL
Tracey E. Freeman, B.A.Sc, who has

. Iiad charge of the Montreal sales office

of Canadian Hoskins, Ltd., for the past
eighteen months, is being transferred to
the head office in Walkerville, Ont., as
assistant general manager.

Capt. James Murray, one of the oldest
captains on the lakes, passed away on
February 21, at Clayton, N.Y. The de-
ceased was born about 75 years ago in
Ireland, but came to Canada at an "early
age and went into the marine business.
For many years he was known in marine
circles as one of the most capable of offi-

cers in handling boats for the Montreal
Transportation Co. During the past
year he had been retired.

J. H. Pillsbury, superintendent of the
drydoek at Prince Rupert, B.C., has been
to Vancouver to arrange for engaging a
staff and buying sliip chandlery general
stock for the plant. Mr. Pillsbury came
from Winnipeg, where he was authorized
by the G. T. P. officials to supervise the
installation of a permanent staff. This
will enable the plant to bid for all ship
repair and overluiuling jobs, construct
wooden ships, and smaller types of stee!
craft.

Brig.-Gen. W. A. Whyte, of the Im-
perial service, was in Toronto recently
on a special mission for the British Gov-
ernment concerning the manufacture of
munitions in Canada, and about which
he is preparing a report for the British
Minister of Munitions. Before leaving
for Montreal, Gen. Whyte expressed
himself as being well pleased with the
result of his examination so far, and de-
clared that the work of munition fac-
tories here was immensely satisfactory.

T. McHattie, master mechanic. East-
ern Lines, Grand Trunk Railway System.
Montreal, has rcsiizned. He will be suc-
ceeded by W. H. Sample, forraerl'
master mechanic at Battle Creek, Michi-
gan. Mr. McHattie lias been a prom-
inent figure in Montreal railwav circles
for many years. He came lo Montreal
nineteen years ago as master mechanic
of the Grand Trunk shops, and after
nine years' service in that position took
up the post of superintendent of motiv-
power on the Central Vermont Railway.
He returned to Montreal as master me-
chanic of the Grand Trunk Eastern
Lines in 1910.
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MARINE
Victoria, B.C.—I'he Cameron tionoa

Mills Sbipbuil(hu-s expect to launcli the
Laurel Whalen, the second of the auxi-
liary powered schooners, which they are
now bniblinL', (ni Marcli 19.

Victoria, B.C.—Capt. J. W. Troup,
manager of the C. P. R. Coast steamship
service, states that he had been autho-
rized to call tenders for the construction
of two car barges lo be used in the local

trade. The car barges will lie of wooden
construction, each with a capacity of
nine cars. Tlu-y will have a length of
150 feet and a beam of 4(5 feet. Plans
are now being [ireparcil and bids will be
called shortly.

Bul)lile Over-
Wow Waste

•^ .iftii.al Size High.

Stop That Waste
of Water

Did you ever stop to think how many gallons
of water are wasted by the old-fashioned drink-
ing faucet?

Puro saves 35% of that wasted water.

Puro does away with the old-fashioned unsani-
tary tiu-cup; it is the Safety Sifi:n of pure water
in every factoi-y where It has been installed.

Employees like it because it is clean—because
it insures a clean fresh drink—because it saves
their time.

The Puro Sanitarj- Diinking Fountain has a
positive control that eliminates spurting.

Easily attached—positively fool-proof—and noth-
ing to wear out

An excellent investment—for shop and office
alike—and one that jiaj-s dividends in real money
on water savings and better workers.

Write to-day—now—tell us how many men you
have and the number of departments.

We'll make you a complete estimate on an
installation—we will aL-^o make you a special
proposition for a tryout in any one department.

"PURO-FY" Your Water Supply

Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Company

SAFETY PIIRO ECONOMY
FIRST rvJiXW ALWAYS

147 University Ave.. TORONTO. CAN.

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

t
0"*

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists
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"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

They are the result of
sixty years* experi'
enee, u n s u r p a s s ed
equipment and hiehly
manship.

A trial will
"Barnes-Made
best buy.

convince
Spring's are

Estobhshed 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Manf'rs of iiarnes-incvde" Products
Sprin*is,ScrewMathme Products. (.old Rolled Stt-clondWire

STlt

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Conies to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Hull Iron & Steel Foundries, Ltd.,

cif Hull, C^uc., ha\e opened ;i sales olTiee

nt 165 Broadway, New York ('ity, to

take care (if their export business.

Trade Enquiries.—The Department of
Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, has re-

ceived the following- enquiry, No. 579 for

carbon twist drills. A London Arm in-

vites oil'ers from Canadian manufacturers
of carbon twist drills who can fill orders
for export, particularly to Russia.

Japs Building Ships.—It is reported
that a .Ja]>anese shipliuilding' firm build-

iny' stock boais on speculation has sold

seventeen of them to British owners for

delivery within the next six months.
The tonnas'e involved is stated at 159,-

000 tons dead weight, the transaction

being completed at a rate of about $215
a ton or more than .$30,000,000 in the

aggregate.

Lake Boats Change Hands.—W. i'.

Richardson & Co. has added two more
boats to its fleet, having purchased the

steamer Frontenae and the barge (Chat-

tanooga from the Grand Island Steam-
ship Co. The boats which have been op-

erated by the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co.

have been turned over to the new own-
ers. The Frontenae has a carrying-

capacity of about .3,200 tons and a keel

length of 270 feet, a 40-foot beam, and
is 24 feet deep. The Chattanooga is a

wooden vessel with a 308-foot keel, 45-

fodf beam, and is abnnt 4,000 tons gross.

B. C. Wood Products Export.—The ex-

port of shingles from the port of Van-
couver to the United States in 1910

amounted to $4,050,078, as against $3,-

790,703 in 1915. I'nlp also showed a

large increase, the figures being $554,-

397 in 1916, as against .$203,620 in th..

previous vear. There was a drop in

sliinde bolts from $15,195 to $7,522.

Logs showed a falling off from .$895,341

to $579,218, and lumber, which includes

ceiling, flooring-, siding and ties, amount-
ed to' $1,127,888 in 1916, against $1,711-

498. Paper increased to $1,209,466, com-

pared with $1,002,557 in 1915. The total

value of the wood products was $7,666.-

461, compared with .$7,698,707 in 1915.

Mineral Resources Near Kingston.—
Mineral resources of the Kingston dis-

trict in Ontario are attracting increased

attention, according to United States

Consul Felix S. S. .lohnson. The iron

mine near Trenton, closed for many
years, has been reopened and large ship-

ments of ore made to the United States.

This ore is mixed with other ore in the

manufacture of steel. Exiiort figures for

thc district show several thousand tons

shipped. Large bodies of mica have

been discovered north of Kingston re-

cently. American capital is interested

in several properties in the Sydenham
district. Since the war began tlun-e has

been a greater demand for Canadian

mica than heretofore.

Business With Russia.—Owing to tlie

special imi>i)rfancc. at the iiresent time

of establishing commercial connections,

on a firm basis, between the allied coun-

tries, with the object of ousting German

intervention and competition, tlie Russo-
British (liamber of Commerce at Petro-
'.;rail requests all British firms wishing
to trade with Russia now or after tlu^

war to send their catalogues and price

lists (not less than 10 copies) to the
(liamher. The catalogues in question
will be placed in the special library o!'

the Chamber, and will be distributed to

Russian merchants interested in the dc-
>-('lopment of their trade connections
with England. They are to he address-
ed to the Russo-British Chamber of (^im-
nierce, 4 Gorocho\-aia, I'etrograd. Kussia

Lake Steamers for Ocean Trade.—Ad-
vices from (levcland, Ohio, state that,
according to the Shipping Act, Ameri-
can ships cannot be transferred to for-

eign registry without approval of the
Shipping Board, but, if that can be se-

cured, a number of lake steamers will

be sold for salt water service before
opening of navigation and will be placed
under British registry. Options have
been taken by unnamed Canadian inter

ests on eight package freight steamers
and, if the Shipping Board approves,
sales may be closed at an early date, as
the boats will have to be cut in two so

as to pass through tlie Welland Canal.

It is understood a good price has been
offered for package freighters.

Russian Buyers Arrive.—A Russian
purchasing commission lias arrived in

Ottawa and opened oflRces to secure sup-
plies for Russia, both for military forces

and the civil population. It is expected
that Ru.ssian orders placed in Canada
this year will aggregate millions. For
some months the Canadian Government
has felt that of Russian orders being

jilaced in America a great proportion

was not reaching- Canada. Sir Robert
Borden made representations to the Bri-

tish authorities and they pressed the

claims of Canada on the Russian Gov-

ernment. After many months negotiat-

ing, the result is an imperial Russian

purchasing- commission for Canada with

authority equal and similar to the cor-

responding body in the United States.

Hurts Canadian Trade.—Canadian
manufacturers, importers and exporters

are being hit rather hard by the trade

restrictions of the British Government
which the war developments has made
necessary. Nine-tenths of the mail in

the Trade and Commerce Department
these days refers to the proliibition or

restrictive methods in force, and whilj

they are not new, many firms apparently

are only awakening to the fact that such

regulations have been imposed. The re-

stricted import of machinery and ma-

chinery parts, and the export of wood
and paper, give rise to the greater num-
ber of complaints. All the dcpartmenr

can do is handle each case through the

. High Commissioner, but, generallv

speaking, the regulations are being ad-

hered to.

Canadian Firm's Activities in Latin-

America.—Icnkins Bros., Ltd., Mont-

real, the well-known manufacturers of

brass and iron body valves of every de-

scription, have more securely entrench-

ed themselves in the leading markets of
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Soiitli America, having lately sent a spe-

cial representative to look over the

situation with a view to extending trade

relations there. The territory havinu

been traversed successfully, a t'oll«w-u|i

system has been inaugurated wherel)\

their products will be given all publicity

possible. In this connection they havt-

issued new catalogues, one Xo. 8-S.,

printed in the Spanish language, and an
other, No. S-P., in Portuguese, both u

which fully describe and illustrat

valves and mechanical rubber gond
suitable for the re(iuirements of u|)-to-

ilate power and industrial plants, mines
anil nUii'c liuihlinus.

Train Returned Soldiers at McGill.—
The Faculty of Applied Science of Mc-
Gill University, Montreal, has, subject

to one week's notice, agreed to place its

workshops and drafting rooms at the

disposition of the Military Hospitals-

Commission, for the training of those

returned soldiers who, through their

loyalty to their King and country, are

no longer fitted to follow their former
occupations, and must be trained intp

other occupations that they may be self-

supporting. The work has, to the pres-

ent, been carried on at the Grev Nun-
nery with success, but so areat has be-

come the demands on the Military Hos-
pitals Commission that other classes and
litlier schools must be had. The new
hospital, formerly the Loyola College,

on Drummond Street, will be nvailab'.?

shortly, and, besides the McGill work-
shops, the Technical School, on Shev
brooke Street, will also be utilized to

carry on the work of re-educating the

convalescent suldiers.

The Carbon & Alloy Steels Co., Ltd.,

has obtained a Dominion charter, with
an authorized ca))ital of .f l,.500.0-0(l, and
will erect furnaces and a foundry plant
in Hamilton, Ont., for the manufacture
of steel castings, ingots, etc., by the Mof-
fat electric process. The company will

also take over the Moffat-Irving Steel

Works of Toronto, which will be moved
to Hamilton and added to the new plant.

Plans have been prepared by Prack &'

Perrine for buildings that will cost

about .flOO.OOO. The main building will

be 60 ft. wide and 4()() ft. long, while

subsidiary buildings will cover an e(|ua!

area. Another .$21)0,000 will be spent o:i

furnaces, electrical equipment, convey-
ors, cranes, c()mi)ressors, and general
machinery. The plant when fully equip-
ped will give emjiloyment to about 2.'50

men, and will have a gross ca])acity of

.32 tons of molten steel per 24 hours. The
•incorporators are: .1. B. O'Brien. K.C ,

president, Moffat-Irving Steel Works,
Toronto; H. .T. Waddie, Esq., President,
Canadian Drawn Steel Co., Hamillon;
•T. W. Moffat, Esq., vice-president, Afof-

f';il-Irving Steel Wnrhs, Toronto; .Tidin

n. Gauld. K.C, Gauld. Lanus & Cros-
thwaitc, Hamilton; W. K. Vallance, Es(|.,

bite nf Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilt.m.

CATALOGUES
Sight Feed Lubricators.—Two bulle-

tins have been issued by the Penberlhy
Injector Co., Windsor, Ont., describing

CANADIAN MACHINERY ()')

steel Shell Forgicgs or Billets of auy size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upou our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. Xo labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

We are qualified Tool, Die, Jig,

Gauge and Fixture Makers.

WRITE us.

Windior Machine & Tool Works.
WINDSOR. ONT.

n

n

OVENS
Enamelling and Varnishing Ovens heated
by Gas, Electricity, Steam or Coal.

Write for Booklet.

Brantford Oven & Rack Co.. Ltd.
I'.ivliitt'urd. Canada.

nMnBn«n«nMn«nBnBn»nBnBnBSI

MANUMCT'

DRAW CUT SHAPLRS
SPECIAL DRAW CUT 9 R SMAPERS''

riNISHCO MACMINL KCYS*^
STATIONARrS.PSRTABlEKEYWAYCUTTEHS'l

SPCCIAL leCOMOTIVt CYLINDER PIANERSJ

OmcC'^WORKS: MUSKEGON HLIGHTS USA

Forg/ngs ^^-t; r'
Con-

ig-Rods,
Valves and any other special work

MACHINE HANDLE FORCINGS
Blue finish, ready for use.

M'rite for prices to

ST. CLAIR BROS., Gait, Ont., Can.

,*.wM.M..w.m..mmw:x:wm\

A Visit To Our Plant By You
To Investigate OUR Facilities, will set aside any question as to our preminence in the field of
Industrial Thermometry. You can then see for yourself the processes and system of inspec-
tion and tests that have made Tpccs the synonym for unsurpassed accuracy in the measurement
of temperature.

We are specialists in the manufacture and desi;:n of H&M Type Thermometers. Tyccs Rec-
ofilintj: and Indicatins Thermometers. Automatic Temperature and Pressure Regulators,
Mercury Vacuum, and Absolute Pressure Gauges, Kngraved Stem Thermometers. Hydrom-
-ters. Hyirromcters. Thermo-Electric and Radiation Pyrometers, and many other meas-
uring instruments used in the industrial,

j chemical and metallurgical arts.

The H&M Division

TaylorInstrument Companies 201 Royai Bank
Bldg., ToronloRochester. N.Y.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB. IB77.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK- DESIGNS
ALC-COUNTRieS

Bonk "Patent Protpction"—free. Mnster
of Patent Laws, Formerly I'atent Offiue

Exaiitiner.

9» St. James .St.. - Montreal. Qm.
Branches: Ottawa, Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

l\z Drummond Bldg.. Montreal
Cadle Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTrW Fetherstonhauth ft Co.
Patent Solidtora. Head Office,
RoyaJ Bank Bldg., Toronto.
Ottawa Offiee, S Elsin St.
Send for our Plain Practical
Pointere. Copy of National
Progress, in whiob our patent*
are adrertlAed, mailed free. I

PITEUTO TRADEMARKS
Al CNI O AND DESIGNS

PROCURED IN ALL COUNTRIES

Special Attention given to Patent Litigation

Pamphlet sent free on application.

RIDOUT & MAYBEE 59 Yonge street

TORONTO. CANADA

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT ,

TO HANDLE
ANY CLASS OF WORK

CANADIAN OISXRIVUTORS FOR THE

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORdNTO, Canada

Phone Ad. 2511 A. W. Bennct Manager

and illiLstrating the "Peerless" and new
"Polar" siulit feed steam lubricators.

Ball Bearings,—The Rochester Ball

Hearino' Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y., have
issued Bulletin No. 10, which is a

descriptive price list covefinjf the "Ro-
chester" ball thrust bearings. The bul-

letin contains a description of the bear-

ings and tables giving the principal di-

mensions and prices.

Automatic Plate Valves.—The Mesta
Machinery Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., are dis-

tributing a new bulletin dealing with the

Mesta automatic plate valves (Iversen

Patent). The principal features and
general construction of the Mesta valve

are described in detail accompanied by
illustrations. The suitability of this

valve for use in air and gas compressors

and blowing engines is mentioned in this

bulletin.

Water Heaters.—The Alberger multi-

head water heater for hotels, office build-

ings and factories, is described in a

Bulletin No. 201 recently issued by the

Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.' The
principal constructional features of the

multi-head heater and their advantages

are described fully, special reference

being made to the method used in the

heater to accommodate unequal expan-

sions. The liiilletin is illustrated.

Drilling Machines,— The Rockford
Drilling Machine Co., Roekford, 111.,

have issued a series of circulars in a

loose leaf binder featuring an interest-

ing line of Roekford drilling machines,

ranging from sensitive drills to gang
drills. The various types are illustrated,

accompanied by a brief specification

covering the principal dimensions. Other
lines illustrated and described include

the "Roekford" Hi-Speed auxiliary

heads, horizontal drilling, boring and
tapping machines, and tool grinders.

Gait Sprinkler Stoker.—The Gait

Foundry Co., Gait, Ont., havQ issued an

attractive catalogue dealing with the

econnmic and smokeless burning of coal,

including lignite, and at the same time

featuring the Gait sprinkler stoker. A
full description is given of this type of

stoker, and its principal feature dealt

with in detail, accompanied by numerous
illustrations showing the conistruction

and application to various types of

boiler. The .concluding pages contain

some useful engineering data covering

evaporation formulae, beat values of

coal, feed water calculations, mis<?el-

lan-eous tables, etc. The catalogue also

contains instructions for reading the

slide rule, accompanied by diagrams.

The McNaughton rocking sectional gTate

bar is also described and illustrated. The
catalogue is well gotten up, being

printed on coated paper, with exception-

ally clear half-tones.

Realism in Calendar Art.—Armstrong,
Whitworth. of Canada, Ltd., have had
prepared for distribution to their clients

a Wall Calendar which is at once rea-

listic of a departmental activity of their

plant at Longueuil, Que., and a highly

creditable example of the art of calen-

dar production. W« understand that

only a limited number of the calendars

are now available, but these will be

mailed on request while the supply lasts.

The calendar, which has a monthly
"tear-off" slip covering each month of

1917, measures 14 ins. by 21 ins. A
facsimile on a reduced scale of the pic-

torial feature of the calendar will ap-

pear in the "Armstrong, Whitworth"
advertisement on the outside front cover

of our March 8 issue.

Black Sheets.—An interesting booklet

has recently been published by the Am-
erican Sheet & Tin Plate Co., Pitts-

Imrgb, Pa., entitled "Black Sheets and
Sjiecial Sheets." The several products

are briefly described in conjunction with

the trade designations, covering numer-
ous grades of varying degrees of finish,

tenacity and other distinctive qualities.

For the convenience of the trade, such

finishes as are of special qualifications

have been grouped under the industry

responsible for their origin. The book-

let contains some useful tables, includ-

ing weights of painted roofing and sid-

ing, U. S. standard gauge, thicknesses

of steel sheets, and a bundling table of

black sheets, etc. An interesting feature

of the booklet is a diagram of the manu-
facture of steel as used for sheet and tin

mill products.

Bellevue Furnaces.—The Bellevue In-

dustrial Furnace Co., Detroit, Mich.,

have issued an attractive catalogue

No, 3, describing and illustrating

an interesting line of stock sizes

of "Bellevue" furnaces and acces-

sories designed to supply standard

equipment for all methods of metal heat

treating. The principal features of the

various types ofi furnace, which are

adapted for use with oil or gas, are dealt

with and the essential dimensions giv-

en for each size. Some of the uses to

which these furnaces can be put include,

melting all kinds of metals, brazing,

case-hardening, forging, heat-treating

tempering, rivet heating, tilting and

tool furnaces, etc. The catalogue con-

tains 68 pages with index and is fullv

illustrated.

BOOK REVIEW
"The Tractive Resistance on Curves

of a 28-Ton Electric Car".—The subject

has been investigated by the Railway

Department of the Engineering Experi-

ment Station of the University of

Illinois. The results which are set forth

in bulletin No. 92 of the station estab-

lish, for this car, the relation between,

curve resistance and speed, and between

curve resistance and rate of curvature;

the ratio in both cases is direct. Tests

were conducted upon each of seven

curves on the lines of the Illinois Trac-

tion System, the curvature of which

varied from 2 to I4V2 degrees. T:st

runs were also made over tangent track

adjacent to the curves. The tests were

made by Professor E. C. Schmidt, and

H. H. bnnn. Copies of this Bulletin

may be obtained gratis by writing W.
F. M. Goss, Director of the Engineering

Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.
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"New York's Greatest Clearing House — New York's Lowest Prices — J. J. McCABE"

16-ft. Set Of

Bending Roils

Built by "Niles-Bement-Pond Co." (Bement Works)

Hi ft. 2 iu. between hoiisiug.s, for sha]>iiis ]>latc.s as well as btudiug
to a full circle.

Four (4) Rolls—each 2(1 iu. diaiii.

(Capacity for handling plates up to li;. in. thick.
Drop-end housing.

Two pair of "Payne" Keversiug Hugines. Used only off ami
on in one of the largest and best equipjied plants iu the country, and
will give you every satisfaction of a new machine you'd have to wait
several months for. Approximate weight, 250,000 lbs.

To save handling and shipment to our warehouses, it will be dis-

|i(jscd of immediately at half the new cost.

Vl'RKiHT BOKING MII.I.S.
SOiii. Swlns. Will. Sellers & Co.. 1 Uil.
60-iii. Swing, Kogers. 2 Hils.. M.t. i- dr.
Will. Swing, Colburn, 2 Hds.. Sp-bo.\.
:Win. Swing. Brown & Sharjic. Tiir. Hd.

IIOKIZOXT.iL BORING .\M>
DRILLING .>L\(IIINE.

3— 1.5. l(i ill. bar "Binsse st.vle" Ivnei- t.v|'<'. -\(1

.instable table, outside .yoke suiipurt.

PL.\NERS.
48" X 48" X 12' Nitcs. 2 Hcls.
42" X 42" X 14' Pond. 2 Hds.. .\Ioior-ii:

4-r' X 42" X 10' rutnani. 3 Hds.
,12" X 42" X !()• T'ntiuim. 2 Hds., .Mot:
:40" X 40" X 12' Putnam. 1 Hd.
:{«" X 3(i" X llVi' Sellers. 1 Hd.w X 36" X ,S' Putnam. 1 Hd.
32" X 32" X .s' (2| Puud. 2 Hds.
28" X 26" X 9' Putnam. 1 Hd.
24" X 24" X (" Sellers. 1 Hd.

14-ft. f.T
I'L.\TE l'L.\XER.

•dfie planing. Win. Sellers C"o.

3(!"

24"
24"
24"

No.
CO"
42"

I.in

Ian

••|'L.\NER TYPE"
SL.\B .MILLING -M.Vt'HINES.

22" X .s' Newton. Vert. lid. onl.v.
24" X 12' Bement-M. Horiz. spindle.
24" X .•-' Benient-.M. Hiiriz. spindle.

X 24" 2] IngerS'dl.

OTHER MILLING .M.\<H
Z Cincinnati. Plain.
Vertical. P.ement-.Mlles.
Vertical, Bcment-Miles.
coin t.vpe illi Table 27" x 6".

oln t.vpe. Table 39" x 7".

spiiiilk-.

IXES.

R.4DL\L DRILLS.
7-ft. Arm, .Motor-driven. N'iles.

7-ft. Arm. Heav.v, Pond M<h. T. I'o.

3-ft. Ann, Heav.v, Pond Mcli. T. Co.
o-ft. Arm, Half-fuiv., Niles T. Wks.
o-ft. Arm, Heav.v, Bement-Miles.
4-ft. Arm (2) Bickford. Motor-dr.
2U,-ft. Ann, «aiig Co.. Round Table.
2Vi-ft. Arm. heavy. Bemeiit-.Miles.

NEW R.4DI.4L DRILL.S.
2 -IVi-ft. Arm. Speed-box.
2—3i^-ft. .\rm. Speed-box.
3

—

4-ft. Arm. Speed -box.

OTHER DRILLS.
IN-spindle. Baiisli. capai it.v 1" holes.
.'HJ-in. .Swing. (2| Footc-Burt. Heavy duty.
20-in. Swing. Wheel and Lever (,Xewl.

SH.\PERS.
2.s-in. stroke, Tri|i'c-gid. S.i ith A. M.
20-in. stroke |2) Back-grd.. (4 uld & E.
12-in. stroke Traveling Hd. Selli-rs.

NEW SH.APKRS.
2—12-iii. stroke. Plain.
3—16-in. stroke. Plain.
4—20-in stroke. Back-grd.
2—2.5-iii. strrke, Back-grd.
2—2.S-in. stroke. Speed-box,
".—.i2-in. stroke. Speed-box.

SLOTTEK>
0-in. -itrokt'. Uclneot.

In-ill. stroke, Xe\^•ton.
In-ill. stroke. Sellers.
12-iii. stroke. -Sellers.

12-iii. stroke, Bement.
12-in. stroke, Betts.
Is-iii. stroke. Bement-Miles.

ENGINE L.VTHES,
Long Beds,

, 24-ft. !)ed. New Haven. Triidc(>2-in. Swiaj
grd.

i;0-in. .Swing, 2U-ft. bed, .New Haven. Triple-
grd.. Chuck-jaws,

."iii-in. Swing. 2S-ft. bed, Putuam Mach. Co.,
Triple-grd.

2S-iu. Swing. 3t!-ft. bed, Fay & Seott, Heavy.
2s-in. Swing. :>0-ft. bed. Pond style. Taper att.

OTHER L.\THES
;ili-in. Swing, lil-ft. bed, I'nlnam Matdi. Co.
2l5-4S-iu. Swing. 14-ft. beil. .MeCabe, Dould.'-

splndle. Motor-drive, Geared Plate.
20-4S-in. .Swing, 10-ft. bed, McCabe, Doiible-

spindle.
24-in. Swing, 15-ft. bed, Bement, heavy.
20-in. Swing. 14-ft. bed. Haiiiilton. (jiiick-

change.
Is-in. Swing. 12-ft. bed. Porter, arr. for M-dor-

drive.
1^-in Swing. 12-ft. bed. .Schumacher .V- 1', \ e.

Cab. legs,

in. Swing. 10-ft. bed. Draper, Hoi. spimlle.
Swing. 8-ft. bed. LeBlond, IIoI. spindle.

i>-ft. bed, I-cBlond. Hoi. sidndle.

I

l.S-in.

lU-in. Swin
i: Swing, fi-ft. bed. Sebastian.

NEW L.\THES.
-IB in. Swing, fi-ft. bed. Single Back-grd
-l.S-in. Swing. 8-ft. bed, -

-

Bk.-grd.
-21 -iu. Swing. S-ft. bed.

Bk.-grd.
-24-in. Swing. 12-ft bed.

«k.-grd.
~24-in. Swing. 14-ft. bed.

Bk.-grd.
-24-in. Swing, Ifift

Bk.-grd.

3-step Cone. Dhle.

3-step Cone. Dble.

3-step Cone. nble.

3-step Cone, ruile.

bed, 3-step Cone. liM.-.

NEW Mcr.\BE L.VTHES.
•2-iiil" "DOrBLE SPINDLE" Latest Heavy

Pattern. 2fi-4s-iii. Swing. 12-ft. beds— li ft.

between Centers, complete equipment for
two Lathes standing on the floor space
of one.

Sttiitg over bed on T'pper Tri-ple-geared spin-
dle. 48 in.

Sh iiig over Carriage on T'pper Triple-geared
spindh'. 40 in.

Swing over bed on Lower Back-geared spindle.
2(> in.

Swing over , C-irriage on Lower Back-geared
spindle. 16 in.

.\ny length of bed up to 40 ft. can be furnished.

.STEEL TIRE L.4THE.
42-in. Swing, Double-head, cuts both wheels :ir

the same operation, Bement-Mile~

Tl KKKT L.XrHE.S.

Jl-ni. .-^uing. (iap style, Oishidt.
20-in. Swing |2), Full-antoniatic. Potter «:

.Tclinston.
2 X 24 .lones A: Laiuson. Sliding-head, arranged

for Motor.
2 \ 24 .tones \ I,aiiison. Sliding-head. C-sliafi

drive.
Aiuitber 1C-ft. set of

BENDING ROLLS.
Built by •miles & .Tones Co.." 16 ft. 2 in. be-

tween housings, engine-driven, with en-
gines, drcip-enil bnusing.

Tliiei- 131 liolls in "pyramid" firm. Top Roll
20 in. iliani. Lower rolls 14 in. diani.

Capacity for hanilling up to %-in. pin,.-.

Still set np in. prominent plant where used.

STR.VIGHTTENING ROLLS,
P.nilt by -Ililles & .Tones Co'," 7 ft, 2 in. be-

tween Housings. Six Itol's in act, ea<-h 10

in. diain.

PUNCHES .\ND SHEARS.
CO" gap. Horiz. eap'y 1V-" thru 1V4" Bement-

Miles.
:'i;" gap. heavy. Wm. Sellers & Co.
14" gap. heavy. Coekburn.
I! itary Splitting Shears, lienox.

RIVETERS,
10-ft. Wm. Sellers Co.. Ste;vm-driven.
Ti-ft. 6-in. Sellers. Steam-driven.

STE.\M H.\MMEBS.
1 30U-11>. Miles. Single frame.
1— 7()0-lb. Bement-Miles. Double frame.
1— !t00-lb, Morgan. Double-frame.
1- 2.iO0-lb. Bement-Miles, Single-frame.
1—t.-,00-lb. Miles, Double-frame.

DROP AND HELVE H.\.M>IERS.

1200-1 h Miner A; Peck. Drop,
eoo-lb. Wilianis i: White, Drop.
sii-lb. I'.radley (2i Helve.

MISCELLANEOUS,
.3(i-iii. .Uitoniatic (Jear Cutter. Spur and Bevel.

(Jould & Blierbardt.
:!(:-in. .\utomatic CSear Cutter, Spur, F}berhardt.

Double-end Cntting-off and Centering Machine.
!t". Xiles.

I'iO-ton Hydraulic Wheel Press, with Double
I'limp.

Colli Saw. capacity for eutting .5-in. round.
T.*a-Slmplex.

:;(l-in. stroke. Slotter anil Combination I\ey-

seater.
2>..-io Bolt Cutter. Acme.
2 ill. P.dt Cutter. Detrick \- Harvey. Patent

1 tie-head.
2-in. I'.olt Cutter, .\cine. Double-head.
l".;,-in. Bolt Cutter. Pntiiam. «

Wafer Tenl Grinder. Wheel 24 x 4.

r.oring-bar 4-'"i-in. diam.. ''i'" long.

YOU CAN ESCAPE the delay, waiting

several months for new machines, by investigating

these High-grade Tools for immediate shipment.

J. J. McCABE 149 Broadway, New York
Mention this paper when uriting advertisers. It u'ill identify the proposition about which you require information.
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE.
UFACT

Machining 9.2 ans.^H. E. Shell in a Structural Steel Plant
Staff Article

The success that has attended sliell-makin y in ('anudu Juifs been nnrestricted in the sense
that neither size nor type of shell, nor their accessories, have proved themselves in the nature
of stumbling blocks to any extent, and that where difficulty has been experienced, it has
been overcome quite promptly and permanently. From the knoivn varieti/ of plant engaged
in munitions production, such a state of affairs, is. to say the feast. Iiighhi s<disfacton/.

'

9.2 inch high

in many
MACHINING the

explosive shell is,

respects, similar to that on the

smaller sizes; as a matter of fact, cer-

tain details, such as

nose operations, are

more or less identi-

cal. However, owing

to the increased
weigfht and dimen-

sions, the methods of

achievin.n; the desired

result-3 are such as to

call forth the hcst in

individual ingenuity

Mild necessitate, as

well, high standard

plant equipment. On account of the

wire range of engineering ability and
(-xperienec that has been drawn upon

and furnished unreservedly for tlu-

work, together with the local color

that distinguishes each individual plant,
the methods and devices adopted

routjiNG SIZES OF 9.2 INCH howit;!i:k shell.

and employed for specific operations the yard
are so varied, althoug'h of perhaps
equal elficiency, that the produc-

ii(m of shell—general or in detail—is

seldom the same in any two shops. The
idant from which the aecompanjdnjr
data were obtained has only been pro-

ducing- the 9.2 inch

shell for a very short

period ; it is, there-

fore, only of recent

date that they have

attained to capaicity

production. O w i n jr

to inability to store

the rough fbrginjjs

under cover, the

shells as first re-

ceived aro arranged

in large piles in

c runway, the «rane

proving very serviceable in unload-

ing from the cars. The forgini;-

liKN'EHAL VIKW OK SHIII' L.WCHI' In]; MM 11 1 N I N(

;

I'liK (1.2 INCH iii(;ii KMM.iisivi: siiki.i.
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FIG. 1. BATTERY OF FOUR FT. "C.M.C." RADIAL DRILLS OI'ERATING ON
SHELL NOSES.

are piled in rows having distinct heat

numbers, and, when required, are rolled

on slightly graded wooden runways
through openings in the wall, entering

the machine shop at a point adjacent to

the radial drills that perform the first

operation, that of rough drilling the

nose. It might be here stated that these

openings in the walls are somewhat

larger than the shells and are covered
with stiff canvas that allow the forging

to enter and then fall back to close the

aperture. This method of delivery from
the outer yard to the shop not only pro-

vides a convenient means of handling the

shells but does away with the opening
and closing of doors, which in very

severe weather is not greatly appreci-

ated by the nearby workmen.

Drilling and Facing the Nose

The rough forging is appro.ximately

30 inches long and 10 inches in diameter,

and, as just stated, the first operation is

drilling the hole in the nose. This is

accomplished in five-6 ft. radial C.M.C.

and by means of an air hoist, witli a

lift of about 40 inches, is raised and
placed over a vertical post secured to

the center of the drill fixture, which in

turn is firmly boiled to the hasp plate of

the machine. The jig is of the duplex

type, which permits the placing or re-

moval of one shell while the tools are

working on the other. A sketch of the

central post for chucking the forging is

shown in Fig. 2. This is of the pneu-

matic type, the operating cylinder be-

ing located at the base of the post.

When the rough forging has been drop-

ped in place, the inside profile rests

upon the three point steel piece A.

which is screwed to the upper end; the

small plug B being driven into the to])

to prevent the cuttings from dropping

into and injuring the interior mechan-

ism. The air is allowed to enter the

opening K, thus depressing the piston L,

which is secured to the wedge block F
by means of the rod J, which passes

through the stuffing box I. By the

downward movement of the wedge, the

three jaws G are forced ont to griji

the inner surface of the shell near the

base, and are released W means of the

heavy flat spring H. The coiled spring

E acts as a cushion when the wedge is

pushed upwards. Two small holes are

drilled in the post to allow the air to

escape freely. The base is sealed bv

the disc N.' held in position by the

screws shown.
Following the settinsr of the shell, the

cross-bar which carries the central guide

bushing is swung into position and

locked by means of a slot at the front

of the 'fixture. Flat twisted Celfor

drills of 1% inches diameter are used

'^ '^^' c2%-
"

•'IG. 3. ROIGU ri i;mn»; shkll bodies— •a..\i.(-'. LATHES.

FIG. 2. AIK CIlrCK FUR CENTERING
WHILE DRILLING HOLE IN

NOSE.

drills, fitted with special fixtures, and

of ample weight and strength to elimin-

ate all possibility of spring, thus insur-

ing efficient accuracy when drilling.

Fig. 1 shows a row of these drills work-

ing on this operation, each machine hav-

ing a capacity of about 125 per day.

When the shell is received from the out-

side, it is placed in a vertical position

to perform the drilling; the opera-

tion being aided by a copious supply of

forced lubrication. The thickness of

the metal at this point is about three

inches, but the nose is faced off so that

the depth is roughly 2% inches, as indi-

cated in Diagram I of the Operation

Chart. After facing, the shell is remov-

ed from the fixture, the hole gauged for
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^ize, and the base marked for cutting
off. The device used for this purpose
consists of an inverted L shaped forg-

ing, carrying a 1% ins. pin to fit the hole

in the nose, and at the lower end of the

able variation of .03 inches either way.
In passing the shells from one opera-

tion to another, very little trucking is

done, as a network of wooden runways
are provided upon which the shells are

FIG. i. •.V..M.r L.\THES 0.\ UUUGII AND FINISH BOEING. ILLUSTRATION SHOWS
SHELL BEING RE.MOVED FROM LATHE.

long arm a spring center punch is pro-

vided, by means of which several indents
are made around the shell. As each
shell leaves the first operation, a pro-

gress tag, secured to a piece of wire, is

placed in its nose, this tag remaining
with that particular shell as it passes

from one machine to another.

Cut Off and Rough Turn

The second operation—cutting off the

open end, is performed in five No. 12
Hall machines. The punch marks just

spoken of indicate the length of the

shell, which should be 27 1-16 inches,,

with an allowance of 1-32 inch above
or below this dimension. For the rough
turn operation, twenty Amalgamated Ma-
chinery Co. machines are employed, each
having a capacity of over 30 shells per
day. The entire length of the shell is

turned at one setting; the shell being
driven from the base end by means of

a self acting three jaw (spring) arbor,

a special split plug being placed in the

nose end to receive the tail center. The
contour of the nose is turned by the

action of a solid point travelling on a

cam placed at the I'car of the lathe.

Tontact is maintained by means of

suitable bell-crank levers having adjust-

able weights. Owing to the fact that

accurate forging is next to impossible,

all elenientary machining operations are
accomplished by gauging from the inter-

ior walls, thus making the work on the

boring machines more uniform. It is

obvious tberefiiro, that in rough turning-
the outside, tlie cut may be irregular in

proportion to the variation in wall

thickness, but the average denth of

cut will be from % to V2 incli. The pro-
file radius is 1S.4 inches, the tangen-
tial point being 10.72 inches from the

nose end. while the parallel portion has
a diameter of 0.32 inches, with an allow-

easily rolled from one position to an-
other as required.

Rough and Finish Boring

Twenty special boring lathes of Amal-
gamated Machinery Co. make are opera-
ting on the rough and finish bore, both
processes being accomplished at the one
setting of the shell. Special chucks
similar to that shown in Fig. 8, but
longer, are used. The hole in the nose
is placed over the pin secured in the

center of the face-plate, while the outer
end is held central by means of a three
point clamp, hardened serrated jaws

floating clutch collar placed over the
bar just previous to inserting in posi-
tion. To conveniently handle these
bars, a small block and tackle is pro-
vided, this being supported upon a
light overhead runway, as shown in Fig.

4. The roughing bar carries four stag-
gered notched cutters for roughing out
to 6.46 inches diameter. The finishing-

bar is then used to rebore to 6.5 inches
diameter. In order to eliminate un-
necessary work at a later stage, this

plant adopted a method of setting the
working depth • of the bars on the in-

terior profile that has proved very effi-

cient. This was deemed advisable ow-
ing to the difference in tolerance be-

tween the nose depth and the overall

length. A special bush, having the de-

sired depth of nose metal, was placed
over the centering plug in the face-

plate, and, with no shell in position, the

bars were forced against the bush and
suitable feed stops adjusted to the

proper length. By adhering to this

method, it was found that increased ac-

curacy could be better maintained.
Each bar is provided with a special

quick acting coupling for connecting the

lubricating hose. It might be here
stated that the cutting compound for all

the heavy turning and boring machines
is distributed to the various sections of
the shop bv means of a force pump,
centrally located. Half ton Reading
chain blocks are furnished to each of
the heavy machines.

The profile cutters used in the boring
bars are first sawn from bar stock, and
afterwards cut to shape in a special fix-

ture secured to the table of a small bor-
ing mill; the use of a parting tool per-

mitting the surplus stock to be used for
tipping tools. After drilling the clamp-
ing and dowel holes in the cutters, they
are placed on a milling fixture, one on-

A*a^*ritnii

.NOSE UOKIXG TL'RHET I.AYKII'

Dcing inserted to grip the shell. The
cutter bars are held by means of a

tapered shank to the heavy tail-stock

spindle; the drive being obtained by a

either side of a nuislcr cam, and milled

to the desired contour; a roller being
located between the two cutters on the

arbor. Thev arc then hardened iind
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tejiipered, and finally ground to gauge
on a special attachment fitted with an
olpctric trrindor, the arc movement being

step reamer to a diameter of 1,906

inches; the diameter below the recess

being 1.825 inches. A Victor collapsible

FIG. 6. iLAYOUT O-F FINISH TUKNIN<i DEVICE.

: about M) degrees and tlie I'adius I6I4

, inches.

Machining the Nose
The sequence of operation at this

stage is shown in Diagram V. of the

Operation Chart, the tool layout being

seen in the sketch Fig. 5. The different

sections illustrate the progressive stages

of turret operations. When placing tlu-

shell in position, a special bush is in-

serted in the nose for the purpose of ob-

taining proper alignment ; this is seen

to the extreme left of Fig. 5. The
steady-head being adjusted, the bush is

removed and the nose roughed out tn

1.810 inches diameter, and the front

faced. It is again bored to a diameter

. of 1.881 inches, following which a re-

cess is formed, .175 inches wide at a

distance from the nose of 1.8 inches,

the maximum diameter being 2.008

inches. A rose reamer then faces the

nose to an angle of 18 degrees. The
hole is finally reamed with a floating

14 thread, R. H. tap completes the oper-

ation of machining the nose.

Through defective forging or subse-

quent machining, it

is sometimes neces-

sary lo resort to the

optional metliod of

enlarging the nose to

take a separate bush-

ing. To prepare the

shell nose for this

bushing, the mach-
ining shown in the

ad.iacent renosing

operation sheet, re-

nosing is necessary.

Metal is cut from the

face to a deptli oi

.55 inch, and the

b ore enlarged tii

2.393 i n c he s. re-

bored to 2.410 inches, and then tap-

ped 14 threads per inch. When the

bush is put in position, the portions

silioiwn shaded in tlie chart are the.

removed. Eleven Advance-Rumley ma-
chines are working on this operaticu'.

.

each having a capacity of abont 90

shells per day.

Finish Turn and Profile

This operation i.s practically a dupli-

cation of the rough turning but involv-

ing gTcater accuracy. 'The method of

forming the nose profile is different, in-

asmuch as the contour is derived by

means of a radius arm in place of the

stationary cam. Two tool posts are pro-

vided", the one operating on the parallel

section being secured to the forward

portion of the lathe saddle. A sketch of

the arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. The
radius arm A is an extension of the

lower portion of the cross slide rest

;

the pin B, whose center is definitely set

at a distance of 18.4 inches from the

cutting tool M, being secured in a perm-

anent position to the bracket C, tbi-

lower portion of which is rigidly bolted

B- IfOUCH ei/re

C- Finish BAfle

D-TAPPiNB
j

[- /fCMHUVe MCCS5
/"- TunniNC Fi.a\cc

ReA/esiNC

W.WIXli .VNIi CJRrjOVINf!— "It. & V." MAIHINE.^.
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to the l)ed of the lathe. When operat-

ing on the profile (the cutting generally

commencing at the nose), the radius

arm is held firmly against the pin B by

means of the cable G secured to the eye-

bolt D, the opposite end of the cable

caiTying a heavy weight. Secured to

the saddle is the bracket F which carries

the adjustable stop E which makes con-

tact with the radius arm when the cut-

ting tool is at the tangential point of

the profile and parallel portion. As the

saddle continues its forward movement,

tlie tool M will follow in the path of the

tool L, the finislied surface leaving no

evidence of double tooling. The radius

<if tlie profile is the same as that on the

viiugh turn. l)ut the tanaential point is

located 10.62 inches from the nose. The

linislied outside diameter should be

0.155 inches, with a hiffh and low toler-

ance of .01 inch. For about three

inches at the base the diameter is re-

iliiced to 9.055 inches with thp same

limit allowance.

Wave and Groove for Copper Band

This oiieratioii is performei! on eight

Root & Vaiv Dervoort special machines,

each of which is provided with four

tool turrets and a sinde post_ at the

rear. The progress of the work is clear-

ly shown ill the Operation Chart, Dia-

gram VII. By means of the rear tool the

groo\e is si/.eil for width of 2.565 inches.
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the ( enter being 24.42 incLies from the having an output of about 70 shells per
nose of the shell. These tools eut Id a day. As shown at the left of Fig. 8, the
diameter of 8.7 inches with an allow- chuck is of the semi-enolosed type, the

r-FI-
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KIG. S. LAYOUT OF TOOLING iX)R BASB BORING AND TAPPING.

aUlc variation either way of .02 inch.

Tlic Rang tool in the tun'et then cuts

(" the same diameter, after which the

lemainins; stock is swept out with a

hroad nosed tool. The undercutting is

next performed, both tools advancing
simultaneously at the desired anafle by
means of a small hand-operated worm
and 2Par with pinion meshing in rack

cut in the top of each tool. The waving
i< afterwards accomplished, the oscilla-

tion being obtained by a roller in con-

tart with a cam on the chuck face. This

iipcratinn is seen in Fis. 7.

Base Boring for Adapters

After the groove for the copper band-
has been cut, the shells are machined
in the base to receive the adapters.

Nine Steinle turret lathes titted with

special chucks and steady-heads are em-
phiyod in this operation, each machine

clamp providing the

necessary drive.
This clamip is swung
clear, while shell is

being' placed in or

removed from the

dhuck. As indicated

in the sketch, the

nose is 'placed over

a plug in the centre

of the face-plate,

while the outer end
is supported in the

steady-head. This
steady-head is of

special design, be-

ing titted with an

adjustable bronze
collet bushing to

allow for the slight

variation that

arises throngli the

liig>h and low limit tolerance. The three
component parts of the adjustable oollet

are shown in Fig. 9. The outer diameter
of the ring A revolves in the babbit'
bearing of the steady-head, while the in-

ner conic surface conforms to that on the
outer diameter of the split collet B whicli

is adjusted to the shell size by the move-
ment of the nut C.

The turret tool layout is shown in

Fig. 8, the order of operations being
indicated on Diagram VIII of the Opera-
tion Chart. The end is first faced to a

distance of 1.12 inches from the back
edge of the rifling band groove. Tlic

interior is then counterbored for a depth
of .71 inch, and to a diameter of 6.99

inches, after which the recess is cut-in

at a distance from the base of 2.28

inches to a diameter of 6.675 inches-

this being the root diameter of the

thread. The thread is then cut-in witn

a Murchey collapsible tap, oil being

used as the cutting medium. The clamp-

ing bolt is eased off while tapping to

T-elieve the tap from unnecessary strain.

Turning and Fitting Adapters

Following a preliminary GovernuienI

Wmw^^

B

A (

KU; 1(1. Sl/.l\i; Ali.M'-rKliS I'UIOI'.VilAluln I'll IliUK.VIMM;

FIG. 9. STEADY HEAD BUSHING.

inspection, tlie shells are ready t« re-

ceive the adapters, a short description

of the work on these may therefore be

in order here. While the general prac-

tice in most shops of screwin,^ the

adapters into position is by means of

a i)air of holes drilled in the base, the

method adopted in this nlant is the use

of a square of about 2 inches on the

side and protruding about % of an inch

from the body of the forging. The

blanks are first centered on either end

and tlien turned in the lathe, the pilot

and flange machined to about 1-.12 inch

lar'jer than the finished size, while the

portion for the thread is turned to exact

diameter of 6.67 inches, after which the

shoulders are squared and undercut.

The gauiring of the thread diameter is

accomplished by means of .Tobanssmi

snap gauges, which are provided wilh

insulated finger grips to insure increas-

ed accurn<'y. A view of this operation

is shown in Fig. 10. Eisrht Advance-

IJumlev lathes perform the necessary

ti|ici'ations. In addition to turniiv.:, I he
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LANDIS" EOLT CL'TTERS THKKAI' IN \iiAl-i'i:i(^

ciuis are faced off at this setting. The
threading is done in two Landis bolt

cutting machines, these being' shown in

Fig. 11. Oil is used on the dies as bet-

ter tlireads are produced. To insure the

pilot and flange being concentric with
the threaded portion, the adapters are

gripped in a universal three jaw chuck;
the jaws, which are soft, being threaded
to suit the adapter.

Tlie adapters are now ready to be fitted

in, this operation being perfonned in the
usual way of first screwing in for a

trial fit and afterwards coating with
Pettman cement and firmly screwing to

a final position. It might be mentioned
that these are threaded left hand to

counteract the action of the shell should
they develop a tendency to become loose,

while the projectile is in flight. For
the purpose of sawing off the projecting
squares, three Napier band sawing ma-
chines are installed. Final facing is

next performed in several Root & Van
Dervoort special machines.

Copper Banding Operations

An essential feature in connection

with the manufacture of shells is tht

necessity of securing sufficient and

effective compression on the

copper band when forcing

same to position, and, to be

certain that the copper is

pressed well into the under-

cut and waves, the bands

are thoroiig-hly heated be-

fore being placed on ths

shells. The copper bands
are first heated to a bright

cherry red, for which pur-

pose four Ferranti electric

furnaces, especially design-

ed have been installed.

When heated to bhe desired

temperature, the ring is

placed in the press, the shell

dropped over it, and a couple of appli-

cations of the pressure given, the shell

being slightly turned between each

movement. The pressure of 2000 lbs.

per square inch, used to operate the
press, is derived from a three plunger
pump; the pump and the press being
supplied by the Metalwood Mfg. Co.

Fig. 12 illustrates the above unit in

operation. In addition to the increased

ductility obtained by heating the band,
the shrinkage when cooling aids in tak-

ing a firmer grip upon the shell.

Machining the copper band is similar

(u that on all other shells, being ac-

complished on five Jenckes improved
band turning machines made by Warden
King Co. Diagram XI on the Operation

Chart shows the operations in detail;

roughing 'with a broad nosed tool and
finishing with a formed cutter, the large

diameter being 9.34 inches, .005 inch

variation either way being permitted.

A simple, yet highly serviceable meth-

od has been adopted for stamping the

base of the shells; this interesting fix-

ture being shown in the sketch Fig. 13.

The casting A is machined on one side

to a free fit on the diameter at the shell

base, and holes broached in the desired

location of a size suited to the stencils

used. Narrow slots, C are cut in the

side of the stamps, and the plates D

FIO. 12. UKATINi; AM) I'KESSI.NG OX COPI'BK BAXDS--"METALWOOD" I'RE&S.

FIG. l,"!. STEXCIL-HOLDIXO DEVICE.

secured in position, thus eliminating the

possibility of the stencils being lost

from the fixture. Handles E are pro-

vided for the convenient handling to

and from the shells.

Machine work is now completed and
the shells are given a final inspection

preparatory to washing and varnishing.

After washing in a soda solution to re-

move all trace of grease, the interior of

the shells are rinsed by a spray 'of clear

water, and, when dry, a bnsh is screwed

into the nose to protect the thread from
the varnish. This last nrocess is accom-

plished in an efficient but rather cumber-

some way. Five shells are placed on a

specially constructed rack and secured

in position, and then tilted beneath a

trougli having five outlet spouts with

faucets to control the flow of the varnish

as it passes into the shells. When the

shells are filled, the supply is shut off

and the rack again tilted to allow the

liquid to empty into a receptacle below

the fixture, from which the varnish is

again pumped up to the higher level.

The shells are again inspected, crated

and otherwise prepared for shipping.
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Shop Inspection Routine in 1 8 pdr. H.E. Shell Production
By A. F. Menzies

The iitt'nnaie ralite of each individual shell, irrespective of its type and size, is ivholly
dependent on the cure taken to have it perfect in material structure, a rtiasterpiece, as well, of
mechanical engineering skill, while, at the same time conforming to a weight and measure-
ment stipulation tvhich individually or in combination is only tolerant ivithin the very nar-
roxvest limits. The accompanying article features the routine adopted to achieve satisfactory
output in n shop recently engaged on the mnrhining of IH-pdr. high explosive shell.

PBIJ^TKRS' ink has been lavished

•n descriptions of the manufac-
ture of shell; but a very import-

:inl item of manufacture, shop inspec-

tion, kas been little mentionerl. With-

out adequate shop inspection, the re-

sults produced would be mainly scrap.

It is not enough that shells be produced

these marks should be such that they
will, if possible, remain on the shell un-

til the work they guainntee has been
proved correct by a subsequent opera-

tion. To illustrate, the mark denoting
that the shell is correctly rough turned
should remain visible until the outside

is finished. On all finish operations.

M^/rr *-' »^ .r.**-/!' **'

r

MS^r -f m^^jrrf ,w^ ,»,r4^ty9M.T ^*»*--

FIRST OI'ERATION—S.4\V-0FF LENGTH FOR TWO BILLETS, ALLOWING
3-16 IX. FOR PARTING.

whici) will meet the dimension limits;

the weight must be correct, and to ob-

tain this result without light weights

and over weights, much closer dimen-

sion limits must be worked to than those

allowed on the official drawing. For in-

stance, an IS pdr. H.E. shell that is

shorter than the mean allowed length

is almost certainly going to be a light

one. unless it has very thick walls.

Inspection Between Operations

As a shop insjicction wliich does not
examine every shell after each opera-
tion is a, farce, gauges, in addition to
those used on the finished product, must
be designed and used. The first matter
to be attended to it to make up a draw-
ing of the shell as it should be after each
operation, Blueprints of these draw-
ings can advantageously be hung up at

the machines, and it is as well to have
the special points to be inspected noted
thereon. Instructions concerning work's
marks on the shells denoting which
operator did the work can also be efiFec-

tively conveyed by this means.
Arrangement of work 's marks should

also be made. This marking may be done
either by the operator or the inspector,

if done by the former it should be the

duty of the latter to see that the marks
are cDiicctlv made. The location of

the mark should not be removed until

after preliminary examination.

Such procedure enables a defect to

be traced back to the parties responsible

for it. This fact alone is worth a great

deal as it enables' a chief inspector to

know which of his men is accepting in-

correct work. There is nothing more

sibility and the lame excuses invented
on short notice are ludicrous.
For ^assistants the chief should sel-

ect men who have a mind of their own.
and who will not allow an operator to
persuade them that it is good enough.
Careful instruction should be given,
also intelligent explanation of the vari-

ous operations 'and their effect on suc-
ceeding ones. The assistants should be
instructed to take nothing for granted
and to believe only what the gauges tell

them. The thing that couldn't happen
is well worth watching for. Clearing u|i

the work at the end of each shift should
be insisted upon. This is not difficult

where the operators are allowed a few
minutes to clean their machines.

Variety in Stop Routine

The actual routine of shop inspection
will vary, of course, with different

shops, on account of different methods
of manufacture. The following applied

to a shop making 18 pdr. H.E. shells

where the chief shop inspector was held

responsible, in addition to the actual

inspection, for routing the work, keep-

ing track of the series and rectifications,

cleaning the shells, and keeping the

operators tallies.

The first inspection operation was at

the saws where lengths were cut from
the bars sufficient to make two shells.

The length cut off and the squareness

of the cut had to be examined, tlie

former with a length gauge and the lat-

ter with the eye. The piece was stamped

On each end with the heat number 3>iii-
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SE>COND OPERATION—P.U5T A Nil P.REAK.

aggravating than to have a large number
of rectifications sent out and to have no

means of telling which shift accepted

them. The average man dodges re.spon-

hol and work mark as shown in Pig. 1.

After this the work was counted and

passed on to the next machine.

The second operation on the piece was
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THIRD OPERATION—DRILLING OUT INTERIOR.

Ill pyrt it into two billet.s. The parting-

was carried down to a diameter of from
11/2 ins. to 1% ins., and the two billets

were then broken apart. The inspection

required was to check the lengtli and to

see that the fracture was not too laro:e

in diameter to enter the stop in the drill

press chucks. The work was marked
as shown in second operation dia-

gram, and, after being counted was
stacked in piles, one deep, hold-

ing a series (250), for examination of

fractures by the Government Examiner.
The single pile allowed the examination
of the fractured end, and also the plac-

ing of the acceptance stamp on the othei'

end. As the marking un to this stage

was on the end of the shell that was to

be drilled, it had to be kept away from
the centre to avoid being drilled out.

Drilling constituted the third opera-

tion. Here the size of the hole was
examined with a low diameter plunger

and a high diameter plug. The hole was
biokcd into to see that it was in good
shape and the base thickness was ex-

amined with a hook gauge. One arm of

this gauge was pointed and touclied the

l)iittom of the hole in the centre, while

the other arm lay along the side of tlie

shell and had high and low limits mark-
ed on it which registered witli the base.

• 'hcckin? the base thickness instead of

the depth of the hole is the correct meth-

od of gauging the drilling, as the billets

vary in length and the slop come.s on

the base, therefore all base thicknesses

should be the same. The marking was
again on the open end as shown on tliird

operation diagram.

heat number symbol and series letter
transferred from the nose end to the
base end. The work mark was as shown
in fourth operation diagram. The shells

were stacked nose up for Government
Examiner to see his acceptance stamp
on the open end. They were then re-

versed, and the acceptance stamp placed
on the base. If the acceptance stamp
was put on so that it would not be re-

moved in the rough turning or base
recess operations there was no need to

transfer it again until the shells were
put in for preliminary examination.

The fifth operation, centring, may nut

seem to be worthy of much inspection ;

but it most certainly is. The centres

were tested for depth with a depth

gauge in order to see that they had not

been drilled so deep that they would
not clean out in the base recess opera-

tion. About 10 per cent, of the shells

were put back on the centring post and
spun to see if they had been centred

truly with the hole. Neglect of this is

a fruitful source of eccentric shells.
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SIXTH OPERATION—ROUGH TURN BODY.

Facing Base and Centering

The fourth operation consisted of fac-

ing off the base. The base thickness was

again gauged, this time more accur-

ately, with a pillar gauge. The bases

were also tested for flatness, and the

» 0nt^ jf ' tMTT^JI ^»tf tfr"

VHnnvvw .\\i> i-ii-tm (H'kkatiuns i-ack bask and centre.

The marking for the centerina: operation

is also shown on fourth and fifth oper-

ation diagram.

Rough and Finish Turning and Profiling

After the sixth operation, rough turn-

ing, tlie shells were gauged for diameter

with a snap gauge. A careful examina-

tion of the material was also made for

seams and other defects. When found

correct the work was stamped and
passed on to the rough nosing operation.

This latter was rather important, in

that here the shells were all brought to

a uniform length. The length was
checked with a length gauge and the

profile with a gauge laid along the side

of the shell. This gauge is not ver>-

reliable and the safest way is to put a

shell ahea<l throngli the profile lathe to

see if sufficient stock is being left on

for finishing. As in the profile lathe, the

work was stopped on the open end, it

was necessary to see that the end-facing

tool in the rough noser was cutting

cleanly and not leaving ragsred pieces

sticking up which would alter the loca-

tion of the profile. The work was here

stamped on the open end.
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SEVENTH OPERATION—ROUGH NOSING.

The eighth operation, profiling, which

also included finishing the outside of the

shell, was next. The work was cheeked

with the high diameter ring, the low

diameter being gauged with a snap tried

on at each end, and the middle. The

profile was examined for shape and lo-

cation, and the heat number and series

letter transferred to the nose of the

shell. It will be noted that the full heat

number was here placed on the shell in-

stead of the heat number symbol, which

had been used previously. Using a sym-

bol for the heat number saves a lot of

stamping as a heat number may contain

five or six figures whereas a symbol con-

taining not more than two figures can

just as easily be used. A careful ex-

terior examination of the material was

again made and all doubtful lines filed

to see their extent. The work mark was

placed under the series letter on the

nose of the shell. It should be noted

here that it is not safe to let the shells

get below the mean diameter, as it is

frequently found that they will turn out

light weight.

Eough and Finish Boring

Rough boring the hole constituted the

ninth operation, the work being gauged

with a low diameter plunger and a high

diameter plug; the former being mark-

ed to check the depth of the rough bore.

A percentage of the shells were tested

for concentricity, and a watch kept on

The inspection of the inside finisli

operation requires great care, and, from
this operation on to the completion of
the shell, the shop inspection requires

to be very carefully carried out. Gaug-
ing the finish on the bore is not possible,

the only safe way is to insist that the

finish be kept up to a high standard.

The shells were here examined for si/.e

and depth of hole with a plunger, and.

as all shells were to standard length, all

holes and base thicknesses should be the

same. The walls were examined for

thickness and concentricity with a wall

c'aliper. The wall caliper is a rather

difficult gauge to use until one is ac-

customed to it. It is preferable, how-

ever, except for getting the exact thick-

ness of the walls in parts of an inch, to

the heavy micrometer. The Wall cali-

per with" the multiplying pointer which

is sometimes used for this work is good

;

but it is very slow.

If the shells have been centred reason-

ably true with the drilled hole, little

trouble will be run into from eccentri-

city. Cheeking up on the centring de-

^i
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NINTH OPERATION—ROUGH BORING,

the chucks to see that they ran true. The
bore was also examined to see that it

was reasonably smooth. The work was
marked on the left side of the series

letter on the nose.

EIGHTH OPERATION—PROFILE AND OUTSIDE BODY FINISH.

vice is therefore a better method of
curing eccentric shells than all the fancy
gauges for detecting them after they are

made. The low end of the dumbell
gauge was used to see that the pocket-

ing at the bottom of the hole was not

excessive. The correctness of the inside

finish operation was certified to by locat-

ing the stamp at the right hand side of

the series letter on the nose.

Forming Nose Interior

The eleventh operation consisted of

forming the nose of the shell. To test the

concentricity of the part to be threaded

with the cavity, a plunger was used.

This plunger was marked, and gave an

additional check on the depth of the

hole; a high diameter plug was also

tried in the nose. The angle of the fuse

seat was checked with a small plate

gauge made to the correct angle. Too
much reliance should not be placed on

this gauge, the best test to make is to

send an occasional shell along to the

thread miller and test the seat with the

screw gauae. The high and low diam-

eter of the recess on the outside was
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TBNTH OPERATION—FINISH BORING.

gauged with a plate gauge drawn across

the nose. The profile gauge was also

tried on the shell to see that the line on
it corresponded with the nose. The dis-

tance from the nose to the fuse hole

undercut, both high and low, was cheek-

ed and the undercut examined to see

that it was large enough in diameter and
free from sharp corners. Watching the

diameter of the undercut is well worth
while, if it is too small, it will surely

cause trouble later on when the screw

gauge is used. The distance to the

undercut is very important. If it is too

far down the shell it is a difficult rectifi-

cation to make, and if it is even a very

small amount too high up, the screw

gauge will not seat ; correcting this

error may result in getting the undercut

too wide. Just why this undercut could

not be put, say 1-16 ins. further down,

is not apparent; if it could, a lot of

trouble and misery would be avoided.

The mark for the correctness of the

nose was made above the series letter on

the nose.

Band and Base Recessing

Putting in the band recess came next

in order. The location of the recess was
checked with a gauge made like a try

square. The short leg lay across the

nose while the long leg extended down

the side of the shell, having a mark on

it which corresponded with the upper

edge of the recess. The diameter, high

and low of the recess, was tested with

would deceive one if the eye were de-

pended on alone. The recess was ex-

amined to see that it was cleanly cut.

the ribs not torn, and that the rags were
removed from its edges. A plate gauge
was used for the width of the recess.

The correctness of this operation was
certified to by a work mark located in

the recess between the ribs and in line

with the series letter. There are two
reasons for locating the shop inspection

marks around the series letter. One is

that the heat number is already ap-

propriated by the higher ups, while the

other is that it forces the inspector to

look at the series letter, and a stray

shell will be detected.

The thirteenth operation, forming the

base recess, is one that will repay watch-

ing if I'eetifieations are to be kept down.
The thickness left in the base of the

shell was examined by putting the shell

on a pillar gauge, no limits were allow-

ed as it was endeavoured to hold a con-

stant thickness. The flatness and

smoothness of the recess were examined
with a straight edge. A 2 ins. scale
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TWELFTH OFERATTON—B.\ND RECESS.

a snap gauge. The size of the ribs and

the undercut can be examined with the

eye; but it is advisable to use the

gauges on these parts frequently in

order to catch a gradual change which

'H
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ELEVE.VTH OPERATION—FORMING NOSE INTERIOR.

may he used for this work ; but it is

dillicult to handle as the fingers obstruct

the light. A better appliance is a

straight edge deep enough to hold easily.

The diameter of the part to be threaded

and also (he counterboro were examined

witli plug gauges. The height from the

l)()ltom of the recess to the top of the

thread was also checked. If, on account

of wear on the tools, this distance was

allowed to get too high, threads would

liegin to show up when the base of the

shell was faced off to weiglit. Follow-

ing the example of the Government

Examiners, the work was marked in the

hasp near the side.

Nose and Base Threading

After tlu> fuse hole was threaded, the

screw gauge was used to see that it was

sized correctly and tliat Ihe thread was

true with tlie seat. The high diameter

plug was also tried in the thread. This

plug is a big improvement over the high

screw gauge formerly used in that it

allows more latitude for setting the tap

and vet it catches nearly all the defec-
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THIRTEENTH OPERATION—BASE RECESS.

live threads. The thread was ex- sary to S'o over the shells here with

iimined to see that it was all there, and all the gauges, the more important

that the shoulder below the undercut points, however, were carefully covered,

liad not been damaged by the hand sizing and of course any item which was known
tap. The correctness of the fuse hole to have been slipped up on the line was

was certified to

by a work mark
placed on the

side of the shell

in line with the

series letter.

Base tapping
was an operation

which was not

gauged, as solid

taps were used.

The threads
were e.xamined,

and care taken

to see that the

bottom of tho

base recess had
not been dam-
aged by fihips

getting under
the end of the

tap.

The shells were
next thoroughly cleaned, and, before

being passed into the inspection

room, were subjected to a final shop

inspection. It was not found neces-
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PIFTEEiNTH OPERATION—MACHrNING BASE PLATES

specially looked out for at this stage.

Base Plate Finishing

Machining the base plates is also a

preliminary operation and should be
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FOURTEENTH OPERATION—FACE-OFF B.^-SE TO WEIGHT.

mentioned. The base plates were exam-
ined with a snap gauge for diameter

over the threads. The length of the

thread was gauged with a small plate

gauge, while the camber on the face was
examined with a gauge having a step ol'

.004 ins. on one side of it. When laid

on the face, this gauge should touch

across one half of the diameter, and the

step should touch at the circumference

directly opposite, thus giving the re-

quired camber of .002 ins. The threads

were tested by trying a few base plates

in sizing die, which was kept adjusted

to suit the solid tap used on the base

recess. The finish on the face and the

material were also examined. The b.ise

plates were marked on the end of the

square shank.

AN AMERICAN CONFESSION

IN the early days of the great war says

the Scientific American, "the American
public was dazzled and astounded by

the public reports of the contracts for

enormous quantities of munitions, at

unheard-of prices that were being plac-

ed with our manufacturers by the Euro-

pean Allies, and it was regarded as quite

natural and fitting that European coun-

tries, in their condition of unprepared-

ness, and dire necessity, should turn to

America, with its reputation for mech-
anical ingenuity and ability, and its

great factories, for assistance. American
manufacturing organization and ability

was to be pitted against that of Ger-

many, and the result was contemplated

with complacency. American energy and
efficiency was to show its superiority

over the supposedly sterotyped routine

of continental shops; but the actual re-

sults have been a humiliating surprise,

in many instances, both to the public

and to many an optimistic contractor.. .

. .One of the worst features of our fail-

ure to make good in the production of

arms and ammunition of a satisfactory

quality is the loss of prestige that Amer-
ican manufacturers will suffer after tlie

war is over, when trade will be needed

to keep all of our new mushroom plants

going The trouble with our manu-
facturers does not lie in the character

of our machinery, nor in the ability of

American workmen, for we have as skil-

ful mechanics as any other country, but

rather in matters of organization and

superintendence. Then, again, there is

a fatal tendency among many of our

shops, when taking up a new product,

to start in without a thorough under-

standing of the requirements, and to

jump at conclusions. Another habit is

to attempt to tell the buver what he

ought to have instead of givine him

what he wants."

©

Vancouver, B.C.—The establishment

of a smelter on the coast of British Col-

umbia with a measure of Government
assistance was foreshadowed in a speech

read by Lieut.-Governor Barnard on the

occasion of the openin? of the Provin-

cial Legislature on March 1.
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Female Labor on 8 ins. High Explosive Shell Machining
Staff Article

Although not engaged in the production of the largest and heaviest shell being furnished
by Canadian metal-working esta-lilishment.i. the plant from, which the accomponging article

was derived is engaged in the macliining of that next in order in the matters of Igpe. size and
weight. An added interest mai/, however, be aroused ndien cognizance is taken of the excel-

lence of the facilities provided for reducing to a minimum the labor of handling such heavy
pieces as ^-i n eh high explosive sheU bodies and adapters bi/ women operators.

IT
IS more than probable that when

events enable an impartial review to

be made of the history of munitions

makin? in Canada, the entry of female

help, 'as an active factor in production,

or two exceptions, which will be

in due course.

ited

.\l'I'l:uXI.\IATE FORGI.NG SIZES OF S-INCH HOWITZER SHELL.

will be "iven a prominent place, not only
on account of the novelty of the situa-

tion, but because of the stimulating ef-

fect it lias had in developing machine
shop methods, devices, and conditions.

Women and girls accustomed to oftice,

warehouse, and light factory work are

now employed successfully on all sizes

(if shells, although the largest and small-

est offer the best proposition, the for-

mer because installations of labor-sav-

ing devices which were desirable, even
with men operators—were with suitable

refinements, readily adaptable to opera-

tion by women, while 12 and 18 i)dT.

shells could be handled readily without

special apparatus.

Women Workers

The executives .of tlie plant described
in this article were amongst the first to

icaeh a decision on the matter, and the

entire work of macliining, assembling, The subdivision of the work resulted
and inspecting 8 in. shells and adapters in about twenty-five separate handlings,
is accomplished by female help with one While large, however, the time and la-

bor involved is probably less, all told,
than would be the case in a shop em-
ploying skilled mechanics and using
standard types of machines which do a

maximum number of operations at one
setting. This result was accomplished by
installing conveyor tracks of a suitable
type and on such a liberal scale that no
machine operator is required to exerl

more than a ten or twelve pound effort

in any direction either while chucking
the work or operating the machine. Lift-
ing of the shells by unaided physical
effort is entirely tabooed.

Type of Equipment

A satisfactory system of handling
having been decided upon, the problem
of machines remained, and the manner
in which this has been tackled and solved
constitutes, in the opinion of many, .i

It was assumed at the outset that me-
chanical ability should not be expected
from the great ma.i'ority of the help, and
for this reason
the operations

were so simpli-

fied that any
worker of aver-

age- intelligence

could quickly
understand the

work, while, on
the other hand,
the machines
were designed

and built on a

system which
not only' gave
them a high dc

gree of "fool-
proofness," but insured
high output of accurate

LIST OF OPERATIONS.

Bixl.v.

liou^li drill nose.
Kough turn body.
Kough turn profile.
Cut off base and nose.
Rougti bore body.
Rough bore profile.
Einisli reaui interior.
Second rough turn body.
Finish turn body.
Second rough turn profile.

Fininh turn profile.

Base.

Rough iiiunterbore nnd face.
Finish ii'.im counterbox.

FinisJi ream.
Rough tap base.
Finish tap base.

General.

Finish anil tap nose.
Fit and drive adapter.
Roll adapter joint.
Rough fare and weigh.
Groove and weigh.
I'refis on copper band.
I'Miiish turn copper band.
Cut off square.
Finish face. etc.
<iovprnuient inspection.
\"aniish. paint and ship.

a surprisinsjlv

w.irk.

DUILI.JNO SHELL NOSES 1\ .\ I'dL I: S I •! M .| .1 . MM lll\l, Willi |M.|\||,|
Mirrnii iPiiivKs .\.\i) nYi)it.\i;Lir Fiomis .\.\ii iiAMH.LNt; geau.

unique instance of mechanical genius.
daring and accomplisiiment. Tradition
has been rudely jarred in many other
fields in the last three years, but in

none more than the machine shop.
Quantity production in gasoline en-

gine manufacture had previously laid

good groundwork on which present de-

velopments were built, but even the most
sanguine of engine builders never
dreamed of doing work of similar
weight and accuracy at anytbinir like

tlie speed obtaining in this plant.

Out of tiie twenty-odd operations re-

ferred to, a1)out sixteen arc done on ma-
chines which, except for the gearing be-

tween belt and spindle are operated en-

tirely by hydraulic power. Many of
these are standard heavy duty 26-in.

lathes, stripped of feed gears, shafts.
etc., and fitted with hydraulic cylinders
which operate the carriacre travel, tail-

slock, spindle, chuck, or driver for work,
and in the case of driving the adapters,
torsion is directly a|iplied through a

liydraulicnlly opernled Mtchet lever.
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The foregoing table of operations

gives an approximate idea of tlie sys-

tem, and in conjunction with the photo-

graphs and line drawings will, it is hop-

ed, convey to tlie reader, a clear idea of

the principal features of the system.

Hydraulic Control

The method of operating the liydrau-

lic cylinders might he termed constant

pressure with controlled exhaust; that

is to say, the total pressure on either

side of a piston is constant and by let-

ting the fluid on the other side escape
more or less rapidly, the speed of the

piston, and consequently the rate of feed

of the cutting tool is increased or de-

creased. In order to get consistent re-

sults with this system it is necessary to

have sufficient pressure on the piston to

insure its movement being entirely de-

pendent on the escape of the exhaust.

Thus, if a heavy side were alternatini;

with a light side, the tool must be fed

under the heavy cut with the snme speeil

as on the light, so that the maximum
cut which the machine will take is a

~

factor in deciding the amount of power
required in any one cylinder.

A careful investigation of these points

resulted in a pressure of from 55 to 7'0

lbs. per sq. in. beins; adopted as most
suitable, taking into account the avail-

able spaces in which cylinders had to

FIG. 1. GAUG.E FOR TErSTING CONCEN-
TRICITY OF DRTLLED NOSE WITH

ROUGH BORE.

be placed with a consequent limit to

their diameter. While no definite data

are available as yet, the fact that patent

rights have been applied for, indicates

that results have fully met anticipations

and the commercial development of the

system is a probability of the future.

Reviewing the work in a progressive

manner, reference may be made to the

receiving of the forgings which are dis-

charged directly from the railroad car

onto an elevating conveyor which passes

the forgings through a small, coal fired

furnace for takinir the chill off the ma-

l>ulleys to individual motors on the flooi,

back of the machine. As will be ob-

served from the illustration, the four
machines are l)uilt as a unit, the frame-
work being of heavy channel sections

FIG. DIAGR.'i.M Oi' i..vi'llK Sir(IWIX(
CONTn

terial during cold w-eather, avoiding loss

of time or undue discomfort in hand-

ling them a few minutes later in the

shop.

A Unictue Drilling Machine

The forgings enter tlie building at a

steady rate of one every so many
seconds, according to requirements, the

entrance being through an opening in the

wall behind the four-spindle nose-drill-

ing machine, illustrated on page 207
The opening is level with the platform
shown in the foreground, and the forg-

ing travels with very little effort on the

roller runway till it is abreast of the

platform when it is rolled along by men
helpers to the particular spindle in

which it is to be drilled. This drilling

machine is an outstanding evample of

the originality of equipment throughout
the shop .and by means of two valves

the operator controls the work from the

instant when it is pushed along the

track onto the supporting arbor, the tilt-

ing- of the arbor from a horizimtal to a

vertical position being done by hydrau-
lic power also. The spindle of the ma-
chine is a square sliding shaft driven by
a large pulley with belt drive over guido

PlilNCirl.ES OF HY1>K.\U1/1<J I'KWO
OL.

with two platforms on the upper part,

one carrying the driving pulleys and the

other carrying the hydraulic feed cy-
linders.

The tilting arbor is controlled by a
four-way valve] which is referred to
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FIG. ;'. SECTION OF HYDRAULIC
CONTROL VALVE.

subsequently. No preliminary center-
ing is done, as the drill used is mere-
ly long enough to provide for a reason-
able amount of grinding and is socketed
directly into the end of the square spin-

dle, giving ample rigidity when starting

the hole on uneven surfaces.

The drilled forging is tested with a
gauge, as shown in line drawing, Fig. 1,

which checks the concentricity of the

hole with the internal surfaces, after
which the forging is sent along one of
several runways which extend along the
shop, and has only a few feet to travel

wlieii it reaches the rough turning
lathes.

The machines for each successive oper-
ation are arranged transversely across
the length of the shop so that several

streams of shells are proceeding' parallel

witji each other through the various
zones of operation until the primary
lathe work is accomplished and the shell

is ready for the group operations con-

nected with the base,' nose, and band.

A Lathe Without Feed Gears

On this page is reproduced a view of

a hj'draulic lathe on the rough turning
operation. This is a standard 26-in.

heavy duty lathe which was formerly
built in considerable quantities by this

rtnn for other concerns as well as for

its own use. Those in use here are all

hydraulioally operated, the line draw-
ings. Figs. 2 and 3, showing diagrama-
tically the method of operation. Afl

feed gears and shafts, carriage apron,
and tailstock hand-wheel have been re-
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moved. At the end of the bed cylinder

A rests between the shears and is con-

nected to the carriage by a piston rod
which extends throug'h below the tail-

stock casting. On the rear end of the

tailstock casting a small cylinder, B, is

IiDUBLE-KMl irTTIMJ-llKF MA' lilM.
WITH HYDR.\ULIC FEEDS AND

E.I ECTOR.

mounted for activating the tailstock

spindle, while on the rear end of the

headstock a large diameter cylinder, C,

is mounted, which actuates the draw bar

through the spindle to tigliten tlie self-

centering expanding driver which grips

the forging on the inside. Lever D oper-

ates the control valve E connected with

cylinder A, and by moving this lever

more or less in the desired direction,

the piston in the cylinder and also the

lathe carriage is moved accordingly.

Simplified Control

As seen in the engraving the control

for the tiiree cylinders has been well

centralized. A four-way valve on top of

the tailstock controls cylinder B. An-
other four-way valve just above the

shears, in front of lever D controls the

driver, lever D itself being placed with-

in easy reach, but not so as to interfere

with the operator's movements. Con-
trary to expectation, the piping is com-
paratively simple in arrangement, al-

thouo-h the iinnroviscd nature of the vari-

ous devices imparts a somewhat com-
plex appearance to the apparatus.

The controllinir valve E, Yis. 3, is

numbered to correspond with Fig. 2; it

is shown in midposition. Pressure inlet

1 is closed, ns are also the exhaust ports

into outlet pnssaees 4 and 5. Connec-
tions 2 and '.] go one to each end of cy-

linder A. When lever T) is moved to the

left, the solid central piston allows pres-

sure to pass to the right tbrous'li the per-

forated piston into passage 2 and thence
to the risrht end of cylinder A. No move-
ment can ta'-p place, however, until the
other perforated piston uncovers ex-

haust ports into snacp 4, allowincr liquid

from the left end of cylinder A to es-

cape through passages 3 and 4. By
suitable arrangement of holes in valve E
the exhaust can be regulated to a nicety

resulting in an ideallj- smooth uniform
and powerful movement of the lathe car-

riage in either direction and at any
speed, variable while the tool is cutting.

Handling the Forging

The handling devices are very simple
and obvious, though not in general use.

Each conveyor track is laid between two
rows of machines which are loaded from
the back. Reference to the illustration

will show a supporting frame between
the shell and the carriage. This is a

hinged portion on the end of a branch
from the main track. When placing a

shell in the lathe, the operator has it

rolled toward her by a helper who serves

a group of machines. Arrived on the

frame, she presses a pedal with right

foot just below carriage, thus raising

the shell level with the spindle. The
shell rests on rollers carried by the frame
and little effort is necessary to slip it

over the driver. Still holding the pedal

down, she opens the tailstock valve

which causes the tail centre to advance
against the hole in the nose with a cer-

tain definite pressure, after which the

tailstock spindle is locked in position

and machining' commenced.

Use of Stellite

The cutting metal used in this and all

the other turning operations is Stellite.

The various grades of this metal now-

obtainable enable a wide variety of re-

quirements to be met. As used in the
majority of the machines in this plant,

stellite is in the form of 1 in. square
bars supported in solid tool boxes with
no overhang, and clamped along their

full length to within a very short dis-

tance of the point. For reasons of com-
fort and safety, a copious supply of lub-
ricant is used, although a cutting speed
of 55 ft. per min with Vi in. feed and
y2 in. in depth of cut, results in chips
which are uncomfortably hot in spite of
the lubricant. The length of the paral-

lel portion rough turned at this time is

approximately 14 in., and on occasion a

stellite tool has rough turned 60 forg-

ings without grinding, average perform-

ances being well over 50 forgings. When
it is considered that the former figure is

eq.uivalent to 840 feet of 8 in. shafting,

while the tool passes over a surface ex-

ceeding 114 miles in length, the won-

derful nature of this alloy is more readi-

ly comprehended.
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The nose profile is now rough turned
in a 26-in. lathe of the tyiie used for

the body diameter, thus completing
those operations in which the heiaviest

work is dune.

Double End Cutting-off

The operation of cutting-off the base
and nose is performed simultaneously in

a specially constructed machine. In the

course of certain experiments the engi-

neering department evolved a driving

head in which tlie shell is held inside

of the driving spindle so that both ends
can be operated on simultaneously. The
experiments were not completed but sev-

eral of the machine parts were found
adaptable in a number of instances such

as this, So that the entire equipment
possesses a degree of individuality

found in few, if any, other shops en-

gaged in munitions.
Line drawing Fig. 4 is a plan view of

tliis machine, A being the driving head.

VIEW (IF i'.iiuim; maciiim: .-iiiKUiNC 11 vnKAii.ir feed ('Vi,i.\ni:i;. I'Kixin^
HEAD A.ND CLA.Ml'ING EIXTfEK.
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B the base cyliuder, (' the nose cylin-

der and D the ehuckiiig cylinder. These

four units are securely bolted to a coii-

|i!e of 18 in. x 6 in. I l)eams and com-

I Mi n MYDR.MILU' CLAMPING FIXTURE
FOR SHELLS.

|ilete the operation on both ends in 4

luin. 8 sec. The e.xterior of the shell

uose being rough turned, the interior of

chuck is curved to fit it. The piston rod

of chucking cylinder D extends through

the shell during the operation and

liy means of a detachable cross bar,

is etnployed to draw the shell tightly

into the curved end and hold it there

while chuck .iaws are tightened on the

base end. On completion of the cut, the

chucking cylinder D forces the shell out

unto a short runway (see illustration on

liase 209 from where it is rolled back

llli fi. THREE CUTTIDR BORINC HEAD
FOR ROUGH BORING PORGINGS.

into the main conveyor to proceed to the

horinjf machines.

The disposition of the metal in the

forging, diametrically, has therefore

been determined from the bore, starting

with the drilling operation where the

forging was centered on an arbor so

tliat the hole in the nose was concentric

wi(th f.he bore of the forging, subsequent

rough turning removing any eccentricity

in the walls, while the shell as now de-

livered to the boring machines has a ma-
chined diameter for chucking by, and a

machined surface at the nose end which

is now the starting point for locating

lengithwise dimensions.

PIG. 7. ArORN TYPE OF HEAD FOR
MACH'INIXG INTERIOR PROFILE

OF NO.SE.

Boring Operations

The work of machining the interior is

divided into three groups of operations,

boring, base finishing and nose finishing.

The boring operations are three in num-
ber, rousrh bore straight, rough bore nose
and finish ream; identical machines ar^

used in eacli uperatuin

cutter heads for eacli.

One of these' machines is illustrated

on page 209. The main casting will

be recognized as a lathe bed, the driving

head is tlie same unit as used on the

cutting-otf machine, the hydraulic feed

cylinder at the right was cast from the

pattern of a gas engine cylinder, while

the shell is chucked by a hydraulic

clamp in the fixture at the other end of

the bed. The illustration also shows one

of the transverse platforms connecting

the main runways, one of which passes

behind the machine illustrated. From
this runway a short hinged gangway
enables the shells to be rolled straight

into the fixture, which consists of a hori-

zontal open-sided gap casting A; see

line drawing. Fig. 5. The shell is cen-

tered on three point contact, two of

which are inserted hardened steel blocks

supporting tlie shell at either end of the

straight machined portion, while clamfi

bar B is tightened against the opposite

side. Meanwhile the machined end of

the nose has been placed in contact with

the end of casting A, which locates it

positively in relation to the feed bar

stops, and also allows the use of a co-

pious stream of lubricant applied at the

proper place. A simple arransvment of

toggle gear is combined with hydraulic

cylinder C. ^^^len the fixture is open,

tile piston is drawn down, contracting

the tosrgle and raising the opposite end

of links D, while bar B occupies a hori-

zontal position as shown by dotted lines.

When clamped tight, the parts occupy
the positions shown by the full lines,

the only effort required of the operator

beincr that necessary to swing clamp B
up into position.

The driving head which occupies the

centre of the machine is provided with

a long square hole through the centre

in which the square boring spindle is a

very accurate fit. This square hole is

of sufficient length to maintain the spin-

dle in accurate alignment with the cen-

tre of the shell as held in the chuck,

and continuous operation 24 hours per

day and 7 days per week, has failed to

reveal 'any weakness in several months'
operation. The piston rod is coupled to

the square spindle through the medium
of a thrust Ijearing and in the case of

rough borino;, jt feeds the tool at 1/4 in-

per revolution. It is able to do so be-

cause of the three cutter tooli used,

which reduces the work of each cutter

and produces a reasonably smooth sur-

face which can be afterwards reamed at

one pass. Line drawing. Fiar. 6, indi-

cates the type of cutter referred to. The
portion bored is approximately 14 in.

lonar and occupies 2 min. 5 sec. of actual

cutting time.

Nose Boring Tools

The tools used in boring and finish-

insr the nose interior are of similar de-

sign with three inserted teeth. The
rougher is notched as shown in line

drawing Fis:. 7, while the finisher is

carefully sized all over so as to finish

both the parallel portion and the nose.

Considerable care is exercised in the

Willi suital)le latter opei'.atioii to insure a smooth fin-

ish, thus extending the time to 4 min.

sec.

In all of these boring machines, posi-

FINISIilNi; I'KOI'II.E OF SHF..LL NOSE.
THE CVLINDEI: IN THE FOREGROUND
OPERATES THE RADIAL TOOL-BOX.

five stops are provided on the end of

the square spindle next feed cylinder.

These make contact with the end of the

square hole driving sleeve, dispensing

with any gauging on the part of the

operator.

Maintaining Accuracy
In spite of tlie close limit-s which are

held in these roughing operations, the

rough drilled hole in the nose may
now be slig'htly eccentric with the

finished bore, and this inaccuracy is

removed by holding the shell on a formed

/CUIDE BUSHING

THRU5T BEARING

FU;. S. ARRANGEMENT OF RODGHIN(i
CUTTER BAR FOR RECESSING BASE.

arbor mounted in the special geared

head previously referred to, while a tur-

ret with suitable tools trues up the hole

and forms a beveled edge by which the

shell may be supported on the tailstock

centre during the final machining of the

exterior, thus insuring the requisite de-

gree of concentricity between interior

and exterior.

These operations consist of two fin-

ishing cuts on the body and the same on

FIG 9 TWO DIAMETER REA^rBR FIN-
ISHING BASE. THRUST BEARINO

ACTS AS FEED STOP.

the profile. The first finishing- cut brings

the body diameter to nearly size, and

also reduces the base diameter up fo

where the band groove is cut; the sec-
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'iiid eat is the final and brings the body
<liameter within the required limits.

.Similar procedure on the nose profile

i-oinpletes what might be termed oper-
ations of the first magnitude, which im-
part the basic accuracy to tlie i^roduct.

Profiling Lathes

I'rofile-uu'uing un the nose is the con-
rludinjc operation of the primary group.
Holh in the roughing and finishing

operations the thickness of metal is de-

li'rmined positively by the use of a

sleeve, one end of which fits' against the

finished interior surface of the nose,

while the other is positioned against the

end of the driver in the latlie spindle.

The only movement of the tool, there-

t'>'re, is radial, passino- around the curve
iif the nose, and this allows the use of a

Hxcd {.arriage, leaving the depth of cut

as the only adjustment over which the
(iperafor has control. See page 210.

l?adial movement is imparted to the

tool blo«k by the cylinder shown in fore-

•jround, ivhich is pivotally mounted on
the carriage, so that when the piston i>;

I'ull back, the radial link is at ria'h':

aiiu'les to the shell.

All that the operator luis to du in the

way of tooling is to feed forward till the

tool is touching the shell, and then push
<iver the control lever located at her
right . the distance through which the
lever is moved governing the rate of
Feed. Because of the pivoting of the

cylinder, flexible pipe connections are

necessary. Hydraulically operated
drivers andi tailstoek spindles are fitted

on all of these lathes.

This operation is an instance of the

wide range of application of S'tellite.

With a feed of Vs in. per rev. and a light

finishing cut, the finished surface is all

that <-an be desired. The cut'ting speed
starts a( over 200 ft. per min. on the

AHAl'TKi: DRIVING MACIIIXE WITH HYDRAULIC RATrilKJ lui; FINAL
TIGHTENING OF ADAPTERS IN PLACE.
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body and gradually decreases as the poin*

of the nose is reached, the net time be-

ing 1 min. 24 sec. All of these lathes
are fitted with foot operated platforms
under the shell, which enable 'the opera-
tor to set up and remove the work single-

handed with slight effort and very little

time. The lever extending from the top
of the head's'tock is part of a foot-brake
with which' every machine throiughout
the factory is fitted. It is pedal operated,
the foot lever being held down by a de-
tent so tliat the machine cannot be start-

ed inadvertently until the oporatoi- 1,-

prepared.

Base Operations

This work is divided amongst Hirer
groups of machines in the following
manner:—1st, rough out the counter-
bore and face the end to a certain high

limit; 2nd, ream the
counterbore and por-

tion of bore which is

*to be threaded: ;^rd,

tap the thread to fit

adapter. The first

two operations are

performed in boring
machines identical in

construction witb that

used for the borin'.i

work already describ-

ed. The cutter heads
used are of conven-
tional design, with in-

serted cutters set for

the required diam-
eters. A special cutter

is provided whicli

chamfers the edge of

'the coiniterbore just

ahead of the borini;

cutters: this is done
to prevent the form-
ing of a ragged edge,

which would interfere

with the removal of
jiilot bushings for

guidinir the boring

'lAi'i'iNO .NOSES head during this oper-

iilMOS. ation. The arrange-

ment of these bars is shown dia-

gramraatically in line drawings, Figs.

S and 9. In Fig. 9 the smaller set of

cutters ream out the body to tap-

ping size, while the larger set ream the

diameter of tlie counterbore and face the

CUTTING 'SQUARES ClFI' ADAPTEUS IN
HA'n-ERY OF HACK SAWS WITH COM-

PLETE SYSTE.M OF CONVEYOK
RU.NWAYS.

bottom of it to fit properly against the

llaiiu'e of the adapter.

Threading the base is done with Vic-

tor collapsible taps and Colbum heavy

duty drilling machines. It is divided

into roughing and finishin>_', the tap

which does the roughing being fitted

witli a ball-liearing keyway, which elim-

inates all driving- friction, allowing the

tap to enter freely and form a perfect

thread without any chance of stripping

with unskilled help. The second tap is

more of a reamer, and is arranged to take

just enough of a cut to insure a good

surface on the thread. Hotli taps operate
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,

;it the same speed, viz., 40 sec. per sheil.

All of these drills are fitted with tilt-

ing chiK'ks into which the shell is slip-

ped w'lien in a horizontal position, run-
way rollers being' laid in position at

each chiK-k.

Nose Operations

Four separate operations are required

to finish the nose, viz., bevel, recess,

ream and tap. The tapping is divided
into three stages. Si.x 12 in.' Barnes
vertical drills are used, each of which
does only one part of the work. TJiey

are arrariged in a row, forming a six-

spindle gang drill, and the shells travel

past eacli spindle in succession, being op-

erated on in the order mentioned above.

.V view of these drills is reproduced on

page 211, the three nearest having

Murchey collapsible taps with floating

drive from the machine spindles. The
special chucks fitted to these machines
are also shown, the hinged strap beinu

locked by an eccentric lever. Cuttins'

compound is used freely, the table

draining back into the shop system

which is referred to later. The aver-

age time for a shell to pass through

the group is just over 6 min.

Washing, Weighing And Gauging

The shells are now placed on two live

rollers and revolved at a moderate
speed so that the compound and other

foreign matter can be rapidly removed
from both interior and exterior, blown
out with an air jet, gauged and stamped,

after which they are washed in lye at

150 degs. and rinsed in water at 110

degs. The tanks containing the solu-

tions are heated by steam jets which are

arranged to circulate the liquid in the

interior of the shells. An endless con-

veyor band extends completely around

the tanks dipping into each and carry-

ing the shells in and out at a speed

which gives an entire immersion of 4

minutes.

After gauging the shells are fitted in-

dividually with adapters, a number of

special benches being fitted up with

racks, and clamping straps wkich enable

the selection of adapters to be rapidly

performed with every assurance of the

threads heing a proper fit in the shell.

The necessity of selecting adapters in

this manner has been found more satis-

factory and quicker than trying to work
to very close limits on the threads them-
selves, as any slight wear on taps or

dies, unless detected immediatelv,

causes sufficient variation to necessi-

tate selective fitting anyway, and by
handling the problem in the manner de-

scribed the output of taps and dies can

be greatly increased.

Concluding Operations

The component parts of the shell,

having now reached a more or less com-
plete state, are submitted for prelimi-

nary inspection by government inspec-

tors, who remove the adapter, and in-

spect every feature of the shell for

finish and accuracy, after which the

concluding operations are performed.
These are of a miscellaneous na-

ture and are all performed in widely

HVDKALLIC B.lNIiIXG TKE.SS ARKANOELi TANDEM rA.^llinX, WITH CONTINUOUS
CONVEYOR SYSTEM.

different machines. Adapter driving,

centreing, rolling and facing; groov-
ing, banding and band turning; cutting

square off adapter, and facing to

weight are necessary to complete the

machine work, after which varnishing

final inspection, and boxing are done.

Adapter Driving Machine

The machines used for this purpose
are very similar to the boring machines,

and offer still another example of the

ubiquitous resourcefulness displayed by
the engineering department. By com-
paring illustration of this machine on

page 211 with that of the boring ma-
chine on page 209 it will be seen that

the general outline is similar, allowing

for the views being of opposite sides.

A driving head in the centre carries a
square spindle, a clamping fixture holds

the shell at one end, and a hydraulic

cylinder at the other end feeds the

spindle. A square hole in the spindle

end engages the square on the adapter,

(just noticeable in the picture), and
with power supplied by the regular belt

drive the adapter is driven home till

the belt slips, the feed cylinder keeping

the spindle firmly engaged with the

square. A ratchet device carried on the

spindle end is operated by a vertical

cylinder at the back of the shell fixture

and of sufficient diameter to put maxi-

mum torsion on the adapter. The oper-

ator turns on the hydraulic ratchet

which makes two or three bites, the entire

ROUGH TURNING ADAPTER F(iI!i;iN<;S IN CHUCKLESS MACHINE WITH
HYDRAULIC CONTROL.
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operation, iududing liaiuiliug, being

completed in less than 2 min.

The subsequent operations are per-

formed in machines of conventional

types, all of which, however, are specially

tooled accordini;' to the particular work
required of them.

Tandem Band Press

Considerable interest attaches to the

method of using the banding- presses.

These are of the radial cylinder type with

eight cylinders each and are arranged
in horizontal tandem fashion with run-
way level with centre of the frames, see

illustration on page 212. The use of

two sets of dies was found desirable ow-
ing to the width of the band; the dies

in the first machine press hardest in the

centre of the band allowing the escape

of all air and thus insuring proper con-

tact on the waves, while the dies in the

second machine spread the pressure out

to the sides of the groove and fill the band
right into the undercut.

After turning the band profile the

shells are handled on individual woodei)

^cradles which travel on a runway extend-

ing along a battei-y of Racine hack saws,

shown on page 211. The finished band
overhangs the edge of the hinged rack

across which the shell is rolled to the saw

when sufficient metal has

been removed, and when
control valve is reversed

a knockout forces the

forging up ready for re-

moval by hand. The
average output is 40 per

hour.

The larger illustration

shows the rough turning

operation which is fur-

ther explained by line

drawing Fig. 10. The ex-

temporized construction

is well shown, driving

Iwad, cylinders, I beam
bed, and pillow block

casting forming arbor
guide. The adapter is

driven by a socket in the

le'nd of square bar into

which the square fits. The
forging is held in this

position by hand with

both cylinders full back.

The right hand cylinder

now advances the sup-

porting arbor, thus clamp-

ing the forging firmly be-

tween the two ends as

shown. By maintaining full pressure on

the back of the left liand cylinder and

DRIVING HEAD

VVOf^t\ SUPPORTING AftiOfl

:!x

."]^=

Eorun F.^ciNi; Aii.\rTi:r; i-(ii;(iiN«.s ix converted
\ I'KTK AT. TfRRET I^ATHE.

square driving bar. The two diameters
of the adapter are roughed off by Stell-

ite tools in 1 min. 40 see.

The subsequent operations on the

adaiiter are completed in turret lathes,

thread cutters, etc., the various toolings

being of familiar types which call for no
special comment.

TOOL BOX

FIG. 10. ri..\X or AU.\PTER ROUGHING MACHINE SHOWINO METHOD OF
FLO.VTING WORK PAST THE CUTTING TOOLS.

labh'. Running from each table to the

platform at the back is a short length

fif conveyor rolls surrounded by an end-

less belt which travels ^ith the shell and

protects tlie band from damage.
Facing off the base, and adjusting the

weight complete the work ready for gov-

ernment inspection before varnishing and

painting. An air-drying varnish is used

which dispenses w'ith baking ovens. A
view of the department where tliis final

work is done is reproduced on this page

the shells being uniler official surveillancu

until they are shipped direct from this

department into railroad cars.

Adapter Operations

The pii.ssibilities of hydraulic control

of machine tools are further illustrated

by two illustrations of adapter machin-
ing which I'ollow. The smaller of these

shows the initial operation of rough fac-

ing, the machine in use having originally

been a Bertram vertical turret lathe. The
cross-slide meohanism has been replaced

by a feed cylinder which forces down a

square ram cari-ying a stationary head

with fkt cutters. The rough forging is

provided with a special sq\iare on the

back which is dropped into a s(|uare hole

in the centre of the revolving table, no
chucking of any kind being required. An
indicating needle iiit'onns the operator

controlling the exhaust from right hand
cylinder, the foi'ging floats across the

cutting tools while being rotated by the

Hydraulic Power Supply

While no definite mention of the num-
ber of machines is permissible, the

amount of hydraulic power required is

a small percentage of the total power
consumed by the machines, ly-i horse-

power being sufficient to provide the ne-

cessary feeds on all of the machineis.

The plant consists of duplicate sets.

VIRW OF FINISHEP SnET,!-."? BEING VARNISHED, I'AINTEH.
BOXED FOR SIIII'MKNT.

I'KCTi:!) AND
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on*" being- reserve, Goulds three-throw
pumps, 7 in. X 7 iii., driven by 30 horse-

power motors. Each pump is a unit by
itself, with its own rec^eiving- tank, two
discarded boilers 72 in. x 12 ft. beinc;

used for this pui-pose.

These tanks are kept about half full

with compressed air connections for
providinij the initial air space. The
liquid used is straight cutting' compound,
and all leaks, bye-passes, coolinc; streams,
etc., drain into a common return tank
from which tiie pump suction is taken.

nUPLICATE POWEli PUMPING PLAWT WHICH SUPPLIES
HYDRAULIC POWER FOR OPERaTIXG THE MACHIXES

nESPKIBED IN THIS ARTICLE.

BRITISH SHRAPNEL MANUFAC-
TURE IN CANADA

THE Canadian Commereia,l . Agent at

Petrograd, Russia, C. F. Just, writing-

to the Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, says it will interest Can-
adian munition workers to know that a

Petrograd publishing liouse has recently
added to its series of technical publica-
tions an interesting booklet entitled,

"The Manufacture of English Shrapnel
in Canadian Factories.'' The authors,
Messrs. Sdzitovesky and Bekker discuss
at length how promptly and with what
ing-enuity the equipmeiff of Canadian
works was adopted to the production of
munitions, and. incidentally also, the re-

sources, incent.iveness and the enthusi-

asm displayed by the workers in tackling
and solving the difficulties of manufac-
ture altogether new to their experience.
The book is very fully illustrated with
cuts and detailed drawings of the tools,

and of specially designed tool parts em-
ployed, accompanied by explanatory text

of the operations for securina' desired

results and the general methods of man-
nfacture. The publication will no doubt

serve as a good advertisement in Russia
of Canada's progressive -industrial
method.s. A copy can be seen at the
Department of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa.

MIS-USE OF GAUGES

By R. Hamilton

A FACTOR having considerable bear-

ing upon tlie incidental expenses con-
tingent to the production of shells is

the maintenance of the

various gauges requir-

ed for the acurate ma-
chining of the parts

to specified dimen-
sions. Owing to the

variety class of men
now employed in mun-
ition plants, and the
limited knowledge that

many of them have of
the actual value of

percision tools, it is

not surprising to see

the latter misused on
many occasions. Shell

operators should more
clearly and fully real-

ize the importance of
these test pieces, giv-

ing more attention to

the handling of the
.same, so that their ac-

curacy may be longer
maintained. Just re-

cently, while passing:

through a large shell-

making plant, I notic-

ed a young fellow us-

ing a 2 inch limit plug
gauge as a hammer to

force a cutting tool to

a desired position.

The practice of plac-

gauge as a hammer to
force a cutting tool to

a desired position

;

eter gauge on the shell, before the lathe
is stopped, has a destructive effect

upon the gauge, as well as tending to
possible injury. Owing to the compai-a-
tively rigid construction of these tools
they do not possess the spring that is

so marked in the ordinary calliper and,
when a shell is somewhat oversize, a
seizure of the gauge results veiy easily,

if the shell is in motion. Inexperienced
operators often believe that time is

saved by placing the gauge on the work
just previous to its coming to a stop.
Sometime ago, an operator was seen pry-
ing a large S inch snap gauge off a

shell by using a "14 inch spanner as a
hammer and lever. After removing the
gauge he cautiously tried it on a fin-

ished shell and found that the high
limit size would pass over. This meant
that the gauge had to be returned to

the tool room to have the size corrected.

Instances similar to these here related

mark the misuse of percision gauges in

many plants, and greater attention

should be given to the instruction of

operators in the proper handling and
care of these expensive tools.

WON'T LEAVE UNITED STATES
RUMORS that the Nathan Manufactui-
ing Co. would move their entire fuse
making department, employing upward
of 3,000 men, to Canada, has been em-
phatically denied by Alfred Nathan,
president and liead of the concern. "AVo
are far too patriotic to close up this

end of our business while the United
States stands in such an uncertain and
critical position," Mr. Nathan announc-
ed. "If our own Government needs the
resources of our company they mont
certainly have the first call on them.'"

In explaining the fact that two car-
loads of machines used in the manufac-
ture of time fuses for shells had recently
been shipped to Toronto and that 6.
Best, general manager of the factorv.
had left for that city, Mr. Nathan said:

"Most of our foreign munitions con-

tracts have been completed and these
machines that were sent were extras that

we had no use for. They comprise onlv

a small fraction of our equipment and
would have very little effect on our pos-
sible output. The simple truth of the

matter is that we had a chance to sell

them to advantage and at the same time
return a favor to an associate who help-

ed us when we started into this husinoss

a couple of years ago."

Mr. Best, the factory manager, will

investigate business conditions in Can-
ada, with the possible idea of establish-

ing a branch factory there, however,
Mr. Nathan conceded. Unless the Unit-

ed States sliould need the fuse product,
Mr. Nathan intimated that this branch
of the business would be discontinued
when the company moved into its new
factory at Flushing next month.
The business originally was limited to

the manufacture of ejectors, whistles,

oil cups and general locomotive equip-
ment. Since the war started, the muni-
tions end has overshadowed the other
branches.

Abrasive Materials.—Experiments re-

cently conducted with abrasive materials
used as powder for lap grinding show-
ed that the initial rate of cutting was
not greatly different for the different

abrasives tested, hut carborundum main-
tained its rate better than others, alun-
dum was next, and emery the least sat-

isfactory. Carborundum, however, was
•found to wear the lap about twice as

fast, and alundum li^ times as fast as

emery. It was also proved that the rate

of cutting is practicallv proportional to

the pressure. The materials upon which
the work was done influenced the wear
of the laps, which was in the following
proportions: Cast iron. 1.00: steel.

1.27; copper. 2.62. Petrol and petrol-

eum are the best lubricants to use with

cast iron lap. the latter, on account of

its non-evaporative qualities, being first

choice. Machine and lard oil were
found to be the best lubricants to use

with a copper or steel Ian. and lard oil

with all laps and all abrasives t&sted.

—the cutting being faster than with
machine oil.
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CRUDE OIL INSTALLATION FOR
SHELL FURNACE
By M. W. Minster.

THE furnace, the oil burning instal-

lation of which is herein de-

scribed, was built and used for

heating 4.5-in. Mark VII., H.E. shells

previous to the closing-in operation. The
fuel used was crude oil, whieii at ordin-

ary atmospheric temperatures is thick

11 nd very viscous, and for proper com-
bustion requires to be heated. Storage
wa.s provided outside the building, the

tank being located, as required by the in-

surance regulations, not less than five

feet from the nearest wall, and with at

least four feet of dirt over it. A 2-in.

filling pipe led from the tank to above
the ground, and a l^-in. suction pips

connected the tank and pump. The pump
was of the geared type, belt driven, and
having 1-in. suction and diseharg'e. The
large suction nipe was provided on ac-

count of the viscosity of the oil..

Tn the discharge line from the pump,
a spring loaded relief valve was pro-

vided, the discharge from the relief

valve being piped back to the tank. In
the relief pipe, a vent was provided lead-

ing to above the eaves of the building
and terminating in a return bend. The
nhject of the relief valve was to pro-
vide a means of regulating the pressure
nf the oil to the furnace, the pump speed
heins: constant.

Constructional Principle

The discharge from the pump was a

%-in. pipe, and was connected to a
main heater. The heater was constrncl-
ed on the principle of tlie

ordinary kitchen boiler,

the reservoir consisting
of a piece of S-inch
pipe. nhnnt f<nir feet

long, closed at each end with a cap. A
heating element, composed of three

lengths of Vo-in. pipe wound into coils

and welded together, was inserted in thf

reservoir with the ends projecting

through the upper cap. A city water
connection was provided in the upper
cap, also a pipe leading to a relief valve

and a bleeder valve, the latter to bleed

out a portion of the hot water if there

was a tendency to form steam in the re-

servoir. The heating surface w-as pro-

vided by a loop of 1-in. pipe starting

from the bottom of the reservoir, and.

after passing across the top of the fur-

nace, returning to the reservoir.

After leaving the main heater, a start-

ing heater was installed in a by-pass in

the oil line. This heater was made up
of one length of V^-in. pipe wound into

a coil about 3 in. in diameter r after be-

ing connected up, the coil was enclosed

with blocks of asbestos 2 in. thick to re-

tain the heat. .lust beyond the by-pas^
a high pressure steam thermometer was
installed in a cross, and beside the ther-

mometer a strainer was provided. The
strainer consisted of a brass shell, hav-
ing a copper gauze basket inside. The
inlet led into the basket, which retained

the fine particles of solid matter. Thi'

basket w'as readily taken out for clean-

ing by removing a plug in the top of the

strainer.

.\fter leaving the strainer, the oil pipe
branched, one branch leading to each
end of the furnace, where the burners
u-ere located. A connection for a pres-
sure gauge was provided where the oil

pipe divided, thus giving the pressure
actually on the burners.

Shut-off valves were pro-
vided at each burner, the

latter being connected
u|i with unions to facili-

JfJIKStK^
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tale removal. The burner consisted of

a 4-in. T, the branch of which was con-

nected up to the air supply from a pres-

sure blower. One end of the run of the

f was connected to the burner opening
in the furnace wall, the other end being

closed with a plug. Through the centre

of the plug a %-in. pipe was passed, the

outer end being connected to the oil sup-

ply by a %-in. angle valve, from which
the valve was removed and the threnl

cut off the spindle. On the inner end

was screwed a hollow casting with a

double thread cast on the outside. Thi;

top of the thread filled the T, and form-

ed a helical passage for the air.

The oil passed through the easting and
entered the tip which was screwed into

it. The tip was bored out to two sizes,

the side screwed into the casting being

14-in. diameter, which was reduced to

1-32 in. where the oil discharged. Lea<l-

'n^ to the small hole wa^ a lielical pas-

sage formed by inserting a small slug,

on which a double square thread was cut

into the i/4-in. part of the hole. As the

helices of the oil and air passages were

iif opposite hands, the oil ami air re-

volved in opposite directions when dis-

charged into the furnace, greatly assist-

ing combustion. The small slug was
tapped to receive a piece of %-in. wire,

the other end of which was screwed into

the spindle of the %-in. angle valve.

This construction enabled the slug to be

moved out and in by hand from its work-

ing position, and, acting as a piimp, of-

ten cleared a slight obstruction in the

lip.

Starting Up
Starting u]i was carried out as fol-

lows : The oil. pump was
started and the relief

valve on the oil line re-

gulated until the desired

|iressurc was reached.

The pressure in this par-

ticular instance was from

.'i.5 to 40 lbs. per sq. in. A
coal oil toiieh was then

directed on the small

starting heater, and, as

the coil and its contents

became heated, cold oil

was drawn out at. the

lurners. This oil was,

of course, saved and re-

(urned to the supply
tank. As soon as the oil

temiperaturc nt the bur-

ers was up to 150 deg.

F., or thereabouts, a piece

of waste soaked in coal

CIIT^DE oil, F1IU.\.\CK IN-

STALr,.\TION Ft)!! UKAT-

I.NG 4.."> INS. .MARK VII. H.

SI1EI,I> PREVIOUS TO
NOSING-IN OPERATION.

r-irtijrr jfM
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oil was thrown into tlie riirnaee and
lij;lited, and the oil turned on to

the burners. If the oil was hot enough
and atomizinn- properly it would ignite

immediately. The blower was then start-

ed and air admitted to the burners.

Air Supply

The amount of air supplied was regu-
lated to suit the quantity of oil neces-

sary to produce the required temperature
in the furnace by gates in the branches
to the burners. It was delivered at 10
oz. pressure from a blower running at

3,200 r.p.m. As the furnace warmed up,
and the main heater became operative,
the starting heater by-pass was closed

and the oil temperature allowed to rise

to about 225 deg. F. The hot water
bleeder was then opened and regulated,

so that a temperature of from 225 to 250
deg. was maintained.
The size of the fire was not regulated

by the valves in the oil supply line, but
by the relief valve on the pump dis-

charge. Increasing the oil pressure in-

creased the amount of oil passing
through the burners, and conse^^uently

increased the size of the fire. After the

furnace was warmed up properly, the

time required to heat a shell was from fi

to 7 minutes. When shutting down for

more than a few minutes, it was neces-

sary to remove the burners to prevent
the oil in them from baking, due to the

radiant heat from the brickwork. As the

burners could be removed in less than
half a minute, this item was a small

matter. The equipment was designed

and installed under the supervision of

E. C. Fogh, of the Machinery Installa-

tion & Contracting Co., Vancouver, B.C.

BASE PLATE CHUCK FOR 4.5 INS.
H. E. SHELL
By H. A. W.

THE chuck shown in the accompanying
line sketch has given excellent satisfac-

tion in production, and has rarely called

for repairs and adjustments. The main
body of the chuck is made from a good
grade of machinery .steel unhardened.

The nut is also made from good machin-

ery steel, but is pack-hardened. A little

base plate nib. Tlie jaws are made from
carbon tool steel and hardened. Base
plate nibs are forged with a taper which
varies a little in different plants. Rough-
ly, the height of the nib is % of an inch,

^s ins. square at the l>ase and % ins.

square at the top end. The jaws are

made to close to the above dimensions,
but in order that they may accommodate
themselves to a slightly different taper
when necessary, the outside of the jaws
is not turned a straig'ht taper. Their
surface is slig'htly convex, and this en-

ables them to rigidly tighten on base
plate nilbs quite widely different in their

tapers.

As show-n in the sketch, a groove is

turned at the back of the serrated sur-

face where a small piece of music wire
is placed to prevent the jaws from clos-

ing together when a plate is removed,
and making it troublesome to insert an-
other plate. In service this chuck has
turned thousands of base plates, some
very irregular, and we have yet to hear
of one plate that has shifted under the

cutiins' tools.

©
DON'TS FOR SHELL OPERATORS

by .1. R. M.

DON'T throw a shell down unless you
see where it is going to fall.

Don't use a steel rule to pick off the

scale on a rough forging.

Don 't force a gauge over the work

:

it will destroy its accuracy.

Don't try to rectify a damaged gauge;
take it to the tool room.
Don't forget that gooid work cannot

be performed with dull tools.

Don't use liglite^l matches if cleaning

shells with benzine or alcohol.

Don 't forget to keep your machine
well oiled; like yourself it needs occa-

sional feeding.

Don't leave gauges lying where a shell

might chance to fall on them.
Don't let your gauges lie on heated

or frost covered shells; the size will be

effected.

Don't forget that co-operation with

your mate on the other shift means bet-

ter work and more of it.

Don't start work on a new machine

BASE PLATE CHTirK FOR 4.5 INS. H. E. SHELL.

kink to protect the thread on thf chuck

body is to make the threaded portion of

the nut considerably longer than the

length of thread on the body and then

oounterbore the nut, thus keeping the

dirt and chips out of the threads, no part

of same fljeing exposed.
There are four jaws, these .being deep-

ly serrated on the faces that u'rip th''

until you become familiar with the oper-

ating mechanism.
Don't permit your tools to become

over-heated when grinding as their cut-

ting qualities ma^- be destroyed.

Don't leave your machine in a state

of disorder at quitting time, remem-
ber you will be starting again in the

morning.

Don 't try to clean out with your fin-

gers the cuttings from the small hole in

the shell nose; your fingers may easily

be injured.

Don 't allow tools, etc., to accumulate
on the saddle of the lathe, as they may
easily fall o(f and and interfere with its

travel.

Don 't make a practice of ganging the
work while in motion; the gauge may
seize and result in injury to your hands;
besides, the rough surface of the shell

would soon wear the gauging |)oint and
destroy the original size.

-—©
AUSTRALIAN STEEL FOR IM-

PERIAL GOVERNMENT
AS much as possible of Australia's pro-
duction of steel is to be exported to
Great Britain while the need exists, says
Australian Hardivare and Machinery.
It is to take the form of steel rails and
fish-plates, and the available quantity is

50,000 tons for the first six months of
1917. Intimation to the above effect was
made in the Commonwealth Parliament
by the Prime Minister.

The only producers of such materials

in Australia are G. & C. Hoskins Ltd., of
Lithgow, and the Broken Hill Proprie-

tary Co.. who recently established iron

and steel works in the neighborhood of

Newcastle. A sample shipment of 500
tons of shell steel went from the Broken
Hill Co. to the Imperial authorities early

in 1916, and brought an order for a fur-

ther 1500 tons, which the company had
in stock, followed by a request for 10,-

000 tons of round mild steel bars for

munition purposes, over 2000 tons of

which have been shipped.

The Ministry of Munitions then asked
the Federal Government for the estimat-

ed steel output of Australia during 1917
(in separate half-years), and how much
of this could be spared for munition re-

quirements. The Premier was told by
the above-mentioned two manufacturing
concerns that the production would prob-

ably he 120,000 tons for the first half

and 110,000 tons for the second half of

the year. As already stated offer was
made to furjiish 50,000 tons for war re-

quirements during the first six months,

the second six months' supply to be ar-

ranged later. In subsequent cablegrams

the Ministry of munitions sought a

quotation for 7.5-lb. steel rails and fish-

plates delivered in Britain and France,

and for the present the material to be

supplied will probably take this form.

The 50,000 tons of' steel is the small

half of the Australian output. Every

ton was already pledged to the Federal

and State Governments, and only by

interrupting work already in hand or

deferring contemplated enterprises will

the Australian Premier be able to re-

deem his promise. No doubt the country

will stand behind him in the matter.

While directly helping the cause of the

Allies, it will tend to reduce Australian

expenditure, and increase Australian ex-

ports. By responding to the call of

patriotism, not two, but three, birds

will be killed with this one st9ne.
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Manufacturing Brass |
Cartridge Cases |
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For Shrapnel
and

High Explosive

Shell

Staff Article

The manufactitre in Canada of brass cartridge cases for service with 18-pdr. shrapnel,

18-pdr. and 4.5 inch high explosive shell, was in its initial stages no less beset with difficulties

than was that of shell bodies, fuses, etc. As in the case of the latter ,the firms undertaking pro-

duction achieved early success, however, and have, without interruption, continued to add to

it in very material degree; so much so, that, although fewer in number comparatively, they
are easily able to meet the requirements of finished shell of the above types and sizes.

TO the hivinan visitiu^' a plant
where brass cartridge cases are
beina; manufactured, the process

might appear to be simple, althougli ex-

tremely interesting. As a matter of fact,

however, the production of cartridge

cases <3alls for consideral)le skill in the

design of the tools employed, and satis-

factory results have only been obtained
by concentrated eft'ort in overcoming
the numerous difficulties that in the first

instanoe confronted manufacturers of
this product. The e.xtreme accuracy re-

quired in the size of cartridge cases and
consistency in the quality of metal re-

quire that the greatest care be exercised

in their manufacture. For these rea-

sons their production is not such a niie-

chanical affair as the uninitiated might
think. The effieieney of a plant and,
therefore, its output, are , of course,
greatly increased by the use of modern
machinery. At this planf the equipment
is all of the latest type, its general effi-

ciency being of a high order. Tlie build-

ings, too, are of modern construction and
are planned expressly for the purpose
for which they are being utilized; truck-

ing and handiing being thus reduced to

a minimum. The ground plan, illustrat-

ed, shows the general lay-out features.

discs, approximately 750,000 cases can
be produced each month. The cartridge

eases are, of course, made to standard

7a/>er . 04066' fier /ocA.
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SKETCH OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASE FOR 18-PDR. SHEI.r..

5^
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Production Capacity
At the plant which is the subject of

this article, 18-pdr. shrapnel and high

explosive, and 4.5 ins. howitzer brass

cartridge eases are being manufactured,
and with a sufficient supply of brass

IS-I'DI!. CAUTIUIXJE CA.se WITH Ult.WV I Ni; (I. II' ATTACHED.
This Is anioiiK the nuiiUlloiis :i<vcsH<irl('s lielns imiilc in ( aiiinln. ami fmnis an liili-restlng

lilanklng, piercing and drawing.JoJ)

Government speedfications, the practice'
followed does not, therefore, ditier ma-
terially from that of other concerns ia
the number of drawing operations, ex-
cept in a few details—some more or less

important—and in the methods used in

handling the work. The metal from
which the cartridge cases are made is an
alloy of electrolytic copper and zinc, be-
ing in the proportion of approximately
two parts of copper to one of zinc. The
metal possesses very high tensile strength
when annealed and of the proper hard-
ness; tliis feature will be dealt with la-

ter. The brass discs for the 18-pdr. shell

ease are G.0(i2 ins. in diameter and 0..380

in. thick. They are not made in this

plant, but are purchased from various
outside concerns who make a specialty
of them. The discs are generally anneal-
ed in the maker's mill, and are thus
ready for tiie first, or cupping operation
when received at the cartridge case
plant.

Tile manufacture of cartridge cases
consists primarly of a series of drawing-
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(lut and picssini^ operations, tlie former
to make tlie body oC the case and the

latter to form the head and indent in

same for the primer. The presses which
are practically all of I?liss or Toledtj

make, arc powerful machines and are

The pans or trays hold from 201) to

120 cases, the number being reduced as

the staiie of manufacture progresses.

The cases are carried to the furnace on
trucks. The pans are fed into the fur-

nace at the loadin,2' end by means of a

lal. The cast's are |)laced in wire crates

and immersed in a weak solution of sul-

phuric acid, and then in a weak bath of

cyanide of potassium, after which they
are rinsed in water. The crates are

handled l)v means of air hoists.

BRASS CARTRIDGE CASE WITH IS-PDR. SHRAPNEL SHELL INSERTED.

driven from the line shaft li\ electric

llliitnl's.

Annealing and Pickling Features
Before proeeediay with a description

of the main operations, reference should
be made to the annealing and pickling-,

etc. The brass case is worked up in a

cold state. The drawin;.;- and indentinj;

tends to harden the metal somewhat,
eonse(|uently annealing' is necessary to

restore the re(|uired ductility. The 18-

pdr. cases are annealed five times; the

sequence of anneals will be seen later.

The annealing' is done in furnaces which
are all standard Rockwell type equip-

ped to (burn natural gas or fuel oil. There
are six furnaces, four G-burner, and two
4-burner; the larccer furnaces hold six

pans, and the smaller four pans, at a

juisher ojierated Ijy compressed air. At
the end of the prescribed period, the

jians are pushed out at the discharge

end into trucks and wheeled away to be

cooled slowly in the yard outside. Dur-
ing the cooling process, the cases are

protecli?d from the weather ,by over-

head verandahs. The furnaces are work-
ed at a temperature ranging from 1,160

to 1,110 deg's. Fah., according to the

stage of operations, while the time oc-

cupied for annealing varies in the same
way, and ranges from o6 to 30 minutes.

The seleroseope tests will be dealt with

later. In each furnace is a Bristol elec-

tric pyrometer connected to registering

and recording instruments for determin-

ing temperatures. The operating pyro-

meters are tested frequently by a mas-

it
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DBPARTMENTAL LAYOUT OV CARTRIDGE CASK MANUFACTURING PLANT.

time. The oil is conveyed to the fur-

naces from two 15,000 gallon under-

ground tanks, by means of a Rockwell
rotary pump operated l)y a % h.p. C. 6.

E. indnetion motor.

ter pyrometer to eliminate any possible

error in registration.

The eases, after teing annealed, are

pickled to remove any scale that may
have formed on the surface of the me-

First Operation—Cupping

To return to the first cupping opera-

tion on an 18-pdr. cartridge ease, the

'brass disc is placed in the press and is

forced through the dies, forming it into

the shape of a cup. One man at this

operation can produce from 380 to 400

cups an hour. The first annealing oper-

ation is now performed. About 200 cups

go to a pan. They are kept in the fur-

nace for 5C minutes at a temperature

ranging from 1.150 to 1,160 degs. Pah.;

after cooling, the cups are pickled and

washed, according to the method alreadv

described.

Second Operation—First R«-draw

This operation is similar to the |)re-

ccding one. The sides are increased in

length and reduced in thickness, but the

liottom of the case remains the same.

The production is practically the same
as for cupping, viz., 380 to 400 an hour.

The cases are again annealed, pickled

and washed, the annealing requiring the

same time, and being carried out at tlie

same temperature as in the first opera-

tion.

Third Operation—Second Re-draw

The second re-drawing operation is

identical with the first, the sides being.

however, further lengthened and reduc-

ed in thickness; the bottom as before

remains the same. Production is on a

like hasis as that for the previous oper-

ations. During these three operations

it is imperative that the bottom of the

case be not reduced, as the full thickness

of metal is required to form the head

and indent. Annealing is not necessary

at this stage, so the cases are taken over

to tlie indent press.

Fourth Operation—First Indent

In this and the succeeding indentin.;

operation a change is made in the char-

acter of the dies employed. In each of

the three preceding operations, the em-

bryo case was forced through a circular

die by a punch traveling vertically

downwards. In this, the fourth opera-

tion, the first indent, for the primer

pocket, is formed in the head, the indent

when finished being machined to take

the percussion primer. The case is plac-

ed over a die, the head of which con-

forms to the shape of indent inside the

case, while the projection on the punch

forms the indent proper.. Two men »re
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rc(iaire(l for this operation, and tlie pro-

dn*tion is about 250 per hour. The cases

are asain annealed, pickled and washed.

For annealing, ahout 16.5 cases consti-

tute the contents of a pan, and the time

occupied is 51 minutes, at a temperature

nin-ins from 1,130 to 1,140 deg. Fah.

Fiftii Operation—Third Re-draw

The procedure adapted for the third

re-draw, and the dies also, are very simi-

lar to the preceding drawing- operations.

except that the end of the punch is re-

cessed So as not to touch the indent. At

this operation, the production is aboul

200 cases per hour with two operators.

The cases are again annealed, pickled

and washed. The annealing takes 42

minutes, at a temperature of 1,110 to

1,120 degs. Fah., the pan holding 160

i-ases.

Sixth Operation—Fourth Re-draw

The fourth re-draw is performed in a

manner similar to the above operation,

the same type of punch and dies being

used. The case has now considerably in-

creased in length, and production is re-

duced to 150 per hour with two opera-

tors. The second indenting follows, and

is similar to the first indent operation ex-

cept that the head is flattened a little.

Two operators are employed at this
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TYPICAL "ROCKWELL" G-BrUXER ANNEALIXO II KNAii; I Ns 1' A I.I.IM i. SHOWING
PAX LOADED WITH CASES BEING FED INTO KLUNACE 1!Y AIR PUSHER.

DUPLICATE PIPES AT SIDE ARE FOR FUEL OIL OR NATURAL GAS.

Eighth and Ninth Operations—Fifth and
Sixth Re-draws

There now follow two re-di"awing

operations, further lengthening- the case,

with a corresponding decrease in produc-
tion. The punch and die employed in

each case is the same. The production

at the fifth re-draw is 150, and, at the

sixth, 130 cases per hour. After the

fifth re-draw, the eases are trimmd. then
annealed, etc. The number of cases per
pan is 120, and the time occupied is 30
minutes in a temperature of 1,110 to

1,120 degs. Fah. After the sixth re-

draw, the cases do not require anneal-

ing again, but they are trimmed ; in

other words, the ragged edges are re-

moved. The sixth draw increases the

length of the case to about 1.3% ins.,

the trimming reducing it to 12 ins.

Heading

The re-drawing operations have now
been completed, but the head still re-

mains to be formed and finished. The
heading is done on a powerful press fit-

ted with two sets of punches and dies,

one used for flattening the head, and
the other for the final heading which in-

cludes forming the primer pocket. The
ram of the press has an indexing fixture

carrying the two punclies, while the re-

volving table in the press has also an
indexing fixture carrying the heading
die holders. A case is first placed ovei'

the plug in the die which is indexed

round until it is in line with the flat-

tening punch. The press is operated and
the head flattened out. The die holder-

now remains stationary while the head-

ing punch is moved into position. Th;-

press is operated again, finishing the

lieading. The table is then moved round
bringing the first die holder to the front

and the second to the back to repeat the

operation on the next case. The press

is fitted with an appliance for ejecting

the headed case. The production is about

450 cases per hour with three operators.

Fla^ Annealing and Tapering

The following constitute the tenth and
eleventh operations. The sides of the

case at this stage of manufacture are

parallel, hut must be tapered, tlie mouth
having to take the base of shell which

is of smaller diameter than the bore of

the gun. Before tapering, it is neces-

sary to anneal the case to allow of the

diameter being reduced without buek-

ling. The method adapted at the plant

under review is known as flash anneal-
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TYI'ICAL HEADING PRESS.

ing and consists of heating the cases

while they are in motion. The machine
comprises a revolving- table carrying the

cases outside and round a series of gas

Inirners. The mechanism is arranged so

as to rotate each case on its own axis

while the table is in motion, thus heat-

ing them uniformly and continuously.

The table travels slowly, but the eases

rotate at a much higher speed.

After annealing, the cases are taken

to a press to be tapered, this being done
in two operations. In the first, the mouth
of the case is reduced to 3% ins. in dia-

meter, the length of the taper being

about 7 ins., at which point the diameter
is 3% ins. In the second operation, the

mouth is made straight for a distance

of 1 in., and is then tapered from that

lioint to the rim on the head, making a

gradual taper of 0.04066 of an inch for

every inch in length. For each taper-

ing operation, two men are employed;
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the production in each case is 250 per

hour.

12th Operation—Machining Head and
Mouth

All operations involving the use of

presses have now ibeen completed, but

the ease is not yet finished. The head

and mouth have to be machined, a num-
ber of BuUard turret lathes being used

for this, the twelfth, operation. The vari-

ous steps in the latter are performed in

the following order:—Rough-bore pri-

mer pocket, form recess in primer poc-

ket, face and chamfer head, finish ream
primer pocket, tap primer pocket, and
finally trim open ond of case.

Rough Boring Primer Pocket

The rough boring of the primer pock-

et is done by a specially designed drill

having three diameters. The drill is

fixed in the turret, the feed being con-

trolled by a suitable stop. The recessing

tool is also in the turret and has a spe-

cial feed device to form the recess at

the bottom of the primer pocket. The

facing and chamfering tools, or form-

ing tools, are on a fixture at the side on

the cross slide. The first of these tools

faces wp the head, after which the two
chamfering tools form the rim of the

head. A reamer on the turret then fin-

ishes the primer pocket preparatory to

threading, through the medium of a col-

lapsible tap, also on the turret. The
threads are fourteen to the inch. The
open end or mouth of case is next trim-

med to length witli a special fixture fit-

ted to the lathe. The trimming opera-

tion reduces the length of ease to 11.60

ins., which is the final length. The
straight part of the mouth is then bored

out to a diameter of 3.285 ins., which is

the finished size.

Inspection and Stamping

A number of operations now follow.

The first consists of hand tapping the

primer pocket threads with a sizing tap.

This is done to insure a high degree of

accuracy at this important point, as the

primer must be a good fit. The cases are

then carefully inspected and afterwards

stamped with the date, Government and
manufacturer's marks, etc. The final or

Government inspection next takes place.

One case out of a series of one thousand

is sent to Quebec for the firing test,

while the balance are stored until the

result is known. ^The cases are then

"^^1^4^-^

111(11, i;(Hi\i. wiinii i\ci.iii:;s n m ii a.nh imiomakixc iui'I'ak tmf.n'I'.

riCKLIXG .\.NI) WASHI.NO TANKS I.N FORKliKOU.NU, AND TYPICAL A.N.NK.VLING
FURNACE IN BACKORdliNli. NOTE AIR HOISTS OVERHEAD EOR

IIAMU.IM; PICKLING CRATES.

packed and shipped. A conveyor system

for handling cases and shell boxes is

installed in the storage and shipping

room, same having been supplied by the

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co ,

Toronto.
Testing

Brief mention has only as yel been

made of the inspection feature which is

of the greatest importance. After eac)i

annealing operation, a case is selectoit

at random and taken to the testingr

room where scleroscope tests are niai'e

to determine the hardness of the metal.

By this method possible errors are de-

tected and corrected. Periodically, a

case is cut in half, and readinvrs taken

nn the scleroscope at various iioint?

across the section. The seleroscopc tests

are necessarv in order that the case when
completed mav fully conform to specifi-

cations. This firm also employ a micro-

scofie for exaniinins test cases to as-'v-

tniii It'c (jualily nf the melal; this is nn
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additional safeguard against rejections.

The scleroscope readings at the head
range from 48 to 58, and at the mouth
the average is around 40. The testing
room has charge of the furnace pyrome-
ters which are regularly compared with

FLASH

gauging- of o\c'rv ((Jiiceiv ahh: dimeiisii)ii.

4.5 ins. Howitzer Cartridge Cases

'Die metliud of manufacturing 4.5 in.

howitzer cartridge cases is practically

the same as that for shrapnel and the
18-pdr. H. E. Although much shorter,

there is only one drawing operation dis-

pensed with. The first four operations,

annealings, etc., are identical with the

18 pdr. cases. The punches and dies are
of the same design, only larger, while
the furnace temperatures and annealing
period are the same for both types. For
the 4.5 dn. case, the fifth operation is

the second indent, followed by annealing
for 44 minutes in a temperature of 1,150

to 1,160 degs. Fah. The third re-draw
is the next or sixth operation, after

which the eases are again annealed for

48 minutes flt the same temperature as

above.

The seventh operation is the fourth
re-draw, which is followed by another
annealing for 48 minutes at 1,150 to

1,160 degs. Fah. The fifth re-draw is

now accomplished, on the conchision of

riNI5HLD

fi:

I 1^ "'T^ ' H ^-aij

SKKTCH on- BRASS CARTRIDGE CASE
FOR 4.5 INS. SHELL.

a master pyrometer. During manufac-
ture the eases are frequently gauged, the
allowable limit being very fine for the
ma.jority of the dimensions. The final

inspection is elaborate and involves the

STOUAGE ROO.M SIIn\VI.\(. ( .\Sl;.s IX BUXD, AWAITING RESULT OF l.'IUIN(4 THSTS
BE'FORE SHIPMENT.

MACHI.VINc; HEADS OK CARTRIDGE CASES ON "Rt'LLARD" TURRET LA|-niO
CASK AfOIITHS ARE TRI.MMED OX THE SA^rE MACHINES.

which the eases are trimmed. The aiuth
operation, that of heading, is performeil

in manner similar to that of the 18-pdr.
cases. The tapering operation then fol-

lows—there being only one taper n the
4.5 in. case, after which the head is

machined and the mouth trimmed like

the 18-pdr. cases. The primer poeket is

afterwards hand tapped, inspeetio« anri

stamping, etc., following same.

Conserving Scrap Metal

Not the least important feature at

this plant is the care taken in collecting

and utilizing the scrap material. A larse
melting furnace is located for the latter

purpose in a separate building. The
furnace is circular and has twelve pits.

The scrap brass having previously been
collected and bundled is melted in cru-
cibles and east into ingots. The brass in-

gots are then sold in tlie open market.
Brass rods are also east here for fuse

body forgings. The trimmings from thi>
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casts before bein^ biiiKlk'il are lieateil

iu a spet-ial furnace to remove oil, din,

etc
Tool Room Equipment

A" very important factor in manufac-
turinu; cartridge cases is the employ-

ment of extremely accurate tools such as

punches and dies. Tliq company make all

their own small tools, and for this pur-

pose have equipped a well appointed

tool room. The equiment installed com-
iirises a numiber of grinding machines by
various makers, including Pratt & Whit-
ney, Brown & Sharpe, Lo Blond, Ford-
Smith and Landis, Blount, Davis auil

Oliver tool room lathes, drilling ma-
chines by the Perfect Machine Co., and
Pollard & Shipman, Racine and Atkins

]Miu-er hack saws, and a Cochrane & Bly
universal milling machine.

The company have also recently equip-

ped a new machine shop in connection

wtih the die-making department, and
have installed a general line of machine
-hop tools. Equipment for making fust

l)ody forginsrs has recently been put in

o]ieration. The 'brass stock from which
the fuse bodies are made is cast in bars,

the latter being cut up in short lengths

on a eirenlar saw and afterwards heated

in a furnace. They are then stamped
in a press and trimmed. The operations

are simple and production correspond-

ingly larffp.

Tm conclusion, mention should be made
of the hishlv efficient organization at the

plant, the regularity and smoothness of

operation making' possible an unusually

liigh rate of production. The degree of

accuracy in manufacturing is apparent-

ly very hig'h. rejections being very few
compftrativelv. Success of the enter-

l^rise has been proven in other ways
mosi substantially.—®
CONVEYORS IN SHELL FORGING

PLANTS
by M. .1. Anderson*

FEW of us who are not directly as-

sociated with the manufacture of

shells and forgings, realize the e.x-

li-nsive part played by conveyors in

speeding up and facilitating the hand-

ling of different commodities required

in the manufacture of munitions. Space
will not permit the treatment of this

subject broadly enough to cover but few

of the ways in which conveyors are used

by munition manufacturers, we will,

therefore, attempt to treat the subject

only as it applies to

the handling of bil-

lelts and forgings.

The handling of

billets and forgings,

©specially the six

inch size and larger,

is one of the mojt
important items of

expense in, connec-

tion with the shell

forging plant, ami
requires careful
consideration. The
way this has been
jsolved in many
plants, by the use

of gravity carriers

and incline power
oonveyors, is more
or less interesting.

Some of these sys-

tems are very unique in their arrange-
ment, and have afforded savings in many
ways. By this means of conveying, the

minimum amount of floor space is re-

quired, and in many cases the conveyors
are hung from ceiling or posts, only us-

ing floor space at the loading point, from
which they raise up on an incline and
continue overhead. Very little power,
as a rule, is required, as the major j>or-

tion of the conveyor runs by gravity,

and power sections are only used w'herc

elevation is necessary.

Power Operated Conveyors

The power section illustrated in Fig.

I, is an arrangement of two endless rol-

ler chains running over sprockets at

both ends. These chains are connected
togethed by short pieces of flat or an-

gle steel, making a solid steel continu-

ous apron for shells to ride on. This is

carried on four lengths of angle run-
ning under each chain, and these ari-

riveted together with suitable angle

braces and guards to prevent shells from
rolling ott". The down end of conveyor
is arranged with adjustable bearing, per-

mitting (lie chain to be tightened if

•Siipt.. f'iinailiiin

('(>., Toronto.

IWEl.VE CKUCIIiT.K (AI'ACITY PtIKNACIO roit MEI-TIXG liKASS SCKAI'
CARTIUDGK CASBS.

FIG. l^POWER SECTION IN OKAVITV r<INVEYOR.

slack. The top end is connected with

suitable bearings and shafts, .and the

drive is geared back from the motor witu

two gear reductions and one belt reduc-

tion, cut gears and rawhide pinions be-

ing used.

The sections of gravity conveyor also

illustrated in Fig. 1, are securely con-

nected at either end of power sections,

and automatic delivery from either one

to the other is made. Shells may be

loaded on to the section of gravity car-

rier, on which they travel to elevating

\ section, which picks them up and dis-

charges them at top on to another inn

of carriers, on which they travel to de-

sired destinations. Shells may be load-

ed directly on to elevator, in which case

the lower end is depressed, so that the

top of apron is level with floor, and

shells are rolled directly on to the mov-
ing apnni. Thus, by a combination of

gravity and power conveyors, shells an'

handled any required distance at a rea-

sonable expense, and with a minimnm of

l>ower and space consumption.

Car to Stock Pile Tranfer

For the unloading of cars of billets

to stock piles close to siding, several

sections of gravity carriers are nsed

These are nuide up with detachable coup-

lings and are set uji on jiortable adjust-

able stands, so that with the nBe of

curve sections and adding or taking olV

sections, difl'erenl ))oints can be reached

as required. In many cases, however,

billets are unloaded and sent direct from

cars to heating furnaces, where thej are

fed direct or stored. Fig. 2 shows a por-

li(m of a conveyor which handles billets

direct from cars, and supplies five con-

tinuous furnaces. This is acceniplislu'd

liy means of hinging a short section of

I be main line, permitting the moving
billets to drop through opening, uiiou

chutes, at the end of which, additional

carriers convey them to the furnaces.

Billets are fed into fnrnaii'< direcl off

.Matliews Gi-.ivit.v rnrrior
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the carrier or from stock piles near h\.

When billets liave reached the requirt'd

lieat, they are pulled out with tong-s on
short trolleys and are set in press ani!

forged. They are next taken out of the
forging- presses and stamped, then roll-

ed on to apron of incline elevator near
by. and conveyed to cooling- piles and
annealing furnaces. The heat of the
shells is in this way taken from the
forging room, thereby increasing the
ellHciency of the men and adding to

their productiveness.
Short runs of gravity carrier on port-

able supports are used from storage piles

to annealing furnaces, and from anneal-
ing furnaces ibark to storage piles. It

is also often found convenient to use
these sections of carrier to connect
stock piles with inspection lienches. hi

close proximity to the inspection
benches, one or two incline elevators ari^

placed for the purpose of loading cars
of finished and inspected forgings. These
receive their final stamp on a block m
front of conveyor which picks tlicm a;i

when finished, elevates them to the re-

quired height, and conveys by gravity
to the cars. Fig. 3 shows conveyors
loading cars of forgings, and illustrates

the possible saving in space and time re-

quired for hauling.

Transporting Boxes of Munitions

In many cases, the munition plant has
in addition to the forge shop, a finishin,"!'

shop where all or part of the forgings
are machined and boxed for shipment to

powder plants for filling. In such eases,

additional conveyors are used for con-
veying forgings from forge shop to ma-
chine shop, and between the different

operations, including filled boxes to

cars. A convej'or similar to the one il-

lustrated in Fig. 1 is used to convey the
forgings to the machine departments
where a continuous line of ball bearing
rollers, set on level, bandies the shell

Fid. :>—SHELL FOIKHXGS BKING CONVEYED FOR LOADING ON CAKS.

from one operation to another. Over
these light running rollers tliey are easi-

ly pushed from one operation to the

nest, saving the labor of re-handling be-

tween machines. In some cases, these

level lines of conveyor run completely
around the different operations, connect-

ing every machine, and continue on tvi

inspection and shipping departments.

Empty boxes are conveyed by gravity

from box storage to shipping room,
where they are packed for shipment, of-

ten without being taken off the conveyo.".

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate a system of

handling boxes of filled shells to cars.

These iboxes are first elevated to requir-

ed height by an incline elevator slight-

ly different from those used for hand-
ling the billets and forgings. This type

is made with a sheet steel apron for the

box to slide on, and the chains are con-

nected with a pusher bar that engages
'box and pushes it up on slide. These
also receive and discharge automatically
in connection with the gravity carrier.-.

A different type of gravity carrier i.-;

also used to handle boxes. Because of

the thickness and irregularity of band
around these, a wheel type of carrier has
been designed to meet this requirement.
This consists of two rows of ball bearing
wheels set on frame of steel bars, spaced

at widths to suit the hox to be handled.

This construction allows the boxes to

ride on the smooth surfaces, leaving the

bands outside the rows of wheels.

In the various other branches of muni-
tion manufacture, such as cartridge

case, fuse, powder plant and shell load-

ing work, different ingenious designs

and systems of conveyors are in use. Wc
will not take the space to describe them
futher than to state that in all cases

they have greatly inci eased the manu-
facturing capacity of these plants by
speeding up and regulating the flow of

products in sj'stem and order, with the

minimum use of space. Because of the

lesser labor required when these con-

veyors are used, thej- are releasing men
who can be used on active service or

other useful production at home. Due
to the high price and shortage of la-

bor, this type of conveyor has come into

universal use and has solved the prob-

lem, not only for munitions work, but

nearly all other branches of industry

having large quantities of commodities
to handle, and has opened a way to in-

crease production.

FHi I'OHTIU.N OF CONVEYllU TK.\
TO BATTERY OF C

-vsfkuri.m; billets dikkct from cars
ONTINUOUS FLRNACES.

NO MORE ROSS RIFLES
PART of the additional information,
blue prints, and specifications necessary
liefore the manufacture of the new En-
field rifie for the Government could be
commenced at the Ross rifle factories

has been received. The material requir-

ed is not yet complete, but it is hoped
that in a short time the Government will

lie in a position to order the production

of a new service rifle.
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No Ross rifles have been ordered sinue

February of last year, and no more
will be ordered. None of the rifles be-

ing delivered under previous orders

would be accepted now if the Govern-
ment could avoid it. It is now stated

that the Government endeavored to

change delivery to Enfields of the unde-

livered portions of the orders alreadj

sriven. The terms on which the Ross
Rifle Co. was prepared to meet the au-

thorities, however, it is understood,

meant that Enfield rifles could not be

secured in any case except at far greater

cost, and that there was practically no

assurance that at any price they could

he secured at all.

NEW BRITISH POLICY SOUND FOR
CANADA

OUR Minister of Finance, Sir Thomas
White, characterizes the speech of Lloyd
George on Britain's new policy, as a

wonderful epoch-marking utterance, one

of the greatest, if not the greatest, in

parliamentary history. "There can be

no doubt," says Sir Thomas, "that the

principles laid down by the British Pre-

mier are thoroughly sound and essential,

having regard to the situaticm with

which Great Britain is confronted at the

present time. Two conditions have bee:

chiefly responsible for the drastic action

|iroposed. The first is the shortaue ol'

iicean tonnage and the second is the

state of sterling exchange.

"From the latter, which is a finan-

cial standpoint, it is the proper policy

stuffs which she needs from these coun-

tries. She cannot pay for these imports,

which have become so greatly increased

over the normal, by her exports. The
balance must be paid for in gold, or

from the proceeds of loans made on this

side of the Atlantic."

The Minister says further that tli'j

general lines of the policy laid down by
the Britisli Prime Minister were as

sound for Canada to-day as for Great

Britain. There is great need for in-

creased production, especially in the ag-

ricultural sphere; there is also great

need tor the abolition of waste and the

rigid limitation of luxurious expenditure,

"T!ie need for national savins is,"

he said, "imperative. Great Britain

must have money here for her purchases

of foodstuffs and munitions in Canada.
Every citizen should save bis money and
have it available for our Dominion war
loans. We can get orders from Great
Britain for all the munitions and other

supplies we can produce in Canada, pro-

viding we can lend Great Britain the

money to pay the purchase price to the

Canadian producers. This can be done
only bv national savins. It is a time

for self-sacrifice and a time for self-de-

nial."

TREATING HIGH-SPEED STEEL*
By A. E. Bi'llis and T. W. Hardy

THE problem of heat treating high-speed

steel becomes more and more important

as the design of cutters becomes
more and more complicated in in-

FIG. 4—CONVEl\'ING BOXES OK FI 1,1.101 1 SIIIM.LS TO CARS.

lof Great Britain to import only tliosi'

fessential things which she must have
and cannot i)r(iduce at home in suffici-

ent quantity for herself and her Allies,

wliom she is helping to finance. These
thinss will l)e found to be principally

foodstuffs an<l munitions. Siie must find

money abroad to pay for such as these

J
as she purchases abroad. Tliat is to sav,

['for example, she must find money in-

Canada and in the United States to pay
for the munitions, grain atiil other food-

creasing tlie efT'iciency of meclian-

ical operations. Hundreds of dol-

lars are spent in the design and man-
ufacture of milling cutters of special

form for rapid jjroducfion of dui)licat('

or interchangeable parts, and then, as

the heat treatn\ent is faulty on tlie one

I-'roni a juiikt prcsontod lit tiK' Fobrunry
ini'otliiK <if llip Ainciicnii Institute uf .Mlulntt

lOnRlricurs In Now York. Mr. Ilarily Is luutiil-

lurglst. Nova Stotln Stcul & Coal Co., Ni'W

(JIasirow", N.S.

Iiand, or scientifically executed on the

other, the tool fails after a few opera-

tions, or its efficiency is greatly inci'eas-

ed. The practical operation of giving

these complicated tools the right temper-

ature necessary to bring out the best cut-

ting qualities, and at the same time

bring the tool out "clean," is a difficult

one and calls for no small amount of

skill.

In order to be on the safe side the

average tool hardener uses a tempera-

ture much too low to give the best re-

sults with the high-speed steel he uses.

In tlie case of cutters, which are finish-

ed to a given diameter before hardening,

it is impossible to grind the tool after

hardening, so that it is essential that

the surface be protected from oxidizing

or decarbonizing. It is the aim of this

paper to describe some experiments on

liardening high-speed steel, in which

inetallographic means were used to de-

termine the correct hardening tempera-

tures.

The analyses for carbon, tungsten,

chromium and vanadium of each steel

used in the hardening experiments are

given in the accompanying table. Six

.\iiul,vses of High-Speefl Steels Used in

Hardening Tests.

Ciiii)ciii Tunssten Chromium Vanadium

Sti'C'l 'I'r % % %
\ . (I..5S 17.4 a. 11 1.14

ii .. o.cn n.:: 3.»2 z.ss

r " O .IS 13.0 4.69 2.45

1,
".

o.T.T IT.T x.sn o..t.-,

E 0.60 16.5 3.55 0.70

specimens from the same bar of each

kind of steel were hardened from dif-

ferent temperatures, and pbotomicro-

gi-aphs made. Six samples were taken

from the same bar in the annealed con-

dition regularly furnished the tool mak-

er. Photographs were made of the long-

itudinal section, care being taken to

grind otif the outer surface. The speci-

mens, Id in. were first pre-heated at

KiOO deg. Fahr., and then quickly placed

in the high speed furnace already heated

to the desired temperature, left at this

lemperatude for 1 min, and quenched

in oil. The temperature was controlled

by a standard pyrometer, consisting of

n' rave-metal couple and potentiometer.

.\n optical i>yrometer of the Hidborn-

tvpe gave 'excellent checks with the

standard iiyrometor. and proved more

convenient iuid durable. A precision of

10 dc-r. Fain-, was attaineil throughout.

The polished specimens were etched for

15 min. in 4 per cent, alcoholic solution

oi; nitric acid, and pboto'jranbeil under

a magnification of 1000 diameters.

In general, the steels that show some

excess carbide even at the maximum
hardening heat are the most efficient.

These, as a rule, are the steels with high

tungsten content; they harden froin a

higiier temperature and over a wider

range than the lower-tungsten steels.

For this reason they do not j-equire as

careful treatment and are, therefore,

more popular than the lower-tungsten

steels. The steels with lower tungsten

and higher vanadium give better results

when hardened at the lower tempera-

tures tlian do the higher-tungsten steels

when these are hardened at the same
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luw tempcnUiiifs, but the ((iiniiarisuu

is not 80 aflvantageous to the lower-

tiing'steB steels when the steel with hjo'h-

for all tools is very poor practice, L''jr,

as shown by the pliotomicros'raphs, the

best structure may be obtained with one

Hf/IO WlTt4 ~H?4if l^is^'^

ICAL 9.';

DPiyim BAND
PCSIM.

INCH HOWITZIOK SHELL. THE S-INCH r'KO.JECTILE EMBODIES
THE LIKE OEXER.VL EEATUIiES.

er tungsten is given tl)e proper harden-

ing heat.

Haidening Temperature Control

The importance of carefully-controlling'

the hardening temperature, and of vary-

ing it for the particular steel used, can-

not be over emphasized. The custom of

using (We "high-speed temperature''

steel at a temperature which will

"burn" another, or not harden a third.

Thus 2300 deg. Fah. or over is neces-

sary to give A or E a good structure,

but this temperature gives a coarse grain

in the other steels or "burns" them.

Again, a temperature as low as 2150

deus. Fah. can satisfactorily harden P>

or D, but tools made of other steels

would not stand up if hardened at this

temperature. Moi'e extreme e.xamples
could be cited, but the samples ejioseji

are typical of the most widely used
brands of such steel.

The average hardener rarely objains
the best

,
result from his steel.

" The
i-eason for this is, especially in the cases
of tools that cannot be ground after
hardening, that oxidation becomes a

serious problem at higher temperatures.
The use of a barium chloride bath to
eliminate this difficulty has the disad-
vantage that the surface of the tool be-
comes decarbonized. A method that
has proven satisfactory is to place the
tools after preheating in the reducing
atmosphere of a carbon resistance elec-

tric furnace already heated to the re-

quired temperature. The very short
time necessary to get the tool to the
temperature of the furnace eliminates
deleterious surface effects. Pack hard-
ening often gives sood results but, ow-
ing to the great affinity of iron for car-

bon at high temperatures, care must be
taken to reduce this carbonizing action
to a minimum. This mav be done by
selecting a packing material of little or

no carbonizing power, and by cutting'

down the time during which the metal
is in contact with the packin? material.

The increased efficiency and cutting
power of tools that have received the

proper heat treatment is out of all pro-

portion to the time given to the study

of the ))articnlar steel involved, and to

the care exercised.

OFFICIAL PRICE OF ALUMINIUM
THE selling price of aluminium ingots of

ordinary commercial purity of 98-99 per
cent, has been fixed by the British Mini-
try of Munitions at $1,125 per ton, car-

riage paid to consumers' works. The
maximum selling price of re-meltefl

aluminium scrap and swarf ingots of

98-99 per cent, purity has been fixed at

$1,050 per ton, carriage paid to consum-
ers' works. The maximum price must
not be exceeded, but a lower one may be

fixed by agreement between the seller

and the buyer, based upon the metallic

aluminium content. These prices took

effect as from 1st January, and permits

under Regulation 30A of f'e Defence of

the Realm Regulations will be granted

only for such dealings in the above-men-

tioned materials as are in accordance

with the above prices. The above prices

are subject to alteration, at any time.

as may be directed by the Britisih Min-

ister of Munitions.

%
Damping Their Spirits,—A little buy

was reading in his Scottish history an

account of the Battle of Bannockbui-n.

He read as follows:

"And when tlie Enslish saw the new
army on the hill behind, their spirits

became damp."
The teacher asked the boy what was

meant by "dami)ing their spirits."

The boy, not .comprehending tlie

meaning, simply answered

:

"Pittin water in their whisky."
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.1.S- no two men think alike, and local conditions are more or less vceried, it is quite
ohrious that methods of manufacture of a given product will differ somewhat. In addition,

the nature of pre-war equipment installed, and the .specific service to which it liad then been
applied, have not been without effect in creating considerable divergence in tlie routine and
practice of .tli'll-tnuhing, although equal degree achievement be the ultimate outcome.

WHILE the finished product in

every instance must conform to

rigid specifications, the methods
of achievement are more or less questions
that each firm have to decide tor them-
selves; and in this connection it might be
said that the modernly equipped shop
does not always necessarily show the

'oeit results.

Contributories to Success

The plant from which the following
data were obtained has met with notable

success in the production of 8-inch howit-
7;er shell, largely because of the elimina-
tiiiti of unnecessary macliinina'. handling

ating the unproductive factor. It is not

here intended to dwell on the details of
manufacture at this plant, in extenso, the

purpose being rather to give to our read-

ers a racy outline description of some
of the more interesting methods employed
to secure economic and rapid production.
Owing to the inability to store the

rougli forgings in a closed or heated build-

ing, the accumulation of snow-frozen and
otherwise, is unavoidable; therefore, be-

fore delivery to the machine operators,

it is necessary to remove at least the
greater part of the ice and moisture ad-
hering to each individual forging. The
method adopted, and one that has proved

The method adopted for this operation
difl'ers from that employed in some other
plants, inasmuch as the shell is held in a

horizontal position while the work is

l)eing performed. A special heavy turret
has been placed upon the saddle of a
Petrie lathe, the housings being of ample
weight to rigidly support the bar and
maintain it in proper alignment. The
turret is locked in a permanent position
when drilling, but can be swung outwards
to remove and replace the shells. The
bar upon which the shells are placed is of
the expanding tj'pe, operated by means of

a wrench at the opposite end. An effec-

tive method of feeding has been devised

ri S///FP/A DtpT

FIG. 1. MACIII.XK TOfIL LAYOUT

and transportation operations. The man-
agement decided on a tool layout that

would avoid any "backing up" on the

progressive movement of the shells

through the shop. To in.sure greater ac-

cur iiy in machining, tiie various settings

of the work have been reduced to a mini-

mum, a preference being evident to

iiivrlve fixtures and attachments whereby
two or more operations could be ac-

foiiiplishcd ;i| the iitic liini'. llius cliMiin-

highly satisfactory, is to roll the forg-

ings along a slightly inclined runway,
within which are heated steam coils, the
heat from these l)eing sufTicient to ac-

I'oirrnlish the desired purpose while the

shells are moving slowly along the sup-
porting rails.

Drilling the Nose
The forgings are first tested for rough

lentil and general concentricity, after
wliich tbev ;irc ilrilled tliroMi;h tlie nose.

by fitting an air-brake cylinder to the bed,

between the shears and back of the sad-

dle. The advantage of this device is a

steady but clastii' feeil. and central thrust.
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liuis chniinatiiit;- any iiTi.'t;ulant.y in tlie

iiiovcnient ol' the saddle. The feed cou-

1 rol is obtained liy means of a motor-

man 's brake valve. Care has to be exer-

cised, wlien the drill is breaking through,

to rol('a.se the air and finish witli the hand

feed.

Twixt Operation Handlings

The handling of the shells to and from

the various machines is a very important

factor in shell production. The facilities

for this purpose must not only be etBci-

ent, but should be so designed as to elim-

inate tlie chance of a shell slipping out

should the tongs or lifting clamp rest

upon any object. The tongs shown in

Fig. .'i can be locked upon the shell when
in use, and quickly released when re-

quired. The section A which carries the

ej'e bolt B is about six inches wide, while

the opposite side is about three inches

wide, and is secured to A by means of
I he bolt D. The clamjiing screw E can be

made of any desired length, as it is often

desirable to use it to place the shell at
some distance at the back of the machine.

lice in lliis plant is to commeu'-e at the

very beginning to work very close to the

high and low limits of specified dimen-
sions. Experience has

shown the efficiency of

this system, as it has

been found that it is

as easy to start on an
accuracy basis, and
continue to do so, as

it is to leave much to

chance at the begin-

ning and subsequently

find that certain oper-

ations are actually be-

ing' performed a sec-

ond time. Fig. 4

shows a dimension
sheet for jjrimary op-

erations; a sectional

view of the finished

shell being shown, to-

gether with an outline

of the rough forging.

Determining a point

from which all subsequent measurements

the evolution from forging to finished

shell commenced. It was calculated that

his position was the most desirable, as it

FIG. 2. DRILLING SHELL NOSE ON "PETKIE" LATHE.

Accuracy in Primary Operation
Contrary to the general method follow-

ed in many shops of allowing wide limits

on the preliminary operations the prac-

could be taken was the essential problem,
and, after due consideration, a diameter
of 3 3-16 inches on tlie inside rough pro-

file was decided on as a base ; from this

FIG. 3. SHELL LIFTING TUNGS.

would give the greatest degree of accur-

acy, owing to the fact that the forging

punch, at this point, would retain its

shape for a longer period than one closer

to the nose. When the forgings are first

received, a disc gauge of 3 3-16 inch dia-

meter is put in the shell, and if the depth

from the disc to the outer surface of the

nose is not below 3% inches, it is an indi-

cation that sufficient stock is available

for internal and external machining.

Cutting to Length and Roughing

Three Jamieson lathes are used for cut-

ting to length, both ends being removed
at the same time. These lathes are fitted

with expanding arbors, Daving a nose
similar to that shown in Fig. 4, with

a diameter of 3 3-16 inches. The cutting

tools are set in a permanent position, that

for the open end being 19 5-16 inches

from the n(jse of the arbor, while that for

the small end is set 4 inches from the

same base. It is very obvious, therefore,

that succeeding machining ojjerations

must be aeurately performed, as over-all

length after cutting-off is within 1-16 inch

of the finished dimensions. One Bridge-

ford and six Amalgamated lathes are

working on the rough turn operation.

FIG. 4. DIMENSION SHEET FOR PRIMARY O-PERATIONS. WITH SECTIONAL VIEIW OF FINISHED SHELL, ALSO OUTLINE
nr noiGIl FORGING.
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jrlere again the gauging reverts back to

the base before mentioned, but otherwise
tlie machining is very similar to that in
(ither shops.

Roughing the Bore

Rough boring, as accomplished in this

plant, IS somewiiat of a departure from
the general practice. Five Petrie, one
Lodge-Davis and one Reed machines are
used for tuis purpose, each being fitted

with a special boring attachment as il-

lustrated in i'ig. 5. Tue operation of tUis
device will lie better understood by re-
ferring to J"'ig. ti. The chuck a, winch is

secured to tlie face-plate of the latae,
IS of the pot type, the outer end being sup-
ported in the steady rest ('. The boring
liar, 41/2 ins. in diameter, is clamped to
the turret F by means of the cap E. The
radius rod connection U is clamped to
the rear end of the bar, the link stud be-
ing located at same distance from the
<entre of the turret as the^cutting point
of the radius tool, which is placed direct-
ly back of' the notched forming cutter.
The radius rods H, one above and below
the bar, have a centre length of 18.05
inches, tliis being the radius of the in-
side profie. Tiie centre of motion from
which the radius rods oscillate is on the
slide 1, this slide being adjustable on the
bracket J. The angle iron K that sup-
ports the ends of the push bcdl I., is se-

cured to the saddle of the lathe. When
the attachment is in the position shown,
the centre of the bar D is in the same
axial line as the lathe spindle, thus per-
mitting the staggered notched cutter to
rough out the extreme nose of profile,

the depth being gauged by an ad.justable
l)olt located in the front cap of the tur-
ret, and bearing against the base of the
shell.

When the gauge bolt is in contact with
tlie-face of the shell, the feed (reverse)
is engaged, and the saddle starts back-
wards, the radius bracket J remaining
stationary, causing the outer end of the
link to sweep through an arc having a
radius of 1.S.05 inches. This motion is

consequently transmitted to the opposite
end of the bar and tool, thus forming the
(h'sirei! contour. When the nuts on the

will, therefore, have a parallel motion Reaming the Bore
through the remainder of the shell bore. While the method generally employed
This method of roughing out the interior is to revolve the work when finishing the
of the shell has many advantages, not the bore, a reversal of this practice has'been

via. (1. nOUGH BOEING .\XTACH.MEXT 0.\ "PETRIE" LATHE,

least of these being the great saving ef-

fected in the amount of tool steel re-

<|uired, which at the present time is a
\-ery imiiortant factor.

Finishing the Outside Diameter
For the finish turn operation, six Pond

lathes are installed, each equipped with
special profiling attachments. Cams were
used for a time, but were afterwards re-
placed by radius links, this method prov-
ing more effective. As the shells have
been cut off to within 1-16 inch of the
finished dimensions, the closest degree of
accuracy is required in setting the tools
and tangential point of profile. Tools
are set with a special gauge in order that
no variation may arise in the starting of
the cut. The profile attachment is per-
manently set for a maximum length shell,
and, where a shell gauges short, a thin
liner, corresponding to the amount lack-

lliil c;ii |'.< Miixi: UN ••i'i:ti!i

iii:i'Aii,Kij

push rods come in contact with the radius
md bracket, the entire device will travel
in unison with the saddle, ami the tool

K" I/ATIII-: Willi A riA(ii\ii:\-i- vs
I.N I'Ki. C,

ing, is j)laced over the control rod. thus
shifting the tangential [inint fo the cor-
rect position.

adopted lu this plant. For the machin-
ing of this portion of the shell one Fair-
hanks and three Johnson & .Jennings
lathes are installed, these usually work-
ing in pairs: that is, two on the rough
ream and two on the finish. A fifth lathe
is provided for the final finishing of those
shells, the interior of which have not
cleaned up on the pre-finish ream. The
reamers on this lathe are those received
direct from the tool room, and are made
to the largest tolerance of bore diameter
and profile. As the reamer on this ma-
chine becomes dull, it is transferred to
the ordinary finishing lathes, the cutters
still being well within the limits of toler-
ance. When the cutters wear to the point
where the low limit is reached, they are
iransfered to the rough reaming opera-
tion. By using the reamers in this way
.1 has been found that a great saving has
been effected, both in time and material,
The second or finish ream generally
brin,gs the bore to size, but when the
marks from the rough boring are too pro-
nounced, it is deemed advisable to smooth
the surface by working to the high limit.
necessitating a third reaming on the fifth
I'.achine. The reamers are of the solid,
three-blade type, and excellent results
arc being obtained. An approximate
amount of metal removed on the two
operatiims would be from 1-64 to 1-32
inch. The neutral diameter of the finish-
ed bore is 5.26 inches, with a high and low
toler.ince of .010 inch.

As shown in Fig. 7, the shell is clamped
in a heavy and rigid fixture secured to the
saddle of the lathe. This fixture is ma-
chined out in its working position, thus
assuring ac<'urate alignment. The feed
is obtained by means of large diameter,
belt-driven pulleys. A gauge is secured
to the front bearing of the headstock to
indicate the depth of bore. This, how-
•\ er, is only a guide for saddle travel, the
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aitiial dejjtii bmg determined by a spe-

cial gauge, shown resting close to the

saddle of the lathe. This small but in-

teresting device is largely responsible for

the successful results achieved. Owing
to the fact that the machining on the nose

bore has not been accomplished at this

stage, it is apparent that accurate gaug-

ing for depth of metal would involve

considerable guesswork witliout a suit-

able gauge.

Gauge for Depth of Nose

A sketch of this gauge i^ shown in

Fig. 8. The reamers are provided with

A tit on the nose end, small enough in

diameter to pass through the drilled

hole. The gauging points, as shown b>

ring A, are taken at a diameter on the

reamer, or inside profile, of 2 inches, and
on the external nose of shell of 2.4

inches. These points never varj-, they

being 1V4, inches apart. As the exten-

sion on the reamers may vary in length,

adjustment is necessary when setting

the gauge, but when once set it remains
constant until the reamer is replaced.

When a new reamer is placed in the ma-
chine, the ring A, together with the

gauge B, is placed on as shown, and, by
means of the screw C, the gauging point

E is set to enter the centre in the end of

the reamer. It is then locked by means
of the nut D. When reaming is in pro-

iiTess, the ring A is removed, and the

gauge B placed on the nose of the shell,

so that when the point E fits the centre

of reamer, the depth is correct. The
ring A is for the 3Iark III., and that at

F is used on the Mark V.
Waving and undercutting is accom-

plished on two Thurlow machines. Two
tools only are required to complete the

aroove, the waving tool cutting in the

full depth without previous roughing.

The sides are then undercut.

Threading the nose is performed much
in the same way as in other plants, with
the exception that the tools are secured

to a fixed slide instead of the ordinarj-

turret, the cross slide beine located in

the different positions by adjustable stop

gauges. Four C. M. C. lathes are used
on this operation, one of them being
fitted for the socket hole in the alterna-

tive nose.

Base Finishing Operations
Machining the base and cutting the

thread for the adapter is performed in

an interesting and efficient manner. Fig.

GAUGE FOR DEPTH OF' HOI.E IX NOSE

9 illustrates the fixture as used on sev-

eral C. M. C. lathes. The set-up is sim-

ilar to that for the nose, the boring tool

and milling cutter being- fixed in a

parallel position on the cross slide, and
being moved latterly to the working posi-

tions. Fig. 11 is a sketch of the hoi)

milling attachment. The rest A is for

holding the tools and cutter, while B is

the driving pulley and C the cutter. The
driving device E for hob milling is de-

scribed in detail later. At G is seen the

bracket with reducing gears, H being the

extension to the back of the shifting-

lever to which the safety cord I is at-

tached. The pulley J, round which the

cord passes is bolted to the bracket se-

cured to the end of the lathe. The upper
end of the cord I is tied to the tilting

lever K, which is pivoted to the hanger.

When the lathe is being used for cutting

the counterbore, the stick K will be in

the position indicated by the dotted line,

but, when bobbing the thread with the

reducing gears in

mesh, the stick will be

in the position shown,
thus preventing tiie

operator from throw-
ing on the driving belt

while thread is beini;

milled. The jib chane
illustrated in tliis cut

is typical of those

used throughout the

sho]i. The raillina fix-

ture is of home design,

being c o n s t r ucted

from existin? part^

about the plant, this

practice being one of

the features if I'l-

equipment generally.

Driving Device for

Hob MiUing
A sectional view ot

the driving device for

hob milling the

threads is shown in

Fig. 12. Fitted to the

nose of the lathe

spindle is the adapter

B, the outer end being

threaded 16 to the

inch. This piece is

the shell nose center-

the feed nut C, the lat-

PTG. 7. FINISH REA.MING ON "JOHNSTON & .TENNINGS" LATHES.

connected to

ing ring by

let" being threaded right and left hand

of similar pitch. The nose plug is screw-

ed into position in the shell and then

drawn back firmly in the ring chuck D.

It will be noted that the thrust collar

F on the operating shaft G bears against

the shoulder of the piece D, so that

the shell is free to advance when thread

is being bobbed. The positive drive i-

effected by the clutch formed by tongue

and groove between the pieces B and D.

When a thread is ready to be milled,

the cutter is placed in position, the slow

speed reducing gear engaged and the

feed nut locked by means of a bar plac-

ed against the clamp bolts, and resting

in a bracket secured to the shears of tlu-

lathe; this can be clearly seen in the il-

lustration. Fig. 9. As the lathe spindle

slowly revolves, the shell gradually ad-

vances at the rate of % inch per re-

volution, this action resulting from the

turning of the right and left hand

threads, of 1-16 inch pitch, in the sta-

tionary nut C. About a revolution and

a quarter is given for each shell. Before

the next shell is placed in the chuck,

the feed nut is turned back to its ori-

ginal position. A sketch of the reduc-

ing gears is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Sizing the Nose and Washing

Following this operation, the thread

in the nose is finished to size, a new tap

being used for the purpose. The method

adopted for performing this work i#

simple yet very efficient. The tap is held

in a pneumatic air drill which is sup-

ported by means of a cable directly

above the floor chuck that holds the

shell. The motor is counterbalanced s^
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FII3. 9. FRONT VIEW OF I'.ASi: TIIKEAI) MII.MNO ATTACHMENT ON C.M.C. LATHE.

that very little eft'ort is requiiTd to oper-

ate it.

Before being weio'lied, the interiors of

tile shells are thorouglily washed by
ine;ins of (benzine, this ibeing applied in

a manner that insures the liquid reach-

iii'j all parts of the bore. Tlie shell is

placed base downwards in the centre of

a >nia!l tank and over a vertical pipe

that extends almost to the nose of the

-liell. This pipe is well perforated, and,

when tile pressure is turned on, the li-

i|uid is forced aiiainst the inner walls

of the shell, removing all traces of

o-rease and dirt.

Weighing and Marking

lns)jection for weighina and marking,
wliich follows the washing process, is

done on a Toledo scale, and the practice

in vogue is deserving of special men-
tion. As the maximum amount of stock

lliat can be removed is only 1-16 inch,

lliis being the working limit during pro-

gressive operation, four finished adap-

ters, having (M)llars vai'ying in tiiickness

by 1-64 inch, are provided for cheeking

puritoses. The deptii of l)ase countor-

hore is measured, and the adapter,

(vhose shoulder corresponds to this mea-

surement is placed on the scale together

with a copper band that has previously

respective of the adapter used, is readi-

ly determined. When the weigher marks
the shell for tinal facing, he does it with

a double prick punch, which serves two

purposes: the mark close to the base

indicating the base facing, while the one

higher up serves as a check on the oper-

ators. By this method any error can be

immediately traced to the proper source.

Turning Copper Band

Sue-eeeding operations are much simi-

lar to others of the same nature and

need no special mention, but it might be

well to note that the turning of the cop-

per bands is being accomplished without

the use of special features, this work
l)eing performed on an ordinary engine

lathe with much success. The scaly sur-

face is first removed by using a single

l)ointed tool, after which the band is

shaped with a forming tool held in the

tool post of the lathe, the groove and

serrations put in, and, lastly, the outer

diameter finished with a tool at the liack

of the saddle. This latter tool is set in

a permanent position every mornin? by

a tool setter, and seldom requires fur-

ther attention during the day.

LiASE tiii;i:ai) iiof. .mii>lin<; ahkancfment.

l>een machined; the three pieces are

weiglied, and, from a carefully prepared

table, the exact amount of metal to be

removed from the 'base of the shell, ir-

rii;. 1(1. i!i:.\K \ii:\v m|- i;\si: iiii:i:\i> mii.i.im; \i' i\iiimi:n t on (•..\i.i-. i..\riii-:

Final Washing and Varnishing

After iiKirking and checking tor

weight, the shells are given a secomi

washing, this being accomplisiied by

spraying the interior with wood alco-

hol, following which they are taken to

tile varnishing department for interior

linishing. This process is performed in

a very ellicient manner, the shells being

partly tilled with varnisli and revolved

iiy a mechanical device to insure a thor-

ough coating of the entire surface. Sev-

eral metliods were tried out, but it was
found tliat this process more nearly ap-

|iroached lirushing than any other.

Iirusliing being tlie ideal way for best

results. When the varnish has been

jioured out the shells arc placed upon
anoflier revoilving device, where the

threads in the nose are cleaned out with

a brush dipped in alcohol, the shell re-

volving in a direction that will wash the

surplus varnish to the outer edge.

Owing to the poor qualty of dryng

medium that is now em^bodied in tlie
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vartiisli used, much dillicultv lias been moved to the very front, of the saddle,

experienced in obtaining- a g'ood per- and the special fixture as shown in Fis.

nianent coatinir on the surface of the 14 is hrouffht into a central position.

The Grand Trunk shops also employ
wonw-n—comparatively few, so far, but

the superintendent is adding to the

number. By and by women will play

an important economic part in the sup-

ply of transportation service in Canadn.

l-m. IJ. A.SSEi.MHLV UK liitlVlNIi I'KVICE FOK Hi 11'.. .Ml I.I. IM J liASK.

shells, a tendency to Hake befijre final

setting, being apparent. Just recently, the

superintendent tried out an idea, its

simplicity being second only to its efli-

eieney. The shells, after varnishing.

are placed upon a truck with a small

piece of tin placed in the nose and bent

at an angle to deflect the air that is

blown over the surface from a small
fan located upon a shelf at a height of

about 3 or 4 feet a.bove the shells. By
this method the drying process is eom-
liletcd in from twenty minutes to an
hour.

Machining the Adapters

Brief mention may be made of the

operations on the adapters. These con-

sist of drilling the pin holes, rough dia-

meter and face, rough collar, tinish turn
and thread, and size collar. With the

exception of the finishing, the operations
vary but little from other plants, and
it is only the latter on which we need
dwell. In common with many of the

operations on the shell body, the prac-

tice of threading the adapter at the same
setting as the finish turn results in

greater accuracy, and avoids the possi-

bility of eccentricity that is often ap-

/£ Pitch lei Tec th

This device carries a collapsible die, and
is fitted with a counter-balance to main-
tain its alignment and assist in moving
it to and from its working position.

-®-

WOMEN'S SECTION OF IMPERIAL
MUNITIONS BOARD

AT the organization of the Women's
Department of the Imperial Munitions
Board, the services of Miss Wiseman
were kindly lent by the manager of one
of Toronto's largest insurance c<mi-

panies. However, now that the organi-

zation has been well developed, the

stress of business has compelled him
to claim Miss Wiseman. Her duties

have now been taken over by Mi-s.

Frederick Fenton, who has been an able

assistant to Miss Wiseman in her work.

FIG. 14. Sr'E(l.\I. ATTAlHMI'.NT FUl; FIMSIIIM; Al l.Vl'TKKS

parent in other methods. Several C.M.C.
lathes are fitted up for this work. After
finish turning with the tools held in the
iirdinary tool post, the cross-slide is re-

WOMEN EMPLOYEES IN RAIL-
ROAD SHOPS

THE C.P.R. is adding to the number of

women workers at the Angus Shops, as

these are required in a variety of em-
ployments. The workers have been

organized by Mrs. Bell the wife of J.

;Bell, the superintend-

ent of Windsor Street

'Station. They were
carefully selected, and
brought under shop re-

gulations. They have
done spendidly. and
hold out the promise
that women may un-

Hertake a variety of

employment supposed
to be the prerogative

of men. The shops are

turning out munitions.

of course; but they

are also biylding and

repairing. rolling
stock, and in connec-

tion with liaht duties

so required the women
are making a good
showing. The matter

has now got be-

yond the experimen-

tal stage. Women
are an economic factor to he I'eekoned

with. They are adaptive, keen, take an
interest in their work, and carry out

same witli vim and enthusiasm.

FIG. 1?. COMPOUND
GEARING FOR HOB
MILLING BASES.

Known to Toronto as the daughter

of the late William Irving, and widow

of Dr. Fenton. the new head of the

Women's Section of the Imperial Muni-

tions Board has done varied war work.

Mc^. Fenton also has the benefit ol

the experience of a practical munition

worker. For, nearly a year ago Mr>.

Fenton was one of the first of Toronto's

women to work in a local factory.

%---

Grinders as Machine Tools.—Shell

grinders were imported to nie I'nited

States from Canada at the ports of Buf-
falo and St. Albans, Vt., by C. J. Tow-
er and P. McGettrick for the account

of the Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamil-
ton, Ont. The collectors at the port^

named classified the grinders as "manu-
factures of metal not specially provid-

ed for," and took duty at the rate oi'

20 per cent. The contention of the im-

porters, sustained by evidence, was that

entry should have been given at 15 per

cent, under the provision in the present

tariff for "machine tools." Judge Fis-

cher held the grinders had been shown
conclusively to be "machine tools"
within the generally accepted and tariff

sense of the term. The protest was sus-

tained.

%
Son—"Mother, can I go with pa?''

Midher—"No, Willie, you are too youn2
to listen to your father play golf."
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Percussion Fuse Production with Female Labor Prominent

Staff Article .

The increased production of high explosive shell has natarallij created a di ntand for

detonating fuses. To meet the exacting constructional requirements of the latter, both as to

quality and quantity output, constitutes perhaps a more onerous undertaking than does that

of rnanufdcturing the various types of siiell bodu'S. Enterprise, backed by proper organiza-

tion, ca,n. h<iU't:rer. always win success. This is evidenced through the data following.

CONDITIONS in the metal-work-
intj industries at the present time
liave compelled plant owners to

employ female help for all classes cf

service, and this is probably more pro-

nounced in the fuse feature of munitions
work than in anv other, not onlv because.

quired. A large hall fitted with wash-
basins and cloak lockers, has also been
installed. As accidents are incidental to

machine shop work, the firm have equip-

ped a small room with every facility for

"First Aid" service, a trained nurse be

ing' in charge continuously.

pui.lv ki.h :i'i'i:ii •FiitST .vm- dkh-aut.ment.

of the liirhter nature of the work, but
also due to the fact that girls and wo-
men are, in many respects, better

fitted than men for those opera-
tions where a sensitive and delicate

touch are essential to economic and
quality production. Such a circum-
stance, however, has created e.xecu-

tive problems, involving-, among others,

drastic changes in the whole atmosphere
associated with mechanical engineering
shop practice, in order to solve the ques-
tion of suitable environment for the class

of help now employed. While favorable
conditions may not prevail in all estab-

lishments where "diluted" labor is em-
ployed, the plant from which the fol-

lowing: article was derived has at least

put tlie comfort and accommodation of
all its employees on the same level as
that of the material production, realiz-

ing tliat the best in the latter respect
can only be achieved under satisfactory

workinir conditions. Owin'.; In the te-

dirjus nature of the work, tiie manage-
ment have provided a large rest room for
tile convenience of (he girls, and peri-

odical intervals of fifteen mitiutes each
are allowed eacli girl in (irder that she
may return to her place refreslied and
be better fitted to i)erform the duties re-

Machining the Lower End
The lirst machining operation is per-

formed on several New Britain, 5-spin-

die automatics. Work progresses on
four spindles at one time, while the fifth

is free to remove the finished piece and
insert a rough casting. The round of

the turret is completed every lialf min-

ute and a fair average production from
each machine may be taken as about 12(1

per hour. The portion of the fuse ma-
chined at this setting is the lower end

tliat screws into the nose of the shell.

The cycle of operations is:—Chucking
on the first, or top spindle; the second

spindle being tooled to rough-off thr

four surfaces, outer and inner diame-
ters, face and platform. The third spin-

dle tools finisii the above portions an 1

also cut the platform recess; the fourth

s|)indle cuts the recess at the base of the

inside bore, while the fifth and last stage

is to cut the threads on the inner and
outer diameters. This last operation i-;

accomplished with collapsible taps and
dies, both being gripped in the one tur-

ret holder. The machining on this por-

tion of the fuse is completed at fcuir

strokes of the turi'et spindle, and after

tlie four spindles are in operation, a

casting is inserted and a finished piec'

removed at each movement of the tur-

ret spindle.

Each fuse is carefully gauged and ex-

amined by inspectors as it is taken froiu

the machine; one inspector being placed

at each machine and heinj held accoun:-

able for all the work passing throug'i

his hands. To prevent the misunder-
standing that often results from verb.il

instruction, each inspector is furnished

with a typewritten sheet covering th;-

specific directions that srovern his work
of examination. The first gauging is

that of tile cone length on the underside

of the platform, to see that sufficient

stock remains for the following opera-

tion. The length of the screw from the

platform seat to the lower face must be

in; I. "NKW I'.Kir.MN" .\r i ii\i.\ tk I'N I'l Ks r I i|'i:i;a rinNs
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between 1.155 inches and 1.145 inches.
I'he angle of the platform is very im-
|M>rtant; a perfect ansile is desirable, fa-
Mirins: 'he bearing- of the sraug-e on the
niter edge. The ganging of the thread
is done with a ring gauge which mns( he
a uood fit; thread must be parallel, liut

not required to go to the shoulder. The
1.99- inch snap gauge must not |)ass over
any part of the thread, as the e.xaet size

is obtained on a subsequent hand-si/.ing
o|)eration. The neutral depth to the
shoulder of the adapter recess should be
.450 inch, with a tolerance either way of
.005 inch; the width of the recess at the
base of the adapter chamber being .071
iiicli, with a diameter not greater than
1.39 inches. Care is required in gauging
inaccessible parts in order that chips,
etc., do not give a false reading. Indi-
cating calliper gauges are used to mea-
sure diameter of recess. The low limit
plug gauge must not enter the adapter
thread, this being sized at a later stage.
The fuse is also ganged for overall
length to insure cleaning up on follow-
ing operation. In addition to actual
gauginc-, inspectors are required to ex-
amine for visible irregularities; the plat-

form must be perfectly smooth without
any signs of chatter marks; threads
must be clean cut and free from rough-
ness, and burrs left from fools must be
eliminated.

Defective fuses are discarded and re-

corded as early as possible, and doubt-
ful eases are decided bv the chief in-

spector. Each ins)iector is provided with
an identification stamp, which he puts
upon all fuses that pass through his

iiands and forwards to the next ojiera-

tion. Ry this method a cheek is kepr
upon the work of each individual in-

spector. Defect forms are filled out each
day by all inspectors, recording the num-
ber of fuses rejected and the reasons
for so doinfc.

Drilling and Tapping Adapter Screw
Hole

I'his operation is accomplished on a

double spindle Henry & Wright drill,

lifted with a swivel jig and a modern
lajiping attachment. The jig on thi.s

drill, and also others where two oper-
ations are performed at the one set-

tiu'i', are arranged to swing frcmi a pi-

the bar acting on a roller secured to the

tool block. After spotting, which con-

sists of drillinir a short distance into the
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vot pin in the table located at an equal

distance from the projected centre of

each spindle. Following this operation
the large threads are sized by hand tap-

jiiug. Collapsible taps are used for the

purpose, being secured to the bench. The
<lies and taps are each fitted with a very
etficient device for maintaining the fuses

in the correct position, so as to avoid any
possibility of crossing the thread when
starting in the die. This attachment
consists of an inserted bush placed in

the bore of the chuck; slots being cut

to permit jaws operating and to allow

bush to protrude above the surface to a

height sufficient to allow platform to

rest on the top. This guiding bush is

forced upwards by means of a spring,

and the vertical action eliminates al!

chances of crossed threads.

Machining the Cone Portion

The machining on the cone portion of

the fuse is performed on Stecher tur-

rets, several of which are installed for
the purpose, Fig. 2 showing one of these
in operation. The sequence of detail ma-
chining consists of rough turning the

cone, spotting, finish cone, serrations

and groove, and lastly, ream and face.

The roughing cut over the surface of
the cone is done with a single point tool

held in a slide at the desired angle of
19 degrees and 35 minutes with the axle

of the fuse. This tool slide is operated
by a bar held in the face of the turret.

nose, the cone is finished with a broad
nose tool, at the same time cutting in

the serrations and groove. The next

operation is to drill the hole complete-

FIG. 4. DEVICE FOR REMOVING P.l UK
FROM EDGE OF PLATFORM.

FIG. STECHER TIltliETS FINISniNT! FISK BODIES.

ly through and enlarge the outer por-
tion. The hole is finally reamed slightly

smaller than the finished dimension. The
end is also faced at this setting, the
overall length to be 2.6 inches, a toler-

ance of .006 inch being permitted above
or below. As the central hole is subse-
quently reamed, the low limit gauge
must not enter. It might be here stated

that all working or shop gauges are made
within the limits of the check gauges,
and while greater accuracy is required

while work is in progress, the rejections

from Government inspection arc mater-
ially reduced.

A noteworthy feature in ennnection
with the body finishing operations is the

method adopted for placing the semi-

finished fuses in the pneumatic chucks
on the Stecher machines. For econo-

mic production it is essential that the

machine be operated continuously, anii

as it is a dangerous practice t.o place

rough pieces in a rapidly moving chucl:.

the simple device shown in Fig. .T is

used. This is a piece of mild steel ma-
chined out to fit the rough no.se n f the
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fuse, with four slots cut in to serve as

a spring grip; the shank being turned to

tit tlie hole in the turret. Fuses are re-

moved from the chuck by releasing tlie

pressure when the finishing' reamer i«

in the hole. The gaugino- instructions

for inspectors on these machines are is-

sued in printed form and are as exact-

ing as those previously mentioned. The
ncnh-al diameter of the outer extremity

of tlie platform is 2.387 inches, with an

alkiwahle variation either way of .013

inch. The depth of the pellet hole is

very important, the tolerance jiermitted

being only .010 inch in a length of 1.5

inches. The thickness of the lip below

the groove must be between .01! and .04

inch.

Removing Burr from Edge of Platform

The slight burr at the outer diameter
of the platform, which is unavoidably

caused by machining, must he removed,

for which purpose the machine shown in

Fig. 4 has been developed. Speed of

handling parts is an important factor in

the manufacture of fuses, in which con-

nection the rapidity of action of this

machine is a commendable feature. In-

serted in the bench is the bronze bush B,

through which the vertical spindle C
passes. The upper end of this tool steel

spindle is turned to Ht the pellet hole of

fuse, and three slots are cut in to give

it the expansion qualities. The action of

this delicate -chuck is controlled by the

treadle rod D, and the tapered bolt E.

Secured to the lower end of the vertical

spindle is the large friction gear F,

wliich is driven by means of the small

pinion G, made of leather washers and

|ilaced on the short shaft H, which is

supported by the bracket hanging from

the lower surface of the bench. The
treadle rod is so constructed that the

lower portion remains stationary while

the upper section revolves, tlie connec-

tion being by means of the point collar

K. It will be noticed that the device is

<le3igned so that the force required to

expand the chuck and revolve the work
is derived from the weight of the gear

and spindle, and the tension of the

spring N. This arrangement eliminates

the possibility of too

great a pressure being-

put upon the sp'.it

chuck, which would
arise if the treadle

rod were depressed by
means of the foot

lever.

Detail Operations

While the detonat-

ing fuses may not be

as complex as t/lie time

fuses, many of the de^

tails require an equal

degree of accuracy,

both as regards mach-
ining and gauging of

t h e various parts.

With the exception of

the foregoing opera-

tions, the bulk of the

work on the fuses is

accomplished on ver-

tical drill presses,

equipped with jigs or

fixtures for specific

operations. A row of

these machines, single

and double, Henry &
Wright, are shown in

Fig. 5. Drilling the

detent hole and coun-

tei^boring for tap is

performed on a double

spindle drill, both these

operations being done
at the one setting, the jig being (pivoted

to bring the hole central below each drill

spindle. The detent hole, having a higli

limit of .223 inch and a low of .217 inch,

is drilled to a depth not exceeding 1.425

inches from the bottom of the adapter

recess, the exact depth being determin-

ed at a later stage. The counterbore for

tap has a maximum depth of .205 inch.

measured from the same base as the de-

tent hole, the low limit being 0.010 inch.

The next machine, a single spindle

<lrill. is used for drilling the small hole

i''l(i.

MI, ori;nATioNs.

I'l.VTURE POK DRILLI.NG AND rOUXTKRBORI.NG
FUSE HOLES.

for tile detent spindle. The point at tho

bottom of the detent hole acts as a guide
for the small drill, which must leave the

diameter between .082 and .088 inch, and
have the same axial line as the larger

portion. The jig used for this operation

is shown at A, Fig. 6, while the other

views of this figure show the application

of the same design to the various re-

(|uirements of the different details. At
H is illustrated the jig adapted for tap-

ping the detent hole, a small pin being

placed in tlie anvil to locate the fuse in

the correct position. At C is shown tlie

jig arranged lor conntcrboring the cap

recess, while D is that for tapping the

detent hole. The elevation of the anx'il

is obtained by means of a helical cam
operated by a horizontal lever, and it

will he noted that gauging positions are

all located at points from which the in-

spectors gauge for finished dimensions.

Counterboring Detent Hole

Another jig used for counterboring the.

detent lude is shown in Fig. 7, the ac-

tion being similar with the exception

that the motion of the anvil is obtained

from the vertically operated lever C.

the anvil B being of fairly large diamete--

to protect the moving shaft from fall-

ing cuttings.

The graze pellet hole is now reamed

to the finislied diameter, which must be

between .535 and .54 inch; and l)y

means of a milling cutter secured to the

reamer, tlie fuse is faced off to the exact
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overall dimension. The lower end of the

detent hole is squared off to form a seat

for the detent, and also to form a shoui-

der that will not fail to lock the detent

the purpose of holding the fuses.

It may be stated here that while the

drawinsr specifies recesses at the base of

the small screw holes, an optional rac-
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PIG. 7. FIXTURE FOR (XTOXTERBORI NC IiFTFNT iIoLF,.

spindle when in action. The wrench hole

is next drilled, the dimensions to be a

diameter of .235 inch with a high and
low tolerance of .005 inch; the depth of

the liole not to e.xeeed .38 inch at the

shallowest portion. The centre of this

hole must be between 1.13 and 1.15

inches from the upper or nose end of the

fuse. The recess for the brass washer
is the next operation, and a toleran<'e of

.005 inch is allowed on a niaxinium dia-

meter of .56 inch. The same tolerance

is permitted on the depth, which must
not exceed .085 inch. Following- this

operation the fuses are passed to an-

other jis' on the same double spindle

drill, where the undercut at the base of

the cap recess is cut in. A special tool

has been designed for this work, where
the small cutter is contained in a holder

and is lowered to the proper position.

being gauared by a collar resting on the

nose of the fuse. As the drill spindle

continues downwards, the tool is forced

outwards by a taper attacliment con-

thod is permitted, by which the under-

cut may be omitted, and a screw with a

pilot used to overcome the portion at

shown in Fig. 8. and is used on a two-
spindle Henry & Wright drill. It is

swiveled in the same manner as those

previously described; the drilling of the

holt hole, which is .208 inch diameter,

having a tolerance of .003 inch either

way, is performed on one spindle, whil,=

the counterbore is accomplished on the

adjacent spindle. The depth of the coun-

terbore measured at the shallow portion

must not exceed .205 inch, the neutr;u

distance being .2 inch. The clampin:;

spindle A, of the jig is provided with a

locating pin B, that enters the detent

hole of the fuse, tlic clamping spindle

being guided by the key bolt C. The
spindle is advanced by swinging the ca'ii

lever D and is returned by the link E.

Owing to the angle at which the drill

must enter the work, the guide bush F
is beveled to provide better support foi

the drill when starting. Extreme care

is exercised in having the hole accurate,

jig and gauges are therefore checked

daily.

Tapping Cap Recess

Tapping the cap recess and also the-

small plug holes at the entrance lo tli>

FIG. t). JIG FOR SLOTTING FFSE NOSE.S.

the bottom of the hole tliat cannot he

cut to a full thread.

Drilling Centrifugal Bolt Hole

The next operation, that of drilling

the centrifugal liolt hole, is a very im-

JiG FOR nun. I. [Mi ( BOLT HOLE.

tained in the body of the fixture and
acting behind the tool. Jigs similar to

those illustrated in Fig. 6 are used for

portant one, owing to its position in th.;

fuse and the duties it is called upon to

perform. The jig for the purpose is

detent and ceutrifuga! bolt holes is ac-

complished much in the same manner
as the adapter set screw hole described

at an earlier period. Tlie minimum dia-

meter of the eap screw tliread, 24 to the

inch, R. H., is .6 inch, with a tolerance

above this dimension of .00.3 inch. The
plug holes have a similar tolerance on

a mean diameter of .3 inch. A feature

tliat might be mentioned here is the me-
thod of handling the fuses as they pro-

;iress through the shop. The drilling ma
chines on the detail operations are .-;o

arranged that the fuses are passed from
one girl to the next, often without the

necessity of putting it down, although

|)ocket trays are located between em-n

machine in which the fuses may be plac-

ed. These trays are made of wood to

avoid injury to the semi-finished work
while in transit.

The small angular groove at the outer

edge of the nose is next milled-in. The
purpose of this detail is to lock the cap

in position after final assembling. Cut-

tin,g this small groove is accomplislied

On a Whitney milling machine, the jig

used being shown in Fig. 9. X" the base

of the jig. which is secured in a )>er-

manent position to the table of the mill-

ing machine, is secured the piece B. the

upper portion acting as a locating point

and also as a guide for the cutter, wliicb
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FIG. lU. FiXAL INSPECTION l)N FFSK HoHIKS.

"perates through the groove C. The posi-

tion of the groove in the fuse is deter-

mined by placing the wrench hole on
the pin shown. The fuse is locked to a

workinij position by the swing clamp E,

Mclod on by tlie cam lever F.

Marking the Fuses

A Dwight-Slate markiuii;- machine is

used to put the identification marks on
liie fuse, these being rolled in just be-
I'lw the serrations. After the fuses havo
lieeii buffed and polished, they are wash-
'•d and otherwise made ready for final

inspection.

A view of the flua! inspection on the

liise bodies is shown in Fig. 10. This

table and gauging is under the direct

supervision of several inspectors. Every
facility has been provided for the rapid
and accurate gauging of the various de-

tails. In addition to the pleasinu- envi-

nonment, tlie chief inspector and his as-

sistants are ever on the alert to devise
methods to minimize the labor necessary
in the handling of thousands of pieces

each day. As an example of the ingenu-
ity displayed in developing rapid pro-

duction fixtures, the sketch, Fiig. 11, il-

lustrates a device designed by the chief

inspector which greatly facilitates the

gauging of the threads on the shell end
of the fuse. This arrangement has ma-
terially reduced tlio physical exertion

FKJ. n (;.\i(!i.\(; M.vcriiNi: fdk fisi; •riiuF.vDs.

yixm IS closed off from the rest of the that would olhcrwi.se ))e re(|uired if the
worksliop and no one is allowed in' un- gauges were screwed on by hand,
less their duties demand it. The ffirls The driving shaft C. driven by the
are arranged alonu- either side of the i>ulley I), is suppi-rlcd bv tlie liaim-in-.'

l)rackels li. The two built-up leather
pinions E, are located an equal distance
on either side of the centre of the fix-

ture. Secured to the lower end of the
vertical shaft is the larue friction gear
(i, the upper flanged end H carrying the
wooden friction chuck block J; (he

whole revolving in the bush I. The ten
sion of the spring K, operatina: on the

double end bell crank lever L, causes the
shaft C to 1)6 forced to the left, tluis

bringing rigiit hand pinion in <'ontact

with the large gear and revolving fuse
in a right hand direction. The gauue N
is started on by hand, and is then placed
in the block, wlicn the ring threads its

way to the ])latform of the fuse. Sliflulii

the ring, for any reason, fail to go to

the desired jjosition, the fuse will sli)i

in the block, thus preventing seizing .')!'

the gauge. The action of the spring will

always revolve the spindle in the one
direction, but, if it be necessary to sto)i

tlie machine the treadle can be locked
in a neutral ))iosition by means of a pin

inserted in the hole Q. While the gaug-
ing of these parts is not strenuous work,
much of the irksomeness has been re-

moved by the use of 'this device.

Owing to the hish desree of accuracy
that is required, the best of '.ightin'j' i.*

essential for inspection purposes. Thi'

room is provided with spacious windows
and artificial H^ht is arranged to mini-

mize the eye strain, the beams beins re-

flected on the Avork, while the eves of the

operators are protected from the direct

rays of the lamps.

Detail of Fuse Parts

Before passing to the assembling room
it mig'ht be well to give- a bvief descri]i-

lion of the various details; as shown in

the assembly. Fig. 14. At -A-is seen the

graze pellet that carries the detonator.

This piece has an overall length' of .97

inch and a anaximuni body diameter of

.53 inch. The upper end has two shoul-

ders, one for the locking position an<^

the upper as a seat for the creep spring.

At R is shown the centrifugal bolt, the

maximum dimensions Ijeing .202 inch

diameter and .24.5 inch long. The de-

tent spindle is shown at C, and the con-

tainer at 1), the overall length of lx)tli

being .65 inch; the mean diameter of

spindle is .OTfi inch, and that of the cou-

taiiner .2125 inch. The detent spring F,

is made from steel piano wire .02(5 inch

diajneter, and must contain 1.3i/> coils

in a length of lietween 1.3 and 1.15 in-

dies, after 12 hours of complete com-
pression. This spring must compress to

a length of .45 inch under a weiirht of

fi lbs. S oz. The graze pellet plug 11. se-

cures the detonator in position; its dia-

meter beinsr .215 inch, with the excep-

tion of the thread which is .298 inches in

diameter and 24 threads per inch. The
creep spring I retains the graze nellet

in position after the c^ntrifugnl bolt has

been disnlaced. and until the sbe'.l strikes

an object. The action of f'e mechanism
will be described Inter. This soriirr i-;

made of steel niano wire .02 inch dia-

meter, there being fi''. coiKs in a length

of .99 itip}i'; the siiring nvust compress to

n leiigtj) of .48 inch under a "-oiot-i n*"
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9Vi oz. The cap J fits on tlie luisc and
contains the sitriking needle. The cap
has an ovei-all length of .9 inch, mea-
sured from the edge of the counterborea
hole, the length of threaded portion be-

ing .35 inch. The steel striking needle
K is probably one of the details that is

given the greatest attention as regards
gauging for length, which must not ex-
ceed .70 inch from the shoulder of the

head to the striking point. In fitting

these needles in the caps, special care
lias to be exercised in assembly, and, to

eiinphasize the fact to the girl operators,

a special notice is posted above the bench
calling attention to the fact that all

needles must be screwed in tightly and
in no case must they be eased back in

order that gauge may fit, because a loose

needle may have serious results to tho,se

in charge of the firing operations. At L
is a distance .piece made of pressed pa-
per, and at M is a small brass washer.

At N is the adapter containing the

magaziine Y. The details X and Y are

placed at the Hlling base and do not en-

ter into the manufacturing contract.

Detonator and Magazine
The detonator X consists of a small

cylinder made of copper .022 inch thick,

with an e.rternal maximum diameter of
.225 inch, the hole in the upper end be-

ing .1 lincli in diameter, and that on the

bottom .05 inch. A copper washer .022

inch thick is rplaced inside the upper sur-
face, and below it a thin brass disc. .022

inch thick; on the inner bottom there
is also a brass diisc .001 inch in thick-

ness and betwee(n the two brass washers
is contained the 1.7 grains of detonat-
ing composition. The magazine Y may
he fitted with or witliout delay as de-

sired, and consists of a .01 inch disc of
delay composition (pressed 400 pounds
dead load), contained between a perfor-

ated powder pellet and a brass fitment,

these being located centrally in a tin cup
of .82 inch diameter, and .26 inch deeip.

On the inner Iwttom of this cup is a

I bin white paper disc, and on th<' uut-

side a muslin disc. On the outer upper
surface is a tycoon paper disc covered
with a lastiu'i' cloth washer, the whole

I roju one operation to the ue.xt as each
detail is performed, the movement beinir

continuous. The table is divided in'o

two sections, and at t'he end of each di-

I'lG. i:i. VlliW^ OF FUSE AND ITS CO.MI^ONENT PARTS.

being shellaced together and to the tin

cuip. The intervening space is tilled with
25 to 30 grains of F. G. powder.

Assembling Department
Fig. 12 is a general view of the as-

sembling department, and the layout ann
method adopted is an interesting fea-

ture of the plant, being as it is an etii-

cient factor in the rapid assembly and
inspection of the various fuse (parts. The
girl operators and men inspectors are
arranged along one side of a Ions' table,

the fuses being passed from one girl to

another, each having her allotted du-

ties to perform in the progressive assem
liling of the numerous parts. The fuses

are placed in small pocket trays, each

holding six fuses, these being moved

I'll.;, i-j. iTsK Assi:_Mr.i.v i iim'aktmkxt.

vision the empty trays are placed on
inclined runways and returned to the
starting point. The coirtiuuous nature
of the operations is such that several
spare girls are required for relief pur-
poses. The sequeruee of operations as
the fuses advance along the bench are

indicated on the general assembly, Fig.

14, in alphabetical order:

—

A.—Boy filling trays and droppdng i."

sraze pellets.

B.—Putting in centrifugal bolt,

C.—Putting in detent spindle and con-

tainer.

D.—
E.—Putting in detent 3i>rinig.

F.—Screwing in detent plug.

G.—Screwing in centrifugal bolt plug.

H.—Screwing in pellet plug.

T.—Placing in creep spring.

J.—Screwing in cap. (Steel needle
lit ted in ini another department).

L.—Putting in paper cylinder.

M.—Putting in brass washer.

N".—Putting in adapter.
0.—Screwing- in adapter plus: or set

screw.

These set screws are screwed in by

means of a simple jig that hoWs the fuse
in a certain position with the screw op-

posite a fixed crank-operated screw dri-

ver. Two small, weighted lever bench
presses are used to stencil the Lot Num-
ber, and Oovernment Acceptance Stamt).

Before passing to the lacquer prepara-
tion table, the fuses are carefully exam-
ined by .shop inspectors. After lacquer-

ing, they are given a final Government
inapectioo preparatory to packing. Mi-
nor repairs are made at this time, but.

where fuse asseiml)ly does not conform
to specifications, they are placed in sep-

arate cases and taken to another depart-

ment for overhaulino- and correcting. If

might be mentioned that, at various

points along the assembly bench, Gov-
e'-nment inspectors are placed tn check
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the wurk as it progresses. It lias been

found, however, that with the close

workiniT limits that are in vo<iue in the

actual evolution of the finished fuse body
tlie percentage of rejected fuses is re-

markably low. In this respect, it might

be well to add that manufacturers in

many instances, obtain the various small

details from outside sources. In order,

therefore, to eliminate the possibility of

suljseqnent error, every component part

used in the fuse construction, is care-

fully gauged and examined before go-

ing- to the assembling department. Sev-

eral views of the semi-finished fuse, to-

S-ether with the small details, are shown
in Fig. 13, while Fig. 14 gives the more
imiwrtant dimensions and also shows a

cross section of the fuse through the

centre of the gi-aze pellet and detent

holes. Fig. 15 illustrates some of the

gauges that are indispensable for ac-

curate production. The group hen-

shown is understood to cost well over

i?.'),000, the larse one in the background

costiniS' over $200.

Mechanism in Action

The purpose of the various details

may be better understood by a brief des-

cription of the action under tirins' con-

ditions. With the fuse is assembled,

the detonator cannot be fired until the

graze pellet is released. In order to do

this the centrifugal ,bolt must be re-

moved from its position on the shoul-

der of the graze pellet, and, to do this,

the detent must be forced down into the

Sipace now occupied by the detent sprin;i.

When the shell is discharged from the

gun, the sudden and violent movement
causes the gmall detent C and D to

exert a pressure of over 25 lbs. upon
the spring E, and consequently com-

presses it until the detent spindle is be-

low the shoulder, when the revolving

uiotion of the shell created by its pas-

sage throoigh the rifled barrel, results in

the point of the detent spindle tippin^r

over to tlie outer edge; the re'uction of

the spring' causes the detent to lock, thus

preventing it again entering the small

hole. As soon as the detent spindle has

unlocked the small bolt B, the centri-

fugal action has the effect of making the

centrifugal bolt fly out, leaving the graze

mr

In January this year there was also au
increase over the same month a year

ago. Exports in 1917 were $16,91l",008.

as against .$16,455.97.3 in .January, 1916.

^:

^iMTiimnmL

IK. <ii.\ii. 11!' I'lit: (iAi i;i'.s isi;i) jd .si;cli;i: ai'I i;ai i i.\ ru'ii'i

pellet free to advance. As long as the

shell is flying through space, however,

and more espaoially wihen falling- down-
wards, the graze pellet is prevented from
creeping by the action of the small

spring I. Immediately the nose of the

shell strikes an object, the graze pellet

will Ijound forward and the detonator,

coming in violent conltact, fires the

charge, which is then tran.smitte.d either

instantaneously or by means of the de-

lay, to the explosive charge in the shell

BRITAIN'S EXPORT TRADE
DESPITE the unrestricted German sub-

marine warfare, Britain's exports to

America during the month of February
show a considerable increase over those

of February a year ago. During Feb-
ruary. 1917, exports from London to

America reached the aggregate of .$14.-

061.276. as against $12,.371,166 for Feb-
ruary. 1916, an increase of $1,690,110.

BODY ANU GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

or .$455,035 more. Exports for January
and February this year from London to

America aggregate $30,972,284, as

against $28,827,139 in th esame months
last year, an increase of $2,145,145. The
figures are those of exports going out

of England through London alone; there

is of course a considerable export going

direct from Liverpool and other ports

without touching London.

Of exports in two months this year
from London, the biggest item is rubber.

of which $10,000,000 worth was sent to

America after being received from Afri-

ca and other British rubber producing
parts. Art exports, including paintiniis

aggregated $1,904,400 during Januar-
' ^''^bruary this year, as against $1.-

259,087 in .TaMuary and February last

vear.

ENGINEERS ORGANIZE FOR NA-
TIONAL SERVICE

ENGINEERS and technical men gen-

erally belonging to the various branches
of the profession in Ontario have re-

cently organized to lend their practical

and technical knowledge in the service

of tlieir country. A joint committee is

making a canvass to register engineer-

ing ability of every sort and descrip-

tion, and cards have been distributed

to tlie members of all (he societies, ask-

ing for accurate information as to each

man's special experience and qualifica-

tions.

The object of the committee is to de-

vise ways and means by which engineers

and other technical meu may, as a re-

sult of their special training and experi-

ence, render assistance in the develop-

ment and ffovernment of our Dominion.
The immediate aim is to evolve a plan

or plans whereby such of these men as

for business, family, or other reasons,

are unable to go to the front, may be

used for war purposes at home in such

manner as their special technical train-

iu'.; nuiv make them most valuable.
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OUR MINERAL AND FOREST
RESOURCES

'I'HE Dominion Royal Commission now
(-losing the fifth year of its existence

has recently issiie.J what is understood
to be its final report. Alonj;- with the

latter appears the fifth interim report,

the subject of which is Canada, and con-

cerning the ownership of wjiose mineral
resources the followins;' statement is

made:

—

The Commission finds it regrettable

that Canada's mineral assets should be
owned so largely t^tside the Empire,
and adds th-at th^isj^iresent income re-

ceived by the various Provincial Gov-
ernments for the loss of their mineral
wealth—a most valuable and everwast-
ing asset, appears wholly inadequate.

The taxation is quite insufficient in com-
parison, for instance, with that levied

in the T'^nion of South Africa.

Forest Assets

The forest resources of Canada, the
( 'ommission admits, undoubtedly form
one of the most valuable assets of the

Empire. It doubts whether the pro-

vincial and federal forest reserves ai'e

as yet under an efficient and economic
administratiiin worthy of the vast nat-

ural wealth which they represent. It

is pointed out that Canada is estimated
to have between two and three hundred
million acres of commercial timber, but

the output is approximately only thai

of Germanv, where timber is cut on an
area of 24.000.000 acres only. The
German output however, is from lands

which have taken a hundred years to

bring to their present perfection, as

timber producers.

''The possession of assets such as

the Canadian asbestos and nickel re-

sources could be used by the British

Empire as a powerful means of eco-

nomic defence. We desire to point out

that, though Canada is practically the

only producer of raw asbestos on a large

scale in the world, the United Kingdom
is larg'ely dependent on foreign sources.

esf>ecially the United States, for the

manufactured asbestos which it re-

quires.
'

'

The commission emphasizes the fact

tliat the water powers of Canada should
place the Dominion in a favorable posi-

tion for the production of synthetic

nitrogen compounds, while the manufac-
ture of potash from felspar by a hydro-
electrical process in Canada is contem-
plated.

Empire Resources Development

"The success of the action achieved
during the war suggests that it is ex-

pedient that the various Governments
of the Empire should take steps as soon
as conditions permit," says the report,

"to secure the development and. utiliza-

tion of their natural wealth on a well-

considered scheme directed towards a
definite and recognized object. In our
opinion it is vital that the Empire
should, so far as is possible, be placed

in a position which would enable it to

resist any pressure which a foreign

power or group of powers could exer-

cise in time of peace or durins; war in

virtue of a control of raw materials and
commodities essential for the well-being
of the Empire and it is towards the at-

tainment of this object that co-ordin-
ated effort should be directed."

The commission has made a survey
of the natural resources, commercial
and industrial effort, and man-power of

the Empire, and advocates the com-
pletion and continuance of the work
under a permanent Imperial Develop-
ment Board representing all parts of

.
the Dominions which should keep this

survey up to date, so that there may be
a scientific development of the natural

resources of the Empire.

®
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS RE-

LATING TO MUNITIONS
Question.—What is the purpose of

1 lie sei-rations on the forward portion
of the co]iper bauds on the larae size

shells?

Answer.—The guns from which these
shells are fired are generally discharged
at a considerable angle, the guns being
broua'ht to a horiontal position for re-,

loadiiia. When the shell is placed in

the breech it is given a violent push
forward and the .serrations in the cop-

per band provide a better means of

starling the band in the rifling of the

barrel, so that the liold thus attained
will support the weight of the shell

wjien the gun is tilted upward.

Question.—An air cylinder 10 inches
in (liauK'tcr is used to feed the saddle
of a lathe when drilling a shell nose. If

the gauge registers 70 llis., what thrust

is put upon the lathe spindle, providei!

2 per cent, is used to move the saddle?

Answer.—The total force acting on

the jnston would be represented by the

initial pressure multiplied by the area

in squai'e inches, or 70 X 10 XIO X
.7854 equals 5497.88 lbs. As this in-

cludes the force required to move the

saddle, the net pressure acting on the

lathe spindle will be 98 per cent, of

the total, or .5497.8 lbs. X .98, equals

5..388 lbs.
* » «

Question.—What dead weight would
be required for an accumulator to exert

a pressure of 1,000 lbs. per square inch,

the piston being 12 inches in diameter?

Answer.—The area of the piston u))-

iiu which the pressure would come will

l)e the diameter squared multiplied bv
.7854, or 12 X 12 X -7854 equals lis!-

098 inches, and as each square inch

must be subjected to a pressure of

1,000 lbs. per square inch, the weia'ht

required will be 1,000 lbs. multiplied bv
113.098. or 11.S.098 lbs., wliich will be

approximately 57 tons.
* * *

Question.—What rule can be applied

to calculate the amount of stock to be

removed from the base of a six-inch

shell, when the same is overweight?

Answer.—A fairly accurate formula
for caloilating the weight of round

steel jicr foot of Icngtii is to divide the
square of four times the diameter by
6. Thus for 6-in. steel the weight

(4 D)= (4 X 6)'

would be = = 96 lbs.

6 6
per foot. To find the weight by sixty-

fourths of an inch, divide 96 by the
number of sixty-fourths contained in one
foot, or 96 divided by 708 e(pia!s % of
a pound, or 2 ounces. Therefore, eacli

two ounces would correspond to a cut

of l-fi4 inch from the surface of the
base.

* ^ *

Question. -If tlie inner and outer
walls <if a shell were not concentric,
what effect would it have on the flight

of the projectile?

Ansrwer.—The fact that a shell in
flight has two distinct motions, that of
the path of the projectile and the rota-

ina motion about its own axis, requires
that the closest attention be given to

the production of a perfectly uniform
shell to insure the hiuiiest degree of ac-
curacy result. Should the walls of a

shell vary in thickuess on the same cir-

cumference, the weight would he un-
evenly distributed, and the centrifugal

force set up by the rotating action

would cause the shell to travel in ever-

increasing spirals in the course of its

flight. The principle is similar to the
nnbalanceil ]iulley on a rapidly revolv-

ing shaft.
* « *

Question.—Why are the threads on
the base plugs or adapters cut left hand,
while those on the sockets are cut risrht

hand ?

Answer.—In order to increase accur-
acy of fire, all modern guns have rifled

barrels; that is, a series of helical

grooves running throughout the entire

length, so that when a shell is dis-

charged the copjier baud cuts its way
through, causing the shell to rotate
about its own axis at a very great speed.

Unless the adapters were screwed in the
base in the contrary direction to the

action of the shell when in flight, the

possibility of turning out would be very
great, more especially if the adapter
were a little loose. With a left hand
thread, this danger is eliminated. It is.

therefore obvious that all threads for-

ward of the driving unit (the copper
band), will be right hand and those, to

the rear will be the contrary.

S ^:- »

Question.—Why are the copper bands
On the large shells heated before being
pressed in the grooves?
Answer.—In order to overcome the

inertia of the mass of the shell, togeth-

er with the important duty that is xe-

quired of these bands when the shells

are discharged from the gun, it is essen-

tial that no slippage take place between
file shell and the copper band", it is

therefore necessary to heat the larger

sizes to insure the metal being forced

well about the waved ridges and into the

undercut. The contraction of the metal

when cooling, also aids in the copper
taking a firmer grip of the shell.
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Mevivufkci^urc
Featured by An
Installation of

Special Equipment
Staff Article

Win till r ill till- iHiUti'i- of forging or that of machining, it can tnithfuUy be mid that thi

various stayt» of shrapnel shell production continue to provide nnu.mal scope for the display

of inventive genius and mechanical engineering skill of a verij high order. That the latter

have not been lacking in the past, we knoiv, and that their further development may he

looked firr in the fiiftirc, will, we arc sure, be a reasonnhle coyiclusion to anticipate.

SriTABLK ('(|uipmeiit is Liiiduiibtt'd-

ly the cliiei' essential to the eeoiiu-

mio manufacture of any product, bo
same large or small, heavy or liiiht, rug-
ged or delicate, and irrespective of pur-
pose or service. This fact has been amp-

I'lli. I. I'IKKCIN..
AND I) I! A W I N i;

F' tJ N C: II K S Kol;
FonrlTNG SIlltAl'

XKI,,

ly deinonstrnlcd diiriiii; the pasl two
years. The demand for munitions ne-

cessitated the development ol' certain

lines of machinery, to cope with the un-

precedented situation created and to

solve successfully i)roblems thai were
entirely new to the metal-workin;; in-

dustries of tills country, ^'olumes would
l)e re(|uired to relate what ,has taken

place since the inception of shell-mak-

ing in Canada, but it is safe to say that

the knowledge obtained from the parti-

cipation in the work will fuudameutalK
revolutionize manufacturing methods in

many branches of metal-working enter-

prise. The inability to secure machin-
ery when most needed has proibably been
the chief reason why so many plants

have been forced to make the most use

of their available resources, adaptim;'

them to achieve what at one time mis'ht

have been considered impossible. Full

scope has been given the inventive gen-

ius of those in charge of production,

and the resultant fruits liave more than

met the expectations of the differeiii

executives concerned.

Shell Body Forging

Maximum production of modem muni-
tions of war depend in great measure
upon the quality of forgings that are

supplied to the manufacturer. In the

early period of the war, at a tinije when
little was known regarding the technical

or practical side of shell making, the

e(iuipment for the purpose was designed

uu)re from impromptu need tlian from
any extensive knowledge of previous
practice. K.xperience, however, together

with a comi)reIiensive study of the detail

rwiuirements. has placed the numufac-
ture of shells on a par with other lines

of industrial activity, and while tlie pro-

duct has varied but little during the

])ast two or three years, the details of

production have undergone many
changes, with the result that present

methods and practice, evolved out of

previous faults and failures, have ma-
terially recluced the losses incidental to

the work.

With due consideration given (o the

i|unlity of steel used, the successful pro-

(luction of shell forgings is as inucli a

question of traineil labor as a problem

of working equipment. This does not

mean that a thorough technical knowl-

edge is required, or even desired, by

those men employed on the forging pro-

cess; but each man should so study his

particular duties, whether it is heating

the billets, cooling the punches, or other

apparently insignificant operation, that

liis eye and his hand shall become so

trained, that he will quickly see and
readily adapt himself to the needs of

the situation, and thus co-operate with

liis other associates in attaining and

u

K.voi'K-inrr m!iivisii)N
IMRIJCRD RLANK.

luaiutainiiig nuiximum ellii'iency. both

quality and quantity.

Without actually seeing the process
through whi(di the steel passes, in its

sluirt but rapid pas.sage from the bar
111 the rough forging, little conception
lan be had of the tremendous energy
rccpiired on the |)art of the operators. \n

the performance of their various duties.

Kverv section of (he forging depart-

ment, from cutting-off the billets to the
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stacking; of the finished forgings, could
be compared to a busy bee colony,
wliere each individual has his allotted

FIG. S. rVV l.(IKMIN(; DII'; WITH TIT

task to perform, the end being achieved

entirely free from disorder or con-

fusion.

The gradual improvement shown in

shrapnel shell production in the plant

supplying the following data, has re-

sulted from closely studying the varied

requirements; and designing the dies

and punches i'l produce a more uniform
forging both in shape and dimensions.

The cut billets, 514 inches in length,

and 31/2 inches in diameter, are placed

in several Mechanical Engineering Co.

furnaces where they are heated to a

temperature of apjiroximately 1800 degs.

F. The care exercised at this stage has

much to do with the accuracy of sub-

sequent machining operations. The uni-

form heating of the billets being largely

a question of the trained eye. experi-

enced heaters are indispensable, and
under no consideration should this work
be placed in the hands of a novice.

The first operation on the press is

piercing the billet. This is accomplished

on a Boomer & Bosehert 250 ton hy-

draulic press fitted with twin dies and
punches, so that twu shells are operated

on at one stroke. In addition to the

duplex arrangement, the stroke of the

ram has beau i^rinced to eliminate the

FIG. 4. SERIES OF DRAWING DTF.S

loss contingent to the unnecessary lift.

The actual piercing operation consists of

forcing the punch into the billet and
causing the metal to flow up and around

the punch to a height of about 7 inches.

with a slight taper on the outside sur-

face, the base being 3 9-16 inches diam-
eter, and the upper end 3 27-32 inches.

Punch and Die Features

The piercing punch, shown on the left

of Fig. 1, has an overall length of 2(1

inches from the face of the descending
ram. From a tangential point, 2^/)^

inches from the nose, the profile of the
punch is formed with a radius of 5^4
inches, the extreme nose being rounded
to 9-16 incli radius. From the tangen-
tial point to a distance 4 inches from
the nose, the punch has a parallel diam-
eter of 2.975 inches. With the exception

Fig. 4. The top die is made of cast
iron, chilled to height of 1% inches from
tile lower surface. The drawing diam-
eter on the upper die is 3.718 inches,
and has a parallel length of 1^ inch, the
mouth being belled out with a radius of
.3.75 inches. The center die made of
machine steel liardeiied, lias a drawing
diameter of 3.65 inches, parallel for i^

inch, the upper portion liaving a taper
of ]4 degrees with tlie axis of the dies.

The lower die has a similar taper but
with a parallel portion % inch long and
a diameter of 3.6 inches. The draw
punch sliown fo the right of Fig. 1 has
an overall length of 27 inches, exclusive

FIG. .'.. T.Y.MI'.rRNER" SPECI.il. I..VTHER OX ROT-GII TI'RMXG OPERATIIIX.

of an inch at the upper end, which is

parallel, the remainder of the punch has
a gradual taper to S^'o inches in diam-
eter, the size 8 inches from the nose be-

ing 3.039 inches diameter. As shown
in Fig. 2 provision is made for a knock-
out to eject the pierced blank.

As- the blanks lose very little of

their heat during this piercing process,

they are immediately transferred to the

drawing press which is likewise fitted

with twin equipment. The first opera-

tion is to form the cup recess at the

base of the bore. The die shown in

Fig. 3 is placed in a recess on the up-

per surface of the top draw die; when
the blanks are placed in this small pot

die, the punch descends and forms the

rough powder cup chamber. While the

general jiractice is to form the base of

these shells flat, a small tit having a

diameter of % inch and a length of

3-16 inch, is often pressed on to reduce

the thickness of stock at the base. A
small hole is drilled through the die

to permit the escape of air.

The ram is again elevated and the

blanks placed in the draw dies, when
the drawinar punch forces the shell com-

pletely throush the three dies shown in

of the threaded end. This extreme
length is necessary in order to force

the rough shell completely through the

die. As very little machining is doiir

on the upper end of the shrapnel bore,

the dimensions of the draw punch should

be fairly accurate, with shrinkage
allowance. The cup forming tit has a

diameter of 2.16 inches, with a corner
radius of 14 inch and a length of .89

inches; it is flared out to a diameter of
2.46 inches to a point 1.1 inches from
the nose. Three sections of varying

tapers make up the remainder of the

length, the diameters and points of in-

tersection being 2.8 inches at 2.79 inches

from the nose; 3.03 inches at 6.864

inches from the nose, and a diameter of

3.073 inches at a point 6 inches from
the face of the ram .

After the shells are taken from be-

low the press, they are gaueed for con-

centricity and overall length and then

stamped by the inspector, following

which they are left to cool preparatory

to being machined.

Shell Body Machining

The methods adopted in the plant

from which this article has been sc-
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cured, show clearly to what extent stan-

dard machine tool equipment has been
eliminated, being replaced by single pur-

operation, the base end of the forging-

is centered in the lathe, after which the

shells are rous'h turned on the outer dia-

FIG. 0. DETAIL OF .SPECIAL KOUGH TURNING LATHEiS.

pose

pid

machines which make for more ra-

production of 18-pdr. shrapnel
shells. In describing the manufacturing
methods of this shop it is not intended
to follow in detail the progressive stages,

l)ut to dwell more particularly upon
those features that have been locally de-
veloped and that make for efficiency and
maximum output.

Cutting Off and Rough Turning

I Cutting off the open end—the lirst

operation—is performed on special ma-
chines constructed in the plant. These
machines were designed with a view to

maximum of efficiency, being equipped
with pneumatic chucks and automatic
ejectors. The mechanism of the operat-
ing arranaement is so constructed as to

put a pull upon the piston and connect-
ing rods, this method giving oreater sat-

isfaction, as the rods being in tension
provide increased holding power to the
j'aws. After the open end has been cut
off and the chuck released, the shell is

partly forced out by means of the auto-
matic spring ejector. The length frcn
the inner base 'to the open end, after
cutting off, is 9 inches. Following this

meter. Several single purpose machines
of Lymburner make are used for this

operation, a group being shown in Fig.

chain drives, and, in order to avoid the
necessity of long chains, a special coun-
tershaft has been erected about midway
between the line shaft and the machines.
This additional shaft, which runs con-
tinually, is equipped with tight and
loose pulleys for each machine, the driv-
ing sprocket for the chain belt being
rigidly secured to the side of the loose
pulley. The chain drive for machines
working on operations that require the
constant application/ of oil or cutting
lubricant, has an advantage over the lea-

ther or cotton belt, inasmuch as the efR-

ciency of the drive is not affected by be-
coming saturated with the liquid used
for lubricating the cutting tools; as a
matter of fact, the chain will often do
better work when well coated with oil

or grease. Owing to the increased ha-
zard contingent to the use of chain belts,

special guards are installed upon all ma-
chines so equipped, in order to protect
the operators. These turning machines

5. It will be noted that the general use
of belt driven machines has been almost
entirely discarded, the majority of the
lathes 'being equipped with Baldwin

riG. 7. INTBEIOR BORING ON "T.YMP.nRXER" SPRriAI, MAPniVr.'! EOrirrKD WITHWITH "BALDWIN" CHAIN DRIVE.

FOR BORING MACHINE,

are arranged to work in pairs, one per-
forming the roughing, while its com-
panion is used for the linishing opera-
tion. When roughing the outside, the
main portion of the body is turned to .1

diameter of 3.4 inches, the minimum dia-
meter being .01 inch smaller. One cut
is required on each machine, the size

of the body and the larger diameter at
the mouth being derived by the action
of the rocking tool post bracket upon
the generating cam which is shown at

I he front of the latlie, straddling the sad-
dle, and secured to the head-stock at
one end, and to tlie end of the lathe at
the other.

Rough Turning Latlie Features

A sketch of these special lathes is

shown in Fig. 6, and a casual glance will
show the simplicity togetiier with the
efficient design for specific operations.
The main driving unit or sprocket A is

secured to the solid spindle between the
two bearings; powerful yet elastic feed
drive being oI)tained by using large dia-
meter and wide face pulleys. Secured
lo the nose of the spindle is the cone-
sliaped, inserted serrated tooth driving
arfjoi- r. Upon the upper surface of the
cam bracket R, which is secured to the
stationary parts of the lathe, is the gen-
orating cam F, upon which the steel

block G bears while the tool is advanc-
ing along the shell. The tool block pro-
per is secured to the casting T l)y means
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of two trunnions, one on either side.

Wlien the tool has been set ready for

cuttino-, close adjustment is obtained by
setting the screw in the tool block H.
Adjustment of the tailstoek is provided

for by the lug J, which extends below

and between the shears of the lathe.

All maehines are equipped with dri]i

pans hun;;' below the bed, from which

the lubricant is drained to a central well

to be again pumped to an overhead sup-

ply tank. The dimensions after finish

turning are a ma.ximum diameter of '^.3'2

inclies, with a low limit of 3.315 inches.

Tor a distance of % inph from the open
end, the diameter must be between 3.522

and 3.542 inches; the length of the ta-

per from this point to the body diameter

is 1% inches. The diameter at the base

to a point SVi inches from the open end

idOVE.

has a neutral dimension of .3.308 inches.

Interior Boring

After the base has been rinmli faced.

headstock bearing. In addition to the

boring bar wliich is held m the square

i;roove in tlie centre of the fi.\ture, a

small tool is inserted in an inclined slot

at one side for facing the open end at

the same time that the base of the bore

is being finished. The adjustment oC

tliis facing tool is aecomplislied bv
means of a small screw passing throiigu

a bracket secured to the bottom of the

l)oring bar holder. These machines, like

the turning lathes, work in pairs, rousb-

ing and finishing being jicrformed on
separate maeliines.

Power Cup Chamber

The powder cup chamber is roughed
nut to a diameter of between 2.228 and
2.248 inches, with a mean depth of .870

inch. The small diameter of the ta-

pered portion must not exceed 2.54 in-

ches, the overall length from the open
end to the inner base being 8.9 inches.

The overall lengtli, aftei finishing does

not change, but the cup chamber is en-

larged to a diameter of 2.52 inches low

and 2.54 inches high, the depth to be

not greater than .84 inch. The shoulder

above the powder recess is increased to

FIG. 10. AIR CHtTK BUUIl'MEXT nv I,.\TIIi:S.

JIG. 11. SPECIAL CDNVEYOE IX COXX
SHEM.I, XOSK AXXEALIXG OPE

leaving a ma.ximum thickness of .832

inches, the shells pass to the boring ma-
chines for interior machining. These

tools are also of Lym-
burner make, being

specially desiened for

this operation. As
seen in the illustration,

Fig. 7, these machines,

in common with others,

are equipped with

chain drive, thus elim-

inating machine belt

slippaue and utilizing

the full power of the

line shaft bcltiuu'. By
referring to Fig. 8, a

clearer conception can
be had of the opera-

tion of the boring bar

in developino the in-

side profile. This

large movable arm
forms part of the sad-

dle, an extension of

which provides a pivot

for the rear end, the

lioint being located in

a central position at a

distance of 38 inches

from the generating

point of the cam, the

ECTiox WITH letter being seeiired to

RATION". front of the torward

a diameter ))etween 2.5975 and 2.6175

inches.

Band Wave and Groove

Before cutting the groove for the cup-

per band, the base is agairt faced oft' to

the desired thickness, which must not

be less than .42 inch. Lymburner special

purpose lathes are used for machinin,'

the rifliug band groove, a cut of one

being illustrated in Fig. 9. A fixture,

forming part of the lathe, is secured to

the forward portion of the head-stock,

the waving attachment being in constanl

motion and forced into the work by tlie

lever at the fore part of the device. The

undercutting tools are in operation at

the same time, they being used alter-

nately, so that, when the wavinu: is com-

pleted, the sides are also finished. A
tolerance of .1 inch is permitted on a

maximum length of .8.32 inch from the

base to the back edge "I the copper

band groove.
Heat Treating

Previous to heat treating the shells,

several small nicks are made with a cold

chisel across the ribs in the band gi-oove,

this being considered necessary for the

escape of the air from the grooves when

the copper is being forced into position.

The heat treatment process is similar to

that described in former articles, the

shells being subjected to a temperature

of approximately 1.450 degs. F., care
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located in the centre of a still larger

one, the intervening space being flUe.l

with water for cooling purposes. This

water is kept in continual circulation by
means of a small pump. As a certain

amount of oil is removed with eaeli shell,

it is necessary to replenish the supply

from time to time, and in connection

with the hardening bath it may be well

to draw attention to the fact that peri-

odical inspection should be given the

contents of the tank. If this practice is

licit followed, there is the possibility that

the lower portion of the solutinn may
consist of water that has leaked in from
the cooling chamlber, or otherwise;

drain cocks should be provided at the

lowest extremity to carry oft" any water

that may have accumulated. iCases have

been known where irregular hardening

has resulted from this cause. All shells

are tested with the seleroseope, after

which thev are 'cand-blasted to remove

being exercised to

obtain an even heat

on all portions of

the shell. This is

essential, as uneven-
ly heated shells

when hardened will

show various de-
grees of harness
when tested with
the scleroscoi)e,

I'Kj. ]:i^ iietaiij of r>BvicE
Foil KOfXDING-OFIi' CORNER
l)F .'^IIEI.L liASE AND (1 T-
TI.\<; SMALL GROOVE JI'ST

r.EI.,<l\V NOSE.

which in the case of shrapnel shouhl what til reduce the hardness of the me-

uive a rea<ling~ of from 45 to 5(1. tal.

If above 50, the shells are again placed The medium for hardening' iiiirposfS

in the furnace and drawn back some- is oil which is ccmtained in a large tank

IKi. II. ;l'ErtM. II.\lt 1!E Fill! FINISIII.M; Slll!.\r'XF^L SOCKETS.

the scale created by the heating process.

Swedging-in the Nose

Swedging-in the nose is accomplished
on a Brown, Boggs geared press; the

shells being first heated in a lead bath,

for a short distance up, to a temperature
of about 1,500 degs. F. The method of

healing the nose in the lead bath is ne-

cessary in order to localize the heat and
avoid drawing the temi)er from the low-

er portion of the shell. As the iieated

>hell is being placed in the press, the

diaphragm is dropped in, as it is of

'.greater diameter than the bore of the

nose.

As tlie shells come from the swedg-
ing' press, they are placed in powdered
mica, nose downwards, for annealing, as

it would be very difficult to machine thi^

portion if shells were allowed to cool in

tiie air. An interesting method has beer,

adopted in this plant for tlie storage of

the shells during tiie time required for

annealing purposes. Adjacent to the

nosing press, so as to avoid unnecessary

handling, a special conveyor has been

erected that not only offers excellent fa-
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cilities for anni'aling the shells, but also

solves the problem of additional "floor"
space, which is ever an important fac-

tor in small shops. To provide amplf

support for the heavy weig-lit, the struc-

ture is stronsrly built, provision being

made for" sixteen trays each holding

about forty shells each. As each tray

is loaded, the conveyor is moved to the

next position and, when the conveyor
lias made one revolution, which takes

4 or 5 hours, the shells are ready to be

removed from the trays. A view of this

apparatus is shown in Fig. 11. As ths

shells are taken from the conveyor, they

are placed in a small sand blast where
the copper band groove is thoroughly

cleaned.

Nose Machining

At present the machining of the nose

is being accomplished on several Jones

& Lamson turret machines, but this oper-

ation will soon 'be performed on special

machines now under construction in the

shop. The contour of the nose is formed
with a radius of 6.57 inches, the tangen-

tial point being 1.91 inches hack from
the open end. After the inner and outer

profiles have been finished and the nose

threaded, the exterior surface is around

a thrust bearing. The "spindle" is a

large cast iron gear C, which also ac'.s

as the outer portion of the chuck. Thi'

split collet D that grips the shell is oper-

ated by the nut E, the thread of whit!}

tits that on the large gear. It is obvious

that with this device, it is neecssary that

the machine be stopped while the shell

is being placed in or removed from the

chuck; the adjusta^ble stop F, acting as

a gauge when placing the shell in posi-

tion, this bolt passing through the arm
G, which also senses as the tool holder

for rounding- the corner on the base end.

To give increased support to this Jirm,

it is provided with an extension H, the

whole oscillating on the stud shown,

which is screwed to the frame of the ma-
chine. As the gauge bolt F is kept in

contact with the base of the shell by
means of the spring I, any slight vari-

ation in the setting of the shell does

not affect the operation, as the tool re-

tains its relative position to the gaugine

point. The operation of this tool arm is

obtained by lifting the lever J. Cutting

the gi'oove in the nose is similarly achiev-

ed, the position of the tool being con-

trolled in a like manner to that on the

opposite end. The driving <aear ratio

Hsaea- l»703- Shtrp innerea^es of serewngie
be removed.

Thbe tebe/fusn
with botromoffuse
socket

Shallow Disc

Secureifvvitb Shellac,

Junction between
socl^etana central

tube lobe solSe rea.

Powaer oellets

^Muslin aisc secured with shellac to t bottom pellets.

TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF IS-PDR. SHRAPNEL SHELL.

to the final shape and dimensions on a

Ford-Smith grinder, several of which are

installed for the purpose. After the

shells have been subjected to a washing
process, which is necessary to remove
all grit and grease from the surfaces, the

base below the rifling band groove is

ground to a maximum diameter of 3.20

inches, with a low limit of 3.283 inches.

It might be mentioned here that with a

few exceptions, all machines fitted with

chucks are equipped with pneumatic de-

vices for more rapid and economic hand-

ling of the shells. Fig. 10 is a typical

example.
Base Corner Radius

An ingenious device has been design-

ed for rounding off the corner on the

base and cutting the small groove jusl

below the nose. Both these operations

are performed at the same time, the ma-
chine ibeing constructed so that the shell

protrudes from bofh ends of the spindle,

which is, generally speaking, simply a

revolving chuck. Two of these machines
are shown in Fig. 12, and their simpli-

city is probably one reason of their effi-

ciency. A sectional view of the device

is shown in Fi?. 13. The frame which is

six inches wide, has bearings seven in-

ches in diameter made of babbit metal,

one of them so constructed to serve as

is 4 to 1. The groove in the nose is cut

to a depth of .0175 inch and a width of

.12 inch; the distance from the nose to

the edge of the groove should be not

greater than .07 inch, and not less than

.06 inch.

The next machining operation, that of

pressing on and turning the copper 'band,

follows the preliminary inspection.

Pressing on the copper band is accom-

plished on a 150-ton Lymburner hydrau-

lic press, operating at a pressure of 1,-

500 lbs. per square inch. In order to

avoid any possibility of over compres-

sion on the shell, the press is fitted with

a safety relief valve located on the sup-

ply pipe. Special lathes fitted with Lym-
burner improved band turninc' attach-

ment, are provided for machining the

copper bands.

Shell Assembly

Body machining is now completed and
the sheils are ready for assemblinsr. The
tin powder cups are first placed in, and
allowed to drop below the diaphragm,

after which the brass tubes are screwed

into the diaphragna and the surrounding

space filled with lead bullets. In order

to get the required number of bullets in

the shell, it is necessary to jar the lat-

ter, this being accomplis'icd by means of

an air vibrator placed immediately he

neatli the spout of the hopper. This
firm is at present using large quantities

of these lead bullets, and, in order lo

conveniently handle same, a special buc-

ket conveyor has been constructed that

elevates them from a bin in the basement
to the floor upon which they are used.

The bullets are discharged into a large

hopper above the assembling bench.

While the resin is being poured in, the

hole in the tube is covered to prevent

any of the liquid from entering. When
the desired amount has been put in, the

brass socket, which has been previously

coated with red lead, is screwed info

position.

Applying and Machining Nose Sockets

The sockets are screwed into position

by means of a mechanical device deve-

loped in the shop, a great saving being

effected over the hand method. The at-

tachment is secured to the bench so that

the shell is held in a vertical position.

Before the shell is placed in the chuck,

a split bush is dropped over the bod,\

to allow for the greater diameter of the

copper band, and when the chuck has

been tightened by means of a foot trea-

dle, a driving collar is placed on fop,

which engases with the dogs inserted in

the body of the chuck, the fixture being

revolved by a worm acting on a gear

outside of the central chuck, the latter

remaining stationary. As the dogs en-

gage the driving collar, the gripping

jaws are forced info the brass S')cket

and turn it to its finished position.

After the sockets are screwed in, and

the tube soldered, the shells are taken

to the machine shown in Fig. 13 where

the brass socket is finish turned. This

machine is fitted with a special fixture

for holding the shell and machining the

same. The shell jig is secured to the

face-plate of the lathe and has' two
stiff arms extending out to a circular

portion that revolves in a separate

steady rest. The shell is placed in the

chuck from the side, between the two
arms, and is secured in a working posi-

tion by the action of an air operated

ram forced forward by the cylinder lo-

cated on the rear of the spindle. The
entire machining on the socket is per-

formed by the movement of the handle

shown, the outer edge beinc finished a<

the lever is pushed outwards, while the

reverse movement cuts the inner portion

to the desired shape and size.

From here oil, the shells are passed

throuarh the several operations of ream-

inar and hand sizine, final inspection,

paintina*. packin<r and shippina:. A fea-

ture of the plant, and one that has had
much to do with the successful produc-

tion, is the establishment of a local shell

committee, which meets periodically fn

study t>>e best methods of oraranizat'ou

for rapid and economic output.

®
On an examination paper the follow-

ing question was asked: "Wliat is

steam ? '

'

One ena:incer said: "Steam is water

in terrible sweat.
'"
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OUR PRESENT EFFORTS A FUTURE ASSET

HISTORY has been made in more ways than by

feats of arms since the memorable appeal for

shells was made by Sir John French when in

command of the British forces in France. Not the least

notable of developments incident to the then crisis has

been the steady increase of munitions output by Canada,

with its resulting influence on our future status in the

manufacturing world, and which, is yet, possible of little

more than approximate estimation. One fact, however,

stands out in strong relief amid the meantime din of in-

dustrial effort, viz., our reserve strength in men, money

and material wealth.

In pre-war days tiie productive capacity of the Do-

minion, in strictly mechanical fields, was of a very limited

nature, due in part to the fiscal policy which seems to be

indispensable to young industrial nations during the em-

bryonic stages of developing their natural resources and

consolidating their commercial and manufacturing enter-

prises. Had times sucli as these been foretold in all their

present reality, their improbability would have been

readily admitted rather than otherwise.

In referring to the articles on munitions manufacture

which feature this issue, it may be said that they in them-

selves are ample evidence of the first item of reserve

strength, i.e., men. Tiie use of the word "men" is, of

course, somewhat am'biguous now, in view of the success-

ful and increasing emidoyment of women, and when we
say successful, we mean more than getting out shells or

fuses on time. By successful, we mean the utilization of

women help in such a manner that mutual satisfaction

with the results obtained will insure a future continuance

whenever and wherever opportunity offers. Among the

contributing factors may l)e mentioned equitable remunera-

tion, facilities enabling tlicir arrival and departure from

work to be made in a manner consistent with reasonably

refined custom, and the shortest hours possible that tlie

nature of the work permits.

Another noteworthy and intensely personal factor,

and perhaps more important tlian that of actual service,

is the mechanical resourcefulness wliich has been dis-

played by the staffs of hundreds of factories from ocean

tu ocean. In the ordinary course of events, thousands of

mechanics would never have had occasion to worry about

methods and devices of production to the extent at least

that these latter have had to be applied in solving satisfac-

torily munitions manufacturing pro'blems. Their experi-

ence with products of their own brains and hands in com-

petition with those of erstwhile competitors and foreign

specialists has given them a confidence in their own

.".ibility and a capacity for estimating and appreciating at

their true value the products of others, a circumstance in

itself that cannot help but have a great, though indirect

bearing on our future industrial activities.

It has enabled them and others to judge our engineer-

ing products from every angle, and, while the ultimate

o-rowth of the country precludes the possibility of being

entirely independent of foreign machine tool builders,

conditions during the last two years have been such that

a fuller, stronger, wider, and more distinctively Canadian

industry in machine tool building can be confidently

looked forward to.

Vast though our expenditure on war has 'been, it must

not be forgotten that our atoility to meet this is due to

national credit, which in turn is founded on national

resources. Without the first and last of these—men and

materials—our credit might long ago have ceased to exist.

Tlie recognition by the Government of the necessity for

scientific research, and subsequent industrial develop-

ment, will result in an ever-increasing appreciation of

Canada's natural wealth. The extent of our dependence

on the United States for essential materials would be

brought home to us, perhaps more vividly, if the entrance

of that nation into the European conflict resulted in pro-

hibition or even restriction of much meantime exported

material. It would, however, be ultimately beneficial so

far as it stimulated the development of our own re-

sources—mineral and manufacturing, and many present

pro.iects in these directions, especially the latter, are not

likely to be abandoned without a struggle.

©
DEVELOPMENT OF SHIPBUILDING AND MARINE

ENGINEERING

REGARDING the plans of the Imperial authorities

relative to the development in Canada of ship-

building and marine engineering, together with,

the auxiliary equipment incidental and necessary thereto,

we are in a position to state that in at least one instance

definite arrangements have now been concluded, and con-

tracts arising therefrom placed. Immediate action is be-

ing taken regarding fulfillment of the latter. Reference

was here made in our last week's issue to the fact that

negotiations concerning the above liad been entered utmn

and were making progress.

Shipbuilding and marine engineering combine an aggre-

gation of manufacturing industries in their finished i)i-o-

dnct unsurpassed by any other forms of industrial en-

deavor, and what is thus true in a general sense, is even

more emphatically so as regards iron, steel, and the manu-

factures thereof. Tlie plans now being matured will in-

clude in their scope not only our at present established

ship and marine engine builders, but the establishment of

others of a like nature in combination or separate. In

additi(ui, those of our engineering plants in position to

undertake the building of marine boilers, propelling and

auxiliary machinery—the latter shi]i deck or 'tween decks

—are embraced in the projected developments referred to.

Taken all in all, no such opportunity has ever presented

itself to Canadian business enterprise as that of shipbuild-

ing in its variety scope, now knocking, and no such urir-

ency either for the "Cause" or otherwise, has been so

worthy of prompt consideration.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

rlG IKON.

Grey forge, Pittsburglc. .

.

.i;;;!
ii.j

Lake Superior, uhartoal,
Cliii'agii ; 35 T.J

Standard low plios., I'hila-
dclpliia .j(j 01)

Bessemer, Pittsburgh ...'. .% 0.5

Hasic, Valley fiiriiafo 30 00

Montreal Toronto
Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL,.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents
Iron bars, base, Toronto. . . 4 00
Steel bars, base, Toronto... 4 lij

•Steel bars, - in. to 4 in.

base 5 :i5

Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 50

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3 95
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10
Iteinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, Pittsburgh
Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 25
Small shapes 4 75

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 3 90
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 00
Plates 4 75

FREIGHT RATES
Pittsburgh to Foliowing Points

Per 100 lbs.
C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B ,35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1
Guelph 18.9 22 ^

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METAI.S
Mont real Toronto

Lake cupper .?42 00 .$39 Ou
Electro copper 42 00 .SO 00
Castings, copper . . 41 00 :i!i 00
Tin 5;{ 50 .50 00
Spelter 15 00 14 00
Lead 13 00 12 .50

.\ntimnny 34 00 35 00
-Muminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to i/j $6 50 .$6.50
Heads 6 85 6 85
Tank plates, 2-l(i in. 6 10 6 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Prices in effect Feb. 14.

Per 100 feet— Black
Buttweld.

Vi

in.

% in. .

% in. .

1 in.m in.

1% in.

in.

4 50
3 66
3 66
4 76
5 87
S 67

11 73
14 03
15 87
29 842H in

3 Ip 39 02
3^4 in 48 76
4 in 57 77

Lapweld.

21 83
32 76

fS Zi

214 in.

y,~. 9S

1917.

Galv.

6 00
5 79
5 79
6 33
7 89

11 82
15 99
19 11
25 72
40 66
53 17
65 78
77 94

28 31
43 OO

HI g

1

4>/,

8 i

8
9
10
10

n.

in.

in

ill. L. .

.

in

Prices Ontario, Quebec
Maritime Provinces.

.5:; 36
63 22
73 66
>5 84

111 40
147 l!0

155 00
178 (10

213 90
198 40
255 40

70
S3
97
113
140
191
201
231
277
25t-

331

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.
414" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.

Standard couplings. 4" and un-
der, 50%.

41/i." and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying p

Mo
Copper, light
Copper, crucible .

Copper, heavy .

.

Copper wire
No. 1 machine

composition ....

No. 1 composition
turnings

New Brass clip-
pings

-No. 1 brass turn-
ings

Steel, low plios. .

,

Heavy Melting
steel

No. 1 machine
cast iron

Steel turnings ..

.

Boiler plate
R:iil»

Axles. wrought
iron

Tires, steel

Rails
Sh.Tfting
M.nl'eable scr.ip .

.

Pipe, wrought ..

Stove plate
He.ivv lead
Tea lead
Scrap zinc
.Vluminum

rices.

ntreal

$23 00
27 00
27 00
27 00

2.-. 00

l!l 00

Toronto

$24 00
28 00
24 50
25 00

22 00

IS 00 IS 00

15 00
14 00

13 00

21 00
9 00

12 00
14 75

19 00
12 00
13 75
21 no
10 25
10 .50

14 00
8 no
6 00
S 50

3C 00

16 00
IS 00

15 00

16 00
9 00

10 50
15 00

24 on
12 00
14 00
20 00
n on
9 on

13 00
8 50
6 50
9 .50

35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers 10
Mnehine bolts, 7-16 and

over in
Machine holts, % and less. 20
Blank holts 10
Bolt ends 10
M.nehine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., sleel 27y,
M.nehine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20
M.nehine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. brass add 25
Nuts, square, up to 1 in., net list.

Nuts. hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Cnnrier rivets and burrs,
list pins 30

Burrs only list plus .50

Iron rivets and burrs 27%
Boiler rivets, base ?l-in
and larger $6.35

Structural rivets, asi above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42y2

Wood screws, O. & R.,

brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screws, O. & R.
bronze 2"H

MILI.KI) I'KODI ITS.
Per ci.'iit.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Ca|) Sr-rcw s 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10
Plat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 1(1

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to
1 in 35

I'^'in. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to IVi; in 30

Kin. and s<'ini-tin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Ta per pins 4«J

Coupling bolts, plus In
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10
Planer head bolts. witli

fillet 10 and 10
Planer head liolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws ....list jilus 30. 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts ^i*

Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed , nuts to 1%

in add .$4.5n

Cold pressed nuts over IV2
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $65 00
Open-hearth billets 65 00
O.H. sheet bars 65 00
Forging liillets 90 00
Wire rods SO 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 4 70 4 70
Miscellaneous wire nails 65%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,
100 lbs 4 60

MISCELLANEOU S.

Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed 33
Babbitt metals 13 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100 lb. drums 3 83

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue, French medal, lb 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 93
Gasoline, per gal., bulk.. 30%
Benzine, jier gal., bulk... 29V4
Pure turpentine, single

hbls.. gal 71

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bhls 1 4.1

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bills 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per libl.. 2 50
Plnniber.s' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided 27
Packing, No. 1 Italian 32
Packing, No. 2 Italian 25
Lead wnol. per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 2914
Transmission rone, Manila 37V>
Drilling caliles. Manila ... .3214

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount ofl" list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40
S.S. drill.s, wire sizes, No. 53

to SO 23
Standard drills to 1% in... 40
Standard drills, over 1% in.. 15
3-fiuted drills, plus 10
Jobbers' and letter sizes 40
Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Electricians' bits 30
Sockets 30

Tajipei pin reamers 20
Drills and eountersinks ....

list plus .'10

I'.riilge reamers 4.5

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAI TING.

At mill list plus 40%,
.\t warehouse list plus .50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal anil

Toronto.

IRON IPE FITTINCiS.

Canadian malleable, A. .-idil

10%; H and C, 10%; cast iion.

35%; .itaiidard bushings, 50%:
headers, 60; fianged unions, 40:
malleable bushings, 50; nipples.
55; malleable lipped unions. .50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $5 50 .'«6 1.5

Sheets. Black, No. 10. 6 00 6 00
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 5 75 5 Ts^

Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 7 no
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 7.5-

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 .'.5

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 "O-

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 on c, 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 in

Premier, 10% oz 8 00 S (lif

PROOF COIL CH.*IN.

Vi in $9
5-16 in 9

% in 8
7-16 in T

% In 6
9-16 In 6

% in.

% in. .

% in. .

1 inch

45
10'

35
13
95
95
80-

70
53
40-

Above quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

l^ in $15 50
3-16 in 11 TO-

Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40-

% in 6 35

7-16 in 6 35

% in 6 35

% in 6 3&
% in 6 3.5.

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western. American... 60
Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60
J. Barton Smith. Eagle 60
^rcClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47i/o

Niclnilson 50
Globe 57V.
Vulcan alVi

Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam I>ump Coal .. 8 50

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 9 On

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TIBES.

Size.

1 in

Seam-
less

$22 00

23 00

29 00

.!0 00

Xi 00

:!5 30

40 00

33 00

63 00

feet, M^
pronto.

Lap-
neUled

114 in

IV. in 24 00

1% in. .

2 in.

22 50

2a 00

211 50

:i in .".4 50

31/4 in. .

3V. in .

41 00

44 00

4 in 35 00

Prices per 100
and T(

ontreal

OILS AND COMPOtXOS.

Castor oil, per lb 2."i

Eoyalite, per gal., bulk 15

Machine oil. per gal 25V!!

Blacli oil, per gal 12 Vj

Cylinder oil. Capital 45y;.

Cylinder oil, Acme BGVj
Standard cuttiQg compound,

per lb 0.6

Lard oil, per gal 1 45

Union tUread cutting oil

antiseptic 68

Acme cutting oil. antisep-
tic 37V4

Imperial quenching oil 39Vi
Petroleum fuel oil 12

BELTING—NO. I 0.\K

TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-3%

Standard .". 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 50

Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft...$2 00
Lufkin -Metallic, 603, ,50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
.\dmiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 40

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 .50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

.\XX Extni 20
Peerless 20

Grand 19
Superior 19
X L C R IS
Atlas 18
,\ Empire IS

Ideal 17

X press 16

COLOREI>.

Lion 14i._.

Standard 13

Xo. 1 13
Popular 11 74

Keen 10%

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Stand.ird 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .40
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in... .$40 00 $46 00
Pl,nin sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x00 base. 57 00 57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 iiase 46 ,50 40 .50

BR.4SS.

Brass rods, base ^ in to 1

in rd ,55

Brass sheets, 8 in', wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 55
Copper tubing, seamless... 55

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition OS to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, pow<3er 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft..$10 00 .$16 Oil

Sheets, 3V'. lbs. sq,

ft IIJ 00 16 00
Sheets, 4 (. 6 lbs.

sq. ft la 50 15 50

Cut sheets, i^.c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic jier lb
extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, horacic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14V.
Acid, nitric 10

'

Acid, sulphuric (^
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vmmonium cliloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.Vmmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

sititute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .56
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05
Sodium cyanide. 1'27-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The Genera Market Condition and Tendency
'T'HE industrial .situation continue.* satisfactory in regard to the

volume of business offering, but manufacturer.-: are still experi-

encing the greatest difficulty in getting .supplies of raw material,

owing to the freight congestion on the railways. The shortage of

coal has been relieved, but the railways so far have lieen unable to

do much in the way of inoving the large volume of freight lying in

the yards at the frontier. The .situation is seriou.s and is affecting

trade generally, touching both manufacturers and merchants.
Receipts of coke and ])ig-iron at the furnaces are improving, and
it is expected that the fiutjKit of domestic pig-iron mil increase

materially in the near future. There is, however, no Canadian
foundry pig-iron on the market at the present time. The situatiini

at the foundri&s has improved to .some extent, owing to increase in
-u])ply of raw materials. Prices of steel products continue very
firm, and the general impression is that furtlier advances are

certain, notwithstanding the prevailing high level of values. This
will naturally be reflected in prices of finished iron and steel goods,
and. therefore, affecting many lines of machine .shop supplies.

While the machine tool market is not particularly active ju.st now,
business is a little better than it was earlier in tlie year. Canadian
machine tool builders have, however, plenty of work on hand, with
deliveries, if anything, rather slow. Prices are very firm and fur-

ther advances on some lines of tools arc anticipated. Quotations
on all kinds of .scrap metals are very firm, with an upward trend.
The ingot metal markets continue very firm, influenced largely l)y

the expectation of war between the United .*-*tates and Germany, in

which event prices would miduiililcdly adx'ance materially.

Montreal, Que., March 5,—The imliis

trial .siluutiuii lias urulerirniic little

clinnse diirinu' tlie week. Tlic freiyht
ciins'estion is not so pronounced, but eon-
ilitiuns as yet show little relief. Tlie lack
iif fuel and other raw materials is still

a feature of the situation, and no imme-
diate relief is anticiiiated. Drvelopmenls

ill the States may terminate in n crisi,-!

at any time, and predictions of daily
conditions are more or less futile.

Pig Iron

Tliat the .steel situation i.s duo for fur-
ther atrenjrth is indicated in the recent
sharp advance in the jii'j iron uiarkel.

The scarcity of raw material, coupled
with heavy demands, lias 'been followed
by an advance rangint;' from $1 to $6 per
ton for various grades of American iron.
Canadian producers are out of the mar-
ket, havino- withdrawn all price quota-
tions.

Steel

The railroad situation has experienced
some relief during' the week, but facili-

ties as yet are far from adequate. Many
factories are still affected by shortage oi:

raw materials and ma.ximum activities

have not yet l)een generally resumed.-
Steel dealers locally reiwrt the condi-
tions as increasingly serious, and antici-

pate still further (lilliculties should the
States reach the breaking point with
Germany. The Pittsburg- quotation on
billets has been advanced .$5 'per ton. the
nominal figure being now $70. Forgin;.
billets show a similar increase, the quo-
tation being .fpO per ton. The shortage
in plates is still acute, and mills are re-

ported to be filled up until the close o:

the year. Higher prices are looked foi

in sheets. Indications point to an ad-
vance in wire products very shortly, as
several producers have already witli-

drawn quotations, iiending; a readjust

-

nient. Owing- to prevailing' conditions,
this will not come as a surprise, as this

line has remained steady for some time,
under adverse circumstances. Follow-
ing increased demand for iron bars, the
price on this commodity has been ad-
vanced $5 per ton. The local situation

is praetically unchanged, but dealers an-
ticipate a tigiitcr situation in the near
future. Price changes are confined to

boiler plates, these being advanced $10
per ton, Ihe current nominal quotation
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being' f|!y.oO for 14 to V2-''"''' p'alfs, mii.I

$6.85 for heads.

Metals

Existing eonililions all tend to iii-

(i-ease the strength of the metal situa-

tion. The raiivement is generally up-

wards, emphasized by inability to se-

cure delivery. Copper is very strong,

l)ut not active. Tin has again reaetea

upwards. Spelter is steady, but with :;

weaker undertone. Lead is again ad-

vancing. Antinu)ny is lirm, but develop-

ing weakness.
Copper.—The market is still in-

flucncfd l)y the continued upward move-
nu'ut (it prices, and buying is light. Tn-
iTi-tainty on all sides as to the earl.\

future seems to have developed extremi

cautiousness on the part of consumers
and sales are generally being made onl\

1 01- immediate needs. The London mar-

ket is very firm, but the nominal price

on the New York market lias declined
' -jc on the week, the current quotation

being 36V2e for electrolytic and 33' -j^"

for castings. Dealers here have ad\anced
<|Uotatioi;s '2e |ier lb., lake and electroly-

tic l)eing -12c and castings 41c.

Tin.—While little tonnage of tin has

been lost through submarine activity,

the possibility is ever present, and the

market is in a state of continual expec-

tancy. Both London and New York are

quoted at higher levels, the latter report-

ing the quotation of 53c, this being 3%c
higher than last week. Tin has again

advanced locally, the quotation 'being

531 2C. an advance of 2y2C per lb.

Spelter.—Operations on the part of

<lealers have developed a firmer tone.

I)ut consumers have not been influence'l

to take an active interest in the present

situation. Producers were looking for-

ward to a return of former activity, and

should this situation continue, spelter

may show a weaker tendency. The Am-
erican situation is very firm, with prices

Vsc above that of last week, the New
York quotation being lie per lb. Local

dealers report an easier tendency, but

jirices firm at 15c per lb.

Lead.—Some relief has been given to

tlie situation iby the easing of the freight

situation, but the scarcity of spot metal

is apparently as pronounced as ever. The

action of the trust in advancing their

quotation to '9c has placed lead in a

much stronger position. Dealers hero

report an advance of Vgc on a strong

market, the quotation 'being 13c per lb.

Antimony.—Improved transportation

facilities have enabled deliveries to be

made to an extent which has brought

about a slight weakening in demand,
with prices dropped somewhat. A de-

cline of 3c on New York quotations has

reduced the nominal price to 31e per lb.

Finn locally at 34c per lb.

Aluminum.—The situation is very

firm, the market showing an undertone

of strenath. T^nchangcd here at 70e

per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

No features have developed to change

the creneral situation, although the trade

anticipates conditions in the near future

that mav materially affect the present

t.nie of the situation. The serious effect

that the stoppage of American shell

contracts was expected to have on the

Canadian situation, owing to the fact

that much of he machinery would he

placed here, has quieted down, and the

prospect now is that very little of this

equipment will find its way to Canada,
as America may find itself in a position

to utilize the bulk of this shell ma-
chinery. While the present business is

not heavy, the outlook for the spring

months is encouraging, in view of fur-

ther prospective shell contracts. Sales

of machinery are confined to single or

small lots, and delivery on these is still

delayed by existing railroad conditions.

Scrap

Increasing strength is developius' in

the scrap situation, and higher price;>

are pending. New York quotations are

aenerally strong-er. and dealers here are

contemplating a readjustment. The
transportation question is still serious,

and difficulty is experienced in receiving
and making shipments. Local chanaes
are confined to machine compositions
and turnings, the former beins' quoted
at 23c and the latter at 19c per lb., this

beins- an advance of Ic and '^Uc respec-
tivelv.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Honnidas Laporte, Montreal; A.
E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Toronto, Ont., March 6.—While the

fuel situation has been relieved for the

time being, little improvement has been
noticeable as regards supplies of raw
materials. The efforts of the railways
were concentrated on moving coal but
there still remains a large volume of
freight along the frontier that has not

been touched. Manufacturers who can-

not get their raw materials are serious-

ly handicapped. Machinery houses
have the greatest difficulty in getting

shipments through, while several cars

of steel products have been over three

months in transit from Pittsburgli to

Toronto.
Steel

The situation in the steel trade has

improved during the past week princi-

pally because sun"'ies of coke ai-e com-
ing forward in ereater volume. It will

probably be some weeks before condi-

tions are really satisfactory and pro-

duction of steel reaches the level which

obtained during the latter part of 1910.

The return of cold weather will further

handicap the railways and cut down
supplies of fuel. Notwithstanding ad-

verse conditions however, the steel

companies are making a fine showing

in regard to the production of steel for

Mumitions. Plant extensions have of

course enabled them to increase their

output, to mention one c(mcern only as

a typical case. The Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., whose report for 1916 was
recently issued. The output of forged

shells in 1916 was 90 per cent, greater

in number, and 120 per cent, greater in

weight than in the previous year, while

the total shipments of finished steel,

forgings, etc. showed an increase of as

much as 64 per cent.

Prices of iron and steel products con-

tinue very firm and further advances

in the near future are expected. Plates,

particularly, are bound to reach consid-

erably higher levels owing to the large

excess of demand over production. The
mills are declining large tonnages be-

cause their capacity is quite unable to

cojie with the extraordinary heavy de-

mand. The urgent demand for ships

is the principal reason for the unusually

tight situation in plates. Higher prices

on wrought pipe are likely as skelp has

recently advanced. Steel bars and

shapes are unchanged, but very firm.

A shortage of natural gas at Hamilton
is causing considerable incon^'enience at

I lie mills.

Sheet mills continue to operate at

reduced output, production ranging

from about 75 to 85 per cent, of capa-

city owing to the unsatisfactory traffic

conditions. Shut-downs are threatening

all the time owing to the shortage and

uncertainty of supplies of raw mater-

ials, chemicals, and fuel. Practically

all mills are sold up for most of their

first and second quarter output, prices

are thus very firm and seem certain to

avance. Galvanized sheets are al-

readv uii ; Premier No. 28 gauge is quot-

ed at .$7.70, and 103,4 oz.. at $8.00 per

100 lbs., with higher prices expected.

The fuel situation in the United

States is not quite so acute but is still

seriously affecting production at a time

when even a small falling off in output

is severely felt. During February, op-

erations at the mills equalled only 70

per cent, capacity, the falling-off in pro-

duction being due to the severe cold

weather and transportation difficulties.

The situation has recently improved to

some extent, production now being

about 85 per cent, of capacity. Prices

of iron and steel products continue very

firm, but no important changes have

been made during the week.

Pig Iron

With the freight situation improving,

shipments of coke and pig iron are mov-

ing more freely. If the improvement

continues with iio set-back, the furnaces

and foundries in this district will re-

sume more active operations. The pig

iron market is still very firm and prices

steadily advancing. Very little foundry

iron has been obtainable from Buffalo

furnaces, but what can be secured is

around $37 at furnace.

Scrap

The improvement in the freight situa-

(Con. on page 155, Advtg. Section.)
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TORONTO MARKETS—Continued.

tioii IS welcMimed by scrap dealt -s aiid
business is more active. Prices coutimie
very firm on all kinds ol old material,
l)ut there are no important changes to
note. There is a aeavier demand for
low phosphorus steel scrap, and prices
are .steadily stiffening. Lead icrap is
\ery firm and an advance is looke^l for
shortly. All grades of copper and brass
scrap continue ven- firm at Uiiclumaed
prices.

Machine Tools

The machine tool market continues
fairly quiet, the general disposition be-
ing to await developments as regards
further shell contracts. The business
tliat is passing- is almost entirely in con-
nection with munitions plants. Deliver-
ies are slow on practically all lines of
machine tools with the e.xcejition of
lathes which are readily obtainable.
Second-hand equipment is in good .sup-

ply, but the demand is light at present.
Prices continue to have an upwani
tendency. Some firms are only quoting
at the price obtaining on date of delivery.
One U.S. manufacturer of milling ma-
chines has advanced his quotations 10
per cent. A Cleveland concern contem-
plates making an advance on milling
machines and shapers.

Supplies

The general situation as regards ma-
chine shop and mill supplies has now
changed materially from last week.
Business continues very brisk and prices
nn all lines are veiy firm. The high
co.st of pig lead has naturally resulted
in an advance on lead products, includ-
ing lead sheets wliich are now 2c higher.
Gasoline, benzine and coal oil have
each advanced Ic per gallon, and fur-
ther advances are e.xpected during the
year. There appears to be a great
-scarcity of linseed oil, and pric-cs. there-
liire, are entirely nominal.

Metals

There is practically no change in the
situation in the metal markets, and
prices have been maintained at last

week's level. The general tendency of
tlie market continues strong, due for the
most part to the expectation that the
Tnited States will ultimately Ix' drawn
into the war. Copf)er continues strong
with prices still nominal. Tin although
liigher in London is unchanged here.

Prices of tin arc also nominal, the mar-
ket being atfccted by submariiu' opera-
lions. Spelter and lead are firmer at

unchanged quotations, while antimony
i-< ipiii't and easier.

Copper.—There have Ijeen no recent

developnu'nts of importance in the coo-

per market. Spot and nearl)y demand
luis not been so active, altliougli a fair

vidume of business has been done in

third quarter copper. Early deliveries

continue scarce, and the general aspect
of the market continues to be one of

waiting developments. Quotations con-
tinue nominal and unchanged at .19e

per pound.

Tin.—Althoudi the [irice of tin liiis

advanced in Tyond<n;, locjil (|uolaliiins

CANADIAN MACHINERY
are unchanged, but market is firm.
Submarine activitues are affecting the
market although it is understood" that
very little tin has as yet been lost.
Local ([notations are nominal and un-
changed at 5f)c per pound.

Spelter.—Supjdies of spelter in the
East are more plentiful, and the situa-
tion has been relieved to some extent.
There is no real shortage of metal, as
production is large enough to take care
of tjie present demand. Local quotation
unchanged at 14c per pound.
Lead.—The "Trust" price of lead

which for some time has been below
the outside market has been advanced to
9c \ew York. Independents, however.
are still quoting 10.25c to 10.7.5c New
York for spot metal. There has been
a marked falling off in demand, but the
advance is expected to stimulate busi-
ness. Local quotations unchanged al

121 ) per pound.
Antimony.—The market is (juieter

tliouuh still firm, due to the continued
scarcity of antimony. Local price 35c
per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is firm witii

a .sliglit upward trend but local quota-
tions are unchanged at 68e per pound.

®
LATIN-AMERICAN TRADE

POSSIBILITIES
THE following paragraphs, taken from
the Pan-American Union, are descrip-
tive of trade possibilities in Central and
South America:—Broadly speaking,
Latin-America is one of tlie new quart-
ers of the world. It has an older cul-

ture than ours, and it would be to our
advantage to study the systems of
thouglit and law, and other thinss that
count in life that dominate in Spanish
and Portuguese America. Nevertlieless.
for lack of economic pressure and, until

quite recently, of immigration and, be-
cause of the enormous extent of natural
resources, there has been no general
mastery and development of those re-

sources. In most Latin-American coun-
tries, the people to-dav are merely
living on the fringe of the country, so
far as natural wealth and possibilities

are concerned.

The vast continent of South Amer-
ica, and the by no means inconsiderable
territory of Central America^nor ought
wo to forget the Latin West Indies-
offer an inviting market for the widest
possible variety of our products and,
indeed, for products of which we have
yet produced no respectable quantity
for imriioses of export. The chief de-

n)and in all the Latin countries is for

what we may call medical products, that

is to say, for those things that arc dir-

ectly necessary for the protection of

native raw materials. Thus evervlliinu:

that enters into the development of rail-

ways and transportation facililies gen-

erally is an absolute necessity for every

T>atiii-.'\merican country whenever it

sets out to develop its resources one
stncre further than that which it has

reached. That surelv sliould be a signi-

ficant fact for the people of this coun-

trv. Thcv nii'-'ht Ions ago have laken
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vigorous steps to associate in the Latin-
American mind all that is new and com-
prehensive in railroad expansion and
railroad facilities with American cap-
ital and American exporters.

Rolling Stock of British Origin
At present the railroads of Argentina

are owned in Engalnd, and the locomo-
tives there have been made in Leeds. In
Brazil only a small part of the rollins
stock has come from the United States,
and in Chile a few specimens from the
Baldwin works, but for the most part
(he rolling stock has come from Eng-
land or the continent of Europe. As
in railroad development so in the in-
dustries dependent upon the production
of power; everywhere power houses are
being constructed in Latin-America in
connection with municipal enterprises
or the activities of public-service cor-
porations. The machinery and, equally
important, the fuel have" largely to be
supplied from abroad. The Sotith Am-
erican continent has disclosed but little

fuel except, perhaps, Argentina's re-
cently discovered petroleum, and the
Colombian and Peruvian oil wells, both
of which fields have not yet reached an
advanced stage of development, and a
certain quantity of coal in the southern
part of Chile.

Demand for Manufactured Goods
There is a demand Jor manufactured

articles of every possible and imagin-
able type, and, above all, those which
have to do with agriculture. Uruguay,
Southern Brazil, and Argentina form
one of the great wheat regions of the
world. The demand for sugar machin-
ery is growing constantly in the tropical

section of the continent; and the Bra-
zilian cotton market is going to take
its place some day beside that of the
U.S. Southern States and of Egypt.
Then, too, all the luxurious accompani-
ments of refined taste are in demand,
a)id these tastes in Latin-.\.merica are

in a remarkable degree to be found
everywhere, and in no ivay inferior to
those which characterize the greatest

capitals of the world. The Latin-Am-
erican even of moderate standing en-

,ioys a cultivated acquaintance with the

fine things of Europe—with European
literature and drama, with the finest

costumes that Paris and London can
produce— a familiarity that is, indeed,
rare in tlie United States. If a pro-
fessional man, he is closely in touch
with all that goes on in the European
centres of his [irofession : he has the
latest law books from Paris, the latest

scientific instruments from Germany,
and is constantly alive to all the in-

tellectual currents of Europe. The inti-

macy between Latin-America and Eur-
otie is bound to create a strong demand
throughout Central and South America
for Articles of refinement and culture
and to create tlu'rc at least an exi'cllent

Miarkct.

Raw Materials in Exchange

What has Lafin-.\mprica to give in

return for these hy no means inconsider-

able demands that she makes upon the
rest of t!ie world? She can give raw
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products and those alone. Grain, fruit.

meat, coffee, wool, hides, fine woods and
dye woods, rubber, precious metals, and

industrial minerals—these are the things

that Latin-America has and which she

proposes to exchange either for tools

with which to get furtlier supplies of

raw material or for objects requisite to

the ordinary carrying on of a highly

organized and complex social system.

Of any one of the materials mentioned,

Latin-America seems to possess an in-

exhaustible supply, and her capacity to

meet the growing requirements of the

rest of the world for these things would

appear to reach as far as human vision

can foretell. In proportion as the neces-

sities of transportation are met, and the

difficulties of extracting and preparing

for shipment or even for manufacture

on the spot of these raw products, the

economic wealth of Central and South

America will loom larger and larger in

the eyes of international economists.

Investments of Great Britain Are
Prodigious

Let us see briefly how these things

balance and what conditions will result.

So far as Latin-America has been de-

veloped to this stage she owes it pretty

much wholly to Europe. To-day, ex-

cept possibly for one or two Central

American Republics, the Latin-Ameri-

can world is dominated by Europe finan-

cially and commercially. The invest-

ments of Great Britain alone are really

prodigious, amounting to fifty-one hun-

dred millions of our money in public

loans, national or local, in public-ser-

vice corporations, and in banking and

transportation. To some extent the vast

trade that Great Britain enjoys with

Latin-America is nothins- more than dis-

guised interest upon these great invest-

ments. Great Britain has come to de-

pend upon the food products of Latin-

America to such an extent that her sub-

sidized shipping lines, which have to

maintain p -luntlnuous stream of food-

bearing vessels from Argentina and

Ifruguay to England, have always been

willing "to reduce the outgoing freight

rates even below actual cost in order

not to have the boats, which necessarily

must return to South America, go out

empty. That, perhaps, is the secret why

the exporter from the United States

has often found it cheaper to send his

soods to Southampton for transmission

to Latin-America than to send them

direct from Boston or New York.

Banking Facilities

Moreover, European banks have be^Mi

in South America in some cases for

nearly a century, and they have been

very stronsly established for over a half

century. These banks are ready to dve

credit," and they are so closely allied

with the merchant that they are always

willing to back him up and enable him

to sell credit, although his main business

is to sell merchandise and not credit.

The power of these European financial

institutions is soon realized by any man

who seeks to enter a Latin-American

market. This South American market

is inviting, but we will have to work

fairlv hard to earn a share therein.

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrHiigement maile b.v the Minister of Triide ami Commerce with Sir

Edward Gre.v in .lul.v. 1912. the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

ahle to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose

officers have been instructed b.v the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Babi.i, British Consul. Rio de
Jaueiio, British Consul (Jeneral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOliiBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul G«n-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Cousul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of

Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa, British Consiul General.
Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British

Consul,

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul, Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. I'etrograd, British Consul, Vla-

divustoek, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Geii

eral. Madrid, British Consul,

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Cousul.

URUGUAY—Monte Video, British Vice-

Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-

Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

e-vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable

Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne, Cable address.
address, Canadian.

AIJSTRALIA—D. H Ross,
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flooa, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also tor the

Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.

CUB.4 Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Conimercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.

FRANCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines.

Paris. Cable address, Stad.acona.

JAPAN G. B. .Johnson, P. O. Box 109, i'okohoma. Cable address. Canadian.

HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Watermill.

RUSSIA C F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.

Plosheh 9, Petrogrart. L. D. Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,

Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NBWFOUNDL-\ND—W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddne, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable

address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.

Cantracom.

[TXITED IvINGDOJi-H.irrison Watson, 73 Basinghall Street, London, E.C., England.

Cable address. Sleighing, London. N, D. Johnston, Sun Building, Clare Str.-.

Bristol Cable address, Caii.icHan. J. E. Ray. Central House. Birmlnghnm. Cable-

address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 27-2S Pearl Building, Enst Paradise, Leeds.

Cable address. Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerdike, Canada Chambers, 36 Spring

Gardens, M.incbester. Cable nddress. Cantracom. J. T, Lithgow. S7 Union Street,

Glasgow, Scotland, Cable address, Contracom.

SPECIAL. TRADE COMMISSIONER—lA'MBER

H. E. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADI.\N COMMERCIAL AGENTS

AfSTRALIA—B. Milliu. Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.
Cable address.

Norway.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp. Port of Spain. Trinidad

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau, Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4, Chrlstiania

Cable address, Sontums.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..

England. Cable address, Dominion, London.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-
tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Guelph, Ont.—The Page Hersey Iron

Tuhe i Lea.) Co., has awarded the eon-
tract for the erection of an addition to
its plant to cost $3,500.

Princeton, B.C.—The Canada Copper
Corporation is to erect a 2,000-ton mill
liere and will construct 13 miles of rail-

road to mines on Copper mountain.
Work will cost ahout .$2,000,000.

Coaticook, Que.—Penman 's Ltd., jiro-

pose to erect a power house, construct a
concrete dam, and install 180 h.p. tui--

bine and irenerator. Engineers, T.
Pringle & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal.

New Hazelton, B.C.—The Santa
Maria Mine lias commenced mine de-
velopment at Telkwa, B.C. Machinery
consisting of drills, compressors, hoists,
pumps, and gas engine will be installed.

Thorold, Ont.—The E.xolon Co., manu-
facturer of abrasive refractory ma-
terials, has commenced the erection of
an addition to its plant, and will instal
equipment so as to increase the produc-
tion by 100 per cent.

St. Thomas, Ont.—The plant of the
C. Norswortliy Co., known as the Red
Foundo'. w-as badly damaged bv fire on
Feb. 28. The oriain of the fire is un-
known. The loss. $20,000, is partly
covered by insurance. The company
will re)]iiilil af once.

St. John, N.B.—It is reported here
that a plan to establish a steel ship-
building plant on the Miramichi River,
in Northern New Brunswick, is bein^'
worked out. Two million dollars is said
to be the capitallization. Montreal
money is understood to be in the deal.

Hull, Que.—Fire which broke out in

the plant of the Hull Steel and Iron
Foundries Ltd., on Sunday afternoon
caused damaire to the e.xtent of between
$4,000 and .$5,000 to the building and
its contents. The loss is fully cox-ercil

b> insurance.

Parry Sound, Ont.—The new ))lant ol

Die British ('<,rdi(c Co., to be built at

Parry Sound by the Canadian Ivvplns-
ives, Ltd.. for the Imperial .Munitions
I'.i-ard, will probably be the largest work
'ii its Isind in Canada. Orders for the
niaterial and equipment are he'mz placed
bv tile Can.Tdian Kxplnsives, Ltd., Mont-
real.

Haileybury, Ont.—The Riordon Pulp
& Pajier Co., wliich- established a rossing
plant at Haileybury two years ago, is

plannin'r to erect a large sulphite plant
in the same neighborhood. Surveys for
the site of a 500-ton mill are now be-
ing carried out and it is proposed to
have the first unit of 100 tons ready
by .January. The mill, if completed to

the 5()0-tciii i-ap.-icity now under i-on-

sideratiou, would be easily the largest
of its kind in Canada.

Trenton, Ont.—The Church-Ross Co.,

of Montreal, it is said, have taken ovsr
the contract of the Gaylord Engineering
& Construction Co. here, and work in the
different departments is fast nearing
completion. Messrs. Eraser, Brace &
Co., of Montreal have a contract for the
smokeless powder plant, and have com-
menced operations.

Windsor, Ont.—A contract has been
closed witli the Canadian Steel Corpora-
tion and the Hydro-Electric Commission
for two thousand horse power of Nia-
gara cui-rent. The contract provides
that the steel company shall use not less

than 2,000 h.p. for the nest 20 years,

and after that period have the option
of purchasing an additional 3,000, mak-
in- 5,000 h.p: in all.

Victoria, B.C.—With a capitalization

of one million dollars, the Ladysmith
Smelting Corporation, has been incor-

porated and will operate, the old Tyee
smelter at Ladysmith, which was recent-

ly purchased from English owners bv
United States capitalists, at the head of

whom are Col. Stevenson, an A.Ia.skan

mining man, and F. A. Seiberling, head
of the Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co.

Offices have been opened here in the Bel-

mont block. Additions to the plant will

increase its capacity to 1000 tons per

dav.

MUNICIPAL
Bothwell, Ont.—The Town Council are

considering installing, a waterworks sys-

tem.

Brantford, Ont. The City Council are

considering the question of installing

pumps in connection with the water
wni'ks system.

Kincardine, Ont.—The Town Council

will submit a bv-law shortly to provide

free site for a $50,000 factory to be

erected liy .L B. Watson.

Hull, Que.—The city council will call

lenders al)out May 1, for a mechanical

filtration plant to" cost $170,000. .T. P.

A. T.(a forest is engineer.

Caledon Township, Ont.— .\ by-lav

has been passed to raise $5,000 to pro-

vide for tlie cost of works, plant, ma-
chinery and aiiplianees for the village of

Alton.'

London, Ont.—The City Council has

decided to include in the City of Lon-
don bill to be presented in the Legisla-

ture provision fur the erection by the

Railway Commission of a modern irrain

elevator at Port Stanley. It will cost

about $100,000, and will assure London
of at lea.'t one lar;re new industry this

year.

Sherbrooke, Que.—The City Council
proposes to purchase Two Miles Falls at

Weedon and to erect power plant and
transmission lines to Sherbrooke, at s

cost of $1,500,000. Francis & Co., Mon-
treal, are consulting engineers.

Brantford, Ont.—Fire Chief D. ,T.

Lewis, has recommended the purchase of
th,e following:—Combination hose and
immping auto truck, 800 gallons per min-
ute, $10,000. Motor tractor ladder truck
$5,000. Storage battery system to re-

place iiresent aravitv battery svstem
$l.snii.

Ottawa, Ont.—The City Council has
awarded contracts for their 1917 sup-
plies as follows :—Lead pipe and pie

lead, Canada Metal Co., Toronto; cast-

ings and special pipe castings, Thos.
Lawson & Sons; oils and grease, Im-
perial Oil Co. ; east iron pipe, National
TrcHi Works, Toronto.

GENERAL
Montreal, Que.—The Walter M. Lo«-

nev Co., will build an addition to their

factory.

Grimsby, Ont—The Metal. Craft Co..

have obtained a building permit to erect

a factory here at a cost of about .fl.OOO.

Toronto, Ont.—The B. J. Johnson
Soap Co.. have |iurchased a site and ex-

pect to erect a factory and warehouse
to cost ,$50,000.

Longueuil, Que.—Mr. Bruay of the

Bolgian-Canailian Glass Co., is negotiat-

ing with the town regarding the build-

ing of a glass plant here.

Wmnipeg, Man.—Fire last Monday
destroyed the ])!ant of the Armstrong
Trading Co., with an estimated loss of

between .$50'.000 and $75,000.

St Hyacinthe. Que.—Duclos & Pavan,
will build a factory for the manufacture
of leather goods, etc. Ross & Mac-
donald, 1 Belmont street, Montreal, are

the architects.

Preston, Ont.—A bv-law authorizin,;;'

the town to endorse l)onds for the Pres-

ton Car and Coach Co., to the extent of

$75,000 was carried last Monday by the

ratepayers.

Ottawa, Ont.—W. .1. Trick's industry.

Unown as the Osliawa Interior Fittings

Works, was totally destroyed by fire

early on March 1. The loss is estimated

at iVom .$75,000 to $100.00. but, it is

understood, is well insured.

Oshawa, Ont.—The Pre-Cast Concrete

& Supply Co., have taken over the plant

of the Concrete Builders Ltd., and pro-

pose to install machinery for making
concrete bricks, blocks, etc. T. P Par-

ker of Oshawa is interested in tlu' new-

concern.
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Toronto, Ont.—The City Architect has
issueil a permit to Canadian Aeroplanes,
Ltd., for a brick addition to the Fuse-
lajie factory, on the west side of Duf-
ferin street, near Lappin to cost .ii25,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—Construction

work will be started immediately on the

the erection of a new plant at Xiauara
Falls, for the American Cyanamid Co.,

whose plant was recently damaued bv

fire to the extent of $250,000.

PERSONAL
Richard Bell, for the last twenty-

three years chief engrneer of the pump-
inu: station at Sarnia, Ont.. died on Feb-
ruary 19th, ag:ed 43.

G. Gordon Gale, formerly general

manag"er and chief engineer, Hull Elec-

tric Co., has been appointed vice-presi-

dent and general manager.

John R. McDonald, who has for sev-

eral years been successfully in charge

of the mines of the Franco-Canadian
Colleries, at Frank, B.C., has resigned.

Capt. James N. P. Ritchie, master of

the C. P. R. steamer Princess Patricia,

died at Victoria on Feb. 21. Capt.

Ritchie was born in Yarmouth, N.S., 58

years aso.

James S. Paige, who for some time has

been associated with the Fore River

Shipbuilding Co., of Quincy, Mass., has

been appointed general mana'^-er of the

Port Arthur Shipbuilding Co.

B. Walter Mtinn, of tiie Montreal

Rolling Mills Hrancli of the Steel Com-
pany of Canada, has joined tlie engineer-

ing department of the Alsonia Steel Cor-

poration, Sault Ste. Marie. Out.

George Dawson, who has l)een master

mechanic of tlie Canada Stove & Foun-
dry Co., S'. Laurent, Montreal, and whc
is leaving- to accept a position in Camp-
bellford, Ont.. was uivtju a farewell sup-

per and pi-esentel with a quarter-oak

cabinet and a silver tea service at the

factory on Feb. 26, by his fellow-work-

ers.

Major John Roaf Barber, president of

the Barber-Ellis Co.. paper dealers and
envelope manufacturers of Toronto, and
one of the pioneer paper manufacturers

of Canada, died last Saturday at his

home in Georgetown, Ont.. in his 77tb

year, after an illness of three months
Mr. Barber bad lieen actively connected

with the Barber-El'.is Co. for over forty

years, and was also president of the Wm.
Barber & Bros., Georaetown, Ont. Mr.
Barber was born in Georiietown in 1S41.

lead. Further particulars from Y. J.

Pilkington, town clerk.

East Angust, Que.—Tenders for the

construction ot a Boys' Academy at

East Angus, will be received at the

secretary-treasurer's office until March
15. Plans and specifications will be seen

and all informations obtained at the

secretary's office at East Angus. J. E.

Palmer, secretary-treasurer.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to March 9, for the supply

and delivery of one electrically operated,

three-phase oil switch for the city's

terminal station. Instructions to bid-

ders, specifications and form of tend.."'

may be received a' th-j olTice of the City

Lisht and Power Department, 54 ivio.;

street.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders addressed to

the chairman of the Board of Control,

will be received up to March 13, for the

supply and delivery of: 10 roller type,

simile horse refuse wagons; 18 two-horse
rectangular box refuse wagons; 4 two-

horse bottom dump refuse wagons.
Specifications and full particulars may
be obtained on application to the City

Engineer's olfice. City Hall, Ottawa.

Quebec, Que.—Tenders, addressed to

the secretary-treasurer of the Munici-

pality of Halifax-South, will be received

until March 25, for the construction of

two highway bridges, with steel super-

structure, concrete abutments. ap-

proaches, etc., on the Fortier and
Pidgeou Rivers (ten arpents distant in

the Parish of St. Ferdinand d' Halifax,

Megantic County. Plans and specifica-

tions may be examined at the Council's

Office and at the Department of Public

Works and Labor. Quebec.

TENDERS
London, Ont.—The County Council of

Middlesex, are in the market for a 10-

ton steam road roller. Tenders received

until March 22. John Stuart, county

clerk.

Yorkton, Sask.—Tenders are being re-

ceived for the following:—One 357 h.p.

oil engine, one 280 k.w. generator, one

transformer down to 30 kw.. 450 feet of

4-inch east iron pipe. 200 pounds of

Standard High Speed Steel Harden-
ing Co., lia.~ been ini-iu'poratcd at (Mtawa
with a capital ot .$150,000 to carry on
business as metal manufacturers, I'oun-

ders. machinists, etc., at Montreal. The
incorporators are Anthime Fortin.

Frank Willdon and Francis Guerin all

of Montreal.

Canadian Rein Drive Tractors Ltd..

has been incorporated at Ottawa witli

a capital of .$1,000,000, to manufacture
tractors, motors and machinery of all

kinds. The head office is at Toronto
and the incorporators are Henry J.

Martin, Charles Evans-Lewis and Ed-
mund H. Austin all of Toronto.

SheU-Bar Boico Supply Co., has been
incorporated at Toronto with a capital

of $40,000 to manufacture munitions,

and tools, etc.. and to take over the

Shell-Bar Grate Co. and Boico Ltd.

Head office is at Toronto and the pro-

visional directors are Henry D. Lanz.

George S. Moffatt and J. L. Wilson all

of Toronto.

The Kingsdale Box Co., has been in-

coriiorated at Toronto with a capital of

$60,000 to take over the business of

lumber and woodenware business form-

erly carried on by Ross & Branscombe
at Kingsdale Village, York County. The
incorporators are William P. Gillespie,

and Harry K. Bowes of Toronto and B.

Ross of Xewmarket. Ont.

Carbon & Alloy Steels Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $1,500,000 to take over the Moffatt-

Irving Steel Works, Toronto and to

operate a steel foundry at Hamilton,

Ont. The incorporators are James B.

O'Brien and James W. Moffatt of Tor-

oronto and Henry J. Waddie of Hamil-

ton. Ont.

INCORPORATIONS
The Thompson Powder Co., has been

incorjiorated at Toronto with a capital

of $500,000 to manufacture all kinds of

explosives at Deseronto, Ont. The pro-

visional directors are Fred C. Suther-

land, Hugh H. Sutherland and Xorraan

C. Urquhart all of Toronto.

Kingston, Ont.—The St. Lawrence
Smcltini:- i.^- Refining Co., has been in-

corporated to carry on smelting auil to

manufacture metals of all kinds, with

$100,000 capital, by Frederick H. Mar-
key, Waldo W. Skinner, and Wilson G.

Pugsley. all of ^Montreal. Que.

International Shipbuilding Corpora-

ation has been incor]iorated at Ottawa

with a capital of $2,000,000 to construct

and operate ships of all k'.ads with

head ofliee at Montreal. The incorpora-

tors are Henry A. Lovett, George W.
Cole and B. F." Bowler all of Montreal.

Canadian Coal Products Engineering

Ltd., has been incorjiorated at Ottawa

with a capital of $1,250,000 to operate

coal mines and manufacture coal pro-

ducts with head ofliee at Toronto. The

incorporators are A. J. Reid, Xorman
Lirapricht and William Bowler all of

Toronto.

MARINE
Sarnia, Ont.—Capt. J. Reid has pur-

chased the outfit cruiser Reo and will

use her in connection with the reid

wrecking tugs this season. The boat is

50 feet in length and fitted for Ions'

trips.

Quebec, Que.—The manager of one of

the leading ship-building companies of

.Lauzon has just returned from Xew
York, with a contract for the construc-

tion of fifty wooden vessels of the same

style as those built last year only some-

what heavier.

Victoria, S.C. The Norwegian steam

er Strinila. Capt. Lovedahl, after under-

soing extensive repairs and overhaul at

Yarrows, Ltd., has left for Vancouver.

The steamer, which is under charter to

the C.P.R., will load a capacity cargo

for Vladivostok.

Halifax, N.S.—During the past week

applications were received at the Board

of Trade otHce from two different parties

for information reaarding steel ship-

buildino- and the site available. This

makes the third such application within

a month.

St. John, N.B.—It is reported here

that a plan to establish a steel shif.-
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Advantages- --

secured by the u,<e of this machine as com-
pared with a reciprocatin.ti' fihns machine
for finishing blanking dies:

—

1. Worlv drawn down on f;ible or platen.

2. A wide range of surface contdurs finished

without change of cutters.

3. Surfaces finished with uniform degree of

clearance regardle.-s of direction from which
work is applied to cutter.

4. Chips carried downward, not depo.sited on
top of the die to obscure the pattern or layout.

5. Will remove very much more material in

a given time than is pos.sible with a recipro-

cating file.

TI rite fi>r c<if<ihii/ mid in 1 1 iiif(jriunfion.

Aikenhead Hardware, Limited
17, 19, 21 Temperance Street, Toronto, Canada

Anderson
Die-Forming Machine

means larger and better

production

Aikenhead's
Are You Losing Drilling Profits?

Minutes mean protit—are vou losing minutes? With
the WAHLSTROM CHUCK there is' no loss of time in

tool changes.

It is entirely automatic in action—tool changes niay be

made without stopping—just grasp the shell of the chuck
with one hand and make the tool changes with the other

—

the change is made in one-tenth of the time required for

the ordinary chuck—and the tool automaticalh centers

Itself.

IheWAHLSTROM CHUCK is made in two types-
one for straight shank tools—the other for Morse Taper
Shank Tools.

Write for nifiirnidlioii.

Aikenhead Hardware, Limited
17, 19, 21 Temperance Street - - Toronto, Canada

Ij ami iidrrrliiii nn ill nih i, sis ijiiii, linr it out now and place iL'ith letters to be answered.
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l)uilding plant on the Miramichi Rivei-

in Northern New Brunswick is beini;

worked out. Two million dollars is said

to be the capitalization. Montreal money
is understood to be in the deal.

Victoria, B.C.—According to an an-
nouncement made by Captain C. H.
Nicholson, manager of the G. T. P. coast
steamship service, important structural
altrations have been ordered for the
steamer Prince .John which is at present
repairing at the Wallace Shipyards,
North Vancouver, after her stranding in

Wrangel Narrows a few weeks ago-

Victoria, B C.—The C.P.R. steamer
Princess Patricia, which is undergoing
repairs at the plant of the Victoria
Machinery Depot following her recent
mishap by stranding on the Spanish
Banks while on her regular run between
Nanaimo and Vancouver, is expected to

be ready to take the water very shortly.
The work on the Patricia has proved to

be higser than was anticipated.

Vancouver, B.C.—Contracts have been
let by the Dominion Government for the
construction of two auxiliary schooners
promised some time as'o. The vessels,

which will be used in the trade between
Victoria, Vancouver and Halifax, via
the West Indies, will cost approximately
$250,000 each and the contract stipu-

lates tlwy must be ready for commission
by September next. The vessels will be
on similar lines to those now under con-
struction for the Brown s\Tidicate. The
Wallac-e Shipbuilding yards at North
Vancouver will build one of the vessels

and the Cameron-Genoa Shipbuilders.
Ltd.. at Victoria, the other .

BUILDINGS
Montreal, Que.—Permission has been

granted the St. Jean Baptiste School
Commission to issue debentures for
$275,000 to erect a school on Bern
.street and Chateaubriand avenue, by
the Board of Catholic School Commis-
sioners of Montreal. The school will

have a frontage of 206 feet on Berri
street and 220 feet on Chateaubriand.

TRADE GOSSIP
Saskatoon, Sask,—Tlie Saskatchewan

General Development Co., has been or-
ganized with a capital of $1,500,000 to
build pipe lines and supply natural gas
to municipalities in the province.

Montreal, Que.—The C.P.R. are build-
ing at the Anaus Shops, 260 automobile
cars with double decks, and specially
adapted for the accomodation of motor
cars during railroad transportation.

Windsor, Ont.—The signing of a con-
tract between the local Hydro Commis-
sion and the Canadian Steel Corpora-
tion will lower the hydro rate at Wind-
sor from |.3n to $,S1 per horsepower.

Prohibit Export of Cyanide of Sodi-
um.—The exportation of cyanide of sod-
ium and compounds and mixtures con-
taining cyanide of sodium, from Canada
to countries other than the United Iving-
<^0"i. British Possessions and Protector-

ates, luis been prohibited by Order-in-

Council.

6.T.R. Order Ten Engines.—The Can-

adian Locomotive Work.s, Kingston, Ont.

have succeeded in closing a contract

with the Grand Trunk Railway system

for ten large Mikado-type locomotives.

The Cockshutt Plow Co., Brantford.

Ont., are making tractor plows for the

British market. Over 500 liave already

been shipped to the Old Country and

the company have orders on hand for

400 more.

The Illinois Tool Works, Chicago, 111.,

have oiiened an ollice in 403 C.P.R.

Building, Yonge and King streets, Tor-

onto, in cliarge of Allan B. Wearing
who has been appointed Canadian repre-

sentative.

Durham, Ont.—^The National Portland

Cement Co. is now manufacturina' at its

plant, near here, a considerable quantity

of potash from feldspar as a by-product.

The output of potash, which is being

used as a fertilizer, is 14 to 16 tons per

day.

Flotation Plant Reduces Loss.—The
1.5'0-ton oil flotatiun |ilant which was re-

cently installed at the 'Coniaa:as Mine is

understood to be resulting in a larger

recovery than was anticipated. The loss

now is said to ibe less than one ounce of

silver to the ton.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, has been awarded a con-

tract by the City Council, of Kitchener,
Ont., for a motor-driven centrifuiral

pump, consistina" of a 25 h.p. Fairbanks-
Morse motor direct connected to a Fair-
banks-M(nse ccntrifusal.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Ltd, Toronto, have secured a contract

from the Town Council of Bothwell,

Ont., consisting of a 24 h.p. oil engine,

direct connected to a Goulds triplex

pump for fire purposes, and a motor-

driven centrifugal pump for domestic

purposes.

Ontario's Heavy Fire Loss.—E. P.

Heaton, Provincial Fire Marshal, ad-

dressing the Mutual Underwriters' As-

sociation, said that the fires in Ontario

during the past year numbered over

8,900. with an aggreaate loss of $12,-

000,000. This, Mr. Heaton said, was
the highest fire loss in the Pro\-ince in

any year since the great Toronto fire.

British Shells for U.S. Navy.—It is

reported that Great Britain has with-

drawn her objection and given permis-

sion for Hadfields, Ltd., to contract with

the United States navy for large armor-

piercing shells. The withdrawal of ob-

jection by the British Government may
cause the secretary to re-award the con-

tract to Hadfields.

Toronto Man's Patriotic Grift.—Prime
Minister Lloyd Georae has received a

cablearam from David .T. Johnston, Can-

ada Nitro Products, Toronto, presentina

to the nation, to aid in agricultural

work, 100 farm tractors of a type con-

sidered the most efficient yet designed.

The gift includes harrows, binders and

other implements. A skilled mechanic
will accompany each tractor. Lloyd
George replied gratefully accepting the

generous gift on behalf ot the nation.

Trade With France.—

L

'Office Nation-
al du Commerce Exterieur, 3 Rue Fey-
deau, Paris (France), is an address that

should prove useful to Canadian buyers

or agents wishing to be placed in touch

with the best French manufacturers

and producei-s. Prospective buyers or

agents should state very clearly just

what they want, and furnish references.

Correspondence in English is welcomed.

No Work for the Unskilled.—Dr. A.

H. Abbott, director of the Imperial

Munitions Board for the Ontario De-

partment of Labor, in a letter to Presi-

dent Falconer of Toronto L''niversity.

states that there is little need for un-

skilled help in munition factories at

present, and the problem which has tir

be considered is that of help for tne

farmers. He points out that in IMay

there may be a gi-eater need for unskill-

ed help in munition factories, because

it is probable some of the men employe i

in the latter at present will go on liit

farms.

Big Increase in Customs Revenue.—
The Customs revenue of Canada for the

fiscal year which ends on March 31 will

probably exceed that of the last fiscal

year by more than forty million dollars.

The revenue from customs duties for

February the Minister of Customs an-

nounced on Feb. 27 amounted to $11.-

190,000, or $1,062,000 more than those

of the corresponding month in 1916.

For the eleven months of the fiscal year

which have now passed Canada's cus-

toms revenue amounted to $130,739,000.

as compared with .$91,946,000 in the

same period of the last fiscal year, or

an increase of $38,793,000.

Cunard Line on Pacific—Sir William

Mackenzie is authority for the state-

ment that the contract which the C.N.K.

made with the Cunard Steamship Co^

for the taking over and operating of

the former company's Atlantic service

contemplates the establishment of a ser-

vice on the Pacific to be run in conjunc-

tion, with the company's land service.

Under the contract made it is intended

that a trans-Pacific service between Can-

ada and the Orient shall be established.

The CHmard Co., has just let contracts

for ships to be built in Seattle yards,

and these will, when ready, be placed

on the Pacific route."

Further Recession in Shipping Risks.

—Further recession has taken ]ilace in

war risk insurance on Atlantic voyages.

The rate is now as low as 6K per cent.,

compared with 10 per cent, at the be-

ginning of February. Some underwrit-

iers, however, are charging 8 per cent.

The low rate is on liners and armed

belligerent ships bound for the war

zone. Mediterranean rates continued at

10 to 12 per cent, and South American

rates have held firm at from 5 to 8 per

cent. The raider in the Indian Ocean

is expected to cause an increase. Some

New York underwriters quote war risk
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Metal Cutting Saws
Slitting Saws
Screw Slotting Saws
We are Saw Makers. We realize that if there is one place where quality counts more tlian another, it is in the steel

and workmanship in Metal Cutters. We would like to discuss this matter more fully with you. When writing for [$)

quotation, specify wliethcr Carbon Steel, Semi-High Speed Steel i.r High Speed Steel Haws are wanted, the date of

delivery, and the number waiiliMl, :inii send liiucprint or give lull s|M'cilii-:it inns. To avoid delay, send orders at once.

Simonds Canada Saw Company, Limited

Vancouver, B.C.

St. Remi Street and Acorn Avenue
M0NTRP:AL, QUEBEC St. John, N.B.

// any advertisement interests you, tear ti oat now and place with letters to be answered.
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insiiriinco contingent U|iun sliipnients

uitliin two weeks.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Tor-

onto, Lave recently i-loseil contracts

with the following towns for pumping-

equipment. Town of Lindsay, 1-De

Laval 2 stage pumji having a capacity

of 11/4 Imperial gals, a day, for dom-
estic requirements, and 1% Imperial

gals, a day for fire requirements. A.

vertical high speed gasoline engine will

be connected by clutch to one side of

the pump, and the electric motor on the

other. Contract price was ^8000, includ-

ing installation. From the town of

Barrie, Out.. I- IV2 million Imperial

gals, a day, De Laval single stage cen-

trifugal pump, to operate against 87

lbs. pressure and direct connected to

100 h.p. electric motor. From interna-

tional Nickle Co., Port Colborne, Ont.,

1-De Laval 130 h.p. steam turbine driven

centrifugal underwriter fire pump.

Engineers Organize for Service.—The

engineers and technical men belonging

to the various branches of the profession

in Ontario have recently organized to

lend their technical knowledge in the

service of their country. The new
movement is known as the Joint Com-

mittee of Technical Organizations, On-

tario Branch, and is governed by a

strong committee composed of repre-

sentatives from all the known engineer-

ing associations of the Province. Repre-

sentatives have been selected from such

institutions as the Canadian Mining

Institute (Toronto branch), Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers (Toronto

branch), Ontario Assoiation of Land

Surveyors, Society of Chemical Indus-

try, Canadian section (Ontario mem-
bers). Engineering Alumni Association

of the University of Toronto. Encin-

eers' Club, Toronto. Royal Canadian

Institute. Canadian Engineers (Military

District No. 2), American Society of

Mechanical Engineers (Ontario section).

American Institute of Electrical Engin-

eers (Toronto section). Institution of

Electrical Engineers (Ontario mem-
bers). Ontario Association of Architects.

CONTRACTS
Toronto, Ont.—R-eid & Brown have

been relieved of their contract to supply
gulley tops to the city at .$5.55. The
contract was awarded to The Don
Foundry Co., at $6.70 per ton.

WOODWORKING
Wiarton, Ont.—The Canadian Furni-

ture Mfg. Co. will build an addition to

its (ilant and instal new machinery.

New Westminster, B.C.—The Brun-

ette Sawmills Co.. will build an engine

and boiler house. The new shingle mill

is practically completed.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Fort William, Ont.—M. H. McLeod, gen-

eral manager of the Western Lines of

the C.N.R.^ stated recently that as soon

as the weather is favorable work will be

commenced on a $50,000 station in Fort

William. The station, which will be of

the same model as the depot in Port

Arthur, will be erected a short distance

north of the present station.

CATALOGUES
Circulating Pumps.—A bulletin deal-

ing with a line of circulating pumps for

machine tools, has been issued by C. F.

Roper & Co., Hopedale, Mass. The prin-

cipal features of construction and meth-
od of operation on the Roper geared
pump are described fully, accompanied
by illustrations which include dimen-
sioned diagrams feu- various sizes.

Hydraulic Presses.—An interesting

and varied line of hydraulic jn-esses is

described and illustrated in a series of

leaflets distributed by the Charles F.

Elnies Engineering Works, Chicago, 111.

The principal dimensions are given for

the various sizes of each type, and also

of equipment used in their operation

sucii as hydraulic pumps, valves, etc.

Storage Battery Trucks.—The Buda
electric storage battery trucks for rail-

road shops and manufacturing estab-

lishments, made by the Buda Comjiany.

Chicago. 111. Bulletin illustrating and

describing several types of the "Buda"
industrial trucks. The illustrations

feature a variety of purposes for which

this truck can be used. Copies may be

obtained from the Canadian Agents, the

Federal Engineering Co., 92 Sherhouvnc

St.. Toronto.

Electric Welding by the "Winfield

Way" is the title of an attractive bull-

etin issued by the WinfieUl Electric

Welding Machine Co., Warren, Ohio.

The bulletin describes the Winfield

method of welding, also the Winfield

electric welder, illustrating many types

of machines, both spot and butt welders.

An interesting feature of the bulletin

is the large number of excellent half-

tones showing the welder operating in

a variety of plants thus demonstrating

its wide field of application and utility.

Some useful data on spot and butt weld-

ing are also included.

Fairbanks Hammers is the title of a

catalogue issued by the United Hammer
Co., Boston, Mass. The catalogue gives

a general description and principal

structural features of the Fairbanks

hammer, and also illustrates the various

types. Tables giving the sizes and de-

tails of motor-driven, countershaft-driven

and regular pattern hammers are included

while reference is made to the wide range

of work for which this hammer is adapt-

ed. The concluding pages contain a

schedule of foundation dimensions and an

illustrated list of parts of power ham-

mers.

BOOK REVIEW
Water Powers of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta, a welPbound

and attractively illustrated volume, .iust

issued ihy the Ciimmission of Conserva-
tion, forms a valuable contribution to

the authentic literature respecting the

natural resources of Western Canada.
This report, by Leo G. Denis and J. B.

Challies. comprises the results of special

surveys by the Commission of Conserva-

tion and a cnm]>ilation of records

from other reliable sources. As
a compendium of all available data oh

the subject, it is particularly valuable

for reference purposes. While the

Prairie Provinces, as a whole, are no:

lavishly endowed with water powers, the

report demonstrates that the utility of

their rivers for power development can

be vastly enhanced through proper stor-

age of flood waters. At present, in the

absence of conservation dams, and of

adequate natural regulation, the great

volume of flow is lost during high water
seasons. Methods of development to en-

sure the maximum utilization are now
being carefully worked out on the Win-
nipeg, Bow and other large rivers. The
more northerly regions possess numer-
ous sites of great potential value fo'.-

)")ulp, electro-chemical and other special

industries. The report just issued is

the second in the series on water powers

in Canada to be published by the Com-
mission of Conservation. The third vol-

ume, "Water Powers of British Cnluni-

hia." w'hich is now in press, will com-
plete the Commission's oeneral inven-

tory of this item of the Dominion's na-

tural wealth.

Subsidence Resulting From Mining,

published by the Engineering Experi-

ment Station of the University of

Illinois.—As a result of underground
excavation which is made in the process

of mining, the earth 's surface frequently

subsides to an extent which interferes

with the stability of buildings, railroads

and other facilities which may exist on
the surface. Where subsidence is occur-

ring or in the immediate future is likely

to occur, building projects on the surface

must take account of these facts. The
comparative newness of most of oui'

mines is probably responsible for the

fact that the subject only recently has

attracted widespread attention. The
subject is one which has recently been

studied by the Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of Illinois in

co-operation with the State Geological

Survey and the United States Bureau of

Mines. The investigators, Professor L.

E. Young and Professor H. H. Stoek.

have summarized existing facts as pre-

sented by the literature on the subject,

have conducted an extensive correspond-

ence with mine operators and mine work-

ers througliout the coal minin? districts

of the United States, and have studied

local conditions as they now exist in the

mining districts of Western Pennsyl-

vania, West Virginia, Maryland, and

Illinois. The results of these investiga-

tions are presented in Bulletin No. 91 of

the Engineering Experiment Station, a

book of 300 paues. well illustrated.

Copies may be obtained gratis upon re-

quest from W. F. M. Goss, director. Ur-

bana, 111. ...
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into trie modern sJiO'p

and it delivers the finished work in the
highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide range of spindle

sjjeeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the

operator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for.

Write for the."Hendey Miller" Book.
is certain to interest you.

It

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. K. Wllllama Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont. ; A. R
WllllamB Machinery Co., 260 Prlnccsa St.. Winnipeg; A. R. WUIlaim
Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., St. John, N.B.

;

Wllllnms & Wilson, Montreal.
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Shell Production in a Plant Equipped for Post-War Effort
Staff Article

Much interest attaches to the efforts hy means of whicli our manufacturers hope to main-

tain, to a considerable degree, the position which the Dominion has attained in the realms of

engineering accomplishment. That opportunities await the progressive manufacturer in the

near future is generally admitted, and the plant described herewith is one instance where a

high degree ofpreparation has been made for future developments, limited only by the exig-

encies of present production requirements.

MACHINING MARK VII. 4.5 IN. H.E.

SHELL

THK nuiuermis jilants i-no-aged in

manufacturino- munitions through-

out the Dominion maj bu roughly

divided into three classes, viz., plants

existing previous to the war, plants built

specially for shell production with little

or no intention of future utilization, and
plants built for meantime shell produe-

tion, but with definite intentions of uti-

lization in certain future activities.

The plant described in this article be-

longs to the last named class, and is of

particular interest at this time as being

concrete evidence of the thorough and
discriminating manner in which certain

of our manufacturers are prei)aiing for

peace while engaged in supporting the

Arms of Empire. ' Readers familiar with

machine shop ecpiipment and practice

will be quick; to appreciate the keen per-

ception and sound judgment displayed

by the executives of this plant in the

selection of its present equipment.
All of the machines necessary tor the

production of 4.5 in. howitzer shells have
been obtained from makers of repute,

are of standard design and quality, and
are tooled up so as to interfere as little

as possible with their future employ-
ment on regular machine shop work.

> The types of machine adopted are such

I
that with very few additional ones the

i scope of work which can be undertaken
L in the plant will be greatly widened, and
the oppiirtunities for profitable employ-

ment in post-war days correspondingly

increased.

Building Lay-out
Considerable interest centres in t'le

building, whicii is of the T design, com-
bining simplicity and convenience of ar-

rangement with efficiency in lighting,

heating and shop administration. Fig. 1

is an exterior view of the building', and

throughout, being supplied by a Kewanee
horizontal fire-box type of boiler. High
efficiency and great economy of space

are obtained by the use of pressed steel

Fig. Seven saw-tooth roof

lights )iruvide an ample snp;)ly of north

FIG 2. I'LAN OF FACTORY SHOWING DISl'OSITlnN
OF VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS.

light, supplemented by liberal sidelights,

the latter being of Henry Hope sash

with tilting centre sections for ventila-

tion in warm weather; each saw-tooth
section is provided with two ventilators

of the positive exhaust, swivelling cowl
type.

At the present season of the year th"

heating arrangements are much in evi-

dence. Steam heating is adopted

radiators, which are mounted on the
walls below each window, but well clear

of the floor, so as not to favor the ac-

cumulation of dust, scrap articles and
other refuse.

The building is 1811/2 ft. long over all.

with a width of 64 ft. in the machine
shop, and 105 ft. over the receiving, ship-

I)ing, and stock rooms. A two-storey
otfice building, 42 ft. by :!() ft., extends

I'lii. 1 i:.\ri:i:i()i: of iaithky siiowi.nc; saw-tooth uoof. k.xtensivk sidelight I'kovision, and office buildiNv
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FIG 3 VIKW OF SIDK BAV SIluWlNG UALL-BEAIUNG SHAFTING,
• ' AND AUTOMATIC TURRET LATHES.

l^^i^S

DRILLS

across one end of the latter department.

The upper iioor is occupied by the draft-

ing room, blueprint department, and

superintendent's ottice; while the ground

floor provides aeeomniodation for main

office, and two private otBees. A fire-

proof vault provides safety deposit fa-

oilities for records, etc., on each floor.

Power Supply
Electric power from a supply com-

pany is used throughout, while com-

pressed air is supplied from a motor-

driven Curtis 9 in. X 9 in. vertical t\yo-

cylinder compressor, this service being

at present utilized in various ways in

the shell work. An idea of the interior

arrangements of the machine shop can

be obtained from Figs. 3 and 12. Main

line shafting extends along either side

of the main bay—one 118 ft. x 3 in. ; one

SO ft. X ."? in., and IS ft. x 2^ > in., carried

in S.K.F. self-aligning ball bearings, and

driven by 40, 10, and Ji/o horse-power

motors respectively.

Incandescent electric lighting is used

throughout, nitrogen lamps of suitable

power being used wherever suitable,

supplemented by high efficiency reflect-

ors. All of the wiring is enclosed in

metal conduits and the central control

station is next to the office (see plan),

the switcliboard being located on a mez-

zanine gallery above the shop office. The
employees' entrance is situated here,

with time-recording clock and barrier

grill, the latter arranged so as to pro-

vide suitable space for parties whoso

business does not require them to enter

the sbop proper. Team entrance and

railroad track are provided for handling

goods directly on to floor of shipping

room.

FIG 4 A CORNER OF THE TOOL ROOM. UNIVERSAL SHAPER AT THE LEFT
WITH EliEOTRIC FURNACE INSTALLATION IN THE BACKGROUND.

Volume X\'II.

In this part of the building are also

))rovided locker accommodation and din-

ing room, hot water, individual metal

lockers, and comfortable restaurant

equipment.
Tool Room

Tool room oiuipment for liandling

shell work must be capable of dealin-

with a higher proportion of cutters and

other heat treated parts than usually

obtains in the ordinary run of ,iig and

fixture work, lathes, drills, shapers, and

grinders being perhaps the essential

tools required. A corner of the tool

room is shown in Fig. 4, prominent items

of equipment being a Potter & Johnston

universal tool-room sliaper, a single-spin-

dle Henry & Wright sensitive drill, and

two Hosivins electric furnaces. Remain-

ing items in the tool-room include a hack

saw macliine. a McDouaall 10-in. vertical

drill, one McDougall IC-in., one Hamil-

t,on 14-in., and one American 14-in..

tool-room lathes, one l^eBlond tool-room

grinder, one drill grinder, and several

individual benches, with Parker univer-

sal vises. The tool crib is lilierally pro-

vided with steel shelving of suitable de-

sign.

Shell Manufacture

No effort has been made to originate

special machining methods, the under-

lying principle being to obtain a maxi-

mum output of good work, while main-

taining the machines in a high state ot

general efficiency and ultimate adapta-

bility to special or general machine

work. With this object in view, such

work as equipping LeBlond engine

lathes for rough turning was done with

practically no material alteration to the

machine itself, all special tool-holders,

profile bars, counterweights, etc., being

attached by clamps, so that only one %-
in. tapped hole has had to be drilled to

attach tlie fixtures.

The initial operation of roughing out

the bottom is done dn a Barnes all-gear-

ed drilling machine, the metal being re-

moved to a point where soundness of

material is assured. With this as a start-

ing point, the base is cut off and the

mouth trimmed in cutting-off machines

of the Williams type, and the base is

then centred on a small special machine

constructed of an old 16-in. lathe bed.

The chuck holding the centre drill is

mounted on a spindle with screw feed,

carried on a hinged member, which

swings up and back, allowing the forg-

ing to be conveniently removed from

the driving arbor on which it is sup-

ported.
Illustration, Fig. 5, shows the forging

beintr roua;h turned on a 21-in. heavy

dot/ LeBlond lathe. These and several

other machines have been fitted with air

chucks bv the Manufacturers' Equip-

ment Co., the rapid handling, due to thi<

device, having enabled considerably in-

creased output to he obtained. The shell

is roughed to the dimensions in sketch,

Pig. r" and is then bored out on similar

ma^chines fitted with the maker's stan-

dard type of turret carriage.

Three tools accomplish this work, a

single point boring bar, a bottom rough-

ing cutter, and a finishine reamer for
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FIG. KOUGII TLK.NI.NO rclRCIXGS f>X A •'LEBLOND" HEAVY DUTY LATHE
WITH DETACHABLE PROFILING BAR.

bore and bottom. Durina; the latter part

of this operation a bevel is turned on the

outside of the mouth in accordance with
nosing' requirements. Fig'. 7 shows the

type of spade tool used, the cuttincj edges
being' of unequal length to insure a clean

surface in the centre.

-^=-13

1 ^
\-2i'^'

^X Li T
FIG. C. IiIMEXSIONS OF FORGING READY

FOR NOSING-IN HAMMER.

Forging the Nose

E.xeellent results are obtained through
the use of a Beaudry power hammer,
which is provided witli suitable forging
dies and a chuck for holding- the forg-
ing by the base (see Fig. 8). This chuck-
is arranged to feed forward while the
uurk revolves, the forged nose being ae-
iiirately centred and possessing ample
iiictal for subsequent finishinsr. both in-

side and outside. The Frankfort fur-
nace installation is complete with oil

pump, blower, etc., and has capacity for
hentin;.'- seven shells sinmltaiiennsly. A

FIG. 7. Sl'ADE TOOL FOR FINISHING
INSIDE OF BASE.

10 liorse-power Lincoln motor operates
this department, wliich is housed in ft

separate structure at tlie end of the ma-
chine shop. Apart from the fact that
satisfactory results are obtainable by
any of the various methods of nosing-
in, the adoption of tlie ))o\ver hammer
method would appear preferable in this

case because of its ultimate sphere of
usefulness in ordinary shop work.

In this department are also instalh'd

two tanks with lye solution and hot
water for washing purposes, provision
for heating in summer time being nia<le

through a 22 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. vertical

boiler.

A battery of Potter & Johnson 6 A
automatic machines equipped with
Leincohi individual motor drive takes
care of the finishing operations on the

nose and the recessing of the base. In

the former operation, the shell is held

in air chucks of the type previously
mentioned, which grip the body of the

sliell over a length sufficient to insure

accurate location of the nose, which is

now bored to size, recessed, reamed and
beveled.

Body Finishing

The design of dies used in forging,

combined with the proper allowance of

metal result in a minimum of stock to

be removed in the final turning of the

entire (uitside. A Ifi in. Stevens lathe

with parallel and radial tool boxes per-

forms this work in good shape.

The carriage is provided with two
separate tool boxes as shown in sketch

plan Fig. 9. Each is adjustable indivi-

dually while the perpendicularity of the

radial link, and its points of swinging

are adjusted by two sets of lock nuts

at the back of the carriage. Tubular
cutting tools enable a maximum cut to

be taken with the required degree of

finish on the surface while the peculiar

shape of the tool allows the entire circu-

lar cutting edge to be utilized, giving

five or six times the life of an ordinary

tool between grindings.

After tapping the nose in vertical

drilling machines with collapsible taps,

the interior profile is finished or blended

with the parallel bore, a LeBlond tur-

ret lathe with solid formed cutter bar

making an excellent job. A number of

the P. & J- automatics mentioned are

tooled up for base recessing gTooving

and waving. The layout of the tools is

shown in Figs. 10 and 11, which shows

the completed shell ready for removal.

The various stations of the turret are

numbered in rotation. No. 4 having a

spring-backed supporting bearing which

FI(5. R. BEAfllKV I'OWER IlA.MMEIt AND
FRANKFOirr OIL-FIRED Fl'RNArE

HEATING AND FORGING TIIK
SHELL NOSES.

FIG. 9. FLAN OF LATHE CARRIAGE WITH
TUBFLAR TOOLS AND RADIAL LINK

FOR GENERATING PROFILE
CURVE.

takes the side thrust due to tiie groov-

"ing and waving tools.

Minor Operation

Following this in rapid rotation, the

under cutting is done in a Roclof;oii

band turning machine with diagonally

sliding cutters, followed by wa.shiug, air

blasting with steel shot in a Curtis out-

fit and complete inspection prior to

notching the nose and riveting in the

liase plates. A High Speed Hammer
Co's. machine is used for the latter

operation, the riveting ram being re-

volved by power while working insuring

even wear on the point with uniform

results from each blow and consequent

ease of control .

The notching referred to is the three

small grooves now required on the point

(if the nose, and a discarded thread mill-

ing machine provided ready means of

doing this. A special cutter spindle was

arranged transversely to suit tiie posi-

tion of the grooves and three dividing

holes provided on the back plate which

holds the shell inside tlie hollow liead-

stock spindle. The sliell nose contaot-s

positively with a hardened plate on the

cutter support insuring uniform results.
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FIG. 10. VIEW OF "POTTER & JOHNSTON" AUTOMATIC WHICH RECESiSES BASE
AND MACHINES DRIVrNG BAND GROOVE COMPLETE AT ONE SETTINXJ.

Banding and Varn-
ishing

After facing the

bases, the l)ands are

Ijressed .ou with a

G'ol.die-M.i;Culloch
press operated by a

Smart-Turner three-

throw pump operat-

ing' at 1500 11). per

sq. in. The turnina

of the band to the

correct diameter
and profile is done
in a Roelofson band
turninu' machine. A
quick actins chuck,
with twii cuttiu'.;

tools and ample l)elt

jiower enables one

FIG. 11. LAYOUT OF TOOLS IN FIG. 10. SHELL IS SHOWN
READY FOR REMOVAL.

machine to keep pace with the balance

of the equipment, graduated feed dials

and risidity of tool supports giving de-

sired accuracy in results. This equip-

ment is shown in Fig. 12.

A further washing and inspection is

now given before varnishing and baking,

these latter being done in a dust-proof

room. A Paasehe air brush equipment

has been installed for varnishing the

interior surface. Air at 80 Ihs. pres-

sure is passed through a small electric

heater on the wall, Fig. 13, and atomises

a gravity supply of varnish, the mix-

ture depositing a uniform film of varn-

ish, free from bubbles, and with a smal"

consumption of time and material. An
electric oven with two trucks performs,

the baking, one trufdc filling while tlie

other is lieating.

Painting is performed by hand while

the shell is revolved by power. Boxing

and shipping which follow after, being

performed under the supervision of

government officials.

FIG. li IJA.NDING DEPART.MENT, SHOWING HYDRAULIC PRESS \\

•ROELOFSON" BAND TURNING MACHINE AT RHJIIT.

1-lg 1.1. paa.sche air brush equii'-
:ment for varnishing the

intkr'ioi! of the shells.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR CANADIAN
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS

A COXTKACT for twenty more heavy
Mikado freigiit locomotives for the Can-
adian Government Railways has been

awarded by the Minister of Railways

to tlie Canadian Locomotive Works,
Kingston. Alreadv the work is in sucli

shape that the first enaine is on its

way to the Intercolonial Railway to

help cope with the present heavy move-
ment of freiaht to the seaboard. De-
liveries have been completed by tlie Can-

adian Locomotive Works under an earl-

ier order for thirty locomotives. These

ensines cost about .$.19,000 apiece, or

almost 100 per cent, more than pre-war

prices. In addition, the department pur- ,

chased 10 Santa Fe Moanls at .$.36,468

j

in bond Montreal, and 28 seeond-hand*

locomotives from Transcontinental con-

tractors. A total of 88 engines have

thus been bought or ordered for the

Government railways during the present

fiscal vear.
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PRODUCTION METHODS and DEVICES
A Department for the Interchange and Distribution of Shop and Office Data

and Ideas Evolved from Actual Practical Application and Experience

FRICTION CLUTCH FOR COUNTER
SHAFT

by J. H. R.

THE matter of suitable drive for

mac'liine tools is an important
factor not only in the production

of munitions but in that of other manu-
factured articles as well. While recent

applications of machine drives do nol

FKIfTION inl; I'OUNTBR'SHAFT

1)ear directly u])on the nuuiitiou prob-
lem, many of these have been developed
to overcome difficulties arisina' out of
this indnstry. The dutch here shown
was desicncd and constructed by the
John McDou^all Caledonian Iron Works,
Montreal, for the purpose of increasing
the efficiency of shell turning lathes.
Tontrary to the "eneral practice of an
cxpandinf;- sprin<>' clutch rinsr, the meth-
od adopted in this device has been to

use n spring- rin? that closes on the outer
liamefer of the driviiijr hub 0. One end
iif the spring clutch rina' C is secured
firmly to the boss H of the hiosc pulley.
The operatinc: lever arm E, when forced
(lilt ward by the slip sleeve (not shown),
draws the two ends of the cliitcli riny C
fo'^-ether, e'ripnin','' the driving hub G.
Witli the interior rin^;, there is 'generally
a tendency for the clulch to creep, this
beini;' caused by the centrifujral action
i>r the spriner rinir. With the type here
shown, the motion, when clutch is out
of action assists in preventing contact
lictween the two friction surfaces.

SHELL MAKING TROUBLES
by R. 0.

WIIIOK'H the percentayv of defective
shells in any munitions macliinery jilant

i^ al)normaily larire, the cause may be
allriliufabi,. to the .inllncss of the' ciil-

tin'j; tooLs employed in the several jiru-

cesses, a circumstance largely due to lack

of appreciation on the part of operators
of the degree of efficiency to which main-
tenance is essential to ensure both qual-

ity and quantity production.

Dull tools are also the source of more

or less trouble and expcn.se. A common
result of dull cutting tools is shown at

A in the sketch, where
the tool is set at an
obligue angle (in a

forward direction), to

the parallel travel of

the tool. When rough-

ing the outside of shell

forging'S, the variatio'i

in depth of cut is often

considerable, resulting

in variable strains be-

ing placed upon the

tool itself, and also on
the containing parts.

This feature, alone or

in combination with

others, tends to force

the cutting end of the

tool in the direction of

the aiTow, if a keeii

edge be not maintain-

ed on the tool, or ex-

treme hardness in the

shell be encountered,

resulting in rapid de-

terioTation of the tool

cutting qualities, a ten-

dency to swing becomes at once obvious.

If set at the angle shown, any shifting

of the tool from above causes will re-

sidt in a gradual reduction in diameter,

or probably a groove as indicated.

Whenever possible, tools should be set

at right angles to the direction of the

cut. so that any movement of the tool

in its support, caused
by excessive pressui'e,

will reduce the depth
of cut, forcing the toed

to cut a larger diam-
eter and thus avoid

siKjiling the -work.

Similar conditions

may result on the in-

side bore operation,

but, owing to the dif-

ferent nietliod of tool-

ing, the effect is some-
what varied. When in

a munitions plant some
time ago, T was shown
a GO pilr. shell that had
been cut lengthways
through the centre to

demonstrate a fault

that had originated by
reason of too much slock rem(i\cd t'roii,

thoinner base, in addition, the dullness of
one i)ortion of cutter blade wius contribu-
tory. The section of the cut shell show-
ed nn cnbngcd iliainber at the base.

sligliitly greater in lengtli than the form-
ing blade and having a diameter about
1-32 inch larger than the main bore of
the shell, as shown at D. Investigation
proved that several shells had been re-

jected for this reason ; and it was also

discovered that the cutters used had a

dull portion at the point 0. Aided by
the length of the boring bar and the poor
cutting of the section C, tii'e side thrust

had the effect of enlarging the chamber
as indicated.

I was shown a shell recently that had
been cut to demonstrate the cause of its

rejection, to wit, a defective base plate.

This plate was of the threaded type and
liad been coated with cement and
screwed in, the fit being apparently very
snug. The cut shell showed that con-
tact 'had not been made with the two
surfaces as indicated at E. A reason-

able cause of this was the inability of

the trapped air to escape, the compres-
sion being so great as to prevent the

direct contact of iron and iron. After

this discovery, base plates were not per-

mitted to be screwed in .so tightly, the

riveting process taking place after the

plates had bottomed.

RAPID CAPSTAN LATHE WORK
Herbert's Monthly.

MANY firms who are now manufactui'-

ing the 6-in. high explosive shell, Marlv

IV., were previously working on the

Mark XVI. shell, and the capstan lathes

which h.ad been installed for producing

the heads of the latter shell were na-

turally changed over to the Mark IV.

head when the transition took place.

TJie Mark 1 \'. head is, however, much
largei- than flu- Mark XVI. head, as will

SIIi:i.l.M.\KI\(i I'KKntl.KS.

be seen from Fig. 1, and the additional

duty on the capstan lathes was very oon-

sideral)le. The way in which capstan
lathes arc handling this work is a re-

inai'Ualilc rcvchition of tlie reserve in
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strength and power wbioli these eompai-
atively small machines possess, while the

rate of output which is being obtained

on the Mark IV. head is all that can be

desired.

FIG. 1—MARfi XVI. AND MARK IV. HUill
EXPLOSIVE SHELL HEADS.

In one works, the material for the
head is in the form of blanks cut from
mild steel bar; this form of material
being found much more satisfactory to

machine than forgings or pressings,

which ai-e usually scaly and not uniform
in size. The lathe operations on blanks
are three in number, two of which, name-
ly, the first and tliird, are performed on
No. 4 Capstan Lathes. The first opera-
tion is shown in Fig. 2, where the blanks
are held by special jaws in a 12-in. Cov-
entry ciuck, the blanks being set back
ag'ainst the steady-bush in the chuck.

The tools are numbered in the lay-out

according to the sequence of operations,

which is as follows:

—

1.—A standard flat centring ton!,

which provides a true start for the drill.

2.—A Herbert patent straight flute

rangement shown is the better one, inas-

much as it avoids undue wear on the

steady bush.

4.—A single blade form counterboring

tool, provided with a revolving pilot

bush fitting in the drilled hole. Owing
to the heavy cut, a driving collar is pro-

vided, whicli engages with a slot cut

across the end of the boring bar holder.

5.—A facing and recessing tool for

the shoulder and a chamfering tool for

the end carried in the square turret.

These operate simultaneously with 4.

6.—A standard knee-turning tool with

cutter for finishing the thread diameter.

It also carries a boring bar for finishing

the 1.82-in. diameter, and for forming

the radius at the mouth of the counter-

bore.

7.—A finish eounterbore, identical

with 4, except that the bush fits the fin-

ished bore.

8.— An inverted chaser holder for cut-

ting the thread.

in some works, we have seen this op-

en®
FIG. 3. TOOL LAYOUT FOR THIRD

OPERATION.

eration performed in 15 minutes, and
we are informed by the management
that some of the girl operators have

FIG. 2. TOOL LAYOUT FOR FIRST OPERATION.

drill, with inserted spiral cutter. The
size used is 134-in.

3.—A standard knee-tuming tool

ih;older for rough turning the thread
diameter, provided with a pilot bar
which fits in, the drilled hole. Although
it would be possible to use a plain pilot

bar fitting in the steadv bush, the ar-

brought the time down as low as 12
minutes.

The second operation, which consists

of turning the external profile, is done
on an engine lathe fitted with profile at-

tachment. The operation is split up
into two pai'ts, which are done on separ-

ate machines, and it is interesting to

note that tlie finishing cut is done with

a Stellite cutter, the work running at a

surface speed of 2.50-ft. per minute.

The lay-out for the third operation on

a No. 4 Capstan Lathe is shown in Fig.

FIG. 4—irERBERT NO. 4 CAPSTAN
LATHE ON THIRD OPERATION.

,3, where the work is held by the external

thread in a Herbert special drawback
chuck. The tools are as follows:

—

1.—A boring bar for opening out the

thread diameter. It also earries a collar

and cutter for rough forming the fuse

seat.

2.—A circular cutter carried in the

S(|uare turret, for forming the recess at

the back of the thread.

3.—A circular internal chaser, by
which the thread is cut to gauge with-

out the use of sizing taps. The patent

chasing saddle makes this operation an

exceedingly rapid one.

4.—A finish form tool for the fuse

seat, which is used in the square turret

so as to ensure it being; true and con-

centric with the chasing.

A time for this operation, taken in a

number of jilants with the foregoing

equipment installed, was three minutes.

In some factories the Mark IV. head

is being handled at two operations, the

second and third being combined so that

the external profile is formed on the No.

4 Capstan Lathe. The special tool for

doing this part of the work is shown in

Fis. 4.

®
SWEDISH TRADING LICENSES

^VEEKS of valuail)le time continue to be

wasted hy re]>resentatives of American
industrial firms because they or the con-

cerns responsible for tbem have neglect-

ed to inform themselves about conditions

governing the transit of wares across

Sweden. There are few and negligible

exceptions to the rule that everything

destined for Russia requires a license

before it can cross Sweden, and this rule

applies as well to samples.

Licenses can be secured by the inter-

vention of the British Legation at Stock-

holm, but the time required varies from
four or five days to as much as three

weeks. Canadian husiness men joins'

to Russia with samples should forward

to the Legation there a complete list of

the articles, together with data estab-

lishing: their identify as British citizens

and setting forth the approximate date

of their arrival. If this is done, the

British Minister will have the transit

licenses ready when the applicants an-ive.
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STEEL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The War-Created Stimulus given the Steel Industry is Reflected alike in the Nature

and Application of New and Improved Equipment being Installed and Developed.

UNIFLOW STEAM ENGINES FOR
STEEL MILLS'

Hy W. Trinks.**

THE trend of power supply in iron

and steel plants has been to elec-

trify every machine, up to and

including the main rolls, and to concen-

trate the power generating apparatus in

a central power house containing steam

turbines in regions of cheap fuel, and

uas engines with an auxiliary steam

turbine for overloads, in regions of

expensive fuel. Into this evolution

stepped the uniflow engine, which

promises or threatens (depending upon

the viewpoint), to change the march of

events. The iron and steel plant elec-

trical engineer is particularly interested

in this problem because a

change would deeply aft'ect his

work. For him the two fol-

lowing possibilities are of im-

portance :

The uniflow engine may find

a place in the works power

plant, or else it may drive

rolling mills directly, doin^

away with the double conver

^ion of mechanical into elee-

t ileal power in the central

station and back again into i'"!'-- i-

mechanical at the mill. Tu

Germany the uniflow en-

gine lias, in many nlaces. been used

for direct rolling-mill drive in prefer-

ence to electrical drives. The question

to be studied is, then, what has been ac-

complished on this continent in the

development of this type of engine, and

what is the outlook for the future?

Historical Features

The history of the uniflow engine be-

gins in 1907. In that year Professor J.

Stumpf, of Charlottenburg, Germany,

made his designs and applied fur pat-

ents. The characteristic part of tiie

Stumpf engine, as is perhaps already

well known, is the cylinder with steam

admission at the ends, discharge in the

center, and steam jacketed heads, as

shown in Fig. 1. The idea of steam

admission at the ends in combination

with central discharge is old and was

patented by Todd in Kngland in 1885,

but the fact that the idea remained

wholly unused until Stumpf proved that

it was useful when coupled with jacket-

ed heads and a partly jacketed barrel,

credits Stumpf as the inventor of the

uniflow engine from the viewpoint of

the critical historian.

In 1907 Professor Stumpf clearly

recognized the thermal advantages to

be gained from the unidirectional flow

of steam through the cylinder. In the

summer of that year he fully explained

his view upon the subject to the author

of this paper at Charlottenburg, Germ-

any. At that time the drawings of the

experimental uniflow engines were well

in hand. From 1907 to 1911 the evolu-

tion of that type of engine was limited

practically to Austria and Germany. In

1911, Professor Stumpf published his

well-known book on the uniflow engine,

and bitter literary controversy on the

merits or demerits of the Stumpf engine

followed. In the same year American

•From a i)apor presented at ttie lOtli annual
meeting of the Assoilatlnn of Iron and Steel

Rlertrlciil Engineers.

••Professor of Meetianl'-ul EnglneerlnR. Par-
negle Institute of Teohnoliigy. I'lttsburifli, I'a.

Lti\(;iTnil.\.U. AND L'UnsS SECTIONS THI
STUMPF UNIFLOW ENGINE CYLINDER.

engineers began to take notice of the

Stumpf engine and, one by one, the

C. & G. Cooper Co. ; the Nordberg Mfg.

Co.; the Mesta Machine Co.; the Skin-

ner Engine Co.; and the Ames Iron

Works took up the building of this type.

A great deal had to be learned by these

firms, and some of the experience was

paid for quite dearly. At the present

date, the period of experimenting
_

is

practically over, and the time is ripe

for a review of the situation.

The principal claims for the uniflow

engine are economy, simplicity, relia-

liility and freedom from attendance.

Let us consider these features in the

order inentioned and then judge

whclher we can profitably use the

Stumpf engine in our work.

In the steel works power plant this

engine will have to compete with

the gas engine and with the steam

turbine. The gas engine was 7,.500 to

9.000 British thermal units per indi-

cated horse-power hour, whereas the

uniflow engine, running condensing,

uses from
^
11,000 to 13,500 British

thermal units in the steam, and more

in the fuel gas, depending upon the

bciiler efliiMency. There is, in conse-

UH'GH

quence, little hope of replacing the gas

engine by the uniflow engine.

Steam Turbine Comparison

When we come to a comparison be-

tween the engine and the turbine, vari-

ation of steam pressure and of back

presure makes it advisable to leave the

British thermal unit basis and to intro-

duce Rankine cycle efBciency, which

means the ratio of the work actually

produced from unit weight of steam to

the work which could be produced by

the same weight of steam passing

through the Rankine cycle. From a

great number of published tests made
on the very best turbines, the author

has foimed the following averages for

condensing operation :

Size of turbine.
liW 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

Uankine cycle
efficie'y 0.62 0.66 O.Tl 0.77 0.82

(Iteferred to brake h.p.)

For non-condensing opera-

tion the values are much
lower.

For the Stumpf engine, data

furnished by the Stumpf Uni-

flow Engine Co., tests made

by the author, and data from

Ames Iron Works and from

the Cooper Co., indicate the

following efficiencies:

Size of engine, kilowatts 300 600

From I lbs. per Sd. in., back pressure above

atmosphere <I..wn to about 23 In. vacuum.

Efficiency

:

Saturated '^
it

100 degrees superheat 7o m

200 degrees superheat 78 <!>

For high vacuum (about 27% in.)

:

Saturated o^ ';:

100 degrees superheat 62 Ui

200 degrees superheat 66 68

The values may vary somewhat to

one side or the other, but the general

fendency is apparent. For non-con-

densing operation, at 100 degrees super-

heat, with moderate vacuum, and for

sizes up to 1,000 kilowatts, the uniflow

engine is more economical than the tur-

bine. It will, therefore, find a place in

comparatively small poAver plants, and

in locations whore 28 inches of vacuum

(u- better is not obtainable. It will also

be preferred for generating direct

current, because turbines for the gener-

ation of direct current, when direct con-

nected, are too slow for best economy.

If they arc to operate at economical

speed, gears must be introduced.

Limited Field in Steel Works

Evidently, tlie uniflow engine will

have a very limited field in the steel

works power plant Turning to the
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second application wliich interests us,

namely, the driving of rolling mills,

we find a changed condition. Let

us for the sake of clearing up doubts,

compare the uniflow engine with elec-

tric drive, and with older type of duo-
flow engine. In comparison with elec-

tric drive, the steam engine does away
with the electric generator, the switch-

board, the transmission line and the

motor, but it takes undesirable piping
into the mill. The elimination of the
electrical part means that we must com-
pare the Bankine cycle efficiency of the

engine to the Rankiue cycle efficiency of
the turbine, including generator, trans-

mission line and motor. Allowing
the high efficiencies of 92 per cent.

for the generator, 98 per cent, for
transmission line and 92 per cent, for
the motor, we must multiply the tur-

bine efficiencies by 0.83 for compari-
son with the direct-connected engine.

This procedure furnishes the follow-

ing:

Size of turbine,
bw. '. MO 1.000 2,000 5,000 10,000

Raiikine cycle
effioiency ;

Referred to

motor shaft 50 54 .59 64 6S
Referred to

mill shaft. .47 .50 55 60 64

The lower row of figures was obtained
by multiplying the upper row by 0.965,
this figure taking care of the efficiency

ot two speed reductions from the motor

ations in draft, temperature of steel,

velocity of rolling, etc., cause dispropor-

tionately great changes in resistance.

It is not possible to exactly foretell

what the load will be, and it is there-

fore of the utmost importance to secure

a drive which permits over or under-

loading without serious change of econ-

omy. The uniflow engine, and the elec-

tric motor hitched to a large central

station, both fill this requirement.

The old type simple duoflow engine,

the old reliable standby of the rolling

mill for over 50 years, cannot be con-

sidered here. It is so wasteful, that

its low price is more than ofl'set by in-

creased cost of boiler house equipment,
not to mention the continuous cost of

fuel and water. It retained its place in

the mill a long time, due to its simplic-

ity, but was replaced here and there by
the compourd engine on account of its

wastefulness. The uniflow engine com-
bines the simplicity and overload capa-

city of the simple engine with the econ-

omy of the compound engine; it has

the added advantages that its overload
capacity is even greater than that of

the simple engine and its economy is

sustained over a greater range of load.

Finally, it has very few moving parts

and takes up much less floor space than
the compound engine.

Variation in back pressure naturally

affects the operation of the uniflow en-
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to the mill. A study of the resulting

values shows that the uniflow engine is

ahead of the electric drive, unless the

steel plant is so large that turbo units

of over 8,000 kilowatts capacity can be

installed.

The economy of the uniflow engine

compared to that of the steam-turbine-

electric drive, taken by itself, is not

enough better to explain why the uni-

flow engine should fare differently from
the compound engine. The Rankine
cycle efficiency of a good compound en-

gine is practically the same as that of

the uniflow engine, but there is one
difference. To obtain that high effi-

ciency, the compound engine must have
a small high pressure cylinder; but the

small size of the latter means a small

overload capacity, and quick departure
from the best efficiency for compara-
tively small changes of load.

Compound Engine Comparison

Fig. 2 shows the water-rate-against-

load curve for a well known compound
engine. Comparison of this curve witli

the typical water rate curve of a uni-

flow engine, Fig. 3, shows the difference

to be very marked. Mill loads are
notoriously variable, because small vari-

gine. However, the vacuum may, with
4 per cent, clearance, vary from 19 to

27 inches of mercury without unduly
high compression, or pounding, due to

lack of compression. If the vacuum
fails altogether, clearance is auto-
matically added, to keep the compres-
sion down.

Uniflow Engine Development

A great deal has been written on the
reasons for the economy of the uniflow
engine; nevertheless the author will try
to present the underl3'ing facts again in

as concise form as possible. The secret

of the economy of the uniflow engine
lies principally in reduction of infernal
cylinder condensation. In the duoflow
single expansion engine, cylinder con-
densation is so great, that a very great
free expansion loss must be allowed for
best economy (or rather for minimum
wastefulness). In the compound and
triple expansion engine, cylinder' con-
densation is reduced so that the free
expansion loss can also be reduced, but
mechanical losses due to the passing of
the steam through so many valves be-

comes STeat. In the duoflow engine,
cylinder head, cylinder barrel and pis-

ton head are alternately heated and

cooled by live steam and exhaust steam
sweeping over them and wiping heat
' on and off''.

In the uniflow engine, only the piston

head has heat wiped off during the ex-

tremely short period of exhaust, the

steam near the place of entrance of live

steam being at rest like the fixed end
of an expanding coiled spring during ex-

haust, and like that of a compression
spring during compression. Besides, the

cylinder head and part of the barrel are

steam jacketed, and steam jacketed sur-

faces are cooled very little by stagnant
steam. It may be remarked again that

the mere provision of a central ex-

haust does not bring about a success-

ful uniflow engine; the steam jacketing

of the heads and of part of the barrel

must go with it, to produce the thermo-
dynamic superiority over the duoflow

engine.

In the duoflow engine, long compres-
sion means increased steam consump-
tion, principally, because the steam
temperature exceeds the cylinder (or

piston) wall temperature a longer time
than it would with shorter compression.
In the Stumpf uniflow engine the steam
which is being compressed is in con-
tact with progressively hotter surfaces,

with the exception of that of the piston,

and the steam temperature never rises

very much above the wall temperature.

The second reason for the economy
of the uniflow engine lies in the enforc-

ed or compulsory tightness Steam can-
not leak from the live steam space to

the exhaust. If the inlet valves are
leaky to any exent, the compression
rises so quickly that the inlet valves

clatter and give notice to the engineer
that something is wrong.

In comparing test data with calcu-

lation results, I have obtained very
good results by using Heck's formula
for the infernal condensation or miss-

ing quantity, but I substitute instead

of his constant C the value

°r. superheat
C — V for duoflow

4,500

engines, and 0.45 C—V-

for uniflow engines.

Uniflow Engine Economy
The development of the uniflow

engine in the United States has

been slow, probably because it did not

fit into the general trend of changing
from reciprocating to rotating ma-
chinery, and because it is of foreign

origin. It began in a small wav in 1912.

The C & G. "Cooper Co., Mount Vernon,

0. ; the Nordberg Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

and the Mesta Machine Co., Pitfsburuii,

began almost simultaneously to build

experimental engines , All three firms

moved cautiously and equipped their

engines with Corliss gear. All three

found out that the Corliss releasing

gear, in its usual form, is not ideal for

the uniflow engine, because the cut-off is

so short, because modem plants carry

high pressure with superheat, and be-

cause the pressure drops so fast after

°r, superheat

10,000
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cut-off, that the valve becomes unbal-

anced too quickly for the ordinary de-

Isign
and size of vacuum pot. In con-

sequence, the Mesta Co., and the Nord-
berg Co. switched over to poppet valve

gears, while the Cooper Co. adapted its

Corliss gear and vacuum pot to the new
conditions.

The smaller sizes of uniflow engines

have been developed bv the Ames Iron
Works, Oswego, N.Y., and by the Skin-

ner Engine Co., Erie, Pa. The Ames
Iron Works, from the very beginning,

adopted poppet valve steam distribu-

tion, with shaft governor drive. This
design is very well adapted for small

engines up to 400 or 500 horsepower,

and is very successful. For larger sizes

and high steam temperature it is not so

well adapted, because the difference in

expansion between the valve rod and
the cylinder becomes too gxeat and dis-

turbs steam distribution. For poppet
valve engines above 500 horsepower the

lay shaft drive is preferable.

In the sizes built by the Ames Iron
Works, a self supporting piston, guid-

ed at the crank end only, is said to be
satisfactory. In larger sizes this same
design leads to a great deal of trou-

ble. On account of difference in ex-

pansion, the piston must fit very loose-

ly in the cylinder. The guiding of the
piston by the crosshead is very imper-
fect. The piston, therefore, wobbles
around in the cylinder, riding now on
one spot, then on another, never wear-
ing itself in, but rapidly wearing itself

out. In large engines of German de-
sign, a tail rod guide has been provided,
not so much for the purpose of carry-
ing the piston, but mainly for the pur-
pose of guiding it. so that it will al-

ways touch the cylinder in a large sur-

face. American engineers have gone
one step further and have made the
|)iston rod strong enough to carry the
piston.

Early Troubles

The early part of the practical de-

velopment was thorny. Cracked cylin-

ders, heads and bed plates caused
trouble; valve gear troubles and regu-

lation troubles had to be overcome, pis-

tons and cylinders wore too rapidly;

but the problems have all been solved

and the future promises to be free

from any obstacles wliatsoever. What-
ever troubles were experienced, nat-

urally appeared more forcefully in the

lar'.'cr sizes, with the result that the
smaller sizes, developed by the Ames
Iron Works and the Skinner Engine
Co., have made more proirross in num-
bers than the larger sizes. It can
safely be said that the unillow engine
fo-day is as reliable as the simplest en-

sriiip of the duoflow type. Additional
steam consumption charts may be ap-
preciated. To the scientific engineer
thev do not mean as much as Rankini'
cycle efficiencies, but habit has led

many of us to think in pounds of steam
per horsepowftr-hour. Consequently,
Fig. 3 is given showing steam consump-
tion of various types and sizes of uni-

flow engines.

BRITISH SHELL CONTRACTS IN
UNITED STATES

REGARDING the reiwrts that munition
makers in the United States had been
notified by the British Government that

all contracts for the manufacture of
slirapnel and other shells must be com-
pleted by March .31, and that on that

date all contracts in existence for these

war materials will lapse, an interest who
has been in touch with the various or-

ders placed in that country discusses

the matter as follows:—"The foregoing

statement is untrue. It applies only to

such eoritracts as were originally

scheduled for completion by the date

mentioned. In this case, contracts will

lapse, ibut this is nothing .particularly

new, because there have been several

cancellations of arrearages on deliveries

up to the present time. 'Contracts that

were placed originally with a longer

period of leeway for deliveries than

March 31 next will be -permitted to re-

main as per agreement and Ibe carried

out in accordance with stipulations."

It will be recalled that earlier in the

current year it was announced that a

number of contracts had been cancelled,

but it developed that in each instance a

cancellation clause was contained in the

agreement. Much of this also was for

materials in arrears; that is to say, com-
panies which liad agreed to deliver a

certain number of shells by a given date,

and having delivered only a part, were
notified to cancel the balance that should

liave been shipped ^up to the time speci-

fied.

SEMI-PRECISION GRINDING
RAILRUAD frogs, switches, crossovers,

safes, large pinions and gears, dredge
buckets and so forth, composed of alloy

steels, usually manganese steel, are ma-
chined on boring mills, planers, shapers

and sometimes on lathes by means of

grinding wheels. A considerable amount
of leeway in the finished dimensions is

permissible, in some eases as much as

one-quarter inch. The name "semi-pre-
cision" is ajiplied to this class of opera-

tions.

Wlien a piece is ground in a boring
mill, it is firmly clamped to a horizontal

revolving table and the grinding wheel

is brougiit in contact, either mi the out-

side or the inside of the casting. A
motor is placed on top of the vertical

crossrail in such manner that the arma-
ture of the uu)tor is in a vertical posi-

tion. The armature of the motor is ex-

tended so that at the bottom end of tlie

vertical crossrail it becomes the spindle

for the grinding wheel.

Operations of this nature are perform-
ed on a planer by attaching a portable

electric grinding' machine to the cross-

rail. Special tyi)es of planers are in use,

notably the open-side type planer used

for surface-frogs and switches. Here,

the grindin>r wheel spindle is lielt driven

from an individual motor, located above
and at the rear of l,he head wliich car-

ries the spindle, because it is not con-

venient to have the wheel spindle direct-

ly connected to the armature of the
motor.
When a shaper is used for semi-pre-

cision grinding, a suitable attachment
is clamped to the front end of the ram,
the attachment consisting of grinding
wheel spindle mounted in proper bear-

ings. The wheel is used on the bottom
end of the spindle, which is driven by
means of a belt operating over a pulley

located at the top end of the spindle.

The motor is located on a bracket situ-

ated above the back end of the ram.
This arrangement makes necessary the

use of a cup wheel. Quite a common
operation to be performed in this man-
ner is the surfacing- of pin slots in large

manganese steel dredge buckets.

The use of the lathe for semi-preci-

sion giinding is limited almost entirely

to special shape castings which have

either a cylindrical, conical or flat sur-

face which must be brought to a fairly

smooth surface. The work is either

mounted between centres or clamped to

the face plate as usual. The grinding

wheel is mounted on a spindle which is

carried in a head fastened t-o the car-

riage of the lathe. The spindle is usu-

ally driven by means of a motor located

on a bracket which is firmly fastened

to the carriage. The bracket is .situated

a sufficient height above the carriage

that the belt will operate satisfactorily.

—Grits and Grinds.

ALUMINUM FUSE MAKING
TROUBLES

,VLIj the difficulties m connection with

the Russian shrapnel and high-explosive

orders placed in the United States are

luit vet over, says a New York jires?

despatch. Of total orders for 13,000,000

of these shells (exoluding the Canadian

Car & Foundry 5,000,000 shell order),

j)rohably not more than 3,000,000 have

been shipped. Deliveries, however, are

ganing in volume, and, while it is hardly

likely that the orders will be com,pleted

within the contract limits, or by April

30, it is not unlikely that the end will

then be in sight.

One of the principal causes of delay

has been the employment of aluminun;

for tlie fuses, or for some of them. Alum-

inum, it appears, is suibjcCl to quicker

fragmentation than brass, and for this

reason the greatest trouble hiis been ex-

perienced in getting fuses made of the

metal to function.

Under the adjustments made early

last Oetdher, some of the ahiminuni fuses

were changed to brass, and concerns

which had been more successful in the

I'uso end of the business took over in

some eases, parts of the fuse orders of

others. From that time shiimienfs, til!

then practically nil. have imniroved, but

the delivery fignire given above shows

that there is slill roow for impnivement.

Hlgh-
Shrii|)nH Explosives

Botlilflu-m Slwl 2.r.00,000 2,500,000

Kcldvstoiio Munitions 2..'i00.000

.VnioVlran Can 2,500,000

r.iMipi-al HU-ctrlc ToO.OOO 1,()00.0(X>

liitiTunlloniil Shell and
Ordnnnco 1,000.000

Baitlott-Tlnvward 750,000
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High Pressure Steam Stop Valve Design and Construction
*

By D. McNicoll

In what follows, investigation is made of carians designs of steam stop valves, particular
attention being given those accessory details which contribute to the general efficiency and
operation safety of each individual unit, ivhether for service ashore or on board ship.

IN designing liigli-pressiu'e steam
stop valves, the essentials to be ob-
served are tightness, reliability, sim-

plicity, and safety. In small sizes not
exceeding 4 in. or thereabouts and of
single-beat type, these essentials are
obtained without much call for special
consideration, but as the sizes increase
the design demands careful attention.

In the succeeding columns an investi-

gation of the various designs is con-
tributed, and prominence given to de-
tails which affect what might be termed
the general efficiency and safety of the
fitting.

Fig. 1 shows a type of single-beat un-
balanced stop valve frequently used as
a boiler stop. The same design in more
or less modified form is used throughout
most main steam-pipe systems, being
met with as an intermediate shut-off or
bulkhead stop valve. . The valve shown is

of S in. diameter, the material of chest
being cast-iron, internal parts gunmetal,
and the working pressure 200 lbs. per
square inch. In many instances chests
of this size and for this pressure are
made in cast steel, but provided tlie de-

sign is carefully observed the choice of
material is optional. For larger sizes

or hiarher pressures cast steel is desir-

able. Independent of pressure, wherever
superheat is present, cast steel is

essential, and the internal fittings in

this instance should be of a high-tension
bronze, perferably a nickel alloy.

The features in the design which call

for special attention are stresses in the
chest due to pressure; stresses due to

hardening down; stresses due to expan-
sion of spindle with valve shut; tend-
ency of valve to rotate when steam is

flowing through ; liability to fracture of
seat studs. In settling the thickness of
body metal, the general method is to
ensure that the aggregate section is

such as to allow of a safe stress per
square inch of section, but on investiga-

tion it is readily admitted that all parts
are not equally stressed.

In Fig. 1. assuming that the pressure
is present throughout the chest and act-

ing at right angles to the plane of sec-

tion shown, the stress on the part let-

tered A is much higher than on the other
portions. By way of illustration :—The
pressure on the upper half of the outlet

and half the cover is approximately
8,950 lbs.; which stresses the section on
the top left-hand side to 1,061 lbs., per
square inch," whereas the averaae stress

for the agSTegate section is only 891 lbs.

The cover, of course, takes a portion of

the stress due to frictional resistance,

and the tighter the cover nuts are

screwed up, the greater the assistance

^Frorn a paper read before the Institute of
Miiiine Engineers.

given to the weaker section. In a sense
this is "robbing Peter to pay Paul,'"

as it simply puts up the stress on the
studs.

The stresses resulting from excessive
hardening down are in many instances
exceptionally high, as is often proved by
the burst condition of valve lids. This
hardening down is due to an attempt to

overcome leakage. It appears providen-
tial that the valve lid gives way in near-
ly every case, or otherwise there might
be far more fatal accidents in this con-

nection. Steel crossheads and turned
pillars should always be fitted in prefer-

ence to cast bridges, the latter being
anything but safe, particularly in the

larger sizes. There is no doubt that in

valves over 4 in. diameter a g'reat bene-
fit accrues from the adoption of a flex-

ible seating in conjunction with the solid

face. This was introduced by R. R.
Revis, J. H. Gibson and Coekburns, Ltd.

With this arrangement leakage from
distortion is obviated, and, in addition.

FIG

cold, and afterwards steam from other
boilers admitted to the top of the body.
Even with steam in the inlet side only
a fair degree of heat is transmitted to

the spindle. In each case the subse-
quent tendency to expansion puts a
stress on all the parts. An actual ex-
perience of the author is illustrated in

Fig. 2. This was a double-beat type
of valve and the bottom seat was at-

tached as shown. The valve was hard-
ened down for a steam test, with the re-

sult that after the test a number of the

manganese bronze studs from the bot-
tom seat were found lying broken in the
bottom of the chest, and all showed signs

of fracture, tlie expansion of the spindle
having caused this.

Apart from this, the design of seat is

not to be recommended even if the studs
do not give way, as the tendency there-

by is to cause a leaky joint between
chest and seat. Seats should be ar-

ranged where valves have to be hard-
ened down so that this hardening tends

there are two faces, so that if one is

leaking from any cause of distortion

there is always the other one to fall

back upon.
Shutting Down Hard When Cold

Another source of high stress is when
the valve has been shut down hard when

to make the joint tighter, that is to say
the gunmetal seat should be upon the
top of the steel seat, and not below it

as shown. One method of counteracting
the damage from expansion is by fitting

a spring crosshead. This is shown in

Fig. 3. and is loaded generally from I14
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to 11 2 times the boiler pressure per
square inch of valve area, and a higher
load than this cannot be put upon the
valve spindle, no matter what purchase
is used. In Fig-. 1 stays are sometimes
fitted as shown dotted. These only
serve to stiffen the cover and, as will be
noticed, still further reduce the section
of metal at an already weak section.

The rotation of winged valves when
steam is flowing is di.« either to a
slight angle on the wings or to eddies
in the steam. The valve can be prevent-
ed from rotating but to do this a pin
must be fitted or other means adopted.
The damage done to valves from this

rotation is hardly credible, and calls for
the adoption generally of pintle or cen-

tre-guided valves.

Valve Seat Fixing

The source of much trouble is the
fracture of seat-securing pins or studs.

In the large sizes it is quite inadmis-
sible to drive the seats in and secure
them by means of a pin or pins through
the side of the chest and it is absolutely
prohibited in all sizes when superheated
steam is present, experience showing in

this ease that seats driven and secured
'

by side pins become quite slack and
allow leakage to occur. The seats in

larger sizes are therefore secured in the
manner shown in Fig. 1. The only way
to avoid serious trouble with this de-

sign is to run a wire through the heads
of all pins or through split pin holes, if

studs are fitted. This prevents the frac-

tured portions being carried to some
part where serious damage may be
caused.

The question of draining generally
cannot receive too much attention, and
means should always be provided for

CANADIAN MACHINERY
ing- pressure which acts at right angles
to the axis of the spindle. This consists
of a tapered spigot on the chest with a
corresponding tapered recess in the cov-
er, making a metal to metal joint. The
stresses from hardening down and es-

i. .261

fitted or handwheel spanners used to
give the same effect or gearing intro-
duced. The difficulty is due to frictional
resistance in the screw and not to the
direct load which, but for that resist-
ance, would allow for (juite a reasonably

Steam wAAd Tturf/i

FIG. S.

pansion are mainly taken up by the
four stays A, which also serve to se-

cure the seatings. With this arrange-
ment no loose parts are situated inside
the chest, with the consequent preven-
tion of damage from this source. The
valve is centrally guided thus preventing
rotation. A flexible seating is shown
at B and when this and the correspond-
ing valve face engage, the solid seat C
and its corresponding valve face are
1-100 in. open, so that when this latter

seat and face engage the flexible seat-

ing is deflected 1-100 in. Fig. 5 shows
the same design of valve as in Fig. 4,

FKM>, I'TG. Til.

of all water in

)efore a valve is

eflSciently getting rid

both inlet and o\it!et

opened.

In Fig. 4 a type of valve is shown
which it is suggested is an improvement
on that shown in Fig. 1. The first feat-

ure that attention is desired to be drawti
to is the method employed so that the
cover may take up a share of the burst-

or globe type:

same attention

but of straiglit througli

the design calls for the

:is in the previous case.

Balanced Valves

Tn singlcbeat valves oi' sizes over 4 in.

and pressures in the region of ISO lb. and
above, the valves are difficult to operate
unless large diameter handwheels are

sized handwlieel ana comparatively
quick-pitched thread in valves up to

about 12 in. diameter. For regulating
purposes large diameter handwheels or
gearing are objectionable, not enabling
the valve to be handled as expeditiously
as is desirable. A compromise for this
type of valve is effected and is shown
in Fig. 6. A pilot valve is introduced
and lifts first, balancing to a certain
point the pressure in inlet and outlet
branches. The main valve is then lifted

against much less load. This fitting is

extensively adopted, but occasionally
trouble is experienced from the main
valve pulsating or clattering, in recipro-
cating machinery, due to the fluctuating
flow of steam—which causes damage to
the internal parts.

Solid double-beat valves got over this

trouble in the majority of oases and
were perfectly balanced to all practical
purposes, but they had one outstanding
defect—they were rarely, if ever, steam-
tight, which was very unsatisfactory.
For reciprocating work this did not
affect the steam consumption to any
extent, as it was only when the machin-
erj' was at a standstill that leakage was
occurring, and if a stoppage was of any
length of time the boiler stop valves
could be shut down. For turbine ma-
chiner.v, however, leaky astern valves

can very seriously affect the economy.
The leakage in the solid double-beat
stop valve was due to differences of ex-

pansion between the double-beat valve

.and the seatings in the chest and oould

not be got over. A solution of the diffi-

culty was ultimately found in introduc-

ing a flexil)le disc to one of the beats,

and the names associated with tliis intro-

duction were also Messrs. Bevis. fiibson,

•ind Cockburns, Limited. This valve has
been very extensively adopted in vary-
ing designs and is exclusively used for

all regulating valves in His Majesty's
Kavv.
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Double Beat Valve for Reciprocating
Work

Fig. 7 shows a iloiible-brat type of
valve used for reciprooatinjr work for
regulating purposes and also as a throt-

tle valve, doing away with the butterfly

type. In this latter capaeity a very
light duty is thrown on any form of
governing gear, while in larger sizes it

obviates the neeessity for employing a

separate throttle engine, say of the
Brown type. For ordinary opening and
closing as a rogalating valve the pin B
is locked by the detents as shown, thus
allowing the valve to be positively open-
ed or closed. During these operations
the control valve is in the neutral posi-

tion, preventing steam from passing to

the condenser. The operating piston

has also inlet pressure on both sides of

it, thus effecting a balance. The two
beats of the valve have saw-formation
spigots: this is to allow of close regu-
lation, particularly where shafting is

employed to bring the handwheel to a
position not directly below the valve.

The back-lash in this instance often

allows a big jump to occur in the regu-

lation, which is prevented with the de-
sign as shown. This jump is due to the
following cause:

—

With a valve of this design, that is,

with steam entering outside the beats
and the spindle going through the cover,
there is in the first instanee a closing
effort due to the pressure on the increase
in area of the top beat. The pressure
on the area of the spindle where it

passes through the stuflfing-box is an
opening effort. Genera 11v the ratio of
the former area to the latter is as two
to one, with the result that when the
valve is opened to an extent allowing
half the initial pressure to be present in

the outlet the efforts balance each other.

A pound or two over this and an open-
ing -effort is present, with the result that
the valve jumps open whatever play
there is in the operating gear. With the
saw formation of spigots this jump does
not affect the revolutions to any extent.

If instead of the spindle coming through
the top of the cover it had come through
the bottom of the chest the effort would
have been a constant closing one, and
there would be no necessity for the pro-
vision of the saw formation of spigot.

Further on, valves with their spindles
coming through the bottom of the chest
are shown in Fig. 7d, 8, 9 and 10. The
saw formation of spigots is a refinement
to give close regulation from dead slow
to full speed, as many doublebeat valves
are made without this formation. When
the valve is opened to any degree of
regulation it can be shut and opened
again by the throttle gear in the fol-

lowing manner: In Fig. 7a, b,e the
throttle lever B is moved from position
7a to 7e. The control valve during this

operation moves through position 7b,
holding the main valve open till the de-
tents have cleared themselves from the
pin B, then with the throttle lever in

position 7c the main valve closes—the
levers swinging from the nut on the

regulating screw. To open up again tlie

lever B is returned to position 7a, the
main valve opens up and the small ten-

sion spring returns the detent, again
locking pin B and putting the valve into
a position of positive control. This fit-

r'lG. 10.

ting has given general satisfaction and
has been extensively adopted.

In future it is intended to make the

last type of valve as modified and shown
in Fig. 7d. A constant closing effort is

present, which will allow of perfect

regulation under all circumstances and
will not necessitate the adoption of saw-

formation spigots on the beats. The ac-

tion under throttling conditions is simi-

lar to the former valve, with the differ-

ence that the slide valve is returned

from position 7c to position 7b and 7a

by the spring, assisted by the inlet

pressure on the area of the slide-valve

spindle where it passes through its stuff-

ing-box.

Hardening-down stresses are alleviat-

ed by the expansion of the spindle under
temperature. The illustration also

shows the relative positions of ports

and passages, and consequently gives a

better idea of the connection between

packing to drain any water that may
tend to accumulate there to the bottom
of the chest. Provision is also made
for taking away any drips that may
come down.

In both the foregoing valves the de-
sign has been devised from the point of
view that the relative positions of the
indexes for both main and throttle
valves at the starting platform are ex-
actly similar to those where separate
valves are fitted. A point of particular
importance has also been carefully ob-
served in the design, najnely, that wear
and tear have no effect on the efficiency

of the gear.

Regulating Valve for Turbines

Fig. 8, page 10, shows a type of ahead
and astern doublebeat regulating valve

for turbine machinery, of which a large

number have been fitted. With this ar-

rangement one handwheel only is neces-

sary. In a mid position both valves are

shut, rotation in one or other direction

opens either valve, the shut valve mean-
while becoming the medium of the ful-

^ crum for the opening valve. In a design
-^ of this sort it is essential that the hand-

wheel should be most clearly marked by

arrows for rotation for ahead and
astern. Not only should the handwheel

be marked, but an index should be fitted

with a pointer of considerable travel in-

dicatins' quickly whicli valve is being

operated and in what direction. This

also applies to single regulating valves

because, while in the majority of cases

valves are shut by what is termed a

clockwise motion, that is right-band

when looking on the handwheel, with the

valve or extending spindle receding from

the same, there are cases of extended

spindles where the motion is clockwise

looking in the opposite direction.

With the arrangement as shown in

in Fig. 8 it is possible, if the spindle of

the open valve seizes in the neck bush

or gland and it is desired to shut this

valve and open the other one, that in-

stead of shutting the open valve first the

other valve is opened up—a most unde-

sirable effect. To obviate this the de-

sign as shown in Fig. 9, has,, been

the positions of the controlling slide

valve and the positions of the main
valve than is shown in Fig.7.

To prevent water coming down be-
tween the spindle and stuffing-box of
the main valve, as far as possible,
the stuffing-box is kept high in

the inside of the chest, and a
drain-hole provided at the top of the

FIG. lla.

adopted, with most satisfaetoi-y results.

Here the open valve must be positively

shut to the point of the spigots entering
( he seats before the opposite valve can

be opened. After this point the valve

is closed and contact made with its seat

by the pressure of steam on the differ-

ence of area of the two beats of the

valve, plus the pressure into the area
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,
of the valve spindle where it passes

• through the stufflng-box. The springs on
the spindles also assist this effort. No
greater closing effort can be put upon
the valve. In this respect it differs from
the fitting shown in Fig. 7, where, of

1 course, the valve can be hardened on its

' seat to any extent.

Another arrangement of balanced
valves which has a much greater final

closing effort, and consequently ensures
tighter valves, is shown in Fig. 10. The
valves are balanced by the control valve,

which forms part of the spindle, first

j
exhausting steam from the top of the
piston. Another outstanding feature is

the simplicity of the chest casting, par-
ticularly desirable in cast steel. The
closing effort when the valves are shut

• is the pressure on the area of the valves.

In these designs of double manoeuvring
valves and valve as shown in Fig. 7b it

will be noticed there are no stresses due
to expansion of spindles.

Valve for Turbine Service

I A valve widely adopted in conjunction
with turbine machinery for both naval
and mercantile work is shown in Figs.

11 and 11a. This fitting is a combined
bulkhead shut-off and emergency valve.

It also fulfills the function of a self-

closing valve in naval work. For ordin-
ary opening and closing the valve is

nperated in the usual way by means of
a handwheel. In the larger sizes it is

necessary to employ a handwheel span-
ner. When the main valve commences
to open the collar on it has an inclined

plane action on the lever A which lifts

the spindle of the non-return valve B,
allowing steam to pass to the top of the
piston and check any sudden opening
tendency. The leakage past the piston

rinss determines the opening speed of
the valve. For shutting by throttle or
emergency trear, the lever A is moved
furtlier, which opens valve C; this ex-

1

hausts steam from the under side of the
piston, when the pressure on top of it

closes the main valve. On returning the
lever the main valve slowlv open.s up to

its previous amount of lift. For naval
work, where there are two or more bulk-
head valves, if the pipe on the inlet side
of one valve is shot awav the valve is

sufiposed to self-dose with the reverse
fliiw of steam. When this occurs the non-
return valve B also closes. The e(Ti-

ciency of this fittinsr was lately demon-
strated unintentionallv in a fast ship of
war. An exceptionally heavy sea broke
over the vessel, the turbines stopped,
and for some time no explanation was
forthcoming; ultimately it was found
that the sea had carried some gear
airainst the deck emergency lever and
moved it into the shut position, with
the result that both bulkhead emergency
valves were effectively shut.

@
CUNARD SHIPS IN U.S. YARDS

THK placins of contracts lor mercli-
ant vessels by the Ounard Steamship
Line has ben noted from time to time
within the past few weeks. An official

statement has now been issued by
James McNaught, of Esplen Sons &
McNaught Inc., naval architects, who
have acted for the Cunard Co., in plac-

ing orders for boats with American ship-

yards: "Details of the Cunard ship-
building cannot be given, as the Com-
pany is under the British censor, but I

can say that the (^unard construction
program is the greatest in the history

of shipbuilding. Orders are being
placed in almost everv available yard.

The Bethlehem Steel "Co. is to build

ships at the Maryland and Fore River
yards and at the Union Iron Works.
The Todd Shipyards Corporation has
orders for six ships of 7,500 tons at the

Seattle yard. The Sun Shipbuilding Co.

also has orders."

'

' Ships to be buUt in the United
States vary from 7,500 tons to 12,500

tons. Several steamers are being built

for tlie Cunard Co. in England, and at

least one will have turbo-electric pro-

pulsion. At present England has three

or four ships under construction of that

class. Trials of this po^yer have been
sufficient to justify installing this ma-
chinery on one of the big Cunarders.
I cannot give the size of these vessels.

One of the small steamers with the new-

power will be of 5,500 tons. They will

all be capable of liigli speed. We have
found that the electric installation can
be so constructed as not to reduce the

carrying capacity, and need not add to

the work of the vessel."

®
EMPIRE ZINC OUTPUT

THE annual meeting of the Amalga-
mated Zinc Co., as reported in the Lon-
don Statist, shows what changes the war
lias forced. The properties are in Aus-
tralia. Before the war the company was
producing zinc concentrates at tiie rate

of ail)out 150,00'0 tons per month, the

zinc contents avera?.;ing 49 per cent., or,

say. 75.000 tons of pure metal. Thes,'

concentrates were shipped to Germany,
where they were treated for the produc-
tion of commercially useable zinc. The
.\]iiaLga'mated Co. has just about install-

ed its first unit of plant for electrolytic

zinc production, which has a capacity

of Ix'tweeu ten to twelve tons oP elec-

trolytic zine per day, or, say, .'i.OOO to

.'!/)O0 tons per month, which wild re(|uire

a:houl 4,000 horse-fKnver. In order to

warrant, the establishment of this plant,

Xew Zealand made a contract for tlie

ilisposal of the product of the new com-
pany for ten year.s to the Imperial au-

thorities under a guaranteed price.

The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Co. of Canada has been going through
the same process, liavintr made a con-
tract for its output with both Great
Britain and Russia. It is understood
that the Consolidated Co. is now turn-

insT out some .'15 tons of commercial zinc

per day, whicii is being gradually in-

creased! Tile companv. through its own-
ersliip of the West Kootenav Power &
Liirlit Co., controls s')nie 40,000 horse-
power, which is availalde for lliis and
similar purposes.

INDIA BUYING STEEL IN U. S.

MITSll iS: lO. will send two steamship.o
from Seattle to India this spring, each
loaded to capacity. The Amogisan Maru
will sail this month direct from Bombay
with approximately .KOOO.OOO feet of
lumber, and the Niels Nielsen will sail in

May with 8,800 tons of steel and luniber
for Calcutta and Bombay, says the
Seattle Times.

Traffic between Great Britain and
India via the Suez Canal has ceased be-
cause of war conditions, and India is

noTv looking to the United States for
steel and tin products as well as lumber.
News of the decision of Mitsui & Co. to
send the two vessels to India this spring
was obtained from the corporation's
Seattle headquarters.

In the last few weeks a number of in-

quiries haA'e been received in Seattle as
to the possibility of getting space in ves-
sels for India. the inquiries relate
chiefly to steel, tin plates, struetura'.

products and lumber. These shipment?
are needed in India for ordinary con-
struction work. Before the closing of
the Suez Canal to traffic, India obtained
its steel and similar products from Eng-
land.

•©
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAIL-

WAYS
STATISTICAL information regarding
the Canadian Government i-ailway is con-
tained in the annual report of the Rail-
way Department, issued at Ottawa, on
March S. The total expenditure, includ-

ina' the Quebec Bridge, amounted to .143,-

027.328, of which .•fi2:i.902.068 was charg-
ed to capital, $19,408,780 to revenue, and
$1,716,051 to income. The outlav on the
Transcontinental was $11,488,980 oil the
Intercolonial $21,702,441, and on the
Prince Edward Island line $1,350,472.

Revenue derived- from Governnwnf
railway and canal works aggTegat^d $18,-

874.030, of whicli over eiahteen millions
came frum the railways. Before and since
Confederation, Canada has spent $118,-

614,725, on its canaJs and $377,146,699
on its railways. This includes the
Quebec Bridge and subsidy to the C.P.R.
main line.

The Intercolonial had a good year. Its

earnings were $14,068,791. and working
expenses $12,551,495. producinsr a sur-

idus of over one and a half million dol-
lars. On the Prince Edward Island
Railway there was a deficit of $154,093.
and on the International Railway— a.

leased line in New Brunswick—$12,027,
exclusive of $90,000 paid on interest.

The mileage of Government roads is 1.-

527 an increase of 78 in the year. The
number of passengers earried was 412.-

.535 a decrease of 10,961.

-©-—
Black Color on Brass.—A black color

on lirass can be obtained bv the use of
(he following solution: White arsenic.

2 ozs. ; potassium cyanide, 5 ozs.; and
water. 1 gallon. This is used as a hot
dip without current. The work is ini-

meraed in the mixture, either susnended
bv wires, or in a basket, the solution be-
iu',"- conlained in an enameled tank or
ccmtainer.
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XV.
By J. Davies.

SCKEW threads are produced com-

mercially in a variety of ways, in-

volving different types of machines,

either sipeeially designed or else suited

for using accessory devices, sucli as taps,

die-heads, etc. Occasions still arise

where the use of a screw-cutting lathe

is the only means of performing the

work; the following' remarks applying

more particularly to the actual handling

of the lathe, change gear calculation:*

liaviag heen dealt with in previous ar-

ticlGS.

Cutting a Vee Thread

When a screw-thread is to he cut, the

tool is ground and shaped to suit the

FIG. 53.

finished thread, the side faces forming

an angle of 60 deg. This angle is tested

by using a thread gauge, shown in Fig.

53. The gauge should be held sd thai

the back edge of it lies flat against the

work while the point of the tool is ad-

justed to tit the notch in the front of

the gauge. It ia sometimes convenient

to hold the gauge as shown in Fig. 54;

when one edge of the tool is properly

set, the other edge will be at the correct

angle, providing the tool is properly

ground.
In cutting a vee thread the tool rest

should he moved around 30 deg. for Am-
erican threads and 271/2 deg. for Whit-

worth threads, this being half the angle

of the thread. The reason for this is

that when a cut is taken, the tool cuts

on one side only, which gives a cleaner

and better thread than is the case when
the tool-rest is set at right angles to

the lathe centres. In the latter case the

tool mu.st cut on both sides at once,

which means a smaller cut and a rough-

er finish. (See Fis?. 55.)

Before commencing the cut, care

should be taken that the tool is securely

fastened in the toolipost, and that the-

lathe-dog is firmly secured to the work.

Select a lathe-dog that fits the work as

closely as possible. File or chip a flat

spot on the work for the point of the set-

screw, unless the nature of the work
prevents this being done. The feed

should run from right to left for cutting

a right-hand thread and from left to

risht for a left-hand thread. In putting

on the cut, it will be found very con-

venient to run tlie tool rest up against

a stoj), Fig. 56, at every cut. B.y this

means w'e return the tool exactly to the

position it was in when we started the

previous cut, and then b.y simply turn-

ing the stop screw back an amount equal

to the cut re^juired, there is not the same
necessity for observing the graduations

marked on the cross-feed screw, or the

more cumbersome method of chalking.

This stop is not usually fitted to the

lathe by the makers, but it is a very

simple matter for any mechanic to fit

one up for himself.

Engaging the Nut

In cutting a short thread, the tool is

i>ften carried back to its starting place

by means of a cross belt which reverses

the lathe. In- a very long .iob this is a

serious waste of valtiable time. The
c|uickest method of taking the saddlo

back is b.y hand, but in doing so we musi
locate the e.xact time and place for put-

ting in the nut for the next cut.

(1) When the number of threads on
the work can be divided by the number
of threads on the leading screw without

a remainder, the nut may be engaged at

an.y time or place.

(2) When the leading screw makes
two or three or any number of complete
revolutions to one revolution of the .iob.

put a mark on the .iob or face plate;

then every time that mark comes to a

given iplace the nut can be engaged, or

in a silow-running job put a mark on

top of the face plate and another on top

of the leading screw; then wlien both
marks are on the top together you may
put in the nut to start another cut, pro-

viding the carriage is touching the tail-

stock or some other definite starting-

place.

In all other cases put down the pitch

in fractional form reduced to its lowest

term. The numerator will indicate the

least number of complete inches that the

carriage must travel, after taking the

nut out of gear with the leading- screw,

before it comes to the right place to put
it in again.

Starting the Cut

Put the carriage against the tailstock

to the length of screw to be cut. Stop
the lathe at this mark, and run the car-
riage back to the starting place for a
fresh cut. After taking the first cut,

measure the thread carefully to see if

the lathe is cutting the right pitch. In
thread cutting it is important that the
tool should be set exactly at the centre.
If the tool is set too high or too low, it

will make an imperfect thread. When
the tool commences to cut it is sprung
to one iside a little until it is advanced
up the thread far enough to cut on both
sides; this causes a thick thread on I lie

end, which is apt to deceive one when
fitting it into place. To avoid this, leave
the portion to be threaded a little longer

FIG. 54.

for a starting place, and measure on thi'

lathe bed the required number of inches,

or some multiple of the same, according-

FIG. 55.

than the length of the thread and cut off

the thick end the required length after
the screw is finished.

Cutting Multiple Threads

Select the wheels so as to have one on
the lathe spindle that can be divided
into two or three equal parts as required,
and proceed the same as for single
threads until one thread is cut, with the
exception of the finishing cut. Chalk
the bottom of any one apace on the
spindle gear, and also chalk the tootli

of the change gear whch meshes with
this space. If it is a double thread,
count half the number of teeth on the
change gear and mark in the same way.
Adjust the quadrant or swing plate so

that the second marked tooth will mesii

in the chalked space on the spindle gear,

and proceed to cut the second thread.

When taking a finishing cut, take the
screw out of the centres, so as to be ablt

to move the saddle back without moving
the tool, drop the quadrant and mesh
the gears at the next chalk mark and
finish the second thread. The same me-
thod will do for three or more threads.

This is the generally accepted way for

cutting double or triple threads, al-

though there are other ways which, un-
der favorable circumstances, are quicker
and more convenient. For instance, .n

double or triple thread can be cut at one
operation by a tool that is filed wp with
two or more cutting edges to suit the
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required piU-li, or on some jobs, such as

cutting a one-ineli pitch with a half-inch
leiul-screw, a cut can be taken from each
thread alternately without changing the

o
111, .

m||i„V,,iI|'I ''i/

FIG. 56.

:;ears by enig-aging the nut when the
work has made half a revolution.

Left-hand Threads

In cuttii^ a left-hand thread, the di-

rection of the travel of the tool is gener-
ally reversed, either by reversing the
i|uadranlt or putting an extra wheel in

the train of gears. This method is not
always the best, as, for instance, th"
cutting of a left-hand thread inside a
lon^- sleeve can be done by reversing the
hithe and) commencing the cut at the
same end, as a right-hand thread would
be. started ordinarily. . The advantage
of tliis is that the lathe hand can see ex-

BBLT TROUBLE DIAGRA.MS.

actly what the tool is doing before it has
time to do any damage, as would ha<ppeii

if the nut were eng'aged with the slial't

at the wrong place, a thin'j whicli tlie

best of lathe hands will do s.imeilimes.

The disadvantage is that the cut lias a

tendency to unscrew the cliuck olT the
latho spindle. When a left-hand thread
is to he cut in this way, the chuck should
be put on with a slight bang to insure

that it will not easilv unscrew iKself.

BELT TROUBLE
Question.— I am liaving trouble with

a belt drive which I would like you to

advise me about. The line sliaft is per-

fectly straight and level and the maeli-
ine is also level and properly squared up
with the shaft. The machine pulley is

15 in. dia. and the line shaft pulley is

6 in. dia., with 6 ft. centres. When the

belt is crossed one way it runs over on
the tight pulley and will not stay on
loose pulley without belt shifters and
when crossed the other way it runs over
on loose and will not stay in tight pul-

ley. I would appreciate an explanation
so that I may cure the trouble if pos-
sible.

Answer.—The trouble is due to one of
the following conditions being near the

limit, with regard to the others:—The
centres are too close, or the belt is too

wide, or the differeruce in diameter of
the pulleys is too great. The accom-
panying diagTam shows how these points

affect the behaviour of the belt as des-

crilied. The a7-rows indicate direction

of movement, A being tiig'ht side of belt,

and B the slack side. Sketch (a) show?
the shape of A before B is in position.

It will be noted that the widest part
(x) is at a point midway between where
the belt leaves the pulleys. When the

belt is all on, the twj
sides press against each
other so that .point (x)

is moved upwardsj as shown
in sketch (b). The tendenei

of A is therefore to twi.st in

a left-handed direetion,-

|iressing B away from the

reader, the reverse action

being exerted by B, but the
fact that A is the tight or
<lriving side of the bell

causes B to yield more than
A, so -that in sketch (c), side

B will run onto the tight

]iulley with a gradual creen

to the right as complained
of. If the belt be crossed on
the opposite liand, the re-

verse action will take place,

as complained of. In order
to dispense with belt shift-

ers, it would be necessary to

crown the faces of the tight

•lud loose pulleys as much as

possible, run with a thinner
and narrower belt, increase

the distance between centres

or increase size of pulley on
line shaft. By trying these

suiigestions as far as pos-

sible in rotation you_should
manage to cure the trouble.

Foundry Tumbling Barrel

SO.ME time ago, having a vei-y large
(|uantity of small castings to supply,
says a writer in tlie Foundry Trade
Journal, we decided to build a small
r:itller (jr tumbling barrel, as the large

iron ones caused a great deal of break-

age. The measurements of the new one

were 15 ins. inside and 3 ft. long, this

lioldina' a barrow-full at a time. The

t^^\.^^\^^^^^^^-\\^^^\;..^'^^^^\..... .^.

FIG. 3.

method was as follows: Cast two discs

15 ins. dia, and 1 in. thick, with a spin-

dle as shown at B, Fig. 1. Make two
wood discs and bolt on to face at CA,

FIGS. 4 AND 5.

Fig. 2. This method saves drilling and
machining, for the wooden bars, D, Fig.

3, can be screwed on to the disc. The
lid, Fig. 4, is of three bars screwed on
to sections of wrought iinn ibent to cor-

FIC. '.:. FIG. r.

rect angle at E and 1), Fi.gs. 4 and U.

and mounted as shown in Fig. 5 by
hinges F. Next cast two blocks for bear-

iuis, and drill llir.iu'.;h as shown at G.

FIG. a

Fig. 7. The standards, H, Fig. S, are
of timber, 3 ft. by 4 ft.; these can be
bolted to the door.

The whole thing was jiut together by

ORMNO PUllO

D 5
r.- . D jr. .1-,

D i

D 1 r,

1
H 1

FIG. fl.

IMG. 1

a carpenter, and cost alxuit .$15. It can
be attended l>y any hid, and proves a

most serviceable and cheap tool for vei\v

liglit and small castings.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is luryelij depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles lias for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those luho

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-ivorking establishments.

WILLIAM MARTIN McEOBERT

AT a time like the present, when
surmises regardingf future condi-

tions are being made on all sides,

and the probability of intensified com-
petition looms up as a result of Britain's

industrial awakening, it is reassuring, to

those solicitous of Canada's future, to

know that a prominent feature of the

rising generation of engineers is the

large number who, by birth, ancestry, or
educational experience, have been able

to absorb to a large degree those charac-

teristics of the British race which, in

view (if future possibilities, may afford

apt illustration, of "diamond cut

diamond."
A prominent English engineer, with

world-wide experience, once remarked
that Scotland was all right for breeding

men, but was no use for feeding them..

There may or may not be any truth in

the latter part of the statement, but

many of our readers who are acquainted
with William Martin McRobert, sales

engineer of the Gait Foundry Co., flalt,

Ont., will be in perfect aareement that

a deal of truth is contained in the first

part of the remark.
Mr. McRobert is a native born Can-

adian, having first gazed upon the maple
leaf in the immediate environs of Lon-
don, Ont., in the year 1876. Wlien three

years of as'e his parents returned to their

native land and settled in Aberdeen,
where our "Spoke" spent his early

years, his education being received at

Aberdeen Grammar School and Gordon 's

Col'.ese. That he had early absorbed a

due share of that determination and
tenacity whicli are so authentically attri-

buted to residents of the "Granite
City" was evidenced by his decision to

go through the mill as an apprentice en-

gineer.

Much has been written and said re-

garding the value of experience in the
eyes of Scotch people, and a recital of
apprenticeship conditions under which
our friend gained his knowledge of
wheels and thin<rs may account in some
measure for this trait. Commencing
psrly in his teens, he started work at 6

;'..iu.. fjuitting at 5.30 p.m.. with two

stops for breakfast and dinner. The re-

muneration offered seems to have been
in inverse ratio to the hours worked
when judged by Canadian standards.

For instance, we are informed that the

young apprentice was rewarded with the

sum of 75c per week the first year, with
annual increments of 25c per week up to

the sixth year. Technical education was
obtained through evening studies at the

local Technical School over a period of
four years.

These conditions easily made it a case

of the survival of the fittest, a further

WILLIAII MAETIN McROBEET.

test of tenacity ibeing the necessity of

making up all lost time as double hours
before the youthful journeyman received
the coveted "lines," i.e., certificate of
apprenticeship. Some certificate!

Dalgety Brothers, Aberdeen, was the
firm where this training was undergone,
and a short time afterwards our friend

entered the service of the "P. and 0."

line of steamships, clinibuig through the

various grades to the rank of senior en-

gineer, for which it was necessary to

pass the Board of Trade examinatioi;

for first-class engineer. A <lecade spent

on ocean mail steamers familiarized Mr.
McRobert with the operation and upkeep
of power plant equipment to a d^ree
seldom obtainable in land installations.

The necessity for avoiding breakdowns
at all costs, and the limited facilities for

effecting repairs in case of accident de-

veloped an alertness and self-reliance

which is typical of the modern marint
man. It is not surprising, therefore, that

when, after ten years of sea life, our
"Spoke" decided to settle in the land

of his 'birth, he was appointed chief en-

gineer of the Canada Foundry Co., To-

ronto, a position which he held fur three

years before transferring his services to

Gunns, Ltd., Toronto, in a similar capa-

city, but with the additional duties of

master mechanic.

As sales engineer for the Gait Foun-
dry 'Co., Mr. McRoihert finds ample op-

portunity for drawing on his wide ex-

perience, his energies being devoted to

the development of the Gait sprinkler

stoker and the McNaughton grate bar.

No combination of circumstances is

likelv to ofTer very great difPculty in the

application of his persnnallv acnuired

knoweldge of things mechanical. In the

course of his travels Mr. McRobert has

had frequent opportunitv of studying in

dustrial practice in nearly every civilized

country, having, with the exception ol:

Northern Europe and South America,

visited every part of the globe. Hi^
travel record includes over 70 passages

through the Suez Canal, and also coast

to coast trips in Canada and' United

States.

Mr. McRobert 's liome life is centred

in Toronto, where he resides at 92

Syminston Avenue, his son being a

student at Toronto Technical School pre-

))aratorv to following a kindred career

to that of his father. His experience i;i

occasionally isolated situations gave Mr.
JfcRobert more than ordinary oppor-

tunitv for appreciating the value of tech-

nical study: in fact, he considers that

for any engineer or mechanic having am-
bition to advance in his profession it is

imoerative that he should keep abreast

of the times bv conibinina' with his prac-

tical knowled'S'e the studv of reliable

ensineerin? literature, also the reading
of the many interestina' and instructive

articles appearing in the current issues

of mechanical trade journals.

Questions.—What would be the pres-

sure at the discharge end of a lubricat-

ing hose on a boring machine using
gravity feed, the supply tank being lo-

cated ."10 feet above the floor?

Answer.—A column of water one foot

in height and having a cross sectional

area of one square inch will weia:h .4.34

lbs. As the height of the discharge

above the floor will be about 3 feet, the

actual head of water will be 27 feet

;

therefore, the pressure at the "machine
will be approximately .434 X 27 equals

n.7 lbs. per square inch.
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PUMP VALVE RESEATING
MACHINES

ONE of the chief factors in the

maintenance of hiig:h efficiency

pump operation is that of the care

L;iven the upkeep of the various valves

t'orminu- part of ea&h pumij unit. The
effect of wire drawing- and tlie presence

of trrit in the water soon result in poor
tittinu: valves; it is, therefore, essential

that tlie occuracy of the latter and their

seats he maintained. ^Yhere the failurv"

of a pump to effectively perform its al-

lotted task means the temporary shut-

down of a portion of a plant, tlie ques-

tion of prompt repairs is a very impor-
tant feature.

The accompanying' cuts illustrate sev-

eral applications of the Dexter pump
valve- reseatino' machines, and feature

their usefulness in the repairing- of vari-

ous types of pum|>s now in service.

Simplicity of construction of this ap-

paratus is coupled with high efficiency of
action; a feature of their operation be-

ing the ease with which they are attach-
ed to any valve chamber. For the smaller
sizes of valves, the

single yoke device is

used, but for the fac-

ing of the larger

valves a double yoke
is provided. The latter

offers additional sup-

port for the bearing
sleeve, through which
the tool spindle oper-

ates. This improve-
ment is a highly desir-

able feature where the

valve seats are some-
what below the sur-

face in the valve cham-
ber, as the double

parallel to the face of the cutter. In tlie

large sizes, where more power is required,

tlie cutter spindle is revolved by means
of beveled gears working in a bracket
secured to the upper end of the bearing
sleeve; in this

case the power
handle operates \

at right angles
to the cutter

face.

Where the ar-

rangement o f

the valves does

not permit of

usinu' the long
bearing sleeve,

special devices

are provided
for the facing
of the seats,

t h e pressure
being obtain-

ed by means
of adjusting
screws oper-
ating in the

seating tools meet the repair needs of
valves on the high pressure hydraulic

pumps installed in connection with shell

forging plants.

Darling: Bros., Montreal, manufacture

DE.XTKK DUUBLIC YOKE PUMP VALVE RESEATING .MACHINE
REFACING SUCTION VALVE SE.\T.

clamp, or against the opposite
surface of the valve clianiber;

the cutter being revolved by
means of a ratchet handle, which
permits of successful application
in the most confined locations.

The type of

cutters used

on these at-

tachments are

made of best

the foregoina products for Canadian dis-

tribution.

®
CONVEYOR TYPE AUTOMATIC

HEATING FURNACE
THE aeeompanying- illustration shows
a unique type of gas or oil-fired furnace
which has recently been built by Can-
adian Hoskins, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont..

for the puripose of heating base plugs for

r)i:.\Ti:i! itmi- valve outfit duo.

clamping facilities offer increased
rigidity when the machine is in service.

For the smaller sizes, the cutter is driven
direct by a handle attached to the
spindle, and is operated in a direction

quality steel, and are otherwise desigiu'.I

to meet their special work. The action

of the cutter leaves the surface of the

seat perfectly smooth and free from chat-

ter marks. Other designs of Dexter r"-
DEXTEIt riMU VALVE ATTACHMENT

RATCHET OUTKIT R.
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the press. The movin;i' hearth is in the

form of an endlesss chain, built up ot

four section.?, side by side, the sections

bein;;- advflnced one-quarter of the pitch

DEXTEK IMPIiOVED TYPE TUMP VALVE
CUTTEK.

So as to stagger the joints evenly over
the surface.

The chain links are protected by non-
pareil conk brick, on which the work
rests as it passes throug-h the furnace.
At no time does the chain come in di-

rect contact with the flame. Each link
is in the furnace for only one-third of
the time for each circuit, and does not
attain a higher temperature than 900
deg'. F., being cooled during the other
two-thirds before enterin^g again.
The furnace chamber is divided into

two sections—the first one acting as a

preheater, by varying the temperature
of which the output can be increased or
decreased to meet requirements. With

deg. F., a rate of one plug every 2 sec.

can ibe delivered at the exit end of the

second chamber, which is maintained at

the required temperature, irrespectivt-

of the speed at which tlie work passes.

®
WATER SEALED ROTARY PUMP

THE Albany Pump Co., Toronto, are

now building the Albany patent water-

sealed rotary pump, which heretofore

has been imported from London, Eng-
land. The general design of this pump
is similar to other rotary pumps on the

market, in that it consists

of a metal casing, inside of

which revolve the impel-

lers or wheels. The most

important feature of this

pump is the fact that

slips and leakage have
been reduced to a mini-

mum by the introduction

of gTooves cut along' the

faces and edges of the

teeth, so that in rotating

a body of water lodges in

the grooves forming an

absolutely sealed water-

tight .ioint or cushion be-

tween the casing and tlie

rotating rollers, thereby

producing an efficient

V a c u.u m. Centrifugal

force also adds greatly to

the efficiency of the

pump.
The pump is suitable for dealing with

nil kinds of liquids, the wheels and cas-

ings being made of different metals ac-

cording to work for which it is required.

Quite recently a pump was installed in

Toronto for handling asphalt, which

shows the wide range of application of

such a unit.

The pump is designed for motor drive

through a gear wheel and raw hide

pinion, also for belt drive or by gasoline

engine. In the latter case, the pump
drive is through a roller chain, and not

direct connected as formerly. The speed
of the pump is the same for the medium
and larger sizes, being 200 r.p.m.. and

AUTOMATIC FUKNAL'E WITH CONVEYOR TYPE OF
HEARTH.

this chamber fairly cool, the plugs may
pass through as slowly as one every 30
sec, whereas when heated up to 1,800

DEXTER SINGLE YOKE PUMP VALVE RESEATING MACHINE REFACING DISCHAll
VALVE SEAT OF DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.

WATEU-SEALED KUIAKY PIMP,

the various outputs range from 700 to

(!0,000 gallons per hour. The speed of

the smaller sizes, however,

varies, the minimum capacity

of the small pumps being 60

gallons per hour.

The "Albany" pump has

achieved considerable success

in pumping fuel oil, and sev-

eral outfits have been placed in

H.M. Dockyards, and are being

largely used by the British and
French Admiralties. After an

exhaustive test, several of these

l)uin]i.s have been ins-tailed in

H.^I. submarines for pumping
water from the trimming tanks.

®
AUTOMATIC TEMPERA-

TURE CONTROL
THE demand for automatic ap-

paratus wherever applicable

has led to the .development of

automatic temperature control-

lers for gas and oil-fired and
electrically-heated furnaces, a

com]irehensive line of these de-

vices being now manufactured

by tlie Bristol Co.. Waterbury,
Conn.
The principle on which these

new devices are designed is to

employ three elements—the

measuring element, the con-

tracting element, and the op-

erating element.

The measuring element con-

sists of various types of Bristol

electric )iyrometers and ther-

mometers. The controlling

eliMiient is combined with the

•i

;Gl
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measurintr element, and consists .prim-

arily of an electrical contact closing de-

vice, which operates at predetermined

hig-h and low temperatures, thus closin<,'

design of contact closing device shown
has proven very practicable and durable
in long continued service. Both high
and low contacts are shown in this illus-

tration, but when used with
the maker's automatic elec-

trical controlling valves for
both gas and air supply only
one contact is required.

FIG. 1— rXTElIini; Dr CONTEOLLING ELEMENT.

or opening electrical circuits which ener-

gize or disiconnect the operating element.

The interior of the controlling' element
is shown in Fig. 1, from which it will he

seen that the indicating arm is com-
]iletely insulated from the operating cir-

cuits, the contacting device being fric-

tionless. These controllers are furnished
for all temperatures up to 3,000 deg. F..

with high resistance, movements for use
either with base or rare metal couples.

The operating element consists of the

device which actually regulates the heat
supply in the furnace; as, for instance,

in the case of a ^as-fired furnace, a pair
of electrically-operated gas and air

valves, and in the ease of an electric

furnace, it consists nf a sipecial relay
switch opening and dosinu- the circuit?

of tlie heating element of the furnace.
An interior view of a vapor-type ther-

mometer-thermostat is gi\en in Fig. 2,

complete with sensitive hulh. this type
of instrument hein? adai'tcd fur us'-

HIGH SPEED BENCH
DRILLING MACHINE

THE machine shown in the ac-

companying illustration has
been designed with the object

of providing a more convenient
and useful article of its kind
(han has heretofore been offer-

ed to manufacturers. The ma-
chine itself is a separate unit,

and when combined with the

bench as shown, it is readily

adapted to motor djrive, the

motor being placed underneath
the bench.

The spindle is a steel forging',

counterbalanced, and g'ives very

long travel to the drill, having
an adjustalble stop collar and

i--KJ. .'—INTlOItHll; \l\:\\ OF VAl'llU
TJTEK.MOMl'/rER-THERMOSTAT.

with a special relay switch, which is

used when these instruments are employ-
ed for contndiing temiperatarcs in elec-

tric ovens and' furnaces. The special

HKiH SPEED BENCH IittI I.LI.\(;

MACHINE.

drift hole below the ball

thrust bearing. A No. 1

Morse taper hole is pro-

vided in the lower end of

spindle, while the column,
which is well braced to

insure stiffness. is well

socketed into tlie base. The

base is accurately planed

and provided with two tee

slots.

No babbitt is used in llie

construotion of this iu:\-

chine, all bearings beiui;

fitted with split bronze
bushings. The bevel gears are eight

pitch, machine cut, the pinion be-

ing of raw hide to insure quiet run-

ning al hi'.;h speeds. Tlie ma.ximum

Tvrt:

spindle speed is 2,4(X> rev. per min.
Principal dimensions are: Swing, 10 in.;

.size of table, 8 x 10 in. ; max. distance
table to spindle, 14 in. ; bed to spindle,

18 in. : spindle dia.. % in. ; net weight,
1.50 lbs.

The Charles Steelier Co., Chieago, are
the builders of this machine.

© •

TAPPING MACHINE
THE tapping machine illustrate(i in the

accompanying cuts has been desig'ned

and built by the H. E. Harris Engineer-
ing Co., Bridgeport. Conn., for the ex-

press purpose of overcoming objections

to the use of tapping machines which in

many cases are productive of broken

, taps, spoilt and oversize work, etc., most

of which can be traced to errors in align-

ment, inertia of reversing parts, and
floating holders. The efforts of the

liuilders have been to preserve the align-

ment of the tap with the work, reduce

the shock of reversing the tap to a mini-

mum, render easy continuous tapping to

an exact depth, provide a constant non-

slipping drive for the toughest work

within its capacity, eliminate "drag" or

lengthwise pull on the tap, supply an

ample supply of oil to the wearing parts

while keeping frictions and belts dry,

and make it possible for an inexperi-

enced operator to do good work.

Special attention has been paid to

elimination of excessive tap breakage

and the production of uniform tapped

holes in this machine, at the same time

sj'ivinu- maximum production bv allowing

the operator to use both hands to place

and to remove the work, and to use them

for this purpose only, making only short

rapid movements, the operator being

protected from undue fatisrue, as he or

she may stand or sit in a comfortable

position while working, and may sliifl

from one position to another without

interrupting the output.

The tapping head is mounted peruian-

c'litly upon the bed. and consists of the

tapping head castimrs. in which are

<damped two beariiiss. one in each pillar.

These bearinas carrv the rotating tap-

ping spindle in their bore, providing an

extra long bearing. Externally upon the

portions extending inwards from the pil-

lars, thev carrv the forward and re-

verse belt pulleys, actinsr as studs for

them to rotate upon and a'so as a thrust

bearing for them. These belt pulleys are

bored on the inner surface of the rim to

act as the internal meuibei-s of the taji

driving' clutches. The external member;

of the clutch are carried by a snider

mounted permanently and eentrally on

the lappins: spindle, and are provided

with a sliffht lensrthwise movement with

the spindle, to permit chancre Trnm for-

ward to reverse pullev clutches and vice

versa. This clutch snider is made en-

tirely from pure aluminum to insure

lishtness. and the tapping snindle is of

liicb crade tool steel, so that the diam-

eter may be kept to minimum size and

maximum with the least amount of

weisht. The periphery of this clutch

spider is grooved to give cushionincr orip
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to the leather l'ri<?tion surfaces, and this

grooving also further reduces the weight.

The edges are s])un up or outwards over
the leather so that neitiier centripetal

force nor gravity can cause oil to get on

the leather or be-

tween the clutch,

surfaces, the belt

pulleys also be-

ing So construct-

ed as to ean-y

any oil outward
and away from
the frictions.

Operation is

iis follows:
Slight pressure

on the cutting

end of the tap

applied by the edge of the hole

to be tapped, will cause the spi-

der friction to engage that of

the forward drive pulley (at

the extreme left in the cut),

softly and surely, but with suf-

ficient force to drive the largest

tap through the toughest ma-
terial within the capacity of

the machine. When the pro-

per dejith is reached and the

longitudinal action of the work
is stopped, the friction instant-

ly disengages, and the spider

with tapping spindle comes to

a stop, and slight backward
pull on the work engages the

reverse drive pulley and clutch

(at the right above) just as

softly and surely and without

shock or undue strain.

Oil cups in the pillar clamps
contain anc} feed oil by suction

caused by centripetal action,

and by gravity through chan-

nels and grooves, to every
moving part, insuring ample
lubrication. The capacity and
location of these channels and
grooves are proportioned and
tioned to prevent undue waste or
tering of the oil.

On the right, the work caiTying head
is slidably mounted on the bed to ac-
commodate large or small work and long
or short taps. The work is carried in a

simple fixture with a taper shank which
fits into the sliding work spindle, and is

further prevented from turning in the

work spindle, by a pin slipping into the
notch, shown at the end of the spindle.

This spindle is light, being hollow and
is prevented from rotating by means of
an adjustable olamp dog carrying a

hardened steel stud upon which rotates

a roller with an intermediate slip bush-
ing to reduce friction. These parts are

carefully hardened and ground and work
in a hardened and ground channel piece,

thus preventing rotation, but permitting
lengthwise motion without the retarding
friction, or the "drag" of a key when
under rotative pressure. This reduces
the frictional resistance to the forward
or backward movement of the tap to a

minimum. Rough adjustments for the

size of work, length of the tap and depth
of tapping, are made by adjusting the

whole work carrying head lengthwise on

tlie bed and by adjusting the clarap dog

on the spindle.

Fine adjustment for exact depth is

made by the finely threaded hardened
steel adjusting screw which is tapped

VIEW OF TAPPING .MACHINE SHOWING BREAST
' OPERATED WORK HOL.DER.

posi-

spat-

into the clamp dog and which abuts

against a hardened steel stop or button

ill the tail stock castings, when the cor-

rect depth is reached.

®
SATETY VALVE SPRING QUERY
Question.—Please give a formula for

linding the size of s]iring for a safety

valve, either round or square ste«l usQd.

Answer.—The British Board of Trade
I'liles for spiral sprincs for safety valve

springs arc

:

d"XC
D=

SXD
d= V-

C
CXd'

s= —
D

where D= diameter from centre t <

centre of wire in inclies

(without load),

d^ diameter of wire or side of

square in inches.

S^load on spring in pounds.

C =11,000 for square steel spring.

= 8,000 for round steel sprinc.

Assuming a valve diameter of 3% in.

to blow off at 200 lbs. pressure and n

spring diameter of 3 in. centre to centre,

tlien the load S would be equal to area

of 334 in. dia. valve multiplied bv 200.

i.e., 11X200= 2200= 8.

The diameter of wire for spring then is

2200X3 6600

d=V =V =
8000 8O0O

V.825= 15-16 in.

Fattier 's Grace.—War economy has

evidently made its need felt in the vicar-

age as well as in the private house. A
clergyman's little son went to stay at

a friend's house. The next morning he

was asked to say grace. As he hesitated,

his host, endeavouring to help, said

—

"Say what father says before break-

fast." Thus encouraged, the boy began
—"Go easy with the bacon, folks, it's

eighteen pence a pound!"

liLEVATION SHOWING DETAILED LONSTKITriON DF TAPPING MACHINE.
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ACTIVITIES OF IMPERIAL MUNITIONS BOARD TO
INCLUDE SHIPBUILDING

JCT3GING Irom the cuntuiually expaudiui;' and variety-
nature activities of what is known as the Imperial
Munitions Board, with headquarters at Ottawa, it is

(luite apparent that not only was the establishment of such
a body necessary and desirable, but its individual constitu-

i-nt has been such from a business administrative point of
view as to earn the confidence and commendation alike of

those whom it serves and the specific enterprise it directs.

Its activities in munitions production, have, we make bold
to say, had to be piloted into channels of effort little an-

ticipated at its initiation, yet, notwithstanding: that a
number of quite gigantic undertakinss relative to in-

creased shell output have been little more than started, we
find the Board's attention being given to the no less

urgent call for ships, and preliminary steps being taken
whereby Canadian shipbuilding and marine engineering
enterprise will find the very widest scope outlet.

The twin industry of shipbuilding and marine engin-
eering—aside from their being taken under the wing of
the Imperial Munitions Board, is deserving of more than
ordinary attention at this juncture, furnishing as it does
the certainty of being the medium whereby the cessation of
munitions-making will be minimized in acuteness as
regards our metal-working ))lant ojM'iations. Evidences
are not wanting that gigantic in proportions as shell-

making has actually become, there is no reason to believe

otherwise than that the industries of shipbuilding and
marine engineering, along with their associated trades and
craft may actually transcend the other, and what is doubt-
less of greatest monuMit. will have a permanent value as a

national asset.

It is oU'rcially confirmed, we understand, that the Im-
I)erial Munitions Board, with whom negotiations have
been in jirogress for some time past by the executive
authorities in Britain, are developing an extensive ship-
building programme to be filled in Canada, the individual
detail.s of which will not only tax the capacity of our
already equipped plants, but will necessitate their exten-
sion, and the creation of further similar esfablislunents.
It is well-known, of ccuirse, that there exists meaiitiine a
\ery abniiniial deai'fh of sliipping —freight or tramp vps-

-ils in |iarticiilar. and tliat while Germany's submarine
activity— curtailed though it be fu a great extent, con-
tinues, a lessening total tonnage available may be expected.

Notwithstanding tiie resumption of shipbuilding in

Great Britain on a quite generous scale, our losses, both
in ships and tonnage, have been enormous; the latter cir-

cumstance, however, but serves to demonstrate the fact

of our being- able to stand the losses, and yet prevail as

overseas carriers. There is, nevertheless, a limit to which
everything can he strained, individual or national, there

is. therefore, wisdom in foreseeing the breaking point well

in advance of the latter being reached. At a stage well

removed from any real crippling of Britain's merchant
fleet, a plan of campaign has been launched, to partici-

pate in which—as in men, munitions and money, Canada
is invited. James J. Esplen, representative of Britain's

Controller of Shipping, is co-operating with the Imperial

Munitions Board relative to the placing of vessel contracts

and their machinery—propelling and otherwise, while at

the same time completing negotiations for the transfer of

steel vessels building in Canadian shipyards to foreign

order. Progress, we understand, can be reported in bot'.i

directions.

In recent weeks, not a few corporations have been

organized for the specific purpose of constructing steel

sliips. ranging all the way from 150-footers up to vessels

of 7,000 tons, the plant locations covering the coasts of

British Columbia, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. That

all of them will find the necessary capital and excellent

opportunity for reasonable returns from its investment,

may readily be taken for granted. The benefits derivable

from the establishment and development of shipbuilding

and marine engineering in Canada, of a scope and extent

hitherto unknown, have been dealt with in these columns

on several occasions, recent and otherwise. The myriad

crafts and callings incidental and accessory to each prim-

ary enterprise have also been featured. The "way out"
from a bu.siness depression immediately following' the ces-

sation of hostilities is being brought under our observa-

tion, in which connection it may not be inadvisable to

indicate that there is here a field of productive effort for

many of our small engineering concerns now engaged

wholly on munitions production. Shipbuilding- and mar-

ine engineering as exemplified in tlie finished product —
either the combination passenger and freight vessel, or the

"tramp," creates opportunity for the manufacture of

ship deck machinery, consisting of winches, capstans,

windlasses, steering engines, steering gear (hand), etc.;

also engine room auxiliaries, which include, pumps, air,

feed and circulating; dynamo-engines or ship ligiiting sets,

stop valves, throttle valves, safety valves, sea chests, con-

densers, piping, lubricators, ash hoists, forced draught and
ventilating fans, refri.gerating machinery, etc. These, to

name but a few of the more promiiu'ut accessories of a

well-found siiip. will serve to indicate a variety of direc-

tion in which metal-working iilanf etTort meantime l)eing

devoted to shell production may find a waiting opportunity

to be taken advantage of.

No a]i(dogy is necessary for giving special and con-

tinued |iroininence to the matter of Canadian shipbuilding

in these columns, feeling as we do that, largely de])endenl

nn the attitude we adopt towards it and the nature and in-

tensity of the energy we display to make its outcome

worth while, Inqierially and nationally, will the bu-iine-s

dislocation inunediatelv t'ollowiuLr the war lie nullified.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey foi'ge, I'ittsbuigli. .

.

$31 U.j

Lake Superior, cliarcoal,
< 'lut-agu 35 75
Standard low pbos., Pliila-

delpbla 56 00
Bessemer, Pittsburgh .... 36 95
Hasii-, Valley furnace 30 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. to L/arge Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 00
Steel bars, base, Toronto... 4 25
Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 5 25

Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base ti 50

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 3 95
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 10
Reinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill
Steel bars, PittsJburgh
Tank plates, Pittsburgh
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh '

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh

B'.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 25
Small shapes 4 75

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 3 90
Bars, 2 In. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 00
Plates 4 75

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.
Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1
Guelph IS.

9

22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copi)er .$43 00 $40 00
Electro copper ... 43 00 40 00
Castings, copper. . 40 00 30 00
Tin 53 00 56 00
.Spelter 15 00 14 00
Lead 13 00 12 50
Antimony 34 00 35 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, H to % $6 50 .$6 50
Heads 6 85 6 85
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 6 10 6 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Per 100 feet— Black

Buttweld.

GalT.

'^ in. I 4 50 $ 6 00
% in. 3 7S 5 91
% in. 3 78 5 91
% in. 4 93 650
% in. 6 10 8 22

1 in. 9 01 12 16
1% In. 12 19 16 45
IH in. 14 58 19 66
2 in. 19 61 26 46
2% in. 31 01 41 83
3 in. 40 55 .54 70
3% in. 50 60 67 62
4 in. 59 95

Lapweld.

.SO 12

2 in. 22 57 29 00
2% In. 33 92 44 17
3 in. 44 37 57 76

Toronto

$24 M
28 00
27 5U
28 00

22 00

20 00

15 00

V,\'^ in 55 20 7- -2

4
'

in 65 40 sr, 57

4V. in 76 20 90 70

5 In S8 80 116 20
6 in 115 20 150 70

7 in 152 30 190 40
S L. in 160 00 206 30
S in 184 30 237 60

9 in 220 SO 284 CO

10 L. in 204 SO 264 00
10 :n 263 70 3.39 '.10

Prices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4V4" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running tliread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and uii-

drr. .WJi.

4'1," and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Uealers' Buying prices.

Montreal '

Copper, liglit $24 00
Copper, crucible . . 28 00
Copper, heavy .... 28 00
Cor.i'er wire 28 00
No. 1 machine

composition 23 00
No. 1 composition

turnings 19 00
New Brass clip-

pings 18 50
Xo. 1 brass turn-

Ii.SS 15 50
Steel, low phos... 14 00

Heavy Melting
steel 13 00

Xo. 1 machine
cast Iron 21 00

Steel turnings ... 9 00
Boiler plate 12 00

Rails 14 75
Axles, wrought

iron 19 00
Tires, steel 12 00
Rail SI 14 75
Shafting 21 00
Malleable scrap .. 10 25
Pipe, wrought . . 10 50
Stove plate 14 00
Hearv lead 8 00

Tea lead 6 00

Scrap zinc 8 50
.\lumlnum 36 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts, % and less. 20
Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fll.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20

-Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, np to 1 In., net list.

Nuts, hex„ up to 1 In., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs,

list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and 'jurrs 27Vj

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $6.35

Structural rivets, as above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42%

Wood screws. O. & R..

brass 40

Wood Scr«WB, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screws, O. & R.
hronie 32%

17 00
IS 00

10 00

IS 00
9 00
10 50
15 00

24 no
12 00
IS 00
20 00
11 00
9 00

13 00
10 ou
6 50
10 00
35 00

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35

Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin, nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 In., up to 11/4 in SO

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
ly. In., up to 2 in 10

Stud's 20

Taper pins 4''

Coupling bolts, plus, lo

Planer liead bolts, wlthnut
fillet 10

Planer head bolts. with.,

fillet 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws... list plus 20

Collar screws list plus 30. 10

Thumb screws 20

Thumb nuts 65

Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
in add $4.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $65 00

Open-hearth billets 65 00

O.H. sheet bars 65 00

Forging billets 90 00

Wire rods SO 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 05

Cnt nails 4 70 4 70

Miscellaneous wire nails 65%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,

100 llis 4 60

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 33

Solder, guaranteed 35

Babbitt metals 13 to 60

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Puttv, 100-lb. drums 3 85

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt 13 S7

Glue, French medal, lb 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

Gasoline, per gal., bulk.. SOVi
Benzine, per gal., bulk... 29%
Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 7!

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1 m
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bhl.. 2 50

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing, No. 1 Italian 32

Packing, No. 2 Italian 25

Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 291/2

Transmission rope. Manila 37%
nrilling cables. Manila ... 32%

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to 80 25

Standard drills to 1% in... 40

Standard drills, over 1% in.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10

Jobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 4«

Ratchet drills 15

S.S. drills for wood 40

Wood boring brace drills ... 25

Electricians' bits .30

Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus .50%

Discounts off new list. Wure-
huuse price at Montreal and

Tortmto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35'%; staudard bushings, 50%;"
headers. 60; flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55; malleable lipped unions, .50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $5 50 .$6 15

Sheets, Black, No. 10. 6 00 00
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 5 75 5 75

Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 7 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G TTTJ 7 75

Fleur-de-LIs, 28 !B.W.
G 7 45 7 35

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 50

Ccilborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, Nt). 28 U.S , . 7 75 7 70

Premier, 10% oz S 00 8 00

ROOF COIL CII.*IN.

Vi in.

5-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 In.

% in

6 55
6 40

$9 45
9 10
8 35
7 15
6 95

9-l6""in 695
% m 680
% in 6 lO

% in

1 inch

Above quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

1^ In *15 50

3-16 in 11 ';0

•u in 8 40
5*16 °n.. 740
% in 6 3o

7-16 in 63.5

% In
I ^% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.

Great Western, .\merican. . . 60

I'Cearney & Foot. Arcade. . .
60

.1. Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland, Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50

Delta Files 47%
Xlcholgon 50

Globe 57Mt
Vulcan 57%
DIsston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvllle Foundry Coke. ..

Yough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 50

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 9 00

Net ton f.o.b. T«roiil»i
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BOILER TUBES.

Seam-
Size. less

1 in $22 00

IVi in 25 00
l'/2 in 29 00

1% in 30 00

2 in 33 00

214 in 35 50

3 in 46 00

Sy* in

3V4
4

Lap-
welded

in 53 00

in 65 00

2i OO

22 50

23 00

29 50

34 50

41 00

44 00

55 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.

Castor oil, per lb 25
Koyalite, per gal., bulk 14
Machine oil, per gal 25Vj
Black oil, per gal 12^4
Cylinder oil, Capital 45M>
Cylinder oil. Acme 36^4
Standard cutting compound,

per lb ^ 0.6
I.,ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 6S
Acme cutting oil, antisep-

tic 37^
Imperial quenching oil 39%
retrnlenm fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 0.\K
TANNED.

Eitra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

.Standard 40%
Tut leather lacing, No.l... 150
I.pathcr in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Kival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20
Grand 19
Superior 19
X L C R IS
Atlas IS
X Empire IS
Ideal 17
X press 16

COLORED.
Lion 14Vi
Standard 13
Xo. 1 13
Popular 11%
Keen 10%

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.
Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

Tbif« list subject to trade dis-
count for quaDtit.v.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in...S46 00 $46 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 m 45 00 45 00
Copper sheet, tin-

ned, 14x60, 14 oz. 54 00 54 OO
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 57 00 57 00
Braziers' in sheets,
6x4 .^ase 46 50 46 50

BRASS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets', S In. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 55
Copper tubiug, seamless... 55

PL.iTING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to .50

Rouge, powder 30 to ."iS

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toriiiito

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft. .$16 00 .$16 0(1

Sheets, 3% lbs. sq.
ft 16 60 16 00

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.
sq, f t 15 50 15 50
Cut sheets, %« per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic iter lb
extra.

PL.ATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, lioraclc J .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10

'

Acid, sulphuric 06
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
.A.mmonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Xlckel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .65
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .95
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

p K[('EkS of iron and steel continue very firm, with an upward
teiidencj^ Notwithstanding the prevailing high level of prices,

further advances on bars, plates and shapes, in the near future, are
pertain. The expectation of war l)etween the United Rtate.s and
' lermany is believed to be the cause of the recent sharp advance in

.-teel products in the American market. In the event of active

participation in the war, the U.S. Government would doubtless
pre-empt a large tonnage of steel, thus making the situation in the
.^teel trade tighter than ever. This condition would be reflected in

the Canadian market by a general rise in ]3rices of .steel. The
.situation in the domestic steel market cannot be said to have
improved materially as yet in regard to the fuel supplies. Although
receipts of coal, coke and pig iron show .some improvement, sup-

plier are not in .-ufliciently large volume as is required to keep the
steel plants o])erating at or even near capacity. Production of steel

during February was seriously curtailed, while the output this

month, although perhaps heavier than last month, will be con-

siderably les-s than at one time anticipated. Foundries are in a

better po.sition than they were a few weeks ago, being now atile to

obtain more pig-iron and coke. The pi<r-iron market continues

very firm and prices are still .going up. There is no domestic pig-

iron to lie had in the meantime, although there may he in the

course of two or three weeks. The scrap metal m.nrket continues

firm, and prices have advanced on some grades of scrap copper,

bra.ss. lead and steel. Stocks of ca.«t iron scrap are low. as a result

of a big demand, due to the shortage of pig-iron. Prices of all

metals are firm, the market, however, is quiet, and busine-ss ,slow.

Copper has made a further advance, otherwi.^e prices are un-
changed. The machine tool market is quiet, the demand being
comparatively light.

Montreal, Que,, March 12, 1917,—N'.i

marked improvcTncnts has heen shown
in tho sftncral situation. R.Tiiroad faci-

litips aro still taxed to tlic utmost cn-

deavorinL' to rrlicve the congested cfin-

dition at many points. Good weatlier is

assistintr in tins matter, but permanent
relief is not e.vpeeted until naviiration

is opened. The feature of the week is

another upward movement in iron and

steel pnees. The United States crisis
is still delayed, resultins: in a continu-
ance of anxiety that has been so pro-
nounced for several weeks.

Pig Iron

The heavy demands for foundry iron,
together with the higher cost and scarc-
ity of raw materials, has again been re-
fleeted in the higher quotations for the
various grades of United States iron.

These advances range from $1 to .$6 per
ton, the latter being on Pittsburg foun-
dry, the price asked being $,'ifi.95 per
ton. Canadian irons are conspicuous by
their absence, all quotations being still

withheld.

Steel *

An undercurrent of additional strengtli
seems to feature the steel situation. Thi.-

!S laraelv due to the possil)ility, in th.

near future, of the United States Gov
ernnieiit coming into the field on a war
buying basis. The probable result oi

this action would increase tlie diHicult;..

that is at present so pronounced, of Can-
adian consumers getting supplies from
United States mills. Anticipating this

cnnlinu-ency. producers in this eountrx
are making every effort to offset a scarc-

ity of steel that would handicap the in-

dustries at present ensaiied in munition^
and other lines of activity. Tliij-licr prices

are the feature of the New York market,
and further advances are looked for.

Furnaces are better supplied with neces-
sary materials, and production is again
returning to ma.ximum capacity, but t!ie

hi'Ther price of coke is reflected. Rillei.-

and sheet bars are very firm, and do
livery is better. The expected ndvanci
on rai!s has materialized, this week V
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quotation being $55 aud $5C per ton
Pittsburg-, an advance of $5 per ton.

Activity on the part of implement manu-
facturers, toiietlier witb the crowded
condition of tlie mills, has resulted in a

further advance on iron and steel bars,

the Pittsburg' quotation being 313^ pe''

lb. No cessation is evident in the abnor-
mal demand for plates, and mills are

unable to accept orders under middle o."

1918 delivery. This condition has added
strength to a very strong market, and
an advance of ^'20 per ton has been
placed on the Pittsburg quotation of tank
plates, the present nominal price being

6e per '.'b. Structural shapes and grooved
steel skelp have been advanced $7 and
$15 a ton respectively. Manufactured
steel, includino- wrought iron pipe and
boiler tubes, show an advance, the dis-

count having' been reduced two points on
W.I. pipe, and on iron tubes 9 points.

The expected advance on wire pro-

ducts has been announced, amountins to

$4 per ton. One-half cent per lb. ha-;

lieen added to proof-coil chain quota-

tions. While dealers here anticipate an
early revision of prices, no changes are

effective this week.

Metals

The metal situation is still influenced

by the submarine menace, but the trade

is becomino- less anxious as to the future.

Transportation difficulties have been
partly removed, but freia'ht is still con-

gested. Copper is steady, but with a

variable tendency. Tin is firm, with a

strong undertone. Spelter is firm, but
inactive. Lead has become stronger, and
antimony is firm.

Copper.—^While quotations are of a

variable nature, the general market is

comparatively free of feature incidents

Consumers are still influenced by the un-
certainty of future conditions, and are

only covering their requirements for im-
mediate needs. Reports are abroad that

negotiations are on for heavy third-

quarter exjxirt business, but no confirma-

tion of this is at present available. With
the end of the war still in the far dis-

tance, there is little likelihood that

prii'es will ^low any appreciable decline

for a long period. Londiin markets are

a little easier, but the situation in Xew
York is firm, with a sliaht advance on
electrolvtic of ^oc. and a decline of ^^c

on castinas. The demand locally is quite

brisk, and dealers here are cfuotina as

hish as ^fc f-or lake and electi-olytic. and
4flc for pastinss, this beinar an advance
of .Sc on the former and Ic on the latter.

Tin.—Despite the fact that shipments
of tin are daily exposed to the risk of

submarine attack, the steady arrival of
metal has somewhat restored the eon--

fidence of the market, and qnotations
are wenerallv firm, but sfron?. However,
with the possibilities of loss ever pres-

ent the situation is marked with a cer-

tain decree of nervousness, which would
develop into an active upward move-
ment on the sinking of tonnage in tran-

sit. Tin is hiffher both in London and
Xew York, the latter quotin? 54c. an
advanee on the week of one cent per
pound. Tin locally has advanced 2c on

a steady market, the nominal quotation
being 53c jier lb.

Spelter.—The market is steady but
inactive. In maintaining the present
jirices. prixlucers are governed by the
high cost of oi'e and in order to secure

a fair percentage of profit, some pro-

ducers insist that spelter should be high-
er. Spelter is quiet both in London and
Xew York. Local conditions are un-
chansed, with prices steadv at 15c per
Ih.

Lead.—Independents have again ad-

vanced their quotations the nominal
price of lie representing an advance
of 1/4 cent per lb. Dealers here coniinue
to quote r2i-2e on a firm market.

Antimony.—Slig-ht activity is noted
in futures, but spot metal is quiet. Im-
proved railroad conditions have given
relief but the market is generally firm.

The situation here is unehang'ed and
firm at .34c per lb.

Aluminum.—The market is very firm.

The quotation of 70c is steady and
strong.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Xo feature has developed to change the

general situation, and the market con-

tinues to reflect the uncertainty preval-

ent in industrial circles, regarding the

early future of all lines of activity.

The attitude of the Vnited States gov-

ernment, respecting their decision on the

marine policy, has disturbed the gen-

eral conditions and the trade is await-

ing developments. Delivery has im-
proved but is still unsatisfactory. Ac-
tivity is expected to increase as the

spring opens up and the time draws
nearer for the placing of additional

shell contracts. The further advance

of raw materials may result in hig-her

prices in machine tools and accessories.

Scrap

Satisfactory conditions prevail in all

lines of scrap. Business is brisk and
the volume is quite larse. Dealers are

taking advantage of the high price of

lead and old stock is being unloaded.

All classes of old material are very

strong on the Xew York market and

the movement is one to higrher levels,

the exception beins in old zinc which

is easier. Local changes are confined

to coppers and brass, although all

metals are quite active. Old copper has

advanced 1 cent per lb., the quotation

ransring from 24e for lis-ht to 28c for

heavy scrarv. Brass clinpinss and turn-

ings are % <'ent higher, the respective

quotations heir- IS^i an<l 15i'2C per lb.

Toronto. Ont., March 13.—Trade con-

tinues to be remarkably eood althousli

manufacturers are still feelina' the ef-

fects of the scarcity of raw materials.

The freiarht situation while improving-

is still causins' much inctmvenience. and

shipments are not comins through as

nnir-klv as thev should be. Locallv the

fuel shortage has been relieved to a

2Teat extent, but some districts are still

unable to 2'et sufficient supplies of coal.

The Algoma Steel Corporation may have
to close down their plant at the Soo on
account of the sliortage of coal unless
conditions change very materially.

Steel

In spite of the fact that steel prices
are considerably higher than they ever
have been in the history of the industry,
the crest does not by any means appear
to have been reachefl. All indications

point to further advances on all iron

and steel products, which will be in-

tensified if the United States are drawn
into the war, an event which api)ears
highly probable at the present time.

Such a climax would result in a heavier
demand for steel, and comins: at a time
when the mills are sold-up for prac-
tically tlie whole of this year, and on
some products for longer periods, can-

not help but strenathen the situation

and possibly lead to a steel famine.
That prices on plates and shapes will

advance in the near future is practicallv

assured, as the Carnegie Steel Co. has
advanced its prices on bars and shapes
$7, and on plates by $15 per ton. Seam-
less and lapweld tubes are certain to

advance owing to the sold-up condition

of the mills. Some makers are sold-up

for this year and have also considerable

business booked for 1918. Heavy prem-
iums are being paid for fairly prompt
shipment of either iron or steel tubes.

The demand for ship plates and sec-

tions is extremelv hea\T. being onlv

limited by the ability of the mills to roll

the material. The mills are quite un-

able to cope with the demand for plates

coming in from all quarters. The situa-

tion is unprecedented, and prices will

likely reach a much hig-her level than
now obtains. Prices of wrouaht pipe

have advanced.

Priees of sheets continue very firm

with demand for exceedinsr the suoply.

Prices are much firmer and further ad-

vances are looked for. The railway sit-

uation is improvins: hut production is

still below capacity. Sheet bars are

more readily obtainable but are stiil

hiffher in price. A further advance in

galvanized sheets is also likely.

The steel market in the United States

continues very strons: and there is every

indication of prices a-oins' still hisher.

The advance in bars, plates and shanes.

referred to above, indicates the trend

of the market generally, and is believed

to have been prompted by an expecta-

tion of heavv buyina- by the U.S. Gov-

ernment. The decline in the output of

steel in February, which averaged 96.-

000 tons per day, and was the lowest

since August 191.5, has not improved the

situation. The unfilled orders of the

I'.S. Steel Corporation on February 28

were 11.576.697 tons, an increase of

102.643 tons over the precedina month.

This constitutes a record.

Pig Iron

The situation in the pic- iron market

is slowly imorovine on account of the

more favorable weathef conditions and

better transportation facilities. Foun-

(^i-ies will now be able to get supplies of
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coke and pi^' iron and thus extend oper-

ations. Domestie foundry irons are still

off the market, and no quotations can

be obtained. The pig' iron market in

the U.S. is firmer and prices on some
arades have advan<'ed. Production is

inereasinc and coke prices are easier.

Scrap

The market continues stronu', and
higher prices on some old materials have

been resjistered. The shortage of pig

iron which has existed for some weeks
has caused foundries to take more scrap

than usual, with the result that dealers'

stocks of cast iron scrap have been al-

most cleaned up. There lias also been

a heavier demand for steel scrap re-

sulting in an advance in prices of heavy

melting steel and old rails. Some grades

of copper scrap have also advanced

while heavy lead and scrap zinc are

hisher. The following new prices are

now in affect. Heavy copper 27y2c:

copper wire, 2Sc; No. 1. machine compo-

sition, 2.'?e; No. 1 brass turnings 17c;

heavy lead 10c, and scrap zinc 10c per

pound, heavy meltina' steel -1*16 ; No. 1

machine cast iron $10; and steel rails

•flS per ton.

Machine Tools

There have been no developments of

importance to note in the machine tool

market, business for the most part con-

sists of orders for single tools for mun-

itions plants.

Supplies

Prices of macliine shop and mill suiv

plies continues to advance, with business

brisk. American makers of lathe chucks

have advanced their prices, new discount

Iteins list plus 50 per cent., as against

list plus .30 per cent, formerly. A fur-

ther advanfie of ajjproximately 10 per

cent, has been made in the price of

fflobe. angle and check valves. Stan-

dard lines now carry a discount of 15

per cent, high grade 10 per cent., ;ind

medium pressure 40 per cent.

Metals

Tli(\ situation in tlie metal nuirket has

not changed much durini;- the past vv<;ek.

Owing to the unsettled outlook, business

is dull, any pronounced activity is not

looked for until the political situation

cleais up. That is to say. if war were

declared between the United Slates and
Germany, it would relieve tlie present

tension and an active market would re-

sult. The feature of the market is the

continued advance in copper which lias

touched a new high level. Quotations

on other metals are unchanged but firm.

Busine.s.s locally is very uood b,il a

scarcity of copper is reported.

Copper.—The copper situation snows
very little change although the price has

advanced and is still nominal. The
metal is very scarce for all deliveries

over the first half, but the demand con-

tinues light and the market ipiiot. The
position of copper will be a si rving one

while the war lasts, and there is no in-

dication at present of any rcce.ssion in

price. Copper has advanced Ic aiul is

quoted at 40c per pound for lake and

electrolytic, and .'->9c for eastings cop-
per.

Tin.—The market is quieter but prices

continue firm and unchanged. The mar-
ket is still being affected by the sub-

marine menace, but not so much as

formerly. Supplies of tin continue to

i-ome across in steady volume but the

ilemand is small. Local quotations D'Oc

[ler pound.

Spelter.—The situation in the spelter

market is unchanged and the price sta-

tionary. The demand is light and mar-

ket quiet. Local price 14c per pound.

Lead.—The market is well sold ahead,

there being very little lead left for

March or April delivery. The market

continues strona' and prices unchanged

at 121 -jc ppv pound.

Antimony.—There is still some scar-

city of antimony but the market is

easier and unchanged at 35c per pound.

Aluminum.—The demand for alumi-

num has improved but supplies are low-

er. The market is firm and unchanged

at 68c per pound.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

SAWMILL MACHINERY WANTED
IN RUSSIA.

THE Canadian Trade Commissioner in

Russia has written an interesting report

to the Department of Trade and Com-
merce at Ottawa, drawing attention to

the prospective openings for mill equip-

ment and sujiplies for Canadian manufac-
turers in the northerly districts of Hus-
sia. He says: "The forest wealth of

northern Hussia constitutes one of the

greatest undeveloped assets of the Em-
pire. In the Governments of Archangel,
A'ologda, Olonetz, X'iatsk and Tobolsk
there are some ninety million dessiatines

(24.3 million acres) of almost untouched
forests of commercial timber, exploita-

tion of which has become now an econo-

mic necessity dictated by tlie need of im-

proving the balance of trade in Russia's

favor and of raising the value of the

rouble.

"Conferences have taken place recent-

ly between the Secretary of State for

Domains and all the northern limber ex-

porting firms and sawmill pro()rietors, for

the purpose of concerting uieausres for a

program of development calculated to se-

cure satisfactory results, and wliicli at

the same time will insure the opening up
of these northern districts. It is assumed
that a market for the timber will be

found in the allied countries, chiefly for
the rebuilding of the devastated districts
of Belgium and France, and to a less
extent, in the United Kingdom.

Twenty Million Logs Annually
"The Domains Ministry estimates the

possibility of obtaining an annual cut of
twenty million logs, or approximately one
million standards of sawn goods. It seems
doubtful whether the present means of
production in the regions in question are
capable of dealing immediately with so
large an annual cut. An enlargement of
the e.xisting mills, and the creati'on of new
sawmills will be necessary, as well as the
establishment of other industrial con-
cerns using wood as their raw material
for the manufacture of mechanical and
chemical wood pulp, paper wooden ware,
matches, sashes and doors, moulding', etc'
it IS regarded as essential for the end in
view, that as little as possible of Russian
timber should be exported in an unnianu-
tactured state.

Resolutions Passed by Conference.
"A number of resolutions were adopt-

ed by the conference regarding the opin-
ion that the estimate of twenty million
log-s could be handled by Russian capital
and Russian labor, and that the grantino'
of concessions to foreigners should uo^
take place: that a new federation or .syn-
dicate comprising all the timber export-
ers in northern Russia be created, to
whose members small concessions be
made, the terms of such concessions to
run from three to twelve years for the
production of sawn goods, and up to
thirty-six years for the production of
pulp. In the latter case suitable dis-
tricts to be selected and waterpower to
be given free; that all logs sold from the
Government forests be sold exclnsivety
to the new federation, which would itself
take over the direct sales to the represen-
tatives of tlie Allied Governments, and
that no Government monopoly be creat-
ed; that members of the federation be
entitled to import duty free the machin-
ery and materials required for the exten-
sion of existing mills and for the creation
of new ones: that employees be treated as
working for the defence of the State and
therefore not to be called up for military
service.

Where Canada's Interest Lies.

"Canada's interest in these proposals
will he solely in the ability of her manu-
facturers to iiarticipate in the supply of
the sawmill machinery equipment, wood-
working machine tools as well as the
mill and factory supplies that will be re-
quired, all of which may be said to be our
particular specialties. There will be open-
ings also in other directions, as the de-
velopment contemplated will call for much
contracting work, as well as machinery
for widening and deepening canals, for
river improvements, the provision of a
large complement of tugs and barges and
for general supplies of great variety.

There Will be Competition.

"It need hardly be emphasized that in

connection will such openings the per-
sonal investigation by Canadian manu-
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrHnpeiiient made by the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Edivard Grey in iluly, 1912, the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present tiie following list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—BaLia, British Cousul. Rio de
Jaueiro, British Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
Geueral.

COLO.MiBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guajquil, British Consul.

IXjYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA-Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consiul General.
Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam. British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consnl.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSI.\—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul Greneral.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URCGU.iY—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers npon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be kept supplied witli catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and tiie names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state wliether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINK REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadinn.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barhadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUiB.\—Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.
FR.VNCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capuciiies,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. .Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Y'okohoma. Cable address. Canadian.
HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. WUgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND-W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson. 73 Basinghall Street, London. E.G.. England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun Building. Clare Street
Bristol. Cable address. Canadian. ,T. E. Ray. Central Hftnsc. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 27-28 Pearl Building, East Paradise, Leeds.
Cable address. Canadian. F. A. C. Blckerdike, Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. .T. T. Litbgow. 87 Union Street.
Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address. Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COMjnSSIONER-LI7JIBER
H. R, McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

C.*N.\DI.4N COM.MERCIAI- -AGENTS

AUSTRALIA—'B. Millln, Exchange Building, Sydney. N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4. Christlanla, Norway.
Cable address. Sontums.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith. Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London. S.W..

England. Cable address. Dominion. London.

facturers or of their expert represeuta-
tives is indispensable, if practical results
are to follow. Probably the opening of a
bureau of information on .joint account
in Pctrooraii for dealing- with such mat-
ters would meet the situation most effec-

tively. The present occasion, for in-
stance, would provide the opportunity for
introducin.u' the most up-to-date methods
of Canadian sawmill practice, especially
the use of band-saw machinery as against
the reeiprocatinn- frame saw for dealin.?
with the large size timber of these virgin
forests; inquiry into questions relating:

to financial and exehano^e matters, credit
terms and Russian business methods s>'en-

eraUy. All these matters can only be
studied and considered adequately b.v

personal contact with the interests con-
cerned and it is only upon their proper
settlement that the foundation of broad
and iierniantnt trade relations can be es-

tablished between the two countries. The
Russian responds very readily to new
methods which have proved their useful-
ness in countries like Canada, where the
conditions and climate so closely resemble
his own. In the past Norway and Sweden
have supplied much of the equipment of
Russian and countries will undoubtedly
be our keen Finnish timber industries,
and these competitors in the future, but
there should be room for all."— ©

SUBMARINE MENACE BEING
COMBATED

OFFICIAL figures from the British
Admiralty, made public in New York,
a few days ago at the office of the Con-
sul-General of Great Britain, show that
during February 94 British merchant
ships were destroyed by mines or sub-
marines. Of this number, 61 ships
were of 1,600 tons or over. In addition
to merchant ships, 29 fisliing vessels of
British register were sunk. During the
month, and up to March 4. 67 Britisli

merchant vessels were unsuccessfully at-

tacked by submarines. The number of
merchant vessels of all nationalities.

over 100 tons each and exclusive of
local or fishing craft, which arrived at

and departed from British ports were
as follows: Arrived. 9,463; sailed, 9.124:
total. 18.587. More than 2.000.000 tons
'of shipping is now on the stocks in vari-

ous shipyards, all in more or less ad-
vanced stages of construction. "The
general situation," the Admiralty an-
nounced, "is considered quite satisfac-

torv."

Trade Inquiries

THE Department of Trade and Com-
merce. Ottawa has received the follow-

ins' enquiries :

—

545. Engineers 'Tools.—An old-estab-

lished engineering firm in Barbadoes
makes inquiiy for Canadian tools.

548. French Agency.—A French civil

engineer in Paris desires to secure agen-

cies from Canadian manufactururers of

steel, electrical motors, machine tools.

machinery and general supplies for fact-

ories.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Montreal, Que.,—The Stowell Screw

( n. will build a factory at Longueuil.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Dominion Steel

Foundry, Ltd., will build an addition to

tlieir plant, to cost .$27,000.

S'hawinigan Falls, Que.—The Belgo-
Canadian Pulp and Paper Co. are build-

ing an addition to their mill here.

Montreal, Que.,—The Montreal Loeo-
UKitire Co. will extend their plant. Four
.separate building's will be erected at a

total cost of .$5,900.

St. John, N.B.—The C. P. R. propose
erecting a 40,000-gallon steel water tank
at Bay Shore. A new 60,000-gallon steel

water tank will be set u,p at .Jaekman.
Elaine, and a 40,0O0-g'allon vessel will

be proA-ided at Holyoke, Maine.

Three Rivers, Que.—The Mechanical
Fngineering Co., of Montreal, are build-
ing a nefw factory here, to cost a'bout

•$100,000. The plans include a large ma-
chine shop, which will he equipped with
new machinery.

Brantford, Ont.—Mic(kle, Dyment &
Son have entered the toy industry and
have completed a shipment to Toronto of
a carload of new wooden construction
model sets. Two local firms are now oust-
ing imported toys from the Canadian •

market, and preparing for the time when
fierman products will again come into the
market.

Halifax, N.S.—Develo,piiionl of the
water-power of the Gaspereau River is

not to be undertaken, for the present at

least, by the Nora Scotia Tramways &
Power Co. The tidal forces at Cape
Split or the development of hydro-elec-
tric powers elsewhere are to be awaited
before expenditures are made on the
Oiispereau proposition.

Haileybury, Ont.—The big power de-
velopment scheme being under construc-
tion at Gowganda by the South Bay Pow-
er Co. is now under way. The construc-
tion of a dam si.x liundred feet long at

Hanging Stone Falls is to be rushed and
completed before the spring break-up.
One initjal unit with a capacity of five

linndred horsepower will be installed.

The prices ranged from $5,500 to $9,700
per machine.

Winnipeg, Man.—Over $12,000 is to

be spent on repairs and improvements
to city incinerators used in the destruc-

tion of garbage and other refuse. W. P.
Brereton, city engineer, reported to the

Board of Control that to instal the
new pre-heater at Elgin Avenue would
cost .$5,750. The concrete chimney, to

replace that recently taken down at

Elmwood incinerator, is expected to cost

$fi.500.

Toronto, Ont.—Mr. Proctor, assistant

to Engineer James, has submitted a re-

port to the Etobicoke Township Council
relative to the Islingion, Lambton and
Long Branch water scheme. With re-

gard to Long Braneh. it is proposed to

bring water from N^ew Toronto, neces-

sitating the installation of new mains
from that municipality. No action was
taken by the council. The engineer will

submit the details and estimates of the

proposition to' the ratepayers in the

near future.

MUNICIPAL
St. Thomas, Ont.—The Town C.iuncil

eonlemplate installing a sewage disposal
plant.

Swift Current, Sask.,—The City Coun-
cil contemplate purcliasing a 015 li. p. oil

enirine.

Montreal, Que.— Nineteen tenders
liave been submitted to the Board of
Control for the supply of ten motor
sprinklers and the same number of
fjweepcrs. which the city plans to buy.

ELECTRICAL
Montreal, Que.,—The Montreal Tram-

ways Co., are building a sub-station on
Cote Street.

Brockville, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric
Commission will .prepare new plans with
reference to Brockville, and these are
to bo submitted in two weeks for the e.x-

amination of the Public Utilities Com-
mission of the town.

GENERAL
Woodstock, Ont.,—The Harvey Knit-

ting Co. will build an extension to their

facto7'y here.

Goderich, Ont.—The Doty Co. plant
will be taken over by W. H. Hutchinson,
of St. Catharines, and R. A. Pringlc, of
OtIaw.T.

London, Ont.—The City Council have
granted the MoClary Mfg. Co. permis-
sion to lay a gas main to the city limits

to connect with the Soutlicrn Countie.?

Gas Co.'s line.

Windsor, Ont.—It was announced here
tliat Brencr Brothers, of London, one of
tlie largest manufacturers of cigars in

Western Ontario, will shortly begin the
erection of a five-storey building in this

city, to be used by them as a factory. The
building will cost $75,000, and will be
hieatcd at London street and Douunll
axenue.

TENDERS
London, Ont. -The County Council of

Aliddlesex are in the market for a 10-

tiin steam road roller. Tenders received

until March 22. John Stuart, county
clerk.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed ti-

the chairman of the Toronto Electric
Commissioners, will be received until

March 28 for synchronous condensers.
Specifications may be obtained at the
office of the purchasing agent. 15 Wilton
Avenue. Toronto.

Sherbrooke, Que.,—The City Council
is receiving tenders for approximately
7,000 feet of galvanized iron ijipe, from
%-inch to l%inch, together with fittings,

valves from %inch to 8 inches, 10 tons pig-

lead, lead wool, packing, etc. Purchasing
agent. H. C. King.

Yorkton, Sask.—Tenders are being re-
ceived for tlie following: One 357 h.p.
oil engine, one 280 k.w. generator, one
transformer down to .30 k.w.. 450 feet of
4-inch cast iron pipe, 200 pounds of lead.
Further particulars from F. J. Pilking-
ton, town clerk.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-
ceived up to April 2, addressed to the
chairman of Toronto Harbor Commis-
sioners, 50 Bay Street, Toronto, for the
construction of harbor head walls. All
information may be obtained by apply-
ing- to the above address. E. L. Cousins,
cliief enaineer and manager.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders for Synchro-
nous condensers, addressed to the chair-
man of the Toronto Electric Commis-
sioners, will be received until March 28.
Specifications, form of tender and all in-
formation desired may be obtained at
the office of the purchasing agent. 15
Wilton Avenue. Toronto.

Quebec, Que.—Tenders, addressed to
the secretary-treasurer of the Munici-
pality of Halifax-South, will be received
until March 25, for the construction of
two iiigbway l)ridgcs, with steel super-
structure, concrete abutments. ap-
proaciies. etc., on the Frontier and
Pigeon Rivers (ten arpents distant) in
the Parish of St. Ferdinand d 'Halifax,
Megantic County. Plans and specifica-
tions may be examined at the Council's
Office and at the Department of Publi.-

Works and Labor, Quebec.

Ottawa, Ont.- Under direction of the
Hon. the Minister of Militia and Defence
the following old stores are»for sale by
public tender: Metal, old brass. 94 lbs.:

copper. 24 lbs.; iron cast, 5.(340 lbs.; iron
galvanized, 2.34 ]hs.: iron, wrought, 735
lbs.; lead, 870 lbs.; steel files. 26 lbs.;

steel scrap, 1,105 Ih.s.; tin, 9(! lbs. The
above mentioned stores may be seen on
application to the Senior Ordnance
Officer. Winnipeg. Sealed tenders for
tlie purchase of any or all of the lots ad-
dressed to the above mentioned officer

will be received until March 20, 1917.
Eucene Fiset. Deputy Ministei-. Militia

and Defence, Ottawa.
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BUILDINGS
Three Rivers, Que.—Lymhnrnors. Ltd..

. of Montreal, are bnildina- a munitions

factory here.

Windsor, Ont.—The Heintzman Piano
Co. will make an addition to their build-

ing here. T. ('. Pennington Labelle is

the arehiteot.

Montreal, Que.—The Steel Company
of Canada has obtained a permit to erect

a binldins' on Notre Dame Street West,
St. .Joseph's Ward, to cost $1,200.

Kingston, Ont.—The Chancellor of

Queen's University, Dr. James Douglas,

of New York, has agreed to give $100,-

000 towards a fund to develop the

Kingston General Hospital into a capa-

cious niddern institution.

Montreal, Que.—^Permits were taken

out in Febrnarv for the erection of 'builil-

ings to a total of $3,.5SS.(300 and permits

were taken out in the same month to

make repairs to cost $43,96-5. Tiiere was
a falling off in the numlier and value of

permits taken out in the last week of tiie

month.

Toronto, Ont.—At a recent session uf

the Etobicoke Township Council the

trustees of School Sections No. 3, Eto-

bicoke, and No. 24, York, both in Lamb-
ton, asked for a grant of $4,000 to com-
plete their school buildings. The coun-
cil approved of the request, and deben-
tures will likely be issued for that

amount.

Winnipeg, Man.—T. H. Johnson, Min-
ister of Public Works, announced in the

Legislature on March o that the contract

for the completion of the Parliament
Buildings would be let to the J. McDiar-
raid Construction Co., at $1,785,681.17.

Plumbing, heating and electric-wiring

contracts will bring the total for the com-
Other tenders were put in by G. A. Ful-

ler Co.. Montreal, and W. Cowlin Co..

Toronto.

PERSONAL
Captain James Warwick, a w ell known

marine man, passed away at Courtright,

Ont., on March 11. Deceased was 72

years of age.

Fraser S. Keith. B.Sc, for the past

eighteen months editor of "Construction"
has been appointed secretan- of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers, Mont-
real, in succession to Professor C. H.
McLeod. resianed.

Corp. Robert John Dawson, of the
P.P.C.L.L, has ibeen killed in action.

Corp. Dawson went overseas with the

.3rd Univertity Company. Prior to en-
listing- he was engaged as a salesman for
the Canadian Fairbanks-\[orse Co..

Front Street, Toronto.

CONTRACTS
Ottawa, Ont.,—The City Council has

awarded a contract for valves to the
Drun.mond McCall Co., Jlontreal.

Lindsay, Ont.—A contract has been
awarded by the Town Council to the Nor-
wood Eng. Co., Sherbrooke. Que., for

Miters and accessi.ries at a contract price

of .t-'l,-')(Ht.

Pembroke, Ont.,—Tlie Pembroke Elec-

tric Light Co. has awarded the t(d'.iivviiii;

contracts, for an ISOOh. p. horizontal tur-

bine. The Boving Hydraulic and Enui-

neering Co., Lindsay Ont: generator, tran-

former and switcliboard, the Canadian
Westinghouse Co., of Hamilton.

.$60,000 and electrical equiijment $30,000

inakina- a total loss „f -trWhllOO.

INCORPORATIONS
Santoline, Ltd., lias been incorporated

at Tonmtd with a capital of .$40,000 to

manufacture soap, greases and disinfect-

ants, etc., at Toronto. Provincial direc-

tors are D'Arcy G. Grierson, James Bell

and Richard Davis, all of Toronto.

Dodge Brothers Motor Co. has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of
$100,000 to manufacture and deal in

motor cars and trucks, etc., at Windsor,
Ont. The incorporators are John F.
Dodge, Horace E. Dodge, and Fred Y.
Haynes, ail of Detroit, Mich.

The Signal Motor Truck Co., of Can-
ada, Ltd., has been incorporated at To-
ronto witli a capital of $50,000 to manu-
facture motor trucks and automobiles at
Toronto. The provisional directors are
John S. McLaughlin, Fred E. Earl and
James McFadden, all of Toronto.

Atlantic Pulpwoods Ltd., have been in-

corporated at Quebec, with a capital of
•$500,000 to build and operate paper and
pulp mills. The head office is at Mont-
real, and the incorporators are Charles
N. Blackeley, Charles M. Cotton and
Frederick T. Enright, all of Montreal.

Angus Power Co. has been incorporated
at Ottawa with capital of .$500,000 to

carry on the business of electricians and
mechanical engineers, also to construct
and operate power plants. Head office is

at Montreal, and the incorporators are:
Errol Languedos. Jean P. Charbonneau
and Ralph E. Allan, all of Montreal.

WOODWORKING
Collingwood, Ont—Fire on March 6,

destroyed the planing mill of the Wilson
Mfg., Co.. entailing a loss of over .$100,

000, largely covered by insurance.

Danville, Que.,—The factory and ware-
house of the Danville Chair Co., was des-

troyed by fire recently, the machinery
and contents being a complete loss. The
total loss is estimatel at -$50,000.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Hamilton, Ont.—The Board ol Control

has decided to engage W. F. Tye, railway
engineer, Montreal, providing satisfact-

ory terms can l>e arranged, to report on
the most feasible common entrance for

all railways desiring to enter Hamilton
from the west.

Haileybury, Ont.—The car barns of Ni-

pissing Central Railway. North Cobalt,

partly destroyed by tire on March 4.

Five cars were completely demolished,

but the transformers and three cars were
saved. The damase to the building is

estimated at .$40,000, the live cars at

MARINE
"Victoria, B. C.,—Three of the 260foot

au.xiliary schooners building at ^'ictoriu

and Xortli Vancouver in the shipyards ot

the Wallace cncern and the Cameron-Ge-
noa Mills Shipbuilders Ltd., wiil be in the

water l)y March 19. The tlurd vessel

Laurel Whalen will be launched on thiil

date.

Vancouver, B.C.—A new order for

three big steel steamers has been placed

by the British Government witli .Jidin

Coughlan & Sons, of this city. They will

be 8,800-ton ships of the same size and
design as those being' constructed under
the order for the three boats l)y a Nor-
wegian syndicate with the same firm.

St. John N. B.—At the monthly meet-

ina' of the Board of Trade held on March
6, it was decided that both the Federal

and Provincial Governments be mem-
i.ralized by the Board of Trade in the

matter of shipbuilding, and that some
kind of bonus and a definite scheme be

laid down for the encouragement of this

industry.

Victoria, B. C,—In addition to the two
car barges which are about to be built

for the C. P. R. the contracts for which

are expected to be let in the course of the

next few days, Capt. J. W. Troup, man-
ager of the B. C. Coast service, announc-
ed that the company intended to call for

immediate tenders for the construct-

ion of a 1200-ton capacity freight barge

wliich will be used for general freight

purposes.

Navigation Will Open Late.—Reiiorts

|"iorts are unanimous in the o|iinion that

iiaviaation this year will 'be at least two
weeks late in starting. Heavy ice is re-

l>orted everywhere, with considerably

more of it than a year ago. Tn Buffalo

harbor thirty inches of ice is reported,

and vessels with storaae grain are experi-

encing considerably difficulty in woi'kin?

their way to elevators. In Lake Erie the

ice field extends beyond view and is from
15 to 20 inches in thicknes.

TRADE GOSSIP
B. C. Sulphuric Acid Plant.—Trail smel-

ter 's sulphuric acid plant has been oper-

ating steadily since last July and is turn-

ing' out its regular quota of acid which

makes it possible to operate the several

refineries in connection with the works

—

lead, copper, zinc and slimes. A. L. Mc-
Callum is the superintendent.

U.S. Steel Orders.—The unfilled orders

of the U.S. Steel Corporation on Febru-

ary 28 were 11,576,697 tons, breaking all

previous records. The figures showed an

increase of 102,643 tons over the report

for January 31st, last. The previous high

record was that for December 31st, 1916.

when the unfilled orders stood at 11,547,-

286 tons.

Cnnard Orders Placed in Seattle.—The
Ames Shipbuilding & Drydoek Co., of

Seattle, have signed contracts to build
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i4WILLIAMS" STOCK LIST
ELECTRIC MOTORS

In Stock for Immediate Delivery

No. H.P. Speed Phase Cycle Volt.

6 5 750 3 25 550 new
2 5 750 3 25 550 used
2 20 750 3 25 550 new
1 10 750 3 25 550 new
2 10 750 3 25 550 used
1 40 750 3 25 550 used

We also have a stock of Dumore tool Post Grinders, Electric Drills and a

number of other labor-saving electric specialties.

Write us. Phone Motor Dept., Adel. 20

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited
64-66 FRONT STREET WEST .... TORONTO

This (leometric Die

Head is threading a

iiiallealile iron casting,

1)11 a Jones & Lanison

Ahichine, in the plant

ot the Detroit Gear >.t

Ahuhiiie Co., where

tlicv make transmis-

sion and inlornal drive

rear axle.-^.

Ila\e vdu inve.^igated

the merits of the Geo-

metric Self - opening

ami Adjustable Pie

Hea(i.<? It will cost

yon nothing to get our

i|iii>lali(in on yonr

specillcalidiis.

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
Canadian Agents: ,

VVilliatns .5< Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Tlie A, R. VVilliam,s Macliiiiery Co,, I.til , Toronto, Winnipeg. St, John, N,H.

// anij nil I < I iini' im III iiilri r.^lx i/mi. tear it nut iimr iiiiil placi iiitli litters to /'<' iiii--iiiTrcd.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
ESTA0. I&77.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

B<^ob "P:Ueiit Protection"—free. Mnster
of Patent Laws. Formerly Patent Uffiee
Kxainiiter.

99 St. .lames St.. - Montreal. Qnr.
Uranrho : <)tt:iHa. \Va<^hington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, ~ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC,
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DRUMMOND BLDG.. MONTREAL
Cable Address

"BREVET"

DATENTrM Fetherttonhauvh tt Co.
P«tent Soliaton. Head Office,

52"^ ^"' B'<^«-. Toronto.
OtUw» Offioe, 5 Elgin St.
Send for oiir Plain PracUcal
Pointe™. Copj of NaUonal
Progreai, in which oiir patent*
are adTertjaed, mailed fret. S

I PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor's

Adviser. wlii< h will he sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building:, corner
St. Catherine St.. MONTREAI.. Phone Up. 6474

and WaKhin^ton. D.C., U.S.A.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES. FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

eANABIAN BIST'IMITORI roD TMt

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORaNTO, Canada
Phone Ad. 2511 A. W. Bennct Muia«cr

nine large steel steamships at a cost of
more than .$11,000,000. Seven ships of

9,000 tons each for the Cunard Line are

amonc: the hoats. Keels for the first

three Cunarders will be laid during the
present month.

Canada's Fire Loss Heavy.—Canada's
fire loss during February, was $2,009,953,

compared with $1,918,660 in January,
and$3,275,600 in Febraary. 1916. The
city of Quebec is unenviably prominent
reporting four important fires during the

month with loss totalling $400,000. In-

dividual fires entailing a loss of $100,000

or more also occurred in Hamilton and
Winnipeg.

The Mechanical Engineering Co., Mon-
trcnl. are moving their business to Three
Rivers, Que. The new factory will be of
brick construction with concrete floors

and columns. The plant will be modern
in every way and cost approximately
.$100,000. A large machine shop will be

the most imiiortant feature of the plant,

wliere new machinery will be installed.

Mr. Barrie is the superintendent.

Further Trade Restrictions.—AciDrdini
to a calile received from the British

Board of Trade at the Montreal office of

H. M. Trade Commissioner tV.r Canada,
further restrictions of exports from
Great Britain have been made.—These in"

elude copper manufactures, telearaph-

ers and telephones, various implements
for munitions foodstuffs starch, refined

tallow, albumen, casein, and dextrine.

Demand for Ships on Atlantic.—So
•areat has been the demand for vessels on

the Atlantic seaboard during the last

year that 71 Great Lakes steamer.^, with

a total tonnage of 683.770 ton^, have been
transferred to deep-water service. These
vessels are now all operating out of At-
lantic Coast ports, according to advices

from the East. In Great Lakes ship-

yards there are at present .59 vessels

liiiilding, which will be completed during

1917. It is believed that the ma.iority

of these craft will be sent to the Atlantic

for service also.

West Indies Conference.—At Port of
Spain, B.W.I. , the Associated Chambers
nf Commerce of the Bi'itish West Indies

discussed England's prohibition of cocoa
and rum as imports, and a resolution

was passed urging that the prospective

customs conference include commercial
re-iresentatives, and that it also discuss

the possibilities of freer trade intercol-

•miallv. Other resoluti-ons adopted fav-

ored the restriction of business activi-

ties of enemy sub.iects, eompulsoiw re-

oistration for aliens, facilitation of ex-

I'lianpe of laborers between colonies, de-

velonment of oil resource metric system,

and the purchase of Government sup-
jilies by Government aeents.

Canadian Mining Institute.—The 19th
niinual meeting of the Canadian Mining
Institute was opened at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, Montreal, on March 7. The presi-

dential address was delivered by Arthur
.V. Cole, who reviewed the work of the

Institute and stated that abnormally high

)irices of metals has increased profits and
stimulated output so that the year 1916

established a new high level record for

production. E. P. Mathewson read an in-

teresting paper on "Industrial Prepared-
ness," while Dr. Frank D. Adams, of Mc-
Gill University, explained the work of

the advisory council for scientific and
industrial research. Several other papers
were read dealing with minerals and their

uses.

Record Prices for Steel.—Steel bars,

plates and shapes have never sold higher

in the history of the trade than the prices

reported from Pittsburg as put into effect

recently b.v the Carnegie Steel Co. Plates
were advanced $15 a ton. Bars and shapes
were put up .$7 a ton, making the quota-

tions 3.35 cents a pound for bars and 3.75

cents for shapes. Last Monday wire pro-

ducts were lifted $4 a ton, the entire de-

velopment supplyingthe most spectacular

week, so far as prices are concerned, since

the current boom got under waj'. The
enomous <lemand for ship plates from tlie

yards at home and abroad has been the

dominant factor in the plate price in-

crease, and structural shapes have also

been affected by the expanding shipbuild-

ing industry.

C.P.R. Exhibit of Hydro-Electrics.—To
emphasize the economic importance of

electric products, and to show their rela-

tion to other industries is the object of

the C.P.R. Hydro-Electric Exhibit opened
on last Monday in the Shaughnessy build-

ing, McGill street, Montreal. The exhibit

is under the direction of Arthur D. Little,

as a part of the Xatural Resources Sur-

vey. The exhibit has been arranged to

interest the layman as well as the special-

its, and although it is essentially techni-

cal in character, processes are explained

so clearly in the accompanying placords.

that he who runs may read. An instance

of this is the series showing the evolution

of the modern incandescent electric lamp.

An interesting item shown will be a shell

piercer punch with an actual record of

having pierced 24,000, 4.5 inch shells.

Will Build Cunarders at Portland.

—

Several steel freighters of 9,000 tons

deadweight capacity will be built for

the Cunard Steamship line at Portland.

Ore. The contracts here will be divided

between the Northwest Steel Co. and the

Columbia River Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion, with probabilities that increased

facilities will be provided. At present the

Northwest Steel Co. is the holder of

eight contracts for ships of 8.800 tons

deadweight, and the Columbia River

Shipbuilding Corporation has sis of the

same size, with at least two Cunarders.

Three are well under way at the North-

west plant, and two of those building- •

have been sold to the Cunard line, while

at least two others that will be ready for

delivery in the fall have been under nego-

tiation, the four having originally been

contracted by Lauritz Kloster, of Nor-

way.

Big Increase in Revenue.—Revenues

are indicated in the February financial

statement issued at Ottawa on Mar'^h 8.

The fiscal year ends this month and a fifty

million increase is in prospect. For the

eleven months the revenue aggregated

$205,417,039, as against $154„348309 for
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the coirespunding periud. February re-

venue alone was $17,513,473, an increase

of two and three-quarter millions. The

total revenue for the fiscal year is esti-

mated at .$225,000,000. Customs and mis-

cellaneous revenue, ineludino- the business

tax. were the principal sources of in-

creases. Expenditures on current ac-

count in the eleven months were $113,-

161,357. and on capital .$259,597,008.

War outlays in eleven months w ere $217,-

590,670. This is almost double the war
expenditure for 1010. It is now about a

million a day. The total net debt is now
.$765,061,893, which is an increase of nine-

teen millions in tlie past month.

Trade With Russia.—Jonas Leid man-
aying' director of the Siberian Steamship,

^lanufacturing and Trading- Co., stated

recently that there was no reason why
Tanadian g-oods could not find a ready

market in Siberia, but to capture this

trade, he said that it was nnt sufficie:U

to send uut catalogues and ii viti' orders,

but agents had to be sent direct to the

country to get in touch with the people.

Tlieir imports were manufaet ircd g'oods

and their exports were mostly agricultur-

al produce, and he saw no reason why
Canada should not be importing Siberian

butter in the near future. The railways

were blocked on account of-the war, and
the sea route via the Kara Sea seemed
to be the only relief. The vessel which

the company sent out last year was sunk
by a submarine, but this year they intend

-ed starting two specially built steamers,

with a tonn.age of 6.100 tons, from same
American port, and take the passage

north of Iceland and nortli of Norway,
then through the Kara Sea to their des-

tination. This route, Mr. Leid explained.

wa.s beyond the reach of submarines and

was a safe one, as evidenced by the low

rate of war insurance on ships taking

this route. If they saw that it was poss-

il)le to take a cargo from Canada they

would be prepared to do so, for Siberia

was ready to take almost anything in the

manufactured.

BOOK REVIEWS
Wire and Sheet Gauge Tables and

Metal Calculator, by Thnmas Stodjbs; 95

pa<^es; 5 x 7' 2 in. Pulblishcd hy E. & F.

X. Spon. Ltd., Ijondon, England. Price

(3s. lOd.) 95 cents net. This is a new
book containing English, metric and for-

eign wire and sheet gausre tables, with

net and gross divisors for finding net

and working weights, allowances for mill

>crap, etc., with worked examples,

weights of all sections of precious and
common metals. The bonk also contains

Kuislish and metric weight and measure
tables with e(|uivalcnts. The IjOfik form-^

a handy metal calculator ,and ready

reckoner for office and shop use in sheet

plate and rod mills, and forges. It is a

very useful hand book for merchants
and manufactiirers, and those connected

with tlie wire, sheet steel and other

metal industries. The examples of cal-

culaltions wliicli precede the taibles are

worked out in both the English and
metric svstems. and form a useful fea-

ture of the hook.

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

I BELIEVE
Jn Siajetil Fii.1t nv'l uliiaus.

In proridinu fur thi Health of my Felloi»

Workmen.
In Liijlit and .1 1> nnd siniitiirii "n'orking Ca.a-

ditions.

Jn cleiin, fresh drinkinr/ iraler for everyhodg.

In the Safety, Economy and Man-betterment.

PURO
fMADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

Classified Advertising

Section begins on page

68. Turn to it.

ETAL
STAMPINGS

f
''I

We are manufactur-
ers of stamped parts

for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of

sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly

thort time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.

Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

'I

A (I

The \a%% of a man ih rough impure drinking
-nattr is a crime thai "thL' fiont office" must
bear.

An ugly statement, isn't it? But true, abso-
hilfly.

When a man comes to woik in your factory
he puts his health in your keeping.
Aie .\ou willing to take chances on such a

trust?
Impure drinking conditions are responsiblo for

more tragedies than any machine ever built.

Apply the "Safely First" Principles to your
water supply; don't deny your men a clean,

fresh diink of water.
Conserve their health and they will improve

jour profits: make yourself as worthy of the
iKime of "employer."

Instnll the Gold Medal winner Pnro in your
phnil, ofTice nnd f^hop alike.

The only SnnitaiT Drinking Fountain that is

safe, sanitar>-. simple, niitnmatic in cunti-ol and:

(nsily altachod.
Let lis tell you just what it will, cost you to

"PURO -FY5*

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sanitary Crinkirg Fountain Company

147 U ilversiiy Ave., Toronto. Cinadi

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avenue, Toronto, Can.

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont.
'

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

^Aachinists

Machinery

Made to

Order
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**Barnes-ma(le"

SPRINGS
are the result of over
sixty years' experience iu

spring making, eombiued
with unsurpassed equip-
ment and the workman-
ship of men who have
been with us, ten, twenty
and in some cases thirty

years.

Write for booklet No. 7-T.

Established 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Manf'rs of "Barnes -mftde" Products
Sprinq^ScrewM.Achlne Product <^ (old Rolled Steel rtmUVire

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has ti'^aed out

over 2,000 she;...

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

CATALOGUES
Tap Extractors. — The Walton Com-

p:niy. Ilartlord, Conn., are ilistributing

two Inilletms describing- and illustrating

;i useful device for removing- broken taps.

The method of using- the tool is described

and price list included.

The Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.,

llomeslead; Pa., are distributing a bul-

letin bearing- the title "Safety First,

then Efficiency, then Economy," having

reference to the Homestead line of

valves. The "Hovalco"' blow-off valves

and "Homestead'" quarter-turn valves

ai-e also illustrated and described.

The American Pulley Co., Philadel-

|iliia. Pa., have issued a booklet entitlpd

"Building' 25,'" descriptive of a new
liuildino- recently oipened at the plant

for the convenience of workmen and for

safeguarding- their health. The booklet

contains descriptive matter, and also a

series of photographic views showing

the principal features of the building,

embodying' the latest ideas applied t.i

the preservation of health in factories.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding.— The Davis-

Bornanville Co. are distributing a bul-

uetin dealing with osy-acefylene welding

and cutting. The bulletin describes the

development of the oxy-acetylene process

and the progress made by the Davis-

Bornanville Co. in connection with this de-

velopment. The apparatus and its wide
range of service are fully described while

illustrations show the various types of

outfit and torches. Copies of the bulle-

tin may be obtained from the Canadian
representatives, the Carter Welding Co.,

Toronto.

Pipe Machines.—The Williams Tool

Co., Erie, Pa., have issued a catalogue

illustrating and describing an interest-

ing line of pipe threading and cutting

off machines covering a wide range of

sizes. A general description for each,

type covers the principal features and
gives the leading dimensions. An in

teresting feature is a list of repair parts,

numbered and illustrated for each type

of pipe machine. Each type of machine
is shown arranged for 'belt or motor
drive. The concluding pages show spe-

cial desig-ns of pipe machines direct con

-

nei'tel to '.^-asoline and steam engines.

Abrasive Grinding Wheels is the title

of an attractive new catalogue No. 6,

issued by Abrasive Compan\, Philadel-

phia, Pa. The catalogue contains an ex-

tensive ilist of special shaped abrasive

grinding wheels for miscellaneous

grinding machines. The wheels are classi-

fied and illustrated with principal dimen-

sions and price given for each size.

•Straight, cup and cylinder wheels are

also listed, accompanied by rules for

ealculating' list prices. A chapter is de-

voted to the use and care of wheels, fol-

lowed by a set of rules for calculatin-j

speeds. The principal points involve'l

in the process of manufacture of these

. wheels, which are made of boro-carbon"

and electrolon, are briefly described. .\

table for selection of grain and grade

for various classes of work is a useful

feature of the catalogue and one of con-

sideralble help when ordering. The cata-

lo2:ue contains telegraph and cable ocTp^

and general index. Copies may be ob-

tained from the Canadian distributors,

the Canadian B. K. Morton Co., Torontu

and Montreal.
©

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRIES IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

IF plans in process of being perfected

by several companies are successfully

carried through, the pulp and paper-

making industry in British Columbia

will be given a great impetus, and will

bring into revenue-producing position

some large tracts of timber lands which

have been held for some years as pulp

concessions. Three large pulp and paper

plants have been erected in British Col-

umbia in the past twelve years, but two

only have been in operation. One of

these, that of the Powell River Co., some

hundred miles up the coast of the main-

land from Vancouver, has been manufac-

turing news print and other paper for

some years, and the other, that of the

B. C. Sulphite Fibre Co., at Mill Creek.

Howe Sound, has been making sulphite

pulp at its plant for some time since its

reorganization.

Great things were hoped for and pre-

dicted of tTie pulp and paper industry

some twelve or fourteen years ago, when

the then Provincial Government in-

augurated a policy of pulp concessions

to induce capital to build paper mills in

the province. It costs a good deal of

money merely to secure and cruise a

pulp timber limit. In the time that has

intervened since the policy was first

established, progress has been somewhat

slow in developing the industry, which is

capable of becoming such a factor in

commerce and production from the tim-

ber resources of British Columbia.

To-day, through altered trade condi-

tions brought about by the war, and ac-

centuated hy its continuance, more at-

tention than ever before is being given

to development. There will be activity

on all the pulp concessions which have

been granted, and which have been held

ever since the days when the plan was

devised. Two large plants which have

lain idle almost since their construction

are being placed in order for active

operations. On the fourth concession,

that at Quatsino Sound, on the north end

of Vancouver Island, where no mill has

yet been erected, the interests controlling

it are said to be making plans for early

fonstruftion.

Trade Inquiries

THE Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, has received the follow-

ing- enquiries:

—

558. Agency.—A Durban firm specia-

lizing in machinery and mechanical ap-

pliances is prepared to take up Canadian
agei-icies on lathes, drilling machines
macliine tools.

569. Boilers.—Canadian manufactur-
ers of hot-water boilers bavins a heat-

ing capacity of not less than SOO feet are

asked to communicate with a Xewfound-
land inquirer.
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AMERICAN MACHINERY EXPORTS
THE value of the exports of machinery

from the United States in the seven

months ended January 31, this year, was

$92,.518,708, as compared with"$44,993,-

573 in the corresponding period of

1914-15. The largest exports in the

seven months ended January 31, this

year, were metal-working' machinery,

which represented a value of $25,196,917.

The value of certain other exports was;

—Gasoline engines, $4,423,507; steam-

engines, .$11,151,462; parts of engines,

$3,714,109; milling machinery, $1,584,-

442; paper-mill machinery, $3,766,695;

sewing machines, $3,092,705; sugar ma-
chinery, $4,902,099; and typewriting ma-
chines', $4,654,166. The' value of the

machinery exported from the United

States last year was $1.34,128.862, and

that of machine tools. .$41,037,779. The
American International Corporation has

bought up the Allied Machinery Com-
pany of America, and proposes to ex-

tend the business of that undertaking,

which aims at assisting American manu-
facturers of machine tools to place their

products in foreism countries. The com-

pany has shown rooms in Paris. Petro-

erad. Zurich, and Turin.

Empire Resources Development.—

A

great privUe organization, aiming "to
promote thj development of the Empire
resources in order to assist in the pay-
ment of the war debt," has been launch-

ed under a committee styled the Empire
Resources Development C'omnuttc-e. The
chairman of the committee is Sir

Leander Starr Jameson, president of the

British South African Co., and its mem-
bership includes Earl Grey, Lords Sel-

borne, Desborough, Dunraven, Islington

and Plymouth ; Alfred Bigland, L. W.
Evans and A. H. Paget, members of the

House of Commons, and Rudyard Kip-
ling. The purposes of the committer
are outlined as "conservation for tin-

benefit of the Empire, of such natural re-

sources as are or may come under the

ownership of control of the Imperial.

Dominion and Indian Governments; the

development of selected resources of the

Empire under such conditions as will

sive the State an adequate share; and
conserving and developing the resources

of the Empire so the Imperial effort may
concentrate on assets ripe for develop-

ment for the common good of the Em-
pirn." ®—
You tell me that there are many un-

pleasant things troubling you in the

place in which you work. If you can

aiipwor without betraying a secret,

—

would you mind telling me if you ever

knew of velvet being used successfully

as a substitute for sandpaper? The un-

pleasant, the hard, the trying, the tem-

per-testing tilings are flie sandpapery
aids that smooth you off—that train

you—that fit you to shoulder bigger res-

ponsiblities and to resist more trying

troubles later. So l)e very thankful for

the sandpaper.

Steel Shell Forgiugs or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about

curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power

devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity [Carrier Co.^ Toronto, Ont.

Nothing Wonderful
—but not bad for two insertions

"—to the best of our knowledge

we disposed of all our motors

through the advertisement in

Canadian Machinery."

We can do the same for'you.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
^Classified Advertising Section'

143 University Ave. Toronto,^Ontario

~:HUHuaaaaHnaDHnaaHaHaKaB

OVENS
Hiiamelins an.l Varnishing Ovens heatwl
by Gas, Electricity. Steam or Coal.

j^
Write for Booklet.

n Brantford Oven & Rack Co.. id.
" L'.rautrord, Cauada.

m MANUFACT'
TbUTflBlt KlAKtKT"

DRAW CUT SMAPtRS
SPtCIAl DRAW CUT R R SIIAPtRS''

riNISHtD MACMINt KEYS''
STATI0NART5, P3RTA8Lt KtY WAT CUTTWSl

SPCCmi lOWMOTIVE CYllNBtRPLANtMl

orricc-"' works: musklgon hught;> us a

ECONOMY No. 40 HEAVY DUTY, the EFFICIENT SHELL SAW
Over 20.000 in use. Nearly
5,000 shipped to England and
France. .Many plauta are
•perating from twenty In

I iirtv machines. They cut
lAST .md .\C<TR.\TEI.V.

l»inw Cvil—Oil Compression Lift, relievInK the blalr .11 ili. return stroke. Frame cannot fall anil

break blades. Quick Acting Viae—Cut Ocaia—Prlciioii Unite -AiilomoUc Stop. Capacity 8 x 8". Take*
lila(h-:s frcmi 10 to IT". This tool will give greater proijuction at less cost than any tool in your

pliiTit. Kcrinomy Sans are built in .si7.es up to 8 x 18". PROMPT nET.IVBIlIES.

W. Robertson Machine & Foundry Company, Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A,
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE

FOK SALE—'ENGINE L,ATHE 30" SWING,
S ft. bed. Putnam make, good strong

toolrt-cheap Box 269, Canadian Macbinery.> • (cSm)

TTioil SALE — LOT OF WOODWOKKING
^ mauhinery — shafting, puUej-s, bangers,

belting, etc. Cheap. Box 270, Canadian
.Machinery. (cSm)

FOB SALE—PIG LEAD AND LEAD IN
10-11). bars tor immediate shipment. We

can sell this at considerably below market
ciuotatiiin. Geo. E. Jobborn, 56 Guise Street,

Hamilton. c9m

GAP LATHE, 2S X 42 X 16 FT. BED, FOB
sale, cheap; also emery wheel stand, power

hack saw. Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton,
Ont. Itf)

FOB SALE^ AT A EEASONAiBLE PEICE
—three 3%" and two 2%" style C geometric

die heads, with 1%" shank. H. Mueller Mtg.
Co., Ltd., Sarnia. Ont. c-9m

FOB SALE—ONE 450 H.P. THOMPSON &
Williams condensing engine. Will sell

ilieap. Engine is in first-class repair and
will give every satisfaction. Apply J. A.

Marven, Limited, Moncton, N.B. tcfm

1—2-SPINDLE SHAPEE, WOOD TOP, .lOH.N

-'-Uallantyne, Preston, make, used two months.
1 Dynamo, 45 ligbts, Toronto and Hamilton
Electric Co. make. Used five months. Good
as new. Box 195, .lordon, Ont. (R.T.F.)

rnltUCKS-A NU.MBEE OF SECOND-HAND
J trucks, manufactured by the Watson
.Mauufiicturing Company, Limited, Ayr, and
Win. and J. G. Greey. Toronto. Approxi-
mate size 20" X is". Price Sil.TM each f.o.b.

Toronto. In good shape. The A. B. Ormsby
Company, Limited, Toronto. cllm

TTlOR SALE—8S H.P. CROSSLEY GAS EN-
^ gine. Will develop 115 H.P. on natural
gas; in perfect condition. Vsed only IS

months. Speed 200 R.P.M. This is suction

gas plant with producers, i-ompressor and
t.mks, but is ideal for natural gas. Will sell

cheap. P. L Eobertson Co., Milton, Out.
cllm

-1 ONLY— 10" WESTINGHOUiSE LOCOMO-
-* tive air compressor, first-class condition,
all complete, ready for instnllafion. 1 only.
6x6 Imperial type Canadian Ingersoll-Eand
Company air compressor, in good condition,
complete, ready for InstallatiOH. H. Mueller
^[fg. Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont. cSm

ONE LATHE 16" x 4%' back geared. Built
by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co.. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. One lathe IS" x 3'. back geared.
Huilt by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. I'^our Murche.y Collapsible Dies. Capa-
city l'/'" to 2';.". Box 272, Canadian Machinery.

ctmf

-niDR S.VLE—2 KENNEDY CUTTING-OPF
machines, for cutting off both ends of 4.5

H.E. forgings; in good condition : price $750
each. 1 IS-pdr. Holden-.Morgan thread miller
for threading ba?«' end of high explosive
shells; price .$300. 1 IS-pdr. H.E. marking
machine; price $50. Apply to Alton Foundry
Co.. Ltd.. Alton. Ontario. cl'im

q—20 H.P., 60 CYCLE, 440 VOLT, 3 PHASE,
" 900 R.P.M. induction motors with starting
compensators and adjustable sliding bases:
Canadian General Electric Company's latest
type, practically new, .^50.00. 2—15 H.P.,
same as above, .fSl.'j.OO; 1—.30 H.P., same as
ai)ove, $4t0.00; 2—5 II.P.. 3200 E.P.M., com-
plete, with pulley oV" diameter, iy, face,

othenvise the same as aliove motors. .?95.00

:

2—2 H.P. pulley, 4V''. diameter, 3% face,

.$80; 1—1 H.P. pulley. 4 in. diameter, 2M> face.

$Co. Prices f.o.b. Sarnia. Perfection Stove
Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont. clltn

WANTED

TITANTED — MOTORS 10 TO 50 HOUSE
** power, 25 cycle, 550 volts, alternating
current. Quote price and delivery. Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.. 1379 Bloor Street. To-
ronto, cllm

SPECIAL MACHINERY

A/fANUFACTOEERS — WE CAN UNDEE-
-^^ take work to any specification—munition
production equipment or otherwise. Write
W. H. Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary
St.. Toronto.

Why
do these

small ads
bring results?
You'd think these small ads. would never

be noticed—you 'd think a busy man would
never take time to read this mass of small

type.

That would probably be the ease if the

ads were not of vital interest to practic-

ally all our readers, and if they did not

realize this.

But the men who read this page cverj'

week—the Managers, Works Managers,
Machine Shop Owners, Superintendents,

Master Mechanics, Foremen, Tool-makers,

etc.—are alive to the fact that, these small

ads mean dollars to them.

That is why your ad here wiU bring re-

sults.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED
A TAN ABOUT 30, WITH ENGINEERINi;
^^ .ind commercial training, experienced in

mine and smelter requirements, iuclndinL-
structural and ca.st steel work. A man wiili

"ITice experience and capable of soliciliii;:

business preferable. Box 2S:i, Canacli;,ii

.Machinery. cl3m

ECHANICAL ENGINEER WITH LONG
experience designing and estimating nn

nia'-biue tools, special shell machinery, tool-,

jigs and fi.xtures, desirc.s responsible positi"u
With well established company. Best I'l

references given from well-known mm panics-
Box 284. Canadian Machinery. cl2ni

^1

QUPEKINTENDENT WITH NINETEEN
*^ years' uiechanioal experience in mauuf;u
turing and repairing of machinery and struc-
tural steel, hoth shop and erection, desirt-.

L-liange of position. Experienced in inaohiDiu,'
ly-Pr. and 4.5" high explosive shells. Aggi'es
sive character, good organizer, best of reffi

ences. Box 2811. Canadian Machinery. cli-'m

[ITACHINE SHOP FOREMAN, EXPEK

1

-^^ all round machinist with technical train-
ing desires to connect with aggressive en
giueering firm. Twenty years' practical shop
experience—four years in stationary and
marine engine works, 4 years iu steel plant, -

years' tool room experience. 10 years in loci-

motive shop. Box 270 Canadian Machinery.
cllJli

OUPERINTENDENT OR WORKS MANAGER^ of large metal working plant desires change,
liroad gaugu man of modern methods and r
producer of results. Over 20 years* experience
at handling large forces of workmen in mann-
facTure of high quality and interchangeahl';
goods of brass, iron and steel, special tu(il<.

dies, machinery, etc. Includes brass works,
machine shop, punching and stamping and finL'

brass work, taking entire control of plant. Eng-
lish-American descent. Box 2R0. Canadian
Machinery. cllm

SITUATIONS VACANT
TDRASS MACHINE FOREMAN WANTED—
^^ man capable of handling small brass shop
un munitions. None but a hustler need ap-
ply. Box 277. Canadian Machinery. cllm

T\1K ALAKERS—SERVICES OF TWO FIRST-
class die makers to work on small dies for

parts of electrical wiring devices. Apply To-
runto Electrical Supply Work. King street
Subway. clOm

WAXTE'D—MACHINERY SALES^IAN FOR
Michigan territory. Must have experi-

ence "With both new and second-hand machin-
ery, and capable of getting results. In
.ipplying, state experience and salary expected.
Box 27B, Canadian Machinery. cUm

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN
'^ office to sell Moline Heat in Canadian terri-

tory. Must bo a good salesman, having had n

jxeneral heating and ventilating experienn-.
Must give irood references. We have a fine

proposition for the right man. Address, Mnline
Heat. Moline. 111. ctmf

TjiOREMAN TOOL MAKER WANTED ON
electrical sockets and appliance work

Preference will be given to man" who has hnd
exper,ience with automatic feeding of punch
presse.'i for blanking and forming operations.
It is essentially necessary that the appU'fant
has had experience in hr.ass drawing dies.
Only first-flass men need apply. State ex-
perience and wages. Apply Box 27*^. Cnnndian
M.-ichinery. fOrr,
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The "HENDEV Lathe

The Service
Capacity and Convenience
of a Hende}' Lathe will prove of vital

importance to your tool room.

The "Hendey" is accurate in the

highest degree and suited for the

efficient use of watch tool chucks,

stop chucks, relieving attachments,

etc.

It has the best spindle construction in its taper journals, with annular bearings and
automatic oiling rings, which make for accuracy of alignment.

It has automatic stop for carriage workmg in either direction. Has reverse for car-

riage, controlled from apron.

Wide range of tlireads and feeds through mounted gearing, with ability to make gear

changes for additional threads and feeds without limit.

A card will get you full particulars. Why not mall it now ?

THE HENDEY MACHINE COMPANY
TORRINGTON, CONN., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williajns Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. K. Williams Mathinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg; A, R.

Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver; A, R. Williams Machinery Co.. St. John. N.B.; Williams * Wilson, Montreal.
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8 Inch H. E. Shell Production in a Machine Tool Plant
Staff Article

The plant here described has earned the dixtincfioK of KitceeHafnllij undertakiny the pro-

duction of IH-pdr. shrapnel, 18-pc?r. and 8-m. high explosive shells; the two former of irhieh

h,ave alreadi/ been featured in these columns. It see)n.s\ therefore, appropriate that the

departmental layout and equipment for machiuiui/ hiej shell should also be given a place.

iiumner, unhampered by lack of spaoc,

transmission eiiuipnient or handlins'

facilities.

Tlie plan viow of the shop, Fis;. 1,

shows the path of the work which is

l)iirely i>ro;;Tessive. Starting from the

])oint where the forg'ings are discliarged

from the freigiht <."ar, the work passes

up No. 1 bay and half-way down No. 2

hay in parallel streams, thence down

one side of No. 2 bay and up the other.

THK production of S in. howitzer
shells on a quantity l)asis has been
in prooress in Canadian fac-'

loi-ics for nearly a year, and the num-
ber of plants now producing possess

numerous individual features of in-

terest to machinists. The variation of

method encountered in tlie making of
S in. shells is greater than that met
with in sihrapnel, in proportion to the

number of firms engaged; not only that,

Imt the differences in S in. shell work

luol-builders' viewpoint. rather than

that of emergency pro>iluctinn with ex-

temporized ei|ui|iment.

Uniformity of Machine Groups

Due to a fortunate combination of

circumstances, it was possible to secure

the machines in groups, thus rendering

l)ossibile the duplication of tool equip-

ment for all ahe machines engaged on

a particular operation; it further pre-

vented any drop in imtput when an

1^— ^ ^ 3-E
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KIG. 1. LAYOUT OF SHOP AltKANGKlIlO.NT SHU\VI.\(; I'ATH IIF WOItK IHKINli
MANUFACTURE.

3—Nose drilling and facing. 2—Cuttlng-oft base. ;i~I!ougli tninins body. 4— I'.oring
interior i-onipjete. !>—^Finish tuinin)? complete. (!—^Machine nose hole complete. 7— Fare
riTirl rciM'SS liase. S—Mafhinc sroove complete. !•— Mill nose thread. 10- -Mill base tlirc;i(I.

11— Insiiecticju. 12— .\d.'ipter driviii};. l.",—Band presslnc 14~I{lvet and face adapter. l."i—

\'airiis(h auil balte. IC—Turn copper band. IT I'^inal in.spectiou. IS—Mark tjn base. 1!)—
Siilpping department.

are more l)asic m
greater in their influence on the work
as a whole, than the numerous varia-

tions of procedure which were ev(dved

in the manufacture of shrapnel.

Previous articles on .S in. shell work
wliich h.'ive auDeared in tlu'se columiiS

ha\c dealt with plants which handled
the jiroblem in one of two methods, i.e.,

a judicious combinaticm of s|)ecial and
standard machine tools with such varia-

tions in tool equipment and handling
methods as were due to the individual

tool designers, or, a full equipment of

specially built machine toids, each of

wliich forms a unit of an inflexible sys-

tem, the adojition of wliich allows tlic

free use of unskilled labor with a maxi-
mum output, subject, however, to more
frequent inspection, etc. The plant de-

sicribcd herewitili belonLi's to tho first

class of plant mentioned, but possesses
.1 uni(|ue individuality in regard to one
'! two features winch wil! be referred to

ri dne course. The sequence of opera-
liiins. dei;ree of accuracy, and tyi>cs of

I

machines employed are, however, char-
acteristic, of a plant which has been
accustomed to heavy machine tool woik
"f tlie. higthest class and which conse-

'luently approached the W(irk fnnii the

their origin and operator for any reason had to change
to another machine. The existence of
a three-bay shop of very modern design
cnaljled the ins1;allation of the machines
to be accomplished in a most efficient

FIG. 2. GAflilXG FIXTURE FOR (IHECK-
IXG (•(iXCi:.\Ti:iCITY of FORUIM!

crossing into No. 3 bay half-way ui),

thence up one side and down the other

to the inspection, marking, and sliipping

which occujiy the fuJI width of the re-

mainder of No. 3 liay. Kach bav is

r.ATTKTiV OF liKll.l, I K I .^.•-l.^.

i>r:ii.i,i.\(; a.m> fai"
« M II Ki.\ cM.\ I m; r Mii.i:
INii lliH.i: l\ \I)SK.

Di.iriI'MION'l'.
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served by a 5-ton NilfS crane, which Tlie faced nose is now used to locate automatic expanding driver ol:' the
was part of the original equipment, and forging- in the chucks of tliree Root & eccentric groove type. The turned shell
was of great service in laying out the Van Dervoort cutting-otf mac^hines. Two is then lifted by a flat belt sling and
present installation. cutting tools are employcil. and are off- chain block and" deposited in the "open-

J'lG. 4. SKETCH OP SWIVELING .TIG USED
»<OE STARTING DRILL IN NOSE.

The conveying of the shells is entire-

ly along raised tracks on which they
roll; eadh macihine being equipped with
half-ton quick-acting ciiain blocks of
the Herbert Morris type, slinging belts,

hooks and automatic clamps being used
for gripping the shell as required.

Forgings Tested on Receipt

Immediately on receipt, the forgings
are tested for concentricity on an in-

dicating fixture, rig. 2, with a point-

er and scale as shown. Should there be
sufficient thicknesss in the walls, it is

possible to divide the eccentricity be-

tween the boring and the turning, thus

necessitating special locating of the

hole in the nose. All normal shells,

however, are immediately drilled and
faced in a battery of six Bertram verti-

cal drilling machines shown in Fig. 3.

Each machine is an independent unit

with revolving work table having two
centering arbors for supporting the

FIG. 5. PACING CUTTER AND BAR FOR
FACING NOSE.

forgings. A trolley track extends along

the row, immediately above the idle

arbors and the forging is hoisted up to

the proper heig'ht by a pneumatic hoist

at the extreme left where the chain

block is attached and the forging trans-

ferred to the particular spindle desired.

No marking-off is resorted to. A
swivelling jig plate is mounted on the

drill column, Fig. 4, both forging be-

ing drilled first and then faced by a

double cutter bar. Fig. 5, of simple

and efficient design. It is provided
vrith driving keys on a collar which en-

gage in a slot in the drill spindle, as

the heavy duty was too severe for any
ordinary drill tang with flat ends.

I'Ki. (1. jiachixim; i\ri:i:iui; i'(imi'letk i\ sn:ciAr. r.niiixG lathe.

set with resi)ect to each otlior so that

lumple clearance is obtained to prevent
undue choking and heating of the tools

as the deijth of cut increases. As indi-

cated in Fig. 1, these machines are at

the beginning of the tracks, tw<5 macli-'

ines being on one side to supply the

greater number of rough-turning lathes

adjacent thereto.

Roughing and Boring

Thirteen 24-in. Bridgeford lathes are

sided chuck of one of tlie boring lathes.

Fig. 6. It is clamped in position by
two hinged straps. Tht- machines useil

for this work are built by Niles-Beraent-

Pond, and are of their standard shell

lioring design with individual motor
drive and square boring bar fed by
rack and pinion in tailstock and sup-

ported by sliding brace gibbed to ways
of bed.

The regular run of forgings are fin-

isTied with two cutter heads of the acorn

^M3KM
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FIG. FINISH TURNING SHELL BODY TO GAUGE,

engaged rough turning. These lathes

are equipped with two carriages, for

parallel and radial travel, link control

of the usual type imparting the curve

to the nose. During- this operation, the

shell is supported by a pipe centre in

the nose, and is driven by a three-jaw

type. The first or rougher is tbree-

bladed with notched edges, and the

second is double-bladed with smooth

edges. Occasionally a foi-ging with bore

rather much off centre necessitates the

use of a preliminary roiigher which has-

three blades with notches of a special
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design which enable the uneven cut to

be handled satisfactorily. The trued
bore is then completed with the two
regulaj cutters. All of these cutters are
made with taper shanks, and are gTound
to form in a special grinding machine
which holds them by the shank. All

curves are ol)tained by swivelling the

FIG. 8. CUP TOOL USED I.N I,.\TIIE
SHOWN IN FIG. 7.

chuck around p'oints, stops and adjust-

ments enabling t'he desired outline of

the blades to be quickly and accurately

attained.

Finish Turning
The shells have now reached the end

of No. 1 bay and are transferred by a
roller conveyor track to No. 2 bay
where finish turning is done. In this,

and in the previoiis operation of bor-

ing, no limit is allowed on the finished

<liameters. The shell is caiTied on an ex-

jianding mandril which extends through
the nose and is supported on the tail-

stock centre. The body of the mandril

.also acts as a positioning stop inside the

nose so that the tliickness of the nose is

FIG. «. SKETCH OF LENGTH G.AUGE
WITH PRICK PUNCH.

'duplicated in every sihell; up till now
the base end has been left as it came
from the cutting-off machine, that is,

with a small allowance for trimming to

size.

Great care is taken to see that the
mandril dogs are kept true, grinding be-
ing done at regular intervals to insure
concentricity between the^ finished bore
and the exterior wliicli is now being

FIG. 10. SKETCH OF TOOL HLOCK ISKH
IN BASE FACING AND UECIi;SSIN<;.

finished. Standard 30-in. C.M.C. engine
lathes are employed, the profile beim;

obtained through template bar mounted

!fJ«SSt^ ^1

i;i:nii\iXG .\ND WAVING FUi; COPPEK BAND,

at back of bed. As the template and the
mandril are fixed in relation to each
other, uniformity in thickness of nose
wall is assured.

The cutting tool is of the circular cup
type which gives maximum leng'th of

cutting edge with one shai-pening (see

Fig. 8), and gives a clean, smooth sur-

face on the work. These lathes are all

belted ui> on the middle step of the cone
and fitted with two-speed countershaft
which enables the operator to sjiecd up
on the nose as the diameter decreases.

Speeds jjrovided are 93 and 157 ft. per
min. This high rate of cutting' is large-

ly due to the use of shell forgings made
from ca.st billets, the textiu-e being very
uniform and the cutting qualities much
superior to forcings made from rolled

billets.

Finishing Nose

AH of tlu.' Hnis:h machining on the

nose with the exception of threading, is

done in two Davis turret lathes with

four-tool equipment consisting of flat

bevel cutter for mouth of bole, single

point boring cutter, recessing tool, and
two-diameter reamer. The base of the
shell is carried on an expanding arbor
operated by handwheel while the body
is supported by a steady rest at the

end of the parallel portion. The pecu-
liar properties of the cast forgings gave
some difficulty in obtaining a suitable
material from which to make to .iaws of

the steady rest. Hardened steel had too
much tendency to heat and tear up the

surface, brass was much better but did

not last, while cast iron was a moder-
ate improvement on brass. Chilled

faces on the end of the east iron jaws
proved very satisfactory, giving a long

life, with almost entire absence of heat-

ing, and no detrimental effect on the

surface of the shell.

Weighing Dispensed With

With the exception of the base end.

all of the shell is now maeh^ned to ex-

act sizes with no limits. It follows,

iiG. II Mii.i.jxi; i-.Asi: •riii!i:\Ds in iiin.i:x mmminI':
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therefore, that if tlie length be made
exaetly to a uniform dimension, the

xveiifhts of the various shells will be ex-

actly the same, except for any slight

\iiriatiun in density of the metal whicli

is entirely negligible in actual work.
The shells, tlierefore, are now marked
for overall length by means of a prick-

inindi gauge (Fig. 9), and are passed
over to the base finishing operation
wliicli employs three Bridgeford 26-in.

engine lathes with draw-in collet chucks
and outer steady rest.

The tool carriage of these lathes is

fitted with a special tool block having
two tools and an indicating gauge. A
sketch of this is shown in Fig. 10,

which shows the tool l)lock bolted in

place of the ordinary tool post. Tool

.V is beveled off to a round point, and
is tised for facing off the end of the

sliell to the punch marks. Tool B is

then moved across to position, and fed

into the end of shell, forming recess f^^"

adapter flange. The spring indicator f,

is mounted so as to bear against the

finished end of shell and show when
tool B has cut to the required depth.

Tool A is now used for chamfering the

ragged edees on inside and outside of

s-hell, wh'c'i now proceeds to the groov-
ing machines.

Grooving and Waving

Three special Bertram grooving
lathes are used, with positive eccentric

drive to waving tool. A four-sided re-

volving tool post enables the grooving,

waxing and vmdercutting to be perform-
ed in rapid suceessinn. The reciprocat-

ing drive for -waving tool is by a back
shaft from the end of headstoek, a

clutch operating lever being located

within easy reach of the operator on the

front of the headstock.

The threads in nose and base are now
milled in Bertram niillins' machines.
The nose is done first, the sliell beini;

i'"iG. an. corPKU uaxdinu eiji'ipiie.xt.

gripped in a draw-in collet chuck and
supported in steady rest. In actual

operation the spindle is allowed to re-

volve continuously, while the shells are
being inserted and removed, the speed
being about one revolution in 20 sec-

onds. Tlie carriage is red along by lead

screw to coincide with pitch of cutter,

a clutch on the lead screw shaft allow-

ing the cutter to be moved to position,

and split nut engaged, after which the

clutch is thrown in and the cutter fed

into proper depth by hand. A suitable

vise on the conveyor track allows the

thread to be sized by hand tap before

going into the base threading machine.
OwiuL;' to the greater amount of work

on the base thread, two duplex Bertram
machines are required to handle the
volume of work w^hich is done by the
nose threader. The operation is very
similar, the principal difference being
in the method of holding the work,
t'onoidal plugs with threaded rods are
placed inside the shell noses and engage
with tapped hand wheels at the back
end of spindle. The milling cutters are
carried on independently adjustable

blocks mounted on the cross slide of car-

riage, which in turn is fed along by lead

screw. Hand tapping to size, followed
by cleaning completes the shell for pre-*

liminary ins|>ection.

After )>assin2' inspection the sliells

FltJ. 1-'. XnOW UF II.VY SHIfWI.NG TR.\l'KS I'lll; «(ll;lv AN! 'lilOLI.MINAUV I.NSI'EC-TItiN CKrit.
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ii'ceive the adapter which are tried int^i

place by liand, and in nearly every
case go within half an inch of being
home. This is due to the very close

limits within which the threaded work
is held. A satisfactory fit havins' been
issured, the adapter is withdrawn,
<i>ated with cement and inserted for

S'ood, bein^' driven home in a special

driving: machine built bv Boot & Van
Dervoort. This consists of a suitable

framework at one end of which is a

pneumatic clamp whieli holds tiie shell

in line with the driving spindle. The
spindle is geared up to a 4' 2-in- belt,

and has a sliding head with two pins
which en<2aaed the holes in thi' a(la))tcr.

Tile operator causes the head to follow
the adai)ter by oedal-o|ierated toggle
gear, and maintains it in engagement
until the l)elt slips. A characteristic
ringing sound when struck with a ham-
mer indicates that tlie adapter is hard
down in tlie recess.

Banding and Facing

Bandin;;' follows imniediatciv . being
accomplished in a twelve-cylinder press
with four-throw pinnp, the entire out-
tit heinu' sut>piied by the West Tire Set-
ter Co. Heating the bands is i-esorted

to, to insure a perfect fit on the (breads
and a pioper filling into tlie undercuts.
A gas-fired furnace with capacity for
three bands, keeps ]mco with the work,
the bands iiavinu' a tem|)erature of
around 1,200 deys K., wliicii combined
witli the cooling effect of tile dies gives
a desiralile annealing to tiie copjier in

situ.

Tile adapler .joint is riveted and
I'aced-off in suitable engine latlies hav-
ing s|)eciai to(d lioxes fitted to cross

slide of carriage. Tliese tool bo.\es iiave

a pneumatic rivetin-u' iianinier of ordin-
niy ty|H' securely clamped lo a cradle,

provided with a sjiring mounting whidi
aljsor'is excessive viliralioii I'roin (iie

iiamincr. One revolution of the .slieli

Willi till' hammer in operation serves lo

close u|) the adaiiter joint in good shape.
after wiiicii the tool bo.\ is tra\cie<i

across, iyringinir a facing tool iiilo ac-

tion .wiiich in turn is followed liv a

I'adius tool for

the base.

roundina' the corner of

Varnishing and Baking

The nose is finally tapped to gauge
and the bevel seat reamed with a special
cutter supported on an expanding ar-

bor in the threads, thus insuring- the
seat being true with the threads. After
a thorough cleaning with gasoline and
a blow-out with air, tJie varnish is ap-
plied with an Eclipse au- brush, a pro-
tecting bushing being inserted in tiie nose
to keep the varnish out of the threads.
This method gives a very even coating
with a minimum amount of varnish
whicii allows of the shells being baked
right away without loss of time due to

draining off excess varnish.

The type of oven adopted is that in

which a separate lieating element is in-

serted in each shell, the elements being
suspended from a hood, wliieii is lower-
ed over the shells. Nine shells are
baked at a time in each unit, the base
iiaving sockets wliich space the shells

accurately to correspond with the heat-

ing elements. Six units suffice to liandle
the output, the time of baking being
reduced to a minimum througli the
method of apjilying the heat.

Band Turning

The sliell is chucked in the lioliow

spindle of the band turnin.; macliines.

which have a roughing and a finishing

tool arranged to travel toward the front

of the machine, sizing and forminsi' the

band as they pass underneath. These
Root & Van Dervoort machines have
the cutting edge of the formed tools

shaped away at an angle so that the

cuttings leave the tool in a backward
direction, being deposited behind the

machine out of the way of the operator.
After turning, tlie tools are traveled
back and a tool rest m front brought
into action which bevels the riu'ht .side

cif the band, cleans up the opposite side.

D
1

-N

- V77Jrrryi

V\i\. \:<. DiTMNl-: i)K OPERATIONS ox
-An.VPTER,

and sizes up the sc|uare groove in the
Miiililie.

Weight Checked

The siiell is now defined out with air.

and passed over scales for tlie first anu

AHAi' ii;i; iiKi\i.\(; .maciii.m;
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last time (Jiiriuj;- mamit'acturo. The tiii-

ished weight of shell is 177 lbs + 14
ozs.. and — 1 lb. 12 oz. A number of
shells taken at random showed no ap-
preciable variation above or below
which proved that not only could suit-

able dimensions be determined, but that

they can be adhered to with a high de-

<;Tee of accuracy dispensing with much
time, which is considered necessary in

adjusting weig'hts both in the course of
manufacture and also at the conclusion.

The concludinn- operations are well-

known to most of our readers, and call

for no special reference. The remain-
ing space shown on the layout is occu-

pied by the final government inspec-

tion, a Brown Boggs marking machine,
and boxing operations. After bosina'.

a number of shells are piled on suitable

sized platforms and transferred by
overhead "traveling crane to a freight

car on the track shown.

Adapter Machining

A few jHiinfs in the adanter work are

of interest, one being the fact that

standard types of machines are used
throughout, and another, the method
adopted of insuring that the threads

and joint face of flange are absolutely

true with each other.

The work is divided into five stages

as in Fig. 15. Operation No. 1, is

done in Hall pipe machines, with two
tools which approach each other so that

the finish of the opei'ation finds then
in the position shown. Operation No.
2, is done in engine latlies whicii chuck
by the previously machined diameter.

Operation No. ,S is done in a smnll drill

press with universal chuck and locat-

ing device. Operation No. 4 is done in

engine lathes fitted with a thread mill-

ing' attachment on the back of the car-

riage and a special slow speed .drive to

si>indle through gearing at back of

head stock.

The minehineg used for this purnose
are C.M.C. 26 in. heavy duty lathes.

Considerable riaidity is necessary to

secure a satisfactory thread, close ad-

justment of the soindle bearings and
carriage beinsr maintained at all times.

The formed turning tool which finishes

to size is accurately set up to produce
all diameter parallel, and face the

flange perfectlv square with the bodv.

The milling of the thi-ead- follows with-

out the work being rechucked so that

the reqiiired accuracy is obtained con-

tinuously, and with no call for exces-

sive skill or care on the part of the

operator. Oneration No. .5 consists of

ehuckincr by the threaded body and fac-

ing off the excess material on the base,

leaving sufficient metal to clean un
comfortably after riveting the joint in

place.

©
FUTURE OF CANADIAN IRON AND

STEEL

THE future of the iron and steel in-

dustry in Canada was the subjei't

of a symposium at a session of
the Canadian M"inina Institute conven-
tion lieM recently, What has been ai'-

coiuplislied to date was made the bu.iis

for remarks as to the prospects for the
future, and there seemed to be a gen-
eral inclination to believe that the in-

dustry iu Canada needed Government
l)ounties or tariff protection, to enable
it to complete successfully with the

I'nited States.

Corbett F. Whitton leil the discussion

by a paper which named all the various

companies interested in the iron and
steel industry in Canada. Each plant

was described with what it manufac-
tured, and the special advantages of

each over its competitors were shown.
At present the iron and steel industry

of Canada is dependent almost entirely

on supplies of iron ore from outside

sources. On the Eastern Coast the sup-

plies come from Newfoundland, while

the Algoma Steel Co. and the Steel Com-
pany of Canada, Hamilton, Ont., get

their supplies from the United States.

On account of cheap water transporta-

tion from Newfoundland, and the coal

readily available from the mine, the

companies in Nova Scotia were favor-

ably situated. Metallurgical coke for

smelting purposes was the essential thing

in the iron industry, and with both these

advantages at Sydney, the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Co. and the Dominion Iron

c& Steel Co. should be able to jiroduce

iron just as cheaply as anywhere in the

world. The Algoma Steel Co., 'wjas

built primarily for the purpose of manu-
facturing steel rails at the Soo where
iron ore and coke could be assembled

from American ports by reason of the

chea|> lake transportation, and where
the company would be favorably situated

to command markets botli East and
West in Canada.
On account of chanaina conditions in

Canada and the possibility that there

will not be railway construction as in

the past, the Alg'oma Steel Co. is going

into the manufacture of rolled steel sec-

tions, and extensions to the present plant

for rollina' structural steel for building,

bridge and other purposes up to 24 or

:^6 inches, are contemplated. There was
little doubt but that other companies
were considering similar extensions.

D. H. jMcDougall. of the Dominion
Iron & Steel Co., pointed out the import-

ance of the iron and steel industry to

Canada, it being the basic industry on
wliich all metal products depended.

Evei"ything possible should be done to

encourage such an industry.

Magnetite Deposits

R. R. Hedley, from British Columbia.

said that his province had no iron and
steel industry, but that there was a

large market there for iron and steel

)iroducts. The drawback aaainst estab-

lishing an industry there was the uncer-

tainty of gettina a supply of suitable

iron ores. There were large maanetite

deposits, but no larae hematite deposits.

The magnetite deposits, however, some-

times contained as high as l^'i per cent,

of copper. It would be possible by the

electro-magnetic separation of the iron

from the copper to recover b^itli. That

should b<' profitahle. esjiecially in con-

sideration of the fact that the Van-
couver Island coals were suitable for

the manufacture of metallurgical coke.

Already 3,000 tons are produced month-
ly to be used in connection with the

smelting of copper in British Columbia.
Everything possible should be done, in

his opinion, to encourage, the industry

in British Columbia.
One speaker, in the general discus-

sion, said he did not want to talk pol-

itics, but he did not think that the Gov-
eriunent had fully protected the iron

and steel industry on account of the

fact that the tariff was not made general,

but i^articular in character. As an ex-

ample he said that plates for ships, con-

struction and boilers were practically

admitted free while there was a duty on
other plates. One of the essentials in

the manufacture of iron and steel pro-

ducts was a large output, and if cer-

tain steel plates came in free it reduced
the market of Canadian companies for

steel plates.

A gentlenum from Deseronto said that

he represented the smallest steel indus-

try in Canada. In Deseronto tlie prob-

lem was to aet suitable ores. The ores

which the Deseronto concern used or

experimented with, came from the Moose
Mountain district in Northern Ontario,

and were magnetites. The present meth-

ods of treating maanetite were too cost-

ly, and he thought that the Government
should carry on investiaation so that

the iron and steel indnstiw could be es-

tablished on the l)asis of using Canadian
(ires.

@
ELECTRICAL PROCESSES IN

METALLURGY
A MORE than usually interesting

address was given last week, at the

Shaughnessy Building, Montreal, by

George M. Berry, chief chemist of the

Holcomb Steel Co., of Syracuse, N.Y..

and inventor of the process by which
hydro-electric power lias been commer-
cially applied to metallurgy. The lec-

ture had been arranged by Arthur D.

Little, Ltd., under the auspices of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Co., with a

view to showing what could be done to

use undeveloped water powers in Can-

ada to develop other industries, and

especially the electrical production oP

high grade steel. J. S. Dennis, assistant

to the president of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, introduced Mr. Berrv. there be-

ina an audience that taxed the capacity

of the room.

In his address Mr. Berry was de-

cidedly technical, illustrating his talk

with a series of lantern views, showina

the development of the electric furnace.

He emphasized the fact that the steels

required at the present day on this con-

tinent could not be made here, were it

not for the electrical furnace, owing to

the absence of suitable clays and graph-

ites for the ordinary production of

crucible steel.

These electrical jirocesses. be demon-

strated, had really saved the situation in

Canada. es|>ecially during the past two

years.
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SAVING MONEY ON PLANER
KNIVES

By H. Middletowii.

EVERY wood-working- establish-

ment that Iboasts one or more
planers or jointers has some

woin out knives laid up ou a shelf

or in the pile of sicrap metal out

in the back yard. These knives, or

blades, have been worn to the limit that

'5 STEEL

SAVING .MONKY OX IT.AMUt KNIVES.

it is possible for the bolts in the head to

hold them securely but not one in twenty
is worn to the limit of its steel cutting

face as an examination will show. The
knives in this condition are as shoivn in

the drawing which shows that although
the bolt slots are short, there is still a
goodly portion of the steel left.

Xow in addition to the worn out blades,

there is usually a pair of good ones with
every one of the old style heads that

have been taken out to meet insurance
and factory regulations and wliich have
liocn replaced by the round, safety heads.

These round heads, as everyone knows,
lake a thin flat knife which is all steel

and an average size of which would be,

.say, 3/16 in. X IV2 i"- Now, instead of
luiying these new knives, they can be
Miaile out of the discarded ones at a

material saving.

A discarded knife 24 in. long would be
from 21/4 in. to 3 in. wiilc and can be
taken to a macliine sho|) and cut to the

uliich is very handy and contributes to

a marked degree to the low cost of the

Job. If the shop has a milling machine of

.No. 2 size or larger, the work can be

done on it in even less time and the cost

of altering a pair of 24 in. knives should

not run over $2.25 which is a fraction of

the "new" price. If more than one pair

of old knives are available, the lot should

be done all at once and get the benefit of

quantity prices.

Some good wood men claim that the old

knives had better steel in them than mod-
ern ones. If so, this is the way to re-

claim it. At present the quality of steel

might not be up to the old standard —
neither are deliveries at all prompt—all

this favors recutting. After recutting,

the knives will be found curved, but they
are easily straightened on a block.

©
A THREE DOLLAR SENSITIVE

DRILL
By D. A. Hampson.

MY friend Charlie Marks had beeji run-
ning a country blacksmith shop about a

year when I dropped in to see him. In
that time, his trade had increased—also
he had accumulated a creditable pile of
scrap—and he told me he wanted to buy
a post drill; this drill was to be power
driven, for he was up to date, and al-

ready had a motor to drive the forge

blower—cheap electric current being
available in the village.

Now a country blacksmith, like the

minister, must take his pay in the coin of

the realm and also in commodities, i.e.,

vegetables, cord wood, labor, and scrap

iron; included in this latter item had
been an old chainless bicycle, and as my
wandering eye took in this relic, the pair

of bevels at the crank suggested the right

angle drive of a drill press and around
them, 1 mentally built a machine, that

for cheapness and perhaps crudeness,

combined with utility, would be hard to

l)eat. Charlie was enthusiastic over the

^i-heme and furnished me with the bevels'

and a shaft from the bicycle, a twelve-

inch pulley, and a chunk of east iron

tliat was to be the base or table. "I'll

furnish these things and will forge the

feed lever and you can do the rest,'' he
s;iid, as I left.

How the machine looked may be gatn-

ered from the drawing. The pipe fittings

and tlie nipples came from a plumber's

shop and cost $1.47. These fittings were

assembled, the shaft laid in, and the

spaces filled with babbitt which Charlie

had dug out of two old saw bearings.

The base was pipe tapped, the pinion

shaft turned to a shoulder, the spindle

keyseated ajid a hole drilled for his %-in.

I'liiiicio iPOM.Ai! sKNsi ri\i: nun. I..

• i/lO in. X IV2 in- size in a few hours.

The way in which they are cut is shown
ill tlu' <lrawing. Note that the metal is

planed off the "back." leaving the 3/16
in. of composite cutting edge. Then a

slotting tool severs the notched portion

and leaves a good new blade. This extra

notched portion gives a width of surface

for clamping on the niachiiic shop planer I'Ki, 1. sTi'.i:i. I'.Ai.i. r.i'.AKiMi ci;;.\\ ri\ 1:111.1.1:1; r.nx CAKItlKIt OK 1% «UAI>I-:
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straiglit shank blacUsiuitli thills. Tli«

latjor involvrd took thieo Ikuus at sixty

cents, so tlii' machine stood Charlie in a

grand total of .'fi.'!.27. And it really did

g'ood work and was quite rijrid. The
collar which reinforced the spindle, the

si)rinj>: return to the spindle, and the feed
were adided after tlie machine ^dt in the

hands of the blacksmith.

©
CONVEYOR EQUIPMENT IN CART-

RIDGE CASE PLANTS

By M. J. Anderson

'l^HKKE are many interesting- operations
jiei-formed as well as devices eni|)Ioyed

in connection with cartridge case manu-
facture, and the conveyor systems and
e<|uipment used in these plants for
handling their commodity is among the
most interesting from an engineering
point of view. Due to the high cost of
labor and its apparent scarcity, the sub-
ject of conveying and labor saving ma-
chinery has come into prominence, and
is being given due consideration by up-
to-date shop executives.

Conveyors are used to-day to a far
greater e.xtent than ever before,- and
the munitions manufacturers were (piick

to realize that large savings in lal)o;-

time, and space, could be made by their

installation. The types of convtyor be-
ing adopted for munition plants indi-

cates that the subject has been thor-
oughly canvassed with respect to adap-
tability, flexibility, and economy '.'f

sipace, also relative to initial cost and
maintenance. Whether in a billet cut-

ting' plant, forge shop, fuse .shop, pow-

'Siiperiiitwiileut. C'aiiiKluiii ^Mntlicws (Ji-nvity

Cnri-ici* <"*o., 'i'oi-oiito.

(ler plant, cartridge case or other branch
of munition manufacture, conveyors
can l)e seen speeding up production.

With a combination of gravity and

((uiekly tilled or emptied. Manufactur-
ers are often limited to floor space.

Goods are loaded direct to incline power
sections or elevators that raise them ti'

Fill. STEKL r..\i.L-iiK.ii!i.\i; (jK.wrrY \vih;kl bd.x cakkieks of i% grade.

jiower conveyors working in conjunction,
receiving- and discharging automatically
from one to the other, several handling
problems have been solved. A minimum
amount of floor space is required, and
the surface is often used for storage or

as a working table, goods being moved
aloui;- as retpiired from one operator to

the ne.vt. The gravity carriers are made
up in .sections and are readily jiortable

atid can be used at different points or by
adding on or taking off sections along
main line, various positions can be

reached. By using one main line of car-

rier down the centre of a building- ant!

using curves and branch iiortable lines

down aisles, large rooms of stock are

SYSTEM ciK <TEEI, r..\LI.-lJ

I.O.VUI.VU
•:AUi.\ii liitAviTV r.nx i-Ai;i;iEi;
CAR.S.

1-equired heights, and discharged onto
lines of gravity conveyors. These con-
vey overhead any required distance anj
discharge on end with chutes to floors

or tables.

There are many combinations of ar-

rangement possible, and complete con-
veying- systems are fitted to suit the
|)eculiarities of different conditions. To
meet these cimditions many ingeniou>
designs and variations of construction
have been required, some of them being-

both unique and interesting- to both the

casual observer and the engineer. The
gravity carriers here described are of

two types, wheel and roller.

The wheel type illustrated in Fig. 1

is made up of two rows of steel raits

riveted to cross and lateral braces, the

rails being- spaced a required distance

apart to suit the package to he handled.

M close centres on the outside of these

rails, ball bearing wheels are bolted,

making two continuous rows of wheeh
the length of the conveyor. These wheels
are about two and three-quarter inches

in diameter by five-eighth inch face and
i-evolve on a nine-sixteenth inch diame-
ter cone which makes it very light run-

ning. It can be readily seen that these-

make a very light running apparatus
that requires very little gi-ade to oper-

ate and in many cases requires only froni

two to three t'oot fall in one hundred
feet of cari-ier. .Vny number of sec-

tions can be connected to make continu-

ous lines of any desired len'ith, both

straigbt and around curves. With these

sections of carrier and the additional

use of power elevating sections and
i-hutes. many combinations have l)een

worked out to meet varyins; conditions.

Such a type of carrier is used exten-

sively in conveying- boxes with melal or

other bands around the edges, and is

adapted to the bandling of cartridge

case boxes. These boxes ride on the con-

veyor crosswise with the ends projecting

out four or five inches outside the rows

of wheels so that the bands at ends do

not comiC in contact with, or interfere in
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any way with the conveyino- surface. In

the same way tlie middle band, if there

is one. passes between the rows of
wheels. These carriers are in extensive

(jr adding' additional curves and straight

sections any part of the available space
can be readied. This method has many
advantagres over trucking, in tliat it

FIG. 4. C.lltUIEKS AS I.\S;TALLEI» IN A TE.V BLENDING EST.\I!LISH.MRNT.

use in various ])lants maniil'iii-Uuiuu

cartridge cases.

The ndlcr t.ype of gravity carrier il-

lustrated in Fig. 2 is constructed along
more substantial lines than the wheel

type and because of its construction is

adaptable U> a wider Held in the variety

of commodities that can be- handled Oii

it. It is employed in nearly all branches
of munition manufacture, forging shops,

machining slu)i)s, cartridge case, fuse and
powder plants being among the more ex-

tensive users. Tills is constructed uf

ball bearinn steel rollers of any re((air-

ed length set in a securely braced frame
at any suitable spacing to accommodate
the article to be conveyed. With this

lairier, like the wheel type, many com-
binations have been worked out,

^

and
miXBy very interesting systems are in-

stalled. These are also extcmsively ap-

|)lied to handle cartridge ease l)oxes, and
lines of these carriers are used as a

working bench for the tinal filliii.g of

boxes and screwing down the covers.

Cartridge case manufacturers were
among the first of the munilions plants

to see the advantages of gra\'it,\ con-

veyors, and many shops are to-day e(|uip-

ped with extensive systems of 'gravity

and power conveyors.

Unloading cars of eiiipl\ linx<'s lo the

box storage building;- is one of the lirst

items of consideration and tlie lime re-

quired to empty a car has been cut in

two. Portable sections of wheel typo
gravity carrier are used and wlien the

car is set. a line of these carriers is .set

up from tile car door lo the point i)'

the building uliei-e boxes will be piled.

By means of a coii|)ling device these sec-

tions are (|iiicklv hooked together and
are sd ii|i on adjustalde staiuls or .jacks.

Scttiii'.; up I lie carrier reifuires luU ver.N

little time. Boxes are placed on Ihe car-

riers wliich move them away as fa.st »'

tw(t men can place tliciri oii ami ar-

taken off at the odier cuil and piled b>

two or three men. When one section (d'

tlu' slora'.;(' space is lilleil up. the car-

rier line is slinllcd, ;uid liv taUin^:' otf

saves the time of loading and unloadiiu
trucks and the time required for return-

ing, also the wear and tear on floors and
trucks. These carriers can be run down
narrow aisles and can make turns where
trucks could not be used, allowing iimri'

Hoor space for storage.

The next operation with the conven-
ors is getting these boxes from the stor

aae to packing and shipping depar;-
ment. The wheel type of carrier is also

used for this. .\ main line of conveyor
is permanently installed from the stor-

as'e room to stock |)ile in shipping room,
and. to this, connections are made in

the storage building by means of port-

able sections and stands to meet any
required point from which boxes may be
re(|iiired. Boxes are loaded on to con-
veyor and are taken ofif in sbipping
room wliere quantities are stocked to be

used as required. These convey^ors are

often lilled u|) with boxes and are a

iiieaiis of storagi' for immediate re(|nir"-

ments. As boxes are taken off the end,

the whole line moves up so that it can
be always kept full from loading end.

This line of carrier leads to packing
bench where finished cartridges arc

placed in for shipment.
In the shipping room are stock piles

of finished cartridge eases in trays ready
for the final stamp before packing. Two
lines of carrier lead from these stock

piles to stamping block where each cart-

ridge ease is taken out and given its

final stamp. The lines are continually

tilled up with trays, each of which holds

aboiit tvi'enty eases. There is a line of

roller carrier from this stamping block

through a door in the building across

the platform to car at siding. As fast

as these cartridge cases receive the final

steamp they are jiacked in boxes and ai'e

ready for the covers. The packing is

done at the start of this line of cari'ier

and the covers are iiut on by operators

alonu each side. The roller carriers are

used for this work, beeause they afford

a working table for the workmen and
are more substantial in their construc-

tion. Supports on ca.stors are put undo-
the sections omtside of buildinv; leading

to car. With this method of handlin';-

;boxeH and trays, cartri<1ge cases are

handleil for shipment with remarkable
precision and speed, in a minimum
annmiit of lime, and the ecoriuniical u-;e

of space.

There are a number of other more or

less minor operations facilitated with

these carriers, one of these being the

conveyin;;- of trays from insjiectors to

stock ))i]es in sliii)iiing mom. Under dif-

ferent conditions it has been found ne-

cessary to use power elevating devices to,

raise boxes where various elevaticms are

required. Fiu'. ;> shows a portable ad-

.justable incline elevattir used for this

puriiose. This receives and discharges

automatically in connection with either

type of >;ravity carrier and is used to

great advantage where conditions re-

ipiire chamies in height and hicatioti r.'^

slock piles or cars.

I'lli. .-.. (.^1!1!IKI!^ i>i:T.i\i:i;iMi rn imi.iM': m ruMATic i;i.i:v a'inh; i,(iai>in<!
CAUS lUOM SI'<M'K U'lMO.
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Tliere are other l)raiic,lies of muni-
tions manufacture that have used gra-
\'ity conveyors more extensively than
that of cartridge cases, hut considerini;:
the nature of the product and methods
of production, the different plants are
applying; them proportionately wherever
their use will mean increased productioi;
and a saving- of time and liihor.

®
GLOBE VALVE EXPERIENCES

By J. E. MeCormack.

WITH regard to globe valve experiences
the writer likes to have two globe valves
on the steam supply pipe to the injec-
tor or pump, just on the same principle
as one likes to have a globe between the
fiheck valve and the boiler, or a stop
<?oek between the boiler and the throt-
tle, because if one fails he has the other
to "fall back on,'' as the phrase goes.
Some years ago he was in charge of

one of those plants having only one
globe between the injector and the boil-
er steam space. This globe was of the
type in which the face was an internally
threaded member and was screwed onto
an externally threaded member which in
turn fitted behind a shoulder on the
valve stem. All went well for a few
weeks, then one morning the face drop-
ped from the stem and lodged in such
a way as to render the injector inopera-
tive. As there was no other feed-water
system installed, and only one boiler
used, there was no option but to get tlie

steam off, fix the valve, and raise steam
again, thus causing a delay involving
more or less financial loss to the pro-
prietor, and which could have been
avoided had there been another valve
next tile boiler with which to shut back
the steam while the defective one was
being overhauled.

Choosing a Valve
It was then decided (hat an additional

valve should be in for meetings such an
emergency should it recur,' and the
writer was asked what make of valve he
would prefer. It was only natural that
he be expected tojiamo wliat was then
the valve most advocated by old hands,
hut he was young, enthusiastic and self-
willed. He wanted one whieh, for hold-
ing the face in place, did not depend on
a nut or screw which might come loose
and drop the face, or, if made too tight,
would! perhaps stick, and refuse

^
to

budge without breaking. A valve ans-
wering to these requirements had been
described in your publication. The
local dealer did wot stock them, but a
look or two through the advertisement
section disclosed the whereabouts of a
sales house, and a few different sized
valves and discs were ordered by letter.
The only tool required when changing
the discs is a wrench that will remove
the bonnet; this done the old disc can
be easily removed from the stem by
hand and a new one slipped on. When
the bonnet is returned to its place it is

impossible for the di.sc to get out of
position.

Emergency Babbitting

After a time it was found tliat the
sujiply of discs for one size of these

valves was nearly exhausted and to
make it hold out a little longer (owing
to no local dealer stocking them as
aforementioned), the writer took a cue
from the soft metal fates of some lub-
ricator plugs. Tile old asbestos face was
dug out and its place filled with melted
lead. This lasted for two days, at the
end of which time it had squeezed out
too much. Melted babbitt metal was
then tried, and as it gave very good ser-

vice it was used on this size of valve
for some time. An acquaintance tried
the babbitt on a make of valve which
used a nut to hold the face in place and
effectively locked the nut by pouring
in enougli iiictnl to entirely eoxer tlie

said nut.

Although the writer was, and is yet,
well pleased with his chosen make of
valves, he has known them to be cri-

ticized by other operators, each of which
had a preference of his own for some
particular make, but on one occasion
wlien talking with an engineer about
valves in general, the engineer remark-
ed. "I like those valves. For one
thing, they are a valve you are never
stuck with. The discs are easily chang-
ed, yet won't come off unexpectedly, and
if you should happen to run out of discs

you can remove the old face, pour in

some babbitt, true it up a bit and go
on aii'ain." Now, my object is not the
boosting' of any particular brand of
valves, but what I want to impress is

that this babbitt habit has helped out
of difficulties at times and a few men
have beaun to look to it as one of their

stock emergency measures. With this

fact in mind we are ready for another
experience, which came to the writer's
knowledge just recently.

Conditions Must be Studied

The globe on an injector steam pipe
was bad and no proper face for that

make of valve readily procurable at the

time, a few days' delay being normally
unavoidable under existing circum-
stances, and so the operator tried the
babbitt scheme for the first time. His
boiler was an upright one with this globe
placed close to it. Before being in use
long his injector balked and investiga-
tion proved that some of the babbitt had
melted and been carried down into the
injector steam jet. Evidently some of
the metal had also lodged in the elbow,
for after a reliable face had been in-

serted the injector was twice put out
of action by plugging with babbitt. The
brand of babbitt used may have been
rather easily fused, but the writer's pei'-

sonal theory is that since the boiler was
an upright one, the steam became at
times sufficiently super-heated to melt
babbitt. Anyway, this latter experience
proves that though some have been
helped by thus using this metal it may
perhaps lie worse than useless wherever
any degree of super-heat may even iios-

sibly exist, and "by the same token,"
wlien trying out only one valve of any
make and in comparison with other
valves in service it may, if placed as
above-mentioned or in any other posi-
tion where super-heat may get to it, ap-

pear to use softer discs than other
valves when in reality it is being put
to a more severe test than is the valve
or valves, it is being compared with, yet
without the operator suspecting that
sucli is the case.

©
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF

EASTERN CANADA
THE industrial development of Eastern
Canada is continuing at a remarkable
rate. Many new industries are locating
in this territory each month ; big, new
plants are being erected and many of
the established concerns are making
large additions to their factories. Win.
P. Fitzsimons, Commissioner of Indus-
fries, Grand Trunk Railway System,
states that new plants representing a
capital investment of nearly .$12,000,0(10

have been placed along the company 's

lines within the last twelve months.
These new industries number approxi-
ately seventy-five and will employ more
than 10,000 hands when in full opera-
tion. An additional .$5,000,000 was spent
in that period in extensions to manu-
factories, providing work for another
4,000 men.
Among the largest of the industrial

concern to secure locations served by the

Grand Trunk, during the past year, were
the Dominion Sugar Co., at Chatham,
Ont.; British Munitions, Ltd., Montreal;
St. Catharines Steel Metal Co., at St.

Catliarines; Kellogg Toasted Corn-
flakes Co., at Toronto; Dominion Dusf-
less Sweeper Co., at Peterboro; and

, William Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., at Col-

lingwood. Out. These six plants alone

represent an investment of approxi-

mately .$:i,ono.ooo.

Among the plants under construction

is a large refiiierv at Port Colborne. Ont..

for the International Nickel Co. of New
York and New Jersey. The buildiiii; of

this plant is of national- im|)ortance, not

only because of the large investment in-

volved amounting to several million dol-

lars, but because it places within the

Dominion the refining of invaluable

nickel ore. and the distribution of the

finished nickel, work which had been

previouslv done outside of Canada.

Since 1010. five hundred industries

with a total investment of about $100.-

000,000. have been located along the

Grand Trunk Railway. This snlendid

work in buildina- up Canada's industries

has been greatly facilitated liy the traffic

depai'tnienf of the railway, to which the

Industrial Com,mis?'oner and his stuff

are attached. The Grand Trunk trafTir

men. under the direction of Vice-Presi-

dent Dalrymple. are indefatigable in

their efforts to help manufacturers find

suitahlc locafior-',

®
The Canadian Steel Corporation, Ojib-

way, Ont., have not entered into a con-

tract for power with the Hydro-Electric

Commission of Windsor, Ont., as stated

in a recent issue. The contract referred

to was made by the Canadian Salt Co..

Sandwich, Ont.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental— "spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those ivho

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

PERCY OSCAR GORDON JANES

EQUALLY important as the genera-

tion of power is tliat of its trans-

mission, and just as tliere is in

the former a wide variety of appliance

and mechanism emplojed, also large op-

portunity for the exercise of individual

genius and expert skill, like conditions

may be said to generally prevail in ths

sphere of the latter. In a word, power
seneration and power transmission, as

regards improvement and development,
should go hand in hand, otherwise the

etTieicnicy achievement of either becomes
to a lesser or greater extent curtailed if

Milt uullitied. It is quite apparent, how-
ever, from a close study of power en-

gineering that both departments are

forging ahead and keeping step, so to

speak, by taking full adTantage of each

other's latest creations. The subject

of this personal sketch, as will be noted,

is largely interested in the transmission

feature — to wit, ball bearing equip-

luents.

Percy Oscar Gordon Janes, sales en-

uinocr and manager, tlie Canadian
«KF rc-rr.pn:^-. Ltd., 47 West Kin-
Street, Toronto, Ont., was born at Bury,
Tiancashire, England. January HI. 188">.

his father being William All'red Janes,

Mild liis mother. Emma Milsoni. He wa<
educated at the day and technical

sc1h)o]s, Burv, also attending the evening

classes at Salford Teidinical Institute,

lie afterwards took a six years' engin-

eei-jnir course at Mancliester School of

Tochnoloary—part day and part evening,

passing the Mechanical Enuincering ex-

Minination of Manchester University as

nn external student.

At fourteen years of age he became
apprenticed to Robert Hall & Sons, Ltd.,

textile engineers, Bury, gradual ing from
I he shops to the drawing ollice. Five
years later he joined the drawing ofTice

staff of Galloway '.s. Ltd.. Mancliester. in

>vhicl! capacity lie acquired considerable
insight and experience relative to the de-

sign and construction of high-grade
sleam engines of various types. After
concluding another five-year term at

Galloway's, he became a.ssficiated with
naniol Adamson & Sons, nf Dnkinfield.

near Manchester, occupying the dual

position of draughtsman and superinten-

dent of outside erection in engine de-

partment ; being later transferred to the

Rateau steam • turbine branch of the

firm's aeti\ities, with charge of the tur-

bine drawing office.

The next move of our •'Spoke" was

I'KKCV OSCAR GOKDON JANIOS.

overseas to Canada, for in 1911 we find

him on the staff of T. Pringle & Son,
consulting engineers, Montreal, as me-
chanical engineer and draughtsman.
With the lapse of twelve months, by
which time he liad not only found his

"bearings,'' but had become alive to lii-^

adopted country's o|)i)ortunities, the de-

sire for pei~sonaI enterprise had taken
hoW of Gordon, hence his establisbineni

of a business partnership under the title

of the Engineers' Keiireseiitalive Co., of

Montreal, to act as sales agents for sev-

eral English concerns, nnioiig whom wa-^

the Skefko Ball Bearing; Co., of Luton,
Bedfordshire; marking, as a result, the
introduction of the S K F ball bearing
to Canada.
The demand for this type equipment

began to increase quite rapidly right

from the start, and finally became such
as to tax the financial resources of the
partnership. The Canadian Fairbanks-
Morse Co. stepped into the breach, how-
ever, by mutual consent of the various
interests, and to enable our "Spoke" to

transfer his services to the C.F.-M. Co.

as specialist on Skefko bearings, the En-
gineers' Representative Co. was dis-

solved.

In June, 1913, Gordon became assist-

ant manager of the macliiner>- depart-
ment of the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., becoming manager towards the end
of the same year. Some twelve months
later he went back to his "old love."
the Skefko bearing, the Canadian S K Y
Company, Ltd., with showrooms, as al-

ready stated, having been organized tn

take care of all bearing business offer-

ing in Canada, with our "Spoke" as

manager. Aside from his heart 'being

well set on the great possibilities of a

Canadian market for ball bearings, and
to use his own words, "my special weak-
ness for something moving,'' same being

exemplified in his show room window
displays, he found time while machinery
manaiger of the Canadian. FaiAanks-
Morse Co. to desian and develop the bor-

ing latlie for 6-inch H.E. shell, built by

the Reliance Machine Co., Toronto.

Mr. Janes is some politician, to wit, a

strong Imperialist; and in religious

creed. Church of England. He is a mem-
ber of the Engineers' Club, Toronto. It

will naturally be inferred from the pre-

ceding sentences that he is a benedict,

the -more so in view of his limited club

ai'tivities. Miss Constance Boon, of

Manchester, England, became Mrs. Gor-

don Janes on August 30, 1913, the mar-

riage ceremony taking place in St.

James' Cathedral, Toronto. The family

residence is at 2IV2 Balsam Avenue, To-

ronto. Walking and cycling have always
been Gordon's special recreations, al-

though the opportunities to take advan-

tage of them in Canada are scarcely so

ready to hand as were those of the Old

Country, the major portion of which be

has covered on f^oot and on the bicv«le

when touring for pleasure. Since settling

in Canada, business activities have led

III his becoming more or less familiar

witli Eastern Canada, as also nf a fair

slice of the United States.

Our "Spoke" looks for great develop-

ments taking place in Canada, follow-

ing the war, especially in engineering

and its allied industries, all of which
will, however, call for higher grade
skilled help, and, therefore, necessitate

an enlarii'ement of the facilities for pro-

curing technica! education. Trade and
technical jiapers will in the nature of

tliinus become factors of the greatest im-

portance in assisting and consolidatinsr

jirogress towards substantial achieve-

ment. "Since starting my eng-inoerinc

career," says Mr. Janes, "I have fol-

lowed closely the latest developments
tliroush these mediums.
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XVI.
By J. Davies.

JN thrcad'ini;' taper-work tliu tcjol

should be set at right anjjles to tiie

axis of the work, the same as for
parallel work. If the centre is set over
by means of the tail-stock it will o-iye

an ineorreet pitch and also a drunken
thread. When the dead centre is set

over, the work will be in the position of
the (lotted lines Fig-nre 56a. The work
would have to be set over so that the
face would be parallel to the centre
lines A.B. Suppose tlie piece to be 3 in.

long-, and is to be threaded 10 threads
per inch. Since the length of taper,
measured on the slope, is greater than
the true length of the piece measured
parallel with its axis, it will require
more than 30 revolutions to carry the
tool entirely over the work, consequent-
ly there will be more than 30 threads on
the piece, and it will not measure up ex-
actly 10 threads per iuch.

Ta})er-work should always be done by
the taper attachment. When a thread is

cut by setting over the tail-stock, owing
to the angularity of the tail of the lathe
dog, it does not travel at a uniform
speed with the lathe face-plate. The
tail of the dog can be observed to slide
in and out the notch of the face-plate.
When this condition takes place, the
thread cannot be a uniform pitch.

Inside Threading

Use the threading gauge for setting
up the tool, and see that the shank of
the tool is ap]>roximately parallel with
the work so that the back of the tool
\yil not rub against the first thread be-
fore the point gets through (he hole.
Int threadin'? l(ui<;- small holes the big-
gest trouble to contend' with is the
spring of the tool. Many lathe hands
make the cutting edge of the tool level
with the top. This means that the wholc
of the tool must pass through a circle

equal to lialf the diameter of the hole
(see Fisi-. 57). If the cutting edge of
the tool is made to come in the centre

I lines lastcned to the carriage ot the
lathe and the tool is carried in a par-

the centres of theallel liar between

lathe. While this method gives excel-

lent- results for very long threads such
as nuts for rolling mill housing, etc., it

is open to the objei-tKin that for every
cut the tool must be carried back to its

startinu' place by means of a reverse

^Hg P'TCH
KiG. r*.

belt, or else the tool must be removed
from the bar.

Cutting Square Threads
In cutting s(|uare fhre^ids the shape

iif the tool is a very important factor.

While the tool must have the necessary
amount of side clearance depending on
pitch of thread, etc., an excessive
amount of clearance weakens it and
makes it liable to break, neither wii! t!;;

cutting edge stand up to its work so

of the shank also as shown iu P'ig. 57, a
maieh stitfer tool can be used.

In cutting threads jn very long
sleeves or bushes, the work is some-

long as when ccn-rei'tly designed and
made.
The following rule for the side clear-

ance of square threail tools gives sen-

eral satisfaction in practice:—Draw two
lines AK, BC at right angles to each
other (Fig. .58). Make BC equal in
leugth to 114 times the diameter of the
screw to be cut. From B mark off a
length along BA, equal to half the pitch
and draw a diagonal line connecting the
two lengths. The diagonal line wilfuive
the augle or rake of the tool. Having
obtained the angle nf side clearance for
the tool, mark off a piece of tin for a
template, or make a gauge as shown in
Fig. 59, which is also useful to the
blacksmith in making square thread
tools, as in nine cases out of ten, he
.just guesses the amount of clearance re-
quired, with the result that there is a
lot of unnecessary filing to do. A tool
for finishing square threads should be
made very slightly thicker at the root
than at the point. This enables the nut
to enter more readily, and where the
tool is sharpened by grinding: the front
cutting edge, the sides can be touched
up. A tool made this way smoothes up
the sides and can be ground quite a few
times and stili retain its oriarinal size.

Shaper and Planer Work
The shaper, or the fitter's friend, as

it has been sometimes called, and the
planer are so nearly akin, that most of
the methods and princijiles are applic-
able to both; in order, therefore, to
avoid any needless repetitlin. we will
consider theui together. To enumerate
the different ty-pes of machines would
be a waste of time; a careful examina-
tion of the iiarticular machine that one
is called uiion to operate, will nive more
useful information tban a general de-
scription of the different types.
Much of the same work can be done

on ejther shajier or planer, the same
methods of securing the work and the
same kind of tools bein? used. The
shaper is best adapted for light work
and shoil cuts, or where a cut of a de-
Hnite length is required, such as euttin2-
a key seat in the end of a shaft, or cut-
tint;- np to a square shoulder, as' the
leus;th of stroke of a planer is not posi-
tive and cannot be relied upon- within
an inch. Most shaner work is held iu

a vise bolted to the shaper table, the
vise being usually gradiuated so that it

can be set to anv anale.

The first consideration in planer or
shaper work is to decide if the work can
be done in one settjnff. Never move or
reset a job if it can be avoided. Sup-
pose a blankino' d.'.e (Fi"- f"T> is to be
shaped so as to leave a raarsin of steel

around the hole about V> in. wide, this

being done to reduce the work of sub-
sequent grindings. This could be done
at one settinar by swinaing the vise

arcnuid to suit the different anarles and
taking the finishing- cut without mov-
ina' the tool up or down.

In shaping a square piece of uu'tal.
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shape two sides fii-jt, if possible, then
tiij-n your vise around 90 degs. for the
(ilhcr two. It is obvious that if a square

C A N A D I A N MACHINERY
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lih)('k is to be planed scjuare and true
;iil over, this method could not be used.
.111(1 it would be necessary to reset the
job for each surface. In this case,

r-ousrh the work out all over first, and
after one face is finished care must be
taken to see that the finished face is

lield squarely to the jaw of the vise and
is at ri{.'ht ang:Ies to the surface of the
trtl)le. •

Most vise jaws rise sli.uiill.v from
llieir seat when tightened mi. After
ticht^ning up the vise, tap it down with
:i hammer until it feels solid, [f the vise

jaws are worn very badly and cannot
be relied on, whieh is usually the case.

find the amount of eiTor in your rough-

in;z, that is how mucii it is from being

square, then set the surface you have
tested by the surface gauge and allow

the same amount to be taken otf tlie

high side; by using a pair of feelers you
i-an get within two or three thousandths.

If the job projects far enough past

the end of the vise, test it with a square
from the table. If the vise jaws are in

bad sh.ape it may be necessary to put in

FIG. (io

pieces oi lin or oiner pucivinu to tlirow

the work over into the desired position.

SAVINGS MADE POSSIBLE BY
BALL BEARING HANGERS

By C. T. H.

EXHAUSTIVE tests in niaMufactur-
ing plants have demmist rated that

transmission lo.sses due to friction

of plain bearings amount to from 20 to

•40 per cent, of the total jiower used in

tin- plant. The inirpose of this article

is to show how ttlie major portion of this

loss can l)c eliminated l)y tlic use ot sclf-

aliuning ball bearings.
Shafts in cast iron, l)abl)itt or liron/e

bearinga become "set" if the sliaflin^^ is

idle for any length nf lime. The oil is

[iressed out of tliese bearings, and it is

extremely ditticult to start the shaft
from rest. Again, when the bearings
are operating at normal speed, rub-
bing friction is constantly consuming
power at a sacrifice of efficiency. Self-
aligning ball bearings are designed to
eliminate all these difficulties.

In self-aligning ball bearings the
starting friction is no greater than the
running friction. This is a very impor-
tant fact, for, as it is not necessary to

provide for heavier starting loads, a
much smaller motor may be used.
Again, the rolling friction is practically
uniform from rest up to very high speed.
On this account they start with a mini-
mum effort, and operate at all times with
the highest possible efficiency.

When hangers are equipped with self-

aligning ball bearings, the selection of a

motor for slmii (iri\-es reduces itself to

I!.\LI,-I!E.\1!1N(; I'OST HAN<!i:i;

llie problem of providing for normal ma
chine jiower consumption only, without
the necessity of proxiding for the heavy
overload capacity usually required to

"start uj).'' For example: if machines
in the shop normally re<:iuire 250 horse-
power to drive, and an additional 50
horse-power is consumed by the line

shaft in distributing this power, a sa\-

ing of .")() per cent, of the power recpiired

for tlie line shaft will reduce the total

power refpiired by 2.5 horse-power, i.e..

10 per cent, of the total. With a motoi-

costing approximately .$9 per horse-

powei', there will lie an initial saving of

approximately ,$225 in the motor cost.

So far, we have considered only the

saving in power and the consequent low-

er first ciisl (if the driving motor. In

addition to the saving in power, whicit

.done is a sufficient item, there is also

a consideral)le saving in lul)ricant. II

is necessarv to lubricate diuible row.
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self-aligning l)all bearings only three or
four times a year. The lubricant suo-
plied to each bearing at such times is

considerably less than is generally sup-

SECTIONAI. VIKW,
ni)i-siN(;.

plied a liabbitt licaring several limes a

month.

This economy m hibrication results
from the fact that the liberal lubricant
chamber around the bearing is sealed on
botii sides to insure the retention of tl'.e

lubricant, as well as to protect the bear-
ings from intrusion of shop dust, grit,
etc. The seal is such that the lubricant
cannot leak out or creep along the shaft
to the pulleys and belts, a feature which
preserves the efficiency of the belts and
eliminates the uncleanliness and annoy-
ance of oil.

In plants where the transmission is

exposed to dust, moisture and grit, self-
aligning ball bearings will give the best
of service. The dust-proof housing is

oil tight, excludes foreign matter "lind

i!.\i,i, r.i:.vi:iN<i rii.i.ciw iiLDCii.

i'..\i-i.-iii:.\Ki\i; lutiii' ii.wci'Mt.

hiilils the lubricant, (.'ement mills, foun-
dries, wooihvorking slio|)s and machine
shops are some of the places where these
bearings can be used to good advantage.
Most shafting in plain babbitt bearings
is run at speeds from UK) to 400 r.p.m..

and if run at higher speeds, it is neces-
sary to lubricate tlie bearings frecpient-

ly to avoid hot bo.xes.*

Self,aligning ball bearings may safe
ly be run at doulde or triple this speed,
the size of the pulleys being cut down

So that the rim speed is the same
as formerly, A considerable sav-
ing in the cost of pulleys can
thus bo effected; or. when op-

erating at increased sjiaft '^'pged. by
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keeping tlie main line pulleys clo30

to their former diameter (thereby in-

creasing the rim speed), narrower and
lighter belts can be used. Working along

these lines it is possible to effect sa\-

ings which will equal the difference in

cost between self-aligning' ball bearin,:

hangers and plain bearing hangers.

ing works to where I was operating an
electric plant. The day came when my
neighbor engineer had to put a new
drive belt on the enarine. which was a

20 in. X 3C in. with a 14-ft. fly-wlieel.

The old belt was taken off on Sun-
day morning- and the new one put on.

Ai'Ai-iEi; i;i:.\i;iNG, disassembled a.nd asse.mui.ed.
s:;c Tii>NAi, \iEW,
ADAPTER BEARING.

Tlius, it is possible to secure the highly

efficient ball bearing- equipment at the

same initial cost as the plain beariug

equipment.
Instances are frequently encountered

where a manufacturer is using all bis

available power and is even operating

his engines and boilers or motors at a

heavy overload. He constantly faces a

complete breakdown of his plant. In

order to add more machinery it will be

necessary for bim to invest consider-

able money in an extension of his power-
generating ecjnipment. However, by us-

ing self-aligning- ball bearings this

would be unnecessan- in many cases,

while in others, the additional require-

ment would be on a much reduced scale.

We are indebted i-o the S. K. F. Ball

Bearing Co., Toronto, for the accom-
panying illustrations.

@
LINE SHAFT TROUBLES

By H. Westwood.

UNDER this hendiiiff there aiijieared an

• Monday morning arrived and found the
would-be artist at the throttle. When
tlie engine began to turn over, the belt
did not run in the centre of the pulley,
but far enough over to the right side
to rub the wooden partition that bad
been placed there to prevent anyone
fallinn' into the wheel pit.

"Well, she will have to go till Sun-
day," was the explanation from George,
"there is not enough time at night to
undo the splice and^re-splice it. •'"Each
day that week found the belt rubbing
the partition harder until it had nearly
worn it through, and ag each day ar-
rived, George had a new idea as to what
might be the trouble.

Blaming the Line Shaft

One thing he was sure of, and that
was the drive shaft, which was about
150 feet long, was out of line. Next
Sunday arrived and with it a gang of
men to line the shaft. Some understood
what to do and some didn't; however,
the shaft was lined and Sunday night

found a tired lot of men and
the shaft 41/2 inches farther
from the engine line on the
extreme end. Monday morn-
ing came and the engine was
started up, but, alas, no im-
provement in conditions of
the belt mnning in the
centre, and to make matter.s

worse, several boxes burned
out on the line shaft. A
couple of nights that week
were spent in fixing up the

bed, but did not meet with the desired

success. The belt by this time had stretch-

ed considerably, and some time during
Tuesday morning of the third week it took
a notion to flop over and run with its back
on the driven pulley. To the surprise

of George, when be came to the shop

he saw the belt running as nice as could

be, right in the centre of the pulley, anil

with all haste he entered the engine

room to ascertain the change, and found

it.

"Well, I'll .just take it off next Sun-
day and tighten it up and it will be all

right
! '

' But George never had the

chance, for the following- Thursday the

place was burned down.

UP TO the present there has not been

sufficient systematic research work done

to enable the universal adoption of stan-

dard methods of impact testing. The

two forms most generally used are the

Cbarpy and the Izod. Both methods em-

ploy a small notched specimen, which is

tested to destruction. The Izol test spe-

cimen is required to be of standard di-

mensions, i.e., 10 mm. square, and must

have a sharp V notch 2 mm. deep, care-

fully machined at an angle of 45 deg.

The fineness to which the V notch is cut

influences to an important extent the re-

sult of the test. If the bottom of the

notch is even slightly round, the speci-

men will yield high results. From this

it is obvious, in the designing of prac-

tical parts, that sharp corners should be

avoided, as they induce the concentra-

tion of stresses in that particular por-

tion of the object. The application of a

sudden shock causes a crack to com-

mence at the base of the notch, and fnr-

ADAPTER BEAltl.NU, DEFLECTED VIEW. HANGER AND BOX, SHOWING BOX DISASSEMBLED.

article in a January issue of your
publication. It just serves to re-

mind me of an engineer in a neighbor-

boxes all along the line shaft.

The following Sunday an attempt was

made to jack the engine around on the

ther fracture is opposed in proportion tf

the resistance of deformation of the ma-

terial around the notch.
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UNIVERSAL GAUGE GRINDER

AS a result ui industrial dfvolop-

ments during the last two

years, the making of gauges

has assumed considerably increased

importance., with corresponding- in-

terest in machines used tlu-refor.

The machine shown herewith has been

rMVKIiSAL GAr"GE GRINUEi;.

designed for manufacturing either snap
or master gauges from 41/2 in. in depth

to 211/2 in. in length regardless of steps,

hut actual use has shown that they can

1)6 used for grinding edges on all kinds

of special work, while by using inexpen-

sive accessory fixtures, such as tci'

blocks, etc., their scope of work is

largely increased.

The detail design is such that the ma-
chine is always ready for work, the flat

table with special strap clamps and tee

slots reducing the time of setting up to

passing over pulley has been overcome by

nsinir a floating drive on spindle, the pul-

ley being carried independently "H a

rear spindle bearing and llexil)ly con-

nected to a driving slo(>ve fiistened on

the spindle.

The spindle is of hardened and ground

steel carried in high speed bronze bear-

ings lubricated by centrifuaal force

from a reservoir in each end, felt oil re-

tainers being provided to prevent leak-

age. The spindle head lias a traverse

movement of 17V. in., which can he com-

uhich the work is fastened. Perman-

ent strap clamps and suitable tee slots

facilitate the fastening of the work. Du-
plication of the work is accomplished by

a setting gauge which has an includ-

ed tilt of 10 deg., up and down enabling

the grinding of thick or thin gauges,

while still keeping the centre of the

work on a line with,

the centre of the

wheel. The table tra-

\ erse can be oontroUed

to .0005 in.

Tlie arrangement of

the machine enables

the operator to sit

down when manipulat-

ing same and watch
the work to best of

advantage.

The builders of this

machine are the Steel

Products Engineering

Co.. Springfield, 0.,

who supply it eom-
)detc with self-oiling

countershaft and 6 in.

emery wheel. The sizi^

of table is 6% in- -n

13 in. feed of table.

3 in., table traverse.

414 ill., spindle head traverse, I71/2 in.,

floor space 21 i/o in., x 30 in.

RELIEVING ATTACHMENT
ENGINE LATHE

TIIK aeoouipanyina- cut shows a

FOR

nii; attachment which has been designed

by the Cincinatti Iron & Steel Co., Cin-

(inatti, 0., installed on a lathe of their

manufacture. Every effort has been

made to provide a satisfactory device

combining simplicity of design with effi-

ciency of operation.

The attachment is driven by a gear on

the outer end of the lathe spindle, which

replaces the spindle bush, and does not

necessitate any change in r,lie spindle

itself. This gear meshes with an idler,

which in turn drives a set of change

gears on a swinging quadrant mounted

on the drive box. This box is bolted to

the front of the headstoc.k, and contains

tlie gears which drive the sliding shaft.

A supporting bracket for the sliding

shaft is mounted on the adjacent side of

the carriage, thus permittiii^- a wide

latitude in the position of the carriage

when relieving. A telescopic shaft with

two universal joints connects the end of

the sliding shaft with the cam shaft, giv-

ing correct compensation for slide and
swivel adjustments. The swivel can he

turned to an angle of 30 deg., and all

bottom slide and top slide adjustment?

when connected with the relieving at-

t.Tcliment are made exactly as with a re-

gular lathe. The taper attachment can

also be used in conjunction with t'he re-

lieving attachment.

One single and one double impulsi-

cam are provided with each attachment,

the cam shaft, which runs in bronao

bearings, beins;- easily removed for

changin'.;- cams. The cams operate .ngainpr

bined with the 41
I

111. traverse feed of

the table. The end of the spindle takes

a wheel up to 6 in. x % in. x 1/2 in. hole.

Crossfced is operated by means of

hand lever and rack and pinion move-
ment, giving a quick movement for re-

moving excessive stock, rombined with

this is an additional movement by fine

|)itch screw and hand wheel for extreme

accuracy and fine fiinisli. Telescopic dust

guards are fitted to the carriage slides.

The table is of ample size to take all

classes of snap or master gauges, and

has a perfectly fiat working surface on KKMKVINO .\TTACHMENT POK ENGINE LATHE.
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:i hardened stool roller held in a hard-
ened steel slide, which is eonneeted to

Ihe top slide screw, and has a sprinjj rod
with two adjusting nuts for u'overninii

the amount of throw or relief; or, it can
1)6 set to hold the slide and roller away
from the cam when the comiKiiind rest is

required for regular work.
Six chanse sears are i«-ovided, which

sive thirteen nunvhers of llu'tes from I

to S inclusive, and 10, 12, 14, 1(1 and 2(1.

©
SHRAPNEL SOCKET MACHINE

THE niachininu' of hrass sockets for
shrapnel offered ii'oofl opportunity for
the application of single |)uv|ioso ma-
chines, and the facing' and threading'
machine illustrated herewith is one
which has pro\-ed capable of nuiintain-
iuo' an averase production of slightly

over 700 pieces per 10 hour day. The
outside oiieratiou, as it is termed, is

performed aftei' the inside work is done,
it heins: possible to place the work and
remove it without stopping the s|>indlc.

The tool, which is of the formed type i.s

then fed forward l)y the lever, cuttint;',

facing and fonnins' the socket by the
one movement, which leaves the work
ready for threadins.

The chaser bracket which swing's

backward when not in use, is now
dropped into place and is traveled
across the work by a threaded drum.
This machine is built bv the Canadian
Chadwick Metal Co., Hamilton, Out.

©
20 IN. CRANK SHRAPNEL

PRESENT day demands have been caro-

full.v studied by the builders of the 20
in. crank shaper shown in the accom-
panying engraving', ample rigidity,

power, and convenience of operation
liaving been combined with simplicity.

reliability and ac-

curacy of con-
struction.

The fnuno and
base are cast in

one piece, and an
oil |)an inside the

base catches all

drip f r o m the
bearings. The hub
carrying the bull

geai- is cast solid

with the frame,
and is liberally

proportion-
ed. Hoth the crank
pin and the crank
pill lb lock are
h a r d e n e d and
ground, the blo'-k

being bushed with
a cast iron sleeve

for crank pin

bearing.

The ram has :i

b o a I'i n g in llio

frame of II14 in. x 34 in., and is amply
hniced to carry heavy cuts. It can be set
in any position while in inotion or a(
rest, an index sliowing the length of
stroke.

Cross feed mechanism is operated en-
tirely at end of cross rail, in all its

adjustments. The feed takes place on
reverse stroke only, the amount being
indicated on a dial. A ball lever on to]i

of feed gear casing starts, stops, or
reverses the feed while in motion. The
tool head swivel is securely bound to

the head of ram by a single screw-, and
micrometer dial is provided for indicat-
\n'X I'oed in thousandths.

i'.vcim; A N 1

)

SHI
riiuio.viUNci ji.\('Hi.\E i''(i;: ini'ih:
;.\pm;i. nit.^ss sockkts.

An outboard bearing wdiieh acts as a
belt guard is provided for the shaft of
the four step driving cone. An expand-
ing' friction clutch drive of large diam-
etei', which engages with the cone, is

oi>erated by a long horizontal lever at

side of frame. Eight s|)eeds are ob-
tainable thrmmh the medium of back
gearing.

An adjustable bottom support under
the table slides on a channel shaped
track which protects it from chips and
dirt. A graduated base on the vise is

held down by four bolts and acts as a

clamp which holds the vise solid to table.

The actual stroke is 20% in.; horizon-

FACING ANiD TIIREADINO MACHINE FOR IS I'DU.
SHIJAI'.XEL BRASS SOCKETS.

JO. INCH CItANK SHAI'ER SHuWING ALSO BELT
sHn'TiN(; >n';cHANisM.
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tal travel of table 241/2 in- ; vertical ditto

15 in.; top of table, 16 in. x 20 in.;

power cross feed, .008 in. to .200 in.;

ram. strokes per min. 8-115; net weight,

4,100 lbs. The Hendey Machine Co.,

Tiirrington, Conn., arc the builders of

this machine.

@
CORES, THEIR CONSTITUENTS

AND COMPARATIVE COSTS
IN a paper read before tiic Scottish

Branch of the British Foundrymen's As-
sociation on January 13, Arthur Naylor
read a Paper on "Cores, and their Ma-
terial Constituent, and Comparative
Costs." Mr. Naylor remarked that it

is now considered an established prac-
tice to separate coremakina' from the

trade of mouldina:, and very few foun-
dries are. now to be found where there is

not a core-makinsT department. This is

not only a more economical arransjemeat
but it is an arransjement by which grreat-

er effleiency is obtained. The question
of materials used in core-makinsr varies
to some extent with local conditions.

The price charged for can-ia'^e of new
sand has also an important l)earina: upon
the subject, in determinin'.' the propor-
tion of new and old sand to be used.

Oil-Bonded Cores

With inexperienced foundrymen, the

question of comparative costs, with re-

gard to ordinary sand cores and oil-

bonded cores is a debatable matter. At
glance it seems a costly procedure
to use oil at say, .$8.50 to $10
per 100 lbs. compared with using
ordinary sand. However, as a result
of actual practice there is no doubt
tliat the use of oil-bonded cores is more
economical. For ordinary work, sea
sand bonded with linseed oil serves ad-
mirably for cores. It is not always ad-
vantageous to use oil-bonded cores in

every instance, but for work such as
steam-chest cores, cylinder-iiort cores,

cores for water-jacketed cylimlers. com-
pressors, etc., and in all cases where the
extraction of the core after casting pre-
sents a difficulty, nothing could be more
suitable or more economical than oil-

l)i)nded cores.

The amount saved in dressing sucli

castings more than pays for the oil also

any extra work involved in the product-
ion of the cores. In the majority of ca-

ses an oil-bonded core does not take anv
longer to produce than a similar cor:
maile in ordinary sand; il has also thrse
further advantages, that fewer core irons
are required and less venting is necesary
than with similar cores in ordinary sand.
The question of drying is sli"''^*'- against
the oil-bonded core, but a little experi-
euic s(i<]n iiverconu'S any dilliculty met
with ill this respect. The temperature
of the stove for dryin>r such cores
shoidd not exceed 500 deg. Fah.
Oil bonded cores arc much easier
to handle and less liable to break when
placing in position, and they may be left

any length of time in tjie mould before
casting as they do not absorli moisture.
An example from personal experience

was given to show the comparative costs to the Foundry Trade Journal for the
of the two systems of producing cores. foregoing synopsis of the Paper.
That selected was the cores of a wa- .,
ter-cooled gas-engine "---li'Tiflpr. At first

these cores were produced in the ordin- EXPORTING ZINC FROM JAPAN
ary way by binding a quantity of loam ^HE British \-ice^Consul at Osaka,
taken from a used mould; this powder

j (. ^^^-^^ ^^ ^^ ^was again dried in the stove and then i j j! ^r ^ j r^ ,

milled witli an equal proportion of new 'f^^'J'^
zinc from Kobe and Osaka m

sand, and a liberal proportion of horse-
^^^° amounted to 3,700 tons, valued at

dung and clay-water. The production of £311,000. Prior to the war, Japanese re-

these cores, including the necessary core ^^^^ ^i^c had to face severe competition

irons, took from four to live days, and af- 'i Japan itself from imports and was un-

ter the castings were made it took li [. to able to pay its way. Everything changed
2 days to remove the cores. When the with the outbreak of the war and the
system of oil-bonded cores was adopted refineries, being free from competition
the cores were evtracted from the cast- were only concerned how most rapidlv to
ings in 15 minutes. The cost of each increase "their output to meet home' or-
system is shown in the following tables: ^ers and orders from abroad. The out-

Ordinary Sand Cores P"*' "^"^'"^ ^'^^ estimated at 5,000 tons

in 1914, amounted to from 16,000 to

Sand and mixing 00.75 18,000 tons in 1915, and is expected to

Ctore Ironsj 3.75 reach 25.000 tons or more in 1916.
Making (. ores 11.00 From exporting concentrates Japan
Dressing and blackwashing cores . 2.50 ,,ag ^^^^ j^ importing same, and in
Dressing castma-s •• 5.00 ig^g ,,,ppiies ^ere imported ^om CKm^

T t I frT? fin
^°*^ Silberia. Attempts were also made
to obtain concentrates from Australia.

Oil Bonded Cores Two companies were responsible for the

„ , , . . _, greater part of the output in 1915, al-
Sand and mixing ro ,, , ,, , , .,

o 11 -1 J. ^ 11 r. r,n though smal concerns between them re-
2 gallons oil at 4s. per gallon 2.00 „ / o nno i e xin *

Making cores . .i , 750 fined some 2,000 tons of zinc. Hitherto,

Dressin'g and biaekwashing' cores.'. 2.50
'h^'"'^ ''^s been only one factory using

Dressing casting 1.75 electrolytic methods, 'but the remarkable
difference in price between the purest

Total $14.50 quality and the lower gri'ades, and the

difficulty of producing the former by
The core irons for oil-bonded cores, the "drv'" method, has led to the erec-

where these are necessary, may be tion of two other electric furnaces, the
wrought iron and re-used from time to

,„(;,, „„tput bv this method being about
time; the ends of these irons .should be

^(,0 tons per month.
arranged to project into tlie print of the ^
core, and when this precaution is obser- ^
ved the irons can be easily removed from CANADIAN FISHERIES INCREASE
the casting. Any vertical recesses left THE total value of Canadian fisheries
by the removal of loose pieces in the ^^^ing the last fiscal vear. accordimr to
core-box should be filled ^'th dry or wel

^j,^ ^„„^,^] ^ „j -^1,^ Fisheries De-
parting sand, and removed after the core , , i- i n i n a-nc

j_:.i CI 11*1 V, • partment, was slightly less than $Jd,-
is dried. Sliould tliese recesses be in a • „ „„„ ' . „ „ , \ -.^

horizontal jiosition the spaces must be 000,000, an increase of four and a half

formed liy rubbinc;' down a small piece millions, as compared with the previous

of dried core to the shape of the recess

;

year. It is anticipated that if the new
this should be covered w^ith pai>er and arrangements with the War Office for

rammed up with the core, the paper form- the use of Canadian fish is a success,

insr a parting substance to facilitate the these figures will be "reatly increased in
withdrawal of the small core after flic

)]|p future
main core has been dried.

(^j. j,,^ i„,reased value over three mil-
If any part of the main core IS to come ,!„„ ^joHars is attributable to a bigger

uito contact with the plate for support-
^.^,^,, -^ ^5,.;^;^,, Columbia waters. The

ing tlie core wliile drvinsr, the part com- ... , , , „! t>- j vt
;„„ „„f„ 1 I, 1 i' 1 J 1 1 Hivcrs nlet, Skeena Kiver and Naas
ing in contact should be separated bv a ^. ,. . •, , ,

piece of ,>ai.er. otherwise it may adli'ere
'^'^•^'" 'I'stnots contributed over two

to the plate. Should any sharp edges niillions. The increase due to an in-

he exiHised to the heat they are liable to creased pack of salmon and higher

burn. This may be avoided by spread- prices.

ing a litle oil from an ordinary oil-can A substantial increase of $1,436,000 is

over the exposed part. Oil-bonded recorded in Nova Scotia fisheries. The
cores contract about one-eightli of an

,,a,„g ^^ jjew Brunswick catch fell off
incl, per foot, and provision for this has

..^^OO.OOO. Prince Edward Island bv
to be made m the eore-box.

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ Manitoba bv $106,497.
'

Scabbing is practically an unknown m 1 , r\ \ c'l •

» . -i? -1 1 1 1 -11 Tlie value of Quebec fisheries increas-
tactor with ou-bonded cores, provided a , , -,,_„ .„, V, , ., 1

clean open silica sand is used. The box- '"I 'ly .$152,421. S.ilmon with a produc-

es in which the cores are made should be f'O" "'^' "P^'ards of eleven million dol-

wcll oiled to prevent the sand adherinir lirs, continues to hold first plac:> as the

to the sides of the box. We are indebted most valuable of Canadian fish.
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CANADIAN STEEL INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

TllK uncertainty of the meantime international

sit nation, as regards the entrance of the United

States into the war arena, is having' no material

effect on the production activities of steel mills, whether

in Canada or the T^iiited States., Rather tlie rever.se, we
might sa.v, and, taken in conjunction with the hi.uh .prices

now ruling for steel products, the every-day more near

approach to relief from transportation disabilities, and
the very comprehensive and e.xtensive shipbuilding- pro-

gramme—wood and steel, now initiated in Canada, there

is ground for little else than well-found optimism -as re-

gards the metal-working jilant (uitlook—munitions and

ntherwise. Not only is ))rogress being nia<le in the

development of the shijibuilding- and marine eii.uineerinu'

plans as outlined here a week ago, but many of the dis-

abilities under which our steel and other engineering

industries have been lal)oring are being gradnall.v removed.

As an evidence of this in but one direction, the Steel

Company of Canada, Hamilton, Out., have blown in their

No. 2 furnace which has been standing idle for some time,

and are now operating their No. 1 furnace at full blast.

Production of steel during- February was much cni-

tailed, and while that for the present month may possibly

fall short of expectations, tliere is nevertheless consider-

able evidence available to indicate that net earnings of our
• various producers for 1917 will equal, if not surpass, those

of 1916. Not the least satisfactory feature of the annual

statements of our steel corporations, so far available, is

the conservative distribution of the accrued profits from

the past year's operations or more. The motive prompt-

ing the action indicated may be one or other of not a few

that readily occur to students of the industrial situation

in Canada, present and jirospective. However, in view of

the fact that steel shipbuilding is about to assume large

proportions within our borders, and is destined to assume

a permanent value hitherto unapproached, it may readi'y

he assumed that the retention of large surplus earnings

belongs to a policy which will in the neat future find prac-

tical expression in the installation of plate mills—ship and

Iniiler jilate, by more tiian one of our principal steel eor-

|i(irations. Lack of steel for ship construction is prob-

ably more acute than the lack of shipyards on our lake

ami ocean shores. It is therefore more contributory to

tlie nnn-farrying out of the shipbuilding programme now

being launched, with that degree of dispatch so much de-

sired, because so clcarlv urgent.
' ®

CANADA'S DIRECTOR OF SHIPBUILDING

Ii\
THE appointment of -i. W. Norcross, vice-president

and general manager of the Canada Steamship Lines,

as director of shipbuilding in Canada, we find evi-

dence of an effort to appoint for the management of public

affairs, men who have shown tlirough their success in

l)usiness and industry their practical ability and executive

capacitv to handle big projects—to do things and to .get

things done. Mr. Norcross, co-operating with the Imperial

Munitions Board, is to orpmize the shipbuilding facilities

of Canada in the interests of the British mercantile marine.

A better man could not perhaps have been selected. He

knows the sailina- and construction of a vessel, and has

proven that he can plan, finance and successfully carry

out large undertakings. A few years ago a lake captam,

to-day the recognized ,a-enius of the Canada Steamshiji

Lines and a prominent authority upon water transpor-

tation in Canada, Mr. Norcross is the type of executive

required in the handling of our national business gen-

erallv It is to be hoped that the example which th«

British authorities, through the Imperial Munitions

Board liave shown in picking the man that the position

demanded and setting aside all other considerations will

be followed by the powers that be at Ottawa in^ other

directions. There are many big business men in Canada

who to-day should be filling Dominion portfolios, not

because of'their political influence or public popularity, but

because the country's affairs require their services for

efficient administration.

TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR APPRENTICES.

VERY few of our firms are in a position to operate in-

ilixidual training schools for apprentices, and the feas-

al)ility of co-operation among employers is sug.gested

thus bv a writer in a contemi-orary : ^'Why not get together

within the industrv and organize what will be frankly trade

schools, owned and operated by the manufacturers through

the medium of stock companies where boys shall be offered

opportunities that they cannot afford to pass by? Ihis

remark is quoted without any disparagement of the work

beiu"- done in technical schools; attendance at such in-

stitiffions does not always mean that the student will .loin

the ranks of skilled mechanics— frequently he is induced

to leave and enter the employ of some firm which fails to

realize that it is to his own and the industry's ultimate loss.

The equipment and instruction given in a jointly owned

school could be of a varied yet thorough nature which^whilc

in line with the .general re(iuirements of the student's em-

ployers would insure liis ability to tackle any work not

absolutely specialized.

Out of the large number of present operators, dra-wn

from manv sources, quite a few bright individuals will

certainly lie available for and ready to take advantage of

all trade school instruction offering, all of whom might

well form the nucleus of a later addition to the ranks of

trained ^machinists, an asset of considerable value to the

trade, employers, and tl'.c nation.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES

CHARLES FREDEKTCK WIIKATON. general manager, the Dodge
Manufacturing Cii., Ltd.—a !fl..")(M),{H)0 corporation producing power

transnii.=«ion machinery, elevating and conveying machinery, Osier and
Pelham street.*, Toronto, wasborn at Brautford. Out.. October 17, 1859, .son of

' -Fames Franklin and Margaret Wheaton. He wa.- educated in Public Schools,

Toronto, and started liL-; busine.-^s career a.* ollicc boy with Henry L. Smythe.
Montreal in 1870. From 1872 until 1877 he was employed by Russell A'

McLean, wholesale milliners, ilontreal. From 1S78 until 1883, he was
as.'iociated with Thomas ^lav & Co. and Paterson Bros.. Toronto, in the latter

year bccdmiiig bookkeeper to Samuel May. Two year.- later, this gentleman

V77

^i^

^T77

£^

(n.\I!I,i:s FltlODKUII'K WUK.VTdN.

l)urcha.-od the patents covering Die Dodge .split wood pulley, Mr. Wheaton being

placed in charge of the new department. In due course, tiie Dodge Manufac-

turing Co. was incorporat(>d, (leveloping undei' Mr. Wliealon's management
until its output now reaches a value of .*1 .OOK.OOO ]icr annum.

Mr. AVhealon married Ida (lertrude Holmes, daughter of Robert Holmes,

Toronto, their family consisting of one son and three daughters. His Clubs are

the National. Albany, R.C.Y.C, and Canada I^owling. Toronto; and Engincer.s,

Montreal. lie served with F Company, Queen's Own Rilles from 1880 to 18S3.

Ills recreations arc moloring. bowling and billiards. In i)oiilics lie is Con.serva-

tivo and, in rcligidu .Mi'lhudi^l. The family n'sidcncc i- ]'J.'2 Bedford Rnad.

'I'oronto. Onl
- I'iioln cnurlcsv I II Icriiatii inal I're.ss.

i
i

m

«

i
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge. Pittsburgh... JfSi 03
Lake Superior. cli;ircoal,

Chic-iigo 36 T.5

Stanilnrd low phos., Pliila-

delphia TO 00

Bessemer, Pittsliurgli .... 36 9.5

Basic, Valley furnace 32 00

Montreal Toronto

.Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Ilamiltun 43 CO
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents
Iron bars, base. Toronto.. 4 2.5

^5teel b.-irs, base, Toronto.. 4 .x'

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base J 25

Kteel bars, 4 in. and larger
liase 6 50

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 4 2.5

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 50
Reinforcing bars, base ... 4 03
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 3S 00
.Steel bars, I'ittsburgh 3 75
Tank plates, Pittsburgh... 5 23
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh 3 40

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh . . 4 00

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 00

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 00
Bars. 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 25
Plates 5 50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

.Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. .John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto IS.!) 22 1

(iuelpb IS.

9

22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .1:43 00 $40 00
Electro copper ... 43 00 40 00
Castings, copper.. 40 00 39 00
Tin 53 00 56 00
Spelter 13 00 14 00
Lead 12 00 12 .50

Antimony 34 00 35 00
Aluminum 70 00 6S 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal To

Plates, % to Va $6 50
Heads 85
Tank plates, 3-16 In. 6 10

WROUGHT PIPE.
In effect March 5, IM

Per 100 feet— Black

Buttweld.
% in $ 4 50 $
% in 3 78
% in 3 78
% In 4 93
% in 6 10

1 in 9 01
IH in 12 19

IV. in 14 58
2 in 19 61

2% in 31 01
3 in 40 55
3% in 50 60
4 in 59 95

Lapweld.
2 in 22 57
"W, ; 33 92
3

'
in 44 37

ronto

.$6 50
6 85
6 10

Galv.

6 00
5 91
5 91
6 50
8 o'>

12 16
16 43
19 66
26 46
41 Ki
.54 70
67 62
.80 12

29 05
44 17
57 76

31/0 in 55 20 72 22

4 in 65 40 85 57
41,4 in 76 20 99 70
5 in .«S 50 116 20

6 in 115 20 150 70

7 in 1.52 30 196 40
8 L. in 100 00 206 30
.8 in 184 30 237 60

9 in 220 80 2,84 60
10 L. in 204 80 264 00
30 in 263 70 339 90

Prices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.

4V2" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 50%.

IVi" and larger, 30%.

OLD JIATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal To
Copper, light $24 00 5

Cojiper, crucible .. 28 00
Copper, heavy 28 00
Copj'er wire 28 00
No. 1 machine

composition 23 00
No. 1 composition

turnings 19 00
New Brass clip-

pings IS 50
No. 1 brass turn-

ings 15 50
Steel, low phoR. .. 14 00
Heavy Melting

steel 13 00
No. 1 machine

cast iron 21 no

Steel turnings ... 9 00
Boiler plate 12 00
Rails 14 75
.\xles. wrought

iron 19 00
Tires, steel 12 00
R.iilsi 14 75
Shafting 21 00
Mal'eable scrap .. 10 25

Pipe, wrought .. 10.50
Stove plate 14 00

Heavy lead 8 00

Tea lead 6 00

Scrap zinc 8 30

.\Uiminum .36 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30
Stove bolts 35
Plate washers 10

Mnchine holts, 7-16 and
over 1"

Machine holts, % and less. 20
Blank bolts If

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. steel 27'i.

Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hrt.. steel I"

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20

Machine screws, 0. and fli.

bd.. brass add 25

Nuts, square, up to 1 In., net list.

Nuts. he:r.. up to' 1 In., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.

list plus ^f

Burrs only list plus 5i)

Iron rivets and 'lurrs 27H
Boiler rivets, base ?i-iii.

and larger $6.3f>

Structural rivets, as above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws. O. & R..

bright '"

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .421,4

Wood screws. O. & R..

brass ^^

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood Bcrewi, 0. & B.

bronie ''-'*i

ronto

24 0'.)

28 00
27 50
28 00

22 00

20 00

IS 00

17 00
18 00

16 00

18 00
n 00
10 .50

15 00

24 on
12 on
IS 00
20 00
n 00
9 no

13 00
10 Oil

6 50
10 on
35 00

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35

Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat Vs But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Senii-fln. nuts up to

1 in 35

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to IVi in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
ly, in., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40

Coupling bolts, plus 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 10

Planer head bolts, with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set airews.. .list plus 20

Collar screws list plus 30, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 6.->

Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to IVi

in add *4.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in. add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets ^S ??
Open-hearth billets 60 00

O.H. sheet bars 6^00
Forging billets 90 00

Wire rods »u w
F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 93

Cut nails 4 70 4 lO

Miscellaneous wire nails bo%
Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 lbs

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus .^0

Briilge reamers 4.5

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35%; standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60; flanged unions. 40;

malleable bushings. 50; nipples.

55; malleable lipped unions. .50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $5 50 .?6 15

Sheets, Black, No. 10. 6 00 6 00

Canada plates, dull,
_

52 sheets 5 75 o .5

Canada plates, .all .
bright 7 50 .50

Apollo brand, 10% 02. _
galvanized 7 2o 1 -n

Queen's Head. 28 B.

Fleur-de-Lis. 28 B.W.
_ _ ,^_

C.^bai's Best: ' No.' '28 8 2.5 7 30

Colhorne Crown. No.
^ ^ ^ .,

Pr'emier. No. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 70

Premier, 10% oz 8 00 8 00

4 60 PROOF COIL CHAIN.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 3?

Solder, guaranteed 3o

Babbitt metals "^^
'S S,

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty. 100-lb. drum* 3 s.i

White lead, pure, cwt 14 'io

Red dry lead. 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt no-
Glue, French medal, lb.... —1

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 93

Gasoline, per gal., bulk-.O^Va
Benzine, per gal., bulk. .

.
29%

Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 7.1

Linseed oil. raw, single,
1 40

14 in. .

5-16 in.

!«, in. ..

7-16 in.

V. in. ..

9-16 in.

% in. .

H in. .

% in. .

1 inch

$9 45
9 10
S 35
7 15
6 95
6 95
6 SO
6 70
6 .53

6 40

bbls
Linseed "oil, boiled, single

bbls. 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bhi.. 2 50

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27

Packing. No. 1 Italian .... 0^;
Packing. No. 2 Italian 2._.

Lead wool, per lb lo

Pure Manila rope o _JV4

Trnismission rone. JIanila 3i%
Prilling cables. Manila ... 32«j

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto -o%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to SO 2.5

Standard drills to l^A in... 40

Standard drills, over 1% in.. 15

3-Buted drills, plus 10

Jobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock w
Ratchet drills !•>

S.S. drills tor wood 40

Wood boring brace drills... 25

Electricians' bits 30

Sockets ">0

Above quotations are per cw

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

,, . $15
Vfe m 11
3-16 in g
y* in •

7
5-16 in g

% i" 6
7-16 in g
% tn 6

Si in.

Prices per 100 lbs.

50
70
40
40
33
33
35
35
35

FILES ANT> R.ASPS,

Per Cent

Great Western. American 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade. .
.
tO

.1 Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland. Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes w)

Black Diamond ou

Delta Files ^;!,^

Nicholson
Globe
Vulcan
Disston

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvllle Foundry Coke. ..^

Yough Steam Lump Coal .
. 8 .50

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack ^ '^

Net ton f.o.l). Toronto

50
.57 >A

5714
60
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BOILER TUBES.

Seam- Lap-
Size, less welded

1 in $22 00

114 in 23 00

IMi in 29 00

1% in 30 00

in 33 00

214 in 35 50

in 46 00

4

in

in 53 00

in 63 00

Prices per 100 'feet

and Toronto.

24 00

22 50

23 00

28 50

34 50

41 00

44 00

55 00

Montreal

OILS AND COMFOL'NUti.

Castor oil, per lb 25
Koyalite, per gai., bull: 13
Machine oil. per gal 25Vi>
Black oil, per gal 12Vi!
Cylinder oil, Capital 45%
Cylinder oil. Acme 36^
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 0.6
I.,ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
.Kcme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37%
Imperial quenching oil .... 39^
Petroleum fuel oil 12^4

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
''ut leather lacing, No.L.j 150
Leather in sides 1 .35

TAPES.

Cbesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic. COS, 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75

Admiral Steel Tape. 100 ft.. 4 45

.Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft :; 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless -0
Grand 19
Superior 19
X L C R IS

Atlas IS
X Empire IS

Ideal 17
X press 16

COLORED.
Lion UV.,

Standard 13
No. 1 13
Popular 11 }4

Keen 10^

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
A.\le 20
Anvil 13
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject t-o trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
P.cst grades 30%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. %. to 2 in .35 00 .33 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz..

14x2.S in., 14x60 in. 53 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 34 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished,, 14x60 base. 64 00 CO 00
Braziers*, in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BR.\SS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S In. wide, 20

07, 60
Brass tubing, seamless.... 0.37
Copper tubing, seamless... .3S

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 1 35
Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20

Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sc|. ft..?16 00 .$16 00

Sheets. 3V4 lbs. sq.

ft 16 00 16 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 15 50 15 50

Cut sheets, He per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic $ .15

Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14^4
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric (^
Ammonia, aiiua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vnimonium chloricle 11

Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40

.\mmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .55

Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41

So<lium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency
'npIIE most iinpnrtaiil feature in indu.~trial circles of recent date
-* is the contemplated develoinnent of the shipl)uilding industry.

While plans have not yet heen matured, it is understond thai all

the available .*hipl)nildins capacity of this country will he utilized

for the production of ships for the Briti.^h (iovernment. The
threatened strike of railway employees in the United States has
happily been averted, but there was considerable su.spen.^e for a

few rfay.s, as it wwuld have seriously affected liusiness here. Prices

of .steel products (•ontinuc Id climb and the end nf the upward move-
ment is not yet in si.ijht. Iron and steel bars and shapes have
advanced this week approximately $G a ton, while higher prices

on rivets, bolts and nut.-*, plates, tubes, black and galvanized sheets,

are looked for in the near future. The situation in the steel trade

is steadily improving and ]iroduction is increasing. Hamilton
foundry iron is again on the market at $1;? a ton, a new high levi'l

and one that will doubtless be surpassed. The pig-iron market is

strong and active, while the situation shows some improvement in

regard to more lii)eral sujjplies of coke. Prices of copper and other

non-ferrous metal.s are unchanged from last week's level, but the

market has a .strong undertone and indications point to a continu-

ance of high prices. Tiie macliine tool market, although compara-
tively quiet, is more active than earlier in the year. The demand
consists largely for small lots or on single tools for munitions
plants. The scrap metal market is fii'm and prices have been well

maintained during llic week.

Montreal, Que., March 19, 1917.

—

Several circuiii.^lniiccs liavc cuiiiliiiK'd to

unsettle tlio (jeriera! tune of tlie indus-
trial sitiiatinn. The tliveiitenod railroad
strike was a disturbing' element, but tlii.s

dans'^r has apiiarentiy been removed for
the time bein'.;- at least. The (dianued
political conditions recently evolved in

Ru.ssia will undoubtedly exert an indi-

rect effect unon the industrial oiitlooi;

there. Developmenl.s point to an early
change in the attitude of the States, as

their "watchful waiting" policy has a])-

parently reached the limit. The return

of cold weather has delayed the brenk-
inp- up of the ice on the rivers and lakes,

and the opening of navis-ation will likely

be somewhat later than usual.

Pig Iron

The market has ayain been featured
with a further advance in pi;; iron, a .$,'1

increase beincf recorded at many centres.

l'ittsibur<r is now r|uotin'.r -f.i.'i.fl.T for

basic, an advance on the week of $3 per

ton ; Be&semer pig', on a $1 rise, being:

quoted at $37.95 ijer ton. Canadian quo-

tations are still withdrawn.

Steel

Added to the pressure that has been
so marked in all lines of manufacturing
activity, steel industry may he confront-
ed at any moment by the long- delayed
action of tlie United States Government
in entering- as a combatant in the now
almost world-wide conflict in Europe and
on t!ie High Seas. The result of an ac-

tual war declaration is largely proib-

lematieal at present, but what appears
as a certainty would be the increased
impetus given steel manufacture. This
will, no doubt, mean much to the Can-
adian steel industry, as producers here
may be compelled to increase tlieir facili-

ties to meet the needs of manufacturers
who have been dependent on American
steel in the past. Producers would likely

be )>laced in a curious position owing to

their future bookings, which in event of

war might divert much of this tonnage
into other channels. Developments in

steel shiphuilding: are making- enormous
strides, and as soon as plates are avail-

able the activity in this industry pro-
mises to equal, if not surpass, that of the

l>resent shell business. The nature of
the undertaking, however, will confine it

more to marine highways, the large
rivers and seaports being the chief hene-
factors. Further advances in basi<' pig
will probably affect the earlv future of
steel prices, as many commodities are al-

ready showing a trend to hisher levels.

A feature of the situation is the reluct-

ance of American roads to permit cars
to enter Canada, due to the resultant
delay in havinu- t!ie same returned for
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I'urllier use. PriKlueer* of wire rods are

alilo to use almost their entire output,

but what surplus is available tor sale is

brinn'ini!: the high price ot .+85 per ton,

this being' an advance of $5 ]Der ton. The
recent advance on wire product is well

iriaintained and the demand continues,

mills btintr booked well in advance. The
sircing position of plates lias resulted in

additional advances, and S'hip requii'e-

ments are so great that higher levels are

not unlikely. An advance of ^3 per ton

has become effective in sheets, the Pitts-

l)urg' price on tin mill black being now
•f.').25 per hundred.

Structural and boiler ri\ets ba\e taken

a Jump of .$10 per ton, the respective

i|uotatiims being -'H.^S and .$4.85 jier

Inuidred. The filled-up condition of

wrcjught iron and boiler tuibe mills has

prevented the heavy booking of addi-

tional business, and a stronger tone has
de\-eloped. Local steel merchants are

contemp'.atins: a revision of price lists,

and intimate that the next few days will

see some substantial changes in an u))-

ward direction. This has become neces-

sary through the continual advance
across the line, coupled with fjtlier con-

tingencies.

Metals

The genera! situation has been some-
what disturbed during the past week by
the threatened tie up of American rail-

roads, but this nervousness has been
l)artly removed by latest reports which
indicate that this crisis ^vilI not develop
at this time. For several days, em-
bargoes were general at many points,

owing to the action of railroads clearing

tliemselves of perishable and urgent
freig-ht. With the exception of anti-

mony, which is stronger, the metal situ-

ation shows an easier undertone. Cop-
l)er is fjiiiet and inactive. Tin is lower
but uncertain. Consumers interest in

spelter is marked by its absence ami
a weak tendency has developed. Lead
is easier in the open market. Antimonv
is scarce and stronger. Alumiuuni is

unsteady.
Copper.—Tlie market is quiet and the

tendency is for lower prices on what
business is being- ti'ansacted. A notice-

able feature at>pears to be the increased

available supply of metal for early fut-

ure delivery. A closer check is to be

placed upon export of American cop-

per, the govemTnent baving issued orders

to withhold information regarding the

shipment of metal. The London market

is firm, but the American situation is

apparently easier. New York f|uoting '',2

cent lower on electrolytic. Dealers here

report a weaker tone but prices are

steady, lake and electrolytic being 41)

cents, and castings 40 cents per pound.

Tin.—Owing to the safe arrival of tin

and the apparent lessening of risk in

transport, tbe market has taken on an

easier tone and the movement is toward

lower 1-evels. Cautiousness however,

continues to prevail and sharp declines

are not anticipated. The threatened

railroad strike had the effect of disturb-

ing the situation and spot tin was easier,

but with tbis possibility removed the

market has regained its steadiness, al-

though showing a weak undertone. Lon-

don has liecome stronger but New York

is quoting 531/4 cents, a decline on the

week of % cents per pound. With tin

developing a weaker tone here, dealers

continue to quote 5.3 cents on a steady

market.
Spelter.—The lack of interest on the

part of consumers has created a dullness

that has reflected itself in lower quota-

tions. The strength of the market is

being maintained by the high cost of ore

and the difBeulty experienced in getting

it delivered to the smelters. New York

is quoting 1034 cents, this being a de-

cline of Vi cent on the week. Local

dealers are asking 15 cents on a (piiet

but firm market.

Lead.—The relief experienced by the

improvement in railroad conditions has

had the effect of putting lead on an

easier basis and spot metal is more

plentiful. London and New York con-

tinue firm, but independent American

producers have reduced quotations to

10 cents; this being a decline on the

week of one cent per pound. The local

situation has taken on an easier tone,

dealers here quoting 12 cents per pound.

Antimony.—The scarcity of spot

metal, caused by the non-arrival of metal

in transit, has developed a stronger

market for prompt delivery, but the ac-

tivity in futures is very light. New
York quotations have advanced one cent

on the week but local prices are firm

and nominal at .34 cents per pound.

Aluminum.—The present demand is

not heavy but the scarcity of metal tends

to maintain a strons' market: local quot-

ations are firm at 70 cents per pound.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Tlie situation shows a slight improve-

ment over the previous week, but de-

liveries have been somewhat hampered

bv the recent railroad disturbance. The

feature that dominates the present mar-

ket is the unsettled condition prevailing

across the line and the uncertainty of

earlv future possibilities. With the

prospect of definite action on the part

of tbe American aovernraent, much of

the available equipment, both new and

second hand is beina- secured, for prob-

able contingencies. With manufacturers

operatinc- on a boTiie war basis, the in-

dustries here in Canada will be forced

to rely more than ever upon their own

resources for future requirements.

Scrap

The market for all classes of old ma-

terials continues to maintain strength,

and higher levels, mark an active situa-

tion. The heavv demand for steel scrap

and the difficulty of obtaining delivery

point to stronger prices, and advances

are not improbable. Brass scrap shows

a better undertone but local dealers are

holding firm on last week's quotations.

Toronto, Ont., March 20.—While the

demand for manufactured products is

still heavy, other features of the indus-

trial situation are not so satisfactory.

The threatened railway strike in the

States promised to tie up the traffic and

dislocate business generally. Fortun-

ately the trouble has been averted but it

has left behind a teeling of unrest. The

freight situation is gradually improving,

but is not by any means satisfactory and

manufacturers are still handicap]M'd l)y

a shortage of materials. Scarcity of

labor is also adversely affecting produc-

tion with no relief in sight. The con-

templated development in the shii)-build-

ing industry is -expected to improve the

demand for machine tools and tlie out-

come of the proposals is being watched

with interest. The scheme is an import-

ant one and its effect will be far rea(diing.

Steel

The situation in the iron and steel trade

is steadily improving and the output of

the mills is increasing in tonnage. The

acute situation on the railways has been

relieved to some extent, principally in re-

gard to coal and c-oke, but conditions are

not by any means normal. The decline

in production during the first two months

of this vear has put the mills further be-

hind on deliveries, while the demand for

steel is not showing any indication of

falling off. The steel market continues

very strong and prices are still climbing.

The recent advance in prices of steel bars

and shapes in the States has been fol-

lowed by higher prices in this market.

Bars and shapes have advanced $fi per

ton and are now being quoted as follows.

Iron bars, $4.25; steel bars, $4.50. and

shapes, $5 per 100 lbs. Higher prices in

the near future may be looked for on

plates, tubes, structural and boiler rivets,

and spikes. The plate situation is the

feature of the steel market. The demand

i^ enormous with every indication of it

becoming considerably heavier. The "on-

sumption of plates for shipbuilding,

alone, is and will for a lone- time, be ex-

tremely heavy, while car builders are al^o

taking considerable tonnaaes. The re-

cent advance of $15 a ton on pfates in the

U.S. -n-as the sharpest made by the Car-

ne°'ie Co. in manv years. Wrought pipe

is "very firm at the recent advance and

still higher prices are looked for.

About the end of the month there will

likely be a nether advance in black sheets.

An advance of .$5 a ton on black and blue-

annealed siieets, and $3 on galvanize.

I

sheets recently went into effect in Hi-

States. Freight conditions have in

proved, and the situation at the mills m
regard to supplies of fuel and raw niatei-

iais is easier Labor costs, however, are-
j

higher and cost of in-oduction is, there- I

fore, increasing.

Chicago warehouse prices <in bars,

idates and shapes have advanced and are ,

now quoted as follows out of jobbers
]

stocks: Bars, 4c.; plates, 5.50c.; and

shapes, 4.25c. The steel market in the

U.S. is very strong and prices continue to-

1

o-o up with further advances looked for

on all steel products. The recent ad-

vances have had the effect of stimulating

business-, the demand for steel products
,

being very heavy both export and domes-
i

tic.

"

Pig Iron

The Steel Company of Canada have re-

centlv blown in their No. 2 furnace at
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Hamilton and have issued a price of $43

a ton on foundry iron. Supplies of coke

are cominn- forward in better volume and
the situation has consequently improved.
The pit; iron market is very strong- and
higher prices are likely at no distant date.

There has been a general advance on
practically all grades of pig' iron in the

States and the market there is unusually
active. The demand for pig iron is

ahead of the supply and a scarcity has
developed. The coke situation has im-
proved and prices are easier.

Scrap

The scrap market has l)een active dur-
ing the week and prices have been main-
tained at the levels quoted last week.
There has been fairly heavy buying of
heavy melting steel and low phosphorus
scrap. Cast iron scrap is also in good
demand owing to the shortage of pig- iron.

Prices of copper and brass scra|i are firm,

but unchanged.

Machine Tools

The machine tool market is a little

more active than earlier in the year. The
demand continues to be principally for
small lots or for single tools for muni-
tions plants. This class of business, how-
ever, has fallen off considerably, although
tliere is still fair demand fur machine
tools for munitions plants. Machine tool
builders and dealers are showing a lively
interest in the proposed development in
tlie shipbuilding industry. It is expected
that a good demand for shipyard machin-
•ry will spring up concurrently with ex-
isting shop extensions and improve-
ments. nM<l possibly also for new plants.

Supplies

Attractive demand for machine shop
suiijilies prevails and prices are holding
firm on practically all lines. Manufac-
turers oC lubricating oils and cutting
comijwnnds announce tliat a revision of
prices is under consideration and will be
issued in a few days. It is likely that the
new prices will show an advance over the
])i'csent levels.

Metals
Tlierc are no new features of import-

ance to note in tlie metal markets this
week. With the International situation
.still unsettled there is a tendency on the
part of consumers to await developments,
consequently business is quiet. There is,

however, a strong undertone to the mar-
l<ets due to the expectation of tlu; Ignited
States taking an active part in the war.
I'rices are holding firm and are at the
same level as last week for all metals.
liiisiness locally continues very good.
Copper.— The market is (|uiet and quo-

tations easier, but unchanged. There is,

however, a strong undertone to tlio mar-
ket on account of the continued enormous
consumption which .shows no sign of di-
Ttiinishing. The demand lor copper con-
tinues to exceed the supply and will con-
tinue to do so for the duration of the
war. Lake and electrolytic copper is

quoted at 40c.. and castings at ."iOc. per
pound.

Tin.- The iiijirkct is dull and ea<er.
altlioiig-li (|U(ilations ai-c unchanged. A

new development in the market is the pos-

sibility of a tax being imposed by the

British Government on the export of tin

to the U.S. As shipments of tin have in

the past been sufficient for requirements

in tlie States it is doubtful if the pro-

posed tax will be levied with the intention

of conserving supplies in England. Local

quotations unchanged at 56c per pound.
Spelter.—The demand for spelter con-

tinues light with little prospect of any
improvement in the meantime. The mar-
ket is dull and quotations unchanged at

14c. per pound.
Lead.—^There is no change in the situa-

tion. The market, although a shade
easier has a strong undertone, the easier

tendency being due to lack of demand.
Local i|uotations are unchanged at I2V2C.

per pound.
Antimony.—There is still a scarcity of

antimony particularly on large sized lots,

which are practically unobtainable. The
market is strong and quotations firm at

35c. per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is strong but

quiet, and quotations are unchanged at

68c. per pound.

Sydney, N.S., March 16.—The coal

mines throughout the province are work-
ing at full pressure, and production has

been fa\ored by the open weather that

has characterized the winter in Nova
.Scotia. The reduction in the coal oul-

])uts seems tem|)orarily stayed, owing to

I'he restrictions, on recruiting, but it is

not likely that any increase over presenr,

outputs can be obtained. When the

spring planting season starts there will

be the usual exodus to the farms and
fisheries, and there are no sources from
which new workers can be obtained. It

is ta:be hoped the National Service direc-

tors will not again allow tlie Maritime
Provinces to be drained of laborers .by

the Western harvest excursions, as was
I he case last summer, wdien some 1.800

men, chiefly from the coal mines in Cape
Hreton and the munitions works at New
Glasgow, left for the West.
One or two small ventures in coal min-

ing are reported. The Greenwood Mine,
in the Thorburn districl, Pietou <'ounty.

is ))roducing some 200 tons daily from :^

small rise area of coal left from the

workings of a previous operator, and is

(iniling a ready sale for all the coal that

Clin be iiroduced. It is probable that the

Uroughton Mine, of the Cape Breton
Coal, Iron & Railway jCo., near Glace
Bay, will be shortly reopened. This
mine, owned by Knglish ca|iital, has been
lying- dormant for several years, and it

is stated thai a lease of the pro|>erties

has been given to local jiarties, who ex-

pect shordy to commence unwaterin;:
the mine. There is also a possibility of
some work being done at the Port Hood
colliery, in Inverness County, which was
flooded from the sea some years ago. Tl

is not the intention to iinwaler the Hood-
ed serdion, but to work some rise coal,

if this is found available in suOicient

onantity. H is also rejiorted that llw

Ma boil cnllierv. in the same districl.

.ind al.so flooded ihv the sea, may be re-

opened.

(Considerable interest is felt in Sydney
in the newspaper reports of the inten-

tion of the British Government to en-

courage shipbuilding in Canada, through

the medium of the Imperial Munitions
Board. The people of Sydney have long-

been fully convinced of the excellent

facilities which Sydney offers for a ship-

building industry, among which may be

mentioned the proximity of the large

steel worJis of Cape Breton Island, the

nearness of the coal mines, and the

capacious and safe harbor which Sydney
possesses. Strong efforts are to 'he made
to secure the most favorable considera-

tion of S'vdnev as H location.

@
CANADIAN TRADE INCREASES IN

VOLUME
THE volume of Canailian trade main-

tains a steady tendency, according to a

statement .iust issued by the Minister of

Customs. For the eleven months of the

present fiscal year ending February 28

last, the exports of Canadian products

and manufacturers reached the large

total value of .$1,028,960,000. For the

same period merchandise entered for

Canadian consumption totalled $742.-

995,000, an excess of exports over im-

ports of $285,065,000. These figures are

exclusive of the imports and exports of

coin and bullion and the export of foreign

merchandise. The total merchandise for

domestic consumption and export reached

$1,771,955,000 for the eleven months of

the present fiscal year, compared with

.$1,098,945,000 for the corresponding

eleven months of the fiscal year 1916.

For the month of February last Can-

ada's trade was .$136,254,000, against

$109,580,000 for February. 1916, these

figui-es being exclusive of foreign mer-

chandise passing through Canada and

the exports and imports of coin and bul-

lion. Of the exports for February last,

manufactures led the way with $39,504.-

000; agi'iculture. $11,449,000; animals

and their products, .$7,652,000; minerals.

.$5,074,000; fisheries. $1,655,000; products

of the forest, .$2,459,000.

Increase of Exports.

With the exception ol' agriculture, the

exports of which have fallen off to the

value of .$2,000,000 from February, 1916.

these exports show a large increase over

the corresponding month of last year.

when the total exports were .$57,931,000.

For the eleven months of the present

fiscal year the largest increase is shown

in the export of manufactured articles,

being .$408,160,000 for the eleven months

ending Febiuary, 1917. as against $195.-

021.000 for the corresponding eleven

months of 1916. The exiwrts of agricul-

tural products were $351,451,000, against

.$231,808,000; animals and their products,

.$112,985,000, against $94,255,000; pro-

ducts of the forest. $52,292,000. against

$48.02.3.000; minerals. $75,().36.000.

a"-ainst $58,585,000; fisheries. $22/>15.-

000. against $20,323,000.

Imports for February
Till' figures i-<'s|)cctirig imports for Feb-

ruary show a large increase in the value

of ilutiable goods and free goods.

Huliable goods inqiurted during Febru-
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ary last totalled $36,490,000, as against
$29,097,000 for .February, 1916. Free
soods also show a substantial increase,
being $31,540,000 for February last,

against $22,557,000 for February, 1916.
For the eleven montlis endino- Febru-

ary last the total imports of dutiable
goods were $407,136,000, against $254,-
551,000 for the corresponding period of
1916. Free goods were $335,585,000, as
against $191,196,000.

Tlie duty collected for the eleven
months ended February last was $130,-
550,000, as against $91,757,000 for the
corresponding period of 1916.

n
FINANCING SALES ABROAD BY

DRAFTS
IN its issue of February, the Foreign
Trade Bulletin of the American Express
Co. sets forth the following instructions
for tinancing sales abroad by drafts.
Extending credit to foreign buyers does
not involve a tie-up of the manufac-
turer's capital, when shipments are fin-

anced by drafts. No manufacturer of
good standing need wait for his money
on such sale. His draft against his
foreign customer, drawn payable to his
own order and endorsed with his signa-
ture, can be discounted, thus providing
the manufacturer with the funds neces-
sary for his own current business. Dis-
counting charges are paid usually by the
foreign buyer, because the buyer re-
ceives time accommodation for w'hich he
is willing to pay. These charges may or
may not be apparent on the face of the
draft itself, althonah the net result is

the same in that the drawee pays costs.
For instance, most dollar drafts against
Far Eastern importers, as well as some
against South American drawees, bear
the clause "payable with interest at 6
per cent, per annum from date of issue
to approximate due date of arrival of
cover in New York." The use of that
clause varies according to the country
in which draft will be collected, and ac-
cording to the terms of sale agreed upon
between buyer and seller.

Why Importers Demand Credit
The reason for the fnreicn customer's

willingness to pay costs of discounting
drafts is identical with tlip reason for
his demand for credit. In most foreign
territories, particularly in South Am-
erica and the Orient, money rates are
high. Local banks charge borrowers
anywhere from eight to eighteen per
cent, for money advanced. The local

importers who does business with Am-
ican manufacturers on a cash basis

therefore penalizes himself by nayins
the high money rate, if there is any
chance of securina: goods on credit terms
that permit him to pav 6 per cent, for

the accommodation under time drafts.

European exporters have always
recognized this condition, and, for the

money rate, have been liberal in credits.

That is thev have been willing to sell

foreig"n buyers under "documents
against acceptance of draft" terms,

whereby the purchaser obtained accom-
modation on a six per cent, basis, and
the discounting banker carried the cred-

it. In between the American manufac-

turer and his foreign customer comes
the banker. The hanker really extends
the credit when he discounts a draft.

The banker is protected primarily by
the endorsement of the manufacturer.
At the foreign end, the banker is pro-

tected by the control of the shipment
itself, which is represented by shipping

documents attached to the draft. The
foreign buyer cannot obtain the ship-

ment until he has paid or "accepted"
the draft in the banker's possession.

The act of acceptance consists in the

endorsing of the draft by the buyer

abroad with his signature and the dale.

Not until such acceptance or payment
can the buyer obtain the bills of lading

controlling the shiimient.

Figuring Amounts on Dollar Drafts

In drawing a dollar draft, the Amer-
ican manufacturer has just one thing

to bear in mind, the cash amount he

must receive to clear himself at time

tlie draft is discontinued. To show how
a $1,000 shipment goes forward under

a draft for $1,027.50. so that the manu-

facturer may "break even," consider

the following sale to a Buenos Aires

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

customer under the common credit terms

of "ninety days." Assume that

amount of manufacturer's invoice, in-

cluding cost, insurance, freight and in-

cidental charges is exactly $1,000. In-

terest is usually figured from date of

sailing, and the charge would cover 150

days; 30 days to Buenos Aires, 90

days for the term of draft, and
30" days for return funds. Inter-

est at 6 per cent, for 150 days is $25.

To this should be added the bank's

usual collection commission, say one-

quarter per cent., or $2.50. The dra,ft

by the manufacturer should therefore

be for $1,027.50, which, when discount-

ed in New York, would net the manufac-

turer the needful $1,000.

Dollar drafts should always be drawn

with the clause: "Payable at the hold-

ing bank's selling rate of exchange for

sight bills on New York." Drafts, as

well as invoices, marine insurance pol-

icy, consular invoices, etc., should be

drawn in duplicate, so that the extra

set can be sent forward by a different

steamer, to protect against possible loss,

of originals in the mail.

Collection Instructions Required

American manufacturers should al-

ways provide bankers with definite in-

structions as to conditions under which
controlling documents (bills of lading,

and insurance policies) should be sur-

rendered to drawees. That is. whether
such documents are to be delivered

upon "acceiitance" of draft—or against

"pa\Tiient. " In certain lines the cus-

tom is to ship goods under time drafts,

but to deliver documents only upon pay-

ment. The goods remain under control

of the collecting bank for the time in-

tervening before payment. In these

matters, bankers always require instruc-

tion, as well as on the "protesting" of

unpaid or unaccepted drafts. Proced-

ure in drawing drafts often varies, ac-

cording to the country of destination.

In Australia, for instance, an import-

ant "colonial clause" on sterling drafts

simplifies the figuring of interest and ex-

change, while a charge from draft to

cheque form for collections on certain

European countries saves appreciable

amounts for stamp fees.

®
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE

PENSION FUND
BBCOMIXd effective .lanuary 1, 1917, a

pension plan has been put into opera-

tion l)y the Oanaflian Fairbanks-Morse

Co., according to an announcement by

H. J. Fuller, president. It has been in-

augurated hv the directors of the com-

pany as an' evidence of their apprecia-

tion' of the faithful service of their em-

ployees, the system applying to all sal-

aried emplnyees fulfilling certain coi.-

ditinns.

The members of the fund shall consist

of tlie officers and salaried employees of

the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., who

have been in the emplov of the companv

For six consecutive months, together with

such other classeis of emplovees as mav
be hereafter determ.ined uinn bv the di-

rectors. In the term "salaried em-

ploivee"' are included all the employees

at the head office, and at branch hous'>s

and sales warehouses, irrespective of the

basis of panient.
Contributions are to be deducted from

the individual pa>-s and credited to the

fund at the rate of 3 per cent, in espial

monthlv or weekly instalments, which

cease when the contributor hecomes .i

liensioner. and do not apply to portions

of salaries above .$4,000 per annum. The

company on its part will contribute to

the fund 3 per cent, annually of the

amount upon which individual contribu-

tions are based, this sum heing payable

in monthlv instalments. All present and

future officers of the company, both male

and female, eia-hteen years of ase and

over, will be required to contribute, ex-

centino- such as mav be excused by the

directors. Male and female contributors

who have been continuously employed

for rot leprs than twentv vears may he re-

tired 'oluntarilv or otherwise, and be-

come eligible for a pension on attaining

the as-es of sixty and fifty years respec-

tivelv.

The annual pension allowance for not

less than twentv yeans' eontributicm is

at the rate of 2 per cent, of the average

anitiinl pav (not exceeding $4,000') dur-

inis' the ten years preceding retirement.
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for eatdi year of service, with a deduc-
tion of an amount equal to 1 per cent,

ihereon for each year short of twenty.
Various provisions are made for such

cases as pensioners' widows, cliildren.

etc., also the payment of interest on the

fund balance of 4 per cent, per annum.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Boving Hydraulic and Engineer-

ing Co., of Lindsay, Ont., have lieen

awarded a contract for a centrifugal

pump by the Pity nf Welland, Ont.
Prepare for After War.—Sir George

Foster was in conference at Ottawa last

Friday with a number of prominent
Canadian producers, includina: represen-

tatives of manufacturing, farming, and
other interests. Their views were taken

on the advisability of holding some time
later a national business conference to

consider preparation for after-the-vvar

problems. Among those in attendance
were F. L. Wanklyn, of the C'.P.R., and
E. Hebert, df tlie Chamber of Commerce,
Montreal ; G. M. Murray, of the C.M.A.

;

C. A. Bogart, of the Bankers' Associa-

tion ; A. H. Brittain, of the Maritime
Fi-sh Corporation, and Col. 0. McEwen,
of Byron, Ont., represenfcins' aurii-ultural

interest.

To Develop B. C. Iron Ores.—The
Hon. Mr. Sloan, Minister uf Mines in

the B. C. Legislature, said recently that

it was the intention of the Government
to do diamond drilling on various iron

properties and they lioped within a

few months to show a certain amount
of ore actually blocked out. We will

also, he said, divide the province into

mining areas, each in charge nf a com-
petent mining engineer, so that the Gov-
ernment will be gathering data iconstant-

ly. The iron industry, if established in

the province, will lead to many other in-

dustries and the Government is anxious

to bring it here if we can satisfy our-

selves that we have the ore in proper

<|uantity and other conditions are fav-

orable.

R. S. White Honored.—A number of
customs brokers of the City of Mont-
real met at the -Customs House on Mc-
Gill street, on Saturday, March 10,

for tlu> purpose of bidding a formal
rarewell to K. S. White, on the nccairion

of hi.s retiring from office after over a

score of years of service as collector of

customs. The customs brokers took ad-

vantage of the occasion not merely to

voice their appreciation of the' manner
in whicli Mr. White had performed the

functions of his office during tlint time,

l)ut showed their feelings in very tang-

ible form, i)resenting Mr. White with

three superb pieces of silverware, and
with an illuminated address. While the

ceTera(my w'as a very brief one, it was
marked by a continuance of the warm
personal friendlv rrfations that have
alwav!« prevailed between Mr. While
and those who had business to do with

his department, and mahv feeling tri-

butes were paid him by his friends of

the business community. .Tohn .\. Fin-
lavson presided, and] called upon S.

Whitaker to present the address.

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
L'nder the arrangement made b.v the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

EdH-ard Gre.v in Jnlj. 1D12, the Department of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa, is

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and gi»e
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BltAZIL—Baliiii, Biitisli Cousul. Itio de
Jaueiro, Hritisii Consul Ueueral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

C0LU'.\1BIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

British

.\ETHEI!L.\NDS—Amsterdam,
Cousul.

British

Pana-

EOYI^T — Ale.xandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
.Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—^Genoa. British Consoil General.
.Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO— Me.xico, British Consul Gen-
eriil.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul.
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL-Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral, iladrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm. British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY-Monte Video, British Vlce-
Consiil.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce Invites correspondence from Canadian

e-vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial .4gents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of
shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. 4C, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadinn.
AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, .Melbourne. Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Canconia.
CUB.\^Actlng Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.
FR.\NCE—Phillipe Ro.v, Commissioner General, 17 ^nd 19 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. .Tohnson, P. O. Box 109, Y'okohonia. Cable address. Canadian.
HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. .Tnat, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrivskaya.
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. I). Wilgrcss, Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bukhgulza Ulltza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NBWFOUNDLA.ND—W. B. Nicholson. B:ink of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.V—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson. 7.'? Baslnghall Street. I/ondon, E.C., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun Building. Clare Strci't,

Bristol. Cable address, Can.TfMan. J. E. Ray. Central Ilnusc. lilrmlnglinni. Cable
address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 27-28 Pearl Building, E.ist Paradise, lyeeda.
Cable address. Canadinn. P. A. C. BIckerdIke, Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Garden.s, Manchester. Calile address. Cantracom. .T. T, Litligow. .S7 Union Strei't.

Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address, Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COMMISSIONER—I.l'MBER

11. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAl. AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—'B. Mlllin, Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.
BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp. Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cal>le address.

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nas.sau. Bahamas.
NORWAY AND DENMARK- C. E. SoTitum Grubbegcd No. 4, Chrlstlania, Norway.

<'nble address, Sontums.

CANADIAN MICH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. GrllTltb. Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..

Enjriiind. Cable address. Dominion. Lnnilon.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment of Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Montreal, Que.—The G.T.R. has re-

ceivod hills on machine tool equipment

foi- the new shops at Port Huron, Mich.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Union Drawn
Steel i\>. |)r()]ioses to l)uil(l a lari;e addi-

tion in connection with its present ))lant.

Dundas, Ont.—It is understood that

the Chapinan Kngine Co. will rebuild

their plant, which was recently damaged

hv tire.

Ladysmith, B.C. — The Lailvsmitli

Smelter Co. will spend .+ 10(1,(100 on ad-

ditions to its smelter at Ladysmith. \V.

I. Watson is .superintendent of the plant.

Belleville, Ont.—The Maple Leaf Tires

("o. is erectini;- a plant liere at a cost of

•flOOjOOfl, and will be shortly ready for

the installation of equipment. (>. W.

Dunham is secretai'v.

Edmonton, Alta.—The Western Shell

& Box Co. is in the market for an 18-in.

engine lathe, about 4 in. belt, for heavy

duty; also universal milling' ni:icliini'

;ind dividin'i' head.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Herbert

Morris Crane & Hoist Co., of Toronto

has purchased a site here for a factory.

No plans have however yet been defin-

itely decided upon resardin;;- building-

operations.

Chatham, Ont.—The sale of the plant

of the Chatham Bridge Co. to the Pitts-

burs? and Des Moines Steel Co. has been

endorsed by the shareholders, and it is

expected that the deal will be finally

closed within tlie next few days.

St. John, N.B.—(Plans are well perfect-

ed for the nrg-anizafion of the St. John

Shipbuildin.? Co., with a capital of one

million dollars, to operate under a Do-

minion charter and constrnct ships her\

at first wooden <ines and later steel ves-

sels.

Montreal, Que.—The Thomas Davi.i-

son Mfu'. Co., will install four (i-ton elec-

trical furnaces at their new steel idant

at Cote St. Paul. The electrical equip-

ment will consist of four 1.350 k.v.a.

transformers, two motor j'enerator se^s,

switchboard, etc.

Midland, Ont.—It is understood that

the Port Arthur Copper Co. will install

a reverberatory furnace at the reduction

plant at Midland for smeltins' copper

ores. This furnace will be operated ii\

combination with the company's blast

furnace, and will be ready, it is stated,

for ore hv May 1 ne^t.

Toronto, Ont.—The Town Council's

application to lirant aid to the British

Chemical Co. by srranting' exemption

from all taxes "except school taxes"

to pay $10,000 towards the purchase of

site for the works of the company and

close certain streets laid out on plan site

was aranted.

Port Hope, Ont.—J. N. Kittson and

associates of Hamilton, Out., have pur-

(luised the plant of the Brandon Shell

VLinufactnring Co., Port Hope. The neiw

tirm will have the balance of the ma-
chinery installed at once and proceed

with all i>ossible speed with the manu-

facture of shells.

Goderich, Ont.— Final arrangements

have been completed whereby the town

disposes of the plant known as the Doty

.Marine & Engine Co., the purchaser be-

ing W. H. Hutchinson, of St. Cathar-

ines, Dnt., contractor of section two ol

lhi> new We'lland Canal. It is under-

stocd that tlie purchase price is $11(1,-

0(10.

St. Thomas, Ont.— Motor vadials for

a number of routes in Elgin and Middle-

sex counties were announced on March

15 after the organization meeting of the

Interurhan Motor Co. The company is

capitalized at .f
100,000, '.nnd will oneratc

large motor buses, each capable of seat-

ing- 26 )iersons, as well as heavy freigh"

trucks, from St. Thomas to .Vyhner and

return, from Unic-n to Sparta and return,

and from Delaware to Lambeth and re-

turn. W. N. Warhurton is the general

mana'jer of the com]iany.

ELECTRICAL
Havelock, Ont.—The Town Council

deciileil to ask the Hydro-Electric Com-
mission to supply power to the village.

Melfort, Sask.^-.\ new switchboard

uill probably lie installed iit the icentral

telephime exchange. The cost 'is esti-

mated at .$1,000.

Brussels, Ont.—The infrnduction oi'

hydro-fleet ric |:>ower is beini:' considered.

The power would be develoiied at Inilis

l''al's, ne:u- Owen Sound.

MUNICIPAL
Montreal South, Que.— .\ waterworks

svsteui is under consideration nt a co;t

o'r alinul $180,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The I'own Coun-

cil contemplate making improvements to

the waterworks plant.

Leamington, Ont.—The Town Council

contemplates installing- a tank with h

cayiaclty of 900.000 .gallons.

Oakville, Ont.—The Acme Rubber Co.

tax exemption by-law has been finally

passed and is now in force.

Midland, Ont.—The hy-law to grant

assistance to the shipbnildiing plant was
carried liy a substantial majoi-ity.

Bridgeburg, Ont.—The Town Council

are considering the purchase of a pump
and motor for the waterworks idant.

Aurora, Ont.—The T<iwn Council con-

template installina- a sewii'>e disposal

plant. Jarae-s, Loudon & Hertzberg, of

Toronto, are the engineers.

Toronto, Ont.—Work on iIil- ufw Hon

incinerator has been practically com-

pleted and operations will commence, it

is expected, about the end of this month.

London, Ont.—^The Utilities Commis-
sion has decided to connect the Foster

wells with the city system, at a cost esti-

mated at .$47.(M)(I. Two new wells will

be sunk at once.

Oshawa, Ont.—The Town Kniiinccr

has submitted his report to the Coun-

cil on the installation of new filters and

improvements to the sewage i)lant. I'lie

report was adopted.

Montreal, Que.^The Board of Con-
Iriil will proceed with the construction

of the LaSalle bridge and the head-aat'.'s

to be ]daced at the intake of the aque-

duct.

Penticton, B.C.—The City 'Council

contemplate extending- the civic power
plant and installing additional equip-

ment which woaild consist of a Diesel

engine and electrical machinery.

Cobourg, Ont.—The ratepayers carried

a by-law granting- the Cobourg Felt Co.

a loan of $10,000, which is secured by

a mortgage on; the plant, and is to he re-

paid in ten annual consecutive instal-

ments of .$1,000 each.

Windsor, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on March 26 to

grant aid by way of a bonus to Max
Goldman and Samuel Harris, who pro-

pose to carry on the business of smelt-

ing- and refinint;- brass and other metals.

Windsor, Ont.—Peter Osterhout pro-

|)oses to erect a factoi-y for making ce-

ment, brick and other products. A by-

law will be voted on by the ratepayers

on March 26. to authorize aid in the

form of a bonus I'or this industry.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.—A mechanical

filtration plant will be installed here hav-

ing a capacity of four million gallons (ler

day. The filters will be supplied by the

Roberts Filter Mfg. Co., of Darby. Pa.

Pumps, .steam turbine and electrical

equipment will also be installed.

Renfrew, Ont.—The Town Council has

decided to i)ass a hy-law giving M. J.

O'Brien the right to run wires from his

plant at Calabogie into the town, b\it the

town will buy i>ower from him and de-

liver it to users, making- purchases friim

him only after all the civic power avail-

iible is in service. Permission is <j'iven

for the carrying of pow-er from Cala-

bogie througli the town for delivery iii

other municipalities.

New Toronto, Ont.—^The New Toronto

Coiincil, at a special meeting on March
13, instructed the engineers to prejiare

plans for watertvorks extension amount-

ing to about .$40,000. This will inelud.'

a new sedimentation wdl, two new
pumps, pnmn-house extension, and mains

on New Toronto street and Eiahth

street. The municipality owns approxi-
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WELD IT ELECTRICALLY
Let the NATIONAL do it

Electric Welder
Your riveting costs can be reduced 50 to

300 per cent.

There are few examples of riveting which
cannot be better handled bv an Electric

Welder.

If you are ri\ eting, let us make you a pro-

position on welding with a NATIONAL
Electric Welder.

Can be supplied for any alternating cur-

rent circuit.

Write now for full infortnation, givins
voltage and frequency of your line.

The A. R. Williams Machinery
Company, Limited

64 Front St. W. Phone Adel. 20 TORONTO
"Canada's Leading Machinery House"

Soon Pays For Itself

That is one of its credentials

A Geometric Threading Machine is the economical
way of producing small threaded parts. It is complete
with countershaft, change speed gear, adjustable stop

for gauging length of thread; and takes floor space
2 ft. X 3 It. only.

Insures accuracy and greatest production of duplicated
threaded parts. Not the usual holt threading machine.
ISlo rough threads with the Geometric.

Send for our Threading Machine Booklet and let it

tell you the value of the machine.

The Geometric Tool Company
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agent.s:- Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal;

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company Limited,

Toronto, Winnipeg, St. John, N. B.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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mately 200 feet of lake frontage an-l

propose huildina; a stone set wall.

Saskatoon, Sask.—The Finance Com-

mittee lias tlie followino; expenditures

under consideration in addition to the

proposed incinerator: Cold storage

plant, !f6,000; water softeninj;- plant,

$14,800; ash handlius;' plant, $10,000;

motor chemical truck, $1,000; fire alarm

boxes, $2,500; street railway improve-

ments, $16,640; two street cars, $15,-

000; motor g'enerator for police and fire

patrol signal systems; alternating pow-

er house boilere, $7,000; completin^j:

force water main contract. $25,000, and

electrical connections, $6,00'0.

GENERAL
Chambly, Que.—The Canadian Leath-

erboard Co. will build a factory here.

Trenton, Ont.—Tjie T. Eaton Co., of

Toronto, liave purchased a site here for

a creamery. Building will start at once.

Windsor, Ont.—The Canadian Oil Co.

propose establish ing- a business for mak-
ing lubricants, oils, paints, etc. A fac-

tory site will be given the company pro-

vided a by-law passes on March 26.

Winnipeg, Man.—The terminal eleva-

tor of the Nortliern Elevator Co., situ-

ated on the C.P.R. triacks, was destroys

ed by fire on March 0. The estimated

loss is about $150,000, including build-

ing contents and machinery.

London, Ont.—The Hunt Bros.' City

Mills will not remove from London. The
city retains this industry through the

efforts of the Industrial Commission,
which has .pist completed an arrangement
whereby the present mill site and water
rights are purchased for $15,000 by the

Public Utitlities Commission. The latter

will get new tenants, while the Hunts
will commence the erection' at once of

a $1.50,000 plnnt in the east end.

Victoria, B.C.—The announcemest
was made at Bellingham recently by
.Tohn E. 'Rice, president of the Lummi
Bay Packing Co., that it was the inten-

tion of that concern to build two sal-

mon canneries this spring on Vancou-
ver Island. The main cannery will be at

Nitinat and the other close to that place.

The two plants will cost approximately
$100,000. A cold storage plant is in-

cluded in the company's plans, in addi-

tion to which they will build five ten-

ders and seine boats for the use of the

two canneries.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived for a building until April 9. ad-

dressed to the Toronto Harbor Commis-
sioners, 50 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

All information may be obtained by
applying to the Architects, Chapman

» and McGiffin, 95 King Street East, Tor-

onto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed to

the chairman of the Toronto Electric

Commissioners, will be received until

March 28 for svnchronous condensers.

Speciflcations may be obtained at the

office of the purchasing agent, 15 Wilton
avenue, Toronto.

Cartwright, Man. — Tenders will be
received by the Kural Municipality of

Roblin up to April 5 for abutments and
steel work for four bridges. Plans, spe-

cifications and tender forms may be seen

at office of Highway Commissioner, Win-
nipeg, or at the office of Secretary-Trea-

surer, Cartwright, Man.
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders for synchro-

nous condensers, addressed to the chair-

man of the Toronto Electric Commis-
sioners, will be received until March 28.

Specifications, form of tender and all in-

formation desired may be obtained ai,

the office of the purchasing agent, 15
AViltnn avenue, Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to April 2, addressed to the

chairman of Toronto Harbor Commis-
sioners, 50 Bay street, Toronto, for the

construction of harbor head walls. All

information may be obtained by apply-
ing to the above address. E. L. Cousins,

chief engineer and manager.

St. FeUx de Valois, Que.—Tenders
will be received until March 31, at the

office of the corporation of the parish of
iSt. Felix de Valois, for the construction
of an iron bridge in thisi parish. The
plans and specifications can bei seen
every day at the Office of the corpora-
tion. • ,T. H. Lavallee, see.-treas.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders addressed to

Chairman of Board of Control will be
received up to April 5 for the supply and
delivery of one combined motor driven
fluslier and sprinkler to conform to the
following general specifications : Tank
capacity, 1,200 Imperial gallons; truck
not less than 5-ton ; separate motor for

flusher apparatus. Further particulars

on application to the Secretary of Works
Department, City Hall, Hamilton.

Quebec, Que.—Tendei-s, addressed to

the secretary-treasurer of the Munici-
pality of Halifax South, will be received
until March 25, for the construction of
two highway bridges, with steel super-
structure, concrete abutments, ap-
proaches, etc., on the Frontier and
Pigeon Rivers (ten arpents distant) in

the parish of St. Ferdinand d 'Halifax,

Megantie county. Plans and specifica-

tions may be examined at the Council's
office and at the Department of Public
Works and Labor. Quebec.

CONTRACTS
Montreal, Que.—It is understood that

the 'Canadian Car & Foundry Co. have
received an order for 2,000 freight cars

from the Russian Government.

Victoria, B.C.—It has been announced
by Caiit. ,T. W. Troup, manager of the

B. C. Coast Steamship Service, that Clar-
ence Hoard, of this city, had been award-
ed the contract for the building of one
of the C. P. R. car-barges, and that pos-

sibly Mr. Hoard, who is a well-known
contractor, Avould also secure the con-
tract for the second barce which the

C. P. R. decided recently to have built

here. Each of the barges will have a

capacity for holding nine cars.

PERSONAL
James P. Wood, a member of the firm

of Wood Bros., foundry, died at Chatham,
Out., on March 16, aged 45.

A. E. Johnson, engineer, Dominion
Bridge Co., Montreal, is visiting New
York in connection with some large con-

tracts.

D. J. McCuaig has been appointed act-

ing master mechanic of Ontario lines,

with lieadquarters at Toronto, in place of
W. G. Sealey, assigned to other duties.

George Forest McKay died at Nev,-

Glasgow, N.S., on March 13, at the aue
of 82 years. Mr. McKay assisted in the

founding of the No'va Scotia Steel &
Coal Co., and was its oldest director.

R. M. Hoffman has recently been ap-
pointed manager of sales of the Hesse-
Martin Iron Works, Portland, Ore. He
is a mechanical engineer, and has been
connected with the Messe & Gottfried
Machinery Co. in both its Seattle and
Vancouver plants.

J. A. Sanderson, a prominent husiness

man of Brantford, Ont., died at his

home in that town on March 14. The
deceased was a native of this district

and was GO years of age. He was presi-

dent of the Brantford Carriage Co., and
a director of the Cockshutt Plow Co.

He was one of the original promoters of

the Lake Erie & Northern Railway.

J. W. Norcross, vice-persident and
managing director of the Canada Steam-
ship Lines, has been appointed director

of shipbuilding in Canada, attached to

the Naval Service Department. Tlie
,

Government is anxious to immediatelv
can-y out an undertaking for the con-

struction of as large a number of mer-
chant vessels as possible at the various

shipbuilding works and dry docks in

Canada, and has placed the entire un-

dertaking in the hands of J. W. Nor-

cross, with powers to forthwith proceed

with the organization of his staff and
the placing of the contracts, in <irder

that the largest number of boats may he

launched at the earliest possible date'.

Capt. Gilbert Johnston, a well-known

figure on the St. Lawrence and the Great

Lakes, and long actively connected with

the Richelieu & Ontario Navigation Co.

and the Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd.,

died at his residence in Montreal on

March 13. after a lonsr llness. He was
known to practically all of the river and

lake steamboat men in this part of the

Dominion, and had a very wide circle

of friends and' acnuaintances. Captain

.Johnston was of Scottish ancestry and

was born in Kingston. Ont.. sixty-four

vears as'o. beina' a son of the late Gil-

bert Johnston. In 1S94 he was appoint-

ed mechanical superintendent for the

Richelieu iS: Ontario Navigation Co.. a

position which he filled with conspicu-

ous success. .\ftpr receiving this ap-

pointment he removed from Kingston
to Montreal, and resided here for the

remainder of his life. He retired from
active work with the Canada Steam-
ships. Ltd.. six months aso.
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Van Dorn
Portable Electric Drills

Solve the Hole Problem

They drill more holes in America

than any other make

DAOO Capacity i in. in Steel

DAO S in. " "

DAI i m. •' •

DAIX i in. " '

DA2 i in. " '

DA2X 1 in. " '

ALL SIZES IN STOCK, TORONTO

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

& New Chuck
Are You Increasing Your Production ?

Or are you still running along "trying"

to meet those rush orders? With the

Wahlstrom Automatic Chucks

you are absolute!)' sure of boosting your
output. The Pierce-Arrov\ , riie ( -lev-e-

land Automatic Machine Co., and num-
erous other large firms have done it, and
so can you. We have a demonstration

offer that you should investigate— it w ill

pay you.

Aikenhead Hardware Co., Limited
1"^, 19, 21 Temperance Street Toronto, Canada

If aitij advertisement intereKt.i ijon, t''H' it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
e3TAB. iaT7

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Iloiik "Pntent Protection"—free. Master
of I'liteiit Lnws. Korniprlj- I'atent Office
Mxiitnincr.

!i;f St. .lames St., - Montreal, Qui,
llran(lie>: Ottawa, Washingtun,

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC,
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DRUMMOND Bl_DG-. MONTREAL
Cable Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTPm Fetheritonhaulh * Co.
'

Pttcnt SoIidtorB. Head Office,
Royal Bank BId«.. Toronto.
OtUw» OfTiee, 5 Elgin St.
Send for our Plain Practical
Pointere. Copy of NaUonal
Progrea, in which our i>atent»
are advertiMd, nuuled free i

I PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor'«

.Xdviser. wliich will be sent free.

MARION & MARION. 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner
St, Catherine .St., MONTRE.\I., Phone Up. 6474

and n'ashineton. D.C, U.S. .A,

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co. -

16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada
Phone Ad , 25 11 A. W. Bennet Manager

TRADE GOSSIP
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse, Tor-

(iiitci, havf l)eeii awaidcd ;i coiitrapt for

a centrifugal puin]) liy the town of

Waterloo, Out.

I'he Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co,, Pitt?-

I)urgh, Pa., announce that tliey have ob-

tained the services of T, C. L'hown, 4270
Westir.ount avenue, Montreal, who will

assist P. F. Fosniiiht, the pompany's
Canadian manager.

The Wells & Gray Co., contiactors.

Toronto, have been awarded a rontraet

for a sporting goods faetoi-V' for the

Peters Cartridge Co,, Cincinnati, Ohio,

to r-ost around\'«:iOO,000.

The ,a;tna Iron & Steel Co, has moved
its othces from Victoria, B.C., to 916 Stan-

dard Bank Bldg., Vancouver. The com-
pany has leased with option of purchase

the Port Moody Steel Works. The entire

plant is being: rearranged and a new open-

hearth furnace is being constructed.

David Milne is tlie managing director.

The James McKay Co,, Pittsburgh,

maintains an offlee in charge of .Tuhn .V.

Buchanan in the King Edward Hotel in

Toronto. Ont. The company is selling a

large part of its outpnt in Canada, com-
prising mechanical, marine and stud-link

marine chain, anchor shackles, hnid;s,

etc., and commercial and special forg-

in^s.

Brown's Copper & Brass RoUing
Mills, Ltd,, New Toronto, Ont., have
erected a handsome office building ad-

jacent to their mills on the Lake Shoie
Boulevard, which is ))raetically read.\

for occupancy. Extensive additions to

meet their expanding business have been

added to this company's plant during-

the uast two years, which has necessi-

tated larger c|uarters for their execu-

tive staff.

The United Hammer Co., Boston,

Mass., have purchased the power ham-
mer business of E. & T. Fairbanks &
Co., St. Johnsbury, Vt. The "Fair-
hanks" hammers were manufactured
from 1890 to 1902 by the Dupont Mfg.
I'o., of St. Johnsbury, under the name
"Dupont" hammers. In 1902 the busi-

ness was taken over by E, & T, Fair-

banks & iOo., who changed the name to

"Fairbanks" hammers, which title will

be p'intinued by the United Hammer Co.

Ontario Metal Output,—Increases in

tlie total mineral outjuit of the Pro-
vince of Ontario, according to a report

just issued bv the Bureau of Mines, was
valued at .f64.843,597. an increase over

the preceding year of .tl0„597.918. The
report points out that the expansion in

the production of minerals in this pro-

vince was mainlv confined to gold, nic-

kel, copoer, cobalt, molybdenum and
lead. This was in larsre part a result of

the war and consequent hiah prices for

metals. The increase in valuation over

1915 is contfined to metallic products,

the total for non-metalliics showing a

small decrease.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.—The
new plant for the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co., which is being constructed

at N'ew Toronto, will be completed about

May 1. The building is 560 feet long by

80 feet wide, four storeys and basement

and will cost .$1,500,000, The stack is

14 ft, diameter and 250 ft. high, Xy-
proximately 600 men will be employed

wlien the plant is opened, but the fac-

tory is large enough to employ 1,500

men. The Goodyear Company own 28

acres at New Toronto, and propose to

build six factories of similar si/.e as their

business grows.

Brown's Copper & Brass Rolling

Mills, Ltd., New Toronto, Ont., an-

nounce that they have awarded a con-

tract to the Southwark Foundry & IMn-

chine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., ctn-ering

the installation of-a 2,000-ton hydraulic

exirusion press eijuipment for the manu-
facture of brass rod. This machine will

be in operation during tlie early part of

May, and with their present equipment

in their new rod mill will increase tlieir

output to over five miP.it.n pounds of fin-

ished ro'd monthly. Their new mill for

sheet metals will also be in full swing

during May, 1917, increasing tlie outou!

of their sheet mills to over Mve million

|Huinds monthly.

Northern Navigation Co, Hold Meeting.

—The three days' annual "Get Togeth-

er" meeting which was held at the ollices

of the Northern Navigation Co., at Sar-

nia, Ont., was brought to a close on Fri-

day. The men were gathered together

for the purpose of discussing new meth-

ods and plans for the coming navigation

season. A great benetit is derived by the

different officials at a meeting of this

kind exchanging views and offering sug-

gestions for the good and welfare and

popularizing this well-established line

which conveys thousands of passengers

and tourists on the Great Lakes every

year. The prospects for a big season are

very bright, and optimism permeated the

meeting. The following officials were

among those in attendance: H. H. Gilder-

sleeve, general manager, Sarnia; W, H,

Smith, agent of Owen Sound ; C, H. J.

Bowden, travelling freight and passenger

agent. Montreal; W. L. Day, tra%'elling

passenger agent. Sarnia; Fred Bentley,

chief clerk, Sarnia.

MARINE
Captains Appointed,—The Northern

Navigation steams this year will be com-

manded by the following officers: Nor-

onic, Capt, Foote; Hamonic, Capt. A. L,

Campbell; Huronic, Capt. A. M, Wright;

Germanic. Capt. F. G, Moles; and

Waubic. Capt, John Dube, All the

steamers are being fitte>d out and will

start their schedule as soon as ice con-

ditions w-ill permit,

Montreal, Que,—It is expected that

naviaation will open about April 15, Of-

ficials of the Harbor Board predict thai

it will be considerably earlier this sea-

son than for some years past, April 15

is generally set as the date when the

St. Lawrence channel will be sufficiently

free from ice to permit of vessels com-

ing into port. According- to tests recent-

ly made, ice in the basin of the harbor

is not more than four inches thick, and
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this is said to indicate tliiit tlic break

up is not very far distant. Aofurding- ti.

]iilots there is not ice at all between

'Jnebee and (irondines, and that the ic
-; coniparalively smooth from the hitt:'.'

jKiiiit lip III Montreal.

London, Ont. — Work will be under-

laken within a few days, according- to re-

port, on the new .1^1.30,000 Government
pier at Port Stanley, to be constructed

ill the request of owners of the fishina

licet at the port and of the London and
]'iirt Stanley Railway Commission.

BUILDING
Montreal, Que.—Damaae to the cxtenl

of .ii.'i,00O was caused by a fire on March
13 in the warerooms of the Cassela I'olor

Co., 59 William Street, which oe<'upies

the buildinjrs recently vacated l)y the

Canada Cold Storaae Co., the owners.

Toronto, Ont.—Dr. C. J. O. Hastings
has recommended to the Local Board o:

Health the erection of a hospital for in-

I'ectious diseases, to cost -liTo.OOO. Th
Board decided to hold a joint meeting
with the Property Committee to con-
sider the proposal to build on the west-
ern inirt of tile .iail g-rounds.

Mitchell, Ont.—The contract for the
erection of the new agricultural build-
ing' to replace the one burned down last

fair day has been let. The contract price
will he in the neig-bborhoiod of .$3,000

I'lio building will be circular and 70 feet

in diameter. Most of the material i:-

now on the ground, and the building will

he erected during the summer.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto. Ont.—Works Commissioner

Harris is inserting in his estiuuUes an
item of •f20(),00O for a new bridge acros.-

Hoscdale ravine at Glen road. ll i<

stated that this bridge will have lo b:

constructed before the Bloor street \ia

duct is cnrn|ileted, in order to facilita .

:ir'c(<s III Howard street from the noi-C.

INCORPORATIONS
Feldspar Quarries Ltd., has been in-

corpi, rated at Toi-onto with a capital ol

* 10.000 to develo)) mines and quarries.
lie. Head office at Toronto and jiro-

' i-ional directors are Fred A. A. Cauq)-
bell, 1), B. Coleman and William Zeiii-

merniaii all of Toronto.

Canadian Electric & Gas Heater Co.,

has been incor[iorated at Ottawa with a

capital of .$2.'>0,000 to manufacture gas
and electric, stoves and heaters etc., at
^fontreal. Incorporators are C. J. E.
Cbarbouneau, James E. Coulin and
Philippe Aforel all of Montreal.

The National Shipbuilding Co., li:is

been incoi-pnnited at Ottawa with a cap-
ital of .f!l 00,000 to carry on the business
of iron fiuinders, millwrights, niachin
ists and shipbuilders at Goderich, Out.
Thff incorporators are W. H. Hutchinson
of St. Catharines, Ont., Robert G.
Stewart and Ernest .\. Tyarniouth Ixith

•M Ottawa, Ont.

ECONOMY No. 40 HEAVY DUTY, the EFFICIENT SHELL SAW
Over 20.000 in use. Nearlj
5,000 shipped to Enplaml i.

France. Many pla uts b"
operating from twenty i.

forty machines. ' '•-

FAST and AC^^FR.ATEI.T.

Liraw Cut—Oil Compression Lift, relieving the blaJe on the return stroke. Frame cannot fail and
break blades. Quick Acting Vise—Cut Gears—Friction Drive—Automatic Stop. Capacity 8 x 8". Ta^es
blafles finm 10 to 17". This tool will give greater production at less cost than any tool in your
plant. Economy Saws are built in sizes up to 8 x 18". PROMPT DELIVERIES.

W. Robertson Machine & Foundry Company, Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

MANU.rACT'

CRAW CUT SMAPtRS
SPKIAl DRAW tUT R R SMAPtRS"'

riNISnCD MACMINt KLYS''
STATI0NART5. PORTAbLt KtY WAYCUTTtRSl

SPCCIAL kSCOMOTIVC CYIINDCR PLANERSi

erncc '» works; MUSKCGON hlight5 us a

jBriBaBnBnBnBnBnBn«D*nBnBaB

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
alt' llif lesull of ovti*

sixty years' experieuce in
spring making, oombinerl
witli unsuriiassed equip-
nient itud tlie work man

-

ship of men who have
heen with us, ten. twenty
;ind in some cases thirty
yi'urs.

Write for l>«okl*'t No. 7-T.

r^trtblish*-d 1837.

THE WALLACE l^ARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Manf'rs of "I^<\rnes -in«^\de" Pr<»du< t»
Spring-, Scr,-H M.u[..Mf'('r,..lu.t- (..Id KV.IU St,.-I .m.-I W .re

OVENS
_ Kniimeling and VaTOishing Otens hi-aiMl_ by Gas. Electricity, Steam or Coal
U Write for Booklet.

Braniford Oven & Rack Co., Ltd.
Urantford, Canada.

nBnMnMn«nMn*nBnMn«n«nBnir!

D

n

n.

THE IRON WORKS
LIMITED

Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont.

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

ETAL
STAMPINGS

are manufactiir
ers of stamped parts
for other manufae
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses ami
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Av6nue, Toronto, Can.
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3 BIG REASONS
WHY YOU NEED

PURO
(MADE IN CANADA)

1.

6«

Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountaim
will give you a better water surp'y
cheai/er.

2. Puro will cut your water bills 15%
to 357o.

3. rUIiO win safeguard the health of
your employes aiid raise the standard
of clTiciency.

Are not these reasons enough? Then
why liesitato longcrV
PUKU e(iuipnjent is not expensive—the
first cost is loir nnd the up keep nothing.
Easily attached ; positively fool-proof.
Let ns make you a special proposition
for a try-out in one of your departments.
Write us now—to-day—giving us the
number of men ; an inquiry will cost you
nothing.

PURO -FY99

YOUR WATER SUPPLY
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain

Company
143 University Ave.

TORONTO, CANADA

Bulilile Over,
flow Waste

"VERDUN"
Quick Opening

VISES

Plain Model
-Without
Ball Socket.

XJn iversal
Model-With
Ball Socket.

For Bench and Machine-Tool Work.
They are:—

Rieid-Quick in Action—Reliable in Service.

WELBORNE & CO. (Machinery)
ou h Ferry Building, New York, U.S .A.

CATALOGUES
The American Pulley Co., I'liiiadel-

phin, I'a., have issut'd a 'booklet entitl'.'d

"Huikliug 25," descriptive of a new
buildinfT recently opened at the plant

for the eonvenience of workmen and for

safeguarding their health. The booklet

contains descriptive matter, and also a

series of photographic views showini"-

the principal features of the building,

embodying the latest ideas applied tn

the preservation of health in factories.

A. 0. Generators.—T. W. Broadbent,

Ltd., Huddcrstield, England, have is-

sued a new bulletin, No. 4, dealing with

their T. Type three-phase generators,

designed especially for motor driving.

A full description is given of this ma-
cliine, accom;ianied by illustrations,

while a price list is included, giving ca-

jiaeity and weights for each size of gen-

erator and e.xciter. Copies of the bul-

let in may he ol)tained on application.

Water Heaters.—The Alberger multi-

head water heater for hotels, oftice build-

ings and factories, is described in a

Bulletin No. 201 recently issued by the

Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y. The

]irincipal constructional features of the

multi-head heater and their advantages

are described fully, special reference

being made to the method used in the

heater to accommodate unequal expan-

sions. The bulletin is illustrated.

Row & Davis, Engineers, Inc., 90 West

street. New York, have just published

two interesting bulletins, copies of which

will be mailed to readers on re((uest.

"The 'R. & D. Paracoil "Evaporator,'"

Bulletin No. 51, for single or multiple

effect operation. The bulletin shows and

describes the evaporator thoroughly.

The most interesting feature, perhaps,

is the patented new type of manifold,

which is mounted on a hinged door to

facilitate inspection, cleanins', etc. Bul-

letin No. .52, "The R. & D. Feed Water
Heater" fully describes the sliell. mani-

folds, eoils, connections and tittini^s .)f

their heater. These bulletins should be

in the hands of every engineer interest-

ed in feed water heating and water dis-

tillation.

Gait Sprinkler Stoker.—The Gait

Foundry Co., Gait, Ont., have issued an

attractive catalogue dealing with the

economic and smokeless burning of coal,

including lignite, and at the same time

featuring the Gait sprinkler stoker. A
full description is given of this tJTie of

stoker, and its principal feature dealt

with in detail, accompanied by numerous
illustrations showing the construction

and application to various types of

boiler. The concluding pages contain

some useful engineering data covering

evaporation formulae, heat values of

coal, feed water calculations, miscel-

laneous tables, etc. The catalogue also

contains instructions for reading the

slide rule, accompanied by diagrams.

The McNaughton rocking sectional grate

bar is also described and illustrated. The
catalogue is well gotten up, being

printed on coated paper, with exception-

allv clear half-tones.

Ball Bearings for Transm.ission. —
The, Chapman Double Ball I'.eariiig ('•!.,

(jf (,'aiiad.a, Ltd., Torimto, have issued t.i

the trade a new 48-page bulletin No.
107. Tliis bulletin, which is a very at-

tractive publication, illustrates and des-

cribes fully, a standard line of jjower

transmission bearings. Among the il-

lustrations are included a numl)er of
sectional views of bearings showing the

principal features embodied in their de-

sign. The section of the bulletin de-

voted to the development of the Chap-
man double ball bearing contains much
useful information covering the design

and scientific features of this bearing,

while details o'f tests are also included

with views of the apparatus used for the

tests. The application of ball bearings

for loose pulleys and pillow blocks is

also dealt with, fully accompanied by

dimension tubes and price lists. One
interesting' feature comprises a numbe'-

of excellent full page half-tones, show-

ing a variety of power transmissiion in-

stallations equipped with the Chapman
product, and aiso interior views of the

company's plant.

BOOK REVIEW
"Combustion in the Fuel Bed of

Hand-fired Furnaces." is the title of

Technical Paper 137, by Henry Krei-

singer and others, which has just been

issued by the Bureau of Mines of tlie

Department of the Interior, Washing-
ton, D.C. The main object of the inves-

tigation was to determine the conditions

governing the process of combustion in

the fuel bed of a band firedi furnace. The
results of this investigation furnish data

for correct design of coal-burning grates

and furnaces and their efficient opera-

tion. They also cast light on the im-

portant pi-oMem of clinker trouble a?

related to fusibility of asb. They fur-

ther indileate the possibility of a high

rate of gasification of coal in gas pro-

ducers. The first part contains general

information on the combustion of coal

in furnaces. The second part contains

the description and the results of about

fifty tests made in a small experimental

band-fired furnace, which was designed

for an accurate study of the processes

of combustion in the fuel bed._ The

third part discusses the investigations

described in the second part of the re

l>ort, and includes about forty charts

that sliow the composition of the gases

and the temperature at different depths

in the fud-bed of a hand-fired furnace,

and various relations between the air

supplv and the rate of combustion. The

fourth irart contains miscellaneousi data

on the composition of a-ases rising from

the fuel bed of a hand-fired furnace un-

der a steam boiler, a Murjihy stoker,

and a Jones underfeed stoker. It also

contains a short discussion of the bear-

ing of the results of the experiments on
.

the operation of gas producers and ex-

plosions in boiler furnaces. Copies of

this technical paper may be obtained

free of charae by addressing the Direc-

tor of the Bureau of Mines, Washina--

ton, D.iC.
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HENDEY 18-inch GEARED HEAD LATHE
8 mechanical changes of speed for spindle with driving shaft running at constant speed, 4 direct and 4 through back gears.
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through Monntcil

Change Gearinti.

each change heiny

quickly made
through controllinfr

hanilles i n Geiir

Boxes.

BEFORE PUR-
CHASING A NEW
LATHE INVESTI-
GATE THE HEN-
DEY SERVICE.

WE'LL HELP YOU BY FUR-
NISHING LIST OF USERS.

Write for descriptive circular.

The Hendey Machine

Company
Torrington, Conn.

Canadian Agents: A. R. WiUiama
Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R.

Williams Jlaehiner.v Co., 2<jO Prin-

cess St.. Winnipeg; A. R. Williams
Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. R.

Williams Machinery Co., St. John,

.N'.U.: Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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PREPARING A LARGE SIEGE GUN FOR ANOTHER ROUND ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Special Machine Tools Developed for Shrapnel Manufacture
Contributed

Special interest attaches to the machines described in the accompanying article in view of

the fact that they are the product of actual experience in shell machining. Previous to nn-

devtaking shell work, the concern building these machines was engaged on work ividely dif-

ferent from niarhine tool building, which thereby enhances its reputation a^ a shell producer.

THE manufacture of shrapnel shell,

by reason of the light weight and
small dimensions, lends itself very

readily to the use of single pui-pose mach-
ines, and the degree to which operations

have been simplified and the possibility of
error removed has been one of the prin-

cipal factors contributing to the success-

ful carrying out of large scale shell pro-

duction. A detailed tracing of the work
during progress is also essential in work
of this class, and the illustrations which

FII! 1. DOrULK KING WHEF.L GRINHEIt
FOR S(JI'ARIN(; B.\SKS.

L

we reproduce herewith will enable the

salient features of such work to be easily

grasped by readers familiar with slull

manufacture. The machines are the pro-

duct of tlie T. H. Symington Co., Rociies-

ter, N.Y., and have l)een developed under
actual production conditions, in a factory
having a capacity of 15,000 finished slicll

and srx'kets per day.

Single-purpose machines to the number
of about twenty are available, several of
them lieing ailapfed for hiirh explosive

shell work as well as shrapnel, while

nearly evei^y type of machine can be uti-

lized as a unit in an existing shell system,

so that users of other types of machines
can select such of the Symington machines
as fit into their present outfit. This elas-

ticity is a desirable feature and is obvi-

ously preferable to a system where the

rotation of operations is dependent on the

procuring of a large number of different

machines more or less dependent on each
other for successful production.

Progress Report

The progress report sheet reproduced is

to a great extent self-explanatory. It

will be noted that in "Type" column, tlie

only equipment not indicated as Syming-
ton designs are furnaces, press, marker
and drill. Fig. 1 shows a double ring
wheel gi-inder of simplest possible de-

sign, for squaring the closed end of tiie

rough forging before either cutting-off

the open end or centering. The forging is

held in a vee-block by hand and the

table swings across the face of ring wheel
which grinds off the portion of tlio base
re(|uired for centering. Mention might
be made of the stop bars for limiting tlie

swing of the table, thus preventing the

shell from passing clear of tlie face and
being inadvertently pushed along the vee-
block so as to foul the outside of wheel
on the return stroke. The ring wheel
chucks have a diameter of 12 in.

The cutting-off machine is di'signed for

all types of '.i in. shells and consists of
a unit type bed similar to tliat shown in

Fig. 9, with suitable fool carriage and
gauge rod device. The hinge chuck has
three inserted jaws ground to diameter of
shell forging. Tiie point of cutting-off

is gauged from the bottom of the bone by
a gauge rod sliding in a bracket fitted

with a spring stop pin which engages with
a slot in the rod when the shell is pushed

into the spindle the proper distance. A
spring plunger is provided in the spindle

which keeps the shell against the gauge
rod, while file chuck is being tightened

up. The cross slide has power feed with
automatic trip.

Nick-Centering

The open end is now nick-centered on

a simple type of drop stamp, the object

\

i ^

%
FIG. -2. CENTERING MACHINE WITH

TII/riNG, EXPANDIN<} AUBOK.

beinsr to produce a series of nicks around
the inside edge of the mouth to fit the
spur drive centre used on the rough turn-
ing lathe. Fig. 4. The anvil of the stamn
is provided with an arbor for supporting
the shell, and a solid block is inserted

around ifs base with chisel points which
forni the nicks when the die block is

dropped on the closed end of the shelL
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These nicks provide a very powerful
means of driving the blank and enable
the shell to be turned complete from base

to nose without interference from chucks,

drivers, etc.

The machine shown in Fig. 2 centers

the closed end by drilling in the usual
way. A swinging arbor with expanding
,iaws at the point is operated by a foot

the spur drive centre being dearly shown.
A single toui block is provided in front,

and the carriage operates on a flat profile

cam to turn different shell diameters, a
powerful spring holding carriage up to

cam. The carriage is further equipped
with a cam i-elief for returning the car-

riage to starting point without securing

the work. A similar machine, type B-1

PROGRESS REPORT
ENGLISH 18-Pdr. SHRAPNEL

Dite, 191

TTfPB "."&• tnlACn. IN
rKVa"i.V? oreRATION cooo CO.'S

LOSS
DBP-
PORG. LOSS

X-3 I Spot F«ce 3000 /r 30
A-1 2 Cut Off

W-1 3 C«tef Open tn4

X-l 4 Cenier Closed End

B-a - 5 Royeh Turn

B-30 6A Rough Inside

B-2 6 Finish Inside

B-2

7 Bomp Pii

A-2 8 Fice Closed End

8A Sump
n • "'ay

furnace 10 Hear Treir

»; W-h

tumaet 12 Driwback

13 Ued Baih

p«» X 15 Close in Nose

16 Anneil Nose

X-2 17 Bccemer

B-3 IS Bore, Ream and Tap Nose VantftrcuT

B-3

20 Vash and Greiie

B-8-S 2t Finish Turn

CI 22 Crind Bourrclei

B-40 23 Remove Cenier

A-2-S 24 Finish Face

24A Stamp

Marker X 2S Mark

AS 28 Form Tool Base End

A-3 27 Wave and Undercut

A-4-S 28 Filing Burrs

Vent 29 Veniiliie Wive

31 First Inspection

32 Cut Off Copper Bands fTOTnlkht

33 Burring Copper Bands

34 Annealing Copper Bands

» T. X 35 Press on Copper Bands

A-4 36 Finish Turn Copper Bands

37 Final Inspeciion

3S Oil and Pack

40 SiWBEe ^

B-20 51 Finish Inside '^^

Drill 52 Drill Grub Screw Hol^ .

A-20 54 Finish Outside \
A.20.S 55 Hand Die Inside \

56 Remove Copper Bandi \

Fuse £tockets Finished To-Diy

ACCBFTED CONDEMNED

Insp. Powder Pocket 1.000 cji-o ss- SS- IMit

First Inspection

Final Inspection

Fuse Sockets Finished in Stock For^'n^ on Hand

Shipped To-Day Fuse Socket Forginfts on Hand

Shipped to Date Finished Fuse Sockets on Hand

Shipped this Month Copper Bands on Hand

Ready to Ship Diaphragms on Hand

lever which thus centres the base of the

shell from the inside, while the open
mouth is centered on a conical collar.

This machine is sometimes used for spot
facing the closed end instead of grinding
on the ring wheel grinder.

Turning the Body
Shell turning lathe type B-8 is shown

in Fig. 4. The shell is held in centres,

is equipped with % in. square tools front

and back, the front tool taking the great-

er part of the cut, and the back one fol-

fowing about Vs in. behind with a light

cut ; this machine, however, produces a

parallel shell only.

The machine shown in Fig. 5 is de-

signed for boring the inside body of the

shell down to the diaphragm seat. The

same design of bed is used for this ma-
chine as in the rough turning lathe,

tiie spur drive centre being replaced

with a hinge chuck while the tailstock is

removed. The inserted tool steel jaws
are gi'ound to shell specifications, and the
carriage is fitted with power feed having
automatic trip. Where shells are bored
taper, the cross-slide is arranged to work
against a profile cam on the back of the

machine, thus boring the shell to profile.

The bar is equipped with cutting tools

for machining the bore, and is slotted on

one side and a copper tube sweated in for

conveying' the lubicant directly on to the

tool point. A similar machine having the

power feeds replaced by a fine hand-worm
feed is used for roughing the powder
pocket.

inside Finishing

Inside finishing is done with machine
type B-2, Fig. 6, which is fitted with a
triple tool cross slide which can be tooled

up to any particular specification of shell

:

for instance, the first tool hole can be con-
nected up for form boring and for this

work the cross slide is guided by a hard-
ened roll held against a profile cam by a
heavy spring back of the machine. For
finishing the bottom or powder pocket of

the shell, which requires a heavy pres-

sure, a powerful hand worm feed is at-

tached to turret carriage which makes
this operation easy. The shell blank is

gauged from the open end by a stop in

tlie chuck guard and a spring plunger in-

side of the spindle. Rough facing of the

base is done in the same machine as is

used for cutting-off, the tool holder being
changed to suit requirements.

Operations from No. 10 to No. 17 may
be performed in suitable equipment which
happens to be available, although in the

case of large productions such as are ob-

tained by the Symington Company the

operations of heat treating and nose
closing is handled- on an exceptionally

large scale which permits the use of fur-

naces and handling arrangements not

commercially feasible with small plants.

Nose Finishing

The machining of the nose includes bor-

ing, reaming, tapping and undercutting,

and is done on a similar machine to that

used for finishing the interior. The shell

is held in a four-jaw spring chuck with
open end facing the tools. The earriag'e

is equipped with hand feeds only and has
a cross slide with four tool holes bored to

1% in. dia. This slide is indexed with pin

to locate holes centrally with spindle, and
is customarily fitted up with tools for

rough boring, finish boring, tapping and
undercutting, also for form boring on
interior profile of nose.

The finish turning of the shell is done

complete, including the profile. The
threaded nose has a socket screwed in

which fits the screw drive in the spindle

nose. The centre which is still in the

l)ottom of the shell is supported by the

tail stock. A profile cam controls the

travel of the tool which starts at the base

end of the shell and travels the full length

of the shell right to the nose. A cam re-

lief is equipped for returning the car-
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riage to starting point without scoring

the work.
A Cylindrical Grinder

Tonvincing evidence of the complete-

chine with long bed as in type B mach-
ines is used. A hinge chuck for the shell

is mounted on the carriage in line with

the spindle. The spindle carries a bar

In waving and undercutting, the shell

is held in hinge chuck with a spring stop
in the spindle, see Fig. 9. The shell is

pushed in against this spring stop, and a

FIG. 4. ROUGH TURNING LATHE WITH SPUR DRIVE
CENTRE AND PROFILE CAM.

FIG. SHELL BORING MACHINE WHICH CAN
ARRANGED FOR TAPER WORK.

BE

ness of the line of machines and the ver-

satility of the designers is afforded by the

grinding machine illustrated in Fig. 8,

which is for grinding the boiuTelet or for-

ward land in Russian shells and such
outside diameters as are required in other

types. This machine is equipped with
hand feed only to the table, which is

provided with three stops for three dif-

feil3nt diameters of finished body. Drive

is direct from the line shaft by mounting
a clutch with extended sleeve for holding

the cone pulley which gives two speeds

to the wheel head. The work-head drum
is also driven direct from the line shaft

and has a clutch so that work can be
stopped and examined without stopping

overhead works. Tailstock is equipped
for holding the diamond for truing the

face of the wheel. Size of wheel used is

18 in. X 2 in. X 5 in., and runs in bearings

which holds a high-speed steel cutter and

also a stop pin arranged to operate when
the tit has been completely removed.

Grooving, Waving, Etc.

Groove operations are divided over two
machines of the A tj^pe, one of which
does rough gi'ooving and forms radius on

corner of base, while the other. Fig, 9,

waves and undercuts. The main features

of these machines are identical, being of

the short bed or chucking type as com-
pared with the B type which has a long-

bed for using a tailstock or tuiTet car-

riage.

In roughing the groove, the front tool

block holds a circular form tool, the hand
wheel to cross slide being indexed for

depth of groove, and a fine hand worm
feed for increased leverage fitted to feed

screw. The radius tool is of circular

swing stop on the slide is thrown across

the base of the shell, thus locating it in

its proper relation to the waving and
undercutting tools. The spindle is

equipped with a circular wave cam in

front of the front bearing. The wave
slide works at right angles to the cross

slide, and the cross slide hand wheel is

graduated for depth of cut of wave ribs.

Cross slide is equipped with fine hand
wonn feed to give leverage to the opera-

tion.

Undercutting Tools

The undercut bracket is located on the

front of the cross slide and the angle of

the bracket is machined to the angle of

the undercut of the shell. Both right and
left hand undercut brackets are fitted

with small slides with adjustable gibs

for wear, also with small hand wheels in-

dexed for depth of cut. Flat stock is

Fl(!. i;. TUII'LE TOOL BORlNIi LATHE FOR FINI.SI1ING
INTERIOR OF SHELL.

|i)| 1! ro(JL MACHINE FOK MAcllIMNG AND
I'lXISHING THE INTERIOR

of the taper cone type made of special

alloy bronze.

For removing driving centres or tits

from the l)ase after boring and finish

turning operations are completed, a ma-

forni, and is held in a swing fixture to

allow t'lir maximum and miiiiinum tliick-

ness of base and also allow for slight

variations in concentricil v ol' liase of

shell.

used for tlie uiuUi'cut tools. Provision

is made for using either Hat or circular

form wave tools, and the wave cam slide,

when undercutting, is relieved from the

cnin to iircvciit vibration.
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.Band Turning
The next operation which directly con-

cerns these machines is the copper hand
turning done in type A-4 machine. The
shell is held hy the base in a collet chuck,

while the nose is supported by a cup
centre in a tailstock bracket. The turn-

ing: tool is located on the back of the cross

slide and is pulled underneath the shell,

turning the band to its proper dimen-
sions. On front of slide is a small hand-
steady rest for supportina: the hand tool

with which the operator trims off the

burrs from both edt;es of the band.
The machines illustrated and described

herewith are g-ood examples of their kind,

and considered as a whole are brimful of

sugrs'estion and adaptation for other lines

of manufacture. Attention has already
been drawn to the fact that two main
types have been developed, each of which
has been utilized for many o)ierations of

report is that a defective or worthless
shell rarely gets to the inspection depart-
ment. Tiie inspectors who have charge
of the batteries of machines on different

operations, find it possible to discover de-

fects in time, either to discard them or

to divert them to the salvage department.

©
SHIPBUILDING HAS ASSURED

FUTURE
TIIE future of shipbuilding in (Canada
has been the subject of much considera-

tion by the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, and has been discussed in more
than one private conference during the

past few months. Looked at superfici-

ally, the recent orders for wooden and
steel ships aggregating sixty million dol-

lars for Canadian yards promises a per-

manent revival of the industry. In that,

sixty millions is included the Imperial

Canadian competitor could anticipate a

forty per cent, handicap when Britain

starts looking for orders. The only offset

yet suggested is a form of subsidy, and it

is a question whether the Dominion Gov-
ernment will proceed to nurture an in-

fant industry under these unusual con-

ditions.

Canada's shipbuilding industry has

not made steady advances during the

past fifteen years. Between 1901 and
1913—years clear of war conditions—the

tonnage built and registered in ("anada

varied from 30,000 to' 50,000, and in 1908
attained 78,000; in the 1915 fiscal year an
advance was made to 55,000, and in that

year too the tonnage sold to other coun-

tries ran to 1,150,000, as against averages

of less than 200,000 in the fourteen pre-

ceding years.

The prospects of uninterrupted de-

velopment on the Great Lakes are much

FIG. S. PLAIN GRINDING MACHINE FOR SHELL BODIES,
WITH THREE STOPS FOR BODY DIAMETERS.

(aUIOVI.VIi .MACHINE WHICH GKUOVES, WAVES,
AND UNDERCUTS COMPLETE.

widely varying character. The desirable

features of this from a manufacturing
standpoint are very considerable, allow-

ing of the larger parts being machined
up to quite an advanced stage, after

which various combinations of standard
parts, shafts, feed gears, carriages and
chucks, enable rapid assembly to be made
for particular shell specifications.

Salvage Operations

At the bottom of the report is another
form showing number of fuse sockets
finished daily—number submitted for in-

spection, number accepted, number re-

jected, and number condemned. Only
those condemned are a total loss. Those
rejected are sent to what is known as a
salvage department, from which they are
returned as soon as the defect is reme-
died. The same plan is adopted with
shells under the heading of Operators'
Loss. One great advantage of such a

Munitions Board orders for twenty-five

million dollars worth of steel ships, for

which extensive plans are being worked

out. More than one hundred wooden ves-

sels are said to be planned for on the

Pacific and Atlantic coasts, and there is

a fairly good hint of efforts to adapt some

of our steel making facilities to the work

of rolling sliip plates and fabricating

structural steel of many kinds.

A leading shipbuilder, reviewing the

situation, expressed the opinion that

while the Imperial Munitions Board may
stimulate steel construction for some
years to make up for the heavy inroads of

the German subs, the Canadian shipbuild-

ing industry, freed from special support

(if that kind, faces an unpropitions mar-

ket. Before the war, the British ship-

yards could produce at thirty per cent,

less than Canadian yards. With the

speeding up of British methods and the

standardization of craft construction, the

better by reason of the protection of the

canals from overseas competition in most
lines. Whether the wooden ships now
being constructed on the Pacific and At-

lantic seaboards with higli wages and
costly materials can withstand the rivalry

of British shipyards is a question in-

viting many sorts of opinion.

®
Neither Taking Risks.—A tall, gaunt-

Iddking man entered a hotel and applied

for a room. The price he was willing to

pay entitled him to lodgings on the top
fioor of the house. Among his belong-

ings the landlord noticed a coil of rope.

He asked what the rope was for, and
the Jnan replied :

—"That's a fire escape.

I always carry it with me, and in case

of fire I let myself down from the win-

dow." "Yes," replied the landlord,

stroking his chin reflectively, "seems a
pretty good idea, but g'uests with fire

escapes pay in advance at this hotel!"
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CUTTING SHELLS TO WEIGHT
By H. Hamilton

ONP] (jf tlie chief essentials in shell

manufacture is the necessity of

keeping' the semi-finished product

to the specified weight, so that, when

finished, it will be between the high and

low limit tolerances. It is a common
practice to face metal from the base.

tached to the lathe, the arc is graduated.

To do this, a i-i iuch block is used. It

is first placed between, the cutting tools

and the face of a shell held in the

chuck, with the pointer I bearing against

the right hand pin H. The V4, inch

block is then removed and the tools ad-

vanced to the work; this causing the

pointer to travel forward. When the

H

CUTTING SHELLS TO WEIGHT.

after the adapters are riveted in, to

l)ring the shell to the reciuired weight.

As an ounce, or fraction thereof, may
only represent about a 1-64 inch, it is

very often difficult to gauge the exact

amount when removing the metal. In a

lilajit recently visited by the writer

there has however been devised a simple

but very effective method of meeting the

requirement, and one that lias entirely

eliminated such troublf^ as may have

been previously experienced. The ac-

companying sketch shows in detail the

aiTangement of the device.

The movable slide A, which travels in

the fixed saddle B, carries the tool block

0; the broad nose facing tools D being

adjusted to position by means of the

two rear screws, passing through an
angle bracket E, which is secured to

the movable slide. Bolted to the fixed

saddle B, and extending upwards for

about 18 inches, is the inverted U shaped
piece F made of band irons with the arc

graduated as shown at 6, the pins H
acting a.s stops at cither end for the in-

dicating finger T. This pointer is not

rigidly secured to the sliaft .7, but oper-

ates between two leather washers, the

friction lieinsr sufficient to allow finu'er

to revolve in unison with the shaft J.

when pointer is in a |xisition between
the two pins. The travel of the indi-

cating pointer will have a certain rela-

tion to the movement of that of the tool

-slide; the variation dei>endiug on the

operating gears and the dist.ancc of the

indicatiiur point from the center of mo-
tion. After the fixture has been at-

tools are in contact with the face of the

shell, the position of the pointer is

marked on the arc of the piece F. By
subdividing this distance, graduations

can be made so that the

calculations are very ac-

curate. Suppose the dis-

tance travelled by the

pointer should be 4
inches, for a % inch

movement of the tool

slide, this would be in

the ratio of 16 to 1

;

therefore, each 14 inch

graduation would repre-

sent a tool movement of

1-64 incli. On a 4.5 inch

shell, this amount of

stock on the base would
correspond to a weight

of one ounce. It will be

readily apparent from

the foreuroing that the de-

vice will operate very ac-

curately.

AVhen operating, a

shell is weighed and the

amount to be removed
(in ounces) is marked on

the shell. Afler the shell

lias been secured in the

chuck, the lathe is started and tlie tools

advanced. When the toids come in con-

tact with the work, the pointer is pushed
against the right hand pin, and, as the

stock is cut off, the [winter will advance
along the graduated arc to the desired

position. This arrangement has proven

very satisfactory and highly efficient.

Location of the shell in the cliuek is not

essential, as the device works independ-

ently and accurately for each shell op-

erated on. Variation after facing does

not exceed % of an ounce of the de-

sired weight.
©

SELF LOCKING LIFTING TONGS
By J. H. R.

THE sketch herewith shows an inex-

pensive but serviceable lifting tong for

8 inch shell. In order to avoid the pos-

sibility of a shell slipping out of the

tongs after it had been raised from the

floor, it is very desirable that means be

provided to lock it in a fixed position

with a firm grip, as a knock in transit

might dislodge it from the tongs. The
rough bore of the forged elaw is made
quite free for the diameter of shell, and,

through the central slot in the top the

link is pivoted. When the horse-shoe

claw "is placed over the end of the shell

and the weight raised, llie action of the

link will cause the tail end to press upon

the upper portion of the shell body, thus

holding it securely between the three

points as shown. The simpleness of this

device is one of its chief advantages.

@
MAKING HOLDEN-MORGAN .

THREAD MILLING CUTTERS
r,y Donald A. Baker

SOME time ago we found it impossible

to get deliveries on thread milling cut-

;li<'-lockin"g lii'ti.ng tongs.

ters which we were using for cutting

the base thread on time fuse bodies.

These cutters. are usually made up from

a machine steel ring with carbon steel

chasers welded on to tiio face of it. This

of course was out of the question for us

with our facilities so other means had to
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be devised to meet the emergency as
described heren-ith.

First a machine steel ring A, was
turned up to the correct size. In this
ring was shaped and milled the slots

represented by B, ten in number, to re-

ceive chasers. These latter were made
of high speed steel and have been found
to work much better than the carbon
steel ones usually supplied by the mak-
ers. Alongside of each slot a hole was
drilled and reamed to receive a taper
pin C. After these were reamed, the
ring was again set up in the miller and
a saw slot put down through the center
of each of the taper holes as sliown by
D. The object of this being tiiat when
the chasers, one of which is shown by
E are put in place the taper pin C can
be driven in and the metal of which the
holding ring is made will be forced
against the chaser tliereby liolding it in

place.

Making the chasers was the most diffi-

cult and particular part of the work.
Stock for these was cut off just long

enough to make four chasers from a

piece, this being a convenient length for

holding' in our milling- machine vise.

This stock was 3-s in. square higli speed
steel. After milling- to size on all edges

these be interchangeable to within very
small limits. With the jig in place on
the miller the chasers were milled one
after the other. The chaser being fed
up to the cutter, rather than the cutter
being fed across the chasers, this being
done to get a circular clearance back of
tiie cutting edges rather than a straight
clearance. This clearance was approxi-
mately six degrees.

It might further be stated that when
trying out tlie iirst experimental cutter

it was found that the hammer-like action
of the chasers striking on the work was
found to have a tendency to loosen up
and drive back the chasers, some times
leaving only one or two of the more
solid ones to do all the work and there-

by causing considerable chatter. To
overcome this we have since made up
our cutters, indicating the chasers with

a dial indicator to make sure that they

riin true, setting up in the grinder we
have ground the back ends of each of

the chaser teeth flush with the holding

ring, then to back up and make sure

that they could not drive hack we turn-

ed u]i half inch tliick machine steel rings

and forced them on over the holding ring

so that the chasers butted against them.

Since then we have had no trouble and
find that our home-made cutters will

ILLUSTRATIXli METHOD UF .MAKING THREAD-.MILLING CITTEKS.

it was cut to length for the chasers.

Nest a master hob was made for cut-

ting the chasers. This was made up in

the form of a milling cutter, being back-

ed oflf in the lathe using the regular
backing-ofif attachment. Nest a simple
jig was required for holding the chasers
while they were being milled as of
course it is absolutely essential that

give as good results and much longer

life, ha\'ing high speed cutting edges,

than the commercial ones.

©
INTERNAL CHTJCKING DEVICES

By K. James.

CONCENTRICITY of wall thickness is

one of the chief essentials in shell man-

ufacture. The importance of this fac-
tor was impressed upon shell makers
from the very beginning of that indus-
try, and many methods have been de-
vised to procure accomplishment. When
rouL;bing operations are being perform-
ed the necessity of accuracy is not so

pronounced, as errors can be rectified

on subsequent operations, but, when ma-
chinina- to finished dimensions, the

chucking must be done in Such a way as
to reduce the eccentricity to the lowest
possible degree. Owing to the small
space that is permitted in which to grip
the shells from the inner surface, the

construction of the chucking device
must receive the closest attention, both
as regards design and operation, to pro-

vide accurate and positive manipulation.
Tiie stress that is placed upon these

driving- mediums, more especially on the

heavier shells, is often very great, and.
in addition to the driving feature, it is

also important that the device should be
rigid enough to withstand the torsional

strain of the cut.

The sketches herewith illustrate two
different types of internal chucks de-

signed for and used on the 8-inch shell

The one shown in Fig. 1 is oi>erated

directly adjacent to the shell base, while

that in Fig. 2 is operated bv means of a

hand wheel at the rear of the spindle.

In Fig. 1, the expanding arbor A, has

a tapered shank that fits into the nose

of the lathe spindle: this arbor being

secured in a permanent position by
means of a dowel, not shown. The oper-

atina' sleeve C has a notched collar, the

outside diameter of. which is turned a

shade smaller than

the finished size of

the shell body to

allow of the cutting

tools passing en-

tirely over the out-

\ /
er surface of the

y*^ , ^ shell, without dis-
—'CTTT ir turbing the operat-

ing sleeve. At three

equi-distant points

in the shell of the

sleeves are cut

slots to receive the

hardened steel jaws
D which are kept
in contact with the

uniform cam on the

outer end of the

expanding arbor by
the action of the ring spring B.

After the parts are assembled, they

are retained in position by the

small plate F secured to the face

of the arbor. The design of these chucks

is such as to increase the holding quali-

ties should the shell develop a tendency

to slip, under the pressure of the cut.

The action of the chuck shown in Fig.

2 is somewhat similar to that just de-

scribed, but the design is much different.

The operation of the expanding arbor is

controlled by means of the hand wheel

located at the rear end of the lathe

spindle. Keyed to the end of the con-

necting rod A is the steel bush B, on the

outer diameter of which are two notches

H. The operating hand wheel C is bored

out to fit the collar B. and is retained
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in a central position by means of two
plates D, one on either side. The inter-

ior of this wheel is cored out to receive

the two pawls E, these are placed in op-
posite directions, and pivoted on the pins

F, beina: held to position by the action of
the springs G. One of the pawls is used
to tighten the chuck, while the other is

for releasing; these operations being ac-

complished either by pressure or knock-
ing. Secured to the nose of the lathe

spindle I, is the piece J that takes the

tested for alignment so that any error

can be easily detected and at once
remedied.

©
RE-CENTERING DEVICE FOR

SHELL BASES

By J. W. G.

THE device shown in the aecomipanying

sketch has been used with complete suc-

cess in re-centerinig adapters in large

FIG. 1—EXPANDING .\KBORS.

thrust of the shell and also the expand-
ing jaws. The front end of the piece J

is bored out and threaded to fit the oper-

ating bush K, which is firmly keyed to

the end of the connecting rod. The out-

er end of the bush K has a short taper

of 15 degrees which controls the expan-

sion of the jaws M; these latter 'being

held to position by the general practice

of a ring spring. The jaws are of the

sectional type and maintain a relative

lX)9ition to the operating bush K by
means of the dowels N. The pitch of

the thread on the bush is 1,4-inch, and
any slight slippage of the shell under
the cut, will tend to further tighten the

shells after they have been driven home
tight. The centre is used for support-
ing the outer end during the gTooving,

waving and band turning operations,

and must be perfectly concentric with
the outer surface of the shell to insure

the driving' band being likewise. A sen-

sitive drill was used for the joib, the

shell being held in a suitable chuck
which .positioned it from the outside.

Rollers are carried on a spider with

two arms set 120 deg. apart, the

radius being .010 to .015 in. less

than the radius of a low limit shell so as

to insure the eenterinig tool being held

over finmlv in their direction. The tool

FIG. -EXI'.VNIUNG .\I(I!(>US.

grip. In addition to the pressure that

can be used to grip or release the chuck,
the construction provides a handy means
of jarring, by knocking the pawls E
against their respective notches. To in-

sure tlie accuracy of these chucks, nar-

row rings can be gripped in the jaws and

is also set so that its cutting edge is

midway between two rollers, the reaction

on the edge plus the short radius cams-

inig the tool to re-machine the siinfacc of

tlie original centre so tliat it is truly

concentric with the outside surface of

the shell ibodv. Care must be taken nut

to speed up the drill too much or irregu-
lar centres may result through the ac-
tion of centrifugal force on the roillers.

About 100 revs. peJ min. gave satisf.a?-

tory results.

©
PLATE WELDS IN TENSION

A WELD in tension is always an indefin-

ite quantity as regards resistance to
rupture. If well made, its strength may
approximate to that of the parts joined,

but in most cases it is difficult to assign
a definite value to the effective strength,
as can be done in the case of riveted
joints, and for this reason riveted joints
are to be preferred wherever riveting
is practicable. It is necessary that ves-
sels with welded joints should have a
higher factor of safety than those cou-

KE-CKNTERIXG DEVICK EOU BASES OF
8- IN. SHKLI>S.

stnicted with riveted joints, and where
welding is adopted it is essential cer-

tiiin precautions should be followed.

In recent years, fusion welding by
means of the electric arc and by the gas

blow-pipe system has been largely used

in constructional and repair work, while

some makers of small vessels, for use in

the storage of air and gas undie.r pres-

sure, have used one or tlw other of

these systems of welding for the joints

securing the different parts of the vessel

together. Experience has shown that

fusion alone cannot be trusted to unite

the parts, and that hanwnering is indis-

pensable to the formation of a reliable

weld. In preparing the parts to be

joined, their edges should bo bevelled so

thait a V-shaix'd notch is formed at their

junction. Tliis should be filled bit by

bit with the fused welding metal, and
the parts hammered whilst ait welding
heat. If this is done there is a better

chance of obtaining a sound and homo-
geneous weld.
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PYROMETER DEVELOPMENT*
By Richard P. Brown**

AS FAR as we know the ancients

who baked excellent bricks and
forged iron in their crude way

made use of a form of pyrometer used

to-day with ever diminishing success

—

the eye.

The operation of the first mechan-
ical pyrometers depended upon the

difference in expansion of iron and
brass. An iron tube containing a

brass rod projected into a furnace,

and these were mechanically connected

to a multiplying movement which caused

a pointer to pass around a dial. The
difference in expansion of about i/g-inca

was sufficient to move the pointer up to

800 degs. Fah.

Siemen's Water Pyrometer

An instrument used quite largely -10

or 40 years ago was the Siemens water
pyrometer. A copper ball weighing ex-

actly 137 gram.s was placed on a piece

of steel in the fi,miace, and after it had
fully attained the temperature, it was
quickly removed from the furnace and
dropped into a vessel containing a

thermometer and exactly one pint of

clean water. The rise in temperature

of the thermometer in the water could

be read off in actual temperature de-

grees on a corresponding scale. The
accuracy of this instrument necessarily-

depended upon exact measurement of

the quantity of water in the vessel and

the weight of the copper ball which
scales away slowly under heat. The
time taken to remove the ball from the

furnace and drop it into the water must
necessarily vary slightly. An accuracy

within about 25 degs. Fah. was, how-
ever. usnaHv attained with this instru-

ment. Tho Siemens water p\Tometer is

still used by armor plate manufacturers

as they can readilv place a number of

copper balls on a piece of armor plate

which cannot be easily reached by more
improved pyrometers. These instru-

ments are in use in the armor plate de-

partment of the Bethlehem Steel Co.,

South Bethlehem, Pa.

Principle of Resistance Thermometers

The principle on which resistance

thermometers operate is the change in

resistance of metals due to change in

temperature. A coil of platinum or

pure nickel wire protected with a suit-

able tube is inserted at a point where
the temperature is to be measured, and

with a constant source of current pass-

ing through the coil of wire, the resist-

ance increases or decreases, depending

on the temperature. This change in re-

sistance can be easily measured as an

adjustable resistance is used to balance

the resistance of the bulb, and a

galvanometer shows when the balance is

reached. The adjustable resistance with

sliding contact arm can have a tempera-

ture scale for direct reading. This in-

strument is an exceedingly accurate one

•From a paper tipfore the Steel Treating Re-
searnh f'liib, Detroit.

"•Presirtent. the Brown Instrument Co..

rhilartelphia.

fur measuring low temperatures, but is

hardly to be recommended for high

temperature service.

Thermo-Electric Methods

For measuring temperatures above

1,000 degs. Fah., the thermo-electric

method has come to be by far the

most largely used. A thermo-electric

pyrometer consists of a thermo-couple,

a measuring device, and wires connect-

ing the thermo-couple and the measur-

ing device. Experience has taught us

that for measuring temperatures up to

200 degs. Fah. a thermo-couple of bis-

muth and antimony is best. For tem-

perature to 1,000 degs. Fah., a satisfac-

tory thermo-couple consists of one wire

of iron the other 60 per cent, nickel

and 40 per cent, copper. For the meas-

urement of temperatures as high as

1,800 degs. Fah., a very satisfactory

base metal thermo-couple consists of one

wire of 90 per cent, nickel and 10 per

cent, chromium, the other wire 98 per

cent, nickel and 2 per cent, aluminum.

The General Motors Co., Detroit, has

developed a base consisting of silica,

mang'anese, nickel and aluminum.

For a long time pyrometer builders

attempted to duplicate the wire in or-

der to procure thermo-couples which

would reproduce the voltage of the

previous thermo-couples, but this gave

large amount of trouble and no great

precision could be secured. Several

years ago the policy was adopted of

shunting each thermo-couple with man-
ganin wire, reducing the voltage at the

terminals of the thermo-couple about

two millivolts. Each thermo-couple is

adjusted in an electric furnace to a

standard, and a maximum error of one-

tenth of a millivolt or 4 dea:s. is per-

mitted. In this way a thermo-couple

as sent out produces a; definite voltage

within 4 deg-s. Fah. This method of

shunting the thermo-couple also permits

of the customer re-standardizing his

instrument at intervals.

Wire Insulation

The wires forming a thermo-couple

must be insulated from ea-ch other

throughout their length. This insula-

tion must withstand high temperature,

must be a good insulator, and must with-

stand reasonably severe handling. A
common method of insulating base metal

thermo-couples is to wrap them with

asbestos, and paint the asbestos windinsr

with a solution of sodium silicate. An-

other method is to fit lava or porcelain

beads over the thermo-couple wire. For

the platinum thermo-couple the insula-

tion must be of porcelain or high grade

fire clay, free from impurities.

The life which will be obtained

from any thermo-couple installed in a

furnace will very largely depend on the

protecting tube over the thermo-couple.

For temperatures up to 1,200 degs. Fah.,

a high grade wrought iron tube gives

satisfactory results. The life of this

tube can be increased by calorizing, a

process which impregnates the oipe with

an aluminum oxide recently developed

l)y the General Electric Co. This will

increase the life of the pipe about three

times where used at temperatures
arounil 1,400 degs. Fah.

Compensating Box

Until a few years ago, no particular

attention was given to caring for the

source of error caused by changes in

temperature at the cold junction of the

thermo-couple. Recently, however, it

has been customary to run compensating

leads of the same material as the

thermo-couple to a distant point, pre-

ferably under ground, where the temper-

ature is uniform, instead of having the

cold junction just outside the furnace

wall, where it might vary several hun-

dred degrees. Where it is not possible to

place the cold junction in the ground, on

account of the furnaces being on an up-

per floor of a building, a compensating

box can be used. This device consists of

a lamp and thermostat which wall main-

tain the temperature constant within

two degrees. These compensatincr boxes

can be supplied to maintain the cold

junction constant for any temperatuie

from 50 to 150 degs. Fah. The temper-

ature for which the compensatins: box is

set must necessarily be higher than the

atmospheric temperature of the room in

which it is located.

Thermo-Couple Voltage Measurement

There are two distinct methods of

measuring the voltage produced by a

thermo-couple—the millivoltmeter meth-

od, and the potentiometer method. The
millivoltmeter consists of a permanent

magnet with its pole pieces, in the field

of which a copper wound coil swings in

jeweled bearings. Instruments of the

millivoltmeter type were in extensive

use commercially abroad, and to some

extent here as long as 20 years ago, but

the instruments were of such delicate-

construction as to be hardly suitable

for general commercial use.
,

Usually

they were supplied with the mo.ving coil

huiig between fine vnre suspensions, and

were easily broken through jars or

handling iii transit. These instruments

were of high resistance, approximately

.TOO ohms.
On account of the delicate construction

of this type of imported instrument, a

standard form of switchboard millivolt-

meter. frequently used as an ammeter,

came into extensive use about 1905, and

is still in use. It has a resistance of

about 5 ohms, and each individual in-

strument must he calibrated for a

thermo-couple of a certain length and

for use witli leads or wiring of a definite

length. Slight changes in resistance,

due to changes in the length of the

thermo-couple, or length of the wiring,

naturally effect the indication, as the

internal resistance of this type of milli-

voltmeter is so low.

In the potentiometer method of tem-

porary measurement, the electromotive i

force produced by the thermo-couple is I

measured by opposing to it a known I

variable electro-motive force, usually
j

that of a dry cell contained in the

(Continued on page 322.)
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fasJi-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

E. T. SPIDY

JUST as in the developmeut of

Canada's agricultural and mineral
resources, railroading in its myriad

forms of activity has been almost wholly
'responsible durins: the last four decades

for the growth and present day promin-
ence of her industrial enterprise in its

variety scope. Progress in railway
building and rolling stock additions and
betterment has been more or less con-

sonant with manufacturing prosperity

within o\ir borders, and even with the

possibilities of a shipbuilding industry

of quite gigantic proportions being

'permanently established on our lake,

river, and ocean shores, there is little

doubt, in view of the vastness of our
territorial domain, otherwise unredeem-
Slble, that railroad enterprise will still

continue to contribute the major quota

of opportunity for our future industrial

and general commercial progress. Our
".Spoke" this week is fnun li railroad

driving wheel.

E Thomas Spidy, shop pncrincer, Win-
nipeg shops, runadian Pacific Railway
Co., was born March 18, lS87.at Brisht-

on, Kngland. his father bein<_'' a native

of Glasgow, Scotland, and his mother
of Brighton, Endand. In 1SS9, the

family went overseas to Melbourne,
Australia, leaving the latter city after

a two vears sojourn and settling in New
Zealand. In the town of Petone, near
Wellin'jton, a start was made in the pro-

curinc of an education for our youthful

traveller. With the return of the family

to Emrland in 1897, however, other

plans, and under, no doubt, more aus-

l)icious opportunities, had to be made to

complete the education of our "S|)oke,"
and that he actively co-operated in these

is noticeable from the fact that a year

later he w'on a Scholarship entit'in? liini

to free tuition, etc., at York Place
Science S^-hool. also at Brisrhton Tocli-

nical Colleire, where he took the ^^ech.^ll-

ical Engineering Course.

From the latter part of the foregoiim'

jiaragraph, it will be quite ai>parent

tliat Master Spi<ly liad a iiuvhanical

bent, hence his becoming apprenticed m
1903 at the Brighton Shops of the Lou-

don, Brighton & South Coast Railway
Co., will occasion little surprise. It was
during this apprenticeship period that

his Mechanical Engineering Course was
completed, the Railway Co. co-operating

toward that end by allowing all appren-

tices the necessary time for instruction,

and otherwise encouraging them towards

greater individual fitness in trade essen-

tials.

In 1909, Mr. Spidy came to Canada,

K. T. SPIUY.

securing a position in the piecework de-

]iartment at the C.P.R. Angus Shops,

Montreal. A jjcrhaps fortuitous circum-

stance just then was the fact that 11. L.

Gantt, well known in nuitters pertaining

to elficiency and system of industrial

organizations, was reorganizing tlic

pie<'ework and schedule departments
there; in any case, there is little doubt

but that our "Spoke" was both an in-

terested observer of the effects produced
and a mental appropriator of the means
emjdoyed and their metliod of ajiplica-

tion. In 1010 lie was appninteil to thi'

position of Instruction Card Inspector
at the Angus Shops, and a year later

earned -^'-omotion as Assistant General
Foreman i" charge of pfficieTT— works at

the Toronto Shops of the C.P.R. Dur-
ing the same year—;1911, he was trans-

ferred to the Company's Winnipea'
Shop in the like capacity, being later

promoted to the position of Shoo En-
gineer, which is his present title.

Mr. Spidv married Miss A. M. Davies
of Quebec City, in August 1913, the

family consistinsr of one daughter 2V->

years of age. His private address is 4
Rubin Apartments, Fort Rouge, Win-
nipeg, Man. He is a junior member,
American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, also a local associate member
of the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers, being Secretary of the Mechan-
ical Section, Winnipeg Branch of same.

He is lecturer in Mechanical Engineer-

ing, University of Manitoba, having

been appointed such in 1916 ; the sub-

jects taught include Machine and Steam
Power Plant Desigia.

"My experience" says our "Spoke,"
has been very varied, starting with time

study work in various departments,- lead-

ing on to the development of tools for

better production; improving layouts of

machinery; scheduling and routins' loco-

motives and ears through the different

departments of a railroad shop, operat-

ins' a drawing office, and maintaining

the machinery of all departments etc.; a

series of acti\'ities contributing to a

viewpoint, that while not new, may em-

phasize an old one—that the value of

training cannot be overestimated. First

in value is the practical training and
secondly the theoretical training. I

fully endorse the trade educational

movements eWdent in our large cities,

but strongly urge that tlie practiealside

be given more consideratipn. My ex-

l)erience is that in the interval between

the time a student leaves college or

school, and the time when he needs such

higher education as calculus, he usually

forgets it and has to use ordinary math-

ematics for his problems. Apart from

the training effect, this represents time

lost that might be applied with advant-

age to the practical side of various ques-

tions."

"One of the most effective methods of

increasing output, is by comparison.

The latter is possible onlv bv knowing

what the "other fellow" is doing. The

engineerina" journals fulfil this need,

both in the editorial and advertisina-

sections. T have i>icked out many an

idea from instructive advertisements,

and while often have little time except

to "go through" a journal, I always do

this with the eye for something new,

finally removing the selected articles and

filing same.
©

"Kina- George got a bisr fight on." In

the region west of the Yukon, this mes-

sage, given hy Indians, was the fii-st

news of the war received by H. Collier,

a trapjier, who promptly returned to

civilisation, and, in his own words.

"joined up to get some good shooting."
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GUIDANCE SPECIFICATION FOR
TRIPLE-EXPANSION MARINE
ENGINES FOR CARGO BOATS*

IN
the present crisis of the countrj-'s

history it is the duty of all of us to

bethink ourselves and consider how
we are to hold our own in the ap-
proaching contest for supremacy in the

industrial world. As shipbuilders ana
engineers, it is specially incumibent on
us to look forward to what is likely to

happen after the war, and to prepare
for the new conditions as far as we pos-
sibly can. Intensitied and organized
competition from abroad is the least

that may be expected. As to whether
this will be met or not depends on whe-
ther our manufacturers so bestir them-
selves as to procure not only vastly in-

creased economy in production, but aJso

increased efficiency of their products.
Labor questions do not come within our
present scope, and we therefore confino

ourselves to the scientific and technical
factors of the problem, the influence of
which cannot well be over-rated. Old
designs and easy-going or antiquated me-
thods will be rigidly overhauled, and,
where necessary, must be brought up to

date under the guidance of the latest

research and reliable e.xperience.

Animated by these views, the Coun-
cil of the Institution, after grave con-
sideration, have taken the first step in

what they trust may develop into a

beneficial and helpful enterprise, and
hereunder present for discussion by the
members the draft of the Guidance Spe-
cification for Reciprocating Triple-ex-
pansion Engines intended for moderate-
speed cargo boats engaged in general
trade. The specification is based on the
best practice of the day and the district,

and the object in view is the ultimate
standardization of parts. There is no
intention whatever to change accepted
and successful practice, but merely to

reduce that practice to a common basis,
and to add to it when desirable or ne-
cessary, in order to raise performance to
the highest pitch of efficiency. It is

hoped that ultimately the specification
will be extended to include not only the
main engine proportions and scantlings,
but also the boilers, auxiliaries, and
other details. Quadruple-expansion
geared turbines, as well as internal com-
bustion engines, will also be dealt with
as time permits.
The Council suggest that the present

instalment, as and when approved by the
members in general meeting, shall be
known as "The North-East Coast In-
stitution Guidance Specification (1917)
for Cargo Boat Triple-expansion En-
gines." It is hoped that it will be ac-
cepted by marine engine builders, and
that it may prove beneficial, not only in

securing maximum rate of progress in

technical advance, but also in promot-
ing convenience and despatch in the
purely business sphere. The Council
propose that discussion in the meantime
be restricted to the subject matter of
the present draft, and that an annual

•Compiled by the Council and Members of
the North-Ea<st Coast Institution ot Engineers
and S'liipbuilders. 1917.

revision be made in order that the spe-

cification may be kept thoroughly up to

date, and may command the confidence
and promote the ultimate interests of

all concerned.

Specification
1—Indicated Horse Power.—For cal-

culation piu'poses in this specification

and in average sea conditions the I.H.P.

is to be found as follows:

—

D-SN
I.H.P.=

700
^diameter L.P. cylinder in inches.

S^=stroke in feet.

N=revolutions per minute. Found as

per Section (2).

The divisor is adjusted for a referred
mean pressure of 30 lb. per square inch.

32 (S+4)
2—Revolutions.—N=:

S
•3—Boiler Pressure.—180 lbs. per

squnre inch (gaug'e).
4—Ratios of Cylinder Areas—Ratio

for ISO lb. pressure:

—

H.P. M.P. L.P.

1 About 2.74 About 7.5
1 '•' 2.74

5—Cuts Off at Sea Power:-—
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

About 57.5 57.5 55
6—Speeds of Steam.—The mean steam

speeds to be calculated as follows :

—

Area of cyl. in sq. in. X piston speed
in feet per sec.

Area of pipe, port, or opening in sq. in.

=Speed in feet per sec. ,

Table of mean steam speeds in feet per
second :

—

H.P. M.P. L.P.
Main steam pipe . . 110 ... ...

Port opening .... 110 150 240
Steam iwrts 80 85 100
Exhaust passage

or pipe 60 65 75

Width of Steam Ports.—Width of
ports to be about 0.8 of diameter of cyl-

inder.
7—Maximum Load.—The maximum

load on main working parts to be taken
as the product of the area of H.P. cylin-

der in inches and the boiler pressure in

pounds per sci. in. (gauge).
S.—Crank Sliaft.—The diameter of

crank shaft in body to be to nearest %
in. above Lloyds Rule, and the propor-
tions of the remaining' parts to be not
less than the following:

—

(1)—Diameter of crank-pin to be
equal to diameter of .shaft.

(2)—Diameter of crank shaft in web
to be equal to diameter of shaft plus

Yz in-

(3)—^Diameter of webs to be equal to

diameter of crank pin by 1.85.

(4)—Thickness of webs to be equal
to diameter of shaft by .62.

(5)—Thickness of couplings to be
equal to diameter of shaft by .25.

(6)—Six coupling bolts to be used for
shafts up to and including 15 in. dia-

meter. Nine coupling bolts to be used
for shafts above 15 in. diameter.

(7)—Diameter of pitch circle of
couplins- ho'.ts to be 1.43 diameter of
crank sliaft.

(8)—Diameter of coupling bolts to

be equal to:

—

dia. of shaft' in inches

.7 X V
number of bolts X dia. pitch

circle in inches

Bolts to be parallel.

9.—Length of Connecting-rods. —
Length of connecting-rod between cen-
tres to be twice the stroke or four times
the crank radius.

Diameter of Connecting-rod. — Con-
necting-rods may be made parallel, same
diameter as piston-rod body.

Connecting-rod Top Ends.—Connecr-
ing-rods to have single top end gudgeons
for all engines having H.P. cylinders of
25 in. diameter and under.

10.—Crosshead Guides.—Main cross-

head guides to be of the single type in
all sizes of engine.

Load on Main Crosshead Guides.
Maximum load in pounds on crosshead
guides to be taken as:

—

Area of H.P. cyl. in sq. in. X boiler
pressure in pounds per sq. in (gauge)

4

11.—Maximum Pressures on Principal
Bearing Surfaces:

—

Lbs. per .sq. in.

Main bearings 250
Crank pins 500
Crosshead gudgeons 1000
Guide shoes (ahead) 55
Guide shoes (astern) 110
Diameter by length to be taken as

area of bearings.

Overall length by overall breadth as
area of guide shoes.

12.—Maximum Stresses on Principal
Working: Parts:

—

Lbs. per sq. in.

Ingot steel piston rod at
screw 6000

Piston-rod body (after de-

ducting Yi in. from dia-

meter to allow for return-
ing) 3000

Piston and connecting-rod
bolts at screw 5500

Main bearing bolts 45O0
Main bearing- keeps (if forg-

ed) ....^ ;. 6000
Connecting-rod bottom end

keep (if forged) 750O
Piston-rod keep (if forged) 7.500

(The keeps are calculated as beams with
distributed load and supported ends.)

13.—Valve Gear. — The valve gear
sizes to be determined from the load on
the M.P. slide valve spindle, calculated

as follows :

—

Load in pounds = .165 [54 (A-B) -

9 C],
Where A = area of face of M.P. valve

B= combined area of steant

ports in valve face in sq.

in.

C = combined area of ex-

haust ports in valve face
in sq. in.

Valve Spindles.—Diameter of valve
spindles at gland to be not less than:

—

Diameter of piston-rod at gland
-|- 58 in.

9
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Maximum Pressures on Bearino; Sur-
faces of Valve Gears:

—

Lbs. per sq. in.

Link block gu do-eon 500..
Link block slippers 300
Eccentric rod top end pins. . 500
Eccentric sheaves (ahead
and astern) So

14.—Thrust Block.—When of liorse-

shoe type, the pressure on thrust collars

not to exceed 70 lb. per square inch

when calculated from indicated thrust,

which is determined as follows:

—

Lbs. Indicated thrust =
I.H.P. X 33,000

Pitch in feet X revs, per min.

15.— Circulating Water.—The amount
of circulating water supplied to be 40
times the feed, taking the latter at 15
lb. of steam per I.H.P. per hour.

16.—Main Engine-driven Reciprocating
Circulating Pump (Double-acting).

—

To be proportioned to deliver the above
quantity of water at a displacement effici-

ency of 80 per cent
17.—Maximum Speeds of Circulating

Water.—The speeds of circulating water
are to be calculated as follows:

—

.8 area of bucket in sq. in x bucket speed
in feet per sec.

Area of .passage in square inches
= Speed of water.

Approximate Speeds in Feet per Second
Feet per second.

Main injection 9.0

Passages in pump 5.0

Valve grids 6.0

Past lift of valves 9.5

Discharge pipe 7.5

18.—Air Pump.—Capacity of air pump
not les than one-sixteenth of the cajjaeity

of L. P. cylinder.

19.—Main Engine-driven Feed Pumps.
Capacity each engine-driven feed pump
l-700th of capacity of L P. cylinder.

20.—Pump Gear.— Load on pump gear
to be calculated as follows:—Load in

pounds = 25 (area of air pump bucket -1-

area of circulating pump l)ucket) -\- 15

(area of both feed pump rams -|- area of
both bilge pump rams). All in sq. in.

Maximum Pressures on I'uniii Gear .

Bearing Surfaces.

Pounds per sq. in.

Pump link pins 400
Engine link pins 300
Pump lever centre gudgeon

bearings250
For cargo vesels of largo tonnage it is

recommended that the circulating and feed
pumps be itidopcndently driven iiumps.

21.—Utilisation of Heat in Exhaust
Steam from Auxiliary Engines.—A source
of very considerable economy in a marine
installation l)eing the complete absorption
by the feed water of the iieat in the ex-

haust steam from the various auxiliaries

including tlie steering engine electric

light engine, and evaporator, sueli a vacu-
um sliould be carried in the main conden-
ser as will enable this to be effected in all

seas in which the vessel trades. A vacu-
um of 27in., maintained in the steam space
of the condenser, tlie temperature of the
sea ))eing 7fl deg. Fah. (baroraeler 30in.),

has been found to meet these requirements
on an average cargo boat.
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22.—Cooling Surface.— In determin-

ing the amount of cooling surface per I.

H. P. average at sea, provision should be
made for the rapid initial degrading elfect

of oil and scale on the tube surfaces, and
also for the permanent prejudicial effect

on the condensing elTiciency of the residu-

air in the condenser

23.—Air Extraction by Steam Jet.

—

When a steam jet is employed for the ex-

traction of air, and a suitable design of
condenser is adopted, the greatly increas-

ed efficiency of the condensing surface
enables a higher temperature of feed to

be obtained, and for a given vacuum the
sizes of air pump and circulating pump,
to be considerably reduced, thereby sav-
ing pumping power and total weight.

24.—^Pressure Losses in Vacuum Sys-
tem.—It is important to minimise the loss

in absolute pressure between the steam
space in the condenser and the mean vac-
uum line as shown on the L. P. indicator
diagram, and also the loss between the
steam space in the condenser and the air

pump suction pipe.

In good practice (a) the vacuum line

should scale 12% lb., per sq. in. below the
atmospheric line when the vacuum in the
steam space of the condenser is 27in.,(b)

the speed of steam over the condensing
surface should be such that the total re-

sistance through the condenser does not
exceed one-tenth of an inch of mecury or
1.36 in. of water, as measured by a resis-

tance guage.

25.—Prevention of Delivery of Oil to

Boilers.—It is desirable that the oil

should be separated from the auxiliary
exhaust steam before it is used to heat
the feed-water, but in any ease the feed-
water must be passed through a satis-

factory filter before delivery to boilers.

-''.—J"<e-aeration of Feed-water.

—

Means should be provided for the de-
aeration of feed-water before it enters
tile boiler, with the object of preventing
corrosion.

27.—Prevention of Heat Loss by Lag-
ging.—Heat loss by radiation from un-
protected surfaces being a very appre-
ciable factor in the ultimate econonr.-

of a steam installation, the lagging of
boilers, steam pipes, cylinders, auxiliary

exhaust pipes, and feed pipes .should re-

ceive expert attention in order to pro-

mote efficiency by means of an adequate
thickness of non-conducting material ap-
plied in a workmanlike manner.

ONTARIO NICKEL DEPOSITS
THE report of the Province of Ontario

Royal Commission on nickel was brought
down in the House on March 20. It is a
complete history of the nickel industry
done up in a neat volume of 600 pages.

Its cost is estimated at .^60,000. It tells

of the difficulties to be overcome before

the metal could be refined in Canada, and
of the triumph of science over sulphur
fumes. The amount of nickel in sight in

Ontario is given as about 70 million tons,

but it is estimated that the total deposits

amount to about double tha amount.
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Taxation of minerals is discussed at

length, but a hasty examination of the
volume does not reveal any concrete re-

commendation as to what the Ontario tax
should be. The evidence taken before the
commission is given in an appendix.
Through the report runs a seam of warn-
ing as to the dangers of confiscation, and
of the evils that may arise should capital
be intimidated.

The only reference to Ontario nickel
reacliing the Germans is contained in a
short paragraph which deals with confer-
ences held with the Imperial Government.
The only comment is that for obvious rea-
sons these conferences were secret, and
what transpired could not be divulged.

®
ONTARIO GOVERNMENT

ESTIMATES
FURTHER supplementary estimates
totalling $1,468,000 were tabled in the
Legislature on Monday. Of this amount
.^218,706 represents grants for coloniza-
tion road construction in Northern
Ontario and a further $161,731 expen-
ditures to be made on general public
works, roads, bridges, etc., in the North.
Accompanying the supplementary esti-

mates is an estimate of capital expendi-
ture proposed for the T. and N. 0. and
the Hydro-Eleetric Commission. The
commission plans to spend $6,928,790.
Of this $1,000,000 is for work upon the
Niagara power development, $2,360,000
on Niagara transformer stations, $985,-
000 on Niagara system steel tower lines

and $1,695,000 for Niagara system ex-
tensions. There are also substantial es-

timates for extensions of the Severn,
St. Lawrence, Eugenia and Muskoka
systems.

The T. and N.O. plans to spend .$876,-

000, of which $250,000 is for 100 new
freight cars to i-eplace those burned,
$100,000 for the erection of steel bridges
in place of timber bridges $125,000 for
the extension of the Kirklaiid Lake
brancli and $143,000 for general con-
struction work. The T. and N.O. and
Hydro estimates bring the total present-
ed yesterday to $7,805,383.

©
Cooling Electrical Machinery.—In the

cooling of electrical niachitiery, with the
high speed units of large output, the

designei- is seriously handicapped, says
the Electrician. As turbo-alternators

go in these days, the 15,000 kilovolt-

ampere alternator is a machine of med-
ium size. In such a machine tlie total

loss is about 545 kilowatts, and an en-

cirmous volume of cooling air is required
for carrying away the heat due to this

loss. According to B. G. Lamme, a sim-

ple approximate rule for determining
the quantity of cooling air required is

that an expenditure of one kilowatt in

(iiie minute will raise the temperature of
100 cubic feet of air 18 deg. cent. There-
fore, for a temperature rise of the out-

going air of 20 deg. Cent, above that of

the incoming air. a loss of .545 kilowatts

will necessitate a supi>lv of ventilating

air of approximately 50,000 cubic feet

])er minute.

k
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POWER AND ITS GENERATION
Power, However Generated, and Ultimately Transmitted, is a Prime Essential of Man-
ufacturing Enterprise. The Discussion of .its Cost Side is this Departmental Objective

STEAM POWER ECONOMICS*
By C. E. Stromeyer.

THE present war, with its acoom-
panying high prices and the pos-

sibility of a trade war after the

eonekision of peace, has naturally di-

rected attention to many economic ques-

tions, including those relating to steam
boilers.

Discussions about the difference be-

tween English and German economic sys-

tems of operating factories have revealed
thiat abroad great harmony exists be-

tween the State and manufacturers, and,

as a consequence, German works have
adopted systems which commend them-
selves because of their leading to na-

tional economy. Our customs seem to

force individual works to think more of
themselves than of the country 's wel-

fare. Here we need only concern our-

selves with the fuel question which is

briefly as follows : Our manufacturers
have been spoilt by the ease with which
they could obtain the very best coal in

the world. When new labor-saving ap-

pliances were invented which, while in-

creasing the output, also increased the

power required to drive them, the manu-
facturers filled their works with them
and overworked their boilers; and as this

<:ould only be done with the best of coal,

slack was for long periods a drug in the

. market.

Wasted Coal Percentage

Constant improvements in mechanical
stokers have effected a change, but no
overworked boiler can burn dirty coal, no
matter whether it be fed by hand or by
mechanical means, and slowly but surely
colliery owners found that it did not pay
to bring inferior qualities of coal to the
surface. As most coal seams consist of
several layers, of which some are rich
and others poor, the poorer layers of
worked seams are often left underground
and buried for ever, because to mix them
with the richer ones would dispropor-
tionately lower their value.

According to recent statements by coal
experts, this wasted coal amounts to 25
per cent, of the output. This national
waste is due largely to our almost uni-
versal practice of overworking boilers.

Bunker coal for steamers must, of
course, be as free as possible from min-
eral matter, and export coal has also to

be reasonably pure, but there is no rea-
son, except want of boiler power in our
factories, why inferior eoal should not
be burnt wherever it ean be got. It i^

done on the Continent of Europe, be-
cause first-class coal cannot be obtained,
but there the works provide themselves
with ample boiler power, and on the
whole they obtain a higher efficiency

•From annual report of Manrhester Steam
t'serg Association; of which, Mr. Stromeyer Is
Chief Engineer.

than we can hope for with our superior
coal but hard-worked boilers.

Coke as Fuel

Somewhat similar remarks might be
made about the burning of coke. It is a
by-product of the gas works of towns,
and might with gas be a valuable by-
product of works which would make it

their business to produce sulphate of am-
monia and the volatile oils of distilla-

tion. Coke ought, therefore, to be a
cheap fuel. At present, however, its pro-
duction is limited, and those consumers
who are compelled to use it as a fuel can
be made to pay so heavy a price for it,

that the profits can be used for relieving
the rates. Steam users naturally do not
like coke, partly on account of its re-

latively high price and partly because it

would require larger boilers than the
present ones in which to burn it with as

good effect as the best coal. Thus, here
again, our habit of getting the highest
possible duty out of our boilers may be
looked upon as being one of the causes,
though perhaps only a secondary one,
which hamper our coal-tar industry.

Our present practice may possibly be
more profitable to the individual fac-

tories and collieries than to those of the
Continent of Europe, though this is a
moot point, but there can be no doubt
that this practice is very wasteful of our
national coal resources, and it is to be
hoped that after the war encouragement
will be held out to those who, without
loss to themselves, will assist at national
economy.

Take the simple ease of a shipowner
who has to decide for what speed a ship,

which he contemplates ordering, should
be designed. He knows that vpith a low
speed his ship cannot command paying
freights, and, going to the other extreme,
he also knows that if he fills his ship
with engines and boilers, there will be no
room for cargo, and his coal bill will be
far in excess of his earnings. He will,

therefore, have to decide on a medium
speed which here may be assumed to be
10 or 11 knots. With the faster ship he
will be able to make 10 per cent, more
voyages than with the slower one, but
his annual coal bill will be increased 20
per cent, and his carrying capacity
slightly decreased, on account of the ex-
tra 20 per cent, of engine, boiler, and
bunker capacity. Leaning on past ex-

periences he may be able to say to him-
self that his prospective earnings would
be about the same, no matter whether he
were to decide on the 10 or the 11-knot
boat. At this point national economic
considerations ought to influence him,
and he ought to say to himself: The 11-

•knot boat will carrv 10 per cent, more
cargo than the 10-knot boat, but it will

burn 20 per cent, more coal. My profit

will be the same with either speedj
therefore, in order to assist my eountr
in saving coal, I will decide to have th^
slower boat.

The factory owner is faced with othed
but similar, problems, and will find tha|
he too can make selections amongst
number of alternatives of which h^
should choose the one which, while it

does not affect his profits, will be of
economic advantage to the nation. It

will be my endeavor to review these sev-
eral alternatives.

Fuel Cost Contributories

The cost of fuel depends, of course, on
the cost of labor, and that depends on
the average cost of living. This will ne-
cessarily be increased after the war on
account of the heavy taxation to which
we as a nation will be subjected; but it

is impossible to make even the vaguest
guess as to the extent to which future
prices of fuel will be affected by the in-

crease in cost of fuel which may occur.
We may assume that the coal con-
sumption for a flrst-elass modern steam
engine can be reduced nearly down to

one pound of eoal per indicated horse
power, or nearly 4 tons per year con-
tinuous working. In most factories only

about one-third of the full time is work-
ed, whereas the interest on capital is a

continuous charge, and the total cost, in-

cluding wear and tear, was in one
modern factory foxmd to be $60 per in-

dicated horse power per annum, at a
time when the cost of fuel was $3 per

ton. Had the factory been working night

and day the cost would have been $30
per indicated horse power per annum.

This compares very unfavorably witli

$8.50 to $12.15 per electric horse power,
which is approximately the cost of con-

tinuous power production in some parts

of Sweden. Norway, and on the slopes of

the Alps. These districts are rapidly

realizing that they can control enormou?
powers, and when these have been har-

nessed they are sure to attract to them-
selves many of our industries. After
the war, wages now ruling are likely to

be at least maintained, and the dispro-

portion is likely to be increased. Then
also, as the United States is not going lo

burden herself with additional taxes, the

cost of livin? will not be increased there.

The most threatening possibility, liow-

ever. is that Prussia, true to her national

traditions, not to be saddled with a na-

tional debt (her present one of 600 mil-

lions beinn- merely an industrial one

created when the State acquired all the

railways), may repudiate all her internal

war loans, and after a few years of se-

vere personal hardship the tax.ntion in

Prussia, and consequently the average

cost of livina', and with it the price ofi

labor and nf eoal, will be as low as be-j

fore tlie war.
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Record of Engine Performances

We may, therefore, expect that some
time after the war, our cost of creating
power for industrial purposes will be
greater than in other countries, so that

even without considering the question of

economizing our national coal resources,

it will be necessary for individual works
to practise extreme economy as regards
coal consumption.

In order to be able to reach a reliable

starting point as to possible fuel econ-
omies, I have prepared the following list

been classLfled according to the type of
engines used, viz., low and high pressure
compound, compound using superheated
steam, and to triple expansion engines.

The original returns embody the amounts
of coal used for nonnpower purposes. In
those mills where a separate boiler,

usually a low-pressure one, was used for
burning this coal, the return may have
been fairly correct, but other returns are
mere guesswork. However, by combin-
ing the most reliable of the available
cases, the average fuel consumed in spin-

is about 2.15 lbs. of coal per indicated

horse power, and for triple-expansion

high-press'ure engines it is about 1.65 lbs.

of coal per indicated horse power. The
few compound engines which use super-

heated steam do not show up as well as

might have been expected, but with one
exception these engines are of an old

type.

These results are neither as good as

the results promised by engine builders

nor as those attained during trials. This

is but natural and should not be allowed

S Mean Coal Consumption
o 3 . per I.H.P.

•a
o

''

Mean
Indicated

Horse-power.

Remarks.

Gross.

Lbs

Heat-
ing, etc

Lbs.

Nett.

Lbs.

Cotton Spinning Mills. Compound Engines.

1 _ 85 770 2 90 87 2-03

2 — 85
500,520
380,300'

3-56 — — • Up to 1913.

2 85 do. 3-23 — — After 1908, but later

consumption in-

3 — 100
50 single

270, 260
3-58 — — creased to 4 -OOlbs.

Up to 1904.

.

3 — 100
50 single

290, 270
3-67 — — After 1904.

3 — 100
50 single

280, 270
3-76 0-89 2.87 One trial 1909.

4 — 100 620 3-13 0.32 2-81 Up to 1914.

4 — 100 390 4-57 0-76 3-81 Reduced power after

1914.

5 1864 100 400,400 4-09 — Burning slack.

6 1879 100 590,230 2-71 0.89 1.82

-1 — 100
350, 350

450
3-85 0-71 3.14

8 1885 105 1000 2-34 0-28 206
9 — 107 450 3-80 0-60 3-20 Only two years' testa

10 1900 120 640 2-60 013 2.47 Only one test.

11 1833 130 1200 2.72 — —
12 1909 138 700 2.81 — — Only two years' tests

13
1910

1899

145

145

690
980, 550

2.85 0-66 2. 19 690 is a triple expan-

13 1899 145 1100,280 2.67 0-60 2.07
sion engine.

14
1877

1875
160

380
980

2.69 0-40 2.29

15 1910 160 700 2.78 0-62 2.16 Only one test.

16 160 1400 2.32 Friction of engine,

main and counter-

shafting 24.6 %
17 1910 180 1200 2-65 0-34 2. 31

18 1913 180 1220 2.18 0-32 1.86 Only two years' tests

Cotton Spinning Mills. Compound Erigi-nea. Superheated Steam.

19 — 85 400,400 314 1-10 2-04 Only two years' tests

20 1885 100
100 single

1300
2.56 0-83 1.73 Only two years' tests

21 1873 140 580 2-71 0-67 2 04
22 1910 160 1300 2-20 0-45 1.75

TABLE I. DATA FROM .MISOELLANEOUS INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS OF 300 I. II. P. AND OVER.

Cotton Spinning Milk. Triple Expansion Engines.

23
24

1907 168

1905 180

1480

1400

2-02
2.33

0.38 1 1.64 Only one test.

Weaving Mills. Compound Engines.

«

ft^-Q
o J

B

Mean
Indicated

Horse-power,

Mean Coal Consumption
per I.H.P.

Gross.

Lbs.

Heat-
ng, etc,

Lbs.

Nett.

Lbs.

25 80

25 — 80

26 _ 85

26 — 85

26 — 85

27 — 105

27 1915 160

28 1898 120

29 — 120

29 — 120

30 1909 160

31 1907 165

320, 320 2.97 0.61 2.37

350, 340 2.77 0.60 2.17

330 3. 46 0.25 3.21

340 3. 53 — —
260 4.18 — —

500, 280 3. 43 — —
560,290 3.20 — —

340 3. 96 1.81 2.15
400 3-23 1.07 2.16
346 3.80 1.37 2.53
450 2..30 — —

1200,900 2. 33 031 2.02

Up to 1903.

Engine speeded up in

1903.

Up to 1908.

After 1908.

Do. Low power.

A new engine, one test

Reduced power.

Only two years' tests.

Only one test.

Worsted Spinning. Compound Engines.

32 !

—

32

90

90

510

400,160

4.58 0.42 4.16

3.92 0-34 3-68

Up to 1912. Over-
worked 1912. Re-
duced h.p. cylinders

and added an &uiili-

ary engine.

Silk Works. Compound Engines.

33 -! ^3 280 4.25 1.45 2.80

Paper Works. Compound Engines. .

34 — 133 750 4.25 — — Only one test.

Flour Mills. Compound Engines.

35 120

36 1880 80
36 1911 160

350
360
350

2.88
2.94
2-00

— Only one test.

— ' Fuel saving stated to

i
be 20 tons per week

! of 136 hours.

Wire Works. Compound Engines.

37 — 120 430,420 2.24 — Only one test.

TABLE II. DATA FROM MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIAI,
PLANTS OF 300 I.H.l". AND OVER.

of engine performances. This is merely

a repetition of the work which was done
quarterly during tiie infancy of the Man-
cliester Steam Users' Association, for at

tliat time it was the custom to collect

and publish information about tiie en-

gine performances of our members.
Tlicre seems to have been a greater wil-

lingness in those days than now to let us
have the desired details, for althou2h
our membership has enormously in-

creased since then, the present list is

much smaller and loss comprehensive
than our earlier ones.

The majority of the recorded results

are from spinninfr mills, and tliese have

ning mills for non-power purposes was
found to be about 0.6-lb. per indicated
horse power. In ring spinning mills the
quantity is probably only 0..5-lb., partly
because much of this power is converted
into heat, whicli helps to warm the
rooms.

Spinning Mill Power
The deductions which can. be drawn

from that part of the table whicli deals
with the cotton spinning mills are,

roughly speaking, that compound en-
.ffines usin? steam of 100 lbs, pressure
consume about ,3.0 lbs. of coal per indi-

cated horse power. For high-pressure
comiiound cncines, the net consumption

to influence intending purchasers, for it

must be remembered tliat a factory en-

gine stands idle for two-thirds of its

time, and that the raising of steam and
the banking up of fires costs mucli fuel,

say, 0.3 lb. per indicated horse power.
If we make tliis further deduction we
arrive at the following average net con-
sumptions per indicated horse powers un-
der ordinary working conditions, which
arc. of course, never as favorable as trial

conditions, at which the makers attend
and try to minimize all losses.

Old compound engines working with
about 100 lbs. pressure consume about
2.70 lbs.
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High-pressure compound eugines con-

sume about 1.85 lbs.

High-pressure compound engines with

superheated steam consume about 1.45

lbs.

Tripe-espansion engines consume about

1.33 lbs.

Several cases in the table show how
disadvantageous it is to use engines

which are either too small or too large

for the power produced by them, and one

case demonstrates the advantage of

speeding up an engine, but this remedy
has its limits. No. 16 was tested with

only the main and countershafting run-

ning, and showed that only about 75 per

cent, of the indicated horse power
reaches the spindles.

Weaving MiU Power

The information gathered from weav-

ing mills is very unsatisfactory, for the

average returns for heating and slashing,

which ought to be very much more than

spinning, are only about 0.8-lb. per indi-

cated horse power; or if we deduct 3.0

lbs. net, as found for low-pressure com-

pound engines of spinning mills, from
the gross power of similar engines in

weaving sheds, the coal used for heating

and slashing seems to be only 0.4 lb.,

which is 0.2 lb. less than for heating

alone. This discrepancy may be due in

part to 'the fact that weaving sheds are

flat structures and, therefore, not cooled

as much by cold winds as are the high-

built cotton mills. Possibly, too, the re-

latively heavy coal bills for power, heat-

ing, and slashing, tend towards rigid

economy in the engine and boiler depart-

ments. On account of these uncertain-

ties the following single case of a spin-

ning and weaving mill may prove of in-

terest, for here the heating was done by

separate boilers.

Very careful records have been kept

for a full year and the results work out

at 1.36 lbs. of coal per indicated horse

power, for power alone, and 1.23 lbs. for

iieating, slashing, and washing; deduct-

ing 0.6 lb. for heating, the slashing and

washing process in this mill costs 0.63 lb.

These works make fancy cloths—these

include thick materials, for which the

spinning and weaving powers are less

than the average cloths, and for which

the water to be evaporated in the slash-

ing process is a maximum.
The above works produced their own

electricity by means of a turbine. In

some parts of the mill each loom has its

own motor, in other parts a larare motor
is attached to the countershafts. Here
the losses will be about 8 per cent, for

the motor, and 15 per cent, for the coun-

tershafts, and then there will be about

10 per cent, loss beitween the turbine and
the switchl)nard. The efficiency of this

part of the works will.therefore. be

90X0.85X0.92= 66.5 per cent. The
small driven motors on the looms will

have an efficiency of about 10 per cent.,

so that the efficiency will be about 90X
0.9 == 81 per cent. The mean efficiency

for the whole miU will, therefore, be

about 74 per cent. This is practically

the same efficiency as determined for

mill No. 16 in the table. Electricity mea-

sured at the switchboard is practically

the same as brake horse power and,

therefore, an electric unit is equal to

about 1.5 indicated horse power.

Flour Mill Power

Tlie tabulated results for flour mills

are too few for the obtaining of average
results, but the saving effected in the

case of mill No. 36 is very gratifying.

The data are of importance to those

whose engines are of an old type, and,

therefore, likely to be inefficient, be-

cause it will give some indication as to

whether advantages are, likely to be

gained by renewing the installations on
midern lines. Of course, each case must
be .judged on its merits.

Now it is evident from the above table

that, as a rule, only about 1 lb. or 2 lbs.

of coal per indicated horse -power, or,

say, $5 to $15 per annum, is likely to be

saved by modernizing an old power plant.

If, in addition, arrang'ements were to be

made, by providing ample boiler power,
for burning a cheaper quality of coal, a

very great monetary saving might be
effected, but unless collieries will provide

inferior fuel to individual works, this de-

sirable policy can only be carried out by
large combinations of power producers.

Production and Transmission of Power

The Newcastle Electric Supply Co. has
in a wa.y shown what can be done in this

direction, and their work has also re-

vealed the difficulties which would have
to be overcome in other districts than
their own before success can be obtained.

Their leading idea seems to have been to

provide trunk wires which would <lo for

power what railways do for goods. The.y

provide collieries and ironworks with
outlets for any power which may be pro-

duced from their waste coal and from
the waste heat of their furnaces, and
they thus pro\"ide the means for the sale

of this power which would otherwise be

wasted. This company has in some re-

spects been favored by local conditions,

but it had also to contend with serious

difficulties which are even more serious

in other districts. It had the advantage
of promises from all the large works on
the Tyne to buy power from them, and
its first power stations could, therefore,

be desig-ned to work with lars'e vinits and
with a minimum of cost. Subsequentl.v

the North-Eastern Railway Co. agreed
to purchase all its power for local traffic.

On the other hand, the Board of Trade
limit on t;he voltase in the trunk wires

made these conneetincr links vei-y expens-

ive, and as nearly every old power sta-

tion had its own voltaae and its own fre-

quency of phase, practically every araal-

2'amation necessitated the erection of en-

tirely new installations. An initial diffi-

culty, which has however been nearly

overcome, was that the numerous cor-

porations had the right to exclude out-

siders from supplying their little dis-

tricts wdth power; but they have seen
the advantaa-e of adaptinsr their vo!ta?e>

and frequencies of phase to those of the

company, and now they buy their elec-

tric power from it for the purpose of
distributing it amongst their customers.

As far as can be ascertained, the

charge per unit of electricity, if used all

the year round without a break, has been
reduced to about $22.50 per electric

horse power. For eight-hourly supply,
the charge would, of course, be much
heavier, possibly as heavy as the cost of

individual power production by a mod-
em steam engine.

One reason why power can be pro-

duced thus cheaply is that the company
with its network of transmitting wires
can deal with collieries on the following
lines: Each colliery can bring, or brings

to bank some very dirty coal or shale,

which is absolutely unsaleable. Of this

fuel about 25 per cent, can be burnt in

the colliery boilers, but the remainder is

thrown on waste heaps and is occasion-

ally burnt there. Now, the company, by
installing a power station with ample
boiler power close to the collieries, could
consume all this apparently valueless

fuel and produce four times as much
power as was needed by the colliery. The
colliery buys its quarter share and the

rest is carried away in the trunk wires.

Ironworks are utilized in the same
way. The heat wasted by the gases
which escape from blast and other fur-

naces is far in excess of the power re-

quirements, and was largely wasted, be-

cause without a trunk system to carry
away the surplus power it could not be
used. Now all this waste power is bought
at a cheap rate and distributed.

In other industrial districts the condi-

tions for conveying and selling power
are rather unfavorable. The numerous
corporations still exclude outside pro-
ducers from within their boundaries, nor
will they buy from outsiders, and they

have not the necessary powers^for build-

ing power stations outside their own dis-

tricts, and thus utilizing: the waste fuel

of collieries. To produce cheap power
from fuel, which has had to be carted

to their own works, is out of the ques-

tion. They also have not the necessary
powers for supplying outsiders, and are.

therefore, in the most unfavorable posi-

tion for acting as power brokers or in-

termediary for the buying and selling of

power. What makes matters worse is

that nearly every corporation has its

own -particular yoltase and phase, so

that it could not. even if it would, buy
and sell power from and to others.

This condition of thinsrs is not likely

to change until factory owners learn

that, with a proper system, they could

easily be supplied with power at a cheap-
er rate than that at which they can pro-

duce it.

Gas From Coal

Another means of distributing power
and economizinsT our coal resources is to

convert coal into sas, distribute it in

pipes and sell the by-products, thus en-

coura<rine agriculture and the coal tar in-

dustry. In a certain sense our corpora-

tions work on these lines, and even pro-

duce a third by-product—coke. The pro-

duction and sale of coke mieht be en-

couraged more than it is, because it is a

smokeless fuel: but here a^ain we find

the same conflicts as in the electrical

field : corporation gas is too costly for
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cheap heating and power produotion, and
producers of power a:as are practically

prohibited from introducing- tlieir pipes
into towns.

It misj'ht be possible to combine the gas
and electricity systems, then gas and its

by-products could be produced from
wasite coal, and this gas could be used
in internal combustion engines, to pro-

duce electricity. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the gas engine is not as reliable as

might be wished, and it is also disliked

because of the irregularities of its revo-

lutions which cause flickering of lights

and troubles in spinning mills. We have,

therefore, to wait, but possibly not for

long, for the perfection of the internal

combustion turbine. At present the

steam turbine seems to combine the

greatest number of advantages; not only

is its running very steady, but new de-

signs are reported to be very economical.

The fuel economy question may, thero-

, fore, be brietly summarized by saying
that hardly any improvement is likely to

be effected in the economic working of
boilers, for, as is well known, there is

only a margin of about 20 to 2.5 per cent,

to play with. Considerable pecuniary
saving mi?ht often be effected by in-

creasing the number of boilers, so as to

be able to bum a poor and relatively

cheap fuel if this can be got. For in-

stance if, when best coal costs $5, dirty

coal of, say, 75 per cent, heating value
were obtainable for, say, $1.50 per ton.

the coal bill would be reduced to one-
half, but onlv if the local colliery can
bring this dirty coal to bank and if the

boilers are large enough to bum it.

Prime Mover Development

Our cliief hopes will, therefore, have
to be centred on engine improvements,
for here large savings might be possible,

because at present about eight units are
thrown away for every one doing useful
work. Improvements have been and- still

are being effected by inventors, and re-

search workers have little scope for their

activity. Research workers have already
indicated very clearly that the internal
combustion engine can attain a much
higher efliciency than the steam engine,
but the high cost of the fuel, citlier oil

or gas, nearly balances this advantage,
and constant engine troubles and repairs
are both annoying and costly. Research
workers have also shown that the turbine
should be much more efficient than the
reciprocating engine, but it is only com-
paratively recently that the efliciencv

of the ste.Tra turbine has eiiuallcd anl
slightly surpassed that of its older rival,

and we look to inventors, rather than re-

searchers, to reduce the remaining losses

to a minimum, for the most convenient
form of extracting power from coal is

still the old method of burning it under
a boiler. Central power stations arc not
limited in their choice to the steam en-
gine for power production, and in view
of the very high theoretical cITiciency of
internal combustion ensrines tliey very
likely hone to see the internal combus-
tion turbine brought to perfection.

From a national economic point of
view, the cnniliinatifn of the ititernnl

combustion engine with eleotrie distribu-

tion of power would seem an ideal one.

Our collieries would then be encouraged

to mine even our dirtiest coal. This coal

would produce by-products for farmers
and for the coal tar industries, and sup-

ply the engines with suitable gas, and
our factories would receive their power
at a lower cost than they could pro-

duce it.

^
BRITISH SPECIFICATIONS IN

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
THE Britisli Standards Committee, witli

a view to assisting' the maintenance and
extension of British trade after the -war,

has determined to translate its s]>ecifica-

tions in to P'rench, Spanish and Russian,

to give metric equivalents of En'.;-!ish

measures and to issue the speciUcations

at a much lower price than has hitherto

been possible. This fact was incorpor-

ated at tlie annual report of the Council

of the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, which held its seventieth annual

general meeting in London, Feb. 16.

Arrangements are being made to estab-

lish local committees in the colonies and

in foreign countries to obtain informa-

tion- and facilitate commercial transac-

tions. The institution has appropriated

a sum of .f2,50-0 as a donation to the fund

for this purpose. Michael Lonuridae

was elected president to succeed Dr. W.
C. I'nwin. who has been president for

the last two years. Duyald Clerk, Sir

Robert Hadtield and Mark Robinson
were elected vice-presidents.

©
CANADIAN NICKEL EXPORTS

FlfJlJRES showing that Canada's e.x-

ports of nickel in the fiscal year ended

March 31, lOlfi. amounted to 70.443,000

pounds, valued at .$7,714,769, are con-

tained in the report of the Department
of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa ,iust is-

sued. Of this total 11.610,000 jiounds,

valued at $1.779..S01, went to Great Bri-

tair.. and 5cS,83'2,000 prninds, valued at

$5,043,969. went to the United States.

From the figures it would ajipear tliat

in the fiscal years ended March 31, 1912,

and March .31, 1913, no Canadian nickel

was exjiorted to Germany. In the fiscal

vear wliicli ended on March 31, 191).

that is to say, a year before the war l)e-

gan Germany received 10,8,138 ])ounds

of Canadian nickel ore or mattee. In the

following year, ended March .31, 1915,

ai;ain Grrmanv received 179.3.54 ppnnds,

valued at $22,866. Then the measures

taken to -prevent Canadian nickel reach-

ing Germanv took effect and from that

date (mward not a jiound was exptvrteil

to that count rv.

©
Training the Juniors.—The New South

Wales Minister (if Education has stated

that his dejiartmcnt should supervise and
ensure the compul.sory apiirenticin'j- of

vonths.to some reirular trade or callinu

before Ihev are severed completelv from
tlieir s<di()(il life, in order to prevent the

driftinir of thousands of lads into uu-

skilled ciccnpiitii ns.

DEVELOPMENT OF STEEL CAST-
INGS MANUFACTURE

AT a recent meeting of the Manchester
Association of Engineers, the first pait

of a paper—on the "'Development of the

Manufacture of Steel Castings,'' was
read by Ernest F. Lange, M.I. Mech.E..

A.M.Inst. C.E. A two-section sub-divi-

sion was made, namely— 1, Crucible steel

processes, and 2, Bessemer steel pro-

cesses. In the first, the author traced

tlie history of the crucible processes of

manufacture from Reaumur's early writ-

ings and experiments up to the present,

dealing incidentally with Huntsman'-:
discovery of cast steel, the Siemens re-

generative crucible steel furnace.

"Mitis'' steel eastings, the modern coke-

fired furnace, and Krupp's steel foun-

dry. In the second section the author

traced the development of the Bessemer
steel processes. The Walrand and
Robert converters were described, and

the author eomi-)ared the features of th.-;

former with tlie Tropenas converter,

which to-day is the most extensively

used.

Referring to the Walrand-Legenisel
process, it was stated that the most im-

portant claim on its behalf was that il

enabled the production of hot fluid metal

to be achieved on a imaller scale than

any known method, other than by cruc-

ibles. It was mentioned in ;:;'3 rcsjieet

that there is in use in Paris a Vi-ton eon-

\erter giving a perfectly hot fluid steel

wiih the Walrand method of ferrn-sili-

c in superheating. The author concluded

this section of the paper w'ith a descrip-

tion of the Stock oil-tired converter. He
said that in no country had the small

converter process for the manufacture

of steel castings had a greater develop-

ment than in Belgium, althoagh at first

glance there were no obvious reasons

whv that should he so. The fact re-

mained that, before the w-ar, the Belu:ian

foundries were able to import heniatite

from Great Britain, cimvert it into st;>el

eastings, and undersell the British foun

dries in their own markets.

.Vs a result of careful study of the Bel-

gian steel casting industry, by personal

observation and in<piiries in that coun-

try itself, Mr. Lange came to the follow-

ing conclusions as regards the cause^

that led to its success:

1—The excellent organization and
ecpiipment of the steel foundries.

2—The suitability of the small con-

verter for making small and medium
weight castings, as shown by the fact

that the (uitiiut of steel castings in Bel-

gium has quadrupled itself in the last

twelve years.

3—The advanta"e of lU) artificial re-

straint of the jiroduetion on the part of

the trade unions, i.e., the advantage of

working piecework instead of dav work.
4—The fact that small converter cjist-

ings require smaller castin'j- heads and
runners than with the open-hearth pro-

cess.

5—The castings require less annealin;;.

6—The BelLiians havp an abundance
nf cheap natural mouldinsr san<l, par-

ticularlv suitable for the small cmvertei-

pi"ocess.
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PROCESSES IN MANUFACTURE
Inventive Genius and Research Operate to a Dual End— They Aim to Improve

What We Nov/ Possess and Bring to Our Service Commodities Before Unknown

COATING IRON AND STEEL WITH
ZINC-aALVANIZING—I.*

H\ \V. Ellison Sharpk-s, M. I.S.I.

THE object of tins paper is to deal

with the subject of eoating iron

and steel with zine or, as more

L'euerally termed in the (.-.immercial

world.' oalvaniziu;;. Owing to the great

cduHiet wagino; in Europe this industry.

Irom a purely commercial point of \iew,

lias been considerably curtailed. In nor-

mal times it is a large and extremely im-

]i(irtant industry. In the last generation

the galvanized iron trade has developed

enormously. There i.s no doubt that zinc

is the best rust preventative for iron

and steel, but it is not altogether on ac-

count of its cheapness that it is so ex-

tensively used, as there are other metals

which are cheaiier and less corrosive

than zinc. If zinc did not corrode ii

would be useless for the purpose for

which it is used.

• When iron or steel, liaviug been coat-

ed with zinc, is exposed to the atmos-

phere, a galvanic action is set up, al-

thougli extremely slight. Any two dis-

similar metals form a galvanic couple,

but zinc being '"electro-positive," the

zinc suffers corrosion at the expense. of

the iron, which is the. ''.electro-negative'",

metal. The effect is. that, providing

there is any zinc left upon the iron, i\w

Corrosion goes on exclusively with the

zinc, the iron or steel not being cor-

roded at all.

The oldest sralvanizing process and
the one most generally used is the hot or

dipping process. The cold or electro

and the Sherardizinsr processes are also

used to a considerable extent, and they

have gained ground in the last few
years. The hot or dipping process is

used exclusively for the coating of

sheets, and consequently it will perhaps
he well to deal with this branch of the

galvanizing industry first. An idea of

the immensity of this branch of the in-

du.5tr>- may be gathered when we con-

sider that the production of this com-
modity, which in the year 1S95 was two
hundred and four thousand tons (204,-

OOO), bv the year 1907 had grown to a

production, of four hundred and ninety-

seven thousand tons (497.000). The
chief consumers of this commodity are

Australia. South Africa, Argentine and
India.

The term galvanized iron is one which
for manT years has been eiven to ar-

ticles of iron coated with zinc, for the

puri)<)se of preserving the iron from
oxidization by the atmosphere. Whei
iron is thoroughly cleaned and freed
from scale, it will, upon beinu- dipped
into molten zinc, become perfectly coat-
ed. If the iron is perfectly coated tlie

atmosphere has no direct action upon it.

liut a thin film of oxide is lormed upon
the zinc coating.

Quality Featvu-e

The <|uality of the galvanized sheet
depends cliiefly upon three things. Prim-
arily, on the quality of black sheet iron

—that is the sheet iron as it comes from
the rolling mills—and upon the care ex-

ercised during the process of galvaniz-
ing. If the quality of sheet iron is poor,
even a heavy coating of zine w'ill not-

produce a a'ood sheet. It is essential tha;

the sheet iron be absolutely clean and
free from scale and cinder, otherwise it

will not hold the zinc coating for long,

and after a s-hort time of exposure to the

atmosphere spots of rust will appear,
which eating into the surface expose the
iron to rapid oxidization and corrosion.
Secondly, the quality of the iron as re-

gards ductility and toughness must be
studied, for, if it is not sufficiently so.

it will, on being corrugated, crack, and
although the fissures may perhaps be so

small as to escape a cursorv examination,
they will, "on being exposed to the ac-

tion of the atmosphere quickly corrode
and render the sheet practicallv worth-
less. Thirdly, the quality of the finisheii

iron depends to a very large extent upon
the purity of the^ soelter used—spelter

is the name given in commerce to the

zinc blocks before beins: made into zinc

sheets.

Dipping Only

AVheu the trade was first established,

the process universally ado|)ted -nas that

of dipping, no machinery being used.,

The bath employed was about 9 ft. long
by .3 ft. 6 ins. wide by 4 ft. deep. A bar
of "T" inm upon which was riveted an
iron plate, just deep enough to go into

the molten meta! when the bath was at

its lowest working level, was placed
across the middle of the bath. The ob-.

ject of this was to divide -the- flux and
keep the exit side in the be^t condition.

A dipper and his mate were employed
at the entrance side, and thev together
plunaed the sheet into the molten metal,
and bv means of rods passed it under the
iron plate before mentioned, brinains it

un on the other side of the same throua'h

the flux. The sheet was then seized bv

"takers out"—.two beina' employed^

—

who gradually drew if out by means of

tnnas, and when the surface was suffi-

ciently set pluna-ed it into a tank of
clean water. Afterwards the sheet was
passed to the sawdust boxes, where it

was dried. If it was desired to have a

brisht sheet, it was plunaed into water
before the surface was set—that is. "be-

fore crystallization had bearun. It was
tried, witli a view to economy in flux

—

that is. sal ammoniac, or muriate of am-
monia as it is srenerallv known in th-^

trade—to utilize black foundry sand. It

is apparent to anvone conversant with

the process of galvanizing what a ter-

rilile practice this was, seeing that sand
is not a fluxing agent for zinc. Its only

economy, and that an imaginary oni-,-

was that due to the sand dragging on the

surface of the sheet it would act as a

flux. It created a large quantity of sanri

skimmings and oxide, besides the diffi-

culty of separating the spelter and the

sand when in a fine state. Several patent
processes were introduced, among
tbem beina Heathfield's, Baylis's, and
Carasco's.

Heathfield's Process

In this process a machine having sev-

eral pairs of rolls was employed, the last

pair being just above the surface of the

metal, the object bein^ to stiueeze the

.surplus zinc off the sheets and give a

uniform coating.

Baylis's Process

In this process the sheets after being
pickled were passed through a pair of

cold rollers upon which flowed a con-

tinual stream of water. From these

rollers the sheet passed on to a bath
which it entered by means of a pair of

rollers fixed on the bath frame. It then

passed liv means of guides fhrouah the

metal and .emerged throueh .the flux,

which in this process was sand. They
were then seized by a pair' of studder,

rollers, passing onwards by means of an
endless chain to a set of revnlvina

brushes which brushed off the adherina'

|)articles of sand.

Carasco's Process

In this process the sheets passed
through a pair of rollers on the bath

and were conducted bv means of guides
into the flux box. From the flux box
they jjassed by means of other guides
through the metal and emerged throuah
a pair of V-shaped wheels which arip-

ped the sheets on the edges.

We now come to the process as car-

ried out to-day and will deal with the

machinery more fully.

Buildings

A building with'a framework of light

sectional iron and covered in either with

asbestos, slates or corrugated iron sheet-

ing serves the purpose equally as well

as costly wood or brick buildings. Care
must be taken to have a periodical in-

spection of the ironwork, and it should

also frequently be coated with some good
anti-corrosive paint, of which there are

several upon the market. In arransrina

the buildinas, the fact should not be

overlooked that.it is better to have the

sheds used for corruaating. sortina am'
jiackina separate and detached from the

galvanizina' and picklina sheds. Atten-

tion also should he given to the ventila-

ti'jn of the buildinas. especially in the

ease of the corrugating, sorting anil
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packing sh^ds, and tliey should also be

heated to obtain a dry atmosphere. This

ean be done by means of hot air heated

by a steam heater, or a waste-coke heat-

er, of which tliere are plenty in works of

tliis kind.

Pickling

This is the first stage of the proces.s

after receiving the sheets from the an-

nealing furnaces. There are two classes

of acid used in this work, either sul-

phuric or commercial hydrochloric. If

the former, the specific gravity used is

1.8 or 1.9 and mixed in the proportion

of five parts of water to one of acid. In
using this acid it is necessary to quicken

its action upon the sheets by warming it

to a temperature of about 90° to 95° F.

by means of a steam jet, whicli conveys
the steam to about 2 ins. from the bot-

tom of the vat by means of a lead pipe

of about ^2-1"- bore.

If hydrochloric acid is used as the

picklins a^ent a "Twaddeir'^of about
Ii5 is employed and the proportions arc

one of water to one of acid. By using

this acid, it is, as a rule, unnecessary to

warm it up by means of steam except in

cold weather.

Of course, the adoption of acid -used

for picklinii depends to a certain extent

upon local conditions, but, speaking gen-

erally, it is preferable to use- hydro-
- chloric acid, since the slie.ets do not re-

(|uire soaking- after picklingT althouirh -a

water'vat is often provided, so that when
the sheets are taken out of the pickling
vat^ to await being dipped by- the dipper,
tliey may be put- in the water vat to

await dippinff, thus- ensuring that they
are. kept perfectly clean. The fumes
gejierated by th* hydrochloric acid
pickle are not so annoying as those gen-
erated by the sulphuric piek'.e. The
workina: cost of both pickles is annroxi-
matelv the .same due to the different

onantities of acid used. The time occu-
pied in picklins a batch of sheets is ap-
pro.>umately the. same under both sys-
tems and varies from 1.5 tx) 2f) minutes,
according- to the condition i)f the iron
and also of the )iicklc.

Pickling Vats

'I'hese vats are best constructed of
'.iood York stone, the vertical .ioints be-

ing J(jined together l)y means of solii'

round indiarubber i)ulled tightly to-

gether by means of clamps and rods. In
the opinion of the author, clamps are
better disi)pnscd witii. It is only neces-
sary to drill the flags and pass tlie tie-

rods througli them direct. The hori-

zontal joints are best made witli flannel

well smeared and knea<lcd with a paste
of white lead and boiled oil. This pre-

pared flannel is then evenly laid upon
the ixirtion of tlie stone which has al-

ready been truly dressed for the pur-
pose. The side lla'.;s are then laid ujjon

this flannel, their weiuht beini; found
sufficient to close the joints securely. If

care is taken in the 'nuilding up of these
tanks, tliey will last for many years with
very little attention. Owiii'.; to Hie con-
tinual char'.;ing and dischargin'x of the
vats with slieets some protection is ne-
cessary for the (ops of the \al^. A i-licap

and etticient method of overcoming this

difficulty is to protect them by means of

channel iron, the wear being taken by
this iron. This wilf be found to well re-

pay the extra outlay, as the renewal of

a stone side is a somewhat costly job.

The bottom of the vat is protected by
blue bricks set in china clay and pitch,

about two courses deep. A hole about

3 ins. diameter for emptying the vat is

provided at one end of the vat, being

plugged up by means of a wooden taper

plug covered with flannel. A cheaper
vat can be made of pitch pine lined with

lead and its bottom protected by means
of elm or pitch pine planks wedged in to

prevent the sharp edges of the sheets

cuttinu' the lining.

Although the initial cost of the stone

vats is far in excess of the wooden ones,

their life is considerably longer and the

maintenance is not so high. All tie rods

and clamps should be regularly and fre-

quently coated with a mixture of equal

parts of linie and tar, when it will be

found that they will last a considerable

time, although often being splashed with

acid.

The second or intermediate vat is gen-

erally constructed of pitch pine planks

whose top sides are likewise protected
with channel iron to prevent wear due
to the rubbina' action of the sheets. The
sheets after beina' fed into this vat from
the pickling vat by manual labor are, in

some cases, fed into rollers fixed on the

side of this vat, and thus conveyed into

the' dippina' machine; but it is, in tht'

author's opinion, better that the sheets

be taken by hand from this vat and fed

into the dioping machine bv the dipper,

thus ensuring a square start and a safer

passas'e of the sheet through the gal-

vanizins bath.

Bath and Bath Frame
The hath is made of the best quality

mild steel plates 1 in. to IVi '"S. thick,

being either riveted or welded, a con-

venient size being 5 ft. 9 ins. by 5 ft. 9

ins. by 3 ft. 6 ins. deep. This is set upon
a foundation of brickwork covering the

whole of the bottom, rising about 9 ins.

round the sides, so as to prevent, as far

as possible, the bath being burnt when
the dross accumulates at the hottoni.

These baths are fired by various
nu'ans, generally open coke fires, or the

bath may be surrounded by means of

cast iron covering plates over the fires,

with suitable firina' holes cast in them,
having suitable lids, so that the inten-

sity of the fire may be regulated. These
plates are best cast in angle form and
bolted t^igetlier in such a manner that

they may form a fixing or stay for the

brickwork, at the same time being easily

removable in the event of the bath be-

coming leaky, nec.essitatina' immediate
and (|uick repair. Great care is needed
in the firing of, the bath, as upon this dc-

l)ends to a very lar'.;e extent the life of

the same. For successful workinu' il is

necessary to maintain an even heat in

the bath So as to prevent undue forma-
tion of oxide caused by overheatina' of
the metal on the one band, and excessive

deiiosit of metal on the sheets caused bv
li'i) low a lii'al <in Ihc uthei' hand. The

temperature to aim for is from 830" to

850° F., which will give a satisfactory

result. Care should be taken to instruct

the dipper, and likewise to see that the

instruction is carried out, that he must
clean daily the sides of the bath on the

fire side and internally, as far as pos-

sible of oxide creepings by means of a

scraper bar. This considerably helps in

prolonging the life of the bath, prevent-

ing overheating of the same—as oxide is

an exceptionally bad conductor of heat

and when formed and allowed to remain

causes burning of the plates and ulti-

mate failure of the bath.

Starting a New Bath

When the galvanizing bath has been

properly set, considerable care must be

exercised in tilling it witli spelter to pre-

vent the bath from being runed when the

fires are started. In filling the bath with

slabs of spelter, jilace them on edge in

such a way that their flat surface will

lie as closely as possible to the side^ of

the bath. By exercising a little in-

genuity the slabs can be so placed as to

practically cover the sides of the bath.

This method of placing the slabs will

lessen the danaer of burning the bath

on the first firina as there is cold zin--

against all the heated surface. The
slabs should also be arranged so that as

the outside ones melt, those next to them

will be forced outward aa-ainst the side

of the bath.

Firing a New Bath

In heating u)) the bath for the first

time, one should take care that the work
is not hurried. Under no circumstance

attempt to melt out a bath for the first

time in less than 36 hours. Until .seplter

begins to melt the fuel should not be al-

lowed to attain a depth of more than 12

or 15 ins. in the fire spaces, and the air

holes should be regulated so that the

fires will not burn so strongly. As the

metal melts the depth of fuel may be in-

creased, but it should never be more
than 3 or 4 ins. above the surface of the

metal in the bath. Of course, it is rather

ilillicult to determine just the depth of
the molten metal, but it is easy to be or.

the safe side even if a lonaer time is

taken in meltina' out. -

Leaky Baths

it often happens that a bath is worn
more in one particular place than an-

other. This is often caused by extrem.

draughts forcing the fire in that par-

ticular spot, but by careful stopping it is

])0ssibly to considerably lenathen the life

of a bath. All rejiairs should be carried

out in a careful manner, and as quickly

as possible consistent with first-class

repairs.

The location of a leak soon makes
itself a)iparent by excessive fumes due
to oxidization of the metal. The first

operation is to remove the fire and ashes

from the vicinity of the leakaa'e when
the size of the same can be observed. Xo
attem])t should be made to stop the leak

by thrustins' the point of a poker in the

hole, as this may cause the h<de to be-

come lai'ger, especially if the ))lat-o has

become very thin in this particular place.

If the hole is very small it can be stop-
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pod, but ii' the molten spelter flows in a

eontinuous stream it is necessary to

lower tlie level of the metal below the

level of the hole. If the hole is large tlie

metal can be caught in moulds while tlie

o])eration of lowerina' is going on.

The next step is to build up from the

bottom of the fire space a column of tire-

Ijrick to within a foot of the hole. A
piece of R.S. channel about 5 ins. bv i!

ins. is then put in an upright position

and tightly wedged to the bath from the

brickwork and the brick column is built

ur) to the level of the surroandina' brick-

work. In the intervening s]iaee, formed
by the channel, some fireclay, made into

a stiff paste, is )iut and well rammed, so

as to form a good foundation, which
should reach to within 5 ins. of the hole.

A mixture of iron filinas and sal-am-
moniac is then put in on the top of the

fireclav and also w-ell rammed until it is

a few inches above the aperture. The re-

mainder of the spafo so formed is then
filled in with fireclav and well rammed.
This should he allowed to remain a

couple of hoiirs to set, wlien the bath
may again be put in service.

@
GOOD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

By Geo. H. Gibson
GOOD business has been defined as the

art of selecting probabilities, and it is

certainly true that the greatest successes

in the engineering businesses have come
to men who had the ability to do the

following things: Foresee the need or
opportunity, develop the solution, and
focus the attention of the public upon
the problem and its solution. As exam-
ples, I might mention Edison with the

incandescent lamp, Westinghouse with
the air brake and alternating current
transmission, Hunt with rope transmis-
sion, Sturtevant with fans and blowers,

De Laval and Parsons with the steam
turbine, Babcock and Neier with the

water-tube boiler, Diesel with the oil en-

gine, the Wheelers with surface con-

densers. Hill with technical .iournalism.

Thurston with technical schools. Pattei'-

son with the cash register, Herschel witli

water meters, Kent with his handbook,
and many others.

The inertia and prejudice which must
he overcome in the introduction of a

new device may be illustrated by the ex-

perience of Corliss with his variable cut-

off four-valve steam engine. After he
had perfected and demonstrated the re-

markable savings of his engine as com-
pared with the engines then common in

this country, he was still compelled to

give the engines away and to take his

payment in the fuel saved during- the

first vear'c operation, in order to make
headway.
Many people have the idea that the

invention is the important thing. Very
few engineering businesses, however, are

founded altogether on exclusive and
hasic patents. They are based rather

on a combination of scientific knowledge
and business sagacity, with the help of
such protection, monopoly or trading ad-

vantage as can be obtained from the

detail patents which it may be possible

to secure as the development of the

art unfolds itself. A man may have the

germ of a good idea for a successful

business, hut still nothing that can be

])rotected by a patent, even though pat-

entable improvements will doubtless l)e

discovered upon developina' the| idea.

Nevertheless, the essential factor is the

broad judgment or foresight which leads

him to take up certain matters at a par-

ticular juncture, and not the specific me-
chanical contrivances by which he may
carry out his ideas. In such cases, the

best protection to the idea is advertising
by means of which he can promiitly get

the full benefit of the potential demand
for his product before competitors have
had time to imitate and develo]i. Once
he has his organization and business
well under way, competition will be at

a disadvantage.

For businesses up to a certain size,

there is nothing that will beat one-man
efficiency. The man "who can see a need
or an opportunity for a need, and act

accordingly, is fit to be the head of a

business, if he is also an administrator.
However, the organization of modci'n
industrial enterprises branches out into

a areat multiplicity of specialized de-

tails, and we cannot always get in one
man a'.l tliose qualities of genius that

are necessary in the inventor, in th.:'

captain of industry, and in the promo-
tion expert. We therefore have per-

forming these functions a number of
men who may be described as follows:

First, there is the aeneral strategist,

who may have the title of president

general manager, chief engineer, and
not infrequently sales manager, since

the study of how to sell a product a^

already built leads almost invariably to

the discovery of improvements wliereby
it can more easily be sold in larger

volume and at a greater profit. It is

liis disposition and function never to be
satisfied with things as they are. He is

continually studying the trend of engi-

neering scientific and business develoji-

ments with a view to visualizing their

prohalile future course. His policy is

to build a monopoly of information and
brains, and then to serve the public
w'ith little or no competition by havina'

the 'best solution for each new prublem
as it arises.

©
PYROMETER DEVELOPMENTS

('Continued from page 312.)

instrument, so that when a balance is

reached, no current flows. A galvano-
meter is used to indicate the point at

which no current is flowing, and the

pointer on the g:aIyanometer then indi-

cates zero, the voltage of the thermo-
couple being opposed to the dry cell.

The advantage of the potentiometer
method of measuring temperature lies

in its extreme precision, and its inde-

pendence of resistance changes through-
out the thermo-couple circuit. It has

the disadvatage compared with the milli-

voltmeter method in that it is not direct

reading, and that some outside source

of current, a dry cell for example, is

necessary as a source of current to op-

pose the thermo-couple.

Radiation Pyrometers
The radiation pyrometer is a develop-

ment of the thermo-electric pyrometer.
Instead of placing the thermo-couple in-

side the furnace, where tlie temperature
would be so high as to destroy it, it is

placed in the back of a tube in front or
a mirror. The rays of heat from the

furnace enter the tube and strike the
mirror and are brought to a focus on
the thermo-coujile junction. This instru-

ment has a particular field where temp-
eratures must be measured from 2^800

degrees Fahr. up, and it is po.ssible to

secure an accuracy within 1 or 2 per

cent, with this type instrument, if the

instructions as to its use are properly

carried out. It is not recommended for

service where a thermo-electric pyro-

meter with base metal or platinum
thermo-couple can be used.

It is very essential if accurate results

are to be secured from pyrometers that

they he, re-standardized at frequent in-

tervals. The freezing point of pure salt

is an excellent method of testing thermo-
couples, or of the complete i)yrometer

consisting of the themio-couple, leads

and instrument. Insert a thermo-couple

in a small crucible containing pure salt

;

ordinary table salt is satisfactory and
heat the salt to about 1600 degs. Fah.

Remove the crucible from the heat and
allow it to cool off. At the freezina

point of the salt which will be indicated

by the temperature remaining reason-

ably constant for four or five minutes,

the pyrometer should, read 800 deas.

Cent., or 1,472 degs. Fah. The meltina

point of a numher of different metals is

quite satisfactory for cheeking purposes.

The meta/ls most generally used, for

this purpose, and their melting points

follow: Tin, 4.50; zinc, 787; silver,

1,761, and aold, 1,945; coptier, 1.929:

aluminum, 1.157, and platinum, 3,227

degs. Fah. The Bureau of Standards at

Washington tests pyrometers and
thermo-couples for manufacturers in the

United States, and it is a good plan to

have a standard platinum or base metal

thermo-couple tested at the Bureau since

its laboratories can furnish the millivolt

values for the thermo-couple. Tliis data

can be retained as a primary standard

to test the secondary thermo-cou|)le.

The cost of such a test is usually about

.$10.

Automatic Temperature Coijtrol

The areatest future in pyrometry un-

douhtedly is alona the line of automatic

temperature control. Instruments which

lautomatically control the temperature

of electric furnaces have already been

designed. By means of solenoid oper-

ated switches the circuit is opened and

closed through the rheostat, maintain-

ing the temperature constant within 10

degs. Fah.
It may be suggested that the various

steel manufacturers who are interested

ill the improvement of heat treating

methods can be of great assistance to

pyrometer manufacturers in co-operat-

ing with them to test out new devices

in an endeavor to improve on present

methods.
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w HAT is claimed as the- largest

machine of its type now on the

market is shown in the eat here,

shown in the accompanying engraving,

whicli illustrates a recent product of the

Gardner Machine Co., Beloit, Wis. The
No. 15 double' spindle grinding;- machine
can'ies 20 in. nng wheels or 24 in. disc

wheels both of which types of gi-inding

members are interchangeable.

Each spindle is mounted in a sliding

head which in turn moves in an ad^

justable sub-base which can be securely

fastened in any desired position accord-

in? to tlie rec|uirements of the work.

Tlie east iron hoods which guard the'

wheels are fastened to the inner ends

(if the subJiases and move only wlien

these are adjusted for position. " The
sliding heads work through a felt lined

hole in the hoods and have a combined

lateral travel of 3V2 in. when both heads

are moved toward the centre simultan-

eously; either head, however, may be

locked in position and one head only

moved. As shown in the engraving the

sub-bases are set well apart for grind-

ing opposite sides of very wdde pieces,

but when grinding thinner articles the

sub-bases are moved closer accordinalv

and secured to the bed by bolts. This

adjustment is convejiiently made by pin-

ions carried in brackets attached to the

sub-base and engagina' with a feed rack

which extends across the front of the

bed, a detachable wrench being used for

this purpose.

Tlie feeding of the heads is done by a

verti<-al shaft at tJie left of the ma-

horizontal hand lever is mounted on the

upper end of the vertical shaft. When
this hand lever is pulled to the right the

feed bar moves to the left and revolves

the hand feed shaft by bevel gearing so

that the operator may control 'the ma-

chine from either side of the work.

At the extreme left of the feed bar is

a stop screw against which

the feed bar abuts when the

heads are fed in. A worm
nu6 adjusts this hardened

screw, and is acted upon by

a worm on an inclined shaft

which terminates directly

behind the hand lever with

a small graduated hand
wheel. A back stop is also

provided for limitina: the

backward travel of the

liead.

The work table slides ia

and out between the wheels

and is provided with

tee-slots and holes for

fastening fixtures in^

lace for liuldini; the

^* * » fc f

HALF SECTIONAL KLICVATInX OF WOKK-HOLniNG DEVICE
FOR THUEAD .MILLING ATTACHMENT.

the pinions meshing with the rack on

its upper surface. Tlie shafts on which

the pinions are monnted transmit the

motion through suitable bevel pinion

gearing to spur pinions which mesh

with racks fastened to opposite sides of

the sliding heads so that the heads move

r^^^a

HEAVY IHTV IKXI'.I.E IllflNIiEi,.

chine. A piniiiM (in this shaft ongaacs

witli a short length o'f rack on front of

the 'i in. square steel feed bar, and a

in (ippii.s'ilc directions or to ami from
each other. A treadle extends around

the front of the machine and operates

wiirk. It is moved back and forth

l)y rack and pinion operated l)y hand
lever at the left side of table. This

lever is attached to a large gear

which meshes with a pinion on the

outer end of the rack pinion sliaft.

When a slower and more powerful

movement of the table is required,

the gear and pinion are reversed. The

shaft carrying the hand lever is extend-

ed across to other side of bed from

whicli it can be operated if desired. The

entire base of machine is cored out with

solid bottom and connected with the

water basin in front of table uiving a

capacity of 70 gals, of lubricating coni-

l)ound. Oi'inding may be done cither

wet or dry; when dry. a covered openiii"

in the rear of machine directly behind

the sliding work table is provided for

allaching dust exhaust system. Nett

weiglit of machine is 5,000 lbs. and tlic

maximum oi)ening between disc wheels

is 24 in., and between rina wheels 20 in.

©
SEMI-AUTOMATIC THREAD

MILLING APPARATUS
Till'', accinnpanying ilhislralions show a

ihrc,-\il milling device which has been

ih'vchiped in connection with munition-,

manufacture, and is now being placeo

on llie market in a form adapted for in-

side or outside milling, and for any pitcli

to 'o in., either right or left hand

t is used with a multii>!e tooth, straight

relieved cutter, and finislies work at one

revolution. Where a linal finishing cut

111
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is required, the spindle by eliangin^ one

screw will automatically make two re-

volutions, one for rouijlung and one tor

linishiny.

l^e attacliment will tit any hand or

screw teed milling machine, and where
a greater angle is being cut than can be

taken care of with the clearance of tlie

cutter, the apparatus can be raised or
lowered so tliat the cutter will be di-

rectly underneath -or on top uf the work,
allowing the cutter to be set at the pro-
per angle to clear the threads. The prin-

cipal features are a work carrying; spin-

dle carried in a suitable casting and pro-

vided with means for revolving it anii

feeding it asially aecordiiii; to the re-

quired pitch. The spindle has a collet

capacity of 1% in. on pieces not more
than 4 in. long, and has a 1 in. hole
clear through. The portion containing
the c-.ollet is mounted in the main bear-
ing of the frame, while the portion ex-

tendincj backward has mounted on it a
worm wheel and stop mechanism, and
also a lead screw, which engages with m

n'.it carried in the rear spindle support.
The worm for revolving the spindle is

carried in a swinging bracket, the ar-

rangement of which is clearly shown in

the line drawing. It is driven by a rope
pulley with dog clutch whicii automa-
tically engages when the worm is mesh-
ed with it^ gear. This latter operation
occurs when the table is fed by hand
when the rod D is held by a bracket
attactied to a stationary part of the ma-
chine, causing the wedge b'.ock C to

raise the free end of the worm shaft
and engage the worm with worm wheel.
A stop plate A revolves loosely on the
luib of this gear and is stopped by the
two pins B.B, two positions for wliich

C and allows worm to drop. Tlie spring

E is provided to bring the worm into

mesh and start the work revolving be-

fore the cutter is in contact, the com-

pression of the spring allowing further

forward motion to full depth of cut.

After a piece is removed, the stop

plate returns to point G through the

action of screwing up the collet. The
machine is automatic in the actual mil-

ling of the thread and produces work

to the usual high degree of accuracy ob-

tained with thread milling machines.

The American Ammunition Co., Border-

ton, N.J.. are the makers of this att.ach-

bands formed of leather or other soft

material are provided, the idea being

that same will not- injure the barrel of

the gun, thereby greatly lengthening its

life, and at the same time providing an

efficient gas check. The band is shown

ment. -©-
HYDRAULIC JOINT PACKING

IX a recent issue of the Philosophical

Magazine the Earl of Berkeley and Dr.

Burton describe a simple form of joint

packing, which is, they state, tight to

start with and maintains this tightness

e:>.U{<a__j M

- Puta cf Derrruitirie

tw:rrf)-'>----'Y'^

HYDRAULIC JOINT PACKING.

up to the highest pressures they have

employed, and which have attained 1,500

atmospheres, or say, 10 tons per square

inch. As will be noted from the accom-
panying sketch, the pipe ends are faced,

aivd -a recess is cut in one to take tiie

ring of dermatine shown. Before as-

sembly, this stands just a little over,

and is thus slightly compressed when
the joint is tightened up. Either red or

black dermatine may be used, but the

red, being harder, is more easily ma-

ni;. 1.

T> D

FIG. :;.

in Fig. 1 by a single ring A of leather

between the body of the shell B and a

clamping ring or plate C, which may
either be threaded as shown, and screw-

-

ed into place, or be formed as a plain

ring or disc adapted to be adjustably

held by screws or bolts, so as to ptermit

the pressure of .the gases when exerted

on the back of the ring or plate to fur-

ther expand or compress the ring A into

close contact with the bore of the gun

as tlie, shell is ejected. The ring A may
be formed of a single layer of leather if

desired, or, as shown, of several layers
.

\ IKW ^>V rHREAD .MII.I.,IXG .^TTA'H
riTTKi!. WUKK IX CHfi'K, AND EXP f>F
.SPINDLE.

are shown, the amount of revolution ol)-

tained being about one and one-tenth.

The action of tightening up the col-

let brings plate A to the position shown
by the full lines, point G being against

stop H. The revolving of the work
brings the ydate into position shown b.\

point F which contacts with a push ro.l

to disengage drive clutch on worm shaft.

On running the table back again, stop

nuts on rod D release wedge block

.MEXT SHUWIXG MKW OF THi
STOP PLATE O.X FFEI) KOI) \VITH

chined. The joint is said to be equally

good for water or oil, and is as suitable

for a flanged joint as for a screwed

coupling. It is also said to be as satis-

factory with large pipes as with small.^©
NEW FORM SHELL

THE sketch Figs. 1 and 2 represents a

new fonn shell invented by Stanley

Frederick Stokes. Chatham, England.

(103,270), in which one or more rifling

ii;.A.i> .MILLi.N.i Al'XAl Hjli;.\ r Sill •« I Nil

.^PltlXG AND ST.VTIOXAUY AK.M.

arranged together side by side Ijeforc

the single plate C. If desired, a metal

plate of smaller dianteter could be ar-

ranged at intervals, such as between

each layer of leather, so as to divide the

ring A into several narrow bands. Or,

again, several wide bands may be pro-

vided, as shown in Fig. 2, each of wliich

is composed of several thicknesses of

leather or like soft material, and separ-

ated by means of plates of metal D..;
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INDIVIDUALITY OR CO-OPERATION?

THE probable effect which a declaration of war by
tlie United States will have on Canadian industries

is tlie subject of much speculation and at the same
time of no small concern tonjany of our manufacturers

apart from those en.saged in munitions making. In a crisis

like that through which our Southern neighbor is now pass-

ing:, exaggerated reports anjj. vague possibilities are too

readily accepted by a public accustomed to sensational

^tntements whose chief feature is riiagnitude.

Every loyal Canadian from munition \vorker to

railroad magnate must experience some disquietude

when reports are circulated indicating the probable

action of the States in such matters as prohibiting

tlin export of raw war materials. In view of the peculiar

attitude adopted l)y our neighbors as they approach actual

fi.irtici[)ation in hostilities, it is reasonable to ask whether
they cannot help themselves more by extending the exist-

iii'j: channels of help, rather than by endeavoring to enter

the war as a self-contained semi-detached nation which

wants to go on record' as having fully eciuippcd itself with

(ivery species of modern war machinery, made in America.

In view of the silent but none the less powerful influ-

ence of Great Britain in unexpected (|uarters, it is dilli-

cull to give credence to such reports as those which state

lliat numemus ships being built in the States for British

interests would be commandeered in case of war. The
oijy nations on earth that the States can trade with are

or ouglit to be those of the Allies, and such trading is done
under the protection of the British navy. What benefit

would accrue either to the States or the Allies from the

faking over of ships now in course of construction?

The question of holding back material is almost parallel

to the above in its un.justiliableness. While tliere is doubt-
less room for many more shells before an adequate reserve

v.i available for defence against Mexico, the possible dam-
age to the Allied cause from such a source is not to be

<-oni])are4] witii the liiindiiai> that woidd ensue througii a

serious restriction of Canadian output. What, we might

ask, would have been the situation in Europe to-day if

Britain had decided that all her coal and iron were needed

at home?

It is .)ust possible that the obsession for organization

which is such a prominent feature of U.S. business to-day

m.-iy act to obscure the real issues of the war, and result

in shortsighted action, which, while directed toward the

magnification of our neighbors' preparedness, will on the

other hand be comparatively useless, if not actually harm-

I'ul, although unintentionally so, to the Allied cause.

The absence of any official action tending to bring these

and similar contingencies to a point for decision renders

it nnpossible to forecast developments with any degree of

definiteness. It is significant, however, that a clause has

been inserted in certain war oflSce contracts in Canada

foi-bidding the employment of labor outside the Dominion.

Rav,- material and machinery are the principal needs of

Canada at this time so far as the States are concerned,

and any hurtful restrictions on these commodities will

have to be justified by very extreme conditions not at

jiresent in evidence, if the participation of the States is for

the benefit of the Allies as a whole rather than the United

States individually.

STANDARDIZING MARINE ENGINE DESIGN

IN'
VIEW of the development taking place in shipbuild-

ing and marine engineering within our borders, it may

be of interest to note that quite definite steps have

been taken in Great Britain in the direction of standardiz-

ing not only vessel construction, but that of the propelling,

and in some instances, the auxiliary machinery as well. In

another section of this issue will be found an article en-

titled "Guidance Specification for Triple Expansion

Marine Engines for Cargo Boats," the compilation of

which is to the credit of the Council of the North East

Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. With

the prospect of several years activity ahead for marine

enterprise in Canada, and the certainty that many of our

nu't^al working jilants will find opportunity of participating

in one or other of its departments, the fullest intimacy

with the iilans and projects in preparation and already

launched is, to say the least, highly desirable.

The standing- of the North East Coast Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders is first rank, therefore its

l')roposition for a greater uniformity of marine cnn-ine

(Icsian and construction carries a powerful appeal. It is

perhaps needless to say. that more or less difference of

opinion is likely to be civen expression to as resards some

of the pro])os:iis jiul forward in the article, nevertheless,

liaving in view the extreme dearth of shipping, and the

imperative need that it be promptlv remedied, there is

little doi'bt that a common ground with but slight modifi-

cn'ion of the original proposals, will become acceptable

to the various interests concerned. Canadian marine en-

gine builders—actual and prospective, also those more

directly concerned with the operating service, will find,

in the data presented, a safe and reliable groundwork from

which to create and develop a )>ropelling machine a( onne

substantial and utilitarian.

®
The Animal Report of the Soutli African Nationul

Union says "Our motto should be to export notliing in tlio

raw state which can profitably be converted into another

article of higher value before it leaves our shores. This

apjilies with equal force to a.gricultural products and the

iTiineral wi'alth <il' the soil." A similar motto should be

adopted by Canada.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, rittsbiirgh. .

,

.f3.'

Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 36

Standaril low phos.. Phila-
delphia 70

Besspiuer, rutshnrgh .... 37
Basic. Valley furnace 32

Montreal
-Middlesboro, No. 3.

Clereland, Xo. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria

Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto.. 4 23
Steel bars, base, Toronto.. 4 .50

Steel bars. 2 in. to 4 in.
base (5 00

Steel b.irs, 4 In. and larger
base 7 00

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 4 23
Stee! bars, base, Montreal.. 4 50
Reinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 3S 00
Steel b.Trs, Pittsburgh 3 75.
Tank plates, Pittsburgh... 3 25
Beams and angles. Pitts-
burgh 3 40

Steel hoops, Pittsluirgli .. 4 00

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse
Steel bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 00

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 00
Bars. 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 2.'i

Plates 3 50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.I..

.Montreal 23.1 315
St. John, N.B 33.1 43^5
Halifax 35.1 45.3
Toronto IS.

9

22 1
Ouelph IS.

9

22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor IS.

9

22]
Winnipeg 64.9 83 1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .?43 00 $40 00
Electro copper ... 43 00 40 00
Castings, copper. . 40 00 39 00
Tin 56 30 ,56 00
Spelter 15 50 14 00

-I>ead 12 25 12 25
.\ntimony .30 00 .35 00
Aluminum 70 00 6S 00

Prices per Ifln lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to % $6 50 $fi ro
Heads fi ,S5 6 S5
Tank pl.ite*. 3-16 in. 6 fio 6 (iO

WROUGHT PIPE
In effect March 5. 191 7.

Per 100 feet— Black

Buttweld.
Galv.

'.<, $ 6 00
5 91H in. 3 7S

•<<< in. 3 7S 5 91
V4 in. 4 93 6 50
% in. 6 in S 00

1 in. 9 01 12 16
IV4 in. 12 19 16 45
IM. in. 14 3.S in 66

in. 19 61 26 46
2^ in. 31 m 41 R3
3 in. 40 .55 54 70
SM. in. .50 PO 67 62
4 in. 59 95

Lapweld.
SO 12

in. 22 57 29 05
2'« in. 33 92 44 17
3 In. 44 37 57 76

S'i in 35 20 72 22
4 in 65 40 85 57
41,4 in. ..." 76 20 99 70
5 in S8 SO 116 20
6 in 115 20 150 7U
7 in 1,52 30 196 40
S L, in IfO 00 206 30
S in 184 30 237 60
9 in 220 80 2.«4 CO
10 L. in 204 SO 264 00
10 in 263 70 339 90

Prices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%,
414" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%,

Standard couplings, 4" and un-
der, 50%.
iW and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto
Copper, light $24 00 $24 00
Copper, crucible . . 28 00 28 00
Copper, heavy ,;.. 28 00 27 50
Copi'er wire 28 00 2S 00
No. 1 machine

composition .... 23 .50 22 00
New Brass clip-

pings 19 00 IS 00
.\'o. 1 brass turn-

ings 16 («) 17 00
Heavy Melting

steel 16 00 Hi tX)

Steel turnings 12 00 9 OO

Boiler plate 15 (K) 10 ."0

Rails 17 W 15 00

.\xles. wrought
iron 21 00 24 00

Rails 17 00 IS 00

Malleable scrap .. 15 00 11 0(3

Pipe, wrought ... 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 6 .50

Scrap ?.inc 9 00 10 00

.\luminum .36 00 33 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts,' % and less. 20

Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, 11, and rd.
hd., steel 2714

-Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. brass add 20

.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, up to 1 in., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 in,, net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and burrs 27^;

Boiler rivets, base ?4-in.
and larger $6.35

Structural rivets, as above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,
bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .42V5

Wood screws. O. & R..
brass 40

Wood S( rews, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screwi, O. & R.
bronie 5:^14

MILLED PRODICTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 33
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to
1 in 35

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to IVj in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
IV2 in., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10
Planer head bolts, with

fillet 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws Hat plus 30. 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

in add $4.50
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $65 00
Open-hearth billets 65 00
O.H. sheet bars 65 00
Forging billets 90 00
Wire rods SO 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 3 00 4 95
Cut ntiils 4 TO J 70
.Miscellaneous wire nails .. 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,
ino lbs 4 60

MISCELLANEOrS.
Solder, strictly
Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals 14
Soldering coppers, lb
Putty, 100 1b. drums
White lead, pure, cwt
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kege.
per cwt

Glue, French medal, lb....
Tarred slaters' paper, roll

G.isoline. per gal., bulk..
Henzine. per gal., bulk...
Pure turpentine, single

libls., gal
Linseed oil, raw, single,
bbis

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bills

Plaster of Paris, per bhi..
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt.
Packing, square braided....
Packing. No. 1 Italian
Packing, No. 2 Italian
T.read wool, per lb

Pure Manila rope
Transmission rope, Manila
Drilling cables. Manila ...

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Pisr'ount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40
S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to 80 25
Standard drills to 1M> in... 40
Standard drills, over i>4 In.. 15
3-fluted drills, plus 10
Jobbers' and letter sizes 40
Bit stock 40
Ratchet d rills 13
S.S. drills tor wood 40
Wood boring brace drills .. 25
Electricians' bits 30

Sockets 30

33
:«

to CO
53

3 S3
14 25

13 87
25
95

zov,

2«V4

1 43

1 43
2 ,50

8 no
27
32
25
15

291,4

37 1*
321^

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 43
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
.4t warehouse list plus 30%
Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%: cast iron
35%; standard bushings, 50%
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40
malleable bushings, 30; nipples.
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

iSheets. Black, .\o. 2S..$6 25 $6 75
Sheets. Black, No. 10 6 30 6 50
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 5 75 3 76
Canada plates, all

bright 7 50 7 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B,W.
G 7 45 7 35

Gorhal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 .50

Col borne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier. -No. 2S U.S.. 7 75 7 95
Premier. 10% oz S 00 « '25

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

V4 in $9 45

5-16 in 9 10

% in 8 35

7-16 in
'. 7 15

14 in 6 98
3-10 In 6 95

% in 6 80

% in 6 70

% in 6 55

1 inch 6 40

.\hove quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 50
3-16 in n '0

Vi in 8 40

3-16 in 7 40

% in 6 35

7-16 in 6 35

V. in 6 35

% in 6 35

% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western, .\nierican . . . 60
Kearney & Foot. .Arcade... 60

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47M!
Nicholaon 50
Globe -SJM.
^"ulcan 57^
Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 .50"

Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50
Best Slack 9 00

Net Ion f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER Tl'BES.

Size.

Seam-
less

Lap-
welded

1 in . . ;524 00

1^4 in 30 00

1% in 32 00 35 00

1% in 32 00 25 00

2 in :J5 00 *G 00

2V2 in 44 00 .•!3 00

3 in 47 00 3S00
3Vi in 4.J 00

ZV> in 5!! Oil 4,S Oil

4 in 74 IKJ CO (HI

I'rires per 100 ffet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MPOIND.S.

Casitor oil, per lit

Royalite, per gal., bulk .

Palaeine
.Mafliine oil, per gal
r.lai-k nil, per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil, Acme
Standard cutting compound.

•J7

l5
IS
20 V-
13
45'/<

SSVa

15

45

I

I.ard oil, per gal 1

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
.\cme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 371,4

Imperial quenching oil 39'^
Petroleum fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-5%

Standard 407o

Cut leather lacing. No.l... 1 50

Leather in sides 1 .35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00
Lufkln .Metallic. W)3, 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
.Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Kival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

W.ASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
I'eerleas 20
Grand 19

Superior 19
X L C R IS
Atlas IS
X Empire IS

Ideal 17
X press 16

COLORED.
Lion 1414
Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11)4
Keen 10%

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantit.v.

RUBBER BELTING.
Stand.! rd 30%
F,est grades '-''^i'

'<

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .4B
Tin 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, yo to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2s in., 14xt!0 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. GO 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, 14xC0 base. 64 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS.

Brass rods, base V2 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass ?hcets, S in. wide, 20

oz 60
Brass tubing, seamless.... 57

Copper tubing, seamless... .5S

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition OS to Oil

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Kouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.^lG 00 $16 00

Sheets, ZVi lbs. aq.
ft 16 00 16 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. f t 15 50 15 50

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb,

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracie $ .15
Acid, hydrocbloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14^4
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 06
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
.\nimonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.\mmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

S'titute) .20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .56
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .05

Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium pliaspbate 14

Tin ciiloride CO
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otlierwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'"pilK iiulii.-trial .-iliialinii i- ^till -(uuewhat uii.-ettled, due tu war
' influence, more ]>artieiilarly mi account of the uncei'tainty as

to what tlie I'nited State> i.- preparino- to do in regard to the pro-

tection of her riglits. That the Government will take active mea-

.sures is now practically as.-^ured ; this ha.< already been reflected in

the .-tecl market, as indicated by the recent .-'harp advance in

price,s. The demand for steel has been stimulated by the prospect

of increased consumption and a further advance in steel prices is

c-ertain. This week, tiilies, lilack and galvanized sheets, have

tidvanced, while higher prices on plates, rivets and wrought pipe

are looked for in the near future. Operating conditions al ilic

mills have improved considerably, due to more favorable weatiier

and incr(>as(> in supply of raw material ;
]iriidiiclion consequently

will .-bow a material improvement over each of the preceding two

iiiiiiitbs. 'l"he pig-iron market continues slrmig and jiriccs are still

advancing. The demand, particularly for basic iron, is more
insistent tbaii at ;iny lime previously, and indications point to

consideriibly higher ]ii-ices than at pr&sent olitain. In regard l<i

nnn-fcrrous metals, consumers appear to be awaiting developments.

The demand recently lias been light, but a buying movement will

likely start when ibc I nited Stjites Government Ijecomes more
aggressive in its war jiiilicy. The only price cliaiige to note is in

lead, wbicli is slitjlitly wrakiT. iliic to lack of inl-erest in the mar-
ket. Prices of .sci-aji metals are generally unchang(>d. bill lirin.

Steel scraps are in good domiind, as is also machinery ra~t iinn.

Castor and luln'iciiting oils have advanced, while higher jirices mi
gasoline are likely. 'I'lie macbine tool markiM is (|uiet. but indica-

tions |ioiii( 111 an iiiipr'iM'iiirnl in di'iiiaiid I'm' linil- fm- m'diiiary

purposes.

Montreal, Que., March 26, The ac-

ti\ilv ill iiiilu'tri:il circles lias iis'ain l)e-

«omp settled after heiiifr flislurliefl over
ttie piissihility of a lariiO railmail tie-up.

The ciiiio-estinn that was so ))ronounced
on all railroails is araduallv Ijoiti"; re-

lieved and Iraiisporlatioii of material is

resuMiin-j- more noriiial conditions. Tlie

situation is still featured by the continual

rise in prices of all commodities, and tlie

apex of this movement is apparently far

distant. Holies are entertained that tlie

opening of navigation will relieve the

situation, but indications jioiut to insiiHi-

ciency of production, rather than sear-

city of transportation.

Pig Iron

The market is again featured by a gen-

eral advance of appro.ximately .$2 per
ton on all grades of American pig and
this change will likely be reflected in

future steel prices.

Steel

Conditions llinnigliout the steel trade

have shown little improvement during the

week, although the congestion on the rail-

roads is not so pronounced and delivery

of material has shown considerable im-
provement. The buying jiressure is, how-
ever, as great as ever and everything
points to a further increase in this direc-

tion, as the preparations being made by
the United States government will entail

much larger iiroduction by the various

steel mills. What the policy of the mills

will be in this connection is not definitely

known, but similar action to that taken
by the copper interests is anticipated,

and in any case it is more than likely that

preference will be given to the recpiire-

ments of the home government over that

of foreign interests. This may create a

.shortage of much needed material lor the

Canailian market with a corresponding
increase in prices. It has been reported
that recent advances have l)een made w ith

a view to lessening the export demand
and providing better facilities for pos-

sible home demand. A feature of the con-

linnal ri.se in prices has been the notice-

able decline iti the placing of orders for

structural building material, and it is

thought that this will have a beneficial
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effect wlien tlie present wav deiuaiid be-

oins to fall oU', as these iuterests will

an-ain enter the field when contlitions be-

come easier. Tlie billet situation has

aaaiu been subjected to advance, the

p'lttsburt^h <iuotation on open hearth be-

ing now $70 per ton. Siieet bars are

quoted at the same tigure, an advance on

the week of $10 per ton. A further ad-

vance has been made on forging billets

tne current quotation being $ilO per ton.

A s^'arcity has developed m ferro-alloys

and prices have generally advanced, the

111 ice qpoted on ferro-manganese being

now $.51^5 per ton, this being $25 higher

than a week ago. Plate mills are unable

to accept orders for delivery this year,

and some mills are booked well into the

tirst half of 191S. Increased facilities

for production have been gradually placed

in operation, but little relief has as yet

been experienced in the pressure on the

large mills. Local dealers report a good

market in plates but state that it is very

difficult to get satisfactory delivery.

Prices on 3-lB inch tank plates are 1/2

cent higher, the quotation being now

.t-ti.bO per hundred. Sheet mills are very

active and following the advances of raw

materials and sheet bars, both mills and

dealers are quoting higher prices; dealers

liere have been forced to act in this con-

nection and quotations this week are

about % cent per pound stronger than

last week, the price asked being $6.25 for

No. 28 black sheets and .$(3.70 for No. 10

-auge. Makers of steel shafting report a

lower discount on list prices. Wire and

wire products continue very brisk, the

recent advance aiiparently having little

effect upon the steady demand. Nuts and

bolts, which have remained stationary for

some time, are expected to advance to a

higher level within the next week or two.

The demand for wrought pipe is very in-

sistent, but makers are unable to comply

with the wishes of customers owing to

the crowded condition of the pipe mills.

Heavy premiums are freely offered for

the acceptance of orders of boiler tubes,

but in many cases mills are so filled up
that even tliis consideration is no in-

ducement. Local dealers have revised

their price lists on both lap-welded and

seamless tubes, the advance being ap-

proximately 15 to 20 per cent.; the

changes wil be found in the selected mar-

.ket quotations.

Metals

The metal market has experienced a

little excitement over the recent action of

the United States in regard to copper re-

quirements. Whether this will spread to

other metals is not yet known, but the

early future will likely have some de-

velopments along these lines. Copper is

firm. Tin is higher on reported sinking

of tin laden vessels. Spelter is firm and
.slightly higher. Lead is slightly weaker
abroad but stronger here. Antimony is

higher in New York, but easier on the
- local market. Aluminum is steady and
firm.

Copper.—The present market is some-

what influenced by the recent offer by
large American producers, to supply the

government, in event of war, with copper

at a pi;ice greatly below thai prevailing

on the open market. This has caused

some uneasiness among consumers, who
are showing a certain reluctance to place

orders for far future delivery, believing

that this latest move on the part of pro-

ducers may ultimately result in lower

prices to outside customers. While the

price quoted seems low when compared to

that asked from other sources, the extra-

ordinary circumstances must be taken

into consideration when summing up the

situation. The requirements for the U.S.

government will likely be a very small

percentage of the total production of the

mines and smelters, and the general situ-

ation must be governed by the outside

demand and supply, which at all times is

the essential factor in price quotations.

With copper steady in London, the New-

York market has developed a weaker

tendency; lake having declined \-> cent

and electro 1 cent per lb., the price quoted

for each being on the basis of 35V2e. per

lb. Local conditions remain unchanged,

with lake and electrolytic at 43e. and cast-

ings at 40c. per lb.

Tin.^The market in tin has increased

in strength during the past week without

any apparent reason, other than the re-

port that a tin laden vessel has met with

disaster, or that some sort of tax has been

placed on tin slupments. These rumors

have disturbed the even tone of the mar-

ket and created a nervous situation. The
position of tin meantime, is one of in-

creasing strength, the market in London
and New York having advanced. The
movement in New York has resulted in a

rise of 3 cents on the week, the price

quoted being now 56V4C. per lb. The
local situation has followed that of other

centers, and dealers here are quoting

SfU^e. on an active market.

Spelter. — Following a brief active

movement earlier in the week, this metal

has again settled into -a quiet position,

with producers sitting tight and not

pressing sales. Uncertainty regarding

the early future has apparently dampened
the ardor of purchasers and the activity

is one of immediate necessities rather

than covering for future requirements.

New York is Vg cent stronger, but with an

unsteady tone. Dealers here are quoting

15V2C-. an advance on the week of I's cent

per lb.

Lead.—Conditions in the lead market

are unchanged. The demand is still good,

but the supply is better and railroad con-

ditions have shown marked improvement,

with the result that considerably more
luetal is available. A decline of Vs cent

is noted on the outside New York quota-

tions and further weakness may develop.

The market here, however, is quite strong

and dealers have advanced their quota-

tions to I2V4C. per lb., an advance of ^4

cent on the week.

Antimony.—Owing to the scarcity of

spot metal the market is retaining its

strength and prices on the New York
market have been advanced 2e. per lb.

Local dealers ai-e quoting 30c. on a steady

market, this quotation being 3e. lower

than a week ago. The supply is good, but

the demand has fallen off a little.

Machine Tools and Supplies

While the fleiiiand for machine tools

is not as excessive as .some months ago,

the volume of business is still of-

a

very satisfactory nature, and manufac-
turers are kejit fairly busy in supplying

the needs of those makers of munitions

who are constantly increasing their out-

put, or replacing to<ds that have depre-

ciated in productive ability, through con-

tinual operation. Shipyard activity is

gradually assuming increased proportiuns

with the result that impetus has been

given to the manufacture of a different

type of machine tool than that required

for the production of shells. Where
quantity was the feature in shell mach-
inery, the type of tool necessary for

marine equipment will require more at-

tention to certain features in design and
capacity that have practically been elim-

inated during the past two years. While
shell equipment has been confined largely

to special tools, that required for ship-

yards, marineengines. etc., will be more of

a general nature. Prices of machine tools

and supplies. are well maintained owing
to the abnormal high cost of raw and
semi-flnished materials.

Scrap

The market is at present in a high state

of excitement and developing a variable

degTee of uncertainty. The recent action

on the part of the United States copper
interests, in announcing their intention to

supply the requirements of the govern-

ment, in the event of war, at a figure

greatly below that of the open market,
has caused some uneasiness on the part

of dealers, as the conflicting conditions

would probably have a depressing ef-

fect upon the scrap copper market. While
copper is the only metal so far considered
in this connection, it is conceded that

concessions may be offered in other lines

of industry, which would result in a gen-

eral disturbance of present conditions.

With the exception of coppers, which are

steady, the movement of prices is up-

ward ; machine compositions are Yi cent

higher, the quotation being 23V2e. P''r lb.

A similar advance has been made on brass

clippings and turnings, the price asked
being 19 and 10 cents respectively. The
heavy demand for heavy steel scrap has
had the effect of making the market
stronger, this week's quotations of 16c.

showing an advance of 3e. per lb. Steel

turnings have been subjected to a similaa'

advance, the current price of local dealers

being 12c. per lb. Old boiler plates and
rails are also higher, the quotations of

15c. and 17c. representing respective ad-

vances of 3c. and 2yiC. per lb. Malleable

scrap at 15c. is l^/^c. stronger than last

week. Wrought iron pipe is quoted at

12^'-2C., an advance of 2c. per lb. Old

lead is higher, heavy being quoted at 9e.

and tea lead at IX'nC. Scrap zinc at f>c.

is I2 fent higher than that previously

((noted.

Lyons Fair.—The Fair at Lyons.

France, which opened on March 19. will

close- on April 1. Canadian manufac-

turers are among the exhibitors.
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Toronto, Ont., March 27. — The con-

tiiuK'il advance in prices of steel is per-

haps tlie most important feature in in-

dustrial circles. The elieet is far-reaching

in that the cost of so manj- finished pro-

duets is increased. Manufacturers ns-

iii;;- iron or steel as raw materials have

for some time been idjliyed to raise their

prices owinj)- to the increase in production

costs, while labor costs have also been

.•goinf? up. lu addition, the shortaj>e of

'..steel has restricted manufacturinj;' ac-

tivity and curtailed output. The situa-

tion on the railways is somewhat im-

proved, there being less congestion, but
- shipments of goods are not coming for-

ivard as freely as is desirable ; this, of
iiurse, is also hampering manufacturing
..|irrations.

Steel

The anticipated increase in war de-

mand for steel in the United States is

affecting the situation in Canada. Tliis

has already been evidenced by the recent
shai'p advance in prices and the end of

the ujiward movement is not in si.ght.

The large increase in tonnage tliat will

lie required will make the congestion at
tile mills more acute and force prices up.
W ar demand will take precedence over
all other business and further increase the

already heavy tonnage that has been side-

tracked pending a return to more normal
conditions and prices. Thus, what might
be called reserve or latent tonnage will

be an important factor in the steel trade
when the time for readjustment comes
after tlie war. It will tend to steady the
market when the more urgent war de-

mand falls off. The enormous demand
for ship plates and shapes continues to
be the chief feature in the market. It is

understood that the Imperial Munitions
Board contemplates an expenditure of
appr<i.\imately $2.5,000,000 on steel ships,

tlie construction of which will be put in

hand as rapidly as po.ssible under the
circumstances. The rapidity of construc-
tion will depend U|)on the supply of steel

obtainable and available capacity of ship-
building plants to undertake the work.
Tile I'.S. Steel Corjxn-ation has recently
accepted an order for 5,001) tons of ship
plates and 2,000 tons of angles for (|uick

delivery to a Canadian shipyard. The
^liiotations given for plates in our selected
market (piotations are warehouse prices
and an advance is ex]iected shortly. The
mills have withdrawn prices on ship

I plates (jwing to their sold-up condition
and <!ilTiculty of promising deliveries,
lioiler tubes both seamless and lapweld
have advanced about 10 per cent., very

[

few makers of iron or steel tubes quot-
ing for d(divery this year. Higher prices

I
on wrought pipe, lioiler rivets, bolts and

i mils are expected in the near future.

j

Prices of black and galvanized sheets
arc higher following the recent advance
in the primarv market. Black Xo. 2,S are
qiKded at $(i.75, and No. 10, .+0.50. Pre-
mier galvanized No 2S are now .$7.95, and
10''' i nzs., .$8.25 per 100 pounds. As might
be expected the market is very strong and
a further ailvance may be looked for. The

i deiii.-ind for black sheets is very heavy
and deliveries are getting more backward

all the lime, while out|iut is restricted on

account of the scarcity of sheet bars.

Tlie steel market in the United States

is very strong with the volume of business

steadily increasing. The annual report

of the U.S. Steel Corporation recently

publislied reveals the unprecedented eon-

diti(ms now prevailing in the trade in

America. Expoit demand shows little

indication of diminishing while domestic
demand is more insistent and will be aug-

mented considerably by Government re-

quirements. Prices on all steel products
are very Hrm and further advances are

certain.

Pig Iron
The market continues very strong with

urgent demand for all deliveries. Prices

continue to advance in the U.S., affecting

jiractically all grades of pig iron. At
Buffalo, lower grade foundry irons are

being quoted at $39, furnace, and hi.s'lier

silicon grade, -$40 furnace. Domestic pig

ii'on is still quoted at $43, but an advance
may be looked for shortly.

Scrap
The scrap market continues firm and

prices generally are being maintained at

levels fiuoted last w-eek. Heavy melting
steel continues firm and is in good de-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

niand, while low pliosphorous scrap is also

active. No. 1 macliinerv cast iron is in

good demand at unchan.a'ed prices. Prices
of copper and other non-ferrous .«crai) are
easier with fair demand. Bu.siness locally

continues .good, but the outlook as to the
future for scrap prices is somewhat un-
certain. Indications point to higher
rather tlian lower prices on all steel and
cast iron scrap, but on copper and brass,

etc., scrap, the outlook is unsettled.

Machine Tools
There have been no developments of

iin)iortance durin.s' the week in the ma-
chine tool market. The character of busi-

nes appears to be gradually changing
from munitions plants to what may be
termed ordinary liusiness. Snmc inter-

esting orders have been placed recently
with local ir.fK-Mnerv houses for equip-
ment for the new Camp Borden aviation
jdant shops, and other business of similar
nature is |icndiii'.r.

Supplies

The expected advance in lubricating
oils is in effect, machine oil being now
rpioted at 2fic. and black oil 13c. per gal-
lon in barrel lots. Castor oil is also up.

tlie new price being 27c. per pound, while
standard cutting compound is a shade
higher at ti.l5c. per pound. The low-

range for babbitt metals is now 14c. as
against. 13c. formerly. The new discount
on miscellaneous wire nails is 60 per cent,

as Compared with 05 per cent, formerly.
Turpentine has declined 2c. and is 69c.
per gallon, but linseed oil is unchanged.

Metals
Tlie situation in the metal markets

shows little change since last week except
perhaps a weaker tendency in prices due
to lack of demand. This, however, has
not as yet had any effect on prices with
the single exception of lead, which has
declined slightly. The purchase of cop-
per by the United States Government at
a price rather better than I6I/2C. per
pound has not as yet affected the market,
and may not in the future, as the amount
involved is not very important when
compared with the annual production of
this metal. Business locally continues
brisk and the outlook for the trade is

favorable.

Copper.—The most iraiiortaut feature
in the market this week has been the pur-
chase of 45,500.000 pounds by the U.S.
Government at a .shade better than 16V2e.
a iiound. Although this is about 20c.
lower than the market, prices have not as
.yet declined, but the tone is a little easier.
The amount of copper involved, however,
is not very important compared with the
annual ijroduction, althou.s'li, further
transactions on the same basis might pro-
bably materially aff'eet the market. Local
ipiotations are unchanged and nominal
at 40c. for lake and electrolytic, and 39e.

for castings' copper.
Tin. — Considerable strength has de-

veloped in the market as a result of
higher prices in London. The demand,
however, has been light, and New York
prices are still nominal. Local prices un-
changed at 56e. jier pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull with gal-
vanizers. and brass mills are practically
oi)t of the market. Local quotations are
unchanged at 14c. per pound.

Lead.—Prices are a shade lower, the
market having an easier tendency, due
principally to falling off in demand. The
"Trust" price of 9c. New York is still

lield with independents '/2<'- to %c. higher..
Local quotations are now 12i4c. per
pound.

Antimony.— There continues to be a

scarcity of antimony with very little

metal offering. The market is quiet with
(piotations nominal and unchanged at 35c.
per )iound.

Aluminum. The market is strong, but
demand is light. Quotations are iin-

change* at 68c. per pound.

Sydney, N.S.. March 23.—'J'he produc-
lion of thi> Dominion Con] Co. Cape
Breton collieries for March will reach
.UO.OOl) tons, which is the largest month-
ly tonnage for a lon^ time past. The in-
crease is to some extcmt due to tlie fact
thai March has 27 working days, also t<.

I lie fact that men are workine: more
sleailily. and that the drain from re-

cruilirm- has been stayed. The decline
in production is shown by llic fiirures
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fur thf tiiiancial year of tlio Duniiniou
Coal 'Co., wliich ends Mareli Jl, tliesc

being, for the Cape Breton and Spring-
liill iVlines combined, less than the lig'-

ures of tile previous tiscal year by ex-

actly one million tons.

One of tlie ypringliill slopes lias fur

some time been closed by an underground
fire. yatisfactory progress is beini;

made in the recovery of the mine, but it

is not expected that the raising of coal

will be undertaken until delivery^ is ob-

tained from England of a turbo-com-
pressor to provide compressed air for

the underground pumps formerly oper-

ated by steam. The conveyance of

steam pipes for long- distances under-
ground is an objectionable and un-

eeunumical practice. The delivery of tiu^

necessary machinery has 'been delayed

by the pressure of war work in England.
Labor matters at the collieries are a

little unsettled, and fliere is a reerudes-

"ence of the United Mine Worker agita-

tion that brought about the strikes of
19US). An ap{)lication has been made to

the Minister of Labor for a Board of

Conciliation to adjudicate upon a re-

quest made by the U. M. W. for a 25 per

cent, advance in wag'es. As the question

of wages has for some time been the sub-

ject of negotiations between the manage-
ment of the Dominion Coal Co. and th"

I'rovincial Workmen's Association, it is

nut thought the Minister will grant a

hoard until the negotiations have been

concluded. Tlie American Federation of

Labor has attempted the organization of

the workmen uf the collieries and muni-
tion works near New Glasgow, and also

at Sydney Mines, but it is very unlikely

liny of tlie companies will hold negotia-

tions with this body or any other body
liaving its headquarters in the United
States. International labor unions are

not viewed witli favor in Nova Scotia,

where, seeing that local labor unions
have already had a long and successful

history, it is considered foreign or

ganizations are superfluous and mis-

chievous.

At the steel plants there has been
some indication of a lessening in the

volume of shell orders, which seems to

point to increased ability of the Old
Country plants to take care of require-

ments. An interesting happening of the

week is the decision of the Dominion
Steel directors to declare a four per cent,

dividend, payable quarterly. This is the

first dividend paid by the Steel Corpora-
tion since the initial dividend paid at

the time of the amalgamation of the

Steel & 'Coal Companies in 1910. It i.-

expected that excavation work will

shortly be commenced on the »ite of

new coke ovens and by-products plant

for the Dominion Steel Co. This instal-

lation will probably necessitate a new
cual washer. More definite particulars
will be available shortly. The opening-

of navigation looks like being later than
usual.. A large accumulation of ship-

ments awaits thp resumption of sailings

from Sydney, as rail carriage has been
limited during the past three months liv

conuested roads and every conceivabli-

kind of embargo.

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence
Service

Inder the arraneenient iimile by tlic .MiniBter of Traile and CoiiiiiuTce witli .Sir

Eduard Grey in July, 1912, llie l)r|iartment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, \h

able to present tlie following liht of the more important British Consulates whose
offieers have been instrueted by the loreign Offiee to answer inquiries from and give
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BKAZIL—Baliiii, British Consul. Kiu ile

Jaueiro, British Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisli Cououl
tieneral.

CULUJIBIA — Bagota, British Consul
deneral.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guajquil, British Consul.

EG-Yl'T — Alexandria, British Consul
Goneral.

FItAXCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA— C.Tloutta. Director General of
Conuueroial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consojl General.'
.Milan, British Consul.

ME.X'ICO—iMe.\ico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

.NEXHEKLANDS-Amsterdam. British
Consul.

I'ANA.MA—Colon, British Consul. I'ana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

I'EKL'—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

I'URTUG.iL-Lisbon, British Consul.

KUSSIA—-Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. I'etrogrart, British Consul, Via-
divustoek, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

Sl'AIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. JIadrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stocliholui. British Consul.

SWITZEULAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.iY—Moute Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Tra<le and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

e.vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be Kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. -at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, ci.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista, No. -16, Buenos Aires. Cable

address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes, nguut also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.1. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Canconia.
CUe.\—Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, .-Vpartado 1200, Havana.

Cable address, Cantracom.
FRANCE—Phillipe Ro.v, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capmiaes,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. .Johnson, P. O. Box 100, Yokohonia. Cable address. Canadian.
HOLLAND—Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidbhiak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address.

Waterniill.

RUSSIA—C. F. .Tust. Canadian Government Commercial Agent. Alexandrivska.va.
Ploshch 0, Petrograd. L. D. Wllgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4. Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson. Bank of .Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 7.? Basinghall Street. London. E.G., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. JobnBton, Sun Building. Clare Street,
Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. .T. E. Ray, Central House. Birmingham. Cable
address. Canadian. J. Fors.vth Smith. 27-28 Pearl Building. East Paradise. Leeds.
Cal)le address. Canadian. P. A. C. Blckerdlke. Canada Chambers, 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. T. Llthgow, S7 Union Street.
Glasgow, Scotland, tf'able address, Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COMMISSIONER—LUMBER
PI. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa. Australasia and the Oi'ient.

CANADI.\N COM.MERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Exchange Building. S.vdne.v. N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK— C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4. Chrlstianla, Norway.
Cable address. Son turns.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
Victoria Street, London.UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith. Secretary, 1

Enpl:ir,d. Cable address. Dominion. London.
S.W.,
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Gould & Eberhardt
High-Duty
Shapers
2 24" in stock

6 20" in two weeks

Get our new stock list of

new and used machinery.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
St. John, N.B.
Winnipeg, Vancouver

"If It's Machinery Write Williams" 64 West Front St.,

TORONTO

HAVE YOU GIVEN THE GEOMETRIC O.K. TO
YOUR SCREW THREADS

A Cou.«ulliiig Kiisiiieer writi's us ilial lie alwiiy- rccoiiniu'iid.s ( icdinctric 'i'liroad-C 'uttin.c; Took
Tlie reason is not hard to know. It is for (hi- same reason tliat (ieoiuelrir Screw-Cuilinu- Tools are

souiihl for every make of Screw Macliinc

We are always glad In iia\c lliread-eiillinu, |irti]i(isilions sulniiiUed tn us. There is no ehariie for

oui- rceoiuiiiendations. Send alouu' your si)eeilications, and our experts will reeoniinend tools for yoiu'

cnnsideration. May we have your address for our niailinji,' list, so that we can send you our puhlica-
tiiui, THREADS, each nmntlr.'' Thai will lii-l|i us get aeqnainled. Ft is free.

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO., New Haven Conn.,U.S.A.

WiUiams & Wilson. Ltd.. Montrpal
CANADIAN AGENTS

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Ltd.. Toronto Winnipeg. St.Jocn. N-B.

// ainj adreri'isfmenf nitereHi^ n<>^', tear it otit noiv aiid place icith letters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Guelph, Ont. -- The Flexible Conduit

(.'o. are buildiii"- a t'aetory for making'

nitro.iren lamps. Mr. Wheeler is the man-
ager.

Prince Rupert, B.C.—The City Coun-
cil are eonsidering the question of erect-

ing a cold storag-e plant to assist in the

development of the fishing industry.

Toronto, Ont.—The Poison Iron Works
have heen granted a permit to erect an

addition to their plant. The building

will he a 2-storey structure 12 x 30 ft.

Guelph, Ont.—The International Malle-

able Iron Co. will build an extension to

the main foundry building 216 feet long

1)V 100 feet wide. Contracts have been

let.

New Glasgow, N.S.—Fire on March 14

did cdnsiderable damage to the plant

and boiler house of the Munru Wire
Works. The loss is partly covered by
insur;ince.

Porcupine, Ont. —The Northern Canada
Power Co. is increasing the capacity of

its plant from 8,000 h.p. to 13,000 h.p.

One unit of 2,500 h.p. is now in the

course of construction and the second
unit will be installed this summer.

Matheson, Ont.—Machinery for the 50-

tun mill at the Croesus is expected to ar-

rive shortly and will be rushed to t!ie

])roperty at once before the spring

l)reak-up. Lumber has already arrived,

and, it is understood, everything is be-

ing put in shape for the reception of the

machinery on its arrival there.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Despite its failure

to get the Black Sturgeon pulp limit, the

Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co., com-
posed of Toronto capitalists, is going
ahead with its plant here. Offices have

been opened in the city, and it is an-

nounced construction will start the first

week in April. The pulp supply will

be procured from independent operators

and farmers. A. G. McCormaek has

resigne<l as Secretary of the Board r'

Trade to join the Port Arthur Pulp &
Paper €o.

Victoria, B.C.—C. Silvernum an-

nounces that he has purchased the ma-
chinery from the B. C. Equipment Co.,

ii? Vancouver, for installation at a mill

at Sidney Inlet for the flotation process

of ciineentrating ores, in connection

with the mines there, which he has been

developing for some months' past. Mr.
Silverman took over the old Dewdnev
property on Sidney Inlet. It is expected

that the mill will be ready for use by
June 15, and when complete it will cost

in the neighborhood of .fvoO.OOO and will

he capable of handling 250 tons of ore

daily.

MUNICIPAL
Gleichen, Alta.—The town may pur-

chase the local electric light plant own-

ed by F. C. Vigor for $6,000.

Radville, Sask.—The Town Council

are considering' the erection of a .$12,000

electric light plant.

London, Ont.—The City Council con-

templates the installation of steam

auxiliary equipment in connection with

incinerator, to cost .$25,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—The Town
Council have i-etaincd R. 0. Wynne-
Roberts consulting engineer of Toronto,

to report on a 5-niillion gallon per day

water sujiply.

Sherbrooke, Que.—The City Council

pi'opose ]Mirchasing the Two-Mile Falls

Power near Weedon for $375,000. The
question will be submitted to the rate-

payers for approval.

Wolseley, Sask. — A by-law will be

voted on by the ratepayers on April 7

to authorize the purchase of a gas en-

gine, dynamo and building for a muni-

cipal power plant at $9,000. A. B. Hill

is sec.-treasurer.

Trenton, Ont.—The Town Council's

application to grant aid to the British

Chemical Co., by granting exemption

from all taxes, except school taxes, to

pay $10,000 towards the purchase of the

site for works of the company, has heea

gTanted.

Rosthern, Sask.—The Town Council

has decided to proceed at once with tht-

matter of establishing an electric light

system in the- town, and the firm of

Murphy & Underwood! of Saskatoon.

have been engaged to make preliminary

estimates of the cost, the size of a jj'.ant

required, location, etc.

Windsor, Ont.— Little interest was
taken in the voting on Monday but all

the by-laws carried. That to sell land

to Peter Osterhout, a Windsor builder,

for a factory site, carried by a vote of

54 to 14. A by-law giving similar pri-

vileges to the Canadian Oil Co. succeed-

ed by 58 to 10, while the Max Goldman
and Samuel Harris by-law was favored

})y 51 to 17.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.—The Commis-
sioners of Sewers and Water Supiih

asked the Council that they apply to the

Legislature for power to issue additional

debentures, amounting in all to $15,000,

to cover the cost of completing the in-

stallation of machinery, driving wells,

extending the pipe line to new districts

and increasing the pumping units in con-

nection with the sewage system. Tho
request was granted.

Toronto, Ont.—Estimates of the

Street Cleaning Department for expen-

ditures during' 1917 call for $1,027,125.

•Commissioner Wilson asks $37,500 for

plant and shop, $18,000 for the Strachan

crematory and .$34,450 for the Don
destructor. The sum of $12,000 has
heen placed in the estimates for pur-

chase of motor tracks for pick-up work
and $12,000 more for motor trucks for

ash removal from the Don destructor.

Toronto, Ont.—Expenditures of $3,-

552,976 by the iCivie Works Department
during 1917 are provided for in the esti-

mates of Commissioner Hari'is. Under
capital expenditure, Commissioner Har-
ris is asking for $149,370 for recon-

struction of the bridge on South Glen
Road, and $63,200 for reconstruction of

l)ridge on Spadina Road. There is an

item of $25,000 for an additional pump
and motor and connection to mains at

the Riverdale pumping station. For
main extensiinis the following sums have

been placed in the estimates: High pres-

sure fire system extension, .$600,000; ex-

tension of distribution system in district

east of Don River and north of Gerrard
Street, $375,0()'0; two 36-inch water

mains under tracks of C. P. R. and
G. T. R., from main pumping station to

Front Street, $95,000.

GENERAL
Brampton, Ont.—The Gummed Paper

Co.. proi.ioses to erect a two-storey ad-

dition to its factory and to install new
machinery.

Ridgetown, Ont.—Hunt Bros., have

purchased a site fur their new six-storey

mill, and work will be commenced at

once on the $150,000 plant.

Aylmer, Ont.—Fire on March 21 de-

stroyed the flour and feed warehouse of

A. W. Pierce. The loss is estimated at

$25,000, covered by insurance.

Chatham, Ont.—The property of the

Blonde Lumber 'Co., including the large

three-storey brick mill and considerable

ef|uipment, has been purchased by
Archie Park for $13,000.

Montreal, Que.—A fire which brok"

out on March 20, iu the basement of th'.

IngersoU Packing Co., St. Paul Street,

spread to the adjoininu- premises occu-

pied by the Continental Bag Co., Vaillan-

court & Co.. Geo. McGarry, A. A. Ayer
& Co.. and Z. Limoges, produce dealers

The loss is estimated at $200,000.

Peterboro, Ont.—The Quaker Oats

Co., whose plant was destroyed by fire

last December, have decided to rebuild

in Peterboro, and on the original site, iu

consequence of which the ratepayers will

vote on a by-law to build a high-level

bridge across the Otonabee River, near
the new plant, which will permit Trent

Canal traffic to the mills. The Govern-

ment will assist in building the bridge.
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W. A. Fraser has
You r e m e in b e r W. A. ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,^^ ^^ 1,^ ^.^ ^.^ I ._„

Fraser, the brilliant Cana- f^11111 fr^ llVl 1^ IC^
dian author of "Mooswa," ^^V-ZAiAV-/ IL/ClV-^Xlk.
"Thoroughbreds," "Blood
Lilies," and other good stories of India and Canada? Latterly Mr. Fraser's literary activity

has been in repose, but now he has arranged to provide MacLean's Magazine with a brand new

series of short stories, the first of which, "A WANDERING MUMMY," is a fine tale of the

Canadian West, with an East Indian strand woven into it. It appears in the April MacLean's.

v>3.03.Cl3. is ]))-iidueing some very good short-story writers

—new ones that is. We have Stringer, ^fcFarlane, Sullivan.

Leacock, Miss Laut, Roberts, Seton, Parker, O'Higgins, Patullo.

7j. M. Montgomery, et a], of international fame; and a new lot

breaking into the greater light. One of these newer writers is

Hopkins Moorhouse, wild is "coming strono-." Mr. Moorhouse is a Manitoban, nnd

In tlip April Mac.Le.\n's he contributes The Centre of Gravity,

'(•(irking good stuff," to use the language of the Editor. This is the first of a serie.s of stories featuring

Andy Doolin, a "character," keeper of a saloon. These stories are of the boom days in British Columbia's

gold mining history, days when Jim Crotty, Dutch McGee. and The Parson, desperadoes all, made life a

catchy thing and stirring.

A/Tq f^T r~^ Q 11 n t"
'' '"'" '"'i'i'i''"'or to MacLean's, has in the April Number a short story, At tlie

-l-'^-'-ill y V_J<:lLl 11 L^ Arrow Forks, a tale of the Yukon. Miss Gaunt is a British woman who knows
her Canada well—from sojourn, visit and study.

James B. Hendryx is a well-known writer whose 90,000-word .serial story begins in the

April MacLean's, The Gun-Brand, is of the Peace River Comitry,

and is of gun-runners, Indians, whiskey, a Hud.son's Bay Comitany po.st, voyageurs, and a dream of a girl.

Agnes C. Laut, H. F. Gadsby and W. A. Craick
are Cdutributors to the April MacLean's. Each contrilnites a s|)ccial article of great and immediate inter-

est. For example, MISS AGNES C. LAUT, a wonderful woman, writes of the war situation as found in

the United States, and in its relation to Canada. H. F. GADSBY writes of the Canadian Senate—

a

judicial article on a subject of ever-growing political interest. W. A. CRAICK'S contribution is Motor
INiiids of Canada, and i.s concerned with motor-tourinii in Canadn. His articl(> is woll illustrated.

Now, those are just a ])art of the contents of

MacLean's
for April

' I
"^ HKY sufiice, however, to

give you a good idea of

the distinctive Canadian
character and ap])cal of MacLean's, and to lei you and others

see that in MacLean's one gels his money's worth and more,

whether it be mere entertainment that i.s .sought, or somotiiing

informative, stimulating and timely concerning Canada life,

interests, thought and politics.

At All News-

Agents

Fifteen Cents
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Long Wear and

Rapid Cutting

are Features

of

Delta Fi/es

These features mean a

savina; in time and re-

duced file expenses.

The extra durability of

Delta Files means a

surprisin.o- curtailment

in file expenses when

the rocnmulatins; re-

sults of a year's use of

these files in your shop

are cnnsidcred.

DELTA FILES
cut faster and outlive

any other file made,

because t h e y retain

their cutting edges

longer.

There is a Delta File

for every purpose, and

a Delta File means a

time-saving on every

man that uses one.

Made absolutely of cru-

cible steel and the only

files made in lengths

from 3 to 24 inches

long.

We will send you a

sample file to enable

you to prove these fea-

tures to your own satis-

faction. Ask for your

sample.

DELTA

DELTA FILE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS i

H. S. Howland. Sons & Co., Toronto I

Stark*. Sorbold. Montroal s

Wm. Stairt. Son & Morrow, Halifaxi

Morrick-Anderson Co., Winnipog

All Loading Jobbers.

TRADE GOSSIP
Samuel Osbom (Canada), Ltd., of

Montreal, has been granted a license to

carry on hnsiness in Ontario with a sum
of not less than -$40,000.

The Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, are distrihnting a useful

advertising novelty in the form of a cir-

cular metallic thermometer featuring

the "Cisco" line of machine tools.

Kitchener, Ont.—Owing to the in-

crease in the price of coal and gas oil

the Light Commission has announced
that the price of gas will be advanced

until further notice from $1 to •'fl.lS

|)er thousand, and that a minimum rate

of 50c per month has been fixed.

Rate on U.S. Ships Higher.—It is re-

|iorted from Washington, D.C., that a

Hat rate of three per ceivt. for insurance

on vessels leaving- American i)orts for

)iorts of belligerent nations has

been fixed by the government war risk

insurance bureau. The highest rate has

been 2 per cent.

Canal Engines for France.—T hi it pen

loromotives whicli were used on tlie con-

struction of the new Welland ship canal

have been secured by the Dominion

Government for shipment to France to

be used in war purposes. They are not

needed here now on account of the clos-

ing down of the work.

Dominion Government Order Locomo-
tives.—Fifty new locomotives have been

ordered liy the Government for the Can-

adian Government Railways. They will

be constructed bv the Canadian Locomo-

tive Works at Kingston. The contract,

which is intended to increase the motive

|iower of the Government railways, was

siuneil on ^farch 21.

Shipyard for Canada.—It is reported

that efforts are being made to secure the

location in Canada of (uie of the British

shipbuilding companies. This would in-

volve the establishment of a yard on the

Atlantic coast. It is understood that

this is one of tlie subjects to be taken

np by Sir Robert Borden and it is be-

ing f\irthered by the Imperial Munitions

Bo'ard.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

have been awarded a contract by the

Union Carbide Co., of Niagara Falls,

N.Y.; and Welland, Ont., for three De
Laval sinale stage, double suction,

pumps, of 3-million, 2-million and 1-

million gals, daily capacity respectively,

to be motor driven..

They have also received an order

from the Canadian Copper Co., Copper

Cliff. Ont., for two sinale staae, double

suction De Laval immps. Each having

a cajiacitv of 3-million aals., daily.

Represents Russian Industry.—Gas-

ton, Williams & Wigmore, Inc.. have

been appointed the commercial repre-

sentative in the Ignited States for the

council of the All Meta'. Workina Indus-

tries of Russia, which represents
^

a

union of the metal industries in Russia.

The i)urchases to be made across the

line will consist of machinery and equip-

ment for the factories of the various

members of the council and other ma-

terials.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

have l)cen awarded a contract by The

Imperial Oil Co., Church St., Toronto,

to supply for their new plant at Dart-

month, N.S., 13-De Laval single stage,

doulde suction pumps, ranging in size

from 1.500 gals, to 350 gals, a minute.

The Imiierial Oil Co., have also placed

another order for two additional single

stage, double suction, high lift De Laval

pumps, each to be direct connected to

150 h.]i. motors.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

have received a contract amounting to

.$19,000 to supply and install, 8-De Laval

single stage, double suction centrifugal

pumps, for the new filtration plant for

the town of St. Hyacintbe. One will be

5 million Imperial gals, daily unit, an-

other 414 million gals, daily, and there

will be 6 having capacity of 2V2 million

Imperial gals, daily. All these pumps
will be connected direct to Canadian

Westing-house motors. They will also

su])i)lv 40 h.p. motor driven roots blower,

complete switch-board etc.

Marine Engineers Meet.—The Na-

tional Association of Marine Engineers

held their closina banquet, following a

series of successful Winter meetings, at

the Sons of England Hall, Toronto, on

March 22. At the previous meetings

business managers for the Great Lakes

district bad been appointed and the

presence last evening of the president

and two members of the Great Lakes

Council, and two members of the Grand

Council, made for a large turnout. Three-

new members were initiated. The al-

most general adoption of the new wage

scale by shipowners was the source of

much gratification, and speeches were all

of a most ojitimistie nature.

Joint Technical Societies Meeting.—
Tlie annual meeting of the .Toint Com-

mittee of Technical Societies will be

beld in tbe Chemistry and Mining Build-

ing, Toronto Univei'sity, Toronto, the

evening of March 30th, and will be ad-

dressed by John Murphy, Chief Electric

Engineer of the Department of Rail-

wavs and Canals; Mr. Matlies(m, late

of Colorado, but now Chief Engineer

of the British American Nickel Corpor-

ation, and others. All engineers, wheth-

er or not tbey are members of any so-

ciety, will be privileaed to attend this

meeting. Correspondence should be sent

direct to tbe secretary of the Joint

Connuittee of Technical Organizations.

Ontario brancli. Excelsior Life Build-

ing, Toronto.

U.S. Government Purchase Copper.—
Advices from Washinaton, D.C., state

that tbe principal American copper pro-

ducers have agreed to fui-nish the Gov-

ernment copper needed for the armv

and navy during the comina year at Ki

and a fraction cents a pound, about one-

half of tbe current market price.

Forty-five million pounds is the amount

to be ilelivered. This solves one of the

important problems in connection with

large orders for unmitions soon to be

placed, and is tbe first big concession in
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response to the appeals to the patriot-

ism of the country's industries since the

navy's agreements with the shipbuilders

and steei makers for profit cnttini;-. The

action of tlie copper producers was an-

nounced by the Council of National De-

fence.

Government Will Take Over Ross Rifle

Factory.—The expropriation by the Gov-

renment of the Ross Rifle factory at

Quebec, to be operated on the lines of

the Dominion Arsenal, will take place

this week, according to present plans^

Proceedings will be taken under the Ex-

propriation Act. which, through the

AVar Measures Act. has been extended

in its scope. This action follows that

(,f the Government in cancelling the

order for the last hundred thousand of

Ross rifles, resulting in the closing down

yesterdav of the factory. The manu-

facture of the Lee-Enfleld rifle by tlie

Govei-nment at the Ross factory is to be

arranged for as soon as the sealed pat-

terns and specifications arrive, and the

machinery is adapted to the new rifle.

WOODWORKING
Danville, Que.—The Danville Chair &

Spi'ciaity Co.. will not rebuild their fac-

tory which was destroyed by fire re-

<-cntly. A new company may be formed

lc> deal with the situation.

Belleville, Ont.—The i>laut of tlie

I'carce Co., in Marmora Village, was

totally destroyed by fire on March 22.

The company was engaged in the manu-

facture of lumber, shingles and lath, and

had a very extensive and well-equipped

l)'.ant. The total loss is estimated at

.+25.000, with no insurance. F. S. Pearce

,
is president of the company.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Brantford, Ont.—Nc/oliations are still

lirnccciliri'i between the Lake Erie &
N'orthcni Railway and the Grand Trunk

lor the use by the former of the latter 's

entrance into Port Dover. In the mean-

time the formal opening of the line has

been ])nst|ioned.

Fort Frances, Ont.—The Kurt Frances

and Fn-lish River Railway Co. will

make application during the present ses-

sion of the Legislature to incorporate a

company w-itli i)ower to construct and

(iperate a railroad from Fort Frances lo

Kn'jlisli River via Kenora.

Victoria, B.C.—The Fs^iuimall &
Xanainu) Railway is practically ready to

start work on the eonstr\iction ol' a new
swing bridge over the harbor, to replace

the present old structure, which the

company declares is tar too small and

too weak to handle the freight and pas-

senger traffic into Victoria.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived for a building until Ajiril 9, ad-

dressed to the Toronto Harbor Comniis-

sioncrs, 50 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

All information may be obtained by

applying to the Architects, Chai)man

WM. MUIR & CO.. LIMITED
.MaiM-lieNter, Knglund.
.M:u'biiie Tool Makers.

SpwialticB: Patent Puncher Slotting

Maoliines. Milling .Machines, Boring
Mat-hines;

.\Bents: Messrs. Peacock Bros.. OS

I'.eaver Hnl! Hill. Montreal.
Seiifl for ratalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX, ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agents—The A. R.Williams Mcy.Co.,Lld.
Toronto. Winnipeg. Vancouver. St. John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

and
MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS

Catalogues offered to Purchasers.

SPR
or ALL
KINDSm

Auiomobilc ^^^B
V ihal defies ^^^

Sprine?, Valve Springs,

Sprinp. etc., of a quality (hat defies

CtOTipcution. Tell us jiourrequireoienu. Send

sample or ipccification for price.

JAMES STEELE, UNITED

Quality is Highest ^Not the Price
_. , , r> i J 10.Inch Universal
Dickow s Guaranteed index centers

save from :>C>0 to $125 on first cost,

ni.oiy tioies that liecause of tlieii

simple construction
and great ease of

(•peration. They eni-

bofly the maxi-
mum of accura-
cy, simp licity

and iluraliillty.

Get the Original Beware of Imitators
5oU hy all dealev. Wrttt to-Jay for particulars

Fred. C. Dickow . 35 So. Desplaioes Si., Chicago. III. .U.S.

4

Oil Tempered

Steel Springs

— for every purpose

and the best for each

use.

Special styles of all

kind) to order.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRIHG
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machint Bolls.

Rivets and W:sher$

assures quickly fill-

ed orders aud
prompt shipment.
One (|uality only—

The Best.

Send a trial «rder.

LONDON BOLT &
hiNUt VvORKb

LonObH Ontario

iiii/iiiiiii/i»»i/)/i///ii/in/>n

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Machinery, Engine Wori(

Grey Ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK, LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA, ONT.

(I n
The

Dupont
PATENT

Power

Hammer
T li e strength, dur-

aliility, economy of

IiowiT and simplicity

of adjustineut of the

Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-

edly superior tool.

Made carefully from
c a r e f ally selected,

high-class materials.

ositi vely
Guaranteed

Si'VI'n hIzOH.

With rams from 35 to

.100 lbs.

Write for full detaila. ~

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
PU sville Qu«.

Ontario and Western Agents :

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.

Ottawa Toronto WtnnipoK
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
£37AB. i»7f.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Boob **rateTit Protection"—free. M;ister
of I'atcnt Laws. Koriitcrly Patent Offirc
Kxarnincr.
1)9 .St. Jaincs St.. - Montreal, Qui.

Braiirlii's : Ottawa, Watshington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS DY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBUHY A. BUDDEN

712 DSUMMOND BLDG.. MONTREAL
Cable Address

"BREVET"

ATENT
Fetherstonhaush ft Co.
Patent Solicitora. Head Office,
Royil Bank Bldg.. Toronto.
OtUwa Office. 6 Elgin at.
Send for mir Plain Practical
Pointe™. Copy of National
Progreaa, In whioh onr patent*
are adrerti^ed, maiJed free.

[PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor'a

Adviser, nliich will be sent free.

MARION & MARION. 364 University St.

Mercli!»nts BiinK Riiilding:. corner
St. Catherine St.. MONTKE.il^, rlione I'l). 6474

and \Vanhineton, D.C. U-.S. \.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

caNasiAN siST'iMToaa poR thi

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada
Phone Ad . 25 1 1 A. W. Bcnnct, Manager

:iM(l M(<iiriiii, !)') Kiriti' Street Kast, Tcii-

ontd.

Terrebonne, Que,—The Town t'omu-il

ai-e calliim teiidcrs for a shoe factory.
The phms and specifications of this

Imildins' can be seen in the office of
Dupont Roy & Beaudoin Engineers, 225
St. .Tames Street, Montreal.

Montreal South Que. — Tenders will

he called sometime in April, for a 30-

hjp. motor-driven turbine pump and a
150-h.p. gasoline engine-driven turbine
Dump for fire purposes, etc. E. Drink-
water, St. Lambert, Que., is the en-

gineer.

Grandview, Man.—^Tenders will be re-

(eive.ll uiilil March 28, for two steel

briid,o'es. Plans, specifications and
fender forms can be obtained at the

office of the Highway Oonimissioner,
Winnipeg, or from W. Dickie f^he Sec-

relfary-TJreas'urer at Grandview.

London, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived liy the Board of Control until

April 5, for general su])plies, inchidin"'

hardware, harness, lubricating oil, rub-
l)er supplies, etc., and iron castings.

Snecifleations can be obtained at the
office of the City Engineei', II. A.
Rraizier.

Cartwright, Man. — Tenders will be
i-eceived by the Rural Municipality of
Roblin up to April 5 for abutments and
steel work for four Ijridges. Plans, spe-

cifications and fender forms may be seen

at offiee of Highway Commissioner, Win-
nipeg, or at the offlce of Secretai-y-Treas-

snrer, Cartwright, Man.
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

•ceived up to April 2, addressed' to the

(diairman of Toronto Harbor Commis-
sioners, 50 Bay street, Toronto, for the

construction of harbor head walls. All

information may be obtained by apply-
ing to the above address. E. L. Cousins,

cliief engineer and manager.

St. Felix de Valois, Que.—Tenders
will be received until March lil, at the

office of the corporation of the jiarish of

St. Felix de Valois, for- the construction
of an iron bridge in this parish. The
plans and si-ieciflcations can be seen
every day at the Office of the corpora-
tion. .1. H. Lavallee, sec.-treas.

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders, addressed
to the Chairman, Boai'd of Control, will

lie received up to Aiiril 16, for the sup-

ply of labor and materials required in

the erection of a 150 foot brick or con-
crete chimney for the Elmwood Inciner-

atoi-. " Plans, specification and form of

tender mav be obtained at the office of

the City Engineer, 22.'] James Avenue.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed
to the Commissioners erf the Greater
Winnipeg Water Distriot will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply of

miscellaneous bronze eastings, brass pip-

ing, etc., which enter into the construc-

tion of a Venturi meter. Specifications

and form of tender may be obtained, at

the offices of the district, 501 Tribune
Biiililing, Winnijieg.

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders addressed
to R. D. Waugh, Chairman of the Com-

missioners, Greater Winnipeg Water
Kistriet, up to April 16, for the supply
of a)>pro.\imately 12,000 feet of 48-inch
and l,:i()() feet of fiO-inch cast iron pipes,
together with numerous specials and
gate valves. S)iecjfieations may be oii-

lained upon apijlieation to the offices of
the Districl, 501 Trihiine Bldg., Winni-
l)eg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed
to the chairman, Greater Winnipeg
Water District Commission, at 501 Tri-
bune Building, Winniiieg, will he re-

ceived up to April 16, 1917, for the sup-
ply of one second-hand jiassenger coach,
also one second-hand caboose, both
standard gauge. Tenderers to sfipply

own specifications. Further particulars
on application to undersigned. R. D.
Waugh, Chairman of Commissioners.

Hamilton, Ont —Tenders addressed to

Chairman of Board of Control w;ll lie

received up to .Vpril 5 for the supply
and delivery of one combined mofin-

driven flusher and sprinkler to conform
to the following general specifipations:

Tank cajiacity, 1,200 Imperial gallons;
truck not less than 5-fon; separate motor
for (lusher a|>paratus. Further pai-ficu-

lars on apiilieation to the Secretary of
AVorks Dejiarfment, City Hall, Hamiltmi.

PERSONAL
William Walker has been appointed

Acting Division Engineer, Eastern lines.

Grand Trunk Railway, vice F. L. C.
Bond, enlisted for Overseas Service.

Hon. Col. Harry Cockshutt, president

of the Cocd<shutf Plow Co., has been ap-
pointed president of both the Brantford
Carriage Co. and the Adams Wagon Co.
in succession to the late -T. A. Sander-
son.

John Gr. Sullivan, of Winnipeg, chief

en-jineer C.P.R. Westein lines was elecl-

ed jn-esident, at the closing session of
the eighth annual convention of the Am-
erican Railway Engineering As.soeia-

fion at Cbieago.

Michael J. McAndrew, of St. Thomas,
Out., ti-a\eliiig engineer of the Michigan
Central Canadian lines, died suddenly
at Victoria, Ont., on March 10. Mr. Mc-
Andrew was born at Niagara Falls, Ont.,

in 1859. He was appointed traveling

engineer in 1906.

Anson J. Hopkins, who has been wilh

the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., in

Vancouver, was recently appointed gen-

eral head of the accessory department of

that company, and is now organizing the

work of this deiiartment in the firm's

eleven branches.

francis S. McMath, president of the

Canadian Bridge & Iron Works, Walker-
ville, Ont., has 1)een appointed a mem-
ber of the Detroit Municipal Street

Railway Commission. The commission

is urged by the Mayor to begin qnick

work on ' the subway plans to relieve

street ciiiigesfion across the river.

Harold C. Upton has been appointed

manager of the machine tool department

of the Toronto branch of the Canadian
Fairbank.s-Morse Co. Mr. Tipton has
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iH'en with the oompany over nine years,

at the Toronto office, havincr passed

througii all the departments. For the

pa^t three years he has been eity travel-

ler DM general lines for the various de-

partments.

George Henry Frost, funnder and for

many years piililisher of Engineerini)

Xeivf, died March 15 at his home in

Plainfield. X.J.. aaed 79 years. He was
liMin in West Hawkeshury, Ont., and
was jiraduated from JIcGill University.

.Afiintreal, as a eivil enainer in 18G0. Hi<

civil ens'ineerin|4' experiences covereil

>;ii-veyins' work in Wisconsin for thi

I hicajro & Northwestern Railroad. In

A]iril. 1874. lie brought out the first

number of the American Architect ami
Snrvei/or, a monthly sheet, which in

1^7r) he made a weekly and renamed
l'ii(iineering Sens. This in 1911 he

- .!.' to the Hill Publishing t'c. New
^ .rk ("itv.

CONTRACTS
Tecumseh, Ont. — CanadiaH Allis-

Chalniers Ltd., Toronto, have been

awarded a contract for the pumps and

electrical eciuipment for the waterworks
system by the Eau Claire Waterworks
r.i.

Fredericton, N.B.—The local School

I'.'iard has awarded the contract for the

election of the Charlotte Street School

extension to R. A. Corbett. of St. John,

at $17,000, and for the heatina: and

plumbino' to R. Chestnut & Sons, of

Fredericton, at $6,000.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Fe^les-Hel
lows Kniiineerin;^- di. has been awarded
the contract of the construction of a

complete srrain treatini"- jdant for tbi

Western Grain Co. new elevator to be

erected on the same site as that of Ihr

Western Terminal elevator on the Kam-
iiiisti(|uia River. The plant, which will

li:ne a total cajiacity of 175.000 bushels

I- to be built aceordins to plans desian-

ed by the contracting conijiany.

Hamilton, Ont.—Contracts for annual

supidics have liccu awai'ded as follows:

Brass work, 11. Mueller Mf's. Co., Sarnia :

special brass castings. Talman Brass
Works. Hamilton; cast-iron pipe, Gart-

shore-Tliomson Pi|ie & Foundry Co..

Hamilton. $58 i>er ton. special castings.

5i.;,c lb.; castings. Canada Iron Fo\ui-

dries. Ltd., Toronto. 5c lb.; lead pipe,

Talman Brass AVorks. Hamilton, 15V';c

lb.; lubricating oils, Impei-ial Oil Co..

Toronto; valves, Kerr Engine Works.
Walkerville. 4 in. gate valves $11.50

each I'.o.b. Hamilton.

Toronto, Ont.—The rerpiest of Can-

jolian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., to be re-

leased from a contract to sujiply six

inch cast iron \iv^" at .$20.75 per length

for the York Township water supidy

system was acceded to by the Township
Cinincil at a special meeting held here

on M.arch 21. The ten<ler of the Cana
dian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. to supply twn
12-inch valves at $65 each was accejjteil

as was that of Drummond, McCall and
Co.. for 200 six-inch stop valves at

$20.65 each and 83 12-inch stop valves

Steel Shell Furgings or liillcts nt an\' size or weight will iiiose any ilistance or about
curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. Xo labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont,

T
ORAW CUT SMAPtRS

'

SPCCIAl DRAW CUT R R SMAPtRS"'

riNISHLO MACHINE *(Vt%^
STATIONaRTi, PSRTABLt KLY WATCUTTlRSl

SPCCIAL leCOMOTIVE CYllNOERPlANERSt

orricc "" works; musklgon hlignt^ u s a

n
H
nOVENS

Kn.xmelinK and Vamistiing Ovens lieateil 5~ by Gas, Electricity. Steam or Coal" Write for Booklet. '^

a Brantford Oven & Rack Co.. Ltd. ^ n
r.raiitford. Canada.

nMn«n»n*nMn*nMnMnKnBnBnB'

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker&Goodwin
Brantford, Canada

ETAL
STAMPINGS

'Ml
We are manufactur
era of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of

sheet metal stamping
that Tou require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the

finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

h Send us a sample

order.

4 ((

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avbnue, Toronto. Can.
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at $72.80 each. Tenders for liydrant.?

will be called for shortly. Frank Barber
is Township Engineer.

Saving orWasting?
The manner in whicb you handle the
di-inking water problem in your plant
may seem to bo a small matter to you
^but investigate. The results will be
surprising.

The old-time faucet is costly. Running
hour after hour, day after liay, its

ceaseless flow is costing yuu money, yet
without any better service.

Puro Saves 35%
A Puro S.anitary Drinking Fountnin
will cut that water hill ^'/c We can
prove that it has done that for others.

It will give every employee a safe,

saner draught of bubbling water free

from the contamination of the common
(Irinkiug cup.

In a word, It is the only sanitarj
Drinking Fountain that is rea'ly safe,

sanitary, simple, automatic In control,

and easy to attach.

"PURO -FY*'
(MADE IN CANADA)

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sanitary Drinking Founiain Company

t47 Unlversiiy Ave., Toronto, Cinada

THE IRON WORKS

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

1

•
.

O"^-'- ; K^l

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

MARINE
Port Hope, Ont.—Ad ins- upon the sng-

scsticin (if the Department of Marine, the
I'ort Hope Harbor Board will have (lie

white lisht on the Port Hope lighthouse

ehansed to a red light, as the white light

was liable to be eonfused with the town
,
hts.

Pictou, N.S.—At a well attended rate-

]5ayers meeting held on March 22, a

resolution was unanimously passed
authorizino- the Town Couneil to ask
for legislation to bonus a proposed steel

shi|ibuilding plant to the amount of

150.000.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Grand Trunk
Pacirtc steamer Prince Rupert, Captain
Duncan McKenzie, running between
Prince Rujiert and Vancouver, is ashore

on Conn. Island, one mile east of Law-
yer's Island light, and is reported l)adly

(lamaaed.

Ottawa, Ont—.1. A. Ounningham, of

\'ani'ouver, president of the Manufac-
turers" Association of British Columbia,

was in Ottawa recently in connection

with the closing of a contract with the

British Imperial authorities for three

S,000-ton steamships to be built on tlie

Pa<'ific coast.

Toronto, *Ont.—To protect the Cana-
dian Government from loss on the Toi'-

oiito Harbor dredging contract, the Na-
tional Surety Company of New York has

completed all formalities in connection

with the $500,000 bond guaranteeing

completion of the contract by Canadian
Stewart Co., the contractors. The work
will require four years time to complete.

BUILDING

Machinery

Made to

Order

Dundas, Ont.—The .lohn Bertram
Sons & Co., will erect an office build-

ing immediately at a cost of .$.30,000.

Brantford, Ont.—The contract for the

erection of the new Loew's Theatre in

Hamilton has been awarded to P. H.
Secord & Son, of this city, at $250,000.

Toronto, Ont.—Thg Board of Educa-
tion inspectors report that several pub-

lic schools require better ventilation and
other imjirovements. It is likely that a

luniihcr of fans will be installed.

Toronto, Ont. — Messrs. J. & Frank
Walsh have purchased a site at 626 King
Street. West, and will erect a three

storey factory building which can be

utilized for light manufacturing.

Magrath, Alta.—Arrangements are be-

ing completed for the erection of an

elevator here and also one at Raymond
and two others at points along the kwal

railway line. Contract for lumber has

been let.

Saskatoon, Sask.—A five-storey con-

crete and brick warehouse, costing in

the neighborhood of $125,000 and cover-

ing an area of 60 by 124 feet, is to be

erected here this spring by a large mer-

cliandise i-ompany.

INCORPORATIONS
Vancouver Forge Co., has been incor-

porated at Victoria with a capital of
$25,000 to carry on a blacksmith and
forge business at Vancouver, B.C.

Sidney Mills Ltd., have been incorpor-
ated at \'ictoria with a capital of $200,-

000 to ojicrate sawmills, planning' mills

etc. at Sidney, B.'C.

Fort Steele Lumber Co , has been in-

corporated at Victoi'ia with a capital of
$25,000 to carry on business as sawmill
|iroprietors at Fort Steele, B.C.

The Malahat Motor-Ship Co., has
been incorporated at Victoria, B.C., u'itli

a capital of $100,000 to build and oper-

ate motor-ships and steam ships with
head office at ancouver, B.C.

The Eburne Clear Cedar Mills, Ltd.,

has been incoriiorated at Vii'toria with
a capital of $"i0.000 to carry on business
as shingle manufacturers and take over
the B. K. Shingle Co. of Vancouver.

The Air Cooled Burner Co., of Chehalis,
Wasliingt^m, has been authorized to

manufacture refuse burners and raa-

cliinery of all kinds. The capital is

$100,000 and office is at Van'conver, B.C.

Akerberg, Thomson & Co., Ltd., lias

been incorporated at Victoria, B.C..

with a capital of $45,000 to carry on
the business of machinists, mechanical
and electrical engineers at Prince Ru-
pert, B.C.

Vancouver Engineering Works Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Victoria. B.C.,

with a capital of $1,000,000 to carry on
the business of marine engineers, iron

and steel founders, and boiler makers,
etc., at Vancouver.

Ladysmith Smelting Corporation Ltd.,

has been incorporated at \'ictoria, B.C..

with a capital of $1,000,000 to acquire
the Tyee Copper Co., and to carry on
the business of a smelting and refining'

company. The head office is at Victoria,
B.C.

George W. Cole Ltd., has been incur-

lioratcil at Ottawa with a capital of
.$50,000 to carry on business as mechan-
ical engineers, tool makers and founders.
etc., at Toronto. The incorporators are

George AV. Cole, .lames L. Ross and L.

B. Camiibell all of Toronto.

The Canadian Wood Molybdenite Co
,

has been incor|ioiated at Ottawa with a

capital of $1,000,000 to carry on the

business of mining and mannfacturini;'

molybdenite or any other minerals with

head office at Ottawa. The incorpora-

tors are 0. E. Wood, Harvey Fitzsimons
and George D. Kelly all of Ottawa.

Canada Lock Joint Pipe Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $40,000 to take over the Canadian
interests of the Lock Joint Pipe Co..

an American corporation, and to con-

struct part of the pipe line of tho

Greater Winnipeg Water District The
head office is at Winni[.tg and the in-

corporators are Alexander Smith, Wil-

liam Currie and Harold Spencer all of

Winnipeg.
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CATALOGUES
Power Hammers.—A new pamphlet is-

sued by the Vnited Hammer Co., of Bos-

ton, Mass., illustrating' and describing:

the "Fairbanks'' jxjwer hammers. An
illustrated list of parts is included with

telegrapli code for convenience when
orderinc parts.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.,

fhiciiyo, II!., have issued a new and un-

us\ially attractive 94 paae eatalos'ue No.

10 l)earing the title "Thor" and deal-

ing with an interesting line of pneu-

matic and electrical tools. The principal

features of constniction and materials

used are described at length together

with illustrations of details and sec-

tional vieiws of the air drills and ham-
mers, etc. The various types of tools

are all illustrated accompanied by a

description while tables are included

giving the principal dimensions of each

size and work for which each is adapted.

Another series of illustrations show the

"Thor"' pneumatie tools in operation at

a number of plants under a variety of

conditions. "T^niversal" electric drills

are also descrilied and illustrated while

the concludinir paces are devoted to par-

ticulars fif chisels and rivet sets.

Dynamos and Motors.—Paniplilet Xo.
21-(', recently issued by Bruce Peebles

& Co., Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland, illus-

trates and describes the '"Peebles" self-

contained continuous current dynamos
and motors. A full specification is in-

• eluded covering these machines which
are made in various types such as pro-

tected type, semi-enelosed, totally en-

closed, minim;' or pipe ventilated type.

The first half is taken up with the spe-

cification, while in the latter half very

complete lists of output ratings are

given for the usual standard voltages,

and for every size of machine which
they manufacture, separate output rat-

inirs bein^- given for eacii of the five

different types enumerated above. T'l

assist intendina' purchasers in laying out

their plant, there are also given two
pases of ai>pro.\imate weights and di-

mensi-'Tis, while on the last ))age there

is an illustration of two macliines mount-
ed together, and arramred as an' ordin-

ary motor generator, booster or three-

wire balancer. Copies of this pamphlet
will be Ldadlv sent to anvimc interested.

BOOK REVIEWS
Metal Statistics for 1917.—The tenth

annual edition of this useful publica-
tion has recently been i>ublished by tho
American Metal Market, New York city.

All the tables have been carried forward
another year and some new data incor-
liorated, giving tlie comparative figures

a still broader scope. Among the new
features introduced is a buyers' direc-
tory printed on colored paper. The ac-
curacy of the figures is un(|uestioned, as
the statistics relating' to both ferrou",

and non-ferrous metal production have
been obtained from the most reliabli-

sources. It is an extremely useful hand-
book for buyers and sellers of metals
and a Is, I plant manaurers.

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

They are the result of
sixty years* experi'
enee. unsurpassed
equipment and hiehly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are "the
best buy.

Established 18:^7.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Man'fVs of Barnes -inftde" Products
Sppin<(5,ScrewMathinp PrtKlutts.(.ciM Rolled Stfol And Wire

Oxy-Acetylene Welding

We can give the Ijest of service

in all kinds of welding repair

jobs. We have successfully I'e-

paired the most difficult jobs. Our
work is high-class and our prices

moderate.

SenJ us your work or wrilt us regarding it.

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

GAUGES
DIES, TOOLS AND REPAIRS

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.
163 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Adel. 3734

B. H. AYLSWORTH A. E. HACKWORTH

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.
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Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to tho

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has tn'-aed ont

over 2,000 sht,...

It aeans more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five
words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

FOR SALE FOR SALE

T,1UR SALE — AT A BAKG.AIN — 1—H4"
st.Tle D geometric die head, with extra

flies. White Machine Wurks. Windsor. Ont.
clCnr

pAP LATHE, 2S X 42 x 10 FT. BED, FOU
^-^ sale, cheap: also emery wheel stand, power
hack saw. Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton.
Ont. Itf)

XjlOR SALE—ONE -150 H.P. THOMPSON &
AVilliams condensing engine. Will sell

cheap. Engine is in first-class repair and
«ill give every satisfaction. Apply J. A.
Marven, Limited. Moncton, N.B. tcfm

Ni.^EW BOILERS, CHEAP—2 40 H.P. AND 1
^ 50 H.P. open hottoiti. locomotive type
boilers, complete with fittings for 12.j lbs.

.working pressure. Can deliver from stock
cither i-ast or wcs't of Ureal Lakes. The
lauadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., aOO Prin-
11 .sx St.. Winnipeg, Man. cl3m

X10R SALE—IN FIRST-CLASS WORKING
"^ order—second-hand General Electric direct
current generator, .'io K.W.. 220 volts, arranged
for belt drive, complete \Aith sliding base,
etc. Address Canada Forge Company, Wel-
laud, Ontario. cl3m

TflOR SALE — TWELVE PRACTICALLY
-* new Ko. T-C Racine Heavy Duty High
Speed Hack Saw Machines. Suitable for all

Cutting purposes. Immediate delivery. For
Price and further information address The
Peck Rolling Mills, Limited, Montreal.

cl4m

/-\NE LATHE 16" x 4V4' back geared. Built
^^ by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. One lathe IS" x 3', back geared.
Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. Four Murchey Collapsible Dies. Capa-
city IV," to 2U/'. Box 272, Canadian Machinery.

ctmf

TjiOR S.ALE—2 KENNRDY CUTTING-OFF
-^ machines, for cutting off both ends of 4. ,5

H.E. forglngs: in good c-ondition; price $730
each. 1 IS-pdr. Holden-.Morgan thread miller
for threading base end of high explosive

'shells: price .$300. ] IS-pdr. H.E. marking
machine: price $50. Apply to Alton Foundry
Co., Ltd.. Alton. Ont.'irio. ci:!m

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING MACH-
'' inery and tools at exceptionally low
prices :—l-^^Heavy Duty Rockford Drill 24".

Suitable for heav.v work, in use only two
nionths 4—.Tones & Lamson Turret Latne^.
Bar Machines. Size 2 x 24. Price $20n.no t"

.'i;2.")0.00 each. 2—.Tones & Lnnison Turret
Lathes, Chucking :Machines. Size 2 x 24. Pricp
i^iOO.OO each. 1—Small Turret I.-ithe. 1% Hole
in Spindle. IH Hole in Turret Head. 1—Two
Spindle Sensitive Drill iflOO.OO. 2—Holdpn-
Morgan Thread Millers, silghtly used on 4.5

Shells. 4—Bertram Tnteinal Thread Jlillei-s.

2—^Xo. 9 Hartness Dies. Capacity range 1''4 t"
?." Dia. 4—12" Whiton Universal Scroll Heavy
Duty Chucks. 3-Taw. 1—10" Skinner T'niversal
Chnck. 3-.Taw. 1—10 x 12 35 H.P. Robh Hori-
zontal Steam Engine, in first-class condition.
.\pnly Steel Furnishing Company, Limited.
Nc-.v Glasgow. N.S. eowl7

oNE No. 2 WHITING cri'OLA. 311" SHELL
ipacity, one to two tons per hour. In

perfect condition, used only tor two heats.
Address Purchasing Agent, Canadian Inger-
soll-I!aii(l Co.. Ltd.. Sherlirooke, Que.

ctmf

SITUATIONS WANTED
TVTECHANICAL ENGINEER WITH LONG

*- experience designing and estimating on
machine tools, special shell machinery, tools,
jigs and fixtures, desires responsible position
w,th well established company. Best of
references given from well-known companies.
Box 2S4. Canadian JIachinery. cl2m

OUPERINTENDENT WITH NINETEEN
*~' years' mechanical experience in manufac-
turing and repairing of machinery and struc-
tural steel, both shop and erection, desires
change of position. Experienced in machining
l.S-Pr. and 4.5" high explosive shells. Aggres-
sive character, good organizer, best of refer-
ences. Box 2S2. Canadian Machinery. clSni

QliPIORINTENDENT OR WORKS MAN-^ agir of large metal working |)lant desires
change. P.road gauge man of modern methods
and a producer of results. Over 20 years'
experience at handling large forces of work-
men in manufacture of high iiuality and in-
terchangeable goods of brass, iron and steel,
special tools, dies, machinery, etc.' Includes
brass works, machine shop, punching and
ritamping and fine brass work, taking entire
control of ]dant. English-American descent.
Box 2.<'0. Canadian Machinery. cl5m

A
Page of

Opportunity
Here are opportunities .nalorc!

O])]iortuiiities for toolmakers, ma-
eliinist.><, superintendents, salesmen.
Opportunities for the buyer of

niacliinerv, for the employer nf help.

Oppdriunity is knockino, here every
week. It will be knoekin.ii for you
some week. Make sure it will find

yiui in.

lltMd tlie.se page? every week!

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

WANTED
WANTED — LATHE ABOUT 4S" SWING

or larger, also boring mill np to 60".
.Must be in good order and reasonable price.
.\pply Box 2SS, Canadian Machinery. el6m

SPECIAL MACHINERY

TVTANUFACTURERS — WE CAN UNDER-
•^-^ take work to any specification—munition
production equipment or otherwise. Write
W. H. Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Marv
St., Toronto.

SITUATIONS VACANT

WANTED—MACHINERY SALESMAN TO
hanille Toronto and Western Ontario.

.\|iply. giving experience to Box 2>.-. Canadian

.Machinery. cl4m

^rlX-HANICAL ENGINEER WANTED —
first-class opportunity for the right

party. Must be energetic, ambitions, sober
anil have some knowledge of French. -Apply
Box i^'Sti. Canadian Machinery. tcmf

jVrAN ABOUT 30. WITH ENGINEERING
and commercial training, experienced in

mine and smelter requirements, including
structural and ca.st steel work. A man with
office experience and capable of soliciting
business preferable. Box 2S3, Canadian
.Machinery. cl3m

T^XPEItlENCED TOOL MAKERS, SCREW
machine hands and general mechanics

wanted at once for new, well lighted plant
niot nuinitions). situated just outside of To-
ronto : highest union wages and steady work
tor good men. Mention this paper. "Canada
Cycle and Motor Company. limited. Weston.
Ont. cl3m

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN
'^ otKce to sell Moline Heat in Canadian terri-
ttiry. Must lie a good salesman, having had a
general heating and ventilating experience.
Must give good references. We have a fine
proposition ifor the right man. .\ddress, Moline
Heat. Moline, 111. ctmf

QUPBRINTENDENT WANTED—IN CAN-
adian cit.v—A thoroughly competent and

experienced man to take charge of a plant
manufacturing high grade automatic s^rew
machine products and similar lines. Plant
thoroughly equipped with modern machines.
Man must be a thorongh mechanic with good
education, of ntOTnestionnble character, and
able to handle men and get results. Must be
capable of keeping an organization tuned nj)

to a high state of efficiency. This is an excel-
lent opportunity for a capable man with
plenty of energy to create a permanent posi-
tion for himself. Would not be adverse to

training a young m.tn who has the necessary
ability and ambition. Duties to begin April
1.5. .\pplv Box 2S7. Canadian Machinery.

olSni
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Hendey Experimental 12" Lathe
For the Laboratory or Experimental Department where the best

of its kind is wanted, and each machine must be motor-driven,

here is the Lathe in this HENDEY 12".

La addition to its complete regu-

lar equipment it has Small Tool

Cabinet for operators' fine tools,

also gear closet for e:^tra gears

to cut special threads.

Write for Descriptive Matter.

The
Hendey Machine Co.

Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery

Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R. Williams Machinery

Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg; A. E. Wil-

liams Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. B.

Williams Machinery Co., St. John, N.B.; Wil-

liams & Wilson, Montreal.
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INTENSIFYING OUR SHIPBUILDING

AND MARINE ENGINEERING

SHii'-Biri.ni.M; plant ok the thor ironworks, ''oroxjo. looking frcim offshore.

By "Diifter"

Indications arc not wanting that shiphuildiny in Canada maij not only again flourish,

but may quite readily surpass in achievement that of bygone years. Wood, sliip construction
has been revived and promises for a time at least to develop into an industry of considerable

proportions. Steel shipbuilding has been given a great impetus, however, and of course to it,

more than the other, we look for permanence, and that of a really substantial nature.

THE persistency with which Ger-
many is waging war against the

water-borne commerce of the
world is certainly not surpassed by her
activities in the field, and when results

are analysed in each case, and given
their proper value relative to the head-
way we are making towards ultimate
and complete victory ,it must he admitted
lliat the price being paid in sliips on the

one hand is equally as costly and as

highly undesirable as that being paid in

men's lives on tlie other.

In the past two months, something
like one million tons of shipping have
fallen victim to mines and submarines.

Of itself, this record is sufficiently

staggering, although when examined
closely, it is seen to be but a more ex-

treme development of a process now-

many months operative, and which has
for. its avowed objects either the terror-

ising of ocean commerce to the poiut of

cessation. " or the practical annihilation

of same if effort be made to maintain it.

The loss of tonnage during February
and March of this year through the
activities of enemy submarines, and the

broadcast sowing of enemy mines on the

steamship lanes of tlie Seven Seas, has
been highly abnormal as compared with
preceding months of jjiratical effort, just

as much so in that feature as any of the

NORTHERN NAVIGATION CO, STEAMSHIP 'NORONIC"— lUIMiKRS TlIK WESTERN lUiVHOCK * SHIPBUILDING
CV)., PORT ARTHUR, ONT.
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precedins' war months were liiglily ab-

jKiriiial to those of peace-time sea-borne

traffic. The situation, in a word, is such

as to n-ive concern for the future, not

aItoi;ether with respect to what may

tain on the average to probably one per of ocean carriers iuis reached an acute

cent, of the whole and that wastaue tc

that extent has been war-time operative,

it is but reasonal)le to conclude that the

reduction in world tonnage is even more
happen if the submarine menace be iin- serious than the tifjures already quoted

|)i)ssible of early complete control or

subjugation, but jointly with, or separ-

ate as to these eventualities in the niiil-

stane, and while Hritain's shipbuilders

are ajiain "on the job," and can be
counted on to demonstrate at least their

old-time supremacy in tonnage output,

irrespective of class ni- kind, there is

room and opportunity lor her ('(donies

and for neutrals as well with llu- plants

and orizanizalinns tn hear a caiKicity

4^ . "x

TYril'.M. S'lT.AM l'.\lti;u WINCH.

ter of the rehabilitation of the world's
shipping' tonnage, and more particularly

that of British Empire Registry.

Shipping Losses Enormous

At the outbreak of hostilities, world
shipping totalled some 50,00(1,0(10 tons,

of which I'ather less than half, or. in

round figures. 21,000,000 tons was Brit-

ish covered. As miglit be expected, out

of the estimated total vessel losses up to

February 1 of this year—2200 ships

aggregating 4V4 million tons. Great
Britain has suffered most, her share be-

ing reckoned as little short of 'I'Yi mil-

lion tons. In view of the fact that

peace time losses of ocean carriers at-

OIL TA.NKi;i:>. l:ii> Al.lTE." •loroLiTK."
A.Ml •SAUMlLITi:," lUIT.T IIV THK fdl,.

LI.\<;\Vlinl) SHiriMILIUXCJ CO.,
CnI,LIX(nVO(in, ttXT.

It may be urged of course that, des-

pite the widespread concentration cui

naval construction by British shipyards

for quite an extended period, enough
merchant vessel building was being un-

dertaken to offset the "Act of God"
losses; besides, neutral countries, and
particularly the United States, had done
much in that direction. Be this normal
loss comiiensation as it may, the dearth

'rVriCAT. STIOA.M WIMU.ASS.

share in repUicing the wastage, and in-

cidentally in the case of the Colonies of

aiding also in sweeping enemy marau-
ders from the seas, and restoring the

merited freedom of the latter as early

as possible.

Our Call to Shipbuilding

To Canada then the call has come
to participate in the restoration of the

Kmpire Merchant Service, and, judging
from the enthusiastic response already

given, there is little doubt but that re-

sults will compare quite favorably with

those achieved in the departments of

men, money, and muniti(nis. The work
being undertaken has a twofold object

—

-I'l', I'Klslciil II:K "W. <JKA-\T MIIKDKN" liKl.Nl) I.ArXCilKl) I'Kd.X. Illl': VAKK I If TIIK WlCSI'i;!; .N UUVIHH'K
\ sHii'iiniJUMi CO., POUT Aitrm i:, dnt.
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the eombatiiii;- of enemy submarine ac-

tivity and mine sowini;' effort, and the

lilaoing in service of a fleet of freighters

to more or less standard desiyn from
keel to truck, and of carryins;' capac-

cities commensurate with shipyard loca-

tion and facilities. Notwithstandinsi' the

hiiih cost of materials entering into

vessel construction meantime—steel,

finished and semi-finished, also the irk-

someness of the steel mill situation as

re'.;ards delivery, ej^cellent progress is

being made on hull, propelling machinery,

and general outfit equipment, by those

of our shipyards whose establishment

and |)roved competency belongs to years

oondingly less severe, roofed-over sheds
amjily e(|uipped with natural and arti-

ficial lightinu' facilities, liftin;;' and

.\Ni:r,K Tvi'E cuwi'latim; itmi'
niSCHARiGE VALVK

more or less well removed from I he

meantime emergency.

Our Past Accomplishment

To those unfamiliar with uhal has

been accomplished by C'anailiau steel

shipbuilding plants in previous years,

the variety type vessel illustrations

herewith may prove of rather more
than i)assing interest, and when account

is taken of the climatic and other disa-

bilities under whiclr those rcsi)on

forthe administration of

the various cnter|irises

have labored in the past,

considerable surprise

may be manifested that

so much—botli in (|ual-

ity and ((uantity, has

l)ecn accom|)lislicd. The
liandica)) of c!imat-e

—

long and severe winters

in the I'egions of our
lakes. Eastern watei-

ways and ocean shores,

has not. howevei-, been
the most serious in res-

trictinu' shi))l)ui!iliny' o)>-

erations, althou'jh due In

tlie hitherto lluctual iir.;

nature of the demand
for new construction,

and its genei'al spars-

ene.ss ^ in volume— ton-

na'.;e and individual ves-

sel conslitnent. Httle ef-

fort has been made In

reduce the climatic dis-

ability to the e.vlent that

l)uilding as wcdl as fabri-

cating operations could

proceed uninterruptedly the year round
Kven in the Old Couiitiy, wliere tin

winters are li'ss proloni;cd and coitps

MAiM.Ni: rvi'K 'I'wi.N sAri:rv val\ i;.

transportation conveniences are provid-

ed whereby the emjiloyees go about their

work 'under conditions giving the ma.xi-

mum degree of both comfort and safety.

Thci-e is of course the further gain, in

that greater expedition is possible in the

matter of output. To the writer's knowl-
edge, only one Canadian shipyard, tliat

of Canadian-Vickers, Montreal, has its

sliipbuihiing berths shed-equipped, al-

though we shall be much surprised if

quite a large percentage of the new ship-

yards now beins established, as well as

the other meantime going concerns, do

the unusual opportunity now offering,

and thereby mske a material contribu-

tion to their world-competitive status.

Making Shipbuilding a Staple Industry

The existing situation, and undoubted-

ly that of the coming years demand that

Canada enter more largely into the busi-

ness of shipbuilding. Preceding the

war, the stumbling block to our develop-

ment of the industry was, as already

stated in connection with the shipbuild-

ing berth matter, both the lack and un-

ceitainty of demand for new construc-

tion, due wholly to European cora]>eti-

lioM. From the loss figures previously

• i:i/.i).\ rAi. nil: .sii;a.\i .s'fkkki.nc icnuin

licit in( luile in their pro.jected or immedi-
ate future j)laus sonu- siicli in(lis]iensal)le

aid, so as to more effectively embrace

lil.ill;:-: TVI K, ( ini'T-LATI.Mi ITMI'
lUSCIIAUUK VAL\K.

(pioted It will l)e readily apparent that

the demand is now not only of extra-

ordinary proportions but of the most

imperative nature; and must needs be

satisfied. While, therefore, no stone

should be left unturned to make our

enti-y one of urgent and immediate con-

cern, let us see to it, that we do so

with a due ai)preciation of the various

irs operatixe in favor of or against

|>ositive success and sub-

stantial permanency.

Class of Labor an Essen-

tial

Class and cost of

labor—not necessarily

that pertaining to ship-

building only, have mil-

itated in considirable

dezree against our com-
petitive aliility in a

world sense. Due to

the intermittent vessel

demand, however, it has

been wholly impossible

for (uir shipyards to

maintain either an ex-

pert slalT or nu)re than

a uure han<lful of me-

clianics trained to the

Work of sliipbnildiii!:.

As a rcs\ilt. with little

pernuuiency of employ-

ment in sight, men
drafted, as we might sav

from the " four winds,"

with neither stake in I he

slii|ivard nor in the

citi/.enship of its town location, could

not on occasion be expected to produce
results commensurate with those of
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their fellows on say the Clyde at Bel-
fast, on the Tyne, Tees or Hutnber, in

(Jreat Britain, where employment in the
various departments of shipcraft has
been and is to all intents and purposes
of a quite permanent nature. Under
the latter circumstance the '"bird of
passage" tendency gives place to more
or less permanence of residence. Again,
even where we have in the past requisi-

tioned unskilled local help, the practical
training process has been largely un-
satisfactory on account of lack of tech-
nical training facilities, and where these
have been available, there has not in-
frequently been an insufficiency of
elementary or day school education to
enable the worker to appropriate the
technical in.struction offered. While,
therefore, it' will doubtless be possible to
import, so to speak, not only a number
of men skilled in directing shipbuildina'
operations in detail, and a fair muster

profession. To ensure success in this

respect, among the other plans and pro-

jects being devised and developed, the

))lant executive, as is done in Great Bri-

tain, must arrange to provide insti'uction

c

1^ m\
TYPICAL .SEA SUCTION VALVE.

the prospect of at least a handful of
years of boom shipbuilding ahead, and
a fair chance of the industry finding a
permanent establishment, of scope hith-

erto una]ii>roached, schemes for develop-

ing the quality of help should on no con-

sideration be overlooked, be wilfully-

omitted, or be marked by indifference.

Cost of Labor
Aside from the cost of material enter-

ing into ship construction, no other fac-

tor has probably contributed to the lack

of opportunity for vessel building in

Canada so much as that of labor cost.

For the like reason shipbuilding in the

United States was in pre war days
liopelessly outclassed as against Euro-
pean enterprise. Labor is a primary es-

sential in every business worthy the

name, and while its individual produc-
tixe capacity, may, as we have seen.

HORIZONTAL TYJ'IO STEAM STEERING ENUI.NE.

of others with more or less experience

of the everyday routine of vessel con-

struction, it will be an absolute neces-

sity, and more so as regards new enter-

prises that a service enlistment proposi-

tion be made our young men which will

make it worth their while to enter ship-

building and marine engineering—one

branch or another, as a life craft or

VERTICAL TYPE STEAM STETERINO ENGINE.

courses, whereby what would otherwise
indicate but a year-in and year-out
monotonous routine leading to nowhere
in particular, a lad's interest in his

work and his ambition to rise to a plac*

of prominence in his profession would
receive the necessarv stimulus. With

leave little scope for sifting out and re-

placement, it is well-known that its as-

sessed value, which must often be ac-

cepted without demur, is in many in-

stances altogether out of proportion to

its output value, and of course in a

direction quite foreign to the stimula-

GLOIiK TYI'E All! IT.MP DISCHARGE VALVES.—ANGLE TYPE. TVl'IlAL BiiILER FEED PUMP.
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tion of competition in the world's ship

market. We will abstain from making
direct comparison between shipyard em-
ployees wages in Britain and those in

formity in Great Britain and Canada
now prevailing: will be little disturbed

when munitions and other forms of war
effort cease. SuflBee it perhaps to say

it is just possible that investigation even

in a more or less superficial and general

way of the more important considera-

tions requiring attention may be of in-

I : -rrr^^M*^

ICEiBREiAKER "J. D. HAZEN," BUILT BY C .\.N AliI.\N-\ KKERS, I/TD., MONTREAL.

Canada ante-dating the war, believing

that no useful purpose would now be

served if we did so, for the reason that

SHIP'S LIGHTS.

here, that previous to the opening of

hostilities, the difference between wages
paid in Great Britain and those in Can-
ada was in itself sufficient to place Can-
adian shipbuilders well beyond the pale

of being serious competitors in the

world ship market. Labor quality and
labor quantity will, it seems to writer,

e.xert a more marked influence on the

development, continuity, and perman-
ence of Canada's shipbuilding industry

during what may be termed its crucial

or testing period, i.e. the next decade,

than will any question of labor cost.

Material Cost

terest and profitable when studied from
say a comparative viewpoint. On the as-

sumption that labor costs are now to all

a cleavage has taken place as a result The question of cost of materials en-

of the varied war activities. It is our tering into shipbuilding and marine en-

opinion that the do'^Tcc of wage uni- gineerini;- has a many-siiled aspect, and

"HEAVEIf Co .\ lit I.MM I STOr AND CHECK
VALVE.

intents and purposes equalized, and tak-

ing the cost of material pure and simple
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shii)yarfls, it nia.v be said

that, with tlie exception

of the recently ef|uippe(l

plant (if the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Co., at New
GlasuQW, N.S., none of

the others^ are in any
sense close'%0 the sources

from which llicy draw
llieir raw, scini-tinished

and finished material.

Sliipvard location in Can-
ada, wliilc inlliienced to

siiiiie extent by its rela-

tive bearing to sLii)ply

sources, has l>epn deter-

mined larnc'y b\ other

considerations. Our lakes

and Paeitic. Coast ship-

yards c a n n o t by any
stretch of imagination be

said to have been estab-

lislied in tlic heart of dis-

as between Great Britain and Canada,

what do we find? 'Materials of construc-

tion, whether for vessel hull, or miscel-

laneous equipment have been and still

are for the most i)art imported by Can-

adian shipbuilders and marine eni^i-

neers. Great Britain on the other baud

is practically self-sufficient for her ship-

building!: requirements, and in the lis'ht

of her output ca|iacity this is saying a

areat deal.

It has been urged that as in labor

costs so in those of material, there is

meantime, little, if any, difference in the

])rice British shipbuilders are called up-

on to pay for, say steel, a circumstance

due of course to the abnormal demand
for that material for munition jiurposes

as well as for shipbuilding, and to her

having to supplement her domestic pro-

iluctidii liy import as in our case. It

should, however, he borne in mind that

the situation in Britain is not only high-

ly abnormal these days, but of quite a

temjiorary nature, and that so far as

Canadian competition is concerned, the

conditions we will have to meet when
tlie demand for munitions steel, etc.,

ceases, will be approximately those of

Britain's pre-war days, and with steel of

her own manufacture. This, needless to

say. will be more largely and readily

available, because of the additional do-

mestic jiroductive capacity created liy

the war needs. A read.iustment of steel

prices favorable to British shipbuilders

may reasonably he looked for followin.i;

the cessation of hostilities.

Plant Locations in Canada
Of our iiresent established group of

.MNII.IAKV IdWEKEIi Si IK o J.MCKS OF WDCii). i;(;u ft. ovei;-ai.l lenotii, r.iii.m.M;
VAN(Y)rVEl!. B.C.

-.NDEK THE BILGi; OF AX AUXILIAKY
I'llWEUEI) MX»al> SPHOONEH.

tricts teeming with fir.t^t

essentials of shipbuild-

ing. They are, however,

more or less well situated

for import of their re-

i|uirements by w a t e r

from the C S.

Our lakes shipyards are

handicajiped w h e n it

conies to Iniilding even

medium tonnage vessels

for ocean service by rea-

son of the insuffiffiency

of canal accommodation
via Montreal and the St.

Lawrence to the sea, and
while even now, on the

upper lakes at least,

freight and |iassenuer

shijis of o\i'r 1)0(1 ft. in

length lun (• been built

and are building, their

service sco|)e is restrict-

ed, with the result that

the construction demand
is (|uite intermittent. No
limit as to \-cssel size is

iuiiidsed on our Pacific

Coast builders, yet flic

lack of proximity tn the

sources of sniiidies con-

tributes to ahout tl-e

\T NnitTH same ultimate outcome
in progressive competi-
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is well-known, and in the matter

of bnililinsi- canal size craft—260 feet

over-all length, they have exhibited coni-

mpudable enterjjrise. and have been re-

warded with well deserved success.

Plant Locations in Great Britain

In llritain. so far as rivers ,<;(), coni-

parativel.V, there is nothing spectacular

about the Clyde, Mersey, Tyne. Tees.

Humber, etc. All of them are compara-

tively modest in length. navigal)le water-

way, and otherwise attractiveness, yet

they have apjiealed to shipbuilders, and

have become famous on that dccouut.

Not one of them is a ghost, however, of

its former self, and altogether to their

sijecitic location and possibilities have

tile sweeping changes and costly develoi>-

nients been attributable. Their location

has L:iven them importance because of

their running through the heart of dis-

tricts abounding with just su(di essen-

tials of shipbuildins:. engineering, and

L;eiii'r:il uuinufai' tiiring as permit of

tlu'ir ready aiiin-opriatlon, reduction.

tive development as does that of

our lakes plants. In either case,

however, the shipyards established

are a necessity, if now solely for new

construction, then for repairs and over-

haul, and it may be accepted that the

SlIKAVKS Pl)l:

TKI.MJHArHS.
SUIfS

plants at Tor<}nto, CoUingwood, Poit

Arthur and on the coast of British

folumbia have been installed at strate-

gical puints, to undertake such work

promptly and effectively. That the.\

luive been doing so protitably alike

to theinscKcs and vessel owner-;

ciRcri-ATINiU

v.rcKt;T iii:t:iM;t:s r.i ii.': niu im:
r(H,i.i\(;\\i>Mi. siiiiT.i ii.iii.\<i

pji l-^-*"""—"--Z^- :

.WAiuAN (;iivi;i;nmi:nt r.Y 'nil-:

(II, I iil.l.l.MJWiioli. nNI.

I'fMf IlIsrilAIiCt: VAT.Vl'^S.

Allflli' T.viio.

fabrication and t ransporlation lo woild

markets made and in the uuiking.

If, then the sliipbuilding iiulnstry in

Canada is to have competitive rank with

lliat of Great Britain, it surely becomes

absulutelv necessary that plant establish-

ment and development should have care-

ful consideration. In the writer's opinion

'^'liphuilding for ocean service is only

.. impel itively po.ssible on our Eastern

chores as far inland as the city of Mont-

real. With this statement, there will be

found few to disagree. Montreal is the

head of ocean navigation for Eastern

(^inada. besides being (he (diief port of

the whole Dominion. Even in her case

it mnv he <:t:d in passing that conveni-

, nrr I" • r,es of raw materials en-

li-nnu nii" sliipliuilding and marine en-

•liiieering is not as desirable as could

have been wished for. nevertheless, by

virtue of hcv ocean navigation headship,

and her niulliplicity of melal-workinir

and kindred industries, more or less ()f

which are necessary feeders for ship-

building atid marine engineering on a

I'lriie scale, she donblless may be expect-
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ed to make a substantial ami
successful bid for vessel con-
tracts against tlie world in

the comin.a;' time.

The meantime centre ol

Canadian shipbuilding and
marine engineering effort 15

the plant of Canadian-Tick-
ers, Ltd., of Montreal, the
volume and variety of work
under construction there
easily surpassing that being
undertaken elsewhere in the

Dominion. In addition, it has
been constituted the distri-

buting centre for numerous
marine engineering contracts,

the filling of which is being
e.xpeditiously carried out hy
well known Canadian engine
and boiler builders over a

comparatively wide area.

Shipbuilding Plants Pro-
jected

Since a full realization of
the opportunities afforded us
of taking a hand in the I'e-

storation of our Empire ship-
ping has been grasped, many
shipbuilding concerns have
been incorporated, and not a

few have already taken the

preliminary steps of securing
expert advice, and examining
suitable sites. As bearing out
what has been already indi-

cated, it is noteworthy that
without exception possibly,

investigation is being made
of locations on or adjacent to

the Atlantic seaboard. Pri-

vate enterprise, as might be
expected, is being substan-
tially backed and encouraged
by a number of municipali-
ties, prominent among which
may be noted Three Rivers.
Que.; St. John, N.B. ; Halifax, X.S., and
Sydney, N.S. Provincial Government
aid is not lacking either, for as recently

TKIPLE EXPANSION JET OOXDEXSIXG PROPELLING
ENGINES OF 000 I.H.P. FOR CANADIAN GOVERN-

MENT BUOY STEAMER "GRENVILLE."

as March 23, a Bill, entitled "An Act
for the Encouragement of Shipbuild-
ing Within the Province,'' was intro-

tiou of
acquire
franchi

duced in the House of As-
sembly, Halifax, N.S., by Pre-
mier Murray. Tlie Bill author-
izes the appointment by the

Governor-in-Council of a

Commission, to be known as
the Shipbuilding Commission,
to consist of five commission-
ers and a secretary. The
duties of the Commission are

to investigate tlie facilities

existing within tlie province
for tlie building of ships and
the manufacturing industries

incidental thereto, and to

make suggestions tending t<.>

the adoption of practical rules

and regulations to encourage
the utilization of all natural
and other resources, calcu-

lated to facilitate the develop-
ment of the shijibuilding in-

dustry within the province.

The Commission is empower-
ed to engage whatever techni-

cal or expert assistance is ne-

cessary.

The Bill provides that the

Commission may, by Order of

the Governor-in-Council, be
created a body corporate, and
when so created shall have
power :

—

To construct, purchase,
lease or otherwise acquire

ships and shares in ships, and
to equip, maintain and oper-

ate any ships so acquired.

To establish, equip, main-

tain and operate any manu-
facturing plant for the manu-
facturing of ships of iron, or

steel, or wood, or any com-
bination of metals of like

character.

To enter into any con-

tracts with any company or

corporation for the acquisi-

any shipbuilding plant, and to

and exercise the power, rights,

se and privileges, and assume the

^
•*
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obligations of any company or corpora-

tion whose undertakini;- is purchased,

leased or otherwise acquired by the com-
mission.

To promote any company or com-
panies for the purpose of acquiring- all

or any property of any company, or for

any other purpose which may seem di-

i-cctiy or indireetl.y calculated to assist

in the dex'elopment of shipbuilding' in-

dustries within the in'ovinee.

To purchase, lease or otherwise ac(|uire

any real and personal property, and any
right or privilege which the commission
may think necessary or convenient.

A number of other objects and powers
are enumerated. The Bill then provides
the usual pro forma powers and autho-

rity, by the Governor-injCouneil, to issue

bonds, expropriate lands and to grant
Crown Lands.

The Governor-in-Cuuncil is authorized
to raise by loan on the credit of the pro-

vince the sum of $2,0a0,000, and the in-

terest raised by the sale of Nova Scotia
debentures or consolidated slock is to be
paid into the Provincial Treasury and

GRAVING DOCK AT LEVIS. QUE.. WITH FREIGnTEU INDER liEIWIK OAVIE STIiriMILnTNG v^- KEI'Ain CO.
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used for the folluwiiii; variety purposes:

Payment of any expenses incurred by

the Commission in the carrvini;- out of

the objects of the Act.

r.i:i.i..

Any subsidies yranted by the Gov-
ernor-in-Council to the Comiuission, or

to any company engaged in the building,

equipment or operation of ships.

Payment . of obligations whicli the

Commission may incur in the carrying;

out of its objects.

The Governor-in^'ouncil is authorize^!

to enter into any contract for the de-

velopment of the shipbuilding industry

in the province, and to grant subsidies

to the Commission or any shipbuilding

ciimpauy within the |irovince.

Shipbuilding Plant at Newcastle, N.B.

Within the last few days advices

reached us that tlie International Sliip-

buildinu' Corporation, recently formed
with a capital of .f2.nO0,00n, had decided

to locate a plant at Newcastle. N.B., the

site determined upon having been tliat

on whicli wooden ships were built when
that feature of the industry flourished

in the Maritime Provinces. In addition

to a water frontage of some 1.600 feet,

and a depth of water available to float

sliips of at least 10,000 tons, the town of

Newcastle is admirably located for pro-

curin'.; at reasonable cost the bulk of the

lumber entering in stiip construction

and equipment. Not only so, within its

borders and (piite adjacent are several

lumber mills, etc. The layout of the

plant is in the hands of a naval architecl

of Boston, Mass., and among those in-

terested in the undertaking are E. A.

McCurdy and L. H. McNaught, of the

town of Newcastle. Tlie latter is man-
aging director of the Maritime P'oundrv

I.V: Machine Works there, which enter-

l\ili aVliiiAII.K M< liiiN liltEIXiK miLl I'.V r>il,.-in,\ IKoN Wuiilv.--

TOKOXTd. Fill! HAnBOR DEVELOl'MEXT WORIC.

HHJcilNSciN- NilN- riipPLIXG BLOCKS
FOI; LIFEBOATS.-

jirise, it is understood, will lie alisorbed

by the shipbuilding corporation.

Shipbuilding at New Glasgow, N.S.

.Vs is well known, the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Co., New Glasgow, N.S., in

view of the shortage of "'bottoms" a

year ago, and the effect it was beginning
to e.xert on the various steel iiroducing

activities at their Newfoundland. Syd-

ney Mines, and New Glasgow |)lants, de-

cided to try the experiment of building

at least one vessel, the design, constriu--

tional. and equipment features of which

would meet the requirements of tlu'ir

own or that of anv manner of freight-

carrying service. Work on this ship, as

also on her propelling and auxilinry ma-
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fliiner,v, is now well advanced, and Is

Ijeinj; puslied forward with tlie utmost
despatch, and her launch, wliicli will be

a red letter day, not only in the town
ot' Xew Glasiiow, but throughout the

Maritime Provinces trenerally, is sched-

uled to take place on an early date. The
huildinsj of this vessel is pioneer wovlc

in every sen.se of the term, as she will

not (inly be the first steel ocean-goina'

freighter to be constructed in our sea-

<-oast provinces, but in the matter of her

propelling machinery she will evidence
a forward step so far as Canada is con-

cerned 'in the sphere of marine engineer-

ing. In a word, she will be propelled b>

l)e L:nal impulse type steam turl)in(s

•if 1.1)00 B.H.P.
We were unfortunately unable to have

an illustration of the vessel appear in

this issue; however,- from a perusal of

the acpom|ianying speciticatian covering
iier principal features, some fair appre-

<-iation of the task that the management
<if "Scotia'' set itself will he realized,

and the more so when it is stated that

I lie whole enteri)rise began at rock-hot-

turn, So to speak—selecting, clearing,

and ))reparing a building site.

The principal dimensions of the ves-

sel are as follows:—Length over-all, 230
ft.: length between perpendiculars. 220
ft.: breadth molded. .35 ft.; de|ith mold-

ed, 21) ft.: load draft, 17 ft.; carrying

capacity. 1.900 tons; displacement load-

ed, 2,870 tons; speed, 10 knots. The
vessel is l)eing' built to Lloyd's 100 Al
class. She is of the single deck type.

.;ti:.\m PEKSsritE gauge.

with bridge and topgallant forecastle,

the propelling machinery being placed

amidships. The forecastle deck is 20

feet long, while the length of the bridge

deck is .56 feet. She is provided witli

complete double bottom, 34 inches deep,

of the cellular type, constructed with

solid and open floors, having centre divi-

sion and two longitudinal girders on

each side, running the entire length. The
space between the bottoms is arranged

for water ballast, so that a desired draft

can be obtained when the ship is sailing

without cargo".

Four water-tight bulkheads, extend-

ing to the main deck, divide the cargo

holds, of which there are two, from the

machinery space and peaks. The for-

ward hold has two hatchways, each 28

If. 9 in. long, by 19 ft. w-ide, one hatch-

way of the same dimensions being fitted

to the after-hold. Two steel masts are

lifted, each about 55 ft. high above the

main deck, and for the handling of

cargo the foremast will be provided with

two derricks, while the mainmast wi'l

have one, each derrick having a lifting

capacity of three tons. For this purpose
deck winches of the latest type are be-

ing installed.

Tile frames are spaced 23 inches apart

from the stern jiost fo just abaft the col-

lision bulkhead, where they are spaced

20 inches, and, to cope with ice condi-

tions, the spacing in the forepeak is re-

duced to 17 inches, with heavy side plat-

ing at the load water line. This, to-

gether with ])anting beams and string-

B -GI>—

siN(;i,K s(Tti:w S'l- \\riAi!i> im!Kigiiti;i{s ok ii.mki tuns nrADWtMGiri' r.t:iNi; iirit/r f.v imit.sox iijnv wotircs
rnriiiN rn.
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c.p.n. WESTBRX LAICE STEAMKK "BO.NXIN-GTOX." lUILT BY TOI^ON IKUN
WORKS, TORONTO.

ers, makes the vessel e.xeeptiunally

strong at the forward end. In the fore-

iiold, at a point between the two hatch-

ways, a deep web and arch frame bas

been fitted 30 inches wide, with large

brackets to the deck, thus eliminating

stanchions and leaving the hold clear

of obstructions.

At the fore end of the bridge is a deck

house containing, on the bridge deck

level, the captain's room, one spare

room, steward's room, dining room,

pantry, stores, and other offices. Above
this is the chart room, ]iilot house, and

navigating bridge. Abaft of the cap-

tain's quarters, the chief officer and
chief engineer, together with the junior

officers and engineers are housed, as is

also the cook. Accommodation in the

forecastle is provided for five seamen
and four firemen. Here also is located

the crew's wash room, lamp room and
dunnage room.
The propelling machinery is being

supplied by the De Laval Steam Turbine

Co., Trenton, N.J., and consists of an

impulse type'^ steam turbine capable of

developing 1,000 l).li.p. when running at

a speed of 4,000 r.p.m. This is reduced
ta 80 r.p.m. at the propeller through two
.sets of reduction gears. The gears are

lubricated with oil from a tank placed

on the main deck. A separate pump is

used to draw the oil from gear casings

and deliver to this tank through a water
cooler. There is also a separate pump
to supply cooling water. Air and cir-

culating pumps are driven by a separate

engine capable of maintaining a vacuum
of 28i'2 inches in the condenser with the

engines develojnng full power. There is

the usual installation of ballast, general

purpose feed and bilge pumps.
Steam is furnished by two Scotch

type marine boilers, each 11 ft. 6 in.

in diameter and 11 ft. 6 in. long, tliQJr

working pressure being 18.5 lbs. per sq.

inch. The steam steering engine is

placed on the main deck aft, with chain

<lrum extending through the bridge bulk-

head. The winches, three in number, arc

of the usual type, and have been de-

signed and built bv the Pietou Foundry
& Machine Co., Pietou, N.S. The pro-

TYl'ICAL CANADIAN FLOATING DRY DOCK WITH VESSEL ABOARD.

TVI'ICAL SEA SUCTION VALVE.

pelling engines are the first of this type

to be placed on any ship in Canada.
They are also the first set of De Laval

turbines to be placed on any ship, al-

though since receiving the "Scotia"
contract, the makers have secured or-

ders for thirty of a similar type to be

placed in vessels' now building in the

United States.

Shipbuilding in 'Wood

Enough has probably been said to in-

dicate that the future development of

the Canadian shipbuilding industry

from a w-orld competitive standpoint

will be largely confined to our waterway
and ocean shore territory from Montreal
eastward. We do not, of course, lose

sight of the fact that our inland lake

and Pacific Coast shipyards will con-

tinue to contribute quite materially to

our total annual outputs as they have

done in the past, nor do we fail to re-

cognize how essential they are for re-

pairs, dockings, and overhauls, at such
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sheltered and traffic stratesical points already completed or approachino; that than that in evidence relative to steel

as Toronto, Kingston, CoUingwood, Port stage. Shipyards on the Pacitie Coast construction. Wood shipbuilding, once
nalhousie, Welland, Port Arthur. Vic- are admirably located for wood con- mir pride, has. in this war-created eraer-

OFF-SHORE P.\NOE.i.MIC VIEW OF COLLI .\(;\Vi '( )I) saU'Y.4RO, HARBOR AND TOWN.

toria, Vancouver, Ksi|uiniH!t and Prince
Rupert.

Shipbuilding is booniinii dU (,ur Pacific

Coast, as perhaps never betc.re in its

struction. lumber of every class and gency, been revived, and to an extent,

kind being abundant and readily con- little, if any, short of its most pa'.my
venient. Much enterprise has been days in our midst. It has temporarily
shown in tackling this work of buildini: stopped the gap caused by delayed new

i.AKi: i'i;i:ii;n ri;i: J ir. li, ii ai;ai;'iv." ke.Miv i-'uk LAlNi'iiiMi at r(ii,i.i.\<;\vuni>. unt

history, lioth wood and iron erat'l ot

hefty tonnages being under construction
and not a few. particularly the au.xiliary

substantial ocean-going craft in wood, construction in sleel, through the ab-

and the success of the effort not only on imrmal demand for that commodity for

lur I'acific shores, but on those of the cither purposes, etc. Ton for ton, wood
powered wooden schooner type, beina broad Atlantic, is no less commendable construction is cheaper, and wl

;^|•||\I. CANADIAN KI.(PATIN(j \'\:\ II 1

\'.
'

i <i-:("j'ioN> I \ im:i'kni)icnti,v
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ina- tile course of the war. witii tlie con-

tinue<l activity of enemy sulnnaiines and
tlie risks of collitlinsr with mines, wooden
iraft are no douht more vulnerable, the

fact remains that their cost as compared craft on a large scale are the Cameron
with steel vessels, is less burdensome Ge;ioa Mills Sliiphuilders, Victoria, the

should disaster supervene. Chief amuni; Wallace Shi|>yards. North Vancouver,

the Pacific Coast firms hnildini wooden and .Jolin Couirlilaii & Sons, Vancouver.

KXRINE DRIVEN CENTRI-
F1(JAL t'lIirrLATING Pf.MP
M.VXIlWCTrRED BY SMAUT-
ITRXER MACHINE CO.. IIA.M-
II.TlIN ONT.

SINGLE CYLINDER. VERTI-
CAL ENCLOSED SHIP LIGHT-
ING SET. .MANFFACTUEED BY
GOLDIE & Mcl'FLLOCH. GALT.
ONT.

.\SH AND < DAL lIiilSTING WINCHES AF.OA RD SiHIP.

GENERAL VIEW OF SHIPDIILDING PLANT OF THE PIILSON IRON WORKS AT TORONTO. ONT.
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tiuns, we may say, are representative of
British manufacture, some of which
have in the past found a place aboard
Dominion-built ships.

As bearino; out the statement in the

opening sentence of the above pai-a-

graph, shipbuilding may be said to create

opportunity and broaden the scope of

metal working and kindred manufactur-
ing plants, irrespective of their being

large or small. A few of thfe require-

ments follow :—Brass, iron and steel

eastings; ship and engine forgings,

heavy and light; deck and hold

stanchions; ship plate and shape mills;

.''hect iron and tinplate work; chain—an-

chor and derrick; rope—hemp, Manila,

wire, for mooring and hoisting; anchors,

lamps, radiators, wash basins, bath tubs,

water closets, furniture and furnish-

ings; lifeboats, lifebelts, lifebuoys, elec-

tric wiring, charts, compasses and tele-

graphs: hand and steam steering gears;

steam and hand winches, windlasses and
capstans; ash hoisting engines and ash

buckets, firing tools, chequered plating',

sparred gratings or grills, and hand rail-

ing: safety, stop, and throttle valves:

feed check, sea suction and discharge

Shipbuilding Industry Auxiliaries

Shiphuilding, when the construction
of high-class liners is involved, may be
said to be altogether cosmopolitan, in

that liardly any trade or industry may
be found unassoeiated with it. In "degree
only is this less true of craft with more
modest titles—tramps. Among the illus-

trations accompanying this article, will

be found a fair representation of acces-
sory ec|uipment common to deep sea ves-
sels, whether for salt or fresh water ser-
vice, passenger or freight trade. The
examjiles of vessel typg—there is no
lack of variety, are in every case pro-
ducts of Canadian shipyards, and with
a few exceptions the auxiliary mach-
inery and accessory ecpiipment are also
f<f Canadian nianufar-ture. The exeep-

CANADIAN (JOVEUNMENT FISHERIES PATROL BOAT "V
X 14 FT. :; INS.. BLILT iBY POLSON UtON

1(41 LANT,
WORKS.

TKii'i.i: Exi'ANsioN i:.\<;ixi;s of tiik x(iktiii;kx navkjatiux co
S.S. "HA.MCtXIC." liril.DEUS THE ( 'OLLI N(!\Vi li )1 1 SII IJ'IUI I.DING CO.

valves; water gauge fittings, pressure

and vacuum gauges, jointing materia!

and gaskets: boiler, pipe, and cylinder

lagging; directing or distributing boxes;

leed, bilge, tire and deck pumps; pro-

pellers; shaft, eccentric, piston and con-

necting rod forgings; cylinder drain and
small pet cocks; relief valves; dynamo
engines and dynamos; motors; forced

draft and ventilating fans and engines;

oilers; chain l)locks; rope blocks; cop-

per and brass piping; indicators, indica-

tor cocks and piping; eyebolts, shackles.

ck)cks, galley and refrigeration e(|uip-

uient, ship cliandlery, general, etc.

Convenience in procuring eiiuipnient

as above detailed is by no means unim-
portant, although in (he estal)lishment

of new shipbuilding plants it is not al-

ways |iossible to have the various trades

represented within ready call. .Tudging

fiom personal observation, and having
tlu' various auxiliaries and accessories

enumerated in mind, such centres as

.Montreal, Que.: Halifax. N.S., and St.

.T(din, N.B., Would be ideal for a sbi|)-

building and marine engineering plant

installation, other conditions beinir
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by, just as well, ami dltentiniPs more

promptly than they themselves could,

throuah' lack of reasonable opportuni-

ties; the cost besides is usually less. A
"way-out" from munitions makinR

may "be said to be now offering to many

of our smaller machine shops and foun-

dries, by their seeking to supplement in

the lesser details, the bis undertakintrs

of our shipbuilders, and if the same

keenness to set the business, alid expert

application is directed to its subsequent

handlina-, as were apparent in shell

manufacture, there is little doubt but

that equally "satisfactory returns will

follow.

It has been endeavored in the forego-

ins to present such data as mea'ntime

may dray attention to Canada's capa-

city and readiness to bear a part in the

restoration of her Empire shippine:

status.

TrUniM: IHUVEN Clo.Xritll'L-Ci.iL pump KDU BILCIE, BAI/LAST or circulating PtKI'OSES.

equally satisfactory, of course. In cai-ii

of these cities, small engineerina:, black-

smithing, and foundry enterprises

abound, as do also agents with ware-

house accommodation for stockino- stan-

dard marine supplies. A shipyard unless

surrounded by quite a coterie of general

providers as indicated is both isolated

and handicapped, and while such a con-

dition may be altogether beyond control,

an obstacle of no mean proportions is

always in evidence to restrict progress

and expansion, no matter how ideal be

the water front facilities.

Shipbuilders and marine enaineer^

welcome the help arising from the out-

side sources enumerated, enabling as it

does their concentrating on the main
essentials of their various contracts, and
relieving them of the necessity of doina

work which can be done in a plant near- CVXAI>I.\N aOVERN.MBXT IlnlTin; B.VIUJE .\0. 2. Bl'ILT AT COI.LINIJWOOD, OXT.
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PRODUCTION METHODS and DEVICES
A Department for the Interchange and Distribution of Shop and Office Data
and Ideas Evolved from Actual Practical Application and Experience

MAKING EXPANSION TAPS
By D. A. Baker

HAVING experienced considerable
difficulty in tapping the base
plug thread in the type 80 and

^5 time fuse the tap described was de-
signed and successfully used. Solid
taps were difficult to make that would
give us a thread which would gauge
properly, and then difference in the
metal, or wearing away of the tap gave
very indifferent results and so an ex-
pansion tap seemed to be the only solu-

tion.

Tlje sketch herewith shows the con-
struction, A being the body of the tap,

and B the expansion screw, while C, C,

are four narrow slots milled into the
body of the tap and carried back a

short distance behind the threaded por-
tion. The hole in the body of the tap
for taking the expansion bolt was
tlireaded for only about three-quarters
of an inch from the back end, while the
thread on the bolt was about twice as
long. The clearance hole for the ex-

jiansiim bolt was made straight up to

tlie front end, where it was slightly

rounded over where the taper on the
bolt came in contact with it. When
grindingr the face of the tap back of this

part this corner should be kept rounded
over with an oil stone so as not to bite

into the taper.

Tn hardening this style of tap we
found best results could be obtained by
makins: up a soft steel nut which would

EXPANSION TAP.

.lust fit the tap, then dipping this and
also the expansion screw into a mixture

of grapiiite and oil, the nut, tap and the

expansion screw were assembled, and
in that condition put into the furnace.

In this way the nut and the expansion

screw held the tap from distorting,

while tlie graphite and oil were to pre-

vent the parts from sticking after hav-

ing been through the fire. Taps were

afterwards drawn to a blue except on

cutting ed^'es. These were drawn to

a (lark straw.

--©
WATER-COOLED PIN FOR NOSING

DIE

By II. P. lloa-.

IN tlie course of maiuit'acluring 4.5

mark Vli. shells, the writer I'ound a

continual source of trouble in the die

pin wiiich enters the nose of the sliell

and is subject to very severe wear, in-

volving its renewal every day. The ad-
vantage of using water-cooling for the
die was so marked that arrangements
were made for water-cooling the pin
also. The arrangement was as shown in

the accompanying illustration. The
dowel for centering the die-holder in

jn-ess was drilled out, and a ig-in. pipe
attached, which extended down info the

WATER INLET

00WELPlN-^CTl5r:i-piPET/\P

4'PIPETAP

SHELL-.NOSIXG DIE WITH WATEK-COOLKD PI-V

pin, the hole in the pin being large

enough to leave a space all around the

''s-in. pipe. It will also be noticed that

the threaded portion of the dowel is

short enough to leave an opening be-

tween it and the die-pin.

The action is as follows: Water is in-

troduced down through a hole in the
press to the hollow dowel into the die-

pin, and is forced up along the inner
wall and out over the end of the die-pin,
thence through the side opening, as
sliown. The die is also shown with water-
ccxding arrangement. Die-pins cooled
by such an arrangement as described
have as long a life as the die itself, no
matter how hard the press is worked.

SPECIAL HEAVY COLLET CHUCK
By K. Hamilton.

THE chucking of the larger shells, when
performing operations on the interior, is

one oi: the factors in the manufacture of
munitions that has been given a great
deal of thought and attention, and it is

probably this feature, as much as an>
other, that has caused such radical de-

partures in the de-

sign of special ma-
chines for the unit

operation system.

Before the advent

of the self-contain-

ed chuck in the

headstoek of the

lathe, it was neces-

sary to attach a

separate chucking
device, together

with a steady rest,

in order to accomp-
lish the desired pur-

pose. The construc-

tion of these chucks
is so varied that

seldom will two
plants be found
with identical fix-

tures; the esecu-
individual shop hav-

their own particular

i PIPE TAP

DIE HOLDER

tives of each

ing developed

design from past experience and existing

available equipment. The general design

of the spindle on the ordinary standard

latlie does not permit of attaching these

special chucks direct to the nose of the

spindle; the practice being to secure the

device to the face-plate of the lathe, or

one that is specially provided for the

purpose. Tlie accompanying c^it, how-
ever, shows one of these fixtures bolted

direct to the spindle, and while in some
respects it lias a cumbersome appear-
ance, it has proved highly satisfactory

and efficient.

The main o«sing of the chuck is a

SPECIAL HEAVY CuLLET CHUCK
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lar;;e casting: cored out as shown in or-

der to provide liarhtness with size. The
(•asin>; A is secured direct to the nose of

tile spindle and locked in a permanent
(losition hy means of the key C. the outer

end of the chuck body being- supported

by the steady rest D. This steady head

is made in two halves, the lower section

beino; fitted and secured to the ways of

the lathe. Three slots are machined in

the steady rest D, and fitted with the

blocks E, these having a bearing' surface

nf approximately 72 square inches each.

The bearina: blocks are adjustable by
means of the screws F, the top block be-

ing titted with retaining bolts G in order

to prevent its falling out when the

steady rest is free from the chuck. At
tliree equi-distant points in the chuck
casing, parallel slots, 4 inches wide, are

machined to carry the operating mechan-
ism. Secured to the bottom surface of

each slot is the tapered block H, held in

position by two fillister head screws I.

The grrippin? jaws J are dovetailed to

the Idocks H. so that no springs are ne-

cessary to free the jaws from the shells

after the pressure has been removed, the

action beina" positive bv the ana-le of

tile dove-tailed slide. With the excep-

tion of the relieved portion K, each jaw-

lias a hearing 10 inches long and 4
inches wide on the surface of the shell.

The outer end of the connectins: piece

L is a grooved collar that engages the

tail of the three gripping jaws. The rod
M connected the piece L with the oper-

ating- cylinder placed at the outer end
of the lathe spindle.

©
SAVING LEAD IN HARDENING

BATH
By D. A. Hampson

A manufacturer of butcher and carving

knives took a contract for hardening

and tempering bayonets—for which he

liad an almost perfect equipment. His
method was to heat them point down in

tanks of molten lead. About that time

ing a reducer of the volume of lead, it

was a reducer of oxidation by leaving

the smaller area of lead exposed to the

air. In a few weeks the iron had paid

for itself and was showing a profit.

®
CUTTING WELL DRILL THREADS

l!y 1). A. llauipscm

^[ACHIXISTS who have never lived in

the oil country or done artesian well

work, have missed a branch of the busi-

ness whidi is both rugged and inter-

esting. The various well drillers' tools

are bits, stems, jars, and drills, and are

assembled in a "string" which is sus-

I.U.\I> .SAVING DEVICE USED IX
II.^RDEMNG BATH.

the price of lead jumped and became a

serious item, as each tank held a volume
of it 30 in. in diameter by 22 in. deep.

A scheme for reducing the volume of

lead was evolved. It was to set a cylin-

der of cast iron about 18 in. dia. in the

center of each tank displacing about
1400 lbs. of lead and it was quite suc-

cessful. Once heated red hot it retained

the heat very -well, and hardening was
just as efficient as before. Besides be-

A l)ar of 1'4 in. x 3 in. cold drawn
steel was clamped to two slotted i«ir-

allels which were bolted across tiie ways
of the latlie. This bar was set to the

right taper and it was i)urposed to make
the cross slide follow tliis taper as the

carriage travelled. Tliis was done l>y

removing the cross feed screw and hang-

ing a 50 lb. .weight by a cord passing

over the sheave wheel and attached to

the cross slide member. The roller

shown on the inside of the steel bar was

set on an extension piece bolted to tlie

side of the cross slide. This completed

the taper arrangements. It may be add-

ed that -they worked perfectly.
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TYPE t>F THKEAIl I SKIl Fdl: ( '( irl'I.I NTJ OIL WELL TOOL.S.

pended at the end of a rope sometimes
a quarter of a mile long, the "length"'
I}eing depth down in the barrels of

the earth. The tools are all forgings

and are joined to each other by thread-

ed joints of a decided taper. A tpyical

joint is shown by the drawing which
also shows the angle and pitch of the

teeth. This is practically the accepted

standard.

The form of end is not made so "a
man will have to send back to the fac-

tory for repairs" but to facilitate tieid

assembling, to prevent trouble with

crossed threads, and mainly, to make it

easier to screw two pieces together

down in the bottom of a hole. Fishing

A reverse in the carriage was used for

thread cutting just as with any threads

but as the cross feed screw was removed
and the lathe had no compound rest it

was necessary to average for withdraw-

ing the tool for every backing up of the

carriage. This unit took the shape of a

crude compound rest and was made up

of parts on hand, the basis of which

was a slide and its shoe, very w-ell fit-

ting, the end of one member showing in

the photo by two upright ears througli

which a rod has passed on some previ-

ous job. In the solid metal just below

these ears, a hole was drilled for a tool

and a set screw for the latter put in.

out lost tools and seieuuig up joints a

thousand feet out of sight is an every-

day job to a well driller and the steep

taper plays an important part. Tail-

stocks on ordinary lathes and taper at-

tachments do not have enough set over

for well threads and when they are cut

outside of the maker's plant, it is a

case of rig up for the job. The job of

cutting some new male threads came
into a shop that had nothin>r but the

plainest of lathes to work with but by
rigging up as shown in the photo, it was
done very nicely.

PLAIN LATHE KIOGEI)
IP FOR CITTTINCJ

WELL DRILL THREADS

Then an idle screw and a maclune crank

were added and the unit was complete

ready to bolt in place of the ordinary

tool post.

While a great deal of rigging up

seems necessary for such a job, the spe-

cial parts can be kept and used again at

a profit. When a well driller has a

break down, he usually has three or

four men at good wages whose time goes

on, work or not, aud he is willing to pay

any price in reason—and a little more

—

to be lielped out.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive faslh-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the %vhecls" of our metal-working establishments.

HERBERT WILLIAM CARTER
ASTl'DY ol' industrial develop-

ments in Canada during' the past
decade reveals a series of fortun-

ate happenings combining the elements
of time place and man. In most
branches of industry it will be found
that the last ten years have witnessed
several developments.in machines, meth-
ods and processes, the lack of any of
which at this time would be a national
handicap, and the future possession of
which will not be without considerable
influence, even though indirectly, on the
development of the country. Present ef-

foi'ts in the field of industrial research
will yield results in time, l)ut it may be
questioned whether the future' holds

secrets of such particular importance to

the ensineering industry as say hiali

speed steel, non-ferrous alloys and auto-
p:enous weldinj;. The gradual and per-
sistent manner in which the last of these,

better known as the oxy-acetylene pro-
cess, has |iei-nieated the entire industrial

world is at once an evidence of its in-

herent merit and a tribute to the pion-
eers of the process. Future manufac-
turing developments in this country are

bound to witness an increasing use of

the process and considerable interest,

thei-efore, attaehes to the personality ol

our "Spoke" in this issue.

'Opportunities are made to be taken"
and the success which has attended the

business activities of Herbert William
farter, president of the farter Welding
Co., Ltd.. Toronto, is evidence that he
grasped the occasion as vv<dl as truth of

the sayimr. While our Spoke's residence

in Canada covers a period of about nine

years, the fact that he has devoted all

of this time to the dev('lo|)ment of oxy-
acetylene wehling accounts for him be-
ing regarded as much in the light of be-

ing an institution as well as a jiioneer.

This concentration of purpose is easily

understood, however, when Mr. Carter's
earlier experience is considered.

Born in Bristol, En<rlaud. of Kn<;lish

parents, Nov. 11, 1889, If. W. Carter
passed through the curriculum of tlie

nsual Enulish high scIkmiI education.

and in 1904 began work as an apprentice

in shops of the Rope Walk Iron Works.
Bristol, of which h;s father was pro-

prietor. Porgings for motor car parts

were the principal output of the busi-

ness, and ample opportunity was avail-

able for acquiring skill and knowledge
in the handling of forge work, an experi-

ence which was to be of exceeding value

in his chosen vocation here. Handicraft
skill like other accomplishments is fre-

quently hereditary, and the fact that

Mr. Carter's father enjoyed a wide

»r<. v> w\

iii-:i;r.i:i;r \vii,i,i.\m c.MrrKi!.

reputation as a forging expert in the

land of his birth, may, to some con-

siderable extent account for the success

which has attended our "Spoke's" ef-

forts in this country.

An extended experience in general

garage work, and clos<i intimacy witli

the leading motor car builders of Eng-
land, during their most active period ol'

dev(dopinenf, still further fitted our
I'rienil for appreciating the i)ossibilities

of autogenous welding. ' Soon after his

arrival in this country in 19I),S.

Mr. Carter assumed the rejiresenta-

liiiii iif Kavis-Hournimvillc Co., whose

apparatus had attained a high degree of
c-ommercial efficiency, and the steady
growth of the process in this country
is to a large extent due to the faith of
Mr. Carter in the possibilities of the

jn-ocess, the efficiency of the equipment
he handles, and his own ability to ac-

complish what he sets out to do.

Prominent among his personal efforts

was the developing of the use of oxygen
for removing carbon from mternal com-
bustion engine cylinders, a line of effort

resulting directly from his early days in

the motor car business. More recent,

but none the less important was develop-

ment of an oxygen gas cutting-off ma-
chine which has already found consider-

able application in munitions manufac-
ture, while the rapid extension of aero-

plane building in this country has offered

further opportunity for application of

his inventive faculty.

Processes such as Mr. Carter.is con-

cerned with, become so closely inter-

woven with their numerous fields of ap-'

plication that their novelty is soon lost

and only their merit remains; it will

be of interest, however, to those of our

readers who have used a "torch." to

know that the man wbo made the first

weld by oxy-acetylene in Canada is em-

jiloved by Mr. Carter.

Despite the activity of his life in Can-.

ada, our friend has found time to main-

tain the English traditions of home and

family, in 1912 he entered the bonds of

matrimony. Mrs. Carter is also of Eng-

lish nationality, and is the mother of

two sons, the family residence beini;' at

944 Dufferin St., Toronto.

Mr. Carter's alTiliatirn xetivities are

limited to the A. 0. of Buffalo of which

he had the honor of being the youngest

•veniber at the time of bis initiation: in

'eliLiion he is Church of Fnaland^

Frequent opportunities for continental

travel were fully availed of durins his

residence in Britain, and coast to coast

trips in Canada and across the line have

marked his stay here. Motorin- is the

|)rinci»al recreation of our friend, al-

though the investigation of oxy-acetv-

lene applications and allied scientific

work is prosecuted in a manner which

condiines work and ]A:\y to a great ex-

tent.

As the pioneer of an industry. Mr.

Carter has been deeply impressed with

the value of technical .iournals as a

means of collecting information, finding

and developing jirospects, and keeping

in touch with the trade generally: "A
new business, more than anv other, must

seek means for disseminating informa-

tion amongst selected parties, and the

technical paper of to-day not only does

this very effectively, but does it continu-

ously. Not only do the advertisinu^ fea-

tures keep the vai-ious sections of the

trades in constant toudi witbeach other,

but the editorial features assist in main-

taining executives and employees in

;i state of greater elTiciency. Young men '

entering new branches of business at

this time can not afford to nedect any of

the suffgestions and inspirations which

arise from the careful perusal of tech-

nical journals.
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MOVING PICTURES OF MUNITIONS
MAKING

THE John Bertram & Sons Co., of Dun-
das, Ont., wlio recently completed a

lar^e contract for S-incli hig:h explosive
shell. arrano;ed to have made a movin,s
picture record of the operations. The
work was undertaken under the direc-

tion of W. T. Sears, secretary of the

En^'ineerinsf Committee of the Niles-

Benient-Pond Co., the pictures them-
selves beino; pliotographed by F. T. Van
Syckel, staff photogTapher for "the latter

concern, who moved from one end of the

shop to the other, aboard an overhead
travel lino; crane.

The films take up the manufacture of

ci'^ht-inch high explosive shell from the

time the rough forging is received. A
general view of the shell plant is first

shown. Details of the various opera-

tions are clearly shown; the views being-

taken close up are unusually clear and

fortunate to see them exhibited in

the interest of funds for tke Patriotic
Society of the town of Dundas, where
the Bertram plant is located.

@
GOVERNMENT CONTROL FOR ALL

BRITISH INDUSTRIES

LATEST advices from London state

that the Government has introduced- a

bill which is almost certain to pass
quickly, which provides for State dom-
ination of practically all industries. The
munition acts, alreadj- effective, enum-
erate many industries which the Min-
ister of Munitions may take over and
operate for the Government. The new
bill proposes to give the Minister of

^Munitions power to do this with any
industry if it is deemed necessary, thus

making the whole industry of the na-

tion a war works.

ors, a Swiss engineer, has been for sev-

eral years in successful operation in

many European countries, and is now
being adopted by progressive Canadian
and American manufacturers.

In the Schoop process, the coating ad-
lures to the object chiefly by mechanical
union. The apparatus is so designed
that either hydrogen, Blau, or acetylene

gas are used in conjunction with oxygen,

the reducing gas being always in excess

so that oxidization of the metals is pre-

vented. Compressed air discharges the

products of combustion at a high velo-

city so that the molecular spray by pene-

tration secures a perfect adherence to

the surface being coated, and rapidly

builds up to the depth required.

All kinds of protective metals and

their alloys can be utilized and applied

to metals, lyood, paper, stone, clay, ce-

ment, cotton and silk fabrics, and glass.

TURBINK-DRIVEN SHIP LIGHTING SET.

distinct. The film, which is in five parts,

traces the entire series of operations
right through iintil the finished shell is

boxed ready for shipment. An interest-

ing feature was the statement preced-
ing each operation, giving the time re-

quired ; another was the Government in-

spection, which demonstrated the many
gauges used.

A pleasing introduction to the film

was the appearance of the photograph
of the founder of the business, Jolin

Bertram, and the present head, Henry
Bertram. A group picture showing the
foremen, and another showing the Gov-
ernment inspectors were included. It

is understood that the pictures were
taken entirely as a matter af recoi'd,

and will be carefully preserved by the
John Bertram & Sons Co. A repre-
sentative of this publication - was

Tlie l)ill [U'ovides that in case the

Government takes over a given industry

many. During the past year at least one

governing output and conditions of

workmen and the like, then li:r.itations

cm profits also will be imposed.

©
DEMONSTRATION OF METAL

SPRAYING PROCESS.

CONSIDERABLE interest was man-
fested by manufacturers in Toronto and
Western Ontario in a recent demonstra-
tion of the Schoop Process of Metal
Spraying by the Metals Coating Co., of

Canada, Ltd., at the plant of the Domin-
ion Bridge Co., Toronto. Although, a

comparatively recent; accomplisliment.

the Schoop proeess, which takes its

name from one of its prominent spons-

NEW ZEALAND TRADE FOR
CANADA

A REPORT received by the Departmen;
of. Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, from
Canadian Trade Commissioner Beddoe,
of Auckland, says that a Canadian firm

recently sent out to New Zealand
samples of lead pencils, the first made
in Canada following the stopping of the

Austrian supply. Mr. Beddoe says that

the samples were found very satisfac-

tory, and substantial orders have been

sent to Canada. He also notes that il

Canadian firms were not so busy with

war orders they could capture in New
Zealand a much greater prarortion of

the business forii""r'\ en,"joyed by Ger-

many. During tl.c past year at least one

million dollars' worth of New Zealand

orders offered to Canadian firms could ',

not'be filled. ' -• -' -'"- "*"
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCIION
COURSE—XVII.
By J. Davies.

IF
the size or shape of the work pre-

vent it bein.o' held in the vise, it may
be bolted to the table by means of

the bolts and plates already described.

Work on the planer or shaper is usually

FIG. 61.

.set up by means of the surface gauge;

although this is not by any means an in-

fallible test, it is usually accurate

enough for ordinary work. A more ac-

curate way is to test by the tool itself,

after setting up the work, as the shaper

table is not always in line with the travel

of the tool, neither is the bridge or cross

rail of the planer always parallel with

the table.

Bolting Down the Work
Few machinists realize huw easily a

casting, even of very large size, can be

sprung by careless bolting down to the

table. Before finishing a easting on the

planer that needs to be machined very

accurately, it should be roughed all over,

as in some castings, depending largely

upon their shape, there is a certain

amount of internal stress due to unequal
cooling in the mould, and they are liable

to spring a little when the outer surface
has been removed. If a piece of work is

to ))(' planed parallel top and bottom, af-

Fia. 62.

ter being set up in the required position,

any uneven places at the bottom shouM
be packed up so as to give a 2'ood solid

bearing surface before being finally bolt-

ed down; otherwise the work will be

sprung by the bolting down, and when
the bolts are released it will go back
nearly to its original shape, with the re-

sult that the planed surface will not be

true.

Sometimes a piece of flat work is to be

finished on both sides, and it is found
that there is no place to put the clamps
except on the top surface, so that some
other means must be found to hold down
the work. If the work is thick enough
and holes are no detriment, these may be

drilled in the sides or edges of the work,

and the work bolted down by using

finger clamps. Fig. 61.

When it is undesirable to drill holes

in the work, toe clami^s are usually re-

sorted to. This equipment consists of

pieces of wrought iron or steel made to

fit the slots of the table, with a hole

drilled and tapped at a slight angle to

receive a set screw. Pieces of steel of a

suitable length are ground, one end with

a ball point to fit the cupped end of the

set screws, the other with either a chisel

or centre punch end to press against the

work (see Fig. 62). Care must be taken

that the angle of the toe dog is not too

great—the angle of the tapped hole i.^

usually 8 or 10 deg., just enough to in-

sure that the dog will press the work
hard down to the table. When using toe

dogs, stop pins must he used to prevent

the work slipping on the table. When

FIG. C3.

using chisel-pointed toe-dogs, cup out the

ends and use pointed set screws.

If a long, round shaft is to have a key-
way or spline, cut from end to end, it

may be bolted to the table in a somewhat
similar manner by placing the shaft in

one of the longitudinal slots and bolting

at the sides with plates, as shown ir.

Fig. 63.

For short, round shafts it may be con-

venient to support the end on V-blocks
and grip the centre by the vise.

Planing Curves

Many are the ingenious devices used
on the planer for special work. Mention
is made of one or two of those most
likely to be met with in ordinary ma-
chine shop work. The first is a device
used for planing a curved surface on a

casting.

Fig. 64 shows one form of a special

rig for planing curved surfaces. A spe-

cial head or an extension to the ordinary
head is made to swing on a pin on llu'

upper cross brace, the distance from the

centre of the pin to the point of the tool

being the same as the radius of the de-

sired curve. It may be necessary to re-

move the ordinary feed screw to allow
for the swing of the tool, and some tem-
porary device made to feed the tool

across the work. These devices may
vary somewhat, according to the con-
struction of the machine, but the prin-

(a^

PIG. 64.

ciple of planing curved surfaces is the
same.

Planing Links

In planing links, such as are used for
locomotives, etc., the tool is stationary
except for the downward feed, and the
work is made to travel through a curved
path. This is accomplished in several
ways. The most satisfactory is where
the work is bolted to an extra table held
between strips, which hold it from mov-
ing lengthwise on the table, but allow it

to travel transversely across the table

(see Fig. 63 . Attached to this extra table
is a bar with a hole in it the required
radius. Through this hole passes a pivot
pin, which is fastened to some secure
support. If it is a very large radius.

wliich requires but a very slight cross

motion of the extra table and necessarily

a very long arm, the support for this

pivot pin would probably be on a special

"i^ SEttl
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concrete foundation of its own. If the

radius is a very small one and the pivot

pin must be close up to the planer table,

it can he very conveniently supported

by a bracket bolted to the side of the
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planer. As tlio tal)Ie moves baekwards
and t'oTWitrds the extra jilate to which
the work is fastened rotates about the

centre of the pivot pin, and in so doiuy
slides backwards and forwards across
the table. Where frecjuent variations in

radius occur, the link may be slotted and
the pivot pin ad.jusled to different radii,

as shown in sketch.

Work Between Centres

A pair of centres is a very useful at-

tachment for some planer work, such as
planini;- the corru.uations in lonj;' rolls

Hse<l in makint;- porrusjated i)ap<?r. In
work of this kind it is advisable to

fasten a sear on to the shaft to be used
as an index for pianino' the ria'ht num-
ber of teeth or corruaations. The spac-
ing' is done by making a spring finyer to

lit the teeth and fasten to the table
(Fig. 66).

Spirals can be cut in much the same
way. In cuttina; spirals, a clamp is fast-

ened to the work with the end extendina'
across the ta1)le. The end ,,f this clamp

travels uii and down an inclined plane

that is fastened to the housino- of the

planer, and is kept in contact with it by

a suitable weight. As the table travels

l)ackwards and forwards, on account of

the inclined position of the piece bolted

to the housing, it forces the work to

make a partial revolution with each

stroke of the planer. By varying the

angle of this bar, the amount of travel

on the work can be regulated. The
steeper the angle formed, the steeper will

be the pitch of the spiral. The planing

is done with a tool formed to the de-

sired shape. The right number of spirals

can be obtained by a ratchet wheel ar-

rangement, which can be made to mo\i'

any number of teeth each stroke of the

table. I

BOILING PATCHING WITH OXY-
ACETYLENE.

By S. W.
THK accompanying photograph shows
a method which has recently been
adopted for applying patches to boilers,

whether inside the firebox or outside the
shell. The old method was to tit the

patch over the weak plate, making a lap

joint all around, which was finally ri-

veted into position, after which stay-

bolt holes were drilled,api)lied and ri-

veted. Much blacksmith work is neces-

sitated in the fitting. The new method
consists of cutting out the weak place

with the oxy-acetylene cutting torch,

then cutting a piece of plate to fit hole,

siiiirce of power that they once wei'c,

and still .should be, becau.se of the .re-

cent rise in price of gasoline. A gaso-

line engine in good workina' order, and
with gasoline at fifteen to twenty cents

a gallon, is as satisfactory and as cheap

a form of power as any other witliin the

reach of the average farm.

Some years, ago, gasoline vvas consid-

ered fairly good in quality when it test-

ed 70-72 (Baume scale). At the |)resent

time it tests all the way from 59 to 66,

which means that the speed with which

it evaporates has decreased by the dif-

ference between these figures. In other

words, volatility, which is the ipiality

which makes it valuable as an inlcrnal

I'ATI'H ON UOCO'MDTIVE FIRE-BOX HKU> IX I'LACE BY XEW ST.W BOLTS
PREPARATORY TO WE'LIMXG UP EOGES.

GROUP OF CYLIXDEHS RECLAIMED BY
OXYACETYLENE WELDING

after which staybolt holes are drilled and

applied, thus holding the patch in posi-

tion as shown in pliotograph. A vee

groove is now chipped around the joint

and the crack welded up solid to main

plate with oxy-acetylene welding torch.

Cost of new method less than half that

of old.

©
RECLAIMING SCRAP CYLINDERS

By R. T. S.

OWING to changes in the design of our

e(|uiinnent, a large number of long air

reservoirs were put out of service.

These were carefully stored in the

museum, and when an opportunity oe-

curred in which it was possible to use

up this stock, were cut to the length re-

quired, by the oxy-acetylene process,

and the old end was welded in hy the

same process in the new position. The

cost of these tanks new would have

been !fi7.80 each, and the cost of cutting

the old tanks down was $3.37 each, mak-

ing a saving of fF4.43 each, aceomplish-

od entirely by a system of "checking

the scrap.''
©

KEROSENE AS A GAS ENGINE
FUEL

By L. G. Heimpel. O.A.C.

THERE are hundreds of aasoline en-

gines in use on Ontario farms at the

present time, whifh are not the cheap

combustion engine fuel, has deteriorated

by that amount. The hydrometer
(Baume scale), gives the test of average

kerosene (coal oil), as from 42 to 46,

which shows us that the difference be-

tween the volatility of coal oil and that

of gasoline is growing less. In spite of

the fact that the quality of gasoline is

deteriorating we find the price rising

—

almost doubling that of a few years ago

—and it behooves us to find some way of

usina' a cheaper fuel for our gasoline

engines.

Kerosene As a Substitute

For this purpose we have found kero-

sene, as wdl as naptha and fuel oil. tn

he quite satisfactory. Furthermore, it

is an easy matter, as well as one that in-

volves little expense, for any man who
has taken the trouble to find out why and
how his engine runs, to convert his en-

gine, which was made to bum gasoline,

into a kerosene burning engine.

The Relation of Kerosene and Gasoline

Before going on to describe the essen

tials of a coal oil burning device, we
shall endeavor to show what aasoline

and kero.sene are, and how closely these

products of the oil refinery are related.

Roth are produet.s of petroleum. The
crude petroleum is distilled in large iron

stills and nurifled. The mass of oil is

heated from 120 deas. C. to 1.50 deas. C.

and held at. or near, the hia"hest point

mentioned, and all the vapor that passes
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oft' at that temperature is called gaso-

line. When no more vapor passes oflf.

tlie temperature of the mass is raised

from 150 di^s. C. to 300 deys. C, and
all vapor passinfj off at that temperature

is condensed in a separate tank and

forms such products as kerosene, naptha

and fuel oils. Kerosene is therefore com-
posed of the same constituents as gaso-

1 \. . . •
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FIG. 1.

line, but it will not evaporate as readily

as the latter, and it contains a larger

percentage of carbon. Kerosene really

contains more beat units per gallon thai;

gasoline, but the pro'blem before us is

—

how to get Ihem out '?

The conditions essential to the burn-

ing of kerosene are :

—

1. Kerosene must be heated to its eva-

porating i>fiint outside of the cylinder

and held at that point until it is ignited

by the electric spark in the explosion

chamber.
2. The air which is drawn in through

the carbureter must be heated.

3. Water must be fed into the cylin-

der at the same time.

Heating the Oil

It is lirst <jf all necessary to state that

up to the present we have discovered

no satisfactory method of starting our

engines oil anything Init gasoline, and
hence appliances for this purpose must
be provided. There are two kinds of

fuel feeds in use at the present time

—

first, the gravity feed, in which the fuel

tank is above the carbureter and tlie

feed regulated by a float or diaphragm,
and second, the constant level feed, in

which we have the fuel level kept uni-

form by pumping a surplus of fuel into

it; the excess running back to the tank
through the overflow pipe.

The devices employed for heating the

fuel in a gravity-feed engine are illu.s-

trated in F"igs 1 and, 2 Fig. 1 repre-

senting an end view of a cylinder, car-

bureter and muffler of a gasoline en-

gine, while Fig. 2 is a side view of the

same. The dotted lines show the car-

bureter and besting tank D as they are

enclosed in tlie box F.

On its wav from the tank to the cy-

linder the oil passes through pipe A in-

tlie st.Tnd-pipe W, which is also a sedi-

ment and water trap, then through pipe

C into heating tank D, from which it is

drawn into the expansion chamber
through the needle valve E. The heating

tank should be either a thin rectangu-

lar tank holding from one-half to three-

fourths of a pint of fuel, depending on
the size of the engine, or it may consist

of a coil of perhaps six or eight feet of

1., in. flexible copper tubing in w-hich the

oil is heated. In onfer to keep the fuel

hot enough it is necessary to heat the

carbureter as well as the oil; this is done

by enclosing the carbureter in the sheet

iron box F and piping about 40 or 50 per

cent, of the exhaust of the engine into it.

allowing- it to escajie through a hole in

the opposite corner of the box. This is

done by cutting a hole into the exhaust

manifold and leading the exhaust

through pipe G into the heating box. In

Fig. 1, J shows a home-made butterfly

valve by which the amount of heat en-

tering the heating box can be diminished

or increased at will. The construction of

the heating box F is explained, in Fig. 3,

and with a little modification a similar

device can be made to fit almost an\

engine. In Fig. 3, A is a stiff sheet

iron plate which is held in place by be-

ing clamped in with the gasket on the

studs which hold the carbureter. The top,

bottom and one side of this box are one

piece of metal bent to shape. The ends

are of the same material and are fas-

tened to the sides by bending the edges

to form a flange, then bolting the sides

and edges together with stove bolts. The

joints can be made as tight as necessary

by inserting a layer of asbestos paper.

Starting an Engine

The operation of starting an engine

eijuipped in this manner is as follows:

—

1. Close stop cock M so as to prevent

kerosene from running into the carburo-

ter.

3. Drain the kerosene out of the car-

J*Ch£T.

^
I'MG. 2.

bureter and heating tank through stop-

cock N, after which close N.

3. Open stop-coek L to allow gasoline

to run into carbureter and start the en-

gine as usual. AVhen it is hot, all that

is necessary to ch.nn'ie to kerosene is to

close stop-cock L and opening M, so as

to allow the kerosene free passage to

the carbureter.

The principle for heating the fuel in

an engine with a pump and constant

level fuel feed remains the same, but

since a far larger amount of fuel is

being pumped through the system thar

the engine requires, it follows that the

tank heater is not efficient. Therefore,

we must resort to such a device as is

Ofl/l FLifi*' Piff
7if Fv£l TAIVk

FIG. 4.

shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, is the

end of the cylinder of the engine; F is

a coil of about 15 feet of quarter-inch
pipe coiled around the exhaust pipe into

which a series of holes have been drilled

for the escape of hot gases; N is a sheet
iron cover which encloses the coil of
pipe.

The fuel is pumped through the pipe
C, Fig. 4, into the carbureter at P, and
the excess returns to the tank through
overflow-pipe D. When kerosene is

used the valve K is closed and the oil

is forced through the coil F where it is

heated. When gasoline is used as fuel,

opening of the valve K will allow the

passage of the gasoline without heatin>;-

it. \
The heating of the carbureter is

brought about in a manner similar to

that in Figs. 1 and 2.

In startii\ir an engine equipped as in

Fig. 4, the following points are neces-

sary :—
1. Drain kerosene out of carburete;-

throug-h pet-cock on pipe I.

2. Fill tanfe B with gasoline. Thi.s

tank should be large enough to hold for

20 minutes running. It is placed so

that its top is level with the top of the

larbureter and its bottom level with the

bottom of the carbureter.
.3. The pet-cock J is opened so as to al-

low the escape of all kerosene which is

f)Mmped through the pipe 0, back to

the tank.

4. Start the engine and when gasoline

is run out turn on the kerosene by clos-

in<r pet-cock J.

Heating the Air
It is necessary to heat the air so as to

jirevent condensation of the vaporized
fuel particles into the liquid bv the in-

rusli of cold air into the air tanks. Tiiis

is ver\- important, and if the passage
between the carbureter and the cylinder
is n long one, and in a multicylinder en-
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gine it ruiist be jacketed and lic';ite<l with

exhaust or the fuel mixture will con-

dense on its way to the explosion cham-
ber.

The best way to heat the air is to

force the intake air to be drawn over the

hot surface of the muffler or exhaust
pipe. In Fig. 2 is shown a mulfller with

a jacket of sheet iron. The space be-

tween the jacket and the muffler should
be no more than half an ineli. All the

air is drawn in througli the holes K
at the top of the mulTler and is conducted
tliroug'h the pipe H to the carbureter^.

The Feeding of Water

Water is fed into tiie carbureter of a

kerosene burning engine for two pur-

poses, to prevent "knocking" and to

[irevent carbon deposits in the cylinder

and consequent fouling of the ignition

apparatus. Modern kerosene burning
engines are fitted with a water carbur-

ter of similar design as the fuel carbu-
I'eter, but when remodelling an engine
not fitted for kerosene we find that a de-

vice such as is illustrated in Fig. 2 ans
wers the purpose very well. Water taken
from the cooling system of the engine

passes through pipe Q and drops into

the funnel R, thence into the air in-

take. The amount of water fed can be

regulated by pet-cock P.

During the summer of 1916 we used

a device as just described on the twenty
horse-power engine driving the traction

ditching machine used as a demonstra-
tor b.y the Department of Physics of the

Ontario Agricultural College. The wri-

ter made a number of actual working
tests for the .purpose of ascertaining the

efficiency of kerosene and other cheap
fuel oils as compared with that of gaso-

line. In each test we found that the

gallon of kerosene did as much work as

a gallon, of gasoline. This means that

with kerosene at from 12 to 13 cents a

gallon and g'a.soline at from 33 to 36

cents, our fuel bill was cut to less than

half of what it would have been had we
been buirning gasoline. Gasoline is high

in price; the demand is growing; and
the supply is limited; therefore we can-

not siee that it is likel.v to become any
cheaper. For these reasons we hold that

gas engine owners cannot do better than

to equip their engines so as to burn
kerosene.

TESTS OF URANIUM AND OTHER
HIGH SPEED STEELS

THE difficulty of obtaining reliable

comparisons of high speed steels under
ordinary shop conditions are known to

all students of the subject, and recent

efforts by the Standard Alloys Co.,

Pittsburgh, to obtain accurate figures

were somewhat nullified due to the

presence of hard spots, extra high car-

bon, and similar inequalities which made
it impossible to figure one steel in terms

of the other.

Four bars of high speed steel each

having different chemical composition.

were tested with a view to determining

their relative physical fitness for lathe

tools. The work thev were tested on

consisted of tui'ning forged pinion

blanks from 5 to 6 in. dia. the material

being very uniform botli cliemically and
physically, so that a good comparison
between the tools was obtained. The
pinions were turned at an average speed
of 54 ft. per min. with 1-32 in. feed

and 5-32 in. depth of cut. The alloy

in uranium tool No. 1, was charged
with the metal, and in No. 3 was charg-

ed after the steel had melted. This dif-

ference in chargin,g caused No. 1 tool to

have less uranium than No. 3. In urani-

um tool Xo. 9()(), the elements were m
very good proportions to give hardness

and strength. Tool A was a higli speed

steel of recognized quality taken from

the ordinary stock in the shop.

all manutacturing macliine shops, is by
no means limited to the production of
screws. It turns out bolts, nuts, and
gear blanks, and various parts of locks,

fuses, spark plugs, guns, typewriters,

and automobiles, as well as other ob-

jects in great variety. The automatic
screw machine is the result of a process
of evolution. The first screws made
were cut by hand with crude implements,
and this laborious hand-method was fol-

lowed for a great many years. In 1775.
Imwever, the first metal-working lathi*

was constructed and used in England,
and for a long; time thereafter it was
employed for manul'acturing screws,
bolts, and nuts, and duplicate parts of
various kinds, aUhoua'h it was extremelv

CO.MP.'VRATIVE WOKK DONE BY HIGH SPEED STEEIyS.
Av No. ruiioiis

Tool F;lCG<l Uia
TIran. 1 50 5.6"

53 5.45
oik; .iS .'j.liS

.i^ 45 5.75

4.81"

I>iHtam-t' A rea Turiuii
ilong .4xis sq. ft.

21.38' 27.14
21.9' 32.52
24.

0'
X.3.7.'i

18.6' 28.05

The results obtained as shown in the

accompanying table are obtained by

avera.s'iu.S up from three to four grind-

ings, so as to get a more accurate test

than when single grindings only are con-

sidered. The number of pinions turned

is mentioned to give an idea of the

amount of work turned.

It will be noticed the tool A showed up

sli.o-htly better than tool No. 1, while

both tool No. 3 and tool No. 966 are

about even in their cutting ability, and

lioth surpass tool A.

SAFETY IN THE MACHINE SHOP—
THE AUTOMATIC MACHINE

DEPARTMENT
Travelers Standard

THE most successful manufacturers

of to-day are giving a great deal

of study to the methods employed

in their plants, with a view to increased

eliiciency. Keen competition has forced

out of business many of those who were

unwilling or financially unable to adopt

the most approved methods and prac-

tices, and to install labor-saving and

time-saving machines and devices.

The improvements in metal-working

machines have been particularly note-

worthy. A comparatively few years ago,

with the tools then in use, the services

of a skilled machinist were required to

perform even the simpler operations in

metal working. Especially was this true

when a number of duplicate "parts were

required, the value of which would be

impaired by the slightest variation in

size or style. Men who could turn out

s.atisfactory work of this kind were in

ereat demand and consequently were

well paid. Now, after a few days' train-

ing, an unskilled workman may be put

in charge of one or more automatic ma-

chines which will produce thousands of

small objects per day, whicli will be ab-

solutely uniform in size and style.

Automatic Machine Features

The modern automatic screw machine,

as used at the present time- in practically

ineflicient for this particular kind ut
work, from a modem point of view.
With this machine, the production of
small duplicate parts was limited, lie-

cause a great deal of time was consumed
in placing and securing the stock in

ehan.ging the tools, which necessitated

frequent starting and stopping of thi

lathe.

These objections were overcome and
better results were obtained, as regards
quantit.v and uniformity of production,
by the hand screw machine which was
subsequently developed. With this de-
vice, the tools could be set in position

and swung to the work by the operator
without stopping the machine, and con-

sequently a considerable saving of labor
and time was effected. The automatic
screw machine soon followed, and this

performs the operations of feeding the

stock, chucking, and bringing the tool to

position automatically, by mechanical
means. All that is required of the oper-

ator is to make sure that the tools are
sharp, to keep the automatic mechanism
in proper adjustment, and to supply
stock. The multiple-spindle automatic
machine is the latest development in

equipment of this kir'

'

Accident Possibilities

Accidents occur in connection with

automatic machines, as well as with ma-
chines of every other kind; and although

thfe injuries are usuall.v of a minor n.i-

ture, some of them are quite serion.s.

and occasionally a fatality occurs.

Hence it is well woi^h while to consider

what can be done to increase the safety ..

of the employees, and a few of the

points that should receive attenti(m are-

mentioned in the followins' paragraphs.

Storage and Transportation of Stock

In a good-sized machine shop there

may he two hundred or more automatic

macliines, which may turn into finished

products perhaps forty tons of bar stock

per day. The bars that are used are

often as large as 3V2 inches in diameter

and 12 feet or more in lena-th, and a

gi-eat number must be kept in stock in
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order to avoid delays and sliiit-dowus.

It is, therefore, important to have a suit-

able place for storing- them, and to see

that they are piled in a safe manner, so

tiiat they cannot roll and injure the

hands or feet of the workmen. The bars
should be assorted according to size, and
should be kept in strung-, substantial

racks so that any required size may be
had without delay or inconvenience.

The work of unloading the bars from
the railroad cars and transporting them
to the stock room is also of a more or

less dangerous character. The bars
should be unloaded in such a way that

none of them will overhang, or be left in

such positions that they may roll or
slide; and they should preferably be
kept in a horizontal position while being
unloaded. If conveyors are used, pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent the

bars from rolling off them, or from in-

terfering with the conveying mechanism
in any way, or from injuring persons
who may be near. Hand hoists are fre-

quently employed, and then it is essen-
tial to see that the slings and all parts
of the hoisting apparatus are kept in

safe condition.

Machine Guards

It is highly important tu provide ade-
(juate guards for all the exposed gears,
clutches, driving belts, and pulleys on
the automatic machines, because the
doors around these machines are made
(juite slippery by the cutting oil that is

constantly thrown from tlie tools as the
stream of oil strikes them. Many in-

juries are due to persons slipping and
coming in contact with unprotected
gears and belts. It is advisable to place
sheet metal screens about the machines
to intercept the oil, but even when this

precaution is taken more or less oil will

be spattered about. It should not be
allowed to accumulate in any consider-
able (|uantity, however, but should be
cleaned up promptly and systematically.
Sometimes the floor about the machines
is covered with tin or sheet metal, but
we do not approve of this because it

tends to make the floors more slippery.
Oily floors should be washed daily witli

hot water containing strong alkaline
soap. When sawdust is sprinkled upon
the floors, it should not be left long
enough to become thoroughly saturated
witii oil, but should be clian'.;ed frequent
iy. To reduce the likelihood of slippinff.

the soles and heels of the shoes worn by
the employees should he made of leather
instead of rubber.

So far as possible, bars of stock should
be of such a length that they will not
Iiroject beyond the ends of the exlension
guards of the machines. Otherwise, loose
clolhing may be caught and wound up
on the revolving bars; or, if liiey are of
small size, the bars may wobble about
and strike persons who may be near.
Sul)fltantial racks should bo iittacherl" toK. in-'-ivs. or be located near them,
upon which a temporary supply of bais
may be kept. This is much safer than
Ia\nnir them nnon the floor, where they
are likelv to roll about and cause per-
sons to fall or stumble.

Shafting, Belt, and Pulleys Guards

The shafting, belts, and pulleys, un-
derneath the slotting and threading ru.i-

chines, should be effectively guarded so
that the clothing of the employees (par-
ticularly the skirts of women operators)
will nut become caught. The women
should keep their hair closely contined
by means of caps or nets, so that it may
not be caught in moving machinery, and
none of the operators should be allowed
to wear loose-fitting, torn, or ragge.l
garments. The automatic slotting and
shaving machine is quite ingenious. The
screws are fed to it through a hopper,
and tile hejds are slotted an i shaved
automatically. The chief danger, here,
is that^ the employees may come in con-
tact with the rapidly-revolving saw, or
have their clothing caught in the shaft-
ing. Suitable guards should be installed,
therefore, to avert accidents of this kind
so far as possible.

Heading machines are frequently used
for the production of various special
kinds of nails and screws. These ma-
chines use a wire stock, whieli is fee
automatically from a coil. The head is

formed by "upsetting"' the end of the
wire by a heavy blow, and at the same
time the piece is cut off to the correct
length. The pulleys and driving belts
op a machine of this kind should be effec-
tively o-narded. This is of special im-
portance, because the machines are of-
ten setquite closely together. As a rule,
the noise in this department is almost
i^eafening, and it should be reduced as
much as practicable. This may be ac-
complished, in part at least, by interpos-
ing felt or some other equally effective
insulating material hetwecr/ tlie floor
and the machines. In this wav the shocks
and noise may be materially deadened,
and the vibrations cherd^ed. After com-
ing from the heading machines the
blanks are placed in tumblina- barrels to
he cleaned, and frequentlv the threads
.ire formed bv thread-rollin';- michines.
The Dulleys, driving belts, and balance
wheels on the thread-rolline machines
should be efficiently guarded, narticu-
la'-lv when the snace between the ma-
chiiips is insufficient to insure the safe
passage of the emplovees.

Condition of Tools
The tools for automatic machine?

must be kept in good cutting condition",
and conse(|uently they must be frequent-
ly ground <m emery wheels. Eye-pro-
tectors should be worn by the men who
do the grinding, because many injuries
are caused by particles of steel or emery
lodging in the eyes. The dressing of the
grinding wheels must also be done with
the utmost caution, if accidents are to be
avoided.

Oil Removal From Chip.s

Tlie iiiclhuil used fur treating the
metal chips and .scraps, in order tcT save
the large amounts of cutting oil with
wbudi fhey are covered, is worlliv of con-
sideration. The chips are shoveled into
baskets, which are tlicn placed in a cen-
trifugal e\-frac((,r which removes the oil
from the chips by centrifugal force wlicn
the machine is set in motion. The ex-
tractors are n,)erat(.d m hi-h s ,| and

therefore, the covers holding the baskets
should be securely fastened before start-
ing the macliines. There should be fre-
quent inspections to make sure that none
of the threads of the holding bolts or
nuts liave been stripped.

•Serious accidents have been known to
occur when these covers have become
loosened and have been thrown oH. The
screws or bolts holding the base of the
machine to the floor" should also be
periodically examined, because the ex-
cessive vibration may cause them to
work loose; and if the floor is of wood
the deteriorating effect of the soda water
that is spilled from the cleaning troughs
or tanks may also cause the bolts" to
loosen. The driving belt of the extrac-
tor should be guarded to a height of
6 feet above the floor, with a g-uard of
sufficient strength to withstand any blow
that might be given by the belt if it

should break while moving at high speed.
The soda water tanks are usually low

iron troughs in which the products of
the various machines are immersed to
remove any oil that may be upon them.
The floors about these tanks or troughs
are often in poor condition, and stip-
pery; and the workmen engaged in the
vicinity must be careful to avoid slip-
inng or stumbling and falling into the
tanks, where they may be severely scald-
ed. Burns and scalds may also be caused
by the c<ireless dumping of screw ma-
chine products into the troughs, result-
ing in a considerable amount of unneces-
sary spattering of hot water.

Cuts and scratches on the hands are
quite common in machine shops. These
wounds should be immediately washed
out with an antiseptic solution, and be
carefully bound up to prevent infection.
This precaution is important even in the
case of very slight injuries, because
serious cases of blood poisoning often re-
sult from small wounds that have not
received proper care.

Infections From Cutting Oils

Considerable trouble is experienced in
some shops from infections caused by
certain kinds of cutting oil—notably the
cheaper grades of lard oil. Cutting oils
may be made from almost any kind of
animal matter, and freipienlly no pre-
cautions are taken by the manufacturers
to sterilize them. Moreover, even if the
oil is free from germs when first used,
it is likely to become infected later; and
as the machine operators' hands are
usually covered with the oil. any slight
wounds or abrasions of the skin niay
allow the bacteria to enter the blood.
To prevent trouble of this kind, it is ad-
vKsablc to sterilize the cutting oil before
using it. and also n( frequent intervals
thereafter. The experiment is also being-
fried of mixing the cutting oil with ,t

germicide of some kind (such as carbolic
acid or cresol) : but we do not yet know
how effective this plan will prove to be.
Some plants simply use a sal-soda

solution, in place of cutting oil. for
workinsr soft metnt, and paraffin oil or
some other kind of mineral oil for other
operations. With (hose there is little
danger of infection because (here is no
appreciable organic matter in them.
iii-Kin which germs can thrive.
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POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF U.S. ENTRY

IT
IS a forearone conclusion that by the time this issue is

in the hands of our readers, the Government of the

United States will be formally committed to the

prosecution of war asainst Germany. President Wilson's

address to Congress on the evening of April 2, stated that

any further avoidance of hostilities was impossible in view

of Germany's actions, and included a number of specific

recommendations wliereby the States might best help the

Allied cause.

Of prime importance to Canadian manufacturers is

that urging all preparations to be made in such a way as

not to check the flow of war supplies to the nations

already in the field against Germany. Coupled with this

recommendation are others advising utmost practical co-

operation in counsel and action with Allied Governments,

and extension of liberal financial credits to those Govern-

ments, so that the resources of America may be added so

far as possible to theirs. In view of the immense volume

of domestic business now being done in the States and the

liigh degree of efficiency attained by Canadian munition

plants, coupled with tbe fact that recent de^'elopments have

caused a reduction in demand for certain sizes of shells

hitherto made here, it appears not unreasonable to sug-

gest that surplus Canadian capacity might very well be

availed of by the States with a view to avoiding any more
disturbance to domestic business than necessary.

The actual extent to which preparations have been

carried by our neig'hbor has been surrounded by increasing

mystery of late, and it may be taken that co-operation

with the Allies to the extent desired by the President will

not fail to include co-ordination of effort so that regular

trade in the States will suffer the least possible disloca-

tion from sustained military effort.

Early developments will show to what degree it is ad-

visable and possible for the American nation to partici-

pate in actual hostilities. That they will be called upon to

meet hostile forces on tliis continent armed with modern

eijuipment, is extremely- improbable, while the manner in

which Britain has succeeded in arming herself and others

discounts to a large degree the necessity for a feverish

outburst of munitions manufacture by all and sundry. On
the other hand, provided transportation was available, the

.'upply of munitions on a large scale by the States would

release many plants in Britain, , so that serious efforts

could be made by that country to regain lost trade and

re-establish conditions which would have a permanent and

ultimately more effective result in reducing the burden of

war than would be the case otherwise.

The probability that the United States will raise fund,s

by taxation instead of loans, accentuates the point

brought up—that the necessity of maintaining a large

trade volume in conjunction with the war-time treatment

of tariff regulations, may well result in further accessions

to Canadian munitions production.

©
ASCENDENCY OF BRITISH INDUSTRIAL

INFLUENCE

CONSIDERABLE significance attaches to the action

of the British Standards Committee, which recently

de'?ided to translate its specifications into French,

Spanish and Russian, to give metric equivalents of Eng-

lish measures, and to issue the specifications at a much
lower price than has hitherto been the case. Viewed in

tlie light of present educational activity in Britain—in-

ci easing study of the Russian language and general inti-

macy with continental countries arising from existing con-

ditions,—such action is indicative of a commercial awak-

ening more significant as an event, and more far-reaching

in its ultimate influences than any previous occurrence on

parallel lines.

Further interest attaches to the statement that the

Committee's decision was incorporated in the annual

report of the Council of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers on the occasion of its seventieth annual general

meeting in London. Members of the Society hold influen-

tial posts in all parts of the world and their natural desire

to favor home regulations will receive considerable im-

petus thereby. The ever-increasing importance of the

British mercantile marine and the duties discharged by
the various supervisory bodies associated therewith, are

two factors not without influence on the era of industrial

activity presaged by recent happenings in the Western

hemisphere.

Consideration of these incidents points to the fact that

British influence, which has gained considerable ascendency

in world affairs since August, 1914, will not be allowed to

suffer any ultimate setback through lack of care and atten-

tion on the part of technical and commercial bodies. Latest

advices from England state that the Government will

assume control of any industry which it deems necessary,

an action which will make a war works of the whole

nation. The intensification of British standards and
methods resulting therefrom, coupled with the present

dependence of the Allies on Britain's finance and indus-

try, may well insure the future status of Britain as the

controller of the world 's markets. Canadian manufac-
turers should avail themselves of every opportunity of

familiarizing themselves with the actions and influences

of Britain's industrial interests.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
JAMES ANDERSON COUl.TKH, preadeut ami niana.i^iiifi direc'tor. Jdhn

Morrow iScrew & Nut Co., Ingersoll; president, IngersoU Hotel Co.. \va,s

liorn ill Ila-iings County, Out., Dec. 11, 1808, .son of -lames and Mary A.

( riargan ) Coulter. On the completion of hi.s education which wa.s received at

the Collegiatie Institute, Seaforth. Out.. Mr. Coulter entered the employ of .John

Morrow ct Co., as shipper, advancing in successive stages t« his present position

with the finn which was afterward- organized a.* John Morrow Machine Screw
C(i., and later re-organized into .Tdiiu Morrow Screw it Nut Co., Ltd.

1'iie civic activities of Mr. Coulter have been quite exten.sive. including a term
as Mavor nf Tiigersoll. 1!)f)7-l(iOS

: menilicr ni' Tnwii Council, four vears ; mem-

i

3

!

vr77 ^r;7

IP

d±. A^K

.iA.\n:s .\.\i)i:u.sii.\ ruii/ncu

iicr r>(iard of JMhicatinu, seven ycai's, and as chairman, (ine year: nicmlKM'

iioard .\lcxaiidra Hospital; mcndicr (if Executive, Canadian Manufacturers'
As,socialiiin. He was also a Delegate to iiufierial Congress of Chamhcrs of

Commerce of the I'lmpiic al l.umldn. Englanti.

In 1S!)2 .Mr. Coulter married Eiiz.alicth Maie Dundass. daugiuer of late William
Dunda.-s. ingersoll, their family cdnsisting of two daughters. His cluhs are:
National: Canadian; and Cnrlim: and <uilf: also Ingei-soll .\maleui' Aihletic
.\ssociation.

AMiliation- and .Mu-ieties inc hide. .\.l''. it .\.M.; I.O.O.F. ; and Canadian Order
of Foresters. In iiolitic.<, .\Ir. Coiilicr is Conservative, and in religion is Metho-
dist. Iiaving liceii many tinio delegate to conference. Tiic family residence is

•I Duke Street, Inger-oll. Oniarin.

I'll..!., .niiid's.v Itrlllsli & Colonial I'lcss.

JijsiiiaigajzaMiggMiiaigaifagtfira^^
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Gre.v forge. Pittsburgh .

.

$34 95
Lake Superior, cliai'eoal,

*-*liirago 3S 75
Standard low pbos., I'Lila-

delphia 70 iVil

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 38 95
Basif. A' alley furnace 35 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro. Xo. 3
Cleveland, Xo. 3
Clarenoe. Xo. 3

Hamilton 4?. 0()

Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. to Large Buj'ers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto.. 4 -o
Steel bars, L'ase, Toronto.. 4 5('

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 6 00

Steel bnrs, 4 in. and larger
base 7 00

Iron !>ars. base, Montreal.. 4 '2Z>

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 50
Reinforcing bars, base ... 4 0."

Bessemer rails, heavy, at
mill 3S 00

Steel bars, Pittsburgh :< 75
Tank plates, Pittsburgh . . 5 50
Beams and angles. Pitts-
burgh 3 40

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh .. 4 00

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 00

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 00
Bars. 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 25
Plates 5 50

FREIGHT RATES.

Pittsburgh to Following Points
Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.(M..

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. .Tohn, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45. .n

Toronto IS.fl 23 1

Gnelph 1«.9 22 1

London 18.0 22 1

Windsor l.S.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.!) W.l

METAI.S.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper S"0 ,50 $40 00
Electro copper ... 39 50 40 00
Castings, copper.. 3« 50 "') 00
Tin 55 50 56 00..

Spelter 15 00 14 00
Lead 12 23 12 25
Antimony ?S 00 SR 00

Aluminum 70 00 6S 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

BOII.ER PL.-VTES.

Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to % $fi 50 $fi '0

Heads fi R5 fl Rn

Tank plates. 3-16 in. 6 fO 6 60

WROUGHT PIPE.
In effect March 29. 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black Galv.

Buttweld.
ii in ? 4.50 $ 60O
1^ in 3 90 6 00
3<, in 3 90 6 on
1^ in 5 19 6 67

!H in 6 33 S 45

1 in 9 35 12 50
114 in 12 fio 16 91
1% in 15 13 20 21

2 "
in 20 35 27 20

2ii m 52 IS 43 00
a in 42 08 56 23
314 in 52 44 69 46
4 in.' 62 13 82 30

Lapweld.
2 In i.'i .31 29 79

2V. in 35 10 45 34
3 in 45 90 59 29

:;U. ill 57 04 74 06
4 in 67 58 87 75
iV: in 7S74 102 20
.-. in . 91 7G 119 10
1; in 119 00 154 CO
7 in 157 10 201 10
.S I. in 1C.5 00 211 30
a in 190 10 243 40
9 in. 227 70 291 50
10 L. in 211 20 270 40

30 in 271 90 318 1(1

Prices Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT XIPPI.ES.

4" and under, 60%.
4'._." and larger, 55%,
4" and under, running thread,

40%.

Standard couplings. 4" and un-
der, 50%.

4Mi" and larger, 30%.

OLD JIATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal 'foronto

Copper, light S24 00 $24 0^
Copper, crucilile . . 2S 00 28 00
Copper, heavy .... 28 00 27 oU
Copi-er wire 28 00 28 00
Xo. 1 machine

composition 23 50 22 00
Xew Brass clip-

pings 19 00 IS 00
Xo. 1 brass turn-

ings 16 00 17 00
Heavy Melting

steel 17 00 16 00

Steel turnings 12 00 9 00

Boiler plate 15 00 10 .TiO

Rails 17 00 15 00

.\-\les. "Wrought
iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 17 00 18 00

Malleable scrap . . 15 00 11 00

Pipe, wrought ... 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 6 50

Scrap zinc 9 00 10 00

Aluminum 36 00 35 00

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts, % and less. 20

Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., sleel 27V2

Machine screws, 0. and fii.

hd., steel 10

.Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20

.Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Xuts, square, op to 1 In., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and liurrs 27y.

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $6.36

Structural rivets, as above 6.25

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. ,, .42Vi!

Wood screTTs, O. & R..

brass 40

Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35

Wood screw*. O. & R.
bronze Z2^.i

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set ac.rewe 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws .

plus 10
Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1V4 in 30
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

IV. in., up to 2 in 10
Studs 20
Ta per pins W
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10

Planer head bolts, with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. ..list plus 20
Collar screws ...list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Tcurcb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, in

Cold pressed nuts to H^
in add 54.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $C5 00
Upen-hearth billets 65 00
<i.H. sheet bars 72.50
Forging billets 90 00

Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b, Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES'.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut n.iils 4 70 4 70
Miscellaneous wire nails . . 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam..
100 lbs 4 60

MISCELLANEOIS.
Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed 35
Babbitt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-lb. drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 14 25
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. French medal, lb 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95
Gasoline, per gal., hulk... .sm
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30^4
Pure turpentine, single

hbls.. gal 09
Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1-10
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 50
Plumbers' nakum. per cwt. 8 00
Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing, Xo. 1 Italian 0.32
Packing. Xo. 2 Italian 25
Lead wool, per lb 15
Pure Manila rope 2914
Transmission rope. Manila .37V>

Drilling cables, Manila ... 3214

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

C.4RBON DRILLS AND
RE.\MERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40
S.S. drills, wire sizes, Xo. 53

to SO 25
Standard drills to IV^ in... 40
Standard drills, over 1^4 In.. 15
3-fluted drills, plus 10
.Tnbhers' and letter sizes 40
Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Electricians' bits 30

Sockets 30

Sleeves 48
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Tiironto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A. add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40:
malleable bushings. 50: nipples,

55: malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets. Black, Xo. 28..<6 25 $6 75

Sheets, Black. Xo. 10 6 .50 6 50

Canada plates, dull.

52 sheets 7 00 7 00

Canada plates. all

bright S 00 8 00

.-Vpollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.

WG 775 775
Fleur-de-Lis. 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 35

Oor'hal's Best. Xo. 28 8 25 7 50

Colborne Crown, Xo.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier. Xo. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 95

Premier. 10% oz 8 00 S 25

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in J« «
5-16 in 9 W
% in 8 35

716 in '15
14 in 6 95

310 in 695

•% in 6 i»

% i" ^5
1 inch 6 40

Above qaotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
C1I.\IN B.B.

1^ in f15 50

3-16 in 11 ;0

% in 8«
5-16 in ' *0

% in 6 to

7-16 in » 35

V> in 5 2?
%in «3o
% in ° 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.

Great Western. American... 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland. Globe 60

Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 50
Delta Files 47%
Nicholson 50

Globe 57V4
Vulcan 57%
Disston GO

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. ...

Tough Steam Lump Coal . . 8 50
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 9«0
Net ton f.o.b. Tor*nto
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BOILER TUBES.

Seam-
Size, less

1 In $24 00

1V4 in 30 00

IVi in 32 00

1% in 32 00

2 in. 35 00

2% in 44 00

3 in 47 00

SVi in

Z'^ in 59 00

4 in 74 00

Lap-
welded

26 00

25 00

26 00

33 00

38 00

45 00

48 m
60 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Casitor oil, per lb 27

Koyallte, per gal., bulk 16
Palacioe 19
.Machine oil, per gal 2OV2
Ulaok oil, per gal 13

Cylinder oil, Capital 43%
Cylinder oil. Acme S6^
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 6 15

(.,ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
.Vcme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37V4
ImperiHl quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
I^cather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cheateruian Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkln Metallic. 603, 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45

Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4o

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 .50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20
Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas 18
X Empire IS

Ideal 17

X press 16

COLORED.
Lion IIVJ
Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11 J4

Keen lOVo

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

Axle 20
Anvil 15

.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best grades 30%

ANODES.
Xiekel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 00 00
Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 CO

BRASS.

Brass rods, base V2 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets. S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... .58

PL.ATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10

Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... 08 to 09
Kouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to Xi

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.$16 00 $10 00

Sheets, 3% lbs. sq.
ft 16 00 16 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 15 50 15 50

Cut sheets, »4c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic fier lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric (6
Acid, hydrofluoric 14V4
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulpburet .40
Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Xiekel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.}.. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55
•Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .95

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 80
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwis*

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'"p HE steady advance in prices of steel produces continue* with-
^ out any indication whatever as to when the crest of the move-

ment is likely to be reached. The probability that the United

States Government will be a heavy buyer of steel has stimulated the

demand and is tending to force prices up. The .-situation in the

Stiite-s is being reflected in the Canadian market and higher prices

on all iron and .steel products may be looked for. Conditions at the

mills have improved and production is increasing in a satisfactory

manner. The freight congestion has been relieved materially,

allowing a freer movement of fuel and raw materials. Manufac-
turers are thus in a better position to increase their output, al-

though the shortage of labor is still a handicap. Prices of pig-iron

in the States continue to advance and higher prices on Canadian
foundry irons are looked for in the near future. Shipments of

coke are heavier, due to the improvement in the car situation and
increase in output at the ovens. Prices of scrap metals are holding

firm at unchanged prices. The demand is confined principally to

steel .scrap and machinery cast iron, (iiusoline, benzine and coal

oil have advanced, the market lieing very firm. The demand for

non-ferrous metals is liglit, and prices are unchanged witii the

excejition of antimfiny, whicii has advanced. The metal markets
are quiet, due to the un.settled International situation. 'J'lie ma-
diine fool market is quiet and situation unchanged.

Montreal, Que., April 2, 1917.—The
oiitstaiulini: I'oiitiire of the present in-

dustrial sitii.-iiion is nndoittiteflly tlie

meeting of the American f'onsrrcss to

dispose of the lonsr drawn out aetion on
the part of that government, rejrardinp:

the part they are to play in the present

world crisis. The effect of the United
States entrance into the war will tend

to increase the strenuous efforts that

steel producers have been makin'.r to

supply the needs of home and export de-

mand. Additional pressure on the fur-

naces and mills can only have one re-

sult, that of a further advance to hisilier

levels. The consistent demand for shell

steel and the great difficulty expcrienceil

in ohtairiinsr raw materials have resulted

in the constant rise in the cost of pipr

iron which must naturally be trans-

mitted to the steel products, so that any
additional pressure placed on the pro-

ducin'.;- plants must necessarily mean a

corresponding advance in prices tosrether

with increased difficulty in the delivery

of supplies. The early opcninsr of navi-

pration is expected owins to the favor-

able weather conditions, assisted by the

activity of the government ice-breakers
along the route of the St. Lawrence
River.

Pig Iron
The upward movement in pig iron

quotations continues and indications

point to a still further advance.
Bessemer heads the list this week with
an advance on the Pittsburgh quotation
of .$2 per ton, the price being now
$40.95 per ton. The latest advance
l>rings the composite price of pig iron up
to $37.06 per ton. The higher tendency
in the pig iron situation will likely in-

fluence early conditions in the steel mar-
ket.

Steel

The dominating feature in the steel

situation is the uncertainty that charac-

terizes the American market owing to

the tension on all sides as a result of the

coming developments. Whatever action

the government may decide on. it is cer-

tain to have a stimulatins effect upon all

industrial circles. Should a declaration

of war be the outcome of the present sit-

ting of Congress, and America decide to

take an active part in subduing the

enemy, great impetus will be given to a

larso number of industries, and steel

will again take an upward bound. This
will in all possibility only affect the

liresent market, as the .\merican pro-

ducers will likely follow the action of

the copper interests, in supplying the re-

quirements of the government at a price

somewhat below that prevailing on the

open market.

It is believed that delivery to present

customers will be somewhat delayed in

order that the more urgent needs of the

government can be filled. Canada may
experience greater difficulty in obtaining
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supplies IVdiu tlic States, and producers
here should fis;ure on inereasing their

facilities to meet the changed conditions.

Although the congestion on the rail-

roads is becyuiing less pronounced each

day. there is still nuu-h room for im-

provement. The near approach of the

opening of navigation will afford some
relief in this direction, but the greatest

drawback to niaximuni production of fin-

ished and semi-finished product, is the

difficulty of producers to secure the raw
materials, and the serious condition of

the labor market, which in the event of

war will still further add to manufac-
turing handicap. Few changes have
been recorded in the general steel situa-

tion, but the further advance noted in

this week's pig iron quotations, will

likely be reflected in the early prices of

various grades of steel. The demand
for billets and sheet bars continues to

be very heavy and the higher cost of

basic metal may eventually mean still

higher quotations on this grade of steel.

Another factor tending to higher steel

prices is the stronger position of ferro-

alloys; the (irice of ferromanganese for

prompt delivery bavins advanced $.50

durinu the past week, the current quota-

tion being .$37.5 per ton. Price on fourth

quarter deliveiy is now $300. Pressure

on the plate mills reflects the future of

this branch of the steel industry, one

that will not be so easily affected by a

sudden change in international rela-

tions. War jwssibilities would increase

the tension under which these mills are

working at the present time, while any
easing up of hostilities would throw in-

creased business toward the plate mills,

in order to meet the ever increasins

needs of the shipping interests. Can-

adian shipbuilders are making strenu-

ous efTorts to combat tlie tonnase ques-

tion, by providing increased facilities

for the production of vessels, but the

areatest problem will continue to be the

inadequate supply of plates for steel

vessels. It is anticipated that the early

future will brins about a revision in the

price of sheets, as larae producers are

contemplating a move in this connection.

The continued heavy demand for wire

and its products may shortly mean a

further advance in these lines; several

sales are reported to have been made,

at prices above those prevailing on the

open market. Wrouelit iron pipe is still

in heavy demand and definite delivery

is practically inifiossible to obtain. Des-

pite the recent advance in boiler tubes,

the demand upon the mills is so insist-

ent that users of these supplies are ex-

periencing what miaht be termed a

famine and even the offer of heavy

premiums cannot induce the producers

to satisfy the requirements of some cus-

tomers. The sold up condition of the

mills is such that definite delivery can-

not be promised before the middle of

next year. The local situation remains

unchanged; the freight situation has

become less serious but difficulty is still

experienced in securina' delivery of ma-
terial.

Metals

The metal interests are anxiously

awaiting the action of the I'.S govern-

ment, as their decision will greatly in-

fluence the early future policy of dealers

and producers. The market generally

has developed a weaker undertone with

prices easier. Copper is responding to

the quieting influence and quotations

have declined. Tin continues to retain

its averaae position with this week
slightly easier than last. Spelter is dull

and lower. Lead is firm but with a

weak undertone. Antimony is stronger

abroad but easier locally. Aluminum
is steady and firm.

Copper.—Quiet prevails in the copper
situation and the slackening off in the

demand is principally due to the dis-

tiybed conditions arising out of the

political movement in the United States.

The tension is now at the breaking
point and the present week promises
some of the most interesting develop-

ments since the opening of hostilities.

Whether the fact of the American Gov-
ernment securing copper at a figure

greatly below the market ))rice, will

have the effect of producing an easier

market, is at present problematical but

the indications point to a decline in cop-

per quotations. The London market has

continued firm, but the situation in New
York has shown a weaker tendency

;

lake having declined ^i eent. and elec-

trolytic one cent. Local dealers report

a inuch easier position in copper with

a slightly weaker demand; quotations

show a falling off of 3^2^ u" lake and
electro., and 4i-2 on castings, the res-

pective prices being 3(1' 2'' f<'r la'^e and
electro, and 38^ oe for castings.

Tin.—While a weaker tone has de-

veloped in tin, the situation is never-

theless comparatively firm. The market
is still influenced by the ever present

possibility of loss in transit, and the

unsettled condition across the line tends
to put dealers on their guard, as early

developments may create an unprecend-
ented situation in industrial circles.

Considerable interest is centered in the

hiaher prices quoted on straits tin.

and the possibility of a curtailment in

the supply. Easier conditions prevail

both in London and New York, the lat-

ter having declined I'^/ic on the week,

the current quotation being oA'^'oc per

lb. The local situation has developed
a weaker tendency on a quiet market,
the (piotation of .Soij being a decline of

(inc cent per lb.

Spelter.—Absence of interest has re-

sulted in a dull market and an under-
tone of weakness seems to prevail, al-

thouah what little business is passina is

done at firm prices. The principal fac-

tor in the maintenance of present hiah

prices is the zinc ore situation, whicii

in many respects, is the controlling fea-

ture of the spelter market. Early
future conditions will be governed to a

great extent, by the developments of the

next few days, when the action of the

United States authorities has been defin-

itely decided on. New York quotations

this week are about lOS/^c this price be-

ing 1/^ cent below that of the previous

week. Dealers here report an easier

lone i>M a dci!ine of Vi; tent per 11). the

price asked being 15c per lb.

Lead.—Tlie falling off in demaiul has

somewhat weakened the lead situation,

but the strength is being well maintain-

ed owing to sold up condition of the pro-

ducers. This fact alone is the reason of

the high market as the requirements of

the trade at the present time are con-

siderably below the production figures.

Should the needs of the U.S. govern-

ment necessitate supplies of lead, it is

anticiijateil that metal will be supplied

upon similar conditions to those furn-

ished by the copper interests. Tlie

easier tendency is reflected in the slight

decline of outside quotations, although

the leading interests continue to hold

firm. Trust price steady at 9c, with in-

dependents quoting 9%c, this latter

price being Vg fei't lower than last week.
The local market continues firm with

prices un(dianged at I214P per lb.

Antimony.—The demand for this

metal is very good and unexpected ar-

rivals have had a contrary effect upon
the situation, as dealers are apparently

impressed with the higher value of

spelter and consequently quotations

have moved upwards. Conditions at the

present time however, are such as to

give no clear indications as to the near
future, and the trade would not be sur-

prised to see another reversal before the

week closes. The current price of 36c

on the New York market, shows an ad-

vance over last week of 2e per lb. On
a weaker market dealers here are quot-

ing 2Sc iier lb., a decline of 2 cents over

last week.

Aluminum.—The demand for alumi-

num is not heavy but the market con-

tinues to maintain its strength, the local

(|uotation reniainina firm at 70c |ier lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

Activity in the machine tool industry

is gradually assuming more general pro-

portions and conditions, as the business

that is jiassing'is less of a shell nature

than that of several weeks ago. .V fair

volume of business is still being done

in single tools for munitions work, but

even this has somewhat fallen oft'. A
feature of the machine situation in the

States is the anxiety that is displayed

by tool builders, regarding the early ef-

fects that a declaration of war will have

on this industry. Wliile considerable

used machinery is offered for sale, many
firms equipped for shell making are ap-

parently awaitina current developments
before disposina of their equipment.

War conditions will stimulate the pro-

duction of machine tools, and result in

a return to greater activity along these

lines.

Scrap

The first part of the week was com-

paratively quiet in old metals, but the

activity showed some improvement to-

wards the close. Prevailing conditions

tend to uneasiness in all branches of

industries and that of 3cr«p ''?« ^eo-^

similarly affected. Local dealers in old

material are awaitina the week's develop-

ments before adjusting their quotations.

The chanaes this week are confined to
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lu'axy melting steel and wrought iron
axles; each having been marked up one
fent per lb., the respective quotations
beiiis 17 and 22e per lb.

Toronto, Ont., April, 3.—The emin-
ently satisfactory trade conditions now
prevailing in Canada are clearly shown
in a statement recently issued from
Ottawa covering the revenue for the
fiscal year which closed last Saturday.
Although the exact figures are not yet
available, the statement shows that the
trade of the Dominion for the fiscal year
.just closed was approximately twice in
value that of the preceding year. The
ordinary revenue of the Dominion for
the year just closed amounted to approx-
imately .$230,000,000, or .$100,000,000
more tlian that of 1914-15.

Steel
The situation in the steel trade con-

tinues to get tighter, and prices are still
going up. Recent reports of the steel
companies all reveal the unusually sat-
isfactory conditions prevailing in the
industry, and indications point to co-
tin uance of prosperity for the remain-
der of this year at least. The improved
weather conditions have been favorable
to the transportation of raw materials
and the situation in this regard is more
satisfactory than at any time this year.
Although the output of the mills' has
increased materially during the past two
or three weeks, deliveries are not keep-
ing up with orders, and consequently are
getting further behind. The recent ad-
vance in wrought pipe in the States has
been followed by a similar movement
here. The advance is equivalent In
about $4 per ton and affects both black
and galvanized pipe. Prices on boiler
tubes are practically nominal as sup-
I)lies are very scarce owing to the heavy
demand and sold up condition at the
mills. The demand fof- ship plates con-
tinues verv heavy and indications point
to the situation becoming more acute
even in the near future. It is under-
stood that the Imperial Munitions
Board has niaced orders for larire ton-
nages of ship plates. Prices are prac-
tically nominal and substantial premi-
ums are heing paid for early deliveries,
in fact the price depends lariiely on
delivery required. The recent advance
ill price and crowing scarcitv of wire
rods will doubtless result in hislier
lirices on wire products in the near
future. Advances in rivets, spikes, bolts
and nuts may also be looked for in the
near future.

Prices of Canada plates have ail-

vanced due to increase in cost of raw
material. The demand for black sheets
continues verv heavy. Production on
sheets is steadilv increasincr. but some
mills are exneriencinsr considerable diffi-

culty in obtainin'T sheet bars, deliveries

in consequence are irenerally hackwanl.
The situation in the galvanized slieet

trade is imoroving, but there is no si^-n

of lower ri'-ices.

The steel trade in the Tfnited States
continues very active the volume of
husiiiess beins very heavy. The expec-
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tation that the U.S. Government will
soon be in the market for further heavy
tonnages of steel is tending to stiffen
prices. Open hearth sheet bars are now
being quoted at $72..50 per ton, and tank
plates .$.5..50 per 100 lbs. Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

The pig iron market continues very
strong and prices are still advancing in
the States. The ruling price at Buffalo
for foundry irons for current and last-

half delivery is .$40 furnace, with a
range of .$39 to $40 from the lower to
the higher grades. Prices on domestic
foundry pig iron are unchanged at $43,
but an advance is looked for any time.
A report from Pittsburgh states that en-
quiries are pending for from 10,000 to

20,000 tons of foundry iron for ship-
ment to Canada. The following prices
are now being quoted on leading grades
of pig iron in the U.S. Grey forge,

Pittsburgh, ,$34.95; Lake Superior char-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Bo-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

Uard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

coal iron, Chicago .$38.75; Basic Valley
furnace $.35; Bessemer, Pittsburaii,

.$30.95.

Scrap

The situation in old materials con-

tinues practically the same as last week.
Prices although unchanged are holding
firm. Interest centers principally on
steel scraps which are in good demand
particularly for heavy welding steel.

Suiijilies of steel turnings are plentiful

and are in excess of the demand. Cop-
per, brass, and lead scrap, are in fair

demand at unchanui'd prices.

Machine Tools

There is no appreciable change in the

machine tool situation. There is still a

fair demand for ci|uipment for muni-
tions plants, mostly for single tools. An
aerojilane factory is in the market for

machine tools which has helped to

stimulate business. More second-hand
(•i|uipment continues to come on the

market from plants which have given

up iiiakim;' munitions in the States.

Supplies

Gasoline, coal oil and benzine have
advanced one cent per gallon, whicli

brings gasoline up to 311/2e per L'allon,

and benzine Ic lower. Coal oil, "Royal-
ite," is Uic a gallon. Puttv has ad-
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vanced 25c and is now quoted at $4 per
100 pounds in drums.

Metals
There is a quiet tendency in the metal

markets due to a disposition to await
developments in the International situa-
tion. The undertone however is firm
and an upward movement in prices will
likely develop now that the U.S. Gov-
ernment has decided to take an active
part in the war. Prices are unchanged
with the exception of antimony which
has advanced due to a scarcity of this
metal.

Copper.—The market is quiet and prices
have an easier tone due to the appear-
ance of re-sale copper on the market
offered at concessions. Buying of cop-
per for deliveries near the end of the
this year is increasing. Prices are nom-
inal and unchanged. Lake and elec-
trolytic copper are quoted locally at 40c.
and castings at 39c per pound.

Tin.—Prices of tin continue to be
nominal, and the market is quiet al-
though somewhat firmer. The London
market has been advancing steadily for
some days, but Xew York prices are un-
changed. Tin is quoted locally at •56c

per pound.
Spelter.—The market is dull but firm.

Prices of spelter depend upon develop-
ments in the zinc ore situation, as the
margin of profit is now very fine. A
change one way or the otlier in the
price of ore would likely be reflected in
quotations on spelter. Local price is

14c per pound.
Lead.—There is no change in the lead

situation and nothing to indicate any
marked change in prices in the near
future. Lead is quoted locally at I2V4C
per pound.
Antimony.—Quotations are nominal

and higher due to a scarcity of spot
metal. Local price is 36c per pound.
Aluminum.—The market is dull and

prices unchanged at 6Sc per pound.

Sydney, N.S., March 30.—The Min-
ister of Labor has declined to grant a
Board of Conciliation on the application
of the T'.M.W. of Nova Scotia, purport-
ing to represent a section of the work-
men at the colleries of the Dominion
Coal Co.. for the reason that the quG.s-

tion of a wage increase, which w.is given
first place in the list of erievances pre-
ferred by the V. M. W. of Nova Scotia,
was a matter already under discussion
lietween the Dominion Coal Co., and its

workmen as represented by the Provin-
vincial Workmen 's Association. This
This last-named organization has enter-
ed into a w<age contract with the com-
pany that does not expire until the end
of 191.8, and under the terms of this

ccmtract, the companv o-ranted a wasre
increase of six per cent, in May, 1916.
to he followed by n further 4 per cent,

increase on the 1st of .Tannarv. 1917.

This last-named increase was, how-
ever, anticipated and made effective at

the 1st of November last, and in addi-

tion the company irranted a war bonus
of ten per cent., making a total increase

over the wases paid previous to May.
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrnngeinent made by the Minister of Trade and Cominert-e vvitli Sir

Edward Grey in July, 1913, tlie Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, le

able to present tlie following list of the more important British Consulates wliose

officers liave been instructed by the Foreig^n Office to answer inquiries from and grive

inform.ttion to Canadians who wish to consult tliem in reference to trade matters.

BKAZIL—Baliia, Britisb Consul. Rio Ue
Juucii'o, iiritish Consul Ueueral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOJIBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
' eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of

Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa, British Consiul General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

I'ANAMA—Colon, British Consul. I'ana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

I'ERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSS1.\—.Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-

Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce Invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon ail trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial Agents should be licpt supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether 'prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—H. R. Poussette, Reconquista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable
address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA— D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES— E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the

Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable addre.ss, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.

CUBA—Acting Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commercio, Apartado 1290, Havana.
Cable address, Cantracom.

FRANCE—Phlllipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucine.?,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—G. B. Johnson, P. O. Box 109, Yokohoma. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND-Acting Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26, Rotterdam. Cable address,

Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrlvskaya,
Ploshch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wllgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auc-kland. Cable
. . address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable .address.
' Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, 73 Basingliall Street. London, E.C., England.
Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johniton, Sun Building. Clare Strpci

Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central House, Birmingham. Cable

address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 27-28 Pearl Building, East Paradise, Leeds.

Cable address, Canadian. F. A. C. Bickerdike, Canada Chambers. 36 Spring
Gardens, Manchester. Cable address, Cantracom. J. T. Lithgow. S7 Union Street,

Glasgow, Scotland. Cable address, Contracom.

SPECIAL TRADE COMMISSIONER—Ll'MBER
H. R. McMillan, visiting Europe, Africa, Australasia and the Orient.

CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin, Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbeged No. 4. Christiania, Norway.
Cable address, Sontnms.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. GriETith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

England. Cable address, Dominion, London.

1916, of 21 per cent. Further, and in

addition, the company granted a bonus
d-i' 5 per cent, to all producers who
worked 22 days out of each working
period of 24 days, with a view to en-

couraging production. This brought the

wages of producers up to 261/^ per cent,

above those of May, 1916. The P. W. A.

iiave now preferred a request for a fur-

ther 110 per cent, increase, which, if

granted would make wages .57 per cent,

above those of May, 1916, and in the

case of those who earned the steady

work bonus, would represent an increase

of no less than 65 per cent. The Coal

Co. have refused to grant an increase of

sucli magnitude, and it is understood the

P. W. A. have asked for a Bnard of Con-
ciliation, which, in view of the decision

of the Minister of Labor in the case of

the U. M. W. of Nova Scotia, will in all

probability be granted.

The Minister of Trade and Commerce
has called a meeting on the 2nd iif April

at which the attendance of tlie coal

operators of Nova Scotia is asked to

consider the question of coal supply and
transportation. It is not generally rea-

lized how great a change has taken place

in the percentages of distribution of
Nova Scotian coal as compared with
pre-war times. Before the war the

quantity of coal used at the steel works
in Cape Breton, in colliery consumption,
local domestic sales and supplied at

home ports to steamer bunkers, would
average .30 per cent, of the coal produc-

tion. To-day I'lc coai consume,-! locally

amounts to 65 per cent, of the total pro-

tion of the colleries.

As an example of the reversal of some
(it the figures it may be stated that in

1914 the shipments of the Dominion
Coal Co. to the St. Lawrence markets
represented 44 per cent, of the total dis-

posal of the company's production. In

1916 the St. Lawrence percentage had
dropped to ten per cent., and in 1917

it may not exceed ,3 per cent. There is

no way l).v which the production of the

Nova Scotia coal mines can be increased

except by bringing the miners back
from the front, and the only way in

which the continuous decline in produc-

tion can be stopped is to prevent any
further enlistment of miners. The nor-

mal coal jiroduction of Nova Scotia

should be 714 million tons per annum.
In 1917 the production will be between

51/2 and 5% million tons, provided no

accidents or stoppages of work take

place. Government action in this mat-

ter is long overdue.

Construction work will very shortly

on new coke-ovens for

Iron & Steel Co. at

understood the contract

for the erection of the ovens has been

let.

®
The Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., have

removed their otTice from the National

Trust Building King street. E«ot, l^ ZZ

41 Britain street, Toronto with increas-

ed facilities for catering to the require-

ments of their customers.

be commenced
the Dominion
Svdnev. It is
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GOULD & EBERHARDT

HIGH-DUTY

SHAPERS
are what you need
for that heavy job,

and you can
have them

IMMEDIATELY.
20 in. and 24 in. Sizes

A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LIMITED
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER

"IF It's Machinery, Write Williams."
64 Front Street West,

TORONTO - ONT.

'The Die Head That Thinks 9J

GEOMETRIC

STYLE "D-D"

With such precision does

t he Geometric Style
"D-D" Die Head perform
every action, it has been
called the Die Head that
thinks.

idniiMiisiiling springs (live perfect threads at tlie slait. and lan ^e the dies i,i follow the lead properly. The head will float In
either dlreriiun. On heavy turrets It Ih nut neiessary for the op rator to fullow the thread closely. Fine adjustments can be made
for lenfith rlt'ht In tin' Die Head Itself, without chanKlng the stop on the machine
The Style D-l) Die Heail Illustrated aliove is cutting a 2-li)ch, 14 thread on fuse plugs, on a hand-operated turret.
Ave you ainnng the aiiiall ininovlry <\[ screw-thread makers who have not discovered Oeonietrl*' advantage'.'

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
Canadian Agenls :

Williams <?< Wilson, Ltd., Montreal. The A. R. Williams Machinery Co , I,id . Totonto, Wiiiiiipcti .'^t. John, N.B.

// any advertisement interests yon, tear it nut now and place with letters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertaidngs ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
London, Ont.—The Middlesex Mills

('o., are Imildins a boiler house at their

plant here.

Regina, Sask.—The Stanilar<l Tractor

<!o. has secured a site on which a plant

will he erected soon.

New Hamburg, Ont.—The Duminioii
Thresher Vo. has taken over the i)lant

of the Hamhuri; Thresher Co.

Smelter Junction, B.C.—The ('. 1'. K.
proposes to huild a round-house, shops,
etc., at Smelter Junction, B.C.

Lindsay, Ont.—The Bovins Hydraulic
and Engineering' Co., are considering'

building an extension to their plant.

Kitchener, Ont.—The Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co., will build a ma-
chine shop here. The Austin Co . of
Cleveland, 0., are the engineers.

Toronto, Ont.—Plans have been pre-

pared for a new foundry to be erected

on Cherry Street by the Queen Cit>

Foundry Co., at a cost of $12,000.

Toronto, Ont,—A building permit has
been issued to the Cluff Ammunition Co.,

28 Atlantic avenue for a temporary
saw shop, .$1,000, and storage shed

.$1,000.

Kitdhener, Ont.—V. O. Phillips &
& Sons have started the erection of an
addition to the plant of the Twin City
Oil Co., for the manufacture of a gaso-
line pump.

North Bay, Ont.—The Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway Commis-
sion )iropose building here a mechanical
coaling plant to cost $27,000 and a ma-
chine shop extension, $15,000.

Halifax, N.S.—A new company has
been formed which will be known as the

Halifax Steel Co., to take over the Nova
Scotia Car Works, Louis N. Fuller of

Halifax is the moving spirit in the new
enteriirise.

Toronto, Ont.—Oood progress is i)eing

made on the new steel plant at Ash-
bridge's Bay. The pile drivers are pre-

])aring the site and the Hamilton Bridge
Works have started erecting one of the

buildings.

Windsor, Ont.— Goldman & Harris
-who proposed to establish a brass foun-

firy here may build the plant in some
other town as the City Council has

raised the price of the site from $850
to $1150 per acre.

Bedford, Que.—High water in the

river carried away the dam on March
26, causing considerable inconvenience

to the Bedford Light, Co., Bedford
Stove Co., and Corey Needle Co., who
obtain their supply of light and povs'er

from this dam.

East An?us, Que.—The Brompton
I'ulp & Paper Co. are building' a power

plant about five miles below the mill.

The power will be used fo increase the

capacity of the mill and replace some
steam power being used at present. The
cost of the development is estimated at

.$20(1,000.

Fort William, Ont.—Mayor Murphy
announced at the council meeting recent-

ly that the Canadian Car & Foundry
Co. would operate their plant here, this

spring. W. S. Attwood had just com-
pleted an inspection of the plant, which

can be completed in ninety days, and
partially operated as soon as material

can be brought here.

Windsor, Ont—Fire of unknown
origin last Friday night completely des-

troyed the Canadian plant of the Chalm-
ers Motor Co., located in Ford. The loss

is placed at a cpiarter of a million dol-

lars, fully covered by insurance. The
Chalmers' plant, a branch of the )iarent

concern in Detroit, ^vas established

about seven months aao.

GENERAL
WaUaceburg, Ont.—^^The Dominion

Glass Co., will build an extension to

their factory.

Montreal, Que.—The Imperial Tobacco
Co.. will build ;i large extension to their

factin-y here.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tlie Robin Hood
Milling 'Co., will build an extension to

their mill here.

Niagara, Falls, Ont.—The Perfection

Tire Co. of Chicago, 111., contemjilate

building a factory here.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Fuvnival-New
Cii.. .jam manufacturers, will build an

extension to their plant, to cost ,$5.0(10.

Toronto, Ont.—The manufacturing
building at .S5-45 Lombard street was
damaged by fire on March 27 to the ex-

tent of .$:!0,000.

.Petrolea, Ont.—The work yn the .lax

mill, which was partly built last year,

has been resumed and will soon be com-

pleted. Contracts for flax are being

made with farmers.

Winnipeg, Man—Charles Midwinter,

land settlement asent of the Greater

Winnipeg Water District, plans to de-

velop extensivelv the sugar beet indus-

try along the Shoal Lake Railway this

season.

Markham, Ont.—At the recent fire at

W. & G. Pringle's wagon works the

plant destroyed at a loss of $5,000, after

receiving about ,$1,000 insurance. It is

not expected that the wagon works will

be rebuilt.

WaUaceburg, Ont.—A new canning-

factory of the Ontario Canners is ex-

pected to start here to be run six

months of the year, the factory, which

is close to the Pere Marquette station.

will be the head office of the Ontario
Canners.

North Bay, Ont.—The Town Council

has decided dto submit a by-law to the

ratepayers authorizing the guarantee-
ing of bonds for the sum of $15,000 fo

the J. P. Quintan Manufacturing Co.

The concern intends to manufacture
furniture, school and church fittings,

etc.

Guelph, Ont.—The firm of Fried, Grill

& Co.. (if Toronto, hat manufacturers,
have decided to locate here. The fac-

tory they will occupy is the one at pres-

ent occupied by Libby, McNeil and Lib-

bv, and which is the propertv of the

city. They have paid $2,000 " and the

city takes a first mortgage of $6,000 for

the balance.

MUNICIPAL
Sidney, N.S.—The City Council may

purchase fire alarm boxes, and motor
driven fire equipment.

Trenton, Ont.—The Town Council

have under consideration an extension fo

the water sujiidy system.

Peterboro, Ont.—The City {Vnincil

contemplate the purchase of combined

motor-driven pumping engine and hose

wagon.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Con-

trol will l)uy a motor tractor and pump
for the fire department at a cost of

$12,000.

Redcliflf, Alta.—An expenditure of

$:i(l,(Kl(l is contemplated for alterations

in the present pumping station and in-

stallation of adequate machinery. A
by-law will lie submitted to ratepayers.

S'herbrooke, Que.—The by-law sub-

miffed fo the rate-payers on March 26,

liroviding for the purchase of the Two
Miles Falls power plant on the St.

Frances River at Weedon, at a cost of

$.'?75,000. was carried by a large ma-

jority.

Wolseley, Sask.—A by-law will be

submitted to the ratepayers on April 7

to authorize an expenditure of $9,000

for the purchase of a gas engine, dyna-

mo, building and site, etc., for municipal

electric light plant. A. B. Hill, secre-

tary-treasurer.

Sudbury, Ont.—On April 30 a by-law

will lie voted on by the ratepayers to

sanction an expenditure of .$46,000 for

stand pipe and auxiliary main, and .$2,-

.500 for alterations to lake sewer punip-

in^' station. W. J. Ross, town clerk.

HiUdale, Ont.—A by-law will be

voted on by the ratepayers on April 16

fo authorize an expenditure of .$2,500 to

purchase and instal a gasoline engine

and appliances for supplyina- electric

light in the police villasre of Hillsdale.

T. D. Robinson, township clerk. Moon-
stone, Ont.
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MAXIMUM ACCURACY-MINIMUM COST

RADBORE
HEAD

Drills Square Holes

Accurate
Radbore Heads will drill square

holes through the material or the\

will drill square holes to any de-

sired depth with • perfectly flat

bottoms! Once in your shop the

uses that spring up for this head

will be remarkable.

Aikenhead Hardware Limited
17, 19, 21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

New Chuck
Did you know that the tang was unnecessary?

Perhaps you arc alumt tu discard s^rue taper shank drills because the tangs are

brdUen oft'

—

don't do it—they are worth their weight in gold. You ean use them just

as they are with a

Wahlstrom Automatic Chuck
For Nos. 1, 2 or 3 M. T. Shank Tools

and yiiu won't have lo taUe lime ii'om your (jroduction to re|iair llieni.

Tool changes arc made in two seconds—just grasp the sludl of the chuck with oni

hand and put in or remove the to(d with the othei'--no collets—no lost time, for the

sj)indle never stops.

The jaws hold not the tang, but the entire shank I here's no chance for slippage—

a

Waldsl roiii won I c\en niar the shanks.
P'
There are also three sizes of 'Wahlstroms adapted for straight shank tools

—

have you

heard the story? Better write for it to-day and we'll explain our trial offer.

Aikenhead Hardware Limited
1"', 19, 21 Temperance Street Toronto, Canada

// (inij udctiii.fciiicnt inh rr.sis i/oa, ti/ar il 'nit noic ii.nJ place villi hUurs to I'C aiiDtitied
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"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

lervice and wear

Ther are the result of
sixty years' experi*
enee, unsurpassed —^^^^-^^^—
equipment and highly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are the
best buy.

Established 1837.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct., U.S.A.

Man'f'rs of Barnes-mftdc" Products
Spnn9s,Screw Machine ProductsAold Rolled Steel AnclWir*

cHi?6Ml
VANlblUNl
STEE

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to j'ou heat-treated
and reaciy for use.

It does not stick to the
work.

There are many cases where
each punch has tn'Med out

over 2,000 sht.._.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St

.
, BOSTON, MASS.

U.S.A.

ELECTRICAL
St. Catharines, Ont.—The liydro-Klei'-

tric I'cmmission of St. Catharines ha\t
ilecided that in order to ^'ive tlie re.si-

(lents of this city the best pnssihle ser-

vice a new line must he built to the city

from Xiaaara Falls. Tliis line will bo
started immediately.

TENDERS
Regina, Sask—The City Council are

reeeivint;- tenrlers for a centrifug'al pump
and inotiir.

Terrebonne, Que.—The Town Council
are calliua- tenders for a shoe factory.
The plans and specifications of this,

buildina: can be seen in the office of Du-
pont Roy & Beaudoin Engineers. 225 St.

-Tames Street. ^lontreal.

Montreal South, Que—Tenders will

be called sometime in April, for a ,30-

li.p. motor-driven turbine pump and a

150-h.p. gasoline engine-driven turbine
pump for fire purposes, etc. E. Drink-
water, .St. Lambert, Que., is the ensineer.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived for a building- until April 9, ad-
dressed to the Toronto Harbor Commis-
sioners, 50 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.
All information may be obtained by
apjDlyinn- to the Architects, Chapman
and McGitTin. 95 King Street East, Tor-
onto.

Greenfield Park, Que.—Tenders wii!

lie received until Ajiril 12 for tlie fol-

lowing:—Copper wire, transformers,
street hrackets, tungsten lamos, line

construction material, meter.. Specifica-

tions mav be obtaired on aoolieation to

\y. G. H. Cam. :5 Beaver Hall Square,
>rontreal.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

cciveil by Frank Barker, Ensriueer for

the Township of York, up to April 14.

for the suoply and delivery of 24-inch

stop valves and hvdrants. Plans and
specifications may be seen, and all nec-

essary information obtained, at the office

of the engineer, 57 Adelaide Street,

East. Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders, addressed
to the Chairman, Board of Control, will

he received up to April 16, for the sud-

pl.v of labor and materials recjTiired in

the erection of a 150 foot brick or con-

crete chimney for the Elmwood Inciner-

ator. Plans, specification and form of

tender mav be obtained at the office of

the Citv Enuineer. 223 .Tames Avenue.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed

to the Commissioners of the Greater
Winnipeg Water District will be re-

ceived up to April 16. for the suppl.v of

miscellaneous bronze castings, brass pip-

ins, etc., which enter into the construc-

tion of a Tentui-i meter. Specifications

and form of tender may be obtained at

the offices of the district. .501 Tribune
Buildinsr. Winnipes.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed

to R. D. Wauah, Chairman of the Com-
missioners, Greater Winnipeg Water
District, up to April 16. for the supply

of approximately 12,000 feet of 48-inch

and 1,300 feet of 60-inch cast iron pipes.

together witli numerous specials and
• .irate valves. Specifications may be ob-
tained upon application to the oflSces of
the District, 501 Tribune Bldg., Winni-
peg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed
to the chairman, Greater Winnipeg
Water District Commission, at 501 Tri-
bune Building, Winnipeg, will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply
of one second-hand passenger coach,
also one second-hand caboose, both
standard gauge. Tenderers to supply
own specifications. Further particulars

on application to undersigned. R. D.
Waugh, Chairman of Commissioners.

Ottawa, Ont.— Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 21, for steam boilers
and stokers required for the Central
Heating Plant for the Parliament Build-
ings. All tenders to be based on the
supplying and erecting of three water
tube boilers, each having a rated capa-
city of 500 horse power, together with
fittings and soot blowers. Each tender
shall give separate quotations for sup-
plying and erecting, in connections with
boilers, three automatic stokers. One
boiler and stoker shall be erected com-
|ilete within five months after date of
awarding contract and the other two
shall be erected before January 1st,

191S. Plans, specifications and any
other information required can be ob-

tained at the office of the general con-

tractor, P. Lyall & Sons Construction
Co., Ltd., Ottawa.

CONTRACTS
The Phoenix Bridge & Iron Works,

IMontreal, have been awarded the con-

tract for steel work for the .'i45,000

steel bridge across St. Francis River at

East Angus. Que.

The Rcelofson Elevator Works, Gait,

Out., have been awarded the contract

for elevator equipment for the two-
storey addition to the factory of the

Gummed Paper Co.. at Brampton, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.—The contract for the

new bridge on Wyandotte Street over
the M. C. R. has been awarded to .T. V.
Gray & Co. for .n4,730. Other bidders

were: Wells & Gray, $15,030; R. West-
cot t, .$17,279.

PERSONAL
W. F. Tye, of Montreal, has been en-

.aaged by the city of Hamilton, Out., to

report on a common railway terminus.

Mr. Tye will start work at once.

Capt. E. T. Sterne, of Brantford, Ont..

has been appointed chief inspector and
resident technical adviser to the Im-
perial Munitions Board at the new plant

of the British Chemical Co., Trenton,

Ont.

James A. Stairs, vice-president of the

Eastern Steel Co.. New Glasgow, N.S.,

has recently been in Ottawa on a busi-

ness trip, more particularly in the direc-

tion of securing orders for shipbuilding

which his company propose to under-

take, f

Charles H. Waybrant, who for the

past six years has been with the Steel
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'HY not add the efficiency of

[LLINOIS Tools to your equip-

ment? ILLINOIS Hobs and Cut-

ters can be relied upon for uniform accuracy and maximum

output; they are of substantial advantage to the factory run-

ning to capacity in the production of work which must meet

exacting specifications.

It will pay you to consult our
specialists regarding thread
milling hobs. Standard tools

in stock: prompt deliveryBon
specials. Write or wire for

qouotatins.

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir
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CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Allan B. Wearing, Canadian Pacific Railway Buiiaing, Torinti
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB. I&77.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK- DESIGNS
Book "rateiit Protoetion"—free. Master
of I'atent Laws, Foniierly I'atent Office
Kxaniiiu'l-.

!)!) St. .lanifs St.. - Montreal, Qui.
Branrltcb; Ottawa, WaRhingtOD.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 DRUMMONO B1_DG.. MONTREAL
Cable Address

"Brevet"

DATENTr
V Fetheratonhaush & Co.

P»t<nt Solidtori. Head Office,
HoraJ Bank Bld«., Toronto.
Ottawa Office, i Elcin St.
StsA for our Plain PracUcal
Pointere. Oopj of NalionaJ
Progresa. In which orur patent*
are adrertiaed. mailsd free 5

ATENTS
IPROMPTLYSECUREDI

In all countries. Ask for our Investor's
.\dviser. which will lie sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building:, corner
St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. Phone L'p. 6474

and Washinelon. n.C, U.S.A.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

CANADIAN DlS^niDUTOns POR THE

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada
Phone Ad. 2511 A. W. Bennet. Manager

Company of Canada, at the Toronto
office, has joined the staff of Baines &
Feckover, iron and steel merchants, 98
P.splanade E., Toronto.

Hugh Russel, a life-long- resident of

Montreal, died on March 22 at his resi-

dence, 42li Guy street. Mr. Russel was
president of Hugh Russel & Sons, Ltd.,

iron and steel merchants, Place d'Armes,
and had been in business for himself in

this city since 1868. He was born in

Montreal on August 17, 1844.

Col. J. D. Stewart, who has performed
usel'ul ser\ice at the front, and has been
placed in command of railway construc-

tion work for the allies in France, has

also been promoted to the rank of brisa-

dier-general. He is a well-known Can-
adian railway contractor, a member of
the firm of Foley, Welch & Stewart.

Charles H. Easson, vice-president of

Brown 's Copper and Brass Rolling
Mills,- Ltd., formerly manager of the

Toronto branch of tbe Bank of Nova
Scotia bas been appointed general man-
ager of the Standard Bank of Canada,
to fill the vacancy caused by the death

of the late George P. Scholfield. Mr.
Rasson will assume his duties on April
o

Dr. Da-Tid H. Bro-w-ne, widely known
throughout the Ignited States and Can-

ada as a metallurs'ist of note, died at his

liome in Montclair, N.-T., on March .'^0.

lie was 52 years old. In 1891 he joined

the forces of tbe newly-organized Can-
adian Copper Co., and it wai? in the ser-

\-ice of this concern that he brought
about great improvement in the refin-

ing of metals and added much to the

knowledge of metalluigv in this coun-

try and in the world. Dr. Browne was
a metnber of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute and many other engineeriu'.;'

societies.

BUILDING
Toronto, Ont—A liuildiiiL;- |iei-mit has

been issued to the Wm. Xeilson Co. for

a warehouse to cost .$3,295.

Toronto, Ont.—City Architect Pearse

has issued a building ]iermit to the

Dominion Glass Co., for a $5,000 addi-

tion to tbeii- factory at the foot of

Dovei-cdui't road.

Windsor, Ont.—^Cilherl Jjiciiues, archi-

tect, is working on |dans for a new ser-

vice and sales building for the Stude

baker Corporation, wliicli will be erected

at the corner of Chatham and Pelissier.

It will be a tbree-storey structure of

Inick, steel and concrete, 50 by SO feet.

The buildint;- will be fireproof, and will

cost aliout $30,000.

MARINE
Montreal, Que. — Kxtensive im]irove-

meuts at the Canadian Vickers shipyard

ai-e now approaching comi-)letion. New
bertlis and other extensions which have

been undertaken at an estimated cost of

$1,000,000, are expected to be entirely

completed by May 15.

Victoria, B.C.—The auxiliary schooner

Laurel Whalen «-as launched at tliC

<;ameron Genoa Mills shipyard on March
24. The christening ceremony was i)er-

formed by Miss Marjorie L. Brewster,
daughter of Hon. 11. C. Brewster, Pre-
mier of British Columbia.

CoUingwood, Ont.—During last week
a lire hi-oke nut in tlie Northern Navi-
gation C'o's. steamer Germanic, which
was burned to the water's edge. The
Germanic was a wooden steamer, and
was built in 1899. She was 184 feet in

length, 23 feet beam, and 12 feet in

depth.

Halifax, N.S.—An Act for the en-

couragement of shipbuilding in Nova
Scotia has been introduced in the Legis-

lature. The bill authorizes the appoint-
ment of a commission to investigate the

existing facilities for building ships and
manufacturing industries incidental

thereto.

Montreal, Que.—^Lachine Canal offi-

cials will shortly be very busy preparing
for the opening of navigaticm. On April

7, the water will be run off, and a thor-

ougb inspection made of the canal bot-

tom and lock structures. This will iirob-

ably occupy a week, and it is the inten-

tion to admit the water again on April

15, in time for the opening of navigfi-

tion.

TRADE GOSSIP
The E. J. Woodison Co., foundry out-

fitters have moxed from .340 Dufferin

street to more commodious premises at

858 Du^iont street, Toronto.

Russians Buy Freighter on Great
Lakes.—The steamei- Nevada of the

Goodrich Line, built at a cost of $275,-

000 in 1916 to carry passengers between
Milwaukee and Chicago and equipped

for winter tratTic with ice-breaking

bows, was i-ccently sold to representa-

tives of the Russian Government for

$750,'01IO. It will be used in the freight

trade to Russian ports. The steamer

will go to the Atlantic by the Welland

Canal this s])ring and probably will he

used to carry munitions to Russia.

Length of Freight Trains—The Do-

minion Railway Coniiiiission has decided

that under existing conditions it woidd

not be justified in fixing a maximum
length for freight trains. The commis-

sion on its own motion took up the ques-

tion and heard the views of the railways

and railway employees. Commissionei-

McLean. who writes the decision, holds

that until the war is over the expeditious

movement of freiglit should be the first

consideration. When the war is over

the question of regulating the length of

trains will lie taken up again.

Welland Canal Work Suspended.—
Blasting on section 3 of the Welland

Ship Canal to prevent the accumulation

of water which has continued during the

winter has been completed, and the Rock

taken to Port Weller to hold the earthen

break-ivater embankment in place. Work
on the l)ig undertaking is now at v

standstill, and will remain so until the

end of the w-ar. Thirteen locomotives

owned by Baldry, Yerburgh & Hutcbin

son, contractors for section No. 2, h:ice
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liicn secured by the Government,.and are

tu lie sent to Fl'ance for military <'on-

-inicfion work.

New Freight Schedule in Effect Short-
ly.—The time for filing- objections to tlic

new freight classification expired last

Friday, and G. C. Ranson, 'Chairman of

the T'anadian Freight Association, says
the railways will make every effort to

hiins; the new classification, with such
amendments as the Railway Commis-
sinners may think proper to make, into

effect as soon as possible. The classifica-

tion has been in contemplation for a

numljer of years, and railway- officials

have been working on it for two years

:iiid a half, the final draft having been
^(nt to the Railwav Onmniissioners. on

.Tuly 15, 1916.

Australian Elevator Order for Mon-
treal Firm.—The State of New South
Wales is about to erect at various points

throughout the State, approximately
200 wheat elevators. The cost of the

wliole scheme will be .$10,000,000. The
Odvernment of New South Wales has
(iiiered into arrangement with the well-

known Montreal firm of John S. Met-
calf & Co. to prejiare a report, plans,

and to supervise the work. The plans

have l)een prepared bv Metcalf & Co.

;it a cost of.$100,000, and the work of

supervision is to be paid for at the rate

lit one and a quarter per cent, on the

rust of the elevators—about $12.5.000.

Will Launch Big Frei?hter.—Prepara-
atioiis have been cunipletcd for the

launching to-day, Thursday at Collint;-

wood, Ont.. of the steel steamer West-
ninunt, building for tlie Montreal Trans-
pi utation Co. The Westmount is a sis-

ter ship to the J. H. G. Hayarty. is 5.30

lect in length, has a beam of oS feet

and a depth moulded to .SI feet. She
has a gross tonnage of 7,.500 and will

i-.ii-ry about 11,000 tons of caruo. It is

ixpected that tlie Westmount will go

into commission abo\it May 1 and will

ojierate on the Great Lakes between

Fort William, Port .Vrthur, Georgian

Bay jiiirts. Port Colborne and Buffalo.

Canadian Westinghouse Co. Elects

Officers.—x\t the annual meeting of the

Canadian Westinghouse Co., held at

-H.-! Hon on March 27, the following

i-lrcfed to tlie directorate of tlie concern:

II. H. Westinghouse, Hon. Tjieut.-Col.

l':iiil .1. Myler, L. A. Osborne, Thomas
-Miearn, Sir .John M. Gibson, K.C.M.G..
Inlin F. Miller, C. F. Sise, Warren Y.

Super, Charles A. Terry. Guy K. Trip|i.

Tlie officers are: H. II. Wostinghoiise.

chairman; lion. Liciil.-Col. Paul J.

Myler, president and treasurer; L. ,\.

Osborne, vico-presidcnl ; F. ,\. Merrick,
vice-president and L:<ncral mana'-'cr;

John IT. Kerr, secretary; X. S. P.radcii.

mana-^er of sales.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Tonnito,
has l)een awarded a ciuiii-acl by the town
111" Stratliroy, Ont., for ime multi-stage
I)e Laval centrifugal pump, wliich will

be direct connected to a (^inadian Wcst-
iiiuliouse 125 h.p. motor; the capacity
will be 1,000 Imperial gallons a minute,
against 2.52 ft. total head. Tliey have
also been awarded tlinurjh ibe Ilvdro-

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing Else

GEO. E. JOBBORN, Hamilton, Ont.

THEIRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont. /

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

a

OVENS
br EnameliDg and Varnishing OveiM heated

!J by Gas. Electricity. Steam or Coal,

g Write for BookleU

Brantford Oven A Rack Co., Ltd.

Brantford. Canada.

nBnHDanHnHnBnHnMOMnHnanMT

A PRICEPYROMETER mahsitctrlain

Get a Record of

Working Temperatures
Uni-ertuinty is a time and effort waster
—to be sure at a glance meaua effici-

ency. There is no *'(luubt»" wlien you
luive a Price I'yrometer.

See tbat there is a Price Indicating In-
strument Avitliin siglit of every fuvnaie
in yoiir heat-treating department. And
have a Price Recording Pyrometer in
your office to get a record of worliing
temperature.

r,M lis send

ytm mir ( al-

full particu-

urN — II <> \v

yoii can niiilu*

it certniii.

THE PRICE ELECTRIC CO.
12368 Euclid Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO

Tool

Room
Surface

Grinder

Easily
Adjusted,

Strong,

Accurate,

Fast.

Has i-iKi'l -I ii: liti^ .-iiit.i. ( and large tray and watef
l.K)t combui. i I: - ail iiulifntftble tool room surface
firimler. Til] \is yuiir inachhiery wants -exports on
special designs. Satisfaction Jt.ssured.

HAMILTON
CANADAJ. E. WING & SON,

IVIuD-'''"-^'U!I'^'

DRAW CUT SHAPtRS
SPKIAl DRAW CUT R RSMAPtRS''

riNISHCO MACHINE K^YS'^
STATI0NART5. P3RTABU KtY WAYCUTTWSA

SPKIAl lOMMOTIVt CUINPER PlAWERSi

OrriCC ^"^ works: MUSKCCON rtCICHTJU^A

ETAL
STAMPINGS
|H''

'HIUf We are manufactiir ^i
I ers of stamped parts I
r for other manufac- '

turers. ' - " "

We do auy kind ot

sheet metal staiiipinj;

that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly

short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nii'kel

Brass or Copper.

Send us a sampl

order. A
W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Av6nue, Toronto. Can.
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(MADE IN CANADA)

Every minute counts in getting maximum
efficiency.

Our Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountains posi-
tively save 00% in drinliing time, besides 35%
of water oniinarily wasted. Can you afford

to run your plant and lose and waste tliis

money in olil-fasliioned drinking methods?

EFFICIENCY IS

PATRIOTISM

Bubble Over
flow Waste

Ask your efticiency expert to figure tliis out
and you will find tliat

:

500 men drink, say. twioe a day. t'nder old

conditions it takes between 3 and 5 minutes
per man, twice a day. With PURO cutting
the time in half, it would save from 1,500

to 2,500 minutes per day at an average wage
of 20o per hour. The saving would be from
$5.00 to $.5.50 per day.

How long would it take to pay for installing
our fountains?

NOW IS THK SEASON TO THINK OF
YOl'R W.VTER PROBLEMS.

ASK OUR EXPERT ADVICE.

Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co.
147 Univertity Aye.. TORONTO, CAN.

Opportunities!
You 'U fiuil opportunities ga-

lore in the Clas.sifieil .Adver-

tising Seetion (pages 78— ).

Whether you 're looking for a

position, a lathe, drill shaper,

a cupola, etc., you'll likely

find listed there all you may
need.

CANADIAN MACHINERY

143 University Ave., Toronto

Electric Power Commission of Ontario
one De Laval single stage, centrifugal
pump, which will have a capacity of
'),O0O,0OO Imperial gallons a day against
210 ft. total head. This pump is for the
Oity of Kingston, Ont., and will be direct
connected to a 380 k.v.a. Canadian Gen-
eral Electric 1,200 r.p.in. s.ynchron«iis
motor.

Railway Commission Report.—The re-

port of the commission on the Canadian
railroad situation will be ready for
Plarliament soon after the reopening,
April 12. It is generally understood
Sir Henry Drayton and W. M. Acker-
worth, the English financial expert, fav-
or the application of a degree of nation-
alization to the Canadian Northern and
the Grand Trunk Pacific. The third
member of the board, A. H. Smith, pres-
ident of the New York Central, does not
favor nationalization, but takes the view
that the best interests of Canada will

be_ served bv keening the C.N.R,, the
G.T,P. and the C.P.R. under separate
corporate control competing with each
other with rates and operation regulated
liy the railway commission.

Trade in Canada Almost Double.

—

Canada's fiscal year closed on March
.31. Exact figures for its operations will

not be available for a few days, but it

may safely be stated that when they are
published they will show the revenue of
tile Dominion in 1916-17 to have been
the largest in its history. They will

also show the trade of Canada to have
been nearly twice that of 1914-15. The
ordinary revenue of the Dominion, it is

stated, in the twelve months which end-
ed on Saturdav, amounted to about
$230,000,000, or ".fl 00,000,000 more than
that of 1914-15. The revenue of the
past year will be sufficient to meet all

the ordinary and capital expenditures
of the country, and, in addition, pay
fifty or sixty million dollars of the ex-

penditures for war purposes. The total

trade of the Dominion will be found to

have reached about two billion dollars,

or a billion dollars more than that of the

fiscal year in which the war began.

Conference of Shipbuilders. — Sir

George Foster, acting Primp Minister,
iield a conference at Ottawa on March
28, with the representatives of a num-
ber of Canadian shipbuilders, who are

building ships in Canada for the British

and Canadian Governments. The ob-

,ject of the conference was to discuss

plans to systematize and speed up con-

struction. The programme as already
announced includes ships to the value

of $25,000,000 being built for the Bri-

tish Government under the authority of

the Imoerial Munitions Board, as well a^

a number of vessels being built for a

Canadian Branch of the Government
Service. The contractors are also to

report to the Acting Prime Minister that

aood progress is beins' made altliougb

some difficulty has been encountered in

procuring steel. It is understood, how-
ever, that this is beinc overcome. It is

.stated in this connection that another
l)ig British shipbuilding comnany is like-

Iv -to- establish a branch shipyard in
( 'anada.

INCORPORATIONS
The Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co.

has been incor|ioratcd at Toronto, with
a capital of $2,000,000, to manufactur,
pulp and paper at Port Arthur, Ont.
The incorporators are: George H. Sedge-
wick, James Aitehison and Duncan Mc-
Artliur, all of Toronto.

The London Smelting & Refining Co.
has been incorporated at Toronto, with
a capital of $45,000, to carry on the
business of refiners and smelters of all

kinds at London, Ont. The incorpora-
tors are: .Jacob Harris, Samuel Harris,
and Louis Harris, all of London, Ont.

The Bawden Pump Co. has been in-

corporated at Toronto, with a capital of
$40,000, to carry on the business of en-
gineers and founders, including the
manufacture of pumps of all kinds at

Toronto. The ineorporctors are: G. H.
Sedgewick, .Tames Aitehison, and Dun-
can McArtbur. all of Toronto.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Montreal, Que.—The Merchants Bank

of (^anaila has sent in an application
at Ottawa to the Railway Commission-
ers for an order approving of the sale of
the rolling stock, equipment, charter and
other accessories of the Joliette & Lake
Manuan Colonization Co.

Bloomingdale, Ont.—On March 24, re-

presentatives from the Kitchener City
Council and from Guelpb met a number
of citizens of this locality, with whom
they discussed the proposed Kitchener
to Guelph via Bloomingdale and New-
Germany electric railway. The meeting
was unanimous in favoring the scheme.

Montreal, Que.—New tenders have
been called for by the Board of Control
for the Lasalle bridge over the aqueduer,
connecting Verdun with the city of
Montreal. This action follows the with-
drawal from his contract of T. O'Sulli-
van, who contracted to build the bridge
in the first instance. In the meantime,
pending the making of fresh bids, tlie

city is holding Mr. 'Sullivan's deposit
of $25,000 wliich he made as security for

fulfiHing his contract.

WOODWORKING
Saraia, Ont.—The Cleveland Sarnia

Saw Mills opened on Monday after be-

ing closed since last fall, when losrs were
frozen in the bays. About 200 men
have been ))ut to work.

Elmira, Ont.—The Elmira Transmis-
sion Co. will erect dry kiln, moulding
shop, and machine shop on Church St.

A by-law will be submitted to the rate-

payers to sanction a loan of $15,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—R. Mackenzie, sec-
,,

retary of the Canadian Council of Agri-

culture, announced a few days ago that

the Grain Growers' Grain Co. planned
this year to build a lumber mill, costing

practically $1.50,000, upon a timber limit

sixtv miles east of Fort George, B.C.. on
the G. T. P.
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CATALOGUES
Carbon Tool Steels.—Bulletin isssued

by the Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., dealing with the various

arades of "Vasco" carbon tool steel.

Each grade is described briefly stating

the class of work for which it is best

suited. The bulletin gives a set of rules

I'lir the proper hardening of water hard-

ening steels. A list of extras is also

included.

The Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry,

Kngland, have issued a series of leaflet.^

dealing with an interesting line of foun-

dry equipment, including the "Britan-

nia" and "Coventry"' molding ma-
chines, the "Git" spruce cutter, sand

mi.xers and drying stoves. Each machine

is illustrated and described, wliile a spe-

cification is also included, giving the

principal dimensions and other data.

Whiting Cranes.—Of all types and
for every service are described and illus-

trated in catalogue 127 recently issued

by the Whiting Foundrv Equipment Co.,

Harvey, 111. The opening pages of the

catalogue deal with electric traveling

cranes illustrating and describing the

latest features in Whitinir cvane con-

struction. Following are brief descrip-

tions of hand power, locomotive and
cranes accompanied by illustrations

showing the various types. The second

half of the catalogue shows several typi-

cal illustrations of whiting cranes of

various sizes and capacities in different

classes of service. These views repre-

sent a wide field of service covered and

are shown with the object of assisting

purchasers to select the proper types.

BOOK REVIEW
Handbook for Machine Designers,

Shop Men and Draftsmen, by Frederick

A. llalsev, B.M.K.; .561 pages; 11 .x 8 in.

Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

New York. Second edition, price $5.00

nett. The first edition of this volume
appeared in 191.S, being primarily an
effort to rescue from the oblivion of the

out of print, such contributions as are

of direct use in the design of machinery.

The standing of the author, as Editor

Emeritus of the Ameri'can Machinist

was sufficient to guarantee tlie fulfil-

ment of this orisinal intention. As in-

dicated, the book is a galaxy of selected

contributions to the journal mentioned,

and has been made up witli a view to

dropping old an<l introducing new ma-
terial anywhere. Tn the sliort interval

of three yeajs, much matter has accumu-
lated callin? for an extensive revision'

much of the matter now jiublished is not

readily accessible and some f)f il not in

existence elsewhere. The suhjcts cov-

red include shop and drawing office ma-
terial which overlap to such an extent

that the title was extended to

include shopmen. The volume ful-

fils all of the requirements of a refer-

ence book, has all the conveniences of

a pocket book, and possesses nil the mer-

its pertaining to original contributions

by rcf)Utable authorities.

Subscriptions Invited

From Friends Abroad

Canadian Machinery and Manufactur-
ing News is published weekly. Rep-
resenting, as it does, the industrial

life and activities of Canada, it should

prove of very considerable value to

those who wish to buy Canadian pro-

ducts, and to those who may wish to

sell in Canada.

As a technical journal it compares very favor-

ably, we think, with any other high class publica-

tion, and will be found to be well worth the

subscription price, and more.

If you are favorably impressed with this num-

Der, we think you will find other Issues equally

interesting. Canadian Machinery contains from

eighty to one hundred and twenty pages—fifty-two

issues in the year. We invite subscriptions from

our friends abroad, and attach a coupon for the

sake of convenience.

Subscription Order Form

T<, the Pul.lisheiv.

CANADIAN MACHINERY,
14S University Ave.,

Toronto, Canada.

(iontlcnieii,

—

You may enter our suK-ici-iption to CANADI.VN MACHIN-
ERY for one year, and until ordered discontinued, to bo sent to

addre.ss below. We enclo.se money order covering same.

Yours trulv.

Name
t

Full address

City County

.

The subserii>lion ])riee to Cireat Britain and her colonies i.s

12s. ()d. Cnited States. $:>.nO. otlier eouiUries 1*!'- per year.
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Bates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions. Count five
words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

WANTED SPECIAL MACHINERY

-lyANTED — LATHE ABOUT 4S" SWING IVTANUPACTUREES
' ' or larger, ai.so lioriiig uiill up to 60". _ .'"'f?

"'ork to an
Mu.st be in guod oriler and reasonable price.
-Vpply Box 2S8, Canadian Machinery. cl6m

WE CAN UNDER-
y specification—munition

production equipment or otherwise. Write
W. H. Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary
St., Toronto.

FOR SALE

-pOR SALE — AT A BARGiAIN — 1—114"
^ style D geometric die head, with extra
dies. White Machine Works, Windsor, Ont.

cl6m

/^AP LATHE, 2S X 42 X IC FT. BED, fOR
^^ sale, cheap; also emery wheel stand, power
hack saw. Guarantee -Motor Co., Hamilton,
Ont. (tf)

FtjlO'R liMMEDIATE SALE — 1—75 H. P.
Elyria gas engine; 1—40 H.P. Elyria gas

engine; 1—75 Kw., 250 volt D.C. Western Elec-
tric generator, belted type; 1—45 Kw.. 2.")0 volt
D.C. Crocker- Wheeler generator, belted type;
1—13 H.P., 250 volt Westinghouse motor. All
in first-clasa condition; can ibe inspected in

daily use. The Elyria .Machine Conii)any.
Klyria, Ohio. cl4m

-piOR I.MMEDIATE SALE—THE FOLLOW-
-^ Ing West Tire Setter Company banding
presses: 1—9.2"

;
1— «"; 1—3'/4". AH in tirsl-

elass condition. Eiich been in use two months.
The Elyria Machine Co.. Elyria, Ohio. cl5m

•OOR SALE—ONE 450 H.P. THOMPSON &
^ Williams condensing engine. Will sell

cheap. Engine is in first-class repair and
win give every satisfaction. Apply J. A.
Marven, Limited, Moncton, N.B. tcfm

r)NE No. 2 WHITINO CUPOLA, 36" SHELL^ capacity, one to two tons per hour. In
perfect condition, used only for two heats.
Address Purcluising Agent, Canadian Inger-
soll-Rand Co., Ltd., Sherlirooke, Que.

•nnit

vrEW BOILERS, CHEAP—2 40 H.P. AND 1
^' 50 H.P. open bottom, locomotive type
boilers, complete with fittings for 125 lbs.

working pressure. Can deliver from stock
either east or west of Great Lakes. The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., 300 Prin-
cess St., Winnipeg, -Man. cl3m

TjlOR SALE — TWEiLVE PRACl'ICALLY
-*- new No. 7-C Racine Heavy Duty High
Speed Hack Saw Machines. Suitable for all

Cutting purposes. Immediate delivery. For
Price and further information address The
Peck Rolling Mills, Limited, Montreal,

cl4m

rvNE LATHE 16" x 4%' back geared. Built^ by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. One lathe IS" x 3', back geared.
Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. Four Murchey Collapsible Dies. Capa-
city IW to 2%". Box 272, Canadian Machinery.

ctmf

PATENTS

rriAKE Notice tlint the Stnu.vou Metal lie Fur-
-*- nitiire Co., Limited, of the City of Toi'Linto,

Canada, duly nianufaotured tlie movable grate
oovered by Canadian Patent No. lOP.i'.iT. aii-I

that the Bennett iS: Wright Co., Limited, of
the same eity, duly manufactured the hot
water heater covered by Canadian Patent No.
107120, prior to the period called for by the
Patent A<'t, and on ajiplication to the under-
signed any further onlers for the two above
inventions will be filled at a reasonable price.

Uidout & Maybee, 59 Yonge St,reet. Toronto.
Solicitors' for Anders B. Reek.

Immediate Delivery
11—31/4" Gridley Single Spindle

Automatics.

Fitted with 3" Modern Self-Open-

ing: Die Heads, complete with

standard equipment.

Used Two Weeks. Good as New.
$1500 Each.

Simmons Machine Co., Inc.

1001 Sineer Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY

985 Broadway
ALBANY, N.Y.

And—
they're still

coming m I

'J'wolve replies from a,s many fir.=!t^

class men to two insertions of a small
ad. for a .superintendent^—and they're

still coming in. Which merely
proves what we've been saying right

iilong—that Canadian Machinery
goes to the right men—the men cap-

alilo of lining the re.sponsi])le posi-

lioiis.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED

OU1'M1;i.\TI0.\I)I:lNT—il'RACTIl'AL .VIKCIl
.iiiii'iil iiMui witli 12 years' pxperiem-c. hisl

twci .vcMi's sii|M'riiiti'J](loDt of sliells, is open foi-

a iirnpcisitioii. liox •>;!, ranaciiiin Mai'liiiK'i-.v.

ic'llilll)

Tl/TiECHANICAL ENGINEER WITH LONG
e.'iperieuoe ilesigning and estimating on

macbine tools, special shell machinery, tools.
Jigs and fl.xtures, desires responsible position
with well established company. Best of
references given from well-known companies.
Box 284. Canadian Machinery. cl2m

QUPERINTENDENT WITH NINETEEN
^-^ years' mechanical experience in manufac-
turing and repairing of machinery and struc-
tural steel, both shop and erection, desires
change of position. Experienced in machining
IS-Pr. and 4.5" high explosive shells. Aggres-
sive cliaracter, good organizer, best of refer-
ences. Box 2S2, Canadian Machinery. clSm

QUrERIXiTENDENT OR WORKS MAN-^ ager of large metal working plant desires
change. Broad gauge man of modern methods
and a producer of results. Over '20 years'
experience at handling large forces of work-
men in manufacture of high quality and in-
terchangeable goods of brass, iron and steel,

special tools, dies, machinery, etc. Includes
brass works, machine shop, punching and
-sttaniping and fine brass -work, taking entire
control of plant. English-American descent.
Box 280, Canadian Machinery. cl5m

SITUATIONS VACANT

WANTED—MACHINERY SALESMAN TO
handle Toronto and Western Ontario

Apply, giving experience to Box 285 Canailian
Machinery. cl4m

.TyrBCHANICAL ENGINEER WANTED -
first-class opportunity for the right

party. Must be energetic, ambitious, sober
and have some knowledge of French, .\pply
Box 2S6, Canadian Machinery. tcmf

TVTAN ABOUT 30, WITH ENGINEERING
^ and commercial training, experienced in

mine and smelter reiiuirenients. including
structural and cast atecl work. A man with
office experience and capable of soliciting
business preferable. Box 283, Cnnndian
.Macliinery. 4 cl3m

-pXPEItlE'NCED TOOL MAKERS, SCREW
machine liands and general mechanics

wanted at once for new, well lighted plant
(not munitions), situated just outside of To-
ronto : liiglicst union wages and steady work
for good men. Mention this paper. Canada
Cycle and Motor Comiianv, limited. Weston,
Ont. cl3m

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN
^^ ofBce to sell Moline Heat in Canadian terri-

tory. Must be a good salesman, having had a
general heating and ventilating experience.
Must give good references. We have a fine

proposition for the right man. Address, Moline
Heat. MoUne. 111. ctmf
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HENDEY 18-inch GEARED HEAD LATHE
8 mechanical changes of speed for sptndle with driving shaft running at constant speed, 4 direct and 4 through back gears

36 DTPPEREXT
THREADS AND
FEEDS are had
through Mounted
Change Gearinir.
each change Ih^ine

quickly madf
through controlling
handles i n Gear
Boxes.

BEFORE PUR-
CHASING A NEW
LATHE INVESTI
GATE THE HEN-
DEY SERVICE.

WE 'LL HELP YOU BY FUR-
NISHING LIST OF USERS
Write for descriptive circnlar.

The Hendey Machine

Company
Torrington, Conn.

L'auadian Agents; A. R. Williams-
.Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. K.

Williams Machinery Co., 260 Prin-
cess St., Winnipeg; A. R. WllUams
Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. K,

Williams Machinery Co., St. Joh>i.

N.B. ; Williams & Wilson. Montreal.
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orging 4.5 iins.

^^ 60 pdr., and 6 ins.

Howitzer Shell

Staff Article

' Slicll-ina/ci iiij III Caiiuda Inix bccomi unite coiiiiiioii pla.c( , sn to apciik, ijct, wluthir in

till' xpheres of plant installation and equipment, or those of the operation methods' and dc-

vircs emploi/eil, it may he said that a mass of data awaits apprnpriation, an intimaci/ nith

which is no less desirable in the manufacture of metal-irorkiii!/ plant specialties (jeiicrii-lli/

fliiiii ill flint dinrthj and ncci'.isnri/ to a I'lirirfi/ /i/pr pi iiilnrtiiiii uf in nnitions.

ABOUT eiKhteen months a^o when
orders for hirger shells c.nie to

Canada, the output of the then
existing forgintr plants was not suffici-

ent to meet the rapidly increasin:?: de-

mand for their product. Machine shop-;

were multiplying in number, but thei:-

operations were somewhat restricted

owing; to the fact that they could no'.

obtain a sufficient supply of forgings.

The need of more forging plants to re-

lieve the situation was therefore very
real, but in a comparatively short space

of time the situation was adiusted. The
plant which is the subject of this article

was established a few months after the

period referred to above, and has done
much to relieve the situation.

It is entirely a forging plant. The
billets are shioped in already cut to the

required length for forging, after which
operation they are distributed to the ma-
chine shops, to be finished. Forging may
be termed an intermediate stage, and is

incident''lly •' very important one. Vvhac

i!(i\v 111' I'.AiTii I ruNArKs .Kmiwivi: srsiM:Niii:ii tdnos iskd i'oi!
iiA.\i>i,i.\(; mi. 1. 1; IS.

i'ir.r,[.\(; I'litN.UK with iihI'du nii.r.iri's. .ndtk ovkimikad iun\v.\y«.

might appear to the casual observer to

l)e a simple operation, really requires a
great deal of care, not only in the con-
struction of the punches and dies, but in

the actual forging and heating opera-
tions. A forging plant is a costly pro-

position to install. The presses are
powerful machines and require a con-
siderable capacity of pumping equip-

ment to produce the necessary power to

operate them.
At this particular plant there are

eight Southwark hydraulic presses i-ang-

ing from 210 tons to 500 tons capacity.

The presses are installed in a row
lengthways in the shop, with a row of

furnaces on either side. This arrange-
ment permits of the billets being lifted

direct from the furnace to the press

with neither lost time or motion, and ob-

viates any appreciable loss of heat. To
facilitate handling of the billets, over-

head runways are installed along the

front of both rows of furnaces with a

turn-out leading from each furnace to

the press that it is serving. The billets
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are carried by means of long tonsjs sus-

pended about the middle by a chain fro;a

a carrier on the runway.

Furnace Installation

The furnaces were installed by the

oOO-TON, 6-INCIl SUKLL laiKGIXG PRESS WITH
GRAVITY CARRIER IN FRONT.

Southwark Foundry & Machine Co.

Philadelphia. There are thirty-two

batch furnaces and one continuous fur-

nace, the latter being used only for heat-

ing the billets for the 6-in. shell forg-

ings. The batch furnaces are used in

conjunction with the presses making
forgings for the 4.5-in. and 60 pdr. shell.

A large number of furnaces are required

so that the presses may be kept in oper-

ation continuously and not held up wait-

ing for billets. The furnaces are drawn
in rotation, that is, while one batch of

billets is being drawn from the furnace

the other batches are gradually coming;

up to the required heat. Eight fur-

naces to each of four presses for the

piercing operations are required, mak-
ing the total of thirty-two batch fur-

naces.

The continuous furnace is one of the

latest type. It is continuous as opposed

to the batch type of furnace. The billets

are fed into the furnace at the rear,

from the billet pile in the yard. The
billets roll through the furnace gradu-
ally and are drawn from the front as

required. The billets are lifted from the

furnace to the press by means of tongs
in the same way as the smaller billets.

The furnaces are all oil-fired, and are

maintained at a temperature around 2,-

200 degrees Fah. The fuel oil is pumped
by means of centrifugal pump from an
underground tank in the yard to the

furnaces. The air pressure for the oil

burners is supplied by a Roots rotary
blower, having a capacity of 13,000 cub.

ft. per minute, and operated by Cana-
dian Westinghouse motor. The blower

and pump are located in a room adjoin

ing the pumping plant.

4.5 in. Shell Forgings
The billet for the 4..5-in. shell is 4.8

ins. diameter, 10 ins. long, and weighs

52 pounds. The forging is of

the sg.me diameter and ha;3

a length of not less than 13

inches. The billet is heated

in the furnace for about one

hour. Immediately after be-

ing taken from the furnace,

the scale is removed and the

billet carried by tongs to the

press. The removal of the

scale is important, otherwise

the dies might be damaged,
and it might also prevent

the steel from drawing uni-

formly when the punch is

being forced into the metal.

The billet is then dropped

into the die and a centering

ring placed on the upper end

of die to guide the punch.

The punch then descends

producing a forging in one

operation.

No drawing, properly
speaking, is done on this

forging, as the piercing

causes an upward extension

of metal out of the die. The

return stroke of the press

withdraws the punch and

also forces the forging up from the die

;

the punch is then cooled by means of

running water, and all scale is removed
from the die box. Two presses are work-
ing on 4.5-inch shell forgings at this

plant. All punches and dies are made
of vanadium steel.

60 Pdr. Forgings
The forging of billets for 60 pdr. shell

involves two operations, piercing and
drawing. There are two sets of presses,

making four altogether; two for the

piercing operation being 350 ton presses

and two for drawing being 210 ton units.

The billet for the 60-pdr. forging is 5.45

ins. in diameter by 13 13 16 ins. long,

and weighs 86 pounds. The forging is

also 5.45 ins. in diameter, but the mini-

mum length is 18 >inches. The first or

piercing operation is practically identi-

cal with that described above for the

4.5-in. forging. The billet after being

pierced is put in the furnace for a short

time to bring it up to forging heat again.

It is then scaled and lifted over to the

drawing press.

In the drawing operation, the punch is

brought down so that its point exerts a
certain pi-essure on the bottom or poc-

ket of the forging which is supported on
a die plate held over the opening of the

main die. After the pocket is formed,
the Dunch is drawn up a short distance

to allow the die plate to be withdrawn,
when the punch is forced downwards
through the main die, the tapering bore

of which reduces the outside of forging
to the required size. The forging falls

through to the ground and is then re-

moved away to be cooled. The forgings

are piled up in batches and cooled slow-

ly to minimize the possibility of harden-
ing.

6-in. Shell Forgings

The billets for 6-in. shells are forged
in two 500-ton presses. Only one oper-

ation is necessary, that of piercing, so

both presses are engaged in the same
work. The billet is 6.4 in. in diameter
by 17 ins. long, and weighs 158 pounds.

The forging is of the same diameter, but
has a minimum length of 23 inches. The
piercing is done on the 6-in. forging in

the same manner as far the other shells

described above. The continuous fur-

nace already referred to is used in con-

nection with these two presses. The

f^aQljg^^gWMtWHHmtMff

TWO 500-TON PRESSEf5 FdlKJINU (i INS. S
AND GRAVITY CARRIERS

HELL. CONTINroUS FlllNACE IN REAR,
ALONGSIDE EACH PRESS.
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6-in. forgings are considerably heavier

than the 60-pdr., and so to facilitate

handling, a system of gravity carriers

has been installed.

In the illustration will be seen the

material to ease up internal strains

when allowed to rem;iin quiescent for a

more or less extended period of time. It

seems as if the molecules in such a
casting, by virtue of their mobility, can

FtTRNAfES t'SKD FOR .WNK.', . .Kc:iM.:s JiiAi ijj.ii ii:i: iii:at treatment.

carrier by which the hot forgings after

being pierced roll down from the press
to the ground. Another system of gra-
vity carriers picks up the forgings near
the press and carries them to the other

end of the shop to the cooling piles. The
carrier systems were supplied by the

Canadian Matthews Gravity Carrier Co.,

Toronto. They save both time and labor,

and assist in the generally efficient oper-
ation of the plant. All the forgings of
each size have the billet number stamped
on the base.

Hydraulic Plant for Presses

The hydraulic plant for operating the
presses consists of two large accumula-
tors and five motor-driven pumps. The
pumps are horizontal, direct-acting
units, and were built by the Deane
Steam Pump Co., Holyoake, Mass. Three
of these pumps have a capacity of 2.50

gallons per minute, each being driven by
a 2.50-h.p. Canadian Westinghouse mo-
tor. Another pump has a capacity of
200 gallons per minute, and is driven by
a 200-h.p. Canndjan Westinghouse mo-
tor, while the fifth pump is a l.'JO gal-
lons per minute unit, and is driven by a
150-h.p. Canadian Westinghouse motor.
The motors are all A.C. machines using
Hydro current.—@

SEASONING OF CASTINGS*
By Richard Moldcnke.**

One; of the llttle-Unown charac-
teristics of cast iron, which nev-
ertheless has an important bear-

ing on results where accuracy in machin-
ing is essential, is the ability of this

•From a pnper prespntprl nt the Amerlonn
Institute 1)1' .MiiiiiiR Engineers. New York,
Feb., 1917.

••OonRultlin: Mc'fiilliirt'ist. Wiitclillnir, X..T.

adjust their relative positions to an ex-

tent sufficient to overcome some of the
existing stresses.

The following instance will perhaps
give a fair idea of the condition a cast-

ing may be in when just shaken out of

the sand: A very large sheave-wheel,
after shaking out, was taken outdoors
to be cleaned and made ready for turn-

ing up. It was leaned against the side

of the building, but before much could

be done an arm tore apart with a loud

report. Investigation showed that the

sun had been shining on the upper rim,

thus adding a slight strain to those al-

ready existing within the arm and thus
overbalancing the strength of the metal
in tension. Had this sheave been kept
under cover for a while, or at least until

machined, the strains would have eased
off sufficiently and allowed the sun to

look upon it without disaster.

It will not be necessary to multiply

examples. Every engineer knows the

danger of water-hammer in pipe lines,

particularly if the latter are of cast iron.

Every mechanic knows, or should know,
that it is not good to strike a fitting

that is under steam pressure.

Shrinkage and Contraction—A Distinc-

tion

It will be necessary to write a few
words about the internal strains in

castings—the so-called casting strains

we hear so much about. It is generally
known that to get a casting reasonably
true to the dimensions wanted requires

a slightly larger pattern. The usual al-

lowance for grey iron is Vs inch to the
foot, and % inch to the foot for white
iron. This reduction in length, breadth
and thickness in a casting is erroneously

c'llled shrinkage. It should be called

contraction, as for practical purposes it

is simply the difference in dimensions of

the casting red-hot and cold. In fact,

it is really a voluninar contraction, and
takes place after the meta! has set.

The real shrinkage covers an entirely

different situation. When a casting is

poorly designed, it is impossible to feed

the mold properly when pouring. The
thinner sections set more quickly than

the thick ones and may leave the latter

without means of drawing in liquid m.e-

tal to compensate for the reduction in

volume in the act of setting. As the

metal sets against the mold walls first,

and gradually thickens from the surface

inward, when the influx of fresh sup-

plies is stopped there results a void in

the centre, or at least a spongy portion.

This is shrinkage, and can be seen more
particularly in white iron, by reason of

its greater reduction in volume from li-

quid to solid form, apart from the final

contraction from red heat to ordinary

temperatures. Such shrinkage usually

takes place at abrupt angles, in thick

parts adjoining thin ones, in the rims of

flywheels, hubs of pulleys, at the flanges

of cylinders, etc.

Dual Volume Reduction

It will be seen from the above that

there are really two kinds of reduction

in volume to be reckoned with: First,

that due to the change from the liquid

to the solid state; second, the reduction

in volume after setting until ordinary

temperatures have been reached. The
first, often called interior shrinkage, is

a rather serious oceurrjnce. The speci-

fic gravity of molten iron is about 6.65:

it does not vary widely from this fig-

ure whether the metal on setting is gi'ev

or white in fracture—all the carbon be-

ing combined when in the molten state.

On setting, however, if grey iron results,

the specific gravity will be over 6.8, and
if white iron, up to 7.8. The formation

of graphite in the structure accounts for

the comparatively moderate increase in

the case of grey iron. In average cast

iron with 7.3 specific gravity, the in-

crease in density is 0.G.5, or 9 per cent.,

which means a very big decrease in vol-

ume for equal weights of molten and

solid met'il. This situation accounts for

the quantities of molten metal that have

to be added to a mold after pouring it

full in the first place, and in the case of

small castings, particularly when of

white iron, for the funnel-shaped sprue

left in the pouring basis or gate.

Contrast this with the eventual reduc-

tion in volume after setting. Here we
have ;> linear reduction of about 1 per

cent, in every direction, which is an in-

finitesimal amount when compared with

the real metal shrinkage.

It stands to reason, that, if the metai

in setting has the pow-er to pull apart,

whatever liquid material may remain

after feeding has stopped, thus causing

large spongy parts in the interior of ;;

casting; powerful strains which affect

the stren^rth injuriously must have oc-

curred. This is apart from the reduc-

tion of strength in the material for tho

section itself. In other words, not only

will the metal have a lower tensi''>

strength because of the spongy natu'i-
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of part of the section, but the interior

strains counterbalance part of the ten-

sile strength that is available.

This situation is intensified by the

fact that the metal in setting does so

far more quickly at the mold surface

than in the interior—the cold sand walls

drawing away the heat from the molten

iron more quickly at the beginning of

the setting process than later when this

heat has to travel through a more or

less thick shell of metal already set. The
consequence is a higher percentage of

combined carbon at the surface than in

the interior of the casting. In chilling

the surface, we have a white iron sur-

face and a grey iron interior. The rela-

ti,ve change in the specific gravities of

the same molten iron turned into two ex-

treme forms of iron as cast will indicate

what strains there must be within the

casting due to the differences in volume
which the two metals want to occupy
when set, but cannot properly occupy on
account of the quickness of the setting

action.

Contraction of Set Metal

Finally come the strains due to the

contraction in the set material until or-

dinary temperatures have been reached.

This has been stated as Is inch to the

foot in grey iron and % inch to the foot

in white iron. In lai-ge castings this is

very serious. Suppose, in the case of a

big fly\vheel, the rim sets fast enough to

hold the much cooler arm as in one set

of jaws of a testing machine, the hub.
held by the arms on the other side of

the wheel, being the other set of jaws.

Surely the arm in wanting to reduce in

length ^8 inch to the foot must be under
a terrific strain if not allowed to do so.

In the case of white iron the situation

is much worse. Such castings as hand-
brake wheels (subsequently annealed for

malleable castings), snap apart when al-

lowed to cool in the sand in the oi-dinary

way. Work of this kind must be shaken
out as quickly as set, taken to special

ovens and allowed to cool down very
^gradually.

Overcoming Injurious Strains

Sufficient has been said to make the
case of cast iron look very weak. For-
tunately, there are two phenomena
which help to overcome some of the in-

jurious strains set up. The first is the
fact that cast iron in the act of setting
(between liquid and solid), can be
sti-etched. The second is the seasoning
or easing up of the remaining strains

after the final contraction through the
mobility of the molecules. It is the
stretching of grey iron during the set
ting that saves the flywheel arm from
rupture before the new strains due to

final contraction are introduced. It is

the inability of white iron to stretch very
much, which causes so many cracked
castings in the malleable process which
would not be seriously affected by the
final contraction.

Castings Test

This discussion of the actual situation

in making castings has another bearing.
Purchasers of castings may wonder why

foundry men who really know something
about their basic material are so un-

compromisingly opposed to test coupons

on their product. The man who is at

least somewhat familiar with cast iron

should realize that it is unfair to the

maker of the casting to judge its value

by a test piece subject to a variety of

strains introduced as the result of pos:

tion, manner of attachment, method of

pouring of the metal, etc. It is further

unfair to the purchaser to judge by cou-

pons, as there are many ways of artifi-

cially stren.gthening such test pieces

There is only one way of testing a cast-

ing properly, and that is to break it. Ob-

viously this will not do, and hence for

repetition work a given percentage of

eastings can be thus tested. For all

other cases the only method of obtain-

ing reasonable assurance on the subject

is to make standard test bars, entirely

apart from the castings, but of the same

iron. These test bars should be made
under conditions giving the iron the

best possible chance to show just what
it is. neither artificially strengthened,

nor filled with strains and thus deliber-

ately weakened.
Every mechanic knows that, in plan-

ing up a slab of cast iron on both sides

to get a true job, it is necessary to take

a light cut, reverse, and take a cut on

the other side, then revei'se again for

the finishing cut, finally reversing fo/

the last cut. If this is not done, there

will be warped surfaces to deal with on

account of the internal strains. Again,

it is well known that a true piston is

rather difficult to produce. Even after

grinding to a finish, it is apt to .get out

of true. It is not so generally known.

however, that if such a cast iron pi ite or

piston is allowed to remain in storage

for a long period, the results will be

much more satisfactory. The castings

have seasoned. Where establishments

are familiar with future production de-

mands, orders for castings are placed

far ahead of requirements. Since, how-

ever, on getting to the bottom of a big

pile the difficulty of tracing defective

work becomes corresnondingly harder,

only shops having their o\\ti foundries

are likely to do much storing.

The present demand for verv high-

class machined castings, as evinced by
automobile cylinders, pistons, eno'ine and

compressor cylinders, etc., should bring

this question of seasoning out verv

prominently. Inauiry bv the writer has

shown but little knowledge on the sub-

ject in the trade generally. thou<?'h first-

class foundrymen were very much alive

to the matter. In general, the difficultv

seems to be the inability of storing uo
ahead, or, if this is done, or discovering

defective product when least expected.

Increasing Strength by Tumbling

We are indebted to the well-known
metallurgist, A. E. Outerbridge, Jr., for

what seems to be the best indirect ex-

planation of seasoning. In his famous
experiments on tumbling castings to in-

crease their strength, he found that by
the action of light blows, often repeat-

ed, the internal strains were relieved to

such an extent that the real value of

the metal came into play. The mobility

of the molecules was aided by artificial

meaiis. Incidentally, however, the tests

establish the mobility of the molecules in

cast iron very satisfactorily. Replace
half-an-hour's tumbling by six months'
iiuiescence and the molecules will have
done their work with somewhat the

same results.

In view of the possible depression

scheduled for us on the close of hostili-

ties in Europe, would it not be well to

ease up operations slowly instead of

shutting down tight ? This would help

the industrial situation adjust itself more
safely and at the same time permit sup-

plies of castings to accumulate, which
will be all the better for having sea-

soned.

®
BRITISH MUNITION PLANTS

AFTER THE WAR
IN discussing the possible uses after the
war for the additional plants and ma-
chinery that have been created for the

production of munitions in Great Bri-

tain, the London Times calls attention to

their enormous importance as a national

asset and to the thought which their

destiny has stimulated in the engineer-

ing trades. It further states:

"Perhaps the most pregnant of the

many suggestions are those which con-

template these factories as the new-

homes of old and smaller works.
Among the respects in which British

manufacturers have been at a disad-

vantage compared with their competi-

tors in the United States is the nature

of their premises. The old establish-

ment that has given them experience

and connection has also given them old

premises, round which have grown up
houses which now are themselves old,

and are often placed in neighborhoods
which are as little suited to the best

deelopment of vthe workers and their

families as the old works and some of

the old prejudices are to the efficiency

of the business. To move these works
from the slums in which manv of them
are placed into neighborhoods with I'ght

and air and grass, and to transfer their

machinery from shops that have grown
up without plan into premises designed

for efficient handling and 'routing'

would be to give the workers and the

enterprise a fresh lease of life.

"Some point out that the design of

these new works is particularlv adaoted

to subdivision and suggest that their

utility would be all the wider and more
general if they were divided into separ-

ate occupations and used by firms of

whom each could specialize in the

quantity production of individual narts,

and one or more in the assembling of

them. This method has been used large-

Iv and successfully bv American manu-
facturers, sometimes further apart from

each other than these works would be.

The advance which has been made for

war manufacturers in tVie use of limit

gages and the production of inter-

changeable parts has placed British

engineering in an entirely new position

for adopting this method of manufac-

iWQ o-enevcUy."
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MILLING SLOTS IN SHELL NOSES
By R. Hamilton.

AMONG the changes effected in the

4.5 Mark VII., high explosive

shell, is that of three small slots

to be cut in the nose, at an angle of 30
degrees with the face. The purpose of
these slots is to lock the fuse in a per-
manent position, after it has been firmly
screwed in, by burring the metal of the
fuse down into these three slots. While
the operation of cutting these three
slots is comparatively simple, the time
required to perform the work and the
method of holding the shell while doing
so is an important factor in the rapid
accomplishment of such an apparently
little detail. Various methods have been
adopted for holding the work, some of
these being more or less complicated,
but the two sketches herewith illustrate

devices both simple in design and effi-

cient in operation. They were developed
by the Imperial Munitions Board from
suggestions submitted by Williams &
Wilson, Montreal. Both fixtures are
made for milling nrichine use; Fig. 1 to
be moved horizontally below the cutter,
and Fig. 2 to be operated vertically at
one side of the cutter. The body casting
is made so that the bore will come at an
angle of 30 degrees with the vertical, a
recess being provided to assure a clean
cut being taken for the fit of the shell
chuck B, this piece having a collar cast
integral with the main portion, so that
the shell can be revolved freely. A small
hole D is drilled in the base to allow the
free escape of air when the shells are
being placed in position. Three equi-
distant holes are drilled near the base,
so that the chuck can be locked in the
desired position when slots are being

\
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milled. The locking bolt E is operated
by the spring shown, and released by
the knurled button F.

The design of the fixture shown in

Fig. 2 is somewhat different, but in this

case the table of the machine is oper-
ated in a vertical direction to mill the
slots. The body casting in this instance
is made so that the axis of the shell is

kept at an angle of 30 degrees with the
horizontal. To the base of the fixture
A, two small steel pieces are secured to

retain the jig in a central position with
the nulling machine table. The shell re-
taining piece C, which revolves in the
main casting, has a quick-acting clamp-

fully performed in order that the sur-
face of the inside walls will be in a con-
dition to receive and retain the coating
of varnish with which all shells are pre-
pared. The method of applying the
cleaning medium is one that should re-
ceive a great deal of attention, and a
careful study of the various require-
ments is a very important factor in the
securing of satisfactory results. The
general practice has been to force the
sand or grit into the shell without con-
sidering the work that is to be accom-
plished. When the sand is blown di-

rectly into the shell in a vertical direc-
tion, the base receives the full force of

Mil. I. INC ,-<[.lirS IN SllKLI. NDSK.S.

.NOSE.S.

ing device, as shown at D, thus prevent-
ing the shell from turning while the
cuts are being made. The handle E pro-
vides an easy means of turning the shell

to the three desired positions; these be-
ing determined by the locating bolt F,
operated by the spring G acting against
the shoulder H. This portion is so de-
signed that it is self-releasing, the bolt

springing into position when the slot

comes in line; the bolt operating in a

dovetail slot cast integral with the main
casting. Lateral play is eliminated by
the short sectional collar I. The block
J gauges the location of the shell in thc
chuck.

© -

ANGULAR SHELL GRIT CLEANER
By J. H. R.

TOO much emphasis cannot be laid on
the necessity of thoroughly clean-

ing the interior of the shells after

the nosing operation and subse-

fiuent machining. It is essential

that this operation be care-

the blast, and the cleaning of the walls
and the profile just inside the nose can
only be' accomplished by the action of

the sand as it falls back and out of the

shell. Owing to the condition of that
portion of the shell immediately below
the nose thread, caused by the hot nos-

ing process, a scaley surface is unavoid-
ably formed, and where machining is

not resorted to, it is highly desirable to

thoroughly clean this section before the

varnish is applied. Even when this pro-

file is machined, it is well to have the
sand come in contact with ihe surface so

that all grit or scale will be removed.
After much experimenting with various

forms of sand-blasting appliances, the

.Tenckes Machine Co., Sherbrooke Que.,

designed the cleaner illustrated in the

accompanying sketch.

The construction of this device is such
that the sand is blown directly against

that section of the shell that most re-

quires it. Owing to the velocity at which
the sand is forced into the shell, it is
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practically impossible to have any bends
in the nozzle pipe, as the friction would
be so ^eat that the life of the nozzle
would be very short. For this reason it

CANADIAN MACHINERY
shell. The action of this device is hifjhly
satisfactory, the angular direction of
the blast proving a very efficient method
of cleaning the inside profile of the nose.
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ANGUL.\R, SHELL GRIT CLEANER.

is deemed very advisable to have the
sand forced through in a direct line. As
it is also obvious that the entire circum-
ference be subjected to the action of the
blast, the shell is placed in a vertical
position and revolved during the clean-
ing operation. As shown in the sketch,
the bowl or container A is mounted in

such a position that the upper surface
lies in a horizontal plane, legs B being
of suitable length to attain this ideal.

Secured to the lower section of the con-
tainer is the connecting piece C, through
which the air pipe D passes; being firm-
ly secured by the set screws shown. The
cone-shaped injector piece E is held in

position by the nut F. The delivery pipe
G which carries the air and sand to the
work is firmly held in the nut F, the
lower end resting on the cone E, while
the upper end is supported by means of
the band iron clamp H. The shell I is

held in a vertical position, the nose rest-
ing in the piece J, riding on ball bear-
ings on the roller plate K. The rotating
flange, together with the shell, is oper-
ated by the small %-inch round belt M,
passing over the idler N, and up to an
overhead shaft. While the sectional
view of this device only shows one shell
being operated on, the cleaner now in

use is of the twin type, so that two
shells can be operated on at the same
time. The sand enters the bowl or con-
tainer through the opening O, being d^
fleeted by means of the box P. When the
air is turned on, the force of the blast
draws the sand in through the openings
in the piece C, and forces it along with
the air through the cone E, and then up
the delivery pipe G to the interior of the
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CONVERTING SQ. INCHES INTO
SQ. FEET

By N. G. Near

ENGINEERS will find this scale handy
for quickly converting square inches
into square feet, or vice versa. Simply
glance across from one column to the
other and the answer is immediately
found. For example :—How many
square feet are there in 300 sq. inches?

^\.

5i

Volume XVir.

across to column A. The answer is, of
course, 288. but we would call it roughly
290.

The first operation is the one that is

most difficult to perform "longhand."
Multiplying generally comes more easily,
and so the second operation would per-
haps be used more often.

MACHINING PISTON ROD FORGINGS
ON HEXAGON TURRET LATHE

Herbert's Monthly.
THE hexagon turret lathe is principally
intended to be used for making articles
direct from the bar, the great savings in
labor costs which can be effected by its

use resulting from the speed with which
the work can be turned out and the elim-
ination of the expensive process of forg-
ing. The possibilities of the machine on
bar work are now generally recognized,
but it is not always realized that it may
also be used to great advantage for deal-

ing with many articles which, owing to
their shape, must be made from forg-
ings.

In Fig. 1 is shown a combined piston
rod and crosshead for a steam winch.
This article must obviously be made
from a forging, and might, if made in

large quantities, be looked upon as a job

for a combination turret lathe; if only a
small number could be put in hand at

one time, it would probably be finished

in an ordinary centre lathe. The hexa-
gon turret lathe is, however, the proper
machine to use for this work; it is better

than the combination turret lathe, be-

cause only one or two special tools, in

addition to the standard equipment, are

required, whilst the time taken to com-
plete the piece (30 minutes) is about
one-fourth of that which would be ne-

cessary if the work were done on the or-

dinary lathe. Particulars of the tool

layout are from the plant of John Lynn
& Co., Sunderland, England, who are re-

gularly finishing these piston rods on a

hexagon turret lathe, and it will be noted

that they demonstrate in a convincing

manner the flexibility of the machine;
similar adaptations will doubtless occur

to other users.

At preliminary operations the two
sides of the crossheads, the slot and the

end, are machined symmetrical with the

rough piston rod. so that when chucked
in the fixture it will run true. The me-
thod of chucking and the tool layout are

_£i5'-i-

^ ^
PIG. 1.

Find the 300 in volumn A and glance
across to column B. The answer is

—

practically 2.1 sq. ft. Again, how many
square inches are there in 2 sq. ft.?

Find the 2 in column B and glance

shown in Fig. 2, the tools being num-
bered in the order in which they are

used so as to illustrate the sequence of

operations. The work is held on a spe-

cial fixture bolted to the spindle flange.
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the design being such that the draw-in
chuck does not need to be removed. The
fixture itself is of mild steel, turned cir-

cular, and then milled away to form ar
angle plate. The work is located from
the previously machined slot by a
square-headed stud driven into the

centre of the fixture, and is clamped by
a nut, stud and clamp plate.

1—This is a standard %-in. taper
shank twist drill, which drills a little way
up the end of the work so as to provide

a support for the starting tool (2). The
drill is held in a taper socket in the tur-

ret hole, the end being supported by a
cast iron bush fitting in the triple tool-

holder.

2—This is a starting tool which trues

up the end of the forging so as to give

the roller steady turner a true start. It

is provided with a revolving steady peg
fitting in the % in. hole.

3—This is a standard roller steady
turner, which turns the 1 % in. diameter
at one cut.

4—This is another roller steady turn-
er, which turns the thread diameter. In
this case the rollers are running on the

7—This illustrates a standard roller

steady ending tool, which rounds the

end of the work.
8—This shows Coventry self-opening

die-head for screwing.

@
COPPER IN STEEL

By Dale Street

FOR more than two generations the
presence of copper in steel has been con-
sidered in many quarters to have a
wholly deleterious effect, and one may
still come across steel specifications in

which copper is barred. Yet it has been
long ago proved that copper in steel, in-

stead of being an evil, is quite harmless,
and is sometimes distinctly beneficial.

The evidence is overwhelming that small

quantities of copper, say, about 0.5 per
cent., have little or no material influence

on mechanical properties. It is still held

by some that copper tends to make steel

red-short, but many authorities who have
made reliable trials have found it to have
no such effect. Arnold, Stead and Evans
found that the presence of 0.1 per cent,

of copper in steel had only the most
trifling effect in its qualities, and that

'is 1 I
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FIG. 2.

1% in diameter, and the tool is cranked
so that the cutting edge is behind the

rollers. In this way concentricity be-

tween the two diameters is assured.

•5—This is a knee-turning tool-holder

lor turning the large diameter. It is

provided with a supporting bush fitting

on the IV2 in. diameter.

f)—This is a special forming slide op-

erated through a worm and worm wheel,
which carries two tools. The first tool

is used for facing the shoulder, and is

carried on the back of the slide. The
standard cut-off slide, being lever-oper-

ated, is unsuitable for this facing oper-

ation, as the cut is an intermittent one.

Two bushes are provided in the turret
hole for use with this slide, and are in-

terchanged, this being done without diffi-

culty in the relieved turret holes. The
first bush fits the 1 '/2 in. diameter whilst
facing is taking place; the second one
fits the thread diameter, and is used
whilst forming the taper with the tool

on the front of the slide.

such effect as it has is in its favor. It

raises the yield point and tensile

strength, and has little effect on the duc-

tility. Some of the finest tool steel ever

made contained 0.2 per cent, copper. It

has been proved by Dr. Stead and others

that even small quantities of copper in

steel make it more resistant to acid cor-

rosion, and D. M. Buck has shown that

copper in steel preserves them from gen-

eral corrosion. Dr. Stead attacks the

prevalent prejudice against copper with
characteristic vigor, and protests that it

is time it was abandoned, if only for the

reason that it has prevented the impor-
tation into Britain of cupreous iron ores,

which are really excellent for steel-

making.
©

TEMPERATURES FOR CARBON
STEELS

By Mark Meredith.

THE question of the temperatures to

which pure carbon steels should be heat-
ed for the several purposes of (a) ob-

taining a fine structure, (b) hardening,

(c) securing the best mechanical proper-

ties, and (d) hardening with a view of

subsequent tempering, is one of great
interest in connection with the influence

of elements on the mechanical properties

of steel. Sauveur gave 800 deg. C. as

the temperature suitable for hardening,

tempering, and annealing steels contain-

ing bet\veen 0.9 and 1.5 per cent, of car-

bon ; but Dr. Stead remarks that in hard
ening razors and fine-cutting tools it is

not usual to heat the steel above 760 deg.

C. As a matter of fact, 735 deg. to 740

deg. is the theoretical point to which
they should be heated, but in practice it

is found safer to exceed this, as it is

impossible for the artisan to obtain the

exact temperature, and he might some-
times have the heat below the critical

point, and so produce soft instead of

hardened steel, on quenching in water.

Dr. Stead confirms Professor Arnold's

contention that there is a range of only

2 or 3 deg. between the temperature at

which the steel, on the one hand, be-

comes intensely hard on quenching, and
that at which, on the other, it is quite

soft.

Whilst there is little harm in going
somewhat above the theoretically cor-

rect temperature, that process must not

be carried too far. Carbon tool steels,

if heated to 900 dee. or 1,000 deg., and
quenched from these temperatures,

would be useless for cutting purposes,

and would have a glaring coarse frac-

ture when broken, and be exceedingly

fraeile. Subsequent tempering, however,
modifies the condition. Brinell .and

others have found that steels with from
0.6 to 1 per cent, carbon give good me-
chanical results, if hardened at a tem-
perature of 1.000 deg.. and afterwards

tempered at 550 deg. C, compared with

steels normalized ;'t much higher tem-
peratures, and which have a coarser

structure. It would apnear. therefore,

that temperatures suitable for harden-
ing and refining are lower than those

which should be used for normalizing
.ind for hardening and temnering. Dr.

Stend puts these conclusions into graphic
form bv super-imposing unon Sauveur's

original curve of oil hardening and tem-
pering temperatures two further curves,

one indicating the temper.itures to

which theoretically pure carbon steels

should be heated to obt'iin the finest

structure and for hardening tools, and
the other the temperatures which should
be used when heating for oil hardening
and tempering to get the best mechan-
ical properties.

©
Censor Humor.—A soldier writing

home to Ills jiooplc described how he had
been buried alive for a couple of hours
in a deniolisliod dugout, hut was event-

ually extricated by his comrades. He
added l)y way of consolation—"I had
I lie satisfaction of sending five of the

riernians to hell." The Censor in pass-

ing the letter had dr.awn a line through
tho sentence, hut wrote underneath

—

"Tt is not permitted fo refer to the

whercaliDiits of th(> enemy."
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PROCESSES IN MANUFACTURE
Inventive Genius and Research Operate to a Dual End— They Aim to Improve

What We Now Possess and Bring to Our Service Commodities Before Unknown

HEAT TREATMENT OF LARGE
FORCINGS

By Sir William Beardmore, Bart.

IN
the heat treatment of large forc-

ings, there are no metallurgical prin-

ciples involved which do not apply
with equal force to the heat treatment of

small forgings, such differences as exist

being entirely due to the limitations

which large forgings impose on the

practical conditions under which the

heat treatment is carried out. For every
class of forging, it is desired that the
material from which it is made should
give the mechanical tests required by a
suitable choice of composition, but, in

addition, it is most necessary that the
matei-ial be in such a physical condition
that brittleness and chance of sudden
failure be reduced to a minimum.

In carbon-steel forgings produced to

meet a definite mechanical test . specifi-

cation, this is equivalent to saying that
the steel must possess the least crystal-
line growth or the smallest grain size.

and the object of all heat treatment is

to confer this condition on the forginij-

before it leaves the steel works. It is

well known that, at any chosen temper-
ature, the time the material is kept at
its heat and the t''me taken to cool down
to normal temperature again have an all-

important influence on the grain size,
and it is for this reason that in large
forgings all the difficulties of heat treat-
ment are magnified; and, in the author's
opinion, a limit is ultimately reached in

the size of the forging beyond which
a plain carbon-steel cannot be used with
safety, and the use of an alloy steel be-
comes imperative.

The slowness with which heavy masses
of steel cool down results in large cry-
stal grains at the centre of the mass,
and, to avoid this, recourse has to be
made to oil-quenching to hasten the cool-

ing down, and so to diminish the size of

the grain, while a subsequent reheating
is generally necessary to remove the
hardness introduced by the quenching
operation. With small forgings, a sim-
ple annealing will put the material into

the condition which will give satisfac-

tory and safe results, but for large forg-
ings some form of heat treatment is

very necessary to get the best results.

It is a fact which is not sufficiently

realized by engineers that, in plain car-

bon-steel, the effect of oil-quenching is'

not uniform over the cross-section, but
diminishes the farther one goes from
the outside surface. With very large

forgings, therefore, a stage is reached
at which, owing to the size of the forg-
ing, the quenching effect at the centre is

so small that it is insufficient to confer
any benefit on the material, and it be-

*Prom :! piipor [ireaenterl liofm-o tho Tnsti-
liition of Mei'haiucal Engineers.

comes impossible to guarantee the uni-

form results which are wanted. That
this efl'ect is a real one can be seen from
the accompanying photomicrographs of

a large oil-treated shaft and from the

tests taken. This shaft is 18 inches dia-

meter, and of the following per centage
composition:

—

ing should have a minimum value which
it is advisable should not be less than
three. Preferably it should be as great
as possible, but it cannot always be ad-
hered to, since for large sizes it is lim-

ited by the maximum size of ingot with
which the presses can deal and some-
times by the shape of the forging itself.

c. Mn. Si. S. P.

0.18 0.6!) 0.10 0.048 0.037

It was heated in 820' C. (1,505' P.),

kept two hours and cooled in oil. Tests
were taken from the outside skin and
centre, and gave results as shown in the

following table:

—

For an ingot 83 inches in diameter the
maximum size of the forging should not
exceed 48 inches for the best practice,

and from a steel-maker's point of view,

until the demand warrants the outlay of

Outside
Centre

Ultimate
Elastic Limit Stress.

Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in.

17.5 33.1

15.0 29.0

Elongation Reduction
on 2 inches. of Area.
Per cent. Per cent.

27.0 53.1

31.0 46.0

The structures are given in photomi-
crographs. Figs. 1 and 2, being the out-

side and inside respectively. The tests

taken from the centre of the shaft have
a lower tonnage than those from tho

outside, due to the fact that the (|uench

Ing is not so effective. Photomicrograph
Fig. 2, confirms this. With a higher

cai-bon steel it can be understood thit

the difference will be greater.

01^ *.^ 'V. >•" . 4

plant for dealing with still larger in-

gots, larger forgings than this should be

built up rather than manufactured in

one piece. In this connection the cause

of commercial efficiency would be better

served if engineers, in bringing out new
designs in heavy steel construction,

would consult the metallurgist and the

steel manufacturer as to the best method

"V
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OIL HARDENED 1S-I.\('I1 S1I.\F
FIG. 1. OUT.SIDE SKIN.

The effect of work is very important,

and there is an intimate relation under
practical conditions between the grain

condition of a forging and the amount of

work which has been put on it during
forging. For the very best results, the

ration of the cross-section of the ingot

and the largest cross-section of the forg-

i{^

JI.VO.NIFIEE 1(1(1 DI.VMRTERS.
FIG. 2. INSIDE.

of using their combined knowledge in

the design and production of special re-

quirements.

Though not strictly a forging, the fol-

lowing example illustrates very well

what has been said above regarding the

heat treatment of heavy forgings. The
order specified steel discs 55 inches dia-
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meter and 11 inches thick with a me-
chanical test of

—

This was the best that could be ob-

tained, and was below the specified tests.

Yield-Point. Ultimate Stress.

Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in.

23 45

Elongation (on ratio

Per cent.

20

10)

In this way it was sought to avoid any
unsoundness that mig-ht exist down the
centre line. At the same time the test

specification was amended so that the
elongation required was 22 per cent, on
2 inches instead of 20 on a ratio

They were required to revolve at a

hig'h speed, and for magnetic reasons it

was necessary to use a carbon-steel. The
ingots were forged and then rolled to

size from material of the following com-
position:

—

There were two reasons for this; the

carbon was too low and the thickness of

the slabs was too great to allow the oil-

quenching taking sufficient effect to at-

tain the high tonnage required. An-

length

diameter
10. The plate was heat-

C.

0.53/0.54

Si.

0.18

Mn.
0.50

S.

0.029

P.

0.040

and were given a heat treatment after

this operation, which consisted of

—

(1)—Heating to 780= C. (1,436° F.)

for 2 hours and cooling in oil.

(2J—Heating to 550° C. (1,022° P.)

for 4 hours and cooling in air.

Tests were taken from the centre of

the slab (midway between the two sur-

faces), and they gave the following re-

sults:

—

higher carbon material giving-

treated as follows:

—

(D—Heated to 900° C. (1,652°

kept 1 hour and cooled in oil.

(2)—Heated to 760° C. (1,400°

kept 1 hour and cooled in oil.

(3)—Heated to 640° C. (1,184°

kept 8 hours and cooled in air.

F.),

F.),

F.),

c. Si. Mn. S. P.

0.62/0.63 0.25 0.70 0.023 0.024

other ingot was therefore e:xst, from a

and it was forged and rolled to 5Va

inches thick to the size given in Fig. 3

— Yield-Point.

Tons per

sq. inch.

Cross test .... 23.6

Ultimate
Stress.

Tons per
sq. inch.

42.3

Elongation

(on ratio '"'«"'

tliaam'ti'V

Per cent.

14.0

Reduction

10) of Area.

Per cent.

39.3

¥-
^-^'"}=^-'
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and the followinp; tests refer to the cor-

responding letter in Fig. 3:

—

In the heat treatment of this job, and
of jobs having similar shapes, when the

Fig. 3. Yield-Point. Ultimate Elongation Reduction Fracture.

Stress. on 2 ins. of Area.

Tons per sq. in Tons per sq. in. Per cent. Per cent.

A 28.1 46.2 28.0

27.0

52.4 Silky fibrous.

44.4 (lOr; fibrous.

B 27.9 46.0

25.0

(90':; fine gran.

47.2 (40% fibrous.

C 27.2 46.6

26.0

(60% fine gran.

42.0 (30% fibrous.

D 26.4 46.0
1 27.0

(70% fine gran.

44.4 (.50% fibrous.

E 26.8 46.2 (50% fine gran

These results are satisfactory accord-

ing to the test spetification, and show
the improvement effected by slight

changes in the method of manufacture.
The improvement due to rolling to a

smaller thickness alone was seen when
first material containing 0.53 to 0.54 per

cent, carbon was rolled down from 11

inches to 5% inches, and then retreated

in the same manner, for it gave the

following tests:

—

forging is put into the furnace, the time
taken to heat up the heavy centre sec-

tion is much longer than the time taken
to heat up the end sections. For in-

stance, the end-pieces of 11 inches dia-

meter could be heated up in about 4

hours, while the centre would take about
20 hours to reach the same heat, so that
before the forging would be uniform the

end-pieces would have been at their best
for 16 hours, and would have grown

— Yield-Point. Ultimate
Stress.

Elongation
(ratio length 10).

Remarks.

Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. in. Per cent. Ins. thick.

Length . . . . 26.3 44.9 15.8 5%
Cross . .

.

25.7 44.2 16.5 5%
Cross . .

.

23.6 42.3 14.0 11

This result could have been still fur-

ther improved by decreasing the thick-

ness to 3 inches, but it shows how im-
portant the effect of work is on carbon-
steels, and how it may make just that
difference between success and failure.

For high-tensile material—that is, ma-
terial over 40 tons strength—where the
factor of safety is limited owing to the
special conditions under which the ma-
terial has to be employed, it will gener-
ally be safer to use an alloy steel, since

for the same tonnage a very much tough-
er material can be developed; but, for
material whose tensile strength is below
this figure, there is not the same neces-
sity, and excellent results can be obtain-
ed from oil-treated low-carbon steel.

Fig. 4 indicates the outline of a large
rotor-spindle which wns made to the fol-

lowing test specification:

—

Yield-Point 20 tons per sq. in.

Ultimate Stress 36 tons per sq. in.

Elongation on 2 ins. . .24 per cent.

It will be seen from the drawing that
the largest diameter was 3 feet 8% ins.,

and the minimum diameter only 11 Vs

ins., so that if such an ingot were used
as would give the requisite amount of
work for the largest section, the amount
of time and money spent in forging down
this ingot to 11 inches would be out of
all proportion; and so in this case, as
in many other cases, the best metallur-
gical conditions are incompatible with
the best commercial conditions, and a
compromise has to be effected. An in-

got 60 inches in diameter was used of
the following composition:

—

C. Mn. Si. S. P.

0.38 0.89 0.21 0.029 0.044

such a crystalline grain in consequence
that any good effect of the oil treatment
would have been annulled. To avoid this,

the ends were covered with asbestos
sheets, leaving only the centre exposed
when the forging was charged into the
furnace, and this sheeting was removed
after 15% hours in the furnace, so that
the forging attained its heat uniformly
as a whole, and the crystal grain in con-
sequence was uniform throughout.
The test results obtained were very

good, and are given below. A refers to
length tests taken, one from each end of

forging, B to tests taken circumferen-
tially from a ring taken from the centre
part after treatment, and C to tests tak-

en radially from the same ring. In both
B and C tests two tests were taken from
opposite diameters:

—

11 hours 30 minutes, and kept at heat
fpr two hours.

A very troublesome feature of large
forgings which have been heat-treated is

the distortion which takes place, due to

internal stresses probably set up by the
operation of quenching. On machining
the forging, and especially on removing
the outside surface, these stresses are
partly relieved, and the forging distorts

and takes up a new shape under the in-

fluence of the forces still left in the ma-
terial, so that it loses straightness and
generally adds very largely to the time
occupied in machining. It is advisable
on this account to rough-machine the

forging after treatment, and then to re-

anneal it before the final treatment is

done. Allowance for this re-annealing
can be made on the first testing, and
where the final machining is intricate

and accurate, it will be found to well re-

pay the cost, since trouble in the machine
shops due to distortion will be reduced
to a minimum.

®
Hardening Nickel Steel Rifle Barrels.

—Tlie temperature generally used for

hardening nickel steel rifle barrels is

1.500 fn 152.5 degs. Fah.; and for

manganese steel from 1475 to 1500 degs..

but lias to be varied, according to the

chemical analysis of the different steels

from which the barrels are to be made.

says the Iron Age. The barrels are

brought up to the required temperature

in about one to two hours, depending

upon their number and the heating fac-

tor of the furnace, and then allowed to

soak at that temperature for a similar

length of time, after which they are

quenched in a tank of oil. The quench-

ing solution, being oil. is not liable to

crack or warp the barrels, and it should

he kept at a constant tem,perature of

from 70 to 100 degs. Fah.

®
Concerning Spring Steel.—^Spring steel

is said to become brittle when used as

cathode in a hot cyanide solution, either

sodium cupro-cyanide or simple sodium

cyanide. The effect is more pronounced

with the simple salt. Brass and phosphor-

bronze are not affected. Brittleness is

not produced by the liberation of hydro-

Fig. 4. Yield-Point. Ultimate
Tons per sq. in. Tons per sq. m.

Stress.

22.6 38.8

22.8 39.2

22.8 39.2

22.4 38.8

22.4 38.8

22.4 35.8

(on 2 inches).

Per cent.

Elongation
27
27
28
28
30
24

The treatment given to this rotor was
as follows:

—

(D—Heated to 800° C. (1,472° F.),

for 2 hours and cooled in oil.

The centre part attained its heat in

19 hours 30 minutes, and the ends were
uncovered after 15 hours 30 minutes, so

that they attained their heat simultane-

ously with the centre part.

(2)—Heated to 550° C. (1,022° F.), in

gen on tlie steel. The carbon content is

not changed hy the electrolysis. The

crystalline structure is not changed by

electrolysis. The brittleness is not pro-

duced in annealed wire; the brittleness

is produced by use as cathode whether

the wire is coiled or not bent in any way.

The brittleness is not produced when the

wire is used as anode, or when it is sxis-

pended in the solution without the

passage of electricity.
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Tice constitutwu of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as
"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working estnhlishments.

R. A. GURNHAM
DURING the past few years the

fame of Canada has spread with
increasing rapidity to all sections

of the globe, and the commercial and
industrial gates of this promising coun-
try are ever widening to provide for
tiie greater volume of business that con-
tinues to flow in either direction. In
common with every other country, the
Metropolis generally becomes the trans-
mission station through which the
greater portion of the nation's energies
or resources are distributed. Many
good things and many evil things have
been said of the Island City of Mon-
treal, but while this cosmopolitan town
may have its drawbacks, the subject of
this sketch is, we trust, not one of them.

Robert Allan Gumham, works super-
int.'ndent with the John McDougall
Caledonian Iron Works, Ltd., Montreal,
vas bom in Montreal, May 2.'), 1886.
Like many another good Canadian. Mr.
Gurnham is proud to say that his an-
cestors are of good old British stock,
both parents being of Knglish origin;
his mother bom in the garden county of
Kent and his father in Surrey County.
Realizing the greater opportunities of a

new country, both parents came to Can
i a. la in the year 1869.

Following his boyhood training in thi

pul)lic schools, "Bob" continued his edu
cation, as far as University Matricula
tion, in the Gault Institute of Valley
field. The attraction of the engineerint'
profes.=ion. however, soon induced our
youthful "Spoke" to aspire to a knowl-

tedge of its practical side, and, at the
"age of fifteen, he entered the drawing
ofTice of the Northrop Iron Works at

' Valleyfield. serving three years appren-
i ticeship with that firm. Wishing to ac-

!
quire a wider experience in mechanical

I

"adventure," R.A.G. commenced to hit

;
the trail, his first stop being in the City

I

of Montreal, where he became iunior
' draughtsman to the Sleeper Engine

I

Works. After being a "sleeper" for
one year, he engaged with the C.P.R. car
department, as one of the junior
ilraiightsman. filling this position for

one year. Following his railroad ex-
perience. Bob carried his kit to the John
McDougall Caledonian Iron Works, and
occupied the stool of a mechanical
draughtsman for a period of two years.
With the wanderlust still upon him, he
took a position as mechanical draughts-
man with the Hart-Otis Car Co., re-
maining with this concern for one year.
During this period of practical concen-
tration, our "Spoke" was also busy ac-
quiring the technical essentials neces-
sary for the attainment of the higher
goals. While we cannot truthfully say

KOBEUT ALLAN GURXHAM.

that he was making prohibitive use of
the midnight oil, he nevertheless spent a
fair proportion of his spare time in

home study, having graduated in

Mechanical Engineering at the Ameri-
can School of Correspondence in the
year 1908. About this time he accepted
a position with the Canadian Buffalo
Forge Co., as chief draughtsman for one

year; following which, he moved to

Ogdensburg, N.Y., where he had charge

of design and installation of special
steam steering gear for the Century
Engineering Co., remaining with this
firm also for one year. Whether the
attraction of his home town was greater
than those of foreign fields, or that his
"annual" had been completed, is not
known, but we next find him ba.k tn

the Canadian metropolis, as chief
draughtsman for the John McDougall
Caledonian Iron Works. After five

years directing the engineering depart-
ment, he was promoted to his present
position of works superintendent.

Although a Conservative in politics,
Mr. Gurnham's present duties do not
permit him to take other than a passive
interest in the "Affairs of State," al-
though he is ever ready to support his
inherent convictions. He is by religion
an Anglican, and is also a member of
Valleyfield Lodge, A. F. & A. M.; also
belonging to the Canadian Order of
Foresters. To renew the worn out
tissues, our "'Spoke" spends his recrea-
tion period in motor boating and canoe-
ing, on Lake St. Francis. His military
experience has been confined to a sum-
mer course with McGill C.O.T.C.

Among the more important under-
takings with which Mr. Gurnham has
been connected, was assisting at the de-
sign and installation of the heating and
ventilation of the Princess Theatre, new
Windsor Hotels, St. Annas School and
Olier School in Montreal; also assisting
in the design, installation, and operat-
ing tests of two-12 million gallon pumps,
and two-30 million gallon pumps, for
the City of Montreal. In keeping with
the times however, the past two years
and a half have been fully occupied by
our "Spoke" in the active participation
of shell making: the firm of John Mc-
Dougall having been one of the first to

engage in the production of 4.5 inch
high explosive shell. Barring the
ground covered in acquiring his en-

gineering experience. Bob has not

travelled extensively, his range being
confined to short trips to the States,

and business trips East to Halifax and
West to Port Arthur.

Feeling the loneliness of a bachelor

existence, Mr. Gumham, in the year

1916, married Miss M. E. Tardif of

Perce, Gaspe County; the couple taking

up their residence at 376 Claremont

Ave., Westmount.

Speaking of his engineering experi-

ence, Mr. Gurnham says "I cannot em-
phasize too highly, the necessity in our

public schools, of giving our youth an

opportunity of studying vocational

training with the idea of preventing the

forcing of square plugs into round holes

in business life. I alsp think that every

young mechanic or professional man
should keep fully posted in his o\vn

particular line by a close study of the

latest methods and equipment, by sub-

scribing to and carefully studying at

least one reliable technical or trade

paper.
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PAINT AND IRONWORK
By D. S. L.

IRONWORK enters to so great an ex-

tent into the construction and embellish-

ment of buildings, that its proper treat-

ment with paint is a matter of greater

moment to the painter. He has to im-

prove its appearance, as well as to pro-

tect it. Iron is very susceptible to the

action of oxygen, or, in plain words, it

soon rusts, and yet, since it is so much
used for outside work, it is constantly

exposed to the action of damp and

changes of temperature. When used

for the outside of buildings it requires,

therefore, to be protected both from oxy-

gen and from damp. The paint applied

to it also requires protection from the

action of light and from acid vapours

Consequently several qualities are re-

quisite in paint applied to ironwork.

The paint should cling, and not be liable

to chip and neel off. It must not cor-

rode of itself, whilst it should be hard

enough to resist damp: still it must be

elastic enough to withstand the action

of different temperatures on the iron, ex-

panding and contracting with it. It

must resist water and damp, acids and

hard wear."
The pigment used must not be cipable

of affecting the iron itself. The vehicL'

mixed with the pigment should be able

to protect the iron and to resist out-

side influences—damp and wear, changes

of temperature, and deleterious gases.

Those colors which have been subjected

to the greatest amount of heat in their

manufacture, or in other words, are

highly oxidized, are the best for outside

woi"k, such as Indian red. Venetian red,

and red lead. A red lead priming with

a finishing color formed of a pigment

mixed with varnish is the best for iron-

work. Red-lead is by far the best pos-

sible priming for ironwork. When re

pointing the ironwork there is no need

to attempt to scrape off the red-lead,

for it clings to the iron firmly and does

not scale, blister, or powder. Red-lead

makes a first-class aquatic cement when
mixed with glycerine—it is, therefore,

an excellent paint for railings, bridges,

glass houses, and other work th.it is

much exposed to the ravages of variable

climates.

Litharge stands next to red-lead, and
behaves much in the same way, but it

is not so full of body. Neither red-lend

nor litharge requires driers, but litharge

is only used as a drier. The reason for

using red-lead is that it chemically har-
dens when only the renuisite quantity
of good oil is mixed with it. It then
forms a lead soap, insoluble in water or

air, and does not decompose anything it

comes in contact with.

Red-lead mixed with two-year-oM
cold-pressed linseed oil, applied direcT-

Iv it is mixed ftVat is, before saponifi-

cation has set in), will preserve iron for
many years from rust. The first coat of
red-lead does not completely fill up the
pores; the second coat will do this, be-
sides producing an enamel-like surface.
The next staple color to these is tur-
key umber with raw linseed oil. which
requires driers; with boiled oil the paint

is liable to crack, blister and pee! off.

For interior work, alizarine, purpurine,

bismarck brown, and several of the new
permanent aniline colors might be used.

Oxide of manganese may be used with
the red-lead for a finishing coat. The
black of the manganese combined with

the red of the lead will form a choco-

late, or it may be used with the oxides

as a drier, and thus give a select tone of

color too. Vermilion is a color which
with stands heat and moisture. It is a
sulphide of mercury, and is not affected

by sulphuric acid vapors, and it does not
scale or crack, unless the pigment is

either mixed with bad oil or is adulter-

ated. It must be painted flat and var-

nished afterwards, as oil itself does not
agree with it. An iron black may bo
made from ground sulphate of iron. The
oxides vary from a deep scarlet to a
dark violet. The above-mentioned pig-

ments give a range of colors that, being
of similar nature, will mix without de-
triment. If a good priming is secured,
say of red-lead, a range of permanent
color of the same nature, protected with
varnish, will give permanence, and a few
brilliant colors will give a decorative
effect. Such colors are necessary, for
instance, for application to the oi-namen-
tal ironwork of churches, for the banis-
ters or rails of staircases, etc.

Objection has been raised to the
oxides of iron, the opinion being ex-

powders. Zinc-white, whenever used, re-

quires more oil or binding than white-
lead.

Iron must be thoroughly cleansed be-

fore being painted. One plan is to sub-

mit it to the action of water containim:

from one to two per cent, of sulphuric

acid, then rinse with cold water, after-

wards scouring with dry sand, and final

ly brushing the sand thoroughly away.
Wire brushes are useful for ironwork.

Paraffin oil well scrubbed in, will cleanse

iron. A coat or two of varnish .greatly

helps to give permanence and lustre to

iron. Encaustic varnish is used for in-

side work; it does not show up the in-

equalities of the ironwork, and imparts
a refined appearance, but is never used
for outside ironwork.

-©-

TROUBLE WITH SHAFT BREAKING
A CORRESPONDENT submits the fol-

lowing account of trouble through
breakage of a shaft. We have a line

shaft about 70 ft. long, w-hich delivers

a total horse-power of approximately

300, taken off the various pulleys in the

directions shown in sketch. The shaft is

driven by ropes received by a pulley on
a 7ft. length of 3 15-16 in. shaft. The
other shafts are respectively 3% in. x

•-7-0
"HECEIVINQ PULLEY

Ff\OM EN61NE

I..\Y(irT (1F SHAFT WHU'H GIVE.S TROIBLE THRnUGH BREAKING.

pressed that, rust being an oxide of

iron, these colors will only serve to still

further oxidize the iron. Experience

proves, however, that Indian red, Vene-

tian red, etc., which are made at so high

a temperature, stand very well, although

they are not so preseiwative as red-lead,

which excels all other pigments for iron-

work. White-lead is slightly soluble ii;

water. With the help of carbonic acid

in damp places, it sets the iron rustine.

Iron has a stronger affinity for oxygen,
thus forming rust underneath the paint.

White-lead has but little affinity for oil,

is unable to resist the slow action of

ammonia and damp, and has a ten-

dency to oxidize the oil too quickly. The
darkening of oil paint is explained by
the fact that oil partly takes up oxygen
from the pigment, thus burning or char-

ring it. Zinc-white is not suitable for

outside work; it is liable to scale, and
does not unite well with the oil. It takes
up carbonic acid from the air. and soon

:10 ft., 2 15-16 in. x 25 ft. and 2% in. x
15 ft., the bearings being about 12 ft

apart. The rope drive is from a corliss

engine and revolves the shaft at 290

revs, per min. Considerable trouble has

been experienced through the 3 15-16 in.

shaft breaking in the centre of the pul-

ley hub, and has been repeatedly checked

up for alignment without any defect

therein. Any suggestions by readers

would be appreciated.

White Castings for Motor-car Work.—

j

A mixture which has given satisfaction]

for motor-car fittings, and which can bel

polished the same as nickel-platedl

work, is as follows:—Copper, 50 lbs.;

I

zinc, 35 lbs.; nickel, 15 lbs.; aluminum.'Zj

oz. The copper may be increased to S6|

lbs., when the resulting castings are very|

hard and white.
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STEEL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The War-Created Stimulus given the Steel Industry is Reflected alike in the Nature

d Application of New and Improved Equipment being Installed and Developed.am

CLEANING BLAST FURNACE GAS*

MARKED differences in opinion

have been expressed by en-

gineers interested in cleaning

iron blast furnace gases for use in hot-

blast stoves and under boilers, with re-

ference to the advantages of a hot-dry

method compared with a cold-wet

method.
One point at issue involves the sens-

ible heat energy in the moisture con-

tained in the gas. Some advocates of

the cold-wet methods claim that the con-

densation and resultant removal of the

greater portion of this contained mois-

ture by wet scrubbing, spraying or simi-

lar method, results in a saving of some
of this sensible heat energy, because

water vapor has a high capacity for

sensible heat energy and may carry

from the exit of a hot-blast stove, for

example, more heat units than are sacri-

ficed or lost when the gas is cleaned by

this cold-wet method.
Other advantages claimed for the lat-

ter method are: That gas burns more
readily when it is free from moisture in

any form; that, because gas is made
denser by cooling and removing the

moisture, it has a higher calorific value

than hot gas carrying moisture; and

that higher flame temperatures are ob-

tained when the gas is cleaned by the

cold-wet method.

Gas Heat Energy
The total heat energy in a gas in-

cludes the heat which may be developed

by combustion (chemical energy), the

heat due to the temperature of the gas

(sensible heat), and the latent heat

vaporization. The first type of energy
may be called "the heat energy of com-
bustion" and the second type "the sens-

ible heat energy" of the gas. The heat

energy of combustion is a function of

the composition of the gases. For a de-

finite composition of gases it is prac-

tically constant and can be readily cal-

culated. The sensible heat energy of a

gas depends upon the quantity of gas,

the volume and temperature of the gas
and the mean specific heat of the gas.

The specific heat of a gas in turn de-

pends upon the temperature of the gas
and its chemical composition.

In this discussion one pound of a

typical dry, clean top blast furnace gas
is taken as the unit. It is assumed to

liave the following percentage composi-
tion by weight: CO., 21.00; CO. 24.00;

H., 0.2.5; CH, 0.2.5; N , 54.50. The pres-

ence of moisture, dust and excess air is

measured in terms of the quantity of
this foreign material per pound of such
dry, clean top gas. The sensible heat
energy of moist, top gas is, therefore,
according to our method of calculation

•Krnni :i iKipcr prosontprt nt thp inpetlnRs
of tlio -Vinoilciiii Instltntp of JflnltiB Kn-
elnfi'i-s. NVw Ynik, I>li.. 1017. liv L. Hrn(HPV.
n. n. EdlH'it Mi'fl W. W .'5trnnB

the sensible heat energy of one pound of

dry top gas plus the heat energy of the

moisture which accompanies, and is in

addition to one pound of the gases which

constitute the dry top gas; that is, the

heat energies are added together.

Moisture Measurement

In practice, the amount of moisture

or dust in a gas is frequently measured

in grains per cubic foot of gas. This

method of measuring the moisture or

dust content of a gas usually assumes

that the moisture or dust is computed at

a certain temperature of the gas such as

.32 degrees Fah. Thus, taking one pound

of dry top .gas with 20 grains of dust per

cubic foot of gas calculated at 32 degrees

Fah. and 50 grains of moisture per

cubic foot of gas calculated at 32 de-

grees Fah., the unit of gas would con-

tain 0.034994 pound of dust and 0.087485

pound of moisture. The unit of gas con-

sidered would consist of a total of

1.122479 pounds of matter, and a calcu-

lation of the sensible heat energy of one

pound of dry, clean top gas with the

above moisture and dust content would
involve the calculation of the sensible

heat energy of 1.122479 pounds of

matter.

This article, however, compares two
methods of cleaning, the dry-hot and the

cold-wet methods. Since both methods
presuppose the removal of dust, it is not

necessary to consider the sensible heat

energy of the dust. In the example iusi

cited the sensible heat energy would be

calculated for 1.0487485 pounds of mat-
ter, the dust being excluded.

In the exTmple given in the precedin'

paragraph the ;i mount of dust and mois-

ture per actual cubic foot of gas de-

creases with rise in temperature, be-

cause the gas expands. At atmospheric
pressure one cubic foot of gas at 32 de-

grees Fah. will become two cubic feet at

523 degrees Fah., and in the example of

moist, dusty gas, the dust content of 20

grains per cubic foot of sras calculated

at 32 degrees Fah. will fall to 10 grains

per actual cubic foot of gas at 523 de-

grees Fah., while the moisture content
will fall from 50 grains per cubic foot,

calculated at 32 degrees Fah., to 25

grains per actual cubic foot at 523 de-

grees Fah.. though the percentage of

dust and moisture per pound of dry,

clean, top gas has remained the same
The measurement of the density of dust
and moisture in a gas is, therefore,

made by calculating how many grains of
each a cubic foot of gas would contain
if reduced in temperature to 320 degrees
Fah.. the pressure being standard at 7fiO

millimeters of mercury.

.\ir .Vddition for Combustion

For purposes of combustion it is ne-

cessary to add a certain minimum
weight of air per pound of the clean, dry
top gas. After combustion the chemical

composition and the specific heats of the

gases have been completely changed.
The datum point will be taken as 60 de-

grees Fah., and the sensible heat energy
of the exit stove gases will be the

amount of heat energy that the products

of combustion of one pound of dry top

gas plus the specified excess air plus

the specified moisture entering the stove

with the gas and air would emit when
cooled from the specified temperature of

the exit gases down to 60 degrees Fah.
In these calculations it will be assumed
that the moisture content of the stove

exit gases is not great enough at any
time to result in condensation of any of

the water vapor at the temperature at

which the mixed gases actually leave the

stoves. In practice, the moisture con-

tent would seldom if ever reach such an
amount.

Latent Heat of Water Vapor

The latent heat of the water vapor

need not be considered because it is lost

in any cleaning method which can be

adopted. In the cold-wet method the

latent heat of the water vapor is ab-

sorbed ^y the water used during the

washing process, and is thus carried

away by it; in the dry-hot method the

latent heat of the water vapor is cai-ried

out with the stove exit gases and there-

by lost.

Further, in using 60 degrees Fah. as

the datum point for calculations of the

sensible heat energy of the exit stove

gases or of the blast furnace top gas af-

ter coming from the cleaner, it will be

assumed the gas contains 5 grains of

moisture per cubic foot of gas calculated

at 32 degrees Fah. This means that the

sensible heat energy is referred to that

of the same gas practically saturated

with moisture at 60 degrees Fah. Such
a datum point is convenient because any
kind of a gas cleaned by the cold-wet

method usually comes out at about 60

degrees Vah. and is practically saturated

with moisture. As our comparison is

made between a dry-hot and a cold-wet

method of cleaning, it is natural to as-

sume conditions prevalent in the cold-

wet method as the datum point.

Consider one pound of dry. clean, top

gas at 700 degrees Fah.. containing 20

grains of dust and 25 grains of mois-

ture, both calculated per cubic foot of

gas at 32 degrees Fah. Our unit of

dusty and moist gas weighs 1.078736

pounds. It is found that the sensible

heat energy in the one pound of top gns
and that in the moisture (which would
be lost if the gas passed through a cold-

wet cleaning apparatus, thus redueinp-

its temperature to 60 degrees Fah.)
would be 174.69 B.t.u.—Qt. By the cold-

wet method of cleaning that cools the
gas to 60 degrees Fah.. the above Ot
units of heat energy are lost for ever^-

pound of dry top gas, plus a specified

moisture density.
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In the dry-hot method of cleaninn, no

material lowering of temperature of the

combustible gases for the stoves need
take place. This condition is practically

feasible when the electrical method of

cleaning is used because the electrical-

precipitators need not be more than 15

or 20 feet in length. The length of the

gas mains and connections need not.

therefore, be gTeatly increased, and,

furthermore, they may be insulated so

as to conserve the heat energy of the

gases.

In the dry-hot method of cleaning the

25 grains of moisture per cubic foot of

gas remain in the gas and are carried

into the stoves and then out with the

products of combustion. The only differ-

ence between the exit gases from dry-

hot cleaning and cold-wet cleaning is

that in the one case there are 20 grains

of moisture per cubic foot of gas stan-

dard more than in the other case. Let us

assume that the exit gases leave the

hot-blast stoves at 600 degrees Fah.,

which is a fair average. With the hot-

dry method of cleaning these gases will

carry away 8.83 B.t.u. of sensible heal

energy for every pound of dry top gas
over and above what the same gases
would have carried out had they been
cleaned by a cold-wet method, due to the

greater amount of moisture left in the

gas when cleaned by the hot-dry method
Let this energy be Qe. The saving in

sensible heat energy by the hot-dry me-
thod of cleaning as compared to the cold-

wet method is: Qt— Qe=::rrl 74.6 — 8.83 r-^

165.86 B.t.u. per pound of dry top gas.

In the above comparison any energy
changes due to expansion or contraction

of the gases can be neglected because
the exit eases are under practically the

same condition of pressure and tempera-
ture for both methods of cleaning.

Assuming a ton of iron to represent a

production of 12.000 pounds of such
typical top gas, a hot-drv method of

cleining the gases would conserve:

12.000 fQt— Qe) = 1,990.320 B.t.u. per
ton of iron.

In some ores a considerable amount
of compounds of potash, zinc, lead,

arsenic, antimony, etc., may accompany
the comnounds of iron, cooner. etc., for
which the o'^e is being smelted. Under
present conditions this more volatih^

part of the ore may be carried awav in

the ton frr>s. A dry method of clenninc
may allow the recovery of certain of

these vo1->tile compounds, thus mil'ing

commerci-'llv nossible the ti-e^tment of a

Igreater I'^rietv of ores. At the nrpspr.t

time the ?'nT>1icntion of the electricil me-
thod of cle-'nintr blast furn'^ce o-^s from
iron ore containing zinc is beinn- de-

veloped and other problems similar to

this are also under consideration.

Under prncticl onerntin'^ conditions,

many factors rel'^tino- to the cleinin-^

process must be considered. A few of

these may be briefly discussed. The cold-

wet process of cleaning is usually mo^e
or less automatic in operation and re-

auires comparatively little attention.

Rather lar?re nuantities of water f^re

used and considerable power is consumed
5n handling this water, and in forcinir

the gases through the system. The
washers are comparatively large and
the initial expense of installation is also

large. In some instances, a problem
arises as to the disposal of the muddy
water, it often being illegal to allow this

contaminated water to run into the

streams, while in other instances water
is not abundant and its use for gas clean-

ing may be prohibitive.

Electrical Method of Cleaning

There is a hot-dry method of cleaning

that promises to be very advantageous
for the purpose of cleaning these gases

The electrical precipitation processes

make use of a high-tension electrical dis-

charge which sweeps out the suspended

matter from the surrounding gas. The
electrical method does not cool the gas,

it precipitates the suspended dust in a

dry state, thus making it easy to re-

claim this material. The operation is

practically automatic and the energy

consumption is small.

The cleaning power of the electrical

method is said to be practically com-

plete, in many instances being as high

as 99 to 100 per cent. The degree of

cleaning is greater than that usually ob-

tained by wet methods in general, and

is ample for stoves and boilers. Indeed,

the results of recent tests have indicated

the probability that, even with a single

pass precipitator, the gases would be

cleaned to the degree required by inter-

nal-combustion engines.

©
ELECTRIC STEELS
By Mark Meredith.

THE war has speeded up in a remark-

able degree innumerable developments

which were previously hanging fire or

proceeding at a leisurely pace. Among
these the electric furnace is noteworthy.

In the first half of 1914 electric furnaces

were certainly being installed here and

there in steel works, but in an experi-

mental or very tentative way. The war
brought an increased need for alloy and

special steels, for steel castings, and

also for means of extracting chromium
and nickel from the vast quantities of

steel turnings containing these alloys,

which are being made in the munition

shops. For all these purposes the elec-

tric furnace has proved itself particu-

larly valuable, and in the last three

years the number of electric furnaces in

use in the world has increased with

rapid strides. Accoi-ding to a recent

computation there were on January 1st,

1917, in the United States. 136 such fur-

naces, in Great Britain 88. in Germany
52. in Sweden 40. in It-'lv 29, in France

20, in Canada 19, in Austria Hungary
18, in Russia 16, and in other countries

44. In this comnutation, figures for bel-

li<rerent countries are probably under-

estimated, but accepting the list as

given, there are now at work in the

world 471 electric furnaces producing
steel of one kind and another.

The capacity of the furnaces varies

greatly, and no precise fi-^ures are avail-

able for the total rate of outnut at the

present time, but it is estimated on

sufficiently good grounds that within a
year or two the world's output will reach
1,000,000 tons per annum. This estimate
is for special steels and castings only,
melted up from cold charges, but the
electric furnace is also being extensively
used for the refining of steel charged in-

to the furnace in a molten state, and if

this process should prove generally al
vantageous, the installation of electric

furnaces may be very greatly acceler-
ated. The comparatively large number
of furnaces in use in Sweden is, of
course, accounted for by the fact that
the generation of electricity by water
power is proceeding rapidly in Scandin-
avia, a development highly favorable to
the use of electric furnaces. This fact
has promoted in Sweden the use of elec
trie furnaces for quite another order of
metallurgical work—smelting of pig
iron direct from the ore. At least seven-
teen furnaces, with capacities ranging
from 3.000 to 6,000 h.p. are at present at
work under construction in Sweden in

this connection.

An important feature of the electric
steel process is that, by means of it, high
quality steel can be produced from ma-
terials of a much lower grade than is

possible by any other process, so that
even though the cost of current exceeds
the cost of fuel, it is still possible for
the product of the electric furnace to be
sold at a competitive price. It remains
to be seen how far the electric furnace
will be able to hold its own when norma'
conditions return, but there is every in-
dication that it has taken a permanent
place in the process of steel manufac-
ture.

By-Products Recovery.—Nearly all

modern by-product oven installations re-
cover their benzol, toluol, etc., in the
form of 65 per cent, crude benzol. In
former days this crude benzol was trans-
feiTed at once to the washer and from
thence to the rectifying still, whence 90
per cent, benzol, 50/90 benzol, toluol, and
naphtha were produced. The modern
practice is, however, to distil this un-
washed crude benzol in a still of simple
construction, and to separate an un-
washed benzol fraction, an unwashed
toluol fraction, and an unwashed naph-
tha fraction, tlie residue being run into
a pan where the naphthalene solidifies

out on cooling. The 'benzol fraction will

be the first distillate up to the point at
which the product at the delivery givts
its first drop at about 105 deg. Cent., and
the toluol fraction the second distillate

up to the point at which the delivers' pro-
duet gives its first drop at about 124 deg.
Cent. These three partly rectified, un-
washed fractions are aeeumnlated in sep-
arate tanks, and are in due course blown
or pumped separately to the wnsher.
where the material is agitated first with
acid and then with caustic soda.

©^
"Say pa, I bet Bobby Smith ten cents

to-day that you could lick his dad in
fifteen minutes—so be sure and keep
Saturday afternoon open."
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FRICTION AND LUBRICATION OF
SHAFTING

Vulcan Staflf Article.

MACHINERY and shafting in

general, including the fittings,

principally comprises details

which are in sliding contact with each

other. If clean metallic surfaces are

placed in absolute contact, and one part

slid over the other, excessive friction is

developed, by which serious resistance to

motion is caused, and the surfaces are

wasted by abrasion. In order to mini-

mize frictional resistance and to prevent

wear (or to reduce this to a nes:ligible

amount), the use of a lubricant is adopt-

ed in such a manner as to effect a definite

separation between the surfaces, al-

though, at a glance, they appear to be

in contact with each other. The lubri-

cating agents commonly adopted are oil

or grease in various forms and condi-

tions; also soap, tar, and other fluid,

semi-fluid and more solid substances.

Lubricant Action

The film of lubricant acts in much the

same way as a series of infinitely small

friction rollers. Obviously the accuracy

of action, and, therefore, the efliciency of

the result, must depend upon the perfect

accuracy of the fitting of the mechanical

surfaces in each particular case. In

connection with a shaft rotating at a

high speed, the two surfaces, convex and
concave, must be true to circular form.

In practice a plain shaft, as left by the

turning tool, is not necessarily circular

in cross-section, for various reasons con-

nected with the operation of turning in

the lathe. Such a shaft is invariably

finished by polishing in which a station-

ary surface of emery is applied, but this

cannot eff'ect any improvement in regard

to circularity. Careful grinding of the

shaft will, however, correct the circu-

larity of the surface; with this object

the shaft should be slowly rotated and
the cutting effected by a rapidly-rotated

wheel of emery or other abrasive ma-
terial.

Obviously, the ultimate accuracy of

the work dcnends. not only upon the skill

and attention of the workman, but also

upon the .'lccur.^cy of rotation of the

shaft (prefer.ibly upon hardened' and
ground centres), and upon the truth of

rotation and freedom from vibration in

connection with the revolving grinding

wheel. The matrix or boarin'j: surface

by which the shaft is supported should

also present an accurate surface, and
where the mTtrix is of hard material it

is necessary to adopt measures corres-

pondii" to ^Vio'se nnnlv'TiT to the shaft.

If, however, bearings of soft white metal
are adonted. the surfaces of these will

adjust themselves by wear in a compara-
tively sho'-t time. When the operntion

of correcting the circularity by grinding
'is pronerl" conducted, it incident-'.llv re-

moves a thin coating of metal, which
may be s'''d to have been loosened or ad-

versely affected in the principal process
of turni'i--. TViis; met'il may bo comn-irod

to an infinitely minute coating of valvet,

the minu*e fibres of which are ;ill bent
away in the same direction. By the pro-

cess of grinding, a superior surface of

solid metal is presented whereby the

frictional resistance to motion is reduced

and the vibration or deflection of the

centre line of rotation is eliminated.

Ground Bearings for High Speed

All bearings which are required to ro-

tate at a high speed should be finished

by grinding, as a point of necessity. The
amount of advantage to be thus obtained

in connection with parts which rotate at

a low speed may be correspondingly

small; but in all cases, great care should

be devoted to an adequate degree of ac-

curacy in the bearings. The bearings of

a crank shaft, even if working at a low-

speed, are of sufficient importance to call

for finishing by accurate grinding in all

cases in which the contractor possesses

the necessary appliances. In the ab-

sence of such appliances, the shaft is

finished by turning and polishing, and

some engineers are strongly of opinion

that better results are obtained when
these operations are performed with a

shaft rotating in the same direction as it

will rotate in its ultimate working posi-

tion. This can only be explained on the

assumption that the incipient fibres of

metal are pressed aside by a tool, and

left somewhat in the manner of a pile on

a velvet cloth; as above refeired to. Con-

sideration of the foregoine points will

assist in the study of any auestion affect-

ing the resistance to rotative movement
in shafting. The same may be extended

to movements of surfaces of revolution

of any kind, and also to plane surfaces.

Direct Frictional Resistance

The amount of direct frictional resist-

ance in pairs of solid bodies, as develop-

ed when one object is laid uoon the other

and slid nlon<r it. is proportionate to the

maenitude of the force by which the one

is pressed or held as-ainst the other. In

the case of dry unlubricated surfaces,

the frictional resistance is about one-

fifth of such weight or force. This quan-

tity is generally iriven in the form of "

fraction, as .20, which is applied to the

amount of pressure at rieht auTles to

the surface. This fraction is termed a

coefficient of friction, and it is laro-ely

reduced by the use of a lubricating

agent. For all met-dlic surfaces. vWu\
or revolving, and which are lubvicted

bv anointing with tallow, lard, or olive

oil before placing in contact, the co-

efficient of friction has been found to be

from 0.07 to 0.08. In n-ood modern p'">c-

tice, the majority of revolvin<r and slid-

ing surfaces arc lubricated with a

copious supply of thin oil. whereby the

coefficient of friction is reduced to its

lowest limits. About the year 18S4. B.

Tower made a large number of experi-

ments in which the copffi''ient was
broua-ht do"'n to 0.001 or 0.002, equiva-

lent to a fifty-fold reduction upon the

results above given.

Types of Shafting Lubrication

The two principal types of shafting

lubrication now adopted are by pump
supply and by rin"S. In pumn supplv.

means are adopted for the collection of

oil which leaves the bearing, also to con-

duct it to a pump for return to the bear-

ing so that the oil is used over and over

again indefinitely. In the simple case

the used oil may be collected in the bot-

tom of a wall box, or equivalent position.

This should be effected with due regard

to the following points:

—

(1)—The collection should be complete

without leakage or distribution by spray

or otherwise. Most frequently some loss

is incurred by faulty fitting or arrange-

ment. This loss is objectionable from an

economical point of view. In a closely-

proportioned detail, it may involve the

exhaustion of the supply of oil whereby
risk of heating and serious damage may
be involved. Oil which thus escapes is

very likely to cause damage to walls and

foundations, and almost certainly it pre-

sents a most objectionable eyesore.

(2)—The means of collection and pipes

by which the oil is conducted to the

pump should be so arranged as to avoid

deterioration of oil by dust from the at-

mosphere. Dust from the atmosphere

may be excluded by the adoption of

screens of sheet steel, well fitted against

both sides of the wall box, and such

other openings as may exist. These

must be arranged for convenience of

opening or taking apart whenever re-

quired.

(3)—It is an advantage to have a

short break in the delivery pipe by which

the current of oil can be placed under ob-

servation at any time. For this purpose

it may very well be protected by a glas-s

tube. This gives an opportunity for ob-

serving the quantity of oil delivered, and

its condition with reference to clearness

and limpidity.

(4)—The collectors should be thor-

oua-hly cleaned by scraping and brushing

down to the bare iron, so that all sur-

faces with which the oil can come in con-

tact are clean; also this operation should

be extended to any upper surfaces from
which foreign matter can r>ossiblv drop.

This applies more particularly to sand,

which, althouQ-h it may be comparatively

soft and easily removed, is often allowed

to remain. The same observation, how-
ever, applies to hard sand, as this is

liable to soften by evtenHed contact with

oil, and, moreover, it is at all tim.es liable

to detachment by a blow with very seri-

ous results.

Ring Oilii*;

Ring oiling is effected bv the use of a

ring or endless chain of o-,-eiter diameter

than the bcarintr. The ton brass and the

cap of the bearing are arranged so that

the rings can lie unon the revolvin"

shaft, and can be d-^i^-en bv frictional

contact when the shaft is '•otated. The
whole arrantrement. inch'di'i-' the bot-

tom shaft, must be so designed as to

allow the ring or chain to be rove along

the shaft into its position: or alterna-

tively, the ring or chain may he arranged
for division into two pa^-t-s for placing

in position or removin"" therefrom. The
bottom brass is sometimes divided into

two to clear the ring, bnt this is not ne-

cessary or desirable. The rinT or chain

must possess sufficient weight to orie-

ipafp "n amount of friction sufficient to
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drive the lina: with its load of adherent
oil,, and also to overcome the resistance

of oil in the oil well. The oil well should

provide sufficient depth of oil to load the

ring without dipping so deeply as to pick

up the dregs of oil. In connection with
this type of apparatus, the necessity for

removal of dirt, sand, and foreign mat-
ter generally, as already explained, ap-

plies to the fullest possible extent. The
cap of each bearing should be so ar-

ranged as to give a good view of the oil

when passing over the top of the bear-

ing. Here also the view is necessary for

estimating the quantity and condition of

oil.

A certain amount of cloudiness de-

velops in oil after repeated use. This h
principally due to wear of surfaces, but

its quantity should be negligible except
as to a short period after starting up
new 'work. The amount, of course, de-

pends principally upon the degree of ex-

cellence in the fitting and adjustment of

bearings whereby the amount of fric-

tional resistance is minimized. Oxidation

by atmospheric influence should be kept

in mind, although it does not frequently

occur with the use of good oil; but, on
the whole, it is better to avoid exposure
of any considerable amount of oil sur-

face to the air.

Choice of Lubricating Oil

In the choice of lubricating oil, one of

the most important conditions is the de-

g'ree of completeness with which the

frictional resistance is eliminated by the

use of the oil. As a rule, oil which is

supplied for lubricating purposes is not

of a character which is prone to oxida-

tion, but an occasional consignment may
give much trouble by gumming, which

arises in this way. Excessive frictional

resistance is often due to excessive vis-

cosity in the oil, which is equivalent to

a deficiency in the degree of fluidity

most appropriate to the work of the par-

ticular bearings in question, and chiefly

with regard to the pressure per square

inch to which the bearings are exposed

and to the surface speed adopted. A
heavy load requires an oil of high vis-

cosity. High speed may facilitate the

use of thin oil, and thereby efltect a re-

duction in frictional resistance, but any
deficiency in the workmanship is attend-

ed with greater trouble in case of the

high speed.

Cases have been recorded in which a

change of oil has been attended with an
increase of 15 to 20 per cent, in the

amount of power which is required to

drive a e-iven qu-intity of machinery. If

the engine happens to be very closely

proportioned to its work, the steam and
fuel con'sumntion will rise in a propor-

tion distinctly greater than the increase

in the horse power. Ob\nously, if the

additional power is confined to the shnft-

ing it may be disclosed in the most strik-

ing manner bv the indication of the fric-

tion lo^d. with all machinery stopped. It

is, however, improbable that an increase

in the power of the amount stated can be
incurred on shafting alone, but there is

every reason to believe that it is often
incurred in connection with the total

lo?.d, on account of machinery with the

hundreds of thousands of spindles which
are used in textile mills.

Power in excess, which is above re-

ferred to, is in every case represented by
heat which is generated in strictly ac-

cui-ate proportion to the amount of

power consumed, and such heat is disti'i-

buted over the details in proximity to

the surface upon which the resistance is

developed. Therefore, careful observa-

tion by touching the bearings will, in

many cases, suffice to show a distinct dif-

ference between the moderate heating

due to ordinary work, and the excessive

heat due to inordinate resistance to mo-
tion in bearings, spindles, and other sur-

faces which are subject to friction.

Excessive resistance is, moreover, of-

ten caused by defective alignment of

bearings, either originally or as conse-

quent upon subsidence in the ground and
foundations. Such variations in align-

ment may be found either in a horizon-

tal or a vertical direction. Experience

appears to show that few large works
have the bearings accurately adjusted

either as to lines or levels. In this con-

nection a hypothetical example may be

taken in a shaft of 4 in. diameter, which

is carried in bearings placed at 10 ft.

centres, and which is deflected by ^4 in.

from the accurate line in the middle of a

length of 20 ft. This bearing will have

an additional load of 394 lbs. imposed

upon it by the deflection, and a further

counter-load of 394 lbs., which latter is

principally upon the two bearings next

adjoining the one in principal question,

or a total abnormal pressure across the

shaft of 788 lbs.

At a speed of 200 revolutions, and with

the full coefficient of .075 as appertain-

ing to bearings which are occasionally

oiled by manual attention, the loss by
abnormal friction becomes serious,

amounting to .375 horse-power. This

loss is, however, vei-y frequently ex-

ceeded by reason of the stiffness corres-

ponding to the shafts of larger diameter,

and also by reason of greater derange-

ment of centres. In a recent case, a

serious error of this kind was discovered

in the second motion shaft of a large en-

gine, as to which evidence shows that the

derangement had existed and caused

much trouble during many years.

Erection and Correction of Shafting

Bearings

In connection with the erection and

the subsequent correction of the bear-

ings of shafting, the first point is in re-

gard to the alignment in ground plan, as

to which any fair mechanic will have no

difficulty in stringing a line along be-

neath the shaft and straddling the shaft

with a plumb-line on each side of the

shaft near to each bearing. The levelling

of the shafting is attended with more
difficulty than the horizontal alignment,

on account of the fact that special levell-

ing apparatus is required. Ordinary

levelling from one bearing to another by

an ordinary strai'rht-edn-e and with a

hand-level is attended with difficulty and
loss of much time, and is, moreover, not

reliable in its results.

The majority of careful millwrights

when engaged upon levelling over long

distances use a water level, the principal

elements in which are a long flexible

tube and a terminal piece at each end in

the form of a glass tube. The apparatus

is filled up with water so that the sur-

face shows in both tubes at the same
level. This apparatus is very clumsy for

use in most favorable conditions. It is

difficult to ensure accurate transference

of levels from the surface of the water

in the tubes to the actual bearings of the

shaft, and it is most essential that all

possibility of air locks, bubbles, or other

interruptions in continuity of water in

the tube and connections should be fully

assured.

In all ordinary cases, the use of an or-

dinary dumpy level, as used in survey

work and heavy engineering construc-

tion, gives, however, much better results,

and in a more convenient manner than

any water level. In the majority of

dumpy levels, the cross lines are given

by thin spider webs, which are difficult

to adjust in position and are liable to

frequent fracture. The writer calls to

mind one case, in a work of importance,

in which the cross line was carried away
by a strong gleam of sunshine and the

work consequently stopped, causing

great inconvenience. Experience of this

kind will account for the reluctance of

millwrights in adopting the use of such

a level. In good modern instruments,

however, the cross lines are given by rul-

ing upon a glass plate, which is beyond

compai-ison more reliable. The use of a

dumpy level for this purpose is gener-

ally conducted by giving a mark for each

bearing, all such marks being accurately

placed at the same level. The quantity

of shafting and bearino-s is usually much
greater in a weaving shed than in other

situations, but the shafting in such posi-

tions is. however, more flexible on ac-

count of its comparatively small dia-

meter. Very great improvements have"

been effected by correcting the shafting

on results obtained in this way.

©
NEW COAL WASHING PLANT

THE installation of a new type of coal-

washing plant at the Glamorgan col-

lieries. Llwynpia, is being attended by

extremely successful results, and is like-

ly to lead to further important develop-

ments in the mining industry in the di-

rection of dealing with what is known as

"sump slun-y," a coal dust previously re-

garded as waste. By this process the in

vention of J. M. Draper, of Manchester,

material is secured for the production of

high quality of coke. During the pro-

cess of washing practically no coil, it is

said, is lost, and dirty coal containing

upwards of 27 per cent, of ash can now
be washed down to 8V2 per cent, and

even lower. The machinery at the Gla-

morgan collieries is practically auto-

matic, and is turning out 40 tons of the

finest washed coal per day, whilst the

cost of working is low. It can be ap-

plied to dealing with the debris in col-

liery tips, so that there is a prospect of

recovering from these hu^^e b^^nks the

large proportion of coal which they con-

tain.
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HYDRAULIC SHINGLE FORMING
PRESS

THE illustration shows a hydraulie
press of 1,500 tons capacity, which
has been built expressly for the

forming of fireproof shingles from an
asbestos mixture. It is a recent product

of the Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co., Mount
Gilead, Ohio, and will be used by a
Japanese manufacturer of asbestos

i.-.il()-l'l>,\ l.\\|.:i;|-|;il, .\SBESTIIS ."^HIXriLK
PltESS.

shingles. Interest attaches to the me-
thod of pressing these shingles, which
requires the special equipment shown in

the illustration. The asbestos, after be-

ing thoroughly mixed with other in-

gredients, is formed into layers and
placed upon drainage plates. Each
plate consists of a steel plate, a sheet of
woven wire and a sheet of duck cloth. A
number of these plates with a layer of

the mixed material to be pressed on
each, are stacked upon a steel truck
which is then run into the press to re-

ceive the pressure for the purpose o^
extracting the excess moisture and to

form each liyer to a uniform thickness.

The ingredients are also thus pressed
into a solid m-iss. The formed slabs can
be used in their original size, 42 inches
square, or may be sawed into smaller
pieces.

The track running through the press
is not att'ichcd to the base of the press,
but is mounted on a fran^e, which is

supported from above by four rods
working through lugs cast on the platen.

These rods have lock nuts on their up-
per ends by which the rods are adjusted
to support the track at its proper level.

When the pl-itcn is at its hirhcst point.

the track is lifted a short distance from
the pressure bed. As the platen travels

downward, the track is lowered upon
the pressure bed, and the platen con-

tinues to travel over the rods which pass

through the bearings in the platen lugs.

The wheels of the truck are so mounted
that the bottom of the truck is slightly

below the bottom of the track. When
the platen starts down, it lowers the

four supporting rods with the track,

while the truck bottom takes a bearing

upon the press base, the wheels being
released of all strain during the press-

ing operation. When the platen is re-

turned, it again lifts the truck from the

press base by raising the press tracl:

under the wheels and level with the

track on the floor so that the truck can
be run out of the press.

It will be observed by the illustration

that the press is solidly built, steel be-

ing used throughout in its construction.

The strain rods are made of heat treat-

ed forged steel, and are machined to a

diameter of 9 in. The heads of the

strain rods are forged on. The heads
take a bearing against split steel col-

lars. The strain rod lugs on the cylin-

der and press base being bored, a per-

fect alignment is obtained through
screwed strain rod collars. The press

has a pressing surface of 42 in. x 42 in ,

and a daylight space of 60 in.

All of the operations of this press are

controlled by one 2-in. four-way poppet
operating valve. The press has two

I'MNi' iirx loquiPMENT

small push cylinders, which return the
main pressure ram after the pressing-

operation has been completed. These
are mounted upon the base of the press
between the strain rods. The push rams
have a diameter of 5 in. and a run
slightly greater than that of the main
pressure ram.

' ©
PAINT GUN EQUIPMENT

APPARATUS for applying paint and
other liquid coatings by means of com-
pressed air has been developed to a
oint where its use has become synony-

mous with efficiency, and its field prac-
tically unlimited. Included in its range
of work are such diversified products as

railroad cars and scientific instruments,

art metal work and foundry cores, agri-

cultural machines and pianos. The ap-

paratus illustrated herewith is adapted
for use in shop, field or laboratory, and
may be adjusted for spraying the high-

est grade of varnishes and lacquers, as

well as heavy asphaltum and structural

paints, producing finely finished sur-

faces without streaks or brush marks.

It is also adapted for applying hca\ y •

durable coatings to rough structures.

The complete equipment consists of

the paint gun proper, connected by flex-

ible hose to a jiortable unit combining

in a compact rugged form the material

container, air dryer and strainer, pres-

sure control attachment and pressure

gayig«. After the portable control head
has been adjusted to meet
the conditions of air pres-

sure, thickness of pnint, etc.

the operator has complete

control of the outfit by

means of the trigger on the

paint gun proper. The gun
IH-oper is mounted on a

pistol grip, to the butt of

which the air and nine lines

are connected. Two adjust-

ments only are necessary

—

the round cap at the nose,

which screws out and in. re-

gulates the amount of ma-
terial, while the l-"urled

stem at the rear controls the

amount of air. The control

trigger acts on ^o^h .lir and

material, re-ruliting the

amount sprayed f'-om zero

to maximum. The tot'il

weight of the "-un is slightly

over one pound.

The control held on the

tank comnrises a n'"Pssur>»

gauge, adiust'ible reducing

v.ilve, and air filter and

strainer. Whe'c li-'ht sub-

stances are being swayed,
the irun nviv be connected

directly to the air nressure

'ine instead of the tank.
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and the substance in use is placed

in an overhead container and fed by

Sravity. This equipment is manufac-
tured by the Spray Engineering Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
®

GIGANTIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR
THE accompanying illustration shows
what is claimed to be the largest piece

of apparatus of its type which has ever

been built. It is a self-controlled, in-

duction feeder voltage regulator of the

oil-insulated self-cooling type and was
recently completed by the Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh.

Pa., for a large power Co., in the

:j^WI^^

GIGANTIC VOLTAGE UEGILATDI;.

Southern States. It is rated at 600

k V a.. 3-phase, 60 cycles, 13.200 volts,

with 10 and 20 per cent, regulation at

262 and 131 amperes, and is designed

for operation out doors with full-auto-

matic control self-contained. ^Yhen in-

stalled, the regulator will be connected

to the low voltaae side of a 6,000 leva,

bank of 44,000 to 13,200 volt transform-

ers on the power Co.'s line, and by its

use the power from the line will be de-

livered to the consumer with the volt-

age maintained continuously at normal

Talue.

®
CYCLE COUNTER OR TIMING

DEVICE.

AS IS generally known, it is not pos-

sible to obtain satisfactory results in

the testing of time elements of high

accuracy relays and of circuit breakers,

with a stop watch, particularly where

the selective action of the circuit break-

er is essential. For this purpose, the

Westiuffhouse Electric & Mfg. Co. of

East Pittsburgli, Pa., has developed the

cvcle counter illustrated, which is a de-

vice for indicating definitely the num-
ber of cycles required for the relay to

close its contacts.

The mechanism of this timing device

consists essentially of an electric self-

winding clock, the escapement of which
is operated by an alternating current

oscillating magnet instead of a pendu-

lum or balance wheel. At each cycle,

one tooth of the escapement is released.

The self winding clock periodically

rewinds by means of power supplied

from a shunt connection to the circuit

when the cycle pointer has made 60

revolutions, the equivalent of 3,600

cycles. This arrangement keeps an even

tension on the escapement. Thus, the

escapement magnet is not depended on

to drive the indicator, but simply to

regulate its speed. The power for driv-

ing is furnished hy the clock mechan-

ism.

In operation the cycle counter is con-

nected in series with the relay on a cir-

cuit ad.justed to give the current value at

which it is required to test the relay.

When the circuit is closed, the "cycle"

liointer begins to revolve, one step per

cycle, and continues to do so until the

contacts are closed. The instrument acts

as thoush it had no inertia; that is, it

starts the instant power is applied and

stops the instant power closes.

Although primarily designed for use

in testing or adjustins: time-element re-

lays, this instrument is suitable for a

sreat varietv of testing. Its particular

tield of usefulness is for measuring

elapsed time intervals of time too short

to be satisfactorily observed with a

stop watch and where readings in steps

of one alternation are sufficiently ac-

curate, obviating the use of complicated

and expensive apparatus such as chron-

ographs or oscillographs.

Given a known frequency the read-

ings can be reduced to seconds if de-

sired. Conversely, by connectine the

instrument to a circuit for a definite

period of time the frequency can be

determined. By addins' contacts to ma-

useful in many laboratories and test

rooms for timing purposes.

^
SPINDLE-DRILLING MACHINE

THE almost universal demand for hol-

low spindles in lathes and similar ma-
chine tools has created a field for ma-_

chines which are specially designed for

deep hole drilling. A drilling machine

for work of this class has been placed,

on the market by Charles Stecher Co.,

Chicago, and is illustrated in the accom-

panying engraving.

It is of the inverted type in which

the work is placed above the drill to

CYCLE COUNTER OR TIMING DEVICE

chine tools, elevator machinery, etc., the

time required for various funrtions can

be determined. It will also be found

HOLLOW SI'IMlI.E HKILLI.NG MACHINE.

provide free escape for chips, which ac-

tion is further facilitated by lubricant

supplied through passages to the cut-

ting edges by force pump. The • work-

carrying spindle is mounted on a fixed

carriage carried on the face of the main
column, and is driven by bevel gearingj

at its upper end : the lower end carries'

a chuck for holding- the work which may
extend to 30 in. in length, above which,

it is desirable to use an additional chuck

on the upper end.

The drill is mounted in a tool carriage,

gibbed to the column face and provided

with power feed operated by gearing

from the upper drive shaft, the feed be-

ing varied as required by using gears tff

suitable ratio. Drive from the pulley

shaft is by three-speed cone pulleys.

Ball bearings are fitted to both horizon-

tal shafts, and ball-thrust bearings to

the work spindle. The principal dimeU:

sions are distance, chuck to drill holderi

321/2 in-'- tole through spindle. 4^4 '^_

dia.; swing over bed, 14 in.: floor space,

32 X 4S-in.: weiorht, 1,800 lb.
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T D LI' L* C^ delay in the delivery of equipment proving a drawback, it

1 he MaCLean r UbllSning company ^as probably been a blessing in disguise. Had sufficient

LIMITED standard tools been readily available at the commence-

(EST.\BL1SHED 1S88) ^gnt of the shell game, there is a large possibility that the

JOHN BAY.XE MACLEAN President increased production would not have been as rapid as the

H. T. HDNTER Vice-President
chan°-ed conditions have proved it to be. Unable to secure

H. V. TYltREDL General Manager
standard tools, shell makers began to equip existing ma-

PUBLISHERS OF
chinery with special attachments or devices for the ac-

/^i I irvtaki Xyfl/^TIIkl l-<rv\/ complishment of certain operations. Scrap heaps were

lANAniAN P^IAlHINr IrY explored and machines that had been "dead" for years

\MI\r\L/i/\IX I l/ivl 1 1 n Llvl were pressed into service, with such remarkable success

^""Mnv.lirA^-riiniM/- W r\i/C ''^^'^ "" foundation was started upon which a new and
*""

1 lANUlALl UKIINU nLWD highly efficient line of special single purpose machinery

A weelily newspaper devoted to tlie maeljinery and mauufa.turing was designed and constructed.

interests.
The evolution of modern shell making equipment, from

PRTFR RAIN ME Editor B. G. NEWTON, Manager.
, . ,, , i- „pi!,iJi,K UAi.M, .M.i..,^L,auor.^

Editors the impromptu attachment to the special purpose machine,

A G WEBSTER. J. M. WILSON. J. H. RODGERS. has been a great collective engineering achievement, and

will likely have considerable bearing upon future manu-

Offiie of Puiiiioation. i43-i.-)3 University Avenue. Toronto, Out.
facturing methods; but the changed status of the workman

" ' 7T may create a situation unique in the field of engineering.
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^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^jjl j,gquij.e the best efforts of plant execu-

tives to solve. Owing to the methods of manufacture, and

A POST-WAR PROBLEM OF LABOR
^j^^ development of single purpose tools for specific opera-

THE introduction of shell manufacture into Canada, tions, the problem of unskilled labor has not been as

created a new phase of enterprise which, up until complex as it might otherwise have been, as experience has

three years ago, had practically been an unknown shown that men, and also women, who had no previous

factor in this country's industrial activities. The rapid knowledge of machine shop practice, have been equally

expansion of munitions making, coupled with the drain capable with skilled mechanics in the operation of special

upon the man power of the land, had the effect of causing machines. The question, however, is: What effect will this

a temporary dearth of skilled mechanics in many lines of liave on post-war manufacturing conditions? The know-

manufacture. This feature of an unprecedented situation ledge acquired in the operation of machinery by the ma-

threatened the success of an obligation suddenly under- jority of those now working on munitions, will, when the

taken by Canada's captains of industry. During the early "game" is over, be a factor that must be included in the

period of the war, when the call for volunteers was meet- problem of future readjustment. It must be conceded that

ing with a wonderful response, our factories were being large numbers of present shell workers will class them-

depleted of the trained men upon whom much reliance selves as "machinists" when the war is over, and normal

liad been placed for the achievement of the new task; conditions again prevail.

that of producing munitions for the Imperial Government.
\x\^ix^ manufacturing is carried on by the separate

Time and determination, however, have ever proved the operation system, the value of machine operators cannot

master of circumstances, and while shell makers were con- ).g „ver-estimated, but the possibilities of domestic pro-

fronted with many obstacles during the incipient stages of duction on as vast a scale as the shell making of the past

the undertaking, these very obstacles were eventually the j^^y years, is so very remote, that the services of "shell

stepping stones by which the desired goal was ultimately mechanics" cannot be utilized to the same advantage in

attained. The inability to acquire desirable information normal times. However, the lengthy duration of the war.

regarding the manufacture of shell was one of the chief ^^^ (-jjg mechanical experience they have gained, both in

drawbacks to the more rapid development of the new in- the operation of machines and the accurate manipulation

dustry, and the first shell makers were forced, to a great of tools and gauges, may well fit many of tliem for a place

extent, to rely upon their own personal experience and in future mechanical activities.

perception when e(|uipping their plants for the production rpj^^
inability to distinguish a mechanic on his own "say

of the smaller size yet diverse type shell. Our metal- j,^., ^^ ^f^.j^ g,^ expensive experience for a factory super-

working firms had never before been called upon to pro-
jntendent. A try-out sometimes proves a complete failure,

duce on such an extensive scale, besides, little time was
^s\\\\(i a refusal to engage may be equally costly. The

permitted to form a |ilaii of action to meet the need.
,.(,muncration will be an additional inducement for many

• Equipment was a))|)aicntly the essential factor, and a
^^^ w^^^c present shell workers to seek positions in the

feverish start was made to obtain the machines most suit-
,„a(,i,ine shops of the country. Many of those now work-

able for the purpose. Guided by previous practice in
j^^^ j^^ munitions plants were formerly employed at much

other lines of engineering output, the tools ordered for jo^er wasres than those paid for machine operators in

the new venture were naturally of standard pattern, with „o,mal times, and from the knowledge picked up during

few or any of the auxiliary parts eliminated. The urgency
jj^^jj. gi^^jj „iaking "apprenticeship," they may imagine

and magnitude of the demand for these tools, and the
^jj^y ^j.g qualified for a machine shop position. Being

inability of the machine tool builders to deliver equip
deficient, however, in the elementary requirements of ma-

ment, created an unprecedented situation, the result of
ehine shop practice, and a general knowledge of the funda-

which has been the means of revolutionizing, not only th<'
,„ental principles necessary for self-reliance, the average

.shell making inilustry, but is likely to establish a new
^.i^^jj "mpclianic" would probably "fall down" when

standard in future engineering practice. given an unusual or complicated job. The cessation of

I'robably never before in Canada's history have the s'lell manufacture will, therefore, place upon the market

resources of plant and individual been more rapidly de- a very large number of men, the employment of whom

\eloped than during- the past three years. Instead of the may well prove a dilTicult post-war problem.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

(irry foiKe. I'ittsliurgli . ..i;35 yr>

Lake Superior, charcoal,
t'lilciiKo 38 75

Stamliirtl low pbos., Pliila-
ilelplilB 75 W

Ki'ssemer, I'lttsburgli .... an iiri

Ba.sic. Valley furnace 35 00

Montreal Torontci

Middlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 46.50 45. On

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.
Per lb. to Large Bujers Cents

Iron bar.s, base, Toronto.. A L'."i

Steel burs, base, Toronto.. 4 ,'i<<

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.
base (; oo

Steel burs, 4 in. and larger
base 7 od

Iron bars, base, .Vlontreal.. 4 u.~i

Steel bars, base, -Montreal.. 4 ull

Reinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
Bessemer rails, beav.v, at

mill .IS 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh :! 75
Tank plates, I'ittsburgh .. 5 75
Beams and angles, i'itts-
burgh 3 40

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh .. 4 Oil

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 00

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
.steel bars 4 25
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural s-hapes i aC
riates 5 50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following I'oinis

Per 100 lbs.
C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31 5
St. John. N.B 35.1 45.5
Ha"fa^ 35,1 45.5
loronto 18.9 22 1
Guelph 18,9 22 I

London IS.

9

22 1

Windsor 18.9 oo
^

Winnipeg 64.9 S5 1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $39 50 $40 00
I'.lpctro lopper ... .39 50 40 00
I astings, copper.. .3S 50 39 00
Jin 55 50 56 00
Spelter 15 00 14 00
Lead 12 25 12 25
Antimon.y 28 00 .•!<! oil

Aluminum 70 00 6S 00
Prices per 100 lbs.

BOILER PLATES.
Montreal Toroiiin

Plates. H to % $6 50 .$6.-0
Hfads 6 S5 6 85
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 6 CO 6 On

WROIIGHT PIPE.
In fffrct April 3. 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black Galv
Buttweld

's in $ 4 M .$ r, 00
'/i In t 26 i; on
>« '1 4 26 6 00
4 in 5 36 C 9.",

% in 6 67 8 Sii

' in 9 86 13 01
1 V4 in 13 34 17 CO
IVj In 15 9.5 21 04
2 in. 21 46 28 .'1

2Va in 33 93 44 75
3 in 44 37 5S 52
Sy^! in 55 20 727 22
I in 65 40 .'*5 57

I-apweld

2 in 24 42 30 90
2Vt. in 36 86 47 09
3 in 48 20 61 58

':. ill 59 SO 7li ,S2

4 in 70 85 91 02
1.1 !, in 82 .55 106 00

,", in 96 20 123 60
6 in 124 SO 11)0 30
7 in 164 20 208 30
s I, in 172 .50 218 SO
s in 198 70 252 00
9 ill 23S 10 :'01 90
10 I, in 220 K) 280 00
10 ill 2.S4 30 360 .50

1 'lii'cs—lOntavio, Quebec and
Maritime Provini'os.

WHUUIJUT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.
i'A" and larger. 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couiilings, 4" and un-

der, 50%.
41/2" and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light .$24 00 $23 50
Coiiper. crucible . . 28 00 28 00
Coii'per. heavy .... 28 00 27 50

Cori'cr wire 28 00 28 00
No. 1 machine
composition 23 50 22 00

New Brass clip-

pings 19 00 IS 00

.\o. 1 brass turn-
ings 16 00 17 Oil

Heavy Melting
steel 17 00 16 00

Steel turnings 12 00 9 00

Boiler plate 15 00 10 .50

Rails 17 00 15 00

.\xles. wrought
iron 22 00 24 00

Rails, 17 00 IS 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 20 00 20 00

Malleable scrap .. 15 00 1100

Pipe, nrought ... 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 6 50

Scrap zinc ft 00 10 00

.Muniiiuim 36 00 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

(^oaeh and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

.Xbicbine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts. % and less. 20

r.lank holts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl, and rd.

hd., sleel 27'/2

.Machine screws. 0. and fil.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd,

hd,. brass add 20

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, up to 1 in., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 In., net list,

i^opper rivets and burrs,

list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and '.lurrs 27^^

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $6.60

Structural rivets, as above 6.50

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .75

Wood screws, 0. & K..

bright 70

Wood screws, flat, brass.. ,t2V2

Wood serews, O. & R..

brass 40
Wood Screws, flat, bronze. 35
Wood screwB, O. & R.
bronie Z2^

.MILLKD I'ROIX CTS.
I'er cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts uii to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in,, up to IVa in 30

Fin, and semi-fin, nuts, over

IVi in., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40

Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolls, without

fillet 10

Planer head bolts. with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws ....list |ilus 30. 10

Thunih screws 20
TtJumb nuts 65

Patch holts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
in add .$4.50

Cold pressed nuts over l»/>

in add $7,00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

licssciner billets $i;5 00

Open-hearth billets 65 00
«l.n. sheet bars 72 50

Forging billets ftO 00

Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95

Cut n.iils 4 70 4 70

.Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 00%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,

100 lbs 5 20

MISCELLANEOIS.
Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed .'15

Babbitt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb, drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. French medal, lb 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95
IJ.isoline. per sal., bulk.,, 31'^

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 301^

Pure turpentine. sdngle
bills., gal 69

Linseed oil. raw, single,

hbls 1 in

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bills 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per lilil.. 2 .50

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. S OO

Packing, square braided 27
Packing, No. 1 Italian 0.32
Packing, No. 2 Italian 25

Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 29^4
Transmission rope, Manila 37^/^

nrilling cables. JIanila ... .32',.i

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Jlontreal
and Toronto 25%
CARBON DRILLS AND

RE.\>ir,RS,
Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40
S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to SO 25
Standard drills to I'/n in... 40
Standard drills, over 1^ in.. 15
3-fluted drills, plus 10
.lobbers' and letter sizes 40
Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
S,S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Electricians' bits .SO

Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10'

Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTIN(i.

At mill list plus 40%
.^t warehouse list plus .50%

I>iscounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal iind

T«>ronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINCiS.

Canadian malleable. A. add
10%; B mid C, 10%: cast Iron.

35%; standard bushings, 50%;
headers. 60; flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55; malleable lipped unions. 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

^Sheets, IMack, No. 28..$0 25 .$6 75

Sheets, Tilack, No. 10 6 50 6 50

Canad'a plates, dull,

,52 sheets ' 7 00 7 00

Canada plates, all

lirislit 8 00 '^ '"^

Apolio brand, 10% oz.
^ ^_ _ ^_

galvanized 7 2,i 7 Jo

Queen's Head, 28 B.^ G '7 TO ^ ^
Fleu'r-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G "f *5 7 3o

Corhal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 .50

Colborne Crown, No.

28 8 00 6 75

Premier. No. 28 U.S.. 7 75 7 0.5

Premier, 10% oz 8 00 s _..

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in
5-16 in

% in
7-16 in

1/, in
9-16 in

% in

% in

% in

1 Inch

.\bove Quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

9 45
9 10
8 35
7 15
6 95
6 95
6 .SO

6 70
6 .5.5

6 40

% in. ...

3-16 in. ..

Vi in. ..

5-16 in. ..

. . $15

... 11

... 8

in.

7-16 in.

% in, .

% in. .

84 in. .

50
70
40
40
35
35
35
35
35

Prices per Iflfl lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.

Per Cent.

Great Western. American ... 60

Kearney & Foot. Arcade... 60

,1 Barton Smith, Eagle 60

McClelland, Globe «'

Whitman & Barnes 60

Black Diamond ^
Delta Files ^''^-!

Nicholson °1;

Globe ii'l
Vulcan '""^

Disston 60

COAL AND COKE.

Solvav Foundry Coke
Comielsville Foiinilrv Coke, ,

Yough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal .,

Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.

Seam- Lap-
Size. less welded

1 in. $24 00

114 in. 30 00

IVi in. 32 00 25 00

1% in. 32 00 25 00

2 in 35 00 26 00

2"2 in. 44 00 33 00

;i in. 47 00 38 00

3V4 in. 45 00

ZV. in. 59 00 4S 00

4 in. 74 00 CiO on

Price« per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MPOlIM>f>.

Cas-tor oil, per lb 27

Koyalite, per gal., bulk IB

I'alHL'ine 19

Machine oil, per gal 2B'~2

HIack oil, per gal 13

Cylinder oil. Capital 45iA

Cylinder oil, .\cme ">6V<

Standard cutting cunipounil.

per lb 6 15

L,ard oil, per gal 1 45

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic GS

.\cine cutting oil. antisep-
tic 37Vi

Imperial quenching oil 39V4
Petroleum fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-5%

SUndard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cbesterman Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00

Lufltin Metallic, C03. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape. 100 ft.. 4 45
.Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

W.ASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas _ 18

X Enipire IS

Ideal 17

X press 16

COLORED.
Lion 141,;.

Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular ll)i

Keen lOVi

WOOL PACKING.

-\rrow 25

Axle 20

.\nvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

Tills list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 50%
Best gr:ults 30%

ANODES.

Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .40
Tin . 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. 1,4 to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2S in., 14x(;0 in. 53 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 34 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 04 00 CO 00

Braziers', in sheets.
6x4 base 5"i 00 52 OO

BB.^SS.

Brass rods, base Vq in to 1

in rd 55

Brass sheets, S in. wide, "JO

oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless... 0.57

Copper tubing, seamless... 58

PL.\TING SUPPLIES. -

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10

Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 1 35
Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20

Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition— 08 to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to ^>~>

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.$lC 00 $16 00

Sheets, SVi lbs. sq.

ft 16 00 16 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. f t 15 50 15 50

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHE.MICALS.

Acid, boracic $ .15

Acid, hydTochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 14i,*i

Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric (&
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vmmonium chloride 11

Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40

.Vmmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12

Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20

Lead acetate 16

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate ;35

Nickel sulphate 15

Potassium carbonate 75

Potassium sulphide (sub-
stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. 65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .56

Sodium bisulphide 10

Sodium carbonate crystals -to

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 0-*

Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00

Sodium phosphate 1*

Tin chloride 60

Zinc chloride 60

Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

"TpHE situation in indn.^trial circles has not as yet been materially
•'- affected by the detiiiite action taken by Congre.'sS at AVa.«hin,o;-

loii, although a more (i]itimir;tie feeling has resulted. An element

of uncertainty has been removed which alone will have a beneliciii!

effect on basiness. This latest development in the International

situation has not in the meantime affected prices of steel products,

indications however, point to a continuance of the present upward
movement. There has, however, been some talk of regulating

prices of steel for the I'nited States and Allied Governments. In

what way this would affect the i)rice to the ordinary consumer is

problematical. The situation at the mills has improved consid-

erably and production is steadily increasing. Raw materials are

moving on the railways in better volume, but manufacturers are

still being handicajiped to some extent by delayed shipments. The
railways are doing Ijetter than they were a short time back, but

there is a lot of freight to move yet before conditions are normal.

Hamilton foundry i>ig-iron is off' the market again on account of

the heavy demand for steel making grades. A price f)f $45 has

lieen i.<sued on Victoria pig-iron made at Port Colborne, Out.

I^rices on most non-ferrous metals are unchanged this week, the

market being dull and ea.sy. The metal markets are dominated
by the International situation and consumers are awaiting develo])-

ments. The scrap metal market is (juiet and (piotations unchang-
ed. The demtind for steel and iron sci'ap is (lie principal feature

of the market. The deinaiid for machine fools continues light.

i)ut a number of imporlanl price advances liave been made by
builders in the riiite(i States.

Montreal, (Jtio.. -April 9th, 1!)17.—The
momentous .step taken by the United
State.s Government may or may not
directly influence the duration of the

war and the extent to which it will affect

the general market condition.s is as yet,

problematical. That a very definite

undeistandinK will be arrived at be-

tween that country and the nations of

the Entente Allies, is certain. One of

the first considerations of the new re-

lationship will be a complete readjust-

ment of .shipping regulations, to estab-

lish the highest co-operation, in the best

interest of pushing tht; war to a success-

ful and speedy termination. It is antici-

pated that similar action will be taken

by steel makers as those announced

some time ago by the copper producers

in the matter of supplying material to

the Government. The early future prom-

ises some eventful movements through-

out industrial circles, both in the States

and Canada.
Steel

With the crisis past, and the tension

of many months removed, United

States interests are now awaiting the

decisive action of the Government in de-

veloping a plan of operations. Full co-

operation is expected between the steel

interests and the government; and it is

certain that the requirements of the

latter will have precedence over all other

demands, and on a lower basis than the

prevailing market. The entrance of

.\merica into the war, will however, not

be the means of cutting off extensive

supplies of materials to plants now
working for the Allied Governments, as

it is realized that the best interests of

all lie in the furtherance of supplies for

existing field forces. It is therefore

more than probable that no anxiety will

develop among those—steel users who
are working on munition.^, but it is an-

ticiimted that the tonnage now on order

for home and export domestic use, may
be diverted into other channels more

closely connected with the prosecution

of the war. Pressure on the plate mills

will increase, following the recent

declaration and delivery on ship, plates

may be extended owing to the urgent

needs of Briti.sh contracts. The rising

tide in pig iron would seem to predict
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higher levels on steel products, and neg-
lecting the effect of the recent Ameri-
can declaration, the tendency is still up-
ward. A favorable feature of the pres-
ent situation, is the better facilities for
handling material, owing to the in-

creased car supply and improved rail-

road conditions. The early opening of
navigation will assist in this connection.
Billets and sheet bars are comparatively
quiet, consumers being well supplied,
and mills busily awaiting the policy of
the government. Prices as high as 8c
have been asked for tank plates, Pitts-
burg. The Pittsburg quotation on black
.sheets has been advanced to 6c, this be-
ing $10 higher than last week. Blue
annealed sheets, have advanced .$5, the
nominal quotation being $5.50 per
hundred. Local dealers expect an early
revision of prices. Discounts are dis-

appearing from cold rolled shafting
price lists, the most recent advance be-
ing a reduction of 10 points, the pres-
ent discount being about 5 per cent, off

list. Heavy demand continues for wire
products, while producers of wire rods
are still unable to satisfy the trade re-

quirements. Wrought iron pipe has
again been advanced, the latest rise be-
ing $10 per ton. These advances are
mostly due to the filled up condition of
the mills. A practical famine exists in

boiler tubes and higher levels are not
unlikely. Conditions locally are un-
changed but readjustment of prices are
under consideration.

Metals

The week has been characterized by
slight buying activity, the general dis-

position being to await further develop-
ments of the international situation.

Copper has declined as a result of pro-
ducers' action in regard to government
requirements. Tin continues quiet with
little trading and easier prices. Spelter
and lead responded to increased traffic

facilities, spot prices showing a decrease
at New York. Antimony showed a de-
cided upward tendency while aluminum
grades covered quite a range. No
changes are reported locally but some
advances are looked for.

Copper.—Quiet prevails in the copper
market and little business is being done.
This is likely the result of the recent
action of the States and nothing of im-
portance is expected until the situation
becomes more settled. London is firm
while New York has fallen off H cent
on lake and % on electro. The local

market is firm and unchanged; lake and
electro are quoted at SQV2 cents and
castings at SSVa cents per pound.

.Scrap

Although the week has been an event-
ful one politically, the general industrial
conditions have not yet experienced any
marked change, as a period of uncer-
tainty still dominates the situation. New
York prices on old copper are V2 cent
higher, and old brass is slightly lower,
but local quotations are unchanged on
an uncertain market.

Toronto, Ont., April 10.—Events at
Washington have occupied the centre of

the stage this week, but the decision of

Congress to enter the war did not have
very much effect on business locally ex-

cept that it created a more optimistic

feeling. This development was more or

less expected and consequently discount-

ed. It is too early to determine precisely

what effect this latest development in

the international situation will have on
business in Canada, but it is difficult to

see how it can be anything but beneficial.

It will bring the two countries into closer

relationship and understanding, an im-
portant factor in business dealings dur-

ing times of peace, and of great moral
effect in war time.

Steel

No marked change in the situation in

the steel trade in Canada has followed
the decision of the United States' Con-
gress to enter the war against Germany.
The U. S. Government is understood to

be making arrangements with the steel

companies for fixing steel prices, which,
it is believed, will be considerably lower
than the current quotations. Until this

question is settled, the market will be un-
settled, for it remains to be seen what
action, if any, the mills may take in re-

gard to rearrangement of price shedules
to domestic and foreign consumei's. In
the latter category would be included
Canadian buyers. In any event, it is dif-

ficult to see how prices, particularly for
steel for ordinary purposes, other than
munitions, can do anything but go high-
er. The tendency at present is distinctly

in an upward direction, and the inc'-eised

pressure on the mills can hardly fail to

force prices up. The continued increase
in prices of pig iron is also an important
factor in the situation, and is bound to

have an important bearing on prices of
steel products. The effect of develoo
ments in the United States market will

be felt by Canadian consumers of steel

imported from that country, and not to

any appreciable extent by the Canadian
steel companies, whose output is largely
being taken care of by the Imperial
Munitions Board. This feature has had
the effect of steadying the trade, al-

though prices have been advancing in

line with the U. S. market.

Another sharp advance in wrought
pipe of $6 per ton following a $4 advance
last week makes a totil advance of $10
in pi-actically a week. The hii'her prices

are attributed to shortage and high cost
of raw mnterial. The expected advnnce
in rivets has mnterinlized, boiler rivets

bein<T now quoted at $6.60 and structur'^l

at $6.50 per 100 lbs. base. Pressed steel

spikes are also higher, being now quoted
at $5.20 per 100 lbs. base. Plates and
tubes are very firm at current quotations
and hieher prices are looked for in the
near future. The denmnd for plate.?,

principally from shinbuilders, continue.-;

enormously he^vy. Sales of ship plates
hnve been m^de at 8c mill, an extraor
dinarilv hin-h nrice, but likely to be
eclinsed before long.

Prices of black sheets continue very
firm, and a further advance appears to

be likely at no distant date, affecting
both bHck and blue annealed sheets. Al-

though production hag been materiallv

increased, the mills are still behind on
deliveries. Prices on galvanized sheets
are also very firm, with a higher ten-

dency.

The steel market in the United States
is dominated by the international situa-

tion. The chief consideration for the

time being is the extent of the Govern-
ment's requirements of steel and the fix-

ing of prices. It is understood that sub-
stantial concessions will be made by the

steel companies to the Government from
current prices, but what definite effect

this arrangement will have on the mar-
ket is at the present mom.ent impossible

to determine, except that prices are
more likely to continue advancing than
otherwise. A few price advances have
been made during the week. Tank plates

are now being quoted at 5.75c Pitts-

burgh, and Chicago warehouse price on
steel bars is now 4.25c, and on structural

shapes 4.50e.

Pig Iron

The pig iron market continues very
firm, and prices are still on the up-grade.
The Steel Company of Canada have
turned their No. 2 furnace at Hamilton
over to basic pig iron, and have with-
drawn prices on foundry iron. Victoria

foundry iron is now being quoted at a
nominal price of $45 per ton. The situa-

tion at Buffalo is very tight owing to the

sold-up condition of the furnaces and
very low stocks. Producers are quoting

$41 to $42 furnace on No. 1 foundry iron.

Scrap
Prices on scrap metals have a weak

tendency except on steel scrap and ma-
chinery cast iron, which are in good de-

mand. The high cost of pig iron has
created an unusually heavy demand for

cast iron scrap and caused an advance
in price of this material. Steel turnings

continue in good supply, with a fair de-

mand. Scrap copper and brass are
weaker and the market dull.

Machine Tools

Although the market is quiet, pros-

nects are looking better for increased

business. Some makers of 18-pdr. and
4.5-in. high explosive shells have recently

purchased some machine tools to balance

up their plant for increased production.

It is reported that an American concern

is anxious to locate a plant in this pro-

vince and, if successful, a considerable

quantity of machine tools will be re-

quired. An imnortant development af-

fecting the local market is a number of

advances in prices of machine tools re-

cently put in effect by some builders in

the United States. The advances in-

clude the following tools:—Radial drills

and shapers, 10 rer cent.; upright drill.s

and power presses. 5 per cent.: and en-

gine lathes. 10 ner cent. It is interesting

to note that prices on radial drills are

now approximately 90 per cent, higher

than thev were two years no-o. Shaners

are about 40 per cent., unriq-ht drills 50

per cent., power nresses 20 per cent., and
engine lathes 60 per cent, higher than
they were two years ago.

Suppli'>s

There are no important features to

note in regard to machine shop supplies
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except that business continues very good

and prices are holding firm.

Metals

The metal markets this week are gen-

erally dull and quiet. The markets are

unsettled on account of the internationU

situation, and consumers are inclined to

hold back awaitina: developments. The
decision of the U. S. Cons^ress to take an
active participation in the war did not

affect metal prices, as was anticipated in

some quarters. Locally business con-

tinues very good at unchanged prices.

The metal exchanges in London and New
York were closed from Friday to Mon-
day inclusive for the Easter holidays.

Copper.—Prices continue nominal and
^inchanged, but the market is unsettled,

and there appears to be some doubt as

to what may develop in regard to values.

The recent low price for copper made to

the U. S. Government by the producers

has affected the market, and what will

be the result on the price situation gen-

erally is difficult to determine. Local

prices are unchanged, lake and electroly-

tic being quoted at 40c, and castings at

39c per pound.

Tin.—The market is very dull in New
York, with verv little business doing,

due to the political situation. Prices

advanced recentiv in London, but trad-

ing has been light for several days. Local
price, 50c per pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull and
easier. Consumers are awaiting develop-
ments in the zinc ore situation. Spelter
is unchanged locally at 14c per pound.

Lead.—There is no change in the
situation in regard to lead. Prices are
being well maintained, there being no
disposition to quote below the "Trust"
price. Lead is unchanged at 12i4c per
pound.

Antimony.— The market continues
firm, and prices have an upward ten-
dency. Local price nominal at 36c per
pound.

Aluminum.—The demand for alum-
inum is at present light, and quotations
are unchanged at 68c per pound.

OUR ORDERS FROM FOREIGN
COUNTRIES GROW

LARGE purchases have been made by
the Canadian Department of Trade and
Commerce for some of the Allied Gov-
ernments, according to the annual re-

port of the department, just issued. The
French Government late in October,
1914, expressed a desire to purchase
blankets in Canada for the French sol-

diers. The Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, acting for the purchas-
ing committee of the Cabinet, made the

necessary arrangements to purchase the

blankets. The Department of Militia

and Defence supervised the inspection of

the blankets, and the Department of
Trade and Commerce made payment
therefor on presentation of the neces-

sary certificate of inspection. The order
from the French Government was for

400,000 blankets to be delivered at the

earliest possible date. Much difficulty

was encountered in placing so large an
order in Canada, as the Canadian fac-

tories were working at full capacity.

Canadian factories were given orders to

the limit of their capacity, but a portion

of the order allotted to Canada had to be
filled in the United States. Consider-

able trouble was experienced in obtain-

ing sufficient ocean transportation from
St. John, the port of shipment, but ship-

ments were made as promptly as pos-

sible. Orders were placed for over 457,-

000 blankets, but the mills supplied 406,-

716 blankets, of a value of $1,613,000.

The South African Government early

in March, 1915, cabled that they desired

to purchase 35,000 bags of flour. The
Department of Trade and Commerce
was charged with the matter, and on

March 6 called for tenders from the

principal flour mill companies in Can-
ada. A contract was entered into with

one of the principal companies for the

delivery of flour in New York for ship-

ment to South Africa. The department
also arranged for the inspection of the

flour at the mill. The shipments were
made from New York on March 30 and

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

April 17. The total expenses in connec-
tion therewith amounted to $129,663.

.Shirts and Blankets for Italy

In July, 1915, the attention of the

Government was directed to the condi-

tion of the knit goods industry of Can-
ada. It was pointed out that the mills

producing underwear, sweater coats and
socks were practically idle and the as-

sistance of the Government was asked
in securing orders from the allied gov-
ernments for a portion of their mili-

tary requirements. The Minister of

Trade and Commerce took the matter
up promptly and effectively. Orders
were secured from the Italian purchas-
ing commission for 600,000 under.shirts

and 100,000 blankets. The department
undertook the inspection of the shirts

and blankets which were sent from the

mills to the Italian Government via New
York. The department made payment
to the mills on receipt of invoices cov-

ering the shirts and blankets, supported
by certificates of inspectors and certifi-

cate of arrival in New York. Up to Feb-
ruary 15, 1917, 101,974 blankets were
.shipped to Italy at a co.st of $335,618,

and up to the same date 1,909,624 shirts

had also been sent to Italy at a cost of

$1,946,492, a total of $2,280,110.

©
AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING

THE Shipping Board's program of

building a fleet of 1,000 wooden ships of

3,000 or 3,600 tons each to meet the loss

of tonnage by submarine warfare and
thus help to defeat the German under-
sea campaign has been formally ap-
proved by President Wilson. The first

ship will be ready within five months,
and the board will call upon the Treas-
ury for from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000
within the next few days. Fifty million

dollars already has been authorized by
Congress for the work of the board.

Chairman Denman announced that the

board's plans have been virtually com-
pleted, and that the preliminaries to the
construction of the big fleet were in full

swing. Contracts have been let with the
builders, arrangements have been vir-

tually completed for the supply of
standardized lumber parts, the labor
problem has been settled., at least par-
tially, and unless there is an unforeseen
hitch, by October the shipyards on the

Atlantic and Pacific will be turning out

the new vessels at the rate of two or

three a day to be leased to private ship-

ping concerns.

The £rreat fleet will fly the American
flag, and each vessel sailing to the war
zone will be armed. The program
tails for the building of two hundred
thousand tons of shipping monthly. The
builders will be encouraged to complete
the vessels speedily, and plans have been
made to make partial pa\Tnents on ves-

sels, where necessary, from month to

month. The present program calls for

leasing the ships to private firms.

©
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF

TECHNICAL BUSINESSES

By Geo. H. Gibson.

THE application of science proceeds

at an accelerated pace. The days

have about gone by when one good
idea would keep a family in business for

several generations. No one dare rest

content, for as Solomon reamarks, "Yet
a little sleep, a little slumber, a little

folding of the hands to sleep, .so shall

thy poverty come." Every manufacturer,
and particularly manufacturers of en-

gineering appliances and products, must
maintain a constant output of improve-
ments and new developments in order to

protect their investment in plant, or-

ganization, and good-will, and, indeed,

to stay in business. As has .iustly been
said, the invention of a new machine or
process—by some one else—may bo as

disastrous as a fire, and far more likely

to occur.

Moreover, the more progressive, tiie

more advanced, a concern is, the greater
will be its volume of new developments
:ind improvements. Inventions breed
inventions. At the same time, the in-

vestment of time and money in research

and development is a cnpital risk— that

is, the preliminary investigation upon
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Uuder the arrang:eiiient made by the Minister of Trade and Coninirrce witli .Sir

Edward Gre.v in Jul.v, 1912, the Departnxent of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present tlie following list of the more important Britisii Consulates whose
officers liave been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Buliia, BlUisli Cousul. Uio de
Jaueiro, Britisii Consul (jieneral.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, Brltisb Consul Gen-
eral. Guaycjuil, Britisii Consul.

EGYIT — Ale.\nndria, British Consul
General.

FRA^'CE—Havre, Britisii Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consml General.
.Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

•NETHE It LANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British \'ice-Cunsul.

PEltU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL— Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Cousul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN-Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.iY—Monte Video. British Vlce-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreiffn port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPrBLIC—iB. S. Webb, Actint; CaiKidian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building. Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES— E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.7. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—A. T. Quilez. Acting Canadian Trade Co"inds.<ioner, Lonja del Commerci,

Apartado 1280, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.

FR,VNCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General. 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,
I'aris. Cable addi'ess, Stadacona.

.JAPAN—E. F. Crowe, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner. P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
batna. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26.

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill.

RT'SSIA—C. F. .Inst, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrinskaia,
Plosch i), Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson, Bank of -Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. .T. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.C.. 2, 73 Baslnghall Street,

London, E.C.. England. Cable address. Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, .Sun

Building. Clare Street, Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central
House. Birmingham. Cable address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith. 31 North
John Street. Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdike, 4 St.

Ann's Square, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner. 87 Union Street. Glasgow, .Scotland. Cable ad-
dress, Contracoin.

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAl AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of .Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau, Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARK-^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4. Chriatiania, Norway.
Cable address, Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General. Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..
England. Cable address. Dominion, London.

xvliich the clesif;n dl' improved upparatiis
is liased ami tiie pi-dvi.sioii ol' uiaiuilac-

turing equipment and orgauizatiun foi'

tinning' it out, must largely be paid for

before the market for it ean be develoji-

ed. It is only by the prompt enlighten-

ment of the prospective consumer—in

other words, by educational advertising
regarding the applications and advan-
tages of the new article—that tlie loss

of time and the waste whieli always in-

tervene between the perfection of a de-

vice or process and its general use can

be reduced.

The introduction of new things is a

speculative venture which bars the timi.l

—but for that very reason is highly pr<]-

fitable. Patents more or less effectively

insure to the originator a safety zone,
protecting him from competition for a

limited period that he may have the op-
portunity to recover his great initial out-
lay. Advertising, however, is equally
useful, since it can shorten the period of
loss, conserving for profit-making a

greater portion of the several years'
monopoly conferred by the patent, and
increasing the volume of profit. Advertis-
ing itself exerts an accelerating intluence

on technical deve'.o[)ment, for before ad-
vertising one should liave something-
worth advertising. Much of the strategy
in the competitive selling of engineering
njipliances consists in originating better

methods or designs, or new and im-

proved products.

A good example of the necessity of

appreciating research on the part of the

direetors of industrial enterprises .is

supplied by the editor of Engineering,
who relates that the firm of Simpson,
^faule & Nicholson, in their day. lead-

ing manufacturing chemists in England,
became millionaires largely through the
fact that Nicholson was a very able

chemist. When he retired, the firm

ceased to develop. His successors em-
ployed several able chemists, but these

had no control over the husiness policy

and the end was disaster. At one time
their leadinc' chemist was the late Prof.

Meldola. When he invented his blue,

however, the firm refused to take it up,
and he accordingly published an ac-

count of his discovery with the result

that it founded the fortune of a leading
German firm. The successor of Meldola
was Prof. Grreen, who invented primulin,
a dye of an entirely new type. This the

firm refused to patent, and within a

few weeks it was in consequence made
in fiermany. the whole advantasc being
lost to Eno'laud.

®
Engineering products are purchased

almost solely for their utilitarian value.

Their usefulness can be weighed, meas-
ured or computed in some way, and the\

are usually iiurchased with much delih

eration, for the reasoning faculties of

the people who buy them have been
emphasized by technical and husiness
training.

The world is run largely on ideas: and
the dissemination of ideas is the husi-

ness of the advertising engineer.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Windsor, Ont.—Dodge Brothers, of

Detroit, Mich., are makin<»' preparations
for est-iblishina: a plant at Windsor, Ont.,
at a cost of $100,000.

London, Ont.—The Spramotor Co. pro-
poses to establish a foundry and machine
shop at St. Thomas, Ont., to cost $100,-
000. W. H. Heard is manager.

Montreal, Que.—The Riordon Pulp &
Paper Co., contemplate developing
water powers at Hawkesbury and Mer-
ritton, Ont., aggregating .30,000 h.p.

Bay Shore. N.S.—The C. P R. will

build an addition to its roundhouse at
Bay Shore, and will also construct a 40,-

000-c; Hon water tank. E. N. Bender,
Montreal, is purchasing agent.

Fergus, Ont.—Beatty Brothers are
receivint bids for the erection, at Lon-
don, Ont.. of a brick and steel foundry,
140 X 160 ft., to cost $.50,000, and a
cupola, two storeys, 48 x 48 ft. Mr.
Deacon is manager.

\i?n;ara Falls, Ont.—Actual work has
been started on the Chippewa-Queenston
Power Canal. The construction of a
double-track railway to carry ijiaterial

will soon begin now, and then by the fall

excavation operations will commence in

earnest.

Montreal, Que.—A company has been
formed here to manufacture air craft at
Laval de Montreal, north of the city.

The company are negotiating for the
Canadian rights of a new type of aero-
plane and have manufacturing rights for
a new type of engine.

Quebec, Que.—The Quebec Munitions
Co., has secured premises on Dalhousie
street in which to commence the manu-
facture of munitions, Ro.ss sporting
rifles and other articles that the com-
pany will have authority and facilities

for manufacturing very shortly.

Walkerville, Ont. — The Chalmers
Motor Co., will rebuild their factory
which was recently destroyed by fire.

Arrangements are being made by Harry
S. Lee, general manager of the company
to take over another manufacturing
plant in Windsor of Walkerville and get
into operation immediately. In the

meantime the orders of the Canadian
plant will be filled in the Detroit factory.

Waterloo, Que.—The Southern Can-
ada Power Co. has been granted a ten-

year exclusive franchise in the town of

Waterloo, and street lighting contracts
for the same period. The comp'iny has
also taken over the Richmond light and
power to the towns of Richmond, Mel-
bourne, etc., .''nd has also taken over the
Cowansville Electric Co., supplying li"-ht

and power to the towns of Cowansville
and Swcctsburg.

Cobalt, Ont.—The McKinley-Darragh
have commenced the erection of a new
building to house a second flotation

plant. The new mill will have a capa-
city of 200 tons per day, and the re-

grinding will be accomplished by a 4

X 8 Marathon mill, the first of its kind
to be installed in the Cobalt camp.
After regrinding the sands will be
treated in the new Callow oil flotation

plant. This new innovation will bring
the flotation capacity of the McKinley-
Darragh up to approximately 400 tons

per day.
,

GENERAL
Listowel, Ont.—The Perfect Knit Mill

Co., contemplate building a factory here
to cost $2.5,000.

Gladstone, Man.—The plant of the

Echo Milling Co., was destroyed by fire

on April 1., Loss $115,000.

Montreal, Que.—The Clark Canning
Co., will build an extension to their can-

ning factory at Harrow, Ont.

Chatham, Ont.—C. & T. Hadley are

the general contractors for the new fac-

tory which will be erected here for

Libby McNeil & Libby of Chicago.

MUNICIPAL
Sherbrooke, Que.—The City Council

are in the market for a portable air

compressor.

Prince Rupert, B.C.—The City Council

are considering the question of install-

ing a cold storage plant to aid the fish-

ing industry.

Sudbury, Ont.—The Town Council
propose to spend $46,000 for a stand
pipe and auxiliary water main, and
$2,500 for alterations to the lake sewer
pumping station.

Regina, Sask.—The City Council is re-

ceiving prices for one electric pump,
capacity .3,000,000 gallons, and motor.
Full particulars may be obtained from
J. R. Ellis, city engineer.

Redcliffe, Alta.— The Town Council

propose to lay about one mile of 10-in.

steel or cast iron pipe, and instal extra
pumping plant. Kngineor. J. E. Ask-
with.

Hillsdale, Ont.—It is proposed to in-

stal an electric lighting plant here. The
enuipment will consist of a gasoline en-
gine and generator. Particulars from
T. D. Robinson, township clerk. Moon-
stone, Ont.

Montreal, Que.—Controller Ross and
Dr. Gourher of the City Health Depart-
ment, will look into a project laid be-
fore the Board of Control by Henry F.

Cook. Mr. Cook a.sks for permission to

build an abattoir on Iberville street and
to deal with all the city's garbage at a

rendering plant outside the city, if the
Board will give him six months notice,

give him the bodies of all dead animals
and pay the costs of conveying tnem
and the garbage to the rendering plant.

ELECTRICAL
Aylmer, Ont.—At a meeting of the

Town Council on April 2, a bylaw to
borrow $29,000 for Hydro power by the
issue of debentures was passed, $22,000
being the amount to be set apart for the
remodelling of the electrical distribu-
tion system and $7,000 for the installa-
tion of an electrically-driven pump, a
gasoline pump or an electrically-driven
fire pump. A by-law will be submitted
to the ratepayers on April 30.

TENDERS
Montreal, Que.—New tenders are be-

ing called for road flushing and sweep-
ing machinery.

Drummondville, Que.—Tenders will be
received until April 20 for drilling wells
and supplying pumping equipment.

Yorkton, Sask.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 30 for one .350-400

b.h.p., combined Diesel electric unit.

Specifications may be obtained from F.
J. Pilkington, Town Clerk.

Montreal South, Que.—Tenders will
be called sometime in April, for a 30-
h.p. motor-driven turbine pump and a
150-h.p. gasoline engine-driven turbine
pump for fire purposes, etc. E. Drink-
water, St. Lambert, Que., is the en-
gineer.

Edmonton, Alta.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 1st next, for the sup-
ply of automobile markers for the Prov-
ince of Alberta, during the year 1918.
Specifications may be obtained on appli-
cation to the Deputy Provincial Secre-
tary, Edmonton, Alta.

New Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be
received up to April 13, for gasoline en-
gine and centrifugal pump, Venturi
meter and a quantity of flanged pipe for
pump house. Plans and specifications

may be seen at the ofllces of the con-
sulting engineers, .Tames, Loudon &
Hertzberg, Ltd., 36 Toronto St., Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by Frank Barker, Engineer for

the Township of York, up to April 14,

for the supply and delivery of 24-inch
stop valves and hydrants. Plans and
specifications may be seen, and all nec-

essary information obtained, at the office

of the engineer, 57 Adelaide Street,

East, Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—^Tenders, addressed
to the Chairman. Board of Control, will

bo received up to April 16, for the sup-

ply of labor and materials re<Tuired in

the erection of a 150 foot brick or con-
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Crete chimney for the Elmwood Inciner-

ator. Plans, specification and form of

tender may be obtained at the office of

the City Engineer, 223 James Avenue.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders willl be re-

ceived up to Wednesday, April 18, for

supplying the City Corporation with 400

feet of %-inch chemical fire engine hose

and with 1000 feet of 2y2-inch cotton

rubber-lined fire engine hose, according

to specifications prepared by the Chief of

the Fire Department, copies of which

may be had on application at his office.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed

to the Commissioners of the Greater

Winnipeg Water District will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply of

miscellaneous bronze castings, brass pip-

ing, etc., which enter into the construc-

tion of a Venturi meter. Specifications

and form of tender may be obtained at

the offices of the district, 501 Tribune

Building, Winnipeg.

Winnipeg. Man.—Tenders addressed

to R. D. Waugh, Chairman of the Com-
missioners, Greater Winnipeg Water

District, up to April 16, for the supply

of approximately 12,000 feet of 48-inch

and 1,300 feet of 60-inch cast iron pipes,

together with numerous specials and

gate valves. Specifications may be ob-

tained upon application to the offices of

the District, 501 Tribune Bldg., Winni-

peg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed

to the chairman. Greater Winnipeg

Water District Commission, at 501 Tri-

bune Building, Winnipeg, will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply

of one second-hand passenger coach, also

one second-hand caboose, both standard

gauge. Tenderers to supply own speci-

fications. Further particulars on appli-

cation to undersigned. R. D. Waugh,

Chairman of Commissioners.

Ottawa. Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 21, for steam boilers

and stokers required for the Central

Heating Plant for the Parliament Build-

ings. All tenders to be based on the

supplying and erecting of three water

tube boilers, each having a rated capa-

city of 500 horse power, together with

fittings and soot blowers. Each tender

shall give separate Quotations for sup-

plying and erecting, in connection with

boilers, three automatic stokers. One

boiler and stoker shall be erected com-

plete within five months after date of

awarding contract and the other two

shall be erected before January 1st.

1918. Plans, specifications and anv

other information required can be ob-

tained at the office of the general con-

tractor, P. Lvall & Sons Construction

Co., Ltd., Ottawa.

traveller died at his home in Toronto
recently.

.

George Bi:ry vice-president of the

C.P.R. has returned to London from
Russia where he has been on an import-

ant business trip in the interests of the

company.

W. G. Ross, chairman of the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal, went to

New York recently to attend an exe-

cutive meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of Port Authorities. Mr. Ross
is president of the Association.

John J. Drummond, of Midland, Ont.,

died at the home of his brother, George
E. Drummond, in Montreal, on Saturday,

April 7. Mr. Drummond was long

identified with the development of the

iron and steel industry in Canada. In

association with his brothers, George E.

and the late T. J. Drummond, he estab-

lished iron furnaces at Radnor, Quebec,

and opened up large iron properties in

the Maritime Provinces. He was presi-

ent of the Zenith Machine Co., Midland,

Ont. The deceased was born in the

North of Ireland in 1856 and came to

Canada at an early age.

BUILDING
Hamilton, Ont.—Plans are being pre-

pared for an office building for the

Canadian Westinghouse Co., on Sanford
Ave.

Stratford, Ont.—Tenders for the ad-

ditions for Brunswick and Shakespeare
schools have been opened, and will be
finally dealt with at a special meeting
of the board to be held shortly. The
committee has approved of a $7,722.50

tender for Brunswick school, but has
taken no action on the Shakespeare
tender. Both are higher than estimates.

PERSONAL
E. T. Austin has been appointed man-

ager of the Belleville Waterworks De-

partment in succession to J. W. Evans.

Thomas J. Gerry who for over twen^v-

five years was connected with the

Dodge Manufacturing Co., Toronto, as

TRADE GOSSIP
The Chevrolet Motor Co. of Canada

has increased its capital stock to $1,-

500,000.

The Dominion Steel Foundry Co., and
its subsidiary, the Hamilton Steel Wheel
Co., are to be amalgamated and incor-

porated under the name of the Dominion
Foundries & Steel Ltd. Both plants are

located at Hamilton, Ont.

The Hall Engineering Works, with
which is associated the Montreal Dry
Dock Co... have started work on a new
50 by 150 feet plate and boiler shop at

the plant of the latter. In addition to

equipment already on hand, more new
machinery will be required.

Big Demand for Ore Tonnage.—John
Bell, general superintendent of the Play-

fair steamship interests at Fort William,

Ont., after an extended trip to Buffalo,

Cleveland and Chicago, reports there is

a very heavy demand for tonnage for

ore.

Copper Mine Reopened.—The copper

mine at Red Head.. Charlotte county,

N.B., formerly operated by James Mc-
Lean of Letete, has been reopened by a

New York s\Tidicate. A quantity of ore

has been taken out and shipped to the

United States for testing.

Ontario Hydro Surplus.—According
to the report of the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission for the year ending

October 31, 1916, there was a surplus on
the Niagara system of $351,833, appli-

cable to sinking fund and depreciation

reserve account, the receipts being $2,-

038,792 and the disbursements $1,686,-

958. The total operating capital is $9,-

522,995. On the Severn system there

was a surplus of $40,256; the deficit on

operation of the Eugenia system was
$12,120, while the Wasdells system
showed a surplus of $4,569.

Making Valuation of Ross Rifle Plant.

A valuation of the machinery and con-

tents of the Ross Rifle Factory at Que-
bec, which the Dominion Government is

expropriating, is being made by experts

supplied by the Canadian Appraisal Co.

and an accountant representing the De-
partment of Militia and Defence. It is

said the task will occupy the valuators

for about two months. When it is com-
pleted, an offer will be made, it is under-

stood, to the Ross Rifle Company on be-

half of the Government. If that offer is

not accepted recourse will be had to

the Exchequer which will fix the price

to be paid for the plant.

Opening of Navii^ation Forecast.

—

Predictions reaching the Marine Depart-

ment, Ottawa are to the effect that navi-

gation will not be open on Lake Superior

until April 25. Lake Huron and Geor-

gian Bay will be navigable somewhere
about April 15. The St. Clair River.

Lake St. Clair and Detroit River and
the Western portion of Lake Erie are

already clear of ice. At the eastern end

of Lake Erie, however, there is still con-

siderable ice, which makes it probable

that navigation there will not begin un-

til April 15 or 20. Similarly the west-

ern end of Lake Ontario is free of ice

and the eastern end is not. Hence the

prospect 's that navigation there will

not be open until April 15 or 20.

The Prest-0-Lite Co., Inc., manufac-
turers of oxy-actylene welding and cut-

ting outfits, storage batteries, etc., have
just let a contract for the erection of

a four storey building in Toronto which
will be used for the manufacture of elec-

tric storage batteries and accumulators,

etc., with 35,000 sq. ft. of floor space.

Construction will be commenced at once

of an actylene gas plant at Shawinigan
Falls, Que., while facilities at Merriton,

Ont., will be considerably enlarged.

Warehouses and show rooms will be

opened in Montreal for both storage

batteries and gas appliances. R. H.

Combs Canadian general manager was,

until recently, vice-president of the

Society of Automobile Engineers.

British Embargo Lists Changes.—The
British Government has prohibited the

exportation of the following articles to

all destinations. Anchors and chain

cables, binnacles, leather boots and shoes

with soles or uppers, lead compounds
and mixtures containing them; ships'

compasses and component parts; leather;

lead, lead alloys and manufacturers of

lead or alloys; nautical instruments;
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The LeBlond ^2°'.:"'' Grinder

Try this%Grinder—
It has been specially designed for the

tool room and is perfectly at home in

every department of cutting where Con-
venience, Precision and Production are
essential.

It has numerous features which
you need—Catalog—free on re-

quest—will tell you all about them.

Shipment from TORONTO
STOCK IMMEDIATELY.

THE A. R. WILLIAMS
MACHINERY CO., Ltd.
64 Front St. West - TORONTO, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

"If It's Machinery, Write Williams."
% \\>v^\\^

% ^^ ^ -^-%

The limits on
this job are
very close, but

a Geometric
Self-Opening

Die Head
finishes the
threads so that

they pass rigid

inspection.

'J'lic i>art is a mansaneso lirou/.c )»mii|i lioily,

made liy the Superior Maehiiie & J*yn.tiineeriiig

Co., on a Warner & Swasey Screw Machine.

lla\f yi'U a (leoiiieliic on your Serew Macliinc
iir 'rurrct Latlic? Send us your ^pecilieation.-

and ii:et our quotation.

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO., New Haven, Conn, U.S.A.

Williams & Wilson, Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Agent* :

The A. R. Williamfi Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg, St. John, N.B.

// any advertisement interesfn yon, tea r it oat noic and place witJt letters to he anmvered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK 8c SONS
£3TAB. 1677.

PATENTS-TRADE MARi<-DESIGNS

Book "ratont Protection"—free. Master
of Patent Laws, Formerly Patent Office
Kxaininor.
!>9 St. JanieH St.. - Montreal, Qu(

.

ISrani-hcs: Ottawa. WaHhington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, "ECH-

NICAL. AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummono Bi_do., Montreal
Cable Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTrm Fetherttonhauth * Co.
Patent Solicitor*. Held Office,
Royal Bank Bld«., Toronto,
0tUw4 Offict, G Elcin St.
8«nd for our Plain Practical
Point*™. Copj of NaUoniJ
Procreaa, In which our patent*
are adTertiMd. naailwl ir^%. fi

I PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Aek for our Investor's

Adviser, which will l>e sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

MerchantH Bank Building, corner
St. Catherine St.. MONTREAt, Phone Cp. 6474

and WaHliineton. D.C.. U.S.A.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

CAHABIAN DISTKIVUTOlia rOR TMC

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada
Phone Ad. 2511 A. W. Bennet. Manager

hootinakini? machine needles; rattans;

ship engine.s and their component parts,

including Diesel and other internal com-
bu.stion engines for marine propulsion;

iron and steel castings and forgings for

ships' hulls and machinery; machinery
for steamships and component parts;

sectional materials for shipbuilding;

ships' auxiliary machinery; ships' tele-

graphs and component parts; steering

pear and component parts; tanning ex-

tracts and substances; winches, wind-

lasses.

Big Freighter Launched. — Last

Thursday at 1.30 p.m., in the presence of

a large number of spectators, the bulk

freighter Westmount was successfully

launched at the yard of the Collingwood

Shipbuilding Co., Collingwood, Ont. The
christening ceremony was gracefully

performed by Mrs. L. L. Henderson,

wife of the president of the Montreal

Transportation Co... for which the new
steamer 's built. The Westmount is one

of the laro-est boats on inland waters.

Her dimensions ai-e: Length 5.50 feet;

breadth, 58 feet, and depth .SI feet, with

a carrying capacity of 11,000 tons. Her
engines are capable of developing 2,400

horse-power, and will drive the steamer

thirteen miles per hour loaded. The
steamer is modem in every way, and

embodies many new features to facili-

tate loading and unloading operations.

There are sixteen hatches, with 24-feet

centres, and the large holds are divided

into 24 compartments. The Westmount
will fi-o into commission immediately

upon the opening of navigation.

MARINE
Saiilt Ste. Marie, Ont. — Navigation

will open about April 20 if reports

reaching the Soo are authentic. Ice-

crushers will be used to force an open-

ing in Mud Lake, St. Mary's River and

Whitefish Bay. Unless this is done ice

will hold up lake traffic until May 1.

Must Instill Water Purifiers on Lake

Boats.—Before the onening of naviga-

tion vessel owners of the Grent Lakes

must snend approximately $300,000 for

the installation of new culinary and

drinking water purifiers on all boats en-

gaged in interstate tr.iffic. The order

apnlies to all vessels belono-ing to Can-

.''dian stenmship comnrinies plving on the

OveTt Lakes. The order requiring instal-

lation of pure water systems was issued

some time ago bv Dr. J. O. Cobb. Chi

cago, surgeon of the sanitary district

comprising the Great Lakes. The water

must be treated by an apnroved method,

and that the piping svstem on all vessels

must be so arranged that no connection

can be made between the drinking water

system and any other water system.

WOODWORKING
Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Box

Board Co., will build an extension to

their factory.

Quebec, Que.—The box factorv of the

Canadian Butter Box Co., at D'Israeli,

Que., near Sherbrooke. was burned to

the ground on April 4.

CONTRACTS
Port Arthur. — J. F. Hewitson has

been awarded the contract for the con-

struction of buildings for the Port

Arthur Pulp and Paper Co.'s plant here

to the extent of $350,000.

INCORPORATIONS
Lion Locks, Ltd., has been incorporated

at Ottawa, with a capital of $50,000, to

manufacture builders' hardware, locks

and locking devices of all kinds. The
head office is at Toronto and the incor-

porators are: Aubrey T. Maher, John B.

O'Brien and Thomas S. H. Gales, all of

Toronto.

J. R. Cameron, Ltd., has been incor-

porated at Ottawa, with a capital of $50,-

000, to take over the business carried on

by J. R. Cameron, stove and furnace

manufacturer, of Ottawa. The incor-

porators are: Joseph R. Cameron, R. Ed-
ward Byrne, and John S. Nicholson, all

of Ottawa.

Huot Rifle Automatic Attachment Co.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a

capital of $500,000 to manufacture rifles

and rifle parts. The head office of the

company is at Montreal and the incor-

porators are Joseph A. Huot, S. Edmond
Desmarais and Joseph A. Belair all of

Richmond, Que.

The Omega Machinery Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $45,000 to manufacture water towers,

wind-mills, pumps and all kinds of ma-
chinery at St. Hyacinthe, Que. The in-

corporators are Ovide Brouillard,

Etienne H. Solis of Montreal and Emile

Ponton of St. Hyacinthe.

The Collier Oil Co. has been incor-

porated at Ottawa, with a capital of

$2,000,000, to acquire oil lands and to

construct and operate refineries at Cal-

gary, Alta. The head office is at Toron-

to, and the incorporators are: Henry P.

O. Savary, Lloyd H. Fenerty, and Henrv
A. Chadwick, all of Calgary.

P-K Worsted Spinning Mills Ltd., has

been incorporated at Toronto with a

capital of $50,000 to build and operate

spinning mills and dye houses as Lis-

towel, Ont.j Provisional directors are

Frank J. Barber of Georgetown, Ont.,

and Max Becker and John H. Bender of

Listowel, Ont.

The Paper & Hardware Products, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $49,000, to manufacture pape^-,

felt, straw board and pulp products of

all kinds. The head office is at Montreal,

and the incorporators are: W. A. Lyons.

Henri Larin and Patrick A. Donnelly, all

of Montreal.

CATALOGUES
Electric Drills.—Circular Y is being

(iistributf'd to the trade by the Inde-

pendent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

III, to feature the "Thor" universal

electric drills. The circular illustrates

a number of different types and con-
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tains .s|iL'i-ifications cincriiiL; the vari<ins

sizes.

The Walters' Bucket for use in foun-
dries is described in catalogue 126 being
distributed by the Whiting Foundry
Equipment Co., Harvey III. The ad-

vantages of the Watters' bucket and its

construction and operation are dealt

^ith while several views of installa-

tions show the scope of service of the

bucket.

Taylor Power Dump.—Catalogue is-

sued by the American Engineering Co..

Philadelphia, Pa., describing the Taylor
power dump for use in conjunction with
the Taylor mechanical stoker. The con-

struction of this power dump and re-

sults accomplished by it are described

while the method of operation is graphi-

cally explained by means of a number
of illustrations.

The Standard i\Ifg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., have issued a series of bulletins

202, 20r;, 212, 217, 219, 220, 221, 232, 233,

234, 235, 236, 237 bound in an attractive

loose leaf folder illustrating and des-

cribing an interesting line of machine
tools including gear cutting, automatic
milling, drilling and riveting machines,

etc., excellent half tones show the gen-

eral arrangement of each type of ma-
chine while a specification is included

together with descriptive matter cover-

ing the principal features.

Standard-Unit Construction for Steel

Framed Structures.—K. liraby & Co.,

(jlasi^dw, .Sf-utiand, liave recently issued
' an interesting catalogue bearing the

above title and illustratinij;- the Keid
patent unit system for the construction

uf steel buildings and structures of every
description. The catalogue features a

new system of quick fabrication and
election of steel structures. The cata-

lii.;ne contains a full deserii)ti()n uf the

system and also a large number uf dia-

grams showing various designs of steel

Work for factories, hangers and aero-

plane sheds, etc. The concluding pages
contain considerable useful teelinica!

data covering the properties and safe

strengths, etc., of the standard units and
bars, abridged list of spans and heii;hts

of building obtainable, and particulars

of P>rahy's eorrug^ited sheeting.

BOOK REVIEW
Canadian Woods for Structural Tim-

bers.—The Drparlnieiit of the Inlei'iui,

Fnrestry Branch, Ottawa, have pul)lish-

ed Bulletin No. .59, bearing the above
liMc. The idea in publishing tliis l>ul-

hliii was to offset an ernmeous beliel

held by many Canadians tliat imported
lumber is superior to the Canadian pro
duct. The Forest Products Laburatorios
of Canada, under the I'''orestrv Brancli

of the Department of the Interior, have
been investigating this question, and
have found that some of our Cauadiaii

timbers are superior to those imported
and just as cheap, if not cheaper. The
results of this investigation are set forth

in this bulletin, which also contains a

number of interesting half-tones show
ing Canadian luruber being utilized fur

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing Else

GEO. E. JOBBORN, Hamilton, Ont.

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and
erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

ETAL
STAMPINGS

II'''I" We
''III
!tur- ^1
arts I
fao- 1

are manufact
erg of stamped pa
for other manu
turere.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enabli^

us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in Nickel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avtnue, Toronto, Can.

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
C(iuie.s to you heat-treated

anil ready for use.

It does not stiek to the

work.

Tliere are many eases where
eaeli punch has turned out

over 2.000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

u. s. A.

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound Iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont.

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists
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Saving orWasting?
The manner in which you handle the

liiinliing water prohleni in jouf plant

may seem to lie a siiiall matter to you
—but investigate. The results will lie

Eurprisiug.

The olii-time faucet is costly. Running
hour after hour, day after day. its

ceaseless flow is costing you money, yet

without any better service.

Puro Saves 3S^c'0

A Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain
will cut that water bill So'X. We can

prove that it has done that for others.

It will give every employee a safe,

saner draught of bubbling water free

from the contamination of the common
drinliing cup.

In a word, it is the only sanitar>

Drinking Fountain that is rea'Iy safe,

sanitary, simple, automatic in control,

and easy to attach.

"PURO -FY**

CANADIAN MACHINERY

a variety ol structural purposes. Lum-
bermen, builders, manufacturers, or

others interested who have not yet re-

ceived a copy may obtain one free on

application to the Director of Forestry,

Ottawa.

HIGHER COAL COMING.
The Coal Trade Journal says that the

anthracite situation is growing very

strenuous. It is said that the production

of anthracite this year will hardly equal

the consumption, and a shortage of cars

is making it difficult to get coal into the

New York market. The labor supply

limits the production of coal, and with

high wages in all fields labor is taking

matters easily. Within the week there

has been a considerable advance in the

price of anthracite, and the retailer

who is not forearmed with contracts to

insure him a regular supply to take care

of his customers, faces a hard winter.

Some of the independent producers, find-

ing an extra demand upon them, have

been putting the price up day by day

until premiums amounting to $1 a ton

above the supposedly regular schedule

have been paid. This is taken to mean

that there must be an advance in the

retail price, for the margin allowed the

retailer is not sufficient to permit him

to take up the advance in the wholesale

price, even though premium coal is but

one-fourth of his tonnage.

(MADE IN CANADA)

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sinifary Drinking Founlain Company

147 University A»e., Toronto, Cinada

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

ThcT are the result of

sixty years' experi-
ence, unsurpassed
equipment and hiehlr
manship,

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are the
best buy.

Established ia37.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
2IS South St.. Bristol. Ct., U.S.A.

Man'frs of "Barnes-made" Products
Sprin94.Scre« MocKlne (Voducts.Cold RolleJ Su«leJ^<)Wlf•

TUNGSTEN IN PORTUGAL
SOME very rich deposits of tungsten

occur, it is said, in Portugal in the form

of wolframite, accompanied by scheelite,

and also, frequently, by eassiterite (bi-

noxide of tin). The three principal de-

posits are the proptrty of independent

companies, the first, a French concern,

exporting its whole output to France;

the second, an English company, ex-

porting to England ; and the third, which

is operated exclusively by Portuguese

capital. The daily output of the first

two averages about one ton of wolfra-

mite each," containing 60% of tungsten

trioxide: the output of the other con-

cern is somewhat less. In addition,

there are numerous smaller deposits, but

the output of these is not known. In

1914 the exports of tuna'sten ore from

Portugal amounted to 1.700 tons. No
fiaures, however, are available as to the

quantity produced. At present the ex-

portation is made under the interven-

tion of France and Great Britain, which

countries absorb the greater part of the

total shipments. A small quantity is

exported to the United Staes.

®
MUNITIONS "WORK IN SIGHT

FIRMS engaged in the manufacture of

munitions in Canada will, on the basis

of present orders, be kept busy up to

June 30, 1917. Orders placed with some

manufacturers expire on December 31.

and with others on March 31. Wh«n
these dates arrive, th* performance
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made in deliverj- will be an important

factor in deciding as to the extent of re-

newal orders. The Imperial Munition^

Board states that all necessary raw ma-

terials to maintain the deliveries re-

cpiired are contracted for well aiitad.

and particular mention is made of the

very favorable position in respect to

steel supply. No uneasiness is caused

by the reported shortage in the States,

because of the purchases of steel made
by the board last spring and summer.

The policy adopted some time ago,

whereby Canadian manufacturersi would

supply fuses, primers, brass discs, cart-

ridge cases and the many smaller com-
ponents, is now well established, and
supplies of this nature which came from
the States in large quantities in the past,

will to a very great extent be available

in Canada. Canadian manufacturers

are bending their best energies to en-

able the board to carry out its pro-

sramme.
®

TECHNICAL MEN GIVE AID
THE Joint Committee of Technical

Organizations, under the chairmanship
of Alfred Burton, met in the Mining
Building of the Toronto University

group on March .30, to discuss and adopt
the first annual report of the organiza-

tion and to hear addresses by E. P.

Mathewson. of Toronto; R. A. Ross, of

Montreal: John Murphy, of Ottawa, and
Captain A. J. Matheson, of Toronto. .J.

Murray Clark and W. A. Carlysle also

spoke

The chairman in opening referred

briefly to the aims and objects of the

committee which was formed last

December, and is composed of one re-

presentative from each of the various

technical and scientific institutions, soci-

eties and associations of Ontario.

,

"The immediate aim," said Mr. Bur-

ton, "shall be to evolve a plan where-'

by such of our members as are unable

to go to the front may be used for war

purposes at home in such a manner as

their special technical training may
make them most valuable." He then

proceeded to outline some of the work

already accomplished by the committee,

which," within three months, has already

made many practical contributions to-

wards the national efficiency for the

prosecution of the war.—m—
MISCELLANEOUS

Steel and Malleable Iron Castings.—

The choice between steel and malleable

iron castings is dictated by their respec-,

tive properties, partly by price, an^j

partly by the limitations of the pro-'

cesses by which malleable iron is made.

As pointed out in a paper read before

the International Engineering Congress,

steel is, in its nature, a more homo-

geneous metal, and, therefore, tougher

and stronger than malleable iron. Jlore-

over, castings of malleable iron are
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somewliat prone to actual porosity or

sponginess at the centre, especially in

certain portions of irregular castings,

so that for this reason also a steel east-

ing is stronger and more reliable.

Finally malleable iron can be made only

into castings of quite light sections,

whereas there is almost no limit to the

size and weight of steel castings that

can be produced. For uses where only

a fair amount of strength and toughness

is necessary, the castings being there-

fore of light section, it often pays to

have them malleable, because they are

cheaper than steel.

Friction Clutch Ring Tests.—In a re-

cent issue of Alfred Herbert's Monthly

Review an experiment is described which

was made for the purpose of testing

various designs of friction rings for use

in the friction clutches of lathes. The

ring being tested was held by hooks and

opened by lifting up by a crane or lift-

ing blocks, the stress being measured by

a portable weighing apparatus. The ex-

pansion of the ring under different loads

was measured by dividers set to centre

dots in the same way as the expansion

of a tensile test specimen is measured.

By this means it was possible to obtain

for each ring a record of the different

expansions under various loads, which

could be plotted in the form of a stress-

strain diagram, and records were also

obtained of the final breaking load and

of the maximum expansion before break-

ing. By testing a number of rings of

different material and of different design

and proportions under these conditions

considerable improvement has been made

in the design of the friction clutches.

Concerning Twist Diills.—It seems in-

credible, says a writer in Alfred Her-

bert's Monthly Review, that no twist

drill maker sends his product out cor-

rectly ground ready for use. Every

drill maker claims some good point or

other for his tools. Many or all of them

have spent thousands of pounds experi-

menting with various shapes of flutes,

angles of spiral, thickness of web, and

so forth; further, thousands of pounds

have been laid out on plant, tools and

equipment, yet the one part of a drill

that counts, perhaps, more than any

other—the cutting edge—receives little

or no attention. Why this should be

probably no one can tell. It seems to

the writer that the first drill maker who

advertises the fact that his drills are

ground correctly, ready for immediate

use, will reap inestimable advantages in

the way of largely increased sales. We
believe that, if the writer is not misin-

formed, he has greatly overstated his

<'ase.—Ed.

Steel Shell Forgings or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about

curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power

devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

I
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OVENS
2 Enamelinfr and Varnishing Ovens heated

by Gas. Electricity. Steam or Coal.

Write for Booklet.

a Braniford Oven & Rack Co., Ltd.

Itrantford. Canada.
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Over the Page
.you'll find a numljer of sjiiall items, some of which will most

certalnl.T Interest you. Ever.v week there are opportunities

galore offered there.

Circular

Metal

Cutting

Saw
Blades for

Any Type

of

Machine

Let us demonstrate what a saving^ can be made by installing a

HUNTER "DUPLEX" Inserted Tooth Blade
Write for information

HUNTER SAW & MACHINE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word subsequent insertions,

words when box number is required. Each figure counts as one word. Minimum order $1.00.

Display rates on application.

Count five

WANTED

WANTED — LATHE ABOUT 4S" SWING
'' or larger, also boring mill up to 60".

Must be in gouU order and reasonable price.

.Vpply Box 2S8, Canadian Machinery. cl6m

FOR SALE

TjiOR SALE — AT A BARGAIN — 1— 1V4"
^ style D geometric die head, with extra

dies. White Machine Works, Windsor, Ont.
clGm

GAP LATHE, 2S x 42 x 16 FT. BED, FOK
sale, cheap; also emery wheel stand, power

hack saw. Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton,
Ont. Itfi

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE—THE FOLLOW-
Ing West Tire Setter Company banding

presses: 1—9.2- ; 1—G"
; 1—314". All in first-

I'lass condition. Each been in use two months.

The Elvria M.achine Co.. Elyria, Ohio. cl5m

TjiOR SALE—ONE 450 H.P. THOMPSON &
^ Williams coadeusing engine. Will sell

cheap. Engine is in flrst-class repair and
will give every satisfaction. Apply J. A.

Marven, Limited, Moncton, N.B. tcfm

ONE No. 2 WHITING CUPOLA. 36" SHELL
capacity, one to two tons per hour. In

perfect condition, used only for .two heats.

Address Purch.ising Agent, Canadian Inger-

soIl-Rand Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
"Ami

9 CAN. GElN. 2 H.P., 1.200 K.P.M., 440-V<.ILT,
— 3-phuse, i:0-iyide iniluction nintors. cidu-

plcte with pulley ;ind slide base, .$S."i.OO each.

1—1 H.P ditto. S'O.OU. 1—Canadian Inger-

soll-Itand' air cumpressiir. having displacement
of 64 cubic feet per minute when running at

-T>0 R.P.M At 100 lbs. prt'ssun

yuire 11 H.P. $340.00. The
Company, Ltd., Sarnia. "nf.

it will re-

rfectinn Stove
cloni

FOR SALE — TWELVE PRACTICALLY
new No. T-C Racine Heavy Duty High

Speed Hack Saw Machines. Suitable for all

Cutting purposes. Immediate delivery. For
Price and further information address The
Peck Rolling Mills, Limited, Montreal.

cl4m

ONE LATHE 16" x 4%' back geared. Built

by P. P. Silk Machine It Tool Co.. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. One lathe IS" x 3', back geared.

Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati.

Ohio. Four Murcbev Collapsible Dies. Capa-
city 1V>" to 2V4". Box 272, Canadian Machinery.

ctmf

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING MACHIN-
pry and tools at exceptionally low prices:

l^JHeavy Duty Rockford Drill. 24". suitable

for heavy work, in use only two months. 4

—

.Tones &" Lanisnn Turret Labhes. Bar ma-

.-hines. size 2 x 24: price $200.00 to $2o0.00

each. 2—,Tones & Lamson Turret Lathes.
Chucking Machines, size 2 x 24 ;

price .f200.00

each. l-nSmall Turret Lathe, l-'Si hole in

spindle, Wi hole in turret head. 1—Two-
spindle Sensitive Drill, .$100.00. 2—Holden-
.Vlorgan Tchread Millers, slightly used on 4.5

shells. 4—Bertram Internal Thread Millers.

2—No 9 Hartness Dies, capacity range 1% to

3" dia. 4—12" Whiton Universal Scroll Heavy
Duty Chucks, 3-jaw. 1—10" Skinner Univer-
sal Chuck. :i-jaw. 1—10 x 12 .3.j H.P. Robb
Horizontal Steam Engine, in flrst-class condi-

tion. Apiilv Steel Furnishing Company. Lim-
ited. New Gl.isgow. N.S. CowlT

SPECIAL MACHINERY

lyrANUFACTURERS — WE CAN UNDF.R-
^-'- take work to any specification—munition
production equipment or otherwise. Write
W. H. Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary
St., Toronto.

r\. E. WOODS—HEAVY, LIGHT AND GEN-"
ei'jtl machine work. We are prepared to

make to specifications and drawings, special

machinery, punches and dies. .ilgs. fixtures and
general tools. Prices reasonable. Prompt at-

tention. Phone fJerrard 1)60. Address 754
Broadview Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Do
you read

these pages?
Of course yiiu do. Then isn 't it safe to

assume that the majority of our readers

do? When we aret a reply to an ad from

a firm like the National Cash Register

Company one mail, and another from a

machine tool salesman the next, and

others from men in all positions, it would

appear that these ads. are pretty closely

followed.

If you have any proposition likely to in-

terest our readers it will pay you to tell

tliem ;il)out it here.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED

o UPBR I N TENDEJCT—(PRACTJ CA L MECH -

anical man with 12 years' experience, last
nvo years superintendent of shells, is open for
a proposition. Box 289, Canadian .Macliinery.

(clilnii

OUPERINTENDBNT OR WORKS JIAN-
^ ager of large metal working plant desires
change. Broad gauge man of modern methods
and a producer of results. Over 20 years'
experience at handling large forces of work-
n;eu in manufacture of high quality and in-

terchangeable goods of brass, irou and steel,

special tools, dies, machinery, etc. Includes
brass works, machine shop, punching and
stamping and fine brass work, taking entire
control of plant. English-American descent.
Box 2S0, Canadian Machinery. dom

SITUATIONS VACANT

GENERAL SALES.MAN TO HANDLE
our general lines in part of Ontario. Ap-

ply Box 2'.I0, Canadian Machinery. ClIi.M

A

WITH GENERAL KNOWL-
;e charge of our samj

.\pply Box 201. Canadian .Maihinery.

-vroUNt} MAN
edge, to take charge of our sample floor.

I'lB.M

.SALESMAN Tu
Western Ontario

Apply, giving experience to Box 2,'^.> Canadian
Machinery. cl4m

TY-^^'TED--MACHINERY
'' handle Toronto and

lvrEX:HANICAL ENGINEER WANTED -
first-class opportunity for the right

party. Must be energetic, ambitious, sober

and have some knowledge of French. Apply
Box 2Sn, Canadian Miichinery. tcmf

PRODUCTION ENGINEER WANTED TO^ take charge of cost reduction work in

Canadi.in shop manufacturing air compressors,
rock drills and other lines. State age, ex-

and salary expected. Box 292, Cana-j'erience
dian Miichinery. C16M

AfAN ABOUT 30. WITH ENGINEERING
-"'- and commercial training, experienced in

mine and smelter requirements, including

struetuial and cast steel work. A man with

cffbe experience and capable of soliciting

business preferable. Box 2S3. Canadian
Machinery. d*™

-piXPERIENCED TOOL MAKERS. SCREW
'-' machine hands and general mechanies

wanted at once for new, well lighted plant

(not munitions), situated just outside of To-

ronto: highest union wages and steady work
for good men. Mention this paper. Canada
Cycle and Motor Company. limited. Weston.
Ont. el3m

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN
oftice to sell Moline Heat in Canadian terri-

tory. Must be a good salesman, having had a

sen'eral heating and ventilating e^sporience.

Must u'ive good references. We have a fine

nosition for the right man. .\ddress. Molineprnfir

Ilcat. Moline. III. ctmf
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Hendey Millers will take any kind of a miller job

that comes into the modern sho'i>

and it delivers the finished work in the

highest degree of accuracy and perfec-

tion. It has a wide range of spindle

speeds (16) and feeds (18).

The "Hendey" is free from the usual

complicated features. All working posi-

tions are secured with but few and easily

understood movements on the part of the

operator. Anyone can operate the "Hen-
dey Miller." No special skill is required

to get the service that the Hendey 's built

for.

Write for the "Hendey Miller" Book.

is certain to interest you.

It

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Oct: A. E
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg: A. R. Wllllann

Machinery Co., Vancouver: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., St. John, N.B.

;

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
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Shove Instrument <!• 96

Sinister Co., F. B 95

Silver .Mfg. Co 94

.Simmons Mach. C«.. Ue M. 69, 71

Skinner Chuck Co 96

Slocum. Avram & .^U«iBi 29

Standard Alloys C» ^0

Starrett Co., 'L. 3 ., 81

Standard Mfg. Co 24

Steelier Co.,' The, OliM 21

Steel Co., of Canad* 3

.Steptoe. John, Co 78

Stone Tool & Supply <;•..:. K. . 90

Stocker-RumleyAVach* 0« 73

Stow Mfg. Co 108

Swedish Steel & Imp»rtj«e ••. ... 14

T
Vanadium Alloys Sterf 6

Vulcan Cnicible Steel •• 14

T
T. C. 'M. Mfg. C. 26

Tabor Mfg. Co 97

Taylor Instrument C«. IH
Thwing Instrument <Sm —

'

Toronto Iron Works 95

Cnion Tool Chest C» 97

United .States Eleetrii^ T%* «e... "»

W
Webber Bros. Machiae «• 82

Whiting Foundry Eauipmenk Ce. .. 78

Williams, A. B., M»clii»i!r» «•...". 61

Williams, J. H.. & C* 82

Williams Tools Co 80

Wiud.sor Mach. & Tool Works 17

Winnipeg Gear & Engineefing Co. 74

Walton Co 94

Walcott Lathe Co 25-

Wells Bros. Co., of Oftnftda 30

West Tire .Setter 26

Z

Zenith Coal & Steel Pnjducls Co.... 96 >
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Tool Holder and Cutting Tool Application Data— I.

By F. Scriber

TIk uppruachiitg return to broniUr ami more ycnvral lines of manufacture render a
studi/ of tool-holders very timely. While the welded tip has found considerable application
under recent conditions of heavy duty and unskilled operation, the obvious advantages of
well designed tool-holders are such as to insure n continuance of their xise, more especially
where variefi/ of work offers increased efficiency opportunities for well assorted equipment.

A QUESTION of vital importance
with the ever-increasing cost of

high-speed tool steel is the matter

of the tool detail to be employed in the

cutting of various metals. This item of

machine up-keep is part of the daily

UQGGQDQD^

Straight S^jaatk Tool and Blad£5

R H Offsft Drop hfah L H OrfiLT

FIG. 1.

shop maintenance, and cannot be entirely
eliminated, but by careful planning it

may be reduced to an absolute minimum.
With this object in view, the tendency in

late years has been to make the actual
cutting tools in the form of an inserted
blade which, when mounted in a suitable
holder, is stiff; this permits of using most
all of the tool and, in consequence, there
is very little waste.
The practical limitations of these tools

are quite generally understood, but many
manufacturers who have had experience
with them in the early stages of their

XT

vr\I

CuTTiNe-^fF
Tool usfq ra»

Diagram or Tscl Holdcrs ,„ Opckatjcin

^
TtffllAi. ".,.•(

FIG. 2.

development have built up objections
which have tended to keep them from
reaping many of the advantages which
these tools surely possess. A tool-holder
properly designed is rugged enough to

withstand ordinary shop usage except
under especially heavy cuts, and, by its

use, a large part of the high-speed steel

cost is got rid of. In addition to this, a
good deal of "blacksmithing" is done
away with; the inserted blades are
usually easier to grind, as in most types
of holders the cutters are held with the
proper rake and clearances, and, conse-
quently, this need not be considered when
grinding the blades. The accompanying
illustrations show a collection of tool-

holders which are practical and well
adapted for the work that they are in-

tended to perform. Quite a number of
the holders described are standard tools,

which can be purchased in the market
and these are, of course, tools of proven
ability.

Referring to Fig. 1, this illustration
shows an Armstrong tool-holder suitable
for lathe work and planing. Cut shows
a straight shank tool-holder, and the low^
er views show a ritrht-hand offset, a left-

hand offset and a drop head tool-holder,
while the view at top of the illustratio-i

shows a number of cutters which may bo
held in these holders. From this collec-
tion it is nossible for one to nick out cut-
ters which are suitable to quite a variety
of work on which one-niece form tools
are extensively employed. From a study
of these holders it is obvious that the^-e
are three common positions in which the
cutters are set—at right angles to the
work, those set to the left of this posi-
tion, and those that set to the right.

Referring to Fig. 2, the upper view
shows a left-hand-offset tool at work
turning a piece of round stock in a
lathe; a straight shank tool-holder work-
ing under the same conditions is also
shown. In the lower view of this same
illustration, a straight shank cutting-off
tool is shown at the left, being used for
necking a shoulder, and, in the lower
view at the right, a straight shank
threading tool is shown in operation.
These two latter tools are shown more
complete in Fig. .3. The upper view
there shows the cutting-off tool, while
the lower view shows the threading tool;
the illustration in the middle shows a
standard type of boring tool. KW of the
foregoing tools hold cutters, which are
.simple to make, are rigidly held in posi-
tion, easily replaceable, and can be used
under quite a variety of conditions while
providing for the minimum waste of ex-
pensive m:\terial.

One-piece tools, of course, are quite
indispensable for some classes of work,
such as getting into corners, as they are

compact, and consequently many at-

tempts have been made to duplicate one-
piece tools in simplicity, while reducing
their cost. Examples of the general
trend of this practice are shown in Fig.

4, the high speed portion of the tools be-

FIG. 3.

ing shown in section. The main portion
of the holder or shank is made of ma-
chinery steel, while the various types,
namely. Broad Nose, Round Nose, Dia-
mond Point, and Side Tool, are welded to>

the shank, thus providing what is prac-

Bdoad Nose Tool

flouA/D A/as£ Tool .

<^o
DiAMDA/n Point

Fool

Cutting Tools

Side Tool

Weldeo Tips

FIG. 4.
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tically a one-piece tool combining the

advantages of a high-speed cutting tool,

with, at the same time, the compactness
of a one-piece tool.

Returning again to the subject of in-

serted tool-holders. Fig. 5 shows a sec-

tion through an Armstrong holder. The
cutter in this tool is inserted on an angle

to give the correct cutting rake, and is

clamped by the screw A. The second

view in this illustration shows a cutter

which is clamped by a screw in the hold-

er B, this screw being n ade to bind the

cutter by means of the shoe C. The
third view from the top illustrates a

tool-holder, which has the cutter set in

practically the same as the above, but

clamped by means of the screw D, which
forces the wedge E against the cutter,

thus binding it.

Pil" LffCi^iNG ryp£ i?r

DuA wbolt Typc or
Tool Holder

<3 ii

A Group er Cutters

r^—<:^"-. Fon USE WITH THE

TWO

) A50VE

HOLDERS w

Holders.

iTH Cutters
OF THE Forged Type.

Referring to the lower view, the cutter

is clamped by means of the familiar

draw-bolt construction P. the bolt being

cut out to clamp against one side of the

cutter when the nut G is tightened. Other
tool-holders which work on this principle

lock the cutter by means of bushings,

while still other holders clamp the blade

by having the holder split and using a

binding screw. It will be quite unneces-

sary to show all of the constructions

which are found suitable for this pur-

pose, illustration and description of the

general principles involved being suffi-

cient for our present purpose.

While most tool-holders are construct-

ed with the idea of using blade stock of

standard shapes, in recent years, owing
to the fact that there are quite a number
of odd shapes of steel being placed on

the market which can be very con-

veniently held in tool-holders, this con-

dition has been taken advantage of in a

number of instances and, therefore, we
find numerous tool-holders made to grip

special shaped stock.

In other types of holders, the makers
have gone into the subject still further,

and have made the tool points or cut-

ters special drop forgings adaptable to

special holders only. Two holders based

on this plan are illustrated in Fig 6, the

upper one being a holder which has the

point locked by a pin; this pin clamps at

the back side of the cutter A when the

screw B is tightened. The other holder

illustrated has a draw bolt C running

through it, which is tightened by the

handle D at the end of the holder, and in

the latter the cutter is bound on the

shank E. A group of cutters or points,

which may be used for a variety of work,

and are held in these holders, are shown
below in this illustration.

The tool-holders shown in Fig. 7 are

somewhat different from the foregoing,

inasmuch as the one in the upper view

shows a cutter which is bound by a

tapered wedge A. This cutter B has

teeth cut in it to engage with the teeth

in the wedge and, of course, the heavier

the cut the tighter the wedge will grip,

as the wedge is forced down in the hold-

er by the cutting action as the blade

"takes the cut." Care must be taken in

using a tool of this type to have the

wedffe securely lock the cutter before

starting to machine the work. The low-

er views on this illustration show a tool

with an adjusting screw in back of the

cutter; this screw permits of fine ad-

justments being mide, and the screw C
binds the cutter in the sime mTnner as

in some of the tools previouslv described.

Adiusting screws are bv no means con-

fined to this particular tvpe of tool, nor

is it necessary to annlv them in this par-

ticnlar manner, but thev ^re emnloved in

Quite a variety of ways by different de-

sip-ners.

Reference was made at the becrinning

of this article to the f'-ct thit the blide.^

were usually held at riq-ht an«rles to the

work, or to the right or left of this nosi-

tion. but. in Fig. 8, we have a holder

where all of these positions are obtained

in one tool. The manner of accomplish-

'''"^•'vw^^

o

ITH weoce BifjDPR.

^\'& To cl WIT
Adjusting Screw

Turning Tools
ADjubj I NO Screw.

FIG. 7.

ing this is obvious, as there are three

slots cut in the holder, and the cutter

may be presented to the work from the

slot which is most convenient. The cut-

ter in this holder is clamped in any posi-

tion by means of the screw A, which
bears on the cutter at the intersection of

the slots.

A tool-holder which contains two cut-

ters is shown at work in the lower view

of Fig. 8. The cutter B is of round nose

type and the cutter C is a necking tool.

These cutters are clamped by indepen-

dent screws D and E in any convenient

manner, the particular type here shown
being the familiar set screw method of

clamping.

In the succeeding articles of this

series the subject will be enlarged upon,

so as to take care of cutting-off tools,

threading tools and boring tools as in-

serted blades in tool-holders.

IlJ^
Straight, Right hand and

Leet Hand Holder

C £_

^^
. / Holder with e thol.

Two Holders tch Combination Work

FIG. (.
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SPECIAL DESIGN THREAD
MILLING MACHINE

By R. Hamilton.

THE specifications requirements in

connection with the appearance
and accuracy of the thread por-

tions of the various types of shell, have
been the means of developing many spe-

cial attachments and machines for satis-

factory accomplishment. Collapsible

taps have been, and still are, largely

used for the accomplishment of this

operation, but the bobbing process has
made remarkable progress since the in-

ception of the shell industry. Many
makes of thread millers have been plac-

ed on the market, but the magnitude
of the munitions industry, and the in-

ability of the many firms to secure the
desired equipment in a special time, has
resulted in a large number of plants
solving this problem on their own be-
half, that is, by designing special de-

vices or machines to offset the delay
arising from abnormal production and
transportation conditions. In many res-

pects, the situation of the past two
years has enabled Canadian manufac-
turers to make wonderful progress
along the lines of more rapid and econ-
omic production. There is an old .=!aying

that "Necessity is the Mother of Inven-
tion," but the value of time has been
such an outstanding factor in shell pro-

duction that the phrase might well be

changed to read "Necessity is the

Brother of Invention," as necessity and
invention have travelled hand in hand
during the busy months of the war.

making it practically impossible to stay
the development of ideas.

The accompanying half tones and line

drawing illustrate a special thread mill-

ing machine designed and constructed

ing. Fig. 1 shows a front view of the
machine, while Fig. 2 is the same ma-
chine from the rear. The double spindle

milling head is fitted to a fixed cross

slide, the back end being supported by

FIG. 2. SPECIAL THRE.VD MILLING .MACHINE—REAR VIEW.

by the Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., for

milling and bobbing the adapter threads

in 8 inch high explosive shell. The oper-

ation of counterboring and recessing,

and the bobbing of the thread are per-

formed at one setting, thus eliminating

the possibility of eccentricity in the

various diameters, and insuring a more
accurate fit when screwing in the adap-
ters. The machine is so constructed as

to give one speed for milling and hobb-

FIG. I. SPECIAL THREAIJ MILLING .MACHINE I-KONT VIEW

an auxiliary slide rail secured to the

machine bed. The lateral movement of

the head is obtained by the handle 1,

while the cutters are adjusted to work-
ing position by the handles 2, 2, each
cutter spindle operating on an inde-

pendent slide, and the shafts sliding

through the gears retained in the hous-

ing (.'H). The rear spindle carries the

standard milling cutter for milling the

counterbore and recess, and the front

spindle carries the thread hob. The en-

tire milling head has a similar action

through the right angle gear drive. The
outer bearing for the driving shaft is

supported by an extension from the bed

of the machine, shown in the rear view
Fig. 2. Suitable stops shown at (4)

are arranged on the side of the cross

slide to determine the depth of each
cutter.

The arrangement of the head stock,

with the operating mechanism, is shown
in Fig. ?). By means of a train of gears,

the spindle and the shell are revolved at

a constant speed, both for milling the

counterbore and recess, and also the

bobbing of the thread. On the opposite

end of the drive shaft that carries the

pulley A is secured the worm that

drives the worm gear C, these being

retained in the casing B. The driving

pinion D, which is cut in the shaft, en-

gages with the intermediate gear E
keyed to the shaft F. The main gear G
is cast integral with the spindle H.

This spindle has a lateral movement
which will be described later. The for-

wanl portion of the spindle carries the
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chuck; the piece I being firmly secured

to the end. The collet ring J which is

threaded to the piece I, operates the

split ring jaws K by means of the hand

wheel L. Within this wheel is contained

a pawl M that engages notches cut in

the ring J, by which the chuck is tight-

operator neglect to disengage the lateral

feed after it has accomplished its ob-

ject, he is warned by the ringing of a

small bell, located on the rear bearing

cap, shown at D', Fig. 2. Before the

next operation is commenced, the fixture

is returned to its original position by

means of the handle on the arm \V.

FIG. 3. SPECIAL THREAD-MILLING MACHINE DETAIL

ened or released. To retain the shell in

proper alignment, the inner end is sup-

ported on a special bush fitted to the

nose and placed on the plug P, which in

turn is screwed in the end of the shaft

Q. By means of a tapered pin R, this

shaft is rigidly secured to the piece S,

that fits on to the end of the main
spindle.

Fitted to the end of the rear housing

is the bracket T. which supports the

lateral feed shaft Q and the operating

gearing. The ratchet wheel U is bolted

to the bracket T, and always remain.^:

stationary in relation to the machine
frame. Bolted to the nut V is the arm
W; one end carrying the two pawls X
and Y, the other provided with a handle

for returning to initial position. The
pocket Z contTiins the sprin?: th^t keeps

the pawls to their respective positions

these being set by the handle A'. The
ratchet wheel B' is keved to the end of

the shaft Q, the threaded portion C fit-

ting the nut V, and being of the same
pitch as the thread to be cut, in this

instance, % inch. When the counter-

bore and recess are beincr milled, the

pawl Y is engaged with the wheel B'.

causing the shaft and the nut to revolve

together, with no lateral movement in

shell position.

After the base is prepared for the

thread, and the hob brought to oosition.

the handle A' is moved to disengage

Dawl Y and ene'nge pawl X with wheel

U; this keeps the arm W and the nut

Y stationary, resulting in the shaft Q
revolving in the nut, thus slowly draw-

ing the spindle and shell backwards at

the rate of Vs inch per revolution while

the hob is cutting, so that, when the

sr-ndle has made a little over a turn,

the thread has been cut. Should the

®
MULTIPLE DRILL HEADS

By H. Street

IN 1911, the writer was engaged in the

manufacture of gasoline engines in

Western Canada and, at that time, prac-

tically none of the

modern productive me-
thods had made their

appearance in thiit

locality. True, high-

speed lathe tools were

used to some extent,

but high-speed drills

were practically un-

known. Slip chucks,

tapping attachments,

gear cutters, microm-
eters and other now
indispensable tools
had not made their ap-

pearance. A n y job

work was usually com-
pleted by the man who

started it regardless of the various oper-

ations encountered. Each man kept

whatever drills and other small tools he

used carefully under lock and key or

hidden beneath some convenient bench,

while anv extra drills and reamers were

to be found in the office. No drawing.-^

were in existence, all work being done

according to sample. Dimensions for the

various engine parts were to be found,

however, on the walls above the work-

man's benches, in blue chalk, having

been placed there by the workmen for

FIG. 1. MULTIPLE DRILL HEADS.

FIG. 2. MULTIPLE DP-ILL HEADS.

their own convenience. All drilling was
done on the machine shown in the cut

and, as engines up to twenty-five horse

power were built, some of the difficulties

in connection with this class of work
may be imagined.

Quite a large number of one and one-

half horse power engines were built,

these having an air-cooled cylinder, held

to the base by four studs of three-

eighths inch diameter. The multiple

head shown in Fig. 1 was constructed

to drill these stud holes, both in cylin-

der and base. Taper shank drills were

used and the spindles extended suffi-

ciently from the body so that the drills

could be removed from below. The upp-

per part of the body was split and

clamped directly on the sleeve, being

prevented from turning by the rack on

same. The central driving gear was cut

directly on the taper shank and had a

bearing in the lower half of the case

but none in the upper. In attaching,

this central shank was simnly pulled

out and inserted in the spindle, and the

body then slipped over this and clamped

in position. The snindle, we'-e orovided

with fiber thrust washers and lock nuts

to take the separate drill thrusts, these,

of course, being transmitted directly to

the sleeve.

The shop in which these heads were

made was not fortunate enough to be

provided with a milling machine of the

modem type nor a dividing head. An
old Lincoln type m.iller was used, and

the spindles held in V-blocks while cut-
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ting the teeth of the gears. The spind-

les were left somewhat longer than nec-

essary and a lathe change gear of the

requisite number of teeth was attach-

ed to this extension which, after the

teeth were cut, was removed. A small

set screw with lock nut in an
angle plate, acted as a dividing-

head, the tapered point of the

screw being run into the teeth of

the lathe gear. In order to set

the milling cutter to the proper [Z^

depth, an ordinary one inch out-

side micrometer was used; with
the cutter just touching the

blank, a small block was set un-
der the arbor of a height such
that the micrometer could just be
slipped in under the arbor. The

spindles carrying the drills were quite

short, extending below only sufficiently

to carry the two locknuts and a fiber

thrust washer. The combined drill

thrusts in this case were thus trans-

mitted directly to the center spindle and
this was provided with a large

collar and thrust washer resting

on the top of the case. The taper
shanks of the drills extended up
into the upper bearings in which
were located the tang slots. It

was thus impossible to use a
drift for removing the drills

and, to perform this operation, a
hole was tapped in the upper end
of the spindle, into which a set
screw could be placed and the

I'IG. MULTIPLE DRILL HEADS.

sleeve was then turned down the proper

amount and the head lowered until the

arbor again touched. This was similar

to using an inside micrometer and prov-

ed just as satisfactory. By using a lit-

tlf care an excellent job was obtained.

The holes in the body were laid by off

means of buttons and micrometer so

that these could be very acurately bored.

\o trouble whatever was experienced

in assembling, and it is safe to say that

a first-class tool room could not have
jiroduced a more satisfactory piece of

work.
The head just described having prov-

en such a success, that .shown in Fig. 2

was next designed. This was for drill-

ing the three holes for the studs holding

the make-and-break igniters in the

larger cylinders. These holes were
properly spaced in relation to the face

of the cylinder by the self-centoring jig

also shown in the photo. This head was
firovided with a shank to fit a 1 % inch

^lagic chuck, and it was thus impossible

to attach the body solidlv to the sleeve

to prevent the rotation of the same. It

was desirable to use the slip chuck as

these holes were drilled at the same
time as the main hole was bored. The
rotation of the body was taken care of

by the arm seen resting against the

column of the drill press. In order to

facilitate finishing, the body of the head
was made round, and a collar into which
this arm was threaded was slipped over

the upper part and locked by means of

a .setscrew. It was thus possible to set

the drills in any angular position called

for by the jig. The body of the head
was, of course, made in two parts and
Tield together by cap screws. The

drill forced out. This is more clearly

shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows a head which was de-

signed to be used in connection with

other tools on a crank case for a multi-

ple-cylinder engine. The crankshaft

was provided with three bearings, but

the spacing of the stud holes lengthwise

of the shaft was different for each bear-

ing, so that it was impossible to drill

more than two holes at a time. The

head was used in connection with a

Wizard chuck and, to prevent rotation

of the body, two pins were fastened

solidly in the jig plate just outside of

the stud holes; these pins extended up

into bushings which were carried by

projections at each end of the head. By
bringing the drill head down over these

pins, the drills were accurately located.

It was, of course, necessary that the

pins be slightly longer than the drills

used and, for this reason, the drills were

kept as short as possible. A ball thrust

bearing was placed over the gear on

each spindle and a larger bearing trans-

mitted the combined thrusts to the main

spindle. In this case, as in the previous

one described, the drills were forced out

by means of a screw in the upper end

of the spindles.

In all the heads described, idler gears

were used so that the regular drill

spindle could operate in the normal dir-

ection. Many times, of course, it is

possible to dispense with these idlers

but in most cases it is not advisable.

BORING AN IGNITER HOLE
By D. O. Barrett

IN the gasoline engine of which the
cylinder shown in the cut was a part,

make-and-break ignition was used, the
igniter being placed in a bored hole in

the side of the cylinder, and extending
into the combustion chamber. The hole
was of two dimensions, 2% inches in

diameter at the inner end and 2% inches
at the outer; the shoulder thus formed
was finished to a 45 degree bevel, the

igniter body having a corresponding
shoulder so that a ground seat could be
obtained at this- point for maintaining
the pressure developed in the cylinder.

The upper part of the hopper or jacket

used on these cylinders was removable,
hence this face on the cylinder casting
was planed and drilled and tapped so

that the casting could readily be held by
these holes as the operation of boring
the igniter hole was the last to be per-

formed. The work had previously been
done on a large wheel lathe by bolting

the angle plate shown in the cut to the

regular face plate. This plate was
about six feet in diameter and the lathe

was speeded accordingly, so that one

could imagine the length of time neces-

sary to comnlete the operation. It was
also quite a job to centre the cylinder, as

this had to be done fairly accurately.

This same_ angle plate was used on the

drill press and supported at the outer

end by a jack screw as the excessive

overhang would tend to distort the

press table. Cap screws were used to

hold the cylinder, into the tapped holes

previously mentioned. Two roughing
bars were provided for the two sizes of

HOUING .\N IGNITER HOLE.

hole. These were used in the regular

Magic chuck, and were further support-

ed by a bushing in the bracket bolted

to the drill press table, and which ex-
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tended into the cylinder the correct
distance. Deep chip grooves were mill-

ed in the ends of the bars, and leather
washers were used to prevent chips get-
ting into the lower bearing. Double
ended cutters were used in both in-

stances in order to maintain the size.

The smaller cutter was slightly over-
size to allow a slight clearance, which
was necessary, while the larger was
slightly undersize to allow a final finish-

ing cut to be taken by the bar which is

shown in position. This final cut was
taken by a single-ended tool and was
kept quite close to size. The front face
of the cutting tool was ground to a 45
degree angle in order to fini.sh the seat
in the one operation. The bar above
the cutter was threaded and two lock-
nuts provided, these acting as a depth
gauge. Power feed was used dowTi
quite close to depth, with hand feed for
the final finish, the stop collars being
brought down against the outer face
which had previously been planed the
correct distance from the center of the
cylinder.

After boring and finishing, three %
inch holes were drilled and tapped in

shown in the accompanying drawing
was designed. It was desired that the

shafts be clamped directly at the point of
cut, if possible, and this was accom-
plished by means of the two forged
clamps which were hinged at the bot-

tom, the hinge-pins running through
the two bosses shown. The block itself

was held to the milling machine table

by a clamping bolt at either end; the

tongue for the bolt slot was planed up
solid with the block. The two clamps
were drawn together by the T-head bolt

passing through the block, a slight

pressure always being retained against
the nut by a spring set into the block

and bearing against the washer near
the end of spring set into the block and
bearing against the washer near the end
of the bolt. When it was desired to re-

move a shaft, the nut was only slightly

loosened and the T-head given a quarter
turn, when it would pass through the

clamp on the one side. This would
drop completely down and it was then
only necessary to lift the shaft just

over the top of the block itself. No
clamps were used on the other end of

the shaft, this resting in a correspond-
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VEE-BLOCK FOR KEYSEATING.

the face for the igniter studs. These
holes were drilled, using a multiple
spindle drill head which slipped into the
Magic chuck and which is described in

the Multiple Drill head article also ap-
pearing in this issue. This head could
be swiveled about the spindle and locked
in any position so that it was not nec-
essary that the angle plate be placed in

any fixed position in this respect. A
self-centering jig was used for locat-

ing the holes, and these were also squar-
ed up with the turned end of the cylin-

der as it was necessary that a line

through two of the holes be parallel

with the center line of the cylinder. This
jig was described in our issue of Dec-
ember 17, 1914.

Needless to say, a great saving in

both time and patience on the part of

the operator was effected, and the re-

sulting job was better and moi-e accur-

ate, as all sizes were obtained without
the necessity of calipering or measuring.

®
V-BLOCK FOR KEYSEATING

By A. S. Loy

HAVING a large number of shafts of

a certain size to keyseat, the V-block

ing V-block with the end against an
angle plate to take the thrust of the
cut. Due to the fact that the clamps
rested on the upper part of the shaft,

a large resultant pressure was thus ob-
tained.

SOME C. P. R. FACTS
THE Canadian Pacific Railway has a
grand total of 1,500.36 miles of double
track, which is greater than that of all

the other Canadian railways added to-

gether. A statement just issued shows
that in Quebec there are 205.11 miles

distributed thus: Montreal (Windsor
Street) to Smiths Falls yard, 129.20

miles; Montreal West to Brigham Junc-
tion, 44.79 miles; Montreal West to Mile
End, 7.11 miles; Montreal (Place Viger)
to Ste. Therese, 20.11 miles; and Mont-
real terminals have a mileage of 3.90.

Ontario district has a double tracked
mileage of 105.95, made up as follows:

Smiths Falls to Glen Tay, 14.84 miles;

Agincourt to Leaside, 7.58 miles; Don to

Parliament Street, Toronto, 0.78 miles;

Toronto to Guelph Junction, 39.10 miles;

Toronto (Bathurst Street junction) to

Hamilton, 39.10 miles; North Toronto

line, 3.93 miles; London terminals, 0.62

miles.

Algoma district possesses a mileage
of 180 of double tracks, running between
the following points: Romford Junction
to Sudbury, 6.80 miles; Azilda to Geneva,
30.20 miles; Roberts to Woman River,
25.90 miles; Nemegos to Esher, 25.50

miles; Healy to Bolkow, 19.10 miles; De-
pew to King, 27.10 miles; Heron Bay to
Peninsula, 8.40 miles; Selim to Pays
Plat, 13.70 miles; Cavers to Gurney,
11.00 miles; Fire Hill to Ruby, 4.20

miles; Navilus to Port Arthur, 8.10

miles.

Manitoba district is laid with no less

than 643 miles of double tracks. Port
Arthur to Winnipeg, 426.30 miles; Win-
nipeg terminals, 23.20 miles; Winnipeg
to Virden, 179.20; Whitewood to Broad-
view, 14.30 miles.

Saskatchewan district has 210.20 miles
of double track, 16 running between
Broadview and Grenfell and 194.20 be-
tween Indian Head and Swift Current.

Alberta district has 12.20 miles of
double track, six running between Swift
Current and Java, and there are 6.20 in

Calgary terminals.

British Columbia district is equipped
with 143.90 miles of double track, distri-

buted thus: Connaught to Glacier, 5.80

miles; Revelstoke to Taft, 24.20 miles;

Pritchard to Kamloons, 24.10 miles;

Kamloops to Tranquille, 8.70 miles;

Ruby Creek to Vancouver, 81.10 miles.

Alternative routes are also in opera-
tion between several points, and they are
practically equivalent to double tracks.

In all there are 489.40 miles of rail-

road offering alternative routes. Double
tracks and alternative routes are parts
of the facilities which make the Can-
adian Pacific the greatest transportation
system in the world.

©
DETINNING APPARATUS

PRIOR to the war, steel scrap in the

form of cans, etc., was shipped from
England to Germany for removing the
tin, solder and zinc. The following ap-
paratus has been recently patented in

England to do the work at home. It

consists essentially of a slowly rotating
inclined cylinder and a stationary hop-

per with a sleeve encircling the rotating

cylinder. The latter has a feed aperture
which once in every revolution registers

with the aperture on the hopper and
allows the cans to be fed into the inter-

nal heating chamber. To reduce the fric-

tion the latter is mounted upon roller

bearings. The heating is effected by gas
or oil burners. The heating chamber is

surrounded by a firebrick-lined cylinder

with outlets for the products of combus-
tion through the short flues at the top.

Cans feed into the heating chamber,
gravitate slowly through as the chamber
rotates, and eventually find their way to

the outlet, where they pass down the

chute. The temperature is gradually

raised along the length of the chamber
and is the highest at the outlet end. In

the interior of the heated chamber chan-

nels are formed for collecting the molten

tin and solder.
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Worm GearDesign Features and Worm Gear Mounting Detail
By F. W. Lanchester

Progress that may almost be classed as extraordinary in worm gear design and arrange-
ment is largely due to the research expended and inventive genius displayed by interests

responsible for tfie now front rank prominence of automobile engineering.

IX
a paper read before the Institution

of Automobile Engineers in 1913, the
author dealt with the subject of

worm gearing broadly, and more par-
ticularly with the Lanchester worm
gear, which was the first to be success-
fully introduced in automobile practice.
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It is, perhaps, unnecessary here to re-

capitulate the distinctive features of
worm gear of different types, being
enoaigh to say that at the present time
there are, broadiy speaking, two types
of worm gear in competitive employ-
ment—the Lanchester gear, which may
be spoken of as a variant of the Hindley
worm, and the cylindric, parallel, or
straight worm such as that marketed
by Messrs. David Brown & Sons, Messrs.
Wriffley, and others, which may be taken
as a development of the ordinary worm
gear in common use by engineers for i

century or more. Although oa the one
hand, the Lanchester gear is described
as a form of Hindley, and the parallel

or cylindric worm asi that of ancient
practice, such descriptions do not en-
tirely do .iustiee to either the one or the
other.

Worm Gear for Power Transmission

Worm gear for power transmission
(where mechanical efficiency is the talis-

man of success) is a comparatively
moiiern development, and the gear used
to-day in motor-car transmission and in

other cases of power transmission, sucli

as electric liff.s, hoists, etc., hear but a
cry faint resemblance to their fore-

Iriiin jiaprr rrnd before the Institution of
^''' "liilf" EnRlncpra. Decemher, 1916.
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runner, which was designed and used for
motion transmission alone. Indeed, it is

correct to say that, in the more ancient
applications of worm gear, a common
condition was that the drive should be
irreversible; in truth, it was when such
drive was wanted, as in a hand winch,
that the engineer turned his thoughts to

the worm wheel as a solution. It is a
point of importance that, so long as this

irreversibility is a condition, the me-
chanical efficiency as a power transmit-
ter cannot exceed 50 per cent. We may,
therefore, take it that although it may
be difficult to draw a hard and fast line

between the worm gear of old and the
worm gear of to-day, there is, from the
practical point of view, as oomplete a
break of continuity as if such a hard
and fast line existed.

Transmission Efficiency

Thus, in the case of motioa transmis^
sion, it was uncommon for worm geaa'

to have an efficiency higher than 30 per
cent, or 40 per cent.; but immediately
the problem is changed to that of econ-

omic power transmission and the en-

gineer concentrates his attention on the

question of mechanical efficiency, a duty
as high as 94 per cent, or 95 per cent.,

or, as shown in the previous paper, even

97 per cent., is to be obtained. In the

previous paper the question of efficiency

was made the pivot point of the discus-

sion, and the result of the tests made by
the staff of the National Physical Labo-
ratory at the Daimler Works were freely

used. In the present paper the maker
of the gear of parallel type which has
been 'used as a comparison is definitely

given ; it is the gear of Messrs. David
Brown & Sons, obtained direct from one
of their customers. It is presumably a
fair sample of the gears supplied by
that firm. It is of course, more satisfac-

tory to be able to state the maker of the

gear whicli has been subjected to in-

vestigation.

The present paper naturally divider

itself into two parts—^the first part re-

lates to a detailed discussion of the

theoretical side of t!ie subject, and may
be taken as supplementary to the dis-

cussion of the previmis paper; the
second part relates to a practical ex-

amination of tlie "solid geometry"' of
W(«rm gear by a new method, and is in

liict a detailed comparison of the Hind-
ley and parallel types of worm gear as

I'xeinplilied in tlie Lanchester and David
Brown rcs|)ectively. A third section of

the paper is devoted to the question of

wtirm gear mounting or housing, a fea-

ture in which the practice in respect of

the two tvpes does in certain respects

|)resent differences.

Part I.

There axe a great number of variables

—an inconveniently great number of

variables—in the design of worm gear

upon which its efficiency depends. With-
out digesting the problem the factors are

very numeroius; there are thus the diam-
eters of the worm and the wheel and the

gear ratio, also the velocity of rotation,

and the torque or the horse-power trans-

mitted (either may be specified). Be-

yond this there is the degree of approxi-

mate contact between the pressure sur-

faces, and there is the question of lubri-

cation. The author's theoretical treat-

ment is based definitely on the fact that

the first group of variable factors.

namely, the diameters of worm and
wheel, the gear ratio, the revolution

speed and torque transmitted, can all be
represented from the point of view of
efficiency in the one quantity, the pitch

angle of the tooth and an assumed con-

stant angle or coefficient of friction. For
any set of gear between wide limits otf

load and speed, the angle of friction is

in fact almost constant, quite near

•"IG. 3:1. FIG. 3l>.

enough so for the purposes of the foun-
dation theory. On this assumption, (i.e.,

angle of friction = constant), it is then

easy to demonstrate that the efficiency

will be constant for all variations of

torque and speed, also that the efficiency

is independent of the diameters of the

gears, provided that the pitch angle of

the teeth is the same. The approximate
truth of this as an experimentally estab-

lished fact is the justification of the

method, and this has been fully estab-

lished by the National Physical Labora-
tory tests and report.

Comparative Test Data

In Fig. 1 is reproduced Fi,g. 42 from
the previous paper, in which a compari-
son is given between one of the tests

from the Nati<mal Physical Laboratory
report and one of the so-called tests of
a parallel worm cited by Mr. Kerr-
Thomas, namely, from a paper by Pro-
fessor Kennerson. Here, at. B, we see
the National Physical Laboratory test

ol' a Daiinler-Lanchester worm in which
from aboult 27 to 02 h.p. the efficiency

docs not vary more than one-third of 1

per cent., whereas in the plottinps from
Professor Kennerson 's paper, at A.
there is a curve which ranges from 35 to

65 h.p. over a variation of 8 par cent.

Now in the results taken with the

aulthor's dynamometer, wliich is certified

by the National Pliysical Laboratory ti>
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be true within one-tiftli of 1 per cent.

(1 in 500), and is prohalbly ordinarily

within 1 in 1,000, a eonsidara/ble range
of load was found in every case, over
which the eflflciencj" was virtually

constant both in the
parallel types and
efficioncv was also

Lanehester and
similarly the

virtually con-

deed, it is actually the increase of the

coeffieient and falling off in the effi-

ciency under excessive load that deter-

mines shanply the maximum load limit

to wliieli any given pair of gears may be
subjected, for a very moderate increase

in coefficient above its normal "least
value'' results in, or is evidence of, the

sow 60 504!« 35 X2S2624 2Z XBtt f! K 15 » O S tl lO

as o^ 0-7 (hs o-s 10
Co-effCcienly of Friction- 015

FIG. 4.

staut over a considerable range of

speed, though here the variations were,

perhaps, somewhat greater. The author
showed that there is every reason to sus-

pect the aec'.u'acy of Professor Kenner-
son's results, and at the outset the re-

sults of the National Physieal Labora-
tory tests are taken as showing
that this approximate constancy of the

efficiency over a certain working' rang;
for any given set of worm gear is an
esitablished fact. The author's own
tests (on his dynamometer) of worm
gear of the parallel tj-pe show clearly

the same characteristic featui'e, namely,
the approximate constancy of the effi-

ciency over a considerable range of

velocity. Two typical curves are given
in Fig." 2.

Faliing-off in Efficiency

There are two conditions under whicii

it would appear that the efficiency in-

variably shows a falling-off: Firstly,

when the load per tooth for any given
pair of gears exceeds a certain value;
the other is when the tooth-rubbing
velocity is less than a certain value;
also there is, without question, a falling-

off in the opposite extremes if a suffi-

ciently great range of sipeed or load be
investigated. Otherwise, the approxi-
mate constancy of the anale or coeffi-

cient of friction may be taken as estab-

lished. It is evident that the constant
condition corresponds to the minimum
value of coefficient, or, conversely, the

maximum of efficiency. In the nature of
things, where A is a function of B, A is

approximately constant in respect of B
when A is a maximum and when A is a
minimum. This is as commonly express-
ed on the equation for maximum or mini-
mum value as dA/dB=0. Thus there is

nothing extraordinary in the fact as

stated. Its importance from the point
of view of the theory of worm gear effi

ciency lies in the fact that the maximum
is rarely, if ever, found to be a "peak,"
it is rather a "tableland," of the type
shown in Fig. 3a, rather than the type
shown in Fig. 3b.

It is a further point of imoortanee in

connection with the theory of worm gear
that the practical ranae of usase over
which efficiency is important does not
cirry -iis into the regions where the
higlier coefficients are met with. In-

jiartial breakdown or rupture of the

luhrication film and the disintegration

of the gear. This is the case, whether it

be of the Lanchester or parallel type; in

fact, the increase of the coefficient un-
der heavy loading is the first sign of in-

cipient lubrication failure, and so the

point of fall in the effieiency curve un-
der heavy loading may be taken as an
invariable indication, in the comparison
of any tw'o pairs of gear, of their rela-

tive higher load limits.

In engineering practice we are accus-

tomed to meet problems in which the co-

efficient of friction is legitimately treat-

ed as eonstanit; in all these problems
certain actual variations exist, but the

underlying fact is so nearly true that

the basic theory is correctly founded on
the assumption of a constant coefficient

of friction, and such changes as are met
with are considered as variations from
this constant value rather than in rela-

latio'U to the zero. The tests published
in the autiior's previous paper fully

establish the fact tliat power transmis-

sion worm gear comes legitimatelv into

the aroup of such problems, though it

was liy no means certain i)rior to the

lia:per that this was the case. If sucli

results as those of Professor Kennerson
were tru^, we should not be justified in

basing any arguments on the constancy
of the frictional coefficient, and the foun-
dation of the theory of worm gear effi-

ciency would consequently become far

more complex and difficult than is nc-

tuallv the case.

stated, and have seen that these are

summed up in the one quantity, the pitch

angle. It is clear that the assumption
of a constant angle of friction simplifies

nnitters to the utmost possible extent,

for in place of the multitude of different

variables we have only to consider the

pitch angle of the tooth, that is, the

angle reJatively to the worm axis—all

the quantities on which this angle de-

pends are then acconnted for. The effi-

ciency is given by the simple graph as in

Figs. 4 and 5.

The other half of the proiblem is to

deal with the factors on which the con-

stant or minimum coefficient of friction

for any given pair of gears depends, and
more broadly the factors on which the

extent of the aipproximately constant

rang-e depends, for it is the extent of this

range in direction of high loading which
determines the 'maximum output capa-

city at any given speed of a pair of

gears, and so determines their commer-
cial value as an engineering asset.

Commercial Value of Higrh Power Trans-
mission

The commercial value of high powex-
transmission capacity from an automo-
hile standpoint may be regarded as even
greater than from an engineering stand-

point, for the importance of weight-

saving is paramount. Thus, if two sets

of gears, one of 8-in. and another of 10-

in. centres, were to possess the same-

horse-powea- capacity for a given revo-

lution speed, and even (owing to a differ-

ence of design or material) were to cost

the same, one might be justified in con-

sidering them equally favorably in any
ordinary euginering problem, but if the

S-in. centre gears weigh proportionately

less than the 10-in. centre set, they wiil

be far more valuable and a more sale-

able a.nlicle from the point of view of

the automobile constructor and user.

The efficiency curve in any case is of
the type represented in Fig. 3a. At vei'v

lig'ht loads the efficiency imay be poor
owing to the facti that oil is' bein-s'

churned in the gear and churned in the

bearins's, since the power so consumed is

virtually independent of the load. On
the other hand (as already pointed out),

the efficiency curve falls at heavy load
owing to the thinning and incipient

breakdown of the lubricatina' film.

It has been reaarded as open to ques-
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So far we have dealt with the group
of factors which determine the efficiencv

as based on the coefficient of friction;

in other words, we have confined our
attention to the group of variable quan-
tities which suffice to determine the effi-

ciencv once the angle of friction is

tion to wliat extent the magnitude of

minimum coefficient (maximum effi-

ciency) is controllable; the author has
found evidence of considerable varia-

tion according to the type of jjear and
lubricant. If it were not controllable,

then the maxinuum efficiencv for every
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individual pair of ,<;ears under the mosl
favurable conditions would depend de-
finitely upon the pitch an^le of the
tooth, and woidd l>e the same whether
the n-ear is of the parallel or Lanehestcr
type.

Tooth Surface and Load
It has also been rcu-arded as an open

question whether the breadth of the
"tableland," if one may say so of the
elliciency curve, can be increased. Thus
it might be argued that if, by obtainint;

better proximate contact (by any means)
the breaking--down of the hilirication

could be persuaded to take place at a
higher tooth load, this same greater
proximity of the tooth surfaces may re-

sult in a higher vhscous churning resist-

ance, and so take off the range of eo-
eflieient at one end what it puts on at

the other.

Although the autluir is prepared to

take a liberal view and say that these
points are open to controversy, opinion,
as based on present-day experience, is

decidedly that a better tyipe of tooth
lontact corresponds to an absoluite lower
minimum coefflcient—probably due to a

thickeninig of ithe oil film over the load-
bearing area, and that this does not of
necessity add to the churning loss.

The benefit of obtaining high tooth
loads by improving the proximate con-
tact of the tooth does not, however, de-
pend intrinsically on an aidtual increase
in the range. Even if wliat be gained at

one end be lost at the other, the result

of imiProving the proximate contact of
the teeth (by whatever means accom-
plished) is to enable a given pair ui

gears to transmit a higher standard of
loadiny. Conversely, for a sriven horse-
power transimission, a smaller and lighf-

er set of gears may be em,ployed, with
(a) a saving of money in material and
machining, and ('b) a saving oif weight
in the gears themselves and in the
mduiiiting, with a consequent better per-
formance of the car, and. due to the re-

duction in the unisprung weiglit, less

wear and tear on the tires, pte.

Automobile .\pplication

We, therefore, realize that the essence
I if power itransmission worm gear for
automol)ile purposes is to be sought in
achieving the highest ttooth load com-
(latible with the mainitenancc of the oil

him and the approximate 'iiiinimum co-

ollicient of friction; any and every im-
jirovement in the area of proximate con-
tact of the tooth surfaces in engagement
with (ine another will be rellectcd in a

l)igffer out/put from a siven pair of geajrs

and a reduction in the si/.e and weight
of ^'cars for a yiven performance. It is

one of the main objects of the jiresent

paper to examine the differences and re-

lative merits nf the Lancbester and
iniralle.l lypes of woinn '_K'nr in tliis re-

s|icrl.

The advantage of rediucing ihe centres
and diminishing tlie size of a ipair of
gears for any given autoitiujbije is nut
only a matter <if weight salving, impor
taut though this may be; it is eipially a

matter of compactness of desiun. It is

and has been one of the <lillii'ul'ties in the

application of worm gear to the back
axle that if the wonn be arranged be-
neath ithe wheel the ground clearance is

jeopardized, and if it be arranged above
the wheel the body clearance has to be
cut fine. The result of experience ap-

pears to show that for the houne market
the question of ground clearance is the
less important; a full size itoiuring ear
with 35 in. driving wheels and a worm
gear of 6-in. centres can be designed to

give an 8-in. clearance in the centre of
the rear axle, and this has proved itself

ample for use in the British Isles, where
eonsequentlv the underneath worm is

widely used.

Worm Location

It has been reported from Colonial
so'urees that the worm underneath is ob-

jeotionable as not providing sufHcient
clearance. The author is doubtful whe-
ther this objection is generally valid;

the same objection once carried weight
in commercial circles with regard to the

home market. It sems incredible, with
the wheel base now accepted, some 11 oi

12 feet or more, that if a clearance of

12 in. is required under the axle, any-
thing' less than IS in. or 20 in. can be
sufficierii under the body of the car.

Apart from the mere question of actual

clearance, a contact between the road or

chance boailders and the flywheel or base

of the eiiigiinie is liable to prove far more
serious than the conta,ct of the compara-
tively robust housing of the worm gear.

However this may be, the objection ex-

ists, and has been sufficiently strong to

induce 'many of our constructors whicn

adoipting worm gear to place the worir
above instead of below.

When the worm is placed above the

axle the question of body clearance gives

trouble. Now th© fashion, at least fo;

the home market, is to keep down thi:

floor level as low as possible—a '

' pleas-

ure" car with a high floor level and
centre of gravity is to-day unsaleable, in

the author's opinion rightly so. The re-

sult of this is that where cars have the

worm placed above the axle it is often

found necessary to gouge a piece out ol

tiie rear body and fit a casing which pro-

trudes through the rear body floor in or-

der to provide the necessary clearance.

Beyond the above, the cooling of the

worm ibox with the worm on top is in-

ferior to what it is when the woi-m is

placed underneaith; the actual import-

anice of this point depends; upon the

general design of the car. There is thus

every inducement, apart from the al-

ready important consideration of weight,

to endeavor by all possible means to ob-

tain file maximum horse-power or torque

transmission capacity fromi a gear or any
given size. —m—

SHAFT TROUBLES
By John Ellethorn.

WHEN ammetic and voltmeter readings
are taken on a line shaft and a heavy
friction load is sbown, it is usually stat-

ed by the investigator that the shaft is

out of line and not leveled. In a recent

test, in a laundry plant, where the fric-

tion load registered 45 per cent, of full

load, the expert stated that the shaft
was out of line. The shaft was re-lined,

and bearings repaired, at considerable
cost in time and money. New readings
were taken, but the friction load had
increased to 52 per cent, of full load.

The engineer, who was just an ordin-

ary fairly intelligent sample of the pro-
fession, directed the attention of the in-

vestigator to the fact that the pull of

the countershaft belts was practically all

at one side of the line shaft, and that
the belts from the countershafts to the
machines was perfectly vertical, which
meant a very tight belt.

In re-lining' the shaft the cross belts,

which were very short in some cases,

and therefore had a high belt tension,

had their tension increased, which would
account for the extra seven per cent.

All the cross belts were removed from
the line shaft and a test showed a fric-

tion load of 5 per cent, only, a decrease

of 35 per cent, from the first readings.

In many cases when a belt begins to

slip, the man in charge will cut out a

piece of the belt, thus tightening it up
and incidentally increasing the friction

and stretching the life out of the belt.

The intellisrent use of a good belt dress-

ing would often save considerable

work and prolong the life of the belt

for many months.

Many instruments are made to sim-

plify the re-lining of shafts. Some are

ingenious and useless and some are good

if used intelligently and under proper

conditions. If it is possible to have the

power cut off from the shaft for a suffi-

cient time to do the work, nothing can

beat the lines, levels, plumb-bob, rule,

and "gumption." I have seen men en-

deavoring to line a shaft while .inother

shaft a few yards away and machines by

the dozen were in full swing, causing

such a vibration that no matter how
tight the line was drawn, it would vi-

brate, while the "bubble" in the level

would proceed to do a "tan^o" every

time it was placed upon a hanger or

bearing, and it was imnossible to keep

the plumb-bob from swinging. The use

of one of the patented devices w-as no

better. Therefore, do your line shaft

lining when there is a shut down. Sun-

day, if no other day is available. If

you shy at Sunday work, do it at

night and sleep during the dav. Of
course, in some solidly built buildings

the vibrations from one shaft to another

would be next to nothing, but these later

remarks refer to the other kind.

Make sure the fault is rightly located

if the friction load is big. See that the

hangers are not set too far ypart for

the diameter of the shaft and the load

carried, that the diameter of the shaft

is prreat enough to stand the null .nt full

load without springing, that the null on

the shaft, at the pulleys, is as close to

the hangers as nossible. that the null is

not all at one side of the line shaft, that

as few belts as possible are vertical, and
that the use of a good oil or grease is

not forgotten.
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By J. Davies.

AVERY useful tool for planer or

shaper work is a number of small

gauge blocks made to definite

sizes. These blocks are used for setting

the tool when a piece is to be planed to a

number of different sizes. The gauge is

placed upon the work and the tool set to

just touch it, or to pinch a thin piece of

paper placed upon it, as shown in the

illustration. Fig. 67. This is a much

sz

FIG. 67.

quicker and more accurate way than tak-

ing a trial cut and then measuring up
the work.

Planing to Templet

If a large number of pieces are to be

planed all to one size and form, particu-

larly if it is a complicated form, after

carefully planing the first piece, it should

be bolted to the planer table and used as

a gauge for setting the tool for others.

If the piece is too large to be convenient-
ly placed on the table behind another
piece to be planed, as is the case in plan-

ing lathe or planer beds, etc., it would bo
necessary to make a special tool setting

gauge for the job, which would be de-

pendent on whether there was a sufficient

number of pieces to be planed to make it

worth while. See Fig. 68.

In cutting dove-tails or slots, one of
the things to be contended with is the
drag of the tool on the return stroke. If

the dove-tail or undercut is not too great.

fil J^
FIG. 68.

by swinging the top of the tool block
away from the surface to be planed, the
tool will clear itself on the return stroke,
as it will lift away from the work, owing
to the angle to which the tool block has
been set over.

Planing Deep Slots

If cutting a very sharp angle or slot.

where there would not be room for the

tool to lift away from the work, there

are two alternatives, either to lengthen

the stroke at each end of the job, so that

the tool will run clear through the slot

and can be lifted up at the end of the

stroke clear of the slot and put down
again at the other end, or the tool can

be clamped rigidly in its place. In a cer-

tain machine shop recently the writer saw
the simple device shown at Fig. 69, do-

ing such work, and it seemed to give

every satisfaction. A common door hinge

was clamped to the back of the tool in

such a way that it would bend on the

forward stroke, and then, when the tool

got past the end of the slot, the hinge

would fall down, and on the return

stroke it would lift the tool clear of the

slot.

Too! holders are commonly used in

most planer and shaper work. They are

an advantage, not only from the great
saving in tool steel, but from the facility

with which the small inserted tool can be
removed and ground up to shape. One
special form of tool holder, peculiar to

planers, is for holding three or four in-

serted roughing tools. These are called

gang tools. It has been found that the

resistance of a cut varies as the square

of the thickness of the chip, and that a

roueher feed can be taken if the cut is

divided up among three or four tools

than would be possible if only one tool

was used. Owing to the fact that the

cutting edge of planer tools are in ad-

vance of the point of support, there is a

tendency for the tool to spring into the

work, particularly when using a cutting-

off or parting tool, as the tool is some-
what slender and springs more readily.

This can be largely overcome by using a

goose neck tool, bent in such a manner
that the cutting edge will come behind
the point of support and the pressure of

the cut will cause the tool to spring away
from the work, rather than into it (see

Fig. 70).

Cast iron should be finished with a
broad flat tool unless the metal is very
hard and causes chattering when the

breadth of the tool will have to be some-
what modified. In roughing out cast iron

it is sometimes advisable to take a cut

with a chisel along the edge, where the
tool leaves the work, to prevent it break-
ing away and leaving ragged edge.

Milling Machine Work

The milling machine is one of the
essential machines of the machine shop.

It is capable of a gTeater variety of work
than any other machine in the shop. They
are built in a. great variety of forms for

special work, and are given names ac-

cordingly, but since the universal miller,

with its attachments, can be used for
every imaginable kind of a job within

the capacity of the machine, that is the

one which shall receive principal con-

sideration.

It would be almost impossible to enum-
erate every operation of which the uni-

versal milling machine with its attach-
ments is capable, and it may be that dif-

ferent people would give the same opera-
tion different names. Following are a
few of the names that are most com-
monly used in the workshop, also a few
of the more general operations.

Plain milling consists in producing a

flat-finished surface, which can be done
in three ways—either by feeding the
work to the milling cutter in two hori-

zontal directions—that is, lengthways or
crossways, or straight up and down.
Form milling—that is the production

of some complicated shape by the use of

special formed cutters.

Gear-cutting, drilling, boring, ream-
ing, angular milling, grooving, keyway-
cutting, twist drill-making, end mill

work, bobbing—that is the making of
worm wheels by the use of hobs—slot-

ting or sawing, and many others.

The first consideration in any kind of a
milling job is naturally, how is it to be
held ? It may be secured directly to the
table, held in a vise, bolted to an angle
plate, held between centres, gripped in a

chuck, carried on an arbor, bolted on
parallels or V-blocks, or held in some
special fixture or jig. However, it is

held, it must be held rigid and care must
be taken not to spring or distort the

r

FIG. 70.

work in fastening it down. Generally
speaking, the same kind of plates and
bolts found around the drill and planer
table are used; but greater care should

be taken in setting up, as there is more
strain on the job during a milling opera-
tion than there is in either shaping or
planing.
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THE MACHINE SHOP OIL CAN
By J. H. R.

THE ordinary oil can with which all

machine shop men are more or less

familiar, is in itself an apparently in-

significant part of plant equipment, but
its importance to maximum efficiency is

very seldom given serious consideration,

livery operator should be provided with
his own particular oil can and should

make it a point to see that it is not only

used, hut used in such a way that it as-

sists him in his work and not as a means
of creating trouble, preventing the pro-

per working of the machine, as is often

the case when care is not given to this

serviceable but much abused article. No
machine will run for any length of time
unless properly lubricated, and by pro-

per lubrication we do not mean an
abundance of oil, but the application of

the oil in such a manner that the high-

est factor of efficiency is obtained from
its use.

While plenty of oil is one of the es-

sentials of machine operation, it is very
important that this oil should be en-

tirely free from any injurious sub-

stance; and this latter feature is one

of the things th^t is directly ui to the

man that uses the oil can. ^^^len it is

necessary to put oil on any particular

part of the machine or into any of the

bearings, the first duty of the operator

is to see that the oil can is entirely free

from dirt or grit that might find its way
onto the parts or into the different oil

cups or chambers. When an oil can is

not in use it should be kept in a place

where the flying dust and grit from the

various machines cannot get to it, as

the very nature of the liquid is an at-

traction for foreign particles. Keen
the exterior as dry and as free from oil

as is po.ssible, and never attempt to use
the can unless you first, with a rag or

piece of waste, remove any trace of

grit from the spout. Many men will

pick up an oil can and inject a supply
of "oil" into a bearing without a thought
as to where it has been lying for some
time, with the result that considerable

dirt may enter the oil cup along with
the lubricating fluid. Immediately, re-

sults may not prove serious, but the

foundation has been laid for the des-

truction of the bearing, which will

eventually take place if this practice is

continued.

Not so very long ago I noticed a
young lad oiling his machine, the oil can
lie was using being of the kind where
it is difficult to say whether the oil

comes from the outside or the inside.

In the course of his oiling procedure,

the can slipped from his hand and fell

beneath the machine into a pile of cast

iron cuttings; he stoops down, picks up
the can, and without wiping ofi" the

spout, continues to inject "oil" and other

forms of evil, into the remaining oil

lioles. This is only one of many in-

stances, of a similar nature that has
come to my notice.

During the earlv stages of the shell

activity, when unskilled labor was being
profusely employed on the various ma-
chines, the want of experience in ma-

chine shop fundamentals, was one of the

features that made it difficult for the

different plant executives. In many
cases machines would be operated under
the most unsatisfactory conditions;

partly through a lack of knowledge on
the part of the man running the ma-
chine, and partly to his anxiety to make
as much as he could by simply working
his machine and not feeding it. I have
seen operators using double the power
to move the saddle of a lathe that would
have been required if proper lubrication

had been used on the ways of the lathe.

Spindles and shafts have become seized

through the neglect of the operator to

provide sufficient oil in the bearings, or

by allowing grit to enter the openings
when putting in the oil. To overcome
this objectionable feature in the opera-

tion of machinery under existing condi-

tions, many plants have adopted the
method of having a special oiler, whose
duty it is to keep the various bearings
on the different machines well oiled, and
the openings covered from the atmos-
phere, thus almost eliminating the nec-

essity of extra repairs. However, no
matter what system is in vogue, it is

highly desirable that greater attention

be given to that small but highly essen-

tial accessory of the machine shop, the

"insignificant oil can."

©
CUTTING UNDERSIZE THREADS

WITH OVERSIZE DIES
By J. E. McCormack

CUTTING either a neat or an undersize

thread with an oversize solid die may
be accomplished in a simple manner by
threading a piece of rod with the die

and cutting it off a little longer than the

thickness of the die. The piece is then
filed or ground to fit snugly into one of

the chip recesses in the die, keeping an
untouched part of its threaded suriace

projecting into the work space. This
plug should be filed or ground off a

little at one end on the threaded face to

correspond with the shape of the cut-
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CUTTING UNDERSIZE THREADS WITH
OVERSIZE DIES.

ting faces of the die. The work should
first be threaded with the die alone, and
then the plug used for obtaining the fin-

ished size. Thin strips of metal, cloth

or paper may be inserted behini the

plug if smaller size is wanted.
The same idea has been successfully

applied to taps occasionally by fitting a

plug in the groove of exact size taps to

make them cut big. It will work if

the groove in the tap is sufficiently

angular and with most taps it works al-

right until backing-out from a blind
hole, when the piece rocks backward
and acts like a ratchet dog. Where
through holes are being tapped the piece

can be put right down through and the
trouble avoided.

PROTECTING BELT LACES FROM
VERMIN

By J. E. McCormack
LAST summer the plant where the
writer is employed was troubled with
vermin which ate the leather lacing out
of the rubber belts when machines were
occasionally idle for a few days; even
belts in regular use would sometimes
have their lacing eaten during nights
and Sundays. While experimenting

PROTECTING BELT LACES FEOM VERMIN.

with various types of metal lacings to

find one suitable for use on all of the

belts, we protected the remaining
leather lacings, when at rest, by placing

over them shields made as per sketch,

the dimensions varying with the size of

the belt. The shields were made of 3

pieces of 1 in. board, nailed together and
provided with a hole for a cord which
was tied to the guard rail to prevent
the shield from being carried to either

pulley in case the belt was started up
before the shield had been properly re-

moved.
®

BUSINESS MAGNANIMITY
A CERTAIN big corporation, says the

Wall Street Journal, was fortunate some
years ago in getting a contract for a

long period of years for raw material

from a smaller corporation. It came to

pass that prices of labor advanced sharp-

ly, so that the cori)oration which sold its

raw material to its big client was making
little or no money on its contract. Then
the big corporation said: "you are not

making any money out of the goods you
sell, whereas we are making more money
than we have ever made on our finished

products. We'll do the square thing and
pnv you more than vou are legally en-

titled to." This is the understanding of

Wall Street interests. The big corpora-

tion referred to in court actions as merci-

less and contemptible is the United
States Steel Corporation. The little

brother benefited is the Pittsburgh Coal
Company. Such things do not happen
every day.
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THE GERMAN 42-CM. HOWITZER

THESE notes are the result of an

accidental encounter with one of

the 42-cni. howitzer batteries

while on a visit of inspection to the 6th

German Field Army, on the Arras sec-

tion of the west front, between October

1 and 8, 1915. The battery was first met
on the road at Henin-Lietard near Lens,

on October 1, where the officer in charge

explained the system of transportation.

On October 5 the battery was again in-

spected by special permission, this time

on the road near Pont Maudit, when the

loaded wagons were uncovered and a

number of the details explained. On
Octobel- 8 the battery was inspected in a

firing position near Estevelles, while

bombarding Loos, which had been taken

by the British on September 2.5, during

the then recent great offence of the

Allies.

Method of Transportation

The battery consists of two pieces.

Each piece with its carriage and
manoeuvring appliances is transported

on five steel-framed carriages with built-

up riveted steel wheels. Each carriage

is of a special design to suit its load.

Each wagon is drawn by a motor tractor,

to which it is close-coupled by a yoke

rnd coupling pin. The whole battery,

therefore, comprises 10 units, each unit

being made up of a wagon and motor.

In addition, four other ordinary motor
trucks of 4 or 5 tons capacity accom-
pany the battery, carrying small parts,

supplies, etc. Owing to the size of the

units, the battery takes uo considerable

road space and makes a formidable ap-

peai-ance. When inspected on the road,

all wagons were covered with freshly-

cut boughs, as a screen against aviators,

and care was taken, when halted, to stop

under the trees bordering Chaussee. The
loaded wagons are normally covered
closely with tarpaulins, so that nothiuti-

can be seen. The wagons of each piece

are numbered and designated as follow:

No. 1 wagon—The appliance wagon,
carries the material required in as-

sembling the howitzer and carriage and
for dismounting same. The principal

item of the load is the four-legged gin
find winch, with block and tackle. The
legs of the gin are hollow steel spars
fitted with couolino-s. The appliance
wagon also carries heav-y steel anchor
pins, snatch blocks, and certain parts of

the carriage, such as elevating and tra-

versing gear, loading cranes, etc.

No. 2 wagon.—The platform wagon,
carries a ' one-pieced steel-frame, U-
shaped platform, with two box-girder
steel rails for hauling the carriage into

place on the platform.

No. 3 wagon.—The cradle and spade
platform wagon, carries the howitzer

cradle and a huge spade of special con-

struction, to be described later.

No. 4 wagon.—The carriage wagon, is

the carriage proper of the piece, the

hind wheels of the wagon constituting

the carriage wheels as in a field gun,

the front wheels of the wagon being

used only for road transport and being

uncoupled from the trail and replaced by

the spade when the piece is mounted for

firing.

No. 5 wagon.—The howitzer wagon,
cai-ries the piece, which is supported in

the grooved side rails of the wagon by
projecting' ribs oh the side of the howit-

zer.

Motor Wagon
The motor wagons attached to No. 1

are larger and more powerful than the

others, having motors of 60 to 80 h.p.,

and being provided with a steel-cable

drum slung under the chassis. This

drum is driven by the engine and is

used for the purpose of hauling the dif-

ferent wagons on and off the platform.

The motor wagons attached to wagons
2, 3, 4, and 5, have engines of 40 to 50

h.p., and are of different systems and
manufacture, with the avowed inten-

tions of trying out the different types

of motor tractors under service condi-

tions. Among the manufacturers noted

are Daimler, Benz, Pedens and Pohl. All

motor tractors are essentially of the
same type as developed in Germany for

agricultural purposes. They all have
cleated rear wheels about 8 ft. in dia-

meter, with tyres 12 to 14 in. broad.

In the Pohl system the rear wheels
have, in addition to the cleats, a system
of steel blades operated by an adjust-

able eccentric on the axle, and working
through slits cut at right angles through
the steel rim. By proper adjustment of

the eccentric these steel blades can be
set to project beyond the surface of the
steel rim, and thus afford a better grip

on the ground than is possible with the

fixed cleats. This arrangement is simi-

lar to the feathering arrangement some-
times used on the paddle-wheels of
steamers, and is stated to give incrensed
adhesion, particularly on soft ground.

All engines on motor tractors are four-
cylinder, water-cooled, with magnetic ig-

nition, of simnle but rueeed construc-
tion. Transmission of power to the rear
axle is by chain drive. Steering is ef-

fected through the medium of a quad-
rant and a chain, much the same as is

used in heavy road rollers. One make
of tractor had but one wheel on the
front axle.

Assembling of the Piece and Carriage

For convenience in assembling the
piece and carriage in the firing position,

the various wagons of the battery are
formed in column with the two No. 1

wagons at the head, followed by the two

No. 2 wagons, then the two No. 3 wa- ||
gons, and so on. When traveling on

metalled or hard roads, the wagons car-

rying parts of the carriage and the

piece move on their ordinary wheels,

which have smooth steel rims about 10

in, wide. When moving over soft ground
such as when leaving the road to move
into a firing position, caterpillar rim,';

or girders are fastened to the front and 1

i-ear wheels of the loaded wagons. These '

)

rims consist of 12 segments for the bin 1

wheels, which are some 5 ft. 6 in. in

diameter, and of eight segments for the

front wheels, which are about 3 ft. 6

in. in diameter.

The position of the emplacements
having been determined, and the cater-

pillar rims attached, the column is moved
by the head to the designated position.

Each No. 1 wagon moving to the em-
placement of its piece is followed by the
other wagons pertaining to that piece.

No. 1 wagons are halted at the emplace-
ments and, after erecting the gins and
unloading their loads, are hauled aside.

The motor tractors of the No. 1 wagons
then take up their position a short dis-

tance to the front of the emplacement,
from which point they can haul the re-

maining wagons up on to the platforms
by means of the cable drums. If the
ground does not admit of a straight-

line pull, the tractors are located at any
convenient point and the cable led around
a snatch block to an anchorage.

No. 2 wagon is then hauled under the

.gin and the platform lifted clear by the

.gin, after which the wagon is hauled
away and the platform lowered to the
ground previously levelled for the pur-

pose. When the gi'ound is firm no other
preparations than the levelling are re-

quired. When the ground is soft various

expedients can be employed, either exca-
vating to a firmer foundation, filling in

with broken stone, or laying of a grillage

of planks. The steel platform is low-
ered upon the prepared surface, careful-

ly levelled, and oriented in the general
direction of the fire.

No. 3 wagon is then hauled on to the
platform, using the steel box-rails for
this purpose, and the spade unloaded
and temporarily laid on the ground. The
cradle is then hoisted clear and the
wagon hauled away, leaving the cradle
suspended from the ,ain. No, 4 wagon
is then hauled on to the platform, with
caterpillar wheels att-'ched. and approxi-
mately centred on the platform. The
cradle is then lowered into the carriage,
the cradle trunnions resting in the trun-
nion beds. The front wheels of No. 4

wagon are then uncoupled from ihe
wagon and removed.

No. 5 wagon is then hauled up. its

side rails being brought into line with
grooves on the inside of the cradle, and
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the howitzer pulled off, the machined

ribs on the side of the barrel engaging

in grooves in the cradle as they leave

the grooved side rails of the wagon. The

spade is then hauled into position and

coupled to the trail of the carriage, the

traversing and loading gears assembled,

leaving the piece ready for firing. The

battery commander stated that under

favorable conditions the battery could be

set up for firing in three hours.

The Spade

An interesting feature of the mount
is the "sporn," or spade, which serves

both to check recoil of the carriage and

as a traversing rack for changing direc-

tion horizontally. It consists, essenti-

ally, of a huge segment of a circle of

peculiar radial cross-section, being built

up of steel plates and frames, measur-

ing about 11 ft. on the chord. The ra-

dial cross-section measures about 5 ft.

high and 6 ft. broad over all. The up-

per surface of the spade is in two levels,

on the lower of which rests and slides

the carriage-trail. In the vertical sur-

face connecting the two upper levels lies

a rack into which a pinion fastened to

the trail engages. By operating the hand
wheel on the pinion shaft, lateral motion

is imported to the trail. To the lower

leg of the spade are bolted six blades,

each approximately 2 ft. wide, which en-

gage the ground and check the recoil of

the carriage. If needed, a trench can

be dug for the lower edge of the spade,

and the back of the trench filled with

broken stone and gravel well tramped

into place to secure better resistance.

The Caterpillar Rim

The caterpillar rim consists of a dou-

ble row of shoes, the outer shoes being

about 22 in. wide by 26 in. long, and 2

in. thick, apparently of solid steel. The
inner shoes are flanged so as to engage
the wheel rim, and are hinged to the

outer shoes at their middle. The slack

of the girdle is such that at least two

of the shoes lie flat on the ground, and

but for a small sector of arc three shoes

are on the ground. The arrangement
therefore insures that the weight of the

wheels is always distributed to the

ground through at least two outer shoes,

resulting in such a distribution of weight

as to enable the wagons to be hauled

over soft ground. In this connection the

battery commander stated that the mo-
tor tractors with caterpillar wheels

could haul their loads over considerable

obstacles, such as deep I'oad ruts, shal-

low side ditches, low banks, etc.

The Howitzer

A more graceful and well-proportion-

ed piece of ordnance could not well be

imagined than the German 42-cm. gun.

The bore between the lands measures ex-

actly 42 cm., although the gun does not

look so large. The thickness of the metal

at the muzzle is surprisingly thin, not

over .3'£> ins. by estimation. The length

of the gun over all is exactly h m., de-

termined by measurement. The diame-
ter of the breech is about 4 ft. The fer-

meture is the well-known Krupp sliding

block, and is completely opened or closed

by three turns of the operating crank.

Personnel

The personnel of the battery consists

of 280 men, commanded by a captain.

Of the men, 200 are foot artillerists and
the remainder are chauffeurs and me-
chanicians, most of them from the shops

of the several motor truck manufactur-

ers and from the Krupp works. An ord-

nance expert from the Krupp works was
attached to the battery as a Lieutenant

of the Reserves. In the actual firing of

the battery, 25 artillerists were requir-

ed at each piece.

Ammunition and Ranges

The shell weighs about 820 kgs., or

about 1,800 lbs. It is about 3V2 or pos-

sibly 4 calibres long, and has the ordin-

ary ogival head. The powder charge is

contained in a large brass case about 18

in. high. The most effective range, name-
ly the one giviilg the maximum accu-

racy, was stated to be 9,400 m. The
maximum range is much greater, but

no information would be given on this

point. The ammunition is transported

in a special motor truck column which
was not encountered, and no details as

to loads or number of wagons could be

obtained.

Firing

On October 8, 1915, this battery was
observed while firing on the British posi-

tion at Loos, for which purpose it had
been emplaced in a quarry pit pertain-

ing to a cement mill near Estevelles.

The floor of the pit is about 18 ft. below
the general surface of the ground, and
is entered by a ramp with a slope of

about 1 in 8. The howitzers were set

up close to the almost perpendicular

bank of the pit, about 150 ft. apart. On
each side of each piece was a shell and
powder store, formed by a slight exca-

vation in the bank and covered by pau-

lins.

In loading, the pieces are brought to

a hoi-izontal position. A shell is brought
from the shell store on planks laid on
the ground and placed under the loading

crane, from which is suspended a shell

tray. The shell is rolled on the tray and
clamped in place, a brass case with pow-
der charge is set on the frame forming
part of the tray, and the whole load

hoisted by the crane, six men operating
the hoisting crank located near the end
of the tray, three on each end. The tray

is centred in the breech and the shell

pushed into the chamber. The ivimmer
staff, which is comparatively short, has
knotted ropes fastened to its rear end;

these ropes are led forward and, with
some dozen men manning the staff, the

projectile is rammed into its seat, giv-

ing forth the clear metal ring that indi-

cates good centering. While ramming
the men stand on the trail of the car-

riage and on the upper surface of the

spade. The brass case containing the

powder charge is then lifted from its

frame and pushed into the powder cham-
ber, after which the piece is elevated by
the elevating crank in the front and tra-

versed by the traversing gear in the

trail. Sighting was, of course, indirect,

the sighting point being a staff planted

in the ground beyond the rear edge of

the pit. Firing was by lanyard, the man
pulling it sometimes standing on the

ground and sometimes remaining astride

of one cheek of the carriage and taking

a short hold on the lanyard.

The recoil of the gun is about 4 ft.,

and it moved back and forth easily with-

out jar. Careful observation of the

spade failed to disclose any visible mo-
tion. As the battery was fired at ranges

from 7,600 to 7,800 m. (8,311 to 8,530

yards), the elevation was considerable,

apparently about 40 deg. The high ele-

vation, as well as the firm stony ground
of the quarry, were both favorable to

checking horizontal motion. It should

be stated here that the cradle has two
recoil cylinders and two return cylin-

ders, one each above and below, and sur-

prisingly small for so powerful piece of

ordnance. A slight splinter-proof shield

is also attached to the front of the car-

riage.

Fire control was from captive bal-

loons and possibly also from a land sta-

tion as it was stated that fire was being
observed from three points. After each

jhot the results were telephoned to each
gun, there being a telephone station be-

tween the guns. The blast effects were
considerable, but not disagreeable to ob-

servers standing on the edge of the

quarry pit in rear and about 80 ft. from
the guns. The roof coverings of the

buildings of the cement mill, located

about 150 ft. in front, were lifted and
dislodged. The battery fired seven shot.s

in 29% minutes by actual timing, count-

ing from the first shot. There was not

a single hitch or delay with either piece,

although this was the first time the

battery had been fired in the field, it

being entirely new and fresh from the

Krupp works at Essen.

Weights

The weights of the loaded wagons vary
somewhat, but average about 15 tons.

The motor tractors also vary, those of

wagon No. 1 being the heaviest, and also

weighing about 15 tons. On fairly good
and level roads the battery travels about
10 km. per hour.

—

Journal of fhe United
States Artillery.

© •

Where His Brother Was.—A poor boy
of wretched appearance, and apparently
of about ten years of age, was recently
brought before a Scotch magistrate
charged with causing an obstruction by
playing football in the street.

"Can your father not clothe you de-
cently?" asked His Honor, surveying the
bundle of rags w-ith a look of profound
disgust.

,

"Ma faither's dead," replied the culprit

sobbing bitterly.

"But you have some friends, surely?"
persisted the Magistrate.

"I hae a brither."

"Where is he?"

"He's in the University Museum."
"Is he in a situation there?"
"Na, he's in a bottle there," was the

unexpected reply. "He was born wi' two
heids."
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Observations on Safety Valves for Marine Boilers i

By E. F. Maas
'

The various elements of marine boiler safety valves which have to do ivith successful
operation are considered. Seven typical valves are discussed and illmtrated. Many sugges-
tions of practical value for the grinding and repair of safety valves are embodied, these being
the result of observations made by the author on valves under working conditions, and on
repaired vittvcs in the laboratory. The subject is pertinent to our shipbuilding revivaJ,.

THE purpose of this article is not
give a complete description of the

design and working of all marine
safety valves to be found on the market
to-day, but to analyze some of the
characteristics of the working parts of

the more common types, to indicate

their advantages and the difficulties ex-

perienced with them, and to point out

helpful methods in repairing and im-

proving old valves. The paper presents

the results of observations made on

valves under working conditions and
during tests of repaired valves in the

mechanical laboratory. In the case of

one valve, not yet upon the market, the

statements are based upon experience

gained from work on other valves, and
on a somewhat incomplete report of

laboratory tests of this valve. This test

was not witnessed by the author. Each
of the seven figures gives, not a com-

plete view of a valve, but a partial sec-

tion only, this section showing such

parts as come within the scope of the

paper. It is assumed that the working
of these safety valves is familiar to

every reader, as well as the nomen-
clature of the valve parts. No general

explanation of them, therefore, is given.

Fig. 1 represents a valve of a some-

what obsolete design probably not made
by any manufacturer to-day. This type

FIG. 1. OLD TYPE OF SAFETY
VALVE.

is still to be found, nevertheless, in

many of the older ships, and should be

considered. Fig. 2 shows a later type

of valve having an attachment for ad-

justing the blow-down, a feature indis-

pensable in a modern marine safety

valve. Fig. 3 is practically the same as

Fig. 2, the main difference between the

two being in the design of the blow-

down adjustment. Fig. 4 represents one

of the latest and most successful designs

on the market at the present time. In

Fig. 5 is shown a valve which has not
yet fully emerged from the experi-

mental stage, and to the knowledge
of the author is not yet offered for sale

as a marine safety valve. Figs. 6 and
7 show modifications made to valves of

»From a paper presented before the Amerl-

pnn Society of Mechanical Engineers, New
York, December, 1916.

FIG. 2. LATER TYPE OF VALVE
WITH ADJUSTABLE BLOW-

DOWTJ.

the type represented by Fig. 3, these
modifications having been applied dur-
ing the repair of these valves in order
to fit them for further service, after
their original working adjustment had
been destroyed through long service or

neglect in maintenance. The particular

features discussed in the article are:

(a)—Valve seat, flat or beveled, and
its tightness.

(b)—Pop of valve, amount of simmer-
ing before pop, and height of lift.

(c)—Closure of valve and chattering

at closure.

(d)—Blow-down of valve and meth-
ods of adjustment.

(e)—Discharge capacity.

(f)—Overhaul and adjustment of old

valves and improvements made at

slight expense.

Valve Seat

A glance at the figures will disclose

two valves with flat seats (Figs. 1 and
5), the other five having beveled seats.

While this might indicate that the bevel-

ed seat is the more common, the relative

advantages of each type are strongly

supported by manufacturers of the two
types. The experience of the author has

been that a flat seat is just as easy to

grind-in and make tight as. a beveled

seat, and that the flat seat is more likely

to stay tight. Oh account of the dis-

tortion of the valve seat which will re-

sult from a slightly uneven expansion

or from spring of the material under
high pressure, the tightness of a beveled

seat is seriously affected, and the more
so the greater the bevel, if by bevel we
understand the angle between the valve

seat and a plane perpendicular to the

center line of the valve.

On the other hand, a flat seat wiJl re-

main steam-tight even after a consider-
able distortion has taken place, provided
that the valve has been carefully ground
to its seat in the first place. It should
be borne in mind that the valve and
seat are in contact only along a very
narrow strip, in the case of either flat

or beveled seats. For equal lifts of the
valves, a flat seat will give a greater
discharge capacity under certain cir-

cumstances, as will be discussed later, a
fact which will weigh in favor of the
flat seat, for some designs, at least. It

has been argued that a beveled seat,

especially where the bevel is consider-
able, about 45 deg., will more easily

rid itself of particles of scale or other
foreign matter between the valve and
its seat. In this connection attention
should be called to the prevalent cus-

tom in marine practice of attempting
to tighten the valve on its seat by turn-
ing it by means of the valve stem. Such
practice usually has an effect directly

opposite to that desired. A better way
is to lift the valve from its seat by the

easing gear and thus blow away the

scale or other matter. A steeper bevel

than 45 deg. is inadvisable for a steam
safety valve, as the tendency for the

valve to stick on its seat is too great

and may produce disastrous results. It

is significant that while only a few years

ago most safety-valve specifications

FIG. 3. MODERN SAnTTY
VALVE WITH ADJUSTABLE

BLOW-DOWN.

called for seats beveled at an angle of

45 deg., specifications of to-day, notably

those of the U. S. Navy Department and

various State Boiler Rules, do not re-

quire it, indicating that a transition

from 45 deg. to the flit sent seems to be I

under way. It is the author's opinion

that such a change is for the better.

Pop of Valve

By "pop" of a safetv v-ilve is meant
its instantaneous rise to almost full lift

after the first tendency to move from
its seat, or what is known as simmering.
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has taken place. A clean-cut pop is most

vitally necessary in a successful safety

valve. Without pop there will be a pro-

longed simmering of the valve as soon

as the pressure has been reached for

which the valve has been set, and the

unduly prolonged .simmering will soon

score both valve and seat, particularly if

the steam is superheated, thus produc-

ing a leaky valve. The pop of the valve

in Fig. 1 will be determined by the dia-

meter of the flange A, the amount of

the distance B, and, to some extent, by

the shape of the surface C. It is as-

sumed, of course, that the valve has

been ground to its seat and made tight.

To design a valve of this type that will

give a satisfactory pop, therefore, re-

quires previous experience regarding the

relations of these three variables, other-

wise some experimenting must be done.

When this valve is refaced and re-

ground, it is also of utmost importance

that the original conditions of the work-

ing parts be restored. Gauges for the

original shape of both valve and seat,

and the proper distance between the two,

should be furnished the machinist repair-

ing the valve, otherwise a misfit is li-

able to result and an uneconomical valve

produced. A valve of this type requires

a very long spring in order to give a

satisfactory lift, on account of the small

overhang of the flange A over the seat-

ing surface of the valve D. which limits

the available additional lifting force re-

quired after the valve has started from
its seat.

In the valve in Fig. 2, the pop will de-

pend on the diameter of the flange A,

the amount of the distance B, the depth
C of the main pop chamber, and the size

and number of the holes D. Of these

four items, A and D are determined by
the manufacturer of the valve, and, if

rightly proportioned in the first place,

need never be changed. Items B and C
are both variable, however, with the

wear and refacing of the valve and seat.

In this valve it is desirable to have the

lip A wear down in the same propor-
tion as the valve and seat. As this is

very seldom the case, however, there
arises the necessity for adjusting these
features when the valve is overhauled.
It should be noted that the depth of the
pop chamber does not influence the pop
as much as does the distance between
the flange lin and the valve bushing. The
former need be checked only roughly,
while the distance B must be absolutely
correct. An approximate value for B
is 0.01 in. for the average size of marine
safety valve.

The pop in Figs. 3 and 6 is decided by
the three items, size of flange A, dis-

tance B and depth of pop chamber C.

In these respects the valves are similar
to the valve of Fig. 2. the remarks about
which will apply to Figs. .3 and 6. One
diff'erence, and an important one, is that
the distance B can be adjusted after the
valves are assembled, by means of the
blow-down ring D. Thus, it would seem
as if the necessity for the very close ma-
chining of the lip A in overhauling these

valves would not exist. Such is not al-

ways the case, however, as the adjust-

ment of the distance B for a satisfac-

tory pop may interfere with the adjust-

ment for the desired blow-down. This

will be explained in more detail later.

In the valves of Figs. 4 and 7, the pop
is dependent upon the size of the flange

A, the distance between flange and

FIG. 4. RECENT TYPE OF
MARINE SAFETY VALVE.

valve seat B, and the width of the ring-

shaped opening at C. This difference be-

tween the two valves prevails, however,

that in Fig 4 the main deciding feature

is the distance B, by reason of holding

the ring area C comparatively large,

whereas, in Fig. 7, the pop will be de-

termined mainly by the distance C,

which is just large enough to let the

valve flange A clear the inside of the

adjusting ring D. Therefore, in over-

hauling the valve of Fig. 4, strict atten-

tion must be paid to the distance B in

order to bring it back to its original

value, by means of a cut from the wider
side of flange A in case either the valve

or its seat have been refaced, thereby

lowering the valve and decreasing the

distance B. In the valve of Fig. 7 only

a rough check of distance B need b,'

made. A suitable valve for this distance

in an average-size valve is 3/16 in. The
width of the ring area C has been fixed

once in making the valve parts, and need
never be changed in overhauling this

valve.

FIG. 5. EXPERIMENTAL
VALVE.

In Fig. .">, the pop depends upon the

distances A and C, which can be regu-
lated by means of the adjusting rings

B and D. The inner ring should be

screwed very close to the valve disc, but
not touching it. The outer ring fur-

nishes the greater part of the additional

lifting force required after the vdve has

started from its seat.

Simmering

The reduction to a minimum of the

period of simmering before lift, which is

very essential to the successful working

of any safety valve and to the length of

its useful life, can easily be accomplish-

ed in all the valves of Figs. 3 to 7 if

the proper care is exercised. In the

valves of Figs. 1 and 2, as previously

pointed out, the reduction of the sim-

mering is mainly a question of design

and original adjustment, unalterable

after the valve has been set up.

Lift

It is known that all safety valves will

give their highest lift at popping, the

sustained lift being less than this by

from 10 to 2.5 per cent.. The average

lift of a 3-in. or 4-in. valve is about %
in. To increase this lift without inter-

fering with the blow-down or resorting

to abnormally long springs is a difficult

matter. In order to obtain the maximum
lift, the valve spring should be made to

contain as many turns as possible with-

in the space available for it.

Closure

In order to prolong the life of a safety

valve, it is necessary that its closure be

accomplished with the minimum amount
of shock. When a valve comes down on

its seat each time with a heavy blow,

both valve and seat will soon be dis-

torted, and the valve will start to leak.

For obtaining a large discharge capa-

city, a high lift is desirable, but this be-

comes a detriment if the closure is ac-

companied by shock. In this respect a

valve with a beveled seat is generally

inferior to the one with a flat seat, as

the flat seat aff'ords more of an oppor-

tunity for the steam to form a cushion

at the moment of closure. Especially is

this the case with the valve shown in

Fig. 5, there being an excellent steam

cushion between the valve disc and the

inner ring B for checking the descent of

the valve. Another valve which seems

to give an easy closure, although ha\-ing

a 45-deg. beveled seat, is the one shown

in Fig. 7. It is to be regretted that on

neither of these valves are there avail-

able data on the len<rth of their useful

service without repairs unon which to

base a more reliable conclusion regard-

ing this feature of the valve closure. As
previously mentioned, both of these are

new types of valves and not yet fully

tested out in service. The tendency of

a valve to chatter nt closure is generally

caused by too small a blow-dow^l.

Blow-down

For adjusting the blow-downi, or dif-

ference in steam pressure under the

valve at popping and at closure, there

are two difl'erent systems represented in

the valves shown. Before analyzing

these two systems, it should be mention-

ed that in the valve of Fig. 1 there is

no adjustment of the blow-down. In

this valve, therefore, the amount of

blow-down desired will have to bo decid-

ed on in advance, by previous experience
from similar valves, proportioning the
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valve flange and the spring as well as

the shapes of valve and seat so as to give

the desired blow-down.

The arrangement in the valve of Fig.

2 for adjusting the blow-down is one

probably familiar to most steam engi-

neers. When this valve discharges, pai-t

of the steam passes through the holes

E drilled in the bushing and into the

chamber F, generally termed the sec-

ondary pop chamber, but more properly

called the blow-down chamber. The
only exit from this chamber is through

the bushing G and the passage H com-
municating with the discharge space of

the valve casing. By turning the bush-

ing G and locking it in different posi-

tions, the size of this exit passage for

the steam can be restricted, thereby lim-

iting the amount of steam passing

through the holes E, and so regulating

the pressure under the valve lip A. Of
course, the holes D in the valve flange

will have a similar influence on the blow-

down. The size and number of these

holes are generally proportioned for a

minimum blow-down of, say, 4 lbs. A
smaller blow-down than this should not

be attempted in any safety valve as it

only shortens the life of the valve and
produces a tendency to chattering, as

previously mentioned, with no additional

advantages in the working of the valve.

In all of the valves of Figs. 3 to 7,

the adjustment of the blow-down is ac-

complished by means of the adjusting

rings D. Screwing these rings up will

increase the blow-down and screwing

them down decreases it. The shapes of

these rings should be noticed. The rings

of Figs. 4 and 5 are especially adapted

to give a minimum obstruction to the

flow of steam and so increase the dis-

chartre capacity of the valve, both being

excellent shapes. It has been especially

claimed for the ring of Fig. 5 that in

conjunction with the lower ring B it has

the effect of reducing the lifting force at

very low lifts and increasing it as the

lift increases. This is a most desirable

feature in any safety valve.

The ring D of Fig. 7 has been de-

signed and tried out as an improvement
on valves of the type shown in Figs. 3

and 6. It has already been pointed out

that in these valves the main feature
determinino' the pop is the distance B,

also that the position of the ring D will

determine the amount of the blow-down.
Thus it will be seen that there are two
factors to be considered in determining
the proper position of these adjusting

rings, and that each of these factors

may require a different setting of the

ring. In such a case it is necessary to

take out the valve disc and machine its

lip A until the proper distance of this

lip over the adjusting ring is obtained,

after first determining the position of

the adjusting ring for the desired blow-
down. This procedure involves tedious
trials.

Where gauges for finishing the valve

disc and adjusting ring are furnished by
the manufacturer of the valve, it is com-
paratively easy matter to machine these

parts when making repairs. When the
time comes, however, to overhaul the
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valve, it is generally found that all

gauges are lost or unavailable. In or-

der to eliminate the tedious machine

work in overhauling and adjusting

valves like those in Figs. 3 and 6, the

modifications as shown in Fig. 7 were

devised. The lip of the valve disc has

FIG. 6. MODIFIED SAFETY
VALVE OF TYPE 3.

been cut away and the diameter of

flange slightly reduced. The shape of

the blow-down ring has been changed

entirely, as shown, and made somewhat
similar to the one in Fig. 4. The differ-

ent action of the two rings D in Figs.

4 and 7 as regards popping has already

been explained. The main feature in

the ring of Fig. 7 determining the blow-

down is the angle E. This angle, 36

deg., 30 min., has been found to give a

range of blow-down of from 4 to 9 lbs.

The laboratory tests on the popping and

blow-down of this improved valve have

given very good results.

Discharge Capacity

It is well known that when steam un-

der pressure is allowed to flow through

an opening, the maximum discharge will

be obtained when the lower pressure is

equal to or less than 58 per cent, of the

higher pressure. When such conditions

obtain, the pressure at the throat sec-

tion, or most contracted part of the chan-

FIG. 7. ANOTHER MODIFIED
VALVE OF TYPE 3.

nel through which the steam is flowing,

will be 58 per cent, of the higher pres-

sure, regardless of how much the pres-

sure in the discharge chamber will fall

below this value. The weight of steam

discharged can then be calculated from
Napier's formula: Flow in pounds per

second = absolute pressure X ^^^^ ^^

square inches ^ 70. If this is applied

to the safety valves shown in Figs. 1

to 7, it will be found that the valves of

Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 undoubtedly will
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have their throat section at the inner

circumference of the valve seat. There-

fore, the area of opening at this sec-

tion will determine the discharge capa-

city of the valve, provided the resistance

to the flow is not made great enough to

raise the pressure in the valve casing

above 58 per cent, of the pressure under

the valve seat. Making allowances for

reductions of the free opening over the

valve seat caused by guide wings, the

following approximate formulae, as giv-

en by some manufacturers, are obtained

for calculating the discharge capacity:

W= 149 Ipd for a flat seat

W= 105 Ipd. for a 45-deg. seat

where W = discharge in pounds per hour

1= lift of valve in inches

p= absolute pressure under
valve, lb. per sq. in.

d^ diameter of valve seat in

inches.

For equal lifts, then, the flat seat will

give a greater discharge than the 45-

deg. seat, which is obvious when it is

considered how the 45-deg. seat restricts

the throat section of the valve as com-

pared to the flat seat. It should be men-
tioned here that the discharge capacity

will be influenced to some extent bv the

smoothness of the approich to the throat

section. On this account, the valve of

Fig. 5 should give an exceptionally good

discharge capacity, which seems to be

borne out by the meagre test figures

available. With valves of the shape

shown in Figs. 3 and 6, it is frequently

found that the actual dischirge capacity

will fall considerably below that ob-

tained by the above calculntions. This,

no doubt, can be accounted for by the

throttling of the discharge channel un-

der the valve lips, especially at the lower

lifts.

Repair and Adjustment

Bearing in mind that a safety valve,

to be successful and satisfactory, must
not have too delicate an adjustment nor

require too frequent overhauling, it

seems advisable to alter the valve in Fig.

3 to the type shown in Fig. 7, where re-

peated attempts at obtaining satisfac-

tory operation of the old type have

failed. Such alteration can be accom-

plished easily and cheaply, as the only

new part to be made is the adjusting

ring D, and the only part to be michined

is the valve disk. The result will be an

exceptionally rugged valve having no

delicate parts, and one which can be

easily overhauled and adjusted without

expert assistance.

Grinding

For grinding a valve to its seat the

most satisfactory grinding material is

powdered glass and machine oil. It is

easiest and most expedient to grind a

valve cold, and this will in most cases

produce entirely satisfactory results.

Only where repeated efforts at making
a valve tiffht by these methods have

failed, should hot grinding be attempted.

The hot grinding is a trying perform-

ance to any workman, and will only be

an approximation to actual working con-

ditions in any event, as a grinding at the

actual temperature under which a safety
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valve operates is out of the question.

Where all other methods have failed to

produce a tight valve, the design shovim

in Fig-. 6 will sometimes serve. By in-

serting the raised seat E and taking care

to machine this so that its weakest sec-

tion F will be between the old valve seat

and the new, there is an opportunity for

this raised seat to adjust itself to the

valve, regardless of what expansions and
contractions may be taking place in the

metal of the old valve seat. Frequently
this will produce a tight valve. The con-
struction shown in Fig. 6 is an improve-
ment on the valve shown in Fig. 3, but
the same, or a similar design, can be ap-
plied equally well to most other tyoes.

In making this alteration to a valve it is

necessary to have a new valve seat E
and adjusting ring D, and to insert a

distance piece G under the valve bonnet
in order to raise the bonnet the same
amount the valve has been raised from
its former seat. The author has seen
this method applied frequently and with
great success.

Another point, often misunderstood in

repairing a safety valve, is the amount
of clearance to give to the guide wings
under the valve disk in the valve bore.
No attempt at a very close fit of these
parts should be made, as such would
only increase the chances of the valve
sticking. A suitable clearance for a 4V2-
in. valve bore is 1-32 in. on the diameter,
or 1-64 in. on each side.

©
HEATING BY STEAM AT DIFFER-

ENT PRESSURES
RECENTLY in Chicago tests were made
to determine the relative cost of heating
with steam at atmospheric pressure as
against 3 to 5 lb. pressure in modern
office-building plants. In an analysis of
the problem a heat requirement of 5,000
B.t.u. per hour was taken. On the whole,
it appears that there is no appreciable
difference in cost in heating at difl'erent

pressures. There is, however, an advan-
tage in higher pressure from the stand-
point of first cost of plant, because as the
pressure is greater the plant may be
smaller. This factor, however, has a
limited value in practice unless excessive
pressures are used. As a matter of fact,
any plant designed to work at 5 lbs.

should have margin enough to work per-
fectly at atmosphere, and vice versa, so
that in the end the cost of heating will
be identical in both cases.—@
ADVANTAGES OF ECONOMIZERS
BOILER plant efficiency can be con-
siderably increased by adding econo-
mizers, which are used in most Euro-
pean plants, but find little favor in this

country. The objections ordinarily of-

fered are:—Their initial cost; reduction
of available draft and, in many plants,

necessity of installing mechanical-draft
systems; cheap fuel (speaking compar-
atively); low load factors; complication
of the power-plant outlay.

The chief reason that they are not
used more generally is that their value

is not realized. It is difficult to reason
out just what effect load variations have
upon an economizer as a heat absorber.

If plants were operated continuously for

10 or 12 hours and completely shut down
the rest of the time, the saving would
be in proportion to the load factor, but

where the load remains on, and only

varies from overload to underload, the

value is difficult to determine. Since

however, such plants are ordinarily

operated uneconomically at both high

and low loads, and since economizers

are of greater value the lower the boiler

efficiency, they are particularly needed

in plants having variable loads, and the

saving in fuel, if not more, will be at

least proportional to the load factor.

Much depends upon properly propor-

tioning the installation, and, therefore,

before an economizer is decided upon, a

plant must be closely studied and the

governing factors, such as flue-gas tem-

perature, feed-water tempperature,

weight of air per pound of coal, load

factor, character of load, etc., very

closely predetermined.

UTILIZING EXHAUST STEAM
THE value of exhaust steam for heatin'.,"-

and the consequent saving effected has

been demonstrated, and many plants

take advantage of it, but the practice

should be more general. Even plants op-

erating condensing could bleed the low-

pressure receiver of a compound engine

or the low-pressure stages of steam tur-

bines and distribute this steam through

the buildings. In power plants where
economizers are not employed and the

temperature of the water is low when
fed into the boilers, this partly expanded
steam could also be used to advantage in

feed-water heaters.

In plants where large quantities of

low-pressure steam are required and the

pressure cannot be expansively reduced

in a cylinder or turbine, a saving still

could be made by generating this steam
in a boiler under low pressure. It has
been experimentally determined that

there is about 6 per cent, difference in

boiler efficiency between generating
steam at near atmospheric pressure and
at 350 degs. Fah., because of the in-

creased temperature difference between
the furnace gas and the boiler water,
greater heat absorption and consequently
lower flue-gas temperatures.

REDUCIBLE LOSSES IN POWER
PLANTS

THE greatest and most neglected loss

in the average boiler plant is from ex-

cess air. The magnitude of this loss at

different CO., percentages is applicable

to any fuel, lifiui<l, solid, or gaseous, if

its available hydrogen percentage is

known. The impression prevails that

coal must be burned with about 50 per

cent, of excess air. Some authorities

claim that going beyond 10 to 12 per

cent CO, the loss due to incomplete com-
bustion will off.set the savinc effocted

by reducing the excess air. This opin-

ion is based upon certain types of in-

stallation only, and should not be ac-

cepted and disseminated as a general

condition. Some few up-to-date plants

are averaging 17 per cent. CO, with bit-

uminous coal, without serious losses due
to incomplete combustion.

One objection to high CO, is the ex-

tremely high furnace temperature and
consequent rapid depreciation of fur-

nace linings. For this reason many
maintain 10 per cent. CO, as the maxi-
mum. With low percentages of excess

air, proper design of combustion space

becomes much more important to pre-

vent incomplete combustion and too

high furnace temperatures. Exceeding-

ly high furnace temperatures have no
real advantage and several disadvant-

ages, therefore heating surface exposed

directly to the fuel bed to reduce the

furnace temperature will not only cause

a decrease of the slagging effect upon
the firebrick, and thus increase the CO..

possible to maintain, but will also in-

crease the efficiency of the boiler due

to the heat radiated directly to it, and
will increase the boiler capacity without

increasing the flue-gas temperature.

With a proper furnace volume, smoke
will not form if provisions for gas mix-

ing are maintained and the temperature

does not drop off too low or the boiler is

not forced too much. Velocity of gas,

time of contact, and hydraulic mean
depth are important and deserve thor-

ough study under all conditions of in-

stallation. Not much is being done in

this direction and quite large boiler

builders ignore the matter altogether.

Boilers can be operated at two times

their rating, and more, but not econ-

omically vinless designed for it; with

the rates of heat absorption obtained at

present in most installations, if oper-

ated at very high ratings the loss will
'

be too great, unless the temperature of

the escaping gases be reduced in econ-

omizers. The increase of velocity will

cause draft loss, but this is not so seri-

ous, for the necessity of installing me-

chanical draft brings other advantages.

With high ratings and high velocities

the power required to produce the draft

becomes of interest. Fear that so much

of the steam generated will be required

to produce the draft that the advant-

ages obtained will be offset is unfound-

ed, if the blower is designed for efficient

work and driven by an efficient engine

or motor.
®

It is a bad practice to fasten zinc-iron

slieets together witli iron or steel rivets.

These soon rust if not painted, and the

rust penetrates through the edges of the

iron encircling the rivets, and thus proves

disastrous. Only zinc, or zinc-covered

rivets, should be so used.

Zinc is ductile between 212 degs. Fah.

and .'i02 degs. Fah., and can then be

shaped as required: hut when either

above or hclow these limits it becomes

l)ritlle and nnpliant. and, therefore, not

;i<liipted for treatment. Tt melts at about

7S() degs. Fall., if volatilization is guard-

ed against.
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FLUID GAUGE FOR MEASURING
WORK

MODERN requirements regarding

the quick and accurate gauging
or measuring of articles in

course of manufacture have created

a demand for a measuring device

of an entirely different nature from mi-

crometers and gauges. Despite the ac-

curacy by gauges and micrometers, their

liability to wear prevents them from re-

maining accurate for any great length of

time under continuous use, in addition

to which are errors due to the touch of

the operator and degree of skill re-

quired.

The Prestwich Fluid Gauge has been
developed as the result of long experi-

ence of these troubles, and by it articles

can be very accurately and quickly
gauged without skill or sense of touch on
the part of the operator. It is not sub-

ject to wear, and with ordinary care will

remain accurate indefinitely.

The instrument consists of a fluid-con-

FLUID GAUGE FOR MEASURING WORK.

taining chamber "A," having a flexible

diaphragm "B," a glass tube "C" of fine

bore, which is connected with the cham-
ber "A," means for indicating the di-

mensions of the piece, and means for

correcting for variations of temperature.
The diaphragm "B" is provided with a

hardened steel anvil "D." The article

to be measured or gauged is passed be-

tween this anvil "D" and fixed anvil

"E." Any pressure on the anvil "D"
causes the fluid to rise in the glass tube
"C." The chamber "A" is provided with
a thread and micrometer index and poin-

ter on the upper surface to indicate

thousandths of an inch (or one-hun-
dredths of a millimetre).

The carrier "F" is provided with a

.!!cale "G" and three adjustable pointers

"H," "J," "K," the scale being divided

to indicate ten-thousandths of an inch

(or one-thousandths of a millemetre).
The two top pointers "H." "J" indicate

the tolerance limits it is desired to work
to. The bottom pointer "K" is set to the

normal level of the fluid in the glass

tube "C." The carrier "F" is adjusted
by the thumb nut "S" to keen the bot-

tom pointer "K" level with the normal
level of the fluid, and thus compensates
for variations of temperature.

The instrument is roughly set by rack
"M" and pinion "N" on the pillar "O"
to suit the article, the clamping screw
"P" then tightened up and the final ad-

justment made by the micrometer ad-

justment to a standard gauge or piece

of known dimensions. A displacement of

the diaphragm "B" causes a displace-

ment of the level of the fluid in the tube
"C" relative to their respective areas.

Any variation in the size of pieces passed
under the gauge is indicated bv the dif-

ference in the height the level rises in

the glass tube.

This apparatus is placed on the mar-
ket by the Coats Machine Tool Co., New
York.

©
CELL MOUNTING OIL CIRCUIT

BREAKER
A COMPLETE line of oil circuit break-
ers has been recently developed by the

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. East
Pittsburgh, two of which, types E6 and
E7. range in capacities from .SnO to 1,200

amps, at 23,000 volts, and from 1.600 to

'2,000 amps, at 16,500 volts. The former
is for cell mounting, as illustrated in the

accompanying engraving, while the lat-

ter is for wall or pipe mounting. All

steel construction is used, tliiis provid-

ing apparatus which is exceptionally

compact for its rupturing capacity,

which ranges from 'io.OOO to 40.000
kva. at maximum rated voltage, witli

nroportionately higlier capacities fol-

lower voltages.

For cell mounting, a novel feature is

the holding- of the steel base of each
pole unit in channel irons built into the

cell walls, whereby the units are easily

slid in and out ; the single pole solenoid

complete with its mechanism, is mount-

ed on top of the cell structure. Acceler-

ating springs are provided to break the

arc as quickly as possible after the

breaker starts to operate, an adjustable

air cylinder dash pot being furnished to

take up the shock of the moving parts.

All breakers are able to clear the sys-

tem of a short-circuit up to its rated

capacity three times without attention

to circuits, a test of sixteen breaks be-

ing made on a 25,000 kva., 23,000 volt

turbo-generator circuit, without the

breaker being opened for change of arcs.

SHIP BAND SAW
THE revival of wooden shipbuilding has

created a demand for numerous items of

equipment possessing more or less novel

features of construction, and the ma-
chine shown in the engraving herewith

has been designed and built by J. A.

Fay & Egan Co., Cincinnati, O., for the

purpose of working the extra large tim-

bers required in the construction of ocean

going vessels.

This machine is designed for extra

heavy band sawing, both straight and
curved, and while particularly applicable

to shipwork can also be used to advan-

tage in railroad and bridge shops, heavy
vehicle work, and lumber mills. It saws
to any angle in a full semi-circle, the

wheels being carried on a housing mount-
ed on roller bearings and angling 45 deg.

to right or left by power, with hand-

wheel adjustment for extremely fine set-

ting.

Column is a single casting of ample
weight with broad floor bases which en-

able it to carry the wheels at any angle

without vibration. An auxiliary columr.

at the rear carries the angling mechan-
ism, and the face of the m:iin column is

planed and fitted with roller bearings to

carry saw carriages, guides, etc. The
table measures 48 in. x 48 in. and is all

iron, and mounted perfectly rigid on

main column and always level.

The wheels are 48 in. dia. x 3 in. face,

and carry blades up to SVo in. wide.

They are steel spoked with laminated
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wood rims, faced with rubber, and are

mounted in self-aligning ball bearings.

Both wheels are mounted on a heavy cir-

cular carriage, gibbed

to the main frame and
traveling on self-lubri-

cating roller bearings
mounted in main col-

umn, making angling
adjustment quick,
easy and extremely
close. The wheels
move simultaneously,

and are so located in

relation to the car-

riage that the blade
angles from the point

where it passes
through the table.

Driving gear is pro-

vided with automatic
take-up to maintain
proper tension on belt

at any angle. A 1.")

horse-power motor at

a.."iOO to 1,800 rev. per
min. can be belted to

main driving pulley,

or if at 350 rev. per
min. can be direct

coupled to drive shaft.

©
14 IN. TOOL ROOM LATHE

THE machine shown in the accompany-
ing engraving is the most recent design
of tool room lathe placed on the market
by the Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co., Cin-
cinnati. These lathes which bear the trade
name of Cisco are of 14 in. capacity and
of the four-step cone pulley type with
back gearing. The machine a.s illus-

ti-ated is equipped with lubricating

pump, pan, taper attachment, and re-

lieving attachment in addition to regu-
lar equipment. The pump is mounted on
a bracket fastened to the cross web of

leg casting under headstock, and is

driven by belt from a pulley on the

CANADIAN MACHINERY
tail end of the lathe spindle. The
relieving attachment is gear driven from
the spindle, with sliding drive shaft

B.\ND S.\W WITH ANGULAR ADJUSTMENT FOR CUTTING
SHIPS TIMBER.

placed along the front of headstock. A
bracket on the side of carriage supports
the end of the shaft so that the jointed

section next to the compound rest may
function properly, one of the universal

joints being of the telescopic type so

that angular adjustment of the com-
pound rest may be made at any time.

Automatic stop, thread stop and tool

tray are regularly fitted to these lathes,

the stops being operated by stop lock

at bottom of apron. A quick change
feed box is incorporated in the design.

Draw-in collet chuck is supplied when
specified, while face-plate steady rest,

back rest and necessary change gears

are supplied as illustrated.

ll-INfll TOOL ROOM LATHE.
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COMBUSTION IN HAND-FIRED
FURNACES

THE fuel in most types of furnaces acts

primarily as a gas producer. With a

6-inch fuel bed the oxygen in the air

rising through the grate is all used up
in combustion in the first 4 inches from
the grate. At a distance of 4 inches

from the grate the carbon dioxide con-

tent of the gases has reached or passed

a maximum of 10 to 16 per cent, and

begins to drop. At the surface of the

fuel bed the gases contain no oxygen,

only 6 to 8 per cent, of carbon dioxide

and 20 to .32 per cent, of combustible

gases. The composition of the gases is

practically independent of the rate of

air supply. The larger the quantity of

air forced through the fuel bed, the

faster the fuel burns or gasifies, but the

ratio between weight of air supplied

and weight of fuel burned remains con-

stant at about 7 to 1. In general the

temperature in the fuel bed is the high-

est at 3 to 5 inches from the grate,

which is also the point of maximum
carbon dioxide content.

Fuel Bed Thickness

As most of the oxygen is consumed

in the first 4 inches of the fuel bed, it is

not necessary with the ordinary rates of

combustion to run a fuel bed thicker

than 4 to 6 inches in order to obtain

a high carbon dioxide and a low oxygen

content in the flue gases. The rate of

combustion or gasification of coal de-

pends on the amount of air that can be

passed through the fuel bed. The thick-

er the fuel bed the higher is its resis-

tance to flow of air through it and the

less air can be passed through with a

given chimney draft. A thick fuel bed,

therefore, reduces the rate of combus-

tion and thus reduces the capacity of

the boiler.

A thick fuel bed is further undesir-

able because it increases the tendency

of the coal to form troublesome clinker.

Perhaps the only apparently defendable

excuse for carrying a thick fuel bed is

the fact that the chances of burning

holes in the fuel bed are reduced. A
skillful fireman avoids holes in the fuel

bed by firing fre(iuently and placing

coal on the thin spots. A claim that

fuel beds can not be kept in good condi-

tion if carried thin is a confession of

neglect and lack of skill. A fuel bed is

understood to be only the layer of in-

candescent and fre.shly fired fuel and

does not include the layer of dead ashes

and clinker on the grate. The !\sh fuses

in the upper layers of the fuel bed, and

as it sinks it solidifies 2 to 4 inches from

the grate.

As at the surface of the fuel bed the

gases contain 20 to 32 per cent, com-

bustile gas and practically no free oxy-

gen, to obtain complete combustion ad-

ditional air must be introduced over the

fuel bed. This statement is true of all

the fuels, including coke, tested by the

Bureau of Mines, Washington. D.C. As
a general statement, about one-half of

the 1.5 pounds of air used to bum 1

pound of coal in a boiler furnace is sup-

plied through the fuel bed; the other

half must be supplied over the fuel bed.
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OUR SHELL INDUSTRY EBBING

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that the munitions
industry in Canada has long ago outstripped in

scope and proportions the most substantial of those
to which we pinned our faith in pre-war days, it has
never been believed but that a modicum — if even that

much, of the activity now in progress would retain a per-

manent value. The various plants created by our own and
the Imperial Governments will doubtless be permanently
preserved on a production footing, the extent of which will

be largely governed by the status of the peace arrange-
ments, the definiteness of the security against an early or

late future repetition of this three-year tragedy, and the

decision to maintain, or otherwise, the condition of pre-

paredness now so well and fully established.

Although, generally speaking, the end of Canada's
munition industry is by no means in sight, evidences are
not wanting that some considerable curtailment of shell-

making activities may be said to be at least imminent if

not already operative. Attention has been drawn in these

columns on several occasions during the past year or more
to the extraordinary degree of development output being
procured from Britain's specially created and equipped
National shell factories, as also to the possibilities that, in

spite of the necessary prodigal expenditure of shell in

bending "Hindy's" line at least back to the Rhine before the

snow flies in the coming winter, the bulk of the Allied re-

quirements would be met within the Motherland borders.

Such a consummation has, we believe, now been achieved,

and, as a consequence, further or repeat orders for 8 in. and
9.2 in. high explosive shell are likely to be restricted in

both number and quantity. We understand that the 60-

pdr. projectile, a small number of which, comparatively

speaking, have been produced here, is also likely to be

eliminated.

It must be admitted, however, notwithstanding our

awakeness to the fact of shell making being a transient and
temporary industry, that even the beginnings of parting

with it as above indicated may for the time being disturb

the even tenor of our metal-working plants routine here

and there. On the other hand we have much cause for

thankful appreciation of the progress being made by our

men in the field, besides having the consciousness that they

are equipped and to spare, and that maintenance in both

respects is assured right close to their spheres of action.

Another phase of the situation, and by no means an

unimportant one, is that of the relief for the carrying of

food supplies, of ships, otherwise engaged in transporting

big shells across the Atlantic with its swarming dangers

from enemy submarines and mines. It should be a source

of much satisfaction to us, rather than otherwise, bearing

in mind our gigantic vessel losses, and the acuteness of the

food situation in the Motherland arising therefrom, that

the efforts of her munitions-making army, the larger pro-

portion of which is female-constituted, have, to even the

extent indicated, relieved a growing menace to our Em-
pire health and war activities. We in Canada have not as

yet felt the pinch of lack of food, although in other re-

spects we have profited as well as lost along with the

people of Britain, and, in the apparently gradual ebbing

away now of orders for the bigger shells, we may possibly

still have an advantage in the readjustment following the

Peace Declaration. No let-up is in sight so far as we can

gather, with respect to continued activity in the other sizes

and type of shell, to the generous output of which the great

bulk of our metal-working plants are still contributing,

end of whose individual features it is unnecessary to make

a detailed reference here.

®

THE SHIPBUILDING SITUATION

A GOOD deal of enthusiasm has been aroused not only

among interests closely related to the twin crafts

of shipbuilding and marine engineering, but among

those more or less indirectly concerned, because of the fact

that in both these spheres of industrial endeavor, our plant

capacities are more or less taxed with orders—in a word,

there is quite a little boom on. The foregoing is true of

both wood and steel construction, although the latter easily

predominates. Some misconception is, however, abroad as

to the direction of effort and scope of the meantime activity.

Aside from a little vessel construction to the order of pri-

vate individuals or shipping corporations, both the British

and Canadian Governments through their accredited re-

presentatives—the Imperial Munitions Board on the one

hand and J. W. Norcross, vice-president and managing

director of the Canada Steamship Lines, on the other—have

placed various contracts, the former for ocean-going

freighters and the latter for a type of craft whose service

will be more or less confined to ocean coastal waters.

As regards the coasting vessels, quite a fleet has been

ordered, and in view of the circumstance that completion

and delivery of all are required within some six months'

time, it may perhaps be unnecessary to state that hulls and

machinery are well advanced in construction in not a few

instances. Delivery on the ocean-going freighters, orders

for which have for the most part already been placed, is^

called for by mid-Autumn, 1918.

We had hoped that some definite action towards the

production of ship and boiler plate would have been

taken by one or other of our large steel interests ere this,

but notwithstanding rumors to that effect, no move has

been made in the direction indicated; as a matter of fact

we are apparently further away than ever from being in

a position to meet, at least, our own needs in ship and

boiler plate, and that in normal circumstances. Ship-

building within our borders to be robust must, of course,

be subsidized in some form or other, and until some steps

are taken to so encourage it, the plate mill essential is likely

to remain a dream.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
COLONEL DAVID CARNEGIE, member Imperial Munitions Board and ordnance

advisor, Ottawa, Canada; consulting technical ordance advisor to Department of

Militia and Defence, Canada, was born at Aberdeen, Scotland, 1868, son of David

and Margaret Carnegie, of Aberdeen, and received his education at Gordon's College,

Aberdeen, and RoyaL College of Science and Royal School of Mines, London, England.

On the completion of his apprenticeship to mechanical engineering at Aberdeen,

1887, he engaged in the manufacture of torpedoes. Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, 1887-89,

and was science master, evening classes. Science and Art Department, London, 1889-91.

From 1890-1902 Colonel Carnegie was in chai-ge of projectile manufacture at Woolwich
Arsenal, following which he was work's manager, Hadfield's Steel Foundry Co., Shef-

field, 1902-6; consulting engineer and general manager, Samuel Osborn & Co., Sheffield,

1906-10; entered private practice as consulting engineer, London, 1911; director. Electric

Steel & Metals Co., Welland, Ont, 1913, resigned, 1914.
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During 1915, Colonel Carnegie was a member of Commission of Armaments Manufac-
ture in Canada; and was also chairman of Commission on Copper and Zinc. He became
a member of Institute Mechanical Engineers, 1893; Iron & Steel Institute, 1903; student.

Institute Civil Engineers, 1890, associate member 1893, member, 1906; fellow. Royal
.Society, Edinburgh, 1910.

Published works include, "Liquid Steel, its Cost and Manufacture," Longman's Co., 1913;

'Manufacture of Forged Steel Projectiles," 1891; "Manufacture and Efficiency of

Armour Plate," 1892; "Manufacture and Efficiency of Armour Piercing Projectiles,"

1903; "Results of Investigation on Manufacture of Steel in Belgium," 1910; "Report of

Commission on Copper and Zinc. Canada," 1916. Colonel Carnegie has also secured
several patents for manufacturing processes and designs which are now in use in

different parts of the world.
In February, 1915, he was gazetted Hon. Lieut.-Colonel, Militia, Canada, being gazetted
Hon .Colonel, May, 1916.

Colonel Carnegie married Frances Ellen Lloyd, daughter of Thomas Howard Lloyd, and
has three sons. His club is the Rideau (Ottawa); his religion, Presbyterian; and his

residences are London, Eng., and Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Canada.

Photo courtesy International Press.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

'Jrp.i forge, Pittsburggh . ..f:i7 '.ir'

Lake Superior, cliarcoal,
I'liiciigd 3S 75

Standiird low plios.. I'hila-

(lelphia Tr. 00
Iti'SKpnior, Pittsburgh 42 '.n

Italic. Vaile.T furnace 40 (rtf

Montreal Torontd

Middlesboro, No. 3
Clereland, No. 3
riarente, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria *'

I'INI8Hi:U IRON AND STEEI,.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron liars, base, Toronto.. 4 i;."i

Steel bars, tase, Toronto.. 4 ."lO

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 00
.Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 7 00

Iron bars, base, Montreal.. 4 25
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 4 50
Keinforcing bars, base ... 4 05
I^essenier rails, heavy, at

mill .38 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 3 75

Tank plates, Pittsburgh .

.

o 75

Beams and angles, Pitts
burgh

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh .,

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 4

3 40
4 00

50
Small shapes 5 00

P.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
.steel bars 4 25
Eiars, 2 in. and up 4 40
structural shapes 4 50
Plates _ 00

FREIGHT RATES.
I*ittaburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C'.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1

Guelph 18.9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.

1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 00 .$40 (K)

Klectro copper .... 38 00 40 00
Hastings, copper... 37 OO 39 00
Tin 55 OO 50 00
Spelter 14 00 13 00
Lead 12 50 12 25
.\ntlmony 28 00 36 OO
.Mumlnum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

I'latps, V4 to H $7 50 $7 50
Heads 7 00 7 00
Tank plates, 316 in. 7 50 7 .50

WROUGHT PIPE

In

100

Vs

'/<

Vs

1/J

'h
1

1V4
IM;

2i/j

3'/j

4

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

effect April 10.

feet— Black
Buttweld.

$ 4 50
.... 4 32
.... 4 32

5 01
.... 7 02

10 37
.... 14 03

16 78
.... 22 57
.... 36 27

47 43
.... 58 88
.... 60 76

1917

Lapweeld.

25 .53

38 03
49 73

(ialv.

$ 6 00
36

« 30
7 IS
'.) 14

l:! .52

IS 20
21 SO
29 42
47 09
01 .58

75 no
89 93

.32 01

48 21!

02 IS

in 00 72 78 CO
93 20

in S3 82 108 00
in 97 68 126 50
in 126 70 164 .50

in 100 SO 213 Of)

. in 175 00 223 .SO

ii] 201 60 257 80

in 241 .50 :!08 SO

. in 224 00 280 40
in 288 40 368 70

ices—(Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

.31,;.

4

8

10 L.

10

Pr

WKOUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 00%.
4M>" and larger, 55%,
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 50%.
4W and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto
Copper, light $22 00
Copper, crucible . . 26 50
Copper, heavy .... 2<i .50

Copper wire 26 50
No. 1 machine

composition 22 50
New Brass clip-

pings 18 00
No. 1 brass turn-

ings , 16 00
Heavy Melting

steecl 19 00

Steel turnings 12 00

Boiler plate 18 .50

Rails 19 00

Axles. wrought
iron 22 00

Rails 17 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 21 00

Malleable scrap . . 15 00

Pipe, wrought ... 12 50

Heavy lead 9 00

Tea lead 7 .50

Scrap zinc 9 00

Aluminum 36 00

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

.Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts, % and less. 20

Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., sleel 27%
.Machine screws, o. and 111.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20

-Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, up to 1 in., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.

list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and burrs 27'./.

Boiler rivets, base ?4-in.

and larger .$6.65

.Structural rivets, as above. 6.55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72V4
Wood screws, 0. & R.,

'bright 67V2

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37'/2

Wood screws, O. & R.. '

lirass -321/2

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27Vi:

Wood screwi, O. & K.

lironze 25

.$23 50
28 00
•)~ 50
28 00

22 00

18 00

17 00

16 00

9 00

10 50

15 00

24 00

IS 00

20 00

11 00

9 00

10 00

6 50

10 00

35 00

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per <-ent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in So
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in .30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
ly- in., up to 2 iu 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 4o

Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10

Planer head bolts, with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer heart bolt nuts, same as
tinislied nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws ....list plus .30. 10

Thumb screws. 20
Tnmrb nuts ii5

Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to IV2

in add .$4.50

Cold pressed nuts over IVn

in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemeer billets .$75 00

Open-hearth billcets 75 011

O.ll. sheet bars 77 .50

Forging gbillots 100 OO

Wire rorts Sa 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95

Out nails 5 00 5 00

Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam..

100 lbs. 5 20

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed 35

Babbitt metals 14 to CO

Soldering coppers, lb 0.53

Pnttv. 100-lb. drums 4 00

White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 1000b. kegs,

per cwt 13 87

Glue, French medal, lb 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

Gasoline, per gal., bulk... 31i{.

Benzine, per gal., bulk— 30%
Pure turpentine, single

bills., gal 69

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 «
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 ''^'

Plaster of Paris, per bhl.. 2 .-lO

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27

Packing, No. 1 Italian .... 32

Packing. No. 2 Italian 2.5

Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 29V4
Transmission rope. Manila 37V2

Drilling cables. Manila ... 32H

rOLISllEn DRILL ROD.
.Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

O.iRBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to SO 25

Standard drills to IV2 in... 40

Standard drills, over IV2 in-- I'i

3-fluted drills, plus 10

Jobbers' and letter sizes 40

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10-

Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHArTISG.

At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus .50%

Discounts off new li§t. M'are-
huuse price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%,; B and C, 10%: cast iron,

35%; standard bushings, 50%;
headers. 60; flanged unions, -40:

malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 2S.$7 75 $7 .35

Sheets, Black, No. 10. 7 10 7 00
Canadii plates, dull,

.52 sheets 7 00 7 00
Canada plates, all

bright S 00 S OO
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 775 775

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G , 7 45 7 :«i

Corbal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 .50

Col borne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 8 30 8 20

Premier, 10% oz 8 00 8 TiO

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills

S.S. drills for wood
Wood boring brace drills

Electrlcl.ins' bits

Sockets

15
40

30

30

14 in $9
5-16 in 9

% in 8
7-16 in 7

% in 6

3-lC in 6

Vi in

% in

1 inch

Above quotations are per cwt.

6

6
6
6 40

ELECTRIC WELD COII.
CHAIN B.B.

Vs in .$15 ,50

.3-16 in 11 70

Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40

% in 6 .35

7-16 in 6 .35

1^ in 6 35

% In 6 35-

% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND R.4SPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western, .\merican.4. .55

Kearney & Foot, .\rcade 55

.1. Barton Smith, Eagle .55

McClelland, Globe -55

Whitman & Barnes 55
Black Diamimd 45
Delta Files 40. 5

Nicholson 45
Globe 55
Vulca n .^j

I>isstoji .'.i

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Founrtrv Coke. ...

Yough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal ...

Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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1

1%
2

2^
3

3H
3%
i

BOII^ER TUBES.

Sea in

-

Size. less

in $24 00

in 30 00

in 32 00

in 3-00
in. 35 00

in 44 00

in.

in.

47 00

50 00

74 00

Lap-
welded

25 00

25 00

26 00

33 00

3S 00

45 00

48 OU

GO 00

Prices per 100 feet. .Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 27
Royalite, per gal., bulk 16
Pal.iciue 19
Maoliine oil, per gal 26V2
P.laok oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil. Capital 45y>
Cylinder oil. Acme. 36V,.

Standard cutting compound,
per lb 6 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic GS
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37V-
Imperial Quenching oil .... 30V2
I'etrolenm fuel oil 12%

BELTING—HO. 1 0.4K
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, Xo.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cheaterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic. 603, 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
-Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cent8 per lb.

XXX Extra 20

Peerless 20

Grand !'>

Superior 10

X L C K IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal 1'

X press 18

COLORED.
Lion 14Vi
Standard 13

.No. 1 13

Popular 11%
Keen 10V4

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

Axle 20
Anvil 15

Anchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40v''"

Kest grades 20',>

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, Va to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BR.ASS.

Bra.ss rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20

07, 60
Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 5S

PL.ATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
I'olishii:g wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. tt.$16 00 «16 00

Sheets, 3Vi lbs. sq.
ft 16 00 16 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 15 50 15 50
Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
-icid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 06
Acid, hydrofluoric 141^
Acid, nitric jo
Acid, sulphuric 06
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.\mmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate ij
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 35
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .56
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .95
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

T ilK upward iiiuveuienl in prices uf .-teel cdntinue.s in the

United States in spite of the low figiu'es fixed on the require-

ments of the American Government. This situation is reflected

in Canada and prices of domestic steel products are advancing as

well as on imported materials. The congested condition at the

mills and increased demand is largely responsible for the prevail-

ing tight situation in the steel market. The more important

advances to he noted this week include plates, wrought pipe, hlack

and galvanized sheets. Prices of pig-iron continue very firm and
f|uotations on domestic iron are now approximately $47. This

figure is entirely nominal owing to the uncertain conditions in the

market. The demand for pig-iron is heavy, but the furnaces are

sold up for several months and stocks are low. The coal situation

is .somewhat easier, although higher prices are expected. The coke

market is strong and prices continue high. Prices of scrap metals

are unchanged and the market dull in regard to coj)por and brass.

The demand for .<tecl .scrap, however, is active, and higher prices

are likely. Non-ferrous metals are dull, the only change to be

noted is in spelter, which has declined. Copper is showing a

weaker tendency and lower prices appear probable in the near

future. Decline in prices of high-speed twist drills has been

announced, but wooci screws and rubber belting have advanced.

The macbiiic fdol market is quiet and situation generally

unchiiiiged.

Montreal, O-ie.. .April 16, 1917.—The in-

dustrial sitnntinn is slowly adjusting it-

self to the chanared conditions arising out

of the rc'-'-it .A-Tiorican developments,

but no material effect has yet become evi-

dent as to the direct bearing such a move
will have on the trade relations of this

country. With the complete adoption of

definite plans, however, it is generally ex-

pected that some changes will naturally

follow, although it is yet early to decide

just what form these changes will take.

The combined efforts of the United States

Govei-nment ;ind the .'Mlied countries cn-
not have other than a beneficial effect

upon general conditions, although in the

abstract these conditions may appear to

conflict with domestic progress. Shell

activity continues at a satisfactory rate

and the .shipbuilding industry is also

active, although somewhat handicapped
by the lack of construction facilities and

the pronounced scarcity of suitable ship
plates. Manufacturers here are experi-
encing considerable difficulty in obtaining
sufficient raw materials to operate at
capacity, owing to the congested condition
of the producing mills and the inability

to secure reliable delivery.

Pig Iron.

The sensational rise in pig iron is un-
doubtedly the feature of the market for

the week, if the continual advance can be
considered as a feature. The demand for

all grades of pig apparently has no end,

and the excessively high prices have had
no evident effect in restricting the call

from consumers. The outstanding ad-
vance of the week has been that on
Bessemer and forge, each being subjected
to an advance of $5 per ton. The former
is now quoted at $4.^.9,') and the latter

$41.9.') per ton, Pittsburgh. The rise in

other grades has been quite general, the
composite price of pig iron being $39.56,

this being $2.10 higher than last week.
Conditions locally are unchanged, with
Canadian quotations on the nominal basis

of $16..50 per ton.

Steel.

Developments have not yet reached the

stage where general conditions have been
affpcteil by the entrance of the United
States into the war, and the market is

consenuenllv in a more or less unsettled

condition. It is anticipated that supplies

for the -American government will be
rushed out by several of the large mills,

and will not seriously affect the delivery

of material that has been on order for

previous customers, although some little

delay may be necessary in the shipment
of the same. So far the Canadian situa-
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tion has not been affected by the changed

situation on the other side and dealers

here do not expect that conditions will be

varied to any great extent by recent or

coining developments. With improved

transportation facilities, the interest of

the consumer has again reverted to the

uvoblem of the mills and their inability

to supply the full requirements of the

trade. The sold-up condition of most of

the steel mills and the non-cancellation

feature of contracts, makes the future of

the steel industry one of extreme firm-

ness; the activity of the shipbuilding

trade throughout both Canada and the

United States also adds to the present

and future strength of the market. The
problem of marine tonnage is becoming

one of paramount importance and plate

mills are experiencing the most active

period in their history. Bessemer pro-

ducts have already shown a similar ad-

vance to that of the raw material, namely,

$5 per ton; the current quotation on bil-

lets and sheet bars being $80 per ton,

Pittsburgh. Wire rods on a similar ad-

vance, are now bringing $90 per ton. The
Pittsburgh quotation of forging billets

has for the first time attained the phe-

nomenal figure of $100 ner ton. the most

recent advance being $10 per ton. These

abnormal advances are the direct cause

of the demands of the U.S. Government

and the congested condition of the mills,

but fortunately the greater number of

consumers are covered by contract and

recent advances will have little effect

upon their current or future business.

The coke situation has improved but re-

cent developments have placed producers

in a waiting position, as they will pro-

bably have to adjust their future schedule

to conform with the policy of the govern-

ment. Spot furnace has regained some

of its lost strength, the week's advance of

50 cents bringing the current quotation

back to $8. .50 per ton. Owing to an ap-

parent scarcity of prompt ferromanga-

nese, the price has advanced to $400 per

ton, this being $75 higher than a week

ago. The programme of the American
government in connection with shipbuild-

ing will likely necessitate the increased

output of plates for this purpose and may
in consequence, temporarily effect the de-

livery to their consumers, so that the early

prices of this commodity may be subject-

ed to a still further advance. It is prac-

tically impossible to place orders for ship

plates or tank plates and receive assur-

ance of delivery earlier than the middle

of 1918. The demand on the lighter

sheets has been increased owing to pro-

bable early activity in connection with

war supplies. Tin plate mills likewise are

anticipating greater activity in ^^ew of

the possible needs for army and other

purposes. While wire products have re-

tained a very firm and steady position

for some time, earlv future conditions

may be reflected in the fact that some of

the American producers have all but

withdrawn from the market, only quot-

ing on specific inquiry from regular cus-

tomers. This feature of the wire situa-

tion may be the preliminary to another

advance on these products, and the week's

advance on wire rods will also affect the

early future of wire quotations. The sold

up condition of the tube mills makes the

market one where premiums can be read-

ily secured by those mills that are able to

guarantee reasonably prompt delivery.

The exceedingly heavy demand for these

products has placed the mills in a very

strong position and orders are being

placed for second quarter 1918 delivery.

Producers of bolts and nuts anticipate an

early readjustment of price quotations in

an upward direction. The pressure on

the wrought iron pipe mills is fast be-

coming like that of the plate mills, many
of them having future orders, which run
well into 1918. Dealers here report gen-

eral conditions unchanged, but very firm

and would not be surprised to see higher

prices in various lines of steel. Supplies

are now very low, and it is difficult to get

material forwarded from the mills.

Metals.

Nothing has transpired to feature the

metal situation and the general market
conditions are unchanged; but prices»,

with the exception of lead, have developed

a weaker tendency. Efforts on the part

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Honnidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

of the consumers to dispose of surplus

metal have resulted in a weaker market.

Tin is unsettled but fairly firm, but with

an easier undertone. Spelter is becom-

ing weaker on a dull market. Lead is

steady and stronger locally. Antimony
is quiet but firm.

Copper.—Market conditions are appar-

ently being reflected in the fact that

sellers at present are more in the lime-

light than buyers. The situation is one

where the consumers of copper are taking

a marked interest in the trend of affairs,

not that any definite knowledge of future

conditions is the basis of their action,

but more in view of these possibilities

that might arise out of the recent attitude

of producers, in supplying metal to the

government at greatly reduced prices.

This feature of an abnormal situation has

created a certain degree of anxiety among
those users of copper that are well sup-

plied with metal for future use, and many
of these are offering quantities of their

surplus stock for sale, hoping to realize

at current high prices before a possible

decline takes place. Both producers and
consumers appear to be playing a waiting

game, the former expecting that the re-

quirements of the trade will start a buy-

ing movement, while, on the other hand,

consumers are expecting further declines

on copper quotations. The present ten-

dency is to lower levels. London reports

a continued firmness, while New York is

easier on an unsettled market; lake hav-

ing fallen off one cent, and electro and
castings I'iC. per pound, the current quo-

tations being SSVac, 33c, and 30c per lb.

respectively. On a quiet market dealer.*;

here have declined their quotations lV4c.

per lb., the prices asked being 38c. for

lake and electro, and 37c. for castings.

Tin.—Despite the fact that no marked
activity has taken place during the week,

tin continues to maintain a very steady

position, and quotations are a little

stronger. It was expected that cer-

tain concessions might be made re-

garding the shipment of metal and the

freer granting of permits to American
poi'ts, but so far nothing has been done in

this connection to relieve the situation on

this side of the water. Hopes are enter-

tained, however, that some early arrange-

ments will be made by which the available

supply will be more in keeping with the

requirements of the trade. A factor that

has become more pronounced since the en-

trance of the United States into the war,

is the increasing need to secure tin for

canning purposes; for this, and other rea-

sons, American consumers are anxious

that better facilities be provided for the

greater supply of metal that will be re-

quired for early future requirements.

Higher prices feature both the London
and New York markets; the latter having
advanced ^ic. during the week, the nom-
inal quotation being 55c. per lb. On a

fairly active market tin has declined loc-

ally to 55c., this being V^c. lower than

last week.
Spelter.—The dull period in the spelter

market, followed by the recent activity on

the part of producers, in seeking orders

for second quarter business, has had the

effect of developing a weak situation and
IcA^er prices are resulting. The demand
for prompt metal is very light and not

much resale spelter is available, but the

movement of producers in seeking buyers

has emphasized the dullness. London re-

mains firm but New York reports a de-

cline of %c. for the week, the price now
quoted being 10c. per lb. The local mar-
ket is dull and weaker, having declined

Ic. on the week, the current quotation

being 14c. oer lb.

Lead.—The market is quiet and com-

paratively dull, but the sold-UD condition

of the producers is the chief factor in

maintaining this metal in its present

strong position. Rumor is current that

negotiations are proceeding whereby the

U.S. government will be supplied by Ame-
rican producers at a figure greatly below

that prevailing on the open market. No
verification of this is at present available,

but report has it that the price paid will

be below 5 cents. Until the attitude of the

producers is known it is very unlikely

that the market will see little change

from existing conditions. London and

New York are both very firm, the prices

ouoted on the New York market being

9c. by the leading interests and 9%c. by
independents. Lead is stronger here on

a 1,4 c. advance, the price asked being

12%c. per lb.
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Antimony.—This metal is quiet and

prices are developing a weaker tendency.

Spot metal is still scarce, but the supply

is showing improvement. A decline of

%c. is noted on the New York market, the

present price being 35%c. per lb. Deal-

ers here report a quiet situation with

quotations steady.

Machine Tools and Supplies.

No important developments have taken

place in machine tool circles, and condi-

tions are generally unchanged. The de-

mand for shell-making equipment is grad-

ually falling off, although a fair business

is still carried on in filling orders for

single machines of both special and stan-

dard design. To offset this situation,

however, increased demand for machines
for domestic purposes is an encouraging
feature, and while the volume at present

is not great, the outlook is encouraging.

Shipbuilding prospects are developing,

but no abnormal requirements have yet

been called for by the machine tool build-

ers. Dealers here are being advised daily

of advances on all classes of machine
equipment, and these conditions are ex-

pected to continue while the upward
movement in raw materials dominates
the market.

Scrap.

Owing to the uncertainty that seems to

dominate the entire industrial situation

the market in old materials is very un-

settled, although prices are generally in

a steady condition. Business is fairly

brisk in all lines. New York prices on
steel scraps are well maintained but quo-

tations on old metals show a weaker ten-

dency. Copper and brass scraps have de-

clined locally while iron and steel has
shown a slight advance; light copper is

lower by 2c., being quoted at 22c. ; cru-

cible, heavy and wire, have declined IV^c,

the prices quoted being 28c. per lb.; brass

clippings on a decline of Ic. are quoted
at 18c.; machine compositions are simi-

larly affected, the price being 22%c.

;

heavy melting steel and old rails are

bringing 19c., this being 2c. higher than
last week; boiler plates are bringing 18c.,

an advance on the week of .3c. per lb.

Machine cast iron, at 21c., is Ic. higher
than last week.

Toronto, Ont., .\pril 17.—The indus-

trial situation continues favorable, al-

though the continued increase in prices

of raw materials and in some cases

shortage of supplies is handicapping
manufacturers. The possibility of higher
prices on coal is also an important fac-

tor in the situation. The opening of

navigation on the lakes will help to re-

lieve the situation, but conditions at the
mines are not any too favorable.

Steel

Developments in the steel market in

the United States are being followed
dosely by Canadian interests, as the
trend of events there will be reflected in

this country. The fixing of prices be-
tween the steel makers and the Ameri-
can Government has not as yet affected
the steel market at ail, probably because
of the comparatively small tonnage at

present involved. There is still some
possibility of the Allied Governments
sharing in the U. S. Government's ar-

rangements, in which event the aspect

of the situation would be changed. Fur-

thermore, the requirements of the Am-
erican Government may ultimately de-

velop into considerable tonnage, a con-

tingency which would likely have an im-

portant effect on the situation. In the

meantime prices are steadily advancing.

A halt in the upward movement seems
unlikely, as the mills are sold to capacity

for several months ahead, and the de-

mand for steel is on the increase. Owing
to developments in the States, private

consumers in Canada importing steel

material may suffer from a further de-

lay in deliveries and higher prices. For
instance, prices of plates and black

sheets have again advanced. Plates are

now quoted at $7..50, and heads at $7.60

per 100 lbs. The demand for plates con-

tinues very heavy and some mills, it is

reported, are refusing tonnage, being

unable to accept any more business

owing to the difficulty of making de-

liveries. Makers of cut nails have raised

their prices to $5 per keg base. Wrought
pipe has made another advance, the

fourth in a very short period.

Prices of black sheets have advanced
approximately 50c, No. 28 gauge being

now quoted at $7.35, and No. 10 at $7

per 100 lbs. Premier 10% oz. are higher

at $8..50, and No. 28 U. S. are $8.20 pei-

100 lbs. The demand for black sheets

is heavy and the market very firm.

Prices of steel products in the United

States continue to advance in spite of

the recent fixing of prices to the Gov
ernment. The agreed prices are $2.90

for plates and $2.50 for structural shapes

and steel bars. Operating schedules have

been arranged to give the Government
material precedence over all other busi-

ness. Although these figures represent

a substantial concession, current prices

have not been as yet affected; in fact, in-

dications point to higher prices on steel

rather than a revision to lower levels, as

predicted in some quarters. Bessemer
and open-hearth billets are now $75.

forging billets $100, and open-hearth
sheet bars $77.50, all f.o.b. Pittsburgh

The expectation of heavy Government
requirements and congested condition at

the mills on both Bessemer and open-
hearth steel is largely responsible for

the heavy advance in prices. Chicago
warehouse prices of plates have advanced
to 6c.

Pig Iron

The pi? iron market continues strong,

but it is difl'icult to name a firm price, as

the situation is so uncertain. While $47
might be quoted on domestic foundry
iron, this price is entirely nominal, and is

liable to advance any day. The tight

situ.'ition is largely due to the heavy de-

mand for pig iron and sold-up condition
of the furnaces, while stocks are also
verv low. Although $45 is being quoted
at Buffalo for fairly good delivery, then-
is very little iron available, a situation

which is reflected over here. The cur-

rent prices on a few American pig irons
are higher than last week, and are as

follows:—Basic Valley furnace, $38;

Bessemer, Pittsburgh, $42.95; Grey
Forge, Pittsburgh, $37.95; No. 1 foundry,

Buffalo, $45.

Scrap

Prices of copper and brass scrap are

easier, although they are unchanged; in

the meantime a decline appears to be
probable. The weakness is due to the
changed outlook for copper rather than
to any material falling-off in demand.
Prices of all steel scraps are firm, with
a higher tendency. There is a good de-
mand for steel scrap, and also for low
phosphorus pig iron. The demand for

steel borings and turnings is not heavy,
as consumers seem to be well supplied.

Machine Tools

There is practically no change in the
situation in the machine tool market. The
demand for tools for munition plants is

light, a few single tools representing the
general run of business. There has been
some inquiry for shipyard machinery
during the week, and a few orders have
been placed with local dealers. More
business in this class of equipment is

expected.

Supplies

There are indications of declining
prices on high-speed steel. A new dis
count of list plus 90 per cent, has been
made on high-speed drills up to % in.,

and double list plus 10 per cent, on high-
speed drills up to IVo in. Files have ad-
vanced, the new discount being 55
per cent. Prices of rubber belting are
up; standard is now 40 per cent., and
best grades 20 per cent, off list. An ad-
vance has been made in wood screws, the
new discount on flat head bright being
72^/2 per cent., as against 75 per cent,
formerly. Turpentine has advanced 2c
to 75c per Imperial gallon.

Metals

There have been no important de-
velopments in the markets during the
week, all metals are dull, due largely to
the uncertain situation. This condition
appears likely to continue until some-
thing more definite is known in regard
to the requirements of the American
Government. Copper is affected to a
greater extent perhaps than other metals
owing to the low price recently fixed on
U. S. Government purchases.

Copper.—Little interest is being dis-
played in the cooper market, and prices
continue nominal and unchanged. There
is, however, an easier undertone to the
market, and there is a possibility of low-
er prices as a result of the recent sale to
the U. S. Government at a considerably
reduced figure. Local prices are un-
changed in the meantime, lake and elec-
trolytic being quoted at 40c and castings
at 39c per pound.

Tin.—The market is firm and prices
continue entirely nominal. The trade in

the States is disturbed on account of the
uncertainty caused by the restrictions
placed upon shipments of tin from Lon-
don and the East by the British Govern-
ment, and the fear that limitations may
be increased still further. Local quota-
tions are firm an<l unchanged at 56c per
pound.
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Spelter.—Prices have declined locally

in sympathy with an easier situation in

the States. There appears to be some
price shading by producers owing to

falling off in demand and continued large

production. Prices have declined Ic

locally, and spelter is now quoted at 13c

per pound.

Lead.—The sold-up condition of pro-

ducers is holding the lead market firm,

although business is not particularly ac-

tive. Local price, 12V4c per pound.

Antimony.—The scarcity of spot metal

continues, and prices are still nominal.

Quotations firm and unchanged at 36c

per pound.

Aluminum.—The market is quiet but
firm, and quotations are unchanged at

68c per pound.

©
THE PASSING OF JIM BRADY
James Buchanan Brady, wealthy steel

car manufacturer, well known to Broad-
way, New York City, and the business

interests of the United States generally,

died in the Hotel Shelburne, Atlantic

City, N.Y., on April 13. Although his

decease was anticipated, being at longest

a matter of a few months, its immediate
suddenness was wholly unexpected. In

view of the varied nature of his career

and his somewhat unique personality,

our readers will doubtless find the fol-

lowing biographical sketch from the

New York Smk of more than passing

human interest.

Man of Business and Pleasure.

One book would be all about the James
Buchanan Brady, of the daylight hours,
voluntarily the hardest worked man in

his offices at 170 Broadway, acknow-
ledged "the best salesman in the coun-
try," a capitalist who at a pen stroke.

had he cared to do it, could come close

to shutting up an entire city of 25,000
souls in western Pennsylvania, inasmuch
as almost the entire town is employed by
his Standard Steel Car Company, and
the company practically owns the town.

The biographer's other book would be
even more spectacular, and it wouldn't
have a line in it about James Buchanan
Brady at all. Instead, it would have to

do altogether with the Diamond Jim
Brady who nightly came into being in

the theatrical and restaurant region of
Longacre Square when dusk fell— the
Diamond Jim ablaze with the thousands
upon thousands of dollars worth of
jewels which gave him the sobriquet by
which Broadway knew him; seated ni

restaurants before (luantities of food so
appalling that nearby diners, fascinated.
let their own meals grow cold as they
watched him demolish the dozens of riiv;

clams or oysters and the piles of bread
and catsup which he consumed while
waiting for the soup and the birds or
the double steaks and vegetables that
always followed. He would finish a
pound box of candy in five minutes.

A Great Patron of the Theatre

And much would have to be written
about the Diamond Jim .seated, now
ablaze with still another set of jewels
in an aisle chair in the front row on
theatrical opening nights, while prima
donnas or .show girls nodded tc> him from
the stage or, as sometimes happened, a
privileged comedian on a first night
boldly said. "Hello, Jim," over the foot-
lights. And more than a chapter could
be given to the monuTnental midnight
supper after the performance, Diamond
Jim. surrounded by troops of the love-

liest ladies of the stage and. finally, one-
stepping in a Broadway trottery until

the roosters began to crow easily the
most popular man at the party.

So, from dusk until almost dawn, the
Diamond Jim Brady would play with as
much genuine relaxation as the James
Buchanan Brady would labor with in-

tensity in the financial district during
daylight hours. And after a few, a very
few hours of rest in his home at 7 West
Eighty-sixth street, where his household
consisted chiefly of Yamas, who was his

faithful Japanese valet and guardian of
the jewels, and his dog and the little

cat he had picked up on the street in

Baltimore and had made a pet of. Dia-
mond Jim would become James Buchanan
Brady again.

He never took an alcoholic drink in

his life, never used tobacco in any form
and he drank no tea or coffee. His con-
stitution had a great deal of his own
steel car construction in it, wherefore,
despite the wracking nature of both his

work and his play, he lived intensely
night and day for many years before
the final smash came.

He Had 200 Suits of Clothes.

Younger men who had tried the all-

night parties of Broadway every night
came and went, mostly went, the young-
sters lasting only months or even weeks
during the uninterrupted years that

Diamond Jim was steadily adding glitter

and picturesqueness to Broadway night
life because of his 200 suits of clothes

and his thirty sets of jewelry, each set

consisting of fifteen pieces and five of

the sets valued at $100,000 each.

The younger men who were mowed
down quickly could recuperate some-
what, too, by sleeping all day, whereas
Diamond Jim arose early and -now a

quick thinking, soft spoken, alert James
Buchanan Brady—was among the first

on the job down town. But the young-
sters who cracked under the strain

usually dropped into bed drugcred with
alcohol and nicotine; Diamond Jim's ex-

cesses consisted solely of overdoses of

the most excellent foods obtainable.

In the Brady biography there would
have to be chapters in the Diamond Jim
book also about his racing days, when
he owned the crack S30,000 Oispnn and
Gold Heels and other thoroughbreds.
Back in those glad davs his massive
figure would wedge itself into the bet-

ting ring, sheaves of yellowbacks be-

tween his bejewelled fingers, and the bets

he placed were of a size that made the

bookies think hard.

Yells at Joy of Winning.
Once a Brady picking began to nose

out of the ruck and light out for the
finish with nothing in front of it but
daylight even a blind man would know
what was happening. For Diamond Jim.
jumping to his feet in the grand stand,

his heavily iowled face aglow with the

ecstasy of the moment, would let loose

bellowing yells of sheer joy that arose
above the roars of the crowd and the

blare of the band and the thund°r of

swift hoofs Doundine past through the

sunlit dust clouds. There are fans who
believe that the echoes of those Bradv
yells still are haunting the deserted
weed grown tracks.

When the Governor of the State
brought an end to the Percy-Gray law
and racing was ended, no d'irky stable
boy or glum little jockey grieved more
than Diamond Jim.

"Listen," he said solemnly to his office

force in a little speech he made to his

employees on the eve of a subsequent
election day which was to decide whether
or not the same Governor was to be re-

turned to office. "I don't like to butt in

on the politics of anv man working here
and I wouldn't discharge anybodv for
voting wrong to-morrow. But But!—
if any one here casts a vote for this

John J. Jnngleface for Governor to-mor-
row and 1 find it out, then that mem-

ber of this staff is going to lose my lik-

ing for him, that's all."

Gets New $250,000 Stomach.
So great was the publicity which at-

tended Mr. Brady's so-called "new
$250,000 stomach" in the summer of 1912
—meaning thereby a recovery from kid-

ney and stomach lesions following surgi-
cal and medical treatment at Johns Hop-
kins Hospital which enabled him to re-

turn to Broadway and momentous meals
again after months of forced abstemi-
ousness—the reading public, fed chiefly

with happy yarns about the "new Brady
stomach," almost lost sight of the
scientific importance of his very line

gift to the Baltimore institution.
Upon his departure from Johns Hop-

kins, comparatively a well man again,
Mr. Brady promptly handed over a sum
in the neighborhood of a quarter of a

million dollars to Johns Hopkins as an
initial contribution for the building and
maintenance of the James Buchanan
Brady Urological Institute. Further-
more, he guaranteed at the same time
an annuity of $15,000 to go toward the
upkeep of the institute, and in a lettJr

to Dr. Hugh H. Young, professor of
urological surgery at Johns Hopkins,
he said when forwarding his cash gift

that he had just added a clause to his

will providing for "a substantia! sum"
to be devoted to the future needs of the
institute.

Pitied Other "Poor Devils."

Journalistic wags, who for years had
been having much good natured fun at

Mr. Brady's (rather at Diamond Jim
Brady's) expense, may have written
chiefly about the new "$250,000 stom-
ach," but the medical and surgical world
in general, and Baltimore in particular,

appreciated the splendid gift at its real

value. Here was a new unit in a great
medical institution where not only "other
poor devils can be made well again," as

Mr. Brady put it, but which enabled Dr.

Young and his assistants to do surgi-

cal and pathological research in urology
upon a scale and with a scientific equip-

ment which previously had been impos-
sible.

There was a "Brady day" of civic im-
portance in Baltimore when the institute

was dedicated on May 4, 1915. Hand
clapping finally was lost in cheers that

day as the donor, blushing like a parti-

cularly adipose schoolboy, was thrust in-

to the limelight to make a speech to the

assembled civic dignitaries.

The Brady speech took up only a para-
graph in the newspapers the next morn-
ing. At the end of the speech Mr. Brady
would have become Diamond Jim again
and hurried right back to his beloved
Broadway had not Baltimore insisted

upon a public reception, during which he
was again forced into the spotlight.

He Gave Freely to the Poor.

Then there was a banquet in his honor
in the evening, and when the coffee had
been served some of the foremost men
in public life in Maryland and great
scientists and others of the mighty arose

and told Mr. Brady that he was a big-

hearted and altogether remarkable man
—facts which wealthy associates and his

proteges among the poor here had known
for many years.

The aid he gave to the poor that came
to him (and Diamond Jim's charities

that became known were many), doubt-

less was given all the more heartily be-

cause for a long time he also had been
very poor. He was born of Irish par-

ents in Cedar street, on August 12.

1856, In the New York public schools

he got the elements of learning, but he

had to give up his books when a little

chap and begin to earn his own living,

first as an office boy with a downtown
law firm. He was a messenger for a

while also. and. in his youth, a baggage-
man at the old Grand Central station

Then he got a job with the firm of
Manning. Maxwell & Moore, machinery
manufacturers, and early showed signs
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Landis Grinders for Production
No. 1. UNIVERSAL

Capacity 10" x 20"

will do all kinds of

INTERNAL and EXTERNAL

CYLINDRICAL (Straight and taper)

and CUTTER GRINDING

It has many special features giving

CONVENIENCE, ACCURACY and

PRODUCTION

Write for bulletin giving de-

tailed description an J prices.

IN STOC K for immediate ship-

ment

"IF IT'S MACHINERY
WRITE WILLIAMS"

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., Ltd.
64 FRONT ST. WEST

TORONTO
ST. JOHN. N.B. WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

AN UNUSUAL TOOL?
No. It is a Geometric Collapsing Tap.

Only one i>\' tiic many .specially aii'anncd

<!c(inicli'i<-s. This Tap is tappins'- Projoctilc

Caps a fiKit 'Iccp, .').:!7(S-in. dianictcr, 10

pitch.

(iconictric ('dllapsin.^ Taps
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in. diameter. Ri,t;id while;
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chasers when the i-c(j"ircd

dejitli is rci'.chcd.

r'aii Ijc littcil for Screw .\hichiiio or

'riirrct l.jitlic. iilso to live spiiulle.

>ncli ;i- I trill I'rcss.

Get acquainted through our

catalogue.

The Geometric Tool Co.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agentt;
Williamn & WiUon. Ltd.. Montreal. The A. R. Williams Mchy.

Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, WinnipuK. St. John. N. B.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Goderich, Ont.—The Goderich Di>

Dock & Shipbuilding Co. propose build-

ing a ship-repairing plant here.

Ottawa, Ont.—T. Lawson & Sons Ma-
chine shop on Wellington Street, was
destroyed by fire recently. The damage
is estimated at $8,000.

Vancouver, B.C.— The School Board
contemplate making additions and im-
provements to the heating and ventilat-

ing plants in a number of schools here.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Great Northern
and Northern Pacific Railways who are
constructing a new union terminal here,

will build machine shops, boiler house
and water tanks in connection with the

scheme.

Collingwood, Ont.—William Kennedy
&Sons have applied for an additional

1,000 h.p. from the Hydro Commission
for use with the electrical furnaces,

which they are about to instal at their

steel plant here.

Guelph, Ont.—The International Malle-

able Iron Co. are installing a new 20-ton

milling furnace and three annealing
ovens in the 216 ft. extension which they

are building to their foundry. A new
warehouse and shipping room will also

be built.

London, Ont.—Plans have been pre-

pared for the new foundry which Beatty
Bros., of Fergus, propose building here.

Lethbridge, Alta.—Good progress is

being made with the development of a
coal mine at Taber. A four-mile spur is

being constructed to the mine from the
C. P. R.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Ontario Hydro-
Electric Commission will not proceed
with the development of the Nipigon
water power, as such a scheme is con-
sidered to be detrimental to the interests

of the city.

Toronto, Ont.—Shipments of ore and
concentrates from the property of the
Kenyon Copper Mines, near Massey Sta-
tion, have been resumed after several
weeks spent in overhauling and enlarg-
ing the concentrating mill and flotation

system. The stated capacity of the mill

is now about 200 tons per day. The
steam plant which has also been en-
larged, is now about 300 horse-power
capacity.

Hamilton, Ont.—The National Abra-
sive Co. of Boston and Amesbury, Mass.,
manufacturers of carbolon an abrasive
material for grinding and polishing pur-
poses, have decided to locate in Hamil-
ton and have bought an acre and a half
of land on Biggar ave. near Lottridge
street. They will start erecting a fac-

tory immediately and expect to start

operations in 90 days. The equipment
and material is being ordered through
the Ritchey Supply Co. of Toronto, who
are the selling agents for this concern in

Canada. Nathan C. Harrison is persi-

dent of the National Abrasive Co. and
he has connected with him, J. T. John-
ston, who is looking after the erecting

and equipping of the Hamilton factory.

GENERAL
Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Box

Board Co. will build an addition to its

factory, to cost $20,000.

Belleville, Ont.—R. J. Graham's eva-

porating plant was destroyed by fire on

April 11. The tin shop, cold storage

building and the chemical warehouse on

Front Street were also burned. The total

of salesmanship ability that amounted
almost to genius. He saved his money,
and after he had been with the firm a

few years he put up his savings to back
a metal cutting saw and thus got his

first real start toward riches. Then he
became identified with the Fox Pressed
Steel Company, subsequently the Pressed
Steel Car Company, and finally with the
Standard Steel Car Company, of which
he was vice-president from the time it

was organized until his death.

Started on "Beef and Beans."

"I began to eat away down town,
where corned beef and beans cost a dime
a plate," he told the New York Society

of Restaurateurs when called upon for

a speech at the restaurant men's annual
dinner in 1916. "Then I got swell

enough to go to my old friends. Smith
& McNeill, where I could get one of the

best meals of the day for 25 cents. And
by degrees I edged my way up town un-
til I was eating table d'hote dinners for

30 and even 40 cents. Finally I arrived

right among you gentlemen. Since then
I've eaten everything in sight except the

tablecloths."
The one-time baggage smasher at the

Grand Central Station was host at a

dinner here which he gave at the end of

the summer of 1912 to celebrate his re-

covery at Johns Hopkins. 0ns. of his

guests was, at the time of the dinner, of

some importance around that same
Grand Central Station, the guest in ques-

tion being Charles S. Mallen, president

of the New York. New Haven and Hart-
ford. Some time later, while testimony
was being given before the Interstate

Commerce Commission, it was learned

that one of Mr. Brady's companies had
sold the New Haven road—even the

New Haven — more than $8,000,000

worth of steel cars. One might reason
from this that there was more careful

thought and deliberation in selecting the

guests at a James Buchanan Brady din-

ner than at the happy-go-lucky dinner

and supper parties given by Diamond
Jim Brady.

Wonderful in Salesmanship.
His faculty for salesmanship was un-

canny. Largely he got results because
he was .so close a student of detail as
well as of men. He knew railroading
well and he knew all about steel cars.
If he thought a road needed something
in his line he would take a trip over
that line and soak in its needs by means
of remarkable observation. Then he
would call to see the president of that
road and tell him that the line needed
cars. If the official wouldn't agree with
him out would come the Brady statistics
and other data—exact figures to prove
that the rolling stock was below stand-
ard. Usually he got the order.

Upon his death last week estimates
were made of his fortune that ranged
all the way from $5,000,000 to $10,000,-
000. His jewels, which he began to

collect about twenty-five years ago, have
been valued at $1,200,000, most of which
it was reported, will go to the Metropo-
litan Museum of Art. He had one dia-
mond said to be worth $50,000; sets of
pearl, ruby, diamond, cat's eye and emer-
ald, each valued at $100,000; great shirt

studs and rings crusted with perfect
gems and literally as large in circumfer-
ence as a fifty-cent piece—some even
larger; rings, the jewels of which arose
almost an inch above his knuckles in py-
ramids of glitter, the gold or platinum
mountings that held the gleaming pyra-
mid covering not only the finger unon
which the ring was worn, but more than
half of each of the fingers immediately
adjoining as well: diamonds and rubies
and pearls hidden beneath his clothing in

the form of ornaments for suspender or

garter buckles; a set of waistcoat but-

tons alone which more than represented

the interest on $1,000,000 at 4 per cent,

-that was the way Diamond Jim Brady
went in for jewelry.

Loved Gems as Works of Art.

And. oddly enough, he didn't wear his

enormous jewels to impress others. Gems
were a passion with him. He loved to

wear them, to handle them and look at

them even in the privacy of his own
home—just as another type of man
would find his greatest joy alone among
his Corots, his Millets or his latest

Velasquez. But the intellectually ima-
ginative charm of a silvery Corot had
no part in Diamond Jim's joys. His
pleasures were sensuous and of the e'^rth

earthly—resplendent jewels, the loveliest

among Broadway's stage beauties, who
surrounded his restaurant tables in

bevies; the richest of foods and the gay-
est of musical comedies.

If his voice was loudest at the race-

track when his horse was winning in the
old days, he was the quietest at his

parties. In the populs^r mind Diamond
Jim Brady suggested bluster and noise

and brag. Really he was quiet, almost
solemn, in movement and sneech. There
was in fact a certain gentleness in the

%vav he Pdd^essed one which those who
talked with him found verv winning and
not at all what one would expect from
a man of his massive form and heavy
features.

Besides his vice-presidency of the

Standard Steel Car Company he was a

director of the Standard, president and
director of the Independent Pneumatic
Tool Compnny. vice-president and di-

rector of Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
Inc.; president and director of the Ther-
moton Company, director of the United
Injector Company, vice-president of the

Keith Car and Manufacturing Comnany
and of the Osgood Bradley Car Com-
pany, director of the Consolidated Safety
Valve Company, and he was interested

in several other enterprises connected

with railroad products.
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M-6 Shell Machine
for cleaning out insides of 4.5 inch Howitzer
and 6-inch shells and for retouching rough
spots

Tliis machine ha.s been used with immediate succe.-'.* in a number of large .shell factories in Canada.

A I4I/2' special spindle is supplied for 4.5 shell wo rk and a 20" spindle is used on 6" shell work.

Specially adapted for cleaning the base of shells insidf.

» The Strand flexible

shaft has a metal casing

that will outwear any

other now on the market
and adds life to the shaft.

Does away with the trouble common to other

flexible shafts. Freely flexible to a certain radius,

where it automatically forms a stop, thus pre-

venting accidental short bends.

For full particulars write.

Aikenhead Hardware Limited
17, 19, 21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

Si-e the

ISrokiMi

New Chuck
Don't Throw Away Broken Tang Drills

Perhaps you arc about to discard some taper shank drills

because the tan.ys are ])rokeii off—DON'T DO TT—they arc

worth their weight in j;'old. You can use them just as they

are with a

Wahlstrom Automatic Chuck
One chuck holds drills from 1/16' to XVi

and ><iu wdii'i have to take time rroni youi- |)r(Mlucti()ii to repair

them.

'I'ool chaut^'cs are ma(h' in two seconds—.pist ui^asj) the shell of

the chuck with one hand and put in oi' remove the tool with

the other—no collets—no lost time, for the spindle never stops.

The .jaws mi)) NOT BY THE TANG, BUT ON THE SIDE OF
THE TAI'I']!?—tlici'c's no chance for slippa.o-e—a Wahlstiom
won't oven mar the sh.mks.

Aikenhead Hardware Limited
17, 19, 21 Temperance Street - Toronto, Canada

l] aii'i advertisement interests you, tear it out now atnl place with letters to be answered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
£3TAB. IB7?.

Xpatehts-TRADE MARK
IN AL L' C OU ^ TR 1

-DESIGNS 1

(if

V.\

!)9

Ik "rnfeTit
I'niciit Law
iiiiiiicr.

St. James
Brniifhe!^;

Protoction"—free. Mnster
s. Formerly Patent Offke

St.. - Montreal, Que.
Ottawa, WashiriKton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bldc. Montreal
Cable Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTrW Ketheritonhaush A Co.
Patent Solidton Head Otfice,
RoyaJ Bank Bldg., Toronto.
Ottawa Office, 5 Elgin St.
Send for our Plain Practical
PointcTB. Copy of National
Progreao, In which our patent*
are advertlMd, mailed free a

PROMPTLY SECURED!
In all loiiiitilfs. Ask for nur Investor"!

.\dvist'r. which will lie sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St,

>!erch;!nts Bank Building, corner
St. Catlierine St.. MONTRE.4L, Phone Up. 6474

unil Wanliineton, I>.C.. U.S.A.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT >

TO HANDLE
ANY CLASS OF WORK

caNABiAN DisTainiTona Fon thi .

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St., TORONTO, Canada
Phone Ad. 251 1 A. W. Bennet, Manager •

loss, including building, plant and vege-

tables, is estimated at $300,000. The
buildings burned were insured for $18,-

500, the machinery for $89,500, and there

was $100,000 insurance on a large quan-

tity of canned goods.

ELECTRICAL
Hamilton, Ont.—The Wentworth County

Council will secure an estimate from the

City Council on the cost of lighting sev-

eral country roads for a distance of half

a mile from the city.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Hydro Depart-

ment will be asked for estimates for

lighting for the various highway ap-

proaches to the city for a distance of

half a mile from the limits.

Yarmouth, Ont.—A resolution has been

passed authorizing the Hydro-Electric

Commission to prepare an estimate of

the cost of installing an electric service

in the Township of Yarmouth, between

the City of St. Thomas and the Village

of Belmont.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric

Commission contemplate a further de-

velopment of 1,500 h.p. at Eugenia Falls

and 2,000 h.p. at Big Chute. The pro-

posed expenditure for Eugenia Palls ex-

tension is placed at $217,897, and that

for the Severn River extension $121,238.

MUNICIPAL
St. Mary's, Ont.—The Town Council

contemplate an expenditure of $6,000 on

improvements to the civic power plant.

Listowel, Ont.—The by-law was car-

ried to grant a loan of $15,000 to assist

the Perfect Knit Mills, Ltd., to erect a

spinning mill.

Saanich, B.C.—The City Council are

considering the question of purchasin.g a

motor chemical engine for the fire de-

partment.

Amherstburg, Ont.—The Town Council

has accepted an offer from the Brunner-

Mond Co. of Canada to build for Am-
herstbur.g a new waterworks plant.

Tillsonburg, Ont.—Two more indus-

trial propositions have been presented

to the Town Council, and both favorably

received. A resolution was passed by

the businessmen present recommending
the council to give them favorable con-

sideration.

Sudbury, Ont.—A by-livvf will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on April 30 to

authorize an expenditure of $46,000 for a

stand pipe and auxiliary main, and $2,-

500 for alterations to lake sewer pump-
ing station. W. J. Ross, town clerk.

Montreal, Que.—Only six tenders were
received by the Board of Control for the

supply of street cleaning equipment. The
fi'-ms who submitted bids are the Comet
Motor Co., A. Jennings & Co., Peerless

Motor Sales, General Supply Co., of Can-
nda, Victor Levesque, and the Tiffen

Truck Co.

Smiths Fall, Ont.—G. A. Burgess, of

Carlton Place, Ont., has submitted a

proposition to the Town Council to sup-

ply cheap power, providing he is given

permission to erect transmission lines in

the town. Mr. Burgess estimates that

he has for sale over 4,000 h.p., at present

undeveloped at Rose Bank and High
Falls.

TENDERS
Yorkton, Sask.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 30 for one 350-400

b.h.p., combined Diesel electric unit.

Specifications may be obtained from F.

J. Pilkington, town clerk.

Adamsville, Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 1 for construction of a

steel bridge, one span 125 feet, and abut-

ments for same. Plans and specifica-

tions can be obtained from 0. Landry,

Sec-Treasurer, Adamsville.

Montreal South, Que.—Tenders will

be called some time in April for a 30-h.p.

motor-driven turbine pump and a 150-

h.p. .gasoline engine-driven turbine pumji

for fire purposes, etc. E. Drinkwater,

St. Lambert, Que., is the engineer.

Edmonton, Alta.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 1 for the supply of

automobile markers for the Province of

Alberta, during the year 1918. Specifica-

tions may be obtained on application to

the Deputy Provincial Secretary, Edmon-
ton, Alta.

Sherbrooke, Que.—Tenders are being

called for 30 miles of copper wire, six

transformers and other material for a

transmission line to Two Mills Falls

power plant. Full information may be

obtained from J. R. McGregor, electrical

superintendent, Sherbrooke.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Wednesday, April 18, for

supplying the City Corporation with 400

feet of %-inch chemical fire engine hose

and with 1,000 feet of 2 1/2 -inch cotton

rubber-lined fire engine hose, according

to specifications prepared by the Chief of

the Fire Department, copies of which
may be had on application at his office.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed
to the Commissioners of the Greater
Winnipeg Water District will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply of

miscellaneous bronze castings, brass pip-

ing, etc., which enter into the construc-

tion of a Venturi meter. Specifications

and form of tender may be obtained at

the offices of the district, 501 Tribune
Building, Winnipeg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders addressed

to R .D. Waugh, chairman of the Com-
missioners, Greater Winnipeg Water
District, up to April 16, for the supplv
of approximately 12.000 feet of 48-inch

and 1.300 feet of 60-inch cast iron pipes,

together with numerous specials and
.gate valves. Specifications may be ob-

tained upon application to the offices of

the District, 501 Tribune Bldg., Winni-
peg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed

to the chairman. Greater Winnipeg
Water District Commission, at 501 Tri-

bune Building, Winnipeg, will be re-

ceived up to April 16, for the supply of

one second-hand passenger coach, also

one second-hand caboose, both standard
gauge. Tenderers to supply own speci-
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Steel Tank 10 ft. x 8 ft. ALL WELDED
BY THE

OXY-ACETYLENE
Welding Process

,3'^^^

A Salesman Always
I on the Job
IT is the constant dropping that wears

the stone away. It is the constant

knocking at the door of attention and
favor that in the end gives you ready
access to the good-will of buyers of your
merchandise.

You can keep up a constant knocking—

a

bid for attention, a reminder of yourself,

a spokesman of your message—this by
using regularly

The FARMER'S
MAGAZINE

No man whose customers ami shouhibe
customers are farmers should be absent
from their attention. Their will ami pur-

pose to buy may mature at any time. The
salesman on the spot stands the best
chanre to get the order.

All this you know, but—do you live up to

the behest of your knowledge?

Let us tell you more about The Farmer's
Magazine in a special letter.

N.B.—Objectionable advertiMny not
accepted. Jiiith editorial and adier-
ti*intj columns are clofieij/ censored
to keep them clean and da^cnt.

Publithed by

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
143-153 University Avenue. Toronto. Ontario

OXY-ACETYLENE
Welding and Cutting Plants
C-in be applied very profitably for muuufacturing of

tanks, boilers, etc., autl repairing.

"C'liiude" Oxygen—made from liquid air. The most
effioient — absolutely sold in purest form — fuU
measure—at low prire.

Ue also supply PVRE DISSOLVED ACETYLENE.

'AIR LIQUIDE SOCIETY
—Three Canadian Distributing Stations

—

JG Boler St. Maisonneuve 3125 William Ave.
WEST TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

—Branches the World Over

—

SEND COIPON FOR FULL INFORMATION.

I-'Air Liquiile Society, Maisonneuve,

MONTREAL, P.Q.

Gentlemen,—Will you please send, without obli-

gation to me, pcstpaid. your New Booklet?

Name

Address

Province Date

lUisinesis

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
nre the result of over
.sixty years' experieure iu

spring iii.'iking. combined
nitli unsurpassed cquip-
nient and the norlinian-
slap c.t men who have
lieen with us, ten. twenty
.^n'l iti some cases thirty

ycar.s.

Write for boolilet No. 7-T.

Estnhli^hfd IB37.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St., Bristol, Ct.. U.S.A.

Mnn'f'rs of "Barnes mrtdc" Product*
Sprinqs.Scri'wMacltitip Pr(>dij< ts.tolfi Rolled Stei-lrtnHWire

THriROHWORKS
LIMITED

SuccoBSors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont.
'

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

ETAL
STAMPINGS

|l'
''II

We are in.inufactur

era of Btampeii p."irts

for other mauufaL--
turers.

We do any kind of

sheet metal staiiiiiinij

that you recntire. Our
improved presses ami
plating plant enable
us to produee the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We c-an finish steel

stamping in Nukel.
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

,i (I

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Rape Avbnue, Toronto, Can.

Kindly mention this paper when
writing the advertiser.
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(6PURO -FY'*
(MADE IN CANADA)

your

water

supply

T£IE American Museum of Safety conferred

a Gold Medal Award upon the Puro
Sanitary Drinking Fountain at tlie Fiisl

International Exposition of Safety and Sanita-

tion.

The Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain won be-

cause it deseiTed to win—Puio had merits that

made it stand head and shouldei-s above any
other dnnkine apparatus.

Safe Simple
SANITARY Economical

Quickly Attached

These are the qualities that forced the leading

safety and sanitary engineers to pick Puro in

preference to all others.

No device can be as efficient that does not con-

tain all these qualifications; and Puro was not

tied for first place; Puro was first.

Don't be satisfied with half-way goodness, or

makeshift drinking arrangements for your em-
ployees.
If the men in your factory must drink, give

ihejn a .clean drink.
Puro is clean—it does not rust or corrode.

Puro is economical. It allows just the proper

amount of cool, clean, fresh water to come
through the bubbler. No spurting, no overflow-

ing, no loss. Pure regulates itself. You can
attach it in five minutes.
Tell ns how many men in your factory and your

water pressure in pounds

—

We'll tell vou just what it will cost to

"PURO-FY"" YOUR WATER SUPPLY.

PURO SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

TRADE MARK
147 University Ave. TORONTO. ONT.

MANU/AC,
>ToHTADll riflHtPiT"

CRAW CUT SMAPtRS
'

SPECIAL DRAWCUT S RSHAPERS"'

FINISMCO MACMINE KtYS''
STATIONARY 5. PORTABLE KEY WAYCUTTLRSt

SPECIAL 16C0M0TIVE CniNBERPLANERSi

OFFICC "> works: MUSKCGON HLIGHT^ USA

Let CANADIAN
MACHINERY Sell

It for You.

fications. Further particular on appli-

cation to undersigned, R. D. Waugh,
chairman of Commissioners.

Drummondville, (Jue.—Tenders will be
received until April 20 for drilling wells

and supplying pumping equipment.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed
to the Chairman, Board of Control, will

be received up to April 16, for the sup-

ply of labor and materials required in

the erection of a 150-foot brick or con-

crete chimney for the Elmvvood Incinera-

tor. Plans, specification and form of

tender may be obtained at the office of

the City Engineer, 223 James Avenue.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 21 for steam boilers

and stokers required for the Central

Heating Plant for the Parliament Build-

ings. All tenders to be based on the

supplying and erecting of three water

tube boilers, each having a rated capa-

city of 500 horse-power, together with

fittings and soot blowers. Each tender

shall give separate quotations for sup-

plying and erecting, in connection with

boilers, three automatic stokers. One
boiler and stoker shall be erected com-
plete within five months after date of

awarding contract and the other two
shall be erected before January 1st, 1918.

Plans, specifications and any other infor-

mation required can be obtained at the

office of the general contractor, P. Lyall

& Sons Construction Co., Ltd., Ottawa.

PERSONAL
Lieut.-Col. Wood Leonard, D.S.O., of

London, Ont., was killed in action recent-

ly in France, while in command of the

3rd Artillery Brigade. Col. Leonard was
a son of Frank E. Leonard, and was as-

sociated with his father and brothers in

the firm of Leonard & Sons, the well

known engineers of London, Ont. He
was a graduate of the Royal Military

College, Kingston, Ont., and went over-

seas in 1914 in command of the 6th Field

Battery. Col. Leonard was 34 years of

age.

Prof. John C. McLennan has been ap-

pointed to the British Board of Inven-

tions and Research, under the chairman-
ship of Sir John Fisher. Prof. McLen-
nan is head of the Department of Phy-
sics of the University of Toronto, having
been connected with the institution since

1892. He will probably occupy the post

for the summer, and will leave shortly.

Henry A. Everett, at one time a prom-
inent street railway magnate of Cleve-

land, 0., died at Pasadena, Cal., on April

11, aged 60. He was formerly president

of the Cleveland Railway Co., the Toledo

Railways and Light Co., and London
Street Railway Co., London, Ont., elec-

ti'ical engineer of the Montreal Street

Railway, and was financially interested

in many electric traction companies in

Canada and United States.

Sir Lyman Melvin Jones, president of

the Massey-Harris Co., died in Toronto
last Monday after an illness of two
months' duration. The late Sir Lyman
was a native of York County, and was
born in 1843. His first real employment

was as a young man with the firm of A.
Harris, Son & Co., Brantford, Ont., and
while still in his twenties was admitted
as a partner. In 1879 he was sent to
Winnipeg as Western manager, and later
was made general manager. The forma-
tion of the Massey-Harris Co. in 1891
brought him to Toronto as general man-
ager of the consolidation. He became
president as well in 1902, and held that
post until his death. He was also
president of the Bain Wagon Co., Wood-
stock. Ont., and the Johnston Harvester
Co., Batavia, N.Y. The deceased was
called to the Senate in 1901, and ten
years later knighted by King George.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Coleman Fare Box Co. has re-

moved its plant from Tottenham, Ont.,
where the business was founded, to 1191
Bathurst Street, Toronto.

Will Develop Peat Lands.—The Prince
Edward Island Provincial Legislature
has under considei-ation a bill to develop
plant lands. Tests will be made to de-
termine its suitability for fuel.

The Phoenix Bridge & Iron Works,
Montreal, have been awarded the con-
tract for the steel bridge across St.

Francis River for the municipalities of
East Angus and Westbury, Que. Con-
tract price $45,000.

Gait, Ont.—The Canadian Brass Mfg.
Co., has acquired the B.O.T. Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, established in 1910. The
head oflice will be at Gait and the Tor-
onto office becomes a branch. G. A.
Dobbie, of Gait, is president.

"The Multisize Rotary Press Co., 19

Charlotte Street, Toronto, A. C. Ransom,
president, are installing a machine shop
at the above address to take care of ma-
chine work in connection with printing
presses which they are now building.

Railway Board Suspends Tariff.—The
Dominion Railway Commisssion has
suspended the operation of the new lake
and rail tariff of the railways between
points East and West. There have been
many protests against the increase of
the rates as "un.iustifiable," and be-

cause of the lack of notice; and the case
will be argued on the merits, the old

rates applying meanwhile. The com-
panies have based their claims largely

on the scarcity of tonnage, due to the

transfer of lake boats to ocean services.

Welland Industries Grow.—The an-
nual report of L. B. Duff, Industrial

Commissioner of Welland, Ont., for

1916, shows an industrial growth in

Welland of almost incredible propor-

tions. The value of manufactured pro-

ducts was $19,3,75,115, an increase of more-
than six millions over 1915. and thirteen

millions over 1912. The advance is not

confined to munitions, the value of mu-
nitions output not exceeding five and a

half millions of the total. The pay roll

totalled $3,610,336. The increase in the

rate of pay is shown by the fact that

the number of industrial workers was
4.890. as compared with 3,000 in 1912.

A million and a half was spent on en-

largement of plants.
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The "HENDEY" Lathe

The Service
Capacity and Convenience
of a Hendey Lathe will prove of vital

importance to your tool room.

The "Hendey" is accurate in the

highest degree and suited for the

efficient use of watch tool chucks,

stop chucks, relieving attachments,

etc.

It has the best spindle construction in its taper journals, with annular bearings and
automatic oiling rings, which make for accuracy of alignment.

It has automatic stop for carriage w^orking in either direction. Has reverse for car-

riage, controlled from apron.

Wide range of threads and feeds through mounted gearing, with ability to make gear

changes for additional threads and feeds without limit.

A card will get you fall particulars. Why not mail it now ?

THE HENDEY MACHINE COMPANY
TORRINGTON, CONN., U.S.A.

Canadian AKents: A. R. Williams Marhtnery Co.. Toronto, Ont.; A. R. Williams Mathlnery Co.. 260 FrincesB St.. Winnipeg; A. B.

WilliamH Machinery Co., Vancouver: A. R. Wllliama Macliiner.v Co., St. John, N3.; WUliama ft Wlleon. Montreal.
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE.
r JVUfAC

Equipment, Methods and Devices for Producing 9.2 in. Shell
Staff Article

The plant hci-c Uaturcd iron ori/a-iiizcd solclij for the purpo.se of inaeJuning 9.2 in. high
explosive shell, ami from a atadii of the nature and layout of the mnrhine tool and other
equipment as described and illustruted, it will become evident that production achievement

,

wa.^ not only possible bat certain of realization. As in numerous other instances, however,
the personal element Juis contributed very materially to the degree of success attained.

THE manufacture of 9.2-in. high
explosive howitzer shells is of spe-

cial interest, in that it is the
largest calibre shell being made in Can-
ada, and also by reason of the heavy
equipment required for its production
Another feature common as well to 8-in.

shell, but not necessary for 4.5 in. or

smaller shell is the system of hoists and
runways required to facilitate handling.
The forging for a 9.2 in. shell weighs ap-
proximately 387 pounds, and thus spe-

cial provision has to be made for moving.
it from one operation to another. The
illustrations accompanying this article

show this feature in its various aspects.

At this plant the floor of approximately
40,000 sq. ft. was of sufficient size to

permit of all the machinery, with the

exception of that in the tool room, being
placed in one shop, the equipment being
installed so that the shells move forward
all the time, for the most part on benches
or runways, thus accelerating production
and reducing handling to a minimum.

General Layout of Plant

The general layout of the plant may
be described as follows:—The forgings

are brought in on a spur from a steam

railway and deposited in piles outside

the main shop and under cover. When
required they are picked up by a chain

hoist and brought into the main sho]>

for the first operation, that of marking
and centering the nose. Another hoist

carries the forgings to a battery of drills

to have the hole in the nose drilled and
the nose faced up. They are then rolled

alon.g a bench to the cutting-off ma-
chines. After the open base end has been
cut to an approximate length, the forg-

ings are carried by means of a hoist to

a runway extending practically three-

quarters the length of the shop, and

INIIIAI, l)l'i;UATIONS or DRILLING AND FACING NOSE
C;UOl,'ND ARE

AND CU TTING-OI-'F OPEN BA.SE END.
READY FOR ROUGH TttRNING.

FORGINGS ON RUNWAY IN FORE-
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serving half its width. Two long run-

ways built up with cast iron less and
6-in. I-beams, serve four rows of lathes,

two on either side, with a "Wri<rht"

hand-operated chain block or hoist to

each machine for liftinor the shell from
the runway to lathe and vice versa. On
the completion of each operation the

shell is rolled forward on the runway to

the next lathe and so on. The opera-

tions performed in this section are in

the following sequence, and take in all

four rows of lathes:—Rough tui-ning

outside; boring inside; boring nose for

thread; finish turning outside; counter-

boring and recessing base; wave and un-

dercut band recess; milling thread in

base end; milling thread in nose end. An
interesting feature in this section of the

plant is the installation of 33 "Bridge-

ford" lathes, including twelve for rough

turning, fifteen for boring, and six axlt

lathes for finish turning operations.

.After the preliminary inspection a1

the end of the shop, the shells are wash-

ed to remove the grease and then rollec'

:ilong a bench to have the adapters fit-

ted. For the subsequent onerations the

shells move forward along the other side

of the shop, being rolled along benches

from one stage to another, until they ar-

rive at the end from which they started,

ready for boxing. The section of plant

devoted to the manufacture of the

adapters is at the farthest end from the

starting point and adjoins the depart-

ment where the adapters are screwed

into the base. Incidentally it might be

stated that the adapter is a solid steel

forging which is screwed into the base

of the shell. The shell has to be left

open at the base to allow for machining'

inside. The adapter also serves another

purpose of ensuring that the base is free

from flaws or "pipes." thus preventine a

premature explosion when the shell it

being fired from the gun. A similar pre-

caution is taken in all high exnlosive

shells. For all machininir operations in

Principal Features of 9.2-in. Shell

Before proceeding with a description

of the manufacture of 9.2-in. shell a few
particulars regarding the size and

ings, and the forging is then taken over

on a hand truck to a vertical "Barnes"
drill, where the nose is drilled and coun-

tersunk. For this operation the forging

BORING ON -BKIDGEFORD" I..4THE WITH -D-WIS" CUTTER HE.\DS ON BORING BAR.

weight may be of interest. The forging

has an open base end and a conical nose,

and, as already stated, weighs approxi-

mately 387 pounds. It has to be not less

than 28% in. long over all, and is 10 in.

outside diameter. The billet from which

the forging is made weighs approxi-

mately 389 lbs., and is about 17% in.

long by 9 15 16 in. in diameter. The
finished shell weighs 2.52 lbs. 11 oz.

empty, and 290 lbs. filled; the charge of

explosive, T.X.T.. weighing 34 lbs. The
overall length without fuse is 26.83 in.,

the outside diameter is 9.155 in., and in-

side diameter 6. .50 in. The adapter forg-

ing weighs about 47 lbs. All machining
operations have to be verv accurate, as

the difference between high and low

limits is very fine. In the weight of th>'

shell plus or minus 3 lbs., 12 oz tolera-

tion is allowed.

Centering Nose
The first thing to be done before ma-

ROUGH TURNING OPERATION ON -BRIDGEFORD' L.\THE.

this section of and also throughout the

plant "Wright" hoists are used for hand-
ling the shells any time they have to be

lifted to or from the benches. The
illustrations show the system employed
in handling the shells.

chining operations on the shell can be

attempted is to centre the nose. The
forging is first of all placed on an in-

clined post, the nose chalked, and four

marks made with a scribing block. A
small hole is punched between the mark-

is slipped over a post pivoted at the bot-

tom. When the forging is on the post it

is swung over into vertical position for

centering.

Drilling and Facing Nose.

One "Colburn" and three "Baker"
drills are installed for drilling and fac-

ing the nose. The fixture for holding

the forging consists of a vertical post,

with a conical head, under which is a

spring. The post rests on a sliding base,

which is pulled away from the drilling

machine for the forging to be placed

over it. The forging is lifted on to the

post by a chain hoist and is then placed

in position for machining. The hole is

drilled first; then the drill is replaced by
an end mill, which faces up the nose.

Cutting Off Base End

The forgings are removed from the

drills, placed on a bench or runway, and
rolled along towards the cutting-off ma-
chines for the base end to be cut off. The
forging is first marked for cutting off,

the distance being gauged from the face

of nose. The jig used for marking off

has a small punch attached to the end

near the base. The operator punches a

number of small holes to mark the posi-

tion for cutting off. There are three cut-

ting-off machines, supplied by the Wil-

liams Tool Co., Erie, Pa., a hoist for

each being provided for lifting the shells

to and from the runway. The cutting-off

machines are all the same type, and are

arranged in a row parallel to the run-

way. Each machine has two tool posts,

front and back, the cutting-off tool?

working simultaneously.

Rough Turning Outside Body

The next operation consists of rough
turning the outside of body and profile

on a battery of twelve heavy duty
"Bridgeford" lathes. These latter are

27 in. by 12 ft. machines, and have vari-

able speeds and feeds. Each lathe is

driven by a Positive Clutch & Pulley Co.

friction clutch. They have a double car-

riage with independent control. Each
lathe is equipped with a special roller

chuck for holding the open base end.
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There are three rollers in the chuck
which automatically expand inside the

shell base and hold it firm. For holding

the nose end, a split expanding-bushing is

used, into which is driven the centre.

There are two tool posts—one tool form-
ing the profile and the other roughing the

body.

The profiling attachment consists of a

slotted bar carried on brackets at the

back of the lathe. Fastened in the slot

is a pivot, which is connected to the

cross slide by means of a radius bar. As
the carriage moves forward, this bar re-

gulates the travel of the cross slide, and
also, of course, the tool post which is

mounted on the cross slide. The other

tool begins cuttin<r at the shoulder of

shell and travels in the same direction

towards the headstock. only parallel to

the shell. One roughing cut only for

each tool is necessary at this operation.

Production nt this operation has been as
high as 38 shells in ten hours. There are
four rows of lathes for this operation,

and "Wrin-ht" hoists are used for hand-
ling the shells.

Inside Boring

After being rough turned the shells

are rolled along the runwav to the ne.xt

set of lithes for the inside boring opera-
tion. Fifteen "Rridgeford" boring lathes

take care of this, and are installed in

four rows alono'side the runways with
hoists for hindling the shells. The
lathes are of s^me size and general de-
sign as those already mentioned, but are
eauipned with a boring bar taking
"Davis" borin" he^ds. A snecial cradle
chuck is used for holding the shell, the
latter beinn- drooped into the chuck and
.secured with two clamps. One end of
chuck is carried on the lathe spindle.

and the base end revolves in a steady run.

The"Davis"boringheads are interchange-

able with male taper on the boring bar.

the bore. The arbor is secured to the

lathe spindle, and is also supported at

its base by a steady rest. At the front

PROFILING ATTACHMENT AS FITTED TO BKIDGEFORD" AXLE LATHES FOR FINISH
TURNING OPERATION

Three boring tools are used. The first is a

four-point body roughing tool, the sec-

ond a four-point profile roughing tool,

while the third finishes the body and pro-

file. The lubricant enters the shell

through the spindle to wash the chips

out. On this operation 43 shells have
been bored out in ten hours.

Boring Nose for Thread

Next in line are three Davenport 2i

in. X 10 ft. engine lathes for machining
the nose preparatory to threading. The
nose is not threaded at this operation,

being done later on a thread miller. An
expanding arbor is used for holding the

shell, as the nose must be in line with

end of the arbor are three projections or

studs which centre the shell and, at the

same time, expand inside it, holding the

shell firm. The base of shell rests on

a taper bearing at the base of arbor,

which also aids in keeping the shell con-

centric. The lathes are equipped with a

"Phoenix" turret attachment, having
four tools. The first is a "Davis" boring

tool with two cutters which bore out the

hole in nose right through. The second
tool boi-es the hole for the threads as far

as the retainer seat, while in the third

turret face is a bar with a recessimr

tool. This tool forms the recess for the

threads to finish in. and is 1.2 inches

from the nose. The fourth tool is a

LA I'HES ON ROIICH TllUNIN G AND ItORING OI'KKAIiONS ALSO ARRANGEMENT OF RUNWAYS
ANll WRIGin- HOISTS FOR EACH LATHE
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FINISH TURNING OUTSIDE BODY AND PROFILE ON "BRIDGEFORD" AXLE LATHE.

nose reamer which chamfers the nose

and forms a bevel for fuse seat. The
nose is now ready for threading.

Outside Finish Turning

At this operation the shell body is

finish turned outside, including the pro-

file. "Bridgeford" axle lathes are used
for the work, there being altogether six

of them installed on either side of the
runways and in line with the lathes re-

feiTed to in the preceding operations.

They have a centre drive with a chuck
on either side of the drive head, the ex-

panding roller chucks being of same
type as were used for rough turnin.u'.

Two shells can thus be turned on one
lathe. When chucking the shell for this

operation, a fixture is used to ensure the

profile being true. In the early days it

was found that if the base of shell came
up against the chuck face it had a ten-

dency, in some cases, to throw the pro-

file out, as the base at this stage of

manufacture is not always square with
the side. To obviate any trouble in this

regard, a length gauge is put inside the
shell right up to the nose, the other end
of gauge resting on the chuck face when
the shell is being turned. The face of

shell base is thus free. A split bushing

and centre is driven in the nose as is

done at the rough turning operation.

the profile and the parallel part of shell.

The turning tool has a semi-circular cut-

ting edge which has been found to be

the most suitable shape for profiling.

The profiling attachment is carried in

brackets at the rear of the lathe, each
side having a separate profiler. The
brackets carry a 2 15/16 in. shaft with
a clamp attached acting as a pivot for

the radius bar which connects with the

cross slide carrying the tool post. The
tool starts cutting at the base end
of shell and travels forward parallel

to the shell up to the shoulder.

During this time the carriage and
profile attachment travel along to-

gether until the bar at the back
comes up to a stop. When this bar hits

the stop, profiling begins. The clamp
being fixed to the bar remains station-

ary against the stop and therefore draws
the tool post by means of the radius bar,

thus forming the profile. This profiling

attachment was designed at the plant

WAVING AND UNDBRCb'TTlNG^ GRAY MFG. & MACHINE CO. ATTACHMENT.

There is only one tool post on each side

of lathe, a specially designed profiling

attachment enables one tool to turn both

SCREWING ADAPIKK IN .SHEl.l. BASK, .SHOWING .\l,SO. IN I'OKEGKOUND. UNl.SHEt)
ADAPTER AND OPEN END OF SHELL READY TO RECEIVE IT.

and is shown in the line drawing. It is

a comparatively simple device, but it

has proved very satisfactory. Before

the shell is removed from the lathe, the

carriage is moved back to the base end.

and that part of the shell body behind

where the copper band will be, is finish

turned to a shade smaller diameter than

the rest of the body. The corner at base

is also turned off, forming a bevel. The
shell is then lifted out of the lathe by a

chain hoist and rolled along the runway
for the next operation.

Counter Boring and Recessing Base,

Rough Turning Copper Band Groove

This series of operations follows, the

first of them being done in "Le Blond"
lathes equipped with a turret attach-

ment. The shell is held in a box chuck,

while a steady rest supports the base

end. The first tool in the turret faces up
the base end; then follows the second

tool which rough countei-bores inside the

base, while the third tool finishes the

counter bore. The fourth forms the

bevel on base on the outside edge. There
are two diameters in the counter bore,

the first, nearest the outside, is .62 ins.

deep and 7 ins. in diameter, and takes
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the flange of the adapter. The second,

for the threads, is 2.3 ins. deep and 6.4!'

ins. in diameter before threading. The
finished length for facing up the base

end is corrected by a bar gauge.
Rough turning or hogging the copper

band groove is really a minor opera-

tion and is done to relieve the tools

when waving and undercutting. Three
"Le Blond" engine lathes are used with

an ordinary side tool post. The shell is

held in the lathe by a split bushing cen-

tre at the nose end while a circular cen-

tre plate is driven into the base end. A
roughing cut is taken to remove super
fluous metal before waving.

Waving and Undercutting

In the 9.2 ins. shell there are 7 waved
ribs, and the groove is approximately
2.7 ins. wide. Three engine lathes are
employed all equipped with a waving at-

tachment made by the Gray Mfg. & Ma-
chine Co., Toronto. The nose of the shell

is held in a pot chuck with a driving
clamp, while a circular plate centre is

fitted in the base end. It will be no-
ticed from the illustration that
the undercutting tools are at the
front and the waving fixture is

at the back. The waving motion
is obtained by means of a cam
inside the fixture, driven by com-
pounded gears from the larco
gear on the main spindle. The
feeding is done by a bar cam in

the fixture. The diagonal feed
for the undercutting tools is ob-
tained by using a cam bar, the
end of which will be seen outside
the fixture, to the left. The wav-
ing and undercutting is done
simultaneously.

Milling Thread in Base and Nose
The threads in both the basj

and nose are milled. The ma-
chines used for both operations
are "Holden-Morgan" thread mil-

lers. There are five of these ma-
chines installed for milling the
base threads and two for nose threads.
The machines for both operations are
essentially the same, and are standard

KKCXn YINU I'KI'ARTMENT. SHOWING AKXtA.N'JE.MEM OF BENCHES. LOCATION Or
SCALES, BASE FACING LATHES, ETC.

for this class of work. The shell is held

in the driving head and makes one re-

volution while the cutting hob which

has an independent drive mills the eom-

TURNING COPPER BANDS ON CONRADSON LATHE.

plete threads. The hob for milling the
nose threads is of course smaller, other-
wise the method of operation is the

ELECTRIC BAND HEATERS AND COPPER BAND PRESS.

same. The shells are handled with chain
hoists as in the other operations. In

the base there are 8 threads to the inch,

left hand, and in the nose 14 threads to

the inch, right- hand.

Preliminary Inspection

What might be called the first

series of operations have now
been completed, and the shells

undergo a preliminary shop in-

spection, which is followed by a

series of more or less minor op-

erations. The shells while laid

on a bench have compressed air

blown in to remove chips, and
any shell found at the inspection

to be rough in the bore is carried

over to the buflnng machine to be

rectified. These buffing machines
are of simple design and consist

of a wooden stand carrying a

cradle on wheels supporting the

shell, and also the buffing attach-

ment. The buffer consists of a

round bar having two short arms
each holding at the end a piece of

old emery wheel. The bar is placed

inside the shell and the machine
started. The centrifugal action of the

revolving bar throws the arms out
against the inside of the shell and grind-;

away the rough spots. Any shells

rough on the outside are filed smooth
while revolving on a fixture with rol-

lers at the side of the bench.

The shells are washed in tanks con-

taining hot liquid to remove the grease
and then wiped dry; being afterwards
lifted to a bench and rolled along to the

adapter fitting department. The section

of the plant where the adapters arc

made adjoins the fitting department, and
a description covering their manufac-
ture will be found near the end of this

article.

Fitting and .Screwing in .\dapter

The shells on arriving at this depart-

ment are first of all weighed. Any shell

that shows a little too heavy or light,

as the case may be, is corrected by
putting in a heavy or light adapter. The
latter are fitted into the base as they
must be a good fit at the shoulder. The
two drive holes in the adapter are then
drilled out to % in. for the wrench used
for screwing it into the base. The adap-
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ter is screwed into the base and then

withdrawn to see if it has seated.

Previous to being screwed finally into

the shell, putty is applied to the pilot

heater consists of a transformer core
and primary winding, the shell band
forming during the time of heating the
secondary of the transformer. The voke

APl'liOXIMATE K01!(}ING SIZES OF 9.2 INCH HOWITZER SHELL.

or clearance of adapter and the threads
are covered with Pettman's cement. As
will be observed in the illustration, the
shell is held securely in a vise on the
floor, while a gang of men with a long-

wrench screw the adapter home. The
base is then examined by a Government
inspector and the shell is taken over to

the air hammer to have the joint closed
up. A circular plate having a number of
holes is laid on top of base of shell,

which is held in a vise nose down. The
holes in the plate guide the hammer and
keep it on the line all round while ri-

veting.

Copper Band Operations

The shell is now ready for the copper
band which is secured in place by means
of a press supplied by the West Tire
Setter Co., Rochester, N.Y. The press
has twelve cylinders with plungers oper-
ating in a horizontal direction, converg-
ing towards the centre and distributing
the pressure uniformly. The plungers
are operated by oil pumped from a ver-
tical belt driven plunger pump. The
operating pressure is 2,500 lbs. per sq.
inch. One of the illustrations shows
the band press and hoist for handling
the shells. It also shows the electric
band heiters on the right hand. An es-
sential feature of this operation is that
the band shill completely fill the groove
and undercuts. To ensure this it is ne-
cessary to heat the band to make it more
ductile. There are three Perranti elec-

tric heaters installed, designed special-
ly for this particular class of work. The

of the transformer is made so that it

swings out of position on an arm, thu..;

allowing the band to be placed around
the primary winding. The primary wind-
ing is protected from the heat of the

band by a cylinder of refractory mater-
ial on a shelf projecting from which the

band rests. When the heater is switched
into circuit a current of 4.5 amperes at

.5.50 volt, is induced in the shell band. Tho

the second is a rough forming tool, tho
third is the finishing tool, while the
fourth tool cleans up the outside edgL's

of band. The forming tools are of steel

of special design to conform to the shape
of the copper band. The base of shell is

held in a special chuck, and a centre i^

.screwed into the nose end. The shells are
lifted to the lathe from the runway by
a chain hoist and, when the operation
is completed, are swun.g over to the bench
behind the operator.

Facing Base and Adjusting Weight

The shells are rolled along the bench
from the band turning lathes to the next
set of machines for the base to be face 1

up. On the way they are weighed and
the platform of the scales being flush

with the bench no lifting is necessary.
The weight of shell at this stage can be

adjusted to bring it within the prescrib-

ed limits. The base is rough, caused by
the peining or riveting after the

adapter was screwed in. The facing op-

eration, therefore, cleans it up and re-

duces the weight of the shell as neces-

sary. The amount of metal removed
varies, but it is usually only a light cut.

EMPLOYEES' SPECIAL TRAIN. MORNING AND EVENINQ. TO AND FROM THE PLANT.

time necessary to bring the band to a

bright, cherry red heat about 1,500 degs.

Fah., is approximately 4 minutes. The
copper band weighs 13 lbs. 12 ozs. The
inside diameter is 9.085 inches, outside

diameter 10.275 inches, and width 2.525

inches.

The copper bands are machined in

three "Conradson" 28-in. x 10 ft. engine
Hthes enuipped with a "Phoenix" tur-

ret tool post. There are four tools in

the tool post. The first roughs the ban.l.

FINISH TURNING ADAPTERS. AND SHOWING THE LATTER IN VARIOUS STAGES OF
MANUFACTURE FROM FORGING TO FINISHED PIECE.

The machines used for the facing oper-

ation are "Davenport" lathes, of which

there are three, each having a "Phoe-

nix" tool post. The tool post carries two
tools, one for facing up the base and

the other for rounding the comer of

shell. For this operation the shell is

held in a specially designed pot chucl;,

the base end being carried in a steady

rest. The view of the rectifying depart-

ment shows the layout of benches, scales

and facing lathes beyond.

Rectifying and Fin;shing Department
After the base has been faced up, the

shells are again weighed and, if correc*^.

are taken along to have the recess in

nose finished in a lathe. The shells are

next moved along to a bench where the

inside is cleaned up. An examination is

made for flaws, and cement or any other

material that might have been retained

inside the shell is removed. The base is

then stamped with the various mark-
ings, including size of shell, mark IX..

initials of firm, date of manufacture, and
heat number of adapter forging. The
heat number of shell forging is stamp-
ed on the nose profile after the finisli

turning opei-ation being transfen-ed

from the base.

The next thing to be done is to hand
tap the nose threads and clean un the

nose bevel oi* fuse seat. The shells at

this stage have compressed air blown :n
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to remove chips, etc. They are after-

wards rolled along the bench down the

shop to be inspected by Govei'nment of-

ficials who carefully gauge, weigh and

examine each shell. After being inspect-

ed, the shells are moved along the bench

MCKD WITH ^H!t,yt/JS^:
SCPHK/ITC BUSHim

ing horizontally on the rollers, it is ro

tating, the varnish being applied with a

brush. The varnish is partially dried

with compressed air, the shells beins

afterwards placed on the bench, nose up.

DHIiriMS BSNO
otsim

rHE MACHINING OF WHICH IS HERE rEATUREn.

to the varnishing department. The var-

nishinir machine is a simple affair con-

sisting of four wooden wheels <-arried

on a frame on top of the bench and dri-

ven by a belt. While the shell is rest-

and the varnish allowed to finish dry-

ing gradually. The varnish used is of

air drying quality, and no drying oven
is, therefore, necessary. The shells arc

again inspected, a plug is screwed in

the nose and the outside greased. They

are then boxed ready for shipping.

Machining Adapters

The section of plant where the adap-

ters are machined adjoins the adapter

fitting department. The adapter is a

solid steel forging having the following

finished dimensions: Diameter over pi-

lot, 6.48 ins.; over threads, 6.67 ins.; and

flange, 7 ins. It is 3.4 ins. thick, the

flange being .62 ins., the threads 2.23

ins., with the pilot making up the re-

mainder of the thickness. The first oper-

ation done on the adapter is roughing

the face and body as far as the shoul-

der. Four "Davenport" lathes are in-

stalled for this work, each being equip-

ped with a special fixture holding two

tools. The fixture is in the form of \)

right angle having a tool at the end of

each leg. One tool faces the end while

the other tool rough turns the body.

The chuck used for this work is much
like a universal chuck rebuilt. It has

a steel ring around the outside diameter

of chuck with set screws for holding the

work.
The next operation is rough turning

the flange and base. This work is also

done on four "Davenport" lathes with a

tool post holding one tool. The chuck is

similar to the one referred to above,

onlv deeper. The two drive holes are

drilled in the base on a "Barnes" drill.

For drilling, a jig is placed over th^'

base of adapter to get the holes in the

right position. The holes are drilled for

a % in. tap, and one is used for holding

the adapter in the lathe at the finish

turning and thread milling onerations.

the holes are tapped on a drilling ma-
chine equipped with a reversible tap in

which the denth of feed is regulated by
a safety appliance.

For the finish turning operation, four

22 in. X 10 ft. "Davenport" lathes are

installed, each having a "Phoenix" tur-

ret tool post. The adapter is held tc

the face or drive plate bv two set screws

which are tightened up behind the drive

plate. There are three tools in the tool

post. The fir.st finishes the face of the

adapter, the second finishes the body,

while the third forms the recess under

the flange.

There remains only the threads to be

milled on the adapter bodv. The ma-
chine used is in many resnects like a

"Holden-Morgan" plug miller, and wa.s

"adapted" by th.'it concern for this par-

ticular work. The ad'ipter is held in

the m-ichine bv two long bolts carried

through the drive head and screwed in-

to the drive holes in the base of adap-

ter. The adapter base is tightened up
against the drive hend of the machine.

As in the case of other thread millers,

the. work mnkes one revolution while the

hob is cutting the threads. The niillinc

hob h-is, of course, an independent drive.

The threads on the adapter are 8 to

the inch, left hand. This operation fin-

ishes the adapter with the exception of

the drive holes which are later drilled

out to % in. The adapters when finish-

ed are carried over to a bench in the

fitting department to be screwed into

the shell base.
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Tool Room
Adjoining the main siiop is a well

equipped tool room for making and re-

pairing tools, cutters, boring heads, etc.,

and also for shop repairs. The high

cost and one-time scarcity of high speed

tool steel, prompted the company to eco-

nomize in the use of this material. The
problem was solved by welding small

flat pieces of tool steel to a mild steel

shank. This is done in the blacksmith

shop near to the tool room.

An important feature, particularly for

a munitions plant, is the fire protection

system. At various points throughout

the plant are glass break boxes, con-

nected to an indicator in the boiler room
which shows the location of the alarm.

Standpipes with fire hose outfits are lo-

cated at various points, and a volunteer

brigade from both day and night shifts

has been formed to meet any emergency.

The compressed air installed in the plant

is supplied from a steam driven com-

pressor in the boiler room. The line

shafts are motor driven, the machinery

being arranged in groups.

The location of the plant is such that

unusual methods had to be resorted to

in order to obtain employees. As there

are no houses in the vicinity and only a

few within a reasonable distance of the

plant, accommodation had to be provid-

ed on the job, so to speak. An upper

floor of one of the buildings was fitted

up as a bunk room, mess room, and kit-

chen. In the bunk room there is sleep-

ing accommodation for over 150 men. In

addition to this, a train chartered by

the firm takes employees from a dis-

tance back and forward, making two
round trips per day, for the day and
night shifts.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
pro.ximately $183,000,000, representing

the wages of about 240,000 full-year

workers.
-®-

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
BOARD REPORT

THE report for 1916 of the Ontario

Workmen's Compensation Board, issued

recently by Hon. I. B. Lucas, Attorney-

General, shows that the compensation
for the year, including estimates for

continuing disabilities and outstanding

accidents, amounts in Schedule 1 indus-

tries to $1,971,675.63, and in Schedule 2

to $451,709.93, making a total of $2,-

423,385.93, or an average of $7,800 for

each working day of the year.

This is a heavy increase over 1915.

The compensation in Schedule 1 for

1915 was $1,091,020.43, as against $1,-

971,675.63 for 1916.

Up to December 31 last, 16,192 acci-

dents happening during 1916 had been
compensated, 256 being fatal cases, 1,-

418 permanent disability cases, and 12,-

896 involving only temporary disability.

The corresponding figures for 1915 were
9,289, comprising 251 fatal, 1,034 per-

manent disability, and 8,544 temporary
disability cases.

The total assessments in Schedule 1

for 1916, including estimated (adjust-

ments, amount to $1,948,040.85.

These are contributed by 15,200 em-
idoyei-s upon pay rolls aggregating ap-

IMPERIAL MUNITIONS BOARD
ORDERS

THE total value of orders received by
the Imperial Munitions Board in Can-
ada is $850,000,000, according to a state-

ment furnished the Minister of Finance
by J. W. Flavelle, head of the Commis-
sion.

The value of munitions shipped to

March 30, was $470,000,000, while the

total disbursements to March 30, were
$543,000,000. The number of employees
is divided as follows: Headquarters staff

800; inspection, 4,000; workers, direct

and indirect, 250,000 to 300,000. Six

hundred and thirty factories, chemical

and loading plants are in operation in

carrying out the orders of the Board.

The products covered by these orders

include shells and their component parts,

which represent an immense tonnage of

steel, brass, copper, lead, etc. They in-

clude propellants and fuses, also ships,

locomotives and cars. An idea of the fin-

uncial magnitude of the business is ob-

tained from the fact that the cash dis-

bursements for March were $41,000,000,

and will be for April $43,000,000.

Towards the financing of the business

the Dominion has contributed $200,000,-

000 as a loan to the Imperial Treasury,

and arranged with the Canadian banks
for advances aggregating $100,000,000.

©
LOAN TO ASSIST SHIPBUILDING
THE Imperial Munitions Board has ac-

cepted the off'er of Sir Thomas White
to make a special loan of ten million dol-

lars to assisti in the development of

wooden ship building in Canada. Orders
have now been placed for steel ships in

Canada up to full limit of the steel plants
available during the next fifteen months.
In view of this, and the need for con-
structing every possible ship, the ques-
tion of developing wooden ship building
has been under investigation during the
last month, and it has been represented
to the Imperial Government that a sub-
stantial tonnage of suitable^ vessels

could be obtained.

Specifications and designs of the type
of wooden vessels required have been un-
der discussion between the Imperial
Munitions Board, the representative of
the British Minister of Shipping and the
various shipbuilding firms. These are
now almost complete and will be avail-

as a standard pattern of design. It is

hoped to begin work on vessels of this

type soon, and the building of a consid-
erable number will be arranged for in

Canada, probably for the most part on
the Pacific coast, where suitable lumber
is available, in abundance.

Priming is the carrying of water from
the boiler, in the form of spray, with
the steam into the main steam pipes.

It is caused by restricted steam space,
poor circulation and the forcing of the
boiler beyond its normal capacity.
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GRINDING OF TAPERS.
By J. Spence.

A TAPER, either internal or external, is

a most difficult thing to measure with a

micrometer. In ordinary shop practice,

master gauges are used that have been

carefully machined to the correct taper, I

and either chalk, Prussian blue or red lead

is ligthly rubbed on the gauge, if it be a

plug gauge, or on the work if it be a sleeve

gauge, and the correctness of the bearing

judged by the evenness in which the ma-
terial is rubbed from the gauge, or work.

If a sleeve gauge is used on the work, and
a slight turning motion be given the piece,

and the material is rubbed from the work
the whole length of the taper, then we are

sure we have obtained the proper setting

of the machine. If the marks indicate a

heavy bearing on one end only, and none
on the other, then we know that our taper

is wrong and proceed to correct it from
the given clue. Chalk is seldom used to

ascertain the truth of a taper in present

grinding practice. It is still used, how-
ever, to some extent, in lathe work.

The Norton Grinding Co. use red lead

entirely throughout their plant in fitting

tapers to a gauge, whether the gauge be a

plug gauge, as used for internal grinding,

or as a female gauge as used in cylindri-

cal grinding. A great number of factor-

ies throughout the country use Prussian

blue altogether. The advocates of Prus-

sian blue are just as positive of the merits

of the blue as we are of the lead. To any
one brought up to the use of red lead, the

change over to the use of the blue is

rather embarrassing for a time. The
writer has used both to a considerable

extent and is strongly in favor of the use

of red lead. It hardly seems possible that

any one who has properly applied cor-

rectly prepared red lead a single time

would go back to any other medium in

the fitting of tapers;

To a quantity of dry red lead, just

enough oil should be added to make the

particles of lead adhere together when
firmly pressed. It is a mistake to put in

more oil than just enough to dampen the

lead. The oil should not be visible, and
when mixed pi'operly the lead should have
the consistency of partly dry putty. An
excess of oil, even to a slight degree, may
give a deceptive bearing. The container

should be covered when not in use to keep
out all particles of dust and grit. The red

lead should be spi-ead upon the work in

cylindrical grinding, or upon the plug

gauge in internal grinding, very lightly so

as to show nothing but a very thin film,

or bloom. In this way only can a delicate

bearing be obtained.

Prussian blue has a tendency to smear.

It is difficult to spread the film evenly and
quickly without showing an unevenness
in film covering. It is this uncertainty

in thickness of film that makes it objec-

tionable to one accustomed to red lead.

It is sticky and adheres to the surface so

firmly that it is somewhat difficult to wipe
off quickly before attempting another
trial bearing. In the grinding of a long,

small diameter-tapered hole this is in-

tensely apparent to the grinding machine
operator if he attempts to wipe out the

hole before taking a second verifying

gauge-reading.

—

Grits and Grinds.
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HAND-SIZING COUNTERBORE FOR
8-INCH ADAPTERS
By R. Hamilton.

FITTING adapters in the various

types and sizes of shell is a very

important detail in the manufac-
tiiie of munitions. It is highly essential

that this portion of the assembled shell

should be made to fit as accurately as

possible in order to prevent the passage

of gas, from the propelling charge to

the charge in the shell, at the time the

projectile is discharged from the gun.

While the necessity for careful fitting is

obvious in all cases, it is more pro-

nounced in the larger sizes, where th-?

various diameters of the adapter and

shell bore increase the tendency to de-

velop defects in the machining that may
subsequently interfere with the assem-

bling operation. Many methods have

been adopted to eliminate the eccen-

tricity of the several diameters, but com-

plete success has not yet been establish-

ed. Where the base operations on the

shell or adapter are accomplished at one

setting, the variation in alignment be-

comes less pronounced, but when the

counterbore and recess and the cutting

of the threads are performed at two sep-

arate settings, the danger of eccentricity

is greatly increased. Where, in addition

to this, the turning of the adapter and
the threading of the same are similarly

accomplished, it is practically impossible

to obtain a clean fitting adapter.

The tool here illustrated was designed

to assist in the assembling of the 8-inch

shells, where it was found that the

means of the grub screw C. This piece

B is four inches long, providing ample
length for stability. It is a free sliding

fit in the tool steel spindle D; this

HAND-SIZING COUNTERIIORE FOR 8-INCH
ADAPTERS.

thread portion and the counterbore were
not concentric with each other. The cut-

ter A, which is six inches across the cut-

ting face, is secured in the piece B by

RESEATING REAMER FOR FUSE SEATS.

spindle in turn revolves in the brass

bush E fitted to the bore of the large

cast iron bush F. The entire device is

secured as a unit by the flanged collai

G secured to the lower end of the

spindle. To operate, the bush is screwed
into the base of the shell so that the up-

per surface comes just below the bottom
of the counterbore. Two styles of bushes

were found necessary, as shown by the

sketch. When firmly in position, the

spinefle is revolved by means of a double-

end wrench placed on the square at the

top. The slot in the spindle allows the

cutting tool to be moved downwards by

operation of the feed screw I. After the

cut has been completed, the tool is re-

turned to its initial position by the back-

ing of the feed screw, the reaction of the

spring H forcing the tool block upwards.

®
RE-SEATING REAMER FOR FUSE

SEATS
By .T. 11.

AN important essential in connection

with the finishing operations on all sizes

of shell is that of re-facing the nose to

insure a perfect fit between the fuse and
its seat. Owing to the possibility of this

portion being subjected to damage dur-

ing its transit from one place to another,

,

either from carelessness or otherwise, it

is deemed necessary to give it a final

facing previous to its being crated for

shipping. This may be done at any time

after the last machining operation, but

it is better accomplished just previous to

being packed. The sketch shows a de-

vice developed by the Imperial Muni
tions Board for performing this opera-

tion. The housing or outer spindle A is

threaded on the lower end to fit the fuse

thread in the nose of the shell, and is

afterwards split, as shown at B. When
screwed to position, which is accom-
plished by means of the handle C, the

split portion of the outer spindle is ex-

panded by the action of the cone D on

the lower end of the central spindle E;

the operating threads being left-hand.

The face milling cutter F, operated by
the handles shown, is fed by the light

spiral spring G, this spring being of the

spiral type to permit of raising the cut-

ter to inspect the condition of the face.

AN INTERESTING SHELL GAUGE
By M. O.

DIFFICULTY is often experienced in

determining whether the inside profile is

of the required dimensions and in the

proper position relative to the other por-

tions of the shell. Owing to its location,

accurate gauging of the inside contour

is a factor generally solved by the shape

and adjustment of the cutting tools, so

that suitable stops will determine the

machining of this section of the shell.

To assist, however, in attaininsi- more
uniform results in connection with this

operation, the Jenckes Machine Co.,

Sherbrooke, Que., designed the gauge
shown in the accompanying sketch; sim-

plicity and efficiency being two of its

principal features. The body A is made

AN INTERESTING SHELL GAUGE.

to fit the finished nose of the shell, the

sizing diameter being a free fit for the

threaded portion and the bevel part B
turned to an angle of 18 degrees, to fit
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the fuse seat. The spindle C is a sliding

fit in the piece A, and is slotted at the

lower end to receive the operating end

of the two bell cranks D, which in turn

are fulcrumed in a slot cut in the end of

the piece A. The device is shown in

jrauKinfi position, grraduations being

placed on the spindle above the piece A,

to indicate same. By lifting the spindle

C, the two bell cranks are swung in-

wards, this being permitted by the loca-

tion of the slots in the operating end;

the gauging points will then clear the

thread diameter and the device is easily

taken out. This gauge can be used while

the shell is still held in the chuck.

©
WHY A PATTERN IS DIVIDED

By D. A. Hampson.

IT is very hard to get designers and
patternmakers to divide their patterns,
probably because few of them take the
trouble to obtain the moulders' view-
point. A mould is made in a box called

a "flask," that is split horizontally, and
in which the pattern has been placed ond
the sand packed around it. Now note,
to get that pattern out, the halves of
the mould have to be lifted off the pat-
tern, or the pattern has to be lifted out
of the mould; there is a vast difference.

FIG. 1

and on this difference hinges the reason
for divided patterns.

As an example, consider the pattern
in Fig. 1, which has a deep lug extending
on opposite sides of the hub, and core
prints at the ends. Assuming that this

pattern were made solid, and that we
could look into the mould before the pat-
tern was "drawn" (out), we would see
something like Fig. 2. The parting line

is marked; it is the line between the up-
per and lower halves of the mould,
known respectively as the "cope" and
the "drag." In order to get the pattern
out of the mould, the cope has to be
lifted off the pattern, the latter remain-
ing in the drag if the mQulder has good
luck. The pattern has in all six vertical

faces, and the trick is to lift the cope off

so that none of them knock off any
sand—a practical impossibility. The
rounded hubs and the tapering sides of
the lug draw without any trouble, but
the vertical faces, even though made
with the usual "draft," are sure to catch
portions of sand and spoil the mould so
that patching up is required. When it is

considered that this cope may be a box
18 or 20 inches square, and 8 or 10

inches deep, and weighing up to a hun-
dred pounds, the proposition of a man
lifting it 5 or 6 inches in a perfectly

straight line, never raising one corner

f T

COPE

FIG. 2.

ahead of another, is a formidable one,

.A.nd while he is doing this, he cannot
possibly see underneath to gain an ide;i

as to "how she is coming."

Advantage of Splitting

If the pattern be made divided, the
patternmaker predetermines the parting
line of the mould when he splits his pat-
tern. The pattern in Fig. 1 is split along
the horizontal centre line, as noted. To
keep the halves in relation, two dowels
are put in. one flat face, and enter holes
in the other. To facilitate the moulder's
work the dowels are made with a good
deal of taper, and only tit the holes ex-
actly when the two halves are in actual
contact.

Now the divided pattern is put in the
flask and has the sand -packed around it,

just as does the solid pattern shown in

Fig. 2, but here the similarity ends, for
to get the pattern out of the sand the
cope is lifted off and carries with it one-
half of the- pattern, as shown by Fig. 3.

The dowels offer no resistance, and there
is no sand to disturb. Then this part of

JL
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the mould is inverted and becomes for

the time being just as the other half. It

is a comparatively simple matter to

di-aw the pattern out of the sand when

only the pattern has to be lifted; it of

itself is light, and the whole operation

can be seen. Hence, easier work and
quicker, and no patching up to be done.

The half pattern can be jarred in the

sand ("rapped" it is called), making the

space in the sand the least bit larger

than itself and removal is a simple op-

eration. In Fig. 4 the half pattern is

partly withdrawn.

If the work is rightly planned, divided

patterns are as quickly made as solid

ones. Because the work is arranged so

he can see it, the moulder needs less

draft than with solid patterns, and this

is a point appreciated by the men in the

machine shop who have to work up the

castings. When there is a doubt as to

where or how to divide a pattern, the

moulder should be consulted.

%
COATINGS FOR WOOD PATTERNS

By D. A. Hampson.

SOME plants have specified colors for

different parts of their patterns. The
ground work is natural wood finish, core

prints are black, and surfaces that are

to be machined are red. While this is

only a typical color scheme, it serves for

an example, and the moulder knows at a

glance just what the casting will be and
how it will be worked up in the shop.

But whatever the color scheme, shellac

is the basis of the coating, and the vari-

ous colors are obtained by mixing'

powders in the clear shellac. Many
plants paint their patterns black, and to

get that, mix lampblack in the shellac

and thin with denatured alcohol.

The present high cost of shellac has

brought into prominence one or two very

good shellac substitutes, which fill the

purpose well, but take a longer time to

harden than shellac. It should be borne

in mind that the purpose of the coating

is primarily to protect the wood from

the destructive effects of the damp
moulding sand. Holes and imperfections

in the wood surface are commonly filled

with beeswax; small fillets and corners

are formed from it. Paraffine wax is

much cheaper and just as good, but pat-

ternmakers have trouble in making it

stick to the wood. If the pattern is given

one coating of shellac first and then the

paraflSne applied hot, it will stick as well

as beeswax.
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ADAPTING GASOLINE ENGINES TO
BURN KEROSENE

By H. P. Hoajr

AS THE price of gasoline advances the

interest in the cheaper fuels for the gas

engine increases and some experiences

the writer had in adapting a line of

standard gasoline engines to burn kero-

sene and naptha may be timely. The

experiments covered a period of nearly

two years before the following points

were finally settled on. 1st: It was
found that heating the air entering the

carbm-etor reduced the power of the

engine to a very marked degree. 2nd:

To give best results, kerosene and

naptha should be heated nearly to the

evaporating point before passing the

I

spray nozzle. 3rd: Water must be ad-

mitted into the carburetor with the fuel

to retard the burning and give smooth

running.

Heating the air was advocated by a

number of writers but it was found

after trying out many hot air devices,

some home made and others from

abroad, that in every case the power of

the engine dropped, in some instances to

but TO per cent, that of gasoline, so that

the hot air idea had to be abandoned

altogether, as the manufacturer could

not send engines out that would not

develop their rated power no matter

how well the oil was humed.

Fuel Heated

Heating the oil was accomplished by
providing a separate chamber around

the outside of the fuel reservoir in the

carburetor through which water is cir-

culated, this water being taken from
the hottest part of the cylinder jacket.

By this means the fuel is kept at the

proper temperature and is warm
enough by the time the engine is ready

to turn on the kerosene; gasoline is used

to start with.

Spraying water into the mixture gave

a good deal of trouble, that iii to get the

proper amount for each charge, because

when using a throttle governor it be-

came evident that a fixed amount of

water for each charge was not the

thing, but that the quantity of water
•should vary according to the load or the

amount of fuel taken in. Some means
to automatically prevent water running
into the cylinder when the engine was
.shut down was also required, as the

operator could not be depended on to

turn water ofT each time.

Use of Automatic Valve

To embody the above requirement the

automatic water valve shown herewith
was designed, the con.struction being as

follows. In the upper chamber of the

valve body there is an air piston C which
extends down onto the small inverted

valve D. The valve being held up to

place by a light spring (not .shown)

placed inside the valve and the hollow
adjusting screw. The opening A is pip-

ed into the carburetor between the sjjray

nozzle and the throttle valve. Opening
B is piped to a convenient place in the

water jacket with a stop cock in the line

for shutting off the water when using

gasoline. The action is as follows, (the

upper chamber being in communication

with the carburetor) : when suction takes

place the piston C is drawn down
against valve D. forcing it away from

AUTOM.\TIC WATER VALVE.

its seat by a varying amount according
to the load on the engine, when the
necessary amount of water flows past
the valve D then the pipe from A into
the carburetor entering the cylinder
with the fuel. It will be noticed there
is a fine threaded adjusting screw pro-
vided at the bottom to set the stroke
of valve D to suit the size of the engine.
It is obvious that with this device the
quantity of water is varied according to

the load also that no water can get past
valve D into the cylinder when the en-
gine is not running. With this arrange-
ment it was found not only did kerosene
burn( in the ordinary gas engine) as
well as gasoline but usually eight per
cent, more power was developed with the

cheaper fuel. —®
SAVING TIME ON SCREW MACHINE

WORK
By D. A. Hampson.

IN the manufacture of small arms, gjeat
i|Uantities of screw machine parts are

turned out iiutomutitally. One piece to

be considered is shown at Fig. 1. It is

of 3-16 in. mild steel, and has a Vs in.

hole drilled clear through it, and, while

still in the automatic screw machine, the

slotting attachment put the 1-S2 in. cut

through one end. This latter was very

hard on cutters, the walls being so thin

that the teeth of the cutters were broken

in a very short time. The cutters had
the standard shape of tooth, as in Fig. 2,

and, though regular screw slotting cut-

ters were tried, they fared no better.

Production on the automatics was re-

duced .5 per cent, by the delay in chang-
ing cutters, and the latter had to be

bought by the hundred. In trying to bet-

ter the output, this operation was taken

off the screw machine and put on a mill-

ing machine, and while it speeded up the

work of the former to the right point,

the slotting job was as expensive as be-

fore, even though the feed of the milling

was made specially low in an attempt to

prevent "raking" out the teeth.

The whole trouble was solved, as

shown in Fig. 2, right-hand side, by
grinding the teeth almost entirely away.
There is then very little space to catch

on the narrow work edge, and the teeth

are so stubby that they cannot be

broken. One such cutter was usually

good for 11,000 pieces before sharp-

ening.

Another mild steel piece made on the

automatic is the cap. Fig. 3, with a

small, deep, blind hole tapped in it. The
production was 1,600 per day untapped,

or 900 tapped, the difference being the

time spent in renewing broken taps and
in running the tap- and backing it out,

which, of course, was done at a reduced

speed. So the tapping was taken ofl' the

automatics and put on a $16 bench drill

provided with an Errington tapper. A
laborer was here able to tap as fast as

the automatic turned the caps out. More-
over, the breakage of taps was not more
than one-twentieth of what it was in the

more expensive machine, and this latter

was kept running at high speed, with no

slow down for each piece.

/a
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RE-TAPPING SHRAPNEL SHELL
SOCKETS
By J. H. R.

TO eliminate the possibility of an un-
dersized thread, due to the continual

wear on the machine taps, all threads
are generally hand-tapped after the

shells are assembled and the sockets
screwed to a permanent position. As the

^_^8 TAP-

SAW
CUT

TEETH A5 CROUND
FIG. 2.

SAVING TIME ON SCREW .MACHINE WORK.
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RETAPPING SHRAPNEL SHELL SOCKETS.
G.T.R. SHOPS. MONTREAL.

actual operation of tapping' the hole

takes but a small percentage of the total

time occupied for each shell operated on,

it is an important factor of production

to provide means that will reduce the

handling of tools to the lowest possible

medium. While on a recent visit to a

shell plant, the writer noticed the simple

device here illustrated, and which has

assisted somewhat in the solution of the

unproductive factor. Fitted to the stand

that supports the shell chuck is a plate

that extends up and above the floor

stand. Midway up this plate is secured

a bracket A, through which the rod B
passes freely. The axis of this rod is in

line with the centre of the shell, thus

aiding in entering the tap into the

thread. To the upper end of the rod the

chain C is secured, which in turn passes

over an overhead pulley and connects

with the balance weight D. The device

is shown in the operating position, and

when not in use is suspended at a short

distance above the shell, the tap always

remaining in the dumb-bell wrench E.

©
WOMEN AND MUNITIONS

By B. S.

THE introduction of women into the

sphere of munitions work has necessi-

tated the adoption of certain methods
that would eliminate much of the labor

contingent to the production of the vari-

ous types of shell. In many respects the

weaker sex (physically) have quickly

adapted themselves to the changed en-

vironment, and are rapidly becoming an
asset to the shell-making industry. Much
credit is due to those women who have
recognized the needs of an unprecedent-
ed situation and adjusted themselves to

an occupation that in normal times
might be considered beneath their dig-

nity. The illustration herewith shows a

Montreal girl at work in one of the

munition plants operating a vertical

milling machine facing the base of

shrapnel shell. A multiple jig holding
six shells is secured to the table of the

machine, the cutter working continuous-
ly upon the upper surface. The operator
is seen securing the clamp upon two
shells just placed in the jig. As the

shells are light, a small hand clamp is

provided for removing the greasy shells

from the fixture. The production from
this machine is approximately 30 shells

in 10 hours.

©
DIES FOR STEEL PILOT PENDER

RAILS
By S. P. Y.

IN the manufacture of steel pilots, old

boiler tubes are used for the rails, the

section being changed to triangular by
means of a die similar to that shown in

press being the stud on the ram at th.^

correct point to raise the die clear of the

job after it has been done, sufficient room
being left so that a quick removal can be

made .

©
DEVELOPING OUR LATENT

WEALTH
THE Honorary Advisory Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research has
received reports on many subjects under
investigation. Among these are the

problems of "the manufacture of nitro-

genous fertilizers," "the production of

potash from feldspar and other raw ma-
terials by various processors," the utili-

zation of the tar sands of the Athabasca
region," "the manufacture of oil and
other products from oil shales," and
"the smelting of iron from iron ores

mined in the Dominion" in order to sub-

stitute these so far as possible for the

ores now imported for different purposes.

t
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DIES FOR STEEL PILOT FENDER RAILS.

figure in order to provide additional

.-itiffness. The die shown is one that can
be placed under any press of the requir-

ed capacity, the only connection to the

WOMEN AS MUNITIONS OPERATOR
G.T.R. SHOPS. MONTREAL.

At present no less than 83 per cent, of
all the iron ore smelted in the Dominion
is imported.

The Council has also under considera-
tion the question of the uses to which the
plants built for the production of muni-
tions of war in Canada may be put, upon
the cessation of hostilities. Among the
other questions which are under consid-
eration, is a more efficient use of the
agricultural lands of the Dominion, and
the problem of making the great mass
of information concerning the "natural
resources of the Dominion" now in the
archives of the Government departments
more readily available for public use.

®
Not Her Job.—He was a young subal-

tern. One evening the Sister had just

finished making him comfortable for the

night, and before going off duty asked:

"Is there anything I can do for you
before I leave?"
Dear little Two Stars replied: "Well,

yes! I should like very much to be kiss-

ed good-night."

Sister rustled to the door. "Just wait

till I call the orderly," she said. "He
does all the rough work here."
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Tool Holder and Cutting Tool Application Data--II.
By F. Scriber

The approaching return to hroader and more aeneral linen of manufacture render a

atudy of tool-holders very timely. While the welded tip has found considerable application

under recent conditions of heavy duty and unskilled operation, the obvious advantages of
well designed tool-holders are such as to insure a. continuance of their use, more especially

where variety of v<ork offers increased efficiency opportunities for well assorted equijyment.
^

MANY tool holders have been de-

veloped with the idea of estab-
lishing a fixed angle of rake,

and, in fact, tool holders may be classi-

fied largely with reference to this. For
instance, there are the holders which re-

tain the blades at a fixed cutting rake;
there are those which maintain the blade
at a fixed clearance angle, and there are

those holders which provide for neither

of the foregoing; in other words, they
hold the cutter straight.

Mention was made in the preceding
article that the blades were usually pre-

sented to the work by the tool holders

either at right angles or to the right or

left of this position, and, likewise, hold-

ers were shown in the illustrations which
held the blades in these various positions.

In Fig. 9 a holder is shown which pre-

sents the blade to the work with a fixed

clearance rake, the cutting rake on the

blade being obtained by grinding; in ad-
dition to this, the holder shown is of the
swivel type, and the blade may be pre-

sented to the work at various angles by
turning the head A to the position de-

sired. In any position, the head is

clamped by the nut B. The cutter C
shown in this illustration is locked by
means of the shoe D and screw E.

Tool holders, which are quite often
used for planing, are illustrated in the
other views of Fig. 9, namely, bolt clamp-
ci! swivel holder in which the cutter F is

clamped by nut G and bolt, while below

\ .-r-t^rtt^r

SW/V£t TfiOL WITH Bl/SHING L&CH

4-^-/J^'d_

Sw/VCL TOOL i/SeO O^ A fit AN C It

FIG. 10.

IS an open side swivel holder, which is

operated similar to the one above except
that the blade J is held in a slot cut out

of one side of the bolt. It will be no-

ticed in this connection that the blade has
the upper side bevelled, by means ot

XT D

FlUeP /JAHC SWIV£L HCLDEH.
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a^ ^
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FIG. 9.

which the cuter is held securely against
any tendency to side movement which
might exist.

Bushing Feature

In the clamping of cutters in tool

holders, bushings often play a largo
part, one advantage of these being that
different sizes or shapes of cutters may
be slipped into suitable bushings, and
the bushing containing the cutter may
then be slipped into the holder. Holders
in which these features exist are quite
varied; upper view. Fig. 10, shows one
of these holders, and clearly illustrates

the principle involved. Referring to the
illustration, A represents the body of
the tool, B the cutter, C the nut which
binds the cutter in position, the bushing
which holds the cutter being shown at
D; this bushing as will be noted is split

and may be turned to give the cutter
proper side clearance. The cutter is held
at the proper cutting angle by the bush-
ing, and the clearance angle is ground
on the cutter. The bushing with cutter
in position is passed through another
bushing K and the stud F, when, by
tightening the nut C, the whole is readily
clamped together against the bar. This
tool holder is of the swivel type, and
may be set at various angles. A holder
which is largely used for planing is

shown in the lower view of Fig. 10; this

consists of the clamping bolt G and nut
H with holder J. One slot is cut through
the bolt G and, through this, the cutter is

passed. In the holder J, four slots X
are cut, from any of which the cutter

may be presented to the work.
A simple and economical holder using

milled blades is illustrated at the top of
Fig. 11. In this holder the blade is

clamped directly by the tool post screw,
this being accomplished by placing a
plate A on top of the blade while the
cutter B is held in the formed holder C.

This holder presents the blade at the
proper cutting angle and permits of the
minimum amount of sharpening; this

sharpening is done on the front of the
blade at Y. A holder which grips a
curved blade is shown in the middle view
of Fig. 11, the manner of holding the
blade being obvious from the illustra-

tion, as the blade is clamped by a screw
D at the top of the holder; this screw
clamps the shoe E, which in turn clamps
the blade. Under this cutter a form
plate F is placed. With this method of
holding the blade, it is apparent that
there is a long gripping surface on the
blade, which is often desirable when
necking or cutting off work. This form
of cutter provides for the necessary cut-

ting rake, and thus the clearance angle
only has to be ground on the cutter.

Referring to the lower view, Fig. 11.

the blade and holder shown are used for
the same purpose as the above. This
holder is side opening, and the blade is

^ Y'
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held at the proper cutting anple. The
blade is also doveUiiled into the holder,
and is clamped by the screw G. A hold-
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er which carries square milled cutters,

and is clamped by the tool post screw,

and may be made to carry the cutter at

the proper cuttinK angle, is illustrated

by FifT. 12. This holder is made in two
parts, the two parts being held together

by dovetailed slots, as shown at A and
B. When the cutter is in position in this
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FIG. 12.

holder, the two halves will not come
apart, and consequently the cutter is re-

moved from the back of the holder when
being reground. By tightening the screw

C in the tool post, the cutter is gripped

by the upper portion of the holder in the

same manner as in clamping any tool

holder. In the lower view of Fig. 12, a

holder used for light turning operations

is illustrated. In this holder the cutter

D used is round and is clamped by a

headless set screw E.

In Fig. 13 a number of types of cut-

ting-ofF tools are shown. Cutting-off

tools quite often have a tendency to dig

into the work, and consequently the tool

which holds the blade must be rigid

enough to overcome this tendency. This

digging-in is quite apt to happen when
the work is almost cut off. Cutting-off

blades are usually made of a narrow and
deep section, the reason for this being

that it is desirable to make the width of

the cut-off portion as little as possible in

order to economize in stock and, in do-

ing this, the blade must, of course, be

made deep enough to withstand the
strain of cut.

The first illustration in Fig. 13 shows
a built-up holder, this being made in two
parts. The holder A itself is machined
out to receive the blade B, while the

plate C is screwed to the side of the

holder to keep the blade in the slot. The
blade in this holder is clamped in posi-

tion by a set screw D, the latter being
placed in the main portion of the holder,

stock having been left in the holder for

this purpose. The second illustration.

Fig. 13, shows a holder for cutting-off

which can be classed as a spring binding
cut-off tool holder; the blade in this hold-
er is clamped by the tool post screw,
this being accomplished by having the
holder slotted at E and F, thus making a

holder which will spring together when
the screw is brought down on top of it,

thereby clamping the cutter. The filister

head screws shown in this holder merely
keep the holder in shape, so the blade is

a sliding fit in the slot.

Referring to the third illustration in

Fig. 13, the blade in this case is clamped
by the strap G in the usual manner, a

slot having been machined in the holder
to receive the blade section shown in the
end view. As this strap is tightened, it

forces the cutter down into the bevelled

set H under the cutter, and the upper
bevelletl side of the clamp .J holds the up-
per portion of the blade securely against
the side of the holder. In the lower illus-

tration. Fig. 13, a holder is shown which
clamps the blade at the side, the blade
K in this holder fits the slot machined
in the side of the holder, and is clamped
in place by means of a screw L which
is made to tighten the strap M by means
of a bar N and the draw bolts P.

Some other types of holders which are
of quite interesting construction are
illustrated by Fig. 14. The upper views
show a cutting-off blade A, which is

clamped by a draw bolt B and a wedge-
shaped piece C. In using this holder, the
blade which fits the slot is put in place;
following this the wedge C is placed in

position, when, by tightening the nut D,
the bolt forces the wedge against the
side of the cutter, and also forces it

downward, thus securely clamping the
cutter in place from the side. The cut
in the middle of Fig. 14 shows one view
of a cutting-off tool supported by a bar
which i-ests on top of the work being cut
off. In this holder, the blade E is clamp-
ed by the set screw F at the side, the
holder itself G being cut out to receive

the blade. At the opposite side of the
holder from which the tool is placed, .t

slot is cut to receive the right angle
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part H. Before starting to cut off, the
surface X on the bar is brought into con-
tact with the work by sliding this part

up or down in the slot. When the bar is

set in the correct position, it is clamped
by the two screws .J and K. The cutting-

off tool is now operated in the usual

manner, and the bar supports the part
being cut in much the same way as

would a back rest in turning.

The lower view in Fig. 14 shows a
plan view of a holder, which may be

Cut IING-OFF TffOL WITH SID£ ClAMPIIJC

SCREW AND PLATE

CuTTIHC -VFf roOi. WITH BAH
THAT ACTS Ai. STEADY REST

3C

rCCi, ARPANGtP FOR GHffSVI^G

used for either cutting-off or grooving.

The particular holder shown carries

three cutters. These are narrow at the

top and of deep section, the same as

other cutting-off tools, and are clamped
in position by means of the two screws
L and M at the sides. The blades N are

placed in the holder with spacers be-

tween them which hold the cutters the

correct distance apart. The cutters and
spacers are then, of course, clamped by
the screws. When by placing the tool

in the tool-post holder and operating in

the usual manner, it can be used for cut-

ting grooves or, by placing one cutter

slightly in advance of the other, the

holder will cut off two or more rings it

the same time. The particular holder

shown is of a type used for grooving pis-

tons and contains three cutters, two for

cutting the ring grooves and one for cut-

ting a small oil groove between the ring

grooves. The holder just described is a

very economical contrivance, and will be

found useful for various purposes, as it

can be made to hold one or moi'e cutters

up to its capacity, and can, of course, be

made considerably wider than shown to

accommodate moi'e cutters; the extreme
width permissible being dependent upon
the rigidity necessary, or the class oEJ

work being done. *

Other important styles of cutter hold-

ers are used for threading purposes; the

advantage of these tools being accen-

tuated by the convenience which is ex-

perienced when grinding blades of suit-

able section as compared with ordinary

forged tools. A few types of these hold-

ers, together with lathe boring and

knurling holders will be illustrated in

the concluding section of this article in

our May 3 issue.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a ivheel." This series of articles has for its
object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as
"spokes in the ivheels" of our m,etal-working establishments.

R. M. McCLEERY

THE county of Kildare, Ireland,
forms part of the Province of
Leinster, which is located in the

East Midlands of the wonderful and
historic Emerald Isle. History tells us
that this name was derived from the
constant and luxuriant vegetation,
caused by the more or less continual
rains that characterize the land of the
Shamrock. Being: wiihin the range of
the Gulf Stream influence the climate is

comparatively mild the year round, the
temperature in the month of January
.seldom falling below 40 degrees. In the
town of Athy, not far from the greatest
bog in the British Isles (the bog of
Allen), the subject of our .sketch was
bom, on July 21, 1883.

Robert Maxwell McCleery. chief
draughtsman and designer with the John
McDougall Caledonian Iron Works,
Montreal, received his boyhood training
at the Athy Model School and after-
wards at the Athy Private School. At
the age of fifteen and a half years. Bob
decided to form one of the cogs in the
wheels of engineA-ing progress; his sel-
ection bein" the -marine branch of the
industry. His apprenticeship was divid-
ed between the shipbuilding firm of Har-
land & Wolfl-, Belfast, and the Central
Engine Works; .serving 3 '4 years with
the former to mirine engineering, and
1

J'i
years with the latter to general en-

gineering and ship repair work.

Realizing the necessity of improving
his mental capacity, in the technical es-
sentials pertaining to practical advance-
ment, he found it advisable and also
profitable to utilize his spare time in

attending the evening classes of the
Belfa.st Technical In.stitute. In order to
broaden the scope of his efforts and at
the same time acquire the wider range
of experience, that can only be derived
by travel, our "spoke", at the age of
22, came to Canada and .settled in Mon-
treal. Hi.s first position in the land of
his adoption, was with the C.P.R., whore
he acquired a fair knowledge of locomo-
tive construction and repair work, .\fter

about a year with this firm, he served
about six months with the the Canadian
Linotype Co. of Montreal. In 1906 our
"Spoke" became identified with the John
McDougall, Caledonian Iron Works; his
primary position being that of general
draughtsman. Promotion followed his

close attention to details, and he has
advanced from his initial position to
that of Works Inspector, and thence to

HOHERT MAXWELL McCLEERY.

his present position o' Estimator and
Chief Draughtsman.

Mr. McCleery is a member of Crescent
St. Presbyterian Church, Montreal, his
other afiiliations being membership in

the St. Andrews lodge of the A. F. and
.\. M., and also of the Montreal Chapter
of the Royal Arch Masons. As a dis-

traction from mechanical worries, Bob
spends many of his recreation hours in

his favorite hobby of photography, he
being what you might term a profes-
sional amateur in this interesting and
instructive art. At present our "Spoke"

is not married, but the early future may
see a change in this connection.

Few engineering firms in Canada have
been pei-mitted to disclaim a part in the
development of the munitions industry,
and to a great extent, most mechanical
men of the country have become more
or less familiar with the actual produc-
tion of one or more tj^pes of shell
through personal supervision or in the
layout of plants or their equipment. Be-
ing one of the first to place their plant
at the disposal of the Shell Committee,
there fell to the executive of the John
McDougall Co., the duty of designing
special equipment for the manufacture
of 4.5 inch high explosive shell, and it

is to the ingenuity and resources of our
"Spoke" that much of the resultant suc-
cess was eventually attained. Bob was
probably one of the first, if not the first,

to advocate and adopt the use of the
ca.st iron chilled die for closing the no.se

of the shells. When first suggested, this

method was ridiculed by many, but our
"Spoke" persisted in designing his ideal

die, and calculations proved that his

surmises were not only satisfactory, but
even surpassed his own expectations,
the first die used suceeding in nosing
nearly 8000 shells before having to be
replaced. The cast iron chilled die is

now quite extensively used by many
shell makers.

Previous to the munitions activity,

Mac. was actively and constantly en-
gaged in designing and installing pump-
ing equipment, gas engines and other
special engineering work. Since the

opening of the war he has personally
supervised the construction of patterns

and details, together with the manufac-
ture and erection of certain large special

wire machines u.sed in the paper making
industry. The original of these ma-
chines was of German make, but the

war prevented the entrance of additional

machines, with the result that the John
McDougall Co. secured the right to build

them, and those already completed are

all in successful operation. During the

past year our "Spoke" has assisted in

the design of two triple expansion en-

gines for a large Montreal shipbuilding

firm. The estimating, construction of

the patterns, and the casting of the

parts were personally directed by him,
and it might be here mentioned that the

low pressure cylinders of these engines

were the largest of their kind ever made
in Canada.

"From general observation, regarding
the study followed by young mechanics"
says Bob "I have noticed that the numer-
ous trade papers (particularly those

treating of technical subjects), which
come to this office are read with great

interest, and in fact I find that in many
of them, the different advertisements are

intensely interesting and are a great

help to me in my own work, enabling

my keeping in touch with the various

machines, etc., which are continually be-

ing placed on the market, more particu-

larly since the .shell industry has de-

veloped to such immense proportions."
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Worm GearDesign Features and Worm Gear Mounting Detail
By F. W. Lanchester

Progress that may almost be classed as extraordinurij In ivonn gear design and arrange-
ment is largely due to the research expended and inventive genius displayed by interests

responsible for the now front rank prominence of automobile engineering.

EFFICIENCY FACTORS

Ir
has been shown that, in worm gears

oT different types, the efliciency de-

pends upon two factors, the pitch an.a'le

of the teeth and a constant—the coelliei-

ent of friction. In the work done with

the author's dynamometer it has been

made abundantly evident that the con-

slant, the f-oeflicient of friction, has a

different value in different cases; it is

lial)le to slisrht variation in almost every
different pair of gears tested, but the

\ ariation only becomes marked when the

type of gear as determined by the sys-

tem of cutting- differs, as for example, in

the case of gear of the Lancaster or

Hindley type when compared with gear

of the ordinary parallel types. Now the

reason for these variations has never been

thoroughly investigated, and may have
appeared to be somewhat obscure; the

author has, however, exipressed views on
the subject from tame to time. Briefly

stated, th« author's suggestion has been
that tlie value of the coefficient is affect-

ed by the degree of pro.ximate contact

of the teelth and the conseqiwnt varia-

tion in the thickness of the oil film over

the rcg-ion iby which the tooth load is

borne—flue thielver the oil film the lower
will be the coeffieient of friction. Al-
though this view has been advanced with
a more than plausible show of reason,

tliere has hitherto lieen no actual demon-
stration offered in proof, and it can
scarcely ibe said to have obtained uni-

versal acceptance.

Tooth Curvature at Engagement Sur-
faces

It would be possible in the case of thp
parallel gear to determine as a matter
of pure geometry the extent of the clear-

ances and the radii of curvature of the

surfaces in contact at different ipoint on
file worm and wheel teeth where in en-
ii'agement, and, in fact, in some degi'ee
this has already been done. It is con-
ceivalily ipossible tbat the same method
might be used in the case of the Lan-
chester gear, but it would be exfremeh
tedious and difficult, and at the best
somewhat uncertain. From the photo-
izraphs so' obtained it has been found
possible to prepare drawings showing
the curvature at the engagement sur-
faces along the path of motioni—^that is

to say, m-ore or less nearly normal to the
plane of the photographic section.

The initial problem of cutting and pre-
paring tbe worm gear sections has pre-
sented centain difficulties of a minor
ch,aracter. In the first place, means hati

to be taken to ensure that the gears
were fixed in their relatively- correct
running positions, not. onlv before the
dissecting of the gear, but as concern-

"Part n, of a paper read before the Institution
Automobile Engineers. December, 1916.

ing the resiultiuig- portions or slices; the
worm and wheel had to be so^ secured
that they would be in no risk of losing
their relative positions during subse-
quent handling. For this ipurpose the
gears were mounted in a jig at the cor-

rect centres, and in proper engagement,
and tlie whole of the gear teeth in the

region of engagement were thoroughly
grouted with solder. The next process
was to out away the portion of the gears
in ena'ageraent. and thcTi to slice these

FIG. Ga.

up in a milling machine into sections of

uniform thickness. In order to avoid
unnecessary sectioning, both faces of

each slice were ,ph:otogra.phed as repre-

senting sections, and the thickness of
the sUce (% in.) was made the same as

the thickness of the saw used in the cut-

ting operation. In order that the photo-
graplis should read correctly, that is to

say, so that they should be readily in-

felliaible, the alternate numlbers were
reversed piiotog-raphically, so that in-

stead of the views being from alternately

in front and behind the gear wheel, as is

actually the case in examining the sec-

tions themselves, the photographs repre-

sent a series of vsections one behind the

other, all viewed in one direction.

There was some little difficulty experi-

enced in obtaining a satisfactory process

of etching in order to display the differ-

ence l)6tween the worm and wheel and
the solder matrix. An attempt was made
to use zinc in place of solder, and then
to act on the polished surface with sul-

phuretted hydrog'en or sulphide of am-
monia. It was hoped hy this means to

bring out the zinc as a white ground on

which the darker copoer and iron sul-

phide would appear black in contrast.

It was. however, found too troublesome,

FIG. 6b.

if not im))ossible, to get the zinc to run
properly and unifornily between the two
surfaces. Several other methods of etch-

ing and polishing were tried.

Ultimately the method used was to

etch the surfaces with stanno'us chloride,

SnCl/, under this treatment the worm
and wheel appeared white on a dark
background. The point of view of the

photographs, however, does not give as

clear an impression of the form or of

the contig'uity of the contact surfaces as

might be wished; in order more fully to

realize the type of the contact as defined

by the difference in the radius of curva-

ture of the two surfaces in their direc-

tion of relative motion, a development is

required, in the ease of the Lanchester
the surface being one of double curva-

ture. Any such development is of ne-

cessity a matter of convention—a con-

vention involving some degree of distor-

tion.

Determining the Tooth Sections

In Ithe ipresent ease tlie oonstruetion
adopted has been to take a number of

conicentrie sections, three in all, one on
the centre of the tooth heigiit or pitch

line, one at one-quarter, and one at

three-quaiiters of the tooth height re-

sipectively ; the reconstruction has been
made in Fig. 7a, representing the Lan-
chester gear, and Fig. 7b, reiireseiiting

the parallel type. Since it is not the ab-

solute curvature oif the surfaces which
is important, but rather the difference of

curvature, and iii order to avoid com-
plicated draughtsmanship, the worm
tooth facas have, as a matter of con-

struction, been represented by straiglit

lines, and the whole of the curvature has

been assigned to the worm wheel tooth.

Thus the tooth sections shown in Figs.

7a and THi represent correctly the inter-

space between the teeth in engagement
at various points, and so define the de-

gree of proximate contact between the

teeth, but the curvature of the worm and
wheel tooth faees reapectively must not

be taken as individually represented.

Referring to Figs. 6a and 6b, which

are the middle sections respectively of

the Lanchester and the D.B.S. gear, it

will be noted that whereas the surfaces

represented iby their development in

Figs. 7a and 7b are surfaces of double

curvature in the Lanchester gear, they

are ordinary cylindrical surfaces in the

case of the parallel worm ; clearly, it is

necessary to adapt the geometry to the

variation of type. Thus, whereas in the

Lanchester. as before stated, the de-

velopment. Fig. 7a, must be regarded as

to some extent a convention, in the case

of the D.B.S. wonm it is a true develop-

ment of a right cylinder, and the as-

sumption of the uniform and parallel

worm teeth is strictly accurate. In Figs.

6a and Qb, the three surfaces of section

at Vs, !•> and ^4 of the tooth height are

numbered respectively I, 2 and .'"! in both

cases, and corresponding figures of re-

ference are given in Figs. 7a and 71).

In order that it may he quite clear

that the difference—the very striking

difference—between the character of the

clearances in the Lanchester gear 7a and
the D.B.iS. 7b are in nowise due to the
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surfaces of section, Fig'. 7c has been pre-
pared on the same basis as that of F^.
7a. It is not only clear here that no
exaggeration of clearances has resulted
from the method of representation, hut
it is also clear that the surface of sec-

tion must necessarily be chosen in har-

mony with the geometrical basis of de-
sign—thus, in Fig. 7c, the conventional
worm teeth appear in places where thej'

actually do not exist.

Now refen-iiig- to Figs. 7a, h. c, it may
be observed that we are not much nearer
being alble to define how much of

• the wonn tooth actually takes the pres-
.sure reaction, but reading these figures

in conjunction with the photographs al-

ready referred to, we are in a position
to state that for a given size of gear
(centres), the effective area called upon
to support the load will be greater in

nne case than in another. With so mark-
ed a difference in the curvature of the

surfaces between the two types, if there
were not some con'esponding differen'Ce

in the test result it would certainly be
extraordinary. Yet H. KeiT-Thomas, in

t criticizing my previous paper, said, re-

fei-ring to the efficiencies of the two
types of gear, "moreoiver, if the subject
be treated from a purely theoretical

standpoint the two [efficiencies] are
equal, and the actual experienice of a
large number of users who efflOiploy a

course adopted. Thus, taking the or-
iginal face preceding the first section as
O, the total width being 1% in., the
middle section falls to 6, and what would
have been the eleventh section is miss-
ing, the tenninal face being so num-
bered.

In the actual cutting of the sections,

the thickness of the slices and widtlis of
spaces of the different sections was not
fo'und to be accurate!}' the same. This
was in part due to the fact that the 1-3-

in. saw used was slightly greedy, and
cut the gaps wider and the sections
thinner than intended, and in part due
to tlie slices having been further thinned
by the process of polishing and etching;
in the case of the first set to be dealt

with (the Lanchester gear), in which two
or three exi^erimental polishinigs and
etchings were fci-ied before the results
were satisfactory, this is especially true.

In transferring the data to paper in the
preparation of Figs. 7a, ib, c due allow-
ance has been made for these variations.

Rubbing Surfaces Conditions

The conditions under whiehi the rub-
bing surfaces of worm and wheel per-
form their duties are not sufficiejitly de-
fined to allow an a priori estimate of fhe
bearing capacity of the surfaces as
based on their radius of curvature, or
rather their difference of curvature. The

In the D.B.S. gear, on the other hand.
the curvature difference, both in Fig. 7'j

and in the photograph, is very consider-
able, but the variations are very con-
siderable from place to place.

Worm Gear Mounting

It has frequently been urged, to some
extent truly, that the Hindley or
Lanchester worm gear requires greas-
er precautions in mounting than is the
case with a gear of the parallel t>-pe.

The point is that whereas in the Lan-
chester type the worm thrust has to be
accurately located, in the parallel type.
So long as the worm axis is correct as
to position, the longitudinal location of
the worm is of no importance. The mat-
ter may be carried a step further; worm
gear of the parallel type in turn may be
said require more careful mounting than
common screw gear, in which both worm
and wheel are of the ordinary screw-
cut spiral form. Thus the argument
that the Hindley or Lanchester gear is

at a disadvantage, on account of the

extra precautions required, as compared
with parallel worm gear, may be quite

as reasonably urged against worm gear
of every kind in favour of ordinary
screw gearing such as commonly used
to drive the side shaft of a gas engine.

Such arguments are clearly without

Fro. 7a.

parallel type of worm shows that by
this system satisfactory results are daily
obtainable. " I take no exception to the
latter part of this statement—tliere arft

(lesiTees of satisfaction—bait tlic sugges-
tion that there is any theoretical sane-
lion for asserting that two so utterly

dissimilar tj-pes of gear must liave equal
etliciency is not one to which any reply
(illwr than a direct negation is needed.
Of the experimental I'act tliat the Lan-

chester type of gear will carry more
load, centres for centres, than anj
parallel type hitherto tested, I think
there is no doubt whatever. In the re-

sults now published theire is an ad«|iiate
explanation of and reason for this ex-

perimental fact.

In plannino- the cutting uip of th-'

worm block into sections, consideration
was giwn to the fact that it is desirable

to have one of the sections in the plane
iif the worm axis (as in Figs, (ia aJid

f»b) ; the plan adopted is shown diagi-am-
matically in the ri'jrht-liand section (3)
of Fie. 7c. The alternative presented
itself of eitiier milling away the last sec-

tion and bavins' no terminal record of
the tooth, or of leaving the la.<t section
doiilile thickness— tlu' hitter was the

FIG. 7b.

curvature, however, must nevertheless
remain some criterion, and, as an ap-
proximation to the truth, it would be
reasonable to assig-n the bearing or load
capacity on the basis that a certain
proximity of contact is effective in the
transmission of pressure as due to the
oil film. Tlie area of the two surfaces
capable <if transmitting pressure nuiy be
taken as an area over which the tooth
surfaces come within some definite small
distance one from the other. As a work-
ing basis we might take one of the sur-

faces as a plane, and the area in ques-
tion will then be proportional, for
spherical contact, to the radius of cur-

vature. Where the contact is ellipsoidal

and we know the radius of curvature in

the major and of the minor axes, the
area of proximate contact may be taken
as )>roportiiinal to the product of the

square roots of the two.

The application of this method of as-

sessment is not so easy. For example,
in the Lanchester gear in Fia'. 7a, and
also in the actual pliofouraphs, there are
surfaces which are optically ini contact,
and it would take more refined met hods
than tliose so far employed Icj enable
the curvature difference to be assessed.

FIG. 7c.

weight if any adequate advantage can
be shown to exist.

Location of Worm Thrust

In practice, the whole point of differ-

once hinges on the correct location of
the worm thrusts, since in every other
respect any want or loss of alignment
affects both types of gear equally. It

may be doubted, as a matter of experi-

ence, whether the Hindley type of worm
gear is actually at as great a disad-
vantage as its detractors would repre-
sent—the Lanchester gear, at last, has
shown itself ca])able of working surpris-

ingly well under the severe conditions

which supervene when a worm thi-ust

bearing fails. Admitting, however, that

the durability of the gear, does definitely

depend upon the permanence of align-

ment as determined by the thrust he.ir-

ing, fhe problem resolves itself into tlie

comparatively sim|i]e question of how.
under nianufncturing conditions, the

initial accuracy of alignment can be

secured; beyond lliis, the durability of

the alignment resolves itself into a ques-

tion of fixing the proportion and tyi^e of

thrust bearing best e;nployed, and of

the general soundness of the mount inu
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as a piece of practical engineering.

Early Type of Mounting
The- earliest type of mounting em-

ployed in the application of worm gear
to the original Lanchester car is shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. Here it will be
noted that the ball bearings are not of
the modem type, the design dating back
to a time when such bearings were not
a standardised or a marketed commod-
ity: two double bearinsjs of the bicycle
cup and eone type are arranged at op-
posite ends of the worm, the whole com-
bination being symmetrical. The cups
were made adjustable by housing them
within an internally screwed sleeve

ture) as between the two thrust bear-

ings, and it is fair to regard the casing,

as indeed the whole of the parts, as

FIG. S.

piece, and the adjustment was fixed by
a key or cotter engaging with one of
24 notches cut in the periphery of each
cup, Fig. 8a. The pitch of the thread
was twelve per inch, so that the design
gave a capacity of adjustment to within
approximately 31/2 one-thousandths of
an inch, which was found to give sarin-

factory results in practice. Here we
stumble against one of the misconeet^-
tions which are current with regard to

the Hindley type of gear: it has often
been represented that the accuracy of
alignment of the worm requires to be
true to within a thousandth of an inch
of geometrical accuracy; from the suc-
cess of the arrangement described, it is

clear that no such degree of accuracy is

essential.

It will be noted in the bearing in ques-
tion that (as in the case of the old
bicycle ball bearing) there is no separate
function of cylinder bearing and thrust.

and without doubt frnni a modern stand-

FIG. 8a.

point the type of bearing shown in Figs.

8 and 8a would be considered lacking

in durability. No trouble was experi-

enced from expansion (due to tempera-

FIG. 9.

sufficiently elastic to take up any small

temperature difference. It is possible

that at times one thrust bearing is call-

ed upon to sustain more thrust and at

other times less than its fellow, but there

has been no actual evidence of this tak-

ing place.

The worm wheel bearings shown in

Fig. 9 are roller bearings of the cheese-

roller type without cage of any kind.

These are in fact the bearings on which

the balance gear-box is mounted, and
the worm wheel itself forms the central

section of the balance gear-box. The
thrusts were of a specially designed

type, and consisted of balls in a flat cage

between two perfectly flat ground

and hardened thrust washers, the balls

being arranged in a spiral manner Fi,;.

10. The object of this arrangement, i.e.,

the spiral distribution of the balls, is

that each ball may liear on a differ-

ent part of the flattened sur-

face, so distributing the wear; a

further advantage is, that if the balls

vary amongst themselves as to diameter,

as is commonly the case, each ball will

form its own race and will soon be tak-

ing its due proportion of the load—the

markings on the thrust races frequently

gave evidence of this action. The de-

gree of inaccuracy amongst balls of

nominally the same diameter is com-

monly less than one ten-thousandth of

an inch. This form of bearing was in

every way successful and satisfactory;

thai it has since been dropped is due to

the fact that excellent thrust bearings

have now been placed on the market by

specialised manufacturers.

Modern Worm Mounting

In the modern worm mounting the

type of bearina' .given in Fig. 8 has been

long since abandoned, and to-day it is

the invariable practice to separate the

functions of radial load and thrust and

provide for each by a bearing specially

designed for the purpose. Thus, in

Figs. 11, 11a, 12, and 15, a roller bear-

ing is employed independent of the

thrust, and in Fig. 16 and those which
follow it will be seen that the radial

l)cariiig commonly used is the symmetri-
cal type of ball bearing as now to be

obtained from several firms, such as the

Hogman, Skefko, Duplex, etc., and that

thrust is independently carried. In

some cases the radial bearing takes the

form of a roller bearing, as in the worm
wheel bearings already given in Fig. 9.

It is worthy of note that in the

modern mountings, the thrust bearing,

a double thrust, is almost invariably

fitted at one end. Objection has been
taken to this arrangement on the ground
that any inequality of expansion be-

tween the worm shaft and the casing

will throw the worm out of centre; in

other words, the objection is based on

the fact that the arrangement is unsym-

FIG. lla.

metrical. There are two answers to this.

Firstly, the temperature difference is a

mere "bagatelle;" thus the whole range
of temperatures between the hottest

and coolest parts of the gear-box is in-

cluded between an atmospheric tempera-
ture, say 20 deg. C, and an upper ex-

treme of about 100 deg. C; speaking
generally, the difference between one
jiart and another does not exceed 40 deg.
('. or 50 deg. C. At worst, calculation

gives the relative displacement of worm
centre line and the wheel centre line due
to the cause stated as not exceeding two
or three thousandths of an inch. In

practice it is doubtful whether it is ever

as great as this: in any case it has not

been found to be detrimental. Second-

ly, if, as is the only alternative, the

thrust and counterthrust be arranged

at opposite ends of the worm shaft,

there will be a much bigger expansion

difference to take up between thrust?

and counterthrust, probably twice as

much as now between wo'm pnd thrust

bearing. This ex])ansion might have

detrimental effect on the thrust_ bear

ings and ultimately lead to their dis

integration. The failure of a thrus'

bearinc must be regarded as perhapi

FIG. 12.

the worst "accident" which can hap-

pen to a worm gear.

There follow in detail a few of the

later and more successful types of,

worm mounting, and some of those
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which are historically the more import-

ant. The first series which will be taken
will be in continuation of Figs. 8, 11,

and 11a, showing the historical develop-

ment of worm mountinar in the practice

of the Lanchester Company. It will be
noted on comparison of the figures given

that there are certain features of the

Lanchester mounting which have sur-

vived from the earliest designs, notably

the splined shaft on which the worm
a.ssemblage is mounted, also the method
of building in the worm wheel as part

of the balance gear-box, and in provid-

ing for the housing in the worm wheel

casting itself of the cross pin or pins

on which the balance gear bevels are

mounted.
In this arrangement, which is com-

mon to the whole of the series, it will

be seen that the drive from the bevel

wheel is taken directly on to the bal-

ance pinions, and the covers of the bal-

ance gear-box are not used to convey

torque but only the thrust and other

forces by which the wheel is held in

alignment. It will be noted that the

been applied at the tail end of the worm
shaft. This design, again, was before

the period in which ball or roller bear-

ings could be purchased from specialised

makers, and the bearings were made in

FIG. 13.

thrust bearings serving the balance gear-
box take not only the worm thrusts, but
also the axle thrusts. There is a bronze
pad fitted between the axle ends by
which the thrust is conveyed from one
axle to the other and thence to the
thrust bearing. Another incidental
feature which may be noted is the fact
that there are four balance pinions in
tiie differential gear-box, each pair
mounted on a transverse pin : the figures
show clearly the means taken in the de-
sign of these cross pins to permit them
to clear each other and to clear the axle
ends and thrust pad. .So far as the
worm gear mounting is concerned, these
arc mere incidents, but the method by
which the drive is conveyed from the
worm wheel to the balance pinions is a
matter which is essentially of interest.

Coming back now to the more directly
important points, we may. with refer-
ence to Fig. 11. call attention to the
tirst advance in worm mounting after
llu' type shown in Fig. S. In this we
see that roller bearings brought well up
to the neck of the worm have been sub-
stituted for the bicycle type of bearing
in the previous figure, and a double ball
•thrust between flat parallel races has

every detail at the Lanchester Co.
Works. It will be seen that the thrust
bearing in this design is very compact,
but from the modern point of view and
with present-day loads and speeds it

would not be considered adequate. Owing
to the incline of the worm shaft and
the importance of ground clearance, the
tail position is at a disadvantage com-
pared with the driving end of the worm
shaft in the matter of permissible diam-
eter, hence, when we pass to a later

design. Fig. 11a, in which the bearings
(both cylinder and thrust) are far more
robust, the thrust is fitted at the neck
or forward end.

In Fig. 12 fearly 20 h.p.) we find that
the ball thrust bearing has again been
arranged at the forward end of the
worm, and in this design an innovation
was tried experimentally to do away
with the ball counterthrust and employ
a series of thrust washers, the efficiency

clearly being a matter of no importance
when the brake is being employed. A
notable feature in this design is the
very large diameter of the thrust balls.

Fig. 13 gives the corresponding section
through the worm wheel axis. Here we
see the spiral type of thrust bearing
with flat races still holding its own.

Cheese Type Roller Bearing

A feature which is worthy of men-
tion in many of these early mountings
is the employment of the "cheese"
type of roller bearing, that is to say, a

type in which the length and diameters
of the rollers are about equal. This is

a type of bearing which the author de-

veloped in the experimental period of
car building, and which was used in the

sfold medal phaeton built in lSf)7-S. The
employment of this type of bearing was
extended considerablv in the 10-12 de-

FIG. ir,

been taken up and introduced by the

Hoffmann Co. and others. There is a

difference in practice, inasmuch as the

bearings marketed at the present day
appear to be all fitted with cages, where-
as in the author's experience a cage is

absolutely unnecessary in bearings of

the "cheese" roller type. In any case

the guiding of the rollers is done from
the ends, and this is really the definite

distinction between the ordinary roller

bearing and that of the "cheese" type,

in the former the roller being guided

from its cylindrical surfaces, the cage

being a necessity. Generally speaking,

it has been the author's practice so to

design the bearing that the rollers, once

in position, could not fall out; thus in

the axle bearings shown in Fig. 9 the

the diameters of rollers and races were

such that the axle or central race

could be removed and the rollers

could not be displaced. The clear-

ance was so small that the rollers

would lock before they could come free,

as illustrated diasTammatically in Fiff.

14.

A still later type of mounting is given

in Fig. 15. On the worm bearings we

sign in 1!>00, where it was used through-
out the rear axle and parts of the coun-
tershaft. It is only within the last few
years fliat bearings of this pattern have

FIG. 16.

again see the cheese roller bearing of

the cageless type employed, and a double

thrust bearing on the tail end of the

shaft. The whole outline of the worm
housing, however, has been made very

clean and smooth externally. The cor-

responding axle mounting is given in

Fig. IC. Here it may be seen that on

the axle bearing the ball has to some

extent replaced the roller.

It may almost appear, in looking at

tliese changes, that in some cases, in

which the change goes from one ar-

rangement to another, and then back

again at a later date, there is certain

evidence of infirmity of purpose. As

a matter of fact changes are frequently

due to conditions wliich are temporary,

and often two designs are so nearly

equal in merit that whether one or the

other be adopted is purely a matter of

o<tnvenience. A great deal must de-

pend upon whether th«! designer has a

completely free hand or wliether he is

required to make use of standard com-

ponents. It will be noted that amongst

the various changes the practice of the

Lanchester Co. has always been to place

the worm shaft below the axle.
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BOSS LOCK NUT SAFETY FACTOR
SAFETY is one of the outstanding

features of present day engineering

practice. The movement of "pro-

tection against accident" has become so

general that it is a rare plant indeed that

minimizes the importance of this essen-

tial factor. The application of the

"safety first" principle has met with

SQUARE AND HEXAGON LOCK-NUTS

such universal approval that manufac-
turers of every description are rapidly

recognizing the many advantages that

result from its more extended operation.

Accidents to operators and destruction

to machinery can be traced to many
sources, but it is safe to say that a fair

percentage may be caused, directly or

indirectly, by the loss of a nut from some
part of the plant equipment. Owing to

the vast and varied uses to which bolts

are put in the construction of every con-

ceivable piece of mechanism, and the im-

portant part they play in the successful

opei-ation of machinery, it is essential

that sufficient means be provided to pre-

vent the displacement of a bolt from its

fixed position. This feature of engineer-
ing practice is more pronounced where
bolts and nuts are used to connect parts

of machinery, or other construction, sub-

jected to continual shock or vibration.

Under these conditions, it is very neces-
sary that ample consideration be given to

the prevention of accidents, often caused

It has been often said that "Prevention
is better than cure," and this term is

equally applicable to engineering as to

"other forms of evil." To prevent a nuc
being displaced is, therefore, much bet-

ter than to repair the damage after the

accident has occurred. Many forms of

jam or lock nuts have been designed and
adapted to retain bolts in their initial

position. The simplicity of the nut here
illustrated is one of the chief features of
!< efficiency. The construction of this

nek nut is designed with the threads
tapped out to standard size, so that the
nut can be placed on the bolt and spun
up to the primary nut by means of the
fingers, without the use of a wrench. It

makes no difference which side is in con-
tact with the adjacent nut, as either side

may be used with the same effectiveness.

These nuts, which are cut from a bar,

have two parallel sides, the faces being
concaved at right angles to the edges,
forming a regular arch. When the nut
has been spun down to the face of the
primary nut, the two parallel edges of
the lock nut come in contact with the
face of the other, and by means of a
wrench the lock nut is turned through an
angle of from 90 to 180 degi-ees. The
pressure thus exerted bends the lock nut,

causing the threads therein to be dis-

torted, consequently gripping the threads
of the bolt very firmly, so that it is im-
possible for the nut to become loose.

Even should the bolt elongate under
the strain and the primary nut become
loose, the lock nut will remain in its or-

iginal position, so that any slackness
cannot exceed the elongation of the bolt,

which is seldom, if ever, sufficient for the
bolt to become loose. When the arch has
been drawn downwards so that the
threads register deeply and firmly into

BOLT WITH LOCK-
NUT IN POSITION.

VIEW SHOWING APPLICATION OF LOCK-NUT TO LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS.

lock nut. If it is necessary to remove a

bolt upon which these lock nuts have
been used, the lock nut can only be re-

moved by means of a wrench, and this

acting throughout the entire length of

the threaded portion. These nuts are

being placed on the Canadian market by
the Boss Lock Nut Co. of Canada, 26.'>

St. James Street, Montreal.

HEAVY DUTY PRECISION DRILL-
ING MACHINE

THE machines shown in accompany-
ing illustrations have been designed with
a view to obtaining the highest efliciency

by a nut being dislodged, with possible
disarrangement of the machine parts, fol-

lowed by accidents to the equipment or
the operators.

the valleys of the threads of the bolt, the
lock is so positive that no movement will

take place between the three members

—

the bolt, the primary nut and the Boss

HEAVY DUTY PRECISION DRILLING
MACHINE.

in performance, including every require-

ment from heavy-duty capacity to pre-

cision work of the greatest accuracy. Re-

ference to the illustrations will show that
thef machines are almost similar as re-

gards the column and mechanism, but
different designs of base and table are

provided for the particular class of work
in view. Simplicity in construction and
operation have been kept constantly in

mind, resulting in very complete freedom
from complicated levers and handles.

The machine shown in Fig. 1 has a

heavy column of box construction bolted

to a base of generous dimensions, the part
of the base under the column being ar-
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ranged to form a reservoir for the cutting

compound which passes through a sieve

into the reservoir. The worlv table is

mounted on planed ways on the front of

the column, these ways being carried up

HE.WY DUTY PRECISION DRILLING
MACHINE.

high enough to allow of mounting special

boring heads for multiple spindle drill-

ing work. The table itself is plain box

Constant speed drive, either belt or

motor, is a featui'e of the design, the

variation of spindle speeds being obtained

by a speed box contained in the interior

of the column. The speed box contains

nine hardened change gears and four

semi-steel wide-faced gears operated by
the controlling clutch. Gear changes are

made by a roll-in gear, and only two idle

gears are in mesh when the machine is in

operation. For single purpose work, the

speed box can be replaced by a single

speed drive or a three-step cone.

The spindle is provided with a sleeve

carrying a large bevel gear which is

driven by the bevel pinion of the speed

box. The bevel gear is secui-ed to the

sleeve by two steel keys, which are so

designed that the torque from the bevel

gear is transmitted direct to the spindle

on its largest diameter without causing

stress on the sleeve. The lower end of the

sleeve has a tapered bearing in the spindle

head : its upper end is straight and is

fitted with a tanered sleeve keyed
in place, this arrangement allowing the

sleeve to expand without tightening the

bearings, while maintaining the spindle

and sleeve in ali,gnment. Both the spindle

and sleeve are of forged crucible steel and
accurately ground to fit each other and
the sleeve bearings.

The bevel drive gears and worm feed

gears are housed in the spindle head and
run in grease, and the spindle sleeve

double friction clutch starts and stops the

provided with safety friction and automa-
tic knock-off.

When constructed as in Fig. 2, the

machine is known as a universal spacing

machine, the arrangement having been

developed to meet the requirements of jig

boring and similar operations, and it is

suitable for regular operations, on work
whei'e it is necessary to bore holes to close

limits without the use of jigs. A specially

designed adapter gauge, not shown, com-

bined with use of set blocks enables holes

to be spaced within .00001 in. A planed

strip extends along the rear of the base

and also of the platen resting thereon,

both of which have three T-slots for se-

curing in place. The auxiliary platen on

top may be used either with the main
platen or base as required and is located

in position from the planed strip at rear,

an adjustable stop secured in the T-slot

providing a base point for sidewise loca-

tion.

Leading dimensions applying to both

machines are: spindle dia. 3% in.; spindle

traverse, 14 in.; 8 spindle speeds from
54 to 414 rev. per min.; 4 power feeds,

.006 in. to .0.32 in.; capacity to drill, 3 in.

These machines are the product of the

Medina Machine Co., Medina, O.

®
SHELL BASE FACINC. MACHINE
THE removal of surplus metal from
shell forgings constitutes an operation

which calls for considerable power, but

MILLING MACHINIC I OK FACING BASES OF tl IN. SHELL FOKGINGS.

section, strongly ribbed, and has channels

around edge to carry off compound. It

is secured to the column by heavy straps;

has liberal bearing and length on column,

and is raised and lowered by telescopic

jack screws.

machine, and a ball thrust bearing carries

the thrust of the large drive bevel.

Semi-steel gears are fitted in the feed

box, with slip key that moves into the par-

ticular pair of gears selected. The feed

box is bronze bushed throughout and is

is of such a nature that the use of tur-

ret lathes and similar types of tools is

not always accompanied by the highest

degree of efficiency or rate of output.

These and kindred considerations

l)romi)ted the development of the con-
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tinuous shell base facing machine illus-

trated herewith, which, while classified

as a single purpose tool, is adaptable to

much other work where a large amount
of stock is to be removed.
The design is featured by the use of a

revolving cylinder or magazine having
four axial holes or pockets in which the

shell forgings are placed. The shell

pockets are fitted with hardened tool

steel inserts for holding the shells, which
are securely clamped at each end by
hardened binder screw working in re-

movable steel nuts. The magazine is

rotated in its bearings by means of a

worm gear which surrounds it, and is

driven by a steel worm running in oil.

The steel cutter head is 19% in. dia.,

and carries three rows of high-speed
tools, and is mounted on a high carbon
steel spindle driven by a 16-in. worm
gear. Each of the spindle bearings is

SV2 in. dia x 10 in. long, ground to size,

and running in phosphor bronze bush-
ings. The worm gear is of bronze and
meshes with a steel worm, which, like

the magazine worm runs in an oil bath.

A three-step cone, with 2-in. belt, op-

erates the magazine feed a"ear, an alter-

native being an all gear drive and gear
box, which gives four changes of feed.

All-feed gears are of steel, with bronze
bushed bearings, and a hand or foot

operated clutch is provided on the feed

shaft for controlling the rotation of the

magazine. The base of the machine
forms an oil tank, a geared pump and
pipe connections being supplied.

This machine is designed to handle fi-

in. shells, and is built by the Rollins En
gine Co., Nashua, N.H., and occupies a
floor space of 5 ft. 9 in. x 4 ft. 7 in.

FRICTION HEADSTOCK LATHE
THE lathe shown in the accompanying
eni-raving is especially adapted for the

friction-driven headstock, the combined
operation of which is accomplished by
a pedal. A spring underneath the sleeve

draws the collet back into the spindle

and closes it on the work.
This sleeve is spanned by a forked

lever, which, when operated by the

pedal, opens the collet and stops the

spindle instantly, so that the work may
be adjusted by the operator whose hands
are both free for handling material or

tools.

The spindle runs in self-oiling bronze

bearings, and has a hardened bushing
fitted in the nose to prevent wear by the

collet. It is also threaded to receive

chuck or face plate.

This machine is a recent product of

the J. G. Blount Co., Everett, Mass., and
can use collets up to % in. The head-

stock is also arranged for mounting on

bench.

OUR PRESENT PROSPERITY DUE
TO STEEL

ROBERT HOBSON, president of the

Steel Company of Canada, stated at the

annual meeting which %vas held in the

Royal Connaught Hotel, Hamilton, on

April 19, that the steel business would

continue to be large while the war lasted,

but on peace being declared there would

be a period of adjustment. The old

board of directors was re-elected and the

annual financial statement, which had

been issued earlier to the shareholders,

was received and adopted, in this state-

ment it was shown that the net profits

for the year after deducting charges for

repairs, maintenance and improvements

and providing for war taxes for the year

191.5 and 1916 were $5,021,.S91.53.

The period of adjustment after the

war, said Mr. Hobson, will mean that fin-

ancial arrangements in Europe will have

to be lined up and the credit nf foreign

LATHE WITH PEDAL-OPERATED FRICTION HEADSTOCK AND
DRAW-IN COLLET.

rapid production of small machine parts,

and, with this end in view, has been
provided with draw-in mechanism and

purchasers, other than the Government,

will have to be carefully considered. He
said that the wisdom of establishing

steel plants in Canada had been fully

proven during the past two and a half

years. Without these plants, Canada
could not have provided the material for

the vast quantities of munitions which

had been turned out since the war start-

ed. Such activities, he said, had been

largely instrumental in putting Canada
in her present favorable financial posi-

tion. Reference was made to the fact

that the company had provided a fund

for nearly one million dollars to meet

after war conditions.

FELLOWSHIPS FOR RESEARCH
WORK

TWENTY studentships and five fellow-

ships in Canadian Universities will be

established by the Honorary Advisory

Council for Scientific and Industrial Re-

search. The studenships are open to

both men and women, and are each of

the value of $600 for the first year and

$750 for the second year. The candi-

dates for studentships must be British

subjects, resident in Canada or gradu-

ates of Canadian Universities, and must

be between the ages of twenty and

thirty-two years. Applications for stu-

dentship must be made to the Advisory

Council.

The research fellowships are of the

value of $1,000 for the first year and of

$1,200 for the second year. Fellowships

will be awarded those who either through

previous tenure of a studentship or

otherwise have shown a high capacity

for research on some problem the ex-

tension of which is of importance to the

national industries of Canada.

Hospital Humor—.At a certain hospi-

tal, which shall be nameless, there is a

doctor so dark in complexion as to be

generally considered a half-caste, but it

is impossible to offend him worse than

by an allusion to the fact.
"

This gentleman, though very clever, is

somewhat unsympathetic.

Recently a number of wounded soldiers

were received into the above-mentioned

institution, and amongst them was a

Birmingham man who had borne a great

amount of suffering very patiently, but

became rather irritable as he began to

recover.

One day the doctor surprised this par-

ticular patient by inouiring if he was

breast-fed or bottle-fed as a child.

The man replied that he thought he

had been breast-fed.

"H'm I thought so." remarked the

doctor, sarcastically. "I have frequent-

ly noticed that people who were breast-

fed as children make ten times more

fuss in illness than those who were

brought up on the bottle."

"Which were you brought up on?"'

inquired the soldier, after a short pause.

"Bottle." replied the doctor, shortly.

"Ah! I thought so," replied the Tom-
my contemptuously regarding the dusky

skin of the other, "and it must have

been a ballv ink-bottle too!"
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MACHINE SHOPS AND TRACTORS

PRESENT conditions in regard to agriculture and its

resultant effects on the world's food supply have

caused more than a passing interest to be taken in

the matter of power cultivation. Numerous concerns,

particularly in the States, are reported to be entering the

tractor industry daily, and production estimates of four

and five figures are spoken of with the same glibness that

was shown when the "caterpillar" principle was brought so

prominently before the public by the success of the tanks.

Much public discussion will not result in any mechani-

cal idea being adopted on a wide scale simply because it

has achieved marked success under peculiar circumstances,

and the fact that caterpillar tractors have been regularly

produced for something like twenty years, without any

signs of recognition by agricultural experts and publicity

mongers, would seem to indicate a lack of appreciation and

consequent inability to pronounce on the merits of such

machines. Caterpillar tractors obviously have special

applications and more or less limited markets and should

not be confused with what might be termed the "iron

horse" which the average farmer requires.

Out of the numerous designs which have appeared in

recent years a type or types will survive, and a sympa-

thetic study of average farm requirements by technical

experts should do much to hasten a finality of design. The

use of kerosene and low-grade fuels is quite as important

as whether there should be three wheels or four wheels,

but if a tractor is to displace horses in the field it should

also displace them in straight road haulage. There are, of

course, some circumstances where a horse may not alto-

gether be dispensed with, but the displacing of the buggy
by the automobile really removes the last toe-hold of the

horse.

Excepting the motor, which can generally be obtained

to advantage from specialized producers, a practicable and

efficient tractor design does not offer any constructional

problems which cannot be successfully handled by many
firms in the Dominion. Intricacy of design and complexity

of construction will not avail in the tractor of to-day as

they did in the early automobile, and the simplification of

tractor design to the point mentioned is well within the

ability of any competent machine designer.

The question of marketing would offer new problems to

certain producers, but a firm which adopted aggressive

demonstration methods with the same energy and resource

as are frequently displayed in marketing machine shop

equipment, would not lack work for years to come, pro-

vided it had the goods.

COAL WILL CONTINUE SCARCE AND DEAR

WITH the advent of spring weather and the near

approach of the good old summer time, there is

already evident a disposition to forget our past

winter troubles and inconveniences, due to lack of coal for

manufacturing and domestic services in both quantity and

quality, the latter probably more aggravated than the

former. Even now, when to all appearances, we are still

well removed from the firing of the last shot in this appar-

ently cruel war, a powerful public opinion—essentially

scientific and moral perhaps, deems the conflict to have

been worth while and altogether necessary to our future

well being. The reason is not far to seek, and need not be

looked for en masse; it being as a matter of fact a more

or less individually determined conclusion arising from

personal experience. We have come to appreciate things

more in keeping with their proper value and in so doing

to extract from them the commensurate return. It is

hard, however, to get away altogether from the idea that

the war in much of its detail has been other than tyran-

nical, and so far as we on this North American continent

are concerned, the coal situation during the past winter

on many occasions by its maintaining a generally threat-

ening aspect and seriously affecting industrial enterprise

and domestic comfort, contributes its quota to such a

condition of mind. From well authenticated sources, our

information is that not only may little price relief be ex-

pected—if any, but much below normal supplies of coal

are also likely to be received. The 1917 season of naviga-

tion on our lakes and rivers is going to be less effective in

accumulating coal supplies than ever before, due not only

to the shortage of "bottoms," but to such other causes as

the shortage of labor at the mines, and the reduction in

railroad rolling stock available for such service. The fore-

going applies to coal receipts from within our own bor-

ders, as well as those from beyond.

Already not a few enterprising concerns are investi-

gating the possibilities and propriety of installing oil fuel

equipments in connection with their present boiler layouts,

whether high or low pressure be their service, and there

is little doubt that before the summer season is well

throu.gh, definite progress in this particular direction will

have been made in many cases. It seems in order to

again impress our readers—executive and operative, with

the remote prospect of lower coal prices during the sum-

mer season than those now prevailing, and to advise that

not only will they be higher during next winter than last,

but the higher levels will be reached much earlier than

usual. Something like $5 per ton for bituminous coal at

pit mouth, in Pennsylvania is now quoted, and anticipa-

tions are that $7 per ton at pit mouth will be the price

ruling befoi-e the summer is over. Such coal in pre-war

days ranged from $1.50 to $2 per ton at pit mouth.

As regards manufacturing enterprise, high fuel cost

will mean high power production cost, making it incumbent

that, while the latter cannot wholly be avoided, steps be

taken to not only conserve it, when generated, to the full-

est extent possible, but ensure that, in its transmission

and application features, avoidable losses, such as friction,

leakage and kindred forms of waste be taken care of.

Installation of the most modern types of power generation

equipment will also be more than ever essential in the

coming time.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh ....$38 0.")

Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 4175

Standard low pbos., Phila-
delphia It; 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 42 !(".

Basic. Valley furnace 40 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro, .No. 3

Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria *'

FINISHED IRON AND STEED.
Per lb. to Large Buyers Ceuls

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 75

Steel bars, base, Toronto .

.

5 00

Steel bars, 'I iu. to 4 in.

base 6 00

Steel bars, 4 In. and larger
base 7 00

iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00

Keintorciug bars, base .... 4 75

Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill ".S 00

Steel bars, Pittsburgh 3 75

Tank plates, Pittsburgh 00
Beams and angles, Pitts-

burgh 4 00

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 00

Small shapes 5 25

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 -.">

Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 5<?

Plates e 00

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.I..

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45..';

Toronto 18.9 L'2 1

Guelph IS.

9

22 1

London 18.9 22.1

Windsor 18.9 22.1

Winnipeg 64.9 85 1

METAI.8.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .$37 00 .$39 00
Electro c-oppcr 37 00 39 00
Casting.?, copper . . 36 00 38 00
Tin 56 50 56 00
Spelter 12 50 13 00
I,ead 12 50 12 25
.Antimony 27 00 .36 00
.Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 14 to '/j ....$7 50 $7.50
Heads 700 7 (id

Tank plates. 3-16 in. 7 00 7 60

WROUGHT PIPE.

In effect April 10. 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black
Buttweld.

M, in $ 4 50

•Si

%
%

1
ly*
1%
>

2(4
3
SIX.

4

in.

in.

in.

4 32
4 32
5 61
7 02

10 37
14 03
16 78
22 .57

36 27
47 43
58 88
69 7G

Lapweld

25 .53

38 a3
49 73

Galv.

; fi 00
6 :3«

6 36
7 IS
9 14
13 52
IS 29
21 Si".

29 42
47 09
61 .58

75 90
89 :>:',

: z

32 01
48 26
62 18

3W, in 60 72 78 (in

4 in 71 94 93 20
4y. in 83 82 108 60
5 in 97 68 126 50
6 in 126 70 164 5(f

7 in 106 60 213 On

8 L. in 175 00 223 SO

8 in 201 00 257 SO
9 in 241 .50 308 .SO

10 L. in 224 00 286 40
10 in 288 40 368 70

Prices—^Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WKOUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.
4Mr" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings. 4" and un-

der, 50%.
4M!" and larger, 30%.

OLD SIATERIAX.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto
Copper, light .$22 00 $22 50
Copper, crucible . . 26 50 26 50
Copper, heavy 26 50 26 50
Copper wire 26 50 26 50

No. 1 machine
composition 22 50 22 CO

New Brass clip-
pinss IS 00 18 00

.\'o. 1 brass turn-
ings 16 00 17 00

Heavy Melting
steel 19 00 16 00

Steel turnings 8 00 5 00

Boiler plate 18 .50 10 50

.\!!les, wrought
iron 22 00 2i 00

Rail.i 17 00 IS 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 21 00 20 00

Malleable scrnp .. 15 00 1100
Pipe, wrought ... 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Scrap zinc 9 00 10 0<l

.\lnminuni 36 00 35 00

BOLTS. NCTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

.Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts, % and less. 20

Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., sleel 27U
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. brass add 20

.Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 23

Nuts, square, np to 1 In., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 In., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and \)urrs 27'/2

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $6.65

.'Structural rivets, as above. 6.55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72V1'

Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 67Vj

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37Vo

Wood screws, O. & R..

brass .32V>

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27%
Wood iicrewB. O. & R.

bronze 25

MILLKD I'KODICTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat 'k But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Scmi-fln. nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to IVs in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
ly. in., up to 2 in 10

.Studs 20
Taper pins V>
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head holla, without

fillet 10

Planer bead bolts. with
fillet 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 30, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
in .idd .$4.50

Cold pressed nuts over IM;
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets .$75 00

Open-hearth billets 75 00

O.Il. sheet bars 77 .50

Forging billets 100 00

Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

N.\ILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95

Cut nails 5 00 5 00

.Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 60%
Pressed spikes. % diam.,
100 lbs 5 20

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed 35
Bnhl)itt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-lb. drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 14 25

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. French medal, lb 25

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 93

G:isoUnc. per gal., bulk... 31'{;

Benzine, per gal., bulk .30V^

Pure turpentine. single

bbls.. gal 09

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 m
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bhl.. 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 8 00

Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing. No. 1 Italian 32
Packing, No. 2 Italian 25

Tjcad wool, jier lb 15

Pure Manila rope 291/4

Tr.lnsmission rope. ^Manila 371A

Drilling cables. Manila ... ;i2i.(..

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
RE.4MERS.

Per Cent.
S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to 80 25

Stjindard drills to IM; in... 40

Standard drills, over IVi In.. 15
3-flutert drills, plus 10
.robbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25

Electricians' bits .30

Sockets . .30

Sleeves 40

Taper pin reamers 20

Drills and countersinks ....

list phis 30
Bridge reamers 4.i

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus ."lO^

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal anil

Tiironto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron.

35%; standard bushings, 50'*:

headers. 60; flanged unions. 40:
malleable bushings. 50; nipples.

55; malleable lipped unions. 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$7 75 .$7 .^5

Sheets. Black, No. 10. 7 10 7 00
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 7 00 7 00
Canada plates, all

bright 8 00 \ 00

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 2r.

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 76

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 - :•;>

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 .10

Col borne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier. No. 28 U.S.. 8 30 8 20

Premier, 10% oz 8 60 8 .50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

Vi in $;• 45

5-16 in 9 10

% in 8 .15

7-16 in 7 15

V. in « i"."^

9-10 In 6 95

% in fiSO

% in e "0

% in ft 56

1 inch fi 40

Above quotations are per cwt.

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

^k in $15 50

3-16 in 11 70

14 in 8 40

5-16 in 7 40

% in 6 35

7-16 in BS5
i^ in fi 5^

% in 6 S*!

?4 in fi ?~'

Prices per 100 Ihs.

FILES aNT> rasps.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American.... .55

Kearney & Foot. .Arcade 55

.1. Barton Smith. Eagle 55
McClelland, Globe 5.5

Whitman & Barnes 55

Black Diamond 45
Delta Files 40^ 5

Nicholson "*•'

Globe 5.5

Vulcan 55
Disston ^•'

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. ..

Yough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal . .

.

Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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Siie.

1 in.

BOILER TIBES.

Seam-
less

124 00

L.ip-
welded

IVi in. 30 00

1¥2 in.

l»i in

32 00
3" 00

25 00
^5 00

2 in 35 00 26 00

2VS in.

3 in.

3V4 in.

ZV- in

44 00

47 00

50 00

33 00

38 00

45 00

48 (H)

4 in. 74 00 GO 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOfM).-*.

Ca.stor oil, per lb. -7

Koyalite, per gal., bulk IB
I'alaeine 19
Machine oil, per gal 26^4
Black oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil. Capital 45%
Cylinder oil. Acme 36V4
Standard cutting compound.
per lb B 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37V4
I'mperial quenching oil .... 30Mi
Petroleum fuel oil 12%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Bitra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

SUndard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00

Lufkia Metallic. 603. 50 ft.. 2 00

Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75

Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45

Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75

Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4o

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

I'eerless 20

Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas IS

X Empire 18

Ideal 1^
X press 1*1

COLORED.
Lion 14%
Standard 13

No. 1 13

Popular 11^*4

Keen lOH

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

Axle 20

Anvil 15

.Anchor H
W.\SHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject t« trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
ISfst frradcs 20%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00

Copper 44 to .46

Tin . 49 to .56

Zinc 23 to .25

I'rices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, 1,^ to 2 in 55 00 53 00

Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50

Copper sheet, tinned,
14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base ,. . . 55 00 52 OO

BR.\SS.

Bra.ss rods, base Vi in to 1

in rd *J

Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, 20

07. 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57

Copper tubing, seamless... OSS

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10

Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can ^

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20

Tripoli composition... 04 to 06

Crocus composition... 07 to OS

Emery composition.... 08 to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50

Rouge, powder 30 to .•?."!

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.$16 00 ?16 00

Sheets, 3^4 lbs. sii.

ft 16 00 16 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. f t 15 50 15 50

Cut sheets, Vic per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic {>er lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boraeic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric Oa
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.\mmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 18
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.) . . . .65
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .to
Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 80
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices I*er Lb. Unlesii Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

POLITICAL developments in the United State.-; continue to

affect the .situation in Canada, principally with regard to

prices of iron, steel and metals. Uncertainty as to what the

American Government may do in the way of regulating prices is

the cause of the unsettled outlook, meantime prices of steel pro-

<lucts continue to advance, due entirely to the question of .supply

and demand. Iron and .^teel hars and small shapes have advanced.
Iron liars are now 4. Toe. steel hars )(. and shapes 5,25c. Higher
prices on a nurnher of other steel products are looked for in the

near future, among which may he included rivets, nuts and bolts,

plates and tubes. The pig-iron situation is unchanged with prices

entirely nominal. The shortage of pig-iron is becoming daily

more acute, as furnaces are in a sold-up condition and stocks are

very low. The emVtargo on steel turnings and borings is again in

force with the result that prices have been forced down, due to the

restricted market and accumulation of supplies. Prices of copper
and bra.«.s scrap haxc declined, luit heavy melting and other steel

scraps continue firm and in good demand. Non-ferrous metals,

with the exception of lead are weaker in sympathy with the New
York market. There is a lack of interest in the market on the
part of consumers who are waiting developments. There is a
feeling that the American rioveriiment may fix prices on its

requirements, and tlius tend to weaken the market and cau.se a
decline in values. Copjjcr lia.s declined Ic per pound. The
machine tool market is a little more active, with indications of a
return lo nonnnl business.

Montreal, Que., April 23. 1917.—The
political outlook still dominates the
situation and an air of uncertainty per-
vades the general market. The indus-
trial interests are still undecided as to

the effect the changed conditions will

have upon trade relations between this

country and America, and the attitude

at present is one of waiting, to see what
developments will follow the plans of

the United States CJovernment when
their war policy is definitely announced.
The visit of the -Allied representatives to

the United States may have considerable

bearinjr on the early future of both re-

lationship ,ind industrial activities. At

present a certain lull prevails followinp:

the rumor that is current regarding the

intention of the Imperial authorities to

discontinue the manufacture of large

shells here in Canada.

Pig Iron

The Canadian pig iron market is prac-

tically unchanged, there being no mar-
ket, so to speak, as producers are vir-

tually out of the running. What iron is

bein<j; produced here is entirely absorbed

by the producers themselves. The Am-
erican situation has again been subjected

to a general advance, approximating $1

per ton, more noticeably on foundry
iron. The composite pig iron market
shows an advance of 40 cents per ton.

Steel

The general situation is little changed
from that of a week ago, but the con-

stant rise to still higher price levels re-

flects the abnormal conditions that pre-

vail in the steel branch. That various

grades of steel and other commodities
will go still higher is the unquestionable

opinion of the trade, as these are not ex-

pected to suffer from any action of the

producers in supplying the requirements

of the American Government. While no
apparent tendency has yet been shown
by consumers to turn away from the

ever advancing trend of price quotations,

an undertone of perplexity is undoubted-

ly evident on the part of buyers as to

where the tide is going to stop. The
pressure on the mills continues to be as

great as ever in the past, and it would
only be by a sudden cessation of hostili-

ties that the present strength of the

steel market could be affected. Even
this might not have an immediate effect
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upon existing conditions, as the majority

of orders placed for this year and well

into 1918 have been accepted on a non-

cancellation basis. It is not expected

that the needs of the U. S. Government
will materially affect the export of sup-

plies to the allied countries. The possi-

bility of a reduction in the quantity of

heavy shells required from this side of

the Atlantic may relieve the situation in

steel billets; as a matter of fact, some
producers in the States are looking for-

ward to contracted tonna.ge being turned

over to other forms of steel, as original

contracts had a clause inserted to the

effect that this option would be permitted

at any time during the period of the

contract. With the price of forging

billets now at the century mark, a move-
ment of this kind might prevent thi.-;

class of steel from i-eaching a higher

level. The Pittsburgh quotation on iron

and steel bars has been advanced $5 per

ton, the price asked being now 3%c per

lb. The demand for plates is as insist-

ent as ever; the requirements for cars

have fallen off, but this is more than

balanced by the ever increasing inquiry

for ship plates, the activity in this direc-

tion marking developments in shipbuild-

ing that tend to dispel any possibility

that prices on this class of steel will ex-

perience any sudden collapse for many
months to come. The increasing cost of

raw materials and also the heavier de

mand for all kinds of sheets has again

resulted in a general advance on these

products; the most recent quotation

from the Pittsburgh mills indicate an
advance of approximately $20 per ton on

tin mill black and black sheets, this

week's quotation being 7c per lb. Blue
annealed sheets on an advance of l%c
are now quoted at 6%c. While these

sharp advances have somewhat dis-

coura<?-ed buyers, sales show relatively

little falling off. Galvanized sheets are

now quoted at 9c Pittsburgh, an advance
on the week of $.30 per ton. The action

of the American Government in request-
ing a lars-er supply of tinplate from the

sheet mills, is largely responsible for
this sudden advance in the price of

sheets. While the demand for railroad

spikes is not exceedingly heavy, the
higher cost of semi-finished steel has ne-
cessitated an advance in price, this being
about $4 per ton. The expected rise in

wire products has become effective bv
some of the large mills, and will likely

become general within a short time. The
recent advance is $6 per ton, the Pitts-

burgh prices being $3.45 for plain wire.
$4.15 for galvanized wire, $3.50 for wire
nails, and $3.65 for painted barb wire.
Three points have been taken from the
discount on wire fencinT, the present
discount being 48 per cent. The supnly
of wire rods is gradually decreasing
owing to the fact that producing mills
are using more and more of their own
product for the making of wire and wire
nails. This will eventually mean higher
prices on these products. Inquiry for
wrought iron pipe and boiler tubes con-
tinues very heavy, and a higher market
is not unlikely. A pleasing condition
arising out of the better transportation

facilities is the increased shipments of

coke from the ovens to the blast fur-

naces, resulting in a lessening of the

demand and an easier market. New
York reports a decline of 50c per ton on

both furnace and foundry, the respective

prices being $8 and $10.50 per ton. The
local situation is much the same, but

with a much stronger undertone. Deal-

ers anticipate higher prices within a
short time if present conditions continue,

but the general market is unchanged
from that of a week ago. Securing of

supplies is as difficult as ever, despite

the fact that railroad transportation is

much better, the dominating feature be-

ing the inability to obtain material from
the mills.

Metals

No unexpected feature has developed
in the metal market; with the exception

of tin and lead, the general situation is

showing weakness. Until the working
policy of the United States has been an-

nounced it is the general opinion that a

more or less unsettled condition will be

apparent. This factor of the present

market tends to uneasiness among deal-

ers and consumers, resulting in an inac-

tive demand for the various metals.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

maie all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Bil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Future inquiry for copper is light, and,

owing to the fact that consumers are

fairly well covered for first half require-

ments, the present market is quiet. Tin

is maintained in a strong position owing
to the ever present risk that vessels are

subjected to in bringing metal to this

country. Activity on the part of spelter

producers has developed a weak market.
Lead is very strong, with independents

asking higher prices. Antimony is in

less demand and consequently weaker.
Aluminum is strong and firm.

Copper.—During the past six weeks
the price of metal has shown a decline of

approximately 5c per lb. This has largely

been caused by the action of the large

producers in offering the American Gov-
ernment all the metal they require at a

much lower figure than that prevailing

on the open market. Coupled with this

situation is the fact that consumers are
still assuming a waiting attitude, as con-

ditions still tend to uncertainty regard-
ing early future movements. The fact

that the greater portion of the first half
of 1917 requirements had been contract-

ed for before the beginning of the year
leaves the buying element in a position

where they can temporarily await de-

velopments. In the meantime the mar-

ket continues to weaken and prices are

becoming easier. London reports a de-

cline on all grades, while New York quo-

tations are IV2C lower than last week,

the nominal prices being 32c for lake,

3iy2C for electrolytic, and 28y2C for cast-

ings. Local quotations are lower, deal-

ers having reduced their prices Ic per

lb., the prevailing figures being 37c for

lake and electrolytic, and 36c for cast-

ings.

Tin.—War rumors to the effect that

the United States Government is con-

templating the placing of a tax on pig

tin has created considerable excitemen',

on the general market. While the freer

granting of shipping permits were ex-

pected to follow the American war de-

claration, little relief has been noticed

in this connection, but with the gradual

formation of a closer co-operative policy

this question is expected to receive early

attention. A higher market prevail?

both in London and New York, the latter

quotation being 55% c per lb., this price

being %c stronger than a week ago. A
stronger air pervades the local situation

with prices advanced IVic, the dealers'

quotation being 56%c per lb.

Spelter.—The market has been mark-
ed by the inactivity of buyers, and with

sellers trying to make sales, the situa-

tion has developed a weak tendency.

Should the dullness continue, still lower
prices are anticipated by producers. Lon-

don is easier and New York is quotin.g

%c below that of a week ago, the cur-

rent nominal quotation being 9^c per

lb. The quotation on the market here of

12V2C represents a decline of Hac per lb.

Lead.—Firmness features the general

lead situation, and this will likely prevail

until definite arrangements have been

made by the American Government re-

garding their future requirements. The
strength of the situation is also partly

due to the action of some producers in

refraining from placing surplus supplie-;

upon the market, keeping the metal for

early contingencies. The general demand
continues fairly heavy, but the present

supply is not over abundant. The London
situation is firm, with the New York
market slightly stronger, the price

quoted by independents being Mc high-

er than last week, the current quotation

being 9%c per lb. Dealei-s here continue

to quote 12%c on a very strong market.

Antimony.—With a falling off in the

demand and the better supply, this metal

has developed an easier tendency, and
prices have consequently declined. The
market is evidently influenced by the un-

certain political situation. On a l%c
decline. New York is quoting the nom-
inal price of 34c per lb. liOcally the price

has declined ic per lb., the current quo-

tation being 27c.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The machine tool trade has experi-

enced one of the dullest weeks of any
during the past few months. The ap-

parent easing off in the demand for shell

equipment has resulted in a stagnant
situation. The report that the manufac-
ture of the larger sizes of high explosivf
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shells will be discontinued has affected

the market to the point where the de-

mand for the heavier tools has become
an obsolete factor in the business of ma-
chine tool dealers and builders. Present
indications seem to be that a quiet spell

may feature the early future of this in-

dustry. Dealers here report a very quiet

week, with practically no inquiries. The
demand for all classes of supplies con-

tinues very good, although prices are
constantly moving upwards. Hish speed
steel is still active, with the price rang-
ing around $2.50 per lb. The uncertainty
that prevails among the makers of the

larger shells has resulted in a falling OiT

in the demand for supplies in this direc-

tion.

Scrap
The present situation is uncertain;

dealers are influenced by the unsettled
conditions, and it is difficult to state just

what scrap is worth. Prices have fluc-

tuated during the week, but are held gen-
erally on much the same basis as last

week. Metal scraps, such as copper,
brass and zinc, are developing a down-
ward tendency, while steel and iron

scraps are comparatively strong, with
the trend in an opposite direction. With
local conditions much the same as last

week, dealers are firm on last week's
prices.

Toronto, Ont., April 24.—The state-

ment recently issued by the Imperial
Munitions Board is striking evidence of
what the munition industry has done for
Canada. The total expenditure up to

March 30, is $54.3,000,000 while the value
of munitions shipped up to that date is

$470,000,000. The total value of orders
received by the Board is $850,000,000.

This activity and the remarkable devel-

opments in the steel industry, with
which it is closely allied, are responsible
more than anvthing else for the very
.satisfactory financial and industrial

conditions now prevailing in Canada.

Steel

Although prices of steel continue to

advance there is some difi'erence of opin-

ion as to the ultimate efl"cct of the in-

fluences created by United States enter-

ing war, principally by reason of the con-

cessions to the Government by the steel

makers. Developments in the U.S. mar-
ket are being followed closely by the

steel trade in Canada, as interests hero
will be afl'ected beneficially or otherwise
by higher or lower prices in the States.

In the meantime the trend of prices con-

tinues in an upward direction, and in

view of the pressure of business at the

mills, further advances seem to be the

logical result of prevailing conditions.

Although bars and small shapes are com-
ing forward in better volume, deliveries

on plates and sheets are more backward
than ever. A report from Hamilton
states that the Steel Company of Can-
ada has closed down a bar mill owing to

a let-up in demand for rounds for shells.

It is understood that the company is

shipping billets to England, in which
case there will be no falling off in ton-

nage output.

Iron and steel bars and small shapes

have advanced 25c, and are now quoted

as follows :^Iron bars 4.75c, steel bars

5c, and small shapes 5.25c. A leading

interest in the United States has an-

nounced an advance of $6.00 a ton on all

wire products, which will no doubt be

followed by higher prices here. An ad-

vance in prices on nuts, bolts, and rivets,

is also probable in the near future. Mak-
ers of iron and steel tubes are sold up for

a year or more and are not quoting on

new orders. The abnormally heavy de-

mand for ship plates continues, and
prices have an upward tendency.

Wrought pipe is very firm at the recent

advance and makers complain of a scar-

city of raw material.

Black sheets continue very firm with

indications of higher prices. The new-

demand for all grades of sheets is con-

siderably greater than the mills can

supply. To make the situation worse,

production is only about 80 per cent, of

capacity and the mills consequently are

getting behind on deliveries. The dijfi-

culty of geting raw materials is the

principal reason for the decrease in out-

.put.

The situation in the steel trade in the

States is somewhat unsettled although

prices are still going up due to the

steady increase in demand. The U.^.

Government requirements are increas-

ing dailv and must continue to do so

for an indefinite period. The nroblem

of how to meet the enormous demands
for raw and finished steel products is

be'ng practicallv left to solve itself.

Tank plates are now being quoted at

6c, and shapes 4c Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

The situation in the pig iron market

is unchanged. A firm quotation on

domestic pig iron is practically un-

obtainable owing to the unsettled con-

ditions prevailing. Hamilton pig iron

is off the market and there is very little

Victoria iron to be had. At Buffalo the

situation is very tight; little iron is be-

ing offered at current prices because the

output of furnaces is almost completely

taken up for the rest of the year. For
delivery this year, prices ranging from

$42 to $45 are being auoted on pig iron

covering the lower to the higher grades.

Scrap
The embargo which hitherto had been

placed on the export of steel scrap now
includes steel turnings and borings. The
result has been a .sharp decline in prices

of this material to $5 per ton owing to

the anticipated accumulation of supplies

which cannot in the meantime find a

market. The situation will he relieved

when the steel plant on Ashbridgcs Bav
is in operation. Heavy melting steel,

boiler plate and old rails, are firm and
in good demand, as is also No. 1 ma-
chinery cast iron. Scrap copper and
brass are weaker and prices have de-

clined approximately Ic per lb.

Machine Tools

The machine tool market is jrraduallv

assuming a more normal aspect al-

though no great activity is apparent.

While the demand for machine tools for

munitions plants is now comparatively

light, other business is picking up and
developments in this regard are looked

for. The machine tool market in the

States is unsettled owing to the uncer-

tainty with regard to Government re-

quirements. There appears to be a
possibility of munitions plants in the

States being started up again which
would mean a return of the former ac-

tivity in the machine tool trade. This
in time would affect deliveries of ma-
chinery to Canada. In the meantime
lathes are fairly easy to obtain but de-

liveries on tool room equipments ai-e

very backward.
Supplies

Conditions in the machine shop sup-

ply business are improving although
prices on most lines continue high.

Supplies are now readily obtainable and
there is less delay in getting matei-ials

than was the case a few months ago.

Business generally is nearer normal
than it has been for sometime. Gasoline

is unchanged in the meantime although
the recent advance of 5c a barrel of

crude oil may affect prices of gasoline

and benzine. Linseed oil has advanced
10c and turpentine .3c a gallon.

Metals
The uncertainty in regard to the Am-

erican Government's purchases of metals

and the fixing of prices on its require-

ments has caused a weakness in the mar-
ket. Copper, however, is the only metal
which has declined so far, and the mar-
ket is decidedly weak. Lead is the only

metal that is showing any indication of

strength^ but the price is unchanged
meantime. The tin market is unsettled

on account of the difficulty of obtaining

shipping permits. Spelter is dull and
easy, as consumers are not showing any
interest in the market.

Copper.—The market is weak and
prices have declined. The sales of sec-

ond-hand copper which have been made,
and the persistence of consumers in

withholding their orders until price re-

ductions were made have been the prin-

cipal causes of the weak tone in the cop-

per market. Copper has declined Ic, and
is now quoted as follows:—Lake and
electrolytic 39c, and castings 38c per
pound.

Tin.—Although tin continues to ad-

v.ince in London, prices in New York are

unchanged. The outlook in the market
in New York is unsettled owing to the

difficulty which is being experienced ii!

obtaining shipping permits from the

British Government: as a result, tin is

not coming forward in sufficient quan-
tities to meet urgent demands, and con-

sumers are becoming uneasy. Local
quotitions. 56c per pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull and eisy.

due to lack of interest by consumers;. If

the dennnd does not improve, lowtr
prices are likely. Spelter is being quoted
at 13c per nound locallv.

Lead.—There is a fair inquiry for lead

and the market is firm. The nosition of

lead is " strong one, ;>nd higher prices

are predicted, but in absence of buving
demand, no advance has been made. I.e.ad

is quoted at 12.25c per pound.
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Antimony.—The market is dull, and

the demand for spot metal has fallen off.

Prices are unchanged and nominal at 36c

per pound.
Aluminum.—There is a fair demand

for aluminum at unchanged prices. Local

quotations, 68c per pound.

Sydney, N.S., April 19.—The confer

ence regarding the coal shortage called

by Sir George Foster on the 2n(! April

at Ottawa, was attended by representa-

tives from all the coal companies of

Nova Scotia. The two important factors

disclosed were a shortage of labor at

the collieries and a shortage of transpor-

tation facilities. The decline in the coal

production is proportionate to the reduc-

tion in the number of workmen employ-

ed at the collieries, and no remedy is in

sight, as there is absolutely no source

from which new workmen to replace

those who have enlisted can be obtained,

unless the precedent set in France is fol-

lowed and Asiatic workmen are intro-

duced. It is hardly conceivable that this

course will commend itself to anyone,

though what the future niTV enforce

cannot be foreseen. The difficulties of

transportation arise from a shortage of

shipping caused by Admiralty requisi-

tions, and this affects chiefly the Domin-

ion Coal Company. The mainland col-

lieries have been hindered by the inade-

quate equipment and the very insuffici-

ent motive power of the Canadian Gov-

ernment railway, and it is understood an

attempt is to be made to improve these

conditions.

Coal Famine in Prospect

The prospects of the fuel supply o?

^lontreal and its vicinity in the coming

autumn and winter are not cheering

from the consumers' viewpoint. The ton-

nage that will come from the Cape Bre-

ton collieries is really negligible com-

pai-ed with previous seasons. The shor-

tage of bottoms on the Great Lakes and

the proved inability of the railways to

transport the tonnage of coal required

by Quebec and Ontario will prevent the

sending of an adequate coal supply to

these provinces, and there is apparently

no way of averting a more pronounced

coal famine next winter than was ex-

perienced last winter. The price of coal

will also continue to advance. A figure

of over $5 per ton is already being quot-

ed for bituminous coal at the pit-mouth

in Pennsylvania, and it may be confi-

dently predicted that coal will be selling

at $7 per ton at the pit-mouth before

autumn. When it is stated that th^;

American coal which formerly sold in

Montreal against Nova Scotian coal was
bought at the pit-mouth at prices vary-

ing betiveen $1.50 to $2 per ton, and that

the transportation charges have increas-

ed in greater ratio than the price of

the coal itself, some idea may be gath-

ered of the altitude to which coal prices

are likely to soar before next Christ-

mas in that part of Quebec which for-

merly obtained its coal supply from the

Maritime Provinces.

The Minister of Labor has definitely

refused to grant a Board of Concilia-

(Continued on page 71).

Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'nder the arrangement made by the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

EdH-ard Grey in ,Iuly, 1912. the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottana, is

able to present tlie folluwing iist of the more important Briti§li Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians wlio wish to consult tiiem in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL.—Bahia, Biitisli Consul. Rio de
Jaueiro, British Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOJIiBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EGVI'T — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre. British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

I.XDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Conunercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa, British Consul General.
-Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-consul.

PERU—Lima. British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stocl;holm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, Br'tlsh Consul.

URUGUAY-Monte Video, British Vlce-
Consul.

VENRZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
Tlie Department of Trade and Commerce Invites correspondence from Canadian

e.v.porters or importers upon all trade naatters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues sliould state wlietiier prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, whicli is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAJ« TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
.YRGENTINE REPUBLIC^B. S. Webb. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 4C. Buenos Aires. Cable address. Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUB.\—A, T. Quiloz. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner. Lonja del Commerci.

Apartado 1200, Havana. Cable address, Cantraoom.

FR.VNCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,
Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

.TAPAN—E. F. Crowe, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26.

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermlll.

RUSSIA—^C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrlnskala.
Plosch 9. Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress. Canadian Government Commercial Agent.
Bnkhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND-W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street. St.

.John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. .T. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.

Cantracom.
fTNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson. Sub-division E.C.. 2, 73 Basinghall Street.

London. E.C., England. Cable address, Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street. Bristol. Cable address. Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central

House. Birmingham. Cable address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North
.Tohn Street. Liverpool. Cable address. Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdlke, 4 St.

.Vnn's Square. Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith. Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner. S7 Union Street. Glasgow, Scotland. Cable ad-

<lress. Contracom.

CANADIAN COMMERCIAl, AGENTS
.AUSTRALIA-B. Mlllin. Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.
NORW.VY AND DENM.iRK^C. E. Sontum Grnbbegd No. i. Chriatianla. Norway.

Cable address. Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London. S.W.,

FJngland. Cable address. Dominion, London.
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FOSDICK Heavy-duty

RADIALS
Will materially increase your production

and decrease your manufacturing costs.

Built in two styles, eight sizes, 2 to 6

foot arm.

Speed Box—Cone Pulley or Motor
Drive.

Get Catalog and Study Its

Money - Saving Features.

Early Deliveries,

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
m ST. JOHN, N.B.

1 WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
iii!iililiiililii<i.i.i;i:u,lii;i:i<i:i:iiUililiiii,M;ij;Uii:i,Lri;iiMii:iil!ii

"If It's Machinery, Write Williams"

I ij:i I.I 1 1 1 1 iiUiijj i.ij.iiuTiii.iiixniiii III 1 1 1 I.I 1 1 iii:i:i iiiiLi:i

64 Front Street West g
TORONTO i

lijiiii'il!

This Geometric Die Head
i- uiiiking good in a I'liited States

Navy Yard. (4Vi;-in. size, Style
1).") It was selected because it

was known that it would make-
good.

One thread is as readily cut as an-
other in a (leometric, Helf'-opening

Die Head, because (he Head is

Iniilt for the Thread.

Long threads or short, heavy or

light woi'k, large diameters or

-mall, fine threads or coarse—
they are all alike (o llie (leometric

Die Head.

Whatever the make of your
Screw Machine, a CJeometric Self-

o[)ening Screw-cutting Die Head
can be furnished to fit it. Take
II)) yoiii' threading propositions

with us.

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
Canadian Agents:

Williams &: Wilson, Ltd., Montreal. The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto. Winnipeg, St. John, N.I5.

If anil utiicrlixoiitnl irUeresti^ yon, (ear it nut noir and })I<ic>; with .l< tiers to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
London, Ont.—The Ford Motor Co.,

propose building an extension to their

local plant.

Hamilton, Ont.—Tlie Dominion Steel

Foundry are building an addition to their

plant.

Midland, Ont.—It is understood that a

copper smelting plant will be establish-

ed here by the International Copper Co.

The old blast furnace is being taken
down.

Oshawa, Ont.—An extension to the

McCullough Brass Foundry is contem-
plated this summer. A site has been
purchased adjoining the plant on the

Ritson road.

Three Rivers, Que.—The St. Maurice
Lumber Co., propose to erect a power
house for six units of 10,500 h.p. and a

concrete dam 1,080 feet long. R. F.

Grant is manager.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Steel Company
of Canada has decided to erect a by-pro-

duct coke plant. Plans are being pre-

pared, and it is understood construction

will start at an early date.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The Globe Shock
Absorbing Co. of Canada, which was or-

ganized less than a year ago to manu-
facture a patent automobile tire, has
purchased the old Russell-Jennings fac-

tory on Vine street, and will immedia-
ately begin the work of enlarging the
building and installing new machinery.
Amherstburg, Ont.—The Solvay Pro-

cess Co. have awarded a contract to the
Canadian Bridge Co. for constructing a
building here which will be 278 x 192
feet by 80 feet high. The building will

be used for housing a number of large
tanks. Gordon S. Rutherford is the man-
ager of the locil plant.

Port Hone. Ont.—The Nicholson File

Co., of which E. M. Thurber is manager,
and which his been running night and
day to its full capacity on war orders,
is desirous of increasing the size of its

plant, and wnts a fixed assessment of
$35,000 for 10 years. It is stated that
the monthly pav roll is about $11,000,
and the pronosed enlareement would in-

crease it by $3 000 or $4,000 per month
in wa^es. as a considerably larger num-
ber of men would be employed.

GENERAL
Woodstock, Ont.—The Standard Tube

& Fencp Co. nroiose to erect an addi-
tion to their factory.

London, Ont.—It is renorted that a

compnnv nronose to establish a plant
herp fn- m^'kin'r rubber goods.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Chipman-Holton
Knittinp- Co.. are building an extension
to their far-^orv to cost about $50,000.

Simo"". Ont.—Fire, which broke out
on April 18 in the east wing of the can

plant of the Dominion Canners, Ltd.,

here, gutted the entire top storey, entail-

ing an estimated loss of $50,000.

Toronto, Ont.—Scythes & Co., 22
Church Street, will build a two-storey
brick factory for the manufacture of

cordage to cost $20,000.

Winnipeg, INlan.—The Dominion Tar &
Chemical plant at Transcona, which has
been closed down since the beginning of
the war, is shortly to resume operations.

It is understood the company has just

entered into a large contract for creosot-

ing.

Cookshire, Que.—The Imperial Wax
Paper Co., a recently incorporated con-
cern, will establish a plant here for mak-
ing waxed paper by a new process, for

which the company has secured the Can-
adian rights. J. L. McNichol, at present
on the staff of McGill University, Mont-
real, is manager of the company.

Port Arthur, Ont.—• Bamett-McQueen,
elevator contractors and builders, have
been awarded the balance of the contract
for the completion of the new 2,500,000
bushel elevator for the Western Terminal
Elevator Co. The contract calls for an
expenditure of over one million dollars.

Calgary, Alta.—Elevator comoxnies
are planning to construct this sprino- :,

large number of new storehouses in this

province. The Alberta Farmers' Co-op-
erative Co. propose to build 40 new ele-

vators in the province to reach from the
Peace River to the southern boundary.
The cost of the elevators is plnced rough-
ly at $350,000, and the capacity will run
all the way from 35,000 to 65,000 bushels

each.

Harrow, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the electors of Colchester

South to be voted on April 30, asking
that John Wall & Co., who are proposing
to erect a canning factory in the village

of Harrow, be exempt from taxation for

a term of ten years. In the event of this

by-law receiving the required number of

votes, the company will commence work
on the new factory at once.

Montreal, Que.—Fire on April 20 did

approximately $125,000 damage to a fac-

tory building on the corner of Nazareth
and Brennan streets. The damage to the

Independent Silk Co. will amount to

$100,000, as much dye, machinery, raw
and prepared silks were destroyed. The
Montreal Sponging Co., which occupies

the second floor, estimates its loss by
water at $25,000. The Robert Gardiner

Co., who manufacture machinery on the

first floor, suffered little damage owiner

to the splendid work of the Salvage
Corps.

Health, have ordered the city to install a
six million gallon mechanical filtration

plant without delay.

Kincardine, Ont.—A by-law will be
voted on by the ratepayers on May 15 to

authorize a loan of $20,000 to J. B. Wat-
son, who proposes to establish a furni-
ture factory.

Aylmer, Ont.—The ratepayers will

vote on a by-law on April 30 to authorize
the raising of $22,000 for remodelling
the electrical distribution system, and
$7,000 for installing an electrically driv-

en fire pump.
Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control

will adopt a joint report from City En-
gineer Gray and Waterworks Engineer
Bain recommending that additional
steam and electric units be installed at

the beach pumping house. A resolution
has been passed calling on the Board of
Control to finance the carrying out of

the recommendations, which will invoice

an expenditure of approximately $107,-

000.

MUNICIPAL
Three Rivers. Que.—The City Council

propose to instal a waterworks system
here.

Hull, P.Q.—The Provincial Board of

TENDERS
Yorkton, Sask.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until April 30 for one 350-400
b.h.p., combined Diesel electric unit.

Specifications may be obtained from F. J.

Pilkington, town clerk.

Adamsville, Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 1 for construction of a

steel bridge, one span 125 feet, and abut-

ments for same. Plans and specifica-

tions can be obtained from 0. Landry,
Sec-Treasurer, Adamsville.

Montreal South, Que.—Tenders will be
called some time in April for a 30-h.p.

motor-driven turbine pump and a 150-

h.p. gasoline engine-driven turbine pump
for fire purposes, etc. E. Drinkwater,

St. Lambert. Que., is the en"-ineer.

Toronto. Ont.—Tenders will be receiv-

ed up to May 5, for supply of approxi-

mately 100 tons of pure soft pig lead

for the York Township. Further infor-

mation may be obtained at office of

Township Engineer, Frank Barber, Tor-

onto.

Edmonton, Alta.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 1 for the supply of

automobile markers for the Province of

Alberta, during the year 1918. Specifica-

tions may be obtained on anplication to

the Deputy Provincial Secretary, Edmon-
ton, Alta.

Sherbrooke. Que.—Tenders are being

called for SO miles of conner wire, six

transformers and other material for a

transmission line to Two Mills Falls

power plant. Full information may be

obtained from J. R. McGregor, electrical

superintendent, Sherbrooke.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived at this Department imtil Mav 1,

for the erection of a Creamery Building

in New Liskeard. Plans and specifica-

tions can be seen at the office of the

i

I
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mm

and finishing operations, boring

:3c>perations, cut-off tools and waving tools, etc.

f MeetS;^e most severe and exacting demands
'of highidaty machine tools of up-to-date design in

munitlQh work to-day.

LBANY
hrome Alloy Steel

For shrapnel piercing punches, top and bottom
jiies, etc. Furnished annealed, rolled or forged to

your dimensions in rings, solid blocks or bars,

^
,, The most efficient high duty chrome alloy steel

jjpr all hot work and cold drawing.

e, can make immediate deliveries from

We also carry a complete stock of high-grade

tool steels and alloys.

Michigan Steel Exchange Inc.
Detroit, Mich.

Agents for Ludlum Steel Co.

// any advertisement interests yon, tear it out now and place with letters to be ansirered.
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Inferior tools and

good mechanics

don't co-operate

—

In other words, you

cannot get an A-1
production from a

s: o o d man if you
don't supply h i m
with the best tools.

You will be sure of

getting topnotch

file efficiency if

you supply your

mechanics with

"DELTA"
FILES

Delta Files fairly

eat the metal, and

they hold their keen

cutting edge longer

than other makes

—

a fact that we can

easily prove.

The "Delta" is the

only line of flies

from 3 to 24 inches

made absolutely of

crucible steel, and
their manufacture is

guided by half a

century's file mak-
ing experience.

There is a shape and
size to suit every
requirement.

Our trade-mark
(satisfaction - or -

money - back-guar-
antee) is on every
tang.

Sold by all reliable

dealers.

wm^ DELTA

DELTA FILE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS :

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co.. Toronto ;

Starke, Seybold. Montreal :

Wm. Staira, Son & Morrow, Halifax:

Merrick-Anderson Co.. Winaipes

ALL LEADING JOBBERS

Agricultural Department, New Liskeard,

and this Department, H. F. McNaughton,
Secretary, Public Work.s Department,

Tortonto, Ont.

offered to sell the portion of its line be-

tween St. Thomas and Port Stanley,

eight miles, together with four cars, for

.$168,000.

BUILDING
Hridgeburg, Ont.—The School Board is

having plans and specifications prepared

for a new school, which will cost about

$23,000.

Dundas, Ont.—P. H. Secord & Sons of

Brantford, have been awarded the con-

tract for erecting a new office building

for the John Bertram & Sons Co.

Three Rivers, Que.—The work on the

new quarter million dollar post office

building, which had been discontinued

owing to the war, has now been resumed,

and the building is expected to be ready

for occupancy about December 1. Con-

tractor Jos. Bourque, of Hull, has been

given the contract. Construction of the

three municipal schools, the St. Phillippe,

the Ste. Cecile schools, and Delasalle An-
nex, is progressing.

CONTRACTS
Windsor, Ont.—The City Council have

awarded a contract to the Canadian In-

cinerator Co., Toronto, for the construc-

tion of an incinerator.

London, Ont.—The Canadian Allis-

Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, have been

awarded the contract for the machinery
for Hunt Bros.' new mill.

New Toronto, Ont.—The Town Council

has awarded a contract to the Herbert

Morris Crane & Hoist Co., Toronto, for

a jib crane for the waterworks plant.

The John McDougall Caledonian Iron-

works, Jlontreal, have been awarded

the contract for motor driven pnmpini;

outfit by the town of Hawkesbury. Ont..

at $1,.569.

New Toronto, Ont.—The contract has

been awarded by the council to the

Bawden Pump Co., Toronto, for a tur-

bine pump direct connected to a six-

cylinder Van Blerck gasoline engine;

also for valves and pipe, amounting to

about $4,000. Sub-contract amounting

to about $1,000 was awarded for valves

to the Chapman Valve Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders for supply of

valves and hydrants for ''-a York Town-
ship water-works system were opened

recently at a meeting of York Town-
ship Council. That of the Bawden Ma-
chine Co., Toronto, for 14 24-inch valves

at $355 each, and one 16-inch valve at

$200, was accepted out of five tenders

received. The same firm put in the only

tender for hydrants at $68.65 each, with

three-way foot pipes at $16.25, and ad-

ditional frost jackets at $12. This tend-

er was also accepted, subject to signing

of a contract, approved by the township

engineer.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto. Ont.—The Ontario Railway

& Municipal Board have ordered the To-

ronto Street Railway to supply 200 ad-

ditional cars.

St. Thomas, Ont.—The London and

Lake Erie Transportation Co., operating

between London and Port Stanley, has

TRADE GOSSIP
The Chapmen Valve ^Mfg. Co., Toronto,

have been awarded a contract for 24-

inch valves for Price Bros., paper mill at

Shipsaw Falls, Que.
The Bawden Pump Co., Toronto, have

received orders from the British Cordite

Co., Nobel, Ont., for nine boiler feed

pumps and two general service pumps,
and from the Port Arthur Pulp & Paper
Co., for eleven centrifugal pumps.

Stratford, Ont.—-A reduction of $2 per
horse-power to municipalities, announced
by the Hydro-Electric Commission,
brings the Stratford price down to $27.

The local Commission proposes to reduce
power and light rates accordingly.

Brantford, Ont. — A reduction of

twenty per cent, in domestic, ten per
cent, in commercial, and thirteen per
cent, in power rates is announced by the

Hydro-electric Commission here, mean-
ing a net saving to the consumers for

the year of $9,000.

U. S. Steel Untilled Tonnage—The un-

filled tonnage of the United States Steel

Corporation on March 31st was 11,711,-

644 tons, an increase of 134,947 tons over

the previous month, and breaking all pre-

vious records. The February tonnage
was 11,576,697 tons, which was the pre-

vious high record.

Industry Census.—Sir George Foster,

acting Premier, announces that a com-
prehensive census of Canadian industries

will be taken for 1917 by the census and
statistics office. The idea is to have the

fullest possible data in hand with regard

to industrial undertakings available for

the period of reconstruction, which will

follow the return of peace.

Competition for Canada.—Russia .vill

become world's largest exporter of wood
pulp for making paper, according to M.

Ghambashidze, honorary secretary of

Russo-British Chamber of Commerce, in

an address to commercial men at Hull,

England. He predicted that Russia

would eventually utilize her vast forests

for manufacture of wood pulp.

Output of Seal Oil Will Be Com-
mandeered.—Advices from St. John's,

Newfoundland, state that it is under-

stood that the British Government will

comniEindeer the entire output of seal oil

in this colony this vear. Glvcerine ex-

tracted from the oil has been found valu-

able in the manufacture of explosives.

.\s a result of the assured demand, the

price for seal pelts still on the market

has risen from Inst vear's quotation of

$6 a auintal (112 pounds^ to $7.25.

Hamilton. Ont.—In order to provide

for contemplated additions to the plan:,

the directors of the Canadian Shovel &
Too! Co. have decided to increase their

capitalization from $150 000 to $.500,000.

Official notification has been received

from Ottawa, stating that the concern

has been reincorporated with the in-

creasd capitalization. The directorate is

comnosed of W. A. Holton, F. Skelton.

W. E. Skelton, M. B. Holton, and L. J

Holton.
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Trail, B.C.—Shipments of refined cop-

per and zinc from the Trail refinery of

the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.

are said to be going forward at a favor-

able rate. Copper is being shipped at

the rate of between twenty-two and
twenty-three tons per day, while zinc

is going forward at an average rate of

thirty-two to thirty-three tons daily. The
output of the refinery is contracted for

by the Imperial Munitions Board.

Move Plant From U. S. to Canada.

—

The proprietor of a spruce sawmill in

New York State, whose timber limits ai-e

exhausted, has notiiied the Department
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, of his

wish to move to Canada. He is prepared

to establish a plant with an outfit of

80,000 feet per day and wishes to locate

in a town, with good railway facilities

and convenient to spruce timber limits

that are on the market either for sale

or lease.

Canada Steamship Earnings Unaffect-

ed.—The new British order requisition

ing all vessels under the British flag is

not expected to have any material effect

on the earnings of the Canada Steam-
ship Lines, as it is pointed out fully

nine-tenths of the company's fleet are

under charter to the French Government
and are not available until next Febru-

ary at the earliest. A director points

out that such being the case the new
order will make little change in the re-

venue of the company.
Hamilton, Ont. — The Provincial

Hydro-Electric Commission has con-

sented to a fifteen per cent, reduction

in the commercial lighting rates, thus

enabling the Hamilton Hydro depart-

ment to compete on more equitable

terms with the Cataract Power Co. A
reduction of twenty per cent, in power
rates for manufacturing purpopses has

also been agreed to, which will make it

possible for the department to undersell

the private company in dealing with

new industries.

First Train Runs Under Mountain.^

—

The first electric locomotive ran through

the Mount Royal Tunnel, Montreal, on

April 16, from the west portal at Mod'-l

City through to the Dorchester Street

shaft. A complete track is now laid

through the tunnel. It is single part of

the road and double where two trains

are to pass each other. A complete dou-

ble track will be laid later. The inside

of the tunnel is now virtually completed.
As yet. only construction trains will be

run under the mountain.

Railways Seek to Raise Rates.—The
Canadian railroads are about to make
application to the Board of Railway
Commissioners for a 1.') per cent, in-

crease in freight rates, and also a IJi

per cent, increase in passenger rates

The railway companies state that thi.-;

-action has been rendered necessary by
in freight and passenger rates will not
be sufficient to meet even the increased
cost of fuel, not to mention a 90 per
the staggering additions to operating ex-
penses. These include an advance of
about 100 per cent, in the price of coal,

and in addition a duty of ."JSc per ton

WM. MUIR & CO., LIMITED
Manchester, England.
Machine Tool Makers.

Specialties: Patent Puncher Slotting

Machines, Milling Machines, Boring
Machines-.

.Agents: Messrs. Peacock Bros., 6S

Beaver Hal! Hill. Montreal.
Send for catalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX, ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agent^-The A. R.Williams Mcy. Co.,Ltd.
Toronto. Winnipee, Vancouver. St. John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS
Catalogues offered to Purchasers.

SPR
or ALL
KINDS

Automobile ^^^V
V thai defin ^^^

Machine Sprinp, Valwe Springs.

Cuihusn Springs, «c„ oTa quality that defies

rtjmpcuiion. Tell u» pour requircroenti. Send

eaxnplc oi specification for pnce.

JAMES STEELE, UMITED
GUELPH. ONTAHIO

Quality is Highest—Not the Price

D.
1 I i-« .1 10-Inch Universal

ICkOW S Guaranteed index Centers
Vou save trom .$50 to ?125 on first cost,

and many times that because of their

simple construction
and great ease of
operation. They em-

body the maxi-
mum of accura-
cy, simp licity

and durability.

Get the Original Beware of Imitators
Sofd by aJI Jealers. Write to-day for particuJara

Fred. G. Dlcbow, 35 So. Desplaines Si., Cbics^ III. .U.S.

A

Cj4 Oil Tempered
''^^^

Steel Springs

— for every purpose

and the best for each

use.

Special styles of all

kinih to order.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRING
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machine Bolts.

Rivets and Washers

assures quickly fill-

ed orders and
prompt shipment.
One quality only

—

The Best.
Send a trial order.

LONDON BOLT &
HINGE WORKS

London Ontario

i//»/m////»rirj»!/ll»//l>/l>h

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Machinery, Engine Worl(

Grey ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK, LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA, ONT.

The

Dupont"
PA TENT

Power

Hammer
The strength, dur-

ability, economy of
power and simplicity

of adjustment of the
Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-

edly superior toal.

Made carpfully from
carefully selected,
high-class materials.

Poaitivelir
Guaranteed

Seven nIzph.

With rams from 35 to
300 lbs.

Write for full detalU.

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
Plessisville, Que.

Ontario and Western Asenta :

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.
Ottawa Toronto Winnip^ir
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB. ie?7.

PATENTS-TRADE. MARK-DESIGNS
IN AL L' C O (J /V T^ / £ 5

Boob "PatPTit Protection"—free. Master
of I'att'iit Laws. Formerly Patent Office
Iv\il MtilMT

111) St. .Iiiincs St.. Montrt'iil. Qm

.

Bninrlies : Ottawa, ^VitNhinR^ton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS. ETC
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bldg.. Montreal
Cable address

"BREVET"

F?ATENTPW Fetheritonkauch ft Co.
P«t*nt Solidton. Head Offict,
Roya] Bank Bld«., Toronto.
OtUwa OSiee, 6 Elgm St.
Send for our Plain Practical
Pointers. Copy of NaUonal
Progreaa. In which our patenU
are adrertisad. mailed frea. a
ATENTS

ij[PRDMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor'!

.-adviser, which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Bulldinfr. corner

St. Catherine St.. .MONTREAL. Phone I-'p. 6474

and Washineton. I>.C.. r..s!..\.

SPECIAL
MACHINERY
GAUGES, FIXTURES, DIES

AND
PRECISION TOOLS

WE HAVE THE
MOST MODERN

EQUIPMENT
TO HANDLE

ANY CLASS OF WORK

CANasiAN DiSTKiMiTaiia roB-THt

ALBANY PATENT ROTARY
PUMP

Albany Pump Co.
16 Pearl St. . TOR6nTO, Canada

Phone Ad . 25 1 1 A. W. Bennet Manager

on locomotive fuel entering Canada from
the United SUites, and a 7% per cent,

surtax in connection with war revenue.

They claim that the proposed increases

cent, increase in the price of locomotives.

50 per cent, increase in passenger and
freight cars, rails $10 a ton more than
formerly.

Ford Gives Tractor Patents to Britain.

—Henry Ford, at the request of the Bri-

tish Government, has waived all patent

rights on his farm tractor and has cab-

led the specifications to London, so that

Great Britain can manufacture tractors

for use in the British Isles and France.

Announcement to this effect was mad°
at the Ford Motor Co.'s offices, Detroit.

Mich., recently. It is believed that the

tractors will help to greatly increase

farm acreage in the Entente countries

It also was announced that Mr. Fonl
hopes to have thousands of tractors

ready for use in the United States and
Canada by August 1. Mr. Foi-d's entire

tractor plant, the same as his automo-
bile factory, will be at the disposal of

the United States Government.

"Imperial" Building for the C.N.E.

—

The Dominion Royal Commission ap-

pointed by the Imperial Government
several years ago to investigate and re-

port upon the resources of the Empire,
has recommended to the British Govern-
ment that a grant be provided for the

erection at the Canadian National Exhi-

bition, Toronto, of a permanent building

for showing goods of the United King-

dom. An interim report of the Commis-
sion just received at the Parliament

Buildings deals with the splendid work
done by the Exhibition, and the needs

for greater advertisement of British

goods. Goods manufactured in the

United States, the Commission found,

are now given undue prominence com-
pared with those of Canada's Mother
Country. The Commission since its ap-

i^oin+ment. has traveled over the whole
Empire.

Toronto Harbor Improvements.—Con-
tracts amounting to $600,000 for pier-

head construction work have been
awarded bv the Toronto Harbor Com-
mission. The work is split among three

concerns—R. Weddell & Sons, Trenton
and Toronto; Port Arthur Construction

Co., and J. O. Roddick, Toronto. The
three contracts will constitute the sum-
mer work on the harbor improvement,
and call for the construction of crib sub-

structures and concrete superstructure

of the inner harbor wall from Bathurst

street east to York street. The total

distance is 6,000 feet, so each concern

contracts to construct 2,000 feet of wall.

Section No. 3, immediately east from
Bathurst street, will be built by the

Weddell concern; .J. O. Roddick will con-

struct centre section No. 4, and the last

stretch of pierhead to York street will

be put in by the Port Arthur Construc-

tion Co.

MARINE
Wellan Canal Open.—The Wellmd

Canal was opened at Port Dalhousie on

April 18 for any traffic that comes. All

bridge and lock tenders have been put
on duty.

Sarnia, Ont.—Work on the iMorthern
Navigation Co.'s steamers Hamonic ani
Huronic is about completed. They have
been thoroughly overhauled and re-
paired.

Victoria, B.C.—The auxiliary schooner
Margaret Haney built by the Cameron-
Genoa Mills Co., underwent a successful
trial cruise on April 5 and i.s now pre-
paring for a trip to Bombay, India, with
a cargo of lumber.

Victoria. B.C.—At the plant of the
Cameron-Genoa Mills Co., work on the
fourth auxiliary schooner, the Esquimalt
is progressing favorably and in a short
time the builders will be able to an-
nounce definitely the date on which she
will be launched.

Vancouver, B.C.—The G.T.P. liner

Prince Rupert, which ran ashore on
Glenn Island on March 2.3, was floated

shortly after midnight, Saturday, April
21, and is now in the harbor of Prince
Rupert. Temporary repairs will be car-

ried out in order to strengthen her for

the voyage to Esquimalt, where exten-

sive permanent repairs will be carried

out.

Sarnia, Ont.—The Collingwood, Owen
Sound, Soo, and north shore ports of

Georgian Bay route of the Northern
Navigation Co., will not be opened this

season owing to the inability of the com-
pany to secure a suitable boat. This wa.s

announced by E. W. Holton, general

passenger agent of the company. Efforts

have been made to secure a boat that

would fit the service, but repeated fail-

ures have been reported.

Victoria, B.C.—The next auxiliar;,'

schooner to be launched at the Wallace
Shipyards, North Vancou\'er, is the Jesse

Norcross. Although the date for launch-

ing has not yet been definitely set, the

vesseli is practically all ready and it is

expected that she will take the water
before the end of the month. The Nor-
cross will be the third schooner launch-

ed from the ways at Wallace shipyard

No. 2 and she will be the fifth vessel

afloat of the fleet of wooden ships build-

ing in the province.

Sarnia, Ont.—The Reid Wrecking Co.,

has sold its Canadian interests to the

Canada Steamship Line. It is under-

stood that the deal includes the tugs

James Reid, Sarnia City and Smith, all

powerful towing craft, besides the Sarnia^

docks and machine shops of the line. The^

eRids still have the Fischer and Manis-

tique tugs and the dry-dock at Port

Huron. The company has also sold the

steamer Kongo to Muskeegon parties,

and her name will be changed to the

Overland.
Government Buys Coal Steamers.—

The Dominion Government through the

Department of Railways and Canals has

concluded the purchase of two steam-

ers, the Drummond and the McKee. to

be used in the coal-carrying trade be-

tween Sydney and Montreal. The ships,

which are of substantial carrying cap.^-

city , were secured from the .\lgoma
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Companies. Particular efforts are bein^

put forth both to increase the coal pro-

duction in Nova Scotia and to improve

the carrying facilities.

Vancouver, B.C.—Construction opera-

tions on Walls & Co.'s marine ways on

Hastings Townsite, has been commenced.
The new slip will be 75 feet by 30 feet,

and will accommodate an 80-foot vessel

with a 10-foot draught. The plant will

be fitted to receive repair work in about

a month. The president of the company,
P. Walls, has had twenty-eight years'

experience in shipbuilding in the Old

Country, the United States and Canada.

He has been a resident of Vancouver for

six years, and is well known here.

Extend Embargo on Shipping.—An
Order-in-Council has been passed ex-

tending the measures taken previously

by tlie Government for the conservation

of shipping. The transfer of British

ships was restricted and made subject

to Government control last year follow-

ing similar action by the Imperial Gov-

omment. The embargo has now been ex-

tended to cover ship mortgages and

mortgage transfer. This action like the

llrst. follows an Imperial regulation.

INCORPORATIONS
The Vancouver Engineering Works of

Vancouver, B.C., has been incorporated

with a capital of $1,000,000.

The North Shore Ironworks of Van-
couver, B.C., has been incorporated with

a capital of $100,000.

Akerberg, Thomson & Co., of Prince

Rupert, B.C., have been incorporated

with a capital of $45,000 to carry on a

general engineering business.

.Smelters, Ltd., has been incorporated

at Ottawa, with a capital of $45,000, to

manufacture, smelt, refine metals of all

kinds at Montreal. Incorporators are:

Peter Bercovith, Ernest Lafontaine ami

Nathan Gordon, all of Montre:il.

Perfect Machine Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

$40,000, to manufacture machine tools at

Gait, Ont. The provisional directors are:

Wesley Clark. .John S. Rumble and

William B. Call, all of Gait, Ont.

The Davis-Bournonvillc Co., has been

granted an Ontario Provincial licen.se to

m^anufacture cutting and welding ap-

paratus with a capital not to exceed

.$40,000. The company's attorney is

Thomas 1). Sutherland of Niagara
Falls, Ont.

Atlas Gas & Oil Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

$.300,000, to acquire and develop oil and

gas lands. Head office at Toronto, and
provisional directors are: F. W. Saw-
tell, R. .1. M. Gardner and W. N. Houle,

all of Toronto,

The Solvay Process Co., has been

authorized to carry on business in the

Province of Ontario with a capital not

exceeding $40,000. The company will

manufacture chemical products at Am-
herstburg, Ont. The Attorney is James
S. Lovell of Toronto.

F. X. Truck & Auto Co. of Canada,
Ltd., has been incorporated at Ottawa.

to manufacture automobiles and motor

Steel Shell Furgiiigs or Billets of any size or weight will move any distanoe or aliout

curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power

devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

ETAL
STAMPINGS

IP We
I ers

f for

M

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker&Goodwin
Brantford, Canada

are manufaetur
of stamped parts

other manufai--

turerg.

We do any kind of

sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the

finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly

short time.

We can finish Steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avbnue, Toronto, Can.

Amerorx Ba^bbitt
(Patented In Canada and the U.S.A.)

Not like clay 7»r other material, as It doca not The only ..tiif.ctory compound for ret.ininr

stick to the work flr hands. Does «way with molten met.l and can be used over and over

using leather or/ paste-boafd at end of box. aga.n lor months- no deteriorarion.

For any metal, ^°'' P'"^" •"<* samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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(MADE IN CANADA.

Saves Dollars
Why lei that old-fashioned faucet bo on Tear
after year ivasting water—MOXEYfWhy more dnnking cups and glasses, only tobecome iinsanilarj-lost. broken or carried away'
huro Sanitaiy Dnnfcing Fountain stops all this
needless waste. I'uro sayes you 35% on thewater bill alone. Puro sayes you all that moneyyou spend for cups. YET Puro is always ready
with a clear, cool drink with dollara in the
liaiik.

Puro Pays for Itself

Ton don't have to wait vears to get back the
small Id vestment you have tied up in Puro
t quipmeut

—

Von start cashing in at once—not only on yonr
water bill saving, but on the increased efficiency
of your woikci"*: as nell.

Men like PrRC>—it's clean. Nn danger of
deadly germs Inrking in its sparkling bubble.
Write us—tell how many men, how many de-
partments, and we'll tell you how much the
cost wiU be to

"PURO -FY^
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sinitary OrinliRg Fountain Company

147 Uolverslty (te.. Toronto, Cinadi

trucks of all kinds at Walkerville, Ont.
The incorporators are Stephen A. Griggs,
Edwin H. Collins, and Elihu C. Griggs,
all of Walkerville, Ont.

International Equipment Co. has been
incorporated at Ottawa, with a capital
of $2.50,000, to manufacture and deal in

all kinds of railway, marine and foundrj-
supplies at Montreal. The incorporators
are: Arnold Wainwright, Aubrey H.
Elder, and D. Burley-Smith, all of Mont-
real.

Boat Releasing Gear of Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa, with a
capital of $226,000, to manufacture
boat releasing gear and other appliances
Head office is at Montreal, and the in-

corporators are: Arthur R. Holden,
Pierre A. Badeaux, and Arthur Charters,
all of Montreal.

The Canadian Shovel & Tool Co., has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-
ita] of $.500,000 to manufacture shovels,
spades, railway field and mining tools
of all kinds at Hamilton, Ont. The in-

corporators are William A. Holton,
Frederick Skelton and Walter E. Skelton
all of Hamilton, Ont.

The Mason Regulator & Engineering
Co., has been incorporated at Ottawa
with a capital of $48,000 to manufacture
munitions and to carry on the business
of mechanical engineers at Montreal.
The incorporators are Henri and Joseph
Henri Gerin-Lajoie, and Alexandre
Lacoste all of Montreal.

The W. E. Seagrave Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$400,000 to manufacture fire engines

and fire apparatus of all kinds at

Walkerville, Ont. The incorporators

ai-e Warren E. Seagrave of Walkerville

and George M. Mair and Alexander R.

Bartlett of Windsor, Ont.

Roelofson Elevator Works, Ltd.. has
been incorporated at Toronto, with a

capital of $75,000, to manufacture hand,
power, electric and hydraulic elevators

at Gait. Ont. The provisional directors

are: John F. Roelofson, Edward C. Cod-
ling and Harry Smith, all of Gait, Ont.

Independent Metal Co. has been incor-

porated at Toronto, with a capital of

$100,000, to manufacture metals and
alloys of all kinds at Toronto. Pro-
visional directors are: James J. Mac-
lennan, John N. Black, and E. Corrigan,

all of Toronto.

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

i

^^^

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

CATALOGUES
Safety Glasses.—Bulletin issued by

T. A. Willson & Co., Inc., Reading, Pa.,

dealing with various styles of safety

glasses for industrial uses. Each style

is illustrated and described together

with price lists of the glasses and extra

parts.

Spraco Paint Gun.—The Spray En-
ginering Co., Boston, Mass., have issued

a bulletin describing the "Spraco" paint

gun for all kinds of painting. The prin-

cipal features of this apparatus and at-

tachments are illustrated and described

accompanied by price lists of the com-

plete equipments and also of the atixil-

iary apparatus.

Niagara Motors.—Bulletin being dis-

tributed by the Niagara Motors Corpor-
ation, Buffalo, N.Y., dealing with an in-

teresting line of gasoline motors for

power boats. Specifications give the

principal dimensions and weights, etc.,

of the various models, some of which are

illustrated and their principal features

described. A number of power boats

are also illustrated featuring the suit-

ability of "Niagara" motors for various

kinds of service.

The Worker and the Works is the title

of a booklet containing an historical

sketch of the Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co.'s works at East Pittsburgh,

Pa., and also describing the shop wel-

fare work instituted by the company
for the benefit of the employees. The
Casino Technical Night School operated

under the auspices of the company is

also dealt with briefly. The illustrations

show the night classes at work and also

views of the works.

Searchlight Projectors.—An interest-

ing catalogue has recently been issued

by Crompton & Co., Chelmsford, Eng-

land dealing with searchlight projectors

for naval and military and general pur-

poses. The catalogue contains a general

description covering a wide range of

sizes of standard searchlight projectors

including particulars of the main feat-

ures of their construction. The various

types are illustrated and particulars

given regarding cufrent and range etc.

of all sizes. The concluding pages con-

tain information covering special attach-

ments and applications.

BOOK REVIEW
Spon's Electrical Pocket Book.. By

Walter H. Molesworth. 488 pages 6%
X 4% ins., 325 illustrations. Published

by E. & F. N. Spon Ltd., London and

Spon and Chamberlain, New York City.

Price $1.75 net. This is a new reference

book of general electrical information,

formulae and tables for practical en-

gineers. The book contains a great deal

of useful information for electrical en-

gineers arranged in compact form and

written in a clear and concise manner.

Some sections, namely, thosedevoted to

essentially English practice such as Bri-

tish Board of Trade and Home Office

Regulations, etc., will not be of much
practical value in Canada, but as it is an

English publication this feature could

not be eliminated. It is however an ex-

cellent handbook and in all other res-

pects will be a valuable reference book

for engineers in almost any country. Be-

ing a pocket book, questions relating to

desien and detail have not been included,

nor has space permitted of reference to

telegraphy, telephoning and special

branches of electricity. A useful feature

is the inclusion of full metric conversion

tables to satisfy the need created by the

increasing adoption of metric weights

and measures. The book has a sjTiopsis

of contents, a complete index comprising

20 pages and is bound in substantial

cloth covers.
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THE SYDNEY LETTER
(Continued from page 442).

tion to the United Mine Workers of Nova
Scotia, but has not yet announced his

decision in the matter of the application
of the Provincial Workmen's Associa-
tion. The application of the Provincial
Workmen's Association raises a nice
technical point. This organization has
stated it will not call a strike to en-
force its demand for an increase in

wages, as the members consider such ac-
tion at the present juncture would be
unpatriotic. This course of action is in

every way commendable, but technically
it defeats an application for a Board of

Conciliation which is supposed to be
granted only to prevent the calling of a
strike. It would appear as if the In-

dustrial Disputes Act could very use-
fully be extended to cover the procedure
of investigation and conciliation, that

has been so successful in the past, in

this and similar cases where all that is

needed is the tactful aid of some inde-

pendent and unbiased tribunal to adjust
the differences of two parties where the

breach of opinion is not so wide as to

threaten an actual strike. It is under-
stood that a Commission is to be appoint-

ed to investigate the bearing of the in-

creased cost of living on the earnings
of the miners, and it is not anticipated

that any trouble will occur.

Coal Production
Production at the collieries continues

at about the same rate as during the

past few months. No increase is being
gained, but outputs have not declined

materially. Some reduction of the work-
ing force is certain when warmer wea-
ther arrives, and farming and fishin';

commence. It is to be hoped the auth
orities will not permit the wholesale
exodus of men from the province which
took place last summer when the time

for the harvest excursions arrives. The
National Service Board will scarcely be
able to condone the further reduction of

the men employed in producing coal for

the increase of the number to be em-
ployed in harvesting in the West. This
would be a nice example of the proce-

dure known as robbing Peter to pay
Paul.

a

OVENS
Enameling and VaniishinB Overw hr^ato
by Gas, Electricity. Steam or CoaJ.

Write for booklet.

Brantford Oven & Raok Co.. Ltd.

r.r:uitIor<l. r.-irnida.
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TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing Else

GEO. K. JOP.l'.OKN, IlamiKon. Ont.

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
are the result of over
sixty years' experieure in

spring making, c-omljiiiefl

with unsurpassed equip-
ment and the workman-
ship of men who have
l)een with us. ten. twenty
nnd in some cases thirty
years.

Write for booklet No. 7-T.

Fstablished 1057.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol, Ct.. U.S.A.

Manf'rs of Barnes-made" Products
SprifMis.ScrewMacKinp Product^.Cold Rolled Swel and Wire

Oxy-Acetylene Welding

\\\- I'aii give the best of service
in all kinds of welding repair

jobs. We have successfully re-

paired the most difficult jobs. Our
work is high-class and our prices

moderate.

Send U3 vour work or wrilt us regarjin£ it.

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

GAUGES
DIES, TOOLS AND REPAIRS

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.

163}Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Adel. 3734

B. H. AYLSWORTH . i. HACKWORTH

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

iiiiliii

Mtoiiil
,lii«i?Bitiicfeii

HAVVK d
cMrgme
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Will
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Exceptlonai

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you lioat-tveatod

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are ninny cases where
each punch has turned out

(,ver 'J.nnn shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON. MASS.

U. S. A.
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Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word sub-
sequent insertions. Count five words when box number is required. Each figure counts

as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Display rates on application.

W^ANTED PLATING BUSINESS CHANCES

TXTANTED—LATHE ABOUT 48" SWING OR
larger, also boring mill up to 60". Must be

in good order and reasonable price. Apply Box
288, Canadian Machinery. cl6ra

FOR SALE

-1—GISHOLT LATHE 24' SWING. 6' BED.
•'- with turret head and three-jaw chuck. 1

—

Gisholt lathe, same as above, 20" swing. 6' bed.
1—4.5 Brown. Boggs marking machine. Jenckes
Machine Co., Sherbrooke, Que. c20m

TjlOR SALE—ONE 450 H.P. THOMPSON &
^ Williams condensing engine. Will sell cheap.

Engine is in first-class repair and will give every

satisfaction. Apply J. A. Marven. Limited.

Moncton, N.B. . tcfm

TjlORD-SMlTH 18-PDR. SHELL GRINDER —
complete and in perfect condition. To move

Quickly we will sell very cheap. M. Beatty &
Sons, Ltd., Welland, Ont. c23m

O—SCREW-CUTTING ENGINE LATHES, 14'

X 30", complete with countershaft, chuck, face

plate, etc. Second-hand, but in good order. 1

—

Potter and Johnston automatic lathe. Apply The
Jenckes Machine Company. Limited. Sherbrooke.

Que. cl8m

TjlOR SALE—TWELVE PRACTICALLY NEW
-^ No. 7-C Racine heavy duty high speed hack
saw machines. Suitable for all cutting purposes.

Immediate delivery. For price and further in-

formation address The Peck Rolling Mills, Lim-
ited, Montreal. cl6m

ONE LATHE 16" x IV-:' BACK-GEARED —
Built by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co., Cin-

ijinnati. Ohio. One lathe 18" x 3'. back-geared.

Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Four Murchey collapsible dies. Capacity 1\'/' to

2V2". Box 272. Canadian Machinery. ctmf

TjlOR IMMEDIATE SALE—1—7B H.P. ELYRIA
^ gas engine ; 1—40 H.P. E'yria gas engine

;

1—75 Kw.. 250-volt D.C. Western Electric gen-

erator, belted type; 1-45 Kw.. 250-volt D.C.

Crocker-Wheeler generator, belted type :
1—45

H.P., 220-voIt Westinghouse motor. All in first-

class condition : can be inspected in daily use.

The Elyria Machine Co., Elyria. Ohio. cl6m

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING MACHINERY
and tools at excotionally low prices: 1

—

heavy duty Rockford drill. 24", suitable for heavy

work, in use only two months ;
4—Jones & Lam-

son turret lathes. Bar machines, size 2 x 24

;

price J200.00 to S250.00 each. 2—Jones & Lamson
turret Ipthes. chucking machines, size 2x24;
price $200-00 epch. 1—Smnl! turret lathe. 1%
hole in spind'e. IVi hole in turret head. 1—Two-
snind'e sensitive dri'l $100. 01. 2~-Holden-Morgin

thread mi'lers. sHo-htly used on 4.5 shells. 4

—

Bertram internal thread millers. 2—No. 9 Hart-

nes3 dies, canpcity rane'e 1% to 3" difl. 4—12'

Whiton Universal scroll heavy duty chucks. 3-jaw.

1—10' Skinner Universal chuck. 3-.iaw. 1—10 x

12 35 H.P. Robb horizontal steam engine, in first-

class condition. Apply Steel Furnishing Com-
pany, Limited, New Glasgow, N.S. cowl7

VyE CAN UNDERTAKE AT PRESENT TIME
certain quantity of job plating of all kinds,

at reasonable figures. Enquire for prices. Ren-
frew Scale Company. Renfrew, Ont. cl8m

SPECIAL MACHINERY

lyrANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
work to any specification—munition produc-

tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.
Sumbling Machinery Co.. 7 St. Mary St., Toronto.

/y E. WOODS—GENERAL MACHINE SHOP—
builders of swpcial machinery. Will do well

to use our exDerience and equipment. We are
prepared to make special machinery, punches and
dies, .iiffs. fixtures and tools to any specifications
and drawintrs. Get our price and promise of
delivery. Phnne Gerrard 960. Address 754 Broad-
view Ave., Toronto, Ont.

The
same firms-
time after time

.•iienrliii'j; in eopy for thi.'; .section is one
of the most convincing proof.« of its

worth to anyone with machinery or

machine shop equipment to dispose

of.

These firms know a good thing when
they see it—they have learned by
using this section just what it can do
for them.

Try it your.-^elf ! That lathe, drill or

whatever it is, describe it fully and
.send in your copy to-day for next

week's issue. You'll find that the

frequent use of this section will help
you dispose of equi])ment you have
outgrown— o'et what you want in a

hurry, whether it be men or equip-

ment.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

A PROSPEROUS AND GROWING f^ILE
manufacturing business. The product is be-

inp sold to Al trade, and the demand is unlimited.
Tliis business can be had outright, or the prac-
tical partner will remain. A stock company
proposition would be considered. This proposi-
tion will bear the closest scrutiny. Box 296.
Canadian Machinery. clTna

TJlOR SALE—A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildinss in good condition, suit-
able for either metal or wood-working ; shipping
facilities unexcelled. Two trunk lines ; direct
connections east, west, north and south. Educa-
tional advantages the very best. Plant will be
sold at a bargain and on easy terms of payment,
if desired. Apply Box 294. Canadian Machinery.

SITUATIONS WANTED
SUPERINTENDENT—PRACTICAL MECHANl-

cal man with 12 years' experience, last two
years superintendent of shells, is open for a
proposition. Box 289. Canadian Machinery. cl6m

SUPERINTENDENT OR WORKS MANAGER^ of engineering concern will be open for an
engagement about 1st of June. Am practical
marine engineer with 22 years' experience. Have
had 12 years' experience in handling men and
am considered good organizer. Marine engine
building preferred.—Box 295, Canadian Machin-
ery. cITbh

SITUATIONS VACANT

A GENERAL SALESMAN TO HANDLE OUR
general lines in part of Ontario. Apply Box

290, Canadian Machinery.

-yOUNG MAN WITH GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
^ - to take charge of our sample floor. Apply
Box 291, Canadian Machinery. cl6ra

]\/rECHANICAL ENGINEER WANTED—FIRST-
^^ class opportunity for the right party. Must
be energetic, ambitious, sober and have some
knowledge of French. Apply Box 286. Canadian
Machinery. tcmf

PRODUCTION ENGINEER WANTED — TO
take charge of cost reduction work in Cana-

dian shop manufacturing air compressors, rock

drills and other lines. State age. experience at.d

salary expected. Box 292, Canadian Machinery.
!

cl6m

*

xyANTED—A CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
^^ to handle complete line of electric furnace

steel. Must be experienced in handling alloy

and tool steels, and now in touch with Cana-
dian trade. Best references required. Box 293,

Canadian Machinery. cl7i«

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN OF-
-^ fice to sell MoHne heat in Canadian territory.'

Must he a good snlesman. having had a general

heating and ventilating experience. Must give

good references. We have p fine pronositinn for

the right man. Address Moline Heat, Moline.

Ill
"^^^
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First in the field— still in the lead
Improved

Screw-cutting

HENDEY
Engine Lathe
Mounted quick-change jjearing was
first made a commercial success on
this type of Hendey Lathe. It got

away to a good start and still main-
tains its initial advantages. Used
more than any other quick-change
lathe manufactured — its top-notch

efficiency holds the field.

Thirty-six different threads and feeds are had through

mounted change gearing. Automatic stop for carriage

works in either direction. Has host of features. Write

for full particulars.

Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., To-

ronto: A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. 260 Princess St..

Winnipeg: A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Vancouver;

A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. St. John. N.B. : Williams

& Wilson. Montreal.
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EXTERIOR OF BUILDING. SHOWING GLASS WALL CONSTRUCTION WHICH INSURES ILWLMI \1 KX'I n, ATION.

Production of Twist Drills in a Specialized Canadian Factory
Staff Article

Small fools find sprciul iteiitu of inachiin: shop e(j'>ilpiii<-nf. have, in common with machine

took and larger equip-ment, eJ-pericnced a period of grtcrt demand, although, perhaps due jo

their lesser intrinsic value, tiie demand for them has not attracted similar attention . The
success attending the efforts of the pioneer twist drill faetory in the Dominion is indicative

of the results ivhich await <yrganizcd effort in. iiiani/ nllird lines of accessor!/ ecpiipment.

DURING the last three years the

demand for machine tools in Can-
ada has been so great and has in-

volved such continuous effort by all

branches of the metal working indus-

tries that the persistent and consistent

growth of accessory manufacturing
plants has, to a considerable degree been

overlooked.

While twist drills may be classed as

an accessory, their

functions are so vital

to the successful per-

formance of many
machine shop opera-

tions, that they are

well entitled to be

classed as a necessity

along with taps,

reamers, and similar

small tools. The in-

dustrial growth of

the Dominion ha.^

been so great that

the consumption of

this class of pro-

duct has for some
time been large
enough to warrant
the establishment o"

a plant devoted en-

tirely to the manu
facture of twist drills

and concrete evi-

dence of this fact is

offered by the Wilt
Twist Drill Co. of

Canada. Ltd., which
since the latter part
of 191.3 has been en-
-iged in production.

The concern was organized in that

year by A. D. Wilt, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio,

to whose business acumen must be cre-

dited the perception of the opportunity

and the successful fulfilment of the com-
pany's prospects. Operations were com-
menced on a modest scale at Walker-
ville, Ont., and from the first facilities

had to be rapidly increased to keep pace

with the demand for drills until a point

BATTERIES OK MILLING MACHINKs WHICH 1-ORM THK GROOVES IN TWIST DRILLS,

was reached which necessitated the erec-

tion of an entirely new plant, which

would have ample capacity for the now
greatly increased demand and allow of

suitable future extensions when requir-

ed. To this end several acres of groun.l

were acquired, situated on Walker
Road, Walkerville, and a factory

erected thereon during the sum-
summer of 1916, occupancy being obtain-

ed by the company in

September of that

year.

Factory Building

The building is of

steel truss design

and consists of two

bavs having a total

width of 98 feet, with

a length of 228 feet.

It was specially '1^"

signed for the owners

by the Austin Co., of

Cleveland and in de-

sign and construction

it represents the most
modern type of in-

dustrial construction.

Particular attention

was given to the pro-

vision of maximum
light .-ukI ventila-

tion, the nature of

the work rendering

the presence of the

former a desideratum.

,As can bo obsei-ved

from the illustration

of exterior, this has

been accomplished by
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making each side of building

a complete window in itself,

combined with the provision

of glass panels in the tile

roof. The building is there-

for entirely enclosed by glass,

supported in steel sash of

the Trussed Concrete Steel

Company's type, there being
small brick piers at each corn-

er only. With a few excep-
tions, where tie-rods would
interfere with operation, all

the units comprising the open-
ings are fitted with ventila-

tors, and this, combined with
the mechanical heating and
ventilating system gives pur-
ity of air practically equal to

outdoors. The roof is of Fed-
eral Cement tile, with large
glazed areas.

The interior arrangement of

the building will be gathered
from the views thereof. The
steel roof trusses are suitably

spaced, and are of convenient
section to facilitate the at-

tachment of countershaft
beams to their underside,

chines are group driven

SPACE FOR FUTURE EXTENSION

\n Uj

I-

a: u.

FINISHED STOCK

AND SHIPPING

[]]D

SANOBL^iJ

POWEH HOUSE

HAHDENim mxM

700L ROOM

flflW STOCH
AND CUT-OFF

1
MILLINC

DEPWTMENT
AUTOMATIC DEPARTMENT

.AYOUT OF FACTORY SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF
DEPARTMENTS.

All ma-
are group driven by over-

head motors located near the main col-

umns, of which there is a row down
the centre of the shop between the two
bays. This arrangement enables ma-
chines to be grouped in any desired man-
ner in any part of the shop without any
trouble in arranging countershaft drives.

The plan drawing of the factory shows
the location of the various departments,
the power house, sand blast and harden-
ing rooms being located in a separate
building connected to the main building

by a covered fire-proof passageway. The
power house contains a Goldie & McCul-
loch return tubular boiler for heating
purposes, equipped with Tate-Jones na-
tural gas burning apparatus. In connec-
tion with the heating system is a Sir-

occo blower installation, located in the
valley of the roof above the central row
of shop columns, from which central lo-

cation the heated air is distributed

through overhead pipes with downward
exits.

Other power house equipment includes

a 7V4 X 6 in. belt driven air compressor
by Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., driven
by a 15 horse-power Westinghouse mo-
tor, which supplies air for the Franklin
sand blast equipment installed by the
same firm. Blower requirements for the
hardening room are met by a Conners-
ville blower, belt driven from a 1.5 horse-
power Westinghouse motor.

Twist Drill Features

The twist drill, as produced to-day is

a precision tool of extreme accuracy
and, when viewed in the light of what it

can do when given proper treatment,
and what it is expected to do with a

deal of improper treatment, it is doubt-
ful if any other minor item of machine
shop equipment possesses a similar de-
gree of efficiency. While increased costs

of material have added to the expense
of these, in line with every other pro-
duct, the fact remains that in normal

times, the modern twist drill is practi-

cally without an equal in percentage of

service rendered for a given cost.

Both carbon and high speed steel drills

are produced in all sizes and types regu-
larly in demand by consumers. The
facilities of the plant, and nature of the

equipment, coupled with hthe extended
experience of the staff, enable special

drills of a wide variety of type? to be

produced when occasion requires.

The success attending the efforts of

the company to produce a drill perfect in

all respects has been largely due to the

process developed by them in which the

drill is machined complete from the
rough stock at one setting instead of

undergoing six or seven differ-

ent machining processes hith-

erto necessary. The develop-

ment of special automatic

machines for this work has

been a feature of the firm's

activity, and the success at-

tendant on their operation has

enabled them to be adapted to

the majority of sizes in gen-

eral demand.
The necessity for extreme

activity even in the rough ma-
chining of twist drills will be

understood from a study of

the diagrams on page 446.

Ample chip clearance and free

cutting are obtained in Fig. 1

at a sacrifice of strength, so

that the strain of operation

soon causes collapse, an oc-

currence which is hastened by

the lack of sufficient metal to

carry away the heat generated

by friction, which greatly re-

duces the ability of the cut-

ting edge to stand up to the

work. The opposite extreme is

shown in Fig. 2, where the

grooves are so narrow that there is not

room for chip clearance, resulting in ex-

cessive heat and power required to drive.

Fig. 3 shows a perfectly balanced drill

such as is produced by the Wilt process,

which combines proper chip clearance

with ample metal in the web to give

strength and carry off heat.

The necessity for proper balance and

the exact nature of this feature will be

appreciated from a study of Fig. 4; while

the condition is exaggerated, the effects

are present in any drill which is not

correctly machined. Trouble due to this

error generally becomes evident in the

hardening operation, due to the fact that

more metal in one lip than the other

causes an unequal strain when the drill

is quenched. The quicker contraction of

ANOTHER VIEW OF MILLING DEPARTMENT. SHOWING RELIEVING MACHINES AND
SPECIAL VERTICAL MILLERS.
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LATHE DEPARTMENT WHERE STOCK IS MACHINED PREPARATORY TO MILLING.

lip A sets up a strain along the centre

of the drill C, which is then very liable

to crack lengthwise along the web, this

cracking frequently taking place before

the drill is put into use. Should the

drill happen to survive the strain of

hardening, the lack of balance makes it

impossible to grind it so that each lip

will do an equal amount of work, re-

sulting in an excessive strain on lip B,

and a hole larger than the drill, and of

very imperfect accuracy and finish.

The efforts of the Wilt Co. to develop

drill-making machinery of the automa-
tic type have been successful to such an

extent that with the exception of small

and wire size drills and special large

i
sizes, they are now producing the great-

er range of sizes in this manner. The

, demand for small drills is such, however,

that a goodly portion of their plant is

1 employed in producing these with stan-

1 dard types of equipment, pending the

I

development of automatic machinery em-
bodying certain improvements and re-

1
finements. As the automatic machines

I
combine all of the operations ordinarily

performed separately, an outline of the

I regular routine of drill-making may not
' be without interest.

Raw Material

All drill material is supplied to speci-

I
fication, either in carbon or high speed

steel, and in smooth drawn or hot rolled

!
finish. The bars, rods, or wire, accord-

I

ing to the size required, are stored in

I
racks in the stock room, which is equip-

!ped with cutting-ofT machinery as all

1 raw stock is cut to length and pointed

(before entering on drill making proper.

'Prominent amongst the machines here is

a Cochrane-Bly cold saw equipped with
triangular clamps for holding several

bars of stock at one time. This machine
handles all medium sizes, while a punch
press with suitable gauging attachments

takes care of all wire size stock. Both
ends of the piece are now pointed simul-

taneously in a special type of speed
lathe equipped with a live tailstock spin-

dle which revolves in the same direction

as the headstock spindle. Each spindle
is equipped with a single blade cutter

on the same principle as a pencil shar-

pener, and while holding the work in

pliers with one hand, the operator pulls

the tailstock cutter against its end,

which forces the other end into the other

cutter.

The lathe department is devoted to

cutting-off, pointing, body turning, and
shank forming on medium and large size

drills. The cutting-off is done in pow-

erful hollow spindle lathes after the bar

has been pointed in the same machine,

after which the shank end is centre

drilled and notched with a square spin-

dle when the body is being turned. Dur-

ing this operation the point of the drill

blank is supported in a conical cup cen-

tre of slightly smaller diameter than the

drill body. This method of support and

driving is also adopted in lathes which

are set up for machining the taper

shanks; in this case taper attachments

are used to give the correct outline.

Varied requirements in drill specifica-

tions necessitate a certain degree of

adaptability in the equipment, hence we
find special purpose lathes of peculiar

design, engine lathes with wide range

of capacity, single purpose turret

lathes, and several hollow spindle auto-

matic machines of the Cleveland type all

occupied on what is more or less straight

turning work.

Milling and Relieving

Drill blanks of the proper size are

now conveyed to the milling machines,

either jn the automatic department, or

in the small drill department, the latter

of which is illustrated on page 443. Here

the blanks have the grooves milled and
the relief formed on the body. These ma-
chines consist of a work holding spindle

provided with suitable lead screw for

imparting the pitch, the spindle being

set at the proper angle to the cutter.

The work is supported in a bushing be-

low the cutter, the bushing being cut

away on the top side to allow the cutter

access to the work and yet give all pos-

sible support. Automatic stops drop the,

work clear of the cutter when the end of

the cut is reached, after which the work
is drawn back, revolved one hundred and
eighty degrees, and the second groove

milled.

Relieving on the smaller drills is done

VIEW 01' OUrNDINC DEPARTMENT WII'II I'lNISHrNG MACHINES IN EOREGROUND.
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on a special machine with two end mills

which relieve both sides simultaneously.

Its general construction is similar to the

groove millers, having a lead screw ac-

cording to pitch, but with the work tra-

velling square to the cutter spindles in-

stead of obliquely in the groove milling.

The relieving of wire drills is done by

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

the aid of small grinding wheels in front

of which a special bushing is arranged
through which the drill passes-, one
groove engaging a projecting pin which
causes the drill to revolve so that as it

passes across the face of the wheel from
left to right and back again, the proper
amount of surface is ground off to form
the relief. Before doing this it is ne-

cessary to remove all rags, etc., from the
grooves and this is performed by hand
with a round file; this work is done by
girls who acquire a peculiar deftness and
lightness of touch so that flattened edges
and other results of careless workman-
ship are very rare.

Heat Treatment

The marking of the maker's name and
drill size is done immediately after mill-

ing, so that the drill is now ready for
hardening. Every possible precaution
dictated by science and experience is

• taken to impart to the material that
condition which is best suited for its

work. Not only has the work to be done
with an exactitude seldom met with in

other lines, but quantity production is

likewise a requisite of the equipment.
Among interesting items of equipment
is a Hoskins electric furnace of the car-
bon resistance type for obtaining the
high temperatures required in harden-
ing alloy steels, the non-oxidizing fea-
tures of this furnace being a desirable
feature when handling highly finished

machine work. Gas furnaces, lead baths,
oil tempering furnaces, and quenching
baths and pyrometer equipment are all

evidence of the care exercised in this

operation.

Despite all efforts to the contrary, a
slight amount of warp will occasionally
develop in hardened drills, especially the
smaller sizes. As a result of the special

heat treatment, there remains ample
toughness to allow of the warp beinc;

removed with care. Special benches with
gas burners, surface plates, and small
sti-aightening presses enable this work
to be performed with great accuracy
and speed, following which the sand
blast removes any marks from heating
and imparts the fresh clean appearance
so typical of new drills.

Finish Grinding
Standard types of grindin.g machines

are employed on the finishing of bodies
and shanks. This work calls for a high
degree of accuracy and fineness of fin-

ish which demand high grade equipment
and skilled labor. The drill is driven by
a special driver which engages the

grooves, and centres the work by the

point which has acted as positioning

base throughout, the shank end being

supported on a centre if tapered, or on

a conical cup centre if parallel. On the

completion of grinding, a working edge
is put on the point of the drill, after
which it is ready for shipment.
The upkeep of machinery such as is

shown in the various illustrations calls

for an efficient tool room installation.

The principle requirement, of course, is

milling cutters, lai-ge numbers of these
being used in the course of operations.
The cutter blanks are cut off from bars
of suitable size in a hacksaw with mul-
tiple blades, and are then drilled, ma-
chined to size, gashed for teeth and
backed off. After hardening, grinding,
and sharpening cutters are kept ready
for use in the tool crib, their mainten-
ance in good condition being facilitated
by the installation of a LeBlond cuttei

grinder.

Milling machines form a considerable
portion of the tool room equipment, in-

cluding such makes as "Cincinnati,"
"Milwaukee," and "Le Blond," while, in
addition to a full complement of tool-

room lathes, there is a special cutter re-

lieving machine of recent type built by
the Cleveland Milling Machine Co. Sha-
pers, key-way cutters, drills, etc., bal-

ance out the equipment in suitable man-
ner.

@
BALL BEARINGS

UNDER the auspices of the Society of

Engineers (Incorp.) a paper on Ball

Bearings was read on April 2 by A.

Marshall Arter, F. S. E. A brief resume
was given of Prof. Stribeck's investiga-

tions.

Before these investigations were made
little was known beyond Henry Hertz's

theoretical deductions on the contact of

elastic bodies. Prof. Stribeck measured
the approach of hardened steel balls

under compression and found that the

admissible static loads varied as the

square of the diameter; he also found

that ball bearings in which the load is

carried at right angles to the axis of

rotation of the balls were alone suitable

for heavy loads. It was pointed out that

the balls in modern ball bearings did not

burst, but that the surface flaked out

when overloaded, the load-carrying cap-

acity depending upon the elastic limit of

the surface of the steel.

The author further pointed out that

the ball bearing of to-day could never

have been made a commercial succe.'^s

but for the very high degree of accuracy

in its manufacture. If a load of 130 lbs.

is put upon a ball half an inch in diam-

eter, it is compressed one-thousandth of

an inch, and hence if one of the balls in

a thrust bearing is one thousandth of an

inch larger than the rest, or there is a

high place in the race of this amount
failure is certain if the normal load of

the ball is at all approaching the safe

i\ orking limit.

The relation of load to speed was dealt

with, and it was shown that the safe

working load of a ball was reduced on

increasing its speed of rotation, in thrust

bearings the amount being greater than

in radial ones. Prof. Goodman's method
of examining balls under a microscope
for detecting overloading was explained.

The gyroscopic effects, at high speeds,

in thrust bearings was next dealt with.

It was shown that there is a certain min-

imum load necessai-y to prevent the balls

skidding, due to gyroscopic torque, and

that there is an absolute limit of speed

at which a thrust bearing can be run,

namely, when the maximum and mini-

mum loads coincide.
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CENTERING SHELLS

By R. Hamilton.

MACHINING from rough forgings

necessitates careful calculations

in the preparation of the mater-

ial for the preliminary operations so

that sufficient stock be left on all por-

tions for the finishing of the product.

In the case of shells of various types,

where the eccentricity of the bore and
the outer surface is often a serious ques-

tion, it is a difficult problem to determine

.iust where to place the centre in the

base end so that the machining of the

different parts of the shell will conform
to the desired specifications. Due to the

defects in the forging process, shells are

often delivered to the machining plants

that require careful judgment on the

part of the manufacturer in deciding

whether any particular shell can be ma-
chined without developing additional de-

fects. Owing to the large quantity of

shells produced, it has been almost im-

been the practice to locate this centre by
placing a shell on a suitable post or ex-

panding arbor, either on a drill press or

a lathe, so that the centre of the rough
bore would coincide with the axis .of the

drill or lathe spindle.

It subsequently developed however,

that many shells were being thrown out

because the outside would not clean up,

owing to the excessive eccentricity, and
in order to save the greater number of

these shells it was necessary to draw the

base centre over sufficiently to provid'^

stock enough on the low side to finish to

the specified dimensions. This process

was originally performed by a hand
operation; that is. by drawing the cen-

tre over with a centre punch and drill-

ing separately. Arising out of this pro-

cedure, jigs were developed that would
indicate the error at the time it was
placed on the centering fixture and.

without removing the shell, the jig could
be adjusted to permit of the centre hole

being placed eccentric with the bore, and
possible to avoid many of them being thus strike a fair average for the mach-
forged with eccentric walls, and to pre-

vent the enormous loss that would be en-

tailed by the rejection of all, manufac-
turers have endeavored to adjust these
defects, and have been successful to the
extent that large numbers have been
saved that otherwise would have revert-

CKNIKKINC .SHELLS.

ed to the scrap heap. On account of the

difficulties incidental to the boring oper-
ations, it has been found advisable to

commence the machining of the shells by

ining of either surface. The device il-

lustrated in Fig. 1 shows the arrange
ment of a centering attachment that per-
mits of reasonable adjustment to permit
of alignment before centering the baso.
The base of the fixture, which is secured
to the drill press footplate, carries the

rocking piece A
pivoted on the bolt

B. This tilting

piece is provided

with a lug C that

comes in contact

with a boss on the

^|_ base, and keeps the

shell in a verticivl

position. The low-

er portion D of the

supporting post is

turned eccentric to

the upper section

of the shell post,

the downward
thrust being taken

by the flange F.

The amount of this

eccentricity is indi-

cated in the right

hand view, and
gives a variation

of about 3/32 of an
inch. A steel ring

is placed on the top

of this post to lit

the inside profile of

the rough forging.

Fitted to the hous-

ing' of the drill

s[)indle H, hut with a free vertical

movement, is the ring gauge I, held

in position by the yolk J. which is pi-

voted at the back end in the bracket K

position as shown by the dotted lines,

the tilting piece locked by the dog com-
mg in contact with the stop N, this be-

ing released by the lever N; the roller

table P supplies a convenient means of

handling the shells to and from the ma-
chine. After the fixture has been raised

to the vertical position, the stop C comes
in contact with the base and is retained

there owing to the weight being located

between it and the fulcrum B. The gauge
I is then pulled down by hand and, if

the shell protrudes on all sides, the hole

is drilled; but if the eccentricity is great

and the gauge extends over, the post is

revolved by the handle until the shell

shows on all sides.

The object aimed at in the develop-

ment of the device shown in Fig. 2 was
to incorporate effective gauging facili-

ties with the actual operation of center-

ing the base. This fixture was designed

so that the shell could be inspected for

eccentricity and base thickness as soon

as it was placed on the jig, and before

the base was centered, in order to dis-

cover whether the shells would clean up
both on the inside and the outside; in

fact, it is intended to eliminate the hu-

man equation and make the attachment
practically foolproof, not relying on the

judgment of the inspector as to how far

a centre should be drawn. It should be

understood that the principle involved in

this fixture may be differentiated to suit

the ideas and tools used by the various

manufacturers, and its component parts

can be changed in proportional dimen-
sions to suit the size of the different

using the bore as a base. Therefore, when and supported at the outer end by the
centering the base end preparatory to spring L. When a shell is placed on th','

rough turning the outer diameter, it has fixture, the mandrel is in a horizontal

1 n,. ::. CLNl'KKlNc; -hi i

shells now being made. The fixture is

intended to be fastened to the table of

a large single spindle drill in such a man-
ner as to be able to swing the fixture

out from under the spindle and back

again to a stop fixed on the drill table.

Fitted to the base A is the double ball
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bearing B, upon which the upper por-

tion of the fixture is revolved, the top

raceway being secured to the hand wheel

C, this being retained in a free working
position by the retaining block D. The
shell stanchion or post E has a wide

flange, eccentric \vith the shaft, that

rests upon the hand wheel C, and is held

in position by the piece G, this in turn

being locked to the wheel by the screw

H. Surrounding the shell portion of the

piece G is the tapered bush I, which cen-

tralizes the open end of the forging. It

will be noticed that space is provided

around the post to permit of movement
when the shell is being moved to posi-

tion. To prevent the spring J from in-

terfering with the lateral movement of

the stanchion, the plate K is placed about

the post to take the thrust of the spring.

The collar L serves two purposes, that

of controlling the movement of the bush
I and to form a seat for the upper
spring; this provision being necessary
for the independent control of the sep-

arate gauging pieces. The top block M
is fitted to the shaft in the same man-
ner as the lower one, the washer N de-

termining the upward movement of the

piece. The top of the shaft is shaped so

that the inner base of the rough forging
rests upon four points, as shown at Q.
To carry the concentricity gauging ap-
paratus and also the drill jig bracket,
the three pillar bolts RRi are firmly se-

cured in the base of the fixture. On the
upper end of these three bolts the plate
bracket S is located, the swinging arm
T being pivoted at U, and Its outer end
carrying the drill bush V. The arm T
is provided with a slot W that allows it

to be swung clear when the wing nut is

released. At a suitable distance down
the pillars the collar X is secured; this

collar carries the indicator arm Y with
a wheel supported in the outer fork. The
spring 1 keeps the arm out to its ex-
treme forward position when the shell

is in place.

The operation of the fixture may be
described as follows:—The scale should
be first removed from the inner base of
the forging to insure proper contact and
avoid false indicating. With the shell

in position on the stanchion the jig top
T is dropped into position and fastened.
A limit gauge, made in any form, is then
placed between the top of the shell forg-
ing and the bottom of the jig arm, to

determine whether there is sufficient me-
tal at the base for finishing. If not, the
shell is immediately rejected. If base is

of the desired thickness, the indicating

arm is released, the tension of the
spring 1 forcing it out as far as it will

go, thus bringing the wheel Z in contact
with the outside of the forging. The
fixture, and the shell are then revolved by
turning the hand wheel C; if daylight
appears between the forging and the in-

dicating wheel, the hand wheel is held

stationary and the stanchion revolved
through an angle approximating 20 de-

grees. This action is accomplished by
a lever extending out from the flange

F and through a slot in the ring G.

When the lever is at the rear of the

slot, the post is in a central position,

and when at the forward end, the bore

has been moved from a central position

in amount that will still permit of the

interior cleaning up to the finished dim-
ensions. The eccentricity is again tested

by turning the shell by the hand wheel
to determine whether the forging will

still clean up. This manner of inspec-

tion has involved a certain amount of

error being distributed to the bore, but
the amount of error so distributed is

usually not great enough to prevent the

shell cleaning up in the bore, while it al-

so shows whether the shell will clean up
on the outside, and this is accomplished
with the minimum expenditure of labor.

The fixture is then swung under the drill

spindle and the center hole drilled.

The slot in the indicating arm should

be so placed that when the arm is in

tfie extreme forward position, the outer

edge of the wheel Z will be at a distance

from the centre of the stanchion equal

to one half the diameter of the finished

shell, plus the amount of stock that is

necessarv to finish the outside.

©
RECLAIMING NUTS

By E. T. S.

THE amount of reclaiming that can be

done in the matter of nuts, largely de-

pends on the facilities of the plant in the

way of machinery to assist in the pro-

duction of the serviceable materials. The
point having come to our notice that

large quantities of nuts were available

incidentally, the machine must be made
to run backwards. For the large nuts

we decided that a couple of old lathes

could be fitted up so as to handle the

large and medium sized nuts, utilising

the tailstock of each lathe to remove

/?(J /i'fy Pfft /v/>v

a forged steel block that had a taper
square hole cut in the center. Of course

the smaller siaes go into the chuck a
little further than the large ones but

that does not affect anything. Hexagon
and square nuts all fit into the same
chuck, the bolt with the nut projecting

forward being traversed into the chuck
until the nut is held and turned off. Foi-

the large nuts, the regular tool carriage

for ser\'ice if they could only be gotten

off the bolts upon which they were either

too tight or rusted, led us to believe in

and to consider mechanical means of re-

claiming same. The first subdivision of

whole nuts that would not come off was
into three parts, large nuts, those over

1 in. in diameter; medium sized nuts,

those between 1 in. in diameter and %
in., and small nuts those under % in. in

diameter.

It was obvious that whatever machin-

ery was used it must consist of a grip-

ping device to hold the short end of the

bolt, and when a chuck must be made
that would take in all sizes of nuts and,

was used, the gripping dogs being the

grip gear complete from an old Acme
bolt threader that had been scrapped.

For the medium sized nuts the tail-

stock was fitted with a shaft with a

similar chuck to the one at the large end,

and a belt pulley on the other. For a

carriage we cast a large block and bolt-

ed a rack, in between the lathe guides,

on the bottom of the block. A hole was
then bored in the side of the lathe bed

for an operating spindle upon which a

pinion was placed to mesh in the rack.

Another set of threading machine dogs

were set on top of the block so that the

whole machine was practically reclaimed
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FIG. 1. EQUIPMENT FOR RECLAIMIJJG LARGE NUTS.

the medium sizes on account of that be-

ing the weaker end, and the headstocks

of each lathe for the large nuts, be-

cause it was already fitted with a back

gear and ready to run at a suitable

speed.

Fig. 1 shows how this has been ac-

complished. For a chuck to remove the

nuts we fitted to the mandril of the lathe

from scrap. For the large sized nuts,

a speed of 28 revolutions per minute was

found sufficient, and for the medium
sizes it was raised to 40 revs, per min.

We have had two of these machines

working for the past year now with ex-

ceedingly good results.

For the smaller nuts we found that a

lighter mechanism would be more handy.
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and so decided to use an obsolete drill-

ing machine for the purpose. This was
set up and extra keys put in where need-

ed to prevent it loosening up on account

of it running backwards. The hand-

operated gripping dogs did not operate

quick enough on this machine so the

FIG. 2. GRIPPING CLAMP FOR RECLAIMING SMALL NUTS.

to minimize the faults in this connection.

One of the essentials in the satisfac-

tory operation of forming cutters is the
accuracy with which they are ground
and the devices by which this feature is

attained. To eliminate the possibility

of error on the part of the machine oper-

ator and at the same
time ensure a uniform
product, attachments
have been designed
and constructed where-
by the cutters can be
ground to the closest

limits called for in the

specifications. Many of

these are of a very
simple character and
demonstrate the

remarkable resources
that have been uncov-
ered by these past two
years of necessity.

The accompanyinfi'

cuts illustrate two me-
thods by which the

grinding of these pro-

file cutters is achieved.

Fig. 1 shows the de-

sign of an attach-

ment, approved by the

Imperial Munitions
Board, for the grind-

ing of the base cut-

pneumatic vise or clamp, Fig. 2, was ters used in finishing the powder cup

devised and found to be a great im- chamber on the 18-pdr. British shrap-

provement. The operator simply turns a nel shell. Mounted on a suitable

valve and the bolt is securely held. He framework is an adjustable cross

then pulls down the spindle by means of slide upon which is secured a port-

the lever, the spindle having a nut chuck able electric gi-inder. Parallel to the determines the position for the base of

attached, just as if drilling a hole, and axis of this grinder an I beam A is the cutter is secured in a slot so that

line, the fixture being then locked by
means of a dowel pin. For the short
parallel section F, the fixture is main-
tained in the position shown, with the
dowel in the hole G. The corner radius
is derived by swinging the plate and
the cutter through an angle of 90 de-
grees, the radius being determined by
the position of the pivot pin H, this be-
ing the stud upon which the plate B is

connected to the I beam A. To grind
the front face I, the plate is swung to

the position indicated by the dotted
lines, with the finished edge D resting

against the gauge piece J, this piece be-

ing adjustable and capable of being fixed

in a permanent position. When per-

forming the difl'erent grinding opera-
tions here shown, it should be borne in

mind that the opposite side must be
vorked on alternately in order to main-
tain a uniform shape. The fixture is

operated laterally by means of a suit-

able slide running parallel to the grrinder

shaft.

The other device, shov\Ti in Fig. 2, was
designed for finishing the base profile

cutters for the 4.5 inch shells. This at-

tachment was developed by the Jenckes
Machine Co. and has been of inestim-

able value in maintaining the efficiency

of these cutters. The base A of cast

iron is shaped so that the upper surface
upon which the cutter is placed is at -an

angle with the base in all directions;

thus bringing the cutter to the face of

the grinding wheel at the desired angle
for the proper clearance for every sec-

tion of the cutter. The gauge C which

the nut is backed off. When the spindle located, the upper surface of which is

is raised, the nut drops out, and, when provided with a plate that supports the

the dogs are released, the bolt drops into cutter at the desired height to give the

a box. After removing nuts from the proper clearance to the cutting edge.

the gauging face is always at right

angle to the axis of the cutter. The
wing bolt serves as a locking device

when desired position is obtained, the

bolts, we pass them through a tapping This plate B is provided with two fixed clamp E being used to hold the cutter

machine, so as to be quite sure of the

.size, also to clean and lubricate same

fit for service.

At different times I have heard it said

that it does not pay to reclaim nuts.

This is entirely wrong for T know that

if the question is studied out there is

more money in the number of nuts re-

claimable than any engineer would ad-

mit he was losing by not reclaiming

same. •

^
GRINDING PROFILE CUTTERS

By J. H. R.

OWING to the distance that the in-

ner base of the shells is from the

open end, it is quite obvious that ac-

curate gauging at this point is largely

a matter of guess work; as a matter of

fact, much reliance is placed upon the

.shape of the forming tools that machine

this section of the shell, for bringing the

base contour to the required .shape and

dimensions. It is therefore clear that

special attention should be given to the

problem of construction and subsequent

maintenance of these profile cutters. As
many of the shell rejections have been

directly cau.sed from defects at this par-

ticular part of the .shell, manufacturers

have devised various methods in order

dowel pins CC, upon which the cutter is

located. When grinding the straight

firmly on the block. Accurate setting

of the work is obtained bv the screw F.

FIG. 1. GRINDING PROFILE CUTTERS.

portion T> which forms the section just

above the powder chamber, the plate is

moved from its shown position to the

desired angle to bring the holes E in

The face of the head of this screw is

divided into .50 equal divisions and with
a thread of 20-pitch, an adjustment of

1-1000 of an inch is possible; the screw
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can be permanently locked in any posi-

tion by the clamping screw H. The
operation of the device is as follows.

The cutter is placed on the jip with the

gauge C so located as to permit of

grinding the face. Before placing the

cutter on the jig and clamping in, posi-

tion, the size across the large end should

be carefully measured by micrometer

dinary milling machine vise, mounted
on the table B of a hand miller. The
jaws were made, as shown by C, so as

not to distort the stock. The regular

screw was removed, and in its place was
screwed the stud D, which was a sliding

fit through K, and was connected to a

lever E, which pivoted around the stud

F. At G is a heavy coil spring, which is

H H

FIG. 2-. GRINDING PROFILE CUTTERS.

and the dimension noted. With the cut-

ter in position and the screw F well

back, move the jig towards the grinding

wheel until the rolling edges on the pig

and table are in contact and then adjust

the screw F until the wheel begins to

cut. By subtracting the required dimen-

sion from that of the unground cutter,

the amount of stock to be removed is

readily obtained; then the screw F is ad-

justed by means of the graduations and

the indicating point G so that half of

this stock is removed from each side. It

is desirable however, that if much is to

be removed, it should not be done at

the one setting but should be first

roughed off and finished afterwards by
reversing the cutter a couple of times.

From the location of the rolling edges

and the stop pin I, it is possible to al-

ways maintain the tit on the face in a

central position. The rolling edge of

the table is not shown, but this is a

machined ridge on the table surface and

located parallel to the axis of the grind-

ing wheel and forward of the wheel

sufficient for satisfactory operation.

©
CUTTING OFF STOCK IN THE

MILLER
By D. A. Baker.

THE fixture shown herewith should be

of general interest on account of its

adaptability to other work of a similar

nature. In this case it was used for cut-

ting off short lengths from strip brass,

which had previously been rolled to a
semi-circular form.

RefeiTing to the drawing A is an or-

suflRciently powerful to close the jaws of

the vise and hold the work securely.

, In operation, the lever E is first de-

pressed, thus bringing the milling ma-
chine table back as far as the stops will

allow it to go. When it has reached this

position which can be controlled by the

stops on the machine, the continued

movement of the lever, acting on the

stud D, draws the vise jaw J back and
allows the strip of stock to be passed

through, and up against the stop H,

CUTTING OFF STOCK IN THE MILLER.

which regulates the length of the piece

to be cut. Then by operating the hand
lever in the opposite direction the spring

G closes the vise jaws on the work, and
the lever carries the vise and miller table

towards the saw where the piece is

sawed off. The efficiency of this fixture

on work as illustrated may be judged
from the fact that a good man could cut
off over a thousand pieces per hour. To
be exact, thirteen thousand per day was
the average. The same idea can be ap-
plied to an infinite variety of work, not
necessarily that of cutting up bar stock.—m—
EMBARGO ON STEEL TURNING.S

EXPORT
THE Canadian Government placed with-
out warning, effective Saturday after-
noon, April 21, an embargo against the
shipment of steel shell turnings into
the United States. Very considerable
amounts had been purchased by con-
sumers in the States, and large ton-
nages are still due on contracts which
cannot now be filled. This scrap is

very desirable on account of the analysis
and is used in open-hearth practice.
For some time an embargo had been
in effect against the exportation to
the United States, of heavy shell crop
ends. The mills of the latter which are
shipping billets into Canada for the
manufacture of shells and whi^h are
large consumers of steel turnings will

no doubt insist that the clause in their
contracts which provides for the return
of the scrap crop ends and turnings to
them be complied with.

Production of shell turnings in Can-
ada, it is believed, far exceeds Canadian
consumption, and it is kno-mi that elec-
tric furnaces are being provided at
Toronto under Canadian Government
auspices, for the conversion of turning.^
into steel. A similar embargo placed
about six months ago was shortly after-
ward li.fted by reason of the inability
of the Canadian consumers to take care
of their . production. The embargo at
that time immediately brought the price
of turnings down $.5 or $6 per ton be-
low what could be obtained on this side.

Much adverse criticism is heard on the
action in placing this latest embargo,
as consumers in Caijada have the same
opportunity to buy the scrap as Ameri-
can consumers and have generally been
given preference at equal figures.

©
do:minion bridge get struc-

tural .STEEL CONTRACT
THE Department of Railways and
Canals of the Canadian Government has
placed a , contract with the Dominion
Bridge Co. of Montreal for 2,500 tons of
structural steel for two piers and pier

hedss to be constructed in the harbor of
Halifax, N.S. The steel will be furnished
by the Bethlehem Steel Co. Bids have
also been asked on 3,000 tons of struc-

tural steel for pier sheds at Quebec, but
no award has meantime been announced.

Recent bids on the construction of the

second unit of the Eaton department
store at Toronto, requiring 12,000 tons

of steel, were so high that it was decided
to postpone the placing of the contract

at this time. It will be recalled that

the contract for the first unit was placed

in February with the Dominion Bridge
Co., and that the steel was ordered from
the Bethlehem Steel Co. at $100 per ton

f.o.b., Toronto.

-^ t
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Too Holder and Cutting Tool Application Data-IIl.
By F. Scriber

The approaching return to broader and more general lines of manufacture render a

study of tool-holders very timely. While the welded tip has found considerable application

under recent conditions of heavy duty and unskilled operation, the obvious advantages of

well designed tool-holders are such as to insure a continuance of their use, more especially

where variety of work offers increased efficiency opportunities- for well assorted equipment.

IN
the application of cutting tool hold-

ers, the design of the holder depends
largely upon the cutter used. In most

of the holders previously described, the

blades were of such a shape that they

could readily be handled for gTinding.

In the design of the first two holders

shown by Fig. 15 which are for cutting

forms, the width of the cut being taken

makes it impossible to retiiin this grind-

ing feature to good advantage. The up-

per view shows a convex cutter A which

is made circular in form and beveled for

cutting clearance. The cutter itself is

is held to the holder B by means of the

PT/i r^

Con \j f -i Cutter

t
jriir-
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Fcf^ Cutter

J'lG. 1.-.. GKUIII' OK CUTTERS AND HOLDERS
USED KOR FORMING OPERATIONS.

bolt C which is in turn clamped by the

nut D. Such a cutter would, of course,

machine a concave groove, but is not

very economical, as it must be ground
on the upper face X. Grinding this face

changes the radius of the cutter on ac-

count of the bevel, therefore but few
grindings can be had, and in consequence
it is not a good manufacturing tool.

In the middle view Fig. I.t, a formed
cuteer E is shown. It is clamped by a
screw F, while the holder G has a slot

cut in it to receive the cutter, and also

another slot to make a spring cutter

binding holder of it. This cutter can be
ground on the top face and an indefinite

number of grinding can be had without
changing its shape. The lower view
Fig. l.'j shows a circular concave cutter
held in a spring clamping holder. In

this illusti'ation the cutter is seen clamp-
ed by the nut and bolt H. It can of

course be ground repeatedly in the usual

manner as provided for in disc cutters.

Having previously mentioned that this

article would show a number of screw
cutting tools, Fig. 16 shows three types

used. The holders show a fixed clear-

ance angle for the cutter X this being

the most economical method of making
a threading cutter as the latter is then

ground on the top face, and consequently

the angle of the tool is not changed.

Where the blades are held so that the

grinding must be done on the angular

sides they are very easily ground out

of shape. Referring to the construct-

ional features in the upper view of Fig.

16, the threader cutter is clamped in the

same manner as the disc cutter described

in the, last illustration, but, in addition,

this holder carries a screw A, which pro-

vides for fine adjustments of the cutter

being made. As anyone familiar with
threading knows, the threading tool must
be set or ground at an angle to conform
with the angle of the spiral being cut,

otherwise the tool will drag on the

thread, and in like manner a threading

cutter holder must be made to carry the

blade at this angle, although in some
cases the ends of the holders are made lo

swivel so that they can be clamped at

various angles, thereby being suitable

for quite a number of pitches, either

right or left-hand.

In the second illustration. Fig. 16, is

shown a threading cutter dovetailed into

a holder at B. The blade in this instance

is gripped by the wedging action of the

clamp C against the back angle of the

cutter, while the nut D tightens the

clamp C by means of the stud E. Re-
ferring to the lower view in Fig. 16, this

holder carries a cutter F, which is clamp-
ed by means of a strap G. The holder is

designed to can-y a cutter on either side,

as will be evident from the tongue
shapes on both sides of the end. This
permits of having both ends of the tool

ground, when, by reversing the blade and
the strap, either end of the cutter may
be used.

Mention has been made of the practice

of grinding or settinir the cutters on an
angle to conform with angle of the

thread being cut. Fig. 17 illustrates a
type of thread cutter holder with a

swivel head for this purpose. The shank
of the holder A is, of course, held in the

tool post in the usual manner, and the

head B is clamped to the shank by
means of the two screws C. This head
contains the thread cutter P, which can
be made square or round as require<l, the
particular type shown being round. The
cutter is clampod in place by the screw
E, besides, another long screw and nut F

also help to clamp the swivel head to the

holder, while the head swivels on teat

X. It will be noticed in the end vie^v

that the slots through which the screws

C pass are elongated in the swivel head.

In operation the head is swiveled to the

desired angle, and is then clamped se-

curely; following this the threading is

done in the usual manner. The outside

angle of these heads is sometimes grad-

uated where noted for convenience in

setting the tool.

Referring to the second illustration in

Fig. 17, this shows a disc threading cut-

ter G, the cutter being held to the hold-
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I'lO. IS. GROUP OF CUTTERS AND HOLDERS
USED FOR THREADING.

er by means of a draw bolt H. This

cutter has a tapered portion, which fits

in to the holder, thus giving it additional

support. The bolt is also tapered at the

cutter end and, when this bolt is tight-

ened, the cutter is securely held. It will

be noticed that there are no protruding

portions at the cutter side of this holder,

and, therefore, threading close to a

shoulder is easily accomplished. In cut-

ting a thread, it is very apparent that

the threading tool will tiike quite a

broad chip, this, of course, depending on
the depth of the thread being cut, and as

all broad cutting tools have a tendency
to hog-in, it has been found advisable in

many cases to make the threading tools

slightly flexible. These tools are known
as spring threading tools, and they ar->

often called goose neck threading tools.
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FIG. 17. SWIVEL DISC AND SPRING THREADING TOOLS OF
TYPICAL DESIGN.

FIG. IS. TWO TOOLS USED FOR THREADING.

The lower view in Fig. 17 shows a

threading tool of this type. This tool

holds a cutter J, which is clamped by the

set screw K. The holder is made in the

form of a spring with a hard rubber (or

other suitable material) pad L between

the holder shank and the part which

liolds the cutter. This pad is held in

position by the two set screws shown,

and acts as a butt against which the tool

holding portion of the holder conies as

it tries to spring away from the cut. By
means of the two set screws the amount
of elasticity in the tool may be regulated

to some extent.

Another spring threading tool which

holds the cutter at a fixed clearance rake

is illustrated in Fig. 18. In this the cut-

ter A is tongued into the holder, and is

clamped by means of the strap B and

screw C. The cutter has teeth milled in

the side, and when clamped in position

will not slide down under a heavy cut.

The neck of the tool D must be stiff

enough to resist the cutting strain while

remaining slightly flexible. In the lower

view of Fig. 18 a thread cutter holder,

which takes the place of a regular lathe

tool post, is shown. This holder is in the

form of a block E, which is mounted on
cross slide of the lathe. In this block

the cutter F is held in the manner shown,
and is securely locked in position by
means of the screw G, while a screw H
holds the block on the cross slide.

Another type of cutter which i? quite
extensively used in threading is known
as a serial point cutter. These cutters
are made with a number of teeth, each

succeeding tooth being made to remove
slightly more than the preceding one.

Many of the thread tool holders pre-
viously described will handle these serial

tools, and the illustration, Fig. 19, shows
a thread tool holder with a group of
these cutters. The upper illustration in

the centre shows a straight holder and

Cl/TTER.
Tool Holoer

w

an off-set holder. In these the cutter is

tongued into the holder, and they are
clamped by a screw, which is tightened
by a pin wrench. The upper view at the
left shows a plain single point cutter,
while the upper view at the right shows
a single point cutter which cuts the
angular portion of the thread, and also

cuts the shape at
the top of the
thread, as in cut-
ting "Whitworth"
threads. In the
lower view at the
extreme left, two
off-set single point
threading cutters

are shown, one of

them being but
slightly off-set, this

being only notice-

able on account of

one side of the
angle being longer
than the other. The
other, however, is

off-set to sjich an
extent as to be very
noticeable. In the

lower middle views
of Fig. 19, a fine

and coarse pitch

serial threading
cutter is shown.

Single Point
Cutter .

Orr-SET SiA/sLs
ROiniT Cl/TTER.

Serial 7hk£ad
Cutter

C0AH5E fHHEAD
oEfiiAL Cutter.

while the

view at

shows a

cutter of

remaining
the right

threading

a very
FIG. 19. STANDARD TYPE OF THREADING TOOL AND HOLDER. coarse pitch.
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Boring Tools

In regard to the problem of boring-

tools, these are quite varied in design,

and consequently but four types will be

described in this article, these being con-

fined to lathe boring tools. The first of

these shown at the top of Fig 20 is a

boring tool holder, which takes the place

of a tool post. The view below shows a

boring tool which is quite generally used

for boring on the milling machine, but

may be used to good advantage for some
classes of work on the lathe. When used

on the lathe it is held in either the lathe

spindle or the tailstock spindle, and the

cutter is, of course, adjusted by means
of the key shown in position at A. This

tool bores independently of the cross-

slide. An off-set boring tool is shown
directly below this. The manner of using

the tool is obvious from the illustration,

and it might be termed an extension tool

post, as it is used similar to the regular

tool post while being in turn held to the

latter. In the lower view of Fig. 20, ;i

boring tool which replaces the lathe tool

post, and will carry a number of differ-

ent sizes of boring bars, is shown.
Two types of lathe knurling tools, with

a group of knurls, are shown in Fig. 21.

The principle involved in these two tools

is as follows:—The tool at the top con-

tains two studs A and the angular arms
which carry the knurls; these are ad-

justed by the screw B. In the tool holder
shown below, this is accomplished by
means of a nut C which adjusts the arms

CANADIAN MACHINERY

D in a vertical plane. This adjusting of

the knurls is necessary in order to make
them conform to the diameter of the

work being machined. In the group of

^
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FIG. 21. TWO LATHE TOOLS USED FOR
KNURLING.

knurls shown below, a fine, medium, and

a coarse cut knurl are shown.

In presenting this series of articles, it

has been the writer's purpose to confine

it to the subject of ordinary lathe and

planer tools, while avoiding the numer-
ous cutter heads of special design for

single purposes; also to show a number
of holders which will give good results

in their respective fields.

—m—
INCREASED TAX ON WAR PROFITS
THE resolution brought down by the

Minister of Finance, in the House at Ot-

tawa, to give effect to the proposals con-

tained in his budget speech provides:

1—That in anv business ta.xable under
the Act where the annual profits exceed

1.5 per cent, per annum, the tax shall be

increased to .^O per cent, with respect to

all profits in excess of the said 15 per

cent., but not exceeding 20 per cent, per

annum, and where the profits exceed 20

per cent, per annum the tax shall be in-

creased to 7.5 per cent., with respect ti

all profits in excess of the said 20 per

cent., and such increases as the tax shall

be levied against and paid by the person
owning such business for each and every
accounting period ending after the .31st

d'lv of December, lOlfi,

2—That for the purposes of the said

.4ct, the actual unimpaired reserve, rest

or accumulated profits shall, at the com-
mencement of an accounting period by
an incorporated companv, be included as

part of its capiUil as long as it is held

and used by the com/pany as capital.
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That any enactment founded on this

resolution shall be deemed to have come
into force on and from the 18th day of

May, 1916.

3—That the tax shall be paid each

year within one month from the date of

the mailing of the notice of assessment.

4—That with respect to every business

liable to taxation hereunder the period

for which the returns shall be made and

during which it shall be liable for assess-

ment shall be at least thirty-six months,

commencing with the beginning of the

first accounting period ending after the

.31st day of December, 1914, or for such

less period as the business may have

been carried on from the beginning of

the said accounting period to the end of

the period for which the said tax may
be levied under the said Act.

The following table illustrates the

division under the new Profits Taxation

Act of a company's profits between .the

company and the Goverr ment:
Profit Company Government
10 p.c. 9% p.c. % p.c.

15 p.c. 13 p.c. 2 p.c.

20 p.c. \h\i p.c. 4V2 p.c.

25 p.c. 16% p.c. 8V4 p.c.

30 p.c. 18 p.c. 12 p.c.

.50 p.c. 23 p.c. 27 p.c.

100 p.c.
35 lo p.c. 64% p.c.

200 p.c. 60 Vi p.c. 1391/2 p.c.—©

—

BIG INCREASE IN DOMINION
TRADE

CANADA'S total trade during the fiscal

year ended March 31 last exceeded that

of the previous financial year by over

eio-ht hundred million dollars. Hon. J. D.

Reid, Minister of Customs, announced on

April 24 that the trade for the year re-

cently terminated amounted to $2,249.-

170,171, of which $225,000,000 was in

coin and bullion, as comn-ired with $1,-

424,916.665, of which $140 000,000 was in

coin and bullion in 1915-16.

The exports for the year 1916-17

aggregated $1,151,375,768. as against

$741,610,653 in the previous twelve

months. Indeed, the great growth in

trade was largely due to the expansion

in exports of manufactured and agricul-

tuml products.

The exports of domestic manufactures

increased from $242 034 998 in the fiscal

year of 1915-16 to $477 300 676 in 1916-

17; agricultural products increased from

$249,661,194 to $373.413 701; export of

animals and their produce from $102,-

882.276 to $127,795,468; products of the

mines from $66..589 861 to S85 616 907.

Imports trrew from $507783.361 in

1915-16 to $845,330,903. Of the imports

the dutiable goods .accounted for $461.-

708.206 and free goods for $383 622 697.

The Customs revenue w^as $147 623.230

in 1916-17, as compared with $103,929.-

126 in the previous fiscal year.

©
A loading firm of motor-car builders

in England have just been granted a

patent on a man-notic non-return valve

in which the valve proper is made of

hardened magnetized steel and the part

of the body on which the seat is form-

ed is of magnetic metal, such as iron.
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The constitution of ind>istrial enterprise is largely depart-

mental—"spokes in a ivheel." This series of articles lias for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

WILLIAM NEWMAN
SOME years ago, when a certain ship-

building yard in the States was
making fame for itself through the

construction of fast Atlantic liners, it

was related of the principal partner
that he could go into any department
of the plant and replace any workman
himself. This thoroughness of training
was the formation and mainstay of a par-
ticularly close understanding between
management and employees, and the al-

most unique record for efficiency and
freedom from trouble in the plant re-

ferred to was largely due to the con-
ditions mentioned. Those of our read-
ers acquainted with William Newman,
works manager and naval architect of

Poison Iron Works, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,

will recognize in his interesting career
a striking parallel to the conditions re-

lated in the opening paragraph. To
have developed an intimate knowledge,
through personal experience, of all

stages in lake shipbuildina: from dock
newsboy to manager of one of Can-
ada's largest shipbuilding plants is the
meantime measure of our Spoke's ac-

complishment.
Born in Kingston, Ont., Oct. .31, 187,S,

the son of William Newman and Mary
Dehaney, the subject of our sketch early
developed that inborn love of boats
which was to ultimately influence his

life in such large measure. While still

at school the attraction of the water was
so great that his spare time after school
hours was spent in selling papers on
the mail boats and other craft with
which the waterfront was thronged.
With the finish of school days, life's

serious work had to be decided on, and
accordingly at the early age of 1." years,
the "call of the deep" was temnorarily
suppressed when an apprenticeship was
commenced in the Canadian Locomotive
Works in his native town. From 1886
to 1890 the duties of a machinist were
discharged with considerable ability but
even the four years spent in the shade
of locomotives did not alter the destiny
of our young friend, the "lure of the
lake" being so irresistible that imme-

diately his machine-shop apprenticeship
was finished he went back to the boats
and started to serve his time as an ap-
prentice shipwright in the shipyards of

Capt. Robert Davis and the Montreal
Transportation Co.

His ability in marine matters was so

marked that in the short space of three
years he had advanced to the position

of foreman in the latter Co.'s yard, a

post which he held from 189.3 to 1901.

The experience which Mr. Newman thus
obtained during the receptive period of

WILLIAM NEWMAN.

his life was later to prove of particular

value in equipping him for the dis-

charge of ever-increasing responsibili-

ties. During the last six years of this

time he did submarine diving for the

M. T. Co., and the Donnelly Salvage
& Wrecking Co., raising, dry-docking
and repairing boats.

From 1901 to 1903, Toronto was the

scene of his labors as foreman with the

Bertram Shipbuilding Co., which posi-

superintendent for the late Frank Simp-
superintedent for the late Frank Simp-
son, C.E., public works contractor, for

whom he had charge of layin-; the six-

foot conduit from Lake Ontario to the

tunnel uu'lei- Toronto Bay. All of the

floating plant required for this contract

was designed and built by him.

On the death of Mr. Simpson in 1908,

Mr. Newman became superintendent of

the Poison Iron Works, and three years
later made a tour of the important ship-

building plants in Great Britain,

France, Belgium, Holland and United
States. In the same year, 1911, he was
promoted to the post of works man-
ager, and in 1913 undertook the addi-

tional duties of naval architect. Mr.
Newman looks forward with consider-

able gratification to the near future

when the launching of a number of

vessels will mark the completion of

the half century of launchings under
his supervision, the first of the fifty be-

ing the Earl King, launched in 1909.

Notable amongst the work executed
during the tenure of his present posi-

tion are the designs for the big dredge
Port Nelson which was built in four

months, also the stern-wheel steamer
and three steel steam lighters for the

Government work at Port Nelson. Hud-
son Bay. A surpassing eff"ort which is

expected to materialize in the near

future, however, is a 500-foot electric-

ally operated, steel floating dry-dock,

which is to be constructed for the Pol-

son Co.

Mr. Newman's activities further in-

clude the managership of the Canadian
branch of the American vessel fire

register; while he is a member. Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers Asso-
ciation, New York; associate member,
Institute of Naval Architects, London,
Ene. ; hon. member, Canadian Societv

of Marine Engineers; member, Toronto
Board of Trade; hon. member, Canadian
Quoit Club. He is the possessor of a

gold medal presented by the council

and citizens of his native city for sav-

ing the lives of two women from a burn-

ing building while a volunteer member
of the fire department. Oct. 2, 1897.

and also wears the Diamond Jubilee

Medal awarded to representatives of

Canadian troops in England on that oc-

casion. His military service includes a

twelve-year membership of the 14th

Regiment P.W.O.R.; on the outbreak of

war he was granted a commission in

the 23rd Retriment Northern Pioneers,

and is now Captain of No. 5 company.

Mr. Newman owes his success to a

large extent to hard work and close

attention to details believing in the old

adage that it is the little things that

count. This principle he has applied to

his work with conspicuous success.

Some years ago Mr. Newman had the

good fortune to meet the late Sir Wil-

liam White the celebrated naval archi-

tect, and was much impressed by his

personality and kindly advice received

on several occasions. Our "Spoke" ad-

vises all budding marine engineers to

study the career of some man prominent
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in his profession and considers that no
better incentive can be found than in
the life of Sir William White, one of
whose chief characteristics was a mas-
tery of detail.

While he may deny the fact, our
"Spoke" owes not a little of his suc-
cess to a genial and thoughtful tem-
perament fostered by a study of hu-
man nature. During the early part of
his career, his occupation gave him
plenty of opportunity for observina- his
fellow men. The knowledge gained has
been a valuable asset since, particularly
in his present position where he has
charge of a large number of men. It
is said that when Poisons began to get
busy again some eighteen months ago,
many old hands who had left when
business became slack, returned imme-
diately from all parts on hearing that
there was work for them at the old
shop. This in itself speaks well for
the firm and those in authority.

Mr. Newman being essentially a prac-
tical man believes in the practical end
of the business. At the same time he
strongly advocates the acquisition of
the same theory by attendance at night
.school or college and also by the read-
ing of technical books and journals. He
holds that this is necessary for a proper
and intelligent understanding of hand
books which are of great assistance to

tho.se engaged in the construction of

ships in any engineering capacity either
in the shop or in the drawing office. In
his younger days Mr. Newman spent
practically all his spare time on study
and is deeply indebted to Frank Simp-
son, for whom he worked at one time,
for much valuable assistance and en-
couragement. He also attended evening
classes at Wells Business College, Tor-
onto.

Mr. Newman also states that "there is no
institution in Canada where naval archi-
tecture is taught, and marine draughts-
men are brought here from Great Brit-
ain, Sweden, Denmark and the United
States. I think some of our Univer-
sities should have a chair in Naval
Architecture, as they have in the Uni-
versity of Glasgow and in the School
of Technology in Boston, as at the pre-
.sent time, such important positions as
loftsman, ship's plater, and ship's car-
penter are practically closed to Can-
adians. There are scarcely a dozen
apprentices in Canada to these depart-
ments, and outside of the "Old Guard"
of ship's carpenter, 90 per cent, of our
skilled labor in these branches are
brought from outside the Dominion.

"Another industry which Canada must
soon take up is the manufacture of ship
plates and shapes; also of seamless steel

tubes and corrugated furnaces. With
her immense wealth of ore, nickel, cop-
per and coal, and her unlimited supply
of timber in British Columbia, I see no
reason why Canada should not in the
future become independent in the .ship-

building trade—something whi<.-h .she is

far from being at this writing."

CANADA'S SHELLMAKING
ACHIEVEMENT

THE story of Canada's achievement in
the manufacture of munitions was told
to the Ottawa branch of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers on April 25,
by Colonel D. Carnegie, a member of
the Imperial Munitions Board. He said
that when the war broke out Canada's
capacity for shell making was confined
to three hundred and forty 18-pdr.
shrapnel shell per week. Now, she had
capacity to turn out 400,000 of the lat-
ter per week, including cartridge cases,
fuses, propellant, etc., in addition to
400,000 high explosive shells of all

varieties—or 800,000 shells per week.
To manufacture this huge quantity of
munitions requires 25,000 tons of steel
per week, 2,500 tons of brass, 750 tons
of copper, 2.50 tons of zinc, 1,500 tons
of lead, 200 tons of antimony, 150 tons
of resin and 1,300 tons of explosives.
The making of boxes required 325,000
lineal feet per week.

Colonel Camegie said the total value
of the shell orders let in Canada had
reached the enormous sum of $800,000,-
000, and there had been shipped to date
.$500,000,000 worth to France. He em-
phasized the difficulties at the outset of
the manufacturers in making shells.

There was difficulty in getting machin-
ery, and a still greater struggle to se-
cure adequate and trained labor. The
greatest of all progress had been made
by the workers; the skill they had ac-
ciuired had passed all expectations. So
skilled were the Canadian workers now
in speed and output that they would
excite the admiration of the oldest and
most experienced machinists in England.

Shell Factories

There were now 650 factories, distri-
buted through 144 towns (in every pro-
vince except Prince Edward Island) en-
gaged in turning out shells. He told
of the difficulties in securing shell forg-
ings, and the work which was now be-
ing accomplished. The value of the
steel forging plants was approximately
$5,000,000. There had been installed in

Canada's factories 18,000 machines for
the manufacture of shells, valued at
$35,000,000.

In the early stages of the war all our
gauges came from the United States,
but to-day there were twenty factories
in Canada making gauges, and $150,000
per month was spent for gauges. The
Imperial Munitions Board had five

thousand inspectors, under Colonel Ed-
wards. Col. Carnegie said one of the
first projects undertaken by J. W. Fla-
velle, the present chairman, when he
took over the work of the Board, was
to establish national factories for the
m,anufacture of shells. To-day there
were national factories for loading fus-
es, making explosives of various kinds,
acids and aeroplanes. These were oper-
ated by separate companies, the entire
stock being held by the Imperial Muni-
tions Board. At the pre.sent time the
factories are turning out one aeroplane
a day, and when the new factories .shall

have been completed they will have a
capacity of five aeroplanes daily.

A Permanent Asset

The factories which had been develop-
ed for munition making, he said, would
be a permanent asset to Canada for
two reasons, first, they had standardized
products, and second had standardized
skill. No component parts of shells
were accepted except under rigid exam-
ination, and strict test. Every industry
which had been engaged in the manu-
facture of munitions had passed through
processes of refinement. They would
return to normal industry after the war
much more skilled and competent than
before. Munition manufacturing had
given an abidinu- impetus to mining in

Canada. The chemical industry, he
said, had been accelerated. The electro-

chemical industry, such as refining cop-
per, which had been developed in the
last two or three years, would remain
a permanent industry after the war.
Every workshop engaged in the muni-
tions industry had standardized skill,

which was a permanent asset to Canada.
There are now no less than 25,000 skilled

workmen, and 12.000 women engaged in

munitions manufacture.
Colonel Carnegie predicted an indus-

trial war when peace comes. Germany
had been piling up products, which
would be thrown on the world's market,
and there will be the keenest compe-
tition for world commerce. German
militarism might be crushed, but Ger-
man industrial life would be probably
stimulated by the war. There would be
a struggle for industrial supremacy, and
it will take all the ability and experi-

ence of Canadian manufacturers to hold

their own in this struggle.

^
SUBMARINE CONSTRUCTION ON

PACIFIC COAST
CONSIDERABLE interest is taken in

Vancouver's latest acquisition in the way
of shipbuilding contracts, particulars of

which have just been announced. J. V.

Paterson, of Seattle, former president of

the Seattle Construction & Dry Dock Co.,

and one of the best known shipbuilders

and marine architects on the Pacific

Coast, has closed contracts to build six

submarines for the Russian Government.
The work will be done at a plant which
Mr. Paterson has built in Vancouver, and
actual construction of the submarines
has been started. Material for all of the
half dozen is already on the ground and
the plant practically completed, with a

force of 150 men now at work. This force
will be increased immediately to 350
men, as, while the definite dates of de-
livery of the vessels are not given out.

Mr. Paterson states that they are wante.l
as quickly as possible.

The order for the submirines is the
largest for war vessels for a foreign
power yet placed on the Pacific Coast,
and is believed to be the only one now
pending in Northern yards. A year and
a half ago Mr. Paterson built five sub-
marines for the Allies, but he states that
these later craft are of a larger and move
powerful type than the former order.
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XIX
By J. Davies

AFTER deciding how any particular

job is to be held in the milling

machine, the next point is the
selection of a suitable cutter. This is a
matter of judgment based on practical

experience depending on the nature of
the job, the construction of the machine,
the rigidity with which the work is held,

and last but not least the available
supply of cutters to choose from.

Choosing a Cutter

It is quite a common thing to see a
milling machine run at considerably less

than its maximum capacity for want of
suitable cutters; in many cases it is

Hobson's choice, this or none. The cut-
ter that will do the work satisfactorily
in the least time is the cutter for the
job. In a job that would require a num-
ber of short cuts, time can be saved by
using a cutter of small diameter as a
small cutter will pass over a job in less

time than a larger cutter would, that is

if equal feeds are used. If, however, by
using a larger cutter, the greater num-
ber of cutting edges on the large cutter
would allow an increased feed, nothing
would be gained by using a small cutter.

It is very important to keep milling
cutter sharp, so much so that many
manufacturers have stamped on their
milline cutters the words "Keep Sharp."
It has been proven that a milling cutter
will last much longer if kept absolutely
sharp, than it will if used in a dull con-
dition. The dull cutter puts an unnec-
essary strain upon the machine, the
work, and also' upon the arbor carrying
the cutter, besides the tendency to gen-
erate heat in itself and become soft.

Avoid Fine Teeth

Do not choose or make your milling
cutters with very fine teeth. It is a
mistaken idea to suppose that the finer
the teeth the finer the iob. or that you
can do a job quicker with a milling cut-
ter with fine teeth on account of the
greater number of teeth than you could
with a wider snaced cutter of the same
diameter. If the teeth of your cutter
are too fine they are liable to become
choked up with cuttings as there is very
little chip clearance and you may have
to keep on brushin"- away the chips that
have become packed between the teeth.
A proper anplication of some cutting

compound will prevent the chips from
clogging UD the spaces between the
teeth, partly by washing away the
chips and partly by changvna' their

character or form, but the chief benefit

derived from flooding the work with
some kind of lubricant is that it keeps
the work and cutter cool and so pre-
sei-ves the cutting edge, allowing a

highei' rate of feed and speed than

would be otherwise possible.

No lubricant is necessary for cutting

cast iron, that is soft grey iron, or for

yellow brass. For steel, wrought iron,

malleable iron, etc., some sort of lubri-

cant is advisable. Lard oil makes a very
efficient lubricator for nearly all classes

of work, but owing to its cost some sort

of soda compound is often used instead.

If there is no pump or other mechanical
means of applying the cutting compound
use a stiff brush and apply to the side

of the cutter running away from the

work.
Testing the Setting

Aft^r securing your work, make a

final test to see that it has not moved
by the tightening of bolts or clamps.

The setting of work that has been secur-

ed to the table may be tested for being
parallel by a surface gauge from the

table, in the same manner as testing a

job on the planer. If there is no room
on the table or for any other reason a

surface gauge cannot be used, a pointer

fastened between two washe^rs on the

arbor may be used and the table moved
under it. A convenient method of set-

ting up an angle plate, parallel with

the line of motion of the table,is to put

a pointer between two washers on the

arbor and bring one end of the plate up
until it just touches a feeler or piece of

paper placed between the pointer and
the plate; then move the table to the

other end and test a^ain and adjust un-

til the paper is punched equally at both

ends.

For small work the commonest way
of securinq' the work is by a vise the

base of which should -be graduated in

AGAINST THE CUT

movable, so that special jaws could be

made to suit any particular job.

Direction of Feed

Always feed the work against the cut-

ter unless the machine is especially

built to feed either way. Some machines
one arranged to take care of the back-
lash existing between the feed screw
and the nut, the table being prevented
from jumping forward by a weight at-

tached to a cord or chain which passes

over a pulley in line with the table. If

there is no such appliance always feed

against the work Fig. 71 or the cutter

will probably draw the work toward
itself and climb over it, resulting in a

broken cutter or a' bent arbor or both.

When setting up work in the vise or

on an angle plate where there is a risk

of the woi'k slipping, arrange the work
so that it will slip from the cutter and
not towards it. In taking a light cut

that finishes against a radius or shoulder

as it is called, be careful as the cutter

approaches the end of the cut,—take off

the feed and feed very carefully by hand,

because if the eUtter is allowed to come
against a larger mass of metal than it

is cutting with any force it will under-

cut the job. The same remark applies

to cutting slots with an end mill—if a

slot is cut with an end mill cutting both

sides at once, then when the work is

fed over again in the opposite direction,

the slot will be found to be larger than

the mill. The proper way to cut slots is

to use an end mill having a diameter
slightly less than the width of the slot,

and take two cuts one for each side of

the slot. If the job must be done in

one cut, avoid the common error of set-

WITH THE CUT

FIG. 71.

degrees, and have a tongue on the under-

side to fit one of the slots in the table

to ensure it being parallel with the table.

The jaws should be of steel and re-

ting up the work to cut an equal amount
off each side, as the resistance on the

side of the mill that is against the cut

is not equal to the resistance that is
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on the side with the cut. This fact is

responsible for more than fifty per cent,

of broken teeth in end mills. Set up
the work so that the cutter will remove
about twice as much from the side that

is feeding against the cut as it will

from the side that is with the cut. Also

be careful in starting the cut, especially

if starting to cut against a square

shoulder or the square corner will run in

between two teeth and rip a few of them
out of the cutter before the damage can

be prevented.

©
DOESN'T BELIEVE IN SAVING

TIME.
By N. G. Near.

BOILER factory owners still exist who
think they have sound arguments
against good time-saving devices. They
believe in the old idea—plenty of "elbow

grease" as they called it. They think

it laziness to permit the brain to do

the work through coal and machinery.

I met a friend salesman the other day
who told me about an argument he had
with such an owner of a boiler factory.

He had tried to sell the owner an up-to-

date, time-saving machine, but the

owner said, "If we used every time-

sav'ng device in the world in this factory

we wouldn't have anything more to do."

Although it is usually fatal for a sales-

man to be sarcastic with a prospective

buyer, this friend of mine said, "Your're

right. Henry Ford believes in using as

much time-saving machinery as possi-

ble in his automobile factory, and that'

is why he hasn't an\-thing to do now-a-

days."

It's a fact that some so-called time-

saving machines are actually time-losers

and they should be carefully weeded out.

Again, the time-saving machine may be

a time-saver only where it can do jobs

over and over, and where it can be

kept everlastingly at it. In many in-

stances, holes can be drilled in certain

pieces by hand more quickly and more
economically than by machinery, and

.-uch machinery may be the so-termed

"time-saving" variety.

If TIME was MONEY in Ben Frank-

lin's day, doesn't it seem reasonable that

time is worth MORE money now?

SETTING A LATHE IN POSITION
By N. E.

INDUE haste in the setting of ma-
1 hinery is often the cause of subsequent

trouble in its operation, much of which
may eventually be laid upon the shoul-

ders of the man working it, while in

reality it is the machine itself that is re-

sponsible for the inefficiency. Neglect
in paying sufficient attention to the

primary essentials when installin'i' ma-
chinery often demonstrates the truth of

the saying: "More haste, less speed."
Like everything else of lasUng value,

from the formation of character to the
erection of a large building, the nature
and permanency of the foundation is the
all-important factor. Unless a good
foundation is provided for the lathe, it is

quite unreasonable to expect that satis-

factory work will be produced. Un-

doubtedly, the chief consideration in the

placing of an engine lathe should be the

entire elimination of structural stress

when setting in position. The legs of a

lathe are not alone for the purpose of

elevating the mechanism to a convenient

working distance from the floor, but they

must also be the means of maintaining
'

the bed in its proper alignment; and this

is only possible by the relative distribu-

tion of weight between the various sup-

ports. To attain this, it is necessary

that the floor (preferably a special foun-

dation) be previously prepared to receive

the machine. A lathe that is not pro-

perly leveled cannot be denended upon to

perfoi-m accurate work. No lathe is so

rigid in the bed but that it will develop

s "spring" when resting on uneven sup-

ports. Spring, no matter how moderate.

'.s detrimental to the accomplishment of

good work; irregularity in boring, fac-

ing or turning, may result, and chatter-

ing may also be one of the faults.

When leveling up a lathe, a fairly sen-

sitive level should be used; one that will

respond to the slightest variation from
a set position. Thin wedges may be used
to attain the objective, but it is more re-

liable to use suitable liners under the
feet that will furnish a wider support
tha.n is possible with the wedge, as the
sharp ede-es of the foot of the leg will in

time cut into the wedge, thus allowing
that corner to sag, and consequently de-
stroying the original setting of the ma-
chine. With proper assurance that a
lathe has been properly leveled upon its

foundation, any faults that mav subse-
quently arise can readily be traced to
other causes.

®
MI.STAKES THROUGH VERBAL IN-

STRUCTIONS

By B. S.

WHO must take the responsibility
when errors occur through the mis-
understanding of verbal instructions?
The inability of any two minds to
think exactly alike is often the
cause of varying degrees of error in

the accomplishment of certain tasks, if

there 's nothino- tangible to verify the
orders previously given. In many lines

of work, sliu-ht divergence from accepted
practice matters little jn the final achiev-
ment, but in other lines of activity it is

essential that specific instructions be ad-
hered to, in order that the final result
be in keeping with the original intention.
In the case of a foreman issuing instruc-
tions to a workman regardinir the con-
struction of a certain piece of mechan-
ism, it sometimes happens that insuffi-

cient details are given the woikman
for the thorough knowledge of the task
before him. The foreman undoubtedly,
has given the nnestion much thought
before it is submitted to the workman,
and when this is done, the instructions

are issued from the viewpoint of the
foreman who has nreviouslv studied the
various phases of the subiect. The
workman, not being a mind reader,
thinks he has understood the orders giv-

en and proceeds to perform the work,
based on the meaning ho has taken from

the instructions given, w^ith the result

that the operation is not accomplished

as the foreman had intended.

A case in point was that of a tool-

maker receiving instruction to make a

forming die to accomplish certain opera-

tions. A few brief verbal suggestions,

outlining the method of precedure, were

given by the foreman, and the workman
proceeded to construct the tool accord-

ing to the understanding he had of the

chief's remarks. The die was completed

and worked satisfactorily, but the ideas

of the workman had varied from those

of the foreman to such an extent that

the latter was not convinced but that his

way would have given still better results.

On another and later occasion, the

same shop was confronted with a more

complicated problem, that of a stamped

piece for which dies had to be con-

structed. Considerable thought had been

given on the part of the superintendent

and foreman as to the method of design-

ing the tools, but nothing definite was

arrived at when the work was handed

to the tool maker with a few brief ver-

bal suggestions as to the purpose of the

piece and the method of producing sarne.

In some respects, the workman was giv-

en free scope as to the construction of

the die, and commenced operations based

on his own particular ideas as to what

was desired. It chanced; however, that

after considerable time and labor had

been put upon the tools, the superintend-

ent happened around and told the fore-

man that the work was not being done

as intended, and a general mix-up im-

mediately followed; the outcome of

which was an all-round discussion, as

to the correct method of construction.

There at once arose the question as to

who should shoulder the resnonsibility.

as it was not clear just what the original

instructions had been. However, after

thrashing out the subject from various

angles, sketches were developed from

the difl'erent suggestions that provided a

foundation for the construction of the

tools, and also indisputable evidence as

to workman's instructions.

Definite information, either in the

form of .sketches or writing, should be

issued for the guidance of the workman,

where the reasoning factor of the human

element is a feature of production. By

strict adherence to this rule, better pro-

tection is provided for both the foreman

and the workman, and will often avoid

many of the troubles and misunderstand-

ings' common to job shop and special

manufacturing practice.

©
It is a common observation by plum-

bers that the pipes carrying the hot

water from the boiler to the kitchen and

bathroom burst from freezing far more

frequently than the pipes carrying the

cold water. Experiments have been

made with glass tubes, the practical con-

ditions being simulated as nearly as pos-

sible. The results confirm the above ob-

servation, and show that the occluded

air in tap water is responsible for the

delay or ab.sence of bursting of the pipes,

says F. C. Brown in the Phiiniral Revieir.
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Development of Wood and Steel Shipbuilding in Canada
By C. T. R.

/;/ (tilililiiin f(i the widespread requlsitionirifj of vexsek for tiaih'iportafiou pin/joitTx hi/ the
Allies, the war attendant and normal merchant ship losses and the many months' almost com-
plete cessation of new construction on the part of the latter, the merchant marine of the
ivorld has had the tnisfortune to become to a large extent the target for enemy submarine
activity. All nations have mifjered in this respect, hence the almost feverish anxiety being
dixplaijed by shipping intrrests to have the lossci made good at the earliest possible moment.

UPPER LAKES S.S. "W ESTMOUNT"
LAUNCHED

THE bulk freighter Westmount,
which has been built to the order
of the Montreal Transportation

Co., by the Collingwood Shipbuilding
Co., Collingwood, Ont., was successfully

launched on April 5, Mrs. L. L. Hender-
son, wife of the president of the owners
company, christening the vessel. The
"Westmount" is one of the largest ves-

sels yet constructed in Canada, and is

of the single-deck type which has been
evolved to meet the conditions prevail-

ing on the Great Lakes of North Amer-
ica in regard to the transportation of

bulk cargoes of coal, ore and grain. Her
leading particulars are: Length over

all, 550 feet 8 in.; length B. P. 537 ft.;

breadth moulded, 58 ft.; depth moulded,
.31 ft.; load deadweight, 11,000 tons; load

draught to suit canals, 19 ft. 6 in.

Loading and LTnloading Provision

The vessel, in common with the other

ing quick despatch in port a matter of

the utmost importance. No loading or

discharging appliances are provided on
board, these operations being accomp-
lished by the shore plant. There are

16 cargo hatchways, each having a

width of .38 ft. and a length of 9 ft. The
hatchways are spaced 24 ft. apart centre

to centre to suit the standard spacing
of the loading and unloading devices on

shore. Between the hatchways, strong
arch girders or web frames, extend
right round the sections. By the adop-

tion of these girders stanchions ai-e dis-

pensed with and the holds left un-
obstructed, a necessary feature where
coal and ore cargoes are unloaded by
clam-shell buckets, as is the case on the

Great Lakes. For the same reason there

are no deckhouses, spars or other ob-

structions for the length of the cargo
holds.

The ordinary transverse bottom and
side frames are of channel sections and
are .spaced 3 ft. apart. The double bot-

deck stringer, and thus form a double
skin to a height well above the deep load

line. The side tanks provide large ad-
ditional capacity for water ballast, while
their inner plating transforms the hold
into a compartment of hopper form sec-

tion, eminently suitable for mechanical
unloading operations.

The tank top plating, which carries

the weight of the cargo, is supported by
the centre girder and by four continuous
longitudinal girders on each side of the

centre line. Intercostal deep floor plates

are fitted in the transverse direction at

every second frame, i.e., 6 ft. apart,

there being a deep floor at each arch
girder and one between. There are two
collision bulkheads forward, the space
between forming a deep tank.

The cargo hold is divided by screen
bulkheads into six compartments and
the double bottom by four watertight
divisions into five compartments for

water ballast. The remaining bulk-

heads are a cross bunker screen bulk-
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STEEL OCEAN-GOING FREIGHTER BUILDING BY NOVA SCOTIA STEEL & COAL CO.. NEW GLASGOW. N.S.

ships of her class, embodies a number
of features introduced to facilitate load-

ing and unloading operations, the short

season for navigation on the lakes mak-

tom, which is 5 ft. deep, extends for the

full length betwen the peak bulkheads.

Side tanks of the same width extend on

each side up to the level of the main

head, a screen bulkhead between the en-

gines and boilers, and a watertight

after peak bulkhead. The upper deck

stringer and plating between the hatch

I
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AUXILIARY POWER SCHOONER "MARGARET HANEY" ON THE STOCKS.

and ship's sides are supported by longi-

tudinal channel girders instead of trans-

verse beams. This arrangement is a

new feature in a vessel framed on the

transverse system, and has the advant-

age of introducing additional longitud-

inal strength at a very desirable part.

A short forecastle is fitted above the

upper deck right forward. On the port

side under the forecastle deck are ar-

ranged cabins for the first and second

officers, the quartermasters, and watch-

men. In a corresponding position on the

starboard side are the owner's state-

rooms. On the forecastle deck above is

situated a large steel deck-house con-

taining an obsei-vation room and the

captain's quarters. The top of this

house forms the navigating bridge, upon
uhich stands the wheelhou.se.

The accommodation provided at the

after end of the ship is arranged in a

large steel house surrounding the en-

gine and boiler casing. Here are placed

the engineers' (|uarters. galley, dining-

rooms for the owner, officers, and crew,

respectively, and berths for various

members of the crew. The firemen's ac-

commodation is situated on the main
deck at the starboard side just abaft the

engine-room casing.

Ship Deck Machinery

A powerful steam windlass, of the

Emerson-Walker (|uick-warping direct

grip type, is located on the upper deck
forward under the forecastle. The
cables are 2% in. in diameter, each be-
ing attached to a "Britannic" stockless
anchor of 8,000-Ib. weight. The anchors
are stowed in suitably shaped pockets,

by 9 in. steam engine supplied by the

American Engineering Co., of Philadel-

phia, which actuates the rudder directly

through a toothed quadrant connected to

the rudder stock. This gear is controlled

by wires led from the steering wheel in

the pilot-house or that on top of same.
The emergency gear is always under
steam, and can be put into operation
in a few seconds by means of a crank
on the bridge steering standard, which
at the same time throws out of action

the main gear.

The deck winches, which number six in

all, have been supplied by the Chase
Machine Co., of Cleveland. Four of

these are 8 in. by 10 in. single-drum
mooring units, and are placed two at

each end of the row of hatchways. The
drums of the mooring winches are ar-

ranged in an athwartship direction, fair-

leads of special design being provided at

the ship's side to lead the mooring ropes.

Another 8 in. by 10 in. single-drum
winch is located in the windlass room
forward, while an 8 in. by 10 in. winch,
having two drums, is situated on the up-
per deck aft. One drum of the after
winch is intended to take the 3% in.

mooring hawsers, while the other takes

AU.XII.IARY POWER SCHOONER ON LEFT. JUST PREVIOUS TO LAUNCHING.

SO that they may not foul lock gates or

other obstacles when the vessel is navi-
gating narrow waterways.
The main and emergency steam steer-

ing engines are situated right aft on the

main deck. Both gears consi.st of a 9 in.

the 4V2 in. wire hawser which is attach-
ed to the stern anchor of 4,000 lbs.

weight. The latter, which is also of the
"Britannic" stockless type, is stowed on
an inclined platform, so that it can be
instantly lowered in case of emergency.

..-^^'^-^
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AUXIUAKY POWER SCHOONER "MARGARET HANEY" TAKING THE WATER.

General Equipment
The boat outfit consists of two 22-ft.

metallic lifeboats and one 18-ft. gasoline
launch, for use in harbor, capable of

attaining a speed of 8 miles an hour.
All the boats are placed aft at the level

of the deckhouse top, and are attached
to davits and equipped with Huff's re-

leasing hooks.

The vessel has two steel pole masts,
one forward and one aft, for signalling

purposes and to carry the running lights.

Awnings are fitted over the forecastle

deck and the pilot-house and at the sides

of the after deck-house. Draught
gauges are provided at each end of the
ship, so that the draught forward and
aft may be read in disturbed water or

at night.

The ship is lighted throughout by elec-

tricity, the total number of lights being
about 200. For providing the necessary
current there are two electric gener-
ators, each having a capacity of about
10 kilowatts. The generators are sit-

uated on a flat at the after end of the

main engine room. An electric indicator

is placed in the pilot-house to show
whether all the running lights are in

order.

Propelling Machinery
The propelling machinery, which has

also been constructed by the Collingwood
Shipbuilding Co., is located at the after

end of the vessel. Steam is generated
by three single-ended cylindrical boilers

of the Scotch marine type, each having
a diameter of 13 ft. and a length of 11

ft. The boilers are designed for a work-
ing pressure of 18.5 lbs. per sq. in. and
are provided with Howden's system of

forced draught. From the boilers the

steam passes to a single set of triple ex-

pansion reciprocating engines having
cylinders 24, 40 and 66 in. diameter re-

spectively, by 42 in. stroke. The engines
are capable of developing about 2,400

I.H.P. which will drive the ship at a
speed of about 13 miles per hour when
loaded, and 15 miles per hour when light.

The auxiliary machinery includes one

AU.MLIARY POWER SCHOONER I.AUKEL W}1AI,EN'
LEl-T THE WAYS.

AUXILIARY POWER SCHOONER "MARGARET HANEY" READY FOR SEA.

centrifugal and two duplex ballast

pumps, one sanitary pump and one deck
pump, one duplex main feed pump and
one duplex auxiliary feed and fire pump.
The air, circulating, and bilge pumps are

direct driven from the main engines. In

addition to the steam pumps, hand bilge

and fire pumps are provided both for-

ward and aft.

The steamer will be sailed by Capt. S.

Hill with J. Norris as chief engineer .

©
AUXILIARY POWERED SCHOONER
"LAUREL WHALEN" LAUNCHED

GAILY bedecked, and in the presence

of several thousand spectators, the auxil-

iary powered schooner Laurel Whalen
was launched from the Cameron Genoa
Mills Shipbuilders' yard, on the afternoon
of March 24. Miss Marjorie L. Brewster,
the young daughter of Hon. H. C. Brew-
ster, Premier of British Columbia, al-

though only eleven years of age, car-

ried out her role as sponsor with charm-
ing grace, and as the vessel started,

almost im/perceptibly at first, on the
'ST A'lEU .SHE HAD
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downward course the little lady sent

the beribboned bottle of champagne
crashing against the bow and the Laurel

Whalen officially received the name by
which she will soon be known in dis-

tant ports of the world. In her arms
Miss Brewster caried an immense bou-

quet of American Beauty roses and af-

ter the ceremony she was the recipient

of a handsome present.

With the launching of the Laurel

Whalen there are now four of the fleet

of ten vessels ordered by the Canada
West Coast Navigation Company afloat,

their names beinc; as follows in the or-

der of their launching: Mabel Brown,
Margaret Haney, Geraldine Wolvin and

Laurel Whalen. The next boat to be

launched will be the Jessie Norcross,

named after the wife of J. W. Nor-

cross, vice-president and general mana-
ger, Canada Steamship Lines. The ves-

sel is buildins: at the Wallace Shinyards,

North Vancouver. There remain now
on the wavs of the local shipyard two
more vesse's, of the same class as the

Margaret Hanev and the Laurel Whalen,

and work on these two ships will be

carried on wi^h all disnatch. The next

boat to he launched will be the Esqui-

mau. The fourth schooner has not yet

Tieen named.

Prominent People Present

On the launching s^acre Premier Brew-
ster was accompanied by other members
of the Executive Council, while repre-

sentatives of every public department

and of the business community were
present, including civic officers, railway

representa^-ives. naval officers, municipal

officers, shinninnr and insurance repre-

sentatives, the clergy, boards of trade,

clubs, lecal firms and others.

All four of the schooners now afloat

Tiave bppn r^m^pvpA to the Canadian

Tradinc Co. The Mabel Brown will load

for Svdnpv, thp Marsraret Hanev for

Calcutta. tVie Geraldine Wolvin for Mel-

bourne aid the Ijaurel Whalen for

South Africa.

@
TRLM. TT?'I> OF ATTXILIARY POW-
ERED SCHOONER "MARGARET

HANEY"
WITH a number of invited guests

aboard, the auxiliary schooner Mar-
garet Ha"p\' s"ont the greater part of

the dav of Anril .5 in a cruise which ex-

tended from Victoria harbor oi:t to the

ea.stward as far as Trial I.Mand, and

following a semi-circular route, return-

ing bv wav of Pni-t An<?eles. the vessel

behavinir s^'f^ndidKr throun'hout the en-

tire trin. A few davs later she left for

, Vancouvp>* to take on a full carco of

lumber from tVio Pat Portage L\imhpr

Co. mill f"^ dpliverv at Bombav, India.

Can*^ \»'iiitpl\r r>''o*pd tho Hanev on

her trinl Cnnt. G. S. Lanraik renresent-

ing the o"'nprs. while incbided in the

passen'^'^r lis*" were H. W. Brown, man-
ager of ^Vio Canada West Coast Naviga-

tion Co.. tVip owners* .1. O. Cameron and

T). O. Cimoron. of hp Camprnn Lumbpr
Co.. who v'prp the Prsit to underf^ake f^e

buildin" of s^iins in Victoria: Ham^ M"-
Devi** o' "" Empi''e lumber Co.: W. H.

Bullock-Webster of the legal firm of

Bullock-Webster & Bass; S. Baxter,

Provincial Boiler Inspector; Geo. Kirk-

endale, shipping master of Victoria; T.

G. Mitchell, Lloyd's surveyor for British

Columbia; D. Stevens; Clarence Carter,

of the Carter Electric Co.; R. Dowswell,

R. C. Ross, W. Caimes Harper, E.

Rochon, E. W. Hume and others.

Makes Good Speed

During the trials, the Margaret Haney
made, with sail and power combined, and

a breeze of about 3 Beaufort Scale, an

average of ten knots per hour. Un-
fortunately, however, the wind was not

of sufficient duration and force to war-

rant a satisfactory trial with sail power

alone, but the management and the ex-

perts on board expressed themselves as

more than satisfied with the results at-

tained. Weather conditions were ideal

for holding the trial, except for the lack

of wind, and upon their retura to port

everybody declared that a most enjoy-

SHIPBUILDING PLANT FOR
TORONTO

We are in a position to advise

that steps will be taken very short-

ly towards the establishment of a

large shipbuilding plant on Ash-

bridge's Bay, Toronto, the execu-

tive personnel of which we mean-
time may not disclose. It may,

however, be stated that the men
behind the project are not only well

ind favorably known as residents

-)f the Queen City, but as successful

business men in enterprises whose

scope finds an outlet both there and

•n a Dominion-wide sense.

able and profitable day had been spent,

having learnt something about the con-

struction and the working of the locally-

built ship.

The auxiliary powered vessels being

built on the Pacific Coast are all of the

Margaret Haney type, and are capable of

being handled by eighteen men, including

captain, two mates, three engineers, one

donkeyman, two apprentices, seven .sea-

men, cabin boy and cook. The officers'

quarters are located under the poop deck

and are very conveniently laid out, while

the (uiarters for the crew are situated

forward.
Oil Fuel Provision

G. Kingsland, superintending engineer

for the company, laid out the engine

room, tank, fuel and water arrange-

ments and 1he engines were installed in

the Margaret Haney under his instruc-

tions by A. T. Blytlie. The fuel used is

crude oil. The main fuel pumps draw
fuel from any one of the six main fuel

tanks and discharge into the service

tanks; they can also be used for trim-

ming purpn.ses by discharging back into

any one of the six tanks. The fuel

pumps are in duplicate so that in

case of any accident where one goes

wronc the other can be used. The sys-

tem of filters on the main fuel line is

so arranged that either of the filters

may be taken out and cleaned without

in any way hindering the flow of fuel

to the main engines.

Propelling and Auxiliary Machinery

All the auxiliary engines on the boat,

which include windlass, four winches,

one fire pump, bilge pump and two fuel

pumps, can be run on either steam or

compressed air. The steam is furnished

by a donkey boiler located under the

fo'castle head, and the air by two com-
pressors on the main engines and one

auxiliary compressor driven from the

electric light plant. The main engines

consist of two 160 horse power Bolinder

engines, from Stockholm, Sweden. The
horse power is developed at 225 revolu-

tions per minute, giving the ship a speed

of approximately 8 knots under power
alone.

The engines are of the two-cycle type,

as is most common among semi-Deisel

engines. A direct reversible mechanism
consisting of a one-way clutch allows

the propeller to turn free when the ves-

sel is under sail. This means that prac-

tically all drag from the propellers will

be eliminated as when the ship attains

a speed of over 2 knots, the propellers

w-ill turn of their own accord. This

clutch is manipulated by compressed air,

and the rams used for the purpose were
built in Vancouver.

Reversing Gear

The reversing gear is very simple, be-

ing controlled by one lever which auto-

matically stops the injection of fuel

from the fuel pumps and, as the engine
comes to rest, injects a single jet of fuel

into the cylinder as the piston is on the

up-stroke. The pressure caused by this

explosion brings the piston to rest and
starts it on the down stroke before it

reaches top centre.

The fuel consumption of the engines

when developing their rated horse power
of 160, is a little over eleven gallons per

hour, and as the fuel tanks have a capa-

city of .30,000 gallons, it will be seen

that the vessels have a large cruising

area.

Electric light is furnished throughout

the ship by a four kilowatt Canadian
Westinghouse generator which is driven

by an eight horse power Bolinder engine

of a similar tjije to the main engines.

This engine also drives an auxiliary air

compressor which may be used when
the main engines are at rest to furnish

compressed air for onerating either the

bilffe or the main fuel pumps.
Ventilation in the engine room is furn-

ished by two skylights, located at the

after end, and two ventilators, one on

each side. The circulation of air from
these keeps the engine room at a mod-
erate temperature, and it is not ex-

pected that it will become excessively

hot even when the ship is in a tropical

climate.

@
Victoria, B.C.—A survey has been

made of the G.T.R. Steamer Prince

Rupert which is now in dry dock at

Yarrows Ltd. The damage is extensive

and repairs will take about two months
to complete.
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COMBINED STEAM TURBINE AND
CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED

PUMP

THE tendency towards displacement

of the reciprocating boiler feed

pump by the centrifugal pump
furnishes a good example of the neces-

sity resting upon manufacturers of ma-
chinery for sustained technical develop-

ment. Since it must handle a compara-

tively small amount of water against a

relatively great head, the centrifugal

boiler feeder should be fitted with small

diameter impellers running at high

speed. It is therefore well adapted for

steam turbine drive. Fig. 1 shows an

early steam turbine-driven boiler feeder

built in 1910 by the De Laval Steam
Turbine Co. The two-stage pump has a

capacity of 1,600 gals, per minute against

700 ft. head at 2,800 r.p.m., and upon
test gave an efficiency of 60 per cent.

The pump is entirely independent of the

turbine, a coupling being interposed be-

tween the pump shaft and the turbine

shaft, and it could therefoi-e have been

driven just as well by electric motor or

by rope or belt as by a steam turbine.

The unit, however, realized the advan-

tages peculiar to the centrifugal boiler

feeder, viz., reliable and uninterrupted

service with little, and often unskilled at-

tention, absence of pulsation, shock, wa-
ter hammer, vibration, or over pressure

in pipe lines, elimination of relief valves,

suitability for use with automatic boiler

feed regulators acting independently at

each boiler and with feed water meters,

close governing, either by speed gover-

nors or by pressure governors, freedom
from injury by overloading, lightness

and compactness, accessibility, elimina-

tion of valves, packings, sliding sur-

sumption of oil, efficiency, and in the

turbine-driven type, ability to use super-

heated steam or to run upon either high
or low pressure steam, oil-free exhaust,
and independence of the main units.

A still further development in the di-

rection of compactness and simplicity is

shown by Figs. 4 and 5, illustrating a

3,000 horse-power, two-stage centrifugal

eye of the succeeding impeller. This
means of energy conversion is claimed to

be superior to the use of diffusion rings

as it is efficient over a wider range of

delivery, and more important still, does
not involve the use of small and sharp
parts like diffusion blades, which are

subject to rapid erosion.

The pump is hydraulically balanced and

FIG. 1. DE LAVAL CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED PUMP
COUPLED TO INDEPENDENT TURBINE.

boiler feeder combined in one casing and
on one shaft with a velocity-stage steam
turbine. This unit, which also has been
developed by the De Laval Steam Tur-
bine Co., weighs, it is claimed, about one-

tenth as much as a duplex reciprocating

pump of the same delivery and occupies

only about one-eighth as much floor

space and one-fifteenth as much cubical

space.

The pump end contains two single-suc-

tion impellers cast from a special bronze

and carefully finished to exact contours.

Two impellers are used for pressures up
to 200 lbs. per sq. in., and three impel-

lers for higher pressures. Single-stage

boiler feed pumps have been built, but

two or three stages are preferable be-

cause of the much longer life of the im-

pellers at slower speeds. Each impeller

only one pair of labyrinth rings sur-

rounding the suction opening is required

for each impeller except the last, which
has two sets of rings. The whole back
of the impeller is subjected to a pres-

sure equal to that existing at the peri-

phery of the impeller, the same pressure

acting on the front of the impeller, ex-

cept for the area of the circle enclosed

by the labyrinth ring about the suction

opening. The last impeller, that is the

one from which the water is finally dis-

charged, is equipped with two sets of

wearing rings, one on the suction side

and one on the reverse side of the web.
As some water from the discharge of

this impeller will leak between the wear-
ing rings into the space back of the web,
this impeller would be equally as un-
balanced as the other impellers in the

FIG. 2. COMPARATIVE CAPACITY DIAGRAM SHOWING STEAM TURBINE-DRIVEN BOILER FEED PUMP. DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.
AND TRIPLEX MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP.

faces and air chambers, small upkeep
and attendance expense due to simplicity

and few wearing parts, lower cost of

maintenance of piping system, small con-

discharges into a volute chamber by
means of which the velocity in the water
as it leaves the impeller is converted in-

to pressure before the water is led to the

pump if there were no escape for the

leakage water. To provide for dimin-
ishing the pressure in this balancing
space as much as may be required to
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bring the whole series of impellers into

balance, a leakage outlet is provided
from which water can be conducted back
to the suction of the first impeller.

The outlet leakage takes place between
two collars, one attached to the casing
and the other carried on the shaft. When

ing labyrinth rings is highly important
for securing high efficiency in pumps of

comparatively small delivery. With the

labyrinth type of ring the leakage path
is so tortuous that very little water
escapes even at high heads, although am-
ple clearance is provided to take up ex-
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the shaft moves towards the discharge

end of the pump this escape is closed otT

and the pressure builds up in the bal-

ancing chamber. If the shaft, on the

other hand, moves toward the suction,

this escape passage is opened wider, al-

lowing the pressure in the balancing

chamber to fall and at the same time
the inleakage between the labyrinth

wearing rings is decreased. By this

means direct and positive balancing
within very close limits is secured with
leakage of but a small amount of water.

The so-called natural balancing secured

by the use of double suction impellers in

a multi-stage pump is in comparison un-
certain and imperfect, besides involving

an extra long shaft, heavier impelleis.

and two pairs of wearing rings to each
impeller.

The labyrinth wearing rings are rea-

pansion and contraction due to changes
in temperature.
The suction end of the pump is adja-

cent to the turbine, and the shaft pack-
ing between the turbine and pump cham-
bers is hence subjected to turbine ex-
haust pressure on one side and the suc-
tion pressure on the other. A simple
packing is therefore sufficient, and in

any case, any small leakage of steam in
one direction or of water in the other
does no harm. As the leakage space ad-
jacent to the balancing chamber at the
discharge end of the pump is connected
back to the pump suction, the packing
about the shaft is subjected only to suc-
tion pressure. Aside from the interme-
diate packing already mentioned, there
is only one steam packing, which is sub-
jected to exhaust pressure.
The steam end of the unit consists of

heater or to condenser or for low pres-
sure steam exhausting to condenser, or

the unit can be made interchangeabl-;,

thus permitting of a great degree of

flexibility in plant design. Where the

exhaust steam from the boiler feeder is

consumed in heating feed water, the
thermal efficiency of the turbine- driven
boiler feeds is greater than that of a
boiler feeder driven by electric motor,
or even than that of the main unit itself.

The unit is in some instances fitted

with a speed governor mounted upon the
end of the shaft, and when running at

constant speed, the head varies with the
delivery, as shown by the curved char-
acteristic in the accompanying chart. As
will be seen, the rise in pressure at re-

duced capacity is not excessive. Ordin-
arily, however, a pump governor con-
trolled by the pressure at some point
in the feed line near the boilers is em-
ployed to control the speed, giving a
practically uniform pressure at all de-
liveries, as shown by the lower and
straight line in the chart. In case of
failure of the pressure governor to oper-
ate, the control of the unit is automati-
cally taken over by the speed governor.
However, to provide against any pos-

sibility of racing, an emergency gover-
nor is also fitted. This consists of a pin
contained within a hole bored diametri-
cally through the shaft. This pin is

held by a spring from flying out under
the influence of centrifugal foi'ce. When
the speed reaches a certain point, the
spring is compressed so that the pin

strikes a trip, releasing another spring
by which the governor valve is closed

at once and completely. Racing and ex-

cessive over-pressure are therefore im-
possible. The normal speeds of these
pumps vary from 1,800 to 3,500 r.p.m.,

according to pressure and capacity, and
due to the heavy shafts employed are far
below the critical speeds.

The bearings are of the straight, split

ring-oiled type, and like other part.s sub-

ject to wear, such as the pump impellers,

turbine j'otor labyrinth rings, and gov-
ernor valves, are built to a limit-gauge

basis, so that they are all intevchange-

FIG. 1. DE LAVAI- COMBINED TURBINE-DRIVEN BOILER FEED
PUMP. CAPACITY 3.000 BOILER-HOUSE POWER.

FIG. DE LAVAL COMBINED TURBINE-DRIVEN BOILER FEED
PUMP WITH CASING COVER REMOVED.

dily renewable, the stationary ring of
each pair being held in seat in the cas-
ing and the rotating ring being screwed
upon the impeller. The reduction of
"eakage secured by the use of intermesh-

a velocity- stage turbine with either two
or three rows of moving buckets, accord-

ing to the steam economy desired. The
nozzles can be proportioned for either

high pressure steam exhausting to feed

able. The entire rotating members and
all wearing parts, with the exception of

the governor valve, are accessible for in-

spection or removal upon lifting the cas-

ing cover and taking off the bearing caps.
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all of which can be done without break-

ing steam or water pipe connections.

In specifying the capacity of boiler

feeders ,the temperature of tlie water to

be pumped should always be stated, as

the capacity is nearly 50 per cent, great-

er with water at 75 deg. F. than with

water at 210 deg. F. For the same rea-

son, capacity and efficiency tests of a

pump should be carried out with water

at the temperature at which it will be

received by the pump when in actual ser-

vice. The De Laval Steam Turbine Co
inform us that they are equipped to

make such tests on all pumps that it

builds.

-©-

TRIPLE PURPOSE RADIAL DRILLS

A NEW triple purpose radial drilling

machine has been developed by the Am-
erican Tool Works Co., Cincinnati, whicn
is so designed that in addition to per-

forming the work of a standard radial

machine, will do boring operations effi-

ciently and economically that heretofore
could not be handled on a radial drill.

This result is accomplished by providing
a quadruple gear head affording four
distinct speeds, the two lowest forming
the heavy tapping and boring range,
and the other two speeds being adapted
for high-speed drilling and light tapp-
ing.

The lower speed range in conjunction
with the eight gear box speeds offers, six-

teen speeds from 15 to 31 rev. per min.
which are obtained through an internal

gear drive on the spindle, while the

high speed range consists likewise of

sixteen speeds which vary from 94 to

500 rev. per min., these latter being
obtained through an external gear
drive which is so arranged that it is

Convenience of handling and simpli-

city of construction have received more
than ordinary consideration. Two tra-

versing hand wheels are fitted, one on

each side of the head, and also two
spindle racking levers. A conical roller-

bearing is interposed between the

column and bottom of the sleeve to in-

sure easy swinging, while a radial ball-

bearing at the top of the column takes

all side thrust from the sleeve. The
simplicity of the entire mechanism is

evidenced by the fact that only 15 gears

are required in the speed changing mech-
anism to provide for 32 spindle speeds.

In view of the increased field of appli-

cations of the machine, the question of

material has received more than ordin-

ary consideration. With the exception

of a few feed gears, for which manga-
nese bronze is employed, every gear is

of steel, the pinions and clashing gears

being heat-treated and hardened. All

shafts in the head and gear box are

made of high-grade crucible steel, while

the long vertical and horizontal shafts

are made of 45 point carbon special

ground stock. Every cylindrical bearing

is the machine is renewable, and is bush-

ed with a high-grade of phosphor bronze.

Centralized lubrication is a prominent

feature, eliminating all possibility of

trouble from overlooking any one point

of application. Every oil duct is

brought to centralized locations on the

head and cap, at which points the oil is

introduced. Annular oil chambers are

formed on the outside of each bushing,

the flow of oil onto the shaft being

through a strip of felt inserted in a

lengthwise slot in the bushing, this con-

struction insuring a continuous and uni-

form supply of clean oil to the bearings

and preventing waste of oil before it has

performed its duty.

between the mechanism and the spindle,

and acts as a slipping point.

A similar device is incorporated in the

elevating mechanism, so that the shock
of gear engagement is completely ab-

sorbed. Automatic '"knock-outs" on the

elevating shaft prevent the arm from
travelling beyond pre-arranged points

on the column.
The cone and tumbler type of gear box

has an automatic silent clutch auxiliary

drive which keeps the shafts and gears

running while the speed changes are

being made, removing most of the shock
of engagement . Provision has been
made for the use of an arm support

when doing heavy boring. The standard

motor drives aj'e through gear box, and

direct connected.

Regular equipment includes plain

box table 28 in. square, with a machined
side surface 28x14 in. mounted on an
extension to the base at side of column,

double friction countershaft, and cone

pulley drive. No wrenches are required.

HIGH-SPEED HEAVY DUTY
CUTTING-OFF SAW

.'VBILITY to perform heavy duty work
to the full extent of its capacity and at

the same time possessing a sensitiveness

of operation which adapts it to work of

smallest size, characterizes the high-

speed cutting-off saw illustrated herewith.

This machine is a. recently developed
design by the Peerless Machine Co.,

Racine, Wis., the principal feature of

the tool being the manner of con-

trolling the saw guide, which is

counterbalanced by the four coil springs
mounted in such a way that the bear-
ings are relieved of all strain while the

tension in the springs acts so as to

raise the saw frame upwards.

TRIPLE PURPOSE RADIAL DRILL HIGH-SPEED HEAVY DUTY CUTTING-OKF SAW.

non-interfering with the internal drive.

A striking feature of this machine is

the manner in which the head mechan-
ism is fully enclosed by a single housing
which displaces the numerous gear
guards usually employed and contributes
greatly to increased safety in handling
the machine.

Eight feeds are provided in geomet-
rical pi-ogression from .005 to .040 in.

per revolution of spindle. This mechan-
ism is direct reading and only one dial

is required for its operation. The feed
mechanism is thoroughly protected
against sudden shocks or excessive stress
by a friction which forms the connection

An adjustable spring-controlled feed-

ing mechanism is so arranged that the
frame cannot feed down unintentionally.

Feeding of the frame down to the work
is accomplished by two ratchet dogs
which give a uniform feed pressure on
the blade throughout the entire cut. The
pressure of the feed is controlled by a
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hand lever which is instantly adjustable,

and the mechanism is so connected to

the belt shifting lever that the feed

does not engage until the belt is arbout

three-quarters on to the tight pulley;

this allows the machine to get up full

speed and supply a stream of cutting

compound to the blade before it comes
in contact with the work. Should the ma-
chine be inadvertently started while the

saw blade is above the work, it will feed

down by means of the feeding mechan-
ism until the blade comes in contact

with the work, after which the feed is

decreased to whatever the blade will cut.

Should the blade break, the frame
feeds down to an adjustable stop when
it is automatically released and returns

to its upper position, the belt being

simultaneously returned to the loose pul-

ley .

The saw frame has square ways with
provision for taking up wear in the

slide. It is driven by a steel crankshaft

of the centre crank type. The rear vise

jaw swivels to allow for handling mitre

work, and the front jaw is of a quick

acting type, with handwheel for rapid

adjustment and ratchet lever for tight-

ening up.

A brass gear pump is located in the

cabinet base for supplying cutting com-
pound, and the table is provided with

two tee-slots for bolting irregular work,
while a deep tray surrounds the tble

for catching compound and chips.

The machine illustrated has a capacity

of 13x16 in. stock and weighs 1800 lbs.

It can also be equipped with direct mot-
or drive and also with 6-speed gear

box.

-©-
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RENNERP'ELT ELECTRIC
FURNACE

DURING the past two and
years, or since the inception

shell industry, the utilization

electric furnace for the production of

steel has made rapid and remarkable
progress, and the knowledge acquired

during this period of activity will, in all

probability, open a still wider field for

this process of manufacturing steel and
other metals on a commercial basis for

many domestic requirements.

Electric furnaces are not only finding

a place in the foundries of the steel in-

dustry, but are proving themselves to be

an essential factor in the evolution of

this branch of engineering practice.

While the principle of all electric fur-

naces is similar, the method adopted by
the different manufacturers of applying
electric current for the dissolution of

metal provides a means of comparison
for the various makes of furnaces. The
outstanding features of the Rennerfelt
electric arc furnace, illustrated herewith,
are the location of the three electrodes.

electrodes, and this forces the entire
radiating arc, by the resolution of forces
and electro-magnetic action, down on the
bath. The horizontal electrodes are
about 15 inches above the bath or slag
in some of the larger size furnaces, and
the operating distance from tip to tip of
the horizontal electrodes is usually from

of the cooling boxes is also made less.

Only 1 8 -inch clearance is allo%ved, which
is just enough room to compensate for
the slight irregularity in the manufac-
lure of what are ordinarily perfectly
round electrodes.

Probably the greatest advantage that
can be accorded to this type of furnace

"KENNERFELT" ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE INSTALLATION.

18 to 22 inches or more. These dimen
sions give an idea of the size of the
flame, which, striking the bath, mush-
rooms to the side and ends of the fur-

nace. The heat reaching the roof is con-
sequently very indirect, thus favoring
low roof-maintenance costs.

On account of the peculiar character-
istics of the Rennerfelt arc, it is very
steady with hand regulation, and the fur-

nace operation is electrically simplified

to a marked degree, by avoiding all auto-
matic electrode regulation, although
motors with push button control are con-
templated. As only 4 or 6 pounds of
Acheson graphite are burned away per
ton of cold steel sci'ap or pig iron, melted
and treated, it is evident that the elec-

trode regulation with such a steady arc.

made between three points of stability,

that is, the tips of three electrodes, is a
minimum. Light metal scrap or turn-
ings can be heaped in the furnace with
the electrodes touching the charge, and
yet before many minutes the free burn-
ing arc between the electrode tips has
established itself. The majority of these
furnaces are operating with basic bot-

toms; but in the case of a few, where
high-class raw material is available at
reasonable prices, the acid bottom has
been adopted.

The wear of the electrodes seems 1o

depend upon three things—first, the
density of the current; second, the cir-

is its adaptability to the satisfactory
dissolution of all kinds of metal, such as
copper, bronze, red brass, nickel, alum-
inum, and such mixtures where zinc does
not predominate, or where the percent-
age is low. The quiet state in which the
metal is retained during the melting pro-
cess is one of the chief reasons why the
oxidation and volatilization is kept verv
low, thus preventing the escape of
poisonous gases from copper charges,.
This may also explain in a measure why
the burn-off in ordinary miscellaneous
steel scrap is only about 3 per cent, in
the Rennerfelt furnaces. These furnaces
are being placed on the Canadian market
by the firm of Hyde & Sons, 12 Bleurv
Street, Montreal.

®
Some Loan.—A Kerry peasant sued

another for a loan. "It was a Kathleen
Mavourneen loan, yer honor, an Paddy
Kane knew it was at the time he gave
it to me," said the defendant.
"A Kathleen Mavounieen loan?" said

the puzzled judge. "What sort of a
loan is that?"

"That's what we call one kind of loan,
yer honor, down in our part of the coun-
try; it may be for years and it may be
forever."

@
A teacher in a North of England

I^i'gmffliaigaigafm^M:MmmMmai^^ „,„ ,i;?M ,Af\V„ mW9!i „J?A>„,wu, i).\nK)^...ii\o.
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OBJECTIVE OF MUNITIONS SCRAP CONSERVATION

AS a result of the demand for munitions steel, the

rolling of rails for either domestic or export pur-

poses has now been at a standstill for many months

in each of our two steel mills specially equipped for same.

The need of steel rails is only less urgent than that of

munitions steel, and just here there exists ample evidence

that as shell requirements become less pressing, and cease

ultimately, a period of more or less abnormal activity will

continue to mark steel plant operation on rail production.

It may readily be taken for granted that the initiation

of the big electric steel plant now under construction in

Toronto for the Imperial Munitions Board was inspired

with the idea of relieving one or both of our rail mills of

their munitions steel burden, and while the electric steel

plant referred to will not produce from the raw materials

—the latter as commonly understood, in another sense,

the material from which its product output will be de-

rived, may readily be classed as essentially raw. In a

w^ord, our quite enormous tonnage of scrap shell ends,

shell crop ends, shell machining turnings and borings,

defective billets and forgings are going to be conserved,

instead of shipped out of the country as scrap, and will

be reproduced in shell billet size and quantity to conform

with immediate requirement.

The needs of our railroads become daily more pressing,

steel for almost any one of their departments being quite

as urgent as that relative to rails. The Imperial Munitions

Board is alike in intimate touch with Empire and our own
specially national needs, and as we have on former occa-

sions voiced a word of appreciation of their efforts in

directing our munitions and shipbuilding industries, it

seems fitting that the highly important matter of our

railroad maintenance should also be mentioned as coming

within the scope of their vision and activities.

®
THE BIG SHELL SITUATION

AN editorial in our April 19 issue gave very positive

indication that 8 ins. and 9.2 ins. high explosive shell

manufacture would shortly cease so far as Canadian

machining plants were concerned. The capacity of Brit-

ain's National Shell Factories to more than meet the needs

of our forces in the field with respect to the above named
t;/pe and size projectile was given as the primary reason

the machine. by a friction which

the all too rapid depletion of the world's merchant marine
from enemy "plunger" activity was nevertheless, in large

measure, the deciding factor. The supply of munitions has
been fully assured for many months now, and is little likely

to suffer diminution; the really crucial stage was passed
quite early in the war, comparatively speaking. An
equally crucial situation is, however, menacing us—that
with respect to food supply and its overseas transportation,

therefore, while there is assurance that the guns are being
fed, there is much less certainty that those who serve the-
gims in the field and in the workshop may not be crippled

in their effort through not only insufficiency, but positive

lack of food.

Admittedly, the decision to eliminate the production of

completed 8 ins. and 9.2 ins. high explosive shell in Canada
is not relished by the various plants concerned, and not a

little activity is being displayed by the different execu-
tives with a view to renewal of contracts whose extent
will enable existing equipment being conserved until all

possibility of its further need for shell making shall have
vanished, and its relative usefulness shall have been at

least compensated for. Naturally, the Imperial Munitions
Board are far from desirous that our big shell making
plants should seek to dismantle while the war is not yet

won; as a matter of fact we are safe in saying that the

Board is fully alive to every phase of the situation as it

exists, and is earnestly endeavoring by negotiation and
personal effort in the proper quarter to secure such modi-
fication of the order relative to the suspension of big shell

production, as will involve the minimum of hardship to

our metal-working institutions. C. B. Gordon, vice-chair-

man of the Board is in England in connection with big

shell contract renewals, although, of course, not solely,

and during the sojourn of the British diplomats on this

side of the Atlantic, it can confidently be assumed that the

Chairman of the Board, Mr. Flavelle, has taken prompt
steps to bring the necessary pressure to bear in that quar-

ter with the like end in view, supplementing Mr. Gordon's

efforts.

@
CANADA'S 1917 BUDGET

IT
may be said of our Finance Minister's Budget, brought

before the House of Commons, Ottawa, a few days ago,

that its substance is nothing more or less than an

expansion of the scheme of taxation of war profits, now
operative. In another section of this issue a condensed

detail is given of its leading provisions.

Considered either apart from or in conjunction with the

present war taxes, or an income assessment, there are

other taxes which, if made immediately effective, would

help to pay our war debts as we go with no other effect

than checking public extravagance of which there is so

much evidence.

If the tax on automobiles were increased by $10 there

would be no burden on anyone who could not well bear it.

The amount would be large and could be readily collected.

In fact it is a tax which might well be continued after the

war and the fund used to the betterment of the national

highways. The tax on theatre tickets could well be doub-

led. There would be no increased cost for collection. The

proportions are such that the poorer classes would not be

greatly affected. It is a tax which would not be a burden

to judge by the crowds attending houses of entertainment.

Even if these crowds were decreased there would be no

great harm and the public spirit would be curbed to some-

thing more appropriate to the time. In addition to the

foregoing, there are numerous other commodities in the

nature of luxuries which might similarly constitute a

means of increasing national funds without affecting, at

..J „. ,..^v;v;oo-jv<r oLicos Liic uiauc uiruugnout tne entire cut. 1 he

forms the connection pressure of the feed is controlled by a
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
WAl/rEK BAKER CHAMP, secretary and treasurer, and a director of

tlie Hamilton Bridge Works Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont... was horn iu that
city, March 22. 1874. son of William S. and Sarah Emily Jlitchell

( Hillman) Champ.

After receiving his education in Hamilton Puhlic Schools, Mr. Champ began
liis Imsiness career with the Hamilton Bridge Works Co. in 1891 ; was appointed
treasurer of the Company 1898; .secretary and treasurer. 1905; and has been a
<lirector of the Company since 1910.

Mr. Champ i.s a member of Hamilton Board of Trade and wa.« jiresident thereof

V77

zlh

^^r;^

H K

WALTER BAKER CHAMP.

(luring JlKt't. He is a member (jf the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

having been a member of the P^xecutive Council from 1909-1912. Additional
administrative activities include, member of Executive, Ilauiilton Patriotic
.Vs.soeiatiou ; treasurer, Babies' Dispensary (luild (Incor])orati'd) Hamilton.

On April 17. 1908. lie married Jessie Coates, daugiii( r nt •inhu Coates, Ottawa.
Tn politic- be is Con.-^enative, and in religion, Anglican.

Mr. Chami/s clubs are: Hamilton; Hamilton Jockev ; ilamiilon Golf and
Country; Hamilton Thistle Curling (President. 191.")-19lr,

:

being golf, tennis and curling.

Mr. Champ rc-idc- at :i:^o Caroline Street South, Hamilton.

— Photo, courtesv Britiuli and Colonial Presn.

I
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IBON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh ...$38 95
Lake Superior, charcoal,
Chicago 41 75

Standard low pboa., Phila-
delphia 75 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 42 !!".

Basic. Valley furnace 40 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro. No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria •'

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL,.

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 75
Steel bars, base, Toronto .

.

5 00
Steel bara, 2 in. to 4 in.

base 6 00
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 7 00

iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.

.

5 00
Reinforcing bars, base 5 10
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 3.S 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 3 75
Tank plates, Pittsburgh .... 6 00
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh 4 00

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 00
Small shapes 5 25

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
.Steel bars 4 2.5

Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 75
Plates 6 00

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1
Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METAI.S.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .$.38 00 .*;37 00
Electro copper 3S 00 37 00
Castings, copper . . 37 00 36 00
Tin 58 50 .58 (10

Spelter 13 00 12 00
Lead 12 .50 12 25
.\ntimony 27 00 36 00
.Muminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to '4 $7 50 $7 50
Heads 7 00 7 60
Tank plates. 3-16 in. 7 60 7 60

WROUGHT PIPE
In

Per 100

H in.

Vi in.

% in.

>.4 in.

% in.

1 in.

IVi in.

1% in.

2 in.

2% in.

3 in.

3V^ in.

4 in.

2 in.

2% in.

3 in.

effect April 10,

feet— Black
Buttweld.

$ 4 50
.... 4 32

4 .32

.... S 61
7 02

10 37
14 03
16 78
22 57
36 27

.... 47 43

.... 5S 88

.... 69 76

1917

Lapweld
25 .53

38 03
...... 49 73

Galv.

$ 6 00
6 36
6 36
7 18
9 14

13 52
18 29
21 86
29 42
47 09
61 .58

75 9(>

89 93

z z

32 01
48 26
62 18

31A in 60 72 78 6R
4 '

in 71 94 93 20
4y2 in 83 82 108 60
5 in 97 68 126 50
6 in 126 70 164 50
7 in 166 60 213 00
8 L. in 175 00 223 SO
8 in 201 60 257 80
9 in 241 50 308 80
10 L. in 224 00 286 40
10 in 288 40 368 70

Prices—'Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, 60%.
4M>" and larger, 55%.
4" and under, running thread,

40%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un.

der, 50%.
4%" and larger, 30%.

OLD MATERIAL.
Dealers' Buying prices.

Montreal Toronto
Copper, light .'<22 00 .$21 09
Copper, crucible . . 26 5t) 25 00
Copper, heavy .... 26 50 24 50
iCopper wire 26 50 24 50

No. 1 machine
coinpositioc 22 50 19 00

New Brass clip-
pings IS 00 17 00

No. 1 brass turn-
ings 16 00 16 00

Heavy Melting
steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings 8 00 •>; 00

Boiler plate IS 50 10 50

.\\les. wrought
iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 17 00 IS 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 21 00 21 00

Malleable scrap . . 15 00 14 00

Pipe, wrought ... 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Scrap 7.inc 9 00 10 00

Aluminum 36 00 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine holts. 7-16 and
over 10

Machine holts, % and less. 20

Blank holts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. steel 27'^

Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. ateel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. brass add 20

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. brass add 25

Nnts. square, np to 1 In., net list.

Nuts. hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Cnpiicr rivets and burrs.
list pins 30

Burrs only list plus -50

Iron rivets and burrs 27'G

Boiler rirpts. base ^4-in
and larger -$6 05

S*^rnctnral rivets, as above. 6 55

Wood screws, flat. Itright.. .72^
Wr- H screws. O. & R..

hriff'-t 6714

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .3T'.j

Wood Bc-ews. O. & R..
brass 32U.

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27M;
W • d screws. O. A- R.

bronze 25

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screwa 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat Va But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus A"

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to I'/i in 30
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

IV. in., up to 2 in 10

.Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10
Planer head bolts, with

fillet 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws... list plus 20
Collar screws ....list plus 30. 10
Thumb screws 20
Ttiumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

in add $4.50
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $75 Ot>

Open-hearth billets 75 OO
O.II. sheet bars 77 50
Forging billets 100 (10

Wire rods So 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 5 00 5 00
Miscellaneous wire nails . . 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam..
100 lbs 5 20

MISCELLANEOCS.
Solder, strictly 33
Solder, guaranteed ;i-5

B.ibbitt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 0.53
Putty, 100-lb. drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 16 03
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. French medal, lb 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95
Gasoline, per gal., bulk... 31Vo

Benzine, per gal., bulk 30%
Pure turpentine, single

hhls., gal CO

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 4D

Linseed oil. boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bbl.. 2 .50

Plumbers' r.akum. i>cr cwt. 9 00
Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing. No. 1 Italian 32
Packing. No. 2 Italian 25
Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 29%
T^-ansmission rope, Manila 37%
Prilling cables, Manila ... .32»i

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montteal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.
S.R. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to 80 25

Standard drills to 1% In... 40
Standard drills, over 1% In.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10
.T"hbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
P S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 2.5

Electricians' bits 30

Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

lis.t plus 30
Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts oflr new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron.

35%: standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40:
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $7 75 .$7 75
Sheets. Black. No. 10. 7 10 7 50
Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 7 00 7 00
Canada plates. all

bright 800 800
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 ^ 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 775 775

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 "B.W.
G 7 45 7 35

Gorhal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 .50

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S.. 8 .30 8 20

Premier, 10% oz 8 60 8 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

i;

V4 in $9 4a
5-16 in 9 10

% in 8 35

7-16 in 7 15

% in 6 95

9-lG in 6 95

% in 6 80

% in 6 70

% in 6 55

1 inch 6 40

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain ISO

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 50

3-16 in 11 70

14 in 8 40

5-16 in 7 40

34 in 6 35

7-16 in 6 35

% in 6 35

% In 6 35

% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western. American.... 55

Kearney & Foot, .\rcade 55

.T. Barton Smith. Eagle 5.5

McClelland, Globe 55

Whitman & Barnes 55

Black Piamond 45

Delta Files 40^
'<

Nicholson 45

Globe 55

Vulcan 55

Disston 55

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Fi'unrlry Coke
Connelsville Fnnndrv Coke. ...

Tough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal ...

Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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Lap-
welded

25 00

25 GO

26 00

33 00

38 00

45 00

48 00

60 00

BOILER TUBES.

Seam-
Size, less

1 in $24 00

IVi in 30 00

1% in 32 00

1% in 32 00

2 in. 35 00

2% in 44 00

3 in 47 00

3^ in

Z% in 59 OO"

4 in 74 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 27
Koyalite, per gal., bulk 16
Palacine 19
Machine oil, per gal 2B'/2

Ulack oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil. Capital 45%
Cylinder oil. Acme 3614
Standard cutting compound,

per lb 6 15
Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
.\CTne cutting oil. antisep-

tic 371/2

imperial quenching oil 39%
Pftroleum fuel oil 1H4

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra beav7, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 BO

Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cheaterman Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 603, 50 ft .. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft,. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 Vi
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20
Grand 19
Superior 19
X L C R IS
Atlas IS
X Empire IS

Ideal 17
X press 16

COLORED.
Lion llV'a

Standard 13
No. 1 13
Popular 11%
Keen lOVj

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.
Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Br-st grades 20%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 4-4 to .46
Tin . 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS.

Bra.ss rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 5S

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... OS to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.$16 00 $16 00

Sheets, 3H lbs. Bq.
ft 16 00 16 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 15 50 15 50
Cut sheets. %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. It- {)er lb
extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic J .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 14%
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric (6
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.Vmmonlum sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy. . .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .95
Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'Tp HE industrial situation, while fa\'i>raljli' in reyard tn ADliiine
* of bu.sines,«, is not so satisfactory in other resjieets. There is

•still a shortage of many lines of raw luatei'ial, and the frei.ulit

situation is not as it .should he. There is .still considerable conges-
tion in the railway yards, and as a result deliveries are delayed.
The coal situation i.s also caasing considerable uneasiness owing
to shortage of supplies and continued high prices. The advance
in miners' wages and increase in cost of transportation will result

in higher prices for the consumer. The .situation in the steel

market in the United States is becoming more settled and prices

continue to advance. The demand for steel products is steadily

increasing in spite of the aljiiormally high prices, and there is no
sign of any decline in either respect; in fact, indications point to

furlher advances and increa-ses in volume of tonnage. The pig-

iron .situation is unchanged. Domestic iron is still off the market,
and quotations therefore are unobtainalde. Prices of copper and
bi'ass scnip have declined in ,syni])atliy with the virgin metal
rnai'ket. Steel and cast iron scrap on the other hand are firm and
in good demand. The non-ferrous metal markets are unsettled on
account of the uncertainty prevailing as to the requirements of the
United States Government and fixing of prices. Copper and
spelter are weaker and have declined, but tin is stronger and
higher. The machine tool market is fairly active, but deliveries

c ntinue slow excei)t on lathes. Prices continue to advance-, affect-

ing higii-siieed drilling machines and millers.

Montreal, Que., .\pril 30, 1917.—Indu.s-
trial and commercial interests are at

pre.sent closely watchitij? developments in

the United States. That the general sit-

uation will experience some change is

admitted, but to what extent, the trade

here is .still in doubt. The easinp: off in

the production of the heavier shells has
resulted in the return of some of these

plants to pre-war activity, and the
domestic efforts of manufacturers are
again coming to the fore. Inland marine
is becoming more active and shijjping

interests are preparing for the season's
work; river buoys are being rapidly
placed in position and within a few
weeks summer activity is expected to be
resumed. The steel industrv continue.s

to hold the center of the stage and is

featured by further advances in many
lines. Owing to the preparations now-

going on in the States the general in-

dustrial is rather unsettled but without
seriously affecting the strong tone of the
market.

Pig Iron

While production proceeds at very
high pressure, the market itself has had
a relatively quiet week respecting the
usual advances, but this temporary lull

may be followed shortly by further
climbing in price quotations. The ad-

vance orders on pig iron at all furnaces
retain this market in a remarkably firm

position and even first half 1!)1S positions

are being largely filled. Prices on
Chicago iron have been advanced approx-
imately $2 per ton, but other grades
have had a week's rest. The week's ad-
vance on composite pig iron is about 30
cents per ton. The local situation is

practically unchanged. Canadian iron

still being an absent feature in market
quotations.

Steel

If such a condition is possible the
steel situation is entering another phase
of additional activity, that of supplying
the requirements of the United States
government. This demand is gradually
assuming large proportions but it is not

definitely known at what price this busi-

ness is being placed. The delivery of

this material will of course require some
calculation by the producing mills, owing
to the filled up condition of the various

branches of the steel industry. While
the Canadian situation has experienced
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no serious effect as yet, there is a pro-

nounced increase in the diiBculty in ob-

taining delivery on certain classes of

steel products. The increasing pressure

that is being placed upon the mills and
the heavy demand for future positions is

reflected in the advances that are con-

stantly being quoted for all grades of

steel. The inability to fill the require-

ments of the sheet trade has resulted in

sharp advances at different times in the

price of sheet bars. The Pittsburgh
quotation on sheet bars this week is

$85 per ton, an advance on the week of

.$5 per ton. The enormous call for forg-

ing billets has resulted in still higher
prices, the most recent advance of $20
per ton raising the current quotation to

$110. The Pittsburgh price on wire

rods has again been advanced, this

week's quotation of $95 representing an
advance of $5 per ton. Kailroads are

showing special interest in far future re-

quirements and considerable business is

beine placed for 1919 delivery. Pitts-

burgh quotations on both light and
heavy rails have been advanced $5 per
ton, the prevailing price being $61 and
$62 respectively. The Chicago price on

iron and steel bars have been advanced
$5 per ton. Local conditions are un-

changed but dealers here are anticipat-

ing advances on certain lines.

Metals

Little change is noted in the general

conditions. The American situation is

still influencing the market and until the

policy of the government is definitely

announced the trade will be rather un-
settled. Copper continues to fall off ow-
ing to the lack of any heavy buying
movement. Tin is the feature this week,
having advanced three cents on the New
York market. Spelter is stronger on
prospective buying. Lead is very firm

with independents asking increased

prices. Antimony and aluminum are

both steady on fair demand.

Copper.—The market is still featured

by the unsettled conditions that have
prevailed during the past six weeks and
prices continue to decline. Prospect of

further heavy buying by the American
Government has again created some-
thing of a sensation in producing circles

and it appears doubtful whether addi-

tional orders will be considered at the

original low figure. While the general

tendency in the open market is toward
lower levels, the irregularity of existing

conditions does not warrant a prediction

as to early future conditions. Copper
may go still lower but active buying
would steady and also strengthen the

market. London continues to weaken
and New York quotations are easier than
last week: prices quoted being 31c for

lake and electro, and 27% c for castings.

On a slightly better demand the market
here has advanced one cent during the

week, the prices quoted being 38c for

lake and electro, and 37c for castings.

Tin.—Considerable interest is being
shown in the tin situation and activity

has increased. The possibility that freer

permits will characterize the shipment of

tin seems to have developed a special

dealers' movement on the part of British

buyers and a stronger market has re-

sulted. The recent entrance of the

United States into the war has develop-
ed quite a complicated situation, owing
to the fact that quantities of tin that

were being held by German interests

are coming on the market, but through
fear of having to make explanations the

trade is somewhat reluctant about buy-
ing this metal. The ever present risk of

loss in transport is one of the features

of the existing strong market. During
the week London has made quite a jump
in price quotations and the same has
happened in New York; the advance on
the latter being 3c per lb. New York
is now asking 58% c per lb. Locally, the

market has advanced 2c, the quotation

being 58%c per lb.

Spelter.—The dullness that has pre-

vailed in this metal has apparently been
halted and a stronger tone has followed

recent activity. This appears to have
been started when it was reported that

heavy additional buying of copper would
probably be made by the American Gov-
ernment. This possibility has increased

the confidence of the trade and the de-

mand for supply is becoming heavier.

The producers are showing the same an-

xiety as last week and are not so eager
to sell. New York's quotation of 9%c
shows an advance of Vsc per lb. A
stronger tone has developed on the mar-
ket here and dealers are asking 13 cents,

an advance of %c per lb.

Lead.—This metal continues to main-
tain its firm position in spite of the

fact that the demand has shown some
slight falling off, but the producers are

showing no concern owing to their heavy
bookings for early future requirements.

The trust price continues to be quoted

at 9c, but some of the independents are

asking as high as 10c, this being a %c
advance over last week. Local dealers

continue to quote 12' ic on a steady mar-
ket.

Antimony.—The market has been quiet

for spot metal but futures are fairly

active. New York is auoting 33%c, a

decline on the week of ^»c per lb. The
local market is firm at 27c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

While no definite developments of

great activity have taken place in the

machine tool circles, the business report-

ed this week is undoubtedly an improve-

ment over that of the past few weeks.

The demands for shell equipment are not

heavy, orders being confined to single

tools for replacements. However, the

improvement that has been showm in

other lines is a very encouraging factor

in connection with the future of machine

tool activity. The situation in the States

is still unsettled owing to the develop-

ments that are continually taking place.

Machine tool builders are now in a posi-

tion to make very good delivery on all

classes of tools. Better conditions are

evident in the supply market but prices

are well maintained.

Scrap

Conditions in the scrap market are

comparatively unchanged, prices continu-

ing to fluctuate but with very little var-

iation. The situation in the pig iron

market has experienced a quiet week and
this has apparently influenced the trade

in old metal. With the exception of tin

scraps the general quotations on the

New York market shows a downward
tendency. Local dealers continue to

quote last week's prices on a steady and
firm market.

Toronto, Ont., May 5.—The new tax on

war profits, while more drastic than was
expected, has been received philosophic-

ally in business circles, and manufac-
turers are to be commended for the

spirit in which they have accepted the

taxation. There are not many industrial

concerns who will be seriously affected,

and the arrangement of the schedule is

such that the heavy assessment falls

largely on those who are able to pay.

General business conditions show no im-

portant change, although the scarcity of

raw materials continues to handicap
manufacturers and is restricting produc-

tion. The coal situation is perhaps the

most serious, for, not only is there a

scarcity, but prices are going up, not-

withstanding the season of the year

when coal is usually cheaper. The out-

look for next winter is not at all hopeful,

unless some drastic steps are taken this

summer to prevent another famine. In

any event, it seems that high prices are

inevitable, owing to increase in miners'

wages and higher cost of transportation.

Steel

Recent developments in the steel mar-
ket seem to indicate that prices will con-

tinue to advance indefinitely. The fixing

of prices on steel products for the Am-
erican Government has not caused any
cessation in the upward movement; in

fact the tendency is all the other way
now that Government's purchases of

steel are becoming more clearly defined.

The expectation that the Government
will ultimately require considerable ton-

nages of steel at a time when the mills

are in a sold-up condition is giving a

fresh impetus to the market and forcing

prices up. Generally speaking, the ex-

traordinary high prices on steel products

are not curtailing the demand as much as

might be expected, due principally to the

fact that a large proportion of the ton-

nage is required, either directly or indi-

rectly, for war purposes. Consumers
who can wait for their material are stay-

ing out of the market until conditions be-

come more favorable, both as to price

and delivery. In regard to deliveries, the

situation is becoming worse, especially

on steel imported from the States, where
congestion at the mills is getting more
acute as the demand becomes more in-

sistent. The Canadian mills have all the

business they can take care of for sev-

eral months, and as practically their en-

tire output is bespoken for the Imperial

Munitions Board, steel for ordinary pur-

poses is very scarce. Although price

changes are not so numerous this week,

it is no indication of a weakness in the
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market. Further advances are looked for

in the near future, which will affect

black sheets, plate, wire products, and

possibly bolts and nuts, chain, and tubes.

Ship plates have recently sold at 10c

base, Pittsburgh. Although business has

been done at a lower figure, it is an in-

dication of what may develop over here.

Smooth steel wire recently advanced to

6c base for Nos. to 9 gauge, which will

doubtless be reflected in prices of wire

products. Quotations on hoops and bands

are nominal, as most manufacturers have

withdrawn from the market until Nov. 1.

Bolt and nut prices advanced 10 per

cent, in the States, which may result in

higher prices here.

Prices of black sheets continue to ad-

vance, and the demand in the primary

market is getting heavier. The latest

advance on sheets is equivalent to $10

per ton, which brings No. 28 gauge to

$7.75, and No. 10 to $7.50 per 100 lbs.

The United States War Department has

purchased a large tonnage of sheets at

what is practically the market price.

In view of further Government re-

quirements, sheet makers have prac-

tically withdrawn from the market.

Prices of galvanized sheets have not

advanced, but may do so in the near

future, although costs are getting almost

prohibitive for consumers.

Government requirements in the

United States feature the steel market

there, and are helping materially to force

prices up. Prices of finished steel are

advancing, bars being now quoted at

3.50c, and structural shapes 4c, Pitts-

burgh. Sheet bars have been quoted at

$82.50 mill to domestic consumers, while

it is reported that 1,000 tons of open-

hearth sheet bars have been sold to Can-

adian interests at $90 mill. Structural

shapes, Chicago warehouse, are now

quoted at 4.75e. Iron bars have advanced

to 3.75c Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

The situation in the pig iron market

remains unchanged. No prices on domes-

tic iron are obtainable, and available sup-

plies are light. At Buffalo practically

the same prices as prevailed last week

are still current, ranging from $42 to

$45, according to the ability of the fur-

nace to supply material, and without

much difference as to grade.

Scrap

The scrap market is weaker for red

and yellow metals, but firmer as regards

heavy melting and similar materials.

Copper prices have declined practically

2Vic, and brass IV2C. Heavy melting is

up Ic, No. 1 machinery cast iron Ic, and

malleable scrap 3c. Steel turnings have

recovered from the slump last week, and

are now quoted at $8. A market for this

material will open up probably in .luly,

when the electric furnace plant at Ash-

bridge's Bay starts operating. In the

meantime supplies will accumulate.

Machine Tools

Business generally is on the quiet side,

although there has been a fairly good

inquiry for radial drills, punches, shears

and similar machinery. Tool room equip-

ment continues in good demand, but de-

liveries are backward. Developments in

the States are being followed with in-

terest by local machinery houses, as it is

not yet clear what effect the United
States participation in the war will have
on the trade in that country. Prices of

machine tools in the United States are

still going up, principally by reason of

the increase in cost of pig iron. Some
makers of milling machines have an-

nounced another advance of 10 per cent,

on their product, while others have
raised their prices 20 per cent, on high-

speed drilling machines.

Supplies

Prices of machine shop supplies con-

tinue firm with advances on some lines.

A sharp advance of 75c has been made
on white lead in oil, bringing the price

up to $15.75 per 100 lbs. in ton lots. This

is a phenomenal price, and is due to the

high cost of pig lead and linseed oil.

Gasoline is firm and unchanged, but fuel

oil is down to ll%c in gallon lots.

Plumbers' oakum has advanced to 9c

per lb.

Metals
Considerable activity has developed in

the metal markets, being featured by de-

clines in copper and spelter, and an ad-

vance in tin. The market in New York
has been unsettled owing to the uncer-

tainty as to the U. S. Government's re-

quirements for war purposes, and the

low prices originally fixed on copper.

More recently the price of copper to the

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

Uard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

Government was raised to 25c, which

helped to improve the situation. The ex-

pectation of a low price being fixed on

spelter has unsettled the market for this

metal. Tin has advanced, following a

higher price in London. Lead continues

very firm, but is unchanged in the mean-
time. Antimony is in good demand, al-

though quotations continue nominal.

Aluminum is unchanged.
Copper.—The market is very irregular

and prices have declined, but are still

nominal. The knowledge that the U. S.

Government's requirements for copper

are to be heavy, and that a 25c price has

been fixed, and that the Allies will soon

be in the market is having much to do in

strengthening the position of copper.

Notwithstanding this and the continued

heavy demand, it is likely that prices will

decline further. Local quotations have

declined 2c, and are as follows: Lake and

electrolytic 37c, and castings 36c per

pound.

Tin.—The market is stronger and

higher both in London and New York.

The advance in New York is due to the

present limitations on imports and high-
er cost of freight and insurance. There
is also some fear of a scarcity of tin on
account of the growing demand. Tin has
advanced 2c, and is now quoted at .58c

per pound.
Spelter.—The possibility of a low price

being fixed on Government purchases has
unsettled the market in New York. Early
in the week it was reported that the
price of spelter had been fixed at 5.85c,
but this was later denied. Spelter has
declined Ic locally, and is now quoted at
12c per pound.

Lead.—The market continues very
firm on good demand. The position of
lead is strong, and the expectation of in-

crease in demand is tending to advance
prices. Local quotation unchanged at
12 Vic per pound.
Antimony.—The demand for spot anti-

mony has fallen off, but futures are more
active. The market is strong and prices
continue nominal at 36c per pound.
Aluminum.—The situation is un-

changed, although an increase in demand
is anticipated. Local quotations are un-
changed at 68c per pound.

Sydney, N.S., April 27.—The coal pro-
duction in Nova Scotia is resting at the
diminished level of the past six months,
no furthei- noticeable decline having
taken place. The Dominion Coal Co.
output for April will be about 330,000
tons as compared with 380,000 tons last
April. For the first four months of the
year the aggregate production shows a
decline when compared with the first

four months of 1916 of 210,000 tons.
Labour matters continue unsettled. A

Commission has been appointed by the
Minister of Labour to enquire into the
question of wages as between the Dom-
inion Coal Co., and its Glace Bay em-
ployees. The Commission consists of Dr.
Forrest, ex-president of Dalhousie Uni-
versity, Judge Chisholm. of the Nova
Scotia Bench, and John T. Joy, a mem-
ber of the Workmen's Compensation
Board of Nova Scotia. The personnel
of the Commission is excellent. It is

expected that in addition to the con-
sideration of the wage question, the Com-
mission will pay some attention to the
disputed questions regarding the min-
ers' unions.

Considerable activity is noticeable in

all the coalfields in the opening up of

abandoned collieries, and the develop-
ment of easily accessible coal areas.

This is a reflex of high prices for coal,

but it can have no appreciable effect

on the production of coal, because of

the irremovable restriction of the short-

age of miners. It may cause an in-

crea.se in the production of smaller min-
ing companies, but it will cause a cor-

responding, or probably greater decrease

in the production of the large coal com-
panies, because the workmen obtained

will be taken from the large concerns,

and will bo attracted by less onerous

working conditions, principally in the

matter of the walk to work.

For the first time since somewhere
in 1913. there are signs of capital ex-

penditure at the collieries. The Domin-
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrangement made by the Minister of Trude and Commerce witli Sir

£d\vard Grey in July, 1912, tiie Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present tiie following list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BKAZIL—Baliia, Britisb Consul. Kio de
Jaueii'o, Britisli Consul (ieneral,

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisb Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Consul
Ueneral.

ECUADOR—Quito, Britisli Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, Britisla Consul.

EOyi'T — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, Britisb Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—^Genoa. British Consiil General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS-Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANA.MA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUS.SI.\—.Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. I'etrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divcstock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul,

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY-Monte Video, British Vlce-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vlce-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Conuiiereial Agents should be Kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COM.MISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—B. S. Webb. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.
AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne, Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E, H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes. agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA

—

A. T. Quilcz. -Acting Cauailiau Trade Commissioner. Lbn.ia del Commerci,
Apartado 1200, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.

FR.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 1" and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,
Paris, Cable address, Stadacona.

J.VPAN—E. F. Crowe, .\cting Canadian Trade Commissioner. P. O. Box 109, Y'oko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian,

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26,

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill,

RUSSIA— C. F. Just. Canadian Government Commercial Agent. Alexandrinskaia.
Plosch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress. Canadian Government Commercial .\gent.
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4. Omsk, Siberia.

.NEWFOUNDLAND-W. E. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street. St.

John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEAL.\ND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH .AFRICA-W. .1. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Coble address.
Cantracom.

t'NITED KINGDOM— Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.C.. 2. 73 Basinghall Street,

London, E.C., England. Cable address. Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street. Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central
House. Birmingham. Cable address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North

' John Street. Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F. A, C. Bickerdlke, 4 St.

.inn's Square, Manchester. Cable address, Cantracom. J. Forsyth Shiith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner, 87 Union Street. Glasgow, Scotland. Cable ad-
dress. Contracom.

CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AGENTS
AtlSTRALIA-B. Millin. Royal E.xchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

N'ORW.W AND DE.NMARK^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4. Christiania, Norway.
Cable address. Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
Victoria Street.UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. GrifTlth, Secretary, 17

England. Cable address. Dominion, London.
London, S.W..

ion Coal Co. is largely ijicreasing the
production of electricity at its Domin-
ion No. 2 Power House by the installa-

tion of a 1,500-kilowatt turbo-generator,
purchased second-hand. The installa-

tion of second-hand machinery is being
forced on companies by the impossibility
of getting early delivery of new machin-
ery, particularly electrical machinery.
The work of excavation for new coke-

ovens at the Dominion Iron & Steel Co.'s

plant has commenced.

^S—©
CANADIAN RAILWAYS MAKE NEW

RECORDS.
THE annual report of the Comptroller
of Railway Statistics, Mr. J. L. Payne,
tabled in the House of Commons,
Ottawa, April 23, shows that the rail-

ways of Canada established new high
records in regard to practically all

branches of the transportation service

during the .statistical year ending with
June last. Gross earnings amounted to

$263,527,157, as compared with $199,-

843,072 in 1915. Operating expenses
last year totalled $180,542,259, as com-
pared with $147,731,099 for the preced-

ing year. Net earnings last year total-

led nearly eighty-three millions, as com-
pared with fifty^wo millions in 1915.

The total operating railway mileage
at the end of June last is given as 37,-

434 miles, which included 1,852 miles of

new line added during the year, but did

not take into account 3,150 miles addi-

tional which was officially classed as be-

ing "under, construction," although a

considerable proportion of this was ac-

tually under operation. In addition to

the main line track, there are 8,396 miles

of yard track and sidings, and 2,489

miles of second line track, thus bringing

the total of all tracks up to 48,319 miles.

Capitalization and Aid

The railway capitalization, including

capital liability on lines under construc-

tion, has now reached an a.ffgregate of

$1,975,358,919, not including Government
owned and operated lines, adding a mile-

age of 4,178 and a capital cost of $.306.-

053,937. During 1916 there was an ad-

dition to railway capitalization of $18,-

066,886. made up of $488,487 in stocks

and $17,598,499 in bonds.

The total cash aid to railways at the

end of June last by the Dominion, the

Provinces and municipalities, amounted

to $240,062,359. Land grants totalled

43,983,952 acres, while Dominion and
|

Provincial bond guarantees totalled

.$417,612,941.

©
The Bawden Machine Co., of Toronto,

recently incorporated a subsidiary com-

pany called the Bawden Pump Co., for

the manufacture of centrifugal and

steam pumps for waterworks, sewage,

filtration and industrial purposes. They
will also make valves and hydrants. The"

Bawden Machine Co. have been manufac-
turin.g steam pumps for some years, but

have decided to develop the scope of

their business.

,
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Gould & Eberhardt
GEAR HOBBERS

are

Automatic therefore Economical

If you cut gears in quantities

they can be cut with advant-
age on G. CEio E. Gear Cutting
Machinery.

For gears up to 120" dia.

Catalog describing full line of Gear-cut-
ting, Hobbing and Rack- cutting machines
on request.

Write for prices and deliveries

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
ST. JOHN, N.B.

WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER "If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
64 Front Street West

TORONTO
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Rapid and Perfect Duplication
That is the Mission of the

Geometric Threading Machine
l''i-iiiii 's-iii. \>i\'v tlii'cad til 1-iii. (liaiiiclcr is tlio usual

raiitic (if tlic macliint. Iiut whore Inic pitcli threads are Id

he eut mi hiruei' (lianieter^. it ran he titled with a die liead

tlial will take rare nf the \v(irk

Tile < MMiiiielrie Threadiiiu Maeiiiiie i- iml tlie usual Imll

threader, hul a iiiaidiine fVir proiUiciufi aeeurate work in

qnantily—wurk that cannot be done economic-ally in any

other way. and gives threfid.s a.s true- and clean as can lie

]irndueed (ill aii\" -crew niacliinc.

(let ac<|Uainlod with the machine hv sendiiij; fur

(iiir Threadiiiii' Machine l>o(iklet.

The Geometric Tool Company
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents t Williams & Wilson, Ltd., IVlontreal : The
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg

and St. John, N.B.

// any advertisement interests ijon
, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Perth, Ont.—Thomas B. Caldwell has

purchased the Facer Car Wheel Co.'s

plant here.

Vancouver, B.C. — The Vancouver
Forge Co., plans extensions to its plant,

including the construction of new ma-
chine shop.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Hydro-Elec-
tric Commission are making prepara-

tions for the construction of the Chip-

pewa Creek development.

Toronto. Ont.—The Toronto Lock Mfg.
Co. have been granted a building permit
for an addition to their machine shop on
Patterson Place, to cost $2,000.

Montreal, Que.—The American Can
Co., New York, will erect a can factory
at Maisonneuve, and will call for tenders
at an early date. N. M. Loney is en-

gineer.

St. Thomas, Ont.—F. N. Gadsby has
opened the blacksmith shop next to the

London and Lake Erie car barns, Talbot

street west, which was conducted by A.

Monteith who enlisted recently.

Windsor, Ont.—The Canadian Lamp &
Stamping Co. is having plans prepared
by Architect Gilbert Jacques, for an ad-

dition to its plant to be 1-storey, 60 x

210 feet, brick and steel construction to

cost S25,000.

Sudbury, Ont.—The British American
Nickel Co. will build two complete units

of the plant near here, and will produce

10,000 tons of nickel a year instead of

5,000, as originally intended.

Dunsmuir. B.C.—The Canadian Col-

liers, Ltd., has commenced the construc-

tion of 120 coke ovens, and is considering

30 coke ovens for the Ladysmith smelter

which is preparing to start operations.

St. Mary's, Ont.—Fire on April 22

caused $8,000 damage at the plant of the

Thames Quarry Co. The big new stone-

crusher building, situated close to the

C. P. R. tracks, was burned to the

ground. The loss is covered by $3,400

insurance.

Toronto. Ont.—A fii-e, caused by an
overheated oil furnace in the forging

shop of the John Inglis Co., Strachan

Avenue, on April 24, completely gutted

the frame structure, and the machinery

was badly damaged by water. The dam-
age is estimated at $25,000.

Sudbury, Ont.—The Board of Control

has received a letter from Morris & Hed-

den, of Buffalo, N.Y., regarding the

manufacture in Canada of internal com-
bustion engines of the four-cycle, mul-

tiple cylinder type. The firm has been

manufacturing in the United States for

eleven years, and is thinking of estab-

lishing a branch of their industry in

Canada.

Cobalt, Ont.—The Northern Ontario
Light & Power Co. have taken over the

power plant at Charlton, and from this

time forward will operate it as part of

their large power concern in the north
country. The taking over of this plant

by the N. O. L. & P. gives this company
practically a monopoly of the power
plants in the North Country. It is the

intention of the new owners to make
many improvements and additions to

place their new unit on a more up-to-
date basis.

Port Hope, Ont.—The Port Hope
munition plant, now known as the Port

YARROW'S LTD. TAKE STERN
WHEELER CONTRACT

YARROW'S LTD., shipbuilders of Es-
quimau, B.C., have been awarded a con-
tract for the construction of another
steel sternwheel vessel, and are expect-
ing daily to sign up contract for a

fourth boat, all of them being for the
.-iame concern which ordered the two
already built by the firm. If the fourth
order comes along it means that Yar-
rows, Ltd., will have two of these steel

boats under construction in their yard
at the same time, which will add con-
siderably to the general activity in ship-
building on this coast.

The vessels are to be employed on
river service in India. They are 132
feet in length, 32-foot beam, with a

draft of three feet, and have accommo-
dation for- passengers and freight. They
will be capable of making a speed of

ten knots. The boats themselves are
shipped, knock-down, to India via the
Blue Funnel boats leaving Victoria, the
parts being marked and placed in

crates so that when they reach their

destination it is a more or less simple
matter to rivet the parts together.

All the machinery equipment, including
engines and boilers, is being manufac-
tured at the Yarrow plant on the Clyde,
being shipped to India from there. The
first vessel built in Victoria by Yar-
rows, Ltd., was shipped across the

Pacific on one of the Blue Funnel liners

some time ago and the second one is

all ready to be shipped on the next
sailing of the Blue Funnel liner Pro-
tesi.laus.

In these days of steel shipbuilding, it

is a very diflficult matter to get the

steel for the smallest sized vessel. The
major portion of that used in the con-

struction of these river boats is being

secured by Yarrows, Ltd., from the

United States. That further orders are

being placed here for these boats indi-

cates the satisfaction with which the

owners have viewed the work turned

out.

Hope Supply Co., is asking the town to

guarantee its bonds to the amount of

$50,000. The company, it is said, holds

a contract for 3,500 shells per week up
to September, and to carry the contract

it is necessary to instal additional ma-
chinery. Mr. Brandon's proposition is

to the effect that the town guarantee

his bonds to the amount of $50,000. The
matter will be discussed at a public

meeting.

GENERAL
Toronto, Ont.—The Royal Company

have been given a permit to erect a one-

storey brick factory at 23 River Street,

to cost about $7,000.

Oshawa, Ont.—The W. T. Trick Co..

whose factory was recently burned down,
havet refused an offer of a free site and
loan by the town council.

Toronto, Ont.—The Logan Brick Works
will construct a brick kiln at 473 Green-
wood Avenue at a cost of $2,500, for

which they have obtained the required

permit.

New Toronto, Ont. — The Dupont
Fabrikoid Co., manufacturer of leather

goods, etc., will complete its new plant

and be ready for operation in about a

month.

Kincardine, Ont.—T. B. Watson, pro-

poses to establish a furniture factory

and wants the town to assist with a loan

of $20,000. A by-law will be submitted

to the ratepayers.

Portage la Prairie, Man.—A. For-

sythe & Co., grain merchants, of High

BluflF, have begun the erection of a

big elevator in this city. It will have

a capcity of 100,000 bushels. It is un-

derstood" that the company will erect

elevators at other points in Manitoba.

.Smiths .Falls, Ont.—The Ontario

Hydro-Electric Commission has decided

to come to Smiths Falls, and negotia-

tions are now under way for the taking

over of the power sites acquired by G.

A. Burgess at High Falls and Rosebank.

on the Mississippi river and for the de-

velopment of them to supply this to\sTi,

Perth and other places on the line with

power.

MUNICIPAL
Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control

may purchase a motor street flushing

machine.

Tillsnburg, Ont.—A by-law will be

voted on by the ratepayers on May 14,

to raise $10,000 by way of a loan to the

Tillsonburg Foundry & Machine Co.

Simcoe, Ont,—Fire Undenvriter's In-

spector Norman R. Wilson has reported

that a number of improvements are de-

sirable to the fire fighting system here.
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M-6 Shell Machine
for cleaning out insides of4.5 inch Howitzer
and 6-inch shells and for retouching rough
spots.

'Pfn"--"'^''"-
l'''\''een.used will, immediate succe,ss in a numher of large shell factories in Canada.A 141^:; .special spindle i,* supplied lor 4.5 shell work and a 2(r' spindle i.5 used on 6" shell work.

Specially adapted for eleanni.u the base of .<hells inside.

-r^a The Strand flexible

^ shaft has a metal cas-

ing that will outwear any
other now on the market
and adds life to the shaft.

Does away with the trouble common to other

flexible shafts. Freely flexible to a certain radius,

where it automatically forms a stop, thus pre-

venting accidental short bends.

For full particulars write

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17, 19, 21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

New Chuck
Don't Throw Away Broken Tang Drills

P('rluij)s \(>ii arc about to discard some taper shank drills

because the taiiys are broken off—DON'T DO IT—they are
worth their weight in gold. You can use them just as they
arc with a

Wahlstrom Automatic Chuck
One chuck holds drills from 1/16 to 1^/4

and vdii w nil '1 have to take time rnmi youi- iu'dduction to repair
them.

Tool changes are made in two seconds—Just grasp the shell of

the chuck \vith one hand and put in or remove the tool with
the other—no collets—no lost time, for the spindle never stops.

The jaws grip NOT BY TPIE TANG, BUT ON THE SIDE OF
Till'] 'l'AI*r]I\—there's no chance for slippage—a Wahlstrom
Avon't even mar the sii;iiiks.

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17, 19, 21 Temperance Street Toronto, Canada

// an]\ udicrtiscinent i7ilcrrt<t.H i/oii, tear it out now and place with letters to be ayiswered.
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Aylmcr, Ont., proposes to spend $7,-

000 for the installation oT electrically

driven pumps for its waterworks system
and a gasoline pump for fire purposes.

Wolseley, Sask.—A by-law has been
passed by the Council authorizing- a loan

of $9,000 for extension to the municipal
light and power plant and deep drainage
system.

Aylmer, Ont.—A by-law to install the

Hydro-electric was carried here last

Monday by a majority of 288. The
power will be brought from St. Thomas,
and is expected to be in operation within
three months.

Winnipeg, Man.—The letting of the

half-million dollar aqueduct contract for

cast iron piping, valves and specials, was
shelved at a meeting of the administra-

tion board of the Greater Winnipeg
water district, on April 20.

North Bay, Ont.—The Quinlan by-law
will be submitted to the ratepayers on

May 7. The J. P. Quinlan Mfg. Co. pro-

pose to extend their furniture factory

and want the company's bonds guaran-

teed to the extent of $15,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders for the sup-

ply of cast iron pipe to the Greater Win
nipeg Water District were as follows:

—

United States Cast Iron Pipe & Foundry
Co., $393,888.62; Canada Iron Foundries,

Ltd., $390,290.56; R. D. Wood & Co.,

$387,518. No tenders were accepted, and
the work will probably be held up until

next year.

Alliston, Ont.—A by-law will be voted

on by the ratepayers on May 7 to raise

$32,000 to provide for the taking over of

the Alliston electric light plant and re-

pairinfr and improving same for the pur-

pose of distributing electric power to be

supplied by the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission.

Winnipeg, M'>n..—Tenders for the sup-

ply of valves for the Greater Winnipeg
Water District were as follows:—Crane
Co., Chicago, $15,038.70; Canadian Fair-

banks-Morse Co., $12,749.92; Kennedy
Valve Co., Elmira, $12345.44; Rensse-

laer Valve Co.. Trov. $12,196.54; General
Supply Co.. Winnipeg. $12,184; Drum-
mond, McCall Co., Montreal, $11,138.25.

No tender was accepted.

Port Hope. Ont.—The Town Council

has apnroved of the Nicholson File Co.

pronosed exten'sions. The company will

build a foot b'-idge over the river and
extend the'-^ pl-'nt at a total cost of

about $tO 000. The council has agreed to

submit a bv-l^^w to the people, giviri"' the
comnanv « fixed assessment of $35,000
for ten years. Bowman & Connor, en-
gineers, hi^'e been renuested to make a
report on the proposed bridge.

ELECTRICAL
Hamilton. Ont.—Citv En"-ineer Grav

reports that additional transformers are

required for the Beach pumnin<T station.

The cosf- is estima+ed at $20,000. The
Board of Control has the matter under
consideration.

PERSONAL
F. N. Sinclair, of New Westminster,

B.C., has been appointed a Dominion
pilot commissioner for the pilotage dis-
trict of New Westminster.

T. M. Jones, of Canadian Allis-Chal-
mers, Ltd., has joined the staff of the
Bawden Machine Co., Toronto, as chief
engineer and general manager.
John Collins who has been with the

Canadian Steam Boiler & Equipment
Co., Toronto, has been appointed man-
ae-er of H. L. Peiler & Co.'s Toronto
office in the Kent Building.

C. N. Schrag, sales engineer of the
Ontario District Office of Canadian Allis-
Chalmers, Ltd., has resigned to become
general sales manager of the Bawden
Machine Co., Sterling Road, Toronto.

T. S. Downham is again actively
connected as manager with the Canadian
Steam Boiler & Equipment Co., Toronto,
after a holiday of several months dura-
tion. Mr. Downham has fully recovered
his health.

Capt. John Baillies, a well-known sea-
farer, who has plied for years on the
British Columbia coast, has received in-

structions to report to the senior naval
officer at Esquimalt for appointment
under the new regulations whereby
master marinei-s are taken into the naval
service with the rank and pay of "skip-
per." Captain Baillies is a deepwater
man, but for many years has been in the
coasting service, and at present he is

with the G.T.P.

R. P. Butchart of Victoria, B.C., has
been requested by the Imperial Muni-
tions Board to associate with the Board
in its work of shipbuilding on the Paci-
fic Coast. A large organization will

have to be formed in connection with
the plans decided upon for the building
of a large number of wooden ships.

Mr. Butchart will act as business ad-
viser and will have supervision of the
organization on the' coast on behalf of
the Board. Mr. Butchart is a leading
Victoria business man, head of the Pa-
cific Cement Co.

W. Shives Fisher, of the hardware firm
of Emerson & Fisher of St. John. N.B.,
has on request of Sir Edward Kemp,
Minister of Militia, on behalf of the
Government, accepted an appointment
as commissioner in charge of the Dom-
inion rifle factory, formerly the Ross
rifle plant, during the period of ap-
praisal. Mr. Fisher is being placed in

complete control. His work will involve

matters of supplies and outstanding
contracts, as well as the investigating
of any disputes arising.

Lieut.-Col. T. C. Irving, was recently

gazetted as colonel in the 4th Canadian
Division. Col. Irving left Toronto with
the First Canadian Contingent as a cap-
tain in charge of the 2nd Field Company
of the Engineers. Capt. Irving received
the D.S.O. at the Battle of T>angemarck,
and shortly afterwards obtained his ma-
jority, while the latest gazette raises

him to the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

Lieut-Col. Ii-ving was formerly vice-pres-

ident of the C. W. Hunt Co., engineers
and the Moffat-Irving Steel Works, Tor-
onto.

George Bury, vice-president of the

C.P.R., has arrived in Montreal from
Russia, which country he visited at the

request of the British and Russian Gov-
ernments in connection with transporta-

tion. He was present in Russia during

all the recent revolution. Mr. Bury said

that his experience gained by close per-

sonal contact and association with Lord
Shaughnessy, enabled him to make
recommendations which were accepted

by the old Russian Government as well

as by the new who are now putting these

recommendations into force with great

vigor.

CONTRACTS
Montreal, Que.—The Board of Control

has awarded a contract for the construc-

tion of the Lasalle bridge over the

aqueduct to A. Pion at the price of

$277,000.

East Angus, P.Q.—The Brompton Pulp

& Paper Co. have awarded a contract

to the Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., for

water turbines and governors, value

$100,000, and to the Canadian General
Electric Co., for generators, exciters,

transformers, etc., at $150,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Otis-Fensom Ele-

vator Co. have tbeen awarded the con-

tract for nine elevators for the new
LTnion Station. The price is understood

to be about $200,000.

Montreal, Que.—The Board of Control

has decided to buy twenty flushing and
street cleaning automobiles at a cost of

$146,415. The contract for ten flushing

machines was awarded to A. Jennings

& Co.. furnishing a Kelly-Springfield

truck chassis, and the ten sweeping ma-
chines will be sunplied by the Comet
Motor Co., with Packard truck chassis.

The flushing machines will cost $7,399

each and the sweeping machines $7.-

242.50 each, making a total of $146,415.

Trenton, Ont.—Pierhead construction,

it is said, has been contracted for at a

cost of $600,000 by the Harbor Commis-
sion. The contracts are split among
three concerns—R. Weddell & Co., Tren-

ton and Toronto; Port Arthur Construc-

tion Co., and J. O. Roddick, Toronto.

These three contracts will constitute the

summer work on the harbor improve-

ments, and call for the construction of

crib superstructures and concrete suoer-

structures of the inner harbor wall. The
total distance is 6.000 feet, and it is un-

derstood that each concern contracts to

construct 2.000 feet of wall.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Burlington Steel Co., of Hamil-

ton, Ont.. has increased its capital stock

to $650,000.

Hudson Bay Railway.—According to a

statement made by Hon. Frank Cochi-ane

in the House recently, the Dominion has
spent $17,790,587.74 on the Hudson Bay
Railwav and Port Nelson terminals.
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The "Trackless Train" Method
Saves Men—Speeds up Production— Lowers Cost

BI'lT'l'Kl! u.<e 111' \iiiii- prt'i^eiit foiT-e will liflii

vdu scihf vdur lalxir problem. Take those

iiKMi now pushing Irucks, and put them
on prdductive labor where they will figure

jiroHts instead ol' losses.

One man wilb a Mercury Traetoi- will d(] the

work 1)1' I'rorii eight to a dozen truekers—do it

<|uicki'r and better. ^'nur present trucking

('(juipuiciU (auytbing du wheels) will serve as

trailers.

The tnK'ineers of the leading manufacturers in the

United States and Canada, after thoroughly testing-

and investigating all . Industrial Equipments for

material movement, nov^f specify Mercury.

The fact that 70 <, of the Mercury Tractors now in

use have been purchased on re-orders, plainly indi-

cates the satisfaction of our many clients.

Take advantage of these various tests, which have
proven without a doubt that Mercury is the most
economical and practical, and will save more men
and money.

Our Engineering Corps, without cost or obligation

on your part, will gladly assist in the solution of

your problem, making a complete analysis of your
material movement, if it is desired.

Write for "Methods and Means,^' the new book on
the Trackless Material Movement.

MERCURY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4118 So. Halsted Street CHICAGO

Represented by

THE FOSS & HILL MACHINERY COMPANY
321 St. James Street MONTREAL, QUEBEC
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OVENS
9 Enameliner and Varnishing Ovena heated
5 by Gas. Electricity. .Sleam or Coal

2 Writ« for Booklet.

a Brantford Oven & Rack Co., Ltd.

5 Rrantford. Canada.
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TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing El

GEO. E. JOBBORN, Hamilton,
I

Ont.

HA^K"b

Stir

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated
and ready for use.

It does not stick to the
work.

There are many eases where
each punch has turned out
over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

U. S. A.

The Canadian Fairbanks- Morse Co.,

Toronto and Montreal are asking ex-
tended powers to permit of engaging in

other manufacturing business than is

granted under present articles of incor-

poration.

War Trophies on Exhibition.

—

A varied
assortment of Vimy Ridt;e trophies, ma-
chine guns, mortars and field guns are
being prepared to be shipped out to Can-
ada. These will be a feature of the Can-
adian National Exhibition at Toronto in

.Vugust.

B. C. Coal By-Products.—An import-
ant branch is to be added to the Mining
Department of the Government of Bri-
tish Columbia by the Hon. William
Sloan. Special investigations have been
made, and it is believed that many use-
ful coal by-products can be exploited for
the benefit of the Province.

The Wetmore Mechanical Laboratory
Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., makers of spe-
cial tools such as milling hobs, reamers,
taps, etc., for shell production,' have
opened an office at 608 Kent Building,
Toronto, in order to take care of their in-

creasing business in Canada. P. B.

Rogers secretary-treasurer of the com-
pany is manager of the Canadian oflnce.

Fish Concerns Amalgamate. — An
amalgamation of fishing interests in

which are merged several of the oldest

houses in the fish business in the prov-
inces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Quebec has been consummated, and
the new concern is now known as the
Leonard Fisheries Ltd., with headquart-
ers at Montreal, with branches through-
out the three provinces named, and with
a capitalization of -$1,000,000.

G. T. R. Asks Higher Rates.—Presid-
ing at the Grand Trunk meeting in Lon-
don, England, on April 26, Chairman
Smithers said if railways were to con-
tinue to exist, higher rates must be
charged. Manufacturers and farmers
were all highly prosperous, and could
afford to pay more, or the railways could
not continue to expand their accommoda-
tion on which the prosperity of manufac-
turers and farmers depended in the long
run.

Copper Mining in Newfoundland.

—

The Colonial Government is assisting in

the work of developing copper mining
activities on the northeast coast of New-
foundland, in the expectation of provid-
ing additional supplies of the metal for
the Allies. Three large mines in the
vicinity of Notre Dame Bay were work-
ed profitably by old methods forty years
ago. It is estimated that many million

tons can be recovered under modern
means.

Embargo on Tin Plate Likely.—Tin
plate users and canners in Canada are
much perturbed over the possibility of
the .American tin manufacturers placing
an embargo on tin plates and cans. The
shortage there is such that canners hav?
been urged to can only perishable fruits,

so as to conserve as far as possible sup-
plies. Most of the tin supplied Canada
comes from the States, and the proposed
embargo would be a serious thing for
consumers here.

Quebec, Que.—C. C. Laplerre, of Mon-
treal, has organized an independent
cement company that will operate the
property owned by the Canada Cement
Co., at Neuville, in the county of Port
Neuf. This property was bought by the
cement merger from the Eastern Can-
ada, the price being a few hundred thous-
and dollars. The company had alreadx
started the building of a mill. The capi-

tal of the new company is $1,250,000, and
it is planned to have a daily production
of 1500 barrels per day.

Toronto Customs Record.—All record.^

were broken again in April, by the Tor-
onto customs returns, which are approxi-
mately given at $8,650,000 or about .$900,-

000 in excess of the figure for the same
period last year. These figures beat
those of March which were $.3,494,174.87

and constituted a record. The total for
the four months of this year is $l.''i,232,-

413, compared with $10^303,860 for the
first four months of 1916, and just a lit-

tle over two and a half millions less

than the total for the whole period of
twelve months in 1915. which was $15,-

821,426.

Britain Orders .30 New Steel Ships in

Canada.—Sir Thomas White announced
in the House on April 23, that orders had
already been placed by the Imperial Gov-
ernment for 22 steel vessels in Canadian
shipyards. .A. further order for eight
steel vessels would be placed and these

ships would total 175,000 tonnage. All

the plants in Canada had orders suffi-

cient to carry them into the middle of

1918. He had taken up with the Im-
perial Munitions Board the question of

building wooden vessels in Canada. He
was prepared to furnish a ten-million-

dollar credit for the building of wooden
vessels.

Massey-Harris Reorganization.

—

Kt a
meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Massey-Harris Co., held in Toronto on
April 24, the reorganization necessitated

by the death of Sir Lyman Melvin-Jones,

who for many years was president and
managing director, was considered and
oartially completed. Thomas Findley,

former vice-president and assistant gen-
eral manager, was elected president and
general manager; .loseph N. Shenstone,
formerly treasurer, was elected first

vice-president; C. L. Wisner, formerly
secretary, was elected second vice-presi-

dent, and George Valentine, formerly
assistant to the general manager, was
appointed general niana.ger.

Investigate White Pine Rust.—Plans
for the further investigation into and
control of the white pine blister rust

have been outlined by the Hon. Martin
Burrill, after consultation with the
authorities of Ontario and Quebec who
will co-operate. The disease destroys
much valuable timber, the heaviest in-

festation being in the Niagara district

and certain parts of Quebec. W. A. Mc-
Cubbin, of the Federal Department of

Agriculture, has been appointed to make
scientific investigation and co-ordinate
eff'orts in stamping out the pest, while
the provinces will co-operate in "scout-

ing" work.
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THE manufacturer who includes ILLINOIS ALL-
QUALITY TOOLS in his equipment is preparing

himself to produce work of the highest degree and

at the same time handle greater volume. A fact

proved by results obtained in many of the country's

largest factories.

II will be to your advantage lo confer with our engi-

neering department, no matter what are your Hob and
Cutter requirements. Standard tools in stock. Prompt
delivery on specials. Write or wire for quotations.

// am/ (idrcrlisement interests i/oii, tear il ant now and place irith letters to be answered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
CSTyia. i»7T.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
I /yj ALL COUNTRIES

Book "PateTit Protection"—free. Master
of ratont Laws. ForiiuTiy Patent Office
I-'.Miniiiu-r.

U*J St, JaiiieN St.. - Montreal. Qu<

.

BraiKhes: Ottawa. VVaNhingrton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS. ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bt-DG.. Montreal
Cable Address

"BREVET"

?ATENTr

If

' /•«»>«",tonh«u«h * Co.
"

P»Uint Solialoii. Head Office,
Boy«J Bank Bld«., Toronto.
OtUw» OfHc*. S Klglii St.
Send for our Plain Practical
Poinlera. Copj of National
Progreaa, In whioh our patmt*
are adTertiaed. vuUtA frea. fl

[PROMPTLY StCUREDl
Id all countries. Ask for our Investor*!

Adviser, vrhich will lie sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Biiildin;^, corner
St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. Phone Up. 64H

and n'ashineton. D.C.. U.S.A.

ON PAGE 80
You'll find a host
of Opportunities.

TURN TO IT!

THEIRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont. '

Engineers

Boiler-

makers 1'

Founders

Machinists

Ross Rifle Factory E.xpropriation.

—

A copy of the Order-in-Council passed a

month ago providing for the expropria-
tion of the Ross rifle factory at Quebec
by the Government was tabled in the

Commons on April 24. The Order pro-

vides that the price to be paid for the

property owned by Sir Charles Ross
shall be determined by the E.xchequer
Court, but shall not exceed three million

dollars. It is further provided that Sir

Charles Ross shall not receive anythin'.v

in consideration for the site which was
granted to him for the factory when the

orig-inal contract was made in 1902, but
that this site shall revert to the Crown.
Commission Reports on C. N. R.—The

special commission appointed to investi-

gate the affairs of the Canadian Nor-
thern Railway has submitted its report
to the Dominion Government. The com-
mission was composed of Edward E.

Loomis, president of the Lehi.sch Valley
Railway, and John W. Flatten, president
of the U. S. Mortg-age and Trust Co.,

New York. They were assisted by the
firm of railway e.x'perts, Coverdale & Col-

pitts, of New York. The report is of

considerable length, and is entirely fav-

orable to the railway. It states briefly

that the transcontinental undertaking is

fundamentally sound, and that the capi-

tal invested has been economically se-

cured and wisely expended.
Toronto Union Station.—The work is

proceeding' in a manner, considering war
time, that is satisfactory to the en-
gineers, and they declare that the con-
tracts are not more than two months be-
hind the original time specified. Chief
Engineer J. R. W. Ambrose stated re-

cently that wings could be ready for oc-

cupation about a year from next August,
and that the station proper would he
completed about two years from now.
The structural steel work will be com-
pleted about May 1.5, while it is hoped
to have the win.gs enclosed by the stone
work within six weeks. The masonry
work is progressing favorably, and the
walls up to the main floor of the station
proper are nearly finished, and it is ex-

pected that all the stone will be in place
within the year.

Canadian Shipping Increased in

March.—An increase in the tonnao'e of

shipping on the Canadian re.gister took
place during the month of March, ac-

cording to statistics prepared by the De-
partment of Marine, Ottawa. At the
close of February there were steam ves-

sels with aggregate tonnage of 794,314
tons, and sailing vessels of total tonnage
of 475,693 registered in Canada. At the
end of March the tonnage of steam ves-

sels was 812,906, and of sailing vessels

476,301. During the month steamev.s

aggregating- 26,677 tons were added to

the register, chiefly by transfers from
Great Britain, and 6,628 tons were
stricken off' by reason of wrecks or un-
fitness for use. Sailing vessels of an
aggregate of 6.294 tons were added to

the list, and others of 5,686 tons, which
were wrecked or broken up as unsea-
worthy, were dropped from the register.

No Time Extension on Demurrage
Rates.—The Dominion Railwav Commis-

sioners have refused to grant the rail-

ways an extension of the time over which
the increased demurrage charges may
apply. Accordingly, after the end of the

month the old rates and duration of free

time will apply. Last fall, on account of

the great car shortage that prevailed

throughout America, permission was
granted the railways to increase the

charge of one dollar per day for each
day a car was held after the expiration

of the free time to a graduated one thpt

reached five dollars per day within a few
days after the expiration of this free

time. The length of the free time was
also decreased. The railways have re-

cently submitted to the board a new set

of car demurrage rules containing sev-

eral contentious clauses, and in which $3
per day demurrage is asked after 48

hours free time has elapsed.

TENDERS
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be receiv-

able up to May 5, for supply of approxi-

mately 100 tons of pure soft pig lead for

the York Township. Further informa-

tion may be obtained at Township En-
gineer Frank Barber, Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders for the ad-

ditions to the city light and power plant

at Point du Bois, decided on in January
by the city council, are to be called at

once and will close May 15, so that no

time will be lost in taking advantage of

the summer working season. The new
work which will include the installing

of generatoi's sufficient to carry the con-

stantly increasing load for many years

to come, will cost approximately $180,-

000.

Trenton. Ont.—Tenders will be receiv-

ed until May 15, for the erection of a

nine-roomed Collegiate Institute in the

town of Trenton, Ont. Plans and speci-

fications may be seen at the Architect's

oftice or at the office of C. W. Savior,

Chairman of Committee, Trenton. All

information, tender forms, etc., may be

had at the office of S. B. Coon and Son,

Architects, Excelsior Life Building, Tor-

onto Street, Toronto.

Dungannon, Ont.—Tenders, addressed

to the undersigned, will be received up

to May 12. for the material, plant and

equipment of the Ontario West Shore

Railway between Goderich and Kincar-

dine. The material is practically all on

the right-of-way, and consists approxi-

mately of six pairs of steel bridge gird-

ers for bridges of 25 ft. to 70 ft. spans;

2,400 cedar fence posts, 8 ft.; 710 boxes

of spikes (about 324 lbs. to box); 135

boxes of bolts (about 125 lbs. to box: a

large quantity of fish-plates; one engine,

three flat-cars, scrapers, etc., used in

construction work; a quantity of square

timber, from 8 ft. to 24 ft. long; about

2,000 feet of 2 in. hardwood plank; about

900 tons of 70-lb. steel rails.; also four-

teen miles of track of 70-lb. rails, bolts,

spikes, fish-plates, ties, bridges, etc.,

laid complete. For further particulars

apply to the trustee, Thomas Stothers,

Dungannon. Ont.
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BUILDING

I

Toronto, Ont.—A building permit for

a one-storey brick warehouse at the cor-

ner of Dufferin Street and Lappin
Avenue, was granted to the Royal Fly-

ing Corps by the city architect.

Toronto, Ont.—The City Architect has

issued a building permit to Western
Canada Flour Mills Co., for the con-

struction of a three-storey reinforced

concrete warehouse and elevator, on

Macpherson avenue, near Poplar Plains,

at a cost of $20,000.

Toronto, Ont.—-The Dominion Waste
Co. will soon erect a three storey brick

addition to their warehouse and an ad-

ditional storey to the warehouse at the

southwest comer of Paton Road and

Browns Road at a cost of $20,000. The
building permit for the work has been

taken out at the City Architect's OfRce.

Toronto, Ont.—The Wellington Pro-

pertie.'; Corporation, will erect a seven-

storey reinforced concrete warehouse

building costing $.300,000, on the Bald-

win Estate property at the corner of

Bay and Wellington Streets. The first

two stories will be Indiana limestone,

and will have a frontage of 212 feet on

Bay Street with a depth of TM feet on

Wellington Street.

WOODWORKING
Collingwood, Ont. — Wilson Bros.,

whose planing mill was recently des-

troyed by fire will probably rebuild.

The company has been reorganized and

tenders are lieing called for clearing the

site and purchase of scrap.

Toronto, Ont.—A syndicate headed by

M. K. Haney is understood to have taken

over the lumber mill and plant of the

Canadian Pacific Lumber Co., at Port

Moody, B.C. The mill, which is situated

on Tidewater at Burrard Inlet, will be

improved and operated to its full capa-

city. Associated with Mr. Haney are

Richard P. Gough, C. A. Barnard and

J. F. M. Stewart of Toronto.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Ottawa, Ont.—The Manitoba & On-

tario Railway Co., is applying to Parlia-

ment for an act of incorporation author-

izing the construction of a railway line

from Brereton Station, on the National

Transcont-nental. in Manitoba, to the

Knglish River, in Ontario, and thence

northerly to Hudson Bay, between the

mouths of the Albany and Nelson rivers.

Windsor, Ont.—A fire, supposed to

have originated from spontaneous com-

bustion, broke out in the Kingsville car

barns of the Windsor, Essex & Lake

Shore Railway on April 25. Three passen-

ger coaches and an electric locomotive

were badly damaged; they will be ou*

of u.«p for some time. General manager
Eastman was unable to place a close

estimate on the damage, but the ma-
terial and eouipment in the barns repre-

sented $1.50,000,

Toronto, Ont.—Good progress is bein"

made on the construction of the BIooi-

street viaduct, and it is the opinion of

Write for complete information on

Atlas Arbor Press. All sizes for all

ATLAS PRESS CO.
330 N Park St.

Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A.

orricc'" works: muskcgon hpght;> u&a

ECONOMY No. 40 HEAVY DUTY, the EFFICIENT SHELL SAW
Ovei- 20,000 in use. Nearly
5.O0O siuppetl 10 England aud
France. -Many plaut.s ale

operating from twenty to

forty machines. They cut
AST Hiifl .\C'OrR.\TEI.Y.

liia« Cul—Oil CompresBidn I. it "
' " -Iroke. ! lamc cannot (all ami

break bladM. Quick .\ctinK Vis, -lot li.ai- J'-ricli..n iinve Anlomalii- Sto|.. fapacity 8 x 8f., Takes

blado fiom 10 to 17". Tliis tool will giw Kiwiler lumluctlou at le.ss eiwi tlian any tool hi yam
lilaul. Economy Saws -.ui- Miill in sizes ni> to s y 1»". I'UllMl'T HKl-IVRKIRS.

W. Robertson Machine & Foundry Company, Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.

A

Amcroh Ba^bbitt
(Patented In C«n«da«na the U.S.A.)

Not like clay iir other material, as It does not The only Mliif.ctory compound Jor rel.ininf

stick to the work Or hands. Does «way with njolten m.t.1 and can be used over and over

using leather or pasle-boal-d at end of box, again tor months-no deterioration.

For any metal. For prices and samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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I BELIEVE
In Safety First mid oluays.
In providing for the Health of my Felloit

WorfrmcM.
Jn lAfjht find Air and sanitary IVorkitiff Con-

ditions.

In clean, fresh drinkintj irnter for ercrybody,
Jn the tiiifcty, Econ-omy and Man-betterment.

HZSQ
(MADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

Works Commissioner Harris that the
Rosedale section will be open for traffic
from Parliament street about the end
of July. There is no possibility, he
states, of the viaduct being completed
and ready for through traffic before the
summer of next year. The agreement
with the contractors expires on Decem-
ber 24 of this year, but the work has
been greatly delayed by the severe
weather, and it will likely be late spring
of next year before it is completed.

The loss of a man through impure drinking
filter is a crime tbat "the front ofTice" must
bear.

An ugly statement, isn't it? But true, abso-
lutely.

When a man comes to work in vour factoiT
he puts his health in your keeping.
Are you uilling to take' chances on such a

trust?
Impure drinking conditions are responsible fur

more tragedies than any machine ever built.
Apply the ''Safety First" Principles to your

water supply; don't deny your men a clean,
fresh drink of water.
Conserve their health and they will improve

your piofits: make yo'.irself as worthy of the
na-me of "employer."

Install the Gold Medal winner Puro in your
plant, office and shop alike.

The only Sanitary Drinking Fountain that is

safe, san:tar>\ simple, automatic jn control and
ea'^ily attached.
Let us tell vou just what it will cost you to

"PURO -FY**
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

furo Sanitary Drinking Founiain Campany

147 University Ave., Toronto, Cinadi

"Barnes-Made"

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

They are the result of
sixty years* experi"
ence, unsurpassed
equipment and hiehly skilled work-
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" SprinRs are the
best buy.

f stabh^.hed 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

ManfVs of Barnes- made" Products
Sprin^s.Screw Machine Ppoducls.( old Rolled Steel ftnd Wrr«

MARINE
Pilot Charges Raised.—An Oider-in-

Council has been passed increasing pilot-
age rates. The charge for pilotage for
any sea-going vessel has been increased
from $3 to $.3.25 for each foot of
draught, and for coasting vessels, from
$2.50 to $2.75, but the charge for in-

land vessels remains at $2.50.

.Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—Ice conditions
at Whitefish Point this year have de-
layed navigation at least ten days past
the time that the freighters are usually
able to proceed on their course up the
lakes, which will mean a big loss to the
shipping interest. A large number of
vessels have been held up at the Soo.

North Vancouver, B.C.—The auxiliary
schooner Jesse Norcross, which was
launched on April 25 at the Wallace
Shipyards, was named after J. Norcross,
vice-president and managing director of

the Canada Steamship Lines, director of

Canadian-Vickers, and recently appoint-
ed by the Dominion Government to have
charge of the national shipbuilding
scheme.

Sarnia, Ont.—The deal whereby the
holdings of the Reid Wrecking Co., in-

cluding tugs, steamers, etc., with the ex-

ception of the drydock property, are to

be disposed of to outside parties, is still

pending, according to the statements of

the officials of the company. No further
details of the transaction, than those al-

ready published will be given out by the

company until the deal is consummated.

Haileybury, Ont.—The boats of the

Temiskaming Navigation Co., which ply

between points on Lake Temiskaming,
with headquarters at Haileybury, have
been sold to Mr. Seymour, the member
for Pontiac County, representing Ville

Marie interests. The line will be oper-

ated this coming season under the name
of the Ville Marie Navigation Co. Mr.
W. Chenier, of ViJle Marie, is the new
manager.

Victoria, B.C.—The speedy C. P. R.

steamer Patricia, which regularly main-
tains the service between Nanaimo and
Vancouver, is again on the ways at the

Victoria Machinery Depot for the third

time within about as many months, the

cause of her being laid up on the pres-

ent and the last previous occasion being
the same in both cases, namely, that the

vessel struck some submerged object re-

sulting in injury to one of her propeller

shafts.

Victoria, B.C.—The G. T. P. Steamer
Prince Rupert will be repaired at Yar-
rows, Ltd., Esquimau. Reports already
received here from Prince Rupert and

the scene of the wreck indicate that the
damage is very extensive, extending over
a length of 180 feet. The repairs are ex-
pected to take a period of about three
months. The difficult feat of salving the
Prince Rupert was carried out by the
B. C. Salvage Co., under the direction of
Capt. T. Thompson.

Ferry "St. Louis" Sunk.—The St.

Louis, owned and commanded by Cap-
tain P. McLean, sank on the morning of

April 20, at its moorings in the Elgin
Basin, Montreal. The vessel had seemed
all right when the captain left it on the
previous night, but at 7 o'clock the fol-

lowing morning only the bow was above
the water, being held in that position

by the mooring ropes. The St. Louis
has been in the Verdun and La Tortue
ferry service for the last ten years. Ice

is stated to have caused the sinking.

The vessel, which is of 269 tons, will be
raised.

Canadian Vessel Rammed.—The Can-
adian freighter Durley Chine, bound in

ballast from a Canadian to an American
port, was rammed and sunk on the

morning of April 22, in collision with
an out-bound British freighter, about
sixty-five miles east of Sandy Hook.
The latter vessel returned to New York
with her bow stove in, leaking badly
forward, and brought in the captain and
the twenty-eight men of the crew of

the Durley Chine. She will probably

discharge her cargo and go into dry

dock for repairs. According to the

captain of the damaged vessel, he left

New York the previous afternoon. His

vessel struck the Durley Chine amid-

ships and almost cut her in two. The
Durley Chine was a single screw steam

-

.ship of 1,918 gross tonnage, built in

Sunderland in 1912, and owTied by the

Canadian Government. She was 279

feet long, 40 feet one inch beam, and

18 feet four inches deep of hold.

I

INCORPORATIONS
.1. & P. Davignon Ltd., has been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of $45,-

000 to carry on business as contractors

and engineers at Montreal. Incorpor-

ators are Joseph and Pierre Davignon
and Joseph A. Lacasse all of Montreal.

C. L. Perkins Ltd., has been incorpor-

ated at Toronto with a capital of $45,000

to take over as a going concern the busi-

ness of C. L. Perkins Machine Co.,

Ottawa. Provisional directors are James
P. McMullen and Matthew J. Armstrong
of Ottawa.

Welland .Shipbuilding Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa to carry on the

business of constructing ships and other

general construction business at St.

Catherines, Ont. The incorporators are

Francis H. Keefer, Harold A. Keefer and

Donald Munro all of Thorold, Ont.

Ontario Molybdenum Co., has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of

$40,000 to carry on the business of min-

ing, smelting and refining metals. The

head office is at Toronto and the incor-

porators are Theodore Burrel, Irene 0.

Allan and Lily Guylar all of Toronto.
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Anybody Can Operate This Miller
and Turn Out a Pile of Work
So Simple to Operate is the

i4HENDEY >>

Skilled niec'luinics are scarce these days—but any-

one can run a machine of its simplicity and turn

out work accurately and fast without trouble.

All Feeds positive driven through geariiis? giving

18 changes.

This is the universal type—designed to handle all

milling operations performed on machines of this

character, either with regular equipment or V)y

aid of attachments, which can be supplied for in-

creasing efficiency and scope of machine.

Wi-lte for full description.

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents : A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont.

:

A. R. Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winnipeg: A. R.
Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver: A. R. Williams Machinery Co.,

St. John. N.B. : Williams & Wilson. Montreal.
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Machining the

1 8 Pounder High

Explosive Shell

By A. F. Menzies

AltliDity/i ill flic initial period of Canada's niiiiiifioiis nidii.strii. the production of IS-pdr.

high explosive shell contributed no inconsiderable part of the (/eneral activitij, the demand for

this size and type projectile fell off comparatively early, and gave little promise of being again

revived. A few iiiontk» ago, however, further orders were placed with our metal-working

plant-f. fill' iiiachining procedure of the hitter constitufimj the subject of this article.

THE operations, methods and de-

vices herein described were ob-

served in a shop turning- out four
hundred 18-pdr. high explosive shells

every twenty-four hours. The work car-

ried the shells to the plug'g:ed stage, the
banding, varnishing, etc., being done at a

central plant. As the shifts were of 11

hours each, operations for which there
was only one machine had to be arranged
to allow of their being performed in not
more than three minutes, including an
allowance for changing and setting tools,

etc. This gave an output of 20 shells

per hour, which allowed for losses due to

defective material and rejections. The
equipment employed consisted in the
main of standard machine tools fitted

with special attachments, which were all

made on the premises. Special single
purpose machines were built for some of
the operations, same also being designed
and built in the shop.

Cutting Bars to

Length

The shell steel was
received in bars of
varying length up to

10 ft. 3 in., and was
measured with a long
rule graduated on
one side in feet and
other side in billet

lengths. The first

operation was to cut
the bars into lengths
of 19% in. on two
Racine high speed
draw-cut hack saws.
The saws were speed-
ed to 112 strokes per
minute, and mado a

cut in about 11 min-
utes. The blades, 10

in. X % in. X ]H

gauge, had 11 teeth
per inch, and were
supplied by H. Diss-
ton & Sons. They
were changed when-

ever the time to make a cut had
risen to about 14 minutes. From 8 to 10

blades per shift was found to be suffi-

cient. The discarded blades, while too

slow for this work, had still a lot of life

in them, and were kept for cutting the

square shank off the base-plates and for

cutting soft steel. A convenient table

was provided to serve the saws. It was
built to hold sufficient steel to run a shift,

and was filled night and morning by the

day shift. The height of the table was
such that the operator could easily roll

the bars into the rollways leading to the

saws. Fig. 1 shows the saws with the

steel table behind them.
The second operation, parting the 19%

in. piece into two billets was done on a

special machine. This consisted of a

cast iron head carrying a hollow spindle.

The head was secured to a pair of I-

beams which formed the bed, and which
also carried the compound rest. The piece

KIG. 1. SAWING AND PARTING BILLETS.

to be parted was pushed into the hollow

spindle, and secured with two set screws.

The parting tool was a piece of 3/16 in.

X 2 in. high speed steel held in a mild

steel holder. The tool was fed into the

work by hand until the parting was
about 1% in. diameter, after which the

piece was withdrawn and broken across

a length of shafting secured to the floor.

The broken end was made the base of the

shell, and the fracture was examined by
the Munitions Board examiner befo'e

more work was done on the billet. For
examination, the billets were stacked

fractured ends up in a box holding a

series. After being examined and found

O.K., the acceptance mark was placed on

the billet. The parting machine is

shown on the extreme left, in Fig. 1. It

was driven at 67 revolutions per minute
by a 6 in. quarter-turn belt.

Drilling Billets

The drilling was
done by the inverted

method, three ma-
chines being used,

two of which are

shown in Fig. 2. This

method of drilling

has much to com-
mend it in compari-

son with the usuhI

method of using twist

drills. The billets

being inverted, the

chips fall out readily

and the cutting com-
pound is delivered to

the place where it is

w ante d. Excellent

proof of this is ob-

tained by feeling a

billet drilled in the

usual manner and
then feeling one drill-

ed by the inverted

method. The latter

will be found quite

cool, while the form-

er will be found.
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quite often, too hot to handle. The
billet was held in a chuck which
was machined from a piece of shaft-

ing, the chuck being fitted to the

drill press spindle by the usual taper
shank. A hollow-headed set screw
locked the billet in place while adjust-

ment for varying size of steel was ob-

tained by four set screws located at 180

degs. from the locking screw.

The drill bar was of tool steel, 1% in.

in diameter, and had two flutes milled in

it for the egress of the chips. Two slots

were also provided, into which w'ere

soldered brass pipes to carry the cutting

compound. The lower end of the bar
was secured to a flange bolted to the

di-ill press table and carefully lined up
with the spindle. The upper end was
slotted to take the drill bit and a small
pin was provided to hold it central. The
bits were of high speed steel machined
to shape and hardened and ground. The
time taken to drill a hole was between
seven and eisht minutes.. After being
drilled, the fracture was faced off the
base end. The machine used on this op-
eration was similar to that for parting.

Care was taken to see that a good sur-
face was left on which to start the
centering drill. .A Rockford Lathe & Drill

Press Co. sensitive drill was used for

centering, a large cast iron table beine
substituted for the original small one
because giving a better bearing for the
swinging table which carried the center-
ing post. The unper end of the centering
post was ground to the same angle as
the drill bit. thus centering the base end.
The post. bein<r a close fit for the hole,

assisted in holding the billet true.

Rough Turning

Rough turning was done on the ma-
chine shown in Fig. 3, which is a 24-in.

JIacGregor, Gourlay lathe, fitted up with
a roller chuck. Two tools were used, one
at the back, held in a heavy cast iron
holder, being of high speed steel, while
the front tool was V2 in. square stellite

held in a No. 6 Efficiency holder, secured
in the regular tool post. A jet of cut-
ting compound was directed on each tool,
that serving the back tool being made
to point upwards and discharge on the
work just before it reached the tool. The
back tool holder was a fi.xture, and the
tool was adjusted by setting it to a
gauge. The size was made with the
front tool, and was regulated by the
cross feed. It was not necessary to set
the tool for each shell, however, as, when
the tool had reached the end of the shell,

the lathe was stopped and the shell re-
moved. The carriage was then run back
and another shell put in. The lathe was
next started up. This procedure was
kept up until through wear the front tool
required adjusting or grinding. The
roller chuck shown in the illustration
had three 7 16 in. hardened steel rollers
working on a hardened cam. ' It gave ex-
cellent results and was very quick. The
size made in the rough turning operation
left about .03 in. of stock for the finish
operation. The speed of the work was
96 revolutions per minute, giving a sur-
face speed of 88 ft. per minute, figured

on the original diameter. The feed was
22 per inch. The actual time required to

make a cut was 2 min. 20 sec, while it

required 20 sec. to take a shell out and
put in another.

FIG. 2. INVERTED METHOD OF DRILLING

Rough Nosing

The next operation, rough nosing, was
done on the special machine shown in

the foreground in Fig. 4. It is similar to

the other specials, except that the head
was geared and the tools revolved while
the work was held in a vise. Three form-
ing cutters and a facing cutter were
used, the latter to bring the shells to a

standard length. As the work being done
increases from a very light cut at first

to a very heavy one when the facing off'

cutter got into action, a hand feed was
adopted. The machine did excellent
work, as many as 265 shells having been

put through in a shift. The rate of
revolution was 34 per minute. The vise
had one fixed and one movable jaw, the
latter being fitted with four hardened in-

sets, which had teeth cut in them to grip
the shell.

Outside Finishing and Profiling

The outside finishing and profiling
were done at one operation on an 18-in.

American lathe, shown in the bi.ckground
in Fig. 4. The machine was fitted up
with a profile bar and a roller 2 in. in

diameter, kept in contact with it by
means of a helical spring. The profile

bar was mounted so as to be adjustable
transversely. The cross slide screw, of
course, was removed, the size being
made by adjusting the compound rest.

The same procedure to avoid changing
the tool setting was adopted here as that
used on the rough turn lathe. The tool,

V2 in. square high speed steel and some-
times stellite, was held in a block holder,
adjustable longitudinally, in order to

bring the profile in the correct location.

The rate of revolution was 200 per min-
ute, while a feed of 28 per inch was
found to be satisfactory. To drive the
shell, a three-jawed chuck gripping in

the hole was used; it was operated by a
hand wheel (late steering gear of a Ford
car), working on a screwed rod passed
through the headstock spindle. The
hanging mallet was used to tap out the
rod and expanding cone after slackening
the wheel.

To assist in obtaining concentric bores,
a rough boring machine was used. This
was a special machine fitted with a collet

chuck and a hand wheel for operating it.

The tool was held in a bar carried in a
travelling head, which was fed into the
shell by a screw driven from the head-
stock spindle. A cone friction was used
on the feed and the return was by hand.

Finishing Bore

Finishing the bore was done on two
LeBlond lathes, one of which is shown
in Fig. 5. The illustration shows three

FIG. 3. ROUGH TURNING SHELL BODIES.
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bars the one poijiting to the shell was
not, however, regularly used, it carried a

point tool and was only employed if the

rough boring machine was out of busi-

to place the shell in the chuck and tight-

en it slightly. The shell was then press-

ed home in the chuck by the cup, until

the saddle came in contact with the stop,

FIG. 1. ROUGH MOSING AND PROFILING

ness. The first cutter enlarged the hole

to about 1.70 ins. in diameter and hogged

out the bottom. The second cutter made
the fini.sh size and depth; as very little

stock was left for this tool to take out a

good finish was easily obtained. The

lathes were both fitted with collet chucks

having hand wheels for operating them.

The turrets were very substantial, as

can be seen from the illustration, a large

bearing being provided for them to turn

on. Cutting compound was fed through

pipes let into the boring bars, and which

communicated with the hollow turret

.stud to which the supply pipe was at-

tached.

It may be mentioned here that all

lathes on chucking operations were fit-

ted with similar chucks, except the ma-
rhine on the band recess. The chuck

liodies were of cast iron, while the jaws

were of chrome nickel steel. The jaws

were operated by a nut, on the outside of

which a hand wheel was keyed. The
hand wheels proved to be great time

savers. Cutting compound was fed to

each machine by individual geared

pumps, belt driven from any convenient

revolving part. This method allowed of

varying the compound to .suit the par-

ticular work and was also useful when
experimenting with new compounds.

Nose Operations

Boring out the nose of the shell, form-

ing the nose, and undercutting for the

fuse thread formed the next operation.

It was carried out on a 16 in. MacGregor,
Gourlay lathe, fitted with a turret se-

cured to the saddle. The turret was of

similar design to that used on the inside

finish; but was a little smaller. The
shell was located in the collet chuck by
means of a cup fitting on the profile and
secured in the turret, the method being

when the shell was firmly tightened. The
shell was then correctly located in re-

gard to the tools in the turret.

The fuse hole was first bored out with

a point tool, the boring bar also carried

the two bevelling tools required to fin-

ish the nose. Power feed was used until

bevelling tools began to cut, when hand
feeding was resorted to. The fuse hole

undercut was put in with a tool mounted
on a sleeve working on an eccentric bar.

The tool was formed to make the under-

cut and also to slightly round off the

under shoulder. A small bevelling tool

was also mounted in this holder and
was used to bevel the mouth of the hole

to prevent a rag being set up when mill-

ing the thread.

Copper Band Recess

The band recess was put in on a 16-

inch C.M.C. lathe, fitted with a special

attachment in place of the cross slide.

The shell was held in a three jaw Cush-

man chuck and was located by a stop

striking the bottom of the hole, the base

of the shell being carried on the tail

stock centre. The special attachment

was fitted up with four tools. The first,

a roughing out tool, was carried in a

holder under the shell and was brought

into action by drawing the attachment

toward the front. As the tool passed

the centre, it finished its cut and brought

the attachment up against a stop which

located it correctly for the two under-

cutting tools carried inverted in a block

at the back. The undercutting tools

were held in blocks fitting into slides

planed to the angle of the undercut.

They were fed to the work by one revo-

lution of an eccentric spindle, and re-

turned by springs.

To form the waved ribs, the attach-

ment was run back against a stop, bring-

ing. the cam and roller into engagement,

causine the ribbing tool to reciprocate.

The ribbing tool was fed in by hand

against a stop giving the correct size.

Fig. 6 is a view of the machine showing

the attachment. The work turned out

was exceptionally good and there was

no difficulty in getting the rated capa-

city.

Finishing Base Recess

A 16-inch Le Blond lathe was used to

finish the base recess, it having been

previously hogged out on either one of

the inside finish lathes, or on the rectifi-

cation lathe, which was always available.

The tools used on the recess were

mounted on a square turret built on the

cross slide of the lathe. The bottom of

the recess was first faced off, just

enough stock being left from the hog-

ging operation to make a true and

smooth finish with one cut. As the fac-

ing tool passed the centre and ceased to

cut, a forming tool came into opera-

INSIDK KINlSHINi: OI'F.RATION.
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tion and put a small radius on the baso

end of the shell. This radius was put

on for the benefit of the thread miller.

It will be noticed that no work other

tion will be omitted. After being milled

the fuse hole was sized with a hand tap.

Tapping Out Base Recess
The base was tapped out on a Hoeffer

FIG. S. COEPEU BAND RECESSING EQUIPMENT.

than to remove the fracture has been

done on the base of the shell. The radi-

us, being true with the shell, assists in

centralising the work in the miller. The
turret was then swung a half turn, and

the recess reamed to size with a flat

reamer. Two sizes were made, one for

the thread and one for the counterbore.

The same side of the turret carried an

undercutting tool by which an undercut

was put in below the part to be thread-

ed. The machine and tools used on the

base recess are shown in Fig. 7, the unit

being run on the open belt at a speed of

140 revolutions per minute.

A Holden Morgan thread miller was
used to thread the fuse hole. These ma-
chines are so well known that a descrip-

Mfg. Co., 24 in. drill press, using a solid

tap. The shell was held in a vise which
was allowed to float on the drill press

table. The tap was held in a friction

holder secured to the spindle and tight-

ened only sufficiently to drive it. A for-

ward and reverse drive was obtained by
means of an open and a crossed belt

driving pulleys with a friction clutch be-

tween them. The tap, which had iO

lands 3-16 m. wide, was started into the

work by the hand feed lever. Provided

care was taken that not too much stock

was left in the hole to be tapped, very

good threads were obtained, and the op-

eration was very quick, 3.50 to 375 being

an ordinary eleven hours output. The
shells were next thoroughly cleaned and

FIG. 7. BASE RECESSING OPERATION.

subjected to a complete shop inspection,

rectifications being made on a Boye
& Emmes lathe, fitted with vari-

ous convenient tools and attach-

ments, before the shells were submitted
to the Munitions Board Examiners.

After passing the preliminary exam-
ination, the base plates were screwed
into the shells. The base plates were
machined on a 14 in. Sebastian lathe fit-

ted with a turret on the cross slide and
a screw cutting dial on the saddle. The
chuck gripped the shank of the base
plate and was tightened by means of a

couple of cap screws. The diameter and
face were first roughed off, the same
tool being used for both operations. The
diameter was then turned down to size

with a wide tool having a projecting lip

for putting a slight bevel on the face to

prevent the formation of a rag. The
threading tool holder carried a small

wheel which, when it touched the face,

located the threading tool in the correct

ijlace. Three or four cuts with the thread-

ing tool were found to be sufficient. The
face of the base plate was next finished

off with a flat tool set to give the re-

quired .002 in. of camber.
After the base plates were screwed in.

the square shank was cut off in a hack
saw. The saw had a very short stroke

and two shells were put in at once, thus

using up all of the blade. As previously

mentioned, the blades used on the oper-

ation were those discarded at the ma-
chines cutting up the billets.

Facing Off Base to Weight
Facing off the base to weight was done

on a machine built up on the bed of the

rough turn lathe which was amply long

enough to accommodate the two opera-

tions. The projecting portion of the

base plate and a slight amount of the

shell was first faced off. A side cutting

tool was used which had a notch ground

in it to leave a ridge at the seam. The
ridge was then rolled in by three small

rollers carried in a sliding block and

forced aeainst the work bv the tail stock

screw. The base was afterwards faced

off again to remove the mark made by
the rolls.

-^©
Compressed air is obtained on a large

scale without employing either steam

or motor-driven or other moving ma-
chinery at a copper mine in Michigan,

where about 82 per cent, of the actual

power of the falling water through tubes

is transformed to compressed air under

a pressure of 118 lb. The air is deliver-

ed to the hoisting engine, the stamp-mill

power units, and to the mine proper

practically dry and at the temperature

of the water. The system is almost

automatic, and as there are few moving
parts, the upkeep is very low. Water
for compression purposes is taken from

the Ontonagon River, and after nassins'

through the system is returned to it at

a point about one mi.le down-stream.

Automatic regulation is obtained by
utilising the air pressure built un in the

compressor chamber. Excessive air

pressure is automatically relieved by
means of an escape pipe running from

the air chamber to the surface.
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INTERESTING WAVE AND GROOVE
MACHINE

By R. Hamilton.

MANY interesting and ingenious
devices have been designed and
constructed for the operation of

grooving and cutting the waved ribs on
the various types and sizes of shells. The
wide range of practical experience that
the mechanical world has been able to

put into the "game" of manufacturing
munitions of war has resulted in the de-

velopment of innumerable methods and
attachments for the accomplishment of

the many different machining operations
involved in their production. Plant exe-

cutives in all parts of the Dominion have,
in many respects, been forced to rely up-
on their own resources for the success of
this industry, and too much credit can-
not be given those men, who through
their inventive genius, have done so
much in the development of suitable faci-

lities as to make the manufacture of

shells more rapid and certain.

When it is understood that the specifi-

cations call for specific results, and whin
on first thought it might appear that the
objective could only be obtained in one
or possibly a few ways, it is, to say the
least, remarkable, when we learn in

course that the operation is being per-
formed in perhaps more than a score of
ways, showing the different channels
through which the mind of man will run

INTERKSTING WAVE ANIl GKOOVE MACHINE

even when the same identical result is

required. The operation that has prob-
ably been given greater attention than
any other in connection with the manu-

facture of shells is that of cutting the

groove for the copper bands. The fea-

ture that makes this particular opera-

tion so interesting is the oscillation that

is required of the tool when the waved
ribs are being formed. Many methods
have been adopted for the achievement
of this object, the principal one now in

use being that of placing a suitable cam
on the face-plate for the lateral move-
ment of the tool. The cutting tool in

the majority of cases, remains station-

ary in relation to the axis of the shell,

with the exception of its lateral and for-

ward movement. This naturally neces-

sitates slightly more clearance on the

tools owing to their tendency to rub up-
on the sides of the ribs. The design of

the machine illustrated was advanced for

the purpose of eliminating this factor

and at the same time making the entire

unit practically automatic, and while the

mechanism has the appearance of being
rather complicated, this "grasshopper"
as it is called is an ' extremely efficient

machine.

The driving pulley A is of the frio

tion clutch tyne. being operated by the

pneumatic cylinder B. The pinion C.

keyed to the driving shaft, meshes with
the larger gear D. which in turn is se-

cured to the main spindle, the front end
being provided with the collet chuck E.

which is operated by the application of
air in the cylinder F, located on the

rear end of the spindle. Be-
tween the main bearings and
integral with the spindle is

the large single pitch worm
G, meshing with the worm
gear, directlv below, on the
cross shaft H, the outer end
or this shaft carrying the

hand wheel I. for hand
manipulation. At either end
of the shaft H. a small
pinion is secured that drives

the gears JJ, one of these
being on each side of the
machine. These gears are
provided with a small crnnk
that converts the circular

motion of the shaft into a
reciprocating one, the me-
dium being the rods K on
either side. The onposite
end of these rods carries the

cams that furnish the feed
to the tools; the two at the
back, LL, operating the un-
dercutting tools, these being
held in the two slides NN,
set one above the other end
at the proper pngle to the
axis of the shell. The cm
M at the front of the
for the feed of the wav-
This tool is held in the

ismachine
ing tool

forward end of a bell crank block O. the
trunnion of which fits in the tool slide

lateral play being taken up by the two
lock nuts P. The outer end of the bell

crank O is provided with a slot in which
the small crank block is free to move.

This small block fits over the crank that

is turned on the end of the shaft S, the

latter being driven by means of the be-

vel gears T and U, these in turn being

secured to the end of the primary driv-

ing shaft. When the driving clutch is in,

the "grasshopper" is jumping, but the

feed, or the movement of the cams, can

be stopped by disconnecting the worm
gear from the driving worm G.

The operation is as follows: The shell

is placed in the chuck and gauged to

position by lowering the gauge X and

turning on the air to operate the pneu-

matic chuck F. The lever V is then

raised, and the machine commences its

automatic operation. The ratio of the

driving pinion to that of the main gear

provides the proper oscillations for the

cutting tool. With the machine running,

the crank on the end of the shaft S

causes a rocking motion to the bell

crank O. This is one of the principal

features of the complete mechanism, as

the tool is always maintained in a posi-

tion at right angles to the direction of

the waved rib. As the shell is revolved,

the cranks on either end of the shaft TT

slowly turn, causing the cams to move
slowly back and forth, thus feeding the

tools into the work. This machine has

been in constant use for two years in

the nlant of the Jenckes Machine Co.,

and has given complete satisfaction.

©
NICKING OF SHELL NOSES

By .1. H. R.

TO simplify the details of machining

operations and at the same time speed

up the assembling of the various sizes

of shells, changes in the specifications

have been made from time to time, the

fulfilment of which has often necessi-

tated new methods to achieve the desired

result. One of the changes instituted

during the past year has been the me-

thod of securing the fuse to fixed posi-

tion after it has been screwed into place.

Formerly, this was accomplished by

means of small headless screws passing

through the nose of the shell or socket

and bearing against the thread of the

fuse body. The general practice on the

latest type of shell is to lock the fuse in

position bv burring down three points

on the outer edge of the fuse platform

into corresponding grooves cut at an an-

gle in the outer edge of the shell nose

bevel. This objective has been attained

in different ways dependent on the ini-

tiative of the shop executives and the

resources of plant eciuipment. The ac-

companying sketch shows a device con-

structed and use bv I. Matheson & Co.,

of .\ew Glasgow, N.S., and is giving very
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Kood satisfaction. The fixture is a unit

in itself, beinp: operated from a counter-

shaft overhead. The base A, which forms
the chuck for holding: the shell, is firmly

NICKING SHELL NOSES.

secured to the bench, and from a boss
at the back, the shaft B e.xtends per-
pendicularly. Mounted on this shaft is

the housina; casting C that furnishes the
bearings for the three cutter shafts E.
To retain the three cutters in their rela-
tive position to the axis of the shell when
the latter is held in the chuck, the shaft
B is fitted with a feather D, permitting
vertical but no horizontal movement. On
the inner end of each cutter shaft is a
small cutter F, which is retained in posi-
tion by the nut G. These cutter shafts
are driven by the small pulleys H, fitted

to the outer end, the belts passing across
an overhead shaft. When the shells arc

NICKING SHELL NOSES.

secured in position in the chuck, the three
cutters are fed simultaneously into th°
nose through forcing down the housing
C by revolving the nut I, which acts up-
on the coarse pitch screw at the top of

the shaft B. A short rod J is provided
for the convenience of operating this

nut. The detail to the right of the il-

lustration shows the

small screw used for

adjusting the depth of

the cut and the point

that it strikes on the

nose of the shell.

A similar arrange-
ment has been design-

ed and constructed by
the Lachine Manufac-
turing Co., the method
of operation varying a

little from that shown
in the accompanying
sketch. The horse-
shoe piece A, which is

fitted to the table of

the fixture, gauges the

location of the shell in

a central position and
has a vertical move-
ment to feed the cutters into the

work. The housing B is rigidly se-

cured to the column C, and above this is

secured another arm D that supports the

clamping shaft E, the vertical movement
of which is controlled by the stop pin

shown at the front. The large spring

keeps the lower end of the clamp shaft

pressed over the nose of the shell, thus

holding it firmly while the cutters are

being fed into the work. When in the

position shown, the nose of the shell is

free from the cutters, so that when the

shell is pushed upwards, the nose is

brought into contact with the clamp be-

fore the cutters begin to cut. Small

guide pulleys F are provided to assist in

keeping the belts in place.

®
MACHINING WOOD

FUSE PLUGS
By S. B.

TO protect the noses

of the shell from in-

jury while they are

being transported

from one place to an-

other, dummy plugs

are placed in the

threaded end; these

plugs may be made
from metal or wood,
as their duty is only a

temporary one. The
line drawings here-

with illustrate a spe-

cial attachment for

the manufacture of

these wooden plugs.

Fig. 1 shows the fix-

ture used for turning

the plugs from the

stick. The timber is

first dressed and cut into

2% square; one end is then

to 2% inches diameter so

enter the hole in the

attached to the saddle.

movement of the saddle containing tlie

cutting tools is obtained by the pinion
operating in the rack fitted to the bed
of the machine. While moving the sad-
dle along to the desired po.sition, the
stock is roughed from the stick by the
tool B secured to the front of the steady
rest. By pulling on the lever fitted to the

MACHINING WOOD FUSE PLUGS.

tailstock spindle, the cutter head con-
taining the tools C is advanced to the
work and the end faced and chamfered.
The tool D located on the front of the

cross slide is then forced in, and the

body of the plug formed; this operation
completes the sizing of the threaded
portion, angle of seat and undercut, the

movement being regulated by the stop
E. The plug being fully turned, it is

then cut off with the tool F. The slot-

ting of the upper end is performed in the

machine shown in Fig. 2, the cutter A
being held in a suitable arbor which is

attached to the spindle of the machine.
This cutter is 3/16 inch thick and 4

inches in diameter. The turned plug is

placed in the cast iron block B. it being
made a snug fit for the wooden plug.

By lifting the lever C, the work is ad-

MACHINING WOOD FUSE PLUGS.

lengths vanced to the cutter, the depth being

turned governed by the adjustable stop located

so as to in the bracket D. Fig. 3 shows the plug

steady head ready for slotting. The machine used for

The lateral threading the plugs is illustrated in Fig.
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4. The plug is placed in the chuck, the

driver having a projection to fit the slot

in the end of the plug. It is held in

position by the cup centre A which is

kept forced against the end of the plug

by the action of the spring fitted about

the tailstock spindle B. The sketch Fig.

5 gives a clearer idea of the driving

plug. By pressing down on the large

handle the back end is tilted up bring-

ing the form C in contact with the guide

thread D, this latter being fitted to the

auxiliary spindle at the rear of the ma-
chine. The spring on the rod E is for

the purpose of returning the cutter bar

to its original position after the thread

has ben cut. —m—
STAYBOLT RIVETING KINK

By S. W.
THE sketch shows an arrangement
whereby the blows of a pneumatic riveter

are distributed around the head of a

ity of whom are men of H.M. Forces, and

the remainder women of the town wher-

ever the workshop chances to be pitched.

Workshop Site.

The site of the workshop, in the first

place, has to be carefully chosen, with a

view to speedy erection and also economy
in erection. In this case an old mill was
chosen, having some very useful machin-
ery, and also most of the buildings which
would be required for the different work-
shops. Further power being required as

time advanced, was obtained by the erec-

tion of one or two engine sets of about,

20 h.p. Pei-haps the most important of

all was the receiving department, by

whom everything from the Front is

taken and dispatched either to the in-

cinerator, England, or the workshops for

repair, according to the condition of the

article. The unloading by the depart-

ment from the trucks on the sidings is

done by the French women, who are

ST.-VYBOLT RIVETING KINK MECHANISM.

staybolt or rivet, being riveted up in

such a manner that the edges are caulked

tightly down to the plate. The crank

end is inserted in place of the straight

centre and, as the riveting proceeds, the

whole gun is rotated by the operator.

©
ENGINEERS .\ND OTHER MUNI-

TION WORK IN THE FIELD.

AN interesting paper was read re-

cently by C. G. Barbpr before the

.Junior Institution of Engineering on

"Engineering ond Other Munition Work
in the Field." He said that the work-

shops at the Front for the repair of

equipment which may require attention,

either through wear or through the

effect of hostile fire, has, during this

crisis, become a very important factor,

because, wherever a repair can be

effected at the seat of activity, consider-

able advantage is gained. As far as

possible the most urgent repairs, such as

gun and gun carriage repairs, are car-

ried out within a few miles of the sphere

of action, while some; of the minor,

though not unimportant, repairs are

effected on the spot. It, however, falls

to the lot of the base workshops to deal

with the majority of repairs, and it is

such that are specially referred to here.

The workshops may probablv employ
two or three thousand hands, the major

supervised by a few soldiers. In all pro-

bability these women will, for this work,
will be replaced by black labor before

very long.

Machine, Carpenter and Wheelers Shop

The fitting and machine shop presents
nothing of very special interest, or, at

least, only on some occasions, such us

when carrying out some special scheme
of conversion or modification to conform
to suggested improvements on guns or
their carriages. With few exceptions all

guns and cai-riagos which cannot be re-

paired up country (a few miles behind
the lines), are sent home to England.

In the carpenters' and wheelers' shop
all vehicles are repaired. Perhaps the
most trying duties in this shop are the
repair of civilian wagons, which had pre-
viously been bought by the military from
farmers, when the need for such was
greater than it is now. An average of

forty to fifty vehicles are repaired in

this shop weekly. Wheels, being stand-
ardized, are dealt with separatelv. The
spokes and felloes are supplied from
home ready cut, thus expediting the re-

pairs. An average of 400 are repaired
weekly. When the accumulation of those
awaiting repairs grows above about 2,-

000, .say, 1,000 are dispatched to England
for repair.

Smoke Helmet Repair Department.

The smoke helmet repair department
is responsible for the periodical redip-

ping of the smoke helmets, which is done
in specially prepared solution. Each
soldier is provided with two of these hel-

mets, one in reserve, it being the duty
of the CO. to arrange for a periodical

inspection to satisfy himself that they
are still effective against the poison gas.

It is easy to decide. Within a few miles

of the firing line it is a breach of mili-

tary law to be about without one of these

helmets. About 50,000 of these helmets
are received from the Front weekly for

re-dipping and repair as may be neces-

sary. The eyepieces and mouth-pieces
are first removed; the helmets are then

washed in hot water to remove all im-

purities. They are then placed in centri-

fugal hydro-extractor to remove the ex-

cess of water, and afterwards hung in

a drying cupboard, steam heated to about
180 degrees F. When sufficiently dry

they are examined and repaired

where necessary. Following upon this

thev are passed to the re-dipping plant,

which is under the control of a chemic-il

expert, who is himself responsible for

the preparation of the solution in which
thev are dipped. The helmets are dipped

and then passed through a mangle to ex-

tract the excess of solution. They are

then ready for the final drying cupboai'd.

The effect of this process is more to

permeate the solution into the pores of

the helmet than to dry it, and in realitv

the helmet leaves this cupboard in quite

a moist condition. They are then ready
for the assembling room where thij

mouthpieces and eyepieces are replaced,

after which they are placed in wallets

of waterproof cloth, and are then i-eady

for dispatch to the units. The daily

output of these helmets is about (i.OOO.

Mackintosh Cape Department

The Mackintosh cape department is re-

sponsible for the repair of capes and also

ground sheets. I have sometimes seen

the ground sheets being prepared for a

patch the size of a dinner plate, which is

applied exactly the same as a patch to

a puntured cycle tire. About 6,000 of

the mackintosh capes are dealt with ir

the course of a month, and nearly half

of these are found to be beyond repair,

and in some casesi certainly look as

though they had been in an explosion.

These hopeless cases—or capes—are

passed to the tent-mending department,
where, including the repair of all tents,

tarpaulins, etc., these old capes are cut

up and utilized for the manufacture of

wallets for smoke helmets, and also

covers for steel shrapnel helmets.

The smoke helmets which are put
aside as being beyond repair are also

sent to this department, where they are

cut up. Referring to the steel helmet
covers, manv are covered with this

waterproof cloth; but, on the other hand,
another favorite method of making them
khaki is to paint them, and while quite

wet sprinkle them with sand. This pro-
vides them with a very serviceable cover-
ing, and is more largely adopted where
they are used in sandy districts.

—Practical Engineer.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-

viental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-

ion, the training, experience and achievement of those ivho

to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-ivorking establishments.

GEORGE CHADWICK GREGSON

ON the seaward side of the ham-
mer-shaped peninsuhi, formins
part of the district of Furiiess, be-

tween the estuary of the Duddon .-ind

Morecambe Bay, where a naiTOW channel

intervenes between the mainland and
the longr low Island of Walney, is the

small but thriving town of Barrow-in-

Furness. This sea town is noted for its

modern and remarkable growth during

the past century. The growth has been

dependent primarily upon the exister.ce

of veins of pure haematite iron ore in

the adjacent district. Early in the rine-

teenth century, mining operations were
in progress, and the subsequent develop-

ment was so rapid that the export of ore

in 1847 amounted to 50,000 tons per year,

the town at that time having a popu-

lation of about 325. Some few years

later, large iron works were erected, to bo

followed shortly thereafter by other in-

dustries. The location being a highly de-

sirable one for shipbuilding purposes this

industry soon surpassed all ethers, and
now occupies the foremost place in the

town's activities. The yard of the cele-

brated firm of Vickers, Ltd., i.s located

here, and from the human element of

this plant our "Spoke" for this issue re-

ceived his training.

Education and Apprenticeship

George Chadwick Gregson, superinten-
dent of the munitions department, Can-
adian Vickers, Ltd., Monti-eal, was born
in Barrow-in-Furness, Lancashire, Eng-
land, on December 10, 1886; his father
being Robert Gregson, master mariner,
and his mother Georgina Agnes Chad-
wick. Having come from a long line of
sea-going ancestors on his father's side,

it was the early ambition of our "Spoke"
to cast his lot upon the briny deep, but
a combination of circumstances willed it

otherwise. George received his boyhood
education at the High Grade School. Bar-
row-in-Furness, and at the age of fif-

teen started his apprenticeship with Vic-
kers, Sons and Maxim, naval construc-
tors, in the gun mounting department.
The first three years were divided be-

tween bench, marking-off tables, tool and
jig drawing office, and assembling of

heavy guns on ships, the last two years
being spent on the machines, principally

lathes. Much of the success of our
youthful "Spoke" is attributed to in-

struction given at the excellent local

technical school in which the firm took

special interest, encouraging the boys in

every way to attend regularly. Boys who
did well at the night school had their

hours of work shortened, were granted
bonuses, and, if so inclined, were given

positions in the draughting offices.

Old Country Apprenticeship Practice

Boys of to-day apparently do not rea-
lize the difficulties contingent to the ser-

GEORGE CHADWICK GREGSON

ving of an apprenticeship in British in-

dustries, and probably would not relish

the early hours of rising, that is the gen-
eral practice in that country. Living
some distance from the works and being
required to start at 6 a.m., it was ne-

cessary that our "Spoke" should "get
up" at five in the morning to answer
"roll call"; and to his credit be it said,

that he was not late more than half a
dozen times during the five years of his
apprenticeship. In addition to this,

George was a regular attendant at night
school, two to three nights a week, ac-
quiring the fundamental essentials in

steam, machine construction and draw-
ing, mechanics and mathematics, in or-

der to establish himself in the theory of
his practical accomplishments.

Promotion Rapid

Honest eff'ort is always rewarded, and
a few weeks after the completion of his
apprenticeship, the subject of our sketch
was called into the office of Mr. Fender,
works superintendent, and asked if he
would like to go on his rate-paying an-^

efficiency staff'. This new departure was
to the liking of our "Spoke," and for six

months he was estimating and fixing

prices in the Field Carriage Department,
following which he was promoted to be
assistant foreman in the same depart-
ment. Realizing his abilities, the man-
agement transferred him to the ship-

yard, where for twelve months he was
engaged in fixing prices and lookinff

after costs on all ship fittings. Similar
positions were filled in the Marine En-
gine Department, fixing prices on all

classes of machinery; the same duties in

the large turbine erecting pits, and at

the same time looking after the cylinder

and shafting shops. During his sojourn
in this latter department, the engines of
the large battle cruisers. Lion and Prin-

cess Royal, were under construction,

these consisting of turbines developinff

75,000 horse-power; also those for the

Japanese battle cruiser, Kongo, of 80.-

000 rated horse-power. Trouble having
arisen in connection with the mainten-
ance of the heavy oil engine department,
our "Spoke" received instructions to es-

tablish order there, as a result of which
he gained further new and interesting

experience. During the seven years that

followed his apprenticeship, he covered

all the machining and assembling sec-

tions of the works, which at that time
was employing from 18,000 to 20,000

men, and which has justly earned the re-

putation of having the most satisfactoi-y

and complete cost and process system
in the world; that is, for a plant of its

size and character. A constant source of
inspiration to the members of the I'ate

fixing staff was the opportunity given to

study the editorial contents of various

trade and technical periodicals, the firm

supplying these, as a result of which tool

and jig design were in many cases ma-
terially influenced.

Accepts Position in Canada

While still in the heavy oil engine de-

partment, our "Spoke" was approached
by the Ingersoll-Rand Co., of Sherbrooke,

Que., with a view to accepting a posi-

tion to assist in establishing a planning
and efficiency department. Negotiations
being satisfactorily arranged, G. C. G.

came to Canada in the soring of 1913 and
spent two pleasant and instructive years,

the experience gained being of inestim-
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able value. In March of 1915, our
"Spoke" again returned to Vickers' em-
ploy, this time, however, to the Cana-
dian plant at Montreal, P.Q. At this

time the manufacture of munitions was
occupying the attention of many Cana-
dian industries, and our "Spoke" was
given the position of superintendent of

a shell shop which was just being inau-

gurated. Much of the success of Cana-
dian Vickers, Ltd., during the past two
years of shell activity can be credited to

the untiring efforts and executive abil-

ity of Mr. Gregson, although he admits

that he has thought, many a time, that

his friends would be visiting him in Ver-

dun. (There is a place there where the

guards do your thinking, and entertain-

ment is supplied by the Government.)

Travel, Recreation, and Social Side

Whether G. C. G. is a believer in the

adage that "A Rolling Stone Gathers no
Moss," is not known, but at any rate his

traveling has been confined to a few-

trips to the States on the lookout for

machinery. However, the call of his

forefathers is still heard, and during his

summer holidays, particularly before

coming to Canada, he spent his recrea-

tion periods upon the deep blue sea. He
remembers with pleasure that a few
years back he used to pack his "sea bag,"

go over to Fleetwood, and ask some
trawler skipper if he would take a pas-

senger, the answer generally being fa-

vorable to our "sailor's" ambition. Many
a two weeks were spent in this way.
either on the South Coast of Ireland or

to the lonely rock of Rockwell, on the

West Coast of Scotland. Being an Eng-
lishman, G. C. G. is also passionately

fond of walking, and in pursuit of plea-

sure he has walked over many portions

of England, Ireland and Wales.

Early in 1914, eleven months after his

arrival in Sherbrooke, P.Q., Mr. Gregson
married Mary Constance Vernon, young-
est daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ver-

non, of London street, Sherbrooke.

George's wife i."; a Canadian, and a great

booster for this country, her mother's

name being Blis.s, and one of an old

Eastern Townships familv. The present

residence of our "Spoke" is at No. 22

Third Ave., Montreal, about three min-
utes' walk from the plant; this feature

during the past two years proving espe-

cially handy when it is necessary to be
called to the works at all hours of tht'

day and night.

Views on Technical Study

In religion, Mr. Greeson is an .'Angli-

can, and in politics (English), was a
Liberal; but the strenuous times of the
past few years has given little oppor-
tunity to declare himself in this country.
Mr. Gregson, when time permits, uses
his recreation hours in cricket, football.
tennis, and fishing.

Speaking of the advantages of techni-
cal study on the part of young mecha-
nics, Mr. (Jregson says: "In my opinion,
the technical papers have, and are, play-
ing a very important part in the deve-
lopment of the modern machine shop; in
their pages one sees all that is new; you

are brought into contact with what is

going on in other shops throughout the

country. Many and many a time we
have just got the idea we wanted by
running through a bundle of technical

papers in search of a simple jig, or in-

expensive and quick production tool. The
idea of a jig and tool designing office

without these journals is too ridiculous

to think of. If the young mechanic of

to-day has any ambition outside of be-

ing just a good mechinist, he has sim-

ply got to study, and study hard. These
are days of keen competition, and the

man who has a little more knowledge
than his fellow, and the ability to use

it, is the one to gather the plums."

©
BRITAIN'S ORE AND PIG IRON

SUPPLY
DISCUSSING Great Britain's supplies

of iron ore and pig iron, also the ship-

ping situation in general. Premier Lloyd

George said:
—"We are melting millions

of tons every year of iron ore, and we
cannot cut down the supply by a single

ton. It is essential for the munitions of

war, essential for shipbuilding, and
essential for the machinery required in

agricultural work. Therefore, we must
find ships for this work at all costs.

There is plenty of ore in the country, but

its quality is not too good, and it has not

paid to dig it. It has been cheaper to

get the better class of ore from Spain.

"This, however, is not a commercial
question. It is a question of getting ore,

and getting it without using up our ship-

ping tonnage. It involves, unfortunately,

the increasing of our number of blast

furnaces. That means more labor for

building and carrying on the work, and
there is a very limited supply; in fact,

there is no margin of sunply of highly

skilled men to work these blast furnaces.

We have protected them against recruit-

ing for months, but in spite of that fact,

we are short of the necessary supply of

labor for our blast furnaces.

"There are mines in Lincolnshire, in

Cumberlnnd. and there are the famous
Cleveland mines, all producing excellent

ore; and if we could increase the labor
in those mines we could augment by mil-

lions of tons a year the quantity of ore

which can be produced at home. Hero,
again, you require skilled as well as un-
skilled labor. I want to make a special

appeal to both classes. There are a cer-

tain number of mines which might be
able to spare a few miners for this pur-
pose. In those two directions we
miirht be able to secure the necessary
number of skilled men, and for the un-
skilled men we must trust the people to

place their services at the disposal of
Neville Chamberlain for the purpose of
assisting in this all-important task."

As to the supnlv of pic iron, the secre-
tary of the Cleveland Rlastfurnacemen's
.Association stated some time ago that
during the past six months six additional
furnices have been put into operation in

the Cleveland district, which should mean
an increase of beUveen 4,000 and .""lOOO

tons of pig iron weekly. The work at
the seventy-six furnaces now in blast is

being carried on with the minimum num-
ber of men. Before additional furnaces
could be put to work the skilled men ne-
cessary must be relieved from military
service.

The Barrow Steel Co. has had a fur-
nace waiting for several weeks to be put
into operation, and the Askam Ironworks
is ready to start when a regular supply
of ore is assured.

@
PRESERVE FIELD PRODUCTS FROM

LOSS BY FIRE

THE fire waste of the Province of On-
tario for the first three months of 1917
as shown by reports to the Fire Marshal,
amounts to $;3,321,931. In 1916 it

amounted in round figures to $12,000,-
000, and if the waste is not stopped, the
year 1917 threatens to be as disastrous
as its predecessor. The unfortunate part
of the whole matter is that the waste
comes largely from the destruction of
field products in barns, elevators, and
warehouses, or in canning factories, cer-
eal mills, and other places where the raw-
product is being turned into food for our
own needs and for the armies of the Allies
It is equally true that many fires, prob-
ably one half of them, could be avoided
by a little care and thought. Surely, as
a people we should be ready and willing
to take up this Empire call and presei-ve
what we produce.

By way of example, reference is made
to bam fires. Last year, in Ontario
alone, over 600 barns were destroyed, in-

volving a loss of more than one million
dollars, of which six hundred thousand
dollars w-as on produce, implements, and
live stock. If by a little care we can
save one half this loss we should be do-
ing the equivalent of that much extra
production, and who is there among us
who is not prepared to do his "bit" on
this line ? Three very simple sugges-
tions are thrown out which if adopted
will go a long wav to accomplish the re-

.sult:—

1.—Install lighting rods on barns and
save fires from lightning. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Parliament Build-
ings, Toronto, will furnish any one with
a pamphlet showing how the J-ods should
be made and erected. It is an absolute
fact that barns properly rodded and
grounded are not liable to be struck by
lightning.

2.—The crops .should not be put in

until it is certain they have been proper-
ly cured. Evidence is daily accumulat-
ing that the heavy clover crops of last

year did not receive full and proper care
and resulted in the firing of barns from
spontaneous combustion. Many doubt
this theory but recognition of the cause
is growing very rapidly.

.^.—Ventilate the barn so that gases
caused by the fermentation of imper-
fectly cu'-ed crops will bo successfully

carried off. In an unventilatod bam to

keep the doors and windows closed after

harvest, and then admit air by the open-
ing of the doors, windows, or other aper-

tures during the warm fall w-eather is to

invite the fire fiend to get in his work.
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XX.
By J. Davies.

THE most common cutter used in

milling machines is the plain

miller, sometimes called cylin-

drical. It is simply a plain, round
cutter with teeth cut straight across,

suits in hardening. There is quite a

variety of designs of inserted teeth mill-

ing cutters, some people preferring one
kind and some another. Three typical

designs are shown in Fig. 73. In A, the

body is made preferably of machinery
steel, although wrought iron or even
cast iron is sometimes used. The har-

FIG. 72.

see A, Fig. 72; it is a cheap cutter

to make and answers very well for

milling narrow surfaces. It is not

very suitable for milling wide sur-

faces, however, because the full length

of the cutting edge comes in contact

with the work at one time. This has

led to the construction of milling cutters

with helical teeth, see B. Fig. 72. In a

cutter of this kind the cut commences at

one end of the cutting edge and gradu-

ally works across the full width, which
prolongs the life of the cutter, makes
a smooth job, and takes less power to

drive.

Far very heavy milling on extra wide
surfaces, a cutter with helical teeth is

used, the teeth being so nicked that a

cutting edge comes behind each nick so

that it does not affect the finished sur-

face. The nicking of the teeth causes
the chip to be broken uo, enabling a
heavier cut to be taken than would be
possible with the ordinary milling cutter,

see C. Fig. 72.

Inserted Tooth Cutters.

Owing to the high cost of tool steel,

every benefit that can be obtained by the
use of inserted teeth, or built-up cutters,
ought to be taken advantage of. Not
only is the saving due to the reduced

dened tool steel teeth are held in place

by taper plates or bushings and screws,

and can thus be easily adjusted or re-

moved. The bushings, screws and teeth

are interchangeable. The
second, B, differs from the

first only in the method of

securing the inserted blades.

.\ hole is drilled between
every blade and reamed out

taper to suit a standard
taper pin, and after ream-
ing, slots are cut through
the reamed holes. The taper

pins are driven into the holes

expanding the metal, which
secures the blades vecy
effectually. The third type,

C, is another variation of the

same idea, only in this case

taper dovetailed keys are

fitted into the slots milled to

receive them. This makes a

particularly solid cutter, and
by tapering the ends of the
blades and fixing them to

project past the body of the
cutter a good side-cutting
miller can be made.
For milling tee-slots and dovetails, a

solid end mill is generally used with a
taper shank which is driven tight into

possible, or, if not, drive with a piece

of hard wood. In any case be sure that

the taper of the shank fits the spindle

and that it is driven home good and
snug.

Holding and Setting Cutters.

In some milling attachments exti-a

precautions are taken to keep the end
mills from coming loose. Sometimes
they are drilled and tapped at the end
to receive the spindle and are thus kept
in place; or perhaps a taper pin passes
right through, or a safety set-screw.

No matter how it is done, be sure to

keep it tight. If being used on a repe-

tition job, it IS an easy matter to make
some sort of a jig or fixture to hold the

work; in like manner, special cutters ai-e

made for nearly every conceivable kind

of a job.

Setting the cutters is a problem that is

worth some consideration. It is not
often that a cutter can be set for depth
by direct measurement, and the guess

FIG.

cost of the steel, but also in the con-
venience of manufacture and handling,
replacing of broken teeth, and better re-

the spindle of the machine. See Fig. 74.

In driving, care must be taken not to

break the teeth; use a lead hammer, if

and try method is very unsatisfactory.

The most practical method is by using
the indicator dials attached to the feed
screws, which are usually graduated in -

thousandths.

When setting the cutter by use of the-J

graduations, bring the work and cutter

together close to each other, and start un
the machine, in case the cutter may f

not be turning perfectly true, as a cut-
|

ter that is not running true will cut
i|

deeper than a true one of the same ,i

diameter, if set to the same mark. Bring
the work up to the cutter until it just

touches, and be sure that all the lost

motion, or back lash, as it is also called,

is taken out of the feed screw before

the cutter touches the work.

When the cutter is just touching the II

work, a reading of the indicator is taken, i|

and the work run clear of the cutter.
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Add the amount equal to the depth of
the cut required and set the machine
accordingly.

If the nature of the work will permit
the trying: of a gauge or testing with
micrometers, test as soon as enough fin-

ished surface is milled to permit of doing
so. It will be found that in most cases
a little more will have to be taken off on
account of the spring of work and cutter.

The graduations are very useful at this

stage, as the table can be raised just

the amount required as found out by
careful measurement.

Setting the Cutter Sideways.

Hrere again the graduations on the
feed screw can be used to advantage in

setting the cutter to cut at any given
distance from the edge of work held in

FIG. 75

Use of Tool-Setting Blocks.

In some cases a measurement must ba

taken at a given distance from the base

as shown in Fig. 7.5. The tool-setting

blocks as used on the planer can be used

on a job like this. Then again bring

the work and cutter together until the

cutter is just touching. If it is found

that the cutter is not runnin'2: perfectly

true, stop the machine with the tooth of

the cutter that touches the work next to

the table, run the cutter clear of the

work and raise the table high enough to

take out all lost motion. Now lower

until the gauge just touches the cutter

as it passes underneath. Always stop

the machine when setting the cutter this

way, as milling machine cutters are no

respecters of fingers.

An adjustable gauge can easily be

made for this class of work and set to

the required size by micrometers. If

you have no tooth-setting gauge and do

not think it worth while to make one, one

can be made in a few minutes by taking

a piece of Ve-sq. stock cut off with a

hack-saw and ground to size—a pair of

inside calipers can be used, or else a

surface gauge. In using calipers, find

the shortest possible measurement be-

tween the cutter and thc^ table, and
adjust to size. If the machine has no

graduated dial or indicator, and you have
to make ;i cut of a given depth, the

small adiustable tool-setting block shown
in Fig. 76, is very u.seful in .setting up
the cutter as just described. Run the

cutter clear of the work, adjust the

irauge block to just touch the cutter.

Measure with calipers or micrometer, de-

duct the amount of cut required and re-

set the cutter to the gauge block. A
very short adjustable trauee is all that
is necessary as parallel blocks can be
used to make un the height.

The milling machine differs from the
lathe ;ind planer, inasmuch as the work
on the miller in most cases must be set

correctly before the cut is put on, or the
job may be spoiled.

the vise. If the work stands up above
the top of the vise, place the edge
of the cutter against the edge of

the work, note the graduations and move

FIG. 76.

the work over the amount required,
being sure to take into consideration the

thickness of the cutter. See Fig. 77, left.

If the work is below the vise, or if

there is room at the end of the vise, bring
the cutter up against one side of the

the distance to the centre of the vise.

If there is any lost motion in the screw,
take it out before counting the gradua-
tions either way, or else caliper with :i

pair of inside calipers equal distances
from both sides of the cutter to vise jaws,
when cutter will be in centre

©
CALCULATING THE WEIGHT OF A

FLYWHEEL
By D. A. Hampson.

THE weight of a flywheel needed for a
machine which does all of its "work"
during only a portion of its cycle can be
determined by well-known formulae if

certain assumptions are made and if the
work can be expressed in foot-pounds.
The most familiar machines requiring
flywheels to balance work of this sort are
punches and presses for sheet metal
working. With these the work is done
during a portion—say from one-tenth to

one-half of the downward stroke; the re-

mainder and all of the upward or re-

turn stroke are idle movements, simply
overcoming the friction of the machine.
As the belt is constantly running, it is

the function of the flywheel- to store up
enough energy during the idle portion to

overcome the resistance of the working
portion of each revolution.

The first step in the calculations is to

put that resistance in terms of foot-

pounds; then to find just what is the pro-
portion of idle to useful time. This is

usually a matter of measurement and is

reduced to degrees about the flj'weel

centi'e, for instance—20 degrees working,
340 degrees idle. If the number of revo-
lutions per minute of the flywheel is

known, this is again reduced and ex-

pressed as "seconds working," "seconds
idle." If the speed is not known, one
must be assumed for calculating pur-

poses.

There must also be known, or assumed,
the reduction in speed which the flywheel
makes during the working period. This
is an important factor and in the case
of a new machine must be assumed, bas-
ing the assumption on experience and
judgment-—it is commonly stated as

"per cent, loss in speed while actually

4
n 1^^̂///

t!l ';!^y//.
V 1

/liliili 1 [i III 1 :;(' l\<; |i!{!i,,Ni|l!U!.hi,

FIG.

vise. Fig. 77, right, and run it over to

the other side, noting the distance on
the indicator. Then bring it back half

culling." In the case of cutting, say a

thin sheet of brass the loss will be per-

haps only 5 per cent, or less; if the
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length of the cut in the dii-ection of the

stroke is considerable, the loss may run
high, perhaps 25 per cent.

Example of Application

Paper cutting machines are fine ex-

amples of the case where the length of

the cut is a major part of the stroke.

The vertical travel of the cutting knife

may be 5 in. and for this size of machine
the capacity would be at least 4% in. of

paper. This is many times the proportion

found in machines for stamping sheet

metal and furnishes a very interesting

example for flywheel design. It is obvi-

ous that either a very heavy flywheel

must be provided or else there will be a

big reduction in speed when cutting, for

if the wheel is not heavy enough, the

machine will run slower and slower as

the knife cuts downward and may even
stop if the flywheel cannot give up en-

The constant in the denominator of

(3) varies from .000002 for 2% per cent,

loss to 000015 for 20 per cent. loss.

Formula (1) is not necessary to the

flywheel calculation but gives an idea of

the work to be done and the sizes of belt

or motor needed. After the weight is

found, the section of the rim necessary
is a matter of adjusting width and
thickness to othre conditions. The entire

calculation is free from complication

and answers for all simple cases.

THE .METRIC SYSTEM AND POST-
WAR DEVELOPMENT

By J. Hardie.

IN view of the possibility of extended
inter-continental commerce between
countries and Canada, it will prob-

ably be necessary for the industrial

posed to take as a unit of measurement
the length of a pendulum, beating one
second, at sea level, at a latitude of 45
degrees. Nothing definite was accom-
plished, however, until the year 1790,
when the National Assembly appointed a
commission to investigate the advisa-
bility of establishing a system of mea-
surements, based on the theory of Picard.

The decision of the commission was in

favor of using as a base the quadrant of

the terrestrial meridian, but it was not
until 1799, after nine years of investiga-

tion and calculation, that the length of

the metre became a fixed value. The new
system became "compulsory" in 1801.

Other systems were still in use in many
parts of France, and in an effort to ex-

tend the adoption of the National system
it was necessary to pass a law in 1837,

forbidding the use of any other weights

Linear Measure English to Metric.
In. Ft. yds. Rds. Fur. Mis. mm. cm. dm. m. Dm. Hm. Hm.

1 ^54- ^54 S54- 0^54

IZ 1 304-3 30-48 3 048 3048

36 3 1 914-4 91-44 9-144 -9144

198 /6 5 JS 1 50S9-S. S0^-9Z S0S9S 5 Oe9Z

j'aso S80 ^93 3 AO 1 ^0/168 SO/16-8 SOII-68 soi-/6a S0-//68 ^0//7'

6336 O S^80 1760 3^0 8 / /609344 /60934-4- /6093-44 /609-34-4 160 93A4 16 0934- / 60S

ergy enough to cany past the lowest

point. A special paper cutter, built on

much the same lines as an open side

punch press, furnished a problem which

the following calculations successfully

solved: The data determined and as-

sumed were as follows:

—

1,050 lbs. pressure required back of the

knife to do the cutting.

3 in.=stroke of press.

2 in.^1/6 ft.^length of cut in direc-

tion of stroke.

60 rev. per min.=60 cutting strokes

per min.

Cut=110 deg. or .3 sec, idle=250 deg.

or .7 sec.

18 in.=l'4 ft.=mean diameter of fly-

wheel rim.

Total energy required for the cutting

stroke==1050-A6=175 ft. lbs.

The following formulae are now ap-

plied.

ft. lbs. reqd. X^ev. per mm.
(1) H. P. = =

175X60

.33,000

32.

(2). E,=ft. lbs. reqd.

sec. of actual cut)

xn )=
total time of stroke

.3

175(1 1=1221/2 ft. lbs.

1

(3). Wt.=

constant X dia.' X^ev. per min'
1221/2

=1281.
.0000118 X 1.5=X60=

world to become better acquainted with

the standards of measurement now in

use in European and South American
countries—namely, the metric system.

This system is based on the theory of the

metre being 1-ten millionth of the quad-
rant of the earth's surface, on a line

passing through Dunkirk. The unit of

volume is a cube measuring 1-lOth of a
metre on a side, and is termed a litre,

while the gram is the unit of weight and
is nominally l-l,000th of the weight of a

litre of water at 4 degrees Centigrade, or

32.9 degrees F.

The origin of the system dates back to

the seventeenth century, when the

French astronomer, Jean Picard, pro-

and measures than those established by
the law of 1799.

Legalized in Many Countries

The metric system is now obligatory
in the following countries:—Argentina,
Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Chile,

France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal,
Roumania, Servia, Spain, Sweden, and
Switzerland. Its use is legalized in

Egypt, Great Britain, Japan, Russia,
Turkey, and the United States. In Eng-
land, several attempts have been made to

have this system supersede that at pres-

ent in vogue, but without success. How-
ever, in 1897 certain concessions were

Linear Measure Metric to Ei^gl/sh.

mm cm dm. m. Dm Hm. Hm In Ft. Yds. Mis

1 03937

10 1 393y

100 10 1 J-937 -3s.ei

1000 100 10 1 39-37 3-S80e

10090 /ooo 100 10 1 393 7 3Z-808 /O 936

/OOiOO 10000 1000 100 10 1 3937 3Ze 08 /09-36

1000000 /ooooo 10000 /ooo 100 /o 1 39370 3zeo-8 J093 6 -e£i

LiNEfitR Conversion Constants.
\

Inches X ^5-4 ' Millimeters(mm) Millimeters x os937=Inches

Feet X -3048 '/Meters, (m) Meters x 39 37 ^Inc/jes.

Yards X -9I44- ' Meters. Meters X 3 ssi =Feet.

Rods X 3-0^9^ 'Meters. Meters X / 0936 = "iari/s.

MihtS X / 609 =/C/lometers.(/</n) Kilometers X -esis '^ Miles.
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granted and a statute was passed, the

Weights and Measures (Metric System)
Act, legalizing the use in trade, of the

metric system, and abolishing the

parently not yet developed sufficient ad-
vantages to justify its general adoption;
even by those countries whose Govern-
ments have made it a penal oifence to

M £ AS URL. 7 /ic H es

uU\\A\%\%'aA'\Au(A\LI(,^^^^^^^^

M L /\b U fi E 0EC/M£TE HS -

ililil.lilililiMi|.lilililililil|l

C A PAC IT^f /} UA R VS.

'\" PC ^f.
3.sr Pi -i

r 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
1

1 1

1
1 1 1 1 1

S^

C A PAC'nt Ll TERS
IVe/ ch t Cu/vcf s

j lL lll lis 1|i i|

'i
'

l

i|W' i 'i' j'l' i 'i

'
ii

'i
'i'ii

S 3j 73 7j7 TT 73 73 73—

We/GHT HEKTeGFi/\MS.

penalty for using or having in one's pos-

session, a weight or measure of that sys-

tem. The metric system was legalized

in the United States in 1866 and the re-

cognized value of the meter is 39.37

inches.

However, despite the efforts of the

many foreign countries to suppress all

other forms of measurements, it is an
unquestionable fact that the metric sys-

tem has not entirely supplanted fhos?

methods previously in use; on the con-

trary, while the metric system is gener-
ally recognized as the official Govern-
ment standard, certain industries and
merchants continue to designate in lignes

(0.089 inch) and inches all the articles

they sell. Many countries in Western
Europe "sell" their product by the metric
system, but make use of the old system
in the process of manufacture. In

France and Belgium manufacturers of

silk fabrics make exclusive use of the
.•\une (1.312 yards) and the Denaro
(18.17 grains) as the units of length and
weight respectively. In Germany, the
cotton industry is based on the British

yard and pound, and the woollen in-

dustry on the old German ell (27.08

inches) and pound. Throughout the
metric and non-metric world, lumber is

sawn by the inch.

With the above facts in mind, it would
appear that the metric system has ap-

use any other system. The advocated
feature of the system seems to be the
convenience of reduction or conversion
of the units, due to its decimal divisions.

The importance of this factor, however,

activity, the fundamental principles of

any system of measurements is to weigh
and measure, not calculate. Neverthe-
less, in view of new developments that
will undoubtedly arise at the termination
of the war, a clearer understanding as to

the comparative values of the British
and metric system may be of inestimable
value in the near futui-e, and to assist
readers in this matter, the accompanying
tables and conversion constants have
been prepared:

Derivation of Nomenclature

Multiples in the metric system of
measurement are derived by prefi.xing

the Greek words deka (10), hekto (100).
and kilo (1,000). Divisions are obtained
by prefixing the Latin words deci (1 10),
centi (1/100), and milli (1/1000). The
measurements of surfaces (areas other
than land) and volumes are obtained by
squaring or cubing the values in the

Measures OF weight Ea/glish to M£T/fic
|

gr. oz. lis. cu/t. tons. m^. eg c/g 9 Dg Kg. TeN.

I 64e 64-8 64B 0646

43rS 1 £8-3S S,835 oeess

ropD le 1 453-6 t536 4536

lis. 1 50 B

£0 lil^ 1016 1-016

-

£600 ,(5) 9or-z 9073.

Capacity Conversion Constants.o
Gills iqi) X 11a 'liters. {I) Milliliters ^Ijx ooes ' gills.

Pints {pts.) X 4?a 'liters Liters x eia = pints.

Quarts (fts) X -944 = liters liters X 106 = quarts

Gallons x j r?-6 -liters L iters X -^65 = gal.

HeKtoliters x ^84 = bu. (Otry.)

is lost in the knowledge that such con-
version, for practical purposes, is very
infrequently used. In the everyday re-

quirements of industrial and commercial

Weight Conversion Constants.

$rains(gr.) x 0648 = grams (g) Grams x 154 =^ra/ns.

Ounces (oz) x ^835 =^ra/ns Grams x oasz ^ounces

Pounas(lb5) X 4536 - l<ilograms{Kg) Kilograms x £ e. 'pou/icts

Tons (long) x i oi6 ^Tons (metric) Metric tonsx 9B4S'fons (f)

Tons(s/i6rl) x ^07^ = Tons (metric) Metric tonsx 1 1OZ3 =lons (s)

ticAsuRES OF Weight Metric m English
mg. eg dg. 9 09 Hg Hg t 9^- OZ. lbs. cwt. (I) T

1 0154

10 1 154

100 10 1 154

1000 100 10 I 154 03Se

lOOOO 1000 100 10 1 154 35&

/ooo /oo 10 1 1540 3 5Z &B.

/OS00 1000 100 to 1 15400 35 Z ^Z
1000 1 19 ea 964e

linear table, similar to the English me-
thod; for instance, a square centimetre
would be 10mm. x 10mm equals 100 sc).

mm., a square metre would be 10dm. x
10dm. equals 100 sq. dm. The same prin-
ciple is applied to volume; thus, 10dm. \
10dm. X dm. equals 1000 cu. dm. equals 1

cu. m. In the measurement of capacity the
litre is the unit, and is equivalent to the
volume occupied by one cubic decimetre;
the corresponding English value being
3.937 X 3.937 x 3.937 equals G1.023 cu. in.

nearly. The U. S. gallon contains 231
cu. in.; therefore, the litre is approxi-
mately .265 of a gallon, or 2V6 pints.

The accompanying tables, together
with the chart and conversion constants,
provide a convenient reference to com-
pare the relative values of the metric
and English systems. To illustrate the
value of the conversion tables, take for

example, to translate the expression $1

per foot into francs per metre. One
dollar per foot would be $1 multiplied by
3.281 equals $3,281 per metre, as the

franc (19 cents) is the unit of the mone-
tary system in France, also the adjacent
countries of Belgium and Switzerland,
the French value would be 328.1 divided

by 19, equalling 17.26 francs per metre.
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Similarly, at $1.50 per pound the relative

French value would be $1..50 multiplied

by .4536 divided by 19, or 3.58 francs per

T<iloRrams. At $2.25 per gallon, the

No form of deep mininf? can be prose-

cuted without coal, and the absence of

coal will effectually limit the mining of

all metals and minerals. Coal moreover

MEASURES OF Capacity Metric roE/vGLisH

ml. cl. Ul I Dl. ^'• pis. ^/6. i/a/.

/ 0085

le 1 085

100 10 1 85

1000 100 10 1 8-5 £IS 1 06

10000 1000 100 10 1 85 RIS. /0-6 e-65

Measures of Capacity English to Metric.

9< pts. qts. gal. ml cl ell. I.

/ 118 IIS lie lie

4- 1 4re 47^

3 g 1 9-44 944-

3£ 8 ^ 1 3-7 ''6

P^rench equivalent would be $2.25 multi-

plied by 3.776 divided by 19, or 44.7

francs per litre.

©
STRATEGIC VALUE OF CAPE

BRETON ISLAND*
By F. W. Gray**

WHEN the French monarchs of the

old regime selected Louisburg as the site

of an impregnable fortress, proudly

named the "Dunkirk of America," they

had a proper conception of the strategic

importance of the ISLE ROYALE, that

outpost of Canada since known as Cape

Breton Island. Who holds the Island of

Cape Breton commands the Cabot Straits

and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and if

that same power holds also the island

of Newfoundland, the Gulf of St. Law-
rence can be made a closed sea.

While the main ideas of naval strategy

are the same in all times, yet to-day we
think in terms of modern inventions.

The advantages given to Cape Breton

Island by its geographical positions are

at this -date enhanced by the presence of

large bodies of coal developed to a pro-

ducing stage, by the existence of large

iron and steel works and chemical plants,

and by the existence in connection with

these industries of commodious harbors,

enuipped with facilities for loading and

discharging cargoes, and by rail connec-

tion with the mainland.

The Coal Factor

It may be la'd down as an axiom that

no modern nation can retain economic

independence unless it possesses within

its frontiers a supply of bituminous coal.

Bituminous coal is the motive power of

modern civilization. It has been truly

said—and by a German military leader

—that victory in the present war will go

to the nation that can mine and carbonize

the largest quantity of bituminous coal.

Parjer read nt recent annual meeting of Min-

ing Society of Nova Scotia.

•Asst. to Gen. Mgr. Dominion Steel Corpora-

tion. Sydney, N.S.

is the source of the base of the most de-

structive modern explosives. Briefly,

without coal the national armament
would be limited to the weapons of the

mediaeval knight. As this war and its

preliminaries have abundantly demons-

trated, economic dependence spells soon-

er or later political subservience.

The importance of Cape Breton Island

is chiefly this: With the exception of a

strictly limited deposit of bituminous coal

on the mainland of Nova Scotia, the

Island of Cape Breton and the submarine

territory adjacent, contains the only

supply of bituminous coal in Canada east

of the region of Weyburn and Estevan.

Coal Spells Power

The national future of Canada, its

maintenance of national integrity and

political independence, is bound up with

retention of possession of the coalfields

of Cape Breton Island. This may seem,

a sweeping statement, originating in the

mind of one who attaches undue import-

ance to coal, but a little consideration of

the present position of France, Italy,

Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Spain,

Greece, and—to come nearer home—of

Central Canada, will show that the state-

ment is made advisedly. France and

Italy would be impotent and defeated if

it were not for the coalfields of Britain

and the British Navy.

The position of the European neutrals

to-day is dictated by the source of their

coal supply. The safety of the United

States lies not so much in vast territory

and population as in the possession of

the richest coalfields of the world, so

situated as to be far removed from the

danger of foreign invasion. If Russia

were not the possessor of coalfields she

would be more helpless than Holland,

more dependent than Denmark, because,

and here is where the analogy interests

Canadians, extent of territory, density

of population and agricultural wealth

are a menace only, if coal is absent. In

these times coal spells power. It is a

necessity of nationhood.

Is it therefore too much to say that if

Canada wishes to fulfil the glorious

promise of her future she must guard
as a precious jewel that remote Island

which saw the dawning of British power
and British ideals on this Continent, and
stands not only as a sentinel over the

broad and ancient commercial highway
of the St. Lawrence, but is Canada's

chief treasure house and depository of

coal, a substance greater in potentialities

than all the silver of Cobalt, or all the

gold of Porcupine and Yukon.

As the principal British naval base in

North Atlantic waters, Halifax will al-

ways retain its pre-eminence, and it

only needed the actual stress of warfare
to restore to this Canadian port the

lustre that had become dimmed by a long

period of peace. It is an ice-free port,

lending itself admirably to fortification

and submarine defences, and its railway

connections would be difficult for a hos-

tile landing force to interfere with so

far as the immediate hinterland is con-

cerned. Of the two lines of railway that

connect Halifax with Quebec and Mont-
real, one parallels the St. Lawrence river

so closely as to be quite open to attack

from the river, and the lower gulf. The
capture of Halifax by hostile forces

would not so seriously impair our na-

tional defences as would the hostile oc-

cupation of Cape Breton Island. Those
who have followed the course of events

at Zeebrugge, on the Belgian coast, will

realize what the Bras d'Or L-^kes could

be made as a submarine base if they fell

into the hands of an enemy, and the

analogy between the Dardanelles and the

Straits of Canso must have struck every

military observer who has ever passed

through the narrow channel dominated

by the imposing bulk of Cape Porcupine.

Comparative Strategic Value

Imagine a geographical position whicii

combines the strategic value of the Dar-

danelles and Gibraltar with the indus-

trial importance of Pittsburg or Shef-

field, and one has a fair and not exagger-

ated conception of what Cape Breton

Island means to Canada, and converse-

ly, one may deduce what nature the

menace would assume were this island

in enemy hands.

The potentialities of Cape Breton Islan

for defence or for off'ence in the hands

of a resourceful foe, are less or greater

according to the smaller or larger con-

centration of industrial activities in the

island, and the time seems to have ar-

rived when the Government of Canada

must take this matter under considera-

tion in all that bears on the future of in-

dustrial expansion in Cape Breton.

Take for example the suitability of

Svdnev Harbor for a shipbuilding plant.

The advantages of this site are too obvi-

ous to necessitate their being set out in

detail; the thing is self evident. A large

ship-building industry in Sydney, with

the provision of the dry-dock that would

be a natural and necessary accompani-
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ment, connotes at once adequate militai'y

and naval protection. Otherwise it wll
be foolish to multiply and concentrate

still additional facilities in Cape Breton
Island that would advantage an enemy
in control of the island.

ANNUAL MEETING OF MINING
SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA

THE twenty-fifth annual meeting of the

Mining Society of Nova Scotia was held

at the Sydney headquarters on April 19,

and was attended by about seventy-five

members. The morning was occupied by
a visit to the works of the Dominion
Iron & Steel Co., in which the whole
process of steel manufacture was follow-

ed from the ore-bins to the finished pro-

duct. In the afternoon the business of

the society and the reading of papers
was proceeded with. The report of the

treasurer showed a satisfactory con-

dition of the society's finances. The
officers of the society for 1917 were
elected as follows, the election of the

president, vice-president and secretary-

treasurer being by acclamation:

President, Hon. Col. D. H. McDougall;
vice-president, Hon. Col. Thomas Cantl-

ey; secretary-treasurer, E. C. Hanrahan;
associate-secretary, E. A. Saunders.

Members of Council: F. J. Sexton, T.

.T. Brown, J. R. Mclsaac, Hon. Robt.

Drummond, F. E. Lucas, H. B. Gillis,

Alex. McEachren, G. D. MacDougall,
Malcolm Beaton, W. H. Graham, Mal-
colm Blue, F. W. Gray, C. M. Odell, John
Casey, R. E. Chambers, Isaac Greenwell,

John Johnson. The list of papers pre-

sented is as foUow^s:

John Casey.—"Safety and Mine Dis-

cipline."

W.- H. Graham.—"Some Notes on the

Advantages of Efficient Coal Washing as

Reflected in the Manufacture of Iron and
Steel."

F. W. Gray—"The Strategic Value of

Cape Breton Island, With Especial Refer-

ence to the Coal Fields."

Vincent McFadden—"A proposal for

the Complete Electrification of the In-

dustries and Transportation of Cape
Breton Island."

Geo. D. MacDougall—"Modern Steel

riant Economics."
C. M. Odell—Title to be announced.
Robert Robertson—"Sinking of the

Jubilee Shaft, Sydney Mines."

Rrof. F. H. Sexton—"Vocational Train-

ing for the Crippled Soldier."

A. J. Tonge—^"Mine Fires. Their

Origin, Control and Extinction."

As the business of the meeting was
confined to one afternoon session there

was not time to read and discuss the

whole of the papers. The papers will,

however, appear in the society's tran-

sactions, and it was decided by the meet-

ing that all the papers should ho open
for discussion at the next annual meet-
ing, which, it is hoped if war conditions

will permit, will resume the customary
form of a two days' meeting with the

annual dinner.

On the recommendation of the Execu-
tive the meeting appropriated the sum

of $100 to the "Belgian Kiddies Fund"
of which E. P. Mathewson of Toronto is

the chief sponsor for Canada. The meet-
ing was actuated in its selection of the

"Belgian Kiddies Fund" by a desire to

honor H. C. Hoover. As a leading mem-
ber of the mining profession, Mr. Hoov-
er's record during the war has been one

which reflects lustre on the profession,

and the fact that he is a citizen of our

latest ally is fully appreciated.

A select committee composed of

Messrs. T. J. Brown, G. D. MacDougall,
Prof. F. H. Sexton, and F. W. Gray was
named to look into and report on the

possibility of finding some satisfactory

basis of federation or affiliation with the

Canadian Mining Institute.

The meeting moved that there be re-

corded in the society's transactions a

resolution setting forth the unanimous
appreciation of all the members
of the society of the patriotism

and self-sacrifice of the miners of

Nova Scotia during the War. The
resolution covered all branches of mining

in the province, as it w-as felt that the

rank and file of the profession, whether
coal-miners or metalliferous miners,

evinced the same eagerness to serve their

country on the firing line. The meeting
adjourned in the late afternoon and

there was no evening session. The con-

sensus of those who attended was that

the meeting had been extremely success-

ful.

The number of papers presented and

ofl'ered did not by any means exhaust

the capacity of the members and the time

at the disposal of the meeting was all

too short for full discussion. The society

will have sufficient material in its trans-

actions for 1917 to provide the widest

scope for mature discussion at the next

annual meeting, without the necessity

of additional papers.

The meeting was thoroughly repre-

sentative of the mining profession of

Nova Scotia and was entirely made up

of practical men busily engaged in the

daily practice of their profession.

— Canadian Mining Joiirnal Report.

©
CANADA'S MARCH EXPORT TRADE
CANADIAN exports of manufactured
goods rose in the month of March to

unprecedented figures, $69,239,486, ex-

ceeding the total for that division of our

export trade in the full twelve months
of 1914 by $87,562. The previous high

mark for any month since war orders

began to swell our export figures was
$.'54,261,266.

With munitions output at the preseni

time probably the largest yet achieved,

and goods to a value of approximately
$.300,000,000 still to be shipped under old

orders, March figures should be equalled

or exceeded in the next few months. The
one thing that may stand in the way of

such a result would be the diversion of

shipping to the carrying of food sup-
plies rather than munitions, under more
urgent needs for the former than the
latter. That, however, is problematical.
The detailed March return offers on

encouraging contrast to that of Febru-

ary, when the forward movement of

goods from the Atlantic seaboard was
temporarily checked by railroad conges-

tion and the new German submarine
menace. In February exports fell off

to $68,224,383 and were less than $200,-

000 in excess of imports. In March they

rose to $122,415,313, and although im-

ports expanded rather sharply there was
a trade balance in Canada's favor of

$20,079,427.

Exports were approximately 34 mil-

lions higher than in March a year ago,

but imports increased still more sharply,

rising about 40 millions. The actual bal-

ance was, therefore, about six millions

less tha nin March, 1916. This is dis-

appointing in some respects, but the

showing is still an amazingly good one,

judged by before-the-war stadards. The
comparisons continue little short of

startling. In the good business year of

1913, aftp" a big crop, Canada exported

in March goods to the value of $34,874-

000. Four years later the figures were

approximately four times as large.

There was a balance against Canada in

March. 1913, amounting to upwards of

32 millions, which is this year replaced

by a favorable balance of 20 millions.

Comparisons of exports and imports in

March for six years, taking only domes-

tic produce under the head of exports,

and excluding foreign goods and gold

from both export and import figures, are

eiven in the following table:

March Exports Tmnorts Ralnnce
1917 $122,415,000 $102,33.5.000 + $20,079,000

1916 88.414.000 62.034.000+ 26.380,000
191,'-, 45,118.000 JO 411-000+ 4,707.000

1914 26.700.000 53.111.000—26.411,000
1913 34.874.000 07.603.000— 32.729.000

1912 24,980.000 58.053,000— 33.073.000

-rin favor of Canada.
— Aprainst Canada.

The March exports in the usual classi-

fication shows gain over March, 1916,

in every instance except the minor "mis-

cellaneous" item, Comivirisons follow:
1917. 1916.

The mine S 9,980,711 SS.004.S43

The fisheries 2.373.2.58 2.054.493

rhe forest 3.614.385 3.247.691

Animals, etc 14.809.941 8,626.681

AKrioulture 21.962.252 17.852.426

Manufactures 69.239.486 47.013.766

Miscellaneous 436.280 1.614.338

$122,415,313 $88,414,238

The volume of the trade in March was
considerably larger than in either Janu-

arv or February, although January
yielded a net result more favorable to the

country's external trade position. The
continued rise in imports is disappoint-

ing in some respects, but it may be

doubted whether it can be assigned to

any larger part to extravagant buying,

large importations of raw materials

have been found necessary to carry out

war orders when production of such ma-
terials within Canada had reached the

limit of capacity. Increased imports of

that description go forward into still

larger figures in the export account later

on.

Exports and imports for the first

three months of the year compare as

follows:
1917 Exports Imports Balance
.Tnn $99,106,259 $ 72.323.074 +$26,783,185
I>h 68.224.883 68.030.469+ 193,914
March 122.416.313 102.335.886+ 20.079.427

lotiil $2S9.74l;.955 $242,689,429 + $47,056,526
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

BORING AND RECESSING MACHINE
FOR AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE

JN
view of the fact that the manufac-

ture of aircraft on a big scale is now
being undertaken in Canada, the ac-

companying description of a boring and

recessing machine for the wood propel-

lers, designed by Thomas Robinson &
Sons, Rochdale, England, should prove of

more than passing interest. We are in-

debted to our British contemporary, The

Engineer, for the data and illustrations.

The machine evolved is intended for bor-

ing and recessing the bosses or hubs of

airscrews or propellers, and, in addition,

for half lapping and niitreing the lami-

nations of four bladed propellers, as well

as for recessing and drilling the spars

and struts. Needless to say, the most

accurate machining is required in these

operations to ensure perfect balance and

true running of the propeller.

The ordinary type of boring machine,

particularly where the spindle passes

through its bearings, failed to satisfy

the demands for the extreme exactitude

and fine limits necessary in this class of

work, though fairly satisfactory results

were obtained as temporary measures by

resort being had to devices for steadying

the boring bits from below the work.

These devices, however, impeded the op-

erator, being difficult to set up and in the

way when in position. Moreover, the

old type machines were too restricted in

their range of movement, ample provi-

sion in this respect being desirable not

only for facilitating handling and ensur-

ing the maximum output, but also for

the purpose of preventing all avoidable

disturbance of the propeller once the lat-

ter is set in position on the table of the

machine.
The machine illustrated is claimed to

leave a perfectly clean and true centre

hole in the hub of the largest propeller,

using a two wing twist bit as known to

most machine woodworkers. The mak-

ers point out as a highly important fea-

ture of the machine, the method adopted

for mounting the spindle. The whole

head, complete with its bearings, rises

and falls bodily, so that the maximum
support is given to the spindle in all

positions of the head. In the general

type of wood borer, the spindle passing

through its bearings must of necessity

overhang, the overhang increasing with

the depth of the liole to be bored, with,

as a result, vibration and inferior work.

The bit need only be steadied bv its own
shank in the spindle chuck, although a

bit with a pin steady is sometimes pre-

ferred for finishing accurately to size.

Other users prefer an adjustable reces-

sing form of tool so that the diameter
can be corrected for wear. Bv merely
changing the boring bit or tool, a pro-

peller hub can be completely bored,

rounded on the edge of the hole, recessed
when necessary, and the bolt holes drill-

ed, without disturbing the setting of the

work, i.e., the propeller, on the machine
table. The compound movements of the

table itself give all the required differ-

ences in position for the work. The ma-
chine is also made to suit the other me-
thod of working wherein given opera-

tions are confined to particular machines.

When recessing panels in the spars of

aircraft, a former or profiling plate can

be used to give the correct shape of the

panel required; and, for half lapping and
mitreing, a large diameter recessing cut-

ter of suitable shape is all that is neces-

sary, the timber being traversed past

the cutter to form the recess or half lap.

In the matter of speed also, the new ma-
chine is claimed to offer a solution of the

one-speed objection more often than not

found in borers of the old type. The lat-

ter generally ran about 1,000 revolutions

per minute, while the new machine is

aiTanged with three speeds, 1,200, 2,000

and 3,000 revolutions per minute.

The spindle head complete with its ball

bearings which are of the "Skefko" dou-

ble-row type, rises and falls on the main
pillar. It is provided with the three

speeds stated above, and is driven by belt

over a pair of guide pulleys from h

three-step cone on the counter-shaft at

the back of the machine. The spindl"

head has a vertical movement by hand
lever of 6 in., and by screw of 6 in., the

maximum combined movement being 10

in. The driving pulley on the spindle is

built up from steel tubing for lightness.

It is 3V2 in. diameter by 12 in. long, and
carries a belt 2y2 in. wide. The distance

from the centre of the spindle to the ma-
chine pillar is ISV2 in., and the spindle

is arranged to swing cutters up to 7 in.

diameter in the topmost position. Larger
cutters, however, can be used if the spin-

dle is lowered slightly. The chuck is

bored for 1^4 in. diameter shanks.
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The size of the table is 30 in. by 19

in. It is slotted to carry a back fence

and screw clamp and also eccentric lever

clamps. It has a longitudinal traverse

by screw of 15 in., a cross traverse by
screw of 12 in., and a vertical adjustment
by screw of 9 in. The maximum dis-

tance between the chuck and the table

is 24 in. The table is also arranged to

cant 30 degs. sideways, and to the front.
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PLAN OF PROPELLER BORING AND
RECESSING MACHINE.

All the motions of the spindle head and

the table are provided with adjustable

stops to pre-determine the movements re-

quired, and all the levers and hand-

wheels are, as will be observed, brought

to a convenient position for the operator.

The fast and loose driving pulleys are 8

in. diameter by 4% in. face, and run

about 750 revolutions per minute.

Although the machine was primarily

designed for aircraft work, it will be

readily understood that it has very wide
|

application for general mechanical wood-
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AIRCRAFT PROPELLER BORING AND RECESSING MACHINE.
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working, especially where either large,
multiple, or fine limit work is required.
Its installation, therefore, need not be
considered, the makers urge, on the tem-
porary basis as being only useful "for
the duration of the war," since it will be
a live and economic factor in any scheme
for changing over from war to peace
work.

-METAL MELTING IN A SIMPLE
CRUDE OIL FURNACE*

By H. S. Primrose

NOT every locality which has been
selected for the large-scale melt-
ing and production of non-fer-

rous metals and alloys has been favour-
ed with the possession of a high-pres-
sure or cheap gas supply to facilitate
operations. Many firms have therefore
been content to purchase various forms
of fixed or tilting furnaces of the oil-fir-
ed type and found them satsifactory.
The chief difficulty with the majority of
these, however, has been to retain or ob-
tain the services of sufficiently skilled
workers to operate the larger sizes so
as to mainta-n uniformly good results
both in the composition and strength of
the castings and billets produced. The
writer has been privileged to assist in
the evolution of a very simple and effi-

cient type of fixed oil furnace intro-
duced by the Crittall Mfg. Co. for Gov-
ernment work, chiefly in connection with
the rapid production of various grades
of brass. The design is exceedingly
simple, and permits of the use of un-
skilled labour throughout in its opera-
tion. The working drawings are repro-
duced to scale, and show the plan and
several elevations of a single furnace,
which is the left-hand unit of a pair
of similar furnaces.

Construction

The furnace proper is constructed of
the simplest engineering materials. The
outer shell or casing is made of mild
steel plates bolted together to form a
rectangular box, the height of which
may be varied to take large or small-
sized crucibles. The one illustrated is

capable of holding 100 up to 200 lb.

pots, their elevation in the furnace be-
ing governed by the thickness of stool
employed to raise them from the floor
brick. The lining is of ordinary fire-

brick .set in ganister to leave a circular
opening, the corners between the lin-
ing and casing being packed with sand
as an insulating material. The top of
the furnace consists of two cast-iron
plates resting on the top ring of fire-

brick and leaving a circular opening
over which the furnace cover is placed
during molting. The platform for the
workmen is conveniently made of
ehe(|uer plates, carried round all four
sides of the furnace on channel or angle
bars. This top also servos as a run-
way on which to move about the Iwo-
wheelod lifter for the furnace cover,
which consists of a circular flat fire-

trick with a conveniently small aperture

•From a oaner read before the Inntitut« of
Metal.^i. March. 1917.

in the centre. The cover is bound round
with a stout band of iron which serves

to hold it together, and to enable it to

be moved aside by the prongs of the

lifting carriage.

It has been found that the best ar-

rangement is to have the whole furnace
above the floor-level, so that no pit or

special foundation is necessary, and the

construction and keeping clean of flues

are completely done away with. In the

event of a crucible cracking in the fur-

nace whilst full of molten metal, there

is no difficulty in removing the spilled

metal through the frontal opening,
which is usually, in working, kept closed

by luting in a firebrick.

Air Supply

The space between each pair of fur-

naces can be utilised in conveying the

necessary pipe-lines for the air and oil

duced in the foundry to not more than
2.'i lb. per square inch eff'ective pressure

at the burner valve. The burner must
then be of the special high-pressure de-

sign, which is found to be exceedingly

eff'ective in producing the necessary pul-

verising action on the heaviest types of

crude oil emplojinent, and in this way
high economy in melting may be secur-

ed. Such low figures as 1.5 gals, con-

sumption for each hundred pounds of

brass melted can be consistently main-
tained. The slightly increased cutting

action of the high-pressure burner

flame, both on the furnace lining, where
carbonisation is likely to result, and on
the crucibles themselves, makes this ex-

treme saving of oil a questionable ad-

vantage in view of the short life of the

crucibles and the more frequent patch-

ing required for the furnace lining.

Most satisfactory results have been

ELEVATIONS AND PLAN OF SIMPLE CRUDE OIL FURNACE.

supply close up to the opening of the

burner brick. Valves are, of course, re-

quired to regulate the inlet of each, so

that the correct pulverising of the oil

into a suitable spray is effected to give

the right flame to envelop completely

the crucible and have a small flame pro-

truding from the cover opening.

The shape of the special burner brick

allows the oil spray to spread out in a

conical fashion, and, igniting on enter-

ing the furnace with a tangential mo-
tion, it causes the flame to sweep round

in the annular space between the fur-

nace walls and the crucible before pass-

ing out at the central opening in the

firebrick cover. By using a single burn-

er brick of the required shape, and also

by having the firebrick slab for the floor

of the furnace in one piece, there is no

chance of leakage or escape of uncon-

sumed oil, and as it is thus all burned

inside the furnace, great economy in the

heating power results, and uniform time

of molting may be relied upon.

The form of oil-burner depends upon

what type of air-pressure plant is in-

stalled in the works. Where compres-

sed air is already in use it must be re-

obtained with the use of lovv'-pressure

burners, which can be used in cases

where no high-pressure air system is in

vogue. Small high-speed electric fans

capable of producing about 12 oz. air

pressure (i.e., from 20 to 22 in. of water

gauge) can be readily employed to work
four furnaces simultaneously. The only

precaution to be taken in such a case is

that the furnaces should be started up
from cold not more than two at a time,

and those which are not immediately in

use at any period can have the air sup-

ply cut off' separately. The consump-
tion in this method of working is slight-

ly more than two gallons per 100 lb. of

metal melted, but against that must be

off.set the advantage of being able to

melt with perfect regularity against

time, as not more than S5 minutes are

required to melt completely and pour

100 lb. of brass. 200-lb charges require

only 50 to 55 minutes.

.Advantages

In addition to the advantage of being

completely operated by unskilled labour,

these furnaces have the obvious advant-

age of being easily removable, as they
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can be set down anywhere on a reason-

ably smooth floor. Besides being ex-

ceedingrly easy to repair, they are con-

stantly under the most complete con-

trol, simply by regulating the air and

oil inlet valves. Their first cost is not

great, and repairs are a very small item

in their running. A large number have

been in continuous operation night and

day for over a year without any neces-

sity for relining, and only slight atten-

tion to the walls in the way of patching

with ganister has been needed. They

are not nearly so destructive on cruci-

bles as the various forms of gas flame

employed in melting furnaces, and the

ever-present trouble of clinkering, as

with coke-firing, is completely done

away with. The only resemblance to

cleaning which must be attended to

and that only on occasion when the cor-

rect air quantity has not been maintain-

ed during a run with very heavy or

viscous fuel oil, is the deposition on the

furnace wall opposite the burner of

small accretions of solid carbon. It

should never be allowed to interfere

with the proper circulation of the heat-

ing flame, and the deposit must be bar-

red off and removed when the crucible is

withdrawn for pouring.

With 100-lb. pots there is no difficulty

in withdrawing the crucible full of mol-

ten metal by hand, but when 200-lb. pot-;

are used it is advisable to resort to a

mechanical aid such as the quadrant lift-

ing arm. with a chain to hook on to the

basket lifting tongs. This very much

lessens the chances of accident and mini-

mises the effect of unsteady lifting out

when manual labor alone is employed.

Melting Results

In a properly organized brass foundry

all mixtures are controlled by analyses,

and the charges accurately weighed out,

after briquetting, if necessary. In this

way it is quite feasible to do without

any fresh copper. Complete returns are

kept of the work and output of each shift

and these may be abstracted for each

grade of metal made. The followinc

table represents one month's output of

"G" metal only:—
Metals melted: lb.

Zinc 6.5.920

Cartridge cases 349.81.3

Swarf 709.218

Scrap 357,549

Total 1,482,500

Flux used, 7.312 lbs.

.-Muminum deoxidiser. 820 lbs.

Foundrv Production: Number of melts

14.825 of 100 lbs.

Billets produced. 124.855 =1,312.225
Scrap and spilled metal . . 26.539

Metallic shot recovered from
. . foundry dross 73.920

Total 1,412 684
Melting loss = 1.482.500 — 1.412.684

= 69,816 lbs. = 4.7 per cent.*

*The amount returned as loss is somewhat in

excess of its actual value, as the weifrht of metal-
lic shot recovered (33 tonsl represents an aver-
age of only 60 per cent, of the total dross pro-
duped and treated by simple washing. Further
treatment by concentrator revealed nearly 30 per
cent, more metal to be grot oat.

Number of furnaces working, 18 to 22.

Total oil consumed, 32,,599 gallons.

Oil consumed per 100 lbs. of metal

melted, 2.2 gallons.

©
ROYAL COMMISSION REPORT ON

RAILWAYS.
THE Royal Commission appointed last

July by the Dominion Government to

inquire into the general problem of.

transportation in Canada has submitted

its report. The report was presented

to Parliament on May 3. The Commis-
sion consisted of Sir Henry Drayton,

Chairman of the Dominion Railway Com-
mission, W. M. Acworth, a British ex-

pert on railway rates and economics, and

A. H. Smith, president of the New York
Central lines. The majority report was
accompanied by a minority report by A.

H. Smith, who differs from the other

commissioners principally on the ques-

tion of nationalization.

Majority Report.

The majority report prepared by

Sir Henry Drayton and Mr. Acworth,

involves the creation of practically two

great systems in Canada, one publicly

owned and the other a private enter-

prise, the Canadian Pacific, both under

control as to rates, of the Dominion
Railway Board, both operated by ex-

pert railway men, both serving their own
economic territories, competing with

each other, but each sei'ving the people

who contributed nearly all the financial

assistance which built them.

The report declares that if the chief

bane of Government operation of rail-

ways, namely, political interference, is

eliminated, the proposed new great na-

tional systems, operated on a strictly

commercial basis, can be put, within a

comparatively short period of years,

upon a satisfactory financial basis.

Minority Report.

The American railroad expert is op-

posed to Government ownership and op-

eration, believing that the best results

can be achieved by continuing private

enterprise, with the reorganization and
better co-ordination of the work of the

Grand Trunk Pacific, Grand Trunk, Na-
tional Transcontinental and Canadian
Northern. He recommends, in brief, the

taking over the Grand Trunk Pacific

with its branch lines in the West by the

Canadian Northern, leaving the latter

company free to operate in the West-
ern part of Canada, while the Grand
Trunk should lease the Eastern lines of

the Canadian Northern from North Bay
east, and confine its operations to East-

ern Canada. With regard to the Interco-

lonial and National Transcontinental, he

believes that they should be left as at

present as a continuous system from
seaboard to the grain-distributing cen-

tres. The Commissioners agree/ that

the Canadian Pacific is now giving good
service, and should not be interfered with.

The Commissioners also agree that pres-

ent conditions are economically bad, that

there is wasteful duplication of lines,

lack of co-ordinated transportation

economy, and heavy deficits to be met on

behalf of the railways by the people of

Canada for years to come, unless some
scheme of radical reorganization is

promptly carried out.

®
FISHERMEN V.C. AND THE KING
TOM WING, M.P., tells how he accom-

panied a fisherman from a mine-sweep-
ing trawler, who was awarded the V.C,

to Buckingham Palace to receive his

decoration from the King.

"He rolled along with me in true sea-

faring style," says Mr. Wing, "until, a.,

we approached the gates, I remarked.

'We must pull ourselves together, other-

wise we shall not be admitted.' My gal-

lant friend who had been chewing a plu'.T

of tobacco, took it out of his mouth and
carefully put it in his cap.

"It is usual for the King to shake

hands with recipients, and when he did

it on this occasion my man would not let

go. He held on, and to make certain it

was all right, he put his other hand on

it. Then he looked at his Majesty as

much as to say: "Are you the King, or

are you only "kidding" me?"
"When we got outside he said it

was all like a dream, and he felt for his

pipe to make quite sure he was awake."
@

CANADIAN TONNAGE REDUCED
A SLIGHT reduction in the tonnage of

ships on the Canadian register during
the first wo months of the year is shown
by statistics compiled in the Marine De-

partment at Ottawa. At the end of

February the total tonnage was 475,693

representing sailing vessels, and 794,-

314 representing steamships, as com-
pared with 476,983 tons in sailing ships,

and 799,183 tons steamers at the close

of December last.

In January vessels having an aggre-

gate tonnage of 11,743 were transferred

from the British register to Canada, and

900 tons were accounted for by new con-

struction. February the figures were,

new construction 1,164 tons; transfers

from British to Canadian register 1,464

tons; transfers from foreign to Cana-

dian register 758 tons.

There were stricken off the Canadian

register in January 14 sailing vessels,

aggregating 1,271 tons, which were

broken off", five small steamers similarly

disposed of and vessels of 4,440 tons in

all sold in the United States. In Feb-

ruary 5,286 tons were lost through

w-recks and 2,212 tons were accounted

for bv vessels condemned.
®

Didn't Recognize Danger.

The black sheep of the family had run

away to sea. The first night he was on

the lookout and suddenly spied three

lights—red, green, and white—the port,

starboard and masthead of an approach-

ing vessel. Every seaman knows that

when these three lights are to be seen at

the same time it means danger, but the

black sheep wasn't a seaman.
"Ahoy, there!" yelled the officer on

deck. "What's that ahead of us?"
"Don't know," answered the black

sheep, calmly. "I think it's a chemist's

shop!"
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DEVELOPING OUR SHIPBUILDING .4L0NG RIGHT
LINES

JUST what Canada's contribution will be towards curb-

ing Germany's submarine menace is somewhat prob-

lematical. The situation as we see it is a complex one,

although if judgment were to be based on the lavish ex-

penditure of printers' ink setting forth the ease and

rapidity with which seaworthy ocean carriers can be fabri-

cated and commissioned, there is little to it. The steady

depletion of the world's shipping by enemy submarines has

reached a crucial stage and rehabilitation is of the greatest

possible urgency. We have apparently lost sight of the

fact, however, that extermination of the menace is rather

more worthy of attention than the multiplication of tar-

gets for its special benefit. What availeth, even were

Great Britain, the United States and Canada, able to float a

ship per ship sunk, if "plunger" warfare be not speedily

arrested and ultimately wholly eliminated. A "feed the

brute" policy is essentially wrong and has not the faintest

hope of success of any kind, unless it be the imaginary one

of using up German raw materials—the constituent of

torpedoes and a few ill or well-directed shell, or be the

most temporary of stop gap expedients.

The effort to develop a Dominion-wide shipbuilding in-

dustry is a laudable one, even although there is little

novelty about it beyond the meantime hysterical setting

born of lack of knowledge of what is involved and origin-

ating in sources as far removed from worth-while achieve-

ment as the Poles are apart, and with about the same

prospect as the latter of coming together. There is an

evident disposition to infer that because "sermons are to be

found in stones and books in running brooks," shipyards are

to be found on trees, in departmental stores or other equally

foolish locations, ready-made. The movement to create a

"broad gauge" shipbuilding industry in Canada has been

operative for quite a number of years, and the outbreak

of hostilities has but served to steel the energies of the

men behind the movement to still greater effort. It has

never been recognized, however, as the Nation's Business,

and if one may express an opinion on the situation as we
find it to-day, recognition is still lacking.

In April, 191.3, fifteen months preceding the declaration

of war, a Memorial was presented to the Canadian Gov-

ernment which in very full detail set forth the numerous

disabilities under which our shipbuilders laboi'ed, and dem-

onstrated beyond question the benefits which would accrue

to our citizens as a whole if a real, earnest attempt were

made to foster the industry officially. To-day we are

inclined to think this Memorial is a haunting nightmare to

the responsible Government at Ottawa. That action soli-

cited and refused four years ago cannot now be longer de-

layed is generally admitted, while evidence of a veering

round to it is already apparent in our Finance Minister's

offer of $10,000,000 to the Imperial Munitions Board with

a view to stimulating at least wood shipbuilding.

We are not of those who deem the Imperial Munitions

Board incapable of directing Canada's as well as Britain's

shipbuilding programme, and from the manner in which

shell production has been developed and expanded under

its administration, few will be inclined to differ with us.

Under any circumstances, even those prevailing on the

high seas to-day, let us keep common-sense and reason

from running riot to the extent that we can build up a

sound, permanent, worth-while shipbuilding industry over-

night, so to speak, for it can't be done. The men who have

been bearing the burden and heat of the day in past years

by keeping the industry alive, and who more than any

others are the real judges of the whole situation, had this

to say on the subject in their Memorial of four years ago:

"Apart from managers, superintendents, clerks, etc., the

staff of foremen for the shipfitters, pipefitters, plumbers,

coppersmiths, boilermakers, sheet iron workers, riveters,

moulders, patternmakers, machinists, blacksmiths, carpen-

ters, joiners, painters, mold loftsmen, riggers, pneumatic

tool men, helpers, etc., is very large; and these men must
be permanently employed, carefully selected, and gradu-

t\!ly picked up. It takes about seven years to build up a

good organization. The last named consideration makes it

apparent that any scheme of aid, once embarked upon,

should be guaranteed for a fixed period, and long enough

to enable yards to get their organization established and

then show results. An aid period of ten or fifteen years

is indicated."

A parallel has been sought to be drawn between shell-

making and shipbuilding, to the extent that our almost

immediate success in tackling the former means a corres-

pondingly prompt achievement in the latter. To those who
so reason, a few minutes heart to heart talk with any of

our shipyard managements on the labor phase of vessel

construction as compared with that of shellmaking, would
be worth a whole lot, so much so that it would possibly be

discovered that they know quite as much about the in'ards

of the one industry as about the other, and quite little of

either.

We are not of those who despair of Canada taking a
prominent place in the world's shipbuilding and shipown-
jng, rather are we keenly optimistic about it, and while in

the past little heed was paid the possible importance of

either, or their opportunities, the world-wide dearth of

ocean transport has now come equally close home to us as

it has to other warring or neutral nations, and demands
that notice be taken and action be initiated. The inherent

possibilities of shipbuilding and marine engineering are
realized as never before in our experience, combining as

they do staple industries in themselves, of large propor-
tions, and the medium through which a myriad other enter-

prises, large and sniall. agricultural, mineral and manufac-
turing, may find opportunity to expand and develop.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forKe. Pittsburgh $39 95

Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-

cago 46 75

Standard low phos.. Philadel-

phia 75 00

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 43 95

Basic. Valley furnace 40 00

Montreal Toronto

Middlesboro, No. 3

Cleveland, No. 3 •
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria '•'

FINISHED IRON AND STEEI..

Per lb. to Large Buyers Ceuls

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 75

Steel bars, base, Toronto .

.

5 00
Steel bars. 2 in. to 4 in.

base G 00

Steel bars, 4 In. and larger
base "00

Iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

4 75

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00

Reinforcing bars, base o 10

Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 38 00

Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 00

Tank plates. Pittsburgh 6 50

Beams and angles, Pitts

burgh 4 00

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 00

Small shapes 5 25

F.O.S. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 25

Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40

Structural shapes 4 75

Plates 6 00

FREIOHT RATES.

Pittsburgh to Following I'oiuts

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 315
St John, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1

Guelph 18.9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1

Windsor 18.9 22.1

Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 00 $37 00

Electro copper 38 00 37 00

Castings, copper 37 00 36 00

Tin 60 50 59 00

Spelter 13 50 12 00

Lead 13 00 12 BO

Antimony 27 00 30 00

Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, U to '/o . . .
.$" 50 $7 50

Heads 7 GO 7 60

Tank plates. 3-16 in. 7 60 7 60

WROUGHT PIPE.

In effect May 3, 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black Galv.

Buttweld.

. .$ 4 50
72
72
04
59

22
18
15

42
20
2G
48
21

38
95

$ 6 00

Vt in 4 6 76

3fi in . 4 6 76

U in. . 6 7 61

% in 7 9 72

1 in . 11 14 37
15 19 44

ll^ in 18 23 24

2 in. . 24 31 27

2% in. . 39 50 02

3 in. . 51

63

65 41

80 50

75 96 38

2 in. .

Lapweld.

27 S3 86

2ii in. . 40 61 19

3 in 53 55 66 94
3'., in 65 32 83 26
4 in 77 39 98 65

4V, in 90 17 114 90
5 in 105 10 133 90
6 in 136 30 173 80
7 in 178 50 224 90
8 L. in 187 50 236 30
8 in 216 00 272 20
9 in 258 80 326 00
10 L. in 240 00 302 40
10 in 309 00 389 30

Prices—Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under. 60'^^,.

4i'o" and larger. 45%.
4" and under, running thread.

30%,
Standard couplings, 4" and under,

40%-.

4Vj" and larger. 20%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $22 00 $20 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 50 25 00

Copper, heavy 26 50 24 60

Copper wire 26 50 24 60

No. 1 machine com-

position 22 50 20 00

New brass clippings 18 00 17 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings 8 00 8 00

Boiler plate 18 50 10 60

Axles, wrought iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 17 00 18 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 21 00 22 00

Malleable scrap .... 15 00 16 00

Pipe, wrought 12 50 9 00

Heavy lead 9 00 10 00

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Scrap zinc 9 00 9 50

Aluminum 36 00 35 00

BOI>TS, NCT8 AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

.Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts. % and less. 20

Blanlt bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 271/2

Machine screws, o. and fli.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20

.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. brass add 25

Nuts, square, np to 1 In., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 In., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs.

list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and burrs 17^ j

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger $6.65

Structural rivets, as above. 6.55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72^4

Wood screws, O. i K.,

bright 67H
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37%
Wood scre'ws, O. & R..

brass 321^
Wood scrpws, flat, bronze. .27%
Wood screws, O. & R.

bronze 25

.MILLED I'RODrCT.S.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fll Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 35
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to l>/2 In 30
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1% In., up to 2 In 10

-Studs 20
Ta per pins 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet 10
Planer head bolts, with

fillet 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same as

finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

In add $4.50
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $ 80 00

Open-hearth oillets 80 00

O.H. sheet bars 80 00

Forging billets 106 00

Wire rods 86 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NA1I.S AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 5 00 5 00

Miscellaneous wire nails . . 60%
Pressed spikes, % dlam..
100 lbs 5 SO

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 36
Babbitt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. 100-11). drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 16 03
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue, French medal, lb 25
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 05
G.isnline, per gal., bulk... 31%
Benzine, per gal., bulk 30%
Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 69
Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 40

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per bbl . . 2 !iO

Plumbers* oakum, per cwt. 9 00

Packing, square braided.... 27
Packing, No. 1 Italian 32
Packing. No. 2 Italian 25
T>ead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 31%
Transmission rope. Manila 37%
Drilling cables. Manila ... 32Vj

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REA>rERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to 80 25

Standard drills to 1% In... 40
Standard drills, over 1% In.. 15
3-fluted drills, plus 10
.Tobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15

S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills... 25
Electricians' bits 30
Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron
35%: standard bushings, 60%
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40
malleable bushings, 50; nipples
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets. Black. No. 28.. $7 75 $7 85

Sheets. Black, No. 10. 7 10 7 50
Canadu plates, dull,

.52 sheets 7 00 7 00
Canada plates, all

bright S 00 8 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 TO 7 75

FlPur-de-Lls, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 35

Gorhal's Best. No. 28 8 25 7 50

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier, No. 28 U.S... 8 30 8 70

Premier. 10% oz 8 60 9 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

I4 in $9 75

5-16 in 9 40

% in 8 65

7-16 in 7 45

1/, in 7 26

9-16 in 7 25

y, in 7 15

•14 in 7 06

Ti in 7 00

1 inch 6 90

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra fo:- B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $15 50
3-16 In 11 70

Vi in 8 40

5-lG In 7 40

% in 6 35

7-16 In 6 35

% in « 35

% In 6 35

% in 6 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American.... 55

Kearnov & Foot, .\rcade 55
.7. Barton Smith. Eagle 55
McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & Barnes 55
Black Diamond 45
Delta Files 40. 5
Nicholson 45
Globe 55
VuUan 65
Disston 55

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
ConnelsvUle Foundry Coke.
Yough Steam Lump Coal...
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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1

Wi

1%
2

2%
3

3%

4

BOILER TUBES.

Seam-
Size. less

In $24 00

in 30 00

In 32 00

In 32 00

In. 35 00

in 44 00

in 47 00

in 59 00

in 74 00

Lap-
elded

25 00

25 00

26 00

33 00

38 00

45 00

4.S 00

GO 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

Oils AND COMPOUNDS.
Castor oil, per lb 27
Royalite, per gal., bulk 16
Paiacine 19
Machine oil, per gal 26'/->

Black oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil, Capital 45%
Cylinder oil. Acme 3614
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 6 15

L<ard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37M!
Imperial quenching oil 39Vi
Petroleum fuel oil ll'i

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra b«avy, single and
double 30-5%

Sundard 40%
Cut leather lacing. Xo.l... 160
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..?2 00
Lufkin Metallic. 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
-Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape, 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior 19

-X L C R IS

Atlas 18

X Empire IS

Ideal 17

X press 16

COLORED.
Lion 14V-.

Standard 13
No. 1 13

Popular 11%
Keen 10^^

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.Vnchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Iti'st Krade- 20%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin . 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in 55 OO 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,
0x4 base 53 00 52 00

BRASS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 5o
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless 67
Copper tubing, seamless... .5.S

PLATING SUPPLIES.
I'olisihing wheels, felt. 2 10
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, pow der 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.$16 00 $16 00

Sheets, 3% lbs. sq.
ft 16 00 16 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 15 50 15 50
Cut sheets, V<v per lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic 4)er lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic j .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric mil
Acid, nitric ]o'
Acid, sulphuric 06
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate ^35
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitule) 20
Silver chloride (per 02.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .66
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .#5
Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41
So<3ium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs (5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 80
Zinc sulphate 00

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'T^ll.VT jii-ices (if iriJii and .-Ife! will cDntiiiiie to aiivaiice seems
*• iKiw a.-<.<iire(l. Develojtinents in tlic .<teel market in the United
States jioint (•(iiiclvi.-'ively U\ lii<;her ])rices and a more pronounced
shorta.tje of r-^teel. Tlie.-e condition.-^ will he rctlected in Canada,
affecting con.^umer.-- in rejiard to hcjtli iinjiorted and domestic steel

product.^. Manufacturer.'^ \xAn^ merchant bars and small .shapes,

etc., are exjjcriencing' considerable difficulty in obtaininsi' material

for their factories and operation.^ are being in many cases .seriously

icstricted. In regard to imjiorted materials, the .situation seems
likely to become more acute. The more important price changes
to note this week include wrought pipe, steel spikes, iron rivet.s,

fire-weld chain, billets and galvanized .sheets, which have all

advanced, while higher ])rices may be looked for on steel plate,

boiler rivet-s. black sheets, bolts and nuts. The pig-iron situation

is unchanged and domestic iron is .still off the market, although
there is some hope of improved conditions developing in the near
future. Machinery cast iron and malleable scrap are higher and
in good demand. Steel scrap is also in good demand at unchanged
prices, but copper, brass and zinc scraps arc dull and easy. The
non-ferrous metal market.s are firmer and the situation has gen-
erally imju'oved. Tin and lead have advanced, but antimony is

weaker and has declined. Copper quotations continue nominal
and the market is (jiiiel. although somewhat firmer than it has
been during the ]iast few weeks. Machine shop supplies continue
in good demand at firm jirices. The machine tool market is

fairly active, business being of a more general character than
foriiierlv.

Montreal, Quo., Ma.v 7, 1917.—The
week ha.s been comparatively (|uiet in in-

dustrial circles, no feature.s having de-

veloped to change the general situation.

Further announcements regardinp the

iwar policy of the United States are

awaited with considerable interest, as it

is expected that sonic changes will re-

sult when the final arranKomonts are
made. It is understood that the co-

operation between the United States and
the Allied nations will be of the closest

description, and industrial operations
will naturally be governed accordingly.

Navigation on the Great Lakes and
Rivers has again become an active fac-
tor in the matter of transportation, anil
in many respects the railroads will be
relieved from much of the heavy busi-
iness, so pronounced during the past
winter months.

Pig Iron
With the exception of a few advances

on certain grades of American pig iron,
the market is unchanged. The volume of
business being placed for the coming
.year is gradually increasing and orders
are now on the books for delivery in the
-second (luarter of 1918. Advances this
week are confined to the Pittsburgh dis-

trict, the increase being nominally $1 per
ton. The advance on composite pig iron
during the week has been 40 cents per
ton. Canadian pig is practically off the
market, but for what little is available
dealers here are (luoting the nominal
price of .$50 per ton.

Steel

The attention of the steel industry is

still centered in what the American gov-
ernment will do in connection with the
purcha.se of steel and other require-
ments. With the close co-operation of
the several Allied governments with that
of the United States, in the formation of
a policy in carrying on the war, it is

anticipated that no radical changes will

be made that might disturb the condi-
tion of present industrial activities. This
to some extent will allay the anxiety that
has been so prevalent during the past
weeks, and producers are looking for-

ward to the placing of government orders
at prices much closer to those at pres-
ent quoted, than those previously ex-

pected. An indication of future possi-
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bilities may be had from the report that

additional requirements for copper will

be filled at much higher figures than

those paid for the first lot ordered.

While the United States naval require-

ments call for the purchase of steel

plates at $2.90 and bars and shapes at

$2.50, it is not expected that correspond-

ing prices will be paid for other classes

of steel, owing to the higher cost of pro-

duction prevailing at the present time.

With the entrance of the tlnited States

into the war, the situation has become
much more complicated; some Ameri-
can producers are of the opinion that

the Allies should be supplied at prices

fixed by the U.S. Government for their

own requirements, while others contend

that current conditions should be main-

tained. The general market has been
somewhat quieter this week and price

advances have been few. Better condi-

tions prevail in the delivery of billets

and sheet bars to those consumers who
get their supplies on regular contract;

a quieter situation has developed in

structural steel, consumers who can af-

ford to wait are holding up construction,

but in many cases the high prices that

prevail are apparently little drawback
to the buying of material. Recent de-

velopments promise the plate situation

very little prospect of any relief for a

long time to come.

Rail mills are fairly active, the demand
both for home and export having shown
a good increase during the week. Wire
mills are having considerable difficulty in

supplying the demands of the trade and

an effect is being made to cut down
orders so that a fair distribution can be

made to the various consumers. While

the prevailing price has not been chang-

ed, it is reported that sales are being

made at higher figures than the market
quotes. An advance that is soon ex-

pected to become general, has been made
on wrought iron pipe, this advance being

approximately $12 per ton. The demand
for this product has been so heavy that

many mills are filled up for the remain-

der of the year and in some cases 1918

delivery has been accepted. The local

situation is practically unchanged; deal-

ers here report the demand has more
of a normal tone, with the trade evi-

dently awaiting the developments in the

States before making additional de-

mands upon the market. Delivery of

material is much better but the difficulty

appears to be in getting shipment from
the mills.

Metals

The report that higher prices will be

paid for additional copper requirements
for the American government has had
a cheering effect upon the general sit-

uation, but until a definite announce-
ment has been made the trade will be
kept more or less in an unsettled condi-

tion. Copper is somewhat stronger on
the New York market. Tin is very
strong and higher. Spelter is in better

demand and stronger. Lead is higher
and more active. Antimony is more
plentiful and easier. Aluminum is firm

and steady.

Copper.—It is reported that further

purchases made by the American gov-

ernment for their future requirements,

will be made on a basis of around 25 or

26 cents per pound; this possibility has
had the effect of adding strength to the

market. Negotiations now under way
may result in the U.S. Government ar-

ranging for the purchase of all the

copper required by the allied nations.

This condition would have the tendency

to eliminate competition and establish

a fair price for supplies needed for war
purposes. The consumption of copper
at the present time is as heavy as ever

in the past and even with the greater

production during the past year, the sup-

ply is still below the demand. In addi-

tion to this, very little is known as to

the actual losses through the activity

of submarines. Wbile general condi-

tions show little change, the New York
situation has a better tone, and higher
quotations prevail; lake is Vzc higher

at 31 Vic; electrolytic has advanced one

cent and is quoted at .'32c, while castings

at 29^4 shows an advance of 2%c per

lb. The local situation is unchanged
with dealers quoting last week's prices

of .38c for lake and electrolytic, and
37c for castings.

Tin.—Owing to consumers being well

supplied for immediate needs and a lack

of demand for future positions, the

week's market has been very quiet. The
apparent shortage of the visible supply

has retained the market in an excep-

tionally firm position, and but for the

poor demand the situation at present

would be much stronger. Advances on

the London market have also had a good
effect here and a firmer tone is evident.

New York quotation remains firm at

58% c per lb. On a good demand local

dealers are asking GO'-ic, this being an

advance of 2'2C per lb.

Spelter.—Following the report that

Government buying would probably be
made at a much better price than prev-

iously anticipated, the New York sit-

uation has become stronger, and sales

during the week have been greatly im-
proved, together with heavy inquiry for

future metal. However, the market is

still undecided as to the actual inten-

tions of the government and the situa-

tion is characterized by the uncertainty

that has prevailed during the past few
weeks. London is firm while New York
quotations show an advance of ^ac per
lb., the current price being OVsc per lb.

Local spelter is ^ic stronger, the cur-

rent quotation being 13''/2C per lb.

Lead.—Producers are still reluctant

to make sales at prevailing prices until

a declaration is made by the Govern-
ment as to the price they expect to pay
for their requirements. Dealers who
have been striving to secure metal are

now awaiting developments. Owing to

the heavy demands for this metal the

market retains a very firm position, with
the undertone still stronger. The trust

m'iee during the week has advanced ^ic

the quotation being now 9%c; independ-

ents are asking 10%c, this being Mc
higher than last week. The situation

here has taken on strength and dealers

are asking 13c per lb., an advance on
the week of %c.

Antimony.—Recent heavy shipments
of metal have increased the supply and
the market has become easier. The sit-

uation is still influenced by the uncer-
tainty of pending developments. Light
demand and good supply has created a
weakness on the New York market, a
decline of 6V2C placing the quotation
at 27c per lb. Local antimony is still

quoted at 27c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The machine tool situation is again
being affected by prevailing conditions,

more especially in the United States,

where the industry is practically at the
disposal of the government. While the
machine tool plants are not under the
direct supervision of the authorities, the

placing of machinery is more or less

in their hands, as certain equipment that
has been under construction for neutral
countries, has been diverted to
war needs in the States, at the
direction of the government. Pro-
duction of government equipment is

being executed with all possible speed.

Both in Canada and the United States,

the demand for wood working machin-
ery has shown remarkable increase, ow-
ing to the great activity that has taken
place in the shipbuilding industry. A
fair business is still being done in sinele

machines for munition makers, but the

heavy activity in this respect has un-
doubtedly been passed, at least for the

present. The probability that additional

orders will shortly be placed for the

lighter weight shells, may cause a re-

sumption of machine tool activity in

the early summer months. With the in-

creased pressure recently placed upon
the machine manufacturers in the

States, together with the constant ad-

vance in the price of all raw materials,

the higher cost of equipment will likely

be an early future feature.

Scrap

The situation in the old metal market
is still firm, but with an unsettJed under-

tone, due to the uncertainty that charac-

terises the conditions in general. Deal

ers report a fair business but are

anxiously awaiting further develop-

ments, as they are reluctant to stock

up under existing conditions. Steel and

iron scraps are holding firm while old

metals are somewhat firmer. New York
is quoting an advance of '^'z cent on

brass scraps and one cent on old zinc

scrap, with slight increases on other

metals. Prices here are unchanged.

Toronto, Ont., May 8.—Events in the

United States are gradually assuming a

definiteness of character, which is tend-

ing towards more settled conditions in

Canada. Developments in the interna-

tional situation indicate a continuation

of the prosperity now prevailing in this

country for some considerable time.

Munitions work is showing signs of de-

clining, although orders for shells will

continue to be placed during the year.
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Developments in the shipbuilding in-

dustry are being- followed with interest,

and this work will help to make up for

the decline in the munitions industry.

Steel

Steel prices are still advancing, and

there is no indication of any recession

in the market. The demand for steel of

all descriptions continues heavy, and is

taxing the capacity of the mills to sup-

ply the tonnage required. The require-

ments, however, are such that the mills

cannot take care of all the business offer-

ing, and consequently are behind on de-

liveries. The result is that there is a

shortage of steel for many purposes

other than munitions. The present high

cost of steel, particularly structural ma-
terial, is restricting building operation,

while the high cost and scarcity of mer-

chant bars and small shapes, etc., is

handicapping manufacturers who use

these materials. The scarcity of iron

and steel is likely to become more acute

as the demand is increasing, and con-

sumers will be worse off than ever. Con-

ditions in the steel trade in the United

States are affecting the situation in Can-

ada to a like degree. The American Gov-

ernment requirements of steel will un-

doubtedly be heavy, which in view of the

sold-up condition of the mills v;ill tend

to force prices up. Steel prices in Can-

ada will advance in sympathy, which

means higher prices for the consumer on

both imported and domestic material.

The more important price changes to

note this week are wrought pipe, presseil

steel snikes, proof coil chain, iron rivets

and billets. Wrought pipe has advanced

$14 per ton, and includes both black and
galvanized material. Pressed spikes have

advanced GOc per 100 pounds, due to Ihe

high cost of raw material. For the same
reason, chain has advanced approxi-

mately 5 per cent. The new discount on

iron rivets, 7/16 in. and smaller is

171/2 per cent. No change is noted

in the situation in iron and steel tubes,

and prevailing prices are largely nom-
inal. The new demand for steel plates

is heavy, and prices are very firm. In

view of the heavy demand for plates,

both present and future, higher prices

are looked for.

Galvanized sheets have advanced "iOc

ner 100 lbs., and are now quoted as fol-

lows:—Premier No. 28. U. S., .$8.70;.

and 10% 07,s., $9 per 100 lbs. BlacK

sheets. No. 28 gauge, are a shade higher

at $78.5 per 100 lbs. The heavy demand
for sheets in the States, combined witn

the high cost and scarcity of raw ma-
terials, is forcing prices up and further

advances may be expected.

All indications in the market in the

United States point to higher prices and
more pronounced shortage of steel. Gov-
ernment buying is decidedly heavier, and
will likely place larire orders for steel

within a short time. It is becoming more
evident that the American Government
and the Allies will combine in placing

orders for steel, which may result in the

present fixed prices being revised up-

wards so as not to disturb the situation

Steel bars have advanced to 4c, and tnnk

plates 6.50c Pittsburgh. Bessemer bil-

lets, O.H. billets, and O.H. sheet bars are

now $80, and forging billets $105 f.o.b.

Pittsburgh. Ferro-manganese prices

now range from $400 to $500 per ton.

Pig Iron

The pig iron situation locally is un-

changed, and no prices are obtainable.

In Buffalo, prices range around $45 fur-

nace for all grades. The furnaces are

not anxious to do business, as very little

iron is available that has not been con-

tracted for. Prices have advanced on

several grades of pig iron, including the

following:—Grey forge, Pittsburgh,

$.39.95; Lake Superior charcoal, $46.75;

and Bessemer, Pittsburgh, $43.95.

Scrap
Prices of steel and iron scrap continue

firm, with an upward tendency, but cop-

per and brass are easy. Machinery cast

iron has advanced to $22, and malle-

able scrap to $16 per ton. Heavy melt-

ing and other steel scraps are firm, but

unchanged. Light copper is down le and

scrap zinc is '/^c lower.

Machine Tools

The general situation in the machine

tool market is unchanged. Business con-

tinues fairly active on miscellaneous

lines of a general character. Except on

lathes, deliveries are not likely to im-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

prove on imported tools, as the market

in the States is becoming more active,

due to increased demand for munitions

equipment. Prices on machine tools are

very firm, and will probably advance

owing to the steady increase in cost of

raw material.

Supplies

Business continues good and prices are

very firm, showing, however, less ten-

dency to advance. There have, however,

been a few changes during the week.

Locomotive screw jacks now carry a dis-

count of 20 per cent, as against 35 per

cent, formerly. Hand and platform

trucks are now 10 per cent, off list.

Asbestos wick packings are $1.30 per lb.,

and asbestos millboard 2.5c per lb. Pure
Manila rope has advanced 2c, and is now
33%c base, % in. and larger.

MetaJH
Although the situation has improved,

the uncertainty as to the American Gov-
ernment requirements continues to be

dominating factor in the metal markets.

The fear that the Government purchases

at low prices will depress the market is

disappearing and giving way to a more
optimistic feeling. Prices this week are

firmer. Tin and lead have advanced, but

antimony is lower. Copper is showing

moret strength, but is unchanged, and

prices continue nominal. Solders have

advanced. Business locally continues

brisk and the outlook is favorable.

Copper.—Prices are unchanged and

nominal and the market is firmer. It is

understood that the purchases of copper

for the Allies are likely to be made

through the American Government,

which will tend to eliminate competition,

and should result in fair market prices

being established. The present Govern-

ment price is 25c. There is no spot cop-

per, and very little re-sale metal to be

had. So little July copper is available

that there is some difficulty in arriving

at a definite price. Lake and electrolytic

copper is quoted at 37c and castings at

36c per pound.

Tin.—There is a scarcity of spot tin

and holders are not anxious to sell in

view of the short supply and uncertainty

of replenishment. The increase in insur-

ance rates is also tending to stiffen

prices of tin, while there is some uncer-

tainty as to the amount of metal which

will be allowed to come forward by the

British Government. Tin has advanced

le locally, and is now quoted at 59c per

pound.
Spelter.—The demand continues light,

and the market is dull, with prices un-

changed. Buying by the American Gov-

ernment, which is expected shortly, is ex-

pected to strengthen the market. Local

quotation, 12c per pound.

Lead.—The position of this metal con-

tinues strong, and it would only take a

fairly insistent demand to send prices

up. Lead has advanced %c, and is now
quoted at I2V2C per pound.

Antimony.—The market is weak and

prices have declined. There is but little

demand for snot antimony, but some in-

terest is being shown in futures, prin-

pallv May and .Tune shipments from tho

East. Antimony has declined 6c locally,

and is now quoted at 30c per pound.

Aluminum.—The market has irrown a

trifle easier, but quotations in the mean-

time are unchanged at 68c per pound.

Solders.—The high cost of tin and lead

has resulted in an advance of Ic on

solders. Guaranteed is now quoted at

36c and strictly at 34c per pound.

®
TKADK ENQUIRIES.

THE Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, has received the follow-

ing enquiries:

656. Sheet iron.—A manufacturers'

agent in Newfoundland requires 10 bun-

dles galvanized sheet iron 2 feet 6 inches

by 6 foot, 18-gauge, 20 bundles black

sheets 2 feet by 6 feet by 24-gauge, 15

bundles black sheets 2 feet by 6 feet by
26-gauge.

657. Bar iron.—A Newfoundland firm

asks for quotations on 20 tons bar iron.

1 inch by % inch; 200 tons, 1 inch bv
1/4 inch; GO ton.s, 3 inches by 1 inch; 120

tons, 4 inches by 1 inch; 20 tons, 4 inches

by 1% inch; 10 tons. 6 inches by 1 inch;

20 tons, 2^i inches by % inch; 40 tons,

21.1 inches by '4 inch: 2 tons, Vj inch

square iron; 4 tons, IV* inch round iron
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under the arrangeiiieiiit made by the Minister of Trade and ConinuTce witli Sir

Edtrard Grey in July. 1912, the Department of Trade and Commerie, Ottawa, is

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers liave been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Bahia, British Consul. Kio de
Jaiieiio, Bi'itisb Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
Oeueral.

COLOMBIA — Bugota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

BGYi'T — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRAN'CE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General o(
Ccaimercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consiul General.
Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

British

Pana-

NEl'HERLANDS—Amsterdam,
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul,
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSIA—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SV?EDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Comjnerce invites correspondence from Canadian

e.vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TR.'VDE COMMISSIONERS.
ARjGENTINE REPUBLIC^B. S. Webb, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46. Buenos Aires. Cable address. Canadian.
AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIE.S—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also tor the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.1. W. Ross. 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—A.' T. Quilcz. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Lon.1a del Commerci.

Apartado 1290, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.
FB.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, IT and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—E. P. Crowe, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26,
Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill.

RUSSIA—^C. F. Just. Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrlnskaia.
Plosch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress. Canadian Government Commercial .\gent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND-W. B. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.G., 2, 73 Basinghall Street.
London, E.C., England. Cable address, Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street, Bristol. Cable address. Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central
House. Birmingham. Cable address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North
John Street. Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdike, 4 St.

Ann's Square. Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner. 8" Union Street. Glasgow. Scotland. Cable ad-
dress, Contracom.

CANADIAN COMMERCIAI. AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.
BRITISH WERT INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau, Bahamas.
NORWAY AND DBNMAEK^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4, Christianla, Norway.

Cable address, Sontums.
SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith. Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W..

England. Cable address. Dominion, London.

(good quality) ; 4 tons, 1 inch round mild
steel. Shippers to effect ordinary marine
and war risk insurance.

667. Steel.—A Port Elizabeth firm re-
quests particulars from Canadian manu-
facturers prepared to export octagon,
spring steel and iron.

©

INCORPORATIONS
J. p. Quinlan Mfg. Co., has been in-

corporated at Toronto with a capital of
$40,000 to carry on a general sawmill
and planing mill business at North Bay,
Ont. The provisional directors are
Joseph P. Quinlan, Maurice McQuinty
and J. Landreau.

Steel Lockers Ltd., has been incorpor-
ated at Ottawa with a capital of $40,-
000 to manufacture steel and metal
lockers and furniture at London, Ont.
The incorporators are William P. Brown,
Herbert J. Sutherland and Charles E.
Jarmain all of London, Ont.

Turnbull Electro Metals Ltd., has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital
of $.50,000 to carry on business as iron
and brass foundei-s, engineers, boiler-
makers, machinists etc., at St. Cather-
ines, Ont. The incorporators are Robert
Turnbull of Welland, Ont., James
Brockett Tudhope and William H. Tud-
hope of Orillia. Ont.

The Hydraulic Machinery Co., has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-
ital of $200,000 to manufacture and re-
pair all kinds of hydraulic presses and
pumps, and screw presses etc. Office at
Montreal and the incorporators are
Gerald A. Coughlin, Francis G. Bush and
George R. Drennan all of Montreal.

The Nominique Pulp & Lumber Co.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a
capital of $300,000 to acquire and oper-
ate lumber and planing mills. Head
office is at Montreal and the incorpora-
tors are Eugene Patenaude, Herbert G.
Boyle and Louis Sessenwein all of Mon-
treal.

Valleyfield Tool Mfg. Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of
$100,000 to manufacture all kinds of ma-
chinery, tools, implements, foundry sup-
plies etc., at Vallej'field, Que. The in-

corporators are James M. Garant,
Charles G. Ogden and John L. Reay all

of Montreal.

Colonial .Supplies Ltd., has been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of $.50,-

000 to manufacture lubricating and
medicinal oils, soaps and greases etc.

Head office is at Montreal and the in-

corporators are Spencer L. D. Han'is,
Charles Cliampoux and Charles H. Skel-
ton all of Montreal .

Canadian Utilities, Steel & Engineer-
ing, Ltd., has been incorporated at

Ottawa with a capital of $49,000 to

manufacture and deal in all kinds of

gauges, tools engines and machinery
with office at Montreal. The incorpora-

tors are John McNaughton, William B.

Scott and James G. Cartwright all of

Montreal.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc.; Municipal Undertakings; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Montreal, Que.—Farand & Delorine

will build an addition to their structural
steel plant.

Chatham, Ont.—The Dowsley Spring
& Axle Co., will extend their plant at a
cost of about $5,000.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian Shovel
Co., will build an extension to their
plant. McPhie & Kelly of Hamilton, are
the architects.

-Montreal, Que.—The Dominion Bridge
Co.. Lachine, have equipped a part of
their plant for building marine engines.

.St. Mary's Ont.—The St. Thomas
Quarry Co., who recently had a fire at
their plant will rebuild the damaged
section.

Tillsonburg. Ont. — The Tillsonburg
Foundry & Machine Co. propose to erect
a machine shop and install new equip-
ment. The cost is estimated at .?10,000.

Esquimau, B.C.—A workshop will be
built here by the Department of Naval
Sei-vice, Ottawa, from which full partic-
ulars of the proposed plant may be ob-
tained.

VValkerville, Ont.—Construction work
on the Chalmers Motor Co. plant, which
was destroyed by fire recently, is well
under way, and rebuiJding will be pro-
ceeded with as fast as possible.

.St. John, X.B.—Tenders will be called
shortly for the erection of a power house
and laundry at the General Hospital. The
estimated cost is .$46,000. Full particu-
lars may be obtained from F. Neil
Brodie, architect, St. John, N.B.

Collingwood, Ont.—William Kennedy
& Sons, steel plant, is now in full opera-
tion, an important contract for their pro-
duct having recently been secured. A
contract has been signed by the company
with the Hydro-Electric Commission foi

an additional 1000 h.p. for the new elec-
tric furnaces.

Stratford, Ont.—A substantial addi-
tion to the present plant of the McLeod
Milling Co. has been decided upon, and
building operations are expected to com-
mence at an early date. The existing
steam plant will be taken out and electric

I motors installed throughout the mill. A
new office building will also be erected.

Port Arthur, Ont.—J. J. Carrick, M.P.,
and his associates will shortly commence

I the erection of a pulp and paper mill, the
initial unit of which will turn out :!60

tons of pulp a day. A site covering .S7

acres has been purchased just outside
the city limits beyond Bare Point. Pul))-

wood will he obtained from the Black
Sturgeon and Pic river limits. The in-

itial unit will use about 18,000 h.p. whith
will be obtained from the Hydro-Electric

Commission who will develop the power
from the Nipigon river.

Windsor, Ont.—The Windsor Tool &
Machine Co. are building a one storey,

84 ft. X 52 ft, addition to their plant
which will comprise a machine shop and
office accommodation. The roof will have
saw-tooth skylights over the centre of

shop but will be constructed to carry ma-
chinery when another storey is added
later. The windows will have steel sash
and a fire protection system will be in-

stalled. A steam heating system and
electric arc lamps will also be installed.

The cost as estimated at $10,000. J. C.

Pennington of Windsor, is the architect.

MUNICIPAL
Guelph, Ont.—The City Council con-

template the purchase of a motor truck
for the fire department.

Tillsonburg, Ont.—A by-law will be
voted on by the ratepayers on May 14 to

provide for exemption from taxation of
the Canadian Cereal & Flour Mills Co.

Strafford, Ont.—The Public Utilities

Commission has decided to purchase a
number of fire hydrants for better fire

protection.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control
has decided to buy a motor flusher from
the Menard Motor Flusher Co., of W'ind-
sor, Ont. The price will be $5,550.

Sherbrooke, Que.—A by-law will be
voted on shortly authorizing the borrow-
ing of $80,000 required for constructing
a transmission line to the power devel-
opment at Weedon.

Brant ford, Ont.—Tenders will be called

shortly for two pumps of .300 imperial
gallons per minute each and 25 h.p.

motors. Engineers, Chipman and Power,
Toronto.

Oakville, Out.—The Town Council has
pas.sed a by-law providing for an ex-
penditure of $20,000 for extensions and
improvements to the water and light

systems.

Tillsonburg, Ont. — The ratepayers
will vote on a by-law on May 14 to

grant $10,000 by way of loan" to the
Tilsonburg Foundry & Machine Co.,

IJmited.

Davidsiui, Sask.—A by-law will be
submitted to the ratepayers on May 21

to raise $8,000 for the construction of a
new school and $4,500 for power house
impi-ovoments.

ToriMilo, Ont.—By a unanimous vote
the Board of Control has decided to

abandon any further work on the exten-
sion of Terauley street. This decision is

in accord with a recommendation from
the civic officials.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control
has decided to apply to the Provincial

Board of Health for an order to have
emergency steam pumps installed at the
beach water works plant. The pumps
will cost $107,000.

Mitchell, Ont.—A by-law will be voted
on by the ratepayers on May 21 to raise
$10,000 for the purpose of macadamiz-
ing certain streets and $400 for the pur-
chase of a site for a knitting factory
for A. Burritt & Co.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control
has decided to install a refrigerating
plant, the cost not to exceed $6240, in the
new mountain hospital. This was the
amount of a tender made by the Canada
Ice Machine Co. of Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Approval has been
given by the Board of Control to the
plans of Parks Commissioner Chambers
for proceeding with the city's share of
the Humber boulevard work. The cost

of this work will be $15,000.

Rosthern, Sask.—A by-law will be pre-
pared to raise $25,000 for the purpose of
purchasing an electric light plant. Un-
derwood & Murphy, engineers, of Saska-
toon, have advised that a 100 h.p. plant

be installed but the council favors a 75
h.p. unit.

Alliston, Ont.—It is proposed to raise

$.'-12,000 to provide for the taking over
of the Alliston electric light plant and
repairing and improving same for the

purpose of distributing electric power to

be supplied by the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario.

Longueuil. Que.—Permission has been
given a few weeks ago to the Stowell
Screw Co. to erect a factory on the corn-
er of Montarville and St. Lawrence
streets, but the council has recently re-

ceived a letter from Dr. N. Jacques pro-

testing against the factory being built.

The matter will be discussed at the next
Council meeting.

-Aurora, Ont.—At a meeting of citizens

held in the Town Hall here on May 2,

E. C. James, civil engineer for the coun-
ty, explained a suggested sewage system
for the town, illustrating the plan with
diagrams. The estimated cost of the

improvement is $80,000, and it was the
opinion of the meeting that the matter
should not be considered until after the
war.

GENERAL
Hamilton, Ont.—The National Paper

Goods Co. arc building an addition to

their factory.

Toronto, Ont.—De Laplante's planning
mill at P^ast Toronto is again in opera-
tion, the firm having secured an order
for manufacturing a patent box.

Toronto, Ont.—A building permit has
been issued to the Dominion Glass Co.,
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for the construction of an addition to

their factory to cost $5,000.

Hamilton, Ont.—There was a fire on

April 30 at the premises of the Laidlaw
Bale Tie Co., when the cooper shop was
totally destroyed. The loss will be about

$5,000.

Stratford, Ont.—At a meeting of dir-

ectors of the National Portland Cement
Co., it was decided to reopen the plant

at Durham at once for the manufacture
of cement, this time as a rock proposi-

tion. The works have been closed since

June last. R. H. McWilliams of St.

Marys, was again appointed manager.

North Bay, Ont.—The industrial by-

law empowering the corporation to

guarantee bonds of the J. P. Quinlan
Manufacturing Co. to the extent of $15,-

000 was carried by a large majority of

the ratepayers last Monday. The com-
pany will manufacture furniture and
church and school fixtures.

Nicol'-t FpIIs, Que.—On iiril 29 the

pulp m'''l and sash and door factory here,

of the Lotbiniere Lumber Co., were com-
pletely destroyed by fire. The building

and machinery are a total loss. The
The property belongs to F. N. McCrea,
M.P., and E. W. Tobin. The damaqre is

placed at $80,000, with but $40,000 in-

surance.

PERSONAL
F. Tissington has resigned from the

position of chief engineer of MacKinnon
Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

Capt. B. T. Eastaway, who had com-
manded several Allan liners, has been
killed while in command of one of his

Majesty's ships.

A. McL. .Seeley, for several years gen-
eral storekeeper of the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., at Sidnev Mines, has been
appointed to the position of general pur-
chasing agent, with headquarters at New-
Glasgow, N.S.

I. J. Tait, formerly chief engineer at

the Windsor station, Montreal, has re-

cently become associated with J. T.

Farmer, sales representative for the

Green Fuel Economizer Co. and the Com-
bustion Engineering Corporation of New
York.

.J. T. Farmer, 314 Coristine Bldg., Mon-
ti-eal, who for several years has handled

the Canadian business of the Green Fuel

Economizer Co. of New York, has in ad-

dition to this, the agency for Canada,

for the Combustion Engineering Corpor-

ation also of New York; this firm manu-
factures a line of underfeed stokers.

.S. R. Sheldon, vice-president and chief

engineer of Sheldon's Ltd., Gait, Ont..

the well known manufacturers of heat-

ing and ventilating equipment, died

suddenly last Monday after an opera-

tion for appendicitis aged 40. Mr. Shel-

don was originally with the McEachren
Ventilating Co. and about fifteen years

ago took over the business with his

brother W. O. Sheldon. The comnanv
was at a later date incorporated as Shel-

dons Ltd.

TRADE GOSSIP
Montreal, Que.—Pulp mills of D'Alma

Peribonka Pulp Co., at St. Joseph D'-

Alma, Lake St. John, has been sold to

R. W. Barclay of Montreal and V. N.
Theriault, of Nicolet, for about $100,000.

Mackinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke,

Que., have recently received an order for

a quantity of steel bow plates to be used

in connection with troop scows being

built in Canada.

Extend Time for Loading.—The Stand-

ard Shipping Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, has

arranged with the Canadian shippers to

extend opening shipping period five days

and boats loading to Fort William and

Port Arthur will have fifteen days in-

stead of ten days to report for cargoes.

Montreal, Que.—It is understood that

the Aetna Chemical Co. of Drummond-
ville have been advanced $1,000,000 by
the Imperial Munitions Board to serve

as additional working capital. The
Munitions Board have also agreed to in-

crease the price of smokeless powder to

57 cents a pound.

Big Increase In Customs Returns.

—

Hon. J. D. Reid, Minister of Customs,

announced to-day that the Customs rev-

enue for April was $14,149,156, com-

pared with $10,346,572 for April of last

year, an increase of $3,802,584. The in-

crease noted is the largest for any
month from Customs in the history of

the country.

The Metal Manufacturers Service,

have opened an office at 76 Sun Life

Building, Toronto as a means of assist-

ing jobbing machine shops in obtaining

work. This concern will be glad to hear

from owners of machine shops doing

jobb'ng work in regard to size and cap-

acity of their plants, particulars of ma-
chinery installed and class of work for

which the shop is best adapted, number
of mechanics employed and if they can

take on any more work for early de-

livery.

Returns From Excise Duties Decline.

—Receipts of the Inland Revenue De-

partment during March last amounted

to $2,020,749, as compared with $2,273,-

124 in the same month in 1916, a de-

crease of $253,000, probably accounted

for by the enactment of prohibitory

laws in several provinces. Of the collec-

tions, $1,819,135 represented the pro-

ceeds of excise duties. This included

$698,527 from taxes on spirits, $10,043

from malt liquors, $157,525 from malt,

$869,938 from tobacco, and $63,115 from

cigars. War tax collections in the de-

partment amounted to $136,056 during

the month.

Shortage of Tin Plate Affects Can-

neries.—Canadian canning factories are

concerned over the fact that they have

to depend on American companies to

furnish the cans, and that this year the

supply of cans in the conservation of tin,

is much less than usual. .American

canneries are able to obtain only 40

per cent, of their usual requirements,

and are intending to can only perish-

able goods. ^Vhere the Canadian fac-

tories will come off is not yet known

exactly, but they, too, will probably be
able to use tins only for exceedingly
perishable products. Cardboard paper
machine and other manufactured con-

tainers are being suggested for some
lines.

Work on Welland Canal Ceases.

—

Work on the Welland Ship Canal was
completely closed down on May 2, when
the services of all the engineers' staff

were dispensed with. Including those of

J. L. Weller, engineer in charge to whose
initiative the building of this great work
is due. The contracts for four sections,

comprising about eleven miles of canal,

and all the seven lift locks and amount-
ing to about $25,000,000, are about half

completed. The contractors were in-

structed last January to close down all

their works for a period of one year and
at the end of that time a further period

of closing down would probablv be speci-

fied.

C.P.R. Orders Boats.—C.P.R. tonnage
will soon be practically the same as be-

fore the war, and four additional ships

will be placed on the stocks. The C.P.R.

purchased at a cost of $240,000 an ocean

steamship of 9,400 tons carrying capa-

city, and a speed of thirteen knots, now
under construction at Newcastle-on-

Tyne. The ship will be delivered in

July or August, and will make the ton-

nage of the company's ocean fleet prac-

tically the same as it was before the

outbreak of war. In addition, however,

the company has ordered two steamships

of 605 feet in length, with a speed of

twenty knots, and two more steamships

of 546 feet in length, and a speed of

sixteen knots, under a contract with

John Brown & Co., Fairfield Shipbuild-

ing Co., and Harland & WolfT.

Canadian Canals Traffic Increase.—

A

Government blue book tabled in the

House at Ottawa on May 7, shows that

there was an increase of 8,384,688 tons

in traffic through Canadian canals dur-

ing the season of 1916. The total vol-

ume of traffic last season was 23,583,-

491 tons, as against 15,198,803 in 1915.

A great increase was shown in the

traffic through the canal at Sault Ste.

Marie. The total traffic through this

waterway during the season of 1916 was

16,813.649 tons, as against 7,750,957 dur-

ing the previous year. The traffic

through the St. Lawrence canals during

1916 totalled 3.368,064 tons, and through

the Welland Canal 2,544,964 tons. The

total volume of wheat moved through

the Soo Canal last season was 185,003,-

667 bushels, and of this quantity 82,807,-

342 bushels passed through the Can-

adian channel. The larger accommoda-

tion on the St. Mary's side of the river,

says the report, probably accounts foi-

the larger portion of the traffic going

through the American channel.

Government Can Requisition Ships.

—

An Order-in-Council widening the powers

of the Canadian Government to requisi-

tion ships under the authority of the

War Measures Act is contained in a re-

turn tabled in the Commons on April
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Warner & Swasey Screw Machines
Far large output and close limits If you are

figuring on screw machine work you can depend
on W & S machines being right for the job.

We can supply you from stock immediately.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
g ST. JOHN, N.B.

1 WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
64 Front Street West

TORONTO"If It's Machinery, Write Williams"

wmmmnmmm 1 1 un ri ri 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 in iiiititiihi tiiti ii n 1 1 ni 1 1 i:iiiii:iii uiMu:! iiiiiiiii:iiijiiir!i:iii:iiiiiiiiiii!iii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii!iiniiii;i:i;iiiii!ii^^^^^^^^

Geometric Self-openiiiK and Adju-stable Screw-
cuttinp Die Head.

Geometric Adjustable Collapsing Tap.

Long Life and Good Work
A Shop Foreman Writes—

"Fifljl (ri'i'iilifrir />ii llcaih 1111(1 ('(illtli»iilig Tapx ill

our plant. Lonf/ life iiiid i/nud ii'orl,- the reiiMjn."

\\ licrc one (icijiiiclric Screw-CJuttinji 'l'<iul eiiler.s,

otliers follow. If ynu wmiU to know real thread-

fiitlinfi; satL^faelion, lei a, ( leoinclric in.

lurni. a (iemnelrii' .SciTw-cultin.ii tool will produce
it. Whatever the make of your Screw Machine, a

Geometric will fit i(.

,,., ,, -111 . ., ^'Ct' "* kniiw llie ela.« (if liiread-eiittiii.ij; tiiat yon
Wliether ii is an out.-^ide tiiread, or an in.«idc i,.ive lo ,]„. ;,n,l we will de.-erihe, for "your con-
thread, iif wlialover diameter, lenf>t.h, pilch <ir sideratiiiii, ihe |i"il lpe.<l .suited to produ'ee il.

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
('ti/m/Jiiin A genii :

Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal. The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto, WinnipcK, St. John, N.B.

// any iidnrtisciiirnt iiitcnats i/au, tear it uul mnc and place with hiters to lit answered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
C3T/<a- I077.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Boob "PateTit Protection"—free. Mnster
of Patent Laws. I-'ornierlj' Patent Offii-e

KxaiiiiiUT.

!>» St. James St., - Montreal. Que.
Branches: Ottawa, Washinffton.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBUHY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bldg.. Montreal
Cable address

"Brevet"

DATENTrm Fetherctonhaucli tt Co.
Patent Solieiton. Held Office,
Ro;a] Bank Bide, Toronto.
Ottawa OflSoa, 6 I3gin St.
Send for our Plain Practical
Point*™. Copj of NationaJ
Progreaa. in wfaioh our patent*^ are idTcrtiaed. mailed fret. 5

PROMPTLY SECUREDI
In all countries. Ask for our Investor"!

Adviser, which will lie sent free.

MARION & MARION, 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner

St. Catherine St.. MONTREAL, Phone Up. 6474
and Washineton. D.C.. T.S.A.

MacKinnon, Holmes

& Company, Limited

Design, manufacture and

erect all classes of Steel

Work.

Specialties :-

Bridges

Oil and Water Tanks
Penstocks

Coal and Coke Bins

Smoke Flues & Stacks.

Prompt deliveries assured.

Designs and Estimates from Head
Office at

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

30. This order supersedes two earlier

ones which were passed on November 24,

1916, and March 31, 1917. The order
passed on April 24, provides that any
vessel of Canadian registry, any ship un-
der construction or to be constructed,
even if exportation for foreign regis-
try has been authorized, may be requisi-
tioned by or on behalf of His Majesty
for any purpose whatsoever. The new
order also enacts that cargo space on
any British ship registered in Canada
may be requisitioned, in whole or in part,
for any purpose whatsoever.

Old Machinery in Demand.—A Sarnia,
Ont., despatch states that war conditions
have created a demand for marine ma-
chinery of every description and boats
which have been in marine graveyards
for years are now being raised and strip-

ped of their machinery, which is finding
a ready market. Vessel men who long
ago had charged their wrecks up to pro-
fit and loss are receiving large sums for
abandoned machinery. During the last

week at this port engines from the steam
barge Benson, the tun-s Constitution and
Bielman, which have been on the bottom
for years, have been recovered and they
are in good shape. The Bielman's engine
goes to New York and those from the
Benson and Constitution to Cleveland,
engine of the burned steamer Maiestic,
which was salvaged by the Reid Wreck-
ing Co., also has ben sold. Eastern ves-
sel men say they have scoured every port
for abandoned machinery. Plants which
have been manufacturing small engines
are now engaged in munition business,
which is the reason why the old engines
are in demand.

TENDERS
.St. Lambert, Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to May 28, for the supply and
installation of a horizontal shaft centri-

fugal pump, electric motor and switch-

board. Specifications may be obtained

from H. A. Gibeau, town engineer, St.

Lambert, Chambly Co., P.Q.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived at this department up to May 16,

for the building of a canning factory at

the Experimental Fruit Station, Jordan
Harbor. Plans can be seen at the office

of the director, Jordan Harbor, and at

this department. H. F. M'Naughten,
Secretary Public Works Dept., Toronto.

Trenton, Ont.—Tenders will be receiv-

ed until May 15, for the erection of a

nine-roomed Collegiate Institute in the

town of Trenton, Ont. Plans and speci-

fications may be seen at the Architect's

office or at the office of C. W. Saylor,

Chairman of Committee, Trenton. All

information, tender forms, etc., may be

had at the office of S. B. Coon and Son,

Architects, Excelsior Life Building, Tor-

onto Street, Toronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders for the ad-

ditions to the city light and power plant

at Point du Bois, decided on in, January

by the city council, are to be called at

once and will close May 15, so that no

time will be lost in taking advantage of

the summer working season. The new

work which will include the installing

of generators sufficient to carry the con-
stantly increasing load for many years
to come, will cost approximately $180,-

000.

Dungannon, Ont.—Tenders, addre.s.-cii

to the undersigned, will be received up
to May 12, for the material, plant and
equipment of the Ontario West Shore
Railway between Goderich and Kincar-
dine. The material is practically all on
the right-of-way, and consists approx'-
mately of six pairs of steel bridge gird-

ers for bridges of 25 ft. to 70 ft. spans;

2,400 cedar fence posts, 8 ft.; 710 boxes
of spikes (about 324 lbs. to box); 135

boxes of bolts (about 125 lbs. to box; a
large quantity of fish-plates; one engine,
three flat-cars, scrapers, etc., used in

construction work; a quantity of square
timber, from 8 ft. to 24 ft. long; about
2,000 feet of 2 in. hardwood plank; about
900 tons of 70-lb. steel rails; also four-

teen miles of track of 70-lb rails, bolts,

spikes, fi.sh-plates, ties, bridges, etc.,

laid complete. For further particulars

apply to the trustee, Thomas Stothers,

Dungannon, Ont.

MARINE
Port Colborne, Ont.—Dewitt Carter,

president of the Welland Canal Tug Co.,

has completed the sale of the two tug.-^,

.A-lert and Escort, to the Montreal Trans-
portation Co. The tugs will continue
towing in the Welland canal.

Captain R. C. Brown, of the Donald-
son liner Cassandra, received the Harbor
Commissioners' gold-headed cane, by-

reason of his having opened the 1917,

season of ocean navigation to Montreal
on May 1, his vessel coming into port
early on that date.

Victoria, B.C.—Work is progressing
ra,pidly on the G.T.P. steamer Prince
Rupert at Esquimalt, where the vessel is

drydocked. Messrs. Yarrows, Ltd., have
a large gang of men at work and the
steamship will be made ready for sei--

vice again as quickly as possible.

St. Catherines, Ont.—Str. Natironco,
owned by A. B. McKay of Hamilton, on
May 3 carried away two head gates of
Lock 3, Welland Canal. The freighter
was upward bound when something went
wrong with the engine. The damage is

estimated at between $2,000 and .$3,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The steamer
Natironco, owned by A. B. McKay, of

Hamilton, on May 3, carried away two
head gates of Lock 3, Welland Canal.
The freighter was upward bound when
something went wrong with the enaine.

The damage is estimated at between
$2,000 and $3,000. The pairs were com-
pleted on the head gates on May 4, and
traffic resumed.
Steamer "G. A. Richardson" Sold.

—

Marvin M. Marcus, vice-president of the

Great Lakes Transit Corporation, in

charge of finance, announces that he has

sold the steamer Granville A. Richardson
|

to the Lake Transportation Co. of Men-
tor, Ohio, with offices in Cleveland. James
Playfair, of Midland, Ont., is president

and general manager of the company.
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The Richardson has been at Buffalo fit-

ting out ready for service.

Ships of Ferro Concrete.—Advices
from Norway say that an experiment is

about to be made with two motor ships,

the hulls of which are constructed of

ferro-concrete, to test the fitness of such

-vessels for North Sea trade. The boats

will be of 1,000 tons and 600 tons, re-

spectively. Ferro-concrete lighters have

been used successfully for some time in

Swedish coast traffic. The Norwegian
boats can be built in four or five months
and are cheaper than those of steel or

Avood.

Brockviile, Ont.—In the presence of

1,000 spectators the new excursion

steamer John Webster was about to be

launched at Morristown, when the crib-

bing of the ways slipped as the new-

craft was fifteen feet toward the river.

The boat settled on land, and all efforts

to release it failed. The boat was
christened by Miss Clara Garvin, and
short speeches were delivered by Mayor
Wright, W. A. Lewis, Brockviile; A. W.
Gregory, F. W. Ames, J. V. Crawford,

R. Nicolson and Rev. Mr. Hay, of Morris-

town. The Webster was built at a cost

of $25,000, and is named after Brock-
ville's Federal member. She is 106 feet

over all and 26 feet beam. On May 4,

success attended the launching effort.

Less Meat on Ships.—Members of tho

Lake CaiTiers' Association are to do
their part toward conservation of the

food supply by urging greater economy
in the use of foodstuffs on their vessels.

A circular prepared by President William
Livingstone, and sent to members of the

Association, is being transmitted to their

vessels. The communication is in part

as follows: "The crews of our ships

should line up with the housewives of

the country, and serve the nation by
eliminating all waste of foodstuffs and
reducing the consumntion of meat. Do
you think in these critical times it is ne-
cessary to serve meat four times a day,
as has become the pi-actice on our lake
ships? I anpeal to you and to the crews
on your ships to practise strict economy
by not wasting a particle of food, and in-

telligently reducing the meat consump-
tion on ships."

CONTRACTS
Regina. Sask.—The Poole Construction

Co. has been awarded the contract foi-

erecting a school building at $18,220.

Toronto, Ont.—All the contracts have
T)een let in connection with the .$200,000

office building for the Toronto Harbor
Commission.

Peterborough. Ont.—The Quaker Oats
Co. have awarded the contract for tho
rebuilding of their factory here, to the
Canadian Leonard Construction Co., for
$500,000.

Quebec, Que.—The Eastern Canada
Steel & Iron Works of St. Malo, have
been awarded the contract for the steel

Work for the grain storage building for
the Quebec Harbor Commissioners. The

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We M ke othin,i Else

GEO. E. JOBBORN, Hamilton, Ont.

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, t

.: Ont....--]::.,'

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders ;

Machinists

ETAL
STAMPINGS

'Ml
We are manufactur-
ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

Wp can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send UB a sample

order.

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avtnue, Toronto, Can.

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON. MASS.

U. S. A.

Let CANADIAN
MACHINERY Sell

It for "^'ou.

'ameror\ Babbitt Rpt
(Patented in Canada and the U.S.A.)

Not like clay 4r other material, at it does not The only utitfactory compounil for rclaininr

(lick to the work Or handa. Does Away with molten metal and can be used over and over
using leather or paste -board at end of box. again lor months— no deterioration.

For any metal. For prices and samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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3 BIG REASONS
WHY YOU NEED

PURO
(MADE IN CANADA)

1. Turo Sanitary Driuking Fouutains
will give you "a better water supply
ah call er.

2. Puro will cut your water bills 10%
to 35%.

3. PUKO will safeguard tlio liealtli of

your employes aud raise tlio standanl

of efficiency.

Are not these reasons enougli? Then
whv hesitate longer?
PUUO equipment is not expensive—the

first cost is Ion; and the upkeep nothinfi.

Easily attached ; positively fool-proof.

Let us make you a special proposition

for a try-out in one of your departments.

Write us now—to-da.v—giving us the

number of men ; an inquiry will cost yon

nothing.

YOUR WATER SUPPLY
Sanitary Drinking Fountain

Company
Puro

CANADIAN MACHINERY
contract price is $275,000. The George
Fuller Co., are the general contractors.

The Ford-Smith Machine Co., Hamil-
ton, Ont., have received an order from
Alfred Herbert, Ltd., of Coventry, Eng-
land, for seventeen milling machines,

twelve No. 2, and five No. o millers. Thi.s

is a repeat order and was placed on ac-

count of the very satisfactory service

given by the machines on the original

order, in aeroplane and automobile fac-

tories in Great Britain and France. The
machines before acceptance were sub-

jected to a rigid examination.

Shipping Board for Canada.—Legisla-

tion, with object of promoting and mak-
ing permanent the shipbuilding industry

in Canada, is to be brought down by the

Government this session. At present

Canadian shipyards are working to full

capacity, but the orders placed through

the Munitions Board are more essenti-

ally due to the urgent situation now
existing. What is proposed is a plan

which would make for the permanent

maintenance of the industry by a pro-

gramme of Government assistance

through loans or subsidies. Quite prob-

ably a shipping board will be created to

assume general direction of the scheme.

143 University Ave.

TORONTO, CANADA

Bublile Over-
flow Waste

"Barnes-Made

SPRINGS
are unusual in

service and wear

They are the result of

sixty years* experi'
ence, unsurpassed
equipment and hiehly sk
manship.

A trial will convince you that
"Barnes-Made" Springs are the
best buy.

rsirtbhshcH 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

Man f'rs of "Barnes -made" Products
Sprin95.Scre>.' Machine iVoducts.toId Rolled Sle«lflndWir»

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto, Ont.—The Dominion Railway

Board has issued a judgment in favor of

the C.P.R. application to be allowed to

build a double-deck bridge over the Sum-
merhill avenue ravine.

Lethbridge, Alta.—Engineers for the

Alberta-Hudson railway are now work-

ing in the south, on preliminary routes

for the proposed extensions of the line,

a charter for which was granted at the

last session of the legislature, R. D. Fry

is the engineer in charge in the south

and has already run preliminary surveys

for the p—.posed line from Pincher

Creek to Cardston, thence to Coutts and

on to Medicine Hat. From a point near

Cardston a survev for the line into

into Lethbridge will be made.

CATALOGUES
Universal Turret Lathe.—Catalogue

just off the press describes the No. 1

Universal turret lathe made by the

Foster Machine Co., Elkhart, Ind. The

catalogue contains a full description of

this turret lathe together with complete

specification and illustrations showing

the general design of its principal feat-

ures. The tools and attachments used

on this machine are also illustrated and

fully described.

"Diamond Soot Blowers for Babcock &
Wilcox Boilers." is the title of the attrac-

tive and interesting BuIletin-125 just re-

cently issued by the Diamond Power
Specialty Co., of Detroit, Mich. It con-

tains the statement from the Babcock &
Wilcox Co., explaining whv that com-

pany has adopted "Diamond" soot blow-

ers as standard equipment for all boilers

it builds. The descriotive matter regard-

ing the apnlication of the mechanical soot

blower to B. & W. boilers is clearly illus-

Volume XVn.

trated by pictures and drawings. The
installation of mechanical soot blowers on

the 2.36.5 h.p. double Stirling boilers at

the Detroit Edison Co.'s Connors Creek

plant is one of many interesting illustra-

tions shown. A copy of the bulletin will

be sent free to anyone requesting it.

Whiting Cranes.—Of all types and

for every service are described and illus-

trated in catalogue 127 recently issued

by the Whiting Foimdrv Equipment Co.,

Harvey, 111. The opening pages of the

catalogue deal with electric travelin?

cranes illustrating and describing the

latest features in Whiting crane in-
struction. Following are brief descrip-

tions of hand power, locomotive and

cranes accompanied by illustrations

showing the various types. The second

half of the catalogue shows several typi-

cal illustrations of whiting cranes of

various sizes and capacities in different

classes of service. These views repre-

sent a wide field of service covered and

are shown with the object of assistinz

purchasers to select the proper types.

Modern Steam Disinfection is the title

of a catalogue issued by the Grampian

Engineering Co., Stirling, Scotland, and

featuring the "Velox" steam disinfectors

for hospitals and military camps, etc.

The catalogue is arranged in two main

sections. The first part compares vari-

ous methods of physical disinfection ex-

plaining the development of the steam

process and its principal features. Then

follows a full description of the "Velox"

apparatus including details of construc-

tion covering both high and low pressure

disinfectors. The combined high-pres-

sure steam and vacuum-formalin pro-

cess is then dealt with fully with method

of operation. The second part of the

catalogue contains a representative list

of standard types and sizes of the

"Velox" steam and combined disinfectors.

The various types, stationary, portable

and marine are described and illustrated;

the class of work for which each type

is recommended. A report of tests

concludes a well arranged catalogue.

Abrasive Grinding Wheels is the title

of an attractive new catalogue No. 6,

issued ,by Abrasive Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa! The catalogue contains an ex-

tensive list of special shaped abrasive

grinding wheels for miscellaneous

grinding machines. The wheels are classi-

fied and illustrated with .principal dimen-

sions and price given for each size.

.Straight, cup and cylinder wheels are

also "listed, accompanied by rules for

calculating list prices. A chapter is de-

voted to the use and care of wheels, fol-

lowed bv a set of rules for ealculatins

speeds.
' The principal points involved

in the process of manufacture of these

wheels, which are made of iboro-oarbonc

and electrolon, are briefly described.
^

table for selection of grain and gr.ide

for various classes of work is a useful

feature of the catalogue and one of cnn-

sideraible help when ordering. The cata-

logue contains telegi-apli and cable codes

and general index. Copies may be ob-

tained from the Canadian distributors,

the Canadian B. K. Morton Co., Toronto

and Montreal.
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(liin-Crete.—The Cement-Gun Con-
struction Co., Chicago, 111., have i.ssued

a bulletin No. 5 containing a number of

illustrations of "Gun-Crete" work which
they have executed. The bulletin ex
plains what Gun-Crete is and the method
of application while the illustrations

show the wide range of work where it

has been used.

Fifteen Years on Brine Lines is the
title of a bulletin being distributed to

the trade by the Armstrong Cork and
Insulation Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. The
bulletin refers to a number of instances
as indicated by the title and explains the
saving in refrigeration on this account.
Copies may be obtained from the Can-
adian office of the company, 504 McGill
Building, Montreal.

Drilling Machines.—Catalogue dealint;

with an interesting line of high speed,
belt driven, ball-bearing, drilling ma-
chines. Each type is illustrated and spe-
cifications give the principal dimensions
and other particulars. The concluding
page contains important notes for the
guidance of purchasers. The catalog is

issued by the Langelier Manufacturing
Co., Providence, R.T.

Hill Clutch Equipment is the title of
a bulletin, the first of a series, describ-
ing and illustrating installations of fric-

tion clutches, collar oiling bearings, rope
drives, etc., the product of the Hill

Clutch Co.. Cleveland, Ohio. This bul-
letin, April issue, deals with a complete
installation of moderate power distribu-
tion made by the company, accompanied
by interior views of the factory. Copies
of the series will be gladly sent to read-
ers interested in power transmission ma-
chinery equinments upon receipt of
name and address.

BOOK REVIEWS
The British Dominions Year Book

1917.—Published by the British Domin-
ions General Insurance Co., Ltd., Lon-
don, England. The year book for 1917
contains as usual a number of intere.st-

ing articles contributed by well known
writers coverintr the irreat war and mat-
ters affecting the well-being of the Bri-

tish Empire. The subjects have been
carefully chosen and ure particularly

appropriate at the present time in that
they deal with questions connected with
both the military and economic aspect
of the situation. Without making anv
invidious distinctions the following mav
be mentioned as being a few of the more
interesting snbiects dealt with. The
Aftermath of the War: The War's Three
Phases, A Year of Naval War, India's

Future in the Empire, Foreign Policy,

International Law, Afrricultural Out-
look, War Finance. National Insurance,
Aircraft in the War, etc. In addition
to the main s\ibiects the Year Book con-
tains other ini^presting matter of diverse
natui'e including niimerous statistics

and reports. The book contains 308
pages with a number of colored plates

inter-leaved 'nd shows orders and decor-
ations, re^'imental colors, house flags

and several maps.

Steel Shell Forgings or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about

curves upou our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power

devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

T
DRAW CUT SMAPLRS

SPKIAL DRAW CUT RR5HAPtRS^
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STATlONflRTS, PSRTABU KtY WAYCUTItHSl
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OVENS
Enamelingr and Varnishing Ovens heatM
by Ga3, Electricity, Steam or Coal.

Write for BookleU

Brantford Oven & Rack Co..

Llrantford, Canada.
Lid.
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Over the Page
.vou'll fiufl a number of small items, some of which will most
certainly interest you. Every week there are o.pportunitie.s

galore offered there.
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Circular

Metal

Cutting

Saw
Blades for

Any Type

of

Machine

Let us demonstrate what a saving can be made by installing a

HUNTER "DUPLEX" Inserted Tooth Blade
Write for information

HUNTER SAW & MACHINE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
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LASSIFIED ADVERTISIMC
Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word sub-

sequent insertions. Count five words when box number is required. Each figrure counts

as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Display rates on application.

FOR SALE WANTED BUSINESS CHANCES

ONE 20 H.P. MOTOE, IN GOOD CONDITION.
Spartan Machine Co., Lt.. 1112 St. Patrick

St., Montreal. c21m

TjlOR SALE.—ONE 8x8 AIR COMPRESSOR
with unloader and reservoir complete.—Apply

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
cl8m

T710R SALE—ONE LEWIS TYPE ENGINE
^ built by Waterous Engine Works, 240 H.P..

flywheel 73" x 18". automatic governor, a bar-

gain. One steam pump, 4%" x 2%" x 4". Write

Box 217, Moncton, N.B. c24m

/^NE 4.5" LEES-BRADNER THREAD MILLER
— in first-class condition. For milling threads

in nose of shell. Spartan Machine Co., Ltd.,

1112 St. Patrick St., Montreal. c20m

F'
lOR SALE.—ONE 10' BED. 10%" SWING.
Crosby SS Screw Cutting Engine Lathe, or

will exchange for 40" Gap bed lathe.—Apply Can-
adian Hart Wheels. Limited. Hamilton. Ont. cl8m

-1—GISHOLT LATHE 24" SWING, 6' BED,
'- with turret head and three-jaw chuck. 1

—

Gisholt lathe, same as above, 20" swing, 6' bed.
1—4.5 Brown, Boggs marking machine. Jenckes
Machine Co.. Sherbrooke, Que. c20m

TTlOR SALE—ONE 460 H.P. THOMPSON &
^ Williams condensing engine. Will sell cheap.

Engine is in first-class repair and will give every

satisfaction. Apply J. A. Marven, Limited,

Moncton, N.B. tcfm

ONE LATHE 16" x 4W BACK-GEARED —
Built by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. One lathe 18" x 3', back-geared.

Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Four Murchey collapsible dies. Capacity IV^" to

2V>". Box 272, Canadian Machinery. otmf

1

TXTANTED—THE ADDRESS OF A MANUFAC-
turer of crude oil or kerosene engines, for

export. Semi-Diesel type preferred. Address Box
301, Canadian, Machinery. cl8m

QUBSTANTIAL LOCATION IS DESIRED FOR
^- an iron working plant, especially where lib-

eral financial assistance can be secured for a

worthy enterprise. Address Box 302, Canadian
Machinery. cl8m

\7ANTED—WHAT HAVE YOU TO OFFER
in heavy turret lathe, suitable for boring 4. .5

shells ? State whether new or second-hand, mak-
er's name, dimensions, condition of service and
equipment if any. Wire reply to Medicine Hat
Pump & Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd., Medicine Hat.

Alberta. cl9m

SPECIAL MACHINERY

—16" X 14" "WATERTOWN," CENTER
crank, four-valve engine ; flywheel 66" dia-

meter. 14" face; direct connected to 100 K.W.. 6

pole, 220 volt General Electric direct current gen-

erator, complete with cast iron sui>-base under

engine ; gravity oiling system and force feed

lubricator. Delivered f.o.b. cars. Stellarton. N.S..

$3,600. The above outfit is in perfect working

condition, is as good as new, having been in

operation less than two years. Shipment can be

made in one week. Albion Machine Co.. Limited.

New Glasgow. N.S. <^21m

w

1 ENGINE LATHE, 22" SWING, 36" CENTER
^ to center, geared 18 to 1, arranged for shell

turning, with two straight turning tools and one

profile turning tool. 1 Gisholt lathe. 30" swing,

with turret head and chuck. 1 Engine Lathe, 14"

swing, 30" long, with steady rest, face plate and

countershaft, suitable for screw cutting. 1 Potter

& Johnston Automatic Turret Lathe. 19" swing.

1 Turret Gap Lathe. 24" swing over bed. 40"

over gap, 9' long over all. with turret for six

tools. 1 Power-driven Plate Planer. 9' 9" long,

screw feed. 1 Brown. Boggs Marking Machine,

for 4.5" shell. 1 Band Press, air operated, for

4.5" shell. 3 Sand Blast Tanks. Jenckes Machine

Co.. Sherbrooke, Que. c20m

TITANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
-^'' work to any specification—munition produc-
tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.
Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary St.. Toronto.

O.
E. WOODS—GENERAL MACHINE SHOP—
builders of special machinery. Will do well

to use our experience and equipment. We are

prepared to make special machinery, punches and
dies, jigs, fixtures and tools to any specifications

and drawings. Get our price and promise of

delivery. Phone Gerrard 960. Address 764 Broad-

view Ave.. Toronto. Ont.

SITUATIONS VACANT

(^PLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR MANUFAC-
turer to locate in town with water and trans-

continental railway connections. Large cement
factory with equipment and good water power,
ready for operation : also large piece of land for

extension purposes. To encourage a good, live

manufacturing concern, special concessions will be
given. All inquiries treated confidential. State
nature of business when replying. Apply P.O.
Box 533. Montreal. cl9m

-pOR SALE-A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
-^ brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildings in good condition, suit-

able for either metal or wood-working ; shipping
facilities unexcelled. Two trunk lines; direct

connections east, west, north and south. Educa-
tional advantages the very best. Plant will be
sold at a bargain and on easy terms of payment,
if desired. Apply Box 294, Canadian Machinery.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ITTANTED—GENERAL FOREMAN FOR MA-
*' chine shop on 6-inch Mark III. shell produc-
tion. Must be holding similar position, have
initiative and able to push production. To such

a man every encouragement will be given. Box
308, Canadian Machinery. c21ni

One
Advertiser

Said To Us

—

"One insertion of this ad will do"—when
sending in copy for a condensed ad. This
firm sends in from three to four ads a
month, so they ought to know.

While two or three insertions give your
proposition more chance to be considered,

still this incident shows just what adver-
tisers know this section will do for them.

Use its service now—every time you need
it.

CanadianMachinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave.. Toronto, Ont.

-IV;'ANTED—POSITION AS PURCHASING MAN
''or salesman. Have thorough knowledge of
hardware, mill supplies, carbon and high speed
steels, tools etc. ; age 34 ; married ; ambitious.—
Box No. 307. Canadian Machinery. c20m

QTEEL FOUNDRY EXECUTIVE. CANADIAN,
^ - with fifteen years' experience with most up-
to-date plants in United States, seeks similar

position in Canada. Thoroughly conversant with

sales, operation and business management. Box
306. Canadian Machinery. c22m

PRACTICAL WORKS MANAGER AND ME-
^ chanical expert with years of experience in

United States and Canada, a specialist in muni-
tion work, open for engagement. Best of refer-

ences. Apply Box 304, Canadian Machinery.
c23m

Tj^LECTRICAL ENGINEER—COLLEGE GRADU-
uate. five years' practical experience ; now

employed in large industrial plant, electric-

driven ; responsible position desired ; money not

sole object ; recommendations. Box 305, Canadian
Machinery. c21ni

SITUATIONS VACANT

iM1'

Tj^OREMAN PATTERNMAKER—MUST BE OF
first-class ; man experienced on engine, min-

ing and general contracting machinery patterns.

Write fully. Box 298. Canadian Machinery, ctmf

XTTANTED—SALESMEN TO SELL BABBITT
' metals on commission as side line. Good

commission. Give full particulars as to firms

represented and territory covered. Box 303, Cana-
dian Machinery. c21m

ECHANICAL ENGINEER WANTED—FIRST-
class opportunity for the right party. Must

be energetic, ambitious, sober and have some
knowledge of French. Apply Box 286, Canadian
Machinery. tcmf

OOL STEEL SALESMAN — ONE WITH
knowledge of the business preferred. State

age. whether married or single, experience. No
application will be considered unless full details

are given. Box 300, Canadian Machinery. c20m

A GOOD SALES ENGINEER TO OPEN OF-
-^^ fice to sell Moline heat in Canadian territory.

Must be a good salesman, having had a general

heating and ventilating experience. Must give

good references. We have a fine proposition for

the right man. Address Moline Heat. Moline.

111.
ctmf

T
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Built To Cope With Modern Ways
To meet with the demands of the day suc-

eessl'ulh' the C'rauk Shaper must be a

machine that can take carie of a variety of

work with the least adjustment.

THE

HENDEY
CRANK SHAPER

Has been carefully studied in every
detail of its design in order to furnish

a shaper equal to all present-day needs.

Write for complete description of this

profit-making machine.

Hendey Machine Co.
TORRINGTON, CONN. U.S.A.

Canadian A£:ents : A. R. Williams Machinery Co.,

Toronto. Ont. : A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. 260

Princess St.. Winnipeg, Man. ; A. R. Williams

Machinery Co.. Vancouver : A. R. Williams Machin-

ery Co., St. John, N.B. : Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

Cross Feed Mechanism is operated at end of cross
rail in all its adjustments. Dial with indicator
controls amount of feed, which can be varied
while machine is in motion. Feed can be

started, stopped or
reversed while in

motion.
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE.
UFACTURE

Equipment, Methods and Devices for Machining 6 in. Shell
Staff Article

Shell production still holdn the premier place in the activities of our metal-working in-
dustries, although, in the case of the H-inch and d.2-inch sizes of high explosive, a marked
falling off in the demand, and couMujuenf receipt of contract renewals has for several iveeks
been in evidence. Machining iS-inch shell is believed to have taxed executive skill and capa-
citji to a greater extent than has ani/ other of the variety projectile manufactured, by us, in
consequence, suceeS'Sful achievement as exemplified here is all the more meritorious.

PRODUCTION of shell on a vast

manufacturing basis has become
so well established throuRhout the

Dominion that it would seem impossible

to describe the machining- of any type
of shell that has not already received

notable mention in these pages. How-
ever, the varied enterprise that large

numbers of our mechanical men have

had occasion to demonstrate in a prac-

tical way to procure rapid and success-

ful manufactures of the varied size and
type shell called for, has developed much
inventive genius and latent individual re-

sourcefulness, so much so that the

methods adopted in different shops for

the achievement of the same object

vary in large degree, with the excep-

tion perhaps of some of the more com-
mon machining operations.

In relating the practice that has been
adopted in the plant from which the
accompanying data were secured, it is

not the intention to describe in detail

the complete sequence of operations, but
rather to dwell on those that are in a

measure, local, so to speak. Past ex-

Oil ItinK

Cos /f/nf,rnJi/fut

Unii'rrsal qrifiarr

ttr/tl arinair

Crttiurr

IJniL'tr^ul Miliar

Hack saur.
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.'itiefti'f

n^'tl Barnia
lathe McG P
WPri< ^rne/.
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LAYOUT OF 6-IN(ll HKJH KXl'l.O.SIVE SHKI.I, MACHINING I'l.ANT.
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perience has clearly demonstrated that

one of the first things to consider when
going into the manufacture of any type

of shell, is the layout of the necessary

equipment in as convenient a manner as

possible, so that the minimum amount of

handling of material will enable the pro

gress of the shells to be entirely free from

amental details when placing the ma-
chinery, if satisfactory progress is to

he maintained. Where an old plant
must be utilized for the placing of the
additional equipment that is involved
by the many machining operations on
.shell bodies, it is often a difficult prob-
lem to plan a suitable layout, particu-

larly where the machines must be
crowded to meet the desired amount of

output; but in cases where new addi-

tions are necessary it is very desirable

space to secure sufficient room for ad-
ditional equipment. After several trial

layouts, the one here illustrated was fin-

ally adopted, requiring the addition as
shown to the right of the ground plan
of the machine positions. This building
is of concrete and brick construction,

160 feet long and 60 feet wide, having
saw-tooth roof and being hot air heat-
ed. The floor space amounting to about
9025 square feet. With a view of pro-

viding the best possible lighting, the

r.ENERAL VIEW OF SECTION Ol SHEI.I SHOT

GERARD Cl'TTINi;-UI I MM MINES.

any "backing up," as they are transferred

from one operation to another. While

ideal conditions in this respect are not

always possible, it is very essential that

careful attention be given to these fund-

to construct the plant with the pro-

gressive movement as the basis of out-

put; in other words, to first plot a ma-
chine tool layout (with plenty of room
for possible expansion on doubtful op-

erations), and then build the shop

around the layout. In the case of the

plant here described, an output of ap-

proximately 400 six inch shell per day

was determined, to accomplish which

it was necessary to increase the floor

V1L1UK1.\ 1 OUNDRY CO. .VI.ACHINE I OR CENTERING B.\SE OK SHELLS.

roof was constructed so that the light

enters from the north, thus eliminating

the glare of the sun during the greater

portion of the day. The plant is very

favorably located as regards the receiv-

ing of raw materials and the shipping

of the finished products, adjoining as it

does the main line of the G.T.R., and

having a convenient siding along one

end of the shop, where a platform 60

feet long offers desirable facilities for

the loading and unloading of billets and

shells.

Rough Facing Bottom of Bore

As the billets are received from the

cars, they are placed in stock piles ad-

jacent to the rear of the new building,

and when required for use are trans-

ferred to the shop through suitable

openings in the walls and thence to the

first operation of rough facing the bot-

tom of the bore. This detail was deem-

ed advisable so that a reliable base

could be secured from which to gauge

the subsequent operations. As no par-

ticular accuracy is required at this

stage, the machining is done with a

floating cutter that will accomodate it-

self to the irregularities of the bore and

yet produce a clean smooth base. The
maximum cutting speed is 40 feet per

minute and a production of 12 per hour

is maintained on each machine, the feed

being obtained from a cam. The tools

used for this operation are shown by

(1) on the operation chart. It might be

stated here that for all boring opera-

tions, a standard machine steel boring

bar has been provided, and with the ex-

ception of the turret shank, they are

identical in every particular. The details
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of this bar are shown in the upper right
hand section of the operation chart, the
cutter heads being held in position by
means of a key passing through the end
of the bar and the shank of the tool
holder.

Cutting Off Open End
Cuttinsc off the open end is performed

on five Gerard cutting off machines. The
latter are provided with a revolving
cutter head while the shells are held
stationary in a chuck attached to the
saddle of the machine. For centering
the base end, an interesting machine
shown hei-pwith is used: this tool bein<r

made by the Victoria Foundry Co., of
Ottawa, and being specially designed
for the nurpo'e. Inte^rml with the extrM
heavy base is the main bearing that
carries the spindle and also the work
arbor, the latter being an extension of
the former. The position of the
spindle is approximately 30 degrees off

the horizontal, and provision is made in

the mandrel to grip the shell bore central

with the machine arbor and retain it in

a rigid position as it is revolved. On
the bed of the m^'chine below the arbor,

ways are provided that support the
carria<re which c^n be mo'-ed laterally

and parallel to the axis of the spindle

by means of a rack and pinion. On the

outer end of the carriage ,a swivel arm
is fitted which can be swung clear when

ROUGH BORING SHELL NOSE ON 1 OUR-
SPINDLE DRILL.

the shell is being placed on or being
taken off the arbor. When in a working
position, the center of the drill holder

is in the axial line of the machine
spindle, and likewise the shell bore. The
feed of the drill is obtained by a hand
wheel located at the opposite end of

the pinion shaft. The angular position
of the supporting arbor provides a con-
venient method of holdino- the shell, the
weight of the shell acting as a semi-
automatic means of operating the ex-
panding arbor. The production from
one of these machine averages about 120
in ten hours.

Rough Turning
Rough turning is accomplished in a

very similar manner to that of other
shops, the details of the driving arbor
being shown at (2) on the operation
chart; each machine has an output of

six shells per hour. For roujrhin<r out

the bore, the special cutter head shown
in section (5) of the operation chart is

employed. Stellite, % inch square is

used for cutters. The diameter of the

large section of the head is 3 7-16 inches,

with a tool overhang of about % of an
inch. At a cutting speed of 60 feet per
minute the production from each ma-
chine is about 7 per hour. Roughing
out the base profile is performed in a

separate operation; the cutter head used

being shown in section (6) of the oper-

ation chart.

An arrangement of the Dawson bor-

ing machine used for boring and rough-
ing the inside base profile is shown in

drawing on page 502. The driving

pulleys are located on the shaft A.
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MACHINE OPERATION CHART.

which is supported at right angles, and
below the main spindle, in the two
brackets B, one on either side of the ma-
chine; the outer end of the driving shaft

being supported in the tail bracket C.

which in turn is secured to the bracket

C^ bolted to the casting C^. extending
out from the bed of the machine. A
worm on the shaft A engages with the

large worm gear D which is secured to

the main spindle E, the latter revolvine:

in special bronze bushings F in both
the front and rear bearings. Fitted to

the front of the spindle is the spring
chuck G that grips the base end of the

shell, the forward end running in a suit-

able steady head. By means of a chain

drive on the sprockets H and I, the feed

shaft opera*:es the mechanism contained

in the saddle of the lathe.

By pushing down on the handle L, the

worm box is lifted, bringing the worm
in mesh with the worm gear which is

located on the opposite end of the hand
wheel shaft, the pinion oneratiner the

carriage beine: secured to the middle of

the shaft so that a central drive is ob-

tained, thus eliminating any side pull

upon the saddle, and insuring a uniform

the operator while the worm box K is

located at the rear of the lathe, the con-
nection being made by means of a cross
lever pivoted in the center of the lathe
bed. When the worm and gear are in

mesh, the handle L is locked by the dog
N fitted in the end of the swing piece

O. The feed can be disengaged at any
desired point by adjusting the position
of the collar Q on the rod P, so that it

will trip the piece O and allow the worm
to fall from a working position.

The carriage R travels on the shafts

S, one of these bein? placed on either
side of the machine and being supported
at each end by the brackets T T. The
turret U is provided with two housings in

which the boring bar V is secured by
the clamps W. On the rear end of the
bar the guide piece X is located, this

piece controlling the movement of the
forward end in its passage through the

HFVELLING OPEN END WITH SPECIAL TOOL-HOLDER. GERARD TURRET.

thrust upon the cutting tools. The
handle L is in a convenient position to

LT^
ARRANGEMENT OF DAWSON BORING MACHINE.

bore, the cam plates Z being shaped at

the end adjoining the turret so that the

cutting tool will cut the desired shape
of base profile. Stellite tools are used
on this operation, and a stop is placed

in the end of the cutter head to gauge
the depth of the cut when the tool is in

the extreme bore of the shell.

Finishing the Bore

The tool used for finishing the bore is

shown in section (7) of the operation

chart. It has been the practice in this

shop, as far as possible, to provide tools

that would require the minimum amount
of skilled labor in the maintenance of

their efficiency. As shown in the sketch,

the cutter head is shaped to an angle so

that straight portions of steel can be

used to bring the cutting edges to the

desired dimensions, with the exception

of the nose radius and the small portion

that sizes the finished bore of the shell;

these being shaped after the steel is se-

cured in position. At this operation, the

bore is finished to 4.24 inches diameter

and to an overall depth from the open

end of 19 V2 inches.

Beveling Open End
A cheap yet highly effective cutter

head has been designed for beveling the

open end previous to closing in the nose.
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BATTERY OF FINISH TURNING LATHES.

This head is shown in section (8) of the

operation chart and is made of cast iron;

the holes for the cutters being- rough
cored, no machining being necessary on

this particular portion of the head. The
shank, of course, as well as the gauging;

collar, is turned to the desired dimen-
sions and screw holes drilled for clamp-
ing the tools in position. The cored

holes are placed in such a position that

*he cutting face of the tools are ground
It rirht 'jn'j-les to the length of the stoclc

-0 that little difficulty is experienced in

maintaining their efficiency. The dimen-
sion.s of this beveled portion are a large

diameter of 5 9-16 inches tapering to the

bore of the shell, and having a depth
parallel with the axis of 1^4 inches.

After the base has been faced off and
the end recentered, the shells are given
another rough turn at a cutting speed
of 120 feet per minute, with a feed of

% inch, the depth of cut being about
1-32 inch.

Inferior Grinding
Before passing to the nosing opera-

tion, the shell are all carefully inspected

for interior fini.sh, as it is important

that the surface of the bore should be

perfectly smooth and free from ridges

that might eventually prove detrimental

within the specified limits of bore dim-
ensions, are subjected to a grinding pro-

cess to remove the greater portion of

this roughness. A simple fixture has

been developed for this purpose and is

shown herewith; it consists of a rapidly

revolved spindle to which are fixed spring
arms carrying small pieces of grinding
material to bear on the surface of the

bore while the shell is held in a suitable

carriage. The extension of the spindle

as shown at A is shaped to receive the

arms B which are secured to the shaft

close up to the headstock. Through the

outer end of the extension and also the

spring arms, is the small bolt C that

allows the arms to move outwards but

prevents them from flying out too far

when the centrifugal force is set up by
the rapidly revolving parts. A fork is

provided on the outer end of the arms
in which the carborundum blocks are

clamped as shown. The carriage that

supports the shell is planed out so that,

when the shell is in position, the center

will be in a line with the axis of the

spindle when the carriage is riding upon
the supporting rails F. When the shell

is placed in position, the clamp is swung

HOGGING OUT AND FACING BASE.

under firing conditions. Those shells

that have developed any roughness
through improper machining and are

WAVING ANIl GROOVING ON BAWDEN LATHE EyUIPl'ED Willi VKTOKIA
FOUNDRY CO. ATTACHMENT.

over, the end G being shaped so that the

handle H when swung upwards will

force the clamp down upon the top of

the shell. The pressure resulting from
the centrifugal force is sufficient to take

a good bite upon the surface of the

metal.

Nosing-in Process

The nosing-in process, as performed
on a 2.50-lb. Nazel hammer is so satisfac-

tory that a large number of the shells

do not require to be further machined
on the profile inside the nose. One of

these hammers can nose about 300 six

inch shells in 10 hours. Wlien the shells

come from the nosing hammer, the open-

ing in the end is only about % of an

inch in diameter. To enlarge this open-

ing, the .shells are placed in fixtures

secured to a four spindle drill whore the

hole is rough drilled with an 1 % inch

drill, running 65 revolutions per minute,

at a feed of 1-16 per revolution, each

snindle having an average capacity of

about eight shells per hour, one man
operating the four spindles. The nose
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is then faced off in several drill presses,

a special facing cutter being used for

this purpose. The overall length at thi.s

stage is 21% inches.

Exterior Finishing

Following the boring and counterbor-

ing of the nose, and the machining of

the inside profile (if this latter is found

necessary), the shells are transported to

another department by means of a short

conveyor. They now enter upon the

second stage of the machining, that of

finishing the exterior surfaces. Ten
lathes are employed on finishing the

body and nose profile, this operation be-

ing accomplished in much the same man-
ner as that in vogue in other shops. At
a cutting speed of 100 feet per minute
and a feed of 1-16 inch per rev., each

machine has an output of between four

and five per hour; Stevens link attach-

ments are used to machine the nose pro-

file. When the outside has been finished,

the base is again faced to bring the shell

to the desired weight, care being ex-

ercised to keep the length and thickness

of the base within the specified limits.

The high and low limit at this stage is

85 lbs. 5.7 oz., and 84 lbs. 1.." oz. res-

pectively, with a mean of 84 lbs. 11.5 oz.

Waving Operation

The tooling for the waving operation

is similar to all other methods, but the

principle of securinq: the liter'il mo^'.?-

ment is slightlv varied. This is obtain-

ed by means of a fixture attached to the

back of the saddle, the driving shaft be-

ing connected to the gearing at the back
of the lathe, and operating through a

gear box, the i-ight angle shaft having a

small throw crank turned on the end;

from this crank a link converts the re-

volving motion of the fixture into a reci-

procating movement of the tool slide.

This attachment was made by the Vic-

toria Foundry Co., each machine having
an output of about 12 shells per hour.

Roughing Out Base Recess

The machines for roughing out tlic

base recess have a capacity of 15 per

hour with a maximum cutting speed of

60 feet per minute. The accompanying
photo shows a special Gerard machine on

this operation. These lathes are all fit-

ted with special turrets, and the front

bearing is of extra heavy design to pro-

vide rigid support for the spindle in

which is contained the collet chuck for

the screws E and adjusted to depth of

cut by the tail screw F. An upright

casting shaped to give the proper rake
to the facing tool H is secured to the

back of the same fixture. A section of

the Stellite tool is shown at I. this tool

being held in position by the three hook
bolts J and adjusted to cuttin.j position

by the screw K. The base recess i.-;

FIXTURE FOR GRINDING SHELL tNTERlORS.

holding- the shell. An 8-ineh double belt

drives the back shaft, the pinion on

which meshes with the large gear which

is cTst integral with the spindle. The
chuck is operated by the large hand

wheel at the rear of the spindle. A
feature on the lathe here shown is the

method of feeding the tools into the

work. Mounted on channel irons extend-

ing out from the bed of the lathe—is

an eight inch cylinder, the piston of

which is operated by compressed air, the

pressure acting to force the cutters into

the work being approximately 1 ton.

This cylinder being located in the center

of the lathe, the thrust is central, thus

maintaining more satisfactory work and

ret-iining turret alignment for a longer

period. A sketch of the tool set uo is

<ilso shown; the tool A nnde of Vi inch

by 2% inch high speed steel is used for

hogging out the base recess, and is held

in the tool block B shaped at the proper

angle to give the desired rake to the

tool. Lateral adjustment is obtained by

the screws C and D, those at the right

pushing on distance rods % inch in

diameter. The tool is held firmly by

ROUGHING OUT BASE RECESS ON GERARD LATHE WITH PNEUMATIC FEED.

afterwards finished to the exact dim-
ensions with a cutter and floating ream-
er.

Nose Beveling, Recessing and Threading
Before the threads are cut in the nose,

the face is beveled and the recess cut in.

Two Holden-Morgan milling machines
are installed for this operation, each

having a capacity of 200 shells every ten

hours. Conveyors are used to transfer

the shells to and from the base plate

riveting operation, which is accomplish-

ed in two Rochester high-speed hammers.
After facing the base end. the copper

bands are pressed on in a Goldie & Mc-
Culloeh band press, being afterwards nri-

chined in lathes fitted with special turn-

ing fixtures. The cleaning of the shells,

which takes place just after milling the

fuse thread, is accomplished by forc-

ing a jet of live steam into the

interior and afterwards removing the

moisture with p strong blast of com-
pressed air. the heat generated by the

action of the steam being sufficient to

thoroughly dry the surface of the walls
within one minu+e from the time the

shell is removed from position.

A factor in production methods in this

plant responsible for much of the suc-

cessful operation has been the rigid

check that has always been enforced in

the preliminary .shop inspections. These
are as rigid as the Government inspec-

tion and must be held close enough so

that corrections by the Government in-

spectors will not go above 5 per cent.

The final weight of the shell should be
84 lbs. 2 oz. 5 drs., with an allowable

variation either way of 10 oz. 2 drs.

©
Wondered What He'd Say.—The

T'onntvy fl('Vi;yiiiiiii was nailing a refrac-

tory creevier to a piece of trelliswork

near his front gate when he noticed tliat

a small boy stopped and watched liim

witli great attention.

"Well, my young friend," he said,

pleased to see the interest he excited,

"are you looking out for a hint or two

on G-ardening?"
"No," said the youth. "I be waiting

to see what a parson do say when he

liammers his tliumb.""
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OIL BURNER FOR SHELL
FURNACES
By G. Barrett.

IN
the process of nosing 4.5 and 6-inch

shell, difficulty is often experienced in

maintaining proper combustion of the

elements when the shells are being

heated. This is sometimes owing to in-

sufficient mixing of the oil and air, as

the most "convenient way" of handling
tools or work. The saving in time may
not necessarily be appreciable. In cer-

tain lines of work, particularly of a class

that is repeatedly handled over and over

again, one notices how little attempt is

ever made to render the operations less

irksome, or in giving them the proper
consideration and study so that they may

SECTION OF OIL BURNER FOR BOX FURNACES.

they are forced into the fire chamber.
To eliminate this objectionable feature,

the burner shown in the accompanying
sketch was adopted with very satisfac-

tory results. This type of burner is

easily applicable to any make of fur-

nace. The oil enters the burner at A,
passing through the central chamber
where it 's given a whirling motion by
means of the twisted spindle extension
B, This portion is made from round stock
and milled flat and then twisted; the

amount of oil is controlled by the hand
wheel C. The compressed air at a pres-

sure between 40 and 60 pounds enters

the opening D through the hollow cone
K and around the central tube. The
wind from the blower or fan enters the

burner through the large pipe F, this

pipe being provided with a suitable

valve to regulate the quantity of air re-

(luired. To further assist the mixing of

the elements, a spiral cone C is fitted on
the inside of the nozzle H. The spread of

the flame is obtained bv adiusting the
position of the nozzle; this being accom-
li.shed from the collar I, it having sev-
eral slots cut around the outer edge. This
burner is very efficient, using about 8

gallons of oil per hour.
©

TIME-.SAVING IN MACHINE SHOP
PRACTICE
by J. E. C.

THERE is another application of the
term "time-saving" other than that
which has to do with "increased produc-
tion," "lowering labor cost.«!," "economi-
cal proces.ses," etc., to which considera-
tion is suggested. Its part'cular objec*

may be said to consist in finding out
"the better way," "the easier way," or

be more conveniently carried out. If a

workman is constantly obliged to

handle a screw-driver or a monkey-
wrench to unloosen a screw or to un-
fasten a nut, it is reasonable to believe

that, where the application of these is

now a practice, a thumb-screw or a

thumb-nut would serve the same purpose
besides being more convenient and sav-

ing handling extra tools.

In order to undertake a study into

wasteful methods and inconvenient prac-

tices with a view to the elimination of

the latter, one needs to do so with a

thoroughness and with an "inquisitive-

ness" in each and every detail relating to

any particular machine or operation.

ways "still better ways" in doing a
thing, any undertaking in the direction

indicated will reveal what these "better

ways" are. To demonstrate a simple ap-

plication of the term "time saving" in

the sense already described, an example
is given on the well-known operation of

changing or putting gears on a lathe.

Illustrations are shown for the purpose
that they may be examined so one may
see where a few little inexpensive con-

veniences have been adopted.

The key on the "stud" on all lathes is

usually made flush with the end on which
the gear fits, so that when putting on a

gear one must locate the spline exactly

before it will engage and slip over the

key. If the key is made shorter, the

gear can be placed directly on the stud,

then turned and a little pressure forces

the spline instantly over the key. The
key is rounded on the end, as is also the

edge of the spline and the hole in the

gear hub. The nut which is put on after

the gear is fitted, is counterbored out a

trifle so that it can be placed over the

thread and quickly screwed on. The
wrench used in tightening the nut has

not been overlooked in these series of

conveniences, the edges in the opening

being beveled off which allows the

wrench to engage with apparent ease

onto the nut. Generally speaking most

operations that have to be repeated over

and over again in the course of one's

work can be similarly improved upon.

®
TAI'ER TURNING ATTACHMENT TO

BORING MILL
By E. T. S.

THE diagram shows a simple arrange-

ment for producing duplicate taper faces

on a boring mill. It consists of a master

TIME SAVING IN MACHINE KHOl' PRACTICE.

Only in this way can there be any
noticeable progress made. It is some-
times said, if a thing works well enough,
it is good enough, but as there are al-

guide which is adjusted to the taper re-

quired. A pin in the tool bar fits into the

slot in the master guide, and the horizon-

tal feed of the cross rail is set in motion.
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The vertical feed is released so that the

position of the tool follows the shape of

the master guide. It can readily be seen

that any special form of surface can De

STEEL HANDS FOR MACHINISTS.
UNTIL recently, the loss of both hands
has been looked upon as a calamity little

short of total disablement, which, if

Bracf^et iu/tec/ to Cre^srail

'I [| TAPER TURNING ATTACHMENT FOR
PISTON RODS. ETC.. AS FITTED TO

60" NILES BORING MILL.

made by providing the proper .shaped

master guide.

Slotted brackets A and B are bolted

to angle brackets which is attached to

under side of cross rail. The guide C
is adjustable to any position or angle,

the angle being shown by the indicator

scale. Collar D is fitted to tool post

and has a guide block that works in the
guide C. In operation the cross feed is

set, and the vertical feed left loose.

alleviated at all by the use of artificial

limbs, was still sufficient of a handicap

to prevent the victim from earning a

livelihood at any light employment, let

alone performing operations of a fairly

arduous nature in machine shop work.

Such, however, is not the case with the

man who is shown in action in the illus-

trations herewith.

Andrew Gawley was formerly a resi-

dent of Meaford, Ont., and suffered the

loss of both hands above the wrists

many years ago through coming in con-

tact with a circular saw. During hii;

stay in hospital his mind naturally

dwelt on the disaster and its probable
effect on his future existence, with the

i-

a man who did not retain one natural
hand. Accordingly, with the aid of his

brother and a blacksmith acquaintance,
Mr. Gawley had a pair of hands made

ANDRE'/V n\'VT,EV nRIL' ING ADAPTERS
IN A VERTICAL DRILLING MACHINE.

embodying his own ideas. Extended ex-

perience suggested various improve-

ments, until to-day he can do with his

steel hands almost anything that an or-

dinary man can do.

Performing Machinist's Work

He is now employed by the Fisher

Motor Co., Orillia, Ont., and officials of

the company vouch for the fact that on

LIFTING A HEAVY FORGING WITH ONE HAND WHERE GRIPPING
SURFACE IS LIMITED.

A CLOSE VIEW OF MR. GAWLEVS HAND.

result that he conceived the germ of the

idea which has done so much to amelio-

rate his lot. On his recovery, he was
persuaded to accept artificial hands of

existing type, which, however merito-

rious in themselves, were of little use to

any work on which he has been tried,

Mr. Gawley possesses efficiency equal to

any man in the shop. In drilling shell

adaptors, as shown, he can lift them on

and off the machine with one hand, which
is more than the hand of flesh and blood
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can do, due to the small surface avail-

able for gripping the piece. Operating
the drill press feed lever, tightening
nuts with wrenches, turning handwheels,
and throwing belts up and down cone
pulleys, were constant features of his

daily work. As tool room attendant, he
has to handle tools and pieces of all

shapes and keep written records of all

articles in use.

Regarding his ability to perform work
of a personal and domestic nature, it is

stated that he can, when necessary,
search for a match and light a lamp,
dress himself and procure his own break-
fast. His handshake can be very un-

pleasant on occasion, while he can han-
dle china and similar fragile goods a-s

tenderly as a woman.
Considerable interest is being display-

ed in his apparatus in view of the num-
ber of miimed soldiers now returning to

civilian life. Many of these were for-

merly machinists, and their previous
skill, combined with that adaptabilitv

which is so frequently the outcome of

affliction and handican, should enable
them to use such a device as Andrew
Gawley's h^nds, so that they may to a

greater or less extent be able to resume
their former em^lovment with little if

anv lack of efficiency.

®
SCREW THREAD MEASUREMENT*
\T the beginning of the war, when Bri-

tish manufacturers were compelled to

make parts in large quantities which
should be interchangeable, several fact.-^

became evident, particularly in relation

to screw threads. The following were
some of the principal needs:

—

1.—An exact definition of standards
land manufacturing limits to meet the

[new and abnormal condition.

2.—A more widely diffused knowledge
of the principles of gauging and gaug-
ing limits.

.').—Experience in the method of pro-

ducing accurate gauges.
4.—Knowledge of the methods of ac-

curately measuring and checking gauges.

The definitions adopted throughout the

article are illustrated in Fig. 1.

While no one instrument has been de-

vised for measuring all the elements of

The instrument consists of a microscope
which can be rotated about its axis, a

THrtaa 6rao*e

-^ An^ll ^Sfopi

ence between the reading in the first and
second positions of the web give^uthe

l^:MS^?.>Ji^..ivy^^^)r)

FIG. 2. METHOD OF FIG. 3. METHOD OF
MEASURING THREAD MEASURING PITCH
ANGLE BY MICRO- BY MICROSCOPE MI-
SCOPE MICROMETER. CROMETER.

degree of rotation being measured by a

cii-cular scale divided into half degrees

and provided with a vernier. A single

thread of spider's web is stretched across

the eye piece and can be rotated with

the microscope. The screw under ob-

servation is mounted on centers and can

be moved in two directions, first along

the axis of the screw and second in a

direction at right angles to the first,

both movements taking place in a plane

normal to the axis of the miscroscope.

The movements are controlled and meas-

I'lG. .i. METHOD OF MEASURING THE CORE
DIAMETER AND EFFECTIVE DIAMETER BY
MEANS OF A FI.O.ATING MICROMETER.

ured by means of micrometer screws
rading to 0.0001 in.

The screw is illuminated by a beam
of approximately parallel light rays

shining over the crests of the thread.*

from the side of the screw remote from
the microscope, and up the microscope
tube. The direction of these rays must
be in the rake plane of the thread. The
accompanying illustrations show the

method of using the microscope to meas-
ure the various parts- of the screw.

Fig. 2 illustrates the method of meas-
uring the angle of the screw. The tube

is rotated '"•'^il the web coincides with

I •Af)a/e !.•

oftah "/

/'

<K*'Incorrtef Angit afgMt

f«fffr* -^

^
FIG. 1. SKETCHES SHOWING DEFINITIONS ADOPTED FOR VARIOUS PORTIONS

OF SCREW TrfREADS.

a screw thread in the best possible way,
the microscope micrometer has proved
the most useful for all round service.

•From a pnner ref»d recently before the Liver-
pool EnKinecrinK Society.

the edge of the profile of the screw and
the angle of the web is read from the

circular scale. It is then rotated as

shown until the web coincides with the

edge of the adjoining thread. The differ-

FIG. 4. METHOD OF MEASURING EFFEC-
TIVE DIAMETER BY MICROSCOPE

MICROMETER.

angle between the threads.

Fig. 3 shows the method of measuring
the pitch. The web is brought in coinci-

"1—r" « Light

-' Coridfiing Le/Ti

3><C

FIG. 6. PRINCIPLE OF THE OPTICAL
PRO.IECTION APPARATUS.

dence with the edge of the screw as for

measuring the angle, and the screw in

then moved in an axial direction by
means of the micrometer until the web
coincides with the corresponding edge of

the next thread. The difference between

the micrometer readings gives the pitch.

Similarily, the effective diameter is

measured as shown in Fig. 4. The web
is brought in coincidence with a thread

as before, and the screw in then moved
transversely across the field of the mic-

roscope until the lower edge of the same

FIG. 7. COMARISON OF THE PROJECTED
IMAGE .\ND TRUE SCREW THREAD

OUTLINE.

thread corresponds with the web. Late-

eral movement is given the screw as

necessary by moans of the other micro-
meter. The difference in the readings

of the first micrometer gives the effec-

tive diameter. It is quite evident that

the other elements of the screw can be
measured by similar means.

The apparatus, as is the case with all

optical instruments, is not entirely free

from the personal error in observing.

On the other hand, those measurements
which involve similar .settings of the

web to produce consecutive readings are

largely free from the personal error,

since, being repeated, it disappears in

the subtraction for the result. A care-

ful obsen'er with a little practice can

get results true to 0.0001 in. or % deg.

of angle or less.

Another method of checking core and
effective diameters is by employment of

a micrometer floating on balls. The
screw to be measured should be of good
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thread profile with an approximately
correct angle. The micrometer is free
to traverse the entire length of the
screw , but also maintains its position at
right angles to the axis. To measure
core diameter, two pieces of hardened
steel in the form of triangle prisms are
employed as in Fig. H. The cross-sec-
tion of the prisms is an isosceles tri-

angle with the apex slightly rounded and
the apex angle about 10 deg. less than
that of the thread to be measured. The
prisms are suspended in the angle of the
thread, as shown, and the measurement
gives the diameter of the core plus the
altitude of the prisms. This altitude is

determined by separate micrometer
measurements, and the difference be-
tween the two gives the core diameter.
The method of determining eflFective

diameter is also shown in Fig. 5, where
cylinders, lanced circular and parallel
throughout their length, are substituted
for the prisms. Two of these needles of
the same diameter are required for each
different pitch of thread. The diameter
should be such that the needles touch the
slope (considered in an axial plane) of
a theoretical correct thread in the mid-
dle. The micrometer reading gives the
diameter over the outside of the two
needles from which the effective dia-

meter can be determined by the National
Physical Laboratory formula.
E = T -f 0.96049P — 3.16568C —

0.086P=C -^ E-', where E is the effec-

tive diameter, T the micrometer read-
ing less the sum of both needle dia-

meters, C the mean diameter of needles
and P the pitch.

Fig. 6 represents the principle of the
pro.iection apparatus whereby a largely
magnified shadow of the thread profile
is thrown on a paner screen at a known
magnification. The best results are
given by working with a magnification
of about 50 at the screen. An outline
of one or two threads of the form and
pitch of the screw under examination is

exactly drawn in a fine black line on the
screen at the required degree of magni-
fication and the image is projected to

coincide with this line. The projection
apparatus has a large application in

precision work other than screw threads.
Gear teeth can be examined and the out-

line of contour gages, cams, etc., com-
pared with the perfect shape. Fig. 7

shows a comparison of the projected
image and the true thread outline of a
Whitworth thread as given by an optical

projection apparatus.

®
SIMPLE TAPER TURNING ATTACH-

MENT
THE illustration shows a simple type of
taper turning attachment, supnlied bv
Alfred Herbert. Ltd., Coventry, England,
for use on their No. 4 Capst^in lathes,

and which is intended for machining ta-

pers up to about 1% inches long on
valve seats, plu<rs and similar work. The
attachment, which will take care of a

laree variation in taper, consists of a

castine bolted on to the back of the
cross slide by a single bolt round which

it can swivel. The casting is bored to

receive a sliding bar, at one end of which
is formed a cutter head carrying the tool.

The sliding bar is keyed to the casting,
and a spring is provided which keeps it

normally away from the headstock. On
to one of the turret faces is bolted n

cast iron plate with a projection ar-

ranged to push along the sliding bar
when the automatic feed to the turret is

engaged. The cutting tool, therefore tra-

vels in a path, the inclination of which

way. It is estimated by a well-known
naval architect that if the Government
should give out contracts for 200 .ships,

by adopting the Isherwood system 34,000
tons of steel could be saved.

SHIP PLATE MANUFACTURE IN
CANADA

CANADA will not be in a position to

build steel ships in quantity for at least

SIMPLE TAPER TURNING ATTACHMENT.

can be altered by swivelling the tool

holder, whilst the put is put on from the
cross slide in the usual manner. The
cutter head is cranked so that the point
of the tool is on the centre of the slidina:

bar, and the turning moment set up by
the cut is therefore small, and does not
tend to put excessive friction on the
sliding key.

®
SAVING STEEL IN SHIPBUILDING
IT is interesting in connection with the
United States big shipbuilding push to
learn that in mercantile shipbuilding,
before she declared war, no fewer than
140 ships were ordered on the Isherwood
system of construction. They represent
a deadweight carrying capacity of 1,-

344,000, and it is estimated that the sav-
ing in steel bv adopting this system is

40,000 tons.

Within the last few weeks, J. W.
Isherwood, the patentee of the system,
has received further requests to proceed
to the States in connection with the con-
struction of standard ships; and Japan,
which is taking up the same idea, will

afterwards be visited bv Mr. Isherwood
at the request of shipbuilders in that
country. It is noteworthy that 700 ships
have been built, or are under construc-
tion, on this system desnite the fact it

was only introduced a little over eight
years ago, and it claims, we believe, 9.5

ner cent, of the oil tank vessels now be-
ing built throuo-hout the world. Mr.
Isherwood, who is comparatively a young
man, was formerly a member of the
technical staff of Lloyd's.

Of considerable importance is the fact

that out of a total of 672 ships which
have been built on the Isherwood sys-

tem, and which represent a total dead-
weight carrying capacity of 5,200.000

tons, the enormous amount of 1.50.000

tons of steel has been saved, as against
what would have been required for the

construction of the ships in the ordinary

two or three years, according to a state-

ment by Mark Workman, president of

the Dominion Steel Corporation, on May
10. He added that scarcity of steel was
the chief cause. Mr. Workman stated

that the entire output of steel from the

Dominion Steel Corporation plant had

been contracted for by the Munitions

Board up to the middle of 1918, and the

chances now were that this contract

would run into 1919.

Some criticism has been directed at

the officials of the corporation because of

the sale of a ship plate mill some
months ago to American interests. Mr.
Workman, when asked regarding this,

explained that the plant sold was in-

complete, and that it would be impos-

sible to make ship plates from it. He
pointed out that he thought it had been
purchased some seventeen years ago,

had never been operated nor installed.

He added that a plant properly equipped
to manufacture ship plates would re-

nuire an expenditure of something like

$2,500,000 and the plant sold had been
purchased for $70,000.

Going further into the prospects of

steel shinbuildinT in Canada, Mr. Work-
man said that it would be an absolute

impossibility for the Steel Corporation
to operate a plate mill at the present

time, even if they had one on the ground,

because of their inability to secure raw
materials. The corporation has a rail

mill lyine idle because sufficient ore can-

not be obtained to operate it.

"The Canadian Government Railways.
the Canadian Pacific and the Grand
Trunk Railways are all crying bitterly

for rails, but we can do nothing to help

them as shell requirements just about

exhaust our product," he said. To in-

crease the steel output further, Mr.

Workman explained they would have
to start at the ore output from the

mines. Additional furnaces would have

to be installed, as well as new coke

ovens. Work is at present well advanced
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on these extensions, and the corporation

is spending this year something like $5,-

000,000 in extensions and improvements
at Sydney, but this increased output is

all provided for in contracts already
made with the Munitions Board

"These extensions will require a great
deal of additional labor and it will be
another question whether we can secure

this or not," he concluded.

©
USE OF GLUE IN STEEL POLISHING

INDUSTRY
By H. O. Anderson.

THERE are a great many varieties of

glue upon the market, but the glue used
in the polishing trade is a product of the

action of heat and water on nitrogenous
animal tissues. This is known as animal
glue and more often simply as ground
glue. Glue is made from the by-products
of the packing houses by boiling the ani-

mal tissues with water. From the fact

that there ai-e so many materials from
which glue is made and for the fact that
it is only a water solution, various lots

of the same kind of glue can very con-

siderably. Too much care, therefore, can-

not be exercised in becoming familiar

with each shipment before putting it

into actual use.

There are many reasons why two lots

of glue from the same dealer and of the

same kind might vary considerably as

made, but aside from these, from the

time a lot of glue has been received into

the polishing room to the time it has
been incorporated with the abrasive up-
on the polishing wheels, there are fully

as many causes for variations. The use

of glue in a polishing room is, therefore,

a most important opei'ations, not only

from the point of economy but also for

good results, and elimination of com-
plaints on abrasive grain and on glue.

Some may think that to prepare a so-

lution of glue, all that is required is to

throw a small amount of the ground glue

in with any portion of water, heat up to

boiling and the glue is read> for use.

Glue prepared in this manner would
cause complaints against the glue dealer

on the very first day of its use, or, on

the other hand, the dealer of the abra-

sive grain would receive a complaint that

the glue does not hold the abrasive to

the wheel.

If glue is received in the sheet form,
it is always well to pulverize it. Ground
glue absorbs water and melts in the

lieating so much sooner that the time
spent pulverizing is well paid for. The
amount of water to be added to any por-

tion of glue should be determined in the

cold water soak, and this is very im-

portant, because the water absorption.
the tenacity of the belly and the visco-

sity of the solution are very imnortant
factors in obtaining the best holding
power with the least amount of glu:-.

If the flake or sheet glue is not pow-
dered, it requires a longer soak. The
same consistency of a glue solution can-
not be expected to work pronerly with
coarse abrasive grain and with the finer

sizes. The finer the abrasive grain the
thinner should be the glue solution.

It is a well known fact that the weight

of ground glue varies considerably,
which is a very good reason why the
glue and water to be mixed should be
carefully weighed. Some glue mixers
fail to weigh these materials, believing
that by measuring the glue and water
the same consistency can be obtained
which, of course, is not true. It is very
important that the proportion or weight
of glue and water be correct in the cold

soak, because, after heating, if the so-

lution is found too thin and more glue is

added, or, if on the other hand, the so-

lution is thick and more hot water added,
very unfavorable results must be ex-

pected.

Soaking and Heating

The best time to make the cold water
soak is at night, then allow to stand in

a fairly cool place until morning, when
it is ready for the heating process. Care
must be taken that this solution does not
freeze during the night soaking. The
glue pot should be thoroughly cleaned
out in the evening, scoured if possible,

so that no dried or over-heated glue re-

mains in it to contaminate the fresh so-

lution. This pot should be made of cop-

per, brass or aluminum. Under no cir-

cumstances should iron glue pots be used,

as these corrode considerably, due to

the action of the water, and the acid in

the glue, so that in the long run the

iron pot, although cheaper at first cost,

will be the most expensive.

The most expensive glues can very
easily be so spoiled that they would not

be as satisfactory as the very cheapest

glue upon the market. The greatest care

in glue preparation should be during
the heating operation. Never allow

direct heat to come in contact with

the glue pot, either as a coal fire

or live steam. The proper way of

heating a glue solution when glue

converters are not in use is to have the

glue pot surrounded by a water jacket,

then either heating the water with live

steam or an electric coil. If an automa-
tic temperature controller is not used, j

thermometer is recommended in the gluo

solution and under no circumstances
should the temperature exceed 160 degs.

Fah. The heating should be conducted
so that the glue solution averages from
1.50 degs. to IGO degs. Fah., for IV™ to 2

hours, after which it can be cooled down
to 1.30 degs. to 140 degs., and allowed to

remain in this condition while being
used.

If it is not necessary to continue the

heating of the glue all day, a better me-
thod is to make up only such amount as

is to be used immediately. Under no
circumstances should more glue be made
up th:in can be used in one day. A glue

that has been allowed to stand for 10

hours, then cooled over night and re-

heated in the morning is absolutely of no
value. If a glue is allowed to heat at

the higher temperature, that is from 160

degs. to 170 degs. Fah., the value of
this glue is reduced about one-third to

one-half cent ner pound per hour. There-
fore, if conditions are such that the glue
must be kept warm during the entire day
is should •not be at the upper tempera-
tures. Then, too, glue is one form of

gelatine and gelatine is the medium in

which germs are multiplied very rapid-
ly. Deterioration of glue for this rea-
son will result from prolonged heating.

Where the glue dissolvers are at hand it

is always recommended that these be
used so that fresh solutions of glues can
be quickly made up.

Another factor which enters into the
preparation of glue in open glue pots is

the evaporation of water. If a great deal
of the water has evaporated so that the
glue solution has become thicker, after
several hours of heating, it is a very
simple matter and a custom in some
polishing rooms to add water. This is

detrimental to the entire solution and it

is also very unsatisfactory to use the
thickened solution. Therefore all glue
pots should be covered.

After the glue has been applied to the
polishing wheels, which should have been
heated before the application, the coax-

ing of abrasive, which has also been
heated, is to be applied. If a warm so-

lution of glue is applied to a cold pol-

ishing wheel, the chilling effect of this

wheel will cause the glue to partially

set or harden and thereby not hold the
abrasive. If, on the other hand, the abra-
sive is in the cold state, this will also
have a chilling effect upon the glue, and
before a proper combination between the
two is effected, the glue is so partly har-
dened that the abrasive will very easily

fall off in the polishing operation.
After the wheels have received the ap-

plications of glue and abrasive, they
should be dried for at least ten hours
before using. This drying must not ne-
cessarily be conducted in a very hot
room but, if fairly warm, they can be al-

lowed to lay around in the polishing
room. The temperature and humidity of

a polishing room will change the action

of the polishing wheels considerably,
therefore the condition of the atmos-
phere in the polishing room should be
kept as constant as possible so that like

polishing conditions can always be ex-
pected.

The most important things in a polish-

ing room are cleanliness of the glue pot,

accurate weight of glue and water in a

mixture awl exceedingly careful consid-
eration in the heating of the glue so-

lution.

Do not expect to get good results from
a glue which has been mixed in any pro-
portion with water heated up rapidly to
very high temperature, or by using a
glue which was used a day or two before.
Do not expect to use glues that have

been heated with water less than one to
two hours unless glue converters and
dissolvers are in use.—Grits and Grind.-;.

©
Comparative Mechanisms

—

Tile Maslcr You look worried.
Wliafs the mailer?

The Housekeeper—The nurse has
Just left, mill tlicn" is niilxidy to wash
tlip baby.

Master-Have the chauffeur do it.

There isn't as much mechanism about
a babv as I hero is about a car any-
way.
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NOTES ON NON-FERROUS METALS
FOR ORDNANCE WORK

By G. C. R.

MUCH has been said about tho

machines, presses, tools and me-

thods used for producing cart-

ridge cases and copper bands for shells,

but little has been said about the metal-

lurgical methods when the trouble experi-

enced in obtaining an adequate supply is

considered.

The physical properties govern the

methods of manufacture, and in the case

of the copper bands the requi^ement^

make the difference between cast or

rolled material. In the larger sizes of

bands these specifications are all the

more important, particularly when tho

lands of the rifling of the gun become

worn, and form a small bearing area

which, when inferior material is used,

tears and rips.

Formerly the French artillery specifi-

cations not only specified the analysis of

cartridge brass, but the bi-ands of copper

and spelter which would be accepted

were also named. This was caused to try

find prevent the use of spelter containing

lead, iron and cadmium. These undesir-

able e'ements have various effects, such

as reducing the ductility, etc. Cadmium
and its effect in small proportions has

been investigated verv little, but appar-

ently the melting point of brass is so

high that the cadmium volatilizes and

the remaining percentage has little effect

due to the difference in the meltine-

points which seems to be the principal

trouble.

Small Bands Cast

In the case of the smaller sizes of cop-

per bands, the specifications can be met
with cast copper, while the larger sizes

must be subiected to rolling or other

treatment. The smaller bands are top

noured and cast in steel tubes with hay
loam cores. The hay is not twisted into

a rope, but is picked out from the bin

and laid in place covered with loam.

The cylinders are turned on the out-

side and cut to lengths, after which the

bands are chucked and a cleaning cut

made on the inside. The larsrer sizes must
be rolled or worked, and in some cases

the method of procedure is to cut out the

blanks, which are about 36 in. dia. cup
and draw similar to cartridge case work,
care being taken to anneal between op-
erations at 1.500 dees. F. A noticeable

feature in the drawing operation is the
amount of play on the cross-head or ram
supnorting the punch. Lubrication is

used, as in brass drawing.

Melting the Copper
The copper for these purposes is pro-

duced in an oil furnace, pure scrap, as
near as possible to obtain, being used, in-

cluding cuttings. The refining is done

by covering the surface of molten copper
with charcoal and by rabbling or pud-
dling with a green pine pole, possibly 5

inches in dia. and 15 ft. long. This pol-

ing causes steam and gases to form from
the green wood, reducing the o.xides and
impurities. The slag v/hich forins on
the surface, and i\-hich contains the im-
purities, is taken off and test buttons are
taken to see if the process has been car-

ried far enough. These buttons are
about 1% in. in diameter. The condition

is judged by fracture, which should be
pink, and not red, and by the shrinkage
or lack of it. The latter is termed pitch,

which means the shape of the top of

sample, i.e., convex, straight or concave.
What is required is a slightly concave
surface, and if it is not as desired, poling

must be continued, and if too concave,

oxygen must be added and the process
repeated, but this requires considerable

mechanical skill to restore this overpoled
copper.

The slag obtained from the refining

contains good metal, and should be re-

melted in a cupola with suitable fluxes

and the reclaimed copper subsequently
refined.

FIG. 1.

The medium-sized bands are made
from castings about 9% in. dia. x 91/2 in.

long, which are cast in metal molds on a
rotary platform, after which they are
annealed at 1,500 degs. F. for half an
hour, and the cupping and drawing op-
erations which are performed on hori-

zontal hydraulic presses follow.

The brass for cartridge cases is com-
posed of from 15 per cent, to 40 per cent,

scrap, depending on the available sup-
ply, but no fine cuttings or dross are in-

cluded. Melting is done in crucibles

heated by coal in open pit types of
furnace.

Pouring Billets

The molds, which are cast iron, hinged
at bottom, with clamps at top, which are
part of the pouring basin, make a billet

about 1% X 9 x 30 in. Pouring is from
the top through gates about % in. dia.,

and the temperature and process is

watched so carefully that there is very

little discard, if any. The billets are now
taken to a high-speed machine, which
cleans off all dirt or dross which may
have gathered on the sides during the
casting operation.

The rolling operation consists of eight
passes, with a reduction of Vs in. per
pass. After passing the first three passes
a lubricant is applied.

In blanking the finished sheets a shear
is used behind the punch and die; in this

manner the trimming permitted handling
for further blanking, and the scrap was
automatically cut to correct size for sub-

sequent remelting.
©

MACHINING RECUPERATOR DE-
TAILS FOR FIELD GUNS

Herbert's Monthly.

THE efficiency of the modem field gun
is measured, not only by the number of

rounds which can be fired per minute,

but also by the steadiness of the gun.

which enables it to keep on the target,

thus reducing the time required for re-

sighting. The field guns of 25 years ago
had no means of absorbing the recoil,

and had to be re-sighted after each shot.

Designers of artillery have therefore

paid a considerable amount of attention

to the buffer and recuperator, which ab-

sorb the recoil of the barrel, and bring

it back to the firing position; the latest

designs being remarkably efficient. Many
of the details are very suitable for pro-

duction on combination turret lathes.

and capstan lathes, and one of these of

more than usual interest is the adapter
for breach lug shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The material from which it is made is a
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steel forging of about 40 tons tensile

strength, which is shown circumscrib-

ti»n turret lathes, and are three in num-
ber.

ing the finished work in Fig. 1. It will

be noted that there is rather a large

The first operation, which is something

in the nature of a preliminary roughing

moved from the shank end, and the taper

rough formed. At tMs operation, the

forging is held by the large diameter in

standard jaws of a 15-in; Coventry chuck,

being set back again&t a standard steady

bush and liner in the bore of the chuck.

The tools, which are numbered in the il-

lustration in the sanje sequence as used,

are as follows:

—

..

l.^A roller steady centering tool for

centering the end of the forging. As the

forging is in the rough state, the roller

carriers are not required, and are re-

moved from the centering tool. The lever

feed to the centering tool is very use-

ful on the larger turret lathes, as it pre-

vents breakages to the drills.

2.—A dead centre for supporting the

end of the work while tool 3 is cutting

off.

3.—A cut-off tool which removes the

superfluous metal from the forging, and
steps down to start the boxtool.

4.—A patent inverted roller stead v

boxtool, which turns the shank.
.5.—The centering tool is used again

for re-centering the shank.
6.—The dead centre is used again for

supporting while forming the taper.

flG. 6.

amount of metal to be removed, especial-

ly from the taper portion and from the

operation, is shown in Fig. 3. The shank
is rough turned to provide a good grip

end of the shank. The lathe operations
are handled on Herbert No. 9 combina-

for the chuck jaws used at the second
operation; the superfluous metal is re-

FIG. 7.

7.—A taper form tool carried in a spe-

cial tool holder on the back of the cross

slide, for roughing out the taper.

8.—A facing tool for the end of the

shank, which removes the centre hole.

The time for this operations is 1.') min-

utes.

At the second operation, which is

shown in Fig. 4, the work is gripped by

the shank rough turned at the previous

operation, with special jaws in the Cov-

entry chuck. The jaws are made lon-

ger than usual, so as to get the sti'ong-

est possible grip, as the work of this

operation is heavy. The sequence of

operation is as follows:

—

1.—A patent straight flute drill with

inserted spiral cutter for drilling a pilot

hole for counterbore 3.

2.—A rough turning and facing tool,

which operates simultaneously with 1.

3.—One of our standard type counter-

bores, which opens out the hole as deep

as possible.

4.—A rough spade tool for form 'bor-

ing.

5.—A- finish: spadei tool.

(5.—A rouijrh boring b>r for the thrc I

diameter and the plain diameter beyond.
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7.—A finish boring bar for the same
diameters.

8.—A revolving steady bush inter-

changed with 4, for supporting during

the forming operation 9. The inter-

changing is simplified by fitting a clamp-

ing handle to the pad bolt in place of

the usual hexagon nut.

9.—A form tool for the external ta-

per, carried in the standard back tool-

post.

10.—A small form tool used for finish

facing the end, forming the small exter-

nal ridius, and chamfering the mouth of

the hole.

11.—An internal recessing tool for the

back of the thread.

12.—An internal chaser. The machine

set up for this operation is shown in

Fig. 5, the machining time being 50

minutes.

.\t the last operation, as shown in Fig.

6, the work is held on a screwed draw-

back arbor peg, and the sequence of the

tooling operations is as follows:

—

1.—A centering tool for re-centering

the end of the shank.

2.—A dead centre for supporting.

3.—A turning tool which turns the

thread diameter, and the intermediate

collar.

4.—A finish turning tool for turning

the large diameter.

5.—A form tool for the narrow groove,

and for producing the small diameter at

the end of the thread.

6.—A form tool for the wide groove.

7.—A ball-bearing steady bush hol-

der, which supports on the thread dia-

meter, whilst forming with tool 8. For
accurate forming it provides a better

support than the dead centre.

8.—A taper form tool carried in the

same tool post as used at the first oper-

ation.

9.—A roller steady and rounding tool.

10.—A Coventry patent self-opening

diehead. The time for this operation is

25 minutes, and the machine is shown
in Fig. 7.

FABRIC BRAKE AND CLUTCH
LININGS
By L. E.

THE extent to which fabric has replaced

all other substances as a friction mater-
ial for brake and clutch linings is hardly
realized even by engineers. Practically

every automobile, for example, now has
fabric lining on its clutches and brakes,

whilst all the underground railways in

London and Paris, as also in the Glas-

gow subway, now use fabric brake-lin-

ings in place of metal blocks. Mr. J.

Oswald, of Glasgow, stated that cot-

ton brake-blocks were first tried on

horse-cars and were found to have points

of very great superiority over wood, es-

pecially as regards their efficiency when
heated by friction.

Since that time great improvements
have been made in the manufacture of

friction fabrics. The bonding cement has

been rendered more heat proof, and a

process has been developed whereby the

burning point of the fabric itself is

raised 75 per cent.

Fabric lining is of two main kinds

—

that made of cotton, and that made of

asbestos. According to Mr. Oswald, the

cotton fabric has the highest co-efficient

of friction, i.e., 0.5 to 0.7, and is capable

of absorbing much greater woi'k in foot-

pounds per sq. in at a given pressure

than asbestos material. The co-efficient

of friction rises with increased tempera-

ture, and is practically unaflfected by oil

or water. In actual test results obtained

by the National Physical Loboratory on

cotton material, the work absorbed in

foot-pounds per sq. in. per minute was
72,000 dry and 70,000 when lubricated,

the pressure being 39 lbs. dry and 160

lbs. lubricated.

The choice between cotton and asbes-

tos is determined in part by the amount
of heat that is likely to be generated.

The heat limit with cotton is 400 deg. F.,

and in all cases where this heat limit is

likely to be exceeded it is advisable to

adopt asbestos material. The co-effi-

cient of friction of this material is 0.3,

and it is remarkable that it practically

remains constant under varying condi-

tions. Its value lies in its great heat

resisting qualities, which recommend it.^

use on exceptionally heavy and prolong-

ed braking or similar duties. Owing to

its nature, asbestos material is usually

reinforced with brass wire, which makes
it more expensive than cotton. Failures

with fabric linings are not unknown, but

the majority of them Mr. Oswald as-

cribes to preventable causes: (2) The use

of wrong material; (b) to failing to keep
the fabric face clear of the opposing face

when the brakes are out of action; (c)

failina: to ensure that the fabric is kept
well home when applied, or, in other

words, "followed up"; (d) incorrect fix-

ing of linings to the enqraging media;
also (e) throuQ'h expecting too much
from brakes which have been under-di-

mensioned by the makers for the duties

they have to perform.
Collieries, it appears, are now taking

up fabric linings extensively for brakes
on main winding engines and haulaire

gears. Their use saves the rope consid-

erably on account of the smoother ac-

tion, the upkeep cost is even less than
with wood, and there are further advan-
tages in the shape of improved control

and speedier working.
The immediate reason for introducing

fabric linings for the brakes of the un-
derground railways is interesting. Iron

brake blocks give off an amount of \TK>r\

dust which totals to surprising figures.

Three-quarters of a ton of brake-dust
per mile has been proved to be produced
every month in the New York subway.
This dust) not only short-circuits the
electrical signalling apparatus, and
causes stoppage of trains daily, but as

it settles on the track the oil from the
motors becomes mixed with it and forms
a highly inflammable mixture. It was
the accumulation of this and the red-

hot sparks frorn the metal blocks which
caused the Paris fire a few years ago,

in which 480 people lost their lives.

Fires in London underground railways

have also been attributed to this cause.

The rapid running of the trains throws

off oil from the motors under the coaches

and the atmosphere being charged with

metal dust, a very inflammable mixture

is scattered all over the train.

It was partly to prevent these trou-

bles that the cast-iron blocks were aban-

doned in favor of cotton linings. Since

their introduction not a single fire has

been reported on any of these railways.

Continued use led to the discovery that

there was no appreciable wear on the

tyres and rails, these being highly bur-

nished. A further very important re-

sult is that since fabric linings have

been used, rail corrugation and flats on

wheels, which commonly existed with the

use of metal brake blocks, have disap-

peared.
©

THE EFFECT OF STORAGE ON COAL
By S. D.

IT IS a matter of obvious and common
knowledge that if stored coal be allowed

to generate spontaneous heat its calo-

rific value will suffer heavily, and for

that reason storage under water has

been from time to time advocated and
practised; but there is also a widespread

assumption that apart from spontaneous

heating coal stored in the open deterior-

ates sensibly in the course of a year or

two as a result of disintegration accom-

panied by chemical loss. Tests carried

out over the last five years point to the

entire fallaciousness of that belief, so

far at any rate as the gas-making pro-

perties of coal are concerned.

A ti-uck load of each of two grades

of gas coal were set aside five years ago
for the purpose of the experiment. The
coal was stored in the ooen, in bins nine

feet deep, provided with separate com-

partments, and each succeeding year a

compartment was cleared and the coal

tested in 400 lb. retorts. The results

fluctuated somewhat from year to year,

but after allowing for certain variables

in the working of the retorts, the con-

clusion was arrived at that no deteriora-

tion in the gas-making quality of the

coal had taken place even at the end of

the fifth year.

The main body of the coal suffered

little phvsical change during the five

years. The top six inches had crumbled
considerably but even in this top six

inches chemical analysis failed to reveal

any material change, even after five

years' weatherina:.

It may be taken, therefore, that gas

coals can be kept for five years exposed

to fairly severe climatic conditions and
be none the worse for it. provided there

is no internal heatinff of the mass. It

may be pointed out, however, that the

conclusion would not necessarily hold

good in the case of steam coal, as the

crumbling of the upoer layer would yield

a certain amount of fine coal which un-

der average steam boiler conditions

would be apt to be drawn over the top

of the fire and so pass unbumed into the

flues.
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Standardization Applied to Cargo Boat Machinery
By D. B. M orison

Tlif imhislriiil pnihliittx n] tin: future must he faced, and faced (juickl;/ — moreover,

they mu.if he solved, and solved quiekh/. The onus of responsihiliti/ falls primarily on capi-

tal, in the provision of standardized organization, direction ,and equipment, wherehy the best

is accurately determined and the best is progressively maintained; thereafter capital and
labor must co-operate in standardiziny rapid production, so that good general trade may be

promoted by steady employment at high wages to the lasting benefit of the industries con-

cerned and the general irelfare of each iudivi di'ol eoynyrnmity, ami flir nation ax n uhole.

ALTHOUGH it is imperative that

maximum eflfo'rt, individual and
collective, should be coi!centi-ated

on winning the war, it will be well if

our energies can be so directed that,

without in any way prejudicing' the main
issue, they may be helpful towards a so-

lution of the stupendous industrial prob-

lems ahead of us, and in avoiding the

dangers of "too late." In engineering

and shipbuilding the period of grace will

be extended by reason of the general

shortage of tonnage, but the deluge of

world competition will be with us ulti-

mately as sure as night follows day, and
our success or failure will depend en-

tirely on the use we make of the time

and opportunity between now and then.

Capital and Labor

It is futile for capital to expect that
labor will consent to any great reduc-
tion in wages. It will be equally hope-
less for labor to expect the maintenance
of the present high rate of wages with-
out concessions on its part. Therefore,
let both capital and labor seek whether
by joint endeavor it will be possible to

pay high wages in the future and yet
maintain our trade. The requisites are,

first, a candid acknowledgment by labor
of the economic law that good general
trade is dependent on maximum produc-

labor must realize that their interests

are parallel, not divergent. Assuming
that this fundamental principle is ac-

cepted, then the onus of organized prepa-

ration falls on the employer, as, unless

unrestricted effort is well directed, its

standard of useful efficiency will be so

low that ultimate failure is inevitable.

There can be no industrial success in

this country of the degree demanded by
the obligations of our national indebted-

ness without the full employment of la-

bor at the highest standard of useful effi-

ciency. Such a standard is only possible

with the most perfect mechanical equip-

ment and the most efficient general or-

ganization and management on the part

of the employer, and with unrestricted

effort and correspondingly high wages
on the part of the employed. The manu-
facture in multiple of an arbitrary de-

sign is not standardization; it is merely
repetition with the object of obtaining

greater output. To standardize is:

—

"Accurately to determine the best

—

progressively to maintain the best—and
to produce of that best the greatest quan-
tity by means of organized specializa-

tion in labor, in methods, and in ma-
chinery."

Progressiveness in Standardization
Progressiveness in standardization

with regard to designs depends on how

a self-binding reaper, the desired effect

having been obtained, progress can only

be associated with means for reducing
the cost of manufacture or increasing
the rate of work. The economic effect

of obtaining the greatest possible power
from steam by means of an engine is

of such vast importance that the deter-

mining of the best, and the progressive
maintenance of the best, are factors
which also determine whether any given
type shall continue to exist. Conse-
quently the initiation of a standard
ized marine engine requires extraordin-
ary care and ability in order that the
standard shall be unsurpassable in effi-

ciency both thermally and mechanically.

Propelling Machinery Standardization

A single mistake in determining the

best in a standard engine prejudices for

its entire life the commercial value of

the ship that it drives, whether the mis-

take be reflected in steam inefficiency

or mechanical inefficiency. It would
seem, therefore, to be of paramount im-

portance that the initial decisions should

be vested in a body of marine engineers

who are life specialists in the design, the

manufacture, and the running of cargo

boat machinery. In other words, the en-

gine must start off as the leader of its

type, it must maintain this lead, and the-

INIKKIOK Ol mil, I. UNDER CONSTRUCTION. Al! \ ll.l.lAHY I'OWKU .-iCIlOONKIi \l \|;(;ARET H.\NEY."

tion, and, secondly, capital must recog-
nize that maximum production entails

correspondingly high pay. Capital and

*Krom n papi>r read nt the sprint: ineetinK of
the InHtitution of Naval Architects. March 3«, Itll".

nearly reasonable finality has been
reached. In the case of a pin or a pen,
for example, improvement in design is

barely possible. In a machine compris-
ing an aggregation of parts, such as

leadership must be generally acknow-
ledged by cargo boat machinery experts.

The incorporation in one design of the

latest and best practice as affecting

steam efficiency and running costs would
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provide a measure, but the measure it-

self must be tested and adjusted by con-

tinuous research, both technical and prac-

tical, on organized lines, so that it is al-

ways "The Standard."

Determining the Standard

Failing a Government Engineering

Bureau for the whole country, the ene:i-

neering institutions would appear to be

the best means to the desired end. An
experiment in this direction has recently

been made bv the North-E:ist Coast In-

stitution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.

The members and council have commenc-
ed on very conservative lines by prepar-

ing a guidance specification for triple-

expansion engines for cargo boats, based

on the best practice of the various spe-

cialized builders on the coast. It is pro-

posed to begin on simple lines for this

year, but an annual revision will be made
in order that the specification may be

gradually extended and kept thoroughly

up to date, with a view to securing maxi-

mum rate of progress in technical ad-

vance, and commanding the confidence

and promoting the ultimate interests of

all concerned, viz., of the engine builder,

the shipbuilders, and the shipowner.

Other specificitions on similar lines are

to be prepared for quadruple engines,

geared turbines and internal combustion
engines.

.\ssuming that in the general problem
of standardization this guidance specifi-

cation of the North-East Coast Institu-

tion represents the best now obtainable,

the next sten is to provide means where-
hy there sh^ll be progressive improve-
ment by continuous investieation and re-

search, sunnoi^ed bv organized and col-

lective practical experience. With re-

gard to the l-itter, it is not sufficient that

the en<'ine builder pets rid of his eoods
on the day of the trial trip. There should
be some s"s+PTn of co-oneration between
the engine builder and shipowner, where-
by the general results in coal economy
and costs fo'* repiirs over a prolonged
period, certainly beyond the usual six

months' p-mi-^ntee. are recorded and ren-
-fei'ed available. In order to secure the
funds for carrvin'^ out this scheme, it

has been suggested that the careo boat
engine buildeTS of the North-East Coast
should be invi*^pd to adont the specifica-

tions at a small fee ner horse-oower. As
the moriev so collected would be entirely
devoted to promoting the progress of
the associ-'ted industry, it is honed and
expected that there will be an enthusias-
tic response.

Auxiliary Machinery

In the matter of auxiliaries, the Re-
search Committee appointed bv the
Council of the North-East Coast Institu-

tion will exhaustively test approved ap-
paratus connPc*^ed with a m^irine installa-

tion, and publish in their "Transactions"
the results obtained. This will secure a
reliable means of ascertaining the true
performance of any annaratus so tested,

and as the results will carry the hall-

mark of the Institution for accuracy, the
value of the scheme to the industry "-pti-

erally is obvious. In the matter of boil-

ers and shafting, complete standardiza-

tion of marine machinery is blocked, be-

cause the Board of Trade, Lloyd's Re-

gistry, and the British Corporation issue

independent rules, which are based on

physical facts as a constant and indivi-

dual opinion as a variable. Just a very

little co-operation and mutual sympathy
would enable all the existing differences

to be adjusted to the great advantage of

the many industries involved.

When Lloyd's Registry revised their

rules some years ago, they requested the

assistance of a committee of experts

selected by the leading marine engineer-

ing institutions. This committee has

been very successful, as the various

members, all of whom occupy leading

positions in the several shipyards and

engine works, are in such direct touch

with practice that their experience estab-

lishes mutual confidence, to the great

benefit of all concerned. A similar com-

mit+ee of experts was appointed by these

institutions about the same time, with

the object of providing a means where-

by the many in-itating disputes and mis-

understandings, which so frequently

arose some years ago between the Boa id

of Trade and the manufacturers, could

be overcome, the collective technical ex-

perience of the members being available

in the event of new rules being issued or

old rules revised. E'lch member of the

committee was prominently associated

with a shipbuilding yard or a marine en-

gineering works, and all gave their ser-

vices with enthusiasm, although often at

great personal inconvenience.

In any progressive country on the face

of this earth except our own. such a com-

mittee would have been welcomed, and
its expert capacity officially recognized

and utilized to the fullest extent for the

common good; but the traditional antag-

onism to innovation, no matter how desir-

able, has prevailed. For twenty years

this committee has given of its best to

the cause of progress. It has never re-

ceived adequate recognition or en-

couragement from the Department of

State it was appointed to assist. It is

gratifying to record, however, that a

serious attempt is now being made to de-

vise some mode of procedure for making
full use of the existence of this commit-
tee in the national interests.

Assuming the various surveys decide

to harmonize their rules so that standard

design. scantlin<?s. and physical proper-

ties of material may prevail throughout
the ranTe of cylindrical boilers as now
supplied to careo bo^ts. the economic ef-

fect on the manuf'^ctuTe of the materiHl

and the buildin" of the boilers would be

very pronounced. It would at once be

possible to prepare a series of standard
designs, with accompanvin? specifica-

tions for plates, furnaces, tubes, stays,

rivets, etc. The steel manufacturer
could estimate the probable demand,
produce in bulk, and "-ive immediate de-

livery. The boiler builder would be freed

from the delays arising from the pre-

paration and submission of desis-ns. and
would simply order from the scheduled
list—receive the eoods exactly when re-

quired, and proceed with the manufac-

ture with an economic continuity hither-

to impossible. The following are ex-

amples of divergence between surveys:

—

veys:

—

Divergence in Boiler Rules
1—For a single-ended boiler, 15 ft. 6

in. mean diameter, 11 ft. 6 in. long, 180

lb. working pressure, thickness of shell

13 32 in., tensile 2SVz to 32% tons per

square inch, diameter of rivets 1 3/32 in.,

pitch of rivets 9V2 in.

Working Pressure of Shell

Pounds.

Board of Trade = 183

Lloyd's Registry = 210%
British Corporation .... = 204%
2—For the working pressure for a

suspension furnace, 3 ft. 10 in. inside

diameter, % in. thick:

—

Pounds.

Board of Trade = 185.3

Lloyd's Registry = 200.5

British Corporation ... = 196.5

An examination of the tables of pres-

sure for these furnaces reveals to the

curious that for thicknesses below 9 16

in., the Board of Trade allows a greater

working pressure, the thinner the fur-

nace, than Lloyd's, and for furnaces over

9 16 in. thick Lloyd's allow a greater

working pressure, the thicker the fur

nace. than the Board of Trade. Arbitrary

requirements also often involve unneces-

sary cost, as, for example, limitation by

the Board of Trade of rivet pitch to 10 V2

in. with a tensile of rivets of from 27 to

32 tons necessitates an increase in shell

tensile for large boilers, for which ab-

normal extras have to be paid to the

steel makers.

A brilliant example of whit can be

achieved by well-directed collective ef-

forts is the standardizing of stationary

boilers in the United States of America

bv a committee of exnei-ts appointed by

the American Institution of Mechanical

Engineers. In this connection the follow-

ing extract from a speech bv the late

president of the Board of Tr^de would

seem to be appropriate: "It will, in fact,

be apparent to all close observers that

a country which fails to regulate and

foster its industries in the national in-

terest cannot in the nature of things long

sur\'ive the rivalry of another country

where the industries are so regulated

and fostered."

The Shafting Anomaly

The only detail of the eno-ines proper

affected by the surveys is the shaftintr,

and the following is an analysis for a set

of triple-expansion engines with cylin-

ders 25 in.. 41 in., 68 in., by 48 in. stroke

and 180 boiler pressure:

—

Diameter of Crank and Thrust Shafts

Board of Trade = 12.76

Lloyd's = 13.32

British Corporation .... = 13.08

Diameter of Tunnel Shaft

Board of Trade = 12.12

Lloyd's = 12.69

British Corporation .... = 12.42

In determining the diameter of pro-

peller shafts, each of the three surveys

adopts a different basis. Lloyd's and the
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British Corporation consider the diam-
eter of the propeller—the British Cor-
poration the block coefficient of displace-

ment of the vessel, whilst the Board of

Trade consider neither. Assuming a pro-

peller diameter of 17 ft. 6 in., and a

block coefficient of displacement of .78,

at four-fifths moulded depth, diameter

of propeller shaft is by:

Board of Trade = 13.47

Lloyd's = 14.29

British Corporation .... = 14.67

That is to say, a shaft to the Board of

Trade requirements would be deemed 22
per cent, too weak by the British Cor-
poration, and 16 per cent, too weak by
Lloyd's. In practice the shafting of a

cargo boat is practically never made to

the rules of the Board of Trade, as when
the machinery is built to the Board of

Trade survey it is invariably associated

with either Lloyd's or the British Cor-

poration. If, therefore, these two surveys

could see eye to eye, and bring their

shafting rules into line, a great advance
would be made towards completely
standardizing the reciprocating engines

of a cargo boat.

With the advent of the geared turbine,

and its probable extended use in the near
future, it might reasonably have been ex-

pected that the various surveys would
at least have formulated rules on a com-
mon basis. Such, unfortunately, is not

the case. Lloyd's and the British Cor-

poration adopt shaft horse-power, the

Board of Trade indicated horse-power;

Lloyd's rule giving the larger shaft. This

state of affairs is perhaps not surprising

in view of the fact that aloofness has

hitherto been a national characteristic.

Force of circumstances will compel us to

modify this attitude, and to recognize

that friendly co-operation will be the fac-

tor which will determine whether we sink

or swim in the coming great race for in-

dustrial supremacy.

Industrial Methods Revolutionized

Broadly speaking, industrial methods
in Great Britam have been completely re-

volutionized smce the war began, because

we have been driven to recognize the

dominating influence of intelligently di-

rected energy as a factor in the econ-

omics of production, and it is unquestion-

able that the magnificent response to the

national demand for colossal quantities

of war material resulted from the culti-

vation of intelligent effort and concen-

tration of organized method. '1 he actual

ascertainment of what is possible has

been accompanied by an industrial

awakening after a dangerously pro-

longed sleep, and as a fortunate conse-

quence we shall be immeasurably better

able to face possibly perilous competition

than ever before, provided we sustain our
efforts and profit by our experience. In-

telligent direction increases the useful

efficiency of labor enormously, so that by
concentrating on method, employing the

most suitiible equipment obtainable, and
organizing physical effort, such a high
rate of production can be obtained as to

demonstrate without a shadow of doubt
the certainty of an employer being able
to pay high wages, but labor must re-

spond with unrestricted production and
enthusiastic co-operation. This does not

mean great physical effort by labor, but
reasonable and continuous effort during
a full working day.

In this connection the war has revealed
the high standard of useful efficiency at-

tained by women, especially as workers of

machine tools, and to their lasting credit

be it said that the steadily progressive
production in many munition factories is

due entirely to the unceasing desire on
the part of the women always to do their

best. To obtain all that is commercially
possible from standardized production it

is necessary to manufacture continu-

ously a given article in the best way by
the best means at the best speed, where-
by the efficiency of each factor is unity.

The greater the number manufactured,
the less becomes the percentage of at-

tendant expenses. Therefore, in cases

where the value of the article is con-

siderable, and the demand great, the

commercial success attainable may be

phenomenal. Quantity is a controlling

factor in all cases, so that maximum suc-

cess in the standardization of marine en-

gines can only be obtained by the co-

operation of the greatest number of

builders.

Classification of Propelling Machinery
Parts

Merely as an illustrative example let

us consider the position on the North-
East Coast. The various engineers who
specialize in cargo boat machinery pro-

duce collectively, say, 200 sets of recipro-

cating engines per annum. The follow-

ing is a rough classification of the parts

of the main engines only:

—

MAIN DIVISIONS OF ENGINES
1—Cyiinderft

Cylinders 600
Covers 6U0
Liners 200
Pistons 600
Valves 600

11—Columns
Columns 1.200

Guide plates 600
Guide bars .'

1.200

III—Bed-Plate
Bed-plate 200
Bearings and keeps 1,200

M.B. bolts 2,400

iM.B. nuts 4.800

IV—Main Porfines
Piston-rods 600
Connecting-rods 600
Main bolts 1,200

Cranks 600
V—Valve Gear

Excentrics 1.200

Excentric straps and reds 1,200

Radius links 600
Drag links 1,200

Reversing haft 200
VI—Condenser

Body 200
iJoors 400

Water head 200
Tube-plates 400
Tubes 260,000
I'errules 500,000

VII—Pumps
Air pump 200
Circulating pump 200
Feed pump 400
Itilge pump 400
Sanitary pump 200
I-.ever8, etc 400
Drag links 800

Taking the steel forgings and adding
the thrust, tunnel, and propeller shafts,

the approximate total weight would be

about 14,000 tons. If this amount were
concentrated at a convenient centre, the

steel cast, the ingots forged, and the

forgings rough turned, and if the works
were of such size that this demand were
only a portion of its output, then the cose

of production would be so low as to en-

able the engine builders to buy cheape.'

and to sell cheaper. The destination of

these forgings for machining would de-

pend on available facilities and trans-

port, the object being a continuity of op-

eration under the most favorable condi-

tions possible. The heavy castings would
be produced from standard patterns, all

prepared in consultation with the iron-

foundry management, and the design be-

ing standard, the foundry management
could with confidence provide the best

labor-saving tackle. When delivered to

the engine works the castings would be

dimensioned by means of standard ap-

paratus, and machined from continuous
supply. The tens of thousands of engine
valves, fittings, and other details would
be classified and manufactured in bulk
in specially equipped departments in the

best ways, by the best means, and at a

cost quite unapproachable by present
methods.

Purchase, as Against Manufacture
In cases where an aggregation of

parts is not sufficient to secure the bene-
fits of production in bulk, those parts

should be purchased from manufacturers
whose business it is to produce such
parts. For example, take condenser fer-

rules. A condenser ferrule machine can
produce 400 per hour. Even if the yearly

demand were half a million the machine
would produce them in about 1,200 hours,

or, say, 24 working weeks, thereby being

operated at half its capacity. Complete
standardized production of ferrules anfl

similar details would involve the use of

the greatest number of automatic ma-
chines that could be supervised by one

skilled operator and one or more un-

skilled assistants. One skilled machine
setter and three unskilled assistant*

could probably manage up to 20 automa-
tics. Therefore, the difference between
one machine working half its time with

one operator and 20 machines working
continuously with four operators is an
indication of the possible savings by or-

ganized manufacture in bulk.

Take as another example the large

bolts, such as are required for main
bearings, piston rods, and connecting

rods, and which would aggregate about

10,000 per annum. So great a number of

practically similar articles would admit

of the purchase of special turret lathes

capable of finishing bolts up to 5 in.

diameter, with provision for completing

all operations from the first rough cut to

the final screw-cutting and finishing, and

if the number of machines were adjusted

to maintain their full working capacity

the cost of production would again be

very favorable.

These few examples indicate the pos-

sibilities of standardized manufacture as

applied to cargo boat engines. The sys-

tem is co-operative, and is the direct anti-

thesis in its inception and in its results

to the destructive competition which has
been so rampant and ruinous in past

years. In manufacture, the day of con-

servative and scattered individual effort

is over— it leads to certain ruin. Suc-

cess lies only in concentration by collec-

tive effort and the pooling of individu:il

interests for the common good.
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REVOLVING MACHINE STANDARD

THE device illustrated is designed to

conserve space and afford increased

convenience of operation in metal

working shops where various machines

are in use intermittently by different

REVOLVING MACHINE STANDARD.

workers. It is known as the Hold-

all revolving machine standard, and

is built by the Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.,

Cleveland. A revolving turret is fitted to

the upper part of the standard with ac-

commodation for four machines, the pro-

portions being such that four operators

have ample room for simultaneous use of

the machines; the machine holders can

also be raised, lowered or revolved to suit

the convenience of short or tall operators

or in accordance with the work in pro-

gress. The distance from floor to work-
ing edge of machine rolls is 40 in. A
convenient locking lever is provided for

retaining the turret in any position.

The lower shelf has accommodation for

four additional machines interchangeable

with those in the revolving turret. It

rlso provides handy accommodation for

oil cans, tools, etc. Two larger michine

posts are accommodated on brackets be-

low revolving turret, making a total of

ten posts carried by the standard. The
shipping weight of the device is 268 lbs.

©
PLATE PUNCH TABLE

THAT the question of increased output

from shipbuilding yards is receiving at-

tention from mikers of various items of

eiuipment is evidenced by the engraving
herewith, illustrating the Lysholm plate

punch table which is being bui't bv the

Norbom Engineering Co., Phil^delnhia.

It is designed for the purpose of facilitat-

ing the punching of steel plates, and is

constructed in the form of a traverser of

.inproxinntely twice the maximum length

of plite to be handled. Four tracks are

provided on which the table travels to

and from the punching machine.

The plate is sunported by ten shafts

fitted with discs on which the plate rests,

the four shafts at the centre being geared

to-'ether through the medium of chains

and bevel gears, so that by raising the

lever in his right hand the operator

PLATE PUNCH TABLE.

moves the ratchet plate to the left, and
by depressing the lever, moves the plate

to the right. A similar lever at his left

hand coupled to a shaft lower down
causes the traverser to move bodily to or

from the punch. The punch itself is op-

erated by a trip pedal at the operator's

foot, or otherwise as desired.

Roller bearings and similar mechanical

refinements are employed throughout to

insure ease of operation to such a degree

th-'t one man can easily handle plates in

half the time required with older me-
thods. The size or plate which can be

h'>ndled is from H in. to 1 in. thick up to

25 ft. in length and 8 ft. wide.

@
ANTI-ACID VALVES

THE Lunkenheimer Co., of Cincinnati,

Ohio, state that during the past year

there was an exceptionally good demand
for valves made entirely of iron for use

in handling cyanides and other solutions

which attack metals having copper as

their basic element, and which conse-

quently could not be handled by brass

valves or valves having any part made
of brass. This company, we understand,

have supplied a large number for use in

dye and chemical manuf-'cturing plants,

but the demand was not confined to these

sources, as quite a number were also

supplied for use in mines, oil refineries,

tanneries, pulp and chemicM fibre mills,

canning and packing establishments, etc.

In the manufacture of these all-iron

valves, a composition is used that is

claimed to be exceptionally free from
impurities, resulting in solidity of grain

structure which insures great strengtfj

and makes the castings more resistant to

corrosion and chemicil att'^ck. For hand-

ling the more severe solutions, such as

caustic soda, caustic potash, soda-ash.

and other similar alkaline liquids, the

company employ a comnosition known as

"Lunkenheimer Xickel-iron." The ex-

ceptional acid resisting qualities of this

metal and the long and satisfactory ser-

vice rendered has led minv to use valves

made of this material even for the weak-

er solutions. The standard line of Lun-

lenheimer All Iron v-lves includes

"Ferrenewo" Globe, Angle, Cross, and

Check Valves in sizes as sm'>ll as ^4-in.,

and up to 2 inches; c-oss valves, sizes

2 to 12 inches, inclusive; "Clip" gate

valves, as small as V2 inch and up to

6 inches; "Victor" g^te valves, sizes 2

to 12 inches, inc'usive; nuick opening

p-nte valves with leve'v sizes % to 12

inches, inclusive .and check valves up to

12 inches inclusive.

@
UNIVERSAL CUTTER AND TOOL

GRINDER
SIMPLICITY of construction combined

with a wide range of work capacity is a

prominent feature of the grinder shown
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in the accompanying illustration. It is

designed for grinding small tools, fix-

tures, gauges, etc., and will admit work
up to 10 in. dia. and 15 in. between cen-

tres. All feeds are by hand, the cross-

cutting of the gear may easily cause the

burden of the load to be taken by only
a small part of the total width of face

at a time; the incidence of the load sway-
ing from side to side of the gear at each

I

CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER FOR BENCH OR COLUMN.

feed of 6 in., having micrometer adjust-

ment graduated to .OOO.t in., which great-

ly facilitates the attainment of essential

accuracy in tool work.
The wheel spindle is 1 in. dia. mount-

ed in phosphor bronze* bearings SVz and
'.', in. in length, which insure a rigid

drive. The drivin? pulley is 3 in. dia

for 1% in. belt, ond the maximum size

of wheel carried is 8 in. dia. x % in

face. Work centres are each % in. dia..

the tailstock centre being provided with

quick adjustment. Internal grinding is

performed by means of a special attach-

ment which is cl'miied to the wheelhead.
The internal grinding spindle runs in

ball bearings. The machine is regularly

I'Muipped with pumi) of original design,

.1 lubricant reservoir being provided in

the base. Re'rular equipment consists of

one face nl'ite. 9 in. dia., threaded to

hollow spindle of headstock and fitted

for No. 2 Mor'se taper; internal grind-

ing attichment; two-speed countershift;
one 8 in. x V. in. emery wheel. While
speciallv desiTned for bench work, th.^

machine is furnished with or without
flnov st->nd.

This m-ichine is marketed as Matson'.j

''utter and Tool Grinder, bv Factory &
.Mill Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

©
TURBINR (JEARING

By I). Street.

IX TURBINE reduction gears for ship
propulsion the width of the gear must
of necessity be very great as compared
with the pitch and the cMameter, and
wherever this condition e'xFsts the diffi-

culty of maintaining an even workin-.;

pressure over the whole width of tooth
surface is enormously increased. The
unavoidable minute irregularities in thr

rotation; while the torque in the pinion

itself, which can never be entirely eli-

minated, may cause that part of the

tooth-face nearest the turbine to take

permanently an undue share of the duty.

From these circumstances springs the

liability of the turbine reduction gears

to vibration, noise and unexpected
breakage, and the necessity for employ-
ing gears of a larger pitch, stren'jth,

and weight than would otherwise be ne-

cessary.

The problem is. however, bv no means
insoluble. Macalpine was the first to

tackle it seriously. His original arrange-
ment was one in which the pinion was
carried in a rocking frame which per-

mitted it to give a little under extra pres-

sure at either side, and so maintain an
equalitv of pressure ac-oss the- tooth-

face. Later hydraulic compensating sup-

port was substituted for the mechanical
support.

Excellent results have been obtained
from this method of automatic self-

alignment of the pinion to the wheel,
but more recently the problem has been
attacked from the other side by building

a wheel which will adapt itself to the
pinion. The gear is built up of a num-
ber of plates m-ichincd to a form which
gives them the desired degree of lateral

flexibility. These plates are put to-

gether, engaging solidly at the hub. and
also engaging on a naiTow edge at the

periphery. When so built together, they
form a solid cylinder, which can be soir-

ally cut in the ordinary manner. After
cutting, the edge engagements are re-

lieved with a small dividing tool, so that
each disc is operated independently, and
is free to deflect latc'-illv unde'- the side

pressure which results from its di'>"o-

nal engagements with the pinion. The

parts are so proportioned that this lat-

eral deflection can at no time involve

fibre strains which could possibly cause

destructive fatigue. A very small amount
of this lateral deflection is sufficient to

afford the desired distribution of load,

and this amount can easily be given

without approaching dangerous periodic

strains.

The commercial development of this

gear is already well advanced. About 72

sets of the gearing have been applied to

turbo-genei'ator drives, and some of

these have now been in service one a.n I

a half years; about seven sets have been

fitted to ships which are now in service,

some of them having been long voyages.

It is stated that in all of this practical

experience no case of trouble with gear-

ing has been developed, and no appreci-

able deterioration of gears has been ob-

served. Contracts are said to have been

closed for machinery for the propulsion

of 70 ships, aggregating 21.5,200 horse-

power.
Whether self-equalising devices of one

kind or another are re^llv essential to

efficiency in turbine gearing depends in

some nieasui'e upon the degree of accur-

acy which can be reached in the gear

cutting process. While the developments

with flexible trunnions nnd wheels have

been going forwai-d, important improve-

ments have been made in the method of

cutting large gears, wherebv the errors

in the master wheels are b'-o^en up. and

so distributed over the su'-f-^ce of the

gear as to be practically eliminated.

@
COOLING IRON CASTINGS

WHERE soft eastings are wanted, the

rate of cooling has very much to do with

the matter. Assuming that the silicon

and earbnn content are properly propor-

tioned, slow pooling gives the desired re-

sults owing to the fact that the eaulwn

very largely separates as graphitic car-

bon. To secure the liest results the sand

should be used as dry as is possi'ble to

produce a good mould, and there should

be a good body of sand of a porous

character to back up that forming the

actual mould. There is an advantage

also in facing the moulds with plnniljago.

or very finely ground 'charcoal. This

prevents the formation of a siliceous

skin on the casting, although tht cai^bon-

aceous coating to the mould is practic-

ally a mere film. Allowed to (become

practically cold in such moulds, castings

should he as soft as the cliaj-acter of

the iron will permit. Cast iron is not ap-

precialily anienaiWe to annealing after

it has cooled, but during solidification

and cooling down to aibout .100 degs. C,

the rate of cooling exerts nnic'i influence.

®
At a picture-house the olhci- day a

picture was shown entitled;

"As God Made It."

Immediately foUowinR the projection

of the title on the screen came the flash:

".Approved by the Board of Censors."
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CANADIAN STEEL CORPORATION ACTIVITY

THE decision of the Canadian Steel Corporation

—

United States Steel Corporation subsidiary, to go
ahead with a nine million dollar section of the big

plant projected and provided for at Ojibway, Ont., is of

more than passing interest, and may be taken as not only

justifiable from an emergency viewpoint, but as an indi-

cation that p«st-war opportunities, arising in and to be

developed abroad from this Dominion, are of the most
assured and substantial nature. All of our steel mills are

booked far ahead with orders for munitions steel, even to

a degree involving further extension of plant and increas-

ing existing equipment. The rolling of steel rails for

which two of our mills are fully equipped is a matter of

considerable urgency, and equally so is that of the rolling

of ship plates and shapes to meet the needs of our ship-

yards. The erection and equipping of the plant at Ojibway
is certain to be rushed to completion with the least possible

delay, the powerful and progressive nature of the interests

behind it giving this assurance.

©—
BEST SHIP SIZE TO MEET THE EMERGENCY

WHILE possibly of less moment so far as Canada's
shipbuilding programme is concerned, due to the
necessarily inland location of what constitutes the

majority of her steel shipbuilding plants, it is worthy of
note that expert opinion is not at all unanimous as to the
size of merchant vessel to be constructed that will most
effectually offset enemy submarine activities. Our lake
shipyards are restricted to size in their vessel product for
ocean service by our canal capacity seawards, but not so
the great majority of British and American establish-

ments. Granting meantime, however, that bigger ships
than our lake plants dare build will best meet the need,
and an exceptionally strong series of arguments appears
to justify them, there is, of course, no reason why full

advantage should not be taken of our every available

capacity, for it will be of the greatest possible value in the
present urgency and materially aid in the permanent re-

establishment of our Empire merchant marine.

Big Ship Construction Plant Locations

A few weeks ago, our leading illustrated descriptive

article
—"Intensifying Our Shipbuilding and Marine En-

gineering Industries,"—urged more attention being given to

the establishment of new shipyards from Montreal east-

wards, and indicated Sydney and Halifax, Nova Scotia,

and St. John, New Brunswick, as desirable locations. The
opinion then expressed was that we have as many ship-

building and ship-repairing plants on our lake shores as

there is business for in normal times, although in this cru-

cial period it can truthfully be said that their effort is no

mean one. Ocean-going freighters, small, medium and large,

cannot come amiss at this juncture, and cannot be pressed

into service one moment too soon. However, there seems

to be a disposition to lay overmuch stress on the value of

small or medium size craft, and to encourage the building

of the latter in plants whose equipment and other con-

structional facilities are capable of turning out vessels

of three or four times the tonnage of the others. To this

phase of the present shipbuilding propaganda consider-

able opposition has been aroused, and as already stated

the attitude adopted has much to commend it, if not to

wholly justify it.

A committee of shipping experts in Manchester, Eng-
land, in a report recently made public, have the following-

to say on the preference being given small ship construc-

tion as against that of large ones where the facilities and

equipment are available:

—

"The policy of small ship construction can only have a

most disastrous effect on the nation, the man-power re-

quired by the army, and our chances of victory. The
Germans claim to be sinking 9,000,000 tons a year and

hope to sink still more. Allowing losses by mines and

natural causes to balance any exaggeration of the German
claims, and assuming that we build one-half the lost ton-

nage (about two and a half times our pre-war output), and

other countries the balance (over five times their pre-war

output), we have increased last year's output by about

four million tons, equivalent to 1,600,000 tons of cargo

capacity per year. '

Comparisons in Size and Cost.

"Comparing ships of 2,000 tons and 16,000 tons dis-

placement, carrying 650 and 8,675 tons of cargo respec-

tively, and taking the North Atlantic passage as a basis,

we should require to build each year 2,460 of the smaller

ships, but only 185 of the larger. The smaller ships would

cost $555,000,000, and the larger only $230,000,000. The
small ships would use 1,550,000 tons of steel and 575,000

tons of timber, and would consume 6,750,000 tons of coal

on the outward voyages per year. The larger ships would

absorb 1,030,000 tons of steel and 382,000 tons of timber,

and consume only 1,560,000 tons of coal.

Men and Material

"The number of men employed in building the ships,

including making and handling steel and other materials,

would be 635,000 for the smaller ships and 285,000 for the

larger. The coal consumed would account for 45,000 men
for the small ships as against 10,500 for the large. Thus
the larger ships would release about 380,000 persons for

other national service. Moreover, the larger ships would

require 60,000 fewer mariners. Again, the percentage of

loss, both in number of ships and in cargo-carrying capa-

city, will be greater with small ships than large, and the

former will produce greater congestion in ports.

"The policy of the small ships, therefore, is all wrong.

All our shipbuilding energies should be directed towards

building the largest ships our various yards can efficiently

handle."
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
LOUIS MARCEL LYMBURNER, president and Reneral manager, Lymburner, Ltd.,

Engineers, Brass Founders & Munition Manufacturers, Berri and Commissioners
Streets, Montreal, was born at St. Henry (now Montreal), September 7, 1871, son

of Marcel E. Lymburner, ex-Mayor of St. Cunegonde, and Mathilde Guyard de Fleurie.

His ancestors were of Scottish oritrin, having come to Canada with a Scottish regiment
in 1793; his great grandfather, Adam Lymburner, was one of the promoters of the
Lachine Canal.

After receiving his education at Belmont School, Montreal, Mr. Lymburner commenced
his apprenticeship with his father, who, for over forty years, carried on business as
brass founder, finisher and plater. Here he worked through every department of the
business, remaining till 1893. For the next two years he was employed by the firm of
Robert Mitchell & Co., after which he returned to his father's business to succeed him,

"vTT?

^i^

^TR

A

LOUIS MARCKL LVMHIJRNER.

and has been engaged in this business continuously for 21 years. In 1907 the business
was incorporated under the present name, with Mr. Lymburner president and general
manager.

The Company's plant is equipped with the most modern machinery for engineering and
machine work, brass moulding, finishing and plating. A special line of product is fire

station equipment, the Company holding numerous patents covering such features as
harness release, horse-loosening and door-opening devices specially designed for time-
saving.

Mr. Lymburner married Marie Louise Dextras dit Bezier, daughter of Frederic Dextras
dit Bezier, Montreal, November 17, 1891; the family consists of three sons and eight
daughters. His principal recreation is motoring.

He is a member Montreal Hoard of Trade and Chambre de Commerce du District de
Montreal. In politics he is Independent, and in religion, Roman Catholic.
His address is 721 Northmount Ave., Montreal, Quebec.

PhoU) Courtesy Intcrnutinnal I'rt-'tw.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh %iO 95

Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-

capfo 4G T.'*

Standard low phos., Philadel-

phia 75 00

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 44 95

Basic. Valley furnace 42 00

Montreal Toronto

Midille.^boro, No. 3. ..

Cleveland, No. 3
riarence. No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 50 00

FINISHED IRON AND STEEl..

Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 75
Steel bars, base, Toronto . . 5 00
Steel bars, - in. to 4 in,

base 6 00
Steel bars, 4 in, and larger
base 7 00

iron bars, base, Montreal . . 4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00
Reinforcing bars, base 5 10
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 3S 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 00
Tank plates. Pittsburgh 6 50

Beams and angles, Pitts-

burgh 4 00
Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Slecl bars, base 5 00
Small shapes 5 25

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel ba ra 4 iTi

Bars, 2 In. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 75
Plates 6 00

FREIGHT RATES.
I'ittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.!,.

Montreal 23.1 31.5
St. John, N.B 33.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 43.5
Toronto 18.9 22 1

Guelph IS. 9 22 1

London 18.9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 22.1
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 60 $37 00
Electro copper 38 60 37 00
Castings, copper 37 50 36 00
Tin 63 50 68 00
Spelter 13 50 12 00
Lead 13 00 13 25
Antimony 27 00 30 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 00

1
Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, V'l to 1., $9 00 $8 00
Heads 9 30 8 10
Tank plates. 3-16 in.. 9 10 8 10

WROUGHT PIPE.
'. In effect May 3. 1917.

Per 100 feet— Black Galv.

Buttweld.

% in $ 4 60 $ 6 00

Vl in 4 72 6 76
' % in 4 72 6 76

>4 in 6 04 7 61

% in 7 59 9 72
' 1 in 11 22 14 37

1% in 15 18 19 44
1>,4 in 18 15 23 24
2 in 24 42 31 27
2>4 in 39 20 50 02
3 in 51 2G 65 41

3V(. in 63 48 80 50
4 in 75 21 95 38

Lapweld.

2 in. 27 38 ' 33 86
21!; in 40 95 51 ll>

3 in 53 55 66 94

i'.. in 65 32 88 26

I
'

in 77 89 98 65
4 1.', in 90 17 114 90

:,
'

in 105 10 133 90

6 in 136 30 173 SO

7 in 178 60 224 90

S L. in 187 50 236 30

8 in 216 00 272 20

9 in 258 80 326 00

10 L. in 240 00 302 40

10 in 309 00 389 30

Prices—Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under. 509c.
4V2" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread.

30%.
Standard couplings. 4" and under.

40%.
4i.y' and larger, 20%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $21 00 $20 00

Copper, crucible ... 25 50 25 00

Copper, heavy 26 50 24 BO

Copper wire 26 50 24 50

No. 1 machine com-

position 21 60 20 00

New brass clippings 18 00 17 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings 8 00 8 00

Shell turnings 12 DO 12 00

Boiler plate 19 00 10 50

Axles, wrought iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 19 00 IS 00

No. 1 machine cast

irons 22 00 22 00

Malleable scrap .... 17 00 16 00

Pipe, wrought 14 00 9 00

Scrap zinc 8 00 9 50

Tea lead 7 60 7 00

Scrap zinc 9 00 9 60

Aluminum 32 00 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 30

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over 10

Machine bolts, % and less. 20

Blank bolts 10

Bolt ends 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., sleel 27>4

.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20

.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square, np to 1 In., net list.

Nuts, hex., up to 1 in., net list.

Copper rivets and burrs,
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50

Iron rivets and burrs 17VJ

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger ^.65

Structural rivets, as above. 6.55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .'2^2

Wood screws, O. & K.,

bright 67%
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37'<j

Wood .screws, O. & K.,

brass 32Vi,

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27M;

Wood screws, O. & R.

bronze -^

.MILLED PRODICTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Bd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 111

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 33
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to l'/> in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
114 in., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins M*
Coupling bolts, plus 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillet 10

Planer head bolts, with
fillet 10 and 10

I'laner head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .Hat plua 20
Collar screws list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 03

Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

in add $4.50

Cold pressed nuts over 114
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets J 80 00

Open-hearth oillets 80 00

O.H. sheet bars 80 00

Forging billets 105 OC

Wire rods SB 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 5 00 5 00

-Miscellaneous wire nails .. 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,
100 Ihs 5 SO

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 36

Solder, guaranteed 39

B.ihhitt metals 14 to ilO

Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty. lllO-lb. drums 4 00
White lead, pure, cwt 16 03
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 S7

Glue, English 3S

Tarred slaters* paper, roll 03

GasiiUne, per gal., hulk... fl 3m
Benzine, per g:il., bulk.... 3OV2
Pure turpentine, sdngle

bbls.. gal CO

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1 40

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of P.'iris. per bbl,. 2 50

Plumbers' oakum, [ler cwt. 00

Packinj:. square braided.... 27
Packing. No. 1 Italian 32

Packing. No. 2 Italian 25

lycad wnnl. per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 31 *4

Transmission rope. Manila 37i.<;

Drilling cables. Manila .. . 32Vi

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No, 53

to 80 25

Standard drills to 1% In... 40

Standard drills, over 1^ In.. 13

3-fluted drills, plus 10

.lobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills lo

S.S. drills for wood 40

Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Klectricinns' bits 30

Sockets 30

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

list plus .')0

Bridge reamers 43

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10

Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at ."Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%: cast iron,

35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers, 60: flanged unions, 40:

malleable busliings, 50: nipples,

53: ni.illeable lipped unions. 50.

SHEETS.

Alontreal Toronto

Sheets. Black, No. 28.. $7 75 $7 85

Sheets. Black. No. 10. 7 50 7 90

Canadii plates, dull,

,32 sheets 7 00 7 00
Canada plates, all

bright S 00 S 00

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.

WG T TS 776
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 35

Corhal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 .10

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75

Premier. No. 28 U.S... 8 30 8 70

Premier. 10% oz 8 60 9 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN.
B

Vi in

5-16 in

% in

7-16 in
l^ in

9-16 in

in.

'8 in

1 inch
Kxtva for B.B. Chain
Extra fo.- B.B.B. Chain.

ELECTRIC WELD COI
CHAIN B.B.

3-16 in.

Vi in. .

5-10 in.

in.

7-16 in.

% in. .

% In- •

% in. .

50
70
40
40
35
35
35
35
35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.:

Great Western. American 55

Kearnov & Foot. Arcade 03

.7. Barton Smith. Eagle 55
.

McClelland, fllobe 0-'>
|

Whitman & IlMrnes 55

Black Diamond 45

Delta Files *0._ .«

Nicholson ^'
(Jlohe 55

1

Vulcan 5o
|

Disston "^

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Fntindrv Coke. ..

Yough Steam Lump Coal
Pittsburgh Steam Lump Coal ...

Best Slack ..-...:..: •

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto

i
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BOILER TUBES.

Size.
Seam-

less
Lap-

ivelded

1 in. $24 00

Wi in. 30 00

I'i in. 32 00 2.j 0<J

1% in. 32 00 2.'> 00

2 in. 3."i 00 20 00

2% in. 44 00 33 00

3 in. 47 00 3S 00

31,4 in. 4.j 00

2W. in. 59 00

i in. 74 00 i:u (in

Prices per 100 Teet. .Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MPOINDS.

Castor oil, per lb 27
Koyalite, per gal., bulk IB
Palacine 19
.Machine oil, per gal 2G'/i

Black oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil. Capital 45(4
•Cylinder oil. Acme 36%
Standard cutting compound,
per U 6 15

I.,ard oil, per gal 1 45
l-'nion thread cutting oil

antiseptic 6S
.\<me cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37y2
Imperial quenching oil SSh-i

Petroleum fuel oil llVi

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNTID.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman .Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00
Lufkin .Metallic. IWi. .50 ft.. 2 00
Admiriil Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
.\dmiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
-Major Jun. Steel Tape. 50 ft. 3 50
Kival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
l;ival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4o
Ki'liable .Jun. Steel Tape, 30

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per ib.

-VXX Extra 20
Peerless -0

Grand 19

Superior 19

.\ L C K IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

Ideal 17

.\ press 16

COLORED.
Lion H'j
Standard 13

No. 1 13

Popular ll-!i

Iveen IO14

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Best frradcs 20'7f

ANODES.
.Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .36
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, i/i to 2 in 55 00 33 00
Plain sheets. 14 oz..

14x2S in.. 14x60 in. 53 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 34 23
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x60 base. 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BR.'VSS.

Bra.ss rods, base V2 in to 1

in rd .53

Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz. 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 3S

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

PolishinE wheels, felt. 2 50
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 33

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 00
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 33

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.. $17 00 $17 00

Sheets, 3!4 lbs. sq.

_./^ 1" 00 17 00
Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.

SI- it 16 50 16 50
Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size. Ic oer lb

extra.

PLATING CHE.MICALS.
.\cid, horacic f 15
Acid, hydrochloric ....... !od
Acid, hydrofluoric . 14>A
Acid, nitric []'

'

iq
Acid, sulphuric '..] '05
Ammonia, aqua 'ogAmmonium carbonate .... !l5
.Vmmonium chloride !liAmmonium hydrosulphuret !40
.Vmmonium sulphate !o7
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy' 35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate ^70
Iron perchloride .' ^20
L,ead acetate " "ig
.Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 35
-Xickel sulphate .15
F'otassium carbonate .-5
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.')'.' '65
Silver nitrate (per oz.) , . . .56
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .»5
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate ... .14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 80
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

C TKKI. ]i rices are still advancing steadily, being helped in tlieir

njiWiird movenient by conditions in the States. As indication.-

jxiint to the American Government paying nearer current price.-

fiir .<teel than was origimdly fixed, it is likely that the upward tend-

ency will be more pronounced. Indications aLso point to the

(lovernment's requirements being very heavy, which will result in

n greater shortage of steel for other purposes, adversely affecting

the private fonsuuier. Canadian manufacturing inlere.sts will

also be affected as they depend ni the present time to a large extent

iin American steel, (iome.stic mill.-* being engaged more or less

HI war liusiness. Prices of plates have again advanced and the end

is not in sight. The scarcity of plate is a serious matter, as it is

<!elaying the construction of ship.-*. Price at present is no object

as long as plates can be obtained. Blue annealed sheets have also

advanced, while higher prices on black sheets and po.ssibly tubes

are looked for in the near future. The scrap metal market is

ipiiet at unchanged prices. Prices of steel and cast scrap are firm,

lint copjjer and bi-ass ccmtinnc weak. In the non-ferrous metals

tin has made a sharp advance, due to siiortage of supplies and

possibility of tlie suljmarine campaign causing losses of metal,

.f^ead is also higher on account of a scarcity and expected bigger

demand in the near futui'c. The macliine tool business is quiet,

but [irospects are improving. The demand is assuming a more
normal eharaeler. Limited sujiplies of 'Victoria foundry pig-iron

are available at $r)(). Imt tlie market is vei-y firm and further

advances are looked for.

Montreal, Que., .May U, 1917.—Indus-
trial interests are closely watchinp de-

velopments which are (rradually trans-

fnrminp conditions in the United States

and which will eventually afTect the g'en-

eral situation in this country. The re-

cent war measure entailing increased

taxation in that country, will undouhted-
ly result in great changes, the extent of

which it is impossible to foretell at this

time. Canada will naturally be affected
by any changes that may take place
across the line, as conditions here are
governed to a great extent by those pre-
vailing in the United States. The army
and navy program of the American
Government may curtail the shipment of
considerable material intended for in-

dustries in this country, but it i.s under-
stood that every facility will be provided
to prevent any possibility in the i-es-

triction in the output of munitions or
other war necessities, both in this coun-
try and the States. The general ac-

tivity of present industrial develop-

ments is gradually undergoing change
for while little reduction has been noticed

in the production of the smaller types
of munitions, there is a noticeable fall-

ing off in the manufacture and prospects

for further business in the larger sizes

of shells. This is however, is being
somewhat offset by the appreciable in-

crease in the activity displayed in ship-

building circles, this industry promis-
ing to attain the same propoi-tions as
that of the shell industry, and one that
may prove more permanent.

Pig Iron

Further advances are still a feature

of the pig iron situation and the mar-
ket is very strong with the tendency
ever upward. The Canadian producers
are virtually out of the market a.s very
little metal is available at any price.

The advances noted on the American
market range from $1 to $5 per ton; the

quotation of composite pig iron being
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$41,935 per ton, an advance on the week grades, are expected in the near future.

of over $1.25 per ton.

Steel

The situation throughout the steel in-

dustry is rapiuly approaching a point

where it will be practically impossible

for any but war interests to continue

producing on anything like the scale

hitherto existing. This abnormal condi-

tion is being- created through the ex-

cessively high cost of all raw materials

and the necessity of the different

governments to curtail or eventually

stop production for all domestic re-

quirements other than those essen-

tial to the prosecution of the way.

Even should the opportunity be avail-

able for domestic interests to secure ma-
terial for their future requirements, the

prohibitive expenditure entailed in the

purchase of the necessary product makes
it imperative that operations be curtail-

ed or possibly cancelled until a more
favorable per'od. The demand for all

grades of steel seems to have increased

and this is largely due to the fact that

many producers are virtually out of

their respective markets, conditions

rapidly becoming such that certain

grades of steel must be produced in

larger quantities and it is up to the

different producers to get this material

out irrespective of what their particu-

lar plant has hitherto done. In this

respect, the American government has

apparently put it up to the steel indus-

tries to produce the steel, or other means
will necessarily have to be found to meet
the reauirements of the situation. Fur-

ther advances in basic iron mav shortly

be reflected in certain grades of steel as

the conditions prevalent in pig iron

govern, to a larire extent, the prices ex-

isting in the different steel circles.

Marked scarcity of sheet bars and in-

ability of mills to obtain supplies has
resulted in a further advance on the

New York market, an advance of $5 per

ton bringing the current quotation up
to $90 per ton. The price on iron bars,

New York, has been advanced during the

week from $3.419c to $4.169c, this be-

ing $15 per ton above that of last week.
The inability to obtain sheets keeps the

market in a very strong position but
local dealers report a practically closed

market on these lines. The plate mills

are making every effort to supply the

requirements of the trade but their filled

up condition does not permit them to

take on any further business, and in

addition there is always the possibility

that existing orders may have to be set

back to make room for government
orders. Small mills which can handle
material can obtain almost any price

they ask. Local dealers have again re-

vised their quotations on plates, the
advance being quite stiff, and an indica-

tion of what early future conditions mav
be. Plates % to % inch are now quoted
at $9 per hundred: heads $9.30 to $9.65;

and 3-16 inch tank plates $9.10; these
prices being approximately 1% cent per
lb. higher than those of a week ago.
Further price adjustments, on other

Metals

With the exception of tin and anti-

mony, the general metal situation is very
firm. The market is still dominated by
prospective American developments.
Copper has apparently taken on strength

but prices do not conform with visible

conditions. Tin has made a considerable

jump, due to several conditions that
combine to excite the market. Spelter

is held firm by the high cost of pro-

duction but the market is quiet. Lead
is firm and steady. Antimony is strong-

er after a period of weakness. Alumi-
num is firmer locally but slightly weaker
abroad.

Copper.—Following the advance early

in the week the market has again be-

come quiet but the firmness remains.

Large consumers are reluctant to buy at

what seems to them to be inflated prices,

until further developments give a more
reliable tone to the actual situation. At
the same time there appears to be a cer-

tain disposition on the part of buyers

to close business for their future re-

quirements; this feature might indicate

that an early buying movement on a

fairly large scale would be a factor in

early trade development. Large pro-

ducers are well sold for the next several

months and reports seem to favor extra

heavy bujnng to cover last half require-

ments. London is firm while New York
is quoting the nominal figures of 33c

for lake and electro, and 30 %c for cast-

ings; these prices showing advances of

l%c, one cent, and %c respectively.

The situation here is a little stronger,

having advanced %c during the week,

the quotation being 38y2C for lake and
electro and 37V4c for castings.

Tin.—Conflicting reports are current

as to the actual cause for the recent

strong position of tin; rumors of loss in

transport together with the contemplat-

ed tariff changes imposed by the United

States government are the leading fac-

tors for the sharp advance recorded dur-

ing the past week. The increase in tariff

will undoubtedly mean that higher prices

will prevail in pig tin and tin products.

This metal is at present in great demand
owing to the heavy requirements of the

governments and domestic manufactur-

ers in preparing for the canning season,

and the inevitable need for large sup-

plies of canned foods to carry the coun-

try through the coming period of un-

certainty. A feature of the present sit-

uation is the exceptionally strong Lon-
don market where the advance of the

week has been £12 per ton. The New
York market is un 5%c per lb., the

quotation being 64%c per lb. Local

dealers are quoting 63V2C, this being an

advance of 3c per lb.

Spelter.—The market in spelter is

very quiet but firmness prevails; al-

though the situation is unsettled, and
buyers and producers are annarently
awaiting development's, the undertone is

strengthened by the fact that the cost of

production is such that much lower
prices than those prevailing would en-
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tail loss to the smelters. The brass in-

terests are not active buyers and the de-
mand in this direction is comparatively
light. Firmness prevails on a quiet

market, both in London and New York,
the quotation on the latter being 9V2C
per lb.

Lead.—The market in lead shows little

change although increased irregularity

is evident in the general tone of the sit-

uation; the strength however, is well

mamtained with slightly higher prices

prevailing on the open market in the

States, the nominal quotation during the

week having advanced %c in St. Loui.= ,

making the price of 10%c general for

independent tiuotations. Dealers here
report a steady and firm market.

Antimony.—Reports on conditions in

the antimony market are very conflicting.

After the recent decline of over 10c per
lb. the situation has apparently steadied

and is actually showing strength but the
reasons for so doing are varied and also

uncertain. No increased activity has
been shown on the part of the consumer.-^

but the offerings of metal seem to have
fallen off. While the current quotation
in New York is nominally 26c and one
cent lower than the corresponding per-

iod of last week, this price is still several

cents stronger than a few days ago.

Firmness prevails on the local market.

Machine Tools and Supplies

No change is noted in the machine tool

situation and if anything the market is

quieter than last week. The market for

equipment for large shells is practically

stagnant and it is anticipated that busi-

ness in the 8 and 9.2 in. shells will be al-

most at a standstill by the first of

August, with the possible exception of a

few of the larger manufacturers. Fair

business is still being carried on in ma-
chinery for small shells but general ac-

tivity in munitions tools is gradually
showing a falling off. General domes-
tic trade is very encouraging, consider-

ing the high cost of equipment; the de-

mand for wood working machinery for

ship building purposes, promises weii

for the coming months, but this activity

is not much pronounced locallv owing to

the ship yards in this locality being
fairly well equipped for present require-

ments. However, developments in the

Maritime Provinces are of a nature that

mav demand greater supplies of ship

building equipment. Prices on all kinds

of machine tools and snnplies continue

firm with an upward tendency, due to the

continual advances in the cost of raw^

and semi-finished materials.

Scrap

The general tone of the scrap situa-

tion is very unsettled, the market being
very erratic and subject to sharp and
uncertain fluctuations following the de-

velopments in political circles. The ef-

fect these conditions are having on the

market is to create a situation where
quotations are only nominal, and liable

to change at any time. The demand for

all grades of scrap is good, more par-

ticularly composition scrap, and the

prices on tin and kindred scrap have ad-
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vanced following the strength of the tin

situation. The local market is also af-

fected by the general conditions, with

the week's quotations showing strength

in iron and steel scraps and slight weak-
ness in old metals. Old coppers have de-

clined one cent, the prices quoted being

21c for light and 25 ^'2 c for heavy and
crucible. Machine composition on a sim-

ilar decline is quoted at 21 %c. Old

boiler plate, on a %c rise, is quoted at

19c per lb. Rails are now 19c, this be-

ing an advance on the week of 2c per

lb. Machine cast iron is up one cent.,

the price asked being 22c per lb.; while

nialle-ible scrap at 17c is two cents

stronger than last wek. Wrought
iron pipe has advanced 1% cent,

the current quotation being 14c per lb.

The price of scran zinc shows a drop of

one cent, the price asked being 8c per

lb. Old and scrap aluminum have de-

clined 4c on the week, the present quot-

ation being 32c per lb.

Toronto, Ont., May 1.5.—Industrial ex-

pansion in this city and district is pro-

ceeding in a most gratifying manner. In

the Ashbridge's Bay the new steel plant

is rapidly approaching completion, while

in the vicinity it is proposed to establish

a shipbuilding plant. The aeroplane fac-

tory now under construction will be in

operation in a few months, while an ex-

tensive plant nearby at Camp Borden will

.son be completed. Although it is unlikely

that more orders for 9.2 in. and 8-in.

shells will be given out, it is understood
that there will be no falling off in con-

tracts for smaller calibre shells in the
meantime.

Steel

A report is again current that work on
the new Canadian Steel Corporation plant
at Ojibway, Ont., will be proceeded with
shortly. It is understood that a rod mill
will be installed while bars and small
shapes will also likely be among the first

products manufactured. The demand for
steel is as insistent as ever and shows no
indicntion of diminishing. The most dis-

quieting feature at the present time is the
difficulty in obtaining steel for manufac-
turintr purposes and for buildings. The
Canadian steel companies are engaged
upon the production of steel almost en-
tirely for munitions and other war pur-
poses, leavinir the private consumer
lareely dependent upon the American
mills for the renuired materials. De-
velopments in the States are making it

increasinglv difficult for the private or
manufacturing consumer to get steel, as
the American Government requirements
are assumin<T larfe proportions. Govern-
ment buving is assuming a more tangible
form and indications are that later pur-
chases will bo at nenrer to market prices
than the fieTires original fixed. This will
tend towards more settled conditions but
will at the same time have a tendency to
stiffen prices .ind help in the general up-
ward movement.

The expected advance in plates has
materialized, the local price being now 8c
for I'l -in. to '/--in. and 8.10c for heads and
tank plates. Much higher prices may be

looked for as the demand is extraordin-
ary and will continue to be so for many
months yet. The fact that lie mill was
recently paid on ship plates for delivery
during the first quarter of 1918 is a clear

indication of what may be expected. The
demand for ship plates is so urgent that it

is entirely a question of getting the ma-
terial, the price being practically no con-
sideration. The situation is such that
there are really no set prices on plates,

sales being governed almost entirely by
the deliveries wanted, tonnage and former
relations existing between the buyer and
the mill.

Prices of blue annealed sheets No. 10-16
gauge have advanced, No. 10 being now
quoted at $7.90. Higher prices on black
sheets are expected in the near future.
The new demand is abnormally heavy and
very high prices are being paid for black
and galvanized sheets for fairly prompt
shipments. Sheet bars continue to ad-
vance and a market price of $100 may be
expected. This figure has already been
reached on some special business for quick
shipment.
The U.S. Steel Corporation unfilled ton-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-
ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.
E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Bil-
liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

nage on April .30 amounted to 12,183,083
tons as against 11,711,644 on March 31st.
This is a direct indication of the position
of the steel market in the States. The
mills are overcrowded with work of all

kinds and with exceptionally heavy gov-
ernment orders in sight, the prospect of
meeting the needs of the private consumer
is not bright. -Government work is being
given preference, which is probably the
main leason for the accumulation of busi-
ness with the Steel Corporation and inde-
pendent concerns.

Pig Iron
A quotation of $50 a ton has been issued

on "\'ictoria" pig iron, but available sup-
plies are somewhat limited. Nearby pig
iron is growing scarcer. Most furnaces
are unwilling to accept orders even for
small lots which require prompt or near
prompt delivery unless the buyer is an
old customer. Price in a majority of
cases is less to be considered than the
question of getting iron at all and never
before have deliveries been contracted for
so far ahead. Prices are still advancing.
Grey forge Pittsburgh $40.95, Basic Val-
ley, $42, and Bessemer Pittsburgh, $44.95.

Scrap
With the exception of some little ac-

tivity in cast scap and steel scrap the mar-
ket on the whole is quiet. Prices are gener-
ally maintained at current quotations.

Machine Tools
A gradual readjustment seems to be

taking place in the machine tool business.
Very little is heard of munitions these
days, although some machine tools are
occasionally being purchased for shell or
fuse plants. More attention is now being
paid to other prospective spheres of ac-
tion. Shipbuilding is perhaps off'ering the
best chance of business for heavy equip-
ment, although as old established plants
are being largely utilized for the ship-
building campaign, this lessens demand
for machinery. Specifications are out for
the proposed shipyard on Ashbridge's Bay
to be backed by the Imperial Munitions
Board. The plans which are only par-
tially completed call for a machine shop
plate shop and blacksmith's shop, etc.
Some new equipment will likely be re-
quired for the shipbuilding plant at Wel-
land. The Canadian Aeroplanes, Ltd.,
have not purchased all the machinery for
their new factory being built in Toronto,
while the Semet-Solway Process Co. have
prepared plans for a large plant at Am-
herstburg, Ont.

Supplies
Business continues active at firm prices.

Lead sheets have advanced Ic per pound
in line with all lead products. Linseed
oil is very strong again and prices are ad-
vancing due to the high cost of flax seed.
The demand for machine shop supplies
is of a general order, particularly for belt-
ing drills, reamers, taps and dies, files,
pullies, etc.

Metals
The metal markets are stronger this

week, the feature being a sharp advance
in tin, while lead is also higher. The
improvement in the situation is due large-
ly to a clearer indication of the American
Government's policy in regard to its pur-
chases of metals, and prices to be paid.
The advance in tin due to the low visible
supply and fear of cargoes being lost.
Lead is higher on account of scarcity of
supply and expectation of Government
requirements, which it is presumed will
be heavy. The copper market is firmer,
but quotations are unchanged in the
meantime. Spelter, antimony and alumi-
num are unchanged. Solders have ad-
vanced.

Copper.—Tlip market is firmer hut
prices are unchanirod and nominal. The
indications of a further decline in the
price of copper which were prominent a
week or two ago have disapneared alto-
eether and a recovery to the former high
level looks likely. Producers state that
consumption is in excess of production
and that the copper requirements of the
world for the last half of this year will
be materiallv larger than thev have been
during the first six months. Local prices
firm and unchanged. Lake and electro-
lytic 38c and casting 37c per pound.

Tin.—Prices continue to climb upward
both in London and New York. The rea-
son for this extraordinary advance is
traceable to a low visible supplv and also
incrensing risk of shipments. The market
is inclined to be excited over the situation
and prices may go still higher. Tin has
advanced 9c locally and is now quoted at
fi8c per pound.
Spelter.—It is reported that the zinc
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'nder the arrangement made l>.v the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Edward Grey in Juiy, 1913, tlie Department of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa, Is

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose

officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who nigh to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Baliia, Britisli Consul. Kio de
.laueiro, BiitisU Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLO.MBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guaiquil, British Consul.

EiGYl'T — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul Geueral.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consail General.
Milan, British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

iNETHEHLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

I'A.NA.MA—Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-consul.

PEKU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

ruKTUGAL— Lisbon, British Consul.

Kb'SSl-\—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. I'etrugrad, British Consul, Vla-
divustock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

Sl'AIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY-Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas. British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce Invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Conunercial Agents should be licpt supplied witii catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state wliether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—3. S. Webb, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

qulsta. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—A. T. Quilcz, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commerri.

Apartado 12S0, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.
FR.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address. Stadacona.

JAPAN—E. F. Crowe, .4cting Canadian Trade Commissioner, P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND-P. H. Geleerd. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26,

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermlll.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrinskala.
Plosch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND-W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

.John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian.

SOUTH AFRIC.\—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address.
Cantracom.

ONITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Suh-divisinn E.G.. 2, 73 Basinghall Street.
Lnndon, E.C., England. Cable address. Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street, Bristol. Cable address. Canadian. J. E. Ray. Central
House, Birmingham. Cable address. Canadian. J, Forsyth Smith. 31 North
John Street. Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F, A. C. Bickerdike, 4 St.

.\nn's Square. Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner, 87 Union Street, Glasgow, Scotland. Cable ad-
dress, Contracom.

CANADIAN CO.M.MEKCIAt AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Royal Exchange Building, Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain. Trinidad. Cable address.
Canadinn. R. H. Curry. Nassau. Baham.is.

NORW.^Y AND DENMARK^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4. Christiania, Norway.
Cable address, Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate Genera!, Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COM.MISSIOXER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. Griffith. Secret.nry, 17 Vl.forla Street, London. S.W..

Enghind. Cable address, Dominion, London.

producers have named a price to the

American Government of liy2C a pound
delivered for grade A, lie for grade B
and 9c for grade C. It is understood that
in accordance with this arrangement 25

million pounds have been contracted for
with delivery over the next twelve
months. As a result the market is firmer
but dull. Local prices unchanged at 12c

per lb.

Lead.—-The market is dull but very
firm and prices are higher locally. As the
leading interests have withdrawn from
the market for the time being they have
left it bare of supply and consumers who
must have metal for current needs have
been obliged to pick up where they could.

Lead has advanced %c locally and is now
quoted at 13 %c per pound.
Antimony.—The market is firmer than

last week but the price is unchanged and
nominal. Local price 30c per pound.
Aluminum.—The maAet is quiet for

spot metal and quotations unchanged at

68c per pound.
Soldiers.—Pi-ices of solders have ad-

vanced in line with tin and lead. Guar-
anteed is now quoted at 39c. and strictly

at 37c per pound.

Sydney, N.S., May 9.—The week has
been marked by a series of increases i:i

wages. The Royal Commission appoint-
ed to enquire into the wage question at

the mines of the Dominion Coal Co., gave
as its formal finding an increase to the

mine workers of ten cents per day in the
case of all men earning $2. .50 and under
per day, plus an increase of 12 V4 per
cent, to all workmen. The increase of
12% per cent, in the case of the men
earning $2.50 per day and under is ap-
plied on top of the increase of ten cents

per day. A recital of the increases giv-

en to the workmen of the Dominion Coal

Co. since June 1, 1916, is rather impres-
sive. At that date an increase of six per

cent, was granted, followed in Novem-
ber by a further increase of fourteen per
cent., and followed by the increase just

referred to of 12 V4 per cent, and te:i

cents per day to the men under $2.50 per
day. In addition, the company are pay-
ing a 5 per cent, bonus on the earnings

of all producers who work 22 days out

of each working period of 24 days. In

1908, when the Shortt Conciliation

Board gave the award which has formed
the basis of agreements since that date,

the minimum rate for day labor at the

mines was $1.38 per day. Men of this

class will now receive $2.41 per day, .>a

that the increase during a period of less

than ten years has been almost 75 per
cent. Other classes of labor have not

been increased quite so heavily as the

unskilled day laborer, but in no case has

the increase in the wages of mine worlc-

ers during the past decade been much
under 50 per cent.

At Springhill Mines, the Dominion
Coal Co. have also made an increase, ef-

fective, as in the case of the Glace Bay
mines from May 1. At Snringhill, an in-

crease of ten cents per day is given to

men below $2.50 per day, and in addi-

tion an increase of ten per cent, is given-

(Continued on page 525.)
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS

I

Establishment or Enl

tion of Railways,

ENGINEERING
Vancouver. B.C.—The Phoenix Iron

Works were destroyed by fire recently.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Bowes, Jamiesoii

Co. will move their shell plant down to

the Baines Carriage Works in Hamilton
East.

Kingston, Ont.—The Kingston Ship-

building Co. has practically purchased
the plant of the Kingston Foundry Co.,

adjoining its premises.

Toronto, Ont.—Fire on May 11 did

damage, estimated at $250,000, to the

plant of the Cluff Ammunition Co., Ster-

ling Road.
Niagara Falls, Ont.—Operations on

the Chippawa-Queenston Hydro-Power
canals have been started. The work will

be rushed owing to the demand for addi-

tional power.
Windsor, Ont.—It is reported that the

Canadian Steel Corporation will proceed
with the construction of a steel plant at

Ojibway. Present arrangements call for

an expenditure of $9,000,000 in the erec-

tion of buildings and installation of ma-
chinery.

Amherstburg, Ont.—The Brunner-
Mond Co., a subsidiary of the Solvay Pro-

cess Co., of Syracuse, N.Y., are having
plans prepared for a plant to cost

$2,000,000.

Montreal, Que.—A new and important
pulp and paper company has been or-

ganized in this city with a capital of one
million dollars. The concern proposes to

erect and onerate mills on the Madeleine
River, in Gaspe County, on the south
shore at the mouth of the St. Lawrence
River.

Chatham, Ont.—The foundry at the

old Defi'ince Iron Works, which is now
the Canadian-American Pump & Well
Machinerv Co., located on Lacroix Street.

and which has been idle for several

years, is aeain under oneration under the

manao'ement of Woods Bros., who for

several years have operated the Ideal

Foundry on Princess Street.

Toronto, Ont.—The shipbuilding plant

which is contemplated for the Ash-
brid-'e's Bav district will be backed by
the Imneri->I Munitions Board. The plans
are alre'Jdy well developed, so much so
thit prices are being obtained on the
chief enuinment required for the various
dep-irtments of the enterprise.

Fort Willi'>m, Onl.—Mayor Murphy
innounces th'^t work will be bcTun by
.lune 1 on a 150-ton puln mill on the site

here adioining the Canadian Government
Railways docks. The Knministiquia
Power Co. will sunplv 8.500 h.p. and thr-

city a mil'ion and a half trallons of water.
As soon as the nuln mill is runnin-r .•

100-ton paper mill will be erected by the
company.

St. John. N.B.—In order to increase
the production of the plant and improve

argement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

the quality of its output, the Nashwaak
Pulp & Paper Co. has decided to enlai-gs

the works and add new machinery there-

to. Good progress has already been made
on the new developments. The company
manufacture what is known as bleached
sulphite wood pulp, the basic material

being obtained from the spruce products
of their own forests.

Montreal, Que.—The Brompton Pulp &
Paper Co. has decided to abandon certain

plans for extensions for the present time
The company has made all arrangements
for the development of one of its water-
powers and work was to start shortly.

The company owns five water-powers,
three of which have been developed. The
plans drawn in connection with the de-

SYDNEY LETTER
(Continued from page 524.)

to this and all other classes of mine la-

bor. The men at Springhill are not sat-

isfied with the extent of the increase

given, and it is expected the Royal Com-
mission appointed to look into matters
at Glace Bay will review the Springhill

situation also.

The Commission is at the time of writ-

ing sitting at Sydney Mines, where it is

enquiring into the wage increase asked
for by the workmen of the Nova Sco-

tia Steel & Coal Co. It has not as yet

been announced whether any settlement

has been arrived at, but some increase

in wages at these mines is also a fore-

gone conclusion.

The Royal Commission has devoted
considerable attention to the possibility

of conciliation and amalgamation of the

rival miners' labor unions, namely the

Provincial Workmen's .Association and
the United Mine Workers of Nova Sco-
tia. It is thought that a new union will

be formed, that the present officers of

the existing oriranizations will retire in

favor of new officers of a merged union
that will take an entirely different name,
and be purely a provincial organization
under the laws of Nova Scotia. Whether
this amalgamation will take place is not
quite certain at the moment, but those
who are in favor exoress considerable
optimism as to the probability of amal-
gamation and the results that may be ex-

pected to follow. The Dominion Iron &
Steel Co. have also announced a ten per
cent, wages increase effective May 1.

The work of excavation for the new
bye-product coke-ovens at Sydney is now
actively proceeding. The Dominion Steel

Corporation, both at the steel works and
the collieries is stimulating interest in

food production by letting out vacant
land for gardening purposes, and by pro-
viding horses an<l ploughs. Arrange-
ments are also being made to use the
company's purchasing organization to

obtain supplies of seed potatoes, ferti-

lizer, etc.

velopment of a fourth, it is understood,
called for the expenditure of $500,000 to

$750,000, and the company had made fin-

ancial provision for the amount required.

ELECTRICAL
Walkerton, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric

Commission will prepare a scheme for a
supply of power to this district.

Brantford, Ont.—The Township Coun-
cil are preparing to enter into a contract
with the Hydro-Electric Commission for
a supply of power for domestic use and
street lighting. A by-law will be drawn
up and submitted to the ratepayers.

Kingston, Ont.—Engineer Gordon
Kribs, of the Hydro-Electric Commission,
has been going over the line from Na-
panee to Kingston and arranging for the
work to be carried on in getting the sub-
station and power house ready. It is ex-
pected that the line will be "finished th-?

last of .August.

GENERAL
Peterborough, Ont.—The American

Cereal Co. are planning to rebuild their
mill, which was destroyed by fire sonic
time ago. The equipment is being pur-
chased by the Chicago office of the com-
pany. They will be in the market shortly
for boilers and mechanical stokers.

BUILDING
St. .lohn, N.B.—F. Neil Brodie, archi-

tect, has prepared plans for a hotel at
Moncton, to cost $150,000.

Gait, Ont.—The City Council has given
the Hydro Conmiission an additional 12-

foot strip on the city square for the site
of its new building.

Montreal, Que.—The Catholic School
Commission has decided to call for new-
tenders in connection with the proposed
construction of a new school in Maison-
neuve.

Cowansville, Que.—The ratepayers
have decided to support the School Board
and proceed with the erection of a new
academv buildinc. Dr. Rodgers is chair-
man of the board.

Toronto. Ont.—The Provincial Hydro-
Electric Commi.ssion have purchased a
property adjoining their office building
on University to provide for future ex-
tension.s.

Dundas. Ont.—A number of contracts
have been let for the new office buildin-;'

for the John Bertram & Sons. The
building will cost $9.3.000. and the gen-
eral contractors are P. A. Secord & Sons,

Toronto. Ont.—City Architect Pearse
has issued a building permit to the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission to

erect an addition to their storehouse,
foot of Strachan .\venuc, at a co:t of
$75,000.
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PERSONAL
B. E. Michel has been appointed city

engineer of Kitchener, Ont., at a salary

of $1,800.

W. I. Gear, of the Robert Reford Co.,

Montreal, has agreed to give his services

to the Imperial Munitions Board as di-

rector of steel shipbuilding, and will deal

with all questions relating to the con-

struction of steel merchant ships in this

country for the British Government. His

office will be in Ottawa.

R. P. Butchart, of Victoria, B.C., who

has been appointed director of ship-

building for British Columbia, will have

charge of the building of wooden vessels

in that province. Capt. J. W. Troup,

manager of the British Columbia coast

service of the C. P. R., will act as assist-

ant director, with headquarters also at

Victoria.

J. H. Welsford, president of the Union

Steamship Co., of British Columbia, died

recently at his home in Liverpool, Eng-

land. Mr. Welsford was a prominent

shipowner in Great Britain, but frequent-

Iv visited British Columbia. He pur-

chased a controlling interest in the

Union Steamship Co. in 1911.

William Lodge, of the Lodge & Ship-

ley Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

died at his residence in that city on April

.30, aged 69 years. He was born in Leeds,

England, in" 1848. and at the age of 22

went to the United States. Early in 1872

he went to Cincinnati, and in due course

became one of the pioneer machine tool

builders in that city. Wm. Lodge was

one of the first to introduce machine tools

made in Cincinnati in England, having

established a business connection with

Alfred Herbert & Co., of Coventrv. In

1893 Mr. Lodge become associated with

Murray Shin'ev. and the present firm of

Lodge & Shipley was incorporated.

W. D. Jacoway has been appointed

superintendent of the open-hearth and

electric furnace departments at the new

plant of Armstrong, Whitworth of Can-

ada, Ltd., at Longueuil, near Montreal.

He was connected with the open-hearth

department of the Dominion Iron & Steel

Co.. Svdney. N.S.. and Inter was with the

Bethlehem Steel Co. at South Bethlehem.

More recently he has been associated

with C. H. Mncmillan in installing and

operating an electric furnace and open-

hearth plant for the Cam da Cement Co.

at Lon"-ue Point. Que. The new plant at

Montreal consists of four Heroult fur-

naces and two open-hearth furnaces.

TRADE GOSSIP
The TurnbuU Elevator Co., Toronto,

have the contract for elevators for the

new C. N. R. station on Dorchester

Street. Montreal.
Philipsburg, Oue.—The directors of the

Missisquoi Marble Co. have ordered the

closing down of the marble plant here

for an indefinite time.

St. John. N.B.—During the first three

months of 1917 the harbor revenues show
an increase over the corresponding

The Bpwden Machine Co., Toronto, has

been awarded a contract by the Thor

Iron Works, Toronto, for 24 cargo

winches, 4 windlasses and 4 steering en-

gines.

Contracts for Forgings.—The United

States Government has placed contracts

for 10,000,000 pounds of steel forgings at

appro.ximately 34 cents a pound with the

Bethlehem and Midvale Steel Companies,

period of last year of $12,623.04.

Canada Copper Corporation, which

was organized several years ago as a

financing medium for the British Col-

bia Copper Co., has taken over the assets

of the latter concern, which will now
pass out of existence.

The Bawden Pump Co., Toronto, have

been awarded a contract for nine pumps,

ranging from half-million to three-

million gallons' capacity per day, by thf.

Colonial Pulp & Paper Co., Vancouver,

B.C.

Montreal, Que.—The recent sale re-

ported of the Delmas Pulp & Paper Co.

at St. Amadee de Peribonka, Lake St.

John, to Messers. Barclay & Theriault, is

denied by J. P. Marion, who announces

that he has already taken steps to float

a new corporation to act on his option.

Record Steel Tonnage.—The unfilled

tonnage of the U. S. Steel Corporation

on April 30 last was 12,183,083 tons, an

increase of 471,439 tons over the pre-

vious month, and again breaking all pre-

vious records. The April gain compares

with 11,711.644 March 31. 11,576,697 Feb.

28, and 9,829,5.51 on April 30 a year ago.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The possibility

of the Dominion Government taking over

sections one, two and three of the Wel-

land Ship Canal, upon which work has

ceased until after the war, is now quite

apparent. An agent of the Government
is at present in the city taking inventory

of the various plants, and it is under-

stood that his mission is based upon the

above-named possibility.

Exports Prohibited.—The British Trade
Commissioner in Canada has received a

cable from the British Board of Trade,

London, stating that exports from the

United Kingdom of the following goods

are prohibited, as from May 1:—Mineral

waters, beer, ale, candles, paraffin wax,

iron and steel constructional material,

tubes, sheets, etc.; plywood, railway ma-
terial, resinous substances. Licenses are

obtainable for goods in transit through

the United Kingdom, now affected by im-

port and export prohibitions, except in

neutral ships.

Canada and U. S. in Joint Effort.—Co-

operation between the United States and
Canada in many lines of national endea-

vor, the whole designed to aid the allies

effectively, are indicted bv Sir George
Foster, who returned to Ottawa recent-

ly from Washington, where for two
weeks he participated in the allied con-

ference. There is to be ioint effort in re-

gard to production, munitions output,

shipbuilding, coastal defence, and. quit?

possibly, in respect to the regulation of

food prices. Sir George says the United
States are in the war very much in

earnest.

Quebec. Que.—The Great Eastern
Pulp Co. has just been organized hero

for the purpose of erecting and operat-

ing pulp and saw mills at Madeleine

River, Gaspe County, Quebec. The offi-

cers chosen so far are: President, John
Mullen, of Bangor, Me.; vice-president,

Archibald Hay Cook, K.C., Quebec.

There will be a bond issue of $600,000

and a stock issue of a like amount. The
pulp mill will have a capacity of 30,000

tons of ground wood pulp annually, and

the output of the sawmill will be 10,000,-

000 feet. The company owns 200,000

acres of timber lands, assuring an ade-

quate supply.

Work on Bridge Span Progressing.

—

The work of constructing the new Quebec

Bridge span, which is to replace that

which collapsed in September of last

year, is reported to be going on very

satisfactorily. About 75 per cent, of the

span is now already manufactured in the

shops, and according to a representative

of the St. Lawrence Bridge Co., there is

nothing to interfere with the progress of

the work. They have all the material

necessary, and have experienced no

shortage of labor. It is expected that

there will be another three or four

months before the span is completed,

ready for placing.

Russian Locomotive Requirements

Heavy.—Advices from New York state

that the Russian Government has sent

out definite inquiries for 1,000 locomo-

tives, and is understood to require 2,000

more, a total of 3,000. The placing of

these orders as well as orders for cars is

likely to be postponed until Russia gets

the loan she expects from this country.

In the meantime locomotive companies

in the U. S. are at work on the orders

placed last December by Russia for 300

engines divided equally between the

Baldwin and American Locomotive Co.'s.

Shipments of some of the engines have

already been made. Payment for these

engines is guaranteed by the British Gov-

ernment.
More Tr^ck for West Front Required.

—Canada has been asked to supply an-

other three hundred miles of trackage

for the West front. Last winter several

hundred miles of rails were sent frcii'

Cin-ida to France, and the request for

additional trackage has just been made
through the Imperial Munitions Board.

The matter has been referred to the Do-

minion Railway Commission, and Sir

Henry Drayton has already arranged for

some two hundred miles of trackage,

which is to be obtained by lifting the

Grand Trunk Pacific tracks west of Ed-

monton, between Imrie and Resnlendent.

where the line parallels the Camdian
Northern line, and where one railway

track can be used by both lines.

Opening New Metal Areas.—Tn min-

ing circles it is stated that influential

New York interests may sho^tlv enter

into the development of important

molvbdenum areas in the neiThborhood

of Quvon. Oue. A number of molvbden-

um properties have been onerated with

varying success since war demnnds stim-

ulated demand for the metil. Technical.

as well as financial difficulties have had

to be surmounted. It is held in connec-

tion with the Quyon venture that it
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started out under favorable auspices on

the technical side, having the advice of

distinguished American experts, and

that this has facilitated the enlisting of

the support of New York capital. If the

promise of the present development is

verified it will be another instance of the

stimulus of war business to the metal-

lurgical industry of the country.

41berta Coal Mines Increase Tonnage.

—Over 4 648,600 tons of coal were min-

ed in Alberta last year. During this

period, 107,959 tons of briquettes and

41 950 tons of coke were made. Several

<;mall mines have been opened in the

Peace River district, and although at

present operated on a small scale, it li

probable that with the increased settle-

ment now taking place in the district

north of Edmonton, these mines will be

fairlv large producers in the near fu-

ture' The output of coal for the year

1916 exceeded that for the year 1915 by

1 -nS 713 tons, thus establishing a record

output for the province. There were

•>82 mines in operation dunn>: the year

1916 Of these, two were copper mines,

one a shale mine and two hundred and

seventy-nine coal mines. Operations

were discontinued at the copper oro

mines several months ago, and have not

been resumed. The shale mine during

the year 1916 produced shale from which

^-OOOOO bricks were manufactured.

Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.—

A new company has been organized m
Montreal, under the name of Mason Reg-

ulator & Engineering Co.. and has taken

over the well known steam specialty

business of H. L. Peiler & Co. there^

The new company has also acquired the

Canadian business of the Griscom-

Russell Co. Eldon Macleod, treasurer ot

the Mason Regulator Co. of Boston,

Mass., is president, while H. L. Peiler

will act as treasurer and general man-

ager It is the intention of the new com-

pany to manufacture, in Canada, Mason

reducing valves and other pressure

regulating appliances, as well as Bundy

steam traps and "Coppus" blowers be-

sides the marine and steam specialties

of the Griscom-Russell Co. These in-

clude the well knov™ Reilly heaters,

evaporators and distillers which enter so

largely into marine equipment. All the

other agencies controlled by H. L. Peiler

& Co will be retained, the business be-

ing carried along on the same lines as

heretofore. The new company will have

a greatly strengthened oreanization.

Associated with Mr. Peiler will be E. J.

Hatton, formerly of the Canadian Allif

Chalmers Co., who will have charge of

the manufacturing and erection work,

while the sales end will be tat-en under

Mr. Peiler's supervision, by E. T. Jeffrey,

formerlv of the John McDougall Cale-

donian Iron Works, and H. E. Kirkham.

The Toronto ofRce will be in charge of

J. Collins, late manager of the Cana-

dian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., who

is well kno%vn to the engineering fra-

ternity in Toronto. The offices of the

old firm at 380 St. James St., Montreal,

have been overhauled and additional

space acquired for takijig care of the in-

creased business anticipated.

CANADIAN MACHINERY

MUNICIPAL
Trail, B.C.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on May 22 to

raise $80,000 for extensions to the water-

works plant.

Swift Current, Sask.—The Local Gov-

ernment Board has given permission for

the issue of $55,000 debentures for the

purchase of a Diesel oil engine.

Davidson, Sask.—A by-law will be

voted on by the ratepayers on May 21 to

authorize an expenditure of $8,000 for

the construction of a new school and $4,-

500 for power house improvements.

Gait, Ont.—The City Council have de-

cided to have a vote of the electors in

June on the issue of $15,000 debentures

for the purchase of a drilling outfit, stor-

age lot and buildings for the board of

works, and for repairs to the three

bridges over the Grand River.

Brantford, Ont.—The Brantford Town-

ship Council has instructed the township

solicitor to prepare a by-law to be sub-

mitted at its next meeting, providing for

the township entering into a contract

with the Hydro-Electric Commission to

secure electric power throughout the

township.
Elmira, Ont.—The ratepayers will vote

on two by-laws on May 28. The first

calls for a loan of $15,000 to the Elmira

Transmission and Machinery Co. The

second provides for granting to th"

Phonola Co., of Canada, a free deed of

$2,500 mortgage. The first company

would increase its capacity by the addi-

tion of buildings 50 x 50 feet and 50 x 88

feet, and an extra dry kiln. The second

como-iny will begin ooerations at once.

Regina, Sask.—Work on the construc-

tion of the new power house at Boggy

Creek will be commenced shortly and the

order for the new three million gallor

electrical pumping unit will be placed be-

fore the end of this month. When the

new unit is installed the capacity of the

olant will be nearly doubled. «nd it would

be possible to pump seven million srallons

a day if that amount were reauired. The

estimated cost of building and unit is in

the neis-hborhood of $10,000. Two trans-

formers will also be installed.
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turn tubular boilers from the west boiler

room of the City Hall, Toronto. Copy of

terms and conditions may be seen, and

tender form obtained, together with all

information relative thereto, at the offices

of the Property Department, City Hall.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed

to the chairman. Board of Control, will

be received up to May 18 for the supply

and delivery, f.o.b. cars Winnipeg,

freight and duty paid, to siding on Sas-

katchewan Avenue at the Decarie in-

cinerator, of two horizontal water tube

boilers. Plans, specifications and form

of tender may be obtained at the office

of the city engineer, 223 James Avenue.

Lambert, "Chambly Co., P.Q.

Brantford, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the secretary of the Board of

Water Commissioners, until May 28, for

two electrically-driven turbine pumps

with capacity of 300 gallons per minute

each, also electric motors and equipment.

Specifications, etc., may be seen at the

office of the secretary of the Board.

Brantford, or at the engineer's office.

Chipman & Power, Mail Building, To-

ronto.

TENDERS
Three Rivers. Que.—The City Council

are receiving bids on four turbine pumns.

each hnving a capacity of between 2^,ii

and 3 million gallons per day.

St. Lambert. Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived uo to May 28. for the suoply an''

installation of a horizontal shaft centri-

fu<ral pump, electric motor nnd switch-

board. Soecifications may be obtained

from H. A. Gibeau. town enp-ineer.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed to

the chairman. Board of Control, will be

received un to Mav 22 for two five-ton

gasoline motor trucks and two three-and-

n-half ton gasoline motor trucks for the

Department of Street Cleaning. Forms

of tender and conditions of tenderin"

mav be had on application pt the office

of the Street Commissioner. City Hall.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be received

up to Tuesday, June 5th, 1917, for the

sale and removal of four horizontal re-

CONTRACTS
Montreal, Que.—The Canadian Car &

Foundry Co., has closed an order with

the Canadian Government Railways for

one thousand freight cars.

Agincouit, Ont.—In response to a re-

quest from the Town Council to the

Hydro-Electric Commission, it is expect-

ed that they will commence extending

their system of lights to Scarboro' Junc-

tion and Agincourt at an early date.

Guelph, Ont.—The Water Commission-

ers have awarded the following contracts

for annual supplies:—Cast iron pipe. Na-

tional Iron Works. Toronto; valves, Kerr

Engine Co., Walkerville; brass goods.

Canada Brass Co., Gait.

Ottawa, Ont.—Official announcement

was made last Thursday that a contract

had been granted for $5,200,000 to the

estate of James Davidson, Ottawa, for

the supply of spruce plank to be used in

the reconstruction of the new Parliament

Buildings. Tenders have also been

awarded for the terra cotta fire proofing.

The National Fire Proofing Co. have been

sj-iven the tender for the 12-inch. 10-inch,

;ind 9-inch terra cotta arch tile. The Sun

Brick Co. was the successful tenderer

for the interlocking 3-inch uartition tile.

The Montre-Jl Terra Cotta Co. was given

the tender for the 4-inch and 2-inch tile

furring.

MARINE
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—The weather

continues unfavorable and heavy ice is

interfering with navigation. A large

number of freighters have been held up.

South Vancouver, B.C.—The Board of

Trade have started a movement to estab

lish a shipbuilding plant here on the

Eraser River, at the foot of Quebec

Street.

Welland. Ont.—The Welland Ship-

building Co.. which was recently incor-

porated with a capital of $200,000, has
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taken over M. Beatty & Sons' shipyard

and machine shop for a term of years,

for the construction of steel frei,trhters.

A permit has been secured for building

an additional slip on the Welland Canal.

WOODWORKING
Toronto, Ont.—Damage estimated at

$1,000 was done to Phippen Brothers'

sash and door factory at 746 Pape Ave-
nue, last Thursday, by fire of unknown
origin.

Port Hope, Ont.—On May .5, at Bewd-
ley, a village at the head of Rice Lake,

the sawmill with all its machinery and a

large quantity of logs and lumber, were
destroyed by fire. The mill was owned
by ex-Mayor T. B. Chalk, of Port Hope,
and the loss is partially covered by in-

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Prince Albert, Sask.—Work is being

pushed forward on the laying of steel

from the south branch of the Saskatche-

wan River into Prince Albert, giving

the G.T.P. entrance to this city. It will

mean a considerable shortening of the

journey from this point to Winnipeg and

the East ,and will open up a splendid and
already well settled agricultural country.

REFRIGERATION
Brockville, Ont.—The engineers are at

work installing the cold storag-e appara-
tus in the new buildings of the Laing
Pi-oduce and Storage Co., which was
formerly occupied by the Bowie Brewing
Co. The company expects to start work
immediately on the installation of a milk
condensing plant, which will have a

capacity of 75 tons of milk daily. It is

expected that this portion of the plant

will be in operation by September 1st.

INCORPORATIONS
Kamloops Sawmills Ltd., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$50,000 to operate sawmills and planing

mills etc., at Kamloops, B.C. The in-

corporators are James C. Shields, James
L. Broadfoot and William J. Baird all of

Vancouver, B.C.

The National Potash Corporation, has
been incorporated at Toronto with a cap-

ital of $1,500,000 to acquire and develop
mineral lands and deposits. The head
office is at Toronto and the incorporators

are T. A. Gillen, Soloman Grand and F.

C. Lee all of Toronto.

Prairie Chemical Co., Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with
a capital of $100,000 to manufacture
chemicals of all kinds at Winnipeg, Man.
The incorporators are George St. John,

Van-Hallen, William C. Graham and
Humphrey E. Buchan all of Winnipeg.

Eldridge Motors Co., have been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$40,000 to carry on business as iron

founders and mechanical engineers at

Calgary, Alta. The incorporators are

Arthur S. Eldridge, James G. Fenton
and Frank T. Kach all of Seattle, Wash.

Burroughs Adding .Machine of Can-
ada, Ltd., has been incorporated at

Ottawa with a capital of $250,000 to

manufacture adding, counting and writ-

ing machines at Windsor, Ont. The in-

corporators are A. J. Lauver, Charles G.

Chapman and Eric T. Clarke all of

Deroit, Mich.

CATALOGUES
Atlas Arbor Presses.—Bulletin illus-

trating and describing a line of presses

made by the Atlas Press, Kalamazoo,

Mich. A specification is included giving

the principal dimensions of the various

sizes of press.

The Wetmore Mechanical Laboratory

Co., Toronto, 'have issued a new bulletin.

No. 100, featuring an interesting line of

small tools and gauges for munition

manufacturers, including thread milling

hobs, sizing taps, reamers, etc.

Band Ship Saw.—The J. A. Fay &
Egan Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, are distribut-

ing copies of a new bulletin, M-19, des-

cribing No. 311 "Lightning" band ship

saw, which is a new machine designed

to meet present day ship-building re-

quirements. The principal features of

this band saw are dealt with fully, a.'-

coiTipanied by illustrations showing thi>

machine set at various angles.

Steam Pumps.—The G. H. Tod Co.,

Toronto, have issued a new booklet giv-

ing the practical ratings for the Tod-

Attwood patent steam pumps. The ta-

bles have been carefully compiled and

will be of great assistance to the pros-

pective purchaser in selecting the cor-

rect size of pump for various classes of

work. The tables show at a glance the

capacity of each size of pump at differ-

ent piston speeds.

Overhead Traveling Cranes. — The

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio, have issued a new catalogue

P, describing the "Brownhoist" overhead

hand-traveling cranes. The catalogue

contains a full description of the single

and double I beam cranes with illustra-

tions of details and price lists giving the

capacity and other particulars for vari-

ous spans. Dimension diagrams for or-

dering are also included. Other illus-

trations show a number of installations

in various plants, while "Brownhoist"

crane-trolleys are also described and il-

lustrated.

Transmission Ball Bearings. — The

Canadian S. K. F. Co., Toronto, have is-

sued a new and attractive catalogue deal-

ing with S. K. F. self-aligning bill bear-

ing hangers and pillow blocks. The cor-

struction of the bearing and its seK-'

aligning feature are described at length,

accompanied by sectional illustrations

showing the general design. A variety

of other matters of interest to users of

ball bearings are dealt with, including

such questions as the saving of lubri-

cant, saving of power, reduction of trans-

mission losses, belt saving, etc. The con-

cluding pages of the citalo-'ue contain

dimensions, tables and list prices of ball

bearing hangers, post hangers, and pil-

low blocks covering the various sizes of

each type.
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We Want Good Men
finrE want a live wire representative in every

good sized shop in Canada. We are

willing to pay liberally for a little spare time.

The work, moreover, is congenial, and whoever

undertakes it will have the satisfaction of

knowing that he has done his co-workers

a good turn.

One of our representatives recently made

$10.00 in his spare time in one week. This is

worth investigating, Mr. Foreman, Mr. Tool-

maker, Mr. Timekeeper, Mr. Draughtsman,

Mr. Machinist. Won't you let us send you

full particulars?

COUPON
SEND US YOUR NAME

CANADIAN MACHINERY
153 University Ave., Toronto

Gentlemen:

Please send me full particulars of your proposition re representutives.

NAME
Street Address

Town •

Where Employed

Position.
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Saving orWasting?
The manner in which you handle tlie

drinking water problem in your plant
may seem to l>e a small matter to you
—but investigate. The results will be
surprising.

The old-time faucet is costly. Running
hour after hoiir, day after day. its

ceaseless flow is costing you money, yet
without auy better service.

Puro Saves 35%'0
A Puro Sanitary Drinliing Fountain
will cut that water bill .35%. We cm
prove that it has done that for others.

It will give every employee a safe,

saner draught of bubbling water free

from the contamination of the common
drinking cup.

In a word, it is the only sanitarj
Drinking I'^ountain that ia rea'ly safe,

sanitary, simple, automatic in coiitroj,

and easy to attach.

"PURO -FY'*
(MADE IN CANADA)

YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Sanitary Drinking Founlain Compa-

147 University Ave., Toronto. Canadj

THE IRON WORKS
Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont. '

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

BOOK REVIEWS
Modern Milling, by Ernest Pull,

A.M.I.M.E., is the title of a 200-page

book recently published by WhittaV:er &
Co., London, England, $1.85 net. This is

a practical manual on millinp; operatioris

in all its various branches, covering this

section of engineering in a very thorough

and compi-ehensive manner, and can be

readily understood by anyone familiar

with ordinary shop practice. A feature

of this treatise is the absence of those

algebraic terms that are generally so

confusing to the average mechanic. The

formulae that appear throughout the

work, and in connection with the numer-

ous tables, are of a character that can be

easily grasped by all who understand

the fundamental principles of elementary

arithmetic. In addition to the detailed

description of design and construction of

different types of milling machines, spe-

cial attachments and fixtures, practical

workshop problems, with their solution,^,

are profusely distributed throughout the

ten chapters of the book. The work ii

divided into sections, each ch-inter dePLl-

ing with certain phases of milling prac-

tice, such as universal and plain milling

machines, vertical, special and profiling

machines, milling attachments and acce:;-

sories, indexing, gear cutting, spur gear-,

gear cutting, spiral gears, bevel and

worm gears, milling operations, milling

cutters and arbors, speeds and feeds

With 188 illustrations and numerous

tables, this work should prove a verv

valuable reference to those associated

with modern milling and general machine

shop practice.

©
NEW RAILWAY LINE ACROSS

EUROPE
By Mark Meredith.

M. HERRIOT, Mayor of Lyons and

Senator of the Rhone, has put before the

French public a scheme for the construc-

tion of a new transcontinental line which

will link France to Russia, via Italy, in-

stead of via Berlin. Before the war,

there was only one great overland route:

Paris-Berlin-Warsaw-Moscow or Petro-

grad, with the Berlin-Koenigsberg alter-

native. As Italians have pointed out re-

cently, it will henceforth be possible,

without the least difficulty, to create a

direct route between France and Rus-

sia which will be quite independent of

Germany. It would run from Bordeaux,

through Lyons, Turin, Milan, Trieste,

Belgrade, and Bucharest, to Odessa. Sue):

a railway route would not onlv provide

a substitute for that of Berlin-Petro-

grad. but also to that of Bagdad, for it

would be easy to send a branch line to

Con'it'intinople.

This new tr^inscontinental line, which
the It-ili-ins h^ve termed that of the

Forty-fifth parallel, and which would ex-

tend, if calculations are exact, over .S,600

kilometers (instead of fi 200 kilometers

by the sea routel, would permit of the

rapid transnort of passeno'ei-s. mail, par-

cel nost, valuable and pe'-ishable goods.

The famous Gothard convention,

which will have to be considered at the

time of the signing of the treaty of

peace would no longer be harmful to the

interests of the Entente Powers. France
and Italy would reap immense benefits

from such a scheme, which would be the |i

great economic event of the alliance

which owes its existence to the war.
Germany would lose her power of con-

trol, for she would find herself envelop-

ed on the north by a maritime route bi-

tween France and Russia and on ili..-

south by the new overland route.

The political advantages of such a

scheme need hardly be pointed out. The
entire situation in the Balkans would be
improved by the possibility of easy and
uninterrupted relations. The future of

Serbia and Rumania would be assured,

and they would be freed from their eco-

nomic dependence on the Central Em
pires. The French and Italian Govern-
ments are very favorable to the scheme.
Southern Russia is on the eve of im-

mense development, which necessitates
j

due preparation and provision.

This line would be the true Metropoli-

tan of Europe, but in oi-der to be ready
for its inauguration at the proper time,

it is essential that the necessary reports

on the work to be done should bp made
now. The administration of such a line,

the tariffs, and all necessary details,

should be gone into and fixed. Circum-
stances are in our favor. They have
brought Great Britain. France, Italy,

Serbia, Rumania, and Russia together,

and the opportunity thus provided should

not be lost.

ETAL
STAMPINGS

III'' 'Ul
f We are manufaetur- ^1

I era of stamped parts I
f for other manufac- 1

turers.

We do aDy kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sampl

order. A
W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avtnue, Toronto, Can.
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SPEED, ACCURACY, ADAPTABILITY
Thirty-six different threads and feed5 are had through mounted change
gearing, each change being quickly made through controlHng handles in

gear boxes.

Lathe lias automatic stop for stopping carriage in either direction when
feeding or screw-cutting—invaluable for internal work to shoulders and for

duplicating pieces.

Hendey
18-inch
Geared
Head
Lathe

A good point in this lathe
lies in its eight mechanical
changes of speed for spindle

' with driving shaft running at
; constant speed—four direct

V and four through back.

Write far liescriptive circular.

The Hendey Machine

Company
Torrington, Conn.

Canadian Aprents ; A. R. Williams
Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont. : A. R.
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess
St.. Winnipeg : A. R. Williams Machin-
ery Co., Vancouver: A. R. Williams
Machinery Co.. St. John. N.B. : Wil-
liams & Wilson. Montreal.
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Oxy-AcetyleneWelding in the Machine Shop and Tool Room
Staff Article

Autagenous welding, on account of its adaptability to general engineering practice, has
become an indispensable factor in metal manufacturing industry; the field, however, ha»
been somewhat restricted, oicing largely to the lack-, on the part of many blow-pipe operators,

of the fundamental knowledge required for the proper manipulation of the work upon which
tliey are engaged. The subject matter hereirith .^hows to what extent this process can. be
adapted to the recjuirrments of general machine shop and tool-room construction and repairs.

DURING the last few years consid-

erable progress has been made in

the autog-enous welding of metals

by the oxy-acetylene process, and re-

cently, engineers and manufacturers have

realized its undoubted possibilities in

lowering costs of production. As an ad-

junct to the tool room, the saving ef-

fected by this process has been particu-

larly noticeable. In the construction of

a jig or fixture, one has generally the

choice of two methods: to prepare a pat-

tern from which a casting is made, or

to build up from stock material or forg-

ings; each having its own advantages.

With the first method welding is not re-

(luired, unless it is to reclaim a casting

that has been spoiled through error, or

developed blow holes in machining, when
welding would affect the repairs rapidly

and cheaply.

It is in the construction of jigs of the

built-up type that oxy-acetylene welding
will be found of the greatest benefit. The

FIG. 1. .STELLITE-FACED CUTTER.

majority of them can be built up from
old pieces of material, while the use of

intricate forgings is done away with. In

such cases, the alternative would be to

drill, screw down and dowel the parts
together, a method which is never very
satisfactory, particularly if the jig is sub-

jected to much vibration, as the screws
always have a tendency to work loose.

Parts can also be welded quickly to-

gether, that, from their shape, could not
be screwed with any security. Bosses,
ribs, webs, etc., can be built up direct

from the feed rod, allowing material of
lighter section to be used, and dispen-
sing with a great deal of machininr.
Snap and other gauges of the fixed limit

type can be reclaimed when worn out, at
a very trifling cost, by adding new metal
to the jaws and regrinding to the pro-
per size. This is one instance only of
the innumerable ways that the oxy-ace-
tylene plant handles not only efficiently

and fjuickly, but very cheaply, the num-
berless jobs which come into the tool

room from day to day.

Case Hardening
Ordinary case hardening is generally

obtained by carbonizing the outside shell

of mild steel pieces, thus transforming
the exterior skin to a high carbon steel,

giving hardness. Such result is obtained
by putting the castings or other pieces,

in contact with incandescent carbonace-
ous substances, so that the metal absorbs
the carbon. The characteristics of a
case hardened piece are shown by the
thickness of the skin transformed in the
steel, and as the percentage in carbon
decreases from the outside to the inside,

a case hardening well done should affect

a sufficient thickness of metal treated,

and the percentage of carbon should de-

crease gradually from the outside to the

inside and should not be constituted by
a film of hard metal without a transi-

tory period of the original metal. Case
hardening done by means of an ordinary
mixture made of charcoal, carbonate of

baryum, or organic matter, gives layers
very resisting which do not split even
when showing much hardness, because
the decrease of carbon is regular; but
case hardening made by rubbing special

powder (generally containing ferro cya-
nide of potassium), on small parts which
are red hot. gives a very hard skin but
not very thick, which is liable to flake

away during tempering.

The use of the oxy-acetylene blow-pipe .

for case hardening permits the obtainin,.':

at will, according to the handling of the
blow-pipe, either of the above described
results; that is to say, a deep layer with
gradually deci-easing percentage of car-
bon, or a thin, very hard layer. To ob-
tain quick and deep case hardening, the
blow-pipe should be well regulated and
the end of the inside tip of the flame
should be kept at a distance of about one
inch of the metal to be treated; when the
desired temperature is attained, a slight

excess of acetylene should be given. The
flame contains an excess of free carbon
which is very readily absorbed by the
metal, which is being kept hot by the
heat of the flame. To obtain a thin and
very hard layer, the inside tip of the
flame should be kept close to the part
being treated, care being taken at all

times not to burn the metal.
The following results have been ob-

tained from experiment, care being taken
to keep the pieces at a cherry red heat
while being treated: (a) With the white
inside cone of the flame kept for two
minutes, at % inch ofl' the metal, onen
hearth steel has given a high carbon
layer of metal M m.ni. deep, and the
surface of the metal showed a per-
centage above two per cent., consequent-
ly giving a case hardening similar to che-
mical powder. (b) Holding the inside
flame of a hlow-pioe, with an excess of
acetylene, T/4 in. from the metal during

a period of ten minutes, the case har-
dening affected a thickness of three mm.
without the exterior skin, showing a
richness of carbon superior to 0.85 per

cent, of carbon. Consequently, case har-

dening by the blow-pipe gives very inter-

esting results; an application of 2 min-
utes is sufficient to give to a surface ;'

hardness comparable to the treatment of

the most active hardening powder, while
by lengthening the application to from .5

to 10 minutes, case hardening can be ob-

tained showing a depth treated of 2 or 3

millimeters, of a very regular character,

and with a gradually decreasing percent-

age of carbon, the highest percentage not

being high enough to provoke flake dur-

ing tempering.

Surface Hardening

The use of the blow-pipe for case har-
dening should not be confused with its

use for surface hardening. In the first

.FIGS. 2 AND B. OXY-ACETYLENE AND
ELECTRICALLY WELDED TOOLS.

case, the excess of carbon purposely pro-

duced in the flame, changes the chemical
composition of the steel being treated,

while kept hot with the blow-pipe; while

in the second case of surface hardening,
only the heating power of the blow-pipe
is used as a convenient way to apply heat
to the surface of a piece of steel, while
the rest is kept cool with running water
or other devices. This oxy-acetylene
hardening process is a cheap and rapid

method of hardening; it is applicable to

such purposes as the hardening of the

surface of gear teeth, castellated shafts

and bores, template holes, and in general
to the localized hardening of any small
areas upon large articles, particularly
where the ordinary hardening process
would cause distortion that would be dif-

ficult to remove afterwards by grinding.

Surface Hardening of High Tensile

Steels

A system of surface hardening which
can be applied to local parts of any coat-
ing or forging of high tensile steel, with-
out involving distortion and without de<;-

troying the effects of the usual he iL

treatment to which the whole casting or
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forging may have been subjected, has

been perfected. The equipment usually

supplied for oxy-acetylene welding is

used, four sizes of burners meeting all

requirements. The work to be hardened

locally, is placed on a tank of water with

adjustable overflow, so that the water

level can be regulated, as while the por-

tion of the surface being hardened is in-

stantly heated to the required tempera-

ture, the whole of the remainder of the

article is kept as cool as possible by be-

ing immersed in water. Should the im-

mei-sion method not be possible, the part

not being hardened must be kept cool by

water flowing over the surface. The bur-

ner is held so that the outer portions of

the flame flow in the direction along

which the burrter is travelling, and the

portion of the steel heated should be

cooled, when intense hardness is desir-

ed, by arranging that cooling water shall

flow as close as possible to the traveling

burner, but not so close as to disturb the

flame, because that is not only liable to

put it out but prevents rapid heating,

and causes irregular hardening. The flame

required should be of the highest possible

temperature and burn close to, or even

under water, this high temperature be-

ing obtained by adjusting the flame as

for welding, and then increasing the pres-

sure of the oxygen so that the flame

changes color and appearance from a

white cone to a bluish streaked tongue,

when observed through smoked glasses.

In this method the essential to success is

the speed of the heating; as the flame

passes along, the surface is instantly

cooled by the cold body of the remain-

der of the forging or casting, leaving it

at the maximum hardness of which the

steel is capable when heated and quench-

ed in cold water.

To obtain a thin but intensely hard

surface, the part to be hardened should

be just below the surface of the water,

the impinging flame blowing the film of

water away. The normal depth of har-

dening is about 1/16 in., but a greater

Mepth, up to Vs or 3/16 in., can be ob-

tained by slightly prolonging the heating.

A slight wavy or rotary movement should

be given to the flame to avoid burning

the surface of the steel. Contrary to

what might have been expected, even

with the hardest steels, there is no ten-

dency of the hardened surface to crack

or flake away from the unhardened por-

tion. In a number of cases made for

examination, not a single instance shows

any parting between the hardened and

the unhardened portions. While the pro-

cess in the above case is applied only to

high tensile steels, it is of interest

to engineers to note that cast iron and

black heart malleable iron castings can

also be given a glass hard surface by
hardening in this manner with the oxy-

tcetylene process.

Stellite and the Field Opened to It by
Oxy-Acetylene

This wonderful high speed tool metal
(which the manufacturers claim is "not

a steel but its master," and which will

cut out 25 to 300 per cent, faster than
the best high speed steel, is so hard that

it cannot be forged and will cut as well

when red hot as when cold), had one

very serious disadvantage, which very

considerably retarded its more general

adoption; this disadvantage was its brit-

tleness, which generally prevented stel-

lite being used in the solid tool form, but

necessitated its use in a tool holder.

Apart from the general objections to tool

holders that are well known, this method
of using stellite was only partially suc-

cessful, as even with the best designed

tool holders, it was impossible to sup-

port the metal right up to the cutting

edge, with the result that any slight jar,

or an extra hard spot encountered, the

stellite would break away through want
of suflicient supporting. The tool holder

was supplanted to a certain extent by
using electric welded tipped tools, but as

is subsequently pointed out, electric wel-

ding is limited to certain straight work
of predetermined section, and conse-

quently this did not overcome the diffi-.

culty to any great extent.

Stellite can, however, be worked with
perfect ease, with no limitation as to

size or shape, under the oxy-acetylene
blowpipe. An oyx-acetylene stellite built

tool gives an ideal tool, presenting the

extremely hard cutting qualities of the

D

FIG. 4. PREPARING TOOLS FOR WELDING.

Stellite, with the absence of tempering
and minimum of grinding; supported

homogeneously on a low grade steel

shank which will withstand the severest

shocks and has the same hardening
adaptability and heat radiating features

of a solid tool. The method of tipping

is diff'erent to the welding of high speed

steel, in this respect, that no previously

prepared tip is needed, but the stellite is

used in the form of a filling in rod and
fused direct on to the shank, which has

been pre-heated in the ordinary way; %
in. stellite rod has been found to give

the best results. This method of facing

has the particular advantage that any
form or shape' of tool or cutter, can have
the cutting edge lined with stellite. Fig.

1 shows a very interesting example of

this work. The cutter in question was an
ordinary rough cutter for boring 6 in.

high explosive shells; it was machined
on the cutting edges % in. wide and
1/16 in. deep, and then built up with
stellite, ground and put into service, and
up to the time of writing it had bored
119 shells without any further grinding,

and was still in good condition. A stel-

lite tipped rough turning tool turned

sixty shells with only one grinding of

the tool. Small ordinary circular tools

for facing shell base plates, tipped with

stellite, gave equally good results, and in

no case of the tool under test did the

stellite come away from the shank of the

holder, when fused on by the oxy-acety-

lene process.

Welding High Speed Steel

It is perhaps in the field of welding
high speed steel tips to carbon steel

shanks that the greatest saving can be
eff'ected; with the present price of high
speed steel at $3 per pound, a tool for or-

dinary heavy work of 1% inch section,

would weigh approximately 9 pounds,

and would cost, without any labor

charges for forging, etc., about $27. The
relative cost of a tipped tool using %
gound of high speed steel at $1.50, and
8'/2 pounds of carbon steel shank at $1.02

(12 cents per pound), giving a total cost

of $2.52. It will be found in actual prac-

tice that the cost given for the tipped

tool is excessive, as the high speed tips

are made up from short pieces of steel,

broken cutters, etc., which have only a

market value of scrap steel, and the

shanks, except in the case of very large

users, are pieces reclaimed from the

scrap pile.

There are three methods in general

use of welding these tips: (a) by means
of welding flux; (b) by the electric pro-

cess, and (c) by the oxy-acetylene pro-

cess. The first method has been adopte^i

in a number of shops with varying de-

grees of success, due largely to the fact

that each engineer has his own ideas as

to the ingredients of the flux. A patent
has, however, recently been granted cov-

ering a specific flux; but irrespective of

the kind of flux used, its field of opera-

tion is strictly limited. In the second
method, that of electric welding, the li-

mitations refer more particularly to the

capital outlay necessary, which prevents

the system being adopted in any but

large plants where welding work is con-

tinuous. Also, the preparation of the

tools in electric welding has to be care-

fully thought out, for it is essential in

making a butt weld that the cross sec-

tional area of the two pieces be equal.

This entails considerable loss of time and
material in grinding the necessary clear-

ance. To illustrate: Fig. 2 shows a tool

that has the necessary clearance for use,

but which it would be practically impos-

sible to weld electrically, while Fig. 3

shows one that is correct for electrical

welding, but would require considerable

grinding for use. These welding limita-

tions do not apply to either flux or oxy-

acetylene welding.

It must also be remembered that with

the electi'ic process, the heat is bound
to be concentrated upon the point to be

welded, and no local annealing of the

metal around the weld is possible, as is

the case when gases are employed. This

question of local annealing is one of vi-

tal importance. There are, of course, cer-

tain classes of work for which electric ;

welding is the most suitable method to
\

employ, but in general, a gas welding
plant is better and more adapted to gen-

eral workshop use.
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The third method, oxy-acetylene weld-

ing, has no limitations outside the skill

of the operator. Tips can be welded on
irrespective of their size or shape; bro-

ken cutters can be welded together, or

additional metal can be used to fill up
the gaps, etc. In a perfect weld, the

union of the two pieces should present

the same chemical composition and phy-

the welding bench and the steel tip plac-

ed in position and tacked; that is, at-

tached to the shank with a small piece

from the welding rod. The tool should
then be turned on each side successive-

ly and welded in on the space left by the

beveling, to the uniform surface of the

tool, care being exercised at all times to

avoid playing the flame too long in the

^X^Hi^h Speed Stee/.

FIG. 5. LATHE TOOL WITH WELDED TIP.

sical characteristics as the jointed sur-

faces. Under these conditions the entire

joint possesses a homogeneous structure
and no variation in the mechanical pro-

perties should be disclosed in the dif-

ferent portions. This is where the oxy-
acetylene process is distinctly in advance
of any other at present in genera! use.

It uses as a filler, metal of exactly the

same chemical composition as the parts

to be welded, and when combined with
this is an advantage of welding any shape
or size of tool with equal ease, it can
be more fully appreciated why a gas
plant for general workshop use, is bet-

•ter and more adaptable.

Preparing Tools

The general practice adopted for re-

pairing or tipping lathe, planer, or other
metal cutting tools is to bevel the shank
as shown in Fig. 4. The lower view
shows the shank prepared for welding,
and the upper view the appearance of the
tool after the weld has been made. This
can be done mo.st economically by the
blacksmith when forging; the tips .should

also be cut by the smith to the approxi-
mate shape, to save grinding as much as
possible, and also with a view to utili-

zing all odd and small pieces of the more
expensive grade of steel.

Pre-heating

With the object of avoiding as much as
possible, the interior oxidisation of high
carbon steels, it is good practice after

I

the shank and tip have been prepared, to

j

heat before welding, and to weld with a
powerful blowpipe, reducing the time of

I welding to the minimum, thus obtaining
a more homogeneous weld. Pre-heating

I

should be arrested at a red heat, which
I permits of a regular execution of the

j

weld by avoiding local overheating, the

I

interior oxidisation being less intense

j

and the work more rapidly performed.

j

At all times, it is advisable to reduce as

j

much as possible, the interval between
the commencement and completion of the

I

fusion.

1 Welding
The shank and tip having been pre-

heated, the former should be placerl on

one spot, as this has a tendency to burn
the metal.

Filling Material

The welding material used for welding
high speed steels, to carbon steel shanks,

may be either Swedish iron or vanadium
steel rods, the latter giving the best re-

sults of the two. In special cases, such
as welding a broken cutter or filling up
a gap on the cutting edge of a boring
cutter or drill, steel of the same quality

as the defective tool should be used.

Heat Treatment

A point that many manufacturers over-
look, is the physical properties of high
speed steel and ordinary tool steel; these
are so diff'erent that strains are set up by
welding, unless the pieces are heat treat-

ed before they have a chance to cool

down from the welding heat. Therefore,
to obtain the greatest efficiency, a fur-

nace should be near the welding bench,
where heat treatment can be accomplish-
ed; in general practice, where the life of

the tool is of short duration, the tool is

not treated in the furnace, but buried in

lime or asbestos as soon as welded.

Examples of Oxy-Acetylene Welded
Tools

Straight tipped tools are used in very
large numbers and actual working experi-

are comparatively easy to weld, and
therefore will not be of so much interest

as the following examples, which de-

monstrate that the oxy-acetylene process

accupies a field entirely its own, doing
work that cannot be done by any of the

other welding processes.

Circular tools are used for various

kinds of profile work, and their delicate

construction often results in cracking or

breaking when being hardened or de-

fects may develop after being put into

service. In Fig. 6 are shown several of

these tools that have been effectively re-

claimed after breaking. They are 1%
in. outside dia., 4 ins. long, with a 9, 16

in. hole drilled through the centre; the

sizes given are of course not standard,

as they have to conform to the particu-

lars of the tool box in which they are

being held. (A) shows a tool which was
broken in three parts, evidently due to

over heating or hardening. It was weld-

ed up, using high speed steel as a filler,

aftei-wards heat treated and rehardened,

and then put into service; after three

days of continuous work (day and night

shift), during which time it was reground
as necessary, it showed no defects at all

and could not be distinguished from a

new solid tool. At (B) is shown the same
type of tool beveled at the edges on the

grinding wheel ready for welding. At
(C) is shown one with a chip broken out

of the side, ready for filling up, and (D)

one that was worn too short to be pro-

perly held in the tool post, being welded
on to a carbon steel shank of exactly the

same dimensions and construction.

Every engineer knows the difficulty

and expense in keeping flat boring cut-

ters up to standard dimensions. They are

generally made in two sizes, finishing and
roughing, the general practice being to

make them to the finished size, and wheii

too small for this purpose regrind them
for the roughing operation. It is also

known that the life of these cutters is

very short and erratic; sometimes they
will strike a hard spot in the steel being

worked, and burn, leaving a gap that

very often destroys the cutter altogether,

for by the time the gap is ground out it

is too small for a rougher. In other

cases the cutter cracks through or a

piece will break off, thus destroying the

ITO. B. PROFILING CUTTERS REPAIRED.

ence has shown that they are equal in

every respect to solid tools, and when
properly welded and hardened, the tips

wear to the last small piece. Fig. .'j

shows one of these tools, (a) shows the

tool used for rough turning, tipped ready
for use, and (b) shows the condition of

the same tool when it came out of the

machine shop for retipping. These tools

tool unless some satisfactory means can
be used for reclaiming the same. These
cutters can, of course, be machined down
to form smaller cutters for other work,
but the initial cost of the original ma-
chining has been lost, and most manu-
facturers will be able to estimate what
this loss represents in their own busi-

ness. In Fig. 7 is shown several flat
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borinjr cutters that have been success-

fully reclaimed from the scrap pile; (A)
illustrates a cutter that had a gap on one
of the cuting edges, as indicated by the

dotted line, which was filled in with steel

of the same grade as that of the cutter

with excellent results, making the cutter

as good as new. At (B) is shown a simi-

lar cutter that was broken, with the

pieces ready for welding, and (C) shows
another cutter where the* broken pa/t
was lost. This cutter was successfully

built up to its original size with added
steel of the same grrade.

The size or shape of cutter or tool, or

the nature of the break, makes no dif-

ference whatever to the process, for, as

stated previously, the only limitation is

the skill of the operator. Examples like

the foregoing could be given in indefinite

numbers, but each one would only be a

repetition of the fact that an oxy-ace-
tylene plant in the tool room, is not a
luxury but a stern necessity.

Operation

Despite the fact that welding work
generally is now on a more scientific ba-
sis than formerly, along with the ease
with which an oxy-acetylene plant can
be handled, so much so, that sufficient

of a specific nature, a man should be
trained who understands the nature of

the material he has to handle in tool

work, cutters, etc., such as described in

this article; a good tool blacksmith or a
man skilled in tool tempering is the ideal

material from which to obtain the best

results.

©
SMOKE PREVENTION

THERE has been considerable agitation

against smoke emission, and in all im-

portant cities smoke-prevention depart-

ments have been formed and laws made
againts smoke emission. The objections to

smoke, as stated, are "public nuisance"

and "fuel loss." The methods employed
by smoke departments are effective in

preventing the first, but the value of

some of them as to the second is very
doubtful. It is well known that the chief

loss in a boiler plant is due to excess air

(low CO.), and not due to incomplete

combustion, of which the result might be

smoke.

To prevent smoke effectively, it is ne-

cessary to centre attention on the quan-
tity of air used to burn the coal and
keeping it down to a minimum, proper

FIG. 7. REPAIRS TO FLAT BORING CUTTERS.

knowledge may be acquired in one or two
days to enable a man to turn out use-
ful and profitable work, the successful
attainment of high skill in welding is

still a difficult matter and considerable
practice and concentration is essential to
become perfect in the proper manipula-
tion of the blowpipe. It should be borne
in mind that there must necessarily be
different grades of welding operators in

exactly the same sense as there are dif-

ferent grades of tool makers, machinists,
etc., as perfection is more a human than
a mechanical factor. Indeed the ease of
handling the oxy-acetylene torch has
ben one of the ever recurring difficulties

that manufacturers of the apparatus
have had to contend with. In the ordin-
ary course of tool room work, when a
difficult or intricate tool or jig has to be
made, the foreman generally picks out
one of the best men to do the job, and
in case of failure, the cause is thorough-
ly investigated and the blame apportion-
ed accordingly; but with the oxv-aeety-
lene process, sentence is invariably pass-
ed without any investigation, and the
general verdict is, "It is no good for

that kind of work." This summary
treatment is due, in a great measure, to

the lack of knowledge of welding prin-

ciples, not only on the part of operators,
but also on the part of their foreman.

It is not to be understood from these
remarks that a number of welding oper-
ators are necessary, but in handling work

furnace temperature and possibilities for

well mixing the combustible gases and
the air. At present (with exceptions),
most attention is paid to smoke and
smoke alone, without paying the atten-
tion to excess air loss that it deserves.

As a result many plants are wasting more
fuel since operating smokelessly than
before, because of using more excess air.

Smoke-prevention departments could

greatly aid in preventing national fuel

waste and some of them are doing so, but
where they are not it can be laid to:

—

(a) Political influence and interference.

(b) Lack of funds to employ expert
inspectors.

(c) Employment of methods having no
scientific basis and lack of effort to edu-
cate the engineer and firemen, while at

the same time more force is employed
than is good for the cause.

(d) Lack of confidence on the part of

the power plant owner because of all of

the above.

Exceedingly few firemen, not even 3

per cent., know the simplest rudiments
of combustion. Many who are consid-

ered good firemen persist in operating
their furnaces so that at least 20 per
cent, of the fuel is wasted; at the same
time claiming that it is the better and
proper way. To overcome such condi-

tions they must be educated.

It would be a great help if more of

the simplest literature could be obtained,
describing the economical process of fir-

ing, and this written in an interesting
way. It is not meant that there is no
such literature, for an immense amount
of good has been done by different jour-

nals of this character, but the man who
needs it most does not get it, and it

would pay to bring it to him.
The U. S. Bureau of Mines would in-

crease its usefulness by including in its

excellent editions on fuel technology
from time to time, bulletins of a thor-

oughly practical nature especially adapt-
ed to the average boiler-room man. These
bulletins should be written by men who
know the fireman and who have been
through the mill themselves. After such
bulletins are ready they should not be

kept until those who need them write

for them, but they should be given a

forced circulation with the aid of boiler-

insurance companies, smoke-inspection
departments, business men's leagues, etc.

-@-

POWER PLANT OPERATION AND
MANAGEMENT

TO obtain the greatest efficiency possible

in a power plant is not only a matter of

design, but a good deal a matter of pro-

per operation and management. Most
power plants could make large savings

in this way, and there are exceptionally

few where some improvements could not

be made without spending a dollar for

new equipment. To obtain full benefit

from the equipment on hand, the mer,

operating it must be made more efficient,

and this can be done by education, strict

supervision, pay according to merits

(bonus system), competition and ad-

vancement, welfare.

Education, while the most important,

is also the most neglected factor in eco-

nomic operation of a power plant. This

is especially true in the boiler room
where the waste is greatest. Skilled

labor should be employed. Ordinarily,

anyone is hired who will work for low

wages and maintain the steam pressure.

Every boiler room should have a man
with authority to give orders and with

sufficient personality to have his orders

respected. This man should predetermine

by the proper use of various instruments,

the most economical ways of burning

coal and instruct the firemen as to the

best methods, and then insist that these

methods be carried out.

Jointly with extending the license laws

and making examinations more strict, op-

portunity should be offered to men in-

tending to become operating engineers to

acquire the necessary knowledge. While

the practical part can be learned in the

power plant directly, the fundamentals

of theory which are all important to the

up-to-date operating engineer are diffi-

cult to obtain properly. Co-operation of

educational institutions is needed by the

forming of classes at the various univei"-

sities and other schools to give courses

on economic operation of power plants.

Instruction should be given by corres-

pondence to those unable to attend in

person.
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Suggestions on the Standardization of Machine Tools
By Carl G. Barlh

The article deals in turn with the subjects of standardization of the machine equip-

ment of a shop as a whole, standard speed series, standard feed series, the power of rnacliine

tools, tool posts for lathes, lathe centers, T-slots, lathe centres, drill-press and milling-macliine

soc/cets. The object is to encourage machine tool builders to adopt certain standards.

WHILE engineers and manufac-
turers are realizing more and
more the desirability—yes, ne-

cessity, for standardizing, not only their

own individual methods and product, but
also to some extent the methods and
product of each group engaged in the

same line of manufacture; and while en-

couraging progress is being made by
associations of manufacturers of such
modem products as automobiles, electric

motors and lighting apparatus, and no
doubt by other associations of which the

writer has no personal knowledge, little,

if anything, has been accomplished by
the machine-tool builders of this country.

Objection to Standards

Before proceeding to any definite re-

commendations, it will be well to con-

FIG. 1. CONTINUOUS vs. STEP BY STEP
DEVELOPMENT.

sider the objection so often raised to the

adoption of standards of any kind—that

standardization blocks the way for fur-

ther development and improvement. If

this were unqualifiedly true, standardiza-

tion would almost be a crime; but if we
adopt a standard merely as representa-

tive of the best a trade or profession

knows of at any one time, with the un-
derstanding that as soon as a decided

improvement is brought out, a new
standard will be adopted to parallel tem-
porarily and eventually replace the form-
er stJindard, the danger of stagnation
will be obviated.

Perhaps my idea will be understood
more readily by reference to Fig. 1, in

I I I I

adoption of improvements in any line to-

wards an eventual highest possible at-

tainment, and the broken line whose cor-

ners 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 lie in this curve the

sufficiently behindhand to be discarded

and replaced for years to come.
During many years of experience, the

writer has gradually been forced to see
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only occasional adoption of such im-

provements; when these have attained

enough importance to make it worth
while to change from one temporal y
standard to a new one, both standards

are in use during the period of change.

Such a period will, to be sure, seem ex-

ceedingly inconvenient after we have

once tasted of the fruits that the use of

standards bring forth, but it will be as

nothing compared with the troubles and
expense of dealing with a lot of un-

standardized equipment all the time.

"Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be

wise," surely does not hold good in these

matters.

an enormous advantage in also standard-

izing the machine equipment as a whole,

aside from the standardization of the

mathematical and certain constructive

features of each machine. Wherever
possible his effort is to have only the

very same make of machines in a certain

productive group, and in the expansion

of such a group to add machines of ex-

actly the same design, even to the extent

of having a manufacturer furnish what
is no longer his most recent product

—

only, however, if this or some other

manufacturer's most recent product is

not a sufficient improvement over the old

to warrant the inti'oduction of a new ma-
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Standardization of Machine Shop Equip-
ment as a Whole

By this illustration I have particularly

in mind the exceedingly one-sided man-
ner in which most users of machine tools

try to get the most up-to-date and best

(if those users are not the kind that
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which the smooth curve ab tending to-

wards the asymptote Cd represents -i

gradual development with immediate

•From ft paper before the annual moctinflr of
the American Society of Mechanical Enfirineers in
New York City.

simply allow an unaided and ill-advised

purchasing agent to buy on price alone),
whenever they have to add to their equip-
ment, regardless of whether or not the
most up-to-date machine of a kind fits

in with older equipment that will not be

chine as a new standard for the work to

be done, with the intention that this type

will eventually crowd out and replace the

older type.

As an encouraging example of this,

the writer recently had the satisfaction

of seeing a newly-acquired client award
the contract for a dozen large milling

machines to one bidder, while the or-

iginal intention had been to divide the

order between two or more bidders, in

order to obtain quicker deliveries as the

paramount consideration.

Standard Speed Series

As in the present state of the science

and the art of cutting metals, it is, on
the average, impossible to determine the

most economical or suit<ible speed and
feed at which to run a machine for any
set of conditions closer than a certain

percentage. It is by this time universally

accepted by those who have a right to an
opinion in the matter that the available

speeds of a machine should be in a geo-

metrical progression. A discussion of

this will not be undertaken by Jie writer

unless provoked by some one else, though
even at a recent date the futile attempts

of some designers to arrange a series of
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speeds in a geometrical progression are
conspicuous. The reason for this is that

a number of our machine-tool builders,

while strong men of inventive genius or

business ability who have worked their

way to the front from the shop, have

the theoretical value of close speed re-

gulation, though at that time the pre-

vailing style of shop management, or

rather lack of shop management,
throughout the country was such that

this knowledge was undoubtedly of no

REVOLUTIONS of SPINDLE
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never acquired sufficient theoretical en-

gineering training to appreciate the

mathematical problems involved, funda-

mentally simple though they are, and

usually employ draftsmen and designers

equally deficient along their line, many
of whom, on the other hand, display in-

genuity in their work that is little short

of marvellous.

It being first agreed that a geometrical

series of speeds should be provided for

any one machine, the writer's idea is

that a universal speed series should be

adopted by all machine-tool builders for

all machines, such as lathes, boring mills,

milling machines, drill presses, etc., that

are provided with a spindle for either the

work or the cutting tool, and which, ex-

cept in the case of certain single-purpose

machines not included in this discussion,

may be rotated at different speeds; for

our present knowledge does not warrant
us in asserting or assuming that a pro-

gression of speeds for one kind of these

machines should have a lesser or a great-

er constant ratio than for any other

kind; and, evidently, if there is no reason

for making them different, there is every

reason for making them just alike. Tho
question then becomes, what should be

the constant ratio of such a universal

geometrical progression of speeds ?

As far back as 1888 the writer de-

signed for William Sellers & Co., Inc., of

Philadelphia, a large lathe which had 30

speeds in a practically perfect geometri-

cal progression, with a ratio of a little

over 1.1.5, obtained by a correct relation

between a 5-step cone, two back-gear re-

ductions and two forward speeds of the

countershaft. Again, in 1892, he de-

signed another with 36 speeds which had

practical value to the operator, even in

the shop of that company. In fact, when
the writer finally got some real ideas

about such matters during his first two
years of association and co-operation

with Mr. Taylor at the works of the
Bethlehem Steel Co., immediately after

Mr. Taylor and Mr. White had made the

discovery of the high heat treatment of

tungsten steels, the writer realized that

10.70, 12.84, 15.41, 18.49, 22.19, 26.62,

31.95, 38.34, 46.00, etc.

Progression—I.

In reality, therefore, we will have a

simpler progression by slightly modify-
ing this ratio 1.2 such that the fifth term
becomes 2 instead of 1.2' = 2.074, for

then the whole progression becomes
1, 21/4, 2%, 2%, 2, 2.214, 2.2y2, 2.2%, 4,

4.21/4, 4.2 Vi, 4.2%, 8, etc., or 1, 1.892,

1.4142, 1.6818, 2, 2.3784, 2.8284, 3.3636,

4, 4.7568, 5.6569, 6.7272, 8, etc., with
every fourth term a power of 2, the

simplest of all numbers except unity

itself. The above fractions, as also in

subsequent progressions, denote the

power which the integer is raised.

This is, to the writer, an exceedingly
attractive progression, and represents
his ideal for some six years past, parti-

cularly as he cannot help comparing the

revolutions of a rotating spindle with the
vibrations of a musical string. In a piano,

for instance, the number of vibrations of

the strings also forms a geometrical pro-

gression with 2 as a constantly recur-
ring factor, namely, as the ratio between
strings that sound notes on octave apart.
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he had overreached himself in those two
lathes. Therefore, in designing some
special lathes for the Bethlehem Steel

Co. for the better utilization of the new
high-speed tools, he adopted 1.2 as a

more rational ideal, and he has never

since found any reason for deviating ma-
terially from this ratio; though it was
several years later before he recognized

the desirability of an absolutely constant

ratio, not only for all lathes, but, as re-

ferred to above, for all machine tools

with a revolving spindle.

REVOLUTIONS of SPINDLE.
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BY ADDITION OF LIFE RELATION

a practically constant ratio of but little

over 1.14, obtained by a 6-step cone, two
back-gear reductions and two forward
speeds of the countershaft.

These designs, only the latter of which
was actually built, prove that this com-
pany was able long ago to appreciate

However, if we construct a geometric
progression with this simple ratio 1.2,

and beginning with 1, all subsequent
terms of this will naturally be found to

be anything but simple numbers, thus:

1, 1.2, 1.44, 1.728, 2.074, 2.488, 2.986,

3.583, 4.300, 5.160, 6.192, 7.430, 8.91G,

Because of this similarity, the writer, for
lack of a better term, has named a series

of speeds conforming to the above geo-
metrical progression a chromatic speed
series, though the term chromatic in con-
nection with a musical scale has refer-

ence to the geometrical progression in-

volved, rather than to the ratio 2 of the
number of vibrations of two notes in an
octave.

It may be, however, that the majority
of machine-tool builders will consider the
ratio 'V2^ 1.1892 unnecessarily small,

and would deem a somewhat large ratio

preferable in order to obtain a larger

final ratio between the slowest and the

fastest speeds of a machine which, for

one consideration or other, may have to

be arranged with a rather limited total

number of speeds, as, for instance, a

lathe with a single back-gear reduction,

or a small drill press or milling machine
with no back-gear reduction at all.

Progression—II.

The writer's answer is that he has had
in mind also, as a possibly more gener-

ally acceptable progression, one with the

constant ratio '\/2^ 1.2599; that is,

1, 2 1-3, 2 2-3, 2, i2 1-3, 2.2 2-3, 4, 4.2 1-3,

4.2 2-3, 8, etc., or 1, 1.2599, 1.5874, 2,

2.5198, 3.1748, 4, 5.0397, 6.3496, 8, etc.,

which is as much entitled to the name
chromatic as is progression I. In fact.
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in recently rebuilding eighteen vertical

single-spindle drill presses for a client

company, he made the speeds of these

presses conform to this progression, in

connection with a f\xed gear reduction of

I 1 I I _L_L

so 60 70 80 90

J I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I lllllllllillllliil
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FIG. 8. SIMPLE LOGARITHMIC SCALE METHOD FOR GETTING
THE CLOSEST POSSIBLE APPROXIMATION TO A GIVEN
RA'no WHEN TWO SETS OF GEARS ARE INVOLVED.

3 to 1, a 3-step cone, and a 2-speed coun-
tershaft, thus giving them only six

speeds in all. The presses had originally

a back-gear reduction in addition to the

fixed-gear reduction, a 4-step cone, and
a single-speed countershaft, or eight
speeds in all.

Progression— III.

Again, as a compromise between pro-
gressions I. and II., and to favor a pos-
sible preference for a progression with
10 rather than 2 as a periodically recur-
ring ratio, the following progression
may also be looked upon as a candidate:

1, 10 1-12, 10 2-12, 10 3-12, 10 4-12,

10.5-12, 10 6-12, 10 7-12, 10 8-12, 10 9-12,

10 10-12, 10 11-12, 10, 10.10-12, etc., or

1, 1.2115, 1.468, 1.778, 2.154, 2.610, 3.162,

3.831, 4.642, 5.623, 6.813, 8.254, 10, 12.115,

etc.

The constant ratio of this progression
"\/10 = 1.2115 is very close to the geo-
metrical mean of the ratios of progres-
sions I. and II., which is \/2%.2 1-3.—

:

2 7-24 = 1.224.

Progression—IV. and V.

Finally, a certain interesting sim-
plicity would also be introduced by the
adoption of the constant ratio '°\/10 =
1.2.589, thus:

1, 10 1-0, 10 2-10, 10 3-10, 10 4-10,

10 5-10, 10 6-10, 10 7-10, 10 8-10, 10 9-10,

10, 10.10 1-16, etc., or 1, 1.2589, 1.5848,

1.9953, 2.5119, 3.1623, 3.981, 5.012, 6.310,

7.943, 10, 12.59, etc.

It will be noticed,

however, that there

is in reality a theo-

r e t i c a 1 difference

only between pro-

gression II. and this

progression, the
tenth number,
7.9431, of this being
less than 0.8 of one
per cent, smaller

than the tenth num-
ber, 8, of the
former. The best

these four progres-

made by plotting

a logarithmic scale, as in Fig.

I

I

I I I I

I

I I I I

I

I

3 4 5

mjn

comparison of

sions is, however
them on

are obtained as a constant fraction

of the screw-cutting feeds. For these
latter it is suggested that both the
cross-feeds and the longitudinal feeds

be made the same fraction of the screw-
cutting feeds for all lathes regardless of

size. Such an absurdity as a reputable
manufacturing concern putting on the

market at the same time a 20-in. lathe

with this fraction about 0.25, and a 16-

in. lathe with this fraction about 0.4, is

indeed a severe indictment of the whole
lack of system, both of designing and of

buying machinery, that still prevails.

Progression—VI.

In paragraph 1134 of Mr. Taylor's
"Art of Cutting Metals," the author gives
his original classification of hardness of
metals in terms of their relative cutting
speeds, all other conditions being main-
tained uniform, thus: If stands for the
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2, on which is also plotted the progres-
sion that represents the relations be-
tween the number of vibrations of the
strings of a piano, the constant ratio of

which progression is '"V= 1.05947. Having thus
indicated that there may
be a choice of standards,

the writer will further on
give some pretty strong
reasons for favoring pro-

gression I., admitting at

the same time that under
certain conditions every
other term may be omit-

ted, thus leaving the pro-

gression:

1, V 2, 2, 2 V 2, 4,

4 V 2, 8, 8 V 2, 16, etc.,

or 1, 1.4142, 2, 2.8284, 4,

5.6568, 8, 11.3137, 16, etc.

-S.l^

F

36

1 I I I TT TTT

PIG. 9. DIAGRAM OF GEARING OF SPEED VARIATOR OF
A WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF PLANER.

Figures in parenthesis show number of teeth in gears as miuie.
Other figures show number of teeth in gi-ars to improve the
speed series. lo to 60 logarithmic plot of original relative
speeds. 1 to 6. logarithmic plot of improved relative speeds.

Standard Feed Series

What has been said

above in discussing the
adoption of a sUmdard
speed series holds equally
good for a standard feed

series, except for the

most up-to-date designs

of lathes, in which the

feeds for plain turning

logarithmic plot of original speeds : IAS to 3CF,

ideally softest grade of any kind of

metal, he made class 1 represent a metal
just enough harder to reduce the cutting

speed by 1.1; class 2 by 1.1'; class 3 by
1.1', etc., or by factors in the following

geometrical progression:

Class 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc.;

1, 1.1, 1.21, 1.331, 1.464, 1.6105, 1.776,

1.949, 2.144, 2.358, 2..594.

The writer has since modified this to

CMass, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc.;

1, 2%, 214, 2%. 2^^, 2%, 2%, 2%, 2,

2.2'/^, 2.2V., etc., or 1, 1.0905, 1.1892,

1.2968, 1.4142, 1.5422, 1.6818, 1.8340,

2, 2.1810, 2.3784, etc., as being more
rational, because then we have the gre:)t

simplicity that a difference of eight

hardness classes corresponds to a differ-

ence of exactly 2 to 1 in cutting speeds.

It will be seen that this progression i.^

just the same as progression I. with in-

tcrnu'diate terms interpolated, hence the

simplicity of this for a speed progression
in conjunction with VI. for a hardness
scale. It would mean that a tool would
last just the same length of time on two
materials two hardness classes apart, if

run on the softer grade with a certain

speed and upon the harder grade with
the next slower; this is perhaps best
broucht out bv the logarithmic plot in

Fig. 3.
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Again, in paragraph 732 of "On the

Art of Cutting Metals," it is stated that,

approximately, the cutting speed varies

inversely as the square root of the feed,

we would increase or drop the feed by

two steps at a time.

By combining the plots in Figs. 3 and

4, as done in the slide rule Fig. 5, we

the rule shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the fur-

ther simplicity that for every change of

one hardness class not accompanied by a

change in feed or speed, or for a change
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Figures in parentheses show number of teeth as made : other

figures show improved number of teeth ; a" to f logarithmic

plot of original feeds : a to f, logarithmic plot of improved

relative feeds ; these conform quite closely to progression (V).

page 9.

which is a compromise between the spe-

cial laws for steel and cast iron. There-

fore, if in connection with a series of

speeds conforming to progression I. we
also have a series of feeds in the same
progression, the relation of these feeds

and speeds to each other will, in order to

maintain all other conditions uniform, be

as represented by the logarithmic plot in

Fig. 4. Thus, for example, if 32 r.p.m.

and 0.1 in. feed on a material of a certain

hardness grade allow a tool to last a

satisfactory length, of time, this time
would be practically maintained undis-

turbed if we increased the feed to 0.141

in. and dropped the speed simultaneously
to 26.9 r.p.m., the depth of cut remaining
the same; or, in general, in dropping or

increasing the speed by a step at a time.

also most readily recognize

that a change of one or more
numbers in the hardness
class of metal cut will have
no effect on the cutting speed
if we meet this with a

change of feed involving

a corresponding number of

steps, increasing the speed
as the hardness goes down, decreasing
it as the hardness goes up. Finally, in

paragraph 700 of "On the Art of Cutting
Metals" is given the relation between
cutting speed and the life of a tool in

cutting steel, which is, that the speed
varies inversely as the eighth root of the
time the tool will last, all other condi-
tions remaining uniform. Adding this

relation to the slide rule in Fig. 5, we get
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40", logarithmic plot of original speed series ; lA to 4C, logarithmic plot of improved

speed series.

FIG. 13. PROPORTIONS USED BY AUTHOR FOR THE
SWIVEL FORM OF TOOL POST FOR MODERATE-

SIZED LATHES.

of feel from one step to the next, the life

of the tool will be affected 2 to 1, in the

one direction or the other, as the case

may be.

The writer's preference for progres-

sion I. and his hope for its eventual uni-

versal adoption will now be fully under-

stood by those who have already given

some attention to the scientific control of

machine utilization, and also by others

who with an unbiased mind have tried to

follow the arguments here advanced. A
further argument is that this progres-

sion represents a fair average of the

speed series provided by certain well-

known machine-tool builders in some of

the machines produced by them in recent

years, after they had realized that the

time had come for the provision of closer

speed regulation, even if this meant a

considerable reduction of the ratio of the

fastest to the slowest speeds obtainable.

An example of this fact is represented

in Fig. 7, which shows the speed ratios
;

of nine 16-in. lathes offered by six differ-

ent manufacturers in answer to an in-

quiry in February, 1914. One manufac-
turer offered three different designs and

a second two different designs. It will

be noted that the difference between the

speed series provided in the different de-

signs of the same maker differ as much
among themselves as do the designs of

different makers, except in the case oi

lathe No. 1, which represents the least

up-to-date design. To make the diagram
clearer, the speed ratios are laid out foi

a single forward countershaft speed only,

thus showing only every other ratio or

the full progression intended.

The objection previously considered,

that the adoption of standards may to

4C.

9 iO
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some extent block the way for improve-
ments, certainly does not hold good to

the same extent, if at all, when it comes
to such a purely mathematical matter as

a speed series; but it will, on the other

hand, relieve designers from wasting
time in worrying over what sort of speed
series to provide every time the question

comes up, which has been the case in the

past, and still is now in a very large

measure. Even so, numerous designers

for the reasons given earlier in this

paper, will have difficulties enough in

making their inventions conform to any
standard speed series, and. in addition

thereto, in selecting gears of such num-
bers of teeth that the closest possible ap-

proximation to the various theoretical

transmission ratios may be obtained.

Most designers of the present day,

whether mathematically inclined or not,

are familiar with the use of the simple

slide rule in selecting practical numbers
of the teeth for a gear and pinion of a

single set of gears to give a certain

ratio as closely as possible; but a simple

logarithmic-scale method for getting the

closest possible approximation to a given

ratio when two sets of gears are in-

On completion of this repeated opera-

tion we at once discover that the closest

coincidence between the marks on both
sides of the line ab is for the two sets

of gears 65/15 and 34/26, whose com-
bined ratio is 5.6667, which is less than
0.2 of one per cent, greater than 5.6568.

It will also be seen that the two com-
binations 59-21X40-20 and 58-22X41-19
come quite close to the required ratio.

Of course, special requirements may of-

ten complicate a problem of this kind in

various ways, but the method described

can always be used as a help in its solu-

tion. However, no further consideration

will be given the matter here.

As an answer to numerous designers
who look upon the striving for such close

approximations to theoretical ideals as

pure nonsense, the writer will say that a

little more intelligent persistence in

these matters soon educates a man to a
point where it takes him no longer to de-

of designers of these matters will not be

referred to at this time. Fig. 12 also

shows how even a quite excellent speed

series may be further improved.

Power of Machine Tools

While the adoption of a standard

speed series for all machine tools would
be a wonderful step in the right direc-

tion, to get the greatest advantage from
this it would have to be accompanied by

the adoption of a standardized amount of

power for each size machine of a certain

type. However, the adoption of the lat-

ter without a standard speed series

would be of but little, if any, advantage.

Tool Posts for Lathes

In "On the Art of Cutting Metals,"

which Mr, Taylor wrote under great

pressure, and in which accordingly the

proper consideration was not given to

certain subjects, the mistake was made
of advocating cutting tools with moder-
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volved, which the writer has used for

some years past, is not generally known,
if indeed at all known to anybody who
has not worked with the writer in con-

; nection with these matters. This method
will be fully disclosed by a single illus-

tration embodied in the diagram Fig. S,

and we will take for our example the

I ratio 4 \/2^ 5.6568, with the restriction

I that neither pinion is to have less than

1 14 teeth, and that the sum of the num-
1 bers of the teeth in the one set of gears

I

is to be 80, and in the other 60.

I

By means of a logarithmic scale,

t
which is shown just below the signifi-

cant part of the diagram, lay off the
' ratio 5.6568 from a to b. Now place the

graduation point for 14 on the logarith-

,
mic scale, representing a pinion of 14

I teeth, at a, and make a mark at the

graduation point representing the gear
' that would be a mate to this pinion.

I namely, one having 80 — 14 ^^ 66 teeth.
' This operation is indicated by the

logarithmic scale above the significant

part of the diagram. The distance ac

I

then represents the ratio 66/14. Simi-

:
larly, 15 is placed at a and a mark made

I
at 65, 16 is placed at a and a mark miulc

I at 64, and so on, as far as will eventually
I appear necessary. Next, below the line

I

place the graduation point 14 at b, and
mark off towards a the point for the
mate for this pinion in the second set of
gears, namely, 60 — 14= 46. Repeat
for l.T and 45, 16 and 44, etc.

termine close approximations than rough

ones, with a genuine additional pleasure

added to his work. Among additional

helps in arranging speed and feed series

as advocated, any otherwise desirable

group of gears of the following numbers
of teeth will be found to lend themselves

admirably for use with a tumbler gear:

ate clearance angles; without at the

same time calling attention to the fact

that these can be used only in connection

with tool posts in which the body of the

tool is raised parallel to itself as the tool

is ground down to a smaller height. Sev-

eral (so far as the writer knows, only un-

successful) attempts have been made to

88 74 62 52 44 37 31 26

88 88 88 .88 88 88 88 88
— — — — —

88 74 62 62 44 37 31 26

1.1 1.1892 1.4194 1 6923 2 2 3784 2 8387 3 3846

Comparing these ratios with the

vvTiter's ideal progression I., it will be

seen that the deviation is nowhere great-

er than 0.7 of one per cent. Cone gears

made with teeth of any multiple of the

following also give ratios differing less

than 1.02 per cent, from conformity with

the same progression:

construct tool posts for elevating a tool

parallel to itself without the use of

shims. .\t the present time it seems im-

possible, therefore, to recommend any
but the time-honored forms of tool posts,

so arranged that an operator will be un-

able to modify materially the effective-

ness of the cutting angles of a standard-

9 10 11 12 l:i 1

1

15 16
.

—

— -- — —
15 14 13 12 U

1

10

1

9

1 1

.6667 I, 1000 I ,lKi:i 1

1 1«10 1 1000 1 ,6667 2

To further eniphasi/.e how even some
fair attempts at regular progressions of

speeds and feeds have fallen short of

what might have been attiiined. Figs. 9,

10 and 11 are submitted as a few of

numerous eases that have been investi-

gated by the writer; but specific cases

showing absolute ignorance on the part

i/.iMi loul by careless insertion and ad-

justment.

In Fig. 13 are shown proportions for

the swivel form of the tool post for

moderate-sized lathes which the writer

has used as a standard for several years

past. The most essential part of this, as

regards size, is the width of the slot.
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which is for a tool body of approximately

1/30 of the swing of the lathe over the

bed, and a distance from the centre of

the lathe to the tool-supportiiiK plate

that corresponds to the ground height of

the roughing tools shown in "On the Art
of Cutting Metals." The propriety of

these propositions is decidedly open to

discussion, however, particularly the

latter.

T-Slots

An exceedingly important part of the

machine equipment of a shop are the T-

slots in various machines, and the writer

has also spent a great deal of money in

bringing these to a standard, a matter
that has at times meant entirely new
face plates or tables for some machines.

A great many years ago experiments
were made by William Sellers & Co. to

ascertain the strength of T-slots rela-

tively to a T-headed bolt, and on the

strength of these, that company adopted
a standardized set of slots, which, as

later modified by the writer, have also

been used by him for several years past.

They are shown in Fig. 14.

Lathe Centres, Drill Press and Milling

Machine Sockets

The writer has also had to spend a
great deal of money in standardizing
lathe centres, and drill press and milling
machine sockets, and ventures to suggest
that the time has also come for the ma-
chine-tool builders to help this matter
along. It is well known that the Morse
standard sockets are no standards at all,

but a perpetuated, laudable, although un-
successful attempt of years ago to estab-
lish standards. However, compelled for

the time being to accept them as they
are. everybody has now at least two staii-

dard tapers for sockets and shanks to

contend with, namely, the Morse and the
Brown & Sharpe. The best the writer
has been able to do, therefore, has been
to make all lathe centres conform to a
Morse standard, so as to enable drills or

drill sockets to be directly inserted in

either spindle of certain or all lathes in

a shop; and to make all milling machine
sockets conform to the Brown & Sharpo
standard, with Morse drill sockets hav-
ing Brown & Sharpe shanks for use with
these whenever holes have to be drilled

in a milling machine.
The writer unqualifiedly recommends

the universal adoption of the Brown &
Sharne standards all around, and the use
of Morse sockets with Brown and Sharpe
shanks during the change. He also re-

commends the universal abandonment of
the tang as a means of driving. We have
for years had the ridiculous inconsist-
ency of drill makers, that they still fur-
nish taper-shank drills with the old-style
tang as a means of driving and, along
with this, extensively advertise and sell

various forms of "use-them-up" socket.?

for drills with the original tang broken
off. It puts me in mind of "Peer Gynt"
in Ibsen's drama of the same name, when
he manufactured and exported idols to
China, and, to ease his conscience, also
sent missionaries over there to convert
the Chinese to Christianity.

More than twelve years ago the writer
adopted a modification of the William

Sellers & Co. key method of driving as a

substitute for the tang of drills, arbor

and boring-bar shanks. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 15, and differs from the

Sellers method in the use of a special

form of key that has become somewhat
known as the Barth key. The virtue of

this as a means of driving consists of its

being subjected to crushing pressures

only, and that it has no tendency to work
out of its seat. For a taper drill socket,

it has the additional great advantage
over the Sellers straight key that the

drill shank can be inserted rapidly with-

out any special care.

©
SPECIAL ALLOYS AND THEIR

COMPOSITION

By L. E.

BY means of the alumino-thermic pro-

cess, metals are produced from their

oxides in a practically pure state, free

from carbon. Such metals have proved

invaluable for a number of purposes, not

the least of which is the making of non-

ferrous alloys where iron and other im-

purities must be excluded, and the manu-
facture of which would be otherwise im-

possible. Among the most important of

these metals are chromium, 98 to 99 per

cent., and manganese, 96 to 97 per cent.;

the former being chiefly and very exten-

sively used in the manufacture of special

high-grade crucible steels. The latter is

mainly employed for making non-ferrous

allnys, and one of the special features of

this metal is the ease with which it alloys

with copper, zinc, tin, aluminum, nickel,

etc. Amongst other metals may be men-
tioned 75 per cent, ferro-chromium and
60 per cent, ferro-chrome-cobalt.

Improves Nickel Alloys

A small addition of manganese to

nickel alloys has been found most bene-

ficial, and gives a bright color resembling

silver. For nickel castings manganese is

used as a deoxidizing agent to produce

greater density. In this case about 2 per

cent, manganese is added to the molten

nickel. In mints, manganese is added to

copper-nickel alloys (25 to 7) to the ex-

tent of about 2 per cent. Manganese-
copper with 30 per cent. Manganese,
technically free from iron is now very

largely used for a variety of purposes,

such as in cupro-nickel, brass, and alum-
inum alloys, with far better results than

an alloy containing iron. In aluminum
alloys an addition of about 1 per cent,

manganese in the form of 30 per cent,

manganese copper is a good substitute

for nickel or zinc. Such an addition in-

creases the tensile strength, and gives a

casting which can be more easily ma-
chined.

Copper and bronze castings lose their

brittleness if manganese is added instead

of phosphorus. Compared with other

deoxidizing agents, such as phosphorus,

manganese has the advantage that an

excess will tend to improve the quality

of the bath, whereas the excess of phos-

phorus would impair the quality. All

castings with manganese alloys should

be made under exclusion of air as far as

possible. Generally speaking, it is better

to add manganese in the form of a high
percentage manganese-copper, tin or

zinc alloy as the case may be. Alloys of

manganese-bronze, manganese-tin, and
manganese-titanium, among others, are

also made. The latter is said to be
probably the best deoxidizing agent for

brass and bronze alloys, only about one-

third the quantity being necessary, com-
pared with manganese-copper.

Recent Special Alloys

An alloy of ferro-copper 50 per cent,

has recently been placed on the market.

The alloy is absolutely uniform, in which
state it can only be produced by the

alumino-thermic process, and is supplied

in thin notched plates. For introducing

vanadium and chromium into special

mixtures, alloys of vanadium-copper S

to 9 per cent. Va., and chromium-copper
10 per cent Cr. are supplied. A special

alloy for brass has also been recently in-

troduced known as "SAB" alloy, which
overcomes the difficulty experienced in

getting manganese, tin, aluminum, iron,

etc., to alloy by themselves with brass.

The difficulty is generally got over by

means of an intermediate alloy, such a:;

ferro-zinc, for the purpose of introduc-

ing iron. These intermediate alloys,

however, necessitate heating the brass

to a high temperature which, in addition

to causing a loss of zinc, has also the

disadvantage of the alloy deteriorating

in quality by absorbing oxygen in the

form of zinc oxide. By means of the

special brass addition, various elements

in a definite percentage can be intro-

duced into the copper and zinc bath. If

8 per cent, of the alloy is added to the

brass containing 60 per cent, copper and

40 per cent, zinc, a brass will be obtained

having a tensile strength of 33 tons per

in. and elongation of 30 per cent. The
product has a golden yellow color, and is

distinguished by its resistance to atmos-

pheric influences, to acid and alkaline so-

lutions, as also to sea and mine water. It

can be easily worked, forged and pressed.

In order to make the special brass an

alloy of 60 per cent, copper and 40 per

cent, zinc is made from the purest cop-

per and zinc, free from lead, and 16.5

pounds of the special alloy is added to

every 204.6 pounds of brass; in doing

this, the temperature must be kept so

low that the brass bath onlv smokes.
@

WHAT is claimed to be the latest develop-

ment in the uniflow engine consists in

arranging the steam admission at the

center instead of at the ends of the

cylinder. This new design confines the

heat to the central valve chest section;

the cylinders which are single-acting

have each a short, light piston which op-

erates its own exhaust port.

@
AN interesting performance with oxy-

acetylene apparatus recently consisted

in cutting a steel disc die-blockl4xl8x

.36 in. into two pieced 14x16x18 in. The
block weighed 2,382 lbs. and was cut

with a Davis-Bournonville torch, style

3000, with a No. 5-8 tip. The cut was

made in 9% minutes, and the gas con-

sumption was 325 cu. ft. of oxygen at

130 lbs. per sq. in. and 12 cu. ft. of

acetylene.
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FOUNDRYMEN AND PRICE
CUTTING

By "Cupola."

IF
there is one question more vital to

the foundryman than another it is

the question of price-cutting. Other

trades are beginning to see that the

evil of price-cutting is ruinous to the

foundryman. No less than any other

line, and particularly to the jobbing

foundryman. The manager of a large

foundry, in speaking upon this sub-

ject, stated: "It just amounted to this.

We had to buy over several specialties

and acquire the sole manufacture of

them, or close down. This expenditure

meant thousands of dollars of new capi-

tal, scrapping a whole lot of accumu-
lated equipment, of which there is no

end in a jobbing shop."

There's no reason in the world why a

jobbing foundry should not be a paying

venture, and it is only a matter of

1 time when such will be the case. All

over the country foundries are doing as

I
this manager stated, and if the jobbing

I foundryman will take advantage of the

j

situation and demand a living price this

evil of price-cutting will soon be a thing

I of the past.

i Effect on the Moulder.

I
The evil of price-cutting has an effect

" upon the moulder which is detrimental.

I He hears that the boss took such a

I
job at so much per lb. He figures it

out in his own crude way something
like this: '"Well, wouldn't that skin

yerl The boss has taken this job at so

much per lb. Iron costs so much. It

takes ten of us two hours to take off a

cast. It takes Jimmy six hours a day to

get the cupola and ladles ready, then he

j

has coke, cores and losses. The castings

have got to be rumbled, bagged and

I
-shipped. It will take us fellows all our

j

time to put up so many boxes a day, be-

I

cau.se the castings only weigh so much a
' piece. That don't allow a cent for profit.

I'll be darn'd if I know what he's think-

ing about. I'm not going to work like

;
Sam Hill to make him money at that

price."

The boss says: "But look here, chaps.

I .simply had to take the job to keep
you follows going. So & So offered to

take it at % of a cent less, but Brown's
I friend of mine and I got the V* of a

cent more."

[ The writer has been up against this

"Friend of Mine," and is very pleased to

say, has lost a lot of friends. Job said,

"Lord preserve me from my friends."

'\ The moulder who knows that the boss

is price-cutting is like the sailor who
finds the captain boring a hole in the

bottom of the .ship to let the water out,

and beginning to see that all the pump-

ing in the world won't save the ship, he

refuses to pump any faster.

Back-Bone Wanted.

What is needed is better business

methods, more back-bone ,"less friends,"

less of the "well if Smith can let you
have them at -3 cents I can" kind of

methods. There's not a foundryman on

this earth that can give a price on a

line of castings unless he has moulded
the job before. Every casting has some
peculiarity of its own. It depends upon
how they're gated, or whether the cast-

ings have to be machined or not, and a

thousand and one little things to be

considered.

Before a price is given there should

be a test made if there is any quantity:

for a few tons, however, there should

be no juggling of prices, but a straight

time and material invoice rendered.

There are buyers of castings to-day that

do nothing but peddle their castings all

over the country and pose as "friends of

mine" to the limit, simply because they

know that on an average the jobbing

foundryman is a poor business man.
In this way foundrjonen who, in actual

fact, are the beginning of the mechani-

cal world, are the poorest financially,

of any of the allied craftsmen.

Can Buy Castings Cheaper.

It's a very common thing to hear the

head of a large machinery company,
when asked why they buy their cast-

ings instead of running a foundry to re-

ply, "Run a foundry? Not on your

life. We can buy castings cheaper than

mould them and have no worry. If we
get bad castings it's not our loss; it's the

other fellow's."

There are various reasons for this

state of affairs. For instance, a contract

has been taken to turn out castings at

a certain price, and there is scarcely

enough weight in a day's moulding to

to take off a melt. The foundryman
thinks, "Now, if I could only get another

SERVICEABLE EMERY CLOTH HOARD.

job with a hit more weight in it, I could

make good on this job." So out he goes

looking for a bit more weight, and bo's

so anxious to get weight that price is

a secondary consideration; thus possibly

spoiling a customer and lowering a fair

price, with the result that some day

he'll be handicapped with "more weight"
than price. Buyers of castings begin to

play upon the foundrjinan in more ways
than one.

What Is Wanted.
Now, what is wanted is this. The

foundryman should find out what it

costs him to do business. He should
say to himself, "Well, if I was working
for So & So, he'd give me $150 a month,"
and begin like this:

Overhead Expenses For One Year.

Own salary. $150 a month $1,800.00
Rent of foundry, $2.5 a month 300.00
Telephone 45.00
Stationery and postage 25,00
Bookkeeper . 600.00
Fire insurance 50.00
Laborer at $2.50 a day. 300 days...... 750.00
Cupola man. $3 a day 900.00

$4,470.00

An average of $14.90 per day for
."00 working days. And there are

other little incidentals which creep in.

It may be stated that a laborer and
cupola man need not be classed as an
overhead expense, but both these men
are just as indispensable as the boss.

The writer was in a foundry not long
ago and asked for the manager. He was
told to go into the foundry. And there

was the boss with his sleeves rolled up,

working at a job which the laborer

should have been doing. That was all

that boss was worth, but he may have
been drawing a couple of thousand dol-

lars a year. This particular foundry
was employing, on an average, 25 men
all the year round, and not piTj^ing a

dividend, just holding its own, and
lucky at that.

©
SERVICEABLE EMERY CI-OTH

BOARD
By D. A. Hampson.

WHERE emery cloth is used to polish

and burr off small parts, the sheets ai-e

generally tacked on a board or on the

bench, or the corners weighted down.

These are unsatisfactory ways at best,

consuming much time in changing sheets

and not presenting a solid, flat face.

Then, too, the edges and corners are

more or less blocked off and the sheet

of cloth is worn in the centre, over little

more than half its area. Such waste of

cloth and time, spent on poorly done

work, represents a decided loss.

A better way is to make up a set of

emery "boards" either like the one il-

lustrated, of wood or of cast iron. If of

the latter, a section '4 in. thick, ribbed

all around with two centre cross ribs,

makes a board light enough to carry

around easily, and heavy enough to stay

in pl.ice on a bench. The face should be

planed.

If made of wood, well selected and
thoroughly dried, the board will be ac-
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curate and lasting. It is better to make
the board of two thicknesses, with the
grain crossed, as shown, nailed or screw-
ed together, in preference to glue. The
outstanding feature of the board, how-
ever, is its economy—the emery cloth

being quickly changed and always drawn
taut and nearly all of its surface avail-

able for unobstructed working. At the

corners are metal clips which clamp the

sheet and, by drawing against the bevel

face of the cut-out comer, pull it flat

without wrinkling it. The screws thread

into nuts set in the under side of the

board.

Unless carefully watched, workmen
are prone to be wasteful of emery cloth,

throwing away sheets which are but

half used up, dirty, or useful for other

purposes. Emery cloth can now be ob-

tained in narrow rolls, which are more
economical than the practice of tearing

up strips. Emery cloth which is dirty

can be brushed out with a stiff brush

(even a file card will do) and its surface

thereby renewed. When the work is oily

or greasy, the cloth gets filled up and

smooth very soon after put in service,

but it is easily cleaned with kerosene and

a soft bristle brush. For many purposes

used emery cloth is better than new

—

the "scratch" is off—and sheets that are

ordinarily thrown away, can be saved

and used again. If dry and not torn, a

used sheet of one grade is as good for

service as a sheet of one or two grades

finer.

©
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A SAW

By H. Middleton.

A PATTERNMAKER can get along very

nicely with no machinery other than a

good saw bench if it is rigged up like

the one in the illustration. A good all-

metal saw is much to be preferred to

one with a wooden frame. A new spin-

dle, or saw arbor, is made with a pro-

jecting end that is externally threaded

and is bored to take the taper shank of

a drill chuck.

The external thread is left hand and

on it screws a light cast iron disc, 8 in.

in diameter, to which sand paper is glued.

By means of an auxiliary table on the

shelf at the side, support for the work

are legion and new ones are constantly
presenting themselves.
When it is desired to drill holes, the

disc is taken off and the drill chuck put
in the spindle. Various face plates, side
and angle gauges for odd drilling, are
made of wood. This makes a low-priced,
good, all-round outfit for a patternmaker.
Complete with % horse-power motor it

should cost less than $200, and is all any
man with a small business needs.

©
WHAT IS "HARDNESS"?

By L. Street.

THE word "hardness," as loosely used in

everyday engineering talks, has no pre-

cise meaning. It calls up in the mind
a complex image of a substance which is

not easily scatched or dented, is liable to

snap rather than bend, and will be likely

to give trouble in machining and resist

wear. "Hardness" is a utility word that

carries all these associations. One can,

however, use the word in a more definite

sense, and speak of the hardness of a sub-

stance as determined by one or other of

the hardness tests.

Such tests fall into two categories: (1)

Abrasion or scratch tests, in which par-

ticles of the material whose hardness is

to be determined are torn away from its

surface by sliding contact with some other

substance, whose corresponding resist-

ance is so high that its surface remains

unimpaired by the action! (2) indentation

tests, in which the surface of the material

under test is permanently distorted by the

pressure of a hard steel ball, cone, or

knife edge. Of these, the indentation

tests are the simplest, and give very re-

liable indications of one of the compon-

ent qualities of hardness—resistance by

local deformation—which the method is

best suited to determine; Brinell and

scleroscope figures are, therefore, accord-

ingly more often quoted as measure of

hardness than any other test result. For

this reason engineers have rather fallen

into the way of regarding indentation

figures as an accurate index of hardness

in general, including the kind of hardness

which ensures resistance to wear. As a

matter of fact it does not by any means
follow in practice that a metal which re-

is provided across

wheel. Having no nut at the centre, the

entire face is available for sanding pat-

terns, rounding corners, putting on

"draft," etc. The uses of a sand wheel
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the centre of the sists indentation will in the same measure
resist abrasion.

A Complex Characteristic

Hardness is not a specific property, like

elasticity or tensile strength, but a com-

plex of many characteristics which, so far
as present knowledge goes, cannot be de-
termined by any single test. The inden-
tation test informs us of resistance to

deformation; any one of the many pos-
sible abrasion tests will indicate resist-
ance to wear under conditions similar to

those obtaining at the test; but it is not
possible to argue from one kind of the
test what the qualities of the material
will be under any other.

The Committee appointed by the Insti-

tutional Engineers in 1914 "to report on
a hardness test for hardened journals and
pins," describes in its report an ingeni-
ously contrived series of tests to determine
resistance to rolling abrasion with a view
of comparing the results of such tests

with the Brinell and scleroscope hardness
numbers. The conclusions reached, while
distinctly informative in many ways,
make it clear that the Brinell hardness
numbers of a miscellaneous selection of
steel are not a safe guide in predicting
their relative resistance to wear.

Results Not Interchangeable
As an example of the difficulties that

surround the task of finding a law where-
by the results of hardness tests of various
kinds might be interchangeable, the pro-

cess of skin-hardening which goes on
under wear with some grades of steel,

more particularly manganese steel, is

especially noteworthy. Manganese steel,

though it cannot be tooled, is really quite

"soft" material. Its prime quality is

toughness; its hardness is only about 200
Brinell. As soon, however, as it is sub-

jected to a crushing or rolling action,

producing deformation, the skin of the

surface takes on quite another struc-

ture, passing from 200 Brinell hardness
to 300, or even 500. This is a peculiar

property, and explains why it is so diffi-

cult to tool a steel of such comparative
softness, the reason being that the ma-
terial hardens to the pressure of the tool.

For this reason alone hardness can-

not be expressed in terms of single value.

It can only be expressed, by a complete
stress strain curve.

®
MECHANICS TRAINING COLLEGE
AN arrangement has been come to be-

tween the Amalgamated Society of En-
gineers and the local employers in the

district of Dudley, England, which will

greatly facilitate the founding and work
of a training college for engineering me-
chanics. The principal object of the

scheme is to enable boys engaged in

workshops to improve not only their or-

dinary education, but acquire a proper
grounding in mechanics, geometiT. and
mechanical drawing. The question of re-

muneration seemed to offer possible

grounds of disagreement, but with the

amicable settlement of this point the

scheme is being proceeded with.

The college training begins at the age

of 16, and on attaining the age of 18 the

employee-student will continue his stud-

ies outside of working hours. It is also

stipulated that class attendance will not

affect the earnings of the pupil so far

as factory conditions are concerned. The
scale of payment is fixed till the student

is 21 years of age.
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Uniform System of Foundry Cost Accounting
To promote the adoption of a uniform system of foun-

dry cost accounfinc/ among its members, the American
Foundrymen's Association has outlined a plan of proced-
ure which represents the most comprehensive effort in this

line of endeavor that has ever been undertaken.

Steel Coating Co., Milwaukee, and A. 0.
Backert, secretary Twelfth and Chestnut
Streets Cleveland.

©

FOR some years the American
FoundrjTnen's Association has had
had cost committees at work

which have presented valuable reports
at the annual meetings of this society,
but unfortunately a large part of this
work has been without practical results
owing to the fact that the members,
in only a few instances, have followed
the recommendations made.
To make this work more practical and

to facilitate the installation of uniform
cost-keeping methods in the plants of
the members of this association, it has
been decided to provide them with the
personal service of a cost expert whose
duty it will be to make the existing cost
systems conform to the one that is to

be adopted. Without the services of a
cost accountaiit to introduce the system,
no headway can be made toward uni-
formity of practice, which is the under-
lying basis for intelligent estimating
among competitors.

Since the American Foundrymen's As-
sociation, due to its low cost of mem-
ber.ship, is without means to carry on
this special work, it was decided to
raise a fund by subscription among
those who desire to participate in the
benefits to be derived from this under-
taking. The plan will enable foundrymen
to obtain a cost accounting system at a

nominal cost, which will be representa-
tive of the latest and best practice in

cost-keeping methods.

Productive labor is a good measure
of the value of the business transacted
by a foundry and, therefore, the ex-
pense of this undertaking will be pro-
rated on the basis of the number of
molders and coremakers employed. The
schedule of charges that will apply, 'fol-

low: Foundries employing up to 40
molders and coremakers, $.50: from 40
to 200 molders and coremakers, $1.25
for each molder and coremaker em-
ployed; for plants employing more than
200 molders and coremakers a flat

charge of $250 will be made. Since
additional traveling expenses will be in-

volved in the installation of the system
outside of the industrial centers of the
United .States and Canada, an extra
charge will be made for this service west
of the Mississippi r'ver, south of the

Ohio river, and outside of the Province
of Ontario, in Canada.
Paj-mcnts are to be made on the fol-

lowing basis: Twenty-five per cent, when
subscribing to this special fund; 25 per
cent, upon the receipt of the book con-
l)aining the uniform cost system; 25
per cent, after the system has been in-

stalled by the cost expert and the re-

maining 25 per cent, after the sub-
scriber has received from the cost ac-

countant a written report covering the

system in use with suggestions to make

it conform to the uniform method to

be adopted.

To carry on this work, the Cost Com-
mittee of the American Foundrymen's
Association has engaged the services of

C. E. Knoeppel & Co., New York, indus-
trial engineers and cost accountants.
Data are now being gathered prepara-
tory to the compilation of a uniform
system of cost-keeping for foundries,

which can be adopted to shops specializ-

ing in the manufacture of gray or mal-
leable iron, or steel castings. The prob-
lems of the foundry which is a depart-
ment of a manufacturing plant and pro-

duces no castings for the trade will be
considered and provision also will be
made for specialty, light and heavy
work shops.

When the uniform system has been
ratified by the Cost Committee, it will

be printed in pamphlet form and will

be distributed among all of the sub-

scribers. As soon as possible there-

after, cost experts in the employ of

C. E. Knoeppel & Co., will visit each
one of the plants of the subscribers and
will point out the features of the cost

system and will aid in its installation.

This personal visit will be followed by
a written report by the cost expert who
will detail every step to be followed in

the introduction and use of this sys-

tem. For a reasonable time thereafter,

the advice of C. E. Knoeppel & Co.,

can be had by correspondence without

additional cost to the subscriber.

Subscribers to this fund are limited

to the member.ship of the American
Foundrymen's Association, but foun-

dries not so enrolled can derive the

benefit of this great work by becom-
ing members of this organization.

Furthermore, only subscribers to this

special fund will receive a copy of the

uniform cost system and the services

of C. E. Knoeppel & Co., membership
in the American Foundrymen's Associa-

tion alone not entitling those so enrolled

to participate.

Favorable replies already have been
received from 217 members of this or-

ganization in the United States and Can-
ada, and 51 have forwarded their sub-

scriptions. This is sufficient assurance

that the plan can be carried to a success-

ful conclusion, and it marks the begin-

ning of the greatest uniform cost cam-
paign ever undertaken in a single in-

dustry.

The members of the Cost Committee,
who conceived this undertaking, fol-

lows: B. D. Fuller, chairman, Westing-
house Electric Mfg. Co.. Cleveland; H.

J. Koch, Fort Pitt Steel Casting Co., Mc-
Keesport, Pa.; J. Roy Tanner, Pitts-

burgh Valve Foundry & Construction

Co., Pittsbur;:; C. R. MessinTer, Sivyer

difficulties confronting the Western pub-

POWER FOR STEEL MILLS
FROM a report of the central station
power committee of the Association of
Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers,
submitted at the recent meeting in
Chicago, the following has been taken,
and for which we are indebted to the
Iron Age.
The rate schedule of 20 power com-

panies furnishing power to steel mills
has been obtained. To permit compari-
sons the net resultant rates for 1000-k\v.
and 5000-kvv. loads at 50 per cent, load
factor were calculated, which calcula-
tions gave the following results:

NET RATES PER KW.-HR., 50 PER CE.VT.
LOAD FACTOR.

Maximum Minimum Average
1000-kw. demand 1.246c 0.700c 0.9417c
5000-kw. demand 1.060c 0.667c O.S464c

The demand, including the effect of
power factor upon it, is just as import-
ant a part of a proper rate schedule as
is the energy charge. A mill with a
load factor of 70 per cent, and a power
factor of 80 per cent, or better can be
served at much less cost than a mill

having a load factor of 35 per cent, and
a power factor of 50 to 70 per cent.

Rate Schedule

Rate schedules should be as simple as
possible and avoid complicated systems
of rates and discounts for varied load
factors and consumptions. Where the
mill can so adjust its operations as to
permit keeping off the central station
peak there should be a lower rate than
for peak sei-vice. Some of the power
companies reporting charge only 50 per
cent, of the peak demand rates for off-

peak service only.

We recommend that in negotiations
for central station power service, and in

order to obtain most favorable rates to
the purchaser, it be insisted that the
rate schedule be divided into demand
charges and energy charges; that the
demand be the average or integrated
peak of 15 to 30 min. duration; that the
power factor be 80 per cent., with de-
crease or increase in the demand to be
charged for accordingly as the power
factor is above or below 80 per cent.;

that the demand charges per kilowatt
be in two or more steps; that the energy
charges per kilowatt-hour be in two or

more steps; that any excess demand oc-

curring at other than the peak period of

the power company's plant be charged
at only one-half the demand charge
normally applying for such excess if

occurring on the power company's peak
period. With rate schedules on the

basis recommended, the mill engineer
will obtain the benefits due to good
operating conditions and not be obliged

to pay for the poor conditions of an-

other consumer's load.

The user of electric power is enabled
to collect engineering data, such as capa-
city of machines, load curves, power re-

(|uirements, maximum demands and
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power consumption, and, in addition,

to provide a means of analyzing the

cycles of operation throughout the plant.

With such records^ the central station

can accurately determine the require-

ments of steel mills and negotiations for

the sale of power are greatly facilitated.

The power requirements in steel mills

range from 1000 to 10,000 kw. or more.
A fair average is about 4000 kw. The
load is characterized by large peaks.

Where alternating-current service is

used the power factor will vary from
approximately 65 to 80 per cent. Large
generating capacity is required to pro-

vide service of the proper regulation.

Application of Central-Station Power

In all large modern central stations,

the power is generated and transmitted

as alternating current at a voltage con-

siderably higher than is permissible for

use around a plant. At the receiving

end of the transmission line this power
must be retransformed to at least two
and generally three lower alternatine-

current voltages, namely; 6600 or 2200,

440 or 220, and 110; and, where direct-

current power is used, further trans-

formation is required from alternating

current to direct current.

The 6600-volt or 2200-volt current is

used for driving the synchronous motor
of motor-generator sets, the large motors
driving the mills and some of the larger

auxiliaries, say from 100 hp. up for the

6600-volt and 50 hp. up for the 2200-

volt for driving pumps, fans, blowers,

etc., in those locations whei'e these volt-

ages can be used without endangering
life and property.

For the remaining auxiliaries the

alternating-current voltage is further

reduced to 440 or 220 volts. Motors
wound for these voltages have a wide
range of application, covering almost all

classes of service in the mill, especially

where constant-speed characteristics ai-e

required.

For lighting 110-volt is generally used
and transformed from either of the

above voltages. In all of the above
transformations a certain percentage of

the initial purchased power is lost, the

magnitude of the losses being in the

order of the motor-generator sets first,

the rotary converter second, and trans-

formers third and least.

In some contracts for central-station

power the power paid for is that which
is delivered to the high-tension side of

the transformers connected to the trans-

mission lines, the power being measured
on the low side of the transformers, the

wattmeter readings on the low side be-

ing multiplied by a constant or multi-

plier which takes into account the trans-

former losses. In contracts of this class

the purchaser pays for transformation
losses. In other contracts the power
paid for is that which is delivered on the

low side of the stepdown transformers,

the power company paying the losses of

the first transformation, the purchaser

paying for all others.

A study of percentage losses incurred

in distributing central station power
from receiving station to plant feeder

station busbars would indicate that in

deciding on the other equipment that

that equipment should be selected which
would entail the least losses to the pow-
er delivered to the motors. If this was
followed out without regard to other

conditions we would select 6600 or 2200

volt apparatus; but physical and safety

considerations limit the use of those

voltages, and consequently only a rela-

tively small number of the total motor
equipment can use them.

Our next choice, so far as efficiency

goes, would be for the 440 or 220 volt

alternating-current auxiliaries. These
can be used in almost all applications

where direct-current power is used, the

exceptions being where variable speed
and dynamic braking are required. The
direct-current motors are so much bet-

ter adapted for this class of service

that the disadvantage of greater con-

version loss is more than compensated
for by their flexibility and adaptability.

The ratio of alternating current to

direct current used will vary greatly in

different plants, depending on so many
factors that no standard can be set. In

R-eneral, in those plants where power is

purchased and where there are many
cranes and variable speed drives direct

current will probably predominate for

auxiliaries about in the ratio of 60 per

cent, direct current to 40 per cent,

alternating current for voltages of 440

alternating current or less and 250 dir-

ect current.

The alternating current is suitable

for driving fans, pumps, hot saws, cold

saws, conveyors, straightners, drill

presses and possibly some mill tables.

Alternating-current motors are not fav-

ored for table drives, for the majority

of them require a wound rotor type of

motor, which, as a rule, is more diflicult

to repair than a direct-current arma-
ture, and the direct current is better

adapted to heavy table work. Direct

current will be used for cranes., tables,

charging storage batteries, electrolytic

work and variable speed motors, esne-

cially those used for driving machine

tcols. The type of winding to use will

depend on the nature of the load and the

results sought.

In general, the use of alternating-

current motors is recommended where

constant-speed, non-reversing conditions

obtain, and the direct current where

'large starting torque, quick-reversing

and acceleration, variable speed or dyn-

amic braking are required.

©
TURBINE GEAR LUBRICATION

By O. C.

WITH the increased use of geared drives

there is an increased necessity for

minimizing friction, thus reducing the

wear and noise and increasing efficiency.

The best results so far have been obtain-

ed with helical gearing, and the use of

this has proved extremely advantageous

in the case of turbine drives for marine
purposes and for direct current genera-

tors. The latest types of double helical

s'ears are, however, those which secure

the best results, great accuracy being

combined with high efficiency and silent

operations. The mounting of all gearing
should have extra careful attention, espe-
cially as to the support of the pinion in

high speed and high power work.
The lubrication of turbine gears is ef-

fected by means of special sprays ar-

ranged to deliver the oil direct on to the
teeth, as to allow such gears to run par-
tially submerged in an oil bath would
absorb an appreciable amount of power.
The pinions of turbine gears are usually
of nickel steel, and the large wheels of
cast iron with steel rims. To obtain

quiet running, straight-cut rawhide,
cambric and paper pinionss are some-
times used; ordinary hydro-carbon oil,

however, is most destructive to rawhide
pinions, and the fact that rawhide pini-

ons have gained a bad name is entirely

due to the use of this lubricant. One of

the best compounds for rawhide pinions
is as follows:

—

Plumbago 159^
Resin oil 55<^
Resin 30<yf

Cloth and paper pinions can be lubri-

cated without injury with ordinary oil.

@
UTILIZATION OF PEAT AS FUEL

By T. J.

UNTIL recently there has been no sys-
tem in existence for the utilization of
peat on a commercial basis; but a new
invention, which recently reached the

commercial stage, offers a means of sup-
plementing the existing coal supply and
in the meantime providing an ideal char-
coal for the trenches. The whole trouble

with regard to the utilization of peat has
arisen from the difficulty of completely
separating the moisture from the solids.

It was this difficulty that all inventors

had failed to overcome. The process
here referred to, known as wet carboniz-

ing, solves the problem. It is simple and
works almost automatically. The peat
is pumped from a bog into a reservoir,

then fed into tubes, which are steam-
jacketed and heated to such a high tem-
perature that a complete chemical de-

composition takes place in the peat, and
the tiny cells are completely disin-

tegrated; in other words, the water and
peat become two distinct elements. The
remaining process consists in pressing
the water out and drying the peat
powder before making it into briquettes.
The briquettes contain a fair percentat^e
of nitrogen, and are of a high calorific

value.

®
INVESTIGATION shows, according to

J. W. Powell, president of the Fore
River Shipbuilding Corporation, that the
average wages in shipbuilding in Great
Britain are 50 per cent, less, and the
net output per worker 14 per cent, higher
than in American yards. In spite of the
vast capital expenditure devoted to the

improvements of the American shipbuild-

ing plants during the past three years,
which is believed to have placed them
in the front rank from the view of

equipment, the opinion is put forward
that no superiority of design or methods
of building can overcome the basic disad-

vantages of the American industry.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its
object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as
"spokes in the ivheeJs" of our metal-working establishments.

JOHN WILKIE TAYLOR
THE increasing importance of the

shipping industry, which is now
being brought before the general

public by events not of the pleasantest,
is of more than passing interest to our
readers, not only on account of the manu-
facturing activity which is expected to
result from present developments, but
also because of the more intimate know-
ledge ensuing with regard to ships'
equipment and personnel. The part play-
ed by the machine shop in the annual
round of marine life in this country is

too important to be overlooked. Not only
so, but the influence of early experience
during the formative period of an en-
gineer's life has more than a little to do
with the ultimate niche which he may
occupy in industry's gallery.
As chief engineer of the Western Can-

ada Flour Mills Co., Goderich, Ont., John
Wilkie Taylor occupies a post of con-
siderable importance not only from a
technical viewpoint, but also, at the pres-
ent moment, from a standpoint of inter-
national exigency; a daily capacity of
10,000 barrels of flour by the various
plants will perhaps facilitate perception
of the reference. Despite the fact that
he has a "shore job," Mr. Taylor's suc-
cess has been largely influenced by a
happy combination of constructive and
operative experience. Born of Scottish
parents at Nottawa, Ont.. 1868, Mr, Tay-
lor is Canadian to the core, his life ac-
tivities having alTordcd opportunity for
becoming intimately acquainted with
manv widely separated parts of his na-
tive land.

His e-irly education was obtained in
the public school-^ of Nottawasaga Town-
shin, passing the entrance examinations
at 1,3 von rs of age. In May, 1880. an ap
prenticeship was commenced in the
establishment of Nathan Veitch, iron-
founder and michinist. at Nottawa, and
although, as our "Spoke" remarks, the
plant was somewhat nrimitive, the pro-
prietor, bv reason of his pcr.sonal in-
terest in the youthful employee, more
than made up for the shortcomings of
bis equipment. Mr. Veitch was a real

"old guard" of the trade, having come
from the Howden shops in Glasgow,
Scotland, and the thorough manner in
which he grounded our friend in the
rudiments of the foundry and mechanical
trades has been the cause of life-long
gratitude on the part of Mr. Taylor.
On the conclusion of his apprentice-

ship Mr. Taylor spent a year at Colling-
wood as assistant engineer in a large
saw mill owned by the A. M, Dodge Co.,
of New York. His contact with snipping
at this port created a desire for marine
experience, and during the three seasons
ending 1890 he was in charge of small
craft plying from that port. A position
as staff engineer with the Great North-
ern Transit Co. of Collingwood was fol-

.lOHN WII.KIE TAYl.Oll.

lowed in IHIM by appointment to the post
of chief engineer in charge of the fleet of
the Dominion Fish Co., Georgian Bay.
This position he relinquished for a year

to join the Holland and Emery Lumber
Co., at Byng Inlet, returning to the form-
er company and superintending the over-
hauling of their fleet while wintering at
Goderich. The year 1900 was rendered
memorable in our "Spoke's" life by the
burning of the passenger steamer Persia,
of which he was chief engineer. The
event was not without its recompense, as
he had full charge of the rebuilding of
the engines, boilers and mechanical
equipment, a task which was of consider-
able value in view of the experience ob-
tained, as was evidenced by the perform-
ance of similar work for the Dominion
Fish Co., in connection with their pas-
senger steamer Manitou.
Recent events have acted as a forcible

reminder of the three years from 1904
to 1907, which were spent as chief en-
gineer on the steel freighter Algonquin,
this craft having recently fallen a victim
to the torpedo of a Hun submarine off
the coast of England. Mr. Taylor at this
time was a strong advocate for the
adoption of quadruple expansion engines,
and while a bulk lake freighter of 10,000
tons was so fitted at that time and
demonstrated the efficiency of the type
of engine, further adoption was nega-
tived by the extra amount of space re-
quired. His admiration for this highly
developed type of engine was given full

scope, when after four years with the
Montreal Transportation Co., he became
chief engineer of the turret steamer
Scottish Hero, of the Camdian Lake &
Ocean Navigation Co. This vessel had
quadruple expansion en^ine^^ ."fd h-id

been refitted with Scotch boilers for 215
lbs. pressure, the two years' operation of
which provided additional experience of
a valuable nature, calculated to render
our friend particularly fitted for the con-
trol and direction of the extensive equip-
ment for which he is now responsible,
and to which he was appointed in 1913.
resigning from an imnortTnt apnoint-
ment with the Merchants' Mutual Line
to accept the position.

The practical experience outlined has
been combined with freauent onportuni-
ties to study power plant conditions in
the States as well as Can-ula. and Mr.
Taylor speaks highly of the degree to
which Western Canada industrial equip-
ment has been developed. A feature of
Mr. Taylor's success has been the ex-
tent to which he relied on self-tuition for
icquiring his theoretical knowledge.
During early days in lake service, the
winter months were spent in machine
shops, and evenings devoted to studv.
the benefits being evidenced hv ^hp
steady progress in his profession. His
advice, therefore, to the voung mechani-
cal engineer has the feature of person.il
success behind it. "I most strongly ad-
vise serving an anprenticeshin in some
good engineering shop alon<' with a tech-
incal school training, and throu"-hout
life a diliirent study of trade and en-
gineering journals.

As is frequently the case with men
much occupied in industrial pursuits. Mr.
Taylor has not spent much of his time
in political matters, being strictly inde-
pendent in his views. He has. however,
been a life-long member of several fra-
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ternal socities and a number of Masonic
orders, and when he retired from lake

enpfineeringr was made an honorary mem-
ber of Midland Council, National Asso-
ciation Marine Engineers.

Mr. Taylor's private life is now spent

at Goderich, where he resides with his

wife and family on Lighthouse Street,

his ability having descended to one son,

who is serving in an engineering capac-

ity with the Standard Oil Co. at Taft,

California. —m—
TORONTO BRANCH C.M.A. ANNUAL

MEETING
EIGHT hundred firms and corporations

are now enrolled in the Toronto branch
membership of the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association, according to the re-

port of the Secretary, H. Macdonald, at

the seventeenth annual meeting, held a

few days ago. The figures show an in-

crease of eighty-seven on the year. The
meeting was held at the Central Techni-

cal School and prominent among the

matters getting the association support

were technical education and the imper-

ative need for its extension.

A wide range was covered bv the

address of the Chairman, Thomas Roden.

Major L. L. Anthes was, by acclamation,

elected chairman for 1917-18, and J.

Western vice-chairman. Outside of as-

sociation business, there were brief ad-

dresses by Dr. A. C. MacKay, Principal

of the Technical School, and Miles

Vokes, Chairman of the Board of Edu-
cation. Several speakers touched on

the criticism which had been directed

against the Central Technical School by
Mayor Church. Resolutions were passed

in appreciation of technical instruction;

approving the establishing of Govern-

ment Bureau for industrial research,

and for further housing methods on

modern lines in Toronto. Nearly all as-

pects of civic, industrial and public

policies were included in the scope of the

lengthy reports.

Anticipating the Future
In the Chairman's remarks it was

stated that "with Canada approaching

one of the most critical periods in her

existence, caused by the necessity of

readjusting her production from a war
to a peace basis, it is imperative upon
us as business men to bring our united

counsels to bear in an effort to antici-

pate the problems. The sphere of in-

fluence and activities of the association

have become so extensive, embracing
such great diversifications of interest,

yet providing a common ground upon
which divergent views may be harmon-
ized, that its deliverances must neces-

sarily take upon themselves as atmos-

phere of broad and comprehensive state-

manship. This same general view has
actuated strongly the deliberations of

the committee of Toronto branch, and
during the year I have had abundant
evidence of the respect and esteem in

which our association is held."

Trade of Canada

The last fiscal year showed the trade

of Canada to have been nearly twice

that of 1914-15. The ordinary revenus
of the Dominion amounted to about

$230,000,000, or $100,000,000 more than
that of 1914-15. The revenue of the

past year—the largest in our history

—

will be sufficient to meet all the ordin-

ary and capital expenditures of the coun-

try, and in addition pay fifty or sixty

million dollars of the expenditures for

war purposes. The total trade of the

Dominion will be found to have reached

about two billion dollars or a billion

dollars more than that of the fiscal year

in which the war began. Mr. Roden
then touched on the duty of manufac-
turers to co-operate with the Govern-

ment to meet after-war conditions.

Tariffs

"At an Allies Conference in Paris,"

he went on, "certain resolutions were
adopted looking to the formation after

the war of a species of commercial

union of the anti-German powers. It is,

of course^ too soon to presage the na-

ture of the effect, but it is not too soon

for all who are engaged in commercial

and industrial pursuits to become contin-

uously watchful observers. More care

should be exercised in the selection of

people before appeals for immigration

are made for the sake of labor and good

citizenship, and the granting of the

franchise should be more carefully con-

sidered. Owing to the ignorance of our

language on the part of many of our

immigrants and the lack of knowledge

of our traditions and ideals, many
abuses are likely to develop unless re-

strictive measures ai-e imposed."

Industrial Research Needed

"If there is one thing that is particu-

larly lacking in Canada, it is industrial

research. Sir George Foster's appoint-

ment of the Advisory Board, of which

Professor Macallum is the head, cannot

be too highly appreciated. This terrible

war with our loss of man-power and in-

crease of taxes necessitates the most

careful conservation and utilization of

both our natural and industrial re-

sources. To do this, as manufacturers

we must be keenly alive to the crisis we
shall pass through after the war and

lose no time in making definite plans to

co-operate in every way to utilize to the

fullest the facilities which may be af-

forded by the Advisory Board."

In the Secretary's report it was stated

that by a vigorous campaign to secure a

series of scholarships to be awarded by

the manufacturers in connection with

the day courses at the Central Technical

School for the past session, thirty-one

scholarships of $25 each were secured.

Five more were given at the meeting.

The Executive pledged the support of

the Branch in any feasible plan for

securing suitable employment of return-

ed soldiers. The number of men who
have found employment to date is 3,240.

So far as the Commission know there is

no discharged soldier able and willing

to work who is at the present time out

of emplojTTient in the Province. The
prospects for employment of discharged

soldiers in the future seem very bright.

Discrimination Against Home Capacity

The Executive reported having given

serious consideration to the subject of

the growing and persistent discrimina-

tion by Government departments against

the employment of Canadian architects,

engineers, contractors and manufac-
turers, in the construction of public

works. The policy complained of is

viewed as inconsistent with the efforts

which are being made through our uni-

versities and other educational institu-

tions to develop into a high state of

efficiency the young men of the country.

It is felt that the conservation and de-

velopment of the manhood resources of

the country, no less but rather more,

than our material resources, are the con-

cern of the whole country.

"Viewed generally, the year just end-

ed has given every evidence of the vast

resources of this country, and its abil-

ity quickly to adapt and adjust itself

to new and changed conditions. Fair

harvests, with prices unparallelled for

agricultural produce, unequalled activ-

ities in our factories, labor enjoying the

highest wages of recent times, further

substantial increase in the countrj-'s

favorable trade balance and heavy in-

crease in bank deposits are some of the

factors which go to mark 1916 as an

abundantly prosperous year in Canada."

New Officers

The following were the representa-

tive elections for the ensuing year:

Canadian National Exhibition Associ-

ation: Messds. G. T. Irving, J. P. Mur-

ray, George Brigden. J. S. McKinnon.

\v! C. Phillips, Sam Harris, E. J. Frey-

seng, James Litster, T. A. Russell, John

Firstbrook, W. C. Coulter and H. N.

Cowan.
Representatives to Executive Council:

Messrs. George Bria-den. J. P. Murray,

W. C. Phillips, G. Frank Beer, R. D.

Fairbaim, Thomas Findlev. W B.. Tin-

dall. "r. F. Monypennv, W. C. Coulter.

J. Western, J. S. McKinnon, Sam Harris,

Thomas Roden, E. J. Freyseng and R. L.

Mclntyre.
Branch Executive: Messrs. R. L. Mc-

lntyre, W. C. Laidlaw, James Litster, A.

H. Jeffrey. F. E. Mutton, S. H. Chap-

men, T. F. Monypenny, J. P. Murray,

John Hillock, G. B. Clark, John Miller,

N. Neilson, J. A. Riordon and F. W.

Stone.

The resolution on technical education

was moved by J. S. McKinnon, seconded

by J. F. Eliis; that on industrial re-

search by W. B. Tindall, seconded by

T. F. Monypenny; that on suburban set-

tlement and housing by S. R. Parsons,

and seconded bv G. Frank Beer.

@
Release Steel for Rails.—Steps are be-

ing taken to provide for the rolling of

rails required for renewals in Canadian

Government railways in Canada. An ar-

rangement will be made with the Im-

perial Munitions Board, which has first

call upon the steel output, for the re-

lease of metal for the purpose. The

mills at Algoma Steel Co. and Domin-

ion Steel Corporation will be utilized for

this work.
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24-IN. HELICAL-GEARED SHAPER
EXPERIMENTS with helical tooth

driving gears in shapers have
been in progress for several

months by the Queen City Machine
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and as a re-

sult it has been decided to make

etc., have been available to small power
users such as farms, country churches,

camps, railroad st;itions, and isolated

inns and boarding houses, but the de-

signs of the set illustrated herewith have

made departure from the present ten-

dency by discarding belts, storage bat-

24-IN. HELICAL-GEARED SHAPER.

this type of drive standard on their

24-in. machine. This type of gearing

operates without noise or backlash, and

although a comparatively small helix

angle is adopted, 14 deg. 55 min., at

least three teeth are in mesh together,

resulting in a smooth movement of the

ram without any shock.

The tine fini.=h obtainable on work was
largely responsible for the adoption of

this drive, the results being only equalled

by machine with spiral gear drive; the

strength and wearing qualities being

greatly increased, while the gTi-itly re-

duced vibration adds considerably to the

life of the machine as a whole.

In addition to this new feature the ma-
chine possesses other interesting fea-

tures, such as heat-treated journals with

ring-oiling bearings; the use of semi-

steel castings made by the McLain pro-

cess; quick change feed mechanism,
which is fully enclosed and is manipu-
lated without theoperator having to

Handle any moving parts.

©
'2 K.W. DOMESTIC LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANT
THE problem of designing a home-si'/.e

lighting plant is one which has engaged
the attention of electrical engineers for
some time, with varying degress of suc-
cess. Belt-driven and direct-connected
sets with self-starting arrangements.

teries and starting devices, and have de-

veloped a unit which is claimed to be ca-

pable of running continuously night and
day if required, the cost of the compara-
tively idle extra running being less than

that of storage battery depreciation.

The engine end of the Uni-Lectric

lighting and power plant is shown in the

engraving, the rated capacity of the set

being .''jOI) watts (% k.w.) at 110 volts,

direct current. A generous overload ca-

pacity renders it capable of running fifty

15-watt lamps, or any combined light

and power load up to 750 watts, so that

two motors of 'i horse-power each may
be run from it.

The well-known efficiency of the sleeve-

valve type of engine over long periods

of continuous operation induced the de-

signers to adopt this principle. The 4

stroke-cycle is employed with a single cy-

linder of 2Vi in. bore and .3 in. stroke.

The sleeve, however, is of the revolving

type which thus leaves the piston and
piston rod as the only reciprocating parts

in the entire construction. The cylin-

der casting is provided with exhaust

and intake ports, and the sleeve which
is carefully ground to a proper fit is ar-

ranged with two diametrically opposite

ports for registration with the cylinder

ports. The piston is located inside the

sleeve and reciprocates in it as though
it were the true cylinder. The sleeve is

driven at onlv one revolution to four re-

volutions of the crankshaft, its two ports

acting alternately as exhaust and intake.

The cylinder, as can be seen, is bolted

to the crank case, which carries a single

long crank shaft bearing; the armature

shaft is tapered and tits into the end of

the crank shaft so that it becomes in-

tegral therewith, the free or commuta-
tor end of the armature shaft being car-

ried in a ball bearing. Forced automatic

lubrication by pump is provided to all

moving parts except this ball bearing,

which only requires attention every

month or so.

The entire generator is housed in a

casing bolted to the end of crank case,

and cooling water hopper and fuel tank

are conveniently mounted overhead.

Magneto ignition and automatic carbu-

retor and governor are provided, the net

weight of the apparatus being -375 lbs.,

and floor space occupied 24 x 25 in., with

a height of 45 in. The Waterman Mo-
tor Co., Detroit, Mich., are the builders

of this outfit.

-@-

THE ELECTRIC FURNACE
THE use of the electric iron and steel

furnace has made exceptional progress

under war conditions. When the demand
for steel exceeds the supply, and junk

HALK-KILOWA 11 DIKIX' I'-l'ONNKd ED
GASOLINE-DRIVEN LIGHTING

AND POWER SET.
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piles are searched for available metal, the

electric steel furnace experiences a boom
because it is capable of making an ex-

cellent quality of steel from a compara-
tively poor quality of iron and steel scrap.

As more and more careful conservation

of natural resources becomes necessary,

electrical processes steadily gain ground
because of their greater economy in the

use of raw materials.

At the beginning of 1916 there were 73

electric steel furnaces in the United

States pi-oducing 100,000 tons per year;

to-day there are over double this number
with a yearly production exceeding 1,-

000,000 tons. These furnaces require in

the neighborhood of 150,000 h.p., one of

the largest single installations having a

total capacity of 70 tons in units of 15

and 20 tons.

The relative growth in Canada is even
greater; electric furnace steel production

has increased from 61 tons in 1915 to

43,790 tons in 1916. In Montreal alone,

according to figures supplied by the Civic

Investment and Industrial Co., there are
in operation, or being installed, 11 electric

furnaces requiring a total of 17,000 h.p.

The larger furnaces, when fed from high
tension lines and properly controlled, offer

no serious disturbances to their circuits,

but a plant of less than 5,000 h.p. capacity
should not attempt to carry single phase
furnaces of 400 k.w. or over. The possi-

bilities as an off-peak load are good as the

usual length of heat is only about three
hours, which condition would adapt it-

self excellently to a limited service opera-
tion. The furnaces can be operated eco-

nomically at from Ic. to Hie. per k.w.h.,

and such rates are now in force in many
Canadian centres for ordinary service

such as house lighting.

-®-

DEATH SUMMONS A. R. WILLIAMS
ADVICE of the death of Alfred Ruggles

Williams, which occurred on the after-

noon of Friday, May 18, at his residence,

56 Madison Avenue, Toronto, after an ill-

ness of four days, following a stroke of

paralysis, will be received with regret by

his many friends and business acquaint-

ances.

The late Mr. Williams, who was wi.!e!y

known as tht president of the A. R. Wil-

liams Machinery Co., Toronto, with

branches at Winnipeg, Man., Vancouver,

B.C., and St. John, N.B., was born in

Troy, Bradford County, Pa., on December

26, 1838, son of John Wood Williams, of

Devonshire, England, and Louise Lee

(Ruggles) Williams, of Vermont. Fol-

lowing his education in the public schools

of Troy, Pa., and later at a private sem-

inary in Lima, N.Y., he joined his father,

who n-as a farmer and maltstei". For con-

SHIPBUILDING DIFFICULTIES
THE scarcity of steel is given as one
reason why any important progress in

the development of steel shipbuilding

in Canada may have to be deferred.

Steel capacity within Canada is largely

taken up until the middle of 1918, with
the bulk of contracts based on Govern-
ment requirements in connection with
munitions. These contracts may be fur-

ther enlarged to absorb most of the out-

put for 1919, so, unless any considerable
part of the capacity of the mills should be

released from munitions on the ground
that shipbuilding might be more urgent,

the outlook is not encouraging. Even in

that event there would be delays until

mills to roll ship plates could be equipped.

On the financial side, others see diffi-

culties for an extensive shipbuilding pro-

gramme in the new Canadian taxation.

One large eastern concern is said to have
laid aside its plans for a shipbuilding
plant on the ground that new capital

could not be enlisted in support of such
an enterprise, when the risks of loss

would have to be heavily scaled down to

meet taxes. This, too, is said to be en-

tering as an adverse factor in the plans of

s^me American capital that was coming
i::to the counti-y for the purpose.

president, the Toronto Structural Steel

Co.

Mr. Williams' first wife, Mary S.

Gould, only daughter of Isaac H. Gould,

of Wyoming, N.Y., died in 1903, and is

survived by Mary Bartha, wife of Walter

H. Clenies, director of the A. R. Williams

Co. In 1907 he married Carrie Elinor

Baker, of Stratford, Ont, and the two

children of the marriage, Alfred Ruggles.

jr., and Elinor May, survive.

While resident in Mitchell, Ont., the

late Mr. Williams was president of the

Public School Board and was active in

establishing the High School. Always a

stalwart advocate of all benevolent mea-

sures and a co-operator in church and

temperance work, he took especial interest

in the advancement of the Sunday school

movement, acting as superintendent of

the Central Methodist Sunday School, To-

ronto, for eighteen years. He was an

ex-member of the Sons of Temperance
and tne Independent Order of Good Temp-
lars, and was vice-president of the Com-
mittee of One Hundred.

In business life the late Mr. Williams

was a member of the Toronto Board of

Trade, the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation, and the London Association of

Commercial Travelers.

The public funeral took place on Mon-
day afternoon, May 21, to Mount Pleasant

Cemetery, Toronto. In addition to a pri-

vate service at deceased's late residence,

a public service was held in Central Meth-

odist Church, among those present being

the employees of the various A. R. Wil-

liams Machinery Co. plants and represen-

tatives of a wide variety of social, busi-

ness and society interests.

©

THE LATE ALFRED KUGGLES WILLIAMS.

scientious reasons, however, he soon aban-

doned the career of maltster.

His first experience of the machinery

business, 1862-1868, was gained with the

firm of Paterson Bros., Richmond Hill,

Ont., in the capacity of traveller; later he

assumed management and control of the

business. With Robert Thompson he

settled at Mitchell, Ont.. establishing the

foundry business of Thompson & Wil-

liams, manufacturers of reapers, mowers,

agricultural implements generally, grist

and saw mills, steam tractors, etc. In

1875 the plant was removed to Stratford,

Ont., a limited liability company being

formed under the firm name of The
Thompson-Williams Mfg. Co. The nuc-

leus of the present business was organized

in Toronto in 1882, being afterwards in-

corporated in 1894 as the A. R. Williams

Machinery Co. The different branches

were established as follows: Montreal,

1887; Winnipeg, 1903; Vancouver, 1905;

St. John, 1910. Deceased was also a

director of Williams & Wilson, machinery

dealers, Montreal, and director and vice-

MINERAL PRODUCTION FOR THREE
MONTHS

THE quarterly report of the Ontario

Bureau of Mines covering the records of

Ontario's mineral production for the first

three months of this year, shows that

copper and nickel are running at smelter

capacity; gold is being mined in increas-

ing quantity, but silver has dropped in

production below the totals for the same

period in 1916. Iron ore shows a re-

markable increase and considerable in-

creases are also reported in all other

items of metalliferous production with-

in the province.

The output of gold was 127,692 ounces,

valued at $2,601,760, the Hollinger. Dome
and Mclntyre camps being the largest

producers; 3,945,957 ounces of silver were

produced, as against 5,207,831 ounces for

the same period in 1916. The value of

the silver output was $2,831,873; 10,141

tons of nickel matte and 5,063 tons of

copper matte were produced; 52,694 tons

of iron ore were mined, as compared

with 6.573 tons turned out for the first

quarter of last year.

©
;

"Willie," said his mother, "I wish you

would run across the street asd see how

old Mrs. Brown is this morning." A
few minuts later Willie returned and re-

ported: "Mrs. Brown says it's none of

your business how old she is."

I
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MEN WHOM WE CAN ILL SPARE

FULL of years as the measure of life is reckoned, and

bearing alike the respect of those who knew him in

a business way and of those to whom contact as a

private citizen was vouchsafed, Alfred Ruggles Williams,

has passed to the Great Beyond. A record such as his is by

' no means common, combining as it does business success

in a superlative degree, the lack of public honors usually

thrust upon men under such circumstances but withal em-

bodying and displaying those attributes of character and

adherence to principle and virtue which put the guinea

stamp on a man and endear him to his fellows. His busi-

ness interests, although large and prosperous, and for the

most part, therefore, with a tendency to engross his indi-

vidual attention, never appear during his long life course

to have eclipsed or side-tracked the many opportunities

always offering for social service, rather will it be found

that his interests in the latter direction were equally large

and important, and the measurement of achievement equal-

ly valuable as those relating particularly to the buying

and selling of machinery. The reputation of the A. R.

Williams Machinery Co. is front rank, wherever it has

transacted business, and it goes without saying that such

a circumstance is entirely due to the integrity and sterling-

worth of its now deceased founder.

Men of Alfred Ruggles Williams' calibre are all too

rare in every walk of life, and the loss of one, even

although the allotted span has been materially extended

in his case, leaves an undesirable gap in the ranks. At any

time the work and effort of such men are valuable and

fruitful to either a community or a nation, but in times

like these, doubly so; as a consequence the passing of but

one appeals to us as though he could be ill spared.

^
MODIFICATION OF WAR TAXATION IN ORDER

JUDGING by the urgent need of ships to replace those

sunk and being sunk by enemy submarines and mines,

there is great opportunity for the establishment of

additional shipbuilding jjlants in Canada, more especially

on her ocean and ocean waterway shores. In previous

issues we have urged that advantage be taken of the op-

portunity offering. Quite a number of shipyards have

been projected and a good deal of preliminary work done

with reference to them, but there is an apparent tendency

for all of them to more or less "hang fire." Lack of Gov-

ernment support, lack of equipment and structural mate-

rial readily available, and the recent War Tax announce-

ment, are individually and collectively responsible for the

hesitancy to take definite action, and on the latter of the

three deterrents—the War Tax business profits, there is

good reason to believe that considerable onus lies.

The two most important things that must be encour-

aged in Canada to-day are increased production and

increased thrift and saving. The enormous tax which is

proposed upon the profits of some incorporated companies,

acts as the greatest discouragement to initiative and to

production that could well be devised. Business men to-day

are prepared to assume heavy burdens and to pay large

taxes. Men, however, who are responsible for the invest-

ment of money for this cannot assume a responsibility

which places upon them the possibility of large losses on

the one hand, if unsuccessful, and on the other hand, of

only a fraction of the profits gained if the operations are

successful. We want to encourage production on the farm

to-day. We want to encourage production in the factory.

We want to encourage the re-investment in improved

plant by manufacturers. We want to encourage the intro-

luction of fresh capital into Canada and the conservation

in Canada of her resources.

In this tax on profits the Minister of Finance has gone

too far in one direction. He must modify it before it is

too late, and if he finds it necessary to replace some reve-

nue which he thinks is going to be lost thereby, then put

some tax upon those articles, the consumption of which

should be restricted in Canada to-day. Put some tax on

the great incomes—ranging from $100,000 to $1,000,000

a year—which are drawn by people who have their invest-

ments in bonds and mortgages—much of whose money was

made in real estate and other speculation—and who are

themselves taking no risk and contributing nothing by

their enterprise or ability to production in the country.

Until some material modification of the War Taxation

as it applies to business enterprise, established or pro-

jected, is made effective, we may look to see not only ini-

tiative chilled as regards shipbuilding, but relative to all

forms of industry, manufacture, and resources develop-

ment.
®

INDUSTRY AND CONSCRIPTION

THE announcement by Sir Robert Borden soon after

his return from England that conscription would be

resorted to at an early date to maintain the forces

of the Dominion at the required strength was not unex-

pected by observers of events. Chief among such are the

manufacturers, especially those in the metal-working in-

dustries, and their reception of the announcement has not

been such as to occasion grave fears of industrial dislo-

cation and its attendant results.

This last effort is far more likely to affect those strata

of society which are unconnected with machine shop inter-

ests. The call for labor to carry out the shipbuilding pro-

gram alone will place a considerable number of manual

workers outside the scope. The availability of numbers of

women operators due to recent decrease of shell produc-

tion will in some measure make good the possible drafting

of machinists from non-essential trades.

The event should be accepted by the country as final

evidence of the seriousness of the war, and if accompan-

ied by reduction of extravagance, and increased production

of necessities, with proper control of same, the future

results of the present step can be but for the best, indus-

trially, financially and politically.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh $10 95
Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-
cago 46 75

Standard low phos., Philadel-
phia 75 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 44 95
Basic, Valley furnace 42 00

Montreal Toronto

Mlddleaboro, No. 3
CleFeland, No. 3
Clarenie, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 50 00

5 00

6 00

7 GO
4 75
5 00

FINISHED IRON AND STSEL,.
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto... 4 75
Steel bars, base, Toronto .

.

Steel bars, 2 in. to 4 in.

base
Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base

iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

Steel bars, base, Montreal..
Reinforcing bars, base 5 10
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

mill 38 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 00
Tank plates, Pittsburgh 6 50
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh 4 00

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 00
Small shapes 5 25

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
fiteel bars 4 25
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 40
Structural shapes 4 75
Plates 6 00

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following Points

Per 100 lbs.
C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23 1 31.5
St. John, N.B 35.1
Halifax 35 1 45.5
Toronto 18 9 22 1
Gueiph 18.9 no

1

London 18 9 22.1
Windsor 18.9 •70

J
Winnipeg 64.9 85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 60 $37 00
Electro copper 38 50 37 00
Castings, copper 37 50 36 00

68 00
12 00Spelter 13 50

i^ead 13 .>;o 13 25
Antimony 27 00 30 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 DO

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vt to % $9 00 $8 00
Heads 9 30 8 10
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 9 10 8 10

WROUGHT PIPE.
Effective May 14. 1917.

Black Galvanized

Standard Buttweld.

Size.

1

1%
IVo
2

2%
3
3W>

4

11 73
15 87
18 98

I.. 25 63
40 95
53 55
66 24
78 48

$ 4 50
4 96
4 96
6 29
7 94

Standard Lapweld

28 49

Per 100 feet

14 88
20 13

24 06
32 38
51 77
67 70
83 26
98 65

t 6 00
7 00
7 00
7 86
10 06

2U, in 42 71 62 94

3 in 56 85 69 23
3U in 68 08 86 02
4 in 80 66 101 90
4'.'. in 93 98 118 70
5 in 109 SO 138 40

6 in 142 10 179 50

7 in 185 60 232 05

8 L in 195 00 243 76

8 in 224 60 280 SO

9 in 269 10 336 38

10 L in 249 60 312 00

10 in 321 40 401 70

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under, 50%.

4V2" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couplings, 4" and under,

40%.

4Vi" and larger, 20%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers* Buying Prices.
Montreal

Copper, light $22 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00

Copper, heavy 26 00

Copper wire 26 00

No. 1 machine com-

position 21 50

New brass clippings 18 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00

Heavy meltinj^ steel 19 00

Steel turnings 8 00

Shell turnings 12 00

Boiler plate 19 00

Axles, wrought iron 22 00

Rails 19 00

No. 1 machine cast

irons 22 00

Malleable scrap .... 17 00

Pipe, wrought 14 00

Scrap zinc 8 00

Tea lead 7 50

Aluminum 32 DO

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove bolts ^ 55

Plate washers 10

.Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over net

Machine bolts, % and less. . 10

Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net

Machine screws, fl. and rrt.

hd., Bleel 271/2

.Machine screws, o. nnd fil.

hd., steel 10
.Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
-Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 76
Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs,
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 17 ^^

Boiler rivets, base %-in.
and larger .$6.65

Structural rivets, as above. 6.55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72y2
Wood screws, O. & R.,

bright 67'/2

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37yo

Wood screws. 0. & R..

brass .*2y2

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27^2

Wood screifi, O. & R.
bronze 25

Toronto

$20 00

25 DO

24 50

24 50

20 00

17 00

16 00

17 DO

8 00

12 DO

10 60

24 DO

18 00

22 00

16 00

9 00

9 50

7 00

35 00

10

30

10
20

-HILLED TRODLCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin. & Seml-fln. nuts up to

1 In
Fin. and seml-fln. nuts, over

1 in., up to iy2 in
Fin. and seml-fln. nuts, over

1V4 In., up to 2 In
Studs
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet (list plus ID and 10).

Planer head bolts, with
fillet (list plus ID and 10).

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20

Collar screws ....list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

In .Tdd ^.50
Cold pressed nuts over 1V4

in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets i 80 00

Open-hearth oillets 80 00

O.K. sheet bars 80 00

Forging billets 105 00

Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 5 00 5 00

Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam..
100 lbs 5 80

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 36
Solder, guaranteed 39

Biibbitt metals 14 to 60
Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 35

White lead, pure, cwt 16 03
Red dry lead, 100 1b. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. English 38

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95

Gasoline, per gal., bulk... P.1V,

Benzine, per g.'il., bulk 30%
Pure turpentine, single'

bbls., gal 72

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls

Pl.nster of P.nris, per bb!..

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt.
Packing, square braided ....

Packing. No, 1 Italian 38

Packing. No. 2 Italian 30

Lend wool, per lb 1."^

Pure Manila rope 33^
Transmission rope. Manila.. 43^
Drilling cables. Manila D 381^

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron.

35%; standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60; flanged unions, 40;
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.. $7 75 $8 10

Sheets, Black, No. 10. 7 50 7 90

Canada plates, dull,

r>2 sheets 7 00

Canada plates, all

bright S 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25

Queen's Head, 28 B.

W.G 7 TB
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 (B.W.
<J 7 45

Corbal's Best. No. 28 8 25

Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S... 8 30

Premier, 10% oz 8 60

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

1 40

1 43
2 .50

9 00
32

to

Standard drills to IVq in... 40

Standard drills, over 1% In.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10

.robbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15

S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25

Electrlci.ins' bits .30

Sockets 40

7 00

8 00

7 26

7 76

7 35
7 50

6 75
8 70
9 00

B

Vi in.

5-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

1/2 in. .

9-16 in.

% in. .

m.

1 inch
Extra for B.B. Chain
Extra for B.B.B. Chain

ELECTRIC WELD CO
CHAIN B.B.

3-16 in.

Vt in. .

5-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

Va In. ..

% In. ..

% in. .

$9 75
9 40
8 65
7 45
7 25
7 25
7 15

7 05
7 00
6 90
1 20
1

IL

80

$15 50
11 70
S 40
7 40
6 35

6 35
fi 35
6 35
6 35

Prices per 100 Ihs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American.,.. 55

Kearney & Foot, .\rcade 55

.7. Barton Smith. Eagle 55

McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & Biirnes 55

niacl! Diamond 45

Delta Files 40^^
"

Nicholson i5

Clohe 55

Vulcan 55

Disston '•'

COAX. AND COKE.

Solvay Foundi*y Coke $10 90

Conuelsville Foundry Coke. ..

Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack S 05

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.
Seam- Lap-

Size. less welded

1 in. .$27 00

I'i in. . 33 00

I'... in. . 33 00 30 00

1% in. . 35 00 30 00

. 38 00 30 00

2'... in. . 46 00 36 00

3 in. . .52 00 42 00

3I4 in.

3'... in.

48 00

. 62 00 52 00

4 in. . 76 00 65 00

Prices per 100 feet. Mon treal

and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MPOUNDS.

Castor oil, per lb 27
Royalite, per gal., bulk 16
PaLicine 19
Machine oil, per gal 26i.i

Black oil, per gal 13
Cylinder oil, Capital 45V4
Cylinder oil. Acme 361^
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 6 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic GS
Acine cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37%
I'mperial quenching ojl .... 39^^
Petroleum fuel oil 11%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 50

Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 603, 50 ft. . 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 46
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas 18

X Empire 18

Ideal
1"

X press 16

COLORED.

Lion 14H
Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11%
Keen 10^4

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
.Vnchcr 11

WASHED WIPERS.
Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-
count for quantity.

RL'BBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Best grades 20%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin . 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, y, to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2,S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 11x60 base. 64 00 60 00.
Braziers'. In sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BR.\SS.

Brass rods, base Vs in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets. 8 in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 58

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.. $17 00 $17 00

Sheets, 3!4 lbs. sq.
ft 17 00 17 00

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 16 50 16 50

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, boracic J .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 1414
Acid, nitric ]o
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.'Vnimonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cob.Tlt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 18
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 76
Potassium sulphide (sub-

sitltute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. !65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .66
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .to
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unlesn Othertvisr

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'"p IIK outlook fur inannt'ac-turer.* in regard to their iron and steel
-* requirements i.* not very promising; and indication.? point to a

.--erious shortage at no distant date. Domestic con.snmers have for

.some time experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining steel

and have had to wait many weeks for delivery. Now, however, the
.situation is more acute, as the mills both in Canada and the States

are filled up with war order.*, which, of course, are taking prece-

dence over all other bii.-^ine.'NS. Steel prices, although almormally
high, continue to climb, and the end of the upward movement i.-

not in sight. The conge.*tion at the mills, which is increasing, can
have no other effect than to .send prices up. Wrought pipe and
tubers have again advanced, while liigher ])rices are anticipated on
steel plates and sheet.*, and prol)ably on bar.*. The demand for

ship plate.* i* enornuju.* and extraordinary price* are being paid to

secure this material owing to the urgency of the situation. Prices
of coal arc very firm and dealers state tliat higher prices are prac-
tically certain. The pig-iron situation is unchanged, but an
advance is looked for in the near future. The scrap market is

quiet, but prices are holding firm, particularly on cast iron and
steel .*crap. The non-ferrous metal markets are firmer, and indica-
tions point to higlier prices on copper, tin and lead. The supply
business continue* active with jn'ices holding firm. The more
recent advances include hem]) packings and ]\Ianila rope. The
machine tool inisiiie.*s has been quieter this week, but a number of
interesting enquiries have been received by local machinery houses.

-Montreal, (Jiu-., .May 19, 1(117.—Tho
deci.sion of the Kovernment to put into

force some form of selective conscription
has long been awaited with more or less

interest, and now that the step has finally

been taken, it remains to be seen what
period of time will elapse before an actual
start is made in the new plan of action.

What effect this new development will

eventually have upon the commercial and
industrial activity of the country, is at
present dilFicult to determine, but in the
accompH.shment of the purpose, it is anti-
cipated that slight disorganization will

be caused by the system of selection, as it

will undoubtedly be necessary to have
some sort of a readjustment of the man
power of the country in order to meet

the required conditions. The political situ-

ation in the States is slowly but surely
becoming clearer, but definite informa-
tion regarding the plans of the govern-
ment are very vague. The market is still

in a somewhat unsettled condition, but
the general tendency is a stronger tone
with a continued upward movement in

price quotations. Production of the heav-
ier types of shells is showing a falling off,

but otherwise the activity of this district

maintains a brisk and war-time appear-
ance.

Pig Iron
The continued heavy demand for pig

iron and the filled-up condition of the

piodncers has again been reflected in

higher prices on the American market,
but orders are still being placed for first

half of 1918 delivery, and with the new
developments now in progress the require-

ments for pig iron will become greater.

One dollar per ton has been added to the
Pittsburgh (|uotation of Bessemer, the

price being now $46.9.5 per ton. Com-
posite pig has a<lvanced over 7,5 cents dur-

ing the week, the quotation being $42.73.5

per ton. Canadian producers have very
little to sell and prices are practically

withdrawn.
Steel

Tho steel situation is still featured by
the developing plans of the American gov-

ernment, but full requirements for war
purposes have not yet been definitely an-

nounced. The market consequently re-

tains a certain degree of uncertainty,

and producers are reluctant to take on
heavy bu.siness for future delivery until

they know the tonnage desired for govern-

ment purposes. The knowledge acquired
from the experience of the Allies during
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the past three years of war, will no doubt
have great bearing in the method adopted
in forming' a policy for the further pro-

secution of the war, both as regards pur-

chase and manufacture of every form of

munitions and equipment. In addition to

supplying the Allies with large quantities

of war materials, the placing of an army
in the field will require increased energy
on the part of manufacturers in keeping
up the flow of supplies, and under the

circumstances it is more than likely that

some domestic enterprise will require to

be deferred until a later date. This latter

phase of the country's activity has, how-
ever, shown considerable decline, owing
to the abnormal conditions prevailing in

the steel market and the exorbitant prices

asked for all grades of steel and iron.

It is generally conceded that the price

paid for government requirements will be
closer to that prevailing in the open mar-
ket than was the case in previous pur-
chases. General demands upon producers
are unchanged, being such that early de-

livery is almost impossible. Far future
positions are the only ones available, with
the exception of small surplus lots offered

to old customers. An additonal $10 a ton
has been placed on the Pittsburgh quota-
tion of certain grades of unfinished steel;

billets are now $95, sheet bars have at-

tained the century mark, rolling billets

are quoted at $90, while the general price
for forging billets is $110 per ton. Pitts-

burgh producers have advanced steel bars
$5 per ton, the base price being now 4c.

per lb. Following an advance of $10 per
ton, the base on black sheets is now 7%c.
On a similar advance, tin mill black is

quoted at the same figure. Blue annealed
sheets are now 7c, and galvanized 9Voc.,

the week's advance on the latter being $10
per ton. With the exception of the ad-
vance on plates, noted last week, the situa-
tion here remains the same, but dealers
predict further readjustments in the near
future.

Metals
The metal market is becoming more

settled as the American political situation
develops. Copper is again weakening
after the recent upward movement. Tin
is fluctuating as conflicting conditions are
reported. The higher price of ore has
kept spelter firm. Lead is very strong
and higher and antimony is quiet, but
firm. Aluminum is steady and unchanged.

Copper.—This market is still influ-

enced by pending developments and the
recent upward movement has been re-
tarded with a slight decline in prices
quoted. The trade is apparently awaiting
the further action of U.S. government
before entering the market for heavy
future requirements. London is firm,
but New York shows a weak tendency
with a decline of Vic. on the week, the quo-
tation for lake and electro being 32 %c.
per lb. The local market is firm and un-
changed at 38V2C. for lake and electro-
lytic, and 37 1/2 c. for castings.

Tin.—This metal is again reacting,
and this week's quotation on the New
York market, although higher than the
corresponding day of last week, is lower
than what it was during the interval. A
peculiar condition exists in the tin situa-

tion, as many consumers who are over-

supplied with metal could resell if not

under government restriction. Until

action is taken by the authorities, the tin

market will continue to be unsettled. Lou-
is much higher and New York is still

lV4c. higher than last week, the spot price

being GSMic. per lb. Local dealers are

quoting 62Vic., this being a decline on the

week of one cent per lb.

Spelter.—The firmness in this metal
is retained more as a result of the higher
cost of production than any activity in

the general market. New York prices are

Vs lower than last week, while dealers

were continue to quote 13 %c. on a quiet

market.
Lead.—This metal continues to be the

feature of the market as it persistingly

maintains its abnormal strength in spite

of general uncertain conditions. The ad-

vance has been gradual but steady, the

price having almost doubled in the past

five months, opening the year at 5%c. on
New York quotations with the present

Trust price at 10c. per lb. The market
here is very strong, this week's quotation

of I0V2C. representing an advance of %c.
Antimony.—The market is easier for

future positions, but prompt and early

delivery is held fii'm at last week's quota-

tion of 27c. per lb.

Aluminum is firm and unchanged at

70c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The decrease in the production of the

larger sizes of shells has resulted in a

considerable falling off in the machine
tool activity, although some light busi-

ness is still being done in the lighter lines

of equipment for the smaller shells. The
increasing requirements of shipbuilding

is an encouraging feature of the situation,

and while established plants in this dis-

trict are utilizing their old equipment,

increased inquiry is reported from other

locations. Marine repair shops here are

particularly busy and additions are being

made to existing equipment. Demands
for supplies and accessories are still very

heavv, with the costs advancing to meet
the higher expenditure necessary in the

purchase of raw material.

Scrap.

The general tone of the scrap steel and
old metal market is one of exceptional

strength and activity. The continual ad-

vance of steel and the encouraging report

of the metal situation continues to be a

factor that assists in keeping scrap at a

high level. The local situation is retain-

ing its strength, but prices are unchanged
with the exception of coppers, light hav-

ing advanced one cent to 22c. per lb., and
heavy grade to 26c., the latter having
advanced V2C. per lb.

Toronto, Ont., May 22.—While the vol-

ume of trade continues satisfactory, the

scarcity of raw and semi-finished ma-
terials is becoming a serious factor in

the situation. Manufacturers are handi-

capped by their inability to procure the

necessary materials for their plants, re-

sulting in a curtailment of production.

The coal situation is also causing con-

siderable anxiety, as stocks are low, with
prices still advancing. Dealers say that

it is a question of supply and demand,
and that there is no prospect of cheaper
coal this year.

Steel

The situation in the steel trade is get-

ting more complicated owing to the in-

creasingly heavy demand and difficulty

which the mills are having in filling or-

ders. With the demand for steel so ur-

gent and deliveries more backward than

ever, a more serious shortage than al-

ready exists appears to be inevitable.

This is especially true as regards ship

plates and sections, but applies to prac-

tically all steel products. Canadian in

terests are constantly sending inquiries

to the States for steel, but the mills there

are so busy that it is very difficult to get

the material even at the high prices now
obtaining. A report from Buffalo states

that a considerable inquiry has developed

for bars from Canadian users. Some
agencies have been advised by mills not

to book orders, except on advice from the

mills, until the Government needs have

been ascertained. As practicallv the en-

tire output of the Canadian mills is re-

quired for munitions and other war pur-

poses, domestic consumers of steel for

manufacturing and similar purposes

have to get considerable material from

the United States. This source of sup-

ply, however, is becoming daily more un-

certain owing to the fact that Govern-

ment requirements take precedence over

all other business. As Government buy-

ing will undoubtedly be verv heavy, the

outlook is not very bright for manufac-
turers using iron or steel.

With such conditions prevailing, it is

not surprising that prices continue to

climb. There never was a time when
supply and demand were so unequal.

There is no improvement in the situa-

tion in sight, and the upward movement
in prices will continue. Wrought pipe

has again advanced, this time by $6 per

ton, affecting both black and galvanized

material. Boiler tubes, both seamless

and lapwelded, have advanced. Many
makers of iron and steel tubes are sold

up for a year or more, and any mill that

can make fairly prompt delivery can get

heavy premiums over what are regarded

as regular prices for forward delivery.

The demand for ship plate is enormously

heavy. According to leading authorities

in the States, the entire output of ship

plates for two years will be required for

the Government shipbuilding pro-

gramme. Sales of several thousand tons

of ship plates have been made by East-

ern mills at 10c Pittsburgh, while 10.40c

was recently paid on 1,000 tons of hull

plates by a Canadian interest. Prices of

bolts and nuts have advanced.

The heavy demand for all grades of

sheets continues, with the scarcity in

supply for prompt shipment getting

more acute. Many manufacturers have

withdrawn from the market, and surplus

tonnage has been absorbed by the Gov-

ernment. Prices continue very firm, par-

ticularly on blue annealed sheets, which

have advanced 25c per 100 lbs. Higher

prices on black, blue annealed, and gal-
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vanized sheets are expected at an early
date.

The principal feature in the steel trade
in the United States is the present and
prospective Government buying. The
Government needs are still indefinite,

but are gradually assuming- important
proportions, particularly for steel plate

for the proposed shipbuilding pro-

g-ramme. Rolling schedules will likely

be considerably disarranged to take care

of Government requirements, and the

output on this account will be affected.

The shortage of cars is restricting the

movement of steel from the mills and
causing considerable delay to shipments
of material to consumers. Prices of semi-
finished steel are still advancing. Besse-
mer and O.H. billets, and O.H. sheet bars
are now quoted at .$8.5 Pittsburgh. Al-
though $8.5 is quoted on sheet bars, this

material has been sold at $95 for thirfl-

quarter shipments, and $100 has been
paid for small tonnage for nearby ship-

ment.

Pig Iron
The market continues active, with

prices still advancing in the States. Local
price for founflry pig iron is unchanged
at $50, but an advance is expected any
time. At Buffalo the price range now
runs at about $46 to $47 for this year's
delivery, although one producing interest

is taking business at less than these fig-

ures. The furnaces are unable to bur-
nish all the iron required by consumers,
and deliveries are getting behind.

Scrap
While business continues dull, except

in cast and steel scrap, there is a firmer
undertone to the market and prices shov,-

indications of advancing. The high cost

of pig iron is raising the value of scrap,
while the increased demand is reducing
supplies of this material. Prices of scrap
lead are very firm, while copper and
bars are also stronger.

Machine Tools
There is practically no change to note

in the machine tool market. Business
during the week has been rather quiet,

although there have been a few inquiries

received by local niachinerv houses for

machine tools of a general description.

Owing to a hitch in the preliminary ar-

rangements, plans for the proposed
shipbuilding plant in the Ashbridge's
Bay district. Toronto, are held up. It is

not definitely known yet if the work will

be proceeded with. In the United States,

cons'dernble uncertainty surrounds the

market for machine tools as the Govern-
ment requirements are not vet known.
Builders are holding back until the situ-

ation is clearer.

Supplies
Following an advance of 2c on pure

Manilla rope, prices of transmission rope
and drilling cables are higher. Manila
rope is now .3.'?V2C, transmission rone
4.3%c, and drilling cables ^S'/ic per lb.

for % in., and larger basis. Packings
are also un. Square braided is now 32c,

No. 1 Italian 38c, No. 2 Italian 30c per
lb. Putty has advanced 25c per 100 lbs.,

standard in 100 lb. drums being now
$4.35.

Metals
The metal markets are much firmer,

and the situation generally has improved.
There have been no important price

changes, quotations having been main-
tained at last week's levels. The copper
situation is strong and higher prices ap-

pear likely. Business is being restricted

pending a decision in regard to the

American Government purchases, but as

these requirements will be considerable,

it is probable that prices will advance.
Copper.—The market continues dull

and inactive, but quotations are holding
firm with a tendency to advance. Little

change in the situation in the market in

New York is expected until Government
business is finally decided. The opinion

is generally held that the American Gov-
ternment and Allies will pay from 25c

to 27c for their requirements and that

the ouantity involved will be very large.

Local prices are unchanged and nomi-
nal. Lake and electrolytic being quoted
as 37c, and castings copper at 36c per
pound.

Tin.—The market continues strong and
prices firm, with a higher tendencv. The
present upward movement in prices is

due largely to a lack of ti-ansportation

facilities, although some consumers fe'ir

a shortage of tin. Tin is quoted at 68c
per pound.

Spelter.—Zinc ore recently advanced
$7.50 per ton, which has tended to stt-eng-

then the spelter market, especi-'lly as
future shipments are in good dennnd
with a scarcity of offerings. The market
is firm and quotations are unchanged at

12c per pound.
Lead.—The streneth of the market is

indicated in the "Trust" price of le-id,

which has advanced $10 a ton to the
basis of 10c New York. The outside mar-
ket is still higher, ranging from 10.50c

to 10.75c, New Yoi-k, for May and June
shipments. In the meantime, lead is un-
chane-ed locally at 13.25c ner pound.

Antimony.—There is a fairlv good de-

mand for antimony. The market is firm

with some tendency to advance on of-

ferings for earlier positions than .lulv.

In spot antimony the market is firm at

30c per pound.
Aluminum.—There is no change in the

position of aluminum and the market is

steady on the basis of previous quota-
tions. Present price fi8c ner pound.

©
PORT ADVANTAGES OF VAN-

COUVER, B.C.

THE Secretary of the Vancouver Board
of Trade has issued a notice to the effect

that the people of British Columbia, and
especially of the port of Vancouver, are
anxious to promote closer relations with
British shipowners. This matter has en-

gaged the earnest attention of their Board
of Trade, and at a recent meeting it was
resolved to communicate with the leading

shipowners in Great Britain with a view
to securing, as far as possible, their co-

operation. Their desire is to promote the

policy of making Vancouver, which is the

principal Rriti.sh port in the North Pacific,

the headquarters of British .shipping on
that coast.

It is pointed out that the Dominion
Government has just completed a large
dock and grain elevator, and further ex-
tensive improvements and facilities are
planned for shipping, including a large
dry dock. The Vancouver Board of Trade
haspetitioned the Dominion Government to
make the harbor of Vancouver a national
free port. The harbor facilities will be
found equal to any on the coast, but they
do not, at this time, wish so much to sug-
gest the exclusive advantages of Vancou-
ver as a loading port as the advantages of
establishing a branch office in Vancouver
for the management and chartering of
vessels engaged in Pacific Coast trade. If
shipowners opened their own offices in
Vancouver it would be an important help
in developing the trade and resources of
that Province by putting it more closely in
touch with freighting facilities, and, at
the same time, it is considered that it
would not prejudice but facilitate trading
from other ports on the coast.
The actual expense of opening an office

in Vancouver, it is thought, would be off-
set by the greater efficiency of local con-
trol, and it is believed that a measure of
decentralization would both promote the
solidity of the Empire and the interests
of British shipowners. Amongst the ad-
vantages put forth are: The proximity
of the best bunker coal on the coast. The
ability to co-operate with Canadian rail-
roads, and to divert to this British port
much traffic, which can be shipped to ad-
vantage by way of Vancouver to and from
the Orient, including .Asiatic Russia and
Australia

; the adequate facilities and low-
port charges of Vancouver.

® •

BRITISH TRADE CORPORATION
HON. ALBERT STANLEY, President of
the Board of Trade, stated in the House
of Commons a few days ago, that the
British Trade Corporation would have
a capital of £10,000,000. It was propos-
ed to raise £2,500.000, and it was neces-
sary that one million .should be sub-
scribed before the prospectus was is-

sued. He had interviewed representa-
tive bankers, he said, explained the
scheme to them and asked their support.
The banks were practically unanimous

in support of the scheme, although Re
could not say that all of them were
equally enthusiastic in agreeing to sub-
scribe capital. A number of the larger
banks had subscribed towards the mil-

"

lion which was necessary in order to
launch the scheme. The Government did
not propose to subscribe capital or sub-
sidize the undertaking in any way. He
believed the corporation would serve a
very useful purpose.

STREL MILL AND CENTRAL
STATION

By K. A. Pauly.

AF.ACT, not generally .-lourociated.

says K. A. Pauly in the General
Electric Review, is that the power

requirements of the largo and even the
moderate mills exceed those of anv other
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industi-ial field of motor application. For
example, the main rolls of the rail mill

at Gary are driven by six induction

motors having a combined rated capacity

of 24,000 h.p., with a maximum momen-
tary capacity of approximately 80,000

h.p., and the main rolls of the billet mill

at the same works are driven by five

motors with a combined capacity of 22,-

000 h.p. with a corresponding maximum
momentary capacity. Then, too, we have

the large reversing mills which are

driven by motors from 2,000 h.p. to 7,000

h.p. taking peaks from _ 6,000 to 20,000

h.p. momentarily. In addition to the

power taken by the main rolls there are

a very large number of smaller motors

scattered about the plant for driving all

manner of auxiliaries required for un-

loading the ore and transferring it to the

blast furnaces, driving the blast furnace

auxiliaries, and for transferring the iron

and steel from the time it is drawn from

the furnace until it is shipped as finished

shapes.

The station load diagram of a steel

plant is the result of a combination of

load curves of almost every conceivable

shape ranging from the extremely inter-

mittent cycles of the large motors driv-

ing' single stands of rolls and the small

motors operating the screw downs, lift-

ing tables, etc., to the more or less con-

stant loads of the larger motors driving

multi-stand mills, blast furnace pumps,
gas washers, etc. The load factor of a

central station supplying a steel mill ob-

viously varies with the magnitude of the

plant, although that for small plants is

higher than might at first be expected

owing to the fact that most small works
do most of their rolling in multi-stand

mills, roll smaller sections, and take

more passes to produce a given reduction.

Further, the steel is of such length that

it is looped in rolling and passes simul-

taneously through several stands of rolls,

and in many mills several pieces are

rolled at the same time, thus producing
a much more uniform load than obtains

with the large single stand mill.

When power is purchased at a rate

which is dependent upon the peak de-

mand as well as the energy consumed or

where power is supplied from a compara-
tively small central station means can
frequently be provided for reducing the

fluctuations in the load, but as the me-
thod of accomplishing this result de-

pends upon a variety of local conditions

the various methods will not be discussed

here.

Group Relation to Central Station

From the standpoint of the central sta-

tion, steel mills can conveniently be di-

vided into two groups. In the first 'sre

included those companies which operate
their own blast furnaces, and in the sec-

ond group those which purchase their

steel in the form of ingots, billets, or
slabs, etc., for rolling and fabricating
works which purchase the rolled shapes.
Although a few of those included in the

first group do at present and probably
will continue to purchase power to sup-
plement that which is developed locally,

the large majority of these companies
have made and will continue to make all

their own power as a by-product, and
many have a surplus to sell. The follow-

ing figures taken from a paper read be-

fore the A.I.E.E. in 1909 will serve to

indicate the immense amount of energy
available as a by-product incident to the

manufacture of steel.

As a result of the reduction of the iron

ore in the blast furnace there is pro-

duced in the form of so-called waste
gases approximately 150,000 cu. ft. of

gas having an average thermal value of

approximately 90 B.t.u. per cu. ft. Of
this approximately 30 per cent, is re-

quired for heating the hot blast stoves

and approximately 25 per cent, for driv-

ing the blast furnace blowing engines,

gas washing machinery and auxiliaries

used in connection with the blast fur-

naces and blowing engines, leaving 45

per cent, or approximately 320 kw-hr.

per ton of pig iron produced available

for general power purposes. Also, many
of the large steel plants are manufac-
turing the coke used in the blast fur-

naces which reduce the ore at the works
and have available as a by-product of the

coke ovens approximately 10,000 cu. ft.

of gas having approximately 500 B.t.u.

per cu. ft., of which approximately 50

per cent, or approximately 130 kw-hr.
per ton of coke produced is available for

general power purposes elsewhere in the

mill. As very nearly a ton of coke is

required to produce a ton of pig iron in

the blast furnace, the by-product power
available for general purposes from the

blast furnace and coke oven gases is ob-

viously approximately 450 kw-hr. per ton
of pig iron. Also in many steel plants
considerable additional power is being
obtained from waste heat boilers used in

connection with the open-hearth fur-
naces. While the power from this source
is small compared with that from the
blast furnace and coke oven gases, it is

very considerable when compared with
many industrial plants, and has an ap-
preciable efl^ect in lowering the cost of
producing power in the large modern
steel works.

Type of Equipment Installed

There seems to be a feeling inbred into

the minds of steel mill men that 60-cycle
equipment is not at all suited to steel

mill conditions. The foundation for this

is doubtless to be found in the fact that
all or practically all of the large steel

works throughout the country have
adopted 25-cycle as the frequency of their

power systems. This prejudice is fre-

quently a serious handicap to the pub-
lic service power solicitor who is trying
to interest the steel company in his

goods which he can offer only at 60
cycles. Many of the constant speed
auxiliaries about the mill are driven by
induction motors and with 60 cycles more
speeds are available than with 25 cycles,

there being seven speeds from which to

choose within the range of 500-r.p.m. and
above with the former frequency and
only three with the latter. Also most of
the equipment, such as motor generators,
transformers, etc., are cheaper for 60
cycles and equally efficient and reliable.

25 cycles, however, has considerable ad-
vantage over 60 cycles for supplying the

slow speed, direct connected, main roll

motors, the power factor of such motors
usually being higher for the same over-

load capacities and their costs less.

The difficulty of operating gas engine-

driven generators at 60 cycles has also

been an important factor in bringing

about the adoption of 25 cycles by the

large steel plants. There is, however, no
fundamental reason why motors cannot
be designed for 60 cycles to meet the

severe rolling mill requirements, and any
one of the large electrical manufacturers
will "readily guarantee such motors to de-

velop the necessary overloads and to op-

erate within any specified heating limits.

The power-factor of the slow speed, 60-

cycle machines is as previously stated

lower than for 25-cycle units, but this de-

fect can be neutralized by synchi'onous

condensers. It is a fact, however, that

most of the mills in the plants which fall

in the second group are of the size and

type which it is customary to drive either

through gearing or rope transmission,

thus permitting the use of motors of

moderate speeds for which 60 cycles is at

least as satisfactory, if not slightly pre-

ferable; so that in general it may be said

that 25 cycles possesses little, if any, ad-

vantage over 60 cycles as a steel mill

frequency for those plants which will

consider purchasing their power.

Conclusions Drawn
As in the general treatment of all sim-

ilar problems no definite recommenda-
tions can be made which will conform to

all the special conditions which may sur-

round any particular case. However, in

summing up, the writer feels safe in

drawing the followiiig conclusions from
his experience in this field of application

of electric power. First, that if for rea-

sons other than the question of fre-

quency, the power for supplying the

plant is to be developed locally, 25 cycles

should be chosen as the operating fre-

quency, except possibly in the case of

some small plants referred to below.

Second, that for plants falling in the sec-

ond group, if reliable power can be pur-

chased at a reasonable rate, which the

writer believes is always the case, the

mill frequency should be that of the

available source of supply whether 25 or

60 cycles and the necessary power pur-

chased, unless for reasons other than

those having a direct bearing on the

power problem, it is considered expedient

to generate rather than purchase power.
It is conceivable that it might be to the

interest of the steel company to operate

its own plant, although from power con-

siderations alone this would seem unwise,

and in such cases the adopted frequency
should in general be the same as that of
the local public service company so that
in the event of a breakdown assistance

can be obtained from the local company.

®
SENTINELS OF THE DEEP

By Capt. Geo. S. Laing''

TO a great many people an island

is a piece of land surrounded by
water, but to those who "go down

to the sea in ships," an island is an
ocean oasis. This article will refer to
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lonely islands far removed from the
main continents.

Island of St. Helena.

Is there at the present moment a sea-
girt rock that has more historical value
wrapped up in its precipitious cliffs than
g-rand old St. Helena? Could one view
a more inaccessible mountain-top rear-
ing its bald iron pate above the South
Atlantic Ocean? No thinking person
could leave memoi-ies of this stronghold
buried in the mind's vaults to rot. In-
spiration simply radiates from such an
island.

To fully appreciate the value of an
island it is necessary to imagine that
you are in the shoes of a shipwrecked
sailor, naval strategist, or cable com-
pany director. These are a few of the
men who circle round ocean islands ly-
ing maybe from 500 to 1,500 miles away
from the next island or continent. St.
Helena is situated in latitude 15° 55'

south, and longitude 5' 44' west. The
southeast Trade Winds blow over it all

the year round and roughly it is 1,000
miles from the African coast and twice
that distance from South America. If
it were imperative for any native of
St. Helena to change foot-stools, his
nearest neighbor would be the island of
Ascension some 700 miles to the north-
west and nearer the Equator. Take St.
Helena from a sailor's point of view
first.

We are homeward bound from Java,
India or Mauritius in a sailing ship and
have come round the Cape of Good Hope.
In some cases we may not have seen
land for two months and suddenly a
man from aloft hails the deck with the
words, "land on the lee bow, sir." In
the morning glory of the tropics, the
island—still forty miles away—looks
like a tiny rain squall kissing the
ocean from a surrounding clear sky. To
those who have never lost sight of dry
land its presence is commonplace, but
the sighting of this little ocean rock
kindles a fire in the thoughts of sea-
men, just as an Atlantic passage in a
palatial steamboat becomes a revela-
tion to thousands of land folks.

St. Helena's Inhabitants

Our craft is sailing along at six or
seven miles an hour, with yards a little

canted to port. The rain squall effect

soon takes on a definite outline and the

island now resembles a gasometer. To-
wards afternoon our craft is sailing

along under the very frown of the is-

land cliffs and two or three native
whale-boats are towing from our lee

rail. Their .shades in features denote
that the peon classes of this islan<l are

drawn from more than one or two
original clans of black and white. One
pleasant thing to note is their clean

overalls of blue cotton, for apparently
the island people believe in soap and
water having a big say in their lives.

They have fi.sh, vegetables, fruits and
curios for sale, and one man from each
boat comes on hoard while the others

remain to bend on to a rope what may
be hauled on deck. If our voyage has

been long, appreciation of fresh vege-

tables and fruits is great. The curios

consist of ladies' wrist bangles made
from elephant grass seed or shells, and
chatelaines of the same materials.

Perhaps the "best seller" is a booklet

of blank paper with ferns, mosses and
yellow daisies sewn between the leaves.

As these plants have been grown on the

ground surrounding Napoleon's grave,

their value remains with one for ever,

and stirs up many allied associations

of land asd sea. As this is written,

the writer is looking upon some dried

ferns and moss that he brought from
this historical rock in 1890, so age would
appear to work slowly with such stuff.

We now open out the lee side of the

island and can see the Ladder Hill. The
stairway with its 700 steps is very plain

and appears like a white-washed streak

from sea to mountain top. There is an

anchorage under the only town—James-
town, but unless we had sickness on

board, or had run short of drinking

water we generally sailed right on to

wards the next peak—Ascension.

A Natural Fortified Island

St. Helena is heavily fortified by

Nature as it has only one safe landing

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Bil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

shores of Suez or Aden in their desert

ovens. We generally signal the vessel's

name and port of registry to the flag

station on the slope of the peak. This
island is invaded sometimes by "rollers"
which are huge crestless waves, twenty
to thirty feet in height, rolling inshore
at a good velocity and breaking like wild
cascades on the beach, these unwelcome
ocean babies make anchorages unsafe;
but again, an island's value is wrapped
up in such things. As a cable station
and a naval and military possession,
our Empire could do with more such
places. Their isolation and inacessabil-
ity are gems when it comes to strategi-
cal movements, alike in commerce, war,
and communication.

Sea turtles visit the shores of Ascen-
sion and paddle themselves aground;
then with flippers dug into the sand
these peculiar creatures crawl slowly to
a point ten or twenty feet above high
water mark. Here, instinct tells them
to scoop out a hole two or three feet
deep and deposit the eggs for old sol to
hatch. As a layer, the turtle will take
some beating, for one nest often con-
tains 70, 80 or 100 eggs. The lady tur-
tle only asks one quiet evening ashore
to discharge her egg consignment, and
as the sun is rising next morning she is

launching her bath-tub body into the
sea for another long trip in ballast.

This it is, that lonely rocks and
islands in mid-ocean have a great value,
although from a mineral or agricultural
point of view they may be worthless.
Bermuda and Sable island are our lonely
islands in the North Atlantic, but where-
ever they may be, their value to a mari-
time nation is beyond reckoning.

place and that is very limited. Its pre-

cipitous rise from the ocean, with the

exception of this small shelf for an-

chorage water, makes it a most defiant

place. Napoleon was as safe on this

rock as far as escape was concerned

as one could possibly be. All together

this warrior lived seven years in his

island prison, and his ashes rested in

St. Helena for nearly twenty-one years

before they were given to France for

re-interment in Paris.

The native boats have gone their

way, we have taken solar observations

to check our chronometers, while old St.

Helena dips into the ovean astern. Al-

though the island can only receive a

short innings in such an article as this,

it should bo said, that from the sea one

can find no trace of flora, but those who
know the rock from its hidden interior

tell us that woods, pasturage and fol-

iage abound behind its iron rock-bound

cliffs.

Ascension Island

Ascension is another valuable island.

In raising this island from the South,

the conical shaped mountain of rock and
sand looks as hot and blistered as the

CATALOGUES
Buffing Machinery.—The Chase Tur-

bine Mfg. Co., Orange, Mass., have is-

sued a bulletin describing and illustra-

tin describing and illustrating two styles

of bufling and polishing machines. A
specification is included covering the

principal features.

Barker Chucks.— The Thomas Ele-

vator Co., Chicago, HI., have issued a

binder containing six bulletins, A to F
inclusive, dealing with various types of

"Barker" chucks. Bulletin D describes

a wrench operated chuck while the other

bulletins deal with different types of

wrenchless chucks. Each type is care-

fully described and its principal con-

structional features .shown by means of

sectional views and diagrams.

Tool Book No. i;i.—The Goodell-Pratt

Co., toolsmiths. of Greenfield, Mass.,

have published a new edition of their

tool book. This complete pocket cata-

logue, which is a new issue, shows every

article which the company manufacture
and cancels all previous editions. It

covers an extensive line of tools and de-

vires for moch'inics. arti^ins ''"d nma-
teurs, comprising altogether 432 pages.

.Ml the tools, etc., are illustrated and are

also briefly described.
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'niler the nrrangemtMit iiiaile by the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Edward Grey in July, 1913, the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present tile following list of tlie more important Britisli Consulates wliose

officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

inforniation to Canadians wlio wieii to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Babia, British Consul. Rio de
Jauuiro, BritislJ Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, BritislJ Consul
General.

COLO'JLBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British Consul General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

TANAMA-Colon, British Consul. Pana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSI.V—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-

divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.\Y—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

e-vporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial Agents should be l^cpt supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b, at port of

shipment, or, whicli is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—B. S. Webb, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H. Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.

CUBA—A. T. Quilez. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner. Lonja del Commeni,
Apartado 1200, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.

FR.\NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des CapucineS'.

. Paris. Cable address. Stadacona.

JAPAN—E. F. Crowe, .\cting Canadian Trade Commissioner. P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26,

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrinskala,
Plosch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wllgress, Canadian Government Commercial Agent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND—W. B. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union BuDdlngs, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address. Canadian,

SOUTH .\FRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Building.?, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.C., 2, 73 Basinghall Street,

London, E.C., England. Cable address. Sleighing. London. N. D. Johnston, .Sun

Building. Clare Street, Bristol. Cable address. Canadian. J. E. Ray. Central

House, Birmingham. Cable address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North
John Street, Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdike, 4 St.

Ann's Square, Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner. S7 Union Street. Glasgow. Scotland. Cable ad-

dress, Contracom.

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin. Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES-Edgar Tripp, Port ot Spain, Trinidad. Cable address.
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORW.\Y AND DENMARK^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4. Chrlstianla, Norway.
Cable address, Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona.

C.AN.ADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
DNITKD KINGnOAI—W. L. Orlfntb. Secret.iry, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

Bngland. Cable address. Dominion, London.

Duriron, a non-corrosive metal, is the

subject of Bulletin No. 100, recently is-

sued by the Duriron Castings Co., Day-
ton, Ohio. The bulletin first describes

the chemical and physical properties of

"Durion," which is of acid, alkali, and
rust proof metal. The succeeding pages
contain illustrations and descriptive mat-
ter covering "Duriron" standard pipe,

drainage pipe, fittings, valves, cocks,

pumps, blowers, etc. The concludinj;

pages show illustrations of miscellaneous

equipment such as tanks, condensers,

stills and kettles, etc.

BOOK REVIEW
Jane's Fighting Ships, 1916, by the

late Fred T. Jane, 449 pages, 12 x IVz in.

Published by Sampson Low, Marston &
Co., London, England, price $5.25. This

well known encyclopedia of the navies

of the world is now in its nineteenth

year of issue. This edition is new and
complete, and has been sanctioned by the

British Admiralty. In this edition the

details of the British Navy have been re-

instated, but without photographs and
illustrations, and omitting, of course, any
feature that might be of assistance to

the enemy. The changes in this issue

are suggestions of the late Mr. Jane, and
have been carried out under the direction

of Maurice Prendergast. A large number
of new illustrations in the form of photo-

graphs, plans and silhouettes have been
added, while many new maps of ports

and harbors, brought into prominence by
the war,, have been included. Sections

devoted to various navies have been en-

larged and generally imtiroved. while

some very useful information has been
included on German submarines. In spite

of the restrictions imposed by the war,
the book contains a great deal of valu-

able and interesting information. In re-

gard to the British ships, although the

illustrations and silhouette? have of ne-

cessity been omitted, particulars cover-
ing armament, mnchinerv and eeneral
features are included. A list of illustra-

tions of ships of all nationalities lost in

the war is contained in the onening
pages. The book has a list of contents
and a .eeneral index, the letter beinT a

list of ships of all mvies. Additional to

the 449 nae-es of reading matter are 161

pages of advertisements forming useful

directory of shinbuilders and manufac-
turers. The book is printed on coated
paper pnd bound in substantial card-
board covers.

®
Seventeen men were waiting in line at

a ticket window in a railway station

when an excessively inebriated person
thrust himself at the head of the line

and shoved thirty-five cents before the
ticket agent.

"Gimme ticket f New York," he said.

"You can't go to New York on thirty-

five cents," answered the agent.
The exhilarated man wavered a mo-

ment, and then was struck with a bril-

liant idea.

"Say," he asked, "where can I go for
thirty-five cents?"
And seventeen men told him.
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GOULD & EBERHARDT
SHAPERS
in Stock

20" and 24" Sizes

28" "Invincible" July delivery

Write for literature describing

the Double Triple Quick Stroke

and other original features.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
ST. JOHN, N.B.

WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER "If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
64 Front Street West,

TORONTO

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

A GEOMETRIC
STYLE D-D DIE

HEAD
at work for the

ANDERSON ELECTRIC
CAR CO.

The turret on the machini'

that carries this die head is

excessively large and heavy.

No trouble is experienced on

this part, for with the Geo-
metric style "D-D" type of

die head, it is not necessary
for the operator to follow the

thread closely. Two sets of

compensatinfr spring's ix i v e

perfect threads at the start

and cause the dies to follow

the lead pro|)erly.

What can we do for you. We are at your service. So arc our Thread-cutting Tools.

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
Canadian Agents :

Williams &; Wilson, Ltd , Montreal. The A. K. Williams Machincrv Co., Ltd., Toronto, WinnipeR, .St. John, N.B.

//' ()//// 'idi'i rli-<i iiii'iit inffr/'y(y ijoii ,
lr,ir ii mil ncii mnl phi,-' iiiili liltcrx in he a.nmvcTed.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Thorcld, Ont.—The Exolon Co., manu-

facturers of artificial abrasives, contem-
plate adding another unit to their plant

here.

Toronto, Ont.—The Etobicoke Town-
ship Council propose to build an electric

light plant to supply current to the dis-

trict.

Bridgeburg, Ont.—A firm of motor
truck manufacturers of Brazil, Ind., is

contemplatiilg locating a branch fac-

tory here.

Bala, Ont.—The Bala Electric Light &
Power Co. will build a power plant.

Grant & Thorpe, of Peterborough, are

the general contractors.

London, Ont.—Steel Lockers, Ltd., a
concern recently incorporated, plan to

build a factory here for making metal
lockers and furniture, etc.

Orillia, Ont.-—-The Inland Construction

Co., are making fair progress with the

new power development at Swift Rapids.

The first of the three 1500 k.w. gener-

ators has been delivered.

St. Catherines, Ont.— A by-law has
been passed by the City Council to sell

a site to the Turnbull Electro-Metals,

Ltd., for factory purposes. The sale is

subject to the erection of a plant with-

in two years.

St. Thomas, Ont.— The Dominion
Brakeshoe & Foundry Co., whose plant

is being finished expects to commence
operations within the next thre weeks.

The local branch is the first foundry of

the American Brakeshoe Co. to be start-

ed in Canada.

Vancouver, B.C.—Plans for the con-

sti-uction of a $10,000,000 iron and steel

plant in the vicinity of Vancouver are

being made by a group of financiers ac-

cording to a letter submitted to the City

Council recently by Industrial Com-
missioner J. R. Davison.

Regina, Sask.—According to informa-

tion received here, the Federal Govern-
ments will expend $.300,000 in develop-

ing the lignite fields of Saskatchewan at

Estevan. The development of those

fields will solve the fuel question of this

Province, it is believed, and prevent coal

famines that have caused as much in-

convenience during the past few
winters.

MUNICIPAL
Tillbury. Ont.—The Town Council con-

template installing a pumping plant.

Engineer, J. J. Newman, Windsor, Ont.

New Liskeard, Ont.—A bv-law to

raise $fi 000 for the sint-in-^- of thrpp new
wells has been passed by the Council.

Trail, B.C.—The City Council propose
spending $80,000 for extensions to the

waterworks plant. A by-law will be

voted on.

Hespeler, Ont.—A by-law to raise $14,-

000, to provide for extensions to the wa-
terworks system, has been passed by the

ratepayers.

Elmira, Ont.— It is proposed to gram
a loan of $15,000 to the Elmira Machin-
ery & Transmission Co., who will build

an extension to their factory.

Davidson, Sask.—The Town Council

propose purchasing a power plant and
making improvements to same. The to-

tal cost is estimated at $4,300.

Oshawa, Ont.—The Board of Works
have submitted their report recommend-
ing the purchase of a new sprinkling

wagon at a cost not to exceed $425.

Oshawa, Ont.—A proposal has been
laid before the Council that a bonus to

the extent of $15,000 be given to the

W. T. Trick Co., and the assessment
fixed at $10,000.

Ford, Ont.—A by-law will be voted on

by the ratepayers to grant exemption
from taxation to the Chalmers Motor
Co., who are rebuilding their plant which
was recently damaged by fire.

Port Dover, Ont.—A water works sys-

tem and sewage system are being con-

sidered for Port Dover, the approximate
cost being put at $65,000. It is likely

that a by-law will be submitted to the

people in August next.

Smiths Falls, Ont.—G. F. Drewery,
one of the Hydro engineers, is in Smiths
Falls to investigate the two local elec-

tric plants and to make an estimate of

What it would cost the town to buy
them. This, he says, is the first step in

getting hydro electric power for Smiths
Falls, and he will report to Council as

soon as he completes his inspection of

the plants.

Windsor, Ont. — Mnvor Tuson. of

Windsor, at a meeting of the Essex Bor-

der Utitlities Commission, held on May
18, expressed himself as stronglv oppos-

ed to Morris Knowles. consulting- engi-

neer for the commission, being allowed

to go ahead with plans for a temporai-y

sewage system to serve Windsor and
other border municipalities, inoludino;

Ojibway, until the scheme had received

the approval of ratepayers of each muni-
cipality.

Tillsonburg. Ont.—^The ratepayers of

the town defeated two industrial pro-

positions at the polls on May 15, both
failing to get the two-thirds necessary

vote. The Tillsonburg Foundrv & Ma-
chine Co. asked for a loan of $10,000

for five years at five per cent., a free

site and a fixed assessment of $2,000

and aereed to employ 30 to 50 hands.

The Canadian Cereal & Flour Mills

sought a fixed asessment on their mills

here of $30,000 and agreed to employ
30 to 50 hands in the oatmeal and pea
mills for a period of five years.

GENERAL
Montreal, Que.—The Eureka Toy Co.,

Maisonneuve, Que., is preparing to build

a factory to cost $85,000.

Montreal, Que.—The Hamilton Cement
Co., in which Claude Bordier, Montreal,

is interested, will build a plant at Point

aux Trembles, Que., for the manufacture
of cement, cement products, etc.

Markham, Ont.—The Markham Wool-
en Mills were struck by lightning and
destroyed by fire on Saturday. The dam-
age to building and machinery, etc., is

estimated at $100,000, which is partial-

ly covered by insurance.

Kincardine, Ont.—The Watson by-hiw
carried here by a majority of 41 over
the necessary three-fifths. The people
have, by their vote, decided to loan J.

B. Watson $20,000 to assist in the estab-

lishing of another furniture factory here.

Gait, Ont.—This city has another new
concern, the Gait Building Products,

Ltd., which will manufacture, by a pat-

ent process, sand brick tile, artificial

marble and other building materials.

The company has secured eight acres of

land, and expects to commence filling

orders by June 1. The new industry has
a provincial charter, and is capitalized

at $40,000. E. S. Tolmie is the presi-

dent.

CONTRACTS
Winnipeg, Man.—The Deputy Minis-

ter of Public Works has let a contract to

the Canadian Westinghouse Co., for mo-
tor generator sets, at $28,360.

Wolseley, Sask.—The Town Council

have awarded a contract for a generator
and exciter to the Canadian Westing-
house Co., of Hamilton.

Toronto, Ont.—The Standard Chemical
Co. have awarded a contract for 1,500

gallon per minute duplex pump to the

Bawden Pump Co., Toronto.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian Engi-
neering & Construction Co., Hamilton,
have been given the general contract fo'-

:\ $75,000 factory for the National Ab-
rasive Co., of Boston, Mass.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Provincial Gov-
ernment has awarded the contract for

the supplying of motor generators for

the central power house, to the Canadian
Westinghouse, Co. The contract price is

$28,360. The Northern Electric Co. was
awarded the contract for the lead cov-

ered cable and pot heads at a price of

$10,000. The apparatus will generate

and conduct power from the central

power house, behind the new law courts.
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to the new Parliament Buildings and the

Law Courts Building.

PERSONAL
W. C. Kennedy, president of the Wind-

sor Gas Co., Windsor, Ont., has resig-ned

in favor of T. P. Pinckard.

C. U. Peeling, of Oshawa, Ont., has
been appointed manager of the Cornwall
Street Railway, Light and Power Co.,

and the Stormont Electric Light and
Power Co., in succession to Wm. Hodge,
who has tendered his resigrnation after
twelve years service.

C. L. Leighty, now inspector of trans-

portation for Eastern Lines, with head-
quarters at Montreal, has been appoint-
ed superintendent of Canadian Pacific

Telegraphs, Ontario Division, with
headquarters at Toronto, vice H. J.

Lillie, who has been assigned to other

duties.

M. J. Butler, managing director of

Armstrong Whitworth Ltd., Montreal
and D. A. McDougall,_ general manager
of the Dominion Steel Corporation
Sidney, N.S. have had conferred upon
them the honorary degree of L.L.D.,

at St. Francois Xavier University,

Antigonish, N.S.

F. P. Gutelius, general manager of the
Intercolonial Railway, had been offered

the vice-presidency of the Delaware &
Hudson Railway. Mr. Gutelius before
joining the Intercolonial, was for many
years a general officer in the engineer-
ing and operating departments of the

C.P.R.

Almond Penfield Turner, formerly pre-
sident of the Canadian Copper Co., a

subsidiary of the International Nickel
Co., died last Friday in Oakville, Ont., at
the age of fifty-two, from Bright's dis-

ease. The late Mr. Turner spent most of

his life in Cleveland, but was in Copper
Cliff, Ont., for ten years, with the Can-
adian Copper Co., joining the company in

a junior position and rising to the presi-

dency. He retired five years ago on ac-

count of ill-health.

BUILDING
Montreal, Que.—Tenders for the pro-

posed new Maisonneuve School for Boys
on Pie IX. avenue, have been opened and
the construction of four new schools to

comprise 46 classes authorized at the

regular meeting of the Catholic School
Commission. C. A. Reeves, architect.

Winnipeg, Man.—City Building In-

spector Rodgers has submitted plans for
a proposed extension of King Edward
Municipal Hospital to the Board of Con-
trol. He estimates the cost, including
certain alterations to the present struc-
ture, at $22,.589. Council will be recom-
mended to order the work pro-jecdeil

with.

MARINE
VanrouviT, B.C.—A contr.ut fur the

first ship to be built on the North Arm
of the Eraser River has been signed by
Messrs. Harrison & Laniond, contrac-
tors, and the Dominion Government, and

calls for a wooden ship 225 feet long and
44 feet beam. It will cost $225,000.

St. John, N.B.—Thomas V. S. Dickson,
of Glasgow, Scotland, representing a
Clyde shipbuilding firm, and A. D. Swan,
of Montreal, have been in St. John and
Halifax recently, looking over the ground
to ascertain the possibilities of estab-
lishing a shipbuilding plant.

Vancouver, B.C.—For the purpose of
having her coal-burning system changed
to handle fuel oil, the steamer Quadra,
formerly a Government lighthouse ten-
der, but now owned by a Howe Sound
mining concern, is at Vancouver. The
alterations will be made by the North
Shore Iron Works.

Sault St°. Marie. Ont.—The Canadian
freighter. W. Grant Morden. which went
ashore Friday morning, was released on
Sunday by the tug Manistique and passed
down on her way to Lake Erie. She is

undamaged. Downbound steamers re-
port that ice field extends out into Lake
Superior for a distance of 75 miles from
Parisian Island. Boats are recommended
to keep to the north passage.

Vancouver, B.C. The steel steamer
War Dog, the first ship of its type to be
built in British Columbia, was launched
at the Wallace Shinyard on May 17. The
War Dog, with a length of 315 feet, 45
feet beam, and a depth of 27 feet, is the
first steel cargo vessel to be built in this
province, and the contract was placed by
a Japanese steamship company through
an English firm. Since the steamer has
taken to the water she has been sold to a
British firm of Liverpool, believed to be
the Cunards.

St. Clair Ship Canal Approved.

—

Word has been received in Samia that
the International Joint Commission in
session at Detroit have approved the pro-
posed ship canal through the St. Clair
River opposite this port, all objections
on the part of the Canadian officials hav-
ing been satisfactorily met. The Can-
adian and American engineers were in-

structed to begin work on the project at
once, and the estimated cost is $92,000.
The channel will be dredged from the
mouth of the Black River to the St. Clair
River tunnel, and will be used by up-
bound steamers.

Victoria, B.C.—The Drummond Light-
erage Co., of Seattle, which recently sold
the big car barge to the C.P.R. Co., has
awarded contracts for two 800-ton scows
to William F. Schrs, shipbuilders, of
Port Hadlock. The vessels are to be
120 feet long with a beam of forty feet
and a depth of ten feet. With their
completion, the Drummond company
will have a total of eighteen scows in

operation in the Puget Sound-British
Columbia freighting business, the eight-
een having a combined tonnage of near-
ly 10,000 tons.

New Westminster, B.C.—Wooden ships
to the value of approximately one mil-
lion dollars will be constructed at New
Westminster and at other points along
the Eraser River according to acontracl
just let by the Dominion Government.
The allotment of the contracts will not

T MANurACTU'

ORAWCUTSHAPtRS^
SPKIAL DRAW CUT R R SMAPtRS"'

riNISHCO MACHINE KCYS^
STATIONaRTS, POBTA&Lt KtY WATC«TTWS\
SPCCIAL UUMgriVE CYllNDtR PUNCRSI

erricc^"' works: muskccon hucht;> ui a

GllRbNE

sfit

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Coiuos to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many eases where

each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

u. s. A.
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(MADE IN CANADA.

Saves Dollars
Why let Ihnt oM-fashioiiprt faucet go on year
after jcai- ivastiijg water—.MOXEY'Why moil, ctiinlting cups and glasses, only tohecome iiH.iinilarj-lost. brolien or carried away?
liiro Saiiiliuy Di.nUiiis L-onnlam stops all this
]i(eclK'iS Ma-I,'. 1'il:o saves voii 3.% on thewater Ijill alone. I', ro ^aves yon all tlial moneyyoM srend for ci:ps. VET'l'ino is always ready
Kith :; eU-ar. cool oiiok with d.ilhiis' io the

be completed until after the Dominion

Shipbuilding Commission for British

Columbia reaches the Pacific Coast. It

is understood that if satisfactory terms

are arranged at least two and possibly

more ships will be built in New West-

minster shipyards. The yards at Co-

quiltlam on the Pitt River will also prob-

ably be enlarged and used in connection

with this ship construction programme
as well as at Ebume and other down-

river points.

Puro Pays for Itself

Yon don't have to wait years to get back the
small iiivL'ctmeiit >oii have tied up in I'uro
(qnipiiitnt—
You start cashins in nt once—not only on your
water bill sa\:n{i:. but on the increased efficiency
of your woikois as a\cI1.

Men lilt? IM'RO— it's clean. Xn danger of
deaxlly e<'ini^ Inrkiny in its sparkling bubble.
Write us— tell hnw many men,- how many de-
partments, antl we'll ttll you how much the
cost will be to

"PURO -FY**
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Siniiary Drinking Founlain Ctmpany

147 Unlversliy Ive., Toronto, Cinadi

Help Wanted
An ad for help in the

Classified Advertising

Section will bring the

right kind of replies.

Try It Out.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Aavertising Section

143-153 University Ave., Toronto

INCORPORATIONS
The British American Rubber Co., has

been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $250,000, to nrinufacture rub-

ber goods and supplies. Head office is at

Toronto and the incorporators are Gor-

don E. Kellar, Edward J. Swift, and R.

T. Grimshaw, all of Toronto.

Electrical Appliances, Ltd., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital of

$50,000, to manufacture electric stoves,

heaters, and appliances of all kinds at

Hamilton. The incorporators are John
F. Radigan, G. G. Sutherland, and Thos.

D. Fallon, all of Hamilton, Ont.

The Canadian Flexible Skate Co., has
been incorporated at Toronto, with a
capital of $100,000, to manufacture a

oatent flexible skate at Parry Sound,
Ont. The provisional directors are Carl
T,. Falstrem, John A. Bragg, and Henry
Limbert, all of Parry Sound, Ont.

Reid Towing & Wrecking Co., has been
incorporated at Ottawa, with a capital of

$200,000, to carry on the business of

towing, salving vessels. Head office is

at Montreal, and the incorporators are
William K. McKeown, Leopold Cho-
quette, and G. E. Chart, all of Montreal.

Midland Woodproducts, Ltd., has been
incovDorated at Toronto, with a capital

of $200,000, to operate sawmills and
minuf'^cture all kinds of wood products
at Midland, Ont. The provisional direc-

tors are James Playfair, David S. Pratt
and Dwight J. Turner, all of Midland,
Ont.

Dominion Foundries & Steel, Ltd.. his
been incorporated at Ottawa, with a

capital of $fi 000.000. to ncnnire -nd t-ike

over as a P'oine concern the Dominion
Steel Foundry Co., and the Hamilton
'^'teel Wheel Co., both of Hamilton, Ont.
Incorporators are, Edward H. Ambrose,
Henrv A . Burbid<re. and John R. M-ir-

sh-'ll, all of Hamilton, Ont.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Imperial .Steel & Wire Co. of

Collingwood, Ont., will be reincorporated

with a Dominion Charter under a new
name of the Imperial Steel Corporation.

Tungsten Prices Advance.—The price

of tungsten has advanced and promises

to go higher owing to leading producers

having advanced the ore to a new
schedule operative since May 1, which
fixes $20 a unit for 60 per cent, concen-

trates.- This represents an advance of

$.3.00. The metal is now quoted at $2

to $2.15, New York.

St. John's, Nfld.—Inability to obtain

steamers to transport their product to

England has resulted in the decision of

Lord Northcliffe and his assistants to

shut down their large paper mills at

Grand Falls. It is understood that most
of the company's log choppers will take
service in the forestry battalions being
organized here for timber work in Great
Britain.

Sarnia, Ont.—To facilitate the loading
and unloading of steamers at the Point
Edward freight sheds, six electrical

trucks have been purchased and install-

ed, each truck costing in the neighbor-
hood of $.'1,600. The addition of this

modern equipment to the other facilities

in use at the sheds, completes one of the

most modern freight handling depots on

the Great Lakes.

Expect Steel Record.—Conservative
steel manufacturers express the opinion

that earnings of the steel companies in

the current month will establish a new
high record. The May earnings of the

United States Steel Corporation are es-

timated around $45,000,000, which would
be at the rate of $540,000,000 a year, a
total of about $32,000,000 in excess of the
par value of the entire common stock
issue.

Steel Firm's Offer to Help Shipbuild-

ing.—Advices from Washington state

that Chairman Denman of the Shipping
Board said that the steel interests had
come forward with the offer to supply
400,000 tons of steel a month to aid

in carrying out the Government's pro-

gram. This information was received

with much satisfaction by officials, in

view of the situation which had been
faced.

Record Price for Boiler Plate.—A re-

port from Philadelphia, Pa., states that

anothei; high record of prices has been
scored in the phenomenal eastern plate

market. A sale of about 500 tons of

marine boiler steel for delivery during
the next five months has been made at

20 cents per pound, mill, or $400 per

ton. Shipment is to be made to a gulf

point. This is the highest price for any
commercial quality the eastern plate

market has developed.

Vancouver, B.C.—With a capital of

$10,000,000 a new company for the

manufacture of pulp and paper is to be

started in British Columbia under the

title of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills,

Ltd., according to the statement made by
James Whalen, who is president of the

concern. Three companies have been

absorbed—the B. C. Sulphite and Fibre

Co. of Mill Creek, the Empire Pulp &
Paper Mills of Swanson Bay, and the

Colonial Lumber & Paper Mills of

Quatsino, Vancouver Island.

Payment for G.T.P. Rails.—In the

House of Commons at Ottawa recently,

Hon. Frank Cochrane told Mr. Oliver

that payments to be made to the Grand
Trunk Pacific for rails taken for use in

France, would be fixed under the War
Measures Act, subject to adjudication by

the Exchequer Court. Mr. Cochrane
,

said that new rails would have been
i
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cheaper than those obtained by dismant-
ling portions of constructed roads. Tho
military authorities, however, were un-
able to wait until new rails could be pro-

cured, and moreover the rail mills were
not in a position to accept contracts.

Munitions Embargo Placed by Rail-

ways.—-Munitions plants in Toronto are
affected by the embargo ordered from
the Montreal offices of the C.P.R. and
G.T.R. against the acceptance of muni-
tion shipments until the congestion at
ocean ports is eased and freer accommo-
dation is provided for the transfer of
'shipments to ocean bottoms. This is the
first time since the outbreak of the war
that an embargo has been placed on
munitions. Local railway officials de-
clare that the shortage of ocean bottoms
is alone responsible for the condition
which has made the embargo necessary.
The embargo does not affect 18-pound
shrapnel, 4. .5 in. howitzer shells and 4. .5

in. shell forgings.

Feature.s of Steel Demand.— Of the
many varied products of the steel mills
those, attracting most interest at the
moment are shipbuilding and railway
equipment supplies. A tremendous im-
petus has been given to the entire trade
by the heavy demand from both of these
consuming industries, which has gone
far in adding to quantity of unfilled ton-
nage at the mills. The United States
Shipping Board is rapidly laying its

plans for the construction of three mil-
lions of vessel tonnage within the next
year and a half. This added to some
two million tons now actually under con-
struction in the various shipyards of
the country swell the aggregate to the
total of 5,000,000 tons.

REFRIGERATION
Montreal, Que.—The Frick Ice & Re-

frigeration Co. have sold a three-ton re-

frigerating machine to D. D. Drulard, of
Windsor. Ont., and another unit to the
Montreal Arena, Montreal.

Montreal. Que.—The York Manufac-
turing Co., York, Pa., has sold a 120-ton
refrigerating machine and high side to
the International Manufacturing Co.,
Montreal. The plant was installed by
the Carrier Engineering Corp., New
York.

TENDERS
Three Rivers, Que.—The City Council

are receiving bids on four turbine pumps.

I

each having a capacity of between 2'i
I and .? million gallons per day.

Paris, Ont.—The Town Council arc
calling tenders for a centrifugal pum|)
with a capacity of 7.'i0 gallons per min-
ute. Full particulars may be obtained
from (',. II. Armtsrong, sec. -treasurer.

St. Lambert, Que.—Tenders will bo re-
ceived up to May 28, for the supply and
installation of a horizontal shaft centri-
fugal pump, electric motor and switch-
board. Specifications may be obtained
from H. A. Gibeau, town engineer.

Sudbury, Ont.—Tenders will bo re-
ceived up to May 28, for the supply of

Steel Shell Forgings or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
dtvices. Xo labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Anti-Friction

BABBITT
A Dependable Metal for
Speed and Pressure.

Geo. E. Jobborn, Hamilton, Ont.

OVENS
Enameling ami Vamishing Ovens heated
by Gas. Electricity, Steam or Coal.

Write for Booklet.

Brantford Oven A Raok Co., Ltd.

lira ut ford. Canada.
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"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
.ire the result of over
sl.xty years' experience iu

spring making, combined
with unsurpassed equip-
ment and the workman-
sliip of men who have
lioen with us, ten, twenty
and in some cases thirty
years.

Write for booklet No. 7-T.

established 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol, Ct.. U.S.A.

Man'f'rs of "Barnes -made" Products
Sprin«is,Scrt>wM,%cK(i»o Produflstold Roll«d StcrlanHWire

THE IRON WORKS
Succ««sors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont.
'

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
are manufactur

ers of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
U8 to produce the
finest qiialjty of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

VVc can finish steel
stamping in Nirkfil.

Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

''I

W. H. BANFIELO&SONS
372 Rape Avenue, Toronto, Can.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
E3TAB. f3T7.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS

Book "Puteiit Protection"—freo. Mnster
of Patent Laws, Formerly Patent Office
Kxaiiiincr.

99 St. James St., - Montreal. Qur.
Braiiflu'N : Ottawa, Wuhliington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bl-dg.. Montreal
Cable Address

"BREVET"

ATENT
Fetherstonhaugrh & Co.,
Patrnt Solicitor?. Head Office,
Royal Bank I!Mf;.. Toionio.
Ottawa OtTice. 5 Elffin St
SeiKl for our Plain Practical
Pointers. Copy of National
Progress, in which our patents
are advertised, mailed free.

In all countries. Ask for our Investor's Adviser,
which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Bailding, corner
St. Catherine St., MONTREAL, Phone Up. C474

and Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

MacKinnon^
Holmes & Co.

Limited

Sherbrooke Quebec

ENGINEERS,
MANUFACTURERS
AND ERECTORS

OF STEEL
STRUCTURES

Miscellaneous plate and structural

worit of every description used in

connection with power plants fur-

nished in short order. Engineer in:.;,

manufacturing and erecting steel

structures is our specialty. Write
for prices.

all materials and erection of a 500,000-

gallon steel stand pipe for the Town of

Sudbury. Plans, specifications and
forms of tender may be obtained at the

office of the Superintendent,R. H. Martin
dale.

Stratford, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to Monday, June 11, for fur-

niahinj; and construe tin'? a radial brick

or concrete chimney and foundations for

the refuse incineratino; plant on St.

Patrick Street, Stratford. Specifications

pnd forms of tender may be obtained

from the office of A. B. Manson, city en-

gineer.

Toronto, Out.—Tenders, addressed to

the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of

Education, will be received May 31, for

lumber, white lead, turpentine, linseed

oil, etc., required for repairs. Specifica-

tions may be seen, and all information

obtained at the office of the Superin-

tendent of Buildings, Administration

Building, 155 College Street.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders addressed to

the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board,

will be received until May .30, for science

apparatus and chemicals, garden hose,

lawn sprinklers, garden shears, etc.

Specifications may be seen, and all in-

formation obtained at the office of the

Superintendent of Supplies, Administra-

tion Building, 135 College street.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June 5, for the sale and

removal of four horizontal return tubu-

lar boilers from the west boiler room of

the City Hall, Toronto. Copy of terms

and conditions may be seen, and tender

form obtained, together will all informa-

tion relative thereto, at the offices of the

Property Department, City Hall.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed to

the chairman. Board of Control, will be

received up to May 22 for two five-ton

gasoline motor trucks and two three-

and-a-half ton gasoline motor trucks

for the Department of Street Cleaning.

Forms of tender and conditions of tend-

ering may be had on application at the

office of the Street Commissioner. City

Hall.

Brampton, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June 5, for the several

trades required in the erection of a

school building for the Brampton High
School Board. Plans and specifications

may be seen at the office of the archi-

tects and at the office of R. H. Pringle,

Secretary of the Board, Dominion Bank
Chambers, Brampton, Ont. Wickson &
Gregtr, Architects, Toronto.

Chatham, Ont.—Tenders for all trades

except sti-uctural steel work, will be re-

ceived until June for proposed 8-room

additions and alterations to Queen Mary
School. Plans and specifications may
be seen at Architect's office. No. 1 Vic-

toria Block, Chatham, or at the office of

C. E. Beeston, Secretary of the Board

of Education, County Building, Chat-

ham. John Methuen, architect.

Brantford, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the secretary of the Board of

Water Commisioners, until May 28, for

two electrically-driven turbine pumps
with capacity of 300 gallons per minute

each, also electric motors and equipment.

Specifications, etc., may be seen at the

office of the secretary of the Board,

.

Brantford, or at the engineer's office,

Chipman & Power, Mail Building, To-

ronto.

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders, addressed

to the chairman, Board of Control, will

be received up to May 18 for the supply

and delivery, f.o.b. cars Winnipeg,

freight and duty paid, to siding on

Saskatchewan Avenue at the Decarie in-

cinerator, of two horizontal water tube

boilers. Plans, specifications and form

of tender may be obtained at the office

of the city enginer, 223 James Avenue,

Lambert, Chambly Co., P.Q.

St. Johns, Que.—Tenders addressed to

J. A. Raymond, secretary-treasurer of

St. Johns, P.Q., will be received at his

office, until May 30, for the construction

and supplying of material in connection

with the following works:— 1—One
water tower; 2—Pumping and mechani-

cal gravity filtration plant. Plans and

specifications can be seen at the office

of Messrs. Ouimet & LeSage, 76 St.

Gabriel Street, Montreal, engineers of

the City of St. Johns, P.Q.

CATALOGUES
Power Machinery.—MacGovern & Co.,

New York, have issued a list of used

power plant and electrical machinery
and contractors equipment, etc.

Vises and Anvils.—The Columbian
Hardware Co. are distributing to the

trade a catalogue dealing with the line

of "Columbian" vises and anvils. The
various types are illustrated and prin-

cipal dimensions given for each size.

Cross Cut Saws.—Simonds Canada
S-\w Co., of Montreal, have issued an
attractively illustrated catalogue of their

Crescent grouid cross-cut saws, saw-

tools and files. The pamphlet also em-
braces illustrations of Dominion Saw
Works Co.'s cross cut saws. Complete
specifications and price lists are shown.

A wide range of hand ice saws is alsn

shown. Copies will be supplied on re-

quest.

Ampror\ Babbitt R(>taingr
(Patented iu Canada and the U.S.A.)

Not like clay i5r other material, as it does not The only satisfactory compound for retaining

stick to the work 6r hands. Does away with molten metal and can be used over and over

using leather or paste-boatd at end of box. again lor months-no deterioration.

' For any metal Ft"" prices and samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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If there is one machine more than
another where

Absolute Accuracy
is required, it is in the construction

of an Experimental Lathe.

Accurate fitting, assembling, aligning

of head and tailstock and carriage

with lathe bed, is found without ex-

ception in the "Hendey."

Motor-driven. Besides regular equip-

ment it has small tool cabinet for

operators' fine tools—also gear closet

for extra gears to cut special threads.

Let us tell vou more about it.

The

Hendey Machine Co.

Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Ma-
chinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R.Williams
Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winni-
peg; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Van-
couver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co.,

St. John, N.B.; Williams & Wilson,
Montreal.

Hendey
Experimental
Lathe
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PREPARING A LARGE SIEGE GUN FOR ANOTHER ROU>!D ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Procuring Special Machines for Munitions Manufacture
By H. V. Haight

Tlir xiilijicf iiKittcr (if the lu-rdiiipdiiii'i nfi paper relatt'x to the inachiniiif/ and ff-^xc mhling

(jf
Brifixli IH-pdr. ihrapitcl, and .S-''//(7( Ihnvitzcr xheU, each of which is di.'<ciiss<:-d scparafch/.

In addition to ivhat may he termed his local e.r peiience. tin- ai-itcr has visited niniterous shell

,shops both in Canada and the Vnited States; he is, therefore, in a positio)i to e,rpress a tvorth-

irhile opinion as tn niacJiines reqaired, and indicate irhether they should he boaght or made.

AS NO two manufacturers of muni-
tions follow the same methods or

use the same machines, any opinions

the writer may advance must be based on

his own experience or observation and will

be subject to confirmation or modification

when compared with the experience of

others. The writer's firm is engaged
in machining and assembling the British

18-pdr. shrapnel and the British 8-inch

howitzer shell. Under the plan of organi-

zation of the Canadian Imperial Muni-
tions Board, the work is all sublet by the

latter. The contractor for machining and
assembling shrapnel, for example, is fur-

nished with forgings for the bodies, also

with finished component parts such- as

discs, sockets, cojjper bands, tubes, tin

cups, bullets, etc., and with the other ma-
terials re(|uiro(l, such as resin, solder,

paint and shipping boxes

18-Pdr. Shrapnel

When undertaking the first contract for

shrapnel, our firm had a machine shop
which could be converted to its production,
jalso an experienced working force. As
I output increased, and as the regular work

I

picked up, additional machines were pur-
chased or made, until all the regular tools

had been withdrawn from shrapnel
service. In many cases these regular ma-
chines were withdrawn because required
for making our regular product; however,
there was the additional reason that for
four-fifths of the operations the new tools

purchased or made were more productive
than Lhe regular tools used at first. Our
experience, therefore, has covered the use
of standard machine tools, special pur-

'Pnpcr presented at the SprinK McctinK. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. May. Itll". of the American Society
of Mtchanical Enffincerfl.

'Plant Chief EnKineer. Sherbrooke. Que.

chased machines, and special machines
made by ourselves.

Fig 1 shows the shell at several stages,

and the numbers indicate the operations

described below.

Cut off open end.—Standard 4-inch cut-

ting-off machines with air expanding
mandrils. Production 900 in 8 hours. We
also tried a special machine to cut off both

ends at one setting and another machine

FIG. 1. INDEX OF OPERATIONS IN
MACHINING SHRAPNEL.

of the type of a pipe-threading machine,
but both proved failures and were re-

turned to the makers. On the regular ma-
chines the air mandril is preferred to

the universal chuck as it is much (|uickpr

and costs less to keep in repair.

Rough-turn body.—We used at first

heavy 24-in. engine lathes, 24-in. Gis-

holts, I-oswing lathes, etc., with fair re-

sults but we are now using single-pur-
pose lathes of our own make which pro-

duce more work and are much simpler to

keep in repair. These lathes have cast-

iron spindles, 6^2 in. in diameter in the
front bearing, with driving gear integral
with the spindle. They have tight and
loose pulleys on the back-gear shafl,

thus eliminating countershafts with their

troubles. The fed is by belt, elim'na'-

ing feed-gear troubles. The work is

chucked on an air expending mandril
and turned with a bar cam to give the
necessary enlargement at the open end
of the shell for the subsequent bottling'.

Rough-face base.—We have used 36-in.

engine lathes, 42-in. and 60-in. vertical

boring mills, 3G-in. planers, 30-in. jilaner-

type millers, etc., on this work, but have
abandoned them all for 4-in. standard
cutting-otf machines On milling ma-
chines the tool upkeep is too great, on
planers the work is hard to hold, oh
planers and boring mills the intermittent

cut is hard on the machines, and on all

except the cutting-off machines the labor

cost and upkeco are too high. On the

cutting-otT machines the regular univer-

sal chuck is omitteil and a plain hinged
chuck u.sed, as a universal chuck will not

stand shell work. The regular cutting-off

tool blocks are replaced with a tool block

to hold a facing tool. When the counter-

shaft clutch pulleys give out, they are
replaced with tight and loose pulleys.

Each man runs two of these machines.

Finish-face and turn base.—Standai'd

16-in. lathes, with air collet chucks sup-

ported by steady rests, give satisfactory

service on this operation. Only hand
feeds are used
Rough and finish bore.— It has been

foun,i best to rough bore on one machin?
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and finish on another. Turrets are not de-

sirable on shell work, where they can be

easily avoided. We used ' a well-known

make of turret lathes on this work, but

they proved pretty light and required

considerable repair. They were eventu-

ally withdrawn for re^lar work and

replaced by special boring lathes of our

own make, in which the work is held inside

the spindle by an air collet chuck. Two
different feed mechanisms are in success-

ful use, one on a central rack with power

feed and air return, the other a crank

and "Scotch Yoke" with hand feed. An-

other Canadian munitions plant made

very successful boring machines from

gasoline-engine patterns. We built a

double-spindle lathe for this work but it

proved a failure.

Rough band groove.—This work is

being done on cutting-off machines and

also on lathes of our own make. In both

cases the u-ork is held in push-out air

collet chucks. No longitudinal feed is

required and only a hand cross-feed.

Finish band groove.—This consists of

undercutting the edges and forming the

waved ribs. Potter & Johnston auto-

matics are in successful use and stand up

well. It has T)een found, however, that a

man can do more work on one machine

than he can on two or three, so the auto-

matic feature is of no use on this work.

Regular 20-in engine lathes with the

special fixtures, and simple lathes of

our own make with similar special fix-

tures, are now preferred as they produce

rather more work. This is the only opera-

tion on which universal chucks are still

used, but they will probably be superseded

by air chucks. Two different purchased

waving machines, built for this purpose

alone, were tried but proved unsuccessful.

Harden.—We used at first muffle fur-

naces, with cast-iron pot muffles holding

eight shells, but now we use large semi-

muffle furnaces holding 50 shells. The
furnaces are built to design furnished us

by another shell manufacturer, but appear

to be copied from a commercial furnace.

We used pyrometers at first, but now the

operators go by the color. An "Irite"

pyrometer is used to train new men.

Bottle.—The noses of the shells used

to be heated by dipping in a pot of lead.

This was rather expensive in -the use of

lead, and also gave a little trouble from
lead poisoning. The present method is

to heat in an oil furnace having holes

through which the shells project into the

furnace. A water-jacketed front was
tried, but fire-brick with iron thimbles has
been found better. We built these fur-

naces after the style used in another shell

shop. The bottling presses used at first

were air presses which we made ourselves

from drill sharpeners, but the present

practice is to use geared crank presses

which are purchased. After bottling, the

shell is put back in a similar furnace to

anneal the nose.

Shot blast.—The regular foundry sand
blast was used at first, but present prac-

tice is to use a small shot-blast machine
of our own make This has two jets, one

of which cleans the band groove and the

other the base. The shot-blast gives

practically no dust, and can be used any-

where in the shop.

Turn and thread nose.—This requires

a fairly heavy turret lathe, and we are

using both 24-in. engine lathes and also

single-purpose lathes of our own make,
both of which are equipped with turi-ets.

We pirefer the latter lathe as they take

the work inside the spindle and eliminate

the steady rest. Air collet chucks are

used. This is the only operation on the

shrapnel where a turret is used and this

requires five holes of the turret.

Grind nose and grind body.—Standard
grinders, slightly modified for the wide
wheels used on shell work, give satisfac-

tory results, as do also special purchased
shell grinders. The grinding machine
manufacturers, of all the regular ma-
chine-tool builders, come out with the

greatest credit from the viewpoint of shell

production. In most other cases the shell

manufacturers themselves have built more
suitable machines than either standard or
special machines built by the machine-tool

manufacturers.
Grind base.—Simple machines of our

own make give good results.

Press copper band.—Two different hy-
draulic band presses, both designed and

though the use of air chucks will largely

eliminate countershaft troubles, as it is

not necessary to stop to change work. It

is better, however, to have tight and loose

pulleys on the headstock and eliminate

the countershafts, as they take up so

much room overhead that it is difficult to

group the machines to best advantage.

The elimination of countershafts also re-

duces the cost of belting, which is quite

an item.

A special point for consideration is the

depth of dovetail on the carriage, for the

cross-slide. This should be IVk in. to IVi

in. deep, but there are at least two of these
lathes on the market with dovetail % in.

to V2 in. deep, and a taper gib. The very
small surface is not sufficient to resist

the side strain of a cam, which is used

on two of the operations, and the height

is not sufficient to use a straight gib with

set screws. It is usually necessary to

replace the regular cross-slide with a

special cross-slide, and when doing so it

is much simpler to use a straight gib

with set screws, rather than a taper gib.

Shrapnel .Summary
To sum up, a manufacturer starting to

make shrapnel would be well advised to

consider the following suggestions:
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FIG. 2. BRITISH 8-INCH HOWITZER SHKLL.

built by other shell manufacturers, are

giving good results on this work.
Turn band.—A heavy engine lathe with

special equipment and an air collet chuck
gives good results, but costs more money
than a very good special band-turning

lathe, built by another shell manufacturer
Fill.—This is nearly all home-made

equipment and hardly requires detailed

description here.

Turn socket.—A 16-in. engine lathe is

heavy enough for this. A clutch on the

back gear is convenient. A turret is not

desirable.

Paint.—We use with satisfaction a

small portable machine of our own make,
drfven by a 1/6-h.p. motor.

Single-Purpose Lathe Features

The foregoing does not cover the use

of purchased single-purpose lathes, of

which there are now a large number of

designs on the market, but from experi-

ence with three or four types of these

on 8-in. shells, it appears that they should

give good results on shrapnel work. The
features they should have would be a

large spindle, 4in. to 5 in. diameter, with

the hole at least 1 5/16-in., strong drive

and feed, a good feed-engaging clutch, or

better still a drop worm. The counter

shaft should have tight and loose pulleys,

Perform simple operations and use

simple machines. Do not try to perform
several operations at one setting, and do
not buy automatics, turret lathes or other

complicated machines.

A pretty safe and satisfactory plan is

to get a quick start at some fraction of

full intended capacity, and to add equip-

ment and build up production after some
experience has been gained.

Suitable purchased machines for mak-
ing a quick start would be regular cut-

ting-off machines, regular engine lathes

16-in. to 24-in. swing, simple single-pur-

pose lathes, regular or special grinders

and such special machines as bottling

presses, band presses and band lathes.

It will be woi-th while to consider the

organization of a lathe-building depart-

ment to supply many of the machines re-

quired to increase the capacity. This de-

partment might also undertake the mak-
ing of air chucks, waving devices and

other special attachments, and thus re-

lieve the tool room. Later, this depart-

ment would become a repair department,

which is an important and busy depart-

ment when work is being pushed day and

night.

8-inch Howitzer Shell

The British 8-in. howitzer shell (Fig,

K
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I is forged with the base open. After

finishing the shell, the base is closed with

a screwed base plug called an adapter.

When we undertook a contract for these

shells, we decided to make most of the

lathes and other equipment ourselves,

and for that purpose organized a lathe-

liuilding depai-tment. These lathes gave
very satisfactory results as to first cost,

upkeep, and rate of production. They
take up much less floor space than the

-tandard or special-purpose lathes which
we were ofi"ered, and enable the machines

to be grouped so that the work can be

handled very cheaply. The longest beds

of these lathes are 8 ft. 6 in., and many
of them are 7 ft. and 6 ft. 6 in. long. The
absence of countershafts is also a feature

which enables the lathes to be closely

grouped. The lineshafts run crosswise

of the shop, while the work also pro-

gresses across the shop from operation

to operation. Long tables for holding

the work run lengthwise of the shop be-

tween the ends of the lathes. The opera-

tor takes a shell from one table and, af-

ter completing the operation on it, places

it on the ne.xt table, thus avoiding

trucking.

Experience on this shell has confirmed

the principle of doing simple operations

on simple machines. For e.xample, at

first we undertook to rough-bore, ream
and counterbore at one setting, but soon

found it was better to make three sep-

arate operations on three different ma-
chines. The only operations which are

done at the one setting are those which
it is essential to have concentric. Thread
milling had been superseded by tapping.

We know of other manufacturers who
have tried to make this same shell by do-

ing a large number of operations at one
setting, and have made special machines
for that purpose. They have, however,
since discarded this plan and have come
around to the general principle of doing
one operation at a setting.

While the special-purpose lathes which
we have built for this work have proven
very satisfactory and have a number of

advantages over purchased machinery,
yet it took some time to get them de-

signed and built. As in the case of shrap-
nel, the manufacturer would be wise to

purchase a portion of the machines ne-
cessarv to get a quick start at some frac-
tion of the desired ultimate capacity.

DIESEL

©
ENi".INES V.

TURBINES
STEAM

A COMPARISON of the cost of generat-
ing power by means of Diesel engines
and steam turbines, together with a dis-

cussion of the different factors governing
the profitable use of either tyne. is given
in a paper read by Herbert Haas at the
Arizona meetinc- of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. The author
says that in places where neither cheap
coal nor water power is available, and
the price of oil fuel is increased by cost
of carriage, the Diesel engine will be-
come a prime mover of increasing im-
portance. Where water is scarce the
Diesel engine also shows to advantage,
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because about twelve times as much Prime Mover Selection Considerations

water will be required for condensing The author concludes that in general

purposes with steam turbines under gen- the selection of either type of prime
eral conditions as is needed for jacket mover will be governed by the following

cooling of the two-stroke engine, while economic considerations:

—

engines of the four-stroke pattern re- 1—Fuel is of chief influence on the

quire only one-twentieth of the water. total power cost, where both the B.t.u.

The following table of costs of generat- price and load factor are high. These
ing power with four 2,000-kilowatt conditions favor the use of the Diesel en-

Sulzer-Diesel engines, direct-connected gine.

with alternators and exciters, is based 2—Interest and redemption (amortisa-

on a fuel cost of $1.25 per barrel of 320 tion) are of chief influence on the total

lb., and lubricating oil cost of 3.5 cents power cost with low B.t.u. price and low

per gallon:

—

load factor. This applies particularly to

TABLE I.—COST OF GENERATING POWER WITH FOUR 2.000-KlLOWATT SULZER-DIESEL
ENGINES DIRECT CONNECTED TO GENERATORS AND EXCITERS.

Full load % load >^ load V* load

12.000 h.p. 9.000 h.p. 6.000 h.p. 3,000 h.p.

8.000 kw. B.OOO kw. 4,000 kw. 2.000 kw.
Kw. hr. per year 70.000,000 52.600,000 35,000.000 17,500.000

Barrels 140,000 106,000 70,000 35,000

Cost Cost Cost Cost
per year per year per year per year

Fuel cost £35,000 £26,200 £17.500 i 8,750

Labor 3.780 3.7S0 3.780 3.780

Lubrication 6.130 4.599 3.066 1.533

Maintenance 1.440 1,440 1,440 1,440

Total direct £46,350 £36.019 £25.786 £16,503

Interest and amortisation 17.280 17.280 17,280 17,280

Total cost £63.630 £53,299 £43.066 £33,783

Cost per kw. year 7.9 6.6 6.4 4.2

The kilowatt-year is equivalent to

8,760 kilowatt hours. Three units work
continuously, and one acts as a stand-by
and the cooling water in circulation for

9,000 horse-power, working continuously,

amounts to 8,000 to 11,000 cubic feet per
hour with re-cooling arrangements.

In table II. the costs of operation un-
der similar conditions, with power gener-
ated by two 6,000-kilowatt turbines, are
shown. The turbines work with steam
at 180 lb. pressure per square inch, steam
temperature 620 deg. Fah., inlet tem-
perature of condensing water 60 deg.
discharge temperature 75 deg. Fah.,
quantity of cooling water per 6,000 kilo-

watt-unit, 74,000 cubic feet per hour. One
generating set works continuously at full

load and the other is a stand-by:

—

stand-by plants, which are operated only

occasionally or have to supply recurring

peak loads. The installation cost of such

plants must be kept as low as possible so

as to avoid heavy capital charges distri-

butable over a relatively small kilowatt-

hours output of the station. Such condi-

tions favor the steam turbine.

3—Exceptions to (2) are cases where
the constant and instant readiness of the

Diesel engine give it preference, and in-

stallation cost is of secondary import-

ance. Here it is necessary to balance the

cost of keeping boilers under steam con-

tinuously against the difference of in-

terest charges of steam turbine and
Diesel engine plants.

4—For power plants erected at the

source of the fuel, either in the oilfields.

TABLE II.—COST OF GENERATING POWER WITH TWO 6.000-KILOWATT STEAM TURBINES.

Full load
8.000 kw.

Kw. hr. per year 70.000.000
Barrels 300.000

Cost
per year

per kw. hr.

Fuel cost £75.000
Labor, etc 5.000
.Maintenance 1,440

Total direct > £81.440
Interest and amortisation 17,280

Total cost £98,720
Cost per kw. year 12.2

Yt load Viload Vt load
6,000 kw. 4.000 kw. 2,000 kw.
.•.2.500.000 35.000.000 17,500.000

210.000 150.000 83.700

Cost Cost Cost
per year per year per year
per kw. hr. per kw. hr. per kw. hr.

£52,400 £37,400 £20.925
5.000 5,000 5.000
1.440 1,440

£43.840

1.440

£58.840 £27.365
17.280 17.280

£61,120

17,280

£76,120 £44.64.';

12.6 15.2 22.8

The selection of two 6,000-kilowatt

rather than three 3,000-kilowatt steam
turbines is made on account of the great-
er eflficiency of the 6.000-kilowatt sets,

while the selection of four 2.000-kilowatt
Diesel engine units is justified by the
author on the ground that larger engines
are not anv more efficient in fuel econ-
omy, and the relative much higher cost
of this prime mover makes it a good
policy to reduce reserve capacity to a
safe minimum.

or at the coal mine, prime movers will be

selected, costing least to instal, i.e..

steam turbines, since fuel expenditures
will weigh less than interest and redemp-
tion charges.

.5—In many cases combination plants

using Diesel engines for supplying the

continuous and nearly constant main
load, and steam turbines for furnishing
periodically occurring peaks by the use
of high-duty boilers with large water
and steam spaces, capable of being forced
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when necessary, will prove most profit-

able.

6—Steam power will remain the cheap-
est power wherever waste-heat gases are
available, as, for instance, gases from
reverberatory smelting furnaces, where
nearly one-half of the fuel used in

smelting can be utilized for steam gen-
eration. Nearly 3,000,000 B.t.u. for every
ton of charge smelted are thus available
for steam generation, or about 150
horse power hour per ton of charge.

"—Up to capacities of 1,000 horse-
power steam turbines can compete with
Diesel engines only in special cases, such
as supplying exhaust steam for heating
purposes. For such small units, particu-
larly for greatly varying loads, recipro-
cating steam engines are preferable.
For larger plants, from 1.000 to 10,000
kilowatt capacity, careful analysis must
be made of the relative advantages of
Diesel engines and turbines, a knowl-
edge of the load factor, fuel prices, and
water conditions being necessary. For
power plants larger than 10,000 than
10,000 kilowatts, using units from 6,000
kilowatts upward, steam turbines have
the preference, unless a combination of
high load factor, high fuel cost, and poor
water conditions favor a Diesel plant.

m
VOLCANIC STEAM POWER

By D. Street.

THE harnessing of volcanic iieat to in-
dustrial purposes is an idea that has
often presented itself to the visionary
mind, but it needed the war to bring the
proiect into the realm of commercial ac-
tuality. The price of coal in the inland
towns of Italy has now reached the fan-
tnstic level of $50 a ton, and, in conse-
quence, attention has been turned to-
wards other possible sources of power.

In Central Tuscany, as is well known,
there are numerous cracks in the ground
from which jets of steam spout high in
the air with great force and constancy
As far back as 1903, tentative experi-
ments were made with a view to using
this steam for the generation of power.
Holes were bored in the ground down to
the source of the steam, which is a hard
stratum of rock about 300 to 500 feet
below the surface. These bore-holes
which are lined with iron pipes and vary
from 15 to 20 inches in diameter, were
found to yield steam with a pressure of
2 to 3 and exceptionally up to 5 atmos-
pheres, at temperatures varying from 150
to 190 deg. C. For several years these jets
have not been diminished in their ca-
pacity nor does a new boring seem
to interfere with the preceding ones, pro-
vided the distance from one to another
IS not less than 50 feet.

Method of Application

In a recent communication. Prof.
Luiggi has given an account of steps
that are being taken to use this steam
on a large scale. Prince Ginori-Conti. to
whom the earlier experiments were due,
acting on the advice of the Tosi Works,
of Legano—specialists in steam turbines
and alternating electric generators—or-

dered thiee groups of condensing turbo-

electric engines, each of 3,000 k.w., work-
ing with superheated steam at iy2 at-

mospheres, to be worked by the head of

the volcanic steam jets. The steam is

not used direct in the turbines, on ac-

count of the corrosive elements, which
it contains, but fed to specially con-
structed multi-tubular boilers which, in

turn, give off the steam used in the tur-

bines. In the boiler the volcanic steam
gives up about 60 deg. C. of its heat, the
temperature falling from 180 to 120 deg.
C. The steam generated in the boilers

and used for the turbines is thus ordin-

ary water steam, which, on its way to

the turbine passes along aluminum pipe.^.

heated outside by a current of super-
heated natural steam, at 180 deg. C.

After passing through the turbiu':-

that steam is discharged into a surface
condenser, the circulating water of which
is in its turn cooled in an ordinary cool-
ing tower. The condensed steam from
the turbines is, of course, pumped back
into the boilers and thus no natural steam
ever come in contact with the turbines;
by this aiTangement corrosion is com-
pletely avoided. Professor Luiggi states
that one of the 3.000 k.w. units has been
pt work since January, 1916, the second
since April, and the third has just been
started.

So far, the first two groups have work-
ed quite successfully, and have been a
great boon to the industhies of Tuscany,
greatly crippled bv the scarcity and high
price of coal. The very successful har-
nessing of volcanic heat to an electric
power house can be increased practicil'v
to hundreds of thousands of horse-power,
as the region of the steam-jet extend",
for many square miles.

©
SULPHUR IN .STEEL

By L. E.

THE long established belief that the
effect of sulphur in steel is to make it

unreliable has frequently been question-
ed in recent years. It has come to be
generally recognized that high sulphur
in pig iron is caused by poor furnace
conditions, and that the sulphur is

merely one indication of an iron that has
not been properly produced. When this

is the case, no amount of subsequent
treatment under oxidising conditions in

the open-hearth furnace can remedy the
trouble, although the percentage of sul-

phur may be considerably reduced. The
effects are carried forward into the fin-

ished steel, and there are good reasons
for supposing that here also high sul-

phur is not so much the cause of un-
reliability as a symptom, and it might
very well follow that a high sulphur is

not harmful, provided the steel is not
otherwise poor, due to insufficient re-

duction in the blast furnace. The ques-
tion is receiving attention in many quart-
ers.

In a recent American investigation

tests have been carried out upon three
steels having sulphur contents of 0.04,

0.09 and 0.16 per cent., the other ele-

ments remaining for all practical pur-

poses the same. All the specimens were
heated just above the critical range,
quenched in water, and various sets of
specimens were reheated to different

temperatures ranging from 300 to 600
deg. C, and again cooled in various
ways. After heat treatment the speci-

mens were tested for tesile strength
and for resistance to repeated shock,

—

the Charpy pendulum machine being
used for the latter test. This machine
consists of a heavy pendulum, which
drops from a fixed height and strike?

the specimen which is supported from
each end, and breaks it at notch. The
pendulum then continues its swing and
the height it reaches is registered.

Knowing the weight of the pendulum,
the height it falls, an'' the height it

rises, a simple calculation gives the

energy consumed in breaking the speci-

men.

The results of the tensile tests showed
that sulphur does not lower the tensile

strength. The figures obtained for

elongation and reduction of area show
that there was little difference in ductil-

ity between the low and medium sulphur

steels, but the ductility of the high sul-

phur steels was slightlv lower than the

other two for most of the treatment.

The average figures for the shock tests.

except for the air and furnace cooled

specimens, were highest for each treat-

ment in the case of the low sulphur

steels a 1 1 lowest for each treatment of

the hieh-sulphur steels. The widest

difference apneared in steels which were
quenched and reheated.

It is difficult to draw definite conclus-

ions from the results, because of the

newness of the shock tests and the dif-

ference of opinion among engineers re-

garding its value. The tensile tests were

not favorable to steels with a moderate
percentage of sulphur, while tlie .shock

tests .showed a decided falling off in

strength as the sulphur increases. Until

the interpretation of the results from

the Charpy machine is more fully under-

stood, it is impossible to say to which

set of tests the most importance should

be attached. It is important that the

question of sulphur in steel should be

settled, not only because the elimination

of sulphur entails much trouble and ex-

pense, but also because a moderate per-

centage of sulphur is an aid to machin-

ing. The low sulphur material drags,

and the production of a smooth surface

is very difficult. A slight increase in

sulphur enables the machinist to pro-

duce a smooth surface without difficulty.

"An Irish hostess, when she asks if

you'll have sugar in your 'tay,' holds out

the bowl and ab.sent-mindedly goes on

with her conversation, allowing you to

help yourself.

"An English hostess asks, "One lump
or two?' and carefuly drops the sugar

into your tea.

"If you should ask a Scotch hostess

for a little more sugar in your tea, she

would demand, with a note of surprise,

'And hae ve stirred it yet?'"

I
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and Ideas Evolved from Actual Practical Application and Experience

TURNING AND THREADING 8-IN.

ADAPTERS
By R. Hamilton.

WHERE parts having two or more
diameters require to be fitted

together, as is the case on the

adapters of the large shells, it is parti-

cularly desirable that the threading pro-

cess should be performed at the same
setting of the shell as that of turning
the several diameters in order to avoid

as far as possible any tendency to ec-

centricity that would prevent the ac-

curate fitting of the pai-ts. Where these
operations are accomplished on different

machines or at different settings of the

shell, it is almost impossible to have the

threaded portion concentric with the

other two diameters—those of the pilot

and the base portion. In addition to ob-

taining the highest degree of accuracy
in machining of the parts, it is an im-
portant factor in connection with maxi-
mum production that the facilities for

achieving this purpose be so designed
that rapidity and economy are only sec-

ondary to accurate product. The illus-

trations herewith show the design of a

fixture developed and used by the Inger-
soll-Rand Co., of Sherbrooke, and placed

on one of their special machines for the

TURNING AND THUE.'^DINl; .\DAPTERS

of the saddle and between the ways of

the lathe is the forked bracket D, which
supports the shaft E and also forms a

pocket to retain the driving gear F and
operating link I in a fixed position rela-

tive to the main saddle. The intermedi-

ate shaft G connects the lead screw gear
H by means of the two links I and J,

which keeps the gears always in mesh
but permits of lateral adjustment to the

cross slide. The lead screw K is fitted

TMRNINO AND
THREADING
EQUIPMENT
rOR 8"

ADAPTERS.

fini.shing of 8-inch adaptors. Fitted to

the main saddle is the special cross slide

B, which in turn carries the tool slide C,

which operates at right angle to the
cross slide and parallel to the axis of the
lathe spindle. Secured to the lower part

in suitable bearings so that the central

line of the shaft is parallel to the slide

C, and likewise the lathe spindle. The
operating nut forms the lower portion
of the bell crank lever L, which is keyed
to the end of the short shaft M, this

shaft being free to oscillate, but having

no lateral movement. On the outer end

of the shaft M is the flange O, which
carries the bolt for securing the cutter

P in the desired position. To prevent

the pressure of the cut being ti'ansniit-

ted to the feed nut, the collar O is pro-

vided with a shoulder that rests upon
the stop S. The tool Q, held in the front

tool holder, is used for turning the dia-

meters of the adapters, while the tool

R in the rear post, is for rounding off

the corner of the pilot. The operation

is as follows:

—

When the adapter has been secured in

the collet chuck and turned to size with

the -tools in the front arid rear holders,

the saddle is moved to the desired posi-

tion for threading. The auxiliary lead

screw K is revolved at the desired speed

through the train of gears F, G, and H;
the first-named, F. being feathered to

the driving shaft E. which is driven by

means of gearing at the head end of the

lathe, this being set up in the ordinary

way to cut the required pitch of thread.

With the saddle in the correct position,

the threading tool P is set in the usual

manner by the movement of the cross

slide, the operating handle T being gra-

duated for close adjustment with an in-

dicator finger U located at the top. The
block V can be secured at any point

around the circumference to determine

the final position of the cut, as it comes
•in contact with the stop held in the

block W fastened to the saddle of the

lathe. At the completion of each cut,

the handle L is pulled forward, thus re-

leasing the nut from the screw, and the

slide with the screw cutting tool is

brought back to its initial position. This

method of finishing the adapters has

proven very satisfactory and highly ef-

ficient.
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MATHEMATICS IN THE TOOL ROOM
By N. E.

THE accomplishment of ceitain compli-

cated machininfr operations in the job-

bing shop or tool room, are generally

performed by laying out the work with

suitable tools, and working to the lines

or dimensions thereby obtained. In or-

der that accuracy may be maintained, it

is often desirable, or even essential, that

calculations be made involving the use

of mathematics, so that the work can be

checked after the work has been com-

pleted; or, as is often the case, before

the work can be commenced. In the ac-

companying sketch is shown a shaper

job that necessitated some figuring be-

fore actual machining operations could

be started. A short length of shafting

inches in diameter, required a V-shoped

groove of 60 degrees included angle, cut

longitudinally, so that the opening B-C,

across the top, would be 3^2 inches; the

total width of the chord A-D, on the cy-

lindrical section, to be 5 inches, and the

width of the bottom of the gi-oove E-F
to measure the same as the flats A-B
and C-D, on the upper surface, at either

side of the groove. As the width E-F
was to be the chord of an arc, the ex-

tremeties E and F being tangent to the

sides of the groove, it was desired to

find the diameter of the hole required to

give the correct chord, and the position

of the centre P. or its distance on the

centre line from the shaft centre O. It

was also desired to know the distance I,

measured on the centre line X-Y.
While this nroblem could be worked

out in the ordinary method of laying it

off on the end of the shaft, it does not
give any means of checking the various
dimensions after the work has been com-
pleted. To work out this problem by
calculation involves the use of a certain

knowledge of mathematics that should
be more or less familiar to those mecha-
nics who, from time to time, may be
confronted with work of a similar char
acter. As the width across the flat A-D
is known, the shaping of this portion can
be easily accomplished, but no check is

given as to the proner dimension of the
distance I. To obtain this, it is neces-
sary to solve by the solution of triangles,
for the dimension 0-H. In the solution
of right triangles it should be remem-
bered that if the lengths of two sides are
known, the third can be found by the
axiom that the square of the hypote-
nuse, or longest side, eouals the sum of
the squares of the other two sides. Whei-e
the hypotenuse and one of the sides are
known, the square root of the difference
of their squares, will eaual the length
of the third side; therefore, from the
sketch the formula will be:

—

likewise, E-G and G-F are equal in length
to E-F, or .75 inch. To find the position

of the point G, we use the formula H-G

V (0-D)= — (H-D)^ = O. H., or

n/ 3= — 2.5= = x/ 9 — 6.25 = n/ 2.75 =
1.658 inches: the distance I will be 0-H
plus the radius of the shaft, or 4.658
inches.

In every equilateral triangle the three
sides are all of the same length, and the
angles are similar, therefore. G-C and
B-G are equal to B-C, or 3'-i inches; and

V 3.5" — 1.75= = V 9.1875 = 3.031 in.

To find the position of the centre P of

the drilled hole, it is necessary to solve

the right triangle GFP for the length
G-P, by using the formula,
hypotenuse side-adjacent

divided by the cosine of the

angle PGF, or .75 divided

by .86603 equals .866 inch.

As the three sides of an
equilateral triangle are

of the same length, it

is obvious that the dis-

tance F-P, or the radius of

the hole, will be one-half

the length of the distance

G-P, so the diameter of the

drill to be used will be ap-
proximately 55 64 inch, or

.866 inch. Then the dimen-
sion K, or the distance be-

tween the centre of the
hole and that of the shaft

(one the centre line), will

be (0-X) — [ (H-X) —
(G-H) + (G-P) ] = 3 —
(4.658 — 3.031 -I- .866) =
.507 inch. The dimension J

will be 0-K — (0-P P-F)
= 3 — (.507 -)- .433) =3—
-.940 = 2.060 inches.—m—
ROUGHING PROFILE ON 18 PDR.

H. E. SHELLS
By B. S.

OWING to the parallel bore of the 18-

pdr. high explosive shells, it is unne-
cessary to close in the nose in order to

form the profile, and to give the shell the

conical shape and reduce the diameter of

the body so as to meet that of the base
of the fuse, the surplus metal is removed
by machining. Many methods have been
adopted for this operation, due largely

to the varied experience of the different

manufacturers and the equipment they
have to work with. With few exceptions

the general practice is to cut this metal
off by using box tools, these being ar-

ranged either in a stationary or move-
able position; the former in the case

where the shells are held in a chuck se-

cured to the spindle of a lathe or drill

press, and the latter where the shells are
held firmly in a fixed chuck and the
tools secured to the moveable member.
The cut herewith illustrates a box tool

bolted to the ordinary cross-slide tool

rest, which is located in a central posi-

MATHEMATICS IN THE TOOL ROOM.

tion with that of the lathe spindle. The
shell A is held in the collet chuck B.

The box tool holder is clamped to the

cross slide as shown, and lined up if

necessary to a central position, the two
tools E, one on either side, being grolunJ

to the desired shape of the profile and
adjusted to correct position by means of

the two set screws passing through the

piece F, which is bolted and doweled to

the body of the holder. The tool G, plac-

ed at right angles to the axis of the

spindle, is set for facing the end of the

shell and cutting the bevel for the seat

of the fuse. The shaft H is secured to

the centre of the holder and enters the

bore of the shell, bearing on the inner

base to gauge the final position of the

profiling and facing tools. The tube I,

shown at the top of the tool holder, is

for the entrance of the cutting lubricant.

ROUGHING PROFILE ON 18-PDR. H.E. SHELL.
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FIG. I -CUTTING OFF OPEN END AND DRILLING NOSE- SPECIAL SHELL
MACHINES

it being in a position for most efficient

application.

SPECIAL SHELL MACHINES
By J. H. R.

THE accompanying cuts illustrate a cou-

ple of machines designed and construct-

ed by the Ingersol-Rand Co., of Sher-

brooke, Que., for the production of 8-

inch high explosive shells. In developing
equipment for munitions purposes, this

firm has, as far as possible, utilized one
design of machine, modifying it where
necessary to better suit the particular

operation for which it is to be used, and
yet, if desired, capable of being set up
to perform another service, by the addi-

tion or subtraction of certain parts or

attachments. By this method it has been
possible to make many of the parts or

details of a uniform character, and in-

terchangeable if desired. The general
practice has been to construct these ma-
chines with one speed for the lathe spin-

dle, any variation from the designed
speed being afterwards obtained by the

size of pulley on the overhead shaft.

Separate mechanism has been provided

for operating- the feeds; the parallel or

axial movement being obtained by means

of the gearing at the fi-ont of the mach-

ine, while the shaft that operates the

that shown in Fig. 1, where the open

end is being cut off while the nose is

being drilled, two saddles are provided

so that the cross and longitudinal feeds

can be operated at one time. The lathe

illustrated in Fig. 1 is provided with a

pneumatic cylinder for operating the ex-

panding arbor that supports the shell.

The forward saddle, or that nearest the

head stock, has no lateral movement, ex-

cept as is required for the setting in

position, which when once set, is firmly

locked to the ways of the lathe. On this

particular machine, this cross slide is

used for cutting off the open end to the

required length for further machining.

The moveable saddle at the rear is fit-

ted with a fixed block on its upper sur-

face, the hole that supports the drill be-

ing in line with the axis of the lathe

spindle. As the nose of the shell has

been previously centered in relation to

the rough bore, it provides a good start

for the drilling operation, which neces-

sarily must be accomplished at a slower

speed than would be employed if this

operation was performed separately, but

as the drilling of the nose is performed
during the time that the base is being

cross feed is placed at the back of the

lathe. Where it is possible to perform

two operations at the same time, such as

Kia. t. KOUGHING ADAHTEKS SPECIAL SHELL MACHINES.

CROSS FEED ON SPECIAL SHELL MACHINE.

cut off, the time otherwise required for

drilling is thereby saved.

Fig. 2 shows a view of the machine as

designed for roughing the 8-inch adap-

ters. As in the case of the unit above
described, the two feeds are operated in-

dependently, this machine showing the

arrangement of the mechanism for oper-

ating the cross feed. A feature in the

design has been the extensive use of

standard wood pulleys, these being gen-

erally adopted for the feed pulleys on

the various machines. Where it was
found possible, after experiment, that

heavier feeds could be used to advantage,

it was an easy matter to change the size

cif the pulleys to obtain the desired re-

sult. The line drawing. Fig. 3, shows

the arrangement of the cross feed as

applied to the cutting off machine, the

ininciple being i<lentical to that on the

other machines where cross feed is re-

quired. In both the front tool holder

.\ and the rear tool holder B, is secured

a special nut C, which in turn is held in

position by the lock nut D extending

well into the body of each tool post. The
(Continued on page 569)
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High Pressure Air Compressor Design and Application
By Joseph M. Ford

Vornpresxed air at high pressure is hccoininij an incrcn.tiiKjhj iuiportaiif inidiinn in

modern engineering practice and in naval warfare. The accompanying paper deals with the

machines which produce high pressure air, leaving on one side the question of power trans-

mission by compressed air. In passing, the principal advantages of this si/stem are referred

to, and will be seen to be of considerable value. They consixt of the farility with irhich energy
can be stored; the wnlimited mte at which accunmhifed energy may be converted into useful

ivorlc ; and, apcvrt frmn /"•-••-> "f effirirncy. h/iknyr ciniiint rrinse any nirJcn-aril runs' qurnces.

ONE of the best instances of the

adoption of high-pressure air

as a medium for power stor-

age is to be found in torpedo work
The torpedo is launched from the tube

by means of compressed air, usually

stored at a high pressure, and when in

the water is propelled by an engine de-

1^

I

i 2S

if

X

S 7 -€

FIG. 1. SINGLE STAGE COMPRESSED WV.
POWER TRANSMISSION. NO PREHEATING.
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE AS-
SUMED TO BE SAME AS THAT OF COM-
PRESSOR. COMPRESSION IN LATTER AND
EXPANSION IN ENGINE ASSUMED TO BE

ADIABATIC.

riving most of its power from compress-

ed air.

The starting of prime movers of the

internal combustion type of considerable

size is almost invariably carried out by

compressed air, except perhaps in very

special cases, such as some generating;

sets, where the dynamo can be "mo-
tored."

In marine work, with engines of the

Diesel and other types, reversing and
manoeuvring involve the displacement of

a considerable amount of the valve-driv-

ing mechanism—most conveniently ac-

complished by compressed air.

One of the principal applications, how-
ever, is in the Diesel engine works, where
compressed air is used, not as a medium
for energy storage in the usually accept-

ed sense of the term, but to inject the
liquid fuel into the working cylinders

against the compression pressure of

about 30 atmospheres (430 lbs. per sij.

inch.)

In some oil-engined ships, high-pres-
sure air is used for driving some auxili-

aries, such as steerine gear, main en-
gine turning gear, small pumps, etc., and

in submarines the air is used, among
other things, for blowing the ballast

tanks.

Pressure Adopted in Practice

Within limits, the lower the working
pressure of the air, the higher the effi-

ciency, but exigencies of space and
weight may demand that the storage re-

servoirs shall occupy minimum space, in

which case, for a given amount of energy
stored, the pressure should be as high as
possible—particularly, for instance, in a

toi-pedo, where the dimensions and
weight of power plant must be cut down
to a minimum, almost irrespective of

cost, and the pressures emplayed range
accordingly from 2,000 to 4,000 lbs. per
square inch.

With internal combustion engines, the
design and type determine the pressure
of the starting air. For example, gas,
paraffin and petrol engines are frequent-
ly started with air at 100 to 300 lbs. per
square inch. With Diesel engines of the
four-cycle type about 300 lbs. per square
inch usually suffices, whereas in engines
of the two-stroke type the pressure may
be as high as 1,000 lbs. per square inch.

One of the disadvantages of using high
pressures in this connection is that when
startins' a refractory en<rine—which does
not readily pick up on fuel—the continued
expansion of high pressure air in the

working cylinders lowers the tempera-

GaxLQe
FreSlb.
Sq In.

•Part I. of a paper read before the Greenock
(Scotland) Association of Shipbuilders and En-
gineers.

FIG. 2.

Initial tempei-ature of air. . 60 deg. F.

Initial pressure 14.7 lb. per sq. in. abs.

Final pressure 94.7 " " "

WORK REQUIRED TO COMPRESS AND
DELIVER 1 CUB. FT. OF FREE AIR.

Ill Isothermal compression 3950 ft.-lb.

liil Polytropic compression l"N"^1.3) 49.50 "

liii) Adiabatic compression 527-5 "

In this case 30 per cent, more work is required
for adiabatic compression than for isothermal
compression. Hence note importance of coolinn
during compression.

TEMPERATURES ATTAINED AT END OF
COMPRESSION.

li) Isothermal compression 60° F.
liil Polytropic compression ("N"= 1.3).. 335° F.

liiil Adiabatic compression 435~ F.

ture to such an extent that the heat ot

compression is insufficient to ignite the
injected oil. With reversing mechanism
the obvious advantage accruing from the
use of air at high pressures is that the

T~/ -f* .»

FIG. 3.

Temperature entropy diagram for compression of
1 lb. of air from 14.7 lb. to 94.7 lb. per sq. in.

abs.

Heat equivalent of work required for isothermal
compression - area WYXZ.

Heat equivalent of e.xtra work required if com-
pi-ession is adiabatic = area VWX (vertical

shading).
Heat eiuivalent of extra work required if com-

pression IS polytropic = area TWX (diagonal

shading).
Heat equivalent ot work saved by cooling shaded

horizontally.

dimensions of the servo-motors nnv be

kept within small limits, which is of mo-
ment in some installations, although the

higher the pressure the more difficult it

is to maintain tightness and the better

must be the fits, etc.

For fuel injection, the air pressure is

determined by the theoretical cycle of op-

erations in the working cylinder, and
varies from 600 to 900, and in extreme
cases even to 1,000 lbs. per sauare inch,

accordinff to the particular design of en-

gine, kind of fuel and load.

The question of drivine auxiliaries by
compressed air is a vexed one. Unless

the air can be heated before expansion
in the eneine cylinder, low initial pres-

sures should be used. With high pres-

sures the re-expansion lowers the air

temperature so much, due to work being
done by the air. that snow forms and in-

terferes with the working of the valves.
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throttle passages, etc. Fig. 1 shows the

theoretical efficiency of a transmission
system when there is no pre-heating.

The mechanical efficiency of the engine
at the different pressures is assumed lo

be the same as that of the compressor at

the corresponding pressures. The "air

efficiency" is the ratio of work obtained
from the air in the engine to the work
done on the air in the compressor. A
considerable gain in efficiency may be ef-

fected if the air can be heated before

use, especially when this can be inexpen-
sively done—e.g., by the exhaust gases
of an internal combustion engine. The
advantages of this system are nullified,

more or less according to particular cir-

cumstances, by the low efficiency. Prac-
tical considerations, such as the question
of leaks, etc., favor low pressures, where-
as such considerations as the size of
pipes, cylinders and storage generally
demand a compromise, although it is

cheaper to make an effi-

cient large low-pressure

reservoir than a satis-

factory s m a 1 1 high-

pressure one.

Simple Air Compression
By way of introduc-

tion a few points on the

elementary thermody-

namical aspect of air

PV" = C is in some ways a measure of

the amount of heat abstracted during
compression. With adiabatic compres-
sion its value for diatomic gases such as

air is 1.41, and with isothermal compres-

sion its value is unity. In actual prac-

tice the amount of heat removed by a

water-jacket on an air compressor cylin-

der is such that its value lies between

about 1.28 and 1.35, the latter value be-

ing more applicable to large high-speed

machines.

The line BF on Fig. 2 represents com-

pression according to the law.

PV." = constant.

This means that the saving in work
effected by cooling the air durint;- com-

pression is represented by the area BGF
Moreover, the reduction in the final de-

livery temperature is to be noted.

-^0l4 7

r ^—

lie. 4. Pv. DIAGRAM. KIG. .5. Oo DIAGRAM.

THEORETICAL DIAGRAMS SHOWING SAVING EFFECTED BY STAGE COMPRESSION.
COMPRESSION TO 1,000 LBS. PER SQUARE INCH GAUGE,

In an iileal compressor, i.e,, one in whit-h compression is isothei-nial, the work required per unit of

air is represented by the diagonally shaded area of each diagram. If compression were carried

out in one stage the work required is represented by the total area of the diaj^ram. The horizontally

shaded area represents the work sa\ed by compressing in three stages and intercooling. The
darkly .shaded area i-epresents the amount by which the work required for three-stage compression

is still in excess of the ideal. Not« the huge saving of three-stage over one-stage compression. In

this case the saving is 291^ per cent.

compression may assist towards the

understanding of the special features

of high-pressure compressors. If air

be compressed isothermally, a cer-

tain amount of work has to be done

—

' see Fig. 2, giving a theoretical indicator

diagram for a machine delivering air at

80 lbs. per square inch. With isothermal

compression the work required is repre-

sented by the area ABED. If the com-
pression be adiabatic, then the additional

work required is represented by the area
BGE, from which it will be seen that the

aim should be to secure isothermal com
pression, that is, to prevent increase of

the temperature of the air during com-
pression. Not only from the point of
V icw of power absorbed should the teni-

pirature rise be small, but also for me-
chanical reasons, as later explained.
The index "n" in the standard equation

The diagram in Fig. 3 is the "theta"

"phi" diagram corresponding to Fig. 2.

This shows rather more clearly the dif-

ference in the work required and tem-
perature attained by compressing undor
the various conditions. The figure is self-

explanatory.

C'ompre.ssioii in Stages

When pressures of 1,000 lbs. per square
inch and over are required, the temper-
atures attained by single-stage compres-
sion would be extremely high. If lubri-

cating oil could be eliminated from th(

problem, careful design might succeed
in producing a compressor that would
stand the stresses set up by the high
temperatures.

Lubricating oil burns in air at such
temperatures, with the result that the

pistons would become carbonized, the

valves clogged and the pipes sooted-up.

In addition, high temperatures have de-

leterious effects on tempered steel valves

and springs. With large high-speed ma-
chines the temperature, coupled with

the peculiar fatigue phenomenon, makes
it well nigh impossible to get satisfactory

working with temperatures higher than

those consequent upon about six com-
pressions in one stage.

If the excessive work of compression

and high temperatures are to be avoid-

ed, the heat must be abstracted from the

air in the period between the start of

compression and the commencement of

delivery. Jacketing alone is insufficient.

The method that suggests itself is to

compress the air a small amount, then

withdraw it from the cylinder, cool it to

atmospheric temperature, and return it

to the cylinder. Next, move the piston

further to compress the "air still more,

and repeat the cooling process, and so

on, until the required pressure is attain-

ed. This is virtually the method adopted

in practice, except that in lieu of carry-

ing out the whole process in a single cy-

linder, one cylinder is devoted to each

stage of compression, and between each

.stage the air is passed through an inter-

cooler to reduce its temperature to the

initial atmospheric temperature. The
saving in work effected by stage com-

pression with intercooling is shown in

Figs. 4 and 5. The PV diagram. Fig. 4,

has been drawn for a three-stage machine

compressing to 1,000 lbs. per square in.

If the heat of compression could be re-

moved as fast as it is generated, as with

isothermal compression, the work re-

quired to compress unit volume would be

represented by the diagonally-shaded

area. This is the ideal condition. If the

compression were carried out in one stage

and no heat were removed—that is, if

the compression were adiabatic — then

the work required to compress unit vol-

ume of air would be represented by the

total area of the diagram, that is, the

diagonally, plus the black, plus the hori-

zontally shaded part. The ratio of this

total work to tliat required in isothermal

compression will be noted. If, again, the

air were compressed adiabatically to 60

lbs. per square inch only and then cooled

to its initial temperature, its condition

will then be the same as it w-ould have

been had it been compressed isothermal-

ly. From this point the second stage of

compression is carried out and the cool-

ing process repeated, meaning that the

area of the second stage diagram is only

the diagonally shaded portion plus the

black portion, the horizontallv shaded

part being completely saved, due to the

reduction in the volume of air dealt with,

as a result of the intercooling.

Similar conditions obtain in the third

stage, the horizontally shaded part again

representing work saved. The work re-

(luired for adiabatic compression in three

stages is thus represented by the diagon-

ally shaded portion plus the black por-

tion, which latter represents the amount
by which the work required is still in

excess of the ideal.

Fig. .') is the "theta" "phi" diagram cor-

responding to the PV diagram in Fig. 4.
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The corresponding: areas are similarly

shaded. In addition to the work required,

this diagram shows the temperatures at-

tained in compression under the various

conditions. The reduction of the tem-
perature due to stag:inj; is clearly shown.

The 1.300 degr. F. is a theoretical value,

.500 defr. F. is the temperature which
would be attained were the compression

carried out in two stages, and 330 deg.

F. is the result of three-stage compres-
sion. In the case under consideration the

total work is equally divided between the

stages, whereas in actual practice this

condition does not generally hold ex-

actly.

The temperatures attained in the cy-

linder when air is compressed to various

pressures in one, two or three stages,

with intercooling, are given in Fig. 6,

Piston friction and the effect of the cy-

linder walls have been neglected. As
previously stated, the high temperatures
could not be dealt with in practice. The
temperatures given for two and three-

stage compression are based on the as-

sumption of perfect intercooling, which

cubic foot—an increase of 5 per cent.,

against the 15 per cent, obtained when
compression is carried out in a single

stage.

Apart from the questions of efficiency

and temperatures, an advantage of stag-

ing is the reduction of crankpin loads and
stresses generally—the reasoning being

exactly the same in this connection as for

a compound or triple-expansion steam
engine. Theoretically an infinite number
of stages is required, but practical con-

siderations, such as the multiplicity of

parts, the low mechanical efficiency,

weight, cost, etc., limits the number of

stages.

Pressures and Number of Stages

The best practice is as follows: The
maximum terminal pressures are, for

one stage, 80 to 100 lb. per square inch;

two stages, 600 lb. per square inch; three

stages, 1,500 lb. per square inch; four

stages, 2,500 to 3,000 lb. per square inch;

five stages, 4,500 lb. per square inch; and
above 4,500 lb. per square inch; six or

seven stages to 6,000 lb. per square inch.

stage compressor, such as would be used
to drive pneumatic tools in a shipyard,

the designer aims to reduce the cylinder

clearance to the minimum, for by so do-

ing a greater quantity of air is delivered

per stroke than would be the case with

a larger clearance. Fig. 8, which is a

theoretical card for a cylinder compress-

ing to 80 lb. per square inch, is given in

explanation. With zero cylinder clear-

ance the volume of air delivered is repre-

sented by CD, whereas with 10 per cent,

clearance and the same cylinder dimen-

sions the volume delivered becomes FD.
Less air is drawn into the cylinder per

stroke, since the air left in the clearance

space re-expands along DE, for a portion

of the suction stroke, as shown, and the

suction valves do not open to admit a

fresh supply of air until the point E in

the stroke is reached. In this way the

volume of air aspired is only EB, as com-
pared with AB—the volume dealt with in

the same cylinder without clearance. The
EB

ratio is known as the Indicated Vol-

AB

loco JSOd 3000
Gau^e l*ressar0 Xbg.ptrSq. Ifv.

FIG. 6. TEMPERATURES ATTAINED WITH ONE. TWO AND
THREE-STAGE COMPRESSION TO VARIOUS PRESSURES.

INITIAL TEMPERATURE IN EACH STAGE OF
COMPRESSION ASSUMED TO BE 60° FAH.
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FIG. 7. AIR HORSE-POWER REQUIRED PER CUBIC FOOT FREE
AIR PER MINUTE WITH ONE. TWO AND THREE-STAGE

COMPRESSION TO VARIOUS PRESSURES.

condition holds for well-designed mach-
ines. In some plants where there is a

copious supply of cold water, and where
intercoolers of liberal dimensions are fit-

ted, the air can be cooled between the
stages to less indeed than the initial

temperature.

Fig. 7 gives the air horse-power re-

quired to compress 1 cub. ft. of free air

per minute in one, two and three stages
to various pressures, and shows how the
power required approaches the ideal

(isothermal compression), and the ill-

effects of inefficient jacketing diminish
as the number of stages is increased. For
example, with air compressed to 1,000 lb

per square inch in one stage, according
to the law PV'.' == constant, the power
required would be 0.46 a.h.p. per cubic
foot; but if the cooling were very ineffi-

cient, so that the compression were adia-
batic, the power would rise to 0.53 a.h.p.

per cubic foot—an increase of 15 per
cent. With three-stage compression, ac-
cording to the same law, the power re-
quired would be 0.32 a.h.p. per cubic foot,
and in this latter case, assuming that the
cooling were inefficient, the power would
only rise at the most to 0.335 a.h.p. per

which is about the highest pressure for

which an air compressor has been con-

structed.

In the case of very small machines
these pressures, for a given number of

stages are often exceeded in order to re-

duce complication. For example, ma-
chines have been consti-ucted and work
quite satisfactorily when compressing to

2.500 lb. per square inch in two stages.

The temperatures attained, however,

make it necessary to carry out the cylin-

der lubrication by soapy water.

Effects of Cylinder Clearance Volumes

An important consideration in the de-

sign of a multi-stage compressor is the

computation of the clearance volumes of

the various cylinders. By clearance vol-

ume is understood not merely the volume
of the space which separates the piston

from the end of the cylinder when the

crank is on dead centre, but, in addition

to this, the volume of all valve ports and
pockets, space behind piston rings if

these are air-packed, and, in short, any
space into which the air can be com-
pressed, without passing through the de-

livery valve. With an ordinary single-

umetric Efficiency, and in this particular

case is about 69 per cent. The smaller

the clearance space, the nearer will E be

EB
to A, i.e., will be greater, and a larger

AB
volume of air will consequently be dealt

with per stroke.

With a large clearance a larger cylin-

der is required to deliver a given amount
of air than with a small clearance, yet

the indicated work done per unit volume
of air dealt with remains the same, al-

though the larger cylinder makes for a

heavier and more costly machine, with

greater piston loads, so that in general

practice the clearances are made as small

as possible. Referring again to Fig. 8.

the higher the compression is carried, the

further will E be removed from A, that

is, the higher the delivery pressure at

which a given cylinder is working, the

less will be the indicated volumetric effi-

ciency. Further, if the clearance air re-

ceives heat from the cylinder and piston

whilst expanding, the law of expansion

will approach the isothermal and the

pressure of the clearance air will take

the longer to drop to the suction pressure.
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or E will be still further removed from
A to G.

It is to be emphasized that the air

should not receive heat whilst re-expand-
ing, or, in other words, the clearance
space should be as efficiently cooled as
possible. The cooler the walls of the

IcSCClearance.

•%. INDICATED VOLUMETRIC
^^EmCIENCYOF cn..^£M

FIG. 8.

clearance space, the more rapidly will

the pressure of the re-expanding air fall

to the suction pressure and the greater

EB
will the ratio become. Moreover, if

AB
the clearance air receives heat whilst re-

' expanding, its temperature at point E
will be considerably higher than the tem-
perature of the incoming air. As a re-

sult of the mixing of the new supply

with the hot clearance air, the tempera-
ture at the end of the suction stroke, i.e.,

at B, will be higher than it would have
been had there been no hot air left in the

cylinder at point E, thus reducing the

weight of air dealt with per stroke and
increasing the temperature of compres-
sion. In any case the temperature of the

air at B must be higher than that of the

suction air, owing to contact with the hot

walls and piston.

In modem practice, the cylinder clear-

ance volume for a single-stage compres-
sor or low-pressure cylinder of a multi-

stage machine is seldom less than 3 to 4

per cent, of the volume swept out by the

piston. It is usually found that, within

limits for practical reasons, the larger

the machine, the smaller the percentage
clearance.

If a single-stage machine were con-

structed to compress to a moderately
high pressure, say, 165 lb. per square
inch, the indicated volumetric efficiency

at the best would not be more than about
80 per cent., whilst the ratio of volume
of free air delivered to volume swept bv
piston would be very much lower still,

due to the addition of he-'t before com-
pression commenced. Further, the cross-

head loads would be very great, due to

the final delivery pressure being exerted
on the whole area of the large piston.

The twistinT moment diagram for tho
machine would be uneven, and. nerhaps
of most consequence, the find delivery
temoerature would be excessively high.

If. on the other hand, the same size of
cylinder were used with a high-pressure
cylinder added thereto, so that the first

only compressed to 37 lb. per square inch,
the indicated volumetric efficiency would
be increased to about 94 per cent., due to
the lower delivery pressure bringing the

point of the low-pressure diagram cor-
responding to E in Fig. 8 nearer to A.
With the high-pressure cylinder mounted
in tandem with the low-pressure, it is

possible that the weight of the machine
per unit of air delivered would not be
more than when the compression was
carried out in one cylinder. Staging nul-

lifies to a large extent the effects of

clearance volume on the volumetric effi-

ciency of a compressor, besides obviating
the difficulties with loads and tempera-
tures.

In both the French and German
languages the expression for clearance
volume, literally translated, means "in-

jurious space," yet the effects of clear-

ance in some cases are beneficial. In a
cylinder with no clearance the whole load

at the commencement of the stroke due
to the acceleration of the moving part

comes upon the crank-pin. With clear-

ance, the re-expansion of the clearance
air helps largely to accelerate the masses,
and an interesting case in this connection
may be cited.

With steam-driven compressors it is

common practice to mount the steam
cylinders in tandem with the air cylin-

ders, in which case the setting of the

steam valves must be so arranged that

admission is late instead of early, as is

usual. If the full steam pressure were
applied to the piston before the clearance
air pressure in the air cylinder had be-

come reduced by re-expansion, unneces-
sarily high loads due to these simul-

taneous full pressures, less the inertia

effects, would be imposed upon the con-

necting rods, etc. High speeds with in-

creased inertia forces tend genei'ally to

reduce crank-pin loads. With steam-
driven compressors of the foregoing type
the greater the clearance volume of the

air cylinder the later must the steam ad-

mission be timed.

Effects of Clearance in the Higher Stages
of a Multi-Stage Compressor

In a multi-stage compressor the work
done in the various stages may be varied-

within fairly wide limits merely by ad-

justing the clearance volumes of the vari-

ous cylinders, excepting the low pressure.

Suiipose, for example, it is required to

reduce the proportion of work <lone in

the high-pressure stage of a three-stage
compressor in which the high-pressure
clearance volume is 10 per cent., and with
stage pressures—low pressure 4.5 lb. per
square inch, intermediate pressure 300
lb. per square inch—working against a
final delivery pressure of 900 lb. per
square inch.

The work done in compression varies
as the ratio of final to initial pressure,
so that any desired reduction in any
given stage can only be effected by re-
ducing this ratio, or in this case by in-

creasing the hiL'h-pressure suction pres-
sure, since the final delivery pressure is

fixed. The compressor capacity being un-
altered, an increase in the high-pressure
suction pressure necessarily involves a
corresponding reduction in actual volume
of high-pressure suction. Since the vol-
ume swept by the high-pressure piston
remains the same, it is clear that the

only way to ensure a reduced suction
volume is to decrease the volumetric effi-

ciency of the high-pressure cylinder by
increasing the clearance volume, with
the result as shown in Fig. 9, where the
high-pressure diagram with the original
10 per cent, clearance, together with the
diagram resulting from an addition of 20
per cent, extra clearance, are given. The
area of the diagram is considerably re-
duced, the high-pressure suction pres-
sure (the intermediate-pressure delivery
pressure) rises from 300 lb. per square
inch to 375 lb. per square inch (gauge-
pressure), this increase being necessary
in order to get the whole of the air into

the high-pressure cylinder. The effect

on the low-pressure delivery pressure is

slightly to increase it, due to the reduced
volumetric efficiency of the intermediate
pressure cylinder, resultant upon the ex-

pansion of the intermediate pressure
clearance air from a higher pressure.
The actual increase in low-pressure de-
livery pressure depends upon the inter-

mediate pressure clearance volume. If

the intermediate pressure, cylinder had
no clearance volume, which is impractic-
able, the low-pressure pressure would
remain unaltered. The slight increase
in low-pressure delivery pressure some-
what reduces the volumetric efficiency of
the compressor.
The simple method of altering the dis-

tribution of work would be convenient
where the high-pressure delivery tem-
perature was found to be excessive (see
later), or in cases where the turning mo-
ment was unsatisfactory. The clearance
volume can be increased by the addition
of a hollow pocket, but cannot so easily

be reduced.

Some multi-stage compressors are re-

quired to work for long periods at vary-
ing delivery pressures, or, in the case of

a charging compressor, at a constantly
increasing pressure from atmospheric to

the full bottle pressure. With Diesel en-
gines it is usual to regulate the blast

pressure by throttling the fuel-injection

FIG. 9. DIAGRAM SHOWING RESULT OF
INCREASING CLEARANCE VOLUME IN

HIGH PRESSURE CYLINDER.

air compressor suction, so that instead of
compressing and blowing the excess to

waste, only the requisite amount is dealt
with. The effect on the distribution of
work, temperatures, etc., occasioned by
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this throttling- should be considered

—

especially with marine engrines, where

the compressor may run for long: periods

in this condition.

In all machines there are certain stage

pressures which give the best all-round

running, as regards temperatures, loads,

balance, etc., for each delivery pressure.

If these stage pressures are accurately

determined for the normal final delivery

pressure, then it is safe generally to as-

sume that the particular stage division

of work so obtained will also be the best

proportion for any other delivery pres-

sure at which the machine is likely to

work. With Diesel engine fuel-injection

compressors this state of affairs rarely

obtains. In a three-stage compressor de-

signed for 800 lb. per square inch work-

ing pressure, and run at, say, 900 lb. per

square inch, the low-pressure and inter-

mediate-pressure pressures will not in-

crease in proportion to the final delivery

pressure—actually in the majority of

cases they alter little. By suitably pro-

portioning the cylinder clearance vol-

umes of the various stages the machine

can be made automatically to divide the

total work between the stages in a given

proportion, no matter what the delivery

pressure may be.

Figs. 10 and 11 show approximately

the stage pressures which would be ob-

tained in three machines of the same ca-

pacity when working at different pres-

sures. Each machine is designed for a

delivery pressure of 900 lb. per square

inch, and at this pressure the stage pres-

sures are: low-pressure, 45 lb. per

square inch (gauge pressure). The heavy

lines on the diagram show what the pres-

sures should be to secure an approxi-

mately constant proportional division of

work "between the stages. The lines

marked (a) show the pressures which

would obtain in a compressor having

cylinder clearances of: low-pressure, 4

per cent.; intermediate-pressure, 5 par

cent.; high-pressure, 10 per cent.

The 1-ise in the stage pressures as the

final delivery pressure increases is seen

to be comparatively small. The lines

marked (b) show the pressures with a

compressor of the same capacity when
the cylinder clearances are: low-pres-

sure, 4 per cent.; intermediate-pressure,

10 per cent.; high-pressure, 20 per cent.

Here it is seen that the rise in stage

pressure is much more mai'ked than in

the first case, that is to say, with these

increased clearance volumes the propor-

tional division of work between the

stages is more nearly constant than with

the smaller clearances. The lines mark-
ed (c) give the pressures which would
obtiin with a machine having clear-

ances: low-pressure, 4 per cent.; inter-

mediate-pressure, 15 per cent.; high-

pressure, 30 per cent.

In this case the rise in stage pressures
as the delivery pressure increases an-

proximates much more nearlv to the

"ideal;" that is, the proportional division

of work between the stages is very near-
ly constant, so that the balance of the
machine is more likely to be maintained
than in the first case, and. further, the
final delivery temperature will be lower,
for in the first case, when the machine is

working at a pressure higher than its de-

signed pressure of 900 lb. per sq. inch,

the high-pressure stage is taking more
than its designed share of the work. For
example, if the first machine (case "a")
were run at 1,200 lb. per square inch, the

compression ratio in the high-pressure
cylinder would be:

—

1215
= 3.63

335
If the last machine (case "c")were run

at 1,200 lb. per square inch, the high-

pressure compression ratio would be:

—

1215
^=3.28

370
This means that the temperature at-

tained in the machine with the large

clearance would be less than in the ma-
chine with the small clearance on ac-

count of the smaller compression ratio.

Furthermore, if the large clearance is

composed of a connecting pipe within
a water-jacket, as is sometimes the case,

the cooling during compression is im-
proved, resulting in a decrease of Lhe

value of "n" in P V" ^ constant, still

fc

e, nop

the machine with the big clearances is

slightly less than that of the machine
with the small clearances when the de-

livery pressure is higher than that for
which the compressor is designed.

The difference, however, is not worth
considering. (It may be mentioned that

the lines in Fig. 10 should not actually

be quite straight. They are sufficiently

accurate, however, as in practice it is im-

possible to estimate the pressures to

within a few pounds.)

®
THREE-CYLINDER COMPOUND

ELECTRICAL UNIT
THE new 60,000 kilowatt unit to be in-

stalled in the 74th Street station of the
Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New
York, where three 30,000 kw. cross com-
pound Westinghouse turbine generators
have been in successful operation for

over two years, will consist of a highy

pressure and two low pressure turbines,

each coupled to a generator. Each of the
three turbo generators making up the
unit is to have a governor so arranged
that if for any reason the circuit should
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FIG. 10. FIG. 11.

D1..^GR.\M SHOWING APPROXIMATELY THE STAGE PRESSURES ATTAINED WHEN THE
COMPRESSOR IS DELIVERING AGAINST DIFFERENT FINAL PRESSURES.

Each machine is designed for a final delivery pressure of 900 lbs. per square inch with L.P. and
I. P. pressures of 4.^ lbs. per square inch and 300 lbs. per square inch respectively.

(a) For a compressor whose clearance volumes are: L.P.. 4 per cent.. I. P., .5 per cent..

H.P.. 10 per cent, of volume swept by piston,
lb) For a compressor whose clearance volumes are: L.P., 4 per cent., I. P.. 10 per cent..

H.P.. 20 per cent, of volume swept by piston.
Id For a compressor whose clearance volumes are: L.P.. 4 per cent., I. P., 15 per cent..

H.P.. 30 per cent, of volumes swept by piston.
The heavy line shows what the pressures should be if the division of work between the stages is

to remain in the same proportion for all delivery pressures.

further reducing the temperature. Again
the clearance space being so efficiently

cooled results in an increase in the value
of "n" for the re-expansion of the clear-

ance air. The incoming air mixes with
this comparatively cool air, and conse-

quently the initial temperature is not
unduly raised.

The main point, however, is that bv
correctly arranging the clearance vol-

umes the machine can be made to divide

the total work into the best pronortions
for any delivery pressure with which tht
compressor may have to deal. A minor
point is that with increasing delivery
pressures piston leakage becomes great-
er, and the volumetric efficiency at the
higher pressures is less than at the low-
er. If the low-pressure pressure in-

creases with the delivery pressure, the
indicated volumetric efficiency of that
cylinder is decreased in addition—or, in

short, the overall volumetric efficiency of

open on the high pressure turbo genera-
tor, steam will be shut olf from that par-

ticular one, and the two low pressure

turbo generators will operate under gov-

ernor control with high pressure steam.
Likewise, should anything happen to

both the high pressure and one of the low
pressure turbo generators, or to the two
low pressure turbo generators, the re-

maining one will operate and carry the

load. The turbines which will operate
at 220 lbs. absolute steam pressure, 120

degrees superhea.t, 20-inch vacuum, and i

the generators which will have a capacity
of 60,000 kw. continuously, or 70.000 kw.
for two hours, are being furnished by the

Westinghouse E'ectric & Mfg. Co., of

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

®
A person don't mo'n realize he's a de-

scendant befo' he's a' ancestor.—Ruth
McEnery Stuart.
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WIRK ROPES FOR COAL MINES
By O. C.

THE importance of the mine rope is

often underestimated but it is the

essential life line of mine. The wire

rope, by means of which coal is hauled

to the eai'th's surface, constitutes a most
vital link in the long chain of processes

by which the coal is got from the mine
and made to give heat, light, iiower ex-

plosives and countless other products es-

sential to mankind. The designer of

haulage or lifting tackle, especially for

mining work, has a most exacting task,

in which he must exercise the greatest

prudence and foresight. The nature of

the appliance is generally such that the

failure of one rope almost certainly

means disaster. In such a structure as

a bridge one or even several members
may fail, but the others will generally

keep the whole together til! the danger
has been observed and precautionary

measures taken, but the mine cage

hangs by one rope, and if this fail, there

is nothing to prevent the load from fall-

ing to the bottom of the shaft.

Complex Stresses

The nature of the stressing of a rope

is very complex. In the straight portion

i between the winding drum and the load

there is a direct pull on the rope as a

whole, and it might be thought that the

load that the rope would carry is equal

to the sum of the loads which each in-

dividual wire composing it will bear.

Experience has shown that this is far

from so and that the strength of the

rope falls short of the aggregate
-tifngth of the wire by as much as 10

t> ".5 per cent. Even if a sample of a

lupe, when tested in direct tensions,

breaks at a load seven, eight, or even
nine times that of the working load, it

1 annot at once be assumed that it is safe

("] continued u.se, for there are severe
-I I.-, -IS broucht into play due to the

pa-sau-n round the winding dinim or

Mulleys.

This passage round the drum induces

lii-nding stresses very similar to those

-liich occur in a beam subjected to a

branding load. The nature of the plait-

'ng of the rope reduces the intensity of

•iii'.se stresses far below what they

would be in a bundle of straight wires

bent round the same radius. Even so, a

reasonable figure for the bending

stress on a rope designed to carry a load

of 10 tons per sn. in. due to the suspend-

ed load, would be ."0 tons per sf]. in. in

crane design. Thus the total stress on

the part round the pulley would be 40

tons per sq. in. Rv using more wires in

the rope of smaller size the bending

stress is reduced in nronortion. Similar-

Iv it mav be min'mised by using larger

pulleys and drums.

The effect of bending is rendered more

serious by its constantly fluctuating na-

ture. As the rope raises and lowers the

cage, and is loaded and unloaded, the

stress in it fluctuates between zero and

maximum load and this leads to what is

known as "fatigue." When a material is

subjected to such a fluctuating load it

will break under a much lower stress

than it would if the load were steady.

This effect may be seen by taking a thin

strip of iron or steel and clamping one

end in a vice. If the other end be bent

over, the strip if soft will bend through

a right angle, without cracking. But if

it be bent to and fro, a number of times

through a smaller angle, it will break

right across. Experience shows- how-

ever that there is a safe margin, and if

the stress on the ropes does not fluctuate

beyond this margin it will last prac-

tically indefinitely.

Soft Versus Hard Wire

It seems fairly certain that a soft wire

withstands fatigue better than a hard

one and consequently wherever possible

makers use soft Bessemer steel of 40

to 45 tons per sq. in. tensile strength, or

at least mild steel of 95 to 100 tons per

sq. in. in preference to the harder but

stronger plough steel of 110 to 120 or

l.'!5 tons per sq. in. For shallow mines.

Bessemer steel ropes are much the mo.st

economical in first cost, but in deep

shafts the weight of the rope itself

which has to be supported becomes a

serious factor, and for a given load this

will, of course, be three times as much
for a rope of 40 tons per sq. in. as for

one of 120 tons per sq. in. Thus it is

advantageous, if possible ,to employ

hard wires for deep shafts. Fortunately

it is possible to do this because the

stress in the rope due to its own weight

is so large, compared with the fluctuat-

ing load, as to damp out the effects of

the latter. In addition, to the wearing

strains already mentioned there is an

effect due to the spiral lay of the wires

and strands in the rope. The applica-

tion of a pull makes these spirals un-

wind slightly, as does an ordinary

spring. The slight movements of the

wires against each other and against the

pulley causes abrasion which has to be

watched very closely in the periodical

inspections of the ropes.

A rope experiences the greatest strain

at, and before the moment of starting.

Severe damage may be done if the load

is thrown in to the cage too quickly, for

if a load of say ten tons falls on a rope,

suddenly, causing a .shock, its effect is

the same as that of a steady pull of

twentv tons. During the first part of

the wind, the load has to be sneeded up
from rest to a certain maximum sneed

of lift, so an extra force is needed to

increase its speed, this being proportion-

al to the rate at which the speed is in-

creased. Thus, if the speed be raised

to 50 ft. per sec, in twenty seconds, the

force needed to accelerate, the mass is

twice as much as if the same speed
were attained after forty seconds. This
accelerating force or inertia force must
be felt by the rope, if the latter is at-

tached rigidly to' the cage and must
cause a severe stress in the early part

of the lift. As the above figures show,

the rate of speeding up should be kept
as low as possible consistent with rapid-

ity of delivery from the shaft.

Reducing Stresses

The stresses due to shock and inertia

are often reduced by using a special

spring attachment between the rope

and the cage. Rubber buffers have been

introduced between the pulley bearings

and their attachment to the bracket on

the roof of the cage, so as to give some
spring to the pulley when the load is

lifted. Various arrangements are in use

though the use of rubber means that it

perishes rapidly under the exposure to

the weather, so springs were resorted to.

Whatever is the means used, the prin-

ciple is the same, namely to interpose a
spring between the rope and the load

so that shock and inertia forces acting

on the cage extend the spring instead

of the rope, which if the spring is of

the proper stiffness is almost entirely

relieved of all but the steady load.

Ropes must be inspected minutely at

frequent intervals. The most serious

wear takes place at the lower end where
a cap or clip is attached. At this point,

shock effects and the tendency of a long

spiral to twist and untwist are felt most
severely. At each inspection the cap
should be renewed and this gives the op-

portunity to cut off a short length which

can be tested in direct tension as well as

being pri.sed open to reveal its internal

condition. The individual wires are

clamped at one end and subjected to re-

peated twisting and bending till thev

break. The rope .should be discarded if

the sample wires will not stand a cer-

tain number of repetitions of each kind

of test, the criterion being fixed accord-

ing to the physical properties of the

steel from which the rope was made. A
good plan is to reverse the wire each

time it is recapped, as bv this means
each end in turn bears the shock anif

testing .strains, and thus the damage is

equalised. Great care should be taken

to lubricate the ropes by allowing them
to run in a trough having brushes fit-

ted with lubricant on either side. A
mixture of tar, summer oil, mica and
axle grease is a good mixture. This re-

duces the abrasive effects of the pulley-

on the outer wires and of the wires on

each other, and increases the life of tb^

ropes by as much as 25 to 50 per cent.
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Fixing Limit to Life of Rope
One port authority in Britain, the Bel-

fast Harbour Board, follows the life of

each of their ropes most carefully. For
much of the work a standard :^ in. rope

is used working over a 22 in. pulley. No
rope works for more than four months
continuously, being given periodical

rests. It is discarded regardless of its

condition after lifting 10,000 tons, and

with the large 7 in. rope a life of ten

J ears is allowed. These figures relate

to crane work and not mine work but

they show the extreme care wnich is

bestowed on these appliance.5 l;y res-

ponsible engineers. Some of the South

African mines are over a mile deep and
the results of a failure are too disast-

rous to contemplate. It wa.i the fall

of 40 Kaffirs through 4,000 ft, in Robin-

son's Deep mine which led to the

abandonment of the flat rope, owing to

the difficulty of inspecting it having

allowed unsuspected faults to arise. The
safest plan is undoubtedly to fix a lenofth

to its life and then discard it.

@
BY-PRODUCTS OF COAL DISTILLA-

TION
By C. T.

THE abolition of smoke should be

brought about simply and solely by dis-

tilling all coal before burning it. Every-
thing at this moment combines to make
this reform practicable, and it would
effect a saving for the whole country of

a hundred million pounds a year. First

the increase of the price of raw fuel,

quite apart from the war, has induced

more care and thought as to its con-

sumption. Next the advent of the in-

ternal combustion engine, by far the

most simple, convenient, and economical

prime mover so far discovered, has
created an increasing demand with

higher prices for benzol, gasoline and
fuel oil. The passing of the horse and
the gradual exhaustion of the nitrate

beds of South America had led to higher

prices for ammonia sulphate, which is

one of the other valuable by-products of

-

the distillation of coal.

No grate simple enough to be prac
ticable will bum coal without smoke
unless the coal be distilled first. Coke
bums without smoke. Common gas
coke, however, wall not burn satisfac-

torily in many grates. Therefore- spec-

cial fuel must be made which will bum
easily in an ordinary .'jrate Raw coal

can be distilled at a lower temperature
than is used in ordinary gas-making,
leaving about 10 per cent, of volatile

matter in the coke. This fuel burns
with a cheerful flame in any grate. Dis-

tillation at low temperature, seems like-

ly to be the prevailing method; other-

wise too much gas would be produced
and too little of the valuable tars. Low
temperature distillation produces the

best yield of valuable tars and oil—not-

ably, it produced a spirit with all the

properties of gasoline. Normally Eng-
land imports one hundred million gal-

lons of gasoline per annum. Up British

chimneys goes five hund/ed million gal-

lons of gasoline per annum; and this is

only one of the by-products of coal wast-

ed in the riotous combustion of the open
fire. The ammonia waste is still worse,

lor ammonia, if burnt, gives out no heat.

It is a vital necessity in farming. Every
ton of coal burnt might yield .50 cents

worth of ammonia if distilled. From
200 to 250 million dollars worth of re-

coverable ammonia vanishes up British

chimneys every year, with no return at

all. A quarter of that could be easily

retained by low temperature distillation.

©
POSITIVE AND FRICTION

CLUTCHES

By T. J.

THE attempt to find a satisfactory foi-m

of clutch has yielded many excellent

types and designs, but no clutch yet in-

vented has shown such all-round super-
iority as to supersede all other designs.

The claw coupling is the simplest and
most efl'ective of all clutches when once
it is in action, for it consumes prac-
tically no power, and shows no wear, but
it cannot be put in and out of a gear
except at slow speeds, or when the ma-
chine is stopped. For a drive that can
be connected or disconnected at full

speed and under full load, some form of

friction clutch is necessary. The cone
clutch is the simplest of all fric-

tion clutches, and although innumer-
able other types of friction clutch have
been introduced—segment clutches, band
clutches, disc clutches, magnetic clutches,

centrifugal clutches, etc..—it still re-

mains a prime favourite. The conditions
to be fulfilled by the ideal clutch are
many and diverse. It must be simple in

construction, and free from undue wear;
it must engage smoothly, and when en-

gaged must grip firmly, yet there must
be no "bite" that will prevent easy dis-

engagement; the grip must not be in-

curred at the cost of heavy pressure on
the moving part, as there will be a wear
and loss of power; the amount of move-
ment required to put the clutch into ac-

tion must not be too e-reat, and yet the

clearance when out of action must be
such as to ensure that there is no rub-

bing. These are but a few of the condi-

tions to be observed.

Theoretically the ideal clutch, as sug-
gested by Mr. W. G. Gass, would be a

combination of friction and positive

clutch. It would employ a friction ar-

rangement for starting up, and when
that had done its part a positive drive

would come into operation, and take all

the work of driving off the friction sur-

faces. The designing of a combination
clutch of this kind is not an easy matter.
The difficulty would come in providing
for its being thrown out of gear with the
same ease as a friction clutch, for when
the positive part of the clutch comes into

action it is this part which will be do-

ing the work, and will be under pres-

sure, and to withdraw this part from
engagement will present the same diffi-

culty as is found with a claw coupling.

FACTOR OF EVAPORATION CHART
By N. G. Near.

THE term "Factor of Evaporation" i;

used a great deal in engineering — .-io

much the writer thought it worth while

to work up a chart on the subject in

order that anybody can reduce ordinary
heat values directly into factors of evap-

oration without doing any figuring.

For example, you look into your steam
tables and find that the total heat in

steam at a given pressure is 1,100 B.t.u.

You also find that the feed water origin-
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ally contained 100 B.t.u. per pound. The
difference H-h is therefore equal to 1,000

B.t.u.

Find the. 1,000 in column A and direct-

ly opposite in column B is the factor of

evaporation. You can see that it is very

close to 1.03.

The figures above 1,000 in column A,

are seldom used. They are used some-

times in connection with feed water heat-

er computations, however, and in order

to make the chart more complete, I there-

fore included them also. Thus, where
the difference in heat values might be

300 B.t.u., the factor of evaporation is

immediately given as 0.31.
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PROGRESS IN NEW EQUIPMENT
A Record of New and Improved Machinery and Accessories for the Machine,

Pattern, Boiler and Blacksmith Shops, Planing Mill, Foundry and Power Plant

20-IN. DOUBLE BACK GEARED EN-
GINE LATHE

TH E accompanying- illustration

shows the Atlas 20 in. engine lathe

which is built by the Taylor Ma-
chine Co., Cleveland, O. It is equipped

with double back gearing, quick change
feed gear, and is built with 8, 10, and 12

ft. lengths of bed.

The head stock is offset from the cen-

tre of the bed to provide better distri-

bution of the load on cross slide when en-

gaged on heavy duty work. The spindle

is made from a 50-point carbon steel

forging, and runs in phosphor-bronze

bearings with ring oilers. The three-

step cone in conjunction with the dou-

ble back gear gives nine spindle speeds.

Front spindle bearing is 3V2 x 6% in.

and the rear bearing 2% x 5% in. The
total length of spindle is 36% in. and
steel-bronze thrust bearing is fitted.

Heavy double-wall cross-girts are

spaced two feet apart in the bed, giving

ample stiffness. Two carriage-ways are
provided on the bed, the front way be-

ing extra large. Owing to the use of

a 20 per cent, steel mixture in the ways,
the wear is confined to the carriage, thus
avoiding loss of accuracy or alignment in

the lathe bed.

The carriage vee is 2 '4 in. wide, while

the bridge is of unusual depth; the cross

slide has a width of 9 in. The apron is

a one-piece casting, with all bearings in-

tegral, and is pinned and bolted to the
carriage. The lead screw is IV^ in. dia.

X 4-pitch thread, and is made of 40-point

carbon steel. The tailstock is of approv-

HEAVV DUTY MILLING MACHINE. TRAVELLING TABLE TYPE.

The feed gear box provides change^
for 2 to 24 thds. per in., including metric
threads up to 10 mm. pitch. The weight
of this lathe with 10 ft. bed is 3,605 ib=.—m—
HEAVY DUTY MILLING MACHINE
THE machine illustrated herewith has
been developed by the Moline Tool Co.,

Moline, 111., in order to facilitate the pro-
duction of heavy spirals and worms used
in their regular product. The machine

20-lNCIl DOUHLE HACK-GEARED ENGINE LATHE.

ed heavy duty type with double binding
clamp on spindle, which is 3 in. dia..

with 1 in. screw.

is of the traveling table type, the cutter
only moving in and out of cut.

The cutter drive is through a large

gear mounted on the cutter arbor, a

large proportion of the work done by
machines of this type being such that

it is possible to use a driving gear of

much larger diameter than the cutter,

thus conducing to both durability of

the cutter and smoothness of cut. Where
necessary, a smaller gear can be used.

The cutter arbor is hardened and gi-ound,

and runs in bronze bushings, a tapered

bronze bushing supporting the arbor
outside of the cutter.

The lead screw is splined its entire

length and is made much heavier than
customary to avoid any torsional deflec-

tion. Change gears are 6 pitch and wide
face. Indexing is accomplished by a

plunger dropping into an index plate set

into the back of the main spindle driv-

ing gear.

Work up to 8 in. dia. x 30 in. long,

c;'.n be performed; the spindle is bored
3 9 16 in. Work can either be held in

centres, or a collet or 3-jawed chuck can
be screwed on the spindle nose. A steady
rest block is furnished to which bush-
ings can be fitted for supporting the

work on its large diameter or on the

shaft as desired. The regular equip-
ment includes pump and piping with a

tank in the base, a 2-speed countershaft,
one index plate having anv number of
holes desired, one bushing for the steady
rest block and change gears. Weight ap-
proximately 5,000 pounds.

m
SHELL NO.SE TKJHTENING

MACHINE
PERESPECTIVK view and detailed

drawings illustrate a simple yet effec-

tive machine, largely in use. for t:--hten-
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ing the noses of shells, as manufactured
by George Pireous, of Leeds Bridge
Works, Leeds, England. As shown in

Fig. 1, it follows the lines of a simple

on the ordinary lathe type of bed, so

that it is applicable to any length of

shell. The interesting feature is the me-
thod of securing the adapter for tighten-

nc. 1. SHELL NOSE TIGHTENING MACHINE.

lathe, the headstock spindle being driven
(Figs. 2 and 3) by worm and worm
wheel mounted on a cross-shaft, on one
end of which is the tlywheel and on the
other the pulley, secured by a clutch
with spring-pressed dog- teeth to admit
of slip should the speed exceed the pre-
determined rate. The countershaft belt

pulley is arranged to drive in either di-

rection.

ing the shell nose. This is shown in its

assembled form in Fig. 4, the constitu-

ent units being illustrated in Figs. 5 to

8. The adapter is formed with a nose
plug of cast steel (Fig. 6), with an ex-

ternal thread 14 per in. and 2 in. dia-

r 4.?!

meter, and an internal thread of G p?r

in. Fig. 7 is a cast steel square head
screw thread, cut to suit the internal

thread of the plug, Fig. 5 is a mild steel

clamp to grip the shell nose, and Fig.

8 a %-in. diametrical hexagon steel

screw. The operation of tightening the

shell nose is as follows:

—

The adapter is first screwed into the

shell nose, which is then entered into the

shell body, the square socket of the spin-

dle being brought up to the square shank.

The machine is next set in motion, and
as the shell becomes tighter the nose

plug revolves until the clamp grips the

shell nose. When this is tightened home,
the clutch on the machine automatically

cuts the power off. In order to release

the adapter the countershaft is reversed,

the screw (Fig. 7) with coarse threads

unscrews in the plug (Fig. 6), up to

the shoulder of the set screw, which in

turn unscrews. Thus in the distance be-

tween the shoulder of the set screw and
the face of the plug the clamp is slack,

and the whole arrangement can be un-
screwed by hand.

®
WIRE NAIL MACHINES

A LINE of wire nail machines possess-

ing novel mechanical and desirable oper-

ative features has been developed by
Sleeper & Hartley, Inc., Worcester,
Mass., as the result of several years
activity in this line. Five sizes of these

machines are built, handling wire from
No. 17 to % in. dia. producing nails

from % in. to 10 in. in length.

The illustrations show three of these

machines, the No. 2 machine, which oc-

cupies a floor space of 19 x 42 in. and
weighs 750 lbs., having a capacity 400-

2^2 in. nails per minute, from No. 11^2

wire.

FIG. 4.

PIG. 6.

....Ivrvv/-

tilm.

FIG. 5.

FIG. 8.

ASSEMBLY AND DETAIL OF ADAPTER FOR
TIGHTENING SHELL NOSES.

The shell, it will be seen, is secured
in a holder, arranged as desired, to ac-

cor.i.modate any size of shell, which slides
FIG. 2.

INSTALL.A.TION DETAII, OF SHELL NOSE TIGHTENING MACHINE.
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The objects aimed at in designing

these machines have been high output,

quiet operation, compactness, wide dis-

tribution of stresses, and accessibility.

AH of the working members are mount-
ed on the top of this frame, being so ar-

ranged and mounted that they can be
lifted off and the machine stripped down
in a few minutes. No rotating cams
are used, the working motions being ac-

complished instead by means of toggle
joints, actuated from a single crank
shaft. All these moving members oper-
ate in mechanical balance, smoothly and
easily, and with a practically noiseless

result. The power is expended in mak-
ing nails—not noise—and the conse-
auent wear and tear upon the machine
is enormously reduced.

The pointing and heading operations
have been separated, the heating effects

upon the dies being thereby greatly re-

duced, and the working stresses much
more widely distributed. This is effected

by means of an intermittently operated
carrier wheel (interposed between the
pointing and the heading position, and
provided with a series of holding jaws)
which takes the pointed blank from the

pointing dies, and carries it through an
angle of 180 degrees into the heading
position where it is gripped by the head-
ing dies and headed. The finished nail is

still held by the carrier wheel jaws un-
til it reaches a point about 90 degrees
further on, when it is automatically re-

leased and dropped.

In operation the wire is taken from
the coil, and fed through the straightener
rolls mounted on the feed slide. This
feed slide is operated through an ad-

justable connection from a crank, and in

the larger machines is provided with a

f|uick return motion. A single i-evolu-

tion of the machine feeds -a blank, cuts

it off (at the same time pointing the in-

coming wire end) heads a previously

cut-off blank on the opposite side of the

carrier wheel, and moves the carrier

wheel through a partial revolution,

thereby releasing a previously headed
nail.

A very notable feature of the design

is the accessibility of the pointing and

heading dies, any one of which may be

lifted off in a few seconds for examina-

tion.

NO. 1 NAIL-MAKING MACHINE.

UNUSUAL INVENTOR AND HIS
WORK

By D. A. H.
OUT in Los Angeles is an inventor whose
story is the same as many another in

most respects — little money to begin
with, years of unceasing toil, etc.—but
differs sharply in two other respects —
his models, though crude, have every one
been put to work and have paid for them-
selves and the patents covering them.
The inventor is C. M. Mead and his im-
provements are widely known in the
printing trade though until the recent
formation of a corporation to manu-
facture the machines, they have not been
on the market.

Beginning with a small rotary press,
he improved it and developed it until it

had a self-feeding arrangement and
could print from a roll and .could
prtnt several different "jobs'' at one
time, p'urther developments were, to ob-
tain remarkably high speed, to produce
the finest kind of multicolor work at

high speeds, to fold and count and wrap.

All of these things are being done and

have been for years, but Mead's inven-

tions combine many of them in one ma-

chine along with other little labor-saving

devices, so that a great saving in pro-

duction cost is possible, m-iinly through

the handling now done from machine to

machine.

To other inventors, Mr. Mead's faculty

for making his models pay for them-

selves is most remarkable. Every inven-

tor knows how much even one patent

costs, of the expense of experimental

work and materials, of the frailty of mo-
dels, how ideas have to be rejected before

they can be put into commercial form.

Mead did printing on his first small

press, he went out and solicited work for

all his presses as they were perfected.

Thus he had an income at all times, and

what is more, he had the chance to try

out his machines under practical condi-

tions—to spend unlimited time in the

studv of the problems arising from every

day hard work. His work was all done in

sheds at the rear of his home and his

models were buiJt of odds and ends—

-

scrap iron, wood, wire, bicycle parts,

structural steel—things he could buy
cheaply.

©
SPECIAL SHELL MACHINES

(Continued from page 559)

design of this nut makes it very easy to

effect repairs, when the nut or screw be-

come badly worn. When power feed is

required, the handle F is moved upwards,

the shaft G revolved through a portion of

a revolution, and the crank on the back

end draws the link H, and also the lever

I, upwards, thus raising the worm J and

bringing it into mesh with the worm
gear K, which is keyed to the end of the

cross feed screw E. The feed can be

automatically disengaged at any desired

point by the adjustment of the collar L
on the shaft G. A stop M, fixed to the

front tool slide comes in contact with

this collar and forces the rod and levers

over a sufficient distance to allow the

worm to drop from a working position;

when the tools are withdrawn by turn-

ing the hand wheel, the reaction of the

spring O on the collar N brings the oper-

ating levers back to their initial posi-

tion in readiness for the next cut.

NO. 2 NAU.-MAKI.NC .MACHINE. NO. 1 NAII.-MAKINC; MACHINE.
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EMERGENCY AND PERMANENT VALUES OF WOOD
AND STEEL SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRIES

IT
is of peculiar interest to note that the thousand wood

vessel programme of the United States Government,

involving- the completion of that number of 3000-ton

craft in eighteen months' time, has been passed up, in

other words, investigation of the available resources has

demonstrated the futility of the enterprise. Major-Gen-

eral Goethals, director of ship construction for the United

States Government, speaking at the recent dinner of the

American Iron and Steel Institute, pricked the wood-ship-

in-quantity bubble by remarking that "when we consider

that the birds are now meeting in the trees that were to

go into these ships, and that the latter must have a speed

of not less than 10 > 2 knots if they were to escape being

submarined, the proposition was hopeless."

Inasmuch, however, "as every little helps" so far as

•"bottoms" are concerned for the meantime overseas trans-

portation of food and army supplies, the contribution of

as many wood ships as material resources and plant capa-

city combined can put promptly into commission is in no

sense to be discouraged, at the same time, it should be

fully realized that, as a permanent national asset, wood
schooner construction will at best have only a sentimental

value. Even the steel sailing ship or barque has practi-

cally disappeared from ocean service, its displacement by
the tramp steamer being quite as complete as was that of

the wood schooner when steel became the material of con»

struction. The best and most substantial contribution that

Canada and the United States can make towards the re-

habilitation of the world's ocean-carrying service is that

of steel built, steam propelled ships, and in their plans

and arrangements to that end they will be establishing

and consolidating a coterie of industries within an industry

of the highest possible value, making not only for perma-
nence, but national progress in and development of a

multiplicity of arts, crafts and specialized manufactures.

In advising the American Iron and Steel Institute of

the results of his investigation concerning wood shipbuild-

ing, Major-General Goethals took occasion to point out

that, as ships were urgently required, and must of neces-

sity be of steel, the co-operation of iron and steel manu-
facturers was a sine qua non of production. As a result

of the plea made, the resources of the United States iron

and steel industries are to be mobilized and placed at his

disposal, and as an earnest of successfully carrying

through such an undertaking, an administrative com-

mittee has been appointed, its personnel including such

steel industry giants as Judge Elbert H. Gary, James A.

Farrell, Charles M. Schwab, etc.

We in Canada don't seem to be at all awake to the

immense importance attaching to steel shipbuilding, else

long ere this tangible evidence would have been forthcom-

ing of both steel plant and ship plant enterprise on our

ocean highways and ocean shores. That hesitancy has

been displayed in embarking on a wood shipbuilding pro-

gramme doubtless admits of considerable justification

because of its certain fleeting existence; why, however, an

equal hesitancy should be shown towards broadening the

scope of present, and the initiation of new lines of indus-

trial endeavor whose outcome would be the creation and

upbuilding of a Canadian built, equipped, manned and

owTied, ocean as well as lake fleet, of freight carriers of

world competitive importance, there appears no good and

suflScient reason.

The dual programme of wood and steel shipbuilding

may have obscured the issue and complicated the situa-

tion somewhat, however, the wood construction feature as

disposed of in the United States, may as likely as not

allow more real concentration on that of steel, and lead

even now to some worth-while developments in the latter.

It is believed that the Algoma Steel Corporation, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont., have some comprehensive plans in process

which will stimulate very materially our steel shipbuilding.

®
PROPOSED SECRET SESSION OF BRITISH

ENGINEERS

APROPOS of the recent registration of Canadian en-

gineers, at least those constituting the membership

of our various Technical Societies and Associations,

with a view to their services being made available to the

Government either in consulting, administrative, or re-

search capacities, a unique proposal has been made to

secure a secret session of Old Country engineers, at which

a representative of the British Admiralty would explain

the means being taken to combat the submarine menace,

and detail as fully and clearly as possible such problems

connected therewith as yet remain unsolved. While it is

realized that the Imperial Government can command, and

has at its service, no end of what are believed to constitute

the best scientific brains available, it is more than probable

that much brain wealth is outside the fold. Our British

contemporary, "The Engineer," very aptly remarks when

discussing the subject that "useful inventions frequently

spring from quite unexpected quarters, and that if the

brains now officially at work have failed to solve the sub-

marine problem, it is time others were tried, and high time

that new fields of thought were explored."

The secret session proposed would be organized and

managed by some such body as the Institution of Civil

Engineers, the individual members to include men drawn

from the country's principal engineering and shipbuilding

establishments to the number of say three or four hun-

dred, and of whose ability and integrity there could be no

doubt. Secret sessions of the British House of Commons
have been held on several occasions with a view ostensibly

to stimulate moral support in the successful prosecution of

the war, and such a procedure is of course quite valuable.

A secret session of engineers such as now suggested would

be double-barrelled in result; for not only would the strictly

moral feature be stimulated, but some real genius would

undoubtedly be disclosed and, in its train, a means or mech-

anism, or both, created and perfected which would effectu-

ally rid the seas of both the cold-blooded Hun and his

submarine craft.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
HJ. W'ADDIK, [iresideiit ami general iiiaiia.ner. Canadian Drawn Steel

Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont., wa.-^ born in Edinlnu'iih. Scotland, Oct. 19,
• 1.S6U, son of -John Waddie. shipbroker and A.uiie.s (.Sinclair) Waddie.

<Jn the completion of his education, received at Royal High School, P^din-

Ijurgh. and University College, Dundee, he was apprentice to Hawthornes, Ltd..

engineers and shipluiilder.s, Leith, 1S87-92 ; assistant manager, Dennystown

Forge, Dumbarton, 1895 ; manag,er, -Tarrow Forge & Engineering Co., Jarrow-

on-Tvne, 1896; assistant managing director. Perfect Tube Co., Birmingham.
ISlll": general manager, Mannesmann Tube Co., Swan.-^ea. 1898-1901. In 1901

y\v. Waddie came to Canada as manager of the Algoma Tul)e Co.. Sault Ste.
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H. J. WADDIE

.Marie, wliich project failed (o materialize. In I'-Hll br organized llie prociu

company'.

Mr. Waddie'.* ciVic, social, and adininislralivc acti\ilic.^ ba\c been \er\'

extended.—CMiairman, Ilaiuilton Centennial Industrial I'lxposition. 191:'.:

ciiairman, Hamilton I'rancii, Canadian Manufacturer.-' .\.-.-oc.. lUl:!-]."); fellow

of the Royal Colonial Institute: memlier. 'I'oronto Exhibition .\.-isoc. : director.

Ivxporl .\ssoc. of Canada: chairman. Manufacturing Coiiuiiittec. ILuuilton Re-

cruiting League: chairman. I'jiiployment Ibircau fur Lctiu'ncd .'-Jnldiers; gov-

ernor, .\rl (ialliTv ni llauiihnn: cbairmaii, ('(iiuinitlrr |!iili-i: .'-bailor-" Lclicf

Fund.
lie married .\mi\ Wliilr. ilaui;hler of Col. -L C. White, l.andcir. .^nulb

Wales, 1900; (dece;u-<'d .\pr. :;(l, i'.ilC,).

Clubs are:

—

Hamilton; Thisllc; l>urlington ('ounlry. ."^ocictilc- : .\. I'". iV

.\. .M. Recreations: (iolf. Yachting, .\ngling. Tra\cl. iu puliiio Mr. Waddir
is Conservative, and in religion. l*re>byterian.

.Ml'. Waddie'- rc-idc-nci' i- .Ml Maiklaud Si,. llauMlhui, <)|U.

I'hotii, Ciiurtcsv lliilish unci Col.cniiil Prcs.s.

I
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a

into th

record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

e manufacture of mecfianical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forge. Pittsburgh $40 Oo
Lake Superior, charcoal, Chi-
cago .^iO 2h

Standard low phos., Philadel-
phia 7.5 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 45 95
Basic, Valley furnace 42 00

Montreal Torouto
.Vliddlesboro, No. 3
Cleveland, No. 3
Clarence, No. 3
Hamilton
Victoria 50 00

FINISHED IKON AND STEEL.
Per lb. to Large Bu.vers CeuLs

Iron bars. base. Toronto 5 00
Steel bars. base. Toronto.... 5 25
Steel bars, '^ in. to 4 Jn.
base C 00

Steel bars, 4 in. and larger
base 7 00

iron bars, base, Montreal . . 4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00
Reinforcing bars, base 5 25
Steel hoops 7 OO
Bessemer rails, heavy, at

™ill 35 00
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 00
Tank plates, Pittsburgh 6 50
Beams and angles, Pitts-
burgh 4 00

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 25
Small shapes 5 .50

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 50
Bars, 2 in. and up 4 65
Structural shapes 5 00
Plates

7 00

FREIGHT BATES.
Pittsburgh to Following I'oim-

Per 100 Ills.

C.L. L.C.i..

"""'"al 23.1 31.5
St. John, N,B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45 3
Toronto IS 9 -jo

j
Guelph IS.

9

22 i

London 18 9 22 1
Windsor ]S.9 ''

1
Winnipeg ... 64.9 8?.']

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 50 $37 00
Electro copper 38 60 37 00
Castings, copper 37 60 36 00
f'" 62 50 68 00
Spelter I3 50 12 00
Lead 13 50 14 00
Antimony 27 00 30 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates. I4 to 1:; $9 00 S9 00
Heads 9 ;jO 9 10
Tank plates. 3-16 in.. 9 10 9 10

WROUGHT PIPE.
Effective May 14, 1917.

Black Galvanized

Standard Buttweld.
Size. Per 100 feet
1 '1 11 73 14 88
l'/4 in 15 87 20 13
IVj in 18 98 24 06
2 in 25 53 32 3S
2'i in 40 95 51 77
3 in .53 55 67 70
3'i in 66 24 83 26
4 in 78 48 98 65
"1 in $ 4 50 S 6 00
V4 in 4 96 7 00
% in 4 96 7 00
'i in 6 29 7 86
% in 7 94 10 06

Standard Lapweld.
2 in 28 49 34 97

2"»i in 42 71 52 94
3 in 55 85 69 23
3'2 in 68 08 86 02
4 in 80 66 101 90
4'i in 93 98 118 70
5 in 109 50 138 40
6 in 142 10 179 50
7 in 185 60 232 05
8 L in 195 00 243 75
8 in 224 60 2S0 80
9 in 269 10 336 38

10 L in 249 60 312 00
10 in 321 40 401 70

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.
4" and under, bO%.
4V2" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread.

307c.
Standard couplings, 4" and under,

40%.
414" and larger, 20";:;.

OLD MATERIAL,
Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto
Copper, light $22 00 S22 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00 27 00
Copper, heavy 26 00 26 50
Copper wire 26 00 26 50
No. 1 machine com-

position 21 50 22 00
New brass clippings IS 00 19 00
No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00
Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00
Steel turnings 8 00 8 00
Shell turnings 12 00 12 00
Boiler plate n oO 10 50
Axles, wrought iron 22 00 24 00
Rails 19 00 18 00
No. 1 machine cast

'•on 22 00 25 00
Malleable scrap .... 17 00 20 00
Pipe, wrought 14 00 9 00
Scrap zinc 8 00 9 50
Heavy lead 10 50 10 75
Tea lead 7 50 7 00
Aluminum 39 00 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers 10
.Machine bolts, 7-16 and

°^<''' net
Machine bolts, % and less.. 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends „g^
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27'4
.Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd.. steel 10
Machine screws, 11. and ril.

hd., brass add 20
.Machine screivs, 0. and fil.

hd., brass add 23
Nuts, square blank add $1 60
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts. hex. tapped add 2 00
Copper rivets and burrs,

list plus 30
Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 17V,
Boiler rivets, base %-in.

and larger .$6.65
Structural rivets, as above. 6..55
Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72'.<.

Wood screws, O. & R ,

bright 671/4
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37>.'.

Wood screws. O. & E..
brass 32^4

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27%
Wood screw*, O. & R.

bronze 25

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to
1 in 35

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to 11/2 in 30

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
l>/4 In., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet, list plus 10
Planer head holts. with

fillet, list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same a->

finished nuts.
I'laner bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 63
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

in add $150
Cold pressed nuts over ly,

in add $7 00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $ 90 00
Open-hearth billets 90 00
O.H, sheet bars 90 00
Forging billets 110 00
Wire rods 85 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAItS AND SPIRES.
Wire nails 5 00 4 So
Cut nails 5 00 5 00
.Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 60%
Pressed spikes, % diam.,
100 lbs 5 so

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 38
Solder, .guaranteed 41
Babbitt metals 16 to 65
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb. drum 4 35
White lead. pure, cwt 17 50
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. English 38
Tarred slaters' paper, roll fl.'i

Gasoline, per gal., bulk... 31".
Benzine, per gal., bulk 30^4
Pure turpentine, single

bbls., gal 72
Linseed oil, raw, single,
bbls 1 40

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Pjiris. per bbl.. 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. f 00
Packing, square braided .... 32
Packing. No. 1 Italian 38
Packing. No. 2 Italian 30
Lead wnni, per lb 13
Pure Manila rope 33l^
Transmission rope. Manila.. 431^
Drilling cables, Manila .... 38*^

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 25%

C.\RBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40
S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to 80 25
Standard drills to 1% In... 40
Standard drills, over 1>4 In.. 15
3-fluted drills, plus 10
.Jobbers' and letter sizes 40
Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15
S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Electricians' bits 30
Sockets 40

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15,

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%>

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable. A, adJ

10%: B and C, jO%; cast iron,
35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60: flanged unions, 40:
malleable bushings, 50; nipples.
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto
Sheets. Blac!;. No. 28. $7 75 S8 6O1
Sheets. Black. No. 10. 7 50 8 1.5

Canad-fl plates, dull,
52 sheets 8 .50

Canada plates, all
bright 9 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 7 25 7 25
Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 7 75 7 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 7 45 7 .T,"*

Gorhal's Best, No. 28 8 25 7 .30
Colborne Crown, No.
28 8 00 6 75.

Premier. No. 28 U.S... 8 30 9 70
Premier. 10''4 oz 8 60 10 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

B
14 in $9 75
5-lB in 9 4ft'

% in 8 6»
7-16 in 7 45-

H in 7 25-

9-16 in 7 25
% in 7 l.>

% in 7 Oil

% in 7 Oft

1 inch 6 9ft

IJxtia for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra fo;- B.B.B. Chain 1 80-

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

H in $15 501

3-16 in 11 70
Vi in 8 40
5-16 in 7 40
% in 6 35
7-16 in 6 35
H in 6 35
% in 6 35
% in G ,35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND R.\SPS.

Per Cent.
Great Western. American. ... 55
Kearney & Foot, .Arcade 55
.7. Barton Smith. Eagle 53
.McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & Barnes 55
Black Diamond 45
Delta Files 40. .>

Nicholson 45
Globe 55
Vulcan 55
Disston 53

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke $10 90
Connelsville Foundry Coke.
Steam Lump Coal 8 50
Best Slack 8 OS.

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.
Seam-

Size, less

Lap-
welded

1 in S30 00

iVj in 33 00

11,. in 35 00 31 00

1% in 34 00 BO 00

iVi in 40 00 35 00

2 in 38 00 30 00

2U. in 46 00 3G 00

3 in 52 00 42 00

314 in

31;, in 62 00

43 00

52 00

4 in '. 70 00 65 00

Prices per 100 feet, Mon trcal

OILS AND CO.Ml'OLNUS.

Castor oil, per lb

Uu.valite, per gal., bulk...
.. 35

.. 16

.. 10

.Machine oil, per gal -B'i

r.iack oil, per gal 13

Cylinder oil. Capital to'/ij

Cylinder oil. Acme SSVi

Standard cutting compounil,
per lb 6 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 -15

tnion thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68

.\cine cutting oil. antisep-

tic STVa

Imperial quenching oil .... SOVb

Petroleum fuel oil U

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-5%

Standard 40%
<'ut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Chesterman Metallic, 50 ft. .$2 00

Lufkin Metallic, «)3, 50 ft.. 2 00

Admiral Steel Tape. 50 ft... 2 .5

Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 4o

Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 oO

Rival Steel Tape, 30 ft 2 To

Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4i)

Reliable Jun, Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 M
WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XX.X Extra 20

Peerless ;^
Grand *^
Superior •• ti
-X L C R 1^
Atlas 1°

X Empire J5
Ideal

J'
.\ press -^^

COLORED.

Lion 14V->

Standard };;

•N-o. 1 1^,,
Popular ^^'*
Keen 10%

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow f'
Axle 20

Anvil Y
.\nchor H

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Host Kradcs 20%

ANODES.

Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt I'JS to 2.00

Copper 44 to .4b

Tin 49 to .06

Zinc'.; 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars, i,!; to 2 in 55 00 53 00

Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2S in., 14x00 in. 5o 00 o3 oO

Copper sheet, tinned,

14x00, 14 oz. 60 00 54 2o

Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14.XC0 base. &4 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets. _

6x4 base 5o 00 o- 00

BRASS.

Brass rods, base V2 in to 1 __

in rd : 0*^
Brass sheets, 8 in. wide, .0

07. 52

Brass tubing, seamiess » 01

Copper tubing, seamless... o os

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50

Polishing wheels, bull-

neck ' ^
Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can •

f.Pumice, ground ]»

Emery glue 15 to 20

Tripoli composition,,. 04 to Ob

Crocus composition... 07 to OS

Emery composition.... 08 to Oi)

Rouge, silver 35 to 50

Rouge, powder 30 to ,50

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.. $17 00 $17 00

573

Sheets, SM; lbs, 8(i.

ft 17 00 17 00

Sheets, 4 to G lbs.

sq. ft 16 50 16 oO

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb

extra.

PL.\TING CHEMICALS.

-\cid, boracic $ -15

Acid, hydrochloric 05

Acid, hydrofluoric 14Hi

Acid, nitric 10

Acid, sulphuric Oo

Ammonia, aqua OS

Ammonium carbonate 15

Ammonium chloride H
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40

.Vmmonium sulphate Ot

Arsenic, white 1;

Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate n
Cobalt sulphate '0

Iron perchloride -0

Lead acetate 1*

Nickel ammonium sul-

phate 12

Nickel carbonate -^

Nickel sulphate p
Potassium carbonate "5

Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20

Silver chloride (per oz.).. .bo

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55

Sodium bisulphite 10

Sodium carbonate crystalB .95

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 01

Sodium hyposulphite, per
_

100 lbs ^"0
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride °"

Zinc chloride 80

Zinc sulphate "»

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

THE ^^teady ailvaiicf in prict'.- "l' .<teel product,-, coiitiiiuer- and it

i.-^ evident thtit the market is still far from the turning point.

The insi.-^teiit demand for steel and congested conditions at the

mills indicate a continuance of the present upward movement

which is further .strengthened hy increti.siiigly heavy demand ot

ihe American (lovernment. The position tjf the private consumer

is steadily becoming more ticute, owing to the urgent demand for

steel for war purposes. Not only is material difficult to obtain, hut

prices are so high :i.~ to interfere with industrial enterprises. The

price changes tlii.s week include 2'x- per 100 lbs., on iron and

steel bars tiiid small shiipes. Iron bars arc now r>c. steel bars ."),-2.')c,

and ,-hiiiies .">,.'>0c. Steel jilates have advanccHl •$! and are now

<liioted at a nominal price of 9c. Black, blue tmnealed and galvan-

ized sheets have also advanced, and still higher prices are looked

for l)oiiie.~tic foundry pig-iron is unchanged and the market is

vcrv tiini. Producers tire practically sold up for this year and

•oiisiderable loniiage bofiked for the first half of 191S. The
'ta! market is lirmer and higher prici^s have to be noted

on copper. br;i.--. machinery cast iron and malleable .scrap. Con-

Mimers ;ire l)uying -crap more freclv to re])lenish depleted stocks,

liius strengtliening tiie market. The non-ferrous metal markets

are lirmer, but price- are unchanged with the exception of lead,

wiiich has advanced. Xo marked im]irovement in the metal

markets is expected until the American Oovernment's require-

ments are known liolh tis to (piantity and ]>rices. A good deinand

for machine .-Imp -iipplies continues with indications of higher

price-. 1"iic machine lool business is (piiet and fetitureless.

Iiave

7-cra]> met

Montreal, Que-., May 28, 1917—The in-

dustrial .situation is in a measure un-

chanKUil fitjm last week. The difficulty of

securinR reliable information relative to

the U.S. war policy has made producers
rather reluctant about booking business

for definite delivery. Canadian manu-

facturers are affected to the extent that

much difliculty is beintr experienced in the

obtaining of raw materials and this cir-

cumstance is expected to become worse
before it is better. Recent developments

in the United States point to a re-adjust-

ment of market conditions, more particu-

larly ui connection with copper which was

recently brought into the limelight before

the House of Representatives.

Pig Iron

The situation in pig iron remains un-

changed, with the exception that prices

on American iron are still advancing. The

placing of orders for future delivery is

not so pronounced as a few weeks back,

but these lulls are generally a feature of

such conditions as prevail at the present

time. The supply of pig is still far below

requirements of consumers, with the pos-

sibility that the situation may become

still worse as the summer advances. The

Canadian outlook is much the same,

dealers looking forward to a stronger

market than that now nominally quoted

at $.')0 per ton.

Steel

The steel situation continues to reflect

the increasing dilliculties that are con-

tingent on supplying unprecedented mili-

tary, naval and domestic requirements.

The rapid advance in prices does not ap-

pear to have had any effect upon the

general demand ; on the contrary, the con-

sumption of raw material has gradually

increased to such proportions that even

with every possible facility working to

highest producing capacity, the supply '•"=

inadequate to the needs of the trade. In

many instances domestic business has had

to stand aside in order that war necessi-

ties might receive the full attention of

steel producers, but where domestic re-

quirements could be handled, the high

cost has only been a secondary considera-

tion to that of securing material. How-
ever, both the Allies and the United States

are fully impressed with the urgent neces-
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sity of sacrificing every non-essential

need for the more rapid fulfilment of

those demands that are directly or in-

directly connected with the war. With
these conditions developing, it is more
than likely that still higher prices will

require to be paid by contractors who de-

sire material for strictly domestic pur-
poses. The actual needs of the American
Government are still a matter of conjec-
ture, but it is reasonably certain that
these requirements will gradually in-

crease as the policy of the authorities
assumes more tangible form. An undis-
puted fact appears to be that the full

capacity of plate mills will be required for
the accomplishment of the shipbuilding
programme which is at present the centre
of interest of an interesting and com-
plicated situation, not alone on this side
of the Atlantic, but in all European
countries. The loss of tonnage has been
so enormous that its replacement is pro-
bablv the most essential factor in the
problem now facing the various govern-
ments, and every co-operation should be
made between producers and the govern-
ments, to further the speedy output of as
much ship plate material as will meet all

requirements of the shipbiulding indus-
try. However, it is conceded that the past
three years' experience has not been taken
as an example, but more as a lesson, from
which the future programme can be suc-
cessfully prepared. The demand for shell
billets of the larger sizes is less in com-
parison with that of a few months back,
but the consumption of the smaller sizes
shows no falling off. The Pittsburgh
price on wire rods has been advanced $5
per ton, the quotation being now $100
per ton. This is the price on the open
market, and is likely the result of the
placing of a Government order of 2.5,000
tons, although it has not been announced
what price has been paid. Structural steel
is quite active, particularly in the States,
where considerable tonnage is required
for the erection of necessary additions to
meet the increasing requirements. The
sheet situation shows no improvement,
and prompt shipment is practically im-
possible; the little available being secured
by certain customers on the pavment of
large premiums. The Pittsburgh quota-
tion on blue annealed sheets has been ad-
vanced $10 per ton, the base price being
now 7% cents per pound. Galvanized
sheets are now quoted at $9.70 per hun-
dred, the latest advance being $4 per
ton. The situation in wrought iron pipe
and boiler tubes is about the same, with
the mills filled up for many months ahead.
The market in wire products is expected
to become stronger, following the recent
advance in wire rods.

The situation in the Canadian market
is much the same as last week, dealers
holding to previous quotations, but with
advances under consideration. Deliveries
are becoming more uncertain owing to the
developments in the United States.

Metals
The market in metals continues firm,

but is influenced by the gradual develop-
ment of war activities in the States, as
uncertainty pervades the situation due
to the fact that reliable information is not

available regarding the definite war
policy of the Government. Sensational

statements relative to the actual produc-

tion costs of copper has opened up a situ-

ation that may result in a complete revi-

sion of price quotations on all metals and
also other products. Copper is still firm

but with an uncertain undertone. Tin is

quiet but fairly steady. Spelter has a

firm tone but continues quiet. Lead is

exceptionally strong with outside metal

higher. Antimony is weaker abroad but
firm locally. Aluminum is steady and un-

changed.
Copper.—Somewhat of a sensation

was created at a recent meeting of the

American House of Representatives when
it was learned that a current report of

one of the largest copper producing com-
panies in the United States, contained a

statement that copper could be put f.o.b.

the cars at S^i cents per pound. If this

statement is true or reasonably so, the

early future condition in the copper situa-

tion may develop some very interesting

features. It has been intimated that

further purchases of Government copper
would be made at or around 25 cents, but

the developments of the past week may
upset the plans of the producers in mak-
ing a market on a basis of their own. If

investigation should prove that the above
statement has been based on fact, it might
apply also to other industries and a gen-
eral re-adjustment would not be unlikely.

The New York market is firm at present,

but an undertone of weakness seems to

pervade the situation.

Local dealers report unchanged condi-

tions with prices firm but showing a weak-
er tendency, being 38% cents for lake and
electro, and casting 37% cents per pound.

Tin.—The market has taken on rather
a dull tone, and this is apparently ac-

counted for by the uncertainty that pre-

vails regarding the issuing of permits for

tin shipments from England, together
with the possibilty of loss in transit; the

latter being a feature that tends to keep
the market in somewhat of an unsettled

state. Absence of activity is also due to

lack of knowledge of what the attitude of

the American Government will be, re-

garding the tax that is likely to be placed
on tin in conjunction with other metals.

With tin firm in London, the New York
market shows a slight weakness, having
declined % cent on the week, the current
quotation being 65 cents per pound. The
market here is unchanged, with prices

steady at 62 V2 cents per pound.
Spelter.—With dullness featuring the

present situation, the undertone of the

market is comparatively strong, due to

the fact that future positions are prac-

tically on the same level as spot metal.

The whole situation is, however, influ-

enced by the war arrangements, and until

a definite programme is announced it is

not expected that a sound market will pre-

vail in this or any other metal. The quo-

tation of 9% cents per pound is % cent
stronger than last week. In the local

market an upward tendency is evident,

but dealers continue to quote 13 Vi cents
per pound.

Lead.—This metal appears to be the

only one that is retaining its strong posi-

tion without wavering, as in some re-

spects it is the one that will have the

heaviest demands made upon it when the

final decision as to requirements is made
by the American Government. Should

the demand for excessive quantities be

made suddenly, the supply would be quite

inadequate to meet the need and prices

in consequence would again soar. The
"Trust" price remains firm at 10 cents,

but "Independents" are asking as high as

11% cents, this being % cent higher than
last week. Lead is firm locally at 13%
cents per pound.

Antimony.—The quiet tone of the

market has developed a weaker tendency

with the situation generally disturbed by

the slow developments in U.S. Govern-

ment circles. New York is quoting the

nominal figure of 25 cents, which is one

cent lower than a week ago. Dealers here

are still quoting 27 cents, but on a quiet

market.
Machine Tools and Supplies

The past week has seen a slight in-

crease in the demand for machine tools,

generally for fall delivery. This activity

is along the lines of ordinary standard

equipment for domestic purpose. The re-

quirements for shell manufacture have
shown considerable falling off, more par-

ticularly as regards the heavier shells;

none of the machines used for the latter

purpose, however, are being placed openly

on the market as further production of

the larger shells may only be deferred.

The United States situation is unchanged,

the trade apparently awaiting the out-

come of the Machine Tool Builders Con-
vention being held in Cincinnati. The
attitude taken by this assembly will likely

have considerable bearing on the future

condition of the industry, as every fea-

ture of the general abnormal situation

will receive the most careful attention,

with a view to reasonable adjustment to

suit the inevitable developments that are

certain to follow an indefinite period of

active participation in the war.

Scrap
The market is firm but uncertain and

dealers are content to quote the prices

that have prevailed for the past week.

Dealers here report fair business, but
handling of material is handicapped by
lack of shipping facilities.

Toronto, Ont., May 29.—Manufactur-
ers are feeling more than ever the short-

age and high cost of raw materials while

it is likely that a scarcity of labor will

become more pronounced if conscription

is enforced. As this is practically as-

sured measures will have to be adopted to

relieve the situation. In regard to the

shortage of raw materials there appears
little possibility of any betterment in the

outlook. This is particularly true of iron

and steel, as the demand for these mater
ials is increasing out of proportion to the

supply. The congestion at the mills is

getting more acute with no prospects of

production overtaking the demand. In

spite of all these handicaps, trade was
perhaps never better as shown in com-
pany reports and Government returns.

Steel

War requirements dominate the steel

market to such an extent that every other
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consideration is relegated to the back-

ground and private consumers are in a

worse position than at any time since

the beginning of hostilities. The con-

gested condition of the mills in the States

is getting worse and the shortage of steel

is thus becoming more acute. The con-

stantly increasing demands of the Ameri

can Government are making it increas-

ingly diificult for private consumers of

iron and steel to cover their requirements.

Some of the larger makers of finished pro-

ducts have practically had to withdraw

from the market owing to the fact that

Government demands have to be met first.

There is no let-up in the demand for steel

products. Some concerns are said to be

refusing business because of the crowded

condition of the mills. Premiums are

being paid for good deliveries and several

steel concerns who can take contracts for

comparatively nearby deliveries are re-

ceiving fancy prices from consumers who
are in urgent need of material. Some
consumers are sending in orders for steel

without any reference to price. So urgent

is the need that price is a secondary con-

sideration. Warehouse stocks are also

low. being in some cases depleted of cer-

tain sizes. Dealers are substituting sizes

in order to meet customers' requirements.

The situation is such that higher prices

on steel products are inevitable. This

week prices of iron and steel bars and

small shapes have advanced 2.5c. per 100

lbs.; these materials being now quoted as

follows: Iron bars .5c., steel bars 5.25c.,

and shapes 5.50c b-ise. Steel pHtes h-\\e

also advanced, but quotations are prac-

tically nominal. Plates, 'i -in. and larger,

are now 9c., heads and tank plates, 9.10c.

base. The situation as regards the supply

of plates is getting tighter right along

and prices continue to advance rapidly.

Canadian shipbuilding interests who are

in the market for plates are having the

greatest difficulty in obtaining matei-ial

even at the fancy prices now current. It

is understood that approximately 75 per

cent, of the plate mill capacity in the

States is being used for sjiipbuildine:.

Wrought pipe is verv firm at the last ad-

vance and higher prices are likely. Prices

of boiler tubes continue very firm and
heavy premiums are being paid to any
makers of iron or steel tubes who can
ship out fairly promptly.

Prices of black and galvanized sheets

have again advanced and the market is

verv firm. Black sheets are now quoted

at $8.60 for No. 20 gauge and blue an-

nealed $8.15 for No. 10 gauge. Galvan-

ized sheets have advance $1. Premier No.

28 being quoted at $9.70 and 10% oz. at

$10. Canada plates bright are now $9.50

and dull S8.50. One reason for the ad-

vance in sheets is the high cost of sheet

bars which have recently jumped up to

$90 Pittsburgh. There is also a great

scarcity of sheets as the American Gov-
ernment have taken over considerable

tonnage. It is not unlikelv that black

sheets will be selling at $10 before the

end of the year.

Arrangements are being made for the

united buying of steel for the American
and .Mlied Governments. By co-ordina-

tion in this way it is hoped that all avail-

able resources will be utilized to the best

advantage. No prices have been as yet an-

nounced under the new arrangement, but

it is believed that nearer current prices

will be paid that were originally fixed.

Prices continue to advance and it is evi-

dent that the market is still far from the

turning point and that still higher prices

may be expected. The chief problem for

the steel mills to solve is the question of

satisfying the enormous demands now
being made upon them. The unfilled ton-

nage is piling up every day with no ap-

parent possibility of overtaking the busi-

ness. The shortage of steel is so great

that consumers cannot obtain the re-

quired material and private enterprise is

being interfered with. The principal price

advances this week include semi-finished

material. Bessemer and O.-H. billets and
0. H. sheet bars are now quoted at $90
and forging billets $110 Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron

A leading domestic producer is prac-

tically sold up for this year and has
booked considerable tonnage for delivery

during the first half of 1918. Quotations

are unchanged but firm at $50. The de-

mand for pig iron continues heavy, but

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

tne furnaces, although operating at capa-

city, cannot cope with the situation. At
PufTalo the market continues very strong

with prices advancing. On foundry

grades prices now range from $45 to $48

furnace for shipment over the remainder
of the year; Jrom $42 to $45 for ship-

ment during the first quarter of 1918 and
from $40 to $42 for shipment during

second quarter.

Scrap

The scrap market is firmer with higher

prices on some old materials. Consumers
who had been holding ofl" buying owing to

prevailing conditions have now come into

the market to replenish stocks. This
situation was expected and although as

a result the market is firmer, it is still

unsettled. Coppers. No. 1. compositio"
.'ind new brass clippings have all ad-

vanced', ranging from 1 '4 to 2c. Heavy
melting steel is strong but unchanged.

No. 1 machinery cast iron and maUeable
scrap have advanced $3 a ton.

Machine Tools

There is no change in the situation in

regard to machine tools. Local machinery
houses report fair business general on

lines of machine tools, but no outstanding

feature. Developments in the States,

however, are being closely followed as

the increased activity in the trade there

will affect deliveries on imported equip-

ment. Reports from machine tool centres

in the States indicate that the trade is

entering another period of great pros-

perity.

Supplies

Although there are no important price

changes to note this week some advances
may be looked for in the near future on
account of the steady increase in cost of

practically all raw materials. Current
quotations ai-e all vei'y firm and business

continues good. White lead has ad-
vanced and is now quoted at $17.50 per
100 lbs., in ton lots, with 30c. extra for

less than ton lots.

Metals
While the non-ferrous metal markets

are firm, the situation continues unset-

tled owing to the lack of definite informa-
tion with regard to the American Govern-
ment's requirements. On this account
buying is not particularly active, the
general disposition being' to await de-

velopments. The American Government
has appointed a sub-committee on pig tin,

thus bringing it in line with other non-
ferrous metals. This should do much to

improve the situation in regard to this

metal. Copper continues quiet, but prices

are firm in expectation of heavy demand.
Spelter is unchanged, but lead has ad-
vanced owing to scarcity of spot metal.
The antimony situation is unchanged, but
a decline in aluminum may take place as
the American Government has fixed a
price of 27 %c. a pound as compared with
62c. prevailing in the outside market.
Prices of solders have advanced due to

the high cost of lead and tin. Business
locally continues good with an upward
tendency in prices.

Copper.—There has been no change
in the copper situation and prices are firm

at last week's level. It is not expected
that there will be much change in the

market until the American Government
requirements are made known as to quan-
tity and price agreement arrived at. It

is, however, well understood that the

Government needs will be heavy and also

that the price will be pretty near the

current outside market. The nearest cop-

per which cm be h^d iust now f'-om the

leading producers is for July delivery,

and there is very little of this now offer-

ing. Local prices are firm, lake and elec-

trolvtic being quoted at 37c. and castings

at 36c. per pound.
Tin.—Althouuh the market is « shade

easier, prices are firm and underlying
conditions point to renewed strength be-

fore long. The easier position in New
York was due to freer arrivals of tin

lately and a fair amount of metal on the

way. Business has of late been quiet,

there being a disposition to await develop-

ments followin'T appointment of a sub-

committee on nig tin by the American
Government. Local price. 68c. per pound.

Spelter.—The market in New York is

dull and unchanged. The trade is waiting

to see what action the American Govern
mcnt may take in regard to their spelter

requirements. The local situation is un-
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changed, spelter being quoted at 12c. per

pound.
Lead.—The market is quiet but prices

continue very firm. There is very little

business passing on account of the scarcity

of lead. The principal producers are out

of the market and only lead that can be

had is held by dealers who ask from Ic.

to lUc. above the "trust" price, consum-

ers are holding off as long as they can.

Lead has advanced %c. locally and is now

quoted at 14c. per pound.

4ntimonv.—There is no change m the

antimony situation. Arrivals have been

absorbed and prices are firm on the basis

of current quotations, that is, 30c. per

pound. .

Aluminum.—There is no change m the

price of aluminum, although it is under-

stood that the American Government have

fixed a price of 27 %c. per pound as

against 62c. prevailing on the outside

market. Local price unchanged at 68c.

per pound.

Solders.—The high cost of lead and tin

is forcing up rices of solder. Strictly

is now quoted at 38c. and guaranteed at

41c per pound, being an advance of 2c.

Prices of Babbitt metals now range from

16c. to 65c. per pound.

Sydney, N.S., May 19.—Since the date

of the last letter, the Royal Commission

gave its finding in the matter of the

wages of the emoloyees of the Nova Sco-

tia^'steel & Coal Co., as follows:—"Or-

dinary laborers. 12% ner cent, increase;

other" classes, from $2.50 and under, 15

per cent, increase, including a number

of hoisting enginemen; all classes from

$2.50 to $3, 10 per cent, increase; all

classes above $3, 5 per cent, increase;

handpick miners, lh2 per cent, increase;

shooters and loaders, IVz per cent, in-

crease; machine runners. 5 per cent, in-

crease; to become effective May 7, and

all bonuses to be put on a flat rate.

"This award is to continue to 31st De-

cember. 1917. and from year to year

thereafter, until or unless two months'

notice by either party before the expira-

tion of any calendar year is given of

intention to terminate the agreement."

The Commission afterwards proceeded

to Sprin'rhill Mines, for the purnose of

reviewing the increases offei-ed there by

the Dominion Coal Co.. with which the

workmen were not satisfied. The Com-
mission confirmed the comnanv's offer,

with some concessions in the matter of

nillir getting rates, and the finding, as

in the cise of the Glace Bay and Sydney
Mine Collieries, was accepted by the men
as the basis of a settlement.

In the published report of the Com-
mission to the Minister of Labor regard-

ing the situation at the Glace Bay Col-

lieries, the Commission states it was
found that the causes of unrest were
principally two, namely:

—

"First, a feeling of discord resulting
from the nresence in the same field of

two rival labor organizations. This feel-

ing interfered in many ways with the
successful prosecution of the industry in

the different collieries, and produced
widespread friction and irritation. The
Commission was able to persuade the

leaders of the two organizations to agree

to the establishment of a new organiza-

tion, which is intended to absorb the

membership of the two existing ones,

and we believe that in due course this

scheme will be carried into effect to the

advantage of both employers and em-
ployees, as well as of the community.
The Commission gave its unqualified ap-

proval of the proposition.

Since the sittings of the Commission,
the proposal for amalgamation of the

unions has been favorably reported on
at meetings of the different lodges, and
it seems probable that amalgamation will

shortly be consummated.

With the month of May, weekly pays
are substituted for fortnightly pays at

the mines of Nova Scotia, in accordance
with legislation passed at the 1916 ses-

sion of the House of Assembly. It is yet
too soon to say what the effect on pro-
duction will be. -So far in May, outputs
have been well maintained, and produc-
tion will approximate more slosely to that
of the corresponding month in the pre-

vious year than for a long time past.

This is, however, partly due to the fact

that it was about May. 1916, when out-

puts commenced to decline so very seri-

ously.

A large amount of coal is being banked
at the collieries because of the impossi-
bility of obtaining ships to transport the
coal to market. This has been occasioned
by Admiralty requisition of the chartered
ships of the Dominion Coal Co.. and the
practical impossibility of obtaining ships
to replace them at freight rates which
will make coal transportation commerci-
ally practicable.

CANADA'S TRADE BALANCE
WHILE the volume of Canada's trade
with the rest of the world continued to

show larae expansion through the first

four months of the present year, the ex-
pansion has been larger in what the coun-
try has been buying abroad than in what
it has been selling. This will have been
noted in a general way in connection
with the April returns, which showed an
excess of 21 millions in imports entered
for consumption over exports of domestic
produce, the first adverse balance re-

ported for a good many months.

The total trade for the four manths
of the year, leaving aside the gold fig-

ures and exports of foreign produce, was
683 millions, against 499 millions in the
corresponding period of 1916. and only
267 millions in the corresponding period
of 1915, increases of approximately 40
per cent, and 155 per cent, respectively.
Of the gain of 184 millions, however, as
compared with 1916, 115 millions fell

under the head of imports, asrainst a 69-

million gain in exports. So while Canada
in the first four months of 1916TDuilt up
a favorable trade balance of 71 millions,
the favorable balance for the first four
months of 1917 is down to 25 millions.
This is still by long odds the most favor-
able showing for the period with the ex-
ception of 1916. comparine with adverse
trade balances of as much as 122 mil-
lions in 1913. None the less it is a re-

trograde movement at a time when high

prices for our agricultural output and
huge orders for war supplies are being

counted on to fortify the country's finan-

cial standing. _

National Revenues

National revenues naturally continue

buoyant under the large expansion in im-
ports. Customs' collections in April, for

instance, being $13,875,485, against $9,-

797,365 in April, 1916; but our interest

obligations have increased with heavy
outlays for war expenditure, and the

main dependence for keeping the position

steady, while the inflow of new capital

for development is checked, rests in

establishing and holding a favorable

trade balance—in selling abroad a good
deal more than we buy.

Comparisons of the trade record from
January to April (four month periods)

in each of the last six years follow:

Year. Ex ports Imports Balance
1917 .. ...5354 891.404 ?329.497.238-S 2.5.394.166

1&16 . . ... 2S.5. 168,62.=; 214.008.068- 71.160.5.57

lS'l,i . . . . . 131.286.747 136.045.451— 4.758.701

1P14 .. . . . 90.22.5.886 169.510.102— T9.284.21S

1913 . . ... 99.119.323 221.795.966— 122.676.643

1912 .. . . . 77.00.5,714

arable balance ;

184.504.469— 107.498.75.->

-f Fax- —Adverse balance.

Only for the sharp falling off in .-Vpril

exports the favorable balance for the

four months of the current year would
have made a showing approximately as

good as that of a year ago. Exports and
imports for the first four months of the

year compare as follows:

1917. Exports
Jan S 99.106.259
Feb 68 224.383

March 122.415.313
April 65.145.449

Imports Balance
5 72.323.074 + .?26.7S3.1S5

68.030,469-^ 193.914
102.335.886^ 20.079.427
.86.807.809— 21.662.360

Total .?354.S91.404 $329,497.238 -rS25.394.166

May Expectations.

It may safely be presumed that the

sharp decrease in exports in April, as

compared with iLarch—they were only

little more than half the March total

—

was due to shipping difficulties. The
openinir of navisation and the outrush of

grain for Europe should result in very
substantial gains in May export fieures,

at least under the head of agricultural

exports. The grain is badly needed in

Europe and ships must be found to carry
it. The decline in the premium on New
York funds in the past few days has al-

ready been noted as an indication that

wheat is moving again in large volume.
April figures have never been parti-

cularly good in the matter of exports.

Still, last year and also in 1915 Canada
managed to show a small, excess of ex-

ports over imports. Comparisons for six

years follow:

April Exports Imports Balance
1917 S65 145.000 ?86 807 000—821 662 000
1916 55.092,000 50.147.000- 4.944.OOO
191.5 28 691.000 28 391,640- 300.000
1914 17.753.000 36.937.000—19,184,000
1913 22,016,000 48,488,000—26,472.000
1912 13.676.000 45.607.000—31.931,000

The .'kpril expoi-ts in their usu->l classi-

fication comnire with those of April.

1916, and of March, 1917. as follows:

April. .\pril. March.
1917 1916 1917

Mine S 3 889 510 $3,690,744 S 9.9S0.711
Fisheries 648 336 829.515 2.373 25S
Forest 2 4B1 312 2 287.939 3.614.38.5

.Animals 5 511601 5.112.105 14 809.941
Agricultural. 11.443161 21.305 977 21.962.2.52

Manufac 40.8.59 646 21.573.078 69.239.486
Misccll 328.793 292.677 435.280
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NIAGARA FALLS POWER CO. RE-
PORT

THE pamphlet report of the Niagara

Falls Power Co., for the year ending Dec.

31, 1916, says that all permitted means
liave been taken to meet the rapidly-in-

creasing demand for power. Two addi-

tional generating units in the Canadian

plant have been completed and placed in

service. A third unit is now in process of

being added. The management points out

that the rapid increase in power use in

Canada has led the Government to reduce

considerably the permits for the exporta-

tion of Niagara power, and adds:—"The
export license of our Canadian company
has been reduced from 75,000-horsepower

to 30,000 horse-power. We have, there-

fore been obliged to withdraw 45,000

horse-power from American industries,

despite insistent demands."

®
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL CO.

The new $4,000,000 refining plant of

the International Nickel Co., at Port Col-

borne, Ont., has all the foundations com-

pleted and the steel work on the main
building finished. The first nickel will

probably be turned out December next.

The plant lies east of the entrance to the

Welland Canal and has good transporta-

tion by rail and water. The initial out-

put will be 15,000,000 pounds of refined

nickel a year, with provision made for an

output three or four times that amount.

The operating force will be between

three and four hundi-ed men. Most of

the construction supplies have been pur-

chased in Canada. In operation, the

plant will consume 100,000 tons a year of

coal, coke, cordwood, fuel oil, nitre cake,

•charcoal, silica, rock salt, soda ash, soda

nitrate, sulphuric acid, fire clay, and fire

brick in addition to the copper nickel

matte which will be supplied from the

company's mines at Sudbury.

©
FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND

EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION

NEW ENGLAND foundrymen already

are making extensive preparations for

the reception and entertainment of the

members of the American Foundrymen's

Association and the American Institute

of Metals, who will meet in annual con-

vention at Boston during the week of

Sept. 24. Concurrent with this great

gathering of foundrymen will be held the

yearly exhibition of foundry equipment

and supplies, machine tools and acces-

sories, in Mechanics' Building, which af-

fords 80,000 square feet of floor space.

Never before in the history of these or-

ganizations has as much interest been

manifested in this event, so far in ad-

vance of the opening date, as this year.

Space reservations for exhibits already

have been made by 80 manufacturers,

and last year's total of 150 at Cleveland,

promises to be greatly exceeded. The
average space per exhibitor also shows

a big increase over previous years and

the indications are that Mechanics'

Building will be crowded to capacity. A
prominent feature of the Boston show
will be the extensive display of machine

tools. New England builders promise to

be unusually well represented and num-

erous reservations also have been made
by machine tool builders in the central

west.

The Boston exhibition will be a great

patriotic demonstration of the prepared-

ness of equipment builders to meet the

most exacting needs of foundrymen and
machine shop operators in this great cri-

sis. The labor-saving tools that will be

displayed will demonstrate how opera-

tions can be speeded-up to meet the de-

mands of the Government, and, in addi-

tion, engineers will be in attendance who
will explain the intricacies of munitions
manufacture.

The programme for the technical ses-

sions of the American Foundrymen's As-
sociation is unusually complete, and pro-

vides for separate sessions for the dis-

cussion of grey iron, steel, and nnll«^-

able iron topics. Three symposiums have
been scheduled, namely, "Military

Stores," "After-treatment of Castings to

Improve Their Physical Characteristics."

and "Refractories." The opening meet-
ing on Monday afternoon, Sept. 24, will

be a joint session of the American Foun-
drymen's Association and the American
Institute of Metals. Throughout the re-

mainder of the week, ending with Friday,

Sept. 28, only morning sessions will be
held and the same plan will be followed,

which proved so satisfactory at Cleve-

land last year. It is probable that si-

multaneous sessions of the malleable and
grey iron and steel sections will be held

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The
exhibition will be formally opened Tues-
day moi-ning, Sept. 25, and will close

Friday evening.

Headquarters for the American Foun-
drymen's Association will be at the Cop-
ley-Plaza Hotel, although the meetings
will be held in the Mechanics' Building.

The American Institute of Metals will

have its headquarters at the Hotel
Somerset and its meetings will be held

at this hotel or in the exhibition build-

ing.

The foundrymen of New England have
completed a strong organization to pro-

vide for the reception and entertainment
of the visitors. While their plans have
been outlined only tentatively, the pro-

gramme includes a boat trip around Bos-
ton harbor, theatre party, a visit to one
of the big league parks to witness a pro-

fessional ball game, ladies' luncheon and
plant visitation. The complete list of

committees appointed by the New En'r-

luul Foundrvmen. follows:

—

EXECl'TIVE COMMITTEE.
W. .1. Lavelle. chairman. New Ensrland Coal &
Coke Co.. Everett, Mass.

.1. O. Hcnshaw, 70 Milk St.. Beaton.
C. A. Uoeil. Recil. Fears & Miller. Boston.
R. D. Walker. Walker & Pratt Mfif. Co.. Boston.
W. E. I'Veeland. The Iron A^e. Worcester.
A. R. IMant. Rlackstone National Bank. Provi-

dence. R.I.

W. A. Viall. Hrown & Sharpe M(k. Co.. Provi-
dence. R.I.

I'"i'ed !•'. Stockwell. Barbour-Stttckwell Co.. Cam-
hridt^e. Mass.^

A. n. Root. .Ir.. Hunt-Spiller M!«. Corp.. Boston.

T. R. Scott, Brown & Sharpe Mfit. Co., Providence.
R.I,

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
E, A. Tutein. chairman, Thomas Iron Co.. Boston.

11. Paul BuckinKhftm. Arcade Malleable Iron Co..

Worcester.
H. r. Winlock. Barbour-Stockwell Co.. Cambridnro.

Mass.
George II. Gibby. Gibby Foundry Co.. Boston.

W. Scott Thonias.. .T, W. Pa.xson Co.. Providence.

R I.

F. B. Farnsworth. McLa^on Foundry Co.. New
Haven. Conn.

George A. Ray. Taylor & Fenn Co., Hartfoi-d.
Conn.

H. W. Woodworth. American Tool & Machine Co.,

Boston.
Charles Van Stone. Lumsden & Van Stone Co.,

Boston.
D. D. Bartlett. Builders' Foundry Co.. Providence,

R.I.

F. W. Stickle. Capitol Foundry Co.. Hartford.
Conn.

Robt. C. Newcomb. Deane Steam Pump Works.
Holyoke, Mass.

FINANCE COMMITTEE.
W. A. Viall. chairman. Brown & Sharpe Mfg.

Co.. Providence. R.I.

H. A. Carpenter. General Fire Extinguisher Co.,

Providence. R.I.

W. J. Breen. Wm. J. Breen Co.. Boston.

A- N, Abbe, American Hardware Corp.. New
Britain. Conn.

A. R. Plant. Blackstone National Bank. Provi-

dence. R.I.

A. J. Miller. Whitehead Bros. Co.. Providence. R.I.

W. C. Fish. General Electric Co.. Lynn. Mass.

L. G. Kibbe, Turner & Seymour Co,, Torrington.

Conn.

LADIES' ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.
R. D. Walker, chairman. Walker & Pratt Mfg.

Co., Boston.
L. S. Brown. Springfield Facing Co.. Springfield.

Mass.
Charles L. Newcomb, Deane Steam Pump Works.

Holyoke. Mass.
Robt. C. Bird. Broadway Iron Foundry, Cam-

bridge. Mass.
Carl S. Dixson. General Electric Co.. Pittsfield.

Mass.
W. H. ColTin. Springfield Facing Co.. Springfield.

Mass.
J. F. Lanigan. Davis Foundry Co., Lawrence.

Mass.
W. M. Saunders, Saunders & Franklin. Provi-

dence. R.I.

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.

C. A. Read, chairman. Reed. Pears & Miller.

Boston.
W. T. Bennett, secretary. Griffin Wheel Co.. Chel-

sea. Mass.
S. E. French. Athol Machine Works, Athol. Mass.

T. Officer. Sullivan MachineiT Co., Claremont.

N.H.
A. F. Crobin. Union Mfg. Co.. New Britain. Conn.

H. A. Nealley. Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Boston.

G. P. Aborn. Blake & Knowles Steam Pump
Works. Cambridge. Mass.

C. A. Olson. Walworth Mfg. Co.. Boston.

B. S. Leslie, United Shoe Machinery Co., Beverly.

Mass.
T. R. Scott. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Provi-

dence. R.I.

Chas. V. S. Paul. R. Estabrook's. Sons. Boston.

Charles L. Nutter. Old Colony Foundry. Bridge-

wpter. Mass.

C. E. Hildreth. Whitcomb-Blaisdell Machine Tool

Co.. Worcester, Mass.

E. R. Freeman. B. F. Sturtcvant Co., Hyde Park.

D F Eagan. Hotel Seymour, Lynn. Mass.

D. F. Curtin. W^altham Foundry Co., Waltham.

A. L. Haasis. Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City,

N.J.
GOLF COMMITTEE.

J. O. Henshaw. chairman. "9 Milk St.. Boston.

A. E. Bla7.o. Rogers. Brown & Co.. Boston.

C A. Wyatt. Debevoise-..\nderson Co.. Boston.

Thomas F. Stokes. Alley & age Co.. Boston.

PRESS COMMITTEE.
W. E. Freeland. chairman. The Iron Age. Wor-

cester. Mass.
A. W. Howland. The Foundry. 90 West St. Bidg..

New York.
A O. Backert. Cleveland.©

POPULAR TAXATION.

We must learn by degrees the art of raising

heavy revenue from taxation. To be effective,

levies must be popular, American public opinion,

peculiarly averse to t.ixes, can not be expected to

change over night from a parsimonious attitude

toward customs and levies to one of British or

French umiucstioning liberality.

France's budget for three months' war is an-

nounced at nearly two billions : it has excited no

special comment in that country. The expenditure

contemplated is proportionately equal to our own.

In December. 1'.>1.'>. the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer estimated the national wealth of the

I'nite.l Kingdom at seventy-three billions of dol-

lars and national income was shortly after placed

by Sir George Paish at fifteen billions. Revenue

from customs, excise, income nn.l other taxes for

the year ended March. lOlG. amounted to over

two billions eight hundred millions.

It would be futile to attempt any proportionate

revenue plan here. Our income i» not similar.
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
Under tbe arrang^ement made by the 3Iini8ter of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Kdward Grey in July, 1913. the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present the foUowingr list of the more important British Consulates whose

officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give

information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—BaUia, British Consul. Kio de
Jaueiro, Biitisti Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, Britisb Consul
Geueral.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guajquil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles. British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Ccajmercial Intelligence.

ITALY—G«noa. British Consoil General.
Milan. British Consul.

.MEXICO—Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS—Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANAMA—Colon, British Consul. Tana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

I'ERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSI.\—Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona, British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGU.iY—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
The Department of Trade and Commerce invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and

Commercial Agents should be kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount

rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-

ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f, at foreign port.

CANADIAN TKADE COMMISSIONERS.
ARjGENTINE REPUBLIC—B. S. Webb. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46. Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.

AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, Melbourne. Cable address.
Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood. Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—A. T. Quilcz, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commerci.

Apanado 1290, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.

FR.4NCE—Phillipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,
Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—B. F. Crowe, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd. Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuldblaak, 26,

Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill.

RUSSIA—C. F. Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent, Alexandrinskaia.
Plosch 9. Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress. Canadian Government Commercial .\gent.

BukhgoUa Ulitza No. 4, Omsk. Siberia.

NErWFOUNDL.\ND—W. B. Nicholson. Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.

John's. Cable address. Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA-W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.C., 2, 73 Basinghall Street.

London, E.G., England. Cable address. Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street. Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central

House. Birmingham. Cable address. Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North
John Street. Liverpool. Cable address. Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdlke, 4 St.

Ann's Square. Manchester. Cable address. Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner. S7 Union Street. Glasgow. Scotland. Cable ad-

dress, Contracom.

CANADIAN COM.MERCIAL, AGENTS
AUSTR.\LIA—B. Millin, Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Cable address,

Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.
NOR'W.\Y AND DENMARK—C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4, Christianla, Norway.

Cable address. Sontums.

SPAIN—J. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona.

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

UNITED KINGDOJI—W. L. Griffith, Secretary, 17 Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

England. Cable address, Dominion, London.

our assets are not similar and our viewpoint of
taxes is not similar.

A larKe part of our dividends and interest is.

in fact, industrial profit. In sharp contrast to
the investment class of other countries, our in-

vestors operate the industries in which they are
interested. Our "capitalists." as they are called,

are in fact industrial workers, hard workers per-
sonally, and not by deputy. They have created
the investments they own.
The assets from which these profits and wages

are earned are largely immobile or at least slow
moving. They have never been as yet properly
appraised and are spol^en of only in general and
vague terms of many billions.

Even in times of peace the private income of
the United Kingdom paid four times as much in

national taxes as our own. counting customs as
ta.^es. We are not as willing to pay taxes as
uur English cousins, because we have not been
so much accustomed to them. Our income has
been in earned wages and profits in the nature
of wages from our business, which is to produce
and manufacture and carry our products. Our
enterprise calls for the active employment of all

of our liquid capital most of the time.
To render taxation popular—to increase public

willingness to raise revenue. Congressional appre-
ciation of our distinctive economic cleavage Is

essential. Our capacity is an earning capacity.

Taxation ought to be chiefly of our products, not
of production.—Wall Street Journal.

®

CATALOGUES
Grinder.—The Webster & Perks Tool

Co., Springfield, Oliio, have distributed

to the trade a leaflet describing and

illustrating their regular No. 1 gi-inder,

floor or bench type. A specification giv-

ing the principal sizes is included to-

gether with list prices.

SKF Ball Bearings.—A pocket list

of ball bearings issued by the Canadian

SKF Co., Toronto, contains primarily a

series of tables giving the dimensions,

maximum loads and prices of different

sizes of bearings covering all types.

Other matter includes illustrations of

radial and thrust ball bearings and also

a brief description covering the construc-

tional features of the SKF bearings.

BOOK REVIEW
Manufacture of .-Vrtillery Ammunition,

by L. P. Alford, and associate editc-s of

the A7nei-!can Machinist. Ill pages, 6x9
ins., and about 675 illustrations. Publish-

ed by McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York

city. Price $6. This book forms a con-

venient and interesting work of refer-

ence as well as a permanent record of

munitions-making methods on the North

American continent. The subject matter

is divided into four sections: Shrapnel,

high-explosive shells, cartridge cases,

and fuses. Detailed descriptions of each

operation, types of machines, and de-

vices employed with output records, im-

parts more than a passing value to the

accumulated data. Much of the infor-

mation has previously appeared in the

American Machinist, the efforts of the

staff having been supplemented by a

few contributors. The illustrations are

excellent and profuse, working drawings

being fully dimensioned wherever pos-

sible. An appendix of 30 pa.ges includes

notes on: Machine Tools for Munitions

Manufacture—Composition and Proper-

ties of Shell Steel—Light Shells—De-

tails of Some Shrapnels — Details of

Some Hieh Explosive Shells—British Re-

quirements for Projectile Inspection, etc.
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GOULD & EBERHARDT |

SHARERS 1

in Stock I

20" and 24" Sizes |

28" "Invincible" July delivery |

Write for literature describing 1

the Double Triple Quick Stroke |

and other original features. 1

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. I

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
"If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
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1 ST. JOHN, N.B.

1 WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
64 Front Street West,

TORONTO

There is Absolute

Satisfaction

111 (u'oiiu'tric Soli'-openinp, and AcljvistaMe
Sci('\\-cuttiii<; Die Head?.

W'f specialize on Threading Tool.*, and
in;iiiiif':ictnrc nuiliinn' else.

.\1I onr eliiirts are directed to huilding
Screw-Cutting Tools a little lielter than
anvune el.'^e Imilds tliein.

Take tip your Threading propo.-ilion with
us. (let ac(|iiainled with our proilud-
now. ( )i-d('r wjicii you plea.se.

The Geometric Tool Co.
New Haven, Conn.

Cnniidian AkopIs:
Williams & WiUon. Ltd.. MonlrrnI The A.R. Willinmi
Mchy. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Winnipcit. St. John. N.B.

// any advcrtii<ement interests yon, tear il mif naic and place with, letters to be answcrul.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Quebec, Que.—Louis Lavoie is building

a machine shop here.

Winnipeg, Man.—The city will expend

$60,000 on erecting new street lamps.

Windscr, Ont.—The Maxwell Motor
Co. con emplate erecting a factory here.

Welle nd, Ont—Electro-Metals, Ltd.,

will build additions to their plant, cost-

ing $50,000.

Three Rivers, Que.—The Three Rivers

Casting Co. are building a foundry and
forging plant here.

Toronto, Ont.—The William Davie-; Co.

will build an extension to their boiler

house on Front Street Easi at a cost of

!f6,000.

Montreal, Que.—The Howard Smith
Paper Mills have under consideration the

installation of a 11,000-h.p. hydro-electric

unit at Crabtree Mills.

Renfrew, Ont.—The town has purchas-
ed the Renfrew Power Co.'s water
rights, hydraulic and electrical equip-

ment. The price was $100,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Niagara
Falls Power Co. is installing a third

generating unit, two having recently

been completed and placed in service.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Hennepin Min-
ing Co., which was recently incorporated,

will likely establish a smelter here. W.
F. Langworthy is interested in the pro-

ject.

Brantford, Ont.—An effort will be

made to have a hydro-electric system
installed here. A by-law was carried

some years ago, but nothing further was
done.

Brandon, Man.—The Brandon Machine
Implement Works, whose plant was de-

stroyed by fire over a year ago, are

starting to manufacture a cultivator, and
will probably enlarge their plant for this

purpose.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hoyt Metal Co.

have received a permit to build an addi-

tion to their factory on Eastern Ave.,

near the north-east corner of Lewis St.,

at a cost of $5,000.

Sidney, C.B.— It is understood that thn

Dominion Steel Corporation will start

operations again at their rail mill. A
considerable tonnage of rails is required

for renewals for the Intercolonial Rail-

way.

Winnipeg, Man.—Fire on May 16 de-

stroyed the greater part of the buildings

and equipment of the Winnipeg Foundry
Co. The loss is estimated at $20,000,

with only $4,000 insurance. J. H. Pace

is president of the company.

Alliston, Ont.—The town, on May 21,

acccted Hydro-Electric service by a vo^e

of the people, which was practically

unanimous. Two by-laws were submit-

ted to the people. The response to the

enabling by-lavi- was unanimous, while

the by-law to issue debentures to cover

the cost of installation was given 280

affirmative and o negative votes.

GENERAL
Pembroke, Ont.—Fire destroyed the

mills of the Colonial Lumber Co. last

Monday, causing loss of $140,000. The

origin is unknown.

Montreal, Que.—Construction work is

under way on the erection of a factory

the Montreal Box Board Co., to co.st

$20,000.

Chambly, Que.—Work will start short-

ly on the construction of a factory

for the Canadian Leatherboard Co. G. B.

Mitchell, of Montreal, is the general con-

tractor.

Elm wood, .^lan.—The Stewart Sheaf

Loader Co., will shortly commence the

erection of a modern factory in Elm-
wood. The building which will have the

latest appliances will be one story in

height.

Peterborough, Ont.- -It has been an-

nounced that the initial cost of the new
plant of the Quaker Oats Co. will be

$1,500,000. The main plant will be eight

storeys high and will replace the struc-

ture that was destroyed by fire in Dec-

ember last. A by-law to authorize the

construction of an overhead bridge and

a smaller traffic bridge will be voted

upon May ?.lst.

ELECTRICAL
Drayton, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers on June 4th to

raise $9,500 by debentures for a hydro-

electric system.

Omemee, Ont.—The Hydro-Electric

Power Commission has informed Emily

Township Council that, consequent upon

an agreement with the village of Ome-
mee for the distribution of power for

electric light, etc., in the village, and the

erection of a sub-station for this purpose,

they will be in a position to distribute

power to farmers within a certain radius

of the village.

CONTRACTS
Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Tram-

ways Co. have awarded a contract to the

Canadian Westinghouse Co. for a 12,500-

k.w. steam turbo-genei'ator for the power
station at Hochelaga.

North Bay, Ont.—The tender for

building the new toy factory has been

awarded to Henderson Angus. The con-

tract price was $12,975 and $10 per

cubic vard for extra concrete.

Kincardine, Ont.—Tenders for the pur-

chase of the rails and other material of

the West Shore Railway were opened
at a meeting of representatives of the

interested municipalities held recently at

Kincardine. The tender of the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Commission was the high-

est and was accepted. For the track

(including rails, fish-plates, spikes, etc.)

the figure was $40 a gross ton; for the

rails of Kincardine and along the right

of way, $45 a ton; for the bolts out of

track, $5 per cwt.; for spikes out of

track, $80 per short ton; for fish-plates

out of track, $45 per gross ton; for the

structural steel, 5c. a pound. The poles

and ties were not sold. It is roughly

estimated that at these prices about

$120,000 will be realized from the sale

of the material.

MUNICIPAL
Wolseley, Sask.—The Town Council re-

cently passed a $9,000 by-law providing

for extensions to the municipal light and
power plant.

Mitchell, Ont., ratepayers carried by-

laws to issue debentures to improve the

roads and to give a site and a fixed as-

sessment to the Burritt Company.
Elmira, Ont.—The rate—payers voted

on two industrial by-laws last Monday,
one for a loan of $15,000 to the Ma-
chinery & Transmission Co., as an in-

ducement to erect a large addition to

their plant, and the other a small in-

ducement to the Phonola Co. of Can-

ada to commence operations in the In-

terior Woodwork Co. building. Both

by-laws carried by the necessary two-

thirds majority.

TENDERS
Three Rivers, Que.—The City Council

are receiving bids on four turbine pumps,

each having a capacity of between 21-.

and 3 million gallons per day.

Paris, Ont.—The Town Council are

calling tenders for a centrifugal pump
with a capacity of 750 gallons per min-

ute. Full particulars may be obtained

from G. H. Armstrong, sec.-treasurer.

Trail, B.C.—Tenders will be received

up to June 6 for work in connection with

the extension of the waterworks system.

Plans and specifications may be seen at

office of W. E. B. Monypenny, city clerk,

or at office of A. L. McCulloch, consulting

engineer. Nelson, B.C.

Stratford, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June 11 for furnishing and
constructing a radial brick or concrete

chimney and foundations for the refuse

incinerating plant on St. Patrick Street,

Stratford. Specifications and forms of

tender may be obtained from the office of

the city engineer, A. B. Manson.
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"Van Dorn"
Portable Electric Drills
Reamers and Grinders
'F'lIEY consume ciuTfiit only when
-- w (jrking, and any lamp socket is a

source of power. You Avill find hun-
dreds of uses for them aroiuid your
shop and they are dependable. Special

fan-cooled Van Doron motor has lOO'^c

overload capacity. Van Dorn make-
and-break switch acts so quickly that

it practically eliminates the sticking

ancl fusing- of contacts. Phosphor
lu'onze and ball bearing. Clears cut and
liardened. All parts KKVr oversize.

Do more work at less cost and they
stay on the job.

For Full Particulars, Write

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17, 19, 21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

Wahlstrom
Automatic
CHUCKS

You can save 20'/,

on Tapping Jobs.

Possibly you don't

think this can be

(lone, hut the
Pierce- Arrow Co.
did it, witli

Wahlstrom
Automatic Chucks

Aikenhead Hardware Limited, " ^""-^IZ!
^'"''
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Inferior tools and

good mechanics

don'tcooperate—

In other words, you
cannot get an A-1
production from a
good man if you
don't supply h i m
with the best tools.

You will be sure of

getting top notch

file efficiency if

you supply your

mechanics with

"DELTA"
FILES

Delta Files fairly

eat t^e metal, and
they hold their keen
cutting- edge longer
than other makes

—

a fact that we can
easily prove.

The "Delta" is the
only line of files

from 3 to 24 inches
made absolutely of
crucible steel, and
their manufacture is

guided by half a
century's file mak-
ing experience.

There is a shape and
size to suit every
requirement.

Our trade - mark
(satisfaction - or -

money - back-guar-
antee) is on every
tang.

Sold by all reliable
dealers.

Hi

DELTA E—

DELTA FILE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA. U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
H. S. Howland, Sons & Co., Toron

Starke. Seybold. Montreal
Wm. Stairs, Son & Morrow, Halifax
Merrick-Anderson Co., Winnipeg

ALL LEADING JOBBERS

Brampton, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June .5 for the several

trades required in the erection of a
school building for the Brampton High
School Board. Plans and specifications

may be seen at the office of the architects

and at the office of R. H. Pringle, secre-

tary of the board. Dominion Bank Cham-
bers, Brampton, Ont. Wickson & Gregg,
architects, Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June .5 for the sale and
removal of four horizontal return tubu-
lar boilers from the west boiler room of
the City Hall, Toronto. Copy of terms
and conditions may be seen and tender
form obtained, together with all informa-
tion relative thereto, at the offices of the
Property Department, City Hall.

St. Catharines, Ont.—Tenders will be
received up to June 5 for one gasoline en-
gine, 10-12 h.p.; two single-stage centri-
fugal pumps with valves, pipes, fittings
and shafting; one electric motor and
automatic starter. General plan and
specifications and form of tender may be
obtained from the office of W. P. Near,
the City Engineer, St. Catharines, or
from P. Gillespie, Engineering Building,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

MARINE
V'ctoria, B.C.—A shipbuilding com-

pany has been organized here with a
capital of $.500,000. T. O. Cameron, of
of the Cameron Lumber Co., is interested
in the proposition.

St. Catharines, Ont.— The steamer
Nipigon, bound up, carried away the
two head gates of Lock 1, Welland
Canal, on the evening of May 26, tying
up navigation until the following night.
New Westminster, B.C.—It was re-

ported that twentv-five wooden steam-
ships will be built in British Colum-
bia by the Imperial Munitions Board,
and of this number probably eight will

be built here.

South Vancouver. B.C.— Announce-
ment was made at the meeting of the
South Vancouver Board of Trade recent-
ly that a contract had been signed with
the firm of Lamond & Han-ison for the
building of a vi-ooden ship, 22.5 feet
long, 44 feet wide and having a draft of

19 feet. The cost of the vessel will be
approximately $225,000.

Victoria, B.C.—R. P. Butchart and
Capt. Troup have arrived here from
Ottawa with plans and specifications of

ths wooden ships that it is proposed to

construct on the Coast. They will visit

shipyards and possible sites for new
plants. They are prepared to give con-

tracts to builders who can demonstrate
that they are in a position to fill them.

Vancouver, B.C.—The British steamer
Ikeda of Vancouver, which was launched
last month, is now formally registered
from Vancouver, the papers having gone
through at the Custom-house here a few
days affo. The vessel was built at Stock-
ton-on-Tees by Richardson, Duck & Co..

Ltd.. for the Union Steamship Co. of
British Columbia, of which E. H. Beazley
is manager. She is 410 feet long, 52 feet

7 in. beam, and 29 feet 5 in. deep. She is

4,760 tons net register, 9,935 tons dis-

placement, and will carry 8,800 tons of

cargo deadweight. She has 2,000 indi-

cated horse-power, which give her a
speed of ten knots, and her triple-expan-
sion engines are 26, 42 and 70 by 48-inch
stroke.

BUILDINGS
Toronto, Ont.—The Penfound Varnish

Co. will build an extension to their fac-

tory at a cost of $1,400.

Cobourg, Ont.—Work has been started
in transforming the old Customs build-
ing to a factory for the Bird-Archer Co..

who are locating here. They will manu-
facture boiler supplies. Some of the
machinery has arrived in town and is

being installed. M. Jex & Co. have the
contract.

PERSONAL
Alfred W. Smithers, chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Grand Trunk
Railway, is visiting Canada in the inter-

ests of the company.

Wm. Rodger, who has been chief

draughtsman with the Jenckes Machine
Co. of Sherbrooke, Que., for the past
eighteen months, has accepted a position
as construction engineer with Eraser
Brace and Co., of Montreal, contracting
engineers.

Antoine Balzola, president and secre-

tary-treasurer of the Niagara Spanish
Aerial Car Tramway over the whirl-

pool, had died suddenly at his residence

at Niagara Falls, Ont., on May 21. He
was the chief promoter and constructed

the novel aerial car tramway over the

whirlpool. His home is in Spain, and
he was about 45 years of age.

Thomas J. Dillon, whose apoointment
as general manager of Canada Foundries
and Forgings, Ltd., is announced, has
heretofore had jurisdiction only over the

western plants at Welland, Ont., the

Canada Foigings and Billings and Spen-
cer. This now extends to the James
Smart Manufacturing plant at Brock-

ville. Mr. Dillon, who is also one of

the directors of the company, is one of

the most successful forge managers in

Canada, having been associated with the

business for many' years and virtually

brought up in it.

Charles A. Hayes, who will succeed F.

E. Gutelius as general manager of the

Canadian Government Railway systems,

has been acting as general traffic man-
ager of the Intercolonial Railway, having

joined that system when he left the

Grand Trunk about four years ago. Mr.
Hayes was born at West Springfield,

Mass., in 1865, and is, therefore, in his

52nd year. He entered the railway ser-

vice in 1882, and before joining the

Grand Trunk was connected with several

lines in the United States. He became
manager of the National Despatch, Great
Eastern Line, in 1902. and in 190,3 was
made assistant general freight agent of

the Grand Trunk, which position he held
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for five years before he became general
ag-ent for the system.

INCORPORATIONS
The National Abrasive Co., has been

granted an Ontario provincial license
to manufacture abrasives of all kinds at
Hamilton, Ont., with a capital not to
exceed .$60,000. J. Ross Ritchie of Tor-
onto is the company's attorney.

Canadian Des Moines Steel Co.. has
been incorporated at Ottawa with a
capital of $100,000 to acquim and take
over the Chatham Bridge Co., of Chat-
ham, Ont. The incorporators <?re R. L.
Brackin, B. L. Bedford and E. W. Reeve
all of Chatham, Ont.

The Wheel & Foundry Co. has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital of
$2.5,000 to carry on the business of iron
and steel founders, engineers etc. The
head offices are at Toronto, and the in-

corporators are A. T. Thomson, W. S.

Morlock and R. H. Parmenter all of
Toronto.

Dale Engineering Co., has been incor-
porated at Ottawa with a capital of $40,-
000 to carry on the business of a con-
struction and Contracting Co., at Tor-
onto. The incorporators are Samuel R.
Birch, John F. Lenno.x and Harry C.
Moore all of Toronto.
The McCord Mfg., Co., has been

granted an Ontario provincial license to
manufacture motors, engines, and ma-
chinery of all kinds. The capital is not
to exceed $50,000 and the company's at-
torney is A. R. Bartlet of Wind.sor, Ont.

Wells Bros. Construction Co. of Can-
ada Ltd., has been licensed at Toronto
to construct and erect buildings and
carry on a general contracting business.
The capital of the company is not to
exceed $20,000. J. T. Purvis of Toronto
i.-i the company's attorney.

Dominion Molybdenite.s Ltd., has been
incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000
at Toronto to acquire and develop min-
eral lands and deposits. The head office

!< at Toronto and the incorporators are
Kenneth A. McRae, William .1. Lock-
wood and Kenneth McKay all of Tor-
onto.

The Republic Stamping & Knameling
Co., have obtained a i)rovincial liccn.se to
establi.^ih and operate a general stamp-
ing and enameling business. The cap-
ital of the company is not to be greater
than $40,000, and the attorney is

Charles H. Ivey of London, Ont.
(JodtTich Drvdock * Shipbuilding

Co., has been incorporated at Ottawi
with a capital of $1,000,000 to carry on a
shipbuilding business and make mach-
inery appliances and engines etc., at
Goderich, Ont. Tho incorporators are
David T. Grant, Mervil Macdonald and
P. E. F. Smiley, all of Toronto,
Edwin S. Woods At Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa with a capita! of
$40,000 to manufacture railway supplies,
engines, boilers and machinery of all

kinds at Montreal. The incorporators
are L. A. David. L. P. Grepeau and S. H
R. Bush all of Montreal.
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Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated
and ready for use.

It does not stick to the
work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out
over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per
machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

U. S. A.

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make N jthing Else

GEO. E. JOISHOKN, Hamilton. Ont.

(MADE IN CANADA.

Saves Dollars

Why more drinking cups and glasses onlv tobecome „nsanitar,-lost. broken or carried awav?

^e"ed,e-r;'a:?e ""Pn!^'
"""""'»'" -''"^ a" toil

o.. spend for clips YET Pnro is al^^ys reSy
bank.

''°"' ""'"' "'"» ^""'"'^ »' ^he

Puro Pays for Itself
You don't hare to wait years to get back the
.small invtstmeiit joti Imve tietl up m I'uio
(qniimitut—
You start cashing in at once—not only on your
uater bill i^aTing. but on the increased efficiency
01 your workers as «ell.
Men lik? IM'RO-it's clean. No danger of
deadly germs Iniking in its sparkling bubble.
Write U3—tell h.>\v miiny men. how many de-
partments, and we'll tt-11 you how much ihe
cost Mill be to

"PURO -FY**
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Siniiary Orinliiiig Fountain Company

147 University A«g„ Toronto, Cinadi

O VENS I
Enamelinfr and Vaniisliinn Ofen-i boated
by Qua. Electricity. Steam or CoaJ.

Write for Booklet.

Brantford Oven & Raok Co.,

ltr.ii)tf(ird. Canaila.
Lid.

nBnanBaBnBnBn*n*nMnBn«DB

ahhitt Reta
(Palented la Canad* and (he U.S.A.)

stick to the work or hands. Does ttway with
using leather or paste -board at end o< box.

For any metal.

moiten metal and can be used over and over
again Jor months—no deterioration.

For prices and samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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THE IRON WORKS
LIMITED

Successors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

Ont
'

Englneeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

Hamilton Cotton Co.. has been in-

corporated with a capital of $1,000,000 at

Ottawa to carry on the business of cot-

ton and flax spinners and linen manu-

faetureri at Hamilton, Ont. The ,in-

corators are A. V. Youns, J. V. Younu-

and William Armstrong all of Hamilton.

Shipbuilders' Corporation Ltd., has

been incorporated with -a capital of

$250,000 to construct ships, tugs, light-

ers, etc., of every description. The head

office of the company is at Toronto and

the incorporators are Gerard Ruel, Reg-

inald H. M. Temple and R. G. 0. Thom-

son all of Toronto.

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
are the result of over

sixty years' experieuce iu

.spring" making, c-ombined

with unsurpassed equip-

ment and the workman-
ship of .men who have
lieen with us, ten. twenty
,nnd in some cases thirty

years.

Write for booklet No. I-T.

Established 1837.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol. Ct.. U.S.A.

ManTrs of "Barnes-made" Product*
Springs Scre«Macliin<- Products. Cold Roll«J SueiondWire

(( JJ

The

Dupont
PA TENT

Power
Hammer
The strength, dur-

ability, economy of

power and simplicity

of adjustment of the

Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-

edly superior teal.

Made carefully from
carefully selected,

high-class materials.

Positively
Guaranteed

Seven sizes.

With rams from 35 to
300 lbs.

W rite for full details.

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
Plessisville, Que.

Ontario and Western Agents :

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd
Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto, Ont.—Manager Fleming of

the Toronto Street Railway Co., has

stated that an order has been placed for

100 new street car trucks, to be deliver-

ed before the end of this year. This is

to fulfil the order of the Ontario Rail-

way Board to provide 100 new cars this

year and 100 next year.

TRADE GOSSIP
Winnipeg., Man.—The Swift Canadian

Co., will extend their packing house here

at a cost of $5,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Canadian Bag

Co., will build an addition to their fact-

ory here to cost $31,000.

The Prest-O-Lite Co., Inc.. have re-

moved their Canadian general offices

from Merritton, Ont., to the C. P. R.

Bldg., Toronto. Cylinders are still being

received and refilled at, and shipped from,

Merritton, but all the general business of

the company will be conducted from To-

ronto.

U.S. Steel Corp. to Build Shipyards.

—

The United States Steel Corporation has

purchased a big acreage near Newark, in

the New Jersey meadows, within a shoi-t

distance of deep water, and will erect

immediately a large shipyard where

standard 8,000 and 10,000 ton steel ships

will be constructed, probably with the

co-operation of the Government Shipping

Board.

Government Railways Mileage.—

A

big mileage is now- under Government

ownership and operation. The Trans-

continental has 2,009 miles; Inter-

colonial, 1,562; Prince Edward Island

Railway. 275; St. John Valley Railway.

205; and the International Railway of

New Brunswick, 112 miles This makes

a total of 4,163 miles operated by the

Dominion Govei-nment

The Canadian Car and Foundry Co.

has closed an order with the Canadian

Government Railways for one thousand

freight cars and work on the order will

be commenced at once. At the Lachine

plant, at the present time one thousand

cars for the French Government have

just been completed and the first ship-

ment will be made in the next few days,

besides this, two thousand cars are un-

der construction for the Russian Govern-

ment.

Russian Platinum Production.—Accord-

ing to the British Consul at Ekaterin

burg, Russia, the 1916 output of platinum

in the Urals amounted to 80,500 troy

ounces, only about three-fourths of the

output in 1915. The chief causes of the

decline in the production of platinum are

the shortage of labor, the difficulty in ob-

taining spare parts for dredges, and the

exhaustion of the richer alluvial deposits.

New alluvia will undoubtedly be found
when extensive prospecting is resumed.

Russia's Car Orders.—Russia'.s Car
requirements, w-hi.eh have been talked of

for over a year, are given a better stand-

ing by the American Government's loan

to Russia. Car builders, according to

the Iron Age, now expect the orders will

be for 10,000 to 20.000 cars of 40.000

pounds capacity. Domestic car order.=;

of the week amounting to 1,500 and

2,000 cars have been placed in Canada.

New locomotive contracts total 500, and

the two leading builders are well booked

for months ahead
Record Zinc Output by Smelters.—.Ad-

vices have been received in Toronto from
the Trail Smelter of the Consolidated

Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada that

the zinc refinery output has risen within

the past few days to a new high record

at 89,000 pounds, or equivalent to about

44% tons. Last week a new record was
created with an output of 83.000 pounds

which has now been disolaced. This de-

velonment which is highly satisfactory to

the board of directors, and should be to

the shareholders, compares with a con-

templated maximum output of 25 to 30

tons per dav when the compmy unde---

took the production of zinc by electrolytic

process.

Metal Market in New Zealand.—.Ac-

cording to the latest published report,

the metal market in New Zealand is very

greatly restricted for lack of supplies, al-

though there is not the demand for

metals in general that obtained before

the outbreak of the war. Building ami
public improvements have been curtailel

materially during the past three years.

There has been a fair demand for fencint;

and barbed wire, however, and. the sup-

ply has become almost entirely exhaust-

ed. One firm reported late sales amount-
ing to 180 tons of fencing and barbed

wire received from manufacturers in the

United States. This demand is liable to

continue until the close of the war.

Purchasing Pool for Allies.—A Wash-
ington dispatch says that a program
under which the American Government
virtually would pool its purchasing for

the sake of attaining maximum efficiency,

with that of all the Allies, construct a

buying machine into which hundreds of

experts in many lines would fit as cog

wheels, and place one man in charge of

the whole gigantic enterprise, is under

consideration and fast assuming definite

outline. This man would be the world's

super-buyer. Into his hands the nations

at war with Germany would place ap-

proximately $10,000,000,000 a year, a

store of money with no parallel in nioil-

ern history. To assist this bureau head

there would be an army of expert buyers
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familiar with the American markets, and
selected for their ability.

Trade Increase For April.—Canada's
trade duiing the month of April totalled

$1.57,320,000. Hon. J. D. Reid, the

Minister of Cu.stoms, announced recent-

ly. The figure for the same month of
1916 was $106,585,000. There were
considerable increases both in exports
and in imports. The exports of domestic
products reached $65,145,000, or $10,-

000,000 more than in April of last year,
and included: Manufactures, $40,000,-

000; agricultural products, $11,000,000;
food products such as meats, $5,500,000;
minerals, .$3,800,000; lumber, $2,.500,000.

Imports amounted to $86,000,000, com-
prising .$42,000,000 worth of goods, ad-
mitted free of duty and $44,000,000
worth of dutiable goods. The sum col-

lected in customs duties was $13,875,-
000. as compared with $9,000,000 in

April, 1916.

Record Demand for .Steel Predicted.

—

Manufacturers who were present at the
meeting of the Americiln Iron & Steel
Institute recently in New York were all

of one opinion—that while capacity was
larger than ever before, the demand was
also record-breaking, and that the wants
of consumers this year could not be sat-
isfied. One of the largest subsidiaries
of the U.S. Steel Corporation has noti-
fied consumers that it can make no
further contracts until 50 per cent, of
the orders now on the books are worked
off. Many consumers want to buy steel
for delivery as far forward as 1919. The
steel companies will be the heaviest war
tax payers this year, and the incomes of
shareholders will be greatly increased.
This will mean additional revenue for
the Government. Steel manufacturers
Tiave been assured that nothing will be
done in the way of price fixing for Gov-
ernment needs that will distui-b their
business in the least.

To Develop Canada's Fuel Supplies.

—

A resolution was adopted in the House
at Ottawa recently reading as follows:
"That in the opinion of this House, it

is of great importance that the increas-
ing demand for fuel for manufacturing
and residential purposes be supplied in

larger quantities and at cheaper rates
than are now possible; that the deposits
of bituminous and anthracite coal in

Canada, located in the extreme eastern
and western portions thereof, be more
fully and thoroughly utilized for the
benefit of the residents of the central
Provinces; that the enormous peat and
lignite deposits so widely di.stributed
through all portions of the Dominion
be also scientifically made use of for the
same purpose, and further, that the Gov-
ernment of Canada make a special ef-
fort, through legislation and otherwise,
to have these valuable deposits more
fully and rapidly developed, to the end.
that the people of Canada may be ade-
quately provided with these fuels for
industrial and residential purpo.ses."

Wooden Ships for B.C.—The follow-
ing is a description of the ves.sels that
will be built in Briti.sh Columbia, in an
Oflficial statement issued by the lni|)orial

WM. MUIR & CO., LIMITED
.Manchester, England.
.Machine Tool Makers.

Specialties: Patent Puncher Slotting
Machines, Milling Machines, Boring
.Machines;

.4g:ents: Messrs. Peacock Bros., GS
Beaver Hal! Hill. Montreal.

.Send for catalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX. ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agents—The A. R.William* Mcy.Co.,Lld.
Toronto. Winnipec, Vancouver. St- John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS
Catalogues offered to Purchasers.

SP
or ALL
KINDS

Machine Sprinni, Vtite Spt'ingt. Auiooiobllc

Cuihion Sprinin, etc., ofa qu^ity that dc6e*
CDffipetvion. Tell ui four requirement*. Send

iple or ipecification for pnct.

JAMES STEELE, UMITED

Quality is Highest—Not the Price
r^. It/-, .J 1 0-Inch Universal
Dickow sOuaranteed index centers
You save from $50 to $125 on first cost,

.•mil many times that hecause of their
simple construction
;ind great ease of
oiieralion. Tliey em"

liody the maxi-
mum of accura-
cy, simp llcity

.'iihI ilural>illty.

Get the Original—Beware of Imitators
SoJJ hy afl dealers. Write to-day for particulars

rre<I.C.Dicko<.,35io.Dc9DUiie9Sl..Ckic>do.lll..U.S.A

Oil Tempered

Steel Springs

— for every purpose
and tiicbest for each
use.

Special styles of all

kind . to oilier.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRING
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machine Bolts.

Rivets and Wzshers

assures quickly fill-

ed orders and
prompt shipment.
One quality only—

The Best.
Send a trial order.

LONDON BOLT &
HINGE WORKS

London Ontario

*i/n//i/ii//!i»iiii>//mii///»//».

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Maciilnery, Engine Wori(

Grey Ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK, LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA. ONT.

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker&Goodwin
Brantford, Canada
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK 8c SONS
E3TAB. tA7?.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
I l\J ALL C O U /V Tff I £ S

Book "Patent Protection"—free. Master
of Patent Laws, Koriiierl.v Patent (Iffice

I'^xaniincr.

U9 St. James St., - Montreal. Qu<

.

Branches: Ottawa, Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, -ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC.

Munitions Board's representatives: 2.50

feet long, 43 feet 6 inches beam and 2.5

feet deep, with a dead weight capacity

of about 2,800 tons on a draft of 21 feet.

The vessels are to be built very strongly

with box girder keelsons. They have

a deep tank forward for water ballast.

They are to be propelled by steam with

triple-expansion engines of about 950 in-

dicated horse-power. The matter of

geared turbines from England is being

considered for some of the ships. The
vessels are to be built of Douglas fir to

Lloyd's requirements for Al classifica-

tion. The system under which these ves-

sels are to be built is as follows: The

builder provides the shipyard and equip-

ment; the board supplies standard plans

and specifications, provides for a supply

of all materials and for the machinery,

and pays the contractor a stated mar-

gin of profit over actual cost of build-

ing. A uniform scale of wages.

HANBURY A. BUDDEN
712 Drummond Bldg.. Montreal

Cable Address
"BREVET"

ATENT
Fetherstonhaugh & Co.,
Patent Snlicifor^. Heai Office,
Royal Bank BlfJg., Toronio,
Ottawa Office. 5 Elpin St.

Send for onr Plain Practical
Pointers. Copy of National
Progress, in which our patents
arc advertised, mailed free.

ATENTS
[PROMPTLY SECURE!

In all countries. Ask for our Investor's Adviser,

which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner

St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. Phone Up. 6474

and Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

h rtriifilJMiI!lJ!I

"draw cut SHAPtRS
'Special draw cut r r smapcrs^

.'^riNISHCO MACMINt KtYS"'

fsTATlONAHTS. PORTAOLt KIT WAYC«TTWS\

ISPCCIAL WMMOTIVt CYllNOERPLANEWl

OFFICE ^•" works: MUSKLCON HLICMTi USA

CATALOGUES
Cooling Water For Ice Plants.—Bulle-

tin dealing with economy cooling circu-

lation water for ammonia or steam con-

densers by the method of spraying.

Issued by the Spray Engineering Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Electric Tools.—The Stow Manufac-

turing Co., Binghamptom, N.Y., have

issued two new miniature bulletins

Nos. 101 and 102 dealing with their line

of electric tools and flexible shafts. They

have been issued in addition to the regu-

lar bulletins and are a distinct novelty

owing to the small size and completeness

of detail.

A Treatise on Milling and Milling

Machines, published by the Cincinnati

Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.—

The idea of publishing this treatise wa?

to place in the hands of those interested

in and responsible for efficient production

on milling machines, a more conmlete

knowledge of the action of milling

machines and the construction of differ-

ent types of milling fixtures and holding

devices, etc. The company have carried

out some very exhaustive experiments

in cutter designs, cutter and work cool-

ing and other features which have led to

marked improvement in the operation

and design of milling machines. These

developments have been compiled in com-

plete form, in this book, and being in one

volume will be more easily followed, and

thus of greater service to the milling

machine operator. A more complete

knowledge of the action of milling cut-

ting, a familiarity with different con-

structions and types of milling fixture.^-,

the cause of unsatisfactory milling ma-

chine performance, etc., are all neces-

sary for the intelligent operation of the

present day milling machine. Consider-

able space has been devoted, in the 21

chapters which the book contains, to the

various phases of these subjects, and

new matter, never before published, has

been included. The book contains 40i)

pages and 268 illustrations, while in ad-

dition there are a large number of rules,

formulae and tables whic^i will be ex-

tremely useful for the milling machine

operator.

GAUGES
DIES, TOOLS AND REPAIRS

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.

163 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Adel. 3734

B. H. AYLSWORTH A. E. HACKWORTH

Oxy-Acetylene Welding

We can give the best of service

in all kinds of welding repair

jobs. We have successfully re-

paired the most difficult jobs. Oui

work is high-class and our prices

moderate.

Send us vour work or urilt ua regorJinE it.

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

ON PAGE 70
You'll find a host
of Opportunities.

TURN TO IT

!

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
We are manufaetur
era of stamped parts

for other manufac-
turer!.

We do any kind of

sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
UB to produce the

finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly

short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

'"I

A(I

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avtnue, Toronto, Can.
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If there is one machine more than

another where

Absolute Accuracy
is required, it is in the construction

of an Experimental Lathe.

Accurate fitting, assembling, aligning

of head and tailstock and carriage

with lathe bed, is found without ex-

ception in the "Hendey."

Motor-driven. Besides regular equip-

ment it has small tool cabinet for

operators' fine tools—also gear closet

for extra gears to cut special threads.

Let us tell you more about it.

The

Hendey Machine Co.

Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Ma-
chinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R.Williams
Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winni-
peg; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Van-
couver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co.,

St. John, N.B.; Williams & Wilson,

Montreal.
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TKe Domir\ioi\ Forge ^o Stamping Co
Limrted.
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liniiirJt of engineering nciiritg the art of stamping mid drop forging muij be expected to

iriereiisi- in i in purtimee us conditions revert to iiorimd in tin hoped-for near future.

NEXT to the pi-oduction of raw ma-
terial, the working of it into a

semi-finished state suited for con-

sumption by manufacturing: plants, io

perhaps the most important step in its

progress toward the final consumer. Be-

cause of the nature of the work, and
conditions of the business, drop-forging

and stamping, to be successfully carried

on, must be conducted with a degree of

efficiency, both from an economic and
productive point of view, exceeding that

which is permissible in ordinary metal-

working establishments. Occupying as

it does, an intermediate stage between
the initial and final stages of manufac-
ture, the functions of a plant such as

described in this article, must be dis-

charifed systematically and reliably,

otherwise the successful operation of

other plants dependent on its product
may be seriously jeopardized. The
growth of drop-forging and stamping
work in this country has been steady and
continuous over a number of years, and
the magnitude of operations and extent
of equipment installed serve to convey
some idea of the im-
portant part played
by firms of this type

creased business made imperative the

separation of the two branches, and ac-

cordingly a complete new forge shop
was erected, being known as plant No.

2. It is also in Walkerville, on the line

of the Pere Marquette Railroad, with

office entrance on Seminole street.

Plant No. 1 is therefore entirely em-
ployed in the production of stampings
and cold press work. Nearly all of the

stamping work is in connection with the

automobile business and consists of

sheet metal fenders, tanks, mufflers and
hoods. Some time ago, operations were
extended to include the manufacture of

automobile frames, and developments in

this line have been such that arrange
ments are now being made to double the

shop capacity for this product. Frame
production is carried on in a separate

building on the opposite side of Albert

street, an interior view of this building

forming one of the illustrations. Situ-

ated here is also the boiler house which
was necessary for the original forye de-

partment before removal to plant No. 2,

and which is now used for the central

Plant Locations

The Dominion
Forge & Stani]) Co.,

Walkerville, O n t.,

operates two plants.

The original plant.

No. 1, adjoins the

Grand Trunk Rail-

way near Walkerville

station and occupies

the entire end of the block be-

tween St. Luke's Road and Albert

Street. Both forging and stamping
oper;itions were cirried on here until in-
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heating plant for the stamping division.

Stumping Plant

The miin huildin.;: consists of four

floors with basement and is of reinforced

concrete construction with large lighting

areas on all sides. It is 55 feet wide by

157 feet long. Extending to the rear is

the tool room building, of single floor

construction, coiwiecting with the fender

forming department. This latter de-

partment is parallel with the main build-

ing, and can be seen in illustration on

page 580, where the monitor roof shows
above tlie tool rom.

Press Room

The basement is devoted entirely to

storage of raw- material, many tons of

sheet metal of various sizes and gauges
being kept in stock, although present

conditions of the steel industry and
heavy demands for product have pre-

vented any extensive accumulation of

material. The first floor cont'iins the re-

ceiving and shipping department with
elevator service to all floors. All heavy
stamping work such as blanking, flang-

ing, etc., involving the use of large ma-
chines is done on this floor, a view of

some of the larger presses bei'vr given

on page 580. Five

large double-crank

presses are employed
for blanking and
forming sheets for

automobile fenders,

of w h i c h several

types are made;
flanging and emboss-
ing or doming over

large areas is also

done in these pi"esses.

Two of these large

presses are shown to-

ward the right of illustration. Additional

equipment on this floor includes medium
power presses and shears. Prominent
amongst the makers of these machines
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are noted, the Toledo Machine & Tool

Co., and the Consolidated Press & tool

Co.

Fender Forming
Following the fender blanks to the

forming department, the operations ne-

cessary to complete the crowning are

done in a large double-crank press,

after which the aprons, skirts, or

fillers, as they are variously termed, are

united with the fender proper by means
of rolling and beadina;, these operations

being done on special types of sheet me-
tal working machinery. Some slight

amount of hand work is necessary to re-

move variations in shape and any irre-

gularities which occasionally appear, due
to slight variations in the material being
operated on.

Miscellaneous Assembly

Returning to the second floor of the

main building—this is occupied with the

assembling of muffler parts, engine
hoods, tanks, etc., the equipment con-

sisting of presses, shears, etc., such as

are ordinarily used for such work. The
third floor is occupied by the fender fin-

ishing department, which includes the

fitting of reinforcements at different

parts of the fenders, and the securing

in place of various details either by
beading and rolling or by electric weld-
ing. Final fitting by hand to duplicate

fixtures representing the parts of the

car frame, completes the work of fen-

der making, which is followed by the

enameling process before the fenders are

complete and ready for shipment.
The locating of the enameling depart-

ment on the fourth or top floor is desir-

able because of the freedom from the

dust on the sheet, and the absence of an-

noyance to other floors by the presence

of vapors and odors. The fenders are

first of all cleaned with emery cloth

after which they are washed in gasoline

to remove all grease and foreign matter.

The enamel is applied by dipping, the

fenders being immersed in a large tank

of liquid enamel and hung up. to drain

thoroughly before baking. Several

coats are applied according to specifica-

tion, each coat being baked at a temper-

to the tool room squad on their own mer-
its, as it is generally preferable to find

a way of doing the work in a satisfac-

tory manner, rather than spend the same

VIEW OF PRESS ROOM IN MAIN BUILDING. SHOWING TYPES OF MACHINES USED
IN MAKING FENDERS.

ature of 350 deg. F., in order to obtain
that hard glasslike finish which is such
a conspicuous feature of modern auto-

mobiles.

Plant Maintenance

The construction and maintenance of

stamping machine equipment calls for

considerable e.xperience in work of this

class. The desigrning, building, and try-

ing-out of a set of dies for a new de-

sign of fender is always' a prolonged
and expensive job. Methods which
have been successfully applied in one
shop may, for some unaccountable rea-

son, fail to give satisfactory results in

another, and the necessity of meeting
the call for deliveries puts the job up

MAIN BUILDING OF PLANT NO. 1. WHERE HEAD OFFICE OF COMPANY IS LOCATED.

or longer time finding out why the other

fellow's method will not work. It is not

surprising, therefore, to note the extent

of the tool room equipment, when one

considers that, although the types of

fenders produced are comparatively few,

there are perhaps twelve to sixteen sep-

arate and distinct operations in each fen-

der.

Prominent amongst the machines is a

No. 6 vertical Becker milling machine,
capable of handling a large variety of

work in connection with the stamping
dies. Three shaping machines are instal-

led—C. M. C, Smith & Mills, and Amer-
ican Tool Works Co. Other machines in-

clude a large surface grinder for die-

blocks, etc., built by the Safety Emery
Wheel Co., a Le Blond tool room grin-

der, a Gray planer, and a Cataract bench
lathe, the equipment being rounded out

by such items as two milling machines
(plain and universal), two sensitive,

drills two vertical drill presses, one ra-

dial drill and three tool room lathes.

A blacksmith shop and heat-treating

department are also provided, while a

9 X 8 in. motor driven Ingersoll-Rand

compressor supplies high pressure air

throughout the building.

Frame Manufacture

The frame shop, to which reference

has already been made, is single floor

brick building equipped for the quantity

production of automobile frames. Opera-
tions at present are concentrated on two
designs, the finished cars of which they
are a part being two of the most popu-
lar makes in this country. Roughly
speaking, the work of making a frame
consists of shearing, trimming, punch-
ing, forming, assembling. The stock is

received in sheets which are cut to

the proper outline on a 12 ft. Nia-
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Kara shear. Special trimming work is

now done on the ends if necessary, ac-

cording- to the type of frame beinsj made.
This work consists of shaping the ends
so that projecting lugs may be bent side-

ways at a later stage to form angle brac-

kets wherewith to facilitate the assem-
bling of the cross members with the
sides.

The strip from which the side is

formed, still flat, is now taken to a mul-
tiple punching machine which punches
every hole in the side simultaneously.

The machine is of special desig'n and is

located in the left background of the

frame shop (see photo below). It is of the

inverted type, with the lower platen op-

erated by three eccentrics located un-

derneath, the eccentric shaft and driv-

ing motor being all below floor level, so

that the platen is at a convenient height

for the operators to handle material.

Eight massive steel columns threaded at

their upper ends, support the stationary

platen and provide adjustment for the

various dies. Thi^ press runs approxi-

mately 10 strokes per niin., and punches
from 60 to 80 holes, round, square, or

oval, at one stroke.

After a sufficient number of parts have
been punched, the machine is changed
over to forming work and turns over the

top and bottom flanges which impart
the familiar U section to the piece. Vari-
ous other presses to the number of four-

teen have meanwhile been engaged in

similar work on the cross members, some
of which are shown on trucks in the
view of the frame room. These are now-

grouped together and riveted, some of

the riveting being done in punch presses
cold and some of it by pneumatic ham-
mers hot.

In this building is also located the

welding department in which two Pres-
tolite welding outfits are installed. Much
of their work consists in welding muf-
fler parts and special exhaust pije sec-

tions. .Another 9 x 8 in. Ingersoll-Rand
compressor is installed here for the pneu-
matic apparatus.

'Considerable as is the output of this

department, the constant growth of de-

mand from the ultimate consumer has
rendered necessary the doubling of ca-

pacity, and active operations are now in

which pass through the cold trimming
department, the great bulk of the work
passes continuously from storage shed
into forge shop, thence to inspection,

and finally shipping.

LOOKING DOW.N ii:L Jl iORGE DEPARTMENT. PLANT NO. 2.

progress to duplicate the department,
space being conveniently available at one
end.

Forging Plant
The "Forge," as plant No. 2 is fami-

liarly termed, is an excellent example oi

specialized plant design. While the con-

ditions which prevailed in the original

plant before the erection of these works
delayed development of this line to some
extent, it aff'orded desirable opportunity
fo;- studying the requirements and nlan-
nmg the arrangement of the new plant
on the most efficient lines. The straight
line design of plant has been adhered
to in very complete degree, as with the
exception of certain types of forgings

COMPONENT PARTS OF AUTOMOBILE FRAMES IN PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE IN
FRAME DEPARTMENT.

A study of the plant lay-out on page
579, combined with the title illustration,

conveys a clear idea of the plant. The
view forming the title is taken from
Seminole street, just above the tracks,

the forge shop occupying the main cen-

tral portion of the building, with the

steel storage shed showing at the far

end. This shed is approximately 185 ft.

long by 66 ft. wide, which is the uni-

form width of the main building. Both
the storage shed and forge shop build-

ings are of considerable height in order

to provide headway for a 5-ton Northern
overhead traveling crane of 40 ft. span,

which travels the full length of the two
departments. A standard gauge spur
track from the Essex Terminal Railroad

extends the full length of the storage
shed, so that incoming cars of raw ma-
terial can be placed in close proximity
to the particular section of storage space
devoted to any certain class of material.

Routine of Operations

An industrial track system connects

the various parts of the plant. Bundles
of bar stock are deposited at the two
Bertram bar shears, one on each side

of the forge shop, where they aru cut to

the required length, while if no cutting is

required, the traveling crane conveys the

stock direct to the particular furnace,

where it is to be forged. Passing along
the forge shop, as shown in view
above, on the right is a battery of

Massillon steam hammers, consisting of

four 1..500 lbs., and two of 2„500 lbs.

capacity. The heavier sizes handle pai-ts

for railroad cars, such as draw-hooks,
equalizing levers, spring shackles, etc.

A number of motor car forgings are also

produced at this point, steering knuckles,
hand levers, etc., being prominent items.

Immediately across the shop from
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these is a battery of eight hammers, one

5,000 lbs. Chambersburjr, and seven

Massillon hammers. 1 of 3,0110 lbs., 4 of

1,200 lbs., and 2 of 800 lbs. Crankshafts

for motor car engines, front axle forg-

ings, and various pieces of similar pro-

portions, are forged on the larger ham-

mers, while small parts, such as forked

rod-ends, steering levers, etc., constitute

the bulk of work done on the four smal-

ler hammers.
Beyond the hammers on the right are

nine board hammers engaged on muni-

tions stampings and similar work, in

eluding one 1,500 lbs. Toledo, and eight

Waterburys, from 800 to 1,000 lbs.

Forging Machines

The blocking out of certain types of«

forgings before going to the hammer is

frequently desirable, the ends of front

axles being an instance of this work,

which is performed on forging machines

of the Ajax, Acme and National types,

having capacities for handling stock

from 1% in. to 4 in. Individual motor

drive is installed on these machines,

their location being opposite the board

hammers.
Cold Trimming

Where the size and type of forging

render it desirable, provision is made for

hot trimming in a suitable machine plac-

ed next the hammer, but much small

work can be trimmed to advantage when
cold. The economy of this is apparent

when it is considered that cold trimming

is limited only by the speed at which the

operator can feed the machine, whereas

hot trimming is limited to the speed at

which the hammer finishes the work; in

addition to which the class of help ne-

cessary for cold trimming is compara-
tively unskilled compared with that of

a drop-forge operator. The location of

the cold trim shop is indicated in the

plan and a view of one side is shown
below. The bins at left are built

with hopper bottoms, which cause the

pieces to slide to the opening as quick-

ly as they are withdrawn. An inclin-

ed runway extends from the yard to the

chine equipment in this department in-

cludes a set of Massillon shears, and two
Newton motor-driven cold sawing ma-
chines.

DIE-SINKING DEPARTMENT. SHOWING TYPES OF MACHINES EMPLOYED IN PRODUCING
DIES FOR THE HAMMERS.

top of the bins so that forgings can be
dropped into the bins by the barrow
load. Six Toledo presses are installed in

this department, of the type shown in

view.

Inspection

Forgings from the cold trim shop are
now conveyed to the inspection room,
where they rejoin the bulk of the work
coming direct from the forge shop. Here
the work is gone over carefully, beiny
tumbled in barrels, dressed off in grin-

ders, or otherwise manipulated, accord-
ing to requirements, before being finally

inspected and passed for shipment. Ma-

COI.D TRIMMING DEPARIMENT. WHERE DROP FORGINGS ARE TRIMMED TO SIZE
IN PUNCH PRESSES.

Die-sinking Department
The section of the main building in

which the inspection department is lo-

cated, also includes the die-sinking de-
partment and the oflice, with minor ac-
commodation, such as tool crib, die stor-
age, electrical department, machine re-

pair, and locker space. The die-sinking
department occupies almost half of the
section which is 200 ft. long by 66 ft.

wide. The equipment installed here is

typical of modern practice and includes
three Becker and four Pratt & Whitney
vertical milling machines; one 12 ft.

American, and one 10 ft. Pond planing
machines; one Safety Emei-y Wheel Co.

surface grinder; one 24 in. LeBlond lath^,

one New Haven lathe, drilling machines,
and shapers, the latter including four
Gould & Eberhardt and one Hamilton.

Power Equipment
The remaining group of buildings con-

tains the blacksmith shop and power de-
partment. The former is equipped prin-
cipally for the work of hardening dies

for the hammers and presses, four largo
furnaces being installed for this purpose.
They are equipped to burn both gas and
oil. Large quenching tanks containing
brine, oil, etc., are provided for cooling
purposes. A 1,500 lb. Massillon open
frame steam hammer, and two smith's
hearths, are installed for taking care of

special work outside of the regular run
of the work, while the availability of

the furnaces enable special heat treating

to be done on occasion.

The power department consists of a

boiler room 65 ft. x 60 ft., containing a

battery of 5 Goldie & McCuIloch 1.50

horse-power return tubular boilers for

supplying steam to the steam hammers,
and general heating purposes. Hydro-
Electric power is employed for the vari-

ous motors and shaft drives throughout,
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also shop lighting. As shown in the

view of the boiler room, gas firing is

installed throughout; owing, however, to

the heavy demands on this source of heat

in winter time, combined with a steady

decrease in available supply, the instal-

lation of mechanical coal stokers is now
under way.
An Ideal feed water heater and puri-

fier is used, while the feed pump installa-

tion consists of one Darling Brothers 10

X 6 X 12 in. duplex piston pump, and a

Goldie & McCulloch outside centre-pack-

ed plunger pump of similar size.

Turbine Driven Blower
An interesting item of equipment is a

blowing unit composed of a General Elec-

tric centrifugal air compressor running
at 3,400 revs, per min., direct driven by
a 7.5 horse-power Curtis turbine. Forced
lubrication at a pressure of 4 lbs. per
sq. in., is supplied to the bearings, while

the air is delivered to the main blast

pipe ai a pressure of 11 oz. per sq. in.

The exhaust steam from the turbine is

utilized for heating the boiler feed water.
All the forge furnaces are of uniform

design, so that gas and oil can be utilized

to best pdvantaoe according to the class

of work being heated. The furnaces are

placed between the hammers and the

walls of the buildings. They are not

opposite the hammers, however, but to-

ward either side, with one end toward
the hammer so that the operator is not
exposed to excessive heat. In this res-

pect, mention should be made of the
kri'e proportion of wall area devoted to

lighting space. Steel sash of the Trus-
sed Concrete Co. type has been liberally

employed, which, in conjunction with
the numerous ventilators in sides and
roof insures working conditions of maxi-
mum comfort and efficiency.

®
FUTURE SUPPLIE.S OF IRON ORE
MANY interesting facts regarding the
world's supply of iron ore were mention-
ed by Prof. W. G. Fearnsides in the se-

cond Howard lecture before the Roval

Society of Arts, May 7. Not only in Bri-

tain but throughout the world, there is,

at this time, a shortage of ore for mak-
ing fine acid steel, there is, however,
abundance of material for making basic

steel.

English iron masters wanting ore for

the acid steel process invested money in

the Bilbao district in Spain in the

eighties, and soon after, Germany be-

came a competitor for the product of

these fields. The hematite ore was
obtained in open quarries on the slopes

of th^ hills, and the Germans, being
second in the field, took the dump heaps
that were first turned over. That
material was of poor quality, but by
bringing in mechanical processes of

dealing with it, they obtained a wealth
of valuable material.

Nevertheless, the ore fields in the

neighbourhood of Bilbao were within
measurable distance of exhaustion, and
if the 19 million tons of ore per annum
which were taken from these fields were
taken for another decade there would
not be much left. Hitherto the ore had
averaged something like .50 per cent, of

metal. Whilst, however, the Bilbao
fields were getting near exhaustion, the

ore fields of Spain generally most cer-

tainly were not. Along the coast from
Bilbao to the west there were large

masses of ore which would become avail-

able as soon as transport facilities exist-

ed. That district could undoubtedly con-

tinue to supply a good deal of non-
phosphoric material for a good manv
years.

French Ore Fields

On the borders of France and Ger-
many, around Metz and Verdun, the ores

were comparatively near the coal. Briey,

Longwy, and Nancy marked the extent
of the fields, a distance of 30 miles, and
it was there that the great increase of

pig iron and steel production, which had
been so marked during the present cen-

tury, had taken place. It had been esti-

mated that, on the German side, there

INSTALI..\TION Ol- C\.«-I'IREI) noil 111 I OK SUIM'I.VING .STE.VM ID THK HAMMERS IN
THE iok<;e department.

were more than 2,000 million tons of this

ore, and on the other side 3,000 million
tons. The first thing that the Germans
did on the outbreak of war was to ad-
vance their armies at all costs to the
western side of this ore belt, and since
then they had continued to work the
mines. But for that source of material
the Germans would have found it very
hard indeed to maintain their shell sup-
ply. The best of the ore was to be
found around Briey, where it varied from
6 ft. to 19 ft. in thickness, and contained
about 40 per cent, of iron. Briey only
became important in the early years of
the present century, and whereas in 1900
it only produced 7 per cent, of the total

production of the district, in 1913 it pro-
duced 70 per cent. The district as a
whole accounted, before the war, for
nearly 80 per cent, of German iron, and
90 per cent, of the French, and the im-
portance attached to it by the Germans
was emphasied inasmuch as all German
peace terms insisted that it should all be
on the German side.

Sweden and Norway, in addition to

sending about a million tons of ore to

this country, also sent large quantities
to Germany, to which had to be added
the output of Swedish pig iron. Most of
the ore was obtained from the district

to the north-west of Stockholm, and it

diff'ered from anything that we had in

this country, or that we imported from
Spain or North Africa. Much of the
material now being made into Swedish
iron was raised from the old time work-
ings, the iron ore being picked
out magnetically. Even so. th'j

Swedish Government had recognised
for the past ten years that there
was a shortage, and had prohibited
the export of the best material. More
important to British, as well as German,
ironmasters was the district between
Lulea and Narvik. The mass of
ore was five miles long and 80
yeards thick. Hitherto we had
picked out the less phosphoric
material, but the Germans were less

particular, and had taken the other, and
from it had obtained a production of S

million tons per annum since the begin-
ning of this century, and they could con-
tinue doing so. There were vast re-

sources in the district, and magnificent
harbours available, and it seemed ex-
ceedingly likely that it would be a valu-
able source of supply in the future.

American Deposits

Coming to .America. Professor Fearn-
sides said that 80 per cent, of the Amer-
ican ore came from the district of Lake
Superior. The bulk of the material con-
taineti as much as .'jO per cent, of iron.

The bulk of the best hematite ore came
from the Mesabi Range, where there
were between 2,000 and 3,500 million

tons waiting to be got. Beyond that
there were 70,000 million tons of rather
lower grade ore that might at some tinie

!ie worked.
In Canada it was hardly known how

much iron ore would become available.

The Lake Superior deposits in the Unit-
ed States continued across the boundary,
and were etiually productive on the other
side. There were also plenty of low
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grade ores available in Canada as well

as in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
Then there were the supplies in New-
foundland, which were worked more un-

der the sea than under land, and pro-

duced about Hi million tons a year, and
there was also another great source of

supply in Cuba. The latter had been
proved to be a quality which was suit-

able for making pig iron which could

be converted direct into alloy steel, as it

contained chromium and nickel.

In western France there was a large

output which, for want of coal to treat it,

had been sent as to two-thirds to Ger-

many and one-third to Great Britain. If

Germany could afford to caiTy that ore

to Westphalia, British iron-masters

could afford to bring it to England, and
larger supplies from that district might
be looked for. The ore had been proved

to depths as great as 1000 metres.

As to the Colonies, Newfoundland was
sending a small quantity to England;
there were considerable quantities of ore

in Rhodesia, but it was doubtful whether
it would pay to bring it to England.

There was also plenty in India, as well

as in Australia and New Zealand, in

each of which, countries there was plenty

of coal, and in all of them great industries

were being set up for the manufacture
of steel within their own borders. It

was not likely also that South Africa

would long be behind.

Reviewing the position, the lecturer

said that America, Germany, France and
Sweden showed great increase in iron

ore output, and all of them wei'e supply-

ing material which required the basic

process for its refining. England was
comparatively steady, and had not yet

adopted that process. The fact was that

the supply of hematite ore, and the

material suitable for making acid steel,

was failing, whilst there was abundance.

and no suggestion of a shortage either

in Great Britain or elsewhere in the

world of the material suitable for the

basic pVocess, and it seemed to him that

if Britain were to keep pace with the

other nations in the race for the

world's markets she would have to open

out the basic process. It might
be said that he who was master

of the world's iron was master of

the world, and that the question of

quality was of more importance than

the question of quantity.

?oJ

CANADA'S 1916 STEEL OUTPUT
THE statistics of production of iron and

steel in Canada in 1916 as published by

the American Iron and Steel Institute

recently show a marked increase over

the output of the preceding year. Pig

iron production was 1,069,541 gross tons

against 82.5,420 gross tons in 1915. The
production of steel ingots and castings

last year amounted to 1.286,509 tons

against 912,755 tons in 1915. The pro-

duction of pig iron by grades in 1916

and the four years preceding was as

follows, gross tons:

The production of steel ingots for

last year was 1,255,196 tons and of steel

castings 31,313 tons. The production of

ingots and castings by processes in the

past five years was as follows, gross

tons:

even worse trouble manifests itself, viz.,

that a considerable amount of it persists

in remaining on top of the water in the
tar well and other places. This is caused
by incorrect heats and may manifest it-

self either when the carburetter and the

Open-Hearth
1912 645.062

1913 768,663
1914 556,910

1915 884,736
1916 1.245,488

Bessemer Other Kinds Total
207.569 400 853,031
273.391 449 1.042,503
186.158 284 743,352
22.521 5,498 912.755
10.968 30.053 1.2S6.509

The production of finished rolled pro-

ducts in Canada in 1916 was 76,478 tons

of iron and 887,332 tons of steel, making
a total of 963,810 tons. This compares
with the high record of 967,097 tons in

1913. The distribution of finished rolled

forms of leading products for the past

five years is shown below:

perheater are too cold or too hot.

When the heats are too low a large

amount of oil is imperfectly cracked, or

not cracked at all, and, passing through
the seal-pot, thins the tar and makes a

composition that will float. On the other

hand, if the heats are too high a large

amount of lamp black is made, which

1912 1913 1914 1915 1916

Rails 423,885 506.709 382.344 209.752 81.497

Structural shapes and wire rods 64.082 68,048 59,050 114,829 174.490

Plates and sheets, nail plate, merchant
bars, tie-plate bars, etc 373.257 392,340 218.125 328.737 707,823

Total, gross tons 861.224 967,097 6:^9. 519 653.31S 963. SIO

It will be noticed that rail production

last year fell off heavily, due in large

part to the extraordinary demand upon

steel works for war steel. In the pre-

ceding year Canada shipped a consider-

able quantity of rails into the United

States.

The production of iron and steel cut

and wire nails in Canada in 1916 a-

mounted to 1,757,000 kegs of 100 lb., as

compared with an estimated production

in 1915 of 1,636,000 kegs. Cut or wire

nails were made last year by nineteen

works in five provinces.

The production of finished angle

splice bars, tie plates, fish plates and

other rail joints and fastenings in Can-

ada by rolling mills and steel works in

1916, all steel, not including spikes, bolts,

nuts and similar fastenings, amounted to

6,479 gross tons, as compared with 9,406

tons in 1915, 34,165 tons in 1914, 54,-

839 tons in 1913 and 52,157 tons in 1912.

The total production of cast-iron gas

and water pipe and fittings and cast-iron

soil and plumbers' pipe and fittings in

Canada in 1916 is estimated at 43,850 net

tons of 2,000 lb., as compared with an

estimated production in 1915 of 53,700

net tons, a decrease of 9,850 tons.

WATER GAS PRACTICE

By L. E.

THE main problems of carburetted-wa-

ter gas practice centre around the pro-

per and economical treatment of the oil

used for enriching. The tar produced

has a lower specific gravity than coal tar,

and shows a decided tendency to hold

more water in its mass. Occasionally an

Basic

1912 489.799

1913 558,524

1914 331.456

1915 .......'..... 660.369

1916 851.453

Bessemer Foundry
228.742 194.208

227.662 225.231

184.053 174.346

13.714 125,769

12,575 181,748

All Other Total

129 912.878

3.701 1.015.118

16.117 705.972

25.568 825.420

23.765 1.069,541

will mix with the less amount of tar pro-

duced, and the mixed water, tar and lamp
black persists in floating.

The oil supplied for use in water gas
manufacture is not as a rule quite the

same as was delivered in the earlier years

of this process of making gas. It very

often seems to be a mixture of distil-

lates, for part of which a certain heax

is too high, causing stopped pipes and an

excess of lamp black, and for the other

part the heat is too low, making too

much tar, and that of a low specific gra-

vity, and rich in oils somewhat similar

to the original oil. Moreover, some
American oils reveal a residue that car-

bonizes on heating and forms deposits on

the chequer work in the carburetter, es-

pecially troublesome if the air blast en-

ters the vessel rather high up, as a strong

flame heats there during the blow, and

if much of this carbonaceous deposit col-

lects there it prevents the heats being

suitably and regularly maintained.

The oils commonly supplied now often

give nearly 50 per cent, more tar than

would have been produced under similar

conditions some years ago. This indi-

cates the need of higher heat or more

heat storage in the chequer work, while

a more frequent cleaning of the chequer

bricks is also necessary, A little sus-

pected source of tar trouble may be the

character of the ash used in the genera-

tor, the ash of some coke fuses at the

temperature reached during the blow,

and is easily removed as clinker. Some
of the ash of other cokes does not fuse

in this way, and is blown into the car-

buretber and superheater (in a similar

way to the fiue dust of ordinary coal gas

settings). This ash deposit on the bricks

acts as an insulator, and prevents the

bricks from being thoroughly heated dur-

ing the blasting periods. The oil is

sprayed onto these insufficiently heated

bricks, and the result is the emulsion of

tar and water complained of which will

not settle in the tar well.
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A Foundation for Machine Tool Design and Construction*
By A. L. De Leeuw

Till imthor t'lnphimzcs the fact that engiiieci-iny devdopnicnt has heen most rapid in

those branches which have had the assistance of inatlicinatics and science. With respect to

machine tools, questions are enumerated upon which information is needed in order to follow

the line of recent development of the steam, engine. These relate particularly to the functions

mid action of the cutting tool, the action of the cutting lubricant, etc. Experim,ents already

made by fJic author arc naflincd and. suggested directions of experimentation are indicated.

THE rapidity of progress of the

various branches of engineering
may be said to be in proportion to

the ease with which their principles can
be reduced to mathematics. This was
perhaps never so clearly show-n as in

the case of the development of alternat-

ing-current apparatus. It may almost
be said that the branch of alternating-
current engineering was, like Pallas
Athene, born full-grown. Here was a

ca.se where the science, the mathematics
of this branch, was'at hand, waiting for

somebody to apply it. As a result, alter-

nating-current apparatus has known no
period of experimentation, of stumbling,
fumbling progress.

Steam Engine Development

Compare this with the slow, hesitating
development of the steam engine in its

first stages. In that case nothing was
known except that steam would exert
pressure; but no knowledge existed of

the properties of steam, of thermodyna-
mics, nor of the mathematics of en-
gineering materials. The moment that
the fundamental facts of thermodyna-
mics were understood, and were re-

duced to mathematics, the progress of
the steam engine became more rapid.

Many instances could be given to show
that the opening statement of this paper
is true; but the writer, believes that the
truth of the statement is so well recogn-
ized nowadays that further proof may
be omitted. There are branches of en-
gineering which are not capable of such
rapid development, because their funda-
mentals are not so much based on
.science as on art. Though ceramics
may be assisted by the engineer, it can
never be a true branch of engineering
because it depends on art, or skill, and
not on science. All that science can do
for ceramics is to improve the facilities

for applying the art of the workman, for

expediting his processes, and for de-

livering the materials to the artists. The
same, though to a les.ser degree, may be
said of the textile industry.

Development of Machine Shop Methods
There are other branches of engineer-

ing which have not had the assistance of

science up to the present time, but which
might have that assistance if science

could dig out the foundations on which
these branches of engineering rest. Ma-
chine-shop methods have, as a whole,

developed so .slowly and through so

many centuries that we are apt to for-

get that these methods should, and ac-

•From a wapor presented before the American
.Coriet" nf Mefhanical KnKineers at Cincinnati.
Ohio. May. 1517.

tually do, rest on fundamental knowl-
edge of materials to be worked, and
tools to work with.

Legendary Knowledge

As it is, the knowledge we have is

legendary; transmitted from father to

son, or from teacher to pupil, by word
of mouth. Now and then some article or

book has been written describing the

methods in use but without giving any
fundamentals, and, as a consequence, is

soon forgotten or replaced by some more
up-to-date or more fashionable knowl-
edge. Considering the fact that by far

the greater part of mechanical-engineer-

ing work is done in workshops, and that

by far the greater work done in these

workshops has to do with the cutting of

metals, it is really surprising that no
positive knowledge exists on this sub-

ject. Millions of people have spent a

large portion of their lives cutting

metals; improvements in tools and
methods have been made, and yet, at

the present day, we cannot predict along
what lines we may look for further pro-

gress. Here and there attempts have
been made by individuals to reduce to a

system the fragmentary knowledge that

we have, but without much success. At
the best, it may be said that we now
have better records of what we are do-

ing than we formerly had, but any lit-

tle progress we make is due to the clev-

erness of individuals and not to the ex-

istence of a guiding science.

Establishment of Fundamentals

It might be objected here that numer-
ous investigators have collected data and
have made comparative tests of machines
and tools for cutting metals. The
writer needs to point only to the work of

Professor Nicolson and The Art of Cut-
ling Metals, by the late Frederick W.
Taylor. However, important and meri-
torious as these attempts are, they do
not establish fundamentals, nor were
they intended to do so.

We might imagine that the steam en-

gine, without the assistance of mathe-
matics, or the knowledge of its funda-
mental laws, had stumbled along for a

number of centuries, and, by the per-

severance and ingenuity of a number of

individuals had finally developed into a

variety of more or less highly perfected

engines, just as machine tools have ar-

rived at that stage. We might then fur-

ther imagine that soiiio inielligent and
inquisitive individual was making com-
parative tests of these various engines,

boilers, etc., and that finally he arrived

at a set of data, nuifc new and of great

interest to future designers and users of

steam engines and boilers. Such a man
would then have done for steam engines

and boilers what Professor Nicolson and
F. W. Tayor have done for cutting tools

and machines. He would not. however,
have established a solid, scientific found-
ation for the design and analysis of

steam engines, such as we have at the

present time. Such a foundation can

only be furnished by the knowledge of

the laws of nature underlying the

science, and by the ability to apply
mathematics to these laws-, which makes
the laws of nature into laws of mechan-
ics.

Ideal Steam Engine Standard
To go further with the idea: As soon

as the laws of thermodynamics were
understood and had been reduced to

mathematics, it became possible to im-
agine an ideal steam engine, which is an-

other term for a lOO-per-cent.-eflicient

steam engine, and to show wliat is the

maximum obtainable efficiency in any
steam engine. It was therefore possible

to express the efficiency of existing or

of contemplated steam engines in per-

centage of the ideal engine. In oi-der

words, the ideal steam engine became
the standard or unit of measurement. It

was no loi^-er possible for any designer

or builder to think that he had produced
a steam engine of the highe.st possible

efficiency, merely because his steam en-

gine was twice as efficient as some other

existing engine.

Mathematical analysis would soon
show him that his engine was still very
far from the ideal, that is, from the

standard, and after building his engine

a test would show him how closely he
had approached in practice the product

he had intended to build. In other words,

he could use his theory to check up his

practice. The fact that the inefficiency

of the enn-ine was knowni. left the door

open for further improvement.

Boiler Design and Const ruction

Boiler construction, and especially

boiler design and furnace design, made
rapid progress when engineers began to

apply knowledge of physics, chemistry,

and of mathematics to the art. Many
times analysis .showed that the results

obtained were very unsatisfactory as

compared with the possible results, and
that there was no immediate possibility

of making improvementi, either because
lifrf and there was a r.ip in the en-

gineer's knowledge, or else the proper
materials were lacking for the building

of a structure such as his mathematical
vision had shown him.
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The WTiter needs to refer only to the

history of gas engines and, especially,

of steam turbines. Though the engineer
was not able to accomplish at once the

thing.': he wished to do, the problem was
formulated and further developments
could be grasped and used for the solu-

tion of these problems. Disastrous

strains in the rotor of a turbine are no
longer disastrous; insurmountable diffi-

culties of lubrication are no longer in-

surmountable; and the steam turbine is

with us. though at one time it was mere-
ly the v'sion of the scientist; or, as he is

often called by those lacking in vision,

tlie theorist.

Scientific Development of Machine Tools

' What are the things we should know
about tools and machine tools to enable

us to make these important servants of

our present day civilization follow the

line of development which the steam en-

gine has enjoyed ? Is it possible to de-

velop a theory of the ideal machine tool,

such as has been developed for the steam

engine ?

case would it have been less than ',2 h.p.,

assuming a reasonable time element.
If the only function of a machine tool

were the removal of metal, we would
find that our best machine tool has an
efficiency of from 0.12 to 0.22. Even the

better of these figures is very low com-
pared with the efficiency of other ma-
chines.

If chips could be removed from a piece

of work by a straight pull, the ideal

machine tool would be one which would
remove material with the same amount
of power expenditure as that required by
the testing machine . While we would
not expect to obtain such efficiency in

practice, we would certainly aim to reach
a much higher efficiency than we are

now able to obtain. However, the ques-

tion is whether material is removed by
a straight pull, and this leads to the

confession that the writer does not know
what the exact nature of the cutting of

metal is, and he believes further that he
is not alone in his ignorance.

To the writer's- knowledge, no experi-

the problem of this wastage of power,
tools and machines is of the greatest im-
portance.

Questions to be answered

Among the questions which should be
answered before we can design machine
tools in a thoroughly scientific manner
are the following:

a—When we turn up a nairow disk by
means of a square-nosed turning tool of
which the width is greater than the
width of the disk, is the action of re-

moving the chip purely a matter of ten-

sion ? Or, if not, what is it ?

b—Does the front end of the tool have
any function at all ?

c—How far from the ed^e of the tool

is the point where the chip strikes the
tool?

d—If the action is purely a matter of

pull, and the chip does not strike the top
of the tool at the cutting point, but
some distance farther back, then is it

necessary that the cutting edge of the
' col be sharp?

Sfretch , Inches

I-'IG. 1. STRESS DI.\CiR,\MS OF COLD ROLLED STEEL. CUTTING WITH LATHE TOOLS.

Fig. 1 shows two stress diagrams of

cold-rolled steel, of which one specimen
had a tensile strength of 95,000 lb. and
an elongation in 2 in. of 12 per cent., and
the other a tensile strength of 85,900

lb. and an elongation in 2 in. of 7.4 per

cent. The area of each piece was % sq.

in. and the length between gripping
jaws 2 in. The amount of work done in

separating the first piece was 3500 ft. lb.

per sq. in. of section, and for the second

piece 2000 ft. lb. per sq. in. In parting

the pieces, the same result was obtained

as ii half the piece were removed by
means of a cutting tool. Of course, this

way of removing metal does not permit

of controlling the shape or the finish of

the remaining piece; but just the same,

a certain amount of metal has been re-

moved as effectively as if it had been

done with a cutting tool. If this amount
of metal had been removed in one minute
by a cutting tool used in one of the

present-day machine tools, the amount
of power required to do this work would
have depended on the quality of the tool

and the nature of the machine; but in no

ments have been made which establish

the true nature of the cutting of metals

with a reasonable certainty. In The Art
Cutting Metals and elsewhere, diagrams
are shown of the supposed action of a

cutting tool, (See Fig. 2.) The writer is

inclined to believe that these diagrams
represent a very good first guess; but

he wishes to point out that this guess is

not based on anything better than the in-

ward vision of the authors of these vari-

ous works. If this guess is correct, then

the act of cutting metal is a removal of

the chip by tension, and the amount of

power consumed for cutting should not

be more than that required by the test-

ing machine. If this is so, the total

wastage of power in all the machine
shops of the world is enormous; and it

certainly would be worth while to in-

vestigate this matter thoroughly, merely
from the standpoint of the consei-\'ation

of energy. This is not all, however.

Every foot-pound of energy wasted in a

machine tool means expenditure of pow-
er in destroving tools and wearing out

machines. It seems to the writer that

e^What is the nature of the lamina-

tion of the chip?

f—How much power is required for

the actual removal of the chip, for the

friction between chip and tool, and how
much for laminating the chip?

g—What would be the best shape for

such a turning tool for this particular

turning operation?

h—How does the amount of power

vary with the various angles of the tool ?

i—If the turning operation is not as

simple as the one assumed in question

(a) if, for instance, there is a side feed,

such as in ordinary shaft-turning oper-

ations, how is the cutting action modi-

fied by this side feed ?

j—If the chip is removed by the action

of the top of the tool that is, if the front

of the tool has no function, then what

determines the nature of the finish of a

cut?
k—In what relation does the power re-

(iuired for the side feed stand to the

power required for the actual removal

of the chip?
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A great many other questions which
foukl be asked cannot be answered at

the present time, and still more ques-

tions would naturally present themselves
as soon as we had some little elemen-
tary knowledge on this subject.

-Action of a Cutting L\ibricant

As dark a subject as the action of the

tool itself is the action of a cutting lub-

ricant. It is a well-known fact that the

use of a lubricant and the nature of the

lubricant used affect both the finish and
the size. A very pertinent question
wh'ch might be asked, is this: If the

chip is separated by tension, that is, if

the point where the chip begins to sep-

arate from the work is some distance

ahead of the point of the cutting tool,

how can the cutting lubricant affect

either size or nature of finish ?

Another equally puzzling question is:

If one of the functions of the cutting
lubricant is to reduce the friction be-

twen chip and tool, why should we not
use a heavy lubricating oil instead of a

light lard oil which, has practically no
lubricating qualities?

Or again, we might ask this question:
If, as facts seem to show, the best re-

sults are obtained with a cutting lubri-

cant which has little viscosity and which,

therefore, can readily rise between chip

and work by capillary action, what is the

action of the oil on the separation of the

chip, seeing the oil only gets to the
point of separation after the chip is

separated ?

.Angles cf Cuttng Tools
Even more puzzling than the effect of

a cutting lubricant on finish is the effect

it seems to have on the size of the work.
We do not see at the present time how
it is possible for the lubricant to influ-

ence the size, "yet that it does do this

has been observed a great many times.

The writer had occasion to look into

this matter when trying to determine
the best cutting lubricant for automatic
screw machines on small and medium-
sized work. The lubricant in use was a

mineral oil with 15 per cent, layd oil. A
certain job was selected, for which a

form tool was used, and 24 screws were
made with the regular compound. The
screws came true to size within the limit

of one-half of one thousandth. The oil

was then removed from the machine and
machine and tools were cleaned. The
cutting compound to be investigated was
substituted, and another 24 screws were
made. These screws were all larger

than those cut with the regular oil.

Fuithermore, they varied from two and
one-half to five thousandths over size.

The machine was once more cleaned, and
the original .oil put back. The screws

again came uniform and to size, .showing

that the cutting of the first 24 screws

had not dulled the tool or caused anv
other disturbing element to enter into

the equation.

The fact that the cutting compound
caused the screws to be oversize might
possibly be explained by a difTereyice in

heatine or cooling effect of the differ-

ent lubricants; hut how can the differ-

ence in size of scresvs made with the

same lubricant be explained when there

was no such difference with the use of

oil?

Many other questions could be asked

which cannot be answered at the present

time. This should not prevent us from
carefully investigating the true action

of cutting metals, and determining the

FIG. r,. PROBABLE RELATION BETWEEN
CONTAINED ANGLE OF CUTTING TOOL

AND POWER.

fundamental data, if we are interested

in this matter in a purely scientific way.
However, the engineer should not in-

dulge in scientific investigation unless

he feels that the results will be of prac-

tical value. To be of value, the results

should lie in the direction of saving of

power, diminished wastage of tools, and
less strain on the machine; or in the

direction of increased output, with or

without the other advantages. That
such advantages may be reached seems
very clear to the author, and he wishes
to outline some isolated experiments
which, though not complete in them-
selves, point to very interesting possi-

bilities.

Forged spindles of sixty-point carbon
steel were roughed by a tool as shown in

Fig. .3. As a rule, the tool was able to

rough three spindles before a break-

down. In its broken-down condition the

tool appeared as shown in Fig. 4. A
hollow had been ground out by the chip,

but a land of a little more than 1-64 in.

in width had been left at the front end,

showing that the extreme front of the

tool had not been in action. The experi-

ment consisted of carefully measuring
the broken-down tools and making new
tools of just that shape; in other words,

a tool like the old tool, but with a hol-

low ground in the top of the same sha])e

size, and location as in the old tool.

FIG. li. FIG. 7.

AUTHOR'S .SMALL ANGLE TOOL AND
TOOL HOLDER.

This tool is shown in diagram in Fig.

4. The hollow was carefully polr.shed,

and a tool thus prepared would rough

from to 13 spindles. Examination
showed that the hollow in the tool would
remain smooth almost to the last, and

that a complete breakdown followed very

soon after the surface of the hollow be-

gan to show scratches. No tests of pow-
er consumption were made, but it may
be assumed that the power required with
the old tool was more than with the new
tool, as the chip did not have to bend so

sharply and as the work required for

hollowing out the tool was omitted.

Another interesting point about this

tool was that the actual contained angle
between the front of the tool and the
front of the hollow was much less than
we would have dared to make between
the front and top of an ordinary lathe

tool, especially if this lathe tool were to
be used for roughing. Nevertheless,
under the conditions given, this tool with
the small front angle stood up better

than the original tool with the large
angle.

Effect on Size of Work

In "the Art of Cutting Metals." Mr.
Taylor stated that his experiments
showed no perceptible difference in pow-
er consumption for various contained
angles of the cutting tool. The writer
thought that this conclusion would prob-

ably be correct only for the range of cut-

ting angles tried by Mr. Tayloi-. He
imagined that the relation between con-

- tained angle and power consumption
would probablv be a curve of the nature
of Fig. .5, and that all the experiments
made by Mr. Taylor were within the

horizontal part of the curve.

The writer therefore set out to experi-

ment with angles much below the angles

mentioned in "The Art of Cutting Me-
tals." Realizing that an ordinary lathe

tool would not stand up with much smal-

ler angles than those used in present-

day practice, he devised the tool shown
in Fig. 6. This tool is a body of revo-

lution, and was held in a rigid block of

metal, and directly over the lathe carri-

age. Fig. 7 shows the arrangement of

tool and tool holder used. The tool was
used for turning, preparatory to grind-

ing, milling-michine overarms, about 4^2

ins. in diameter and .5 ft. long. When the

tool gave out, it was turned in the tool

holder so as to present a new piece of

the edge to the work. In this manner,
from 12 to 16 settings could be made
with one sharpening of the tool. The
sharpening itself was a matter of circu-

lar grinding. The tool would make a

very smooth cut. and without a steady

rest would turn half the length of the

bnr with a variation in diameter of less

than three thousandths. The surface of

the work was unusually smooth, and the

•mount required for grinding was much
less than usual. Unfortunately, the lathe

on which this work was done was too

I'rge and heavy to make accuj'ate power
readings for so slight an amount of

oower consumed, the cut being only 3 16

in. reduction in diameter and the feed

1 16 in. to 3/32 in. The action of the

tool was quite peculiar, and did not give

one the impression that meUil was being

cut. Though nothing was learned about

the relative efficiency of this tool, the

writer thinks it worth while to bring itl

forward, on account of the possibilities
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for further investigation to which it

points.

This matter of the relation of the con-

tained angle to the power consumption

for a given cut had previously led to the

introduction of the helical cutter, where

the actual angle of the tool is not small,

but where the tool is presented to the

work in such a manner as to have the

effect of a small angle.

Another experiment more or less re-

lated to the same question was an at-

K-^y.

FIG 8 EXPERIMENTAL ROTARY LATHE
TOOL

tempt to use a rotary lathe tool, such as

shown in Fig. 8. The edge of this tool

would bear up against the work (Fig. 9).

so as to have a very slight difference in

speed between the work and the tool, and

it was further set in such a wav as to

make the virtual cutting angle very

small. The result was that it became

possible to use very high cutting speeds

without any apparent effect on the tool.

The cutting speed was limited only by

the machine. With a reduction of 3/16

in. in diameter and a feed of 12 to the

inch, a cutting speed of 650 ft was used

for cast iron as well as for steel. All

cutting was done dry. Again no attempt

was made to get accurate data as to

power consumption, especially as it was

rejflized that the lathe in its presen"

form is not well adapted to this kind of

cutting tool. The chips made by this

tool were not broken up and were prac-

tically solid steel bars. Furthermore, the

chips as they came off the lathe were

cold enough to be caught in the hand. It

is therefore very likely that a test would

have shown a remarkably low power

consumption.
Though the foregoing experiments are

incomplete in themselves, they do show

that there are great possibilities before

us, and further, that these possibilities

lie away from the present-day shop prac-

tice. The writer believes that it would

be almost useless to try experiments

along a great many lines, and by a great

many experimenters without a complete

plan of campaign; and that such a plan

of campaign should be based on some
theory or at least on some hypothesis;

and he further believes that no such hy-

pothesis can be developed unless we start

in collecting some elementary data.

A few years ago, L. P. Alford, Mem.
Am. Soc. M.E., who was then in close

touch with the writer on this subject, ap-

proached Dr. Stratton, of the Bureau of

Standards with a view to having that

Bureau take up the first investigation of

the process of cutting metal. Dr. Strat-

ton promises the assistance of the

Bureau, and at a preliminary meeting a

general plan of campaign was discussed.

The writer believes that an order was
placed for a special dynamometer for

measuring the stresses in various direc-

tions when planing metal. This pro-

ceeding will probably give some valu-

able data, but, according to his ideas.

not of a kind which will make it pos-
sible for other experimenters to use
them as a basis for their own experi-
ments.

Suggested Lines of Experimentation

The writer believes that interesting
results may be obtained by followin.g a
line of experimentation such as the fol-

lowing:—An instrument should be built,

somewhat along the lines of a micro-
tome, in which a soft material is to be
cut by a razor-like blade or tool. This
tool should be arranged so that it can
present various angles to the work, and
tools of various contained angles should
be experimented with. The angles pre-
sented to the work should vary as to

angle of clearance, angle of rake, and
angle of shear. A dynamometer, which
should be part of the instrument, should
register the pull required for the cut.

The material to be cut should be stan-
dardized, and it is suggested that paraf-
fin may fill all requirements; by select-

ing a paraffin of standard melting point,

we would also get a material of standard
hardness. In this manner the relation
between cutting angles and power re-

quired could be established over a very
wide part of the curve. Though the ac-
tual figures obtained would not be imme-
diately applicable to metal cutting, it

would make it possible to find the con-
trolling law, and, this done, it would

FIG. 9. ROTARY TOOL MACHINING A
SHAFT.

then be possible to investigate the cut-
ting of harder materials over a small
portion of the curve and compare this

portion with the corresponding portion
of the curve already obtained. The same
instrument could possibly be used for
tests on such materials as lead, soft

white metal, etc.

Another line of experimentation would
be to arrange some machine tool, such as,

for instance, a lathe, for running at very
low speed, say, 1 in. per hour; mount a
steel disc on this lathe, and take a cut
at the circumference of this disc. In
this manner the cutting action would be
of the simplest kind, as the tool to be
used could be a square-nosed tool of
greater width than the thickness of the
disc so that there would be no side cut.

A moving picture taken at a high rate
of speed could then be reeled off at a
low speed, and it would probably be pos-
sible in this way to visualize what ac-
tually takes place in cutting metal. It

would readily show whether cutting is

merely the result of tension, or whether
shear plays a role, or whether both are
responsible. It would probably show
whether the chip leaves the work ahead
of the tool point, and whether or not the
front end of the tool is in contact with
the work. It would probably show many

other things besides, and might be made
the foundation for a number of lines of
experimentation.

©
G.T.R. STRATFORD SHOPS APPREN-

TICES MAINTAIN THEIR PAST
RECORD

THE Stratford G.T.R. apprentices, who
have had about forty-five of their num-
ber join for overseas service, the most
of them now fighting in France doing
their bit for the Empire and Canada, and
with nearly a similar number working
on shells in making munitions to help
the boys at the front win their battles,
have with these difliculties been able to
maintain their high standard by taking
first prize at the apprentices' annual
examination over the entire Grand
Trunk Railway System. For a number
of years the other large shops on the
system have tried to wrest this honor
from the Stratford boys, but have been
unable to do so, and not only do the
boys themselves feel proud of their
achievement, but all employees and citi-

zens in general are glad to know that
the boys have again kept up their repu-
tation.

A meeting was held in the assembly
hall of the shops on June 1, when Mr.
Kelso, master mechanic, congratulated
the boys on their success as a class, and
also the three individual boys, M. Reyn-
olds, first year; G. Mellors, second year;
H. Brayne, fifth year, for having won the
highest individual score in their respec-
tive years, over the whole system, and
H. Brayne for having tied with a Battle
Creek boy for fifth year honors over the
System. Mr. Kelso also informed the
boys that they will get their well-earned
excursion, which they are looking for-
ward to. He also called the attention of
the apprentices to the untiring efforts on
their behalf of former Master Mechanic
R. Patterson, to whom must be given the
credit of this year's success, as he Mr.
Kelso since taking over Mr. Patterson's
duties has had so much to learn himself
that he had found it beyond his power
to give as much time to the interests of
the boys as he wished to. Mr. Kelso also
reminded the boys of the fact that the
other shops throughout the system were
not so fortunate as Stratford in having
such excellent school facilities to draw
from. Other shops have also greater
competition in the way of large factories
surrounding them, and though full credit
is due the apprentices for their success,
so much more discredit would be due
them if they lost the lead. He also call-

ed attention to the fact that the Grand
Trunk Railway System is spending a
great deal of money for apprentices'
welfare, and all they asked in return
was faithful attention to duty. Though
this year's averages were good, he hoped
next year's in both class and shop would
be better.

M. A. Humber, the efficient instructor,

shares with the boys the distinct honors
which Jiave come to the boys of Strat-
ford shops.

The excursion is to Toronto on June
16.
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Development of Ocean Service Shipbuilding in Canada—IV.

I

By C. T. R.

In addition to the widespread requisitioning oj vessels jov transportation purpo»es by the

Allies, the war attendant and normal merchant ship losses and the many months' almost com-

plete cessation of new construction on the part of the latter, the merchant marine of the

world has. had the misfortune to become to a large extent the target for enemy submanne
activity. All nations have suffered in this respect, hence the almost feverish anxiety being

displayed by shipping interests to have the Zos*-'-.? made good at the earliest possible moment.

S.S. -WAR DOG" LAUNCHED AT
NORTH VANCOUVER

WITH the successful launching of

he War Dog from the Wallace

Shipyards, North Vancouver, B.

C, on May 17, another stage towards the

completion of the first steel ocean-goins'

ship yet built in British Columbia, was

reached. The vessel is 300 feet long be-

tween perpendiculars, 45 feet

moulded beam and 27 feet

moulded depth, and is of the

well-decked type designed to

carry 4.700 tons deadweight.

Work of this class would not,

in older districts, attract much
attention; but as only a few

years ago fire and cedar trees

of the largest size grew where

the War Dog was built, special

interest attaches to what has

been accomplished, not only in

a local sense, but in its broader

and national aspects. Launches

and trial trips have, of course,

taken place from the Wallace

Shipyards before, but only on

this occasion was a general holi-

day proclaimed. A largo num-
ber of guests were entertained

by the management in their

characteristic style and as the

vessel started down the ways to

the waters of Burrard Inlet,

she was christened by Miss Bar-

bara Hogg, of Vancouver.

The War Dog has been built

to take Lloyd's highest class

and has been, during construc-

tion, under the supervision of

T. G. Mitchell, Lloyd's reprc

sentative in Vancouver, while

H. Darling has acted as owners'

representative. The boat was
originally laid down for Jap-

anese interests, but has since

been taken over by a Liverpool,

England shipping firm. The
original contract was placed by
Messrs. Dingwall, Cotts &

Co. Tlie main engines have been

built by the Wallace Shipyards in

their own shops. They are of the

three crank triple expansion type,

having cylinders 24 in.-38 in.-62 in.

diameter, by 42 in. stroke, and at 70 re-

volutions per minute will be capable of

developing 1,300 indicated horse-power.

The propeller is built up, having a cast

BOW VIEW Ol WAK DOli UN IIIK WAVS.

iron boss and four cast iron blades, its

diameter being 15 ft, and its pitch ad-
justable from 14 ft. 6 in. to 16 ft. 6 in.

The main boilers were built by Messrs.
J. G. Kincaid & Co., of Greenock, Scot-
land. They are of the Scotch marine
type, 14 ft. 9 in. mean diameter by 11

ft. in. long, and carry 160 pounds work-
ing steam pressure. The donkey boiler

is also of the marine type, 6 ft.

in diameter by 8 ft. 5 in. long,

and was built by the Vulcan
Iron Works, New Westminster,
B.C. The deck winches have
all been supplied by the North
Shore Iron Works, Ltd., of

North Vancouver. The machin-
ery was all ready to install, in

fact, all the auxiliaries that

could be put abroad previous to

launcliing were in place and
pi|>ed up. The work of install-

ing the main engines and boil-

ers is being rushed to comple-
tion, three shifts of men being
employed. The large sheer legs

belonging to the builders and
capable of lifting 100 tons will

take care of the heavy lifts.

Much credit is due to the

staff of the Wallace Shipyards

for their accomplishment. Earl-

ier in the war, before the ship-

ping situation was thoroughly

understood the firm was en-

gaged in shell production. On
completion of their contract, it

wa.s evident that more general

good would result by getting

back to their regular line of

work, which they immediately

proceeded to do. On the berth

vacated by the War Dog, a

similar keel will be immedi-

ately laid down, work in the

drawing olVice and mold loft

lor this second ship being now
well advanced.

Besides steel constructios,

the Wallace yards have sev-
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eral auxiliary power schooners un-

der way. At the time of writ-

ing they have had two schooners de-

livered, one was havins; the machinery
and rigging installed, while

\hree were approaching the

launching stage. A large

amount of local and deep sea

repair work is also carried out

at North ancouver, the firm

having two marine railways

which are more or less con-

stantly employed. Work at

No. 1 yard where the steel con-

struction is carried out, is

under the charge of R. E. Ellis.

H. B. Taylor, the assistant

superintendent and chief en-

gineer, has direct charge of the

machinery end.

Congratuiations Extended

That British Columbia is do-

ing work of great Imperial im-

portance by buildmg ships was
the sentiment expressed on the

evenmg of May 13, at the Van-
couver Club when Mr. Eadie, on

behalf of Dingwall,. Cotts &
Co., the fii-m which placed the

order for the War Dog, was
host at a dinner to celebrate

the successful launching of the

vessel the previous afternoon.

The Wallace Shipyards, the

builders, were represented by
Alfred Wallace, R. Elwoo'd

Ellis, superintendent; H. Bake-
well Taylor, engineer-in-chief,

and James D. Baker, naval

architect. Others present were,

Messrs. Henry Darling, W. E.

Hodges, J. M. Bowell, W. H.
Hogg', James Hopkins, Ed.

E. Sykes, A. H. Sperry, Frank R. Har-
rison, George Kidd, E. W. Hamber, F. W.
Peters, E. H. Beazley, Charles S. Meek,
Captain C. H. Nicholson, E. J. Leveson,
George V. Holt, Robert J. Borland, P. R.

Duncan, H. M. Ellis, J. K. Macrae, W.
W. Berkinshaw, B. W. Greer, Knox Wal-
keni, T. W. B. London, and C. F. Boyce.
The evening was devoted to talk of

THREE-CYLINDER TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINES OF
WAR DOG" ERECTED IN SHOP.

shipping and Mr. Eade expressed the

thanks of the community to Mr. Wal-
lace for his courage and enterprise in

establishing such an important industry.

The ships are afloat and some are en

passage, said Mr. Eadie. In submittinu
the toast, he also paid hi.nh tribute to

R. Elwood Ellis and Mr. Taylor for their

services.

Various speakers paid com-
liments to these officials, and a

genera! sentiment was express-
ed that by building ships Bi-i-

tish Columbia can be of valu-

able service to the Emipre. In

this connection Mr. Eadie sub-

mitted a toast to the men of

the British merchant service

who have kept the commerce of

the Empire moving despite the

dangers from submarines and
mines, in addition to the ordin-

ary perils of the sea. The
toast was responded to by Mr.
London and Mr. Beazley.

Bankers' views were given by
Mr. Hogg and Mr. Holt, while

Mr. Knox Walkem spoke on
wooden ships. A toast to the

popular host was submitted by
F. W. Peters. Unfortunately,
Captain Crasven. who will com-
mand the War Dog, and Chief
Engineer Thom. who will have
charge below, were unable to

be present, but there were
many kindly references to

them. —m—
ACCIDENT PREVENTION

IN SHIPYARDS
HE accident-history of

hipbuilding on this con-

tinent closely follows that

of European countries, where
the industry has a high rank
among dangerous occupations.

A little study of the 'conditions

which modern shipbuilding is

carried on will show why the accident

rate is so high, and a little further study
will show that many of the accidents are

wholly unnecessary.

T!

under

OCEAN SERVICE STEEL FREIGHTEH "WAR DOG" TAKING THE WATER AT NORTH VANCOUVER. B.C.
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Many of the operations in the modern
shipyard, where steel is the chief struc-

tural material, are quite different fror.i

those that were in vogue in the good old

days of the wooden "wind-jamme-"; but

some yards special stagings with metal

supports are used, but the safety prob-

lem is much the same.)

In many shipyards the men who work
on the staging are paid by the piece or

area system, and
they must raise

' or lower the

to it—nobody else being allowed to move

the platform, nor to alter the structure

in any other essential way. This plan

has worked out very well, largely be-

cause these men realize that they will

be held responsible for all accidents due

to faulty staging.

, -MiklkVtU.V

•IG. 1. A IHREE-IiKCK S'l AGING. THE BOARDS ARE LAID
LOOSELY AND NO GUARD RAILS ARE PROVIDED. FIG. 2. NEARER VIEW OF A THREE-DECK STAGING.

the changes that have been made have

not greatly altered the nature of the

hazards to which the men are exposed,

and most of the injuries are still due to

falLs, or to blows from falling objects.

The details of shipbuilding vary from

yard to yard, according to the magnitude

of the operations, the age of the plant,

and the experience and personality of the

owner or manager. We be-

lieve, however, that the prac-

tices and suggestions outlined

below are fairly applicable to

average yards and conditions,

say.s the Travellers' Standard.

Staying Feature

Blocks for supporting the

keel are first placed on the

ground previously prepared,

and supports for a scaffold or

staging are then erected around

the entire space to be occupied

by the ship. From an accident-

prevention standpoint the stag-

ing is one of the most import-

ant things in shipbuilding, be-

cause a great deal of plate-

erecting, riveting, caulking,

and painting must be done

from it. In the commonest
method of staging-construction,

two parallel rows of uprights

are set in the ground a few
feet apart, each upright being

provided, from top to bottom,

with a series of holes througli

which bolts may be passe<l.

The bolts support horizontal

wooden stringers or cross-

pieces, upon which the plank

platform of the staging rest.-^.

As the work on the ship pro-

gresses, the bolts are usually

shifted to higher holes and the

platforms raised to new levels,

though sometimes the old plat-

form is retained and a new
one is laid higher up. (In

staging-platforms themselves. As the

shifting of a platform is unre-

niunerative work, it is performed as

quickly as possible, and not always with

safety in mind. In fact, the accident

rate from poor staging became so high,

at one time, that a number of shipbuild-

ing companies have placed their staging

work in charge of men specially trained

I'OUR DECK .S'IA(,1.N(, AT .SIKKN Ul' .-illll'. NO'I

:LEATED Rl'NWAY LEADING FROM THE THIRU
THE FOURTH .STAGING

Worn or Damaged Plangs and Timbers
One specially marked feature of per-

mitting oi' comtiellinii the regular work-
men to maintain their own staging is

the propensity of such men to use tim-

ber and planks that are worn out or

badly damaged, or defective in some
other way, instead of taking the time and
trouble to procure sound and suitable ma-

terial. Planks and timbers that

are seriously warped, split, or

otherwise badly damaged,
should be sawed up or removed
from the premises, in order to

prevent improper use being
made of them. A responsible

staging gang, knowing what
constitutes a safe working con-

dition and what they have on
hand to meet certain require-

ments, is far less likely to use

unsuitable materials.

Men working on a staging

often fall from the back of the

platform—that is, from the

edge that is away from the

ship. It is easy to prevent an
accident of this kind by erect-

ing a stout railing along the

outer row of uprights. A foot-

board should also be used, and
wire-netting between the two is

s'ronglv recommended in addi-

tion. The vnilin" his been
iiuite generally omitted, main-
ly because of the time required

to install it and remove it. This
objection, which is as old as

as scalTold'ne itself, is not a

sound one, because the gain

from using the railing is out of

all proportion to the trouble

and expense involved in putting

it up. The man who thinks it

is not worth while takes this

view because he is sure he will

not have an accident; but it is

a matter of common knowledge

E THE
TO
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that accidents of this kind occur every

little while, and it is much better to be

safe than to be sorry. In fact, being

sorry doesn't do anybody any good.

In some yards plank shelves are put

up in place of guard-rails. This is a

good plan, because a strong and proper-

ly-located shelf affords protection to the

men, and it can also be used for the

storage of tools, rivets, bolts, paint-cans,

brushes, and small materials of all kinds.

The shelf should be guarded by a board

on each edge, however, to prevent ob-

jects resting upon it from falling off.

The platform planks of ship stagings

should be laid with special care. To

avoid all chance of tipping, they should

never be allowed to project, at their emU
more than one foot beyond a firm and

solid support; and the men who have

charge of the laying of the platform

should make sure that there are no

"traps," or points at which the planks

can tip between supports, so that the

men can fall through the platform to the

ground.

Staging Attachment to Supports

The platform planks of ship stagings

are seldom secured to their supports,

except at points where considerable

work must be done without disturbing-

the staging. This is because the men
desire to avoid the e.xtra labor involved

in shifting the platforms, when the

planks are fastened down, and also be-

cause it is often necessary to move some

of the planks nearest the ship, to facili-

tate the hoisting of plates and other

materials into place. The fastening of

the planks is far more important in con-

nection with ship scaffolding than it is

in connection with the building of an

ordinary brick wall, because the jar of

the riveting machines and hammers may
cause the planks to shift or "creep" un-

til they come into dangerous positions,

even though they were correctly placed

at the outset. It is well worth while to

FIC 4 STAGING FOR THE INTERIOR OF A VESSEL. IN LAYING
THE PLANKS, GREAT CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO SUPPORT

THE ENDS SO THAT THE PLANKS WILL NOT
TIP WHEN STEPPED UPON.

strap or clamp them to their supports,

or to make them secure in some other

equally effective way. One method that

has been tried with considerable success

consists in boring holes through the ends

of the planks and through the cross-bars

or stringers that support the platform

—

the cross-bars being made extra wide in

this case, to allow for the weakening
due to the holes. When a plank is laid

down, it is placed so that the hole in

one end of it comes
directly over a hole in

the supporting string-

er, and a bolt is slip-

ped through the two,

so that the plank can-

not shift its position.

No cuts are used, and
the holes in the plat-

form planks are

countersunk, to receive

the heads of the bolts.

A plank that is secured

in this way can be

taken up without any
trouble.

Much of the inter-

ior work, such as the

erection and plating

of bulkheads, is per-

formed by means of ladders, or from

scaffolds swung from deck beams or

other overhead supports by means of

ropes or chains; and many of the hazards

incident to labor on the outside staging

are also present in connection with the

interior work. Moreover, the interior

work must often be done from extremely

awkward positions, and where there is a

temptation to undertake work alittle be-

yond the safe reaching point. The at-

tempt to reach too far is a common
cause of the falling of ladders, and of

workmen losing their balance. Ladders

from which work is to be done should

invariable be lashed, or otherwise se-

curely fastened, both at the top and at

the bottom. Even though considerable

delay is involved, stagings and ladders

should be adjusted to the convenience of

the workman, if accidents from over-

reacihng are to be avoided.

Strict Supervision Required

In view of the vast

amount of work that

must be done from
shipyard stagings,

strict supervision

should be exercised

over the construction

and maintenance of all

structures of this kind.

A busy yard can ill

afford to dispense with

the services of a cap-

able staging super-

visor and his gang of

workmen. It is cer-

tain, for example, that

a competent supervisor

would not permit a

doubledecked staging

to be used, without

adequate overhead pro-

tection to the men
on the lower level;

yet scaffolds of this

kind, without any pro-

tection whatever, are very commonly

seen in shipyards.

In building a ship there is a certain

point at which the accident rate is like-

ly to reach a "peak," and experience

shows that this occurs when the frame-

work or ribs of the vessel are being

placed. The ship is then a mere skele-

ton, and the men have to perform ardu-

ous work with very insecure footing.

During stormy weather they are likely

KIG. 5. KIVETERS WORKING FROM A SUSPE.NDED .ST.VGING.

THE RIVET HEATING FORGE AT THE LEFT IS TOO FAR
FROM THE RIVETERS FOR SAFETY OR EFFICIENCY.

to lose their balance from gusts of wind,

or beams or plates that are being swung
into position are likely to be suddenly

swerved by the wind, at great peril to

the men. There does not seem to be any
way to provide satisfactory safeguards

in connection with this part of the work.

Only the most skilful and careful men
should be employed at it, and they should

be set at other tasks whenever the wea-

ther conditions add materially to the ha-

zard.

Another hard problem to deal with is

the elimination of cuts and bruises and

other minor injuries, which are very

numerous in, the aggregate. Cuts due to

handling steel plates with sharp or rag-

ged edges, and finger bruises and lacer-

ations from hammer blows, or front

punching or shearing machines, are es-

pecially common. It cannot be said that

the employment of none but skilled labor

constitutes a remedy, for in the main

the work that produces these injuries is

already in the hands of skilled workmen.

The only solution appears to be, to sti-

mulate the men in every way possible,

to exercise personal caution.

Hoisting Equipment Risks

Derricks, gantry cranes, and overhead

railways are employed to hoist girders,

machinery, and other heavy parts, and

to transport them to various sections of

the ship. During certain stages of ship-

building, specially skilful handling of

the crane and derrick loads is necessary

if serious accidents are to be avoided.

The men on the skeleton of the ship

have a precarious footing at best, so that

poor judgment, or a misunderstanding

of signals, when lowering or swinging a

load, may either cause a workman to be

thrown down from his position, or cause

him to miss his footing in his quick en-

deavor to escape. Here, again, is an il-

lustration of the need of providing a

competent safety man to actively super-;

vise all operations of a dangerous char-

acter.

Unprotected Openings

So far, we have dwelt mainly on acci-

dents due to falls from staging, ladders,

and other elevated structures. One other
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source of falls must also be prominently
mentioned. It would be hard to name an
industry in which there are more op-

portunities than shipbuilding affords, for

falling into unprotected openings. In

the modem vessel with several decks

there are many openings for ventilators,

bunker hatches, and other permanent
uses, in addition to those that are left

for temporary building purposes. Unless
these various openings are covered over

whenever they are not actually in use,

workmen and others who may have oc-

casion to go near them are in danger.

Stout wooden covers, with the edges on

the upper side beveled, are e.xcellent safe-

guards, and when they must be left off

to admit light and air, strong wire-mesh
guards may be used instead of solid

wooden ones. As workmen are prone to

remove covers of this kind, and leave

them off, it should be the duty of some
one specified man to see that a sufficient

number of proper covers are provided,

and that they are kept in plance.

The influence of poor illumination on

the accident rate in shipbuilding has

been very marked in the past, but there

is evidence that lighting conditions are

being rapidly improved. Formerly 'i

ship under construction, having no self-

contained lighting>plant, usually depend-_

ed on gasoline torches or oil lamps; and
this condition still exists in many sailing

vessels and in some steamships. Explo-

sions and fires, with resultant burns,*

were frequent occurrences. In additioii,

parts of the ship that were not much
frequented were left in total darkness,

while other parts were not lighted well

1K;. 1 UKI.I. tONsIl;!! IKIi VIAI.N AITKw/M li, WHU'H I.S A
PERMANENT STRUCTURE. fllVING DIKKCT ACCESS TO

THE UPPER DECK OK A .'^IIIP ON THE STOCKS.

enough to permit a maximum of effici-

ency and safety in the work. Of late

years, the extension of lines for the

transmission of electrical energy, and
the installation of power-houses at the

shipyards themselves, have made avail-

able a very flexible source of power and

light. It is a simple matter to string

wires to any part of the ship and to use
the particular size and type of lighting-

unit best suited for the space to be il-

luminated. Particuly attention should
be given to the lighting of the approaches
to the ship, where large-sized lighting-

units, suspended well above the ground,
are desirable.

Passing Hot Rivets

Each year shows a number of serious
and fatal accidents to boys of from fif-

teen to eighteen years of age. While
serving their apprenticeships the boys
are at first employed as rivet-heaters,

rivet-catchers, and markers, and in per-
forming work of this nature they are
often stationed at high elevations and in

dangerous and exposed parts of the ship.

The boy who heats the rivets throws
them to another at some distance, who
catches them in a keg or bucket and
quickly places them in the holes for the
riveter to drive. Speed is essential in

order that the rivets may be as hot as

possible when they reach the holes. It

is evident that the ability of the rivet-

heater to throw the rivet accurately has
an important bearing on the safety of

the rivet-catcher as well as upon that of

other employees at work below. If the
rivet-heater's aim is poor, the catcher
must either reach out at the risk of los-

ing his balance, or else allow the rivet

to pass on with the chance of striking

someone below. None except mature men
should be assigned to this work; and
those at work directly beneath the rivet-

catcher should be protected by hanging
a substantial, close-

, . meshed wire-net-

ting under the
working area, and
moving this netting

as the work pro-

gresses.

Accidents From
Falling Objects
Accidents from

falling objects are

of frequent occurr-

ence i.n shipbuild-

ing. Planks, bolts,

hammers, wrenches,
driftpins, and vari-

ous other tools and
materials, are often

displaced or aci-

(Icntally dropped by
workmen, and the

vibration resulting

from the incessant

hammering and
riveting also con-

tributes to the gen-
eral downfall, to the

constant peril of

workmen stationed

below. Accidents of

this nature can be
'greatly reduced by

strapping or bolting the platform planks
of the staging, as already recommended,
and by jiroviding all staging i)latforms
and all shelves and other storage places
with effective toe-boards or side-boards.
Substantial overhead shields should bo
erected J'or the protection of all men

who are stationed where they might be
injured by the fall of objects from work-
places at a higher level, and like pro-
tection should be erected over all pas-
sageways or gangways where a similar
hazard exists. The spaces between the
staging platforms and the hull of the
ship should also be bridged over, as far
as practicable, with wire-mesh guards
supported on pins thrust through holes
in the bearer-bars of the staging, or in

some other effective way. These can
be made in sections, and used over and
over.

Approach Gangways and Runways
The main gangways or runways, lead-

ing from the ground to the interior of
the ship or to the staging platforms,
should be well constructed and of am-
ple proportions. They should be pro-
perly railed, and provided with suitable

landings at the top. When ever there
is any likelihood of material falling from
them, they should also have toe-boards
at both edges. A ramp or runway hav-
ing a gradual rise, and provided with
substantial hand-rails on each side and
with cleats to prevent slipping, increases
the efficiency and the safety of the men.
It seems hardly necessary to point but
the importance of promptly removing ice

and snow from all runways and plat-

forms, and from all parts of the ship.

Further protection should be provided by
the liberal application of sand or ashes.

When the staging is dismantled, the
various parts of it should be lowered to
the ground by means of ropes, instead of
being thrown down. If the material is

thrown down there is always the chance
of some one inadvertently getting in the
way of a falling plank, or some one at
a supposedly safe distance being hit by
pieces that take unusual rebounds. With
careful lowering, the timber is also far
less likely to be broken or otherwise
damaged.

Some shipyards do overhauling and re-

pairing, as well as new work; and al-

though the hazards in yards of this kind

are similar, in the main, to those that

exist in yards that do construction work
only, there may be certain minor differ-

ences. A ship is not .earning dividends

while she is in the repair dock, and for

that reason her owners usually insist

that she be placed in commission again
at the earliest date possible. This means
that the repair men must plan in every
way to save time, and a limitation of
this kind often introduces new dangers.

Pain( Work Hazards

For example, painting the interior of

the ship with standard, oil-mixed paints

necessitates considerable delay for dry-

ing, both between coats and after the
finish has been applied; and in order to

eliminate this delay it is customary to

use quick-drying p;iints, containing high-

ly inflammable subsUinces, such as ben-
zine, benzol, or alcohol. Paints of this

nature hasten the work, without doubt;

but the use of them is attended by the

risk of explosions and fires, and the.v

may also produce injurious effects on

the workmen. When paints containing

volatile constituents that are inflam-

mable or toxic are used in confined placi's
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no open lights should be permitted, and
smoking or the use of matches for any
purpose whatever should never be al-

lowed, on pain of immediate dismissal.

The men should also have frequent per-

iods of rest in the open air, and foremen
should inspect all confined workplaces at

least once every half hour, while the
work is going on.

Goo'd ventilation is highly important
wherever paints such as we have des-

cribed are being used, and if the quar-
ters in which the men have to work can-

not be ventilated easily and effectively by
natural draft or by fans, a plentiful sup-

ply of fresh air should be introduced
by means of a centrifugal pump and one
or more lines of large canvas hose. The
air should be delivered, in such cases, at

the innermost part of the space, so that

the objectionable vapors will be removed
as thorou.ghly as possible. If the work
is being done in a pit-like or well-like

space, each workman should also wear
a belt with a stout life-line running up
to the entrance to the workplace, and
two men should be stationed above, to

draw the workman up to safety in case

they become overpowered, or show signs

of drowsiness or of unnatural exhilara-

tion. In some cases it will also be ad-

visable to provide the workmen with
special respirators, supplied with fresh

air by a pump.

First Aid Installation

In view of the large number of minor
injuries about a shipbuilding plant, it

is highly important to provide a first-

aid room, or a hospital. Bruises, slivers^,

and cuts are not necessarily dangerous
if they receive proper attention at once,

but the average man will seldom quit

work in order to attend to a slight in-

jury, unless he can be treated immedi-
ately, so that he can return to his work
without much delay. Even though he
knows of hundreds of cases of blood poi-

soning due to the neglect of seemingly
insignificant wounds, he will "take a

chance" rather than go to his home, or

to the office of his family physician, for

the treatment of a minor injury; but he
can have no logical objection to receiv-

ing proper treatment by a competent
person at the yard. The facilities at

hand should be sufficient to render first-

aid in the case of serious injuries also,

because proper treatment of this kind

has a large influence on the ultimate re-

covery of a badly-injured man. It is im-

portant, however, to see that all first-

aid work is done by a fully qualified

person. Otherwise a great deal of harm
may result.

In the shipbuilding industry there aro

quite a number of cases of lead poison-

ing every year. The exposure is usu-
ally incurred while sandpapering paint-

ed surfaces or removing old lead waste
(sometimes in confined spaces such as

tanks, or between double bottoms or in

bilges), or from breathing the fume.^

that are produced when red-hot rivets are

placed in holes lined with red lead. Ex-
haust ventilating systems and a sparing
use of lead paints tend to reduce this

hazard.
Educational safety work is specially

important in the shipbuilding industry
which is admittedly a dangerous one.
Moreover, the operations that must be
performed are of such a nature that it

is hard to provide mechanical safeguards
that will afford a protection comparable
with that which may be had in many
other similarly hazardous employments.
Hence it is doubly important to study and
promote safe methods of doing the work,
and to instil the principle of personal
caution into every employee about the
yard. If the men can be brought to look
at the safety question from the right
point of view, and good "team work"
can be secured, the accident rate will

certainly fall off to a remarkable extent.

©
HELIGOLAND

THE little island of Heligoland rises
abrupely out of the North Sea some
thirty-four miles northwest of Cuxhaven.
The Germans, since the cession of the
island to Germany by the United King-
dom in 1892, have spent vast sums of
money on it, in the effort to make it an
efl'ective naval base. They have built r\

sea wall of steel, granite, and concrete,
twenty-five feet high, all around it; they
have constructed a harbor for submarines
at great expense; they have honeycombed
the rock of its mighty cliffs, two hundred
feet high, with galleries; in fact, they
have done everything that could be done
to transform the island into a "bristling
fortress." What they have done, however,
is as nothing as compared with what
they have been credited with doing, by
those who, with a sorry knowledge of the
facts, insist on regarding Heligoland as
little less than the key to the naval and
military strength of Germany. Germany
has, of course, done much to the island
since the outbreak of the war, but how
much is a question which could never,
probably, be answered to everybody's
satisfaction, because nobody, except the
German authorities, knows.
The Heligoland of the days before the

war was open enough for anybody to

see. Many visitors in the summer months
of each year were wont to seek out its

shelving- beach of white sand, and in-

dulge in sea bathing, in climbing the
high red cliffs and in walking about on
the green Oberland. And the first thing
that struck the new visitor must surely
have been the smallness of the place, a
little triangular piece of land just a mile
long and barely a third of a mile across,
only one-fifth of a square mile in all.

Centuries ago, Heligoland was at least

five times its present size, and a place of

no small importance. Like so many is-

lands, it had a peculiar attraction for the
people of the surrounding mainlands.
They stood in awe of it, and mythology
early claimed it for its own. Here the
Forseti, the god of justice, had a tem-
ple, and had also, according to another
tradition, the goddess Hetha, a special

object of veneration among the Angles
of the mainland. Later on it was the

realm of the pagan king. Radbod, and it

was hither that St. Willibrod came, in

the Seventh Century, preaching Chris-

tianity. But all the while the ownership

of Heligoland was in dispute. Sea rover
fought sea rover for possession of the is-

land, until at last it became a fief of
the dukes of Schleswig-Holstein. Even
then, however, it had little rest, for when
ever the dukes of Schleswig-Holstein
found themselves in need of ready money
they had a way of hypothecating Heli-
goland for loans advanced by the free
city of Hamburg. Ceded to England in

1814, the island was, as already noted,
transferred to Germany in 1892, and the
Heligolanders did not welcome the
change. They are not, as one writer
clearly points out, Germans in any mod-
ern sense; neither have they, by race nor
language, any affinity with the Dutch
Frieslander. They are, indeed, general-
ly supposed to be survivals of the Sax-
ons who remained behind when Hengist
and Horsa and his followers set sail for
England. But whoever they are, they
are no longer, if one may be forgiven
the paradox, for according to all reports,
the civil population of the island was re-
moved within forty-eight hours of the
outbreak of the war.

©
LACHINE CANAL TRAFFIC DURING

MAY
THE shipping through the Lachine
Canal in the month of May, shows
marked decreases in almost every fea-
ture as compared with the coiTespond-
ing month of last year. Grain shows
a decrease of 1,358,161 bushels, eggs of
2,040 cases — almost fifty per cent.,

cheese of 5,801 boxes, and coal of 27,330
tons. Butter alone shows an increase.
The total tonnage operated was 452,407
as compared with 523,999 last year, and
the number of trips through the canal
decreased from 968 to 936.

The total for each of the different

grains shipped through the canal during
the month in bushels is as follows:

—

1916. 1917.

Wheat . . 1,865,468 1,256,295
Corn 185,340 178,071

Oats 1,298,615 1,026,500
Barley 487,206 197,200

Rye 132,000
Flaxseed 99,598 52,000

Totals 4,068,227 2,710,066

The decrease in produce was equally
marked

, with the exception of butter,
which increased from 30*8 packages to

431. Eggs decreased from 4,186 to 2,146,

and cheese from 18,649 to 12,848. Coal
also showed a decrease, the total for
May, 1917, being 218,512 tons, as com-
pared with 245,842 for May, 1916.

The trips through the canal during
the past month were 936, a decrease of

32, as compared with the same month
of last year; the tonnage operated was
452,407, a decrease of 71,592 tons, and
the cargo tonnage was 377,003, a de-

crease of 29,165 tons. The passengers
through the canal, however, increased
from 1,436 to 1,826. The number of

light trips through the canal was 40

1

in 1916 and 383 in 1917.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of articles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as
"spokes in the wheels" of our metal-working establishments.

WALTER LAMBERT
EVENTS of the last few months

have emphasized in no uncertain
manner the extent to which Bri-

tain is dependent on her mercantile

marine in the matter of maintaining a

full larder in the "Tight Little Island."

Present and prospective developments
in the art of shipbuilding loom up with

impending greatness, and the vital nec-

essity of the present crisis imparts

thereby a more than usual interest to

the personality of the men behind the

ships.

Walter Lambert, A.M.LN.A. is a

representative specimen of that type of

Britisher whose availability at the

psychological moment has, on frequent

occasion in times gone past, served to

maintain the supremacy of the British

Empire, be the location north, south,

east or west. A brief resume of our

"Spoke's" career will serve to convince

the reader that, no matter where the

"Outpost of Empire," when necessit.v

calls, a Son of Albion will be ready,

possessed of the rec|uisite scientific and
practical training to "carry on."

Of English birth and parentage—he
was born in Warwick, England, Jan. .Tl,

1884—Mr. Lambert would seem to have
inherited those characteristics which
prompt one to record that in this case

a naval architect was born as well as

made. Son of a father—an artist—and
grandson of the owner of the first

screw-propelled steamship on the river

Tyne, Walter Lambci't may well have
felt an inner impulse in adopting his

present vocation.

After receiving his boyhood educa-
tion in government High School, Lon-
don, he attended the We.st Ham Techni-
cal Institute, taking special engineering
subjects, preparatory to the adoption of

his present profession. In this connec-
tion, it should be remarked that he
earned the 1st class certificate for the

advanced Stage of Naval Architecture
in accordance with the South Kensing-
ton regulations.

At the age of fifteen he commenced
his apprentice.ship in the drafting-room

of the Thames Iron Works, London, well

known in the past as builders of battle-

ships and among- his experiences during
the three years he spent here was that
of attending the launch of the British
battleship H.M.S. Albion by the present
Queen, then Duchess of York. On this

occasion the usually enjoyable and con-

W.M.TKR LAMRERf.

gratulatory features of the event were
utterly destroyed by the tragic drown-
ing of thirty visitors due to a section of

the staging being washed down by the

backwash from the ship as it entered the

vater. The remaining two years of his

apprenticeship were served with the

Lon'londerry Shipbuilding & Engineer-
ing Co., at Londonderry in the North of

Ireland, the miscellaneous mercantile

types of vessels turned out at this yard
proving a valuable complement to the

more dignified and stereotyped war ves-

sel work previously engaged in.

But, of making many ships, like mak-
ing many books, there is no end and.
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applying tlje prophet's dictum to his
own work, our "Spoke," on the termin-
ation of his apprenticeship, proceeded a-
field to satisfy his broadening vision and
acquire that knowledge which cometh
from experience. After two years spent
as a junior draftsman with Armstrong
Whitworth & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne on
construction of light cruisers and fast
scouts for the British and foreign
navies, Mr. Lambert joined the staff of
John I. Thornycroft & Co., at London
and later at Southampton and for eight
years was engaged on the design of
torpedo boats, destroyers, submarines,
motor boats, shallow draft vessels etc.,

the successful specialisation in which
has earned such a world wide reputa-
tion for that firm. Mr. Lambert became
acting chief of design and foreign con-
struction drafting-room before sever-
ing his connection with them to take up
the management of the Canadian busi-
ness of John Reid & Co., Naval Archi-
tects & Marine Engineers, Montreal and
New York. Mr. Lambert recently com-
pleted four years in their service which
he terminated in order to commence
business on his own account. During his
association with Messrs. Reid there was
carried out the design and constructional
supervision of two lake steamers, two
dredges, one train fei-ry, one self-pro-
pelling grain elevator, half a dozen tugs
and a similar number of hopper scows
all of steel construction; four wooden
steamers were also completed.

While nonpartisan in political and
municipal affairs, Mr. Lambert has de-
cided views on the present state of
world affairs. He is a member of the
•5th Royal Highlanders of Canada, and
even as this is written, oflicial recogni-
tion of the value of his abilit.v is af-
forded in the announcement of his ap-
pointment as Superintendent of Con-
struction to the Director of Steel Ship-
building, Imperial Munitions Board.

In addition to the professional accom-
plishments indicated by the foregoing
.Mr. Lambert holds the position of sur-

veyor to Bureau Veritas and is also

Canadian representative of Fleming &
Ferguson, Dredge Engineers of Paisley,

Scotland. His social activities include

membership:—Institute of Naval Archi-
tects, Great Britain; Canadian Fisheries
-Association, and Hudson Yacht Club. He
is married and resides in Montreal dui'-

ing' winter, while summer finds him
either at Hudson, P.Q., or Lake of Two
Mountains, where his favorite pastime
of boat-sailing and water sports gen-
erally can be fully gratified.

As would be expected, our "Spoke"
has positive opinions on all questions

pertaining to Canadian shipbuilding, and
has great faith in the future of the in-

dustry, provided it receives judicious en-

couragement from the Government along
with proper financial backing from those

engaged therein. The future personnel '

of the industry must also receive wise
training as well as encouragement, and,

in this matter of training the future

generation, Mr. Lambert believes thit

a decision ought to be made for a boy
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before he is fully competent or sufficient-

ly experienced to form his own opinion.

"After a boy is 12 years old his educa-

tion should be suited to his intended line

of business, especially if engineering pro-

fessions are concerned because this age

is the most valuable for the acquiring of

new knowledge. I believe it would pay
shipbuilding firms to take the greatest

possible interest in their apprentices,

allocating part of their time to purely

scholastic and technical instruction. The

example of Canadian Vickers is well

worth emulating and enlarging upon in

this connection,—they hold classes every

winter, taking up naval architecture as

a science under the direction of their

naval architect.

The study of all technical journals

bearing upon their business is of great-

est importance to mechanics, young and

old. Personally, I get through a dozen

per month and though at times they pile

up because of pressure of work, I re-

gard the close study of modern develop-

ments made available by these journals

as most essential to successful work."

©
CANAD.\'S SHIPBUILDING PROS-

PERITY

IN the House of Commons, Ottawa, on

June 1, the estimates for the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries were up

for discussion, a circumstance which

gave the Hon. Wm. Pugsley opportunity

to bring foi-ward his favorite theme of

encouragement of wood shipbuilding

construction in Canada and the Hon.

J. B. Hazen, Minister of Marine and

Fisheries to outline quite fully in reply

what was at present being done both as

regards wood and steel construction. The

debate lasted for a whole afternoon.

The main point of Mr. Pugsley's con-

tention was that the Government instead

of spending money on highways should

devote its energies toward aiding the

building of smaller wooden vessels in

Canada so as to help the coastal and in-

land water borne traffic which he said

was suffering greatly by reason of lack

of shipbuilding.

Hon. Mr. Hazen replied that the grant-

ing of contracts for 2,500 ton wooden

ships only was a matter entirely within

the control of the Imperial Munitions

Board, which was acting under explicit

instructions from the British shipping

Controller. The Minister explained that

he had brought the matter to the at-

tention of the shipping controller and

had suggested that smaller vessels might
be ordered. He had received no answer
to that communication yet.

In reference to demand for Govern-
ment ship construction, Mr. Hazen point-

ed out that in the Maritime Provinces 48

wooden vessels were under construction.

It was evident from the activity in the

shipbuilding industry and from the fact

that ships were sold at a good profit

that there was no need for bonusing the
construction of wooden ships in Canada
at the present time.

"The question of building ships by
the Government to be run in connection
with Canadian railways is an important
one and one to which consideration is

being given," said Mr. Hazen, pointing
out the necessity for moving carefully in

view of the large expenditure that would
be necessary and the difficulty of financ-

ing such an undertaking at the present
time. So long as the profits were suffic-

ient to encourage private enterprise the

Government would not be justified in

entering into competition.

E. M. MacDonald, Pictou, considered
the Minister's statement unsatisfactory.

.\pparently the Govei-nment was content
to rest upon what the British authorities

were doing, instead of encouraging the

building of ships for the Canadian coast-

al trade. The ships being built for Bri-

tain, he pointed out, would not supply
the need for Canadian coastal vessels.

Hon. Mr. Pugsley insisted that the
building of wooden ships was of primary
importance to Canada and declared it

was a mistake in view of this for the

Government to propose spending $10,-

000,000 on highways. He read a letter

fi'om W. L. Gear, director of steel ship-

building, stating that the Munitions
Board had been authorized to build a

certain number of wooden ships of ap-

proximately 2,500 tons each, 250 feet

long and 40 feet beam. With regard to

construction in eastern Canada, the es-

sential point would be to satisfy the

Board that suitable lumber could be se-

cured, as they could not rely on getting

this lumber from British Columbia, ow-
ing to freights and its use in shipbuild-

ing there.

In view of this, Hon. Mr. Pugsley
argued that as the Government control-

led a Transcontinental railway they

should utilize it for bringing suitable

lumber from Prince Rupert to points in

the east where ships of 500 tons and up-
ward could be built.

Hon. Chai-les Marcil said there was a

time when the mother province of Que-
bec shared with the glories of the Mari-
time Provinces in shipbuilding. All that

had been said regarding conditions in

the Maritime Provinces applied ten times

more forcible to the St. Lawrence with
its immense traffic and the greatest port

of Canada. He painted a gloomy picture

of shipbuilding in Canada, declaring
that there was an increasing shortage of

tonnage everywhere, both on the ocean
routes and on the inland waters. He,
therefore, strongly argued that no time
be lost by the Government in aiding ship-

building so as to assist the carrying
trade of the St. Lawerence and the Great
Lakes.

Hon. Mr. Hazen replied that he hoped
Mr. Marcil was generally better inform-
ed than he was on the question of ship-

building. He produced figures showing
that six large steamers were being built

at the Vickers' Works, at Montreal, of

seven thousand tons each, another ves-

sel of 2,300 tons and several other ves-

sels of lesser tonnage, while today 2,000

men were busily employed there. He al-

so showed that a large amount of ship-

building was being done by the Davies'
plant at Levis, by private companies at

Sorel, and that a company on the Isle of
Orleans was building four wooden ships
running from 1,500 to 2,000 tons each.

The Minister said he had been informed
by Mr. Norcross that a large quantity of

British Columbia timber was being used
in these vessels, a total of nearly a dozen
being built at various points on the St.-

Lawrence.

Hon. Mr. Hazen then instanced a num-
ber of points in the Maritime Provinces
where vessels were being built, while at
Port Arthur five of 3,400 tons were being
built, several large vessels at Colling-

wood, eight large steamers at the Poison
Iron Works at Toronto, and a number of

others at various points on the Great
Lakes and other parts of. Canada. The
net result, he said, was to show that far

from Hon. Mr. Marcil's contention being
correct there was a very great activity in

shipbuilding in Canada.

As to wooden vessels, Hon. Mr. Hazen
said the British Government had issued

an order excluding sailing vessels from
the war zone, owing to their inability to

escape from submarines, but this might
not apply to vessels using auxiliary

power.
©

U. S. S. CORPORATION TO BUILD
CANAL BARGES

FOR the present the United States Steel

Corporation is considering building noth-

ing but steel boats, 12 feet depth, that

will go through the barge canal. It was
for a site for a plant for such construc-

tion that the corporation purchased
through Joseph P. Day from the Newark
Factory Sites, Inc., the half mile fron-

tage on the Hackensack River adjoining

the Newark branch of the Jersey Central

Railroad. The tract embraces about six-

ty-two acres, running back 1,400 feet to

Hackenseck avenue. Adjoining this pror

perty is another tract of eighty-eight

acres, which E. H. Gary is considering

purchasing, and if later on the Steel

Corporation decides to go into the busi-

ness of building larger vessels this pro-

perty will be taken over and improved.

It is understood that Chairman Gary,

James A. Farrell, president of the Steel

Corporation, and August Ziesing, presi-

dent of the American Bridge Co., picked

out the Hackensack River site after hav-

ing made an e.xhaustive study as to rail-

road facilities, labor market, and depth

of! channel of all the tidewater pro

perty around New York. An im-

portant factor was the width of the river

at the point chosen. The property is ri^t
in the centre of the Newark meadows
and was partly filled when the Hacken-

sack river was deepened recently.

The tract is midway between Jersey

City and Newark and fronts about 1,200 I

feet on the Lincoln Highway. On one i

side is land recently taken by the Gov-

ernment for a wooden ship plant, and

almost adjoining is the site of the Ford

Motor Company's new $10,000,000 plant.

The labor required to operate these new
industries will roll up into the tens of

thousands.
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SPECIAL WAVE AND GROOVE
MACHIMO
By J. H. R.

ONE of the details in connection

with the manufacture of shells

has called for considerable in-

genuity on the part of plant executives,

and that has resulted in the design and
construction of numerous devices for its

accomplishment, has been the opera-

tion of waving the ribs and undercut-

ting the sides of the groove into which

the copper rifling band is pressed.

Owing to the firing duties that are im-

posed upon this important portion of

the shell, strict adherence to dimensions

and specifications are essential for the

accurate fulfilment of the desired con-

ditions. The two principal character-

istics of the copper band groove are

the staggered position of the ribs and

the dove-tailed sides of the groove; the

former to prevent the band turning and

the latter to retain it in position when
the shell is being discharged from the

gun. The failure of either of the con-

ditions will destroy the predetermined

flight of the projectile, and may often

result in destruction where not intended.

With a certain objective in view it

may seem surprising that the actual ac-

complishment of the machining opera-

tion -should be obtained in such a vari-

ety of ways, but when it is realized that

many of these attachments were design-

ed and constructed without outside aid,

being based on previous individual ex-

perience and available plant resources,

it is not remarkable to see so many
different details in the operating

mechanism of these fixtures. The cut

herewith illustrates a special machine

designed and constructed by the Inger-

soll-Rand Co. of Sherbrooke, for machin-

ing the copper band groove on 8 inch

I
o

FIG. 1.

shell. With the groove rougned out at

a previous operation, the shell is held

firmly on a special expanding arbor, the

nose end being supported by the tail

center. The lathe is provided with two
saddles; the forward one, which carries

the front and rear tool slides being

permanently set in the desired position,

the inward motion of the cutting tools

being obtained by the cam bars secured

to the traverse saddle. The undercut-

ting tools are supported in slides at the

rear of the fixed saddle; these slides be-

ing set at the desired angle for under-

cutting, and located at as ufficient dis-

tance apart to prevent the slide from
interfering when operating.

The special feature of this machine is

however, the arrangement provided to

oscillate the waving tool slide in a par-

allel direction to that of the lathe sindle

or shell axis. This movement is ob-

tained by means of a triple thread of V*

inch pitch, giving a lead in one revolu-

tion of % inch. Fitted to the head end

of this screw is a .short lever which h
connected to a crank by means of a

short link, the crank being attached to

the end of a shaft which is rev,>lved by

means of suitable gearing to give the

desired number of oscillations per shell

revolution. The operation of this link

motion causes the waving slide screw
to oscillate through an angle of 60 de-

grees, which with a screw of % inch

lead, gives a side movement of ^s inch.

The development of the wave is slightly

diff'erent than that obtained by the face-

plate cam method, but the variation is

so slight that the holding power of the

wave is not effected.

SPECIAI- WAVK AND OROOVE MACHINE.

FIG. 2.

PRE.SS TOOLS FOR METAL CLIPS
By W. G.

THE accompanying drawings show a

set of press tools which were gotten out

for producing a limited number of the

sheet metal clip shown in Fig. 1. Sim-

plicity was aimed at throughout, con-

sistent with satisfactory results.

Piercing and cutting off the blank

strip is performed by the punch and die

shown in plan and elevation in Fig. 2.

Die A is a rectangular block of tool steel

in one end of which a slot A' is formed

to act as a guide for cutting-off punch

B. Guide plates C for the back of this

punch are necessary to prevent it spring-

ing away from the edge of the die. and

pulling piercing punch D out of align-

ment. Both punches are riveted in place

in punch plate E, which is threaded to

the .shank as .shown.

A stop plate F is carried by a couple

of studs which aLso hold guide plates C
in position. Stripping plate G is of mild

steel with a groove G' on its underside

for guiding the blank strip, the groove

bring amply deep to allow for uneven-

ness in the strip.
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Bending

Elevation and plan of bending opera-
tion are shown in Fig. ", the die J be-

ing of case-hardened mild steel with a

groove J' on its upper face for locating

°:
/' p

FIG. 3.

the flat strip which is centered by pins

K. Punch L is also case-hai'dened, and
has its end faces cut back past the ver-

tical in order to produce a slight "set"
on the work which assists the final or

curling operation.

Curling

In Fig 4 are shown the curling dies.

Lower die M has guide plates N on
each side for holding plugs O in posi-

tion. These plugs are inserted after the
work is laid in position and are with-

drawn to permit removal of the finished

article. The ends of upper die P are ex-

tended to insure ample backing for the

parts which come in contact with the

work first; it is also made somewhat
wider than the work so that the space
between plates N will permit easy re-

moval of the work.

©
BOKING AND REAMING LINE HOLES

By J. Wright.
IN boring line holes in lathe heads
frames, engine beds, etc., the ordinary
type of broached bar is used, and for
the reaming operation either shank or

shell-reamers are employed. The bar i.-i

placed on centres in a boring mill through
the cored holes in the work, which i*

strapped to a carriage. The common type
of cutters used are the sin,gle end square
cutter, Fig. 1, fitting the broach in the
bar, and the double end flat cutter, Fig.

2, both being held in position by a driver
taper key. Two sets of cutters are re-

quired for the roughing and finishing'

cut.

The objection to the single end cutter
is that it springs the bar out of truth,

cutting as it does only on one side, it being
left to the finishing cut and reamer to

bring the holes again into alignment.
Where two or more holes, supposed to be
in line, are bored, it is impossible to

make them line with this type of cutter,

hence the introduction of the double-end-
ed cutter to overcome this difficulty.

These cutters, with few exceptions, work
to better advanta,ge. There is no clear-

ance on the faces as on a single end cut-

ter, and for this reason they have to be
ground oftener and are soon worn out.

They also require a fine feed as the cut-

ting edges break easily, which makes
them expensive wherever used. Driving
the taper key in and out is another bad
feature, as it springs the bar and upsets
the centres.

little grinding and will not break. This
latter fact is not to be overlooked* for

the reason that it will stand a much
coarser feed in the roughing cut without
breaking than can be taken with any
other cutter. The cutters are made from
drill-rod and since they are so cheap sev-

eral should be kept on hand.
When they become worn down with a

few grindings they should be thrown
away and replaced with new ones. For
holes less than two inches in diameter
the cutters should be .5 16 inch in dia-

meter. The lengths are turned the de-

sired diameters and then backed off as A
Fig. 4; the angles, BC, Fig. 4, are then
milled for proper clearance. Two sets

should be used for roughing and finish-

ing. A %-inch headless screw is suffi-

cient for holding the cutters in position.

The spotting D, Fig. 4, in the cutter for

the point of the screw should have a 1 ib-

eral depth. The cutter should not be
driven in the bar, but should be made
free enou.gh to move in and out by hand.

A slight improvement in the reaming
operation has also been made. After the

holes have been roughed out and the fin-

ishing cut taken they are ready to be
reamed. This is usually done by placing

a shell reamer on a shank and feeding

it through the work by hand. The ream-
ers are held to the shank by pins about

^ inch diameter that fit into the groove
E. Fig. 5, on the end of the reamer. The
pins are driven into the shank to pre-

vent them from falling out. In order to

get the reamers on the shank where dif-

ferent size holes are to be i-eamed, the

pins must be removed. Constant driving

with a drift and hammer renders the

shank out of true, so that an accurate

boring operation is sometimes spoilt by
the reaming. To overcome this fault, a

pin H, Fig. 6, is made so that it can be
moved in and out by hand. Wire twice

the diameter of that required in the first

construction is used. The ends are milled
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J)ETAILS OF BORING AND REAMING TOOLS.

FIG. 4.

Fig. 4 shows a new type of cutter,

which as yet is little known. The small

cost in making it is sufficient reason for

its use, including the bar. Fig. 3, which
requires only a round hole, also a tapped
hole for headless screw to hold the cut-

ter in position. The bar now used must
be drilled and broached to fit both cut-

ter and key. This type of cutter can
be used on any class of boring in any
metal, steel, cast iron, etc. It requires

5 degrees tapering and the groove in the

reamer also. Figs. 6 and 7, so that the

reamer when tapped lightly with a piece

of babbitt against the pin will fit snugly
in the tapered slot, holding both securely

on the shank.
This method of manipulating the rea-

mer, together with the improved boring
tool is a step in advance over all other

methods now employed in boring and i

reaming holes.
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The **Howden" Sectional Type, Water-Tube Steam Boiler

By C. T. D.

n lih /III ill rili)j)iiiiiit iij ail iiiliii.sirr xlii phii ilil i ii(j and marine engineering activifi/,

thne //"* rcsiiltvil lioth a feiidenci/ ami iiecesKiti/ to deviate from the beaten path in the
matter of dcxiija and conxtractional detail of a iriniilxu- of the prime essentials entering into

one or other, nr Imth of the twin industries. Tin- areompani/lng article features a type of
watcr-fiilii- lioilrr noir hrinij made iv Canada, siiitalih' for either land or marine installation,
lint ii'liieh III!.-' hitherto tiijured hat little, if anij. ".v 'i fii-etnriii her steam engineering practice.

THE "Howflen" boiler as we find

it to-day is a development of one
designed in January 1861 by the

late James Howden, of "forced draught"
fame, and who in his lifetime was
chairman of both James Howden & Co.,

marine machinery builders, and of the

Howden Boiler Co., Govan, Scotland.

As the date when the first Howden boil-

er was constructed occurred at a stage

of marine engineering during which the

thereafter, it will doubtless be interest-

ing after an interval of some 56 years
to chronicle the circumstances which
initiated and led up to the present de-

sign.

In 1861, the usual steam pressures
for marine boilers were from 20 to 25
pounds per sq. inch, beyond which it was
not considered safe to operate with a

salt water feed supply. Shortly before
this period, however, several attempt.s

of the use of high pressure steam
through compound engines and the use
of fresh feed water, was the chairman
of the Howden Boiler Co., who in 1859
contracted with the "Anchor Line"
Steamship Co., to equip one of their

Mediterranean fruit steamers with his

then recently patented compound sur-

face condensing engines and boilers to

work with steam at 100 pounds per sq.

inch. This steamer built bv Alexr.

v!wv.'-v : :-v.,' ....'v..-,.y.Vx^|!

tjiMMiruot^^t jxcrrajv

^r^r'^r ime^^t ' tA '

'»"' ."^ *.i.»^

• tm^-rt.*,.^^ *- -.* m^^A.. w/t.«

-<* J . /rr,f.

use of high pressure steam for marine had been made to

purposes took a sudden leap upwards, sures of 100 pou
anticipating a progress which was not steamships with c

generally reached until fully 20 years densing engines.

THREE ELEMENT "HOWDEN" MARINE TVTE WATER TUBE
BOILER NOW BEING M.\DE IN CANADA.

Stephen & Sons, on the upper reaches

of the Clyde, began to run in 1860, be-

ing successful and economical, running

voyage after voyage without requiring

overhaul or repair. Her boiler was as

far as known, the first high pressure

steam generator to operate successfully

at sea in ordinary traffic continuously

for a considerable period.

Another screw steamer ordered about

introduce steam pros-

nds per s(|. inch into

ompound surface con-

Among these pioneers
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the same time by J. H. P. Hutchison repair. Inaccessibility for cleaning and
for their trade between Glasgow and repair were drawbacks to the boilers

Bordeaux, and built by James R. Napier, and, with a view to giving greater con-

F. R. S., at Govan, had compound sur- venience in these respects, a new de-

where the several parts can be carried

by men or animals and put together

without skilled labor under the direc-

tion of one competent engineer. All

Howden boilers are designed to be

equally suitable for land or marine
services. As will be noted from the

illustrations, covering boilers now being

built by the Poison Iron Works, Toronto,

who are the licensees for Canada, the

individual units are simple in character,

there being the minimum of detail parts,

ORIGINAL DESIGN OF "HOWDEN" BOILER. JANUARY. 1861

face condensing engines, also boilers

using 100 pounds per sq. inch steam
pressure, installed. Owing to the then
design of the boiler, however, and the

effect of salt water from a leakv sur-

SIDE ELEVATION OF "HOWDEN" BOILER IN-
STALLATION AT BOROUGH OF BER-

» MONDSEY ELECTRIC LIGHT
STATION

face condenser, this vessel never ac-

complished a voyage to Bordeaux and
back without being laid up on account

of the boiler requiring overhaul and

sign was developed and gave satisfac-

tory operating results, notwithstanding
the fact that leaky surface condensers
were responsible for abnormal incrusta-

tion of salt on the interior boiler sur-

faces. The accessibility procured limit-

ed materially the heatijig surface, hence
rapid combustion, which progress in

steamship engineering necessarily en-

tailed, was more or less negatived. The
subsequent evolution of the cylindrical

multitubular boiler (Scotch), with its

simpler style, and greater heating sur-

face in same space occupied, evidenced
a more economical design, and being, in

addition, better fitted for the marine
service of that period, naturally took
pride of place, and still maintains a

strangle hold.

The present Howden boiler combines
an evaporation from plate surfaces, as

in ordinary boilers, with the addition of

that from water tubes. It is now con-

structed under at least three patents

—

1908, 1910 and 1912, respectively, the

last mentioned including a desi.gn spe-

cially adapted for high speed steam
vessels, where lightness and small space
occupied are of vital importance, or, for

use on land in places difficult of access

J... \
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FRONT ELEVATION OF "HOWDEN" BOILER INSTALLATION AT BOROUGH OF BER-
MONDSEY ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION

METHOD OF STEPPING-IN NEW TUBES

The worst possible position for a leaky tube is

indicated. The intervening tubes are of course

cut out and the new one threaded into position

as shown. In consequence the holes are slightly

larger in diameter than they were originally after

expanding. This slackness allows the tubes to

to be stepped into the various positions. The
inner tubes require renewing at i-are intervals.

while the sections or elements are dup-

licates of each other. One boiler may
consist of one, two, three, four, or more
elements, all the details of which lend

themselves to repetition and duplicate

work, therefore all parts can be made
by special machinery to standard

gauges, ensuring accuracy of duplica-

tion and good workmanship. The How-
den boiler is adapted to work safely and

economically under the highest air pres-
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.•,ure of the Howden system of forced

draught, and at the highest steam
pressures now employed.

All parts of the boiler when working
are under an equal heat, that is, no one

^t;^^ rli'T'-

DETAIL OF TUBE FASTENING IN TUBE
PLATES

Tubes cutter and extractor should be used for
withdrawing tubes when possible, but if hand
chisel be used, great care ^must be taken so as
not to injure tube plates.

place is hotter or colder than another,

while, in rai.^ing steam from cold water,

all parts are brought under heat at the

same time. The design lends itself to

a rapid positive natural circulation with-

out piping or other adjuncts, also to

internal self-cleansing in the water
tubes and drums where the water is in

continual rapid movement over the sur-

faces exposed to the hot fire gases. In

the matter of accessibility, attention is

called to the fact that in a four element

boiler, by the removal of eight manhole
doors, the whole of the internal working-

parts of the boiler, that is, top and bot-

t FRONT ELEVATION OF "HOWDEN" BOILER INSTALLATION ON
BOARD SHIP.

tom drums and tubes, are at once open
for examination when necessary. The
fact that the tubes are short and
straight is a matter of much importance,

as they can all be examined in each ele-

ment in a few minutes.

For outside examina-

-t/ion, the side portable

doors can be quickly

opened or removed, also

the smokebox doors

;

and further, the com-
bustion chambers are

'accessible by manholes
from their underside,

from which the back and
tubes can be examined.

'Tubes can be removed
and replaced quickly,

the method of doing so

being illustrated, as also

the scheme of their fix-

ing in the drum tube-

plates.

In the fitting of How-
den boilers into steam-
ships, important savings
are effected. Vessels

which are to have cylin-

drical boilers installed

cannot be finished com-
pletely at the yai-d in

which they are built, as marked spaces in

decks and upper works above the boiler

rooms must be kept open, not only for
purpose of lowering heavy cylindrical

units into place by crane after launch-
ing, but the work must be finished in

such a way after the boilers are on
board that these decks and upper works
may be opened up again to remove the
boilers when they are worn out or dam-
aged, which always takes place after

a longer or shorter

period oi service, and
in order to refit the

vessel with new boil-

ers. In large high

power steamships,
the cost of opening
up and reclosing deck
work, etc., together
with that for crane
sei-vice, amounts to a
large sum. In the
case of the Howden
boiler, the several
parts can be put on
board by either the
shipyard derricks or
those of the vessel

herself, being after-

wards lowered to

place for erection,

through the stock-
hold latchways or
the funnel opening.

The Howden boil-

may be equipped
with chain grates oi

other m e c h a n i c al

stokers for land in-

stallations and may
be operated under
either forced or na-

tural draft, althougli

necessarily only with

the former can the highest econo-

my and power be obtained. The boiler

patents include a superheater of simple

and efficient design integral with the

structure of each generating unit, also

SIDE ELEV.\TION OF "HOWDEN" BOILER INSTALLATION ON
BOARD SHIP.

a feed heater or water back forming
part of the boiler evaporative surface,

which is specially suitable for naval in-

stallations where reduction of weight
and increase of tube surface and power
in a given space are of material im-

portance. When superheated steam is

not required, the superheater can be

immediately converted into ordinary
heating surface, and thereby increase

further the evaporative capacity of the

boiler. From the illustrations accom-

panying, no difficulty will be experienced

in grasping the detail features which

go to make up either individual or com-

bination units.

Test of No. 1 "Howden" Boiler

Heating Surface 3,125 sq. ft.

Grate Area .54 sq. ft.

Duration of Test 6 hours
Coal Burned (Bituminous

Scotch) 11.058 lbs.

Coal Burned per Hour
(average) 1,803 lbs.

Coal Burned per sq. ft.

Grate Z\.\ lbs.

Total A.sh and Clinker .. 1.120 lbs.

Ratio of Ash and Clinker

to Coal Fired 10 r;

Total Water Evaporated. .107,100 lbs.

Water Evaporated per Hour
(average) 17,850 lbs.

Watei- Evaporated per lb.

of Coal as fired under
192 lbs. pressure 9.68 lbs.

Watei' Evaporated per lb.

of Coal as fired from and
at 212 (legs. Fah 11.38 lbs.

Water Evaporated per lb.

of Combustible at 192

lbs. pressure above at-

mosphere 10.7 lbs.

Water Evaporated per lb.

of Combustible from and
at 212 degs. Fah 12.58 lbs.
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Steam Pressure .. .192 lbs. per sq. in.

Feed Temperature enter-
ing Boiler '(Water
Heated with Live
Steam from Boiler) . . 97 degs. Fah.

Temperature of Water in

Feed Tanks 59 degs. Fah.
Funnel Gas Tempera-

ture 473 degs. Fah.
Temperature of Gases

Entering Air Heater 545 degs. Fah.
Temperature of Air in

Reservoir 196 degs. Fah.
Atmospheric Tempera-

ture at Fan 72 degr. Fah.
Air Pressure at Fan ....2% inches
Air Pressure in Ashpit . . . .1 finches
Air Pressure in Furnaces .... ^2 inch

Moisture in Steam (by
Barrus Calorimeter About Ir^

Flue Gas Analysis, CO. 14.8 f-'

Flue Gas Analysis, CO." Nil.

Flue Gas Analysis 4r;

Funnel 3 ft.-8 in. in diameter, ,34 ft.

in height above uptake, and 50 ft. above
fire grate.

Steam was disposed of during the

trial by blowing off into the atmosphere.
Ashes were cleaned from ashpit forty
minutes preceding the start of the test,

and all observable clinker removed at

that time. The fires burned freely, very
little smoke being observed, and that

only when firing.

@
BALL BEARINGS IX THE WOOD-

WORKING INDUSTRY

TEN years ago ball bearing wood-
working machines were a luxury.
Very few were in use, because they

were not needed, but labor cost began tv
climb and with it the construction of
woodworking machinery underwent a
complete change. Manufacturers de-
manded more work; production had to be
increased to offset high expenses. This
meant that each machine had to work
at higher speed, and with heavier cuts.

Immediately there was trouble. Bronze
bearings which had been satisfactory,
showed unexpected weaknesses. Hot
boxes, burn-outs, and rapid wear were
the rule. Evidently it was necessary to
find some iype of bearing which would
stand up under heavy duty. After con-
siderable experimenting some manufact-
urers turned to ball bearings, and their
doing so marked the advent of ball bear-
ings in woodworking machinery. From
the very start they proved their ability
to stand up to the most exacting require-
ments. Aside from this, however, ball
bearings brought a host of advantages,
among which were better work, more
work, less power, less oil, cleanliness,
freedom from hot boxes, reduced fire

risks and lasting accuracy.
The advantages of ball bearings for

woodworking machinery are: Reliability
at high speeds; increased production;
improved quality; accuracy of bearing
detail; reduced maintenance; reduced
number of accidents; bearing troubles
minimised. A brief consideration of
these points will prove each advantage
clearlv.

Reliability at High Speeds

It is plain that ball bearings would
not be used if they were unreliable at
high speeds, because makers and users
demand speed. Ball bearings were tried

when bronze bearings failed. After ten
years of real service they are in use in

most types of woodworking machinery
and this is the proof of their reliability

at high speeds.

Increased Production

A knife rotating 8,000 r. p. m. makes
many more cuts a minute than a knife
rotating 5,000 r. p. m. This is one rea-
son why ball bearings increase produc-
tion—they allow higher speeds and more
cuts per minute. It has also been found
by practical experience that ball bear-
ings give a great reserve power to the
machine by reducing the power wasted
in friction, therefore, machines equip-
ped with ball bearings can take heavier
cuts. This is particularly noticeable in

such machines as planers and shapers.
A ball bearing shaper will easily take
cuts that are heavy enough to stall -a

bronze bearing shaper

Improved Quality of Work
Users soon found that the quality of

work done on ball bearing equipped
machines was better and more uni-
form than that done on plain
bearing machines. There are rea-
sons for this. First, ball bearings are
extremely accurate; a wheel, a cutter cy-
linder, or an arbor mounted in ball bear-
ings can be adjusted with a high degree
of accuracy. Second, ball bearings are
self-aligning; any bending of the shaft
is taken up by them. The bearing itself

is so constructed that, without any
special housing, it will compensate for
shafting that is out of line. It is also
practically impossible to bind a Ijall

bearing; the shaft runs freely in any
position. It is well to remember this, be-
cause no matter how much care is taken,
sudden loads and uneven pulls will cause
bending and deflection of shErfts. High
speed also improves quality because high
speed means more cuts per minute, re-
sulting in cleaner cut work.

Bearing Detail Accuracy

Ball bearings are made of high-grade
materials, heat-treated in the most
modern way and ground accurately to the
ten thousandth part of an inch. The ac-
curacy is lasting. Hardened steel balls
rolling on hardened steel races practical-
ly eliminate all wear. Ball bearings put
in woodworking machinery in 1907 are
running today and are still giving the
same care-free, reliable service, as when
new.

Reduced Maintenance

Due to their low friction, ball bearings
are very economical to use. The power
saved can be turned to other work and
the saving made will show up in actual
money. Ball bearings save oil. They
use very little, only a small fraction of

the oil used by plain bearings, the bear-
ing being so housed that it will hold
enough oil to last for months. Further-
more, the housing is oil-tight, so no
lubricant can be lost by leakage. An oil

tight housing also means a clean mach-
ine, a clean plant, protection from fire

risk due to oil soaked waste and "live'"

belts unspoiled by oil.

Belts on bair bearing equipped mach-
ines last much longer, because they do
not run high tension, and are free from
oil. Also, the machines start easily,

the bearings do not stick, and there is no
excessive tension when starting. All of
the above help materially to lengthen the
life of belts. If motors are equipped
with ball bearings, another big saving is

effected. The motors use little lubricant
and are largely free from many trouble?
that often tie up production. Ball bear-
ings are practically wearproof, so there
is no need of replacing worn bushings.
The danger of worn bearings allowing
the armature to touch the pole pieces is

in consequence entirely avoided.

Reduced Number of Accidents

Poorly adjusted bearings, play, hot
boxes, pools of oil—all are frequent
causes of accidents or fire, and all are
eliminated by ball bearing installation.

The parts are carried in correct adjust-
ment and the bearings themselves are
non-adjustable; no adjustment is neces-
sary. Play is the result of wear. Hot
boxes may be said to be unknown where
ball bearings are used. The bearing is

constantly bathed by oil, and since there
is no friction there is also no heat. Fires
from this source are therefore effectual-

ly prevented. Another source of fire is

oil-soaked waste. Sawdust or shavings
soaked with oil have been the start of

many fires. By using ball bearings,

housed perfectly oil-tight, this danger is

removed. Pools of oil that collect dirt

and leave slippery spots are a constant
source of danger.

Some of the advantages mentioned
here are more important than others,

also some of them are more marked in

one type of machine than another; but

no matter what the machine is, the ser-

vice and advantages gained by equip-

ping it with ball bearings are certain

and great. A prominent manufacturer
of woodworking machinerv who is a

large user of ball bearings has expressed
his opinion verv clearly in one of his

folders, thus:—"Steel ball bearings have
so many advantages over both bronze
and babbitt bearings then the manu-
facturer who once uses them will be sat-

isfied with nothing else, nrovided of

course that the ball bearings in the

particular machine he is using are of the

highest grade and of the best type pro-

curable."

©
Nationalization in India.—A notifica-

tion has been gazetted in India providing

that where the output of any mine or

industrial concern can be utilized in con-

nection with the present war, the Gov-
ernor-General in Council may require

the owner, or any person in charge of

such mine or industrial concern, to place

it at the disposal of the Governor-Gen-
eral, who may use it in such manner a^

he may consider necessary or exped-

ient.

i
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MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XXI.
By J. Davie

s

THERE is quite a number 'of diffi-

cult ways of setting up a milling-

machine for round work held be-

tween centres, that is, to set the cutter

central, but it cannot be said that any

a

particular method is the best. A method
suitable for one job. might be altogether

unsuitable for another; it depends on

the character of the work and the degree

of accuracy required. A method that is

near enough for some jobs is to bring

the edge of the cutter in line with the

point of the center before the work is

put between the centers, then move the

table over, half the thickness of the

cutter Fig. 78; this will bring the cut-

ter central. A slower but probably a

more accurate way, is to start up the

machine and take a few small cuts across

the work, until you have machined a spot

the width of the cutter. The cutter is

now set central with the spot machined

and will be very nearly central with the

center of the job Fig 79—or you may set

a try square on the table against the

side of the work, and adjust the cutter

until it calipers the same distance at

each side from the edge of the square

to the side of the cutter, Fig. 80.

Straddle Mills and Cang Cutters

Straddle mills arc usually adjusted

for width by placing washers between

the cutters. Never use more than one

wa.sher, collar, or distance piece if it can

he avoided—fine adjustment can be ob-

tained by using paper washers. Adjust-

able distance pieces are sometimes used,

that is one piece threaded with a fine

thread to fit inside another piece, but

l^sr
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FIG. 7(1.

it is preferable to have a plain solid

distance piece. It is necessary that the

washers should be true sideways that is

equal thickness all round. If not, when
they are tightened up on the arbor tne

cutter will be untrue. In placing gang
mills on the arbor put them on in such a

manner that the cutting edges will not

be in the same line—this distributes the

cut better, breaks up the chips and is

easier on the machine.
^

Taper Work Between Centers

The correct way to set the centers for

milling taper work, is to have the axis

of the index head spindle, coincide with

the axis of the dead spindle irrespective

of their relation to the line of motion.

When this is the case the work will al-

ways be in true alignment with center ,

lh( ic will be no side motion to the tail

of ilie dog duriu.' the revolution of the

work and it will be possible under these

conditions to divide tapering work into

equal divisions. In some cases it is not

j.ossible to set the centers correctly in

line owmg- to the construction of the

center attachment.

When the axis of the work and the

axis of the index spindle are at an in-

clination to each other, we have the

same condition as in the lathe when
turning taper with the tailstock set over,

instead of using the tapering attach-

ment. This has been fully described

under the heading of lathe work; suffice

it to say here that when the angular

movements of the work and index spindle

are not equal, it is impossible to obtain

equal divisions. It is necessary to fasten

the tail of the dog with a set screw to

prevent any lost motion. When there

is anv axial movement to the tail of

the dog, as there would be in the case

just described, it is necessary to loose

the set screw before moving the work

and tighten un again after moving tlw

work around the renu'red amount. This

will prevent springing of the work, but

will not ensure equal divisions.

In some designs of index heads and

tailstocks, the index head can be moved

around in a circle, or part of a circle

and is raised to point upward. The

tailstock spindle has an adjustment ud

and down and may be raised until it

coincides with the axis of the index

spindle; that is to say when the axis of

index spindle and the axis of the work

agree, correct divisions may be obtained

independent of the alignment of the

tailstock center, Fig. 81

Aligning Work With Spindle

.A very simple and practical method

to test the alignment of the work with

the index spindle is as follows: Put

the face plate on the in<lex spindle, and

a common lathe dog or clamp on the

work. Fasten the dog on to the work

and adjust it so as to leave just room

enough to pass a piece of paper between

the end of the dog and the faceplate.

Turn the work round and try the paper
at each quarter turn, adjusting until

the tail of the dog pinches the paper
with the same degree of tightness at

each point, when the work must of nec-

essity be in line with the index spindle.

There is one precaution to be observed

in a set up of this kind. When machin-
ing a number of pieces supposed to be

all alike, the least variation of length,

or even in the depth of the center holes,

will throw the work out of line, and

cause the divisions to be unequal and the

taper different. In most cases of repeti-

tion work the amount of error would be

a negligible quantity but if the work
were required to be as accurate as pos-

sible, every separate piece would have

to be tested. If the cut is to be taken

parallel to the surface of the work, that

is a cut of equal depth, test with a sur-

face gauge from the table before start-

ing the cut. If the cut is to be deeper

at one end than the other, just touch

with the surface gauge or the cutter it-

self at the high ehd, then try the other

FIG. SO.

end and measure or caliper the differ-

ence; or make a little wire gauge to

represent the difference of the depth of

the cut, and place the wire gauge under

the pointer of the surface gauge at the

low end, letting the gauge just touch

the work at the high end.

Indexing

When a piece of work must have a

definite number of cuts taken across its

surface, such as a gear with a certain

number of teeth, or a reamer or any-

thing that needs to be accurately divided,

the index head is invariably useil.

There are many designs of in-

dex heads varying in details and

arrangement, but the principle involved

is common to all. A worm and worm
wheel are usually employed, so that it

requires 40 turns of the crank which is

fastened to the end of the worm shaft,

to rotate the work that is between the
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centers one revolution. In order to

measure parts of a revolution, an index
plate is fitted to the end of the worm
shaft, but does not rotate with it, being
prevented from doing so by means of

a stop pin fitted to the frame. This
plate has a number of concentric rows
of holes, and in each row a different

number of holes. The crank is adjust-

able up and down and can be made to

coincide with any one row of holes, and
is kept in position by a spring latch pin

which is fitted to the crank. Most manu-
facturers supply tables with their index
heads that give most of the divisions re-

quired, but every mechanic ought to

know the reason why and be able to fig-

ure it out for himself. Although as

just stated they are usually constructed
so that it requires 40 turns of the worm
shaft for one of the job, this is not nec-

essarily always the case.

Figuring the Holes

The first thing to do is to find out by
actual trial the number of revolutions

for one turn of the work. Let us sup-

pose that 40 revolutions of the worm
shaft give one turn of the work, then it

is evident that one turn of worm shaft

would give l-40th of a turn of the work
and would divide the work into 40 equal

parts. From this we deduce the fol-

lowing rule: Divide 40, (or the number
of turns required for one turn of work)
by the number of divisions into which
the work is to be divided, and the re-

holes, then the number of holes required

for the fractional part of the turn
would be 15 1 X 1/3 = o holes. So
that by using a 15 hole circle the right

division would be 3 complete revolutions

and 5 holes.

To Prove Calculations

Since every job will be completed
when the index crank has made 40 revo-

lutions, multiplying 40 by the number
of holes in the circle used, will give

the total number of holes used to com-
plete the job, which in this case would
be 40 X 15 = 600. Now divide by the

number of holes used for each division,

in this case 15 X 3 13 =50. The re-

sult will give number of divisions

600 50 = 12 divisions.

©
MATERIAL AND MECHANISM

By A. L. Haas.

THE entire economy of the mechanical

profession divides neatly into halves, and
the problems represented are nearly equal

in value. Which section is the most im-

portant it is diflicult to say and, indeed,

perhaps idle to conjecture.

The ramifications of mechanism are

well nigh inexhaustible; though, in the

hands of a capable exponent, nearly every

combination is reducible to a relatively

small number of well-known elements.

The material field has been greatly

broadened in recent years, yet it is this

FIG. 81.

suiting fraction will give the number of

turns, or parts of turns which the index

crank must make to obtain the desired

result. Example.—It is required to cut

a gear with 20 teeth; then according to

rule, 40/20 = 2, complete turns. Ex-
ample 2—How many turns must the

crank make to divide the work into 12

equal parts 40 12 =.3 4/12 or 3 1/3.

The question now arises how can

we tell when we have moved the

index crank around 1-3. After
reducing the fraction down to its

lowest terms, select a circle that is

divisible without a remainder by the

denominator of the fraction. Multiply
the number of holes in this circle by the

fraction, to obtain the number of holes

the crank must be moved for the frac-

tional part of a turn required. Thus
40 12 = 3 4/12 or 3 1/3. According
to rule select a circle divisible by the

denominator of the fraction 1 '3, that is

3. Suppose we use the circle with 15

end of the business which presents many
awkward problems to the machine shop.

An average engineer or designer,

though directly concerned with materials,

has generally little to do with its pro-

duction. He is concerned with quality

and choice, not with material as such, and
hence is a selector only.

Science Aids Commerce

Purchasing departments are mostly

concerned with the consideration of costs

and their attitude is commercial. From
dearly-bought experience, many large con-

cerns now enlist the services of the metal-

lurgical expert who can chemically and
physically exert a check upon uniformity

and desirable qualities. It is a business

needing tact and discrimination, and the

pure scientist is apt to discover the need

for a commercial aspect to his work.

Obviously nearly anything may be had at

a price, but uncommercial material is

usually at prohibitive prices. The desired

qualities are uniformity, ease of working
and similarity.

Coming to a more practical view of

quality, or rather a quality,—hardness is

relative both with regard to temperature

and ingredients, method of working in

production, etc., and is the product of a

series of complex phenomena. Coupled
with fragility under shock and unstable

internal stress, it may at times be an un-

desirable element.

One fact comparable to the conservation

of energy, theory is a realized fact to-

day A single quality, in a superlative

degree, in a material can only be obtained

at the expense, and by the sacrifice of,

other qualities. Nor can the steel maker,

held to a rigid analysis, be expected to

furnish material with rigid physical char-

acteristics. If the physical qualities

—

tensile strength, elongation, reduction of

area and yield point be specified, it is

folly to add to these the chemical in-

gredients and hold the n.aker to both sets

of test conditions. You may have either,

but not both. Yet the fact remains that

orders are issued containing such impos-

sible conditions. The maker of material

has reason to dread their advent and in

some instances refuse to fill both analysis

and physical tests.

Losses Balance Gains

In a single material, without alteration

of ingredient, if the tensile strength be

raised, the elongation or reduction of area

suffers. Cold rolling will do the trick and

render the material more fragile because

less ductile.

The outstanding metallurgical fact is

that by the introduction of new ingredi-

ents in, sometimes, minute quantities

super-excellence in some one direction is

assured.

Perhaps we are on the eve of obtaining

by such application of research, materials

with dependable qualities in two or more
directions. The materials at present re-

lied upon are specialized to particular

ends.

We know little after all of the basic

composition of matter, and however

physicists theorise, it seems one of the

most elusive of problems and as yet far

from solution.

©
HOW THE MOVING PICTURE FILM

GETS ITS MOTION
By D. A. Hampson.

A MOTION picture film is a celluloid

strip about 1% ins. wide and hundreds

or thousands of feet in length, crowded

its whole length with thousands of small

negatives, just the same as would be

made in a little camera of % in. x 1^4 in.

size. There are sixteen of these nega-

tives to a foot of length, and so rapidly

have they been "snap-shotted," we will

say, that a careful observer can see lit-

tle if any difference between any of the

sixteen in a given foot; it is only when
a comparison of negatives quite a dis-

tance apart is made that a difference i.?

noticed and one begins to comprehend

that a progression is occurring and a

scene is being unfolded.

The person who, for the first time ob-

serves what slow progress he makes with
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a scene when looking over a film in his

hand, cannot fail to appreciate the rapid

rate at which the film must run through

the projecting machine in order to repro-

duce the scene in a life-like manner.

Not a Magic Lantern

Most of us have a general idea that

this machine is a sort of glorification of

the magic lantern of our youth brought
up to date by electricity and mechanical

FIG. 1. DETAIL CONSTRUCTION OF GENEVA
STOP MECHANISM.

movements so wonderful that it takes a
skilled operator to run one. It is very
true that if a film is in the machine and
is held stationary, a picture from that
negative will be thrown upon the screen
just as would one from our primitive lan-
tern slide—a noticeable diff"erence being
that the film is run through in and up
and down direction instead of horizon-
tal. Moreover, in the modern machine
thg firm travels at a rate that carries
about 800 individual negatives per min-
ute through it—a rate so high that with-
out some vei^ ingenious mechanism in-
tervening there would be nothing but a
swath of blur moving down the screen.
What, then, is this mechanism that rises
superior to blur and high speed and
countless pictures having no perceptible
difference?

What is called a "Geneva" gear is the
important part of every projecting ma-
chine; it is a motion that (through tha
:iid of other parts) draws the film along,
stopping it momentarily when each pic-
ture or negative is in front of the lamp
only long enough to allow a clear en-
largement of it to be thrown on the
screen and then, with a jerk that is dis-
cernible to the spectator only as a slight
flicker, draws it just the heisht of an-
other negative and brings it to a posi-
tive stop. This is done eight hundred
times a minute, thirty minutes at a
stretch, and always ready for the next
roll. This Geneva gear is indeed a
triumph, but not a modern one except in
Its refinements, for in textile mills we
find looms bearing a date long "before
the war" that are still doing business
with the orio-inal Geneva in a fair state
of preservation.

-\ction of Geneva Stop
Referring to the drawing, R is a shaft

driven at a constant speed all the time,
c-irrying one member of the Geneva gear
\. which through the nin C drives a
member B on the shaft S, which in turn
dr;iws the film through the machine. But
while the shaft R revolves four times.

the shaft S has made but one revolution

and during that one it has been started

and stopped four times—this is the mo-
tion that is transmitted to the film.

The member A is a disk whose peri-

phery is broken for a short section op-

posite the pin C, which is rigidly set in

the flange of the disk. Concave faces on

the member B rest against the periphery

of A, and during this period of rest, the

shaft S and the film are stationary. Be-

tween the concave faces are slots, and
as the disk A revolves, the pin C runs

into one of them, moving the (so-called)

star wheel B a quarter revolution. The
movement of B is only possible because

of the cut-out section of A opposite the

pin. This is the motion that runs so

faithfully hour after hour. Of course, the

materials have to be of the best, the

gears run in oil, and the shafts set for

perfect meshing of the parts: in its pres-

ent perfected state it looks very simple.

The gear and shaft ratio is varied on dif-

ferent machines, but the one shown of

one to four is generally used.

Location of Stop Gear
To make the working of the machine a

little more clear, a part of the related

mechanism is shown in Fig. 2. Here is

shown a portion of the main frame of

the entire machine, and also the oil-

tight case enclosing the Geneva gear.

The same intermittent shaft S extends

out from the case and carries on it two
sprockets which have a special form of

teeth engaging holes in the film. There
is a row of these holes of exactly the

same spacing on each side of every film

made and it is by means of these holes

and sprockets that an accurate, positive

movement of the film is obtained from
the equally positive Geneva gear. This

describes the salient features of the mo-
tion picture projecting machine of to-

day; there are gears and lenses and

FIO. 2. SHOWING AKRANGEMENT OK
GENEVA STOP MECHANISM

AND FILM.

lamps and fire shutters, but they are of

only passing interest. It might be added

that one of the heaviest losses of the

films themselves occurs from tearing,

which comes from the action of the metal

sprocket teeth jerking the light strip of

celluloid. A torn film is valueless and
though inventors have worked on some
other forms of positive drive, they have
so far been unsuccessful.

THE FUEL VALUE OF PITCH
By O. C.

BEFORE the war a very large part of

coal tar pitch produced in Britain w'as

exported, but since August, 1914, this

outlet has been more and more restricted

and the consequence is that huge accu-

mulations of pitch are encumbering the

working up of high explosives, munitions
of war at coke ovens, gas works, and
other tar distilleries. Prospective new-

outlets for use in gas and briquette mak-
ing have not yet materialized to any ap-

preciable extent, and as the rate of out-

put is now more than 1,000,000 tons a

year, the possibility of using pitch as a

fuel for steam boilers and other furnaces
demands consideration. Not only is its

calorific value, viz., 15,500 to 15,500 B.t.u.

per lb.—higher than that of the best

quality Welsh steam coal—but its pres-

ent price in the Midlands and London
districts respectively, is only about one-

third to one-half that of such coal; more-
over, it is practically pure carbon, and
ash and moisture free, so that in what-
ever proportion it may be added to other

staple fuels, more than an equivalent

amount of such fuel may be released

for sale export.

Obviously, pitch cannot be burned on

fire-bars designed for coal. The chief

difficulty experienced in attempting to

burn pitch has been the low fusing and
volatilising temperature common to all

pitches; and the consequent tendency to

separate carbon in the form of dense
smoke. Compared with average bitumi-

nous CLOal containing 28 per cent, vola-

tile matter, pitch contains about 55 per

cent., the remainder being practically

pure amorphous carbon.

Experiments have been recently con-

ducted, however, with a view of arriv-

ing at a simple and inexpensive form of

grate which would answer the purpose,

and as a result it is claimed that a me-
thod has been found whereby coal-tar

pitch may be consumed in conjunction

with coke with considerably less than the

ordinary amount of smoke observed at

the chimney of a coal-fired boiler. The
modus operandi, which has been tried

with some success in certain gasworks
boilers, is to substitute a number of

"pitch" bars for an equivalent number
of existing fire-bars in a boiler furnace

fitted with steam jet forced-draft appar-

atus of ordinary construction. Pitch,

broken to anv convenient size, is fed on

to the pitch bars, where the heat of the

surrounding fire causes it to collect and

volatilize; the rate of such volatilization

being controllable by means of the spe-

cial formation of the pitch bars, within

limits which ensure practically smoke-

less combustion. The partially coked re-

sidue remaining after the more volatile

constituents have been burnt off is peri-

odically raked on the rear portion of

grate, where its combustion is com-

pleted.

®
AN increasing number of useful organic

d'uirs. includinc alkaloids, is now made
synthetically from other chemical sub-

stances. Many of these are unknown in

nature, their production and utiliz :ia i

being solely due to science.
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PLANT REFERENCE LIBRARY

A FACTOR likely to have considerable bearing: upon
the increased productive power of manufacturing-
plants, would be the establishment of a works lib-

rary, in which a quantity of technical books and other lit-

erature would be available for ready reference for those
officials who might be confronted with difficult problems
pertaining- to their particular class of work. These lib-

raries would not require to be stocked with a wide range
of subjects, but preferably a quantity of books and periodi-

cals containing a comprehensive record of previous and
current practice in the particular lines of activity in which
the various plants are engaged.

While the available books would be primarily for ref-

erence purposes by the various department heads, the
opportunity should be provided for the loaning of these
books to any employee desiring same for study. By
encouraging the workmen to take a greater interest in the
technical features of their daily labors, it would not only
increase their productive efficiency but also their earning
power; and at the same time provide a means of develop-
ing trained men that would take a keener interest in the
work they are doing. The returns from a reference lib-

rary of this nature should more than repay the expense
entailed by installation and maintenance.

EFFICIENCY THROUGH CO-OPERATION
APPARENTLY, the keynote of successful manufac-

ture of the present day is based on the principle of
efficiency, yet the fact that this efficiency must vary

to a great extent in every individual and likewise every
industry, makes it the more difficult to understand and
also to define. From the dictionary we learn that the
meaning is resolved into the ratio of the work performed
to the energy expended, and while this applies more in the

terms of mechanical work, the same is applicable to

achievement of any or every kind. Individual efficiency,

however, is the striving to accomplish what is required of

you with the least expenditure of energy in the least

possible time and with the most satisfactory results; and
while this is true in the case of personal ability, the effect

is the same in all lines of industrial activitv, for the entire

problem is mainly one where the human factor is the chief

essential. With the individual, this trait of utilizing the

full power to produce can only be acquired by stirring up
the latent energies of the mind and body—the latter, in

many instances, does not respond readily to the activities of

the former, and adapting these energies to the best pos-

sible accomplishment of the desired objective. In the case

of industries, great or small, maximum efficiency is only

possible by the development and maintenance of this im-

portant factor in every individual workman.
Many manufacturing plants in the past have been im-

pressed with the idea that their efficiency has been the

result of adopting- certain methods in the manufacture of

their product, the secret of which they have been able to

withhold from others in the same business, thus being able

to advance more rapidly than the other. While this may
be true in some cases, such an idea of efficiency is becom-

ing- exploded by the more broad-minded one of mutual

co-operation and the interchange of ideas. If the old order

of things had prevailed during the past three years of

abnormal activity, every manufacturer relying on his or

their own ability and resources for the development of the

shell industry, the success of this industry would undoubt-

edly have been far below what actual results have proved.

The magnitude of recent munitions activity throughout

the entire Dominion has clearly shown that to attain

maximum efficiency both in the individual and in the opera-

tion of the plant, it was most essential that every facility

be provided for maintaining production at the highest pos-

sible figure, and in order to do this it was found advisable,

in fact necessary, to have a free and unrestrained exchange

of thought and ideas regarding the best methods of achiev-

ing a certain end. It therefore follows that the highest

efficiency in any line of endeavor can only be attained and

maintained by the mutual co-operation of every one con-

nected with the origination, progress and achievement, of

every line of thought and action.

We speak of a machine in terms of efficiency, yet it

depends almost entirely upon the operator what this term

really implies. When a man is kept employed on a certain

machine for any length of time, his effectiveness will nat-

urally increase in proportion to the interest he takes in

his work and also the nature of that work. If, however,

the nature of the work is such that monotony is a feature

of its continual operation, the efficiency of the machine

may remain constant, but the actual production may be

lessened, due to the laxity of the man working it. This has

been offset to some extent by the introduction of the piece-

work system, whereby a workman is encouraged by pos-

sible additional remuneration for greater production. On
the other hand, where the nature of the work calls for the

closest concentration in the accomplishment of same, and

where the accuracy of the work depends more on the

operator than on the machine, the individual workman and

eventually the shop in which he is employed, may find

themselves traveling in a rut with their relative efficiency

unchanged, but at the same time falling- below that of the

other plant which has brought itself to recognize the in-

creased possibilities by adopting methods whereby certain

operations can be improved or production increased.

Efficiency is a flexible term when applied to production;

its value mav change from day to day as a result of many
causes or a combination of several, but it is safe to say

that the chief essential in maintaining- a constant and

gradual increase in operating efficiency is the closer co-

operation of individual activity and the freer interchange

of ideas between the men in each shop and with those of

other shops, the latter being made more effective through

publication in the editorial columns of their trade and

technical journals.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
WILTJAM E\'E1.YN ^ALLA^'CE, dim-lor, Carbon cV: Alloy Steels. Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.: director, AVood. "\'allance & Leggatt, Ltd.. A^ancouver,
B.C.: director. Wood. A'allance it Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.; director.

Ontario Motor League, was born in Hamilton. .Tan. 27, 1884. son of AVilliani

and yiarie (Phelps) Vallance.

After receiving his education in ])rivat'e schools at Hamilton, and Trinity

College School, Port Hope. Out., Mv. A'allance l)egau. his tnisines.* career with
Wood. A'allance cV Co., Hamilton. lOOMi^tlH.

lu the latter part of IfllO Mr. Vallance. along with Mr. H. •]. Waddie.
President of the Canadian Drawn Steel Co.. organized Carbon i\: .\llov Steels.

^^777

£L^

^T77

Eh.

wn.LiAM p:velyn vallance.

I>id.. operation- at [ire.^cut bring carried mi ai llir .Mollal Irving Steel Works,
Toronto, preliminary to moving tliat jtlant to I]amilt<in, where the production
of alloy steel ca.'^tings will be engaged in.

Mr. Vallance hold.- a commis.<ion as Lieutenant in the l-Uh lioyal K-egi-

ment, Hamilton, lb' married Arvilla Adelaide Curney, daughter of Charles
Gurney, Oct. lU, HMU, the family consisting of two ."^on.s.

Llis societies are: A.E. it .\..M. : while he is also a member of the following
clubs: Hamilton; Thistle; Hamilton (lolf; Canadian; Calcdun Mountain
Tvont; Waterloo (lolf it Coiuitry ((Salt).

In politics he is Conservatixe an<l in religion, I'rcsbylciian,

.Mr. A'allauce"s residence is 228 IJay Street Soiiib, i bimiliiMi. and liis

c-nnulry liomc is "The Troft." Pin-lington. Out.

rhoto. Courtrnv British iiiul Colonial Pr<'(;s.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

pre IRON.

Grey forge, Pittsburgh $40 9.5

Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-

cago 50 2h

Standard low phos.. Philadel-

phia 75 00

Bessemer, Pittsburgh 45 95

Basic, Valley furnace 42 00

Montreal Toronto

H.Hnilton
Victoria 50 00

FIMsHKU IKON AND STEEL.
Vav I'o. to Large liuiers Leui.-i

Iron bars, base, Toronto 5 00

Steel bars, base, Toronto.... 5 25

Steel bars, 2 iu. to 4 iu.

base C ua
Steei liars, 4 iu. auU larger

base T 00

irpu bars, base, Montreal .

.

4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00
Reinforcing bars, base 5 2-t

Steel hoops 7 00
Besoeiuer rails, heavy, at

mill SS (W
Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 00
Tank plates. Pittsburgh 7 00

Heauis and angles, Pitts-

burgh 4 00
Steel hoops, Pittsburgh ... 4 25

K.O.B.. Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars, base 5 2.'t

Small shapes 5 50

F.O.B. Chicago Warehouse
Steel bars 4 50
Bars. 2 in. and up 4 65
Structural shapes 5 00
Plates 7 00

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to I''ullowlug Points

Per lUO Ills.

C.L. L.L'.I-.

Montreal 23.1 310
St. John, N.B 35.1 45 .J

Halifax 35.1 4.3.".

Toronto IS. 'J S2 I

Guelpb Is.!) 2J I

London 18. y 2J.1
Windsor 18.9 22 1

Winnipeg 64 9 Sol

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 50 $.37 00
Electro copper 38 50 37 80
Castings, copper .... 37 50 36 00
Tin 62 50 66 00
Spelter 13 50 12 00
Lead 13 50 14 00
Antimony 26 00 30 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 1/4 to V. $10 00 $10 00
eads 10 30 10 30
Tank plates. 3-16 in. 10 10 10 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Effective May 14. 1917.

Si7.e.

Black Gal
Standard Buttweld.

Per 100

vanized

feet

1 in 11 73 14 88

Ui in 15 87 20 13

11. in 18 98 24 06

2 in 25 53 32 38

2li in 40 95 51 77

3 in 53 55 67 70

3i.i in 66 24 S3 28

4 in 78 48 93 65

% in $ 4 50 $ 6 00

M in 4 96 7 00

% in 4 96 7 00

1., in 6 29 7 86

"i in 7 94 10 OS

Standard Lapweld.
- in 28 49 34 97

21.. in 42 71 52 94

3 in 55 85 69 23
31i in 68 08 86 02

4 in 80 66 101 90
41-. in 93 98 118 70
5

"
in 109 50 138 40

6 in 142 10 179 60

7 in 185 60 232 05

8 L in 195 00 248 75

8 in 224 60 280 80

9 in '269 10 336 38

10 L in 249 60 312 00

10 in 321 40 401 70

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under, 50%.
41.J" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couplings, 4 and under,

40%.
4ii." and larger. 20%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.
Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $22 DO $22 00

Copper, crvcible ... 26 00 27 00

Copper, heavy 26 00 26 50

Copper wire 26 00 26 50

No. 1 machine com-

position 21 50 22 00

New brass clippings 18 00 19 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings 8 00 8 00

Shell turnings 12 00 12 00

Boiler plate 11 00 10 50

A.\les. wrought iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 19 00 13 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 22 00 25 00

Malleable scrap 17 00 20 00

Pipe, wrought 14 00 9 00

Scrap zinc 8 00 9 50

Heavy lead 10 50 10 75

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Aluminum 32 00 35 00

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers 10

Machine bolts, 7-16 and
over net

Machine bolts. % and less. . 10

Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. sleel 2T'/i

Machine screws, o. and HI.

hd.. steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and nl.

hd.. brass add 20
Machine screTS, 0. and fil.

bd.. brass add 25

Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts. hex. blank add 1 75

Nuts. hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus an

Burrs nnl.v list plus 5ii

Iron rivets and burrs 17i_.

Boiler rivets, base ?4-in.

and larger .$R.fi5

Structural rivets, as above. 6 55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72U
Wood screws, O. & R..

hrisbt 6714

Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37H
Wood screws, 0. & K..

brass S2H
Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27i.j

Wood Rcrewi, O. & R.
bronze 25

.MILLKI> I'KODICTS.
Per cent.

Set sc-ews 35

Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10

Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

»1 in 35
Fin. and semi-flu. nuts, over

1 in., up to IVj In 30
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

I'A In., up to 2 in 10

Studs 20
Taper pins W
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet, list plus 10

Planer head bolts. with
fillet, list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws... list plus 20
Collar screws ....list plus 30. 10
Thumb screws 20
Thiircb nuts 85

Patch bolU add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
In add ^.50

Cold pressed nuts over 1V4
in add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $ 95 00

Open-hearth billets 95 00

OH. sheet bars 95 00

ForKine billets 110 00

Wire rods 90 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 flo

Cut nails 5 00 5 nil

Miscellaneous wire nalla .. 60%
Pressed spikes. % diam..

100 lbs 5 33

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 38
Solder, guaranteed 41

Babbitt metals 16 to 65
Soldering coppers, lb 53
Putty, 100-lb. drum 4 35

White lead. pure, cwt 17 50

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs.
per cwt IX 87

Glue. English 38

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 93

Gasoline, per gal., hulk... "l';j

Benzine, per gnl.. bulk.... 30H.
Pure turpentine, single

bbls., gal 72

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1 40

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 14.'?

Plaster of Paris, per bhl . . 2.50
Plumbers' oakum, ner cwt. 00
Packing, square braided .... 32
Packing. No. 1 Italian 38

Packing. No. 2 Italian 30
I>ead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 331.2

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43i.j

Drilling cables. Manila .... 38i'i

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

C.\RBON DRILLS AND
RE.\MERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to SO 25

Standard drills to l\i in... 40

Standard drills, over I14 In.. 15

S-fluted drills, plus 10
.Tobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
R.Ttchet drills 15
S.S. drills for wood 40
Wood boring brace drills ... 25
Klectrici.ins' bits 30
Sockets 40

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20

Drills and countersinks ....

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 45

Centre reamers 10

Chucking reamers 10

Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable, A. add
10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,

35%; standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, 40:

malleable bushings, 50; nipples,

55; m.illeable lipped unions, 50

" SHEETS.

Montreal To

Sheets. Black. No. 28. $10 00 $

Sheets. Black. No. 10. 9 50

Canadn plates, dull,

52 sheets
Canada plates, all

bright
.\polIo brand, 10% uz.

galvanized 9 75

Queen's Head. 28 B.

W.G 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 10 75

Goibal's Best. No. 28 10 25

Colhorne Croivn, No.
28 10 00

Premier. No. 23 U.S... 8 30

Premier. 10»4 oz 8 60

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

rontc

10 00

9 .10

8 50

9 50

9 75

10 75

10 75

10 25

10 00
9 70

10 00

B

v in. .

.

5-16 in.

% in. . .

7-16 in.

U in. .

.

9-16 in.

m.

.$10
. 10

. 10

. 10

. 9

. 9

. 9

% in.

1 inch
Kxtra for B.B. Chain...

Extra foL- B.B.B Chain.

ELECTRIC WELD COl

CHAIN B.B.

Vs m. .

3-16 in.

Vi in. .

5-10 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

lA in. ..

% In. ..

% in. .

$15
. 11

. S
7

. 6

. B

. 6

. 6

. 6

Prices per 100 lb«.

TILES AND RASPS.
I'er Cent.

Great Western. American.... 55

Kearnoy & Foot, .\rcade 55

.1. Barton Smith. Eagle 55

McClelland, Globe 55

Whitman & linrnes 55

Black Diamond 45

Delta Files W^ '>

Nicholson ***

Globe 55

ViiU-an 55
Disston "i"^

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke $10 90

Connelsville Foundry Coke. ..

Steam Lump Coal 3 50

Best Slack * "5

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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Size.

BOILER TUBES.
Seam-

less

1 in 530 00

IVi in 33 00

1 1-_. in 3S 00

1 V^ in 34 00

in 40 00

in 38 00

in 46 00

in .52 00

2

2"l:
'3

in.

in. 00

Lap-
welded

;u 00

30 00

S.'i 00

30 o;)

M 00

42 00

48 00

.52 00

i;.5 004 in 70 00

Prices per 100 feet. Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.Ml'OL'NDS.

'Caitof oil. per lb ,•
'•^'*

Kij.valite, per gal., bulk.' Iti

I'ulMciue ly

.Machine oil, per gal 2ij'/j

Black oil, per gal l.'S

Cylinder oil. Capital 45V2
Cylinder oil. Acme 36^
Standard cutting compound.

per lb 6 15

I^rd oil, per gal 1 45
fnion thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
.\' me cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37M!
Imperial iiuenching oil .'... SQVi
Petroleum fuel oil tl

BELTING—NO. I 0.4K
TANNED.

Bxtra heavy, single and

iluiible 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 50

Leather In sides 1 35

TAPES.

Che3terman Metallic, 50 ft..?2 00
Lufkin Metallic, 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
-idmiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
.Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Kival Steel Tape, 100 ft i 45

Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50
ft 3 50

WASTE.
AVhite Cents per lb.

.\XX Extra -0

Peerless 20

Grand 13

Superior l'-^

X L C R IS

Atlas 18

X Empire IS

Idea! I'J

X press 16

COLORED.
Lion 141/2

Standard 13

No. 1 13

Popular 11%
Keen lOVs

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

Axle 20

Anvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Darl; colored 09

Tbis list sabjeet to trade dis-
count for quantit}'.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Be^t 2:rades 20%

ANODES.

Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin . 49 to .56

Zinc ?3 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. 1/4 to 2 in 55 00 53 00

Plain slieets, 14 oz..

14x2S in., 14x60 in, 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, 14x60 base. &4 00 60 00

Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BB.\SS.

Brass rods, base V4 in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S In. wide, 20

oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57

Copper tubing, seamless... 5S

PLATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50

Polishing wheels, bull-

neck 1 35
Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20

Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition.... 08 to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.. .$18 00 $18 00

Sheets, 3Vi lbs. sq.

ft 18 00 18 00

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 17 60 17 50

Cut sheets, i^c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb.

extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.

Acid, horaclc i .15

Acid, hydrochloric 05 ~

Acid, hydrofluoric 14H
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric (ft

Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.Vmmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35

Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchlorlde 20
Lead acetate 18
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 3ft

Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65

Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .56

Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .^5

Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14

Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 80
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

I

i

"jpHE .steady iiicrea.se in cost of raw matorial.-. particularly iron

and steel, continue.- to be an important factor in the indu.strial

.situation. The increa.-<e in co.'^t of production is reflected in the

price of the finishctl ariicle which is having a tendency to restrict

.-ale.s and reduce pi'olii,-. This unfavorable feature is unavoidable

under prevailin.si conditions, but nevertheless creates an unsatis-

factory situation for the manufacturer to contend with. The
demand for steel is becomino; more insistent and is consideral)ly

.greater than the capacity of the mills. Deliveries consequently

are getting more Iiackward to the despair of the private consumer.

Prices of irf>n and steel continue to climb and a sliarp advance on
.-beets and ])lates i- expected very .shnrtl.v. The plate situation

is very tight an<l some mills are refusing business. Prices of d<>-

m&stic foundi'y |)ig-irr>n have lieen withdrawn, owing to the .«)l<l-u)i

condition of tlie furnaces, there being practically no iron available

for delivery this year. The scrap metal market is firmer with

prices maintained on the basi.s of last year's .schedule. The non-
ferrous metal markets are not very active, but prices are firm with

the single exception of tin, which has declined. nop[ier, althoiigji

(|iiict. is linn, while the lead market i.s unusually strong. The
deiiiaiid for madiiiie tools is fairly active, being jirincipally for

i(|uipiiiint for general purposes.

Montroal, Que., .Iiine 2, 1917.—The
I iiitailmi'iil in the manufacture of the

lieavier shells has enabled the labor sit-

uation to be somewhat relieved, but
should conscription become an active

factor in the mobilization of men for

further war effecLs. the indu.strial situ-

ation will probably be faced with an-
other problem in the maintaininsf of
present activity in many manufacturinx
lines. Added to this will be the addi-

tional men that will be requireil for the

shipbuildinK propram anticipated by this

and other governments; this latter fea-

ture beiuK one of the most essential of

all.

Steel

War requirements are now taking
precedence over all other industrial

activities, and developments in the

States are making it almost imperative

for private enterprises to withdraw from
the market, not only thi-ouph the hipli

cost of all classes of material, but also

because of the practical inability to ob-

tain it in face of rising conditions. It

is anticipated that the steel demands
of the American Government will be con-

siderably greater than at first contem-

plated and producers are looking: for-

ward to the necessity of putting addi-

tional pressure on the mills to meet the

additional requirements. This situation

is more pronounced in sheets, and manu-
facturers of automobiles to a certain

degree, are endeavoring to co-operate

with the government in the curtailment

of production of pleasure cars; this

however will be more than balanced by
the increased output of heavy motor

trucks for u.se by the United States

Government. The American shipbuild-

ing programme has not been definitely

settled and the probability is that much
more steel tonnage' will be placed under

consti-uction than at first supposed. Plate

mills are working hand in hand with the

authorities for the adequate supply of

the necessary material and with the in-

creased facilities that are being rushed

to completion, the progi-ess of building

ships will be advanced as rapidly as

possible.

The action of the American gov-

ernment in organizing for war ac-

tivity has added to the difficulties of

obtaining delivery of semi-finished and

finished materials, as the authorities are

securing preference for the transporta-

tion of ores and coal for the production

of steel and iron requirements. The

heavy demand for billets and sheet bars

continues, more particularly for rolling

and forging billets, and Pittsburgh quot-

ations have been advanced $.5 per ton, the

prices being $95 and $115 per ton res-
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pectively. Increased demand has been
noticed in structural steel, much of this

being for enlarging the capacity of steel

mills in various sections of the country.
The position in plates is of most interest
owing to shipbuilding needs, and the
early future may develop conditions that
will make it increasingly hard for dom-
estic consumers to secure material. The
local situation has become more acute
with deliveries more backward; dealers
have again revised prices, the advance
noted this week being $20 per ton, the
current quotations being $10 for Vi inch
to Va inch plates, $10.30 for heads, and
$10.10 for 3-16 in. tank plates. The tin

plate interests are exceptionally busy
and have been so ever since the declara-
tion of war, as the requirements for tin

plate to be manufactured into cans is

exceedingly heavy. The same condition
prevails in the case of sheets of every
description for the making of various
equipment for army and other needs.
Higher prices are the undertone of the
market; nominal quotations by local

dealers have been revised, these having
been somewhat stationary for some time.
Black sheets 28 gauge, are now $10 and
No. 10 is quoted $9..50 per hundred.
Apollo brand, 10% oz. is now $9.75;
Queen's Head, $10.75, the same price ap-
plying to Fleur-de-Lis. Colborne Crown
No. 28 is quoted at 10 cents per pound.
Wire products are in very heavy de-
mand and a stronger market is not un-
likely. Heavier business is reported in

shafting and deliveries are being ex-
tended. The new list price on proof coil

chains has been placed into effect by
local dealers, the revised prices ranging
from $10.75 for % in. to $9.25 for 1 in.

High Speed Steel

The situation in high speed steel re-
mains comparatively unchanged, al-

though the total volume of business has
declined a little owing to the curtail-
ment in the production of the heavier
types of shells. The demand for high
speed steel however, shows no falling off

in proportion to the requirements of the
smaller shells and the encouraging in-

crease noted from other sources. The
price is well maintained, the quotation
ranging around $2.50 to $2.90 per lb.

Metals

The general tone of the metal market
is one of comparative quiet with a touch
of uncertainty owing to the delayed ac-
tion of the American government. An
optimistic feeling seems to prevail how-
ever, and all the metals are firm with
'Several showing a stronger tendency.
Copper is quiet but quite firm. Tin is

inclined to be easier on increased avail-
able supply. Spelter is not active but
the strength is maintained by the reluc-
tant attitude of the producers. Lead
continues strong in spite of decreased
demand. Antimony demand is normal
with an easier price tendency. Alumi-
num remains firm and unchanged.

Copper.—The market is still influenced
by the uncertain attitude of the govern-
ment in defining the war policy and the

copper requirements for early future
operations. Despite the rumor that
were current a week ago, regarding the

production costs of copper smelting, the

market has retained its strength, but has
fallen off in activity and may continue
so until more settled conditions offer a
basis for future buying. The New York
market shows a decline of %c on lake
and a similar advance on electrolytic,

the quotations being 32e and 33c res-

pectively. Dealers here continue to ask
38V2C for lake and electro, and 37V2C for
castings.

Tin.—Considerable arrival of tin has
created an easier market and prices have
shown a slight decline. A feature of the
situation, and one that tends to main-
tain an unsettled market, is the action
of the American government in circulat-

ing forms upon which information i.s to
be gathered to enable the committee to

secure reliable data regarding the tin

SiVRilable for manufacturing purposes,
and also the needs of the trade in con-
nection with future requirements. The
American market has developed an
easier tendency and prices have declined
inn cent per pound, the curren- quota-
tion being 64c. The local market is fim
and unchanged at 62^2 per lb.

Spelter.—The spelter market is in a

very unsettled condition and in all prob-
ability will remain so until developments
indicate the actual trend of affairs.

Producers are reluctant to book future
business, and prefer to accept spot or

early positions at slight concessions on
current quotations. Some producers are

thought to have curtailed their output,

preferring to await developments upon
which to base their future operations.

Producers declare that it is unprofitable
to smelt the metal at the present prices

and under existing conditions. The New
York market has fluctuated a little dur-
ing the week but the present quotation
of 9% is the same as last week. Dealers
here are asking 13 ',2 c on a steady but
easier market.

Lead.—The situation is this metal con-

tinues to be one of exceptional strength,

and while the quotations would appear
as being made by the large producers,

the actual conditions are to the con-

trary. The New York quotations both
by the Trust and the independent pro-

ducers, are those at which certain sales

can be, and in fact are, made on the

open market, and while these large pro-

ducers realize that this is true, they are

nevertheless supplying their regular cus-

tomers at prices lower than that prevail-

ing in the open market. New York
nominal quotations are 10c and ll'^c

for Trust and outside respectively. The
situation locally is very firm on an ac-

tive market, the price quoted being 13i-2C

per lb.

Antimony.—This metal has taken on
an easier tone owing to the recent dull-

ness and prices show a weaker tendency.

New York quotations show a decline of

II2C during the week, the present price

being 23%c per lb. The local market is

quiet and one cent lower, the price asked

being 26c per lb.

Machine Tools and Supplies
No important change has taken place

in the machine tool situation and condi-

tions are about as usual. The Ameri-
can market is a little unsettled but quite

active, and this condition will likely con-

tinue until the war policy is finally de-

fined, when additional activity may mark
the situation. What might be termed a
regular feature of the market is the
gradual but certain upward trend to

higher price levels, a factor that must
naturally follow the general develop-
ments of war conditions. Supplies are

still in good demand and showing a

heavier tendency, with prices inclining^

upwards.
Scrap

The market in old materials continues

very active, the demand for steel and
wrought iron scrap being very heavy.
A feature of the situation is the appar-

ent scarcity of cars, and all dealers, more
particularly in the United States, are

requested to see that cars are fully load-

ed when shipping to facilitate the handl-

ing of tonnage with the available equip-

ment. All scraps are very strong, with

steel and coppers developing a better

undertone.

Toronto. Ont., June 5. — The outlook

for manufacturers does not improve in

spite of the fact that the volume of trade

continues to increase. The shortage of

raw materials, particularly iron and
steel, is more pronounced and is causing

serious inconvenience, as work is bein?;

held up. The situation as regards labor

is not at all satisfactory. There is a

decided scarcity of skilled help and the

question of wages seems likely to cause

trouble in the near future. The price of

coal shows no indication of declining and
radical measures will have to be adopted

to prevent a serious situation this com-
ing winter.

Steel

The situation in the steel trade is

steadily becoming tighter and more
complex. Deliveries are so far behind

that private consumers are obliged to

hold up all kinds of work because of the

lack of steel. In this regard conditions

are getting more acute owing to the ton-

nage of steel required for war purposes.

Canadian consumers are feeling, more
than ever, the effect of conditions in the

United States, The American Govern-

ment will require an enormous volume
or steel which will curtail the available

tonnage for Canadian consumers. Ow-
ing to the pressing demand for steel for

munitions and war materials, Canadian
mills cannot supply the domestic market.

Because of the urgent need for steel

rails in Canada, the Imperial Munitions

Board has decided to release 25,000 tons

of steel which will be manufactured into

rails. It is understood that 15.000 tons

will be supplied by the Algoma Steel

Corporation and 10,000 tons by the Dom-
inion Steel Corporation. With regard to

the production of steel, the reports of the

Dominion Steel Corporation furnishes

some interesting figures. It shows a

marked increase in tonnage for the year
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ending March, 1917, over the preceding
twelve months.

Prices of all steel products are very
firm and a number of important ad-
vances are expected very shortly affect-

ing black and blue annealed sheets, and
plates. It is likely that the ne.xt ad-
vance will be equivalent to one cent a
pound. The plate situation is getting
more acute. In view of the American
Government's shipbuildina- programme,
the need of steel plates for this purpose
will be very heavy and private consum-
ers will find that deliveries will get worse
rather than better. Owing to the rush
of orders for plate, some mills are re-
fusing the business. There is no change
in the boiler tube situation and prices
are holding firm. Wrought pipe is also
very firm at unchanged quotations.
A large number of manufacturers of

black sheets have withdrawn from the
market because of the American Govern-
ment requirements. The Government
orders for sheets so far have been heavv
and its requirements will li'-elv be much
larger than anticipated. The sheet mills
believe that they will be able to take
cire of their ordinary trade fairly well
but there will likely be serious "delays
in deliveries. Under the circumstances
prices are bound to go higher and an
advance is expected very shortly on both
bbck and blue' annealed sheets.

The steel market in the States is natur-
ally very strong as the Government's re-

quirements for steel are very heavy and
will eventually involve an enormous ton-
nage. The situation as regards deliver-
ies of nearly every form of finished mater-
ial is tightening as the demand is increas-
ing all the time and is far beyond the
capacity of the mills. Prices continue to
advance. Tank plates are now 7c. at
Pittsburgh. Bessemer and OH. billets
are higher, being now quoted at $95;
O. H. sheet bars are also $9n Pittsburgh.
Wire rods have advanced and are now
quoted at $90 Pittsburgh.

Pig Iron
Prices of domestic foundry pig iron

have again been withdrawn as the fur-
nace operating on this grade of iron is

booked up for this year. At Buffalo the
market is steady yet, althoueh the gen-
eral trend of prices is uinvard, no mater-
ial change has been made from the quota-
tions reported last week. It is under-
stood that the Canada Cement Co. is pro-
ducing about TjO tons a day of high grade
low phosphorus pig iron wifh the elec-
tric furnaces oreviously used for turning
out shell steel.

Sera I)

The scrap market is rea.sonablv firm,
hut there is no very great demanil. The
buying movement reported a week ago
lasted for a few days and then became
quieter. Prices are unchanged but are
generally firm and, if anything, have a
higher tendency.

Machine Tools
Thore has been a slight revival of mun-

itions activitv in the form of li"ht tools
for fuse work, the equipment being pur-
chased to increase production. A return
to more normal conditions continues to be

the principal feature in the machine tool

market. Some nice business has been
closed during the week by local machinery
houses for equipment for general pur-
poses. Developments in the trade in the
States continue to be of a war-like nature
and considerable activity is indicated.

Supplies
There have been no price changes of

particular importance made during the
week, but all quotations are holding firm.

Advances were made in gasoline prices in

the States in several districts during the
past week which may be reflected locally.

The crude oil shortage is growing more
acute and prices on some grades have
advanced.

Metals
Although the metal markets have not

been particularly active during the week,
prices are firm and have been maintained
at last week's levels with the exception of
tin, which has declined. The copper mar-
ket is firm with prices still nominal.
Spelter although unchanged has a firmer
undertone, while lead continues in a
strong position with a higher tendency.
Both antimony and aluminum are quiet
and situation unchanged. Metals in New
York continue to be affected by prospec-

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-
minion $100,000,000 war appropri-
ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.
E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

tive Government buying, which is still

somewhat indefinite, and is tending to re-
strict business and depress the market.
Copper.—Comparatively little interest

is being shown in copper at the present
time and the market is dull. The posi-
tion of copper, however, continues strong
and prices firm. Present high prices are
bringing out small resale lots from con-
sumers, but there is no great amount
of copper ofl'ered by first hancfs before
August. Local quotations are unchanged
and are as follows. Lake and electrolytic
38c., and casting copper 37c. per pound.

Tin.—A decline in the prifo of tin in

London has been followed by declines
locally and also in New York. The rea-
son for the decline on this side is said to
be due to lack of interest in the market
and fairly heavy arrivals of tin recently.
Tin has declined 2c. locally and is quoted
at (iOc. per pound.

Spelter.—The market is dull and un-
changed, but the zinc ore situation is

strong, which indicates that a decline
in spelter is unlikely. The market has a
firmer undertone and prices, might ad-
vance if the demand improved. Local
price 12c. per pound.

Lead.—There is no change in the

position of lead. The market remains
strong owing to the fact that no lead can
be had from the leading producers who
have consistently remained out of the
market for several weeks. There is some
hope, however, that increased production
during the next month or two will en-
able the producers to offer lead for sale.

Local quotation firm at 14c. per pound.
.\ntimony.—The market is easier ow-

ing to lack of interest on the part of con-
sumers, but quotations are tinchanged at
30c. per pound.

Aluminum.—The situation is unchang-
ed and the market remains steady at 68c.

per pound.

Pittsburgh, Pa., .lune 2.—The average
price of pig iron in the United States,
f.o.b. furnace, on June 1, 1917, was about
$43.7.5, against an average of $12 to $12.25
during the last two months of 1914 and
the first six months of 1915. The average
price of finished steel products, Pitts-

burgh, was about 4.59c., Pittsburgh, on
the first of this month, against a low point
in December, 1914, of about 1.42c. Thus
pig iron is selling at nearly four prices

and finished steel at more than three
prices. Previous rises in 1912, 1909, and
1905-7, carried prices upwards only by
from 25 to 40 per cent.

These extremely high prices were not
due directly to war demand, but rather to

the unsettlement caused by the war. It

was not the ordinary case of demand and
supply, as after a certain point was
reached in the advances, production or
supply was not further stimulated. There
was no collusion among sellers, the case
being simply one of buyers bidding the
market upon themselves, actuated by fear
that if they did not buy ahead they would
be unable to secure material. The ad-
vances were made by the buyers rather
than by the sellers. The individual seller

would have simply placed himself at a

disadvantage if he had refused to advance
prices when higher prices were .so read-
ily obtainable.

Outbreak o'' War Depressed Prices
The first result of the inception of the

war was to depress prices, already at a
very low level. Finished steel prices beean
recovering at the beginning of 1915,
while pig iron did not start upwards
until July of that year. Until June, 1915,
scarcely anyone seemed to i-ealize that
the ."Vmerican steel industry could be-
come genuinely prosperous as long as the
war lasted, but suddenly, by the end of
.•^UL'ust, it was realized that the steel

mills were filled with orders and were
operating practically at capacity. Then
forward buying began on a large scale by
all classes of consumers. By the end
of 1915 steel prices had I'eached the top
level attained in 1907, the highest reach-
ed since 1902. Then it was that the run-
away began. There was a lull in buving
and in price advancing towards the middle
of the year, but, in .\ugust, advances
began again and buying was correspond-
ingly stimulated.

Upon the declaration of German unre-
stricted submarine destruction on Febru-
ary 1, the common appraisal by leading
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businiess men was that war for the United

States would result. The pace of price

advances became somewhat more rapid,

and the pace was continued in April, after

the actual declaration of war. During
May the advance in steel products gradu-

ally tapered off, while the advance in pig

iron, if anything, became a trifle more
rapid.

The production of pig iron and steel in

1915 was approximately the same as in

1912 and 1913, the two years of heaviest

production before the war. Production in

1916 showed an increase of approximately
one-third, pig iron rising to 39,400,000
gross tons, steel ingots and castings to

42,800,000 tons, rolled steel to 30,500,000
tons and rolled iron to 1,800,000 tons.

Production is now at the rate of more
than 40.000,000 tons a year in pig iron,

nearly if not quite 45,000,000 tons in steel

ingots and castings, and about 32,000,000
tons in rolled steel.

Steel involved in exports, direct and in-
direct, amounted in 1916 to a trifle less
than 8,000,000 tons, or not over about 25
per cent, of the output, so that the strictly
domestic consumption of steel was ma-
terially greater than in any previous year.

Steel Prices Peak Reached
Evidences have been multiplying in the

past two or three weeks that the ad-
vance in steel prices has practically come
to an end. While somewhat stiff'er pre-
miums are ruling here and there on
prompt deliveries than was the case two
or three weeks ago, there have, been no
important price advances in the period.
There is a change in the attitude of buy-

ers, who are reflecting that it is quite im-
possible to determine what will be the
actual consumption of steel in the United
States six or nine months hence, when the
activities of the country will have been
turned over completely to the prosecution
of war. The rank and file of the people,
who have been the consumers of steel in
the past two years more than is usually
the case, do not yet fully realize what the
war means. As to investment buying,
that has been relatively light during the
war. The monthly reports of the Bridge
Builders' and Structural Society have
been showing fabricated steel iettings
eoual to only about two-thirds of the fab-
ricating capacity. The ear shops have
been operating at only about one-half
their capacity. The present attitude of
.jobbers and manufacturing consumers is
that thev should go slow in the matter of
buying for forward deliveries, and if steel
prices remain stationary as they have
been lately there will be all the more occa-
sion to follow this policy, as it is tradi-
tional that really heavy buying occurs
only when prices are advancing.

Steel Prices Largely Nominal

Steel prices are largely nominal as
the large mills are sold up very far ahead
and to continue to take care of their regu-
lar trade they must refrain from quoting
in the open market, while the smaller
mills, able to make earlier deliveries, are
quoting various premiums according to
tonnage and delivery. Merchant steel
bars for forward delivery are usually
quoted at about 3.75c. to 4c. The Steel

Corporation's official price is 3.50c., but
even to its own customers it is selling only

in a very limited way. Structural shapes

are 4c. to 4.25c. What used to be the

oflncial price on tank plate is 4.50c., but
even the Steel Corporation has sold at

above that figure, and early deliveries

have been bringing up to 7c., while ship

plates to Lloyds' specifications bring 8c.

or possibly 9e-. for anything like early

shipment. Sheets are 7c. to 7.50c. for blue

annealed and black for forward delivery,

if a seller can be found at all. wi'h nre-

miums for prompt shipment. The official

price of the American Steel & Wire Co.

on nails is $3.20, but if this price is named
at all it is only to regular customers, and
the independents, who advanced to $3.50

on .\pril 23, are understood to be securing

even higher prices than that.

In nearly all cases export prices are

quoted higher than domestic and on much
export enquiry there are no quotations

obtainable at all.

Steel for Government

Practically no information is available

as to prices on steel for the Government.
Not a great deal of steel has been defin-

itely placed, apart from that required for

the 1917 naval program, some 450,000

tons, placed about the close of March, at

2.90c. for the plates and 2.50c. for the

shapes and bars. It is not expected that

subsequent purchasers will be at as low
a level. There is a theorv in some auir-

ters that some of the steel manufacturers
would prefer to see the whole steel

market established at a lower level

than the present one, which is not an
established level—it simply exists— and
that perhaps the fixing of prices for Gov-
ernment steel might tend to bring the

market down to a basis which would have
some possibility of permanence.
The present program of the Shipping

Board is to build as many wooden ships

as can be built, perhaps a few hundred
instead of the 1,000 about which there

has been so much talk in the past three

months and so little performance, and
steel vessels of about 3.000 000 eross ton-

naee. Fo'- this there would be required

about 1.000.000 tons of shin plates and
shout 300,000 tons of structural shapes.

The present output of plates of size suit-

able for shiobuilding is close to 150,000

tons a month, a considerable nart of this

beino- for shipbuilding already under way,
which must not be disturbed, and if ship-

I'ard capacitv can be found or created for

the new program there will not be much
plate tonnage of this description avail-

able for the ordinary consumer. As there

is Di-oduction at the rate of 175,000 or

200 000 tons a month of light plates, nar-

row plates, etc.. some consumers will

be able to p-et alone bv modifyinf? their

plans, building smaller tanks and more
of them, and so on.

The sheet requirements of the Govern-
ment are being formulated and the ton-

naee is to be distributed amone all the

mills in proportion to their capacitv. at

prices well under the current market.

The exjstinsr scarcity of sheets may not be

accentuated as much as was feared re-

cently, as general consumption may de-

crease. It is reported that some of the

automobile makers have already ex-

pressed a desire that their shipments be
curtailed.

Pig Iron Continues Advance

While the advance in steel products ap-

pears to have come to a halt, nothing of

the sort is apparent in the case of pig
iron. The theory is that steel making
capacity has been increasing right along,

while blast furnace capacity has under-
gone scarcely any increase, and so the

blast furnace is to become the "thin neck
of the bottle" instead of the steel-making

department. If so, there is no occasion

for billets to sell at $90 to $100 and pig

iron at $40 to $50. If there is not enough
pig iron to keep all the steel-making capa-
city in operation, the steel works will pay
for pig iron the market price of steel,

less the cost of conversion, rather than
curtail output. Then there is the fact

that scrap is scarce, the production of in-

dustrial scrap not being heavy, while

with the decreased output of shell steel,

with its heavy discards, the steel works
are not making as much scrap as form-
erly.

Ten days ago Bessemer pig iron was
auotable on the basis of previous sales at

$45 valley furnace for ordinary lots,

with small lots $46 or thereabouts. With-
out any sales of consequence at inter-

mediate prices there have been sales in

the past few days at $50, one lot of

10.000 tons and another lot of 9,000 tons.

Basic which had been at $42 valley, for

several weeks, suddenly brought $45 in

the case of purchases by one steel mill

amounting to 12.000 tons, and sellers now
assert no quotations are being made below
$48. Foundry iron is $43 to $45 valley,

and malleable $44 to $45, according to

delivery, but the number of sellers is quite

restricted.

©
HYDRO-ELECTRIC BUYS OUT ON-

TARIO POWER CO.

SIR .A.D.A.M BECK announced last week
that the Hydro-Electric Power Comis-
sion of Ontario has acquired the assets

of the Ontario Power Co. for $22,669,000

on the following terms:

—

The company a.grees to deliver all its

Canadian properties, along with all

its physical assets and contracts for

the delivery of power, in return for

which the commission agrees to pay in

its own debentures to the extent of $8,-

000.000 for the $10,000,000 of stock now-

held by the company, and to assume the

bond liability of $14,669,000 secured by
a first mortgage on the property. The
company is to receive the current assets

and to assume the current liabilities.

The Hydro-Electric Commission will

take possession of the property on the

first of August. The municipalities will

get their power at nine dollars per horse-

power, and even selling power at that

low figure it is estimated the plant would

pay for itself in twenty-five years.

The principal owner of the Ontario

Power Company was John Joseph Al-

bright, of Buffalo, N.Y'., who agreed to

sell to the Hvdro-Electric Commission

ninety thousand shares of the company's

stock at $80 per share. The shares have

a par value of $100 each, and Mr. A\-
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brigfht has undertaken to accept as pay-

ment Hydro-EIecti-ic four per cent, forty-

year bonds. There is now invested in

Hydro property in this province practi-

cally seventy million dollars, includin;;'

money put in by the municipalities.

Estimates made by the Hydro-Electric

Commission's technical advisers, headed

by Fred Gaby, chief engineer of the

commission, show that the estimated re-

venue per annum from the sale of power
is $2,396,277; the operating expenses,

rentals, taxes, etc., will be $804,718; the

fixed charges, interest on bonds, sinking

fund, etc., will be $990,550; the total

operating expenses, $1,795,268, leaving a

balance of $601,009 for the year. From
that will have to be deducted interest

and sinking fund on the $8,000,000 worth
of Hydro bonds, which will amount to

$400,000, leaving a balance for depreci-

ation of $201,009.

©
INSTRUCTIONS TO LAKE MARI-

NERS
UNDER authority of law and of regu-

lations prescribed by the Secretary of

War to govern in case of obstructions in

St. Mary's River, the following notice

and instructions to mariners are issued

by Lieut.-Col. Burgess, engineer officer in

charge of river improvements :

—

The Lighthouse Bureau has marked
with two red spar buoys, carrying red

lights at night, the channel bank of Pipe

Island, opposite and above the WTecks of

the steamers Pentecost, Mitchell, and
Saxona. The wrecks lie about 1,500 feet

south by west of Pipe Island light, with
stacks and spars showing above water,

and are marked at night by lights main-
ptained by the owners. The available

channel between the wrecks rnd Pipe

Island bank, measured at right angles to

the sailing line, has a clear width of only

about five hundred feet, of whic'a

width about four hundred feet is

on the easterly side and one

hundred feet is on the western
side of the chart vessel cours-'. .Masters

are warned that vessels must aot meet
or piss each other in the immediate vi-

cinity of the wrecks.

The Coastguard Service has designat-

ed the small tug Minto K. as a special

patrol vessel to oversee the passage of

vessels in accordance with St. Mary's
River rules. The patrol tug di.splay.s by
day a United States coistguurd fing and
by night a vertical hoist of a red light

above a white light. Masters ar> re-

quested to co-operate with the patrol

tu" in keeping the channel clear and are

notified that failure to comply with sig-

nals from that vessel will be punishable
by penalty prescribed by law.

iU

—

COKE FUEL FOR POWER .STATIONS
By T. .1.

THE Highways Committee of the London
County Council has placed an order for

eight coke-burning mechanical stokers
for use under steam boilers at the Green-
wich generating station. The use of me-
chanical stokers for firing boilers with
coke fuel has passed the experimental
stage in more than one power station,

but the London County Council will no

doubt regard the present installation as

more or less experimental so far as they

are concerned. It is calculated that the

first set of stokers now contemplated
will, if worked to their full capacity, con-

sume 100 tons of coke per 24 hours; and
having regard to the relatively high cost

of coal, as well as the relatively greater

degree of efficiency attained in burning
coke, every effort will no doubt be made
to use the new stokers to their full ca-

pacity. The present total coal consump-
tion at the power station has been esti-

mated at 165,000 tons per annum, and
according to a figure recently published,

the present price is approximately $8
per ton. Having in mind the huge sur-

plus of coke available in London before

the war, the financial advantages which
should accrue to the Council by equip-

ping their boilers with stokers which
open the door to this alternative source of

fuel supply should be considerable.

From a national point of view, the ad-

vantages accruing from the policy of us-

ing coke in lieu of raw coal to the extent
indicated are no less important and far-

reaching in their incidence, in view of

the abnormal and increasing cost of im-

ported raw materials used in the manu-
facture of carburetted water gas, a com-
modity which however desirable and use-

ful in normal times is now regarded as

expensive from more than one point of

view. Based upon the total yearly con-

sumption which is by no means the lar-

gest of any individual power station in

London, the valuable residuals which
would be recovered by diverting this

quantity of coal through the gas works
would include 1.650 tons of sulphate of

ammonia, 300 tons of high explosive ma-
terial, and 1,650,000 gallons of coal tar.

SHIP SEIZED IN HARBOR
ACTING on authority of the Superior
Court issued by Mr., Justice Allard, in

the Practice Division, J. M. Ferguson,
K.C., seized the steamship Steelton, in

Montreal harbor, belonging to the Mat-
thews Transportation Co., of Toronto, as

security in the action taken by a seaman
named Charles A. McCarthy against the

company for damages under the Work-
men's Compensation Act. The plaintiff

states that in November last the mate of

the ship ordered him to jump from the

deck of the vessel and moor it to the

St. Gabriel pier. It is alleged that no
ladder or other means of descent
were provided and plaintiff had to

obey the order of his superior officer.

In the jump of fifteen feet he was
badly injured, and in his action for

compensation he charges that the com-
pany is responsible for the "inexcus-
able fault" of their officer. Release of

the ship was based on the company giv-

ing security which the Court fixed at

$5,000.

®
METZ

AT the point where the Moselle is joined

bv the .Seille, and makes its way to the

Rhine along sundry different arms,
stands the ancient citv and fortress of

Metz. It is capital of German Lorraine, in

Imperial Province of Alsace-Lorraine, 99

miles northwest of Strassburg, and 176

miles due east of Paris. Recent events

have rather discredited fortresses; but,

says the Christian Science Monitor, as
fortresses went before the war, Metz
was regarded by many, as the strongest
fortress in the world. It was always a

place of great strategic importance. The
Roman, who ever chose his strong places
with a judgment which all the countries
since have only confirmed, early fastened
on Metz, or Mediomatica, as he called it,

as one of his outpost cities. He fortified

it with care, supplied it with water by
means of the mighty aqueduct, the re-

mains of which still exist, and, in the
days of the emperors, threw out from it

his great military roads to Toul, Lan-
gres, Lyons, Strassburg, Verdun, Rheims
and Trier.

Under the Romans, Mediomatica
flourished, as all great fortresses in

those times were wont to flourish; but
it was an outpost city, and as the
Empire began to weaken, and the le-

gions were withdrawn within an ever-
narrowing circle, Metz, like many
other great cities and strongholds, was
submerged by the barbarian tide. In the
Fifth century, Attila the Hun came
against it with his hordes, and took it.

and the Roman legions knew it no more.
Later on it came into the possession of
the Franks, and was made the capital of
the Frankish Kingdom of Austrasia.
Then, after the disruption of the great
Frankish realm under the Carolingians,
it was included in the Kingdom of Ger-
many. From the beginning of the Thir-
teenth century it was a free imperial
city.

In consequence, Metz grew in import-
ance and prosperity. It was the see of a
succession of famous bishops, who
ranked amongst the great ecclesiastical

princes of the Middle Ages; whilst 't

was from Metz in 1356, that the Em-
peror Charles IV. issued his famous Gol-
den Bull, definitely settling the law of
the imperial elections. One of the great
episodes in the history of Metz is, of
course, its heroic defence against the
Emperor Charles V. by Francis, Duke of
Guise, who held the city for France.
Henry II., of France, had captured the
city, largely through treachery, in 1552.

and almost immedi-itely it became neces-

sary for him to hold it against the forces
of the Emperior. Francis. Duke of Guise,

the French general, defied all the efforts

of the Emperor to regain possession of

the city, and Metz thence onwards, until

1870, remained m French hands.
During the years which followed its

capture by the French it declined steadi-

ly in importance. Its ponulation dwin-
dled from something like 60,000 to about
22,000. It. however, retained its char-

acter as a fortress, and, in the latter

half of the Seventeenth century, that

great fortress builder, Vauban. recon-

structed all its works and brought them
into line with the needs of the dav. For
the next 200 years Metz figured but lit-

tle in French history, and then suddenlv
within a few weeks of the outbreak of

the war. in 1870, as the Germans gradu-
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Enlarged Canadian Trade Intelligence

Service
I'Dfler the arrangement made by the Minister of Trade and Commerce with Sir

Edward Grey in July, 1912, the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

able to present the following list of the more important British Consulates whose
officers have been instructed by the Foreign Office to answer inquiries from and give
information to Canadians who wish to consult them in reference to trade matters.

BRAZIL—Babia, Britisli Consul. Rio de
Janeiro, BijUsh Consul General.

CHILE — Valparaiso, British Consul
General.

COLOMBIA — Bagota, British Consul
General.

ECUADOR—Quito, British Consul Gen-
eral. Guayquil, British Consul.

EGYPT — Alexandria, British Consul
General.

FRANCE—Havre, British Consul General.
Marseilles, British Consul General.

INDIA—Calcutta, Director General of
Commercial Intelligence.

ITALY—Genoa. British ConsTjl General.
Milan, British Consul.

MEXICO— Mexico, British Consul Gen-
eral.

NETHERLANDS-Amsterdam, British
Consul.

PANA.MA—Colon, British Consul. I'ana-
ma, British Vice-Consul.

PERU—Lima, British Vice-Consul.

PORTUGAL—Lisbon, British Consul.

RUSSI.i-.Moscow, British Consul Gen-
eral. Petrograd, British Consul, Vla-
divostock, British Consul. Odessa,
British Consul General.

SPAIN—Barcelona. British Consul Gen-
eral. Madrid, British Consul.

SWEDEN—Stockholm, British Consul.

SWITZERLAND—Geneva, British Consul.

URUGUAY—Monte Video, British Vice-
Consul.

VENEZUELA — Caracas, British Vice-
Consul.

Canadian Commercial Intelligence

Service
Tile Department of Trade and Commerce Invites correspondence from Canadian

exporters or importers upon all trade matters. Canadian Trade Commissioners and
Conunerciul Agents should be Kept supplied with catalogues, price lists, discount
rates, etc., and the names and addresses of trade representatives by Canadian export-
ers. Catalogues should state whether prices are at factory point, f.o.b. at port of

shipment, or, which is preferable, c.i.f. at foreign port.

CANADIAN TRADE CO.MMISSIONERS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC^B. S. Webb. Acting Cin.Tdian Trade Commissioner, Recon-

quista. No. 46, Buenos Aires. Cable address, Canadian.
AUSTRALIA—D. H Ross, Stock Exchange Building, .Melbourne. Cable address.

Canadian.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, agent also for the
Bermudas and British Guiana. Cable address, Canadian.

CHINA—.T. W. Ross, 13 Nanking Road, Shanghai. Cable address, Cancoma.
CUBA—A. T. Quilez, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Lonja del Commerci.

Apartado 1290, Havana. Cable address, Cantracom.
FRANCE—Phlllipe Roy, Commissioner General, 17 and 19 Boulevard des Capucines,

Paris. Cable address, Stadacona.

JAPAN—E. F. Crowe, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, P. O. Box 109, Yoko-
hama. Cable address, Canadian.

HOLLAND—P. H. Geleerd, Acting Canadian Trade Commissioner, Zuidblaak, 26,
Rotterdam. Cable address, Watermill.

RUSSIA—^C. F, Just, Canadian Government Commercial Agent. Alexandrinskaia,
Plosch 9, Petrograd. L. D. Wilgress. Canadian Government Commercial .^gent,
Bukhgolza Ulitza No. 4, Omsk, Siberia.

NEWFOUNDLAND-W. E. Nicholson, Bank of Montreal Building, Water Street, St.
John's. Cable address, Canadian.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Beddoe, Union Buildings, Customs Street, Auckland. Cable
address, Canadian.

SOUTH AFRICA—W. J. Egan, Norwich Union Buildings, Cape Town. Cable address,
Cantracom.

UNITED KINGDOM—Harrison Watson, Sub-division E.C., 2, 73 Basinghall Street,
London, E.C., England. Cable address, Sleighing, London. N. D. Johnston, Sun
Building. Clare Street, Bristol. Cable address, Canadian. J. E. Ray, Central
House, Birmingham. Cable address, Canadian. J. Forsyth Smith, 31 North
John Street, Liverpool. Cable address, Cantracom. F. A. C. Bickerdlke, 4 St.

Ann's Square, Manchester. Cable address, Cantracom. J. Forsyth Smith, Acting
Canadian Trade Commissioner, S7 Union Street, Glasgow, Scotland. Cable ad-
dress, ContracoTO.

CANADIAN COM.tlERCIAL AGENTS
AUSTRALIA—B. Millin, Royal Exchange Building. Sydney, N.S.W.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—Edgar Tripp, Port of Spain, Trinidad, Cable address,
Canadian. R. H. Curry, Nassau. Bahamas.

NORWAY AND DENMARIC^C. E. Sontum Grubbegd No. 4, Chrlstianla, Norway.
Cable address, Sontums.

SPAIN—,T. F. Roberts, Care British Consulate General, Barcelona,

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM—W. L. GrifFlfh. Secretary, IT Victoria Street, London, S.W.,

EngbiLd. Calile address. Dominion, London.

ally completed their investment of the

fortress, and Marshal Bazaine and all

his men were shut up within the rin'_'

of forts, all the world found itself talk-

ing about the place. Metz was invested
for fifty-four days. The Prussians sim-
ply sat down before it, as they did be-
fore Paris, and waited.

On October 14, 1870, Metz capitulated
—the first time in all its lonj? history
that it had fallen before an attacking
force—and Marshal Bazaine and the
whole army of the Rhine surrendered to
the Prussian commander-in-chief, Prince
Frederick Charles, The surrender has
never been fully explained. Marshal Ba-
zaine had an effective fighting force of
over 100,000 men, and the surrender was
so timed that it set the Prussian army
free to crush the great effort then be-
ing made to relieve Paris. In 1873, after
his return from captivity in Prussia.
Marshal Bazaine was court martialed for
dereliction of duty, and condemned to

suffer degradation and the extreme pen-
alty. This latter penalty, however, was
commuted to twenty years' seclusion. He
was imprisoned in the He St. Marguerite,
but escaped in 1874 and fled to Spain.
Since 1870 Metz has been immensely
strengthened, and now it ranks with
Strassburg as one of the great bulwarks
on the western frontier of Germany.

®
DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION

OUTPUT
THE Dominion Steel Corporation report
shows that new records were made in

steel products, but that coal production
was less than in recent years owing to dif-

ficulties of transportation. Steel produc-
tion for two years compares as follows:

Mar., 1917 Mar.. 1916
Pig iron 346,926 329.664
Steel insrots 377,079 371.086
Bloom and billets for sale. 144.0.51 142,262
Rails 17.496 35,197
Wire rods for sale 67,492 55,106
Bars „ 6.269 8.017
•Wire 35.142 36.068
Nails 20.175 19.262

^This ir.c'.udes wire used in manufacture of
nails shown in next line.

"The distribution of shipments con-

tinues to follow the lines indicated in last

year's report." comments the president.

"The production of steel for munitions in

the form of blanks, barbed wire, etc., has,

however, advanced to the first place in im-
portance, and preference is given to this

over all other forms of steel. The next
element in order of importance is the ma-
terial furnished to manufacturers in

Great Britain, France and Canada, en-

gaged in the production of war materials,

for which a strong demand still con-

tinues."

The total production of all the collier-

ies was considerably below that of recent

years, amounting to 4,279,772 tons,

"against 5,261,198 in 1916, 4,5,50,512 in

1915, 5.047,683 in 1914, and 5,051,603 in

1913. "The causes of this falling off,"

says Mr. Workman, "were beyond the

control of your directors, arising for the

most part from the scarcity of men conse-

ouent unon enlistment for service over-

seas, and also to a considerable extent

from the lack of adequate transportation
|

facilities."
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Williams' Stock List
5—14 X 6-0 with taper

2—14 X 8-0 "

2—16 X 6-0 "

1—17 X 6-0 Heavy duty

2—17 X 8

Le Blond Lathes
4—19 X 8 Heavy duty

6—19 X 10

2—21 X 8

1—24 X 10

1—25 X 10-0

NEW SHAPERS

2—24" Gould & Eberhardt HirIi dutv.
3—20' Gould & Eberhardt Hish dutv.
1_24" MILWAUKEE B. G. Crank.
2—20' KELLY B. G. Crank.
1—16' KELLY B. G. Crank.
1—16" SMITH & MILLS Plain.
2—14" SMITH & MILLS Plain.

NEW SCREW MACHINES

F. H.5—No. 6 Warner & Swasey G.

2—No. 5 FOSTER G. F. H.
l_No. 4 WARNER & SWASEY G.
1—No. 3 STECHER G. F. H.

F. H.

NEW GRINDERS
LeBLOND Universal Tool & Cutter.

STEVENS Universal Tool & Cutter.

WELLS No. 190 Universal Tool & Cutter.

WILMARTH & MORMAN No. 1 Surface.
STENO-DUPLEX with Magnetic Chucks.
10" X 30" LANDIS No. IV2 Universal.
10" X 30" LANDIS Plain (used).
10" X 50" NORTON Plain (used).

MILLING MACHINES
No. 2 FORD-SMITH (new).
No. 2.5 BECKER (new).
No. 22 KEMPSMITH Universal (used).
No. 2 KEARNEY & TRECKER Universal (used).

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
ST. JOHN. N.B.

WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER "If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
64 Front Street West

TORONTO
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Willi a ( it'idiu'tric 'j^api'i' Tiireadiiifi Die Head one tiet.s the .^aiiie

iai)id production and -superior finish that mark all (Geometric

threads. The cha.sers follow the taper of the work automatically,

and rclea.^e the work at the end of the cnl. Head i.s withdrawn
without touchinji' the finished thread.s.

Geometric Taper Thread ins Die Heads are
adapted to Screw Machine and Turret Lathe. When
not cutting: taper threads, the Head can be removed,
leaving the machine free for other work. Made to

order, specially suited to requirements of machine
and work. Employed very generally on fuse work.
Give the Geometric finish to your taper threads.

It will cost you nothing to get our quotation on your
specifications. May we have them ?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.

Canadian Afrents : Williams Sl Wilton. Ltd.. Montreal.
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

Winnipeg and St. John. N.B. A GEOMETRIC TAPER THREADING DIE HEAD

// nil)/ iidri'i-t.'isriiunit intrn-.tlx i/i ,,i. I, (iiiil jJtiri' II Itli li-tt'Ts fi) he iiiifuvcr'il.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
BracebridKe. Ont. — The MuSkoka

Foundry Co., contemplate making an ex-

tension to their plant.

New Westminster, B.C.—A builder per-

mit has been issued to the Westminster
Mill Co., for the construction of a frame
boiler house, 40 by 60, at an estimated
cost of $1,000.

Brantford, Ont.—The Brantford Com-
puting Scale Co., have purchased a site

to the rear of their factory. It is under-

stood that extensive additions will be

made, including a foundry.

Port Coquitlam, B.C.—A. F. Bern-
stein of Vancouver, is negotiating with
the City Council over a proposition to

establish a smelter and steel works here.

It is understood that the plant would
cost $500,000.

St. Catherines, Ont.—The St. Cather-
ines Brass Co. are going to enlarge their

plant at a cost of $15,000 and will be

exempt from taxes for ten years. This

firm will manufacture plumbers supplies

and brass fittings.

Peterborough, Ont.—A big transformer
built for the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Commissior^ burst into flames about four
o'clock Sunday morning in the trans-

former test department of the Canadian
General Electric Co., and was seriously

damaged by fire and water. E. G. Pat-

terson, general superintendent of the

plant, estimated the loss at $10,000.

Winnipeg, Man—The steel of the oM
Louise Bridge, weighing some 20,000

tons, and now housed in the city yards
is to be sold by tender together with all

the scrap and other old metal that can
be scraped up by the various civic de-

partments. Controller Cockbum told the

Board that present opportunities of dis-

posing of old metal would never be more
favorable.

horse-power, and that the installation of

a sub-station at that plant would defer

the construction of the contemplated sub-

station on Trolley Street about two years.

The latter would cost $35,000, he declared.

The board will consider the proposition.

ELECTRICAL
Kingston.—The civic utilities commis-

sion was notified by the Hydro Electric

Commission that hydro will be connected
with this city by August 15.

Petrolea, Ont.—The Town Council has
passed a by-law authorizing the issuing
of 20-year debentures to the amount of
$15,000, to enable the Petrolea Hydro-
Electric Commission to make extensions
of the power line to various industries
and pumping outfits that are asking for
power.

Hamilton, Ont.—Manager Sifton, of
the Hamilton Hydro Commission, has
recommended to the Hydro-Electric Board
that a $12,000 electric plant be installed
upon the premises of the Dominion Steel
Foundry. He said that company was
now demanding 600 or 700 additional

MUNICIPAL
Tilbury, Ont.—The Town Council con-

template installing a pumping plant.

Engineer, J. J. Newman, Windsor, Ont.

Montreal, Que.—P. E. Mercier, city en-

gineer, and Controller C. Cote, favor in-

stalling a garbage destructor plant to

cost $1,000,000.

St. Thomas. Ont.—The St. Thomas
Packing Co. will have to vacate their

property to make way for a sewage dis-

posal plant.

St. Mary's, Ont.—The Town Council
will likely expend $1,500 for the pur-

chase of a small motor-driven pump for

the pumping plant.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Provincial Board
of Health has granted the city's appli-

cation in regard to waterworks exten-
sions. An expenditure of $127,000 on
new pumps at the Beach station is now
authorized without reference to the

ratepayers.

Toronto, Ont.—The York Township
Council passed a by-law authorizing the

Clerk to take preliminary proceedings
for the construction of a 6-inch water
main to supply residents at Baby Point
r-re.scent. between Langmuir avenue and
Talbot Place.

Belleville, Ont.—By-laws to equalize

the assessment of all local manufacturing
establishments and to purchase Victoria

Park for $5,000 were carried by the rate-

payers. The first named had a majority
of 35 over the required two-thirds, and
the park by-law had a majority of 277.

St. Johns, Nfld.—The Newfoundland
Shipbuilding Co., whose agent Messrs.
Amonsen & Strong, have been here
selecting a site the past month will like-

ly decide on Harbor Grace as the most
suitable locally for their operations. The
principal in the undertaking is Christo-

pher Hannevig, of Christiania Norway,
whose headquarters are at New York.

Victoria, B. C—The Coughlan Ship-
yards of Vancouver have just laid the
keel of the second of the fleet of six steel

steamers being built by them for the
Imperial Government. This vessel will

be launched in December and will be
ready for delivery early in the new
year.

Peterborough, Ont.—The bridges by-
law passed by a large majority on May
31. The purpose of the by-law is to en-
able the Council to construct a high-
level bridge over the River Otonabee for
vehicular, foot and street railway traffic

on Hunter Street, at the estimated cost

of $260,000, and also to construct a bridge
for vehicular and foot trafllc »t London
Street across the River Otonabee at an
estimated cost of $20,030. The bridges
by-law was an important factor in the re-

establishment in Peterboro of the Quaker
Oats plant, which was destroyed by fire

in December last. The company has al-

ready commenced the erection of a new
plant, the cost of which will exceed
$1,000,000.

GENERAL
Goderich. Ont.—The North American

Chemical Co., propose building an addi-
tion to their factory to cost about $25,-

000.

St. Catherines, Ont.—The St. Cather-
ines Silk Mills contemplate building a

factory at the corner of Page and Queen
Streets. The cost is estimated at $60,-

000.

Quebec, Que.—Fire on June, 1, de-
stroyed the plants of the Frazerville
Chair Co., at Frazerville, county of
Temiscouata. The loss is estimated at

$30,000, partly covered by insurance.

St. Catherines, Ont. — The Bonner-
Heddle Co., who have a factory at Paris,

Ont., propose to build within six months
on their property back of Vine street.

The building is to cost not less than
$30,000. This firm will handle and treat
foreign and domestic wool or known as
carbonizing wool process.

Gravenhurst, Ont. — The Canadian
Potash Corporation have about closed
negotiations with the Gravenhurst Stone
Crushing Co., to lease their large plant
and immediately commence the manu-
facture of potash. It is stated that con-
siderable percentage of potash exists in

the Felspar veins in Muskoka granite
and a large deposit is available right at
the mill.

CONTRACTS
Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian General

Electric Co.'s tender of $1,420 for switch-'
board extensions has been accepted by
the Hamilton Hydro-Electric Commission.

Toronto. Ont.—The John V. Gray Con-
struction Co.. Toronto, have been award-
ed a contract for the erection of a box
storage building for the Swift Canadian
Co., on St. Clair Ave., Toronto.

Toronto, Ont.—At a meeting of the
York Township Council, the Ritchie
Construction Co. were awarded the con-
tract for the construction of a concrete
road bridge on Finch avenue, at $4,562.

The contract for the construction of a
culvert on Eglinton avenue, east of Fair-
bank, was awarded to A. Johnston, for
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IT has been our privilege to assist many of

the largest manufacturers in the country m
solving intricate milling problems by supplymg

Cutters specially designed to meet their indi

vldual requirements. This service is under the

direction of experienced engineers who design

all special tools and supervise their manufacture

from the selection of the high speed steel to the

final testing of the finished product

If you are confronted with difficult

milling or bobbing problems, it will

pay you to get in touch with us.

INOIS TOOL W0RK5.CHiCAG(X
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7/ any advertisement interests you, tear it out now aiid place uith letters to be answered.
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
£3TAB. IA7 7.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
I r<J ALL c o u /v r» / £ 5

Book "Pate-nt Protection"—free. Master
of Patpiit Laws, Formerly I'atent UCfice
I'^xaiiiiitcr.

!)9 .St. James St.. - Montreal. Qur.
Branches: Ottawa. Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. "ECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBUHY A. BUDDEN

Tiz Dbummond Blog.. Montreal
Cable address

"SREVET"

gATENTP

i
Petherstonhaagh & Co.,
atent Snlicitnrs. Head Office,
ojal Bank Bids., TmoniO.
ttawa Office. 5 Elgin St.
end for our Plain Practical
ointers. Copy of National
regress, in which our patents
re advertised, mailed free. fl

ATENT

S

[PROMPTLY SECURED!

In all countries. Ask for our Investor's Adviser,
which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.
Merchants Bank Building, comer

St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. Phone Up. 6474
and Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

MacKINNON,
HOLMES & Co.

Limited

Sherbrooke Quebec

Engineers, Manu-

facturers and

Erectors of Steel

Structures]

We Specialize in

Bridges, Buildings,
Towers, Tanks, Pen-
stocks, Roof Trusses,
Columns, Smoke
Flues and Stacks,
Coal Bins, Ore Bins,
Buckets, Refuse
Burners, Stills, Air
Receivers, etc.

WRITE FOR
PRICES.

Brantford, Ont.— .A. contract has been
let to the General Supply Co., for thres
Electro-Bleachinjr-Gas. Co. liiiuid chor-
inators.

TENDERS
Swift Current, Sask—Tenders will be

received until June 19, by the City of
Swift Current, for one Mo*or-Driven
Centrifugal Pump havino- a capacity of
800 Imperial gallons per minute against
a 300 ft. head. Geo. D. Arnott, City
Clerk.

Trcil, B.C.—Tenders will be received
up to June 13, for work in connection
with the extension of the waterworks
system. Plans and specifications may be
seen at office of W. E. B. Monypenny,
city clerk, or at office of A. L. McCulloch,
consulting engineer, Nelson, B.C.

Stratford, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to June 11, for furnishing and
constructing a radial brick or concrete
chimney and foundation for the refuse
incinerating plant on St. Patrick Street,

Stratford. Specifications and forms of
tender may be obtained from the office nf

the city engineer, A. B. Manson.

PERSONAL
George Bury, vice-president of the C.

P. R. is on his way to the west on his an-
nual inspection trip.

L. C. Fritch, who has been general
manager of the CanadianNorthern Rail-

way, for four years, and who came to the
road from the Chicago and Great West-
ern Railway has been appointed general
manager of the Seaboard Air Line.

Sir William D. Reid, president of the
Reid-Newfoundland Railway, and J. K.
L. Ross, a director of the C.P.R., have
been elected directors of Dominion Steel

Corporation to fill vacancies caused by
the death of the Hon. Robert Mackay
and Hon. David Mackeen.

B. M. W. Hanson, vice-president and
works manager of the Pratt & Whitney
Co., Hartford, Conn., and Dundas, Ont.,

has been appointed chairman of a sub-
committee of the general munitions
board on machine guns by the council of
national defense in Washington.

H. .R Charlton Honored.—The Inter-

national Jury of the Panama-Pacific Ex-
position announces that an award of a
gold medal and diploma has been made
to H. R. Charlton, General Advertisirg
Agent of the Grand Trunk Railway Sys-
tem, for his work as collaborator. The
Grand Trunk Pavilion and exhibit at S^in

Francisco were among the features of

the big fair.

Sir Joseph Wesley Flavelle. Bart.,

Chairman of the Imperial Munitions
Board, has been included in the King's
birthday honors, having been created a
Baronet in recognition of his services to

the State in the above capacity. Sir

Joseph is president of the William Davies
Co. and the National Trust Co. He was
born near Peterborough in 18.58, and his

home is in Toronto.

David E. Park, one of the most pro-

minent steel manufacturers in the Unit-

ed States, died at Pittsburg, Pa., on May
30, at the age of 68 years. Mr. Park
was one of the organizers of the Crucible
Steel Company and formed the Park
Steel Company, a $10,000,000 concern,
which was later taken over by the Cru-
cible Company. He also built Pitts-

burgh's first "skyscraper."

A. G. Norris, transmission e.xpert,

with the S K F Ball Bearing Co., Hart-
ford, Conn., will spend about three
months in Canada on behalf of this con-
cern and in co-operation with the Cana-
dian Fairbanks-Morse Co., who are the
sole agents for Canada for the S K F
transmissions. Mr. Norris will work on
transmissions only and divide his time
between the Montreal and Toronto-terri-
tories.

James Pender, for the past twenty-five
years managing director of James Pender
& Co., St. John, N.B., nail and wire manu-
facturers, died on May 30. The late

James Pender had a long connection with
the trade, having commenced his business
career fifty-one years ago as a clerk with
T. McAvity & Sons, hardware merchants
of St. John. He subsequently commenced
the manufacture of horseshoe nails on his

own account and later took W. O. Purdy
into partnership under the present firm

name. The manufacture of wire
nails was added, and Mr. Pender was
made managing director of the firm. He
was a member of the St. John Board of
Trade, and was recognized as one of the

most prominent manufacturers in the dis-

trict.

James Spelman, president of the John
S. Metcalf Co., grain elevator engineers
and builders of Montreal, London, Chi-

cago and Melbourne, died at his home,
on Cote St. Antoine Road, Westmount,
Que., on May 27. He was born at Ot-
tawa, Ont., December 10, 1860, was e'du-

cated in the Ottawa Schools and was
graduated from the Royal Military Col-

lege, Kingston. He was employed for

some time on C.P.R. construction work
in the West and later went into grain

elevator building, being associated with
the Metcalf Company for twenty years.

He was president for the past five years.

He was a member of the Engineers'
Club, the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers and the Western Society of

Engineers.

INCORPORATIONS
Rein Drive Tractors, Ltd., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $5,000,000 to acquire as a going con-

cern Canadian Rein Drive, Ltd., Toronto,

Etc. The incorporators are Harry M.
Tandy, J. W. F. Kerr and W. A. Mac-
Farlane all of Toronto.

Kinleith Paper Mills, Ltd., has been
incorporated at Ottawa with a capital of

.$400,000 to manufacture paper and pulp

at St. Catherines, Ont. The incorpora-

tors are William Bain, Robert Gowans
and T. H. Simmonds all of Toronto.

Kilcon Knitting Mills of Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa
with a capital of $50,000 to manufacture
hosiery and knit goods of all kinds at
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Three Rivers, Que. The incorporators

are J. W. Blair, F. T. Laverty and C. A.

Hale all of Montreal.

Guelph Carpet & Wor.sted .SpinninR

Mill, Ltd., has been incorporated at

Ottawa with a capital of $40,000 to

manufacture rugs and carpets, etc., at

Guelph, Ont. The incorporators are

Robert Dodds, Roland Dodds and George
McPherson all of Guelph, Ont.

The Liquid Carbonic Co., has been in-

corporated at Ottawa wit ha capital of

.^10,000 to manufacture and deal in

chemicals and gases of all kinds. The
head office is at Toronto and the incor-

porators are W. A. J. Case. J. B. Taylor
and W. M. Smith all of Toronto.

MARINE
Less New York Shipping.—Twenty-

one ships less in .4pril arrived at the povt

of New York in May. There were 428
arrivals with a total tonnage of 1,099,-

433, as compared with 449 ships with a

total tonnage of 1,149,7.40 for the month
of April.

Forty-five more ships sailed from New-
York, however, during May, with a to-

tal tonnage of 1.15.5,508, as compai?d
with 383 vessels of 1,043,466 tons for th^
previous month.

American vessels arriving during
May number 127, six more than April,

while 134 American ships left port, as
against 107 vessels of .American regis-

try during April.

The principal departures for May, be-

sides American were: British, 136;
French, 11; Scandinavian, 77, and Dutch,
24, as compared with British, 140; Dutch,
17; French, 9, and Scandinavian, 71, for
April.

-Among the ships of all other nation-
alities which an-ived here last month
were: British, 144; French, 12; Scandi-
navian, 94; and Dutch, 12; as compared
with, British, 141; French, 12; Dutch, 24.

and Scandinavian, 104, for the month of
.April.

Victoria, B.C.—Despite rumors to the
contrary, Mr. Butcher and Capt. Troup
representing the Imperial Munitions
P.o:ir(l, have placed no orders for wooden
-hips. They are conducting an investi-

lation as to the possibility of developing
the industry on the Coast.

New Westminster, B. C—J. C. Shields
and ('apt. Robinson, e.\-mayor of Kani-
loops, who are at the head of the Pacific

Shipbuilding Co., a concern recently or-

ganized to build wooden steamers on the
Fraser River, are making arrangemen's
for the location of their plant on the
south side of the rjver just above the
bridge.

Halifax. N.S—Mr. McGillivray, pre-
sident shipbuilding commission, addres-
sing the Bo-ird of Trade recently, stated
that representatives of large steel ship-
building interests had recent'y visited
the city and were to return with some
definite proposition and the city should
be prepared to state what it was willing
to do to assist in the establishment of a
larire enterprise.

New Lakes Vessel I'uts to Sea.— Under
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Company
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command of Captain Perry, of Cherbourg,
France, and manned by a crew of French-
men and Chilians, the steamer Toulouse,
just completed at the Superior Shipbuild-

ing Co.'s yards, cleared from Duluth,
Minn., on June 3, for the Atlantic, where
she will be used in coasting and in the
North Sea trade. The boat is 254 feet

long, 48 feet beam and 24 feet deep and
is built along- ocean lines, with deckhouse
amidships. The Orleans Railway of
France is her owner.

Will Omit Canadian Calls.—The White
Stare Line, acording to the local agent
at Port Huron, Mich., has decided to omit
all landings at Canadian ports hereafter,
and will confine the trips of its boats to

the American side. This action has been
brought about by the recent announce-
ment that the Government will in future
enforce the rulin.g of the Department of

Commerce and Labor that all passenger
steamers carrying freight instal a sprink-
ling' system for fire protection.

Big Shipping Profits.—The report of
the Oceanic Navigation Co., White Star.

for last year, shows a profit of £2,40l*,-

758 after providing for excess profits

taxation. The profit represents an in-

crease of £434,473 over 1915, which is

more than double that of 1914. Divi-

dends of £750,000, equivalent to 20 per
cent., have been paid, leaving a balance
of £300,636 to be carried forward, com-
pared with £156,768 in 1915. Dividends
of 35 and 30 per cent, were paid in the
previous year. Last August the capital
of the companv was increased by £750,-

000; £375,000 of the White Star "consists

of 33 vessels and the capital of the com-
pany is owned by the International Mer-
cantile Marine.

Reid Wrecking Co. Sold.—The business
of the Reid Wrecking Co., with its fleet of
tugs and wrecking apparatus, has been
sold to the Reid Towing & Wrecking Co.,

a corporation headed by Roy Wolvin, of
Duluth, according to a statement given
out on June 1, by Captain J. T. Reid. Mr.
Reid and his brother, Wm. H. Reid, are
associated with the new company. It is

expected that J. T. Reid will be manager.
The Reid drydock at Port Huron is not
included in the transaction, but will con-
tinue under the present management. The
tugs transferred are the S. M. Fischer,
James Reid, Sarnia City, Smith, Diver
and Manistique. It is probable that the
Port Huron and Sarnia offices will be con-

tinued as at present.

Tusket, N.S.—The Tusket Shipbuilding
Co.. Tusket, N.S., expect to lay the keel

of their first ship some time in July, as
the moulds are being made and the com-
pany's timbei'man is now at work acquir-

ing timber. It is intended to build 4-

masters of about 500 or 600 tons, with
auxiliai-y engine space. The vessels will

be standardized as far as possible to fa-

cilitate and expedite construction. Robie
McLeod of Liverpool, N.S., who has built

some 70 wood sailing craft during the past
30 years will be master shipbuilder. It is

proposed to have two shifts at work in

the period from dawn to dusk, in which
case from 30 to 40 hands will be employed.
All communications relating to the enter-

prise shouid meantime be addressed to

Louis N. Fuller, 163 Hollis Street, Hali-

fax, N.S.

Steam Barge Burned.—The steam
barge Sand King, owned by W. Fraser,
of Montreal, and in charge of H. F.

Cuniming, of Cornwall, was b.idiy dam-
aged in the St. Regis river near the In-

dian village of St. Regis, on the morn-
ing of June 1, by a fire which broke out
near the boiler room. The Sand King
was anchored in the river the night pre-

vious, preparatory to commencing load-

ing operations the followin.g morninc.
On the boat, besides Mr. Cumming, were
Louis Hence, of Summei-town, the mate,
and Frank Garvin, of Farran's Point,

engineer. The cabin and sleeping quar-
ters, cooking utensils, shovels, and every-

thing about the deck, were completely
destroyed. The boat was beuche i in five

feet of water, which saved the gre.iter

part of the hull. The loss is partially

covered by insurance. Mr. Hence had his

hands badly burned and Mr. Cumming
also had one hand slightly burned.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Montreal, have subscribed $3,000 towards
the Y.M.C.A. Overseas Fund.

Big Locomotive Order.—It is reported
in New York financial circles that Rus-
sia has placed an order with American
manufacturers for 500 locomotives to

cost approximately $25,000,000, and 10,-

000 cars at $15,000,000. Contracts have
not yet been signed, but all preliminary
arrangements, it is understood, have been
completed. This is said to be the largest

single order for raildoad equipment re-

ceived in this country.

Customs Revenue for May.—The
Dominion customs revenue for May
amounted to $17,144,-368, the largest

monthly return in the history of the

country. The revenue increased by $4.-

089,987. as compared with the corres-

ponding month last year. For the two
months of the fiscal year which have
now elapsed the total customs revenue
was $31,293,525, as compared with $23,-

400,953 for the corresponding period

during the past fiscal year.

Smoking Prohibited Where Explosives

.\re.—An Order-in-Council has been
passed et Ottawa prohibiting persons em-
ployed on docks, vessels, vehicles or in

stores where ammuniton, explosives or

inflammable substance required for the

manufacture of explosives are stored

from smoking or having any smoking
materials in their possession while in the

vicinity of such places. Persons in a state

of intoxication are forbidden to enter the

places mentioned. A fine of $5,000 or

imprisonment for five years, or both, may
be imposed for contravention of the order.

Copper Output Expands.—The four

leading porphry copper companies, Utah.

Ray Consolidated and Chino, produced
38,230,302 pounds of the metal in April,

an increase of 1,645,267 pounds over

March. The natural deduction to be

made from these figures is that improved
weather conditions marked the ."^pril op-

erations, while labor was probably in bet-

ter supply. Utah's outiput increased

1.7r3,836 pounds over March and 2,674.-

230 pounds over April, 1916. Chino beat

its March total by 168,023 pounds and
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surpassed April last year by 1,872,604

pounds. The others fell behind March
slightly, but Ray Consolidated topped the

total of April, 1916, by 608,491 pounds.

Together the companies exceeded the

production of the precedint;- April by

5,166,616 pounds.

The Canada Cehient Co., is understood

to be turning out at Longue Pointe,

Que., about 50 tons a day of high-grade

low phosphorous iron, which is selling

to-day at a phenomenal price, about $70

to .$75 a ton. With the shell orders near-

ly completed the management decided

some time ago to make use of the elec-

tric process and take some advantage of

the existing great scarcity of pig iron.

New Type of Tractor to Haul Guns.

—

A Washington, D.C., despatch states

that a new type of tractor combining
power, speed and ability to turn within

its own length, has been developed by

army engineers for hauling guns of

medium calibre. It is believed the trac-

tor will result in the elimination of art-

illery horses almost entirely. "The new
creeping or self track laying type of

small or medium size developed by the

/American army," says the announce-

ment, "is built without steering ar-

rangement in front, and while possess-

ing relatively as much power as the

type now used in France, is capable of

turning within its own length by simply

reversing or stopping one of the creeper

drivers while the other side continues to

move." Eventually, it is believed,

horses will be used only for the lightest

artillery required to move vapidly over

lad ground.

Montreal and Lachine Ry. .\nniversary.

—Wednesday, May 30th was the 60th

Anniversary of the Montreal and Lachine
Railway Co., opened in 1847, and which
the Grand Trunk, when that newly form-

ed company came on the scene, in 18.')2,

took over, as it took over other small

pieces of I'oad, in those far-otf pioneer

days. It was the first railway in the coun-

try, on this side of the St. Lawrence; but

there was in 1836 a bit of line called the

Chaniplain and St. Lawrence Railway and
which operated more or less erratically

between I,aprairie on the South Shore
and St. Johns—a line whose ultimate ob-

jective, between rail and boat, was Kings-

ton, via Prescott. In the building of the

Montreal and Lachine Railway, an engine
disappeared in the "bog" as the district

traversed might be called and was never
heard of afterwards. The anniversary
has an interest for railway people, and
for others, too, for that was the beginning
of railway life and activity in the coun-
try—new and undevelojjed, and which was
opened up by the Grand Tiunk which
now serves the most populous portions of

the Dominion in Quebec and Ontario.

Will Roll Steel Ralls.—Owing to tlu-

urgent need of the Canadian railroad.-*

for steel rails, it is announced that the

Imperial Munitions Board has decided
to release 2.5,000 tons of stel which will

be manufactured into rails at the Soo
plant and so cover immediate needs in

this connection. It i.s understood that
15,000 tons will be supplied by the Al-
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poma Steel Corporation, to the C.P.R.,
G.T.R. and T. & N. O. railways, while
the Dominion Steel Corporation will

supply their portion 10,000 tons, to
the Intercolonial Railway. The form-
er company will be occupied on the man-
ufacture of these rails for about two
weeks, and the latter company about ten
days. These concerns are practically
the only two Canadian companies which
have rail plants ready for use, although
for some long- time past these works
have been making shell steel for the
Munitions Board. Following the comple-
tion of the above orders, it is stated that
the plants will be turned back to the
munitions business.

Steel for Shipbuilding.—In the United
States steel trade the time is believed
not far distant when the public will real-
ize that tremendous sources are being
centred on the output of material for
ships. The Sparrow's Point plant of the
Bethlehem organization is understood to

be concentrating on ship steel to the
exclusion of much structural goods. Its

own shipyard will absorb a great deal
of the supplies fabricated on the spot,

but it is probable that other yards will

draw upon the product of the mills, too.

Three million tons of shipping included
in the Shipping Board's plan will require
approximately 1.000.000 tons of plates,

shapes, etc. In view of the fact that the
country's capacity for rollino- and fabri-

cating steel is in the neitrhborhood of 35,-

000.000 tons ner year, the Government
proQ-ram would reauire no more than five

or six weeks for the steel to be produced
if all factors were co-ordinated on the
task. This is from the theoretical point
of view. The full capacity of the plants
naturally could not be completely centred
upon the task, for the steel trade as a
whole would* be badly disorganized. But
steel makers, it is known, are speeding
up the output of Government ship ma-
terial, and deliveries are looked for as
rapidly as the ship-builders can handle
the steel.

B.C. to Supply Machinery for Wooden
Ships.—At the meeting of the B. C.

Metal Trades Association held recently
in the offices of the association in the
Pacific Building for the purpose of meet-
ing Messrs. Butchert and Troup, who are
representing the Munitions Board in con-
nection with the placing of orders for
wooden steamers, Capt Troup explained
the- proposed programme of the board
and what machinery and equipment
would be installed in the vessels. G. G.
Bushby, manager of B. C. Marine,
Limited, and Knox Walkem, pre-
sident of the Vancouver Machinery
Depot, addressed the two representa-
tives of the Munitions Board and point-

ed out to them that the association re-

presented 95 per cent, of the engineer-
ing and machinery plants of- British
Columbia and that the present plants
could build the en.gines and machinery
required for the vessels and if the neces-

sary raw materials could be provided,

the boilers also. Mr. Butchert stated
that all orders for machinery and en-

gineering work would be placed locally,

provided the work could be handled.

The policy as outlined by Messrs. But-
chert and Troup was heartily approved
by the meeting and a committee consist-
ing of Messrs. G. Giles, Vancouver En-
gineering Works; H. Schaake of the
Schaake Company and W. T. Fraser of
the Vancouver Machinery Depot with
Mr. Bushby as an ex-officio member, was
appointed to co-operate with the repre-
sentatives of the board and to assist
them in procuring the machinery and
equipment required for the vessels.

Will Fight Pine Blister Desease The
white pine of Canada is valued roughly
at $200,000,000. At the recent annual
meetings of the Commission of Con-
servation, Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion, Canadian Society of Forest En-
gineers and Canadian Lumbermen's As-
sociation, urgent resolutions were adopt-
ed favoring the appropriation by the
Dominion Government of .$.'50,000, to pro-
vide for supplementing the work which
will be done by the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec in locating and eradicating
the pine blister disease, and for making
a general survey of the situation
throughout Canada. Scouting i.s neces-
sary in New Brunswick and N'ova Scotia
to determine whether the disease has yet
become established in 'ho.^,? Provinces;
and attention must also be given the
forests of western white pine in southern
British Columbia.

CATALOGUES
Vaughan Flow Meter.— .\ bulletin is-

sued by the Spray Engineering Co.,
Boston, Mass., illustrating and describ-
ing the Vaughan flow meter which is a
simple and efficient instrument for indi-
cating the flo-w of liquids in pipes.

Shop Furniture.—The New Britain
Machine Co., New Britain, Conn., have
issued a binder contract containing a
number of bulletins and price list dealing
with an interesting- line of steel shop
furniture. The product consists princi-
pally of shop stools, racks, bench legs,
portable work stands, vise stands, tote
boxes, etc. Each type is illustrated and
fully described, together with specifica-

tions giving the principal dimensions,
etc. Other lines illustrated and described
include buffing and polishing machines,
lathe racks and machine guards, etc.

The binder is substantial and of attrac-
tive appearance.

Progress in Water Works Pumps is

the title of a catalogue issued by the De
Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton, N.S.,

and compiled from the company's records.
The catalogue contains a great deal of
interesting information relative to de-
velopment and advantages of steam tur-
bine driven centrifugal pumps for city

-water supply covering the chief require-
ments for such installations and the suit-

ability of these pumps for this class of
work. An interesting feature of the
catalogue consists of a number of brief

descriptions of important municipal in-

stallations in Canada and the United
States, together with half-tones showing
the layout of each plant. Copies of this
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catalogue may be obtained on application

from the Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

Ontario.

Commercial Gear Cutting.—This is the

fifth edition, revised and enlarged, of a

treatise on commercial gear cutting and

dealing more particularly with the com-

mercial production of spur, helical and

internal gears. The booklet has been

compiled and issued by the Fellows Gear

Shaper Co. of Springfield, Vt. The book

deals almost exclusively with the gear

shaper method of cutting gears, although

for the sake of comparison brief refer-

ence is made to the formed cutter process

and bobbing process. The book contains

ten chapters dealing with various phases

of the subject and includes principally de-

scriptions covering the method of operat-

ing a gear shaper cutter, generating a

cutter and the generated cutter at work.

There are also full descriptions of the

No. '5 "Fellows" gear shaper, the No. 6.')

helical gear shaper and other different

sizes of gear shapers. The concluding

chapter deals with the application of the

gear shape)' to other work than gears and

shows a number of examples of work cut

on the gear shaper. The information in

this chapter will be of value to manufac-

turers in general. This is an interesting

publication containing considerable in-

formation of value for cutting gears.

There are 04 excellent illustrations, while

the catalog contains 94 pages and is got-

ten up in an attractive manner.

BOOK REVIEW
The Embrittling Action of Sodium

Hydroxide on Soft Steel.—In certain dis-

tricts where feed water for boilers con-

tains sodium hydroxide many boiler

troubles have appeared which have given

no little concern to boiler users and mak-

ers. Such water is found in the central

Ea.stein part of Illinois, in the Fox River

valley in the northern part of the same
state, and in portions of other states. The
Engineering Experiment Station of the

University of Illinois has just completed

an investigation of this source of boiler

distress, and the results are published in

bulletin 94 by S. W. Parr. It was noted

that boilers using feed water containing

sodium hydroxide often developed fine

cracks radiating from rivet holes or ex-

tending from hole to hole. The experi-

ments showed that the effect upon the

metal is to cause brittleness which makes
it less capable of withstanding steam
pressure and temperature changes.
Among the remedies suggested is the ad-

dition of a salt having properties which
cause it to react with the alkali and yield

a harmless product. Copies of buUetiti

No. 94 may be obtained gratis by address-
ing C. R. Richards, Director, Urbana, 111.

®
Ifrought Her Hu.sband.—In Saskatche-

wan recently, there was a political con-
vention at which women were delegates
for the first time, and on one of the hotel
registers there appeared the registration,
"IVIrs. Alfred Smith and husband."

Steel Shell Forgings or Billets of any size or weight will move any distance or about
curves upon our specially constructed Gravity Carriers and Incline or Horizontal power
devices. No labor required.

Canadian Mathews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto, Ont.

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing Else

GEO. E. JOBBORN, Hamilton. Ont.

aOVENS
Enameling and Varnishing Oveas heat«d
by Gaa, Electricity. Steam or Coal,

n Write for Booklet.

Brantford Oven A Raok Co.

Hrautford. Canada.
Ltd.
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A PRICE PYROMETER mahsitcertain

Get a Record of

Working Temperatures
I'ncLTtainty is a time aud effort waster
— to be sure at a glance means effioi*

ency. There is uo "doubt." when you
bave a Price Pyrometer.

See that there is a Price Indiratiug In-
strument within sight of every furnace
in your beat-treating department. And
bave a Price Recording Pyrometer in
vuur office to get a rei-ord of working
(eniperature.

I,et us Menil

you our Cal-

alogue and
full imrticu-

liirs — II < \v

yaxi «>iin iiiiiUe

It certuiii.

THE PRICE ELECTRIC CO.
12368 Euclid Avenue. CLEVELAND. OHIO

ETAL
STAMPINGS

We are manufai-tur
ers of stamped parts
for other maniifac-
tureri.

We do any kind of
»heet metal stampinij
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
u» to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
ihort time.

We .Vin finish steel

stamping in Nirkel,
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

A\ \

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Papa Avanue, Toronto, Can.
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Advertising
Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word sub-
sequent insertions. Count five words when boi number is required. Each figure counts

as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Display rates on application.

SECTION
FOR SALE FOR SALE

VOR SALE — 1 HOLDEN-MORGAN BASE
millinfr machine, 3-ineh shell. Manitoba Bridge

& Iron Works. Winnipeg.

pOR SALE—ONE LEWIS TYPE ENGINE
built by Waterous Engine Works. 240 H.P.,

flywheel 78" x 18". automatic governor, a bar-
gain. One steam pump. 4'^" x 2%" x 4". Write
Box 217. Moncton, N.B. ' c24m

^\NE-."iO K.W., 220 VOLT. D.C. PEERLESS
^-^ Self-oiling. Automatic Engine, with Switch-
board complete. Two. 10 H.P.. D.C. 220 volts
motor; one 20 H.P.. D.C. 220 volts motor; one
leed-water heater and purifier 36" x 12'.^The
American Motor Sales, Chatham, Ont. c24m

rpWO NEW BOILERS. 66' x 16', FOR SALE,
-*- immediate shipment. One smoke stack, 54" x
;^0'. also one C.G.E. generator. 62.5 K.V.A. with
exciter and switchboard. Box 312, Canadian
Machinery. (c24m)

r\NE LATHE 16" x 4^:' BACK-GEARED —
^' Built by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co.. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. One lathe 18" x 3', back-geared.
Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Four Murchey coliapsible dies. Capacity 1 ^2" to
2^y. Box 272, Canadian Machinery. ctmf

-pOR SALE—STEEL WATER TOWER WITH-
^ out tank. 94 feet high. Will support tank
holding 13,000 gallons. Cost new $1,600.00. Will
sell for $400.00 f.o.b. cars. Northern Aluminum
Company, Limited, Shawinigan Falls. P.Q. c22m

pOR SALE -132 PIECES VITRIFIED SEWER
pipe. 15 of which have small pieces chipped

off flange. Size 36 inches diameter, 30 inches
long. 2'^-inch wall. Make us an offer. Northern
Aluminum Company. Limited. Shawinigan Falls.
P.Q- c22m

piOR SALE—TWO 16 x 6 REED PRENTICE
Automatic Lathes. One Berti-am Gap Lathe.

48x10. Four No. 10 Heavy Duty Baker Drills.
One No. 2D Colburne Drill. One Heavy Duty
Reliance Machine Co. Turret Lathe for inside
boring of 6" shells.. Canadian Blower & Forge
Co.. Kitchener. Ont. c24m

J^—ROBB HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE. 10 x
12. 35 h.p. Just overhauled by makers. Price

$300.00. 1— Heavy Duty Rockford Drill. Suitable
*"or shells or heavy work. Weight of drill 3.600
lbs. Good as new. Write for specification. 1—
Jones & Lamson 2 x 24 Turret Lathe, 2X4" hole in
spindle, 16" swing, cone drive, collet chucks for
bars UP to 2" dinmeter. Or lathe can be fitted with
standard universal chuck. Flat turret 16" dia-
meter. Good condition. Price $400.00. 1 - Warner
& Swasey Turret Lathe. Round turret, diameter
S". hand cross feed for turret. Swing 14". Fairly
good condition. Price $200.00. 1—Bertram 2-

spindle Thread Miller. Made by makers for
threading 18-pdr. shells. Now used for thread-
ing sockets. Good condition. Steel Furnishing
Co.. Ltd.. New Glasgow. Nova Scotia. c2m

THE NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COM-
pany. Limited. Ottawa, have the following

machine tools for sale:— 1 25-ft. Westinghouse
Air Compressor, with Receiver ; 1 20" Drill
Press : 1 4-spindle 12" Drill Press. Cincinnati
Pulley & Machine Co. ; 1 Canadian Blower &
Forge Co., 21" Drill Press; 2 Racine Power Hack
Saws : 1 McKechnie Bertram Planer. 36" x 36" x
10' 0" bed: 1 Wagner Motor, 10 H.P., 2-Phase.
60 Cycles. 440 Volts. 1140 R.P.M.. complete with
starting base ; 1 Barnes 21" Drill Press ; 5 Simplex
Lathes, never used : 2 Ford-Smith Grinders, suit-
able for 18-pdr. Shrapnel Shell; 2 Thread Millers
for 18-pdr. Shrapnel, in need of repairs ; 3 Shrap-
nel Furnj":es ; 1 Turret Lathe. c23m

SPECIAL MACHINERY
AfANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
-^ work to ^ny specification—munition produc-
tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.
Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary St.. Toronto.

^. VESSOT & CO.. GENERAL MACHINE SHOP
^- and Grey Iron Foundry. We can undertake
at present time light machining and grey iron
c astings. at reasonable prices. Address Joliette,

Que. elm

AGENCIES WANTED
AGENTS HAVING CONNECTION WITH

"*" large workshops factories in mechanical con-
struction business and dealing in tools and tool

outputs, wish to represent in France a good house
manufacturing especially Lathes, Drills, Files,

Vises. Tinware, Machinery. Tool Outputs, etc.

Good references. Address Hoon & Barronnet,
U Rue Bichet. Paris. c24m

One
Advertiser

Said To Us

—

"One insertion of this ad will do"—when
sending in copy for a condensed ad. This
firm sends in from three to four ads a
month, so they ought to know.

While two or three insertions give your
proposition more chance to be considered,
still this incident shows just what adver-
tisers know this section will do for them.

Use its service now—every time vou need
it.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave.. Toronto, Ont.

pc
BUSINESS CHANCES

pOR SALE-MACHINE SHOP AND FOUNDRY
-good business location

; good manufacturing'
district for general repairs. Near two railroad=
and Welland canal for transportation. Cheap
electric power. Owner desires to retire. For
further information write Box 314. Canadian
Machinery. c22m

pOR SALE -A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildings in good condition, suitable
for either metal or wood-working; shipping facili^
ties unexcelled Two trunk lines ; direct connec-
tion^ east. west, north and south. Educational
advantaees the very best. Plant will be sold at
a bargain and on easy terms of payment, if

desired. Apply Box 204. Canadian Machinery.
c2m

SITUATIONS WANTED
xrlGH-GRADE MAN, EXPERIENCED IN GEN-

eral construction, manufacturing, machine
[shop work and heavy shells, is open for a good
|

offer only. Box 315. Canadian Machinery. c25m I

t^TEEL FOUNDRY EXECUTIVE. CANADIAN,
with fifteen years' experience with most up-

to-date plants in United States, seeks similar
position in Canada. Thoroughly conversant with
sales, operation and business management. Box
306. Canadian Machinery. c22m

PRACTICAL WORKS MANAGER AND ME-
chanical expert with years of experience in

United States and Canada, a specialist in muni-
tion work, open for engagement. Best of refer-
ences. Apply Box 304, Canadian Machinery.

c4m

pLECTRICAL ENGINEER—COLLEGE GRADU-
uate. five years* practical experience : now

employed in large industrial plant, electric-
driven ; responsible position desired : money not
sole object ; recommendations. Box 305, Canadian
Machinery. c26m

SITUATIONS VACANT
WANTED- TOOL MAKERS TO WORK ON

munitions. Apply at once. Wallaceburg
Brass & Iron Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Wallaceburg, On-
tario, c25n>

ATECHANICAL ENGINEER WANTED—FIRST-
-^ ^ class opportunity for the right party. Must
be energetic, ambitious, sober and have some
knowledge of French. Apply Box 286, Canadiai
Machinery. tcmf ^

\17ANTED—SALESMEN TO SELL BABBITT
metals on commission as side line. Good

commission. Give full particulars as to firms
represented and territory covered. Box 303. Cana-
dian Machinery. c21n»

TX"^ANTED — EXPERIENCED MECHANICAL
draftsman, one who has had some experience

on machine design and factory layout preferred.
Apply, stating experience and salary desired, to

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada.
Ltd.. Bowmanville, Ont. c23m

/:*" SHELL FOREMAN WANTED WITH SPE-
cial qualications to get production from shop

at Peterborough. Ont.. which has been running
on 6" shell for eighteen months. Tooling and
shop inspection separately organized. Foreman to

give his whole attention to obtaining maximum
production. Give full particulars in first apnli-

cation as to previous experience, references, and
salary required, otherwise application will not be

considered. Apply to Box 316. Canadian Machin-
ery. cS^m
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SPEED, ACCURACY, ADAPTABILITY
Thirty-~ix ditierent threads iuid leed.~ are had tlirough mounted change
gearing. 'each change V)eing qtiickly made through controlling handle^; in

gear boxes.

Lathe ha:? automatic stop for stopping carriage in either direction when
feeding or .=crew-ctitting—invaluahle for internal work to shoulders and for

duplicating pieces.

Hendey
18-inch
Geared
Head
Lathe

A good point in this lathe
lies in its eight mechanical
changes of speed for spindle
with driving shaft running at
constant speed—four direct
and four through back.

Write for descriptive circular.

The Hendey Machine

Company
Torrington, Conn.

Canadian Agents : A. R. Willjamg
Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont. ; A. R.
Williams Machinery Co., 260 Princess
St., Winnipeg-; A. R. Williams Machin-
ery Co.. Vancouver: A. R. Williams
Machinery Co.. St. John. N.B. : Wil-
liams & Wilson. Montreal.
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Manufacturing Aspect of Machine Shop Organization
By F. G. Kent

Thix jjaper seeks to scl forth the jii luhnnc ntals of a ii^jjiicul jiHichine-shop organization.
If lieij'mx ii'ith a cUsciission of the methods for introducing changes in the »«// of rc-organiza-
tion, has something to say abovt the kind of man irlio docs the job and how he gets started:

then yoe& on to an analysis of the organization by depurfnients. Each department is described
.•ill f/.x fit sjioir ify importance, special duties and responsibilities, and relation to the irhole.

IX
this paper it is my purpose to out-

line briefly the basic structure of an
organization for a shop building the

average line of machinery. I shall not

touch at all on the commercial side of the

organization, such as sales, advertising,

financial, and purchasing, but will confine

the paper entirely to the manufacturing
end.

As all my experience has been with
concerns in operation for some years be-

fore my becoming connected with them, I

have always had the advantage of having
considerable high-grade material, both in

the way of men and equipment, ready at

hand to work upon, which accounts for

some of the ideas expressed below. While
I have been associated with some very
large concerns, I would rather these re-

marks apply to the shop employing 600
men or less, for a shop of this size, from
the very nature of its growth and the
volume of business transacted, has just
as many, if not more, obstacles to over-

come as the larger plant, and is usually in

no condition financially to set aside any
large sum for betterment work. For this

reason it is necessary in a business of
this sort to plan any forward move with
the greatest care, in order that there may
be sure profit in each change made, and
all such changes may take place at such
times as to cause no interference with get-

ting out the regular product. ?

Care in Planning Developments

This, of course, means rather slow pro-

gress, which is apt to be discouraging to

the man who is anxious to see things go,

but, on the other hand, it has a decided
advantage in the fact that the evolution
is so gradual that there is very little op-

position or unfavorable comment from
foremen or workmen inclined to discredit

innovations. This in itself is a very im-
portant factor toward any reorganization

scheme, for, notwithstanding arguments
to the contrary, the stability of any shop
system depends very largely on whole-
hearted cooperation, from the chief ex-

ecutive clear down the line to the sweeper.

Saving Profits

Sc.iie time ago .James Collins made the
statement in a magazine article that "dur-
ing the ne.xt few years some of the largest
profits in American industry will be saved
out of operation. Heretofore our profits

have been made, but saving a profit is a
different thing altogether." I quite agree
with this, and my work for several years
has proven to me that hundreds of small
details are allowed to take the wrong
course simply because they have always

•Abstract of paper read before the American
Societ.v of Mechanical Enprincers, at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
"Of LoilKe & Shipley Machine Tool Co.

gone that way. We have all of us been
too much concerned in systems of paying
wages, with the object, of course, of get-

ting more work at a lower cost. Some-
times straight piece work has been
adopted, and again it might be some one
of the several forms of the bonus or
premium plan, and in nearly every one
the feverish desire to get something
started has precipitated action without
proper planning, and has brought about
useless waste of time and energy, and,
in many cases, ill-feeling among the work-
men. If for no other reason than that of

harmony, let us leave the time-study and
wage-payment schemes until we feel sure

siderable importance, and, if possible, the
position should be a newly created one.

For instance, if the chief executive has
been known in the past as a supervisor or
general superintendent, let the new posi-

tion be that of Works Manager. Such an
arrangement enables the old superintend-
ent to retain his prestige with the men
until it may be deemed proper to make a
change, and it also starts the new man
off with more of a punch.
The question is often asked, "Where can

we get the right sort of man?"—and the
answer is that he is not half so hard to

find as is generally thought. Many a time
the man is already in the organization,

FIG. 1. PLANT OKCJANIZATION CHART.

that we have very nearly gone the limit

in stopping other leaks.

My first point is that wage payment,
premium schemes, bonus arrangements,
etc., should be the last point of attack
rather than the first.

Starting-Off Reorganization

liCt us suppo.se that we are going about
the reorganization of such a shop as I

have mentioned. What is the best course
to take? It is my opinion that the easiest

way out, and at the same time the one
most profitable, is for the directors to

place a man of proven executive ability

at the head of a military or line type of
organization, giving this man plenty of
time and a free hand to work out the
solution of their problems. This arrange-
ment will prove successful more times
than any other.

The selection of a title for the man
who is to lead the way is a matter of con-

but he has been so thoroughly "hog-tied"'

that he has never had a chance to show
what was in him.

Works Manager's Leeway

Assuming that the right man is on hanil
ready to take hold, if he is a newcomer in

the concern he should be given at least

two months to get acquainted, first with
the owners, carefully analyzing their
statements of trouble. After two or three
days on this end of the job, let him go out
into the shop and get acquainted with the
department heads, encouraging them to

talk of their troubles, and if possible have
them express an opinion as to the causes
of failures in the past. Let him drop into
the works in the evenings and cultivate
even the watchman's acquaintance. He
will find that long hours spent alone in the
shop are frequently productive of leads of
value. Let him walk through the mach' ^e

and erecting departments on Saturd ;y
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afternoon, and an occasional Sunday for

a time, looking into every corner and
cubby-hole. The number of points that

can bo brought out in a survey of this kind

will surprise one who has never tried it.

All this is a mere matter of getting ac-

quainted with the job, and it goes without

saying that if this point is neglected all

future work will rest on an insecure

foundation.

The location of the headquarters of the

new works manager should be open to all

shop employees and the men encouraged

to come in. It should, therefore, be in

the place most accessible to the works, and
it should also be perfectly plain in its

appointments. The business to be trans-

acted with the shop can be carried on over

common oak desks and bare floors with a

far better feeling than it can over mahog-
any furniture and Oriental rugs. The
average workman does not care to come
with his greasy shoes, soiled clothes and
dirty face into an elegantly appointed

office to talk about the things the manager
ought to know about, and when he does,

he is self-conscious and ill at ease, and
goes away without half stating his case

and irritated because of a feeling that

he has been put at a disadvantage.

Unit Subdivision of Plant

Now, when the works manager has
learned to find his way around without a

guide, and the men in the shop have
learned to take his presence as a matter
of course, let him start the first forward
move by analyzing his shop conditions

and personnel, and laying down a definite

organization. Of course, any organiza-

tion that he may plan in the start will

be changed in minor details many times,

but there is no reason why the main struc-

ture should not remain practically the

same as originally planned.

It is understood of course that what one

is seeking for in this move is to subdivide

the entire plant into a number of different

units, placing a definite responsibility upon
the head of each unit, and it is understood
that the heads of these units will be re-

spected in the positions they hold, or, in

other words, there must be no splitting of

authority or going over one's head with
orders of any sort. For instance, the giv-

ing of orders directly to a workman by a

general foreman or anyone else higher

in authority is a serious breach of disci-

pline, as it soon weakens the foreman's
standing with the men to such an extent

that he soon becomes useless as an execu-

tive. The same thing holds good, in a

much greater degree, in the relationship

of the owners to the head of their manu-
facturing operations. This may seem an
insignificant point to bring out in a paper
that is onlv touching the high spots, but
I believe that many shops in need of re-

organization owe 90 per cent, of their

troubles to the failure to fix definite re-

sponsibility and live up to it.

This sub-division of the shop is readily

visualized by means of an organization

chart which will give the layout of re-

sponsibility as well as the physical layout.

In making up this organization chart, I

have found that the easiest way is to use

round metal-bound cardboard tags dis-

tributed on a large drawing board (see

Fig. 1).

The first tags made out should contain

the names of the main departments. The
average typical shop should have the

following departments: Works Office, En-
gineering Department, Pattern Shop, Tool
Design and Storage, Tool Making and Re-
pair, Plant Engineering and Power,
Machinery, and Erection.

This division of the shop is merely typi-

cal, and it must be understood that all

sorts of variations are necessary, due to

the varying factor of the personnel from
which the organization has to be made.
I might say here that I am a very strong
believer in using the personal material at

hand rather than replacing the old em-
ployee by new help.

The next step is to add to each depart-
ment tag the name of the man who is

selected to have charge of that depart-
ment. With these tags spread out on the

drawing board, wit'n two more tags for

the Works Manager and an Assistant
Works Manager, and a number of smaller
tags for the subdivisions of the major
departments, the general shop organiza-
tion begins to take shape.

I want to insert here that the Assistant
Works Manager should be capable of as-

suming the woi-k of the works manager
in the latter's absence from the plant, and
both the works manager and the assistant

should have as few routine duties as pos-

sible. Their time should be spent in plan-
ning improvement and in bolstering up
the weak points in the organization. A
great many men get the idea that organi-
zation once done is done forever. On
the contrary, the only organization that
is final or complete is a dead one. I have
cleaned up two plants after several firms
of so-called efficiency engineers had had
a shot at them. They had gone away
after a time, leaving a mass of charts,

forms and card indexes which were sup-
posed to have accomplished a complete re-

organization. Even if this reorganization
was sufficient for the needs of these plants
at the time thev left, which it was not, it

would be foolish to suppose that it would
automatically administer affairs for an
indefinite period. The business that is

managed by live men is always subject to

profitable changes.

Analysis of Departments

The balance of this paper can be cov-

ered by an analysis of these depart-
ments. First, the Works Office. This,

to my mind, is the most important div-

ision of all; if I had to choose between
a poorly equipped shop with a good
works office and the best equipped shop
in the world with a poor works office, I

would choose the former. The head of

this department should be an under-
study of the assistant works manager.
The greatest fault in choosing a man

for the head of the works office is get-

ting a man who is too one-sided. Often
an accountant is chosen, and he fails to

appreciate the time relationship of the

office to the shop; if a man of purely

shop experience is chosen, he fails to

understand the importance of records.

He should therefore have some account-

ing as well as shop and engineering ex-

perience. He should have an imagin-
ative and inventive mind to originate

new forms and apply mechanical devices

which insure greater accuracy and re-

duce the amount of labor. In this short

paper it is impossible to go into details

as to the possibilities of this position,

but I have in mind a case where a man
of this sort, through clever adaption of

methods to the needs of his office, in

two years' time reduced a working force

from thirty-five to twenty men.

Works Office Subdivisions

The Works Office is divided into four

divisions: first. Time and Employment;
second, Cost and Inventory; third.

Stock Control and Receiving; and
fourth, Planning and Tracing.

The Time and Employment Depart-
ment takes care of hiring men, applica-

tion files, changes in wage rates, etc..

and making up the payroll. This section

also has charge of the department time-

keepers maintained for the sake of ac-

curacy of records and efficiency of fore-

men. The workman or foreman is never
allowed to handle his own time records.

In conjunction with the employment de-

partment, I have found it a benefit to

the shop at large to employ a medical

man and instal equipment to take care

of all injuries and illness that may oc-

cur in the shop.

The Cost and Inventory Department
should be able to show the cost of any
job at any stage of operation, and the

exact profit from the complete job. It

should further be able to analyze any
of the figures into direct wage, burden,

material, etc., and also its records should

show by comparison all previous jobs of

the same sort, and. without being called

upon, it should call the attention of the

works manaeer to any unusual discrejj-

ancies in these comparisons. There
should be the same type of comparison
of the various accounts of indirect ex-

penditure.

The Stock-Control Department should

have charge of issuing shop orders,

ordering from purchasing agent all raw
material and finished material in proper

quantities and in sufficient time to get

the finished product on a specified date,

receiving raw and finished stock, as )>'ell

as storage of parts finished in the shop.

Special efi'ort must be made to secure

accurate accounting of all material, as

this i-s just as essential to the right

operation of a shop as the cash balance

is to a hank.

The Planning and Tracing Depart-

ment establishes the order of progress

of work through the shop. This depart-

ment must be able to show the location

of every job in the shop within a half-

hour of its movement from one opera-

tion to another. It is possible to ac-

complish this by very simple methods.

Two or three men following these re-

cords and kicking loose the dead ends,

were able in one shop to lessen the

number of jobs in the shop at one time

from over 2.5,000 to less than 7,000, in

addition practically eliminating the

shortage of finished parts at the point

of erection. When the time is ripe for

time studv and the establishing of

standard times, this will be one of the

functions of the planning department.
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Engineering Department
In the Enginering Department all en-

gineering information regarding specifi-

cation has its beginning. The best ar-
rangement is to separate the Chief En-
gineer who is responsible for design
entirely from that section which issues
the specifications to the shop. The
chief engineer then has charge of the
design and improvement of the product,
including action on all changes sug-
gested from any source.
The specification section takes on the

work of detailing, tracing, checking, in-
dexing, filing, making blueprints and
parts lists, making bills of materials and
issuing them to departments requiring
them. Standard sizes should be estab-
lished for all drawings and the straight
numerical system identification used.
For detail work one piece only should
be shown on a sheet. Details should be
drawn to scale, close measurements ex-
pressed in decimals and the working
limits stated on each drawing. Dimen-
sions should be so complete that the
machinist does not have to do any fig-

uring in order to find any measurement.
Assembly drawings must be furnished

for each assembled unit. The assembly
drawing must show the piece number of
the detailg that go to make up the as-
sembly, but without any dimensions of
these parts being shown. I have found
that showing several details on one
sheet or working from dimensioned as-
sembly drawings is bad practice. They
will slow up the work in the shop and
are the cause of a great deal of scrap-
ped work.
New designs should be gone over by

the chief engineer, chief draftsman,
works manager and his assistant before
be'n'r detailed, and the details should be
criticized again before going to the
planning department. It is much easier
to rub out mistakes on the drawing than
it is on a casting in the shop.
The Pattern Shop has the making of

new patterns and the repairing of old
ones, also the pattern storage and lo-.

cation records of patterns in the works
and at the various foundries. I wish to

make a point of the equipment in the
pattern shop, which .should be the best
obtainable. There is no profit in work-
ing high-priced men on weak-kneed
tools. If patterns are to be used for
iiuantity production, ease of molding
and lonfr life should be considered in

building them, but whore a limited num-
ber of castings are to be made, no more
time should be put on them than abso-
lutely necessary. Lack of attention to

either one of these details has caused
large losses to many concerns.

Tool Design and Storage Department
The Tool Design and Storage Depart-

ment takes up its work at the point
where the drawings for parts to be
manufactured leave the planning section
of the works office. Any new jigs or
fixtures required for the sake of inter-

changeability or economical manufac-
turing are designed and ordered by this
department. This department is also
responsible for storage, indexing and

checking of jigs and smaller tools in the
tool cribs in the shop, and requisitioning
the purchase of small tools—taps, cut-
'ers, drills, emery wheels and so forth.

The Tool-Making Department wilj build
all new jigs and keep up repairs on old
ones. The sharpening of all small tools,
milling cutters and reamers must be
done in this department, and under no
consitleration by the workman using
them.

Plant Engineer

The Plant Engineer in conjunction
with the power plant is an arrangement
seldom found in any shop. By a plant
enginer is not meant a steam or electri-
cal engineer, but a man with mechani-
cal-engineering training who is respon-
sible for the physical upkeep and im-
provement of the plant and the use of
power. The opportunity which a man in
this position has for saving money and
increasing output is very great. The
locating of all machinery, shop furni-
ture, line shafting, piping and wirin^
must pass through his hands. In one
shop the writer had charge of, the load
on the power plant was rapidly going
beyond its capacity and steps had al-
ready been taken to install new equip-
ment that would cost many thousands
of dollars. By installing ball bearings
and rearranging shafting, the plant en-
gineer was able to reduce the load over
40 per cent, at a cost of 15 per cent,
of the cost of a new power plant. There
was also the saving in the cost of oper-
ation which the new power plant would
have entailed.

The Plant-Foreman's Department is

answerable to the plant engineer. The
work that the plant engineer performs
is usually taken on in a more or less
slipshod manner by the heads of various
other departments. He should have
charge of the millwrights, oilers, belt
men, pipe fitters, electricians, carpen-
ters, crane operators, hookers, laborers,
watchmen, janitors and shippers, and is

responsible for the cleanliness of the
plant, both inside and out.

Inspection, Machining and Erection
Departments

The Inspection Department must be
answerable to the works manager or his
assistant only. In no case should the
inspectors take instructions from any of
the machine or erection-department
heads. They must pass judgment on all

work in process as well as the finished
product. The inspection may be carried
out either directly on the floor or in a
centrally located inspection room. This
depends more or less on the nature of
the product.

The Machining Department may have
one general foreman, with his assistants
in charge of the subdivisions. These as-

sistants have instructors under them
whose duties comprise seeing that jobs
are properly set up, tools properly sel-

ected, and proper feeds and speeds are
used. There should be about one in-

structor for every ten men. Supervision
of the machine work must be entirely

separate from the erecting department.
The writer is a firm believer in plac-

ing machines of a kind together; that is,

lathes in one section, drilling machines
in another, and so on. It keeps down
the amount of the investment. It makes
a better balanced condition, and the

work goes to a foreman who knows more
about that particular operation than an
all-round man can ever hope to know.

The possibility of improvement in the

various operations of the machine shop
is never-ending, and the changes in ma-
chine tools are continuous, which is a

fact that the works manager and his

assistant should never lose sight of.

Any new tool that promises more econ-

omic production should be thoroughly
tried out and, if satisfactory ,the old

tool should be immediately disposed of,

as it is cheaper to scrap a tool than to

operate at decreased efficiency.

The Erection Department should have
a general foreman, with the various

units of assembly placed under his as-

sistants, as. for instance, in a lathe shop
there would be a head and tailstock de-

partment, carriage and apron depart-

ment, etc., and a final erecting depart-

ment of the sub-assemblies into the com-
plete machine.

-^-

ZEEBRUGGE
ZEEBRUGGE is the seaport of Bruges,

which derives its ^name from the fact

that more than fifty bridges (Flemish

"brugge") cross the many canals in and

around the capital of West Flanders.

Zeebrugge is eight miles north of

Bruges by rail, and six miles by way of

the Canal Maritime, a modern water-

way 230 feet wide, accommodating sea-

going vessels with a draft of twenty-

five feet. This canal terminates in the

inner basin at Zeebrugge. The latter is

protected from violent northwest winds

by a crescent-shaped mole of concrete

and masonry, a mile and a quarter in

length. Crowning the land side of tJie

mole are extensive warehouses, elevators

and railway tracks. These elaborate har-

bor improvements were begun in 189.5

and were under construction for twelve

years, the cost exceeding $8,000,000.

Zeebrugge was the outgrowth of the

reviving prosperity of Bruges. Before

the war this one great mart of the Low-

lands had begun to take on a new lease

of life, with its thriving market gardens,

its ceramic factory and its extensive lace

works employing (i.OOO hands. It would

probably never have achieved the size

and prosperity of its thirteenth century

fame, when it is said to have had a popu-

lation of 200.000. but it numbered more

than 50,000 thrifty people in 1914, in-

cluding a colony of nearly 3,000 English.

Zeebrugge is fifteen miles northw^est

of Ostend and sixty miles northwest of

Brussels. One mile south of the harbor,

on the road to Bruges, is an enormous
old barn with great oaken beams, dating

from 1280. the only relic of the once

wealthy and famous abbey of Ter Doe=*.
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APPEARANCES, GOOD AND BAD
By A. L. Haas.

THERE is a proverb which states

that appearance is apt to be de-

ceitful. Be that as it may, so long'

as human nature remains unchanged, ex-

ternals will continue to challenge criti-

cism and exert an influence which may or

may not be beyond their real worth.
National chai'acteristics atfect the mat-

ter; certain traditions have sprung up
and these have a sub-stratum of fact.

Solidity and durability are apt to be

overlooked, if the less important finish is

absent.

First Impressions Lasting

From a commercial, no less than a hu-
man viewpoint, first sight represents a

great deal. Suitability to intended pur-

pose is a prime consideration, but atten-

tion is first attracted and the eye of a

customer focused by external finish even
where this is not a solid asset or is bound
to disappear in use. It is commonly as-

sumed, and the assumption is warranted
by fact, that real finish is a certificate of
careful work not apparent, and great
pains are taken to ensure attractive ex-
ternals by firms who are proud of their

product.

In a human sense any individual whose
looks are smart has an asset of value,
though we are all familiar with the man
who can obtain job after job, but fails

to hold any post for more than a brief
period of time. The art of making a good
impression is perhaps a gift but the ac-
quisition of sufficient manners to avoid
misapprehension is not difficult. We
shopmen do not need the graces of the
ambassador of commerce, but this is no
excuse for lack of common politeness,

whether to a superior or inferior. In
fact, in daily contact the power of get-
ting willing in place of grudging assist-
ance from above or below is dependent
upon a cheerful and mannerly spirit.. In
brief, it pays to be polite even to the
most churlish. That tact, which avoids
all cause of offence by sensing the other
man's mind, is among the rarest of vir-
tues and is a natural gift, but sufficient
for daily use need involve no strenuous
study.

The bird of passage who drifts from
shop to shop obtains experience denied
to the sticker who is in most instance.?
the better man. The experience meant i<

that of interviewing prospective employ-
ers successfully. It is an art in which
some men shine. From past interview?
he knows very nearly what questions
will be put and what answers to give.
It is a most difficult thing sometimes to
extract the needed facts from a really
good man, who is deficient in such ex
perienee. It is like a boilermaker at
home trying to explain a job to a friend—words fail—the fire shovel and a piece

of French chalk say moi'e in half a dozen
lines than an hour's description.

Technicalities and Sales

From similar reasons the practical

technician fails rightly to apprehend the

question of sales. The mOre familiar he
is with the details of manufacturing, the

worse missionary he is likely to make in

pushing their merits. It is a little curi-

ous, but none the less true, that the ma-
jority of those having the power of pur-

chase are either non-technical or else

more in a different field of effort. As a

consequence, it is often those very ele-

mentary facts regarded as childish by
the practical man which are required.

Another matter is that the technician

fails to perceive that his specialized

knowledge was obtained over a term of

years by slow degrees. His fault is often

that he expects those totally unfamiliar

with his wares to take in right away
the whole of their merits.

If the advertising expert be watched,

it will be seen that in place of crowd-

ing his space with all the merits and

reasons, he confines his attention to one

or two only. Later he uses up the other

reasons singly or in pairs, varying his

matter but never confusing the casual

reader by making him study, or com-
pelling him to use a magnifying glass to

assort all the labels and pointers. The
reasons must be sufficient, adequate and
pointed, the ad must be arresting, he

does not attempt to make a convert of

his reader by a single explosion; on the

contrary, he stimulates his interest by
repetition and variation. Advertising is

a matter of appearance, but of selective

appearance. Salesmanship is, of neces-

sity, of a more intimate complexion, de-

pendent most often upon the reaction be-

tween native and nature.

No salesman may give way to exas-

peration, and argument is one of the

worst methods of gaining an order. It

is not words, lectures, speeches, or ex-

position which tells, but a growing con-

viction in the customer's mind, depen-

dent upon the whole salesman, not neces-

sarily upon his tongue. If the reader will

cast his mind's eye backward he will

realize that it is less words than quite

another quality which persuaded.

Confidence a Keystone

Commerce is confidence, the entire

business world hangs upon ci-edit, upon
ci'edibility, upon faith justified by past

facts.

From the retail shop to the largest

manufacturing concern, the appearance
cultivated is that of confidence.

The biggest advert of the lot in the ap-

pearance of the goods on delivery and
subsequent satisfaction in their use. Re-
peat orders and the establishment of

what commercially is termed good-will

is worth many sacrifices in the initial

stages, many things legally enforceable
are suffered that relations be not dis-

turbed. Customers who silently suffer

are not friends, the man to encourage is

the man who complains; it is worth
spending a little time to get him pleased.

Treated otherwise, he becomes often an
active enemy and a missionary for a ri-

val firm; placate him, reason with him,
convince him, and another good-will link

in the chain of business is established.

Mechanics and Beauty
The mechanical sections of the uni-

verse are blamed for their neglect of
beauty; it is strange to the engineer to

hear the artistic value of mechanical pro-

ducts traduced. The fact is that those
who complain lack the knowledge neces-

sary to appreciate. A power unit, a

bridge, a machine, a boiler—all have ar-

tistic possibilities rightly viewed. The
ancient Greeks had one word meaning
both artistic and fitting and any thing

correctly designed must have one merit,

proportion which lies at the base of all

artistic work. Art so-called concerns it-

self with appearance, largely with ex-

ternal decoration; strength and rigidity,

power to resist stress are not an artist's

province.

The utilitarian aspect of a machine or

hardest shelled of practical men can find

beauty in the products of his craft—pro-

portion, line, and fitness find in him a
qualified judge. To him such things make
an instantaneous because an edu-

cated appeal. He knows and knowing
can afford to smile at the criticism that

he sins against art by mechanical effort.

One thing certain is that the craftsman
in every age has been the man upon
whom the work of that age has rested,

and that craftsmen of past ages would
be the first to appreciate the craft of

to-day.

Appearance Suggests Merits

The appearance of the finished goods

has a commercial value, their design sat-

isfies fitness to a destined end, their

workmanship reveals itself by the fin-

ished look to a trained eye. Care and
skill are manifest externally, near
enough is not good enough. It is worth
effort to attain good looks, they are a

passport to favor. Moreover, that con-

cern taking pains for appearance sake

helps to cultivate a feeling of proper

pride in the staff, which, insensibly and
without addition raises in its turn that

invaluable internal asset inside the firm-

reputation. Than which it is safe to say

nothing is worth more to a maker, whe-
ther his produce be implements, mach-
ines, or aught else. Reputation inside

the firm and outside, along with good-

will among its customers, depends in the

main upon appearances which need net

be deceitful after all.
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A KINK IN REFITTIXa LATHE
BOXES
By H. D.

IX fitting up half boxes for lathe head-
stocks it takes a good deal of time to

make the brasses a perfect fit on the

spindle, and at the same time have the

two halves tight together. It is not con-
sidered good practice to use linei-s be-

tween the halves (though this is done on
most all other high-class work), nor is a
gap permissible. One concern that did

I'ebuilding and turned out an average of

a lathe a week followed the practice of

planing the boxes off, so that when they
were finally fitted (scraped) to the
spindle, there was from .003 in. to .006 in.

space between the halves. The face of

the brasses was then tinned over, and
this solder filed down until the fit de-

sired was obtained all around. The solder
filed easier and quicker than bi-onze, and
the coating made it easier to fit up when
the round part became so worn in ser\'ice

that refitting was necessary. No reason
was ever found to condemn this method.©—
PASTE FOR OIL TIGHT JOINTS

By D. A. Hampson.
AN oil tight joint between metal parts
which can not be conveniently packed or
fused can be made by using a paste made
of glycerine and litharge (oxide of lead).

The powder is stiired in the glycerine
until the consistency is like very heavy
cream, and is preferably applied to the
parts before assembling and the parts
drawn together, squeezing out the paste
as they are tightened up. If this cannot
be done, the paste can be worked in at
the edge of the joint, applying with a
putty knife. It takes about two days for
this mixture to harden ready for use. In
one instance some sheet iron troughs, 15
feet long, were to be filled with oil and
various shafts run in that oil. The ends
of the troughs had to be eastings set in-

side and held with screws. No satisfac-

tory way of keeping these castings tight

was found until the glycerine and
litharge paste was used.

©
BABBITT METAL GIBS

By H. Middleton.

BABBITT metal makes a satisfactory
gib for tables, slides, etc., when condi-
tions can be arranged for it. During the

recent call for special machines, several

hundred single purpose machines were
built which had a sliding table similar to

that of a milling machine. The work was
such that there was little strain on the
gib side of the t'-ible vee and the (rib

merely served to always keen the table
up in perfect adjustment. The sides of
the vees were of the common 60 deg.
bevel, and the planing of the gibs was an
item worth considering.

A scheme for a babbitt gib was con-
ceived, and looked so good that two
tables were tested out—one with babbitt
and the other with the usual steel gib.

The saddles were clamped on the planer,
side bv side, with the tables in place and
the tables connected to the cross rail, so
they could not move—while the saddles
did. The planer was run a week this wav

and at the end of that time an examina-
tion showed (of course) less wear from
the babbitt gib, and the gib itself had
worn only a few thousandths in what was
the equivalent of a year's running.

So the babbitted gib was adopted and a

substantial saving resulted. With this

soft metal construction, a greater thick-

ness of gib w^as adopted, the thickness
being 11-16 in. The saddles as cast came
with the gib side cored to the 60 deg.
bevel, so that no planing was needed on
this side, effecting a further saving. In
babbitting, the table was C-clamped in

place and saddle and table then turned
up on edge, so that the space to be filled

was most accessible. The set screws
were put in and left projecting about %
in. On the inside so that their pockets
were cast right around them. Caps were
put across the ends, and the piece was
ready to be poured. Owing to the ample
space, easy to pour into, no failures re-

sulted. Old type metal was used. This
makes a splendid bearing, and can be
procured at an attractive price.

©
HANDY CHART FOR SOLVING

FABRIC BELTS IN PLIES

By N. G. Near.

INASMUCH as charts are rare on the

subject of power transmitted by fabric

belts, the writer has taken it upon him-
self to produce something that doesn't

mention the word "leather" at all. Usu-
ally we are told that a 4-ply stitched can-

vas belt is equivalent to a single leather
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per minute is necessary to transmit 20

horsepower?
Connect the 2,000 (column A) with the

20 (column B), and locate the intersection

with column C, then from that point of in-

tersection run over to the 4-ply mark
(column E), and the intersection w-ith

column D will give the answer as 8 inches.

.4gain, if we had known the width and
wanted to determine the ply, the method
would have been about the same. It is so

simple that I am sure any reader will

understand by merely inspecting the

chart.

This chart is applicable to the well

known belts made up in plies such as

stitched canvas, ruber and Balata, and
the range, it will be noted, is wide enough
to car-e for any ordinary condition.

®
BABBITT WISDOM
By D. A. Hampson.

TO be successful in babbitting

—

Avoid moisture and wear goggles.

Have the metal hot enough, but not too

hot—the only right temperature is that

when the babbitt will just light a pine

stick—less than this is too cold to pour,

more than this burns out the tin and in-

jures the flowing and wearing qualities

of the metal.

Heat more metal than you need—there

will be less drop in temperature and no

danger of the mould being only part

filled.

Have the work as near the source of

heat as possible—there is not the loss of

temperature and of time and the danger

5:-7
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--to
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HORSE-POWER -WIDTH CH.\RT FOR FABRIC HELTS

belt and then we are supposed to know
the rest, but we usually have to hunt
around in our handbooks for formulae on
leather belts, the whole thing is thus
highly unsatisfactory. With this chart
you simply lay a straight-edge across
twice, and the answer is found without
difficulty. Knowing any three of the

functions—speed, power, width and ply.

we can easily determine the missing one.

For example, what width of 4-ply Ba-
lata belt running at a speed of 2,01)0 feet

of accidents with molten metal is re-

duced.

Don't try to use too much old lead if

you "mix your own."

Make sure that the weight of babbitt

is not going to break loose the caps or

dams—it is always a good plan to have
a helper ready to clap a bunch of waste
over a dam that seems to be giving way.
Make a good big pouring hole, or more

than one hole—a '4 -in. hole is the small-

est that anyone should attempt to use.
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Drill as many holes to vent the mould
as may be needed, remembering that air
and babbitt cannot occupy the same space
at the same time.

Pour the metal at the highest rate pos-
sible, spilling a little if necessary to get
the speed—the faster it is poured the
less it will cool and the farther it will

run.

Coat the shaft with graphite or oil, or
even paint so it can be readily remov(;d
after pouring.

Wrap the shaft with one or more thick-
nesses of paper when the work is not ex-
act, and where reamers are not obtain-
able— it makes the shaft a running fit

without scraping—the paper can be stuck
on with shellac.

Heat the casting and the shaft with a
blow torch or otherwise before pouring

—

the babbitt will be tighter in the box and
the shaft will come out easier because
the relative shrinkages are less.

Build up a good high dam or riser
around the pouring hole and keep this
filled—there won't be so many moulds
"that didn't fill up" if this is done.

Get the shaft out of the babbitt as soon
as can be after the babbitt has set.

Provide % in. or more of space to be
filled all around the shaft.
Use genuine babbitt when the metal

has to run in very thin places.

An old carpenter's plane is good to cut
down an overflow of metal where the
surface is broad.

Study the condition of each job, and,
applying the above, become one of the
"only eight men in the country who know
how to pour babbitt."

Avoid any moisture, and always wear
goggles.

®
RASP FOR SOFT METAL

By H. Coomber.
THE rasp shown in the accompanying
sketch will be found very useful in cut-
ting down aluminum, solder and othev
soft metals, as it does not clog up and
cuts very quickly; metal-pattern makers
will find it very handy in trimming of
solder on gated work. It is easily made;
a file of suitable shape is softened, and
then the teeth are filed to the dimensions
given, a six-inch half-round file being
used for this purpose. It is best to leave
the rasp soft, as it keeps the edge tor
quite a satisfactory length of time, and
can be quickly filed up sharp again.

FACTORS GOVERNING COST OF
POWER*

By George P. Roux

THE important question of cost of

power is one that arises daily, and
in making comparative estimates

of cost of manufactured and purchased
power, the engineer and the business
man very generally omit a number of

tangible economical factors which in-

advertently excluded give little or no
value to the estimated figures intended
to be used—and very unfortunately often
depended upon—in deciding between
manufacturing power on the premises
or purchasing it from a central station.

A comparison, to be of any value,

must be complete, true and accurate. All

the facts must be laid bare, each one
analyzed, and then weighed into a scale

from which the verdict will be read.

Failure to follow this process will in-

evitably bring to the power user costly

disillusions, otherwise called "experi-
ence," with no other remedies but to

suffer the loss, or to adopt corrective

measures.

Of the two propositions to be con-
sidered and compared, one, the manu-
factured power, requires in almost every
case a complicated elaboration of data
to arrive at the cost; the other is more
scientifically defined by a few figures

for specific electrical units.

Manufactured Power

Commonly, it is the practice to esti-

mate the cost of manufactured power
on the basis of cost of production, in-

cluding operation and maintenance ex-

penses. To this cost is added an item in-

tended to cover the fixed charges in

which are included interest on the in-

vestment, insurance and taxes, depreci-

ation and obsolescence, all estimated
with various degrees of accuracy.

Other important factors are very sel-

dom given any consideration, and more
generally entirely ignored, such as floor

space rental or real estate, increase in

assessment of property, stand-by or re-

serve generating capacity and the pro-

fit productive capacity of the investment
in power plant compared with the same
amount of capital invested in the regular

business, as well as other minor items

which we propose to review in detail.

In case of an existing isolated plant

there are, as a rule, more or less com-
plete information and data which per-
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RASP FOR SOF'T METAL.

This tool is best made from three-corn-

ered, square and half-round files; the

half-round and round will be found very

useful in getting around a radius. The
file may be bent, if desired, about two
inches from the point, which facilitates

getting at sunken portions of the wdrk.

mit to arrive at a cost of production re-

liable only when the records have been

kept accurately and properly over a per-

iod long enough to represent average

normal operating conditions.

Paper read before the Penn. Central Section.

National Electric Light Association.

When a new plant is under considera-

tion the task of the engineer is more
complicated, and a complete knowledge
of the power requirements followed by
a thorough study of the situation pecu-

liar to each case, is necessary in order

to formulate an estimate of the cost of
power.

After all the elements having a bear-

ing on the cost of power, either directly

or indirectly, have been carefully investi-

gated and analyzed, and with the re-

sults in sight, the cost of power is to be
determined in two parts: Cost of pro-

duction, and fixed charges. To each one

of these items must be charged all legi-

timate expenses without which the

power plant could not be operated pro-

perly and continuously. The power plant

should be treated as an industry within

another industry, that is, all by itself.

©
MISCELLANEOUS

Steel and Iron.—Reaumur discovered

the direct process of making steel in

1722 or thereabouts by immersing mal-

leable iron in a bath of cast iron. A steel

manufactory is said to have been set up
by Benjamin Huntsman near Sheffield in

1740. It was about 1800, however, be-

fore steel fairly became the fashion.

The greatest boost to the trade came
from Bessemer in 1850.

IN preparing graphite for pencil-mak-

ing, it is ground very fine, mixed with

water, and passed through tanks to al-

low the heavier particles to fall, the fin-

er particles passing onto five or six suc-

cessive tanks, when, the necessary de-

gree of fineness having been obtained, it

is mixed with suitable clay which has
been washed in the same manner. The
mixture is submitted to further grindinsr,

squeezed in bags to remove superfluous

water, and forced through tubes to pro-

duce strips of the required shape and
sizes, which when dried and baked, are

ready for casing in wood.

Sunset at 12 o'clock.—The habit of

counting 12 o'clock at sunset is very an-

cient. The Turks, Greeks, and most
other people in the Levant have almost
always counted 12 o'clock from sunset

and to this day the common people can-

not understand that their clocks have
to be changed every day and not ours.

The Turks have officially adopted meri-

dian time, but only since the Young
Turks came into power—that is, since

1908. The change was even then not

made immediately. It encountered a

great deal of opposition on religious

grounds because the Mohammedan hours

of prayer are regulated by the sun. And
the common people still stick to the old

system. Only in Constantinople and

Smyrna are there many Turks who keep

the official meridian time, and the great

majority of people, throughout the Turk-

ish dominions still count 12 o'clock as

their ancestors have from time immeme-

rial, at sunset.
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The constitution of industrial enterprise is largely depart-
mental—"spokes in a wheel." This series of (zrticles has for its

object the featuring in a racy, interesting and instructive fash-
ion, the training, experience and achievement of those who
to-day are transmitting, effectively, energy in their capacity as

"spokes in the tvheels" of our metal-working establishments.

"N
A. F. WHITE

ONE but the brave deserve the

fair" is a time-honored saying,

with a degree of truth in it

which commends itself to most people.

Similarly it can with truth be said that

none but the industrious deserve the

reward; and, happily, it can be said with

all sincerity that in Canada, more than

any other country, responsibility is

merited by its holders. Not only so, but

instances where world-wide experience

has contributed to the success of indi-

vidual careers are so numerous that one

is almost justified in considering the

rest of the world as a training ground

for Canadian industry .

The travels and adventures of A. F.

White may well be an incentive, not only

to young engineers who may think of

their duties only as duties, but to many
ambitious and erstwhile restless spirits

who realize the fact that engineering

careers consist of a great deal more than

sitting at a drawing-board or walking

around a machine shop in brass-buttoned

overalls. The village of Cam, in Glou-

cestershire, England, was the birthplace

of our "Spoke," son of a building con-

tractor. Bereft of his father's care and
guidance at the early age of three years,

the future engineer's boyhood was such

as to develop a spirit of self-reliance and
ambition, which were later to be reflected

in his varied activities and accomplish-
ments. When aged ISVz years, with a

public school education behind him and a

three-year scholarship to his cre(li{, he
deliberately sacrificed the scholarship to

satisfy his desire to enter the engineer-
ing trade, and despite the wishes of his

mother that the scholarship should be
accepted, young White "got a job" with
R. A, Lister & Co., Ltd., whose works at
Dursley were two miles distant from his

home. Here the youthful tradesman
worked for eighteen months in the erect-
ing department, receiving wages of one
dollar per week, starting work at 0,00

a.m., stopping at 6.00 p.m., and walking
each way. These conditions were delib-

erately accepted in spite of the know-
ledge that the regular apprenticeship of

six years could not be started until the

applicant was 15 years old, this prelim-

inary period, therefore, actually making
the ultimate apprenticeship equal to IVi

years.

Agricultural engineering was the prin-

cipal line of the Lister Co. at that time,

and as it did not appeal particularly to

our "Spoke," he became apprenticed in

due course to the Dudbridge Iron Works,

A. F. wiiriK.

Ltd., of Stroud, a premium beinu paid

and agreement signed, with remunera-
tion increasing from a dollar and a quar-
ter per week the first year to three and a

half dollars per week at the end of the

term. Steam and gas engines, hydraulic
and pumping machinery, etc., of high-

grade design and workmanship were pro-

duced at Stroud and during four years of

apprenticeship evening classes at Stroud
Technical School were attende<l three

nights per week, followed later by a post-

graduate course of mechanical engineer-

ing. Outside jobs possess a peculiar

fascination for apprentices, not only on

account of the change from shop routine,

but because of the added prestige en-

joyed by the lucky youth. It was sig-

nificant of Mr. White's ability that at this

time he was sent out in charge of some
"fair-sized propositions," and to this day

he considers this to have been the best

part of his training,—being thrown on

one's own resources and placed in vari-

ous difficult positions at an early stage.

His work in this direction received full

recognition at the Paris Exhibition in

1900, when his work in erecting and fit-

ting up the firm's exhibit of gas engines

won for him a bronze medal and diploma

from the authorities, a silver medal being

awarded the firm.

At the age of 24, the position of assist-

ant general foreman was reached and

held for three years, followed by a year

and a half in charge of the mechanical

engineering department of W. G. Aston

Co., London, when the position of general

foreman with the old firm at .Stroud was
accepted. The manufacture of gas and

oil engines had now been gone into al-

most exclusively by the Dudbridge Iron

Works and experimental work formed a

large part of Mr. White's duties, result-

ing in many improvements, two of which,

the White flexible magneto and ignition

lighter were used extensively for a num-
ber of years by English and French en-

gine builders, a handsome royalty being

received through his employers on ac-

count of these patents.

A special adaptability for trouble jobs

and outside work resulted in Mr. White
making visits to every country in Eur-

ope, much of the work being for contin-

ental governments, some of whom are

now our enemies. Turkey was the scene

of several visits, one job being the super-

vision of a semi-Diesel installation in the

F'irst Turkish Arsenal at Salonica for the

the Young Turk government. A pro-

ducer gas engine plant was also installed

at Macri, on the Asia Minor coast, which
was the first and only engine of any kind

within a radius of 200 miles. The oil

fields of Baku in South Russia were also

visited, several large gas engines being

installed here, while Algeria was also

the scene of further efforts.

A desire to see the Western Hemi-
sphere was the not unnatural outcome of

this travel, and a visit to the States re-

sulted in joining the Foos Gas Engine
Co., Springfield, O., where he success-

fully filled the positions of draftsman,
chief tester and experimenter, trouble

correspondent, sales engineer and assist-

ant chief engineer. Canada, however, as

in the case of many other Britishers, was
to be Iiis ultimate destination, the Canada
Foundry Co., Toronto, securing his ser-

vices as chief of gas engineering depart-

ment; his two years stay with this con-

cern being featured by the <lesign of a

complete line of gas producers.

Shortly before the war started, Mr.
White became general superintendent for

Marsh & Henthorn, Ltd., Belleville, Ont,
and like most other plant executives in
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this country has been actively eiiKaged

in the manufacture of munitions and the

building- of equipment. Numerous oppor-

tunities have arisen for the exercise of

his inventive resources, resulting in a

complete line of munition tools. Practic-

ally every machine at present in use on

shell work by his firm has been built by

them, and many of his mechanical ideas

have received notice from the technical

press.

Mr. White is married and has one

daughter who, with her mother, shares

her father's fondness for such relaxations

and pastimes as motoring, fishing and

boating, all of which can be enjoyed to

advantage in the locality of Belleville.

In the matter of religion Mr. White is

Anglican, but at present is not prepared

to subscribe to any particular political

creed. His views on matters military are

quite pronounced, however, as evidenced

by his holding a commission in the 15th

Argyle Light Infantry of Belleville. His

advice to young men is short and con-

cise with the full merit of personal ex-

perience behind it
—"Work hard and

study, stick to engineering right from
the start, and read every periodical and
text book available. Make up your mind,

keep it made up, persevere, and success

will come."
©

MACHINE SHOP LIGHTING

NOTWITHSTANDING individual beliefs

to the contrary, most of us are creatures

of habit to such an extent that we are

daily guilty of gross inconsistency. A
shining example of this, says the Travel-
lers' Standard, is the persistence with
which machine-shop owners cling to the

use of local lighting units for artificial

illumination. It is true that some man-
agers are aware that a system of this

kind handicaps the workmen with regard
to both safety and production; yet,

against their own better judgment, they
often yield to the demands of the work-
men for local lighting units affixed close

to the working points, and in all too

many cases of this kind no reflector

equipment is used to protect the eyes.

Wire guards are often provided to pre-
vent lamp breakage, but these afford no
protection whatever to the eyes. From
this it might be almost inferred that the

breakage of an inexpensnve lamp is con-

sidered more important than an injury to

the workmen's eyes—organs that are ir-

replaceable at any price, and that are the
greatest protection against accidents
that mankind possesses.

Unshaded Local Lights

It is important for the machine-shop
owner to realize that unshaded local

lights are inefficient and harmful, and
that they must be scrapped in the same
way that obsolete equipment of other
kinds is scrapped. Every machine shop
that is equipped with a lighting system
of this kind is losing money through two
channels—first, through a low production
rate attended by a high spoilage per-

centage, and second, through a high ac-

cident hazard and therefore a needlessly
high accident rate. A simple experiment

will illustrate the truth of these state-

ments. Take a needle in each hand,

grasping one near its eye and the othei-

near its point, and with a strong un-

shaded light source (say, a 40-watt Maz-

da lamp) suspended 12 or 15 inches in

front of the eyes, try to place the point

of one needle in the eye of the other

—

the light source being maintained in po-

sition between the hands and the eyes,

and as nearly in the line of vision as

practicable. Next, interpose a piece of

cardboard between the lamp and the

eyes, so that the light rays are effective-

ly screened from the eyes, and again

place the point of one needle in the eye

of the other. It will be found that this

can be done quicker and with fewer

pricks from the needle when the eyes

are shaded. The same work is to be

done in either case, and the greater time

consumed in accomplishing it with the

unscreened light illustrates the differ-

ence in the rate of production, while the

greater number of needle pricks illus-

trates the increased accident hazard.

Specular Reflection

The evils of poorly-designed machine-

shop lighting are not confined to un-

shaded lamps. Lighting units may be

equipped with suitable reflectors, but

may cause "specular reflection" on ac-

count of improper suspension height with

respect to the work and the workman.
"Specular reflection" is the kind of re-

flection that occurs at a mirror or at a

polished metallic surface — the term
being used to distinguish reflection of

this kind from the diffuse, irregular re-

flection that takes place at the surface of

every object that we can see. Specular

reflection is p-^rticularly objectionable

because it produces the same kind of

effect upon the eye that is caused by

placing a source of illumination imme-
diately in front of the eye.

A person may look into a mirror, for

example, and see a lighting unit behind

him, in all its brightness and detail,

just as well as if he were directly fac-

ing it. This kind of thing often occurs

in a machine shop, particularly when
work is being done on a brightly polish-

ed surface. Such surfaces act as mirrors

and care must be taken with regard to

the horizontal location and the vertical

suspension-height of the lamps, to pre-

vent specular reflection from the work
from reaching the workman's eyes while

he is in his usual working position.

A particularly annoying, yet typical,

violation of this principle consists in

placing a lighting unit, with a proper re-

flector equipment, over a milling mach-
ine, in such a position that when a fine

cut is being made the brieht metallic

surface will reflect the light into the

workman's eye. The effect is exactly the

same as if the man were lying on his

back and looking directly into the reflec-

tor. His vision is affected adversely and
as he is quite likely to think that the

remedy consists in providing a supple-

mentary local light, he usually asks for

one and often receives it—perhaps with-

out any reflector equipment whatever.
This in no sense cures the ill. but rather
intensifies it, because while formerly he

had one unit causing specular reflection,

he will now have two, and in addition one

of them will shine directly into his eyes.

It is doubtful if his ability to perform

his work efficiently has been increased.

The chances are that it has been reduced,

instead; and the likelihood of his receiv-

ing an injury has certainly been aug-

mented.
The conditions suggested in the fore-

going paragraphs are to be found in the

majority of machine shops to-day, not-

withstanding the fact' that improved

methods of illumination are at hand, and

well within the means of every shop. The

remedy consists in employing a lighting

expert, and equipping the building with

lighting units in accordance with his

specifications. A competent lighting

authority will see that the lighting units

are installed in such a way that there will

be no serious eye-irritation, either from

direct rays from the lamps, or from

specular reflection; and the cost of mak-

ing the changes will be negligible in

comparison with the benefits obtained.

These benefits are commercial as well as

humanitarian. For example, a workman
may be enabled to centre a drill exactly,

with proper illumination, in half the time

required with unsuitable lighting. More-

over, he will know that the work is

being done correctly, and this is some-

thing he cannot be sure of with poor

lighting, except at a considerable time-

expense.

Localized General Illumination

Wherever illuminating engineers have

been called to study the lighting condi-

tions of machine shops, we find that in

the main they have recommended local-

ized general illumination systems as best

adapted to satisfy the conditions. A
svstem of this kind, as applied to a ma-

chine shop, provides for an evenly dis-

tributed, well diffused illumination of

medium intensity, glare and specular re-

flection being eliminated by the use of

suitable reflector equipment and by the

installation of the lighting units at a

proper suspension height. In addition

to this, local lighting units are installed

as near to the work as may be necessary.

These units are likewise properly equip-

ped with reflectors, and are so placed

with respect to the work that thev ful-

fil their function of providing light to

see by, instead of shining directly into

the eyes. It should be noted, here, that

while these local units are not, as a

rule, rigidly secured, yet they are ar-

ranged so that the workmen cannot

change the position of them to any great

extent. They are not to be confused

with portable lig-hts which are necessary

for certain special machine-shop opera-

tions, such as boring and reaming, and
which should be handled just as any
other tool in the shop—that is, a port-

able light should be charged against the

workman who asks for it. and when re-

turned it should be carefully examined '

for defects in the insulation.

The system of lighting outlined is par-

ticularly efficient as a method of vary-
ing the illumination intensity to make it

suitable for different classes of work
in a machine shop. The intensity re-
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quired in a modern machine shop may
be as low as two foot-candles for buffing',

grinding:, sawins:, drilling, and rough
bench work; three to five foot-candle:-;

may be necessary for erecting, inspect-

ing, assembling, planing, milling, shap-

ing, and lathe work; and a maximum of

ten foot-candles is. often employed for

fine bench work and for drawing. If the

general illumination intensity is about
one foot-candle throughout the shop, it

is a simple matter to select lamps and
reflectors of the proper size to provide

the additional intensity required for any
of the foregoing classes of work. Thus
we avoid that accident-creating condition

of sharp shadows and contrast, which is

characteristic of a shop where purely
local illumination is employed. The suc-

cess of a localized general system of

illumination depends on proper location

of the ovitlets, suitable suspension height
of the lighting units, and non-interfer-

ence with these arrangements on the

part of the employees.

Lighting Maintenance

After the system is installed it is

essential that it be kept at its most effi-

cient state by proper care and mainten-
ance. The lamps and reflectors soon be-

come coated with oil-laden dust, or be-

come soiled from handling. They should
therefore be cleaned frequently, and in

order that the e.xpense involved may be

kept at a minimum, porcelain-enameled
reflectors are to be preferred. A finish

of this kind does not collect dirt readily,

and it is easily cleaned.

Just a word regarding the question of

natural light for bench work. In con-

tinuance of a long-established practice

the work-benches are almost invariably

placed parallel with a wall, though there

does not seem to be any sufficient reason
for such an arrangement. When the

benches are set close to the wall all of

the workmen face the strong, natural
light from the windows; and if the

benches are set out from the wall a short

distance so that the men can work on
both sides of them, the men on the side

next to the windows will cast shadows
over their own work, and to some extent
over the work on the opposite side of the
bench as well, and then men on the other
side of the benches must still face the
light. There may be well-founded ob-
jections to the use of short benches
placed at right angles to the walls, but
so far no machinist has advanced them
to us.

With such an arrangement, just a?
much light will fall on the working
point as with the usual layout, and, more-
over, a workman facing at riirht angles
to the incoming li'rht will be in a much
better position to observe his work than
one who is facing the window directly.

The aisle space need not be encroached
upon by disposing the benches in this

way, and since the workmen are out of
the passageways they are loss likely to

be injured by trucks or bv miterial that
is being moved about by hand. N'ew ar-

tificial lighting units can readily be in-

stalled, or existing ones relocaeil to suit

the changed conditions. On the whole,
the suggested arrangement appears to

be worth consideration.

ORDERING COMMUTATOR BRUSHES
UNLESS the style, type, size and shunt
equipment of a brush can be definitely
given when brushes are ordered, the fol-

following information should be furnish-
ed the brushmaker, or the manufacturer
of the machine, when an order for
brushes is placed:

—

1—Size of brush, in the following or-

der:—Length, width, thickness.

2—Bare or copper-coated.

3—Brush angle; also if corners are
square or chamfered.

4—State whether rotation is against
toe or heel of brush.

5—If to be drilled for shunts, or coun-
tersunk, or both, give full particulars.

6—If to be equipped with brush-lift-
ing devices, give full particulars.

7—State whether for one, two or more
shunts, giving length of flexibles and
styles of flexible terminals.

8—Specify if shunts or brush-lifting
devices, or both, are to be either attached
or supplied.

9—Give all information on the name-
plate of the machine.

10—Give diameter of commutator (or

rings).

11—State whether or not mica is un-
dercut.

12—Give maximum number of bars
touched by the brushes.

13—Give number of segments betvv-een

centre of positive and centre of negative
brushes.

14—Give number of poles (or brush
arms) and number of brushes per arm.

15—State if machine is of commutat-
ing-pole or non-commutating-pole type.

16—Give style or type of holder.

17—If brushes in use have not proven
satisfactory, state in what respect they
have failed.

18— If convenient, forward a used
sample of the brushes in ser\Mce. It fre-

quently happens that a more suitable

brush can be prescribed and that an ex-
amination of the original brush will not
only suggest a substitute having su-
perior characteristics, but at the same
time eliminate possible errors in brush
dimensions, shunt applications and brush-
lifting mountings.

19—Bear in mind that brushholders
diff'er greatly in detail and that the appli-

cation of shunts for either direct or al-

ternating-current service must be speci-

fied; otherwise the shunts might inter-

fere with the pressure springs and a set

of brushes be rendered useless.

20—It is also well to furnish a sketch
of the brush.

21— If for "try-out" purposes, state

what service the machine is doing; hours
of service; minimum, average and maxi-
mum loads, with duration of each; also

if machine is subjected to gas or acid

fumes, and what, if any, troubles have
been experienced.

From the above it must be concluded
that if what is wanted is expected it

must be made clear what is wanted. Even
then it may not be available. Brush re-

quirements are in no sense stable. It is

wise, therefore, to encourage a receptive

disposition and to be ready for such ad-
vances in the art as may seem worth
while.

@
CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS'

ASSOCIATION ANNUAL
THE 46th annual general meeting of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association is

being held during the present week

—

June 12 to 14 inclusive, in the Fort Garry
Hotel, Winnipeg. The official programme
is as follow s:

—

Tuesday, June 12

10.30 a.m.—Report of secretary; report
of treasurer; president's address; report
of Membership Committee.

2.1.5 p.m.—Report of Executive Com-
mittee; report of Insurance Committee.

8.30 p.m.—Reception and smoker.
Wednesday, June 13

10.30 a.m.—Report of Legislation Com-
mittee; report of Tariff Committee.

2.30 p.m.—Report of Transportation
Committee.

3.15 p.m.—Motor drive for ladies.

Thursday, June 14

10.30 a.m.—Amendments to by-laws;
election of officers and committees; reso-

lutions.

2.30 p.m.—Boat trip.

8.00 p.m.—Annual convention banquet.

The reception and smoker will be ten-

dered visiting delegates by Winnipeg
members of the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association. Brief addresses of welcome
will be delivered by his Worship, Mayor
R. D. Waugh, of Winnipeg; Honorable
T. C. Norris, Premier of Manitoba; and
Mr. W. R. Ingram, chairman of the

Prairie Provinces Branch. Replies will

be made by Colonel Thomas Cantley, pre-

sident; S. R. Parsons, first vice-presi-

dent; and W. J. Bulman, second vice-pre-

sident of the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association. Entertainment of an in-

formal character will follow.

The motor drive for ladies will be

through the city parks to the St. Charles

Country Club, where afternoon tea will

be served.

The boat trip will be by S.S. 'Kenora,"

down the Red River, through St. An-
drew's Locks, to historic Lower Fort

Garry, the site of the early Selkirk

settlers. This fort, the property of the

Hudson Bay Company, is retained in its

original state, and is leased to the Win-
nipeg Motor Country Club, who have

kindly extended courtesies for the after-

noon.

The banquet speakers will include Sir

James Aikins, Lieutenant-Governor of

Manitoba; W. H. l.anigan, of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Co., and H. W.
Wood, president of the United Farmers
of Alberta. It will also be made the

occasion of the inaugural address of the

incoming president.

The privileges of the St. Charles Coun-
trv Club, the Pine Ridge Golf Club, the

Bird's Hill Golf Club, the Fort Rouge
Lawn Bowling Club and the Assiniboine

Lawn Bowling Club will be placed at the

disposal of visiting delegates.

"The Winnipeg Industrial Bureau has

arranged a business men's tour through
the Province of Manitoba, leaving Win-
nipeg on the morning of Friday, June 15.

and histing for five days.
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The **Alquist" Transmission Gearing for Ship Propulsion

By W. L. R. Emmet "

The feature of the Alquiiit (/ear that rendcix if apecialli/ miitdhle for the trnnxmimon of

large amounts of power is its flexibilit
ij

, aliirh permits if to i/ield at points under excessive

pressure. This flexiliility is secured by huildiug the year of plates between which there is a
small clearance, tliis clearance allowing a slight lateral monemenf of the periphery which
relieves the stress on the helical teeth. Some results secured in ship propnlsion are appended.

THE designs described in this paper
are based upon the inventions uf
Karl Alquist, an accomplis.ied en-

gineer formerly connected with the Tui-
bine Department of the English branch
of the General Electric Co—the British

Thomson-Houston Co. His gear inven-
tions were first brought to the attention
of the writer early in the year 1911. For
some time previous Mr. Alquist had en-

FIG. 1. CONSTRUCTION OF •ALQUIST"
FLEXIBLE REDUCTION GEAR.

deavored to arouse interest in his meth-
ods in England and on the Continent but
had accomplished nothing. At that time
the General Electric Co. had not begun
the commercial manufacture of high-
speed spiral gears, but had for some
time been conducting experiments to de-
termine the limits of speed, pressure,
etc., which were practicable with such

**ConsuItinK Engineer. General Electric Co..
Schenectady. N.Y.
•From paper read before the American Society

of Naval Architects.

gearing. The importance of high-speed

gearing in connection with turbine and
electrical applications is obvious and the

General Electric Co. was working with

a view to a development of the best

standards.

of this character has been applied to

about seventy-two sets where steam tur-

bines drive electric generators of vari-

ous types. Contracts have been closed

for machinery for the propulsion of

seventy ships aggregating 215,200 horse

FIG. 2. VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS OF PINIONS AND GEARS.

Certain features of Mr. Alquist's pro-

posals appealed strongly to the writer,

and arrangements were made with Mr.
Alquist to come to America and assist

in experimental developments along the

line of his inventions.

The result of this undertaking has
been that many sets of gearing have
been built and experimented with ex-

haustively under a variety of conditions,

and by these experiments certain stand-

ards of practicability have been estab-

lished and extensive commercial develop-
ments have been undertaken. Ger.ring

power. Some of these electric generat-
ing sets have been in service one and
one-half years and about seven of the
ship sets are in service, some of them
having made many long voyages.
Among these are high-pressure cruising

units for the battleship "Nevada" which
have been in service for some time and
shown very fine results. Among the ship

ecjuipments not yet completed are in-

cluded the propelling machinery for Des-
troyer No. 69, built at Mare Island, and
new propelling machinery for the scout

cruiser "Salem." In all of this practical

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF TURBINES AND REDUCTION GEARS FOR SHIP
PROPULSION.
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experience no case of trouble with gear-

ing has developed and no appreciable

deterioration of gears has been observed.

One of the important reasons for

adopting this type of gearing was that

its design tended to afford a distribution

of strains and means by which excessive

strains would not be imposed upon any

part through slight imperfections, distor-

tions, or inaccuracies. The uniform success

which has been accomplished with an en-

tirely new product shows that this expec-

tation has been amply justified. Some
of the gears which have been used have

been very imperfect, both in matter of

material and workmanship, and have

been used under extremely trying condi-

tions. That they have not failed has af-

forded the strongest evidence of the gen-

eral reliability of the method.

Character of Construction

The character of construction used in

this gearing is shown b.v one of the

drawings. Fig. 1. The gear is built up

of a number of plates machined to a

form which gives them . the desired de-

gree of lateral flexibility. These plates

are put together, engaging solidly at the

hub and also engaging on a narrow edge

at the periphery. When so built together

they form a solid cylinder which can be

spirally cut in the ordinary manner.

. After cutting, the edge engagements are

relieved with a small dividing tool so

that each disk operates independently

and is free to deflect laterally under the

side pressure which results from its

diagonal engagement with the pinion.

The parts are so proportioned that this

lateral deflection can at no time involve

fiber strains which could possibly cause

destructive fatigue. A very small amount
of this lateral deflection is sufficient to

aff'ord the desired distribution of load,

and this amount can easily be given

torsional deflection of the pinion. There
is also a tendency to inequality of strain

on diff'erent parts of the surface through
the lateral deflection of the pinion under

load. These inequalities can be partially

compensated by elevating the bearings

or evening the pressure on them, but

FIG. :,. CURTIS" .'iOO K.W. TURBINE GEARED TO GENERATOR—.i.OOO TO 1.000 R.P.M.

without approaching dangerous periodic

strains.

Value of Flexibility and Load Distribu-

tion

To appreciate the value of this flexi-

bility and load distribution, various

peculiarities of solid and spiral gearing

must be considered. In the first place,

where gears are inflexible, there must
always be a tendency to increase strain

at the loaded end of the pinion through

this compensation can only be partial

because the correction applies only to

the two ends and not to the middle.

Furthermore, the momentary and peri-

odic strains on different points of solid

spiral gearing may be seriously affected

by vibrations of supporting structures,

irregularities of machine work or gear

cutting, and other causes. If for any

reason such conditions cause any tooth

or part of a tooth to receive periodically

. *-ly 1 **»/'-

FIG 3 "CURTIS" TURBINE OK 2,100 HORSE-POWER WITH REDUCTION GEAR FOR
.SHIP PROPULSION n.-WO to 90 R.P.M.
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excessive strains, fatigue may result

and a broken tooth may destroy the

whole gear.

To obviate the possibility of breakage
under such conditions, it is often desir-

With gearing of the Alquist type we cracks. In this connection it should be
can use very small teeth without any borne in mind that experiments have
danger of incurring excessive strains on
individual teeth, which might involve
risk of the development of fatigue

FIG. 6. "CURTId" TURBINE AND ONE PLANE FLEXIBLE TYPE SPEED REDUCTION
GEAR FOR SHIP PROPULSION.

able in solid gearing to use relatively

large teeth in order that these possible

irregular strains on teeth or parts of

teeth will not involve danger of break-
age. For other reasons, however, the

use of large teeth is distinctly undesir-

able in spiral gearing. Spiral gears tend
to engage by point contacts at or near
the pitch line, and the ability of these

point contacts to bear pressure without
fatigue of the surface metal is governed
largely by flatness of the surfaces en-

gaging rather than by the size of the

teeth carrying these surfaces. The flat-

ness of the surface is a function of the

pinion diameter and not of the pitch. If

we double the number of teeth in a
spiral gear we have twice the number of

driving points in action, and the flatness

of all of these points is the same in both
cases if the pitch diameters are the

same. These matters are illustrated in

the sketches in Fig. 1.

shown that the strongest steel, if sub-
jected to periodic deflections, will break
after a fibre strain of 20,000 pounds per
square inch has been applied a million
or more times.

Gear Applications

In the work which is now being done
by the General Electric Co. gears of the
type described are applied in three ways.
First, a single reduction has been ac-

complished by engaging one solid pinion
with a flexible gear of this type; second,
by engaging a solid pinion with two flex-

ible idlers, which idlers in turn engage
with a solid large gear; and third, in a
double reduction where a solid, high-
speed pinion engages flexible gears on
two countershafts, these countershafts
carrying solid pinions, both of which en-

gage a flexible gear on the same low-
speed shaft. In these two latter applica-

tions the flexibility of the gears sei-ves

to equalize the loads between all of the
driving points, and the use of a plural-

ity of driving points on the large .gea'-

.'li.:

"CURTIS" TURBINE AND ONE PLANE FLEXIBLE TYPE SPEED REDUCTION
GEAR FOR SHIP PROPULSION. SHOWING CONTROL.

FIG. 8. •CURTIS" TURBINE AND ONE PLANE FLEXIBLE TYPE SPEED REDUCTION GEAR
I'OR SHIP PROPULSION. TOP HALF OF GEAR HOUSING REMOVED.

reduces the length of face necessary on
that ggar. These different methods of

application are illustrated by diagrams
in Fig. 2, and are also shown by the

photographs and drawings of actual na-
chines which are attached to this papi=r.

In both of these cases where a single

high-speeTr pinion drives two flexible

gears, other very positive advantages are

accomplished. The pinion is relieved of

bending strains, and pressure on the

high-speed bearings is avoided.

Experiments have been made in

Schenectady which carefully analyze the

losses of high-speed gears under various

conditions of load and pressure, and
these experiments have indicated that

low peripheral speeds are more efficient

than high speeds. With solid gears, low
speeds involve difficulties because they

diminish pinion diameters and increase

pdnion lengths, thus complicating the

troubles which may arise through de-

flection and torsion of pinions and pres-
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sure upon pinion bearings. Since the oil in the same boilers under similar con-

flexibility of Alquist gears enables us to ditions. The "La Brea" is fitted with

compensate easily for all possible de^ geared turbine equipment, and the "Los
grees of torsional yield in the pinion, we Angeles" is fitted with triple expansion

can with such gears safely reduce peri- engines of the best type. The "Los
pjheral speeds by making the gears longer Angeles" is equipped with steam-driven

and of smaller diameter. Such reduc- oil-handling pumps of the ordinary tj-pe,
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tions of diameter diminish weight and
improve efficiency, and the fact that the

Alquist method makes such reductions

possible constirutes one of its important
advantages.

Ship Performance Comparison

The table shows a comparisort of per-

formances for two sister ships, the "La
Erea" and the "Los Angeles," operated

by the Union Oil Company of Los Ange-
les. Both of these ships arc new, carry
similar cargoes, and burn the same fuel

and the "La Brea" is fitted with a new
arrangement of pumps driven from the

upper deck by General Electric motors.

The table illustrates the superiority of

the oil-handling machinery as well as

that which propels the ships. The horse-

power hours given in this table are cal-

culated from the propeller and hull data
given by the naval architect of the

Union Iron Works who built the ships,

and based upon model tank experiments
which were made in Washington. The
models of the ships are identical, the

"La Brea" propeller operating at 90 revo-
lutions per minute and that of the "Los
Angeles" at 65 revolutions per minute.
The seventeenth voyage of the "La

Brea" and the sixth voyage of the "Los
Angeles" were made over the same
cource and at nearly the same time.

The relation of fuel economy of these

two voyages almost exactly corresponds

to that shown by the average of all the

voyages and tends to verify the accuracy
of the whole comparison.

Cuts and data, courtesy of the General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

THE oldest writing material appears to

have been composed of very finely di-

vided carbon in a solution of an adhe-
sive substance, which held the carbon in

suspension and fixed it to the papyrus.
Ink of this sort has been found on an-
cient Egyptian papyri, and was no doubt
also in use in China at least as early.

AT one time the graphite used for mak-
ing pencils was obtained almost exclu-
sively from the Borrowdale mines in

Cumberland, being mined in compact
grey-black masses, cut into thin plates,

then into rectangular sticks and cased
in wood. The mine was guarded by an
armed force, and, to maintain the mono-
poly, an .\ct was passed restricting the
working to only six weeks in the year;
for the remainder it was flooded to pre-
vent theft.

If care be not exercised when sharpen-
ing lathe or planer tools on a wet grind-
ing wheel, it is a very easy matter to
destroy the cutting qualities of the tools,

and this is often done without the knowl-
edge of the operator until the tool is

again used upon the work. Excessive
pressure should not be used when forc-

ing the tool against the wheel, as the
heat generated below the cooling fluid

raises the thin edge to a high tempera-
ture, and the action of the water causes
sudden cooling, often creating minute
cracks which result in the failure of
the cutting edge when the same is

brought in contact with the work. Prop-
er attention should be given to keeping
the wheel free from dirt so that it will

cut freely without undue pressure in re-

movin.g metal.

STpAMSHU- -1,A BREA,' PKOPELLED BY 2.600 HOUSE POWEIl "CURTIS" TURBINE DRIVING THROUGH "ALQUIST" REDUCTION GEARS.
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CONTEMPORARY WAR ARTICLES
Embracing Information and Data Drawn from a Variety of Sourcei Relative

to and Arising from the Prosecution of this Many-Sided European War

BRITISH MACHINE GUN FACTORY

THE recent slowing down of cer-

tain classes of shell production
in Canada is said to be, to

some extent, due to the enormous
capacity of Britain's home plants

which are understood to have pro-

proached well on to their maximum pro-
duction. As is well known, shells have

neering, to whom we are indebted for the
accompanying illustrations.

As mentioned by our contemporary,
the object of publishing the matter is to

demonstrate the ready response of manu-
facturers to meet capital commitments,
the energy displayed by all concerned to

ensure rapidity of construction and sub-
sequent supply of munitions, and the

VIEW IN TOOL ROOM TEN WEEKS .^I-TER PLACING CONTRACT FOR ERECTION.

saw the entire establishment in complete
working order and a steady supply of
machine guns being despatched to the
front. Satisfaction of an equally keen
type is derived from the fact that all of
the machine work in the making of these
machine guns—one of the most intricate

units of mechanical production—is car-
ried out by women workers.
The rapidity with which this thorough-

ly substantial building was built is due
in part to the suitability of the design,
and in part to the organizing ability dis-

played by the various contractors' staffs,

while an important factor was the co-

operation of the Ministry of IVIunitions.

The design was prepared by the Vickers
staff with due regard to facilities for the
securing of material. Only in small de-

tails was it found necessary to modify
the original design.

Main Building

The main section of the building as
shown in plan view has a length of 337
ft. 6 in., with a total width of 75 ft., the
spacing of the supporting columns for

the upper floors dividing this into 6 bays
of 12 ft. 6 in. The outside walls are of

brick, with large windows having steel

sash. Before the building had been ad-
vanced to any extent, it was decided to

construct an annex, making the building

L-shaped, as shown. The annex has a

occupied nearly all of our productive ef-

forts in the munition line and admira-

tion for unrestrained and successful ef-

forts by manufacturing concerns have

been limited to this work. In Britain, on

the other hand, munitions and equipment
of all types had to be produced in fever-

ish haste, and after the situation was
recognized and the flow of invasion stem-

med, organized efforts were put fortli on

a scale, accomplished with a rapidity.

and crowned with a success of which
little has become known. It is with con-

siderable pleasure, therefore, that we are

able to submit some interesting facts and
data regarding one of the new Vickers
machine gun shops which has recently

been the subject of an article in Engi-

skill and resource to attain not only the

fullest output from a given floor area,

but the highest efficiency measured from
the standpoint of man-power available.

Extent of Space

The floor area of the building which
contains the plant, is nearly 2^5 acres,

and accommodates more than 1,000 ma-
chines of specialized type, driven by
electric power transmitted through tht

medium of 6,000 ft. of line shafting and
40,000 ft. of machine belting. In spite

of the immensity of the undertaking,
manufacturing work was commenced
within three months of the day when pos-

session was taken of the ground—then a

potato field,— while two months more
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length of 125 feet, and a width of 75

ft.

The ground built on had a natural

slope, and in order to avoid the delay

stores, etc.. is shown in the plan view,

which is also typical of the arrangement
in the two- upper floors. Fifty feet of

the annex is at the same level as the

LATER VIEW IN TOOL KOOM Willi -MACHINES FULLY INSTALLED.

and expense of excavation and leveling,

the floor level was divided into three sec-

tions, with a drop of 4 ft. between each.

The floor levels are connected by ramps

or sloping alleyways 5 ft. 6 in. wide with

a slope of 1 in 5.

The entire framework of the buildin.g.

is of structural steel, the type of con-

struction being illustrated by the cross-

sectional drawing of the building. In all,

266 built-up columns were necessary.

The floors were of 3 in. timbering nailed

to 10 X 4 in. timbers supported by 18 x 7

in. rolled steel joists, which extend across

the building. Brackets and fastenings

for countershaft beams, motor platforms,

and shafting hangers were incorporated

in the column design and fabricated

with them at the structural yards. The

roof covering is of inch boarding nailed

to wooden purlins and covered with

fibro-cement slates. Continuous, glazing

is introduced on the north side of the

three bays of the roof, while swinging

ventilators are fitted also.

Rapid Construction

In less than eight weeks from the date

of signinu the contract, the whole of the

steel work for the main building amount-

ing to 1,320 tons, was delivered and erect-

ed, while less than ten weeks saw the

first machine tool un<ier power. The tool

room, as n department was actually run-

ning within three months from the start

of operations. Some idea of the extent of

the operations carried out in a little more
than throe months is given by the fact

th'it the building involved the rolling of

6'4 miles of one section of channel steel.

There are 24H side windows and 1,350

ft. run of roof windows, the number of

panes of glass being 9.500, covering an

area of three-quarters of an acre.

In the equipment of the shops with

machine tools, etc., eciually expeditious

work was achieved. The compact ar-

rangement of tools, benches, offices,

portion of the main building to which it

connects, the remainder of the annex be-

ing 4 ft. lower and connected with slop-

ing runway as described.

Department Layout
The higher level of the main building

and of the annex is used as a grinding

shop, where vertical, cylindrical, and

surface grinders are installed. The re-

mainder of the annex is given up to mil-

lers and lathes for small tool work, while

at the extreme end is built a hardening

shop with furnaces and oil tanks. The
middle portion of the main building is •

entirely a turret lathe shop, and the

third portion is a mechanics' section ex-

cept for the profiling work. In this lat-

ter section lathes and slotting machines

are installed along with profiling ma-
chines.

On the first floor, about half the area

is taken up with a large horizontal mil-

ling section, the machines being grouped

in types—one block of 120 automatic mil-

lers being illustrated. The vertical mil-

ling department and the drilling depart-

ment are also on this floor, which in-

cludes fui'ther a number of machines for

broaching, spline milling, etc.

The top floor is a mechanics' section,

half of the space being used for final as-

sembling and the other half as tool room.

The top floor of the annex is divided in-

to a number of areas for accommodating
finished parts, an inspection department,

sand blasting, browning, etc. The two
lower floors of the annex are used fo"

the manufacture of small tools, and part

of the top floor for the small tools store.

Driving System

The factory is entirely electrically dri-

ven, the system being that of using an
overhead central platform for taking the

motors, which was introduced some ten

year ago by this section of the Vickers

factories. In this instance the system

has been pushed a step further; high-

tension current is brought into the build-

ing at -3,000 volts from the company's
power station on the river bank, which

is some distance away, and converted by

means of Vickers rotary converters,

which are placed at one end of the plat-

form on the ground floor, into 210-voIt

CROSS SECTION Ol' iMAIN BIIILDINU. SHOWING AKK ANCE.MENT OF FLOORS.
DRIVES AND SHAFTING DISPOSITION.

MOTOR
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direct-current. The controlling switch-
board is placed on the motor platform of

the yround floor, and direct-current con-
ductors are led direct from the switch-

Starting Operations
Equally interesting was the provision

made for getting the shop under way as
soon as the tools could be installed. This

BLOCK OF 120 AUTOMATIC MILLING MACHINES.

board to the motors on the platform, thus
reducing the direct-current wiring- to a
minimum. This system has the advan-
tage of having the whole of the motors
driving the line shafting centralized and
under easy observation of the attendant.
The electric motors are by the Electric

and Ordnance Accessories Company — a
subsidiary company of Vickers, Limited
—and are diced on e.ich side of the mo
tor platforms; they drive by belts and
pulleys, as indicated on the cross-sectiovi

direct to the line shafting.
The line shafting runs in "Cooper" rol-

ler bearings supported on brackets ri-

veted to the main columns of the build-
ing. Countershaft girders are arranged
midway between the machine drive and
the main shaft, and the countershafts
are supported by special brackets secur-
ed to the countershaft girders by hook
bolts. All the fittings in connection with
rigging up the countershafts are stan-
dardized, and any countershaft with the
hangers supplied by the machine tool

makers can be fitted up without the mill-

wright having to drill a single hole.

The machine tools are of the lighter,

accurate variety, and nearly every well-
known machine tool maker, producing the
type of machinery required, of England
and America, is renresented, careful con-
sideration having been eiven to get ma-
chines best adapted to the work. In lay-
ing out the shoD. however, the greatest
number of machines of one tvpe havv?

been purchased in order to redu'.e spare
parts.

The building is heated throughout by
unit steam heaters with electrically dri-

ven fans. The top of each unit is con-
nected by means of ducts with the out-
side atmosphere, so thit the shop floor

can be flooded with cool air in summer,
or by circulating warm air in winter.

required great foresight, because female
labor was to be used to the maximum
extent. As a consequence considerable

modification in the designs of jigs and
fixings had to be made, with the object
of simplifying the machining operations.
Again, as it was impossible to obtain tuoi

designers and tool makers, a number of

the better educated apprentices at the
works were drafted on to the re-design-
ing of the methods of manufacture. A
section of the old machine gun depart-
ment was therefore allocated to the
manufacture of the jigs and fixings thus
designed for the new shop where female,
labor was to be employed. Where pos-

sible, the assistance of tool-making firms
was also obtained in order to duplicate
gauges and receivers to meet the addi-
tional inspection requirements for the

testing of interchangeability of the gun
component parts. Thus, as soon as part
of the building was roofed in the top
floor was taken possession of in order to

instal the suitable machinery available
for use exclusively on tool-making.
To begin with it was decided to con-

centrate machine work in the new shop
on the controlling details of the gun;
leaving the other details to be provided
by the old shoos, while at the same time
work was continued to complete the
whole range of tools, jigs, gauges, re-

ceivers, etc. As the new building deve-

loned the manufacture of the remainin.x
units of the gun was added to the ori-

a-inal machine onerations in the new shop
the whole of the machining in this new
factory being carried out bv women la-

bor. This arrangement achieved a regu-
lar growing output without overlap and
a minimum expenditure on gauges, re-

ceivers, and tools, and conduced also to

specializing in the outout of certain de-

tails in each department, with a conse-

quent rapid production and economy in

machine setting.

It is not permissible to indicate the

volume of output, but from the foregoing

it will be accepted that this new factory

—one of many which have been erected

since the beginning of the war '— once

more establishes the enterprise, energy

and resource of British engineering. The
building is a thoroughly substantial one,

and will stand long after the war is over.

The machine tools within it are of highly

specialized design to undertake specific

operations with the exercise of the least

measure of intelligence on the part of

the operator. There is ensured economy
in man-power, extreme accuracy—to one-

thousandth part of an inch—and absolute

interchangeability. Whether, when the

war is over, these tools can be utilized

with the same degree of efficiency for

peace productions remains to be seen;

but it would be a striking reversal of

the Dolicy which has enabled such highly

efficient factories to be equipped for war
work, if, in peace time, the same machine
tools, if used for unsuitable work, failed

because unsuited in design to achieve

corresponding efficiency. However suit-

able a building, the machine tools used

in future for engineering production-;

must, in practically all cases, be of high-

Iv specialized design. This result must
be attained even at the cost of discard-

ing otherwise suitable appliances. There
can be labor substitution, but not indis-

criminate utilization of any tvpe of ma-
chine tool for special machining opera-

tions.

®
RECOVERY OF A WRECKED SUB-

MARINE

THE recovery of a wrecked enemy
submarine by the Italian Govern-
ment in the Adriatic, and its suc-

ce'isful repair and entry into the ser-

vice of the Italian nav'y, has been ac-

companied by the publication of much
interesting information concerning the

doings of the craft, its origin aiid sub-

sequent journey overland, etc., all of

which facts in the light of past events,

are conclusive proof, if any were re-

quired, of treacherous conduct on the

part of Germany toward Italy when
their relations were still nominally on a

friendly basis. The captured log book
gives full particulars of her ill-fated ca-

reer and other documents estyblish the

fact that she was a unit of the German
navy, manned by a purely German crew',

and was engaged in active hostilities

against Italy many months before that

country declared war on Germany.

The UC-12 was a small submarine spe-

cially designed for laying mines. Her
sui'face displacement is 190 tons, and
when submerged is 210 tons. The ap-

proximate length is 110 ft., with a maxi-
mum diameter of 10 feet. A four-cylin-

der Diesel engine of 90 hoi'se-power was
installed, giving a surface speed of six

knots, and a submerged speed of four

knots. Six wells in the fore part of the

vessel enabled twelve mines to be car-

ried, these being released by a control in

the conning tower.

The following report of the acti\ ity of
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SHOWING EFFECT OF EXPLOSION ON MIDSHIPS SECTION OF HULL.

the UC-12 while in enemy hands has
been published by The Engineer, the suc-
cessful conclusion of salvage operations

by the Italian authorities being; noted
with pleasure.

The UC-12, according to her log-book,
was one of the first two mine-laying sub-
marines 'which Germany placed at the
disposal of Austria-Hungary for the war
against Italy. She was built at the We-
ser yard, Bremen, all her internal fit-

tings being stamped with the name of
Siemens-Schuckert. The launch took
place at the beginning of May, 1915, and
a few days later the boat proceeded
through the Kaiser Wilhelm Canal to

Kiel, where she arrived on the 17th, and
at once embarked a cargo of mines. A
month later, i.e., after Italy's declaration
of war on Austria, she was dismantled,
divided into four sections, and placed on
a train, arriving at Pola on June 24, with
her crew and commander. Here she was
reassembled in four days, and again took
to the water, intact as at first, and. as
the Italian Government observes, "Ger-

bons of the crew with the three letters

B. A. K.—Bekleidungs- Abteilung, Kiel

barriers of mines. In the following De-
cember she was at Cattaro, taking on

board a cai'go of rifles and ammunition,
destined for the rebellious Arabs in Ly-
bia. These were duly landed at Baria,

near Solium, on the coast of Cyrenaica,

after which she returned to the Adriatic.

At the period when there was an ab-

normal amount of traffic between the two
shores of the Adriatic in conneciion with

the transport of the Serbian army, its

impedimenta and prisoners — an enter-

prise which, by the way, was carried out

without the loss of a single ship—the

UC-12 was cruising oflt Durazzo, and dis-

tributing mines liberally in the road-

stead. None of these, however, claimed

a victim. After this vain attempt she

paid another visit to Cattaro, and then

lurked about for three days at the en-

trance to the Italian base where she had

first put in an appearance. Here, it

seems, she fouled one of her own mines

KEl'ON.STKUCTKD 1111,1, ,\l-l'UOACH!NC lO.M I'l.K! 10.\ I.\ IJKVUOCK.

man in everything, from the imprint —to the numerous Iron Crosses found
'Kaiserliche Marine' on every chart to in her interior." On July 25 and August
the German Imperial crown ornamentin,; 15, she visited the neighborhood of an
the table service, and from the cap rib- Italian naval base, and there laid two

THE UC-12 AFLOAT AND IN SERVICE OF THE ITALIAN NAVY.

or blundered into those which had been
laid for the defence of the port. .At all

events, a dull explosion was heard, fol-

lowed by an immense column of wa'^er,

and the patrol vessels at once arrived to

investigate the phenomenon. Divers who
were sent down came upon the wreck of

the submarine at a depth of nearly 100

feet. The explosion had blown her prac-
tically in two. The extremities were not

much injured, but amidships the havoc
was very great, as will be seen by tho

illustration herewith. The bodies of four-

teen of the crew were found. Fragments
of uniforms were discovered, together
with badges, cap ribbons, and other ar-

ticles, which left no doubt as to the iden-

tity of the boat and her crew. A mi-
chine gun was also recovered practically

intact. The cap ribbons bore such de-

vices as "S.M.S. Vulkan." "S.M.S. Strei-

ted," "S.M. Unterseeboot \'I.," "2 Minen-
.Abteilung," etc.

• .At first sight the wreckage seemed too

complete to admit of salvaire, but a clos-

er survey convinced the Italian naval en-

gineers that the reconstruction of the

boat would offer no insuperable difficul-

ties. The wreck was accordinglv raised,

in itself a task of no mean order, cit-

sidering the great depth of the water,
and placed on a slip for repair. The mid-
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ship section, which had caught the full

force of the explosion, had .to be entii'e-

ly rebuilt, while at the bow and stern

new plates were fitted, the hydroplanes

and rudders replaced and the shaftins

repaired. It is to be presumed that the

Oiiginal propellinsj machinery was hope-

lessly damaged, but on this point there

is no definite information. Throughout
the work special cars seems to have been
taken to preserve the characteristic fea-

tures of the design. What remained of

the coming tower was skilfully repaired,

and such fittings as were still service-

able were restored. The task was fin-

ally completed, and it will be readily

conceded that the result, as depicted in

our engraving, reflects great credit on
all concerned in the work. The UC-12
is now serving as a unit of the Italian

navy, thought doubtless under a new
mme and one less suggestive of her Teu-
tonic origin. It is interesting to note

that, according to an official Rome com-
munique of Jan. 13, another enemy sub-
marine, the U-12, was sunk, and ha?
since been salved and placed in commis-
sion. This appears to be one of the large

German-built ocean-going submarines of

1.000 tons displacement, which had been
ordered by the Austrian Government in

1912, and were due to be delivered in

1915. So far as the smaller UC-12 is

concerned, the Italian naval authorities

are to be congratulated on the highly
successful completion of a niece of sal-

vage and repair work which obviously
called for no ordinary degree of patience
and technical skill.

^-
ORIGIN OF TONNAGE MEASURE-

MENT .SYSTEMS
THE present system of tonnage measure-
ment, known as the Moorsom system, be-

came law in 18.54, and, though subse
quently amend din detail, remains to this

day the basis for the computation of ton-

nage in all the principal nations of the
world.

According to Sir George Holmes, who
is quoted by Syreti and Shipping in the
matter, an Act was passed in 1694 for
measuring- the tonnage of English mer-
chant ships which contained the follow-
ing rule:

LXBXD
Tonnage =

94
When L — length of keel (so much as

she treads on the ground).
B=breadth amidships from plank to

plank, in board.
D=depth of hold, as before.
This formula was supposed to give the

deadweight carrying capacity of the ves-
sel. The product LXBXD expressed, of
course, the parallelopipedon of which the
sides were the length of keel, the breadth
in-board from plank to plank, and the
depth of hold, and the divisor 94 meant
that every 94 cub. ft. of this parallelopi-
pedon was to be reckoned as one ton. As
the true intei-nal volume of the vessel
would not e.xceed six-tenths of that of
the parallelopipedon, it is evident that a-
bout (94X6)^10=56.4 cub. ft. was
reckoned as a ton, and this figure ap-
proximated fairly to the value in the

time of Henry V. An Injurious Act.

The Act of 1694 was repeated two years

later, and in 1720 anothe was passed

which substituted the half-breadth fo:'

the depth of hold. Probably no Act has

ever done more injury to naval architec-

ture than the tonnage law of 1720. The
half-breadth no doubht represented at

the time very approximately the depth

of hold; but the law offered a direct in-

ducement to shipbuilders to augment the

carrying power of their vessels, without

altering the legal tonnage, by the simple

expedient of increasing the depth while

making ;no correspond.ing increase in

the breadth, and thus a class of short,

narrow, deep and utterly unseaworthy
vessels came in existence.

The celebrated Tonnage Act of 1773,

which remained in legal force for 62

years, and was still in use in the Royal

Navy till as lately as 1872, perpetuated,

Sir -George goes on to say, the same
error. The tonnage, as measured under

this Act, was called "Builders' Old

Measuhement Tonnage." The length for

tonnage was measuhed along the rabbet

of the keel, from the back of the stern-

post to a perpendicular dropped from the

fore part of the main stern under the

bowsprit. From the length thus obtain-

ed, a deduction equal to three-fifths of

the breath (measured as explained far-

ther on) was allowed, and the difference

was called the length for tonnage. If

the vessel were afloat at the time of

measurement, instead of taking the

length along the keel, the length of wat-

erline. or of deck was ascertained, and an

allowance made by way of reduction of 3

in. for every foot of draught. This al-

lowance was to compensate for the rake

of the sternpost, and was independent of

the deduction of three-fifths of the

breath.

The breadth wa^ measured outside

the planking at the widest part of the

ship, but the thickness of any doubling

strakes was not included. Half of this

breadth was taken instead of the depth.

Subject to these allowances and differ-

ences in the mode of measurement the

B.O.M. tonnage law was identical with

that of 1720, the devisor 94 having still

been used.

Later Development
Between 1836 and 1854. what is known

as the "New Measurement" system was
in force. The object of it was to obtain

a more accurate computation of the cubic

contents of those parts of a vessel avail-

able for stowage, underneath the per-

manent decks. The denth was restored

as an element in the calculation, but the

various lengths, depths and beams were
to be measured at a reri/ few fixed posi-

titnx, and this peculiarity of the Act
offered owners many opportunities of

evading the intention of the law. It is

said that in some cases shins built under

this Act had a volume of about one-sixth

greater than their nominal capacity.

The factor of division was 92.4 instead

of 94, and in the case of steamships the

volume of the space between the engine-

room bulkheads was allowed as a deduc-

tion from the gross tonnage. The gener-

al effect of the Act was to do away with

the premium which orevious legislation

had offered to the building of short, nar-

row, deep ships; but on account of the

many opportunities which it offered for

evasion, it was eventually superseded by
the Moorsom system of measurement.

• ©
CANADA'S TRADE STATISTICS

THE total trade of Canada for the four

months of the year, leaving aside the

gold figures and exports of foreign pro-

duce, was 683 millions, against. 499 mil-

lions in the corresponding period of 1916,

and only 276 millions in the correspond-

ing period of 1915, increases of approxi-

mately 40 per cent, and 155 per cent, re-

spectively. But of the gain of 184 mil-

lions, as compared with 1916, 115 mil

lions fell under the head of import^,

against a 69-million gain in exports.

"National revenues naturally, continue

buoyant under the large expansion in im-

ports, customs collections in April, for

instance, being $13,875,485, against $9.-

797,365 in April, 1916," says the Journal

of Commerce, Montreal, "but our interest

obligations have increased with heavy
outlays for war expenditure, and the

main dependence for keeping the posi-

tion steady, while the inflow of new capi-

tal for development is checked, rests in

establishing and holding a favorable

trade balance—in selling abroad a good
deal more than we buv."

®
BRUSH-HOLDERS FOR SLIP RINGS
BRUSH-HOLDERS for metal graphite

brushes take forms both foreign and akin

to direct-current holders. With these

holders the brushes require the usual

multiplicity of expensive shunts, the ne-

cessity for which, with a proper holder,

is at least debatable. Inasmuch as slip

ring brushes may be placed indiscrim-

inately around the rings, there is no oc-

casion for maintaining a fixed brush re-

lation to the rings. The ideal holder,

therefore, may be in the development of

the swivel type, in which the brush may
be clamped in the box and the brush

itself requires no shunt. The box should,

however, be heavily shunted to the hold-

er support in order to protect the swivel

from possible arcing due to the current

passing through the swivel joints. The
brush will require occasional readjusting

in the holder due to the wear of the brush

reaching, from time to time, the travel

limit of swivel. (This limit should not

permit the holder to come in contact with

the ring). This requirement, however,

will not approach the work involved In

trimming copper leaf brushes, or in

cleaning the accumulated dust from be-

tween the brushes and holders as is ne-

cessary with present holders.

At the present time a few slip ring

motors are being fitted with a holder of

the foregoing type, but the value of its

general application has not been fully

determined. Present holders are designed

to take single brushes, or two brushes

side by side, or two brushes in "tan-

dem." The last-named holder is the least

desirable for the reason previously

stated. However, it has the advantage

of economizing the space around the rim
and to a degree precluding congestion.

Its single objection can be readily over-

come by using a partition between the

brushes.
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UNIVERSAL ANGLE PLATE

THE efficiency of the modern
machine shop is such that the

confidence of desig-ners in the

ability of most plants to produce
work efficiently causes them to fre-

quently arrange parts so that angu-
lar connections and surfaces are intro-

duced which formerly would be studious-

ly avoided. Many automobile parts, as

well as jigs and fixture construction call

for work of this nature and the device

illustrated in the accompanying engrav-
ings has been developed to meet just

such conditions.

The Universal angle plate consists of

a semi-cylindrical casting provided with

'tee slots on its flat side whic'i is the

work surface. The cylindrical surface

fits accurately into an angle bracket,

being tongued and grooved and locked

in position by two tee slots as shown.
The angle bracket is arranged to swivel

on a base plate which in turn is bolted

to the machine table. By this arrange-
ment work secured in position may be

revolved through 360 deg. horii^onfally

and 90 deg. vertically. The plate can
Accurate graduations with Vernier at-

tachment permit readings to 5 min., and
make it suitable for fine work. The
device is built by the Boston Scale &

AFIM.ICATION Ol' UNIVEK.SAI. ANGI.K PLATE
TO DRII.I, PKESS WORK.

be (juickly adjusted to any angle with-
out disturbing work bolted to it, the sur-
face of the work table intersecting the
horizontal axis of its rotation.

UNIVERSAL ANGLE PLA'iE WITH WORM
ADJUSTING GKAR.

Machine Co., Boston, Mass., in four

sizes, from 4 x 6 in. weighing 16 lbs.

to 12 x 18 in. weighing 42-5 lbs. The

two largest sizes have worm adjustment

as shown in illustration.

©
HIGH SPEED BALL BEARING SEN-

SITIVE DRILL .

A HIGH speed ball bearing drilling ma-

chine with spindle speed up to 12*000

rev. per min., is now _being manufac-

tured by the De Mooy Machine Co.,

Cleveland, O. It is built in both bench

and floor types, the latter being shown
in the accompanying engraving. The
high speed obtainable enables twist drills

of 3 16 in. dia. and under to be operated

under conditions which enable them to

cut their way through material instead

of being forced, as is frequently the case

when I'un too slowly.

High grade annular ball bearings com-

bined with properly balanced parts re-

duce vibration to a minimum. The spin-

dle is 7 16 in. dia., and is of high carbon

steel, heat treated. It has a spring

counterbalance. Three speeds are pro-

vided, the belt cone diameters being 3,

4'/4. and 6 in.

The idler bracket has spring take-up

for maintaining constant equal tension in

belt, the bracket being controlled by a

rack and sector with lever, so that the

belt may be instantly slackened to allow

of (luick speed changes. A flat, endless

canvas belt possesses ample flexibility

for use at the high speed employed.
A three-jawed, geared-nut chuck of the

key type is fitted to spindle. The prin-

cipal dimensions are: Spindle centre to

column, 1V2 in.; vertical movement of

spindle, 4 in.; ditto, table, 7 in.; ditto,

table arm. 25 in.; working surface, table.

12V. in. dia.; weight, 200 lbs.; height.

6.5 in.

THREAD MILLING FIXTURE FOR
SHELLS

A FIXTURE for producing threads on
shrapnel and other shells is being manu-
factuied by the Hall Gas Engine Co.,

Inc., Bridesburg, Philadelphia. It is de-

signed for attachment to a lathe or

milling machine and can be employed for

producing either internal or externa!

threads on brass, aluminum, steel or

other metals. In addition to being used

for munitions work, the fixture is adapt-
ed for automobile, firearms, talking ma-
chine, and similar -plants producing in-

terchangeable parts. Minute accuracy
of adjustment for diameter and lead is

claimed, as well as elimination of loose

joints and provision to insure sufficient

lubrication and protection against the

entrance of dust.

The fixture is used in connection with
a cutter having several parallel rows of

teeth so that a single revolution of the

work is sufficient to finish the thread.

HIGH-SPEED IIALL-HEARING SENSITIVE
DRILL
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The work to be threaded is held in a

collet at the left of the fixture which is

revolved by a sleeve upon which the lead

screw is cut. The elimination of loose

graphite, shaped under pressure. When
metal graphite brushes were first intro-

duced their carrying capacities were
greatly over-estimated. Manufacturers

WORK TO BE THREADED IS MOUNTED IN COLLET AT LEFT. WHICH IS REVOLVED BY
A SLEEVE UPON WHICH THE LEAD SCREW IS CUT.

joints and other sources of inaccuracy is

claimed to reduce the error between the

lead screw and the nut to less than

.0001 in. ®—
ELECTRIC GRINDING MOTOR

IN an effort to meet the demand for

machines of this type, the U.S. Electri-

cal Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, Cal., has

brought out the electric grinding and
buffing motor, illustrated in the accom-
panying engraving. While essentially

a low priced tool, it possesses pleasing

appearance combined with smooth run-

ning and silent operation.

The spindle is carried in ball bearings

mounted in special housings with seal-

ing rings that one proof against dirt

and grit. The ball bearings are of

standard dimensions and easily replaced

in the event of wear. The spindle is of

heavy one piece construction while the

motor as a whole is entirely enclosed.

Tool rests, adjustable in any direction,

are provided for each wheel; wheel
flanges are of ample size and turned all

over. Heavy guards are fitted to each
wheel and a water pot is supplied which
swings under the table out of the way
when required.

This tool is furnished either as motor
only for bench mounting—motor with
pedestal—or motor with pedestal and
complete equipment as shown.

Spindle speeds are 1800 and 3.600 rev.

per min., and powers are % and 1 horse

power with 110 and 220 volt single

phase current, and V2. 1 and 2 horse-
power with 110, 220 and 440 volt, 2 and
3 phase current. Guards take wheels
up to 10 in. X I'i in., length of spindle

overall, 25 in., dia. of arbor, at wheels,

% in.

©
BRUSHES FOR SLIP RINGS

THE copper leaf brush for slip rings,
which has been in favor since the days of
incipient machines, is fast giving way to

"block" or "metal graphite" brushes.
Generally speaking, metal graphite
brushes consist of various mixings of
pulverized copper and other metals with

of electrical apparatus dropped into the

error of using too few brushes, and in

many instances found it necessary to in-

crease the slip ring brush equipment as

much as 50 per cent, before satisfactory

results could be obtained in the field. At
the present time the maximum permis-

sible current is considerably below 150

amperes per square inch, while the safe

ELECTRIC GRINDING AND BUFFING
MOTOR

limit is perhaps under 125 amperes per
square inch. This type of brush is also

used on direct-current machines of very
low voltages. Its metallic characteris-

tics, however, are at times hard on the

commutators.
As a rule, the more highly graphitized

brushes have proven the more satisfac-

tory in that they have a longer life and
cut the rings less. It is contended that

these brushes are self-lubricating, and to

a degree this is true. However, if the

rings on which they run are kept free

from copper dust, and a slight amount of

lubrication (light oil) is judiciously ap-
plied, the life of both brushes and rings

will in most cases be prolonged. This
type of brush is extremely heavy and re-

quires a brushholder of decided stability,

with springs capable of pressures as

high as five or more pounds per square

inch. The actual pressure to be used is

determined by the type of ring, speed of

ring, and composition of the brush. It is,

however, rarely less than three and one-

half pounds per square inch, and more
frequently five. When brushes of this

type are allowed to spark they disin-

tegrate rapidly and the life is greatly

shortened.

In case the brush is not sufficiently

granular in texture it will "roll up" or

"fringe" or form "wire edges" on the

sides. Obviously, such brushes are dan-

gerous, for the reason that such edges

frequently break away from the brush in

full contact length, bridge to, or fall

across, rings having different polarities,

and flash the machine. To guard against

this the brush should be slotted radially

with a file, two slots to a side "V" shaped,

and about one-eighth of an inch in depth.

Under this condition the maximum pos-

sible length of thrown-off' metal will be

something less than one-third of the arc

of the brush contact. This is too short

to bridge or cause damage. Although a

brush may be in every other way satis-

factory, if it has this "fringing" charac-

teristic it is not desirable.

Application of Slip Ring Brushes

All types of slip ring brushes should

be installed so as to cover the full width
of the ring, but never so as to permit the

brush to overhang the ring. This i?

easily accomplished by properly "stag-

gering" the brushes, all slip ring brush-

holders being designed for this adjust-

ment. Metal graphite or "block" brushes

are generally installed radially, and with

either one or two brushes in each holder.

When two brushes occupy the same
holder they should be placed side by side

—not in "tandem." If in "tandem," the

leading brush is packed against the lead-

ing face of the holder by the lagging

brush, due to the rotation resultant, and

the brushes do not wear uniformly. It

may be possible to overcome this by
changing the brush anale, or by a change
in the resultants of spring pressures. As
previously stated, the pressure should be

from three to five pounds per square inch.

®
The conductor was about to give the

motorman two bells to go ahead.

"Wait!" shouted an unmistakably fem-
inine voice, "wait till I get my clothes

on."

Whereupon seven men rubbered to see

a fat woman lift her basket of laundry

aboard the cir.
=J: * *

The soldier on the train was dilitina'

on his changed life. "They took me
from my home," he said, "and put me
in barracks; they took away my clothes

and put me in khaki; they took fwuy
my name and made me 'No. 575'; they

took me to church, where I'd never beer.

before, and they made me listen to a

sermon for 40 minutes. Then the parser

said, 'No. 575, art thou weary, art thou
languid?' and I got seven days C.B. for

shouting 'Not a dam bit.'
"
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MORE PUBLICITY CONCERNING OUR SHIPBUILD-
ING EFFORT

IT
is highly significant that little, if any, disposition is

being shown by Canada's shipbuilding and shipping

executives to take part in the daily press controversy

relative to what this Dominion can or should do to help

offset the meantime ship shortage emergency. That a

full appreciation of all the circumstances is theirs, little

doubt may be entertained, therefore, silence on their part

seems golden. In the House of Commons, Ottawa, on June
1, the Hon. J. D. Hazen, in his replies to a number of

queries concerning shipbuilding within our borders, gave
some specific instances of the activity prevailing as regards

both wood and steel construction. As was to be expected,

however, the information imparted was in no sense satis-

fying to the exponents of the one-ship-a-day policy so

firmly believed in and fondly cherished by the craft non-
descripts.

Canada is doing a good deal more in the realms of ship-

building and marine engineering than the Minister of

Marine and Fisheries made public, although doubtless his

immediate audience knew that such was the case and were
more or less familiar with the complete detail. To con-

tinue to withhold information, however, as to the full

scope of our shipyard and engine-works activities is, it

seems to us, causing unnecessary apprehension on the part

of our citizens generally that a capacity output is not

being realized, besides tending to reflect on and in turn

irritate those charged with the administration of our vari-

ous plants. The restraint put upon the publication of our
munitions activities when first undertaken was of brief

duration, yet while the privileges later afforded were wide
in scope and might easily have been abused, no awkward
situations developed; rather did the publicity feature be-

come of material benefit, stimulating as it did both effort

and its result value.

Our ship and engine builders are not only working to

the capacity of their plants at the present time, but their

showing as regards progress and output is equally satis-

factory with that of munitions. The reserve being shown

relative to plant establishment or to schemes of enlarge-

ment is logical, in view of the fact that in half a decade or

even less, following the Peace Declaration, our position will

be world competitive in shipbuilding, an eventuality not

lightly to be overlooked. Present conditions are entirely

abnormal, and to cope with same without consulting the

future as some would have us do, is to ensure that much
of the capacity for the abnormal would speedily become
grass-grown later. We'll never be a shipbuilding nation

worth-while, until we can produce the steel in its variety

type and form for vessel, engine and boiler construction

requirements, which leads us to say that our first duty,

because it is our biggest need, is the planning and initia-

tion of enterprise in that direction.

As it is, we are under the necessity of importing prac-

tically everything that enters into steel vessel construc-

tion, and same is true to about the same extent as regards

equipment, propelling and auxiliary machinery. The

delays in receipt of material are equally abnormal with

the times, nor are such circumstances to be wondered at

when account is taken of the fact that the United States,

on whom we depend so largely for the requisite supplies

has a shipbuilding programme of prodigious dimensions of

its own on hand, and may readily lay claim to first call on

its steel mills, blast furnaces, forges and coal mines.

With a view to allaying the misgivings and unrest aris-

ing from the lack of public knowledge as to what Cana-

dian ship and engine builders are doing to help eliminate

the shipping emergency, we suggest that permission be

granted them to furnish authoritative data for publication,

subject, of course, to somewhat similar and equally reason-

able restrictions as have been operative in our munitions

industry.

PRESENT INFLUENCES ON MACHINE TOOL
ACTIVITY

SHIPBUILDING, no less than shell making, is destined

to influence the tool industry of Canada. There is

this difference, however. In munitions manufacture

the demand for tools was so insistent and imperative that

neither designs nor resources were immediately available

for the production of other than standard type tools.

Months passed before the combined effort and considera-

tion of producers resulted in the flow of those special

purpose machines which have changed the whole aspect

of quantity machine work.

It is not expecting too much, to hope that a similar

development, more rapid and timely, will occur in connec-

tion with shipyard and engine shop equipment. Many

firms engaging in these lines are untrammeled by tradition

or precedent, and, provided that the requisite quality of

workmanship be maintained, the freer perspective en-

joyed by these concerns, coupled with the example of the

munitions industry, should result in innovations of con-

siderable calculable benefit to both machine tool builders

and shiiibuilders.

The demands of the situation prompt the suggestion

that well designed tools of the heavy portable type will

prove of considerable value. By moving them around to

work in various locations, the necessity for extensive

handling plant will to a great extent be avoided, while

their adaptability to operations of more diverse charac-

ter, with greater facility than permanently located tools

of stereotyped design should result in their adoption by

those plants whose activity in this work is more or less

temporary. Several suitable designs have been marketed

during recent years, but if history repeats itself, a good

deal of development in this direction is due to take place.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forfe. Pittsbuich S43 !).=>

Lake Superior, charcoal. Chi-
ca(;<i .50 00

Standard low phos., Philadel-
phia 75 00

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 50 9.5

Basic. Valley furnace 45 00

Montreal Toronto
Hamilton
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.
Per lb. to Large liu.\er& Cools

Iron bars. base. Toronto 5 00
Steel bars, base, Toronto. ... 5 25
attvl bars, - iij. to 4 in.

base U 00
Stitl h;irs. 4 in. and larger
base 7 00

iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

4 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 00
Reinforcing bars, base 5 25
Steel hoops 7 00
Bessemer rails, beavy, at

mill 3S no
Steel bars. Pittsburgh 4 25
Tank plates. Pittsburgh 7 00

Structural shapes. Pittsburgh 4 25
Steel hc^ps. Pittsburgh ... 4 2."'

F.O.B., Toronto Warehouse.
Steel bars 5 00
Small shapes 5, 50

F.U.B. Obieago Warehouse
Steel bars 5 00
Structural shapes "... 5 00
Plates S 50

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following roiuis

Per 300 lbs.

C.L. L.f.i..

Montreal 23.1 31 .5

St. .lohn, N.B 35.1 45.5
Halifax 35.1 45.5
Toronto IS.

9

2- 1

Guelpb i>.y 22 1

London 18.9 22.

1

Windsor IS.

9

22.1
Winriipeg 64.9 iSo.l

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $38 50 $37 00
Electro copper 38 60 37 90
Castings, copper .... 37 50 36 00
Tin 62 50 66 00
Spelter 13 50 12 00
Lead 14 00 14 25
Antimony 25 00 26 00
Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates. H to 1; $10 00 $10 00
Heads 10 30 10 30
Tank plates. 3-16 in. 10 10 10.10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Effective May 14. 1917.

Black Galvanized
Standard Buttweld.

Size. Per 100 feet

J/j, in $ 4 50 $ 6 00

% in 4 96 7 00

% in 4 96 7 00

i,i> in 6 29 7 86

•"14 in 7 94 10 06

1 in 11 73 14 88

1V4 in 16 87 20 13

li.j in 18 98 24 06

2 in 25 53 32 38

2'/j in 40 95 61 77

3 in ;.. 63 65 67 70

3'i in 66 24 83 26

4 in 78 48 98 65

Standard Lapweld.

2 in 28 49 34 97

2U in 42 71 52 94

3 in 65 85 69 23

3U in 68 08 86 02
4 in 80 66 101 90
4''. in 93 98 118 70
5 in 109 50 138 40
6 in 142 10 179 50
7 in 185 60 232 05

8 L in 195 00 243 75

8 in 224 60 280 80
9 in 269 10 336 38
10 L in 249 60 312 00

10 in 321 40 401 70

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under. 50'/f.

4\<2" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couplings. 4" and under,

40%.
4'w" and larger, 20'"f.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers* Buyinj? Prices.
Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $22 00 $22 00

Copper, crvciblc ... 26 00 27 00

Copper, heavy 26 00 26 60

Copper wire 26 00 26 50

No. 1 machine com-

position 22 50 22 00

New brass clippings 18 00 19 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings 9 00 S 00

Shell turnings 12 00 12 00

Boiler plate 11 00 10 50

Axles, wrought iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 19 00 18 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 20 00 25 09

Malleable scrap ... 20 00 20 03

Pipe, wrought 14 00 9 00

Scrap zinc 8 00 9 50

Heavy lead 11 50 10 75

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Aluminum 35 00 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS Ai5d SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers net list

M.Tchine bolts, 7-16 and
over net

Machine bolts, % and less.. 10

Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net
Elevator bolts 50 and 5

Machine screws, fl, and rd.
bd., Bleel 27'^

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd.. steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. brass add 20

Machine scre'ivs, o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 76
Nuts. hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts. hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs.
list plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 17^

j

Boiler rivets, base '^4-in.

.nnd larger $6.65
Structural rivets, as aliove. 6-55

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72'4
Wood screws, O. & R..

brisht 0714
Wood screws, flat, brass.. .37VJ!

Wood screws. O. & K..
brass 321A

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27K;
Wood screws, O. & R.

bronze 25

MILLED PRODICTS
Per cei

Set screws
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 in
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

IV2 in., up to 2 in
Studs
T.n per pins
Coupling bolts, plus
Pinner head holts, without

fillet, list plus
Planer head bolls. witti

fillet, list plus 10 and
Planer bead bolt nuts, same

tini^bed nuts.
Planer bolt washers
Hollow set screws. . .list plus
Cidlar screws list plus 30.

Thumb screws.
Tcumb DHts
Patch bolts add 40,

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
In add S4

Cold pressed nuts over It^

in add .$7

It.

10

lei

20
10
20
05
10

00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $ 95 00

Open-hearth billets 95 00

O.H. sheet bars 100 00

Forgine billets 115 00

Wire rods 90 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails . 5 35 5 35
Miscellaneous wire nails .. 60%

"Spikes. % in. and larger.... 6 50

Spikes. H and 5-16 in 7 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 3S
Solder, guaranteed 41
Babbitt metals 16 to 65
Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 35
White lead. pure, cwt 17 50
Red dry lead, 100-Ib. kegs,

per cwt 13 R7

Glue, English 38
Tarred slaters' paper, roll 9.'^

G;isollne. per sal., bulk... 311'.',

Benzine, per g.nl., bulk.... 301^
Pure turpentine, single

bbls.. gal 72
Linseed oil, raw, single.

bbls 1 40
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1°43

Plaster of Paris, per bhl.. 2 50
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. ^ 00

Packing, square braided .... 32

Packing. No. 1 Italian 38

Packing. No. 2 Italian 30

Lead wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope SS^j
Transmission rotie. Manila.. 43^^

Drilling cables, Manila SS'i

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto 20%

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks ....

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 4.'.

Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.

At mill list plus 40%
.\t warehouse list plus .50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, aiitJ

10%: B .ind C. 10%; cast iron.

35%: standard bushings, 50%:
headers. 60; flanged unions, 40:
malleable bushings. 50; nipples.

55; malleable lipped unions, 50'.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto

Sheets. Black, No. 28. $10 00 $ 9 60

Sheets. Black. No. 10 9 50 9 2.5

Canada plates, dull,

52 sheets 8 50 .s 50

Canada plates, all

bright 9 50 9 .50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 9 75 9 7S
Queen's Head. 28 B.

W.G 10 75 10 75.

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
C, 10 76 10 75

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 10 26 10 25

Colborne Crown, No.
2g 10 00 10 00

Pr'emier, No. 28 U.S. 10 90 10 70

Premier. 101'4 oz 11 10 II 09

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

B
1, in $10

10

10

10
9

""//, 9

. 9
K • o
% " ?
'8 in "

1 inch 9

Kxtra for B.B. Chain 1

Extra fo" B.B.B. Chain 1

ELECTRIC WELD COil.

CHAIN B.B.

v& in
^Y;

3-16 in 1'

Vi in
I5-16 in ]

% iti
I

7-16 in ^

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Percent.

S.S. drillg, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53
to 80 25

Standard drills to IVo in... 40

Standard drills, over It^ In.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10

.Tobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock +0
Ratchet drills 35

S.S. drills for wood 40
"Wood boring brace drills ;.. 25
Electricians' bits 30
Sockets 40

.5-16 in.

% in. .

7-16 in.

'i> in. .

9-16 in.

'/4 in.

Vfe in.

% in.

75.

40
25
00
90
90
75
50
40
25
20
80

50.

70
40
lO
35
35
35
.)5

3.-

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western. American.... 55

Kearney & Foot, -Arcade 55
.1. Barton Smith. Eagle 55

McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & B.arnes 55
Black Diamond 45

Delta Files W ••

Nicliolson *'

Globe 55
VuUan 55
Pisston "^o

COAL AND COKE.

SJolvay Foundry Coke $10 90

Connelsville Foundry Coke. ..

Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 8 05

Net ton f.o.b. Tor<intu
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BOILER TUBES.

Size.

Seam-
less

Lap-
' welded

1 in $30 00

Ill, in 33 00

1 '.. in 3^ 00 31 00

l-'-i in 34 00 30 CO

2 in 38 00 30 00

40 00 35 00

2':; in ..;... 46 00 36 00

3 in 52 00 42 00

3'4 in 43 00

3', in 62 DO 52 00

4 in 70 00 65 00

Prices per 100 feet. Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND CO.MI'OINUS.
Caator oil, per lb 35
Koyalite, per gal., bulk IB
I'ahicine 19
Machine oil, per gal 26^4
Black oil, per gal 1.3

Cylinder oil. Capital 45Vj
Cylinder oil. Acme SRHj
Standard cutting cumpouad,
per lb 6 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 45
Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
Acme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37Vi
Imperial quenching oil

, 'i9Vi
Petroleum fuel oil '. . . . 11

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

Bxtra heavy, single and
double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.
Che3terman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin Metallic. 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admiral Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
RiTal Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4u
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior I'J

X L C R IS

Atlas IS

X Empire 18

Ideal n
X press 16

COLORED.
Lion llV-i

Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11%
Keen lOVs

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15

.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

Tbis list subject to trade dis-
count for qnantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Best grades 20%

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. !4 to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz..

14x2S in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14.\60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 11x60 base. 64 00 60 00
Braziers', in sheets.
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS.

Brass rods, base Vi in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 5S

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.
Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50
Polishing wheels, bull-
neck I 35

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
E-mery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crovus composition... 07 to 08
Emery composition 08 to 09
Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft. .$18 00 $18 00

Sheets, 3ii lbs. sij.

ft 18 00 18 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

Sfl. ft 17 50 17 50

Cut sheets, Vic per lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, le per lb

extra.

PL.ATING CHE.MICALS.
Acid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 1414
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua 08
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.Ammonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 18
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .to
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41
Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise
Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'TpHERE i.s ui)[iai'fiitly ini limit U> [irice.-; of piii-inni a.- all iudica-

tions point to further advances. A price "f ^'^i) for Be.-seiner

iron lia.s been establi.'^hed at Pittshurgh and the market conse-

quently is in an excited condition. Quotations of dome.<tic pig-iron

are still temporarily withdrawn, due ])rincipally to the unsettled

<-oke situation. Coke is \ery high in price and su|)|>lies are not

coming forward from the ovens in sutticient quantities to till

requirements. The outloiik as regards coke is not at all favorable,

and is causing con-iderahle anxiety. The steel market continues
strong with prices very lirni. l^rices of a niimher of .-^teel product-
have recentl\' a<l\anced iu the United States, which will doubtless

1)6 reflected in Canatla shortly. The requirements of steel for war
purposes are increasingly heavy iiud con.-equently .«teel for general
purpo.ses is l)ecoming more difhcult to obtain. The outlook for the

private consumer i- thus becoming more serioii-. Coal continues

liiiih ill price and a serious situation is antici|)ated iinle.-s a deter-

mined ('(fort is made to increase the ,su|)ply. I'rices of galvanized

-beets have advanced agtiiii, l>ut black sheets are nnchanged in the

meantime. There is a shortage of black sheets, as the .Vmcrican

Ooveriiment is taking over a large percentage of the ouli>ut of the

mills, leaving a comparatively small tonnage availalile for the

private consumers. Tlu' non-ferrous metal market.- ueiierallv ,in'

firm, but busine-> i- dull. I.eail is v(>rv strong and higher, due to

.scarcity of supplie-. .\iiiiiniiny i.- weaker and lower. Tiiere is no
change in the scrap metal siliiation this week, allhouiih it is likely

that price- of ca,-t iron m-v;\\) and heavy melting steel will advance
on acciiuiil nf ilic heavy demand. Coppers are iiuictive anil

demand liuht. biil lead scrap is firmer. Tlie domanrl for machine
shoD su|)i)lies continues activcat lirm |irici-. wiib a t'cu advanoc^-
.\ fair demand for niachinci'y fdi- general |iiiipM-c fculiirr- the

machine tool market.

Montreal, Que., June 11, 1917.—De-
spite the fact that steel requirements have
apparently fallen off owinK to the cur-

tailment in the manufacture of the heav-

ier shells, the scarcity of steel is more
marked than ever, and the general situa-

tion i.s seriously menaced l)y the shortaRe

of raw materials. As the demands dur-

ing the next few months are e.xpected to

increase, the outlook for the immediate
future is not encouraging, although every
possible facility is being adopted to give
relief to the situation. The present politi-

cal situation tends to keep matters in

rather an unsettled condition which can
only be relieved when the pending develop-
ments take tangible form. Both the
labor and coal situations possess con-
tinued interest because of their vital im-
portance to the steel industry.

I'ig Iron

The pig iron market continues to ad-
vance, reflecting very emphatically the
actual condition of the iron and steel situ-

ation. The American market generally
has advanced over $2 per ton, with the
Pittsburgh quotations figuring in the re-

cent rise; Bessemer has advanced during
the week $7 per ton, the current quotation
being ^^^^.95 per ton. Basic, at $48.9.5

per ton, shows an advance of $(> on the
week. A similar advance on forge has
brought it al.so to .$48.95. Foundry and
malleable has been advanced $3, the pre-
sent price being $48.9."). Canadian pro-
ducers continue practically out of the

market prices being withdrawn.

.Steel

\nother sensational week has passed in

all branches of the steel situation and the

markets are much stronger. The trend

of future conditions is indicated in the

transactions of the past week, as the de-

velopments in the Pittsburgh district are
ex.imples of what may be expected in con-

nection with the steel industry during the

coming months. The insistent and ever-

increasing demand for steel of all kinds
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and the evident scarcity of scrap and old

metal for remelting, would indicate that

the prices of the future may far outrun

any that have yet been announced. The

situation is fast coming to the point

where any but war requirements and

those closely associated with its prosecu-

tion, will of necessity, require to be in-

definitely delayed, owing to high cost of

all kinds of materials. The American

Government is still working on war plans

and the steel and other requirements

that will eventiially be required, large

orders for which are being placed as

rapidly as possible. The shipbuilding pro-

gramme is probably one of the most im-

portant and it is estimated that facilities

will soon be provided for rolling sufficient

steel for the construction of one 3,000-ton

steel vessel per day. It is this situation

that is making it so difficult, if not alto-

gether impossible, for domestic users to

secure steel. The changing conditions in

the States is gradually producing a labor

shortage that in time may have consider-

able bearing in manufacturing circles.

The Canadian situation in this respect,

while not very serious, is, nevertheless,

quite acute, but has been somewhat re-

lieved by the decline in the production of

heavy shells; some firms, however, that

were engaged m this business have con-

tinued to utilize much of their old force

for the production of steel for other pur-

poses. The lowest price quoted for Besse-

mer sheet bars is now $100 Pittsburgh,

and early advances are not unlikely. The
Pittsburgh quotation on iron 'and steel

bars has been advanced $.5 per ton, the

price quoted being $4.2.5 per hundred. The
present market in blue annealed and black

sheets is very firm with a strong under-

tone tending to higher prices within a few

weeks. The Pittsburgh quotation on gal-

vanized sheets has advanced $6 per ton,

the current price being approximately 10

cents per pound. The demand for shaft-

ing continues to be quite heavy, the dis-

count being closer than the previous week,

in some instances being only 5 per cent,

off list. Following the constant rise in the

cost of raw materials, the quotations on

wire products have again been advanced
$.5 per ton; plain wire is now $3.70, gal-

vanized wire, $4.40, wire nails, $3.75 and
galvanized barb wire, $4. Local dealers

have not yet revised their prices, but may
do so in the very near future. Owing to

the shortage of prompt furnace coke and
the difficulties contingent to deliveries, the

market is very strong with the spot quo-

tation 75c per ton higher than last week;

the price now asked being $10.25 per ton.

The general situation in this district is,

practically unchanged and the market is

very firm.

Metals
The mai'ket has been comparatively

quiet during the past week, but prices

have been well maintained. The situation

is being influenced by pending develop-

ments in the States and unsettled condi-

tions will likely prevail until the plans of

the government are completed and the re-

auirements definitely announced. Copper
is ouiet, but the market is strong. Tin is

easier abroad but is firm here. Spelter
is active for futures but quiet on spot.

Lead continues to remain firm with a
stronger tone. Antimony is easier on
better supply. Aluminum is steady and
unchanged.
Copper.—The recent demand for cop-

per has been rather quiet. The trade
appears to be awaiting the decision of the
American war department regarding
future requirements of copper. Sales of

second-hand metals for early delivery

are the feature of the mai-ket, being
brought about by prevailing high prices.

New York prices are firm at last week's
quotations, and dealers here are still quot-

ing those of the previous week, oS'ic for

lake and electro, and 37V2C. for castings.

Tin.—The situation has been featured

by a marked decline in the prices quoted
for this metal, both on the London and
New York markets. The possible cause
for this may be accounted for by the pos-

sibility that shipping permits from Eng-
land may be more easily obtained, and the

fact that the transportation risk has ap-

parently been decreased. The sharp de-

cline on the London market has also been
a factor in the easier tone in New York;
the quotation on the latter being now 61c.

per lb., a decline on the week of 3c. per
lb. Dealers here are quoting 62V2C. on a

steady market, but the undertone is weak-
er, especially for large quantities.

Spelter.—A peculiar situation now
features the spelter market in the fact

that the spot market is easier than for

futures, but this condition is becoming
less prononunced as the producers take a

more optimistic view of the future. Oper-
ating conditions, both in the ore fields and
at the smelters, are not favorable for any
further decline in the price of this metal,

and producers are holding out better

hopes for the future when the plans of the

American government are further de-

veloped. New York continues to quote

9%c. on a quiet market. Dealers here are

quoting 13c. on small quantities, a decline

of '"20. per lb.

Lead.—The firmness of the market is

well maintained and the scarcity of the

supply is one of the main factors for the

strong position of this metal. Increased
facilities for production in the near future
afford some relief to the outlook for this

metal, but at present the market is in-

creasing in strength. A further advance
has been noted on the New York market,
the trust price having advanced one cent

and the independents i/4c. per lb.; prices

quoted being 11 and 12 c. respectively.

The market here is also stronger, an ad-

vance of %c., bringing the price up to 14c.

per lb.

Antimony.—Less demand and in-

creased sunply has developed a weaker
market and prices have, therefore, de-

clined. New York is quoting 21c., this

being mc. lower than a week ago. The
local market is easier and prices quoted

are one cent lower than last week, the

dealers asking 25c. per lb. on small lots.

Machine Tools and Supplies

No feature of special interest has de-

veloped to alter the general machine tool

situation and the market continues to re-

flect more normal conditions in every
direction. The demand for munitions ma-

chinery during the week just passed has
shown slight improvement over that of
the previous week, but the requirements
for this purpose are now largely for those
plants that are increasing their present
output, or where it has been found neces-
sary to replace old or obsolete tools.

Apart from the munitions demand, how-
ever, the requirements for general pur-
poses contmue to show a marked increase,
and in this connection it might be said
that the trade generally would probably
be considerably greater but for the higher
prices that are constantly being asked for
all classes of equipment, this being a
necessary factor owing to the excessive
cost of all raw and .semi-finished mater-
ials.

Scrap

An evident scarcity has developed in
pig iron and steel scrap and the market in
these old metals has become stronger with
the continued heavy demand. The gen-
eral tone of the market has an upward
tendency as the insistent requirements for
steeil of every description make it imner-
ative that productive be maintained no
matter at what cost. Firmness prevails
in the local situation, with steel-making
scrap very strong and advancing; No. 1

machine composition has been advanced 1

cent, the present quotation being 22 Vic.
per lb. Steel turnings show a similar
advance, the price quoted being 9c. per lb.

Machine cast iron and malleable scrap
have been advanced 3c. during the week,
the current quotations being 25 and 20c.
respectively. Heavy lead is one cent
stronger at 11 1,2c. per lb. Aluminum on
a 3c. rise is quoted at 35c. per lb.

@
Toronto, Ont., .hine 12.—That a price

of $50 has been paid for Bessemer pig at
Pittsburgh is a matter of considerable im-
portance, a? it shows distinctly the gen-
eral trend of prices, not only of pig iron,

but also of steel. Less than one year
ago the same grade of iron was selling

at around $18, so that in a comparatively
short time the price has been nearly
trebled. In some quarters it is firmly be-
lieved that the $75 mark will be reached,
which is not at all unlikely in view of pre-
vailing conditions. The cause of the
extraordinary high prices of pig iron is

due lo the law of supply and demand, and
not to any artificial boosting.

Steel

Notwithstanding the prevailing high
range of steel prices thei'e is no sign that
the top has been reached, in fact all indi-

cations point to a continuance of the
upward movement for an idefinite period.

The recent advance in prices of many
lines of steel products in the States will

doubtless be reflected in the Canadian
market shortly. The $50 mark for Besse-
mer pig iron has been reached at Pitts-

burgh and created a situation which is

bound to afi'ect prices of steel. Higher
prices on iron and steel bars and struc-

tural shapes are looked for in the near
future, while an advance on wrought pipe
is likely at no distant date. Pressed steel

spikes have advanced and are now quoted
at $7 for 14 in., and 5-16 in., and $6.50
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for "«> in. and larger. Cut nails are also

up, being now quoted at $5.3.5 per keg

base. Plate washers are now net list as

against 10 per cent, off formerly. The
steel plate situation continues very tight

and material is more difficult to obtain

than at any time before. Prices are prac-

tically nominal as it is almost impossible

to quote prices on plates that are accur-

ate, and that correctly represent the mar-

ket. On nearly every sale of plates that

is made, the mill takes into account

whether the buyer is a regular customer,

what the plates are to be used for, and

the deliveries wanted. The present enorm-

ous demand is largely for ship construc-

tion and the market is practically domin-

ated by the American Government re-

quirements of plates for this purpose.

The shortage of steel is becoming more
acute as requirements for war purposes

are growing heavier. The high cost of

steel and difficulty of obtaining supplies

is tending to curtail the demand for ordin-

ary purposes. Private consumers cannot

obtain material in sufficient quantities and

are thus in many cases severely handi-

capped in operating their plants. De-

liveries are getting more backward all

the time and the delays in getting steel,

although unavoidable, ci'eate a difficult

situation for the manufacturing consumer
to contend with.

As Government requirements of sheets

have monopolized output of the mills in

the States, makers are having the great-

est difficulty in providing for their ordin-

ary customers. The demand for sheets

for Government war requirements is in-

creasing rapidly; in fact, makers are find-

ing it more difficult to provide for ton-

nages as they come out. Only quite a few
mills are in the market, and they are offer-

ing onlv limited tonnages at comparative-
ly high prices for nearby shipment. Prices

of black sheets are very firm and may
advance any time. Galvanized sheets

have again advanced. Premier No. 28

being quoted at .$10.70, and 10% oz., at

$11.50.

Prices of steel products in the United
States have again advanced, affecting

principally iron and steel bars, skelp,

open-hearth sheet bars, and forging bil-

lets. The problem at the present time is

to apportion the requirements of steel so

as to give a fair share and to provide at

the same time for the urgent needs of the

American Government and the Allies.

The rail market is particularly strong.

Large orders for rails from Russia, Great
Britain and France have recently been
placed with U.S. mills. Conditions in the
rail branch of the steel industry are such
that there must necessarily be a long de-

lav before orders in prospect can be filled.

The earliest shipments that can be hoped
for will hardly be before the second half
of 1918. and the balance will run into

1919. The unfilled tonnage of the U.S.
Steel Corporation on May 31 was 11.886,-

591 tons, being a decrease of 296,492 tons
fron) .April.

Pig Iron
The genuine scarcitv of pig iron which

is generally acknowledged to bo serious
has brought into the market many buyers

who have hesitated. There seems no

doubt as to the stability of present prices

notwithstanding the high level reached.

There is apparently no limit to prices.

The long predicted price of $50 for Bes-

semer iron has been established, this

being the current quotation for this grade

at Pittsburgh. The steady advance in

prices of pig iron is due partly to high

cost of fuel and coke and continued short-

age of labor, in fact the cost of everything

having to do with the production of iron

has gone up to e.xtraordinary heights.

The principal reason, however, for the

high price of iron is the question of supply

and demand. More iron is wanted than

the furnaces can supply. Local prices are

still temporarily withdravv'n owing chiefly

to the uncertain coke situation. Connells-

ville coke which was selling a year ago at

$2.75 is now firm at $10 ovens. Supplies

are also uncertain and causing consider-

able an.xiety to consumers.

Scrap

The market is quiet and prices un-

changed on the basis of last week's quota-

tions. Business has been dull during the

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The following gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;
Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Hil-

Uard is secretary, and the Commis-
sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

week. It is possible that prices of heavy
melting steel and cast iron scrap may go
higher. There is a scarcity of both these

materials and in view of the heavy de-

mand it is likely that prices will advance.

In the meantime quotations are firm and
unchanged.

Machine Tools

Nothing of particular importance has
developed in the machine tool market.
Business is gradually assuming a more
normal aspect and the demand for tools

for general purposes is the principal fea-

ture. Canadian machine tool buiklers

continue to be steadily employed on both
domestic and export business, the situa-

tion in this respect being satisfactory.

Supplie.s

Business continues active at firm prices.

Cast iron and malleable fittings have ad-

vanced. Machinist's and parallel bench
vises have been advanced approximately
10 per cent. An advance of 10 per cent,

has also been made in brass globe, angle
aud check vales.

Mefals

.\lthough trading in metals has not been
particularly heavy during the week the

markets trenerally have been firm and
prices well held on the basis of last week's

quotations. An exception must be made,
however, in regard to antimony, which
has declined, while on the other hand lead
has advanced. Some uncertainty prevails
in the metal market as the American Gov-
ernment requirements have not yet been
made known, but it is generally believed
that the Government's buying will be
heavy, and in anticipation of this the
markets are firm and buoyant. Lead is

the most interesting- of the metals just
now owing to its strong position and
steady advance in price. Copper con-
tinues stationary and the market is quiet,
waiting developments. The excitement
in the tin market has passed off, but the
market is holding steady with buyers hold-
ing off also waiting developments. Spelt-
er is quiet and unchanged, as is also alum-
inum. Higher prices on solders may be
looked for if lead continues to advance.

Copper.—Buyers continue to hold off

pending the long-expected announcement,
which is due shortly, with regard to the
requirements of the American Govern-
ment for copper. In the meantime the
market is nominally unchanged. The ear-
lier positions up to August are all sold
up by the leading producers and can only
be obtained in limited quantities through
brokers and dealers. The undertone of
the market continues strong. Copper is

quoted locally as follows: Lake and elee-

trolj^ic, 37c, and eastings, 36c per lb.

Tin.—The market is steady and prices
although unchanged may possibly decline
in the near future on account of the easier
situation in New York. This is due
mainly because demand is light, arrivals
have recently been fairly large and ship-
ping permits are likely to be more readily
obtainable. Advices from Washington
announce that new arrangements are
pending between the British and Ameri-
can Governments whereby there would
henceforth be a more equitable allotment
of tin btween consumers in the United
States. The benefit derived from this will

be reflected in the Canadian situation.
Local nuotations are unchanged and nom-
inal at 66c. per pound.

Spelter.—Business is dull but quota-
tions are firm with indications of higher
prices. The opinion is held in .some quar-
ters that a decline in prices is unlikely
under pi-esent operating costs and that
anv improvement in demand would .send

prices up. Local price 12c. per pound.

Lead.—Continued strength character-
izes the lead market and the price has
again advanced. The "Trust" has ad-
vanced its price to lie. New York, while
"Independents" are quoting 12c. New
York. The demand for lead has been very
heavy and as the leading producers have
offered none for sale for many weeks, con-
sumers had to deoond on independent con-
cerns. The market at once began to stif-

fen and has been growing stronger and
higher ever since the withdrawal of the
loading producers. Lead has advanced
¥>c. locallv and is now quoted at 14%c.
per pound.

.\ntimonv.—The market continues
quiet with lack of demand for prompt
antimonv. although there is a growing de-

mand for future shipments. The local
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situation is weaker and the price has de-

clined 4c. to 26c. per pound.

Alumjinum.—^The market is firm in

anticipation of heavy demand for war
purposes. In the meantime quotations are

unchanged at 68c. per pound.

©
Sydney, N.S., June 9.—The Glace Bay

collieries of the Dominion Coal Co. pro-

duced in May approximately 328,000 tons,

comparing w"ith 353,000 tons in May, 1916.

The aggregate production for the first five

months of the year shows a decline of

22.5,000 tons when compared with the cor-

responding period of last year. Indica-

tions are, therefore, that the first half of

1917 will show a reduction in production

from 191G of almost a quarter of a mil-

lion tons. The rate of decline in the

second half of the year will not be .so

marked, as the monthly tonnages will

then compare with a period of 1916 when

the decline in outputs had become very

pronounced.

A large amount of coal is stored on the

ground at Glace Bay, and stocking is still

proceeding because of the lack of shipping

tonnage to transport the coal to a market.

It is an unprecedented circumstance to

be stocking coal in June, and, of course,

this procedure cannot long continue, as it

would be dangerous practice to stock fresh

mined coal in the hot weather. The ship-

ping shortage is the result of admiralty

reauisitioning of the coal-shipping fleet.

The Mines Branch have deputed J. G. S.

Hudson, of that Department, to investi-

gate on the ground the questions of coal

oroduction and transportation in Nova

Scotia. There should be very little diffi-

culty in this investigation, because two

factors only are involved, first, a shortage

of mine labor, and second, a shortage of

transportation facilities both by rail car-

riage and water freighting. The first

condition is not capable of remedy during

the continuance of the war. Because of

the restriction of enlistments among
miners, the decline in outputs has been to

an appreciable extent arrested, but no in-

crease in production is possible. The mat-

ter of transportation is capable of remedy,

if suitable action is taken by the authori-

ties in charge.

The prospects of a coal famine in Can-

ada become daily more evident and in-

evitable. Conditions among coal con-

sumers and the poor in the large cities of

Canada next winter will be such as to

justify the most serious apprehension

among those who realize what is coming.

Coal operators in the United States will

not make contracts to-day, and will not in

many cases even quote. A large coal

dealer in the Maritime Provinces recently

sent out in one day thirty-six telegraphic

enquiries for coal quotations to operators

in the United States. Replies refusing

to quote were received from eighteen oper-

ators, and the other eighteen did not bother

to reply. This is a typical case, and many
others could be adduced.

In face of these conditions a coal strike

in the Western collieries, and the possi-

bility that Nova Scotian collieries may
have to curtail production because of

lack of transportation, seem to call for

some serious thinking and definite action

by whatever powers may be in these

chaotic davs.

©
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 9—There is no

longer any buying of consequence in steel

products for far forward delivery—the

only delivery the large steel mills can

make, as they are sold up in their various

departments for an average of about ten

months, some farther than that, some not

so far. Evidently buyers do not care to

take chances, nor mills make contracts, so

far .^head. Prices formerly recognized

as the regular market "for delivery at mill

convenience" have, therefore, practically

disappeared, and such market as exists is

made by mills not completely sold up,

chiefly the smaller establishments, who
can arrange for some deliveries in from
three to six months. For such, prices are,

in many instances, higher than those of a

fortnight ago.

For delivery a few months hence, prices

are approximately as follows: Merchants
bar, 3.75c. to 4.25c.; structural shapes,

4.25c. to 4.50c.; tank plates, 7c. to 8c.;

ship plates, 9c. to 10c. or higher; wire
nails, $3.50 to $3.75; hoops, 4.50c. to 5c.;

blue annealed and black sheets, 7.50c.;

galvanized sheets, 9.50c. to 10c. These
prices are generally named only to domes-
tic buyers, there being little disposition to

quote on export business. There is ground
for suspicion that the market is already

lining itself up for a decline in prices

as it has already had a decline in ac-

tivity, though not, in all probability, in

less than about five or six months from
now.

War Steel

The present outlook is that a larger

proportion of the steel output will be

marshalled for war purposes than was
estimated at the outset, when 20 per cent.

was considered altogether an outside esti-

mate, and 10 per cent, was regarded as

possibly excessive. In the first place, the

view is much more general that the war is

likely to last one. two or more years still.

In the second place, the amount of steel

needed for transportation purposes is

very much larger than anyone assumed
even a few weeks ago. The information

furnished by the British, French and
Italian Missions is perhaps responsible

for this change in appraisal, while the

collapse of the wooden ship program ac-

counts for a large quantity of steel that

will be used in building small steel

freighters.

For instance, while orders for 500 loco-

motives and 10,000 cars were arranged re-

cently for Russia, under the auspices of

the Advisory Commission of the Council

of National Defense, the Commission,

working throueh a car committee of

which S. M. Vauclain is chairman, is

negotiating with the car builders for a

total of no less than 100,000 cars. Where
these cars are to go is not stated, but it

mav well be assumed that they are to go

chiefly to Russia and France, with pro-

bably a fair proportion to be placed on

American roads, which are themselves

in need of cars. There is no word of

similar negotiations as to locomotives, but

that will no doubt come also.

The tonnage of sheets required pro-

mises to be large, quite in excess of most
recent estimates. It turns out that sheets

are a particularly useful form of finished

steel for war, as there are sheet require-

ments for tent pins, tent stoves, camp
ranges, ammunition sheds, aeroplane
hangars, helmets, mines, net floats, and'

probably various other things of which
we have not yet heard. The Government
buys the finished products and the fac-

tories involved buy the sheets, exhibiting

the necessary documents whereby a con-

cession in price-^not stated— is granted,

and a committee of sheet manufacturers
is to see that the participation of the vari-

ous mills is in proportion to their capa-

city.

The scarcity of. sheets produced by the

filling of these requirements may not be
as severe as was expected. Automobile
makers foresee a smaller demand for plea-

sure vehicles and some have already cur-

tailed their specifications to mills. Hud-
son is going to abandon pleasure cars

entirely and will make trucks only.

Pig-iron and Scrap Famine

By far the most important development
in the general iron and steel market is the

famine, or prospective famine, in pig iron

and scrap. There have been large in-

creases in steel-making capacity, but

scarcely any in blast furnace capacity,

while on account of deficiency in coke

supplies, due to car shortage in the Con-
nellsville region, pig iron production was
greatly curtailed in the winter, by close to

10 per cent., and even in the past two
months the supply has not been fully ade-

quate, as with more furnaces in blast the

output has been somewhat less than in

last October and November. Until re-

cently the whole matter of production has
been one of steel-making capacity, there

being plenty of pig iron for the Bessemer
converters and open-hearth furnaces, and
nlenty of rolling capacity to turn the

ineots into finished products. Now the

thin neck of the bottle is to be the blast

furnaces instead of the steel-making de-

partments, unless all signs fail. The
production of steel the remainder of this

year will be larger than in the same
period last year, but the limit will be de-

termined not by the steel-making capa-

city, but by the raw materials available.

One More Thing.—Pat and Bridget

were being married, and the whole vil-

lage was astir. Pat was resplendent in

a tail coat (borrowed), patent leather

boots (too tight for him), a white vest,

and a bright green tie; Bridget shone

glorious in most of the colors of the

rainbow.

The fateful words we'-e spoken, nnJ
the happy pair walked down the aisle

and out into the street, where a great

crowd greeted them with loud cheers

At last they were safely, esconced in

their cab, and Bridget sank back with a

sigh of satisfaction.

"Sure, Pathrick," she said sadly,

"there's only one thing Oi regret. If we
cud have stood on the pavemint and
watched ourselves pass, wouldn't it h-ive

been hivin'y ?"
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Gould & Eberhardt
GEAR HOBBERS

are

Automatic therefore Economical §

If you cut gears in quantities |
they can be cut with advan- |
tage on G.^ E. Gear Cutting |
Machinery. |

For gears up to 120" dia. 1

Catalogue describing full line of Gear-cut- 5
ting, Hobbing and Rack-cutting machines 1
on request. 1

Write for prices and deliver ies g

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
ST. JOHN, N.B.

WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER "If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
64 Front Street West,

TORONTO

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

The Devil
(icts into L'vciythiii^ that is not barricaded against him.

He oven gets into screw threads.

GEOMETRIC
Self-ojicninii Die Heads and ("ollaps-

inj;- Taps guard against deviled

threads. They keep him out of a

man's work as \v<'ll as out of his dis-

position.
Niiic li(i\\ :i ( ieonietric Die Head
i()l(l.~ the lead. 110 matter how lonj;'

lie tln'cad may he. Tlii.* thread
.v 24 indies king, <^ to tlie iiieli.

The majority of maiiut'actuier-; of eprew tlireads have
tlieir turret hitlies and .<cre\v maeliiiies litted with

(ieometric liiread-cultiiiti lonls.

What kind of threads are you Retting?

Take your threading job up with us.

The Geometric Tool Company
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS: WilliAms & Wil.on. Lid.. Montronl: Thr A. R. Willioms Machinery Co.. Ltd..
Toronto. Winnipeg and St. John. N.B.

}j (iiiy iidvf rtis^ UK lit inti rents ijiiii, Imr il out nau' and place with lettf^rg to be answered.
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INDUSTRIAL \ CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Establishment or Enlargement of Factories, Mills, Power Plants, Etc.; Construc-

tion of Railways, Bridges, Etc. ; Municipal Undertakings ; Mining News

ENGINEERING
Princeton, B.C.—The British Columbia

Copper Co., will install a power plant

and mill shortly.

Toronto, Ont.—The Hoyt Metal Co.,

will build an addition to its factory on

Eastern Avenue.

Prince Rupert, B.C.—It is proposed

to establish a new cold storage plant

here to aid the fishing industry.

Estevan, Sask.—The C. P. R. is in-

stalling a gas producer plant and a 30-

h.p. Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.'s gas
enyine in their pumping station here.

Collingwood, Ont.—Electric trans-

mission lines are being installed to carry

increased power to the Wm. Kennedy
Co's. plant and the electric furnaces will

be in operation shortly.

Moose Jaw, Alta.—George Harrison,

managing director of the Saskatchewan
Bridge & Iron Co., of this town, has in-

vented and built a gas producing plant

for burning straw as fuel.

Newcastle, N.B.—The International

Shipbuilding Corporation which is erect-

ing shipyards at Newcastle, N.B., has
taken over the plant and business of the

Sydney Foundry Co.. Sydney, N.S.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Norton Co.

will build this year another unit to their

niant at Chippewa for making abrasives.

They have installed a waterworks system
recently with a mechanical filtration

plant.

Owen Sound, Ont.—The Union Cement
Co., which has been recently incorpor-

ated with a capital of .$1,000,000 propose
•making extensive alterations to their

plant and installing new machinery and
equipment.

Belleville, Ont.—The buildings in con-

nection with the Cordova Mine in Mar-
mora Township, which were recently

destroyed by fire entailing a heavy loss,

are being reconstructed. A new process

for the treating of ore is also being in-

stalled.

Beeton, Ont. — The Hydro-Electric
Commission is at present considering
the advisability of bringing power from
Big Chute to Cookstown, thence to Allis-

ton. There would probably be a sub-

station at Nicolston, from which a line

would be run to Beeton and Tottenham.
Bradford will probably obtain power
from the same source.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—Forty miles of

steam railway will be laid in connection
with the construction of the seven mile
canal which will be dug to carry water
from Chippawa Creek to the Hydro
Electric power Commission's proposed
new nnwer plant at Smeaton's Grove
near Queenston. The purchase of the
right of way for the canal has been com-
pleted. Such lands as are not needed

for canal purposes will be re-sold for

industrial sites. The estimated cost of

the canal is $9,000,000; of the power
house, $6,000,000.

BUILDING
Toronto, Ont.—A building permit has

been issued by the City Architect for a

bank and office building at the corner

of St. Clair Avenue and Vaughan Road
to cost $34,000. The Bank of Commerce
will establish a branch in the building.

Hamiltcn, Ont.—The ratepayers of the

Homedale district of Barton Township
have passed a resolution to request the

township council to issue debentures for

$27,000 to. pay for the cost of buildin'^-

a four-room addition to Fairfield School.

Montreal, Que.—On the recommenda-
tion of the Works Committee, the

Catholic School Commission decided to

build an additional storey to St. Philo-

mene School, in Rosemount. The cost

will amount to about $.30,000, and Archi-

tects Vautrin and Bernier were instruct-

ed to draw the plans accordingly.

Montreal, Que.—At a meeting of the

Catholic School Board, J. A. Durocher
was awarded the contract for the build-

ing of the Lasalle Academy, for the sum
of $165,150. The tender of Ulric Boileau

offering to build St. Mark's School for

the sum of $140,000 was accepted. This

school will be of concrete.

MUNICIPAL
Montreal, Que.—One of the aqueduct

projects provides for the construction
;ind operation of a munificial artificial ice

pbnt.

St. Genevieve i^e Batiscan. Que.—The
Town Council will install a pumping
plant to cost $9,000, and is calling for

tenders. Tenerede Trudel is clerk.

St. Catherines, Ont.—Three by-laws
will be submitted for the approval of

the ratepayers on June 25, to aid by
way of a bonus and partial exemption
from taxes the following concerns. The
Bonner-Heddle Co., St. Catherine Brass
Works and St. Catherines Silk Mills.

Winnipeg, Man.-—Anticipated revenue
and receipts for the city's hydro-electric

system for the fiscal year 1917-1918,

placed the estimated revenue at $1,050,-

000 and the expenditure at $980,179.98.

The profit estimated is therefore $70.-

000. The present surplus of $173,.348.71

will go towards extensions now being
made at Point du Bois, the contract for

which is $185,000.

Montreal, Que.—A. Pion the contrac-
tor who undertook to comolete the con-

tract for the Lasalle bridge for $260.-

000 has notified the Board of Control
that he was usable to carry on the work
as he could not furnish the security for

the steel work. Mr. Pion told the

Board he would be quite willing to con-

tract to do the work for the city on a

commission basis of 10 per cent, of

what it would cost, the city to furnish

security for the steel.

Windsor, Ont.—By a vote of 214 to 7,

ratepayers of Ford last Saturday ap-

proved of a by-law to grant tax exemp-
tions to the Chalmers Motor Car Co.,

in return for which this concern will

erect a factory in the town. This is the

first industrial by-law voted on in Ford
since it was incorporated as a separate

municipality six years ago. The
Chalmers Co. will be exempt from pay-

ing taxes, other than school and local

improvements, for ten years. The fac-

tory was destroyed by fire about two
months ago.

Montreal, Que.—After a conference

with the consulting engineers, Messrs.

Vautelet. McRae, & St. Laurent, the

Board of Control resolved to instruct the

chief engineer to prepare plans showin'.r

the modifications required according to

the engineers in projects 2, 4 and 5 of

the aqueduct. It was further resolved by
the board to instruct the chief engineer

to prepare specifications for the supoly

of electricity for pumping purposes. The
board also decided to get comparative in-

formation on buying electric power for

pumping by hydraulic power, with the

present project modified, as suggested by
the said engineers.

PERSONAL
William Dott, Liverpool, manager for

the Allan Line Steamship Co., died there
on June 2.

R. W. Knight has severed his connec-
tion with the Standard Steel Construc-
tion Co., Welland, Ont., and will shortly
return to the United States.

Horace N. Dorling has resigned fi-om

his position of inspector for the Imperial
Munitions Board to join the sales staff

of the Albany Pump Co., Toronto.

H. C. Herpel engineer for the Page-
Hersey Iron, Tube & Land Co., Welland,
Ont., recently went to Cohoes, N.Y .

where the company has purchased the

Cohoes Rolling Mills.

W. R. Burge, who recently resigned
as Toronto manager of the Jenckes Ma-
chine Co., is now a member of the On-
tario sales organization of the Cana-
dian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

Capt. Joseph A. Tymon, one of the best

known of inland water sailors, and for
m^ny years commander of a Toronto
Ferry Co. steamer, passed away on June
5 at his residence, 227 Logan Avenue.
Toronto, aeed 50.

H. Victor Brayley, has resumed his

connection with Gunn, Richards, Ltd., of
Montreal and New York, and will be
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Shall we send bulletins <le-

•^cribin^ bolh styles—one for

straight shank too!s—the other

for Morse Nos. 1, 2 and 3

Taper Shank Tools? Just a
card will briner them to you.

NEW CHUCK
After All—

It'.-^ jji'dductimi tliat counts—iiiul itV the .-^implifyinu'

(ir eliniiiuilinti of every unnecessary -tep in everv

operation that make? for muUiplied production. ^^

have told yon in their own words—how such repre-

sentative firms as Pierce-Arrow, Cleveland Automatic
[Machine To,, and others have hoosted their out]nit in

drilling, reamin.u. counterborin,^ and taiijiin.ii; opera-

tions in a liiii way by using

Wahlstrom Automatic Chucks
(They reduce every unnecessary step in

drilling operation—no collets—no keys—tool

chanjres made without stopping spindle)

But—no matter how much we tell you about the time-

savins: possibilities of these chucks—you will never know
what they will do in your shop until you've tried them out
yourself.

We have a demonstration offer that you should investigate

—you can put the Wahlstrom to any test you desire for

ten days—if it doesn't perform every operation better and
quicker than any chuck in your shop return it to us at our
expense.

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LTD.
17, 19, 21 Temperance St. Toronto, Canada

M-6 Shell Machine
for cleaning out ins ides of4.5 inch Howitzer
and 6-inch shells and for retouching rough
spots.

Tliis machine ha- been ux'd wiib immediate ,~uccc'^s in a nimilicr of large shell factories in Canada.

A 14 'i'" special spindle is >u])i)lied for 4.o shell work and a "JH" spindle is used on (i" shell woi-k.

S])ecially adapted for cleaning (he ba.^e of .-^liells inxidc

^ The Strand flexible

^ shaft has a metal cas-

ing that will outwear any
other now on the market

and adds life to the shaft.

Does away with the trouble common to other

flexible shafts. Freely flexible to a certain radius.

where it automatically forms a stop, thus pre-

venting accidental short bends.

For full particulars write

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17, 19, 21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

// aiiH (idvciiisciiifiil inlcrci<t!< i/oii, te'ir ,1mit ikhi- mid iihi(( nitli Ifltrrx In li<_ atisirt n d.
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joint Canadian nvanager with T. Max
Fyshe, Mr. Brayley resigned from
Gunn, Richards, Ltd., a couple years

ago.

E. P. Brady has been appointed K'eneral

manager of Canadian Government Rail-

ways west of the St. Lawrence, and his

headquarters will be at Cochrane, Ont.

W. A. Cowan has been appointed as his

assistant. C. A. Hayes will be manager
of the Government railways east of the

St. Lawrence River, which includes the

Intercolonial Railway and its branch

lines, and also the Prince Edward Island

Railway.

Howard G. Kelley, has been appointed

acting president of the Grand Trunk
Railway in place of E. J. Chamberlin

who has been granted three months
leave of absence. Mr. Kelley was born

in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1858. He came
to the G. T. R. system as chief engineer,

1907-1911, and since 1911 he has been

vice-president of that railway. He was
president of the American Railway En-
gineering and Maintenance of Railway

Associations in 190.5 and 1906.

Sir George J. Bury, vice-president and

general manager of the C. P. R.. who is

created a Knight, was born in Montreal

in 1866, and his promotion has been

rapid. At the age of twenty-one he en-

tered the employ of the Canadian Pacific

as a clerk in the office of the purchasing

department. In 1894, Mr. Bury was
made general superintendent of the cen-

tral division of the road, with headquar-

ters at Winnipeg, and in 1908 he became
general manager of the Western lines

In 1911 he was appointed to succeed Sir

William Whyte as vice-president and

manager of the company's Western lines,

with headquarters at Winnipeg. Two
years ago he was appointed vice-nresi-

dent at headquarters, Montreal, and gen-

eral manager of the system.

TRADE GOSSIP
Elmira, Ont.—The Elmira Transmis-

sion Co., propose building a foundry.

Toronto, Ont.—The Consumers Gas

Co., will build an extension to their

plant.

New Toronto, Ont.—Brown's Copper

& Brass Rolling Mills, Ltd., have in-

creased their capital stock to $5,000,000.

Bracebridge, Ont. — The Muskoka
Foundry Co., has purchased linen mill

property, and will be in the market for

machinery, new tools, motive and shaft-

ing, etc.

Toronto, Ont.—The Swift Canadian

Co., are extending their packing house

at West Toronto. The Sherwood Con-

struction Co., of Toronto are the gen-

eral contractors.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

have sold to the Midwest Refining Co.,

two-De Laval combination steam tur-

bine driven boiler feed pumps, suitable

for 3000 boiler h.p.

St. John. X.B.—The Power House and

laundry will be built in connection with

the General Hospital here. Complete

equipment is required. F. Neil Brodie

of St. John is the architect.

Gravenhurst, Ont.—The National Pot-

a.sh Corporation have now begun oper-

ations at their plant at Gravenhurst,

Ont., with a battery of blast furnace=

capable of reducing 200 tons of feldspar

per hour.

No Coal From Alberta—The .\lberta

Government has decided to insist that no

fuel be shipped out of the province until

the industries and citizens are. equipped
for the winter. This means that British

Columbia, Saskatchewan and Manitoba
cannot secure coal from these mines.

U.S. Steel Tonnage.—The unfilled

tonnage of the United States Steel Cor-

poration on May -31 was 11.886,591 tons,

according to the report issued a few
days ago, a decrease of 296,492 tons

from the April 30 figures, which were
the highest in the history of the cor-

poration.

Thetford, Que.—The Regent Asbestos

Corporation, which owns close to 400

acres in the asbestos district of Thet-

ford. will resume operations owing to

the improvement in the market. Orders

have been given to have the pit pump-
ed out immediately.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Steel Compan\-
of Canada have purchased the steel

mill at Morrisburg, Ont., and propose

removing the entire plant to Hamilton,

if the city will sell some property ?.l-

joi-iing the company's works. The
Board of Control have the matter under

consideration.

Allocate Pig Iron.—The American
Iron and Steel Institute has been asked

by the Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington to name a committee to allocate

pig iron in the United States. The Bri-

tish Government has assured the United

States that its shippers will observe any
regulation by such a committee.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Toronto,

have been awarded a contract by the

Imperial Oil Co., Ltd., Sarnia. Ont.. for

two-De Laval 14 in. single stage centri-

fugal pumps, each having a capacity of

9 million gals, a day against 108 ft.,

total head. Each of them will be direct

connected to Canadian Westinghouse

225 h.p. motors.

Large Copper Output.—In the first

four months of this year the principal

copper mines of North and South Am-
erica produced a total approximating

715.000.000 Dounds. Of the 715 000.000

pounds produced to date in 1917, Ana-

cond-i was responsible for nearly 114,-

000,000 pounds, with Phelps-Dodge Cor-

poration properties second with a total

of 64,000,000 pounds.

The International Malleable Iron Co.,

Guelph, Ont., have about completed an

addition to their factory 216 x 100 feet,

which will shortly be in operation. An-

other extension 90 x 60 feet is being

built. New smelting furnaces and an-

nealing ovens when installed will in-

crease the output by 50 per cent, or

3000 tons per year. The satisfactory in-

crease in demand for the company's

product has made these extensions nec-

essary.

Will Appoint Fuel Commission.—It is

understood that the Dominion Govern-

ment will shortly appoint a fuel com-
mission which will be given power to

take over and operate the mines in the

West now tied up with a strike. This

will be done as a war measure, and fol-

lows the failure to effect a settlement

of the difficulty.

Canal Traffic Light.—The statistical

report of lake commerce through the

canals at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan and
Ontario, for the month of May, 1917, show
a large decrease over last year. This
showing was due to the almost unprece-

dented ice conditions over the Great
Lakes. The largest decrease is shown in

iron ore. of which 5,436,467 tons were
locked through, compared with 15,837,114

tons in May, 1916. Grain and wheat show
a slight increase, all other items showing
decreases.

Sidney, N.S.—Work has commenced
on the $3,000,000 coke oven plant for the

Dominion Iron & Steel Co. for which the

H. Koppers Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., are

the !i;eneral contractors. The plant,

which will consist of 120 ovens, will take

from eighteen months to two years to

complete, but it is expected that the firsc

oven will be ready for use about March,
1918. The construction will be super-

vised by experts of the By-Products

Coke Co. of Canada, Ltd.

F. N. McClean & Sons, consulting and
mechanical engineers, have equipped

the top floor of the Review Building at

Niagara Falls, Ont., with machinery

for the manufacture of wire forming

and other special automatic machines,

and for the manufacture of jigs, dies,

etc. Mr. McClean was formerly

mechanical spperintendent of the Dom-
inion Chain Co., at Niagara Falls and

also of the McKinnon Dash Go's, plant

at St. Catherines.

Belleville, Ont.—The Town Council

have awarded the following contracts to

the Turbine Equipment Co. of Toronto.

One-De Laval 6 in. 2-stage centrifugal

pump, direct connected to a 150 h.p.

motor, having a capacity of 225 million

gals, a day against 250 ft. total head.

Two-De Laval 6 in. 2-stage pumps.

One to have a capacity of 1% million

gals, a day against 250 ft. total head,

and to be direct connected to 125 h.p.

motor, and the other to have a capacity

of 1,100,000 gals, a day, and to be direct

connected to 100 h.p. motor.

Oppose Increase in Freight Rates.

—

Strong opposition to the application of

the railway companies that the Dominion

Railway Commission recommend the pas-

sage of an order in Council to advance all

passenger and freight rates fifteen per

cent, as a war measure was made before

the Commission at its session in the Pro-

vincial House. Vancouver, B.C. The oppo-

sition came from members of the Van-

couver Board of Trade and representa-

tives of the large industries, who also op-

posed the proposed increase in the rail and

water rates from Eastern and Western

Canada.
Nickel Refinery Soon to Open.—Am-

brose Monell, president of the Internation-

al Nickel Co., in the annual report, says
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that construction of the new refinery at

Port Colborne, Ont., is proceeding at a

rapid pace, in view of the difficulties in

securing labor and materials, and it is

expected that the plant will be in opera-

tion at the beginning of 1918. This pro-

perty is located at the Lake Erie entrance

of the Welland Canal. The cost of the re-

finery when completed is expected to be

$5,000,000. Up to the close of the fiscal

year the actual expenditure on construc-

tion had been $1,046,740.

Detachable Engines Replac? Cm 1

Horses.—The first stage of a striking ex-

periment in inland water transport was

completed with the arrival in London,

England, the other day of two barges

laden with coal from collieries in the north

of England. The barges were propelled

for 100 miles by a detachable motor. The

new device consists of a four-cylinder, 17

horsepower marine engine, capable of

hauling two boats with a load of 100 tons.

It is mounted on the top of the cabin, and

controlled from the helm. Petrol is em-

ployed for starting, and paraffin when

running. The engine anti attachments

can be transhipped from one barge to

another Tn a few minutes, and it is stated

that its use means economy in time and

money by comparison with towing by

horses.

• Winter Port Business at St. .John,

K.B.—During the winter season .iust

ended the exports handled by the C.P.R.

at West. St. John aggregated a total of

1,111,9.57 tons, an increase of 200„582 tons

over the previous winter's total. The

C.P.R. grain shipments for the winter

were 9,000.000 bushels in round numbers;

last year they were 13 000.000 bushels.

The total of imports handled by the C.P.R.

in 1916-17 amounted to 84,629 tons, an

increase ever last year of 19,312 tons. In

addititm to the traffic above mentioned,

there were large shipments of exports and

imports on the East Side which will swell

the total of the port's business up to a

very Ir.rge amount. It is estimated that

slightly over $1,000,000 were paul (ait in

wages of chekers and longshoremen dur-

ing the winter.

Large Contracts for R»ilwav Equip-

ment.—It is estim'ded that the total co:;-

tract prices for railroad equipment placed

with the mills and shops in the United

States since the first of January have

aggregated $321,200,000, of which $143,-

000,000 is for cars. $12.''),200,000 for loco-

motives, $."50,000 000 for rails, and the bal-

ance for bridges, terminal work and for

track supplies. The making of this equip-

ment has caused a draft upon the steel

mills for 2..")18.000 tons of steel. Of this

total 1.113,000 tons will be rolled into

rails, 718,000 tons into bars, plates and

shapes for cars, 500.000 tons into forg-

ings, castings and rolled shapes for loco-

motives, and the balance into structural

shapes for bri<lges and into various forms
for tracl^ supplies. During the corres-

ponding period last year similar orders

called for 4.000,000 tons of steel products,

of which 2,733,000 tons were for rails.

.Aside from rails, 1.271.000 tons went into

tcu manufacture of cars, motive power,
I'lidges and track supplies. Rail contracts
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which will be SL-nt fret?.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.

Mt-rchanls Itnnk [tuilrlinir. corner

St. Catlicrine St.. MDNTKI^AL. I'llonc Up. 6»;4

and Washingtun, U.C., U.S.A.

^RAWCUTSHAPtHS'
ISPKIAl BRAWCUT R RSHAPtRS"'

'^riNISHCO MACHINC KEYS''

fSTATlONARTS. P8RTABU KtY WATCUIIlRSl

UpCCIAL UMMOTIVt CYUMPW n»MMS|
orricc -*' works: muskccun nucHU o ^ a

The Costliness

of Man-time
rOWEVER necessary it may be to

1- employ Hesh and blood salesmen to

-sfll your uiercliandise to farmers, you

cannot possibly overtake all your pros-

pects by this method alone. It would

l)aiikrupt you.

You must employ the metlioil '>f 1"

fluence and persuasion known as

Modern Advertising. By this uie.ins you
ran make known what you have to sell

to alt farmers everywhere, ptlniultane-

oufllj.

Suppose you cannot afford to use all the

farm papers, and are looking for one hav-

ing national circulation. This one medium

The FARMER'SMAGAZINE
This should impress you: The Farmer's
Magazine is the best produced farm paper

in Canada

—

3coIor covers, fine illustra

tions, good paper, good typography an.

I

printing, and most important of all, the

best edited. A sample copy vfill convince

you.

If the farmer is your customer, use The
Farmer's Magazine.

.V./f.- Ohjecliimnble advertining nu'

accepted. Iloth editorial and adver
tiaing columns arc cloiielii cennor'i

tn Krip tliem ciran and decrtit.

Published br

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited

1431 53 Uniyersilr Avenue. Toronto. Ontario
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THE IRON WORKS
Successors lo

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i

t

Ont,

Engineeis

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

Tank Worlt

Smokestacks,

Grey Iron and

Brass Castings,

Special

Machinery

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
nre the result of over
sixty years' experience in

spring making, combined
witli unsurpassed equip-
ment and tile worknian-
sliip of men who have
heen with us, ten, twent.v

.ind in some cases thirty

years.

Write for booklet No. 7-T.

Established 1837.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St., Bristol. Ct., U.S.A.

Man'f'rs of "Barnes-made" Product*
Sprin4s,Screw Machine Producls.Cold Rolle<l Sled and Wif«

ETAL
STAMPINGS

IP We
I ers

f for

M
{

are manufactur-
of stamped parts

other manufae-
turers.

We do any kind of
sheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping in NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

<l

:.il

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Avenue, Toronto, Can.

since January 1, this year, have been less

than one-half of the orders placed in the

(ir&t five months of 1916, but the 1,404,000

tonnage that went into other equipment

Ihis year was 110,000 tons greater than

was needed in 1916.

TENDERS
Swift Current, ,Sask.—Tenders will be

received until June 19, by the City of

Swift Current, for one Motor-Driven

Centrifugal Pump having a capacity of

800 Imperial gallons per minute against

a 300 ft. head. Geo. D. Arnott, City

Clerk.

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders addressed to

the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of

Education, will be received until June

14, for midsummer repairs sundry

schools, in the following trades:—Steam-

fitting, electrical work, ash hoists, etc.

Specifications may be seen and all infor-

mation obtained at the office of the

Superintendent of Buildings. Adminis-

tration building, 15.5 College St.

INCORPORATIONS
The McTavish Motor Co., of Calgary,

Alti., has been incorporated with a cap-

ital of $20,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Waterloo Boy
Kerosene Tractor of Canada, has been

incorporated with a capital stock of

.$20,000 by W. F. Rondabush, C. A. Sar-

gent, E. P. Hayden and others to manu-
facture tractors, form implements, tools,

etc.

Beaverton Toy Co. has been incorDov-

ated at Toronto with a capital of $40,-

000 to manufacture toys, etc., at Bever-

ton, Ont. The provisional directors are

B. Madill, Mr. Shapiro and A. Cooper-

man all of Beaverton, Ont.

Waterbury Chemical Co. of Canada,

Ltd.. has been incorporated at Toronto,

with a capital of $125,000 to manufac-

ture chemicals and drugs etc., of all

kinds at Toronto. The provisional dir-

ectors are J. R. O'Connor, Allan A.

Bain and L. A. Bayes all of Toronto.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co., has been

incorporated at Ottawa with a capital

of $500,000 to manufacture cotton,

woolen and linen goods, etc., of all

kinds. Head office is at Montreal and

the incorporators are T. B. Gould, F. P.

Brais ancl A. Savard all of Montreal.

Fabri-Cord Tire Co., of Canada, Ltd..

has been incorporated at Ottawa with

a capital of $1,500,000 to manufacture

rubber and gutta-percha goods of all

kinds. Head office is at Toronto and

the incorporators are A. L. Reid, K. D.

Mackenzie and A. MacBorthwick, all of

Toronto.

The Foundation Co., of British Colum-

bia, Ltd., has been incorporated at

Ottawa with a capital of $30,000 to

carry on a construction business. The
head office is at Montreal and the in-

corporators are G. W. MacDougall, W.
B. Scott and J. Macnaughton all of

Montreal.

Ker Woodturning Co., has been incor-

porated at Toronto with a capital of

$40,000 to carry on the business of

woodturning and operating in woods of

all kinds. The head office is in Toronto

and the provisional directors are

Thomas Ker, G. H. Harper and W. J.

McWaters all of Toronto .

WOODWORKING
Victoria, B.C.—Damage estimated at

about $100,000 was done in a fire which

broke out on June 8 at the Cameron
Lumber Co's. mills near Selkirk Water.

The planing mill, box factory and cross-

arm factory, together with the greater

part of the machine shop are included in

the damage done by the outbreak, which

is traced to a hot journal-box in one of

the machines. A small insurance was
carried.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Vancouver, B.C.—The new Great

Northern and Canadian Northern Pacific

union depot was thrown open to the pub-

lic on June 2.

.Stratford. Ont.—The Bridges and
Roads Committee of the Perth County
Council has recommended that all the

county bridges out of order be repaired

Simcoe, Ont.—A deputation from Port

Dover asked the County Council for the

rebuilding of the swinging bridge over

the mouth of the Lynn River there.

Winnipeg, Man.—In a few weeks a

start will be made on the construction

of the new 700-foot bridge to be built

over the Red river connecting Winnipeg
with St. Boniface from the foot of

Provencher avenue. The Dominion
Brido-e Co. has the contract to "deliver

a completed bridge for $241,000," with

two piers that will hold the machinery
for the movable spans, and which will

have to be raised six feet above their

present level. The cost of the structure

is being borne jointly by the city of

Winnipeg and St. Boniface, the city of

Winnipeg to provide the electric power
for the spans, machinery and lighting.

CONTRACTS
Oshawa, Ont.—The Town Council

have acepted the tender of the John Ver

Mehr Engineering Co., of Toronto, for

the installation of a filtration plant.

Sudbury, Ont.—The Town Council has

awarded a contract for a standpipe to

the Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., of Bridje-

burg, Ont., for $31,065.

Oshawa, Ont.—The Town Council

have awarded a contract to the Turbine

Equipment Co., Toronto, for one 6-inch

2 stage, De Laval centrifugal pump, to

have 1^2 million gals, a day against 340

ft. total head, and to be direct connected

to 150 h.p. motor.

MARINE
The Halifax Shipbuilding Co., with a

capital stock of three million dollars and

head offices at Halifax, N.S., has been

Federally incorporated. The provisional

directors are given as members of a Hali-

fax law firm.
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Halifax, N.S.—The Canadian steamer

Premier, while coming out of Sambro, in

i fos, on June 4, went ashore on Pollock

Ledires, and is still hard and fast

aground. The crew was taken off by

steamers that went to her assistance,

rhe vessel registered 275 tons, and was
formerly owned in Toronto.

New Glasgow, N.S.—The first steam-

jr to be built by the Novt Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., will be ready to launch in

three or four weeks. Work on the

second steamer, which is 25 per cent,

larger than the first, is well advanced,

and as soon as the first is launched the

keel of a third will be laid.

Carried Record Cargo.—When the

steamer W. Grant Morden left Port Ar-
thur, early this month, she carried the

largest cargo of oats which has left the

head of the lakes. There were 765,000

bushels of oats in her holds. The Mor-
den is the largest freighter on the lakes,

and was built at the Port Arthur ship-

building nlant.

St. Catharines, Ont.—A rather rare

event occurred on June 7, when the

steamer Schuylkill, which for a number-

of years has been engaged in freight

service on the Great • Lakes, passed
through the Welland Canal in two parts.

She was cut in two sections in a Buffalo

dry dock, and will again be joined in

Quebec prior to going into service on the

Atlantic.

Anchor, Donaldson, Ltd.—In connec-

tion with the recent formation of Anchor,
Donaldson, Ltd., announced in the

Lloyd's list, the Donaldson Line manage-
ment e.xplain that the new company has
(acquired the steamers Letitia, Saturnia,

ICassandra and Athenia. Otherwise the

jDonaldson Line continues as before, man-
iaged by the Donaldson Brothers, Ltd.,

:and there is no prospect of further

change.

Schooner "McCIure" Torpedoed.—Pri-

vate advices announce that the three-

masted schooner McClure, formerly own-
ed and sailed by Captain Isaac A. Hop-
kins, of Halifax, has been torpedoed in

the Mediterranean. Captain Augustus
Taylor and crew are safe. The McClure
|vvas sold by Captain Hopkins to G. A.
Taylor, of St. John's, Nfld., and Capt.
Taylor and crew came to Halifax last

winter and took the vessel to St. John's
with a general cargo. On this trip the

-McClure had a cargo of fish from St.

'')hn's. She was a vessel of 191 tons re-

i-ler.

lakes All Higher in May.—Each of

Great Lakes attained a higher level

May than in April, and with the ex-

lon of Lake Ontario, each was above
average for the month in the past ten

lis. according to the monthly report
ucd by the United States Lake Survoy

'Hlice at Detroit, Mich., on June 7. The
' LOS of each of the lakes in feet above
inean sea level in May, as compared with

lApril, were:

—

I
April. Mav.

Sunerior 602.28 602..'J8

jMichigan-Huron .. 580.78 .581.14

St. Clair 575.21 576.07

Erie .572..57 572 O:;

Ontario 246.24 246.51

GHl6Mi

StEt

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON, MASS.

U. S. A.

I BELIEVE
/n Safety First and nlvsays.

In providing Jor thf Health of my Fellow
Workmen.

In Light and Air and sanitary Working Von-
(iitions.

In ch'fin, fresh drinking trnter for ererybody.
In the Safety, Ec'jywniy and Man-betterment.

PURO
("MADE IN CANADA)

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

lilt lo.ss of a man through impure drinking
v>nUT is a crime that "tUe front office" mu.st
bfa \:

An ugly statement, isn't it? But true, abso-
ll.tflV.

When a man comes to work in your factory
he put:* his health in your keeping.
Are you willing to take chances on such a

ini^t?
Impure drinking conditiona are responsible for

mi)re tragedies than any machine ever built.
Apply the "Safety First" Principles to your

water snpply ; don't deny your men a clean,
fresh drink of water.
Conserve their health and they will Improve

your piofits; niakt* yourself as worthy of the
name f>f "employer,"

Install the Gold Medal winner Puro In your
jil.int. office and shop alike.

The only Sanitary Drinking Fountain that Is

safe, sanitary', simple, automatic in control and
tasily attached.
Let us tell vou just what it will ccvst you to

"PURO -FY'
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

furo Sinitiry Drinkirg Fountain Cimpaiiy

147 University tia., Tomnlo. Cinidl

TRY HAMILTON

BABBITTS
We Make Nothing Else

GEO. E. JOHItOUN, Hamilton. Ont.

n

a

a

a
OVENS

Enameling and Vamishins Ovena hcAtM
by Um, Electricity. 3ieam or Coal.

Write (or Bookleu

Brantford Oven A Raok Co.
r.rnntfnrd, l^uiailn.

Hd.

MnaaaDanaaanBaaniaanMaHQir

ameron Bf\bbitt Rf>t?\inf^i
(Patented in Canada and the U.S.A.)

Not like clay iJr other material, as H does not The only utiilactory compound for relainint

slick to the work or hands. Does Away with molten metal and can be used over and over

using leather or paste-board at end of box. again for months— no deterioration.

For any metal. For prices and samples apply to

A.S.K. Chemical Company, Elora, Ontario
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rLASsiFiED Advertising
Rates (payable in advance): Two cents per word first insertion: one cent per word sub-

sequent insertions. Connt five words when bo\ number is required. Each figure counts

as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Display rates on application.

FOR SALE

T|-<OR SALE — 1 HOLDEN-MORGAN BASE
^ milling machine. 3-inch shell. Manitoba Bridge

& Iron Works. Winnipeg.

FOR SALE—ONE LEWIS TYPE ENGINE
built by Waterous Engine Works. 240 H.P.,

flywheel 73" x IS", automatic governor, a bar-

gain. One steam pump. 4^-2" \ 2%" x 4". Write

Box 217, Moncton. N.B. c24m

ONE—50 "k.W.. 220 VOLT. D.C. PEERLESS
Self-oilingl Automatic Engine, with Switch-

board complete. Two. ' 10 H.P.. D.C, 220 volts

motor: one 20 H.P.. D.C. 220 volts motor; one

feed-water heater and purifier 36"xl2'.—The
American Motor Sales, Chatham, Ont. c24m

rnWO NEW BOILERS. 66" x 16', FOR SALE,
-^ immediate shipment. One smoke stack. 54" x

SO', also one C.G.E. generator, 62.6 K.V.A. with

exciter and switchboard. Box 312. Canadian
Machinery. K24m)

ONE LATHE 18" x 4^2' BACK-GEARED —
Built by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co.. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. One lathe 18" x 3'. back-geared.

Built by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Four Murchey collapsible dies. Capacity 11,2" to

ZVi". Box 272. Canadian Machinery. ctmf

-piOR SALE—TWO 16 X 6 REED PRENTICE
^ Automatic Lathes. One Bertram Gap Lathe,

48x10. Four No. 10 Heavy Duty Baker Drills.

One No. 2D Colburne Drill, One Heavy Duty
Reliance Machine Co. Turret Lathe for inside

boring of 6" shells. Canadian Blower & Forge
Co., Kitchener, Ont. c24m

VVE HAVE ON HAND AT OUR WELLAND
' Works, for disposal, the following new
machinery:—One (1) 18" x 15 ft. Accumulator:
one II) Aldrich Triplex Hydraulic Pump. 180

gals, capacity; two (2) 350-ton B. and B.

Presses. All offers will be carefully considered.

Catadian Car & Foundry Co.. Ltd., Transporta-

tion Building, Montreal.

rpHE NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COM-
-'- pany. Limited. Ottawa, have the following
machine tools for sale:— 1 25-ft. Westinghouse
Air Compressor, with Receiver : 1 20" Drill

Press : 1 4-spindle 12" Drill Press, Cincinnati

Pulley & Machine Co. ; 1 Canadian Blower &
Forge Co.. 21" Drill Press : 2 Racine Power Hack
Saws : 1 McKechnie Bertram Planer. 36" x 36" x
10' 0" bed : 1 Wagner Motor. 10 H.P.. 2-Phase,

60 Cycles. 440 Volts, 1140 R.P.M,. complete with
starting base; 1 Barnes 21" Drill Press; 5 Simplex
Lathes, never used : 2 Ford-Smith Grinders, suit-

able for 18-pdr. Shrapnel Shell : 2 Thread Millers

for 18-pdr. Shrapnel, in need of repairs : 3 Shrap-
nel Fumpces ; 1 Turret Lathe. c23m

-I—ROBB HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE. 10 x
12. 35 h,p. Just overhauled by makers. Price

$300.00. 1—Heavy Duty Rock ford Drill. Suitable

for shells or heavy work. Weight of drill 3,600

lbs. Good as new. Write for soecification. 1

—

Jones & Lamson 2 x 24 Turret Lathe, 2i'," hole in

spindle, 16" swnng, cone drive, collet chu(?ks for

bars ui to 2" di,^meter, Or lathe can be fitted with
standard universal chuck. Flat turret 16" dia-

meter. Good condition. Price $400.00. 1—Warner
& Swasey Turret Lathe, Round turret, diameter
8", hand cross feed for turret. Swing 14", Fairly

good condition. Price $200,00, 1—Bertram 2-

spindle Thread Miller, Made by makers for

threading 18-pdr, shells. Now used for thread-
ing sockets. Good condition. Steel Furnishing
Co,, Ltd,, New Glasgow\ Nova Scotia, c2m

BUSINESS CHANCES
^HELL PLANT FOR SALE — COMPLETE
^ plant installed since liil4. for the machining
and assembling of 4..i inch H.E. shells, situated

at Dartmouth. Nova Scotia, on line of Interco-

lonial Railway, with siding running into the

works. Will sell the equipment outright, with

privilege of renting the building in event of the

purchaser engaging in the same business. Starr

Manufacturing Co.. Limited, Dartmouth. Nova
Scotia, Canada. c26m

pOR SALE -A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
^ brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildings in good condition, suitable

for either metal or wood-working ; shipping facilr-

ties unexcelled. Two trunk lines: direct connec-

tions east, west, north and south. Educational

advantages the very best. Plant will be sold at

a bargain and on easy terms of payment, if

desired. Apply Box 294. Canadian Machinery.
c2m

AGENCIES WANTED
AGENTS HAVING CONNECTION WITH
-^ large workshops factories in mechanical con-

struction business and dealing in tools and tool

outputs, wish to represent in France a pood house

manufacturing especially Lathes. Drills, Files,

Vises. Tinware. Machinery. Tool Outputs, etc.

Good references. Address Hoon & Barronnet,

11 Rue Bichet. Paris. c24m

SPECIAL MACHINERY
vrANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
-^ *- work id any specification—munition produc-

tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.

Sumblins Machinery Co.. 7 St. Mary St.. Toronto.

O. VESSOT & CO.. GENERAL MACHINE SHOP
^ and Grey Iron Foundry. We can undertake
at present time light machining and grey iron

c astings. at reasonable prices. Address Joliette.

Que. elm

"Moving
pretty good, eh?"
After two insertions of their half-

colunin ad on n?ed equipment, three

iteni,« were cut out. After two more
,-^everal more were omitted.

No wonder the advertiser .-^aid : "Mov-
injl pretty cood. eh?" And they e;o

on to say: "We feel we have heen

]iretty snceessfut in renKnnnp; this

second-hand equipment so readily,''

You can do the same. Let an ad in

raiiadian Machinery help yon do it.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave.. Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED
JJIGH-GRADE MAN. EXPERIENCED IN GEN-

eral construction, manufacturing, machine
shop work and heavy shells, is open for a good
offer only. Box 315. Canadian Machinery. c25m

PRACTICAL WORKS MANAGER AND ME-
chanical expert with years of experience in

ITnited States and Canada, a specialist in muni-
tion work, open for engagement. Best of refer-
ences. Apply Box 304. Canadian Machinery.

c4m

p'LECTRICAL ENGINEER—COLLEGE GRADU-
uate. five years' practical experience : now

employed in large industrial plant, electric-
driven : responsible position desired : money not
sole object

; recommendations. Box 305. Canadian
Machinery. c26m

-^yANTED - POSITIONS FOR THOROUGH,
Mechanics. Toolmakers, Toolsetters. Grinders.

Borers. Automatic Operators. General Foremen.
Chief Munition Insnectors : positions for soldiers
deprived of limb, if hands whole, for table work
inspecting, etc. : also for female artisans of alT
kinds, viz.. Munition Inspectors. Operators. Super-
intendents. Timekeepers and Female Elevator at-
tendants tall, age over thirty; matrons. Employers
«end to "Toronto Engineering Agency." 57 Queen
W.. Toronto. Adel. S09. c24m

SITUATIONS VACANT
"IITANTED—TOOL MAKERS TO WORK ON

munitions. Apply at once. Wallaceburg
Brpss & Iron Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Wallaceburg. On-
tario. c25m

'JiHOROUGHLY CAPABLE BRASS FOUNDRY
Foreman to take charge of smnll foundr>* do-

ing a general jobbing business and also munition
work. Location Montreal. Address for infor-
mation. "Brass Foreman." P.O. Box 1934. Mon-
treal. c26ni

ly ANTE D—TWO EXPERIENCED BORING
lathe hands to take charge on day and night

shifts, of batterj' of boring lathes for 6" Mark III.

shell. Only men who can get good bores and
high production need apply. Give in the first

iT:stance, exnerience. wages required and full par-
ticulars, otherwise application will not be con-
sidered. Box 317. Canadian Machinery. c26in

TTOISTING MACHINERY SALESMAN. BE-
t"'een rges of 30 and 40 : Drefer. if possible,

man having experience machine shop, drafting

room, general office, as well as actual selling.

Man of sou^d traininer and good judgment
f ssured stendily increasing salary and good
future. Renlv, eiving all needful information in

few words, to Box No. 318. Canadian Machinery.
c2.->m

/:j' SHELL FOREMAN WANTED WITH SPE-
cial oualications to get T^roduction from shot)

at Peterhoroueh. Ont.. which hss b*^n running
on 6" shell for eighteen months. Tooling »nd
shop inspection separately organized. Foreman to

give his whole attention to obtaining maximum
production. Give full npr+'^uiflrs i^- fir-st aT^-^H-

cation as to r-revious experience, references, and

salarv re'-uired. other^-^se pnTiliction will not be

considered. Apply to Box 316. Canadian Macbin-
prv c25m
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Anybody Can Operate This Miller
and Turn Out a Pile of Work
So Simple to Operate is the

44HENDEY 9f

Skilled nieehanici are scarce the.<e days—but any-

one can run a machine of it.-; simplicity and turn

out work accurately and fai-^t without trouble.

All Feeds positive driven through gearings giving

18 change?.

This is the universal type—designed to handle all

milling operations performed on machines of this

character, either with regular equipment or liy

aid of attachments, which can be supplied for in-

creasing efhciency and scope of machine.

Write for full iJescription.

The Hendey Machine Co.
Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.

;

A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. 260 Princess St., Winnipeg: A. K.

Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co..

St. John. N.B. : Williams & Wilson. Montreal.
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Fisheries Protection Vessels Launched at Toronto
By C.T.R.

Some quite aiJpicc'tubJe evidence of (lie aetiviiij irliirli now iii(ii-l\< xhijthiiildiny tiiid innr-

ine engineering in Canada has been made available by the bnincli from the Poison Iron

Works, Toronto, in one afternoon, of four trim little craft for our fisheries protection service.

The choice of names by which each vessel, including two others, will be known—"Ypres,

"Messines," "St. J alien, " "Vimij," "St. Eloi" an.d "Festubert," is a happy one, paying as it

<• does a graceful compliment to our soldiers—the dead, the wounded, and the un.scathed, all of

n-hom covered tltemsclves with glory in the six named victories over the Germans.

AT intervals of from five to six min-
utes, beginning promptly at noon,
Saturday, June 16, four out of six

Canadian Government Fisheries Protec-

tion vessels under construction by the

Poison Iron Works, Toronto, were re-

leased from the ways and transferred
successfully to their native element in

presence of several thousand spectators.

The shipyard vifas gaily decorated with
flags and bunting for the occasion, which
was unique, in view of the fact that the

quadruple launching is believed to be the

first of its kind to take place on this con-

tinent, or for that matter anywhere.
Tastefully flag-draped stands were
erected for the accommodation of

the specially invited guests, and
from which the christening cere-

monies were performed by Mrs.
Hugh McKay and Miss Athlea Hazen,
daughters of the Hon. J. D. Hazen,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, who
was also present. Prominent among the

builder's specially invited launchin<;

party were to be noted Admiral Kings-

mill and J. C. Desbarats, of the Depart-
ment of Naval Service, Ottawa; Col.

Chambers, Chief Press Censor, Ottawa,
who had been attending the Canadian
Press Association Annual Convention;
Mayor Church, H. A. Terrault. superin-
tendent of construction, Ottawa; J. S.

Irwin, Ottawa; Holt Gurney, T. A. Rus-
sell, R. R. E. Chisholm, Ottawa: Claude
Macdonell, M.P.; Sir Frederick Stupart,
T. H. Navin, Joseph E. Oliver, Captain
James B. Foote, James Somers, George
Gouinlock, W. J. MeWhinney, K.C., Capt.

ACCOMMODATION AND RIGGING PLAN .'5. FISHERIES PROTECTION VESSELS.
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J. J. Manley, Port Arthur; Cap^ E. Win-
strop and Capt. Resfnes, representina:

Norwegian shipping interests; Lloyd

Harris, Capt. Harry Miller, W. B. Tin-

dall, Arthur Taylor, John Sharpe, Peter

Bain, A. Guy Webster, and Geo. E. Pear-

son, of the MacLean Publishing Co.;

Acton Burrows, of the Railway and
Marine World, and many ladies. Mrs.

McKay and Miss Hazen were each the

recipient of a sheaf of roses by the firm.

Rapid Progress Made

Only some twelve weeks have elapsed

since the keels of all six of the vessels

were laid, and with four of them afloat

—

"Ypres," "Vimy," "Messines," and "St.

Julien," and with the other two—"St.

Eloi" and "Festubert," following suit in

about fourteen days' time, it will be at

once appreciated that the shipyard man-
agement, despite labor scarcity and the

difficulty of procuring materials of con-

struction promptly, are deserving of the

highest commendation for their achieve-

ment. Further, when account is taken of

the fact that two months of the specified

time limit of completion for all six ves-

sels has yet to run, and that the propell-

service on dates in every case ahead of

requirement.

Guests and Employees Entertained

Following the launching ceremony, a

buffet luncheon was served to the invited

guests in a large marquee erected within
the yard. At the same time refreshments
and "smokes" were served to the firm's

employees by the management in another
section of the plant, a proceeding which
was greatly enjoyed and which demon-
strates the interest taken by the execu-
tive in its employees, and which the lat-

ter in turn reciprocate by whole-hearted
honest eflfort.

Hon. J. D. Hazen's Sueech

After full justice had been done to the

hospitality provided. Col. J. B. Millei,

president of the Poison Iron Works, in-

troduced the Hon. Mr. Hazen, who gave
a short address on the shipbuilding situa-

tion from the executive viewpoint, and
from which we quote as follows:

—

"The successful termination of the war
will depend, to no small extent on th-3

ability of the British Empire and our
Allies to maintain sufficient shipping to

carry on essential trades. The successes

that the losses to shipping, as the result

of submarines and other enemy agencies,
since the commencement of the war have
been enormous, even although they have
not nearly approximated the boastful ex-
pectations and predictions of the Ger-
mans. They have, nevertheless, been
serious, totalling up to the end of April
last about .5,811,100 tons. How stupen-
dous this loss is, you will understand
when I point out that the replacement
value approximates, if it does not exceed,
one thousand million dollars. Notwith-
standing these enormous losses, there is

the comforting thought that the con-

struction of new ships has during the

period of the war been well maintained,
more especially by Great Britain and the
United States.

Construction Combatting Destruction

"Without entering into any details, I

may say that the total of the world's

mercantile marine tonnage at the close of

1916 was 48,683,136 tons. Even if it so

happens that the present ratio of de-

struction should be maintained for an-

other year or, say, until the end of June,

1918, if we maintain the present ratio of

ing and auxiliary machinery, together
with the hull outfit equipment, are ready
to instal, it may be readily forecast that

every one of the little craft will be on

that we have achieved all along since the

war commenced are due \r\ m ?ni ~

sure to the efficiency of t'.^.e 3i;;;=h an 1

Allied mercantile fleets.

"Lloyd George has said quite recently

that one of the best ways of carrying on

the war was by the production of ships

and then more ships. Let me remind you

DETAIL LAYOUT OF "HOWDEN" TWO
ELEMENT MARINE TYPE BOILER TO
WORK UNDER NATURAL DRAFT FOR
FISHERIES PROTECTION VESSELS.

construction, the net reduction of the

world's tonnage would be only about two
per cent. Recent reports, however, go to

show that there is no probability of the

present ratio of destruction being main-

tained, and I ask your attention for a

few moments while I submit a few facts

as to what is being done in Canadian
shipyards, to say nothing of the tremen-

dous activity in ship construction in
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Great Britain and the United States and
in Japan, to establish that there is con-

clusive evidence that the ratio of con-

struction will be more than maintained.

"There are at the present time under
•construction in Canadian shipyards mer-
chant steamers totalling approximately
150,000 tons carrying capacity. The cost

of producing this tonnage will be in the

vicinity of $25,000,000. In addition, there

are building in various Canadian vards

there is also a bathroom and lavatory.

On the main deck is located the galley

with steward's and cook's room, also

the officers' mess room and pantry.

Above the cabin, forward, is the "Texas,"
embracing wheelhouse and chart room,
wireless room, with operator's quarters

in rear, and bridge oposite to door of the

wheel house. Accomodation which in-

cludes a bath room for two engineers and
second mate, is located aft below the

plate, rising 2 ft. 8 in. high above wood
deck. Rolling chocks extend for a dis-

tance of 45 feet on each side of the

vessel and are formed of 7 in. bulb bar,

backed by 3V2 by 9/20 in. angle. There
are four freeing ports on each side fitted

with strong hinged doors of the balanced

type. Bulkheads are all of watertight

construction. The two fresh water tanks
are cement washed inside and have fill-

ing and air pipes, drain plug and hand

COMPOUND SURFACE CONDENSING ENGINES FOR FISHERIES PROTECTION VESSELS.

wooden vessels aggregating a total

carrying capacity of about 30,000 tons."

On the call of Col. Miller, three cheers

were given the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries for his presence and ad-

dress. Mr. Hazen, in reply, called for

three cheers for Col. Miller, Mr. New-
man, the shipyard staff and employees
generally, following which on his lead,

three cheers and a tiger were given for

the King.

Vessel Features
The vessels are constructed entii'ely of

steel equal to T>loyds' requirements and

have the following principal dimensions.

Length between perpendiculars l.'i5 feet;

breadth extreme 23 feet 6 in.; moulded
depth 13 feet 6 in., with deck beam
camber of 7 inches. They are built on

the deep frame system with ordinary
floors throughout and have a straight

Stem and elliptical stern. The propell-

ing machinery is located aft, the stoke-

hold being at the forward end of the

boiler with bunkers adjacent capable of

holding 180 tons of coal. The crew'.';

quarters as also their mess room and
that for the petty officers are forward
there being accomodation for eightoen
men. The cabin which is situated on the
main deck forward of the smoke stack,

has separate state room.s for the cap-
tain, chief engineer and first mate while

main deck. Access is had from the main
deck and also through a bulkhead from
the engine room.

Constructional Details

The keel and stem are of mild steel

7 ''2 in. by IVs in., while the stern post is

of cast steel equal to Lloyds require-

ments. The rudder is of the single

plate type, with arms shrunk and keyed
on to post, and carrying four portable

pintles. The top pintle is fitted with

a locking device to prevent rudder from
lifting. The frames are of the deep
type consisting of 5 x 3 x % in. angles
with compensation in lieu of heel pieces.

The floors are of steel plate 16 x 7/20 in.

in the hold space, increased in thickness

in engine and boiler space and flanged

on top where renuired. The beams of
5 ',2 X 3 X 10 20 in. angle on alternate

frame.s are fitted with bracket knees of

ample depth. The centre keelson is

formed of channel bar. The main deck
stringers are of plate 30 x 7/20 in.,

amidship. and are connected to shell

plating by riveted angles 3 x 3 x 5^20
in.

Tlie garboard st rake is 9 20 in. thi-k.

the sheer strake 11,20 in., thick, and
the remainder of the hull plating % in.

thick amid.ship. Riveting of .shell plac-

ing seams is double throughout. Tlie

bulwarks are of 5/16 in. thick steel

pump. The decks are of British Col-

umbia fir as are also the cabin floors,

etc. The equipment consists of steam
and hand steering gear in the wheel-

house, and a "Dake" steam windless

fitted under the turtle deck foi-ward.

The foremast is 13 in., and the mizzen

mast 11 in. diameter. Each vessel has

two Bower and one kedge anchor. A
-ship's boat of wood is carried fully

equipped.
Machinery

The propelling machinery consists of

a fore and aft compound surface con-

densing engine having cylinders 18 in.

and 38in. in diameter by 24 in. stroke.

The high pressure cylinder is fitted with

a piston valve and the low pressure with

a double ported slide valve. The crank

shaft 7''4 in. diameter is built up,

counterbalance weights being attached

to the cast steel webs. The couplings

are also of cast steel. A separate

thrust shaft with solid forged collars

is installed. The surface comlenser is

cast on the engine back columns and
contains 900 square feet of cooling sur-

face. The air pumo is of the Edwards
tvpe. The circulatimr pump, feed and

bilge pumps are Rlake-Knowles type,

and are attached to the main engine and

driven by levers attached to the low

pressure crosshead. The propeller shafc
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is fitted with bronze sleeves, while the

stern-tube is of cast iron with a remov-
able brass bush filled with liginum vitac.

The propeller is of cast steel with four

blades. A feed water heater is provided.

than 12,000 B.t.u. per lb., and with .75

in. forced draught. There are two top

6nd two bottom drums one set of two
drums belonging to each element. Each
element has 378 tubes of 2 ins. in diam-

SHOWING THE •VIMY" T.^KING THE PLUNGE.

The main steam piping is of seamless

steel tubing with steel flanges, while all

other pipes including the exhaust are

wrought iron. The main boiler feed and
blow off pipes are, however, made of

copper.

Boiler Installation

The boiler is of the "Howden" combin-

ation sectional marine, two element.

type. The total heating surface is 1870

sq. ft., the grate area 44 sq. ft., and the

working pressure 180 lbs. per sq. inch.

The evaporation available is 9,000 lbs.

per hour from a combined heat absorb-

ing surface of 1870 sq. ft., and 44 sq.

ft., grate area using coal of not less

eter by 4 ft. 6 in. long between tube

plates. Howden latest and improved
type of forced draft equipment is fitted,

an air heater being installed on the boil-

er front. Hot gases from the flues are

utilized for this purpose. The drums
of each element are connected by equal-

izing pipes while a steam drum connects

the top elements for the main steam pipe

connection. The boiler is tested by

water pressure to .360 lbs. per sq. inch.

The steel frame work supporting the

boiler is designed and constructed to

allow full freedom for any expansion

that may take place.

A general service Blake-Knowles, ver-

tical duplex 8-.5-12 in. pump is installed

to draw from the sea and fresh water
tank, and to discharge to deck sei-vice

and boiler. The sanitary pump 5'i-3^4-
") in. is a horizontal duplex Blake-

Knowles unit. Electric lighting for

general and searchlight purposes is

supplied by a 10 k.w. direct connected

steam engine and generator. A com-
nle'^e evaporating outfit is installed hav-

ing a capacity of 8 tons per day.

@
MOXTRE.AL INTERESTS ACQUIRE

WOOD SHIPBUILDING PLANT
.A. GROUP of Montreal capitalists, in-

cluding William Lyall, president of the

P. Lyall & Sons' Construction Co.; H. W
Beauclerc, a Lyall director, and others of

their associates, have acquired the wood-
en shipbuilding branch of the Wallace
Shipbuilding Co.'s business at Vancouver,
B.C., and will at once incorporate a new
company to carry on the business. The
company will have a Dominion charter.

The negotiations were recently concluded

at Vancouver by Mr. Lyall, who had been

at the coast for some time going into the

matter. The purchase price has already

been paid over. This is a going concern,

with a number of vessels now under con-

struction.

Accompanying Mr. Lyall were two re-

presentatives of the Imperial Munitions

Board, who have satisfied themselves as

to the company's ability to build ships,

n.nd a contract for several vessels for the

British Government has already been

closed. These vessels will be of the

standardized 3,000-ton type already be-

ing built on the coast. They will cost

ar/proximately $400,000 each, and the

company expects to be able to turn out a

number this year. The property pur-

chased from the Wallace Co. includes

three shipbuilding slips, and three more
will be constructed, so that several ves-

sels may be building simultaneously.

The new company has an experienced

staff of experts engaged for the more re-

sponsible positions.

SHOWING THE FOUR VESSELS ON" THE W.\YS PREVIOUS TO LAtTNCHING.
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PRODUCTION METHODS and DEVICES
A Department for the Interchange and Distribution of Shop and Office Data

and Ideas Evolved from Actual Practical Application and Experience

SPECIAL CIRCULAR TLKMNG TOOL

By J. H. R.

WHEN turning the nose profile of

the various size shell, difficulty

has often been experienced in

maintaining' a uniform contour on each;

this beina due more particularly to the

variation in the shape of the cutting too!

after each grinding or re-setting opera-

tion. Owing to the parallel advance of

the cutting tool, it is obvious that the

working point will gradually change as

its life, as the tool may be reversed with-

out changing its shape or setting. The
tool is used on the finish turn operation

and can machine quite a number of shells

before regrinding is necessary. When
the edge becomes dull, the clamping
screw is released and the circular tool

turned about one-eighth of a revolution,

thus giving 16 settings, using both sides,

before regrinding is required. After the

edges have been ground, however, the

height of the cutting edge must be ad-

justed by raising the stud B to the de-

—z.^-
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FIG. 1. SPECI.\L CIRCULAR TURNING TOOL.

the too! approaches the small diameter

at the nose, and for this reason it is es-

sential that special attention be given to

the shape and setting of the tool, so that

a uniform profile will be turned on each

shell. To eliminate as far as possible,

the trouble caused by faulty grinding,

the tool shown in the accompanying

ske,tch, was designed by the Modern Tool

Mfg. Co., and its efficiency has been de-

monstrated where it is found necessary

to machine work by the cam or radius

method.
The details of the tool and holder are

shown in Fig. 1; the holder is made of

2% inch by \V2 inch low carbon steel,

the front portion being inclined at an an-

gle and bored and threaded to receive th?

adjustable stud B. The upper end of

this stud is turned to fit the central hole

of the circular cutter C, and is drilled

and tapped to receive the clamping

screw D. The bevel portion on the stud

B and also on the head of the bolt D,

are the same so as to fit the bevels on

either side of the cutter C; this facili-

tates the setting of the tool and increases

sired position and again clamping it

firmly by means of the cross bolt E. The
plate F, secured to the back end of the

tool holder, provides means for adjusting

the depth of cut and also preventing

backing away from the work.

Fig. 2 shows a plan view of the tool

in position on the tool rest, with clamp-

ing and side adjusting bolts, the latter

being necessary to maintain the cutting

tool in the same relative position on the

shell as the roller occupies on the cam;
or in the case of the radius arm, in the

same radial line as the centre of the pro-

filing link. From the sketch. Fig. 2, it

is clear that the circular tool here illus-

trated will not have those objectionable

features that are so pronounced in the

ordinary type of turning tool. When the

cam has been developed for a certain dia-

meter of cutting tool, the variation of the

cutting point between G and H will re-

main the same irrespective of how many
times the circular tool is set, care being

taken to have it always at the same
height after regrinding.

PULLEY TURNING RIG

By J. E. McCormack

THE accompanying sketch shows the

plan of a rig- which I fixed up and used
for turning pulleys. The size and pro-

portion of the parts should be governed
by the class of work to be done. I use

this one for pulleys up to 28 in. dia., with
bores of 1% to 3 in., and used 2x4 in.

scantling for the pieces EE, and 1x4 in.

for legs and braces, these parts being
made of wood. The arbor used was
1 7/16 in. dia. and 3^2 feet long, and is

driven by the cone pulley B.

The dotted lines at MM indicate the

position of a pulley to be turned. L is

a disc or face plate. D and H are sup-

ported by the side pieces and in turn

support the chisel rests C, K, J. These
are adjustable and removable in much
the same manner as the long and short

rests in wood turining lathes. D is

movable to and from the arbor to ac-

commodate differently sized pulleys.

The arbor is held from end motion
by a collar just inside the frame and
against the bearings. Two collars only.

One could be put on each side of one

bearing if preferred. The bearings are

raised so that the center of the arbor

is four inches above the upper surface

of the pieces EE, thus allowing room
for D C J K without raising them too

high for convenience. A supply of

bu.shings is kept for use in fitting pul-

oqCPJ
i in J SPECIAL CIRCULAR TURNING

TOOL.

leys of different bores to the 1 7 16 in.

arbor.

Very small pulleys are turned on the

face plate, being held by a pair of wood
screws passing through the disc. The
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end of the arbor can be fitted with pin

or screw as desired, but I did not do so,

and, perhaps because of this, I found

that in making small pulleys it was bet-

ter for one not to bore them until after

driver. Of the three of these valves in

the pump not one of them seated pro-

perly, because the leather had acquired

a "set" in a shape that kept the flap

sticking up, as shown in Fig. 2.

seat. After treating each valve in this

manner, and priming the pump, it held

water O.K., and worked satisfactorily

right along although the less drastic

remedies previously applied had proved

unsuccessful.

©
SPECIAL PATENTED

CHUCK
By S. B.

ROLLER

HOME-MADE PULLEY TURNING RIG.

they were turned. After finishing, I

make a few circles on the side by using
a pointed chisel on the rest J and these
serve as a guide for centering exactly
when setting up the work, and any
slight shifting of the work previous to
the lighter finishing cuts does not throw
the finished pulley out of true when
hung.

@
FIXING A BALKY VALVE

By J. E. McCormack

SOME time ago I was asked to fix a
balky hand force pump of the type in

which valves are made as in Fig. 1, the
same piece of leather sei-ving both as
gasket and as valve flap. On one side of
the flap there was a brass plate cover-
ing most of the said flap and held in

By removing the leathers from the

pump, taking the screw out, and putting

the plate and screw each on the oppo-

site side of the leather from what they
had been before, and then putting the

AN outstanding feature in connection

with the manufacture of munitions has

been the great variety of chucking de-

vices that have been designed and con-

structed for rapid production and econ-

omic operation. In general, the practice

has been the utilization of the collet

chuck, which is operated either by pneu-
matic power or hand appliances. Several

manufacturers have however, adopted
the self-acting type, where the gripping
device is automatically operated, initially

by the action of coil springs, and subse-

quently by the force of the cutting tool

upon the work. The one shown in the

accompanying sketches is of the latter

type, and carries with it a somewhat in-

teresting history. After constructing this

special roller chuck, and demonstratinj;
its remarkable efficiency, the designer,

H. E. Bourassa, manager of the

Modern Tool Mfg. Co. of Montreal, had
the device patented, but not wishing to

place any obstacles in the way of maxi-
mum production, the drawings were sub-

mitted to the Imperial Munitions Board,
with the suggestion that any manufac-
turer desiring to equip their machines
with these chucks would be privileged to

do so, and could also secure additioniil

drawings and further details for the con-

struction of same. In appreciation of

the patriotic spirit of the donor, the

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

OVERCOMING TROUBLE WITH HAND FORCE
PUMP VALVE. FIG. L ROLLER CHUCK FOR 6-INCH SHELL.

place by a screw passing through the leathers back into the pamp other side members of the board and other interest-

leather and screwing into the plate, up from what they formerly were, I ed parties presented Mr. Bourassa with a

The head of this screw was broad, yet secured the aid of this "set" in the beautiful diamond ring, a gift that has
thin, and was slotted for a screw- leather to help hold the valve to its been moi'e highly cherished than any
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monetary consideration would have been.

The chuck here shown was developed
from a previously employed collet chuck,

the parts A and C beins; utilized for the

new roller type. The piece C, formerly
used for the operation of the old style,

was slotted out to receive the three hard-
ened tool steel cams D, placed equi-dis-

tant around the inner circumference.

SHELL HANDLING DEVICE
By R. Hamilton.

WHERE rollers are used for the revolv-
ing of shells while applying the varnish
to the interior, it is necessary that the
shell be raised a short distance in order
to place it upon the rolls; and where a
large number of shells are handed each

FIG. 2. ROLLER CHUCK FOR (J-INCH SHELL.

These cams are S'b inches long and 2%
inches wide, the contact surface for the

rollers having a width of 2% inches.

Fitted to the bore of the piece C is the

brass sleeve E, having three equi-distant

dovetailed slots 8 inches long to receive

the hardened tool steel rollers F. The
shape and position of the containing slots

prevent the rollers from being dislodged

when the shells are removed from the

chuck, and also retain them in their rela-

tive positions of 120 degrees apart, thus

insuring a uniform and concentric grip

with the a.xis of the shell, irrespective of

any slight variation of the outside diam-
eter. Retaining rings G and H, one on
either end, keep the mechanism in a per-

manent position, being prevented from
lateral movement by their position in

the piece C. The front or outside retain-

ing ring H is made wide enough to pro-

vide for operating pin holes as shown,
and the inner surface is recessed out to

receive the .springs I, these springs being
used for placing the initial pressure upon
the body of the shell.

When the parts are bolted together,

the brass bush with the three rollers is

free to remove through a small angle.

the chord of which will not exceed 2V2

inches, this being the length of the oper-
ating portion of the cam. The back re-

taining ring G is secured rigidly to the
piece C, and one end of the springs is

fastened to this fixed portion (in relatio'i

to the chuck body), while the other end
is placed on studs in the ends of the brass

bushing. This chuck has given the bes^

of satisfaction, is easy to operate, and
owing to the almost entire absence of

friction in the parts, the wear is reduced
to a minimum, consequently repairs are
seldom necessary. When repairs are re-

quired, the chuck can be easily <lis-

mantled and repairs effected.

day, it entails considerable energy to

place them on and off the rolls. To re-

duce the labor required for this operatiou
and at the same time facilitate the mov-
ing of the shells during the process of

varnishing, one firm devised the fixture

shown in the accompanying sketch. A
section of the bench between the two
pairs of rolls was first cut out, and the

piece D fitted in, this piece being hinged
at one end as shown at E, the opposite,

end being supported by a suitable bevel,

and also the plate F, which is securely

fastened to the solid portion of the bench.

As the shells are rolled along the bench
from left to right, the swinging piece D
is pushed upwards by means of the foot

treadle I and the vertical rod H, the up-

per end being secured to the bracket G,

.SHKl.L ]L\.\1)LL\(; [IKVICK.

and the foot treadle fulcrunied in the

bracket J, this being bolted to the floor

in a suitable position. The rollers are

revolved by means of a small belt run-

ning on a pulley secured to the back end
of one of the roller shafts. The motio.i

of the revolving shaft, as shown by the
arrow, permits the shell to roll freely
away when the centre board is moved
upwards, raising the shell from the two
rolls.

©
G.T.R. STRATFORD APPRENTICES'

ANNUAL BANQUET
THE twelfth annual banquet of the
G. T. R. Stratford shops apprentices took
place on Saturday evening, June 16, in

the spacious hall attached to the plant.

Those occupying the head table were
Master Mechanic C. Kelso, A. W. Smith-
ers, of London, En^., chairman of the
Grand Trunk Railway Board; W. D.
Robb, of Montreal, superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Grand Trunk; H. R.
Safford, of Montreal, chief engineer; H.
R. Semple, Toronto; D. McCuaig, master
mechanic, Toronto; E. R. Battley, Port-
land, Me., formerly an apprentice in the
local shops; G. Meldrum, Montreal, su-
pervisor of apprentices; C. A. Mayberry,
principal of the Collegiate Institute;

Chas. Farquharson, president of the
Board of Trade; Mayor J. D. Monteith,
James Powell, H. E. Whittenburger and
W. A. Booth, Toronto; R. H. Fish, super-
intendent, Stratford; and Robert Patter-
son, of Montmagny, Que., formerly mas-
ter mechanic of the local shops. The
large assembly hall was tastefully de-

corated with flags and red, white and
blue electric light bulbs.

.After the toast to the King had been
duly honored, the chairman then called

upon Aid. Chas. Farquaharson, president

of the Board of Trade, to propose the

toast to "Our City," to which Mayor
Monteith responded.

Grand Trunk Railway System Toast

C. A. Mayberry, in proposing the toast

of the "Grand Trunk Railway System,"
simply requested the guests to arise and
drink the toast, to which A. W. Smithers
replied. Mr. Smithers deemed it a high
honor and privilege to be present.

In referring to the war, Mr. Smithers,

who came out from England about five

weeks ago, assured those present that

England appreciated everything Canada
was doing. She realizes that it is harder

to get men together over such a wide
range of territory, whereas England is

so compact.

The .Apprenticeship System

The toast to the apprenticeship system
was proposed by H. R. Safford, who said

that he was convinced, after seeing the

work of the boys, that the apprenticeship

system in Stratford was a success and
that the boys liked it. "I know by look-

ing at the boys that they will make a

success of life," said the speaker.

This toast was responded to by W. D.

Robb, superintendent of motive power.

.A toast was proposed to the visitin.i

iipprentices by Mr. Frame, of the local

apprentices, and responded to by repre-

sentatives of Montreal, Battle Creek and
Ottawa shop,s.

.After Robert Patterson, the late

master mechanic, had expressed his plea-

sure at being present, the proceedings

terminated with the singing of the Na-
tional Anthem.
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Canadian Manufacturers' Association Convention
The importance C)f this annual function shon^ an increasing tendcncij with each snc-

ceeding year, due, of course, in large measure, to the recognized necessity of furthering our
resources and industrial development from within, so to speak, and to tlie end that same he

done as effectively as possible, so that we both appropriate and maintain a foothold in the

world markets, ivhile at the same time strengthening our position in strictly speaking
domestic markets. The convention just closed has been marked by a free and whole-hemird
invesfigution of the many problems involved, whirli u'lll not fail to rcaci beueficl(dli/.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS BY COL.
THOS. CANTLEY

NOT the least, interesting' feature
of the annual convention of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion held in Winnipeg last week was the
address by the retiring president, Col.

Thomas Cantley, president of the Nova
Scotia Steel & Coal Co.

Referring at the outset to the indus-
trial advancement in Western Canada,
Col. Cantley said that from a manufac-
turing standpoint, the development of
the Western Provinces has fully kept
pace with their development in other di-

rections. With characteristic enterprise,
their citizens have freely utilized the re-
sources at hand to make themselves as
independent as possible of outside sources
of supply. In milling, in their prepara-
tion of animal products and in similar
forms of production, there is no reason
why the West should not greatly excel.

In the heavier lines of manufacture her
growth has been retarded by the high
price of coal and power, but this diffi-

culty, I am informed, is already partially

overcome by the development
of hydro-electrical energy,
with a good prospect that
further, if indeed not com-
plete relief may shortly be
had through the utilization

of the vast deposits of lig-

nite with which the West
abounds.

Problems of the Day
The various problems upon

which .the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association has
been engaged during the
past year are fully discussed
in the reports submitted. As
these reports are presented,
it will become increasingly
apparent that the direction

of our activities was fre-

quently beyond our control,

in the sense that it was
forced by unusual conditions
brought about by the war.
We have been p a s s i n g
through times of uncertainty
and stress, and we must be
prepared to face greater un-
certainty, and still greater
strain befoi'e the Empire and
our Allies have won liberty's

great victory.

Labor has never been in sa

great demand in Canada as
it is at present, and never so

highly paid. Manufacturing-
materials of every kind have
greatly advanced in value.

and are still daily becoming increas-

ingly difficult to secure. In some
instances the prohibition of their ex-
port from other countries has made
it necessary for us to have recourse
to inferior substitutes. For a consider-

able portion of our normal products there
has ceased to be a demand, so that many
manufacturers have had to adapt equip-

ment to the manufacture of new pro-i

ducts, and cultivate new markets. The
movement of traffic has been attended by
exasperating delays. Owing to the shor-

tage of production and the difficulties of

transportation, coal has advanced to fa-

mine prices, threatening to deprive us of

both heat and power. Our expenses have
been increased by the necessity of pro-

viding liberal compensation for industrial

accidents. Our Legislatures, meanwhile,
have added to the list of statutes that

tend to interfere with—when they should
facilitate — inter-provincial trade, and
over and above all these troubles we have
begun to feel the burden of taxation
which before long must fall with even
greater heaviness upon us as the war in-

COL. THOMAS CANTI.EY.

debtedness of Canada becomes greater.

Association Aims

Be it remembered that the real func-
tion of the Association is to give ser-

vice, to advance and protect the interests

of Canadian manufacturers, to foster the

growth of Canadian manufacturing in-

dustries, and to assist in the develop-

ment of Canadian export trade. So long

as we keep within these general limita-

tions, we are engaging in legitimate

work, and within our sphere of influence

—when we exceed these bounds, we are

liable to both encounter and make trou-

ble.

So far as criticism of the Federal Ad-
ministration is concerned, wisdom sug-

gests that every such organization as

ours should move slowly and circum
spectly in times like the present. We
never have had and never in our time

will have a perfect Government. Per-

chance the present day may be no bet-

ter than its predecessors—but it has lar-

ger problems, greater responsibilities and
more difficult duties confronting it than

any previous Canadian Gov-

ernment has been called on

to face. Destructive criticism

is useless. Can we show a

better way? If so, express

it. Do the Government cour-

ageously meet an awkward
difficulty? Applaud. Are
they vigilant and energeti."

and fair? Give them credit

at least.

Manufacturers LTnfairly

Criticised

Perhaps this point has
been unduly dwelt upon be-

cause of my unwillingness to

believe that some of the

criticism that has been level-

ed against the Government
may have been quite as un-

fair and quite as unjustified

as much of the criticism that

has been leveled against the

manufacturers. Man for

man, the manufacturers are

probably as good citizens as

any other class in the com-
munity. They courageously
kept the wheels of industry

in motion at a time when the

country was becoming panic-

stricken over the prospects

of unemployment. They base
conscientiously applied them-
selves to the task of provid-

ing the materials needed for

the carrying on of the war.

Thev have worked inde-
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fatigably to surmount difficulties by
which many an armchair critic would
have been overwhelmed. They have
responded generously to every call for
subscriptions to the Patriotic, Red
Cross, Naval and other war funds,
and have done their duty by various
Canadian war loans, yet it has be-
come the fashion from one end of Can-
ada to the other to revile them as pro-
fiteers, trafficking- in the bloo_d of their

country, mainly because a comparative-
ly small number of them have shown
large profits.

It is not accounted unpatriotic of the
farmer if he is now receiving good prices
for all his products. The artisan is not
held up to condemnation because he now
receives four to six dollars per day in

payment for work he gladly did for two
and a half or three dollars before the
war. The pay of the British soldier is

one shilling per day, and maintenance,
but the Canadian soldier is not thought
to be bleeding his country because he
draws $1.10 per day for similar services.

Yet the manufacturer is scourged with
abuse if he makes a profit on business
which he accepts at a price in many
cases below that paid for similar work
and service to American and British

manufacturers.

Taxation of Profits

The cumulative effect of this tirade of
abuse is now being felt by our success-
ful manufacturers in various ways. Not-
withstanding the fact that wages are on
an unprecedently high scale, it is being
alleged that they are grinding the faces
of the poor, and the demand is being
made that they should pay still higher
wages. Our Legislatures are scaling up
the compensation allowances, and in case
of permanent partial disability are sad-
dling industry with annuities that may
easily represent more than 100 per cent,

of wages when the latter are reduced to

a reasonable basis, as in time thev must
be.

In some quarters it is being suggested
that the supposed enormous profits made
from manufacturing would justify the
Government in removing the protection
of the tariff. In other quarters it u
being seriously advocated that the entire
expense incurred through Canada's par-
ticipation in the war be met by the taxa-
tion of business profits. Last year the
Federal Government saw fit to provide it-

self with an emergency revenue by levy-

ing a tax on business profits, and al-

though the amount secured largely ex-
ceeded their exnectations, they have re-

cently announced that that tax is now
to be very substantially increased, pre-
sumablv to some extent in deference to

this uninformed public opinion.

It is greatly to the credit of manu-
facturers as a class that in the face of
so much provocation they have avoided
any display of resentment. They have
paid and will continue to pay their war
taxation with cheerfulness, trusting to

a reasonable administration to secure
them fair treatment. Thev hive done
their duty bv the depemhints of em-
plovees who have '"-one to the front, and
will likewise do their duty by the soldiers
who return. They will come to the as-

sistance of the farmer this year, by re-
leasing men to help him with the har-
vest, and they will pay high wages just
as long as the condition of their business
makes it possible to do so.

After the War
A time will come, gentlemen—and it

may come sooner than some of us think

—

when the manufacturer will be unable to
carry the load he is carrying to-day.
Had he been asked five years ago whe-
ther he could continue to do business at
a cost for labor and material such as he
is paying to-day, he would have laughed
the question to scorn. Yet he is in busi-

ness and making a profit, but only be-
cause there are governments that still

must have supplies and are prepared to

pay the price. That demand will col-

lapse with the termination of the war,
and prices will immediately fall. Twenty
millions, perhaps more, of the forty mil-
lion men who have been withdrawn from
producing and other occupations, will re-

turn to their homes and to such employ-
ment as may be offering. National bor-

rowings of staggering proportions will

have to be repaid, and the only way they
can be repaid will be by the countries'

increased production. A world that for

three years has to some extent neglected
commercial production will suddenly ap-
ply itself thereto with greater zeal than
ever, with the result that we will wit-

ness an era of competition such as has
never been known before. Under these

circumstances all prices must tend stea-

dily downward, and wages must do the

same. The profits accruing from manu-
facturing will narrow in proportion until

we reach a point where capital will tem-
porarily cease to be attracted to indus-

trial enterprise.

To all of us who have given the situa-

tion any serious thought, two facts must
stand forth conspicuously. From the

standpoint of production there will be

gradually but surelv cut off from us an
export trade in war materials amounting
now to perhaps $800,000,000 a year.

Manufacturers cannot immediately adapt

themselves to new lines of production,

nor' can they immediately find new mar-
kets. With the coming of peace, there

will necessarily be a period of pause, of

readjustment, with delay of development
until the general business situation be-

comes clarified sufficiently to justify the

employment of capital in new ways.

There will be a widespread release of

men now eng^Aged in the manufacture of

munitions and military sunolies. prob-

ably numbering 100.000 to loO.OOO. These
large numbers will be steadily added to

bv the soldiers returning from the front,

for most of whom employment will have

to be found.

A Sound Fiscal Policy Desirable

It may well be borne in mind that no

solution will give satisfactory and per-

manent results that is not based on the

principle of sui)plving as far as possible

our own wants and producing in addi-

tion thereto something exchangeable at

a profit for such commodities as we do
not grow or cannot produce. Such a

policy will lift u< out of debt and set

our feel on the highway of prosperity.

In the troublous times still ahead of
us this country will need all the help
she can secure from men of enterprise,
from men of business capacity, who,
when opportunities -present themselves,
can quickly secure and employ the re-

quisite capital to bring profitable indus-
try into operation. Canada can best ob-
tain that form of help by shaping her
fiscal policy so as to create opportunities
for home and foreign business, for, given
opportunities, capital and enterprise will

do the rest.

The wisdom of a sound fiscal policy
could find no better proof than in the

magnificent service rendered by our
manufacturers since the outbreak of the
war. During thirty-five years of mod-
erate protection, Canada was able to

build up for herself a large and varied

industrial equipment of first-class effi-

ciency. The speedy adaptation of that
equipment, supplemented by very large
investment in new plant, probably ex-

ceedin.g $2.5,000,000, for the production
of munitions and war supplies, not onl.v

enabled Canada to render assistance of

immeasureable value to the Allied cause,

but it also enabled her to keep her work-
men fully employed at high wages at a

time when, but for her possession of that

equipment, and but for the enterprise of

her manufacturers, Canadian artisans

would have had to seek employment be-

yond her borders.

Our national policy of tariff protec-

tion never needed any justification for

the results always spoke for themselves,

and if it did, then surely the wonderful
achievements of the past two and a half

years have furnished that justification in

abundant measure, and discredited the

free trade propagandists who have con-

sistently sought to belittle the import-

ance of our manufacturing industries.

These industries have done yeoman sei--

vice in the cause of freedom, not the

least important features of which have

been the contributions they have enabled

Canada to make to the army in fighting

men, ^nd to the treasury in money.
Again, these industries of ours will

continue to give a good account of them-

selves under a policy of moderate protec-

tion, for. notwithstanding new conditions,

opportunities will arise of which discern-

ing manufacturers will be quick to take

advantage.
Shipbuilding

The address next referred to the pos-

sibilities of developing a great steel shii^-

building industry, reviewed the history

of the business in Canada, the natural

opportunities afforded, on the Great

Lakes, the St. Lawrence, and the sea-

board, spoke of the experience of the

United States, showed how large the

amount of capital renuired would be. and

what industrial advantages would fol--

low, and conclude<l:

"A bounty that would provide suffici-

ent encouragement would nuickly stimu-

late the growth of shipbuilding, suoplv

the incentive for the estiblishment of

plate mills, and would lead to the spe^

cialization of our engineering trades.

This would be followed by a two-fold ad-

vantage— first, in that it would shorten

the time and cheapen the cost of con-
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structing vessels and so make it possible

for the industry ultimately to get along

without a bounty, and second, in that it

would open up a wide field for the profit-

able employment of our returning sol-

diers, and particularly of thousands of

munitions workers, whose present out-

look is clouded with uncertainty. Above
and beyond all these reasons, however,

the building up of a Canadian mercan-
tile marine will insure that the agricul-

tural products of this wide Dominion, as

well as its export of manufactured goods,

will be carried not only over Canadian
railways, and internal w'aterways, b>it

their ti-ansport beyond the seas will be in

Canadian bottoms, and the profits re-

sulting therefrom w'ould accrue to the

advantage of the Dominion and add to

our wealth instead of enriching foreign

shipowners, as at present.

Technical Education

On the subject of technical education,

the address said: "Canadian workmen as

a tlass are possessed of great adapta-

bility and a high order of natural intel-

ligence, and quickly become expert ma-
chine operators, but the Canadian arti-

san outside of the engineering class usu-

ally labors under the disadvantage of not

having served an apprenticeship, and of

having no opportunity to become fami-

liar with the mathematics and the scien-

tific principles upon which his work is

based. In a young country like Canada,
whose industries are in the making, there

is a constant demand for men who know
how things should be done, who under-

stand why they should be done in a par-

ticular way, in the only way, and who
can instruct others, and who, when things

go wrong, can put them right—in brief,

trained men who can be entrusted with

responsibility. Neither our present fac-

tory system nor our educational system
makes provisions for the training of such

men. In consequence of which our in-

dustries and our workmen both fail to

make the progress they should, or reap

the rewards which their industry entitle

them to."

In conclusion. Col. Cantley said: "To
those members of the Association pi-es-

ent or absent, whose sons have passed
over to that great company of immortals,
who think of lonely graves somewhere in

France, I respectfully tender my admir-
ation of the nobility of your silent suf-

fering, and my sympathy in your sacri-

fice.

"Remembering what our brothers and
sons have done and are doing, the valor

and the sacrifice of Britain, the gallan-

try and endui'ance of .France, the agony
and crucifixion of Belgium. and the

dreadful sufferings and losses of Serbia

and the other Allies — recalling these

things, it is our duty as Canadian manu-
facturers, as citizens living in this coun-
try—in prosperity, in comfort, no enemv
yet on our coast daring to make us afraid

—recalling these it seems to me that we
should work as never before—for pro-

duction is essential. We must pay as

never before. We should do it honestlv.

we should do it cheerfully. We should
support and encourage the Government
of the country, whatever be its political

complexion, so long and so far as the

members of the Government are actively

and energetically engaged in prosecuting

the war. Let us remember that they are

human, not infallible, and generally quite

as patriotic as ourselves. If we are to

help as we should, and can, we must be

open-handed, in some sense sentimental,

and abundantly sympathetic.

"We meet under the shadow of a great

war—a war beyond all historic prece-

dent—a war for the preservation of hu-

man liberty, in which not only the Moth-

erland, the sister Dominions, and our

own country, but other Allied nations,

are vitally engaged. In the titanic and
deadly struggle in which your sons and

mine, and those of many of our fellow-

citizens throughout the Dominion, have

been for many weary months engaged,

thousands have daily gone down to the

Gates of Death, and many have already

passed its portals, having won glorious

immortality, sacrificing their young lives

for their country and world liberty..

"It seems to me that it befits us now
for a moment to turn our thoughts to

them, to recall their courage, their en-

durance, their valor, their gallantry —
those who have given all, those yet alive,

but who are daily risking their all—let

us thank them, let us honor them—these

gallant knights who have done so much
to advance the glory, the honor of Can-

ada, and the stability of constitutional

government and freedom not only in this

Dominion, not only in the Empire, but in

Europe and the w-orlrf."

SYNOPSIS OF PROCEEDINGS

THE forty-sixth annual general meeting

of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-

ation opened in Winnipeg on Tuesday,

June 12. The various sessions were held

in the Convention Hall of the Fort Garry

Hotel and were attended by a large num-
ber of manufacturers from all parts of

the country. On Tuesday evening a re-

ception and smoker was tendered the

visiting delegates by the Winnipeg mem-
bers of the Association, brief addresses

of welcome being delivered by Mayor R.

D. Waugh, of Winnipeg, Hon. T. C.

Norris, Premier of Manitoba, and W. R.

Ingram, Chairman of the Prairie Prov-

inces Branch of the Association. Fit-

ting replies were made by Col. Thomas
Cantley, president of the Association,

S. R. Parsons, of Toronto, first vice-

president, and W. J. Buman, second vice-

president.

At the first business session on Tues-

day morning, reports of the secretary

and treasurer were read, and the presi-

dential address delivered by Col. Cantley.

The afternoon session was occupied by

the reports of the executive and insur-

ance committees. On Wednesday morn-

ing the legislation and tariff committees

submitted their reports, and in the after-

noon the transportation committee re-

port was read. On Thursday morning
amendments to by-laws were taken up,

followed by the election of officers and

committees. The feature of the meet-

ing was the presidential address by Col.

Thomas Cantley, a synopsis of which will

be found in another section of this issue.

Summaries of reports of the various

committees are as follows:

S. R. Parsons presented the report of

the Executive Committee in which it was
pointed out that the Association's rev-

enue for 1917, $66,623.30, was the larg-

est it ever enjoyed. By the Trade Index

a profit of $2,242.40 was yielded, and
the earnings from Industrial Canada
showed an increase of $613.33. the sum
of $376..54 being received in the way of

interest on investments. However, there

was a deficit on the year's operations of

$.5,535.15, whereas there was a surplus

last year of $4,922.59. To offset present

conditions the committee is calling for

a general increase in the schedule of

membership fees.

High Insurance Rate

The efforts of the Insurance Com-
mittee, according to the report present-

ed by W. H. Shapley, chairman, have
been mainly directed during the year to-

wards protecting the manufacture in his

right of free access to the market for

unlicensed insurance.

Following a comprehensive resume of

the insurance activities of the year, the

committee reported, in reference to the

tax on unlicensed insurance, as follows:

"The situation meanwhile is that such a

tax is operative in Western Canada, but

not in Eastern Canada. Our efforts this

year have been exercised in trying to

protect our eastern members against

something which our western members
are already suffering from. To be con-

sistent, we ought to work with equal zeal

for the elimination of the tax in the

West, for there can be no question but

what it is responsible for unnecessarily

high rates of insurance in this territory,

to say nothing of the fact that the exis-

tence of such a law in any Province is

always more or less of an invitation to

other Provinces to follow suit."

In the report of the Legislation Com-
mittee as presented by Geo. C. Coppley,

chairman, mention was made of the fact

that the past year has offered abundant
opportunities for work. An outline was
given in detail of the legislation passed

affecting the association. Included in

the list are the Extra-Provincial Corpor-

ation Licensing Acts, the Alberta Cor-

porations Taxations Act, the Comm'ssion
of Inland Trade and the Business Profits

War Tax Act. The taxation of the pro-

fits of munition manufacturers was dealt

with fully, and due attention is paid, too,

to Workmen's Compensation, the Alberta

Factories Act, the Minimum Wage Bill

and the Bulk Sales Act.

Railway Equipment

The necessity for additional railway

equipment was brought strongly before

the asociation in the report of the Trans-

portation Committee. Attention was

called to the recommendation of A. H.

Smith, president of the New York Cen-
;

tral Railroad, in the minority report of i

the Railway Commission, that the Gov- I

ernment should undertake at once to pro-

vide for an ample supply of freight cars

and locomotives against immediate and
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imperative needs. The committee urged

that the convention should make some

representations to that effect to the Gov-

ernment.
The valuable work done by the com-

mittee in connection with freight rates

and other railway matters of prime im-

portance to manufacturers was set out

at length in the report. Commenting on

the findings of the Royal Commission ap-

pointed to inquire in railways and trans-

portation in Canada, the committee em-

phasized the necessary duplication of

railway lines and facilities throughout

the country and contended that legisla-

tion was absolutely necessary to guard

against such evils in the future and to

protect investment already made.
The Association closed its convention

on Thursday with a discussion of between

four and five hours' duration on the Can-

adian railway situation, and eventually

passed a resolution calling upon the Gov-

ernment to take immediate steps toward

overcoming the desperate need for equip-

ment by providing an ample supply of

cars and locomotives and turning them
over to the companies under lease or con-

tract of purchase. The motion also em-
bodied a resolution that a board of trus-

tees be appointed to receive all monies of

these companies unable to meet their

obligations, and to determine and super-

vise expenditures of railway companies
to whom advances have to be made.
The discussion revealed a desire on the

fiart of a number of the members for na-

tionalization of the railways, and an
amendment was introduced asking that

the Government put administration of all

the railways of Canada under one body
with a view to co-ordinating the entire

service. This amendment had a great

body of support at one time, but on the

representation that what was immediate-
ly wanted was an increase in railway

equipment, and that the greater scheme
could be deferred, the motion of the reso-

lution of the committee was carried.

A number of other motions were
carried at the forenoon session, among
them being one giving hearty endorsation

of the Government's proposals for con-

scription. The patronage sy.stem was de-

nounced as being a controlling factor in

both Federal - ' Provincial Governments
in determining who should en.joy Gov-
ernment business, and a strong resolu-

tion calling for the abolition of this prin-

ciple was passed unanimously.

Another resolution was passed calling

for the establishment by the Govern-

ment of laboratories for the solution of

industrial problems, and another author-

izing a delegation to approach the Pro-

vincial Government with the view of

taking steps to prevent fires, which, it is

estimated. ca,used losses annually of ap-

proximately $20,000,000.

New Officers

S. R. Parsons, of Toronto, was elected

president for the ensuing year; W. J.

Bulman, Winnipeg, and T. R. Howard,
Montreal, vice-presidents, and J. F. Ellis,

Toronto, treasurer, in succession to Mr.

Booth, who retired after over 20 years'

service in that capacity, and who, it was

agreed, will be given some tangible in-

dication from the association of its ap-

preciation of his long and gratituous

service.

The election of members to the Execu-

tive Council and various committees was

as follows;

—

Executive Council, Appointive

Executive Council, appointive:—W. K.

McNaught, Toronto; C. B. Gordon, Mon-

treal; P. W. Ellis, Toronto; C. A. Birge,

Hamilton; W. K. George, Toronto; C. C.

Ballantyne, Montreal; H. Cockshutt,

Brantford; R. Hobson, Hamilton; R. S.

Gourlay, Toronto.

Executive Council, Elective

Maritime Provinces—Geo. Henderson,

Montreal; C. A. Lusby, Amherst; Bruce

Stewart, Charlottetown; S. E. Elkin, St.

John, N.B.; Angus McLean, Bathurst

village.

Montreal—G. F. Benson, Montreal; J.

R. Colby, Montreal; W. A. Desbarats,

Montreal; S. W. Ewing, St. John's; D. J

Fraser, St. John's; Chas. E. Frosset; Cavl

Riordan, S. J. B. Rollard, G. W. Sadler,

Geo. A. Salter, F. W. Stewart, Ferd. Van

Bruysell, Montreal.

Qiaebec City—Jos. Picard, J. H. Gig-

nic, Quebec, Que.

Quebec Province—C. R. Whitehead,

Three Rivers; F. J. Campbell, Windsor

Mills; J. E. Alain, Victoriaville.

Sherbrooke—E. W. Oilman, ilontreal.

'

Toronto—Geo, Brigden, G. Frank Beer,

W. C. Coulter, R. D. Fairbaivn, Thos.

Findlev, E. J. Freyseng, S. Harris, R. L.

Mclntyre, J. S. McKinnon, T. F. Money-

penny, J. P. Murray, W. C. Phillips, Thos.

Roden, W. B. Tindall, J. Westren, To-

ronto.

Hamilton—H. H. Champ, H. J. Wad-

die, H. H. Biggert, A. F. Hatch, Geo. C.

Coppley, Hamilton.

Ontario — Henry Bertram, Dundas;

Don. M. Campbell, Preston; Geo. H.

Douglas, Hamilton; Geo. E. Forbes, Hes-

peler; W. G. Gartshore, London; R. 0.

McCuUoch, Gait; R. S. McLaughlin, Osh-

awa; W. R. Breyfogle, Peterboro; T. F.

Matthews, Peterboro; John Ransford,

Clinton; Alex. Saunders, Goderich; T. J.

Storey, Brockville; J. M. Taylor, Guelph;

H. L Thomas, Ottawa; H. W. Fleury.

Aurora; C. H. Waterous, Brantford; C.

C. L. Wilson, Ingersoll.

Prairie Provinces—W. S. Fallis, W. A.

Matheson, T. R. Deacon, W. R. Ingram.

M. F. Christie, F. W. Drewry, Jas. Car-

TUthers, H. R. Fade. Winnipeg.

British Columbia — Alex. MacLaren,

Barnet; A. C. Flumerfelt, Vancouver.

Members of Other Committees

Tariff Committee—E. J. Davis (Chair-

man), Newmarket; Geo. H. Douglas,

Hamilton; Geo. W. Watts, Toronto; H.

H. Champ, Hamilton; C. F. Wheaton, W.

C. Phillips, C. V. Harding, L. L. McMur-

ray, Toronto; S. J. Williams, Kitchener;

Geo. Henderson, Monlreal; C. H. Carl-

isle, Toronto; W. M. Gartshore, London.

Transportation Committee—»I. A. Rior-

dan (Chairman), Toronto; J. E. Fergu-

son, Woodstock; W. R. Dunn, A. F.

Hatch, Hamilton; C. E. McGhio, St. Ca-

tharines; W. R. Ingram, Winnipeg; A.

W. White, London; W. R. Breyfogle, Pe-

terboro; D. A. Campbell, West Toronto;

C. L. Wisner, R. P. D. Graham, E. C. S.

H. Champman, F. C. Gibson, Toronto;

A. H. Brittain, Ross McMaster, Mon-
treal; M. F. Christie, Winnipeg; Henry
Bertram, Dundas; A. D. Huff, B. W.
Coghlin, Montreal; L. L. Anthes, Tor-

onto.

Legislation Committee—Lloyd Harris

(Chairman), Toronto; Geo. C. Copley,

Hamilton; S. Harris, Toronto; H. J. Wad-
die, Hamilton; G. Y. Chown, Kingston;

Atwell Fleming, C. B. Lowndes, J. O.

Thorn, Arthur Hewitt, F. M. Kimbark.

Toronto; A. W. White, London; Aemilius

Jarvis, Kingston; Howard Smith, M.

Hirsch, Montreal; Wm. Georgeson, Cal-

gary; T. A. Potter, Saskatoon; Geo. D.

McKinnon, Sherbrooke; H. I. Thomas,
Ottawa.

Insurance Committee—W. H. Shapley

(Chairman), Toronto; C. C. L. Wilson,

Ingersoll; J. W. Millard, Hamilton; Thos.

Roden, Toronto; A. H. Ivey, Toronto; H.

W. Floury, Aurora; Kerr, Hamilton; J.

F. M. Stewart, Toronto; A. C. Ransom,
Toronto; J. P. Murray, Toronto; F. J.

Sleght, West Toronto; G. F. Benson,

Montreal; Chas. E. Frost, Montreal; Jno.

Bain, Woodstock.
Membership Committee—W. C. Laid-

law (Chairman), Toronto; J. Allan Ross,

Toronto; K. Bethune, Hamilton; J. A.

Scythes, Toronto; H. J. Hall, Toronto;

L.L. Anthes, Toronto; W. C. Coulter,

Toronto; E. G. Staunton, Toronto; Geo.

Simpson, Hamilton; S. H. Chapman, To-

ronto; H. P. Hubbard, Hamilton; J. .\.

McMahon, Hamilton; A. C. Neate, To-

ronto; T. Boyd, Winnipeg; H. R. Bade,

Winnipeg; W. H. Marsh, Hamilton; Geo.

A. Slater, Montreal.

Exhibition Representatives

Representatives to Canadian National

Exhibition—R. S. McLaughlin, Oshawa;
H. J. Waddie, Hamilton; J. R. Shaw,

Woodstock.
To Central Canada Exhibition Associ-

ation—Geo. H. Miller, Ottawa; Col. J. W.
Wood, Ottawa.
To Western Fair Association—Arthur

W. White, London; W. N. Manning, Lon-

don.

To Edmonton Exhibition Association

—

Geo. C. Robson, Edmonton.
Auditors—Wilton C. Eddis & Sons,

Toronto.
©

Customer—"Send up twenty-five cents'

worth of boiled ham."
Butcher—"All right, sir. Anything

else l"
Customer—"Yes. If my wife isn't at

home, tell the boy to put it through the

keyhole!"—Life.

"Now, boys," said the teacher, "there

were two rich men; one of them had

made his fortune by honesty and indus-

try, while the other had made his bv

fraud and roguery. Which of these two

men would you prefer to be?"
There was a moment's hesitation, then

young Solomon Isaac's hand went up as

he quietly enquired, "Vich made the

most?"
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CONTEMPORARY WAR ARTICLES
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to and Arising from the Prosecution of this Many-Sided European War

METRIC SYSTEM, ITS MEANING
FOR THE MACHINE SHOP

WHEN the metric system was in-

troduced, manufacture was in

its infancy, and the methods of

the present had not even come to birth.

Only a few people followed "handi-
crafts." Unification would have been an
easy matter then. Later, when Whit-
worth attempted it in screw threads alone

he was confronted with a herculean la-

bor. To-day, the attempt to impose a

new system of measurement for the vast
total of engineering products in the tens

of thousands of shops in England and
America would result in financial disas-

ter, and handicap their efforts for a

generation to come. Theorists dream of

an easy transition, a smooth changing-
over from one system to the other, a sub-
stitution of dimensions in a price list or

catalogue, an obliteration and a begin-
ning anew. The best answer to such a

view is to show broadly how much is in-

volved in the present methods of manu-
facture.

Effect on Drawings

To those who imagine that a change
over to the metric system would involve

no more than is entailed in the prepara-
tion of drawings and designs to the new
dimensions, and manufacturing from
those drawings, the following facts may
be suggested. It may be granted that in

so far as the drawings themselves alone

are concerned the expense might be neg-
ligible, if only all firms were beginning
business with a clean slate, but they in-

herit a legacy and an incubus from the

past. During many years of work many
thousands of costly drawings represent-

ing standard products have accumulated.
Made from these are thousands of tools,

appliances, patterns, forging-dies, and
some specialized machines, all based on
the British units of measurement. The
drawings are now made with immensely
more elaboration than of old, and their

numbers are multiplied exceedingly. For-
merly only the principal dimensions were
inserted, small radii and unimportant
sizes being neglected. Again, large-scal-

ed and full-sized drawings were avoided
as much as possible, and before the days
of cheap prints one dirty and tattered

drawing would frequently .go the round
of several machines. Now the detail di-

mensions are greatly multiplied. Noth-
ing is too minute to be figured up. draw-
ings of detailed parts are made and
printed lavishly, those to full size, or to

half or quarter scales, being preferred
when size limits permit, but the Inbor of

re-dimensioning is correspondingly in-

creased. To reconstruct, re-dimension,
and replace the major portion of these

would entail an increase in staff and an
expense that only the wealthiest firms

could contemplate. It would hinder the
undertaking of new orders, and cause

confusion worse confounded than any
handicap which might possibly arise from
the retention of the present system. Yet
this would be but the beginning of the
trouble. In the machine shop it would
become a real catastrophe.

Gear Cutters

The single-edged cutting tools used in

lathes, planing and shaping machines
and slotters would offer no difficulty,

since their dimensions and outlines are
not related to any basis of measurement,
but nearly all tools outside these groups
are so related, and would be affected by
the change. As regards form gear cut-
ters, a set of eight is provided for each
separate involute diametrical pitch, the
eight ranging from 12 to 14 teeth to a
rack, and these must be multiplied by
the smallest number of pitches which
may be stocked, say, perhaps, 20, rang-
ing from 1 to 20 d.p. When for the sake
of quiet running very strict approxima-
tion to accuracy is required, these sets

must be supplemented by other cutters
made exactly to the tooth shapes requir-
ed. Also, where rapid production is stu-

died, the work of the standard cutters
which finish is preceded by those of an-
other series which stock-out or gash the
tooth spaces with stepped teeth that
breaking up the chips, cut faster than
the others.

When there is a demand for gears of
circular pitch, an entirely distinct set of
cutters is necessary, 24 in number, since
the sectional shapes are those of double
curves. For bevel gears other sets of
cutters are required, thinner than those
used for the spurs, to permit the cut-
ters to pass between the small ends of
the teeth. Again, as the gear cutting
machines are built in different dimen-
sions and capacities, the arbors of the
heavier machines are of larger diame-
ters than those of the smaller ones. Con-
sequently the holes in a set of cutteis
made for one machine will not fit the
arbors of machines of other capacities.

Further, while large stocks of cutters

of carbon steel have been accumulated,
there are in addition ever growing stocks
of those of high speed steel.

In the generating methods employed
for spur gears and worm wheels, and for

some worms, large numbers of hobs are
used. For spurs there must be as many
hobs as there are pitches, and these tools

are very costly. The worm wheels vary
not only in reference to pitch, but verv
much more so in the worm diameters,
in lead, and in numbers of threads,
from single to quadrunle; and for every
variation in each kind a distinct hob is

required, so that the stock of a firm
doing a lare'e business may number some
hundreds of expensive hobs. Hobs are
also nnde tanei-ed to be fed longitudin-

ally. Another group of cutters is re-

quired for double helical gears of spur
and bevel types, operating endwise or
normally to the surface on which the
teeth are produced.
The milling cutters and many of the

gang mills are only a variety of the
gear-cutting class—that is, they operate
in precisely the same fashion, and they
are form tools, although their functions
are not the same. The stocks of these
cutters are not inferior in numbers to
the gear cutters. In many shops they
would comprise a larger group, but only
a moderate proportion are dimensioning
tools, and these chiefly occur in the gang
mills. The grooves and dove-tailed
grooves in machine tools are milled with
solid cutters, the dimensions of which are
fixed. The cutters for sprocket wheels
also are of fixed dimensions, and so are
key-way cutters and those for slitting

screw-heads. Where cutters are put on
arbors, the bores would be affected by a
change in dimensions, and those with
solid shanks have standard tapers and
diameters.

Drills and Reamers
In their close approximation to accu-

racy of dimensions, drills, reamers, and
boring tools rank as high as any other
tools. As in the gear cutters, the ques-
tion of changing them over to metric
measures can only be answered in the
negative. They must be exactly to size.

Consider for a moment how enormous
is the stock of drills and allied tools

which a machine shop has to carry, rang-
ing, say, from % in. up to 6 in., advanc-
ing by sixteenths, and frequently by thir-

ty-seconds in the smaller sizes. Many
are required in more than one type. Of
twist drills, which predominate, some
must have straight parallel shanks, oth-

ers shanks tapered to Morse or other
standards. Some have flutes of constant
angle, others with increasing twist. Many
are of high-speed steel. Another large
group of drills lies outside these forms.
Instead of the regulation two flutes, some
have three of four grooves. For brass-
work, straight-way drills are used ra-
ther than the twist form. There are
many twist drills in use made as were
the original ones by twisting a flat bar
of steel. A large number of the old flat-

lipped drills are still employed, in pre-
ference to the twist forms. D-bits are a
large group. Tap drills are a large class,

each being made for one si?e of hole to

be tapped, and these are multiplied in

sets for Whitworth, gas, and other stand-
ard threads. Finally, the lengths of

drills of the same diameters vary from
normal lengths, being shorter or longer
for special duties.

For a large proportion of the drills,

the requirements of hi<rh-class and inter-

changeable work can be met only when
there is a corresponding reamer to finish

the hole to precise size. The;e tools also
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have parallel and tapered shanks. Many
have parallel flutes, others spiral ones,

with plain and rose ends. Again there is

a large group of chucking; reamers used

in chucking machines, turret lathes, and
automatics, having straight and spiral

flutes. There are also floating and ex-

panding reamers, both tapered and of

shank and shell types.

Screwing Tackle

Taps, dies, and allied tools, whether
used by hand or operated in machines,

present another tremendous problem
which manufacturers would have to solve

in the event of a change in measurement.
If it only involved the sets of hand-taps

and dies, as in the old days, the task

would be a colossal one. Yet that is a

very small affair by comparison with the

field now occupied by machine-cut screw

threads, which embraces the solid dies

and taps which are used in turret lathes

and screw machines, and in the screw-

ing machines for bolts, nuts, pipes, etc.;

tools that are gripped in holders, the ro-

tation of which is reversed after the

thread has been cut; together with the

opening dies and the collapsing taps

which are used in ever-growing numbers
in the same classes of machines, in which

the holders do not reverse, but where the

chasers are caused to fly open in the

dies and collapse in the taps, when the

end of the thread is reached. There are

several designs of these, and a large

range in sizes, and in systems of threads.

The thread-milling cutters are another

growing group.

Measuring Instruments

Appliances such as instruments of mea-
surement and jigs and fixtures present

as formidable a barrier as the tools do to

the change contemplated. Instruments
of measurement include all the forms of

divided callipers, fitted with the vernier

or with the micrometer screw, each one

suited only for the system for which it

is graduated. The principle of division

and the graduations are applied also to

measuring tools other than the callipers,

as in depth and rod gauges and fn the

costly standard measuring machines for

shop testing of tools.

There are also the fixed gauges, which
total to an appalling aggregate in pres-

ent-day practice. Their numbers are al-

ways increasing, and none of them would
be of any value as they stand, without
correction or renewal, for any system of

measurement but the one they are made
for. The reference or standard tool room
gauges come under the same category,

as, too, do all indicating tools that have
graduations, and all the rules and the

scales used in offices and shops.

In any machine shop of average size

where interchangeable manufacture is

carried through, the jigs and fixtures ag-
gregate many thousands. A change over
in measurement would condemn a large

proportion of them to scrap, and if the

miin portion might be saved, many fit-

tinTs would have to go. .'Ml bushings for

drill? nnd reamers would be incorrect, as
would also be many of the minute ad-

justments by which tooled parts are set,

.Tnil the reidiustments which woiild hnve
to be effected would often entail nearly

as great expenses as the making of a
new jig or a new fixture.

Machine Tools

To assume that the machine tools —
the plant of a shop—would not be touch-

ed by a change in measurement would in-

dicate superficial knowledge. Main
framings, shafts, spindles, broad out-

lines, and arrangements, and many de-

tails would not be affected. But much
more than these goes to the making of

many machine tools. The lead screws of

lathes would have to be changed, as

would their clasp nuts, and the chasers

or master screws of turret chasing

lathes, and of the vast numbers of Fox
lathes used by brass finishers, with their

die nuts. There are also the feed screws
and their nuts, and micrometer dials

which now indicate advances in thous-

andths of an inch. Many machine tools

have steel rules on faces and edges to

facilitate settings of work. Costly boxes
of gears provide ranges of feeds. Col-

let jaws grip definite sizes of rolled bars.

Spindles of lathes, of boring, drilling,

and milling machines, are bored and
ground to receive the Morse or other

standard tapers, based on the inch. Enor-
mous numbers of turret lathe tools, many
being very expensive, used on turret,

cross-slide, and chasing saddle, are stan-

dardized on the basis of the inch. These
would have to be re-made or discarded

before a change could be completed.

Grinding wheels would be a source of

trouble, since their holes would not fit

metric spindles and arbors. The large

stock of arbors or mandrels used for

grinding wheels, milling and gear-cut-

ting machines would be incorrect, and
all the solid mandrels that are stocked

for chucking through bores.

Gears

Another complicated problem is pre-

sented by gears, since they are used on

machine tools and on an infinity of mo-
tors and machines, in which the past, as

well as the present, is involved. The old

cutters must needs be retained, else worn
and broken wheels could not be replaced.

The cutting of gears in the present and
future to module proportions would
cause trouble because diameters and
shaft centres would be affected—unless,

indeed, approximations should be toler-

ated, in which case the ideal would be

sacrificed. All wheels would come under
the influence of these drastic changes

—

spur, helical, spiral, bevel, worm, '.nd the

circular and involute pitch systems.

Ke-dimensioning

It has been suggested with more in-

genuity than knowledge that the con-

templated change might be made by re-

taining the present tools, gauges, draw-
ings, etc., and re-dimensioning them in

terms of the millimetre. Surely those

who think thus cannot be qualified to

off'er an opinion on the subject that would
commend itself to shop managers. Tens
of thousands of tools and appliances

would have to be re-measured and re-

stamped in a machine shop of only aver-

age size; many hundreds of thousands of

new dimensions would have to be in-,

serted on drawings. Often it would be

cheaper to scrap tools and drawings than
to take such a task in hand.

Supposing, however, this hei-eulean la-

bor to have been accomplished, the new
system would still be but a bastard one,

because the inch and metric measures are

not interchangeable. A metre measures
39..37 in., and the inch ecjuals 25.4 mm.,
and they are not translatable, apart

from the use of tantalizing decimals. If

this irreconcilable bastard system should

be followed, or a true metric measure-
ment adopted, two standards would have
to be maintained for a generation or
more. This would entail, in addition to

the appalling expense of renewals, the

doubling of storage spaces and of book-
keeping, an increase in the staff and in

the number of hands, and an enlarge-

ment of machine tool areas.

—

Times En-
gineering S>ipple)nent.

®
DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION

ANNUAL MEETING
"WE are booked up in steel products to

the end of the calendar year," President

Workman told the shareholders of the

Dominion Steel Corporation at the an-
nual meeting last week, "and in addition

to that our shell steel output for the

first six months of 1918 has been dis-

posed of." This was supplemented later

on by the president's statement that un-

filled orders at the present time wert
double those of a year ago and further

that the business was not subject to can-

cellation.

Mr. Workman reviewed in some detiiil

the improvement in the financial posi-

tion of the corporation effected in the

past year by the retirement of notes, etc.,

and the elimination from the balance

sheet of the item of $2,000,000 "dis-

counts and premiums on securities"

which involved a recurring annual charge
of about $225,000. For the current fis-

cal year he estimated that the annual in-

terest charges would be about $500,000

less than two years ago—this in addi-

tion to interest on bank loans which have
been eliminated.

Plant Improvement

As to physical improvements at the

plants the remodeling of the blast fur-

nace department was making progress

and two batteries of new by-product

coke ovens were being installed which
would result in lower coke costs, while-

permitting of the utilization of the com-
pany's total blast furnace capacity which

is now greater than can be taken care

of owing to the limited coke production.

Difficulties in the coal department due
to scarcity of labor and ships were dealt

with in some detail, but the president in-

dicated that the outlook for the current

year was fairly satisfactory. In a gen-

oral review of the present position and
the after-the-war outlook, Mr. Workman
had this to say:

—

"While the statement? now before us

indicate a greatlv improved condition a<=

comprxred with the previou-s history of

the corporation, it must not be forgot-

ten that lean years have been the rule

rather than the exception, and it must
therefore, be my policy to exercise con-
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servation in all our undertakinffs. I feel

particularly committed to this course,

having in view the keen competition that

will undoubtedly arise after the war.

"Many corporations engaged in the

steel industry across the border, have
been able, partly through exemption un-

til a comparatively recent date from
taxation, and partly by reason of othtr

advantages resulting from the attitude of

neutrality long maintained by their Gov-
ernment, to accumulate large surpluses,

and to practically amortize their planls.

We, in Canada, have borne responsibili-

ties of this nature for a much greater

period, and it must not be lost sight of,

that however gladly and willingly we
have shouldered the burdens which have
fallen upon us as our share in the prose-

cution of the war, none the less does this

condition demand careful study and the

exercise of rigid economy, in order that

we may not be placed in a position of

disadvantage os regards our competitors.

When Peace Comes

"Our chief problem, therefore, lies in

the meeting of the conditions which may
ari^e after peace terms have been signed,

and I consider it good business to fortify

ourselves in every possible way, so tha:

when the time comes, we will be in such

a position that the problem of meeting
competition will not be insurmountable.
Following out this policy, as I have stat-

ed already, our annual interest charge;
have been greatly reduced, and I might
say that these charges for the current

fiscal year will be more than half a mil-

lion dollars under the figures of two
years ago—this in addition to interest

on bank loans, which have been elimin-

ated.

"Many expressions of opinion, have

been presented at one time and another

with regard to conditions which may
prevail after the war, and while it is

given to no man to definitely foretell the

course of events, I feel, as far as the

demand for materials such as we manu-
facture is concerned, that we may look

to the future with confidence. It is in-

evitable that replacements and renewals,

and replenishments of stocks throughout

this country and abroad, which have

been given second place during the ur-

gent call for war materials, must, when
conditions again become normal, culmin-

ate in a strong demand for products of

all kinds. We should, however, be pre-

pared for adjustments immediately fol-

lowing the declaration of peace, which
may possibly result in a period of les-

sened industrial activity more or less

extended. Nevertheless, the underlying

need will seek to assert itself at the first

favorable opportunity, and will sooner or

later force merchants and consumers in-

to the market.

"These problems, as I have said be-

fore, belong to the future. As for the

present, I am happy to report that we
are booked up in steel products to the

end of the calendar year, in addition to

which our shell steel output for the first

six months of 1918 has been disposed of."

After the presenting of the president's

address, H. Gordon Strathv asked if it

were not possible for the shareholders to

have more than one statement a year.
To this the president replied that he
could promise a statement of the output
of steel each month, but that it was
rather diflncult, owing to the fact that a
varying amount of business was done
during the different seasons of the year,
to issue satisfactory quarterly or half
yearly reports of earnings.
Asked if it would not be possible to

pay a quarterly dividend on the subsi-

diaries' preferred stocks, instead of half
yearly, the president replied that the
right to do that would have to come
from the shareholders. That and the
question of earning statements woulil
not be lost sight of, and he personally
would give them serious consideration.

Most of the Montreal directors were
present and among the out of town di-

rectors were Hector McGinnis, K.C., M.P.,
Halifax; Brig.-Gen. Sir Henry Pellatt,

Toronto; Lt.-Col. the Hon. F. Nicholls,
Toronto; W. D. Matthews, Toronto, and
Brig.-Gen. the Hon. James Mason. Other
shareholders present were: M. E. Wil-
liams, F. W. McAnulty, A. Michaud, S.

L. Herman, Geo. H. Bishop. W. R. MH-
ler, C. W. Lindsey, P. E. Brown, Thos.
Tate, F. J. Lewis, A. P. Frigon, R. B.

Verner, A. LaRose, J. B. Clearihue, J.

J. M. Pangman, L. Mclsaac Sprackman,
Dr. E. E. Simard, G. D. C. Dobbin, Dr.
E. M. Hill, J. Gow, J. N. Cote.—m—
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAIL-

WAYS STATEMENT
A SURLPUS of earnings over operating
expenses amounting to $1,137,71.3 on the
Intercolonial Railway System and a de-
ficit of $1,966,626 on the National Trans-
continental Railway during the past fis-

cal year, were reported by Hon. Frank
Cochrane in his annual statement to the
House of Commons on June 12, with re-

ference to the operations of the Govern-
ment railways. That system now com-
prises 4,063 miles of railway made up
of the Intei'colonial, 1,562 miles: Trans-
continental, 2,009 miles; Prince Edward
Island Railway, 275 miles; International
Railway, 112; St. John Valley, 10.5.

The earnings of the Intercolonial, Mr.
Cochrane said, were abnormally low
during the four winter months because
the road was engaged in hauling war
materials and had to embargo many lines

of freight which paid higher rates.

Moreover, on that line, the operating ex-
penses were augmented by increased
materials and supplies and increased

cost of coal, materials and supplies and
increased wages and also by the unfa-
vorable weather conditions and the con-

gestion of traffic at Montreal.
Earnings amounted during the year to

$16,802,290, and operating expenses to

$15,664,577, leaving a surplus of $1,137,-

713, as compared with $1,517,295 in 191.5-

16. The surplus, the Minister of Rail-

ways said, would be absorbed by the

equipment renewal account.

On the Transcontinental, earnings

amounted to $5,916,550, as compared
with $3,758,387 in 1915-16, and operatin^i-

expenses were $7,883,177, as compared
with $4,410,528. The deficit, Mr. Coch-

rane stated, was due to the comparative-

ly small ai.iount of traffic offering for
that i-ailway, to the fact that trains not
warranted by business had to be estab-
lished and to the necessity for maintain-
ing the road at the standard of other
transcontinental lines.

Operating Expenses
The operating- expenses of the entire

Government Railways System for the fis-

cal year ended March 31 last, were $24,-
645,433, as compared with $17,797,061 in
1915-16; the earnings were $23,465,565,
as against $18,373,143. The deficit for
the whole system in 1916-1917 was,
therefore, $1,179,867. The total number
of passengers carried on the system was
5,673,796, including 277,155 nien of the
military and naval forces, who traveled
in 443 special trains.

The total estimated cost of the work
on the Prince Edward Island car ferry
terminals and railways leading thereto.
is $2,910,000, of which $2,600,000 has been
expended.

Rails have been laid on the Hudson
Bay Railway to Mile 232. which is the
second crossing of the Nelson River. Of
the 92 miles remaining between the
bridge and Port Nelson, all is graded but
11 miles. The bridge across the Nelson
will be completed this summer and thr
rails will be laid into Nelson this year.
Work has been slowed up on the Nelson
harbor owing to war conditions. The es-
timated cost of railwav and harbor work
is $26,000,000. of which $18,175,000 has
been expended—$12,-565,000 on the rail-
way and $5,610,000 on harbor terminal
work.
The estimated expenditure on the Wel-

land Ship Canal is $.50,000,000, and of
this about $13,000,000 has been spent.
Work has been suspended on the canal
owing to war conditions, but it is in

such condition that no damage is antici-
pated during the period of suspended
operation.

The Trent Vallev Canal is practically
completed between Lake Simcoe and Lake
Ontario. The section to connect the
Severn River with Georgian Bay has not
yet been placed under contract.

gf

Train Braking on Quebec Bridge.

—

The long suspended span of the Quebec
bridge, 640 feet between pins, will be
subject to a sudden movement, over the
17 in. leeway provided, when brakes are
applied to a high speed train passing over
it. In order to restrain this influence a
traction brake is provided at the end of

the cantilever arms. This brake is made
up of a series of plates that slide between
each other and are kept in contact by a

set of car springs under a constant com-
pression. Every alternate plate is fixed

by a pin at one end to the horizontal

piece of chord at the end of the canti- j

lever arm and has a slotted hole at the i

other end to allow the necessary motion <

on the pin, which fixes the remaining '

sliding' plates to the suspended span, j

These remaining plates are slotted in a ,

similar maner. so as to allow the same
j

amount of motion on the pin connecting
;

the first-mentioned plates to the cattti-

lever arm.
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Metal Planers, and Methods of Production Employed
By Charles Meier **

IIi(jh-xiJ(<d sfrcl iiHil the ilcxirc to olifniii tlic hUjliest possible speeds in ImtJi liirections

hare reinlered rliaiif/es in pldiier design imperative. One of the ohjeetions to speeding up

has hecii the diljieiiltij enniii nl<nil at the reverse. This it'o-s at p'rxt parti ij overcome by

liyhteninij the driving pulleys, and /((f-s' now been .'satisfactorily met by the reversible motor

drive. To eliminate fatigue of the operator and save time, rapid power traverse is now gen-

I rally used. Thi--< it ijiiite a drparfii n from t hi s^tandanl ciiii.\tnirtiiiii ni ajinli tin heads

an hand optratid. Cii inparati vily liltli thought ho--< been i/iviii to Inniilliug plain r work.

THE problem of providing the in-

creased speeds and power to deve-
lop the possibilities of high-speed

steel and to meet the increasing neces-
sity for greater production has been a

comparatively simple one in such mach-
ines as lathes, drilling machines, boring
mills, milling machines in which the cut-

ting is continuous and the motion of the

tool is in one direction only. In this type

dited largely with the marked advance
in this part of the development. After
fairly high speeds in both directions were
obtained there came the demand for vari-

able cutting speeds. It soon became a

recognized fact that to operate a planer
having only one cutting speed was both
wasteful and detrimental to the best me-
thods of increased production.

This constant change of conditions and

Length

of stroke,

ft.

Time Uble
was runsiDC

mia.

Number of

cutting

Btrokes with

e.i. pulleys,

weight 50 lb.

Number of

- cutting

strokes with

atumiaum
pulleys

weight 20 lb.

Number of

strokes

gained

Theoretical

number of

strokes

Per cent

efliciency of

aluminum
pulleys

2 30 30fl 350 -44 415 84 3

i

'

'80 1«5 189 24 207 91 3

10 30 76 82 6 S3 98.7

TABLE 1TEST ON 30 x 30 x 14 FT. "CINCINNATI" PLANER TO
SHOW GAIN IN STROKES. AND EFFICIENCY OF ALUMINUM
DRIVING PULLEYS OVER CAST IRON DRIVING PULLEYS.

CUTTING SPEED 40 FT. RETURN SPEED 90 FT.

of machine it has meant merely adding
power and strengthening parts.

The speeding-up process introduces,
however, a vastly different problem in

such machines as slotters, shapers and
.planers, in which the cutting is not con-
tinuous and which have a return motion
of the tool. The principal limitations of
machines of this class, especially the
planer, are twofold, first, the inertia of
the moving mass at the moment or re-

verse; second, the speed at which the
tool enters the work. The problem of
overcoming these limitations has had the-

attention of quite a number of engineers,
and while considerable progress has been
made the complete solution does not seem
to have been reached.

Evolution of I'laning Machine

The evolution of the planing machine
has followed along the lines of increased
table speeds. The earlier demands were
all for a higher return speed, in the be-
lief that great savings could be effected
by reducing the idle time consumed in

the return of the table. It next followed
that further gains could be made by in-

creasing the cutting speed, owing to the
fact that this part of the cycle consumed
the greater part of the time involved. The
advent of high-speed steel can be cre-

•From paper road at A.S.M.E. Spring Mcet-
inK. May. 1917.

••Of Cincinnati I'laniT Co.

the desire to obtain the highest possible

speeds in both directions, led to serious

difficulties for which a change in de-

sign became imperative. One of the ob-

jections to the speeding-up of the planer

was the difficulty encountered at the re-

verse, namely, the inertia of the moving
parts. Several tests were conducted
which established the fact that the great-

drives were designed in which the pul-

leys were not reversed. Our experience

with these drives was that they deve-

loped the objectionable features inherent

to friction clutches, namely, the slipp^e
and wear which takes place before the

parts are properly engaged. The most
successful of these types was the pneu-

matic clutch. A few planers were built

which embodied heavy springs to over-

come the shock at reversing. We de-

signed one machine in which these

springs were added into the driving

gears, and in another machine the table

rack was made floating and held in place

by two heavy springs at either end.

These designs did not prove satisfactory,

owing to the variable pressures while

under heavy or light cutting. Also the

springs had very little effect at the mo-
ment of reverse.

Aluminum Alloy Driving Pulleys

It seemed that none of these arrange-

ments quite met all conditions, and to

overcome the difficulties in the standar.l

belt-shifting machines experiments were

conducted with lighter driving pulleys.

.\ step which marked quite an advance in

this direction was the use of an alumi-

num alloy for the pulleys instead of ca=,t

iron, so that a decided gain was made in

the number of cutting strokes owing to

the fact that less time was consumed in

the reverse. Table 1 gives results of a

test made on a 30 x 30 x 14-ft. planer

Amp.

box and
loone

pulley

Amp. plat«o

io directioa

of cut

Amp. platen

ia directioD

or return

Amp. reverse

(rom cut to

return

Amp. revene

from return to

cut
Length

ol

stroke.

It.

Remarja

with

C.l.

pulley

with

alumi.

num
pulley

with

c.i.

pulley

with

alumi.

num
pulley

with

c.i.

pulley

with

alumi-

oum
pulley

with

c.i.

pulley

with

alumi.

Dum
pulley

15 20 20 271 281 132) lOtl »U 75 M Lengthen-

ingthe

stroke from

8in.to20ft.

do« not al.

tertherveult

2 ampores

either way

14 22i 20 30 281 132) lOJ 031 76) 20

U 21i 21i 30 30 130 105 95 7«1 20

IS 2H 20 4 30 2»A 132) 105 >3) 76) This line u average

4 4 « 3 a S 8 8 « 3t 30.

«

m 22.4 Averacehp.

T.4BLE 2 TEST OF 76 x 62 x
WITH CAST IRON AND

32 FT. "CINCINNATI" PLANER
ALUMINUM PULLEYS.

er part of the trouble was caused by

heavy machine pulleys and their high

speeds. Various types of magnetic, pneu-

matic an<l mechanically operated clutch

and gives good idea of the gains effected

by the use of aluminum pulleys. These
pulleys were also found to effect quite a

saving in power. Table 2 shows a test
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made on a 76 x 62 x 32-ft. planer, in

which the saving in power was about 25
per cent.

Individual Electric Motor Drive

The subject of individual electric mo-
tor drive for planers has received consid-
erable attention in the past few years.
One type of drive which has been suc-

and easy control of the machins is re-

ceiving quite a lot of attention in al-

most every machine operation, and there
is no doubt but that great possibilities in

this direction exist in machine-tool con-

struction. Power operation of heavy ma-
chine parts seems to have found a per-

manent place in the construction of aO

Pneumatic Pneumatic Direct-connected

clutch run. clutch run- electric mote

Sincle Double ningat200 ning at 70 having cuttiu^.

belt belt r.p.m. on r.p.m. on speed range of more
drive drive cut and 600 cut and 200 than 2 to I and a

r.p.m. on r.p.m. on total speed range

return return of 4 to 1

DrivB.hp 2S

8

25

8

25
' 8

25

3

25

Stroke, tt.

Approximate cutting !oad. hp 2o 25 24 26 31

Peak load reverse to retura. hp.. . . S5 5 44 3 75 26 20

Peak load reverse to cut. hp 25 55 36 IS 20

Time return Btroke. aec- 7 2 7.2 7 6 6 i 5 6

Time cut stroke, aec. 20 20 19.5 16 13 4

Time of cycle, sec .

.

27.2 27.2 27 1 22.8 \i

Ft. per minute return stroke MS Wis 63 2 70 5 35 7

Ft. per minute cut stroke 24 24 24 6 30 358

Ratio out to return, one to 2.78 2 78 2.57 2.3S • 4

TABLE 3 -TEST MADE BY GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. ON 60 IN.
X 72 IN. PL.\NER.

cessfull developed in the variable-speed
drive. This consists of a 2 to 1 variable-
speed motor coupled direct to the top
driving shaft of the planer. The speed
of this motor is controlled by two separ-
ate sets of resistance which are automa-
tically operated by a master switch con-
nected to the shifting mechanism of the
planer. The cutting speed can be varied
from 25 to 60 ft. per min., while the
return speed may be varied if desired
without affecting the cut. The controller
handles are set to a predetermined speed
before starting. The planer is operated
in the usual manner from the tumbler,
and the master switch automatically va-
ries the speed of the motor at each re-
versal. This type of drive has the de-
sirable feature of eliminating the me-
chanically operated speed variators and
is quite simple in operation. It provides
a very flexible arrangement when vari-
able speeds are desired. This is especi-
ally true on the smaller sizes of planers.

Reversible Motor Drive

The motor is an adjustable-speed unit,
having a speed range of 1 to 4. so that
a large range of cutting speeds from 25
to 60 ft. per min. can be obtained. A
double set of resistance is provided mak-
ing it possible to vary either cutting or
return speed independently of the other.
This arrangement has also simplified the
problem of variable speeds in connection
with this drive. The operating mechan-
ism is handled in exactly the same man-
ner as is the standard belt-shifting-type
planer, so that no complications are en-
countered by the operator. Two predo-
minating features in this type of drive
are the total absence of belt slippage
under heavy cutting and the lower peak
loads at the moment of reverse. Table
3 shows the importance of these two
features over the belt drive. It can be
said that the reversible motor drive as
applied to-day furnishes all that can be
desired of an efficient planer drive.
The study of fatigue of the operator

classes of machinery. There is an in-

creasing demand for elimination of lost

time between cuts, and this feature has
also found its way into the design of
planers.

Rapid power traverse is now being
generally used in manipulating planer

throughout the day, and is a decided
help to the operator as it saves him from
undue exertion and fatigue.

Production

As a general rule comparatively little

thought is given to the subject of hand-
ling work on the planer. If the same
amount of time and study were devoted
to providing jigs and fixtures for the
planer that is given other machining
operations, the saving in time would be
astounding. In the majority of cases a
careful analysis will show that the ma-
chine itself is engaged during only a

small portion of the total time taken to

complete the operation. The balance of

this time is lost in setting the work, mea-
suring for roughing cuts, fitting for fin-

ishing cuts, and changing and grinding
tools.

In planers, as in any other machines,
we depend on the operator to a large ex-

tent for the best results. Invariably the
question of chucking work on a planer
is left to his discretion, and he proceeds
to the best of his ability with the equip-

ment allotted him, which usually consists

of an assortment of bolts, clamps and
blocks instead of jigs and fixtures.

I have found innumerable cases in

which the chucking time alone almost
trebled the cutting or machining time.

Adding to this the time lost in changing
tools and measuring work, we find as an
average that the total actual time re-

quired to complete a piece of work i.s

FIG. 1. EX.^MPLE OF TIME-SAVING JIG ON PLANER.

heads in all directions. This is quite a

departure from the standard construc-

tion in which the heads are operated en-

tirely by hand. E.xperience has demon-
strated that the new practice eliminate*

a considerable amount of wasted time

from 4 to 5 times the theoretical time
necessary to plane the piece, the theore-

tical time being based on the number of

square inches to be placed and the cut-

ting and return speed used.

It is not surprising to find that where
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time studies are conducted frequently u

saving from 50 to 200 per cent, in time is

effected,^ this through the elimination of

wasted chucking and measuring time.

In the greater number of cases a hold-

ing fixture with screw adjustments can
be devised so that it is only a matter of

dropping the piece into this fixture and
applying the clamps, which should be

part of the fi.xture. Hardened steel plugs

can also be incorporated into the jig to

indicate the various heights and an^es
of the piece without the use of scales or

referring to a drav^jing. These are a groat

help, especially in the roughing opera-
tion. Gang tools and double-end cutters

also assist greatly as they save consider-

able time in getting correct sizes with-

out measuring.

As an example of what this jigging up
has meant in one instance, Fig. 1 shows
a shortwall coal-cutting-machine main
frame being planed. For quite a while
these frames were planed in the old-fa-

shioned way by clamping and stopping
them on the planer table. The average
time required for planing with this me-
thod was 28 hours. Since the proper jigs

and fixtures have been provided, these
frames are now being planed complete in

4 hours. On this jig bosses are planed on
which hardened blocks are set for set-

ting the tools.

Another very good result obtained by
time studies is the planing of locomotive
cylinders complete in one setting. As a

general rule these cylinders are planed
one at a time and several settings are
required. Aiter a careful study, fixtures

were provided which were so arranged
that four surfaces could be planed at one
time, using four tools for the cutting in-

stead of only one. The saving in time on
a pair of these cylinders was about jOO

per cent.

The building of high-grade planers has
established i*self as an important factor

in the machine-too! building field. Many
users seldom realize that, unlike smaller
michine tools, the building of a planer
requires a more extensive equipment of

machinery, as well as a large number of

costly fixtures and measuring instru-

ments. The planer is necessarily a large
and expensive machine, and proportion-
ately larger returns are obtainable from
it than from smaller machines owing to

the higher expense or burden charged
against it. The planer, therefore, should
receive special attention from the time-
study department.

@
IRON AND STEEL IN CANADA. 1917

THE Mines Branch of the Department of
Mines has received from the producers
complete returns of the production of pig
iron in Can'uii. and with the exception
of three sm''ll pl'ints. comnlete return of

the production of steel in'.rots and cast-

ings during the first three months of

1917.

The total production of pi'r iron during
the three months was. 270,777 short tons,

or an average monthly production of 92.-

259 tons, as against an average monthly
production throughout 1916 of 97,438
tons.

Furnaces were in blast at Sydney, and

North Sydney, Nova Scotia; Hamilton,

Poi-t Colborne, and Sault Ste. Marie, On-
tario, and a small electric furnace was
operated at Orillia, producing pig iron

from scrap steel. The blast furnace at

Deseronto was idle throughout the per-

iod.

The total production of steel ingots

January
February
March
April ....

May
June ....

July
August
Septtmiber
October
November
December

and castings during the three months
was 403,880 short tons, or an average
monthly production of 134,627 tons, as

against an average monthly production

of 106,268 tons during 1916."

The monthly production, exports and
imports, 1916 and 1917, are shown in the

accompanying tables:

—

Total

Pig Iron in Canada
Production Exports Import;*

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons
1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917

562.0a7 89,187 1.635 106 4.456 5.473

or »3.801 1.393 732 4.101 3.502

monthly 103,789 2,725 1.394 5.602 7,442

average 80 6.963

of 30 6,489

33.083 221 3.190

92,012 394 3,773

87,864 3.902 3.961

102.744 1.534 5.001

113.608 4.344 5.933

104.436 4,055 3.310

106,496 2.991 6.351

1.169,257 23.304 58,130

Monthly average

January
February
March
April . . .

.

May
June . . .

.

July
August
September
October
November
December

1,942

Steel in Canada
Production of

Steo: inpots and
direct steel castint?s Imports*

589,553 130,944 4,212 13.322

or 120.568 7.288 15,213

monthly 162,368 5.206 32,590

average 10.877

of 8.642

98,259 11,868

100.817 10.742

107.273 13.412

113.411 10.433

123.469 12.958

124.431 12.723

116.265 10.309

1.275.219 118.070

106.268 9,839Monthly average

*The fipures piven hereunder represent the exports of steel inRots and billets from the United

States to Canada and are compiled from the monthly reports of "Foreifrn Commerce and Navigation

of the United States." Washington. D.C.

Iron and Steel in Canada, 1916

Iron Ore Shipments:
Hematite
Magnetite
Roasted siderite and hematite

Total shipments

Pip

So!d for export
Imports (Customs record)

Charged to blast furnpces- Canadian ore .

Charged to blast furnaces, imported ore

Charged to steel furnaces
Shipment from Wabana. Nfld
Iron- Production by Provinces

:

Nova Scotia
Ontario

Production by grades

:

Basic
Bessemer
?''oundry and malleable

Total productit)n

Exports of pig iron

Exports of ferr()-alloys

Imports of pig iron

Imports of ferro-alloys

StoeJ

:

Production of ingots and costings
Production of ingots i>y claBses

:

Open hearth
BcBsemer
Other steels

Electric steel

Direct caHtingn by clnsses

:

Oncn hearth
Other castings
E'ectric

Electric steel, total production
Imports of steel ingots, billets and blooms from United Stntcs

Production of steel rails

Productitm of wire roda
Imports ctf tin plate ,

Vn'nc of totpl exports of iron «nd steel good .

Value of total imports of iron and steel goods

1915 1918

Short Short
Tons Tons

205.989 45.541

.59.217 19,113

132.906 210.522

398,112 275.176

89.730 140.608

1.504 113 2.339.677

293305 221.733

1,463.488 1.964.69S

74.872 55.059

86R.4B1 1.012.060

420.275 470.055

493.500 699.202

739.613 953.627

29 0.52 31 3KS

145.110 184,242

913.77!) 1,169.257

17 307 23 SOI

9,238 22.802

47,482 58 130

13,768 14.777

1,020 896 1,428249

962 411 1,377,387

19 dl8 1,416

7,970 961
17,9,39

28,384 23,496

2.683 6,350
1 700

6.625 5 3.^0

58. 486 118 070

232 411 90 123

124,381 179 226
45,165 67,543

f48 2<;H 14R «6S.8a7 681

74309,983 129.090,168
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ELECTRICAL DRIVE FOR ROLLING
MILLS

By O. C.

THE driving of rolling mills is one of

the most difficult problems the electrical

engineer has ben called upon to solve.

He has accomplished it quite success-

fully in a number of cases. The prob-

lem was an exceedingly difficult one even

for the steam engineer; and the diffi-

culty arises from the very quick-

ly changing character of the load, Be-

fore the billet is entered between the

rolls the only work the steam engine or

the motor has to perform is the very

trifling amount required to turn the

rolls, along with the engine or the motor
itself; immediately the rolls take hold

of the billet the power rises to a maxi-
mum, which may be several hundred or

several thousand horse power, accord-

ing to the size of the rolls and the

character of the work they have to per-

form. Immediately the billet emerges
from the rolls on the other side, the

whole of the power previously absorbed

is set free, the engine or the motor now
being required to furnish only the trifl-

ing power absorbed by the friction of

the apparatus itself. The period of rest,

however, as is well known, is very
short, only sufficient to allow of the billet

being re-entered between the rolls for

the return pass; and immediately it is

again entered and the rolls have grip-

ped it, the power rises to a maximum,
though usually not quite so high as the

first ^ass; and this alternate no-load and
full-load goes on until the billet has
made all its passes; the power required

being less at each pass, but being re-

quired each time for a longer period.

The first difficulty tliat confronted

engineers in solving the problem was
the question of meeting the require-

ments of the generating station. It is

a very serious matter for any generat-

ing station to have sudden demands for

very large currents, and still more for

the station to be subject to the violent

fluctuations of these demands. Most
generating stations impose a limit upon
power customers of the amount of cur-

rent they may call for at any instant;

and the reason is the outflow of a very
large current from the generating sta-

tion at any instant, lowers the pressure

of the supply service for the time until

the devices provided for meeting in-

creased demand have time to operate.

With the increased demand for current

for power purposes, central station en-

gineers have been gradually able to

keep the lightine ser\'ice free of the

power service, and so they are able to

allow larger calls on the power service

than previously. But even where the

power service is independent of the light-

ing sei^vice, the demand resulting from
the insertion of a billet in the rolls of a

large mill, would seriously lower the

pressure of the service to all the other

motors.

With modern methods of electric pow-
er distribution also over large areas by
the aid of three phase alternating cur-

rents, heavy demands for current lead to

somewhat serious induction troubles.

The difficulty has been met in the same
manner as with the colliery winding en-

gine; in fact, the apparatus employed

for driving rolling mills is a development

of the electric winding engine. The fly-

wheel again performs the useful office

of absorbing the power that would be

running to waste in the intervals be-

tween the different passes, and giving

it out to aid the current taken from the

service during the heavy starting and

acceleration period. The interposition

of the fly-wheel protects the electric

supply sei-vice from the heavy demand
that would otherwise be made upon it

during the early portion of each pass.

The full power released by the emerg-

ence of the billet from the rolls is not

available to assist during the starting

period, and therefore the economy to

the user will not be so great as if he

were allowed to take all the current he

required directly from the service. On
the other hand, if a central station did

allow such an arrangement, it would be

obliged to make higher charge for the

current, and the cable employed to

deliver the current to the rolling mills

would require to be very large, or there

would be a considerable lowering of the

pressure at the motor, in addition to

which, the drive would not run as

sweetly as it does under existing ar-

rangements.

m
PROB.\BIHTY OF SHOP BUILDING

STANDARDISATION

By D. Street.

SINCE the remarkable innovation of the

standardisation of ships is now being

seriously discussed, it seems not unrea-

sonable to suppose that a similar im-

provement may yet embrace shop build-

ings. These may in the near future be

standardised under the aegis of the econ-

omical intensive industry that must cer-

tainly follow the war. In England the

way has been well prepared and

smoothed by the work of the Engineer-

ing standards Committee, who have

standardised all the structural materials

required. It may not be a long step

from the materials to the buildings. It

would merely transfer the work of de-

sign from the architect who may often

have a superficial acquaintance with in-

dustrial requirements, to the people who
make a speciality of such buildings. A
great deal of tedious independent cal-

culation could be saved, and calculation

for a given kind of building of given

proportions made for all parties. The

basis of these are available in books of

sections for various loadings, they would

only have to be extended to the actual

buildings. It would be merely an ex-

tension of the principle which is regu-

larly utilized by builders of machine

tools, cranes, automobiles, and so on.

The requirements of a firm being

known, a standard design already being

worked out, exactly or approximately

suited to the firms requirements, could

be submitted without the delay entailed

by getting out complete new plans. The
work could be put in hand at ojice, and

the building completed almost before the

plan could be prepared by the general

architect. Something of the kind is be-

ing done by firms who supply the steel

skeletons for factories. It would only

be necessary to extend it to include

foundations, floors, lighting, etc. Al-

ternative plans might be available for

w-alls of masonry or concrete or corru-

gated sheet, for side windows or roof

lights, for single floor, buildings or stor-

ied buildings, to suit the varied require-

ments of firms. This kind of thing would

grovi-, and the standard patterns multi-

ply. Already one is aware, that when
firms erect new buildings they now often

adopt designs which by their similarity

are pointing the way to standardisation.

The extensions of existing buildings

would also be greatly fac-litated by such

a system because it would only involve

additional units already standardised. A
few weeks would suffice for carrying out

directions or extensions which normally

occupy the same number of months. The

actual cost would generally be less.

@
A Rope Drive Puzzle.—In connection

with i-ope driving the question is some-

times asked: "Why do some ropes re-

volve in the groove, while others do

not?" In a paper on "Rope Driving,"

read recently by R. Edward Hart before

the members of the Bradford Engineer-

ing Society, the author says this ques-

tion has never been satisfactorily ans-

wered. It is reassuring, however, to

learn from the paper that whether ropes

revolve or not has very little to do with

their longevity, as it is easy to point to

both types which have worked well for

many years. Some people, says the au-

thor, imagine that when a rope begins to

revolve it is rapidly rubbing itself away:

this is quite an erroneous view of things.

As a matter of experience, the ropes

which have the longest life are, in the

majority of cases, quite circular in sec-

tion. And when the ropes have been

running for any length of time, it is al-

ways easier to tighten a round rooe which

has been worn evenly all over its surface

than to attempt to resplice a rope

which has worn V-shaned and taken all

the wear on its two sides only. Some

engineers prefer ropes to revolve, be-

cause they affirm that there is less fric-

tional loss whilst leaving the q-roove with

a round rope than with a V-shaped rope,

maintaining- that it partakes more of the

nature of rolling friction.

©
Walking through the village street one

day, the widowed Lady Bountiful met old

Farmer Stubbs on his way to market.

Her greeting went unnoticed.

"Stubbs!" said she, indignantly. "Vou

might at least raise your hat to me'."

"I beg your pardon, m'lady," was the

reply, "but my poor wife ain't dead

dead more'n two weeks, and I ain't start-

ed lookin' at the wimmen yet!"
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12-IN. ROTARY SURFACE GRIXDINC
MACHINE

THIS rotary sui-face grinding ma-
chine has been designed especially

for the rapid and accurate finish-

ing of flat surfaces, and has a capacity
for work up to twelve inches in diameter,

either a single piece or a number of

smaller pieces as desii'ed.

It is very compact and massive in con-

struction, with large bearing surfaces,

these features being necessary for the

rapid and efficient removal of stock and
the securing of surfaces with a high
finish.

The design is entirely self-contained,

requiring but a single belt from the main
line, and thus doing away with all over-

head countershafts and a multiciplity of

belts.

The machines may be furnished motor
driven if desired, the motor being located

on a bracket at the rear, making the

motor-driven machine also self-contained

and providing in this way a very compact
arrangement.
The grinding wheel is 12 in. dia. by 1

in. face, and is mounted in a very rigid

wheel slide having two flat ways with
taper gib adjustment. The bearing sur-

faces are unusually large and are care-

fully protected from grit and dirt. The
belt pull on the wheel slide is downward,
thereby adding to its stability. The grind-
ing wheel spindle is large in diameter,
and is furnished with a taper bearing
running in a bronze bushing at the
grinding wheel end and is carried in ball

bearings at the rear end. The spindle,

therefore, requires but one simple end-
wise adjustment for the taking up of all

wear.

Ample power is provided by the use

of large belts and the machine is able
to remove large amounts of stock, as
well as as producing a high quality of
finish; the amount of stock which may
be removed at one cut is only limited by
the ability of the wheel to stand up under
the work. In this machine the grinding
is done by the periphery of the wheel,
which is especially desirable if accuracy
is desired, and a high quality of finish

is important. Feed lines and radial

scratches in the work are eliminated by
using the grinding wheel in this man-
ner.

The machine is provided with automa-
tic feed for the wheel slide, so that the
grinding wheel will automatically tra-

verse over any portion of the chuck de-

sired. A pilot wheel is provided for hand
feed which might be preferred on certain
classes of work, being disengaged at any
time when the automatic feed is in use.

The machines are regularly equipped
with a 12 in. Heald magnetic chuck, but
they can be furnished if desired with .i

10 in. or an 8 in. magnetic chuck; or if

the work is not adapted to be held on
magnetic chucks to the best advantage,
three jaw chucks or face plates with
holding fi.xtures can be substituted. The
chuck is mounted on a vertical spindle
so arranged that no adjustment for wear
is required, this being automatically tak-
en up. The chuck spindle is carried in-

side a sleeve which is raised or lowered
by a threaded nut running on ball bear-
ings, making it easy to adjust the chuck
to any position required to suit the v/ork

being ground.

The work is fed to the wheel by means
of a hand wheel with graduated dial. An
automatic vertical feed is regularly fur-

nished, as this is a desirable feature

when there is a considerable amount of

stock to be removed, or when it is de-

sirable to have one operator handle more
than one machine. The chuck spindle is

provided with an angular adjustment so

that the machine will grind concave or

convex surfaces up to an angle of five

degrees. This feature is very desirable

when grinding saws or cutters, and is

also valuable in providing adjustment to

enable the machine to grind absolutely

flat surfaces even after long service.

The machine is regularly equipped
with pump, tank and water guards and
all connections for wet grinding. A lib-

eral supply of water is delivered at the

grinding point, and the guards are so

designed as to thoroughly protect the

operator and keep the water within the

machine.

Particular attention might be called to

the design of the gear bo.x on the front
of the machine which contains practical-

ly all of the mechanism for driving the

chuck and the wheel slide at their dif-

ferent speeds. All the parts in this unit

are easily accessible and the very sim-
ple and compact arrangement of this unit

adds largely to the efficiency of the ma-
chine. Four changes of speed for the

chuck and four changes of speed for the

wheel slide are instantly obtained by
simply turning a hand wheel; the chuck
speeds and the wheel slide speeds are in-

dependent. This machine is built by the

Heald Machine Co., Worcester, Mass.

®
AUTOMATIC TAPPER AND BENCH

DRILL

AN AUTOMATIC tapping machine which
also combines the functions of a bench

REAR SIDE OF SURFACE GRINDER. SHOWING DRIVE FROM
PULLEY SHAFT TO GRINDING WHEEL SLIDE.

ALSO WATER PUMP. ETC.

OPERATING .SIDE OF SURFACE GRINDER SHOWING HAND
FEED TO GRINDING WHEEL SLIDE AND

VARIOUS CONTROL LEVERS.
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drill is shown in the accompanying en-
graving, beina: built by W. H. Simons &
Co., Cincinnati, O. It is of compact and
rigid design, with four-step cone pulley
drive from self-contained countershaft,
giving spindle speeds of 150, 250, 390,
and 600 dev. per min. It drills on taps
to the centre of a 12 in. circle. The maxi-
mum distance from spindle to table is

10% in., the vertical adjustment of spin-
dle being 31,4 in., and of the table, 5 in.

The spindle is equipped with a load for
any desired pitch, 16, 18, 20, and 24
thread leids bein.;- standard equipment.
The clutch and reversing: mechanism can
be set to run the tan to any desired depth
reverse automatically, and. after the tap
clears the work, the spindle stops auto-
matically. All contact points throughont
are hardened.
A belt tightening device is provided,

being operated by a star grip on the side
of the column, so that the cone belt can
be adjusted to any tension desired.
Bronze bearings are furnished through-
out, and the pulleys on the lower shaft

carbon crucible steel, ground to size and
fitted in phosphor bronze bearings.
The bed is wide and deep, with heavy

V2 to 8 mm.; spindle speeds, 18, max.,
600 min., 27 rev. per min.; net weight,
1,2.50 lbs.

COIVIBINED BENCH DRILL AND AUTOMATIC
TAPPER.

are bronze bushed. The tapping capa-
city of the machine is % in. in cast iron,

with a drilling capacity of Vz in. in the
same material.

©
13 IN. ENGINE LATHE

THE lathe illustrated herewith has been
placed on the market by the Philip Smith
Mfg. Co., Sidney, O. It is of entirely
new design and possesses ample power
for the rated swing.
The headstock is of the solid full-

webbed type; its rigidity and close ad-
justments prevent chattering on heavy
cuts. The front spindle bearing is 4 x
2% in., and the rear, 3x1 13/16 in.,

both self-oiling, while a 1 15 16 in. hole
is provided through the lengtli of th>.'

spindle. The spindle is made of 50 point

13" ENGINE LATHE WITH QUICK-CHANGE
FEED AND DOUBLE BACK GEAR.

walls and large box girders. It is fitted

with a carriage having a bearing 18 in.

long on the vees; the bridge is 7% in.

wide and tee slots are provided for clamp-
ing special work. The compound rest is

ususually large and rigid, is provided
with taper gibs, and graduated for an-
gular work.

The apron is a one-piece casting, all

bearings being integral; steel gears are
used and all studs are hardened and
ground. The half nuts have safety de-

vice to prevent unintentional engagement
and graduated dials are on both cross-

feed and compound rest, screws.

Quick change feed mechanism provides
four changes of feed. All gears are

guarded, one piece steel rack is fitted, all

sliding surfaces scraped to a bearing and
all cylindrical parts ground to size. Stan-
dard equipment consists of compound
rest, follow rest, steady rest, double fric-

tion countershaft and wrenches. Special

equipment includes drawn-in chucks of

% and % in. capacity, taper attachments,
automatic stops, chasing dial, etc., and
bed lengths of 8 and 10 feet.

The machine with 6 ft. bed has speci-

AUTOMATIC MUTIPLE PLUNGER
PRESS

SHEET metal work, which embraces
the manufacture of such articles as eye-
lets, snap fasteners, pencil tips, primers,
percussion caps, thimbles, buttons, fer-

rules, grease cups, and containers for
drugs and toilet preparations, is pro-
duced successfully by the employment
of mutiple plunger presses of the type
shown in the accompanying illustration.

Rapidity of operation is a feature of

these machines, the output ranging from
:15,000 to 80.000 pieces per day of ten

hours inclusive of time for repairs, set-

ting up, sharpening tools, oiling, replen-

ishing stock and other regular interup-

tions during running. The large varia-

tion in output covers all classes of

work, the output for any particular

article depending on the kind of material

used, gauge, and dimensions of finished

article. The actual speed varies from
65 rev. per min. to 150 rev. per min.

The type of machine illustrated will

automatically cut a blank from sheet

metal and carries the work along to the

9
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SPECIMENS OF WORK PRODUCED ON MULTIPLE PLUNGER PRESS.

fications as follows: _Swing, over bed, successive operations under the other

13% in.; over carriage, S^i in.; between plungers, completing the part and per-

centres, 35 in.; centres, Morse taper No. forming such operations as piercing,

3; cut threads, English, 4 to 20, metric, forming, drawing, trimming, light
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-tamping or embossintj, etc.. producing
complete parts automatically from the

.sheet stock without manual handling.

While the basic principle of the ma-
chine has been in use for many years,

several improvements have been made in

I

MULTIPLE PLUNGER PRESS FOR CONTINU-
OUS prodUction^ of sheet metal

PARTS.

the last two years. The frame is off set

at the left hand side, and provi.-?ion is

made for an extra die and for a double

punch to be carried by the last plunger.

In this way the press performs one

more operation than the number of

plunirers. This is a distinctive feature,

for if it becomes advisable to add an
additional opei'ation. such as stamping,

a name or trade mark, or any other oper-

ation which becomes desirable after first

planning, the provision for taking care

of it in the machine is thus provided.

All the operations are simultaneous; that

is, with each revolution of the cam shaft,

each one of the plungers performs an
operation on the parts which are going
through the press. The speed of opera-

tion and methods of perfoiTiiing the

work do away entirely with annealing
the parts between operations. The
weiirht of the machine and the throw
of the cam and other details are ar-

ranged to suit the parts to be manufac-
tured in the press; likewise, the number
of plungers are varied to suit the num-
ber of operations required to manufac-
ture the niece.

The machine consists of a heavy main
frame carryin" a number of press

plungers operated by a cam shaft which
determines the t'ming and the throw of

such plungers. These plungers carry
the different punches for blanking, em-
bossing, piercing, drawing, etc. The
bolster fitted on the bottom part of the

main frame, holds the different dies to

suit t^e punches and carries the trans-

fer slide.

The plunders are returned to their up-
ward nosit'on after the oneration of the

punches upon the part by the same shaft.

but with a separate set of cams. This is

done by the adjustable horizontal mem-
bers shown above the cam shaft, and
may be ^een between ,the cam shaft and
the upper cross member of the frame,
and connected to the plungers by means
of the vertical lifting rods at the back.
The machine operates as follows:

—

The metal which is in the strip form and
coiled, is placed on the reel in front,

passes through a lubricating pad and
through a stripper over the blanking die

to a feed roll mechanism in the back.

This feed roll mechanism is operated by
the intermittent ratchet, timed so as to

co-ordinate with the operation of the
press. While the strip stock is at rest

in this position, the first plunger blanks
out the piece and carries it through the
die to a pocket in the transfer slide, a

reel at the back reeling up the scrap
stock after it leaves the feed rolls. The
transfer slide moves from right to left

by the action of the vertical crank shaft,

this movement beine equal to the center
distances between the plungers. This
action moves the blanked piece in the

pocket in the transfer slide, along to the

second plunger which carries the form-
ing punch, and the second operation is

performed by the punch in the second

plunger, drawing the blanked piece

through the transfer slide, and into the

first forming die. The transfer slide

now moves back from left to right, into

its first position, so that it can move
again from right to left, carrying the

second blanked piece from the first

plunger to the second position, and at

the same time carrying the cupped piece

from the second position to the third

position.

This operation of carrying on to the

next plunger, is repeated at each stroke

of the press, until work has been carried

to the transfer slide where it drops into

a pocket, by vertical ejector plungers,

operated by the lower cam shaft, which
is geared to operate in sjTichronism with
the upper cam shaft, through the med-
ium of mitre gears on the two cam
shafts, and the vertical crank shaft.

This will be seen in the illustration at

the right of the machine. These lower

plungers push the work up out of the

die at the proper time, into the fingei'S

of the transfer slide.

The transfer slide is fitted with these

carriers or fingers, for each station, ex-

cept the first station. These take hold

of the piece like the thumb and index

finger of the person's hand, and are the

means of holding the parts when trans-

ferring to the succeeding operation. The

machine is thus fully automatic in its

operation, the attention of the attend-

ant is only necessary to keep the stock

reel supplied with stock, and to remove

the boxes of finished work and small

piercings, if any, replacing them with

empty boxes, and one attendant can care

for a dozen or more machines.

These machines are the product of the

H. E. Harris Engineering Co., Bridge-

port, Conn., the most general sizes being

with four, six and seven plungesr..

©
Mr. Flanagan attended a christening

where the hospitality of the host knew

no bounds. In the midst of the celebra-

tion Flanagan rose up and made the

rounds of the company, bidding each a

profound farev\'ell.

But, Tat, man," objected the host,

"you're not goin' .vet, with the evening'

just started?"

view Ol I'KKS HDUM F.QIIIl'l'Kl) Wn II >1 1
1 1 1 I i i

reels Ol SIOCK.
KK TRKSSKS. SHOWING

along to the last plunger, when it is

ejected and carried through a tube into

a box or pan, set to receive the finishe<l

parts. The work is returned from the

die, (with the exception of the first die,)

"N'o, said Tat, "but I'm biddin' ye

good-night while I know ye all."

"Adam owned the earth at one time.

His experience should be a warning to

those who want it now."
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SOME FEATURES OF OUR MINERAL RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT

AS was to be expected, the pronounced manufacturing
activity—metal-working and otherwise, which mark-
ed the year 1916, in Canada, was not without a

parallel in her mineral recovery. The total production of

marketable coal amounted to 14,461,678 short tons, valued
at $38,8.57,557, as against 13,267,023 short tons valued at

$32,111,182 in 1915, or an increase in quantity of 9 per
cent., and in value of 21 per cent. The general industrial

situation necessitated more and greater freight movement,
thereby increasing the demand and stimulating production,
particularly in Western Canada.

The output of oven coke durinsr 1916 was 1,448,782
short tons, while that of 1915 was 1,200,766 short tons. The
1916 returns show a recovery of 67.9 per cent, of the total

coal charged as compared with 64.7 per cent, in 1915. It

should be noted that for the 1916 coke production, 1,501,835
short tons were of domestic origiif, and 633,076 short tons
were imported.

Pig-iron production during 1916—exclusive of ferro-
alloys, amounted to 1,169,257 short tons, valued at $16,-

750,903 as against 913,775 short tons valued at $11,374,199
in 1915. The 1916 output of pig-iron established a record,

the year 1913 with 1,128,967 short tons being our previous
best. The value of the former as compared with the latter

is naturally much higher, due to the increased price obtain-
able, in which connection, at the prices which have been
ruling during the present year so far and likely to be well
maintained during the ensuing six months, we may look
for not only still further increased output, but a total

value several millions of dollars higher comparatively.
Iron ore operations were almost wholly confined during

1916 to the Helen and Magpie Mines of the Algoma Steel
Corporation, the total shipments being 339,600 short tons
valued at $814,044 as compared with 398,112 short tons
valued at $774,427 in 1915. Shipments of iron ore from
Wabana Mines, Nfld., to Cape Breton, N.S., by the Do-
minion Steel Corporation, and Nova Scotia Steel & Coal
Co., totalled 1,012,060 short tons. In 1915 802,128 short
tons were shipped to Cape Breton and 66,323 tons to

England.

The production of copper shows large increases durin-j-

the past three years, due in great measure to the muni-
tions demand. The comparative figures for Canadian ores
mined in 1916 and 1915, showing returns from smelters of
119,770,814 pounds and 100,785,150 pounds respectively.

Nickel production totalled 82,958,564 pounds in 1916 as

compared with 68,308,657 pounds in 1915, or an increase
of 21 1,2 per cent. That of Cobalt amounted to 841,859
pounds as against 504,212 pounds in 1915. The recovery of

lead was less during 1916 than during 1915, the compara-
tive figures being 41,593,680 and 46,316,450 pounds respec-

tively. The enhanced price obtained per pound made an
increase of 32 per cent, value in favor of 1916, however.

With the exception of a small production in experi-

mental work, there was no recovery of zinc spelter, or
refined zinc in Canada previous to 1916. The establish-

ment of an electrolytic zinc refinery at Trail, B.C., and of

a zinc recovery plant at Shawinigan Falls, Que., has placed

the metallurgy of this metal in Canada on a similar basis

to that of lead and copper. In 1916 it is estimated that
Canadian zinc ores produced 23,515,030 pounds of refined

metal as against 12,231,439 pounds in 1915. The major
portion of the refining was performed in United States

smelters in the former year, and all of it in the latter, but
expectations are that when the figures for 1917 come to

be compiled, the bulk of the refining will be credited to

Canadian smelters.

From the data given, which treats only of the more
prominent minerals and their reduction to a state which
admits of their easy adaptation to the needs of our metal-

working and kindred industries, so to speak, it will be

apparent that research into and utilization of our natural

resources have made gigantic strides during this war
time, and bid fair to ensure our not only being able to

extract expeditiously and profitably the mineral wealth,

which we possess, but so deal with it as that only in manu-
factured form shall it go beyond our borders.

©
THE OUTLOOK

AS an indication of the attitude of one of our most
prominent industrial executives, the address of Col.

Thomas Cantley at the recent annual convention of

the Canadian Manufacturers' .Association in Winnipeg,
is worthy of close study and careful consideration.

The necessity of maintaining Canada's industrial

organization at the highest possible level is apparent to

the most casual observer of passing events and present

conditions. A sudden collapse of manufacturing activity,

say in Ontario alone, would be disastrous indeed, and the

advocation of a sound fiscal policy to stimulate supplying

"our own wants and produce in addition something ex-

changeable at a profit for such commodities as we do not

grow or cannot produce," is worthy of generous response.

Complementary to the development of export trade,

the desirability of a future Canadian mercantile marine is

daily becoming more evident. The percentage of foreign-

owned bottoms which in pre-war times prevailed in the

St. Lawrence, should be looked on as utterly incompatible

with the free, healthy growth of our Dominion world
trade. Circumstances enabled the speaker to appreciate

to the full the value of such an industry as shipbuilding to

this country. Apart from its intrinsic value as such, the

successful establishment of shipbuilding is sure to be

accompanied by much activity in subsidiary lines.

The widely varying industries of the Dominion are

well exemplified by the personality of S. R. Parsons, the

newly-elected President of the .Association. Paper and oil

are somewhat of a contrast to iron and coal, but their

prominence is little, if any, less. To attain success, such
as Mr. Parsons has, betrays an ability far-reaching and
persistent, and under his aegis the Canadian Manufactur-
ers' -Association may be expected to continue its good
work of solidifying the efforts of our industrial interests,

extending their scope and directing their policies so that

the greatest good will result for the greatest number,
nationally as well as individually.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
Si;.

PARSONS, pre.~i(leiii. Itriti.-h Anieiicim Oil CiMiiiiiiiiy. Ltd.. Tin-onto,

\va~ born in Port Hoi>i'. Ont.. Aut!;. 4. 1S.")4. mui of Williiuu and Mar<>;aret

• (Trick) Parsons.

He received hi.* educ-atinn at Port Hope Grammar School, and migrated to

Winnipe.u as a yonn.g man, enjiaging in the wholesale .-tationery business as

senior jiartner of Parsons. Bell & Co.. which ultimately became meroed with the

Consolidated Stationery Co.. T>td.. of which he was president for some years.

His residence in Winnipe.ii extended over si.xteen years and was terminated by

an illne.-s which necessitated a change of climate, resulting in lii> removal

to Toronto and his establishing the pre.-ent busine.-s in UWG.
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S. R. PARSONS.

Mr. Parsons has been chairman, Ontario board of dircctor>, Canadian l'"ire

In.^urance Co., since 1!>()(): was elected chairman of the transpiirtation com-

mittee. Canadian Manufacturers" Association for four successive year.-« (1911-

191.")): elected .second vice-president of tlie .\s,sociation, 191."); first vice-presi-

dent. U'lii; president, 1917. Was also dircctoi- of the Riverdale Pu.>incs.- .Men"s

.\ssociation for .several years jjrior to 191;!. and i.> still a mcmiicr of that

organization.

He has taken nnich interest in social, religious and philanthropic work in

Toroiuo and wa,« acti\c in recruiting with the C.M..\. during the wai-. The
Methodi-l Social I'liioii received hi,^ tiuidancc as a dirci'toi- for ,i imiiiln'i' of

years.

In liS.S2, -Mr. I'ai.~on> married .\nnie Kate llelliwcU. daughter of Rev.

Thomas 1.. Helliwell. W'iiuiipeg, their family consi-tiiiii of three <laugliters.

Mr. Parsons resides at l-<9 Crescent Itoad. Toronlo; i- Independent iu

political cre(>d. and Methodist in religion.

Photo. Courtesy British iind C«)IoniaI Press.
I

1
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey forpe. Pittsburgh .$47 95

Lake Superior, charcoal, Chi-

cago ••• ^2 00

Standard low phos., Philadel-

phia 80 00

5 00
5 50

6 00
50

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 55 95

Basic. Valley furnace oO 00

.Montreal I'uroino

Hamilton
Victoria

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL.

Per lb. tu Large Buyers Ctuls

Iron bars. base. Toronto 5 00

Steel bars, base, Toronto 5 -!b

Steel bars, :; iu. to 4 lu.

base , "<*

Slee. bars, i in. and larger _

base ;
•

.' i'l'

iron bars, base, Montreal .
. 4 <o

Steel bars, base, Montreal., o uo

Reinforcing bars, base a jO

Steel hoops ' ""

Bessemer ruus, bcavj, ai

mill •>* ""

Steel bars. Pittsburgh 4 25

Tank plates. Pittsburgh . . . . » 00

Structural shapes, Pittsburgh 4 2j

Steel hoops. Pittsburgh 5 -)

I'.O.B.. Turouio Wareliouse.

Steel bars

Small shapes

K.U.B. Obii-agu Warehouse

Steel bars ^ 00

Structural shapes

Plat<?s

FREIGHT RATES.
FittBburgli to Following I'oiuls

Per 100 lbs.

C.L. L.C.L.

Montreal 23.1 31.5

St. John, N.B 3o.l 4o.5

Halifax 35.1 io.o

Toronto I'*-' -- }

«"«^ip'=
Ill r,:;

London i»= -- '

Windsor lS-9 -r
,

Winnipeg 64.9 8o 1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $37 50 $37 00

Electro coppei 37 50
|3 XS

Castings, copper ... 36 50 36 00

T^in 62 50 66 00

Spelter' /.v.
'.'.'. 12 00 12 00

Lead 14 00 14 25

Antimony 25 00 26 00

Aluminum '0 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 1/4 to % $10 00 $10 00

Heads 10 30 10 30

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 10 10 10 10

WROUGHT PIPE.

Effective May 14, 1917.

Black Galvanized

Standard Buttweld.

Size. Per 100 feet

1^ in $ 4 50 $ 6 00

14 in 4 96 7 00

% in 4 96 7 00

lA in 6 29 7 86

% in 7 94 10 06

1 in 11 73 14 88

114 in 15 87 20 13

li/j in 18 98 24 06

2
"

in 25 63 32 38

2% in 40 95 51 77

3
'

in 53 65 67 70

Sli, in 66 24 83 26

4
"

in 78 48 98 65

Standard Lapweld.

2 in 28 49 34 97

2% in 42 71 62 94

3 in 65 86 69 23

3H
4
41^.

5

6

7

8 L
8
9

10 L
10

P;

in 68 08
in SO 66
in 93 98
in 109 50
in 142 10
in 186 60
in 196 08
in 224 60
in 269 10

in 249 60
in 321 40

86 02
101 90
118 70
138 40
179 50
232 05
243 76

280 80
336 38
312 00
401 70

rices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under. 50%.
4^4" and larger, 45%.
4" and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couplings, 4" and under,

40%.

4M>" and larger, 20%.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.

Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $22 00 $22 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00 27 00

Copper, heavy 26 00 26 60

Copper wire 26 00 26 60

No. 1 machine com-

position 22 50 22 00

New brass clippings IS 00 19 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 19 00 17 00

Steel turnings .... 9 00 8 00

Shell turnings 12 00 12 00

Boiler plate 15 00 10 50

Axles, wrought iron 22 00 24 00

Rails 19 00 18 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 24 00 25 00

Malleable scrap ... 20 00 20 00

Pipe, wrought .... 17 00 9 00

Scrap zinc 8 00 9 60

Heavy lead 11 60 10 75

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Aluminum 36 00 35 00

BOI,TS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove boltB 35

Plate washers net list

.M.icbine bolts, 7-16 and
over net

Machine bolts, % and less.. 10

Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net
Elevator bolts 50 and 5

Machine screws, fl. and rrt.

hd., Bleel 27',4

Machine screws, 0. and fil.

hd., steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd.. brass add 20

.Machine Bcre:vs. o. and fil.

hd., brass add 25

Nuts, square blank add $1 60
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 76
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts. hex. tapped add 2 00

Cnnper rivets and burrs.
list pins .?n

Rurrs only list pli7s .^n

Iron rivets and burrs 17Vj
Boiler rivets, base %-in

and larger $7 10

Structural rivets, as above. 7 00

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72'^
Wood screws. O. & R..

briaht fi"^
Wood screw*!, flat. hr.Tss , ..^714

Wood screws. O. & Tl.

hrnss S3V„

Wood screws, flat, bronze .27V2

Wood screwi. O. & R.
bronze 25

MILLED PRODtCTS.
I'er cei

Set screws
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to H^ in
Fin. and serai-fin. nuts, over
1% in,, up to 2 in

•Studs
Taper pins
Coupling bolts, plus
Planer head bolts, without

fillet, list plus
Planer bead bolls. with

fillet, list plus 10 and
Planer head bolt nuts, same
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers 1

Hollow set screws. . .list plus
Collar screws ....list plus 30.

Thumb screws
Thumb nuts
Patch bolts add 40.

Cold pressed nuts to 1%
in add $4

Cold pressed nuts over IVj
in add $7

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $100 OO

Open-hearth billets 100 00

O.H. sheet bars 105 00

Forging billets 125 00

Wire rods 96 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 00 4 95
Cut nails 5 35 5 35

.Miscellaneous wire nailsi .. 60%
Spikes. % in. and larger. ... 6 60
Spikes, 14 and 6-16 in 7 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 38
Solder, guaranteed 41

Babbitt metals 16 to 66

Soldering coppers, lb .^.l

Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 36
White lead, pure, cwt 19 00

Red dry lead, lOOlb, kegs,
per cwt 13 87

Glue. English 38

Tarred slaters' paper, roll 95
Gnsoline, per gal., hulk... 31 V2

Benzine, per g.al., bulk 30V4
Pure turpentine, sdngle

bbls.. ga] 65

Linseed oil, raw, single,

bbls 1 40
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 43

Plaster of Paris, per hbl . . 2 ,50

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00

Packing, square braided .... 32

Packing. No. 1 Italian 38

Packing. No. 2 Italian 30

I^ead wool, per Ih 15

Pure Manila rope 37
Transmission rope. Manila ... 43

Drilling cables. Manila 39

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S.S. drills, wire sizes, No. 53
to 80 25

Standard drills to IM. In... 40

St.indard drills, over 1V4 In.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10
,Tobbers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40
Ratchet drills 15

S.S. drills for -wood 40
Wood boring brace drills .. 25

Electricians' bits 30
Sockets 40

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills and countersinks

list plus 30
Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
•At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 50%
Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at MoDtreal and

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.
Canadian malleable, A. add

10%; B and C, 10%; cast iron,
35%; standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions, '40;

'

malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unions, 00.

SHEETS.

Montreal Toronto
Sheets. Black, No. 28.$10 00 $ 9 60
Sheets, Black, No. 10 9 50 9 25
Canada plates, dull,

62 sheets 8 50 8 50
Canada plates, all

bright 9 50 9 60
Apollo briind, 10% oz
galvanized 9 75 9 75

Queen's Head. 28 H
W.G 10 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.\\
G 10 76 10 75

Gorbal's Best, No. 28 10 25 10 25
Colborne Cro\Tn, No.
28 10 00 10 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 10 90 10 70
Premier. 10% oz 11 10 11 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

B
1,:, in $10 75
5-16 in 10 40

% in 10 25
7-16 in 10 00
li, in 9 90
9^16 in 9 90

% in 9 75

% in 9 BO

% in 9 40

1 inch 9 25

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

1^ in $15 50

3-16 in 11 70

Vi m 8 40

516 in 7 40

% in 6 35

716 in 6 35

% in 6 35

% In 6 35

% in 6 36

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American .... 55

Kearney & Foot, .Arcade 55
J. Barton Smith. Eagle 55
McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & Barnes 55
Black Diamond 45
Delta Files 40, 5
Nicholson 45
Globe 55
Vulcan 53
Disston M

COAL AND COKE.

Solvay Foundry Coke $10 90
Connelsvllle Foundry Coke. ..

Steprw Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 8 05

Net ton f.o.h. Toronto
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BOILER TUBES.
Seam-

Size, less

1 in $33 00

lU in 36 DO

l';. in 38 00

1% in 38 00

2 in 45 00

2 ',4 in 48 00

2^. in 50 00

in.

in

00

Lap-
welt e,i

32 00

32 00

33 00

35 00

3S 00

45 00

53 00

55 00

G7 00
3' J in 70 00

4 in 82 00

Prices per 100 feet. Montreal
and Toronto.

OILS AND COMPOUNDS.
Caator oil, per lb 35

Eoyalite, per gal., bulk 16

Palacine 19

Machine oil, per gal ifiVi

Black oil, per gal 13

Cylinder oil, Capital 45Vi
Cylinder oil, Acme 361^

Standard cutting compound.
per lb 6 15

J^rd oil, per gal 1 45

Union thread cutting oil

antiseptic 68
Acme cutting oil, antisep-

tic 37V4
Imperial quenching oil 39V4
Petroleum fuel oil 11

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK
TANNED.

E/xtca heavy, single and

double 30-5%

SUndard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 150
Leather In -sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cheste'rman Metallic, 50 ft.$2 00
Lufkin Metallic. 003. 50 ft.. 2 00
.\dmir:il Steel Tape, 50 ft... 2 75
Admir.il Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45

.Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Itival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75

Rival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 4S

Reliable Jun. Steel T;ipe, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20

Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior 19

X L C R IS

Atlas 18

X Empire 18

Ideal IJ
X press lo

COLORED.

Lion liVi

Standard 13

No. 1 13

Popular 11%
Keen IOV2

WOOL PACKING.

Arrow 25

A.'cle 20

Anvil 15

.\nchor 11

W.ASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12

Mixed colored 10

Djrk colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Bost grades 20<"„

ANODES.
Nickel 50 to .54

Cobalt 1.75 to 2.00
Copper 44 to .46

Tin 49 to .56
Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. Vb to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x28 in., 14x60 in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished. 14x60 base. 64 00 GO 00
Braziers', in sheets,
6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS.

Bra.ss rods, base Vi in to 1

in rd 55
Brass sheets, S in. wide, -0
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... .5S

PL.ATING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50

Polishing wheels, bull-
neck 1 35

Emery in kegs. Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04

Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... OS to 09

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Per Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Torontit

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.. $18 00 $18 00

Sheets, Z'A lbs. aij.

ft 18 00 18 00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.

sq. ft 17 50 17 50

Cut sheets, >4c per lb. extra

Cut sheets to size. Ic per lb
extra.

PLATING CHEMICALS.
Acid, hnracic { .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 141,4

Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia, aqua OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
Ammonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydr Jsulpburet .40
Vmmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cobalt sulphate 70
Iron perchloride 20
Lead acetate 19
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Nickel carbonate 36
Nickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 75
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.).. .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .55
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .to
Sodium cyanide. 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate OB

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

'TpHAT furtliei- advan<•e^ in ])rice> of .-teel piodiul.- are a'^>ui-etl i>

^ indicated by foaditidu.^ prevailing in the .steel market in the

I'liited State.*'. Notwithstanding the pre.*ent abnonnally hiijh

level, prices continue to clinih and no one knows wiien the |>resen'i

iiiovenient will stop. Tlie .-liortage of steel is Ijecoiiiing more acute.

Owing to the urgent demand for steel for war ])urpo.ses. private

(•oiisumer.s have to take material when tliey can get it. not when
tliey want it. Warehouse stocks also are low, which makes the

.-ituation more ditiicult for the manufacturing consumer who used

til rely on the wareliouse for prompt dcliverv. The al)iiormal high

price lit pig-iron' cannot help l)ut ultimately affect i)rices of steel

in addition to other influences. Several grades of ])ig-iron in tiie

I'nited Slates liave now reached the $50 mark and are .still climh-

ing. The coke sitnaliim cniitinues to cau.-ie considerahle anxieiv

to i)oth the steel mills and furnaces by reason of tiie diificully of

oiitaining sufficiently large quantities. Prices are also very high.

'I'liere is no noticeable improvement at present in the coal situa-

tion, although it is ho])ed that conditions may ix'come more fav-

orable in time. The scrap metal market is dull, the only material

^bowing any real activity being hciivy melting steel. Scrap jirices

are imcbaiiged on the basis of last week's (piotations. The deniaiid

for scrap with the already named exception is light. Prices of nmi-
ferrous iiietal.s are unchanged from last week, but ibf markets for

the most part are firm, due largely to the expe'ctalidii (if increa.*ed

demand rather than (o any active buying a! the present time.

There is a fair demand for maciiine [nit]> \'nv general nnrpnsps. but

the market i< inclined t<i be quiet.

-' Montreal, (Jiu'., .luiif IH, 1917.—In-

du.strial con<litions are acfain emphati-
cally reflected in the continueil ailvanco

of pig iron and steel products. In ad-

dition to the higher co.st of all raw ma-
terials, there i.s the possihility that an
early shortage may tlevelop in certain
lines ,when the full requirements of the

.American Government are announced,
which may have the resultant effect of

curtailing the output that can be used
for commercial purposes; this latter

feature however, ha.s shown considerable
falling off iluring the past few months,

due no doubt to the exorbitant prices

asked and the enormous cost entailed

for general manufacturing purposes.

The production of munitions proceeds
with unabated energy but the demands
for equipment are not heavy. Other
lines of activity are improving, espe-

cially shipbuilding and marine access-

ories, many plants for the manufacture
of the latter having been recently estab-

lished.

Pig Iron

The problem of how to supply the de-

mand, is the outstanding feature of the

iron and steel situation, and the runa-
way market continues, with quotations

on the various grades climbing higher
and higher. Acti\ities throughout the

States in connection with the war, have
greatly increased the pressure upon the

producing mills and "smelters, with the

result that prices on all commodities
have been subjected to sharp and con-

tinual advances and it is reasonably ex-

pected that further advances will fol-

low the increasing requirements for the

United States Government. American
pig iron in general, has again been ad-

vanced during the week. Canadian pig

is virtually off the market and quota-

tions are withdrawn.

.^•eel

The uncertainty of present industrial

conditions seems to feature the general
situation , but the assurance of a

stronger and higher market appears to

be a foregone conclusion, as the supply
of raw ami finished material is falling

below the increasing retiuirements of

the trade. A factor that may have con-

siderable bearing upon the early future
of the .siteel market is the fact that ma-
terial such as, plates, shapes and bars,

which had been resei^ved for the United
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States Government at a price approxi-

mately 2.!>c, has been allotted to the

trade for other requirements, and it is

anticipated that, owing to the rapid ad-

vance in pig iron during the past sev-

eral months, additional contracts enter-

ed into by the American Government

will be made on a much higher basis

than that originally expected. The un-

precedented upward movement in basic

pig can only have one result, that is, a

corresponding advance in semi-finished

and finished materials. The ship build-

ing program, more especially across the

line, is attaining such enormous pro-

portions that the full capacity of present

mills will be inadequate to meet the full

requirements of the shipping interests,

without the curtailment of commercial

demands upon this particular grade of

steel. Dealers here advise that during

the past two months, the sales for

strictly commercial purposes has grad-

ually decreased, and it is further ex-

pected that outside of actual war re-

quirements, the demands for the im-

mediate future respecting private enter-

prise will be greatly reduced if not en-

tirely disappear. Under existing condi-

tions, with the cost of materials rapid-

ly advancing, the expenditure for

domestic purposes will be almost pro-

hibitive, apart from the difficulty of se-

curing the desired material. Pitts-

burgh prices on unfinished steel have

again been advanced, this wet't's quota-

tions showing a rise of $5 per ton. A
sharp advance of about $25 per ton has

been placed on forging billets and sales

have been recorded as high as $135 per

ton. Current quotations, f.o.b. Pitts-

burgh, are given in the selected market

quotations. The market in plates is

very strong owing to the heavy require-

ments for shipbuilding and car purposes,

but some relief is expected within the

next six months, as the production

facilities are gradually being increased.

The Pittsburgh price on black and blue

annealed sheets has been advanced Vec

per lb., the base quotation being approxi-

mately 8 cents per pound. Some relief

has been given to the tin plate situa-

tion by the cutting off of supplies to

the majority of 'these establishments

manufacturing non-perishable goods,

and reserving greater quantities for pur-

poses where the use of tin plate is indis-

pensable. Local dealers are looking for-

ward to an early revision of sheet and

tin plate prices. It is predicted that

further advances in wire rods and \yire

products may be made within a short

time, owing to the changing conditions

of the market in raw materials. The

sold up condition of the wrought iron

and boiler tube mills maintains these

markets in a very strong position, with

the general tendencv in an upward dir-

ection. The coke situation continues to

be a factor in the production problem

the quotation of $11 for spot furnace.

and $12 for spot foundry is about $1

above that of the previous week.

Metals

The market generally has been quiet

and inactive, and with the exception of

lead might be said to have developed a

weaker tendency. The situation is still

influenced by the delayed action of the

Amei-ican Government, and uncertainty
prevails. Copper is comparatively quiet

with an easier tendency, Tin is inactive

but firm, the trade awaiting the out-

come of present permit negotiations.

Dullness characterizes the spelter mar-
ket and prices have declined. Lead is

still the feature metal, the strength be-

ing reflected in another advance in price.

Antimony has again weakened with a

drop in price. Aluminum is fii-m and
unchanged.

Copper.—There is no general change
in the position of copper, and the Am-
erican trade is awaiting the outcome
of special conferences now being held

by the large producers, regarding the

price that should be paid by the gov-
ernment for future requirements.

While the original understanding was
that a years' supply would be arranged
for at about 17c .there is a feeling that

the quotation for additional copper
should be closer to the present market,
owing to the changed conditions and the

fact that it costs small producers more
to place metal on the market that the

price first quoted. The London and New
York markets continue firm with New
York electro Vtc lower than last week.
The local market is slightly easier with

a one cent decline; lake and electro are

quoted at 37I2C, and castings at 36^2C
per lb.

Tin.—Interest is centered in the

developments that are progressing be-

tween the Governments of the United

States and Britain, to arrange for an
adequate supply of tin for the future

requirements of tin plate in the former
country. The principal factor in this

connection is the assurance that supplies

of tin will not be hoarded for specula-

tive purposes, but the requirements of

the trade will be fully met, thus per-

mitting the maximum production of es-

sential tin supplies. A scarcity of spot

metal has developed on the London mar-
ket and prices for early positions have
advanced but futures are easier. New-
York is a little stronger, an advance
of one cent placing the spot price at

62c per lb. The local market is firm

and unchanged at 62I2C per lb.

.'^pelte^.—The quiet market of the

past week has developed into dullness

and the situation has become some-
what easier, with prices on the decline.

The demand is light and uncertainty

prevails owing to the delayed action of

the United States authorities. The New
York market has declined %c during the

week, while local dealers report a very
quiet situation and quotations are

marked down l^^c, the price asked be-

ing 12c per lb.

Lead.—Heavy demand and short sup-

ply have again been the cause of a slio-ht

strengthening of the lead market. The
leading producers have practically been
out of the market for some time and re-

sale metal is less in evidence. Inde-

pendents are quoting the nominal price

of 12^4c, this being an advance over

last week of %c per lb. Dealers here
continue to quote 14 c on a strong and
steady market.
Antimony.—On declining demanil and

plenty of metal, the market has
developed further weakness and prices

have become easier. The quotation of

20c on the New York market shows a

decline of one cent on the week. The
local situation 's quiet but firm with
an easier undertone.

Machine Tools and Supplies

No new features have developed in

the machine tool situation and the mar-
ket continues to be one of steady ac-

tivity but of a more normal character.

The demands for shell makina' equip-

ment have shown a falling off although
some business continues to be placed

for single machines or additional equip-

ment to increase the present capacity.

Inquiries for second hand tools, suitable

for marine work, is occupying the at-

tention of machine tool dealers, as many
plants throuo'hout the country are con-

templating the manufacture of certain

incidentals necessary for boat equip-

ment. As the shipbuilding operations

become further advanced, it is exoected

that activities in this direction will re-

ceive additional impetus. As would be

expected under existing conditions, the

cost of machine tool oroductinn is con-

stantly advancing and in order to main-
tain a bal-ance. the cost of equipment to

the user is constantly becomms higher;

this feature of the situation being likely

to become more pronounced in the early

future. The demand for all classes of

supplies continues heavy, but prices are

constantly advancing to meet the higher

costs of raw materials and manufacture.

Scrap

While no apparent chanee has taken

place in the general situation to war-

rant the sharp advance recently made
on the New York market, the quotations

would appear to indicate a much stronir-

er market, 'but this may be partly ac-

counted for by the heavy advances noted

on the quotation? of steel and iron, and

the expectations of some large producer?

of scrap who desire to receive more for

their supply than would be justified by

actual conditions. However, the market

is undoubtedly fii-mer, especially in iron

and steel scraps, the average advance of

the past week being about Sc or 4c per

lb. The Pittsburgh price for sheet bar

crops is now .?48 per ton. Local price

changes have been confined to boiler

plate, machine cast iron and wrcight

iron pipe: the advances being 4c on the

two former and 3c on the latter, the

quotations being 15c. 24c and 17c res-

pectively.

Toronto. Ont.. June 19.—By the ap-

pointment of a fuel controller, it is hoped

that the present unsatisfactory cond--

tions in the coal trade will be eliminated.

,4t present, prices are too high, and the

shortage, althoueh not acute, is very in-

convenient, particularlv to manufac-

turers. It is likelv that the situation

will have considerably improved by the
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fall. The recent orders for cars placed

by the Dominion Government will do

much to revive the car building industry

as well as relieve the transportation

situation. When financial conditions be-

come more favorable there will be im-

portant orders placed for railroad equip-

ment of all kinds, as both locomotives

and cars are badly needed.

Steel

President Mark Workman's statement

regarding the affairs of the Dominion
Steel Corporation, reveals a v?ry in-

teresting state of affairs and shows .'hat

this concern is enjoying a wonderful
period of prosperity. Incidentally it re-

flects the activity prevailing in the steel

industry in Canada, which is an en-

couraging feature in that the steel trade

is usually considered to be the barometer

of trade generally. The corporation is

booked up for fifteen months, and the un-

filled tonnage is almost double tha^ for

the corresponding period of last year, all

of which contains a non-cancellation

clause. This concern's shell steel output

for the first si.\ months of 1918 has been

disposed of. The expansion in the steel

industry in Canada is further indicated

by a statement recently issued from Ot-

tawa covering the first quarter of this

year. The production of steel ingots and

castings reached a new high level at 152,-

.368 tons in. March. The total production

of 403,880 tons for the three months com-
pares with 589,553 tons for the first six

months of 1916.

High prices and backward deliveries

continue to be the outstanding features

in the steel trade. Although there is no

indication when the upward movement
in prices is likely to come to a stop, some
: uthorities believe that this is not far

distant. The situation, however, will not

be affected to any great extent by the

uncertainty as to what may develop as

regards prices, as buying is for the most

part of the hand-to-mouth order. Con-
sumers now have to get steel when and
where they can. Warehouse stocks are

very low, and mill deliveries are very un-

certain. Steel prices are largely nominal

on account of the conditions prevailing,

and fluctuations occur almost daily.

Boiler tubes have taken another advance,

being approximately 10 per cent, on

seamless and 5 per cent, on lapwelded

tubes. Current nrices are, however, en-

tirely nominal. Makers of both iron and
stee! tubes are sold up for a year or

more ahead, but any mill that can spare

tubes for reasonably prompt delivery can

get any price it asks. Rivets have ad-

vanced: boiler rivets being now quoted

at .$7.10 and structural at $7 base. The
demand for steel plates has been intensi-

fied by the American Government re-

quirements for shipbuilding purposes.

The market is very strong, and a further

advance is expected before long. Prices

of wrought pipe continue very firm, an,l

an advance is likely in the near future.

An advance in wire and wire products is

expected soon.

The sheet market continues very strong

and further advances are expected at an
early date. The placing of tonnage for

war requirements in the States is the

principal activity in the market. On this

account very few sheet makers are fig-
"

uring in the market, and they are offer-

ing only limited quantities at high prices.

Mill capacities have been mobilized to

serve the Government which is taking

surplus stocks ordinarily available for

nearby shipments.

The sharp advance in prices of pig iron

in the United States continues, and with

no abatement of the excited condition^

prevailing. Prices of all steel products

are also advancing and the end is not in

sight. The American Government an 1

the Allies' requirements of steel will

probably range from 25 to 40 per cent.

of the country's output, according to esti-

mates. The principal advances this week
include billets, sheet bars, structural

shapes, steel hoops and wire rods.

Pig Iron

The pig iron market is unsettled by

the extraordinary high prices now pre-

vailing, and consumers are now in search

of suitable grades to substitute for those

which have become exceptionally scarce

or risen beyond the means of the buyer

to purchase. The coke situation is also

causing considerably anxiety on account

of the shortage and extraordinarily high

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING COMMISSION

The followlDg gentlemen consti-

tute the Commission appointed to

make all purchases under the Do-

minion $100,000,000 war appropri-

ation:—George F. Gait, Winnipeg;

Hormidas Laporte, Montreal; A.

E. Kemp, Toronto. Thomas Bil-

liard is secretary, and the Commis-

sion headquarters are at Ottawa.

price . The steel mills as well as the fur

naces are feeling the effects of the coke

scarcity. Prices of domestic foundry iron

are still withdrawn. Bessemer iron :s

now being quoted at $55.95 in Pittsburgh,

while several other grades have reached

the $.50 mark.
Scrap

• The scrap market is dull and feature-

less, with prices at the same level as last

week. Heavy melting steel is the only

material that is at all active, and higher

prices are expected. With this exception

the demand for most scrap metals is

light, consumers apparently not showing
much interest in the market at the pres-

ent time.

Machine Too's

There is nothing of much importance

to note with regard to machine tools. The
market is gradually assuming a more
normal condition, and the demand is

generally for machinery for general pur-

poses. The high prices of machine tools

are having a tendency to restrict busi-

ness. Unless the requirements are ur-

gent, consumers are inclined to wait un-

til nrices are more favorable. In the

States the market is very active, there

being an unusually heavy demand for

large machine tools for shipbuilding and
munitions purposes chiefly.

Supplies

The demand for a general line of ma-
chine shop supplies continues active at

firm prices. Pure Manila rope has ad-

vanced 3 Vic, and is now quoted at 37c

per pound. Differentials in certain classes

of rope have been changed, which in

some cases figures out as a slight net de-

cline. Transmission rope and belt rope
now carry a differential over base of 6c

as compared with 8c formerly, which
makes a net decline of ^^c per pound.
Drilling cables, however, have advanced
%c per pound by the changing of the dif-

ferential over base size to 2c. White
lead has advanced again, and is now
quoted at $19 per 100 lbs., in ton lots.

Turpentine has declined, and now ranges
in price from 62%c to 69c per Imperial

sjallon. Linseed oil is also lower, ranging
from $1.43 to $1.46 for boiled oil; raw
oil being 3c cheaper.

Metals

The metal markets continue firm, due
principally to expectation of a large vol-

ume of business rather than to any great
activity at the present time. The re-

quirements of the American Government
.ire not yet known, and there is still a

feeling of uncertainty in the market as
to what may develop. The local situa-

tion is unchanged, and the outlook gen-
erally continues favorable. Prices are
firm ''nd unchan'red on the basis of last

week's quotations.

Copper.—The market is quiet, but
firmer, notwithstanding the comparative-
ly small volume of business. Most of

the leading producers are now out of the

market for delivery before September.
More interest, however, centres on later

positions, and fourth quarter coppe-
shows greater proportionate strength

than the nearer positions. Prices con-

tinue nominal, lake and electrolvtic be-

im- nuoted at 38c and castings 37c per
pound.

Tin.—The tin situation is unchanged
and the market continues firm. A feeling

exists in the trade that permits for ship-

ping tin from England will in the near
future be easier to obtain, which will

tend to weaken prices. Tin is firm locally

and quoted at 66c per pound.
Spelter.—The market is dull and de-

mand light, although prices are holding

firm at 12c per pound.

Lead.—The market is slightly easier,

but quotations are unchanged. Producers

continue to keep out, and are offering no

new lead for sale. Increased production

during the rest of this month, and in .July

is expected, and in this event there may
be more lead for sale, which will natur-

ally tend towards an easier market and

lower prices. Local quot:ition unchanged
at 14Vic per pound.

Antimony.—The demand is light and

the lack of buying interest has had its

effect in an easier market, especially for

promnt delivery. Demand is principally

confined to the more distant positions,

which are proportionately firmer than

the nearby. Local price 26c per pound.
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Aluminum.—There is no change in the

situation. The supply is still lis'ht ami

prices firm at 68c per pound.

Sydney. June 15.—Meetings have been

held during the week beginning June 11

between the representatives of the Pro-

vincial Workmen's Association and the

United Mine Workers of Nova Scotia. It

is stated that a basis of amalgamation is

likely to be reached, and that a fusion of

the two labor unions may be expected

shortly.

The Acadia Coal Co. has granted an

increase to the day laborers employed at

its collieries. All day rates under $2.6"j

are increased 15 cents per day, plus an

increase varying between 6 per cent, and

9 per cent., applied in addition to the 6

per cent, increase given in December last.

day laborers rated at above $2.65 per day

and miners are granted an increase ot

9 per cent., also applicable in addition to

the 6 per cent, previously given. This

latest adjustment brings the minimum
wage of the common laborer to $2.37 per

day.

Sydney has had a visit from Arthur A.

Cole, the president of the Canadian Min-

ing Institute, who is acting as field offi-

cer of the .Advisory Council at Ottawa,

who are undertaking an inventory which

it is hoped will lead to a "mobilization"

of the industrial and research facilities

of the Dominion. Mr. Cole also conferred

with the executive of the Nova Scotia

Mining Society regarding the mooted
affiliation of this society with the Can-

adiaji Mining Institute.

Coal Production

Coal production is being fairly well

maintained, although some slight decline

is noticeable with the finer weather.

Farming operations and potato planting

are in advance of any previous year in

the life of the mining districts. The Do-
minion Coal Co. itself has planted suffi-

cient land with potatoes to yield, under
ordinary weather conditions, between
6,000 to 8,000 bushels. This is in addition

to the individual plots of the miners, who
are being assisted by the company in

every possible way. The same may be

said of the Sydney district and the steel

employees.

The construction of two new blocks of

coke ovens for the Dominion Iron & Steel

Co. at Sydney is now well in progress,

and a large number of men are employed
on the work.

It is said that the areas of the Mabou
& Gulf Coal Co., in Inverness County,

with the equipment and railway, is likely

to be acquired by a strong American con-

cern, and that active mining operations

may be resumed. The property has been
idle ten or twelve years, following the

flooding of a development slope.

The Scottish Hero, one of the Do-
minion Steel Corporation boats engaged
in Transatlantic trade. Jias been tor-

pedoed. This is the third vessel lost in

this service. The Morwenna was tor-

nedoed last year, and the Sheba was lost,

but whether she was destroyed bv mine
or torpedo, or otherwise, is not known.

The Storstad was torpedoed earlier in

the year. This vessel was under charter

to the Steel Co., and was sunk while act-

ing as a Belgian relief ship. The captain

of the Scottish Hero was also captain of

the Morwenna when she was sunk. Thv>

fate of the crew of the Hero is not yet

known.

Pittsburgh, Pa., June 16.—Business in

the steel market has come almost to a

standstill, as the large Government re-

quirements hang over the situation, but

are not expressed in actual orders, so

that producers do not know where they

stand, and consumers realize that plac-

ing orders with the mills would not do

any good, as the latter are in no position

to give any inkling as to when they
would be able to ship. Steel manufac-
turers returning from Washington say

that matters are in apparent chaos ther^,

plans being worked upon, but not reach-

ing the stage at which definite orders

can be given. Possibly the fact that the

war budget bill of $3,340,000,000 has been
passed, and was signed by the President

on June 15, will release some orders, but

it is somewhat doubtful whether import-

ant orders have been held up on that ac-

(tount.

There is no basis on which anything
like a close forecast can be made as to the

amount of steel the Government will

eventually require for its own use or for

its Allies, but it is distinctly possible that

the total may reach 40 or 50 per cent, of

the country's output. It is true that the

purchases for account of the Entente

.\Ilies will in considerable measure be a

replacement or a continuance of the or-

ders they have hitherto been placing, but

when they reduced their buying some
months ago the trade was assumed to be

gone, and the mills have been filling up
with o*her orders, so that the fresh buy-

ing will have the aspect of new business.

Indications are that the programme
for building steel freighters by the Emer-
gency Fleet Corpoi'ation, General Goe-
thals, general manager, are working out

even better than expected, and that it

will be possible to provide a very large

shipyard capacity for consuming steel in

that manner. Eventually this shipbuild-

ing will probably consume at least 3 per

cent., and perhaps up to 5 per cent., of

the total steel output, this being apart

from steel used in building war craft.

Then there is the plan, reported a week
ago, for the Government to buy 100,000

freight cars. Probably all these cars, if

secured, would be used on American
roads, being leased for the duration of

the war, and then sold to the roads at a

suitable price. Purchases for Russia and
France would probably be in addition.

No announcement as to locomotives has

been made, except that there is a com-
mittee on locomotives similar to that on

cars. The cars and locomotives together

might take 5 per cent, or more of the

steel production. How this would disar-

range regular commercial operations is

shown by the fact that car shops have

lately been refusing to quote at all on in-

quiries from South America, stating that

they cannot possibly secure any steel

from the mills for such a purpose. In

case the Government ordered the cars,

the steel mills would simply be asked to

furnish the steel, to the delay of other

orders.

All the mills and their customers can
do is to wait until the Government plans

are brought to a head, and it is seen how-

much steel can be used. It is not a case

of finding steel so much as it is a case of

finding shop or shipyard capacity to work
it up into the desired forms. Necessarily

the mills as a rule simply take the atti-

tude that they are out of the market, ex-

cept for Government requirements. Some
contract business is being placed, of

course, but it is simply of routine char-

acter, the mills booking additional ton-

nages from regular customers, to be

shipped whenever present contracts are

worked out.

Steel

There ore no defined market prices for

finished steel products. There is no longer

a regular market "for shipment at mill

convenience," and prices for early de-

liveries, say, in three to six months, vary
according to circumstances. These prices

still show an advancing tendency. Black
and blue annealed sheets are, say, half a

cent, a pound higher, at 7.50c to 8.00c,

while merchant bars are up about a^ic,

to, say, 4.25c to 4.50c. Orders can hardly

be placed at all except by I'egular cus-

tomers. Shapes are still nominally 4.25c

to 4.50c.

Exports

Iron and steel exports in April amount-
ed to 521,176 gross tons, against 606,563

tons in March, 449,107 tons in February,

608,286 tons in January, and a monthly
average of 509,000 in 1916. It is recalled

that last March there was a large ton-,

nage of steel at seaboard awaiting ves-

sels, and it is quite likely that of late the

actual shipments from mills and fur-

naces have been at a considerablv small-

er rate than would be suggested by the

statistics of actual exports.

Pig Iron and Scrap Rise

Furnaces continue to mark up pig iron

prices, there having been an average ad-

vance of about $2 a ton in the past week.

Prices are now squarely on the basis of

$55 for Bessemer and $50 for basic, mal-

leable and foundry, at valley furnaces,

with $53 paid on some small lots of foun-

dry and malleable for early shipment.

The furnaces are indifferent about sell-

ing, as they have disposed of a fair frac-

tion of their output for the first half of

next year, and have little left for this

year. Their attitude is a natural one.

seeing that up to date they have not, on

the whole, profited one cent by the ad-

vance. The majority of them are still

shipping $18 iron, sold last August, and

as they have had to pay fancy prices

for spot coke to eke out their insufficient

contract deliveries, they frequently show
a loss on the month's business.

For about a week the Carnegie Steel

Company paid $40 for all the heavy melt-

ing steel offered, raising its bid in the

past few davs to $42, while dealers are

now talking $45 or even higher.
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ENGINEERING
Hamilton, Ont.— The National Ma-

chinery Co., will build a plant here.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Ottawa Car Co.,

has let contracts for the erection of a

repair shop to cost $60,000.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Western Iron
Works will build a boiler shop to cost

about $30,000. Hodgson & King have
the contract.

Three Rivers, Que.—The Three Rivers
Casting Co.. will build a brick foundry
at a cost of $35,000 and will be in the

market for foundry equipment, lathes,

etc.

Montreal, Que.—N. M. Loney,, en-

gineer, of the American Can Co.,

Maisonneuve, is asking for prices on
two 1.50 h.p., 150 lb. pressure return
tube boilers. Head office 120 Broadway,
New York.
Chatham, Ont.—The Gray-Dort Motor

Co. have purchased the plant formerly
owned by the Blonde Lumber Co. They
will utilize the plant for the manufacture
of auto bodies.

Fort William, Ont.— It is conside-ed
likely that the Canadian Car & Foundry
Co. will build a large number of cars
here in connection with the order which
they recently received.

Port Arthur, Ont.-^The foundations
for the Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co.'s

mill are practically completed and con-
struction well under way. Most of the

contracts have been let.

Prince Rupert, B.C.—An effort is be-

ing made by the City Council and Board
of Trade to find some means of utilizing

the drydocks and shipbuilding plant
which h-is been practically idle since its

completion about 12 months ago.,

Sarnia. Ont.—With a view to branch-
ing out more extensively into brass man-
ufacturing after the war, when the muni-
tions business will be abandoned, the

Mueller Companv is laying plans for

addinT an extension to its present plant
for the manufacture of brass rods,

tubes, etc.

St. John. N.B.—A meeting of the hos-
pital committee from the municipnl coun-
cil was held on June 11 at the (Jeneral

Public Hospital. Dr. Thomas Walker pre-

siding, to open tenders for the work of

installine boilers and other eouipnient in

the new power house. Considerable at-

tention was given the matter, but no
decision was reached.

Haileyburv, ()nl —An effort is to be
mide to induce the Riordon Pulp and
Paper Co. to erect the lar<re plant which
h'ls been under considcrntinn for some
time, at this place. Mavor Wrieht visit-

ed Montreal recently and interviewed the
president of the Riordon Cornnanv in re-

gard to the selection of Hailevburv as

the most suitable site in the North Coun-
try for their plant.

Edmonton, Alfa. — The Edmonton
Cement Co., has been reorganized and
the plant at Marlboro on the G.T.R.

will be put in operation by August. The
capacity of the mill will be increased to

2250 barrels of cement per day. Alex-

ander Macdonald of Winnipeg is the

new president and John A. MacDougall
of Edmonton is managing director.

Halifax, N.S.—A branch factory is to

be established at Halifax by the L'Air

Liquid Society, the Canadian headquart-

ers of which are at Montreal, where the

company has a large factory. Negoti-

ations for the purchase of a lot have
been completed by Charles Royer, the

general manager, who is in Halifax this

week. The factory will be located in the

vicinity of the Cotton Factory siding,

and will be 100 x 50. The company
will manufacture accetylene cutting and
welding machines.

GENERAL
Hamilton, Ont.—The National Paper

Goods Co., will build an addition to its

factory to cost $10,000.

Drummondville. Que.—It is under-
stood that the Aetna Explosives Co.,

will shortly close down their plant here.

Dennison Road, B.C.—The Fir Tree
Lumber Co., Fraser Valley, Dennison
Road, B.C.. will build an electrically

operated sawmill to cost $60,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Stewart Sheaf
Loader Co.. manufacturer of ag^ricul-

tural implements, etc., will build a new
factory. J. S. Menzies is manager.

Toronto, Ont.—The Cowan Co., 72
Sterling road, has been granted a per-
mit to erect a one-storey brick addition

to their cocoa factory at a cost of $3,000.

Regina. Sask.—On June 11. the Re-
gina Storage and Forwarding Co.'s plant
was destroyed by fire with virtually all

the contents. The building' and cold stor-

age plant, valued at $27,000. is a total

loss. It was partly covered bv insur-

ance. The contents were valued in the

neighborhood of $150,000; insurance be-

ing held by individual owners. Defec-
tive wiring is believed to have been the

cause.

MUNICIPAL
Iroquois Falls, Ont.—The Abitibi Pow-

er & Paper Co. will build a new steel

tower transmission line for high voltage
transmission.

Coh'-lt. Ont.—The Town Council ha-c
definitely decided to instal a te'ephonc
svsteni as soon as 'he f'-anchise of the

Timiskamin"- Telenhoie Co. expires.

Montreal. Que.—A. Pion the contractor
announced recentlv that he had made
sa'isfactorv arranf^ements enablin" him
to undertake the construction of the La
Salle bridge over the aqueduct.

St. Mary's, Ont.—A by-law will be
submitted to the ratepayers on the ques-
tion of a sliding scale bonus of $5,000 to

the Thames Quarry Co. If the company
uses sufficient electrical energy in one-
year to give a $1,000 profit to the town,
one-fifth of the profit is to be returned
to the company until the $5,000 is paid
out.

Wellington, Ont.—A series of meetings
are being held here, called by Reeve
Clarke, relative to supplying this village

with hydro power in the event of its be-

ing introduced shortly into Prince Ed-
ward County. It is suggested that the

village take 75 horse-power at a given
rate from the commission and sell the
power to consumers.

Toronto, Ont.—According to Works
Commissioner Harris the new Bloor
street viaduct will not be opened for

traffic until the middle of next summer.
The Commissioner has informed the
Board of Works that while the struc-

tural work may be completed before the

end of the year, it would be inadvisable

to lay a pavement on the bridge during
the cold weather. Commissioner Harris
said that he did not intend to lay the
pavement until the structural work was
completed.
Winnipeg, Man.—An inventory of the

machinery and scrap metal that the city

owns is being made with the object of

selling it. Lists that have so far reached
the Board of Control from department
heads, indicate that a vast amount of

material has accumulated during recent

years. There are numerous engines,

power street rollers, constructional equip-
ment, dismantled bridges, and tons of

scrap metals. It is expected that a con-

siderable part of the machinery can be
sold to western towns or to contractors.

The total value is estimated at $50,000.

TENDERS
Pointe Claire. Que.—Tenders will be

received by J. B. Martin, secretary-treas-

urer, up to June 27, for water filtration

plant and low lift pumps. Plans and
specifications may be obtained from R.
S. and W. S. Lea, 809 New Birks Bldg.,

Montreal.
Teronto. Ont.—Tenders are now be-

ing received bv the owners and sub-ten-

ders by the Sherwood Construction Co.,

Mail Buildinir. for the erection of a $125,-

000 reinforced concrete packing plant for

the Swift Canadian Co., West Toronto.
Toronto, Ont.—Tenders, addressed to

the secretary-treasurer of the Board of

Education, will be received until June 28,

for electrical work, etc., renuired for

manual trainine and domestic science

centres in Earl Grev Public School, Jones
.\venue, also midsummer renairs

—

sundrv trades. Soecifications may be seen
.and all information obtained at the office
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of the superintendent of buildings, Ad-
ministration Building, 155 College Street.

Kingston, Ont.^Tenders will be re-

ceived until July 16, for the reconstruc-

tion of part of the cribwork wharves at

the entrance to the Dry Dock, at King-

ston, Ont. Plans and forms of contract

can be seen and specification and forms

of tender obtained at the Department
of Public Works, Ottawa, the offices of

the District Engineer, Equity Building,

Toronto. Ont., and on application to the

Postmaster, at Kingston, Ont.

Montreal, Que.—Tenders for the sup-

ply and installation of underground ca-

bles, street pedestals, fire alarm boxes,

cable boxes and accessories for St. Law-
rence Boulevard from Craig to Sher-

brooke and intersecting streets, address-

ed to the Board of Commissioners, will

be received until June 26. The specifi-

cation, forms of tender and all required

information may be obtained at the of-

fice of the Superintendent of Purchases

and Sales, City Hall.

CONTRACTS
St. Lambert, Que.—The Town Council

has awarded the contract for a centri-

fugal pump to Laurie & Lamb of Mon-
treal.

Welland. Ont.—The Electro-Metals Co.

have placed an order with the Storey

Pump & Equipment Co., for one 8-inch

"Morris" turbine pump having a daily

capacity of two million gallons.

Ottawa, Ont.—A contract has been

awarded by the Dominion Government to

the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. for 3,000

freight cars for the Government Railway
System.

Iroquois Falls. Ont.—The Abitibi Pow-
er & Paper Co. have awarded a contract

to the Bawden Pump Co., Toronto, for

four centrifugal pumps, each of one mil-

lion gallons daily capacity.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Port Arthur

Pulp & Paper Co. have awarded a con-

tract to the Storey Pump & Equipment

Co., Toronto, for two 10 x 6 x 12-inch

"Deane" duplex, end packed plunger boil-

er feed pumps.

BUILDING
Hamilton, Ont—A permit has been is-

sued to the Bell Telephone Co., for a new
exchange building to be erected on Gar-
field avenue, at a cost of $46,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Canadian Dyers'
Association, Liberty Street, has been
granted a permit to add a one-storey

brick structure to the factory at a cost of

$8,000.

TR.\DE GOSSIP
Montreal, Que.—The C.P.R. has 2,000

cars under construction at the oresent

time. They will be distributed to all parts

of the system. In addition, twenty-five

new Decapod locomotives are being built

for use on the mountain division.

The Bawden Pump Co.. Toronto, have
been awarded a contract by Fraser's,

Ltd., Edmunston, N.B., for 14 centrifugal

pumps of from one to four million Im-
perial gallons daily capacity, and also a

compound boiler feed pump. This equip-
ment is for a new pulp and paper mill.

The Storey Pump & Equipment Co..

Toronto, have recently been awarded the
following contracts: Two 4 in. double
suction Morris centrifugal pumps for the
Swift Canadian Co., Toronto; two 4-stage
Morris turbine pumps for Gravenhurs*,
Ont.; one 4 in., 4-stage Morris turbine

pump for the Canadian Copper Co., Sud-
bury, Ont.

Loans $10,000,000 to Munitions Board.
—The C.P.R. has made a loan of $10,-

000,000 to the Imperial Munitions Board,

so the company stated recently. The last

balance sheet of the C.P.R. of the date

of December 31, 1916, showed $57,076,-

018 in cash on hand, and it is from
this the company is able to make the

loan.

Newfoundland Pulp May Go to the

U. S.—The Newfoundland Legislature,

now in session, is expected to enact a law
permitting export to the United States

of a considerable quantity of pulpwood,
cut in the colony since the outbreak of

the war. The wood was intended for

shipment to England and France, but be-

cause of the shortage of ships its trans-

fer to those countries has become impos-
sible.

Shipments of Pulp.—The increased fa-

cilities for shipping brought about
through the opening of the St. Lawrence
have had a beneficial eflfect on many Can-
adian industries. Recently the Riordon
I*ulp and Paper Company have sent a

shipload of sulphite pulp to Spain, while

another is to be shipped shortly to Cal-

cutta. A quantity of pulp has been seni;

to Italy, but the risks attendant thereon

are so great as to make trading in that

direction undesirable.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Rainy River

Pulp and Paper Co., whose mill is at

Port Mellon, Howe Sound, has commenc-
ed the production of kraft pulp. The
plant has been changed from a soda

paper mill to a kraft pulp and paper
plant, and that accomplished in record

time. The plant was purchased by the

Rainy River Pulp and Paper Co. from
the previous owners on February 1, 1917.

The plant is thoroughly organized and
equipped for the production of kraft pulp

as well as the finished paper, for which
there is an unlimited demand.

Safety Equipment On Railway Cars.

—

An extension of time for the equipping

of their cars with certain safety devices

regarded as necessary for the safety of

railway employes, and ordered by the

Dominion Railway Board in July of 1914

has been secured by the C.P.R. and G.T.

R., when their representatives appeared

before the Board, and pointed out that

owing to the lack of labor it has been
impossible for them to equip their cars

according to schedule. The period of ex-

tension w^ill not be fixed until the retur-i

of Chief Commissioner Drayton from the

West.

Start Shipping Rails to France.—Rails

for the battlefront in France and Flan-

ders are being procured from the line of

the Grand Trunk Pacific through the Yel-

lowhead Pass from Imrie to Resplendent,

a distance of 207 miles. By the use of

rails from the Canadian Northern line

between the two points a composite line

will be laid which will serve the indus-

tries of the district and put the settlers

to the minimum amount of inconvenience.

The composite line will be constructed on
128 miles of C.N.R. roadbed and 77 miles

of G.T.P. The first shipment of rails will

be in transit to Three Rivers this week
and the balance will be on the way by the

end of July.

Plan New Metal Committee.—The De-
partment of Commerce, Washington, D.

C, has authorized the following state-

ment: As a result of a meeting attend-

ed by the representatives of the tin in-

dustry, held at the office of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the

American Iron and Steel Institute will be

asked to call a meeting to form some sort

of an organization to be responsible to

the bureau for the equitable allotment

of pig tin in this country. It is under-

stood by the bureau that the British Gov-
ernment has signified a willingness to

turn over this important duty to the De-

partment of Commerce of the United

States.

Manufacturers Miss Opportunities in

France.—Philippe Roy, the Canadian
Commissioner-General at Paris, says that

the reason why Canadian manufacturers

have not been able in the past to do busi-

ness more extensively in France is that

they have been unable to quote prices on

goods delivered at French ports. The
French business man, he says, wants to

pay for what he buys in France and in

francs. Consequently the question of

transportation and exchange must be

solved by the expt)rter. It has been be-

cause the Hudson Bay Company was
able to give satisfaction to the French

Government on these two points that it

has been enabled to place important or-

ders in Canada.
Abundant Coal Promised West.—The

important announcement was made on

June 13 by Dr. Ruttan, of the Govern-

ment's Research Council, to the Manu-
facturers' Association at Winnipeg, that

Western Canada will have abundance of

coal within a very short time at a price

about two-thirds the price of anthracite.

This will be secured by a process for the

treatment of lignite coal lying in such

vast quantities in Western Canada, and.

according to figures given by Dr. Rut-

tan, there can be turned out from Winni-

peg from 100.000 to 200,000 tons daily.

The whole scheme for this undertaking is

complete, and has been recommended to

the Government, the preliminary cost of

equipment being given at $400,000.

Cars Ordered for Government Roads.

—

Contracts for the construction of 5,000

cars for the Canadian Government Rail-

way System have been let by the Gov-

ernment and orders for another 2.000 will

be placed in the near future. Contract^

were made some weeks ago with the

Eastern Car Co. and the Canadian Car

& Foundrv Co.. under which each con-

cern is to build 1.000 cars. Last Thurs-

day a second contract for 3.000 additional

cars was awarded the Canadian Car &
Foundry Co. At the same time 50 loco-
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IN STOCK

3^-Foot FOSDICK
Heavy Duty Radial Drill

Single Pulley, Speed Box Drive

New

ALSO TWO

6-Foot LONDON
Plain Radials

in fine condition.

WRITE FOR PRICES
AND PARTICULARS

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited
i ST. JOHN, N.B.

1 WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
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"If It's Machinery, Write Williams"
64 Front Street West, W

TORONTO i

oXTTT^^

There Is An Opening
In the Cieometric ('ircle

For You
The Geometric Circle increases con-

stantly with each new demand. It is

kept open for you.

Come In
Wo s[)ecicilizc on Scicw-ciiiiinii Tools. Our Si>lt'-

opeiiiiiji; Die IIea(l.< and CDllapsiu}"' Taps are in ii.se

on all iiiakos of Screw .Maeliiiie.s and 'i'ui'iet I.atlios.

Wlictlipi' \nur work calls for an external or internal

screw thread, of whatever diameter, pilch, len^lii or

foi'ni, take (he ])roposition up with us, and you will

not reiiret il. Our experts will know just wliat fea-

tures will lie-l adai'l a tool to your work.

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL COMPANY
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

Canadian AgenU:—V/lLU A.MS & WILSON, LTD., IVIONTREAL; THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LTD.
TORONTO. WINNIPEG AND ST. JOHN, N B.

// any advertisement inferextx yon, tear it out now and place irlth letters to he answered.
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a

OVENS a
m

Enameling; and Varnishing Ovens heated m
by Gaa. Electricity. Steam or Coal. p.

Write for BooUeU „
Brantford Oven & Raok Co.

I'.rantford, Canada.
Ltd.

DBnaDBnBnaDananHDJUiHnHDBC

Hamilton Anti-Friction

BABBITT
A Dependable Metal for
Speed and Pressure.

Geo. E. Jobborn, Hamilton, Ont.

STti

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you heat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St., BOSTON. MASS.

u. s. A.

motives for the Government Railway .Sys-

tem are being constructed at Kin.tiston,

and a like number in Montreal. The In-

tercolonial and Transcontinental will

thus, when the orders are all completed,

have 7,000 more cars and 100 more loco-

motives to meet traffic requirements.

High Water Level for Lake of Woods.
—Measures for maintaining the Lake of

the Woods with a level which will, in

their opinion, secure to the inhabitants

of both sides of the international boun-

dary the most advantageous use of the

waters of that lake, flowing into and out

of the lake, and of their shores and har-

bors, are recommended in a report of the

International Joint Commission which

has been made public simultaneously at

Ottawa and Washington. The six mem-
bers of the commission have recognized

water power as the dominant interest of

the region, and have provided for the

utilization of the Lake of the Woods and

the upper lakes as immense storage re-

servoirs for the benefit of that interest.

They have considered the interests of

navigation, the fisheries, agriculture,

lumbering, manufactliring, mining, and

tourist travel, and have recommended
that the Lake of the Woods be main-

tained at 1061.25 sea level datum.

Canadian Electric Railway Association.

—At the recent annual meeting of the

Association held in the Windsor Hotel,

Montreal, the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year:—President,

C. L. Wilson, assistant general manager,

Toronto and York Radial Railway, To-

ronto; Hon. Sec-Treas., Acton Burrows,

Toronto. The Executive Committee is as

follows: J. D. Fraser, director and sec-

retary-treasurer of the Ottawa Electric

Railway, Ottawa; A. Gaboury, superin-

tendent Montreal Tramways, Montreal;

E. P. Coleman. Hamilton; G. Gordon

Gale, vice-president and manager, Hull

Electric Railway, Hull; J. S. Mackenzie,

nurchasing agent, Winnipeg Electric

Railway, Winnipeg; H. G. Matthews,

general manager, Quebec Railway, Light,

Heat & Power Co., Quebec; E. L. Milli-

ken, manager Cape Breton Electric Rail-

way, Sydney, C.B., and Aubrey A. Bur-

rows, Toronto.

Canadian Trade Bounties.—According

to the latest report of the Department of

Trade and Commerce at Ottawa, trade

bounties amounting to $21,669,965 are

paid out annually. The following

amounts were paid out in one year, ac-

cording to the Government's statistician:

Amount, Bounty,
Tons. Dollars.

Pig Iron 5,431,547 7,097,041

Puddled Iron

Bars 42,812 113,674

Steel . 4,448,780 6,706,990

Manufactures of

Steel 499,312 2,868,122

Lead (pounds). 1,187,083,350 1,979,161

Manila Fibre
(pounds) . . . 108,048,641 367,962

Crude Petroleum
(gals.) 169,134,123 2,537,012

Total bounties -$21,669,965

INCORPORATIONS
The United Brush Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

has been incorporated at Ottawa with a

capital of $50,000 to manufacture of

brushes of all kinds at Hamilton, Ont.

The incorporators are Morris Fletcher,

Harry Nex and Alex. W. Brown all of

Hamilton.

Holden-Morgan Thread Miller, Ltd.,

have been incorporated at Toronto with

a capital of $600,000 to carry on the

business of mechanical engineers and'

manufacturers at Toronto. The pro-

visional directors are W. A. Y. Case, J. B.

Taylor and W. M. Smith all of Toronto.

The Pressed Metals Co., of Canada,

Ltd., has been incorporated at Ottawa,

with a capital of $2,000,000 to manufac-
ture and deal in iron, steel, brass and

all other metals. The head office is at

Toronto and the incorporators are

Charles E. Calvert, H. L. Nussbaum
and W. T. Fraser all of Toronto.

The Canada Iron Products Co., have-

been incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-

ital of $1,000,000 to manufacture and
deal in iron, steel, coke, colors, paints

and chemical preparations of every des-

cription. The head office is at Mon-
treal and the incorporators are R. E.

Allan, J. P. ChaAonneau and William'

Tavlor all of Montreal.

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Ridgetown, Ont.—The M.C.R. contem-

plate erecting a water tank here.

Edmonton, Alta—In the Lacombe dis-

trict great interest is being taken in the

building of the Lacombe & Blindman
Valley electric railway, which is now be-

ing gradually pushed forward to com-
pletion. Steel for the line as far as the

outlet has already been bought and sev-

eral carloads of rails and angle bars have

already arrived at Lacombe, and every

few days more carloads are being ship-

ped in. The laying of the rails has now
begun.

REFRIGERATION
Windsor. Ont.—D. D. Drulard has had

his meat market equipped with a 3-ton

refrigerating plant, supplied by the

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.

Montreal, Que.—The International

Manufacturing Co. has installed a 120-

ton refrigerating plant, supplied by the

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa., for coolin-?

purposes in their munitions factory.

St. Johns, N.F.—The Reid Newfound-
land Co. is erecting a cold storage and

fish freezing plant near the railway sta-

tion, the main building to be of concrete

200 X 99 feet, three storeys high. The
cold stores are to have capacity for about

10,000,000 pounds of fish. It is planned,

in addition, to build six branch plants r.t

export stations, the first of these to be

erected at Port-aux-Basques, which is to

have cold storage capacity for 2,000,000

pounds of fish. The other branch houses,

it is stated, will be probably at Bona-

vista, Lewisport, Bay-de-Verde, Placentia

and Trespassey, and will be of about

500,000 pounds capacity each.
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PERSONAL
W. I*. Hinton, traffic manager of the

G.T.R., willj it is understood, be appoint-
ed general manager.
George Beardmore, Toronto, and W. G.

Ross, of Montreal, president of Asbestos
Corporation of Canada, have been elected

to the board of directors of the Canadian
General Electric Co.

S. R. Parsons president of the British-

American Oil Co., Toronto, was elected

president of the Canadian iVIanufac-

turers Association at the annual meeting
in Winnipeg last week.

John Wilson, of the engineering staff

of the Structural Steel Co., Montreal, has
joined the contracting-engineers' staff of

the Dominion Bridge Co., at Lachine,

P.Q.

T. A. Russell of the Russell Motor Co.

and Holt Gurney of the Gurney Stove

Co., Toronto, have been appointed by the

Imperial Munitions Board to purchase
machinery for the wooden vessels under
construction in Canada.

Edward Holgate, who has been chief

draftsman with the Structural Steel Co.

of Montreal for the past seven years, has
accepted a position as chief engineer
with MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Ltd., of

Sherbrooke, Que.

Reginald H. Balfour, has been appoint-

ed sales manager of the Eugene F. Phil-

lips Electrical Works, Ltd., Montreal.
Mr. Balfour is a graduate of McGill Uni-

versity. He was formerly engineer for

the Montreal Electrical Commission.

H. W. Hutchinson, of Winnipeg, vice-

president of the John Dere Plow Co., di-

rector of the Dominion Bank, and closely

identified with many other large institu-

tions, has been elected to the directorate

of the Sawyer-Massey Co., of Hamilton,

Ont.

R. J. Younge, general manager of the

E.xport Association of Canada, Montreal,

who went to South Africa last March in

the interests of the association and its

trade relations with that country, is ^low

at Johannesburg. He plans to sail on his

return to Canada on July 6.

C. B. Gordon, ])resident of the Domin-
ion Textile Co. of Montreal, and a mem-
ber of the Imperial Munitions Board in

Canada since it was organized, will, it is

understood, become purchasing agent of

the British Government in the United
States, so far as munitions are concerned.

Mr. Gordon is at present in England.
Henry Hague Vaughan, who was re-

cently ajjpointed to a high e.xecutive posi-

tion with the Dominion Bridge Co., has

now been made general manager of the

company. Mr. Duggan, the former gen-

eral manager, becomes chairman of the

Board of Directors, and also retains the

title of chief engineer of the company.
John William Seens, general manger

of the Structural Steel Co., Montreal,
has joined the engineering staff of the

Canadian Bridge Co., of Walkerville,

Ont,. the plant of the Structural Steel

Co. having been taken over by the Moi\-

treal Locomotive Works.
\V. .Sanford Evans, chairman of the

Georgian Bay Canal Commi.ssion, has

ben requested to accept the position of

PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
eSTAB. I&7?.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
\LL COUI^ TRI E S

Bonk "Patent Protection"—free. Master
of I'atfiit Laws, Formerly Patent Office
Examiner.
99 8t. James St.. - Montreal. Qur.

BranclieM: Ottawa, Washin^un.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC, TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS. ETC.
HANBURY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bldg.. Montreal
Cable Address

"BREVET"

r?ATENTrW Fetherstonhau^h & Co.,
Patent Solicitors, Heart Office,
Koyal Banl! BIcIr.. Toionio.
Ottawa Office. 5 Elffin St.' Send for our Plain Practical
Pointers. Copy of .National
Progress, in which our j)atent3
are adTertisc<i, mailed tree. fi

[PROMPTLY SECUREi
In all countries. Ask for our Investor's Adviser,

which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.

Merchants Bank Building, corner
St. Catherine St.. MONTREAL. Phone Up. 6474

and Washington, D.C.» U.S.A.

MacKinnon,
Holmes & Co.

LIMITED

Sherbrooke,
Quebec

Builders of

Coal Bunkers,
\
N

Oil Tanks, Water >

Tanks and Receivers
We spi

T;
'e spi-iinli/c IB Briil>;c,s, HiMliliiiKs.T'uvei s.

anks, Penstocks, Koof Trusses, Columns./
Smoke Floes and Stai ks, Coal Hins, /

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
are the result of over
sixty years' experience in

spring making, eombiuetl
with unsurpassed equip-
ment and the workman-
ship of men who have
been with us, ten. twenty
nnd in some cases thirty
yoars.

Write for booklet No. 7-T.

Established 1857.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol, Ct., U.S.A.

ManTrs of "Barnes-m^de" Product*
Sprin*isScrewMachIne Products (old Rolled Sfeel oj>H Wir«

MANurACT'

TwTADUruuiciir<
DRAW CUT SHAPUS

'

SPECIAL DRAWCUT R R SNAPCRS^
CO MACniNC KtYS^

STATI0NARrS.P9RTAM£KlYWArCUTTlRSl

SPCCIAL kfiCOMOTIVE CYUNDtRPUNCRSl

erricc-' works: musklcun hught;> uiA

ON PAGE 70
You'll find a host
of Opportunities.

TURN TO IT!

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
are manufaetur

era of stamped parts
for other manufae
turers.

We do any kind of
aheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses ami
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
i n a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

Ktamping in Nickel
Brass or Oopper.

Send us a sampl

order.

W. H. BANFIELD&SONS
372 Pape Av6Due, Toronto, Can.
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S4 -FY"

your

water

supply

Buhble Over-
flow Wuste

THE Americfin Museum of Safety conferred

a Gold Medal Auard upon ihe 1*iho

Sanitai-y Drinking Foiintniu at the First

luttmaliuniil E\|)osition of Safety and Sanita-

I lull.

The Fuio Sanitary Diinking Fountain won be-

cause it deseiTed to win—Puro had merits tiiat

made it slan'l head and shouWei-s above any

otln-T dinikiuf apparatus.

Safe Simple
SANITARY Economical

Quickly Attached

Tliese .lie thv qualities tliat forced the leadiiig

safety ami sanitary engineere to pick I'uro in

preference lo all othei'S.

No device can be as efficient that does not con-

lain all these qualitications; and I'uro "has not

lied for first phice; I'mo was first.

Don't be satisHod «illi half-way goodness, or

makeshift drinking airangements for your em-
ployees.

If the meji in your faL-tory must drink, give

them a clean diink.
Puro is clean— it does not rust or corrode.

Puro is economical. It allows just the proper

amount of cool. cle;m. fresh water to come
thiough the bubblpr. No spurting, no overflow-

ing, no loss. Pnro regidates itself. You can

attach it in fire minutes.
Tell us how m.iny men in your factory and your

\iatei' juesanre in pounds—
\Vp"n trll V011 just what it will cost to

"PURO-FY' YOUR WATER SUPPLY.

PURO
TRADE MARK

147 University Ave.

SANITARY
DRINKING
FOUNTAIN

TORONTO. ONT.

THE IRON WORKS
Succ<

LIMITED
issors to

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound, i
Tank Woik^H

Smokestacks, ^^|
Ont. fl Grey Iron and ^H

Engineers
' m

Boiler-

makers 1

Brass Castings, ^|
Special ^M

Machinery ^^|
Made to ^1

Founders ' Order ^^|
Wachinists ^'^i^'

food controller for Canail.i during tiie

w.ir. The Order-in-Council defining' the

duties and powers of controller has been

submitted to Mr. Evans, who will make
any recommendations he considers ne-

cessary to ensure success to this proposal

to regulate prices and distribution of

food supplies.

U. W. F'raser, who for a number of

years has been works manager of the

Montreal Locomotive Works, has been

promoted to the position of general man-
aarer and will have charge of the city

office as well as that af the plant. His

present activities will be divided between
the plant and the head office, but vv'ifh

the passing of Government work and a

return to the construction of locomotives,

.Mr. Fraser will be permanently located

at the city office.

James Walter Lyon, president of the

Guelph Radial Railway, is also president

of the Guelph Junction Railway, vice-

president of the Dominion Linen Mills,

Ltd., director of Preston Car and Coach
Co., director of Sterling Rubber Co., and
president of the Guelph Realty Co. Mr.
Lyon was born in the United States and
c'.ime to Canada in 1872. He is president

of the Hydro Radial Association of Can-
ada, which plans a system of railway
lines throughout Ontario.

R. H. Parks has been appointed oper-

ating manager of the Canadian Car &
Foundry Co., Montreal. Mr. Parks who-

will have charge of the operation of all

the car plants has been identified with

the car building industry for a great

many years, and came to Canada from
the Bettendorf Car Co. of Davenport,
la. Coincident with this appointment,
W. .S. Atwood has been appointed assis-

tant to the vice-president and managing
director.

Donald Grant, builder of many rail-

roads in the northwest, died at his home
on June 13, at Faribault, Min., after a

short illness. Mr. Grant was born in

Glengarry, Canada, December 10, 1837.

He went to Minnesota in 1863. entering

into the railroad construction work. He
assisted in building sections of the

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, the

Northern Pacific, the Great Northern,
the Minneapolis and St. Louis, the Can-
adian Pacific and many smaller lines in

the northwesti

Charles A. Magrath, who has been ap-

pointed fuel controller for Canada, is

chairman of the International Joint Com-
mission on Waterways. Mr. Magrath
was born in North Augusta, Ont., fifty-

seven years ago. In 1878 he went to the

Canadian West and engaged in irrigation

and other development work in Southern
Alberta. Later he received an appoint-

ment as a member of the International

Joint Commission, on which he has done
excellent work. He was chairman of the

temporary Commission erected in 1913

by Ontario to investigate and report on a

comprehensive system of highways for

that province. He will have complete
power over the fuel supplies of the Do-
minion, their distribution and prices at

the various points throughout the count-

try. The purpose of the appointment is

to insure for the people a domestic sui)-

ply during the coming winter.

Lawford Grant has been appointed
manager director and treasarer of the

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works,
Ltd., Montreal. Mr. Grant came to Can-
ada in 1907 as president and managing
director of the Canadian British Insul-

ated Co., Ltd. In 1913 he accepted a posi-

tion as assistant manager of the Phillips

Co., and now succeeds Geo. H. Olney,

who was head of that firm for eighteen

years, Mr. Olney having recently retired

owing to ill-health. Mr. Grant is a civil

and electrical engineer, and was formerly
engineer for the British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd., of England. Among
the many undertakings which he can-ied

out for the latter company was the elec-

trification of the Government dock yard
and naval base at Malta. The Phillips

plant is, in size, among the first half-

dozen of the insulated wire and cable

works on this continent.

MARINE
Vancouver, B.C.—The Foundation Co.

has been awarded contracts to build five

wooden steamships for the British Gov-
ernment through the Imperial Munitions
Board. The ground has been broken on
the Songhees Reserve site, and w-ork will

be rushed to get the plant ready.

North Vancouver, B.C.—It is reported
here that a deal has been completed for

disposal of a portion of the Wallace ship-

yard interests. No authoritative state-

ment regarding the matter is obtainable
but it is reported on good authority that

the western Wallace yard, that used in

connection with the construction of wood-
en ships, is to be transferred to the Foun-
dation Co., of Montreal.

Victoria, B.C.—The shipbuilding plant

operated by the Cameron Genoa Mills

Shipbuilders, Ltd., where the auxiliary

schooners are now in various stages of

construction, is to be enlarged for the

purpose of making an immediate start on

the four wooden steamers which have
been awarded the concern by the Im-
perial Munitions Board. A new building

ways is being laid down on the ground
now under lease to the company.

Pier and Warehouse Collapse.—A sec-

tion 150 feet long of the city pier No. .5

at West St. John collapsed at noon on
j

June 13, with an equal stretch of ware-^i
house and part of a grain conveyer.

Three men had been in the warehouse
office, but left only ten minutes before

the collapse occurred. Forty men b:id i

been working in the warehouse. Too
|

much weighty goods in the warehouse is
j

given as the cause. Some six thousand
cases of heavy goods for export were
lost.

Vancouver, B.C.—Within the nt \c

three months it is expected that the first

keel of the six new vessels that are to be

built in Vancouver for the Imperial

Munitions Board will be laid by the ne'.vj

concern known as the Western Canada
Shipyards, Ltd. The amalgamation of

three well-known companies has result-

ed in the formation of this concern, the.-e

companies being Grant, Smith & McDor,-
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Screw Machine Queries:

I

75 ACCESSIBILITY A FEATURE ?

N THE COXS^rKVCTION of many machine tool?,

acc-cs- to part- requirinji frequent change or adju.-t-

mcnt often fails to receive sufficient attention.

The importance attached to this feature by the designers of the

"New Britain" Six-Spindle Automatic is indicated by the many
provisions for greatest convenience and economy of time in

setting up and operating the machine.

A loose cover in cylinder housing permits of instant access to

spindle bearing adjusting nuts.

The design of the spindle bearings—straight inside and taper

outside—enables the slightest wear to be taken up without

disturbance of the original alignment of spindles and tools.

Should it become necessary for any reason to remove a spindle, it

may be accomplished without the removal of spindle cylinder.

If, "however, it is desired to take out the latter, all that is

necessary is to remove the upper half of cylinder housing and
withdraw drive shaft.

In effecting variations of spindle speed or feed, the "New
Britain" design is e.xceptionally simple and convenient—the

necessary gear changes tjeing made without removal of driving

pulley.

]]'( ir'ill i/IikIIii sitlnii'il prud in-tiuii estimaifx for doirnj

ijiiiir iriifl: "Tin X-n Urilnin Wnij." Send iih hfiifprrnts.

The New Britain Machine Company
—Automatic Screw and Chucking Machines—

New Britain, Conn , U.S.A.

STEEL STOCKS FOR EXAMPLE
Nearly every class of .securities tails into some detinile class, such as Steel. Millinir. I'rans-

portation. Textiles. Pulp anil Paper, Liitht and Power.

All stocks in these various classes are atfect^MJ in the matter of their current market price

by cerUiin conditions, ever chanffinif.
^

Hence it is of first importance to every man with investments or about to make invest-

ments to keep himself well informed. reKuIarly. about the class or classes of securities in

which he is inti'rested.

He can do this by rcadinir each week THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA.
The news and opinion concer[iin;r each of these classes of securities are provided fully each

week, by writers in daily touch with their respctive fields by the one man. in each case

Ijest (jualified to deal with the class of security covered by him.

Vou can Ket well informed news and opinion at small cost from the POST each week—*

and much else of value and interest. _
Issued every Saturday. $3 per year.

Wtite to the Piiblish'-rs for ijimple <'"ry

The Financial Post of Canada, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto

nell, the Northern Construction Co., and
.Armstrong & Morrison. Operations have
already commenced for the laying out of

the site of the shipyard, on the location

of the old Royal City Mills on the north
side of False Creek, a lengthy lease hav-
ing been obtained by the board on behalf

of the company. Thus the initial meas-
ures have been taken that may mean the

establishment on a permanent basis of

one of the largest shipbuilding plants in

the Dominion. A. R. Mann, of the Nor-
thern Construction Co., is president and
managing director of the concern.

Vancouver, B.C.—R. P. But-chart and
Capt. Troup representing the Imperial

Munitions Board have given assurance
that all the auxiliary machinery for the

vessels will be built and procured hei-e.

This includes hoisting equipment and
gear, and all of the hundred and one
items of metal outfitting other Ihan the

engines themselves. The detailed j)lans

for the engines are not all available so

far and final decision regarding them
will not be made until some further in-

formation has been received, from
Ottawa. But it was represented that

from twelve to fifteen engines can be

built in the present British Columbia
shops, including those in Vancouver,
North Vancouver, Victoria, New West-
minster and Prince Rupert.

CATALOGUES
stow Grinders.—The Stow Mfg. Co.,

Binghampton, N.Y., have issued a
bulletin featuring their line of internal

grinders and flexible shaft equipments
for munitions. The bulletin also illus-

trates Stow jjortable tools for various

purposes.

Service Bureau Bulletin, issued by the

National Founders' Association, Chicago,

111. Bulletin No. 6 deals with various

types of hand squeezers, with pattern

and flask equipment, etc., particularly as

to the attainment of satisfactory results

and saving of time. The bulletin is fully

illustrated.

Lathes.—Loose-leaf binder, containing

a number of leaflets dealing with an in-

teresting line of lathes manufactured by

the Whitconib-Blaisdell Machine Tool

Co., Worcester, Mass. The various sizes

of lathes are illustrated, together with a

specification and principal dimensions

covering each. The concluding pages of

the catalogue deal with the reversible

geared head lathes, with illustrations and

specifications.

Planers.—The Whitconib-Blaisdell Ma-
chine Tool Co., Worcester, Mass., have
issued a catalogue illustrating and de-

scribing a line of planers which they
manufacture. The catalogue contains a

general description of the Whitconib-

Blaisdell second-belt drive planers, and
deals with the advanUiges derived by the

use of this type of drive. The principal

features embodied in the design of these

planers are illustrated and described at

length, while the various sizes are also

illustrated and accompanied by a speci-

fication giving the principal dimensions.

This is a very attractive catalogue, and
the illustrations are unusually good.
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r'LASsiFi'^^ Advertising
Rates (payable in advance) : Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word sub-
sequent insertions. Count five words when bo^ number is required. Each figure counts

as one word. Minimum order $1.00. Display rates on application.

ECTIOrsi
"y

FOR SALE BUSINESS CHANCES WANTED
TflOR SALE — 1 HOLDEN-MORGAN BASE
•^ milling machine. 3-inch shell. Manitoba Bridge
& Iron Works. Winnipeg.

pOR SALE—ONE LEWIS TYPE ENGINE
-' built by Waterous Engine Works. 240 H.P.,

flywheel 73" x 18". automatic governor, a bar-

gain. One steam pump. 4V2" x 2%" x 4". Write
Box 217, Moncton, N.B. c24m

-pADIAL DRILL. 4' CINCINNATI BICKFORD
^* with single pulley drive and speed box. for

sale or exchange for 6" Radial Drill ; also Mitts

& Merrill Keyseater. 12" stroke to cut 2" wide
keyways. Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co..

Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont. c26m

rnWO NEW BOILERS. 66" x 1«'. FOR SALE.
-*- immediate shipment. One smoke stack. 54" x
SO', also one C.G.E. generator. 62.5 K.V.A. with
exciter and switchboard. Box 312. Canadian
Machinery. (c24m)

O^^NE LATHE 16" x 4y2' BACK-GEARED —
Built by P. P. Silk Machine & Tool Co.. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. One lathe 18" x 3'. back-geared.

Euilt by the Bradford Mill Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Four Murchey collapsible dies. Capacity 1V>" to

2^-2"- Box 272. Canadian Machinery. ctmf

FOR SALE—TWO 1^ x 6 REED PRENTICE
Automatic Lathes. One Bertram Gap Lathe.

48 X 10. Four No. 10 Heavy Duty Baker Drills.

One No. 2D Colburne Drill. One Heav>' Duty
Reliance M?.ch=nc Co. T'lrret Lathe for inside

Uorins of b" shells. Canadian Blower & Forge

Co., Kitchener. Ont. c24m

\YE HAVE ON HAND AT OUR WELLAND
^' Woi-ks. for disposal, the following new
machinery:—One 11) 18" x 15 ft. Accumulator;
one 1 1 1 Aldrich Triplex Hydraulic Pump. 180

Kals. capacity; two f2) 350-ton B- and B.

Presses. All offers will be carefully considered.

Canadian Car & Foundry Co.. Ltd.. Transporta-

tion Building. Montreal.

-j_ROBB HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE. 10 x
12. 35 h.p. Just overhauled by makers. Price

$300.00. 1—Heavy Duty Rockford Drill. Suitable

for shells or heavy work. Weig'ht of drill 3,600

lbs. Good as new. Write for specification. 1

—

Jones & Lamson 2 x 24 Turret Lathe. 2i+" hole in

spindle. 16" swing, cone drive, collet chucks for

bars up to 2" diameter. Or lathe can be fitted with

standard universal chuck. Flat turret 16" dia-

meter. Good condition. Price $400.00. 1—Warner
& Swasey Turret Lathe. Round turret, diameter
8". hand cross feed for turret. Swing 14". Fairly

good condition. Price $200.00. 1—Bertram 2-

spindie Thread Miller. Made by makers for

threading 18-pdr. shells. Now used for thread-

ing sockets. Good condition. Steel Furnishing
Co . Ltd.. New Glasgow. Nova Scotia. c2m

SPECIAL MACHINERY
TT. C. THOMAS. GENERAL MACHINE SHOP.

tools, jigs and machine repairs. 301 King
St. W.. Toronto. Telephone Adelaide 3836. elm

lyrANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
work to any specification—munition produc-

tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.
Sumbling Machinery Co., 7 St. Mary St.. Toronto.

O. VESSOT & CO.. GENERAL MACHINE SHOP
and Grey Iron Foundry. We can undertake

at present time light machining and grey iron

c astings, at reasonable prices. Address Joliette.

Que. elm

t^HELL PLANT FOR SALE
plant- installed since 1914. for

COMPLETE
for the machining

and assembling of 4.5 inch H.E. shells, situated

at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, on line of Interco-
lonial Railway, with siding running into the
works. Will sell the equipment outright, with
privilege of renting the building in event of the
purchaser engaging in the same business. Starr
Manufacturing Co.. Limited. Dartmouth. Nova
Scotia, Canada. c26m

pOR SALE—A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildings in good condition, suitable

for either metal or wood-working ; shipping facili-

ties unexcelled. Two trunk lines ; direct connec-
tions east, west, north and south. Educational
advantages the very best. Plant will be sold at

a bargain and on easy terms of payment, if

desired. Apply Box 294, Canadian Machinery.

SITUATIONS WANTED
TTIGH-GRADE MAN. EXPERIENCED IN GEN-

eral construction, manufacturing, machine
shop work and heavy shells, is open for a good
offer only. Box 315, Canadian Machinery. c25m

PRACTICAL WOJRKS MANAGER AND ME-
-^ chanical expert with years of experience in

United States and Canada, a specialist in muni-
tion work, open for engagement. Best of refer-

ences. Apply Box 304. Canadian Machinery.
c4m

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER—COLLEGE GRADU-
uate. five years' practical experience ; now

employed in large industrial plant, electric-

driven : responsible position desired ; money not
sole object; recommendations. Bo.\ 305. Canadian
Machinery. c^iJm

What
have you
to sell?
Have ycni did nr used machinery or

any equipment for which you have
no further u.<e. or are your .service.-^

for sale?

If your jirop(->sition will interest the

men or the firm? we reach, the logical

place for it to appear is in these

columns.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

;3()()-T0N PRESS SUITABLE FOR NOSING
4..5 Howitzer Shells, complete with triple

pump, accumulator, and fittings. McGregor &
Mclntyre. Limited. 1139 Shaw St.. Toronto. Ont.

c26ni

^yANTED—THREAD MILLER FOR NOSE OF
4.-5 mark VII. shell. Must be in good order

and price reasonable. J. C. Wilson & Co.. Belle-
ville. Ont. c26m

SITUATIONS VACANT
"^yANTED—TOOL MAKERS TO WORK ON

munitions. Apply at once. Wallaceburg
Brass & Iron Mfu. Co.. Ltd.. Wallaceburg On-
^"°- c25m

^/^DVERTISERS DESIRE TO GET IN TOUCH
with traveller calling on manufacturers, etc..

to solicit work for well equipped machine, tool-
making and repair shop. Good proposition to
right party. Box .319. Canadian Machinery.

c25m

rjlHOROUGHLY CAPABLE BRASS FOUNDRY
Foreman to take charge of small foundry do-

ing a general jobbing business and also munition
work. Location Montreal. Address for infor-
mation, "Brass Foreman." P.O. Box 1934 Mon-
treal. '

e26m

-yy A N T E D—TWO EXPERIENCED BORING
lathe hands to take charge on day and night

shifts, of battery of boring lathes -for 6" Mark III.
shell. Only men who can get good bores and
high production need apply. Give in the first
instance, experience, wages required and full par-
ticulars, otherwise application will not be con-
sidered. Box 317. Canadian Machinery. c26m

TTOISTING MACHINERY SALESMAN. BE-
tween ages of 30 and 40 ; prefer, if possible,

man having experience machine shop, drafting
room, general office, as well as actual selling.
Man of sound training and good judgment
assured steadily increasing salary and good
future. Reply, giving all needful information in
few words, to Box No. 31.S. Canadian Machinery.

c25m

rpECHNICAL ADVERTISING MAN ^ LARGE
manufacturing concern near Toronto, building

a general line of heavy machinery, requires a
young man to take care of its advertising : must
be able to prepare machine descriptions from blue
prints and to write clear, concise English : adver-
tising experience desirable, but not necessarv :

please state age. nationality, experience and
salary desired, and send samples of your work
with prst letter. Box 320. Canadian Machinery.

c26m

C" SHELL FOREMAN WANTED WITH SPE-
cial qualications to get production from shop

at Peterborough. Ont,. which has been running
on 6" shell for eighteen months. Tooling and
shop inspection separately organized. Foreman to

give his whole attention to obtaining maximum
production. Give full particulars in first appli-

cation as to previous experience, references, and
salary required, otherwise aoolication will not be

considered. Apply to Box 316. Canadian Machin-
ery. c25m
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ACME
BOLT CUTTERS
All Standard Sizes from

^-inch' tO;] 6-inch Capacity

Sii]iplie(l with Leadficrcw Allacliini'iil I'nr Si:iy linlls nr (i|li(>r wurk r;'i|uirin.L!

sjicciiil Accui'iicv (if I 'itch.

WlMTi: IS I'Ol; I'll.l. DI'/fAII S ON ANY MACIIINK oi; MACIIIXKS
IN WHICH V(M AIM'. I NTi; RESTED

The John Bertram & Sons Company
Limited

Dundas, Ontario, Canada
MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER WINNIPEG

723 Drummond BIdg. 1002 C.P.R. BIdg. 609 Bank of Ottawa Bldg. 1 205 Mc Arthur Bid

iuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

// any advciiiticiiioil intcrct:ls you. Irjir il imt now and place with letters to be answered.
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Advertising as the Quick Rescuer in England's Cri ses
Wliat II Has Done and Huir the Ooieninwut Pioied lis War Time Use.

By J. Murray Allison
FnnnrrI,, i .1 ,nt,snu, iln„„„,r „l lUe l.on.h.n Tin,,,.. I„H- A.s,s„:n, n,re lor of K,cr,uli„a, Hoin.l Xaral Division

M.\N\ of the meu who have Pujoy.-d your overflowiug hos-
pitality lu happiei- days gone hy are in the trenches the
(lust of many lies quiet iu France, others in khaki or navv

blue guard those little islands in the .North Sea, nianv. also inuniform are in the War OfHce, the Admiralty or in the Minis-
try of Munitions, while the rest, iu the plain, clothes of the
civilian, still carry on their craft, a craft now devoted to thecommon ohject of us all. the winuius of the war.
For, let there be no mistake, advertising plays a very import-

ant part, indeed, when war becomes, as this war lias become
not merely the clash of armed forces, one against the other'
but a conflict between whole peoples, a conflict betwi'en twri
separate and distinct theories of government, of civilization
even of existence itself. That advertising does play this im-
portant part in such a conflict as the one that has held almost
the entire world in its grip for nearly three years Is no theorv.
It IS no bombastic utterance; it is plain and sober fact. It has
been proved without any shadow of possible doubt and this
brings me perhaps in a roundabout way to the subject that
stands against my name in to-day's programme. "What Adver-
tising Has Done for England." What advertising has done
so far may be tabulated yerv briefly :

Tand

It raised four million fighting men under the voluntary systi
Tt raised countless billions of dollars in loans floated in E

em.
Eng-

It raised nearer $200,000,000 than $100,000,000 in private dona-
tions for the various war charities, the majority of which wereand are still being run by advertising meu.

It discovered to the authorities over a million men whose
trades and. their knowledge of those trades made them skilled
munition workers.

It persuaded over a million women to oflFer their country the
labor of their hands to release the male workers for other duties

.Advertising taught the people of Oreat Britain to work harder
and produce more, to give up their useless luxuries when it
was necessary to consume less petrol. less rubber and less food •

It taught the British people the siu of wasn- and the glory of
sacrifice.

WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED WITHOUT
-VDVEUTISI.NG.

^ow there is always a great danger in oyerstatement, and in
case there are those who might say that I am "drawing the long
DOW in making these claims for advertising, let me say straight
away that I do not claim that advertising accomplished all these
things by itself. The war itself is bigger than advertising,^
naturally, and it was the occasion, the tremendous occasion,
that counted. But consider what would have happened without
advertising. What would have been the position of the .\Ilies
six months after the war started? What would have been the
position a year afterwards? What would have been the position
to-day ?

We can only come to a .judgment of these questions by nega-
tive speculation. It is perhaps a clumsy method, but it is the
only method available, and such as it is I propose to employ it.

You must remember that while these great advertising cam-
paigns were in progress the -Allies were on the defensive ; they
were .just holding on. Every man. every shell, every gun, every
munition worker, every woman worker counted enormousl.v.
Imagine what would have happened in that terrible year of
ini.5 had there been a really serious shortage in men and
money, in addition to the temporarv shortage of munitions.

During those fateful days of 1915 a shortage of .50.000 men
on the Western front, especially at the second battle of Ypres
would have meant disaster to the British army. The British
generals were short enough, God knows, hut not too short to
hold the line. Thanks to advertising, the men were there in
sufficient numbers, and thanks to their heroism, the line was held.

Again take what the shortage of munitions meant in those
same montlis, when every projectile was worth its weight in
solid gold. What happened them? There was formed the great
.Ministry of Munitions. That ministry, with .Lloyd George at the
liead of it, bought land and factories and iron and steel, but
what was the good of all this material without the men to work
and weld it Into guns and shells? The men were there; they
were in England somewhere. The problem was to find theiii
and take them from the cycle factory, the piano works, from
any place, in fact, where men were used to work in metal,
and to collect them and parcel them out to man the factories
that were waiting to receive them. That was no easy task.
How was it accomplished?

One of the first appointments made in the new Ministry of
Munitions was that of advertising director, who advertised
for the men and got them, and a few months afterwards the
men at the front were no longer short of munitions and never
have been since. .-Advertising never yet made a shell or a fuse
or a cap or an ounce of picric acid, but it delivered Into factories
easily, without friction and quickly, all or nearly all the avail-
able men who could do these things. Supposing that the
government had decided not to try the advertising experiment.

supposing that tlie government had been forced, in those dark
day.s wh.'n tov a whole year not one solitary item of good- uews
cached tlie British people, to raise the men for the front and
Ihe men tor the back of the front by other means.

imagine what would have happened had the government
been lorced at th.it time to introduce some measure of eou-
scription of fighting men, of working men and of capital. That
the country would have ultimately ri.sen to the occasion I have
ot course, not the slightest doubt, but there is also no rooni
tor doubt that such legislation would have met with the greatest
ojiposition and the energies of the nation would have dissipated
in a domestic political strugle with what result I dare not
even suggest.

Without advertising there would have been volunteers in
their hundreds of thousands, witlioiit advertising capital would
have beiwi forthcoming in millions, liut men were needed, not
in hundreds of thousands, but in millions, and money was
needed, not in millions, but in billions; the people did not
know what they were up against—it was the liusiuess of adver-
tising to miike them understand.

WHAT SICCESS (IF WAU LOA.X MEANT.
1 do not think, however, that it is necessary for me to spend

any more time iu proving that advertising did all. and more
than all. its advocates claimed that it would do. The fact is
that in England it has been employed to accomplish, easily and
quickly, do not forget that last word, qiiieklii. each and every
purpose of the government. Perhaps, however, I may be per-
mitted to refer to another campaign, especially as a similar
campaign is now being launched in this country. I refer to
the campaign conducted on behalf of the second "war loan late
in I'.U.'i. If I remember rightly, it was a three-billion-dollar
loan. It was not the intention of the government to advertise
this loan, and the usual "peace time" single-column spaces were
issueil to the newspapers. I remember my astonishment at
seeing the old familiar column in The Timi's one morning, and
you may depend upon it that 1 didn't waste much time in
getting in touch with tlie official government agent. I re-
member, also, his alarm at my suggestion that the loan should
be advertised like bags of flour or tins ot tobacco. I may tell
you now that in that first week the loan was a failure. It was
nr>t that the people were not patriotic, but the da.ys were too
big for the old ntethods. and ia tlie crash of events at the front
the old sterotyped announcement was lost.

-As it was. the loan was about to be a failure, and would
have been a failure had not the government taken the sugges-
tions of the little group, the little group of willing men, who
were advising on advertising generally.

.Assume that the government had decided not to advertise
the loan and the three billion dollars asked for had not been
forthcoming, what would have happened? In the first i>lace.

the British Einpire would have lost credit throughout the world,
the men in the trenches across the Channi'l would have been
disheartened, not to sa.v disgusted, and the enemy would have
every grounds for claiming that the strongest and richest mem-
ber of the Entente was quitting. .As it was. something quite
different happened. The loan w^as heavily advertised and
easily and qiiirklii, to be precise, in fourteen days after the
advertising started, the loan was over-subscribed ; and, instead
of being partially discredited in tlie eyes of her .Allies and in

the opinion of the world, instead of' giving comfort to the
enemy. Great Britain was able to encourage her soldiers, cement
the alliance and deliver a blow to the powers arra.ved against her.

It is needless for me to remind you that in this war political

and moral considerations are almost equal to those of purel.v
military significance, and the success of the second war loan
was as great a victory to the .Allies as the capture of a fortress
on the Western front. .As a matter of fact. It was the only
positive victory tliat the Western .Allies had that year.

It was not always easy ta persuade the various departments
of government to allow us to aid them. My own experience was
limited to the .Admiralty, and I shall never forget my first

interview with thi' shy and retiring, though gallant, men who
lurk in the dark chambers of that edifice. On that ocacsion I

felt almost as scared as I now feel. 1 had elaborated my
plans for increasing recruiting at some length, and when I had
concludetl a distinguished .Admiral said, ".Are we to under-
stand, sir, that you desire to boom the navy in some manner?"
to which I replied, "That, .Admiral, would be my purpose."
There was a short silence, then the gallant sailor replied, "You
are evidently not aware, sir, that the Royal Navy is known as
the silent service."

.\fter the experience (on the second war loan), however,
there was no need for us to have to persuade the authorities
as to the value of advertising. .As I have, said, it has been
emoloved ever since for every purpose that the government has
sought to accomplish.

Extract from address before St. Louis Convention, A.A.C. of W.
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"Hamilton" Pig Iron

Open Hearth Steel Billets

Steel and Iron Bars

Forgings

Railway Fastenings

Pole Line Hardware
Bolts, Nuts and Washers

Wrought Pipe

Screws, Wire
and

Wire Products
of every descriptionTHE -^- ^-^^^ -
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STEEL COMlkNY
OF CANADA
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In the "Iron Grip"~But Too Hard to Hurt

^?

i'*

iBALL BEARINGS!

{

1^

t.'^

Onlv M dent in the vi.«e—that's all. The
Crucible .'^teel Ball;* u.-ed in S K F Ball Bear-

ing? are so hard and resilient that they will

niit crush under this most severe test.

If vou try to crush a ^ ;" S K F Ball l»y

scjueezinii it in a vise, you would have to exert a

])ress(u-e equal to a load of :-)o.000 lbs. Literally,

they are a tower of strength and hardnes.'^.

When you want a bearing that is strong, wear-

jiroof.—specify S K F. Our Engineering Service

ilepartnient will gladly give you information

ab-^vt S K F for your machines.

CANADAIN SKF" COMPANY
LIMITED

TORONTO CANADA

Mention (his paper when writing advertisers. It will identijij the proposition about which you require information.
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Bridgeford 36" Patent Geared Head Lathe ?/mRNA- This is one of those heavy duty "Bridgefords."' celehnited for its? accuracy

/^/*1|1*Q fr^ and speed. Has ideal comhination of cutting speeds and changes are
^^^^ *A fc. Vi* made wUh quickness and ease. You can liank on this lathe to go through

the tovigliest proposition in f[\iick order where the average lathe would fall down.

All Bridgeford Lathes are built to cope with the severest requirements. Let us tell you more
about them.

Bridgeford Machine Tool Works, Rochester, N.Y.
161 WINTON ROAD

DOUBLEMUSHET
High Speed Steel

Carbon Steel

Gauge Steel

Alloy Steels

£OLE MAKERS

Samuel Osborn & Co. Ltd.
SHEFFIELD

Twist Drills and
Reamers^ Milliu^

Cutters and Slit-

ting Saws

Sam'l Osborn (Canada)
Limited

Head Office and Works: MontreaL P.Q.

Branch Office: Toronto, Ontario

// intiTculcd, tear mil this pr il ant lunv ciiiii place with Irttrra tn he answered.
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filGHT ¥VAY

^/S 2

tYftONG WAY

QRWD/NG STELLITE TOOLS

CAST IRON

^ZA
r/G J

Jt/GHT WAY

FiG 2

liVROf>/G WAY

GRINDJNG STELLITE TOOLS
FOR

20TO /OO POJNT CARBONSTEEL.

f/<T 1

WffONS WAY RI6HT WAY

VI

root

riG 3

IS NOT STEEL, SO DO NOT
/. USE IT LIKE STEEL /.

DIRECTIONS FOR GRINDING

"STELLITE" TOOLS
Figure 1 shows the right way to grind a Stellite tool for
machining Cast Iron. Give the tool a full Round Nose, and
be sure the angle (A) is just sufficient to allow the tool to
clear the work. This angle should never be more than six
degrees.

Whenever possible, operate the tool without top slope as
shown in Figure 2, since the centre of the Stellite bar is not as
hard as the outer surface.

Figure 2 shows the improper way to grind the tool. Angle
A is entirely too great, and will cause the tool to crumble.
This tool should have a full round nose, and the top slope as
shown will reduce the cutting qualities of the tool.

Stellite tools cannot be burnt while grinding, because they
have no temper. They always remain hard.

Always use No. 3 grade Stellite for turning Cast Iron.

Figure 1 shows the right way to grind Stellite tools for grind-
ing steel. Angle A should be just sufficient to allow the tool'

to clear the work, and should never be more than six degrees.
In turning steel it is necessary to give the tool some top slope
to get the proper cutting action between tool and chip. It
will be found that due to the high rate of speed at which the
Stellite tools operate it requires less top slope than is gen-
erally given other tools. A top slope angle of 5 degrees is.

sufficient.

Figure 2 shows wrong way to grind for turning steel, as
Angle A is too great and the shape of the cutting nose is toa-
pointed. The top slope, as shown in figure 2, is too great.

Always use No. 2 grade Stellite for turning 20 to 100 point
Carbon Steel.

In Figure 1 the Stellite tool is being ground on the periphery
of the grinding wheel, with results as shown in Figure 3.

This method is wrong, because a concave clearance is given;
the tool, as shown, which robs the cutting edge of its maxi-
mum support, causing crumbling and failure.

In Figure 2 the Stellite tool is being ground correctly, using
the side of grinding wheel. This method gives maximum-
support to the cutting edge as shown in Figure 4.

Tools ground, as shown in Figure 3, will always give trouble,
and are responsible for most failures with Stellite tools.

Never give Stellite tools any more clearance than absolutely
necessary.

Always remove the wire edge with a carborundum or oilstone.

Stellite cuts 25c, to 300. , faster than the

best tool steel.

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

Deloro Smelting & Refining^

Co., Limited
DELORO, ONTARIO

/ieSUL T or WPONG HIMY

FI6 4-

fesvtrof R16HT WAY
Branch Warehouses TORONTO and MONTREAL.
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Manganese,
Vanadium,
Titanium,

Chrome,
Nickel

Castings

Made in sizes

from 1 lb.

to

50 tons

Springs
If you are in the market
for springs, let us have your

specifications. Our product

is second to none and wo

are in position to deliver

promptly.

Rolling

Mill Rolls
Our rolling: mill rolls are

piir excellence. It is our

conviction that we can meet

your requirements in a most

satisfactory way.

Qfi^ifipifi^ STEEL JTOUNDI^IES.
Limited

MONTRtAJL WEtl^LAND

If any advertisement interests i/oii, tear it out ii'nv ainl place with h-ftcrs to be ansiuered.
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Courtesy The Peerless Bread Machine Co., Sidney, Oiiio.

For Your Own Machines

—

Have you thought of incorporating chitches? You know
that people are known by the company they keep. So are

all other thinss. Have vou noticed the machines the

JOHNSON FRICTION CLUTCHES are as.-ociated with?

]^et u.s introduce vou to clutch .satisfaction, THE
JOHNSON FRICTION CLUTCH, so your machine.-; may
become acquainted, ^^'rite us aliout your requirements

to-day.

Mixing Dough
is the vocation of this machine and the

mixer is controlled by JOHNSON FRIC-
TION CLUTCHES installed on the hori-

zontal shaft and two Johnson clutches are

used, one in each of the vertical columns.

You know how Mother mixed her bread.

Yiiu know how careful she was not to over-

knead it. The .*ame is true with automatic

mixers. Tlie mixer must knead the bread

to a certain consistency and then the

Machine is stopped through the u.-e of

JOHNSON FRICTION CLUTCHES.

This installation is but another instance

of .lohnson Friction Clutch Satisfaction,

^_^_

Single Clutch Interior

ffilHl ciRtYLi Ikiiloili^^
MAN CMESTER ; CpNNv

L^Clg i
England- St,, London, /"'anaHa Williams & Wilson, Ltd.. 320 St, James St., Montreal,

W., England. Sole Agents for the British Isles. ^-^allaUa Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto.
AUSTRALIA—George Wills & Co.. Brisbane. Queensland.

_The Efandem 159 Gt. Portland St

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out noiv and place with letters to be answered.
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Jenckes Class DB-2 Air
Compressor

Inlet valves are of the Corliss type, the outlet valves of
the disc type. Lubrication is of the flood type, that is

a continuous flood of oil is flowing over the bearings.
crank pins, etc., all the time when the machine is in
operation. Machine enclosed.

Write for full particulars.

Jenckes Class CB-1 Air Compressor
Single Stage

3'Jenckes Class CB-2 Air Compressor j
Two Stage

Our CB-1 and CB-2 compressors are equipped with disc

inlet and outlet valves, which gives them long life and high

efficiency, and makes them noiseless running. The machines

are entirely enclosed. Lubricating system is of the splash

gravity type, and the bearings are extra large.

JENCKES
AIR

COMPRESSORS

The design and constrnction throughout are of the highest class, the machines

being built to successfully stand severe and continuous service. A Jenckes com-

pressor is a paying investment. Write for full descriptive matter.

OTHER LINES
Boilers, Engines, Hoists, Pulp Mill Machinery, Stamp Mills, Ore

Cars and Special Machinery.

Write for complete description and deliveries.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke, Montreal, St. Catharines, Toronto, Cobalt, South Porcupine, Vancouver

Works: SHERBROOKE. QUE. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

If any advertisement interests you, tear if out nou' and place n'Hh letters to he answered.
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ITt More Shells
The Corbet Improved Heavy Turret Lathes

will Help You

The "Corbet" Lathe will render you a service

that will show immediate results in an increase in

your output

Repeat orders from users give evidence of the

valuable service these lathes are giving.

The "Corbet" Lathe has an Automatic Chuck
and Large Hollow Spindle to accommodate shells

up to six inches diameter.

Moderate prices. Write for particulars.

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Heavy Turret
Lathe with
Automatic
Chuck • > jt
Made in Canada

Steam Towing Machine
MADE IN CANADA

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

The Corbet Automatic Steam
7 owing Machines for Tugs and Bargee

Yoli can soon pay for one of these machines with the money saved in not
having to buy new hawsers every Spring. Steel Hawsers will last ten years
whereas the Manila Hawser lasts only one season. With a Corbet Machine
you can use the Steel Hawser.
Mnde in four sizes to accommodate steel hawsers from %" dia. up to 1%"
dia. Now is the time to place your order for delivery April 35th, 1917.

Write for prices and general information.

The Corbet Foundry& Machine Co., Ltd.
Owen Sound, Ontario, Canada

t\i *
of Canada. Limited « LQ
MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH SPEED STEEL
CARBON AND ALLOY STEEL
MISCELLANEOUS SHOP TOOLS

HEAD OFFICE: 298-300 St. James St., Montreal

Works: LONGUEUIL, QUE.

Dominion Bank Bldg., TORONTO
Branches: 27 King William Street, HAMILTON

McArthur Bldg., WINNIPEG, MAN.

All Products "MADE IN CANADA"

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!M'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii>iiiiiiiiiiii^

PIG IRON
"liTittoria

t> Foundry and Malleable, made
by The Canadian Furnace Co.,

Port Colborne, Ont., Canada.

MA.Hanna^Co
Sales Agents :

Toronto

Cleveland, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Detroit

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii4iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiM

Mention this paper when writing advertisera. It will identify the proposition about uhich you require information.
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Sheet Metal Working Machinery
of any description

For

Quality Efficiency

Durability Speed

they are unsurpassed.

NO 7 SCREW PRESS

NO 100 GEARED
POWER PUNCH

The Brown, Boggs Company, Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

Manufacturers

:

Tinsmiths', Heavy Sheet Metal

Working Machinery, Canners'

and Evaporating Machinery.

NO. 300 ARCH PRESS
NO. 6 COMBINED

RING and CYLINDER SHEARS

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out noir nnd phice irilh letters in l>e answered.
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ESTABLISHED 1870

W" ATKINS & C" C
TD.

TRADE MARK

WACO
Reliance Steel Works
SHEFFIELD, ENG.

TRADE MARK

Brand

High Speed Steel and Twist Drills

"DOUBLE WACO" Quality
Specially Adapted for all kinds of

AMMUNITION WORK

"Turtle" Brand
High Class Tool Steel, Files, etc.

of all descriptions.

For particulars apply to our
Sole Representatives for Canada

GEO. A. MARSHALL &CO.
70 Lombard Street Toronto, Ontario

Mention tJiis paper vJicn writing advertisers. It ivill identify the proposition about which you require injormation.

I
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MANUFACTURING

I .i ^^ I ^^t^ I ihhJI I

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Fairley-I);i\i(lM)n Steel Company are not

merely manufaetvirers of steel, but steel

specialists of the lii'j;hest practical and tech-

nical attainment with more than twenty-six

years' experience.

We guarantee to supply the correct steel

at once for any purpose, thus eliminating

costly experiments.

0\u- sucf;e.*.« has convinced onr patrons wo

arc ca|ial)le of overcoming the wor,st difli-

culties. Invariahly. we .succeed on work-

called impractical and after the urdiiiary

.-teel manufacturer has given up.

Oui' mills arc cipiippi'd with the most mod-

ern niacliincr\' fni- the manufacture of high

graile crucible and Siemen . acid steels, in

billets, bars and forgings.

Our Ni-w Vui-k stuck aggi'cgates more than

•'inn tdus of -tec! for the various requirement-.

LARGE STOCKS carried at New York warehouse, in

Tool and Die Steel — Fondwot and Giant
Hi^h Speed Steels — Rushitoft and Xtof
Hot Working Steel — Precision

Chrome Vanadium j

3^A% Nickel "Hehtemnd"
Chrome Nickel I

The FAIRLEY- DAVIDSON
STEEL COMPANY, Inc.
Of .'ice: 124 Maiden Lane, New York City

Canadian Sales Agency :

THE CANADIAN UTILITIES STEEL &
ENGINEERING, Limiled

151 Craig Street West - • Montreal, Canada

// any advertisement interests yon, tear it out now and place vnth letters to ''^ answered.
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FOR BETTER TURNING TOOLS SPECIFY

URANIUM
HIGH SPEED STEEL

Its use in high-speed turning tools means longer service between grinds, the

ability to stand heavier cuts and coarser feeds and greater "all around"

economy. The photograph shows a Uranium Steel Tool, one inch by two

inches, turning a heat-treated steel shell forging 4.5 diameter, taking a

quarter-inch cut at a feed of 7 32 per revolution. The chip coming off is so

tough it can hardly be bent with the hands.

If you want better service from high-speed steel tools, regardless of the work
they do, specify Uranium High-Speed Steel. Improvement will date from

the first job they finish.

Consult your steel luan or icnte us.

STANDARD ALLOYS COMPANY
Forbes and Meyran Avenues Pittsburgh, Pa.

I

I

i

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will idetiJify the proposition about which you require information.
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VULCAN
Special Vanadium Steel

In three separate runs, each of these dies drew over

50,000 brassshells WITHOUT BEING REHARDENED

They made

178,000 SHELLS PER DIE
After rehardening they were as good as new.

Vulcan Crucible Steel Co.
ALIQUIPPA Established 1900 PA., U.S.A.

Represented in Canada by Messrs. Norton, Callard & Company, Montreal

// any advertisement interests you, tear ,t out now and place with letters to be answered.
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COCO
TURNING STEEL

TOOL HOLDER BITS
"THE BIT WITH THE GROOVE"

What CoCo is Doing on Other Jobs
C/Ov^O ^^''" "^" 'l^*^ ^aiiie in your ^hd]).

—

will cut faster (ir louiier than other

steels. Here are some proofs:

—

CoCO '~ futtin.ii Semi-steel Casting.- at 100 ft. per minute, cut H-" deep. :'>0

hours continuous service between grinds.

CoCO i^ luniins Cast Iron Hydrant Cajis at 169 ft. per minute, feed %", cut

}U" and turns 4 liydrants ])er .urind where less that one ])er griml used to l:)e standard.

CoCo i* turning .40 Carbon 0. H. Forged Rams at 95 ft. per minute, feed

Vi". cut 3/32" turning 3 rams in the same time it foi-merly took to do one.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?
CoCo Steel does not do stunts—It does the work. It wilt do yours as well. Ask us.

COLONIAL STEEL COMPANY
PITTSBURGH BOSTON DETROIT NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS CHICAGO

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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oimms ArtnFUUHt
'

<- 342-3% ->

FIRTH

^ 34r7> -^

SHErriEUD

:i^iif.:'< '.

13^ inches Diam.

m
A

Also STANDARD brands of Firth's CARBON
TOOL STEEL. Sold in every country where

Steel is used.

We also Manufacture

:

Armour-Piercing and High Explo-
sive Projectiles; Forgings <.f eveiy
desciiptiuii lor Heavy Ordnance.
Propeller Shafts, Turbine and
Engine Work, etc.

Nickel, Nickel-Chrome and either

Alloy Steels.

Tyres, Sword and Bayonet Steel,

Bullet-Proof Steel iur Aiuu.uicd
Cars, Aeroplanes, etc.

Cutlery Steel, Stainless Steel fur
Cutlei-y, etc. (Ori.uiiially discov-
ered 1)V our Kescai-cli Dept. in

1913.)

Mining Drill Steel, Shoes and ^
Dies, Files and Rasps, etc.

Thos. Firth & Sons, Limited
Norfolk Works and Tinsley Works
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND

Works also at Riga, Russia ; McKeesport, Pa., and
Washington, D.C.

CANADIAN W^R'^.MOUSES:

449 St. Paul St. w., MONTREAL J. A. Sherwood,
79 Adelaide Si. W.. TORONTO Canadian Manager

Wcilfht 1.400 lbs.

li (till/ adiertisement interests you, tear it out now and piace with letters to be answered.
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FOR

SHRAPNEL
SHELLS

AND SHELL BLANKS

We are the only company
in Canada producing steel

ingots by the "HARMET"
Liquid Process, a process

that makes these ingots

vastly superior to the ordin-

ary kind, improving the

physical properties and
reducing the waste of ingot.

We can supply forgings of

all shapes and sizes made of

ordinary or "HARMET"
Fluid Compressed Open-
Hearth Steel on the Short-

est Notice.'

Nova Scotia Steel

and Coal Company
Limited

Head Office: NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Weitern Sales Office :

Room 14, V/indsor Hotel, MONTREAL

Pndependence

Die Steel
is produced from the purest
hammered Swedish Charcoal
Iron by workinen whose I'ami-

^lies have for several genera-
~aous been occupied exclusive-

ly in the production of this

specialty, and is a (luality

which has been manufactured
for nearly a century and a
half without change.

f r n in "I MIK l'l:M>-
KN( K" KIK STKKI,.
A \v\a\ i*. (-«»n\ htftlii^.

Manufactured by

SANDERSON BROTHERS &
NEWBOULD, Limited
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND

MONTREAL TORONTO NEW YORK

We guarantee shipment

within 24 hours of

receipt of order

Made in

Sweden
from selected

Dannemora Ore

We also carry in stock

Solid and Hollow Drill

Steel, Die Blocks, "SIS-

CO" Welding Wire, Drill

Rod and Swedish Iron.

m

Swedish Steel & Importing Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL. QUE.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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By introducing Uranium into the

manufacture of our High Speed Steel, we
have achieved what users of High Speed
Steel ere now had never even dared hope
for. We have gained the greatest of

metallurgical triumphs.

Electrite Uranium stands as a symbol

of perfection in High Speed Steel.

Besides our different grades of High Speed

Steel, we manufacture Permanent Tungsten

Magnet Steel; "Select" Die Steel for hot work;

"Mangano" nonShrinkable Die Steel; "Renown"
Special Die Steel for drawing dies; "Special" and

"Extra" Water Hardening Carbon Steels.

Latrobe Electric Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa.

165 Broadway, New York City
Monroe and Jefferson Streets, Chicaso

SALES OFFICES

40 Central Street. Boston
Ist Naiioiutl Bnnk Building. Pittsburiih

1608 Jefferson Ave ,
Toledo

2230 ..'240 Eust Ninth Street. Cleveland
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THE BANFIELD

THREAD
MILLER

For Milling inside and

outside threads on

Brass or Steel Sockets

forlNose of 4.5--60 pdr.,

6-in., 8-in. and 9.2-in.

Howitzer Shells.

For Turning, Facing and Milling the thread on Gas

*^Kecli^tlgs for 6-inch High Explosive Shells.

THE BANFIELD
PLUG MILLER

Patented in Canada and United State*

THIS machine is especially designied for
finishing base plugrs, turning" the out-

side diameter, finishing- the face with
any camber desired, and milling the thread.
all in one chucking, the complete plug being
finished in six minutes by unskilled labor.

The machine is equipped with quick draw
in collet. Drive pulley 18" x 6 , with bronze
bush havincr cut jaw clutch for turning and facing-

Worm gear 100 to 1 ratio with cut jaw clutch for

milling, driven by 10" x l*^." flanged pulley. The
milling cutter is driven by an 8" x 2^'/' flanged

pulley. Tool post carriage is equipped with power
feed 1 two speeds t having automatic stop. Power
feed pump with relief valve driven from worm shaft

(all drives direct from main line shaft). Rigidly

built, simple and economical to operate.

Weight 1.800 lbs.

For 18 pdr., 4.5 and 60 pdr. High Explosive Shells.

Can furnish machines of same type, but somewhat
lighter in construction. Particulars on request.

These machines are tooled ui for finishing plain

machined or beveled plugs, if desired.

Write for prices and deliveries.

Prompt Shipment

BUILT EXCLUSIVELY BY

Edwin J. Banfield
STAIR BUILDING, TORONTO, ONT.

Mentior this paper ivhen writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Just Noysf
welhave two 4.5 machines ready for immediate delivery

THIS Band Turning Machine, by its

ability to jierform ofificicntly iiKnith

al'tcr month undei' cxi-cptioiial prddiictioii

strains, has proved its worth to nmnitidii

makers. It is bcinfj,- nsod by many Cana-
dian munition plants, where it is tiiviui;

absolute satisfaction.

A glance over some of the features will

interest you.

Integral (en bloc) constructiim assures

perfect rigidity, permanent accuracy and
desirable comjiaetness.

Chucking with spring collet chuck in-

sures accurate and speedy chucking.

Gi-aduated feed dial, two cutting tools,

and am])]e belt power insure outi:iut of

accurate woi-k in least possible time.

Machines are also built for 15, 18, 60-pdr.

and 6" shells.

ROELOFSON MACHINE & TOOL COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Offices: 1501 Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto, Canada. Works: Gait, Canada

// any advertisement inferexts yox, '''"'• '/ ""/ now and place with letters to be answered.
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SET TOOL BLOCKS
TO SUIT LENGTH

OF CUT SHELL

QUICK

POWER RETURN
FOR ?ADDLES

MECH L FEED

CUTTING-OFF
MACHINES

Cuts both ends at once

except 8 in. and 9 in. sizes which

cut one end only

Forgings load in one end and dis-

charge out the other when cut

A Girl can operate it

New quick power return for saddles

DELIVERIES REASONABLE

The

Wm. Kennedy & Sons,
Limited

Owen Sound

THE WALCOTT LATHE
is backed by lathe-building experience

extending over 35 years

These are features of Walcott Lathes: drop-forged

gears in apron; all-steel gears in gear-box; large

ways on bed, all gears completely enclosed. Parts

are interchangeable. Rigid headstock and tail-

stock.

You'll get the full story in our printed matter.

Send for it surely if you are about to buy a lathe.

WALCOTT LATHE COMPANY
Successors to

Walcott & Wood Machine Tool Co., Calhoun St.,

Jackson, Michigan

The Life of a Thread Miller

Depends not upon the amount of work it does,

but the ease and thoroughness with which the

work is done. These Thread Millers are _not«d

for these qualities. Its quality of work is un-

rivalled. Our Service Department will give

vou all the particulars. Write us!

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require informatioa.
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Back of Every Manufactured Article is the Raw
Material from which it is Made

The processes may be excellent, the worl-aiiaiiship superb— BUT — unless the raw
material is right the finished product is defective.

The Steel from which

TRADE MARK

QUALITY FILES

is made is BEST CEUCIBLE CAST STEEL ONLY. No Open Hearth Steel is used.

It is made by experts who have been specializing in File Steel for over half a cen-

tury. Each run of steel has a searching chemical and physical test, which means that

every bar of steel which enters into the making of P,H. Files is as near perfect as

science and skill can make it.

Besides all which, P.H. Files are—"Made for Craftsmen—by Craftsmen."

Result—FILE PERFECTION.

Port Hope File Manufacturing Company Limited
ASK YOUR JOBBER

Port Hope, Ont.

DOES IT FIT YOUR
REQUIREMENTS?

A U" Boring Lathe of exceptional strength.

The strong driving gears, the convenience

and speed of the tailstock and pilot wheel;

these features make you stop. While stop-

ping drop us a card for complete specifica-

tions. Our lathes comprise a very complete

range. Inquire.

John T. Hepburn, Ltd.
18-60

Van Home St.

TORONTO
Ontario

// ani/ lid ccrtixc merit interests you, tea)' ll out now and place with letters to be answered.
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ECONOMY UNIFORMITY

^^^jg^WOfi^^^

"^^^Tif^XS^^^

AMACOL

TENAXAS

TIN TOUGHENED

ATLAS

MASCOT

W. E.W. BABBITT

THIS RANGE OF

ATLAS BABBITTS
WILL MEET ANY OF

YOUR DEMANDS

AND SATISFY 12^

ATLAS METAL and ALLOYS COMPANY of CANADA, Limited
MONTREAL

Sales Agents :

The Canadian B. K. Morton Co., Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO

49 Common Street 86 Richmond Street East

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It ivill identify (he proposition about which you require information.
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Is

75%
Worth
Saving?

i The

I NEW BRITAIN

1 MACHINE

I COMPANY
= New Britain, Conn.

TO the executive who knows that the difference

between profit and loss in the conduct of his

business is a matter of comparatively few per cent.,

such a question may appear absurd.

He is constantly seeking to reduce his costs—a little

here, a little there. Each individual saving may be

relatively insignilicant but he realizes theiraggregate
will tremendously affect his balance sheet.

Yet, in spite of the apparent absurdity of this question,

many manufacturers are daily suffering this loss

through inefficient methods of machining castings,

forgings, and second-operation screw machine work.

In the "New Britain" Multiple-Spindle Automatic
Chucking Machine the entire series of operations is

completed in the time of a single operation, all tools

cutting simultaneously.

The resulting productions are three to five times

larger than those obtainable on other machines.

A skilled mechanic is not required for their successful

operation — a consideration of prime importance
under the present condition of the labor market.

May we submit an estimate of savings that might be
effected on your chvick work? Send blue prints.

// ((//// adixrlmcinoil iiilcrculn ijun, Icur it uiii nun and place uilk liiliis tu be uitaiucrcd.
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260 Railroad Shops Employ the Landis Die

One hundred and thirty Railroad Companies liave purchased

Landis Bolt Cutters and Pipe-Threading Machines, and are

using them in two hundrd and sixty railroad shops.

That is a significant statement. Tt means that the Landis Die is

l)ecoming the standard thread-cutting tool in shops where effici-

ciency is the keynote and where the machines

must b? sufficiently rigid and powerful to with-

stand hard service.

Landis D'e Heads and Machines are chosen because the chaser

has a life, twenty times that of any other die; because

it can be ground at the cutting end only and never

requires annealing, hobbing or retempering Other

features are, the interchangeability of the chasers, high

cutting speed, right and left hand threading with the

same set of chasers by grinding both cutting ends and using

right and left hand chaser holderi, etc.

The Landis Die is the very tool for your threading requirements.

Write to-day for particulars.

Landis Machine Company
Waynesboro, Pa.

Two Cut
Simultaneously
One up, the other down.
This is what makes the

Hurlbut-Rogers Cutting-Of f

and Centering Machine
virtually double the output
and reduce the cost per piece

about one-half.

The Hurlbut-Rogers Ma-
chine gives you capacity of

two machines at the expense
and in the floor space of one
machine.

We build them for hard work, and the utmost in

accuracy—and their GREAT SUCCESS ON
SHELLS shows it.

Cutting-off

Economy

5-inch Cone-Driven Machine

Let us go into details.

HURLBUT-ROGERS MACHINERY CO., South Sudbury, Mass.
FOREIGN AGENTS—England, Chas. Churchill & Co., Ltd., London, Manchester, Glasgow

and Newca.tle-on-Tyne. H. W. PETRIE, TORONTO, CANADA.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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THE New McKenzie 15-inch

shaper owes its origin to a

long-felt want for a machine
(if its capabilities. It lias been in-

stalled in many shops now and is

"tilling the bill" in every detail.

All bearings and sliding surfaces

are hand scraped to surface plates

and are fitted with adjustments for
takin.u' up wear. All feeds have graduated
cdllars. Changes of feed and position of rain

are made from working side.

Column is sturdy and well hraced. Cross-

ijiil and table are of ])roper pr(rportions with
large hearing .•surface. There are a dozen and
one other featiu'es. too. Write for full detail-.

'J'liev will prove interesting.

Have us send you a description of our leading
'.ines.

The D. McKenzie Machinery Company
GUELPH, ONTARIO

HALL
Pipe Threading Machinery

and

Shell Cutting-of f Machines

This illustration shows the new No. 8 Hall

Gear Box Driven Pipe Lathe. Regular
Cajiacity 2}^" to 8" inclusive.

The last word in Pipe Machine Construction.

Let us give you full particulars of this

machine which is only one of a large number
having capacity J/^" to 18" pipe.

Wri/e !/s for cdttilo};, afid prices on:

l'i|)e 'I'hreadinj; Machines
Nipple 'I'hreadinj; Machines
Holler I'ipe Cutters

or

Cutting-off Machine for shells or bar stock.

Any capacity ',4
" to 18 .

JOHN H. HALL & SONS. LIMITED
BRANTFORD :. CANADA

EUROPEAN AGENTS:
Universal Machinery Corporation, Limited, London

Made
in Canada

Capacity

2/2^' to 5"

inclusive

If niiij (idrcrtisciiicnt inlcrci'ts uoii, tear it out note and ])lac€ with letters to l>€ answered.
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Telegraph your

order at our

expense

Dont
Wait

In These WAR Times

If you have need of a

Pipe Cutting and

Threading Machine
You want to know three

things and in this order

:

Delivery
All sizes up to 15', for either Hand, Belt or
Electric drive, kept in stock for immedfbte
shipment. No waiting.

Quality
The original FORBES. ' Our specialty since
1882. More than 25,000 in use.

Price
Less than any other Standard Machine on the
market, and less than half of many. Our
system is the reason.

THE CURTIS & CURTIS CO., 115 Garden Street, Bridgeport, Conn.

A Hunter ''Duplex'' on Shrapnel Stock

FAST GOING
on Newton Machine

Through 3^^" round 60
Carbon, 70 Manganese
Shrapnel Stock every

2:MINUTES
The secret of Hunter
"Duplex" Saw speed is

the method of holding the

high speed teeth.

You can use this speed

profitably—on shapnel or

any other stock.

Let us send full

Particulars.

HUNTER SAW & MACHINE COMPANY, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mention this paper when writing udeertinerg. It will idtnl.ijij the proposition about which you require information.
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The Reason

For So Many Repeat Orders
after comparative tests is that no magnifymg glass is necessary to
aistingnish the increased production and the better class of work on
the PEERLESS High-Speed Cutting-ofT Saw.

A third order. just came in from one of the largest concerns in the
Lnited States, and is it not a fact after a Arm has standardized on
a certain make of tool that- some real results must be produced in
order to effect a changeT

One of our customere writes: "It lakes us only l-15th of the time to
tnjt our stock on the PEERLESS that it did on our other machine."

If you are open to conviction we have a proposition to offer that
no mannfactiirir c:in afford to pass up.

PEERLESS MACHINE CO. i^ot Racine st.i^uij iTinv..llll^l^ V,vy. RACINE. WIS.. U.S.A.

We will send a Racine on
a Trial Basis— Why ?

The Racine machine is the only high-

speed metal-cutting machine in the

world that is absolutely positive in

every action, and will duplicate itself

in every cut during the entire life of

the machine. All wearing parts are

adjustable and accurately machined.

Racine Tool & Machine Co.
15 Melbourne Ave., Racine, Wis., U.S.A.

IN STOCK—FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

H.E.W. Boring Lathes To Handle Shells Up To 6"

MADE IN CANADA SPECIFICATIONS ON REQUEST

HYDE ENGINEERING WORKS
P.O. Box 1185

CONSULTING AND MANUFACTUKINC LNCINEfRS

27 William Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

// 'till/ iiilrii I isi iii'iiA mil risl.-< i/aii, '<•'/! il ai.t ii"ii iiml iilin^ irilh /<llii,t /<< lit- u iiswerrd.
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Penna. Steel Co.

THE ESPEN-LUCAS MACHINE WORKS, FRONT & GIRARD AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.. U.S.A.
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"STERLING"

The man who knows, says this brand of Hack Saw Blade is good—he believes

there are none better. The hand blades in all pitches are the best that can be

made, also for power machines, they cut true, cut fast and last long. They give

real value used in any first-class machine.

A combination of this blade with a "STERLING" No. 5 High Duty Power

Hack Saw Machine is a real winner, and for cutting shell and shrapnel material

has no superior.

POWER HACK SAW MACHINE

Manufactured by

DIAMOND SAW & STAMPING WORKS
357 SEVENTH STREET BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

// aini inlvertixinnrnt intcre-it" 'loi', tear Lt out now and placf with letters to be answered.
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FUSE HOLE GAUGES

Manufacturing and inspection fuse hole

gauges for all size shells. A surplus

stock enables us to ship immediately.

Windsor Machine & Tool Works
Windsor, Ontario

If it is a Question of Efficiency
There ai-e lathes that will give you all grades of efficiency.

But we interpret efficiency to mean highest speed and quality of

production together with lowest possible cost. These features

are embodied in the making and with them are associated a

range of work that registers from coarse to the very finest.

Investigate. If this doesn't meet your requirements we have

siK'h a line that we can easily supply your wants.

Hardinge Bros
Inc.

1770 Berteau

Avenue,

CHICAGO,

ILL., U.S.A.

Mention this paper ivlien writiny advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Here the artist has depicted VICTORY about to welcome and crown the brave
legions returning from overseas. Notice that the figure is a companion
of Industry which in this case is represented by the maker of munitions.

A limited number oi copies, suitable for framing and free from adver-
tising, will be mailed without charge upon request to the makers of
R«l>)ClitSup«rioP the Nationally Known First Quality Quick Speed Steel.



Volume XVII.

THe Nationallij KnoMm First Quality

HIGH SPEED STEEL

Bij the MenWKo U^e It

THE BEST FORAIL
MACHINE WORK

VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL CO.
PIXXS BURGH, PA. WORKS AT LATROBE, PA.

Carried in Stock in These Warehouses:

lIr^Sh^S??oW«ass. SS°HuT^"sfHiwYORKHY. Vi^Sr'^.^^%lK,l,.mn. ll^^^^^l^ ^KIr^BE -. I^X^sLbMCHCAGO.....
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The New "West" Banding Press
for

Shells up to 12 inches

Built in smaller sizes for i8 pdr., 4.5 in. and 6 in. Howitzer

H to 18 Cylinders; Ample Power, Ample Sti-eni;tli; Reas(.iial)]e Price; no aeennui-
lator required. Onr line of presses is very eomplete, consisting of live regular sizes
from 3" np to 12" or 15" dianietei'.

Very many of our presses are now in use hy large contractdi-s in both Canada and
the United States, giving satisfartdry results, and turning out wdi-k that meets
govei-nment requirements.

Write (.r w ii-e I'di- i.i'ices. Please specify size of shells and dinicnsidus of hands.

Rochester Helve

Hammer
A well-])nilt, sulistantial tool for weld-
ing and genei-ai foi-giiig. Made in six

sizes, 25 Ih. to 100 Ih. heads, and two
styles of frame.

Send fur catalogue and give us infor-

mation regarding character of your

The West Tire Setter Co.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. U.S.A.

// ant/ advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place vrith lettert to be answered.
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ERIE
STEAM DROP
HAMMER

Powerful! Massive!
Built for a wide range
of big work. A leader

in its class. Any de-

sired force or rapidity

of blows may be ob-

tained ; or movement
may be automatic for

continuous strokes.

Automatic safety is a

big- feature of the
"ERIE."

We also build Trim-
ming Presses, Single

a n d Double Frame
Steam Forging
Hammers and Tool
Dressing Hammers.

Erie

Foundry
Co.

ERIE, PA.
U.S.A.

I u I iii.iiiiiiMii i;i i:i:iinii:iiiiiirni.iiiiiii'i;iiiiiii;i;iii;ui:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Rivet Speed
One every second is a

speed which this Grant

Rivet machine will keep

lip indefinitely, in any de-

gree of tightness or loo.se-

ness desired. Each rivet

is finished with perfectly

shaped head, polished and
with no hammer marks
sho\nng.

We claim this i.s the only

machine manufactured
that will accomplish this

feat. Our claims are un-

challenged. By writing

for our catalogues you
may ohtain full infomia'

lion regarding the ability

of this machine.

We are rivet machine
j^ specialist.?. Get in touch

with lis.

E L M ES
18" Stroke Hydraulic Pump
for maximum pressures and capacities, for 250

horse-power motor—a pump' designed to meet

the demand for a high-pressure outfit of large

capacity, and one able to withstand the severe

asage of present-day practice.

her designs for all pressures and
capacities.

Charles F. Elmes Engineering

Works
217 No. Morgan Street CHICAGO, ILL.

The Grant Mfg. & Machine Co.
Holland Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., U.S.A.

HIGH SPEED
HAMMERS

For High Speed Work

FEATURES:

Economy in floor

space, elimination of

weight and a guai'-

antecd saving of

from 15% to 20%
on any class of

work. The life of

the machine is prac-

tically indefinite as

phosphor bronze
bushings are used
throughout.

No riveting too' in-

tricate for us; no
riveting which our
machine • cannot ac-

complish.

Send for our High
Speed Hammer
Book.

THE HIGH SPEED HAMMER CO.
Rochester, N.Y.

Sales Agents : The A. R. Williams Machinery Company,
Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

Jlllllllllilllllllllllllilllllllllilllllllilllllllilllillllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information
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The "TOLEDO"
OPEN BACK PRESSES

Their Quality

and value ree-

oaTiized a n d

per formaupe
proved in
every country.

Many new-

features a u d

i m provements
added to the

rug'sred. sturdy
con struetion

specially
adapt them to

p u n c Ii i n ff ,

sliearing-, per-

foratinff. bend-
ins: and form-
ing- operations,

t o trimming
drop forgings,

etc.

Furnished on inclined legs with long stroke for trim-

ming and finishing deep-stamped shells, enameled ware

and similar work.

A "TOLEDO" FOR EVERY PRESS AND DIE
NEED.

The Toledo Machine & Tool Co.
Toledo, Ohio

=] i3(=]E)E

Combination of Rigidity, Accuracy,
Simplicity and Ease of Operation

Bodies are iucliii-

able and convenient
for liandling dies and
material. Slides are

long and well gibbed.

^

n

E. W. Bliss Co.,

01

Li

Inclinable

Power Presses ^

reduce the maintenance
co.st of botli machine and
tools.

BUILT IN EIGHTEEN SIZES.

Adapted for many operations in the manufac-
ture of tin cans, pieced tinware, metal packages,

brass goods, electrical goods, trimmings, etc.

VataJdfi S-G. describing them, s-ent on request.

20 Adams Street,
Brooklyn. N.Y. U.S.A.

Chicago 0«Tice : Peoples' Gas Bldp. ; Detroit Oflfice: Dime Bank
Bld^. : Cleveland Office: Union Bank Bldg. Offices in Europe:
100 Boulevard Victor Hugo, St. Ouen. Paris; Pocock St.. Black-
friars Kd.. London. S.E.

=]E 3Sl=!irE E)E J

Triple

Purpose
"METALWOOD"
COMBINATION

Forcing, Broaching and
Straightening Press.

Its value is in the many
uses to which it is adapt-

able. Auxiliary tables

and fixtures add greatly

to its usefulness. It is

not "encumbered" with a

.single excess part. Huilt

for production.

Metalwood
Mfg. Co.

Leib& Wight Sts.,

DETROIT, MICH,
U.S.A.

PRESSES
Pumps
and

Accumu-
lators

FOR ALL
PURPOSES

Made in

Canada
I _P N031NG PRESiES

WILLIAM R. PERRIN, Limited
TORONTO

!. -ii- . If ftni/ ndvciiiscmrnt inlrre.ftK yon,' teur it out now and place ivitk letters to he ansivered.
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No. 4 Tuiret Screw Machine

TRUE ECONOMY
In these times, when labor and
materials cost so much, and when it

is a patriotic duty to speed up
production, you can't afford to use

slow, inaccurate machines. It is true

economy to use the

Warner & Swasey
Turret Screw Machines
They are large producers. They have the strength,

the power and the conveniences to speed production

to the limit.

And they are accurate. Rigidity is assured not only

in the machines themselves, but also in the tools, which

are strong and firmly supported.

The Universal Hollow-Hexagon TuiTet Lathes and the

No. 4 Universal Turret Screw Machine take two cuts

at one time. By means of separate feed shafts for

carriage and turret saddle they face, undercut or form
with the carriage while boring or turning with the

hexagon turret.

Write for Descriptive Literature

THE WARNER & SWASEY COMPANY
TURRET LATHES

-

TURRET SCREW MACHINES— BRASS WORKING MACHINE TOOLS

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

Canadian Agent* : A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Limited. Toronto. St. John, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
Williams & WiUon, Limited, Montreal.

English Agents : Charles Churchill Sc Co.. Limited. London. Birmingham. Manchester. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Glasgow.
Australian Agents: Benson Brothers, Sydney and Melbourne: A. Asher Smith. Sydney.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require infovmaiion.
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The Second
Belt Drive
Reduces Noise and

Gear Chatter

To the man u.se'tl to ruiiil)liuy gears
and shrieking ))elts, inseparable from
the ojDeration of old-style planers,

the smooth-nnniing, silent operaticiu

of Whitcoml)-l>laisdell Planers is a

revelation. The Second Belt Drive,
an exelnsive ]tatented feature, is re-

sponsible for the difference. It elim-

inates the extended train of fast

rnnning gears which wear qniekl\',

rnn noisily and waste power. The
accompanying "phantom" illnstra-

tion shows the arrangement of this

drive. Note its extreme sim|)licit\'

—only a single pair of gears ai-e

used in transmitting the power. Full

driving efficiency is always avail-

al)le just whei'e it is needed—at the

table.

We have a new ental().siue. .ju?t off the ])ress.

It contain?: some planer points of vital inter-

est l<i the man Idokinii for lietter results in

jjlanint;.

Send for your Copy

WHITGOMB-BLAISDELL

MACHINE TOOL COMPANY

WORCESTER,

WHITCOMB-
BLAISDELL
PLANERS

// any advertisement interests i/ov, tear it out nmr and place with letters to he ansivered.
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- y//y//y//V////////V///iy//y//^^^^

Rstablished i8ss

EVERYTHING IN SHEET METALS
TINPLATES

BLACK and GALVANIZED SHEETS
INGOT METALS—ANTIMONY,
COPPER, LEAD, TIN, SPELTER

Write for Monthly Stock List

M. & L. SAMUEL, BENJAMIN
KING STREET AND SPADINA AVENUE

TORONTO

& CO.

/y/yy/V/'/^/Vy/V/y/y/y/V/t^^^^^^

'yrpicB'iTB''

Cloth
)/ every description ^^^j^^

We niike Machinery
Guards of all kinds.

Metal Lockers for Clothes

Steel Shelving for all

purposes.

Drop a line for full details.

CANADA WIRE &
IRON GOODS CO.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
Eastern Representatives:
H. E. Bull, I 84 Mance St.

Montreal, P.Q

will Stop Steel or waterJeaks'

in castings, boilers, pipes, etc.

Our new 144-page ' instruction book
is free. It illustrates by photographs
of actual repairs how thousands of

dollars have been saved with

Smootli-On. Send for your
copy now.

L
SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO. ^^570-574 Communipaw Avenue 'i!f^^

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

For Sale by Suoply Houses

Mention this paper uhen writing advertisers. It will idenfif^i tlw proposition abcut which you require information.
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Is Your Cost of Pro-

duction too high ?

In the well-managed factory there ia

no greater loss of time—auJ therefore

of money—than that resulting from
the use of old style machinery.

All over the country shops are now
running at top speed, and producing
more for the dollar than ever before.

Whyf Because they are installing mod-
ern machine tools—tools built to with-

stand all the strain put upon them by
the use of high speed tool steel.

You cannot expect to meet the com-
petition of to-day with the methods of

yesterday. To-ilay your equipment
must be of the best, otherwise your

costs will go up as your production

goes down.

Investigate "H.AMILTON" Lathes,

put them in your factory—then watch
the balance swing the other way.
Speed, durability and accuracy are the

points that make "HAMILTON"
tools indispensable in cutting your cost

of production.

Papid
Productior

For 25 Years Makers

of fine Machine Tools

The Hamilton Machine Tool Co.
HAMILTON, OHIO
Sole Agents for Ontario:

H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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G ear s

C A N A 1) I A N MACHINERY

ervice

Volume XVII.

^^ CUT
JL GEARS

Planing teetn of large Bevel on 60-in. Gleason

W^e have

a complete

and Dalanced

snop equipment

manned by

a force or

gear specialists

for economical

production of

cut gears

B.A.Sc, Mem. Am. Soc. Mec. Eng.

54-m. HoDDsr tor Spur, Helical or \Vorni Gears

Tne Haniilton Gear & jVlachine Co.
Van Home Street, TORONTO

Mention this paper ichcn writing advcrtifcrs. It will identify the proposition about which i/nu require information.

Gleason Bevel Gear Generator
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Cut G ears

This Plant

IS for

Your Service

Write Us for

C^uotations.

Cutting Heavy bpur (jear on 90-in. 13ro\vn & Sharpe

i ne liamilton Gear & Machine Co.
Van Home Street, TORONTO

// aiti/ adccrtiHcinenl interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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General Office and Factory;

Aurora, Ont., Canada

1^^ f- The Positive Clutch &
Pulley Works, Limited

THE PRODUCT
You canniit heat TKE
STEEL TRI'8T. But tin-

Positive Wood Split Pul-

lev will save every yeai

$3.00 that each metal-

faced pulley costs you in

belt slippage.

Positive Clutches

Save Belts

Save Time

Save Labor

Equip your machines with

Positive Clutches in place

of Tight and Loose Pul-

leys, which rapidly wear
out and cannot be engaged
quickly.

When you order Positive

Wood Rim Steel Centre
Pulleys you secure all

that can be claimed for

the Steel Pulley or the

Wood Pulley, without the

disadvantages of either.

You will gain much by
immediate action. We are

now equipped and sup-

plied ready to complete

your requirements. Re-
member the three: "Posi-

tive Clutch," "Positive

Wood Split Pulleys,"

"Positive Wood Rim Pul-

levs."

The Positive Clutch & Pulley Works, Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO, CANADA

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE
Mention this paper 'chen uniting advertisers. It will identiftj the proposition about which you require information.
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TIIK Mm~e Chain Company 1917 Diary i.- a diary in name onlj-, the memorandum
pages not l)eing dated as in previous years. The book therefore does not get out of

(late as tiie year draws to a close.

l-jghly 2]-j by 4^4 plain ruled pages, in addition to 48 pages of MOIuSl% (Jliain Data and

lliuslrations, i)ouiid in genuine black leatlier, make a book but V^ inch thick and ju^t the

rigiit size for llie vest pocket.

Over ()()()() of tiiese little Memo and Data Hooks have so far this year been distributed to

niauufacturing phuit men hi the following positions:

PRESIDENTS
VICE-PRESIDENTS
SECRETARIES

SUPERINTENDENTS
PURCHASING AGENTS
.MASTER MECHANICS

MANAGERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

MINING ENGINEERS
ACTOMOBILE ENGINEERS

In other words, we have given the book without cliarge or obligation of any kind to those

lo whiiiii ihe data would l)e of value and wiio bold positions of autliority as regards the

punlia-c of equipment.

(>nl\- about 500 of tiic books are still a\uilablc. ami if you desire a copy we suggest

lillinn iiiit Ihe coupon iielow and fMrwanling il In-day—to-morrow may be too late.

Morse Chain Company
ITHACA. N.Y., U.S.A.

Sales Offices in Many Important Cities

Manufacturers of "Rocker-Joint" Silent Chain
Power Transmission exclusively.

.MOKSl; CllAl.N CO.. Ilhac... N.V. S-23
Please send free Copy of your 1917 ^'est Pocket Memo

nnd Data liook to:

Name Title. .

Company

Sireet

City Slate.
Writf pliiinlv. I

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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FOR FERTILIZER GRINDERS
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL WORKS

901-903 Macy Street,

Los Angeles, Calif. 10,7/16;

Magnolia Metal Company,

Gentlemen: Referring to your inquiry regarding Magnolia Metal would say that the

same is satisfactory in every way and does all you claim for it. Since we began using

this brand we have had practically no trouble with hot bearings, and can recommend it

as the very best for high speed machinery.
We are running a fertilizer grinder at the rate of 1500 revolutions per minute, which

at times creates considerable dust, and have had no occasion to re-babbitt the bearings
. since the last two years. This surely speaks for itself.

Yours truly,

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL WORKS,
By L. Baruch, Sec'y-

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK:
Over 600 pages. A valuable reference work imported

from England and sold as an advertising medium at the

low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office.

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise St. MONTREAL

CUT GEARS

Electric Travelling Cranes
(Direct or Alternating Current)

Steam and Electric Derricks
(Stationary or Travelling)

Up-to°date desip. Built for fast, contiDOOos service.

ACCESSIBILITY—DURABILITY.

Dominion Bridge Company, Limited

MONTREAL
.Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will ideutify the proposition about which you require information.
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Yi)U can speed up that iiia-

chiiie to its highest capacity
and rest assured that Roper's
Circidatinn- Pump will keep
the machine well oik'd.

The machine is so constructed that

the lubricant will flow in a steady
stream, no halting, pulsating move-
ment at all. This is a feature well
worthy of notice. The circular is

made in <) sizes and will adjust itself

to any size machine. Tlic pump
shown Ls a one-way lubricator only.
We make the other kind.

Inquire.

C. F. ROPER & CO.
HOPEDALE : MASS. : U.S.A.

ECONOMIC WATER OIL
SHELL .>L\>IF.4CTLKERS use ECO.NOMIC WATER OIL for

.METAL CUTTING ot every description; it will not gum nor
rust, a^^I it SAVES TIME A.ND LABOR.

WE C.IN S.4VE YOU 50% In t!)e COST ot your CUTTING
.MIXTURE BECAUSE
ONE GALLON ot E(X)NO.^UC WATER OIL will mil readily
nitb 30 to 60 gallons ot WATER, making a thick, creamy
emulsion, and giving you a cutting mixture which will not
only be satiofaotory, but will produce very ECONOMIC
RESULTS.

One TRIAL ORDER will prove our STATB^^E?NT.

Made in Canada

Canadian Economic Lubricant Co.
LIMITED

1 040- 1 042 Durocher St. MONTREAL

The Whiting Type "R^* Crane
is fully meeting- the demands of severe service.

Very accessible, very simple and very rigid

in design.

Approved by steel mill engineers as

meeting all "Safety-First" requirements.

'rolleys iiindc in -laiidanl sizes from 1 to iOO tons capacity. .Ml gears on trolley operate in oil in diisi-

prnof ca.-c-. Specify a Whit ing 'I'ypc "!!" crane on your next inquiry.

.Xiir ('ritiii Idldliiij (in Hi 'I'll.il.

Complete Foundry Plants
Designed, equipped and put into operation

CRANES OF ALL TYPES

// any advertisement interests you, tear It vut now and place icith l-:ttrrs to be an.fu rrrd.
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No

loo

SURROUND YOUR
BUSINESS WITH

NEVER - FAIL

BELTING

;«£

MS^ p.^'

^^iOFQO^^^'

%Ai#'
"Strength of Gibraltar," while not our phrase, aptly applies to

the rubber belting made by us and sold under the name "Gibraltar

Redspecial."
* * *

It would be interesting to us if you, as a user of belting, would,

before making your next purchase, get a verdict on "Gibraltar"

from some of your friends.
* * *

Ask them if a stronger belt than "Gibraltar"—one giving more

service with less loss of power—can be obtained anywhere; if any

other product will survive heavy loads better; and, if, in withstand-

ing the jerky strains consequent on fluctuation of power, any other

belt can show a higher quality of friction in uniting the plies than

"Gibraltar Redspecial."
* * :^

We have evidence aplenty, in the form of voluntary testimony,

which shows that for strength, durability and general service

"Gibraltar Redspecial" is matchless. In the Biggest Saw Mills,

Biggest Pulp and Paper Mills, Biggest Manufacturing Plants, one

"driving force" is nearly always in evidence—Dunlop "Gibraltar"

Belting.
* * *

For Drives, Rotaries, Edgers, Lath and Shingles Machines, or

any kind of Transmission work, there is nothing better than Dunlop

"Gibraltar Redspecial" Belting.
* :|t *

And what Dunlop "Gibraltar Redspecial" means to users of

Transmission Belting, Dunlop "Samson" ensures to users of Con-

'/f

veyor or Elevator Belting.

LOAD ^^^^^^

Heavy
"^^^^^"^^^

BELTING

NO SERVIfi

TOO EXACJIN?

i

D. 26 ,

DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS CO., Limited

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It mil identify the proposition eboui whichyou require information.
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zir^
>^ic

Tlje Americau Steel Split Pulley Js far more efficient aud
economical than a wood or iron pulley.

It is not subject to swelling or shrinking, due to atmospheric
conditions. It does not need to have a worn face turned off, or to

be re-bushed every little while.
It is about 40 (; lighter than a cast iron pulley of the same size

and its steel face holds a belt with much less belt-slip than a cast
iron face. This is very important, for belt-slip is a constant leak
and loss of power.

AMERICAN^^^ STEEI. SPLIT ^" ^^ PULLEYS ^

"Americans" are guaranteed to perform double belt duty under
all ordinary conditions. They will endure higher speeds than any
other standard metal pulley. Their flat A-braced arms cut the air

and reduce wind resistance to a minimum.
Write for the free book—"Pulley Efficiency," and you will know

why American Pulleys are big money-savers—why there are over
three million in use—more than of any other one make.

\ :.THE AMERICAN PULLEY COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Willinms & WiLson, Ltd.

A. R. Williams Machinery
A. IE. Williams Machinery
A. R. Williams Machinery
A R. Williams Machinery Company
H. W. Pelrie. Ltd.

Canadian Distributer

Company _ - -

Company - - -

Company . - -

Montreal, Quebec.
St. Johns. N.B.
Toronto. Ontario.
Vancouver. B.C.
Winnipeif. Manitoba
Toronto, Ontario.

// f//f// advertisement interests yon, if^'tr it out new (ind place with letters to'be answered.
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Good Reading on Good Hoists

A success is always worth reading' altout. Espe-
cially so when it is of the Loniifellow variety

—the kind that attains the heights by forging

ahead while others slumber.

There's a big idea l)ehind the success of Ford Tribloc

Chain Hoists. The idea of getting better service out of

a hoist by putting better materials and features into it.

All-steel working parts, non-gagging LOOP Hand Chain
GUIDE, planetary type of spur gearing—those are some
of the meritorious features of Ford construction.

They are worth reading about in detail in our new
Catalog. How shall we address it?

FORD CHAIN BLOCK & MANUFACTURING CO.
139-141 Oxford St. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

3G(X3QOQOO)@f!^^
€-^-t:i£ LESS FRICTION—LESS POWER LOSS

There is 75%
Less Friction

with

Chapman
Double Ball Bearings ^

A factor of well recognized importance in a shaft hanger is Power Cost.

Power cost goes up with increased friction. F^riction in a well designed ball

bearing is far less than in a sliding bearing. Then since Chapman Double Ball

Bearings are designed solely for transmission purposes, users save 75'' of friction

loss in transmitting power.
Use of Chapman Ball Bearings means a saving in oil, a saving in labor of oiling

and general attention required in Babbitted shaftings—and they are thoroughly
dust-proof.

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Company of Canada, Limited
^^ t "H 339-351 Sorauren Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

Transmission Ball Bearing Company, 1050 Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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We Have a Few Boye & Emmes Lathes in

Montreal for Immediate Delivery

Service is our principal and we always

endeavor to give our customers the very

best attention possible.

We carry a large stock of Machine Tools

and Supplies of the best makes.

If you have not received one of our

machinery stock lists advise us and we
shall be pleased to send you one.

II V solid! yon I- imiiiirics.

The Foss & Hill Machinery Company
305 St. James Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

// anij udvciit.seiiicid inlcrc.'itK ijou, tear il out now and jtlace witk letters to be annacixd.
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LEATHER BELTING
All Sizes and Plies Quality Guaranteed

COTTON BELTING "AZAIl"
THE LATEST IMPROVED

SOLID WOVEN COTTON BELTING
PLIABLE, WILL NOT CRACK VERY LITTLE STRETCH

McARTHUR BELTINGS LIMITED
Factory—Brockville, Ont.

Stock carried by FOSS & HILL MACHINERY CO., Montreal

AM.KX
Sudat Cai)

Screw

ALLEN SAFETY SET SCREWS-EVERY DIAMETER, ALL LENGTHS
Allni S;if,l,\ S. t Sr-riws arc nr-vU- in i-very diaiiutpr. rv.iy Im-lli All •'AlU-n" Siicw.s air matio by n raUnt pnn-iss wliicli produces a

;iiil ( v« TV vliaiici! jiimU fnr any piiipnsi' to \vlii».'h a safrl.v srl >.l'U'\v dfan sorkvt an 1 a'Ids 'A\K'f nmro shrn^'lh t<> tlif screw. Large assort-

.Mii br put, Til, rlJannlviN tan-e fmni ':i,-inch up tn l'^, illHu^, inml of V thuals in sfiK-k al siuria! .Inbilcf pricrs.

The Allen Manufacturing Company, 135 Sheldon St., Hartford, Conn., ii^nehesTeTEngUnd
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UeFOSSfcHlLLMACHINERYfo
I |l^^ 305 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL, QUE. " V/

^

Machinists' Necessities

WESTERN TOOL&MFC.CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO.

"Champion" Turning Tool

"Champion" Boring Tool

"Champion" Cutting-olT Tool

"Champion" Expanding Mandrel

/CHAMPION tools are
^^ economical both as to

actual cost and operation.

Our expanding mandrels

cost about one-sixth the price

of solid arbors of equal range.

When you take into consid-

eration the time consumed
in looking for an arbor and
the difference in the cost,

the economic feature is all

one-sided. The quality of

the tools are up to the

"Champion" standard.

The cutting-off and turning

tools are above the ordinary.

They are "Champion"
quality.

An inquiry would demand
our immediate attention and

co-operation.

Western Tool & Mfg. Co.
Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

// iiiiij 'iiln rtisiiiii II I tiili i'ikI.i i/dii, ti'ii it mil imii iiiiil lilac' iiitli lilh'r.i In lic iinxiiciid.
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Ue FOSS 6 HILL MACHINERY fo
I
1'*^ 305 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL, QUE. * V.'^i

The Radial With The Stamina

IT isn't enough that a radial drill is correctly

designed. Continued accuracy, speed and con-

venience depend much on the stamina of the

material that is used in construction.

Much as the large, deep and heavily reinforced base, the stationary

one-piece patented column with its four full-length webs, the large

bearing surface of the arm and the rigid clamping arrangement

contribute to the success of the Mueller Radial, it is to the material

used in each one of these parts that a great deal of credit belongs.

Why the Mueller Radial is the

drill with unusual stamina is fiiUy

explained in our catalog. Proof
of unusual performance can be

seen every day in the many
shops where the Mueller is used.

THE
MUELLER
MACHINE
TOOL

COMPANY
Radial Drills and Lathes

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identijij the proposition about which you require information.
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Tlie FOSS 6 HILL MACHINERY fo
I |l^ 305 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL, QUE. V; ^

The Mueller Engine Lathe
18-Inch Standard Heavy Duty Type

Tliero's a ^.i-owiiin ilcinanil fur a iniMiiiiin -i/j.' lallir llial can liamllc iii.iiuirac-

turinji; and .ueiici'al -lii]|i \\n\k willi aciaii-acv. >\>vfi\ ami |iriilil—a rapid, riu'iil.

wide-ran.ue latlie—and Id mccl ihc-c n'(|iiirciii(iils \vr oiler the IS" Mueller

iMifiinc l.allie. -
,

i

Hie keyniite (if .Mueller <-ipn-inieliiiii i- i-i^idii). Ii i.- iii-uri'd Ky an e\ee|i|i'iu-

ally decji lied, .-tncky le.u.-. iieavy In-id and tail .-lucks. >|iiiidli' ]ir(ivided with

heavy .^teol thrust Cdllars and mean- I'ui- lakiiin up wear. Ihuli s)iiiidle heariuiis.

and iiy a ticneral nuardiiiti a,uaiii>t the inroads ol' hard usatic (hi the Mueller

•h" threads can he cut with ehaiifies nhtaincd witliin the near Imx; there arc

IS ,-piiidle speeds.

The -Mueller I'liifiiiie l.atlie is adapte<l for lii;ht or lieaxy cut-, lii.nli or low

speeds. I'or literally rippiiiii oil' slock or eha>iii,L; a line thread, and in addition,

handles a w iile \ ariil v of w ork iril Imiil sjk cuil nlhirli iin ii/s, ( »pel :il ion i- -i in pic.

eoiivenienl and safe.

I'lif I ((iiKiiii'ii-iil nasi Id s I II I'csl ii/iili Miiillii'

ml rii II liii/i .1 III Inn i/mi Inii/ hillirn.

The Mueller Machine Tool Company
CINIINNATI Radial Drills and Lathes OHIO, U.S.A.

// any advertisement interests you, tear H out now and jiluce ivith leltcra to be answered.
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I l» 305 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL, QUE. * V ^

MOVE PRODUCTION!

Lathes put

a strong shoulder

to the wheel!
"Sidney for Service" Lathes put a strong,

intelligent shoulder to the production

wheel—and send operations forging ahead.

Does it ever seem that production moves

too slowly? Have you tried Sidneys?

They push production and hold back costs
Xaturally, there are a lar^e iiuml)er of mechanical reascms why our ])atr(.us — amuiii;-

whdiii are the tiiiest, most efficient tirnis in Canada and the United States—are so

Thor.m-ldy ph.ascd with RESULTS SECURED.

BnUetin No. 3<) .uives some of these reasons. It's free. Get in touch with our Agents

and they'll tell yen all the reasons, and give you the evidence. ^Fove youi' ]>rndnction

rapidly and econoniically with "Sidney for Service" Lathes.

ASK
The

FOSS & HILL
MACHINERY
COMPANY
MONTREAL

Regarding

"SIDNEY" LATHES

Manufactured by

THE SIDNEY TOOL COMPANY SIDNEY
OHIO, U.S.A

SIDNEY
for

Service

SIDNEY
for

Service

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will iJoilifi/ the proposition about wliicJi ijou require information.
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KempsmitH

No. 3
PLAIN
MILLER

Large diameter cone for

wide double belt.

Double back gears.

All feed changes made
while machine is run-

ning.

Power feed in all direc-

tions.

All feeds reversed by one

lever at front of knee.

All feeds tripped and en-

gaged by one com-

pound lever at front of

knee.

Our calalo^; cxidjiins llicse anil

iiiaiiv otiKT rcalurcH in full

(Ittail. Sent yladly on requt'st.

The Kempsmith Mfg.
Company

Milwaukee, U.S.A.

The Foss & Uill Machinery C^o.

Montreal, Quebec
AKfnta for Quebec

If any <idvertlseineni interests you, tear it otil ninr nnd pltu-c ntfJi Itiftrs (o hr ifHfnrtr«il.
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THE ONLY WAY
to t^ct ]5al)])itt and White iMctal Products that

a IV as ,^•(H)d as "DO-MK-KO" is to huy

DO-ME-KO
It stands in a class l)v itself.

DO-ME-KO
Babbitt and White
Metal Products

are especially desiyiied to meet exactinii

needs of iiiodern machinery EVERY
POUND IS GUARANTEED.
Prices are right. Delivery the best.

Oataloi^'ue ,i;ivin,i;' valuable information

mailed free upon request.

THE DOMINION METAL COMPANY, LIMITED
SHERBROOKE, QUE., CANADA

FOSS & HILL MACHINERY COMPANY 305 St. James St., Montreal, Que., Selling Agents for Montreal.

MACHINE TOOLS IN STOCK
1—16" Ohio Heavy Duty Shaper
1—20" Ohio Heavy Dutv Grant; Shaper
1—20" Smith & Mills B.C. Crank Shaper
1—24 X 24 X (i Gardiner Planer
1—Fraser Universal Gutter and Tool Grinder, complete

with regular equipment
2—No. 3 Ohio Universal Gutter and Tool Grinders,

complete with regular equipment
1—No. 2B Hendey Heavy Duty Universal Milling

Machine
2—No. 2.5 Ohio Full Universal Heavy Duty Milling

Machines.
1—No. 2 Brown & Sharpe plain Milling Machine
1—B.X. Yankee Gutter and Reamer Grinder with drill

grinding attachment
1—Style B Yankee Twist Drill Grinder
1—Style F Yankee Twist Drill Grinder
1—Garvin Surface Grinder
1—450-lb. Bell Steam Hammer (used)
1—180 Brown & Boggs Inclinable Back Power Press
1—200 Brown & Boggs Inclinable Back Power Press
1—No. 2—36 X 141/2 Brown & Sharpe Vertical Chuck-

ing Machine (used)
1—2" Universal Bolt Cutter

1—1" Henry & Wright Class B Sensitive Drill

1—Type B.W. Sipp Back Bearing H.S. Sensitive Drill

12—20" Back Geared drill presses
3—24" Sibley sliding head drill presses
1—28" Sibley sliding head drill press

Emmes Lathes, 3 step cone, double

Emmes Lathes, 3 step cone, double

2—24" Doye &
back geared

6—26" Boye &
back geared

4—,30" Boye & Emmes Lathes, 3 step cone, double

back geared
5—21 X 8 Le Blond Heavy Duty Turret Lathes, O.G.

gear box, air cylinder and chucks, for 4.5 shells

(used)
12—21 X 8 Le Blond, Q.C.G. Automobile Turning Lathes,

air cylinder and mandrels, for 4.5 shells (used)
6—18 X "8 Battle Creek Heavy Duty 4.5 Shell Turning

Lathes, with air cylinder and mandrel (used)
6—19" Sidney Q.C.G. Lathes, regular equipment
1—17" Sidney Q.C.G. Lathe, regular equipment
1—19" Sidney Q.C.G. Lathe, equipped with taper

attachment
1—12 X 5 Mulliner Tool Room Lathe with taper attach-

ment, draw-in attachment and collets

The Foss & Hill Machinery Company
305 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention lids paper when wnling adrerti.tcr.-^. It ivUI idenlifji the pvuposHhin about whirli you require information.
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"THEiTRACKLESS TRAIN"
KventUiilly every Caiiiulian plant will he u,sin,<i electricil y fur trnckiii.u imriinses. Iiiter-transiHirlatinn i- a liiu, item
of e.\iieii.-e. and more and more iiianufaeturers, reali/.inii tlie need of effieieney in every department, are tliinkin.u

serion.<ly aliout the time, money and hihor wa.sted hy the hand-lrucking method an<l of means to eliminate that wa.-te

and place his. iahor on the produetive ]iayrnll.

I'liere are many way.- in which electricity is nsed to sa\e time and money—to re]ilacc manual Iahor.—and it can lie

u^eil most elfcctively in r'auadian plants in solviuLi, the internal-transportation pi-oliliaii.

The usefulness of a

"J^ERCURY"
INDUSTRIAL TRACTOR

is almost uiiliniiicil. Willi tlu' aid of trailers, one
tractor may l)e made to do the trucking for various

departments.

One man to operate the tractor and just a
ftutricient amount of common labor for load-
inK trailers is all that is necessary with this
efficient system.

A force of experienceii enKineers is main-
tained by us and one will be sent to your
plant to Ko over conditions upon request, A
complete analysis of your problem will put
you to no expense or obligation.

~l. -^j^^^—^_j.^^^—fciJMjUMMft IT- r

Wrili- Ici-diiv for tlisirilMiM- iiil:il..i;.

MERCURY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 4006 South Halsted St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Represented by Foss & Hill Machinery Co., 321 St. James St., Montreal Laing & Walsh, 32 Front St., W., Toronto
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From Thisz iTo This

Converted in a Few Moments
Machine illustrated above is set up for
cylindrical grinding. The great speed at-

tained or the variable speed desired makes
this machine adaptable to many uses. Yet
put in place where only one variety of work
is required and it will outstrip all machines
of a similar nature.

It requires only a few moments to convert

this machine to the above surface grinder.

Its versatility gives it an added value that

constitutes a decided asset to any shop. It

has an even, clean movement and gives the

wheel a sharp, clean-cut motion.

SENGLE-PURPOSE w multi-purpose just as your rcHpuK.'-

nieiits demand—so is the Fraser Universal Grinder. If

for single purpose, the speed, strength and efficiency of the

machine will be a constant production increaser and cost-

reducer. If for multi-purpose use the convertibility of this

machine to do surface, cylindrical or internal grinding will

prove of great profit and benefit. The attachments for these

purposes may be detached or put on in a moment or two, and

you will express enthusiastic satisfaction at its efficiency in

all its various operations.

The Warren F. Fraser Co.
Freeport Street Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: Foss & Hill Machinery Co., Montreal, Que.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Racine High-Speed Metal Cutting Machines

'rile RACINE is tile (ilii;ili;il lliiill - S] iced dcjiw -cllt llict;il - cUtt illL;'

iii.icliiiic iKitcd the Wdi'ld (iN'cr lui- its sini]ilicity ;ind ri^id cdust riu-tidii.

The RACINE li;is raithfidly met nil iv(|iiirciiiciits Ini' iii.'tnl cuttiiit:

ill the ji.Mst tell vcjirs thrdu^lidiit tlic world, ImjIIi in rc^iilnr wurk ;iiid in

liiiiidrcds of iiiuiiitidii ['actdrics.

Tlir RACINE i'i'(|iiircs iid skilled laiidi- tu uperate it.

Order a RACINE fi-diii Vdiii- dealer, iiiidei'staiidinu that we eiiddrse

any fair ]ii'd|idsit idn tlie dealer makes ymi, as wc Fully L;uaraidee din

niaehiiies ill {vc\'\ pa rticiilar.

The RACINE wears the liad^c df lidiidi- idi- |dyalt\- and railhrni per-

rdrniaiiee dt the work alhitted td it liehind the treiiehes.

Write for Catalogue to-day.

Racine Tool & Machine Company, Racine, Wis., U.S.A.

// GUI/ itdvertisemcnl inhrr.stf! i/mi, lr(ji- it mil lum- mill ji/iK-i nilh hihr.1 Id lie iiiixii'i'iid.
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GARDNER MACHINE COMPANY

Two **Over - size'' Gardner Grinders

Double Spindle Grinders
The No. 15 Grinder as illustrated above is the largest and most powerful machine of this type
on the market. It carries either 24-inch diameter disc wheels or 2()-inch diameter ring
wheels, both of which grindinK members are interchangeable. The spindles are 3 inches
diameter and the spindle pulleys are 12-inch diameter by 8M;-inch face. The sliding cross-
feed table is of rigid construction, making a powerful equipment which will handle large
work on an economical scale.

Double Spindle Gardner Grinders are made in these sizes:

No. 120 with 18-inch disc wheels or 14-inch ring wheels.
No. 14 with 20-inch disc wheels or l(>-inch ring wheels
No. 15 with 24-inch disc wheels or 20-inch ring wheels

These machines are being used in scores of different lines of manufacture, and right now are
in especial demand by up-to-the-minute builders of guns, ammunition and motor cars. If

you have any parts which are adapted to finishing on this type of machine you should inves-

tigate at once. Gardner Grinders are increasing outputs over other methods from 2 to 100

times. Send us to-day your samples for a free grinding demonstration or blue prints for an
estimate. TO-DAY.

"

We are making exceptionally good deliveries on many types and sizes

GARDNER MACHINE COMPANY, Beloit, Wisconsin

DISC GRINDING MACHINERY
^SS^^^^

.1
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Dry Grinding
Wet Grinding
Abrasive Discs

Abrasive Ring
Wheels

Belt Driven
Motor Driven
Plain Bearings
Ball Bearings

Single Spindle Grinders
Here is our new No. V'a machine—a 30-inch dis

dimensions throughout. The disc wheels ar
chuclcs. The siiiiidie is 2\ inches diameter a

ball bearinfi's. The rocl<er-shaft is SVi: inches

of rigid design. Abundant bolt power is provi

inches diameter by 9 inches face.

Single spindle (Jardner Grinders of this type a

wheels; No. 2, 18-inch wheels; No. 4, 2(l-inch w
wheels; No. T'i, 3(l-inch wheels; No. 8, 4()-inc

There is a Gardner Grinder made for any jioss

wheels from 12 inches to 10 inches diameter; o

to 24-inch.
If you have a disc or ring wheel grinder job yo
ties" on this subject. Our Kxperimental Dcpa
service to the trade. Use it— its free rei)ort

authentic. Use it—now.

c wheel capacity grinder with unusually large

e interchangeable with the 20-nich ring wheel
nd is mounted in self-aligning radial and thrust

diameter and supports two Lever Feed Tables

ded for through the spindle pulley which is 10

re made in the following sizes: No. 1, 12-inch

heels; No. (!, 2C-inch wheels; No. 7, 80-ineh

h wheels.
ible disc grinder o|)eration. .X range of disc
." Perfection Ring wheel chucks from 8 inches

u should take it up at once with "The Authori-
rtmcnt is conducted solely to give valuable

are interesting, intelligent and absolutely

We are making exceptionally good deliveries on many types and sizes

GARDNER MACHINE COMPANY, Beloit, Wisconsin

DISC GRINDING MACHINERY
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Sweetland Combination and Universal Trucks

Made with Three or Four Jaws

A ''CVmiljiiintion' Chuck is one in

wliiuli the Jaw.* can lie operated either

independently or universally, as de.-^ired.

On account of the .simplicity and
completene.'s of its interchangeaViility

from the independent to the universal

i>])erntion of the ja\v.<, or vice versa, and
the unusual strenoth of (his Reversible

Jaw, tliis Chuck is ackuowled.ued liy all practical mechanics as l)einp;

the liest Geared Screw Cluick uuide. Furnished idso with solid jaws,

iion-reversilile. either iu,~ide or outside bites.

A\'e

With thi

Chuck. The

lut uj) the same style Chucks, both Three an I Four .Jaws, irithoul the <'nmh

s exception it is practically the same chuck as our Combination. thus uuikin.t!;

:

jaws are .uround pcrfrcflii frue on fiice anil h'ife, after beiny lianhucd.

ination

a first-cl

.1 ftachrni-nt.

itss Unirerxal

THE SWEETLAND BOX BODY CHUCKS
With Soft Steel Slip Jaws

Tiiii) Sl( ( I anil Siiff Ml tal S/ips. uv Sprrnil .lairx of <iii ij l.niil run

he fiirnixJd'i] when rcqainiJ.

Furnished either as I'niversal or Independent a.< desired.

In the Universal the hole thniuuli the Chuck i.-. of course,

obstructed liy the screw wbicli operates the jaw.

HAND CUT STEEL LETTERS, FIGURES, STAMPS AND MARKING ROLLS
LETTERS AND FIGURES

<1»

The proper jjrade of steel is used in the construction of these hand cut steel figures and letters. A size suitable for
the letter to go on it is used, and is long enough so it can be held without hitting the fingers.

HAND CUT STEEL STAMPS

Of all kinds and for all purposes. The work is all strictly hand cut, the letters being correctly shaped and the
stamps properly tempered to suit the work they are to do.

THE FOSS & HILL MACHINERY COMPANY
MONTREAL

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Sweetland Independent Lathe Chucks
Iron and Steel

r.i.dy iicatl\ ili-i.nned. -tr(m,nly Imill uiid |.r(ii>erly l)ahiiicij(l. Maxitiuiiii .-IrcuKtli with luininiuni wei.tilil.

Hardened steel bearings, screws, large and well made, ni' a s|)ecial .grade of steel. Hush with hudy of

[liiick.

.Jaws (if a gdod grade i)f steel, jiriiperly hardened. (h-iiqiing and hearing Mirfaces grouu<l perfeetly

Inie, reversible.

The Sweetland Geared Scroll Chucks

'i'hi- ('hucl< i- made in M/.e,- 2' •_" In IN" diani.. Imih « illi Thive and fnnr .laws.

Wdicii -II (ii-diMvd it i- -ii|.]dird with Snlid Iic\rr-iMc .laws. Iwd mI> in (inc. .\ inn<|no feature in a

Si-nill chuck.

Il i> al-ii littcd uith n(in-rc\(i>ihlc iii-idc ur uur-idc .laws, ni' with hnth -cl-. ,i,- may \^v ^pcclllcd.

MaliTiiil ,iiiil \\iii'km;m-lii|i lliinughdnl arc nf llii' hc-t.

The jiiw- arc grniind |icrl'ccll\ ti'iir nn face and hilc after hcing hardened.

THE FOSS & HILL MACHINERY COMPANY
MONTREAL

// any advcrlinciiicnt inlcrcats ijou, tear 1 1 oi,t now and place willi Irtlcrx In l>c itnxucnd.
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Selling Fast on Its Merits

—

This pulley was but recently placed on the market,
and we are receiving' repeat orders galore.

Its popularity proves that we are not alone in the
conviction the Bernard Wood Split Pulley lead in

quality, appearance and finish.

Give it a trial, it's sure to appeal to you.

Prices and full particulars on application.

The Bernard
Wood Split

Pulley

The A. Bernard Industrial Company
Manufacturers of High-Grade Power Transmission Appliances

Office and Works: FORTIERVILLE, QUE., CANADA

When in the Market for

MACHINE TOOLS OR SUPPLIES
Don't forget to get quotations from

THE FOSS & HILL MACHINERY COMPANY
305 St. James Street, Montreal, Que.

W"•^••••t "MECOL"
6" Shell End Nosing

Furnace

We manufacture furnaces for all

purposes to be used with
any kind of fuel

The Mechanical Engineering Company, Ltd
THREE RIVERS, QUE., CANADA
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Figure 1850.

Plenty of Coolant
at Slow Speed

% ^'

Figure 1854.

npRAHERN ROTARY GEARED PUMPS can be operated atA slow speed and yet furnish the desired amount of coolant—this is not
possible with a centrifugal pump, which must be run at terrific speed to
supply enough lubricant to the cutting tool. This naturally shortens
life of the pump. With TRAHERN positive drive you can force suffi-
cient lubricant through discharge to reach deep bores or other work
difficult to cool—an accomplishment peculiar to the geared type. These
are but some of the reasons why such machine tool manufacturers as
The Gleason Works, Gisholt Machine Co., etc., are equipping their ma-
chines with TRAHERN product. We want to tell you all about them.

Send this page with your address
noted on it and w^e will.

TRAHERN PUMP COMPANY, Rockford, Illinois

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Co., Toronto

Fijrure 2Z5B.
fiirur*> 2'Mi

illll|i|i|||llllilllllllllllll!lllllllllllllillis|||lllllltlllllllll<'l1lllllllililllllilllll1llllllllllllll^

Mulliner-Enlund Tool Co.
SYRACUSK """^ '

N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES:
Carpent<?r & W(K»(lwar(i ----- Now York City
D. Nasi Machinery Company - - - - Philadelphia. Pa.
Homer-StrnnK, Inc. .--.-- Rochester. N.Y.
I.ynd-Kaf'iuhar Company - . . - - Boston, MaHH.
Somen^. Killer & Todd Company - - . Pittibur«h. Pa.
H. W. Petrie. I,td Toronto. Ontario
The Koss & Hill Machinery Company - Montreal. Queltee

Richard HenriltHen ...... Petrograd. Ru.isia

Patterson To«iI & Supply Co. ----- Dayton, Ohio
StroilK. Carlisle & Hammond Co. - Cleveland, Detroit. Michitfan

1|i|l|IIII!|llllll

37 Threads and Feeds

Tlii- rniijie i.^ easily ol)tniiU'(l hy w

quiciv chiuiuo mechanism iiiounletl

nil the front, of the lathe, simply
iiiaiiipiilate a sliding tumbler in con-
ni'ction with the eom])onnih'nti- levor.

Tile cone gears are out witli 'JO degree
pressure angle eutter.s forming a

l)ointed tooth slightly rounded at tlie

top. This permits instant engage-
lueiit without clashing. Double
walled apron, giving dnuiile bearings
111 all studs.

Tli(>.se are just a few of many features

that go to stamp this latiie with
c|iiality.

(let in touch with our agents. We
will gladly give you any desireil

infiirnialion.

'Illillllllllllllliiilill 11-

li any advertisement intereds i/oii, tear it out non: and place xnith letters to be answrred.
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Copy by Photography
The Quick—Cheap-

Errorless Way

WITH THE

PHOTOSTAT
( TRADE MARK REGISTERED!

OFFICES use it to copy checks, vouchers, re-

ports, cost sheets, statements and accountings.
One firm uses it to copy involved sales contracts
containing- sketches; another to duplicate testi-

monial letters.

MANITFACTURERS to copy blue print.?, shop orders,

tracings, contracts, drawings and illnstratif>n? for salesmen

;

cuts and drawings for patent work ; to prepare engravings for

Ijooklets and circulars.

PUBLIC SERVICE corporations are using it to copy
report.? for directors, trustee accounting.-^, insurance papers,

tariffs, complicated papers of every sort that heretofore in-

volved heavy copying expense.

Railroads u.«e it to meet the Federal "Valuation Act
requirements for certified copies of important papers, and for

copying way bills, claims, traflic reports, conductors' sheets,

and countless routine papers.

The range of

A\ork that can be

d o n e 1) v the
PHOTOSTAT is

almost unlimited;

it copies l)y pho-

tographing dir-

ectly on paper or

cloth, anything

o r everything,

drawn, written

or printed: also

hand tools and
machine parts; in

a few minutes at

a cost of a few
cents.

No expert knowledge required. All processes are mechanical.

Hundreds of PHOTOSTATS in dailv use testify to the value

of the PHOTOSTAT.

ManufacfuTfd hij the Eiusfman Kodak Co., for the

Commercial Camera Co.
343 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 325 Grosvenor Bldg., Providence, R. I.

ALBERT HERBERT, Agents, Coventry, England

Wwite for the PHOTOSTA T Book The PHOTOST.\T in Operation

Mention this paper uhcn writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about uhich you require information.
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The Sun Never Sets

on

HOYT METAU^m

HDYT HSTAL Ij^ \

ir i i.ticJiV'TF >a t- Thft r LVI,

Sold all over the World

on Their Merits

Tlie fact tliat the Hoyt Metal Company
iiianufactures over five iiiillidu dollars'

wdi'tli of mixed metal? annually is eoncUi.sive

ariiument for the superiority of Hoyt Alloys.

Perfect alloys, prompt attention, and courte-

ous service are the three reasons why our

Company has developed the largest mixed

metid business in the worlil in a little over

40 years.

Iloyt Alloys are sold all over the civilized

world. If you want (piality. .sati.sfaction, and

contentment in your |ilant, it is imperative

that \i)ii use metal of mw mamif'acture.

The Lines That Have Made
Hoyt Metals Famous

"Nickel Genuine"
"Trojan"

"Frost King"

Babbitts

Solders in Bar and Wire

Solders manutaclurcd hy vis are free flowinc;

and' satisfactorv in cverv wav.

HOYT METAL COMPANY, ?J11"w"s1™ee"t
New York, N.Y. London, Eng.

Toronto, Canada
St. Louis, Mo.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Heavy
Base Facing
^Machine-^

w////////////w//wwww//www//ww//w/wwww//////^^^^

"Filsmith" 13" Lathe
A Machine whose design was specially made to

make it proportionate throughout. Each ' indi-

vidual part was made to conform to our standard,

and as a result of these careful preparations we
are offering an engine lathe that is decidedly

individual in its quality. An inquiry will be

answered speedily with specifications, etc.

The Phillip Smith Mfg. Co.
Sidney Ohio U.S.A.

Takes Cut 1^ Inches in

Width Off Base of

6-Inch Shell

This is one of those rapid, highly

efficient shell machines that are

helping the munition plants to

meet the demand for accurate and
speedy production.

All gears made of steel. Weight
3,600 lbs. Takes minimum floor

space. No countershaft requii'ed.

We are well equipped to advise
you on all shell problems.

WRITE TO-DAY.

Victoria Foundry
Company, Limited
OTTAWA ONTARIO

Brass, Phosphor Bronze,

Copper and Aluminum

CASTINGS
We have the largest Jobbing
Brass Foundry in Canada.

Can make prompt delivery.

Ta/Iman s refutation is in the goods.

H-!>k^iviii_-r^rM ,

CANADA

Mentior this paper when writing advertisers. It mil identify the proposition about which you require information.
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The L. S. Starrett Co.
The World's Greatest

Toolmakers

Athol, Mass.

The Value of a Clean-

Cut Layout
Unless work is laid out accurately at the start,

many difficulties will arise as the job progress&s.
A confusion of faint lines may mean lest

time and perhaps throwing away a valuable
piece of metal.

It is important then that the lines be dis-
tinguished quickly, no matter liow much they
crisscross. The clean-cut lines made, with a

Sfafrcff

Surface Gage
will greatly aid machinists in preparing a clean
layout on which work can be done accurately.
This useful instrument may be used to scrilie

on all kinds of surfaces and is very handy for
transferring measurements for duplicating
work.

Our fre« rutalog No. 21.'! will tell yon
more about thiK surfafe gage, also de-
scribes 2.100 sizes and styles of measur-
ing tools. Write for it to-day.
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Tools That Increase Production
Two hands and ten fingers, to-day, can produce a great deal more than they

could a thousand or even a hundred years ago. We all know why.

Science, taking form as machinery and tools, has niultiplird the usefulness

of our two hands. Modern tools and scientific methods give us greater

power to help ourselves and to serve others.

A good tool appeals to the pride of every workman. It puts him on his

mettle. It gives him a new sense of iespoiisil)ility for first-class v ork.

THE JOHANSSON
GAGING SYSTEM

Johan^iton Sfmichird Gayes are used in every doesn't waste time wondering whether his

civilized part of the world to originate sizes work is right. He can test both Hmits at one

and establish limits. They are invaluable for touch without even turning his hand. Faster

setting and checking all kinds of gages and and ea.*ier work, with greater security that

measuring tooLs. They simplify the work of the product will be '"just right.'"

laving out jigs and fixtures—thus saving r ,
, r

•Johansson Limit Gages are adjustable for

wear, changing limits and different sizes. It

would pay to compfffe tlie cost of "Johans-

son" equipment with the endless expease of

making up and maintaining your own gages.

If you want to increase your production adopt Johansson Gages.

valuable time. They reiluce waste by pre-

venting mistakes due to inaccuracy.

Johansson Adjustable Limit Shop Gages

bring the limit system within the reach of all.

With a "Johansson" limit gage, the operator

THE SWEDISH GAGE CO., Inc
New Birks Building, MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Reduce Your Costs—Why Not?
Cost-cutting is Made Easy with the

30,000 R.P.M.

Portable Electric Grinder

Has a matchless combination of speed and
efficiency assets and is bound to reduce cost

of production wherever introduced. It is the

acme of accuracy.

Armatui-e, internal spindle, pulleys and
emerv wheels are dynamically balanced. No
end thi-ust, no side play.

Motor and internal spindle are equipped
with S K F and "Norma" Bearings—that's

a bip feature. There's no other grinder on
the market as profitable as the ARO.

Write for full details.

R. E. T. Pringle, Limited
Manufacturers' Agents

OFFICES:
Tyrre'l BIdg., 95 King St. East, Toronto
809 Unity BIdg. - - - Montreal, Que.
3402 Osier Ave. - - Vancouver, B. C.
302 Donalda Block - - Winnipeg, Man.

Threading Machines

tlu'oadiiig machine.* are free from time-con.suming

fDiiiplicatiDiis. Any shop employee can set them
u|i ill M few minutes. They are very easily oper-

ated. Any Icngtli of thread can Ije cut witii the

])()\ver machines, a.* they are fitted witli hollow

spindles.

'J'he Little (.iiaiit line include- a cinii))lete range

from the power machines with Automatic (Opening

Die Heads to the small Viench macliincs with Solid

Die Heads.

.Send for general catalog sliowing

iiiir copnjjlete line of Holt Cutters.

Taps, Dies, Screw
Plate.*, Gages,
Reamers, etc.

Wells Brothers Company of Canada, Limited
GALT ONTARIO

Sales Agents: THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS.MORSE COMPANY. LIMITED
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg St. John Calgary

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to '»« answered.
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FH V

Alundum for High

Speed Steel Tools
The griudiuy vi high speed steel

tools requires the use of a wide
variety of wheels, each one the

correct wheel for its purpose.

For offhand grinding' the wheels
range in grade from M to P and in

grain from 20 to 80, according to

the size of the wheel. The abrasive

is exclusively Alundum and the

process both Vitrified and Silicate.

For automatic machines, similar

to that pictured above, the wheels
usually supplied are listed below.

Gisholt
20 M and N

Sellers No. 1

20-24 L and M
20-24 L and M

Sellers No. 2

36 L
30 and 36 M

Vitrified Alundum

Vitrified Alundum
Silicate Alundum

Vitrified Alundum
Silicate Alundum

Tavlor
24-0 Silicate Alundum

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASS. "

' -
'

NEW YORK STORE CHICAGO STORE
151 Chambers St. 1 1 N. Jefferson St.

Canadian Agents; The Canadian Fairbanlcs-Morse
Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, loronto. Ottawa, St. John. N.B.;
Winnipeg. Calgary. Saskatoon. Vancouver, Victoria:
F. H. Andrews & Son. Quebec. Que.

857 a

^A^k^kAS^k^

7
- ^^ T f^rT^ry ^f

STEEL STAMPS
FOR MARKING SHELLS, ETC.

We will Give You Satisfaction on All Work
of this Kind

SEND FOR PRICES

Pritchard-Andrews Co., of Ottawa
General Engravers and Die Sinkers

264 SPARKS ST. OTTAWA, CANADA

Are You Satisfied
With the Steel Stamps You Are Using?

The Pannier Bevel Handmade Steel Stamps
"Stand the Stamping," our customers tell us.

Complctt Catalogue i/f'en iKjiitst.

PANNIER BROS. STAMP CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A.
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The Finishing Touch to a

Good Product is the Mak-

er's Name or Trade Marl(

E\ ery product offered for sale is the concrete

expression of character, the crystallization

of the thought and lahor of one man or a

Sroup of men. The more widely it is known
the greater will be its success. The more
clearly it is differentiated from similar pro-

ducts, the surer it is to maintain its eminence.

Tlierefore, mark wiiat you make. Mark it

so there can lie no doubt a.s to where, or by
wlioin it is made: mark it in order to protect

tlie buyer as well as yourself—and let ^lat-

thews of Pittslan-gh furuLsh the device witli

whicli to stamp it.

Matthews-made letters, figures, symbols, eti-.,

are distinctive. They embody the best mate-
rials and the most highly skilled workman-
ship. They have been a specialized product
for 67 years. They are used in industrie-^ of

all kinds, from stamping logs in lumlier

camps to marking shells in munitions plant-.

Matthews makes marking devices of every cost

rang'ing' from tiny rubber stamps to heavy steel

lettering dies and furnishes special designs for

individual requirements. Catalogue of Steel

Lettering Dies and Stumps on request.

JAS. H. MATTHEWS & COMPANY ''

Montreal St. John

^ iviarmewsi
^ Marking Devices

TTSBURGH. PENNSYLVANIA
67 Years in Business

Distributors for Canada: THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS MORSE CO.
Toronto Winni p«'K CiilKAry Vnncouvi-r Oltnwn Queboc Sn&kntoon
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Will bring you free a copy of our new
catalogue The F.-M. Book.

A book of over— 1000 pages a veritable

encyclopedia of mechanical goods.

It contains a very complete line of Fairbanks Scales—Fair-
banks Valves—Steam goods of all kinds—Fairbanks-Morse Oil

Engines—Automobile \ MotorBoat Accessories-Fairbanks-Morse

Electrical Machinery—Pumps of all kinds-Machine Tools—Trans-
mission Appliances—Railway & Contractors Supplies Small Tools

& Machine Shop Supplies.

Address our nearest warehouse

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Clip and Mail Coupon

The Csuiadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,
LIMITED

Send me your C. F.-M. Book containing

a full line of Mechanical goods.

Add my name to your permanent

mailing list—/ree

ST. JOHN. QUEBEC. MONTREAL. OTTAWA. TORONTO. HAMILTON

WINDSOR. WINNIPEG. SASKATOON. CAGARY.

VANCOUVER. VICTORIA.
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If there is one machine more than

another where

Absolute Accuracy
is required, it is in the construction

of an Experimental Lathe.

Accurate fitting, assembling, aligning

of head and tailstock and carriage

with lathe bed, is found without ex-

ception in the "Hendey."

Motor-driven. Besides regular equip-

ment it has small tool cabinet for

operators' fine tools—also gear closet

for extra gears to cut special threads.

Let us tell you more about it.

The

Hendey Machine Co.

Torrington, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents: A. R. Williams Ma-
chinery Co., Toronto, Ont.; A. R.Williams
Machinery Co., 260 Princess St., Winni-
peg; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Van-
couver; A. R. Williams Machinery Co.,

St. John, N.B.; Williams & Wilson,
Montreal.

Hendey
Experimental
Lathe
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There is here given in raeij fashion, yet evidencing in the varietij detail dixeussed con-

siderable painstaking awd scrupidons regard for developments in the period under review, to

the end that as far as possible everything embraced by the article title, wide in scope as it

happens to be, should get at least a passing reference. Speaking generally, the advances made
t/i the spheres of Industry, Finance, Transportation and Insurance are prominently featured.

CANADA'S position at the close of

the fiftieth year of Confederation
is imposing only in so far as pres-

ent day conditions are placed in contrast
with those prevailing at the dawn of the

Confederation era. Progress is at best »

relative term, and to appreciate to the

full the extent of this country's develop-

ment, one must visualize the setting in

which that development was commenced.
To all intents and purposes, the whole

of Western Canada, with its far-flung

population, its many fine cities, its thou-

sands of miles of railway and its enor-

mous agricultural production, must be
eliminated from the canvas. It is true

that by 1867 some ten thousand people

had settled in the Red River Valley; that

stragglers had penetrated even farther

west. It is also true that the gold rush

of the late fifties had poured population

into tbe Fraser River Valley and that

Victoria was already a fair-sized town.

But these widely-separated settlements,

on the prairies and at the Coast, were
almost as distant from Eastern Canada
in those days as Australia is to-day, and
further, their business associations were
entirely with the neighboring sections of

the United States.

Canada in 1867

The picture of Canada in 1867 nar-

rows, therefore, to the comparatively
restricted limits to the older settled por-

tion.s of the country—the narrow fringe

of clearing along the St. Lawrence; the

lake front counties of Ontario; the coast

and river settlements of New Brunswick
and the scattered towns and fishing vil-

lages of Nova Scotia. The wider vision

of a great and prosperous West had not
yet seized upon the minds of the peonle
and their field of possible endeavor lay

*Also in Macl.ean'3 Magazine.
••Of Maclean PublishinK Co. Staff.

no further off than the thickly wooded
concessions of the back counties.

Though fairly well populated and sup-

plied with the modern means of com-
munication, the older sections of Quebec
and Ontario were still in a comparatively
crude and undeveloped condition. Even
between Montreal and Toronto, then as

now, the two foremost centres of popu-
lation in Canada, the appearance of the

country was anything but prepossessing.

There remained much uncleared land.

Many of the homes of the inhabitant.*;

were at best but miserable shanties. The
people were poor; the children dirty and
ragged; the cattle lean. Towns, which
were quite as numerous as they are to-

day, and in several cases nearly as large,

were suffering from the after-effects of

the Grand Trunk boom, and exhibited

numerous unoccupied and delapidated

buildings.

From Prescott to Ottawa, then the cus-

tomary route to the Capital, the railway

traversed what appeared to be a continu-

ous pine swamp, wet, dismal and depress-

ing. The Capital itself lay hidilen away
in the midst of green, unbroken forests,

which closed in on the log houses and
small villas lying on the outskirts of tha

embryo city.

To the rear of the counties fronting on
the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario, set-

tlement was just getting under way at

the time Confederation came into being.

Railways were being promoted to tap the

resources of Peterboro, Victoria, Simcoe,

Grey and Bruce Counties, and settlers

were arriving from the Old Country to

people their solitudes. In fact, this par-

ticular section of Canada was going
through an experience which has since

been duplicated many times in the West.

The Governn\ent was devoting special

attention to the settlement of the free

grant lands in the Muskoka District. .\d-

vertising matter of the same brand as

that which later lured thousands of im-
migrants to the prairies, told of the pros-

pective wealth to be derived from the

cutivation of the soil in this remote part

of the province. In response to the ap-

peal, population was penetrating as far

north as Parry Sound on the shore of the

Georgian Bay, while Bracebridge was
thronged with newcomers.

Oil and Gold Booms

It was about this period, too, that the

oil boom in Enniskillen Township and
the gold boom at Madoc were absorbing
public attention. The former attracted

the curious from all parts of the coun-

try. To reach the oil fields, visitors had
to leave the Sarnia branch of the Great
Western at Wyoming and drive through

the woods to Oil Springs. It was a trip,

as described by travelers, full of spec-

tacular interest. The great dark forest,

traversed by a narrow plank road; the

constant succession of carts coming and
going with their barrels of oil; the der-

ricks, oil tanks and engines scattered

through the clearings, all presented a

scene of strange and outlandish charac-

ter. Oil Springs itself was a village of

wooden hotels, thronged with specula-

tors and hangers-on, who by their fren-

zied efforts to secure paying properties

increased the popular interest in the dis-

trict.

The Madoc gold finds were made in

the year before Confederation and the

rush to the mines in the spring of 1867

was one of the events of that momentous
year. Prospectors in lare numbers
thronged to the new gold fields, from

which so much was expected, and many
miners, who had participated in the Cali-

fornia anil British Columbia rushes, made
their way to the new Eldorado. Five

lines of stages from Belleville to Madoc
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were for a time insufficient to accommo-
date the crowd who sought access to the

scene of the discovery.

These events, bulking largely in the

popular imagination at the time, have

long since dwindled into their proper pro-

portions. The oil wells of Enniskillcn

have become a commonplace; the gold

strikes at Madoc have sunk into insig-

nificance. Reference has been made to

them merely to illustrate how place<-

which fifty years ago
were on the very

fringe of settlement

and to reach which
tedious journeys had

to be made, are now
left far in the rear

by the tide of pro-

gress. The gold of

Porcupine has long

since eclipsed the

gold of Madoc, and
in Southern Alberta

.the oil prospector

has been finding new
fields for his investi-

gations.

Lumbering

In various other
respects conditions
have changed in old

Ontario and Quebec.
Lumbering was a far
more important in-

dustry fifty years
ago than it is to-day.
The Great Western
Railway brought
down from its Sarnia
branch annually
large quantities of
oak timber. This
wood was rafted at
Hamilton and towed
to Quebec for export
to the Old Country.
The Northern Rail-
way carried to To-
ronto, and the Port
Hope, Lindsay and
Beaverton Railway
hauled to Port Hope
trainload after train-

load of lumber for
shipment by schooner
across the lake. Cord-
wood was one of the
commonest commodi-
ties of the day, and
trainloads of it were
a common sight on
the railroads fifty

years ago. It was
used not only for
heating and cooking,
but it formed the
universal fuel for locomotives, and from
the back settlements thousands of cords
were shipped annually to the United
States.

Early City Settlements

The extent of settlement in 1867 was
reflected in the cities. To-day there are
in the Dominion six cities with popula-
tions in excess of 100,000 — Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Hamilton,
and Quebec—while a seventh, Vancou-

ver, falls little short of that figure. In

the year of Confederation, however, Mon-
treal was the only urban centre that

came within 50,000 of reaching the 100,-

000 mark. Toronto could not boast 50,-

000 inhabitants. Winnipeg was a mere
hamlet. Ottawa contained but 15,000'

people. Hamilton just exceeded 20,000

by a narrow margin. As for those flour-

ishing Western cities—Calgary, Edmon-
ton, Regina, Saskatoon, Brandon, Mooae

LUMBERING ON THE UPPER OTTAWA. A FLOURISHING INDUSTRY AT THE TIME
OF CONFEDERATION.

Jaw, and Vancouver—they were practi-

cally all non-existent. Only conservative

old burgs like Quebec, Halifax, and St.

John, had populations in any way com-
mensurable with present figures.

Our Capital City

The beautiful capital city of the Do-
minion, whose natural charms have been
greatly enhanced by the work of the Ot-

tawa Improvement Commission, has de-

veloped during the fifty years of Confed-

eration from a crude backwoods settle-

ment into one of the finest cities in

.America. So unprepossessing was its ap-
pearance when it was selected by Queen
Victoria to be the seat of government,
that it was described as the Cinderella
of Canadian Cities. Its intrinsic beauty
was recognized, but that beauty was so
hidden by uncouth and dirty surround-
ings that the comparison was by no
means inapt.

Curious visitors who
went to view the new
capital during the

early sixties, came
away with mixed im-

pressions. It was ad-

mitted that the site

of the Parliament
Buildings was a love-

ly one; that the sur-

rounding forests hail

a wild impressive-

ness, and that the

clear air, everlastia.g

resounding with the

noise of falling
water, was exhilarat-

ing, but what were
these natural attrac-

tions when everyday
living conditions

were so bad ? The
streets were rough,
the houses mean and
squalid, the hotel ac-

commodation wretch-
ed, and the food poor.

Lumber and sawdust
littered the place un-
til it looked like one
vast timber yard.

A sister of Lord
Monck, who visited

the town shortly be-

fore the Governor-
General moved there

from Quebec, groan-
ed over the prospects

of life in such a
place, describing it

as "t'other end of no-

where." And it is

known that civil ser-

vice employees, who
had to forsak© the

comparative loveli-

n e s s of Toronto,

Montreal, or Quebec,

for its early crudi-

ties, bemoaned their

fate, while Ministers

of the Crown took

the earliest oppor-

tunity to escape from
its impenetrable dull-

dullness.

Of course, all this

Ottawa to-day boasts

of every modern facil-

ity, not only for the enjoyment, but

for the improvement of life. Its

beautiful streets and parks, its splen-

did public buildings, its superior ho-

tels—all these combine to render the

contrast with the miserable, down-at-

the-heel settlement of fifty years ago

most striking and complete.

And what of other cities? Montreal,

has changed,
the possession
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the foremost city of the Dominion with
its more than 600,000 people could, in

1867, muster barely one-sixth of that
number. In extent it was very consid-

erably smaller. Its principal business
thoroughfare of to-day, St. Catherine
Street, lay on the outskirts of the city^

Even lordly St. James Street, vifith its

splendid financial institutions, was only
just in course of construction. Business
centred in Notre Dame Street; McGill
College stood out in the suburbs, and it

was a mile walk from the edge of the

city to the mountain.

In several respects, Montreal, fifty

years ago, was greatly inferior to the
present city. Its streets were notoriously
filthy, especially along the docks where
the mud frequently lay knee-deep. The
lighting even of the main thoroughfares
was inadequate, gas being then the uni-

versal illuminant. The drainage was bad,

and in this connection one visitor tells

of having to leave the Theatre Royal
one night in the middle of an amusing
comedy on account of the vile odors that
were wafted in through the windows.
Apart from these deficiencies, however,
the city seems to have been an imposing
place with its solid-looking buildings, its',

many fine churches and its active com-
merce.

Our Queen City

Toronto's expansion during the fifty

years has been equally, even if not more,
phenomenal. When it is recalled that in

1867 Queen's Park, now in the heart of

the city, was on its extreme northern
edge. Trinity College was situated a

mile beyond the western limits and that
troops were able to go through extensive
evolutions on a great common that lay

between the city and Spadina Avenue,
some faint conception of the physical
growth of the place can be obtained. In

population it has increased twelve-fold,

or roughly from 40,000 to 480,000.

The cities in the east, Halifax and St.

John, have probably exhibited fewer
changes than their western sisters. Hali-

fax, which has now about .50,000 inhabi-

tants, had a population of 30,000 at the
time of Confederation. St. John, which
to-day contains approximately .54,000

people, was then a place of 35,000 inhabi-

tants. In Halifax the lives of the citi-

zens revolved around the garrison of

British regulars which manned its forts

and citadel. Some trading, it is true,

went on with the West Indies. Fish was
exported; sugar and other tropical pro-
ducts imported. But the military and
naval interests of the place predominat-
ed and trade and commerce, while a ne-

cessary evil, were not allowed to thrust

themselves too far into the foreground.
The commercial spirit was more in

evidence in 3t. John, a city which then
as now regarded its Nova Scotia eon-

temporary with a feeling of suspicion
and rivalry. St. John had been a notable
shipbuilding centre for years and, not

only was many a stout vessel built each
year in its shipvards, but its merchants
owned and outfitted numerous deep sea
craft for service on the seven seas. The
docks of St. John were a busy spot in

those days, for ships and sailors wer'?

numerous and there was a constant com-
ing and going of vessels from distant
ports.

Industries Feature

If cities were small fifty years ago,
so also were the industries that flour-

ished in them. Industrially, there has
been a remarkable change in Canada
during the past half-century. When Con-
federation came into being the settled

sections of the country were plentifully

supplied with an immense number
of small steel industries. Each town,
each village, had its little group of

manufacturing establishments which
produced the essentials of life for the

people of the immediate neighborhood.
A flour and grist mill, a sawmill, a
tannery, a carding and fulling mill, a

carriage factory and not infrequently a

brewery or distillery were the possession

of practically every centre of popula-
tion.

The census of 1861 showed that in On-
tario alone there were in operation 501

flour and grist mills, 1,164 sawmills, 271
t'inneries, 185 carriage factories, and
143 breweries and distilleries. In On-
tario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island com-
bined, there were 8,503 industries, of

which 1,785 were flour and grist mills,

4,240 sawmille, and 710 tanneries. By
1867 all these figures had probably been
considerably increased.

Few of these primitive local industries

have survived the evolution of the cen-
tralized factory system. Here and there
through the country there may remain
some pathetic examples of these once im-
portant institutions. But, generally
speaking, the economies introduced in

the operation of the large factories of

to-day have made it quite impossible for

the small industry to exist.

Lachine Canal an Industrial Factor

Even in the si.xties there were evi-

dences of the development of large-scale

manufacturing. The building of the La-
chine Canal seems to have produced a

considerable industrial boom in Montreal.
The canal furnished four million horse-
power of hydraulic energy per annum,
a huge figure for those days, and, as
practically all manufacturing was done
by waterpower, manufacturers natural-
ly flocked to this new source of energy.

The extent and importance of the fac-

tories along the canal filled visitors with
astonishment. There were huge iron
works, employing no fewer than 120 men
and producing 12 tons of nail plates per
day! There was a wonderful new flour

mill, which could grind 500 bbls. of flour

in twenty-four hours. There was a sugar
refinery with a capacity adequate Lo

manufricture seven-eighths of the sugar
consumed in Canada and there was a
marine works, which could produce sev-
eral ships for river and lake service each
season.

One may smile at the expressions of
amazement with which the citizens of
1867 regarded these examples of indus-
trial enterprise, the size and output of
which have long since been eclipsed by

immensely larger establishments, but,

after all, there were some industries in

operation fifty years ago which would
astonish even the wonder-sated folk of
the twentieth century. The sawmills at
Ottawa, for instance, were undoubtedly
marvels. There were ten of them run-
ning night and day in an endeavor to

keep pace with the efforts of the ten
thousand lumbermen who were busy
felling the forests along the river. One
of these mills boasted eighty saws and
the others were very little smaller. The
ten mills together turned out 180,000,000
feet of lumber a year, while 16,000,000
cubic feet of square timber was rafted to

Quebec each season for shipment across
the Atlantic. In that golden age of the
lumber trade, it took 800 ships, manned
by 25,000 men, to carry the harvest of

the Ottawa from Quebec to England.

Wood Shipbuilding

These were great and picturesque en-
terprises and so, too, was the wooden
shipbuilding industry, which was in its

heyday of prosperity when Confederation
came into being. At Quebec and at many
a harbor and port on the coasts of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, fine, large
wooden vessels were built and launched
annually in considerable numbers. There
were fifteen shipyards at Quebec alone,
in which from 25 to 50 ships were turn-
ed out each year. Unfortunately, except
for a forced revival of the industry at
the present time, wooden shipbuilding is

dead and thus an interesting chapter in

Canadian industrial history is closed.

However, all industry in Canada in

and about the year of Confederation was
not so spectacular, though to the peop'.c

of the time many of the developments
seemed very wonderful. In Hamilton, for
instance, where foundations for future
industrial greatness were even then be-
ing laid, it was deemed a remarkable
feat on the part of the local manufac-
turers to have installed $100,000 worth
of new machinery in a single year. Tho
production of locomotives at Kingston
was considered a work little short of
marvellous. The erection in Sherbrooke
in 1866 of a woollen factory five stories

high was heralded as a most important
event, while Victor Cote's new tannery
at St. Hyacinthe, which gave employ-
ment to 90 hands, was regarded as a
mammoth plant.

But if industries were small and scat-

tered, the products of industry were by
no means inferior. At the great Paris
Exhibition in 1867, the goods of Cana-
dian manufacturers showed to advantage.
Furniture made by Jac(iues and Hay in

Toronto was declared to be superior to

anything on display. The wall hangings
of the Stauntons compared favorably
with the product of the English makers.
The Barbers, of Streetsville, showed
cloths and woolens of most creditable

quality. Im))lements from the Jones
plant at Gananoque and the Whiting
^)lant at Oshawa, wore highly commend-
ed, as were also the cigars exhibited by
Davis, of Montreal.

Transportation Developments
Industrially, Canada has traveled far

since those far-awav davs. .\11 the mar-
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velous expansion which the introduction

of electricity has facilitated has come
since then. The mammoth textile works
with their electric drives; the great steel"

plants; the huge paper mills; all these

and many more have sprung into being

since 18G7, and in no respect has the pro-

gress of Canada been more marked than

in this department of national life.

Hand in hand with the growth of in-

dustry has gone the extension of trans-

portation facilities and rapid means of

communication. In 1867 the railway sys-

tems of the country, since expanded

into transcon-

tinental propor-

tions, were lim-

ited in scope.

This was espe-

cially true of the

Maritime Pro-

vinces, where
the stage coach

was still an es-

tablished and
very ^necessary

institution when
the Confedera-

tion era dawned.

Nova Scotia was

served by two

short lines of

road, running

•from Halifax to

Truro and from
Halifax to

Windsor respec-

tively, a matter

of some hundred

miles of track in

all. New Bruns-

w i c k likewise

had but two
railways, one
connecting St.

John and She-

diac and the

other St. An-
drew's and
Woodstock.
Prince Edward
Island, which
has now a sys-

tem of 275 miles,

was without any
railway at all.

In short, the

three Maritime
Provinces among
them had only

about 300 miles

of road in opera-

tion, whereas to-

day their mile-

age extends to

3,668 miles.

The Upper Provinces were somewhct
better served. The Grand Trunk, then
the longest railway in the world under
one management, ran from Portland,
in Maine, to Sarnia, in Ontario, and
from Riviere du Loup, on the Lower St.

Lawrence, to Richmond, P.Q. Its most
formidable rival was the Great Western,
running from Niagara Falls through
Hamilton, to Windsor, with a branch
from Hamilton to Toronto. Northward
stretched lines from Prescott and Brock-
ville to Ottawa, from Port Hope to Bea-

verton, and from Toronto to Colling-

wood. All the rest of the network of

roads now traversing both old and New
Ontario were non-existent.

Railroad Through Traffic

The idea of through traffic was only

just being evolved in 1867. The Great
Western, then a wide-gauge road, as

were most of the railways in Canada,
had laid a third rail from Windsor to

Niagara Falls and built a car ferry for

service across the Detroit River, in order

to secure a slice of the business between

in this regard that they were receiving.
Communication between the Maritime

Provinces and the Upper Provinces in

those days was usually by coasting ves-

sel from Halifax or St. John to Portland
and thence by Grand Trunk to Montreal.
The extension of the Halifax-Truro road
to Pictou, completed in the Confedera-
tion year, gave a new summer route up
the St. Lawrence to Quebec, while one
of the fruits of the new political ar-

rangements between the provinces was
the establishment of a line of steamers
to run from Montreal and Quebec to

Maritime Pro-
vince ports.
Otherwise it was
possible to take
a longer stage
journey up the
St. John valley

from the railway
terminus at
Woodstock t o
Edmundston anJ
across the height
of land to Riv-
iere du Loup,
where the Grand
Trunk termin-
ated. This was
the route by
which the Brit-

ish regulars
journeyed to Up-
per Canada at
the time of the
Fenian scare.

THE DEEP CUT. A VIEW OF THE WELLAND CANAL IN THE EARLY DAYS.

the newly developed settlements in the

Middle West and the seaboard. The
Northern Railway from Toronto to Col-

lingwood was paying so much attention

to the traffic it was receiving from the

upper lakes and trans-shipping at To-

ronto for lower lake ports, that settlers

along the line complained of the difficulty

of getting their cordwood shipped to To-
ronto. In fact, the promoters of the

Toronto & Nipissing and the Toronto,

Grey & Bruce made it a point in solicit-

ing financial aid from the municipalities

that they would serve the settlers better

Victoria Tubular
Bridge

The recent com-
pletion of the
Victoria tubular
bridge at Mont-
treal was then
filling the minds
of visitors with
awe and aston-
ishment. It was
hailed as one of

the wonders of

the world, a

scientific achieve-

ment without a
peer in the his-

tory of construc-

tion. Its three

million cubic feet

of masonary, its

eight thousand
tons of iron, its

enormous length,

its great cost,

were dilated
upon in unmeasured terms of admiration.

For the times it was indeed a remarkable

engineering feat, but since then many a

far more wonderful undertalcing has been

completed in Canada, which illustrates

still further how the country has pro-

gressed.

Canada's canal system had by 1867

reached considerable proportions and
comparatively speaking, traffic by water

was of more importance than that it is

to-day. The lakes were covered with

sailing craft, while steamboats were far

more numerous than they are now. Of
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course, all these vessels were so much
smaller than the big freighters of tho

twentieth century that mere numbers
were insignificant. At the same time

they provided a most picturesque element

in the picture of Canada in 1867. The
passage of fifty schooners a day through
the Wetland Canal was by no means an
unusual experience in the year of Con-
federation.

The canals were much smaller than

they are to-day. Those on the St. Law-
rence, by means of which ships passed

up from Montreal to Lake Ontario, con-

tained but nine feet of water, while the

locks were limited to 200 feet in length.

Notwithstanding this, records of vessels

are not uncommon which had sailed down
from the upper lakes and, passing

through these canals, had later crossed

the Atlantic.

Condilions of Travel

Traveling conditions in the year of

Confederation were none too satisfac-

tory. As compared with the luxury of

the present day, a journey even for a

short distance was an arduous and un-

comfortable undertaking. In the Mari-

time Provinces, if a traveler preferred

an overland journey instead of a trip by
coasting vessel, he would have to put
up with the inconvenience of a weari-

some ride in a big, lumbering, springless

stage over rough roads, his only solace

the occasional pauses for rest and re-

freshment at old-fashioned change
houses. In the Upper Provinces, he
would have to contend with the wretched
sers'ice of what were referred to at the

time as the most poorly conducted rail-

ways in the world.

Two trains a day in each direction

were sufficient to accommodate the traf-

fic between the two largest Canadian
cities. One made the journey by day,

the other by night, and the run was sche-

duled for something like fourteen hours.

The locomotives burned wood and there

were frequent stops en route to re-load

the tenders. Cars were small and light,

the track poorly laid and the bumping
and jolting terrific. One wretched tour-

ist who endeavored to beguile the te-

lium of the journey by a game of

draughts found to his disgust that it

was quite impossible to keep the men on

the board.

Postal System

The postiil system in Canada fifty

years ago differed very little from the

present system except that very much
higher rates of postage had to be paid,

and it took much longer for letters to

reach their destination. The rate to

points in Canada, that is, Ontario and
Quebec, was five cents; to the United
States, 10 cents, and to England, I2V2

cents. A special weekly service to Hali-

fax, via Portland, having been arranged,
a business man in Toronto or Montreal
could send a communication to Nova Sco-

tion for the sum of 12'/2 cents, .^s for

British Columbia, it cost 2.5 cents to for-

ward a letter to the Pacific Coast.

Statistics for the year 1803 show that

there were in the Upper Provinces, 1,-

974 post offices in that year and that the

number of letters carried was 11,000,000.

New Brunswick had 375 post offices, in

which 833,625 letters were handled, and
Nova Scotia 493 post offices, with 1,467,-

726 letters. The year's revenue for the

three provinces was $853,778, and the

expenditure, $896,303. As an indication

of the extent to which the postal service

has since expanded, it may be said that

in 1915, the revenue for all Canada was
over thirteen million dollars and the ex-

penditure nearly sixteen millions.

Telephones

While the telephone was unknown in

1867, the telegraph and the Atlantic ca-

ble were both in existence, and so far

as telegraphic communication was con-

cerned, Canada was well served. In-

deed, in Nova Scotia the boast was made
that they had more lines of telegraph

per inhabitant than in any other country

in the world and, what is even better,

lower rates. In Ontario and Quebec, the

Montreal Telegraph Company, with over

3,000 miles of wire, controlled the situ-

ation, while in the Maritime Provinces

the lines, about 2,000 miles in extent,

were controlled by the American Tele-

graph Co. As there are to-day over

200,000 miles of wire in the telegraph
systems of the country, it is obvious

that here again there has been vast de-

velopment.
The story of the telephone is all con-

tained within the limits of the Confed-
eration era. There were no telephones

when Confederation was born. To-day
there are between six and seven hun-
dred thousand instruments in use, with
over a million and a half miles of wire

connecting them.

Electrical Street Railways

Electric street railways have been an-
other modern development. In fact, in

the year of Confederation, horse ears

had only just come into use. Toronto's
system had been opened in 1861. It con-
sisted of si.x miles of track on Queen and
Yonge streets, with eleven cars and 70

horses, a total investment of only

$175,000. Montreal had also about six

miles of track with similarly small equip-
ment. Halifax was a third city with a

system of horse cars at that time. The
innovation was not welcomed. One cri-

tic complained that "the street railway
is an institution for the benefit of those
who ride, at the expense of those who
drive, and is a flagrant violation of the
rights of the majority. The horse rail-

way is a permanent obstruction; it prac-
tically divides a wide street into two nar-
row ones and a narrow one into two
lanes. It is questionable whether it will

be found profitable in Canada."
In the light of this hostile attitude, it

is interesting to note that the tiny sys-
tems in the three leading cities of 1867
have since developed into a vastly im-
portant series of electric lines, located in

practically every city in Canada, oper-
ating upwards of 1.700 miles of track
and carrying annually six hundred mil-
lion passengers. The capital invested in

them amounts to over $1.50,000,000.

Trade and Finance

Trade and finance have shown marvel-
ous expan.sion in the fifty years of Con-

federation. When it is considered that

in 1868 the country's total trade only
amounted to a little over $131,000,000, of

which $57,500,000 represented exports;

that the export of manufactured products
in that year scarcely amounted to $2,-

600,000 and agricultural products ex-

ported were under $13,000,000 in value,

then the growth becomes all the more
remarkable, for, in 1916, Canada's trade

amounted to nearly a billion and a half

dollars; her exports of manufactured
products to $242,000,000, and her exports

of agricultural products to $250,000,000.

Her mineral exports in the same period

jumped from $1,800,000 to nearly $67,-

000,000, and the products of her fish-

eries from $3,500,000 to over $22,000,000.

The development of trade has been
graphically reflected in the expansion of

the financial institutions of the country,

notably the chartered banks and the in-

surance companies. There were as a mat-
ter of fact, more banks doing business

in 1867 than there are to-day, but the

banks of the Confederation year were
very much smaller and, in several cases,

they were in a notoriously shaky condi-

tion. In all, there were twenty-six of

them in existence, with a paid-up capital

among them of approximately thirty mil-

lions, or about a quarter of the paid-up

capital of the twenty-one institutions

now operating under Dominion charters.

There were about 120 branches doing

business, the large majority of which

were located in the Upper Provinces.

Since 1867, sixteen of the twenty-six

chartered banks on the list in that year

have disappeared, either through failure

or amalgamation, leaving but ten of their

number to carry on the traditions of the

pre-Confederation days. The survivors,

in point of age, are the Bank of Mon-
treal, Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank of

British North America, Bank of Toronto,

Molson's Bank, Bank Nationale, Merch-

ants Bank, Banque Provinciale, Union
Bank, and Canadian Bank of Commerce.
Eleven new banks have been established,

bringing the present total up to tvv'enty-

one.

To-day Canadian banks have over 3000

branches in Canada alone, not to mention

agencies in the United States, the West
Indies, and elsewhere. Their assets have
grown since 1867 from seventy-five

millions to well over t.vo billions; theil'

liabilities from forty millions to over

eighteen hundred millions. They have

deposits of over fifteen hundred millions

as compared with twenty-five millions

fifty years ago, and their circulation has

expanded in the half-century from nine

millions to over $133,000,000.

Insurance

Life insurance was the smallest of

Canada's financial institutions in 1867.

Only one Canadian company—the Can-
ada Life, which had been organized in

1847—was operating, and the total in-

surance in force of all companies, includ-

ing British an<l American, did not exceed
$.'!0,000,000. Progress in this one busi-

ness alone has been little short of phe-

nomenal. Company after company has

been organized until to-day no fewer
than twenty-six domestic companies are
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reporting annually to the Dominion De-
partment of Insurance, not to speak of

fifteen British and sixteen American
companies.
By the end of 1916, the insurance in

force on the lives of Canadians
amounted to nearly a billion and a half

dollars, of which nine hundred millions

was carried by our own Canadian insti-

tutions. The latter, whose assets in the

year of Confederation were a mere baga-
telle, now show accumulated wealth ap-

proximating: three hundred million dol-

lars; their annual income runs to over
sixty million dollars; while they dis-

bursed last year to policyholders or to

their beneficiaries nearly twenty-five mil-

lion dollars in cash.

The business of fire insurance has en-

joyed a similar expansion. Our Canadian
companies, then few in number and un-

influential, had at risk in 1867 about
fifty million dollars, on which they were
receiving premiums of somewhat less than

ever, enough has been written to give a
faint idea of the Canada of fifty years
ago and with this in mind it is not diffi-

cult to picture mentally the extent of

development.
©

COAL SITUATION IMPROVING
C. A. McGRATH, controller of Canadian
Fuel Supply, has returned to Ottawa
from Washington, where he has been
consulting with the American fuel con-

troller, Mr. Peabody. Mr. McGrath
says that the American authorities are

dealing with the fuel situation in the

thorough manner in which the difficult

problem requires. They have opened
a bureau and obtained the services of

mining and transportation authorities.

Mr. McGrath states that at Washington
he found a fi-iendly feeling for Canada
and a disposition to deal fairly with the

Dominion in the matter of fuel with
which he is coneei'ned. Mr. McGrath

WOOD SHIP CONSTRUCTION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

half a million dollars and paying losses

of from a quarter to half a million dol-

lars a year. Last year, the domestic fire

companies had $663,758,129 at risk, on
which they were receiving premiums of

nearly five million dollars, while they
met losses during the year of over half

that amount.

One might proceed and produce figures

bewildering in their detail to demon-
strate how far Canada has progressed
in every department of business activity

since 1867. The tremendous expansion
of agriculture due to the opening up and
settlement of the West; the development
of mining, which is placing Canada in

the forefront of the mineral-producing
countries of the world; the growth of tho

fisheries; the extension of hydro-electric

power in industry; these and a hundred
other matters might easily be referred

to as affording means of gauging tho

country's fifty years of progress. How-

does not think that Canada will have
any great difficulty in obtaining the

quantity of anthracite required, if the

transportation companies are able to

distribute it promptly to the points in

the Dominion where it is required.

The supplying of bituminous coal

presents a more difficult problem. Mr.
McGrath says that he requires immedi-
ately a precise statement of bituminous

requirements of Canada for the coming
winter. He desires every Canadian con-

sumer of bituminous coal immediately

to WT-ite him at Ottawa, stating the

quantity of coal he had been consuming
and the quantity he will require during

this summer and the coming winter.

Total quantities and the monthly re-

quirements should be stated. Any con-

sumer who wants to ensure his supply

is advised to state his requirements

without delay and state them accurate-

ly and honestly.

SHIPBUILDING IN CANADA
By A. W. Robinson*

THE question of shipbuilding is an ur-
gent one at the present moment. Steel
vessels cannot be built promptly because
the steel mills are sold out for ship plates
nearly two years ahead and because skil-

led labor and shipyard equipment are also
short and cannot be created quickly. We
are therefore reviving the art of wooden
shipbuilding and meeting with some suc-
cess, especially on the Pacific Coast.

There are difficulties also in building
wooden ships, among which are: First,

skilled labor accustomed to the regular
practice is scarce and not equal to the
tonnage required; second, our sawmills
turn out straight lumber, whereas the
construction of ships, especially in their
frames, requires many curved and irre-

gular-shaped pieces, which it has been
the ancient art of wooden shipbuilding to
produce; third, the lumber available is

unseasoned and will shrink and not make
a good job when done. It seems to mo,
therefore, that the question should be
taken up anew in the light of present
conditions and requirements, and that we
should not attempt to build a wooden
ship on exactly the old lines or in the
old manner.

Composite Construction Suggested
In making studies on the question, T

have come to the conclusion that a com-
posite construction would meet the case
better than steel alone or wood alone.

We can obtain steel angles and channels
for the frames and also straight lumber
in ordinary merchantable sizes. We can
also get a certain number of handy
woodmen and laborers who, though they
cannot be classed as ship carpenters,
could do plain work of this kind under
instruction.

My suggestion is, therefore, that the
vessels be built with steel frames, made
of plain merchant sections, with a mini-
mum of curved work, and that the re-

mainder of the vessel, consisting of the
beams, keelsons, deck planking and side

planking, be made of wood in plain

straight pieces as far as possible.

A vessel built in this way would, in

my opinion, be more economical, both in

first cost and in operation than an all-

wooden ship, for several reasons, as fol-

lows:

—

1—^Very few curved wooden frames
are required.

2—The work could be done largely by
ordinary labor, under proper supervision.

3—The ship would be stronger than an
all-wood ship.

4—It would have a greater cargo-car-

rying capacity as compared with the all-

wood ship, on account of the reduced size

and space required for the frames.

5—The fastenings of the woodwork to

steel frames by means of screw bolts

would be more secure than the old-fash-

ioned drift bolts and spikes used with
wooden frames, and could be tightened

up as the wood shrinks.

6—The ship could be built more
promptly and be a better job when done.

*The author is a well-known naval architect in

Montreal.
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Evolution and Revolution in Machine Shop Practice
By J. H. Rodgers

*

Conjijinthj iiitli till- prodncfiini of munitions cnni flic demand for nim-hine fools,

creatiny a situation thut required the utmost resources of the country and the greatest ability

and initiritirc of our whole engineering profession, individual and collective. TJie results of

s)ir}i II i-ircinii-iiiiiirr liiiri' hi pv rrfh-riid in attainment of hilherfo undreamt-of achievement.

THE remarkable growth of metal-

working- industries during- the

past three years has undoubtedly

been the outstanding feature of an other-

wise abnormal period of activity, not

alone in Canada, but in every other coun-

try in the world. While it is true th:it

the primary cause of the development

gives cause for regret, it has nevertheless

been the means of opening the eyes and

clearing the vision of communities and

nations who had too long been oblivious

to the gathering clouds that threatened

the future peace and welfare of the en-

tire universe; morally, socially and com-

mercially.

During the early months of 1914 Can-

ada had experienced a period of severe

depression which became somewhat ag-

gravated immediately before, and for a

time after, the opening of hostilities. The
almost universal belief that war between

two great civilized countries like Eng-

Associate Editor, Montreal.

_

land and Germany was practically im-

possible kept the vast majority of people

in an optimistic state of mind, and we,

too, it may be said, were struck with

amazement when the event actually hap-

pened. The depression that had been so

pronounced a few weeks before became
almost a panic when the sudden entrance

of Britain into the maelstrom of Europe
was definitely announced, and the pre-

dominating feature throughout the en-

tire country appeared to be the complete

disorganization of every line of activity.

Fortunately, however, the "stage fright"

was of short duration, as we then began

to realize more clearly the magnitude of

the possibilities that the early future

might have in store for us. The first to

awake were the masses of our citizens

themselves, this being reflected in the

anxiety for news of European develop-

ments, hope being still strong that actual

hostilities might somehow in the end be

prevented. This craving for. information

resulted in greatly increased activities in

certain directions; telephone companies,
newspaper offices and other sources of

news distribution having to increase their

staffs and woi-k overtime to satisfy the

urgent demands made upon them. Street

railways did a flourishing business, tak-

ing people to and from the newspaper
offices, where the bulletins were hourly

displayed.

When, early in September, the country

began to settle and prepare to assist in

carrying the burden of the Empire obli-

gations, the general impression seemed
to be that Canada's principal duty w-ould

be to supply men for overseas service,

and the response in this connection dui--

ing the first si.x months of the war will

ever remain a bright historical fact in

the pages of the world's history. It is

however along the lines of industrial ac-

tivity, and more particularly in con-

nection with what the metal-working
branches have accomplished towards the

SPECIALLY UUILI ANU ECJUIPPED SHOl' 1 UK .^L\l. 111.', i:. t. LARGE SIZE HIGH EXPLOSIVE SHELL.
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successful prosecution of the war, and
the achievement of our many machine
shops in the manufacture of the various

classes of munitions during the past

three years, that this article has to deal.

equipment resulted in much confusion in

the progressive movement of the product
through the shop; but where it was pos-

sible to previously arrange the position

of the various tools, this objectionable

INTERESTING SHELL COPPER BAND WAVE AND
GROOVE MACHINE DEVELOPMENT.

Initiation of Munitions Manufacture

It was towards the close of 1914 that

rumors began to circulate that the manu-
ture of shells in Canada was being given

careful consideration, but for some time

many were dubious of undertaking such a

task, accomplishment of which required

knowledge and experience of such a na-

ture that few in this country were pos-

sessed of. The lack indicated failed to

dampen the enthusiasm of those of our

captains of industry, who had set them-

selves to carry out the establishment of

shell-making in this country, for, after a

few preliminary negotiations, the deci-

sion to manufacture was immediately fol-

lowed by actual operations. It must not

be supposed, however, that the founda-

tion of the present industry was laid with

the intention of erecting the massive
structure that has subsequently been
raised. Optimism had not yet entirely

disappeared, it being still the belief of a

majority that the war would be of short

duration, and the need of large quantities

of ammunition would be unnecessary.

Therefore, when those plants that had
first undertaken the production of shrap-

nel shell were equipping for this purpose,

they did so with the belief that the first

order would probably be the last, and
little provision was made for future ex-

tensions or increased production. The
failure to foresee the future was one of

the chief factors of the early difficulties

that beset many manufacturers who were
previously provided with much of the

equipment suitable for making shell. Re-
garding manufacturing methods for suc-

cessful shell production (that of perform-
ing separate operations on different ma-
chines), the early utilization of existing

feature was largely eliminated. Some
difficulty was experienced during the in-

itial stages of the shell industry in ob-

taining the desired machinery, it being
the prevailing opinion that standard!

equipment of high quality was the only
kind that could be used for the purpose.

Renewal and Still Larger Orders

As time passed, the growing need for

more and larger shells was impressed

but that in a large measure she was able
to set the pace for greater and more effi-

cient production. The outcome of this
was the renewal of orders for shrapnel
and 18-pdr. high explosive shell, and the
placing of substantial orders for the
larger sizes. This eventuality was prob-
ably the first intimation of the magni-
tude of the task that the Canadian people
were called upon to perform, and from
that time it might be said that a new
epoch had been started in the industrial
development of our country. The plac-
ing of shell orders was so general and
widespread that it was practically impos-
sible to secure equipment of a suitable
character for the desired purpose, and
the boom that followed in the machine
tool industry has never been equalled in

this or any other country. Had sufficient

machinery been available to meet the
enormous demands of the abnormal con-
ditions, the probability is that the me-
thods of manufacturing shells would
have still been along the lines that were
the general practice during the early
days of the war.

Plant Extensions and Developments

The realization of the urgency of the

Empire's needs stimulated to action

many wavering plant executives, their

response being exemplified in the mush-
room growth of numerous new factories

and additions to existing ones. A feat-

ure of early conditions, and one that re-

flected unfavorably upon the chief muni-
tion authorities, is the unquestionable

fact that shell manufacturers were com-
pelled to a large extent to grope about
for specific information regarding offi-

cially recognized manufacturing methods,
both as regards the making of shell and
their parts. In the end they had to rely

upon their own initiative for the design

and subsequent adoption of such devices

and attachments as would facilitate pro-

duction. This feature, which at the' time

SHELL WAVING AND GROOVING FOR COPPER BANDS ON SINGLE PURPOSE
LATHE WITH SPECIAL ATTACHMENT.

upon the minds of those who had in-

augurated this new business line into the

Dominion, and the success of the initial

attempt had proven to the Shell Commit-
tee the fact that Canada was not only

equal to the manufacture of munitions,

may have appeared one of the chief diffi-

culties of the situation, has undoubtedly

proven to be the essential factor in the

remarkable evolution of the special pur-

pose machine.. Too much credit cannot

therefore be given Canadian manufac-
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turers for the voluntary mobilization of

their industrial resources, both physically

and mentally.

Growth of the Special Purpose Machine

When the many firms that had con-
templated the production of shell were
confronted with the problem of securing
equipment, and the fact that the supply
was far below the demand, a temporary
feeling that the task was beyond them
seemed to take hold of the various execu-
tives. This depression was however,
short lived, and from a condition that
was next to despondency arose the spirit

of determination that has been chai^ac-

teristic of the people of Canada during
nigh three years. To meet the require-

ments of the situation therefore, it was
necessary for each individual plant to

"work out its own salvation,' with the

result that the revolution in machine tool

design, for the accomplishment of a spe-

cific purpose received a stimulus from
which great things have been accomp-
lished. Machines that had been relegat-

ed to the scrap pile, and others that had
not even received a passing thought in

connection with their being used for shell

operations were given careful consider-

ation with a view to their being utilized

for some work in the routine of ma-
chining. As a result, not only were
many of these discarded tools of good
service, but not a few of them proved

to be the nucleus from which the special

or single purpose machine has been con-

structed.

The development of special attach-

ments for the more rapid performance

it possible to manufacture munitions on
a scale that would have been considered

beyond all possibility at the commence-
ment of the war. While there are at

present large numbers of standard lathes

reveal the fact that attachments have
been added and others removed to pro-

vide increased productive powers to each

and every machine. When occasion rg^

quired the replacement of a certain tool

SPECIAL TURNING AND THREADING EQUIPMENT FOR 8-INCH H.E. SHELL
ADAPTERS.

doing very good work in various plants

throughout the country, it might be well

said, and with no great stretch of im-

agination, that if the thing had to be

done all over again, the recognized

standard lathe so familiar to us all,

would receive little attention in the ac-

tual machining operations of any size of

DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF G-INCH SHELL BORING MACHINE.

of certain operations has also been the

ground work for the design and con-

struction of special equipment for the

making of shell. From these impromptu
devices have been evolved many of the

single purpose machines that has made

shell. As one passes through the shell

plants of to-day, it is difficult to realize

the changes that have taken place since

the inception of this vast industry.

Where the eeiuipment appears to be the

same, close observation and in(|uiry will

it was seldom that another of the same
type was installed, owing to the rapid
dovelonmerit that has taken place both in

design and efficiency.

New Order of Things—Typical Example
While visiting a plant some few weeks

ago that has been making shrapnel from
the very beginning of the war, there was
forcibly impressed upon the writer, the
changes that have taken place in this
particular shop during the past two
years. With practically no addition to
their floor space, this firm who two years
ago were working to full capacity, turn-
ing out 700 or 800 shells per day, are
now producing on an average about 5000
per day; with probably one or two ex-
ceptions every machine at present in op-
eration is of special design and con-
structed on the premises. While the
main portions of many of these machines
are practically identical, the machining
attachments are designed for a specific

purpose, and the machine could not very
well perform another operation than that

for which it has been constructed. Under
existing conditions, however, this feature

has no drawbacks, as each machine can

be kept constantly at its own task dur-

ing the entire 24 hours of the day.

Tool Making Factor

During the past three years, with the

probable exception of the first few months
of disorganization, everything seems to

have worked out to meet the requirements

of the changing conditions. Before it was
definitely learned that shells were to be

made in Canada, and even afterwards,

many skilled workers had joined the

colors and manufacturers were wonder-

ing what could be accompli.she<l if a f^car-

city of mechanics should develop and

they were forced to rely upon unskilled

help for the production of a product that
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required such accuracy in its manufac-
ture. Under ordinary conditions, these

fears mig-ht have been realized, but as

events transpired, the danger did not lie

so much in the lack of skilled mechanics

for the machining operations on shells.

Where the difficulty did arise vi^as in the

inability to obtain sufficient toolmakers

to provide the necessary jigs and gauges
for the maintenance of maximum pro-

duction. Although previous to the in-

ception of shell-making there was a large

surplus of unemployed, it eventually

proved a difficult matter to secure the

men required for the capacity operation

of the various plants, and it was found
necssary to engage any class of help, no

matter what their previous experience.

these latter being too monotonous for

effective accomplishment.

Effect of High Wages
One of the factors that threatened to

disrupt the operation of many plants

was the scale of wages incidental to the

production of munitions for which ex-

orbitant prices were being paid; not

that these were excessive under the cir-

cumstances, but so in comparison with

what had been recognized as reasonable

wages before the war. Here were men
drafted from all departments of labor

without any previous experience in ma-
chine shop practice, who after a few
days of preliminary training were receiv-

ing three, four and even five times what
they had ever earned before, while the

mechanics and tool-makers about the shop

who told these men what to do and who
set the machines in order that they could

serve, were forced to work at less than
half the wage. Many mechanics, in eon-

SPECIAL TURNING AND THREADING EQUIPMENT FOR S-INCH H.E. SHELL
ADAPTERS.

This at first had many drawbacks, owing
to the fact that many of the men engaged
had never seen the inside of a machine
shop before, and these had to be taught

some of the fundamentals before any
progress could be made. This was par-

ticularly true where such men were placed

on standard lathes or other tools that had
many attachments of which they knew
nothing, and which were not required for

the special work they were engaged in.

With the introduction of the special ma-
chines, however, the possibility of getting

mixed in the operation of the mechanism
was largely eliminated, and from that

time it mattered little whether a new
man was a mechanic, baker, barber or

bootblack, as he soon became skilled in

the perfoi-mance of his particular duties.

As a matter of fact, it was often found
that men of this description could be re-

lied upon to do more effective work than
mechanics who had been accustomed to

perform their work in the variety form;
the repetition style of single operation to

Sequence, forsook their relatively easy
positions in the tool room to seek work on
shell machinery where the remuneration
was considerably greater. To retain the
services of their tool-makers, many firms
found it necessary to substantially in-

crease the pay of mechanics in their em-
ploy, thus adding to the expense of oper-
ation, which during the first year of the
war was none too light, owing to the
many difficulties relative to specification

requirements, and experiments incidental

to the establishment of an entirely new
industry.

After the War—What?
The question has often been asked as to

what conditions will be after the war? It

is very doubtful if anyone could, with
any degree ofaccuracy, give a true answer
to this question, but from the develop-

ments and experiences of the past three

years it is probably safe to draw a few
conclusions in the nature of a prediction

as to some of the changes that may arise

out of the meantime activities of the in-

dustrial world and the altered conditions

that will prevail whe;i peace is declared.

Had the war been of short duration, it is

reasonably fair to assert that we would
have again returned to the old condition

where the great majority of the people of

the so-called civilized world were un-
doubtedly (and probably unconsciously)
relying on Germany for certain classes

of brains and material. The experience
now so forcibly pressed upon us will not,

however, permit of us again placing our-
selves at the industrial, commercial or

intellectual mercy of such a country as

Germany, or in fact any other.

The revolutionary manufacturing
methods of the war years that h'lve ju-t

passed will make it almost impossible for

things to follow along the same course

as that preceding the war. Industrial de-

velopments, both scientific and practical,

have been of such a character that future

commercial activities will be conducted
with a wider and more expert knowledge
than ever in the past. The rapid and
efficient progress in the manufacture of

steel and the extensive experiments that

have been carried out will place this in-

dustry in a much superior position, and
will form a basis for stil Ifurther de-

velopments in this and kindred industries.

Machine Shop Practice on New Basis

Out of the manufacture of shells will

evolve a new practice in connection with

machine shop development. The methods
that have proved so successful in the

production of munitions on such a vast

scale will naturally have considerable

bearing upon the future practice of

plants manufacturing in large quantities.

The standard type of machine will not

likely be superseded by any other, but

where it is possible to manufacture art-

icles of a special nature, using the prin-

ciple of the single purpose machine for

separate operations, production methods

will undouiatedly undergo many changes.

It is generally supposed that many of the

machines now engaged in the making of

shells will be fit for nothing but scrap

after they have served their purpose; still

there will also be a great number of

those special machines that will find a

useful place in the work of many plants.

Copper and Brass Products

Not only has the shell activity en-

larged our steel outlook for the future,

but the component parts, such as copper

bands and cartridge cases, have developed

an industry that will undoubtedly mean
much to Canada when the post-war re-

adjustments are being made. The copner

and brass requirements for the manufac-

ture of cartridge cases and the parts in

connection with the various shells have

grown to such proportions that the pro-

duction of these has become equally ini-

Dortant with that of the shell bodies.

Plants now established in the Dominion

for the manufacture of copper products,

while primarily operated in the in^terests

of munitions, will likely take a leading

position in domestic activities after the

war. In many respects, the tools now
engaged in the production of shell may be

of little use for any other purpose, but
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the machinery now used for the manu-
facture of brass discs and also cases will

be in comparatively good condition and
fit for a wide range of commercial work.
The essential feature, however, will be to

find sufficient work of a suitable nature
to keep the large number of presses now
used on cartridge cases engaged in nor-

mal times.

The time is not yet opportune to pre-

dict the actual use to which the bulk of

this equipment will be put, but with what
has been learned during the past few
years regarding more efficient forging
and drawing of copper, brass, and steel

material, it may be expected that many
revolutionary methods will take place in

the manufacture of small parts that have
formerly been made in other ways. This
seems to open opportunities for the re-

placing of many small cast parts by
similar pieces manufactured from sheet

stock and pressed into the desired shape,

lightergiving greater strength with

material.

Post-War Status of the Mechanic

The status of the mechanic will be one

of the most serious problems after shell-

making activities have been concluded.

With a short war and a similar acquaint-
_

ance with the operation of mechanical
equipment, the possibilities of a ready re-

turn to their previous calling was more
than likely, but large numbers of men
and boys have virtually served an "ap-

prenticeship," or a period of time equal-

ling that served by the average mechanic
of to-day, and it is more than probable, in

fact, a certainty, that large numbers of

these shell "mechanics" will desire to con-

tinue in this line of work. If certain

manufacturing methods are adjusted

to suit the revolutionary changes that

have taken place, the situation may be

relieved of much of the pressure that

vould otherwise be evident. Men, who
before the war, were content to work for

comparatively small wages, may not be
satisfied to again do so if they think they,

can hold a position in a machine shop
where the remuneration will be almost
double what they would receive at their

old work. Many of these men, three

years ago, did not know the difference

between an eighth of an inch and a
thirty-second, and many of those who did

were not required to work closer than the

former measurement. Their knowledge
of these matters has undei'gone radical

change, and in place of sawing a board to

a line that is one-eighth of an inch wide,

or cutting hair for appearance, these

men are actually working to a thousandth

of an inch, and have also become very
apt in the manipulation of the various

tools and gauges. The fact that female
labor has been largely and successfully

requisitioned for shell makin.g consti-

INSIDE SHELL FINI.SHTNG EQUIPMENT.

NICKING SHELL NOSES.

tutes an addition to the problem of the

mechanics post-war sitatus.

Shipbuilding

From the earliest days of the war, the

question of ocean tonnage has been an

ever-present and pressing problem, de-

veloping in acuteness since the submarine

became a contending factor in the de-

struction of life and property. It is un-

necessary to emphasize the importance

of this particular phase of modern war-

fare and its possible effect upon the com-

merce and general well .being of all na-

tions, it being enough to say that the

wastage must be replaced as rapidly as

possible in order to prevent serious con-

sequences in the matter of the food sup-

ply of various countries. How this objec-

tive is to be achieved is the question of

the hour, and one also that will continue
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with us even after the war has termin-

ated; in fact it may be more pronounced
at that time than it is at present. As a

companion activity to that of the manu-
facture of shell, and one that will become
an essential industry for many years after

the war, it would be well for Canadian
manufacturers to give this matter equal

consideration with that of munitions with
a view of placing it on the same success-

ful basis as that at present maintained
by the latter industry. While the na-

ture of this new obligation may not per-

mit of the same tactics in establishing a

Dominion-wide industry, it might he well

to consider the possibility of nationaliz-

ing the undertaking so that the entire

opei'ations may be controlled and de-

veloped along the lines of the past three
years of munitions manufacture. The
difficulties that surround the actual con-
struction of the hull and its component
parts make it evident that this can only
be successfully accomplished close to a
permanent waterway, and by a properly
constituted shipbuilding plant. In the
case of internal equipment of almost
every description, however, there seems
to be no good reason why production
could not be undertaken somewhat on
the lines of shell manufacture. With the
cessation of hostilities, thousands of ma-
chine tools will be idle all over the coun-
try, and with a little forethought it might
be possible to utilize a large portion of
these in furthering the speedy progress
of vessel equipment, so that the shipyards
could concentrate all their efforts on the
fabrication of the main structure.

Opportunities and Responsibilities

Apart from the ravages of war, there
appears to have opened up for this coun-
try possibilities that could never have
taken place under any other conditions;
closer co-operation between master and
man, and also between the captains of in-

dustry and their various executives; in-
tercourse between the numerous indus-
trial plants in all parts of the country;
all classes of workmen, draughtsman,
tool-makers, machinists and even unskilled
workers, have had to do and think things
which otherwise would never have hap-
pened. The vast acquisition of addi-
tional knowledge concerning the foundry,
machine, and chemical sciences, has
opened the way for very material ad-
vancement, and the time appears to be
ripe for Canada to pluck some of the
fruits of the past three years; fruits that
have matured through the perseverance
of men who have sacrificed much for the
greatness of Canada's future. All that
is needed is capable pilots to guide the
course of the new industrial ship of pro-
gress, avoiding the narrow channels of
industrial strife and the sunken rocks of
political prejudice.

Lest we forget, however, it might be
well to call attention to the fact that
eventually Canada must again receive to
herself the human remnants of a devast-
ating war, men that will return physi-
cally unfit for the duties they were "ac-
customed to perform before the war.
What the country owes to these men, God
only knows, but it would be a sad day
for this country, and more especially

SHELL COPPER BAND RECESSING EQUIPMENT.

those interests that have reaped ^nan-
cial prosperity through the personal sac-

rifice of these very men, if some means
were not provided for their permanent
welfare on their return home. Steps
should be taken by the various industrial

heads in co-operation with the Govern-
ment to establish some form of national

manufacturing industry that would pro-

vide employment of a suitable character
to men unable to compete in an open
market. We, as a nation, are in duty

bound, to provide for these men who
have made it possible for our progress

of the past; and our future cannot be

darkened by the posibility that any of

these men will regret the part they have
taken in shielding this land of ours from
the ravages of the murderous Hun.

It is unnatural to expect that individu-

ally controlled plants, in competition with

others, will give this question the consid-

eration it deserves; not that each would
he unwilling to share the burden, but as

the effects of the war become less pro-

nounced, there arises the possibility that

their recognized responsibilities may not

seem so great as formerly, with the result

that the country would be over-run with

maimed men discharged because they

were unfit to perform the duties required.

Under a system controlled by the gov-

ernment, and aided by the manufacturers
in common, this contingency could be

avoided, as where a man was found unfit

for certain employment, other work of a

suitable character could be found and, if

not, it would be the duty of the Govern-

ment to provide for him the same as for

any other; the essential factor being that

he be amply provided for. Let it be de-

monstrated that the industrial aspira-

tions of the post-war period ai^e not to be

attained without first considering those

to whom so much is due.

SHELL BASE RECESSING EQUIPMENT.
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Gmda's Machine Tool Indust^y
irv Retrospect

"^

By the Editor

It ivill be ri'dilili/ fjiitliered from the article te.rt (lud ill(i.'--trufionx tlud ('uiiadn'x inarhiae

tvol inanufactin-huj OLdiieremcnt is no mean one, rather must it he reckoned as one of her

prominent national assets. That its future development will be much more rapid than it has

been in the past, goes without s^iying, for not only do we now have a substantial base of

operations to branch out from, which the earlij pioneers had not, but we have through par-

ticipating in munitions manufacture realized the possession of a -competence in things
niechaniral flint ivas either previoushj conside ri d non-existent, or at best non-vital.

THE initiation of machine tool

manufacture in Canada according

to records available antedated

Confederation by something like twenty

three years. Strictly speaking, of

course, the actual production of what

-later became known as machine tools

did not then really commence, the es-

tablishment of business enterprise to

that end was, however, successfully ac-

complished. It is worthy of note at this

juncture that the chief centres of Can-

ada's machine tool industry to-day, both

wood and iron working, are still to be

VERTICAL DRILL BUILT ABOUT THE
YEAR 1869

found in the locations of its inception

—

Gait and Dundas, Ont., notwithstanding

This artick- was prepared for and i« here
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the fact that the exigencies of the muni-
tions situation during the past two years

or more had the effect of adding mater-
ially to the number and territorial dis-

tribution of Canadian machine tool

manufacturers in order to meet the very
abnormal requirements of our shell forg-

ing, shell machining, and shell loading

plants. More of this latter phase of the

situation anon.

As might be expected, away back
around the year 1844, settlers—for the

the most part, if not wholly from the

Old Country, directed their efforts, whe-
ther for an existence or a competence,
to agricultural and lumbering pursuits;

the latter being at one and the same
time a necessity so as to provide the

construction materials for a shelter and
a home, and for the clearing of the land

for purposes of cultivation. It is some-
what significant that the men who had
braved the perils of the Atlantic, and
had endured the discomforts of the then

long voyage across its angry bosom on

none-too-well-found ocean transports,

were not in every case "sons of the

soil" in their native land. Some of

course could lay claim to such a title,

others had been engaged in pursuits

somewhat akin, while others again, were
tradesmen—mechanics if you will, be-

cause more correct—nimble with hand
tools, keen of perception, and brimful of

ideas. Sterling integrity was, however,

a marked feature in all, which taken to-

gether with nature-endowed aptitude for

surmounting difficulties, enables it to be

truly said of the result of their activ-

ities that "their works do follow them."

Gait, Ontario, so far as we can gather,

has rightful claim to be given attention

first in matters concerning the inaugur-

ation of machine tool building in Can-

ada, for there we find that James Crom-
bie established a foundry in the year

1844, twenty-three years previous to

Confederation. In 1847, Dean Fisher

and Morris C. Lutz began a partnership
in Gait as manufacturers of agricultural

machinery and, as indicative of the like

desire as now exists all over Canada to

foster the establishment and location of

industries, we find one James Dickson,

owner of the township lands, leasing

same at reasonable rentals, bonusing
manufacturers, leasing water-powers for

ever at a nominal annual rental, and
building the dams accessory to the lat-

ter, etc.

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait. Ont.

In the year 1849, John Goldie and
Hugh McCulloch, both a number of years

deceased, entered into partnership and
purchased from the already-mentioned

&^-X

inillA. IIUILT AT DUNDAS IN 1865.

James Crombie, his foundry established

five years previously, and known as the

Dumfrie.-; Foundry. These two Scots,
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then in the prime of manhood had, in so

doing a taste for the first time of the

responsibilities attaching to the manage-
ment and administration of a manufac-
turing business. Relative to the enter-

prise they demonstrated, it has been

given us to understand that their work-

ing capita! consisted chiefly of high pur-

pose, pluck and energy, all of which qual-

ities, as might be expected, have had
their reward in the intervening years,

and in the honored place which the Gol-

die & McCulloch Co. of Gait, Ontario,

now fills in Canada's general mechanical

and steam engineering activities. The
plant taken over from James Crombie
was quite small, the pay-roll, as a cri-

terion, embracing only some twenty-two
persons. To-day, the employees number
over five hundred, which, taken in con-

junction with the substantial nature and
extent of what are known as the North
and the South Works of the firm, gives

abundant evidence of rapid yet steady

growth through a period of sixty-eight

years.

Originally the firm engaged in what
was known then as a general foundry
business, same including the manufac-
ture of boilers, ensrines, and mill machin-
ery. Woollen mill machinery and the

manufacture of machine tools for wood-
working services were added as oppor-

tunity offered and necessity demanded,
with the result that in the latter feature

something akin to pioneer effort had
been successfully undertaken and a re-

putation established. In the course of

time, around the year 1880, the Goldie

& McCulloch Co., gradually withdrew
from the manufacture of woodworking
machine tools and general machinery,

having decided to specialize in the pro-

duction of fire and burglar proof safes

and vaults, stationary steam boilers and
engines, the latter more especially of the

simple slide valve and corliss type.

In more recent years, they have devot-

ed attention to the manufacture of

Wheelock, Goldie-Corliss, Ideal horizon-

(
,;:w» "W.

HENRY BERTRAM.

Son of John Bertram.

THE L.^TE JAMES COWAN. A PIONEER IN
WOODWORKING MACHINE TOOL

BUILDING.

tal high speed, and vertical high speed

engines, steam turbines, water-tube boil-

ers, heaters, pumps, condensers, return

tubular boilers, transmission and elevat-

ing machinery, safes, vaults, vault doors,

etc. The North Works built about twelve

years ago embraces a shop 480 ft. long

by 120 ft. wide, constituting one of the

largest of its kind in Canada. In these

war times, not a little of the firm's ac-

tivities comprise the forgin.a: and ma-
chining of shrapnel shell, as well as the

building of marine engines.

Cowan & Co., of Gait, Ltd.

Getting back to the partnership of

Fisher & Lutz, we find that the former
retired in the early "fifties," his place as

an active member of the firm being taken

by Peter Cook, and the enterprise

strengthened as a whole by the assump-
tion of James Cowan as a silent partner;

the undertaking was now known as Lutz,

Cook & Co. Stoves, plows, and threshing-

machines were the particular lines manu-
factured. It is of interest to note here

that the James Cowan above-mentioned
was father and grandfather, as the case

may be, to the men who to-day are the

executive officers of the well-known firm

of woodworking machine tool builders.

Cowan & Co. of Gait, Ltd. In 1859, Peter

Cook, partner, was accidentally killed

while at' work in the plant, his death
causing the firm name to be changed to

Lutz & Co. Thomas Cowan, son of James
Cowan, entered the firm at this time in

an active capacity. Reapers, mowers and
agricultural machinery of a variety na-

ture were nex-t added to the already

noted lines of manufacture.
In the early "seventies" Lutz & Co. sold

out to Cameron & Co., the latter firm

consisting of J. Cameron, J. Ballantine

and J. Smith—woodworkinar machine

tool mechanics from the plant of Goldie

& McCulloch—and Thomas and James
Cowan, of the defunct Lutz & Co. The
silent partnership of James Cowan was
maintained unbroken, we might say, all

the way from his association with Lutz,

Cook & Co., until his death in 1897. The
manufacture of engines, boilers and
woodworking machinery occupied the at-

tention of Cameron & Co to a large ex-

tent. Smith and Ballantine severed

their connection with the company with-

in a year or so, and at a later date when
Cameron expressed a wish to retire,

James Cowan bought his interest, the

firm name becoming thereafter Cowan &
Co. In 1902 incorporation as Cowan &
Co., of Gait, Ltd., was procured. Since

1905, the manufacture of engines, boilers

and miscellaneous machinery has been
entirely discontinued, the whole effort

and energy—administrative and opera-

tive—being concentrated on the produc-

tion of high-grade woodworking ma-
chine tools of all types, and for special

or general service requirements.

Of human interest is the fact that
James Cowan was a shepherd in the low-
lands of Scotland before coming to Can-
ada in 1834. Further, his trip from his

native to his adopted country constituted

his honeymoon. That Gait has grown in

the period under review may be gathered
from the statement that, when Mr.
Cowan and his bride claimed its hospi-

tality, there were but fourteen houses
within its borders. Mr. Cowan was mem-
ber for South Waterloo in two parlia-

ments—Upper and Lower Canada period,

and was in the House when Confedera-
tion was put through. For a number of

years he held the appointment of Fed-
eral Government arbitrator over the ter-

ritory extending from Halifax, N.S., to

Winnipeg, Man., his special duties being

the adjustment and settlement of claims

in which railroads, public works, lands,

and individual interests were involved.

Arising out of Canada's munitions in-

dustry of the past two and a half years,

and particularly in relation to the shell

shipping box feature, a series of special

boring machines were designed and built,

the spindle capacities of which were cap-

able of producing 1-2-4-5-12 and 18

screw holes at one operation. Other spe-

cial shell box machinery designed was

BRIG.-GEN. SIR ALEXANDER BERTRAM.

Son of John Bertram.
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that relating to the rapid and efficient

fitting of the box parts, as well as to

the ease and convenience with which the

latter could be taken asunder when shell

were being extracted in the field.

The executive of Cowan & Co., of Gait.

Ltd., at the present time consists of

William Cowan, president; A. B. Cowan,
vice-president; James H. Cowan, secre-

tary-treasurer; J. L. Cowan, and J. Roy
Cowan, directors. About 90 men are

meantime employed, although the work
on hand and in prospect is such as to

warrant half as many more being on the

payroll, were they available.

Canada Machinery Corporation

The establishment of what is now
known as the Canada Machinery Cor-

poration took place in 1872, some five

years after Confederation had been ac-

complished. The original enterprise was
known as Cant, Gourlay & Co., the indi-

vidual members all of whom were prac-

tical mechanics, being Adam Cant, John
Ross, John Gourlay, and William LaiJ-

law. In 1876 the personnel of the con-

cern underwent a change, John Ross and
William Laidlaw withdrawing from the

partnership. The present site of th--

plant was built upon during the same
year, the previous location occupied bc--

ing on Water Street North.
In 1881, on tlie death of Adam Cant,

R. MacGregor assumed the latter's in-

terest, and A. G. Gourlay joined the firm.

With the retiral of John Gourlay in

1886, R. .MacGregor and A. G. Gourlay
took over the business, the firm name be-

ing changed forthwith to that of Mac-
Gregor, Gourlay & Co. The latter was
incorporated in 1895 as MacGregor,
Gourlay & Co., Ltd., and continued as

such until 1910, when the Canada Ma-
chinery Corporation was formed. The
present officers are:—T. H. Watson, of

Toronto, president; B. H. Neil!, secre-

tary-treasurer; W. Baird, sales manager,
and R. M. Hamilton, general manager.
The head office and parent plant are lo-

cated in Gait, adjacent to the Grand
Trunk Railway Depot. There, a com-

plete line of light woodworking, a^; well

as general metal-working machine tools,

are designed and built, the range and
variety type covering such exacting re-

Tool Co. of Hamilton, Ont., was absorbed
by the Canada Machinery Corporation,
the activities of the Hamilton plant be-

ing transferred soon after to Gait, by

UPRIGHT SHAPING MACHINE OF EARLY CONFEDERATION PERIOD.

quirements as those of railroad locomo-
tive and car-building shops, pattern,

boiler, and machine shops, specializing or

otherwise. Branch plants in operation

at Preston and Hespeler, towns adjacent

to Gait, are actively employed supple-

menting the headquarters output.

When first established, woodworking
machine tools only were manufactured
but with the advent of R. M. Hamilton in

1895 from the Stevens, Hamilton Co.,

which the MacGregor. Gourlay Co. bought

out in that year, attention was given

to the production of machine tools for

metal-working services. Since then th<;

two departments have gone hand-in-

hand, advances made in either one ap-

pearing to pave the way for a forward

step in the other, to the mutual benefit of

each and the enhancement of the C. M. C.

reputation; In 1911, the London Machine

removal of the equipment there, and the
land and buildings in Hamilton, being
sold.

R. McDougall Company
The business of the R. McDougall Co.,

Gait, Ont., builders of metal-working
lathes, shapers, drills, pipe machines, and
well pumps of a variety type and size,

was established by R. Middlemass in the

year 1877, ten years after Confederation,
windmills, with their accessory pumps,
being the particular lines undertaken. R.

McDougall. who still takes an active part

in the production activities of the plant

which has for many years borne his

name, became associated with the enter-

prise some two years later. From 1879

to 1895 attention was pretty well divided

between the manufacture of the Clax-

ton hot water boiler, the already-men-
tioned windmills with their accessory

MILLING MACHINE FOR CUTl'INC; KEV.SEATS IN .SHAFT.S,
BUILT A FEW YEARS PREVIOUS TO CONFEDERATION HATCHET AND BRACE IN SERVICE .IG YEARS AGO.
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pumps, and well pumps for hand opera-

tion. In the latter year, however, the

Jiroduction of metal-working machine

tools was commenced, and in the interval

which has elapsed success has crowned

ary. In Dundas, Ont., it was otherwise,

for there the manufacture of wood and
metal-working machine tools started off

when the partnership between John
Bertram and Robert McKechnie was

completed his apprenticeship, matrimony
next engaged his attention. Miss Eliza-

beth Bennett, of Innerleithen, as a re-

sult became Mrs. John Bertram, and very

soon after, in the year 1852, both set sail

MODERN TYPE MOULDER—COMPARE WITH THAT OF EARLY WOODWORKING MACHINE TOOL PERIOD.

the departure then made. The line of

engine lathes manufactured embraces
from 16 in. to 26 in.; gap lathes, 26 in. to

48 in.; and shapers from 16 in. to 24 in.

About 130 men are regularly employed.
As in the case of all other machine tool

builders, the McDougall plant has during
the past two and a half years been push-
ed to the limit of its capacity to meet the

munitions machining requirements.

formed in 1861. A small jobbing shop
established by the latter had commenced
operations a few monhs previously. Mc-
Kechnie was a young patternmaker who
had graduated from the Dundas foundry
of the John Gartshore Co., and who had

struck out for himself in a small way to

carve a career in the then growing Pro-

vince of Ontario.

John Bertram was born in Eldelston,

for Canada aboard the Allan Line vessel

Clutha, arriving in due course at Mont-
real, from which they continued their

journey to Toronto. When in Toronto,

Mr. Bertram was advised to sail on up to

Dundas by way of the then new Des-

jardin Canal, which he did. A noteworthy
circumstance relative to the foregoing is

that the whole journey from Edinburgh,
Scotland, to Dundas, Ont., was made by

MOULDER—EARLY WOODWORKING MACHINE TOOL PERIOD.

John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundas, Ont.

From what has preceded, it will be
clearly evident that the initiation of Can-
ada's machine tool industry, in so far as
Gait, Ont., is concerned, was evolution-

Scotland, in the year 1829. His early

education completed, he became appren-

tice millwright to his uncle, Thomas
Aimers, manufacturer of engine and
mill machinery, in Galashiels. Having

water. Having settled on terra firma

again, he took a position in the shops of

the Gartshore Co., who were then prob-

ably the largest manufacturers of marine

engines and boilers in Western Ontario,
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many of their products being' installed in

steamers plying on the old Desjardin
'Canal. Among others of the large un-
dertakings carried out by the Gartshore
Co. may be mentioned the Hamilton,
Ont., waterworks, which are still in ex-

istence.

John Bertram, besides being well edu-
cated, was a skilled craftsman, and was
possessed of an inventive turn of mind,
as the following incident will serve to de-

monstrate. While employed in the Gart-
shore foundry, he operated a New Haven
lathe which was equipped with a chain
feed. This chain ran the full length of

the bed, and was not accurate for thread
cutting. From this lathe he designed an-
other, but equipped with a rod and screw-

feed, his effort achieving what was prob-
ably the first lathe of its type to be built

either in Canada or the United States,

for the reason that the New Haven ma-
chines were up-to-date and most modern
in style. The first of the Bertram de-

signed lathes built had a 12-in. swing and
a 6-ft. bed, and was taken when oom-

Street front; later a moulding shop was
built in the rear and, as business con-
tinued to increase, another two-storey
building was put up, extending from the

to greater business development effort;

others, also realizing that there was op-

portunity offering, embarked in the same
line with more or less success.

MODERN TYPE BAND RESAW. CAPACITY
', IN. TO 6 IN HOIUZeNTALLY. AND

26 IN. VERTICALLY.

pleted to the Hamilton Exhibition, held
at that time in the old Crystal Palace. It
was the only machine of its type ex-
hibited, and of course took first prize.
McQuiston & Co., who had a machine
shop near the Royal Hotel, Hamilton,
bought this exhibition lathe.

In 18G.5, two years preceding Confed-
eration, the Canada Tool Works, by
which name the plant of McKechnie &
Bertram was known, consisted of a small
frame building 24 ft. by 40 ft. A few-
years later this structure was accident-
ally burned down, and in its place there
was immediately erected a rough cast
building measuring GO ft. long by 40 ft.
wide. Continuing from this building, a
brick structure, two storeys high and ex-
tending to Hatt Street, was erected in
1866. Eventually an addition of two
storeys high was erected alonir the Hatt

MODERN TYPE PLANER ANT) MATCHER.

front on Hatt Street and enclosing an
area of 80 ft. by 111 ft. The firm title of

McKechnie & Bertram was continued un-
til 1886, when the partnership was dis-

solved. Since then the works have been
operated under the firm name of the
John Bertram & Sons Co., Ltd.

The difficulties under which the first

Bertram lathe was built were increased
because of the fact that similar shops to

that of McKechnie & Bertram were like

it, small, and were not possessed of the
necessary equipment with which to plane
the bed. A way out was found, however,
at the Gartshore foundry, in which plant
the lead screw was also cut. The planer
in use there was built in Scotland and, of
course, had a table of sufficient length to

plane the lathe bed without a shift. It

took about six months to finish the lathe,

which, by the way, weighed about 600 lbs.

when complete. Much of the turning of

the smaller parts was done by hand tools,

as there were few self-acting lathes

available, and certainly none were to be
found in the Canada Tool Works. All

the gears—change gears included for

screw cutting—were cast from wood pat-
terns, and all the castings entering into

the construction of the lathe were made
at the Gurney Foundry in Hamilton.
From the modest beginning indicated,

McKechnie & Bertram were encouraged

McKechnie & Bertram Planers
Following their initial achievement in

lathe building, McKechnie & Bertram
essayed the design and construction of

planers and drills. Construction of planers

was, however, beset with more or less

difficulty, for the time being at least, as

recourse had to be taken to the planer at

the Gartshore foundry in order to have

the necessary machining done. This

planer, to which reference has already

been made, had a 12-ft. table, and mea-
sured 3 ft. between the housings. Driv-

ing was accomplished by means of a

screw. The table was so twisted, how-
ever, that the beds of the McK. & B.

planer products being machined, had to

be afterwards both filed and scraped. Be-
fore tracing the development of the ma-
chine tool industry—moi'e particularly

that phase of it dealing with operations
on iron, steel, and metals, for, due to the
rapid and steady demand for equipment
of that nature, woodworking machine
tool building was wholly discontinued at

an early date, and the activities of the
firm confined entirely to the other—it

seems in order to make not only further
reference to the principals of the Canada
Tool Works, but also to the later activi-

ties of some of its employees.

Dundas Personalities

At about the same time as metal planer

PLANER AND MATCHER 01" EARLY CONFEDERATION PERIOD.
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production was undertaken by McKech-
nie & Bertram, a shop-mate of John
Bertram, by the name of William Gibson,

undertook the manufacture of iron tools

and set up business for himself in Dun-
das. From the use of the expression

—

shop-mate, it will be quite evident that

the machine shop proprietors of those

Ont., his brother going into partnership

with him there, the result of which was
the laying of the foundation of what
afterwards was known as the London
Machine Tool Co., of Hamilton, Ont. Re-

ference has already been made to the ab-

sorption of the latter by the Canada Ma-
chinery Corporation of Gait. James

turers' Association, and with Sir John A.

MacDonald, James Cowan, of Gait,

Frederick Nichols, then a young man and
secretary of the C. M. A., and a number

UP-TO-DATE TRIPLE DRUM SANDER. UP-TO-DATE HEAVY DUTY SHAPER.

early days took their place at the bench,

at the machine, or on the erecting floor

along with the regular payroll employees.

Gibson completed a planing machine, but

his Dundas venture was not, generally

speaking, a success. From Dundas he

moved to Oshawa, and later to Mitchell,

Littler and John Maw, also employees of

the firm, started out for themselves and
achieved considerable success for a num-
ber of years; they, however, finally sold

out, and took up other lines of effort.

Robert McKechnie was one of the first

presidents of the Canadian Manufac-

of others, was instrumental in framing
what is known as the National Policy of

the Association.

In the political and commercial life of

Canada, the district around Dundas fur-

nished not a few men who later came into

considerable prominence, among whom

PLANT Ol- THE .JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO.. DUNDAS. AS IT APPEARS TO-DAY.
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may be cited the Hon. Robert Spence,

first Postmaster-General of Canada; the

Hon. William Notman, who was known
as the "Orator of the West"; the Hon.

Adam Crooks, the Osier and McMahon

change of firm name to that of the John

Bertram & Sons Co., has been largely

that of the development of Canada's

metal-working machine tool industry,

hence the more specific references in

ing plug and ring gauges for such ser-

vices as sizing the bore of wheels and
pulleys, and the turning of shafts. He
also saw the necessity of employing cut

g'ears, to which end he designed and

.w CRANK SHAPER TENONING MACHINE.

families, Brig.-Gen. Sir Alexander Bert-

ram, etc. To John Bertram was the or-

ganization and establishment of the Dun-
das Mechanics' Institute due, which quite

early in its career became famous for its

debating club and kindred activities.

Metal-Working Machine Tool Develop-

ment Features

In the development of Canada's metal-

what follows to the Bertram product.
Being a mechanic with advanced ideas

as regards achievement, John Bertram
was apparently never satisfied with
things as they were, being always at

work on improved designs of product and
looking to greater efficiency of plant or-

ganization and operation. It is interest-

ing to note that quite early in his busi-

ness career he set about the introduction

built a gear cutter. This machine was of

quite simple get-up, consisting of a

bracket bolted to the shop wall, and
carrying a mandrel and dividing plate.

A man was trained to feed the cutter

slide up and down, but it is recorded that

he often made a slip and spoiled the gear
as a result.

All keyways in the early days of the

Bertram plant were cut by hand, and we

STANDARD LATHE FOR SHELL MAKING AND GENERAL MACHINE SHOP WORK.

working machine tool industry, the pro-
gress record of the McKechnie & Bert-
ram partnership—followed later by the

of such aids to shop practice as Whit-
worth standard threads for taps and dies,

besides recognizing the utility of employ-

are informed that not only wa.*; the qual-

ity of the work performed of remarkable
precision! and neatness, but the time
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taken in cutting small keyways compares
very favorably with present-day me-
thods, when account is taken of the set-

ting-up and machine preparation re-

given, and have improvements been more
numerous and far-reaching, since the
early "sixties." Then, we understand, it

was considered quite satisfactory to fur-

be perhaps conceded without question
that the turning lathe as such has been
subject to and embodies bigger all-round
improvement than any other of what

IS-INCH QUICK-CHANGE, DOUBLE BACK-GEARED ENGINE LATHE,

quired to do the work. For duplicating

keyways in change gears for screw cut-

ting, a broaching tool was employed, the

broach being driven through after the

keyway had been roughed by hand, thus

producing a standard finish which at

least served the purpose. A milling ma-
chine for cutting keyways in shafts, and
in which the various movements were
hand controlled, may be said to constitute

the next development of importance.

nish a 24-in. lathe with a flat shear bed,

having single ribs connecting the ways
together, a headstock having a four-step

cone, a 2% -in. belt, and a gear ratio of

something like 5 to 1. The spindle front

bearing was 1% in. in diameter and ran
in cast iron bearings; cast teeth were
common to all the gears; the carriage or

saddle had no power cross feed; the front

apron was fitted with running gears of

the most simple type; the lead screw nut

constitutes the now extensive group of

metal-working machine tools.

A type of lathe built until about the

year 1885 was known to the trade as the

flat shear engine lathe, the top of the

ways of the bed having a flat surface.

The carriage or saddle containing the

tool block was gibbed at both front and
rear to the ways of the bed on which it

had its bearing. The ways were planed

to an angle of S5 degrees. The swing

CURIOSITY IN WHEEL LATHES USED ON A BRANCH
RAILROAD IN MEXICO. A CANADIAN MACHINE TOOL PLANT IN 1867.

Turning Lathe Development was of babbitt, and the tailstock was capacity was equal to 24 inches 4n diam-

To the turning lathe, perhaps more fitted between flat ways. From the imme- eter. The cone and gear power were

than to any other unit of machine tool diately foregoing sentences, and in the limited, however, when compared with

equipment, has special attention been light of present-day achievement, it will the high speed machines of to-day.
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In the early "seventies," two types of

lathe head construction were freely dis-

cussed by machine tool mechanics in

Canada. The conical or solid bearing

appealed to many by reason of its easy

adjustment for wear; however, one

immediately follows, a few of the ad-
vantages are enumerated.
Employment of the motor drive does

away with the overhead line shaft and
its maintenance, and since belting and
the line shaft need not be considfered,

advantage as compared with changing
the belt on the steps of a cone driven
lathe. Again, in this as in all motor

MOTOR-DRIVEN 36-lNCH TRIPLE-GEARED ENGINE LATHE. MOTOR-DRIVEN METAL PLj\NER.

element seemed to have been overlooked

by those so impressed, and that was the

matter of the expansion and contraction

of the spindle under varying tempera-
tures. This feature decided the fate of

the conical bearing as constructed at

that time, for although a number of

English lathe builders hardened and
ground both the spindle and the bearing,

such procedure did not overcome the

tendency to seizure, therefore the para-
llel front and back bearing in lathe head
construction was later adopted by prac-

tically all builders.

Motor Driven Lathes

The introduction of the motor drive

for lathes led to a classification which
was known as the "convertible" type, the
constructional features being such that a
machine could be converted from belt to

motor, or vice-versa as required, the
gear and cone ratio permitting the use
of standard motors of variable speed.

When so arranged with motor drive at-

tached to the running gear, the lathe

head lost all resemblance to that of the

original machine. The tendency, how-
ever, was for it to begin to supersede the
cone driven lathe, and more particularly

the machine may be placed to greater

advantage in the shop and space thereby

be economized. The range of speeds

which are obtained by variable speed

motors through drum type controllers

enables the operator to arrange the cut-

driven machines, the cutting speeds ami
feeds are materially increased, the power
delivered at the cut by the motor being
from .50 to 100 per cent, greater than
the power obtainable in a belt driven
mechine; also, the absence of belt pull on

M-19 -10152

xau' .SIANUAKI) MOTOR DRIVEN IRON PLANING MACHINE.

in sizes running from a swing of 30 ting speeds to suit the material being the cone gives greater accuracy to the
inches and upwards. Of course it is but machined. The speed variation is ac- work being produced. The introduction
reasonable to assume that some manner complished on the part of the operator of high speed tool steel has been respon-
of gain was to be derived from the em- by simply moving a handle which is con- sible for increasing the output of motoi-
ployment of motor drive, and in what veniontly located, a readily appreciated driven lathes all the way from .30 to 50
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per cent, and due to the latter feature,

development has been in the direction of

making all parts of these tools propor-

tionatelv licavier.

(2)—The compound rests which
carry the cutting tools are mounted on
the bed and are held by four bolts in T-
.siots; in thi.s way any springing tend-

PLANT OF CANADA MACHINERY CORPORATION.

Motor Driven "All-Geared" Type Lathe

Tracing still further the progress

record of engine lathe construction, that

of the motor driven "all-geared," war-

rants some attention. The drive in its

case was by constant speed motor or

single pulley drive by countershaft. All

changes of speed are effected by clutches,

no changes of belt as on a cone being

necessary. The construction was such as

to commend it to users of lathes of very

large size, although the number of gears

necessary. The construction was such as

furnished the groundwork of an argu-

ment unfavorable to its installation.

Locomotive and Coach Wheel Turning
Lathes

Railroad progress and development

may be said to have been responsible for

the introduction of the locomotive and
- coach wheel turning lathe, the original

design of which we are given to under-

stand was to the credit of the Pond Tool

Co., Plainfield, N.J. As first built, it

was belt driven of about 9 horse power,

and capable of an output of six pairs of

wheels per day of ten hours. The spe-

cial features of this are as follows:

—

(1)—The central drive feature known,

as the worm drive. The power is trans-

mitted direct from the cone shaft or, as

the machine is built to-day from the

motor to a worm and a worm wheel,

which is mounted on the end of the driv-

ing shaft. The end of this main driving

shaft embraces a worm which in turn

engages a large worm wheel in the

centre of the machine. Both worms and

wheels run in oil tight cases, which en-

sures perfect lubrication. In this way
the power reaches the machine midway
between the wheels, and, in addition to

securing uniform power, the central drive

makes it possible to support the wheels

on both sides, the latter being accomp-
lished by means of self-centering chucks
which grasp or grip the axle journals,

while chuck jaws engage the tires.

ency is prevented, and in consequence

the heaviest cuts can be carried. The
machine has undergone radical changes,

motor directly attached. As already-

stated, the original machine was capable
of turning out six pairs of tires per day,
but upon motor drive being added, the
power was increased to 20 horse power,
and the output increased from six to

eight pairs of wheels per day, with one
man as operator and one man as helper
to roll the wheels in and out of the ma-
chine. For a number of years this was
< onsidered a standard day's work, but
soon the energetic shop managers of the
leading railroad companies increased
the horse power to thirty, with the re-

sult that the output was increased to

twelve paii-s of wheels per day, this

necessitating an additional helper to roll

the wheels in and out of the machine.
Not content with this progress, however,
the power was further increased to from
thirty-five to forty horse power, the out-

put thereafter averaging 14 pairs of

wheels per day, with two operators and
two helpers. This while demonstrating
the possibilities of the machine, also

demonstrated to its manufacturers the
fact that laboi'-saving devices must be
added, the output having reached the
limit of human endurance.
The first step in the direction indicated

consisted of a new design of tool block

RECENTLY DEVELOPED CANADIAN DESIGNED AND BUILT MILLING MACHINE.

these having been brought about by the

introduction of high speed steel and the

use, for driving power, of an electric

clamping device for holding the tool,

same being operated by compressed air

to facilitate the work of the operator.
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Power was also applied for both moving
and clamping the heads on the bed.

Next a segment in the central driving

gear, which opens, closes, and locks auto-

the use of improved drivers, which hold
the wheels perfectly rigid, the heaviest
cuts can be carried with little or no vi-

bration.

while, under special test, 10 pairs of driv-

ing wheels were turned out in just over
9 hours. One of our illustrations shows
a cutting taken in the test referred to.

SAMPLE CUTTING FROM DRIVING WHEEL LATHE. WHEN 10
PAIRS OF DRIVING WHEELS WERE TURNED IN JUST

OVER SIX HOURS. SURFACE PLANER WOODWORKING.

matically as the wheels are rolled in and
out, was added. Labor-saving devices

embracing those indicated and others not

referred to have so perfected this ma-
chine that the output has steadily in-

creased, until something like 40 pairs of

wheels per 10 hour day are now turned

out.

The wheel lathe originally designed for

turning the tires of locomotive driving

wheels was light in its various parts,

particularly in the head and face plates.

The power was limited, owing to the

narrow belt by which the machine was
driven, and the output was consequently

limited to 1% to 2 pairs of wheels per

day. The top of the bed was a flat sur-

face, and in consequence the pedestal

carrying the tool blocks had to be of

sufficient height to carry the tools to the

center. Owing to their length in a lathe

of 80 inches, this was an extremely weak
feature, as it was scarcely practicable

to make them of sufficient size and
strength to prevent springing. This, to-

gether with the weakness of the driving

plates and the primitive method- of hold-

ing and driving the wheels, accounts

very largely for the small output ob-

tained.

The more modern 90 inch driving wheel
lathe has been designed throughout with

a view to obtaining the greatest rigidity

at the point where the greatest strain

is imposed; permitting of the use of very

short and stiff tool posts. The back web
of the bed, not being subject to so great

a strain, is low; this facilitates the

handling of wheels in and out. The tool

blocks are equipped with a tool-holder,

which renders easier the setting of the

cutting tools; the operator being thus

relieved of opening and closing four nuts

each time the tools are set. The feeds

are positive, being operated by connect-

ing rods attached directly to the tool

block feed shaft. The head is equipped
with a 50 horse-power motor; the power
is transmitted through a train of gears
and a 7 in. .shaft to the internal gears on
the face plates. As the internal gears
form wide flanges on the face plates, the

plates are given great rigidity, and by

In order to fully realize the improve-

ment in the machine, it need only be

stated that while the output of the

Another illustration shows a wheel lathe

from a photograph taken of one in ser-

vice some years ago on a branch rail-

)2-INCH CAR WHEEL BORER EQUIPPED WITH AIK CRANK FOR WHEELS.

earlier product was from I'i to 2 pairs road in Mexico. The bed consisted of
of wheels per day, the average output is square timbers, a main gear in halves
now at least 6 pairs of wheels per day clamped to the axle at its centre, the
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wheels and axle running in their owTi

journal. Claim was made that a pair

of wheels were turned in one week, an
output, however, that would hardly fill

the reciuirements of our present day
Canadian railroads.

at any time in its career has undertaken
to manufacture what is generally known
as a full line of metal-working machine

mSSMISESl

42-INCH VERTICAL BORING AND TURNING MILL.

Turret, screwcutting , and tool room
lathes, also single purpose lathes as a

war time product of a myriad Canadian
plants, and of wide variety design and
scope, may be mentioned in passing as

having participated in the lathe feature

of our machine tool development.

Boring and Turning Mills

Boring and turning mills, another form
of lathe construction, arranged to admit
of easy chucking of work pieces to the

faceplate, have shared to a large extent,

in a variety feature, the labor and time

saving attention given, and success

achieved by the different type lathes

discussed. Needless to say ,the tend-

ency as in that of lathes has been also

in the direction of more rigid and sub-

stantial general and detail part design

and construction to meet the heavier

duty requirements. It should perhaps b?

mentioned here that no Canadian firm

tools, nor are we aware of effort being
directed to the like end elsewhere. It is

highly probable, however, that the
Bertram woi-ks most nearly approach
that condition.

Shapers and Slotters

The shaper is a straight line cutter

of the planer type and is capable of per-
forming a large number of operations
formerly done by hand. The woi'k is

held stationary and the tool given a

reciprocating cutting motion. The feed

motion of shapers may be given either

to the cutting tool or to the work. When
the feed is given to the cutting tool, the

machine is known as a travel head shaper.

Crank type shapers may be said to em-
brace the line made in the past in Can-
ada, and in their case as with all other

metal-working machine tools, progress in

design and weight of parts became neces-

sarv with introduction of motor driving

and the employment of high speed steel

cutting tools. Speed change gear boxes,

and back gears, constitute other addi-

tions to the utility of shapers in more
recent years.

Few machines which have to do with
the production of the modem locomotive
have undergone such changes in size,

weight, and power, as the frame slot-

ting machine, nor is this to be wondered
at when the increased size and weight
of the locomotive of to-day is compared
with that of even only a decade or so

ago. Naturally there was a correspond-

ing increase in the size of the frame to

be slotted. Previous to the year 1898,

locomotive frame slotting machines built

in Canada had a yoke opening of 34

inches wide by 12 inches high, and a bed

length of 36 "feet. The slotting of one

pair of forged frames in 60 hours was
the capacity rating. Since then, triple

head slotters have been built here, and

installation is to be found in our various

railroad shops. Mention may be made
of those in operation in the shops of the

C.P.R., and Montreal Locomotive Co.,

Montreal. In the case of the first named,

the yoke is 48 inches wide bv 26 inches

high, and the length of bed, 40 feet, giv-

ing capacity to slot four largest size

locomotive frames in from 32 to 34

hours.

That installed at the Montreal Loco-

motive Co. plant has a yoke opening of

61 inches by 34 inches, a .50 ft. length

of bed, with 32 inches maximum stroke of

cutter bars. This machine capacity is

the slotting of six locomotive frames

simultaneously. The method of driving

the slotter undenvent a change for the

better by the introduction of the electric

motor. In the triple head machines,

each head is driven by a 20 horse power

motor, from which the cutting bars are

driven through powerful friction

clutches, permitting the ooerators to

have convenient- control of the bars at

all times. This improved method of

drive supersedes the Ion" shaft which

ran the entire length of the bed in the

earlier machines. General purpose slot

ters, or as thev m.av be classed—vertical

shapers, constitute also a Canadian ma
_

chine tool product, and in the case of

their design, smooth running and rapid

and convenient handling of the work

have been kept in view.

Drilling ^lachines

As regards drilling machines of Can

adian manufacture, it may truthfully be

said that if not meantime, then at some

time or other during the past si3rty

years, standard as well as many special

types have been built, ranging from the

common ratchet and drill brace, one of

which is illustrated, having been in ser-

vice here some fifty years ago, to the

highest grade pedestal, horizontal, full

universal radial, and gang drill presses,

belt and motor driven. Drill press

manufacture in Canada has perhaps been

more widely practised than has any other

form of machine tool product, many

firms whose work has been of the most

B-eneral nature, taking a hand in some

feature of this wide-range specialty from
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the tiny bench or column drill upwards.

Metal Planers

It may not be generally known that

planers belong to antiquity, nevertheless,

on excellent authority we learn that lit-

tle was accomplished as i-egards their

development between the year 1694, and

early in the year 1800. The planer at

the Gartshore foundry already referred

to had a cutting speed of 10 feet per

minute, and the rack had a double sec-

tion, the teeth of which were staggered

to give a smooth and uniform ^notion to

the table. One of the first metal planers

built in Canada belongs to the year

1867, Confederation Year. The power
was delivered to the table by a single

3 inch belt running at a velocity of 512

feet per minute, with a gear ratio of

6.25 to 1, giving an effective pull on the

table of 3,750 pounds, and a cutting

speed of table of 20 feet per minute.

Later a 36 inch planer was built, the

drive being by means of two 3 inch belts,

one of which took care of the forward
or cutting motion, and the other, that of

the reverse motion. A belt velocity of

1,000 feet per minute, and a gear ratio

of 13.4 to 1, delivered an effective pull

on the table of 8,180 pounds at a cutting

speed of 20 feet per minute.

From the foregoing, some idea will be

had of the development of metal plan-

ers. As the years went by, modern con-

struction demanded economy in space

and a more convenient layout, which led

to the adoption of individual drives by
electric motor, and for a time the mount-
ing of the motor on top of the planer

housing was followed. This arrange-
ment proved more or less f:iulty, due to

the liability of the machine producing
defective work by reason of the vibration

caused by the motor location. To mini-

mize or possibly eliminate the trouble,

production has been a comparatively '

simple one in such machines as lathes,

drilling machines, boring mills, milling

machines, etc., in which the cutting is

continuous and the motion of the tool

is in one direction only. In these types

of machine, it has merely meant adding
power, and strengthening parts. The
speeding-up process introduces a vastly

different problem in such machines as

slotters, shapere, and planers, in which
the cutting is not continuous and which
have a return motion of the tool. The
principal limitations of machines of this

class, especially the planer, are twofold,

there being first the inertia of the mov-
ing mass at the moment of reverse, and
second, the speed at which the tool en-

ters the work. The problem of overcom-
ing these limitations has had the atten-

Grinding Machines

Grinding machines have proven to be
well adapted for producing accurate

work, and not only have they been found
to be economical in the manufacture of

machinery and tools, general and special

but for duplicating parts on the inter-

changeable system, they are altogether

unexcelled. Experience goes to show
that it cosLs less to finish and fit work
by grinding than by the old method on
a lathe. Development of grinders in Can-
ada compares very favorably both as to

variety of product and its efficiency with

what has been accomplished elsewhere,

a circumstance which is highly compli-

mentary to our different firms who have
taken up manufacture in a specialised

sense, thereby placing grinding ma-
chines, external and internal, on an eciual

footing with lathes, drills, planers,

shapers, etc., in our metal-working in-

dustries. The attention being given to

the investigation and manufacture of

the abrasive constituent of the grinding

wheels, and degree of success that has

been achieved in these particulars, have

contributed materially to the substantial

nature of the different machine designs,

and consequently to the accuracy and

6-FT. UNIVERSAL DRILLING MACHINE.

pneumatic clutches were introduced, and
the motor drive placed at the bai^e of

the housings. The problem of providing

the increased speeds and power to devel-

op the possibilities of high speed steel,

and to meet the necessity for greater

tion of (luito a number of machine tool

experts, and while considerable progress

has been made, the complete solution

does not appear to have been reached.

The evolution of the planer has followed

along the lines of increased table speeds.

quality of the work produced. As in

the case of the machines already noted,

so with the manufacture of abrasive ma-
terials for grinding wheels, Canada can
lay claim to having several plants in

active operation.
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Milling Machines
It may be taken for gi-anted that no

machine shop having pretensions to the

name of seeking to keep abreast of the

C A N A D 1 A N M A C II I N E R Y

ments of the twin industry. While such
essentials as punches, shears, plate rolls

and planers, etc., have been in the pa^t
produced here, ssme has been on a quite

METAL PLANER BUILT IN 1867.

times is or should be without a milling
machine as part of its feature equip-
ment. An equally wide range of designs
exists as in the case of the tools alreadv
mentioned, and naturally the variety of
work that can be performed is commen-
surate. Milling machine manufacture in

Canada dates well back into the Con-
federation period, but no very serious
attempt appears to have been made by
any one firm in particidar to specialise
until probably quite recent years. In the
United States the miling machine has
been highly developed, with the result

that by far the greater number of those
installed in our Canadian machine shops
have come from there. One effect of
the new vision of our manufacturing
capacity that the machining of shells has
produced is that we are competitively
able to do what others have done or are

doing; as an example, and directly rela-

tive to this milling machine feature, • it

may here be stated that one Canadian
concern that less than a year ago started

to specialize has now met with such suc-

cess that milling machines are now their

chief line, their output not only finding a

ready market at home but abroad, ship-

ping as they are into the United States

against the tariff, also to Great Britain,

Italy, India, France, Japan, Russia, etc.

Machine Tools for Shipbuilding

The impetus given to shipbuilding and

limited scale, particularly as the demand
has been largely to meet the needs of

structural steel, tank, and boiler plants.

Shipyard tools are for the most part dis-

tinct from machine tools as commonly
understood, less refinement being con-

nected with their operation. Wood as

well as steel shipbuilding is being prose-

cuted within our borders to an extent

only a little less in degree as between
the former and the latter. Already steps

have been taken by at least one Canadian
plant to cater to the needs of wood ship

construction in the shape of a ship band
saw being placed on the market and, as

the opportunities are many for the em-
ployment of both wood and metal-work-

ing machine tools, it will be a very short

time before a full line of each to meet
the situation will be developed and made
readily available.

General and Personal

It is of course impossible within the

scope of an article such as this to even

refer in passing to the many other units

of metal-working equipment, attach-

ments, and fixtures, noi only found in

our machine shops generally, but of Ca.^-

adian manufacture in addition. Further,

although some reference has been made

Volume XVII.

deserved prominence, by so doing there
will be given evidence that equal achieve-
ment belongs to it as does to its twin-
brother—that of metal-working.
An important adjunct to the develo-

ment of machine tool manufacture,
whether the products be wood or metal-
working, is that of the institution known
as machinery selling agencies. By means
of these the manufacturer is relieved

both of the maintenance of a sales

organization and in not a few instances
of the necessity of finding work for his

plant. Canada has been well served,

we might say through the activities of

selling agencies separate from her plant
organizations, and that the agencies have
maintained themselves from a date more
or less well back into the Confederation
Period, speaks volumres for the future
welfare of the industry in its every as-

pect.

Before the advent of the lead screw
on the early engine lathes, it was the

practice, when small screws were requir-

ed, to place the shafts between the lathe

centers and bv means of a hand tool and

1

n

VERTICAL BORING MACHINE.

(good judgment), make a slight impres-

sion of the required pitch over the sur-

face; when this was accomplished, the

3G-INCH GAP LATHE BUILT AT DUNDAS IN ISGS. SASH STICKER.

marine engineering in Canada, due to the

submarine activities of Germany on the

high seas, has naturally had the tendency
to direct attention to the tool require-

to woodworking machine tool production

in Canada, the fringe of it has merely

been stirred, however, on some other

occasion its detail progress may be given

shaft was taken to the bench and a heli-

cal groove chipped by means of a chisel

to conform roughly with the desired

thread, after which it was again placed
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in the lathe and the screw finished by
using a flat chaser. Accuracy, so-called,

was more of a human factor than it is

now, the modem machine, irrespective of

class or type being the acme of perfec-

tion, so to speak. In the early period of

machine tool building, the achievement
of accuracy was in the nature of an art.

Many machine tools, both wood and
metal-working built and installed away
back as far as Confederation year are

still in operation and doing good work
comparatively, which indicates that

they were suitably designed and con-

structed to give both long and efficient

service.

There were boom and dull times in the

early days of machine tool building just

as there has been since, although due
to township or district isolation, arising

from the lack of railroad facilities, it

often happened that the "hunger or the

burst" was locational. That this was so

on one occasion at any rate, and that the

Canadian winters were a good deal more
severe than they are now, is borne out

by the story that follows:—New con-

struction was more or less at a standstill

in one of our pioneer plants, so with a

view to keeping the rising generation of

mechanics out of mischief, a disposition

towards which had already become ap-

parent, as also to keep them in touch

with their work, arrangements were
made to have them sent out individually

to various firms who had been having
tools built, and were themselves too busy
to undertake their erection. Hot water,

hot air (all kinds), and steam heat, were
then unknown in Canadian hotels, as a

consequence, sleeping cjuarters were un-

attractive to the extent that it is re-

corded of some of the "boys" that they

did not undre.ss for the period of one

whole winter, and that on the occasion

of a church social which no doubt had

'ractions common to the experience o

most of us, the special dressing up meant
simply the addition of a white shirt on

top of the black working shirt.

The majority of the pioneers of the

machine tool industry have gone to their

rest, large numbers of the youths they

grounded in the essentials of the craft

are however still with us, and it goes

without saying that their presence, and

the positions they now occupy, furnish

the incentive to the youth of this gen-

eration to go in and win as they have.

©
METHOD IX M.\KESHIFT.S

By J. E. McCormack
IN one instance, in the replacing of

water gauge fittings after renewal of

adjacent parts, the squaring up of the

replaced gauge parts was done by using
a carpenter's square having a sixteen-

inch tongue, which, by the way, was
longer than the water glass used.

When the fittings were apparently
true, a glass was inserted and in a few-

days the third glass had been put in,

the former two having broken. The fact

that this number of glasses had not been
broken during the two previous years

altogether proved that the fittings were

out of line. Being an isolated plant,

there was no proper try-square at

hand. A man who had been working in

a plant a few miles away called in and
seeing one corner of a broken window
pane lying on a box, picked it up, ex-

amined it on the carjienter's square,

then with it he tested the fittings with-

out removing the gauge glass. Through
checking his observations by reversing

the piece of pane frequently he detected

the errors in alignment. The water glass

was removed, the alignment adjusted by
using the piece of window pane for a

try-square, and the water glass replac-

ed. During the following twelve months
only one glass broke, and then only to

the extent of a hole in one side and
caused by a foreign substance of low

VERY OLD ILLUSTRATION OF AMERICAN-
BUILT DRILL.

temperature coming against the said

glass at this point.

The hint involved is, that in lining up

articles for which a small try square is

required but not at hand, it is sometimes

possible to substitute some simple com-

monplace article and secure better re-

sults than could be obtained by the use

of a square which though true is really

too large for the amount of working

room available.

By all means let us when possible

have high grade tools—tools of a class

designed for the purposes for which we
require to use them but when we must

substitute let us do so with an eye as to

what can be quickly adapted to servo

our purpose to the best advantage and

without too much regard to actual mar-

ket value so long as nothing is rendered

useless for another time.

Resourcefulness counts when properly

directed. Had a proper sized try square

been <|uickly available, it would have

been used in the first occasion mentioned

above. The price of window pane had

no market value but nevertheless it was
more convenient than the square used

and if it had been used at first there

would have been time saved and the
breakage and replacing of two extra
glasses would have been avoided.

®
OPEN LETTER TO THE KAISER

A CORRESPONDENT of the New York
Times writes the following open letter to

the Kaiser, describing for his edification

the advantages of the simple life on the

Isle of St. Helena with its memories of

other shattered dreams of world con-

quest.

You may go to St. Helena soon, I un-
derstand, but you are probably too busy
fighting for your existence now to find

much time for general reading. So I

will tell you about St. Helena.

St. Helena is a pretty eight by ten

island in the South Atlantic. The near-

est land is Ascension Island, 700 miles

away, and the nearest mainland Africa.

1.200 miles east. The best way to reach

St. Helena is by boat. A battleship could

drop you there and call back again once

a month to see if you were all right.

The cliffs of St. Helena rise to the

height of 1,000 feet, and the view from
the top must be entrancing to a man
who yearns as passionately for a free

ocean as you do. You could stand up
there and look at a free ocean for miles

in any direction. As far as your eye

could reach you would never see a sub-

marine blowing up a passenger ship. The
se-is around St. Helena are probably the

freest in the known world, and I hope

vou may be spared to enjoy the sight of

them.
One of the nicest things about St. He-

lena is that it lies 4,477 miles away from
England. While visiting the island yoj

would not need to worry all the time for

fear of being attacked by the soft, cow-

ardly, rabbit-hearted English. You would

not need to sleep in your spurs, with a

gun under your pillow and your sword

h-uT/ini on the foot of the bed, because

England and Belgium would be too far

off to jump on you without warning as

they did so treacherously in 1914. After

you had been at St. Helena a few years

perhaps you would feel so safe that you

could venture out in the yard without

your weapons. There's no place like an

island for a militarist with nerves.

St. Helena is really the lid of a volcano,

but you have sat on the lid of a volcano

for thirty years, so you wouldn't mind

that. The climate is temperate and sa-

lubrious. The Hotel Longwood, where

Napoleon stayed, is still standing. Queen

Victoria presented it to the people of

France some years ago. but doubtless it

could be rented from the French nation.

You need a good rest after your hard

fight for the freedom of the seas, and

I'm sure there is no place where you

could get rest better than at St. Helena.

The island was settled originally by pi-

rates and about 3..500 of their descend-

ants remain to this day, so you would

have just enough congenial society with-

out being overrun with it. Now I must

close and take a run down to the bulletin

boards to see if your brave little U-

boats have made the seas any freer than

they were yesterday.
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and Ideas Evolved from Actual Practical Application and Experience

MILLING TWELVE SIDES ON LARGE
DISC

By F. Scriber.

A FIXTURE of simple desisn for

millinvj flats on a larp;e disc is

illustrated by sketch, Fig. 1. The
work itself is shown by Fig. 2, from
which it will be noticed the disc is 27 in.

in diameter.
In this instance it was necessary to

make the fixture cheaply, and in conse-

plate and work until the pin is forced in

the next hole in the plate. The plate F
and the work must, of course, turn to-

gether on account of their beins doweled.

The nut G is again tightened, and we
proceed to mill the next flat, and by con-

tinuing this until all the flats, which arc

twelve in number are milled, the job is

completed in a very satisfactory manner.
After this the stud C is removed by tui'n-

ing on the squared end X, following

which another piece is put into position,

FIG. 1.

iquence a large angle plate A was used
as a base from which to work. This angle
plate bolts on to the table of the milling

inachine in the usual manner. On the

beveled rib in the centre two machine
steel blocks B were placed, these being
held in place by sci-ews and dowels as

shown. The reason for putting these

plates on is to build up sufficient metal
for tapping into for the stud C.

To the lower portion of the angle plate

a block D is placed; this block carries an
indexing plunger E. A circular plate F
is used for indexing, while a nut and
washer G and H are used for clamping
the work in position, two blocks, I and J,

at each side of the large plate F being
used as braces, while the large plate F
and the work are doweled together by
means of a pin K.

Operation of Jig

In operating this jig the large plate is

first doweled to the work, and is dropped
into the position shown in the fixture

where the index pin E is forced into one
hole in the large plate. While this is be-

ing done, the stud C, Fig. 3, is out of the

fixture. The stud is now put into posi-

tion, and with the nut G a couple of turns

hack, the stud is securely tightened into

position by means of the squared end X.

Ths stud forms an axis upon which the

work may be turned for the successive

stages of milling, as will be evident from
the following-.

After milling one flat in the usual
manner with the cutter shown above, the

nut G is loosened, but the stud remains
tight. Then pu'l out pin E and turn the

and we proceed to mill this piece in the

same manner.
In further regard to the two blocks I

and J, these bear against the periphery

FIG. 2.

of the indexing plate, thus acting r'S

bi'aces to help to support the work while

the cut is being taken.

One big advantage in having this fix-

ture built up as shown is that the vari-

ous members may all be removed from
the angle plate when the job is done,
after which the angle plate may be again
used for any purpose for which an angle
plate is suited.

©
EYE-STRAIN AMONG DRAFTSMEN

By E. V. A.

EYE-STRAIN is a common complaint
among draftsmen. It is a common
fallacy that the constant use of the eyes

in making drawings tends to weaken
them. Experience and study has shown
that there are other causes, more or less

STUD C
FIG. 3.

due to carelessness and thoughtlessness,

which contribute to a considerable extent

in weakening the eye-sight.

First of these is, working in a too

glaring or inadequate light, this latter

especially on stormy or cloudy days.

Using lead pencils that are too hard, and
which produce only light faint lines on

the drawing. Using drawing paper that

is too dark, making it difficult to ob-

serve the pencil-lines through cloth or

paper when tracing.

While draftsmen may sometimes exer-

cise no choice in the selection of paper

and degree of hardness in pencils, it is

necessary that those in charge of pur-

chasing materials should be really care-

ful to select only white drawing paper
if tracings are to be made from it, or,

if the penciling is to be taken dii'ectly

from the board for use in the shop, the

paper should be the lightest drab-color.

Also pencils of various degrees of hard-

ness should be kept on hand.

Pencils Should Suit Paper

The point to be emphasized is, that

when paper of a drab-color is used, a

lead pencil marked 3-H, or 4-H, should

be used. Drawings that are to be traced

should never be made with pencils of

extreme hardness. The lead in a com-
pass should always be one or two de-

grees softer than the pencil used, for the

reason that one cannot bear down with

sufficient weight with the compass to

make arcs and circles equal in heaviness

to the pencil used.

Modern drafting-room practice should

not tolerate fine light lines on drawings.

The day of fancy drawings made with

web-like hair lines is passed. A blunt

point on a pencil is far more serviceable

—produces real "seeable" drawings

—

than the fine needle awl-like points that

are commonlv used. When inking a

tracing, the lines should be made as
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heavy as possible. Figures and letter-

ing, the most important part of a draw-

ing, should be made large and "read-

able. ' Blueprints made from such ti-ac-

ings are much more appreciated by

workmen who use them. Since no two

persons' eye-sight is alike, it is readily

seen that when the lines, figures and

letters on blueprints or drawings show
"big" the person with the weakest sight

will be able to read tliem.

Another point that should be given

careful attention is, that after a draw-

ing is checked up pai-ticular notice

should be taken to see that all lines, fig-

ures, etc., are sufficiently heavy, and

where any are no*-, they .should be re-

turned and retraced for this purpose.

Absolute plainness and simplicity should

be the rule in making drawings. No
drawing should be marked "approved"

unless the poinds as described have been

thoroughly examined to see if these have

been properly rendered.

SV

MACHINISTS' INSTRUCTION
COURSE—XXII.
By J. Davies.

THE sector is a device for correctly di-

viding or measuring off a certain number
of holes and is used in connection with

the index plate. It is a labor saving

device, and is designed to prevent

any mistake in counting the holes

The sector consists of two radial

arms, so constructed that they can

be set at any distance from each other

and locked in position. Fig. 82 shows

how the sector is used; to avoid any con-

fusion the index plate in illustration only

shows one row of hole:-.

We will suppose that the index crank

has been adjusted and the circle of holes

shown is the one selected. The latch pin

is brought into the right position for a

start, and put into one of the holes. Next

SPRING. PIN

IN THIS HOLE

LOCKING, SCHEtV

which is the starting place, and the

whole revolution brings it to A again,

the six additional holes bringing it round
to arm B, arm B having been already ad-

justed and locked in position. Now put

the spring pin into this hole next to arm
B, and turn the sector round until th'

arm A is again up against the spring pin,

after which the operation is repeated for

every division required.

Compound Index

The use of a compound index makes it

possible to obtain divisions that would be

impossible with an index table used in

the ordinary way, and it involves the use

of two circles of holes instead of one. In

one circ'e, the index crank and spring pin

is used in the o:dimry way; in the other

circle the stop pin is used as an indiea-

INOEX CRANK

FIG. S2.

bring the arm A
the pin, then mo
the requisite num
in position. The
the arm B of the

forward 6 holes.

to use one whole
ferring to Fig. 82

•drawn from the

against the left side of

ve the arm B forward
ber of hole.-i and lock it

illustration shows that

sector has been moved
Suppose it is required

turn plus (5 holes, re-

, the spring pin is with-

hole next to arm A,

STOP PIN

CIRCLE CIRCLE

3—Find factors of the number of

turns of the crank for one turn of the

index head spindle and put them down
under the horizontal line.

4—Factor the number of holes in the

two chosen circles.

.5—Cancel all equal figures above

and below the line.

If all the figures above the line cancel

out, the two trial circles can be used.

6—Multiply all the remaining figures

below the line. This will give the num-
ber of holes to be used in each circle.

If all the figures above the line do not

cancel out, other circles must be chosen

for trial until suitable circles are found,

or the combinations exhausted.

Applying the Rulss

E.xample: Find circles and number of

holes to be used to divide a job into 77

equal divisions by compound indexing,

following the rules given above.

1—Number of divisions, 77, factors =
7X11.

2—Chosen circles, 49—44, difference =
5X1-

3—Number of turns of crank, 40, fac-

tors = 2X2X2X5-
4—Factor chosen circles, 49=7X'?

44=2X2X11
5—Cancel all equal figures above and

below the line.

6—Multiply all remaining figures be-

low the line to find number of holes to

be used= 2X2X2X7X2X2 = 224 holes.

224 holes in 44 circle—224 holes m 49

224 224

circle or

FIG. 83.

tor. In making the movements, afte; the

necessary calculations have been made,

first the index crank is turned round and

put in position at the required number of

holes, then the stop pin is loosed and the

whole index plate turned back or for-

ward a certain number of holes in this

circle. The movement resulting from

these two moves will be either their sum
or difference. (See Fig. 83.)

For illustration, suppose circle No. 1

has been chosen with 40 holes, to be

spaced off by the index crank, and circlf

No. 2 contains 39 holes, to be spaced off

by the stop pin, if we move the index

crank one hole we have obtained l-40th

of a turn. Now if we move the plate

forward one hole on the 39 circle, usin^

the stop pin as an indicator, the net re-

sult is that we have moved the index

plate forward 1-40 + 1-39, or 79-l.'-)(;0 of a

turn, a result that would be nvuiifestly

impossible to obtain by simple indexing.

Compound Index Calculations

Rule for calculating the moves in coni-

pound^indexing:

1—Put down the number of divisions

required and find all the factors the num-
ber contains.

2— Select for trial two circles of holes,

subtract the number of holes in one

circle from the number in the other, and

find all of the factors for the number
which represents the difference between

the two circles.

Draw a horizontal line under these

factors.

44 49

: 5 turns plus 4 holes.

=:4 turns plus 28 holes.

49

Deducting an equal number of full

turns from each side will not alter the

'siMffff^-

FIG. 84.

relative value, so that we have, after de-

4 28

ducting 4 turns from each side, 1

44 49

Now if we had done this job by simple

indexing—that is, assuming it was pos-

40

sible—our fraction would have been —
77
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so that if our compound index calcula-

4 28 40
tions are correct 1 should equal

—

44 49 77
4 48 48 28 40

1—=— , therefore = —
44 44 44 49 77

12 4 84-44
By cancelling we get = =

40 11 7 77— Ans.
77

It is sometimes necessary to do a job
that cannot be calculated absolutely by
thet index plates available. Such a case
came under the writer's notice recently.
A milling machine operator had a job
calling for 81 divisions, so he cut 27 first

(see heavy lines on Fig. 84), and then
very carefully sub-divided, one divi-

sion into 3 by direct measurement.
Then he set his cutter to fit the
measured division and went round again
another 27 divisions, and repeated the
operation the third time to complete the
job.

©
FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION AND

EXHIBITION
WITH the total number of applications
for space in the Mechanics' Building al-
ready in excess of the number of exhibi-
tors at Atlantic City two years ago, and
with the approximate floor area reserved
considerably in excess of that occupied
during that show, the success of the ex-
hibition of foundry equipment, machine
tools and accessories, to be held at Bos-
ton, September 25 to 28, is assured. In-
dications now point to the greatest show
of this kind ever held, and it is probable
that in number of exhibitors all records
will be broken.

Manufacturers who have reserved
space now are making preparations to
ship their exhibits at an early date to
avoid delays in delivery due to the con-
gested condition of the railroads. As soon
as delivered, all equipment will be stored
in Mechanics' Building until the date of
the opening of the show. An added fea-
ture of the exhibit will be the display of
motor trucks. Manufacturers of these
vehicles have been extended an invitation
by the exhibition committee of the Am-
erican Foundrymen's Association to dis-
play their products and a representative
number of types undoubtedly will be dis-
played.

Technical Programme
That the technical features of this

great gathering of foundrymen have not
been neslected is reflected by the 44
papers that already have been secured,
and to these must be added a large num-
ber of committee reports. The Boston
meeting will be opened on Tuesday morn-
ins, September 25, in place of Monday
afternoon, as at Cleveland last year, and
morning sessions onlv will be held, clos-
ing Friday. Seotember 28. Simultaneous
sessions for the consideration of papers
on gray iron, steel and malleable iron
w-ill be necessary to dispose of the
lengthy programme that has been pre-
pared. Registration will open at the
Coplev-Plaza on Mond^v morning, but on
Tuesday the headquarters will be trans-

ferred to Mechanics' Building, where
they will be continued throughout the re-

mainder of the week.

General Topics
Symposium on "Military Stores":
"Making Shells in Permanent Molds,"

by Edgar A. Custer, Philadelphia.
Paper on Military Stores, by Dr. F. C.

Langenberg, Watertown Arsenal, Water-
town, Mass.

"Small Steel Castings for Ordnance
Purposes," by Major C. M. Wesson,
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Mass.
Symposium on "Refractories":

"Refractory Materials Employed in

the Metallurgical Industries," by H. C.

Arnold, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111.

"Cupola Refractories," by G. E. Jones,
Whiting Foundrv Equipment Co., Har-
vey, 111.

"Factors Contributing to the Economi-
cal Use of Grinding Wheels in the Foun-
dry," by Wallace T. Montague, Norton
Co., Worcester, Mass.

"Results of Tests in Blending and Mix
ing Sand by Means of Mullers," by R. F.

Harrington, Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp.,

Boston.

"Experiences with Sand Mullers from
their Conception to their Final Applica-
tion to the Foundry Industry," by P. L.

Simpson, National Engineering Co., Chi-
cago.

"Fillet-Sizes," by Frank R. Jones, Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
"Sand Blasting," by H. L. Wadsworth;

Sand Mixing Machine Co., Cleveland.

"Efficiency in the Foundry," by Jas. A.
Fitzgerald, Reno, Pa.

"The Metals of Technology," by John
Ritchie, Jr., Mass. Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston.
"Welfare Work in Southern Foun-

dries," by J. F. Kent, American Cast Iron
Pipe Co., Birmingham.

"Co-operative Shop Training," by W.
B. Hunter, Industrial Department, Fitch-
bura: High School, Fitchburg, Mass.

"Scientific Selection of Men," by Wm.
Judson Kibby, Cleveland.

"Co-operation," by Chicago Foundry-
men's Club.

"The Labor Situation as Relating to

Co-operation Between the Employer and
the Employee," by G. E. Macllwain, Bab-
son's Statistical Organization, Wellesley,

Mass.
"The Relationship of the Engineering

Department to the Pattern Shop and
Foundry," by F. J. McGrail, Struthers-

Wells Co., Warren, Pa.

Gray Iron

"Seasoning Gray Iron Castings," by L.

M. Sherwin. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co..

Providence, R.I.

"The Foundry from the Viewpoint of

the Sales Engineer," bv H. R. .-^twater,

Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleveland.

"The Effect of High Sulphur in .Agri-

cultural Machinery Castings," by T.

Mauland, International Harvester Co..

Chicago.

"The Use of the Microscope in the

Foundry," by R. J. Anderson, Cleveland

Metal Products Co., Cleveland.

"Modern Centrifugal Cuoola Blowers,"

bv J. W. ShuTe. General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, N.Y.

"Making Small Cores Under Economi-
cal Conditions," by R. E. Kennedy, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

"Effect of Cupola Practice on the Qual-
ity of Iron," by G. S. Evans, Lenoir City,
Tenn.

"Briquetting Foundry Borings," by A.
L. Stillman, General Briquetting Co.,
New York.

"Effect of the Presence of Iron Oxide
in Molding Sand," by W. R. Bean, Nauga-
tuck Malleable Iron Co., Naugatuck,
Conn.
"Machine Made Cores," by Lewis G.

Blunt, Romeo Foundry Co., Port Huron,
Mich.

Malleable Iron

"Waste Heat Boilers as Applied to the
Malleable Melting Furnace," by A. W.
Pratt, Babcock & Wilcox, New York.
"The Application of Pulverized Coal to

the Malleable Melting and Annealing
Furnace," by Jos. Harrington, Chicago,
111.

"Application of Waste Heat Boilers ta
the Malleable Melting Furnace," by C. D.
Townsend, Danville Malleable Iron Co.,

Danville, 111.

"Strength of Malleable Iron," by Prof.

Enrique Touceda, .Albany, N.Y.
".Application of Pulverized Coal to the

Malleable Melting Furnace," by W. R.
Bean, Naugatuck Malleable Iron Works,
Naugatuck, Conn.

"Malleable Iron .Annealing; Compara-
tive Carbon Losses, Muffle vs. Pot Oven,"
by J. B. Deisher, T. H. Symington Co.,

Rochester, N.Y'.

"Troubles Encountered in Machining
Malleable Iron; Causes and Remedies,"
by .A. T. Jeffery, Dayton Malleable Iroa

Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Steel

"Molding and Casting Large Slag
Pots," by C. J. McMahon, Illinois Steel

Co., Chicago.

"Recent Progress in the Application

of the Electric Furnace to the Melting

Problem," by C. H. Booth, Snyder Elec-

tric Furnace Co., Chicago.

"Discussion of Electric Furnace from
Central Station Standpoint, with discus-

sion of Power Rates and Measuring
Power on a Maximum Demand Basis,"

by E. L. Crosby, Detroit Edison Co.,

Detroit.

"Data on Treatment of Cast Iron in

the Electric Furnace," by Jos. L. Dixon,

John A. Crowley Co., Detroit.

"Description of a Small Open-hearth

Furnace," by David McLain, Milwaukee.

Wis.
"Welding," by M. Stuart Plumley,

Davis-Bourneville Co., Boston.

"The Use of Vanadium in Steel Cast-

ings," by J. Lloyd Uhler, Union Steel

Castings Co., Pittsburgh.

"Report of Committee on Steel Foun-

dry Standards." by W. .A. Janssen, chair-

man, Bettendorf Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

"Comparison of Electric Furnace and

Steel Converter for the Manufacture of

Small Steel Castings," by C. R. Messin-

ger, Sivver Steel Casting Co., Milwaukee.

Wis.
"A New System of Burning Crude

Oil," by W. .A. Janssen, Bettendorf Co.,

Davenport, Iowa.
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Vv ROLLING BRASS SHEETS IN A LARGE CANADIAN METAL WORKING PLANT.

Present Day Production of Metals and Minerals in Canada
By J. M. Wilson*

Despite restrictions "f oidpiif aiid reductions in operating efficiency the mining industry
iif ('(ifiadii has mniiifa'irifd its ptisilion ii'cU and in som,e respects where subject to war stimvla-
tidii. ifn efforts Jiarr liven yrciiilij extended and widened. Metallic magnesium, metallic

arsi iiir, fcrro-iriolijhdcnu in. Cobalt alloys, nickel refineries, all testify to the capacity and
aliilitij (if the mining industnj. presaging a fa tare continuance of its present prosperity.

ABOUT a century and a half before
Confederation, early French set-

tlers carried on the mining: and
smelting of iron ore near Three Rivers
in Quebec Province under a grant from
Louis XIV. In 1915, there were 22 blast

furnaces located in 12 separate plants,
which in 191G produced 1,169,257 short
tons of pig- iron valued at $16,750,903
the previous highest production having
been in 1913, when 1,128,967 short ton.;

were produced.

Despite its antiquity, and its present
important dimensions, the growth of the
iron and coal industry in Canada has
been of comparatively recent date, the
third quarter of the last century having
seen numerous vicissitudes and successes
in various parts of the country. The
present day, however, sees the sister in-

dustries supporting the country in tirje

of stress and, with numerous dependent
activities, achieving an undreameii of de-

velopment when compared with the pro-

portions existing at Confederation.

Relative Importance

While the present state of activity

will be subject to modification when nor-

mal conditions return, the mineral and
manufacturing resources of the Domin-
ion have greatly altered their relative

positions in the country's trade, and i.i

so doing have betrayed a welcome wealth
of material which under other circum-

stances might easily have remained more
or less dormant. A glance at the accom-

134% 10.5
741/4 8

19 Ml 5.5
421/2 1.9

85% 38
61% 29

•Associate Editor, Toronto.

panying table shows that manufactures
have advanced from fifth place to sec-

ond place, increasing thirty-eight fold,

and mineral produce now occupies fourth

place instead of sixth, its increase being
twenty-nine fold.

VALUE OF CANADIAN EXPORTS.
1868-70 1915 Ratio

Apricul. produce, millions.. 12%
Animals and their produce. 9',4

P^isheries produce 3Vj
Forest pro<lucts 201/4

Manufactured products .... 2^4
Mineral products 1%

The extent to which nearly all manu-
facturing industries are dependent on
iron and coal for their existence lends

additional interest to the value of manu-
factured exports, a value which reflects

itself back through machines, chemicals,

equipment, and power, to the earthly

twins, iron and coal.

While not of such great value, the

mineral produce is of particular interest,

in that rare and commonly occurring mn-
terials are here found in more or less

abundance, the variety being profuse in-

deed, and, with the exception of radium,

vanadium, uranium, and platinum, in-

cluding nearly every other mineral and
metal found in any other country. Many
of the products mined to-day were com-
paratively unknown to the world of

science in 1867, yet at this moment are

produced in large quantities, to play

their part as essential substances in the

world war, and later as mainstays of

the Dominion's commercial life—nickel,

copper, silver, gold, asbestos, and alu-

minum to mention a few only.

Coal and Iron Inseparable

Apart from their individual values to

civilization, the interdependence of iron

and coal is such that a review of either

without the other would be incomplete,

yet it is a peculiar feature that the

greater part of the raw material used

is imported; for instance, in 1914, 94 per

cent, of ore, 50 per cent, of coke and
56 per cent, of limestone necessary for

pig iron production was imported. In

the early days, however, both ore and
fuel were produced at or near the scene

of operations, largely because of the un-

developed state of transportation, and
for this reason we find the province of

Nova Scotia early occupying the pre-

mier place amongst Canadian provinces

as a producer of iron and coal.

As far back as the year 1604, the dis-

covery of iron ore in Nova Scotia by one

of the French governors of Acadia is

recorded, but no real development took

place until during the first half of the

nineteenth century, during which several

discoveries of ore were made until in

1880, iron ores were known to occur in

fifteen of the eighteen counties of the

province. The earliest record of coal

in Nova Scotia is said to be in 1672, but

apart from sundry efforts, no organized

development took place until the year

1825, when a company known as the
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General Mining Association, Ltd., of
London, EnR-., acquired all known and
unknown minerals, except those previ-
ously granted. Circumstances subse-
quently enabled the company to secure
control of all mines and minerals and
insured the continuance of coal niinini;
at the well known seams of Stellarton,
on the mainland, and Sydney Mines, in
Cape Breton.

Nova Scotia Districts

Mineralogical features and transporta-
tion facilities early combined to divide
the Province of Nova Scotia into three
districts known as Pictou, Cumberland,
and Cape Breton, and up till the decade
preceding Confederation, more or less
intermittent efforts were made with vary-
ing success. In 1825 the Annapolis Iron
& Mining Co. erected a 35 ft. stack at
Clementsport, but after two years' oper-
ation closed down due to political influ-
ences, being stopped till 1860. Again in
1862, it shut down for ten years, resum-
ing operations in 1872, when 600 tons of
ore from a local mine were smelted, the
resulting yield of 163 tons of pig iron
going to Boston. White birch charcoal
made locally, was the fuel, and fluxes
were imported from St. John, N.B. This
last effort only extended six weeks.

In 1828 an abortive effort was made
by the General Mining Association to
manufacture pig iron in Pictou county,
but the first attempt which accomplished
really tangiBle results over a term of
years was that which resulted in the
formation in 1874 of the Steel Company
of Canada, with a capital of £.500,000.
This was one of the high water marks of
a business which had its inception in a
Catalan forge in 1850, followed by a
smelting furnace with water power and
charcoal fuel, producing seven tons of
pig iron pe- div. The year 1860 saw a
rolling mill added to the plant -on the
west branch of G-eat Village River; in

1862, a puddling fu'-mce was added, the
bars from which were shipped to Shef-
field, and in 1867 a wheel foundry was
installed. A subsequent reorganization,
in 1887, due to market conditions, saw a
million dollar company, the Londonderry
Iron and Mining Co., to take control, but
the depression of the early "nineties"
was the beginning of the end, and only
a pipe foundry remains of this extended
but fruitless effort.

Concerns of To-day

The two concerns which now represent
the iron and coal industry in Nova Sco-
tia are the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co..
and the Dominion Iron & Steel Co.. the
former operating plants at Sydney Mines
and New Glasgow, and the latter at Syd-
ney. The success of both concerns is

largely due to one fact, viz., the avail-
ability of high grade ore from the Wa-
bana mine in Newfoundland, but their
histories vary much. In 1872, the town
of New Glasgow saw the start of the
Hope Iron Works near the scene of ar.

unsuccessful attempt by the General
Mining Association to smelt pig iron in

1828. By 1885 the business had deve-
loped to a Doint where the Nova Scotii
Steel Co. was formed by the principal
shareholders, with $160,000 capital and
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a 15-ton acid line open hearth furnace
installed along with a 26 in. cogging mill
and a 16 in. merchant bar mill. Here
the first steel ingots in Canada were
produced on a commercial basis, although
basic open-hearth practice was adopted
five years later, and the Duplex process
more recently.

Up to 1889 imported pig iron had been
used, but the formation of the New Glas-
gow Iron, Coal and Railway Co., in 1800
gave access to ore properties which were
successfully utilized. In 1894, thj Wa-
bana ore fields of Bell Island, Newfound-
land, were acquired, and since then the
record has been one of continued pro-
gress, the present name of the company
being assumed in 1900 after purchasin;-;-

the coal and other properties of the Gen-
eral Mining Association in Cape Breton.
Thus one of the most successful of the
pioneer bodies was finally taken up by
a later and much vaster organization,
forming an interesting link with early
times and imparting that touch of strUT-
gle and failure combined with ultinnte
success, which adds so indefinably to the
prestige of old established yet modern
concerns.

The production of coal from Sydney
mines is an important feature, the an-
nual production rising from 250,000
tons in 1900 to 840,000 tons in 1912, one
third of this being used in iron and steel

manufacture.

From Coal to Steel

The earliest development in this field

however, was by the Dominion Coal Co.,

which in 1893 began active development
of the most important coal areas here.
It was due to a peculiar combination of

circumstances that it was compelled to

enter the iron and steel industry, the
Dominion Iron and Steel, with a capital

of .$30,000,000 being formed in 1899.

The original plant was laid down for
the production of blooms, billets and
slabs, but was subsequently extended
to produce steel in more finished forms.
The Co. secured by purchase a portion
of the Wabana ore deposits, this ma-
terial when used with Sydney coal yield-

ing satisfactory results.

Subsidiary enterprises utilize the by-
products, over 5,000,000 si-allons of tar
from the six hundred odd coke ovens
being handled, together with cement and
fertilizer products from slag. From a
production of 950,000 tons of coal in

1893, the output has risen to 4,-500,000

in 1912.

Quebec Efforts

In Quebec province the blast furnace
industry is almost extinct although in-

termittent efforts were made dating
from the year 1737 mentioned at the be-
ginning of this article. In 1867, Moise.
was the scene of an attempt to smelt
iron on a commercial scale, likewise St.

Urban in 1873 and Hull in 1872 and 1887,

all of which wei'e unsuccessful. At
Radnor and Drummondville, however,
furnaces were operated continuously
from 1887 to 1912 on local ore, with
locally-made charcoal as fuel, an aver-
age output of 8.000 tons per annum be-

ing maintained. The present industry
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consists of steel production in small
open-hearth furnaces and electric fui-n-
aces, also the manufacture of special
stce's the toanage of which is relatively
small.

Ontario a Success

Operations in the Ontario iron and
steel industry are unique in the
fact that all fuel used together with
the greater part of the ore used is

imported. Geographical features have
divided the plants into two groups the
Ontario, and the Lake Superior. Num-
erous deposits of ore have been found in

Eastern Ontario and many of these in

Mayo township are shippers.
The early efforts to establish the iron

industry date from 1800 when an at-

tempt was made in Leeds county. Norm-
andale was also the scene of a failure
a few years later which, however, was
more or less redeemed between the years
1832 and 1847 during which time it was
successfully operated on bog ores of
the vicinity with charcoal fuel. Other
efforts were the Maitnora furnace 1820-
1875, Madoc. Houghton and Burnt River
being also the scenes of ultimately aban-
doned efforts.

In 1892 the province of Ontario was
without a single blast furnace, but from
J 894 when smelting was started in

Hamilton, followed later by the Lake
Superior activities, the growth of the in-

dustry has been steady. The Ontario
district now contains seven blast fur-
naces, the Steel Company of Canada,
in 1913 producing 180.000 tons of pig
iron. 157,000 tons of steel ingots, and
192,000 tons of finished merchant bar.

Western Developments

The Lake Superior district contiins
four blast furnaces, three of which are
operated by the Algoma Steel Corpora-
tion, Sault Ste. Marie. An idea of the
extent of the development at this point
will be gathered from its output figures
for 1913, pig iron made, 308,000 tons;

coke made from American coal, 411,000
tons; steel ingots made, 438,000 tons;

steel billets made, 20,000 tons; rails

made. 320,000 tons; merchant mill pro-

duct, 19,000 tons. A considerable
amount of native ore is mined in this

district, the Helen mine in the Michipi-
coten range being the largest producer
in Canada, with 1,000 tons per day, other
shippers are the Helen and Magpie
mines, northwest of Sault Ste. Marie,
while the Moose Mountain range con-

tains an important deposit of magnetite.
The amount of iron ore mined in Can-

ada in 1913 is not insignificant despite

the troubles of pioneer efforts. In that

year, 307,000 tons were produced but
since then. New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia have ceased. Ontario nroduced
195,000 tons of that amonn*^. Helen and
Magpie mines shinnin"- 22,000 tons and
Moose Moun*^ain 3,300 tons. In 1914,

244.000 tons were produced in Ontario

of which 184.000 tons were shipped to

Canadian furnaces and 60,000 tons to the

United States.

Mineral Developments

Canada was a gold producer of some
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importance at the time of Confederation,
tiie output for tiie live preceding years
being 882,947 ozs., valued at $18,252,14?,.

British Columbia produced more than
seven-eights of this amount, Nova Sco'.ia

suplying- the balance. Quebec became a
producer in 1877, Yukon in 1885,
Alberta in 1886 and Ontario in 1891. In
these the Yukon has the record for any
one year. 1,077,553 oz. in 1900, valued at

$22,275,000. By 1914, Ontario had se-

cured premier annual place with 268,-

305 oz. valued at $5,546,356.

Ontario has a well established lead in

silver since 1906, till now she is seven
times as productive as British Columbia
the figures -n 1914 being 24,215,926 oz.

and 3,212,111 oz. respectively. in cop-
per, the positions are reversed, British

Columbia producing 41,221,628 lb.

against Ontario's 28,948,211 lb.

The history of nickel has been i-e-

capitulated so frequently of late that
further emphasis on its value as a na-
tional asset seems impossible in these
columns.

Unique Source

Talc, graphite. gvpsum, feldspar,
mica, corundum, molybdenite, asbestos,
and manganite are some of the minerals
now produced commercially throughout
the Dominion. The world's chief source
of asbestos is in Quebec, and with the
exception of Ceylon, Canada is the only
source of supply of amber mica, the
United States securing its supply of this

very necessary material for electrical

work almost wholly from the Dominion.

Adding to these the existance of
pe'^roleum and natural gas on a con-
siderable scale in certain localities, the
variety of our natural resources becomes
more evident, and when modern develon-
ments is water power utilization are tak-
en in consideration, the whole industrial

complexion assumes a wonderful aspect
in comparison with fiftv years ago, a -

surpassing roseateness dimmed only by
the world cloud of struo-o)e but ever
bolding forth promise of future bright-
ness and greatness which in other fifty

years mav well outshine the present,
even as the present outshines the past.

©
FIRE LOSSES LAST MONTH

LOSSES by fire in the United States
and Canada last month reached the
stupendous total of $24,968,000 just
$9,000,000 more than the correspond-
ing month of last year.

In these figures are included the values
of many expensive Canadian factories
and industrial concerns. The rapid
growth of the monthly fire loss is caus-
ing grave concern. In these days when
the country is straining every effort to

reach a maximum production, the loss
of a single factory is felt, and it is

urged that a campaign for great fire

prevention be immediately launched.

Losses So Far
The los.ses in the United States and

Canada, according to The New York
Journal of Commerce, for the first five

months of 1917 reach the unusually
large aggregate of $129,108,455, as com-
pared with 113,528,920 for the same
months in 1916. The following table
gives a comparison of the losses for
May of this year with those of the two
preceeding years, together with the
losses by months for the balance of 1916
and 1915:

1915 1916 1917
Jlin ?20.060,600 $ 21,4S3.350 $36,431,770
Feb 13,081.250 24.770.770 29.587.660
March 18.786.400 38,680.250 17.523,000
April 18,180.350 12,681.050 18.597,225
May 11.388,450 15,973.500 24.968,800

Loss not
No. of Insurance covered
Fires Loss Loss by Insur.

Jan 798 S 808.419 $ 566.589 $241,830
Feb 1,020 1.369. ISH 1.105,039 264.100
March .... 765 1,144.373 886.126 258.247
April 666 1.201.361 998.384 202.977

Total

Total n mo. $81. 497, 050 $113,528,920 $129,108,45

June $ 10.893,950 12,247,500
July 9.006 SOO 23,013,800
.'^ug 10,067.100 10,745,000
Sept 14,823.500 12,244.625
Oct 14.465 850 17.701.375
Nov 21,204.850 19.898,450
Dec 20,877.100 22,063.325

Ttl. for yr.S182 836.200 $231,442,995

Big Fires in May

There w-ere some 261 fires during May
each of which caused an estimated pro-

perty damage of $10,000 or over. This
eompai-es with 244 such fires in April,

270 in March, 381 in February and 303
in January, making a total of 1,459 fires

since the first of the year, which caused
a loss of $10,000 or over. The May fires

classified according to their destructive-

ness, show the following results:

Estimated Loss— No. of Fires
$ 10 000 to $ 20 000 71

20 000 to 30 000 53
30 000 to 60 000 41
50 000 to 75.000 31
7.1001 to 100 000 19
100 000 to 200 000 2i;

20C.000 and over 20

Total 261

Of the twenty large fires dui-ing Mav
which each caused a loss of $200,000
or over, the following are worthy of

special notice:

Location—Description

—

Amount.
Columbus, Ohio, department

store $ 300,000

Pocatello, Idaho, garage and
200 autos 340,000

Toronto, Ont.. ammunition
factory 350,000

Sioux Falls, S. D., grain
warehouse 1,000,000

Macon, Mo., railroad station,

etc 550,000
Lexington, Ky., several busi-

ness houses 600,000
Atlantic, Ga., dwelling sec-

tion of city 5,000,000

Fort William, Ont., stove
Works 500,000

Bowie, La., lumber yards
and dwellings ".

1,000,000

Greenwich, Conn., dwelling 300,000

Practically all of the important fires

in May involved well insured property,
and the fire underwriters, who had suf-

fered severely in the first (luarter of

1917, arc now much worse off.

Ontario Figures

The summary of fire losses in Ontario
during the first four months of the year
is as follows:

3,249 $4,623,292 $3,556,138 $967,154

While the aggregate amount of the
April loss ($1,201,361) is in exdess, it

is gratifying that the number of fires

in the province in the mosth of April
is less by nearly one hundred than in

the preceding month, declares the re-

port of the Ontario Fire Marshal. Un-
fortunately, the aggregate of the fire

loss is due almost entirely to two large
fires, both of which are under investiga-

tion. In Hastings county, Graham &
Company's evaporator at Belleville was
burned, involving a loss of about $185,-

000. In Norfolk county, the loss is al-

most exclusively caused by the fire in

the premises of the Dominion Canners
at Simcoe. It has not yet been ascer-

tained what the exact amount of the
loss by this fire is, and we are conse-
quently estimating it at the figures furn-
ished in the official Fire Chief's report,

namely. $23,000 on the building and
$500,000 on the contents. This may be
very far astray, but it is the official esti-

mate and when the loss is determined, it

will be adjusted in the subsequent
month's return.

®
CAR SHORTAGE IS SERIOUS

Representatives of the various Boards
of Trade and the railway companies are

to meet in Ottawa on July 3rd, to outline

a plan for revising the existing car de-

murrage rules. If an agreement can be

reached the Railway Commission will be

asked to ratify the new regulations im-

mediately. It is felt that if the present

rules are not changed car shortage will

become more acute month by month.

"The public should have a clear realiz-

ation of what is aimed at in the revision

of these demurrage rules," said J. E.

Dalrymple, vice-president of the Grand
Trunk, recently.

"The situation is unprecedented. In

every territory on the continent there

is a demand for cars that cannot be

fully met. It is useless to look to the

car builders for relief. They have more
work now than they can handle. If the

situation is to be improved, or at least

prevented from becoming more serious,

there must be the greatest possible co-

operation bctwen the shippers, the con-

signees and the railways. Every car

available must be kept moving and every

car must be loailcil to its capacity. That
is without doubt the only way out of the

present difficulties. Any measures that

may be adopted to prevent the undue
holding of cars for loading and unload-

ing will, therefore, be of national ad-

vantage. Rules that were probably

ci|uitable under normal conditions are

to-day hampering the efficiency of trans-

portation."
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FUNDAMENTALS OF EFFICIENCY
By J. E. C.

AN efficiency system, as Renerally
understood in the machine in-

dustry, means a system or plan,
designated by such terms as scientific
management, industrial management,
etc., installed for the purpose of increas-
ing production. Under these captions
are included, motion-study, time-waste,
and other expressions too well 'known to
need mentioning.

Efficiency in its broadest sense is some-
thing that has to be developed, and re-
lates to several conditions and things,
each separate in themselves, each subject
to close scrutiny and observation—find-
ing out where their particular waste and
inconvenience lie, and improving these
according to their needs. By this par-
ticular method do we arrive at the point
where efl^ciency is to begin, or to state
it more clearly, where a saving is to be
had, where production can be increased,
and where that which is novi? a wasteful
method, is overcome.

Expense Origination

When a factory whistle blows,_or the
power starts up, it may be said the fac-
tory expense begins, at least its heaviest
item, the wage expense. If the workman
is precisely there on the moment to start
his machine, and continues steadily at his
work until the power shuts down again,
it may be said there is no loss or time-
waste taking place so far as his labor
account is concerned.

While it is quite impossible for anyone
to work without a certain amount of re-
laxation, nevertheless this describes the
point e.\actly, whether there is or is not
a loss. In other words, it may be said
that efficiency means a gain, inefficiency
means a loss.

It is through the overcoming of these
losses that gains or savings ^-e mad.?.
Getting as much out of the workman,
compatible with what is reasonable and
humane, from the time he enters the fac-
tory till he leaves it, is what counts in

profit or loss of any machine concern.
Whatever he does, whatever he handles,
whatever is convenient or inconvenient to
him, in the way of tools and accessories,
are all a part of this given study. It

makes little difference how much has
been done, or is being done, in the way of
improving methods, or, more .properly
speaking, what follow-up system is used
in eliminating waste, reducing time in

operations, the principal part is the state
of activity in which workmen perform
their labors, the amount and kind of "ex-
ertiveness" they display while doing
their several tasks. Now a workman can
pick up a wrench quickly or slowly. He
may move as one always ready on the
minute, or be slovenly disposed in what
he is doing.

Workmen's Dispositions

No two workmen are alike in their
movements in any factory. And because
of this it can be pointed out how far
short production fails in its accomplish-
ment. And yet this is the precise point
that needs mostly to be looked into. There'
is a certain rhythm and steadiness that
can be followed and practised in any oc-
cupation which will result in a consider-
able saving in time. It must not be con-
strued that this is what is called grind-
ing down or squeezing the utmost out of
workmen—far from this. It means simply
developing in him a taste for healthy
energetic activity. It is working out a
firmness, a preciseness in every effort he
makes, even in every step he takes, mov-
ing swiftly and surely, or to state its

fullest meaning, being always sure-foot-
ed, exact, prompt, free from any hesita-
tion, always on the alert.

These are the fundamentals of efli-

ciency work. They mean something more
even than being dexterous or being pos
sessed of an aptitude for doing certain
classes of work.
The word "exertiveness," mentioned

above, specifically states the effective

sense and meaning of cultivating increas-
ing efliciency along any line of manufac-
turing.

It spells power, a combination of physi-
cal and mental force that acts energetic-
ally in whatever employment one is en-
gaged in. One may ask, can a workman
be all these things, and constantly so,

throughout the course of one day even?
Would this not be a harmful proceeding?
Would it not result in a physical break-
down? To this it may be answered, that
no one ever did overwork, or felt any
harmful effects therefrom. As much,
even if not more, harm has come from
being shiftless, lazy, and lacking interest

in one's work, because this leads to or ;s

being inefficient.

Any one of these things stagnates the
human frame. A physical break-down is

seldom if ever the result of overwork.
History records no instance of any great
man—and most every great man has
been a worker, being carried off by over-

work. _ On the contrary, the greatest
loads have been carried, the most tre-

mendous tasks have been accomplished,
leaving the worker still ready and alert

to tackle something still greater.

An Incentive Necessary

It is possible to train workmen to be
exertive. Behind this lies the main prin-

ciple which attaches to itself the real im-

portance for effective efficiency. In do-

ing this, of course, one must look at the

-main purpose. What is the main pur-

pose? Prom the workmen's point of

view increased activity must mean some-
thing more besides increased activity. It

must mean increased compensation. In-

creased compensation means awakened
interest. And it is interest, interest
alone, that awakens the blood, sets mov-
ing faster and making richer the red cor-
puscles that circulate in the veins and
arteries of the human body.

Interest, then, is the secret of effi-

ciency, exertiveness follows as a matter
of course. On the other hand, the prin-
cipal thing is to keep interest alive. How
to do this need not be gone into here. If

it is necessary to give workmen intervals

of fifteen minutes' rest twice a day it

should be done. If it is necessary to

shorten their hours of labor it should be
done. Where interest lags or becomes
deadened, efficiency follows suit; it be-

gins to drag; the wheels of industry be-

come clogged in their bearings. Beyond
and above all is interest.

A case in point may be cited in regard
to ammunition workers. The complaint
has been called forth that the production

in shells is nowhere near the amount pos-

sible. Why? Because they have already

made so many that they have become
deadened to the work. And yet, what are

they making shells for? Is it not for

themselves? Are they not working for

the same ends as those who are firing

them? This fact has been emphasized,

been bought home to them time and
again, yet has it resulted in any notice-

able speeding up on their part? Very
little. Their failure may be laid to the

fact that the thing most lacking is exert-

iveness. They have not been trained to

exert themselves; trained to set their

pace so as to be producing to capacity

every moment they are engaged. In their

particular case they should be "doing

their bit" and a little bit more, for in this

they are as much heroes as those en-

gaged with the enemy—their work is

heroic action. Each represents so much
man-power per unit in the present

world's great conflict.

Key to Efficiency

To sum up, exertiveness is the key to

efficiency, the mainspring to productive

activity. The direct opposite of being

listless. It is the direct line in which

good and efficient workers are made. The

creation of this man-power is applicable

to industrial work, and will develop a

class of workmen vastly superior to

those who at present move in a mono-

tonous routine or are left to act on their

own initiative. To enthuse workmen by

some incentive has always been the out-

standing mark towards which employers

must incessantly strive. But aside from

personal profit and financial gain the con-

stant exercise of exertiveness on the part

of a worker will greatly tend to increase

his efficiency; smooth away his rough

edges; from being slow gaited, he will

become lively-stepping; will concentrate

his mind on what he is doing, on the mo-
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tions he makes; and by so doing will in-

crease his worth and value, both to him-
self and his employer.

©
BY-PRODUCT COKING

By T. J.

AMONG many branches of development
in modern scientific industry there is

probably none of which less is known to

the general public than that of by-pro-

duct coking—that is to say, of the manu-
facture of coke on a large scale for use
in the blast furnace and the foundry,

and of the contingent recovery of valu-

able by-products from the coal used.

Formerly all coke for use in the metal-
lurgical industries was made in "bee-

hive" ovens—a considerable portion of it

being yet made by this primitive pro-

cess, in which a considerable portion of

the carbon, as well as the volatile ele-

ments given off under the influence of

heat are consumed to keep up the tem-
perature of the oven. The only pro-

duct of this system, therefore, is a re-

mainder in the form of cok-e, amounting
usually to about 60 per cent, by weight
of the coal put into the oven.

About thirty years ago the by-product
oven was introduced, and more recently

it has made such progress concurrently

with improved methods of recovering

and treating the by-products that at the

present time the larger proportion of

the coke production of Britain is made
. under by-product recovery conditions.

The essential difference between the two
systems is that while the older one is a

burning process (with necessary limita-

tions as to the amount of air admitted to

the oven), the newer one is purely a dis-

tillation process involving external heat-

ing and the total absence of air; and
whereas the product of the one consists

of coke only, that of the other, besides

a larger quantity of coke from a given

weight of coal, includes also, in some
cases, a large volume of surplus gas, in

all cases valuable residuals in the form
of coal tar and ammonia, or ammonia
compounds, and in may cases benzol

which is the principal "intermediate" of

some of our most powerful high explo-

sives, and of many varieties of coal tar

dyes.

Among other things, little known to

the public, is the large part which is be-

ing played by the by-product cokinir in-

dustry both in helping the Allied nations

to win the war and in keeping going
many of our most important industries

under war conditions.

By-Prcduct Ovens Surpass Gas Works
The popular idea is that the principal

source of ;>mmonia nnd toluol, for ex-

ample is the gas works of the country.

In point of fact, the bv-product of coke
ovens, and certain closely allied processes

yield more both of coal tar and ammonia
than all the gas works of the country
combined, and much more of benzol and
toluol, which they are able to recover

from their gas more systematically and
thoroughly than the gas works can from
theirs. Altogether, there are now about
120 by-product coking plants in Great

Britain, comprising about 8,000. ovens,
each carbonizing a coal charge of from
eight to ten tons in from 30 to 36 hours,
or approximately five charges per week.
As the operation of the plants is continu-
ous the potential yield of metallurgical
coke per oven per year, allowing liber-

ally for all contingencies, and for occa-
sional repairs, may be taken at from
1,200 to 1,500 tons, so that the aggregate
output may be put at approximately 10,-

000,000 tons.

In some cases the ovens have regenera-
tors; in some they have not. In the lat-

ter case the greater part of the gas given
off in the process of carbonization is used
for heating the oven flues—in the for-

mer only about half is required for this

purpose, so that there is a large volume
of gas available for consumption under
steam boilers (thus again saving coal),

for use in gas engines, or for sale. In
several cases the surplus gas is cheaply
sold to power companies, and raises
steam for the generation of electricity;

in others it is transmitted to iron and
steel works for heating purposes, in oth-
ers, again, it is sold to the statutory gas
authority of the locality for the town
lighting.

The town of Middlesbrough is now
wholly lit by gas from the coke ovens of
Messrs. Samuelson & Son, Port Clarence
Works, and the supply of the City of

Leeds is partly derived from the coke
ovens at Middleton Colliery some miles
away. Generally speaking also, each ton

of coal distilled in the by-product oven
yields from 7 to 9 gallons of tar, from
24 to 32 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia, and
in the maiority of cases now, from \\'i

to 2y2. gallons of benzol, which is some-
times sold to chemical works in crude
form, and sometimes fractionated on the

spot to commercial benzol, totuol, xylol,

and solvent naphtha. Some of the plants
have also their own distillery, and some
recover naphthalene or ammonium
chloride.

No actual figures can be rendily given,

but it may be affirmed with confidence
that the by-products thus recovered on
modern coking plants in England, Wales
and Scotland, represent an annual value
of $10,000,000 (all of which would have
been lost in the "Beehive" oven process).

There is also the consideration that ^o

produce the same weight of coke under
the old svstem at least a million tons of

co'il would have been required, an impor-
tant consideration at this time, when the

supply of coal is unequal to the demand,

©
THK AEROPLANE AS A MEANS OF

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT
By L, E,

RECENT developments in aeroplanes,

both as regards engine power and im-

proved construction, have caused many
to wonder whether this generation or

the next will see fleets of aeroplanes act-

ing in the capacity of commercial trans-

porters. Will developments which the

war has produced in aeronautics, enable

the industry to contemplate any other

market for its wares than naval and

military? Developments prior to the out-
break of the war clearly showed that the
tendency was to concentrate on evolving
a satisfactory instrument of war, and in

the odd leisure moments left to manufac-
turers since war broke out, they have
doubtless contemplated the use of the
aeroplane in new directions, but it is cer-
tain they have not had time to go into
the matter closely. Perhaps in a few
months' time they will have more leis-

ure for this subject—perhaps they may
not.

In the case of the immense Russian
Sikorsky biplane, there is promise of a
machine more especially designed for
peace than war and in the institution of
an official aerial service for mails in

1913 by the French Minister of Com-
merce between Paris and Nice, there was
another attempt to employ the aeroplane
in the utilitarian rather than a military
way. Apart from these few efforts made
in those days before the war, the fact
remains to-day that the aeroplane is not
yet an instrument of commerce.

Progress in science is always going on,
but at present it has been directed to
the ends of war, and until the war comes
within measurable signs of finishing the
demand will be more and more insistent;

nevertheless, it is interesting to enquire
why there has not been some attempt
made to make the commercial aeroplane
possible.

What Limits Progress?

Some investigations were made in the
year 1913 and the result was bluntly an-
nounced that the aeroplane could never
be a commercial vehicle of motion for
either passengers or goods, but no en-
quiry has yet been made as to the ac-

tual source of hindrance. No one has yet
touched the spot where progress in this

direction is retarded. Yet even scien-

tists in Germany are proposing' to use
airships rather than aeroplanes for their

much vaunted service between Germany
and the United States. It would be in-

teresting to know why they have de-
cided against the aeroplane. Let us see
what we can find out as to the causes of

hindrance up to the present.

Until recently the difference between
the ideally constructed aeroplane and
what was turned out of the shops was
very great. The realization of the ideal

would be for each one part of the ma-
chine to have one, and only one, func-
tion to perform. The wings of a flying

machine are primarily a means of ob-

taining lift, but in the majority of ma-
chines the rolling of the machine is con-

trolled by warping the wings—a really

crude way of relieving the designer's

ideas. True, the designer is restricted

by what the constructive department can

do, and they again are restricted by the

materials in hand. All questions of im-

provement resolve themselves into one of

the material, and if all the secrets of

existing new materials could be reveal-

ed, it would probably be found that there

is now a light strong alloy which makes
possible the construction of the wings
and their entire covering of metal.

Further, there is the question of mo-
tive power. The evolution of the light
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powered motor, occupying a small space,

has been fairly successful, but better

ones will be turned out in the futurt

when the experience gained in our army
and navy has been collected and distri-

buted. But efficiency is only one side of

the question. The total power consump-
tion is even more important. With an
improvement in the construction of the

body and wings of the machine, a cer-

tain lessening of the horse-power requir-

ed will follow automatically, and this,

with the improved efficiency of the en-

gine itself, should perceptibly decrease

the running charges—really the greatest
bar at present to the use of the aero-

plane commercially, for this expense is

quite out of proportion to its dividend

earning capacity.

Minimum Power Record

According to some investigations into

aeroplane records, the lowest power used
on an aeroplane was 9 horse-power, with
which Mr. A. V. Rowe actually accom-
plished, in 1907, some flights with his

triplane. No one in his senses would
dream of repeating the experiment, for it

is only at high speeds that there is any
approach to safety, so that it is even rare
to find a horse-power nowadays under
50, or even 70.

The aeroplane, to be commercially suc-

cessful, must yield the small cost of the

9 horse-power machine per passenger, or

per hundred weight of goods carried. For
example, instead of carrying 1% cwt., or

80 kilos, the 100 horse-power Doutre ma-
chine on the Paris-Nice mail service

would have to have its load increased tu

15 cwt., and the Silkorsky biplane would
carry about 150 passengers instead of

15 with a horse-power of 400—but at

the sacrifice of speed.

• Because of the manifest impossibility

of considering that point at all, the ac-

celeration of the maiR between Paris and
Nice has a financial value that cannot be
estimated at all for there is no data to

go upon. On the other hand, it might be
regarded as just to neglect the speed
factor, for it is only possible for the

aeroplane to travel at high rates of

speed with safety; the inability to move
slowly may be as much on the debit side

of the account as the rapidity of motion
on the credit side. Nearly all the ma-
chines at present in use are undoubtedly
stronger and safer than those used in the

early years of the present decade, and
presently an entirely new principle of

obtaining sustentation may be evolved

or some method of further develop-

ing and applying the propulsive

power. The high costs of i-unnihg,

increased for the moment by the

cost of oil, petrol and labor, may limit

the aeroplane, for the present, to those

uses and duties in which high and speedy
flight is required for itself alone, but
there is no reason to doubt its use as a

commercial means of transport in the not
far distant future.

The speed of an aeroplane is, of course,

vastly superior to other modes of tra-

vel; though its arrivals and departures
are liable to be affected by weather con-

ditions, and whilst its motion might be

easier for the human body, its special

qualities will be available for many
branches of commercial work. In the fu-

ture we may see regular fleets of air-

ships and aeroplanes in practically daily
use, and then we shall wonder why we
never used them earlier.

©
A SPECIFIC INSTANCE OF

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
By J. E. McCormacK.

WHEN the writer tells anyone that he
has seen solid pieces of iron actually
floating on liquid—yes, solid pieces of
iron actually floating on liquid" — he
takes grave risks of having his word
doubted, but the story is really true. Not
expecting to see such a thing at the time,

he poked with a stick to make sure if

what he saw was foreign matter, and
floating. He then removed one of the
pieces to ascertain its nature, and, upon
finding it to be iron, put it back into

to liquid again to make sure if it did

float, and float it certainly did. A little

common sense readily explains the phe-
nomenon, but occasionally a fellow may
not happen to be thinking of common
sense when first looking at exceptionally
uncommon occurrences. We are so ac-

customed to seeing iron sink that we do
not expect solid pieces of it to float of
their own accord under any circum-
stances and this fact might lead some
one to sometimes quite innocently make
the same experiment that procured for

the writer the privilege of seeing iron

floating.

The paper frictions of a certain ma-
chine needed re-filling and for this pur-
pose were sent to a machine shop in an-
other town. When they were returned
one of them was too large to allow its

shaft to go down into the bearings pro-

perly. Its neighboring friction wheel
worked below it and therefore the rem-
edy adopted was to re-babbitt the bear-
ings, but with the shaft lined up an inch

or more higher than before, the caps of

the bearings being shimmered, or pack-
ed up accordingly. As this left a large

space to be filled a couple of pieces of

old sleigh-shoeing were put in the bot-

tom of each box to help fill up the space
and thus save babbitt. The scheme hap-
pened to work all right. Probably some
of the blocking that supported the shaft

was resting on these irons instead of the

shaft having been supported by inde-

pendent blocking placed outside of the

bearings.

Some year later, when the frictions had
become worn down considerably, the wri-

ter undertook to re-babbitt those same
bearings, putting the shaft down to near
its proper place again. The old babbitt

was dug out and melted again for re-use

(the shaft being one that ran at only a

moderate speed), and as the specific gra-

vity of the babbit was greater than that

of iron those long forgotten pieces of old

shoeing floated. I wonder by just how
much (or little) one or more of them
escaped rising up against the shaft while

the melted babbitt was flowing around

them. If anyone doubt the possibility

he is at liberty to drop some spikes or

some chunks of iron into a ladle of melted

lead or babbitt some time and see for
himself if the iron comes to the top or
not.

The moral intended is: If anyone has
an exceptionally large space to fill with
babbitt, don't attempt to fill part of it

with old iron without making sure to

block it well away from the shaft itself

for keeps, whether above or below, lest

he afterwards finds that in places he has
an iron to iron contact in his newly pour-
ed bearing.

Had it not been for the above experi-
ence, he would probably even yet have
expected that iron placed in the bottom
of a space about to be filled with babbitt
would remain there even if depending
only on its own weight to hold it down.
He would probably not have mentally
compared the specific gravity of the two
metals.

©
REMOVING BROKEN SET SCREWS
THE quickest removal of a broken set
screw ever witnessed by the writer was
accomplished by a special tool made from
an overgrown three-cornered file. About
two-fifths the length of the body of the

file had been broken off its smaller end,

and the newly broken end on the larger

piece ground down to a pyramid shape.

Most of the tang was also removed. This

tool had been made some time before and
for this class of work. The other tools

used were, a drill, a lever, and a wrench."

The diatmeter of the drill used was pos-

sibly half, but not more than that, of the

smrew to be removed.

A hole was first drilled in the centre of

the broken screw, deep enough to give

the special tool a chance to work with-

out its point coming in contact with the

bottom of the said hole. This special

tool was then placed with its sharp end
in the hole and the lever placed inside

the frame of the machine and across the

tang of the tool, then pressure applied

to force the tool into the hole. The tool

was then turned backwards with a

wrench. At first it acted like a counter-

sinking tool, but soon got hold of enough
metal to enable it to give the broken
screw a turn and the job was soon fin-

ished.

On paper the job looks bigger than it

really is. A large three-cornered or

square can be easily made into one of

these tools and if a size strong enough
for the work, will last indefinitely. The
drill, wrench and lever are invariably on

hand in any plant. The depth of the

hole required is very much less than

where a square tool with parallel edges

is used for turning the screw.

These columns have already given us

some kinks on which a screw clamp is

useful and I believe that in connection

with the above scheme a screw clamp

could be used sometimes more conveni-

ently than, and instead of, the lever. It

would be advisable to select one having a

depression in one of its bearing surfaces

into which the tang of the tool could bear

while in use. With both clamp and lever

to hand, the one best adapted to the con-

struction of the affected part and the

neighboring members could be used.
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Design and Constructional Features of Turbine Pumps
By A. E L. Chorlton

Then- (ire milestones in the history of the evolution of the centrifugal pump, yet the

wide extent of its successful application in turbine form is due to the overcoming of practical

difficulties, both mechanical and hydraulic. This work has only been accomplished after

prolonged ccpcrience, and success has only been reached after tedious and carefnl study and
improvement of small details. In what follows, there is described and traced the development

of. some of the methods of successfully overcoming the difficulties referred to, while attention

is drawn to points in design tvhich are the result of the author's experience, the latter extend-

ing back to the infancy of the Turbine Pump Principle in engineering achievement.

THE turbine has become so highly

successful as a pumping engine

for duties of all description, that

no apology is needed for offering a few
practical notes on the design and con-

struction of its detailed parts. It will be

convenient to consider the subject under

the headings of the various component
parts of a pump. These are:

—

I.—The stator, which consists of (I a)

the casing or housing, and (I. b) the

guide vanes or appliance for converting

velocity energy into pressure energy.

II.—The impeller (considered sep-

arately).

III.—The balancing appliance — hy-

draulic or mechanical.

IV.—The rotor, considered as a whole,

and including the spindle with its pro-

jecting sleeves, impellers, and in most

cases the balancing appliance.

V.—The bed, and other details, bear-

ings, stuffing boxes.

Of these components III., IV., and V.,

broadly speaking, are the factors govern-

ing reliability and resistance to wear, and

I. b, and II. are those determining the

efficiency.

It is proposed to deal at greater length

with III. and IV., for the reason that

they have probably been less discussed

than the others, also their practical im-

portance is of the greatest moment, but

the whole subject cannot be adequately

treated within the confines of a paper

written during the present time. The chief

points only of items I., II. and V. will be

briefly reviewed:

—

I.—The Casing

The individual impellers of a turbine-

pump revolve in chambers or cells con-

taining the outward flow guide-passages

and the return conduits for the water;

these chambers may be part of a whole

in which the outer body is cast in one

piece, or, an aggregation of a number of

distinct cells without any outside en-

velope. There are, therefore, two main
types:

—

1—The Osborne-Reynolds or divided

type, and sometimes called the "ring-

type."
2—The Sul'/.er, integral or one-piece

type, sometimes called the "cylindrical"

type. Recent American practice provides

a variation of this type with the housing

in halves divided on the horizontal centre

line.

The two main types are diagrammatic-

•Krom a paper read before the Institution of

Mechanical EnKineers.

ally illustrated by Fig. 1 (a and b) and
Pig. 2 (a and b), with variations in Pigs.

3 and 4.

The Osborne-Reynolds pump and its

evolution was dealt with by the author in

collaboration with Dr. E. Hopkinson, in

some detail in a paper read before the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers in

January, 1912. This type was followed

at a later date by the integral one of

Sulzer, which had, for a period, a con-

siderable vogue. An examination of the

present-day practice of various makers
will prove, however, that the ring-type

has ultimately proved the preferred one.

turn water-passages back to the centre
for conduction to the next impeller; a
complete housing is a collection of such
cells.

Obviously, in the design, commercial
considerations must have a materia!
guidance on theoretical claims. Against
the requirements for best theoretical con-
version of kinetic energy must be match-
ed the allowable limits of dimensions
conformable vdth commercial possibili-

ties, and, in the interests of efficiency,

special attention must be paid to the ar-

rangement and dimensions of the diver-

gent channels or guide-passages. As is

\ Fig. la.

( Osborne-Reynolds )

.

lb. Ring Type Construction.

SECTIONS SHOWING TYPES OF TURBINE PUMP CASINGS.

The Reynolds pump has always used a

separate cell for each impeller, and it is

therefore correct to say that the ring-
type of pump owes its inception to Great
Britain. The continental form of the
series turbine-pump is due to Sulzer
(first pump 1896); in this type a mono-
block housing was used for all the cham-
bers or cells, the guide-vanes being in-

serted from the end.

Before dealing with either type or
variations arising out of them, it is ad-
vantageous to consider the essential

functions of the chamber or housing of a
turbine-pump. Primarily, each cell con-
.sists of (1) the outward flow guide-pas-
sages in which the kinetic energy of dis-

charge from the turbine-impeller is con-
verted into sUitic head, and (2) the re-

well known, the form for guide-passages
is represented diagrammatically by Fig.

5, and this passage must be disposed in

some form to lie conveniently in the de-
sired casing. The general character will

be either a simple outward flow type in

one plane. Fig. 6, or a mixed type out-
ward and axial in two planes, see V'lg. 7
(a and b) and Fig. 8.

The divergent angle of guide-vane,
Fig. T), for best efliciency was shown by
Professor Gibson to be 10° to 11". In
many eases such a small divergent angle
leads to a large overall diameter guide-
vane in order to give a sufficiently re-

duced speed of water to permit reversing
its radial direction, and the result is a
very heavy casing in consequence. For
this reason divergent angles of 15° are
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commonly found in practice. Evidently a

more efficient pump will sometimes be

heavier and more expensive than one less

efficient, and commercial considerations

must provide the final deciding factor be-

tween efficiency and weight. There is, of

Fig. 2b. Continental pump

—

cylindrical casing con-
struction.

considered to be greater than with the

"ring" type, though this is, to a certain

extent, a matter of opinion. A great
drawback to casings containing separate
cells is that, on account of the sliding fit

Fig. 3. Split cylindrical
CP.sing construction.

SECTIONS SHOWING TYPES OF TURBINE PUMP CASINGS.

course, a school of design which believes

in dealing with a proportion of the

velocity conversion in the wheel itself,

thus leaving less to be dealt with in the

guide-passage; the extent, however, to

"which this method can be used for weight
saving is very small, if any. The various

assemblies of passages may clearly be

grouped into:

A—Tangential and radial with return

radial (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 1, b).

B—Tangential and spiral (see Fig. 7

<a and b) and Fig. 8).

C—Combinations (see Figs. 9, 10 and

11).

The Osborne-Reynolds pump (1887 and

1875 type) employed an early form of the

B assembly, and has adhered to this type

up to the present day, various improve-

ments being embodied from time to time,

in some of which the author was con-

cerned. On the Continent of Europe,

Messrs. Sulzer introduced in 1896 design

A, and the author believes they have

made little departure from the type be-

yond a considerable simplification of

their early arrangement of passages.

Fig. 2 a Speaking generally, combina-

tion designs C are not so efficient as the

simpler types A and B, owing probably

to the hydraulic loss through changing

the radial direction of the water at high

speed.

From a works construction point of

view, "ring casings," Fig. 1 (a and b), are

the most economical, and in practice give

high efficiency. In the form similar to

that shown in Fig. 12, the author some
years ago was able to mould and cast

ring-casings without cores, machine
moulding being adopted, and the cost per

chamber coming out at a very low rate.

For "cylindrical" casings. Fig 2 (a and
b), a complete pattern is required for

each size and variation in number of

chambers. Its accessibility, however,

and ease of dismantling is sometimes

between the intermediate pieces and cas-
ing, an unknown amount of leakage con-
stantly takes place between the cells.

With a "ring" type of pump, leakage is

instantly detected and can be remedied.
As a commercial proposition the author
unhesitatingly favors the divided or

"ring" type of casing, and when properly
carried out, has met no difficulty with it

in practice.

Finish of Guide Passage Surfaces

Before leaving this part of the subject,

a word about the finish of guide-passage

Fig. Form of Guide Passage
Throat Only.

Fig. 6.

or bronze, as iron does not preserve a
sufficiently good surface for high velocity

conditions. Common practice is to pro-
vide only three sides of the guide pas-
sage in bronze. Fig. 13, but this can only
be defended on grounds of cheaper first

cost. For best results a bronze-plate
should be provided to box-in the passage,
the plate being attached to the guide-
vane cssting or dowelled to the casing.

Guide-vanes are sometimes cast com-
pletely boxed in, and this method neces-
sitates hand finishing of the passage by
file and scraper; open vanes, however,
lend themselves better to cleaning out
and accurately finishing either by hand
or by machining. A good smooth sur-

face is essential for the best results and
will always justify the increased cost.

The method adopted of securing guide-
vanes from rotation and vibration must
be a thoroughly sound one or trouble will

result.

II.—Impellers

Impellers are either single entrant, or
double entrant. The first is almost uni-

versally in use for multicellular pumps,
and the second almost exclusively for
single-chamber pumps; it is only propos-
ed to deal with the single entrant form.
Multicellular pumps use the single-eye

wheel in three forms:

—

(a)—Unbalanced, unequal side area,

one rubbing shoulder. Fig. 14.

(b)—Unbalanced, equal side areas, two
rubbing shoulders. Fig. 15.

(c)—Balanced—on paper. Figs. 16 and
17.

There are other types, mixed flow, ra-

dial and axial, etc., but these are not
used to a sufficient extent to be worth
including in this paper.

Type (a) may be said to be the one
now generally used, that is, the prefer-

erable design.

"Stage" or Cell." Flow Tangential and Radial

:

Return Radial.

a—Flat. b— Perspective.

Fig. 7. Flow Tangential and Spiral.

SECTIONS SHOWING TYPES OF

surfaces is necessary. For best efficiency

the throat of the passage at least, if not

the entire passage, should be gun-metal

Fig. 8. Single "Cell." Single Passage Only.

TURBINE PUMP GUIDE VANES.

Type (b) has certain advantages for
machining, etc., but probably requires a
stiffer shaft. Also, having no central sup-
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ports, it tends to rotate the suction water
of the next impeller and may be attended
by greater stage leakage due to the in-

creased annular running clearance.

Type (c) has the paper advantage of

being in balance; actually it is a poor ap-
proximation to a balance. Disturbing
factors are set up by: differences in side

pressure on the impeller due to differ-

ences in volume and surface-form of the

water contained on the two sides of the
impeller, Fig. 18; difference of quantita-
tive leakage through the two shoulders;

and high-pressure leakage into one side

of the impeller from the stage above, and
leakage from the other side of the im-

peller to next low pressure stage below.
Therefore, in practice, it is necessary to

provide an additional end balancing de-

vice of the hydraulic type, or a mechani-
cally positioning fitting such as a thrust-

collar or ball-bearing; a method, especi-

ally for mine usage, not to be recom-
mended.
The internal design of all impellers is

governed by the same controlling fea-

tures :

—

(Marchand)

power and size of motor, the combination
will generally come out cheaper.
The maker who elects to change his

impellers and diffusers to suit the de-

the inlet tip itself, and it usually varies

between 15 degs. and 30 degs. If we
select to use always 15 degs. we might
suffer in some cases to the extent of 3

FIG. 12. MODERN FORM OF TURBINE PUMP
(MATHER & PLATTl.

mands of the inquiries as they come m,
will obtain a higher percentage of orders

than one who has standardized his, even

FiK. 11. Combined Axial and Spiral Flow.

SECTIONS OF TURBINE PUMPS SHOWING

1.—The entrance or inlet angle of

vane.
2.—The deliN'ery or exit angle of vane.

The entire design must, while based on

these considerations, consult the conveni-

ence of the workshop to the utmost de-

gree possible without departing from re-

quired dimensional accuracy. The stand-

ing difficulty with turbine-pumps, from
the manufacturing point of view, is their

constant variation to meet the infinite

number of conditions of varying head,

speed, and quantity encountered in prac-

tice. Whatever efforts are made, it

seems impossible to keep to a small num-
ber of standard impellers if the highest

efficiency is to be reasonably well reach-

ed each time. Efficiency, it should be

noted, is really the prime factor in de-

sign and not apparent first cost, for the

pump is very often driven by an electric

motor of greater value. If, therefore, by
the use of a pump of higher efficiency,

a reduction is effected in the necessary

FiK- 10. Combination of Tangential Axial and
Radial Flow (Escher Wyss).

COMBINATION PASSAGE ASSEMBLIES.

though the latter may have reduced costs

by making in large quantity. In consid-

ering if in any way it is possible to meet
the designer's requirements without los-

ing all the advantages of repetition

manufacture, we may first take the in-

per cent, or 4 per cent. If we take two

sizes, 15 degs. and 25 degs., and make
a liberal provision of inlet width, or, as

some designers phrase it, make an ade-

quate allowance for "weir coefficient" at

entrance, we shall only drop perhaps 1

per cent, in exceptional cases; so it

seems possible to do something in the

way of standardizing the inlet angle.

Current Ideas Concerning Inlet Angle

One might refer, in passing, to some of

the current ideas concerning the inlet

angle and the condition of the water at

entry to the impeller. Some designers

have maintained that very great accu-

racy of the inlet angle is vital to high

efficiency, in spite of the fact that in the

ordinary unobstructed eye it is impos-

sible to say what the absolute velocity

and direction of the incoming water is,

and therefore, to estimate precisely what
the correct inlet angle should be is im-

possible. Further, the behaviour of the

incoming water varies with every rate of

flow, and the only way to foretell its

condition would be to insert inlet guide-

vanes; this, however, in such experiments

as the author is aware of, has proved an

objectionable practice and only introduces

further losses in the pump. Another

school holds that it is an advantage pur-

posely to introduce a forward whirl in

the water at the eye with the object of

helping the water into the impeller. If

such an initial whirl is used, the work
necessary to create it is necessarily done

FIG. 13. (FARCOT).

let angle. This depends on the resultant by the pump itself, and it is, therefore,

of the (supposed) radial flow of the en- questionable if this does not entirely

tering water and the peripheral speed of overweigh any possible gain.
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The discharge angle depends on the i-e-

sultant of the peripheral speed of the

wheel and the radial out-flow, the varia-

Unequal side area. One rubbing
shoulder.

side and out, play an important part in

the efficiency of a turbine-pump. The
sinoother the outside surface the less the

Equal side areas. Two rubbinjj
shoulder.

FIGS. 11 AND 1.5. IMPELLERS UNB.\LANCED.

FIGS. 16 AND 17. IMPELLERS DALANCED.

tion of which is so great it seems impos-

sible to devise any standardization. To
meet quantity variation two widths of

impeller may be used, and to meet re-

quired speeds of revolution it is usual to

allow a small percentage variation in

the impeller diameter to suit special de-

mands; this latter, however, is conveni-

ently done without pattern or casting

alterations.

The foregoing considerations lead to

the conclusion that nothing less than n

special core-box will be required for each

case, and it is quite usual to meet the

difficulty in this way. Evidently, hov;-

ever, a most valuable appliance would be

a special form of core-box, which in it-

self was more of a standard and could

be adopted for manufacture in quantity;

this result might be effected by fitting in

vanes of a flexible nature, so that the

necessary alteration and adjustment
would not be great, and the whole out-

fit would come out cheaper than if a pat-

tern-maker had to build a fresh box and
fittings for each new demand. As the

accuracy and smoothness of the impeller

is of great imiiortance, the author has
always looked to machine moulding, and
to a special machine like a wheel-mould-
ing machine, for the purpose; he has not,

power lost in disk friction, and the less

the power wasted in revolving idle "dead-

water." An interesting point to note is

that the greater the speed of revolution

sages of the impeller, it is usual practice

to clean up the surfaces as well as pos-

sible with file and scraper. Impellers

have been built up with one loose side

so as to permit of machining or more ef-

fectively cleaning the interior; and it is

evident that with individual impellers

producing high heads the results would
well repay the extra cost. Objections to

this practice are the difficulty of making
attachment of the two parts and the ex-

tra weight necessary to provide attach-

ments.
Ill—Balancing Appliance

The experienced designer knows, from
practical knowledge, that even if a group

of impellers, or even a single impeller, is

theoretically balanced by equivalent areas

subject to pressure, it will not in actual

practice be free from all end thrust.

Apart from variable leakage at the two

sides of an impeller, which, by the way,

is the principal cause of end thrust, we
often have variable side surface both of

the impeller and the cell chamber. If

the conditions of capacity or surface of

the two clearance-chambers vary, the re-

sulting pressures will vary and an axial

FIG. 19. HYDRAULIC AXIAL
BALANCING DEVICE

(FRANCIS).

of the "dead-water" (that is, the greater

the power absorbed in this way), the

less the leakage from the periphery of

ihe impeller; but a little consideration

0>«fCTio» or

FIG. 18. EFFECTS OF GYRATORY PRESSURE ON END THRUST.

however, as yet, arrived at the final de-

sign for such.

Impeller Surfaces
The surfaces of the impeller, both in-

will show that greater overall economy
is gained by reducing the wasted power
in idle revolution to a minimum. As re-

gards the internal smoothness of the pas-

FIG. 20. PUMP (RATEAU)
SHOWING HYDRAULIC

COMPENSATOR.

thrust is set up. Professor Gibson has

investigated the effects on efficiency

(power lost) due to varying the side

clearance of the impeller, and he took

readings of circumferential pressures set

up by revolving' disks, but he apparent-

ly did not plot out the resultant effect in

end-pressure. This interesting problem

is discussed in a paper by F. Zur Nedden,

where use is made of the results from
both Professor Gibson's and Professor

Unwin's revolving disk experiments. The
general effect of the .gyratory pressures

set up is indicated in Fig. 18. It is seen

that the speed of the revolving "dead"

water at the two impeller sides sets up
pressure in opposition to the leakage

pressure from the impeller-tip. as al-

ready pointed out; the faster the water
revolves the greater the resistance to

leakage, and the less the resultant pres-

sure due to that leakage. It can readily b?

seen, therefore, that the effect of the

chamber at one side of a wheel having

greater capacity than the other, or hav-

ing more obstructions in the way of ribs,

pockets, or exceptional roughness, etc.,

plays some part in the determination of

end-thmst.
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All the earlier turbine-pumps employ-
ed some form of thrust bearing, either

of the collar or the ball type, to keep the

impellers in correct alignment with the

guide passages, and it was not until much
trouble had been experienced with these
that hydraulic control was ultimately
adopted. Experience showed that much
higher end pressures were set up than
were ever anticipated, but for a period

21. HAND ADJUSTED
BALANCER.

mechanical devices were persisted in, im-
provements being made attempting to

withstand the excessive loads, and scant
notice, it would appear, being taken of

water-turbine practice where for many
years it had been the custom to relieve

axial thrust hydraulically. Fig. 19 il-

lustrates an hydraulic balancing device

in use on Francis turbines, and which, if

properly proportioned, is automatic, and
thus embodies all the essentia! points of

many present turbine-pump balancers.

One should bear in mind that the rela-

tion between the calculable axial thrust
and the thrust realized in a water-tur-
bine is much closer than in a centrifugal

pump of the multi-stage type, the rea-

son of this being that the disturbing fac-

tor in a high-lift pump is the leakage
from stage to stage.

The well-known application of turbine-

pumps to high lifts by Messrs. Sulzer at

Horcajo Mines in 1898, was carried out
with b-ick-to-back impellers, and a ball

thrust-be-iring was nrovided to take the
end-thrust (in one direction only), which
is inseparable from this arrangement of

impellers. In 1901, Professor Rateau was
manufacturin-j pumps with end-thrust
approximately eliminated hydraulically

bv his well known method of shroud re-

duction, and provided with a balancing
piston, Fig. 20. This method was not
automatic, and the pressure on the piston

could only be adjusted by means of a
hand-operated throttle-valve. However,
this was the first step, and the automatic
control of the necessnrv pressure on the
balancing device and determined by the
end movement of the spindle followed as
a matter of course. The development of
the 'dipTerential type of balancer carried

out under the author's direction in 1913,

extended over several years, progressing
step by step from a hand-adjusted needle-
valve, Fi'r. 21, regulated to produce the
required balancing pressure, to a mecha-
nicallv-operated needle-valve. Fig. 22, ac-

tuated by the axial movement of the
snindle. and then through several forms
of rotating throttle-valve disposed on the

spindle itself and actuated by the same
means. Further reference to the final

balancing appliance (diagrammatically
shown in Fig. 23) will be made shortly.

In 1906, Messrs. Sulzer brought out

their device for relieving thrust shown
in Fig. 24, and the principle used has
been followed by many other makers and
introduced with many variations. The
action of the Sulzer device is simple; it

FIG. 22. MECHANICALLY
ADJUSTED BALANCER.

comprises a single plate with a throt-

tling device, through which the pressure
water has access to the plate. The area
of the plate is sufficient when acted on
by a somewhat throttled delivery-pres-

sure to overcome the tendency of the

rotor to travel in the opposite direction.

As the pressure gradually rises before
the plate, its increased power carries the

rotor to the right until further motion is

arrested by the escape of the increased

pressure through a widening annular
space between the plate and its facing

seat. An ultimate running position is

reached when the leakage through the

clearance between valve and seat is suf-

FIG. 23. DIFFERENTIAL HY-
DRAULIC BALANCER.

ficient to maintain a pressure at the back
of the plate, equal to the set of the rotor
in the opposite direction. It will be seen
that the balance is quite automatic in

its control, end-movement in either dii-ec-

tion taking place until sUibilitv is reach-

ed.

Without going further into the detail-

ed evolution of automatic control of the

hydraulic end-balance of the turbine, it

is sufficient to say that the devices adopt-
ed resolve themselves into two basis
forms:

—

(a) Single acting (simple), of which
the Sulzer, Fig. 24, is the general type.

(b) Double acting (differential), of
which Fig. 23 is the type, and Fig. 13

a modification.

Other single-plate forms are shown in

Figs. 2.5 and 26. In the first of these the

throttling agent, a small nipple, is re-

moved to the discharge side of the plate,

thus giving, in a measure, a double ac-

tion to the plate; the quick action and
limited travel due to the second face of

the differential type is not obtained, how-
ever, and there is a possible disadvan-

tage in the small aperture when dealinp;

with impure water. The second exam-
ple combines some of the points of both

forms of balancer, but as the pressure

in the spent-water chamber is always
augmented by high-pressure leakage into

the low-pressure side of the plate, the

device is, obviously, relatively extrava-

gant in leakage water, and must there-

fore be considered inefficient.

The general effect of wear on single-

plate balancers is increased leakage, the

outcome of which is further end-move-
ment in one direction until finally the im-

peller discharges do not match their

guide-vane entrances, but become off-set.

This tendency in hydraulic balancers led

the author to devise form "b," or the

double-action control with which such

difficulties are overcome.

Fig. 23 (also in Fig. 12), finally shows
the present standard double-plate or

compound differential balance arrange-

ment. The balance-piston and regulating

valve are combined, and form a balance-

disk with two active throttling surfaces

floating between two fixed seatings with

FIG. 21. SINGLE PLATE BAI--
ANCER (SULZER).

a minimum clearance. All the working
faces are arranged vertically so as to be

independent of possible vibrations of the

rotary system. The pressure-water, es-

caping from the rim of the last impeller,

passes through the holes h, into the

pressure chamber ni, from which it es-

capes along the throttling surface of the

balance-valve into the regulating pres-

sure-chamber k, and from there, past the
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small throttling surface into the escape-
pipe p, leading preferably to an open
drain, or, back into the suction-chamber
of the pump. The double-plate balance
appears to be the most sensitive automa-
tic balancing device in practical use, for

by it, closing up of the plate on the

of close-running, so that the appliance

can be readily repaired after wear has
taken place. As regards the best mate-
rial to be used for the renewable part,

some considerable experience is needed
before a decision can be made. Gun-
metal was probably the first material to

FIG. 2.j. IMILLINGTON FIG. 26. ISCHEURMANN).

SINGLE PLATE BALANCERS.

large throttling face causes an opening-

out on the small one, thus multiplymg
the balancing effect; a movement of a
thousandth part, or so, of an inch being
all that is required to counterbalance the

most extreme and sudden changes of the

hydraulic equilibrium of the pump. The
other and most important feature of this

auto-plate balance is that it always main-
tains the central position of the impel-
lers, even if the throttling surfaces be-

come worn, as is invariably the case

when pumps are working on gritty water.
A continental form arising out of this

type is shown in Fig. 27, and it is ob-

vious that the same remarks concerning
extravagance in leakage water apply to

this example as to Fig. 26. The arrange-
ment of the balancer at the end of the

spindle outside the external bearings is

not a good one, for the reason that a

'high-pressure gland at the delivery end
of the pump is still required, and an ad-

ditional gland also for the balancer-hous-
ing. A single-plate balance made by the

same firm as the above is shown in Fig.

be used, but cast-iron, cast-steel, and
hard bronze have all been tried, the pres-

ent practice usually being to fit hard
bronze. The ideal material is one which
is hard and "short," and has a very low
coefficient of friction when working in

water; a material which "drags" is quite

unsuitable, and apparently an incorro-

dible iron, one containing a high percen-

tage of silicon or a nickel steel, seems to

best fit the requirements. Non-metallic

substances, such as red-fibre, woodite or

dexine, have been considered, but any
material which becomes slightly absor-

bent after long immersion is useless.

Sometimes difficulty is experienced in

starting up large turbine pumps on ac-

count of the large diameter balance-

rings being held together in metilli;

contact instead of being apart in their

usual running position; the result is an

abnormally high starting torque for the

motor and probable damage to the faces

of the balancing device. When a turbine-

pump with differential balancer is "stop-

ped," the rotor will always take up a

. DIFFERENTIAL. FIG. 28. SINGLE PLATE.

CONTINENTAL HYDRAULIC B.^LANCERS.

28, and this, too, is open to the same
objection as regards disposition on the

spindle.

It is usual to make hydraulic balan-

cers with renewable faces at the point.-.

position with the balancing faces apart

if the waste-water outlet (Fig. 29), is

taken to an open drain; however, if the

spent water is led back to the suction

pipe of the pump and a foot-valve is

provided at the end of the suction-pipe,

the whole rotor is forced towards the

suction-end of the pump as soon as the

foot-valve closes and the head pressure
comes on. The reason for this is that

the area of the balances on the outlet

side is greater than on the inlet side by
an amount equal to the diameter of the
spindle. For this reason, the waste water
from a balancer should not be connected
to the suction-pipe of a pump, or means
should be taken in the pump to equalize

the areas subject to the static hydraulic
pressure (Fig. 12).

IV.—The Rotor

As is well known, the internal design
of a multi-stage turbine-pump involves a

rotor comprising a number of impellers

keyed on to a shaft, the shoulders or

bosses of which abut on each other and
are secured and maintained together by
double nuts or the like at, or near, the

ends of the shaft. Such portions of the

shaft as are not covered by the impellers,

but are subject to the* action of the pump-
ed liquid, are protected by sleeves which
fit up to the impeller bosses and thus
make a complete sheath outside the shaft

itself, Fig. 1 (b), and Fig. 2 (a and b),

etc.

This rotor revolves within the guide-

chamber and housing, each impeller run-
ning at some points in the closest proxi-

mity to the partitions dividing the pres-

sure-stages and return-guides.

These so-called running joints or neck-

rings must be so maintained by design

and construction as to secure in continued

service the smallest possible hydraulic

leakage-back from stage to stage, or me-
chanical loss by rubbing friction, both of

which effect the efficiency and wear and
tear of the pump. As a question of prac-

tical importance, the design of this com-
bination probably follows next to that of

the successful automatic hydraulic bal-

ancing of the axial end-thrust. We have

in it the question of the deflection of the

pump-shaft; the reinfoixing effect of the

surrounding impellers; the support af-

forded by the bushes, if any, between
each stage, and the loss by bush friction

(wear); the form of neck ring to reduce

leakage; and the effect of keyways and
keys, etc., all independent of each other

and affecting the whole.

The ideal condition is that of a rotor

supported in lubricated bearings w-ith a

shaft of such sufficient stiffness between
supports that the deflection, under all

possible running conditions, is less than

the clearance allowed at the neck rings

and intermediate bushes, so that no con-

tact takes place between the rotating

and the fixed members, this clearance at

the neck-rings and intermediate bushes

being kept down to the smallest possible

limit. It will be seen that it is impos-

sible to present mathematically, the ex-

act conditions with such a number of

incalculable factors to take into account.

For instance, it may be thought that a

not inconsiderable reinforcing effect is

obtained bv the combination of the impel-

lers outside the shaft as a whole. In

practice, however, it is not advisable to

lock up the impellers together shoulder

to shoulder against each other by the
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end-nuts in order to Ret the advantage of

the reinforcing' effect; becatise,. due to,

amongst other thinus. the'sliglii inaccu-

racies of manufacturt' in squaring the

shoulders of the impellers, sleeves, etc.,

the result would be to throw the com-
bination out of truth, that is, to distort

the shaft.

It might be contended that this need
not be so, but even then provision must
be made for dismantling in a mine or

similar place, with its obvious attend-

ant disadvantages, and the possibility of

rough treatment taking place; further-

more, as a safeguard against heating up
and consequent expansion of the outside

combination (bronze) against the inter-

nal (steel) shaft due to accidental con-

tact with the intermediate bushes, run-
ning, perhaps, when the pump is empty,
suitable expansion should be allowed for,

and the impellers, to ensure this, must
not be locked tight against each other.

The supporting effect of the bushes on
the shaft, in passing through the dia-

phragm intermediate between the impel-

with the fact that we are practically de-

pendent oh the shaft itself for the neces-
sary strength and stiffness to allow of

fine internal clearance, and the import-
ance of a good design which will econo-
mically give the minimum deflection of

spindle at once becomes apparent. The
factors affecting the deflection of a tur-

bine-pump spindle are:

—

Static

(a)—The weight of spindle and distri-

bution of diameter change;
(b)—The weight and distribution of

impellers, balancer, and parts;

(c)—The number and span of support-
ing bearings; and

Dynamic

(d)—In the dynamic condition, other
incalculable forces entering into the ac-

count, such as, centrifugal forces due to

the out-of-balance masses, and finally

certain hydraulic disturbances.

(a)—Should be as light as possible

consistent with the necessary stiffness;

passing the guide vane. It is usual to

reduce the intensity of this disturbance

by arranging an odd number of vanes in

the impeller relative to the guide vane,

and by setting successive impellers on

the shaft in such a way that the point

of passing-vanes is progressive through-

out the series, i.e., a "lead" is given. The
resultant of these arrangements is to pro-

duce a vibrating influence, which may be

torsional or combined torsional and trans-

verse, of very high frequency and enfee-

bled intensity and which, when properly

carried out, is free from practical disad-

vantage. The damping effect of the water
film in neck bushes is appreciable in over-

coming slight vibrations, as is conclu-

sively shown by the different behaviour

of a spindle when running a pump dry
and when running it filled with water.

In order for a shaft to oscillate, it must
force liquid out of one side of a neck-
ring, and the retardation offered by this

action has a noticeable efi'ect. For this

reason, quite apart from the lubricating

effect gained, it is always a wise pre-

##t^- -^4|-~Hi

FIG. 29. CONNEC-
TIONS OF WASTE
WATER FROM
BALANCER.

FIG. 30b. FIG. 30a.

SPAN OF BEARINGS—THREE ARRANGEMENTS.

FIG. 30c.

lers, is very difficult to exactly allow for;

it may be that the bushes will decrease
the deflection of the shaft by a material
amount, but it must not be assumed for

one moment that they are bearings of

such a natui'e aj lubricated bearings. In-

termediate bushes can only, in some
cases, be considered as water-lubricated
supports which will act as such so long-

as a certain low surface pressure on them
is not exceeded; if too great pressure
comes on, heating takes place on account
of the high speed of rotation. The effect

of wear has also to be taken into account
for the hydraulic pressures at the two
ends of these bushes are different and
there is, therefore, always a flow taking
place through them, carrying with it any
sedimentary or foreign cutting matter
which may be in the water. This state of

things causes the supports to wear more
or leas rapidly so as to become almost
useless, the pump eventually arriving at
a condition worse than if a suitable clear-

ance had been allowed at the first.

The author believes that too much use
is made of these intermediate supports
in turbine-pump design. It is found in

practice that an internal bearing to be
successful must have the same water
pressure at both ends, and must be pro-
perly lubricated with good grease, it then
gives excellent results. We are thus left

in common practice spindles are practi-

cally parallel the whole length.

(b)—Impellers and balancer should be

grouped together as closely as possible,

only allowing sufficient space for the

water passages between the stages; also,

the entire weight should be brought as

close to the supporting bearings as pos-

sible.

(c)—The span of supporting bearings
plays such an extremely important part

in the durability of the pump; in the pos-

sibility and preservation of fine clear-

ances; in the whirling of the shaft, and
in the determination of the most econ-

omical size of spindle, that special notice

will be taken of it.

(d)—A loaded shaft supported hori-

zontally between two bearings will "sag,"

and when rotated must suffer bending at

every revolution. Also, there axe bound
to be certain out-of-balanee masses in the

rotor due to keys, heterogeneous composi-

tion of material, and the unavoidable

v.ariation in thickness of castings, etc. In

uldition, a shaft has vibrational periods

due to its length and diameter, the whole
question of vibration being intensely

complicated by the loading and supports.

In addition to the disturbing factors

mentioned above, vibrations are set up
from the reaction of the impeller vane

caution to fill a pump with water before

running it, otherwise if the shaft is not

a stiff one seizing-up will probably oc-

cur. The remedy for spindle vibration

due to any cause whatever is always a

stiff shaft!

The whole matter of whirling shafts

has been examined by several investiga-

tors, prominent among whom is Profes-

sor Dunkerley, but it is not proposed to

discuss the matter further than to refer

to the general proportions affecting the

critical speeding of whirling'. We find

that the length (1) of span of bearings,

and the diameter (d) of the spindle have

an effect varying as:

—

d'

r
Turbine-pumps do not usually run at

speeds approaching the critical speed, but

the maximum safe speed for any rotor

will bear a direct relation to the critical

speed, in the sense that it will be an

equal factor for equal safety. The above

relation shows then, that for a fixed cri-

tical speed a reduction in the span of

the bearings results in a material reduc-

tion in the necessary shaft diameter. The
effect of axial thrust—always present in

a turbine-pump—in lowering the criti-

cal speed of a spindle should always be

borne in mind
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High Pressure Air Compressor Design and Application*
By Joseph M. Ford

Compressed air <it IikjIi prcK^^ure 1.1 hero miii;; mi 'nirrcfixnuilii important medium in
modern engineering practice and in naval warfare. The accompanying paper deals with the
machines which produce high pressure mr, leaving on one side the question of power trans-
mission by compressed air. In passing, the principal advantages of this system are referred
to, and will be seen to be of considerable value. They consi.^f of the facility ivith which energy
can be stored: the unlimited rate at irhicli nee umiilated energy may be converted into useful
work and, apart from loxs of efficiency, leakage cannot cause any awkward consec/u ences.

THROTTLING

IN
a compressor which has its suction

throttled, the volumes dealt with by
the stages are of course reduced,

which naturally involves a decrease in

stage pressures. In a compressor with
no cylinder clearances there would be no
limit to the possible compression ratio in

any cylinder; that is, the initial pressure
in, say, the high-pressure cylinder could

be very low and yet the machine would
deliver air. In a cylinder with a large
clearance, however, there is obviously a
definite limit to the ratio of compression
if air is to be delivered. If this ratio

were exceeded, the air would simply be
compressed into the clearance space and
re-expanded. In other words, in order
that the compressor shall deliver air, the
intermediate-pressure delivery pressure
must attain a definite figure, so that the
total work is still divided between the
stages, although not necessarily in cor-
rect proportion. The theoretical mini-
mum initial pressure from which a cylin-
der can compress and just deliver (as-
suming no leakage) can be obtained from
the equation:

—

1

P, n
c [(— ) —1]=1

P,

where
c is the clearance ratio,

P, is the delivery pressure (lb. per
sq. in. absolute),

P. is the minimum initial pressure
(lb. per sq. in. absolute),

and
71 is the exponent in P Vn=constant.

The above expression shows that P, in-
creases as c is increased, and that with
large clearances the compression ratio in
any stage when the compressor is run-
ning throttled can be kept within limits,
whereas in a machine having very small
clearances the high-pressure compression
ratio, with excessive throttling, might
reach an abnormal figure, resulting in
excessive temperatures in that cylinder.
The foregoing would tend to show that a
compressor with good clearance volumes
is preferable to one with small clear-
ances, and for some Diesel engines —
especially those of the marine type,
where the conditions under which the
compressor works may vary between
fairly wide limits—this is the "case.

As previously mentioned, clearance re-
sults in a reduction in the effective capa-

•Part 11. of a paper read before the Greenock
(Scotland* Association of ShipbuiMers and En-
gineers.

city of a cylinder, so that larger cylin-

ders must be fitted than would be neces-

sary with no clearance volume. The di-

rect result is an increase in the piston

loads. For example, a compressor of

300 cub. ft. per minute displacement at

350 r.p.m., having stage pressures of 45

and 300 lb. per square inch, when work-
ing at 900 lb. per square inch delivery

pressure, and cylinder clearances for low
pressure, intermediate pressure and high
pressure of 4, 5 and 10 per cent, respec-

tively, has a maximum air load on the

high-pressure piston of about 7,900 lb.,

whilst the maximum intermediate pres-

sure piston load is 14,300 lb. In a similar

machine having, however, low pressure,

intermediate pressure and high pressure
clearances of 4, 15 and 30 per cent, res-

pectively, the high-pressure piston load is

increased to 12,100 lb. and the interme-
diate pressure load to 22,800 lb. Figs. 12

and 13 give for various clearance ratios

the maximum piston loads for compres-
sors of the above capacity and stage
pressures.

and 13. Inspection of the diagrams sup-

er-imposed shows that as the clearance

is increased the commencement of de-

livery and the commencement of suction,

in both the intermediate-pressure and
high-pressure cylinders, occur later in the

stroke. With a large clearance, there-

fore, the maximum cylinder load is not
attained until the crank is at a somewhat
smaller angle from the dead centre than
would be the case in a machine with no
clearances, due to the fact that the actual

compression takes place during a longer
portion of the stroke, and further, the re-

expansion of the greater volume of clear-

ance air occupies a larger portion of the
stroke, so that the pressure acting on
the piston does work on the crank
through a greater angle than it would
were the cylinder clearances small. The
crosshead load (neglecting inertia and
weights of parts) at any point in the

stroke, for the particular type of ma-
chine under consideration, is the differ-

ence between the intermediate-pressure

piston load acting upwards and the low-

1 ^ •^
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FIG. 12. FIG. 13.

Diagram showing effect of clear-
ances on piston loads for a
given output at a given pressure.

Catnatgri^Jbtdtiiia

FIG. 15.

Diagram of twisting nnovcments and crank angles for various
events of the cycle. A—For a machine with clearance volumes
— L P. 4 per cent.. I. P. 5 per cent., H.P. 10 per cent, of volume
swept. B—For a machine with clearance volumes—L.P. 4 per
cent.. LP. 15 per cent., H.P. SO per cent, fo volume swept.

Final delivery period, black ; re-expansion of clearance air,

single hatching : suction from intercuo^ers. circular hatching

;

transfer periods, cross hatching ; compression periods, blank.

The diagram from the L.P. points will be practically identical

for the two machines, and is therefore not given.

FIG. 14.

Combined diagrams for three
machines designed for same
output and stage pressures.

For a machine with clearance
volumes— L.P. 4 per cent., LP.
5 per cent.. H.P. 10 per cent, of
volume swept by piston.

For a machine witii clearance
volumes— L.P. 4 per cent., LP.
10 per cent.. H.P. 20 per cent,

of volume swept by piston.

For a machine with cearance
volumes—L.P. 4 per cent., LP.
15 per cent.. H.P. SO per cent.

of volume swept by piston.

Fig:. 14 shows the combined indicator

diagrams for three machines, whose pres-

sure characteristics are shown in Figs. 12

pressure and high-pressure loads acting

downwards, so that with the increased

clearances the greater loads in the high-
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pressure and intermediate-pressure cylin-

ders tend to balance one another to some
extent. The result of this is that al-

though the actual piston loads are con-

siderably increased with large clear-

ances, yet the ma.ximum turning moment
is augmented to a much less extent.

Fig. 15 gives the turning moment dia-

grams for two of the three compressors
previously mentioned, namely, that with
the 10 per cent, high-pressure clearance
and that with the 30 per cent, high-pres-
sure clearance. It will be seen that the
maximum value occurs in this case when
the crank is about 65 deg. from top
centre. The comparatively small increase
in maximum turning moment with the
larger clearance, compared with the in-

crease in the actual piston loads, is to be
noted. The effect of the increased clear-

ance volumes on the crank angles at

which the various events of the cycle

occur is also clearly seen.

Fixing of Stage Proportions

When a machine is required to deliver
a given quantity of air at a given pres-
sure, one of the first decisions concerns
the number of stages in which the com-
pression should be effected. The main
factors are: the initial cost of the ma-
chine, reliability and economy in opera-
tion, and safety in operation.

The initial outlay increases as the
stages are multiplied. With a small ma-
chine the gain in economy and safety in

operation due to increasing the number
of stages is of less importance than in a
large one. Cooling will be more effective
due to the smaller cylinders, and the
castings will probably be more reliable,
thus lessening the chances of break-
downs. In addition, piston leakage in a
small two-stage machine will probably
be much less than in a three-stage ma-
chine of similar capacity, because in the
former there will only be leakage past
two sets of rings, whereas in the latter
there are three sets. Moreover, the high-
pressure piston in the two-stage com-
pressor will obviously be larger than that
of the three-stage one, so that the piston
rings are much more likely to be air-
tight. It is a recognized fact that in

practice small rings, in spite of the
smaller circumference, are more difficult

to make tight than large ones.

The necessity for reliability demands,
for re->sons previously mentioned, that
the temperatures in the cvlinders be kept
as low as possible, which in large ma-
chines, where the coolin;- is compara-
tively poor, demands division of the com-
pression into several stages.

An important point in the computatio.i
of stage proportions is to arrange as far
as possible for equal temperatures in

each stage, for then the hiirhest tempera-
ture is a minimum. Theoretically, this

can be attained by dividing the work
equ-illv between the staves—which also
results in the minimum of work required
per unit of air comnressed. In practice
this is only true when the cooling effect
is the s->me for all stages and the inter-

cooling perfect.

Fig. 16 shows the theoretical theta-phi
diagram for a three-stage compressor de-

livering air at 900 lb. per square inch

gauge pressure. With equal division of

work between the stages and intercool-

ing down to the initial atmospheric tem-
perature, the heat equivalent of the work
required per lb. of air is represented by
the area under ABHMPGR down to the

line of absolute zero temperature
(diagonal shading). The cooling effect

is assumed to be the same for all stages,

and as a result it will be seen that the

miximum temperatures attained are the

same for each stage of compression., 260

deg. F. The distance a, b, and c are, of

course, equal, since the compression
ratios of the stages are identical.

Supposing that, owing to restricted

water supply, climatic conditions, or cir-

cumstances connected with the design of

the machine, it is found that in the first

stage intercooler the air can only be re-

duced in temperature to 90 deg., and in

the second stage intercooler to 120 de?.,

then the diagram is modified as shown by
the dotted lines. The heat equivalent of

the work required per lb. of air will then
be represented by the area under
ADJLOGR down to the line of absolute

zero temperature, the excess over the

previous case being represented by the

horizontally shaded portions. The tem-
peratures attained in the stages are no
longer equal, but increase towards the

final delivery. In this case they are: low
pressure= 260 deg., intermediate pres-

sure= .300 deg., high pressure= 310
deg. The compression ratios of the

stages are, however, still equal.

With the poor intercooling, even, the

maximum temperature of the cycle can
be reduced by changing the distribution

of work between the stages.

If the compression ratios in the various
stages are made in the proportion
X : y : z (see Fi"-. 16K then the stage
temperatures will be the same, and con-
sequently a minimum, although the in-

tercooling is bad and the work distribu-

tion unequal.

The modification to the temnerature-
entropv diaa-ram for these latter condi-
tions is indicated by the chain-dotted
lines, and the work in this case is the
area under ACFKNER down to the abso-
lute zero of temoerature line. This is

found to be slightly less than that re-

quired for the previous case, in which the
compression ratios were equal. In some
eases, therefore, better results are ob-

tained from an unequal distribution of

work than would be the case were each
staee given an equal share, and also it

m-iy be pointed out that probably more
valve trouble results from excessive tem-
perature than from any other cause.

The design of certain machines is such
that the cooling in some stages is likely

to be very much better than that i'l

others, in which CTse the work in the well

cooled staires can be increased, and ther.''-

by relieve to some extent the stages, with
inefficient cooling.

Fig. 17 shows approximately the en-

tropy diagram which would be obtained
from a test on one of the machines pre-

viously referred to, namely, that with the

low-pressure clearance 4 per cent., in-

termediate-pressure 15 per cent., and

high-pressure 30 per cent, of the piston

displacement.

It is not proposed to enter into the

question of the application of the theta-

phi diagram to air compression. The
peculiar shape of the lines representing

the change from the initial condition to

the final condition at end of compression

is due to the transfer of heat from the

cylinder walls after compression has

commenced and to the heat added to the

air as a result of piston friction. The
deviation to the right of the vertical indi-

cates that the air temperature is rising

even faster than with adiabatic compres-

sion as a result of the addition of the said

heat. Later on in the stroke cooling sets

in and the compression becomes further

removed from the adiabatic, shown by

the line bending over to the left.

The atmospheric temperature is as-

sumed to be 60 deg. F. The point "X"

represents the initial condition of the air

in the low-pressure cylinder just before

compression begins, and it will be ob-

served that the temperature has been in-

creased by the amount delta t, (in this

case 20 deg.), the increase being due to

the fact that the air on its way to the

cylinder has become heated through con-

tact with hot valves, etc. In this par-

ticular case, with a mechanically con-

trolled suction valve, the initial pressure

is seen to be very slightly above 14.7 lb

per square inch, due to the inertia of the

moving column of air in the suction pipe.

The first stage compression is carried

to 59.7 lb. per square inch absolute and

the temperature rises to 320 deg. F., the

large rise being due to the fact that cool-

ing is rather bad in this stage, partly as

a result of a large portion of the "cover"

being occupied by the high-pressure

cylinder and the rest by large delivery

valves, so that cooling cannot well be

applied to this part. From the diagram

it will be seen that the resultant com-

pression is almost adiabatic.

After the first stage of compression

the air is cooled in the intercooler to 80

deg. F., but on entering the second stage

cvlinder it again increases in tempera-

ture delta t. due to the hot piston,

passages, etc., and also as a re-

sult of mixing with the re-expanded

clearance air. The restriction in the in-

tercooler tubes and in the valves results

in a pressure drop, so that the initial sec-

ond stage pressure is somewhat lower

than the low pressure delivery pressure.

The total effect, then, of the above is

that the initial condition in the second

stage cylinder is represented by point

"Y" in stead of point "J," as would be

expected.

It is assumed that the large clearance

space in the intermediate-pressure cylin-

der is well cooled, and this, together with

the good packcting elTect, results in the

compression being further removed from

the adiabatic than it is in the low-pres-

sure cvlinder. so that in spite of the con-

siderably greater share of the work done

by the intermediate-pressure, the tem-

oerature of compression is not very much
in excess of that in the previous stage. A
similar sequence of events takes place in

the high-pressure cylinder, where, again,
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owing to the large well-cooled clearance,

compression is within the adiabatic.

This, together with the fact that the

high-pressure stage has the smallest

share of the work to do, results in the

comparatively low final temperature of

240 deg. F.

Even with a poor distribution of work,

as in this case, the temperatures need

not necessarily be excessive. There are,

however, other aspects of the problem of

determining stage proportions. Consider

the case of a high-speed Diesel engine

compressor, where it is desirable that the

balance and twisting moment diagram of

the machine should be as good as prac-

ticable, in order as far as possible to

eliminate vibration.

With a machine of a certain type, it

will be obvious that the crosshead load at

the top centre will be due to both the low-

pressure and high-pressure delivery

pressures on their respective pistons,

whilst at the bottom centre the load is

only that due to the intermediate-pres-

sure pressure. The maximum upwards
load is then about twice the maximum

In the remarks on clearance this ques-

tion was mentioned, and the advantages
of large clearances in this connection

were enumerated.
The loads to which large clearances

give rise (Figs. 12 and 13) might be in-

admissible for various reasons, whilst

the increased cost due to the larger cylin-

ders might be a disadvantage, so that the

constant proportional division of work
between the stages, almost always ap-

proximately possible of attainment by
choosing suitable clearances, would not

in this case be secured.

If the machine runs at a pressure above

its normal the division of work will be

upset, and the high-pressure stage will

take a considerably increased share of

the total load, which may result, amon-j.'

other things, in an undue rise of final de-

livery temperature. If this latter is rea

sonably low when the machine is workin-.c

at normal pressure, the rise due to the

increased pressure will not be of such

great consequence. To meet these con-

ditions it is usual to arrange that the

high-pressure stage shall, under normal

FIG. 16.

This chart may also be used

to determine the ideal stage

pressure (i.e. equal compres-
sions per stage for compres-
sion to pressures up to 1.000

lbs. per sq. inch in 2 or 3

stages. For 3 stages of com-
pression a line from the zero

point to the intersection of

the delivery pressure line

and vertical H.P. cuts the
other verticals in the idea!

yy OlAGRAm SHEWINGsuupftiam^
^ ADOPTED in pjjnicmut mcn'Mtiffrfoun
Dtfrtpenr emrisH t comttiidui ouitDe»j
aSTACt COHfifiESSIOtl TO ODD LBi TKASC't

pressures. Example :— 3-

stage compression to 500 lbs.

per sq. inch gives—L.P. pres-

sure = 33 lbs. per sq. inch,

and T.P. pressure = 142 lbs.

per sq. inch gauge. For 2-

stage compression join zero
point to intersection of deliv-

ery pressure line and verti-

cal I. P. The L.P. pressure
can then be read off as
before.

.lirnc. 17.

downwards load, which would not con-

duce to the best running.

There are two ways of bettering con-

ditions, one of which is to retain the

stage pressures and adjust the inter-

mediate pressure clearance until the load

approximates to that desired (see Figs.

12 and 13), and the other is to choose the

stage pressures so that the upload is re-

duced and the down load increased. In-

creased down loads necessitate larger

connecting rod bolts, which in some
cases, on account of the restricted space

available, might not be easily accommo-
dated.

Provision for Variable Delivery Pres-

sures and Volumes

Another consideration when fixing

stage proportions is the possibility of the

machine being run at delivery pressures
higher than normal.

conditions, take rather less than its pro-

per share of the total work. The tem-

perature in the other stages will be
somewhat increased, but the rise in these

temperatures due to the small increase

in pressures as a result of the greater
delivery pressure is inconsidearble.

If the machine has to run throttled in

order to reduce the volume deliveraJ,

then it is again desirable, if possible, to

arrange that the high-pressure stage

shall under normal conditions take the

smallest share of the work, since

throttling reduces the stage pressures

without altering the delivery pressure,

thereby resulting in an increased high-

pressure delivery temperature.

The importance of keeping the high-

pressure temperatures low may again be

emphasized. Burning and explosion of

the lubricating oil here is of great

violence when it does occur, which hap-

pily is very rare, due, among other

things, to the attention given to the se-

lection of the oil itself.

Volumetric Efficiency

One other point which arises in con-

nection with the determination of stage

proportions is the question of the volu-

metric efficiency of the low-pressure

cylinder. If the low pressure stage is

given a large share of the work, the

effective capacity of the machine will be

less than it would be with a lower first

stage delivery pressure for reasons ex-

plained in the notes on the effect of

clearance.

From the above it will be seen that

multistage compressor design is to a

large extent a matter of compromise.

Each case should be treated by itself ac-

cording to the duty of the machine and

conditions under which it is to be run,

and the best combination under the cir-

cumstances of loads, balance, and tem-

peratures should be found, whilst the be-

haviour when throttler or running at

various pressures must also be con-

sidered.

The question of cost should not be for-

gotten, for in some cases the advantages

gained by, say, adding clearance, and

thereby increasing cylinder sizes, may
not warrant the additional expenditure.

Cylinder Proportions

Fig. 18 shows the stage pressures

adopted in some of the very latest three-

stage compressors for Diesel engines, by

four different British and Continental

builders, and bears out the remarks re-

garding the compromise in design of

compressor.
Having decided on the stage pressures

and cylinder clearance ratios, the actual

determination of main dimensions is rela-

tively simple.

When fixing the cylinder sizes, the low-

pressure cylinder is settled first, as in a

steam engine. A low-pressure delivery

pressure is assumed—basing the assump-

tion on previous practice if available

—

and from this pressure and the clearance

volume in the cylinder (depending large-

ly upon the type of valves used ) the in-

dicated volumetric efficiency is calculated.

The dimensions of the cylinder are

chosen such that, after the clear-

ance air has re-expanded, the cylinder

can draw in the required amount of air,

plus an allowance for leakage through

the compressor. Regard should also be

paid to the fact that the air on its way to

the cylinder, through contact with hot

valves, passages, etc., becomes heated

—

which reduces the actual weight of air

dealt with.

Where the workmanship is of the first

order, about 85 to 90 per cent, of the air

actually taken into the compressor will

be delivered when compressing to 1.000

lb. ner square inch in three stages.

The second stage cylinder is propor-

tioned so that after its clearance air has

expanded it can contain the whole of the

air delivered bv the low pressure at the

low-pressure delivery pressure, and at

the temperature resultant upon the mix-

ing of the incoming and the clearance air.

Attention should again be given to the

effect of the hot cylinder cover, piston.
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etc. The other stages are similarly

treated.

Experience is an import.ant factor in

the settling of cylinder proportions, as in

the higher stages, at any rate, it is essen-

tial that allowance be made for leakage.

For example, in a four-stage machine
compressing to 3,.500 lb. per square inch,

possibly not more than 80 per cent, of

the air taken in ever reaches the high-

pressure cylinder. If this cylinder is

made big enough to deal with the whole
of the air aspired by the machine, it;

would actually take considerably more
than its intended share of the load.

One method of finding the volumes of

the various cylinders is the "constant

weight" method, which depends on the

fact that (neglecting leakage) the

weight of air in all the cylinders at the

end of the suction stroke is the same,
correction for leakage being made after-

wards. Another method, which can be

used graphically, is the "equivalent

cylinder" method. Here the volumes of

the ideal cylinders with no clearance are

found, assuming the compression iso-

thermal, and an adjustment is tlien made
for the effect of clearance air and tem-
perature rises.

When the cylinder sizes have been de-

termined, the size, location and number
of valves may be fixed, determining to a

great extent the way in which the neces-

sary clearance volume is made up.

Small deviations are often made from
the theoretical figures for reasons of

manufacture. Supposing that the calcu-

lated high-pressure cylinder diameter
was 3% in., for convenience of manufac-
ture this dimension might possibly be
made the more even figure of 3% in., en-

Modern Multi-Stage Compressor Prac-

tice

Comparison with Steam Engines.—The
care and consideration whicli must be

given to the question of proportioning a

compressor is probably of more import-

ance then that required for, say, steam
engine design, in addition to which the

engineering practice for the successful

construction of compressors must be of

the highest order. In the case of a triple

marine engine, the cylinder clearance vol-

umes are of comparatively small import-

ance, and the arrangement of the engine

need not be altered to suit the clearances.

Should the distribution of work be less

even than as designed, it is only neces-

sary to alter the cut-off in the diff'erent

cylinders. The work done by the high-

pressure cylinder can readily be reduced
by cutting off earlier in the medium-pres-
sure cylinder, but in an air compressor
reduction of the high-pressure work en-

' tails the addition of clearance volume to

the high-pressure cylinder, which addi-

tion it is usually almost impossible to

effect.

Small errors in the calculation of

steam engine design have sometimes
been corrected by the introduction of

packing pieces, or stepped keys in the

valve gear, but with a compressor it is

rarely possible to correct mistakes. The
workmanship must be of the highest

class, especially' with such details as

valves and high-pressure plungers. Pis-

ton rings and cylinder bores also call for

particular attention.

A noteworthy difference between steam
engine and compressor design is that,

whereas with the great majority of stenm
engines the cylinders are double-actinr,

of differential pistons, which are rarely
met with in steam engines. These points

give rise to a large number of possible

arrangements of compressor cylinders, a

few of which are shown diagrammatical-
ly in Figs. 19 to 29.

Cylinder Arrangements — Fig. 19
shows the most common arrangement of

a three-stage compressor. On the down
stroke air is drawn into the space mark-
ed low pressure through the suction

valve, having previously passed through
a silencer. On the up stroke this air is

compressed, and delivered through the

first stage intercooler to the annular
space marked intermediate pressure,
where, on the ne.xt down stroke, the sec-

ond stage of compression is effected. The
-lir is again cooled in an intercooler be-

fore passing to the high-pressure cylin-

der, where the final compression is car-

ried out. Before the air is delivered to

the storage bottles it is customary to

pass it through an xftercooler (consist-

ing usually of a submerged pipe), in or-

der that the air in bottles shall not be-

come unduly heated. This compressor ar-

rangement is largely adopted on Diesel

engines, as well as for independent plants

on account of its comparative simplicity

and compactness, but it has several dis-

advantages.

To examine or renew new-pressure or

intermediate-pressure piston rings, it is

generally necessary to lift the whole pis-

ton and connecting rod up through the

cylinders before the gudgeon pin can be
removed, which in some cases, such as in

submarine engines, is an undesirable fea-

ture on account of the limited head-room
usually available. It may also be noted

.

that the low-pressure and intermediate-

FIG. 20
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tailing, however, an increase of 7V4 per

cent, in the volume. Some builders, how-
ever, work to sixteenths of an inch in

cylinder diameters.

FIG. 27

in high-pressure compressor work they

are invariably single-acting in the gen-
erally accepted sense of the term. An-
other difference is the very frequent use

FIO. 2S.

pressure work is all done in the same cy-

linder, as it were, so that more heat has
to pass through the cylinder walls to the

jacket than would be the case were an
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entirely separate cylinder devoted to each

stage of compression. This, however, in

practice is not of much moment.
Fig. 20 shows a small two-crank ma-

chine suitable for a motor-driven plant.

With this type of machine the working
parts are in constant thrust. A modifi-

cation of this last arrangement is shown
in Fig. 21, where both lines are driven

by the same crank. This "V" compres-
sor has been used on several marine Die-

sel engines, where the effect of the un-

even turning moment resulting from this

design is of but slight importance. It

may be added that the angle of the "V"
is usually somewhat less than that shown
diagrammatically in the figure.

A curious adaptation of the type shown
in Fig. 19 is given in Fig. 22. This ar-

rangement, although expensive, has been

used on some of the largest high-speed

Diesel engines yet constructed, and is

very satisfactory in operation. Instead

of employing a single compressor, two

entirely separate small machines are

used, actuated from the ends of a rock-

ing lever driven from the crank shaft by

means of a single connecting rod.

A great advantage gained is a reduc-

tion in the size of cylinders necessary,

which results in a marked improvement
in the cooling and reliability. In addition,

the turning moment of the combination is

good, whilst the side thrust on the pis-

tons resulting from the obliquity of the

connecting rod in the usual design is, in

this case, almost entirely absent. An-
other minor point to which attention may
be directed is, that if a compressor valve

breaks on, say, the starboard engine in

a ship with this arrangement, only 2.5 per

cent, of the main engine air supply is

stopped, instead of half, as would be the

case were each main engine fitted with

a single compressor. As a result, it is

quite likely that it would be found pos-

sible to carry on without running a big

auxiliary compressor, which in many
cases, being motor driven, entails the

operation of a large generator set. Fig.

2.3 shows the arrangement occasionally

adopted for Diesel engine work. Its ob-

vious feature is its simnlicity.

An arrangement which has been em-
ployed in one or two instances is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 24. Here the

high-pressure stage is entirely separate

from the other cvlinders, and is driven

bv means of rocking levers. Accessibil-

ity is a feature of this design. To re-

move the intermediate-pressure piston it

is only necessary to lift the intermediate-

pressure cvlinder cover and take off the

nut securing the piston to the rod. By
liftin? the intermediate-pressure cylin-

der a little, it will now be a simple mnt-
ter to withdraw the low-pressure piston.

The high-pressure piston is easily with-

drawn by putting the crnnk on top cen-

tre and uncoupling the link between the

levers and niston. Note that the first

stage of compression is effected on the

under side of the low-pressure piston.

This means that the he^t from the inter-

mediate pressure is well removed from
the heat of the low nressui^e. so that the

cooling is more efficient. The air in the
snqce between the low-pressure and in-

termediate-pressure pistons is simply

compressed on the up stroke, and re-ex-

pands on the down stroke—a relief valve

being provided to guard against exces-

sive pressurt due to piston ring leakage.

Fig. 25 gives another arrangement of

compressor suitable for a Diesel engine,

where the air displaced by the idle side

of the low-pressure piston is passed to

the idle side of the intermediate-pressure

piston in a similar manner to the pre-

vious case.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 26

each side of the large piston does a part
of the first stage of compression, whilst

the second stage is effected in a cylinder

at the bottom, as shown. This necessi-

tates the use of a gland subjected to a

pressure of perhaps 300 lbs. per square
inch as well as a high temperature, but
this is of minor importance. The up and
down loads are more nearly equal than
is the case with the usual arrangement,
and, in addition, the maximum crosshead
load for a given capacity is reduced as a

result of the decreased low-pressure pis-

ton diameter. It may be mentioned that
this arrangement is adopted in one of

the largest compressors yet built for

Deisel engine work.
Figs. 27 and 28 show arrangements of

four-stage compressors, suitable for tor-

pedo air compressors. The former de-

sign necessitates glands, but permits of

rather better cooling than the latter,

which, however, has an advantage in that

crossheads may be dispensed with if rs-

quired.

A single-line four-stage arrangement
is shown in Fig. 29, but this suffers some-
what from lack of accessibility, although
the loads up and down can be equalized,

as two stages of compression are car-

ried out on each stroke. There are other

arrangements to suit various conditions

as to accessibility, compactness, balance,

etc.

Cylinders and Piston Packing
The conditions under which compressor

pistons run are different from those in a

steam cylinder, where there is generally

a certain amount of condensation and the

water so formed acts as packing in an
effective manner. In a compressor a lit-

tle moisture from the atmosphere is pres-

ent, but this is generally insufficient to

permit of using, for instance, solid piston

valves, as sometimes met with in steam
practice. Special attention should be giv-

en to the question of piston packing,

which, however perfect, is useless unless

the cylinder bore is machined to within

extremely fine limits, the required ac-

curacy being greater the higher the pres-

sure which has to be withstood. In the

case of high-pressure cylinders opinion

is divided as to the best means of pro-

ducing the nearest approximation to the

perfect bore. Some builders finish the

bore by an elaborate system of reamers,

and the accuracy and uniformity of the

bore so produced leave little to bo de-

sired. Other manufacturers pin their

fiith to s-'rinding methods, and in many
cases the bore is lanoed out to size. The
packing used on hieh-pressure pistons

is varied. For machines such as those

used for torpedo' charging, which only

run intermittently, leather or some pat-

ent packing of a similar nature is used.

Any slight unevenness in the bore or
lack of alignment is taken up easily, and
the leakage is very small. The question
of temperature should not be overlooked,
for if these are too high, burning of the
packing will result, and in some cases, to
reduce the possibility of this as far as
possible, cylinder lubrication is effected
by means of a comparatively copious sup-
ply of soap-water, oil being used but
sparingly.

In compressors for pressures above
2,500 lbs. per square inch it is almost uni-
versal to find leather or similar high-
pressure packing, and very frequently
arrangements are made for introducing
a certain amount of distilled water with
the suction air. There are two ways of
fixing the packing, one of which is to
carry it on the piston, in the same way
as piston rings, and the other is to use
it in a similar method to that usually
adopted with hydraulic machinery — the
particular method adopted depending on
the arrangement of the compressor.
For a Diesel engine compressor, or any

machine which has to run at full load for
long periods at a time, leather is not suf
ficiently durable, and recourse is made
to metallic packing, consisting generally
of piston rings. These rings are usually
made of selected cast iron, and may be
of the ordinary "Ramsbottom" or other
types. Some builders adopt rather ela-
borate packing systems for high-pres-
sure pistons which have special proper-
ties, such as being adjustable for axial
wear and being self-aligning, whilst
others use plain cast-iron rings with al-

most equally good results.

One point in this connection which
may be mentioned is that "air packing"
should never be adopted with high-pres-
sure pistons, since the high-pressure air
forces out the ring against the cylinder
wall, and whilst giving a splendid result
as far as air-tightness is concerned, in-

creases the wear of the cylinder. Occa-
sionally metallic packing is used in a
type of gland, with, in some cases, satis-
factory results. The packing nny be of
the manufactured ring form, o'- may be
shredded white metal and graphite.
Regarding the other cylinders of the

compressor, equal attention should be
paid to the bores as vi-ith the high-pres-
sure cylinder. The piston packing adopt-
ed consists usually of cast-iron rings, al-

though some manufacturers fit leather or
similar packing throughout the machine.
For glands under air pressure, metallic

packing is preferable, as the maiority of
the usual packings quicklv deteriorate
under the dry heat to which they are
subjected.

Valves
The question of the design of valves

for an air compressor is one which de-
mands careful thought and attention, for

no other part is so vital to the proper
working of the machine. The type of
valve used in all hieh-pressure compres-
sors is the automatic valve, which de-

pends for its action on a difference of

pressure above and below it, and is not

actuated by any externa! means. This
appears in countless forms, but of few
can it be said that they are entirely satis-

factory. , -
ii.,

.
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Automatic valves are essentially of a

more or less delicate construction, and
the conditions under which they operate
are usually severe. The delivery valves
have to pass air at very high tempera-
tures, and the heat, unlike that in a
steam engine, is a dry heat; whilst in a
high-speed machine running at, say, 450
r.p.m., the valves have to lift and seat
themselves in a very short space of time.

For example, in a low-pressure cylin-

der in which compression is carried to
80 lb. per square inch gauge, at 450 r.p.m.

the delivery valves have to open, pass the
air, and completely seat themselves again
in a period which is actually less than
one-sixtieth part of a second. In order
that this operation shall be successfully
accomplished, either a powerful spring
must be used to reseat the valve, or else

the lift must be exceedingly small. The
result of using a strong spring is that
the pressure required to open the valve
is excessive, and the hammering of the
valve on its seat under the influence of
the spring results in very rapid wear.
The alternative, namely, the adoption of
a small lift, means that the diameter of
the seat must be large in order to obtai.i

the requisite area through the valve for
the flow of air. It may be stated that
velocities in practice through the valve
tnay be 130 ft. per second for low-pres-
sure valves, and may be 250 ft. per sec-

ond for high-pressure valves. If the
diameter of the seat is increased over
that sufficient with a larger lift, the leak-
age is increased, owing to the larger cir-

cumference of the contact circle; and,
moreover, since a large valve is more
liable to heat distortion than a small ono,
the possibilities of leakage are still

greater.

Whatever the diameter of the valva,
the weight should in every case be
brought to the minimum. This reduces
the inertia forces, and thereby the spring
strength. Consequently the wear due to
hammering and excess pressure required
to open the valve is decreased. The type
of valve usually employed for high-pres-
sure work is the thimble valve, which can
l>e used either for suction or delivery, two
or more being used per cylinder to obtain
the necessary area of flow. The valves
proper are usually of nickel steel, and
the seats of best quality bronze or gun-
metal, although one Diesel engine builder
used to fit valves in small compressors
with seats of ebony or lignum vita?. The
actual seat should be as narrow as pos-
sible, in order that the unbalanced load
may be reduced to a minimum.

For moderately high pressures small
valves of the well-known plate type are
frequently used. The plate is usually of
special steel and the seat of bronze. It

has been found in practice that this type
of valve, at any rate in the larger sizes,

is liable to fracture if the lift is too
great, so that, in order to obtain sufln-

<:ient area for the passage of the air and
at the same time keep down the diam-
eter, it is necessary to adopt multiple
seats and to cut ports in the valve for
the exit of a part of the air. (liven suit-

able conditions, this type of valve when

properly designed and made is superior
to the thimble or poppet type, especially
for the low-pressure stage, but the plates
are somewhat unreliable when the tem-
perature is excessive. One advantage
over the other type is that carbonisation
has very little eftect on the working.

A type of valve to which one prom-
inent Continental firm have pinned their
faith is the "Gutermuth" valve, which
consists essentially of a strip of steel

wrapped round a spindle in a similar
manner to a clock spring. This has been
used with great success in all the stages
of Diesel engine compressors up to quite
large sizes.

In high-pressure compressor work the
valves must be kept in thoroughly good
condition, as otherwise a leakage may
take place from any stage to a lower one,
thus increasing the pressure and tem-
perature attained in the latter. This
would upset the balance, and in extreme
cases cause a serious breakdown by add-
ing, perhaps, 250 per cent, to the load on
the connecting rod bolts. To guard
against such contingencies it is of the
utmost importance that ample relief

valves be fitted to all stages, and how-
ever reliable a machine may appear to be,

it is dangerous to run with the relief

valves out of action.

It is not proposed to deal, with me-
chanically moved valves, as their appli-
cation to high-pressure compressor work
is limited, usually to the low-pressure
suction, with perhaps the addition of the
intermediate-pressure suction. The great
advantage of a mechanical suction valve
for the low pressure is that one can en-
sure that the cylinder is filled with air at

atmospheric pressure, instead of at a
lower pressure due to the attenuation
consequent upon a spring-loaded suction
valve. If this mechanical valve is ar-
ranged in the piston itself, as is done in

some desi'i-ns, the cylinder clearance vol-

ume can be appreciably reduced. Thi'

delivery valves are invariably automatic.
A valve gear which would adapt itself to

the varying point of delivery with diff'er-

ent pressures would obviously be some-
what complex. In hish pressure work
the necessity for this refinement is rather
doubtful.

Regard in T the disposition of valves,
these are usually arranged in the cover
of low-pressure cylinders in order to re-

duce clearance as far as possible, thereby
seriously detracting from the cooling
surface. Suction valves in the piston are
not without disadvantages, since at the
end of the suction stroke the inertia of
the valve tends to seat it too soon and
the cylinder is not fully filled with air.

In some cases this arrangement neces-
sitates the suction air being drawn
through the crank case. It is argued
that this tends to keen the running parts
cool, but this is a doubtful advantage
when it is remembered that the low-
pressure compression starts with air

which h'ls been alreudv heated, and is

probably charged with oil vapor.

Cooling Arrangements

The importance of keeping low the
temperature wi*hin a compressor has al-

ready been emphasized. High tempera-
tures are detrimental to the satisfactory
operation of the machine, and in addi-
tion result in an increase in the work re-
quired. Special attention should be given
to cooling arrangements. The best time
to effect the cooling is during the actual
compression, as this tends to keep the
compression low near the isothermal.
There are two methods of cooling during
compression, namely, jacketing the cylin-
der and injecting water into the com-
pressor. Regarding the latter, it is ne-
cessary to use fresh or distilled water,
as any deposit would have harmful re-
sults on the cylinder bores, valves, etc.

Jacketing.—This method, although effi-

cacious to a certain point, is only used in

a few isolated cases, and the majority of
machines are fitted with water jackets,
which act in exactly the same way as the
jackets on internal combustion engines.
In high-speed machines, however, jacket-
ing is of comparatively little value on ac-
count of the rate at which heat is gener-
ated, and as a result the compression law
approximates to the adiabatic. The con-
ditions are sometimes aggravated by a
bad arrangement of valves, or thick liner

flanges just where the cooling is most
wanted, and these points, coupled with
bad jacket circulation caused by air locks

resulting from faulty design, render the
cooling on some machines practically

valueless as far as the work done, etc., is

concerned. On the other hand, in ma-
chines designed with large clearance vol-

umes (the low-pressure cylinder, of
course, excepted) the cooling can be con-
siderably improved by using a submerged
pipe to conduct the air between the cylin-

der proper and the valves. This means
that there is an increase in the cooling
surface, and, moreover, the cooling here
can be effected under the best conditions
as to conductivity of the walls, etc. Not
only is the air cooled during compression,

but it also loses heat during re-expansion,
so that the incoming air meets with com-
paratively cool clearance air, which con-

dition assists in keeping low the initial

compression temperature, and thereby
reducing the maximum cylinder tempera-
ture.

Intercoolers.—In practice, however, as

is is impossible to deliver the air directly

from one stage to the next in a cool con-

dition, it becomes necessary to resort to

intercooling. Between the stages the air

is passed over a suitable cooling surface,

which abstracts the remaining heat re-

sulting from the compression in the low-
er stage, and the air enters the next
stage cylinder in a cool state, the neces-

sity for which has been previously ex-

plained. Intercoolers may consist of a

simple coiled pipe, or may be of the mul-
titubular type—similar to a surface con-

denser. The coiled pipe type takes up
far more space per square foot of cooling

surface than the multitubular variety,

unless the construction of the machine
permits of the coil being placed in the

jacket round the cylinders, in which case

a very compact arrangement is obtained
at. little cost.
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FIFTY YEARS OF CONFEDERATION

UNLESS all signs fail, printers' ink, during the pres-

ent and following weeks will be lavished with a

free hand for the purpose of marking the comple-

tion of fifty years of Confederation of the individual

provinces of this Dominion of Canada, the consummation
of which on July 1, 1867, has contributed so materially to

her development and progress in almost every direction

during the elapsed period. That we have progressed and

are still doing so, goes without saying, although when we
look back—far or not so very far, is it surprising that we
have reached our present status ? When account is taken

of the grit and dogged perseverance of the men from the

Motherland who in the early days "blazed the trail," and

with their immediate successors in many instances, made
roads, built bridges, harnessed waterpowers, dug canals,

pinned ribbons of steel to the soil and stretched it across

a whole continent, initiated agricultural and mineral de-

velopment, established manufacturing, built ships and

sailed them on our lakes, rivers and ocean coasts, we in

these later years must perforce admit that ours is a

goodly heritage, not only to be cherished and retained in-

tact, but to be developed in manner worthy of those from

whom it has been received.

In the half century that has elapsed, much to be

nationally proud of has been accomplished and, as might

be expected, there has been and still is in evidence, much
to the contrary. We are at war, and have been so for

nigh three long years, and just what the new half century

on which we are about to enter has in store is largely

matter of conjecture. At war, yes, and in diverse ways we
have been made to realize it. We are prosperous, yes, but

there is an uncanniness about it that bids us take heed. We
are progressing, but is the overwhelming tendency in the

right direction ? We are confident to the point of self-

sufficiency, but is it all justifiable? While we have played

a part, and a most worthy one up to the present, compara-

tively our vision, and consequently our activities, have
been "cramped, cabined and confined." In a word, we have

been poor "mixers." A new era in every phase of our

national life has already been ushered in as a result of

this world-war and, as a consequence, the trend of our

past half century of progress is likely to evidence many
offshoots if we would not only maintain our present posi-

tion, but occupy those others that meantime are offering,

and the possession of which will unfold a myriad others.

The omens are in every respect favorable to not only

an unbroken continuance of the progress record of advance-
ment of the past fifty years, but to its being stimulated in

every sphere of our national life. Whether, in this war-
time, we have done all we might or should have done, may
be considered a moot point, everything considered. We
have, however, not done badly, Pharisaical even though the

statement may seem; but much more is required and, need-
less to say, it is going to be forthcoming. We have a world-
duty to pei-form, in the doing of which, our native or

adopted country, as the case may be, will, as sure as night
follows day, be a beneficiary. These are days when liberty

—individual and national alike, are being strenuously

assailed by tyranny of the foulest dye on the part of a
sister nation, and to ensure that the part we have already

played in the discomfiture of her tyranny may end in

nothing short of her being completely squelched, if for no
other reason, although there are others equally good, let

the last fit man and the last, however hard-earned dollar,

be spent.

In this issue features articles will be found covering

specifically Canada's progress in a general sense, also

that relating more particularly to the initiation and de-

velopment of her machine tool and steel industries; sup-

plemented by some detailed information covering her
achievement in munitions manufacture, with conclusions

drawn therefrom. In our July 5 issue the subjects of our

railroad and general engineering progress will be given

treatment relative to the elapsed period since Confederation.

MANNING CANADIAN BUILT MERCHANT SHIPS

RELATIVE to the shipbuilding and marine engineer-

ing activity now in evidence within our borders, and
which is almost certain to extend well into the next

decade, there is, in spite of the generally widespread appre-

ciation of the fact that the meantime situation and outlook

are so promising, apparently little, if any. thought being
given to the matter of personnel wherewith to operate the

large number of ships which will be produced on this con-

tinent in the coming months and years.

That it requires time—years indeed—to produce a

marine engineer who can be entrusted with sole charge of

a modern ship's machinery is evidenced by the require-

ments of the British Board of Trade in granting certifi-

cates, while the curricula prescribed is certainly such

that few ordinary machine shop mechanics could at the

moment approach with any degree of success. The
necessity for additions to the supply of available

marine engineers, however, is more than obvious to

those most directly interested, and the certainty of an

insistent demand in the near future for men capable of

developing rapidly into high grade and efficient operators,

is such that steps might very well be taken now to afford

opportunity for the acquirement of the necessary know-
ledge.

No one will suggest for a moment that because a farm
hand, who looked after agricultural machinery and had a

mechanical bent, could run a lathe and do simple muni-

tions operations, therefrom he became ipso facto a ma-
chinist. However, many machinists, tired of shop routine

and repetitive operations, may well see in marine engin-

eering an occupation for which they could quickly fit

themselves so far as present general requirements are

concerned, and which, when normal conditions return,

would offer them possibilities for advancement and con-

tinuity of employment for two or three decades.

Present participation no doubt is accompanied by risks,

but the latter have been taken by many others for the

benefit of those yet to come, and the fact that present con-

ditions have been brought about by the acceptance of these

risks should act as a stimulant towards emulation.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTABILITIES
LT.-COL. THE HON. FREDERIC NICHOLLS. president. Canadian General Electric Co.. Toronto:

president. Canada Foundry Co. ; president. Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd. ; vice-president. Dominion
Steel Corporation ; president, Canadian Sunbeam Lamp Co. ; president, Toronto & Hamilton Railway
Co. ; vice-president, Canadian Northern Quebec Railway Co. : vice-president. Dominion Coal Co.

;

vice-president, Dominion Iron & Steel Co. ; vice-president. Electrical Development Co. of Ontario : vice-
president. Sao Paulo Tramway, Light & Power Co. ; vice-president, Toronto & Niag:ara Power Co. ;

vice-president. Toronto Power Co. ; vice-president. Toronto Railway Co. : vice-president. Toronto & York
Radial Railway Co. : director British America Assurance Co. ; director, Canadian Northern Railway Co. ;

director, Canadian Lake & Ocean Navigation Co. ; director. Confederation Life Association : director,
Imperial Rolling Stock Co. ; director, Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto Railway Co. ; director. Toronto
Electric Light Co. : director. Toronto Suburban Railway Co. : director. Toronto & Mimico Electric Railway ;

director. Western Assurance Co. ; director. Great North Western Telegraph Co.. was born in England,
Nov. 23, 1S56. He was educated at Stuttgart. Wurtemburg, Germany, and came to Canada, 1874.

The Senator has been prominently identified with the development of electricity, having organized
the first company in Canada, the Toronto Incandescent Ekctric Light Co., which later adopted the under-
ground system of electric distribution. He is a past-president, the National Electric Light Association of
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LT.-COL. riiE HON. FREDERIC NICHOLLS.

America, being the only Canadian who has held that position. This was in 1S96. He is now an honorary
member.

For seven years he was secretary of the Canadian Manufacturei-s* Association, founding its then
official journal, and combining the dual role of editor and proprietor until 1893. He is Consul for
Portugal : was president, the Toronto Press Club. ISitO ; president, the Athenaeum Club, 189.1 ; is life

member. Toronto Hoard of Trade : an honorary member, the Canadian Press Association ; member of
executive committee, the Canadian Manufacturers' Association : was made a J. P. and F.R.C.L. in 1011,

and gaxetted an Honorary Lieut.-Colonel, October, 1914. Appointment to the Senate came in January
of this year.

During this war time the Senator occupies the following honorary positions: Member of the Executive
Committee of the General Council of the Canadian Patriotic Fund : vice-president and chairman. Executive
Committee. T<irr»ntci H ranch (^aniidian Red Cross Society : president. Toronto Municipal Loan Association,

a society formed to relieve distress.

He married Florence Graburn. daughter of Commander Graburn. in 1875 (deceased April, 1909).

His clubs are: Bankers' of America, N.Y. ; York, Toronto. Toronto Hunt. Albany. Engineers'. Ontario
.Jockey. Roseilale Golf. Toronto Golf, Scarboro Golf and Country. Hamilton Golf and Covintry. Royal
Canadian Yacht. Mount Royal (Montreal ) ; Rideau i Ottawa! ; Manitoba I Winnipeg* ; Mohawk (Schenec-
tady, N.Y.). His recreations are hunting, fishing, motoring, yachting, golf. Jn politics he is Conser-
vative, and in religious creed, Anglican.

His residences are 79 St. George St.. Toronto. Ont., and "Parklands," Shanty Bay, Ont.

— Photo, Courtesy British and Colonial Press.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products.

PIG IRON.

Grey foree. Pittsburgh $47 95

Lake Superior, charcoal, Chi-

cago 52 00

Standard low phos., Philadel-

phia 82 00

Bessemer. Pittsburgh 55 95

Basic. Valley furnace 50 00

Montreal Toronto

Hamilton
Victoria

KlM.SHt;l) IRON ANU STBKl-.

Per lb. to Large Buyers. Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 5 2.5

Steel bars, base, Toronto 5 50

SUtl oa.a, :i iU. to i lu.

basf '^ ^^

sui. o.irs, 4 lu. aud larsf'

busp "i'

Iron bars, base, Montreal .

.

6 23

Steel bars, base, Montreal... 5 50

Reinforcing bars, base .
.

.

Steel hoops
Band steel. No. 10 gauge.

. Chequered f.oor plate. 3-16 in. 12 10

Chequered noor p.ate, U in. 12 00

Staybolt iron 8 oO

lic&seliier i.Uib. "^..>.-

mill •; '"'

Steel bars, Pittsburgh 4 bu

Tank plates, Pittsburgh..... 8 00

Structural shapes, Pittsburgh 4 50

Steel hoops, Pittsburgh 5 25

F U U.. Turoulo UiiiebouM'

Steel bars ^ ^0

Small shapes ^ ''

F.O.B. Oblcago Waribou^e

Steel bars 5 00

Structural shapes » ""

Plates ° ""

FREIGHT RATES.
Pittsburgh to Following I'oiuls

Per lUO lbs.

C.L. L.L-.i>.

Montreal 23.1 31.5

St. John. N.B 35.1 -too

Halifax -flToronto io»
tJuelph l|-9

London l°-9

Windsor 1S.»

Winnipeg 6*9

7 50

5 75

45.5
T2 1

22 1

22.1
22.1
85.1

METALS.
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $37 50 $37 00

Electro copper 37 50 37 00

Castings, copper , . . 36 50 36 00

•Tin 63 00 66 00

Spelter".'.' 12 00 12 00

Lead 1* 75 14 26

Antimony 25 00 26 00

Aluminum 70 00 68 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

PLATES.
Montreal Toronto

Plates. H to U $10 00 $11 00

Heads 10 30 11 30

Tank plates, S-16 in. 10 10 11 II)

WROUGHT PIPE.

Effective May 14. 1917.

Black Galvanized

Standard Buttweld.

.Size. Per 100 feet

% in. $ 4 50 $ 6 00

Vi in. 4 96 7 00

% in. 4 96 7 00

Vl in- 6 29 7 86

% in. 7 94 10 06

1 in. 11 78 14 88

Hi in. 15 87 20 13

IV. in. 18 98 24 06

2 in. 25 53 32 38

zy, in. 40 95 51 77

3 in. 6S 55 67 70

3V<. in. 66 24 83 26

4 in. 78 48

Standard Lapweld.

98 66

2 in. 28 49 34 97

tVj in. 42 71 52 94

3 in. 55 85 69 23

3';. in 63 08 86 02

4 in 80 66 101 90
4'.'. in 93 98 118 70
5

"
in 109 50 138 40

6 in 142 10 179 50

7 in 185 60 232 05

8 L in 195 00 243 75

8 in 224 60 280 80

9 in 269 10 336 38

10 L in 249 60 312 00

10 in 321 40 401 70

Prices—Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces.

WROUGHT NIPPLES.

4" and under. 50%.
414" and larger, 46%.
4" and under, running thread.

30%.
Standard couplings. 4" and under,

40%,
41.V' and larger, 2090.

OLD MATERIAL.

Dealers' Buying Prices.
Montreal Toronto

Copper, light $22 00 $22 00

Copper, crucible ... 26 00 27 00

Copper, heavy 26 00 26 50

Copper wire 26 00 26 50

No. 1 machine com-

position 22 50 22 00

New brass clippings 18 00 19 00

No. 1 brass turnings 16 00 16 00

Heavy melting steel 20 00 17 00

Steel turnings 9 00 8 00

Shell turnings 12 00 12 00

Boiler plate 15 00 10 50

Axles, wrought iron 23 00 24 00

Rails 19 00 18 00

No. 1 machine cast

iron 25 00 26 00

Malleable scrap ... 20 00 20 00

Pipe, wrought 17 00 9 00

Scrap zinc 8 00 9 50

Heavy lead 11 50 10 7n

Tea lead 7 50 7 00

Aluminum 35 OO 35 00

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS.
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers net list

.M.Tchlne bolts, 7-16 and
over net

Machine bolts, % and less.. 10

Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net
Elevator bolts 50 and 5

Mnehine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., Bleel 2T'(,

Machine screws, 0, .Tnd fil.

hd.. steel 10

M.inhine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add 20

.M.nnhlne screTs, 0. and fil.

hd.. brass add 25

Nuts, square blank add $1 50

Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75

Nuts. hex. blank add 1 75

Nuts. hex. tapped add 2 00

rnpppr rivets and burrs.

list plus SO

Rnrrs only list pins 50

Iron rivets and burrs 17^A

Boiler rivets, base %-ln.
and larger $7 10

Structural rivets, as above. 7 00

Wood screws, flat, bright.. .72',A

Wood screws. O. ^t R..

bright "^714

Wood screws, flat, hrnss .
.3iW;

Wood ."crews. O. & R..

brass •'2V,

Wood screws, flat, bronze. .27«.

Wood screwi, 0. & R.

bronze 25

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 35
Sq. & Hex. Head Cap Screws 30
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 10
Flat % But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 In 25
Fin. aud semi-fln. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1^ In 30
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

1V4 in., up to 2 In 10
Studs 20
Taper plus 40
Coupling bolts, plus 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillet, list plus 10
Planer head bolts. with

fillet, list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same as
finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws. . .list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 30, 10
Thumb screws 20
Ttumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1%

In add $4.50
Cold pressed nuts over I14

In add $7.00

BILLETS.
Per gross ton

Bessemer billets $100 00

Open-hearth billets 100 00

O.H. sheet bars 105 00

Forging billets ,
125 00

Wire rods 95 00

F.o.b. Pittsburgh.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

Wire nails 5 60 5 45

Cut nails 5 35 6 35

Miscellaneous wire nails ., 60%
Spikes, % in. and larger.... 6 50

Spikes. Vi and 5-16 in 7 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 38
Solder, guaranteed 41

Babbitt metals 16 to 65

Soldering coppers, lb 53

Putty. 100-lb. drum 4 35

White lead. pure, cwt 19 00

Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs.
per cwt 13 S7

Glue English 38

Tarred slaters' paper, roll fl.l

OMSolIne, per gal., bulk... 31 v,

r^en/.ine, per g;il.. bulk 30V4
Pure turpentine. single

bbls., gal 62t.j

Linseed oil. raw, single,

bbls 1 27

Linseed oil. Iii)iled. single
bbls 1 30

Plaster of P:iris. per hbl . . 2 50

Plumbers' onkuin. per cwt. 00

Packing, s'luare braided .... 34

Packing. No. 1 Italian 10

Packing, No. 2 Italian 3".;

Lend wool, per lb 15

Pure Manila rope 37

Transmission rope. Manila ... 43

Drilling cables. Manila 39

POLISHED DRILL ROD.

Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto 25%

CARBON DRILLS AND
REAMERS.

Per Cent.

S.S. drills, wire sizes up to 52 40

S,S. drills, wire sizes. No. 53

to 80 25

Standard drills to IV2 in... 40

Standard drills, over IVi In.. 15

3-fluted drills, plus 10

,Tnbhers' and letter sizes 40

Bit stock 40

Ratchet drills 15

S.S. drills for wood 40

Wood boring brace drills ... 25

Electricians' bits 30

Sockets » 40

Sleeves 40
Taper pin reamers 20
Drills aud countersinks ....

list plus .30

Bridge reamers 45
Centre reamers 10
Chucking reamers 10
Hand reamers 15

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 50%

Discounts off new list. Ware-
house price at Montreal anil

Toronto.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS.

Canadian malleable. A, add
10%; B and C, iO%: cast iron,
35%: standard bushings, 50%;
headers, 60; flanged unions. 40:
malleable bushings, 50; nipples,
55; malleable lipped unions, 50.

SHEETS,

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28. $10 00 $10 00

Sheets, Black. No. 10 9 50 10 50

Canada! plates, dull.

52 sheets 11 00 11 00
Canada plates, all

bright 12 50 12 50

Apullo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized 9 75 9 75

Queen's Head, 28 B.
W.G 10 75 10 75

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.
G 10 75 10 75

Gorbal's Best. No. 28 10 25 10 26

Colborne Crown, No,
28 10 00 10 00

Premier, No. 28 U.S. 10 90 11 70

Premier, 10^^ oz. .. 11 10 12 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

B

hi in $10 75

5-16 in. 10 40

% in ; . • • • 10 25

7-16 in 10 00

V- in 9 90

9:16 in 9 90

% in 9 75

y, in 9 50

% in 9 40

1 inch 9 25

Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20

Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in ns 50

3-16 in 11 'iO

M In 8 40

5 16 in 7 40

% in 6 3o

7-16 in 5 35

% in 655

% In B 35

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES ANX> RASPS.
Per Cent.

Great Western, American... 55

Kearney & Foot, Arcade 55

.T. r.arton Smith. Eagle 55

McClelland, Globe 55
Whitman & Barnes 55

Black Piamfind ^^

Delta Files *0^ •"

Nicholson i^>

niobe 55

Vulcan 55
Dlsston •>"

COAL AND COKE,

Solvay Foundry Coke $10 90

ConnelsvUle Foundry Coke. ..

Steam Lump Coal 8 50

Best Slack 8 05

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto
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Size,

1 ir

1'2

1%

3

3 '4

3'::

4

BOILER TUBES.
Seam-
less

in S33 00

in 36 00

in 38 00

in 38 00

in 45 00

in 48 00

in 50 00

in 58 00

in

in 70 00

in 82 00

Lap-
welded

32 00

32 00

33 00

35 00

38 00

45 00

53 00

55 00

67 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

<HL.-> AM) t O.MrOL'NUf*.

Castor oil, per lb 38

Ko.vallte, per gal., bulk lU
I'alacine I'J

Machine oil, per gal 2(ii/4

Black oil. per gal 13
Cylinder oil, Capital 45%
Cylinder oil, .\cme 36V3
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 6 15

Lard oil, per gal 1 50

L'nion thread cutting oil

antiseptic 5S
.\cme cutting oil. antisep-

tic 37^4
Imperial (luenching oil .... 391-4

Petroleum fuel oil 11

BELTING—NO. 1 0.\K
TANNED.

Extra heavy, single and

double 30-5%

Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing, No.l... 1 50

Leather in sides 1 35

TAPES.

Cbesterman Metallic, 50 ft..$2 00
Lufkin .Metallic, 603. 50 ft.. 2 00
Admir;il Steel Tape. 50 ft... 2 75
Admiral Steel Tape, 100 ft.. 4 45
Major Jun. Steel Tape, 50 ft. 3 50
Rival Steel Tape. 50 ft 2 75
Kival Steel Tape, 100 ft 4 45
Reliable Jun. Steel Tape, 50

ft 3 50

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 20

Grand 19

Superior I'J

X L C R IS

Atlas IS

X Empire IS

lde;il 17

X press IG

COLORED.
Lion 14 V2

Standard 13

No. 1 13
Popular 11 >4

Keen IOV2

WOOL PACKING.

.\rrow 25

.\xle 20
Anvil 15
.\nchor 11

WASHED WIPERS.

Select White 12
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity.

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 40%
Best grades 209i

ANODES.
Xickel 50 to .54
Cobalt 1.75 to 2.0O
Copper 44 to .46
Tin 49 to .5ti

Zinc 23 to .25

Prices Per Lb.

COPPER SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Bars. Vj to 2 in 55 00 53 00
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,

14x2S in., 14xf.O in. 55 00 53 50
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60, 14 oz. 60 00 54 25
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, 14x60 base. 64 00 00 00
Braziers', in sheets,

6x4 base 55 00 52 00

BRASS.

Brass rods, base % in to 1

in rd 55
Brass siieets, S in. wide, 20
oz 60

Brass tubing, seamless.... 57
Copper tubing, seamless... 5S

PL.\TING SUPPLIES.

Polishing wheels, felt. 2 50
i'oli<hii:g wheels, bull-
neck 1 3.j

Emery in kegs, Ameri-
can 06

Pumice, ground 04
Emery glue 15 to 20
Tripoli composition... 04 to 06
Crocus composition... 07 to OS
Emery composition.... OS to W)

Rouge, silver 35 to 50
Rouge, powder 30 to 35

Prices Ter Lb.

LEAD SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto

Sheeti. 3 lbs. sq. ft.. $18 00 $18 00

Sheets, sVi lbs. sq.
ft 18 00 IS 00

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.
sq. ft 17 50 17 50

Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.

Cut sheets to size, Ic i)er lb
extra.

PL.ATING CHE.MICALS.

Acid, boracic $ .15
Acid, hydrochloric 05
Acid, hydrofluoric 141^
Acid, nitric 10
Acid, sulphuric 05
Ammonia. aqu.T OS
Ammonium carbonate 15
.Vmmonium chloride 11
Ammonium hydrosulphuret .40
.\mmonium sulphate 07
Arsenic, white 12
Copper, carbonate, anhy.. .35
Copper, sulphate 17
Cob.ilt sulphate 71)

Iron perchloride 20
Leacl acetate 16
Nickel ammonium sul-
phate 12

Xickel carbonate 36
Xickel sulphate 15
Potassium carbonate 76
Potassium sulphide (sub-

stitute) 20
Silver chloride (per oz.)., .65
Silver nitrate (per oz.)... .65
Sodium bisulphite 10
Sodium carbonate crystals .95
Sodium cyanide, 127-130% .41

Sodium hydrate 04
Sodium hyposulphite, per

100 lbs 5.00
Sodium phosphate 14
Tin chloride 60
Zinc chloride 60
Zinc sulphate 09

Prices Per Lb. Unless Otherwise

Stated.

The General Market Condition and Tendency

T II K aliiioniial condition.* in the steel industry in the States

continue to he reflected in Canada. As predicted last week,
price.^i of a nuniher of steel products have advanced. iiKpludiiiji- iron

and steel bars, plates, shapes, black, blue-annealed and galvanized

sheets. Canada plates, wire and wire products. Consumers, anxious
to obtain steel, are paying fancy prices and are thu.s as.sisting mate-
rially in the u])ward movement. The shortage of steel is becoming
more acute, causing considerable inconvenience to consumers who
are getting behind in their work, owing to their inability to get

material on time. The Canadian mills are booked up for at least

six montlis and their output is largely being absorbed for war pur-

poses, thus ]irivate consumers have to rely on United States mills

for a considerable proportion of their requirements. Extra-
ordinary })rices are being paid foi- shiyi plates and shapes, and some
mills are refusing business, so heavy is the demand. Domestic
foundry pig-irons are still off the market and no prices are being
(pioted. Tn the Stat&J pig-iron i)rices are still climbing and the

end is not in .*ight. The situation in the inai'ket is un.<atisfact.ory

owing to the heavy demand and scarcity of pig-iron. I'riccs of

coke arc also advancing and f)roductioii does not increase, although
I lie demand is heavier. There is no cliange in the coal situation,

but the outlook is improving. Prices of non-ferrous metals are

unchanged from last week. The markets are dull with busine.ss

jiractically at a standstill, as both producers and consumers are

awaiting developments pending definite action on the i^art of the

.\iiicricaii (ioverniiient. '^I'he scrap metiil market i- also dull and
featureless. Consumers are staying out nf the market lio])ing for

lower prices which doe.* not a|ii)ear probable, owing to the scarcity

of scrap and tendency to higher prices for all metals. The situa-

tion in the machine tool market is much the same a.< last week.
I'rici's continue to advance niid deliveries are getting more back-

ward.

Montreal, Que.. .Iiine 2."., 1917.—While
production of shells continues without
any apparent sipns of abatement, inter-

est at the present time seems to be

centered in the increasing: activity in

the ship buildinfr industry. In addition

to the larfTP number that are now active-

ly engaged in the construction of various

sizes of wood and steel vessels, indica-

tions point to a considerable increase to

the plants that are already established.

Wooden vessels will continue to be the
chief feature of this reconstructed in-

dustry as long as the heavy require-

ments of the steel trade absorb the bulk
of the supply of steel; even when the

war ceases, it is improbable that im-
mediate relief will come owing to the

fact that plate facilities will still be in-

adequate to meet the demand that will

continue for a long time after.

Pig Iron

Existing conditions would seem to in-

dicate that the apex of the market is

far from being attained as price ad-

vances are now so regular that a week's

passage without a rise is more of a

surprise that a sharp advance. The
supplying of sufficient pig iron to meet
the requirements of the steel industry

is becoming the problem of the day, and
the situation is expected to take on a

further serious aspect in the early fut-

ure. The average advance on pig in the

Pittsburgh during the week has been

2'i dollars per ton, bessemer being
now quoted at $hS.9S and basic at $.'):?.9.'S

per ton. Relatively the same increase

has taken place on other grades with

the result that the composite price of

pig iron is practically .$.50 per ton.

With Canadian producers virtually out

of the market, dealers here refu.se to

quote on this grade of pig iron.

.Steel

Prices continue to climb to dizzy

liei.ghts. The activity has shown slight

decrease during the past week but the

early prospects are for still heavier buy-
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ing. The American government is still

endeavoring to establish order out of

chaos regarding the point of fixing prices

that will be paid for various classes of

material. This condition tends to main-

tain the market in a somewhat unset-

tled state but apparently has had no

effect upon the sharp advances that are

constantly taking place. The require-

ments of the United States Government
are gradually attaining larger propor-

tions, creating a situation where it is

practically impossible for domestic con-

sumers to secure material. Where the

pressure is the greatest and where it

will continue to be, is in the increasmg

requirements of the ship building in-

dustry; this activity being an essential

factor in the many problems confront-

ing the steel situation at the present

time. In view of the prevailing condi-

tions all quotations on steel materials

are of a nominal character, owing to the

daily uncertainty of political and indus-

trial developments. The American sit-

uation is reflected in further upward

bounds in price quotations: The Pitts-

burgh price on forging billets has been

advanced $-5 per ton, the current auot-

ation being $12.5 per ton. Rolling

billets quoted at $110 show an advance

of $10 per ton. The urgency of ship

construction has placed such a pres-

sure on the plate mills that price ad-

vances are now a thing to be looked for

overnight; during the week $20 per ton

has been added to the American quota-

tion on plates, the Pittsburgh base be-

ing now 9 cents per pound. Grooved

and sheared steel skelp, which have been

selling at 4 and 6 cents respectively,

are now quoted at the nominal base of

8 cents per pound. Black and tin mill

sheets, Pittsburgh, are now 9 cents, the

week's advance corresponding to $20 per

ton. The American market has again

experienced a $10 per ton advance on

wire products, the base on wire nails

being now $4.00 per hundred. The local

market has developed no new features

and general conditions remain un-

changed; much difficulty is still experi-

enced in the securing of material and

the domestic demand for general com-

mercial purposes is fast becoming a

negative quality. Dealers here antici-

pate a further advance on plates and

other steel products in the very near fut-

ure.

Metals

No important developments have tak-

en place to disturb the general tone of

the metal situation. The entire market

seems to be awaiting the outcome of

what the United States Government in-

tend to do regarding the placing of

contracts and Uie regulation of pries.

Copper is quiet and slightly easier. Tin

is uncertain owing to lack of English

information. Spelter is not active but

retains its strength. Lead has shown a

slight falling off. Antimony is quiet

with weak undertone. Aluminum is

firm and unchanged.
Copper.—The position of this metal is

well m.aintained, but uncertain+v sur-

rounds the general situation. The un-

settled condition is the result of the de-

lay on the part of the American Govern-
ment regarding their requirements for

their war program. Until this policy is

definitely announced the market must
necessarily be influenced by what might
happen, and not by actual conditions.

In the face of a quiet market New York
quotations have shown a slight decline,

%c on lake and castings, and %c on

electro; the current quotations being

Sl^/^c, .301/2C and 32y2C respectively.

Local prices are firm and unchanged.
Tin.—While the market has fluctuated

the situation at present is stronger than

last week, due lai-gely to the fact that

information regarding conditions in

England has not been forthcoming. The
activities of submarines may have had
something" to do with this, but nothing
definite has transpired to throw light on

the actual cause. Conditions in the

States are also tending to unsettle the

market, as the attitude of the Govern-
ment is of such a character as to retain

the market in a state of nervousness.

The situation this week shows an ad-

vance on the New York market of l^ic,

the quotation being 6-3 '2c per pound.

Dealers here are asking 63c, an advance

over last week of %c per lb.

Spelter.—Despite dullness the spelter

market continues firm. The demand is

very light for spot metal but the future

positions are slightly more active. High
production cost is the main factor in

the steady strength of the market. A
feature that may have some influence on

future conditions is the efforts that are

beina: put forth to find new uses for zinc,

which in face of the high cost of other

metals, may result in applying this par-

ticular metal to other useful purposes.

Another decline of %c has resulted on

the New York market. The local situ-

ation remains quiet and quotations are

unchanged at 12c per lb.

Lead.—Producers are taking a little

more interest in the market and the

situation this week has shown some re-

lief over that of last week. In addition

to this the output has materially in-

creased and an easier undertone seem to

be developing. A slight decline is noted

in independent quotations on the New
York market: the nominal outside price

being now 12c per lb., a fall of Uc per

lb. Activity on the local market has

develoned further strength and dealers

are asking 14 %c, this being an advance

of %c per lb.

Antimcnv.—With the exception of

futures, which are fairly active, the

market remains quiet. Owing to the

poor demand and the good supply the

market has shown a weaker tendency

with the New York market 1/2 c easier

than last week. Local dealers continue

to quote 2.5c.

Machine Tools and Supplies

The demand for machine tools con-

tinues quiet more especially as renrards

the requirements of munition plants.

Inquiry for this class of equipment is

now almost confined to the replacing of

worn out machinery with a few addi-

tional tools here and there to permit of

balancing up on the various operations

to meet increased output. General
equipment seems to be again in fair de-

mand, this apparently being to the in-

creased activity in marine circles and
the possibility of additional accessories

being required to equip the many boats

on the shipbuilding program. With new
companies being formed and old ones
developing the prospects for increased

business for general equipment for ma-
chine shops seems more than likely.

This latter activity is more pronounced
in the United States where the building

of boats of every description has become
one of the essential industries of the

present day. Both as regards machine
tools and also supplies, the condition of

the market in raw and semi-finished ma-
terials is an influencing factor on price

quotations, the importance of which is

a feature that requires much considera-

tion on the part of the user of machine
tools.

Scrap

On a comparatively quiet market
prices have remained unchanged with
the exception of a few grades of steel

and iron scrap. A factor that appears

to be influencing conditions generally is

the feeling that some sort of readjust-

ment is inevitable, either through the

developments pending in the States or

as the outcome of trade conditions. This

uncertainty has resulted in unsettling

the market and dealers are cautious re-

garding the purchase and stocking of

material, as definite delivery to con-

sumers hinges on the action of the rail-

roads and the cars available for trans-

portation. Local changes are confined

to some of the heavier scraps, heavy
melting steel, is now $20, wrought iron

axles $23, and machine cast iron $2.5

per ton; advances on each being approxi-

mately $1 per ton.

Toronto. Ont., June 26.—The out-

standing feature in industrial circles is

the increasing shortage and high cost of

all raw materials. The situation con-

fronting the manufacturer is getting

moi'e serious and almost impossible to

adjust, as the circumstances responsible

for this condition are bevond his control.

The delay in getting deliveries of raw
materials hinders production, while the

steady rise in costs makes it difficult to

fix selling prices. Indications point to

conditions becoming worse, as the war
demand is increasing and all other con-

siderations have to take second place. In

spite of these handicaps the volume of

trade continues to increase, and the coun-

try was never more prosperous in all its

history. Canada has become an impor-

tant factor in the commercial world, and

in this respect has made bis: strides dur-

ing the past tw-o years. The number of

factories, variety of product and the offi-

cial trade returns are ample evidence of

this. Foundations have been laid for

greater activity in the future.

Steel

Steel prices continue to advance in a
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>lRWilliams Machine^
: Company ^^ Limited -;-

64-66 Front St. West, %^0 St.John,N.B.,Winiiipeg,

Toronto ^ . nHrk i Vancouver

i
I
i

I
i
I For nearly forty years we have been intimately connected with the

I
growth and development of the Machine Tool Industry in Canada.

I i^'rom our Head Office at Toronto we have reached out on either

I hand to the Pacific and Atlantic coasts with a chain of well-organized

I branches at Vancouver, B.C., Winnipeg, Man., and St. John, N.B.

During this period we have built up a connection with the leading and

most up-to-date Machinery Manufacturers on this continent. Below

we list a few of the most prominent of our agencies.

i

The W. F. & John Barnes Co., Rockford. III.

The Consolidated Press Co., Hastings, Mich.
The Davis Boring Tool Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Hendey Machine Co., Torrington, Conn.
Wilwnrth & Newman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Harrifin Co., Chicago, 111.

Ta.vlor & Fenn, Hartford, Conn.
Beaudry & Co., Boston, Mass.
Fay & .Scott Co., Dexter, Maine.
Diamond Machine Co., Providence, R.I.

(Jeometric Tool Co., New Haven, Conn.
Francis Reed Co., Worcester, Mass.
The Burke Machine Co., Conneaut, Ohio.
Bary Compressor Co., Erie, I'a.

Foote Burt Co., Cleveland.
Baker Bros., Toledo, Ohio.
Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Smith & Mills Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
National Automatic Tool Co., Richmond, Ind.
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Williams Tool Co., Erie, I'a.

Hisey Wolf Machine Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fosdick Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Le Blond Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
High Speed Hammer Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Bridgeford Machine Tool Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Diamond .Saw & Stamping Works, Buffalo, N.Y.
.American I'ulley Co., Philadelphia.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N.J.

Gould & Eberhardf, Newark, N.J.

I.andis Alachine Co.. Waynesboro, I'a.

I.andis Tool Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Blanchard Machine Co., Cambridge, Mass.
National Electric Welder Co., Warren, O.
I.eland Gifford Co., Worcester, Mass.
Buffalo Foundry iV: Machine Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

(Bell Hammers)
Cleveland .Automatic Tool Co., Cleveland.
Woodward & Powell (Planers), Worcester,

Mass.

If it's Machinery write "Williams'

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited
64-66 Front Street West, TORONTO, ONT.

5SlEf5SISIBSM152S!inSIiSllM^Mi)^SI^^ ^iiSl!lSilif2KMS£S5Silj Mga5rg5gT)7y^r-agiigg5i&aiaE^Mii»ifi?^ffi^^

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and ylaee with letters to be answered.
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Speed, Accuracy and Versatility

put a new low mark on tool room grinding work.

The greater the variety of the work the more the

need for a

It is for that exact [nii'i)()se — variety— that this

machine \\'as cU^veloped. There are no tronblesume
changes and adjnstnients necessary on the Attach-
ments. All are complete in themselves, perfectly

ada])ted for tlu^ xAork for which they are desii^ned,

and 100 |)er cent, convenient in operation.

Be sure to investigate this grinder ])efore buying.

Greenfield Machine Company
Greenfield, Mass., U. S. A.

UNITS 6^/ EFFICIENCY
STRENGTH, endurance, power and flexibility

are all embodied in the Taylor & Fenn sys-

tem of interchangeable drilling' machine
heads. With this system a wide range of use-

fulness is covered. Heads are arranged for

independent lever feed, simultaneous lever feed,

automatic power feed, high speed (spindle belt

driven), and reverse motion for special

tapping operations.

Any type drilling head may be used with any
other on the same base, only a few seconds beinjr

required to place or replace them.

The combi.nation of cears and silent chain {see

illustration) furnishes a positive drive with abun-
dance of power, and eliminates costly and trouble-

some belts and the care and adjustment of idler

pulleys.

Our catalogue i?ives full information. May we
send it?

No. 4
Dr////fig

Mar/line

The Taylor & Fenn Co.,
HARTFORD

CONN.. U.S.A.

of Gear Manufacturers of Light Sensitive Drilling

aftd Silent Machines, Spring Foot Presses, and the

(.'//«;« Drife Whitney Water Tool Grinder

Foreign Agents:
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. I^td.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada

Burton, Griffiths & Co.. Ltd.. Londran. E.C.. Ensrland
R. S. Stokvis & Zonen. Ltd., Rotterdam. Holland

Fenwick Freres & Co.. Paris, France
C. Schinz. Petroprrad. Russia

H. P. Grcfc'oi-y & Co.. Sydney, N.S.W.. Australia
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64-66 Front Street W Toronto, Canada
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I

Williams Lead in Exhibition and
in Actual Practice

The range of a machine such as Williams Pipe Threader will make it a

valuable asset to any shop. Any size from ^4 to i8" dia. there is a Wil-

liams to take care of it. Each machine includes (S to lo consecutive sizes.

By carrying off the highest honors at the Panama E.xposition these ma-

chines established themselves as distmctly the leaders in their line. In

Europe, Canada and United States these machines have been favorabK

installed and have proven their value.

Ciet into communication with us. We w ill give xou our co-operation and

the value of our experience.

Williams Tool Company
Erie, Pa., U.S.A.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Company, Limited, Toronto, Agents

// interested, tear out this pi il out nuir and jiliu-c with hllcrx to lie. aiiKwend.
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J^^^^r^tl,-
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SHAPERkS exclusively and exclusive shapers.

Thr(iii,i;li Cdiiceiitratiui;- all (uu- energies, our

experience, and lienefitin,<;- hy (int.side criticisms,

we are capable of presenting for your inspection a

machine whose (luality is unequalled. It is exclusive.

Others think so. "We would he delighted to send you
full particulars also.

Smith & Mills Company
Cincinnati Ohi U.S.A.

IE,

Mention this paper when ivriling advcriisent. It will iclriitifi/ the proposition about which you require information.
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A "Consolidated" will solve pressing needs

Foi' iiiai'kiii.L:,- Fuses, 1^'iisc l)(»(lics, for l)l;iiikiiiu. < 'u|i|iiii,u and 1 )i-a\viiiii,-

( 'artrid,a,'(' Cases. 'J'liesc aiiHUiL; any use to w liidi a press nia>- l>e snh-

ject is inclnded in tlie Consulidated line.

"Consolidated" have a reputation of the highest standard to main-

tain in their macliine. Ivxclusive features, includinu thri'c locl<ini;

points in tlie hulis of all lly wheels, thus uivin^ '.i'l'. nioi'e produciiou.

Our catalogue will explain in detiiil. W'rile I'm' it.

Williams' cari-y a eomplele line in stock in 'Poi'onjo.

THE CONSOLIDATED PRESS & TOOL CO., Hastings, Michigan. U.S.A.

i

tSM^i^MLMm^mtSIu^c5glOM^115gMM5!Sg!S:ggS[iniifetiiaiMirSiK^ -
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// any udvtiliisviitent interests you, fear it out now and place with letters to he an,-<werid.
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Air Operated Three-Jaw
Universal Chuck

Air Operated Two-Jaw
Universal Chuck

Master Hinge Collet Chuck

Air Operated Expanding Mandrel

—AERO-
CHUCKS

Air Operated Chucks

Air Operated Expanding Mandrels

Air Operated Jigs and Clamping Devices

Air Operated Countershafts

Air Operated Vises

Air Operated Arbor Presses

Air Operated Chucks for Fuse Parts

Air Operated Chucks for All Size

Shells as Large as 9.2 inch.

We can furnish anything in air operated chucking and

clamping fixtures. Send us blue prints of your work and

we will submit designs.

Send for our 1916 catalog.

Hannifin Mfg. Co.
CHICAGO, 11

U.S.A. I

Air Operated Vise

Air Operated Arbor Press

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identiftj the proposition about which you require information.
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WHY CISCO IS

THE LATHE WITH THE PULL
Designed and constructed upon absolutely uniform and correct lines;

eliminating all unnecessary features, levers, intricate parts; with broad bear-

ings, generous dimensions and each part fitting into the other as though im-

planted there; with a rigid semi-steel bed, heavy headstock, broad carriage

with the strength just where it is needed (on the upward pull), double sup-

ported apron and a tailstock that with only half its regular bearing will

support any strain; with the change gears and apron gears all steel and the

powerful worm drive, which by its arrangement not only gives power, but is

the most economical apron built to-day, it is a Lathe which will

SURVIVE ANY TEST
Ask a Cisco user how many dollars he has spent for repairs.

I
Ask a Cisco buyer what is the simplest lathe to run in his shop.

I Ask a Cisco lathe runner what the machine will show in

accurate turning or boring.

Then be real obstinate, and, because "Dad" or "Uncle Zeke"

used another make, spite yourself by not

BUYING A CISCO.

No, we believe you are too broad-minded to do that.

CISCOS FOR CANADA
Sold in Canada by Made in 14% 16% 18% 24" by

The A. R. Williams Machinery The Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co.

Company, Limited Cincinnati, u.s.a.

The Most Progressive Agents makers of

in Canada THE LATHE WITH THE PULL

?fff'gi?iT<ii7rii>y^<iff°»i»yi''!^g°aiTTsii7T<iiTa?^^ it'ii TiTi i'u Ti";: rih rii^ :ui rii^rOiajirijijilSEiQrs

I

If any advertisement interests you, tear il out nuw and place wilh letters to be answered.
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Westinghouse
Motor

La Salle Automatic
Surface Grinder

-
,

^^
No. 2 Hendey Universal

Miller

LeBlond Tool and Cutter Grinder

Our
Perfect

Tool Room
Equipment.

Ask Yoxir

^Foreman

American Steel Pulley

Brown & Shame Millinp Cutters
Hendey 14 x 6 Lathe

Mention this paper when writuKj advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you requii'e information.
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remarkable manner, hardly a day passes
without some change in the price situa-

tion. A number of price changes predict-

ed last week are now in effect, and all in-

dications point to further advances in the

near future. The local situation in the

steel trade reflects conditions in the mar-
ket in the United States. The advances
this week include bars, plates, shapes,
black and galvanized sheets, wire and
wire products. The situation in the plat^

market is unprecedented, and e.xtraoi'-

dinary prices are being paid for ship ma-
terial, some quotations being as high as

16c at Pittsburgh. Inquiries for thous-
ands of tons of plates have again been
turned down on account of the sold-up
condition of the mills. The mills report
that the output is practically normal, and
they have all they can do for a year
ahead without booking any additional

tonnage. The new quotations for %-in.
plate and larger is $11, heads $11.30, and
tank plate $11.10. These prices, however,
are largely nominal, as it is practically

impossible to name a firm quotation. Iron

bars are now quoted at .5.25c, steel bars

5.50c, and small shapes 5.75c base. Band
steel is now 5.75c, chequered floor plate

3-16 in., 12.10c, and staybolt iron, 8.50c

base. The new price on smooth steel

wire, No. 0-9 gauge, is $6.50 per 100 lbs.

base, while wire products have advanced
in proportion, that is 25c per 100 lbs.

The position of the private consumer
is becoming more difficult owing to the

steady increase in war demand for steel.

The American Government requirements
of steel, which are the dominating factor
in the trade in the U. S. at the present
time, are affecting the situation in Can-
?da to such an extent that material is

very difficult to obtain in addition to the

extraordinary high prices. Canadian
consumers have now to rely upon Ameri-
can mills to a greater extent than in nor-

mal times, as domestic mills are filled up
with war business. On this account the

situation will get worse as the American
Government requirements get heavier.

Prices of black and galvanized sheets

have again advanced. Black No. 28

gauge is now $10, and No. 10 gauge
$10. .50. Premier No. 28 is $11.70 and
10% ozs. $12. Canada phtes dull. $11,

and bright. $12. .50 per 100 lbs. These
prices are higher, due to advances in the

U. S. market. The American Govern-
ment requirements continue to receive

practically the entire attention of sheet

manufacturers who are not making full

deliveries even to old customers. Fev;

sheet makers now feel in a position to

make any sales because of the heavy
calls for material bv the Government.

Steel prices in the U. S. continue to

climb with the average of leading pro-

ducts now about $115 a ton, as compared
with $98 a ton two weeks ago. The de-

mand for steel is ;>cute. as many custom-
ers are months behind in their work ow-
ing to delavs in getting deliveries of

steel ordered long ago. The Government
has not as yet definitely fixed prices on
iron and steel products, and the situation

is becoming more difficult to handle, as

the cost of material is rapidly increasing.

Consumers are so anxious to get steel

that they are paying almost any price.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
and the market is more or less out of
control. Iron and steel bars and shapes
have advanced, as have also open-hearth
billets.

Pig Iron

The market continues very strong with
prices still climbing. Domestic foundry
irons are still off' the market, and conse-
quently no prices are obtainable. The
situation is acute owing to the steadily
increasing demand, scarcity of iron and
high prices. Prices are climbing so
steadily that it is impossible to place
much confidence in quotations more than
a day old. Lake Superior charcoal iron
has reached a maximum of $62 delivered
Chicago. Pittsburgh dealers are quoting
$60 Valley for basic iron, while low phos-
phorous is quoted at $82.50 Pittsburgh.
Connellsville furnace coke is quoted at
$12.50 ovens, with no improvement in

production.

Scrap

The scrap market continues dull at un-
changed quotations. Consumers appear
to be waitina: for lower prices, but in this

they may be disappointed, as indications
point to higher levels, particularly in the
event of a buying movement developing.
There is at the present time a decided
scarcity of practically all old materials,
which is naturally tending to keep prices
up. Then, again, the increase in price
of all new metals enhances the value of
scrap.

Machine Tools

The sale during the week of some ma-
chine tools for making "gaines" has
brightened up the munitions end of the
business somewhat, but the demand for
tools for ordinary purposes continues to

be the chief feature in the trade. The re-

newed activity in the machine tool trade
in the States is beginning to affect the
Canadian market. Prices are still ad-
vancing', and deliveries are more back-
ward, while it is highly probable that
considerable trouble may be experienced
in importing machine tools from the

U. S. unless they are for munitions pur-
poses. Government work is occupying
the attention of the machine tool trade
in the States to the exclusion of almost
all other business. Canadian machine
tool builders continue well employed.

Supplies

Prices of all machine shop and mill

supplies continue very firm, with an up-
ward tendency in some cases, particu-

larly in iron, steel or brass goods. Castor
oil is up 5c. being now quoted at 40c per
lb. Lard oil has advanced 5c to $1.50 a

gallon. Linseed oil is weaker, and prices

have declined to $1.27 for raw and $1.30

for boiled oil. Turpentine is also lower,

and is now 02V4c per g.allon.

Metals

The metal markets in New York have
relapsed into a quiet condition, due to

the uncertainty regarding the American
Government requirements and probable

prices. Under the circumstances pro-

ducers and consumers are not inclined to

do business preferring to wait develon-

ments. This situation is reflected locally

and prices generally are unchanged, but

holding steady. News of an interesting

?:/
development in the metal situation comes
to hand to the eff'ect that some members
of the zinc industry are engaged in try-
ing to discover new uses for zinc. With
the scarcity of some other metals and
the comparative cheapness of zinc their
efforts may very likely be successful.
Lead may also come under examination,
as the extremely high price of this metal
has resulted in investigations being
started to discover whether there are not
some uses for which a cheaper substitute
can be found.

Copper.—No new features have de-
veloped in the copper situation, the mar-
ket being inactive, pending a decision re-
garding the price of American Govern-
ment purchases. In the absence of ac-
tual business the nominal market quota-
tions are unchanged. The strong feature
of the market lies in the fact that the
Allies copper contracts expire this month,
and it is expected that a call will be
made for a further supply. This, how-
ever, is somewhat offset by probable
price concessions. Lake and electrolytic
copper are quoted at 37c and castings at
36c per pound.

Tin.—With the market reacting in

London, the local situation has become
somewhat unsettled. Prices, however,
are in the meantime unchanged, although
a lower tendency is discernible. The tin

market in New York continues quiet,

with buyers uncertain as to what course
to pursue pending a more definite infor-

mation as to the intention of the Govern-
ment in regard to prices. Local tin prices
are unchanged and nominal at 66c per
pound.

Spelter.—There is little change in the
spelter situation. The market remains
quiet, and is not even sustained by the
hight cost of production. It is under-
stood that negotiations are nearing com-
pletion at Washington by which the Gov-
ernment will purchase its next spelter

requirements. Local price unchanged at
12c per pound.

Lead.—^The American Government has
agreed to purchase 8,000 tons of lead be-

tween now and August 1 at a price of
8c St. Louis. This decision has cleared
the air somewhat, but the quantity is

less than had been estimated. As a con-
sequence the market is slightly easier,

but quotations are unchanged. The
"Trust" is quoting lie, but independents
are higher at 11.75c to 12c New York.
Lead is quoted locally at 14'/.ic ner lb.

.\ntimony.—The demand has fallen off

during the last few days, though there is

a fair amount of business going through
for future delivery. Spot antimony is

dull. Local quotations unchanged at 26c
per pound.

.\himinuni. — The situation is un-
changed and demand is light. The mar-
ket is weaker, but quotations are un-
changed at 68c per pound.

Sydney, N.S., June 2.3.—Fusion of the

Pi-ovincial Workmen's Association and
the United Mine Works of Nova Scotia

is now an accomplished fact under the

new title of the Amalgamated Mine
Workers of Nova Scotia. The new officers

represent an equal number from the two
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amalgamating unions. With the absorp-

tion of the Provincial Workmen's Asso-

ciation into the new union there passes

out of provincial affairs one of the oldest,

if not the oldest, trade union in Canada.

It has always been a purely provincial

organization, as its name implies, and its

record is in line with the best traditions

of trades unionism. The passing of this

old-established labor combination is a

sign of the times, as it marks the pass-

ing of the conservative and extremely

self-reliant and independent miner that

was typical of the earlier days of the coal

industry in Nova Scotia, and is a sign of

the increasing influence and dominance of

men of more advanced views. The fusion

of the two unions is an indirect result of

the war, and the ability of the more ad-

vanced labor advocates to make their

influence felt because of the reluctance of

the more conservative men to adopt a pro-

vocative attitude during the critical days

of war times.

Weekly pays have been substituted for

fortnightly pays at the Nova Scotian col-

lieries since May 1. The result has been

a lesser disturbance of working conditions

on the days following the pay-day, but it

is yet too soon to state what the cumula-

tive effect will be. Some lessening of the

disor.ganization after pay-days is also

due to the great stringency of the en-

forcement of the prohibition laws that

have supposedly been in operation in

Nova Scotia for many years past. It is

an undoubted fact that the Sydney dis-

trict and the mining towns are "drier"

than they have ever been before. The
distinction is still comparative, however,

and absolute prohibition has not yet been

brought about.

Coal production is being steadily main-

tained. No great progress has been made
in lifting the coal storage banks at Glace

Bav. Bunker business continues very

brisk.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Co. has
undertaken to roll a limited tonnage of

rails for the Canadian Government Rail-

ways. These will be the first rails that

have been rolled for several years at its

plant.

Pittsburgh. Pa., .Tune 23.—The steel

market is still more difficult to locate, as

there is but little tonnage moving in the

open market and each transaction is a law
to itself. In a general way the market
seems to be quotable about as follows, all

Pittsburgh

:

Tank plates 8.00—9.00
Blue annealed sheets . . 7. .50—8.50

Black sheets 8.00—9.00
Steel bars 4.50—4.75
Refined iron bars 4.75

Shapes 4.50—4.75
Wire nails 4.00

Generally speaking the deliveries would
be in from three to six months. What
makes the market so difficult to quote is

that there is no regular forward de-

livery market. That has dropped out of

sight, by common consent. The large

buyers would not care to do business for

the indefinite deliveries the large mills

could make. Some do not see that they
mW need material after the country is

fully in the war and others have a great

deal of tonnage due them on which de-

liveries are very uncertain by reason of

the precedence given to Government
orders placed or to be placed. It is pro-

bable that in exceptional cases some mills

are taking care of regular customers at

prices less than those quoted as the mar-

ket, but on the other hand they often re-

fuse to quote at all, and if they quote for

export it is generally at still higher

prices.

Decreases in Requirements

At a time when the large mills are

filled with business equal to six to ten

months' production and are in line to

receive much more from the Government

in addition, the trend is towards a much
smaller commercial consumption of steel.

Large building operations are not being

undertaken, except in rare instances. The
fabricated steel jobs taken by members
of the Bridge Builders' and Structural

Society represented only 56 1/2 per cent, of

a month's capacity, rated at about 180,000

tons, and this month will show much
smaller bookings. The railroads are

practically wholly out of the market. The
only commodity they might buy is rails,

and they are given no opportunity. The
rails they receive this year are costing

them $28 for Bessemer and $30 for open-

hearth, while the two $5 advances last

year make the present nominal prices $38

and $40. The railroads can secure about

$45 for old rails for remelting, say $50

for re-rollers, and up to $80 for relayers.

Naturally the railroads would buy rails

if they could.

In the automobile trade the slowing

down is more noticeable each week, but it

is not uniform among different makers.

Some, like Ford, have heavier require-

ments than expected, but in general the

automobile factories are specifying less

against their contracts than formerly,

and a much greater slowing down is to be

extepected in the next two months.

IT..S. Government Requirements

The U.S. Government has distributed

orders for 81,000 tons of shell steel rounds
for making 3-inch shrapnel and high ex-

plosive shell, at 3.75c., a price consider-

ably lower than prices the Entente Allies

have been paying for a twelve-month or

thereabouts, some of the steel of which is

still to be delivered. There is no further

news as to the plans considered for the

Government to buy 100,000 freight cars

or more, together with some locomotives,

to lease to the railroads for the duration

of the war. A considerable tonnage of

sheets has been distributed by the com-
mittee of three sheet manufacturers but
prices, if already fixed, have not been an-

nounced. Nothing has been heard lately

of the hangar program, which will in-

volve a large tonnage of steel, as event-

ually the number will run well into the

thousands.

Coke

Coke shipments from the Connellsville

region have continued to prove insuffici-

ent for the blast furnaces tributary, on

account of car shortage. Following re-

presentations made by blast furnace in-

terests the Commisjion on Cir Service at

Washington promptly issued an order to

the railroads under date of .lune 19, that

the supplies to the region be increased

80 per cent. Next day the railway offi-

cials concerned held a meeting in Pitts-

burgh and expressed the opinion that

they would be able to comply. The ma-
jority of coke producers are dubious,

while the blast furnaces are hopeful.

Spot furnace coke remains at about $12

per net ton at ovens, and on account of

the uncertainties, operators will not make
contracts for second half.

Pig Iron

Pig iron continues to rise, but hardly

in as spectacular fashion as in May or

early this month. Striking an average,

the advance now seems to be at the rate

of about $2 per ton per week. Minimum
prices at valley furnaces (95 cents higher

delivered Pittsburgh), are $50 for ba = ic

$53 for malleable and foundry, and $55

for Bessemer, but slightly higher prices

are being asked. It is beyond question

that pig iron is scarce relative to the re-

quirements of the steel works and found-

ries, and the common view among pro-

ducers is that there will be further ad-

vances. Inasmuch, however, as nearly all

the iron to be produced this year has been

sold, and the chief market is for the first

half of next year, there are other things

to be considered, whether consumers will

require as much iron nine months hence

and whether production may not be

greater, provided there is a better coke

supply and furnaces now being built are

completed. The by-product coke plants

have had no serious difficulty and the

Steel Corporation expects to have a part

of its very large by-product plant at

Clairton, near Pittsburgh, completed and

in operation next September.

Industrial and Construction News
ENGINEERING

Windsor, Ont.—The Lake Erie Co-^l

Co. propose to rebuild their plant which
was recently damaged.

Vancouver, B.C.—It is understood that

the aerodromes for the Lulu Island avia-

tion field will be constructed by the

contracting firm headed by Col. Lowe.

Toronto. Ont.—The Russell Motor Co.

will build an addition to their plant on

Dufferin street. The extension includes

a machine shop, lunch and wash rooms,

etc.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Provincial Gov-

ernment are building a power house at

the Asylum here. "Tenders are now be-

ing called for the reinforced concrete

work.

Matheson, Ont.—Quite a large portion

of the machinery for the new mill at the

Croesus Mine, in Munro Township, has
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Daylight Saving
with a

GEOMETRIC
That is what it amounts to. Time is

not the only thing saved, either. Geo-

metries are a saving proposition all

around.

This Geometric Collapsing Tap
is specially arranged for

deep tapping in Projectile

Caps.

All classes of thread tap-

ping above 3/(-inch dia-

meter are taken care of

by Geometric Collapsing

Taps.

Twenty-five years of specializing in Screw Thread Cutting

Tools has made the name GEOMETRIC stand for all that

could be asked in Screw Thread Production,

When it is an outside thread,

Geometric Die Heads cut every
style from 1-16-inch size up to

greatest required diameter.

A U.S. Navy Yard is using this

4 >^ -inch size Style "D" Geo-
metric Die Head. United States

Navy Yards accept no second

quality.

Do your Screw Machines and

Turret Lathes swing Geo-

metries?

You have as much right to

Geometric benefits as any other

manufacturer.

The Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Agents:

Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal. The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg,

St. John, N.B.

// aiii/ advrriiiicmcnt interests you, tear it 'jut win' <ni<l plav u ith Irlters to be aiiA-u'errii.
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The "Delta" makes

the stock fly

We have made
exhaustive work-

ing tests of the

Deha File against

other files and it

has shown increas-

ed output in given

time and much
greater durability

of cutting edge.

The Delta is the

onhj line of files

from 3 to 24
inches—made ab-

solutely of cruci-

ble steel.

'Slake the ac-

quaintance of the

Delta service now
through a trial or-

der. Yon have
nothing to lose,

for your money
goes Ijack i)rompt-

Iv if not convinc-

ed that Delta Files

are all that is

claimed for them.

Write j/our dealer.

DELTA

DELTA FILE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA. U.S.A.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
H, S. Howland, Sons & Co., Toronto

Starke. Seybold. Montreal
Wm. Stairs. Son & Morrow, Halifax
Merrick-Anderson Co.. Winnipeg

ALL LEADING JOBBERS
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now been installed, and it is expected the

mill will be in operation before fall.

Brantfcrd, Ont.—Fire on Sunday dam-
aged part of Gould, Shapley & Muir's

factory. The fire occurred in a frame
building adjoining the main plant, and
was prevented from spreading by the

sprinkler system.

Fort William, Ont.—Crib work and
foundation work on the new Eastern
Terminal Elevator Co. new plant at Cur-
rent river, Port Arthur, is now well under
way, according to Superintendent R. D.

Morgan, it is hoped that the elevator will

be ready for operation by January 1st

of next year. The tank 'foundations of

the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator
Co.'s buildings are being constructed.

Toronto, Ont.—The Poison Iron Works,
Ltd., have had plans prepared for a new
boiler shop, 250 ft. by 90 ft. wide. It

will be of steel and concrete construction.
The equipment will be the latest type,

and will include an overhead electric

travelling crane. The present boiler shop
will be overhauled and re-fitted for an
extension to the machine shop and en-

gineering department. A new gantry
crane, 65 ft. wide by 50 ft. high, of 10

tons capacity, is bein^ erected on the

east side of the dock. Other extensions
include a lumber storage and auxiliary
store house.

Port Coquitlam, B.C.—An agreement
has been entered into between A. F.
Bernstein and the Corporation of Port
Coquitlam, B.C., to provide for the erev-

tion of an electrical smelting plant here
consisting of four 25-tons per day units.

The plant is also to be provided with a
rollinsr mill, having an output of 75 tons
per day. The company must produce
15,000 tons of pig iron per annum. The
plant is designed to treat the magnetite
ores of B.C. and construction will com-
mence shortly. A by-law will be sub-
mitted to the electors shortly to autho-
rize assistance by way of a bonus of

$200,000, payable upon completion of the
plant. Manso, Ramsay & Co., of Van-
couver, B.C., are the consulting engineers
to whom communications may be ad-

dressed.

MUNICIPAL
Peterboro, Ont.—The City Council

have decided to purchase a combination
chemical and hose wagon from the

American La France Co., at $8,800.

Hamilton, Ont.—City Engineer E. R.

Gray is preparing specifications for the

additional steam and electrical equip-

ment which will be installed at the

pumping station. The cost is estimated
at $127,000.

Oshawa, Ont.—The Town Council have
given the first and second reading on a

bv-law to authorize an expenditure of

$38,000 on a filtration plant. The John
Ver Mehr Co., of Toronto, have already

been awarded a provisional contract.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Board of Control

have refused to acept any of the ten-

ders submitted for a building to house

the new civic weish scales and its oper-

ator at a cost of $3,500, and instead will
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erect a chalet for the weigh scales, leav-

ing the house for the operator in abey-
ance until next year.

Toronto, Ont.—A by-law will be sub-

mitted to the City Council to authorize

an issue of bonds "for $4,000,000 for har-

bor improvement work, and $720,000 for

hydro-electric extensions. In the latter

amount is included $350,000 for a sub-

station and fixtures for the supplies of

power to the steel plant on Ashbridges'

Bay.

Chatham, Ont.—A movement has been
inaugurated to instal a cold storage

plant in connection with local Hydro sta-

tion, making it possible for the commit-
tee to purchase butter, eggs, fish, and
other perishable commodities in large

quantities. The Public Utilities Commis-
sion is considering the matter, and it is

possible that a recommendation will be

made to carry out the proposal.

Hull, Que.—At the meeting of the City

Council recently, the aldermen displayed

much interest in a letter from Russell

Blackburn, of the Ottawa and Hull Pow-
er and Manufacturing Co., asking for a

fixed assessment on a plant it is pro-

posed to construct at a cost of $400,000

on a dam adjoining the E. B. Eddy Co.'s

mills. Nothing definite was done in re-

gard to the application, but it was evi-

dent that the aldermen are anxious to

have the plant erected.

GENERAL
London, Ont.—The London & Petrolea

Barrel Co., will extend their plant here.

Toronto, Ont.—Willard's Chocolate,

Ltd., will build an extension to their fac-

tory.

Hamiltrn, Ont.—The Canadian Shovel

& Tool Co., will shortly commence the

construction of an extension to then*

plant, to cost about $35,000.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Canadian Cotton

Co., will build an addition to their fac-

tory at a cost of $60,000.

Hamilton. Ont.—Work on the new ad-

dition to the factory of the Proctor-Gam-
ble Co., contemplated some months f.:.ro,

will be begun immediately. .-\ permit for

the addition has been issued, the cost

being estimated at $8,000.

Lanark, Ont.—The Clvde Woollen
Mills, operated by the Boyd-Caldwell Co..

here, were completely destroyed by fire

last Thursday night. The loss is esti-

mated at $150,000. W. C. Caldwell is the

principal owner.

Sorel, Que.—Fire on June 19, practi-

cally wiped out the whole waterfront

doing damage estimated at $250,000. The
principal losses will be incurred by the

Canada Steamship Lines, the Metropoli-

tan Insurance Co., the Sorel Newspaper
Co., the Bell Telephone Co., and the Do-

minion Government. Most of the dam-
age was covered by insurance.

MARINE
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—A down-bound

boat on June 21 reported passing through

a field of ice 30 miles in length on Lake
Superior.
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^ New Chuck

Don't Throw Away Broken Tang Drills

Perhaps you are about to discard some taper shank drills Ije-

cause the tangs are broken off—DON'T DO IT—they are worth
their weight in gold. You can use them just as they ai'e with a

Wahlstrom Automatic Chuck
One chuck holds drills from 1 16 to 1 14

and you won't have to take time from _your production to repair
them.

Tool changes are made in two seconds—Just grasp the shell of

the chuck with one hand and put in or remove the tool wdth
the other—no collets—no lost time, for the spindle never stops.

The jaws grip NOT BY THE TANG, BUT ON THE SIDE OF
THE TAPER—there's no chance for slippage—a Wahlstrom
won't even mar the shanks.

AIKENHEAD HARDWARE LIMITED
17, 19, 21 Temperance Street Toronto, Canada

& MOTORS
Self -Starting Induction Motors

Continuous Service. Single Phase.

For 110 Volts. 25 Cvcl es.

Speed
ll.P. Svnch Frame Code Slii|ii)iiiu

H.r.M. No. Wei o lit

1/50 1500 A -00 Sar 25
1/30 1500 A-0 Sen 2()

1/15 1500 A-1 Sid 26
1/10 1500 A-2 Tic 38
1/6 1500 A-3 Tup 45
1/3 1500 A-4 Cure 62
1/2 151)0 A-4

For 220 volt add "LV to code.

Prices for any Voltage upon request.

Aikenhead Hardware, Ltd.
17, 19, 21 Temperance St.

TORONTO - - CANADA

// anij adccrti.icment interests you, tear it out noir and place with letters to be answered.
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GAUGES
DIES, TOOLS AND REPAIRS

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

WORTH ENGINEERING CO.

163 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Phone Adel. 3734

B. H. AYLSWORTH A. t. HACKWORTH

Oxy-Acetylene Welding

Wc can give the best of service

in all kinds of welding repair

jobs. We have successfully re-

paired the most difficult jobs. Our

work is high-class and our prices

moderate.

SenJ us ))our teotk or aril* ua regard nt il-

TORONTO WELDING CO.
26 Pearl St.. TORONTO

ON PAGE 150
You'll find a host
of Opportunities.

TURN TO IT

!

ETAL
STAMPINGS

M
are manufactur

erg of stamped parts
for other manufac-
turers.

We do any kind of
iheet metal stamping
that you require. Our
improved presses and
plating plant enable
us to produce the
finest quality of work
in a surprisingly
short time.

We can finish steel

stamping lu NickeL
Brass or Copper.

Send us a sample

order.

A
-

1

W. H.BANFIELD&SONS
372 Papa Avenue, Toronto, Can.

Vancouver, B.C.—The wooden vessels

which the Western Canada Shipyards,

Ltd., will build will be 2,800 gross tons,

280 feet long and 44 feet beam.

Draft Marked Up on Lakes. — The
draft for the American lock at the Soo
has been marked up two inches, and at

the Canadian lock one inch. The draft

for 'boats loadina' between Lake Su'ierioi'

and Ohio ports has been increased two
inches, and boats running between Lake
Michigan and Ohio ports can load four

inches deeper.

Buoys in Operation Again.—It is an-
nounced that the submarine bell at

Whitefish Point light station, Lake Su-
perior, which was reported not ringing,

was restored to commission June 17, and
that North Point gas and bell buoy No.
1, Lake Huron, which was reported not

burning, was re-lig-hted .June 16.

New Westminster, B.C.—Preliminary
to building four of the wooden steamers
ordered by the Imperial Munitions
Board, the New Westminster Construc-
tion & Engineering Co. is clearing the

site for its shipyard on Poplar Island.

The vessels will be 2.50 feet long by 44

feet beam, and will have a capacity of

over a million and a half feet of lumber.

New Westminster, B.C.—A request for

exemption from taxation for eight or ten

years in consideration of the establish-

ment of a wooden shipbuilding plant at

Queensborou2:h was laid before the City

Council in committee recently by Messrs.
Van Syckle and Macdonald, of Vancouver.
The cost of the plant they propose to

establish will be from $50,000 to $100,000.

Fort William, Ont.—The work of ex-

cavation has been started at the plant

of the Great Lakes Dredging Co., on is-

land number two, for the ways for the

keel blocks of the first wooden ship to

be built in Fort William. As soon as

it is possible to get this done, the work
of construction on the first of the wooden
ships will be started.

Vancouver, B.C.—^The little steamer
Eva Maria, which piled up on a reef near
Helmcken Island recently may be a

total loss. Information received, states

that the vessel is heeled over on the

starboard side 140 degrees, practically

capsized. The hull is badly twisted and
the vessel is resting on the bilge and
guard. All the seams have opened up
and the boiler has shifted.

Vancouver, B.C.—Word has been re-

ceived locally to the effect that T. A.
Russell and R. E. Chisholm. of the Im-
oerial Munitions Board of Toronto, will

be here shortl.v with authority to let con-

tracts for machinery for the vessels now
beine bui't for the board in British Co-
lumbia. It is understood that they are

to make an inspection of the plants in

British Columbia and if in their opinion

the plants are able to take on the work
they have authority to let contracts for

a certain portion. The committee ap-

pointed to represent the British Colum-
bia Metal Trades Association is keeping
in close touch with R. P. Butchart and
Capt. Troup in connection with the build-

ing of engines and auxiliary machinery
of the ships to be built here.

CONTRACTS
Montreal, P.Q.—The Harbor Commis-

sion have awarded contract to the Ce-
ment-Gun Co., Toronto, for one G. L. N.
type cement-gun.

Montreal, Que.—The Imperial Tobacco
Co. have let a number of contracts in

connection with the addition to the fac-

tory at St. Henri. The total cost will bo
about $100,000.

Sudbury, Ont.—The Town Council have
awarded a contract for a steel standpipe
to the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works,
Bridgeburg, Ont., for $31,000.

Toronto, Ont—McGregor & Mclntyre
have been awarded the structural steel

contract for the new boiler shop for the

Poison Iron Works.

INCORPORATIONS
Slater & Barton, Ltd., have been incor-

porated at Ottawa with a capital of $1,-

000,000. This concern is an amalgama-
tion of the Allith Manufacturing Co. and
the Acme Stamp & Tool Co., of Hamil-
ton, Ont.

Electric Steel & Engineering, Ltd., has
ben incorporated at Ottawa with a cap-

ital of $2,000,000 to manufacture steel

and carry on the business of engineers
and smelters etc., at Welland, Ont. The
incorporators are J. S. Lovell. C. D.

Magee and W. Bain all of Toronto.
Calgary Petrol Ltd., has been incor-

porated with a capital of $250,000 at

Ottawa to manufacture and operate

methods and apparatus for treating na-
tural gas, petroleum etc., at Calgary,
Alta. The incorporators are H. E.

Foster, A. W. Dingman and C. W. Coale
all of Calgary.

WOODWORKING
Vancouver, B.C.—The Dewar Shingle

Co., contemplate building a shingle fac-

tory.

Owen Sound, Ont.—The Keenan Wood-
enware Co. will shortly commence build-

ine their factory here.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Pigeon River
Lumber Co., will start up their saw mill

shortly, for the season.

Vancouver, B.C.—The Cameron Lum-
ber Co. mills, near Selkirk Water, B.C..

together with the larger part of the ma-
chine shop, were destroyed by fire with

a loss of $100,000.

TENDERS
Strathroy, Ont.—Town Council will

call for tenders about July 1 for water-
works improvements, costing $10,000.

Engineers, Kerry & Chase, Toronto.

Outremont, Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived up to July 18, for the construction

of an incinerator. Specifications may be
obtained from J. A. Duchastel, city en-

gineer. City Hall.

Point Claire, Que.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until June 27, for constructing fil-

tration plant and installing pumps for

the town council. Plans and snecifica-

tions at office of the engineers, W. S. &
R. S. Lea, 809 New Birks Bldg., Mon-
treal.
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Kingston, Ont.—Tenders will be re-

ceived until July 16 for the reconstruc-

tion of part of the cribwork wharves at

the entrance to the Dry Dock, at King-
ston, Ont. Plans and forms of contract

can be seen and specifications and forms
of tender obtained at the Department of

Public Works, Ottawa, the offices of

the District Engrineer, Equity Building,

Toronto, Ont., and on application to the

postmaster, at Kingston, Ont.

CANADIAN MACHINERY

RAILWAYS—BRIDGES
Toronto, Ont.—Approval of the agree-

ment between the city and the C.P.R.

for the construction of a reinforced con-

crete structure to carry the railway

tracks across the reservoir ravine to re-

place the present track bridge, was given

by the Board of Control when submitted

by Works Commissioner Harris a few
days ago.

ELECTRICAL
St. Thomas, Ont.—The Town Council

contemplate purchasing electrical equip-

ment.
I

TRADE GOSSIP
Scarcity of Tungsten.—The demand

for tungsten is heavier than the market
can supply conveniently and prices are
firm at current quotations, which range
between $20 and $22 New York for high-
grade material.

The Federal Engineering Co. have va-

cated their premises at Spadina avenue
and have moved to more commodious and
convenient quarters at 172 John street.

Toronto. All friends attending the C. A.
S. E. convention in July are requested to

call and inspect the new offices.

P. & O. Amalgamate With Union
S.S. Co.—The Peninsular & Oriental

Steam Navigation Co. has amalgamated
with the Union Steamship Co. of New
Zealand, opening the Canadian-Austra-
lian line from Vancouver to Honolulu and
Sydney, it was announced at Vancouver
recently.

The Eastern Car Co. has opened an
office in New York City, and Messrs.
Gordon M. Graham and Joseph Eaton, of

New Glasgow, N.S., will look after the

interests of the firm there. Their duties

will be largely in connection with the ex-

port of material used in the manufacturi>
of cars for foreign orders.

Australian Scheme to Uevelop Indu.s-

tries.—The Melbourne Age says that the

Federal Ministers are considering r.

scheme for providing for the expenditure,

over a term of years, of at least £10,-

000,000, on the establishment of certain

factories under joint private and Gov-
ernment supervision. The scheme in-

cludes the creation of a national indus-

trial department in close contact witn
the Commonwealth banks.

Exports Mostly to Britain.—The Min-
ister of Fin-ince st-ited recently in the
House of Commons, Ottawa, that the
total merchandise exported to foreign
countries from August 1. 1914, to March

WM. MUIR & CO., LIMITED
Maiirliester, £n^Iand.
Maobine Tool Makers.

Specialties: Patent Puucher Slotting
Machines, Milling Machines, Boring
Machines.

Ag:ents: Messrs. Peacock Bros., 68
Beaver Ha]! Hill. Montreal.

Send for catalogue.

JOHN STIRK & SONS, Limited
HALIFAX. ENG.

MACHINE TOOLS
Agents—The A. R. Williams Mcy.Co.,L^d.
Toronto. WinnipeR, Vancouver, St. John. N.B.

BERTRAMS LIMITED
Engineers

Sciennes, EDINBURGH
PAPER MILL MACHINERY

MACHINE TOOLS for IRON WORKERS
Catalogues offered to Purchasers.

Cuthion Sprinp, etc., oTa quaJiry that dcfin

competition. Tcllus jourr«^irancol«. Said
mnple or tpccificaticm for pncc

JAMES STEELE, LIMITED

Quality is Highest —Not the Price
X* « I o 1. J lO-Iach Universal
Dickow sbuaranteed indexCenters
You save fruui $50 to $125 on first cost,

ami many times that because of ibeir

simple cunstruction
and great ease of

operation. They em-
body the maxi-
mum of accura-
cy, simp liclty

anti <liiialiil)t\ .

Get the OriKinal Beware of ImUators
5v}J hy all dealers. Write to-day for f>arttcular»

Fred.C. Ulcbow. 35 !io. OrspUioes M.. Chicstfo, lll..l).S. A

Oil Tempered

Steel Springs

-for every purpose

:ind the best for each
use.

RSpccial styles of all

kinil to order.

THE CLEVELAND
WIRE SPRING
COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

Our large stock of

Machine Bolls.

Rivets and W.shers

.Tssures quickly fill-

ed orders aud
prompt shlpmeut.
One quality ouly—

The Best.
Send a trial eriicr.

LONDON BOLT &
HiNGc WOKKS

^ Lonoon Ontario

J///l//l///ll»m/rM/ll/i/7777T,

Special Machinery
MADE TO ORDER

Mill Machinery, Engine Worl(

Grey Ironand Brass Castings

TRY US FOR GENERAL REPAIRS

ALEXANDER FLECK. LIMITED
(Vulcan Iron Works) OTTAWA. ONT.

We Know
you are anxious to buy

Canadian Made
goods.

The Imperial

Chuck
is manufactured by

Ker&Goodwin
Brantford, Canada
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PATENT
ATTORNEYS

BABCOCK & SONS
£3TAB. IB77.

PATENTS-TRADE MARK-DESIGNS
ALL COU/VTfft £ S

Book "PateTit Protection"—free. Master
of Patent Laws, Formerly Patent Office

Kxaiiiincr.

U9 St. James St.. - Montreal, Que.
Braiu-heN: Ottawa, Washington.

RESEARCH BUREAU
REPORTS BY EXPERTS ON SCIENTIFIC. TECH-
NICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

SPECIAL RESEARCHES ARRANGED.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
HANBUHY A. BUDDEN

712 Drummond Bi_DG., Montreal

CABLE Address
"BREVET"

ATENTS
[PROMPTLY SECUREDI

In all countries. Ask for our Investor's Adviser,
which will be sent free.

MARION & MARION 364 University St.

Merchants Hank Building, corner
St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. Phone Up. 6474

and Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

I
ii
m Jlm.i

"DRAW CUT SMAPtRS
''SPECIAl DRAW CUT R H SHAPtRS''

'^riNISHCD MACHINE KLYS^
fsTATIONARyS. P3RTABIE KtY WATCUTTIRSA

ISPCCIAL LflCOMOTIVE CYIINPCR PLANERSJ

erricc'"' works: muskuon hught^ us a

Ooniiiion BEbTirtfiColiTD

. tlAniUTOHCAilADA-

;U, 1917, amounted to $2,287,557,612. Of
this amount $1,.380,2.53,928 went to Great
Britain and $634,741,601 to the United
States. Merchandise to the value of $2,-

675 was loaded for Germany prior to the

outbreak of war. The Government, how-
ever, has no record of shipments to Ham-
burg, Germany.

The Storey Pump & Equipment Co.,

Toronto, have supplied two 3 in. four

stage Morris turbine pumps to the On-
tario Hydro-Electric Commission for the

Chippewa Creek development.

Dominion Bridge May Build .Ships.

—

Dominion Bridge officials are reticent as

to future plans of the company in regard
to the shipbuilding business, but there

is a rumor that the company is about
to enter that field. General Manager
Duggan has had several visits to Hali-

fax and Sydney of late, where he has

conferred with the Beardmore and Eng-
lish interests. It is reported from the

East that tentative arrangements have
been made with one of the big steel

companies for the erection of mills for

the rolling of steel plates.

Government Ready to Operate Mines.

—Replying to a question in the Houso
.

of Commons, Ottawa, on June 21. about
the Western conl mine situation, Hon. T.

W. Crothers, Minister of Labor, stated

tb'it the mines would be in operation

within a few days under the guidance of

the Government, unless the operators and
miners got together. The only point in

dispute was the penalty clause, which

the operators insisted upon putting into

the contract. Both sides were willing

to accept the scale of wages proposed bv

the Government special commissioner, K.

F. Green, M.P.

Steel Price Inquiry.—The United

States Government inquiry into steel

making costs, in the opinion of manu-
facturers may develop facts likely to re-

duce the bickering reported from Wash-
ington. It will show, for one thing, that

one company s expense in making plates,

steel bars, structural forms, etc., is by

no means the same as the expenses of

another concern. It is pointed out that

while the Steel Corporation might show

good profits on ship plates, say, at a

certain price, a competing concern, with

a smaller output, would not make any

money at all at the same figure. In the

steel trade the uncertainty over prices,

for Government work is reported to be

making the price situation in commer-

cial lines more confused than it has

been before in this exceptional year.

Toronto Hydro Has Good Year.—The
Toronto Hydro-Electric System during

the year ending 31st December, 1916, has

made a surplus of $18,397. This sum
would have been $200,000 had the rates

not been reduced, according to the sixth

annual report, just issued. The gross

income for the year totalled $1,706,177.

The cost for electric power and expenses,

etc., amounted to $1,072,134, while $615.-

646 went in interest, sinking fund and

depreciation, leaving a balance of $18,-

396. The report shows that last year

between 20,000 h.p. and 30,000 h.p. has

been supplied to munition factories. This
amount will probably be greatly in-

creased this year. The report states fur-

ther that by strict economy the expenses
for operation have again been put below
the figures for the preceding year.

Oil Tanker Reginolite Launched.—On
June 21, at the yards of the Collingwood
shipbuilding Co., the fourth oil tank
steamer which the company is building
for the Imperial Oil Co., was success-

fully launched. There was no ceremony
and comparatively few spectators. The
new boat, which will bear the name Regi-
nolite, is intended for ocean service. It

is 250 feet over all, 43 feet 9 inches

beam, and 25 feet deep to the upper
deck. The motive power consists of a

set of triple expansion engines, supplied

with steam by two Scotch boilers, 13-6

by 11 feet, working at 180 pounds pres-

sure. The construction of the steamer
is in accord with Lloyds registry for

ocean-going boats. The fifth boat of the

Imperial Oil Company's order will be

launched shortly, and will be named Ta-
laroite.

Commercial Steel Outlook.—Comment
heard in the steel trade in the United

States shows an expectation of a de-

creased commercial consumption when
the Government buying campaign gets

under way. The .shrinkage ,in the opin-

ion of steel makers, should be gradual,

responsive to the rate of inflow of Gov-
ernment orders. There is no way of

estimating the extent of steel mill capa-

city to be devoted to Government busi-

ness this year. Buying will not mean
that the orders placed are to be filled at

once, although in certain lines, as shin

plates and forms for ships, all haste will

undoubtedly be made to fill contracts.

The Government presumably will figure

on requirements many months ahead

and, with the pressure of manufacturing
spread over a long period, no serious

derangement to existing mill schedules

is looked for.

Commission Will Fix Steel Prices.

—

At the request of Secretary Daniels and
Chairman Denman of the United States

Shipping Board the Federal Trade Com-
mission will undertake an investigation

looking to the fixing of an equitable

price for steel. The Commission will be

aided by James A. Farrell, President of

the U.S. Steel Corporation and the Mun-
itions Board of the Council of National

Defence. Not only will a price be fixed

for steel, but also for all materials, in-

cluding coal and coke, entering into the

manufacture of steel. The prices fixed

by the Commission will not be arbitrar-

ily imnosed. The manufacturers will be

invited to co-operate with the Govern-

ment to the extent of furnishing the

material for food ships and naval con-

struction at a price the Commission con-

siders just. Failing in its efforts at vol-

untary co-operation, the Commission

will make a report to Congress similar

to its report on coal and transportation

two days ago, in which it will recom-

mend the pooling of the steel interests

of the country to be operated by a Gov-

ernment agency on Government account.
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PERSONAL
Hon. W. J. Hanna, of the Imperial Oil

Co., Toronto, has been appointed food
controller by the Dominion Government.

H. R. Storey, purser of the steamer
Hamonic of the Northern Navio-ation Co.,
has resigned and accepted the manage-
ment of a line of steamers on Georgian
Bay.

A. W. Heath, of Hamilton, Ont., e.\ecu-
tive treasurer of the C. A. S. E., after
undergoin-r a serious operation, has left

the hospital, and is now well on the way
to recovery.

Frederick S. Viney, formerly with
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New
York City, has assumed charge of the
electrical department of P. R. ,1. Mac-
Pherson Co., Peterboro, Ont.

W. H. Armstrong, of Vancouver, B.C.,
has been appointed by the Dominion
Government Director of Coal Mining
Operations in south-eastern British Col-
umbia and south-western Alberta.

Charles Newton Candee, president of
the Gutta Percha and Rubber Co., has
been appointed a director of the Can-
adian Bank of Commerce. Mr. Candee
has been connec'-ed with the rubber in-

dustry for several years.

A. P. Broadhead, Superintendent of
the Southern Canada Power Co., at St.

Johns, Que., is leaving, on or about
July 1 to asume a similar position,
though with wider powers and more
territory, with the same company at
Granby, Que.

Frank H. Crockard, vice-president and
general manager of the Tennessee Coal,
Iron & Ry. Co., Birmingham, Ala., has
been appointed president of the Nova
Scotia Steel & Coal Co., to succeed Col.

Thomas Cantley, Chairman of the Board
of Directors.

Col. Thomas Cantley has resigned from
the presidency of the Nova Scotia Steel

& Coal Co., to assume the position of
chairman of the Board of Directors. Col.

Cantley has been with the company 32
years, of which 16 were spent as general
manager and two as president.

J. P. Henry, who held an important
position with the National Cash Register
Co., of Dayton, Ohio, has taken over his

duties as factory manager of the new
plant of the Canada Cycle and Motor Co.
at Weston, Ont. Mr. Henry is a native

of Scotland.

Samuel King, of London, Onr., has
been appointed managing-director of the

National Steel Car Co., of Hamilton, Ont.,

in place of Basil Magor, who recently re-

signed. T. O. Scott, formerly secretary
of the Canadian Tungsten Lamp Co., of

Hamilton, has been appointed secretary-
treasurer.

T. S. Dickson, of William Beardmore &
Co., .shipbuilders, Glasgow, is in this

country for the purpose of selecting a
site for an extensive steel shipbuilding

and dry dock plant. It has been defin-

itely settled that a plant will be built

in Canada. In company with A. D. Swan,
consulting engineer, Montreal, Mr. Dick-

son has inspected sites at Montreal, Que.;

Halifa.\, N.S., and St. John, N.B.

OVENS I
2 Enamelinp and Varnishing Ovens heated

by Gaa, Electricity. 3team or Coal.

2 Write for Booklet.

a Braniford Oven & Rack Co., Ltd.

Ilrantfiird, Canada.
aDiDRPBniniaininanjicinHDB

Hamilton Anti-Friction

BABBITT
A Dependable Metal for
Speed and Pressure.

Geo. E. Jobborn, Hamilton, Ont.

Will

Give You

Exceptional

Shell Forging
Production

WITHOUT AN EQUAL FOR
BOTH FIRST AND
SECOND OPERATION
PUNCHES.
Comes to you beat-treated

and ready for use.

It does not stick to the

work.

There are many cases where
each punch has turned out

over 2,000 shells.

It means more shells, per

machine per day.

STEEL OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

Hawkridge Brothers

Company
303 Congress St.. BOSTON. MASS.

u. s. A.

r
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CHRGIVIE

STII

(MADE IN CANADA.

Saves Dollars
Wliy let that oI.l-fa.^lii.ine(l faucet go on year
.liter year wasting water—.MO.N'EY?
Why mori' diinking cups and glasses, only tobecome un.sanilao—lost, broken or cairied away!
I'ui-o Sanitary Drinking Fountain stops all this
iiee^iless waste. Puro saves you 35% cjn the
water bill alrine. ruro wves you all that money
>ou s[:end for cups. YET Puro is always ready
with a clear, cool diink with dollars in the
bank.

Puro Pays for Itself

Toil Jon't have to wait years to get back the
small investment yoii h;ive tied up in Puio
(quipmtnt—
You start cashing in at once—not only on your
water bill saving, but on the increased efficiency
of your workovs as hcII.

Men liks V I 'RO— i I's clean. No danger of

(leiKlly Ecnns lurking in ils sparkling bubble.

Write us—tell hnw many men, how many de-

partments, and we'll tell j'on how much the
ri.i^t will be It-i

"PURO -FY'*
YOUR WATER SUPPLY

Puro Siniiary Drinliing Fountain Company

147 University five., Toronto. Canadi

Help Wanted
An ad for help in the

Classified Advertising

Section will bring the

right kind of replies.

Try It Out.

Canadian Machinery
Classified Advertising Section

143-153 University Ave., Toronto
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THE IRON WORKS

Owen Sound iron

Works

Owen Sound; :j

Engineers

Boiler-

makers

Founders

Machinists

"Barnes-made"

SPRINGS
are the result of over
sixty years' experience in

spring maliing, combined
with unsurpassed equip-
ment and the worlinian-
ship of men who have
lieen with us. ten. twenty
.'ind in some cases thirty

years.

Write (or booklet No. V-T.

Established 1837.

THE WALLACE BARNES COMPANY
218 South St.. Bristol, Ct.. U.S.A.

ManTrs of "Barnes -made" Products
Sprin^s.ScreH Machine Products, Cold Rolled Steel andWipe

The

"Dupont"
PA TENT

Power

Hammer
The strength, dur-

ability, economy of
power and simplicity
of adjustment of the
Dupont Power Ham-
mer make it a decid-

edly superior toal.

Made carefully from
e a r 6 f ully selected,

high-class materials.

Positively
Guaranteed

Seven sizes.

With rams from 35 to
300 lbs.

Write for full details.

THE PLESSISVILLE FOUNDRY
Plessisville, Que.

Ontario and Western Agents :

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd
Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg

CANADIAN MACHINERY
George A. Morrow, president of the

Imperial Life Association, Toronto, has
been appointed Director of Aviation in

Canada by the Dominion Government.
Mr. Morrow suceeds Frank W. Baillie,

who as president of the Canadian Aero
planes Ltd., Toronto will be enabled to

dovote more time to this concern. Both
are servintc without remuneration.

President Mark Workman of the Dom-
inion Steel Corporation has left Mon-
treal for the company's properties in the
East. He will be away about two weeks.
During- that time he will first inspect

the new blast furnaces and by-product
ovens being installed at Sydney. From
Sydney he will cross to V/abana, Nfld.,

where work has been started on the im-
provements planned in connection with
an increased output of iron ore.

Sir Alexander R. Binnie, the well-

!;nown en°ineer, died at his home in De-
vonshire, England, in M^v. He carried

out many important public works and
was president of the Institute of Civil

Engineers in 190.5-6. Sir Alexander in-

vestigated the Ottawa water supply a
few years ago and recommended a scheme
which was afterwards abandoned on ac-

count of the heavy cost.

James R. Phillips, of the firm of J. G.

Greey, mill machinery engineers, Toron-
to, died in the General Hospital last Fri-

dty, as the result of burning injuries sus-

t"ined at the works. The late Mr. Phillip^

w.is born in the Township of Vaughan 63

years ago. On comine' to Toronto he
joined the John Abell Co., and later be-

came superintendent for the Pease Foun-
dry Co., a position which he held for 24
years. Fifteen months ago he became
associated with J. G. Greey Co.

Capt. T. E. Ryder, who has recently

been promoted for distinguished conduct,
is manager of the Canadian Fairbanks-
Morse Co., St. John, N.B.. on leive of ab-

sence for active service. Capt. Ryder has
also been awarded the Military Cross,

and on more than one occasion mentioned
in despatches. He was. previous to tho

war, an officer in the St. John Battery.

When war broke out he immediately en-

listed for active service, and was at-

tached to the Ammunition Column.
Heavy Battery.

CATALOGUES
Rubber Belting.—Booklet issued by 'he

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Toronto,
containing a standard rubber belting

price list and a list of firms using thi-.

concern's goods.

Air Compressors.—The Canadianlnser-
soU-Rand Co., Montreal, have issued a

new bulletin describing their class FL-1
steam-driven, single stage, straisjht line,

air compressors. The construction and
principal features of this machine are

described fully, accomoanied by detail

illustrations and general views.

Air Compressors.—Bulletin K-302, 16

pages 6 X 9 in. illustrating a line of

steam driven, straight line, single stage

air compressors manufactured by the

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Ltd., of

Montreal. The type of machine describ-

ed is designed to cover the field of those
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requiring compact, self-contained units

of small and medium size for service in

shop, foundry, mill or electrical plant,

etc. Automatic splash lubrication, dust-

proof construction, "Circo" silent leaf

valves and quick convertibility to melt
drive are among the leading features of

the design dwelt upon in this publication.

Pipe Threading Machinery, made by
the Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro,
Pa., is the title of catalogue No. 23, just

off the press. This catalogue illustrates

and describes in detail the Landis sta-

tionary pipe die head, pipe threading and
cutting machines, pipe and nipple thread-

ing die heads, pipe and nipple threading

machines, and the Landis chaser grind-

ers. The catalogue sets forth the dis-

tinctive features of the Landis product,

and also contains specifications covering

the various types of machinery described.

A detailed list of parts is also included.

The Stroh Steel Hardening Process Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., have issued an attrac-

tive-looking catalogue describing the

Stroh process for making steel casting.-^.

The catalogue states what the Stroh pro-

cess is and the theory of it. A number
'

of steel castings, made by this process,

are illustrated, showing the suitability of

this method, particularly for making
castings for certain purposes, such as

gear wheels, pinions and car wheels, etc.,

where the service is exceptionally severe.

The including pages trace the history of

steel castings from pre-historic times un-

til the present day featuring the Stroh

process.

BOOK REVIEW
"The Driving of Machine Tools," by

Thos. R. Shaw, is the title of an en<ri-

neerin?: handbook recently published by

Scott, Greenwood and Son, of London

E.G. Price $1 net. In the compilation of

this work it has not been the aim of the

author to go extensively into the funda-

mental details of design, involving the

use of intricate formulae and calcula-

tions, but rather to deal with the sub-

ject of machine tool drives in a general

way, illustrating the various methods

now in use and their application to the

different tools, with a view of instruct-

in?r. and possibly advisino;, mechanics

and designers in the adaptation of cer-

tiin principles, in order to attain the

highest efficiency in the transmission of

power to machine tools. The book is of

convenient size for ready reference, be-

ing 5 by 7 inches, 220 pages, with 139

illustrations and 37 tables. The text is

divided into eight chapters and an ap-

nendix, coveriner durability and accessi-

bility; cone pulleys and geariny;; apoli-

cation of care pulleys; the all gear drive;

application of motor drive; planing

machine drive; drives for various mach-
ines, and miscellanies. The concluding

chapter of the book describes a number
of auxiliary details incidental to general

machine operation, such as the use of

ball bearings, spiral gearing, belt drives,

rules, tables, etc. This work should com-
mend itself to any connected with the de-

sign of machine tools, or the application

of drives for the operation of the same.
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Lloyd Creorge said:

"We may lose some battles, but tbere is one battle we sball win—the last.

But always— -win or lose— bebind our allied lines, fighting to turn out trie

ricate mecnanism or victory, you will find

DRILLS

THE

EVELAND ^ TWIST DRILL
COMPANY

)11K Cl.EVELAND

^^

^^i^yyy^^y^j'y^jjjjjjjjjn\\s.'^^^^>i>^^s^^^;^̂

CHICAGO

// (uiy advertineiuent interestti you, teur it out now and jjUice with letters to be an»ivercd.
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LASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates (payable in advrncc) : Two cents per word first insertion; one cent per word sub-

sequent in^icrtions. Ccunt five words when hn\ number is required. Each figure counts

as one woriU Minimum order §1.00. Display rates on application.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
TT. C. THOMAS. GENERAL MACHINE SHOP.^ tools, jigs and machine repairs. 301 King
St. W., Toronto. Telephone Adelaide 3836. elm

TyfANUFACTURERS—WE CAN UNDERTAKE
^^ work to any specification—munition produc-

tion equipment or otherwise. Write W. H.
Sumbline Machinery Co.. 7 St- Mary St.. Toronto.

Q. VESSOT & CO., GENERAL MACHINE SHOP
^ and Grey Iron Foundry. We can undertake
at present time light machining and grey iron

c astings. at reasonable prices. Address Joliette,

Que. elm

FOR SALE

T^OR SALE — 1 HOLDEN-MORGAN BASE
milling machine. 3-inch shell. Manitoba Bridge

& Iron Works, Winnipeg.

24" CONRADSON TURRET LATHE. APPLY
McGregor. Mclntyre. Limited. Toronto, Ont.

c3m

pOR SALE—ONE LEWIS TYPE ENGINE
^ built by Waterous Engine Works. 240 H.P..
flywheel 73" x IS", automatic governor, a bar-
gain. One steam pump, 41^" x 2%" x 4". Write
Box 217, Moncton. N.B. c24m

BUSINESS CHANCES
QHELL PLANT FOR SALE — COMPLETE
^-' plant— installed since 1914, for the machining
and assembling of 4.5 inch H.E. shells, situated

at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, on line of Interco-

lonial Railway, with siding running into the

works. Will sell the equipment outright, with
privilege of renting the building in event of the

purchaser engaging in the same business. Starr

Manufacturing Co., Limited, Dartmouth. Nova
Scotia. Canada. c26m

-piOR SALE—A MEDIUM-SIZED TWO-STOREY
^ brick factory situated in the best small city

in Ontario. Buildings in good condition, suitable

for either metal or wood-working ; shipping facili-

ties unexcelled. Two trunk lines ; direct connec-

tions east. west, north and south. Educational

advantages the very best. Plant will be sold at

a bargain and on easy terms of payment, if

desired. Apply Box 294, Canadian Machinery.
c2m

W
WANTED

^ANTED — THREE GOOD SECOND-HAND
air hoists \

Dash Company,
" diameter by 4' lift.

St. Catharines, Ont.
McKinnon

c26m

qnn-TON PRESS SUITABLE FOR NOSING
*-*--

4.5 Howitzer Shells, complete with triple

pump, accumulator, and fittings. McGregor &
Mclntyre. Limited. 1139 Shaw St.. Toronto, Ont.

c26m

SITUATIONS WANTED
PRACTICAL WORKS MANAGER AND ME-
-^ chanical expert with years of experience in

United States and Canada, a specialist in muni-
tion work, open for engagement. Best of refer-

ences. Apply Box 304, Canadian Machinery.
c4m

pLECTRICAL ENGINEER—COLLEGE GRADU-
uate. five years' practical experience ; now

employed in large industrial plant, electric-

driven : responsible position desired : money not
sole object; recommendations. Box 305, Canadian
Machinery. c26m

rpORONTO ENGINEERING AGENCY WANTS
positions for thorough mechanics, toolmakers.

toolsetters, grinders, borers, automatic operators,
general foremen, chief munition inspectors, and
men to work on marine coT)per piping : also for

female artisans of all kinds, viz., munition in-

spectors, operators, superintendents, timekeepers
and female elevator attendants, tall, age over
thirty ; matrons. Employers send to 57 Queen
W.. Toronto. Adel. 809. e26m

SITUATIONS VACANT

rpHOROUGHLY CAPABLE BRASS FOUNDRY
^ Foreman to take charge of small foundry do-
ing a general jobbing business and also munition
work. Location Montreal. Address for infor-

mation. "Brass Foreman," P.O. Box 1934, Mon-
treal. c26m

pADIAL DRILL, 4' CINCINNATI BICKFORD
*' with single pulley drive and speed box. for

sale or exchange for 6" Radial Drill ; also Mitts
& Merrill Keyseater. 12" stroke to cut 2" wide
keyways. Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co.,
Ltd., Lindsay. Ont. c26m

TjlOR SALE—TWO 16 x 6 REED PRENTICE
-*- Automatic Lathes. One Bertram Gap Lathe,
48x10. Four No. 10 Heavy Duty Baker Drills.

One No. 2D Colburne Drill. One Hea\'y Duty
Reliance Machine Co. Turret Lathe for inside
boring of 6" shells. Canadian Blower & Forge
Co., Kitchener, Ont. c24m

\yE HAVE ON HAND AT OUR WELLAND
Works, for disposal, the following new

machinery :—One (1) 18" x 15 ft. Accumulator:
one (1) Aldrich Triplex Hydraulic Pump, 180
gals, capacity: two (2) 350-ton B. and B.
Presses. All offers will be carefully considered.
Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Ltd., Transporta-
tion Building. Montreal.

-j—ROBB HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE, 10 x
12. 35 h.p. Just overhauled by makers. Price

$300.00. 1—Hea\-y Duty Rockford Drill. Suitable
for shells or heavy work. Weight of drill 3.600
lbs. Good as new. Write for specification. 1

—

Jones & Lamson 2 x 24 Turret Lathe, 2V;" hole in
spindle, 16" swing, cone drive, collet chucks for
bars un to 2" diameter. Or lathe can be fitted with
standard universal chuck. Flat turret 16" dia-
meter. Good condition. Price S400.00. 1—Warner
& Swasey Turret Lathe. Round turret, diameter
8". hand cross feed for turret. Swing 14". Fairly
good condition. Price S200.00. 1—Bertram 2-

snindle Thread Miller. Made by makers for
threading 18-pdr. shells. Now used for thread-
ing sockets. Good condition. Steel Furnishing
Co.. Ltd., New Glrsgow. Nova Scotia. c2m

WANTED—THREAD MILLER FOR NOSE OF
*' 4.5 mark VII. shell. Must be in good order

and price reasonable. J. C. Wilson & Co.. Belle-

ville, Ont. c26m

FOR SALE
20" Bullard Projectile Lathe
21" Gisholt Turret Lathe
20" X 6' Florence Turret Chucking

Lathe
16" X 7' Oliver Engine Lathe, new
18" X 10' Rahn-Larmon Engine

Lathe, new
18" X 12' Rahn-Larmon Engine

Lathe, new
3 X 36" Jones & Lamson Flat Tur-

ret Lathe. Chucking
ZVi X 36" Cincinnati Acme Flat

Turret Lathe, Chucking (4)

Ford-Smith Grinders for 3" shells

(12)

Allis-Chalmers Banding and Wav-
ing Machines (10)

Copper Band Turning Machine
Greenlee Gang Boring Machine
Holden-Morgan Thread Miller

Brownell Machinery Co.

Providence, R. I.

-IVAN TED—TWO EXPERIENCED BORING
'' lathe hands to take charge on day and niEht
shifts, of battery of boring: lathes for 6" Mark III.

shell. Only men who can get g:ood bores and
high production need apply. Give in the first

instance, experience, wages required and full par-
ticulars, otherwise application will not be con-

sidered. Box 317. Canadian Machinery. c26m

lyANTED — ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
' ' for six-inch shell factory. Must be capable

of getting ma.ximum production from an estab-

lished plant and have good mechanical experience.

Duties to consist chiefly in supervising production.

Give full particulars in writing of previous ex-

perience, age. references, and salary required, to

Henry Hope & Sons of Canada. Ltd.. Peterboro.

All information will be treated in the strictest

confidence. c5ra

rpECHNICAL ADVERTISING MAN — LARGE
manufacturing concern near Toronto, building

a general line of heavy machinery, requires a

young man to take care of its advertising : must
be able to prepare machine descriptions from blue

prints and to write clear, concise English ; adver-

tising experience desirable but not necessarv

:

please state age. nationality, experience and
salary desired, and send samples of your work
with first letter. Box 320. Canadian Machinery.

c26m

i;"
SHELL FOREMf^N WANTED WITH SPE-

cial nualications to get production from shop
at Peterborough. Ont.. which has been running
on 6" shell for eighteen months. Tooling and
shop inspection separately organized. Foreman to

give his whole attention to obtaining maximum
production. Give full particulars in first appli-

cation as to previous experience, references, and
salary required, otherwise application will not be

considered. Apply to Box 31S, Canadian Machin-
ery. c25m
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FOR SALE
Equipment used for making

18-pr. Shells.

1—Waraer & Swasey Turret La:he, 2" s 2i".

with attachments.

1—Linderman Double Spipdle Boring Machine,
with attachments for finish boring shrapnel
and nose turning H.E.

1—Fliither & Co. 14" x 5' 0" Lathe, with chuck
and countershaft.

1—Fosdick 16" X 6' 0" Lathe, with collet chuck
and countershaft.

1—Braopose 16" x 6' 0" Lathe, collet chuck and
taper attachment

1—Goldie & McCulloch Nosing Press with Dies.

1—Beatty Accumulator.

1—Lees-Bradner Thread Miller, with attachment
and countershaft.

1—Jones & Lamson Turret Lathe. 2" x 24".

1—10-gallon Bowser Tank and Pump; good as

new.

1—Cold Saw, with variable speed ipotor, 60 cycle,

230 volt, cuts up to 9" stock, complet-e with
three saws.

1—i-iConnection Pyrometer with Rheostat, made
by Taj lor Instrument Co.

1—Thermo Couples, 39" long, bent 12^'^" from
nose.

1—Thermo Couples, 39" long, straight.

1—One-Connection Tycos Pyrometer, made by
Taylor Co.

I—Bertram Band Turning Attachment, for 24"

Lathe. Ball-bearing Centre.

All the above located at Welland. Prices.

Delivery and full particulars gladly furnished.

M. Beatty & Sons, Limited

Welland, Ont.

For Sale
8" Shell Machinery
1—Jenckes Band-turu-
ing Lathe, for turning
l)ands on 8" B.L. High
Explosive Shells. This
is a new machine of the

latest model, and lias

never been used.

2—Used Smalley-Gen-
eral Co.'s Thread Mill-

ing Machines for mill-

ing base end of 8" B. L.

High Explosive Shells.

Machines equipped
(•(ini])lete with chucks,
liohs and fixtures.

THE

CANADIAN BRIDGE
CO., LTD.

Walkerville Ontario

H. W. PETRIE
of MONTREAL

Limited
Montreal, Que.
LIST OF NEW AND USED
MACHINERY IN STOCK

FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

ENGINE LATHES
New 13" X 5' Lancaster Sgl. B.G., Gearei

Feed.
New 15" x G' South Bend, Sgl. B.G., Stan.

Change Gears.
S.H. 15" X 6' South Bena, Sgl. B.G.. Stan.

Change Gears.
New 16" X 6' iSouth Bend, Sgl. B.G., Stan.

Change Gears.
New 15" X T Oliver Dbl. B.G., Q.C. Gear.

Oil Pump and Pan.
New 16" X 24" x W South Bend Gap Sgl.

B.G.. Stan. Change Gears.

S.H. 17" X S' Greaves Klusman Sgl. B.G..
Geared Feed.

New. 13" X 8' Greaves Klusman Dbl. B.G..
Geared Feed.

New 18" X 8' Giddings & Lewis Dbl. E.G.,
Geared Feed.

New 18" X 8' Stevens Sgl. B.G.. Standard
Change Gears.

New 18" X 8' South Bend Sgl. E.G.. Stand.
Change Gears.

S.H. IS" X 10' llullei Sgl. B.G.. Standard
Change Gears.

New 18" X 12' South Bend Sgl. B.G., Stand.
Change Gears.

S.H. 20" X 10' Flather Sgl. B.G., Standard
Change Geai"S.

S.H. 3B" X 10' Fay & Scott Sgl. B.G.. Stand.

Change Gears.

HEAVY DUTY MANUFACTURING
LATHES

New 20" X S' Petrie Heavy Duty Manufactur-
ing Lathes.

TURRET. SPEED AND BRASS LATHES
SCREW MACHINES

New 13" X 7' Pntman Speed Lathe.

S.H. 15" X 5' 6" Fox Brass Lathe with Chasing
.\ttaehment.

S.H. 30" X 10' Viltcr Lathe, Friction B.G..

Geared Feed with 18" Hex. Power Feed Tur-

ret.

New No. Foster Plain Head Screw Machine,
with wire feed ami automatic chuck.

DRILLS
New 3' Dresses Plain Radial, Gear Box Drive.

New 20" Excelsior, Back Geared Wheel Lever,

Power Feed.
New 20" Silver, BacK Geared Wheel Lever

Power Feed.
New 11" Leland Gifford Single Spindle Sensi-

tive.

S.H. 14" .\vev Sningle Spindle Sensitive.

S.H. 14" Foote-Burt Four.
Niw No. 1 Kmco Bench Single.

HACK SAW MACHINES
New I'eerir^^ lli'-'h Spee<l,

N.'W Nc, 1 .Mkin^ Kwit-Kut.

GRINDING AND BUFFING MACHINES
New 20" For.1 Smith Water Tool Grinder.

New 18" Ford Smith S.O. General Purpose Pe-

destal Grinder.
New 16" Ford Smith S.O. General Purpose Pe-

destal Grinder.
New 12" Ford Smith 8.0. General Punwse Pe-

destal Grinder.
New 12" Fori Smith S.O. Combination Grinder

and Buffer.
New 12" Ford Smith S.O. BufTing Machine.
New Stvlc B, Point Yankee Twist Drill

Grinder,

MISCELLANEOUS
S,H. No. 22 Garvin Verticil Milliuc Machine.

S.n. No. Burke H.nnd Milling Machine.

New I'l" National Bolt Cutter with Lead Scr.-w

.\ttachment.
NVw No. 1 Gi-aho Metal Saw Table.

New D4 Bock Biver Slitting Shear.

New No, 4 Chicago Steel Bending Brake,

Tclcernph. Phonp or Write for Prices and
Further Particulars

H. W. PETRIE of MONTREAL
LIMITED

MONTREAL. QUEBEC

PETRIE'S LIST
Of New and Used Machine ToolsStock

for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TURRET LATHES AND SCREW
MACHINES

15" X 5V;.' American, fox.
16" X 6' "Pratt & Whitney, turret,

IS" X 6' Prentice, high speed.
22" X i\ Pratt & Whitney.
2-1" X 8' Lodge & Shipley.
26" X 8' Fay & Scott. B.G.
32" X 18" Lodge & Shipley, pulley.

IVi;" X 9" Acme screw machine.
No. 2 Warner & Swasey. plain head.
No. 6 Warner & Swasey. friction head.

ENGINE LATHES
15" X 6' London, back geared.
16" X SVy Cincinnati, D.B.G.
17" X 8' Blaisdell, back-ge«red.
18" X 6" New Haven.
18" X 10' Putnam, back-geared.
20" X 8' Fifield, back geared.
21" X 9' back-geared, single purpose (4).
22" X 8' Bawden.
24" X 11

' Pond, back-geared.
26" X 14' Gleason. D.B.G.
30" X 10' Ames, back geared.
18" X 32" X 12' C.M.G. gap.
20" X 38" X 16' double back gear, gap.
24" X 44" X 20' C.M.C., gap.

UPRIGHT DRILLS
13" Perfect. 3-3pindIe.
14" Excelsior, sensitive.
16" Avey, 4-spindle sensitive.

18" Buffalo, post drill
20" Perfect, lever feed.
22" Barnes, back -geared.
24" Kerkhoff. sliding head.
26" Prentice.
64" Canedy-Otto. wall radial.

No. 10a Baush. 16-spindle.

No. Vi; Avey, ball-bearing, bench.

GRINDERS
No. 1 Wilmarth & Morman.
No. 1 Cincinnati, universal tool.

No. 2 Landis.
No. 2 Sellers, universal.

No. 3 Modern, universal.

No. 14 Besly.
26" Gardner, disk.

IRON PLANERS
20" X 20" X 5' Bertram.
24" X 24" X 6*/-.' Bertram.
24" X 34" X 8' Cincinnati. 2 heads.
25" X 25" X 12' Lodge & Davis.
36" X 36" X 10' Sellers, 4 heads.

40" X 40" X 12' New Haven, power feed.

MILLING MACHINES

Nos. and 1 Burke, hand feed.

Bertram, plain.

Brown & Sharpe. power feed, plain.

Fitchburg, geared, plain.

Monarch, vertical.

Loudon, universal.

SHAPERS.

16" Hendey.
16" Queen City, back geared.
20" Cincinnati, back geared.
24" Gould & Kbcrhardt.
30" Morton, draw cut.

MISCELLANEOUS
r." and S" Racine Hack Saws.
I" and 6" Robertson Hack Saws.
6" Kennedy Cutting-off Machine.
12' Hall Pipf Machine.
No. 2 Cotbvirn Keyseiiter.

No. 4A High Speed. Riveting Hammer.
N<is. 1 and 4 Grecncrd Arbor Presses.

No. 2 West Tire Hydraulic Press.

Prown-Boggs Punching Press.

HiTtram Single-cntI Punch and Shear.

No. 3 Dundas Double-end Punch and Shear.
7' Geared Bending RolU.
i:)00-n). Toledo Drop Hammer.
l.".0-lb. Williams Drop Hammer.

H. W. PETRIE, LTD.
FRONT STREET WEST. TORONTO

// ani/ advertisement interests you, teor it out nnic and place with letters to he anstvered.
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The Best Shrapnel Heat
Treating Plant In Canada

HEALY'S FOUNTAIN DESIGN

For Sale at Half Cost of Installation. Capacity 1500 per 10 Hours

Economy, Quality and Quantity Absolutely

Guaranteed

6—Oil Burning, Harilening and Annealinc; Fur-
naces.

4—Quenc'hino; Tanks witli aljout 700 gallons

Houghton's Oil.

Complete PjTometer Equipment.

o—Oil Pumps for Fuel and Quenching Oil.

1—Root BloAver, with motov.

1—Compression Oil Tank.
2—Extra Large Cooling Coils, jiipe design.

Complete system oil piping and air piping.

This complete heat treating plant was not damaged
liy onr recent fire and is ready now for operation.

TOOLS FOR 18 LB. SHRAPNEL
•2

—

iV/ l^avis Cotting Oil' Machines.

2—End Centering Machines.

2—Symington Rough Turn Machines.

1—Bullard Tm-ret .Lathe, 20-inrIi.

1—24" Niles Engine Lathe.

1—20" Bawden Engine Lathe.

1_20" Lodge & Shipley Turret Lathe.

8—SymingtoTi Nose Tapping Lathes.

5—Symington Body Grinders.

2—Symington Finish Turn Lathes.

1—Syminglon Band Recess Lathe.

2—Symington Undercut and Waive Lathes.

2—IS" Perkins Profile Engine Lathes.

1—18" Lodge & Shipley Engine Lathe.

1—18" Lodge & Davis Engine Lathe.

1—18" Putnam Engine Lathe.

1—20" Simplex Engine Lathe.

2—24" Davis Turret Lathes.

1—18" Essley Engine Lathe.

1—18" Rhan-Mayhr Engine Lathe.

1—18" Reed Engine Lathe.

1—West Banding Press, 4.5" .size and pump.
1—.lenckes Band Turning Lathe.

2—Filing Lathes.

A.ssorted lots of toots, gauges, high speed steel,

shafting, etc.

Above machinery is in very good working condition,

slightly damaged by fire. Prices very low.

CLUFF AMMUNITION COMPANY
911 C. P. R. BUILDING

TORONTO, ONTARIO

Mention this paper luhen writing advertisers. It xvill identify the proposition about which you require information.
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"New York's Greatest Clearing House-New York's Lowest Prices— J. J. McCabe"

Several Large Machines

Hard to secure now-a-days
for immediate shipment

TURRET LATHE—Semi-Automatic, 40-in. Swine,-, 6 ft. 9 in. between Chuck and Turret:

Hollow Spindle, 3% -in. hole; Turret 48 in. diam.. carries 5 tools on main turret and

four tools' on supplementary turret. Weight 22,.500 lbs. Used only slightly in one

of the best Tool-shops in the country.

MILLING MACHINE—"Planer type," 45 in. x 45 in. x 14 ft. "Newton."

MILLING MACHINE—"Planer type," 24 in. x 24 in. x 12 ft. "Bement-Miles."

MILLING MACHINE—"Planer type," 24 in. x 24 in. x 8 ft. "Bement-Miles."

MILLING MACHINE—Vertical, GO in., heavy, "Bement-Miles."

MILLING MACHINE—Vertical, 42 in., heavy, "Bement-Miles."

RADIAL DRILL—6-ft. Arm, heavy, plain, "Pond Mch. Tool Co."

RADIAL DRILL—5-ft. Arm, Full Universal, swivel arm, swivel head, heavy.

RADIAL DRILL—5-ft. Arm. Half Universal, swivel head, "Miles Tool Works."

MULTIPLE DRILL—18 spindles, capacity 1-in. holes, speed box, "Baush."

BLOTTER AND KEY SEATER—30-in. stroke, "Baker Bros."

SLOTTER—12-in. stroke, "Bement."

GEAR SHAPER—For Gears up to 3f; in., with Cutters, "Fellows."

CRANK SHAPER—32-in. Stroke, Sin-i'le Pulley Drive, Speed Box, Smith & M.

STEAM HAMMER—2,500 lbs. Single Frame, "Bement-Miles."

NEW TOOLS FOR I.MMEDIATE SHIPMENT
The very machines the market has been short of

—

perhaps the machines you wanted, and couldn't get.

RADIAL DRILLS—2 2V2-ft. Arm, Speed Box, Single Pulley Dr., Tapping att.

RADIAL DRILLS—3 3y2-ft. Arm, Speed Box, Single Pulley Dr., Tapping att.

RADIAL DRILLS—1 4-ft. Arm, Speed Box, Single Pulley Dr., Tapping att.

SHAPERS—2 16-in. Stroke, Back-geared.

SHAPERS—3 20-in. Stroke, Back-geared.

SHAPEKS—2 25-in. Stroke, Back-geared.

SHAPERS— 1 28-in. Stroke, Back-geared, Speed Box.

SH.M'EUS-2 32-in. Stroke, Back-geared, Speed Box.

PLANERS.
2-1"x24"x6' Gray. 1 head.
30"x30"x8' Pond. 1 head.
36"x36"x8' Putnam. 1 head.
3B"x36"xlll.j' Sellers. 1 head.
60"xl0' Bement, :i heads.

SHAPERS.
2S" Triple-Krd. .Smith & Mills.
24" Crank. Gould & Eber, bk.-Krd.
20" Crank. Gould & Eber.. bk.-Krd.
l*i" Crank. Cincinnati, bk.-grd.
12" Traveling hd,. Sellers.

TURRET LATHES.
21" Swing. Kap 32", Gisholt.
2x21" Flat Turret. Slid. Hd., J. & L.
20" Swing (2), l'"ull-Auto, Potter & J.

16"

IS"

Qk,
IK"
IM"

IK"
20"
22"
21"
36"

26-

Dli

26"

LATHES.
SwK., 6' Bed, Reed.
SwK.. 8' Bed, Heavy, Seneea
ch. Taper. Draw-in att. Cks.
SwK.. « Bed, LeBlond.
SwK,. 10' Bed. Porter
Swit.. 10' Bed
SwK.. ir Bed
SwK., 10' Bed,
Swg., 1,5' Bed.
SwB.. 16' Bed

Falls.

48" Swing, 16

le.-spindle. Grd,
Swg.. ].->' Bi

Axle Lath.-

Draper.
Hamilton.
Porter.
Bement.
Putnam.
Bed. McCabe.
Plate. Ck.-Jaws.

rl. Dble.-hd., Bridge-ford

PUNCHES AND SHEARS.
30" throat. Wm. Sellers & Co.
30" throat, Lenox Rotary Splitting Sh.
14" throat. Single-end Punch.

HAMMERS.
2."»00-lb., Single-frame, Bement-Miles.
1000-lb., Single-frame. Miles.

600-lb.. Single-frame. Miles.

300-lb.. Single-frame. Miles.

1200-lb.. Belt-drop. Miner & Peck.
yOO-lb.. Belt-drop, 'Williams & White.
."iO-lb., 121. Helve. Bradley.

NEW LATHES—IN STOCK.
McCabe Heavy Pattern, latest double-
spindle. 26" and 4S" swing, 12' beds. 6'

between centers, triple-geared, hollow-
spituiles, 2'h" holes, C-shaft. etc. Heavy
deep bed and other "new features."

Heavy 24* x 18' semi-qk.-ch., 3-step

cone, dble. bk.-gd.

Heavy 24" x 14', semi-qk.-ch.,

cone, dble, bk.-gd.
semi-qk.-ch..Heavy. 21" x 12

cone. dble. bk.-gd.
Heavy, 21" x 12'

cone. dble. bk.-gd.

Heavy. 21" x 10'

cone. dble. bk.-gd.
Heavy. IK" x 12'

.i,ne. ilble. bk.-gd

quick-change,

quick-change.

3-9tep

3-step

3-8tep

3-stcp

quick-change, 3-8tep

5—Heavy, IS" ,x 10', quick-change, 3-step
cone, dble. bk.-gd.

5—Heavy, 18" .x 8', quick-change, 3-3tep

cone, dble. bk.-gd.
2—Heavy, 16" x 8', quick-change, 3-step

cone, dble. bk.-gd.
2—Standard, 16" x 6', semi-quick-change.

single bk.-grd.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Boring Mill. 36" swing, turret-head. Brown

& Sharpe.

Nut Tapper, six-spindle. Acme.
Lincoln Millers, tables 27" X 6".

Lincoln Miller, table 30" x 8".

Bolt Cutter, IV-j". Putnam, with new dies.

Upright Drils, 20" swing, Barnes.

Hydraulic Wheel Press. 150 tons capacity,

double-acting pump.

No. 2 Die-sinker, Pratt & Whitney.

Steam Riveter, 10' gap. Sellers.

Beniling Rolls. 13' 3" between housings,

top roll 16" diam.. lower rolls 14" diam.

Cutting-olT and Centering Machine, 9"

double-end. Bement-Miles.

Radial Drill, 2".j' arm, heavy, Bement-
Miles.

Saw Filing Machine.

Wolf Portable Grind.-r, with Motor.

J. J. McCABE—149 Broadway -NEW YORK
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RIVERSIDE'S
Machinery List
We Own Every Too! Offered

ENGLNE LATHKS
I—'IS X 10 Hamilton StanilarJ Engiue Lathe,

with lurret.
1—"28 X 15 i*utman Standard Eugiue Lathe.
1—22 X 14 I'utmiin Standard Knynif Latin.'.

'd—Ntw 18 X 8 Springlield Ensme Lathes.
1—^'c\v 16 X 8 Spriughcld Engme Lathe.
1—'New 14 X 6 Spiintrfleld Engine Lathe.
'Ji—ia X 8 Davis Engnie Lathes, taper attach-

ment.
1—18 X 6 Jones & Lamson Standai-d Engine

Lathe.
1—lb X 8 Porter S tandaixi Engine Lathe.
2—16 X 8 Keed Stud Lathes.
1—14 X 6 Lodge & Shipley Engine Lathe.
1—14 X 6 Springfield Engine Lathe.
1—14 X 6 Prentiss Engine Lathe.
1—14 X 6 Hamilton Engine Lathe.
1—14 X 6 Sebastian Engine Lathe.

TURRET AND SCREW MACHINES.
1—3^ X 36 Jones & Lamson Flat TLuret Lathf,

S.G.H.
1—2^ X 24 Jones & Lamson Flat Turret Lathe,

S.G.H.
1—3 X 24 Jones & Lamson Flat Turret Lathe,

cone head.
4—No. 4 Foster F.G.H. Hand Screw Machines.
l-'No, 3 Foster F.G.H. Hand Screw Machines.
l^No. 5 Pierson F.G.H- Hand Screw lilachine.
1—No. 4 Smurr & Kameu Hand Screw .Ma-

chine.

4—New 14" Pierce Turret loathes.
2—New 1x8 Pierce Hand Screw Machines.
2—2" Cleveland Automatic Screw Machines,

jigger feed.

lMILLIXG MAICHIN'BS and PLANERtS.
5—No. IVs Knight 'Milling and Drilling Ma-

chines.
a—No. 13 Pratt & Whitney Lincoln Type

Milling Machines.
1—No. 1 Cincinnati Plain Milling Machine.
3—Fox Hand Milling Machines.
1—Garvin Hand Miller.
1—27 X 27 X 7' Cincinnati Planer.
1—22 X 22 X 5' New Haven Planer.
1—20 X 20 :; 3' New Haven Planer.

DRILL PRBS,SBS.
1-24" Baker Heavy Duty High Speed Drill.

1—3-spindle 8" overhang Henrv & Wright High
Speetl Drill.

3—12" iLeland & Gifford High Speed Bench
Drills.

5—30" Buffalo Plain Drill Presses.
4—6-spindle Fox High Speed Drill Presses.
2—4~spindle Fox High Speed Drill Presses.
1-3' Mueller Plain Radial Drill.
1—6' Mueller Plain Radial Drill.

SHAPERS AND BLOTTERS.
1—24" New Barker Crank Shaper.
l—U" iLodge & Davis Geared Shaper.
1—18" Hendey Geared Shaper.
1—16" Hendey Geared Shaper.
1—16" GaiTin Shaper.

Ohio Crank Shaper.
Smith & i^Iills B.G. Crank Shaper.
New Springfield B.G. Crank Shapers.

1-16"
1-16"
3-16"
1—24" Niles Geared Type Slotter.

PRESSES AND HAM'.MERS.
1—'Waterbury Farrell Straight-sided Geared

Press with double cam knock-out.
5—No. 2-'W Bliss Wiring Presses.
1—800-ib. B. & S. Roll Board Hammer.
1-Si)0db. Praft & Whitney Roll Board Ham-

mer.
1—6f>-]b. Rcranton Belt Hammer.
1—24-lh. Bradley Helve Hammer.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
1—8 X 6 Westinghouse Steam Air Compressor.
1—16 X 16 X 12 TTnion Steam Pump Co. Steam

Driven Air Compressor.
I—If) X 10 Tngei-soll Sai-gent Belt-driven Air

Compressor.
1—'10 X 10 Clayton Belt-driven Air Compresaor.
1—9 X 8 Ingersoll-Rand Belt-driven Air Com-

pressor.
1—8 X 8 Fairbanks-Morse Electrical-driven Air

Compres.sor.
1—8 X 8 Gardner Single Belt-driven Air Com-

Dressor.
1—8 X 8 Union Steam Pump Co.'s Belt Air

Compressor.
1-7^ X 6 Chiraeo Pneumatic Tool Co. Belt-

driven Air Compressor.
1—6 X 6 Chicaeo Pneumatic Tool Co. Belt-

driven Air Compressor.
We al«o carry a lanre stock of Steam EngineR.

Steam Pumps, and Electrical Equipment of all

kinds.

We are in the market to purchase machine
tools, both large and small.

RIVERSIDE MACHINERY
DEPOT

17-29 St. Aubin Avenue
DETROIT, MICH.

Brand New
Machine Tools

No. 4 Le Blond Universal Miller,

$3350.
No. .3 Modern Universal Grinders,

$2050.
No. 2 Ott Universal Grinders, $1550.

No. 2 Farwell Gear Hobber, $1550.
16" Cincinnati plain crank Shapers,

$625.

Steptoe plain Millers, $500.

Niles back geared Shapers,
$850.
Smith & Mills Shaper, double
back geared, single pulley
drive, $1500.
X 8 Ryerson Lathes, quick
change gears, $800.

No. 2 Kempsmith Universal Miller,

$2000.
15" Sebastian gap Lathes, $600.

No. 2 Woods Universal Grinders,
$600.

Le Blond Universal Grinders, $975.

No. 2A Becker vertical Miller,

$1050.
No. 3 Becker vertical Miller, $1100.

Many others. Send your inquiry.

Big Quantity Carbon Millimeter
Twist Drills at List less 35 f;;,.

No.
20"

28"

18"

M. BLUMENTHAL
517 West 159th St., New York

Telephone : 3150 Audubon

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
No. 28—17" X 96" Brown .\:

Sharpe Plain Grinder.

Pratt & Whitney Vertical Sur-

face Grinder, '.36" Table.

No. 11/2 Bath Universal (iri ri-

der, complete tool rooni

equipment.

No, 11/0 Landis Univer.sal Grin-

der, for Internal and Ex-
ternal Grinding.

36 ft. Niles Plate Planer.

Lynd-Farquhar Co.

Boston, Massachusetts

One Inch Space
$2.00 Per Issue

on Yearly Order.

FOR SALE
l_Goldie & McCulloch—210 H.P. Wheelock Coreless Tandem Com-

bined Engines—10" x 18" x 28" Stroke—10 ft. diameter—7 groove—Fly

Wheel for 2" Rope. (We find l-'s" Rope is the correct size to use.)

$3000.00.

1—Northey 10" x 14" x 18" Jet Condensing Pump for use with the

Engines—$500.00.

1—Canadian General Electric—100 K.W. Alternating Current Gen-

erator—Type A.T.B. Class 8/100 900 from P. 96 .5 Amp. Speed 900

volts—full load 600 volts—Cost $1716.80—Sale price—40r- Discount.

1—Canadian General Electric—4% K.W. Direct Current Generator

—

Type LB. Class 2—.4 .5 .1100—Form H—Volts no load 155—full load 125

—Amp. .36—Speed 1100—used as an Exciter for large Generator. Cost

$221.50—Sale price—40f; Discount.

TAYLOR-FORBES CO., Limited
GUELPH, ONTARIO

was wanted as Tool-room Foreman. He was found

by a condensed ad. in

MAN CANADIAN MACHINERY
Classified Advertising Section

143-153 University Ave., Toront
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GOOD USED
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES.

JJ-Tou Nile"! 61' 7" span, fisli belly type, four

motor. 399 volts D.C.. »1th 10-ton auxiliary

hoist.

3(i-Ton Alfred Box, 60' V span, flih beUy type.

tour motor. 220 volts D.C.. wilt 5-ton auxUiary

hoist.

Hand Cranes. 2 to TVs Ton. 22' span. (13).

BRAKE AND PRESSE.S.

13' 0" Garrison Brake or Press, double back-

geared, capacity Vt" plate Ml width, weight

about 156,000 lbs.; condition like new.

No. 1! Perkins (Trimming). 4" stroke, 16,500 lbs.

No, 225 Adriance (Punch), 2" stroke, 7.000 lbs.

No. 65 Toledo (Cam Drawing). B.G.. 13.000 lbs.

PUNCHES AND SHEARS.

I'undi and Sliear. cap. 3" x Hi. throat 18".

Punch and Shear, 17" throat, capacity 1 116"

X 1".

Punch and Shear. No. 5-B New Doty (hand),

capacity % x H".

Punch. Ohl (Hand), cap. V x Vt".

Punch and Shear, for elliptic spring work, ca-

pacity shear 3 x %". spring steel.

RotaiY Bevel Shear, Lennox, cap. M" plate.

Rotary Splitting. Lennox. 30". cap. H" plate.

Alligator Shear, No. 2 Farrell. cap. 1" squares.

Guillotine Shear. No. 6 Perkin-, cap. 2»i"

.squaits, weight about 16,500 lbs.

IPSETTING .\ND FORGING MACHINE.

3'i" .\jax I'niversal Type Upsetting and Foig

ing Machine: excellent condition.

McCoy-Brandt Machinery Co.

Office and Warehouse :

216-218 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Z EW MACHINE TOOLS
JOR I.V1.V1ED1ATE DELIVERY

LATHES.
9" X 4' Scutci Falls Bench La;he, with com

pound leEt and conntershatt.
11" X 6' Mniiaich Quick-cliange Lathes, witli

oiwl. rest.

17" 5L 8' .Sidney Qnick-cliange Lathe, with ','-

step cone and double back gear.

: " X 7' Oliver Quick-change Lathe, witll 3

step cone, double back gear, pan and pump.
IV X 10' Wickes Standard Lathe, with 3-.sLep

( (uie iiad double b&ck gear.
-1" X 12' Wickes Standard Latlie. witli 3-stip

cone and turret tool po«t,

GRINDERS.
No. 2 Cincinnati (12 x 361 Plain Grinder.
Six-Fifteen Fitchburg Plain Grinder (Hani

Feetl).

Six-Fifteen Fitchburg Grindei- (.\utoni.ilii

Feci).
.No. 2 P.ath Universal Grinder (10 x 25). "l'

'

Xl'iitiment.
Nil. 2',4 Hath I'nivel^ial Grinder (10 X 36), "('

tipiipment.
\.,. 3 Wilmartli & -Monnan Surface Grinder

18 X 211.

No 2 Diamond Antomatic Surface Grinder ("'

X 12 X 12).

Nil. 2 Oe.stetlein Universal Cutter and Tool

(Jrinder.
No. 3 La Salle Plain Surface Grinltr.

Caliitol Internal Grinder.
DRILLS.

No. 1-S Garvin B. G. Duplex Hnrizr.nlal Dril'..

JIILLKTIS.
No. 1 .\morican Lincoln Tyiie Miller.

N.,. 6 Whitnev Hand Milling .Machine.

No. Vi Vnlliy City B. . O. Plain Milli i-:

Machine.
POWER T'RB-<SK>i

3 Niagara O-V.-J Power l*ri--i.

5 Niagara O.R-I Power Pi. s-.

Nil. Niagara O-B-I Power Prc«.
Nri. 5 Toledo Genre-1 O-B-I Power Press.

MI.SGELLA Ni-^OI '«

II,." Dre<es Friction Head .=;i-ew Machine.
Power Feed to Turret.

No. 15 Lea-SimpUx <'old Metal Saw.
Vo. W Len-Sim'.lcx Cold Me'al Saw.
'•. " Gco'netric Threndine Machine.
THIS IS ON^ Y PAt'T'M, T Tcx-SKXJ) rs

'your iNOftRn"a.
.\h„ Wi.i.hM iklus Mnil.Miilv, SliM,, Tiiil- Mill

Siumli,...

Address : Machinery Dept.,
Chas. A. Strelir^er Co., Detroit, Mich

Nil.

No.

FOR SALE
USED MACHINERY
In First Class Condition

1—LeBIund Engine Lathe, 20" j S',

swings 21V4", quick-change gears,
compound rest, 1%" hollow spindle,
back geared, fitted with 15" 4-jaw
chuck.

1—Lodge & Davis Engine Lathe. 24"

X 8', back geared, compound rest,

power cross feed, with raising
blocks to swing 32".

8—No. 26 Becker Plain Horizontal
Milling Machines, practically new.

4—No. 4 Improved Lincoln Millers,

manufactured by the Hendey Ma-
chine Co., Torrington. Conn., change
gear box, Al condition.

14—Hartford Automatic Screw Ma-
chines, manufactured by Pratt &
Whitney Co.. H.irtford, Conn., rang-
ing In capacity from 1" to 2V2".

These machines are in good usied

condition, and can be offered at at-

tractive prices.
3—No. 7 Late Model Becker-Brainerd

Lincoln Type Milling Machines.
l_o4- Cincinnati Upright Drill, auto-

matic feed, automatic stop, with
tnpping attachment.

1—2.S" Hiiefer Upright Drill, with slid-

ing head, positive geared feeds.

4 (New) IVo" X 9 Cincinnati Acme
Hand Screw Machines, with fric-

tion hack geared head, wire feed.

50—Lincoln Tvne Millers, consisting of

No. 7 Becker-Brainerd. and other
makes of srlmllar size.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

W. H. J. FITZGERALD
& COMPANY

8 Oliver St. BOSTON 141 Milk St.

C. W. CULLEN
MACHINERY CO.
LEADER-NEWS BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

.American 5' Plain Radial Drill. 3" spindle.

box table, b.j?., tapping attachment, M.D.
Bickford 4' Plain Radial Drill, cone drive.

La Pointe BroachinK Machine.
Toledo No. 204 Spc. Double Crank Press.

Toledo -100-11). Board Drop Hammer.
2— P. & W. No. 2 Cutting-otr Machines.
Niles 48" and Industrial 36" Car Wheel

Borers.

National Acme No. 4-D Four-spindle Drills.

Bemcnt-Miles & Co. "V;' Spindle Vert.

Drillinx and Boring Mill.

2—No. 6 Uivctt Grinders.
Gardner No. 21 Belt-driven Disc Grinders.

Bradley l.'iO-lb. Upright Strap. l.'JO-lb.

helve, T.'i-lb. Upright Strap Hammers.
Detroit Japanning Ovens, 8' 10" x 8' x

152".

Gisholt 2S" Turret Lathe, taper attach-

ment. M.D.
Pratt & Whitney 48' Gap Lathe.

Hanna No. 1262 30-ton Riveter.

Pangborn Sand Blast. 84" rotary table,

M.D. >

No. 5 Becker Vertical Milling Machine,
22" round table.

3 800-ton G.E. Hydraulic Double Action

Presses.

1 Toledo Toggle Press, No. IGI)'..,.

1 Ferraeiite Press. Dagg 66 Bliss Presses.

3- No eO'.j Rack and Pinion.

1—No. 77 '/j.

1— No. 87 Special Geared.

Machine
Tools

IN

Cleveland Stock

LARGE PRESSES
7ef2 Bliss Straight Sidt Press, single crauk, tie

lod fianif. double geared, friction clutch, 18"

stroke, 12" die space, 7" shaft-

77^'^ Bliss Straight Side Press, single crank, tie

rod frame, double geared, friction clutch, 10"

stroke, 17" die space, 8" shaft.

7S\'2 Bliss Straight Side Press, single crank, tie

rod frame, double geared, friction clutch, 10"

stroke, 34" die space, LO" shaft.

Ui5^ Toledo Single Crank Toggle Drawing Press.
capacity up to 26" blanks, 19" punch, will

draw and lift out up to 9M:".

ALSO IN STOCK.

2-spiudle Foote-Burt Cylinder Boiiiis Machine,
spindles adj. from 4" centei-s to l'~" ceutei-s,

has 10" table feed, 3-3t^p tone drive for 4"

belt, siiiudles woiTu driven from shaft; a!l ui

excellent shape.

4->pindle Foote-Burt venical cylinder boring
machine, woim drive to spindles, table feed;
in excellent shape.

'.i' Bickfoi-d plain radial drill, swinging square
table un I'-junl coUuuu, cone drive; very good
condition.

?(]" Prentice upright stationarj' head drill, power
and hand feed, round swivel table and squaio
b:ise, also with hand feed only.

24" Barnes back-geared, power feed, stationary
head drill press, round swivel table and pHu-
ned base, belt feed, cone drive for 3^" belt;
vei-y good.

^4" Auroia diditig liead, back gears, power feed,
belt drive, 3" belt;'"vciT good.

H X 6 LeBlond compound i-est, taper att., very
;-'<^od.

14 X 6 LeBlond plain rest, plain turning engine
lathe, back-geared, 4-step cone, hollow spiuile.
belt feed, power cross feed, all eauipnu-nt;
good condition.

14 X G Davis compound rest lathe, late mold;
good.

18x10 American q.c.g., cone drive: Al.

2—P. & J. 7 X 14 automatic turret chucking
machines; good condition.

24" X 16' Pond Machine Wo'-ks, compouui re.^t

lathe; very god,
-1" X 24' Pond lathe, arranged for .shaft Inrn-
ing with taper att., turning rest, full cquip-
ir.ent for plain or screw cutting work ; very
•^ >o1 condition.

.Vo. 1 Landis full uuiveraal grinder, capacity
?0"x20". foi- external, internal and face grind-
ing; machine ha^ bel: feed, overhead counter-
'^liaft : very good condition.

3o x 16 Gould & Bberhardt si>ur gear cutter, pin-
ion type.

VI" nemuit-.Miles' slot tor, 14' stroke. 30" tab!.,

il: power, feeds, cone drive for 4" be'.t. n\\

in excellent condition; ustvl very little.

7' lb. and 150-lb. Bradley upright helve liam-
inei-s; good.

tJrant^jces gear hohbet, 'capacity about IS x 4

in. spurs, spirals or bgveU; good condition.

Peerless ifigli speed cut-off saws; (J" capacity.

^^B Bliss toggle ^biiwing pi-ess, capacity to
(Iriw and lift out 8".

H">2 Toledo single back-geared toggle drawing
press, practically new, capacity to draw and
lift out 4".

3G" Crescent wood band saw: almost new.

2 hauci operated 5-ton travelling cranes. 18'

span : almost new.

fJroeiifleld rnivcrsal toti] nurl cutter grinder,
cnmplete and in gowl romlilion.

\'*, 2 Stiles punch pro»w, Z^" fly who*"!. 12"

iliroat. V^" .stroke; rerj* good.

National Acme 1" x 6" automatic steel tlircad-

ing machine ; almost new.

CYRIL J. BATH & CO.
Officos Warehouse

i:?'i l.c.idct-Ncvvs Blrtc. 10.il West Front .«!

.

CLEVELAND. O.

If any advertisevient interests yon, tear It onf now and place uith letters to be answered.
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DRILLING MACHINES

Leiand H.S.B.B.. Bench type.
No. l'-> Knii?ht Driller and Miller.
14" Rocltford Sensitive.
20" Kern. b.g.
22" Barnes, s.h.. b.g.. p.f.. tapping attach.
No. 25 Foote-Burt 24" Drill (new).
32" Hamilton s.h., b.g., p.f.

34" W. F. & J. Barnes. S.H., B.G.. P.F.
12-spindle Multiple P. and W.
No. 30-C Baush, 12-spindle.
20" W. F. & J. Barnes. 4-spindle.

GEAR CUTTERS
Reynolds Hobber.
No. 11 B. & S. Automatic.
30" X 9" G. & E. Auto, for spur and bevel.
24" X 7" G. & E. for spur.

No. 3 26" B. & S.. for spur.
36" Walcott for spur.

GRINDERS
Yankee Drill.

JLeland Universal, with power feed.

No. 23 B. & S. Gear Cutter.
8" X 30 ' Modern Plain inew).
14" X 20" B. & S. Plain
Garvin Hole Grinder.
Gisholt Tool Grinder.
No. 5 Diamond Water Tool.

No. 16 Gardner Disc Grinder.

LATHES
No. 3><. Rivet.

No. 3 Catr-ract.

No. 5 Cataract.
13" X 5' P. & W. c.r. taper.
14" X 6' Davis, p.r.
14" X 6' Fairbanks, c.r. taper.
16" X 6' Prentice, c.r.

16" X 6' Bradford, c.r.. q.c.g.
18" X 8' L. & S.. pat. head. c.r.
18" X 10' Fitchburg. c.r
18" X 12' Barker, c.r.

20" X 14' Blaisdell. c.r.

21" X 12' New Haven, c.r.

24"xl3' New Haven, c.r.
32" X 16' Blaisdell, c.r.

36"x2D' American, t.b.g.
3'2" X 60" Fitchburg Lo-Swing.

taper.

30"
36"

30"
36"

PLANERS.
8' Lodge & Davis, one head.

12' Powell, single head, arranged

36"
36"

40"
40"

l" 1

16"

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

for two.
X se" X 16' Sellers, one head.
X 36" .X 12' Chandler, two heads, one side

head.
X 38" X 14' Putnam, one head.
X 40" X 12' New Haven, one head, one

side head.

SCREW MACHINES.
B. & S.. Plain.
P. & VV., Plain.
2 Foster. Plain Head.
2 Costello. Plain Head.
2 P. & W., Friction Head.
3 Foster, Geared Head.
4 Pearson, Geared Head.

No. 3 Bardons & Oliver, Plain Head.
No. 12 f^, Garvin, Friction Head.
No. 2-G B. & S. Automatic.
2 ' Cleveland Automatic.
"s" Cleveland Automatic.
2V4" X 11" Acme (4 L
No. 6 Warner & Swasey (3).

TURRET LATHES.
16" Garvin Friction Head. a.c. and w.f.
16" Lodge & Shipley.
25' Niles.

No 2 Warner & Swasey, Hollow Hexagon.
2" X 24" Jones & Lamson.
3" X 36" .Jones & Lamson, chucking equip-

ment.
3" .X 36" Jones & Lamson, bar equipment.
3" X 36" Jones & Lamson. Double Spindle.
21" Gisholt. ^vith taper.
2—24" Gisholt Turret Lathes. Uper attach.

MISCELLANEOUS.
%" Acme Forging Machine.
32" Niles Car Wheel Boring Mill.

No. 1 Davis Keyseater.
No. 2 M. & M. Keyseater.
No. 3 M. & M. Keyseater.
3" Stover Pipe Machine.
6"xl4" P. & W. Thread Miller.

No. 3A La Point Broacher.
No. 1 American Air Tempering Furnace.
Belt Lacing Machine.
3-Ton "Vale Duplex Hoist.
3-Ton Yale Triplex Hoist.

Stocker-Rumely-Wachs Company, 117 N. Jefferson St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
One

Mesta 28 X 36 Twin Tandem

HORIZONTAL GAS ENGINE

Direct Connected to

1750 K.V.A. 60 Cycle Generator

Engine on erecting floor.

Important and Distinctive Features

:

HighJiMechanical and Thermal Efficieny. Positive and Correct Regulation by simplest

means. Low Cost of Attendance, Depreciation and Repairs-

\Vrite for Complete Information.

MESTA MACHINE COMPANY
P.O. BOX 1124 PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.

Mention this paper ivhen writing advertisers. It iviU dentify the proposition about which you require information
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FOR SALE
BORING MACHINE—VERTICAL.

1—30" Colburn. 1 turret head.
1—New 30" Gisholt, one turret head. Sept.

delivery.
1^34"-42" New Colburn. one turret head,

Aug. delivery.

1— 34" Rogers, one turret head, Sept. deliv-
ery.

1— 36" N-B-P. one plain and one swivel head.
2—36" B. & S.. one turret head.
1-53" N-B-P, two swivel heads.
1^72" Niles, two swivel heads.
BORING MACHINES—HORIZONTAL.

1 Lucas. 2^4" bar.
1—New No. 1 Cleveland, 21/2" bar.
1—Hoefer Horizontal Driller and Borer with

1 11-16" spindle, vertical adjustment 40",

horizontal adjustment 46", size of table
33" X 48".

1—No. 4 Beaman & Smith Floor Type. 5"
bar. also 10" boring bar and 2 facing
heads ; also boring heads, with floor plate
8' X 11'.

1— Special Floor and Cylinder Borer, with
12" bar, 158" swing, vertical travel on
column, but no cross travel, size floor
plate 20' X 14'.

BULLDOZERS.
l^New No. 4 Garrison, same specification

as No. 4 Williams & White.
1—No. 7 Ajax, 20" stroke,
1—No. 7 High-speed Ajax. 16" stroke.

COMPRESSORS—AIR.
1— 8" X 8" Curtis, belt-driven.
1—10" X 10" X 10" Single Cylinder Smith-

Vaile, steam driven.
I— 10" X 12" Chicago Pneumatic, belt driven.
1— 12" X 12" American, belt driven.
1 — 16" X 12" Chicago Pneumatic, Duplrx.

belt driven.
1— 10"-16 '-•_." X 13" Peerless, cross compound,

steam driven.
1- 22"-13" X 16" Ingersoll-Rand. motor

driven.

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES.
2—No. Brown & Sharpe.
1- 2" car-pcity Warner & Swasev.
2—3" Curtis & Curtis.
3- 4" Curtis & Curtis.

CRANES—ELECTRir.
1— 5-ton P. & W.. 4-motor, 10' span. 25'

lift 220 v.. D.C.. with one ton auxiliary
hoist.

1— 8-ton Phoenix. 38' 10" span. 220 v.. D.C.
DRILLING MACHINES—RADIAT,

1 New 3' Mueller nlain. s-eed box drive.
1 —36" Bickford. plain, s-ieed box driv.
1 New 3 '.V ' Mueller, cone drive, July de-

livery.

I —New 3'-.
' Carlton, cone pulley drive.

1--New 3';." Western, Ju'y delivery.

2 4' Mueller, plain, soeed box drive.
1^5' Bickford, plain, speed box drive.
1— 5' Americnn. nlain, motor driven.
n - 5' Special. 2V2" spindle, arm does not

raise and lower, hand feed.
1—New 6' Fosdick, speed box drive, July

delivery.

DRILLING MACHINES—HEAVY DUTY.
2 No. 26 Foote-Burt. 44" swing. S^o" ca-

pacity in solid steel.

3 -No. 14 Colburn, 24" swing, capacity 2"

in solid steel.

DRILLING MACHINES—MULTIPLE
SPINDLE.

1 30C- liaush 12-i'pindle. capacity 1'a<" ho'e^,
30" circle.

1 Gardam, 12-spindle. capacity %" holes,
14" square.

I N(). h Fox. 12-spindle. recto ngular head.
20" X 30". canacity 1" holes, tapping at-
tachment, sneed box drive.

1 14-snindIe Baush, capacity 1" holes, 36"

circle.

GEAR CUTTING MAf^HINPS.
1-— IB" Bilgrnm Bevf! f^-t—r Generator.
1 12" G. & E. Gear Hebber
1 12" G'eason Revel Gear Planer.
1 15" GlepKon Bevel C-n"r Planer.
1 20" Grant-Lees Ger'r Hobher.
1 No. 1 20" Schuchprdt & Schutte Gear

Hobber.
1 -J-J" X H" Gear Cutter fur Syiur aofl H.-v.l.

1—24" Fellows Gear Shaper.
1—24" X 8" G. & E. for spur and bevel.
1— 26" X 10" Cincinnati, spur gears only.
1—No. 3 26" B. & S.. spur gears only.
1—New 30" Flather. spur gears only.
3— 36" Fellows Gear Shapers.
1—No. 4 36" B. & S., spur gears only.
1-50" X 11" G. & E.. spur gears only.
1-96" Gleason, for spur and bevel gears
GRINDERS—UNIVERSAL—FOR CUTTERS.

DRILLS, REAMERS. ETC.
l^New Norton. No. 1.

1—New Wilmarth & Morman, style BX.
1—No. 1 Cincinnati.
1—New Walker No. 2. outfit K (capacity 9"

X 26").

1-No. 190 Wells.
GRINDING MACHINES—CYLINDRICAL-

PLAIN.
1—No. 11 (6 X 30") Brown & Shar-e.
1—6" X 48" Pratt & Whitney.
1—No. 16 (10" X 72") Brown & Sharpe.
1—New No. 12 (8" x 26") Brown & Sharpe.
6—12" X 24" Modern, self-contained.
6—12" X 36" Modern, self-contained, motor

driven.
6— 12" X 48" Modern, self-contained, motor

driven.
1-10" X 50" Norton.
1—10" X 60" Landis.
1— 16" X 66" Landis, with crank grinding

attachment.
1— 14" X 72" Queen City.
1— 18" X 96" Brown & Shai-pe.
GRINDING MACT»TN»^S—CYLINDRICAL-

UNIVERSAL.
1 -No. 1 "^"sser. with surface grinding at-

tachment.
1 -No. 111. (10" X 30") Landis.
1— No. 2 (12" X 30"! Brown & Sharpe.
I -New No. 2 Bath.
1 No. 2U (10" X 36") Bath.
1-10" X 42" Modern.
1 No. 3 112" X 40") Brown & Sharpe,
1— 12" X 42" Landis.
GRINDING MACilNrS—INTERNAL.

1—No. 1 1 .. Landis.
1—No. 75 Heald.
1- No. 6 16" X 6") Rivett.

GRINDERS—CYLINDER.
l^No. 60 Heald. single oulley drive.
1— No. 27 Brown & Sharpe.

GRINDERS—DISC.
1-No. 14 Besley.
1—New No. 17 Gardner (Pattern Makers).
1-No. 41 Oliver (Pattern Makers).

GRINDING MACHINES—RING.
1— No. 20n Heald.

GRINDING MACHINES—EDGE.
1- No. 374 Safety Emery Wheel Co.

GRINDING MACHINES—SURFACE.
4 - New No. 2 Reid (spme as B. & S.).

I--N0. 1 Diamond, cap. 12" x 12" x 24". auto-
matic.

1- New No. 2 Wilmarth & Morman.
1— New No. 3 Wilmarth & Morman.
1-22" X 12" X 60" Snringfield. planer type,

automatic.
GRINDING MACHINFS—DUPLEX.

1 No. 5 Bath sii't^h'e for grinding cylin-

ders, pistons r is ton rings, etc.. 16" feed,

swivel tpb'" wpter T>umn.
GRINDING MACHINES—FACE.

1- Diamond Free Grinder. 4' travel, 14"

wheels.
HAMMFPS—'»OWER—FORGING.

1— 40-)b. Br.fd'ey Helve.
1- 150-lb. H-- ''•>' H..'— .."r--'-ht,

HAMMERS-Rn\RD IIFT—DROP.
I - 200-lb. (nn name).
1 400-lb. Ri"ipi.s & Spencer.
1 400-lb. Toledo.
1 400-lb. Zeh A Hahemann.

HAMMERS -STEAM—FORGING.
1- New 600-lb. Bell.

1—New 3.000-lh. R^n S'-'tember delivery,

KEYSFATFRS.
1'- Mitts & Merrill mntnr driven.

2 No. Mitts & Merrill.

1 No. 00 Baker Bros.
1-60" stroke Comntxtn Kno-vW's Bro:u*her.

LATHES—ENGINE.
1 I

1' X 6' Bradford, taper nttncbin.-nl.

2— 16" X 6' LeBIond. pan bed. Quick-chan^e
gears, taper attachment,

1— 16" X 6' LeBIond. quick-change gears,
1—New 17" .X 8' National. tai>er attachment,
1—18" X 8' L. & S., geared head, taper.
1— New 19" X 8' LeBIond, heavy duty.
3- IS" X 9' Chard.
y— 18" X 8' American, geared head.
1— 20" X 16' Greaves-Klusman, taper attach-

ment.
3—22" X 10' Davis.
9—22" X 10' Putnam, oil pan. turrets.
4—24" X 10' Reed.
2—24" X 12' S. & B.
1—24" X 14' Lodge & Shipley, patent head.
4— 24" X 14* American, quick-change.
1—24" X 24' Perkins.
3—New 26" x 12' Boye & Emes.
1—26" x 24' New Haven.
4—New 28" x 12' Boye & Emes.
1—28" X 18' S, & B.
5—New 30" X 14' Boye & Emes.
3—New 32" x 12' Fitchburg pattern.
1—36" X 15' Fifield.
"2—New 36" x 18' Putnam, triple geared.
12—New 36" x 24' Putnam, triple geared.
1—25"- 15" X 22' McCabe. double spindle.
1 - 71 " X 20

' Fifiell, triple geared,
LATHES — MANUFACTURING — NOT

SCREW WCUTTING.
13—No. 3X Reed-Prentice, semi-automatic.
2—No. 2X Reed-Prentice, semi-automatic.
6^No. 11 Amale -i-^ted. for machining and

profiling 5" shells.
3— 18" Reed Grooving and Undercutting.
3—No. IX Reed-Prentice, semi-automatic.
5— -20" X 10' Hindman. high duty.
18- 3I2" X 60" Fitchburg. Lo-swing.
60—14" X 6' Reed. Stud and Bolt.
5— 16" X 8' T^pirbanks-Morse. heavy duty.
22—18" X 8' Bj'ttle Creek, heavy duty.
5—20" X 8' Mersehon.
12^21" X 8' LeBIond. quick-change with at-

tachment for grooving and facing both
ends of shp"'s 'vith air cylinders and man-
drels for 5" shells.

70- New Simplex. 16" x 8*.

MILLING MACHINES-KNEE TYPE—
TTNIVFFS\L.

2—New No. 1 Kempsmith.
1— No. 11 J Garvin.
1—No. 2A Kearney & Trecker. single pulley

drive.

3—No. 2U LeBIond. Sept, delivery.

2—No. 3H LeBIond, Sept. delivery,
1—No. 3 Cincinnati, single pulley drive,

higher power, vertical attachment.

MILLING MACHINES—KNEE TYPE-
PLAIN.

1—No. 14 Garvin.
1—No. Pratt & Whitney.
1—No. 21 Garvin.
3—New No, 1 Rockford.
2 -New No. 1 Kemrsmith.
1- New No. 2 Rockford,
1— New No. 3 Kempsmith.
1—No. 3 LeBIond.
1— No. 3 Hendey Norton.
1—No 4 Brown & Sharpe,

.MILLING MACHINES—VERTICAL.
3 New Bristol. 10" x 28" table. 21" power

feed,

1 New No. 4B Becker.
2- No. 5 Becker.

MILLING MACHINES—PLANER TYPE.
1 No. 1 Beampn & Smith, two vertical

spindles, working surface of table 72" x
1 4".

1 No. 1 Beanifin & Smith, combined verti-

cal and horizontal, working surface o(

table 72" x IS".

1 Beaman & Smith Slab Miller and Shaft
Keyseater. \\ ith vertical routing attach
ment, working surface of table 96" x 17

2 Ingersoll SIrb Millers, working surfiu-i-

of table 60" x 20".

2 No. 1 Beaman & Smith, vertical spindle
open side, working svirfaco rtf table 12ii

X 21". removable housing on one side

1 Ingersiill Single SpiniUe. side head, mott-i

driven, t«ble 96 "

.\ 30", cutter head :'n

in diitnieter.

W. F. DAVIS MACHINE TOOL COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.
32 N. Clinton St.

C;^ CINC;iNNATL'OIII()
1018 Union Centml Life BUI«.

c:lkvki.am). OHIO
50.S Leader News Hlilj;.

NKW YORK C:iT\
Sinn^T Hlilu.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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LIMITCD

32 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO TELEPHONE MAIN 6346

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
2—18" X -8' Standard Engine Latlies, D.B.G.,

Q.C. Feed. New.
1—24" X KV Lodge & Shiplev Engine l.athe.

D.B.G. and Q.C.G. New.

1—24" X 12' Used Bertram Engine .Lathe.

]_?,0" X :iO" X 8' C.M.C. Planer, two head.< (in

rail, slightly u.-ed.

1—42" Radial Drill with gear hdx ciiin|ilete.

perfect condition.

1—Brown & Sharpe Universal Miller, with Di-

viding Heads. Used.

1—1.5" Pratt et "\Miitney Single (iear Crank
Shaper, good condition.

1—Ford-Smith Shell Grinder, used for Shrap-

nel. Excellent condition.

1—Svmington 6" Ciit-ofl' Machine, tooled for

British H.E. Mark III Shells. New.

1—6' Bau.sch Plain Radial Drill, cone drive,

No. 5 taper, good as new.

1—10' to 16' Extension Betts Vertical Borin<;

Mill with two swivel heads. 9' talde, belt

driven, excellent condition.

1—Steptoe 20" Back Geared Shaper. New.

TIIOR Electric Drills, Pneumatic Hammers
and Drills.

21/2', 3', .31-;' or 4' Carlton Radial Drills.

Leisy-Patton Turret Screw Machines.

Shell ^lachinerv, Electric Motors, etc.

m

METAL and WOODWDIiKJJNfG MACHINERI^^Jfefe^
'Pr-'r!tP,'^-:'i^f^f--fi

Guaranteed Tools
Re-Manufactured

When writing ask about our special term plan.

1—16 X 7 New Oliver Tool-room Lathe, with oil pan and pump and
taper attachment.

1—13 X 3 Nl'W Champion Tool-room Lathe.

l_Xe\v 6" Shell Koughing Hercules Lathe.

1—Used 20 X 10 McGregov-Gomlay Lathe, hollow spindle, compound
rest, cabinet legs ; fine condition.

2-18 X 8 Used Rahn-Larmon Engine Lathes, quick-change gear, doable

back gear, cabinet legs; in fine condition.

l_Xo. 4 Windsor Turret i^athe, automatic chuck, friction geared head.

2—New 15 X 5 Carroll-Jamieson Lathes, quick-change gear, oil pan an.l

pump and taper attachment.
1-:^ X ?.n Pnnble Spindle Jone-? & Lamson Lnthe; good aa new.

OUR SPECIAL BARGAIN— 1-16" Plain Shaper with

vise and countershaft.

l_Vsed 36 X 36 X 8 Powell Planti, one head.

1—It)" Back-geared Canada Machinery Corporation Shaper; firet-class

condition.
1—20" Bertram Heavy Duty Shaper.

1—Heavy Straight Side Pit-^ with 4" stroke, back-geared.
1—20" Bertram Drill Press.
1_24" Sliding Head Barnes Drill Press; fine condition.

6—New Excelsiov Sensitive Drill Presses, with square and round table.

1—Nearly new No. 6 Hall Cut-off Machine.
l~Dominion Universal Grinder.

1—Used Wells Universal Grinder.

DOMINION MACHINERY COMPANY
Office. 110 Church Street
Warehouse, 14 Darline Ave

Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Phone Main 6519

MACHINE TOOLS
IN STOCK

13' X 7' 6" NEW Carroll-Jamieson.
15" X 8' NEW Carroll-Jamieson.

12 17" X 8' NEW National, quick change.
18" X 10' Rahn Maver H.S., C.R., T.A.
17" X 8' NEW Sidney, D.B.G., quick change.

6—19" X 8' NEW Sidney, D.B.G., quick change.
20" X 8' Prentice, H.S., C.R., T.A.
26"-48" X 14' NEW style, McCabe, double spindle,

heavy pattern, new lathes.

No. 3 Cincinnati high power Universal Miller.

3—No. 1^2 NEW American plain ;\Iillers.

No. 1 NEW Hendey Universal Miller.

No. Steptoe New hand Millers.
14" NEW Steptoe Shaper.

NEW Steptoe B.G. Shaper.
Bement traveling head Shaper.
NEW Steptoe B.G. Shaper.
Flather, B.G. Shaper.
3 B.&S. Universal Grinder.

Bath Universal Grinder, 10" x 25".

50" x 11" Gould & Eberhardt Gear Cutter.
28" NEW Superior sliding head Drill.

3—25" NEW Superior sliding head Drills.

D4 Colburn high duty Drills.

3—20" Rockford high duty drills.

4' Harrington Radial Drill.

FRANK TOOMEY, INC.
127-131 North Third St., PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

16"

15"
20"

24"

No.

ilc'i't'on this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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NEW MACHINE TOOL EQUIPMENT
MILLING MACHINES

Gooley & Ecilund "Briggs" Type "A".
No. 12 Pratt & Whitney "Lincoln,"

built by Taylor & Fenn Co.
Sellers "Lincoln"; working surface

of table 8" x 27"; cutter space 16";

automatic quick return feed on
table; three-step cone drive; tight

and loose pulley.

Becker large Hand Millers v.-ith com-
plete equipment.

Van Norman No. 1 Hand Miller;

regular equipment.
Pratt & Whitney No. 2 Hand Millers;

regular equinment.
Garvin No. .3 Hand Millers.

PROFILERS

Garvin No. 1 Profilers.

Betts Machine Co.'s equivalent of
Pratt & Whitney No. 2.

Detrick & Harvey's equivalent of
Pratt & Whitney No. 2.

Newton Machine Tool Works' equiva-
lent of Pratt & Whitney No. 2.

DRILL PRESSES

Henry & Wright Six-spindle Sensitive
Drills.

MISCELLANEOUS
14' X 5' Flather Lathe with taper at-

tachment, relieving attachment;
regular eciuipment.

capa-No. 2 Townsend Riveters, '4"

city.

Almond .5" Geared Scroll Chucks, two
sets of jaws, three-jaw.

Almond 6" Geared Scroll Chucks,
sets of jaws, three-jaw.

USED MACHINERY

AUTOMATICS

Gridley 4 '72" Single Spindle.

Potter & .Johnson No. 5-A.

Potter & Johnson S^i" x lO'/a' (Semf-
Automatics) old style.

DRILLS

Baker No. 310 High Duty.
Moline No. 117 "Hole-Hogs."
Foote-Burt No. 2.'')—24" High Duty.
Colburn D-1 High Duty.
Colburn D-2 High Duty.
Rockford 12" Sensitive.

Rockford 14' Sensitive.

Washburn 14" Sensitive.

Baker 18" Sensitive.

Henry & Wright 4-spindle Sensitive.
Henry & Wright 6-spindle Sensitive.
Henry & Wright 8-spindle Sensitive.
Taylor & Fenn 2-spindle Sensitive,

—

old style.

Taylor & Fenn -S-spindle Sensitive,

—

old style.

Sprague Horizontal Bench Drills,

High Speed, Vs" capacity.

GRINDERS

Modern 12" x 24" Plain,—New style

Modern 12" x .36" Plain,—New style.

Landis 10" x 30" Plain.

Bath No. 2V2 Universal 10" x 36".

Cooper 3" Shell Grinders.

Gardner No. 4 Double Ring Wheel
Grinders.

Greenfield Tool & Cutter Grinder.

Norton No. 1 Tool and Cutter Grinder.

GROOVING AND WAVING
MACHINES

Booth-Page Soecials.

Thurlow Grooving and Undercutting
Machines.

LATHES

Robbins 18" x 6'.

Perkins 16" x 8 .

Lodge & Davis 20" x 8'.

Rahn-Carpenter 16" x 6' Gap.
So-Swing3Vi" x 60".

Ames 16" x 6'.

Sebastian 16" x 6'.

Canedy-Otto 18" x 6'.

Bradford 16" x 6'.

Mvers 11" x 5'.

Seneca Falls 11" x 5' Star.
Fay & Scott 32"—50" x 12' Gap.
Mann 12" x 5'.

Reed 14" x 6 .

MILLERS

No. 1 Van Norman Hand.
Gooley & Edlund Type "A".
Pratt & Whitney No. 12 "Lincoln."
Becker No. 7 Lincoln.
Sellers Lincoln 8" x 27".

Reed Lincoln.

SCREW MACHINES

Smurr & Kamen No. 4.

Pratt & Whitney No. 3.

Hartford No. 3.

Barnes & Oliver No. 4.

Foster No. 2.

THREAD MILLERS.

Pratt & Whitney 14" Internal Thread
Miller,—old style.

Lees-Bradner No. 3, capacity 4I/2".

Lees-Bradner No. 3-C.

Taft-Pierce for 6" shells.

Holden-Morgan 3",

Morse-Thompson No. 3-B Double
Head.

TURRET LATHES
20" Steinle.

MISCELLANEOUS

Davis No. 2 Keyseater.

Whiton 2-spindle 5" Centering Ma-
chine.

Diamond 12" Cutting-Oif Saw.

West Tire No. 2 Banding Presses.

Toledo No. 261—125 lb. Rope Lift

Drop Hammer.
Cochran-Bly No. 2-B Cutting-Off Saw.

Standard 6" Automatic Gear Cutter.

Dwight Slate Marking Machines.

Williamson Metal Band Saws.

American No. 64-A Gas Furnace.

American No. 2 Gas Furnace.

American No. 4 Gas Furnace

Special Machines for Backing Off

Cutters.

G. E. Co. Air Compressor, Set Xo. 141.

Frankfort Oil System with Pump.

Tapalog 1800 Degr. Fahr.

P. T. Record.

Oil Quenching Outfits.

Quigley Furnaces 21" x 18" x 22'.

Deane Duplex Pump. Style 1693.

Root Pressure Blowers No. 4.

Gould 1" Rotary Oil Pump.
10' Exhaust.

National No. 3 Oil Separators.

Eastern Machine Screw Co.'s Bench
Threaders.

Defiance Machine Works' Fly Wheel
Balancer.

14" Exhaust Blowers.

Birdsboro Belt Lacer.

40" Buffalo Forge Blower.

Style 1-E Washburn Drill Grinder.

SPECIAL SHELL MACHINES

Special Shell Boring Lathes. 614"

Hollow Spindle.
26" X 6 Riter-Conley Lathes.
18" X 32'-' Heavy Turning Lathes.

Jenckes No. 15 Band Turning Lathe.

Warren Hydraulic Lathes.
-Mlis-Chalniers Band Turning Ma-

chines 3".

INTER-CONTINENTAL MACHINERY CORPORATION
165 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

// any (idctrtisciiK nt int>r<!<t.'< ijon, tear it nut nair itnd place it(tli Icttirs to l>c ansiirnd.
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New York's
Greatest
Stock
(Partial List)

HAMMERS
10,000 lb. Sellers double leg Steam
5,000 lb. Sellers double leg Steam
5,000 lb. Bement double les' Steam (2)

2,000 lb. Morgan Steam Drop
1,800 lb. Billings & Spencer Board Drop
1,600 lb. Bement single leg Steam (2)

1,200 lb. Billings & Spencer Board Drop (3)

1,100 lb. Miles-Bement single leg Steam
1,000 lb. Pratt & Whitney Board Drop
800 lb. Pratt & Whitney Board Drop Forging
750 lb. Toledo Rope Drop
600 lb. Niles-Bement-Pond single frame Steam (2)

400 lb. Bement Steam (new)

200 lb. Bradley Upright Strap

200 lb. Bradley Upright Compact
100 lb. Niles-Bement-Pond Hand Drop
60 lb. Bradley Cushioned Helve (2)

40 lb. Bradley Cushioned Helve
40 lb. Gould & Eberhardt Hand Rope Drop (4)

PL.\TE PLANER
16' Dunkirk

MILLING MACHINES
No. 4B Brown & Sharpe Plain

No. 4 Brown & Sharpe Plain

No. 4 Cincinnati Plain

No. 2 Hendey-Norton Universal

No. 2 Cincinnati Universal

No. 2 Cincinnati Plain

New No. 11^ American Improved Plain

No. 1 Kempsmith Plain

No. 1 Pratt & Whitney Plain

No. 3ii Garvin Plain, table 12" x 36"

Beaman & Smith 2 spindle Vertical Slab, table
24" X 48"

RADIAL DRILLS
6' Niles-Bement-Pond Plain, heavy duty, tapping

attachment, motor driven (2)

3VL>' Niles Plain

31/2' Prentice Plain

3%' Gang Plain

2%' Gardam Semi-Universal

New York Machinery
Exchange, Inc.

50 Church Street New York City

We Have for Immediate Delivery

the Following Second-hand

Machinery in Good Oper-

ative Condition

1 Landis No. 3 Universal Grinder
V2 X 42', complete equipment, less

internal grinding attachment. .$1,500

1 Gisiiolt Turret Lathe, 21', complete

with boring bar equipment and coun-

tershaft $2,200

1 Gisholt Turret Lathe, 21", complete

with boring bar equipment and coun-

tershaft $1,800

These machines are particularlj' good

value, and may be seen at our works.

A. B. JARDINE & COMPANY
HESPELER, ONT.

Rebuilt Machines For Sale
PLANERS

10—Sellers 25 x 25 x 6'.

2—Sellers 25 x 25 x 8'.

1—Putnam 24 x 24 x 8' 6.

1—Putnam 25 x 25 x 10'.

1—Pond 52 X 52 X 10', three hds
1—Lathe Morse 24 x 24 x 5' G".

1—New Haven 24 X 24 X 7'.

1—Wood Light 30 X 30 X 8'.

1—Putnam 42 x 40 x 12' 6".

l"Wheeler Heavy. 30 x 30 x
8' 6.

SLOTTERS
1—9" Industrial Works.
1—12" Sellers.
1—16" Sellers.

AUTOMATICS
10—Gridley S%" Single Spindle.
1—Nat. Acme 1", four spindle.
2—Nat. Acme No. 54. four spin.
3—Cleveland 2".

1—Cleveland 21,4".

2— -Gridley 2Vt" single spindle
motors.

1—Gridley 31/4" single spindle
motor.

1

—

I" National Acme, double
belt type.

1—1%" National Acme, double
belt type.

1—No. 55 National Acme.

P.C.F.

LATHES
Fitchburg. C.R.,

3—16 X 8 Putnam, C. R.. taper.
6—18 X 8 Porter. C. R., semi-

quick, taper.
2—18 X 8 Davis. C. R.. pan,

pump, taper.

10—16 X 8 Graves-Klusman. C.R..
pan, pump.

1—28 X 10 Niles, C. R.
9—20 X 6 Perkins Plain Turn-

ing, pan. pump.
1—14 X 6 Porter, C. R.
1—20 X 8 LeBIond. C. R.
1—13x5 Seneca Falls. C. R.,

pan.

MISCELLANEOUS
1—No. 1 Landis Univei"sal Grinder.
1—No. 3 Landis Universal Grinder.
1—24" Aurora Sliding Head Back-

Geared Drill.

1—Dresses 6' Plain Radial Drill.

3-Rockfoi-d 6-Spindle Drills, P.F.
1—24" Cincinnati Back-geared

Shaper.
1—Brown & Shaipe No. 4 Plain

Miller.
2—No. 6X Diamond Double Disc

Grinders.
1—Foi-d Smith Plain Giinder.
3-Prenfice 24" SlidinK Head Drills.

2—Industrial 40" Drills.
1-36" Aurora Drill.
1—IVa' Niles Semi-Universal.
1—12" Bement Traveling Head

Shaper.
1—12" Juengst Crank Shaper.
1—9»" Putnam Wheel Lathe, double

quartering.
1-Sellei-fi Slab Miller. 24x21x12'.
I—Xo. 21 Lee-Simplex Saw.

This is only partial list—Send for fall list

Simmons Machine Company, Inc.
NEW YORK, 1001 Singer Bldg., Telephone Cortlandt 6575
ALBANY, N. Y., 985 Broadway, Telephone 4876 Main

Mtidion this paper ivhcn writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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YOU HAVE HEARD OF THEM BEFORE

ANUFACTOfD
ACHINE TOOLS

IN STOCK IN CHICAGO THE GREAT MACHINERY CENTER
HORIZONTAL BORING MACHINES.

1—Lucas, 3" bar.

1— Binsse. :V bar.
1- Newark. .3" bar.

1—BetU. 2'k" bar.
1—Bement. 2"h" bar.

1— Binsse. 2'j" bar.
1—Beaman & Smith. 2'/i" bar.

1—No. 4 Newton, 2-3pindle.

1—Beaman & .Smith 2-Spindle Cylinder Borer
1- Hilles & Jones Vertical.

MILLING MACHINES.
1 -No. 3 Kearney & Trecl<er. S.P.D.

1—No. 3 Cincinnati Univ., S.P.D.
1—No. 3 Hendey.
1 - No. 2 Cincinn.Tti Univ.
1—No. 20 Osterlein.
1- No. .". Schuchardt & Schutte.

1— No. 2.'> Becker.
1— No. 0-Y Brown & Sharpe.
1 GO" X .51" X 8' Ingersol Slab.
1-92" X 72" X I.'/ Beaman & Smith Slab.

1—No. 2 Beaman & Smith Horiz. and Vert.

PLANERS.
1-40" X 30" X C Cray. Spiral Geared.
1—36" X 36" X )0' Gray.
1 -34" X 26" X 8' American.
1-32" X 32" X 10' Gray.
1- 32" X 32" X 8' Gray.
1 30" X 30" X ID' Powell.
I- 26" X 26" X 6' American.
1 24" X 24" X 10' LodKe & Davis.

1 24" X 24" X
1—24" X 24" X
1—24" X 24" X
1—24" X 24" X
1-23" X 23" X
1—22" X 22" X

6' Cincinnati.
6' Gray.
5' Gray.
4' Gray-
s' Flather.
6' American.

LARGE LATHES.
1—42" X 18' Draper.
11—40" X 16' PittsburKh.
1—36" X 16' SprinKfleld.
1—32" X 14' New Haven.
1—31" X 14' Pond.
1—31" X 12' Pond.
3—30" X 16' Lodge & Shipley.
.5-28" X 14' Lodge & Shipley.
10—28" X 10' Pond.
28-26" X 12' Putnam.
1-26" X 12' Schumacher & Boyc.
2—26" X 12' Wickes.
13-26" X 10' American.

1 -26" X 10' Prentfce.

1 24" X 14' Blaisdell.
1—24" X 12' New Haven.
1 -24" X 12' Draper.
1— 24" X 10' New Haven.
16—24" X 10' Lodge & Shipley.
1—22" X 16' p'lather.

1—22" X 10' Schumacher & Boye.
1--22" X 10' Reed.
20—22" X 10' Davis.
38-22" X 8' Hamilton.
4—22" X 8' Davenport.
I 22" X 8' Lodgb & Shipley.

LARGE TURRET LATHES.
4—No. 3-A Wai-ner & Swasey.
99—24" Gisholt.
52—21" Gisholt.
1—22" Libby.
1—No. 6 Bardons & Oliver.

1—No. 6 Foster.
3-2" Gridley.
1--2" X 26" Pratt & Whitney G. H.
1—3" X 36" Pratt & Whitney.
2--2>,4" x 26" Greenlee.
2

—

2" X 24" Jones & Lamson G. H.
3—2" X 24" Jones & Lamson Cone.

RADIAL DRILLS.
3—5' Niles Semi-Univ.

5' Western.
4' Niles Full Univ.
•3Vo' Gang.
3' Prentice.
3' Mueller.
2'/.' Dreses.

2V'' Fosdick.
2—2V.' Mueller.

MISCELLANEOl'S.
3—8" Nutter Barnes Cold Saws.
2—72" Bickford Vertical Boring Mills.

1-42" Betts Car Wheel Burcr.
1-84" Poole Vertical Boring Mill.

3- -No. 73'.j Bliss Presses.

1-No. 23'.j-B Niagara Toggle Press.

1 36" Gleason Snur and Bevel Gear Former.
1— IV.j" Morton Keyseater.
I-IO'"' Bement Slotter.

2—No. 14 Brown & Sharpe Plain Grinders.

SEND FOR GREEN LIST & PICTURE BOOK.

HILL, CLARKE & CO. OF CHICAGO
625 WASHINGTON BLVD., & 125 N. CANAL ST.
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^gJ¥3sraf;ilHJ<fAf4SiiJ^iai;Jii9^^^jA Special Machinery, Jigs, Fixtures, Punches and Dies, Small

^^^^1 Tools, Screw Machine Products, Gauges, Forgings, Etc. |H
KMrnmrnwr^^^^^mmmmk

MANUFACTURERS OF

MARINE ENGINES POWER TOOLS
SPECIAL MACHINERY FIXTURES

GAUGES, ETC.

that desire tenders for good work, with a deliv-

ery to suit requirements, are requested to send
particulars to us at once.

Several plants of large capacity and new equip-

ment of power tools are asking us for work.

METAL MANUFACTURERS SERVICE
75 Sun Life Building

Phone Main 7777 TORONTO, CANADA

GEAR
Wheels
Cutting

of every

description

Matchless Raw-
hide Pinions in
24 hours.

PHILADELPHIA, GEAR WORKS
Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rawhide — Steel — Brass — Cast
Iron — Spur — Bevel — Mitre.

Try our W-G Rawhide Silent

Gear. The only exclusive
gear-cutting plant in the
West.

WinnipegGear&Eng-ineeringCo.
197-199 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man. ^

Mention this paper tvhen writing advertisers. It mil identify the proposition about which you require information.
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GAUGES AND TOOLS
OUR SPECIALTY
How is This?

No. 28 THREAD GAUGE FOR NOSE OF SHELL

ONLY $35.00
CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK.

THE MONARCH BRASS MFG. COMPANY, LIMITED
71 Browns Ave., Toronto

Homer & Wilson
Stamping & Tool Works
WE MAKE THE TOOLS

AND
PRODUCE THE STAMPINGS
Let us quote on your requirements. jT

1-3-5 Lancaster Street j
Hamilton, Ontario .1

HIGH CARBON STRUCTURAL

STEEL TUBING
BUTTED & BRAZED
BENDS & SHAPES

SHEET METAL STAMPINGS

CANADIAN METAL PRODUCTS, Limited,
GUELPH, ONTARIO

ACCURACY
T h (' disciiniinating

buyer is the one we
like to meet—the one

who insists on acenr-

ate }»ro<liict. He will

e V e n t 11 a 1 1 V 1» u y
"(lAT/r" ('aj) and
Set Screws because

they measure u]) to

bis standard.

Yiiiir rush orders foi'

S. F. Ilex, nuts taken

prom])t care of. Bet-

ter tiuisbed nuts—try

a saini)le.

THE

GALT MACHINE SCREW CO.,
LIMITED

GALT, ONTARIO
Cattern Represent at ives : TheCanndiiinB. K. Morton Company.

Limited. 49 Common St., Montreal. Que.

// (Hit/ adccrU.scinc/it intc'rc.-<ts jjou, tea; tt out itoa and jihice With letters to be aiisivcrcd.
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We Want Good Men

"fXTE want a live wire representative in every

good sized shop in Canada. We are

willing to pay liberally for a little spare time.

The work, moreover, is congenial, and whoever

undertakes it will have the satisfaction of

knowing that he has done his co-workers

a good turn.

One of our representatives recently made
$10.00 in his spare time in one week. This is

worth investigating, Mr. F'oreman, Mr. Tool-

maker, Mr. Timekeeper, Mr. Draughtsman,

Mr. Machinist. Won't you let us send you

full particulars?

COUPON :—
SEND US YOUR NAME

CANADIAN MACHINERY
153 University Ave., Toronto

Gentlemen:

Please send me full particulars of your proposition re representatives.

NAME
Street Address .

Town

Where Employed

Position .... ....
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Heavy Type Floor Grinders Plow Grinders

Light Type Hoor Grinders Watti l-iiil i.rinders

Motor-Driven Grinders

Heavy Type Polishers

I
Ford-Smith

|

I
Grinders |

^ We can deliver quickly, =
= and in numerous sizes, ^
= any of the Grinders illus- =
= trated. ^

E These Highest Grade S
= Grinders are standardized =
= equipment in up-to-date =
^ foundries and machine M
= shops. =
^ Have you a copy of our latest Catalog. S

I The Ford-Smith Machine Co. |= LIMITED =
= HAMILTON, CANADA M

Bench Water Tool Grinders

(

M

^T ' nr^ lU^

n
•

k

Disc Grinders

6" and .'10" F*oulile Knd Grind»'i». Safety Collars Swine <irindcr.s
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A Lubricant
that Operators
Appreciate

Far more efficient

than oil

Used on every operation for

Turning, Boring and Thread-

ing Shells.

It keeps tools in the proper

trim and enables them to

work at their maximum effi-

ciency.

Test at our expense. May
we have the opportmiity to

demonstrate the merits of

•'Mystic" in your plant, free

of cost, in order to prove our

claims?

11 ^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^RsPPs

p
^^[^ 41

^^^U3^^H£Shc9^^^^^H^^^^^I

^blk^^Lj: <

l/ Wr^^ *4 8 1 1 ^^Hf1
^^^Mb w^n

1'
t) ^* .'

L
1 - -^'fl

1

1
^^P^*\

v-^JlHffl^jPF io

'&. V vlBa^.Miv^. ' > . -y-"-

Cataract Refining Co.

Limited

TORONTO CANADA

Mejition this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about wliich you require information.
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Photo shows our new
plant just being

completed.

Grinding
Wheels

EXOLITE (Artificial Corundum)
Wheels for Tool Room Work,

Precision and General Grinding

CARBOLOX (Carbide of Silicon) Wheels for

materials of low tensile strength such as Cast

Iron, Chilled Iron, Brass, Marble and Granite

Produced in a new and modern plant,

just linislied at Mimico, Ontario.

M,Tnul:u-tuivil Iv

DOMINION ABRASIVE WHEEL CO., Ltd.

MIM1C(3, ONTARIO, CANADA

// (iiiu udrrrtlsenu'ttl iutrrr.^ts ijo,,, Ir.i, !t onl noir and place ii;ith Idtfrs to he answered.
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OPPORTUNITY
BECKONS YOU TO

WELLAND i WELLAND
The Growing Industrial

Centre Offers Great
Inducements to

Manufacturers

Welland is an unrivalled point for the location of in-

dustrial enterprises of all kinds. It is a natural cen-

tre for the location of manufacturers and is concedet

by the captains ot industry to be blessed

a Chicago-like future.

Railroad Advantages
On account o' close proximity to the

border, Welland is in the Buffalo switch-

ing group and tales the Buffalo rate

from the East and South and enjoys

quick delivery on all raw material im-

porteil from the United States.

Seven Railroads

Grand Trunk — Michigan Central

—

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo— Canadian

Northern — Pere Marquette— Canadian

Pacific—Wabash.

Switches or spurs are constructeil on the b

of cost, the manufacturing iirm paying the cost price

and the railroads refunding a fixed sum for every car

switched o/e the spur until the full amount is re-

bated. This rule prevails throughout the entire

Dominion of Canada.

Rates from Wellarul tn tin- Noilli-\\\st snd I'aiitic Coast, all

rail, are the same as from all other mamilacturiiif; points in

Eastern Canada Iviiifr between the Detroit River and Montreal.

Ship Canal Will Carry
More Vessels and Ton-

nage Than the
Panama Canal

Welland is situated on the Welland Canal, the great

Matine highway, between tide water and the
Canadian North-West with daily freight service

both ways.

The Canal carries boats of fourteen-foot

draft, but work has now begun on canal

enlargement to ihe amount of fifty-mil-

lion dollars to provide for a twenty-five

foot draft.

Distinct Advantages
In these days of keen competition

water transportation has become an

absolute necessity to manufacturers,

and Welland holds the distinct pt)sition

of being the only municipality in the

entire Dominion ol Canada, owning and
perating its own municipal wharf, access-

ible by all shippers and steamboat lines alike,

without charges of any kind.

Welland is a port of entry for all upper lake lines of

s'eamers giving low rates and quick dispatch, the

advar tages of which are enormous.

Not even the World renouned Panama will carry the

number of ships and same amount of tonnage as the

Welland Canal.

CHEAPEST POWER IN CANADA
Welland Uses More Hydro Power Than Any Ontario City

Wcllanil is til.' hiilusti-iMl

mililiiit'il MiiHi\iiil nf i-lictrii

Welland's

Present

Hydro
Consumption

is Over
83,000 H.P,

liiiii iti thi- N'lagara Peninsula. wIiiT'- an
powtT iM available and sttUl at compi'titivc
jirlct's, owiny to tlio numerous power
((unpnnlPK n-prcsi-ntrd there.
Kvory faetory in Wdlnnd is driven by
rlf'ctric power supplied by the Ontario
ToAvcr Co. of Niapara Kails, which is

about twolvi' niJb-A oast <>f Welland. or
from the I>nndnlon Power Co. of I>o Cew
I'.nlls. whinli \< abiuit twi-lvc miles north
i.r Wi-lland. Tlh- fact that w<* have coni-
l"liliv'' <-orii|ijiTd''s ofU'ratlng In this dis-

Welland has strong combination of advantag^es. Send for booklet

LOUIS BLAKE DUFF
Industrial Commissioner WELLAND, CAN.

trict jrlvos us competitive prices on power. Tho avernpe prlee per horse
power per year for twenty-fmir hour service is about tiftoon (jolbirs-. Tho
price depends entirely upon the ijuantity
of power used and tnc load factor. I'or

ten hour service one class of meter will
be Installed and th<> power will he sold on
a lilllowatt basis. Our presi-nt concerns
pay an average of altout three-ipnirters of
a cent per killowalt lioiir. 'I'be larK''

plants that use twenty four bnnr power
ari' seenriny a rate of about $!;[..» per
II. r. per annum.

Welland's

Pay Roll

Grows
Bigger Even

in

War Time

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 LI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n I Mill III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 u M iiiiiMiim lililil:!

// any advertisement interests yov, tear il out now and place with letters to be aruwered.
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MacLean's Magazine
FOR JULY

The Smugglers were Caught
THE true and complete story of a huge smug(>Iin.i); conspiracy which robbed the Canadian and

United States Customs Departments of hundreds of thousands of dollars, and which was finally

exposed by a Canadian Customs officer, is well told in the July MACLEAN'S. The parties con-

cerned settled by handing over a huge check to the Canadian Government and not a word of the story

has ever before been in print. The man who writes the article, J. D. Ronald, was personally concerned

in the investigation, and he tells the whole case from first to la*t. merely changing the names of some of

the central figures. This is one of tlie most striking s[)ecial features that MACI>EAN'S has ever had.

Confederation
the dominant theme of July MACLEAN'S
THE Jubilee of Confederation has

led the Editor to make the July

MACLEAN'S retrospective and in-

terpretive of Confederation in the char-

acter of its main contents—this to meet
the certain need and desire of the

Canadian people. Note the fine pro-

vision of special Confederation article

and features

:

"THE MEETING OF MACDONALD
AND BROWN."

By C. W. Jefferys. a frontispiece

painted for MACLEAN'S.

'THE STORY OF CONFEDERATION."
By Thon-.as Bertram. A colorful

narrative of the bringing about of

the union of provinces.

"FIFTY YEARS OF BUSINESS
EXPANSION."

By W. A. Craick. covering all

phases of business—banking, insur-

ance, manufacturing, agriculture,

transportation, etc.

"THE BUILDING OF THE C.P.R."

B> C. H. Mackintosh, former Lieu-
tenant-Governor of the North West
Territories, and an ex-editor of the

Ottawa Citizen.

"CONFEDERATION AND ^

AFTERWARDS."
By Agnes C. Laut. An article on
Confederation and the taking over
of the North West Territories from
the Hudson Bay Company.

Look for this symbolic cover design in i;:ri_L- tu:ors

at book stores and news-stands. It is a fine bit of

work, and worth preserving.

"SOME CANADIAN CONTRASTS."
By Frank Yeigh. A sketchy article
showing some of the most pic-
turesque ways in which Canada has
s dvanced during the last fifteen

years.

THE DRAFT."
By A. C. AUenson. A story of the
part which Canadians took in the
American Civil War.

MESSAGES ON CONFEDERATION
appear from the Premiers of many
of the Provinces of Canada.

Billy Sunday Contributes

:

"WHAT I THINK OF CANADA."
A brief article in the crisp, epi-

grammatical style of the famous
evangelist, illustrated by some of
his most recent phntographs taken
in action in New York.

The Fiction Feitures:

THE GUN BRAND."
By James B. Hendryx. An inter-

esting instalment of this exciting
serial.

THE OUTLAW BOAR."
By Clark E. Locke. A short story.

"PUTTING IT OVER."
By Hastings Webling. A golf story.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE
SUSAN DREW."

By Jack London. The first instal-

ment of a two-part story—one of

the last that London wrote.

The Best Number of MACLEAN'S
THAT has ever been put out is this Julv U,, lonrr nrlHc

issue. It will be bigger, the articles are ^^J /"^^^fe UUUa
stronger, the stories more entertaining, and the illustrations more
varied. Stephen Leacock's "Sunshine in Mariposa" is continued in

this i.ssue ; also the regular Departments, Records of Success, Review

of Reviews, The Busine&s Outlook, and Information for Investors.

At All News-
Dealers

15c.
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The Choice of Time
The man who judges belts by the

jgl^ length of their service will consider

Sadler & Haworth*^
Belting

a truly remarkable product.
r,

Sadler & Haworth
Tannert and Manufacturer* of

Oak Tanned Leather Belling

since 1876.

511 WaUam Street,

Montreal, P.Q.

*Leatker, Like Gold,

Hat ^9 Suhstitute.

Ij iiiiij nil n rli>«_ nil nt nttii'xls i/mi, Irn) <t odC now aiiU iiiacc uiiii Uiit la lu be aiisiccrcd.
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A Business Built on a Foundation of

Truth and Merit
"I'd till III iiirii nrlf hr fnir.

Ami if iiiii--<t fiilliiir iix tin: iin/Iit tlir (I'll/,

Tlinit riiii^t not tli'ii be /V'/-^e tn aiu/ man."—Shakespeare.

The Semi-Cfentenuial of Canada'.? Confederation is a fittin.u time to exploit tlie unequalled growth

achieved by one of Canada's foremost metal manufacturers.

Following Shake.speai"e's advice "To thine own self he true, etc.," the Canada ^letal Co., from a very

modest begiijninsi in 1S87 has develniuMl intu a T'ominion-widc industry.

A STANDARD POLICY
• No Metal ever leaves our factory which wc arc nou conscientiously satished is of A-1 Han-is qiuility

ihroiK/li and, fhroiif/h.

SCIENTIFICALLY PREPARED
-Modern a]i])liance.s for manufacturing and a well- equi]iped laboratory in charge of skilled metallur-

gical chemi.s'ts put beyond the pale of chance any inconsistency in the high quality of our alloys.

The policy of honest effort to maintain our meritorious ]inHlucts accounl^ fur our, 80 years of success.

Harris "Heavy Pressure" is the Leading Babbitt

And is known as the Babbitt Metal "without a fault." It is best for all general machinery bearings.

Harris Heavy Pressure is a meritorious achievement of Made-in-Canada products which will bear emphasis

at this time. !

There's a "Canada Metal" Babbitt for every purpose and they are all reliable. Write for complete list. And
remember, we guarantee our Babbitt Metals to give excellent service.

The Canada Metal Company, Limited
TORONTO

Hamilton Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the -proposition abont xvhich you require information.
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FOR ANNEALING,
HARDENING and

TEMPERING of STEEL,

and all HEAT-TREATING
OPERATIONS.

HEAT' TREATING

Tile illustiatioji shows a Tate-Jones Fur-
nace for the nosin.n-in o])eration on shells.

Furnaces to successfully withstand the
constant hif;h temperature nnist l)e eov-

reetly desij^iied and constructed of proper
materials.

Tate-Jones j;as and oil-tired furnaces have
j;iven complete satisfaction in numerous
(anadian .Munition Plants.

There's a Tate-Jones fuinace for every

purpose—and Tate-Jones Furnaces defy

comparison.

'Write for circular I48-C

Tate -Jones & Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
FURNACE ENGINEERS

li any ndrerlittciiient intcrc.its i/oii, tear il out voir nnd place witit Ittters (o be answered.
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BEFORE YOU BUY A
PYROMETER

You may be aboul to Imy a pyrometer. If so, you should first know
all about the old-reliable Hoskins with its rugged high-torque meter,

its very duruljle special all'jy thermo-couple, the long-lived Chromel
Ijroteeting tube and many other important features that have made the

Hoskins Pyrometer the best in it- field.

To help you select the best ])yrometer for your particvdar re(iuiremeuts

we have written a 48-page Ijooklet which is not only fully descriptive of

Hoskins Pyrometers but is also an in.-trnctive and interesting treatise on
jiyrometers in general. The attached coupon is for your convenience.

Mail it to-dav.

HOSKINS PORTABLE, STATIONARY
AND RECORDING

fu^R^AB^l PYROMETERS
MADE BY

Canadian Hoskins, Limited
Electric, Gas and Oil Furnaces and Pyrometers

Factory and General Office: Eastern Office:

Walkerville, Ont. 1 12 St. James St., Montreal

-GET THIS BOOKLET-
Can. Hoskins, Ltd.,

Walkerville. Ont.

Without obligating us in any way you may send us

your 48-page Pyrometer Bulletin. We are interested in a

portable
stationa ry pyrometer for use in

. recording

J

t Max. Temp Min. Temp Degrees C. or F.

I

Company

Individual

lycos
FERY RAD4ATION

PYROMETERS
Eliminate Guess-
workfrom theMan
ufacture of All
Products re(yuir-,

in^ extremely /
high Terapera-^
tures * * * *

We Manufacture -

Thermome'ters and
Ins-trumen-ls cov-

eririQ every Tem-
perature require-
ment inMelallur-
cy and Chemisiry

Canadian Office

201 Royal Bank
Bldg. TORONTO

ACa^aloi ^j ( |
Cheerfully ^ni V, .

\Jpon.Application \ \

The Taylor^Camt>rid^P>yisi€m

TaylorInstrumenW^mpanws
Roctiester.mV.

x^'^", Convenience
'J'lii- wrench will conveniently get at

that nut "just around the corner" or

in other inconvenient places where a

.-trai.aht handled wrench would Ije

awkward. Easily operated and hand-
led liy one hand. We can give yon
-ervice and good prices

BEMIS ^ CALL
Hardware & Tool Company

Springfield Mass., U.S.A.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Do These Advantages Appeal
To Your Sense of Economy and Efficiency?

OIL FURNACE
VERSUS

COAL FURNACE

It's economy — re-

quires one - half the

space; costs less than

half; no chimneys or

flues required; instantaneous and perfect

control of temperature; higher temperature

obtained; no coal or ash handlers required; no
coal or ash piles; less waste of fuel, because it is

shut off instantly; requires much less time to get

the required heat. Can you afford to lose the

Advantages of this oil Furnace?

IP^rite To-day for Full Particulars.

Mechanical Engineering Company, Limited
55 Cote Street

Phone Main 3585

Montreal, Que. Canada

Cable Address : "Mecol"

il!l:i:i:lll JililTI nTil l!linilllllll;lllll!lilllllllilllllll1l!lllil'M<l!lilil<lil!l!H:l:lil!lil II l^l'H^

Exact

Temperature

Measurement

In all hcat-trcatniont operations,

Thwing Pyromoters lill every require-

ment. Accurate to a high dcgreo, they

still have all the rugged durability to

withstand the hard usage of the tool-

room, the steel mill and similar places.

Thwing Instruments arc built in both

the Indicating and Recording Type,

giving up to 12 readings on a single

recorder.

CataloK No. 8 describes the en-
tire line. Write for your copy.

Thwing Instrument Co.
34th St. & Lancaster Ave.. Philadelphia. Po.

Canadian Representative: Mr. James DeVon
227 Davenport Rd.. Toronto. Ont.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii'iiiiiiiiiii'iii'i'i'^^

High Speed Steel

Treated at 1750
by pack hardening in HeTzy

a scientifically (•oiiipounded and tlmr-

ou^hly tested pi'epjiratitill. Yes. ;ilid

further, xmi w ill tiiid that you

1. keep down H S steel scrap pile.

2. turn out tools with 30 per cent, more

production.

3. eliminate distortion, breaking and pitting.

Prove this at our risk.

Send for 100 lb. container and try it for .30

days. If it doesn't do what we say, return

the balance and you owe us nothing.

If still in doubt write for our circular and

partial list of 200 representative concerns

using HeTzy on all H S treatment.

Gibb Instrument Co.
5716 Euclid Ave.. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

If any udi:erlisement interests you, tear it out nun and placr nilh /' "' '-• '" '' "'
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WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
There is something new to be learned about
the intricate problem of heat treating every
day. Over half a century's experience in
burning liquid and gaseous fuels for treat-

ment of metals has resulted in the present
perfected type of G. & B. Furnaces.

TYPE E-4 FURNACE

SMALL TYPE C FURNACE

These are the Days of

Economy
Prices of labor and prices of nxw niateiial are making the cost

of production hit the high spots. kSci economy is Ixnng shouted

from the house tops! How altout your heat treating? Are
you getting the best results at mininuim cost f

(Tilbert and Barker furnaces installed in vour heat treatinu

department gives you assnr;

most efficient and economical

production in existence.

CI. & B. Furnaces are de-

signed for convenience and
ease of control, they give the

right degree of heat, pro-

perly apiilied, with lowest

possible fuel costs.

^s The benefit of long experience is at your service

i:^ —Let us solve your heat treating problems for
^^ you. Drop a line now—delay may mean a good
^s deal of lost money to you.

^ Gilbert & Barker Mfg, Co.
WEST SPRINGFIELD,

MASS.
Canadian Agents :

Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

J. DeVon, 227 Davenport Rd., Toronto, Ont. TYPE C-15

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. If will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Immediate Deliveries

TYPE C-25 FURNACE TYPE F.8 FURNACE

Lool^ for Leal^s in Your Heat Treating Department and

Stop Them with Gilbert ^ Earlier Furnaces
Thei'c is a (iilbert A: Bai'kcr Furnaci' for every
purpose—made in over 100 types and sizes. We
are able to inaKe iiniiiediate deliveries on nearly
all types.

Look over _your heat-treatiny de]iartnu'nt care-

fully fur leaks. You are almost sure to discover
where you can save money on a G. & B. instal-

ment. Take this tip seriously — you'll find it

worth while.

Every ])iece of hcat-ticatcd steel you use in your
|>lant should c<ime from your heat-treatin,i>' de-

partment in jx'rfect condition — to absolutelx'

guarantee this d. 6c B. furnaces should he used.

Our 52 years' experience should be
worth something. Put your heat-treat-

ing problems up to us.

Write To-day for Stock List 24.

Gilbert & Barker
Manufacturing Co-

WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Canadian Auents:

Willinmi &. Wilion. Ltd., Montreal. Ouc.
Jas. OeVon. 227 Davenport Rd.. Toronto. Onl.

TYPE F.4 FURNACE WITH HOOD

If any advertisement interests you, teat- it out now and place ivith letters to be answered.
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vJacobs
A

Winner
By Sheer Merit

Jacobs Improved Drill Chucks

are recognized as the STAND-
ARD the world over. Once

tried—always used.

Trj' them and see for yourself.

MADE BY

The Jacobs
Manufacturing Co.
Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

iMPf^OVEO

rill Chuck

The Oven Equipment & Manufacturing Company
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"CRAWFORD SECTIONAL" OVENS
Heated with our Enclosed Flame Gas Burners, or Electricity

FOR BAKING JAPANS AND OTHER FINISHES ON METAL.
Ovens carried in stock and built to meet requirements of manufacturers.

Builders of All-Steel Oven Trucks with Roller Bearings.

Canadian Representatives : The A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY. Ltd.
ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

How Many of Your
Shells Are Being
Rejected

Water Jacket for Nosing Furnace
This STEEL jacket holds a large amouut of water,
which keeps the body of shell cold, and permits of
proper heating of the nose for nosing operations.

Being made of steel, it stands contraction and expansion
—not possible with cast iron.

It is indestructible and foolproof. Made for all sizes of shells.

We can make this jacket to any special dimensions, with any
desired attachments. No patterns are required—specifications all that
are necessary.

Tested and Guaranted

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Canadian Welding Works, Ltd., ='
slrX"" Montreal,P.Q.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It icill identify the proposition about which you require information.
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Diamond ^^^Kx^ Chucks
GEARED SCROLL TYPE

MADE BY

Richmond Manufacturing Co.
183-185 George Street, Toronto, Canada.

Thrfcjan—Two Sets J.nv

For Positive Accuracy—

and Big
Time Saving

"Victor" Collapsible Taps
are simple in construction;
the few parts can be made
large and strong; the body
IS machine steel, and the
chasers are high-speed:
screw adjustment from front
end makes it easy to main-
tain close accuracy; trip is

automatic; reset by means
of lever. The above features—and others—make the "Vic
saver foi severe service. It

'

manufacturers.

VICTOR
Collapsible

TAPS
tor" a time and money
s being used by many shell

Victor Tool Company
Waynesboro, Pa., U.S.A.

Every

Thread is

Straight,

Even and

Accurate

Tlie C'ha.-ei'.s in an H & G Aniomalic, Self-

Openiny Die Head are set and held in place

by a steel cam. That cam once adjusted,

locks; there is no stoppage or changing in

size.

The quick release not only issues the cutting

of the thread to a given point every time, but

permits cutting right up to a shoulder \Theii

required.

Simple, Strong and Compact.

Our booklet tells more. Drop a card for it.

Eastern Machine Screw Corp.
New Haven. Conn.

Here's a nasty situation!
.\ ru<li jiili wiion e\ery minute counts, a snaji and ynui' ta|) lia>

' lu'ikcn nil' cliise to the surface of ihe joli.

II O W: .. WILL ,Y O U HANDLE I T ?

Will you fuss around for half an hour or so tryinif to get hold of the broken pieci'

V

Will you lose your temper and finish the job too lote?
Not if you have a Walton Tap Extractor.

With this handy little device you can extract the broken piece in a jilTy and uo on
with your work.

The crucible steel fmKers grip the flutes, a twist of your wrench and the piece is out.

Invcstittate this further. The Walton is reasonable in price.

The Walton Company Hartford, Conn.

// any adverti.'ientent intcre.'it.s i/on, tear it out nnir and plan' irilh letters to he anmrered.
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IDEAL DIES
Are big time savers. They make it

possible for you to obtain clean,

straight, absolutely accurate threads

at a fast rate of production. Fineness

of workmanship, quality of results

and durability—all "IDEAL."

Try us. The Ideal Self-Opeuiiig Die is simple in

construction, has fewer parts than any
similar tool: can be quickly and easily

taken apart; cuts either right or left

hand threads.

Our Catalog on request.

Ideal Tool & Manufacturing Co.
BEAVER FALLS, PA.

A. M. Ellicott Co., Montreal, Quebec.

Leon Chapuis, 36 Boulevard De Meganta, Paris.

W'ilh. Sonesson, Malmo, Sweden.

Walter Homberger & Co., Sampierdarina, Italy.

Rapid Delivery
Users of Murchey
Tools Get Chasers
Without Delay

)ig advan-Lightning deliveries—that is a

tage of using Murchey Tools. No work
held up for chasers. We get your order,

till it. and it's on the way back to you just

as quickly as the most rapid means of trans-

portation can bring it to you.

There is no service like the Murchey service,

and there are no tools like the Murchey
Tools. Send blueprints for estimates.

MURCHEY TAP8 are accurate and simple

and can be worked with great speed. On
4.5 Mark VII *helU Murchey tapping time

is just ONE MINUTE.

Murchey Machine & Tool Company
75 PORTER STREET DETROIT, MICHIGAN

The Coats Machine Tool Company, Ltd., Caxton House, Westminster, London, S.W., England, Glasgow,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Fenwick Freres & Company, 15 Rue Fenelon, Paris, France.

Mention this paper uhcn ivriting advertiserg. It will identify the proportion abovt which you require information.
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"Little David" Tools

for

Shipbuilders
In wooden shipbuilding the Wood Borer

shown in the cut does splendid work. It is

made in three sizes, boring holes from one to

four inches in diameter.

"Little David" Riveters are widely used for

driving wooden trenails, short drift bolts and
spikes. They are also adapted for all opera-
tions in driving oakum, "horsing," etc.

Our CC-101 Drift Bolt Driver is a powerful
and time-saving tool. With 100 lbs. air pres-

sure, two men with this Driver can drive 1%"
dia. bolts, 5 ft. long, 1-16" drift, full length in

25 seconds. It can be used in any position and
at any angle.

For Steel Shipbuilding, our "Little David"
Riveters, Chippers, Drills, Grinders, etc., will

be found the most powerful and economical.

Our bulletins will show you why.

We shall be glad to advise as to types and
sizes of tools best suited to your work.

Your inquiries will be appreciated.

The Canadian Ingersoll-Rand

Company, Limited

31 Commercial Union Bldg., Montreal

FOR HARDNESS TESTING
of Shells and Other Munition Materials

THE STANDARD SCLEROSCOPE
i.s now iiiiiver.'^ally used. It is diveet reading a.^ a thenunnieler and make? 5.000 tests a day.

leave marks on the finished work and can he ojierated hy unskilled lahor. Send for 80-page

THE PYROSCOPE FOR HEAT TREATMENT
Is the common-sense heat measuring instrument that makes straight for results

without fuss. Costs least of all; burns simple kerosene; never varies. It is the one

available trusty in the grimy
hands of furnace men, hard-

eners, carburizors, and is also

being universally adopted by

colleges owing to the cor-

i-ectness of the principle

utilized. Our best customers

are those who have tried all

other means of heat measur-

ing.

Send for Our Free Circular P,

SHORE INSTRUMENT &
L MFG. CO., INC.

555-557 West 22nd St. New York
Agents in all Foreign Countries.

ji»S^^' Sates' Agents :

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Limited
Toronto. Canada

It does not

booklet free.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require inforvfiation.
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speed

M.E.C. Products
are living up to the

Industrial Slogan

—

"Efficiency and

Greater Production"
There is a well-justified demand for labor-

saving equipment—and the demand will increase

as the weeks go by, therefore—Now is the right
time to place your orders for M.E.C. Labor-saving
Equipment.

The M.E.C. Air Cylinder, for instance,

up production materially, improves its

quality—and creates a greater manufactur-
ing economy. That is why it is popular
with every munition plant, automobile fac-

tory, gas engine builder, and wherever a
greater and more economical production is

the serious pi'oblem. The M.E.C. Air
Cylinder is the very essence of simplicity.

In Style "D" shown herewith—an abso-
lutely perfect metal to metal seat is

effected because the head is screwed in as one
solid piece. Adjusting packing ring or piston is

only a few minutes' job—operator unscrews the
head—gives the piston ring one or two turns

—

puts back and screws in the head in a second or
two and he is ready for further operation—noth-
ing could be simpler or quicker.

It is especially adapted for special chucks or'
fixtures requiring operation in either direction.

M.E.C. Air Operated Hinged Collet Chucks Are
Recommended By The Leading Chuck Users
Everywhere.

They grip uniformly and instantly and do not
mar the work in the slightest degree. It does
away with the wrench and all its attending lost

motion. A turn of the air valve operates jaws.
It has the record of increasing output from 50 to
00 per cent. Get our catalog on full line of
M.E.C. Labor-Saving Devices: two-jaw and three-
jaw chucks, air operated e.xpanding mandrels and
collapsible taps. Fill in coupon and send to-day.

Manufacturers Equipment Co.

175-177 N. Jefferson St., Chicago, 111.

New York Office: 30 Church Street

/^^^^,/'re J-i^^

ftcntlemen:—Plense send me copy of your catalog entitled

"Labor Savinfr Devices." nccordinjr to your odvcrtitiement

in Canadian Machinery.

Name

Atronts for Central and Eastern States and Canada: J. R.

Stone Tool & Supply Co., Goehel Bldcr.. Detroit. Mich.

ForcMKn AKcnts : C. W. Burton. GritTitha & Co.. Ludirate.

Ludfrate Square. London, England.

AddrcKS.

Position. . .

With

// any advertise tnent interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Munitions Worker's Grinder

i
The cut illustrates our No. 7 "LITTLE DAVID" Grinder, fitted witli 2r'

Extension Shaft, housing and outer bearing. The grinding wheel is 6" x 1", of
composition suited to the worlt, and its free speed is 3,000 r.p.m. Weight,
24 lbs.

This style of Grinder is just what you need for grinding the insides of

High Explosive Shells, or any work where grinding, buffing, or touching
up is to be done.

They are widely used in nuniitions plants, because they are convenient,
efficient and time-saving. We use them in our own munitions work, and
can tell you how to apply them to the best advantage. Ask our nearest
branch for information and prices.

CANADIAN INGERSOLL-RAND CO., LIMITED
COMMERCIAL UNION BUILDING - MONTREAL, CANADA

SYDNEY TORONTO COBALT TIMMINS WINNIPEG NELSON VANCOUVER
Works : Sherbrooke, Que.

Barkey Grinders

Strength, durability and speed describe these machines. Strength right where it is needed—in the spindle and
bearings. The knowledge of years of experience has gone right into the making and our many clients-

throughout the country will testify as to their value.

No. 1 is an Emery Column Grinder very popular where speed and quality are desired. It can be fitted

up with our special skate attachment which adds to its usefulness.

No. 4 Emery Grinder is built to meet the requirements of car, foundry, machine and plow shop uses.

Its speed makes it a valuable asset wherever installed.

The economic operation of your shop will be made more economic by the installation of "Barkey Grinders."

Inquiries will be promptly attend to.

No. 1

Barkey Bros.
STOUFFVILLE, ONT.

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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:
ĈO

"REXITE"
(C0RUNDUM):Li3

*Rexite'* Wheels for Grinding Shrapnel and
High Explosive Shells

"Rexite" is an electric furnace

product, and is produced

from Bauxite which mineral

is the purest form of Alum-

ina found in Nature.

Analysis shows about

[)iV/( Alumina.

CRESOLITE
For Grinding Gray Iron Castings, Chilled Iron,

Brass, Marble, Granite and Pearl

We have adopted a material

called Cresolite, which is Car-

bide of Silicon in crystalline

form. Hardness a]n d

brittleness is a character-

istic feature.

L I wheels are made under the guidance of over thirty

five years' experience. You'll find them invaluable

because they INCREASE PRODUCT/ON A\D
LOWER COSTS.

CANADIAN HART WHEELS, Ltd.
Ma ufacturera of Grinding Wheels and Machinery

Hamilton, Canada

rVrife our aeri'ice depait-

ment for irtformation

concerning your

erinding needs

If any advertisement interests ijou, t-ea r it out now a)td place with letters to be answered.
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A Page From a

Carborundum
Service Man's
Note Book says:

"Our Customer Considers

this an Extraordinarily

Good Performance'*

The job is grinding, rough from the

sand, chilled iron rolls on a Landis

special grinder. The rolls are 32

inches long, 16^16 inches in dia-

meter and Vie stock is removed. It

takes the Carborundum Wheel, 24

grit, L grade, G 3 + bond just 4%

hours to do the work.

C The finish is uniform, the wheel

cuts clean and it loses but Vi5 of

an inch.

CIt is the unbeatable grinding

combination that gets these results.

—The right wheel, Carborundum

service and a good grinding ma-

chine.

What can ihis service do for you?
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RACINE High-Speed
Metal Cutting Machines

The RACINE is the original high-speed draw-cut metal-
ciitliiig luacliiiic. iKiTcil the world Dxcr for its simplicity and rigid

cunstructiiiH.

The RACINE has faithfidly met all i-eipiii-emcnts for metal
cutting in the past ten years throughout the world, both in regular
work aiui in hundreds (jf munition factories.

The RACINE reipiires no skilled labor to o])eratc it.

Order a RACINE i'j'om your dealer, understanding that we
endorse any fair ]>ropo.sition the dealer makes you, as we fully

guarantee oui- machines in every particular.

The RACINE wears the badge of honor for loyalty and faith-

ful perfoi-mau<-e of the woi'k allotted to it behind the trenches.

Write for Catelogue to-day.

Racine Tool ®. Machine Company
RACINE, WIS., U.S.A.
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Qimruju'm Blocii

(''-isP'

Smooth Bores

We have designed for

our own use a simple

and inexpensive

grinder to give the

final touch to the bore

of our shells.

It does the work, and

we will have some of

these machines on the

market shortly.

Write us for our pro-

position.

Marsh & Henthorn
Limited

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

For Large Grinding Wheels

The Desmond Huntington No. 2 is

the be.st Dresser ever devised for
economically dressing the largest and
coarsest type of wheels. Cutters are
made of the right grade of steel for
long, hard wear. Each Dresser pro-
vided with protection hood that effec-

tually protects the face of the oper-
ator from flying particles.

The Diamo-Carbo is the best Di-esrfer for
Tf)ol GrindinK Wheels.

We can promptly supply your needs for
any type of Dresser.

The Canadian Desmond-Stephan
Manufacturing Co. Hamilton. Ont.

ALFRED HERBERT. Limited. Coventry. Eni;.

Ag:ent for Great Britain.

Assuming that you want a grinder g
that is better than the average

—

1

A grinder with massive table, micrometer adjustments. =
very long knee and gibs, and extra heavy head and tail- =
stock— it will pay you to investigate the =

Standard No. 6 |
Universal Grinding Machine 1

In addition, you'll find that the headstock is fitted with =
large bearing for chuck spindle and with special bronze ^
bearings of navy specifications, spindle is tapped and =
tapered, bored to take wheel arbors, and bearings are 1 ^
in. in diam. and 29'4 in- long, and an exceptionally simple ^
and sturdy countershaft with self-lubricating bearings. =

Start the investigation by

sending for the full de-

tails—to-day.

1 Simmons Machine Co., Inc.

= 1001 Singer Bldg.. New York City

= 981 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

w^^^^^i^^^^^^m^^^^^B^^^^ammmt^m^^ P, i.i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1ui t TiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii i iii!i!iiiii;i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiniixi:iii[iiiiii:i:iii

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identijy the proposition about which you require information.
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SMOOTH AS GLASS
WITH THE

Dominion Universal Grinder
ADD TO THIS

Ease of Operation, Stability and Solidity

of the Machine makes it a
Master Grinder

Try One and'^See.^ You may pay more,
but you cannot get a better grind-^r

LET US TELL YOU
MORE

ABOUT IT

Dominion

Machinery

Company

no Church St.

TORONTO, ONT.
CANADA

That's the kind of grinding you want
That's the kind you get

Stow Shell Grinders

Increase Production

Suspended

Pedestal

Mounted

on Truck

Any Size

Any Current

Immediate

Shipment

Stow Manufacturing Co.
Binghamton, New York, U.S.A.

Oldest Portable Tool Manufacturers in America

UNIVERSAL
Electric Drills
Licensed Under Burke

Universal Motor Patent

The only Portable Electric Tu.iU made

that are equipped throughout with ball

and roller bearings. Made with aluminum

cylinder, insuring extreme lightness and a

powerful specially constructed motor re-

sulting in increased capacity. Can be fur-

nishes with ITniversal. Alternating or

Direct current motor 110 or 220 volts.

000 Drilling Capacity

00

01

1

No. 6 Electric Or

D.C. only...

inder. wheel.... 4" x %

SHIPPED ON TRIAL

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Company
Office: 334 St. James Street. MONTREAL. QUE.

Toronto: 32 Front St. W: Winnipos: 123 Bnnnntyno Avo.,E.
Vnnrouv.-r: 1142 llon,.r .Slruc-1

// any advertisement interestn you, tear it out now and place villi letters to be answered.
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Your Grinding Concerns You Only

Examples of the wonderful results

obtained by our users would not

benefit you. Your difficulties may
be entirely different, and it is these

"different" problems that the Fitch-

burg shows to advantage.

Model "B" shown here is thorough-

ly efficient—and the large pilot

wheel on the traverse table is especi-

ally convenient and allows for

greater speed. It is made for grind-

ing short, cylindrical pieces. Your

work may not be of this nature.

Write us and secure our co-opera-

tion.

MODEI> B

If Quality is Concerned—so is "Fitchburg"

MODEL A

Both Models are equipped for

straight or taper shaft grinding

and the difference in the machine

is that the Model A is arranged

with power feeds and the Model B

is hand operated.

Constructed on the unit system,

each unit may easily be removed

from the machines. Lubricating

features reduce wear and friction

to a minimum.

Specifications and full informa-

tion gladly furnished.

Fitchburg Grinding Machine
Company

FITCHBURG, MASS., U.S.A.

Mention this paper when uriling advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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WHY TOLERATE

TROUBLE
in YOUR Grinding Department ?

Eliminate all difficulties by using High -Grade Selected

DIAMONDS
Direct from the South African Diamond Fields. All sizes at your command,

eitherunmounted or mounted in anystyle holder, MADE IN CANADA.

Try our CAST STEEL mounting for complete satisfaction of perform-

ance.

Wheel Trueing Tool Company
88 West Pitt Street WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Plyers, Structural Wrenches, Track Wrenches, Machine Wrenches,
Eye Bolts, Lathe Dogs, Journal Box Wedges, Etc.

TRADE /V\A.^H.

All Kinds Of Special Drop Forgings
Send Models or Blue Prints for

Estimates
WRITE F.OR CATALOG

Canadian Billings & Spencer, Limited, Welland, Ontario

MAKE NAILS! NOT NOISE!
\\ f n(T«r thr tr:ide new types of

WIRE NAIL MACHINES
QUIET IN OPEUATIO.N: WITH VKKY Ili(;H OUTPUT: AI.I. PARTS ACCES-
SIBLE: DECKEASED MAINTENANCE COSTS: GREAT CAPACITY: OCCUPYING
SMALL FLOOR SPACE.

Smoothly running machinea. with balanced mechanical motions and no rotating

cams. Built in 5 sizes, handling vir.' I'r.im No. 17 to %" diam.

PRACTICALLY NOISELESS IN OPERATION

Sleeper & Hartley, Inc., Worcester, Mass.
CANADIAN BRANCH, COATICOOK, P.Q.

London. Encland. F. A. Perry. 6^ (lunn Viclnria Slrfct. E.C. 1. Paris. France. Edgar Bloxhani. 12 Hue du Delta

Mention til'.-.- j)np' r trhcn wridnfj adrertincrs. It ivill Idetilifn tin- i)r<ipos'(lini\ „i ,' '/ /,;,'. I'tjiiire infonuati
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The Only Grand Prize for

TOOL HOLDERS
Awarded separately and independent of other

lines exhibited at the

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION
WAS WON BY

ARMSTRONG
TOOL HOLDERS

HIGHEST AWARD
at 4 World's Exposit on

Paris- - - 1900
St. Louis - 1904
Liege- - - 1905
San Francisco 1915

THEY ALWAYS
MAKE GOOD

OFFICIALAWAR D
Rl BBOlSl

PANAMA PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL

EXPOSITION
SAN FRANCISCO

1915

PRESlDfNT

0ll)ICTC80FEXHISIT!i

GRAND
PRIZE
DEPARTKENTOF

MACHINERY

They Are Saving Millions of

Dollars in High Speed Steel

CATALOG FREE

^1 Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.
"The Tool Holder People"

306 N. Francisco Ave., CHICAGO, U.S.A.

The Panaroa-PKcific MEDAL OF HONOR was also won byARMSTRONG Drop Forged Wrenches. Ratchets.
Clamps, Lathe DoKs, Etc.

LOOK AT YOUR
FILES

Test the balance of them.
See how hard they are. Run
your finger over the teeth
and note their sharpness and
regularity.

These qualities of the
"Famous Five" Files were
not arrived at by accident.

They are the result of expert
knowledge of the exact needs
of every trade. This know-
ledge has helped us to
standardize the merits of

"Famous Five" Files in the

minds of every user.

Specify them when
ordering

They are:

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It will identify the proposition about which you require information.
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PORTABLE
ELECTRIC

Short-cut* coniit these days—it doesn't pay to use inetiicient equii)ineiit and \va.-;teful

methods in handhng your grindin^j .jol)s. Check up this work and .-ee how much time
you spend in grinding gauges. Two or tlwee hours on a job in many case.?—jobs that the
Dl'MORE Grinder would handle in l-.veiily or thirty minutes. No need to lap out your
gauges when you use the DrM')!;]']— it inins out finished work. Its exceptional .speed

]ireveiits the wheels from breaking down and insure,'^ extreme accuracy, free from ciiatter

marks. Used l)y hundreds of mainifacturors for grinding gauges, tools and dies. Oper-
ales on either direct or alternating current.' Specify which equipment you need an^l we
will ship on ai)i)roval. State voltage of your current. Literature on request.

;4

'i

FOR AVERAC;E tool room U.SE

\\\\\\w\ttv\\\\\w\\mw\\\\\\\\\\wvm\\\w\\\\\\w^^^^^^

FOR DEEP INTERNA!, WORK BUTTON DIE C.RINDER. ."50000 R.P M.

Wisconsin Electric Co., 1712 oumore eidg.. Racine, Wis,
Sold in England by CANADIAN-AMERICAN CO.. LTD., 8 Bouverie St., London, E.C., Eng.

If any udccrtinciiicnl latercsls i/ou, tear it. out now and place iritli Irttrrs to he ansivcred.
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Quality Quantity
Guaranteed

Write US About Your

Acetylene Supply

Commercial Acetylene Welding Co., Inc.

ATLANTA, GA.
AURORA, ILL.
BOSTON, MASS.
BOUND BROOK, N.J.
EAST DEERFIELD, MASS.

103 Bay Street, Toronto

Main Office

80 Broadway, New York

TORONTO, ONT.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
MOBERLY. MO.
W. BERKELEY, CALIF.

A Biff Loss M
Prevented (^^

The cost of a new cylinder was K .,';

saved by the use of t '. ^^z

OXY-ACETYLENE ^'^"'^

WELDING Process

Broken Engine Cylinder—PERFECTLY RECLAIMED by WELDING
in short time and at low cost. (5ee white line.)

Oxy-Acetylene Weld'mg and Cuttuig Plants
will save and make you money in repairs or
manufacturing. They have done it for

others.

Oxygen—pure, efficient, safe, low-priced.

Pure Dissolved Acetylene.

Ask for more information— DO IT NOW— w
Use THIS COUPON, please

^

L'Air I.iiiuiile Sorirty, Maisonneuve,
>10NTKEAL, r.Q.

GcntJemtn.— \Vill yon please sent!, without obligatiuti

to me, postpaut, joiir Ni.'W liookletf

Name ,\ »

Address

Province Date

Business

Mention this paper when writing advertiser. It will irJendfi/ the proposition about which you require information.
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Not since the British North
America Act created the
Dominion of Canada, has any
process or invention so reduced

the cost of manufacturing sheet

metal articles as the process of

Electric Spot

Welding

We manufacture a full line of

machines for every purpose. Send
us a sample or a sketch of your

work, get our report and recom-

mendations. The figures will

startle you, and you will want to

install a machine to increase your

output and profit.

The Winfield Electric
Welding Machine Co.
WARREN, OHIO - U.S.A.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it end now and place tcith letters to be ansiuered.
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GARVIN NO. 12 PLAIN
MILLING MACHINE

FOR ALL LIGHT MANUFACTURING
This niacliiue is built esi^ecially strong aud
substantial for a tool of its capacity, aud
has many valuable features worthy of spe-

cial mention. The slide is fitted with a

quick ]Ditch screw, giving one inch per turn.

This combines the rapidity of a rack feed
with the steadiness of the screw feed. The
table has an oil pan all around it, with fin-

ished edges—-automatic feed, trip and re-

verse—adjustable nut on the feed screw to

take wear—the Feed Screw is hardened.

Adjustments 18 x 6 x 15 in.

For Further Information ^ ^.^{^R^,?^^s''Di^kl?

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
Send for Complete Catalog

Manufactured by

THE GARVIN MACHINE COMPANY
Spring and Varick Streets ( Visitors Welcome ) 50 Years New York City

No. 12 Plain Milling Machine—Use Code Abrade

ingTANGENT Self-Feeding, Non-Distort

HAND TOOL FOR CUTTING CORRUGATED SHEETS
This tool will cut sheets on any angle, limited curves and through the centre with no
distortion of cut edges. Sheets can be cut to required shape when being fixed in

position on the job. Made in two styles, for 20 swg. (weight 5 lbs.), with compound
leverage for 18 swg. (weight 6M; lbs.). Cuts lOOf^, faster than any other hand
method.

Write for Illustrated Pamphlet and Prices.

Montgomery, Smith & Co., Limited
Patentees and Manufacturers

Tangent Works, Keynsham, Somerset, England

ons for selling agencies or rights to manufacture under license will be considered.

Don't Crowd Your Large Machines
You cannot manuf;u-ture .-mall part- economically on a large

macliine. Steptoe Small Power Feed Millers and Hand Miller.-;

are e.-pecially adapted for that kind of work, a stiff, heavy tool

that can he quickly handled and crowded to the limit. That is

the machine to Imy for -mall parts.

If your Planers are crowded take the small jobs and put them on a

Steptoe Shaper and you will do them quicker and you will have less

money invested in equipment.

STEPTOE SH.\PERS "Just a Little Better."

CIRCULAR ON REQUEST.

John Steptoe Co., Cumminsvllle, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

Mention this paper ichen writing advertisers. It icill identify the proposition about which you require information.
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The Ford-Smith Miller
Two Sizes, all Gear Feeds I No:3"3t''^,'o^"x 20"

s Tlic-c iimchiiK's are (lesiijned for easy (iperaticm. Imill ut' llie very liest g
5 iiial('iial>. ami llie \viirkniaiislii]i is of the hiiilie^t liradc ihrnimlinut. m

M The wliolc oiLiani/.atioii of lliis linn, iiieliidiii^ iiio-t <if mir men. are m
5 marliinc tool men only, ami we arr |irij<iiieiii<i Miilin<i Maeiiines lliat marl< a =
M liitiiier iiolcli in Canadian Maeliine 'i'ool .Manufaclni'e. =

g We want lo keep y(]n |io.<ic(l in lan' advaiiees along the>e lines. Will yon J
M fend n» yotn' name to-day, noi uitli the idea of hotlieriiiL!: yon with letters, Imt J
g .so that «(' can ,-ee that the literature we yet laU from time to time, is mailed to M

1 yoii- 1

I The Ford-Smith Machine Company, Limited |

HAMILTON, CANADA

^llilllillllllllllllllllllllllllll|l|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllililllllllllilillllllllllllll|{|||!lllllllill|{tllllllilllllllllllil^^

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out noiv and place uith letters to be answered.
llllllllllffi
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%u can multiply

your
TlneddinQTioduction

with d

Chicago
SemiAuto

Throddor

THE threading: of studs, screws, spark plugs and
work of similar character can be produced better
and faster on Chicago Semi-Automatic Threaders.

Here's why. The basic principle—vertical spindles and
stationery dies used on this machine permit hig-her cut-
ting speeds, perfect lubrication and more accurate
counter balancing to prevent marring and tearing of
threads.

The holders with sockets cut to carry work with irregu-
lar shaped ends are used, instead of chucks

—

eliminating

the time usually required to properly secure the work.
The lubrication system is most efficient. Oil is carried,

dii-ectly down in volumes through the heads and the

dies themselves—keeping the tools cooler than other-

wise possible and at the same time carrying away all

chips.

Its capacity is from %, in. to % in. U.S.S., and up to 5

in. in length.

Write us to-day for bulletin X'o. 4, which describes the
machine completely.

John Macnab Machinery Company
90 West Street, New York City

Mention this paper ivhen vcriting advertisers. It will 'dentify the proposition about which you require information.
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Bilton Automatic Ge
Millers—Spur or

Bevel Gears
CAPACITY

No. 1 - - 14 Pitch
No. 2 - - 10 Pitch

No. 3 - - 8 Pitch

The Bilton Machine Tool
Company

Succeeding The Standard Mfg. Company

Housatonic Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn., U.S.A.

Also Manufacturers of —
Plain Horizontal Millers

.Automatic Millers

Plain and Ball Bearing
Bench and Column Drills

Riveting Machines
Milling^Cutters

Catalog 30 on request.

Foreign Agents

:

Alfred Herbert, Limited
M. Mett Engineering Company
Chas. Churchill Company, Limited

99

For Rapid Production
and Accurate Woric

USE THE

"BRIGGS
TheBriggs Miller handles work no other machii

of its size can touch. It is a manufacturing machine-

On account of its rigid construction it will produce accura

work when running at a high rate of speed and feed.

The Base Tank and Large

Gear Pump is the latest

addition to its many ad-

vantages. Tank holds

20 gallons of cutting

lubricaol

Pump ncffr rtquires prim-

Ins and will deliTcr ten

lallcms prr minute to the

cutters, keeping them

cool when run »t very

hirh ipeed.

Our booklet describes

fully. Drop « card

for it.

Gooley & Edlund
Inc.

Cortland. N.Y., U.S.A
Foreign Agents: Allied
Amerlrn, Knince, Bel-
glum. Italy, Swlticrland.
Machinery Company of
Kuesia, Siandlnnvla, C. W. Burton, Orlf

flths & Co.. London. Manchester and Glna-

gow, Barnodlar.in, Metlvler, Gazeau & L'la.

Son eebnitlan, Bpaln.

Did you know that every part of every

SMART-TURNER PUMP
is Made-in-Canada ?

KEEP YOUR DOLLARS AT HOME.

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited

HAMILTON, CANADA
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Toj .Obtain Quality Use "Williams" Pipe Cutting and
Threading Machine

Williams Tool Company
Erie Penn. U.S.A.

Canadian Agents:
The A. R. Williams Machinery Company. Limited

Toronto, Canada

Foreign Agents :

Universel Machinery Corp.. London. England

Whether on exposition or in practical use, this

machine will always prove its superiority. At the
Panama Exposition the Williams carried off the
highest honors. That was the final decree of men
who knew machinery from different angles—quantity
of production, quality of production, greatest
economy and convenience. Think that over. We
don't charge you for winning those honors. Let us
send you full information.

Metals Scrap Iron, Steel

and Metals
No undertaking is too

large for us. We are Scrap
Metal Specialists, and can
co-operate with you in the

dismantling o f railway
equipment, bridges,

plants, steamers, mills
and will take your rails

and machinery.

Shell Makers. We can
take care of all your scrap
materials, at highest
prices.

Give us particulars and
we will relieve you of all

worry.

Dominion Iron & Wrecking Co.

Transportation Bldg.
General Offices :

Quebec, Que.

LIMITED

Montreal, Quebec

Mention this paper when writinf/ advertl.-ier-'i. It will ideutifij the proposition about whieh >joh require information.
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Winnipeg Office

:

Messrs. Walkers
Limited

:S9 Stanley Street.

Calvary and Edmonton
Offices:

Messrs. Gorman.
Clancey & Crindley.

Limited

Montreal Office

:

41:; St. James St.

Heating, Ventilating, Drying
After severe and thorough tests Keith fans have been adopted by the
British Admiralty for ventilating and forced draft purposes for its fijiht-

ing ships. United States and other naval powers also use Keith fans.

Why? Because they are the most efficient and most rigidly built fan
that can be obtained.

The blades are so shaped and formed as to admit of the handling of the
largest volumes of air at uniform pressure over the entire width of the
fan wheel.

Superior workmanship and material form the foundation of our success.

Catalogues sent on request.

Sheldons Limited

\'rtncou\er Office

:

Knbt. Hamilton &
Company

Itank of Ottawa
RuildinK

Gait Ont ario
Toronto Office:

505 Kent Buildintt

// ani/ iidverHsement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Read the Descriptions—Study the Illustrations

Then Consult us —
We will Co-oper-
ate with you.

T(} us that would be an ideal

situaticni—en-operating with
you. AVe ean give you such
service that our co-operation
would help us both.

The Cataract

Quick Change
Precision Lathe

Length of Bed 52"

Total Length of Lathe 65"

Distance Between Centres 28'

Swing 9" and 15-

Swing over Carriage. .. 514" and IIV/'
Diameter of Lead Screw. I" x 6 pitch
Diameter of Front Cover 2 1-32"

1 Diameter of Rear Bearing I»4"
Length of Spindle I5-
Hole through Spindle 114"

Draw-in Chuck Cap 1" maximum

Prom the above specifications
you will observe that it is

ideally designed for ordinary or
specially fine work. Study" the
illustration and then wi-ite us
for further information.

Cataract Tool Post

Lathe
An ideal machine for fine work.
Especially adapted for optical
work or any series of work
where operations such as turn-
ing, boring and recessing, also
internal and external threading,
must be done in one setting.

Six tools in turret independently
adjustable.

Additional tailstock, turret or
other standard attachments al-
lowable.

Will take round stock V2", %"
1", 1%" and 1 11-16". In order-
ing kindly mention chuck capa-
city desired.

One horse-power required. Sup-
plied with or without motor
drive.

Catalogue M>. 15 is ready to mail
to you to-day. Write for it to-day. Hardinge Bros.

1770 Berteau Ave., Chicago, III., U.S.A.
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THREAD MILLERS

SIZE "B" MACHINE
with two speeds and Facing

Tool Holder for threading and
facing fuse seat on 6-in, shells.

Gray's Guarantee

Thread Millers for Fuses and any line of manufacturing
work.

PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE GRAY MFG. & MACHINE CO., LIMITED
686-692 St. Clarens Avenue TORONTO, CANADA

that their THREAD MILLERS will MILL THREADS
to SIZE, and TRUE UP FUSE SEAT, thus eliminating

hand tapping and hand seating, and also guarantee a j

stated production. i

Size "A" Machine handles Shells from 3-in. to 5-iii.

Size "C" Machine handIes''S-in. and !).2 in. Shells and Adapters.

I

Q?uS5BJ^ffiQ2 iSi'Sirii i^ieS^^SMMi(S\iS&
I

ttSji \\u iuj ik ^iS:^S^BgSifc';iiiy^Ttelfi7'SiiS

// any advertisement interests you, tear it nut now and place with letters to be answered.
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IN STOCK READY TO SHIP
"STAR BRAND"
SEAMLESS BRASS

CONDENSER TUBES
TINNED INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

^8 and ^ inch O.D., No. 18 Stubs Gauge— 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 foot lengths

AND-

"STAR BRAND" BRASS CONDENSER TUBE FERRULES
Standard 14 Thread for ^ and ^ in. Tubes

OUR STOCK ON HAND READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT ALSO INCLUDES A FULL
LINE OF REGULAR STOCK SIZES AND SHAPES OF THE FOLLOWING

"STAR BRAND" SPECIALTIES
Seamless Brass and Copper Pipe and Tubing, Brass Fittings, Sheet Copper, Copper Bar, Rods and Wire,

Copper Nails, Sheet Brass, Brass Rods, Tobin Bronze Rods, Copper Rivets and BursAND OTHER PRODUCTS IN BRASS, COPPER, PHOSPHOR BRONZE, ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE, ETC., ETC

U. T. HUNGERFORD BRASS & COPPER CO.
BRANCHES:

BOSTON
BALTIMORE
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

HUNGERFORD BUILDING
Lafayette, White and Franklin Sts.

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

KINDLY ADDRESS
INQUIRIES

FOR ATTENTION OF
DEPARTMENT D.

Convenience

Quality=
Keystone tools bear the .'^tamp of quality that makes
them to be desired beeau.se they are made in tiie most
convenient shapes and ii^xe the maximum in service

and economy.

Our ratchets and adjustable wrench illustrated here

are samples of our line. The Keystone brand are

carried by the best houses. Inquire of your dealer.

The Keystone Mfg. Co.
BUFFALO N.Y. U. S. A.

Mention this paper when wrillng adeertisers. It will identify the proposition about icliich you require injormation.
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Brass,

Bronze,

Gilding Metal
In Sheets, Rolls, Plates

and Rods

Brown's Copper & Brass Rolling
Mills, Limited

General Offices and Works:

New Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M''

i.'. •i^i-'. '•'^r'.'r* v-^«*i

BROWNS

// any advertisement interests you, tear it mit now and place with letters to he answered.
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More for Your Money
D. K. MCLAREN'S BELTING luis •made g.-od'" in s(, many instances that it

is pretty sate tu say that it gives yon m.ne for your money than the belting
yon are now using.

If von are notiet'ablv losing time through sliijpagi' and l)reakage it is not
probable, but CERTAIN, that D. K. :\rcLAREX'S BELTING will dve von
more for yonr money; for this GENUINE BRITISH OAK-TANNED PRO-
DUCT gives all the efficiency within the range ut' possibility, or, in other
words, all belts must sli]> a little and break sooner or later, BUT McLaren's
is a mininnnn slipjx'r and a mininnnn Inx-aker.

Onr time-tested British Oak taiming process assures strength, durability and
pliability to all oni' belts.

Let us put you in touch with some users of our belts.

Write to-dav.

IMGN

TORONTO. ONT.
194 Kins St. West

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY:

351 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, P.Q.,CAN.

ST. JOHN. N.B.
90 Germain St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.
847 Beally St.
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HINTS BUYERS
Eliminate Danger
Accidents break down the efficiency of

your organizatioD, lead to legal

troubles, loss of time and money.

I

TRADE MARK

BRISTO
I

REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

SAFETY SET SCREWS
insure safety. They also protect them-
selves because of their patented con-

struction. The dove-tailed design of

wrench and screw contracts the metal
under pressure. The harder you tw-ist

the wrench the more the metal of the

screw is compreseed.

Write for BULLETIN 1-809

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Conn., U.S.A.

yiKii^fj
Will SaveYou Much Money, Time,Trouble and Worry
"Viking" Belts are Just In their element when in wel

places and under adverse conditions.

A trial will conviDce you that they are all-round

'*'''^''*-
Write for partlcnlara.

J. C. McLaren Belting Co., Limited, Canada
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

IS YOUR RIVETING

PROFITABLY DONE?
Our Elastic Rotiiry Blow RivetiiiK Machino

does profitable work, because one machine will

do the work of several hand riveters, and do

it better.

Every head is perfectly formed, any shape,

round, flat. oval, rectanjfular, etc.

Catalogue C tells more about it.

The F. B. SHUSTER COMPAMY
New Haven, Conn.

Formerly John Adt & Son. Established 18G6.

Alfo makerfl of Wire Straitrhtencrs and Cuttor,

Cotter Pin Mjichines, etc.

NORTHERN CRANE
WORKS, Limited
WALKERVILLE, ONT.

BUY IN CANADA I

THOUSANDS (.f Dollars are saved
every year by our clieuts, because

we have expei'ts who are trained to

make exhaustive tests of al Ithe ma-
terial you are purchasing', wlietlier raw
material or iinislied products.

CANADIAN INSPECTION AND TESTING
LABORATORIES, LIMITED

Haad Office and Main Laboratories—MONTREAL
Branch Office, and Laboratories:

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER.
NEW GLASGOW.

STEELCASHNGS
We are well equipped to make
all kinds of steel castings, 100 5

5 lbs. to 50,000 lbs.

Dominion Steel Foundry Co.
LIMITED

Hamilton Ontario

liiSrtlLlANiS

me roROMjo IRON i/iroRKS

FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

OIL STORAGE- GASOLINE TANKS- AIR RECEIVERS
PNEUMATIC WATER SUPPLYTANKS- SMOKE STACKS
BOILER BREECHING - RIVETED STEEL PIPE- BINS & HOPPERS

0Km
CRANES
ELECTRIC AND HAND POWER
ALL SIZES. CAPACITIES AND TYPES.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND AIR HOISTS

Foundry Equipment Cupola*. Ladle.. Etc
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CILVER DRILLS
^"^ Increase the

Output
Wherever these 20-inch drills have been
introduced there has always followed
a greater production of work. They
are fast and sure. Four styles made.
Either round or square base. Also
made in gangs of 2, 3 and 4 spindles.

Many other features—let us fully ex-
plain them.

Write to-day. Quick Deliveries.

Silver Manufacturing Co.
290 Broadway^ Salem, Ohio

Also

Made in

Gangs
of Two,
Three
and Four
Spindles

^'i^^
^'^sg^

"«+

Finest Diamonds
and Diamond Tools

THE GENERAL SUPPLY CO.
of Canada, Limited

'^Z^^^^ TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
Joc Sparks St, 125 Adelaide St. W., 408 MoGUl BMe.. 85 Water St-

Sole Canadian Agents tor

mr
GEO. A. JOYCE CO., Ltd.

NEW YORK LONDON
if'>V

^"^ <i^^\d^

*<%%
?>*

'o^' c;^" <?^"
,<^^

GEARS AND GEAR CUTTING
SPROCKETS AND CHAINS
In stock and to order any size from
oue-quarter inch to six-foot iu diameter,
any material. Estimates and gear ad-
vice cheerfully furnished.

Grant Ge4r Works, Inc..«f.\r-'^'.»::
G. B. GRANT U.S.A. •

SEBASTIAN

LATHES
13-14-15 Inch Swing

Give service— Stand th^

test of time. The first Sebastian Lathe built over 3 ) years ago.

Send for catalocf.

The Sebastian Lathe Co. c\ll..'r:':^,%.%T.k.

NEW AIR-TIGHT BLAST GATE
FOR LOW PRESSURE AIR

tented

Save that air (money) vou are now losing through
leaky blast gates. Our NEW AIR-TIGHT BLAST GATE
stops this loss.

Circular 123-B explains its many advantages. Copy on
request.

W. S. ROCKWELL COMPANY
FURNACE ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

50 Church Street New York
Hudson Terminal Building

NORTON JACKS
FOR ALL KINDS OF HEAVY LIFTING

Send for complete catalogue showing

50 styles 10 to 100 tons capacity.

Made only by

A. O. NORTON, LIMITED
Coaticook, Prov. Quebec - - Canada

Every Tooth Cuts /7)

on Everye
They cut straighter. ^

They last longer. i

NAPIER -SAW WORKS, Inc.. SprinifielJ, M»>.,U.S.a'

Eye Protectors For All Work
Stainiaul fle?igii? for (.liippers, machinists, grind-
ers, furnacemen, etc. Ca» be woni over other
glasses. Full paiLiculais for the asking.

T. A. WILLSON & CO., INC.
"""' " 23 Scott Street, Toronto, Ontario

9 Hatton Garden, London. Head Bldg., San Francisco.
Mailers Bldg.. Chicago.

Factory and Main Offices: READING, Pa., U. S. A.

The Asa S. Cook Company
HARTFORD, CONN.

Rivet Machines
WITH

Absolutely Accurate Automatic Feed

In sizes to work blanks up to 6 inches long, 7/16 in. dia-

meter stock. Capacity from 80 to 200 rivets per minute,

according to sire.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PARTICULARS.

WE MANUFACTURE RIVETS of every

description, V^ inch. dia. and smallec

PARMENTER & BULLOCH CO., LTD.

GANANOQUE, ONT.
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FRANCIS

Diamond Grinder Tools
for truiriK emery and carborundum wheels are giving ^reat

satisfaction everywhere because of the hard and high quality

diamonds used. They will keep your abrasive wheels in good

cutting condition.

Ask for descriptive circular and let us send you an assort-

ment for selection.

FRANCIS & COMPANY
50 State St.. HaHford,

Conn.. U. S. A.

EstablUhed in 1799

First National Bank
Bids. Eiifl \iiH

YOURS IS READY TO MAIL
YOUR WHAT?

YOUR CIRCULAR reeardine Surface Grinders. New Yankee Drill
Grinders, Universal Grinders.

Manufactured bv

WILMARTH & MORMAN COMPANY
1200 Monroe Ave. N.W. Grand Rapids, Mich.

SEND FOR YOUR CIRCULAR NOW

PRESSES— ALL TYPES
Press Attachments, Automatic.
Metal and Wire Forming Machines.
Tumblers—Large Line.

Burnishing Machines, Grinders.

Special Machines.

Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn. U.S.A.

Cushman Chucks
Lathe Chucks, Drill

Chucks, Portable

Face Plate Jaws.

Let us send you our catalog.

The Cushman
Chuck Co.

Hartford. Conn..
U.S.A.

The Whiton

AUTOMATIC
Gear Cutting
Machine

f)o you waot Cataloe i

The D. E. Whiton

( Machine Co.

NEW LONDON, - CONN.

Style D—3 Sizes.

Selected plain or quar-
tered oak or leatherette

covered.

UNION
Tool Chests
Mean Great Saving of

Tools
Compact, roomy, a place for
every tool. You know immedi-
ately if one is mislaid or bor-

rowed. Drawers strong and
perfectly fitted, some lined with
felt. Keeps tools safe, clean

and free from moisture.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG AND PRICES.

If dealer near you does not carry '*UNIONS" in stock,

our special offer.

get

UNION TOOL CHEST WORKS 28 Railroad Street
Rochester - N.Y.

Taylor-Newbold Milling Cutters

Continuous Helical Cutting Edges with constant clearance and
rake angle throughout their length. Made in 4 in. diameter
for general machine shop use.

Send for Bulletin R. P. and 30-day trial offer

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA. PA., U.S.A.

22'

LENGTH

KEYSEATS
Write for Catalog C

National Machine Tool Co.
2272 Spring Grove Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio. U. S. A.

THE DAVIS
Milling Attachment

and Compound Table |_t

For the I>ie Maker, ICciMir Shop, Pattt-ni Maker ur
Garage; will perfonn more thiiu 30% of the jobs that

come up.

.

For any Drill Press
14" to 42" hwin«.
Big Economy — ftic

Ccftivtniifnce— SmaJl
Price. It relieves

your large millers,

comi's in handy
s p o ttiuK castings,

milling ends of bossw, and many
other odd joba. Cuts nil kinds of

kcyacats perfectly; mills d e o p
(rroovcB. slots and cans, \Vc nlHi»

make oiinder reamers for rcboriiii.'

Fopd car, and a rel iablc air com
preiBor—all at special factory pricce.

Write for circul.iri tu day.

Hinckley Machine Works, 'Vu.'iNofs'

Ij aiiij adrciiiseincnt //(^/(.s•^s i/i>ii, leur it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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CO, LTD.
Manufacturers o^

Bright Finished

Steel Shafting

and Shapes.

Large stock of all sizes.

Sond tor Pr/ce List

y-

>

Trade Mark Ree. U.S. Pat. Office

A universal grinder. A sjrinder with all

attachments. A grinder that will handle
all kinds of tool-sharpening as well as
cylindrical, internal and surface grinding.
An all-around machine for your tool-room.

Catalog No. 6.

Greenfield Machine Co.
Greenfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Beaudry Hammers
FOR GENERAL FORGING

Save Fuel, Time and
Labor. Cut Forging
Costs in two.

BELT OR MOTOR DRIVEN

BEAUDRY & COMPANY, Inc.

141 Milk Street. Boston, Mass.
Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Coventry, Ensr-
land. London, Paris. Calcutta, Yo-
kohama.

SKINNER fA^^iDRILL ri^^flH
PRESS ^V.^JEig9i{
VISE '^IgJ!?^--77^
A substantial, (liuablo tool \\ hich will p;i V for itself in short
order in nny mafhiiie shop. Four sizes ti) afroiumodate a
wide range of work. Try one and ynu'll uiy more.

Printe<i matter promptly maiU'd on request.

THE SKINNER CHUCK COMPANY
New York Office, London Office San Francisco Office
94 Reade Street 1 49 Queen Victoria St Rialto BIdg.

Factory and Main Office. New Britain Conn. US. A.

o

WIIHINSON&KOMPASS
TORONTO HAMILTON Winnipeg

IRON AND STEEL
HEAVY HARDWARE

MILL SUPPLIES
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

WE SHIP PROMPTLY

Zenith Coal & Steel Products Limited
COAL COKE HACK SAW BLADES

CARBON STEEL MACHINERY STEEL

HIGH SPEED STEEL

Royal Bank BIdg., Toronto; McGIIIBIdg., Montreal, Que.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting' Apparatus

mVis
mMMM

Carter Welding Co., %HUrl Toronto
For Oavis-Bournonville Oxy-Acetylene

Apparatus
General Office and Factory. Jersey City. N.J,

Canadian Factory, Niagara Falls. Ont.
Sales Offices; Xcw York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pitta-

burgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, De-
troit, St. Louis, San Krauciico, Seattie.

SHAFTING
Cold Drawn, Turned and Poli«hed Steel,

Rounds, Squares, Hexagons and Flats, Steel

Piston Rods, Pump Rods.

Special facillliM for Keyaeatin* ai: ta 6 hu dUamalar.

THE

Canadian Drawn Steel Co.
HAMILTON

Limited
CANADA

Mention this paper when writing advertisers. It mil identify the proposition about which you require information
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If nhat you irant Is not listed here write ae. and we n-ill tell yon where to set it. Let as sucffest that 7««
consult also tlie advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers* names
from fhis directory. The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department Is

maintained for the benefit and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under
proper headings is gladly undertaken, but does not become part of an advertising contract.

1lllllli[ll1lillllliri4illlllJllllllll|ll!lllllllllllll!lll1|l[;|l|:i;M

BLUE PRINTING MACHINERT
Commeicial Camera Co., I'rovidLiice. It. 1.

-\iuiliiiei-Eiihiiid Tool Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
U icKe* liiua. . Sat;maw, MiPh.

BOAKXZ
Fraocis He Co., Hartford, Conn.
<jeo. A. Joyce Co., Ltd., Nt« I'ork, N.X.
Wheel Ti-ueing Tool Co., Windsor, Ont.

BU1L.KK»
The Jendiefl Mach. Co. . Ltd. , Sherbrootte. Que
MacKinnon, Holmes Co., SherbrooKe.
H. W. I'eirie, Lid., MonUeal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Riverside Machinery Depot, Detroit, Mich.
Wicftes Bros., Saginaw, Micb.

BOLT Ct'TTERS AND NUT TAPERS
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont-
Canada Machinery Corp. , Gall, Ont.
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada, Gait, OnL

BOLTS
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Cumming & Son. J. W., New G'asgow, Canada^
Gait Machine Screw Co., Gait, Ont.
Lonilon Bolt & Hinge Works. London, Ont,
Steel Co. of Canada. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
BOLT AND NUT MACHINERY
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundas.
Canada Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont.
Dominion Machy. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oarlock- Walker Machinei-y Co., Toronto, Ont
Gardner. Robt, & Son, Montreal.
Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
National Machinery Co., Tiffin, O.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Riverside Machinery Depot, Detroit, Mich.
A. R. Williams Machinei? Co., Toronto.

BOLTS AND NUTS» BRASS,
COPPER AND BRONZE
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., New York, N.T-
BOLT THREADING MACHINERY
Cook. Asa 3.. Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Victor Tfv^l Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.

BOOKS, TECHNICAL
MairLfan Publishing Co., Toronto.
Whiltaker & Co., London. (Eng.l. E.C.
BORING MACHINES. PNEUMATIC
CYLINDER
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Tor«at«i
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co. . Sherbrooke. Que.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie^ Toronto.
Stow Mfg. Co.. Binghampton. N.Y.

BORING MACHINES. UPRIGHT AND
HORIZONTAL
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundas.
Cana<la Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont
Dominion Machinery Co., Toronto.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co. , Toronto, Oat
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New Yors.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
Roelofson Machine & Tool Co.. Toront*. dot.
Riverside Machinery Depot, Detroit, Mich.
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghampton, N.Y.

BORING MACHINES. STOVE AND COAL
Cumming & Son. J. W.. New Glasgow, Cdsadi.

BORING AND TURNING MILLS
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dimdaa.
Canada -Machinery Corp., Gait. Ont
Fosa & Hill .Machy. Co.. MWJreAl.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., Now ^*ork.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

BOXES. STEEL SHOP AND TOTE
Cleveland Wire Spring Co., Cleveland.
New Britain Mach. Co.. New Britain. Conn.
BRAKES
Brown. Boggs & Co.. Hamilton. Can.
Rtecl Bending Brnke Wk«,, Ltd.. Cliathom. Ont-
BRASS aNI> copper BARS, RODS
AND SHEETS
Brown's Copper & liTASi Rolling MllU. Ne»
Toronto.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.. V. T., New York.

BRASS WORKING M.ACHINERY*
Dominion Machy- Co. . Toronto. Ont
Ko^hr Mnchiiu- Co.. Ktkbiirt. Iini.

O.irlock-Walkrr Mnchinerj' Co.. Toronto. Ont
Wnmer ft STasey Co.. Cleveland.
Nnes-Beraent-Pond Co.. New York.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd., Montreal.
n. W. Petrie. Toronto.
l'n'.st-0-Lite Co.. Inc.. Toronto. Ont.
Rivprsifle Mnchinrry Hepot, Detroit. Mich.
A. n. Williams Machy. Co.. Toronto.

BRIDGES, RAILWAY AND IIIGHW.W
Corbet Fdry. ft Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Owen Sound. Oat
T^ie Jencken Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
MacKinnon. Holmra Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Baiter Co,, Ltd., J. R.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. .Uonrreal.
Can. Hart WhciLs, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Can. B. K. Morton, Montreal. Que.
Carbonmdum Co. . Niagara Falls. N.Y.
I)ominion Abrasive Wheel Co., New Toronto,
Uutario.

Foss & Hill .Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Gardner Machine Co., Beloit, Wis.
Norton Co. , Worcester. Mass.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
H. W. Petrie, of Montreal, Ltd., Montreal.

ACETYLENE
Carter Welding Co., Toronto, Ont.
Commercial Acetylene Welding Co., Inc., Toronto,
L'Air Liquide Society, Montreal, Toronto.
Pre.st-0-Lite Co.. Inc.. Turonto. Out.

ACETYLENE GENERATORS
Commercial Acetylene Welding Co., Inc.. Toronto,
L'Air Liquide Society, Montreal, Toronto.
PrestX)-Lite Co., Inc., Torunto. Ont.

ACCUMULATORS, HYDRAULIC
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Charles F. Elmes Eng. Wof-ks, Chicago.
Oarlock- Walker Machinery Co. , Toronto, Ont
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.
Smart-Turner Mach. Oo., Hamilton, Ont
William R. Perrin, Ltd., Toronto.

AIR RECEIVERS
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Qae.
MacKinnon, Holmes Co. . Sherbrooke, Que.

AIR WASHERS
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Sheldona, 'Ltd., Gait, Ont
ALUMINUM
Canada Metal Co., Toronto.
Tallman Brass & Metal Co., Hamilton.

ALLOY. STEEL
Can. B. K. Morton. Toronto. Montreal.
Tomstt^lt, Josef F. A., 120 Broadwav. Ntw York.
H. A. Drury Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Firth & Son.s. Thos., Montreal. Que.
Hawkridge Bros. Co., Boston, Mass.
Michigan Steel Exchange, Inc., Detroit, Mich.
Osbom (Canada), Ltd.. Sam'l. Montreal. Que.
Standard Alloys Company. Pittsburgh. Ont
Vanadium Alloys Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Vulcan Crucible Steel Co., Aliquippa, Pa.
ARBORS
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co. . Cleveland.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont
Morse TwLst Drill & .Mach. Co.. New Bedford, Masa.
H. W, Petrie, Toronto.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
Pratt ft Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont

AUTOGENOUS WELDING AND CUTTING
PLANTS
Carter Welding Co.. Toronto, Onf.
L'Air Liquide Society, Montreal, Toronto.
Prc.*t-<) Lite Co., Inf.. Tnrnnt',, Ont.

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY'
Baird Machine Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Cook. Asa S., Hartford, Conn.
Dominion Machinery Co., Toronto.
Garlock-Walker Afachinery Co., Toronto, Ont.
Gardner, Robt. & Son. >rontreal.
McClean & Ann. F. W.. Niapam Fall';. Ont.
Rivermde Machinery Depot. Detroit, Mich.
H. W, Petrie, Toronto.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont.
Roelof<}on ^^nchinp A- Too] Co, Toronto. Ont
A. R. Williams Machy. Co.. Toronto,

AUTOMATIC WOOD SCREW M.\CHINE8
Cook. Asa S., Hartford, Conn.

BABBITT METAL
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto. Ont
Baxter Co.. Ltd.. J. R., .Montreal. Que.
Canailian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
<'anada M^t.il Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.
Dfflninion .M* tal Co.. Shtrbrooke, Que,
P'oss ft Hill Machy. Co,. Montreal.
Hoyt ^!^fnl Co.. Toronto.
Hungerford Bra.i» ft Copper Co.. U. T., New York,
Jobbom. Geo. A., Hamilton. Ont.
Magnolia "Metal Co., Montreal.
K. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Tallman BraM ft Metal Co.. Hamilton.

BALL BEARINGS
Canadian Fa irhankri- Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. S K F Co., Toronto. Ont
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Company, Toronto.
Lyman Tube ft Supply Co.. Montrpal. Que.
R. E. T. Pringle, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BARRELS, STEEL SHOP
Baini Machme Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
Clevelana Wire Spjing Co., Cleveland.

BASE FACING MACHINES
Rolluis Kngine Woiks. Nashua, N.H.
\'ur<.iia i-oiuidiv Co.. Ottawa, Ont.

BABBITT RETAINER
A. S. K. Chemical Co.. Elora, Ont.
BARS, BORING

(..naiies i-. bimes Eni^. Works, Chicago, 111.

Muiraich Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Niles-BemfDt-Pond Co.. New York.
Webber Bros. .Mach. Co., Toronto, Ont

BELLS, MARINE
Ontario Specialties, Ltd., Ottawa, Can.
BELT LACERS
(Tipper Belt Lacer Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.
BELT DRESSING AND CEMENT
Baxter Co.. Ltd., J. R., Montreal, Que.
BELT L.ACING LEATHER
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Fofis & HUl .Machy. Co., Montreal.
Graton ft Knight Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BELTING, BALATA
Baxter Co., Ltd.. J. R., Montreal, Que.
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto. Montreal.

BELTING, CHAIN
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Jones & Glassco, Montreal. Que.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, N.Y.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

BELTING. CONVEYOR
Dinilnp Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Ont.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co., Toronto. Ont
BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. B. K. Morton. Montreal. Que.
Dominion Machinery Co.. Toronto.
Graton S: Knipht Mfg. Co., Worcester. Mass.
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co.. Toronto, Ont.
MoArthur Belting Co.. Brockville. Ont.
MoLarcn. Ltd.. D. K.. Montreal. Que.
MoLaren. J. C. Belting Co.. .Montreal. Que.
Monrreal Marhv. ft Supplies. T^td., Montreal. Que.
>ron!p Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
S.idler ft Howarth. Montreal. Que.

BELTING. STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Baxter Co.. Ltd., J. R.. Montreal. Que.
Tiennett. W. P., 51 Montford St.. Montreal, Que.
Dominion Pelting Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
McArthur Belting' C... Binekville. Out.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd. . Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
BENCH LEGS. STEEL
Xpw Britain >fnrh Co., New Britain. Conn.
BENCH DRAWERS, rRlCTIONT.ESS
New Britain Mach. Co.. New Britain. Conn.

BENDING MACHINERY'
John Bertram ft Son'^ Co.. Dunda"'.
Bertrams. T>imltpd. Edinburgh. Smtlnnd.
Plii?. K. W.. Co.. Brooklyn. NY.
Brown -Boggs Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Can.
Cnn. Blower ft Force Co.. Kitcbpupr, Canada.
Dominion Machinprv Co.. Toronto.
Oarlock-V^'nlktT \T.Tfhinen: Co., Toronto. Ont.
Charles F. Elmes Eng. Work<!. Chicftgo.
.Tardine. A. R.. ft- Co., Hwipeler. Ont
National Macbinprr Co., TifTin. Ohio.
Nile«-Bemrnt-Pond Co.. New York.
Tt. W. Petrie, Ltd.. MontreaL
TT. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Steel Bonding Rrnk" Wnrk«i. rhnth^m. Ont
TolMo Mnrbinp ft Ton] Co.. Tolfln O.

RIT.T.ET MARKERS
Matthewq. Ja^. H,. ft Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

BINS. STEEL
Thp .TrnrVes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Bherhrooke, Que.
Mncfvinnnn, TTnlmes Co.. ^erb'i^nVp.
Trt'-i->ntn Trrvn VTn-I'o T t-l. Tn'-o^^n '^.i».

BTASTINr: MACHINES. SHOT AND
STEEL GRIT
Grav Mf;r. & Marh. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
BLOWFRS
Can. Blower ft Forge Co.. Ritchenpr, Ont.
«bf-l']on*, Ltd.. Oalt. Ont
G a rlook -Walker Mp^hinerv Co.. Toron'o. Ont.
TT. W. Petrie. Ltd.. ^^ont^eal.
R. T. T PHnple. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
River^i'Tp >r-.rhIn''rT Drpot. Detroit. yVch.
"^turtevnnt Co,. B. F,, Gait, Ont.

BLOW PIPES AND REGULATOIIS
Carter Wrldlnc Co., Toronto. Ont
T.'.Air TJnuIde Rorletv. Montreal. Toronto.
Pn.st O lit*- Co.. inc.. Toronto. Ont.

RT.UE PRINTS
WickM Bros.. Sarlnaw, Mich.
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BRONZE KODS AND SHEETS
Itmwa s c;oi»i)er & Urajs RoUmg Miiis, >e»
Toronto,

Himgertord Brass & Copper Co., U. T., New Tork
Bl'BUl^EKS

I'liro daaiUiT Di-inking Fountain Co., Hayden
ville, Mass.

BtCKETS, C1.AJI SHELL, CKAB, DUMP
-NOlUicl-u Uiaue WorKa, LUi., WaijieivuJe, UauWhiung Foundry tquipuienc Co., Hurvty 111

BUFlliXG AJSi> 1-ULlSHING fllACHV.
Ford-Smith Macii. Co., Jdamiliun. uut.
Fosa A: Hill Atacby. Co., Aloniieal.
(iarlock-Walktr .Uacbinery Co., Toronto. OnU
•N'ew liniain AJacbine Uu., ^ew Briiaui, L-oim.
n. \\ . I VI lie, Ltd., .Montreal.
K. F. T. I'migle, Ltd., Toiouto, Unt.

BtCKKXS, ELEVATIM; A>D HUISTINO
liauDeld, h^dwin J,, Toronto.

BLLLD02EKS
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundaa.
K. VV. Blias Co., li!ookl>Ti, N.l'.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gall, uot.

BLTKNEKS, OIL AJ^1> ^ATL^KAL OAS
itelleriie .ndiistriaJ Furnace Co., Ijliiuu. -.j.cu
(iiay '.Mt-. & Mach. Co., Toronto, Out.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., Walktrville. Uui.
Oven Kquipment & Mfg. Co., New Haven, Coun.

BURKING BEA31EKS
VVella Bros. Co. of Canada, Gait. OnU

BUKKS, IRON AND COPPER
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., New York. N.X.
ParmMiter & Bulloch Co., Gauanoque.

BUTTER|SiKR>*
Wells Broa. Co. of Canada, Gait. OnL

CANNERS' MACHINERY
Bliss, E. W.. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
Brown, Boggs & Co.. Hamilton, Can.
Fit.st-O-Lite Co,. Inc.. Toronto, Out.

CARS, INDUSTRIAL
Corbet Fiiry. it Mach. Co., LUl.. Owen Sound, Ont.
Can. Blower i^ Forge Co., Kitchener, Can.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cuniming & Son, J. W., New Glasgow, Canada.
The Jenckea Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Marsh & Henthora, Belleville. Ont
Mt-rcuo' -Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Sheldona, Limited, Gait, Ont.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.

CAR MOVERS
Dillon Mfg. Co., Oshawa, Ont.
CARTRIDGE MAKING MACHINERY
BlackhalJ. Fred. 3., Woolworth Tower, New York.
Pr[?jit-0-Lite Co., Inc., Toronto. Ont.

CASTINGS, ALUMINUM, BRASS,
BRONZE, COPPER
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co., Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont.
©umniing & Son. J. W., New Glasgow. Canada.
Alexander Fleck, Ltd., Ottawa.
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., New York, N.Y.
The Jenckea Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Ontario Specialties. Ltd., Ottawa, Can.
Tallman Brass & Metal Co., Hamilton.

CASTINGS, GRAY IRON
Bernard industriai Co., The A., Fortierville, Que.
Brown, Boggs Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Canada,
Can. Steel Foundries. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Alexander Fleck, Ltd., Ottawa.
Gardner, Robt, & Son, Montreal.
Hull Iron & Steel Foundries, Ltd., Hull, Quebec.
The Jerwkea Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Owen Sound.
PlessisTille Foundry Co. , Plcssisville, Que.
Sheldons. Limited, Gait. Ont.

CASTINGS, STEEL CHROME
AND MANGANESE STEEL
Can. Steel Foundries. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Steel Foundry Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Hull Iron & Steel Foundries, Ltd., Hull, Quebec.
Wm. Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Owen Sound.
Maokinta^h, Hemphill & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ontario Specialties, Ltd., Ottawa, Can.

CASTINGS. MALLEABLE
Can. Steel Foundries, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Gumming &. Son, J. W., New Glasgow, Canada.

CASTINGS. NICKEL STEEL
Hull Iron & Steel Foundrip<(. Ltd.. Hull. Quebec.
Mackintr-sh. Htmphill & Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Gardner, Robt. & Son. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.

CENTERING MACHINES
Victoria Foundry Co., Ottawa, Ont.

CENTRE REAMERS
Wellfl Brothers Co. Greenfield, Mass.
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundas.
Gardner, Robt., & Son. Montreal.
Hurlbut, Rogers Machy. Co., South Sudbury. Maas.
Nilfs-Bement-Pond Co., New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundaa, Ont

CHAIN BLOCKS
Aikenhead Hanlware Co. , Toronto. Ont,
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Ford Chain Block & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Oarlock-Walker Machineiy Co.. Toronto. OnL
Lyman Tube & Supply Co.. Montreal. Qvt.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

CHEMISTS
Can. Inspection * TestiuE Lab.. Montreal, Que.
The Jenckea Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Toronto Testinp Laboratory. Ltd., Toronto.

CHESTS. TOOL
Fnion Too] Ch?ot Wcrks. Rocheiter. N.Y.

CHUCKS. AERO, AUTOMATIC
Oarrin Nfnfhine Co.. New YorV.
H.iunitin Mfg. Co.. Oiicago. 111.

Hv^p Fnjrinppring Works, Montreal.
CHUCKS. AIR

Miiniif.ictnr?rs Equip. Co., Chicago. Til.

CHUCKS. COLLET
Hannifin Mfg. Co., Chicago. HI.

CUUCKS. DRILL, LATUE
AND UNIVERSAL
Aikenhead Hardware Go. , Toronto, OnL
juna Btnram & Sons Co., Duuuas, OnL
Can. Biuwer Ac, Fuige Co., Kitcntoier, Canada.
Ciuiiidian Fairbank^i-Morae Co., Ltd., MontreaJ.
Ou:^muau CUuck Co., HarLtuid, Uonu.
LAclioil i'ucumuuc Chuclk Co., Lfeiiuit, Mich.
i'udd ^ lull MacUy. Co., Aiouticiu.
Gardner, UobU, At Son, Montreal.
Garlock-W alker Machmery Co., Xoronio, Ouu
Hannilin Mfy. Co., Chicago. 111.

jimauiifv aioa., cnicago, ilL
Hogysun & Pettis Mtg. Co., New Haven. C'uuii.

JacuDd Uig. Co., Hariiord, Conn.
Jciaey City Machine Co., Jeisej Cil), -N.J.

Ker & Goodwin, Brantford.
Manufacturem Equipment Co., Chidgu, lii.

Millers Falls Co., Milleis Falls, Ma.=^.
.Viodem X'ool Co., Ene, Fa.
Morse Twist Drill & Alachine Co., New Bedford.
Kiciimond Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont
H. VV. Petne, Ltd., Montreal.
a. W. Peine, Toronto.
Skinner Chuck Co.. New Britain. Conn.
Thomad Jblevator Co., Chicago, 111.

Welboiue ^V Co.. Ntw York. N.Y.
D. k^. W'hitou Macume Co.. .New LonJou, Couu.

CHL'CKS. DRILL. ALTO.UAlIc
AND KiLlLLSS
Aikenhead HaMware Co., Toronto, Unt.
(Juibel Fdry. «!c Macn. Co.. Ltd., Owen Sound. Oui.
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Canada.
W hitucy Mg. Co., Harttord, Conn.
Richmond M fg. Co. , Toronto, Unt.

CUtCKS, l-KICTION AND TAP
Victor Tool Co.. Waynesboro. Pa.
Wells Bixja. Co. of Canada. Gait, Ont

CHUCKS, GEARED SCROLL
Hoggson & Pettis Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.
Richmond .Mfg. Co., Tobonto, Ont

CHUCKS. KIKG WHEEL
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Gardner .Machine Co.. Beloit. Wis.

CHUCKS. SPLIT
Rivett Lathe & Grinder C<)., Brighton, Mass.

CHUCKING MACHINES
Garvin Machine Co., New York.
New Britain Machine Co., New Britain, Conn.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.
Roelofson Machine & Tool Co., Toronto, Ont
Warner & Swasey Co.. Cleveland, O.

CLUTCHES, FRICTION AND PULLEY
Bernard Industrial Co., A., Fortierville, Que.
Johnson Machme Co., Carlyle, Manchester, Conn.
Positive Clutch &: Pulley Works. Ltd.. Toronto.

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerrille. Ont
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.. Harvey, 111.

COKE AND COAL
Hanna & Co., M. A.. Cleveland. O.
Zenith Steel & Coal Producta, Montreal, Que.

COLLARS
Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co., Alexandria, Ont.

COLLECTORS. PNEUMATIC
Can. Blower & Forse Co.. Kitchener, OnL
Sheldons, Limited, Gait. Ont
Stnrtevant Co., B. F., Gait. Ont

COLLETS
Hyde Engineering Works. Montreal.
Manufacturers' Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.

Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co., Boston. Masfi.

Stone Tool & Supply Co., J. R., Detroit. Mich.

rOMPRESSORS. AIR
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Clevel.ind Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.
Cnrtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.
The .Tenckes Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Rivorcrie Mnchincry Depnt, Detroit. Mich.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. OnL
T-'vior In^lrnment Tno . Rfv>i"=tpr, N.Y,
Wickes Brothers. Saginaw, Mich.

TON DENSER TUBES AND FERRULES.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Cn , New York. N.Y.
rOXTROLLERS AND STARTERS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Dominion Machv. Co. . Toronto, Ont
IT. W. Petrie. Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co.. Toronto.

CONTROLLING INSTRU^VIFNTS
TaTlnr Ini^trument Cos.. Rochester. N.T.

CONVERTERS, STEEL SLIDF-RLOW
WTiitine Foundrr Equipment Co.. Harvey, ""l.

rOPTNC, MACHINES
r'nu. mower A Forge Co.. Kitchener, O^f
.Tohn Bertrnm fc 3nn<» Co . DuTrlni.
Xiles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York,

rOUNTERBORES AND COUNTERSINKS
Vikrnhpad Hardware Co,, Toronto, Ont
npvpland Tvrist Drill Tn. . Cleveland.
Morse Twi<!t Dn'll & Machine Co.. New Bedfonl.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont

COUNTERSH.\rTS
Raird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Oonn.
Corbet Fdrv. & Mach. Co., Ltd.. Owen Sound. Ont
Filter Machine Co.. Elkhart, Ind.
Wpbher Bros. Mach. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

COUPLINGS. FRICTION
Bernard Industrial Co.. The A.. Fortierville. Que.

COUPLINGS. PLAIN AND FLEXIBLE
Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co.. Alexandria. Ont.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co.. Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto.
Gardner, RobL, & Son, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
NoiiheiTi Crane Works, Walkerrille.

CRANES, GAM'Rl
Northern Crane Works, Walkerrille.
iimart-Tumer Machine Co., Haouiujn, Oai.
Whiting Foimdry Squipmeui Co., Harvey, 111.

CRANES, GOLIATH AND PNEUMATIC
Nortliem Crane v\ oits, \S alkerviile.

WhiLing Foundry h^uipmeul Co., Harvey, 111.

CRANES, PORTABLE
AiKeuhead Hardware Co.. Toronto, OnL
NoiLheiu Crane Works. VValkerviile.

Whiimg i^'eundry iMjuipmeut Co.. Harvej, 111.

CRANES. TRAVELLING, ELECXKIC
AND HAND POV\EK
Curtis Pneumatic Alachy. Co., St Louis, Mo.
Uomimon Bridge Co.. Montreal.
llepbum. John T., Ltd.. Tuiouto. UuL
NUeo-Bement-Pond Co., New lutK.
Northern Crane Worka, Walkerville.

CRIMPU, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Worcester, Ma.s,s.

CLPOL.^S
Cau. Blo«er & Forge Co., Kitchener, Onu
NoiLheru Urane W oi Ks. V\ aikei villc.

H. \V. PetiiK. Toronto.
dueidona, L.UI., Gall, unt
Waiting foundry KQuipment Co., Harvey, 111.

CtPOLA BLAST GAUGES & BLOWERS
Sheldona, Ltd., Gait, Unt.
CUTTER GRINDERS AND
ATTACH.HENrs
Cmcmnati Milling .Machine Co. , Cincinnati.
Garlock-Walker Machmery Co., Toronto, UuL
Garvm Machme Co., New Xork.
.Monarch Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont
Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, Mass.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.

CUTTERS, I'LUE
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.

CUTTERS, PIPE (SEE PIPE CUTTERS)
CUTTERS, MILLING
Canadian Fairbanks-Moi-se Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lit V eland Milling MacU. Co., Cleveland, uuio.
Cleveland Twlsl Urill Co., Cleveland.
iJominiou Machy. Co., Toronto, unt.
Fosfi & Hill Machinery Co., Montieal.
Garvin Machine Co., New York.
Goddaixi Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Hlinuis Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Morse Twiat DriU & Mach. Co.. New Bedford.
Mass.

U^ibom (Canada), Ltd., Sam'l, Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie^ Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Prait & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
W hitney ilfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
A. It. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

CUTTING C03IP0UND AND
CUTTING OIL
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., ilontreal.
Cataract Refining & Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Uacine Tool & ilachine Co.. Racine, Wla

CUTTING-OIF MACHINES
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago.
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundaa.
Canadian Fairban ks-Morse Co. , Ltd. , MontreftL
Curtis i Curtis Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
Foss & Hill Machinery Co., Montreal.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, OnL
Garvin Machine Co., New York.
Hurlbut, Rogers Machy. Co., South Sudbury. Maa*.
John H. Hall & Sons, Brantford. Ont
Wm. Kennedy & Sons, Owen Sound, Ont
.Montreal -Machy. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Peerless Machine Co., Uacine, Wis.
H. W'. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
PrestO-Lite Co,, Inc., Toronto. Ont
Racine Tool & >Iachine Co., Kacine. Wis.
Wm. Robertson Mach. & Fdy. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

CYLINDERS, AIR
.Manufacturers Equip. Co., Chicago. 111.

CUTTING AND WELDING PLANTS.
Pre.'^l-l^-Litt- (^>.. Inc, Toronto. Unt.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., LW.. Montreal.

DERRICKS
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto, OnL
Dominion Bridge Co., Montreal.
Winnii>eg Gear & Engr. Co., Winnipeg. Man.

DI.AMONDS. BLACK AND ROUGH
Geo. A. Joyce Co., Ltd., New York.

DIAMOND TOOLS
Francis & Co., Hartford. Conn.
Gea A. Joyce Co., Ltd., New York.
Wlieel Trueing Tool Co., Windsor, Ont.

DIES, BRASS PRINTING, EMBOSSI^'«
AND LETTERING
.Matthews, Jas. H.. & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

DIES AND DIE STOCKS
-Mkenhcad Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont.
Banfield, W. H., & Son, Toronto.
Rutterfleld & Co.. Rock Island, Que.
Rrown. Boggs Co., Hamilton. Onf.
'""anailian Fairbanks-Morse Co., M-mtreal.
Poss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Gardner, Robt, & Son, Montreal,
A, B. Jardine & Co., Hespeler. Ont.
Modem Tool Co.. Erie, Pa.
Montreal Machy. & Supplies. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co.. New Bedford
Mass.

K. W. Petrie. Ltd., Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont.
Rickert-Shafer Co.. Erie. Pa.
Wells Brothers of Canada. Gait. OnL
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ACCURACY—The First Requirement of Every Brown & Sharpe Product'

We Could Build

Them Quicker

But Not Better
We could build uur nulling rnaeliines faster at

the sacrifice of Brown & Sharpe standards. They
would look very much the same even to the

smaller details—liut

BROWN & SHARPE MACHINES
MUST BE ACCURATE

and to get permanent accuracy, careful workmanship must
enter into every important step in their manufacture. The
great care used, however, does not mean that unnecessary
time is consumed in building the parts or assembling them

—

just long enough to insure maintenance of Brown & Sharpe
standards for accuracy that have been world-known for years.

You will find satisfaction and profit in an installation of

Brown & Sharpe Heavy Service Milling Machines
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

v..
Toronto

Canadian Representative:

Montreal Vancouver
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS MORSE CO.

Winnipeg Calgrary

LIMITED
St. John Saskatoon V

Cuts Costs

Increases
Production

- // is a Rockford Machine

Used for

the finest

of Jig

Work.

This powerful machine is made to drive

high-speed drills up to 3" diameter, for

drilling and boring tools up to 8" in dia-

meter for boring out cored holes in east

iron.

It has a lateral and vortical adjustment of

the head that permits the spindle to oper-

ate anywhere on a surface IS" high by 36"

wide.

Sufficiently accurate for the finest jig work.

Investigate now. Write

us for full particulars and

specifications.

Rockford Drilling

Machine Co.

// any advertisement interests ijou, tear i' out now and place with letters to be answered.
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DIES FOR BIT BRACE USE
Wells Brothers of Canada. Gait, Ont

DIES, NOSING
Marsh & Henthom, Ltd.. BeUerOle. OnU

DIES, PIPE-THBEADINO
Ideal Tool 4 Mfg. Co., Bearer FalLi. Pa.DIE SINKERS
Cook. Asa S., Co.. Hartford. CSonm.
Garvin Machine Co.. New Tort
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal

DIES FOB M.4CHINES
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada, Gait. OnL

°JJ? SI>LKING PRESSES. HYDR.41HC
Charles F. Elmes Eng. Worts, Chicago.

DIES, SELF-OPENING
Eastern Mach. Screw Corp., New Haren, Conn.Geometnc Tool Co., New Haren
Ideal Tool & Jlfg. Co.. Bearer Falls. Pa.
Landis Machine Co.. Waynesboro, Pa
.Modem Tool Co., Erie^ Pa.
Murchey .Machine & Tool Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada. Gait OntDIES FOB SCREW PLATES
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada. Gait. Ont

DIES. SHEET METAL WORKING
E. W. Blisa Co.. Brooklyn. N.T.
Brown. Boews & Co.. Hamilton. Canada.
'north EnsineerinB Co.. Toronto. Ont

DISCS. LEATHER
Graton .^ Knight .Mfg. Co.. Worcester. Mass.

DIES, SCREWS AND THREAD
Landis Machine Co.. Waynesboro. Pa.
Modem Tool Co.. Erie. Pa.
Murchey Machine & Tool Co., Detroit Mich
.Vatjiinal .\cme Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada. Gait, Ont.

DR.IFT, JIECHANICAL
W. H. Banfleld & Sons. Toronta
Btitterfleld & Co.. Rock Island. Qua.
Can. Blower & FoiBe Co., Kitchener, Omt
A. B. Jardine & Co., Heflpeler, Ont.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont
Sbeldons. Ltd.. Gait. Ont

DISCS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

DRESSERS, GRINDING AND E3IBRTWHEEL
Can. Desnjond-Stephan Mfg. Co., Hamiitoo 0»t
PonJ-Smith .Mach. Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
DRILL PRESSES
Adams, O. R., 159 St. Paul St. Rochester. N Y
Aurora Tool Works. Aurora, Ind.
W. F. & John Barnes Co., Rockford.
Can. Blower & Forge Co.. Kitchener. Ont.
Cai]ada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont.
Dominion Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Foss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont
Garrin Machine Co.. New Tork.
Montreal Machy. & Supplies, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H, W. Petrie, Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit. Mich.
United States Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Toronto.

DRILLING MACHINES, BENCH
BUton Mach. Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Martin Machine Co.. Greenfield, Mass.

DRILLING MACHINES, GANG
Barnes, W. F. * John. Co, Rockford. 111.

Bilton Mach. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Out.
Silver .Mfg. Co.. Salem. Ohio.

DRILLING MACHINES, LOCOMOTIVE
AKD MULTIPLE SPINDLE
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundas.
Bilton Mach. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Canada Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cincinnati Pulley Machy. Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Dominion Machy. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Foss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Fox Machine Co., Jackson, Mich.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Qarvin Machine Co.. New York.
A. B. Jardine & Co., Hespeler. Ont
National-Acme Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Xiles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
Petrie of Jlontreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Rockford Drilling -Mach. Co.. Rockford. 111.

DRILLING M.4CHINES,
RADIAL AND TURRET
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dimdas.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont.
Dominion Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont^
Garlock-Walker MachineiT Co.. Toronto. Ont
Henry & Wright Mfg. Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Mueller Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

DRILLING MACHINES. SENSITIVE
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto. Ont
Bilton Mach. Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
W. F. & John Barnes Co., Rockford. 111.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont
De Mooy .Machine Co.. Clereland. Ohio.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co. Montreal.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont
Henry & Wright Mfg. Co.. Hartford. Conn.
D. McKenzie .Machinery Co., Guelph, Ont.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Taylor & Fenn Co.. Hartford. Conn.
United States Mach. Tool Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
DRILLING MACHINES, UPRIGHT
AND HORIZONTAL
Aurora Tool Works. Aurora, Ind.
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundas.
Can. Blower & For^e Co., Kitchener, Ont
Canada .Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont
Cincinnati Pulley Machy. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dominion .Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont
A. B. Jaidine & Co.. Hespeler, Ont
R. McDoueall Co., Gait
.\iles-Kemcnr-Pond Co.. New York.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. I'etrie. Toronto.
Rofkforl Drilling .Mach. Co.. Rockford, 111.

Silver Mfg. Co., Salem. Ohio.
A. R. Williams .Machinery Co., Toronto.

DRILLING POSTS
-Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto, Ont
Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Silver Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio.

DRILLS, BENCH
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto. Ont.
W. F. & John Barnes Co.. Rockford, 111.

Can. Blower & Forge Co.. Kitchener, Ont
Canadi.nn Fairbanks-.Morse Co., .Montreal.
Cincinnati Pulley .Maelj. Co.. Cincinnati. Ohii\
Poss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
O.I 'lock-Walker Machmery Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Millei-s Falls Co.. Millers Falls. Mass.
H. W. Peine. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pratt & Whitney Co. Dundas. Ont
B. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
I'nited States Electrical Tool Co.. Cincinnati.

DRILLS, BLACKSMITH AND BIT STOCK
.\ikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto. Ont.
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland.
Foss & Hill Mach.v. Co.. Montreal.
A. B. Jardine & Co.. Hespeler. Ont
Morse Twist Drill & .I^chine Co.. New Bedfmd
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

DRILLS, CENTRE
Aikenhead Hartlware Co., Toronto. Ont,
Clark Equipment Co., Buchanan. Mich.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland.
Morse Twist T)rill & Machine Co.. New Bedford.

DRILLS, CORNER (PNEUMATIC)
Can. IngersoU-Ranii Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont.

DRILLS, ELECTRIC AND PORTABLE
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Dominion Machy. Co., Toronto, Ont
Foss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.
Niles-Bement-I'ond Co., New York.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd., .Montreal.

H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Prest-O-Lite Co.. Inc., Toronto, Ont.
B. E. T. Pringle. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Standard Electrical Tool Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Stow Mfg. Co.. Binghamton. N.Y.
I'nited States Electrical Tool Co., Cincinnati.

A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

DRILLS, HIGH SPEED
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Atkins lit Co.. Wm., Sheffield, Eng.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal,
H. A. Drary Co., Montreal.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Marshall, Geo. A., 70 Lombard St., Toronto.

^IcKcnna Brothers. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Montreal Machy. & Supplies. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.

Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co., New Bedford.

Mass.
Osbom (Canada). Ltd.. Sam'l. Montreal. Que.

W. P. & John Barnes Co., Rockford, HI.

H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Wilt Twist Drill Co., Walkerville. Ont.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont.

DRILLS, MULTIPLE SPINDLE
HeuiT & Wright Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.

H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
Gariock-Walker .Machinery Co., Toronto, Out
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas, Ont.

DRILLS, OIL TUBE
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., (^eveland.

Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co., New Bedford.

DRILLS, PNEUMATIC
Can. IngeisoU Hand Co., Sherbrooke, Que,
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.

Independent I'neumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

Niles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.

R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

DRILLS, PNEUMATIC CORNER
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

DRILLS, RATCHET .AND HAND
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont.
.Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago.
Can. Blower & Foige Co., Kitchener, Ont
Canadian Pairbanks-.\Ioi-se Co.. .Montreal.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland.

Garlcck-Walker .Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont,

A. B. Jardine i Co.. Hespeler. Ont.

Millers Falls Co.. .Millers Falls. Mass.

Morse Twist Drill & .Mach. Co., New Bedford.

H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Prntt & Whitney To.. Dundas. Ont.

DRILLS. ROCK
Can. Ingei-soll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.
Dominion Machy. Co.. Toronto.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
.i. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

Volume XVir.

DRILLS, TRACK
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Morse TwLst Drill & Mach. Co.. New Bedford.

DRILLS, TWIST
.Itkins & Co.. Wm., Sheffield, Eng.
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Armstrong. Whitworth of Canada. Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.
<'lark Equipment Co., Buchanan. Mich.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland.
Morse Twist Drill & Mach. Co. New Bedfoid.
Osbom (Canada!. Ltd.. Sam'l. .Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont.
Welboi-ni & Co.. New Y'ork, N.Y.
UTlitman & Barnes Mfg. Co.. St Catharines, Ont
Wilt Twist Drill Co.. Walkerrille, Ont.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co., Hayden-

ville. Mass.

DRYING APPLIANCE,?
Baird .Machine Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Owen Sound, Ont.
Sheldons. Ltd.. Gait. Ont
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd., Toronto, (Jnt

DUMP CARS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
MacKinnon. Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

DUST SEP.AR.4TORS
Can. Blower & Forge O., Kitchener, Canadk.
Sheldnns. Ltd.. Gait. Ont

DUST .ARRESTERS (FOR TUJIBLING
MILLS)
Northern Crane Works. Walkerrille.
Sheldons. Ltd.. Gait. Ont.
Sturtevant Co.. B. P.. Gait. Ont
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, Hi.

DVN.AMOS AND ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Dominion Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd.. Torontoi
Montreal Machy. & Supplies. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
.A. R. Williams Machy. Co.. Toronto.
Pratt Si Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont
ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES
Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Dennis Wire & Iron Works. London. Ont.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Curtis Pneumatic ^lachy. Co.. St Louis. Mo.
Whiting Foundry Eauipment Co., Harvey, 111.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Banfield. Edwin J.. Toronto.
Can. Matthews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto. Ont-

EMERY' GRINDERS (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto-.
Stow .Mfg. Co.. Binghamton. N.Y.

EMERY .-VND EMERY WHEELS
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Garvin .Machine Co.. New York.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. MontresJ.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Francis & Co., Hartford. Conn.
Montreal Machy. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal, Qnfc
Norton Co.. Worcester. Mass.
Petrie of Montreal, Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Qut
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

ENGINES. B.\LANCED VALVE
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Plessisville Foundry Co.. Plessisville. Que.

ENGINES, STE.AM, GAS, GASOLINE
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Johnson Mach, Co., Carlyle, Manchester, CcoA.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Riverside Machinery Depot, Detroit, Mich.

ENGINES, HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que-
Johnson .Mach. Co., Carlyle, Manchester, Conn.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Sheldons. Ltd.. Gait. Ont.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

ENGRAVERS
Pritchard-Andrews Co., Ottawa.

ESCUTCHEON PINS
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., U. T., New YorK
Parmenter & Bulloch Co.. Gananoque, Ont

EXH.*UST HE.\DS AND HOODS
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Canada,
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Sbeldons, Ltd., Gait, Ont.

EXHAUSTERS
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Canad&.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Sheldons. Ltd., Gait, Ont.

FANS
Baird .Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Can- Blower & Forge Co.. Kitchener. Canada.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Sheldons, Ltd.. Gait. Ont.
The Smart -Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

FAUCETS
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co.. Haydei*

ville. Mass.

FENCE, IRON AND FACTORY
Canada Wire & lion Goods Co., Hamilton, Ont
FERRO-TUNGSTEN
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., Pittaburgh. Pa.
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Canadian
Shipbuilders

Ask us for a circular of this

machine built specially for

your needs.

luilt absolutely on honor
and the most up-to-date ma-
cliine of its kind made to-

day.

It will appeal to the small

shop as well as to the large.

The price is right and it will

mean for you a tremendou.s
saving in labor as well a.« a

wonderful inereaf=e in pro-

duction.

For gocid delivery, write us

at once, as we have sold con-

siderable already.

No. 133

Preston

Adjust-

able

Ship Band SAW

HAND FEED MACHINE.
WHEELS 42 DIAMETER

ANGLES 45 TO LEFT AND
10 TO RIGHT.

FOR POWER FEED MACHINE, SEE CIRCULAR NO. 134

The Preston Woodworking Machinery Co., Limited, Preston, Ont.
SALES AGENTS: A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY. ST. JOHN, VANCOUVER AND TORONTO

If anij (idcciiisriiiciit int' nxts !i<iii, l<<ir it out nuiv and place iiitk letters to be answered.
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FILES
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Atkins & Co., Wm.. Sheffield, Eng.
Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Toronto. Ont
Delta File Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
Marshall, Geo. A.. 70 Lombard St., Toronto.
Montreal *lachy. & Supplies. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Nicholson File Co., Port Hope, Ont.
O3l>om (C.iiiadal. Lt.l., ,^;im'). Montreal. Que.
Port Hope File .Mfg. Co., Port Hope, Ont.

FILING MACHINES
Noble & Westbrook Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

FILTERS, WATER
W. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittaburgh, Pa.

FIRE E.SCAPES
Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co. Ltd., Owen Sound. Ont.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Strong. Kenn-iRl & Nutt Co., Clevelaml. Ohio.

FIRST AID CABINETS
Strong. Koiinanl & .N'utt Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
FISH PLATES
Can. Steel Foundries. Lti.. Montreal. Que
FIXTURES
Goddard Tool Co.. Chicago, in.
Monarch Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto, Out
.Slocum. .-Vvram & Slocum. Inc.. \ew York
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
R. E. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Stow .Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N.T.

FORGES, HAND, PORTABLE
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto. Ont.
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener. Canada
Sheldons. Ltd., Gait. Ont.

FORCINGS, DROP, AUTOMOBILE
AND LOCOMOTIVE

Bliss, E. W., Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
Can. Billings & Spencer, Ltd.. Welland Ont
Ciimming & Son. J. W.. New Glasgow, Caada
Dom. Forse & Stpg. Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Steel Co. of Canada. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co.. St. Catharines. Ont
J. n. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn. N.T.
FORCING HAMSrERS, BELT-DRIVEN

Bliss, E. W.. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
J. H. Williams & Co., BrooklrJ, NT,
FORGING H.4M.MERS, STE.\M OR AIR
Erie Foundry Co., Erie. Pa.

FORGING MACHINERY
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dtmdas,
Bliss, E. W., Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Brown. Boggs Co., Ltd,, Hamilton. Canada.
Ene Foundry Co.. Erie. Pa.
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto Ont
National Machinery Co., Tiffin Ohio
Petrie of .Montreal, Ltd., H. W.. Montreal, OneH W. Petrie. Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co. .Springfield, Mass.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Gratnn & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

FURNACES. ANNEALING. ETC.
Can. Hoskins. Ltd.. WalkeiTille. Ont
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co.. Springfield. Mass.
.Mechanical Engineering Co.. 'Montreal
Rockwell Co. . W. S. . .Vew York N Y
Tate-.Tones * To.. Leetsdale, Pa.'

i..TnvT';"^-„
"'"' Equipmejit Co., Harvey, II!.FURNAC T B'AST

^Jr'i^'S*" ' "" "'"'<'• f-" Toronto.
FURNACES. BRASS. MALLEABLE
Whiting Fouiulrv Fqui.innit Co.. Harvey IIIFURNACES. H>!'.\T TREATING

HARDENING AND TEMPERING
r.m. Hoskins. Ltd., Walkervilie. Out
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co.. Springfield. M.iss.
Tate-.Toncs & Co., Leetsdale Pa.

r.in H.«kius. Ltd.. Walkeiville. Ont
l.dbert & Barker -Mfg. Co.. Springfield. Mass

FURNACES FOR BAKING, BLUING
DRYING. ENAMELING. JAPANNINGAND LACQUERING

(•an. Hoskins. Ltd.. Walkerville. Ont

fCsE B?;'i'ES:'sTEE?-
''°- "'^ '^"^''' '^™"-

vS"'i^ t ^5;''?"'raok .Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn,R. E. T. Pnngle, Ltd., Toronto.
GALVANIZING MACHINERY

Erie Foundry Co.. Erie PaCANG PLANER TOOLS
Armstrong Bros. Too! Co., Chicago.

GASKETS. LEATHER, ETC.
^*:o".'-i!.US

''"'"'-'''' •*"- Co., Montreal.
.GASKETS. COPPER

Hunei-ifoml rira.ss & Copper Co.. New York NY
G.\S BLOWERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont.
Sheldons. Limited, Gait.

GAUGES. MERCURY COLUMN. DRAFT
^•i'lr^S^''- '''"<•'' ^~- ^<»l«. Chicago.
GAUGES. HYDRAULIC
Taylcr Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.

GAUGES, STANDARD
Can. Fairbanks-SIonie Co., Slontroal.
Cleveland TNvist Drill Co., Cleveland.
Garvin Machine Co.. New York
Illinois Tool Works. Chicago, 111.
Goddard Tool Co., Chicago, 111
Morse Twist Drill & .Machine Co., New BedfordOsbom (Canada), Ltd., Sam'l, Montreal Que
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartfoi-d. Conn.
Slocum. Avram & Slocum, Inc., New York
Swedish Gage Co., Montreal, Que.
Toronto Tool Works, Toronto. Out.
Wells Brothers Co. of Canada, Gait, Ont.
Worth Engineering Co.. Toronto. Ont.

GEAR BLANKS
Can. Stoel Foundries. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Lymau Tube & Supply Co., .Montreal. Que,
Webber Rios. .Ma.li, C.).. Toroulo, Out.

GEAR-CUTTING MACHINERY
Itiltoii .Mach. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Coiiu.

numiuiou ..Machinery Co., Toronto.
Gaiioik-Walker .Machinery Co., Toioufo, Out.
HainiUon Gear & Machine Co.. Toronto.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
The Smart'Tumer iMachine Co., Hamilton.
D. E. Wliiton .Machine Co., New London, Conn.
A. It. Williams -Machy. ("o.. Toronto.

GEAR TURNING MACHINES. BEND
Bri'lgefoi-d Mach. T«il Works, Rochester. X.Y.

GEARS. CUT. MORTISE, ANGLE, WORM
Ba.xter Co.. Ltd.. J. R., Montreal, Que.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co., Ltd., Owen Sound. Out.
Ganlner. Robt, & Son, Montreal.
Grant Gear Works, Boston, Mass.
Hamilton Gear & Machine Co.. Toronto.
Hull Iron & Steel Foundries, Ltd.. Hull. Que.
The .lenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sheilirooke. Que.
Wm. Kennedy & Sous, Ltd,. Owen Sound, Ont.
rliila.telpliia Gear Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
Til, Smart-Tumer Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Wiiiiiiiieg Gear tS; Engr. Co., Winnipeg, Man.

GEARS, RAWHIDE
Hamilton Gear & .Machine Co.. Toronto.
Ganlier. Robt.. & Son. , Montreal.
Grant Gear Works. Boston. Mass.
Pliiladelphia Gear Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
.^. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.
Wiiiiiineg Gear & Eugr. Co., Winnipeg. Man.

GENERATORS, ELECTRIC
Can. Fairbauks.tiIoi"se Co., Montreal.
rioinininn Alachinery Co., Toronto. Ont.
T.niicashire n\iiamo & Motor Co., Toronto.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
S iivf.vant To.. B. P., Gait. Ont.
Wiek-.'s Brothers. Saginaw. Mich.
.\. R Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

Ct ASSFS. SAFETY
'itiou'.'. K.un.ard & N"tt Co.. CVvelanl. Ohio.
Will .m ,< To.. Inc.. T, A.. Reading. Pa.

GRAIN FOR POLISHING
Xortou r.t . Worcester. Mass.

GRAPHITE
.\ikiiibeal Hnrdwaie Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Mon'i.:il Mnehy & Supplies. I.t-l . Nrnutr-al, Que.

GLOVES. LEATHER AND RITBRER
S'l.iiii.', KennaM & X"tt Co.. Cleveland, Ohio,

fll nV^S STEFI. CRIP
Hickori Steel Grin Glove Co,, Chicago. HI.

.GRAVITY CARRIERS
run M-^th-^Ms Gravity Carrier Co.. Toronto. Ont.

r:RP>S«^S (SEE IIIBRICANTSl

Riv.tt T.nthe .1 Grin lor Cc, Boston. Mass.
W^lniarlb & Moiinjn, Ciiinl Riii'ils. .Mieh.

GRINDERS, AUTOMATIC KNIFE
W. H. Bantield & Son, Toronto.
Ganada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont.
Foss & Hill MdChv- Co., Montreal.
Garlock-Wclt^r Muchinerv Co., Toronto. Ont.

''RINDERS. CENTRE. PEDESTAL
AND BENCH
Paikey Brothers, Sloiiffville, Ont.
Blake ^ .Tohnson Co., Waterbury. Conn.
r'an. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co., .\lexandria, Ont.
Canada MachineiT Corp.. Gait, Ont.
Gleveliind Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.
Oominion Machv. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
FordSmith tMach. Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Foss 4- Hill Mjichy. Co.. Montreal.
Garlix'k-Walker .Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Niles-Rement-Pond Co.. New York.
Modem Tool Co.. Erie. Pa.
Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co.. New Bedford.
New Britain Machine Co.. New Britain, Conn.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Slocum. .\yrain & Slocum. Inc.. New York.
Standard Electrical Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Stow Mfg. Co.. Binghamton. N.Y.
Cnited States Electrical Tool Co., Cincinnati. O.

C.RINDERS, COLUMN
Rarkcv Brothers. Stoutlville, Ont.

'JRTNDERS. CUTTER
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence. R.I.
Foss Sc Hill 'Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Greenfield Machine Co., Greenfield, Masa.
LeBlond Mach. Tool Co.. R. K., Cincinnati, O.
Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, Mass.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas, Ont
Wilmarth & Morman. Grand Rapids, Mich,

GRINDERS. DIE AND CHASER
Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Modem Tool Co., Erie, Pa.
National-.Vcme Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GRINDERS. DISK
.\rnistrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

Foiyi-Smilh Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Gardner .Machine Co., Beloit, Wis,

GRINDERS, DRILL
.\ikenliead Hardware Co., Toronto, Out
Foss & Hill .Machy. Co., Montreal.
Garvin .Machine Co., New York.
Standard Electrical Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
United States Electrical Tool Co., Cinciiiuati. O.
Wilmarth & Moiman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

GRINDERS. CYLINDER, INTERNAL
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I.
Fitchburg Grinding 'Mach. Co., Fitchbui-g, Mass.
Foss & Hill .Machy. Co., Montreal.
Fraser Co., Warren M.. Boston. .Mass.
Greentield Machme Co.. Greenfield, Mass.
.Modem Tool Co., Erie, Pa.
Norton Grinding Co., Worcester. Ma^.

R. E, T. Priugle. Ltl.. Toronto, Ont.
Uiiett Lathe & Grinder Co., Brighlou, Mass.
Stanlaid Electrical Tool Co., Cincinntt-ti, Ohio,

GRINDERS. PNEUMATIC
Can. liigersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
(l.-v,.l;iii I I'll natie Toiil Co. of Canada, Toiuu:o.
C-atl-.r!. Wiiikir .MachineiT Co,, Toronto, Ont
lul.ii.ji 1. ul I'm iiuiatic Tool Co,, Chicago, lU.

GRINDERS, PRECISION
Slix-.illi. .Vvraiii \ Sin. iiui. iiu'.. New Y..rk.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE. ELECTRIC.
HAND, TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH

Baii-d Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn,
Brown & Sharpe -Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I.

Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co., Alexandria, Ont
Dominion Machy. Co., Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Giant >Ifg: & Machine (3o., Bridgeport. Conn.
GarlcKk-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont.

Greenfield Machine Co., Greenfield, Mass.

Indeix-ndent . Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.

Noitoii Co., Woroteter. Mass.
I'etiie of Montreal, Ltd.. H. W,, Montreal, Que.
II. W. Petrie. Toronto.
R. E. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Standai-d Electrical Tool Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cnite^l States Electrical Tool Co., Cinemnati.
A. R. Williams .Machy. Co., Toronto.

GRINDERS. RADIAL
Rivitt Lathe & Grinder Co.. Brighton. Mas-*.

GRINDERS, TOOL AND HOLDER
.\nnstinng Bros. Tool <;o. . Chicago.
W. F. & .John Baine.s Co.. Rockford, 111.

Blake & Johnson Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Blount, J. (.;.. & Co., Everett, (Mass.

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R-I.

Taylor & Fenn Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Greenfield Machine Co., Greenfield. Mass.
National-.Vcme Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
Talior Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. ^

Wing & Son. J, K.. Hamilton. Ont
GRINDERS, UNIVERSAL. PLAIN

FiTchhui-g Grinding .Marhine Co., Fitchburg. Mass.

Fr.a-scr Co., Warren M.. Boston, Mas-..

M.kleni Tool Co., Erie. Pa.
Wilmarth vt .Moraian. Grand Rapids. i^Iich.

GRINDERS. VERTICAL SURFACE
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.I.

Can. Fairbanks-'Moi-se Co., Montreal.
Fraser Co., WaiTen M., Boston. Maiw.
Piiitt & Whitney Co., Dundas. Ont
Wilmarth it Monnan. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Wing & Son. J. E.. Hamilton, Ont.

GRINDING ,4ND POLISHING
MACHINFS. PORTABLE, PNEUMATIC
AND SPRIN""- FRAMi^I
Can. Fairbanks-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Foiil-Smith Mach. Co.. Hamilton. Ont,
Ganlner, Robt. & Son, Montreal.
Can-in Machine Co.. New York.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Greenfield Machine Co., Greenfield, Mass,

Hall & Sons, John H,, Brantford.
LeBlond Mach. Tool Co.. R. K.. Cincinnati.

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York,

Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal. Que.

H. W. Petrie. Tonmto.
Wilmarth & .Monnan. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghampton. N.Y.

GRINDING WHEELS
.\ikenhead Haithvare Co.. Toronto, Ont
Baxter Co.. Ltd.. J. R., Montreal, Que,

Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Out.
Can. Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. B. K. Morton. Toronto, Montreal.
Carborun ium Co.. Niagara Falls.

nomiuiiiu .Abrasive Wheel (^o.. New Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Fo« & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Francis & Co.. Hartfoiri. Conn,
Norton 0*0. . Worcester. Mass.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

GUARDS WINDOW AND MACHINE
Canala Wire & Iron Goods Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
New Britain Macli. Co.. New Britain, Coon.

HACK SAW BLADES
Aikiutieal Hardware Co.. Toronto, Ont
Baxter Co.. Ltd., J. R., Montreal, Que.
Diamond Saw & S'amping Works, Butl'alo, N.Y.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co.. .Montreal.

Gmidell-Piatt. Greenfield, Mass.
Millers Falls Co.. Millem Falls. Mass.
.Montreal .Machy & Supplies. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Osb-iin (Canada. LM., Sam'l. Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
Racine Tool & Machine Co., Racine, Wis.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.
Victor Saw Works. -Ltd.. Hamilton, Canada.
Zenith Coal & Steel PirKlucts. Montreal, Que.

HACK SAW FRAMES
.Vikenliead Hai-dware Co., Toronto, Ont.
Garvin Machine Co., New York City.
GooKIl-l'ratt. Greenfield, -Mass.

.Millers Falls Co., Millers Falls, Mass,

HAMMERS. AIR
Erie For.u-iry Co.. Erie, Pa.

HA-M.MERS. COPPER
liiuigerfoid Brass & Copper Co., New York, N.T.

H.\MMERS, DROP AND BELT.DRIVEN
I'.eaudrv & Co., Boston, .Mass.

Bliss. E. W.. Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
Brown, Boggs Co., Lt+1., Hamilton, Canada.
Canadian Billings & Spencer, Ltd., Welland.
Caiuada Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont
Erie Foumhy Co., Ei-ie. Pa.
High Speed Hammer Co. , Rochester, N.Y,
A. B. Jardine & Co., Hespeler, Ont.

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.
I'lessisville Foundi-y C'o.. Plessisville, Que.
Toledo .Machine & Tool Co.. Toledo.
Cnite*J Hammer Co., Boston, Mass,
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MACKINTOSH, HEMPHILL & CO
PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Heavy Rolling Mills

Steel and Manganite Rolls

Engines and Steel Work Equipment

The

B
life

^
A
R ml 1

N ^J L
E Tw* L
S •^ s
Complete line. 8-inch lo 50-inch swing

Gang Drills.—Horizontal Drills.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO.
104 Ruby Street - ROCKFORD, ILL.

Canadian Agents A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO.
Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and St. John, N.B.

WILLIAMS & WILSON, Montreal

Production of Rare Quality at

Lowest LaborSTCEL
BETVCL

iStMt STttt
BACK CEIAM

Costs

riieie Is unusual strenglli,

accuracy, speed, conven-

ience and range in

AURORA
Drilling Machines

You can use them
to great advant-
age on H I (; H
E X 1' L O S I V E
SHELLS or any-

work in your shop
that's suitable for

a machine tool of
this kind. The
operatinir is easy
and the labor cost
CO m p a r a t ivcly
low.

Drop a line for full particulars and specifications.

Stationarv Head Sizes 20"—21"

Sliding Head Sizes 22"—44"

The Aurora Tool Works Aurora, Indiana

// iitii/ iKlrcrtisemcnt interests yon, tear it out now and phire irilh letters to he anxircred.
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HAMMERS, HELVE POWER
Ciiti;nl!i Machinco' I'orp., Gait. Ont.
West Tiic Sttttr Co., Uodiestcr, N.Y.

HAMMERS. POWER
BtaiKli-j' & Co., Bo.ston, Mass.
Eiii- Foim.lry Co., Eric, I'a.

liiitLiI Hammer Co., Boston, .Ma-ss.

HAMMERS. CHIPPING, CAULKING,
PNEUMATIC

Can. InKersoU-Rand Co., Sberbrof>ko. Quo.
Clevfland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto.
Gvirlock-WalkcT Macliinery Co., Toronto, Out.
In.lcIHii.li-nl Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

U. E. T. I'riusle. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
HAMMERS. MARKING

Mnttlun.s. J.1S. H. & Co., Pitt.'^hurfli, Pa.
I'.[iiliier Hii.s. Stamp Co.. I'itt.iliuigli, P;i,

H.\MMERS. MOTOR-DRIVEN
I'x-a'uliT iV- Co.. Roston, iMass.
riiited Hanuucr Co.. Boston, ^lass.

HAMMERS. NAIL MACHINES
Uliilraan & Banies Mfg. Co.. St. Catharines, Ont.

HAMMERS, STEAM
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dnndas.
Cana<la 'Machinery Corp., Gait, Ont.
Eile Foundry Co.. Erie, Pa.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton .t Kuipht Mfg. i'<K. Montreal.

HANGERS, SHAFT
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conu.
Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co., jVlexandria, Ont,
Can. a K F Co., Toronto. Ont.
Gardner, Robt.. & Son. Montreal.
Pelrie of '.Montreal. Ltd., H. 'W., 'Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
St-indard Pressed Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HARDENING AND TEMPERING
Osboni (Canarla). Ltd., Sam'l, .Montreal. Que.

HARDNESS TESTING INSTRUMENTS
rthi.re Instrument & Mfg. Co.. New York.

BEATERS AND PURIFIERS
Scaife & Sons Co.. \Vm. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEATING AND VENTILATING
ENGINEERS
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitehener, Ont.
Sheldons, Ltd., Gait, Ont.

HEAT GAUGES, HARDENING
AND ANNEALING
Shore Instrument & Mfg. Co., Xew York.

HIGH SPEED TOOL METAL
Deloro Smejting & Refining Co., Toronto, Ont.

HINGE MACHINERY
Baird .Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

HINGES
London Bolt & Hinge Works, London, Ont.

BOBS
Illinois Tool Works, Chicago, 111.

Goddard Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Osbom (Canada, Ltd., Sam'l), Montreal, Que.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Can. Matthews Gravity Carrier Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jenckes Alach. Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
.Marsh & Heuthgi-n, Belleyille, Ont.
-Northern Crane Works, Walkerrille, Ont.
Petrie of -Montreal, Ltd., H. W., -Montreal, Que.
Whitmg Fumrihy Equipment Co., Harvey, 111

k^olBTS. CHAIN, EL.ECTB1C
AND PNEU.MATIC
C*a, IngersoU-Baad Co.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto Onl
Ford Chiln Block & Mfg., Philadelpliiii f.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. ChiCAgo. Ill
Jenckes Mach. Co.. Sherbrooke. Qu«.
Marsh 4 Henthom. BeDeiUle. Oml.
Northern Crane Worki, Walkerrille, Ont
Whiting Penndry Equipment Co., Haryej, III.

HOISTS, ELECTRIC
The Jenckei Mach. Co.. Ltd., 6hafhr»ak«. Que.
Kennedy & .Sons, Owen Sound, Ont.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerrille, Ont
Winnipeg Gear & Engmg. Co.. Winnipeg. Man-
Wright Mfg. Co., Lisbon, Ohio.

HOLDERS. STEEL DIE FOR HARKIM
MatthewB, Jas. H. & Co.. PitUburg. Pa.
HOPPERS
The Jenckea Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sherbroata, Qui
Toronto Iron Worki, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HOSE, PNEUMATIC
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Oo. of Canada, Toront.
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toraato On'
Unul'.p Tire & Rirbber Goods Co., Ltd.. Toron;o
Ont.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Toronto. Ont.
^^lericndent Pneumatic Tool Oo.. Cliieago lU.
WtUt Broa. Co. of Canada. Oalt. Ont

HOLDEtRS FOR DIES AND DRILLX
HYDRAULIC MACHINBRT
Dominion Machinery Co.. Toronto.
Cfaarlefl P, Qmea Sne. Worka, Okl«a«a.
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Vennto Out
Nlleii Bemest-Pond Co.. New Tort.
TPflliam H. Perrin. Ltd., Toronto.
". W PetHo Tornnt/".
Weet Tire Better Co.. Rocheater. N.T.

IMPELLERS
Ontario Specialties. Ltd., Ottawa, Ont

INDICATORS. SPEED
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont.
Brou-n & Sharpc Mfg. Co.. Providence, R.l.
Ooortell Pratt. Greenfield, Mass.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INDEX CENTRES
Fred C. Dickow, Chicago, 111.

Garvin .Machine Co.. New York.

INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

INGOT METALS
.Samuel, Benjamin & Co., M. L., Toronto, Ont.

IRON ORE
Hanna & Co., M. A., Cleveland. O.

JACKS
Aikenhead Hartlware Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. Fairbanks-Moise Co., Montreal.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Norton, A. 0., Coaticook, Que.
Petrie, H. W., Toronto.

JACKS, HYDRAULIC
Cht;iles F. Elmes Eng. Works. Chicago.

JACKS, PNEUMATIC
Xorlhem Crane Works. Walkerville.

JACKS. PIT AND TRACK
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal,
Northern Crane Works. Walkeiv.lie.

JAWS. FACE PLATE
Cu-hnian Chuck Co., Hartford, Conn.
Skinner Chuck Co., New Britain, Conn.

JIGS. TOOLS, ETC.
Goddard Tool Co., Chicago. Ul.
Homer & Wilson, Hamilton. Ont
Osboni (Canada), Ltd.. Sam'l. Montreal. Que.
Toronto Tool Co.. Toronto, Ont
Slocum, -Vvrani & .Slocum, Inc.. -New Ymk.

KEY SEATERS
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont
€NirTiB Machine Co.. New York.
MirtTin Mfc. Co.. Muakecon Heicfati. Miek
Katlmul Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio
A. R. WUHamt Machl. Co.. Toronto.

KEYS. MACHINE
Whitney Mfg. Co.. Hartfotd, Conn.

KILNS
Can Blower A Forge Co.. Kltehenor. Ont
The Jenckea Mach. Co.. Lt^.. Sherbrooke. Que.
BkeMona. United. Oalt Ont
LABELS AND TAOS
Matthewe. Jaa. H. * Co.. PIttlburgh. Pa
LABORATORIES, INSPECTION
AND TESTING (8EK CHKHISTi)
LADLES. FOUNDRY
Nortlieni Onuie Worka, WalkerrlUe.
Wliftiut Foundry Equipment Co.. Harrar, DL
LAO SCREW OIMLET POINTERS
Natifloal Machr. Co.. Tiffin. Ohio.

LATHES, CHUCKING
Acme Machine Tool Oo., Cincinnati.
Hyde Engineering Worka. Montreal-

LATHE CIIUCKS (SEE CHUCKS)
LATHE DOOS AND ATTACHMENTS
Amxtmc Broa,. Tool Oo.. Cbicaio.
Curtis & Curtis Co.. Bridgeport, Ccmn.
Hendey Uaobina Co.. TorringtoD. Gotin.
Riwtt Lathe & C-inder Co., Boston. Maaa.
I. H. WillianM * Co.. BrooUvn. NT.
Winnipeg Gear ft HBgiag. Co.. Wlaslyes, Man.
LATHES, AXLE
Brijgeford Mach. Tool Work*. RoehMtar, N.T.

LATHF.S. PRECISION, BENCH
w F. 4 John Bamea Co.. Roekfoid.
Klosnt J. o.. 4 Oa. Everett Maaa.
Cao. Fatr^nka-Moioe O*.. Montreal.
Fana 4 Hill Machj. Oo.. MontreaL
Garloek-Walker Machinery Co., Toront«, Oot
Hardintre Broa.. Chicago. 111.

Vew Britain Mach. Co.. New Britain, Coan.
"-n't .^ Whltner Co.. Dnndaa. Ont
Rtvett Lathe 4 Orinder Co.. BrlghUa. Maa.
Wslcott Lathe Co.. Jackaon. Mich.
LATHEH. BAND TURNING
The Jenckea Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Roelofsrm Machine 4 Tool Co., Toronto, Ont
Warden King Co.. Montreal. Qae-

LATHE.si. BRASS
Acme Machine Toed Co.. Cincinnati OUa.
LATHES. ENGINE
Acme Machine Tool Co.. Clnolnnat]. OUa.
Adams. O. U.. 159 St. Paul St Rochester. NY
'nhn Bertram 4 eona Oo.. Ehindaa.
Brtdaeford Mach. Tool Worka. Rocheater. N T.
''anada Machinerr Corp.. Gait Ont
Can. Fjlrbantat-Mome Oo.. Montreal
Cincinrrati Iron 4 Steel Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
riomininn Machinerr Co.. Toronto.
F~is 4 mil MachT Co.. Montreal
Onrlock-Wnlber Machy. Co.. Torrinto Ont
0,.x<n Muchlne Oo.. New York.
CTimilton Mach. Tool Co.. Hamilton. Ohio.
nr^dev Machine Co.. Torrinirton. Conn.
"imnff Machine Co.. New York.
RoTiaton. Stanwood 4 GamWe Co.. Cincinnati O
Hvde Bnginecring Worka. MontreaL
McCahe. J. .T. . New York. N.T
R MiTVniimll Oi.. OaH.
Montreal Machy. 4 Rumjllea Ltd. Montrml. One.
Mi:..n'r Mach. T'Wl Ci., Cinninn.iti, Oliio
Vilea-Bernent-Pond Oo New York
niiro- V^cSlnerv Co., Grand Rapid= Mich
''' ^ Votrlo T.^r.mt'-

I'l'Slwi, W"0'livnrkinp: Mat-hr. C.
. I'rnslcu, Out.

trivetf r.athe 4 Grinder Co.. Boaton Majw.
RJror.Hte \fnchinerT Detwt. Detroit Mich
n-,i„„n Tjith, Cr,.. .T«clt«on. Mtch
W'litcnmb-Blai.sdell Mach. Tool Co.. Worcester.
Mass.

S'hnstian Lathe Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
wlcko« Brn... Sairinaw, Mich
« n WHH.Tn. Machv. Co.. T^-^mio

LATHES, JOURNAL TRUEINO
Mriiigeford Mach. Tool Works. Rochester. N.Y.
McCabe. J. J.. New York. N.Y.

LATHES, PATTERNMAKERS'
J. G. Blount Co.. Everett. Maaa.
Canada Machinery Com.. Qalt. Ont
FoiB 4 UiU Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Oarlock-Walker Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jenckea Mach. Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
UoCabe. J. J.. New York, N.Y.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

L.ATHES, SI.NGLB PURPOSE
Berti-am, John, 4 Sona Co., Dundaa, Oat
Canada ^laohinerr Corp.. Gait. Ont
Can. Fairbanks^Morae Co., Montreal. Que.
Qarlack-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont
Gray MfK. & .Mach, Co., Toronto, Ont
Hepburn, John T.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Himoff Machine Co.. inc.. New York, N.T
The Jenckes Mach- Co,, Ltd., Sherbrooke, ^ue.
McCabe, J. J.. New York. N.Y.
RoelofsoD Mach. 4 Tool Co., Toronto, Can.
Walaati Lathe Co., JackMin, illch.

LATHES. SCREW CUTTING
John Bertram 4 Sons Co,. Dundaa.
Canada Machinery Corn.. Gait. Ont
Dominion Machinery Co., "Toronto,
Fobs & Hill Macl.y. Co., Montreal.
Fabler Machine Co.. Elkhart, Ind.
Oariock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont
Hepburn. John T.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
McCabe. J. J.. New York, N.Y.
NUes-Bcmcnt-Bond Oo. New York.
1 W. Petrie. Toronto.
Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co.. Boston. .Mass.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit. Mich.
Whitomb Blais-^lell Mach. Tool Co.. Worcester,
-Mass.

A. R. WlHlams Machy Co.. Toronto
LATHES, SPINNING
B1I"« E. W.. Co.. Prookln. N.T.
McCabe. J. J., New York. N.Y.

LATHES, TURRET AND H.4ND
Aarae Machine Tool Co.. Concinnati. Ohia
John Bertram 4 Sona Co.. Dundaa.
Blount .T. O., 4 Co.. Everett. Maaa.
Brown 4 Shame Mfa. Co.. Providenoe, R.I.
Can. Fairbanks-Mor^e Co.. Montreal.
Canada Machinery Com.. Gait. Ont
Corbet Wdrj. 4 Mach. Co.. Ltd. Owen Sound. Ont
"•»• 4 Will Machv. r,^ Monfreat
Foster Machine Co., Elkhart. Ind.
Oarlock-Walker Machy. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Henbum. John T., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
R. K. LeBlond Mach, Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
McCabe. J. J., New York. N.T.
Montreal Machy. 4 Supplies. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mnllincr-Enlunrt Tool C<i.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Nafional-.Acme Co., Cleveland* Ohio.
New Britain Machine Co.. New Britain, Cona.
V11e*-BeTnenf-Pond Co.. New York.
Oliver Mnchincrv flo. . Grand Rapida. Mich.
TT. W Petrie. ToTvmto.
Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co.. Boston. Maas.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit, Mich.
Steinle Turrett Mach. Co.. Madison, Wta.
Warner 4 flwaaev Co.. Cleveland. O.
». R. Williams Machy. Co.. Toronto.

LEATHER STRAPTINO
Graton & Knirht Mrg. Co., Worcester. Maaa.

LIFT."*. PNEUMATIC
Whiting Foundry Eduipment Co.. Harvey, m.
LINK BELTING
Can. Fai'->,anka-Morae Co.. Montreal.
Jones 4 GIaa.sco. Montreal. Cue.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, N,Y.

LINOLEUM MILL MACHINERY
Bertrams. I.ti.. Edinbiirgh. Scotland.
LIQUID AIR
Carter Welding Co.. Toronto. Ont —
T.'.*ir T io'iidp Socfefv. Montreal. Toranta.
Prest-O-Lite Co.. Inc.. Toronto, Ont.
Lyman Tube 4 Supply Co., Montreal. Que.

LOCKERS. STEEL WARDROBE
AND STEEL MATERIAL
Canada Wire 4 Iron Gooda Co.. Hamilton. Ont
LI'RRFCANTS
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal.
Cataract Refining & Mfg. Co., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS.
Rnner. C. F.. 4 Co.. Hopedale. Maaa.
Trahem Pump Co., Rockford. Ill

MACHINERY DEALERS
Baird Machy. Co.. W. J., Detroit. Mich.
Bath & Co.. Cyril J.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. MontreaL
Dickow. Fred C. Chicaeo. III.

Ttiwiinion Machy. Co.. Toronto, Ont
G«^lockJ^^achine^v. Toronto.
Vom 4 Will ^lachv. Co.. Montreal.
Montreal Machy. 4 Suppli», Ltd.. Montreal. Ona.
H. w. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
^. W. Petrie. Toronto
R. E. T Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
A. R. Williams Machv. Co.. Toronto

MACHINERY. COILING (WIRE AND
SPRING)
KIeei>er & Hartley. Inc.. Worcester. Mass.

MACHINERY. FLEXIBLE COILED CASING
Sleei>er & Hartley. Inc.. Worcester. .Mas.s.

MACHINERY. FLEXIBLE METAL TUBE
SleeiKT & Hartley, Inc, , Worcester, Mass.

MACHINERY. FLEXIBLE SHAFT COILING
Sleeper & Hartley, Inc, Worcester, Mass.

MACHINERY GUARDS (SEE GtlAKDS)
MACHINERY REPAIRS
Pit-st-CII.ite Co., Inc., Toronto, Ont.
Snmbline Mach. Co., W. H.. Toronto. Ont
MACHINISTS' SCALES. SMALL
Hi(>!,> AND SUPPLIES
Can. Fairbanks-Morae Co.. Montreal.
Frank H. Scott, Montreal.
J. R. Williams 4 Co.. Brooklyn. N.T.
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WHITTAKER'S BOOKS
A Complete Catalogue of Engineering Works published

by us will be sent post free on application.

JUDGE.—High Speed Internal Combustion Engines.. By A. W.
Judge. A.R.C.S.. A. M.I. A. E. 360 pag^. Medium 8vo.

With 20S Illustrations, and 38 Tables. 15s. net (postage

6d. ; abroad Is.).

The Properties of Aerofoils and Resistance of Aero-
dynamic Bodies. 300 pp. Medium 8vo. Cloth. With 150
P'iKures. 15s. net ( postage 6d. ; abroad 8d.).

DOVER.—Electric Traction : A Treatise on the Application of

Electric Power to Electric Traction on Railways and
Tramways. By A. T. Dover, A.M.I.E.E.. Assoc. Amer.
I.E.E., Lecturer in Electric Traction at the Battersea
Polytechnique. London. With 518 Illustrations. 33 Tables.

5 Folding Plates. 68S + xx pp. Medium 8vo.. cloth. 18s.

net (postage 7d.. abroad Is. )

.

DOVER.—Power Wiring Diagrams: A Handbook of Connection
Diagrams of Control and Protective Systems for Industrial

C.C. and A.C. Machines and Apparatus. With 254 Illus-

trations. Pocket size (e'^" x 4"). F'cap 8vo,. cloth, 6s. net.

( Rounded edges )

.

PULL.—Modem Milling. A Practical Manual on Milling
Machines. Milling Accessories, and Milling Operations, for

the use of Engineers, Milling Operators, Practical Mechanics
and Engineering Students. By Ernest Pull. A.M.I. Mech.E.,
M.I.Mar.E. With 188 Illustrations and many Tables. Demy
8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d. net (postage, 5d. ; abroad 6d.).

MAYCOCK.—-Electric Wiring, Fittings, Switches and Lamps
(Circuits). A Practical Book for Electric Light Engineers
and Contractors. Consulting Engineers. Architects, Builders.

Wiremen. and Students. Fifth Edition. Revised. With 620
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7s. d. net (postage 6d. ; abroad
lOd.).

WHITTAKER & COMPANY
2, White Hart Street, Paternoster Square

LONDON, EC. 4, ENGLAND

A Good, Hard and Fast

Worker

Superior
Distinctive
Design

The ^^ ;

^

DE MOOY
IMPROVED
SENSITIVE

DRILLS
are built in two sizes;

No. 1 has capacity
from to 5-16"; No.
2 from to M>"; No.
2 is built in two
types, either as Bench
or Floor drill.

The machines arc
huilt sturdy; com-
jiact; c o n V e n i en t ;

economical a n d de-
pendable for small
accurate drilling.

Write for specifica-

.^j2j5^}flp^^T%

tions.

TSb

The^ De Mooy Machine Co.
•*"

CLEVELAND, OHIO

From the

SMALLEST
to the

LARGEST
in Ball Bearing

Sensitive Drilling

Machines

WHATEVER YOUR REQUIREMENTS
as ti) .~ize, if you want to get the inacliiiie most
suitalile to your work, get the

(Zrn^
The widest line in sizes,—the greatest variety in

styles:—higlier speeds, togetlier with extreme
simplieity and convenience, enable you to

specialize to best advantage.

GOOD DELIVERIES WRITE US AT ONCE

THE CINCINNATI PULLEY MACHINERY CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO. U.S.A.

// ((/(// adrt'iilaement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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MAMJK£X^S
Can. Kaiit>aakB-Monw Co.. Montreal.
n*Feliind IVisr Drill Co.. Ci^>elUkd.
Haniiiliii Mfg. Cu., OhicJiyo, III.

A H Jardine A Co.. UisHi>el«r, Ont.
.^lanufactuiei-s Equip. Co., Chicago, 111.

Monarch Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Morse Twiat Drill & Mach. Co., New Bedford.
Mas6.

a. VV. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.
H. W, Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co. . Dundas, OmL
atone Tool * Siippiv Co.. J. R.. DMroit. Mtrh.
Western Tool & Mfg. Co., Springfield, Oliio.

MARKING DRVirKS
HnKk'^^nn & Pettis Mfp. Co., New Haren, Conn.
PntiThard-ADdTcwi Co. of OuiadA, Ottawa. Wni
Matthews, Jaa. H.. & C^.. Pittsburg, fk

MARKING .MACHINERY
Brown. Boffira Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Vnm & Hill Mnrhv. Co.. Montr^nl,
Martin Machine Co., Creenfield. Mass.
Noble & Westhrook .Mfjt. Co.. Hartfw4. Ooop
P^rrin, Wm R.. Tnrmito.

ME.ASCRING TAPES AND RULKB
Jamea Chestennan & Co.. Ltd.. Sheffldd. Bof

METALMTKGISTS
Can. Inspection & Testing Lab.. Montreal. Que
Toronto Testing Laboratory. Ltd., Tormata,

.MKT.AI.S
Can. B. K. Morton. Toronto, Montreal.
Dom. Iron & Wrecking Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qw

MontreaJ Machy, & Supplies. Ltd.. MoDtreal. O'^*

Siiiniu-1, Benjamin & Co., M. & L., Toronto, Ont.

MILL MACHINERY
Alexander Fleck. Ltd.. OttAwa.

MILLING MACHINES. AUTOMATIC
Adams. 0. R., 159 St. Paul St. Rochester. N.Y.
Bilton Mach. Tool Co.. Bridgeport^ Conn.

MILLING ATTACHMEJt-rS
John Bertram & Sons Co., Dundaa.
Brown & Slmnie .M f r. Co.. Proridea««.
Canada Machinery Coid.. Gait. Ont
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Ctmrtnnati.
Cleveland Milling Mach. Co., CleTeland, Ohla
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Fox Machine Co., Jackson. Mich.
Hendey Mach. Co.. Torrington. Oona.
Kemiismith Mfe. Co.. Milwaukee Wt«
Henckley Machine Works, Hinckley. Til.

Niles-Bement-Poiid Co.. New York.
H. W. ['etrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dnndaa. Onl.

»nLHNG MACHINES. HAND
United States Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. Ohie.
Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

MILLING MACHINES, HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Prorldeaoe.
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundas.
Cleveland Milling Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohl*
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Ont
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Oat
Ford-,Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton. Ont
Foaa & Hill Machy. Co., Montreal.
Fox .Machine Co., Jackson, Mich.
Gooley &, Edlund. Cortland, N.T,
Kempsmith Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wla.
R. K. LeBlond Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio
Nflca Bemeut-Pond Co. . New 1 ork.
F w. Petrie, Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co,. Dnndaj, Oat.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit, Miefa.
Steptoe. The John Co.. Cincinnati. Ohl"
United States Mach. Tool Co., Cincinnati. Ohio
Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
A, R. WUliama Mac1i7. Co.. Toroste.

MILLING MACHINES. PLAIN,
BENCH AND UNIVERSAL
Bilton Mach. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Brown & Sharpe iMfg. Co.. Prorldea«e.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont
Cincinnati Milling Machine C«., Oinfiteoatl
Fo8S & Hill JVIachy. Co.. Montreal.
F'ox Machine Co.. Jackson. Mich.
Garlock-Walter Machinery Co.. Toronto, Oct
Garrin Machine Co., New Tork.
Qooley & Edland. Cortland. N.T.
Hardinge Bros.. Chicago. 111.

Hendey Machine Co., Torrington.
Kempsmith Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wla.
LeBlond Mach. Tool Co., R. K. Cincinnati
Nile»-Bement-Pond Co. , New Tork.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont.
Steptoe, The John Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.

MILLING MACHINES, PROFILB
Brown &. Sharpe Mfg. Co,, Prorldwwe.
Can. Fairbanks- Morse Co., Montreal.
C-ook, Asa 8.. Co., Hartford. Conn.
Foes & HUT Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Onf
Oarrin Machine Co., New Tork.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundaji. Out,
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit, Mi<4i.

MILLING TOOLS
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronta. Oat.
Brown & Sharpe IMfg. Co.. ProTld««e«.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Hamilton, Ont
Geometric Tool Co.. New Haven. Oanm.
Kempsmith Mfg. Co.. MUwank**. Wts.
Tahor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
MINE CARS
Can. Fairbanks-Monie Co.. Uontreal.
Cumming & Son. J. W.. New Gla.«;Bow. Oanada
Jencket Mach. Co., ehert}rooke. Que.

MacKinnon. Holmea Co.. Sherbroaka^
Marsh Sc Henthom, Belleville, 0»t,
Mixiem Tool Co., Krie, Pa,
Piau & Whitney Co.. Dundaa, OaL.
aheldons. Ltd., Gait. Ont
MIMNG MACHINERY
Can. Fa irbankfl-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, T*r«B««
JeucReu .Mach. Co.. Shertorooke. Que.
U. VV Peine. Ltd., Montreal.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto,
A. R. Williams Machy- Co.. Toront*.

.MOItn.-^lNG M.^CHINES
Canada Machmery Corp.. Gait. Omt
Garlock-Walker Machinerj Co.. Toronto, BnC
New Britain Mach. Co., New Britain, Coan.
MOTORS, ELKCTRIC
Can. Fatrbanka-iMorae Co., Montreal.
Dominion Machinery Co.. Toronto.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto. Oad.
Lancashtre Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd., TonnLte.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
R, E. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Wickes Brothers. Saginaw, Mich.
A. R. Williams ^achy. Co., Tormt*.
MOTORS. PNEUMATIC
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toreau
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto. Ont.
MULTIPLE INDEX CENTRES
Oarvin Machine Co., NeT? Tork-

VAILS, COPPER AND YELLOW METAL
Himgerford Bra.s3 & Copper Co.. New Tork, N.Y.
NAME PLATES. BRONZE, ETCHED AN1
STAMPED
Matthews, Jas. H. & Co.. Pitt^ni^h, Pa.
Prltrhnrd-Apdrew« Co., Ottawa. Can.

NIPPLE HOLDERS
Curtis & Cinti5 Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

S-TT»PI.K THREADING MACHINES
John H. Hall Sc 8on«. Ltd.. Brantford. Ont.
T,«ndl« Machine Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.
VITROGFN
Carter Welding C-a.. Toronto. Ont
L'Alr Li^nlde Societv. Mmitreal. Toronte.

VUTS, SBMI-FINISH AND FINISHEII
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.
Gait Machine Screw Co.. Gait. Ool.
National-Acme Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

NtX tStUKlNU MACUINiliA
National Machy. Co., Tijfm, O.
Petrie of .Montreal, Ltd., H. W., Montreal. Que.

.Str MACHINES (HOT)
National .Machy. Co., Tiffm, O.
Petrie of Montreal, Ltd.. H. W., Montreal, Que.

NUT FACING AND BOLT
SHAVING MACHINES
Oarvin Machine Co., New York.
National Machy. Co.. Tiffin, O.

t

Petrie of Montreal, Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
Victor Tool Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.

N'UT TAPPERS
J<An Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundaa.

i

Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Oat
Garvin Machine Co., New Tork.
Greenfield Tap & D'e Corp.. Greenfield, Maaa.
Hall. J. H., & Son. Brantford, Ont
A. B. Jardine & Co., Heapeler.
Landis Machine Co. , Waynesboro, Pa
National Machy Co.. Tiffin, O.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H- W.. Montreal. Que.

OIL GROOVING MACHINES
National Mach. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL SEPARATORS
Can. FairWanka-Morae Oo.. Montreal.
heldonn. Ltd.. Gait. Ont.
flmart-Tiimer Machine Co.. The, HamiltMi-

OTT, STONES
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto. Ont
Carbonindum Co. . Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Vortnn Cn. . Worcester. Ma»fl.

OSCILLATING VALVE GRINDERS
(PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland Pneimiatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto.

OVENS FOR BAKING. BLUING.
DRYING, ENAMELING. JAPANNING
AND LACQUERING
Brantford Oven & Back Co.. Brantford. Ont,
Oven Kqnipment & Mfg. Co.. New Haven. Conn.
Whitinp Foundrv Equipment Co., Harvey. 111.

OVEN TRUCKS, STEEL
Brantford Oven & Rack Co., Brantford. Ont.
MacKinnon. TTolmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que,
Oven Equipment & Mfg. Co., New Haven. Conn.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.

OVENS FOR DRYING, TEMPER
AND UNDER TRUCKS
Brantford Oven & Rack Co.. Brantford. Ont,
^vpn Efi>npment & Mfg. Co.. New Haven, Conn.

«-VT.ArFTVT,FNE WELDING
%^n CUTTING
C^n. Welding Works. Montreal. Que.
fnr+pr Wfldinc Co.. Tomntn
Prest-0-Lite Co., Inc., Toronto, Ont.
T.inmtn U.Mir.i; f.... Tornnr.. (int.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING
AND CUTTING PLANTS
Cart«" Welding Co.. Toronto.
T.'Afr LiQuide Society. Montri^al. T^^ronto.
Prf'^t O-Lite Co.. Inc., Toronto. Ont.
OXYGEN (SEE ACETYLENE)
PACKINGS, ASBESTOS
Bennrtt. W. P,. 51 Montford St.. Montreal. Que.
Oleveland Wire Sirring Co.. Clevpland.
New Britain Mach. Co.. New Britain C'^-r^

BACKINGS, LEATHER. HYDRAULICS.
ETC.

Gratnn & Knight Mfc- Co.. Worcester. Mass.
William R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.
^ W. Petrie TorrtTito.

PACKING. RUBBER
D'-nlop Tiro & Rubber Goods Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Ont.

PAPER MILL MACHINERY
Iterirams, Lul.. Edinburgh, Scotland.
-MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT
Canada ^lachmery Corp., Gait, Ont
Fo.^ Macliine Co., Jackson. Mich.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Corp.. Toronto, Ont.
Oliver Machy. Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

PATENT SOLICITORS
Babcock & Sons, Montreal.
Budden, Hanbury, A., Montreal.
FeLherstonhaugh & Co., Ottawa.
Marion & Marion, Montreal.
Ridout & Maybee, Toronto.
PATTERNS
Winnipeg Gear & Engr. Co.. Winnip^. Man.
PERFORATED METALS AND
ORNAMENTAL IRON GOODS
oanada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton.

PHOTOSTATS
ruaiinunial Canic-ra Co., Providt-ncc. R.I.

PIG IRON
Hanna & Co., M. A., Cleveland, O.
Bteel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
PIPE CUTTING AND
THREA]>INO ALACU1NE8
Butterfleld & Co., Rock laland, Qne.
Can . Fairbanks-M nrse Co. . MontreaL
Curtis & Curtis Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Dfunmion Machy. Co., Toronto. i>ni
Fo98 & Hill Machy. Co., MontreaL
Fox Machine Co.. Jackson, Mich.
Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toroato, Ont
Garvin Machine Co. . New Tork.
:lohn H. Hall & Bona, Brantford.
A. B Jardine & Cc, Hespeler. Ont
Landis Machine Oo.. Wayneeboio. Pa.
R. McDoiigall Co.. Oalt
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
WeJJa Brothers Co. of Canada, QaH, Ont
Williams Tool Co., Erie. Pa.
A. R. WllHamn Machy. Co., Toronto.

PIPE CUTTERS, ROLLING
Curtis & Curtis Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
John H. UaU &. 8on3. Ltd., Brantford, OnC
M. W. Petrie, Ltd., Montreal.

PIPE. RIVETED STjCEL
The jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Toronto Iron Works, Ltd,. Toronto.
PLANER JACKS
Armstrong Bros, Tool Co.. Chicago.

PLANERS, STANDARD AND ROTABY
John Bertram &, Sona Co.. Dundaa.
oanada Maohinery Corp., Gait, Out.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal
Dominion Machinery Co., Tonmto.
Foss & Hill Machy. Co., Montreai.
Gardner. Robt., & Son, MontreaL
Giilock-Walker Machinery Co., Toront«, Ont
Oarvin Machine Co.. Wew Tork.
Hamilton Machine Tool Co., Hamilton, Ohi&
Morton Mfg. Co., Mtiskogon Heights, Mioh.
Nllea-Bement-Pond Co., New Tork.
Oliver Machy. Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., E. W., Montreal, Que.
FT. W P«*tri«. Toronto.
Whifcnmh-BlaiRflfll Mach. Tool Co., Worcester.
Ma S3.

PLANING AND SHAPING MACHINERY
Canada Maxdiinery Corp., Gait, Ont,
Can. Falr'banks-Mone Co.. Montreal.
Foss & Hill Macuy. Co., Montreal.
Oariock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont
Garvin Machine Co.. New Tork.
Hamilton Machine Tool Co.. Hamilton, Ohio.
Viles-Bement-Pond Co.. New TorK.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W.. Montreal, Que.

H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Preston Wno<l\vnrkin[r Machy. Co.. Preston. Ont.

Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit. Mich.

dteptoe. The John Co, . Cincinnati. Ohio.

A, R. Wniiamfl Machy. Co.. Toronto.

PLANING BULL EXHAUSTERS
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Sheldon*!. Ltd., Gait. Ont
v?i,.o-Rptnent-Pond Ho.. New Tffrk-

PLTERS
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto. Ont
rnnadian Billings & Spexoer. Ltd.. Wellaud.

PLUG MILLERS
Rnnftpld. Edwin J.. Toronto.

POLISH. METAL
A. S. K. Chemical Co.. Elora. Ont,

l»RKSSES. ARBOR
*tla« Prp«« Co.. Kftlamazoo Mich.
Hannilin Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.

McTfllwo4vl .Mfg Co.. Detroit. Mich.

PRESSES. BRO'XCHING. FORGING
AND FLANGING

Atlaa Press Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich.
E. W. Blisa Co.. Brooklvn. N.Y.
Metalwood Mfc. Co.. Detroit. Mich,
Toledo Machyqe k Tool Co.. TolMo.

PRESSES. CAM, TOGGLE. EYELET
Raird Machine Co.. Brideeport. Conn.
Consolidafed Press Co.. Hiisfins?. Mich.
Toledo Machine & Tool Co., Toledo, O.

PRESSES FOR SHELLS
Atlas Press Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Char-lea F. Elmee Eng. Works. Chioa«o.
Dommion Machinery Co., Toionto.
FosB & Hill Machy. Co., ^Montreal.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont
.Metalwood Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.
William R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
W-wt Tire ««tter Co.. RocbMter, N.T.

t TESSES. FILTER
Wm. R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.
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efficient form

Tranamiaaion.ENOLD
ChainsPATENT SILENT

Equally suitable^ for main shaft or machine drives. Save
space and power, increase output and ensure durability.

Chain and Parts Carried in Stock.

Sole Canadian Agents

Jones & Glassco. (Regd)
Branch Office:

TORONTO. ONT.
ENGINEERS St. Nicholas Bldg.

MONTREAL. P.O.

/S

ylc/iusloqJos

Goggles are gladly worn, you don't
have to make men wear them.

THE STRONG, KENNARD & NUTT COMPANY
2042 E. 9th Street Cleveland. Ohi„

Long Distance is Calling!

Telegrams and Long Distance Telephone
Messages are not uncommon among the replies

to ads in our Classified Advertising Section.

NATlONALMACHINERYfbl
TIFFIN OHIO.USfl \_, JBOLT, NUT, FORGING AND

WIRE NAIL MACHINERY CANADIAN AGENT:

"National" Bolt Cutters, "Wedge Grip" Bolt and Kivet Headers, H. W. PETRIE, Ltd.

Forging Machines, Nut Machines, Roll Threaders and Wire Nail TORONTO. ONT.

Machines are used by leading Bailroads and Industrials.
MONTREAL. QUE.
VANCOUVER. B. C.

Measuring Tapes, Steel Rules, Straight Edges, Surveyors'

Band Chains, Engineers' Tools

MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES CHESTERMAN & CO., Limited
SHEFFIELD. - ENGLAND

Chcstemian tools arc the hicrhest standard of ac-

curacy in the British Empire, and the quality

of steel and substantial build ^arantee a ma.xi-

nnim of service and economy.

steel Itejitb Gauge

Wind U|, .Mtasim-s. Steel
Linen anil .\letullie. With

Improved Patent l-'luslj

Handle

pj:riHp|Ul|iPj.WI.|l|lJIl|l]l!!ll

steel l*oekot Vernier Gauge

Canadian R«preicntative :

F H SPOTT 404 Corintine Bulldinii.
• 11. ^ ^^ yj I I , MONTREAL. CANADA

// 11111/ Oil II rti.si incnt int< r<!M.-< i/oii. tear it out iniw and uluce with littrrs to be answered.
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PBE8SKS, PROP AND FOROUCO
W. H. Banlleld ti Son, TorouM.
B. W. Blias Co., BrookJm, N.V.
Brown, Bumes Co., 1,u1., Hamiluin, C&ii«4a.
Charles F. Klmes En4i. VN'orka, Ciiloa<«, UL
C*u. i''aiibank:i-Aluree Do., Moutrsai.
ICntj tuunJrj Co.. jKrie. Pa.
Alica-liOTQent-Poncl Co., Wew York
Wm. R. l-eiTin. Ltd.. Toronto.
fctne of Montreal. Ltd., H. W.. Montreal. Que.
H. W. Peine. Toronto.
Toledo Macnine & Tool Co.. Toledo.

I-K1S1S8KS, H\DBAIj1.IC
John Bertriun & Sona Co.. I>undaa,
Oharlea F. Klmea Eng, Woraa, cnxca^o. 111.

OumiDion ilachy. Co., Toronto, unu
Maikiutush. HemphiU & Co., l'itl--iljiiri;h, l'.i.

Metalwood Mtg. Co.. DetrtMt. Micti.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New Kort
William R, Pemn, Ltd., Toivnta.
Petrie of Montreal, Ltd., H. W,, .Montreal, Que
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Toledo Machine * Tool Ob.. ToIihIo.
West Tire Setter Co., Rochester. N.I.
A. R, Williama Machy. Co., ToraatM.

PRESSES, HTDRADilC DIE STAMPING
Montreal Maohy. 4 SnppUea Ltd.. Montrecl, QmPRESSES. PNEUMATIC
Metaiwood Mfg. Co., Detroit, Midi.
Toledo Machine A Tool Oo, Toledo.

PKl!,»SE», POWER
baird Machine Co.. Bridgeport. OasM.
E. W. Bliss Co., Brookln, N.I.
Brown. Boggs A Co., HanuJtoii, Oaa.
iJanada Machinery Corp., *i«Jt. ttat.
Can. Fairbanks-Mor»e Co., Jdeatnal-
Consolidati-1 I'ress Co.. Ha.stingj. Mich.
Chanea F. Elmes Sng- Worka. CU«M*. Ul,
GarlockWalker Machmerj Co., Toronto, Out
William R. Perrin, Ltd.. Tonata.
Petrie of Montreal, Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Riverside .Machinery Depot. Detroit. Mich.
Toledo .Machine A Tool Co., Tdedo.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co.. TwibM,

PRESSES. B.^LINO
William R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.

PRES.^KS, SPRING FOOT
Bit)wn. Boggft A Ca. HaailtOA. €^
Consolidated Press Co., Ha-stings Mich
Taylor & Fenn Co., Hartford, Conn
Toledo Machine A Tool Oo. Trt^ki

PRESSES. SCREW
Barnes, W. F. A John. Co., Roekfoid DLWm. R. Perrin, Ltd.. Toronto.^^
PRESSES, TRIMMING
Kiie FoundiT Co.. Erie. Pa.
Cdiisolid.ital Press Co., Hajstings. MiahPROPELLERS
Kennedy & Sons, Wm., Owen Sound, Ont
Ontario Specialties, Ltd., Ottawa Can.PULLEYS
American Pulley Co., Phlladalphla.
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Com.
Bernard Industrial Co.. Fortierville Que
Brown A Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Pmrirlciwe. k.1.Can. Boiii Hanger A Cplg. Co., Alexandria. OmtCan. Fairbanks-Morae Co., MantnaL
Dominion .Machy. Co., Toronto. Ont
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sherbrojke. QnaWm Kennedy A Sons, Ltd.. Own 8ou»L Oerf.
Montreal Machy. A SuppUea. Ltd., Montiea]. Qw.
Fetrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H. W., Montreal, QueH. W. Petrie, Toitwito.
PoBitire Clutch A PuUey Workj, Ltb,, l^jpoBtB
The Smart-Turner Mach. Co., HemiltoB.
A. R. Williams Machy. r«.. Tn*viato.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH.
American PuUey Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Baird Machine Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H. W.. Montreal, Que,
H. W. Petrie, Toronto.
Positive Clutch A Pulley Works, Toronto.

Bernard Industrial Co., A., Fortierrille, Que.
PULLEY MACHINERY.
DRILLING AND TAPPING
Can. Falrbanka.<MoT«e Oo,, Maatiaal.
Cincinnati Pulley .Mchy. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Weill Bros. Co. o* Canada, Gilt. OdI.
PUMPS, AIR
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sbertirooke. Qua
Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. HaMlMen.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
Can. Blower A Forge Co., Kitchener. Oat.
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sbarbrooke. Qua
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt A Whitney Co.. Dundaa. Ob4.
Sheldons, Ltd., Gait. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Haiwfltett. Obi.

PUMPS, FUEL OIL
Trahem Pump Co.. Rockford. 111.

PUMPS. HIGH PRESSURE
Blake Pump A Condenser Co.. Fitchburg UaM
Charlea F. Elm<9 Eng. Works. GUaaco.
William R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.
Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. HamHtoa.

PUMPS, ALL KINDS
Blake Pump A Condenser Co.. Fitchburg, Maja
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ool.
Charlea F. Elmea Eng. Works. CMaago.
William R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toraato.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
The Smait-Tumer Mach. Co.. HasDflton.
A. R. Wllliamj Machy. Co., Toroata.

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC
Blake Pump A Condenser Co.. Fitchburg, llaaa.
Charlea P, Elmea Eoff. Worka, OlilBaca. BL
MeUIwood Mfg. Co,, Detroit. Mich.
Smart-Turner Mach. Oo.. TTimniw
Wm. R. Perrin, Ltd., TcnmtaL

PUMPS, LUBRICANT AND Olt
Bellevue Induatrial Furnace Co., Detroit, Utek.
Cincinnati Lubricant Pump Co., OtoolniMti, *^ '

Boper, C. F., Co., Hopedale, Uaaa.
Trahem Pump Co., Rockford, 111.

Pl.MP LEATHERS
Can. B. K. Morton. Toronto, Montreal.
liraton A Knighi .Mfg. Co., Worcester. Mass,

PUMPS, ROTARY, POWER DRIVEN
Trahem Pump Co., Rockfoixl, 111.

PLACllJiS A.SD Ulti&
VV. IL Banfleld A Sona. Toiwut*...
11. VV. Bliss Coi. Brooklyn, .N.l.
Broun. Bogga Co.. Ltd.. liamuioa, Uiuitaa
t-an. BloHer & Forge Co., KitcUenei, L»*it.
Can, Fairbanka-Moraa Co,, Moutrei^
tianlner, Kotjt-, A 6on, Momreai.
A. R. Janhue A Co., Hespeler, Ont.
.Mnllimr-Knlund Tool Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
Peine of Montreal, Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que
U. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas. Oi".
Toledo Machine A Tool Co.. Toledo. O.
PUNCHES. POWER
Joh« Bertram A Sona Co., Dundaa.
Bliaa, E. W., Co.. Brookire. N.I.
Brown. Boggs Co., Ltd., Uamlltolt Canada
Canada .Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont-
Consolidalei] Press Co., Hastings. Mich.
MankiiitL«h. Himpliill & Co.. Pittsburgh. I'a.
NUea-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.

PUNCHES. PNEUMATIC
Corbet Fdrr. A Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Owen SaoBt. Om
PUNCHING MACHINES, HORIZONT,
Bartrams, Ltd.. Edinburgh. Sootland.
John Bertram A Sona Co.. Dundaa.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Oalt Ont.
Bliss. E. W.. Co.. Brooklyn. NT.
Brown. Boggs Co, Ltd.. Hamilton. Canada
Viles-Bement-Pond To. Vpw York.
Wickea Brothers Saginaw, Uleh.
W. A. Whitney Mfg. Co.. Rockford, HL
PURIF-i-ING AND SOFTENING
APPARATUS
Scaife & Sons Co.. Wm. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PVROMETERS
Bath & Co.. Cyril J.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Belleme Induetrial Furnace Co.. Detroit. Mich
Can. Hoakins. Ltd.. Walkerrille. Oat.
Gibb Instrument Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Shore IiKrtmment & Mfg Co.. New York Otti
Pnce Electric Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Tarlor Instniment Cos., Rochf^er X T
Thwins Instniment Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
QUARTERING MACHINES
lohn Bertram A Sons Co., Dundaa.
NHes-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.

RAILING, IRON AND BRASS
(SEE GUARDS)
RAIL BENDERS
NilesBement Pond Co.. New York.
RAILROAD TOOLS
Can. Falrbanks-Moiae Co.. Uontiaal.
Cmmning & Son, J. W., New Glasgow, Caaada
Nilea-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.

RAILS. STEEL
Ciunming A Son. J. W.. New Glaagaw, Canada.RAILING, BRASS

v-»~ia.

Hungerford Brass A Copper Co., New York N I
RATCHETS
Keystoua Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.I.
RAW HIDE PINIONS (SEE OKABMREAMER FLUTING M.ACHINES
Oarria Machine Co.. New lork-
REAMERS, ADJUSTABLE
Caa, Fairbanka-MoiM Co,, MontruU.
Olereland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland
Montreal Machy. A Supplies, Ltd., Moatreal. Qua.Monie Twurt Drill A Machine Co., Ne. Mu.r^Osbom (Canada), Ltd.. Sam'l, -Montreal Que
Pratt A Whitney Co., Dundaa. Out
Whitman A Barnes Mfg. Co.. 8t Catharmee Ooi.

REAMERS, BRIDGE, EXPANDINGAND HIGH SPEED
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto, Onu
Butlerfleld A Co.. Rock taland. Qua.
Oau. Fairbanks-Morse Ca. Montreal
Cleveland Twist DriU Ca. Cleveland.
Illinois Tool Works, Chicago, lU.
McKenna Brothers, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Osbom (Canada, Ltd., Sam'l. Montreal Que
R. E. T. Pringle. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat.
RE.VMERS, PIPE. CYLINDER
A.ND LOCOMOTIVE
Morse Twist DrUl A Machine Co.. N«w Bedtaxl
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

»>»-»«i.

Pratt A Whitney Co.. Dundaa, Ont.
Butterfleld A Co., Rock Island, Que.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
CSeveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland.
Morse Twist Drill A Machine Oo Nsw bedfonl.
Pratt A Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont

REAMERS. STEEL TAPER
AND SELF-FEEDING
Butterfle-ld A Co.. Rock Island. Que.
r'an Fsl Than k»-Morse Co.. Montrest
eiark Equipment Co.. Buchanan. MI<*.
'^"velap'l TvH.f nrilt Cv... Clevoland.
Tninnis Tool Works. Chicago. TU.
k B. .TsnUne A Co.. Hefipeler, Out
'tor«« Twin) DHll A Machine Cn. Ww B<«1»o-d
W, w. Potrie, Tnrmito.
"-(tf A WVifriev Cn Tliinil"'' "-•

RFAMTWfi MA rmvF.e vvTrAHTTr
flereland Pnetmatlc Tool Oo of Csna-ls Tf^rnntn.

Oarlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Tortmto. Ont,

RFCORDINO INSTRUMENTS
wriBt/il Co.. Waterlrary. Conn.
Taylor Instrument Oc., Rochester. N.T.
REGULATORS. PRESSURE.
TEMPERATURE
Can, Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Taylor Instrument Cos.. Rocheoter. N.Y.

RESPIRATORS
Stiong, Kemiaj-d & .\utt Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

'VI • bl MAIHINK8
Bilton .Mach. Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Can. Blower A Forge Co.. Kltcheotr, Oat.
'ook. A>a 8.. Co. Hartford. Conn.
Grant Mfg, A Mach. Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Natloaal Machinery Oo.. Tiffin, O.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.

8IVBT8. TIBILAR. BIFURCATED
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., U. T.. New lork.
Pamentar A Bulloch Co.. Oanano^ua
Stoel Do. a< Canada, Ltd., Hamiltoo. Out.
RIVETS, IRO.N, COPPER AND B&A4*
Alkenhaad Hardware (Jo.. Toronto. OnU
Hungerford Brass A 0>pper Co.. U. T.. .New lork.
Pamantsl A Bulloch Co.. Oanano«ua.
•taal Oo. of Canada. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
RIVETERS. PNEUMATIC. HYDRAULIC,
HAMMER, CCMPRESSION
Can. Fairbann-.Morse Co.. Monti«al.
Oaa. Iniersoll-Rand Co.. Sherbrooke. Qua
Cleveland Pneumatic Tocfl Co. of Canada. Toronto
Gariock-Walker Machy. Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Oat.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, nL
NUes-Bement-Pond Co,, New York.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
E. B. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
RIVETING MACHINES, ELASTIC
KOTARY BLOW
Grant Mfg A Machine Co., Bridgeport, Oann.
High-Speed Hammer O,, Rocheator, N.Y.
Hlmgerford Brass & Copper Co.. U. J".. New York.
F. B. Shuster Co.. New Haven. Oma.

ROLLS, BENDING AND
STRAIGHTENING
John Bertram A Sons Co.. Dundaa.
Brown. Boggs Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, (Canada.
Canada Machinery Corp., Gait. Ont
Nllee-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
Toledo Machine A Tool 0>.. Toledo.
Wickes Brothers. Saginaw. Mich.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qua
RIUUEK .MILL MACHINERY
Bertrama, Ltd.. Edinburgh, Scotland.

RULES
Brown A Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Providence.
James Chesterman A Co.. Ltd.. ShetTield. Ezif.
I„ ^^ Mrarretr Co. Arhol Ma.ss

SAFETY APPLIANCES
Strong, Keunard & Nutt Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
SAND BLASTS
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co,, St Louis. Mo.
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qua
LANDING MACHINES
Canada Machinery Corp,, Qalt, Ont
OUver Machy. Co.. Grand Rapids, Mleh.

SAW MILL MACHINERY
Can. i-airbanks-Moiaa Co., MoQtjeaL
(Janada Alachmery Corp.. Gail, unu
Dominion Machy. Co., Toronto, (Jnt
iiardner, Kobt. A Son. Montreal.
Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St Louis, Mo.
H. W. I'elne, Ltd,, MontreaL
H. W. I'etne. Toronto.
Preston Wo.j<hvorking -Machy. Co., Preston, Ont
w lekes Brothers, Saginaw, Mich.
A. R. Williams Machv. CJo.. Toronto.

.HAWS. CIRCULAR METAL
Esjxn Lucas Mach. Wotks. Philadelphia, Pa.
rtunter Saw A Machine Co. PitUCmrt. Pa.
Napier Saw Works, Springfield, Mass.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SAWS. HACK (SEE H.\CK SAWS)
JIAWS. INSERTED TOOTH
Espen-Lnca^ .Mach. Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hunter Saw & .Mach. Co., Pittsbui^h, Pa.
Napier Saw Works. Sprinjfleld, .Mass,
T«tx>r Mfg. (3a, Philadelptiia, Pa.

SAW MACHINES
Napier Saw Works, Springfield. Mass,

SAWS, BAND AND COPING
Napier Saw Works, Springfield, Mass,
SCLEROSCOPES
Shore Instrument A Mfg. Co.. New lork Olty.

SCREW MACHINE PARTS
Johnson Mach. Co.. Carlyle. Manchester. Ooaa.

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS
Oalt .Machine Screw Co.. Gait. Ont
Eastern Maoh. Screw Corp.. New Haven, (^ona.

SCREW MACHINES. HAND. AUTOMATIC
Adams, O. R,. 169 St Paul St. Rochester. N.Y.
Brown ft Sharp* MfR. Co.. Providenca. B.I.
"Nn. F«*'^«Tik*i-Morse f^.. Montreal.
Fcwtcr .Machine Co., Elkhart. In.l.

Qarlock-Walker Machy. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Onrj^n Machine Co.. X*w York
A. B Jardine A Co.. Hespeler.
v.w Britain Machine Co.. New Britain. Cenii.
Petrie of .Montreal. Ltd.. H. W.. Montreal. Que.
It w. Petrie. Ttwmto.
r^^t* A w>,imev Co.. Dnndaa. Out.
Rivett Lathe A Grinder Co.. Brighton. Maa.
Wsrrer A 9wa,sev Co.. (^*>vpl««d O
t P WiniBTTKi Msrhy. Co.. Toronto

SCREW MACHINES, AUTOMATIC.
MULTIPLE SPINDLE
Vew Britain Machine Oo.. New Britain. Coon.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit, Mich.
SCREWS
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.
Gait Mschlne .^tcrew Co.. Oalt Ont
National-Acme Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Sttel (5a of (Canada. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
SCREW PLATES
BnttarAdd A Oa, Rock laland. Qua.
A. B. Jardlna A Co.. Eaapdar.
Morse Twtot Drill A Machine Co.. New Badfosd.
Wells Broa. Oi. at Canada. Gait. Ont
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ERCULEl

For Rapid and Accurate
Cutting of Small Gears

>Ufli as llio^e ii-ed in ty])e\viiter<. meters, add-

ing iiiac-liines, magnetos. .^])eed(iuieters, etc., use

The New Hercules

Gear Hobber
Cdnstnictinn tlivouuliDUi is heavy and all parts

are well su]ij)iirted td prevent viliration and

assure long service. The di'ive is sim])le, i)o\ver-

i'ul and smooth; all movements are gear oi)er-

ated and no chain,- are used in transmi.-Nsion.

Spur, worm, or spiral gears u]> to S-ineh diam-

eter and 8-inch face can he handled at ma.xi-

nunn speed—steel" gears up to 10 ])itcli. cast

iron gears up tn 8 pitch—on the No. 1 machine.

HIMOFF
Machine Co.
45 Mills Street, Astoria
in the city of New York

Sales Offices :

SOChurchSt.. NewYork

ERCULEl

HERCULES
LATHES

// ixii't (rhat i/oii do— il's liiiii- i/oii ilo it.

Any lathe may do your work, hut how

will it do it? That is the hasis of the

Ilimoff Lathes. Tliey have ''Herculean"'

strength and are strictly modern in de-

sign. Rigidity and accuracy guaranteed.

Detailed si>ecilications on request.

Hercules Screw Machines

arc built with •;,-inch, 1-inch nn<l l'._.-inch chuck capacities.

'I'hcy arc ruKKed. powerful, handy ntachines ; capable of

continuous higrh production over a wide range of work.

Himoff Machine Company
45 Mills Street

Astoria, City of New York, N.Y.

If anij advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place u)ith leltem to be answered.
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SHANKS, STRAIGHT AND TAPER
Jacobe Blfg. Co.. Hartford. Conn.

SHAPEKS
John Bertram & Sods Co., Dundas.
Can, F&irbankS'Morse Co.. MontieaL
Can^a Machinery Corp.. QaJt. Ont.
Foos & HUl Machy. Co., Montreal.
Gardner, Robt.. & Son, Montreal.
Hendey Machine Co., Torrington. Conn.
Hamilton Mach. Tool Co.. Hamilton, Ohio.
Petrie of Montreal, Ltd., H. VV., Montreal, Qm
H. W. Petrie. Toronto,
rrehJlon WooilwarkinR Mach. Co., Prestou, Out.
Khodea Mfe. Co.. Hartford. Conn,
Sniidi A .Mills, Cinninn.Tti, Ohio.
Steptoe Co.. John, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SHAFTING
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria, Ou
Can, Fairbanks-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Can. Drawn Steel Co., Hamilton, Ont
Garlock-Walker Machy. Co.. Ltd., Toroqto, Onl
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
NIIes-Bement-Pood jo . .Now York.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto
Pratt * WhltreT Co.. Diindas. Ont,
Stielint-er Co., ('has. \.. Uctn.it, Mich.
A. R. WUHams Machy. Co.. Toronto.

SHARPENING STONES
Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Norton Co., Worcester. Maaa.

SHAVINGS. SEPARATORS
Can. Blower & Forge Co.. Kitchener, Ont,
Shcldons, Ltd,, Qalt, Ont
SHEARING MACHINES. ANGLE IRON
BAR AND GATE
John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dundas.
Bertrams. Ltd.. Edinburgh. Scotland.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Q-alt. Ont
A. B. Jardine & Co.. Hespelcr.
Montgomery. Smith & Co.. Keynsham. Bonei

set. Eng.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
Toledo (Machine & Tool Co., Toledo.
Wickes Brothers. Saginaw, Mich.

SHEARS, POWER
John Bertram & Sons Co,, Dundas.
Bliss, E. W.. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Brown, Boggs Co,, Ltd., Hamilton. CanAOa.
Can. Blower & Forge Co., Kitchener, Ont
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont
Mackiutiwh, llinipliill .V- Co.. Pittaburgh, Pa.
National Machy. Co., Tiffin, Ohio.
Niles-Bement-lPond Co., New York.
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Montreal.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Toledo Machine & Tool Co., Toledo.

SHEARS, PNEUMATIC
Toledo Machine & Tool Co,, Toledo, Ohio.

SHEARS. SQUARING
Brown. Bopgs Sc Co.. Hamilton. Canada.

SHEET METAL, GALVANIZED
Samuel, llcujamin & 1'.... .M. & L.. Toronto. Ont.

SHEET METAL WORKING TOOLS
Baird Machine Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
BH3S, E. W., Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bro»wn. Boggs & Co.. Hamilton. Can.
Peck, Stow & Wilcc:, Cleveland, O.

Steel Bending B«ke Works. Ltd.. Chatham, Onl

SHEET METAL STAMPINGS
Dominion Forge & Stpg. Co.. Walkervine, unt.

SHELL BANDING MACHINES,
HYDRAULIC
Chapman Double Bail-Bearing Co.. Toronto. Ont
Garlock-Walker Machy. Co., Ltd,, Toronto, Ont
The Jencke.? Mach. Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Metalwood Mfg. Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Pen-in. Ltd.. W. R.. Toronto, Ont.
West Tire Setter Co.. Rochester. N.Y.

SHELL PAINTING ?IACHINE
Can. Blower & Forge Co.. Kitchener, Ont
aheWons, Ltd., Gait, Ont.

SHELL RIVETERS
Grant Mfg. & Machine Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
High Speed Hammer Co., Rochester, N.Y.

SHELL WASHER
Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal, Que

SHRAPNEL SHELL MARKER
Brown-Boggs Co,. Hamilton, Ont
Noble & Westbrook Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn

SIDE TOOLS
Armstrong Bros, Tool Co.. Chicago.
Ba.xter & Co.. Ltd., ,L R., Montreal, Que,
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.

SIGNS. ENAMEL
StroiiK, Kciiuanl & .\utt I'li., Cleveland, Ohio.

SILVER .SOLDER
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., U. T.. New York

. Geo. H. Lees & Co., Hamilton, Ont
SK.\TE SHARPENERS
Baikc.v Hiothcre. .Stovirtvillc. Ont
Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co.. Alexandria. Ont.

SLEDGES
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toronto. Ont
Whitman & Barnes .Mfg. Co.. St. Cathariaea. On

SLOTTERS
Garvin aiachine Co.. New York.
National-Acme Co.. Cleveland^ Ohio.
Nile»-Bement-Pond C<»., New York.
Rhodes Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.

SMOKESTACKS.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Owen 3eu]Mi. Ont
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que
MacKinnon. Hohnes Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

SOCKETS
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providenee.
dereland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Modem Tool Co.. Erie, Pa.
Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co., New Bedtui
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn. N.''
SOLDERING IRONS
Aikenhead Hardware Co.. Toroot . Ont
Prcst-O-Lito Co.. Inc., Toronto. Ont.
Rix>wn. Hoggs & Co.. Hamilto... Can.

SOLDERS
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto. Ont
Himgerford Brass & Copper Co.. U. T.. New York
Tallmnn Brass & M«tal Co.. Hamilton.

SPELTER
SaraiiLl, Benjamin & Co., .M, & L., Toronto. Onl.
SPIKE MACHINES
The Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Hamilton.
SPECIAL M-iCHINERY
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Baniield, Edwin J., Toronto.
Banfleld, W. H.. & Sons, Toronto.
Bertram, John. & Hona Co.. Dundas.
Bliss. E. W. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
Brown. B<«gs & Co.. Hamilton. Can.
Can. Fairbanks-.MoTSe Oa, Montreal.
Charles P. Elmes Eng. Woraa. Chicago.
Gariock-Walker Machy. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Garvin Machine Co,, New York.
Gooley & Ediund. Inc. Courtland. N.Y.
Corbet Fdry. & Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Owen Sound. Onl
Grant Mfg. & .Machy. Co., Bridgeport, Conn
•lohn H. Hall * Sons. Brantford.
Gra.v .Mfg. & Mach, Co.. Toronto, Ont
HimofT MBchine Co., New York, N.Y
Hyde Engineering Works, Montreal, Que.
'ardine. A. B.. & Co.. Hespeler.
The Jenckes Mach. Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que
.McClean & Son. F. W., Niagara Palls, Ont
National-.\cme Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
n. McKenzip Machinery Co.. Gnelph. On*
Mnlliner & Enlmi.l Tool (^o. , .Svracii.se. .N.Y.
PrestO-Lite Co., Inc.. Toronto. Ont.
Rhodes .Mfg. Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Riverside Machinery Depot. Detroit. Mich.
Imart-Tumer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
T, C. M. Mfg. Co.. Harrison. N.J.
Victoria Foundry Co., Ottawa, Ont.
Webher Bros, ^iach. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Villiara R. Perrin. Ltd.. Toronto.
Winnipeg Gear & Engr. Co.. Winnipeg. .Man

SPRINGS, MACHINERY
Barnes. Wallace, Co., Bristol, Conn.
Can. Steel Foundries. Ltd.. Montreal. Qus
Cleveland Wire Spring Co., Cleveland.
Jas. Steele, Ltd.. Guelph. Ont

SPRING COILING AND WINDING
MACHINERY
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Garvin Machine f o.. New York.
Sleercr & Hartley. Inc.. Worcester, Mass,

SPRING MAKING MACHINERY
(AUTOMATIC)
Baird Machine Co,, Bridgei>ort., Conn
-Sleeper A- Hartley. Inc.. Worcester. Ma??.
SPIRAL CONVEYORS
Can. Matthews Gravity Carrier Co., Toronto. Or
SPROCKETS. CHAIN
Grant Gear Works. Boston. Mass.
Morse <Tiain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
Philadelphia Gear Works. Philadelphia P»

SCREW SLOTTERS
Cook, Asa S,, Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Garvin Machine Co., New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dundas. Ont

SECONDHAND MACHINERY
Bath & Co.. Cyril J., Cleveland, Ohio.
Davis Machine Tool Co., W. F., New York.
Dominion Machinerv Co.. Toronto.
Iiilir-Coiitiiieiilal Machy. Colli., .\ew York.
Koiis & HUl Machy. Co.. Montreal.
McCahe. J. J.. New York. N.Y.
New York Machinery Exchange. New York
H. W. Petrie. Toronta
Riverside Machy. Depot. Detroit. Mich
Stielincer Co.. Chas. .\.. Detroit, Mich.
Stocker-Riimely-Wachs. Chicago. 111.

SET SCREWS, SAFETY
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Allen Mfg. Co.. Hartford. Conn.
SOLDER
Jobbom, Geo, A., Hamilton, Ont
SPROCKET WHEELS, CAST
Perrin, Wm. R., Toronto.

STAIRS. IRON
Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co.. Hamilton. Oni
Dennis Wire & Iron Works. London, Canada.STAMPINGS
Dillon Mfg. Co., Oshawa, Ont
Dom. Forge & Stpg. Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Homer & Wilson. Hamilton. Ont.
STAMPING MACHINERY
Brown, Boggs & Co., Hamilton, Can.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont
Noble & Westbrook Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.
STAMPS S.TEEL ALPHABET. FIOUWF>
HiiKKsoll .V- Pettis Mfg. Co., .\e\v Haven. I'onii.
Matthews. Jas H. & Co.. Pitt-shurgh. P«
Noble & Westbrook Mfg. Co.. Hartfoid. Conn.
Pannier ltro.s. Stamp Co., Pittsliiiri.'li. Pa.
PritoliBrd-^ndrewo Co Ottawa. Can.

STAPLE MACHINES
Sleeper iS: llartlev. Inc., Worcester, Mass.

STEAM SEPARATORS AND TRAPS
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
Can. .Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont.
H. W, Petrie. Toronto.
Iheldons. Ltd.. Gait. Out
The Smart-Tiimpr Mschine Co. Hsinilt^n.

STEEL ALLOY (SEE ALLOY STEEL)
STEEL BENDING BRAKES
Steel Bending Brake Works. Ltd.. (Thatham, Ont

STEEL FOR AXES, PLOWS, SAWS
DRILLS, ETC.
Colonial Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

®?*^*^i;'
t'ARBON. FERKO TUNGSTEN

can. B. K. Morton. Toronto. Montreal.
Colonial Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Comstcdt, Josef P. A., laj liroadwav NY
Latrobe Electric Steel Co., Latrobe. Pa.
Michigan Steel Exchange, Inc. Detroit, .MichOsbom (Canada), Lid., Sam'l, Montreal, Que'
Firth & Sons, Tlios., .M,jnt.,-al, tjiic.
Vanadium-Alloys .Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, P«
Vulcan Crucible Steel Co., Aliqiiippa, Pa.
Zenith Coal & Steel Products, Montreal, QueSTEEL. COLD ROLLED
Can. Drawn Steel Co.. Hamilton, Ont

s-^eeT mS ''"' ^"- """""» °"'-

Pannier Bros. Stamp Co., Pittsburgh, I'a.alJiEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton OntSTEEL PRESSURE BLOWERS

'

Can. Blower & Forge Co... Kitchener, Ont
Can. Fairbanks-.Moree Co.. Montreal.
Sheldons. Ltd., Gait, Ont
STEEL, HIGH SPEED
Aimstrmg Whitworth of Canada, Ltd., MontrralCan. Pairbanks-.Morse Co,, Montreal
can. B. K, Morton, Toronto, Montreal
(jOlonial Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Comstedt, Josef F. A,, 120 Broadway, N,Y.
H. A. Dniry 0>.. Ltd.. Montreal.
I'lrth & Sons, Tlios., Montreal, tjiic
Mawknilge Bros. <:a. Boston. Mass
Latrobe Electric Steel Co., Latrobe,' Pa.
Maijhall, Geo. A., 70 Lombard, Toronto.
Michigan Steel E.xehange, Inc., Detroit. Mich.Osbom (Canada), Ltd., Sam'l, -Montreal OneH W. Petrie, Toronto.
Standard Alloys Company, PlttsbuiKh, P«
Vanadium Alloys Steel Co.. Pittsburg Pa.
Vulcan Cnicible Steel Co.. Aliquippa. Pa.- reore
sented in Canada by Norton, Callaid & Cu.
Montreal, Que.

Zenith Coal & Steel Products. Montreal. QueSTEEL VANADIUM
Comstedt, Josef P, A., 120 Broadway, N Y
l>mry, H. A., Co., Montreal, Que.
Michigan .Steel Exchange, Inc., Detroit, .Mich.
Standard Alloys Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Vanadium Alloys Steel Co., Pittsburgh Pa.
Vulcan Cnicible Steel Co.. Aliquippa.

8TELLITE, HIGHSPEED TOOL META 1

Can. B. K. Morton Co., Montreal, (Jue.
Deloro Smelting & Refining Co., Toronto, OntSTOCK RACKS FOR BARS
PIPING. ETC.
New Britain Machine Co.. New B.itaJn ov...STOCKS FOB DIES

^^
Wells Bros. Co. of Canada. Gait. Ont

STOCKS. PIPE
Butterfield & Co.. Bock I.sland Que

STOOL.S. STEEL. SHOP
Dennis Wire & Iron Works, London, Canada.New Bntam Mach. Co.. New Britain ConnSTRAIGHTENING MACHINERY
Band Machine Co.. Bridgeport. Conn
Bertrams. Ltd.. Edinburgh. Scotland

SWITCHES. RAILWAY
Can. Steel Po.indrie9. Ltd.. Montreal
TACK (DOUBLE POINT) MACHINES
blecper & Hartley. Inc., Worcester, Mass.

TANKS. GA.SOLINE AND OIL
Dominion Foree & Stpg. C-o.. Walkerville. Ont
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que
-MacKinnon, Holmes & Co.. Sherljrooke, Que.
TANKS. STEEL. WATER PRESSURE
Can. Welding Works. Montreal. Que.
Jenckes .Mach. Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
MacKinnon. Holmes Co.. Sherbrooke
Toronto Iron Works, Ltd.. Toronto,TANK WAGONS
Jenckes Mach, Co,, Shr-brcjke, Que.
MacKinnon. Holme° Vo,. Shertjrooke.
Toronto lrr»i '\Tr, ks Ltd., Tjr.mf).

TAPES. ME.ASURING
James Chesterman & Co.. Ltd.. .Sheffield. Eng.
TAPPING MACHINES (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Oo. of Canada, Toronto.
Qreenfleld Tap & Die Corp., Greenfield. Mass.

TAPPI-NG MACHINES AND
VTTACHMENTS
John Berti-am & Sons Co.. Dundas.
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont
Garvin Machine Co., New York.
The Geometric Tool Co.. New Haven.
J. H. Hall & Sons. Brantford. Ont
A. B. Jardine & Co., Hespeler.
Landis Machine Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.
Manufacturers Equipment Co.. CJhicago, 111.

Modem Tool (3o., Erie, Pa,
Murchey Machine & Tool Co.. Detroit
Niles-Beraent-iPond Co., New York.
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H. W., -Montreal. Q le

H, W. Petrie, Toronto
Rickert-Shafer Co., Erie. Pa.
L. a. Starrett 0>., Athol. Maa.s.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

TAPS. ADJUSTABLE
Baxter Co.. Ltd., J. R.. Montreal, Que.
Geometric Tool Co., New Haven.
Manufacturers Equipment Co.. Cnicago. III.

Murchey tMachine & Tool Co.. Detroit
National-Acme Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Osboni {Canada, Ltd., .Sam'l, Montreal, Que.

TAPS. COLLAPSIBLE
Geometric Tool 0>.. New Haven. Conn
Manufacturers Equipment Co.. Chicago. Ill

Modem Tool Co.. Erie. Pa.
Murchey Machine & Tool Co., Detroit, Mioh
Osbom (Canada, Ltd., .Sam'l, Montreal, Que.
Fictor Tool Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
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Equip YOUR Men with

STEEL GRIP GLOVES
Munition makers and foundrymen in Canada, United States and England find

them indispensable to Better Work—Safer Work.

Xii. 081—TIlis illustialts a mitt made of chrome
tannwl leather, reinforced with steel, over added
strips of loiiKh Napa leather. Tile thumb is re-

inforced with extra leather patch and steel ribbons
on wearing surfaces. No cotton thread nsed—every
seam sewed closed with steel thread. Price per
dozen. $10.50.

No. 605—This is a short glove : palm and fingers
reinforced with steel ribbons; palm doubly proteete^l
with wide leather patch; tape fastener at wrist.
This glove i.s made exceptionally strong and will
stand the roughest sort of work. Price per dozen
paire (or all lefts 'or rights), $9.00.

No. ti78—.\ double sen-ice mitt that can be wuiii

on eilJier hand. No reinforcement on palm, but
thumb protected and all seams sewed with steel

thread. An ideal mitt for unloading light metal
sheets, bars, etc. Per dozen. $7.50.

.\". i;H— liiii ;;.niiillLl L,|,iei.dl.v designed for
Hjnid Mast woik. <'hiiime leather haiiL] and
eiitf. I'alm reinforce;! with steel over added
si 111 H of tounh Napa leather. .\11 seams seweil
with steel. I'liec per dr/zen (or all rights oi
nil i.ris), in.w.

Protection for the Workman in the
Shop is as Necessary to Win the War
as Protection for Our Men in the
Trenches.

A Partial List of Users:

American Steel Foundries.
American Car & Foundry Co.
E. W. Bliss Co.
General Electric Co.
International Harvester Co.
U.S. Navy Yard at Portsmouth.
Western Electric Co.
White Sewinsr Machine Co. of Canada.
The Pease Foundry Co. of Canada.
Jenkins Bros., Limited.
The Williams Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of

Montreal.
English Afrent: R. E. Houlton, Leigh, West-

bury, Wilts.

LET US SERVE YOU. WRITE

Sole Manufacturers

Hickory Steel-Grip

Glove Company
Box B-6 CHICAGO, ILL.

.No. tlO—.\ Kalinllet for general work. Rein-
fnreisl at all weiirilig .siirfaei-s with steel ribbon-*.

All seanw sewwl diwed with steel Ihreatl. Price

IH'i dozen (or all rights or nil lefl.sl. $10.60.

Jf itiiij adi'i ri'ixciiK'nt inti-rvxlx you, tear it out itmi: and place with letters tv be answered.
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TAPS. DIBS AND WRENCHES
Btit««rfldd & Co., Rock bland. Que.
Oan. FairhantM-Mon»e Co., Alontreal
CleT^Iftjid Twist DriU Co.. cleveJand.
Fo«B & Hill Machy. Co.. Montreal.
Seomfttric Tool Co., New Haven. Conn.
&. B. Jardine & Co., Hefipelet,
UoiM Twist Drill A Machine Co.. New Bedford.
Murchey Machine & Tol^ Co., Detroit.
Osbnm fr.in.idn. I,t-1.. Sam'l. Montro.il. Que.
Petrie of Montreal Ltd., H. W.. .Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Dvindas, Ont,
L. 8. Sfarrett Co.. Athol. Mass.
Wells Bros. Co. of Canada. Gait. Ont.

TE.STING INSTRUMENTS
WETALLCBGICAL
Holi. Herman A.. 50 Church St, New York.
Shore Instmment & SIfg. Co.. New York City.

THERMOMETERS. ALt KINDS
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y,
Bellevue Industrial Furnace to., Detroit, .Mich.

TESTING LABORATORIES
Can. Inspection & Testing Lab.. Montreal, Que.
Toronto Testing Laboratory. Toronto,

THRE.4D-CUTTING MACHINES
Can. Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Curtis & Cur\is Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Garlock-Walker JIachiner> Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Geometric Tool Co., New Haven. Conn.
Landis Machine Co.. Waynesljoro. Pa.
Narional-.Acme Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
National Machy. Co., Tiffin. Ohio.
H. W. Petrie, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Pratt & niiitney Co., Dundas, Ont
Wells Bros, Co. of Canada. Gait, Ont.

THREADING TOOLS
Rivett Lathe & Grinder Co., Brighton, Mass.

THREAD MILLERS
Gray .Mfg. & Mach. Co., Toronto. Ont
T. C. .M. Mfg. Co.. Harrison, N.J,

TINSMITHS' TOOLS
Brown, Boggs & Co., Hamilton, Can,
Steel Bending Brake Works, Ltd., Chatham, Ont
Peck, Stow & Wilcox, Cleveland, Ohio.

TIRE SETTING MACHINES. HYDRAULIC
William R. Perrin. Ltd., Toronto.
West Tire Setter Co., Rochester, N,Y.
TOOL CASES
Union Tool Chest Works, Rochester, N,Y.

TOOL HOLDERS
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago.
Clevel.nnd Twist Drill Co., Cleveland,
Can. B. K. Morton. Toronto. Montreal.
Deloro Smelting & Refining Co., Toronto, Ont
.Modem Tool Co., Erie, Pa.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Dundas, Ont
J. H. Williams Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TOOL POSTS, LATHE
Armstrong Bros. Tool Oo,, Chicago. '

TOOL ROOM PARTITIONS
Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co,, Hamilton.

TOOL STEEL
Atkins & Co.. Wm.. Sheffield. Eng.
Armstrong. Whitnorth, Ltd. of Canada, Montreal.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. .Montreal.
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal.
Colonial Sleel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Deloro Smelting & Refining Co., Toronto. Ont
W. A. Dnirv Jo.. Montreal.
Firth & Sons. Titos., .Montreal. Que.
nawkridee Bros, Co.. Boston \Ih.v.

Latrobe Electric Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.
Marshall, Geo, A.. 70 Lombard, Toronto.
Michigan Steel Exchange. Inc.. Detroit. Mich,
Osbom (Canada. Ltd.. Sam'l, Montreal, Que.
H. W. Petrie, LM., Toronto, Ont.
Swedish Steel & Importing Co,, .Montreal. Que.
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, l-a.
Vulcan Crucible Steel Co., Aliquippa. Pa.

TOOLS, BORING
Wwtem Tool A: Mfg. Co.. Spiingfleld. Ohio.

TOOLS, CUTTING OFF
Western To£.l & .Mfg. Co.. Springfield. Ohio.

TOOLS^ ELECTRIC
^Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago. 111.

H. W. Petrie, Ltd., .Montreal,
R, E. T. Pringle, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Standard Electrical Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N.Y.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto.
United States Elec. Tool Co.. Cincinnati. O.

TOOLS. LATHE, PL.\NER, SLOTTEK
Armstrong Bros. Tool Ca, Chicago.

TOOLS, PNEUMATIC
Can. IngersoU-Rand Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, Toronto
Curtis Pneumatic .Machinery Co,, St Louis, .M'

Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont
Independeijt Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

TOOLS, SCREW MACHINE
Fister .Machine Tool Co., Elkhart, Ind.

TOOLS, TURNING
WisteiTi Too! & .Vlfg. Co., Springfield. Ohio.

TORCHES, STESL
Armstrong. Whitworth of Canada. Ltd., Montrex
Prest-O-Lite Co,, Inc., Toronto, Ont.

TRACK SYSTEMS
Dillon Mfg. Co., Oshawa. Ont
Northern Crane Works, Walkervllle.
Whiting Foundry Eauipment Co., Harvey. Ill

TRAINS, TRACKLESS FACTORY
.\Urcuiy .Mfg. (;o.. Cliicigo, 111.

TRANSMISSION MACHINKRY
American Pulley Co,, PhiladelphlA, Pa.
A. R. Williams Machy. Co., Tsrooto.
Can. Bond Hanger & Cplg. Co., Alexandria. Ont.
Can. Fairbanks^Moi^e Co., MontraaL
Can, Drawn Steel Co,, Hamiltao. Ont
Hamilton Gear & Mach. Co., Toronto,
Lyman Tube & Supply Co.. Montreal, Que.
Main Belting Co., Montreal.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
II. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Toronto, Onf.
Tlie Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. HamlHon.

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
t'urtis Pneumatic Machinery Co.. 9t Louis, M-
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.. Hamilton,

TRUCKS, FACTORY, FREIGHT, ETC.
Canada Machinery Corp., QaJt, Ont
f^ianman Double Ball Bearine Co.. Toronto.
Miicur.v .Mff. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Whiting Foundry' Equipment Co., Harvey, 111

TRUCKS, LUMBER AND KILN
Sheldona, Ltd,, Gait, Ont
.Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.

TUBING, SE.4MLESS, BRASS « COPPEl
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., New York, M.i
Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Montreal, Que.
.standard Tube & Fence Co., Woo<-lstock. Ont .

TUMBLING BARRELS
Baird lilachine Co., Bridgei>ort, Com.
.Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Whiting Foundry KqitipmeDr Co.. Harvey. IIL

TUNGSTEN FILAMENT COILING
MACHINERY
Slulier & Hartky, Inc.. Woici-stei, -\la«.

11 RNBUCKLUs
Canadian Billings & Spencer, Ltd., Welland.
TURNTABLES
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, IlL

TURRET .MACHINES
Brown & Sharpe Mfg Oo,, Providence, E.L
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont
New Britain Machine Co., New Britain, Conn.
H. W. Petrie, Toronto,
Pratt & Whitney, Hartford. Conn.
Riverside Machinery Depot, Detroit, Mich.
Warner & Swasey. Cleveland. O.
Garvin Machine Ca. New York,

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Jenckes Mach. Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm Kennedy & Sons. Ltd.. Owen Sound. Ont
UPSETTING AND BENDING
MACHINERY
.John Bertram & Sons Co.. Dtmdas.
Brown. Boges Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Canada.
Cook, Asa S,, Co.. Hartford. Conn.
A. B, ,Tardine & Co,, Hespeler.
National "Machy. Co . Tiffin. O,
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait. Ont.
Viles-Bement-Pond Co.. New York.
The Jenckes Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Qne
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd.. H. W.. Montreal. Que
H. W. Petrie. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
A. R. T^illiams Machy. Co.. Toronto.

v.\cunM pmips
Can. Blower & Foige Co.. Kitchener. Ont.

Sraart-Ttimer Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
VALVE LEATHERS
Can. B. K. Morton, Toronto, Montreal,
Gnaton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE GRINDERS (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada, ToronU

VALVES, FOOT
Smart-Turner Mach, Co,, Hamilton-

VALVBS, HTDRAULIC
Charles F. Elmes Eng. Works, Chicago, IlL

Metalwood Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

VALVES, B.ACK PRESSURE, STEAM
Sheldons, Limited, Gait, Ont
VENTILATING APPARATUS
Brantfoid Oven & Back Co., Brantford, Ont
Can. .Blower & Foist Co., Kitchener, unu
Skeldons, Limited, Gait
H, W. Petne, Toronto.
A, K. Williams Machy. Co., Toronto,

VISES, AIR OPERATED
llaimilin -Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111,

VISE STANDS, PORTABLE
New Britain Mach, Co., New Britain, Conn.

VISES, BENCH
Aikenhead Hardware Co., Toronto, Ont.
Foss & Hill Machy, Co., MontreaL
New Britain Machine Co., New Britain. Conii
H. W, Petrie, Ltd,, Montreal.
H, W, Petrie. Toronto.
Wclbome & Co., New York. N.Y.

VISES, PIPE
Aikenhead Hardware Co,, Toronto, Ont
Butterfield & Co.. Rock Island. Que.
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

VISES, PLANER AND SHAPER
Aikenhead Hardware Co,, Toronto, Ont
Skinner Chuck Co,. New Britain, Conn.

WASHER MACHINES
Natiional Machy. Co., Tiffin, Ohio,

WASHERS
Barnes, Wallace, Co,, Bristol, Coim.
Dillon .Mfg. Co., Oshawa. Ont.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Worcester. .Mass.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Co., New York, N,Y
London Bolt & Hinge Works. Ltmdon. Ont
Steel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
WATCHES, TIME STUDY
SUberbeis, il. J., Chicago, IlL

WATER PURIFVINO AND SOFTENING
APPARATUS
W=, B. Scalfe it goss Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
WATER CINDER MILLS
Whiting Foundry Eauipment Co.. Harvey, 111.

W.4TER JACKETS
Can. Welding Works. .Montreal. Que,

WATER TOWERS
The Jenckes Mach. Co,, Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Toronto Iron Works. Ltd.. Toronto,

WATER WHEELS
The Jenckes Uacb. Co,. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. Kennedy & Sons. Ltd.. Owen Sound. Ont
.Sleeper A; Hai-tley, Inc.. Worcaster. Mass.

WAVVING AND UNDERCUTTING
MACHINES AND ATTACHMENTS
Gray .Mfg. & M.icli. Co,, Toronto, Ont

WELDING MASKS
Strong. Kiiiuard & .Nutt Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

WELDERS, ELECTRIC. SPOT.
BUTT, ETC,
National Electric Welder Co., Warren, O.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa-
Winfield Electric Welder Co,, Warren, Ohio.

WELDING, WORK AND SUPPLIES'
(Antogrenous and Oxy-Acetylene). SEE
O.VY-ACETYLENE
WINCHES
John H, Hall & Sons, Brantford,
Kennedy & Son, Wm., Owen Sound, Ont
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.

WIRE COILING AND POINTING
MACHINERY
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Oonn.
F. B. Shuster Co., New Haven. Conn.
Sleeper & Hartley. Inc.. Worcester. Mass.

WIRE CLOTH AND PERFORATED
METALS
Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co.. Hamilton
Hungerford Era.ss & Copper Co.. C. T. . New York

WIRE FORMING AND
STAMPING MACHINERY
Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport. Conn,
Brown. Boggs Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Canada,
McClean & Son. F. W.. Niagara Falls, Ont
F. B. Shuster Co., New Haven. Conn.

WIRE NAILS
Parmenter & Bulloch Co.. Ganannque.
Steel Co, of Canada. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
WIRE NAIL MACHINERY
National Machy. Co., Tiffin. Ohio
Sleeper & Hartley. Inc., Worcester, Mass.
,\. R. Williams .\Iacny, Co., Toronto.

WIRE SOLDER
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.. D. T.. New Yofk.
WIRE, STEEL, BRASS, COPPER,
BRONZE
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co,. U, T. , New York
Sleel Co, erf Canada. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
WOOD BORING SIACHINES
Canada Machinery Corp.. Gait, Ont
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. of Canada. Toronto.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co,, Toronto,
Petrie of Montreal. Ltd., H. W., Montreal, Que,
H. W. Petrie. Toronto.

WIRE STRAIGHTENERS AND CUTTEB8
Baird Machine Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Brown. Boggs Co., Ltd,. Hamilton, Canada.
F. B. Shuster Co.. New Haven, Ooim.
WOODWORKING MACHINERY
Canada .Machinery Corp., Gait, Oirt.
Can, Fairbanks-Morse Co., MontreaL
Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co,, Toronto,
New Britain ^lachine Co.. New Britain, Conn.
Oliver Machy, Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
H. W, Petrie, Toronto.
Petrie of .Montreal. Ltd.. H, W., Montreal. Ou»
Preston Wrxjdworking Machy. Co.. Preston. Ont.
a, E. T. Pringle, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Silver Mfg. Co.. Salem. Ohio.
A. R. Williains Machy. Co., Toronto

WOOD LATHES
Canada Machinery Corp,, Gait, Ont
Garlock-Walker Machinery Ca, Toronto, Ont
Oliver Alachy, Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

WOOD TRIRTOERS,
Garlock-Walker Machinery Co.. Toronto, Ont
Oliver Machy, Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

WORKS STANDS, PORTABLE
New Britain Mach, Co., New Britain, Conn.

WRENCHES
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, HL
Butterfleld & Co,. Bock Island. Que,
Canadian Billings & Spencer, Ltd,, Welland.
Keystone Mfg, Co,. Buffalo. N.Y.
Wells Bros, Co. of Canada. Gait. Ont
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co.. St Catharines, Ont
Williams & Co., J. H.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

WRENCHES, AUTOMOBILE NARROW
-JAW AND MONKEY
Bemis & CaU Hdwe. & Tool Co., Springfield. Mass.
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., St Catharines, Ont
WRENCHES, PIPE, MONKEY, TAP
Aikenhead Hardware Co,. Toronto. Ont
Bemis & Call Hdwe. & Too! Co.. Springfield, MhX.
Wells Bros. Co. of Canada. Gait. Ont
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co.. St Catharinea. Ont
WRENCHES, RATCHET AND BASIN
Bemis & Call Hdwe. & Tool Co. . Springfield. Mass.
Keystone Mfg Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Whitman & Bame.-i Mfe. Co.. St. Oetharrne* Ot>»,

WIRE STRAIGHTENING AND CUTTING
MACHINERY (AUTOMATIC)
Sleeper & Hartley. Inc., Woroe-ster. Mas.s.
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FORGED—Not Milled

Our catalogue will give

full detiils.

We will gladly send it to you.

Greater concentration of material is accomplished by

our methods of forging our drills and reamers.

This produces a greater hardness and elimin-

ates the danger of burning up or bind-

ing. This method allows greater speed

—

it will stand any speed So put on

all power and yours is for

greater produition when
you

'"'"^>*».

Montreal Machinery & Supplies, Limited
260 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:
Taylor &. Arnold. McArthur Bldg.,

Winnipeg ; R. F. Mather.
1050 Hamilton Street. Vancouver.
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Here's a Masterpiece in Mechanical
Construction

RIVETT PRECISION

LATHES
Our 608

Illustration shows type No. 608,
Back-Geared Precision Lathe. A
Lnthe of exceptional acciu'acy and
liighest grade finish, suitalile for fine

tool room, experimental and model
work, and a wide range of light

manufacturing. Equipped with
compound Slide Rest and thread-

cutting equipment. Designed for

bench mounting, but may be fur-

nished with combination stand and
oil pan or oak cabinet and installed

as an independent unit.

There are twelve tests of alignment made
by experts on all Rivett Lathes, each test

being conducted with mmute care to ensure

exactness without exception m any case.

Then there is a close inspection of the

completed machine, and when you buy it

you may rest assured of getting a product

that has all the Rivett excellence in quality

and ability to produce.

Rivett Lathes are models of a model mechanical institution. We
are keeping up with the spirit of the age in producing quality

tools with profit-making speed.

Write for literature covering our products.

THE RIVETT LATHE & GRINDER CO.
BRIGHTON DISTRICT OF BOSTON

Builders of Highest Grade Precision Tools

MASS., U.S.A.

Mcntlua this painr nlwn writinij adveiiineri<. It willr il out now and place with letters to be answered.














